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Bennett's Dog's at Auotion
BeBt Book on Training Dogs
Breeding Dogs at Puberty
Cauine Medical Authorities
Canine Traits
Canine Therapeutioa and Pathology

383
443
24
443
383, 443
24
402
261
323, 428

28
845
120
402
341
.

262, 328,
362, 442

.

184
263

Cantharidea—TJae of
Carpeuter'a Kennel
Challenge of L. H.Smith

Dogs— Want

199

323
322
Clumber Spaniels
87, 423
Cocker Spaniels— McKoon's and Hoe's
55, 136, 184
Colburn's Dash
422
Continental Dogs
251
Cutting a Bone From a Dog's Throat
Classification of

of Skill in

Dog Boxes and Expreaa Chargea

9

DogLawa

196,214

Dachshunds at the N. Y. Show
Dog Murder
Dogs as Property
Dogs in a Wild State
Hogs in New York City
Do^a oi Margerum

Dog
Dr.

263
443
56, 382, 402
151
104

343

262,382

Poisoners

21
56
382
197
199
35, 162, 181
262

Webb on Distemper

ElCazadoron

ttetrieving

English Spoiling and Kennel Notes
gverett Smith's Native Setters
fiordon Setter Bitch Lou
dun Shyness
Home For Dogs
,,:,..

'

IJ

Classification of Clouds
Cleaning Chromos

-"-'
!

.

.

AZA'atl
250, 343

National American Kennel Club

Newfoundland Dogs

ai
•

•

•

•

15

Pointer Tom
Pedigrees
PI nnket and His Get

Pneumonia

in

«

403
343
38
i

*1
184

poppies

fsf
in,,

t

,°

.

OOtch and Irish.
Setters and Pointers or England

MS
Spaying

-

SKETCHES.
California Deer

Hunt

30

Adirondack Sketches
A Coon Fight in Kentucky
A Day's Fishing off Nantucket
A Day of Sport in Texas

127, 173

19,

94
31
2

A

Friendly Service
1
A Good Bear Story
123
A Good Wolf Story
399
Among the Pines Around Boot Lake
158
Andrew Jackson Foster, the Megantio Guide. 158
A Quail Hunt in Virginia
143
A Snow Shoe Tramp
29
A Tale of Two Flats
13
A Trip to Burleigh
439
A Trouting Picnic in Louisiana
358
A Trout Stream in Canada
125
A Typhoon off the Japanese Coaet
257
Baldwin's Banch, California
175
"Bar" in San Gabriel "Nan-era''
78
Base Fishing in Virginia
175
Bay Bird Shooting
313
tho
Rook
Camp
Hunt
from
Bear
141
Bear Hunting in Mississippi
126
Bird ShootiDg in Mississippi
77
BogShooting
337
Christmas in a Life Boat off Fire Island.
78
Diving For Guns
175
Dusky Litigation
127
Experiences in Missouri
417
Fishing on the San Jacinto
438
,

Fox Hunting

in

Ohio

2

FlobiDA:
Across Country Notes
Hunting on the Chattahooche
Sporting at Homoaeaesa
Turkey Shooting
Weat Florida Notea
Gnzr.lv Bear Shooting
Habits aud Peculiarities of the Moose
Hiatoric Soenes and Places at Niagara
How I Didn't Shoot my First Deer

239
338
15
298
45
110
30
239
438
142

Houudiug Deer in Mississippi
Hunting on the Blue Grass Country
Hunting and Fishing on the Pee Dee
Hunting the
Joe Maree

15

437
397

Bighorn

Lake St. Peter
Lake Superior in

4T
190

1860

121, 205,

Lassoing a Grizzly
Letter from Guyon
Louisiana Duck Hunting
Michigan Sport

237
238
123
46
17

Mv
My

First Bull Moose
First DeBr
Noosing a Grizzly in California
North Fork of Navarro River
Notea from the Coaet Range, Cal
Old Cazador'a Pearl
Pigeon Shooting in New Jersey
Pine Forests of Pennsylvania

93
Ill
338
297, 317

110
298
298
126
157
278
122, 174, 190, 206

Quail 8hooting Extraordinary

in Pike County
Bangeley Sporting Notes
Reminiacancea of tho Dorchester MarsJ

Rambles

Roughing it in Canada
Salmon I'isliiogon the Jacques Cartier
Scenes at a French Race Course
Scandinavian Sport
Sealing in the Pacific

Shooting on Pigeon Creek

Some Incidents on Whaler
Summer Woodcock Shooting
Surveying the Deadwood Route
Sport at Spirit Lake
11

Sport on the Androscoggin
Sporting under Difficulties among the Semi-

The
The
The
Tho

Club-Footed Buck
Hunting Fields of Centriil Virginia
Kankakee Marshes
Old Pork Parrel

"The Old Suwanoe Riber''
Travel iu Southern Minnesota
Trout Fishing iu Maine
Trout Fishing in Southwestern Colon
Trout Flahing ou the Aar
'.g on

358
418
377
277
29
122
110
398
378
173
03

159
94
14

-

River
Sporting on the Big Sunflower
ick

109

94
Ill
223
437

Lake Ceoi-

Lngat the Gulf of M'

tici

dleyof Ko es,....
Willi Fowl Shooting
Wild Turkey Shooting
\\ i-i.'onsiu

Fisliing
'hooting in

93

Canada

NATURAL.
:..

9W

35
5

.

MISCELLANEOUS
A

H

IS

..........
.283

78
1 59
103

227
2
.

S6S,44£

.1]

131
35, 111

Trapping in Arkausaa
Trapping in Mississippi

87

Nun-Sporting Dog.Old Sank, and Shooting at Colt's Neck
wmid Burgee on
Pointer Belle (Illustrated,!

83
39
173
165
31
17
431
227

TRAPPING.

noles

195,250. 203.282,31 l3,:v
Kennel Register. .9, 55, 56, 87, 88, 103, 282, 3S3
38a
lullbi" the Dog Faithful
87. 198, 229, 203
Macdo^a and His Dogs
•-••••
Maine Dog Law.....

163
200
63

Continental Rapid Transit
FeeB Given to Jockeys
Fonda Items
Hints to Taxidermists
Hunting in Bermuda
Magic Inks
Natural BBuuty
Plain Chicken Soup
Tanning Skins
Terrapins aa Food
The Great Suspension Bridge
The Hermit of Mt. Desert
To Remove Odor from Perspiration
What ia an Inch of Rain

-'

443
50, 88, 184, 443, 445
211

9. 38. 56, 87, 120,

89

Useful Cemeut
Chaa. Kingsley's Love of Animals

•

... .301. 363, 3S2, 408,

Improper drosses
Koason
Kennel Notes

Show...

A

195,

Heat.

in

Remove Puppy Lump
Remove Ticks
Remove Warts

24
120

MINOR MISCELLANY.
A Texas Baby

285, 345

305
163, 8S5, 405
99, 163 305,
245
19
227

33

38
2S2
423
214, 302

Worms and Hydrophobia

425
405
Expedite the Shedding of a Dog's Coat.... 35

To Faaten Rubber on Boots

263
120
199
120

Bernard's

Louis Kennel Club
Three Blind Mice
Tax on Does
The Dog Question

146,

To
To Expel Worms

Dog

Bpratt's Biscuit

To Drive off Rats

™5

•
Castor Oil

385

67, 99, 147, 163, 265, 285, 305,
in Confinement

Inntinct, or

40, 207, 358, 393, 403
193, 278, 32;,

Food For a Bitch Before and

,

Regimen For Quails

Imported Dogs

Traveling

... .115
Cantharides For Producing Heat.
Cement For Glass in Salt or Fresh Water. 12, lis
-251
• •C. nient For Iron and Stone,.

'

Game. 266

67
Regimen For an Invalid Feline
99, 179
Remedy For Canker iu Dogs.
445
Remedy For Fits
147
Remedy For L-rmaturia in Dogs
Regimen For Dogs Sick or out of Condition,

Evan uhobia

.

r

..,„,„ of

and Quail

220

HINTS AND RECIPES FOR
SPORTSMEN.

,

.

,

„

-2

Wanton Slaughter of Deer
Wet Weatnei Birds in Texas..

,

Halluek apoi

57,99,119, 142

.113, 183,

Budge

State

Wild Turkey Shooting
Shooting

'.'.229,287,

Tennessee
Texas

West

'J

i

363, 884, 424,' 419
1 67, 249, 404, 424

Taxation of Guns
The Forester Club
The Shenandoah Region

37, 53, 387
g".'37,"53, 86, 101,
D

island

.

Value of the Compass

107
;;{•

VeuLsylvania

.

W

Qbio

289
364

249, 235
.15, 40, 77, 88, 143. 157, 270,

Coarse

..21, 80, 111, 1+9
IS3.

»ri OouvenUor.

Sevada

Bhode

.

Shells-Paper and Metal
Snipe Shooting
Sand-Hill Crane Shooting
State Sportsmen's Association

Tho
Vork Association.

New

vs.

\ygj

m

»$&**
.

13

.23, 40, 55. 57, 71, 119, 143,
213, 270, 305, 330, 348, 849,
364, 384, 404, 425, 450

Pistol Practice
Positive vs. Snap Actions

Powder—Fiue

93

449
23
86, 193

Old Wife and Coot Shooting
Partridge Shooting
Pigeon Shooting.

ss
^
—

Suaaouri

Sew Mexico
New York-

.

40
130
30,

Multiple Loader

,

Minnesota.

364
278

of the Field

Hunting in Scandinavia
Iowa Shooting

KiRmg

Priced Guna
Lend Owner's Rights
March Moscpiitoes
Moose Hunting

147
.103
425

365
.

1

•

Paoh.
Kennel Disinfectant
Oil For Cleaning Guns
Preparation to Stop Leaks in Boats
Preserving Fish Skins

(See also Answers to Correspondents.)

A

I

.

285
sq^

-

GAME BAG AND GUN.

.

Fish Culture iu North
Fish Culture in Ohio
Fi*h Culture in Pennsylvania.

Hunting and Drinking

in

Vindication of Guides.

,

.260, 359, 379,
420, 110
160, 318
Carolina
12S, 293

Fish Under Blue Glass

Page.

Temperance

.

,

190

.

1

"

.

INDEX.
Page.

A
A.

Fish thai Hears its
Gigantic Star Bah

A

Heartless Parent

Young

(he Month. ...280

in

IBS

,.

.

l«i

A Large Woodcock

140
112
160
Ill
49
65
.121
261
17
341
113
129
33, 61
320
121

Family

Albinos

A Man

Crocodile

Anwrioan Golde

AnAdir lAboI
AnAr:
AnEadnFigbj

-

r

i

er

that

Pi

Fish

i

Fish iu Like Chaniplain
A New Pheasant
Another " Pipefish "
Antiquities of take Pepin
.U"oe

t

A Queer Cross -Coon and Cat

A

Queer Fish.
Rainbow From the Morn
A -Bare Duck.
Arrivals at Central Park Menagerie.
.

320

.17, 82,
311(1, oil, 389, 121, 110
Arrivals at the Phila. Zoological Garden. .17,
225. 241. 262. 231, 300.
321, 311, 261, 401, 421, 441
.

,

;

A Short Lecturo on Fishes

..176
332
97
65

A Strange Bud
A Tale of a Coon
Fish

221, 300

Audacity in

153
at Fort

Sanders

Birds
Birds
Birds
Birds
Birds

17,

of Clark's Island. Mass
of Central New York
133,
of District of Columbia
of Eastern Dakota. .. 176, 192, 221. 211,
33, 49, 90, 113,
of Webster

Black Baas and Oswego Bass
Black Duck in the Book? Mountains

Black Bail of Massachusetts
Bounties For Wild Game in Vermont
Breeding Season For Quail
Carp in Virginia
OatchiiiL

33,

300
65
100
96
160
267
261
146
300
4
120
203
421

113, 208

6o
96

Hooks

Pish

ii

'

Catfish— Curious Habits of
421
Cause of the Fish-like Odor in Water
33
Champlain Pickerel
100
Chinese Quail and Cal. Pigeons
4
Clup9a and Correconus
129
Fish
Eat
Crow Blackbirds
128
Distribution of Animals by Swimming
1, 221
Does tho Osprey Tako Dead Fish?
*21
.......
Do Fish Sleep?
145
Domestic Life of the Brown Thrasher
.177
Domestication of the Canada Goose
360
50,
Geeso
Wild
Domesticated
177
?.................
Do Minks Climb Trees
Do Woodpeckers Destroy Birds' Nests?. ...195
280, 4.1
Duration of Life of Anim&lB.
241
Dwarfed Maskelonge
17
Eagle— Capture of a Large One
420
360,
379,
261,
English Sparrows

IK.

FaunTof 'Michigan

^61 -SU,^

2*1, 241

of Montana
Flora of Arizona

Fauna

JJ7
JJJ
4 *"

Firing Squirrels

Bnardman

32
1*7
340

Florida Notes, by G. A.
of the BSd Cross-Bill

Food

Fresh Water Fish in Salt Water
Fresh and Salt Water Eels
Game in Southern Wyoming
.
Golden Pheasants
Gold Fish Destroyed by Eels
'- Bear
Green Winged Teal....

400
33
22
260

Kg

83
of NewEina in Fish
Habits of Eels
30
Habits of the Moose
81
Aqnarum.
Half Hours With an
How Eagles and Fish Hawks Feed tho Poor. .160
260
How the Oyster Builds His Shell

w

.

Jw

Imported Birds
Indian Graves in Utah
Identity of Black Bass

M'[

*J

^Sini^erAnimaisV.v;..:..v.::::::::ili

4

Ceeso Feathers
toL-^lau
Left Handed Shells
Mammalia and Birds of Scandinavia
Mammals of Canada

IV:
360, 280, 42
jj-g

*%
178
~0b
224

Migrations of Birds hr Spring
Migration of Deer.
Migration of Kingbirds
Migratory Quail

jf
" ifi

Mesmerizing Animals
Mooting Birds...
Moles and Their Habits...
Mollusca of Newfoundland

•••

sif
114, 224

3bU
30
360
«'»

of

Nashville Notes
Naturalists in Uniform
WoaKno nf the Bose-Breasted Groabeck
Hiffifcalfanof the American Kinglets
Nomenclature
Not all an Oyster
Notes on the Caribou
Osprevs Taking D«id Fish
Visitors
Our Winter
„~
(

the Burrowing, of Texas.

hvla,

.

145
145

33

]f
Mi
•

•

??
1»

H-o, o

.

ine Falcon

Phveis

\:

.

Pi
laskal'ouge'. .177, 212, 320, 351!

Wt<

50

Prir
I'rol.

nwiui

u..

j
iu~a Sea Serpent...

«"

Beavers
Bare Buds of tho Tropics
Pugilistic

j^O
380

ae Million
Blue Birds

147

™

Bednsh of the Northwest
Bed-Headed Woodpeckers.

...

•

-120

L.I. Historical Society

„j

Bird.

280

i'

B

m3

'-,

Ti.me Wu:1

Taurup

m

G-ar. 3E

vs. the

Trout.

380

"179

'

224
'.....'.

rr.

Tlio ETeubsn-ier

..".'.'.:m

'.'.'.

and His Habits

The Peabody Museum
The Staked Plaius
The Wuxwing
The Wild or Canada Goose
Treeing a Fox

'...'.'.'.

'.320,

400

"

.860
'gel

'.'.'.'.".'."

17

024
'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'."

Sharks

Wet Weather

Birds
of Our Foreign
Wintellsh of the Osweaatnhie

What Becomes

'.".320

201, 326

Song Birds

Wild Geese Domesticated.. ..
Wild Turkeys— Their Introduction 'iii'EngJana
„
Wild Geese

™J
-r;
"S
'

"3

§£
320

.

......

i\Vinl

Confinement

in

208
1

29

82

Wood Warbler

Yellow Pool

129

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Abroad Again
Adirondack Tales
,.,,
A Mad World and its Inhabitants
American Partridge and Pheasant Shooting.
Annual Record of Science and Industry
Bulletin of Essex Institute
Canadian Birds of Prev
Canada Cricketer's Guide
Domesticated Trout

365
251
25

'

..165

331
3:11

265
365
179

Friend Fritz

73

Fruit and Bread, a Scientific Diet ......... Y.'itS

Guide to Bichardson and Rangelev Lakes. .365
Harry
331
Helmiek's Hard Times Treasurv
... .147
.

Herbert's

Works

.

147
165
179
179
73
147, 179
331

How to Camp Out
How to Baise Fruits
How to Teach
Law and Practice of Euchre
Life of Gen Custer
Log Letters from the Challenger
in Florida
Norston's Rest
Ornithologist's Directorv
Phelan's Checker Player
Plains of the Great West
Practical Hints on Dog Breaking
Scientific Publications

My Home

in

Magazines

331
147
147
25

104, 115, 147,
179, 227, 365, 411, 431

POETRY.
of the Forget-me-not

13

Apostrophe to Spring
"Bide a Wee"
Birch Bark

Clam Soup
.

"Even

as

Thyself

Friendship
Kingsley'a Fox Chase
Jack's Vision
Legend of Yosomile Valley
Making the Harbor Light
Old Cazador'a Dream
Questions for the Higher Pantheism

Humor

Sentiment and

Song of
Sowing

Bait, the

Hunter

Spring
Tacking Ship Off-Shore
The "Eastern Shore"

65
93
357
29
77
109
237
118
257
417
377
20B
61
337
189
97

_

Trout Fishing
Under the Sod
WeBtern Wild Fowl Shooting

•

Plea For Walking

National Rifle Association
Northwestern Rifle Association
"Old Rifleman's" Letter
O range Judd's Experience
Positions in Shooting
Rifle Association of France
Recoil

157
125
121
221
297
317

411
330
JgJ

445
Standard Works on Base Ball.
S3
Bermuda Hunt Club
271
Bicycling
lis
Brooklvn Caledonian Club
390
Coaching Club
271
Coursing
."117, 210
Cricket
104, 271, 304, 351, 390, 411, 431, 445
Curling
S3, 321
Hudson Caledonian Games
389
New York Athletic Club
191, 389, 431
New York Schntzen Corps Festival
352
Old Greek Athletics
444
Origin of Handicapping
41-1
Orion Club Athletics
279
Bavenswood Athletic Club
431
Seotti-h Amorican Club
390, 445

College Athletics

153
210
271

Peun

University of

at,

Cambridge

vs.

Shooling.
Association

si

legists Athl_i,.LdqI Ball

Tulle

390
304

Salmon Fishing

Island vs.

Helwig's
Miley's

FuX Hunting
Polo

7,

8

86
449
70
39

102,135
150
226
388
87
213, 830
39
428
247
86, 135, 166
347
39

Dnaocountable MisseB
Wiilowbrook Match
What the Riflemen are Doing
Wonderful Shooting that Rev. Mr. Murray

39
128

saw
Walnut Hill Rauge Shoots
Shooting at Zettler's

118, 213, 248. 261,
310, 329, 368.

408
118

Positions in Shooting

SEA AND RIVER FISHING.
Alligator Gar Fish
Angling for Trout with

82
410

Worms

Worms

82, 136

Salmon

185
185

Black Bass in the Reservoirs
Buiei' Fishing Notes
:

Alabama

185
209

California

388, 409
303, 313, 371, 409, 444

Canada
Delaware
Dist. Columbia

179
167
IS, 167, 303
324
209, 213, 303, 324, 344
1

152, 167, 193, 219, 231, 284, 203,
371, 409, 429,
284, 324, 344,

Michigan
Minnesota
New Hampshire.

New

Jorsey.

.

.

New York
Oregon

325
209, 243, 269, 278, 303,
324, 325, 410,
73, 152,
121, 167, 269. 303,
185, 243, 344, 429,

Vermont
Virginia

Wisconsin
Cape Fear Notes
Catching Sharks

"Chumming"

for

'

'

CM

Pine Trout
Fenton's Number Four

Shad

285
121,108
152
152
136

I.

,

JO,

Fishing for

Dram

Fish

41
40

99

GARDEN.
A

CoaBack and His Horse

443
225

Analysis of the Onion
A Botanical Garden For New York
A Card from Mrs. Bridge

.2-12

146

,

A Keen Old Farmer
A New Variety of Cotton

_'_

[[

Annuals
Answers to Enquirers
Agaves
Arranging a Stumpery
Autumnal-Tinted Vine Leaves
Ayrshire Cows—Value of

444

34
iOl

129, 225
301, 321

m
41

97
114

Azaleas
„] 344
Beauty in Architecture (Illustrated). '..'.'.'.... 79
Beet Root Crop of France
34
'.,'.',',
Belgian Pears
79
Bermuda as a Winter Resort
34
Bulbous Roots
4 243, 361
Blue Glass for Vines
301
"
California
Whips"
!"..!l61
Changing the Natural Form of Plants
192
,

'.

\

Common Insects

66
177
401
146
401

of April

Cyperus Esculentus
Destruction of Woods
Didn't Rob Birds' Nest
Effect of Climate on Plants
English Salads

,,

...ill!
01;

Essex Breed of Swine
Eucomis Pundata as a Window Plant
Euphorlia Jacquimoflora.
Farmers Abandoning California
Farming iu Colorado

301
161
5
341
5
ggj

Ferneries
'.
Maiden's Hair Forns
Flooding Swamps For Fish Supply as Weil as

4

.

Water
Florida Lauds

Flower Shows

£81
,....'.
5
3(0
209
.178
(35

243
§81
161
1

31)

18
381
861
192, 242
224
.

Ivy on Walls

5

192

Lily of the Valley
.U
1

,

.243

lowing

n

44'.:

Madder Plant

321

11

41. 50, 82, 99, 120,
168, 184, 191, 268. 311, 325, 371, 444
9, 18, 40, 50,
in Market
I0S
121, 136, 152, 107, 181, LI
243. 208, 28!, 3"

tting

,871

WOODLAND, FARM AND

Irrigation in California

98
? ...

136, 152, 167, 185, 194, 209, 243, 284,
303, 324, 338, 409, 429, 444

Three Trout at One Cast
Water Bailiffs and Salmon Poaehera
Webster's "Beautifully Good" Trout
Yellow Perch of Owaaoo Lake

147

41

Deep Trolling in Lake George
Dobsimas Bait
Do Ohio Salmon and Perch Take the Fly"
E'isinmTj.v [.ships of Canada

Fish

.'

'

209, 225
-

rvi

:.44t

1

152',

:

'

'

.

444

338

Curious Fishing Incident

First

'

Forestry Circular
Fragrance in Hyacinths
Fuchsias
Giant Trees
Goose Fight with a Bull
Grafting to Test New Varieties
Grafting Wax
Grapo Fruit
Grass- Its Value
Grasses For Bouquets
sis and Wild Fowl
Hint to Peach Growers

444
429
444
444
244
31
144

Sharks

Coney Island Notes

toggle's

444
388
429
18

.167, 231, 243, 284, 303, 325,
344, 409, 429
50, 73, 193, 209, 243, 269,
284, 303, 325, 344, 429, 444

Pennsylvania.

Troutiog Around Malone
g£|
Trout Fishing in Nevada
131
Trout Notes from Virginia
410
Trout Streams of the Aroostoc
.'344, 379
Trout Streams of Pennsylvania
278,324
Winter Fishing in LeJre Michigan .....',. .'. 152
Hudson River Sturgeon
233
'.'.'.' ','.',[" "
Keeping Angle Works
J44
King of Lobsters
"429
Landlocked Salmon
4*4
My First Reel
152
Norway Coast Fisheries
99
Notes from the Maine Lakes
'244
On Sharks and other Matters
2«9
Opening of the Trouting Season
98
\.
OquoBSOo Angling Assoc
167 268
Orvis Reel
.4^4
Pasque Island Club
18 325
Piseco's Big Trout
2Si
'.'..'..'.
Playing a Snappiug-Turtle
152
Rio Grande Trout
4-39
Rattlesnakes as Fish Bait
Lf>n
Seth Green's Needle Points
152, 168
Steele's Fish Pictures
153
Steamboat on the Upper Saranac
19
Tasmanian Trout
.'232
Tests of Hooks and Leaders ...
371
The Fisheries.... 9, 18, It. 51, 73, 82,'l2l"

Chlowgalum Pomevidi Canum

Connecticut..,. 209, 209, 2S4, 303, 325, 344,

Maine
Mass

444

.'.243

!

The Remington Rifle
The Rifle in Canada
The Sanford Protest
The Scienoe of Shooting

1

225, 111, 431

Ladies

409
347

Hentz & Carson's Gallery
Gallery Championship
Zettler's Gallery
Sporting Rifles for the Plains
Southern vs. Northern Riflemen
Sub-Calibre Rifles
Swiss Match
Target Rifles
The Dittmar Powder
Russians at the Target

Angle

418

'

71, 84, 102, 134, 150, 166,
193, 213, 226, 248, 264, 310, 329
22,
86
Jr
118. 213, 248, 289, 310, 329
8, 22, 39, 57, 102, 150, 166, 182

Creedmoor,

254,

,

449

Gauleries.

hi

Oonliu's

41, 213, 259,

'

347

429
409

213, 329, 369

1

ism
ii, ism of Past Ages

448

New York Ranges ... .57,

New Jersey

"

'.!.." 9
Salt-water Trout Fishing
on
'.'.'.'.'.'.','.
Shad Fishing
191
Striped Bass of tho Mississippi
17
Trout Fishing
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singular "Texas Northers" piping
rale.
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Saturday, the 0th insl,., 1 received an invitation
mi Mr. J. G. Tracy, Sect clary of the Houston &
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FRIENDLY SERVICE.

not a cloud in the sky, and one of those
away at a tremeuduous
a point or two below freezing;
an unusual thing for this latitude. Soon I was joiued by
Mai. ,J. W. Goodwin, Chief Engineer, and shorlly after
him came a company of about a dozen, nearly all bearing
shot. -guns or rifles, but not one with a dog.
I asked Mr.
Peter Floeek, a Houstou banker, and Vice-President of the
road-. "Why is it that you bring no dogs?"
Said he, " we
need no rjrflgs. BogS would only be in the way.
We shall
have plenty of fun without them." Presently came Mr.
J. G. Tracy, in charge of a large box, over the edges of
whioll a great many bottles were seen poking Lheir interesting head*.
A huge demijohn also accomj auied the
a silver

I

8, 1877.

The object of Ibis trip was to give (he Stale .Railroad Inspector a chance to examine and report upon the last ten
miles completed on this road. If bis report should be
favorable, it entitles She company to a donation from the
Stale of sixteen sections, or ten Ihousand two hundred and
foily ncres of land for each mile of road, and also allows
Ihem to sell bonds lo the amount of $10,000 per mile.

A

number, like myself, took advantage of Lhe
ure and observation

trip for pleas-

At

10:15 the whistle blew, and all jumped
This road has a gunge of only ilnvo feet, and the coach
provided for us seemed so small, that I till
should have a jam of it, but fttfi
d mcie
pf

root's for

...
|

Lad capa-

about thirty-six, and our party did not Teach
twenty. The train moved off slowly, not more than ten
or twelve miles an hour, in order to give a number of
strangers an opportumly to observe
city for

Tint eoDNTTtv

we were passing. I look a stand outside,
the chilling norther, to take notes of the same.
Alter clearing the outskirts of Houston, it seemed an in-

through which
in spite of

terminable ocean of prairie, except that, a few miles to the
north and south of us were two great lines of timber, extending westward as far as the eye could reach. Thai to
thg tigllt Of us was the forests of Buffalo Bayou; that to
the left, lhe forests of Brag's Bayou.
The road passed
nearly equidistant, between the two, over a plain utterly
treeless, smooth as n billiard table, 3nd covered over at
Ihi.H season v.'iih
a den.se mailing of grass.
There were,
however, no cattle upon Ibis great natural pasture. The
furious norther had driven them all to seek the shelter of
the forests.

Neither were there any farms at

all

upon

this

great

m I'oui miles lrom ItoUfctOltj
ami untouched, just as God made
The sod is aJnlOSl jet black, ami evidently very strong.
it.
Give it drainage in lhe direction of 1he bayous to the right
and left, and put a thrifty population upon it, aid this
great vireiu field Wi.uld soon blostoni like a garden.
Ami
lhe day will not he long delayed before a great, garden it
;
will be.
Dial climate, producing almost
noket-rt thriving city almost in

prairie, after
but.

lhe land

!

passing three

lay virgin

FOREST AND STREAM.
sight— how can it be otherwise? I asked at what these
lands could bo purchased now, and was told "from fifty
cents to a dollar an acre." But then where are you going
to get your fuel from, and your timber for fencing?
When this road reaches the great Brazos "Bottoms," only
a few miles from its present terminus, it will deliver you
splendid oak from two and a half to three dollars a cord,
find the vast pineries just east of Houston will furnish
in

illimitable resources

plank fences, cheaper perhaps
than in any prairie country in thewoild. And then before
the plunk fence decays, the pyraeanlh and osagc orange
hedges will be ready to take its place, lasting till the crack
of doom.
When that thrifty population comes, this prairie
may well say: "Match me, ye gods!"
for

AT THK TERMLNUS.
About lp.m. we reached "Wimbcrly," where

the road
thought that as this place has a local habiI should find it also a village or something of that sort; but there was not even a house, or the
sign of one! The road stopped short in the midst of a
solitary prairie, and Wimberly existed only in name.
I
felt severely disappointed at this dreary prospect, as visions
of a snug saloon and hot punches had for some time been
tempting my appetite; and, moreover, I was hungry, and
chilled to the bone.
However, Mr. Secretary Tracy soon
announced good cheer. Standing in the door of theapattment of the coach intended for baggage, he announced in
a loud voice: "Gentlemen, walk up, roll up, tumble up—

now

stops.

I

uud a name,

tation

up— and let us have something that is
good. As I knew that Wimberly was as yet unprovided
with hotels and saloons, and ever mindful of the comforts
of the wayfarer, I have brought both hotel and saloon
along with us. If any man cannot here find good cheer,
let him charge it to the fault of his own stomach, which
does not know how to appreciate things that are good."
In sooth it was so. Going forward I found both hotel
and saloon. There were wines, whiskies, brandies, of
which all partook amply; there were meats, breads, condiments and fruits, of which all stored away a heavy cargo.
After this it was arranged that the party, or all who
choose, should break into groups and spend three hours in
hunting, but that we must not go beyond the sound of the
whistle, for fear some of us might be lost or not get back
any way so you gel

in time.

THE HUNT.

As I hud chatted much with Major Goodwin on the way,
we naturally consorted together when the parties were
made up. He is physically a splendid specimen of a man,

We withdrew the grouse charges from our guns
and loaded with heavier metal. He struck off obliquely
head.

to the northwest,

while I obliqued to the southwest.
After getting directly opposite to the cranes, both began to
move slowly directly upon them. They had not yet noticed us, or had not appeared to do so, though we were
now within two hundred yards of them. They were feeding leisurely towards uie, but gradually tending to the
west.
At last they perceived Major Goodwin, aud began
moving in a course which, if continued, would bring them
within fifty yards to the west of my position
I concealed
myself behind a small thicket of briars, which gave just
screen enough to hide me. I cocked both barrels, and
watched the tall birds as they were marching gracefully
towards destruction. As they drew nearer and nearer, 1
was seized with a regular "buck-ague," and shook at a
terrible rate.
I drew from my pocket a flask of brandy,
aud emptied almost the entire contents down my throat.
By this time the birds were easily within fifty yards, and
.

1'HAIRIK

HBK3 OB UKOU6E

rose almost from beneath our feet.
We were not expecting them, and no shot was fired. They flew hut a little
distance and we pursued. When they rose again each of
us fired two shots, Alajor Goodwin getting two birds,
while T got but one. They were noble fellows, about three
pounds weight, and as fat as butler balls. So largo were
they, and so steady their flight, that it seemed almost
impossible to miss them on the wing, and yet I had failed
with one barrel. Never mind, it is a long time siuce 1
have played the. sportsman. 1 have not. got my hand in
Major Goodwin kept his t.ye on the living, while I
yet.
picked up the dead birds. Again they rose, somewhat
scattered, and each of us got one apiece, firing one barrel
"Now," snid Major Goodwin, as we bagged the
each.
must have
game, "we will let these fellows alone.
some of that, flock for seed." We had bagged but five,

We

seemed to me there, were at least a dozen left; and
as they had again gone but a little distance I objected,
and proposed that we renew the attack, remarking that I
feared that if we gave them up we should find no more.
The Major said, "Oh, we cannot go amiss for them. The
and

it

is full of them.
We shall find plenty." He then
is rapidly increasing in Texas; that
they ure more numerous this year than ever, and that he
supposed that it was on account of the increasing farms.
His opinion was that the grains of the farmers encouraged
them to increase and multiply, and that they are a bird
that loves proximity to human habitation.
"I guess,"
added he, "they are nothing but stray chickens after all,

country

stated that this bird

and have had

their characteristics

permanently fixed by

long in-and-in breeding."

SAND DILI, CRANES.
Passing to the southwest some fifteen minutes more,
guns
nearly at "present arms," I observed,
carrying our
gome three or lour hundred yards off, through the driving
mist, an assemblage of moving objects, which I at first
took to be a herd of deer. A more careful examination
soon revolved them into birds, and my companion cried
out: "Sand-hill cranes! Now to got a shot at them we
•will have to be sharp."
Ho proposed that we separate and march upon them
from opposite quarters, the idea beiug that if one of us
could get a shot at them while they were on the ground,
they might give the other a chance by Hying over his

from

make them money!"

the return trip to Houston we found the prairies so
with geese and grouse that several were shot down
the cars while in molion. These, by common con-

were given to Conductor Davis, and 1 believe his
share obtained in this way was larger than thai of any
other single individual.

sent,

"WET- WEATHER MRUS. "

While on the return trip I noticed hundreds of flocks of
very diminutive birds, much resembling the summer
sparrow, but of a lighter color. They seemed to go in
thousands, so that scores of them might be taken at a shot.
Mr. Tracy said they were the sweetest and fattest little

forests."

gun,

still

advantage of the wind to get away as quick as possible from such
My friend had not got a shot at all,
at which 1 felt somewhat chagrined.
My first shot had
also been effective, and I had two sand-hill cranes.

dangerous quarters.

These birds are majestic to look at. They staud about
three feet high, and move with a stalely motion, much resembling at a distance that of a deer. They are, also,
about the color of a deer. Their weight does not come up
to expectations.
They are mainly feathers, lees, neck
tail.
Seven to nine pounds is ubout the best of their
weight. They are excellent for the table when well
cooked, but if the cook be not skillful they are apt to be
too dry, They are extremely numerous on the prairies of
Texas in the winter, and are not at all addicted lo water,
so far as I have been able, to observe.
They migrate north-

and

ward on the approach

of spring.

These birds were too big to thrust in our game bags.
The best that we could do was to sling them around our
necks with a string lied to each of their feet, and let them
dangle down our backs.

ENCOUNTER WTTH WILD GEESE.
The timber of Buffalo Bayou was now- close

We had

at

hand.

:. few miles east of Wimberly,
was now south of us instead of north, as it had
been most of the way. We moved to the stream, expect-

crossed this stream

ing to way-lay a colony of ducks, but just as we readied
the edge of the timber, a large flock of geese crossed the
bayou a few hundred yards above us, and appeared to light
on the prairie just beyond. We now abandoned all idea
of ducks in our eagerness to attack the larger game.
Grossing the narrow channel on a fallen tree, we crept
stealthily to the edge of the timber on the south bank, and
saw the geese feeding about two hundred paces above us.
They were waddling along slowly towards us. Leaving
the edge of the timbers, we walked cautiously up the
bank of the stream until we thought we were about
opposite the geese, then turned short olf to the left. When
we got to the edge of the forest again there were the
geese, still unsuspicious, not more than sixty yards off,
and drawing closer and closer lo us.
arranged that
Major Goodwin should shoot into Ihem on the ground, and
as
deliver
fire
they
into
The
should
rose
that I
the air.
Major fired both barrels almost simultaneously, and 1
turned loose with both of mine just us the birds were
flopping their wings in the air. There was a fluttering aud
a flopping for you! The Major Jiad killed three, and 1 had
brought down too. Now, thought I, here is a mess! How
are we going to transport this game? The best we could
do was to lie their feet to a siring, then fling them over
our backs with the cranes, and then abandon the chase.
We had as much game as we could well get along with.
Said the Major: "The next lime we go gunning we will
lake an ambulance." We trudged buck lo "Wimberly,"

a double-barrel shot gun. We struck out alone in a direcwhich none others had taken. By this time clouds
had covered the whole heavens, and there was a heavy
driving mist, scudding rapidly before the norther— behooved us now all our stores of viands and fluid stimulants to keep us warm.
We hud walked only about two
hundred yards, when suddenly a flock of

On
tilled

will

flock flew to the southwest, doubtless seeking the

my

into the array.

as I am told, a favorite engineer of the gr^at southern
general, Lee, and is responsible for many of the fortifications around Kichmond and Petersburg, against which
the Union army buttled so long. He, too, was armed with
tion

A

men's sports

birds ia the world, but that it took "just two dozen to
make a breakfast for one." Another said that he called
them "wet-weather birds," 'tor," said he, "in wet or
damp weather the prairies are filled with them, and in dry
weather they are never seen. What becomes of ihem is
past finding out.
I think they disband and take to the

random

so

I

each; the cranes fifty cents; the geese "seventy-five cents,
*nd the quail ten.
gentleman from Ohio, who was of
the party, said: "What a grand country is this, where even

having the ague, and fired quite at
Without noticing the effect of
my shot, I gave them the second barrel as they rose into
the air, and saw one big fellow tumble fluttering to the
ground. Instead of going towards Major Goodwin, the

I raised

found him as sparkling as a bowl of champagne
punch. He was all spriglitliness and joviality. He was,

and

our game in the Houston market? Mr. Tiacy said the
grouse and ducks would readily bring twenty-five cents

i

h:ii

ii

We

treating with the utmost indifference several flocks of
They were seprairie-hens that we flushed on the way.
cure, because we were already gorged.

Shortly after our return to Wimberly the other hunting
parlies dropped in, one by one, all more or less laden with
game. The last that came up, but one, was Floecfc, who

came staggeting under the weight of an enormous buck,
which he bore on his shoulder. He had disembowelled the
animal where he had fallen; and so saturated with the
buck's blood was his clothing, that he might have been
easily mistaken for a butcher just out of the slaughter pen.
As lie thiew the buck down he remarked: "I might have
the world, but I had in this
got auother the easiest
fellow about as much as I could well stand under, and my
consent
to
shoulder the responsibility."
not
would
eompadre
He had shot the buck with a splendid Winchester»rifle,

m

which he had had manufactured

to order at a cost of $150,

After Mr. Floeck came the list of the party— a boy who
hud confined himself lo blackbirds, and who had Bluffed
his game bag and pockets full.

THE GRAND RESULT.
a census of the day's slaughter was
taken with this result: Deer, 1; Prairie Hens, 2:3; Ducks,

When

all

were

in,

»; Geese, 10; Cranes, 4; Blackbirds, 09; Quail, 7; Hawks,
The thirteen-year old boy who had
1; Owls, 2; Hares, 1.
snot the blackbirds was declared champion of the day.
Said he: "I could have killed a million if I'd had a wagon
to pack 'em." I asked what would be the money value of

AT HOME.

We reached Houston just, afler dark, the norther giving
us a stern welcome as we leaped from Hie coach. We all
parted happier, heartier, and I hope better than when we
met in the morning. I hope to tell you, Mr. Editor, of
many another day's sport around Wimberly. In the
meantime, you can say to Dr. Dio Lewis, that what he
says about goose-meat not being good, is all pure fiction.
Give me lots of fat, tender goose meat.
N. A. T.
Houston, Texas, Jan. lith, 1877.
For Forest and Stream.

FOX HUNTING

IN OHIO.

THINKING a detail of how we hunt foxes In
interest
description.

some

of your readers, I will give

Ohio may
you a brief

The sportsmen get together and decide upon a day and
place for a hunt, elect their chief officer and a captain for
each side, then advertise the day agreed upon, the territory
they propose surrounding (whirl! is generally ubout. four
square miles), and the hour for starting in towards theceutre.
The centre is designated by a tail flag stuff aud the
stars and stripes floaling therefrom.
small brush tent is
also put up for the foxes to bide in and rest when cornereil.
After closing in on a space about ten rods square, and allowing the ioxes a few minutes' rest, the spoil lion begins.
If a band is along they step in the enclosure uud serenade
what of the Reynard family may be housed there. Each
side is hen allowed lo send in one person, generally a boy
about 1C years of age; the strife Ihen is lo see which side
will have the honor of catching the first or must foxes,
They must catch them by the Iftij aud lift Ihem up clear
from the ground at arm's length. No dogs, firearms, or
clubs, are allowed on the ground, whereby the foxes may
be injured, until after all ine sport is had with them that is
wanted. They are then sold to the highest bidder, the
proceeds going towards paying the advertising.
Sometimes when there is an old sly fox cornered, he
makes the attempt to break through the ranks, but is

A

I
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caught and thrown back in the enclosure, aud sneaks otf as
though he was ashamed of the trick. We bud seven or eight
of those hunts last winter, and on tome Occasions a thousand
or more persons would participate in the sport.
One night in December there fell about lour inches id'
snow, aud in Hie morning my brother Will says, " Buck,
this is u good day to hunt foxes; won't you go?"
I must
confess 1 did not need much coaxing, us 1 am ;i
sport.
So 1 out my breech-loader together and took a few
cartridges of'F. F. shot, culled the dog, and muted forlho

woods where we thought we would he most likely to find
We had not got ten rods in Ihe woods before we
a fox.
We followed up the
found where one had been along.
trail and soon the tracks became so plenty we could not
keep one particular track, for sometimes three or four
would be going along together, and when they diverged we
We concluded we would
eould not tell ono trom auother.
skirt around on ihe outer edge of the woods, ami perhaps
we might, find where one had left lor some, other piece of
timber.
We soon struck a [rack that seemed lo be leading
off, and af|er following about half a mile we found wheie
he had gone down inside of a large poplar stump and
We ran a pole down some disinto a hole under a root.
Will then started tor a
tance, but eould not feel him.
spade and pick to dig him out. About the time he got lo
the house, which was about 80 rods off. the fox came to
the conclusion that he had belter try leg bail for it, and so
jumped out, knocking my dog off the slump backwards.
1 undertook to give him a load of shot as he started off,
but the cartridge failed to explode, and before I could get
the second banel ready the dog was between me and the
fox.
There was a nice race then for ubout half a mile beThere was some (all fightfore my dog overhauled him.
ing done there by the looks of Ihe snow uud the noise they
took his hide anil started for home, having had
made.
We had not gone more than
sport enough for one day.
half a mile before we struck another track and followed it
about ten rods and found a fox curled op in the hollow of
When we came up he went up in the hollow. We
a tree.

We

got au ar and soon had
large gray foxes.

What

is

him

out.

They were both very

^^^

Buck Shot.

an Inch of Rain ?— An English acre

aud au inch
of 6,272,840 square inches
acre' yields 6,373.640 cubic inches of
;

consists

deep of rain on an
water,

277 274 cubic inches to the gallon makes 32

which

at

B33*fi gallons
uud, as a gallon of distilled water weighs 10 lbs., ihe rainas 2,2-10 lbs.
fall on an acre is 226,225 lbs, avoirdupois
are a ton, an inch deep of rain weighs 100993 tons, or
nearly 101 tons per acre. For every 100th of an inch a ton
of water fails per acre.
,

',

,

»-

—Eight thousand nine hundred and ninety quail have
been shipped from Salisbury, N. C, this season.

FOREST

/r-'O

STREAM.
nearly ten. million* of white fish (one million being equivalent to the hatch of many millions of other varieties of
were hatched and distributed. The hatching was
done at Detroit, and with the water of the city water
works, it having been found that the waters of the Detroit
river, notwithstanding their occasional turbid condition,
would be as suitable for the artificial hatching of the ova
as the iced spring water previously used.
lengthened
description of the taking of the ova is given, together with
tables showing the condition of the weather during the

fish)

A

hatcning.

Four

hundred

and

five

female

fish

were

stripped, and of the male fish, or milters, a considerably
larger number, the impregnation being by what is called
the dry process. The eggs were obtained almost exclusively at night, aud on impregnation were placed in
large cans, and early each morning taken by steamer to

Detroit aud placed in the hatching trays and boxes.

The

spawners averaged very large, weighing from five to eight
pounds per fish. The process of incubation extends over
a period of five months, during which time the eggs are
carefully watched aud teuded.
The first eggs hatched was
on the 1st of March, and the last on the 11th of April, and
at from eight to fifteen days old the fry were shipped for
Deposit.
Nearly six pages of the Report are devoted to
enumerating the places of deposit and number of fish.
This may be summarized as follows:
Total deposits in the inland lakes, 3,382,000; total deposits in Lake Erie, 450,000; total deposits in Lake Michigan, 1,000,000; total deposits in St. Clair river, 500,000;
total deposits in the Detroit river, including the deposit in
Bough river, which is a small tributary of the Detroit
river, and -therefore a virtual plant in the great river, 3,978,000.

The sum total of deposits, 9,310,000, to which should be
added as a proper part of the grist of the Detroit factory, 000,000 eggs, in an advanced staere of incubation,
donated to the Pish Commission of the State of Ohio, and
300,000 to the Commission of New York, thus aggregating,
as will be seen, a grand total of 10,210,000.
Of this total,
however, 1,460,000 are a donation from Professor Baird,
being part of a lot hatched under direction of the United
States Commission at the Northville hatchery.
Mr.
Jerome justly gives great credit to his assistants in this tremenduous hatching, Messrs. Chase and Bamsdell.
With regard to other fish, the pickerel is given up as a
sort of fresh water devil fish, and his extermination would
be looked upon as a blossing. The grayling is a fish to
which much interest is attached, and the problem as to
whether their numbers arc to be increased by artificial
propagation will be solved at an early day. The black
bass Mr. Jerome puts down as the King of fish, whose
motto is "to live and let live," and who is unswayed by
"intimidation" of any kind.

This

what he says of

is

him:—
"See, what are his universally conceded good qualities.
is among the gamiest of the garny— his'platter reputation suffers by comparison with none— his family government is just splendid for the children born unto him lie
cherishes a tender care and affection, watching over and
protecting them from the myriad dangers that lurk about
their ova life, and which follow them through the weeks
and months of tender infancy. He will live and thrive in
lake or river— in high or low temperature, in fact almost
equally well wherever dame fortune appoints his habitation.
So instead of going to a remote east and a still remoter west for stock with which to populate our waters,
why not be content with the rich native supply already
sporting with unrivalled beauty and superiority iu many a
neighboring river and lake, indeed, almost beneath the very
shadows of our roof trees.
But the worthy Superintendents affections are not undivided; eveu the slippery eel has a place iu them, and he
is satisfied that notwithstanding invidious comparison that
the eel is the favorite Bsh with the people, and entitled to
an honorable position in the industry of pisciculture. At
the two hatcheries a statement of the stock on hand, shows
that "there are now upon the trays of the Pokagon hatchery half a million or more of white fish ova, and about
one million of salmon trout eggs. Upon the trays of the
Detroit hatchery the Overseer, Mr. O. M. Chase, reports
between eight and nine millions of white fish eggs. To
carry these forward to March and April, the probable
period of their incubation, will require the assiduous labors
Hiues, and a
of the overseer and of his assistant, Mr.
probable force of three or four pickers daily. So a large
draft on the fish fund will necessarily be required to cany
the present slock through; while bad water, bad weather,
or ill-luck from an uoforseeu cause or causes will unavoidably enhance the volume of expenses. And then to
the large expenses incurred for the hatching of such
immense numbers of fish, there remains to be added the
expenses of their deposit; and should the Commission
deem it advisable to order them distributed largely into
the interior lakes, the probability of any considerable
overplus from the ourreul year's appropriation would beat
The Superintendent sees but a
best but a remote one.
faint glimmering of a chance for the grayling, black bass
and eel, during the coming spring and summer, except
that portion of the fish appropriation which reverted to
the Treasury of the Stale be restored to the behoof and
uses of the Commission.
The Ueport concludes with an expression of thanks to
the various railroad companies for their kindness in transporting fish, and an Appendix containing game and Bsh
laws, etc. If fish culture is to lie looked upon as a science,
the dryness which the general reader finds in selenitic reMr.
ports is entirely omitted in the one under discussion.
Jerome has made it a most readable and cheerful resume.
Another feature of the Michigan Commissioners Report is,
that it comes to us bound with board covers, by which
hope this
means it is much more easily preserved.
plan will be adopted by the Commissioners of other States.

He
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Fish Hatching Apparatus.— Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of
the establishment at Newcastle, Canada, sends us the diagram of a patent that he has secured for a -white fish
hatching apparatus, and -which we think so well of that
we present it herewith. Mr. Wilmot tells us that he has

had

it

going this winter and

it

answers beautifully.

The

can, or hatching apparatus, is just eleven inches in diameter, and about five or six inches deep, into which are put
100,000 white fish ova when first taken from the fish. It is

then set a going by turning a small tap, which lets in say
a I inch stream of water, depending much upou the head.
The eggs are put in motion by the action of the water, all
sediment and bad eggs are carried away, and the sound
ones are left as clean as when taken from the fish. Hand
picking is, therefore, almost done away with. Mr. Wil-

mot says:—
"These self nickers and cleaners, with say five or six
millions of white fish eggs, will save the labor of four or
live hands daily, and will, at the same time, keep them
cleaner than it is possible to do with any amount of hand
1 have had some of these pickers going since
washing.
1st Nov. last; many of the young fry are now hatching
Therefore, the practical working of them is all that
out.
could be needed."

ABSTRACT OF THE SECOND ANNUAL
REPORT OF THE STATE COMMISSIONERS AND SUPERINTENDENT
OF THE MICHIGAN STATE FISHERIES.
_

WE

are indebted to Mr. Geo. II. Jerome, Superintendent of State Fisheries, of a copy of the above
valuable and comprehensive report. As it covers the

operations for the year 1875-6, however, it is impossible
for us to more than glance at the work accomplished during
that period.
Notwithstanding tlie fact that it is but little over three
years since the pisicultural woTk of the State was com-

claimed that Michigan in the magnitude and
success of her fish cultural enterprises is the inferior of no
one of the twenty-two fish States. The great cordon of
lakes which fringes all the eastern, western and northern
boundaries, the grandest bodies of fresh water to be found
on the globe, gives her the laigest and finest water farm to
be found on the continent.
Although some information has been received touching
the success of the various fish plantings, yet the information is by no means as full as was hoped for, and as is desired.
Of the shad planting no very reliable returns have

menced,

it is

hitm sent in; nor, indeed, is it yet hardly time, to expect
news from them, as they are ever slow in reporting themselves, in New York and other States little or no trace of

them being discovered till the third or fourth year after
Salmon have been caught in the St. Josephs

their deposit.

river with

all

the markings and characteristics of the At-

salmon, and weighing about two pounds each.
Others have been taken in Lake Erie, which are supposed
to have been placed in the Unison Uiver by the Michigan
Commissioners in 1874. Favorable accounts have been
received from various quarters regarding the white-fish

lantic

planted.

Of the varieties of fish at the Pokagon State Hatchery,
have done fairly well. They have been fed resonably
well, but not regularly, fish meat not being always readily
In"gencral health and growth the graylingobtainable.
stands, perhaps, number one. The specified trout are
healthier, handsomer collecbarely second in the list.
tion of brook trout, have never been seen in any pond.
The California salmon, while apparently less healthy than
all

A

their cousins, the Atlantic salmon, have shown a larger
percentage of growth. Many of the California salmon are
from twelve to fifteen inches long. One, in the early part
of last October, about the average size, being found dead
in the pond, was opened, and in the ovaries were found
over 200 eggs of nearly full size, But the work to secure
white fish and lake trout spawn was so protracted and
tedious as to preclude the possibility of doing much else.
The land-locked salmon of the hatch of 1876 are not developing as it was believed they would, their growth being unexpectedly gradual. They however have been
placed at a disadvantage, being confined in a somewhat
limited preserve, and with a limited supply of fresh water,
while their salt water congeners, the Salmo Quinhat, of the
hatch of the same season, have occupied the large spring
ponds, with an abundauce of water, and consequently
have waxed much more fat and sizable than have the members of the Schoodic family.
Passing over that portion of the Ueport which refers to
the proceedings of 1875, we turn our attention more particularly to what was done during last year, although in
giving figures as to fry deposited the work of both years is
included. Of California salmon the Commissioner received 800,000 eggs, which were hatched with but small
percentage of loss, and distributed in lots in no less than
In addition to this
sixty-eight different bodies of water.
quantity, the St. Josephs river was further enriched by
113,000 fry of the same hatch which were intended for
Illinois, but having reached the Pokagon hatchery in a
suffering condition, were by order of Professor Milner
turned into that river.
Eighteen thousand eggs of the Schoodic or laud-locked
salmon were received in March, 1870, at Niles, from the
Bucksport (Maine) establishment, and after being hatched
were deposited in various lakes aud ponds.
As might be expected, the great work of the Commission
was in connection wi'.k white fish, which, it is claimed, exceeds in extent the work of any fish State, and is unThe immense number of I
paralleled in age or country.
•

Wm.

We

,
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Rejoinder, to Fish Uiti/roiusr Thompson, New
Pa. Our Nouvelle (Canada) correspondent refers
in a recent letter to Mr. Thompson's strictures upon his
statements that salmon will not live more than two years
from the sea, and says :—
" Of course I meant adult salmon, and I don't, think he
can show me salmon (Salvia Malar) of 10 or 12 lbs. in good
condition— in short, clean fish, that have spent two consecutive seasons after spawning in pure fresh water. At
least I can vouch that the British salmon deteriorates the
The late Mr. Ashfirst year and dies after the second.
wortli tried it at Galway with invariably the same results.
However, I am open to conviction,"

A
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A WINTER VISITOR AT A FRONTIER
FORT.
[Under date of Port Sanders, "Wyoming Territory, December 20th, 1870, Col. A. G. BraCkett, United States
Array, gives the following account of a woodpecker:
"We bad a fearful snow storm in the Rocky Moun27th
of .Noand
tains on the night of the
2(1 th
vember, 1S7G. It snowed all night calmly and quietly,
and in the morning lay a foot or eighteen inches deep all
over the plain. A hairy woodpecker (Picus vitlosus), had
been with us during the* whole autumn, and the morning
after the storm was as busy as ever getting worms out of
the logs of which our post is constructed. Most of the
houses are made of logs on which the bark still remains,
and our woodpecker makes this bark fly oil in the most approved style when he commences work upon them with
his long, strong black bill.

ductions of the orchard, that a well loaded cherry tree will
sometimes be entirely stripped of its cherries before the
owner has fairly tasted them."
Up here in the mountains we have very few either of
cherry trees or woodpeckers, and welcome the latter wheueverthey make their appearance. We have few trees of
any kind, and the fact that a woodpecker, of all biids in
the world, has chosen to spend the winter with us has
given us both surprise and pleasure. If wc have good luck
1 will tell you how he spent the winter.

>

—

Sometimes
I

|

jecting

i

me

Hairy woodpecker comes directly alongOW where 1 do ley writing, and there— On
building— works with all hi9 might. Oc-

l see him tunliis long longueiulotbeholohehas
at least enlarged, and piercing a worm swallow
with the greatest satisfaction. Ue appears also to get
something from under the bark of the logs, as he moves
lie remove-, the bark and
his bill rapidly as if chewing,
underneath it finds some kind of food; it may be the eggs
of insec',8, or worms, which he eats with exceeding relish.
His breast, feathers are very tine, soft, and downy, which
g'ivephim his name. Iliad supposed he always speared
the worms with his hard and sharp tongue, and this may
be the case ordinarily, but this morning lie ale with his
All of the lime
bill, as other birds ear, chewiug rapidly.
he is at work he seems to be eating, and the amount of
food consumed by any considerable number of them must
iU8,
AH birds are vigorous eaters, their mission
in life being apparently to eat a vast, amount cf all IulcI
ot food, and in this way they do much good or harm
perhaps this is about evenly balanced.
While working
Uiey have a handsome appearance, particularly if the
weather iscold, and their feathers are standing out. Their
breast,
soft and downy plumage white on the
the feathers
darker and of a dun color as they approach the
skiu, is very handsome, the bird appearing to be surwarm
especially
soft
and
adapted
rouuded Will)
plumage,
10 tins cold climate amid the Rocky Mountains.
So our woodpecker goes from louse to house, and has
as well known at Fort Sanders as almost any individual in it. We are all surprised to see him remain so
the cold weather lias set in, and when the only
bitds we have remaining here are horned skylaiks, or
shore larks (EremopMla alpesiris), which we call snow
birds, who live here the whole year round and rear thousands of their young on the Laramie Plains. The other snow
birds, (hat is to Bay, the Oregon snow birds (tAmee bregonus),
and Gray Crowned Finches (LeucostlCte tcp/trccvtt.H), have
noL yet put in an appearance. The Gray Crowned Pinches
are among the most beautiful birds in the mountains, their
blight rose-colored sides, dark brown backs, and gray
crowns, rendering them remarkably handsome. It is no
liey are so highly prized in Alaska, where they
remain during the summer months, and where their

CLTJPEA

Yehoennes, January 31st, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
At the request of several members of the Ferrisburgh
Spoitsmen Club, 1 send you herewith a specimen of a fish
caught, iu Lake Champlaiu through the ice. It was unknown, or at least so rarely seen as to attract, no attention

*>

Rock until the winter of 1870, but is now
common in thewalcrsof the lake between Split, Lock
and Port Henry. It is only caught in January, February
and March, through the ice. It being thus caught at the
same season as our smelt, which we know are a salt water
fish, leads us to conclude that this is also a migratory sea
lish.
Fishermen assure me that these fish are never caught
quite

the same places

in

son's

it

have,

bright coloring add so much to the
closed in as they usually are with tall, dark

at the same time.
1 find iu ThompVermont, which is the only work of reference I
whose description very nearly answers fortllis;

a lish

he calls

it Hie winter shad,
ILutUm r/ocbth/s /..; friinu;
Vermont, A. D, 1843. Our fishermen call it
itlj Muehsli, blue herring, ale-wile and herring.
Will you for the benefit of many readers of your valuable and entertaining paper, members of our Club, publish a collect description and the name, common and
scientific, of the fish 1 stud you, and whether Ol not it is a
migratory sea lish? Yours sincerely,
N. E. ll.vi.c,
Vicc-Pres't Ferrisburgh Sportsmen's Club.

Tlion.tvsou's

Ann. The
f/OTtUS,

lesser

many

ies,

several people out of their sleep ny his quick and restless
pounding, who thought that the spirits had come sure
enough. When pounding on the outside of a house, the
sounds made by the woodpecker are exactly like some of
Notwithstanding the
those said to be made by Uie Spirits,
weird ways of this solitary woodpecker he has made many
friends for himself, and although several of the soldiers
d to catch him he has eluded them all, and works
away as unconcernedly as if nothing bad happened. At
times bis tappings becomes so loud that we arc obliged to
drive him oil', when he goes to the next building and bet

wofk

again.

cannot understand why this bird alone of all his species should remain here, where it is exceedingly cola at
times.
lie may have thought he found a good thing when
became into the fort and discovered that the logs were
Tilled with the kind of worm he relished above all others;
and perhaps he said to himself "Here I will remain uutil
next spring, as can rind no better place should I travel
way down into New Mexico or Chihuahua."
It is true enough that, some wild ducks occasionally stay
all winter in the head springs of the streams, where the
Last winter 1 saw a laige number in the
open,
head spring of City creek, about, two miles above Laramie
approached they scrambled out of the water to
the dry land and there remained. As 1 did not wish to
disturb them, 1 turned my horse and went back, leaving
them huddle^', together near the spring. This proves that
all of our ducks do not go away at the approach of winter,
although most of Ihem do. It would bo strange indeed if
some aid not remain behind, cither from necessity or
1

1

i

old logs are full of larva: which lire woodpeckers
hunt for with great assiduity. I was surprised at lirst to
see bow many chilis this Woodpecker could make from the
logs, pulling oil pieces of bark half the size of my hand,
13 seveial days, during the last of the waim weiilltcould understand what caused so much bark to
about on the porches. At last 1 saw the redhead ni woik, who evidently "meant business." The common class ot Mexican people cal, woodpeckers "carpinlccarpenters, from the way they make the chips
Harris's and the
fly alter the manner of the carpenters.
downy woodpecker are very much like the hairy wood
peckei and a man must be able to decide at once which is
winch, as iu Iheir wild stales, their movements are very

The

I

,

r.q id.

in regard to the woodpeckers Mr. W.L.Baily in "Our Own
:- "Although the red-heads uudouijiedly do great
service to the farmer in ridding his orchard and fruit trees of
a great number of insects, yet we cannot conceal the fact
indulging in a loudness for fruit and green corn
The
has. given them a reputation anytbiog but enviable.
finest and ripest of the fruit is generally selected to gratify
their desires; and so keen is their relish lor the early pro.

,,

question belongs to the genus corre-

varieties of

known being
i/oitus

in

which exist in the great, lakes and
inland waters of America, the principal or best

alius.

the white
It is

'Dom Pedro.

fish

it

S.

resembles at a casual glance, but
found that the lake herring
I'm

^arm and

ffaadland,

its

which distinguishes
color

more

0. c.

(garden.

I

alone.
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DUCK

IN

BULBOUS PLANTS.

greenish,

its tail more forked.
The Salmo family is also distinguished by the adipose fin, and between it and the
family of Gadidie are several intermediate links, the
species before us being one of them.
It is about ten inches
long, and having been tonic lime out of the water has
acquired a deep blue color like that of the salt wa'er
herring.
This fish is not, strictly speaking, a cisco, though
the difference is hardly appreciable.
It is quite different
from the ciscoes found iu Geneva Lake, Wisconsin.
It may be well to say that while the adipose second
dorsal, fin is a geberic characteristic of the Salmo family,
and a specific characteristic of the genus corregonus, it is
also found in the catfish tribe {Sulinithi) and in the smelt
therefore, the species are not determined by this

THE ROCKY

MOUNTAINS.
Washington, D. C, Jan."27th, 1877.
ElllTOK FoREST AND stream:—
In your note below Col. Lrackett's list of the Birds of
Wyoming, you slate, referring to the black or dusky duck
ir example, has never, we think, been noticed as far west as the Rocky Mountains before," etc.
Please allow mo to correct your statement, and reler you
to a report made by myself and Mr. H. VV. lleusbaw, Peh.
lGth, 1873, to Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, U. S. A,, In charge
On page til you will
of Explorations west of Ihe 100th M.
Nov, of 72.
find that I saw this species at Rush Lake, Utah,
At this lime they were present in enormous numbers, and
I have killed loo many black ducks not to know them
If. 0. Yarrow.
When I see them.
Dr. Yarrow has our thanks for his prompt correction
of our error. The report referred to was not at hand at,
the lime when the note referred to was written, but we
have since been able to procure a copy. E».]

m
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"DOES THE OSPREY EVER TAKE DEAD
FISH?"
*>

one should not rashly question the accounts given by
usually reliable autlioi it-ies, because in particular instances
they do not accord with Iheir own observations."— Allen's
Koiea on Some of the Barer Birds of Massachusetts.

will be

and

THE BLACK

is inclined to doubt
that the osprey ever takes dead fish; thinks that I may
have mistaken ihe young eagle for the osprey; and if the
incident was correctly related; asks if it is not an unprecedented one. As to mistaking the species, I believe 1 am
too familiar with them for that to occur, even were the
distinctions between them less marked than they are
Neither is the instance unprecedented, since I have seen it
happen before, and under similar circumstances. 1 have
also Si 60 the osprey neglect to pick up his dropped lish, as
the hooks say he does; but I have never seen the eagle
catch a lish for himself.
Perhaps because in Florida there
are plenty of lish hawks to do it for him.
In the words of a recent practical writer on ornithology,
"Birds, as probably other animals, are not quite so invariable in their habits as has been commonly supposed; hence

of cor. mcrce, or the comwith the lake herring,

lacks the adipose second dorsal
this; that its scales are smaller,

tin

Editor Forest and Stream-.—
Your correspondent from Portland

closely allied

iciigus, which
upon near inspection it

Our woodpecker has made quitea name for himself as a
"spirit rapper," and some mornings, very early, has started

gins

fish

ways and

pine trees.

t

south of Split

made, or

Sprightly

AND CORREGONUS.

middle of June. I never knew a summer morning
beautiful and still; Only one little cloud was visible,
and Chat seemed as pure and white and peaceful as if,
were lie smoke of some burning censer. The leaves hung
silent iu the woods, and the flowers were bending their
heads as if dreaming of the dew, while the atmosphere
was of a soft and luxurious sweetness. I had occasion to
remain iu position but a short time, when suddenly I was
overshadowed by an immense fish-hawk. Hovering; around
and over the pond for a moment or two he descended with
lightning-like rapidity into the water, emerging with his
iron talons firmly clinched to one of my "speckled beautits."
When he had reached an elevation ot about liftetu
feet above the water ray finger touched the trigger.
The
fish fell; the hawk fluttered; but, upon regaining his equilibrium, apparently in fury and excitement he returned to
the spot where the fish had fallen and pickedit up.
When
be had reached about the same elevation 1 let drive Ihe
other barrel, and the thief fell a dead osprey.
in Ihe

more

Pgttsvij.lk, Ta., Jan. loth, 1877.

Editor FoBKRX and Stukam:—
la your very valuable journal of the lllh hist., "Roamthe Portland correspondent, briefly replies to the
"B. C. C." of December 7l.li, in which the latter
The former
tells of an "osprey picking up a dead lish."
"Did not the observer mistake a young eagle
ig:
f"
for an osprey
The habits of the osprey, or fish-hawk, having been fully
and ably written up, 1 do not piopose to discuss [hem, but,
since Ihe question is being agitated, I desire to ielate a circumstance which occurred some years ago. 1 have always
been extremely loud of lisbiim, and the farm on w hicli
lived until recently was amply supplied with never tailing
Springs oi pure sparkling cold mater, thus affording excelHaving constructed
lent facilities for building afish pond.
oue, it whs iin mediately sleeked with the choicest variety
had regular
.1
of lish with a view to "their propagation.
hours iipr feeding them, and alter a time seemed to have
wou their affection, as they would all ascend to within a
hair's breadth oi the water's surface upou my whittling or
depositing crumbs of bread in it. Bui u singular cirenmsianee was that as rapidly as 1 would replenish the stock
there was a bidden and unaccounted for diminish:
"pels." Their leaping over the breast of the dam was an
-No snakes or terrapins could be
evident impossibility.
found uor the foot-prints of any animal.
After vainly trying to discover the marauder by means
by solitary watcniog by
oi" traps and snares, as well as
night, 1 began to believe that rny forager was a broad dayseliglit thief, and with a strong desire lot its capture,
1
creted myself behind a bush, gun iu hand.
er,"

letter of

1

I

FEW

classes of cultivated plants

are

so universally

much admired when iu flower, as
They are almost without exception easily grown,
and when well treated flower prof iisely, ytt not unfrequently complaints are made that some ef the most combeautiful, or so

bulbs.

mon

varieties arc shy bloomers, a circumstance doubtless
some inattention on the part of the cul-

attributable to

deficit on the
to any
inherent
rather than
the plants themselves. Plants to bloom in permust be well grown and well ripened, and this is

tivator,

part of
fection

especially necessary

nothing

is

iu

the case of bulbs.

more common than

to see

Nevertheless,

the pot- containing
the green-

of plants thrown
house stage, or crowded on a shelf and left without moist*
hue for days together. When such maltreatment, is practiced we need not wonder at bulbous plants not blooming
As soon as the flowering seawell the following season.
son is over, all such plants require even redout)

carelessly benetth

this class

and if they are grown iu quantity they should be all
hey can be readily seen and carefully
There is no other class
watered and syringed as required

lion,

set together where

I

plants that will belter repay the painstaking cultivator
than hardy, half hardy, and lender bulbs, carefully selected and well grown. Only give Ihem positions equal to
those occupied by Orchids, Palms, or Ferns, with half Ihe
amount of attention they require, aud a perpetual exhibiit.
tion can be had of the most gorgeously tinted flowers,
plants rival the Orchids in
is frequently asserted that no
even
the
fragrauee,
but
delightful
delicate tinting and
graceful East Indian Butterfly Orchids, {PludemopeU) with
all their wealth of snowy blossoms, are not more beautiful
or more deliciously fragrant than the chaste and pearly
blossomed Eueharis. Place a plant of Masdevallia ignea
or veitchii side by side with Dtcinanthus coccineus, or even
Valotta purpurea, or any of the richly colored AmaiyllL's,
and ask any ordinary observer which is the brightest,
Ol

Take a handful ol Ixias or
freshest and most effective.
Sparaxis aud carry them in:o the vapor bath of an East
Indian Orchid house, and they will hoid their own against
Indeed,
the most rare and va'uable of tropical epiphytes.
though seldom teen,

Txins,

Spnra.ris, Biiliinuua, TritonitU,

are invaluable fui greenhouse culture, and lurnish abundance of Iheir lovely spikes of bloom for cut
The Yalotta purpurea also should not. be neglectflowers.

A.adis,

ed,

dry

elts.,

an evergreen bulb which should never be allowed to
experioff, or rest like the most of bulbs, but in our
-and flowering lest when cramped for room,
i

Among the smaller
liberally with liquid manure.
bulbs adapted lor pot culture may be named Marewi, bolh
while and
Trilelias,
Brwtcdraps,
while;
Qrocuses,
yellow and
blue; Hyacinths*, and 'tulips, ef coarse, and Ihe G
have seen
which
we
lonna Lilies, the latter of
and fed

planted out on a warrn border flowering more freely eveiy
pink blossom
its delicate rosy
ln.ll than if grown in pots,
being borne ou stout stems twelve to ei«htetu inches in
Some, varieties of Ulndiola are also well adapted
lleigbt.

no plants arc morepopupot culture for the greenhouse,
for cut flowers, or for the decoration of beds and borders
in the flower garden or pleasure grounds.
for pol culture,

i

and

as for Lilies,

in, either

for

**.*

Maiden's Haiu Ferns.— Anyone having a plan
by division—that

is,

by taking

it

uutof the pot, pulling

it

i

.

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
leaves to cucIa piece, and plaining them separately in pc-ls
in some nice compost composed principally of peat and
sand. Thus treated, and plated in a warm, sliady corner

grow away

oT the greenhouse, the plants will

freely.

,

wilh the result of their

pointed

efforts

in this direction

them introduce a few pieces of
bricks, or porous sandstone on the beds or
which the plants stand, and allow the fronds
their own seed, taking care not to disturb Ihe
their success will be certain.
heretofore, let

broken
benches on

peal,

to distribute

surface,

aud

»•

f&ortiesgondmty.

B". P..

-One

chit

Half

of our

Wormvs

tor.

B.a, Q

Token

New England

L'ommuncatloni.

correspondents asks for
wish Dial success.

'

share and

'a

We

Doggs."

in

Waltoniau nub,

,

Anonym

or

New Haven. -Have

jou

untiled

tlio

u.i

i
I

i

mi, formerly Df Utile fulls,

N.

.i

requested to feud

It. Eaton, of Peotouu, Illinois.
T. II. II., Sheator, III,—Will you pleaecjzfvc mo your Opinion on bor
Ing the chamber of a 13 bore gun to tit a 10 shell? Arts. It would not
answer.
F. li. 8., Jr., Norton, Conn. —Can hour all about the Dexter breechloader and buy one by addressing _£i. M. Smith, .Nell,

Ontario,

I

your

GaDONlA, Philadelphia.—Please send
Thus. Williamson, Lccsbnrg, Virginia.
lo talk wilh yon about bass dies.

real

name and address

out in a warm,
Cosy corner of the greenhouse where it gels plenty olTtghL
and sunshine, it will throw out. its lung, willow-like shoots

Planted

of glowing scarlet, the most charming of all floral wreaths,
aud the most useful For all loose, natural floral decorations.
Take two or three spikes of this with a spike of Eucharis,

bearing two or three flowers and a pearly bud or two, a
spike or two of Coilogyrie erislata, or any of the lovely
whilo orchids, or even a few while Camellias wilh their
aud otic or two nice fronds of Pterin Iremula,
or of Maiden's. Hair Fern, and you have an arrangement
.

than which nothing could be more simple, rfhaite, or itU'iking, and which will give more pleasure than the most elabotately gotten

Up

ai

rangement of mixed colors.
-*•*•

to

lie wishes

1
a l.i
Vorgennes, Vt. What is the best work on Ichthyology fat ibis
"
inch would be within the reach or Ibotseot moderate means?
Ans. Buy Prof. Gill's Fishes of .New lii
s s. p., Bridgeport, Oonn,—I hove a lemon and white pointer dog,
imported In ulcro. Would the came be classified at a bunch show as an
-

1'utnam,

E Dixon

imported or American bred!

Ans. As imported.

1

North Milforu, Maine.—What can

C. E. W.,

I

ment

New York

or Philadelphia!

as, Highland, N. V.— Please inform me where, cau i procure central-Arc metallic cartridges of .35 calibre, H such are manufactured? Ans. The Winchester Arms Co. make a, 33 central -Un. earn idee,
we know, but we are not .-are whether ihe t\ U. C. Co., do or not. You
can obtain tLem at retail from 11. C. Squires, No. 1 Couitlaud street,
•

Co:

"!,-,

I

IN FLORIDA.

i

Ct.,

January 23d,

1877.

Fomesr atsD Stukam:—

1 have so many enquiring about Florida by letter, I
thought. 1 would write you.
think the best lime to start from New England for
1
Florida is not before the first of November. The deer and
wild turkeys are then in good order, aud not as shy as they
The ducks and northern biios
will bo litter in the season.
do not put in appearance much before the first of December, and are abundant from that lime Until the first of
April.
In purchasing lands in view of building or raising
fruit, be particular about a healthy locality, and select at a
distance from the hammocks or swamps. Secure rich,
wooded pine lauds, rolling or high; they are to be had if
one is not too hasty to decide and will look around. Do
not buy an old worn out limueslead, but get dark soiled,
You will need
rich pine lands abounding in large trees.
Die trees for lumber aud fencing. Do not, burn up the
waste wood, but pile it up to rot,, setting our, your orange,
lemon, and tig tiees, around Ihe piles of lotting, moulding
lumber, it is the best thing in the world lor bananas ana
I speak loin experience.
all kinds of fruil trees.
I own
It is well to have a small piece of
a large orange grove.
high hammock on your laud, for you sometimes need some
i,,
around different kinds of vines, But be careful
your place is not near any cypress swamp, lor it is said it
one sleeps wbere he Can see the limb of a cypress tree, it
Geokue F. Willis.
is the linger of Death to him.

purchase a telescope lor a rifle?
Dp you know ot any second hand for a 21 inch barrel! Is there any
Western manufactory? Ans. Your can obtain telescopic sights for rilles
pom almost any first class dealer in opticians goods. They arc so little
used, however, that no one, to our knowledge, makes a specialty of
Dcrlin,

I'..'.:'.::..:,

«

In Ventura county there are a large number of ranches
ranging from 7, Out) to Uli, 000 acres, Which are aste Sed all
the way from $1,50 to $u an acre. Fifteen of these embrace 373,000 acres, and they contributed last year toward
Divide these
the suo purl, of Government Jess than $1,200.
273,000 acres into 100 acre farms, and the county would
have, instead of a score or so of nomadic herdsmen, 2,720
families, who would contribute to tne support of schools,
churches, roads and public institutions iu a hundred-fold
ratio, and lie same laud, under generous cultivation and
improvement would yield a handsome revenue to the State
and General Government. Santa Barbara county has made
rapid progress iu the direction of inhabiting these waste
has also Kern county, with her Central California Colony. Sun Francisco Bulletin.
l

—

I

MoO., Natchitoches, La.— Please

.1. ,t.

best roi raising vegetables?

me what

tell

Do you know

portion of Florida

a small place of BOO Ot 300

and good market] Ans. We have
mailed you a reply, and also turned your letter over to Col. J. 15. Oliver,
of tbe Florida Land Agency, 21 Park ltow, who will also answer jour
acres, or less, for sale, near a railroad

o.her queries.

V. P.,

New York.—Will yon

please inform roe what part of Illiuols,

or near Chicago, is the best for Bhooting, also the variety of game to be
You may include the Stale of Ohio. Is February a goood

found!

At Calumet, near
for ench sport! if not please name one? Ans.
Chicago, you will probably get some duck aud suipe shooting in February or Maich.

month

House's Point, "N. Y.— Would you iuform me what to give my
spaniel, he has the distemper, and be seems hungry; what will I feed
him! He runs at tbe eyes and nose and kind or slobbeis at tbe mouth,
and breathes quite bad? Ans. (live your dog 15 grs. calomel, placing the
dry powder on the back of the tongue. QivcSgre. of quinine twice a
day, keeping the bowels moved, if necessary, with siohiI doses of calo-

W.

S.,

mel.

I

,

Wis.— Where cau

them.
is

J. D. 11.,

New

Ysri;.— Will you

lie

kind enough to give

me

tbepedi-

M

Fiigatc.L'urraconta, oil Cape Ho.-:
Funny. Captain was by Plan to o.:i of .Jo.-ie, bred in IrC u
..;nh:-,
any was by King put Of Betty, bred by Squire Pclfiey of
,

.-..

,

II.

...!,

California has many valleys quite as well situated as Riverside, but it lakes time to prove what may he done wilh
land and water, aud most of them yet remain iu thorough,
unimproved aud unsettled
few such experiments as
that at Riverside (.where, as we understand, the canals
were mainly dug without capital and on the cooperative
plan) will explain the feasibility of like works in many
other parts of ihe Stale, and open the way to thou-auds of
prosperous farmers, and other thousands of day laborers.

A

—Hand

Press,

Every one who

at all acquainted

wilh tie habits of Ihe

skunk, knows that it is an inveterate mouser as well us destroy! rut other pests to agriculture; that it does not lie
inactive during winter, but searches over Ihe fields tor its
prey, which seldom escapes as, being a digger as well as
a hunter, it possesses great advantages over oil)
1 have been in the habit of observing the fieces
of mice.
of the skunk, as well as of other animals, and rind that

—

the diet of the skunk is composed of mice, crickets, grasshugs, larvte, elc. in lad, we may say that ils
food is composed entirely of foes to the interests of the
farmer. I think it would be a wise policy to protect
skunks by legislative enactment for a few years, when, the
facts becoming known, hey would not need legal protecThe farmer's wife holds. Ihe skunk in abhorrence
tion.
and dread as u poultry thief, but my observation and experience show that this fault of our friend is greatly exaggerated.
My own loss in 12 years is very small, and if proper precautious are taken there need be no loss of poultry
1
;

I

by skunks.—

J.

1

RBA.WER, Buffalo, Iii your Issue or duly full, I nolicejui article bv
H. Kollius, Boston, on the subject or "canvas Canoes." lie
«»]

,,

In

"will write directions

and give measurements so any of your readers can
have written him but can got no answer. Can you iell
tn& where lean get the photographs of ihe boats ho mentions, and directionsfor making the same! or are there any makers of canvas
Shaped boats! An-. We are not P. rsonally acquainted with Mr. l.'i.llin,
and do not know his address, but you may obtain it by writing lo John
II. Treat, Lawrence,.II, -s.
Hie or Colvln's car
inoei
thought
by addressing Holbertou 4 Beemtr, 1U2 Nas.au street, this city
They

make one."

I

|l

i

made

are

iu Troy,

we

,

-

,

believe'.

W. F. R., Covington. Ky.What pari, of Colorado ca» 1 se
under [he Homestead Law for general farmlng.sucli as would raise
and wheat! 2. Will the country around La Porle, Col ,an --., <
1

.

a

,

i,

I,

,

rotlUlromentef
ia game plentiful around La Porle! Ans
1
Tib
is liule "general'' furniingin ColoradoCorn and wheal, are not namml
crops tin re, and crops are dependant largely upon civilization, w
'

BBuatly a co-operative enterprise of several farmers. 2. La Pone e on a
nan,
Tbe same stream at Greeley is largely used for irrigathra
Tneiv are antelope about La Porte, waterfowl in season, and lav
west among tbe mountains. For bunting aud "ranching" combined, go
into the parks, aud adopt grazing) the most profitable fanning in
Colorado.
i

TnArpBR, Belleville, Canada.— Canada seems to be on the decline for
and as I see in your Trapping Department favorable report from
and other States in the Southwest, can you tell mo anything
about Arkansas! I have heard that it was a good ground for fur and
not, hunted at all.
Is it too late to go there, aud bow shall I reach it?
What part of the State shall I go to! Ans. The country watered by the
M.. Francis river and its tributaries is an almost unbroken swamp, notably the counties of Crittenden, Green, Craighead aud Mississippi, and
fur,

Mississippi

abouudsm

bears, panthers, wild cats, wolves, deer, beaver, otter, mink,
coon, opossoms, etc. It is sparsely settled and but little known

Memphis and Little KockB. K. to Forest City; thence wagon 73 miles,
more or less, as far as yon wish to go. Trapping is done until
"
There is no better field for trapping and hunting in the Southwest.
'

Laukji:nt, Philadelphia.— Will yon please give me the name and color
for flies, for perch and bass fishing! Ans. Tbe Ferguson, William oi
Academy, and Page flies are the best known, and constitute a van,
styles and colors sufficient to cover all waters. The Ferguson Hies are
generally very gaudy, with wings or bodies of brilliant eiimsou
11
and green. The Williamson and Academy flies are less showy, with a
.

more

liberal combination of turkey browns and grays.
The Page lly hna
broad scarlet ibis wings with guinea fowt scapulars. The Ferguson and
Williamson wings are not flat, but in shape resemble the majority 64
trout fly patterns,
Wc do not put as great faith in scarlets a
10, except for spoon dressing.
Flies should bo small, c
,.
for very rough water. Duns and grey colors suit southern water!
blight colors for northern waters. There are no distinctive perch
as those fish rise readily to bass flies.

U.S.
,,

New York.-l Would

P.,

on

Sfork

I find any shooting in the vicinity or
Washington's birthday, and would there be any in
Would not oral
,

see this pedigree extended In

ourXinndl Register by

calling at our office.

J. C. M., Mason City,— What is the best, point for bnnting and trapping in Montana, and about the cost for one Mason, Starling from
Mason City? Would'ut $300 bo plenty tor three? we have our guns.
Ans. Co to Fort Benton by steamboat up the Missouri river, or by Pacific
Railroad and stage. Tbe best napping grounds lies abdnt 150 miles
south and southwest, of Fort Benton. We Cannot estimate the cost.
Should think $300 would he quite sufficient for three experience trappers
or woodsmen. It would not pay for tbe return trip, however.

C. E. B., Bloomfield, N. J.— 1. Where cau I get good d uck shooting
about the Hist of Mareh, on Long Island or New Jersey shores, for about
two weeks! What would be a comfortable house to stay at, aud to
whom should I write to engage a room, boat, &ef 2. Can you toll me of
some person or firm who would blnu my Fonrssi' and SlBHiura for me,
do it well! Ans. 1. Probably at Good Ground, Long Island. Write
to Vt iu. Lane. 2. We can have your papers bound for 3011.

shooting at Jamaica, Bockaway, or surroundings? 3.
and sugar cane be a paying plantation in Florida!

Where

.i

-

.

.

.

;

are

1

1,

Are there any near Homosassa? What is tbe fare to lhal.
and what could land be purchased for! Am. 1. Depends entirely
upon the weather. If the warm weather continues there will be, no
doubt. 8. There is a line abandoned sugar plantation three miles from
Homosassa, on the river, which could bo bought. Sugar aud syrup, tire.
latter especially, pay well. Most parts of Florida are well adapted
culture, especially on the interior south of Palatka, and on tbe Gulf.
soon become a popular staple, and the earliest produces will
find the best market. The fare to Uomo.-assa is about $85 fron
Vorlc by cheapest route, via Fernundina and Cedar Keys.
Improved
laud can be bought for a few dollars, and wild land ror about nothing.
W. U.S., Philadelphia.— 1. I have a Scott choke-bore breech-loader,
and in trying it atsix targets yesterday at 1 yards with B drs. or powder
and i. :.-. of No. 6 shot, found It to average 96 pellets. I bad lb
pink edge wads on powder and 1 dz. shot; have seen the gun do a rri
deal better, and would like, to know whether I had it. load,
that is a very poor target; the gun is 13 bore, cost, J-.00! .'. Pli a
un- the way to load sin IIS lo get tbe best patterns, and does it makl
fuj
difference whether tbe inside of metal shells are cleaned or e,
Does 40 yurds range mean 40 yards from wbere you stand, or from thu
end of the barrels? and do they clean tbe barrels after e„eh sin
Your pattern is certainly a very poorouc. Yon do not give III
1
of yourgun, but we should suggest 3, drs powder and H tiz. shUI
only two pink edge wads over powder. .'. You must learn this by experiment as guns differ greatly. We prefer to have tbe
shells cleaned.
8. From where you stand, and tbe cleaning of
grounds!
place,

i

1

1

lit

I

M. L., Scraulon, Pa.-l. la. tie pointer bitch Teal of the large size?
i"
been broken, and a retrieverJ What is ber color? 2. What is
LadyTt'sculoi? Will she also remove* Ans. 1, Teal would probaoly
come in the small class, but Young Hang, lowborn .-ee has been bred,
has never been broken.
Shi Is liver aud while
ids.
iot broken to
i
8, Lady Ti is white and lemon
-.
-be is not.
;rsj Wt
to retrieve, (thjt is, setter:- and
14.

,,

.

,

.

I

Pa.— From

tbe

symptoms you give and which

are
J. J. ft., Pittsburg,
Give
too letigtny to print, your pointer bitch is trouulcd with wenus.
powdered Aieea nut in thice doses of all giains each two
,

hours apart; four hours after the last dose give ber one ounce cuslor oil.
you cau not get ihe Areca nut at your drug stores wide to itolberlon
& B.emer, No. 102 Nassau sueei, this city, who will -mil n. to you prepared in proper doses.
If

D, L. D,, Philadelphia.—The wider would like you to post him as to
manner in which to break a totlei pup before breaking him in
weeks old uud conies from pure

the.proper

the Held next fall. The pnp is now six
Irish (imported) stock. If thcie is

i

.

rblislltd relative to the sub-

you kindly give address! Ans Do not commence to break
jour pup nnlil he is at least six luonlbs old. liny '-Dinks, Ma) hew A:
Iluicbinsou," ill Which work you will Bud full instructions. We can
send It; piiee 53.

ject, will
is

frctll

the eyes and nose of a setter dog are light or dirk, oi in oilier words,
wined do you consider the moat reliable? 2 In picking out a pup at the
age of eight weeks old, what are the principal points? Ans. 1. Yes,
Ida. :k nrj-e and eyes are
distinauishiug marks of high breeding,
adding much to the beauty of tbe dog. 2. Color and markings generally
come first in choosing a puppy. The strongest aid healthiest is peiceiv lanco, and the chest, lega, loins, hips, and hind-quarters, should
be examined, and the shape of the bead looked to. It is difficult
a rule for selecting a puppy; the eye must be
the judge, and sonn

:

You can

Dublin.

!,

AI. Riverside, San Bernardino counly, California, they
have 28 miles of irrigating canal, which waters 20,000 to
This land, without irrigation,
85,000 acres of land.
would be woithless, not worth settling on; but with, irrigation it is valued (very low, too) at ifcOO au acre, its products
selling each year lor more than the market p-fce of the
laud. The, locality has a Witter supply of 00,000 acres.

her possession* moose, wild deer or

a.

paper.

in this

in his or

month of September, October, November, December
The penalty is §50.
W. K.,Ayor.—1. Do you think it makes any difference whether

i

get for a lire caribou de-

Also what, is tbe price far live red
deer'.'
Ans. The Dealers m animals Will pay $1'J for caribou. There is
no market at present for live deer. Usual price la $10 to
ft
MoCtTBOT, Dansville, H. Y, Having captured a wade-headed or
Wbattsits valoeS Wbi
bald euglo, I desire Id dispose of it.
be disposed of 7 Five OjiilH missing from one wing. Ans. Address
I 'lias.
I,Vn he & Pro., animal dealers S3 Chatham street. See advertiselivered in

have

the runt of a litter turns out the best.

this city.

SELECTING LANDS

i

and January."

,

We have. uiUluidit.

,

or ornamenttillii winter as this.

"t, or

i

venison, during (he

ST., is

his address to D.

1

\ci;Uf. i.t-i.ouA.— Few plants arc so useful

it,

docu_

moats desired.

'

Kfjl'ironiUA

Sportsman, Canton. -Will you please state the provisions of tne game
laws of this State, aud if you think best suggest some means or
tei
ingllie slaughter of deer? Ans. Although
,,,
the law says
shall kill or chase an/moose or wild deer in
any part or the Stale, save
only anil during the months of September,
October, and Novem
Yet
I- practically extended through
Deeeuibev and January, by Ihe
very next sentence, which permits any person
"to sell, csposo for sale,
I

Ho Notice

This
such

the time for such worls indeed, for dividing- up all
Ferns as Ncphrolepvs, Onyclaum, Polypodiwin, 2?#i
p'enum, etc. and in facial) that propagate themselves in
this manner, as the. fronds are now in a quiescent stale,
and many of lliem just starting into growth. Another,
and a very interesting way of increasing Ferns, is by
If any have been disapmeans Of their >
is

§0

$nswei{8

It. L. VV,, Mansfield, P.-Can Ely's wire cartridges and buckshot be
l.i -I
shot out or a choke or modified
i Jti, and with good
g
pattern
.-..,
and penetration! 1 tee in the pu|
itcanbt done, while
il
e.auuot wllhout in 111
.....le loader be
OtUJ
choked-horcd! Ass. Buckshot can 1
r,

,

,,

,i

,

i

il

optional.

is

A. J.

A

much worn

muzzle.

at Ihe

be choked bored if ii is not Loo
Tin gun you allude lo has been sold.

mujKlfc- louder ran

I
u or, Cleveland, o. — w ,
aeci
and
elr content
bited at the Centennial byPuidj
unci
tigny, Dougali, and tbe
other prominent London gunmakers returned to England by their respecwlih
gun
owners,
or
left
on
sale
c\
tive
[ryj
If left in
i

.

America I Should be glad

to

.

,

know wine

application lor

examination

Manatee, Florida.— 1.

have lost a valuable pointer by a
.ailed in this locality, "staggers," which affects both doge ihi
horses) 2. My horses, Gordon setter, and English pointer, all recent
importutic ii.-, an: seriously annoyed by licks upon which insect powder
seems to have no effect. 3. 1 have lost onu young and valuable maro
from becoming ''sanded" i. 8., eating sand with grass or forage, causing
inflammation of bowels, and eubec qneutiy death-. What remedies or
course of treatment would you advise in. the three instances herein
named! i. Also what treatment would you recommend for So
hoises! 5. What is the correct amount of glanbcr salts for a doei
a purge for both dogs and horses?
li.
Is there any bettor, laxution. for ordinary complaints of those animals? Ans. 1. This is due
digestion, causing flow of blond of the brain. Treatment: for !h<
cathartics, followed by tonics; Tor the horses, in the mi
iwed by cathartics and easily assimilated rood, 2. Till
ol
oxe pound, toft water, four gallons, boil for twentj mil
I wash animals wilh it.
One application will be aufl
If properly applied.
3, For a sanded animal, give from a pint in
of linseed oil, as a purgative, the dose regulated by the sine of lh
pud, une dose, if it operates, will be sufficient. •!. For bolts or w onus
n
Worm Powder, Tor which uddlcss Prof. J. ,i
[og
Q
i;, New York city; price, $1 per bos,
5. Glauber salts
I

i

.

-

'

wire cartridges

A.,

,

-

,

t.

I

|

,

il

,

un to dogs, as

it

acts 88 a drastic.

Dose

for a

borse,

ounces to one pound- fi. There are several better laiatives, euch
seed oil, Barbadoee aloes in mild doses, &0

with a view to purchase should

"

"i,-

-

Greener guns are
street, this city.

ail

Tbf

in

tl

B

'

i

mi

land

f>,,

—The name or B. T. Babbitt is synonymous with honesty
his pioducta are the very best in the market,
tl
as ihe finest soap for toilet purposes in the world, bei
free from poisonous elements, and the el, a
aud

,

I

,

,
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FOREST AND STREAM.
RAQUETTE FOR
game
THEStream

of

raquette

LADIES,

described

iu

we can hope to see the contemplative angler gaining health
and recreation in the grassy shades and murmuring waters

Fokest and

few weeks ago is eminently suitable as
an amusement and exercise for women during the inelem
eney of winter weather. Though we strongly recommend

bi.'
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out-door exercise, there are limes of boisterous bluster
when it is scarcely practicable. Attention must then be
turned to in-door resources, anil the raquette court has
many advantages and endless attractions.
The game is already played, lo a limited extent, by the
ladies of this city.
They may occasionally be seen in the
courts of Ihe New York Raquette Club, deftly handling
the bat and retrieving the rebounding balls wilh creditable
skill.
Il is a game which for many
reasons is well worthy
'
of the attention of the female sex.
It is, in the first place, a light game which demands skill
rather than strength, and activity rather lhau hatdihood.
It develops the muscular power of the player without

straining
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Index to Volume VII. Witl) this issue we commence
Volume 8 of Forest and Stream, mid publish with it lite
index of the 2G numbers previous to date, which constitute
7.

»»«»

Ouii Guowing Circulation.— The new 3 ear opened
most auspiciously for our journal, the subscriptions for
the month of January, singly and in clubs, exceeding those
of any preceding month. February is even better; so that
we feci confident that out paper is not only high in favor,
but that the prospects of an improvement in general business encourage its friends to subscribe more freely. Clubs
With
of a dozen and upward cheer us almost every day.
the exception of Now York, Pennsylvania is the banner
r

State.

Pittsburg

is

the banner town.

-»»
Thb Aquatuum.— Although ihe

white whale is no more,
the aquarium is still well supplied wilh novelties. The
graceful and beautiful mermaid, Miss Lubin, daily gives
her interesting performance under water. Our friend Fred
Mather, the pisciculturist, recently returned fiom a trip to
Currituck Sound, bringing wilh him a fine lot of black bas3.
Hamilton says the largest weighs seven pounds, and as
•what Hamilton says is very likely to ue true, we won't dispute il. At all events they are the handsomest specimens
of the Perm ni</rk<Ms we have ever seen alive. Mr. Holder and party brought from the upper Hudson a few days
i'.y-ihebye,
striped bass and sturgeou.
while Mr. Mather was at Currituck he fell in with the
Grand Duke Alexis and parly, slopped at the same house
wilh him, and for all we know has laid some deep scheme
for the introduction of a new kind of cavaire into Russia,
Aleck, he says, is u good fellow, a first-rale shot, and

since Bouie fine

"takes sugar iu his."

to Invitation.—We

acknowledge with thanks an infrom the Foresler Club, of Jauesville, Wis., to be
present at their annual reception last evening. The Forester is the most flourishing organization of the kind in
Wisconsin, numbering fitly members. All the Stale game
laws of Hits and last winter's session of Ihe Legislature
were prepared by this club. ^
vitation

—Ihe

dial of (he

40 feet in diameter
four miles

new Crystal Palace clock iu London is
The minute hand measures 10 leet.
a week, but it don't compare wilh its

great grandfather, Old Father Time,
miles every 24 hours.

who

travels 25,01)0

nerves.

and

its

The gracefulness of
great charm in this

the

game

in-

respect will,

most highly appreciated and
most fully recognized when women players have attained
the skill of the sterner sex. It is attended by no violence,
either to the most sickly sentiment of the bug-bear propripriety, or to the physique. It forms, in fact, a happy medium
bel ween the insipidity of croquet and Ihe roughness Of
baseball.

may

hesitate to say, be

A question of

possibly arise iu Ihe

the

piecision of these statements

mind

of the

onlooker

at

a

game

played by men. The perspiring, flushed faces ami heaving chests are hardly theaccompanimeuls of an amusement
in which women are recommended lo engago. Let us, have
no weakness in looking at this matter. The flush of exercise is surely better lhau ihe pallor of indolence, and the
heaving chest than the hacking cough.

We

All communications whatever, whether relating to easiness or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
LtsHiNs Company. Personal or private letters of coarse excepted.
All communications intended for publication mnst be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it. is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a ucsirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
Is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle
We cannot be responsible for tho dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Satnrday of each week, If possible.
fg~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

Vol utile

the

vests the player,

we do not

288J.1

a

are perfectly willing,

at

the

same time,

to

make

Wc

have heard of meu making hard work
out of a game of billiards. We might go further and ask,
what woman has not either heard of or known men who
were addicted to violence while engaged iu the arduous toil
of the toilet? They may, in fact, in whatever direction
their attention is turned, make hard work out of exercise,
and pleasure laborious. Ladies need not follow their example. Fveu should their taste run in that direction, i. e.,
towards extremes, il is a tolerably safe assertion that hall
a dozen games ef raquetle would not be so fatiguing as the
dances enumerated in one ball-room programme. ADd,
further, how often in the ball-room are the most wonder-

concessions.

ful creations of

the hair-dresser destroyed?

How

often

does Ihe heightened color set at defiance the milk-andwater law of maudlin fashion? But setting such matters
aside, the game could, we presume, be shortened lo suit
women, should such a course be deemed advisable, or
otherwise modified to make its mildness as an exercise,

when played

in reason, ye',

more mild.

It will be apparent to those who have any acquaintance
with the game that it cannot very well be played by a lady
"got up" lor making calls, or with a sweeping train dragging its slow length behind her. The appendages' of fashA special fashion for
ion are sad obstructions to agility.
raquette could easily be devised. The gentlemen's rule is
everything unnecesdispense
with
viz.,
a very simple one,
Ladies might imitate them at a distance. A very
sary.
pretty costume, which would satisfy all the requirements
ot the situation, should not he beyond the inveulivo genius
of an average modinte. Il would only be necessary to beatin mind lhat the. chief end in view is the unimpeded use
of the limbs. The luxury of wearing for a few hours a
costume in which hand aud foot were equallv free would
lend a new atu action to the game.

GAME PROTECTION.
Sew Yokk. — In union is strength, is a well-known
aphorism that none will be inclined to dispute, but that in
diversity of interests may oftentimes be found ihe greatest
good for the greatest number, is also a truism upon which
we need not dilate. A healthy emulation leads lo great
achievement-*, when a lack of the spur of excitement reare led to these brief,
sults only in careless inactivity.
but wc believe pertinent reflections, by observing iu the

We

Yonkers Gazette of two successive weeks, the action of the
two Sportsmen's Clubs existing in that lively city. Bolh
of these Clubs have been iu existence shout two years, and
were brought into being barely through Ihe eucrgy of Dr.
Charles W. Torrey, who seems not to have iost any of his
vim through his incarceration iiuce then in a South
American dungeon. The original "Yonkers Sportc-rneu's
Club" split upon the rock of pigeou-shootiug, aud the.
"Yonkers Game aud Fish Protection Society" was the
vigorous offspring. The Hon. Joseph Master, ex-Mayor of
of" Yonkers, preside-; over the desliuies of those sporting
gentlemen who are quick ou ihe tiigger and eager on the

while Dr. Torrey, assisted by an Executive Com.
mitlee of prominent citizens, conducts the more quiet deof those who believe that there is more of
The gentlemen, becruelty titau of sportin trap-shcoiiug.
trail,

liberations
lieving

with Isaac Walton

lhat,

Peace, and a secure mind,

Which all men seek, we only Dnd,
have been taking measures to stock the new aud commodious reservoir, and the subsidiary creek which furnishes
the water supply Eor the citj with brook and salmon trout.
The eggs are to be obtained from the State, and hatched
out in the piscatorial establishment of Alderman Morse,
the Vice-President of the Society, and within a few years

of old Westchester.
This action seems to have producod the spirit of emulation we referred to, and resolutions were adopted at the

meeting of the parent Club, authorizing an appropriacounty with quail, and urging the

last

tion lor stocking the

member of Assembly from
the game lawsof ihe State

the district to aid in

amending

regarding the shooting of wood-

cock before September 1st.
Both Clubs are desirous of having a law passed preventing the raking or dredging for oysters in the waleis of the
Hudson, until such lime as the oyster beds may recover
from the bad treatment they have received. This is a
matter, as we have before had occasion lo observe, which
should obtain the atteutiou of the New York Sportsmen's
Association, inasmuch as weakfiah and striped bass, formerly plentiful in our noble river, feod largely, on the spawn
oT the oysler, and are bectuning scarce from the increasing
destruction Of their food.
Westchester county has a law
protecting its water front in certain months, and irom all
except resident oyst.ermen, but the newly annexed portion
of the City of New York is without any protection.
There
is need along the whole river front of a prohibilory law
for at least five years.

Slauoiiteuing Dkeii.— There

is

no lime more favorable

for the destruction of deer than during a deep snow,

when

and labors heavpursuers, who, mouuted on snow

the animal breaks through the light crust
ily to

shoes

escape from his
easily overtakes

his

victim.

The following

ex-

from a letter written from Russell, St. Lawrence
county, on January 20th, shows how Ihe law is being violated with impunity in lhat section
Mr. Wright h*3 just come down from Cranberry Lake
and informs me that Mr. Irish and Mr. Thomas' people,
also Cltas. Gotham and Clark Goodale, are slaughtering
deer fearfully. They run them down by using snow shoes.
Geo. Sawyer has killed about ten at Clifton. It is simply
downright murder, aud if there is any law it ought to be
put in force. We all like the taste of veuison, but like to
have it a little more legitimate. If anything can be done
They will keep it
to stop it do it, aud push these fellows.
Yours truly,
up as long as the deep snow lasts.
J. R. S.
The Yonkers Sportsmen's Club have secured their
They are all
first instalment of Mi live quail from Ohio.
hardy birds, arrived iu good condition, and are temporarily housed in a barn, where they are being fed. When Ihe
frost breaks upthey will be distributed, and wilh proper
precaution do much to increase the slock of birds in Westtract

.

—

chester couuty.

Pennsylvania.— Sportsmen of this State are agitated
bill which it is proposed to introduce into the Legiswhich, some say, are to prevent

over a

lature, the provisions of

the killing of quails for three years; while other:,
fears cause them to magnify the evil, state that it

lie

is even
suggested to stop all killing of game for a period of ten
Such a law would be loo absurd to be entertained
years.
We can make a suggestion to the Legislature
seriously.
which is far more practicable and sensible; that is, for
Ihem lo appoint a Committee lo visit Milford, say the 1st
ef August, aud count Ihe ruffed grouse (pheasants) that
are shot out of sca.son or snared in Pike county alone.
They may then see the necessity of enforcing such laws as

new ones.
Connecticut— Summer Shooting.

they have, before passing
writes us from

—A

correspondent
Jan.

Lakeville, Lilchfield county, Conn.,

25th as follows:—
"1 notice in the present issue of Fokest and Stream, a
communication from 'Grumbler,' to a portion Of which I
must take exception. I agree with him fully as regards
quail.
Nov. 1st is plenty early lo begin shooting Ihem
My experience was very similar to his the past tall,
here.
for on Oct. 20lh we flushed a bevy that were not any larger
than sparrows and scarcely able to fly. Regarding woodcock .hooting, 1 must differ with him. I for one would be
glad to see Sept. 1st Ihe beginning of the open season for
woodcock aud ruffed grouse. There is certainly very little.
pleasure iu sweltering in a woodcock swamp in July aud
August with Ihe themomcter among the nineties, and mosquitoes nearly as large as the birds and far more numerous.
As to there being no fall shooting in Fairfield couuty, L
must confess that lean not understand it, for our hills are
considerably colder and the birds stay with us uulil after
Our best shooting is in the latter
Ihe ground is frozen.
part of October, usually when the weather is simply perfection, and one shot at a strong full grown bird is enough
to make a man ashamed of popping at the poor half
Our birds don't
fledged things of our summer' shooling.
leave us for Jersey as soon as they leave the corn
fall flight
begins, (at least
fields, but stay about till the
that is my experience); they sometimes lake to whal m ems
unusual ground, but if a man looks iu the right place he
will find them.

"There is at least one corner of Litchfield county where
'Grumbler' will find the alvocalesof summer shooling few
I would rather shoot less birds for u few
far between.
years at least and give Ihem a chance to increase, than to
kill extra birds each year for a few years and then have
woodcock shooting a thiDg of the past. If Ihe birds should
and

become tod plenty under the short season, I ii
would not take loDg to thin Ihem down again, should such
are feeding the few quail lhat
a course be necessary.
the heavy snows have left us, and propose to turn out a
number of pairs in the spring.
"The trout, hatched by the Salisbury Game Club are also
doing nicely and will be placed iu our depleled streams in
Protection.
the spring."
Vilksuuiio, Miss., Jan. 13th.

We

Editor Forest and Stream:—
1 have received the following letter from Princeton, InIf you
diana, which 1 seud you, wilh my answer thereto.
P
see proper you may publish them.
" Princeton, lnd.,Jau. Ill
"Tolfe about your fiohinc uu the Sunflower, lout sod.Rol
1

1

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Bosngll have experienced. Why, yon know nothing comparatively uboot
ilBfl up here if yotl waul td Cfttol)
fieh.
And instead o( sittint:
the broiling gnu Mr hours without a nibble— bnl ptenly of bites

m

from mosi) 1.1
]>i:t

day, a

zero

dowH

audtbe

;'>.

to

I

e

Blongl

the ice, have,

i

lorau

a

mv way uptown

this morning 1 met
several aingla ijleigb3.aod one wagon Btaulng out,
seela, and some barrels to put their flab in
above do (or a JlsA statement; it is a fnct, bowevor.

go, generally, iu Eleigbs,

and

'

•(low

Will ine

They generally pat the

Bear a cluster of Inga or brash near shore,
perhaps, the water last rrojsu and the fish assembled. 11
ice

REPLY.
VfOKfiUBRo,

Dbae

I got your Bsh
convention assembled,

.Tun. lytb, 1877.

morning, and read
BosweU'a office. The universal expression was that of disgust at the details, and
surprise that a gentleman of v on par is should make llicm
without uuy expression of disapprobation. Robinson declared there would be alront as much Fun in hauling up
tictsil eats, while it
would be decidedly more respectable
and humane. You have- doubtless heard Of pot-hunters—
those awkward shots who sneak about iu he brush til]
they find a covey of birds huddled together for protection
from bad weather, and men blaze away with an infernal
old "spill out," murder the poor things by wholesale, and
have the hardness of cheek and want of shame to boast of
it afterwards.
We all regard the pot hunter as a specimen
of deceuey and prosperity as compared lo a man who will
jerk a grab hook iuto an unfortunate game lish, thai, is
dowu with the frosts and unable to protect itself. We do
not believe a genuine fisherman would be caught at such
work.
Indiana has wisely passed laws punishing as
criminals those who capture tisli with a seine. And seining is charitable and fair alongside of grabbing frozen fish
through holes in the ice. In the former case the fish arc
lo be iu good health and in the full possession of
ail their faculties.
They have, at the worst, the chance of
jumping over, or running over or around the blasted im
pliment of destruction, butiu the case you rteito the thiugs
id

it,

letter this
in

I

1

are down sick— torpid with the intense cold— utterly helpless
not even being blessed with the power of motion, ami the
only thing lo alleviate in the least the cruelly of the transaction is the fact that their vision will not enable them lo
see their destroyers, and that their torpor perhaps deadens
the pangs of the murderous grab. If the. law of the Si ale
fines teu dollars for seining it should fine fifty dollars for
this infamous grabbing.
I
have no patience witn such
fishing or such fishermen as you describe,
B. H. P.

—

THOUGHTS FOR PRACTICAL MEN.
MODERN AND OLD TIME SPORTSMEN— OLD ABUSES WIRED OUT
— l'ROSMCTS FOB SAME IN TOE FUTURK— ARTIFICIAL
PROPAGATION OF GAME— STATE AKD NATIONAL AVIARIES AND BREEDING PARKS — SUGGESTIONS TO OUR STATE
GAME ASSOCIATIONS.
Dansyille, N.

V., Feb. 3.

Editor Fobest and Stream :—

WHAT
when

a good thing that the time has

at

last

come

the Votaries of Rod anil dun ate looked up
and respected, where fifty or even twenty-five yeais ago
they were looked down upon by the so called respectable
peopie, and classed among the low and vulgar.
Thirty
years ago, Henry W. Herbert (Frank Forester) stood out
alone as champion of American field sports, and nobly did
he do bis work. With a combination of tact, energy, perseverance and patience, lie succeeded in bringing the
beauties of the ennobling pursuits of forest and stream before the people in such a thorough, convincing way, that a
change came over the public mind regarding tin's subject,
aud to-day nearly every Four Corners has its Sportsman's
club workkg iu dillereut ways to protect God's cieatures
to

front utter" annihilation.

To-day you

among those who love the cabin iu
camp lire, the trusty gun and pliautrod,

will fiud

the wilderness, the

professions, trades and occupations.
is, I confidently believe, implanted in the heart of
every man by a wise Creator, a love for some certain
branch of this wide field, which when followed tends to
brighten and prolong life; and at this moment all overthis
broad land you will fiud ministers, statesmen, lawyers and
poets, only waiting with lively anticipation for the time
when, throwing aside every care and responsibility, they
can hie away to favorite streams or woodland and take
their fill of pure air, sweet, rest, and exhilarating sport.
The misanthropes and frowners down ol legitimate

representatives of

all

There

sport are fast dying out; and, tliauks lo the healthy (one
aud unceasing efforts of such journals as Forest' and

Stream, the people now see

Ural

horse racing and prize

not necessarily concomitants of it.
Time
was also when the dram buttle was as much a part of the
gentleman spoilsman's outfit as his wad-cutter. This is
happily changing with rapid strides, and I am glad to see
your journal denounces it, and publishes articles proving
fighting are

conclusively that in the field ihe dram drinker lacks Lbe endurance and stay of him who confines his potations lo lie
I

brook or spring.
In a word, all the abuses at one time attendant upon and
going hand iu hand with the spoilsman of the last generation, are rapidly passing aw/ay.
Some few lingering remnants of a corrupt and gross sportsmanship still remains,
confident
am
that
anflyet 1
another decade will fiud them
all swept away, aud a pure healthy love for field sports exWhat a glorious thing it will be when, all abuses
iling,

done away with, the healthy, happy pursuits of
i[

all-earn,

can be followed for their

OWh

field, for-

sakes,

and

the joy they give!

Contrary to the belief indulged by some, that in a few
all the game and fish will be swept from the land,
and out fields and forests bet
wilderness in
I

PHOJi

I

,

lieamo
and on

other Oab—eora

"

re from three to four hundred ponnda
me mermiry ranging from four above
past week parties have r,om: 10 the Wabash
ir the railroad bridge, and cutting holes in
pnlli
teat base, Un-mouths ana
at of live hundred pound-! per day.
The.?

,:,:!

'•!
i

is heard no cheerful cry of " Bob While," no muffled drumming of ruffed grouse, or flip flap of rising woodcock, our streams and rivers but a waste of waters untenanted by a solitary fin,
coutideiilly believe that ten
years from now will see game and fish much more plentiful.
The increase of sportsmen and sportsmen's clubs, instead of tending to decrease the quantity of fin aud
feather in our land will have, and already has had, a contrary effect.
Hardly a member of these associations but
has some farmer friend (and a great many farmers are
themselves members) who, through his influence can be
made to protect what he once destroyed, or at least Counted
as naught.
This is exemplified by What these gentlemen
are doing all over the laud this unprecedented hard winter
for the preservation of these helpless creatures.
Many a
farmer is watching with interest his little Hock of quail us
they run to aud fro among the poultry picking up their
share which he lias kindly thrown them, and saying to himself. " T don't begrudge the little they cat, for it preserves
heir lives, anil its only from their increase that Cousin
Charlie, when he visits me next fall can hope for any
sport.
Let them eat; and although the partridges (grouse)
are budding my young orchard considerably, I shall find no
fault, for the snow aud ice has so covered up their natural
lootl that 1 suppose the poor thiugs can get nothing toeat."
1 lell you oar hope lies iu the farmer, and
if Forest AND
Stream laid on the table of every country house in the
laud, supplautiug (he trash which the hoys bring home,
lbe revolution which is surely coming would be but the
work of months instead of years.
The artificial propagation of game should be made a
point.
Mr. Green has proven to the world practically that
the science of pisciculture has beeu of incalculable benefit
to ihis land, making waters once barren lo be fruitful, and
those already fruitful to double their fruilfulness.
Why
should not this be the ease in regard to game? Why should
we not have national and State aviaries, where non-migratory birds might be raised and distributed, furnishing quail

which

J

I

and ruffed grouse at nominal figures lo sportsmens' clubs.
It is with feelings of dismay that we look forward to
next fall's shooting after this killing winter. None but the
wealthiest of us cau hope to fill our game bags, ami that
only by hundreds and thousands of miles of travel. Our
brethren at the south are all right; their birds never gel.
imprisoned under three, feet of snow. I am writing iu behalf of the north and northern sportsmen, and at this present moment sadly do they need sympathy.
We hear on
every side of bevies frozen iu, of little stark attenuated
bodies lying in and by the joadside, starved to death; of
grouse trying to peck through he icy coating of the buds;
aud falling down through the lack of food. All these things
forbode disaster lo Shooting next November; and to deprive
us of our shooting is to take away what we live the other
eleven months for. The accident which has happened this
winter has happened other winters, and is very liable to
happen again. No legislation can prevent it, and our experience in years past has been that a fierce snowy winter
has invariably caused fearful diminution in feathered game.
A disease constantly occurring will, at last, suggest a remedy, aud the only remedy suggesting itself for this is
the organization and maintainunce of a State breeding
house. The expense would not be great, and the good
done would be beyond estimate, Supposing sueli an institution existed at present in New Vork State, with say
five thousand pairs of quail and a thousand of pairs of
ruffed grouse for distribution over our fields ami through
our forests? Sportsmens' clubs, instead of discussing the
subject of what shall we shoot ihe coming season, would
he making appropriations and otherwise preparing to send
in their orders to the Slate Aviary for ten, twenty, or fifty
pairs of birds, and with a sigh for those who met an untimely fate this winter, turn out the fresh, healthy quail,
which increasing aud multiplying would fill our rural districts with their plaintive calls next summer, and fill the
I

stubbles with bevies in the coming fall.
Hardly a week passes without some one enquiring in
your paper where live quail can be found for propagation,
and the answer is invariably some point in the Carolinasor
Add lo
one of the Gulf States, and the price very high.
this the cost of transportation, aud the limited supply, and
it becomes evident that the importation of southern quail
from private dealers will never become a great success.
If the State Association would take the matter in hand,
and from their surplus wealth make appropriations sullicienl to lease suitable grounds and buildings and procure a
stock of birds, there is uo doubt but that every Association in the Slate would enter iu with them heart, hand and
purse, paying cei tain dues for its support, and in a very short
time our Stale Aviary would become a national blessing
aud a paying instilution. All trouble regarding the effect
of hard winters on game would be at an end. Bob White
would whistle on every hill side, and 1he ruffed grouse
drum and plume himself ou every log. Instead of leaving
home a thousand miles behind lo work our dogs successfully and count well on game, a day from business would
insm e a good day's sport. This is no fancy sketch a calm
consideration of the above will show to every ihiuking
man, thai a movement in the direction spoken of in this
I believe it will be done, and that
article is necessary.
;

game

will increase

in

much

greater ratio that

Sportsmen,

nothwilhslauding the fears entertained by some that the
additions to the fraternity during the last few years
will effectually root out all the recognized game from the
country.
H. W. O, L.

great

—The numerous parties asking
lot advertised for sale iu

for live

quail will rind a

our columns to-day.

OUR OWN COUB15BPONDENT.

London, -fan. U'M, 1877.
has sometimes occurred lo me lust in writing these
I have given too much prominence lo accidents
in Ihe hunting field, without drawing reasonable compul-

IT

letters

between casualities arising from this andulhi BllU
Probably an ordinary Loudon fog is accountable for as

sion

I

many

ini.-haps iu the

way

of bodily injurie-i

Ihe

as

enlire

hunting season. Unfortunately, however, in the one ease
Ihe injured person is likely to be some one of note, and
there are not wanting persons who fiom ieiug bitterly opposed lo hunting, lake every Opportunity to parade such
accidents as terrible examples lo young men with a taste
for following bounds.
And if should be borne in mind
that those who hunt are numbered by Ihe thousand, Slid
after all the the casualties are no greater in proportion to
those engaged than rould be compiled from Ihe results of
railway or steamship travel.
Indeed, if the stc
which is made in Iron, a journal which should be cornel,
is tiue, in the year 18?o there were no less Ihtin 76-5 railway
employees killed iu Gnat Britain aud 3,018 injured. You
cannot beat that in America, throwing the Ashtabula horror in.
It is most remarkable to a stranger Ihe strong posilion
which fox hunting holds in this country. The fanner sufhis hen roost lo be robbed in si.encc, or looks with
equanimity upon broken fences or trampled fields, all for
Ihe love of sport, or from a consciousness that he cannot
help himself.
It is true, however, that there is generally
a hunt fuud for the repairing of these damages, but in

fers

instances it must be quite inadequate.
A man who
would shoot a fox is a vulpicide, and to poison a hound
merits banging,
Occasionally) however, a rough customer
is met with who runs wire through bis hedges; ami of
all the things to work mischief, this is the worst.
Neither
horse or rider can often see it and a sure fall is the result.

many

If

you receive he Sporting and Dramatic News you
t

a late issue of that capital

will see in

publication a very spirited

aud

speaking sketch entitled "Ware Wire," which tellB the
whole story. 'Wire fencing has a most melancholy interest
forme. Some years since while ranching iu California I
had occasion to fence in quite a large tract of land.
Economy being an object, I hit upon a wire fence of live
strands wilh solid posts and a single board on top.
Lumber in sufficient quantity would have cost almost a King's
ransom, and lack of water made a live hedge an impossiFor a few weeks my fence looked well, but iu au
bility.
unlucky moment a enciadu or band of mules strayed Hint
way and with heads resting on the lop boaid gazed pensiveThen one old
ly at the barley just showing above ground.
dun colored fellow turned and kicked at the fence until he
knocked the board off, and ihe whole band pressed and
stumbled against the wite until it was level. Iu vain I
drove them out and repaired the fence; bands of muXangs
joined the mules and my wires were soon trailing in every
direction over the plains. My crops wei e utterly destroyed
and the only satisfaction I bad from my fence was ill providing luxurious pasturage for several hundred worthless
brutes and in providing every ran eh wo in an within twenty
miles wilh galvanized wire clothes lines.
A lionajide match has at last been made between O'Leary
and Weston, and lbe articles are sigreil. The match,
which is for £500 a side is lo come oil in some coveied
buildiug within five miles of Charing Cross, from April 2d
to 7th, the winner to be lie who walks Ihe greatest distance
in 143f consecutive hours.
Agucultural Hall is named as
a likely place for the malch, and it is to be hoped that both

men

will

come

to Ihe scratch

fit

and

well,

when

a

most ex-

Weston has had his way
about tile music, and bauds are lo play from 5 a. in. until
midnight under the direction of each man duriug alternate
hours, except while either is sleeping, w hen uo music is 10
No such match will have been walked since
be allowed.
Capt. Barclay Allardiee' s great 1,000 miles in 1,000 hour's
performance in June and July, 1800. It having been
citing race will be the result.

stated that the stakes iu this

match are the

largest ever

contended for, the Wield gives the following instances when
.
they have been exceeded:
"In Ihe autumn of 1800 Jlr. Fletcher, of Ballingshoe,
lime was backed
undertook to run 00 miles in 14 hours,
by Capt. Barclay Allardiee, who just lost Ihe stakes,
amounting to 123,250. lul). eembei of tliesame year Ihe
Captain undertook to cover 00 miles In 9t± hours, for a
stake of £1,020, ami had to pay forleit to Air. Fletcher, as
be went wrong during his tniiuing. Slakes amounting to
£1,020 were again contended for by Oupt. Allardiee in Ihe
spring of 1801, and he would have achieved the feat easily
had not the umpire left the ground after he bad run 67

—

miles out of Ihe 90 iu 13 hours, when lie iuariveUeiitly
look some bad brandy, and it was thought, lie would be unOn Nov. 10, 1801, Capt. Allardiee was at
able to proceed.
last successful, and run 00 miles in 20b. 22tuin. 4sec, over
Mr. Fletcher
a measured mile on the York aud Hull road.
again backed lime, and the stakes were the largest ever
contended for in a genuine pedestrian contest in this or any
other country, their amount reaching the unprecedented
sum of .£10,500. At Brighton aces iu 1807 Capt, Allardiee
won his great match with Abraham Wood, of Lancashire,
the staktis being IM.OiJO. Last of this quintette we come lo his
well known 1,000 milcsin l.OOOliours, lor a stake of .£3,100.
In April, 185S, Uapt. Lumley, of the Sd Life Guards, gave
G. Fcriuoy one mile start in a len mile walk,
the lion. T.
The actual slakes were
but found himself overweighted.
ainioiiiicetl as £300
only.
Oddly enmi
£ 1, 000,. 1 llOUgll
Weston's present backer, Sir John Astley— then Col. A.SI
was umpirt
of the Grenadier Guards
ma, of Camden Town [vrho finished L*ot
i

H

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
id tho great Agricultural Hall 24 hour's

As a general rule, it, may be said that a rifle made in the
is not fit for hunting on the plains lill it has been reaigbted and made over generally in Ihe west. Theeastern
imikers are so stubborn and ignorant about the wants of
the hunters, that there are a "number of gunsmiths in the
froulj.r towns who make Considerable money by getting
From the eastern factories and then resighting
them, and fixing them SO they can be used to kill game, instead of being ornamental gun
Gl For little else than target Shooting!
The rifle shooting element of this country is
to be found in Ihe south and in the west.
By rifle shooting 1 mean the legitimate use of Ihe rifle, which is for killing tame in huuling, or men in war, aud not fancy Creed-

Walking touVna-

meiit last May) trained Mr. Ferrnoy.
Many ladies of title
and members of the aristocracy were present, and the
match excited a deal of intcrst."
One of the most extensive and complete places of amusement in the world, the Alexandra Palace and Park, is ml
advertised to be sold at auction on the 81 h of February,
under mortgage, foreclosure. 1 Ids immense cstablisment

oast,

,

Comprises 000 acres of land and cost the proprietors up
of one million pounds sterling;
The main building
occupies an area of seven acres, and the Grand Hall has a
capacity for seating 13,000 visitors. Then thelO IB a Con
cert Hall with 3,500 seats, a Conservatory, Heading Room,
Egyptian and Moorish Villas, and a Theatre with scats for
" IQ,
Bazaars, Picture Galleries and Diuing Halls are
also there.
In the park there is a mile race course, with a
tripling ring, a cricket ground of ten acres, Japanese vilircus, and many more attractions and udvanluuierous to mention. If the late Geo. Hobbies
auetion lenown" was only still in the flesh, how he
''t)f
could have done justice to this sale.
1 observe that a Pullman
Drawing Room Train is now
running daily between London and Brighton. I have not.
ried it yet, so cannot say whether the colored "porter,"
Seems as part and parcel of a Pullman, has been sup
planted by a stiff English "guard." The attraction at
Brighton is the. Aquarium, which is now in most successful operation.
Bui people, even if they go to the Aquarium, are not compelled to look at fishes alone; there is
also something going on, a skating rink, or concert, or
something of the kind. The lions at the Westminster

wards

moor target popping.
The New Enuhoiders,

siege of Boston, thai Ihe rifle commenced to plav an important pari in ihe war.
Tin se Virginians were not Only
a terror to the British, on account of iheir fine shooting,
hut. were a cause of wonder and also of jealousy lo the
Yankees. The Virginians were hunters and Ihe Yankees
fanners, and the ill-will which existed between Ihe two
sections (norlh aud soul I,, even as far back as that lime,
broke out into n light, which, had it not been stopped by
Washington at the outset, might have proved very fatal to
Ihe
American
cause.
Afler
the
Wat was over,

I

Aquariums

just

now, are three Mississippi

and

the
country was
settled,
and
getting
the
driven away, ihe rifle was used less and less in Hew
until it became to the great mass of the people
an unknown weapon. Not so in the south, for there it was
the- companion and friend of
The hunlei and the
all.
Frontiersman depended on it, while the planter (who, like
ihe English country gentleman, Was used from his boyhood, to all kinds of manly field spoils), used it for his
pleasure.
The consequence is, that in the .Southern Slates
Ihe rifle is used, and well used for squirrel, turkey, deer,
and hear huuling; though in the swampy parts of many of
In: Southern States the deer are run with hounds, and shot
from "stands" on lheir "run-ways" with buck shol;
yet often flic rifle is used even then, "and it lakes shooting to
hit a deer with a rille going full speed amongst, the 'live
oaks.
In Ihe Far West, and in the Territories, the rille of
course is tile weapon, man; of ihe old hunters having Ihe
greatest contempt for a shot gun.
Howcolaii.

game

England,

Alligators.

Vaijukho.

l

iifie.

A

MitiEy's GaijUtbky/.—
Tournament is now in Progress al
Brooklyn Gallery. The following are some of the best
scores mades siuce the tournament opened on Jan. 33d:
Totnl
Niima.
Name.
Tolul.
this

—

—

i

<:Iki<

II.

.tr.hr

iii'.r.

B. E. Vnli-ntlOB
J. Mct.'ube

'I'.

tin
II.

I'.

C,

11.

W

VVullia

-

lau

Ilul.ou

Johr

.

Cm.'foiixia. San Francisco claims lo have the finest
gallery in the worid, the "Forest," kept by lienlz & Carson.
The gallery is 175 feet long by GO feet wide, divided
into three ranges, viz., 300,500, and 1,000 yards, the whole
made so as to represent beautiful groves, with blue sky
and green swards.
Attached arc pallors, reading and
Spectators' rooms.
The rifles used are Remington .33 cal.
Crccdinoor rules are strictly carried out. The shooting
done can hardly be excelled. For instance, Mr. E. P. Miners the 01 her day in a match made 48, Mr. Frank Meagher,
47, Mr. J. H. Campbell and A. H. Hentz, 40, all off-hand,
200 yards reduced to 150 feet. Does thai not compare favorably with the best, on record? At 500 yards, 47 and 48
have frequently been made, till Mr. llentz scored a full
score, 50, or even better, had it not been for a defective
cartridge, which gave him a 3 and 1-1 bullseyes in succession
73 out of a possible 75.
The following are some
of the scores made last Saturday lor the weekly gallery

II

J J Twwn.
t» J. N. linivn
43 G. D, Bdon
J-: T. V. lake

".

i!ot.

\V

ii

..

.

8(1
S!i

88

Ill

The following made

targels ranging from 3(5 lo 38: J.
Pi Burns, Geo. Glendeuuiug, Jas. Uonners, E. R. Darvcau,
E. B. Oa-luer.

OahADa,

—A

match

will

be shot at Fisherville, Out.,

to-

day between the Amateur rifle team of that place and
teams from Selkirk, Cheapside and North Cayuga (Out.),
a special prize to go to the oest score. Distance 101 and, 3M)
yards.
_

THE DISTANCE AT WHICH GAME
KILLED WITH THE RIFLE.
New

Ohleaks,

IS

—

La., Jan. gfJlh, 1877.

EntTOR FoitEST AND STREAM:
In the last number of your interesting paper

medal

an

'

article

"An

>

Tong-raiige shooting, either for the
Firing at 1,000 yards, at a
with vernier sights, etc., may be a pleasant way
to kill time, but it is utterly without, use, as it. neither fits
a man to kill game, or to do his duty on the skirmish line.
1 must find fault though with one statement of G. P. VV.
lie ays " one seldom shoots at a deer or lutkey over 100
yards, and usually within 50 yards." Now had he quale
lied this by saying what kind of deer he referred to, and
what ptirt of the country he meaut, it would have been all
But as we have several kinds of deer, and aiso the
right.
whole United States is not comprised by Florida, to Which
refers (as an example of his hunting), or the laud of
Yunkeeiayw from which his article is dated, I must emphatically deny this statement, as far as deer are concerned.
in hunting on the plains and in the Rocky Mountain coun
try— and ihe best big game hunting tor tllb rifle, is west of
tlie Missouri, and not east of the Alleghe.'iics.
I have
found that 100 yards was a short range compared to most
I have hunted
of the distances at which game is killed.
deQi from the Wind River Mountains in northwestern Wyoming Territory to the extreme southwestern pari of New
Mexico, and my experience has been, that most of the deer
1 have shot myself, or seen shot by others, were killed over
100 yards, ami many over 200 yards (measured, for always
will n 1 can, I pace off the distance).
I refer more particularly to black-tail deer, as the white-tail deer keep more in
the "limber, or in the thickets along the stream bottoms,
and are therefore shot, generally at shorter distances, 1
mean the black-tail of the hunters in the Rocky Mountain country [Vet tin Miicrneii) called by naturalists the mule
deer, and not Cervix CoMmbiuniis, the black tail of the naturalists, which is found farther west than the Rocky
(By the way, what impertinence and preMountains.
sumption on the part of eastern naturalists lo try and dictate lo us about the names of these deer, and to cull the
black-tail the mule deer, and the Columbia river deer the
only true black-tail. J One of my rifles, which 1 used for
hunting in the Far West, a Springfield, 50 cal. resighfed,
restocked, etc., by a western gunsmith, is so sighted that
its point blank range is over 150 yards, as most, of the
game at which 1 used it, especially antelope, were shot
troni 150 to 300 yards.
The farthest I overkilled
dead, was 400 yards (which I paced). I have seen many
hunters on the plains have their rifles so sighled as to have
blank
point
nearly
of
a
200 yards, thU3 making a very
good rifle for antelope or elk. Elevating sights are an
abomination and a delusion, on a hunting rifle.
ha*e
killed black-tail deer that were twenty miles from the nearYou would have had a nice time crawling up
mber.
wilhiu 50 yards" of them, Mr. G.P. VV. 1 mentioned
the foregoing facts so as to show you that your statement
as applying to the whole United States (and there's nothing to show, in your article, that youi statements are limited to any one pari of the country), is a gross error, and

Same.
Chase

I.

Total.

Breton

.13

48
43

J

!,,

less

iih a rifle

%miu ^ng and
GAME

:

1

15

J '.I. Gallagher
lliCopt. It. 11. Orion

than £0 competitors made 43. Should any
team wish to shoot for the championship of the United
State gallery shooting they can get accommodated.

lesstiess of the present

1

Totdi.l

i.'i'iui.ii. 11

And no

hunter or the soldier.
vi

.

John Hoiicrtsou
JS. H. WiJIet.
Unas. Sash

Old Rifleman on Ride Shooting," which con
tarns same statements which call for a correction.
The
author -G.P. VV.— is right in his remarks about the useled

:

Name.
is

IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.

Caft. Bog-abdtjs in Cacifokxia.— A San Francisco
correspondent of prominence, in whom we have every confidence, writes to us that Capt. Bogardus is having some
trouble in his matches, aud is out in an article in the

He

says:

"1 witnessed his shooting, and also heard some remarks,
which I confess had the effort to turn my sympathies enCalif orniftna chum that their quail are
the most difficult birds in the world to shoot on the wing,
and say that a man trained to shoot them can beat any
eastern gunner, and 1 hey were bound 10 boat the gallant
Captain by fair means or foul ."
tirely in his favor.

fherecord ofCapl Bogardus throughout his professionCareer, both heie and in England, has been that of such
"square" man lhat the Fact of any misunderstanding
in his California matches somewhat surprised
us.
We observe that in one of his matches he challenged
bird on the ground of the shoo'ei's gun being above his
elbow, and Ihe referee giving a verdict in his favor, bis
iii left the ground and abandoned Ihe match.
In a
"money" match be was perfectly justified in insisting
observance
of
the
rules.
As
for
the
Califorict
nia quail being the most difficult bird in the world to kill
They arc no more
on Ihe wing, it is perfect, nonsenseso, as our quail, and arc usualkill, if as much
perfectly open ground, whereas a large pro,,M!',
of our birds are killed in close cover.
al
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CHOKE-BORED GUNS.

i

I

r.UL't

BE0O3JD,

Greener urges that woth his system and by regularity of
boring he gets over uneven shooting, negativing llie notion
Now this is attemptCaull lies iu the cartridge.
ing to prove too much; in his hurry to get everyone to
patronize St. Mary's Works lo get an even shooting gun,
h unequally loaded carthe entird.
Now there cannot be any question lhat
ridges produce.
there are some methods by which guns cau be bored that
belraysiew Ihe result of an improperly loaded cartridge,

I

oilier.

gfiw.

Deer, Wild Turkey, WoodcocK, (/uail, Snipe, ami Wild Fowl.

.J

',

i

j

i

A

I

as a people, have always been poor
hands at rifle shooting. Bunker Hill was fought mostly
with smooth bore ducking aims, and it was not till the
Virginian " buck-tails." cauuTup under Washington to the

|

taken in the loading. In allusion to the central shooting of the choke-bore, Mr. G. should have mentioned how
renders necessary a higher quality of filed barreln
of course must be an advantage if onlv the encouragement
of abetter class of workmanship; four-fifths of the plain
guns are entirely unfit for choke-bore through their being
pulled together in the center lo make them look bi
at the same time making them shoot out at forty yards
from six to twelve inches. This I consider is OB
reasons thai some iu getting agun choked are woefully disappointed in the execution ol their gun after it has'been
done.
competent gunmaker should be able
whether a pair of barrels are good enough to introduce the
choke with success, on else alter Ibem to shoot sti ghl
Theie are many guns which aiemuch belter without being
choked from ibis cause alone. Al pace 1:20 Mr,
what be considers the difference Scientifically Of. Ihe chokebores performance and that of open bored guns; be urges
that a contraction at the breech has much more Pudency
lojamor compress the shot than the same contraction at
the muzzle, and this through the necessary displacement
of the column of air in ihe barrel.
Now this is in my estimation an error. This column of air bllfiincts b*
too long as a "bogey' in the Gieeuer family, undid] based
through some single experiment of a negative kind by Mr.
VV. Greener himself.
To confute Ibis, I ask anyone to
malic ihe following simple experiment: Alter the powder
and shot has been loaded, put on lightly the top wad and
witness the result after shooting. Not, a mark gives evidence that no great, obstacle or pressure has beer.
upon the lop wad, aud which it would be impos trie ttl
avoid did any great pressure as that suggested ny Greener
operate in the barrel. Take some more cartridges and put
pressure wilh ihe loader of twenty-live lo lurry
upon the top wad; lake the wads of one or two aud see
how much they are marked aud then fire he remainder,
and little perceplible difference, if any, will be observed
between the filed aud uufired wads, showing
columu of air which has been doing scc.i. service iu the
gun trade for so many years is of a much more imaginable
haiacler thau actual reality.
Mr. G. additionally says that the choke bore Ihn
of Ihe outside shots into tUe ceuler,
Now, I contend, that
the effect produced upon Ihe shot al the muzzle by Ihe
contraction, is justlhe same as thai before produced in the
old system al llie breech, but at the muzzle it is at a more
effective place, combined with Jhe additional advai tagi of
preventing the powder wads from distuibing the shot al lei
its last cohesion, and here wo have the element of advantage in the choke-bore. Let me firstly take the old system
of boring, when by opening the breech the shot would necessarily occupy snoiter length andgreater in uiamciei than
the barrel farther on; iu its cour.-e of progress iliu compression which must ensue before the back purl of he
shot cau overcome the inertia of the forward portion, aud
additionally the compression through the ssmal er portion
of Ihe banel gave certain cohesive "ability between pcl'ct
and pellet, which if not disturbed by a loo heat
ol powder which would unavoidably disintegivtle it on
leaving the muzzle, would proceetl with lair Closeness up
The freeing at the muzzle was done knowto the target.
ing lhat, as portions of the shol if not
tome eases all
would partially separate to lead on to the target pellets which
at the first moment of disintegration would be forced out
The results of This plan of boring are too
to all sides.
well known lo require comment.
But ictus no.
choke-bore. At the starling of the charge the same incilia
has to be overcome, therefore its first eoUcsion assisted ai=o
by the barrel beiDg a little smaller than inside ol caiindge
case.
It must not be forgotten lhat all the difference in
diameters is not lost in the shot being compressed to lhat,
extent, some of ihe difference of diamcler being losl in the
surface of the lead being abraded down; iu oilier words,
leading being the result. It now comes to the muzzle
choke where its final compression takes place, the shot,
emerging as a cohesive mass of pellets. Let us trace the
exit ot the hindmost waddiug; the force behind il has been
powerful enough to force il with its charge ol shot iu front
through the choke; it itself comes to the same obstruction,
and is retarded iu its exit more than in the old s.v-a.em
however slight, it is enough lo afford the shot going onis

it

inlessoara

I

i

.

l

m
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wards upon ils own behalf. In vindication ol til
lion, I Would draw attention to the tact thai two waduiu-s
between the powder aud the shot in being a slid
barrier to ils sudden exit afler the shot, gives higher results upon the target.
Now, again, Mr. G puts forward
that the advantage in using chilled shot, is, that tln-y sutler
less change on the outside pellets, which iu the
asi ol
shot are quite mis-shapen in their transit through the
barrel, ami carry up better in consequence to the lai
1 would like it to be understood that
is not all the
side pellets of the charge that are lost.
Mr. Mortimer and
myself instituted a series of experiments, and found lhat
the front pai l, more particularly the ouiside of that is unaccounted for; indeed the target seems to receive that,
pari of the shot which would in appearance represent n
truncated or stumpy cone, the cone portion finishing halfway dowu the charge, and this seemed lo be the case according to llie density or lightness of Ihe front waddiug.
.

!

tl

il.

Shots that fall before reaching the targels are largely coin
posed of other pellets than those Which form lire uUtsitll
of the charge,am:lone would judge fiom their appearance of
compression that the superficies of shot next the powder
wad through their cohesion with the same wad sepal ate

Irom the general body of shot. The ouiside pellets will in
cases be picked forty and fifty yards beyond ihe
target; the specific gravity of wadding Doing less than
we can readily imagine bow that the force imparted in the
barrel lo the front wad the iustant it leaves the gin
in momentum and operates as a retarding ici] lei
exercises an injurious effect upon the onward progress of
llie foremost pellets.
So it IS lhat it being imlispeusi
lo have a wad on top of shot to keep it ill proper poBJ iun
in the cartridge, it is best to have it as light as possible,
and which experience tells us is the case, it will be contended that as cohesion is thus an element iu choke-bore,
how is il that bard shot, less liable to cohesion, gives in
some cases better results? It must not be lorgoiien thai
chilled shot less deterioration of the outside pellet does
take place, but still it has bad to go through the el
then the difference Of diameter must almost totally
been lust iu compressing theshol. intuits smallest diameter;
and let anyone lake the chilled shot after firing, nod they
will find that though haul, compression manifests itself oil
almost all the pellets, the foremost, ones escaping almost
scathless.
It is upon this part of ihe subject and lt.au

many

ii

pertaining, that Mr. Greener could have exp :m

—

—

—

-
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Book. I am aware that you have contemplated publishing
a book of similar character, and have received pedigrees
I know of
for registering in the proposed stud book.
nothing more suicidal to the best interests of fine bred

instead of which a matter of some fifty to sixty
are all he dedicated out of a book which contains
some two hundred aud fifteen to that portion which we are
most interested upon.. Mr. G.puts it forward that he has
fired more trial shots than any other six makers, and still
labor,

to find that one so well suited to give exhaustive trials
should give to the public a hook with such meager results
It would be well to notice that
seems past comprehension
trial shots are not. alone waded so much as clearness of
.

and observation at every change and result,
which must necessarily ensue when such trials aie going
mi, and judging from the book I am inclined to doubt this
D. Kirkwood.
assumption ou his cart.
Tokonto GuwCi.ub.— At the last meeting of the Toronto

perception

Gun Club, held at their rooms Jan. 25th, the following
gentlemen were duly elected officers for the current year:
B. Moore, President; J. Taylor, Vice President, re-elected;
CommitJ. Morrison, Secretary and Treasurer; Executive
tee, E. Ferryman. W. Loudon, W. Bugg, A. McGregor;
Auditors, Q, Wright and R. Morrison; Taxidermist, Sam

ingly

dogs, or more unsatisfactory to the public who are inter1
ested in dogs, than the publication or two such books.
have no doubt that in the course of time the National
Kennel Club Stud Book will be considered the authority,
but the publication of twOstud books would now only result
For harmony sake, let us
in confusion and dissatisfaction.
rise above sectional jealousy, if there be any, and please
remember that the sportsmen of the country take no
interest in quarrels between the sporting papeis, in Keuuel
Club Stud Books, or any other matters.
I think yon will agree with me, that the sportsmen of the
country inquire but one stud book, and that one should
be recognized as authority by all. That being the ease, 1
have the following proposition to make as a member of
the Committee for the publication Of the stud book for
the National American Kennel Club. But please understand that what 1 propose is my individual plan, made
without authority, but which I believe would lie acceded
propose
to by the other members of the Committee.
to lake the pedigrees you have received for n
aud treat them in the same maimer that we do those pub-.
lished by the Chicago Field, i. e., investigate their genuine,
ness, and if found correct publish them in the Kennel
CI!) Stud Book, and charge for such registration the sum
of $1 for the first dog registered by any person or firm,
and fifty cents for each additional dog registered by the
same per on or firm, ff anybody has offered to publish
Ihe Kennel Club Stud Book aud not ehaige forthi
lion of pedigrees, they have done so without any auDoping that the
thority so far' as my knowledge extends.

We

ImmL

he

Lake City, Minn., claims the name
of Countess for his white and liver ticked pointer gyp,
Feb., 1870, by Shot out of Countess; Royal Fan
for one similarly whelped Oct., 1875, by Ranger oulot
Dolly; Flirt for a liver aud white gyp whelped Sept., 1876,
by Kauger out of Fan, aud Don lor a white and liver
ticked dog, whelped Nov., 1875, by Ranger out of Quern.
The above notice being addressed to our late Keunel Editor was overlooked by him.

—Mr.

S. B. TJilly, of

above plan will meet with 'your approval, I am yours
E. C. Stkulino,
truly,
Member Ex. Com. N. A. Kennel Club.

We are glad to receive Mr. .Sterling's letter. We
always said that when any responsible body or corporation
woultl take hold of 1he publication of a geneial Keunel
Stud Book, we would hand over the result of our labors to
There appears, however, to
be incorporated with theirs.
be an insurmountable objection to the proposition which
Mr. Sterling makes.
When we first proposed establishing
a Kennel Register we charged a fee Of $1 for each pediform the
gree registered- The object of this
l paying ll:
nucleus of a fund which would assis
nook.
of
the
publication
pctises attendant upon the
Sluntiy afterwards the Chicago Field announced that, the
Keuuel Club would publish a stud book, and that the
pedigree to be entered in it would be received at that office
and published without charge, the inference being that
hey would be published in the stud book tice also. In
this way doubtless many hundreds of pedigrees which
would have otherwise come to this office went to the Field,
and we were obliged to ab ndou tbe charge of a dollar for
Theddlicully we tee is this. Having agreed
registration.
to receive and publish in book form these pedigrees without
any fee, how can we turn them over to the National American Kennel Club to be published in their book, aud expect tbe owners to pay thai _ organization the fee dehave

:

though

title,

clever

Illustrated with Cuts.— This is not the
would do very well as such, of an exccnltravesty upon the much exaggerated and

it

widely promulgated delights of Florida, as seen through
the experiences of three nice young men who undertook a
Some of the
winter's sojourn among the fleas and flowers.
designs, which are done in colors, are unique and very original,
They would do credit to a master of travesty, and
we have no doubt, if reproduced and published would find
a wide-spread popular demand. Little conception can le
obtained of the brochure unless the text be read in juxtaposition with the drawings that illustrate the various situations.
It certainly docs not lack the spice of variety and
adventure.
Man dwindles to insignificance of size, in
comparison with the flies, beetles, and creeping things
which And prominence and point in the narrative.

—

Mr. Henry N. Merriam, of Canada, sends us a circular
selling foith the merits of a universal -oil which cleans
guns, prevents rust, aud cures deafness, stiff joints, rheumatism, mumps, and scarlet fever. Ye gods!

Jua

m&

#*#%.

giver

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.

Kingston,

MmHeimisHebulosus.

.Sniped

Block

ceptiaiu*.

bass

or Rockllsb,

Baas, ££lcropt&rU8

.'.

tniiinr>i(h'*;

|

— Mr.

Pomfret Center, Conn., writes us
thai his fetter gyps, Chum and Cosey, have each whelped
a litter of puppies by J. T. Brown's dog Boss, also bred by
Chum had four dogs and two gyps, and Cosey
Mr. Allin.
three dogs aud two bitches; all doing well.

Ethan

Allin, of

— The

Westminster Keuuel Club's gyp Whisky, whelped
on liieUlsl uk seven puppies, all gyps, by Sensation. Three
wete black and white and four lemon and white. Five of
them will be spayed and offered for sale at six weeks old.
.

—Passengers for the south will bear iu mind that on the
steamers of the Old Dominion Line they are allowed to
Barry one dog free of charge, and that if they have more
the tariff is very light.

— And now they
'

— Mr.

Deli CO,

»

talk of having a

Cal.

Bench Show

of

Dogs

»«

L. S. Smith's Field Trial setter bitch Dart, visited

his Leicester

January

20th.

"Countess"— We have
from Mr.

S.

tine pointer

received the following letter
Lake City, Minn., owner of the
Will Mr. Gillespie please notioc v

B. Dilly, of

Ranger.

—

"In published list, Kennel Register, I see the name of
Couniess, liver and white pointer, owned by R. H. Gilles1 claimed that name for my white
pie, Stamford, Conn.
liver and licked pointer bitch, whelped Feb., 1870, said
claim being made in Chicago Meld, Dec. 20th, 1870. Previous to that time the, same name was sent to your paper,
same as the Field, but failed, 1 doubt not from some good
If Mr. Gillespie will show prior claim
cause, to appear.
to that name 1 will cheerfully surrender it; if not, 1 hope
By inserting
Willi due courtesy he will concede it to me.
this in your paper you will greatly oblige a respecter of

nomenclature."

8. B.

Dilly.

Boo Boxes and Express Charges.—A

correspondent
sends us the following communication on this subject:—
PiULArvELi'uiA, January 29th, 1877.
Not having seen in print the following device for the
comfort of dogs shipped in boxes, 1 will give it for tbe
It is simply to cut a
benefit of those who do not know of it.
round, or better, an oval hole in the lid of the box large
enough for the dog to get his head out. It tends greatly to
the Hog's comfort and contenteduess, besides making it
more convenient for the Express Messenger to feed and
water him. In regard to the extravagant rates charged by
Express Companies for dog transportation, I am glad to see
your patrons ventilating the subject.
For game shipped from the west, the charges, if paid
upon arrival at destination, will be found to be nol less than
thirty-three per cent, more than if prepaid.
This I have
id in three instances.
The explanation lies in
the fact that the companies charge load rales over each
express line that the shipment passes, instead of their one
through rate.
It is a mean advantagoto take of a consignee ignorant of
the intricacies of the express system.
The practice, if employed by any business house would, shortly swamp it. It
shows that if a consignment be made to them without a
prepaid agreement, that usurious interest will be charged
for the confidence placed in them.
The companies of
tan defend themselves from the charge of imposition by tables of rates that cover every case, but the fault
will remain the same whether their explanation be "special
rate," "game rate," "through rale," or "local rate"; that
10 deposll game in Chicago, St. Louis, or other western
city, with an Express Company, for shipment to the east
without pre-paying, or contracting for the rate of the
Same, Will cost whoever pays lor it from one-third to twotiflha more than if prepaid or bargained for in advance.

B.

manded?

We have a proposition to make, however, than which
nothing can be fairer. The N A K C. desiies a fee because they cannot risk a loss which might ensue from the
publishing of the book. We will assume tint risk ourselves, and the Disposition which we have to make is that
Ihe National American Kennel Club turn over to us prop
rly authenticated, all the pedigrees which have appeared
in the Cuicago Field (excepting those already in our pos.

.

.

,

ami we Will ins-lie the stud book 'irithoul fhnrtjintj any
KEoisTKATtoN fee mholeiYi- The business of this corporation is not confined to publishing a newspaper; it is a Tub
lishing Company, and our charier authorizes us to undertake any such work. As to those pedigrees now in band,
we will see ihat each one is correct before publication, aud
to this end we have aec< pled the kindly volunteered services
of Mr. F. R Ryer, a gentleman who has made canine pedigrees a study, aud who is thoroughly posted upon those of
both foreign aud domestic dogs. We would say to our

session),

has been de-

readers that the publication of out Register
in anticipation of

ferred

some arrangement by which but

one would be published,
proposition

we

will

if the

N. A, K. C. accept our
work immediately. Ed.]

commence

The Cedar Rapids Bench Snow— A Bench Show

held at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, from January 23d
Notwithstanding that it was the first, ever" hold
in this locality the show was a great success.
The lollowing is a list of the principal prize winners:

to20lh.

,— Champion Ousg.
breed premium cup,
setter, Kanger.)
Class « -Imported o
(over 1 year old. DOQt.
3d, W. 11. Brooks, c.-,l

For

Porto, lud.. (Bob).
2d. A. L'. Taylor,

tin

J.

'

1

best setter in

11.

Whitr

,

tbe

ErUTOfi FoliEST AND STREAM.—
The National American Kennel Club are about to take
immediate steps towards publishing a Kennel Club Stud

dock,

7 cents; codfish, 10 cents; blackfish, 15ccnts; tlmi

llers,

12 cent's; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead,

15 cents;

fi-

scoliops, $1 50 per gallon; whitefish, 18 cents per

pound; pickerel, 20 cents; salmon
crabs, |3 50 per 100; coft crabs

trout, 15 cents;

hard shell

$1.25 per dozen; red snap-

of tny
(red Irish

'Bitches
Ilea

-.1.

%j.

Bit
(Jei

Dogs-

1

W'liiui
rpniej; 3d,

It.

Mo

Class

4. —tin
year old). Dorjs
(Hock); 3d, Lie

Geo.

d or Native

Wiitlilinet

Gordon Setn

Loweri Vincent, (Kolh
siuvortli,

Law

U.

Hi!'

':

A. Wilcox. Cedar

foil

,

N.

JSffl
it, Fl( ...._ Jodar
Kapuis, (fly): no ad award; :s,i, I, Hancock. Cedar Kapide
Clash C - -Waler spam. -Is ever 1 year old). Lhifjs 1st, S. B Fleek,
Cudur Kai.ida(D.cu); ad J Colidm (Frank I; lid, I'ope ,y Italian (Stpm-i;.
bueki -.'d. r/ml, O-s-.a
Bltc/lfi—iat, A, C. Tailor
vdur iiapids,
.

1-

i

;

l

1

(Jlaa).

CiassT.- TlonndsJohn H. baw, Oflar Rapid", Towa, (Wrangfrr,
brincheaud w, imported); & J, Uobdao, Cedar Itapida, (Prince, brindlu
an(W).
Class I?.— For beat Bettoi pnp, bl any e
Bent those tired from
h
.,,, ni.,|.
imported Ki. el;
,.l,i
(Hot)). •}. U. S. R.ju-.Ii, (frank II l.yClass is.- Km
pop (under 1 yearold).- i. PodbjS Bcllim,
Cedar Kupids (Bam); 3. B' F. to ilia, Yd ar Hiipiat
tiiiRlii-li sutler pnp
IV months old. bred frottl Imported sire and dam), (Jeo, Waddlouton,
•

;

.

,

i

i

I

t+encva, [owe

Messrs. Holberlon & Becnier have received so many inour notice of Jan. 18lh about their new Flv
Book, that they have thought it worth their while to have
a cut made and advertise it in our paper this -wed; i> hi< h
All anglers who have used the book speak of it
see).
the most flattering manner.
About three years ago the Greene Fishing Club, of
Greene, N. Y., stocked the Round Lake with salmon procured from Mr. Seth Green, and on Saturday, the 3d oi
January, Mr. Murates Beach, while fishing there tfirOtjgh
the ice for pickerel, took a salmon that was 19 inches long,
the largest part, and weighed
SI inches iu circumference at
Anglers look for some Hue sport
3 pounds and 2 ounces.

quiiie-s since

m

—

next summer.

—

D. G. Smith, Esq., editor of the Miramichi (Canada)
Atlanta; has been devoting much space lately to ijsll iimi
which he thus excuses himself to his readers:

—

ters, for

"This is a fish and lumber country, which accounts for
the fact, that our columns have been lutubeied with flail
matters for tbe past month."

—Three shad for twenty-five cents last week in Jacksonville

market.

Movements of the Fishing Fuset

— The

number

of

reported Ihe past week baa been II one
from Newfoundland, three from Grand Meuan and to from
the Banks and Georges. The Bank Beets have met wit ll
good success, the receipts for the week being about 4011 000
pounds codfish aud 05,000 pounds halibut. 1 lie receipt-; nl
fresh herring for the. week have been about tiOO.OOo from
New Brunswick and one salt fare from Newfoundland,
The stock of fish of all kinds on this markel is veiy light,
and as the supply on other markets is small the pro.'peut
for good prices the coining season is quile encouraging.
Gipe Ann Athertiicr, Feb, 3d.
fishing arrivals

-»••»

SALMON FISHING AT AND NEAR SAN
FRANCISCO.
^
—
Editor Forest and Stream:

weight.
(frank).

ton

(s-l-t, T.

i

pound.

have for several years lately posted you concerning our
young salmon fishing on Oakland Wharf, within an hour's
reach fl om our city. This enjoyable and remarkable pisciiioiinl bonanza sull continues in a flourishing condition,
as many, probably, as 150 grilse beiuej taken per day by
the market fishermen and the rod anglers together.
Tli y
are runuing rather larger in size than when I list wroie
you, about six week since, averaging now about a pound
each, some few being taken from two to nine pounds in

Rapid*. (Fannin).

year" old,

pers, 18 cents per

I

l:

1st, 1877.

ccuts; Spanish mackerel,

15

.

show

(.liicago,

-

February

of

Dogs was

i

St. Lotus, Mo.,

20 cents: shad (southern), 85 cents each.; while pereii,
75 cents per pound; white
perch, 18 cents; green turtle, 23 cents; terrapin, $ to pr r
dozen; frostlish, Scents per pound; halibut, 18 cents; hadnia,

l

i

THE KENNEL STUD BOOK.

—

Fish in Market. Since our last report was written our
markets have been abundantly supplied, and pi ins
have been low. Our quotations for the week are as follows:— Striped bass 20 cents per pound; smelts, 15 to SO
itiefish, 15 cents; salmon (frozen), 80 cents; Califorfish

t

,|

The weather has been, aud still is, most favorable for
oul-of door sports of every Kind here, there having been no
rain for 50 days to present date.
The atmosphere, loo, lias
been, and remains imite mild and very pleasant, with only
a few light white frosts early in the morning.
But all III IS
continuance of drought and personal enjoyment is at ihe
expense, tit course, of our important staple crops. Itii
unprecedented in Ihe history of the State, so far back as
records go, for such a long period iu the wiuier season lo
pass without rain. But some years, 1850 and 1851, for ii stance, seme rain fell in October, but not again till lire tollowing Match. If we should he blessed with abundant
showers within the next two weeks, toere is no evidence
that the country will suffer very seriously.
Phi
also will most probably bring many
salmon into our rivers and bays,

more aud much

lar^ev

1

FOftEST

10
The. places where there is now excellent grilse antj salfishing about 100 miles by steamboats, ra.il, and stage
from San Francisco, are the Butano and Pescadero creeks,
near the town of Pescadero, on our south, and Russian
river up on our north coast.
Here anglers umy revel in the
capture of this species of the Snlmo family to their hearts
content, and with the fly, as well as with bait fishing, es-

mon

pecially the former, at Pescadero.
At the last meeting of the Sportsmen's (Hub; an interesting report was submitted by Mr. Preston (the Club's at.tor
ney), on the result of the trial of several parties recently
arrested at Pescadero for fishing in tno Butano Creek with
seines and nets, and therewith catching "salmon trout" as
they are termed by many. The case, which was tried by
a (jury who disagreed, twill come up on a new trial soon.
The Club prosecuted through Mr. Preston. The point
mainly in dispute involves the proper classification of the
salmon family, it being contended that the fish caught by
the defendants were not "salmon trout" ipim fictu. To
this last opinion I fully agree, knowing that we have
as many, probably, eight, varieties at least, of the true salmon on our coast'. One kind is exactly similar to the com-

mon Sacramento and San
mon south of Mendocino

Joaquin salmon, (the most comcounty,) with the exception of
having almost completely a square tail and a considerably
rouuded and rather snubby point of the head or nose. This
sort is found mostly on the southern coast about Monterey,
and is sometimes seen in our markets about August or
September. It is occasionaly, but rarely, taken on Oakland
Wharf among the Saca .memo grilse. 1 question very much
if we have any fish here
distinct enough in form, color,
silvery whiteness and character, to be properly called a
"salmon trout." In fishing for salmon with nets, or bait,
(with a rod), large, as well as small brook trout, and possibly at limes Lake Tahoe trout, are taken out of season, and
this cannot, be avoided should these fish become fastened in
the net, or caught by swallowing a hook. 1 think it will
be finally deckled that the defendants spokeu of in the
above named law suit will be acquitted, aDd that quite justly,
on the ground that there are no such fish, scientifically speaking as "salmon irout" in California, if in any other pact of
the world, as stated in the Pacific Life, the laws of California
are very stringent as to the preservation of all kinds of
heavy
game, and, 1 believe, are generally put in force.
fine and imprisonment is the penalty for their violation,
and any party has the right to arrest the violator. We
frequently hear of arrests throughout the State of those
who in illegal season take game. The people of California
are determined to protect themselves in these matters, and
I assure all sportsmen that the Pacific Life will do all in its
power to bring to justice parties who violate our game

Michigan.— 1

AND STREAM.
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iarsmen,—

Our Detroit correspondent semis

us the following items of
that vicinity:— "The Detroit
River Navy, composed of the Detroit, Excelsior, Zephya,
Wautaga, Centennial, and Chatanooga clubs are hard at
work preparing for the next regatta of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen, to be held in this city August
15th and 16th.
2Xo means will be left undone to makefile
regatta a brilliant success.
It is also proposed to hold the
next North western Amateur Rowiug Association in Detroit.
The proposition meets with general favor. The Regatta
Committee, to take charge of the National Regatta is composed of H. E. Buermayer.New York, J. R. Stevens, Saginaw City, and II. W. Garfield, Albany, N. Y. An effort
is being
made by Ihe Detroit barge crews to induce the
National Association to include barge races in the next regatta programme.
There is no other city in the Union where
barge racing is made so much a speciality by oarsmen.
interest,

regarding floating

in

Rover,

New York Yacht

Club.

— The

annual meeting of

this

club was held on the 1st inst. and the ticket as printed in
our last issue was elected without any opposition. The
following words were added to Article IX. of the constitu
tion:
"But no owner, by reason of owning more than one
yacht, shall be entitled to more than one vote."
The subject of club houses was referred to a committee
of live, who will report at a special meeting to be held on
the evening of the 15th inst.
Four new "members were

—

elecled.

—

Yale and Cornell. At a meeting of the boating men
of Yale College on the third inst., the Cornell matter coming up, a motion was made that the challenge be declined,
and Mr. Bushnell, '74, spoke in favor of the motion, staling that Yale gave Cornell an opportunity to row at Philadelphia, and Cornell declined and could not be induced to
enter a crew, although strongly urged by graduates, and
that it was the purpose of Yale to keep the Yale-Harvard
race free from any innovations. The vote to reject was
then carried unanimously.
There is no doubt but that
funds will be raised to carry out the projected Harvard
race. There are twelve men now in training, from whom
the crew of eight will be chosen.

A

E. J. HOQFBH.

laws.

gdchUng and posting,
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
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The Ice Yacht Haze.— Slee Brothers of Foughkeepsie,
have sent us a very fine picture of Mr. Aarou Inuis' new
ice yacht Haze, with Richard Knight, its sailing master at
the helm.
Irving Crinnell's ice yaeht "'Whiff" made one mile
and one eighth in 55 seconds on Wednesday of last week,
during a heavy squall.

—Mr.

Boston Yacht Ci.uis.— The annual meeting of Ibis club
was held at the Parker House on the 31st ulto. The following officers were elected for the present year:— Commodore, Arthur Cheney; Vice Commodore, P. H. Peabody;
Rear Commodore, Andrew Robeson; Secretary, Thomas
Dean; Treasurer, Augustus Buss; Measurers, D. J. Lawler
and J. B. Smith; Trustees, S. D. Nickerson, Thomas Manning, Benjamin Bean.
Regatta Committee, Coolidge Barnard, Frank E. Peabody, E. Chase Bean, Roscoe P. Owen and Clarence W.
Jones.

Membership Committee, Commodore Arthur Cheney
and Secretary Thomas Dean, czofficio, A. C. Martin, Chas.
E. Russ, William Sewall Whitney,
House Committee. Commodore Arthur Cheney, ex officio,
.(>.

B. Curtis, Chas. E. Russ.

Commodore Cheney modestly accepted

the position to
which he is re-elected, and affirmed his interest in the science of vachting.
Ex-Commodore Benj. Dean and Nathaniel G. Herreshoff
of Bristol, R. I., were elected honorary members.
The Treasurers report having been found satisfactory,
and the House Committee having also reported, Capt.
Phillips made a suggestion that the sailing rules be amended so that schooners should not be obliged to sail against
sloops in the first class, the rule now reading all yachts of
and above U8 feet measurement belonging to the first,class.
That subject will also be presented at the next meeting.
The new club books show that there are now three steamand forty-five sloops owned in the
ers, seventeen schooners
club, and thai the roll of membership includes nearly

It is expected that this coming season new and interesting features in yachting will be developed by the club.
Auei tm; meeiibg the members received an informal invitation to an elegant dinner, from the Commodore, Mr.
Cheney, and the good time was kept up until 8 o'clock in

three hundred names.

thejeveuing. As the company warmed to the interest of the
occasion, jokes and ready wit., followed by repartee, kept
them in laughter the most of the evening. The famous
actor, Mr. John McCulloch, (introduced byCom. Cheney)
held the "attention of the company, by two recitations,
which received loud applause.
On motion of Ex-Coin. Dean, the privileges of the club
was tendered to Mr. McCulloch during his stay in Boston.
The company broke up with the familiar song, "Auld

J.angSyne."

W.S.N.

Alexis.—That the Russian (Stsahd Dulse wbi
is a sportsman any one knows, for on
the occasion of his last visit he passed some time on the
plains with General Custer, to whom lie presented some
visiting this country

valuable deer hounds, now in the "possession of Edwin
Thornc, Esq. Since Alexis arrived he has been taken in
hand by the sportsmen of Norfolk and vicinity. He has
had line squirrel shooting, and the Norfolk Fox Hunting
Club have given him a grand fox hunt.

—There

is little

or

no

ice in the

night boat for

New .Haven

Feb. 5th.
out by steam.

The boats

trips

—John

Slratton,

of

sound, and the 11 o'clock

from Peck Slip resumed her
of this line are healed through-

m> +
Monroe county, Tenn., recently
heavy snow which prevailed

killed six black bears during a
in that part of the State,

<>

Timely.— The letter of our Danville, (N. Y.) correspondent will be found to contain some timely and valuable suggestions.
-*»—History will bestow undying laurels upon the bold citizen of Cincinnati, who recently, when a plumber sent him
an exorbitant bill for $500, in his turn sued that plumber
and recovered to the extent of $3,000 for damages, etc., on
account of the abominable manner in which the work was
performed.

—Miss Clementine

A r Lasar, the
.

first

Plymouth Church choir; was married
on Sunday evening, at half past five
Henry Ward Beecuer.

—Neck

mufflers for ladies, of silk

fringe, are

much worn.

They come

$ew
TnE Centennial

to

sopiano singer of
George S. Studwell
by the Rev.

o'clock',

trimmed with chenille
in all colors.

publications.

Exposition.

Described and Illustrated:
J. s. Inai'im.
Published by Hubbard Bros.. Philadelphia.
This is a volume which every person should buy who wishes a lasting
eonvenirof the great Exhibition. Its title indicate* its character sufficiently, without requiring extended comment,
It comprises a properly
illustrated history of the Centennial from the beginning to the close,
with a description of the principal buildings and their interesting dis.
plays, tbo Memorial parades and adversaries, .state days, award! to
exhibitors, and numerous other snbjecla showing Ihe magnitude and
character of the World's i air, and illustrating the best achievements of
human genius, industry and skill, from all laud* and all peoples. The
publishers invite the most careful scrutiny as to completeness before

By

Rational §a£tinm.

Base ball talk is already prevalent in sporting circles
though the skating season has not. yet ended. Great preparations are in progress for the coming campaign, especially in the professional arena, in which six League
Association clubs and about twenty International Associa-

A new club is being ortian clubs will enter the lists.
ganized in Philadelphia with a team which will include
such reliable players as Mc Bride, Roach, Fisher, SensenIt is to be run
dorfer, Meyerle, Eggler, Fulmer and Hall.
on a limited stock company basis.

—

The delegates to the Convention of Professional Ball
Clubs, called together to organize an international associaIt is extion, will meet in Pittsbnrg on February 20th.
pected that at least twenty clubs will be lepresented.

—The St. Louis team for 1877 will be as follows: t'lapp,
Nichols, Dehlman, McGeary, Battin, Force, Croft, Remsen,
Bloug and Dorgau.
The League Association book, though an improvement on last year's book, contains not a iiue of statistics
about the championship contests, such as giving the games
won and lost, in a special table. In the record of games
played credit is given to the Boston Club for a tbree to
two victory obtained bythe llartfords. This is an important error for an Association book of statistics.

—

!

purckasing.

The Nuttall Bulletin for January, 1877, is no less attracthan the numbers which have preceded it. The presentissue opens
with n delightful accouut by Mr. Brewster of one of our most beautiful
warblers, Dendroeca maculosa, in which a lull resume of its habits is
given in an unusually pleasant sr.vie. Mr. Iti<lgvv::y riiruisbes a brief note
on the Western variety m' the Robin, which he.digniiU s with
tive

1

The

recent abundance of the Snowy Owl alo.-.g the
noticed by Mr. Deanc, who gives us considerable
information on this point, drawn from several different sections of the

name

jrroplnquies.

New England

coast

is

country.
in an article entitled "DMrihnliou of New England IlioK" Mr. II.
A. PiiriJIe replies at some length to Hr. Brettet'a article in ihe precedPufdie does Just what lir. Ilrcor
ing number of the llildii.. Mr
asked of him, and give* a list of facts authenticated by references, which
fully sustains his position. The article is of gieat interest and is calculated to setilo roan} disputed points, especially in reference to the
northern range of some of our summer birds. .Mr. I.aurcin
coiniuiiuicalion,relat»-s ihe facta in reference to he occurrence of Bern tela
leucopsts ueai Sew Sork, whi< ii wen' recorded in this paper some seeks
ago, and Mr. Hnrick informs us of ihe c ipiurc of asecudd specimen of
Hdmlnlhoi'haga Lawrtnctti. The occurrence of Several i.
Accidental Id Hew England," by Mr. Purdia, cl.-e.- th- ii.iiuh.r: i.ui our
apace will not admit, of bur noticing the article at length. The general
notes are as usual interesting and valuable.
i

•

—Borden, under the new rules of the League, has
deemed it advisable to compromise with the Boston Club,
and he is now off the salary list of that prgaaizatipn.
—Those of the Boston' team at present in the city are
George Wright, Leonard, O'Rourke, Murnan, Manning,
Morril and Brown, all of whom have begun practice in the
gymnasium ot the Young Men's Christian Association.
The boys arc taking a daily run in the hall in addition to
Manning prefers the Boston Club to all
other exercises.
others, and knows nothing about any propositions to go to
He says he has not been approached u^on the
Cincinnati.

Tiffany

&

Co,, Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have: always a large stock

ol

and
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,

subject.

"Base Ball Guide" will be issued immediately
Mr. Cbadwick has preafter Ihe Pittsburg Convention.
pared an elaborate appendix to each rule of the new code
It will be a
of the League, explanatory of each section.

—The

work

of over a

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

hundred pages.

Theiy timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

SKATING.
Southerly winds prevailed to such anextent from February 1st to 'the 5th as to render the skating lakes of the
metropolis useless for the sport, the ball being down at the

Park and Capitoliue. lakes since the 1st inst.
At the Brooklyn Rink, however, roller skating has been
largely patronized, another large crowd being present at.
the'seeond Fete on February 1st. On February 3d inst,,
over nine hundred people
at the night seance, there were
on the floor at the Rink on skates. The next Fete takes
place February 8th, with races on the 10th inst.

To Coktbibdtors.—The
tions

racing and other sports, and on request they

following original

We

are awaiting publication.
our space will permit.:—

contribuwill dispose of them

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific reqtiirements.

Tiffany

curacy, and are

&

Co., are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a full

as fast as

Sealing in the Pacific; Indian Joe Maree; Lake Superior
Sketches— A Series; Turtle Egging in Florida; Louisiana
Duck Hunting; Dusky Litigation; Pine Forest of Pa.;
Club Footed "Buck; Christmas With a Life Boat Crew;

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General

Jewelry, Bronzes and

From My Diary

(111. River); Fishing off Nantucket;
Sboe Tramp; Woodcock .Shooting in July; Shooting Around Port Royal; Hunting in Mississippi; Crow
Blackbirds; My First Bull Moose; Soooting in Southern
California—El Cazadar; Fighting the Rare; Day's Hunt in
California; Our Camp on the Ausable; Trip to Stony
Island; The "San Gabriel JSarrerV'—jBl Gowulorj Trout
Fishing on the Aar; On the Sunflower River; My First
Trip; The Backwoods Canvasser; Some Incidents on a
Whaler; A Moose Hunt in Canada; Sport in Michigan;
Chickens in Minnesota; On to G. Lake; The Blue Grass
Region of Kentucky.

Notes

line.

A Snow

Artistic Pottery

the largest in the world,

is

and the public are

invited to visit their estab-

lishment without

feeling the slightest obliga-

tion to purchase.

Union Square,

Adv.

New

York.

g

.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
@a/fa.

brace of Gordon Setters five and a half months
old, bv 'Santa
out of my bitch May
It
b red b y Wsddell. S 3 ll.._i!ox_ lji ; M. Y.
ii

,

.

extensive, luxurious and popular baths on
Call and see the teariiuonials, signed
of the city, to their
bv the most
value as a remedy lu Cold, Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Gout, Rheumatism, and many other afflictions which
dcc7 3m
originate in an inert nit In.

Tbe most

WAIN TED

tnis continent.

AN ENGLISH SETTER PUP ABOUT
ghm

•

>

five

months

full particulars.

gfie

The

St.

gennei

WHITFORD, TRAINER.)

Also won first
Chicago and St. Louis bench shows.
at Baltimore (ls7?l, the Special prize for the best setter in tbe show, and oihei Specials.
ELCHO and ERIN, both imported red Irish setters.
Elcho won first at the Chicago Show; was a winner in
the Puppy class in Ireland, and first prize at Balti(1877).

Aileen,

of

sire

Is

red

tbe

Irish

which won first at the Centennial bench
show: and of Norah, who won 1st a! the sit. Louis show.
ERIN won 'Jd at Chicn to in the Open class, and 1st us
best
Irish setter Inr stock purposes shown with two
the
bitch

He Won

of his get.

the "GiiEESiyooti Cup" in the

FtBST N THE BftACX STAKES

DBASE WON

I

price for the service of either of the above

The

is thirty-five dollars.

dogs

club are also the owners of tbo imported Eng
lish setter bitch Dora. She is either the dam or grand
dam of aU the "blue blooded" English setters that
lave won prizes at field trials in this country.
They also own the English bitch ROSE and the red
IrUh hitches LOO 11. and ROSE. Tbe English setter
bitch Rose is by Rock, out or the pure Lavorack bitch
Pickles. L.00 II, and the Irish birch Rose ure both
Address,
bench show winners

The

ST.

LOr IS KENN

i'.L

706PineSI.., St.

Janll-If

Fibrine

Do?

.

ij

t

rOR

Cakes.

i

YOUNG

AND ELOHO.—
t

COCKER SPANIEL
M. P. MoKOON.
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

6m

Skye,

ter-

sporting Dogs, Maltese cute, Fcireis. &c. Medi
rines for all diseases at L. N. MEYER, 45 Great
riers,

Jones

street.

Septal! y.

N. Y.

OR WILL EXCHANGE

SALE,

WBhT LOW Aft SQUARE,

PHILA.

LEONARD

H. L.

for a Winchester rifle, a thorougnbred setter 1
years old, sired by tbe famous Bismark. For further
particulars address C, lock box 817 Pittsfleld, Mass.

STAJtl'ED

pr

the reputation these Meat Fibrine Cakes have
require -cri-cl-Iv any explanation ro
to the use of 'every one who keep*
a dog. >ulliceit!o fay they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive nee of which, in com-

From

bimuion with meat ana meal to mu:..:.
secured to us by Letters Parent. For sale in cases
H21bs. each. F. O. De LUZE, Agent. 18 South
William sttc-et, Sew York. Special terms to keunels

Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Keels

of Split

MAGNOLIA

GEN. BARNES and H. LIVINGSTON,

Banoob, Maine

H. Abbey.

Andbbw Clerk.

C. F. Imbeie.
)

p. o. box

new

)

1294

york.

ABBEY & IMBKIE,
(Successors to

New

Andrew Clerk

&

York, London, and

Co.)

Redditcli,

Of Every Description and Quality.

attention to our extensive assortment of Hue goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black fiuss Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied lo order; Cuttjliunk and Pasque Isirnds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc,
Every genuine H. L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked "H. L. Leonard, maker. Abbey
Imbrie, sole agents." Beware
of imitations.
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Block
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
nded Uod«.
of the celebrated Wine
Sole imporicrs of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and

Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for th
Pacific Coasr Canada. Maine, Adlrondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will
personal attention of tbe tirm.
,

N. Y.
f

Rapp and

Address
janttf

Cleveland, O.

Leesburg Academy.

No matter how

violently they pull,

Ibis collar will
of heavy bridle

not choke or injure the "dog. Made
leather with nickle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dogonowuer on name plute for Jl.CO.
Manufactured by

Thomson

Sc Son,
301 Broadway, IV. Y.
jan4-t,f

GEORUB

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

arid mathematical
School for Bovs, Leesburg, Loudoun Co.,Va.
Principal, Thomas Williamson (Univ. Va.); Asst.,
Thos. S. Purdie, B. L (Wafli. and Lee. Univ.)
Lcesbnrg is within 3ti miies or Alexandria aud Washington, on Washington &, Ohio Railroad in the Piedmont region of Virginia, proverbially healthy. Pupils prepared for the Universities, any standard
References-. Faculty of
college, or for business.
University of Virginia, Facr*ty of Washington and
Lee Univ.. Faonlty of University of south, Faculty of Randolph Macon College; B. L. Gilder&leeve,
Ph. D. John Hopkins University; Hon. J. Rand
Tucker, Hon. Eppa Hunton, eto. For farther inforfeb? 5t
mation apply to the Principal.

A

English classical

GOOD JUDGE OF STOCK, STEA-

dy and reliable, with large and intimate connection among best breeders or North of England
and Scotland, wishes a capitalist to back him in importing well bred stock, cloga, etc.
It.
F.; care
Kobt. Hume, Richmond, Va.
31

IN FLY TYING—By an exLESSONS
perienced fly-dresser.
Refer

A Bane toFieas-A Boon

to Dogs.

This Powder la guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is pnt up
in patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50ccnts by mail, 'lOBtpaid.

ARBCA MUX for Worms In DOGS.
A certain remedy. Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
Cents per box by mail. Both the above arc recom
Blended by Jlod and Gun and Fobkst and Stbzaji.

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,
102 Nassau St. ,

oct 12

New York.

18

Maiden Lane. Address
New York

Address GEO.

A

POUNALL,

FEW CHOICE PUPPIES FOR BALE.

—Dam, my

imported setter Nellie, by Barton's
Punch, out of Bartons Ciueen. Sire, Homo's Laverack
setter Pedigree, winner of highest medal in hiB class
at Centennial and second at Baltimore in 1877.
Ad(IrcsB G. P. VANN OIB, Tnckerton, K. ,1. janS'j-lt

street,

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

caster, Pa,

deo73mo

rales

Tlir/nirth

r.li.i.1

and

Ihis

line,

ONE-HALF PER

of Lading in connection
with Central Railroad of Georgia to all points.
an.l

Bills

llillj

r.T

....;.,..

I

....,,

I

GEORGE YONGE.

To

& the South

Florida

SEASON OF

1S7..-7.

Atlantic Coast Line of Knilnnxs and Connctlons

N. T. OFFICE,

UUft

BROADWAY.

No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wilmington, Columbia, Augnslu. Aiken, Charleston, Savauiiah.jAll Florica uail
Pullman sleeper New

s.

inlieiu points. In this train
to Richmond, Parlor

York

Cars thence to Wilmington. IMIlman si. eptrs thence
to Charleston and Augusta, aud Pullman sleeping

the
of t
Berths or Chairs, Tickets, 'lime lards, and all iuformation, apply at the New York Oflice. 229 BROADWAY, or at he authorized Ticket OliiceB of ihe
Pennsylvania, and Baltimore .t Ohio Railroads.
One holf of each Parlor and Sleeping car of this
line south ol Richmond is constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengeis by the
Atlantic Coast Line.

1

New York.

P. O. box

choicest standard and

new

Jnaotf.

§£yortsmm' &

^auti>H.

FOR FLORIDA.
TJIOR
-L'

and

ian25 Ot

"THE BERMUDAS."

Philadelphia

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina," 1,000 tons, tilted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, luakiruz connection at Bermuda with
sleamcrs for S:. Thomas and Wert Indies.
For
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBEIDGE,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec31-ly.

SUITS

$10.

tbe world.

W. H.HOL.MilKD,

FERNANDINA,
An

Direct connection by rail and steamer with the North.
Proprietor.
SeptT--7m.

R. R.

COMP'l

afforded by their lims forreach'1112 most of 1I10TROTING PAJtKS aud RACti COURSES in the Middle
States. These lines beliiir 0NTINUOU8
ALL

P,

SA, Feb.

:

I

II

aid

a. 1. id the dirllculties and oangetsof reshipment, while tire excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure or injury.

1st.
.18

hours.

Illustrated

Murray, Ferris
t>2

&

South

Nassau Gnide

The
fur-

The

street.

OLD DOMINION LINE
of this line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting seel ions in the country.
Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
islaud, and points on Iho
Peninsula. Ciry Point
James river. Currituck, Florida, and thn mountainous

country of Virginia. Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday; Delaware
steamers Monc
a p. m.
Full information given at office, Vfl Greenwich street. New
Turk.
eep28 ly
,

lines of

Feniisyiviiiiia

Company

Railroad

also reach the best localities for

Co./ Agents,

,

FROM

•-

IMPORTANT POINTS,

Winter Resort,

The steamers

Florida.
flrst-class house, at the most attractive winter resoit in the South.
ocetm oeach
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and ilsbing.
Deer in the Oeach hammock, snipe, rail and duck lu
countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.

M. W. Downle.

A Famous

IV.

Valparaiso, Ind.

§otqIs &nd§jle$orts$or^yort$mm.

TO SPORTSMEN:

Superior I^sacilities
F»v Nassau,

Trip only
uished
in

SAVANNAH, and
to WM.L.

Southern, AlttU s. S. Co.,

Respectfully invite attention to the

March

and upwards, the best aud cheapest
Write for Cntalotiue.

and

THE PENNSYLVANIA

NEW YORE, Feb.3,

COAT MAKER.

to

41BSouth Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

AND DELIGHT-

""VTOW A FAVORITE

by steamship

JJ\ FUL Winter Meson, is reached in seventy
hours from New loik, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the (iuif Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70".

Regular Mai! Steamship from
and -14th. From SAVANNAH,

"BOSS"

SHOOTING

FLORIDA,

In

the

HOI^ABLRD XHE

FER-

interior points

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply
JAAIKS, fien'l Agent,

Inter-

Just

JOHN'S HIYKR and

landings on ST.

feb8-2t

sional and amateur Readers aud Speakers,
esting articles on appropriate subjects.

THROUGH TICKETS TO

NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE,

ST. At'GUSTiNK, SANFORTj, KiVTERPRISE, and intermediate

pieces for profes-

thing wanted. 10 cts. of any newadcaler or by mail.
JESSE HANEY & CO., 119 Nassau st., New York.

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

*.

finely

Nassau

102

.',109,

and

HART &

Co., Newark, N. J.
Refer to Dr W. W. Ely, Rochester, N. Y,,an(
Dr. J. R. Romeyn, Keesvlile.N. Y.

E.

ELOCUTIONIST'S JOURNAL GIVES

STUD IRISH SETTJ2R.
HOUSE,
SECUR MANSION A
THEedaSUBSCRIBER HAVING
Buck and
brace of red Irish setters,
Floss,
exported to the Centennial Bench Show bv Mr. J. C.
Cooper, Limerick, Ireiaud, now oilers tbe services of
the dog Buck for ntud purposes. Terms 8«. For
pedigree and particulars addroBS C. Z. MILEY, Lan-

Imone,

Oct 12-fim

KEEP YOUR BOTTLE LOCKED
!0 cents.

seven sis
Christiana,
jan-.'.i-ri

s,

386 Henry

Fleming's Patent Lock Cork.

old.

old.

Pa,

Abbey

An air-tight Cork that can be securely locked, and
only opened by the holder of the key. Price by mail,

BALE.—A FINE LOT OF BEAFor;
gie hound pups, three, ten weeks
weeks

to

JOUN HAILY,

street.

Click Reels.

The fineBt Reels mode light, durable
finished . Ask your dealer for tliem.

1

An

and

Trolling

Mothes.

Jan35-3m,

DOOS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAK

Through

I

SALE.-ONE SHARE BLOOM-

FOR

ing Grove Park Association stock.
•Blooming Grove, "this office.

Farrar,

days.

nul! to Jacksonville.

quantity to suit

H.

P.M.

No. 4.-8:40 a. ra and 11:30 a. m. dally (crcorjt
Sunday). All rail lo Baltimore. Bay Line lo Norfolk. S. & R. R. R. to Weldon, thence as by Schedule No. 1. On these trains Parlor Cars to Baltimoro,
lia.v Line steamers to Portsmouth,
Parlor Cars to
Wilmington, and t"

febl-2r.

IN

W.

a

beyond as route may he.
No. 2.— 8:40 a. m. daily (escept Sunday). Allrii
to Richmond, Wilmington,
Charleston. Suvani all.
aud all Florida points.
No. 3.-9.30 a. m. daily (escept Sunday! via limited
express to Washington, and thence as by Scliedulo
No. 2. On these trams Pullman Parlor '0,rs Kew
York to Washington. Pullman Sleeping Car Mil
ford tsupper house) to Wilmington, N. C. Parlor
cars Wilmington to Charleston.
Lucas sleepers
Charleston to Savannah.
Klegnot Hay Cars Sni an-

J?ront Co.
FOREST CITY KEN EL Lix<llow
TROUT FRY FOR SALE IN
BROOK
FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.
paUies._^Fryde
any
Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs I'lunket. Curie,
Neil have passed into tile above Keuuel.
Plunket raid Rapp will be used in the stud. For eer
vices and pedigrees address

SATURDAYS AT

UBO. YOIVGE, Agent, 100 Broadway, \. V.
N. B. The failing days of above lines from Savan
nan are same as from New York. Foi
i
oi
from Savannah apply to Octavos Cohen & to.. Savannah, for ships leaving Savannah on TtoboWs,
Hunter & Gammel, Savannah, for ships leaving on
Thnrsday, Wilder & Co., for ships leaviug on Satnr-

cars

for sale
sireet.

M.

Broadway, N. v.

SAN SALVADOR,

steumerB.

We particularly call

Rocky Mountains,

63 South

Superior accommodations for passengers.

TACKLE

FISHING

3 P.

IO!>

CENT.

Orange C. H., Va.

Washington

TUESDAYS AT
BEO. YONGE, Agent,
and

Bt?~ Insurance on

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale aud Retail
Dealers in

CO., Agents,

SAN JACINTO

Special.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street.

A

Sireet.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Novftl-tf
L.

QUAIL— FOR PROPAGATING
LIVE
Purposes,
by WHITLEY & MORRIS,
SIS

will sail

M.

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

Jafe.

febS It

3 P.

Ml'URAV, FERRIS

QiiuU fur Sale.
ARTHUR U. NASON,

:

RAP1DAN

aud

THURSDAYS AT

Sold by all principal dealers iu fishing tackle throughout tbe United States.

Odiue-iticiitetl

I

Southwest,

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS.

Manufacturer of

,

of

AND THE

South and

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Trout Rods

feb8-lt

now ruined, ihev
recommend them

THE FLORIDA PORTS.

GREAT SOUTHERN FREICHT AND PASSENGER LINK-CENTRAL RAILROAD OF
GEORGIA. AND ATLANTIC AND
GULF RAILROAD.

&

A FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR SALE—
Dandy Diumont, and Bluck-andtan

FOR

3QH

FOR SA YANK AH, GA.,

win-

lie

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

dec28

Thaddeus Norris,

.

Hench Show
stands at the bead as
ner of his class over all the dogs iu America. Rock's
pupa won first pri/.e at Chicago, Springfield, St.
F.lcho's pups won first pr.zu
Louie, and Baltimore
at St. Louis aud at the Centennial.
Mr. Campbell, of Tcnn., says the pups by Elcho, out
of his Black Joe, "are very fast, and have the best,
ST. LOUIS KENnoses be ever saw onanyaogs."
febl-tf.
NEL CLUB. 706 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

Louis. Mo.

rod makers.

SETTER FIELD

SALE-ROCK
FOR
Each

CLUB,

st.

Ferules aud other materials furnished to amateur

It

febl-2t

Spratt's Patent
Meat

pulsion, Pa.

Pointer bilch Teal, of the
very best Field Trial blood, by Lord Downe'e Man
Field Trial winuer, out of Lort's Lill Field Trial winner. Mars by Drake, the best pointer ever bred in
England, and LIU is by Ilolford's Bung, out of sister
to Hamlet. Teal is aj vcars old, and has had two litters of puppies; the bist by Fletcher's champion
Don, and two of the puppies will run at. trials and be
shown tbiByear. Tbe second was a beautiful litter of
seven by Y. Banc and they all look like prise winners. Teal Is due in season now, and will be aeain
put to Y. Baug, who is by S. Price's champion Bans,
ont of Davcy'B Luna. Price 40 guineas; guaranteed
inpnp by Y. Baug.
Setter bitch Lady Ti, eleven months old, by Bailey's
champion Laverack Victor, out of Bess. Lady Ti is
now in the hands of a tir-t class breaker, to lie pre.
pared for tbe Field Trial Derby, ran May 3d. She can
be sold with the engagement, and left with tbe breakers ii mil May. Puce, 30 guineas, half to be paid at
time or purchase aud the remainder on leaving Englaud— if loft for her trial. Application should be
made at once for Teal, if wanted for America in pup,
Oi tbe third or fourth
as she will pi
week in Jan. Apply to G. |.i m*E, The Kennel Club,
2 Albert Mansious, Vicioria street. London, or to the
Editor of this paper, v.
fnrtnei particulars.

ate the owners of the following doas:
ROCK, an Imported English sutler iformorly owned
by Lnther Adams, of Boston.) He was a field-trial
winner mlEnglawl, and won first at the Springfield,

more

orange and white; rnus
Address,

Of greenheart and rent and glued bamboo, for trout,
salmon and buss. Also trout, salmon and basa flies,
reels, lines, leaders., fly books, etc.. etc.
Agent In
New York for rods, HOLBERTON &, BEEMKH, 1U2
Nassau

§auf$8

^jjorfsinett 's

NORRIS' FLY RODS.

stock.

BEN CLiCE.

AND
POINTER
TRIAL BLOOD.—

Louis Kennel Club.

B.

(C,

old, color

be handsome ami of good

gachh.

tg'&hmq

f//r iicuuel.

SALE CHEAP— A. SPLKKD1D

FOR

Russian Vapor, Marble, Baths.
NO. 25 EAST FOURTH ST., NEAR BROADWAY

1!

GUNNING AND FISHING
m

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

are sold

al

New
the

Jersey.

ollic.es

EXCURSION

of the

Company

in

the principal cures to KANE. RENOVA, BED
FORD, ORESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and

all

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing bhnoting, and Still Hunting.
Also, to

TUCICERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FIN

AND FEATHER.

D. M. BOYD, Jr., GeuT Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen'l Manager.
tiblT tf

FOREST AND STREAM.
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^orfsiifen's panics.
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OliMrlestcm, S. O.
The South

Southwest

and the
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FLORIDA PORTS,
EVERY

N

20,

CITY OF ATLANTA.
Capt M

The

Boston Shnoting
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

R.

('HAMPTON.
dipt. R.

Wobdhttll.

S,

GULF STREA M.

gray
in
service,
but is good
for
ye
init
Till!
knoas the 'Boat- __
Shooting Snit,' in contradisi
no doubt, from
the garments which are manufactured
md at
Washington, eich of which has a local demand of"
own. It is said that the western prairie fowl can
distinguish any sporfmsn who visits their domain
by his clothes. 'I ney can tell him 'by the cut of his
jib,' and the old educacd birds in loch no one cares to
eat. by the way,) know exactly
what, distances ro
keep from the rail shooters, the brant men, and the
chicken killers l-i-spectivelv. to be safe. They have
'got them all down tine.' This nsed uot to he so before the waterproof shooting suits were invented.
Bostonians, Iloosiers aud Buckeyes all stood the same
chance then. But now it is— with a surill pipe toleilomes a Sin :

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'cloclc V. M. From
PIER

EOLBERTOFS IMPROVED FLY BOOK.

sportsmen's §ood§.
"The Boston Shooting Suit. -One of the most
successful manufacturers of Waterproof Shooting
Suits is Ibe tirm of G. W.Simmons * Son. Oak Hall,
Boston. We hud one of their suits on dutv at Hunter's Camp at Philadelphia
Centennial Exhibition

GKEAT SOUTHERN

W.

G.

W

LocKwood

low!'

Suit.'

W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.

Boston, Mass.

CLYDE

Oupt S. "rowell.
dipt. Ingrahin,
The above Steamers hive been handsomely lit'efar the convenience of passengers, and are imri

p

on

v-illed

tlu!

l-i

for

>u-t

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

Safety. Speed and Comfort.
Close coniiccn.i,*

i.'ltnH.-roii

at

c.ipt.

CITY POINT. Cipi Scot,, for FEKNAN
JACK-OMVILLF.. Sf AL'GUSTINE, PA

Vol'oI;

1)1N\,

liVF&V,

MELON VTLLE

BNTKtlflUlMi,

m

ore

ii.i

aud

Florida.

Goods forwarded

free
uf Ooiumi-s'.on.
Passage
Lading issued and signed at the

Bills uf

I'.'inH

JAJIW

offlceor

.No

,

VV.

(> II

i;;«'wt

Acu

I

N'T \

RD &

street, cor,

CO.,

Warren, or

P. CLYDE
No.
Bowling Green.
ml
Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
and to nil points in the South and Southwest,,
further leformiilioti cm he nl.lained at the ollice

W.
I.

,

ti

,

li

rn. lies
a'l.l

BENTLEYB

iif

Uul
t

nr

Southern
..... i- *i.. .1

HASKI.L. G- -neral Agent,
Freight Line, 31? Broudwav, corner
dec7 ly

partem en 7;

floods.

f

"BOSTON SHOOTfNU SUIT,"

I

C.W. Simmons & Son.

mtttle

all

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
J©"'! insurance lu de-tination ONE HALF OF ONE
PERCENT.
tiok

EACH GARMENT DISTINCLY MARKED

with the favorite

nnd well -known Florida packets DICTATOR,

}

by
J

This new design of Whti?i<piioof Shooting Suit,
made from extra quality duck, has attained such
popularity as to be culled for from all parts of the
country, and even from England.
"Shipping clothing to Engluud strikes ns very much
like sending -Coals to Nuweasile,' lint the merits
of the "BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS" have been
beard of in the O.d Country, and that laud of sports
men has sent an order to Messrs. Simmons & Sou,
which will doubtless be followed by many others."—
Boston Paper.

The design embraces the best points of the English
aud French Suite, combined with the necessary re-

Til- best

No.

FLY BO'>K
1

Km,]-,

vol off-red lo anglers. Will hold Flies at full length and separate. Bound in flue Ru-Ma.
one L-m, s of Flies
Flie».
receipt of price or C. O. II.
A REi- Mlil; so:
102 Nassau Slie et .Ncw Yoik

ho dim-

'

No. a Book holding one half cross
Sent,

by mail on

b_i s

hMi

,|

HOLBERTON

& HUSTON,

IBAIRD

kdisiiigton Steam Engine Boiler

Works & Ship Yards

BEACH A\D VIENNA STRELTS, Mill AUELPIII

\.

quirements for American service. Particular attentenliou has been paid to color.
Kacb snit is water-proofed bv a new patent process.
The seams and pocket cornets ate securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in
every respect.

THE PRICE HAS BF.EN FIXED AT 813, TO INCLUDE HAT OK DOUBLE VI Oltlil) CAP. DETACHABLE HAVELOCK, COAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOONS.

HOLBERTGN & BEEMER,

momeut's

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
Flue Breceh-Londins Uuna, Fishing Tackle and
i;ooiisof

N|virisiiMii'H

h hi. A
to J 13.

r.ir

Week

bass and trout.

or go Lo-,,,vi
i-h hiiicL' wo 'd
so, in, reliahle rod; every one tested.

mane

i

.

and bamPrice $8.

I

Ilolh-rton's celebrated Flv Boohs made to hold
s .it mil
iviih Hide's iinpiove
ii " h
dy holders.
i Spoon, iviih
hooks. The only
truiliiis hail ilni 'a 11 .timl Florida fishing.

tli-

I.

I

nun

.lames Florid
i

he Fox pnlcut Breech- Loading gun.

This gun

the be-" gun for h money vet otlercd to sportsn.
Call and see the *.-.« ijllll.

is

>

'

,,,

AUEM'S FOR
lunrlilocVCiiiiip -loves. Uoudrou's Pntent Jucli,

Dash and Fishing Lniups,
Mebul's

l.elover's Breecll

iiml

loaders.

1

Baker .

Buns,

'I'llree-liarnl

Dinner Powder Kay's < oneenlrnlorM.
The <;."» Hevoiving Cartridge Hell.
Bund's mill Fen-icr's Portable Bouts
Ira A. I'alne's lilass hall t-np and Ulass balls.
Bamboo Rod..
I.. Leonard- Spill
II
Thud \orris' Oreenliarl and Splil Bamboo Rods.
Kara ,1 M nitride's t-landiim Artlleial Flies.
Ilolb -iiou's Black Baes llles for casting with a
light rod.
liood's rHix-ouslus. New Hlyles with water-proof
tongue anil hard soles.
Hans Metal -bell. Eley'a Straw eolored fcliells

notice.

In the Golden. Rule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray's paperi
ei thusiastic iditor writes;—
"We vrere shown, the other day, a new watcr-prool

made up by Simmons & Sou, of Boston, and to which
we call the atieniion of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home nianufactrre Bean by its before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualilled endorsement, as combining be bet points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necessities-of t lie American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, waterproof quality and rapacity. The coat Is a marvel

demand

PERSONS (IRIX RING F ROM A DISTANCENEED
SEND ONLY THE FOLLOWING TO RKSUKEOF
A PERFECT FIT: BKKAST MEASURE. WAIST
MEASURE. INSIDE SRAM CO \ T SLEEVE. INSIDE SEAM PANTALOO.iS; MENTION HEIGHT
AND WEIGHT.

GW

SIMMONS
& SON,
TTALL.'T.OSTOiN,

list.

(Successor to Frank Ooodl. MARTINS.
P. O. Box 3i-8 Dover, V. II.
Beemer, Ifi-l Nasa»ii st.. N. Y., Agents.

LIED

also

SHELDRAKE
CANVAS.

WILD GEESE.

These are the new patent Decoys which come pack
in nests, six in a box.
The greatest improvement
Price of
possible on the old style of wooden Decoy!
the ducks. $ia per doz.; price of he geese, S3 each
a.
SIMMONS &. SON. Oak Hall Boston. Mass

ed

W

W

Leather

IIV B-JPK

OO JF

Prize- from all the ureal Iniernational Exhibitions,
the Centennial, testify convincingly as to
merits.
For sale by all Druggists.

W. B. SCIIiEFFELlN & CO
Dec21-3m,

,«•('

Chewing Brands

a

STc

oirpusHid, arid the only

brand?, receiving the
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32

Indispensible to

till

who

are in any

to the weather.

W. Simmons & Son,
to

s

Tobacco WonKS.

§ a oils.

Foxmded July

4,

1808.

MORTIMER * KIRKWOOD,
Gun au<l Riflo ]VXal<c'i's,
34

AH

Elm

St.,

Boston, Mass.

kinds of Brccch-Loading
fected in the

most approved

Work

ef-

style.

HARD

Decl 1-Iy.

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KllIDEK,
Corner Second and H'alnut

38 North

2t..

Oak

Boston, Mass.

Hall,

Sis.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANITFACTURER and'DEALER IN
tJ u ns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

LADIES LEATHER VESTS AND JACKETS
way exposed

its

Agents,

e Cut

ersc

s

haum and

^i

O fTJIffil BORED FOR CLOSE AND

Jackets,

Weight.

ties of

incliiiling

Fai»
rdlr.

For

SHOOTING.
and

Vest

SIMMONS

pronounced by most distinguished medical authoriAmeiica aud Europe io be the very best. Its
cuperiority is evident from the great, estimation in
which It is held by New i'tuk phv-ieiaiis ecneraliy.

Vanitv
V

^yottstnen's

COOT.
SPRIGTAIL.

WHISTLER.
MALLARD.
BLACK DUCK.

i

MOLLElt'H 1\(>II\VEUIVIV COD LIVER OIL

M. HUSTON,

Slop Builder).

FAMOUS STEAM YACHTS. CONTINENTAL, FIREFLY. MINFOI.A

Pkbii]

(Made and sold only by Messrs. G. W.
&
an- considered the mosi
Co., Oak Hall. Boston,
sensible proiectorsVjver devised lor winter wear- They
me especially adapted to the requirements of spoiling
men. whose'rapid walking is likeh lo be followed by
frequent halts in the cold wind. Pi ire. Vest $7;
Jacket gS. Mcnsuivnicnis icquired are Waist, Breast
and Inside Seam of Sleeve. Mention Height and

Is

R.
(Trot.

not hiictf e tongue
IT Cltareltes of
Vanity
Cigarettes.
v
Fairr and those of Periqne mixtiuu
dl II ly
mixtuteV
are of rhe
the best materials,
.nut
and a
*
cann be OrOdnced.
produced
Onlv
heiO French
Fi-enel. Ciearette
Ciioirelle Paper
P»ru.s i,
Only the best
is u-ed, wl.n
uineral and other injuri
s enbsiances.
Highest award, Vienna, 1873, and Centennial, LSrti. Sutu|ile»,

DECOYS.
HEAD.

Flannel-Lined.

§m

"MEiEDR,"

Per Hour.

Miles

-

CHINOS.
A-

20

to

A cigarelte that quite tski
: of a cigar at one-tenth
the cost. Unlike any ever befo
mixture of the finest Penqi
ily Fair.
Supplied with month piece in avoid direct cr
hi
tobacco wiih the marinas lining
of the cheeks and the teeth, while the entire or.
ooo..,n-,
Elegantly and conv,
nt'y packed i
Highest Centennial Award. Samples by m
tiu foil.
Ask your dealer for
gooos.

The

flolber

BUlt.DRRS OF

JL.'

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins

UTTl

AWARD FOR STE\M YACHT

1G

Spi'ids

JAMES BAIRD,
SAMUEL HOLMES,

MAPS.

"OAtC

jel ly

price

jOnilclers of* X^fiwt *$team Ya<*lit*.
CEXI'EXNIAL MEDAL AND

lu Ibis latter respect."

P.O.Box 9.109.

best thing ever worn by
sportsmen. Not injured by wetand drying -always soft and
easv to the feet" lourdifstyles.
Prices to
times.
Send for
d circular and

adapted Tor sportsmen, designed and

snit, specially

per 10l>. !>!lels
Eaton's celebrated Bust Preventer and Lubrienlor.
Sportsmen will lind theahove worth trying as
it is a gre-u preyentor of rust and leading; no mercury.
Sprnti's English Peg lli.euits. Tbnmson's nod
Boston Shooting and Flailing Bulls. Illibher Hoods.
Hart's and Leonard's new Click Heels a gieat improvement, e!c, etc.
Send lO cis. for new llluslxniiMl Cnlnlosui- containing hint* on Kly Fishing. Shooting and CampWig, ^porting Sketches by ltanilniil Shot.
Liberal dincouul to the trade,

*~V

the

every de-cripiion, including

Hud

HolbPrto.l Fly

Tli.II mil

|W53£H3JS,!

Ouc hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
we can „rnisb to order any size required, at a

that

Thos.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand n full assortment of Hods,
Hooks, Lines, B
Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c
China and Grass Lines. A.lso, a large
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy

in all its oranehes.

SPRATT'S PATENT HOG BISCUITS,

t-lj

W.

Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
Office 121 Walnut

St.,

Philadelphia

.

fuUdaar j§mmtioti and
Game Protection, Fish Cditdre, Natural

History, Preservation of Forests, Rifle Practice, Yachting, Boating,

th*i

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

A "NEW LEGEND OF THE FORGET-MENOT."

WHEN
Weeping

Pscyhe lost her Lord, the Lord of Loye,
alone she wandered,
every well-known field and grove.
on her lost Love pondered.

Listless

And

t>y

It was about tbe middle of April, 1858 or "9, that kind
Fortune vouchsafed me one of those chances which only
occur once or twice in a lifetime. In company with Alonzo
Nye, a hardy native of the town of Chatham, I was occupying a sunken box in an artificial sand bar raised with
much toil and labor on "Drain Flat" before mentioned.
The previous week had afforded remarkably fine shooting,
more particularly to Mr. Hapgood, of Boston, who had
the good fortune to occupy the best post during the best
From my coign
day's shooting ever known at Monomoy.
of observation behind the crest of a towering sand-hill
near our shanty I watcbed all proceedings through a powerful opera glass, and for some four or five hours on that
day did the brant continue to fly as I never have seen them
before or since. No sooner was a shot made, and the
dozen or score of victims retrieved and all snug again,
then another and another flock would come up, and,
sighting the decoys, at once pilch lo join their fellows.
And so tbe slaughter continued. I bave forgotten the
exact score for that day, but to the best of my recollection it mounted to somewhere about one hundred and

The big tears from her bine eyes raining down
Fell on earth'o pitying bosom;
Sudden there sprang amid the sedges brown
Bine as her eyes a blossom

And

o'er head, soft rustling sweet and low.
As though some bird's wing buttered,
In those loved tones whose loss was all her woe,
"Forgtl-me nni!" was uttered.

alum-:

1'

Nay, but half Love in our ulad
Half Love to regret ihec.

life

was known;

"Forget theef Nay, these flowers my tears begot
Shall be to me aloken
Love. They shall be called Forget-me-not,
The name to cheer me spoken."

111

well, sweet river-flowers, we welcome you,
Earth with faint sadness scenting—
Born of the tears from Psyche's eyes of blue,
For her lost Love lamenting.

So

— Spectator.

TO-DAY

§nh of gwo 0nts.

Sunday had passed and we were back again at the shanty
Tbe novice will please beatin pursuit of the wary brant.
in mind that in this description of shooting it is comparatively a rare thing to get more than three or four shots in a
tide, the

brings us a northeast rain storm.

I

re-

member my promise to commit some piece of folly
And now for a subject. What shall
Ibe drat raiuy day.
it be?
A tale of angling in tbe pleasant summer time?
Nay, outlook and surroundings invite not memory in tbat
direction.
I bave it; tbe weather without is wild and
stormy. The howling wind, tbe driving rain, tbe leadgray storm clouds, the curling waves, all conspire to indiSuch weather must the fowler oftimes
cate my theme.
brave in pursuit of bis favorite game. Such weather was
I myself wont to select in days of yore for ibort trips to
"Fowlthe "Cape" and elsewhere in pursuit of wildfowl.
ing" shall be the subject.
While I listen in vain for dissenting voices, tbe nearest shade-tree, bowed by tbe east
wind, nods its approval of tbe choice.
It is not proposed to tell a twice-told tale, nor to weaiy
the reader with any multiplied detail of rules for fowling operations; that ground has been fully occupied but
rather to reproduce for his instruction one or two scenes of
actual occurrence illustrative of the value of coolness and
strategy at critical points of time. Tbe successful fowler
must be fertile in resources and prompt in emergency.
The right thing must be hit upon and esecuted at the
right time, as great opportunities seldom offer. But to
our tale, which I will entitle ''A Tale of Two Flats."
;

FLAT FIRST.
Cape Cod and inside the sheltering
range of sand cliffs which forms the lower extremity of
Nanset Beach is»a wide expanse of shoals known lo the
hardy fishermen and mariners of tbe vicinity as "The
Common Fiats." These shoals when bared by the falling
tide disclose miles upon miles of mud flats covered with the
marine mud commonly known as eel-grass, the favorite

At the elbow

brant.

fifty, all

^i»
For Forest and Stream,

3

sand island, apparently its sole occupants. But woe to the
flock which, yielding to tbe temptation, descends upon the
shallow water, and in fancied security, first swimming,
then wading, buddies upou the narrow point.
Soon will
belch forth from iron mouths bright tongues of flame and
leaden rain will scatter death and destruction among the
stricken ranks.

Lastly by Lethe's stream her footsteps strayed;
And "Ohl" she said, In sighing,
" i'hat I might dip, and my past life be made
Like dreams with daylight dying!"

No more: no sight, no touch: those words
And "Ah Vuc cried, "forget theef

Kennel, and Sportb of all Kinds.

of

food of several varieties of wildfowl, but more especially
of the brant. Landward from these mud flats, and also
protected from the encroachments of Old Ocean by Nanset
Beach, stretches an extensive series of tand flats, one of
which, the scene of tbe incident to be narrated, is yclept
"Tbe Drain." This part of tbe "Cape" was in olden time
a favorite bunting resort of a number of New Englandera, among whom must be counted the writer.
In the
pleasant summer and early autumn days different varieties of bay snipe afforded sport to its votaries.
Later in
the season black duck, toots and killdrake became objects
of pursuit, while in the early spring the brant never failed
to put in their appeaiance as harbingers of tbe balmy
breezes whose advent they were wont to await at this
point with all the serenity ascribed by tbe poet to "Patience
on a monument smiling at grief." The brant, too, at times,
smiled upon the fowler, and at times steadily refused to
be lured within shot by tbe blandishments of their brethren
enticingly exhibited to their gaze on the point of a small

common practice being never to shoot at single birds

at small bunches within easy range, but rather to
allow them to remain on familiar terms with the decoys,
and thus help to entice larger numbers of their companions
within reach of the gunner. Monday and Tuesday afforded quite a number of productive shots, realizing an excellent score, but failing to equal tbe previous week's achiev-

and seldom

ments.

Wednesday came, and

at half flood

tide

Mr. Nye

occupy our accustomed box.
finest, too warm and pleasant to
But fortune decreed otheroffer much chance of sport.
wise. With but little to show for our patient watching
and waiting tbe ebb tide was fast leaving our bar, and in
another half hour all chance would be over. Yet game
was in sight, and plenty of it. Less than 200 yards distant,
at tbe edge of the water, were assembled thousands of
brant, they having been steadily gathering at that point,
and their numbers continually augmenting by fresh arrivals.
Vainly had we hoped that a passing sail or the
report of a distant gun would siart them out of their safe
There they remained in such immense numbers
quarters.
tbat it was evident each fresh arriving flock would be at.
traeted solely to them rather than to our tiny display of
two or three birds. Here was a dilemma; myriads of
brant at hand and not a bird w.ithiu shot. A hurried consultation was held, and a method of heroic treatment agreed
upon and instantly executed. With a bound Mr. Nye
sprang out of our hiding plac«, swung his bat in full view
of the birds, and in less time than I am consuming in the
narration was again concealed from view. The result was
better than we expected. Instead of going off oceanward
in a body and giving us a further chance of getting down
some laggard flock, the entire mass scattered in all direc
tions.
On either side of, before, behind us the air is filled
with the startled masses of birds, while we, crouched
down and still as mice iu tbe bottom of our lair, quietly
await the resnlt of our little strategem. Presently a company circling nearer and nearer sweeps over our box, fanning
us with their wings, and by tbe pash we know they have

and myself proceeded
The weather was of the

to

At this juncture I venture to take a hurried
sight such
peep, using the utmost caution in so doing.
as I never before saw and shall never see again was revealed to my astonished vision. From all parts of the
alighted.

A

horizon flock upon flock of brant were heading in countInstantly
less numbers direct for our reinforced decoys.
I resumed my position in the deepest depths, and it was
full fifteen minutes before a cessation in tbe roar of wings
announced tbat a second look could be ventured. Bringing our pieces to full cock iu the way of preparation for
all emergencies we cautiously raised our beads and delibWithin easy shot, and all
erately surveyed the scene.
about us stood, waded, swam and played more than -five
thousand brant. It would have been impossible to shoot
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any direction over the surface of the water without
twenty or thirty, and Mr. Nyo favored Ibis course,
but our main chance lay upon the point of the bar, which
was solidly covered iu with braut. There, too, were our
decoys buried in the mass of wild birds and totally indistinguishable in the ruck.
Requesting Mr. Nye to use all
possible effort lo extricate our own birds 1 brought my
heavy (16 pounds) piece to my shoulder and held it steadily
in position.
Some five minutes were consumed iu accomplishing the desired result, my companion all Ihe time
assuring me tbat "it could not be done," to which I
steadily replied, "keep on trying; the birds shall not get
away if they skip." Finally, by dint of reiterated jerks
and pulls our decoy birds were forced out of the ranks of
their visitors and as soon as fairly clear lowered their snakelike heads, and, as if endowed with a prescience of comin

killing

some two or three yards sidewise out of
fire.
Instantly Mr. Nye raised his gun and we
simultaneously, geiting our seconds well as the birds
rose.
Oh for resetve pieces to discbarge into the ranks of
the flying battalions, but none was at hand.
The shooting
over I jumped out of the box and ran as quickly as possible in the direction of the deep wafer for Ihe purpose of
heading shorewards any winged birds tbat would otherwise be likely to effect Iheir escape. This was always an
invariable custom with us.
Not so did Mr. Nye. Getting
beyond the furthest cripples, and knowing thorn sale 1
turned and looking back beheld the water and the bar
sprinkled with dead and wounded birds, while the hitherto
always stolid and impertubable Alonzo, totally overcome
by the agony of the situation, was performing a sort of
Indian war dance on one leg, brandishing aloft his hat,
('twas the hat did the business), dashing it viciously
upon Ihe sand and excitedly inviting me to come and take
it.
Candor compels me to add that the hat was an old ydlaw tarpaulin not worth tbe taking. As all things earthly
have an end so did friend Alonzo finally sober down and
sit down, leaving to me the task of chasing and running
down the cripples. This accomplished we proceeded to
count and tie up the slain. Our final shot yielded fqrlyfour birds, and had Mr. Nye been shooting a suitable piece
instead of tbe seven-pound popgun be was actually using
we should certainly have bagged at that one shot sixty or
seventy brant. I have always considered that lull threefourths of the birds fell to my gun.
On the one side were
six ounces of No. 2 shot driven by sixteen drachms of
powder on the other two ounces of shot driven by five
drachms— tbe reader can form his own opinion. Mr. Nye
and myself continued to shoot together the rest of tbe
ing events, ran
the line of
fired

—

week; and our next four shots, made, I believe on tbe following day, yielded seventy-seven birds, thus giving a
grand total of one hundred and twenty one in five consecutive shots.
This week, as a whole, afforded the best brant
shooting I have ever enjoyed; but no one day equalled in
results the degree of success attained by Messrs. Hapgood
and Bearse on Friday of the previous week. I may add
that the Linnall brothers, of the town of Orleans, neighbors in the nearest shooting box, surpassed our forty-lour
strike, and came over to our bar to lend a helping baud in
It seems almost supertetling away our strings of game.
fluous to mention that our good coup passed upon record

up lo that time, and if it has been
even rivalled, the report has not reached my
Will some member of the Massachusetts Brant Club
enlighten us?
So ends the story of "Drain Flat."

facile princeps, the best

excelled, or
ears.

FLAT SECOND.

Between the headwaters ot Currituck Sound, otherwise
known as Ihe Back Bay, and the outside ocean beach is a
desolate sand Hat, known to residents and to sportsmen as
"The Sand." This almost defcert extends norlh and south
a dozen or more miles in length, ranging in width from
half a mile to two or three, and along its inner edge in
ante bettam times presmted excellent points for the destruction of tbat most wary of all fowl, Ihe Canada wild
Iu those days, whatever may now be their hubir,
the market gunners of the neighborhood beslowed their
on the Canada red-head and wigeon ducks
Which, feeding almost exclusively iu the shoal waters ad-

goose.

entire attention

joining the different islands in the bay, were sought for as
giving the best results pecuniarily, and as affoiding a more
certain and much easier kind of shooting than the pursuit
of geese ou "The Sand." For the form era dugoui ami a
set of

wooden decoys

For ihe lai ter a number
ambush were inhappened that "The Sand" remained

is sufficient.

of live geese and a water-tight sunken

Thus

it
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comparatively unmolested. During the earlier part of my
story, following the rule, I shot day after day from the
different points upon Long and its neighboring small islands,
and 'with but indifferent success. While thus occupied I
could see almost every day, with a powerful opera-glass,
flocks of geese at intervals along the opposing shore contentedly standing at ease, and saucily pluming themselves
(on their safety). It was now the last of February, my

time nearly up, and I resolved to turn my attention to the
geese and give them the benefit of my previous experience
at Mouomoy. My host, Mr. Burroughs, possessed a number
of pinioned wild geese, great strong fellows, every one
insisting upon fighting a pitched battle as often as they
were required for use. Theie was also upon the premises
a good-sized plank box, originally made for the very purpose to which I now proposed to put it. This was quickly
calked, pitched and placed in position on "The Band.
The spot selected offered a double advantage. Directly in
front a narrow sand spit projected some five or six rods
into the water, while on the right of the spit a little cove,
Considerably indenting the geueral shore line, and consequently within easy range of the shooter's position, afforded an admirable location for posting a set of decoy
ducks. One problem remained. On that flat unbroken

beach the slightest object forced itself upon the attention
even at an immense distance. What disposition could be
made of the shooter's boat? The only answer was that it
must be disposed of and some birds lost, since the water
was wadeable for only a short distance from the shore.
For some days after all was ready the weather was still
and unfavorable for all kinds of shooting, and gave
no results worth mention. But one eveniug said Mr. Burroughs, "You had better try the geese tomorrow, as I am
sure we shall have a stiff southeaster." Thus encouraged
I made all ready to get off au hour or two before day, and
daybreak found me duly ensconced in my box, decoys in
position, and my boat half a mile distant to the north, well
drawn back from the shore, placed endwise to all birds approaching from a southerly direction, and well covered in
with the common drift grass of the locality. Concealed
in this manner, whatever birds might take it for it bore no
resemblauice to a boat. My arms were one sixteen-pound
gun and two smaller pieces of ten and eleven pounds respectively all of unexcelled quality, and to this day able
to speak for themselves in any company.

—

"The early bird
A
catches the worm," and, although much of RooseveltS
opinion that sometimes he does and oftener he doesn't, on
this particular morniag I must confess that I, the early
bird, did pick up in a very short space cf time a goodly
number of worms in the shape of pin-tail ducks, which
commencing to fly at daybreak in large numbers along the
beach, not having been molested at this point, and assured
of safety by the presence of wild geese (the decoys), lowered
and swung well in every time and gave me the only sure
thing f ever had on this shy bird. The next time I tried it
they had learned a thing or two, and in general avoided the
ambuscade. The flight lasted scarcely half an hour, and
in that time I had gathered in some twenty ducks, all but
one or two pin-tails. Clearly I had them foul.
well-known aphorism runs thus:

Fur same hours after sunrise little or no breeze stirred
and few shots offered, mostly at bald-pates. About 11
o'clock the promised southeaster put in an appearance,
and with it ducks in considerable numbers, trading in all
direction! as if enjoying the change. By noon the wind
was lively and the honking of geese was heard to the
southward. Soon they commenced working in my direction, and in the course of three or four hours I had made
a number of successful shots at small companies of a
dozen or less, but this scarcely met my expectations. Had
I not seen hundreds gathered at this very spot a fortnight
befofe? Where were they to-day? Not over two hours to
sundown, the wind rapidly falling and nothing remarkable
save the morning's shower of sprig-tails. A change was
Loud honking was heard in the distance. Yes,
at hand.
there they are at last. As near as I could judge fifty of
them. On they come, low to the water and steadily heading "up sand." Will they stop here? Yes, they are down,
and snaking direct for my answering honkers. A few minutes
later a second cautious look sliows them well out of shot
and apparently inclined to keep at a safe distance. Something is wrong. I now allow them full ten minutes to examine their surroundings, and lake a third peep. Slowly
aud cautiously I raise my head (covered by a snug sandcolored skull cap with small visor) pressing my shoulders
hard against the back of the box in order to guard against
the slightest lateral motion, and lo! there are my geese in
the same place, and evidently in a state of uncertainty.
r/ all.
I suddenly catch sight obliquely of an old
gandef standing on the sand within ten yards of me, and
to my infinite disgust and horror at the same instant he
sights

me

too,

and away up heavenward goes

his

head

in

my

tactics are

decided upon.

sight or

Thus we two confronted one auother, eye

lo

other in a contest for victory, when he, half convinced,
took a step or two and pretended to drop a feather. On
ihe alert I at once comrneneed lowering my head as imperceptibly aa possible, but he too was watchful and again

me

—some

thirty in

number

on the convenient sand spit in
front.
Heads and necks ranged beautifully, and delaying
just long enongh to make dead sure of my nerve and
ability to "hold on" I pulled four triggers in rapid succession, having first alarmed the birds with a low whistle.
Of the geese shot at few escaped unscathed, and of the remainder half lay dead and half crippled. Again, losing
no time, I rushed to the point of the spit, discharged No.
3 at two of the handiest cripples, laid it down upon the
sand, and resorled to the old tactics of at once getting as
far outside of the cripples as possible.
I thus succeeded
in driving ashore a number of them, which were soon
secured. The larger portion, however, made good their
escape. I was well out of my scrape with the old gander.
By dark I had a dozen or mote ducks (mostly black
ducks) to the day's doings the exact score of which 1 lost,
as getting home long after dark, tired and hungry, I was
glad to hand boat, coys and spoils over to the old darkey
who had been patiently waiting at the landintr, torch in
hand, to guide me in the darkness, and who at sight of
my bonanza burst out with "Golly, Mars CharleE, yous
gub it to urn dis time, suah." The next morning 1 found
my birds hung up with others previously shot.
I realized that day over thirty geese and about fifty
ducks.

A market gunner informed me a day or two after that
he had witnessed my afternoon's proceedings from his poon Shell Point (directly opposite across the bay), aud
further that he had never known such a shot to be made in
that neighborhood, adding in his peculiarly bizarre dialect,
"We uus don't know lo destroy geese like you Yanks."
My tale of "The Sand" as it was is told. Will some of
your numerous readers give us a tale of "The Sand" as if
is?
Rusticus.
sition

Port Royal,

fi.

C.

<>
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SPORTING ON THE BIG SUNFLOWER.
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there is a stream in the wide wot Id where navigation
is difficult and where steamboatmen have at least some
excuse for tall swearing, 1 would say that Ihe Big Sunflower is ahead of them all. There are a great many
"bars," and at limes every steamboat passing up or down
has to pull over these with a line. The boats are supplied
with steam capstans, or, as they are invariably called,
"niggers," but for which appliances it would be next to
Each boat
an impossibility to navigate here at all.
is accompanied by a barge, upon which the cargo is carThe boats themselves draw so much water that putried.
ting any freight on them is out of the question. The
course of the river is tortuous almost from its source to its
mouth, aud in many places the "bends" are so abrupt that
the boat has to be aided in making the turns by men in the
bow pushing her off with long poles. And there are places
where the barge, which is towed directly in front, has to
have one 3ide line cast loose, in order that it may swing
pilot on the Sunflower Belle assured
around the point.
me that the river was so crooked that a duck could only
make the worst bends by backing on one foot and "going

IF

A

ahead" on the other.
In most places there is no trouble finding trees on the
bank within reach of the cable to which lo make fast
when a pull over a bar or a sunken log is required; but
now and then, whtre there is a wide, flat, muddy shore, it
becomes necessary to bury a "dead man" for a hitching
post. A "dead man" in river parlance is a log buried in
the earti and staked down, with cord wood sharpened at
one end so as to be easily driven. On Oliphant's Bar, and
one or two other places, one may see quite a number of
these dead men. I was an eye witness to the burying of
one of these this morning. There had been a heavy rain
last night, and the wind shifting to the north about two
o'clock it had cleared off and turned very cold. The boat
had been laboring five days to get out of the river, the officers and crew were about worn out, and every one on
board was anxious to get into reliable waters. We had
passed the last "bar" but one, and were within two miles
of the Yazoo, when the boat ran hard upon a "lump" in
the "thin" water on this very bar; the wind blew her stern

much

we caught

eye, if not altogether face to face, for full five minutes, for
all the world as if each were endeavoring to outstare the

fastened

larger

just getting footing

the ponderous

as

le f t, rigid as a corpse, scarce venturing to breathe

less to wink.

— were

position front faced, eyes

Even

my

yond the decoys, while the

over against the shore, making us lie almost broadside in
the river, and rendering a pull necessary. No tree or
stump being within reach the dead man had to be buried.
Capt. Stevens pushed off hi a "dug out" to make soundings, and finding eighteen inches of water between the

vain endeavor to make his vision penetrate over and behind
and into the little sand knoll which he mistrusts to contain something mysterious and menacing. Quick as thought

one another so I maintained

pantomime, or rather tableau, but this second time,
less persevering than before and sooner relaxing his vigilance, he gave me the coveted onportunily to complete my
"escamalage." This next look in my direction was undoubtedly reassuring, and this satisfactory condition of
things then telegraphed to his hesitating convoy, which
had steadily maintained its position well out of shot.
Once down and out of sight guns were inspected and the
best disposition made for rapid handling.
A few moments
later, with my heavy piece in hand, I again straightened
up.
The flock had divided, the smaller section had landed
a little to the left and were scattered along shore ju9t bestill

with those piercing eyes.

Again the same

shivering, even while in the cabin
able, fire

standing by a comfortlooking at this cheerless funeral.

Steamboatmen are, as a usual thing, liberal in the uae of
oaths.
I have heard more swearing, louder and more
vigorous and emphatic swearing, on the present trip up
and dow n this river than in many and many a day before,
and I have felt that if such a thing was necessary at any
T

time, or excusable under any circumstances, the necessity

and the excuse were found

in the trials and hardships attending navigation in this river. Every one has hard work
to do; the men are wet and cold half the time, they get

meals and sleep irregularly, very little of the latter
any time, unless the boat lies up. Hardly any one, even
the bent natured of men, can keep in a good humor half

their
at

an hour

at a stretch; and thus there is one continual rumpus after another. This morning two poor, improvident ne-

wet to the skin, and nearly frozen, refused to do their duty as deck hands, when the Captain
ordered them up to the clerk's office to be paid off and put

groes, half clad,

While standing outside at the window waiting
for their pay, one of them made some insulting remarks
about the boat. In an instant the clerk jerked a pistol out
of his drawer, fired a shot out of the window, took down
stairs after the lleeing darkies, who fled forward on the

ashore.

cotton barge, and after firing two more shots returned to
his office. None of the shots were fired at the man, but it
had the effect of scaring all hands at the moment and of
putting an end to au incipient mutiny.

One

coming down, Hie boat made only sixteen miles
in the narrow and crooked part of the river
The barge was so heavily laden withcoltou
it was deemed dangerous lo run
after dark for tear of
knocking out the bottom
While going up, navigation is
on
by
means
torches
carried
of
at the bow of the boat lo
illuminate the channel. That night the hands were busy
and

day,

lied

up

for the night.

it,

near midnight cutting wood for fuel.
Wood piles are
not numerous along the stream, and occasionally boats find
themselves out of motive power.
I started out intending to write you a short article giving
an account of another fishing and hunting excursion, but
it fell ic the way lo say something about this river, and
the two being so intimately connected, it may not be amiss
that it has been said.
The fishing parly in u iud consisted
of Dr. "Birehett, of Yicksburg; Mr. Price, Robinson, myself, and George, the colored cook.
They left Yicksburg
on the Sunflower Belle on the Gth lust., aud by fair sailing
They made the same
will reach home about dark today.
encampment as the party I heretofore wrote you about, aud
spent near a week iu camp. Most of Hie party spent the
principal part of their time in hunting, but your correspondent devoted himself to the fish. Game was seen in
some quantifies, but not much captured larger than squirThe party saw perhaps fifteen deer iu all,
lels aud coons.
and had some good shots, and were able to bring in hair,
but not any meat. Dr. Birehett wounded a bear, and had
sundry shots at wild turkeys, but unfortunately left them
all in the woods. It seemed to be. generally conceded that the
hungers wore not proficient, and that had they been so the
party would have been able to carry home large quantities
of game. Deer, bear, aud panther sigu was to be seen
till

everywhere, and the trees were alive with squirrels. The
howling of a gang of wolves across the river opposite our
camp at night kept our boy George in a continual fright,

and at the last he lefused to sleep in his own tent. Ducks
were scarce this time near our camp, but as we came down
they have been numerous, and to day some have been
We have also aeeu tokilled from the bow of the boat.
day some flocks of wild geese, one of which allowed the
boat to approach so closely that had any one been on deck
with his gun he could have secured one or more.
Of fish the party captured a largo number of black bass
and auother variety of perch, the correct name of which
Here they are called white perch (but here
I do not know.
they call black bass "trout"); in Kentucky they are called
"bachelor perch," and in Indiana they designate them as
"tin mouths." They arc a very broad fish, somewhat spotted, the spots eveu extending into their fins, have a long
tiny mouth, are sluggish "biters," make but small resistance when hooked, show all the colors of the rainbow
in the sun when first taken out of the water, and areas good
They rarely
tish to eat, with as white meat as 1 ever saw.
exceed two pounds and a half in weight, and go in schools
it is supposed, from the fact that when you catch one in a
place you are apt to take others there at once.
No striped bass were taken this time, and all the black
bass were small, the weight of none exceeding three or
four pounds, the preponderance in numbers being much
smaller. No artificial bait wa^ tried, live minnows being
in such wonderful abundance and so easily obtained were
used exclusively- A man who had a tish boat some
two miles below our camp rowed up to us in his skiff one
day, and in describing the merits of the different kinds of
bait for the Sunflower river, declared that cuts from the
And iu proof of his
sides of small perch to be superior.
assertion he ran over to a tree top lying iu the liver just

to the position of the

camp and in a moment huuled in a bass
weighing about three pounds.
As 1 said in my former letter, it is doubtful if there is
any place where one can find better fishing and bunting
combined than almost anywhere up this stream in the fall
Boats
of the year when the river is low aud swamps dry.
make regular trips as high as they can go, the officers of

ample by

which lake great pains

bow

and the shore nearest to it,
piled into the yawl and run
But even the yawl grounded, and the men

of the boat

wet and

muddy hawser was

over there.

into the water aud. mire

and haul the line out
dead man. The Captain set the exshouldeiiug
a part of the
in
and
plunging
first
All hands were cold, and as the men sank to their
line.
knees in the mire while dragging out the line and carrying
up the long log for the dead man, one could not avoid

had

to

jump

opposite our

and agreeable.

Nearly

dents somewhere on

oughly,

They

its

in

trip Willi IheW pleasant
them are themselves resi-

malting a

all

of

banks, and

are ready almost

know

lbs couutry thor-

anytime

to

accompany

.
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one, and as we cnme down, Cnpt. Stevens, of the Vicksburg, got ashore with us, ordered his pilot, to stop and
whistle at a certain point, while we took a near cut through
the woods and jumped a couple of deer. The Bookout
brothers, one captain the other pilot of the Sunflower Belle,
are known throughout this region as about the best shots
in it, aud whenever it is possible for them to get off duty,
one or the other of them glad ly makes one of a party of
hunters.
They are comps rati vcly young men, but I think
Their
HB line woodsmen aud hunters as I have ever seen.
is a comfortable one, aud sportsmen are at home on
Tel few sportsmen ever come here. The region is
comparatively unknown. The people, even in Vicksburg,

boat

it.

are just learning of it.
and leisure to devote

combined with a

But the men
much time to

of sufficient
fishing

means

and hunting,

desire for engaging in those sports, are

scarce in this country; and for that reason the chances are
that the attractions of this country, in that respect, will
B. H. P.
last for many years to come.
Sunflower, Mim., Dee. Bint.
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TROUT FISHING ON THE AAR.

A

SHORT
tiful

time ago, spending the summer in the beauVillage of Laugeu Sell wal bach, Nassau, Prussia,

found that a friend of mine had leased the trout fishing
hundred years, on a beautiful
si ream called the "Aar."
There is alegion of "Aars"
of all sizes iu Germany, but this "Aar" is about a yard
wide aud two or Ihree feet deep.
The stream winds for miles through beautiful daisyspangled meadows, with here aud there a dilapidated mill
or moss grown cottage, and beneath the towering crag, on
which is perched the ruins of Hohenstein Castle. The
silence and solitude are perfect, for, although there is a
main route following the valley about an eighth to a
quarter of a mile distant, it is quite concealed by hedges
and thickets. The season was the last of June, aud Hie
weather iuUnsely hot. and dry, go that it was out of the
question to look for trout much after sunrise or long before
sunset.
I waited, Iherefore, on the day I had fixed upon,
until about live m Ihe afternoon, aud then, accompanied
by the game-keeper or fisherman (without whom no fishing
is allowed) drove about half an hour to an old mill with
waterfall and pool below, aud after "setting up," tried
half a dozen flies of all colors and sizes without a rise.
After au hour spent iu this way trying different pools in
the meadows, I took off my flies, put on a small N. Y.
I

for the moderate term of one
]iu ic

hook aud a dew-worm, so long that I was afraid of
and let it run down a dozen yards under the long grass
overhanging the brook. Suddenly there was a great splashing and commotion, and I had struck something very
heavy. Of course there was nothing to do but to reel up,
and as the fish dashed up stream the fisherman gently
seized the leader, aud with his landing net quickly had
trout

it,

out, upon the grassy bank, a three-quarter pound trout, the
handsomest one I ever saw. The German trout is a little
thicker than our?, but golden, where ours is silvery, and with
equally beautiful spots. My delight was enhanced by surprise, as 1 had fully expected to be confronted by the ugly
features of a gasping chub, which so often rouses the
angler's ire. Following ihe windings of the beautiful
stream until drenched with dew and chilled with the night
air, I took up my little carriage, about half-past eight, having
nine trout weighing from half a pound to a pound, aud returned wet, cold and happy, to the "Villa Eugenie."
During that night we had heavy showers, followed by a
hot, bright day, and I longed for evening to come, as I

knew

the stream would be in much better condition than
As soon as the sun was low on the western

yesterday.
bills,

and the lengthening

tree

shadows stretched out over

the heated buttercups and daisies, I started for my "point
of departure," the old mill of "Adolph-seck," hard by the
ruins of the castle of that name, placed, as all castles and
monasteries of the Eleventh and Twelfth centuries were
upon the most commanding height of the vicinity. I was

down upon

the soft green sward below the mill,
eargerly arranging my tackle; but, when after getting in
perfect readiness, I looked up for the first time, 1 was
forced, by the surpassing beauty of the scene, to rest for a
time in silent, wrapt admiration: Before ine stretched the

soon

broad green meadow for miles, without inclosure of any
sort, the clear, bright waters of the brook, occasionally
catching a flash of sunlight in the distance; the side of the

valley on the right, rising almost, precipitously, and stretching away into dense forest; on the left, great rounded
hills or mountains, dotted with groves of chestnutand oak,
or crowned with dark forests of spruce and lir, while, about
two miles distant, on a broad, bold bluff, stood out the
gray, weather-beaten walls of old "Hohenslein," softened
and gilded by the light of the setting sun. At my back
was the great rumbling old stone mill, black with age, and
green with moss and herbage. The last touch of sunlight
was quickly gone, and that beautiful moment h.id come,
so dear to all, who love nature and herworks— the "twilight

a summers day.
The miller and his men were gazing out of
windows lo enjoy the fresh air of the evening

hour" of

hard day's work, and

to gratify that desire

their lofty
after their

implanted in

what "luck" one has in shooting
confess to having had a strong wish to show
skill
transatlantic
and success; the former, I
my
them
nave no doubt t didj the latter, I certainly did not; for
every
or

human

flslriDg.

heart to see

I

although with my lightest "tackle" and choicest flies, then
grasshoppers, then worms, 1 whipped that pool from the
old stone dam to the tail of it, and two or three less prom-
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sing ones in the meadow, not a rise could I get while that
sardonic German miller and his grinning boys were in

Surprised and mortified, I took a small flask of
Brantwein trom my pocket, took a disproportiouably large
drink from it, and beckoned my silent fisherman from his
seat iu the grass.
After he had followed my example, I
put on a large grasshopper and dropped it about forty
feet away, iota a reach of swift but deep water; before it
touched the surface a trout leaped his length out and was
hooked, netted and landed iu less than a minute. lie was
sight.

fully a

pound

in weight.

Having ridden some distauce, old Scott came to a stand
beside a drain, on the hillside. Frank came up and backed
beaulifully.
So perfect, was the picture, so statue-

him

the dogs, that I almost feared to get
the splendid point, but once on terra flrma
feeling that 1 am so thankful I
possess took possession of me, and with my bran new Rem-

like the

attitude of

down and break

that true sportsmanlike

advanced towaid the staunch eager dogs.
where we pause, every second
expecting to be surrounded by whirring quails, aud wonder
which way they will fly, whether
is a bevy or a siugle
bird, Sec., &c.., I got to quaking in a manner unaccountable lo me, and when the bevy arose, and Bob and Al each
cut down their bird, I am sorry to say that 1 never fired a
shot.
Please bear with me here and take into consideration that 1 never shot at a bird over a point before.
Filled
with shame and disgust at this evidence of the "buck fever,'
it was with a savage joy that 1 saw Frank come to a dead
point, and heard Al say, "Take him H." and I took him,
giving him plenty of time and cutting him down clean at
ington ready,

When

1

I got to that point

it.

After that the sport was magnificent. The trout were
the swift water and very voracious. I took twentytwo in all, the smallest weighing half a pound, and the
largest, a pound or thereabouts; nor did I ever see in that
stream a trout weighing less than about half a pound. I
had observed the same thing iu a summer's lishing iu
Cheshire, England. 1 never took or saw any small trout,
but they "ran" from one pound lo one and a half; on the
bent days I took two or three of these; at otLer times none
all in

at all.

thirty-five yards.

reached the "Villa Eugenie" (so-called for the Empress,
the whole of it one season in the palmy
days of the Empire) about ten o'clock, and great was the
excitement among my German and English friends at the
Hotel de la Poste, opposite, when I seut the fish over for
their inspection
it was a very beautiful sight by gaslight.
My fri;md of the century lease (who, I believe, never
caught a trout iu his life, although he is a "mighty
hunter," and has a splendid collection of trophies, all his
own, of deer, bear, rebbock; wolves, foxes, eagles, hawks,
owls, etc., etc.), fired by my success, determined to accompany me the next day. He did so, but unhappily we
only took five of the smallest eight ounce fish possible, aud
he would not try them again. I went several times atterwaids, taking from live to nine, or ten, and the following
August, left those pleasant sceues with great regret for the
rugged Alps, smiling vallies and blue lakelets of our little
"sister" Switzerland, our objective point being the beautiful lake of Geneva.
T.

Confidence restored, it was "hie on dogs," and at night
our well filled game bags, made me think of that delight-

I

who occupied

book of Frank Forester's "Warwick Woodlands,"
the pleasant and successful ending of "Day the first."

ful

—

steamers were whistling and ringing fog bells, and the
general aspect of the weather was threatening. Nothing
daunted, however, we started out, nod had got but few
birds when the rain came down; a trifle discouraged, we
turned our horses heads homeward. We had one field
to cross before reaching the highway, the dogs were working vigorously ahead, suddenly a point, Al jumped to the
ground, bang, bang, away they went, full twenty in the
bevy, over Bob and I. The excited dogs, contrary lo their
Both were
traiuing, rau into and flushed auother bevy.
marked down on a clear grassy knoll, Now we are Sure
of them. They are packed forty-five strong and an open
The rain was forgotten and iu spite of
field to work in.
almost iu our tracks and bagged
its pelting, we stood
in
forty minutes.
six
birds
twenty

*»»

HUNTING

for Forest and Stream

THE BLUE GRASS

IN

The next day we

COUNTRY.

field

way of top boots, breech-loaders, shooting clothes and extra loose ammunition bound for Warsaw,
little town on the Ohio rivor^siluated about midway
between Louisville and Cincinnati.

again.

of large

and Frank, a brace of thoroughbred
lemon and white, and the latter liver
aud white. The sagacious animals seemed to know that
we were "on warlike deeds intent." and iu their enthusiasdogs, Scott

you how they beat the ground for quail in the Kentucky bottoms. You must know in the first place that the
farms are large, aud hundreu acre lots are the rule, so three
or four huuters, horseback, can beat up the whole width
of a field, and a brace of good dogs working ahead will
quaiter every inch of ground, and the moment they come
to a point, the hunters being mounted, can gallop in, hand
their horses to the black boy (who always goes along to
open the gates, let down the fences, and carry the game,
grub and surplus ammunition) walk up the buds and get
in thrice as many shots as by the northern way of walking,
which the unequal face of the country and the numerous

sire to

would search out between the ribs
"Rosinanle's," tender spot, and while I was bracing
and holding to the pommel for dear life,
this "bull dozed" African would exclaim, "Pull up on de
Go jess like a rockin'
reins Massa H. aud make urn pace.
his spur-like heels

a camel, a dromedary, a
1

come

to

W. DeL.

Fulladklphta, February

—

7th.

and were enabled by good luck lo make the entire Qiatance— one hundred and fifty-five miles— in thirteen hours!
At Ihe Keys we found very fair accommodations at the
Gulf House, and during the six days we were del.
by a severe norther, experienced the proverbial hospitality
We were as yet undecided as to wha't
of the inhabitants.
place we should make headquarters, and had almost concluded to accept the kind invitation of Capiain Wilhud
aud Major Roiix to visit Sara.-ota, when we came across
the ariicc of "Ai Fresco," entit.ea "A Sportsman's Para1
loaned us by
dise." in a copy of "Camp Lite in Florida,

my

Jane,

II.

We

to resist that trot,

Bob when

fol-

Failing health compelled me last fall, to seek a short
season of rest and out-door recreation. Of course, at mis
lime of year, Florida was the objective poini to whjch our
thoughts at once turned, aud as a dozen visits since Ihe
war had familiarized us with the St. John aud eastern coast,
Having
regions, we decided to explore ibe Gulf const.
seen occasional reference in Forest and stiikam to Homasassa, we determined to visit it, and accordingly left
New York on November 23d, on the "L'arondolel."
made a pleasant run of three days lo Fernandiua, starting
the next morning by train, lor Cedar Keys, at five o'clock,

This is the way we hunted, and I, a town bred youth,
strode a horse before, soon vowed I'd rather
walk, but as the edge wore off I liked it better. Having
the largest horse, the black boy rode behind me as tender,
and after ricfiug a mile or two I found it was not so nice to
the tricks of this same black boy.
have a tender behind.

me

"do some more."

Editor Forest and Stream.-

fences necessitates.

me on old

The

AT HOMOSASSa, IN FLORIDA.
<)

who never

Give

etc.

lows: Eighty-six quails, twenty-lhree "cotton tails," three
pigeons and one teal. Not a pot-hunters bag, to be sure,
but enough to elicit plenty of sport, and an insatiable de-

tell

it.

ammunition, provisions,

February is the month for them.
Our bag for pans of four day's shooting scored as

struggles nearly broke their fastenings.
Bright and early Monday morning we were, not afloat,
but horseback, and right here let me digress a little and
tic

I tried

quantities of

people are hospitable and one experiences very little trouble
iu obtaining permission from the farmers to shoot on their
premises. I saw but two signs, "Posted" during my trip.
A few ducks cau be found on the rivers in November, but

pointers, the former,

rliiuoceroB, anything, but please

any of the river towns from Cov-

of

ington to Louisville they can find it in abundance, and the
contiguity of this region to towns, enable shooting parties
to find good board at reasonable prices, and all the Utile
indispeusibles of shooting, thereby saving the importation

Arriving here we were at once at home at the palatial
residence of our very dear friend Bob P. After partaking
of a spread, the like of which no other house within the
scope of my acquaintance produces, we went out to see

tucky again, don't mount

is

would say that back

a quiet

chair deuV"

man

After a year's confinement to business there is nothing
that so tends to enlarge a man's ideas and chest, as a free
roaming over hill and dale with dog and gun. Providence
permitting, another fall will find me on the old Kentucky
shore, ready for business, aud to the readers of Forest
aud Stream, who enjoy good quail and rabbit shooting, 1

paraphernalia in the

of

and feasted on roast turkey,

They have a tradition along the
not living who can eat a quail a day
for thirty consecutive days, but 1 exploded this theory by
convincing them that I could eat thirty quail in six days.
(I guess it was about that many) which is a feat of gastronomy worth recording.
A day or two more, or rather parts of days, were enjoyed
by us shootiug. I can never forget those jolly limes,
the morning ride, the quick emptying of saddles when the
"game's afoot," the noonday lunch beside the spring, the
fragrant breath of "Vanity Fair," the after dinner shoot,
and then the cauter home, where dinner waits, and in the
evening the pleasant task of wiping out our guus, and teloading shells and then a reading of some pleasant story,
a song, a parting pipe, a pleasant healthy sleep, and to the
river that the

DURING

Anon

rested

broiled quail and rabbit.

the month of November, 1876,1 had such
an enjoyable week of shooting in Kentucky, that I
cannot forbear giving to Forest and Stream a short account of this, my first experience, shooting over dogs, and in
a country where it is rare to go a hundred rods without
striking a bevy or getting a shot at a cotton tail.
Directly after election, with wife and baby in tow, I left
my home in Western New York en route for Lexington,
Kentucky, via the Lake Shore and Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati, and Indianapolis Railways, and by the way, 1
would recommend these roads to all south aud southwestern
bound sportsmen, as they are sure to be well treated and
their dogs and pi operty safely and properly cared for.
Upon arriving at Lexington, which is the center of Kentucky aristocracy, thoroughbred horses, and best of all
that genial hospitality that exists no where on earth to the
extent that it does in the Blue grass region of Kentucky,
I visited with friends a few days, and then cousin Al and
Railway with
I, one fine morniug left on the L. C. aud L.
a trunk full of Ely Brother's beBt brown shells, and other

the

aud

The next morniug was dark and lowering, the fog hanging
in thick masses over the broad bosom of the Ohio; passing

'

Keni

the Editor of the journal. This settled the question at
ouce, and after waitiug five dava for the advent of the

—
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"Spray" and Mr. Jonea, on Ihe sixth we took private conveyance, only to pass them on the. way.
At Homosassa we spent a month, the memory of which
will linger many a day.
We found it all that "Al Fresco"
has described and more. Though wandering for many
years in many climes, it was never before our good fortune
to combine at once, in the same place, the finest sporting
and the cointorts of a refined home. Though rather early
in the season for ducks, there were large numbers of them
in Salt river and some of the back creeks, affording good
shooting. The sheepshead fishing was very fine, and
whenever we could prevail on "Fifteenth Amendment
Dick," who still flourishes, though rather in a dilapidated
and indolent style, to bring us two or three crabs for bait,
we were quite sure on the ebb tide of a hundred pound or
more of splendid fellows at the Sheepshead Stake.
Some ot our family found excellent sport with the fly,
and devoted most of "their time to that amusement. No
less than seven kinds of fish took the common trout fly
freely— black bass, sea trout, skip jacks, channel bass,
cavalti, snapper and bream; and it would be well for any
one intending to visit this locality, to provide themselves
with a good trout rod and an assortment of flies. We also
found the trolling excellent, and lor this sport think no
spoon equal to the largest sized Buel, of Whitehall, New
York.
(Jhristmas was spent at Thompson's, on the edge of the
Big Hammock, and on the day succeeding a grand deer
huut, with hounds and on horseback, was organized for
our benefit. A more exciting and delightful day we never
experienced, and a goodly number ot ileer and turkeys rewarded our efforts. Game of all kiuds is very abundant
here, and the Hammock dry, open, and in every way the
Certainly
finest ground for hunting we ever went over.
not lesB than fifty deer were started up during the hunt.
At leaving, which we weie compelled by circumstances
to do much sooner than we desired, we lcit that we were
parting from old friends and home. Often uo we recall
ihose delightful evening circles after dinner, in ihe sittingroom the open fire-place piled high with fragrant red
cedar logs, the piano responding to the skilllul touch of
Miss li., some reading, fly-making, or planning expeditious,
How happy we were when we retired to our snowy beds,
to dream of home and loved ones, and huae piles of snow
ana ice; nor yet those luscious oranges, and those delicious buckwheat cakes, wkicli, moliticu with Florida syl'up,
we used to punish so each moruiug. But all things must
have an end, and one line day we found ourselves hack in
.Philadelphia, blown as a nut, twenty pounds the heavier,
and wilii an appetite and digestion able to cope with
Long may you wave, dear Homowell, almost anything.
\V. H, L,
sassa.

—

which they are bred, they can stocrt nearly 21,000 acres of
Being equidistant between Lake Michigan and
water.
the Mississippi, with the railroad facilities at hand, they
can easily reach all the settled parts of the State, and find
ready acecss to their inland streams and rivers and almost
numberless lakes. For the most part these streams and
lakes are adapted to the habits and wauts of great varieties of
food fish, and when properly stocked in connection wilh the
other inland waters of the Stale must materially increase
the food resources of the people wilh a most healthful article of diet.

ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES OF
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN FOR THE

New

York, 500,000.
The Commissioners are now maturing a plan for the
tribution of fry

YEAR

1876.

THE amount

appropriated for the uses of the Commis-

sioners last year

was $10,000, and the Commission

was reorganized by adding to it Mr. H. F. Dousmau as a
member, and the Governor also as a member ex agieio.
After organizing the first duty was to purchase a site for a
Hatching House. After a full examination of those offered,
the Commission, with entire unaniinily, selected the
grounds known as the ''Nine Springs," in the town of
Fitchburg, on section 3, and located about three miles
southwest from the West Madison depot. It is claimed
for this that it cannot be excelled by any of the Slates provided with Commissioners. The number of springs, the
fall, and their close proximity to each other, are alt that
There is an abundance of water,
could be desired.
pure and cold, and the fall in some of them upwards of
twenly feet, is such that there is no danger from surface or
hack-water. The Commission did not require the quantity
of land purchased, but were compelled to take the tract
Private parties would
in order to secure the springs.
gladly have taken the purchase at a much higher figure
than that paid by the Stale, and to be used lor the purpose of fish culture. Its aduptatiou lo such purposes is
nil that could be asked.
The hatching houses, tenements, etc., were all immediately built and equipped, and a temporary hatching house
established at Milwaukee for the hatching of spawn of
the white-fish and lake trout; the authorities of that city
having very kindly granted adequate space in the water
works for that purpose. The propagation of the white-fish
must always constitute the leading object of the Commission, and the slocking of Lake Superior, Lake Michigan
and Green Bay, will be kept steadily in view. The hatching
house at Madison, is designed exclusively for stocking
inland lakes, rivers and streams with the varieties of fish
suited to their waters.
The hatching house, of

which Mr. D. Comstock was

Superintendent, hes a capacity of 1,OUO,000 salmon
eggs and double that number of brook trout. In October
80,000 California salmon ova were placed in the troughs,
and upwards of UO per cent, of strong healthy fry Latched.

made

For breeding purposes the Commissioners have in their
ponds 2,000 speckled trout over two years old and averagOver 100,000 eggs have already
ing half a pound each.
heen taken from them. The ponds also contain 000 California salmon one year old, 1,000 Penobscot and 2,000
landlocked salmon,

all

intended for breeders.

Referring again to the site selected the Commissioners
think, all things considered, that they have a very superior
situation for tneir purposes, and one of the very best of
hatching houses. The Madison lakes are among the finest
bodies of inland waters in the northwest. The spriug.<
upon which the buildings are located empty their waters
into a large bay lying north of Waubcsa and Second Lake,
and with that bay, the entire chaiu of lakes of the four
From the hatching house
lake country is connected.
springs and without ever taking the fry from the ponds iu

by which every portion

dis-

of Hie Slate will

be dealt justly by. In the distribution of the fry of the
speckled trout, and which is confined to local streams,
they have adopted the rule that iu all such cases the owners
of the land through which such streams run, must, in
order to obtain them, give a written permit to the public
to allow the trout to be taken, subject to the fish laws of
the State. This precaution will remove all causes of comOf this variety of fish
plaint on the score of partiality.
they hope to have large numbers for the season of 1877.
The Commissioners complain that with the different
Legislative enactments and the power conferred on counties to regulate the taking of fish, it is difficult lo determine
what the law really is. They hope this winter to secure a
better understanding in this matter, in order that laws intended for the proleclion of fish maybe more geneially
understood and more efficiently enforced. A brief resume
of the operations of the U. B. Commission and those of
other States is given, with statistics showing what has been
and may be accomplished. An appropriation of $10,000
for the current year is asked for.

OF YOUNG TROUT

IN

THE

HATCHING-HOUSE.
N0MPEJR TEN.

*

Continued from April

ilt/i,

1870.

WHEN

first disengaged from Ihe egg, the young trout
presents a singular uncouth appearance. It is only
thin
a fish in outline, and really but partially hatched.
translucent line three-fourths of an inch iu length, oue

A

end pointed, ihe other grotesquely knobby and irregular,
furnished with two unseemly eyes widely distant, compose
the body of the fish. Attached to half the lower portion
of the halchling, from the throat backwards, is an unshapely large transparent bag covered with a delicate net-

work

of blood-vessels, llircugh

which the

.vital fluid

be seen coursing towards a diminulivo red specie
heart of ihe tiny creature.
the pectorals,

seen, except,

No

may

— the

traces of fins are to be

save a

cartilaginous

fringe

which extends backwards from the middle of the back,
over the caudal extremity, thence forward beneath, to a
union with the sac. The gilt covers are wanting, and four
lines on each side of the neck, outline the future gills.

The movements of the fish are slow and exceedingly awkward, borne down as ii is by this singular appendage, answering to the umbilical vessels— belter known as the yolkThe teeth are wauting and the mouth is low down
sac.
underneath, and slowly gains its normal posilion at Ihe
extremity of the head. The yolk-sac, that might seem at
is of vital importance physiocontains nature's supply of nutrition sufficient for two mouths of metamorphic life, when it is absorbed aud disappears. During this period, the hatehling
requires uo oilier food, nor will it accept of the most
templing morsel, while this provision of nature continues
The fish cousciows of its defects,
to supply every want.
is shy aud retiring in its habits, seeking refuge beneath obThe
desiring only seclusion.
jects, keeps out of sight
duration of this metamorphosis is about fifty days. While
this singular period of existence is going on, if we possessed no knowledge of the origin or ancestry of the fish,
we would be at a loss to know" to what family it belongs,
for it has uo resemblance as yet, to the world-renowned,
and royal race, of which it is u veritable member. Just at
ibis point, we may observe, that this strange physical phenomenon, as exhibited in the yolk-sac, indicates a striking
relation between parent aud offspring, aualagous to that
which exists iu the mammalia, which is man tested in anIn the light of emother mode, after '« in h, by nursing.
bryology, the vitelline membrane of the egg, in comparative anaiomy, and in comparative physiology, answers iu
structure, anil in function, lo the chorion of mammals.
This peculiar investment, which begins so low down itithc
scries ot animal life, and in vegetable life too, forms a diagnostic feature of each individual pieces iu each link of
the ascending life's chain, from monad to man, which so
materially aids the biologist iu elucidating and explaining
more clearly the marvellous processes connected with the
evolution of species, life force, the multiplication and development of cells, and many other obslruse problems of
animal existence. Fish eulturisU have favorable opportuit is only just
nities Zoc investigations in this granf field,
entered, as it were, by the ploughshare of science, ami in
the near future many important developments will be made
lor Ihe benefit of pisciculture, as well as for zoology generally.
At this stage of fish-life, ihe labors of the fish n»rrner are indeed burdensome, and from this period, onward
to the time of the transfer of the fry CO the pond, there is
no rest. Daily the troughs must be carefully examined,

first

an unnecessary burden,

logically, for

i

I

The Commissioners have placed in working order, twenty
of the Ilatton hatching boxes, with a hatching capacity of
10.000,000 white fish eggs, and now have in them, in process of hatching, upwards of 7,000,000 of the while fish
spawn. There are also twenty-four troughs, twelve inches
wide and sixteen feet long, with a hatching capacity for
nearly 4,000,000 salmon trout spawn. They have now in ihese
troughs nearly 2,000,000 of the eggs of Ihe trout. The spawn
of the white fish was taken at Detroit river, Escanaba and
Sangalon, and those of the trout at Milwaukee. By combining with other parties they were euabled to greatly
The following
facilitate and forward their own labor.
named gentlemen co-operate with the Commission in the
taking of salmon trout eggs, and secure t.he number named:
N. K. Faitbank, for Geneva Lake. 000,000; B. T. Shaw,
for State of Iowa, 900,000; G. II. Jerome, for Slate of
Michigan, 1,000,000; Seth Green, for the State of

CARE

and all dead fish removed, tot at Ibis period many will
surely die.
The bulb syringe here becomes a useful instrument, already spoken of in a former chapter. Attendants
should be provided with convenient microscopes the pattern used by watchmakers, confined to the eye, by a rubber band around the forehead, to avoid the perplexii
I
holding it before, the eye when iu use. It is mdi.speiisilile
iu detecting dead fish, or any deleterious substances lying
among the gravel. This period is truly a critical one, anil
The
untiring energy is the only precursor of success.
mighty scourge, of lie pisciculturist is the bymia, a woid
from the Greek, signifying thread like, hairy, or filamentous, a fungous which attaches to dead or unfertilized ova,
and is also found iu connection with the fishof the troughs,

it

—

i

The imperfect

the constant,

Ihe j-oung fish require

gills of

motion of the pectoral fins to aid the feeble respiration,
and there filaments of the fungoid growth, too minute and
delicate lo be seen by the unassisted eye, become entangled
in Ihe gills, and respiration being impeded, the fish dies.
Hence much labor is required, as well as constant watchfulness, to prevent the too frequent catastrophe of loss of
labor, by loss of ttock.
While (iff weeks, mingled with
intense anxiety, are passing away, the fishes are perceptibly, being transformed, and are increasing iu size, but ihe

constant watchfulness already inaugurated must continue
to lire end, if complete success is exoecied to be attained.
the end of fifty days the unsightly fish is transformed
into a more perfect image of its kind, and takes its place as
an importantmember of the great animal kingdom among
We now come lo the food
a long line of noble ancestors.
problem which has been so much discussed by fish
farmers.
Naiium E. ISai.eoij, M. D.,

At

SandioicJi,

1.1.
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FISH CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
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Editor Fotiest ahd SiKBAiR—
This useful and flourishing association of men, who wish
encourage the preservation of our game aud fish, and
who are looking sharply after the infringement of the laws
of our Slate, and to punish all offenders, hold meetings
once a moult), aud coniinually new members are beingadded to thesociety. Thelaw makinga close season between
August 1st and Nov. 1st hw been well enforced, anil with
to

the result

further

that

prosecutions For violations will

probably not be necessary for the future. Caretul observations for a long while have convinced us here thai
salmou is to be fouud in our rivers and Lays every month
iu the year, which does not lake place, 1 believe, in any
other part of the world.
Our Fish Commissioners, notwithstanding the small allowance from the Stale, which is only $1,600 a year, and
which should beniorethau twice us much, have acted
with much zeal, perseverance and good judgment. The
plantiug or shad in the Sacramento liver is likely to prove
in a year or two more a complete success, as numbers have
been caught in nets set for other fish at various points on

this coast.

During 1870 Ihe Fish Commissioners have placed I'll, 10
young shad, in good cond'uiou, into llio Sacramento river,
near'lMiuma. Every year they are stocking our rivers
wilh young saimon by the million, and the good effect of
this measure is now being experienced every winter in Olll
bay by the great numbeisol them, which u
One bun
anglers at Long Whin i, idklaud, near our eily
lit

<

dred and fifty thousand whitetish eggs arc being hatched
atBerksley, a suburb of Oakland, opposite Sun Francisco,
where our State University is sHuuied, The eastern trout
eggs have been hatched out and placed iu mount ail
These fish have grown aud thrived well, a large nlUftbtr
having spawned.

The new species of trout culled the Dolly Vnrden, wHich
have been found, we think, Ihe last four years in some of
our northern streams, will be distiibuicd next season
throughout the Stale. They inhabit chiefly gluei.
They have yellow spots just below the back, and red spuis
above the bellv, and are quite handsome, but not so biilThey ha\
liant as the eastern or European trout.
been found lo inhabit Alaska. The name of thi
Salmo Oampbellii in pisciculture.
We expect also to propagate the grayling in C
It is taid to be the most beautiful fish
the coming season.
These will be placed in ou
in American waters.
streams of the Sierras. The Schuylkill culii
planted havelargely increased, and been largely distributed
throughout the Stale. Ihe Mississippi catfish placed in
the San Joaquin river have also done well, a number
weighing from three lo four pounds having been
various limes. The black bass i» Napa and Alerreda
Lobsters will be
creeks have largely increased in number.

again attempted soon.
,

Fiiesii

IS.

'

HOOPBB,

-».«-

Wateh Salmon

m

Pennsylvania.—

\\

e »«,

gelling gradually some very important information respecting the culture of the Salmo Salty" in land-locked
fresh -raters. In the lettei below, friend Thomj
lions facts which are worth more than a passing notice,
for they bear very much upon the question win

laud locked salmon of Canada and Maine are
salmon, or merely a variety of trout. In .Mr. Thompson's
case we have veriluble salmon which were obtained Irom
both fry and ova, so that the question of identity no longer

forms any part or feature of the investigation What «,_•
really have, bejond doubt, are true salmou, that have not
tasted salt waler for five years, and are impatient to make
sporl for the angler:—
New Hope, Pa., February 10th.
^

Editor Fokest and Streams—
Your correspondent, "isouvelle,"

lias

his salmi

deep water for meat pieteut, as I am not aware
age they become adults, ami 1 have none yet thai
Win u 1 w as struck wil
reive pounds.

on the brain,

I

was

told by several

v

bo have

—

—

e

FOREST AND STREAM.
works on BsL culture, that it would prove a
it had been trir-d in Europe, and they invariably
ho second year, Mr. Ashworth whs also dueled us
authority.
For the benefit of those who have thi
io experiment with salmon, I will say we have
an artificial lake which covers fifteen acres, with it depth
of water from seven In twenty-three feet, which is well
stocked with salmon (Saimo Sa'lar), some now in their flfih
year.
Last season it single rod could, with a fly, take ouc
hundred pounds in a day. There is another pond which
I
stocked three years ago, Where they have done well.
The salmon have been Sneaking very lively for the last
few days, and expect soon to have some line spoi't
published

failure, as

died

I

3A4USB B. Thompson.

covered a new one. It is hard to form an accurate conclusion from a verbal description, but. the fish is clearly of the
pickerel specie-!, and accords in many particulars; in fact,
I may say in all particulars, with our handsome, toothsome, graceful, but ill-mnnered pickerel, which grows so
readily, and devours Ironilings SO voraciously in our preserved waters of Long Island." Manifestly it IS not a trout,
nor any cross or modification of a trout; it has not the
adipose dorsal fio, and its single dorsal is opposite the
anal.
No cross between the pickerel and the trout families
possible.

is

Still,

I

know, how this pickerel
Island to Lake Champlain, and

do not

journeyed from Long
having nunc of my iclilhyological books at hand, I cannot
say whether the
was previously known in
-

Lake Champlain.

Very respect fully,

Robert

—The

annual Convention of the American Fish Cullurists' Association is in progress (Wednesday and Thursday, 14lh and loth,) at the Aquarium, corner Broadway

and 85th
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Hon. KoBf.

B.

Sm—

B.

Roosevelt.

Roosevelt:—
noticed some mouths ago

Deah
I
a ruruor in our local press Unit
oew Bib hud appeared in the waters of Lake Champlain, and they weto
generally usi-urned to have originated from some of the flsh which had

street.

n

Batumi

jgisforg.

—

Philadelphia. Zoological Society.
Wc have just received the Fouiih Annual Report of the Board of Directors
of the Zoological Society of Philadelphia, and have careFrom it we
fully perused it with much pleasure aud profit.
learn thai, the Society is financially in a most flourishing
condition, a state of things on which we desire to offer our
congratulations.

The most important

fact or scientific

mterest derived

from the Report is, that, all the animals which die are examined by the Prosector of the Society, the cause of death
ascertained, and steps taken for the prevention of similar
diseases in the future.
If this plan be followed up, as no
doubt it will be, we do not see any reason for doubling

among

the collection may become merely nominal, or at least no greater than occurs
among the domesticated animals of this climate.
The skeletons of the animals which die in the Gardens
that ultimately the mortality

are

deposited with the Philadelphia

Academy

envy those
flint

rare

institutions the

of Natural

aud we

Sciences, or the University of Pennsylvania,

iptitc

and desirable specimens

they thus obtain.

The Report contains

a long

list

of animals added to the

collections during the year ending
the names of wliieh will be

ol

Eouest and Stueam.

March

1st, 1876,

found in

Why

the

many

current

that we oanlarge aud nourishing a Zoological Society in
they have in Philadelphia? Will not some of
our wealthy citizens take the matter in hand?

numbers
nothave

of

is it

as

this city as

««•

The Butcher Bibb.—A

correspondent, W. C. S., writing from Towanda, Pa., sends us the skin of a Butcher
Bird, Galium borealis, saying that the species has been unusually abundant in his vicinity this winter. He compares
the flight to that of the English Bulfinch, and speaks of its
being common in the south of England in some seasons.
Mr. S, notices, as do almost, all our correspondents, the

havoc which

this species

makes amoug

the.

English spar-

Length of specimen, S imhes; color, blnish silvery gray mottled with
dark, irregular chocolate blotches down the sides, out more distinct
above the medial line; the head smooth, depressed, dark brown color,
scaleless, ant about one quarter length of (to body; body covered with
minute scales; onodor.nl fin; anal tin opposite the dorsal; eyes full;
pupil black; iris yellow; under jaw slightly projecting; month wide;
palate bones and jaws studded with sharp incurved teeth pectoral, ventral and anal fins or scarlet color, edged with white; tail dark chocolate
brown, forked.
;

The man first pretended that he had taken them in the WlIderuesB
and that they were a cross between the pickerel and the trout, but
he afterwards admitted that he had taken ttt.
of the Au Sable river. We found on inquiry that immense numbers of
the flsh are thus captured along the whole circuit of the lake. The specimens 1 examined were laden with spawn, which Dr. T thinks would
have matured about 1st of May.
I'heseare undoubtedly a novel ficb to our waters, bat there is a conflict of opinion whether they are the progeny of the fish planted, or
whether they arc immigrants reaching us in their peculiar eccentric
movements which sometimes characterize some families. I have already Written to T'rjf. liaiidonthc subject, ami sent him the original of
the annexed paper.
I
have had in.imutc rotations with him on this
subject, and he has ready for his report an elaborate paper of mine on
the Salmon UJstory of the Champlain waters.
1
m»destiy suggest that my friend has omitted many marked features iu these
fish-the absence of the large dorsal fin, and that the sides are strangely
mottled or streaked with vertical marks, aud the mtcusely scarlet of the
fins, and I doubt the presence of any scales,
lie remembers that when
I saw them their natural rich coloring hid faded, but they were still a
moBt beautiful tisb. Henry N. Hewitt, Keg.,, a gentleman of cultivated
taste, aud Willi much science andobservalion on the subject of fish, and
moreover the happy possessor of a work on fishes, which formerly belonged to the library of DauielWebster, after reading Dr. Talmadge's
description, rather dissents from the general conclusion that these Hsb
belong to the trout family, and inclines to tho opinion that they are a
lakes,

new aud

Keys, of Springfield, Mass., relates the follow-

H-.

ing incident:—
fact

came

Butcher bird

to

my

notice yesterday, which brings the
out in a new light. 1 was

(Co'.tuiio bar ea lis)

my window

watching one which had been hanging around the house for a day or two, when it suddenly
(tailed out of sight, and returned with an English sparrow
in its bill.
Carrying the victim into the top of a tall tree,
the shrike proceeded to impale it alive, which it accomplished by tearing the bird with its bill, and then balancing
itself struck it, the sparrow, violently against the point of a
twig until it was securer/ fastened. Then the Butcher
bird danced around pecking at it, and kept Hying from one
Iree to another, returning every little while, the sparrow
endeavoring desperately "to free itself. 1 dou't kuow how
much longer the torturer would have kept up his cruel
sport, for 1 loaded up aud shot him.
Hoping the incident
will be of interest to some one, I remain yours truly,
sitting in

delicate variety or species of the pickerel
certainly
equally
supeiior in
every

they are

so

the

coarse,

may

rows.
Fred.

A

beeu introduced In to the lake by the action of the Government. Ill
health prevented my investigating the mutter. A day or two ago Henry
0. Talmadge, H. D.. brought into my rooms a email box packed
with fish in ico, which ho was about sending to Mr. SatU Green. 1 will
premise that my friend Dr. Talmadge is an ardent disciple of Isaac, and
is also possessed of many scientific acquirements on the subject; that
he is a highly eminent suryeou, while J am no fisherman, assert no science iu icbtlrvqtogy, mid only regard this subject in its utilitarian aspect,
aud in its relation to political economy, lte iuformed me that a man
appeared in the streets of iho village Saturday selliug a large, sleigh load
of the novel and beautiful ih-h, or which Me afterwards gave me the de-

justly

northern pickerel
claim protection.

family:
quality

to

pronounce them as revealing the peculiar delightful trout flavor.
In either View, Whether these fish havcb.cn produced by the fish and introduced, or are migratory bands of a new aud valuable kind, it is important lhat this vandalism should be. made to cease, and that the spoliation
of these waters by the atrocious gill nots should be arrested.
Popular feeling has beeu much exasperated, aud the menaces of ar-

and persecution may,

for a period, stop these practices; but such
effect will only be transient, and the proverb truly says: "What is every
body's business is nobody's." I have decided, therefore, to address you,

understanding, aj

1

do, tttat

you are at the head of the appropriate or-

ganization.
offer

1

afraid

it

Winslow 0. Watson.
[We would be extremely obliged to any one who will
forward us a specimen of this iish. Ed. F. &. S.]
•+•+

STRIPED BASS OF THE MISSISSIPPI
AND TRIBUTARIES.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 3d, 1877.

Jackson,

the following nole

Miss.,

C, E.,"of

of the capture of a

Northern Mississippi. As it is spoken of as
presume that it, was a young Haliaelus
leucjcephiilux.
The span of its claws is said to have been
eight inches, and its talons measured about two inches in
It was killed by a Mr. Towry near
the chord of the arc.
"When found by Mr. Towry it had
Smithville, Miss,
killed two of his hogs, and was dining on one of them.
When approached it gave no sign of intimidation, but on
the contrary was disposed to fight, and made signs in that
large eagle

a

GiayE

iii

igle, Ave

The same bird, or a similar one, was seen in
same neighborhood two years ago. This eagle was of
the gray spt cies, and measured from tip to lip of wiugs
seven feet and four inches; three feet and eight inches
around the. body, and fifteen inches between the wings."
As suggested by our correspondent the eagles of Mississippi don't seem to intimidate "worth a cent."
direction.

the

A SUPPOSED NEW FISH

IN

LAKE

CHAMPLAIN.
The
handed

following interesting correspondence has been
to us hy the Hon. Kobert B. Roosevelt, N. Y.,

State Fish

Commissioner:—

EditorForbst

a:\T>

STREAMS—

send you an account of Die BOW fish discovered in Lake
Champlain, aud suggest (hat it may he the Long Island
pickerel— the esox fa&ciatus, as we used i.o call it, arid
1

which may

BtiU
|

Editok Forest and Stkeam:—

my

letter

taught iu the said lake.
It has beeu many j'ears
1 at the East, and contiguous to points where
ami caught, the regular striped bass, but so far as
my re lleclion goes, those taken at Murdock, are similar
respect, though not so large iu size. 1 have never
.
seen oue taken there, that would weigh over two pounds.
Whether these are the Simon pure or not, 1 am unable to determine, but ihoy are a game little fish, and of splendid flavor.
Perhaps when the Ocean, and Murdock Lake varieties
are placed side by side, there would appear perceptible differences in the two. It may be. Unit during the great flood and
consequent overflow of the Mississippi river some years ago,
thesee xplorers from (he Ocean were caught by the receding
waters and imprisoned in the lake, and being thus cutoff
from their favorite and natural element and feeding grounds
have become dwarfed and stunted in growth. 1 have sees
the Hue shad taken as high up the western waters as in the
vicinity of Cincinnati on the Ohio river, and also at a point,
ju-l below the mouth of the Ohio.
Why not fiud striped
bass as far from home? If I succeed in capturing one at
Murdock this spring I will forward it to you, when just as
likely as not it will prove no striped bass at all.
Dick.

bass beii
since 1

Yj,-,,j,.

< i»

IN

THE

PACIFIC.

Syracuse, N. Y., January 18th, 1877.
Editok Forest „.bd Stream
The "Basking Shark," mentioned in your issue of January 1 llli, I judge from the general description to bo identical Willi the "Bone Shark" of the Pacific in the whalemen's nomenclature. I have seen the fish in Ibe South
Seas and ou the coast of Africa. Whale ships do not
pursue it as a matter of real business, but merely take it
in, if it comes along in thecourseof a "dry season," just as
Ihey would a fin back or sulphur-bottom; although either
one might run away with a whole rope-walk of their line.
It- should hardly be termed a "shark," being a big, shape:

less

nondescript, without apparent carnivorous

propensi-

The "liver" (so called) constitutes the greater .-hare
of its bulk.
"Beach. Combers," who can beg or borrow,
ties.

or even worse, steal a brace of whale boats with the accompanying "kit," will run out for a two or three day's
cruise, and pay expenses from proceeds of a few of these
sea monsters.
The Bone Shark of the Pacific is usually harpooned on
soundings at the surface of the water, from which fact, I
presume, it is given the name of "Basking Shark." In
1861, Dr. Willis B.sley, of Baltimore, then United States
Commissioner and myself, while sailing iu an open boat
from Tiimbez to Guayaquil, in the South Pacific, were
nearly swamped iu a comparatively still sea, by running
on the back of one of these fish, which happened to come
to the surface in advance of our boat.
Fortunately for us,
it did
not kick or splurge— merely settled away gradually
into the blue depths.
I have seen them frequently sunning
or basking on the sea, but never saw or heard of thenbeing assaulted by any other marine monster. From this,
I credit it with some latent means of defense, as, barring
size alone, I think it the most inoffensive looking thing
that swims in saltwater.
In 1859 I saw some forty barrels
of Bone Shark oil shipped lo Callno, Peru, all taken in a
week by a small coasting schooner. In this case the Iish
were harpooned, towed ashore, and "tried out" on terra
Only a few an over two or three barrels each.
flrma.
The quality of oil is not equal to the average of whale,
but rules iu price about as black fish or hump back oil.
Aside from the head, tho bone is about all in the back and
fins.
It has no solid ribs nor underpinning.
From Mr. Harvey's communication, 1 see that the devil
Iish aud great "squid," as well as Basking Shark, are
found off Newfoundland. I have seen tbein all in the
warm waters of southern latitudes, but have never previously known they were found so far north. Can naturalists
say if their ocean house is so wide, or, if they are only migratory, like the sperm whale at different seasons, for food
or breeding purposes.
E. R. Wilson.
The Basking Shark is found throughout the Arctic temperate and tropical regions of the ocean, aud the same is
Irae of the Tenlhidm or Squid family.— Ed.
i

«-

Toa Canada Goosk.— Referring
Canada goose,

a valued

the wild goose, or
writes

to

Cauadian correspondent

us as follows:—

"My
at

uncle, the late Lord Coventry, had a flock of them
Croome of over 400 for years, and there are some there
They bred regularly, hut I never saw any crossed

now.

with the tame there, although
flesh

I

have iu

this country.

Their

became worthless, owing to the artificial river havlittle current, and foul weeds being ploutiful; at
1 suppose that to have been the cause.
They wet

ing very
least

quae tame."
.

--,.«.

Animals Received at Centbal Paiik Menagerie Welk Ending Ffb.
blue and yellow macaw, Ara ararevma; one snowy owl,
Nijctea nivea, presented by Mr. Anthony Butler, Jr. Captured on stateu Island; one suowy owl, Xyctea, 7uvea; presented by Mr. M. V. Cnffrey, captured iu New Jersey; four Wagler'e purrak'iets, Conurus Wag-

10m.— Sue

purchased; one yellow fronted arnazou, uhrysotis ochvecephala.
purchased; one red-vented parrot, 1'ionus nuuttruw, two wild pigeons,
Ectopia tesmigraiovla, received in exchange; oue fox colored sparrow,
Pasterella iliaca, presented by Itush C*. Hawkins, Ekq.. N. Y. City; one
horned owl, Bubo virginiana, presented by Mr. Patrick O'Connor, N.

W. A. Conklin,

Y. City.

Director.

Arrivals at the Piiu.Ansi.rHiA Zoological Ctaiuiens Feb. (1th.—
Fifteen Triton niyer and nine Su'amandra ftifi mnrer.cnptured by keeper;
oue weeper capuchin, {Ctbuf capucimis,, presented by C. P. Lunnell,
Georgetown, Del.; three white-haired porcupines {Wtiihyzon donate);
four Mentbrancltus maoita/ue, five blue jays (Cyjnurus crUtalw.)
one sparrow hawk, (Futro epi.overiiu); one Cooper's hawk, (Aa-ipUer
Coopern), purchased
oue fowl (cross b tween red-shouldered
turkey and uuinea), presented by Hon. S. B. Conovcr, of Florida; one
buzzard, (Bul.ro Uneatut)
presented; one screech owl, {Scops asio)
by ,1.
presented
Q-.
Hand, Philadelphia
oue great horned
oivl (Bubo viri/inanut). presented bv II. S. Thompson, Indiana, Fa.; one
;

of January 13th, in which I
enumerate the striped or rock bass as an habitat, of Murdock
Lake, you ask if our correspondent is light about, ihcsttiped

After publishing

biting like dogs.

leri,

no apology for troubling you with Ihis long nai rative, for I feel
will enlist your interest and consideration.

Eked. H. Keves,

— We have received from our correspondent G.

now

THE.BASKING SHARK

If

which we are familiar, and
Thoso who have eaten of these
with

fish

rest

spinmng'bait; is a "good pan fish, and only resembles the
bass or rotkitish of eastern waters in external appearance. These iish, together with the black bass, aie
striped

li

\V

jAcKsoNrouT, A'k., January 30th, 1877.
Horror. Foukst akd Stukam:—
You ask in. a recent number, if it is possible, that striped
bass are caught in Moredock Lake. In the lakes of this
region there is a fish described by Norris as "broken
stripes" oi broken striped bass, which usually we ghs from
one-quarter to one-half pound. There is in'White river a
striped bass, a geuuine game fish, weighing from one-half
to three pounds
This fish is caught with mis
;

;

;

common
phia.

rabbit, (leput curriculum presented by J. It. Barry, PhiladelAltTlltUl K. BKOWN.Supt.

Hunting in Bermuda.— We have never heard that there
were foxes in Bermuda, and yet there is a Hunt, Judging
from the report of a ruu which we find in the lioyal Gazette it must be something in the nature of a paper chase
with a member of the Hunt as fox. Colonial life would
be intolerable to Englishmen were it not for such resources
as the above, together with "fives" and cricket, and a
little shooting in the season.
The advantages which paper chasing enjoys, however, is, lhat the ladies of the col•ny can in a measure participate. The meet is advertised,
and the Hue frequently bo planned that by following iu
their pony wagons they can see most of the run and be in
at the finish.
The following paragraph shows how the
thing

is

managed:—

"To add to so pleasant a run Col. Bennett and the officers af the 46th extended a welcome hospitality to those
who had assembled to witness the finish, aud provided an
agreeable surprise for their guests by suggesting the idea
that advantage might be taken of the baud beinir present
to join them in a dance or two. Amusement may be scarce
Bermuda, but few countries can boast of such a combination as a capital ruu and au impromptu dance at the
end of it. If this is not the height of enjoyment we should
be sorry to have to cater far those who disagree with us it)
this opinion,"
in

—
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about a year ago the society brds fair to become one of the
institutions of New York.
Some very rare and beautiful
plants were exhibited at the meeting, the most notable of

ffoodlxnd, tfjjnrm and garden.
The Gladiolcs. — Those
Gladioli next,

which were, Aralia elegantmima and A,

-who expect a flue display of
doubtless had the ground
that it may be thoroughly mel-

Schenusrianum, Dracaena cmiabilus, Pdintettia pulcTi?
errima plenmima, some new Azalea* and very finely grown
Primulas from William Bennett, Flatbush, L. I., wellgrown Cyclamens from Jas. Riddle, In wood, N. Y., a
beautiful collection of Camellias from 8. Henshaw, New
Brighton, S. I ., some most beautiful buds of Cornelia Cook,
Safrano, Bon Silene, and other roses from John Jones,
Madison, N. J., and a new drooping Fern from the Sandwich Islands that promises to be one of the most valuable
for attractive purposes; exhibited by W. G. Wilson, AstoQuite a number of ladies attended the meeting,
ria, L. 1.
aud the officers of the society feel encouraged to offer still
larger inducements at their next meeting on March Gth,

roughly dug over last full
lowed and sweetened by the winter's frosts, and as the
season is now approaching for planting they are doubtless
looking over their stock of bulbs, and anxiously scanning
the new catalogues as they receive tiicm to find out what
new aud really good varieties varieties new urn! realty good

— they require to make up their selection.

A

few hints as

to cultivation aud varieties is therefore not unseasonable.
In order to secure, an effective display, and at the same
time afford the plants an opportunity of fully developing
die beauty of their (lowers, it is advisable to plant them in
rows about eighteen inches apart and one foot between the
Planting
bulbs, placing them at least Uiree inches deep.
may be commenced as soon in spring as the soil is fit to
work, and to prolong their season of blooming into the

they may be planted at intervals of two weeks, until
the middle of June, when the plants are sufficiently high
Uiey should be Lied to stakes, as, if they art! not. properly
supported, the wind is apt to twist them off close to the
bulb, aud then receive a good mulching of half- rotted
manure spread over the surface. la dry weather frequent
sprinklings overhead and good surface waterings will be
desirable, though the dressing of manure will do much to
keep the soil moist and cool. Occasional waterings also of
liquid manure will be found beneficial as soon as the flower
stems begin lo show. For flower garden decoration they
may be planted at intervals of two weeks in clumps of
three or five in the borders or flower beds or in masses in
large beds, or between Rhododendrons, Azaleas, etc., thus
lengthening the season, and adding an additional charm to
these groups, which though lovely when in bloom arc dull
enough looking during the rest of the year. Most cultivators of the Gladiolus like to try their hand at raisiug
This is not a difficult matter, as seed is freely
seedlings.
l)orne and ripened, and should bo saved from the best varieties only.
It maybe sown eatiyiu April in pots or
boxes, or later, iu the open ground, in a frame or some
place where it can be shaded from the noonday sun, and
when large enough to handle may be transplanted about
three inches apart, or what is probably as good, and much
easier, left in their position till they ripen off in the fall,
and then carefully taken up and replanted in the spring.
large number of these seedlings will flower the second
and third year. The taking up and storing the bulbs in
fall is of considerable import
liould not be delayed too long, care being taken to dry them gradually off,
aud have them cleaned aud the varieties put separately in
proper bags, and placed out of reach of frost. In addition lo many of the older sorts the following are fine in qualAda, salmon red, white
ity and distinct in character, viz.
throat; Coronet, bright, red, the throat flamed with White;
Distinction, orange rose, purple throat; Grandeur, blush,
flaked with carmine, extra line; Julia, pink suffused towards the edges with carmine and very purple flakes, very
fine; Lord Derby, bright crimson; Medina, flesh color
flaked with violet; Miss Warren, cerise with white throat,
very beautiful; Modesta, crimson shaded with maroon,
very fine; Piuto, orange scarlet yellow throat, very striking;
Prince Arthur, white flaked with orange purple; Robert
Fortune, carmine flamed with ciimson; Sybil, canary
orange, throat striped violet; Virginalis, pure white, bordered and flamed with rose; and Volano, dark rose flaked
with a darker hue, pale throat, The C. L. Allen Co.,
Queens, L. I., and George Such, South Amboy, N.Y.,
have made the culture of the Gladiola a specialty, and
their grounds in the summer season are ablaze with thousands of these gorgeous varieties.
fall

A

:

number of arrivals for the week thirty-five. "The
fleets have rn?t with fair success, their aggregate
fares being about 040,000 pounds codfish and
3-10,000 pounds
halibut,
Prices for the latter have ruled low, on account
ol
improved receipts, but there is no change to note in

total

Bank

Other departments of the

H The Pasqoe

—In answer to "W. B." we would say that, many of the
herbaceous Spiraes are fine ornaments to the garden, notably S. Amincus, growing to the height of five feet, with
flowers in long panicled spikes, whence its common name
of Goat's-beard.
The double form of 8. FUipmduUi is
very pretty; so is & Yehuda, with its deep rose colored
flowers.
8. palmata, lately reintroduced from Japan, is
also very pretty, with its crimson panicles, but seems hard
Astilbe Japonica is one of the
to bloom satisfactorily.
most lovely of the group, while A. ritularii, from Nepal,
with its yellowish flowers, and the more uncommon A.
rubra, from Japan, with rose colored flowers, should be
grown with the Sj/irceas, to which they arc related. They
require a good loamy soil, and if rather moist so much
ul
the better.—Ed.

-»•*>

—The cat who mounts the ridgepole of

woodhouae

sits apart at the concert, and is wrapped in thoughtful
abstracted silence until the programme is about* half
through, opens out, when he does come in, with a wail
that curdles the blood in a frozen beat and rousts all the
other members of the troupe to a very agony of frenzied
emulation.

and

Ann Advertiser,

annual meeting of this

those

who have

lost

them,

fished for striped bass,

certainly will be

it

who hive

not without

Now, as in this case the fish was not lost, and
mode was somewhat new by which he was finally

interest.

as the

we think

saved,

it,

of sufficient interest to place

it

before our

readers;—

"An

easy chair on the seaward end of a sixty foot stand,
the memory of a good dinner, and the soothing effect of
ns -vmconntatits; a fragrant Cabana, and the tltiiciC-DS
monotone of the ocean, had iu a measure soothed und
rendered the fisueiraen oblivions to the fact thai
(the tail of a lobster) had been cast out thirty yards, ami
was waiting down among the rocks. He was little expecting the distinguished visitor who about that time got scent
ot the delicious morsel, and who, regardless of cost, picked
up and moved grandly away loi.-ards Gay-Head.
it
Hal easy chair, dinner and cabana are forgotten. The
cabana gels chewed. Away goes the striped. The nerves
arc braced, the brakes are put on, and altera maeuiticeut
run of a hundred yards he stops for breath. Then, with
gentle hand, he is led gently back towards the stand.
Hut
here comes in a difference of opinion. Awav he dashes,
the reel sings a lively time, as fathom alter fathom of
line goes after him, until he again shows siaus, of weakening.
And then it looks as though ihe battle was over, the

won, and what was needed was
But, what move is that?
fie

victory

to bring

him gently

rises to the crest ol

a huge wave, giving an idea of his proportion:
ihe spray with his tail and then down he goes, and there
slays.
No whipping or snapping will stai him, and there
he lies with a hundred yards of line out, down among the
rocks and seaweed The lurgest basilic had ever
the hardest fight he had ever fought, and now to loose
him. Too bad! too bad! That fish must be saved, or at
least an effort made to do so.
Aud now a brilliant, idea
t

§ea and giver #*/«>#.

comes u to his head— a boat
Chailie, the gaffer of two
hundred avordupoise starts on a run; yes, a run of a mile
over the hills ot Basque to the harbor for a boat, and lor

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.

once in the season Charlie went! And slid the line, by au
occasional draw, assured us that our Sis.li ''was still there."
And now with what eager eyes we scan the distant headland for the boat.
longhour, when a mile away
rounding the point. She conies. Charlie has pressed Tom
into service, aud the way in which that, boat c:une on will
not soon be forgotten.
Atlast the critical moment arrives.
The sea is a little rough, but Charlie takes the line, and the
boat is backed carefully out towards ihe fi&h, until
is found in the seaweed.
With the aid ot a long gaff this
is cleared, then another, and still they find hi! lias been
running the line around locks aud tii'e plants ("Kelp aud
sea weeds) of the bottom. But by great care these were
unravelled, until at last the welcome cry comes, "there he
is! there he isl"
Well, he was still alive, but bo nearly
spent that they drew him up uuiil within reach of the gall,
wnen he was safely hauled into the boat. Thus pluck,
good tackle, skill aud pei severance, saved Ihis fish, die
When brought to the scales
largest bin. one of the season.
he weighed just fotty-niue pounds. The hero of this true
fish story is now an officer of the Club, and a true disciple
of did Isaac. Should any one de-ire to know the name of
the gentleman, he is refer! ed to the records of the Club."
Last Slum eh.

Pompano, Ti
Drum— two species,
idee.

Kingtish, J/v, ..'.:'
Sea Bass, Scioi p

vug.

i

Grouper, Ephuphtlpiis mffHttlt.

i'amiiy Seitrii- Trout (black b*'.s)
WBi

(.:..''

.

'.
i

Striped bass or

BocMsh, Soceui

i

Sbeepshead, AicliUHirgu* piobato- Ticlorflah, Pomat/jmv* Si
Black Bass, Miavptei u*
ceptialut..
Snapper, Luljanus caxxt.

M.

.

nigricans.

Fish in Market.— The abundant supply of fish in our
markets gives no indication of afamine during lent, now so
Our quotations for the week are as folclose at hand.
lows-.— Striped bass 15 to 25 cents per pound; smelts, 15 to
20 cents; bluefish, 15 cents; salmon (frozen), 30 cents; shad
(southern), $1.50 cents each; mackerel, 25 cents; Spanish
mackerel, 75 cents per pound; white perch, 15 cents; green
turtle, 22 cents; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, Scents
per pound; halibut, 16 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 10

ceuts; blnckflsh, 15 cents; herrings, 6 cents; flounders, 10
cents; eels, 18cents; lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, 15cents;
turbot, 25 cents; scollops, $1.50 per gallon; whitefish, 20
cents perpound; pickerel, 20 cents; salmon trout, 1 5 cents;

hard shell crabs, $3 00 per 100; soft crabs $1.25 per dozen;
red snappers, 18 cents per pouud.

the most delicious of all, to an acquired taste, is the grape
fruit. Its designation is a misnomer, for there is no
analogy between it and the fruit of the vine. Grapes
grow in clusters on a climbing plant, but the grape fruit
hangs in huge golden spheres from the branches of a tree
of large size, and both the tree and its fruit have the general characteristics of the orange.
The leaves, however,
differ somewhat in shape, the orange being smaller and
more pointed, while the grape fruit is not only yellower,
but it often attains a diameter of six inches. The skin is

fishing tackle arc

—We

do not know whether dealers in
FisniKG Tackle.
able to look into futurity more than
ordinary mortals, but certain it is that they are making
preparations for a most, extraordinary season. Messrs.
Couroy, Bissett & Mallison, inform us that their wholesale
tfalli
business never has been so brisk. Messrs Donri
eon htve just returned from extended trips to the west, 0M
extending as far as San Francisco, and report unusual
activity in that direction. This Arm will have some novel
lies in the way of combined split bamboo and green heart
rods to offer for the coming season.

—A party of

thin, the veseicles or juice cells larger than those of the

To

hooked and

to gaff.

the

market.— Cape

Cum —The

this (1870) season, the followingincident, for which we ate
to a member of the Club, may not be uninterest-

indebted

Sodth Carolina— Port Royal, Febrva/iy lOoV— Since the
break up of winter in the middle of January, the weather
has been all that could be desired. Pleasant days and cold
nights without frost have been the rule.
Early peas
and potatoes are well up and doing finely. I noticed a
statement in a Charleston journal not long since, that the
Eucalypti planted iu that vicinity had been killed by Die
severe weather. Thi3 is what was predicted by your late
correspondent, "Ollipod Quill."
RustiOus.

T sx , ANfJ

Club was held on January 8th, al the office of the Treasurer,
A. Foster Higgins, Esq., 50 Wall street. New York, The
following gentlemen were unanimously elected officers for
the ensuing year:
President, James L. Vnllott.on, Treasurer, A. Foster Higgins; Secretary, W. A. Btagg; Executive Committee, J. B. Stearns, John F. Scott, and George
A. Robbins- In connection with the spoil, at, ihe Island

ing.

I

fish

Feb, $th.

next.

the delightful orange grove of Alfred
P. Jones, at Homosassa, Florida, are thirteen varieties of
the Citrus family, if we are not mistaken. Among these

Grape Fktht.— In

five

Nashua fishermen

visited

Long Pond,

.

A

—A

meeting of

l

lire

I

Trustees of the Oquossoc Angling

Association was held at No. 10 Warren street, on Friday
last, present Geo. Shepard Page, Dr. F. N. Otis, Lewis B.
.Reed, R. G. Allerton, Lewis T. Luzell, aud Jas. A Williamson. The Treasurer presented a very satisfactory report of the finances and business for 1870, and prospects
i&rebof the ensuing season seem bright and encouraging,
article

ncr's

much

on

attention

"Rangeley Lake Fishing" is attracting
that region and lively times at Camp

to

Konnebago, are anticipated

this

>*

siimmri

ANGLING FOR BLACK. BASS.
X

Friii.AiiBL.pniA, Febtuary 0th,
Editob FoBEST and Stream:—
Having had the good fortuue of reading youi
paper for the last two years, 1 have noticed a ih,
Creasing interest and demand for information in n

orauge, the flavor sweet, with s slightly bitter taiut, aud
the fruits altogether more satisfying thau the orange. It
yields 30 per cent more juice than the orange. The taste
for them has usually to be acquired, but those who become
fond of them will always take them in preference.
have seen them growing in the llomasassa grove, and the

Stoddard, N. H., one day last week, and caught 8U0 pickeiel and perch weighing 400 pouuds.

other day friend Jones forwarded us a box, which none
can appreciate more than we. Although large, like the
Shaddock, they scarcely resemble them in any other respect
than size, and wc see no reason why a market could not
readily be created for them here at largely remunerative
prices, say 25 cents each, at retail.
Each specimen of the fruit contains about thirty seeds;
the orange usually has fifteen. Grape fruit do not decay
more rapidly than the orange, aud are more easily propa-

Parker,

that pertains to the subject of black bass, bab
sons, protection, and last but not least, the phsasure of
The subject,
their successful capture by means of angling.
in many respects, and particularly in regard to
is as yet
any definite data a mixed one; wc are obtaining here a
little, and there a Utile, for which we are duly thankful.

hooked a Stingaree, which,

In

We

'

VcikJtii, Antfiu-

num

summer have

tune Bay hnveheen^reportcd, six from Grand Menan, and
twenty-four from the different fishing Banks, mailing the

gated.

—The

«»«»
regular monthly meeting of

Society was held at Iheir rooms, 55

the Horticultural

West Thirty-third

st

,

ItAted only

FLORIDA—>8t,

Augustine, d\bruargZd.

—Thchunling

and

fishing in the vicinity is at present good, With ihe excepThe
tion of English snipe, which are not plentiful.
premium for the best fishing for Ihe part week should go

Muster Grosvenor Atlerbury, and Master Wiilard
both of New York City. Master Grosvenor
after being landed, was measured with the following result: Length, ten feet seven
inches; width, four feet seven inches, length of tail, seven
feet— the largest one caught in the harbor for many years.
to

Josiah,

[The catching of a Sting-ray of the dimensions given
with a hook, is a feat in fishing that surpasses anything we
ever heard of.— Ed. F. &&,]

*>

Movements of- the Fisnixe Fleet.— The Dumber of
fishing arrivals reported Ihe past week has been
ably in excess of any previous week this season, and with
the arrivals of the early George's, fleet, which i
conimencj, we may expect to see a lively Ssbit
inaugurated.
utn ForSince our last issue
i

all

many of our streams this fish is but ol
tiou, so that, with some of usat least, it might with propriety be called the "coming" fish— the fish of the
" future."
In the watersof the Schuylkill, adjacent to Philadelphia,
and of the upper Delaware, we have positive
of the vast increase of bass; this from occulftr di
Especially
lion of the fact of success in angling with bait.
live bait there can be not the slightest floubt, but the quesfishing for bass is as yet an opeu one, and lntle
more is known than the fact that
and place, good success h :,s been had in taking them it)
1

|

(his

iu:i!,i

Now,

for the benefit of those few,

who

—

.

4

!

<

FOREST AND STREAM.
branches of the
angling witl) the

craft,

and ltnow what

it

is

to

19
W. H.

enjoy

lly, could }-ou not induce some of your
readers to contribute n few facts, so us to enable us
in what waters do bass take thefly best; whether
in rapid, comparatively shallow rifts among the rocks, or
at the foot ot dams or falls, or in deep pools or quiet
stretches of still waters*
Where our rivets are large these
are pertinent questions, as one in order to solve this
problem would have to whip over miles and miles in order
all probability to find out how wi to do it.
Our friend
"I ledonin," in January 35th, might answer for the Schuyl"']'.
.," of Leesburg, in December 28th, might
kill, and
iniorm us how it is on the Potomac, as it also is large and
Otherwise is similar lo our rivers.
In the Delaware and Schuylkill the Dsh will not rise to
the fly where they are mostly caught with bait, for the

many
i"

No

know

m

-

W

fishing is essentially bottom fishing Ul deep water (say
fifteen to twenty feel), at the foot of dams or falls,
still, deep pools.
In such places those most successful
weighted line, and endeavor to keep the bait from
two to three feet from (lie bottom.
one would cast
vith little effect with small Hies, especially in such places,
because of the great depth of the water,
The fact of the necessity of special flies for particular
places, ai far as bass is concerned, from all testimony
seems quite indispensable. An enteeraed friend, spending
his winters in Florida for some years past, remarkable for
his success with the fly, insisted on this point.
In the
vicinity of lOuteipriae, the only t)y to work great results
Was as follows:

from

or in
use a

Now

—

po

gray mottled feather Irom the jungle cock
leather taken from the wild or lame turkey.

particularly, or

a

similar

On

the Potomac the Ferguson and those of like colow
have the best record. jMy samples are:
//oo£— Medium Ko. 2Sproat, or ia Limericks aboutNo. 1-0. Tail—
peacock, J allow and scarlet a porttoa each. Body— Msdu nil, a bright
yellow tipped and ribbed With fold. Legs—
green hackle, quho
bushj, tied in only at the heuo of ihe body under the wiuga.
Wings—
A portion each of yellow and scarlet rcatner wild the dark brownish
molded feather from the wing of the wild or tame turkey.

Will

iri,

Hook— Quite

large,

motilcd

No.

Limerick.

3

2 ntf-Scarlct ibis.

Body—

From

the mallard.
the above, and in fact looking over what has been written on the
featiir-r ot

uojtot.ll .'ij.iM sects no nave thrte important colors. First: Scarlet
orted. Secfihd, Yellow. Third, green, all, however, more or less mixed
with yellowish grays or brownish mottled leathers, which harmonize
and tone them down.

lu the east 1 have had as yet no experience, nor have I

been able to meet with any one who has. I have prepared a special rod for the purpose, and am getting my
flies in order, and will sift this matter to the bottom, lor if
we can only have good fly-fishing at our doors, what more
exilerating exercise than rambling over rocks amid the
romantic surroundings of our rivers and casting far out,
be rewarded by thecuptute of a fish thai lias earned the reputation of being so undoubtedly game. We have the
lltes, the rod, etc., now let us have the lime of the year and
the kind of water.
W. W. M.

W

A Steamboat

on in\i Liter .Sabajjac.— To the genu-

ine lover of nature, as well as the enthusiastic fisherman,
the Adirondack wilderuesss has for many years past been
full of attractiveness.
To its immense solitudes, those who
have grown tired with the bustling strife of the town and
city have gone with the sine confidence that amid its towering mountains, its wide forests and beautiful lakes, they
should find health, freedom, joy and strength. Nor have
they beeu disappointed. The deer of the woods have been
the mark of the burner's rifle, the trout of the lakes have
afforded abundant sport to the lovers of the rod and line,
and the pure air, unmixed with misasmas of any sort, has
put now fife into the tired body of many a man who has
sought it in vain elsewhere.
But changes have been going on gradually, some for fhe
belter, and some, especially to hi in who loves na'ure in her
simplicity and beamy, for ilie worse. The luxuries of city
fife aie many of them found in the Wilderness.
And he
who baits his book or casls his fly or trails his line after
him as he passes along the Saranao lakes, will not grow
weary with the labor of taking trout that are only Icni anxious to be taken by him.
If he nits patiently a hall' a day
waiting for a strike, he need not worry. Others beside him
have waited equally long, though not all with the final success of that redoulahle Uuiglu of the rod and reel, Dr. J.
K, Roiueyn, of Keeseville, who one morning last season
found himself fastened to a noble beauty of 17 good pounds.
Aid as for killiug deer, all that is now a matter of law anil
regulation and the unfortunate guide who allows a guest
10 snoot one out of season, will in due time be called to
account for the same at he county seat.
But he finale is soon to be reached. It was bad enough
to put file fast breeding ami hideous pickerel into the Racqueite river— bad enough to trail for a trout aud catch a
slimy alligator-jawed pickerel. But it has come at last—
civilization has triumphed, ami fatewell, simplicity and
good sport. Tell it with lament lo the veterans ol the woods,
speak it, with tones of regret, to the gentle ones who have
trolled around Birch I.-!nml and skirted the shores of Markl

i

r

ham Hay ami lly Sweeny's Carry! Fashion, aud with it,
folly, uiles, ami the upper Saranac is to tic ploughed by a
steamDoat, and the surroundicg mountains be made to echo
the shriek of the whistle and Ike puff of the engine. Take
notice, 0, mighty Dawns' Look down, O, imperial Whiteface!
Speak in tones of thunder to the rash intruders, and
forbid thy royal domains to sull'er as if thy streams were
only to tiim the mill wheels of miiiiufuelurics aud thysol
ii mies
only made lo coin dollars for Kime trader with nntuic. For when thy realms are traversed by wings of steam
thy glory has departed, thy name slittl] be
Khauod.

New

York, please send

full

address to Chas.

Franklin, Pa.?

CO.. Payette Valley, Idaho.— Please let me know if you charge anything for back numbers or not. Ans. Certainly we do. and reserve
only ,a limited number on tale.
0. if. , Boston .—I would like to nek your opinion of a spayed bitch,
whether she would be as likely.to have a good nose as though she was not
spayed? Ans. Yes, just as good, and for a house dog, where one did
not care to breed, far preferable to any olher.
J. W., Wootlhttll, III.— Can you Inform me who makes the reversiblo
oars that were exhibited at the Centennial f There was a pair attached
to a small skill on the lake ou the grounds. Ans.
Uave Bent you paiwr w ith cut of oars and address of paten tee
H. TI., Now York.— Please inform me when the Bench Show at the
tlippodrome is coming off; aud where I can get n blank to enter a dog?
2. And whether there is any good shooting at Hichfletd Springs in July
?
Ans. 1, la May next probably. 3. Woodcock shooliug, but nearly all
monopolized by gunners for the hotel.

3.

No.

6.

E. E. G., Oswego.—In Answers to Correspondents in P. and 8. of
Jnly Bth, 1875, yon said that A. U. Crane, the embalmer, would issue a
work on his branch of taxidermy. Has br, where can I get it, and what

price? Aus.
We do not know about this. You had better address E.
H. Crane, at Grand Kapids, Mich.
CO., Philadelphia.— I have a young English setter bitch which had
the distemper last fall. When she got well the hair came off around
her eyes, and has never grown out. Will yon tell me what will make it
grow? Ans. We have found an application of carbolic salve very effective.
See that the dog's general health is good, and digestive organs
in good working order.

L. P. B.,

man's journal."

make a finished job: One-half pound bi sulpli. of caibou; 3 handfuls
of gntta peicha; put in a wide-mouthed bottle; shake frequently; at
the end of two weeks strain through a cloth, return lo bottle and cork
lightly, for reasons that will be obvious.
To apply, first dry the an ithen smear the cement on and allow it to evaporate before bringing
edges together. After It has become light colored in spots, warm aud
bring edges perfectly together; stand away for a while and the job ia
complete.
cle,

T. C, Baltimore.— I have a setter pup four months old, two weeks ago
he showed weakness in his hind legs; now he cannot stand and his bind
legs are useless. He passed a worm.
I have given him five doses of
santoniue (one grain each time) and a carlhartic pill to work It off. but
no sign of worms. His passages are good; he is very nervous. His
head is strong and he has an enormous appetite. He has become very
thin? Ans. Y'our puppy has chorea, usually the after resnlt of distemper, and aggrevatad by the presence of worms.
If santouine is ill not remove them try areca nut, giving three powders of 1-3 grains each two
hours apart, and four hours after give halt au ounce of castor oil. Feed
little or no meat, and give a tonic, but it iB questionable whether the dog

ever entirely recover his strength.

will

W.

ii.

B.,

Lynn, Mass.— 1.

1

want

my rifle 600 yards over
need to phange the Bights

to shoot

water.

not become so very sore? 1 know
have not much time 1 thought there might be some preparation that
might be used. Ans. No preparation; a glove with Ihe fingers cut off
ia the best thing.

when shooting over land. 2. What size bullscyo should I use at 601
yaids, and bow many times should a good marksman hit it at that distance with a rifle, 28-inch barrel and .32 calibre? 3. Can a person do

F. H., Boston.— I see by the Boston Post lhat a pair of Gordon setters
that belonged to Mr. J. G. Bennett, said to have cost. §1,000, went for
Can you tell me who was the buyer? Also who was buyer, and at
$40,
what price the "two noble Newfoundland dogs" were sold at? Alls.
You will find the information you desire in our Kennel Department.
F. B., Sing bing.-I have about 100 quail Tor propagating purposes,
like to know the best time for letting them out.
About how
many at a time? What distance apart? Would it be advisable lo throw
any feed around the place where thoy are let go? Aub. Turn them ont
the middlo or latter part of March, in numbers not exceeding half a
dozen at one time, and two or three days apart. Put them down near

and would

some good

cover, such as a

swamp or hedge row, and

sprinkle grain in

the viciuity.

H. E. J.. New York.— My dog has the mange, and his hair is coming
I have been putting tar on him, but it
off. aud be smells very bad.
seems to do no good. He is a pointer, aud la ten months old. Ans.
First wash your dog thoroughly with carbolic soap, then anoint him
thotoughly with the following ointment: Basilicou ointment, 2 ozs.;
flower of sulphur, \ oz. and spirits of turpentine Sufficient to make ail
ointment of the proper consistency to be weft rubbed into the skiu.
Feed him little or no meat.
;

W.

E, F., Newtown, L. 1.— Some time during the past two years some

uptown on the north side of your city claimed lo have been successful in raising quail in confinement, aud offered to advi.se anyone
who desired to experiment, in lhat line. If convenient, please give the
do not recall any person In particular
address of the party. Ans.
who offered to give instruction in breeding quail; hut we forward lo you
party

We

by mail a copy of Forest and Stkeam or Jan. 7lh, 18i'5, with an
Head Ethan AJlin in ihis.
trated article on this subject.

illus-

F. K. G., Noroton, Conn.-l What is the best size of shot Tor snipe?
2. In the Rod and dun there is an advertisement of \V. W. Greener's
choke-boreguns, in which it says that Col. Bodlue pul283 and 330 pellets
I wontd like to knowin a 30-inch circle at 40 yards. with No. V shot.
how Col. Undine gota 330 pellets in au ounce or No. 7, when there are

but 291. Ans. 1. No. 10. 2. The charge was
the heavy pair of barrels li oz.

Dn.

Middletown, Conn.— 1.

1J oz.,

and possibly with

When

does spring brant and goose
shooting begin? 3. Which is best place within a day of New York,
Shmnecoek or liarnegat ? 3. Address, ir reliable man, to write to tor
information, gunner, etc. t. My heaviest, gun F,j pounds, 10 bore. Will
thai do? 5. What is the smallest shot that can be used with effect?
Good shooting now at Baruegat. The middle of March someAns. 1.
times. 2. Not. much choice for brant; Shiuueoock for geese. 3. Wm.
Lane, Good Ground, L. 1.; Joel llidgway, Barnegat. 4. Yos. 6. No.
A.,

for brant;

No.

1

for geese.

N

Y.— What is the name of tbe kind or kinds
P. W. IT., Little Falls,
of dncks which occupy the open places in the Mohawk river at or near
this place at this time of the year, aud what, would be the best, method
of hunting them, they being very shy, and there being no place whero
one could hide near whore they arc? Ans. It would be difficult to say
just what the birds are. They might belong to any one of a dozen speCan't you build an ice house-that is, a shelter of blocks of ico
cies.
or snow, and hide in that? W« have used Ibis method successfully
against black ducks, than which no spectus Is more shy

If I sight it at this distance will I

better target shooting with a 32-inch barrel than he can with
both of the rifles using the same size or cartridge (38)7 If ho

makes the difference?
inches

in

diameter.

How

b.i

28-inch,

tskn,

in

1.

2.

something which depends entirely on the man.
a 38 calibre would

a*

The attractiou of gravitation will
The bullseye used at WO yards Ib
many times it conld be hit by a marl.-sn,.

Ans.

both cases be the same.

We

rather small for this distance.

.13
,

should think that
The only differ-

3.

ence here would be that tbo 32 inch barrel could be kept on the

target,

better.

H. W., Washingtonn, D.

C—

Do you

consider a good gun by
Clabrongh equal to one by Dongut or Greener? 2. Will a cross between
a Gordon and dne native bitch turn out well? 3. Can 1 get 12 :,
shells Sf in. long? My gun is chambered for that length and 1 can oniy
procure here shells of -,'t inches. I do no not think a gun will shoot
right unless the shells are as long as the chamber, am I light? 4. What.
IB the proper charge Tor alJuun for general field shooting? Ans. 1.
Not equal to Dougal, for the latter only makes tine guns, while most Of
Clahrough's are of the lower grades. 2. If both were fine field performer*
it might, for work, hut we should prefer to keep the stratus distinct.
3.
Not Ely's, but the U. M. C. Co. will make them to order for you. Yon
can get lily's bines of 3 inches; tbe shells should lit the clismbe-.
i.
Depends on the weight; for li poundB, Si drachms powder li ounce
S.

1.

shot.

Wannalancbt, Lowell, TU ass. -Our
when small, too small in fact 10 climo

half Scotch and half skye terrier,
out of bis bed, was kept soused
one nigh by an overflow of water frorn a basin overhead. At lhat
lime he had shown some symptoms of a difficulty with breaihinj, w bit It
since then seems to have become a chronic cold in the head.
Be
sick at times that he seems about ready to give up altogether. The last
time this occmred a vet. surgeon, who was ailed, prescribed an arsenical preparation, and he has been somew l.at leiiuved, but still breathes
all

1

i

very hard; blows a quantity of w hiteish matter from his nose very often,
is quite thin In flesh, and is in much Irounle generally. As he is now full
grown, do you suppose his disease is hopelessly chronic, and if not,
what do you advjFe? Ans. We should think from yonr description that
your dog was a victim or consumption, and unless highly valued should
be put out. of bis misery. Give him tbe most nourishing food ittree limoa
a day, bat a little at a lime, with plenty of exercise.
A tonic of quinine
and iron Ihrce times a day before meals might be beneficial.
m., Ilagerstowu, Md. — 1.
A friend Ol mine lias u breeeh binder,
maker's name (C. U. Mill;) engraved on tbi
and "floe London twist," ou Ihe barrels. Do you know such a
guumaker; ir so, what reputation bus. he as a manufacturer of guns? 3
I have before me a piece Of paper 21 inches long, by IB niches wide, to
which there are 316 No. 8 pellets. The taiget was made by a SJ or Id-lb.
gun, No. 10 bore, at do yards. 1 cannot give you the charge used,
but suppose it to have been a charge suitable to a gnu of the weight nud
What is yonr opinion at ihe larger: 3. Aro
calibre 1 have named.
dogs regarded by tbe, law in your State us personal property, and has
there ever been a ease In yonr courts whore a party was convicted mid
ho
State
prison
for
stealing a dng? Ans. i. We do noi t
6ent to 1
of such a maker, ami would Infer fiom Ihe barrels being so stamped that
they are rtfl< fine London twist. The gnu is probably ono made for tho
American market. 2. If Ihe charge or shot did not exceed 1J- oas. it is a
tlrst rate lurtrat
3
Hogs are certainly property, and It has boon so decided in our courts! but we do uol, know of a case w lu re a rlojj thief, has
l,'i

.

side

i:

action, with

plate,

.

.

Ym.i., .Tacksonport.
of a mallard,

Ark.-

1

,

which we think is

have a rare spochncu about the size
a cross between the sq Healing duck and
I

fowl. What would be the probable coat of mourning
preservation by a taxidermist? Ans. $3. In a lata Issue you
say Messrs. Kciche &Bro. will bring a row golden pheasant
land lor costot importation for those who desire to establish these birds
What would that cost probably be? Ana. Golden
ill ibis country.
pheasants, $,35 per pair; half for single birds; silver pheasants, $25 pur
pair; English pheasants, $30.

some other water
for

OUO barrel of a cylinder bored breecli-loadei choke-bored? 3. What
would yon consider a lirst rate pattern for a choke bore No. 10 bore, 3{
shut, 30 inch circle, to yards? Would increasdrs. powder, 1) oz. No.
powder increase the pattern? Ans. 1 MeSBJ
h !.
ItendA Sons, or Wm. i:
51
SottAa. 2 II, should not exceed
$4 with a pattern guaranteed. 3. SO.l pellets
InO«
'M increase the spread o( the

Stbeam— the acknowledged American »

they

if

to harden the inside of the hand, so that

C. E. I., East. Templctori, Moss.- 1. Where in this State cau Igeta
good job of choke-boring done? 2 What would be the cost of having

Yorker," of February oth, says:—
"Hereafter the winter hunting and fishing of the sportsmen of ihe Union will be done in Florida This result has
been accomplished largely, by the efforts of Forest and

Yea, just as well, particularly

RenBEn Cejii'.kt. -Joseph C. Grnbb, of Philadelphia, sends us inc.
following recipe in answer to a correspondent's request for such ill
makers use. The use as the ordinary naphtha, benzine, or chloroform
preparation will not answer. Apply as directed one cauuot fail io

Germantown, Pa.—Wilt you please inform

me the best way
in catching a base ball it. will
practice is the best way, but when you

3.

J. J. B., Yonkers, N. Y'.— 1 have twelve dozen of live quail to tarn
our in the spring, They are dying off daily with what I call the pip.
Will you please to give me a remedy? 1 Teed them on cracked corn und
buckwheat. Is the reed good? Their coop is 10 feet long, 3 feet wide,
covered with canvas, and ia 3 rent high, with ample ventilation, etc.
Ans. It Is very difficult lo enre the pip. The best remedy is to turn the
quails oat into a large, warm room, and koop them sheltered from
draughts. Insomelustanc.es it, is impossible lo know whit really ails
the birds. It will be well to touch the throat wilh a small biush wetted
with a solution of salicylic acid.

Te.-ini.sm;i;.—How sooo in the season will perch take the minnow in
Tennessee waters? Ans. Next month. 1 see that J. Bride &, Co. advertise a cheap watch in your columns.
Are they perfectly reliable—
the llrm. I mean? Ans.
We understand that, the Arm are Square dealers.
They sell a good timekeeper for a small sum.

PC. N., Bergen Point, N. J.— 1. What ia the price of Stevens's
Hunter's Pet? 2. What does the word "crease" mean in tho directions
for loading shells? 3. What No. of Orange Lightning powder would be
suitable in a breech-loading shot gnu for ordinary shooting? Ans. 1.
$4Q. 2. Creating the shell just abovo the-shot wad instead of turning.

It.

—

H. A.. Jersey City. Where can I buy roathers of different, colors,
mobair, and other requisites, for making artificial flies? Ans. Tberei
no dealer In those articles. You will have to pick them np where you
can. The ducks you shool, especially the mallard aud wood duck, afford
a fine assortment of feathers. The wild turkey, the domestic game
cock, the guinea fowl, and the golden pheasant and the blue jay are
much nsed. Scarlet ibis, parrot feathers, etc., can be boughs rroni general feather dealers.
You can gel, some matorials from taxidermists,
and some from the fishh g tackle dealers.

H. 0. N., ABh.bnmh.aro, Muss. --Where can 1 gel; a pair of Canadian
shoes? Whom shall I uddrcsa? Ana. To. 1". Dugal, Fabriquo

liitiilwjtuit l<'ra l*r&8.

New

W.

Hired, Quebec.

—The

"Florida.

2. No: have never heard of
have been broken together.

bo very glad to receive such a
writteu you.
shall

mow

I

The onghieat green silk Iloss. /.-;;>— a reddi.su brown hackle. lV'i//ov—
Under covens, tearJci ibid a portion: over coverts, the yellowich gray

Taken or Anonymous Commoncatloni.

W. A, N,. Newton, N. J.— We
list as lite one you refer to.
Have

A

These are modified somewhat by having a red or yellow
he-id, or scarlet hackle for leg?.
The colors should he of
the brightest hues.
Willi myself in the hikes of Wisconsin, fishing from a
canoe along the sluggish channels, bordered by reeds and
lilyp'atls, a large modified professor was the only thing.

notice

L. Wbi.lii.-otok,

Pittsburg.— 1.

Will the expansion of the two shot barrels
in the Baker gnu interfere with the accuracy of the third (rifla barrel),
as they are soldered together? 2. Do you know what ftrtn manractnre a
three-barrelled gun, breech-loader, with the rifle barrels on top, the shot,
barrel hencolh? A friend of mine has seen a gim of tills kind
Will a setter aud pointer dog work in the fields together as well as two
pointersor two setters? Ans. 1, No. The expansion would be general.
8.,

II

,

beeusent. to the Stale prison.

P. Hutcuins, Oneida,N. Y.—lshould like your opinion as to which
beat Illustrated ivorl
Ithology now published lhat can ba
for (15 or $20! Also be pleased lo tell mo how many and whose
Would you give mothoaddru(
nd ae
tant,
Prof. Elliolt Cones; Ans. We know of no illustrated work ouoint
tbology which can be purebusiu for Ihe BQm mentioned*. The m
..
rib -,
ifai
on tho Mibjecl ol
.1.

is,

the

bought
,,

>l

I

i

i

This work, however only Includes the land
'.Mirth and
concluding volume, never having been issued.
Each of the volumes has a number of figures of the heads of the tl
cut species. Some ot the more important works on American ormihology are Wilson's American Ornithology, Audubon's Birds uf N. A
•-'waiuson's Birds in Fauna Rorenli Americana, Birds of N. A., by Buird
I'Hssiu &, Lawrence; Cuues's Key lo N.A. Birds, and Birds of the Nj
There are many others, besides pamphlets aud papers [nnuml
..'ones, siiojljjbut we nave not the space lor a corn;..
.,

i,,

i-'O

colored.

,

i

i

W

.
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ORIGIN OF THE PERCHRRON HORSE

msm?-

FOR

useful qualities, and

possessing a remarkable degree of
uniformity in all their essential characteristics. These
horses were called Percherons from the fact that they were

mainly bred and reared in the ancient Province of La
and west of Paris,
and embracing a considerable portion of the territory that
is» not covered by the modem departments of Orue, Euro
et Loir, Loir et Cher and Sarthe.

Pert-he, a district situated to the south
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all that was good in his Oriental ancestry; and
added 16 the greatly increased size which have been
made the horses of La Perche many years ago,
the wonder of the world for their specialty of rapid draft
—their ability to move a heavy load at a rapid gait. It
was this acknowledged superiority of the Percheron
horse in tie diligences, fast coaches and omnibus of
France, that first caused the attention of the outside woild
to be directed to them.
It was not simply as draft or
cart-horses lhat thry were distinguished; on the contrary,
had they possessed no excellence beyond Ibis, they would
scarcely have attracted any attention, for other countries
possessed horses that for the purposes of heavy draft alone,
were certainly their equals, if not their superiors; but it
was in that happy combination of size and form, which
gave them activity, quickness of motion, strength and
endurance, that they were found lo excel the horses of all

this

several hundred years (here has existed in the
inteiior of France a race of horses, famous for their

ii

i

i

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

precise date

when

this race of

fixed breed

assumed the

is

authorities go as far back

15, 1877.

horses

which entitles it to be classed as a
not known, neither can all the various elements which entered into its composition be detei mined
with any great certainty. The French lileralure is especially barren of any definite accounts concerning the origin
of any of Ihe breeds of horses in France. No stud books
of any kind have ever been kepi, and no systematized attempt at recording Ihe genealogies of any of their breeds
was ever made. It is a well known historical fact, however, that the Norman war horses, as used by the armorclad knights in the days when chivalry flourished, during
the time of the Crusades, were lamed for their stoutness
as well as their activity, and that, iu spite of the lack of
paper pedigrees and stud books, "selection of the best" and
survival of the fittest, had given to this part of France,
near centuries ago, a race of horses lhat wasp r e-cntineully
adapted to the wants of that country.
But Ihe little history lhat can be found touching this
breed definitely points to an Eastern origin. Some French

distinctive features

as Ihe year 731,

when France

attained,

Other countries.

This typical horse, which gave name and fame to the
Percheron blood fifty years ago, was from fifteen to sixteen hands high, and weighed from twelve hundred to
fourteen hundred pounds. In colorfully twenty per cent,
of them were grey (many of Ihem beautifully dappled
but growing white as they advanced iu years), aud the remainder were of various colors, the black preponderating.
They were noted for their kindness aud docility, and the
certainty with which they transmitted their own qualities
gave Ihe Percheron horses a degree of uniformity, in all
of their characteristics, lhat has scarcely ever been equalled
by any other breed. Under these favorable circumstances
they were bred and reared for successive generations, the

Government constantly exercising a careful supervision
over the breeding studi lhat were established in various
some new cross,
but. carefully adhering to Ihe original type, and rigidly re-

parts of the district, occasional!}' Iryiug

To Correspondents.

was invaded by the Saracens, 300,000 strong, under the
command of the famous chief Alderame. The utter defeat and overthrow of this barbarian host by the French,

All communications whatever, whether relating to onslneas or literary
eorrespondence, mast be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
lujbuks Compant. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real nanus, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaracd.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
cannot promise to retain rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries or Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
ir movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper

under Charles Mortal, on the plain between Poitvers and
Tours, left the fine Arab and Barb steeds, upon which
many of the invaders were mounted, in the hands ot the
victors, and these horses, crossed upon the large, strong
unlive mares of that region, if they did not form the starting point for the breed, which, since lhat lime, has become so famous, undoubtedly had much to do with creating the foundation upon which it was ultimately built.

But with the introduction of railroads the use of the postcoach and diligence was pruclically abandoned, and as
this was the specialty for which the Percheron's we have
described have been bred, so, with the new order of things,
come a demand for horses of a larger lypc. Greater
weight, a heavier bone, and more substance were required;
and since that time the improvement of the Percheion, in

to become a medium of useful and reliable information bet
men sportsmen from one end ol the country to ihe other and they

Another large infusion of ihe same Oriental blood took
place upon the return of Ihe Crusaders, who brought with

the
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CH MILES HAI.LOCK.
Editor and Business Mnnagor.

—

Fisu Culture. To-day we resume the publication of a
series ol valuable articles upon Fish Culture, which have
heretofore appeared under the signature of " Ichtfoyos,"
but which will hereafter bear the real name of the author,
Dr. Nahum E. Ballon, President of the Fish Culturists'
Association: of Illinois, whom we are proud to introduce to
our readers.

—M

the last diuner of this
Delta Kappa Epejlon.
powerful College Association, which is represented by some
thirty chapters in various parts of the country, a plan was

permanent organization of the Alumni resiNew York and vicinity, and an Executive Commitfor the coming year with power lo
appointed
was
tee
choose officers of the Association. The committee have
unanimously selected the following board of officers;—
ador.ted for a

dent in

Sidney Webster.
Dr. E, G. BarUett; Bayard Taylor;

-

*

Hallock.
prof. J. C.

Smock; and John

Whitlaw Read;

Claflin.

at New Smyrna, Floof January, as furnished at Ihe signal
by Maj. Geo. A. Alden was 67 degrees;
mean temperature at 7 n. m., 55; at 3 p. m., 59. Highest
for Ihe month, 81 degrees on Jan. 16th; lowest, cifldegrets.

—The mean

rida, for the

mid day leuiperalure

moulh

service station

-»

—The

thaw has ended the water famine

The

pert of Massachusetts.

without being swollen

mill streams

to the freshet pitch,

in

the western

have been filled
and the springs,

wells and reservoirs are raised so that no further dearth of
water will be experienced, even with continued cold
weather.

»•"

—The
ciation,

annual dinner of Ihe Blooming Grove Park Assowas held at the Hoffman House, ou Tuesday evenV largo number of ladies and gentlemen partici-

of the finest

The infusion of fresh Arabian
and Andalusiau blood was kept up for many years, at
irregular intervals, the Lord of Mantdonbleau, Geoffry IV.,
Rotron, Count of Malatt, Count, of La Perche, Count
Roger, of Bellesmar, and many others of the nobility,
having been distinguished for the importations made by
them, and the interest they took in the subject ot breeding
horses; and as late as about 1820, we find lhat the two
famous Arabian stallions, Godolphin and Gallipoli, both
grey, were imported and extensively used by the direction
of the Government.
The region of the Perche was especially favorable, in all
the elements of soil and climate, for producing horses of
the highest excellence, and ils inhabitants have long been
noted for their attachment to this noble animal. Indeed
it is doubtful if, in his desert home, the Arabian horse
ever found a master equally as affectionate or kind,
as well acquainted with, and as ready to supply all his
wants, as he found in his new home among the people of
La Perche. They were proud of their horses, and the
utmost care was exercised by both Government aud the
people, in the se'ection of tires and dams.
Another cause which exercised a powerful influence in
the building up of this breed, and in giving it adaptation
to the necessities of the country in the country in which
gree than they possessed.

was reared, was the custom, which still prevails universally throughout France, of leaving all the male colts
None are ever gelded, and it is only after a young
entire.
horse has proven that he possesses qualities which are
especially desirable, that he is used in the stud. All the
it

^
J.

A.

Allen, ol Ihe
i.-.

i

i

!

ili

iii

.I

tion highly instructive to the majoiiiy of

sportsmen."

Sincj the arrival of the Russian fleet and the
Alexis, the hotels At Norfolk have been pucked-

Duke

excepting the very best specimens

in

Ihe stud.

direction, has especially engrossed the attention of
French breeder. Among the famous stallions imported from France by Messrs. Sackrider & Chrisholm,
of Elgin, 111., are those at present quartered in Sun Francisco, at the famous Ricord stables, owned by Messrs. P.
litis

&

The

Hercules is possibly the
he being eighteen bands
high, six years old, light dapple grey, and weighing two
thousand pounds. Another hoi se is Napoleon, sixteen and
one-half hands high, six years old, dark dapple grey, weighing seventeen hundred pounds.
L. Aiehibald

Co.

stallion

largest horse in the United Slates,

*•*•

"JAMRACH."

A

CORRESPONDENT

asks, "Who is Jamrach?"
and in what particular
Jamrach
is the largest dealer
animals does he deal?" Mr.
His name sounds savage, and
in animals in existence.
seems well suited to the savage animals he is constantly
buying and selling, but it strangely belies its owner, for ho
is one of the most courteous and gentlemanly of men alive.
Hi3 establishment is in the city of London, in that part
known as St. George's street, which runs due east from the
Tower, and near the river Thames. Once in St. George's
Macaws,
slreet, by ear you can tell where Jamrach's is.
parrots, and other noisy birds are shrieking always, and
you have but to follow Ihe sound to reach one branch of
the strange trade. In another part of the great warehouse
you will find Ihe lions, ligers, rhinocerouss and other
gentle things, and there you may purchase these same
at wholesale or retail, just as you would purchase dry
goods or groceries in your own city. At all times has
Jamrach on hand zebras, hyenas, tigers, leopards and
other wild beasts, all for sale, together with a young
lioness or two, who are warranted to tear you in pieces in

Where

is

his establishment,

custom of gelding a large majority of the young colts,
which prevails in most oiher countries, were followed. It
the large and constant
is from these sources alone, viz
infusion of Eastern blood upon Ihe stock of La Perche,
already distinguished for the endurance and stoutness of
the soil and climate, and
its horses, the natural adaption of
the care and attention paid by the Government and the
people who loved their horses, and lived with them, for
successive generations, selecting only the best for breeding purposes, lhat formed, by gradual approaches, that
excellent type which finally came to be known and recogdefinnized as the Perchcroa horse; and he who looks for a
of France where they first
ite point in the equine history
search
will
breed,
distinct
as
a
acknowledged
to be

The manifestly business air of Jamrach's place, and Ihe
way in which the denizens of the stall are regarded as

mules being

left entire, there

a

is

the selection of suitable sires than

much wider
there

range for

would be

if

the

:

in vain.

,

Cambridge Museum of Comkind enough to say in a reeeut letter:—
parative Zoology,
"I am greatly pleased with Fohes* and Stkeam, and
It meets a want that
-'»->d work.
know thin
lam acquainted so well falls.
(villi which
mi. !.
its page ''I.- filled with informa—Prof,

all

than no time, provided they can get ar, youl Birds
innumerable has Jamrach alBO, and from his
strange warehouse are continually going out neat little
parcels of tigers, zebras and boa-constrictors, to various
Some to the gardens of the different governdirections.
ments of Europe; some lo the Zoological Gardens, London,
and other institutions of same kinds elsewhere, and some
There is no limit to this strange
to our own happy land.
Agents are at work for the "beast dealer" in every
trade.
quarter of the globe, and he dispatches travelers to pick up
stock in savage Africa or Central America, just as other
traders send agents to purchase goods in the large com-

came

pated.

—

m many

Arabian stallions, and these were
upon the already excellent stock of
La Perche, and served lo stamp upon them the form and
other distinctive marks of ihe Arab to a still greater detin

also extensively used

jecting

Aside from the history and traditions of the country, the
evidence
Perchei on horse himself furnishes unmistakable
and general characterise,
in his form, disposition, color
characteristics
These
Arab.
the
to
allied
that he is closely
size has
have been modified somewhat, it is Hue, an the
excellent
been greatly increased; but, in the hands Of
horsemen of La Perche, and under the careful and fosterwhich exercised a
ing supervision of the Government,
control over the selection of sires, he seems lo have
I

direct

less

and

reptiles

mercial emporiums of trade. The London "Zoo" pays
him thousands and thousands of dollars; his stock is always
complete, consignments are constantly coming in, and the
creatures are as constantly being sold and packed off.

mere items of stock, with fixed prices attached to each,
However, it soon becomes
if he be a stranger.
so matter-of-fact with him, that he begins to think that it
or groceries, that's all,
goods
dry
of
instead
is "beasts"
and were Jamrach to say, "I can do you a neat thing in
something very tasty,
with
tempt
you
1
giraffes!" or, "Can
1
it
would seem not in the least iu
in the alligator line?
congruous, and so you would soon pass through in the
strange show rooms, much as you would any other placo

strike one,

'

of regular

—

-

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
Once

in Jamrach's,

however, your

illusions as to the pro-

A

saic character of a trade in wild beasts soon vanishes.

roar here, a growl (here, a snort from yonder, and then a
mad daFh at the iron bars, made by a young lioness who

has taken a fancy to you, and who has quite a desire to
her white pointed fangs in your body. She makes
the iron bars shake, and the wooden partitions trembles;
her claws are expanded, and her mouth cavernously open,
but you arc safe, though you do not recover your presence
of mind fora moment or two, and you conclude these were
net the kind of animals you have been used to seeing in
Zoo's or menageries, however wild and untamable they

flash

were there represented.
Here comes a cab to the door. It contains what looks
like so many packing cases.
A foreign looking young man
alights and presents a bill of lading.
It is for a little lot
of rare birds from America, and the packing cases turn
out lo be strong, wooden cages, containing red ibo.es,
white eagles and trumpet birds, which, when unpacked,
meet with a fearfully noisy welcome from the macaws and
parrots.

On one occassiun, Jamrach, Jr., went to Calcutta, at the
request of his fat her, to take charge of aud deliver in
London a nice little lot of merchandise, consisting of six
tigers, three rhinoceroses, several elephants, and a number
of smaller things which were there waiting to ba brought
away, nearly all of which, if I remember rightly, were
safely landed in

due time

at St. George's street.

Occasionally Jamrach lends his animals, or rather rents
them out at a certain sum per mouth. A few years ago a
pair of splendid elephants were thus loaned to the Jar-

dindes Planters, in Paris.
Of course losses by death are many and heavy. There
will always be a percentage of loss in the transporting of
the stock from place to place, many also die in the establishment, and thus, at the end of the month, when the
profit and loss list is made up, the books show that thousands and thousands of dollars have been carried off by
death.

Jamrach's organization

carrying on of his
strange trade is not the least curious of the many curious
things connected with it. No native trapper in any part
of the globe, however remote, but knows where Jamrach's
agent, and Jamrach's money can be found. Jamrach's
.

for

the

list is a complete lesson in natural history.
"What may be the price of a rhinoceros, a tiger, a zebra;
or anything of that kind?" Well, $8,008 for the first;

trade

$3,000 for the tiger, and for the zebra say $1,500. That
is what you must pay in Loudon
charges for transportation, and deliver at your Zoo or Menagerie is a matter you
will have to make a special agreement about; and you
must also, unless thore be a special agreement, to the contrary, run a large part of the risk of said transportation,
When our readers visit London, we advise them by all

—

means

to call on Jamrach, for a visit to him and a convex
with him, is to learn natural history, and find it
coupled in the strangest way with political economy, and
the mercantile law of profit and loss.
sat ion

EDUCATION IN THE ABSTRACT.
PARENTS,

and especially mothers are the

educa-

first

tors.

In one of our magazines sometime ago the assertion was
made, in reference to the Venus of Milo, that it is "the
most perfect type of that pure Greek art, which all the
world studies, but cannot, reproduce." And going on, the
writers asks "Do you wonder why? It would make a very
long story to give you all the reasons. But one great reason is that our artists and sculptors despair of finding any
living models, either of meu or women, so noble and
natural and simple as those which the Greeks saw around
them everywhere. For they made it the business of their
lives to grow sleek and blooming, from beautiful children
to beautiful men and women, and so on to happy vigorous
old age.
In that olden time a child was taught to read, write, and
cipher; to play the lyre and chat the National odes, celebrating brave deeds and great victories; to wrestle and to
all the bodily exercises."
"Youths and maidens
daily to the gymnasium, and there weie practiced in
running, leaping, throwing the lance and discus, and in
every other exercise which could make them strong, healthy
and agile. Then the wise were strong, and the learned
beautiful.
There were no narrowed chests and stooped
shoulders; no pale faces and blinking eyes from desk
and study and school-room; no warped muscles from work-

perform

went

bench and loom. Artisans, philosophers, poets, rich and
poor, went alike through a daily course of training, ate
sparingly, and lived through all seasons in the open air."
It is possible that this picture of life in the birthplace of

may be
that much

Art

overdrawn; and, further, it is certiin
of its suggestiveness must be lost upon us,
through the difference in the surroundings of life in our day.
But. after

mind

slightly

making every allowance the passage serves

us of the otherwise well

established

to re-

truth, that in

days a due attention to physical development was
not found inconsistent with the attainment of supreme exthose

cellence in Art, philosophy, science

and

literature.

In this

vaunted agt of progress, we may find it conducive to a proper
feeling of humility to turn back aud discover one single
point which was reached in a byegone age, and from which
we have retrograded. Such is unquestionably the case in
Then the process appears lo
the science of education.
have had a wider scope than is generally allowed it now.
It meant the development in due proportion of every
natural faculty, while in our time

it

too often

means a

sys-

by which the intellectual powers alone can be forced
We might take up
and spurious maturity

tern

to a precocious

deal of space in attempting to impress the veiy
evident lesson which the ancients could be made to teach,
but shall content ourselves with some time hence with
simply and briefly stating our own conclusions, and apply-

a great

ing

them

to the general qucsliou before us.
.»••-»
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have stood starvation aud snow much better than any one
would suppose. I have endeavored to feed some e
but owing to the crusted and deep snow it not onlj
difficult to get about iu it, but also owing to fhecri
was difficult lo discover iheir whereabouts, The snow has
I

now

so

far disappeared as to leave

plenty of

Stale Senate

amending

be formed for the purpose of improving and
breeding poultry, game birds, domestic and pet animals,
fish culture, etc., upon tiling in the office of Ihe Secretary
of State, aud also in the office Of the cleik of the county
in which the business of the said company is to be eonducted, a declaration signed by all the incorporators (13)
and acknowledged before any officer authorized to take the
acknowledgement of deeds in this Slate, expressing their
intention to form such company, together with a copy of
The corporthe charter proposed lo be adopted by them.
ation shall exist from the time the declaration and copy of
cieties

may

Charier has been

tiled.

rivers.

N. Y. Association fou the Protection of Game.—
of this Club was held on Tuesday

The monthly meeting

II. Housman, No.
Mr. Clinton Gilbert, President
occupied the chair. The Secretary read a mass of correspondence from persons iu other Stales, asking for information and advice on the subject of the preservation of
game, end-stated that the most cordial co-operation had
been extended to all such inquirers. Senator Wagstaff reported that the amendments to the game laws (printed by
us week before lusl) would undoubtedly be passed at the
present session of the Legislature, with the exception of
section (1, which permits game or fish to be sold out of
season on the plea of its having been killed out of the

at

1'eotoni:,

the residence of Mr. Charles

19 Bast fifty- fourth street.

agitate the
iu favor id

think protect Ihcm much more fully
First] would have
the shooting season extended to the 1st ot February, and
the close season on wookcock to the 1st of October or September.
I doubt if there would be any appreciable docrease in game in consequence of the first change suggested
above, and 1 am sure that the second suggestion would
materially aid in the increase of the last mentioned bird.
Second, I would alter the section which allows
thirty days alter the 1st of January to get rid of came on
hand. 1 think, or almost, fifloeu days would sulliee, and
every dealer could easily get rid of whaUsVei game he had
in that time, if he knew he had to do so, or pay a hi
fine.
As the law stands now every inducement is held out
to the market shooter, and the produce dealer, or commission merchant, the one to kill and the oilier to buy for at
least fifteen days of the thirty days of grace allowed by
law. This is Ihe case iu country towns, aud being so there
is
of course so in the cilies. Now if the lime was
shortened to ten days, city dealers would be anxious to get
off their stock on hand, aid would refuse to buy any game
after the 1st of Jan., country would be Obliged IO stop
buying also, and the market shooter his "occupation gone,"
would "hang up his fiddle and bis bow," in other words,
his gun, and wait as sportsmen are obliged to do,
.

Umhellijb,

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER.
FHOM OUR OWN CORRKSFONDCl.T.

This section, Senator Wagstaff explained, would entirely
all previous legislation for the preservation of game,
and had caused the defeat of the bill last year. With the
objectionable section stricken out, the bill would undoubtnullify

edly pass.

He would

The Mount Vernon Docking Ottjfi—Poisoned by Eating Partrioge— A Snake Story- (Join Fiaa Destroyed by Eels, Etc

The suggestion was adopted, and the
all its bearings.
next meeting night changed to Saturday. Mr. Whitehead
reported that no venison could now be found in the
markets, nor was there any in the city except what was
secreted by some commission merchants, who managed to
elude the vigilance of the officers of the Association, but
would unquestionably be entrapped some day. Mr. White-

in

head also commended to the notice of the meeting that section of the Pennsylvania game laws prohibiting ihe pollution of streams and rivers by the refuse of oil factories aud
gas-works, which practice was terribly destructive to fish.
The matter was referred to the Committee on By-laws.
On motion of J. W. Cuthbert the Executive Committee

was authorized to invest a surplus of §500, in addition to
the fund of $1,000 already invested.
Hon. Seth Green, who was present, said that in his
opinion one of the greatest mistakes made in framing the
game laws was in allowing the spearing of fish in any season.' The practice had been extended into the spawning
season, and as a consequence bass, bull-heads, and other
Mr. Kobeit B.
fish were being destioyed by wholesale.
Roosevelt also alluded 'te the practice of spearing in the
spawning season, and said that legislation was absolutely
necessary to stop the wholesale destruction of fish. The
Commission had stocked Owasco Lake, in
but no sooner did the fish begin to thrive than

Stale Fishery
this State,

Etc.

,

suggest, that the next night of meet;

altered to Friday, so as to give them au opportunity
of inviting the members of the Legislative Committee em
Amendments to the game law, and discussing the subject

Washington, D.

t/e

the residents of the locality commenced the practice of
spearing, aud continued it through the spawning season,
taking iu as many as three hundred pounds of fish a night.
So defiant and lawless did they become, too, that nobody
dared interfere, and the consequence was that the fish
which had been placed there at such immense trouble and
expense was speedily exterminated. The subject was one
of very great importance, and he hoped the Association
would meet the' Fishery Commissioners and agree upon a
joint plan of action for securing legislation and to do
away with the evil.

is Confinement.— Ourold friend
Pomfret Centre, Conn., sends us the following communication on this subject:
"I would say a few words in regard to care of confined
quail, as there seems to be a general effort among sportsmen to secure quantities of live quail to keep over for
breeders the coming season. I had some experience of

Treatment of Quail

Ethan

Jan. 31st.

extending the shooting season on quail, pinnated and ruffed grouse at least a month longer. There are one or two
changes in the laws of this State, which could be a
without injury lo the game, in fact, one change would, I

Stale.

tog

111.,

Editor Forest and Stream.—
some one who can handle it would
I wish
subject of game laws, aud write something

!

Also au act providing for the construction of fishways
in the Stale dams across the Oswego, Oneida and Seneca

evening,

pi

Ethah Alms.

years past."

Assembly Acts.— An

act has been introduced into Ihe
the incorporation act, by which so-

bare

for them to obtain all food necessary for their support, and
from what I hear from different quarters hi this section
there is still a good supply left if nothing befalls them between this and April next to make the supply more
dant the coming season than they have been here for some

Alliu, of

this kind some years since,
off the quail in this section,
the proper mode to care for

when

the severe

winter killed

and learned by sad experience

they can be kept on
the ground surface just as conveniently, I should prefer it;
give plenty of water and different kinds of grain and
gravel; see that their apartments are kept clean and feed
no faster lhan they consume; lei the water be fresh or
changed at least oace a day; give something green occasionally; make them a dusting place of dry sand or wood
ashes, and most important of all, do not have their coop
over 12 inches high, as if they are in;.a high coop they are
liable to get frightened and bang their heads at top of the
coop.
I lost more by having them iu coops some four feet
They would get frightened by a sudden Hash of a
high.
laulern, and so bang iheir heads as to kill themselves.
When so disturbed in the uigul by B Midden Ha!
from a lantern they would oiieu Butler and bang themBe
selves by the half hour, before they would get quiet.
veiy quiet ami gentle when around them, and disturb them

them.

If

I have Written this in hopes it may
as little ae possible.
be of some service to Bob Wb'te, In this .section the quail

a recent letter 1 briefly
IN sbootiug
of the lower

aud I might

fill

C.,

February

olh, 1877.

alluded to the magniflcefit duck

Potomac and Chesapeake Kay,
columns of the Forest and Stheam in

regard to the rare sport afforded to lovers of aquatic shoot.
We have among our Washington
iug on these waters.
sportsmen many who enjoy this spoil, and now that the
riveris agiin clear of ice there will soon be an active campaign against the swan, geese and ducks of every variety

which are so plentiful. From now until the end of March
duck shooting iu this locality is probably equal to that of
any other section, and busy preparations are being made
for Ihe sport.

The Mount Vernon Ducking

Club, composed of gentle-

of this city, is a decidedly popular and well conducted organization, and those lucky enough to secure membership therein enjoy many privileges aud comforts dur-

men

ing their shooting excursions. This club has had a sort of
informal existence during the past twelve years, bat it was
not thoroughly orgauized until about three years ago, when
Mr. J. H. Kuehling, one of the best shots in Washington,
and a true sportsman, was chosen as its president. The
active interest which he has taken in the organization has

done much towards its present popularity. The membership is limited to twenty -five, and is composed of gentlemen of high standing to the community, most ot whom
are good shots, and they frequently return to the city with
all the game they cau carry, after spending a day or two at
Mi
the shooting grounds or flats near Mount Vernon.
Kuehling,
club,

who may

be regarded as the originator o

owns a farm adjoining

the

Mount Vernon

estate,

f

the

aud

comfortable club house is located. It is
suitably furnished, and the properly of the club consisting of
boxes, blinds, etc., is all properly
shooting
decoys,
boats,

upon

this a very

cared for by a competent janitor. There is. an extensive
flat immediately in front of the club house, which seems
to be a favorite feeding place for the dpeks. Canvas backs,
rednecks, shufflers, mallards, leal, whistle wings and butter balls are

among

the varieties killed by the members,
the nest two

and they are anticipating rare sport during

months. Mr. Wm. B. McKelden is now president of the
organisation, and the following named gentlemen are memKuehling, II. R. Searle, Col. John R. Morabers. J.
hous, Harry King, Capt. M. A. Tappan, Dr. Barnard, Dr.
L. Wilson, Geo. Ryneal, Edward Graves, C. P. Willelt,
M. M. Eldridge, Wm. H. Tucker, N. 0. Farmtm, L. P.
Humphrey, J. Baker, E. T. Thomas, A. B. Bryan, F.
Pratt, Mr". Houghton, E. M, McLeod, L. A. Bartlctt, Mr.
Woodbury, and Wm. Turner. These gmitleiui n are all
true sportsmen, aud they take great interest in their organ

H

zation

They

au- constantly adding lo their

coys, boats, etc.,

and thus they have every

i

lock' of

de-

facility for rare

sport.

The

recent severe i line

M

mntnt

tnthou;

ol

Rhode

Island, was caused |)J
had been feeding upon
:ire

was

confident thai

in great pain,

pol run

and vomited ficeh

tl

I

fl
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and resumed his seat in the Senate. Mr. Anthony ate the
bird in Baltimore, to which city lie was called on business
and wbb taken sick on the train as he returned to WashingAfter two months of hard winter we are now enjoying
delightful spring weather, and should it continue we will
soon have good fishing. In early spriug we have magnificent porch Oahing in the vicinity of the Little Falls, and
frequently catch white perch at that season "weighing a
pound. The large perch are caught only in deep holes,
ami hey seldom remain in these waters longer than two
or three weeks. They seem to follow the shad and herring when Ibey run up to spawn, and return to salt water
soon after those fish.
I
meutioncij the fact in my last letter that farmers in
|

Maryland and Virginia have been feeding the partridges
winter weather,
the severe
Since then I have
rfled that, tlie practice in some localities has been almost
general, and many birds have thus been preserved.
There are quite a number of fountains and pools in our
public squares which have been stocked with gold fish,
in.
the fish did not "increase and
it has been noticed that
during
1

i

multiply." Some of these pools liud piles of stone in the
centre, placed there for the protection of the fish.
In
cleaning out a pool some time since it was discovered that
the pile of stones instead of being a protection for the
fish was but a harbor for eels, thirty of which, varying in
i

eels

..in.

;

to

three

re

were very destructive

it

in

to the

length, were killed.

gold

fish,

and

to pre-

vent them getting into the pools wire screens have been attached to (lie inlet pipe3. If the eels can be kept out the
gold tish will increase rapidly, and soon our pools will be
filled with them.
gentleman named Owens recently advertised in the
Baltimore Sun for fifty live partridges to stock his farm,
;u thereafter his agent received a letter from a farm,

A

one of the lower eouuties of Maryland, staling that

er in

had a certain number of birds and would soon forward them. The farmer very particularly wanted to know
if the partridges were for the "apple sass man," meaning
Solon Shingle, who is a Baltimore county farmer and

lie

Sheep raiser.

The Cambridge Chronicle says that some two or three
hundred canvas-back ducks were caught fast during th«
late

freeze eff the Talbot

shore

of the (Jhoptank

river

and in that condition were
without difficulty. Speculations upon ibis sinnrrence are various, some supposing that the
snow and sleet caked on the ducks' wings, thus preventing
their flight, and others that tbey were caught iu the movnearly opposite Cambridge,

picked

ing

uii

iee.

W

f-

INTERNATIONAL MATCHES.

FOR

come

to sec the Americans let the Americans go and sec
them; beard the lion in his den by Bending a challenge to
ihe long range marksmen of Great Britain to shoot against
any team they may desire to produce. They can form
their Imperial team by selecting ihe best shots of England,
Ireland, Scotland, \Vale3, Canada, Australia, India, ami
all other portions of the Globe governed by the English
crown. The riflemen of America can well afford to cast
the gauntlet to the only team in existence lhat, can dispute
their title of champions of the world in long-range shooting, and let, them know no such word as "fail."
The
American breech-loading rifles are superior weapons, the
ammunition is made with more care and precision, ami
there will be twice as many expert marksmen to choose
from this year than there ever has been. The prospects
of having the. strongest team were never better for the
Americans. Every long-range rifle club in (he United
Slates should come forward and cooperate.
Stind a challenge, appoint a committee to make plans for the selection
of ihe team and adhere to l.hein, and all America will surely
respond to the call for riflemen.
Imcko.
'

ton a short time afterwards.

The

—

—

the last three years, in fact since

the

commence-

ment of long-range rifle shooting in this country,
the American maiksmeu have been acting on the defensive,
accepting all challenges, but never issuing any. "Excelsior!''
This is the time for them to aim for a higher
position and add, if possible, more glory to their present
not challenge the
brilliant record Of rifle shooting.
During the spring of
best marksmen of Great Britain?

Why

year an invitation was issued to all teams of foreign
countries by the join' committee of the Amateur Rifle
Club and ihe National Rifle Association on behalf of the
American riflemen to come to this country and compete
for the championship of the world and the Centennial
Our Irish friends, the plucky Austrophy.
traiians, who traveled so many thousand miles to shoot with
us, the Scotch and Canadians, all came to pay this country their compliments, and, it might be added, they were a
i.l
dent of carrying off the honors; but the team
to represent. England's skill with Ihe long-range rifle was
absent; it would have hteu warmly welcomed, and it is
not likely the captain of the English team, which had won
the E'ch'o shield and were champions over the Irish and
However,
Scotch, was afraid of having his men defeated
lie declined the American's invitation, giving as his reason
that the riflemen of the various portions of Great Britain
should only be recognized as British marksmen and not as
individuals lie signified his willingness to form an Imlast

ft

i

Apropos to the above comes the following letter from a
Dublin correspondent:
Dublin, January 24! h.

Editor Forest and Stream :—

The Council of the Irish Rifle Association recent]-, held
a nieeting at the Mansion House. The following are' some
of the members present, several of whom file American
p.Ublle are acquainted with, Major Leech, .1. Rigby, Pollock,
.loyut, tl.
Uyas, Alderman Manning, Dr. Trail, Major
Bailey, G. O.Molley, D.E. Arnot, Messrs Moyers, Sullivan,
Burke, Kelley, Crotton and His Grace, the Lord Mayor
of Dublin, who was elected chairman.
After several questions uninteresting to Americans had been brought up and
disposed of, Major Leech read a letter troru the Secretary
of .National Rifle Association of America, which was tn
the effect, lhat at a meeting of the regular board of Directors lield in November, a resolution was adopted that the
Executive Committee be requested to consider and deter
termine, after obtaining the views of the American team
and of the foreign representative riflemen, upon the propriety of making any changes in the terms ot international
competitions for the Centennial Trophy to take place hereafter.
The Executive committee complied with the foregoing resolution at a meetiug on Dec. 1st, 1S70, and
instructed him (the Secretary) to communicate ttie same
and inclose, at the same time, a copy of the original conditions, to the captains of the foreign teams who participated in the late international matches, wilharequest that

they should consider the matter and inform the Is. JR. A. of
Major Leech then remarked that he had corresponded with the principal title clubs and riflemen of Ireland
and tound that tliey wished lo hold the trophy in Ireland if
successful till beaten by some duly resogntzed representative team.
He thought that the perlormance of the.
Irish team in America proved lhat there was no mistake
in the selection; ihe Australians were a splendid lot of
men and veiy popular with the Americans; the Canadians
and Scotch acted upright and fairly, The Americans have
the greatest desire lo engage in all pursuits capable or encouraging friendly relations, and lhat we had no doubt
they would be glad lo try their prowess on the English
soil, (neither have 1).
Mr. J. Kelley then offered a resolution making the following changes in the condition of the
trophy:—
RuLk 1.— That each team shall consist of six men.
Rule 9. That after the words, "shall preset ibe" the
following addition be made, "always provided such a place

|eam to consist of picked men from Great Britain,
to visit America and enter the Centennial competitions.
this the Americans could not comply as they bud ini

Scotch, Canadians and Ausvited the Eimfrsh, Irish,
separately.
Sir Henry Hal ford, Captain of the
right, to entertain such au
opinion, but the rest of the British Kingdom, or at least a
majority of it, thought differently, as was demonstrated by
the appearance of the respective teams in this country and
It was an
their participation iu the matches at Creedmoor.
important event, iu the history of rifle shooting to have a
representative team composed of the best loug-rauge riflemen that five prominent portions of the world could produce, altogether on one field in competition for the
supremacy in skill as marksmen, and there has been no
event, for a long space of time which has done as much to
euiic the friendly feeding ihut now exists between America an Ireland, Scotland, Canada and Australia as the International long range matches, The true metal of the
Irish, Scotch, Australians, and our friends over the border,
has been seen and admired by the people of this country
In the Centennial competition Icr Ihe trcpiry Ihe Scotcti,
as is generally known, made the best total score for a
The
i.ni of right men in one day's shooting on record.
I ish and Australians plucky eudeavor= to legain their lost
..,n >iind on the last daj's shoot were greatly praised, and it
whether Jd drier's score w'tll ever be tied. To
shoot fifteen consecutive shots into a bullseye three feet in
diameter a thousand yards oil" is a feat in marksmanship
almost beyond belief, But we have not seen the notorious
pluck and skill of the English riflemen. If they will not

tralians

English team, had certainly the

I

t

ml

,

—The Helvetia Rille Club, an old and very favorably
known associaiiou, will hold a Pool Meeting on February
a2d, at the Union Hill Sehuetzen Park, as advertised in

—

shall be a neutral range."

Major Smyly seconded the motion, but the chairman remarked lhat it was a serious thing to change lliese rules
without having fully considered the propriety of doing so.
Dr. Moyers concurred with him and moved as an amendtliat
the matter be referred to the council with

ment,

notice of .an intention to move, that the rules be altered.

Alderman Manning seconded the amendment, which was
adopted us an original resolution. Mr. Rigby said, it would
be u great pity lo allow the International matches between
the Irish and Americans to cease, and offered the following resolution:—
"Thar an invitation be addressed to the Amateur Rifle Club
of New York, to send a team to Ireland in the present year,
ta shoot a match on the same conditions as the Irish American matches of 1871-'75-'76."
Major Leech seconded the motion, which was adopted.
A viae of thanks to Ihe chairman was then passed auU the
proceedings terminated.
Hunting, horse racing, coursing, and foot ball, arc occupying considerable attention now aud the Royal JNalioual
Dog'show is quite a success,
Ameiuhi's,

JN.

R.

A.— The Board

their regular

of Directors of the N. R. A., held
last week.
After the

meeting on Tuesday of

regular routine business had been completed, Captain
Story offered the following resolution, which was carried:
"That the Treasury be requested-, to call at once upon the
officers of the L oug Island Railroad Company, in reference to the railroad tickets to Creed moor lor the coming
season, aud endeavor to have the rates fixed at a rate as
low or lower than last season, turd increased facilities
given for their purchase in packets, aud also endeavor to
get the railroad company to leave tickets on sale at the
office of the Association."
The following, offered by Gen. Woodward, was also
'That the Secretary bo instructed lo communiadopted;
cate with the proper persons representing riflemen in each
Slate of the Union, inviting them to participate in theinter
Stale rifle matches, lo be shot at Greedmoor during the
Resolved, thai the Executive Committee
fall meeting.
be directed to prepare the terms and conditions of such
matches."
Colonel Wingate offered the following resolution:

"Whereas, The American team of 187b' has, in pursuance
of the conditions of the Centennial Long Range Match,
prescribed that tbe next contest lor the trophy won by it
at such match, shall take place at Greedmoor, in SeptemResolved, That the Secretary be directed lo
ber next.
notify the various organizations of foieign riflemen of
this lact, aud to issue invitations (similar to tiiose issued
in 1870) requesting representative teams trom different
countries to participate in such mutch;" which, on motion,
was laid on the table, with the understanding that it shall
bo in order at the next meeting of this Board.
The following, offered by Mr, Stinford, was seeouded

WT e

our columns.
lake part, as
ceived.

we

recommend our American

are

convinced that they

friends to
will be well re-

MlCHIOAK.— Our Milwaukee correspondent w:
follows regarding

rille

matches in lhat city:—

"The Milwaukee

Rifle Club, .like others in latitudes where
zero, is in a slate of hibernation at present wafting for spring. When ihe 32d February comes we shall come out like the ground hog to lake
an "indication" and see what, the chances are for the coming season.
Nevertheless we sleep with one eye open.
Certain sleuth hounds arc on our track from the city of
Ch-e-gowith theiutententionof "scooping" us in the spring
rime's pleasant weather.
Owing lo the generous hospitably
of our Treasurer, Mr. Johnston, the members of the club
have enjoyed the privilege of using bis private gallery during the winter, and the amount of waste copper from the
,23's we have used is frightful.
Threeof our bravest boys,
Welles, Turner, and Fielding, tried the 1,000 yard range

thermometer ranges below

the

the other day hut they didn't do much— they Couldn't— the
too deep.
are not dead, only sleeping.
Our club is compact,
close, and we have money In the treasury and pi

snow was

"We

keep some there.
We enjoy unusual facilities at our
ranges through the courtesy ol our Vice President, Gen.
E. W. Hincks, Commandant of the National Asylum lor
Disabled Soldiers. The ouly trouble we have is with om
gentlemanly gunsmith, who will not, or does not, keep the
Ditlmar powder in stock. But lie will doubtless wake tip so
lhat we can take a baud in the controversy and determine
four ourselves whether 'saw-dust" wilt propel a bullet. (I
think it will).
Tomick.

-•*

"OLD RIFLEMAN'S" LETTER.

their views.

.

To

and duly adopted, viz.: 'Resolved, That, the scores mode
in the Leech Gup Match of 1870, be published in the report of the National Ri tie Association as part of the programme of the spring meeting."
The President announced the standing committees Tor
the year 1877, as follows:
"Executive Committee, N. P.
Stanton, Col. G. W. Wingate, G. S. Schermerhorn, Jr
Gen. D. D. Wylie ex-njUciu, Gen. Alexander Sbalcr, Gen.
lUomaa S. Dakin, and Col. 11. A. Gilderslecve, elected;
Range Committee, Col. Geo. W. Wingate, Chairman;
Cap!.. Joseph G. Story, and Col.
G. D. Seolt; Eiuance
Committee, Hon. D. W. Judd, Chairman; E. II. Sanford,
and Gen. AV. G. Ward; Pri/.e Committee, Col. John Ward,
Chairman; Capt. W. C. Casey, and Major Joseph Holland.

FEltKisBDitGH, V!., February 10th, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

The

rather spiteful rejoinder of "Howcolah'' to the article
Rifleman," has aroused the indignation of
some of your readers here, as your. southwestern coires
pomlent has so needlessly strayed from the subject. L0 have
a fling at Yankees and the "land uf Yankeeisms." But
the only notice worth taking of ii is expressed in the subjoined note, handed me by Hn old gentle
Tft ,
1 mean.
R. E, R.
of

"An Old

—

Editoji Forest and Stream:
I am an old man, my shooting and fishing day's past and
gone, but I take a lively interest in Forest and Stream,
which my son takes, and I fear you will injure it iu the
north and east, and among sensible!..
re by
publishing such ridiculous compounds of egotism, sectional
jealousy, and "Secesh" spite, as thai from the pen ot
"Howcolah" in your issue of 8th inst. Truly yours.
G. G. R
cannot agree with our correspondent, and consider
that he has placed an entirely wrong construction upon
"Howcolah's" remarks. That writer is au army officer of
high standing, and we believe a northern man, and because
a letter dated from New Orleans says that "Yankees" were
not. so much accustomed to rifle shooting as the men of the

We

south and the west, we see no reasons why such violent
exceptions should be taken to it.
We are satisfied lhat
nothing in the nature of a slur was intended, and so fat
from "injuring our paper among sensible people," we"
think that such a result would be much more likely to
occur from restricting liberty of opinion and expression.

•»

CuEED-UOOit, Jk,— A rille match was shot Satin
evening, Eel). 10th, al the Greedmoor Jr., underground,
00 yard range, between Arnold, Constable A Go.'s Centennial Rifle

Team and

the Jottrnay

& Buruham

Rifle

Club

Conditions: Teams of 8, 10 shots per man,
Result, vieiory for the A.
100 yards off hand, any rille.
The scores are as follows:
C. & Co. team by one point.

of Brooklyn.

W.

it.

Brown

U. 11. Fredrick
J JtUsnire
.1. H. Fitzgerald

W. MareU
fl.

Bryant
Tola!

.'•

:;;

.
,

3T,W
...

tflirll

twi
K. -Jarman
.1

.

V

38
17

U.iJL»nli.n

:l

as J. M. Brjyn
38 8f A. V. JJoneM
.

33

a

Total

SSffll

a reccord of last
.Milky. 'a Gallery.— The following
week's shooting, 10 shots at 131 feet range:—
Turin
Name.
Xame,
i.-

J. C.

Kmeslay

Chae. H. Jolir
J. F.

J.

Burns

W. Walhs

i

Geo. Glcndenning

u

J. L. s- IiuUnef.
46 W. n. li.jiirih.-rty
fi .J.J. Teevan
-i

The Lees-burg Academy, which is advertised in our paper,
combination of facilities for ri
and sludy. The Principal is not only an anient sportsman.
and angler, but an enthusiastic naturalist, and can teach the
offers to pupils a rare

young ideas to shoot if anybody
Piedmont region of Virginia, and

can.

Situated in

the

wilhirj

Washington, both climate and location are altogether tksiiable.

*»

Albino Fleas; "Mary had a
white as snow."

lilll

>

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
mouths water

^Htne $jug and %nn>

GAME

Wild

and gray.

evening

when wc

displayed our cntch of

Kentuckian.

twenty-eight beauties.

LOADS FOR SHOTGUNS-PROPORTIONATE CHARGES.

FEBRUARY,

IN SEASON IN

Hares, but

last

daclr, geese, taint,

23

&c.

Editor Forest ahd Stream:—

—Wild fowl have relumed from Currituck Sound and
other North Carolina waters, where they were driven by
h
ipdake. North Carolina gunners
the freeze .iE
killed them in large numbers and found profitable markets.
T he fowl are now. buck to the Bush, Gunpowder and olher
i

rivers,

and gunners

them

arc sending

to

Baltimore in quan-

tities.

—The

red-heads at Currituck are moving slowly northward, add the common duck.-; are following them. The
ol
residents claim that its something that they have not
noticed for a great many years, and some think that it
means that, the winter is over. The members of Currituck
i

Shooting Club had killed up to the middle of December,
On tlu-Sth of Novem1,391 ducks, 71 geese and 3 swan.
ber Josephus Baum killed 93 ducks and 15 geese. On the
geese. On the
20! h of November lie killed 140 duck? and
9th of December he killed 83 ducks, 82 geese and '< swan.
During the season he has killed 1,050 ducks, 77 geese and
;i

swan.

—A correspondent asks
coot,

do

not, as a

why

it

llmt the old wife

in

and

much attention to deSound, when down on the bays ou

general thing, pay

coys in Lou g Island
Island lliey shoot them by the hundreds over decoys.
He thinks that it is either his luck to have them pay no atiii in lo (he decoys, or else they have
too much water to
reply that these birds in cert tin
circulate around in.
seasoas and in fn vol able weather, stool pretty well at other
Generally thcyr come up lo the depoints on the Sound.
coys belter early in the seastin, when they have not been
much shot at, than later. Still, a friend of ours near
Bridgeport, Conn., managed one morning duriDg Ihe last
week iu January to kill 30 old squaws in this manner,
The same correspondent further states that the other day
he had a bunch of about one dozen broad bills come iu to
his black duck decoy.
He fired both barrels into them,
recovered two, and saw only two fly away. Could not see
any more after looking for them. He asks if they would
dive to the bottom if wounded, and hold on to the grass or
anything else, and die there. Our impression is that every
variety of duck, includingthe red-head, which is a surface
feeder, will dive to the bottom when wounded.

Long

We

Removal.— Our esteemed

frieud,

Jacob Glahn, formerly

N

utmeg State and taken up
the
his residence at Syracuse, N. Y., where be is now connected with Messis. Nichols
Lefever, doing the ornamental engraving on the fine guns turned out by that firm.
of

West Heriden, has

left

&

The

best dog portraits which have appeared
were drawn by J. C.
MASSAcncsicTTS— New Bedford, February

in

our paper

11/7;.

—I

was

out i,o-day riding through ihe country and saw a few
quails and quite a lot of partridges, but 1 hear of many
quails being found frozen under the snow drifts.

Concha.

New Jeksetc—BafiiagMi February Wth.— The oldest in
habitant acknowledges that there never were so many brant
and ducks in Baruegat Bay as at present. Large swarms
can be seen in every direction. We have had no shooting
worth reporting for six weeks. They only made their appearance since the late warm spell. Our tides are runniug
iow now for much execution. As soon as full tides spring
in you will hear of some big scores.
B.
Feb. lih.— Some few snipe flitting
quail killed by the cold weather around here

ViSgtnia— Norfolk,
about. No
this season.

H.

South OaKouna—BfaUfort, February IWi.— The present
has been an exceptionally good season for ducks in this
State, but 1 have heard of no northern sportsmen visiting
our waters in their pursuit. There is no risk of being
frozen Up,
Rdsticus.

Wisconsin—JhtnnviUe, Dunn

February Of//.—
Snow ail gone, and ground thawing out. A gentleman of
a neighboring town says he saw on Sunday, February lib,
a flock each of wild geese and ducks flying north.
The
tobius, which have not been known to remain here over
winter before, are still here from 1876. The snow-fly,
which does not make its appearance uutil spring comes,
has been seen this month. Can it be they are all deceived?
Co.,

117*.,

Last fall while hunting with rny brother in Illinois we
as most good sportsmen do, to make a trial
of our guns, each, of course, believing his own the best.
This trial was both for penetration and a good target. I
used a No. 9 and be a No. 14, both double-barrel sliol guns,
He had used Iih aud none other for over
muzzle-loaders.

had occasion,

twenty-five years, and yet it remained quite as good and
true as the any it was purchased. From long experience
he had learned put the best charge for this bore for aveThis was three
rage small game or general shooting.
drachms Of good sfroug powder and one ounce of shot.
I mention this load in parlicubir because I have arbitrarily
f
selected it as a unit of measure in my table below,
claimed for my big bore, in order to put our gnus on the
same fooling, a charge of powder and shot each proporIn other words, that our eharges should be
tioned to his.
to each other as the areas or surfaces of our bores.
To
this he readily agreed as being perfectly fair, since it
placed both guns on terms of equality.
In the case of proportionate charges for guns of differed bores it will hereafter appear that eacii charge fills
rideutly as it should
equal lenr/t/i in each bs
[unlity, for Iben equal lengths or
be lo ensure perfect
columns of powder
Opel equal lengths oi columns of
Hence the equi ly is evident.
shot.
But again the Uru/t/i f proportionate charges for shot
it becomes a unit of
guns of different bores being
measure for each; whence fo
that each ch
represented in volume by unity or one multiplied into the
But
area (or suiface) of the bore.
since multiplying these
different areas by.one does not change their relations or
ratios to each other we lay down the following fact as a
our
lo
table
giveu
below,
to
key
wit:
Kui.e That the proportionate charges of shot guns of
dift'eicnt bores arc to each other iu the ratio of the area of
their bore?.
Hence if these ratios be found they indicate
the sizes of the relative charges, and to apply them we
have only lo assume the proper charge for auy one bore or
gun, and then lo multiply this charge by the olher ratios
-respectively and we find their loads.
1 will give one example to illustrate the rule above:
Let
the areas of bores of two guns be represented, lite one by
100 and the olher by 50. If 100 be divided by 50 the quotient or ratio is two, thus the areas are as two to one; but
the charges are in the same ratio as the areas, for ihey
have the same unit of length (as above shown), hence they
are as two to one also, which meets the proposition.
To continue my story. While we had agreed on the
proportionate charge my gun was entitled to we were suddenly brought to a halt to know just what this charge
should be. We had no table before us to refer lo, and" I
was thrown upon my own generosity "to guess" my charge1 did so and got beaten in peuetrafion, and felt bally, of
course.
I thereupon resolved to form a (able to meet a like
!

—

I now find I was beaten in
1 did not put in my due share of
doubtless say, especially those using
breech-loaders, that the loads in mv table are rather light.
pleasant shooting.
1 think nol for 45 or 50 yards, and" for
Beyond this distance, for large game— ducks, geese, turkeys, deer, etc., 1 would increase the charges somewhat.
Others will say, and very truly, that all guns of ihe same bore
do not require the same amouut of ammunition. 1 reply,
such guns are exceptions to the general rule, as these may
be loaded lo suit them, but these exceptions will be found
quite rare. 1 add that very light guns with large bores
may not stand the heaviest charges in the tahle without too
much recoil. These are exceptions also load them more
lightly, but this will be at the expense of penetration and

emergency perhaps

Some

powder.

wounded game.
Wilh these preliminaries and explanations, which if dry
reading to most may yet prove interesting to many, I will
now present my table of charges. They are backed by a
life-long experience with the shot gun, and are the best I
can offer to all classes of hunters Irora young to old, They
are void of extremes, work easy, and are suic up to about
50 yards for the muzzle if not for the breech loader. At

30 yards No. 14 sent half its shot No. 5 through an inch
pine hoard, aud would have stayed half the chickens in
the hennery, but fortunately they were out.

1

\
a .§

r!

We

We

than two weeks we have had springlike "weather, and
angling is the rage. Many fine strings of bass have beer,
taken, with minnows, from our smaller streams, and suckYour humble servant aud
ers caught by tiie thousands.
his diminutive friend, "Uilsey," an old bach,, who tips the
at 36 stone, were out yesterday, aud made the boys'
I
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Id
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1
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1

1.01

,611,

8780

1
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.67
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.66|
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1

17'ltioz.
1
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531

.1117

364
32U
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1, I,

1, 0, 1,

this

3.

1,

1, 1,

1,

1,

1,

1—14. If Mr.
becomes bis

1,

until next June,

it

G.

A Ki.w Among Pigeon SnooTEns.— Mr.

Samuel King,
some pro.

the Mullen House, tit Baruegat, astonished
fessionul shots (us well as himself and friends)

by scoring

leu straight birds in a match tor anew set of Barnegat
decoys (thiiiy-six head) ou the lOib instant. There were
ten entries. Mr. King shot a number twelve Webley
brcech-loader, asiug one-quarter ounce less shot than his
competitors shot alternately from right aud left shoulder,
and without divesting himself of surplus clothing like

—

Bt

others.

Mmnel.

he

DOGS At Auction.— One

most important auction

of the

sales of dogs, as regards the celebrity of the animals sold,

ever held iu this city, occurred at Major Barkei's auction
mart, Broadway and 39th street, on Wednesday of last
week. A large number of spectators (but few ladies) were
attracted 10 ihe sale, from the fact that it was generally
known that the dogs to be sold were from the kennels of
Mr. James Gordon Bennett. The following is a list aud
the prices they brought:
$-26 00
l.-Wh. til. ifc.lan Beliei
Dr. ilalbert
i. tlaluerl
No. 5!.— Wh.h
$U SO
M Will. Collender.. 615 00
No. 3.— WL. hi .v ian eeuei

—

,

.

i

No.

4-

U'n

No. 5.-Keu
Xo.
No.

li.-

&

l)l.

tail

Efiiporgyp

-:-.:

7. -Clumber spaniel

Mr, u.

i

.).

\\'l,iiney..S12 00

$ a no

lew

1;

Black Belter do»

.

IJ

y<

do»

i

Mr,

.

So. 8.— Clumber

Spaniel gyp
No. >>.— Cocker spaniel gyp
No. 10.— (.'lumber spaniel w.vi>
No. 11.- Cocker rpaniel kj'P 1.
l

.

Mr

llullor

S

Shimon
j Gardner

$

Welea

1'

IY.

,

No. 12.- Clu moor spaniel pup|
No. 1.3- Corker spaniel popp;
No. II.— Cocker spaniel pupj

Ken:

Mr. Jaa

litis,
lis;

E

Br.

Mr, r.

ths,

.Mi.

D.al'l

W.
.1.

» muaibs, Mr.

el.

o:

1

(ia 00
....

1'aitk...-,

It.

i

617 00
$10 00

Jr..§ 3 00

rrutikec-

S

Mo. 15,— L'liininiT spaniel puppy

T B0

$ T 50

Rem

\V. (linker,

5

it)

Jc.gll DO

which were evidently a cross of
An indifferent
St. Bernard,) brought $1,1,, $10, |7, and $4.
pup sold for $21, and two Newfoundlands for. $5 each.
"thousand
dollar dogs," imported
No.'s 1 and 8, were the
by Mr. Bennett, Toxoy aud Giil, wc believe are their
names. They were represented as being three years old,
but as they have been in tills country neatly Ibat length of
The gyps had
time, they are probably double that age.
canker of the ear very badly aud the dogs taken as a lot
were iu very bad shape. No.'s 8 and 4 were out of this
pair aud were "lit to send to the breaker;" that is if a
breaker could bo found to take eighteen mouths old dogs,

Four Mastiffs

(ihree of

timidity. The red
also the black dog brought all that they were
worth. The Spaniels were undoubtedly cheap, although
they looked to us as being somewhat mixed iu Ihe breedto say nothing of Iheir almost painful

gyp and

litem having ears Hint would have been
One liver aud white Cocker was really
handsome. The CluiuU-io could not compare with those
imported by Mr. Jonathan Thome, Jr., and to us looked
as though ihey had been crossed wilh the Cockers.
Some of out contemporaries have alluded to this sale as
showing the low estimate in which spoiling dogs arc held
ing, several of

small on a setter.

We

hereabouts.

hold

thi-i lo be an entirely erroneous imdog bus at one tune been sold
no reason why Ihe same value should
attach to him to the end iff his existence. Without licld
qualities of known excellence; or even being the gelter of

The

fact llmt a
is

Gordons

Ihey probably would not
teldom that anything does
would be lar beyond those
given above. The cheapest lot was uudobtedly the gyp,
(.No. 2) for as she is undoubted well bred; if sent toagooti
dog some puppies of excellence might be bred from her.
But the dogs were sold without pedigree., or even; names
lo

auclion, while

realize their full value, (for

3il.

till.

UM 2 3-5

1,

medal

of

his

5-llinz

1 O'/..

218

Talham's

.IS-lfioz.

205

stand

.Vi-K-i

188

.

No.

shot,
6.

the table of proportionate charges I present to
your readers, especially to boys. They can at a glauce
select their proper load from it, and thus save themselves
the trouble of writing you and asking, "how shall I load

my

1,

Loder can hold
property.

thousand guineas lor Kangaroo, as a prospective Derby
winner, and the hoifrc was afterwards sold for a ten pouud
nolo to pull a harrow, it was no judication that II
breds had decreased iu value. If Mi. Morlord was to send
his Don, or Mr. Raymond his Laveracks, or Mr. Muuson

A?.
2 7-1-3,,?..

8,08 6 1-5(1, 2 1-1 6oz.
Uua.
1,82 ajd.
13 ltioz
f.tt 5d.
l.sriiii.
lib*.

H

Loder,

I

good dogs, we hold that .No. f realized all he Wus worth.
Because Ihe unfortunate Maiquis of liastiugs paid twelve

2

If-

1

Such

J.U

* ;
1

1,

1

for a fancy price

l

i

Unit of

IU

%

though at first iuH. W- MERRILL,

Fiukon Match.— Mr. George Lo-'er, who has in his
possession the Onondaga Club Medal, after many a sharp
contest since last June, received a challenge trom Mr,
Henry Gale, which match came Off on the 8th inst, The
day was a very blustering one, nml Ihe birds wi
lent Strong flyers,
The following score shows
intends to become owner Of Hit- beautiful prize: Henry
Gale, 0, 1, 1, 0. 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1. 0, 1, 1, 1-10; George

pression.

table of moroiiTio.NATK

Mb—

A

will

—

H. E.K.

Kentucka-.— Stanford, Feb.
That distinguished individual, so often quoted in these latter days, "the oldest
citizen," never saw such weather as afflicted u9 for two
Hinds of the month of January. The mercury became
thoroughly demoralized during Ihe holidays and stink
to the degradation of 84° below zero, between which
tin riiioiiii'iiical
graduations it. fluctuated nearly three
weeks. All that time a snow of unprecedented depth
covered the ground, and thousands ol quails and hares
were slaughtered in the counties bordering the blue grass
region ami shipped lo city markets.
Great numbers of
deer were killed in Ihe mountain counties.
sporting
friend wrote us from Louisville that he couldn't estimate
the numbers of hares in that market, ottered by many
dealers at 85 lo 30 cents per dozen.
congratulate ourselves that there are no pot-hunters iu Central Kentucky,
and as the cold aud snow put a stop lo shooting they were
ihe
to
prospects
of
beneficial
good quail shooting in the
blue grass counties next season.
have had reports of
mauy full coveys which survived the trying "spell :: Some
farmers assure us that the birds came into their barns and
fed with domestic fowls during the severe weather, and if
disturbed would rarely fly out of the building. For more

hereafter.

penetration because

to the public through your columns,
tended only for private use.
Ma.i.
NewRocheUe, Jim, :\d, 1877.

is

gun?"

It will be seen the above charges are as the ratios in column for they are of equal lengths. The ratios, as will be
seen, are constant quantities and may be readily used to
coustiuct other tables, and having more or less powder aud
shot according to fancy. Any other gauge and charge
than 14 may be selected as a unit of measure. Having
found the ratios they are to be multiplied respectively by
the charge of powder and shot contained in the charge you
have assumed as correct (and the unit), this will give all
the proportional e charges.
In concluding I will add Ihe table has been made with
considerable care, and is believed to be correct for the purpose intended, aud is otherwise reliable in useful data, not
only for the sportsman but to the many others of y»ur
numerous readers. With this view I venture to submit it

it

is

at a forced sale) yet tLe prices

being given

lot

then.

The New York Bench Snow.— We can state that tie
project for aBcuch Show in this city, although necessarily
delayed owing lo Ihe in) possibility of obtaining the desired
location, is by no means abandoned.
It will, probably, be
held in May, or early in June, and as snipe shooting will
then be over, dogs should be iu good condiliou. The announcement Ibat Ihe Rod and Gun Club Df Springfield
will hold no show this year, will be received with regret
This bus always been one of our most pleasant ib unions
for spoilsmen, and many wete looking forward to it wilh
most pleasurable anticipations.
As there, will be no
Chicago show either, the desirability of holding one in this
city

is still

more apparent,

—

FOREST

24
Field Trials.— We have received from J.
Smith, Esq., of Baltimore, the following letter

Eabtkbm

from Cap! J no. M. Taylor, relative to proposed Field
Trials iu thai vicinity.
There is no reason -why mi eh Hit
Event should not be held next fall, and indeed we are informed that the mallei is HOW in hand, and a programme
shortly lo be issued. That U would ho a success in the
hands of the gentlemen who have recently given so excellent a Bench Show we have no doubt, and the entries
would be larger than for any previous event of the same

—

icier 1

Bellefonte, Va., February

******

ApDrspN Smith, Esq. s—

J.

*

*

*

*

lib, 1877.
*

*

there any chance Of making a common cause, or combination of the sportsmen of Maryland, Delaware and Virginia, to unite iu a society lo inaugurate Field Trials this
doming fall? It is conceded by ail that the late show of
dogs ai Baltimore was ibe best ever held in America, and
would it not be as well to add "Field Trials" to your
uccessful association? The pigeon fanciers would
hi

i

'

complain, as Ihey would have a grand opportunity of
he performances of the ''homers," and could
£
time to time during Ihe trials lest time and speed in
flying the birds, and so carry the news to the press, which
would create a sensation both at. home and abroad, showing
the usefulness of the earlier pigeon when many miles from
not

i

graph
need sent cely say lo you or the gentlemen who take
important matter in Itand, that f shall only be too
pleased to give my time, and what influence I may possess
fiee.
I would also he glad
to see Lincoln, the Manager.
in in does not understand the preliminaries at pres[I
ent, but if he will come and stay with me a week, 1 will
do all ill my power lo make him the master of the art of
"Field Trials," as in my opinion be is Ihe best executiveon
i

this

AJNTD

STREAM.

good. Terriers, especially the black and tan, are good.
A splendid bull bitch is exhibited The awards will be
made tomorrow, c Lincoln, of Detroit, is Judge, etc.
Mr A. Ferguson, the President, and Dr. J. H. Cowell,',the.
Secretary, are very attentive in their duties.

COB RESPONDENT.

WORMS, MEDICINE OR
TEMPER?

IT

The

dog trials, whether held
would g'ive the sportsmen of

situation of the
es,

in either of

Mew

York,

Boston, Baltimore, Richmond, and other
s, an opportunity to show the
dogs in the field.
inces from these large and wealthy commercial
iiia,

ii

1

ponds are comparatively short, "therefore the
railroad fares for sportsmen trains and dogs would not, act
as an excuse or as a prohibition to the 'entries.
Where
persons have to travel one thousand miles with the dogs
and trainers, unless representing a club or society of
gentlemen, they undoubtedly look at the cost. Mr. JN. I.
McCrculy, the President of the Old Dominion Line of
en informed he that he would make a concession
IU Hevp York to Petersburg, also along the
route.
In Richmond aud Norfolk there arc influential Spoilsnibs, both of which 1 am certain could be rebedon
lor their heat ly co operation.
In Delaware there are many
gentlemen, who take a lively interest in dogs, etc., one of
Which 1 believe was the originator of the' "Gildersleevc
Do not be behind liana in tlus uew and
Block of stters."
isant pastime.
It only wants somebody to start it, aud
then the trials will go ahead like your dog "Rowdy."
With icind regards, I am your sincerely,
cities to the

,

•

1

Joun M, Taylor,
Dublin Dog Snow.— This show was opened on

the

Dooming of the 24th January at the Dublin Exhibition
under the auspices of the Royal National Dog
Ireland. The entries "numbered 037, and
the whole a success. Mr. Lort was ihe

Palace,

BhOW Society of
the show was on

English judge, the others being Messrs.

only

P.,

Ridg-

Gr,

ffay, I). Bellamy, Joseph Taylor, J. J. Pirn, W. G. Merry,
and Whytc. Single-handed judging was the order of the
day, and as the judges had very spacious rings to compare
Ihe competitors in, they had great facilities in arriving at
correct decisions. One thing was, however, against them
—the paucity of keepers to lead the dogs, and the want of
ring stewards to regulate and keep order.
The exhibition had the patronage of H. R. H. Prince
Arthur, Duke of Connaught, as president, his Grace the
Duke of Marlborough, aud bis Grace ihe Duke of Abercoru being vice presidents. Prince Arthur presented a
very handsome shield for competition in the Irish setter
olaeses, which trophy was won by a very tine young doe,
the properly of Mr, W. if. Lispcamb.

The following
classes :—

the prize animals

arc

the sporting

ir

—

Dogs— 1st, .1. S. Skidmore (Iiomp); id. J. G. Cronyu
Highlyco in ided J. like, 2 Pontfl and Bean). J. C. WUeou (Bounce), and T. W. Webber (Scamp). Com. — W. Fkz?immon?
U. O'Frrrall (Bob in. Bitches—1st, ,J. Pike {Queen)! ad,
etl
ggie)
Com -J. K. Kogerson (Jnno), Capt. R. B.
,an<lF Moore (Sappho.
a Hi \<~ Darin— 1st, and Duke of Connanght's. W. II.
..liana llrad, Uil. Miss E. Donnelly (Bravo), 3d, T. M. llillianl iDnlii).
ll:ehcnm.— J. Simpson (Pat), It. F. Hamilton (Knfua),
< laiompam O oting Dash), and .VI, Daly (Star 11). Com.-YV. J. C'or;l (lull; l\i,Vv. Hay, nit
..,,1,0, M. Bury (Don), F. Moore (Rake),
Vv.U. iVo.utry (Bruzsuj. I'. Ryan (Carlo), A. ,1. llcivd (Dash). II. Pattlson (Play), am T. j; (/'H, iiiy (Grousea Bitches— 1st. J. H. O'Brien
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Editor Fouest and Stream:—
The spirit whiclt actuated Dr. H.

rditb

rational

C. Carey

in

report-

remedy carefully applied,

him

restore

to

health.

lam more constrained to give my views in the cause of
poor dead Dandy, as well as the living Dash, Sport, or
Rake, from the fact that 1 feel especially invited, as one of
the "some olber correspondents," to put in my oar, and
hence 1 beg leave to offer the opinion that Dandy died of
an adquamie form of distemper, taking the Doctor's history
of the case upon which lo form an opinion.
The presence

of the

worms was a

consistent, thin expul-

),

Sit

1.

—Mr.

-H. L. Moloch (Baffle), J. T. Iticln.rdson
Murray (Lucy) G. P. Gray (Rake., and A. Fernet (Venus)
Townjey (Hover).

1'.

L.

W.

White's

inst,

(.Use's Mom, while and lemon in color, was
imported in utero by Ex-Gov. Sprague, of Rhode Island, and
is now in the kennel of S. S. Pease, of this city.
From
this union a tine litter should he expected

ment.

.

Saglnay, Eiok.ii Sjk.w.— This show is a fair one for Ihe
<•
iribei over fifty, anil comprise
id
uo.ls
The English setters are not well
The jtish are a fail lot; pointers are poor
I resi uiai
'

I

.

three hours.
The pulsations of the heart being counted
hy means of the h'ngers applied ovei the lower part of the
dog's eiicsi between ribs.
1 don't regard quinine as a specific in distemper, but iu
this case it would admirably answer the purpose of
counteracting the overwhelming of the dog's vital powers,
by the distemper poison.
Distemper is a specific disease, of protean forms, and may
attack a dog with worms, and so affect the parasites and
secretions of the patient as to cause their expulsion.
It is also a disease that exerts a powerful poison upon
the vital functions of the animal, and has a predilection for
exerting its poisonous influence upjn mucous membrane.
Generally that being the nasal aud respiratory organs, but
also at times, apparently avoiding these mucous passages.
and spending its violence upon the mucous membrane of
the bowels and causing death by poison, depression aud
exhaustion of the vital functions of the animal.
Santonine may bo regarded as entirely reliable as a vermifuge for dogs, and perfectly safe in the proportion of
from one to two grains to every twenty to fifty pounds of
dog, the drug to be administerd night and morning. Areca
nut, is undoubtedly an active vermifuge, but more irritating, and certainly"less safe than santonine

South Fork,
"We cannot agree with our correspondent, (hat Areca
nut

is less

safe than santonine; on the contrary,

we

believe

just the opposite to be the case, and in this connection the

following paragraph which

we

find in the

Oreyhoii,,g> and .-Icc'rhuiwls

fttfl

positively to exist, the dose of castor oil which follows the areca nut, may iu itself be the best remedy which

respiration, the patient recovered.
The physician in
charge of the case then instituted a series of experiments
on the lower animals, and found that chloral and ether inhalation controlled the convulsions produced by santonine.
ficial

He

naturally argues that the same treatment should be purin the human subject when a poisonous dote is
taken."

sued

—

Santonine for Worms
"I do not accept as true your
my pup Dandy died of too "much medi-

assumption, that
cine."

remedy

1 do believe, however, that areca nut or any other
that would have secured the expulsion of the"worms

at the time the first ones were discharged had been administered, that, his life would have been saved. With the repu-

tation thatit has acquired through the Forest and Stream
areca nut had been at luiud at this stage of Lhe ease
should certainly have administered it instead of the calomel
and turpentine. While 1 was waiting for you to send it lo
me I read up on anthelmintics and found that santonine
took the lead of all other articles for the destruction of
worms, and I administered it with the results named in the
I

two cases I sent you for publication
I do not desire to be regarded as urging objections

to

areca nut further than this; so far as 1 know it is not generally kept by apothecaries, and before it can be procured
from New York, some acute cases of disease produced by
worms might, prove fatal. On the other hand santonine is
kept by aimoM, every druggist, is easy of administration,
and certain in its action.
II, G
Cake.),
Indianapolis, Feb 1st, 1877fop,

for

of the principal
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|
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DISTEMPER.

Youk, Feb. 1th, 1877
Editor Forest and Stream:—
You have asked me for a short and concise, article upon
"Distemper and bow to treat it," I cannot give what you
ask nor do
believe any man ran.
Especially when you
consider that Ihe article will be read aud used by men who
1

or no experience in medicine, or in diagnosticating diseases.
Then I do not think there is such a disease
as distemper.
To be sure,
experience has not been so
very large, but such as it has* been during the past three or
four years, combined with my knowledge of medicine, has
failed to convince me of its existence.
1 lnvo treated each
year very many cases of so called distemper, and in every
case I have been aide to diagnose a, distinct disease, and only through ignorance had the owners thrown aside the proper name and given it a uew one, "Distemper;" and from
the promisucous manner in which the word m used, to dessignate almost every 111 that dog is heir to, arises trreat confusion and oftentimes serious harm; and it. appears lo me
that unless used properly it had better be dropped eutirely,
for at present it signifies nothing, unless it be that the animal is sick. I have found Pneumonia lo be the most common desease among dogs, where medical skill is called into
requisition, and second in importance is intestinal colic and
purging,
I have lost but two dogs during the past, three
years, one from pneumonia and one from inflammation of
the bowels, and both of them I treated, so to speak, by
letter, never having seen the animals. Pneumonia generally
exhibits itself in the same manner as it does in man, there
is a chill or chilly sensation; the dog shivers, is dumpy and
sleepy, aud yet very restless and unable to sleep. " The
breathing is quickened, likewise the pulse, the nose is hot
and the eyes bloodshot. Soon the nose and eyes discharge
a thick purulent matter; a sharp, dry cough "is beard, and
now and then a teaspoon t'u] or 80 of greenish mat er is
vomited from the stomach. As the dog improves the vomiting is less frequent, the discharge from the eyes and nose
ceases, and all the organs return to their normal state.
These symptoms are all present iu a severe case, and in
many slight atl teks some of them will be wanting or present
onty in a slight degree.
When I have made up my mind that a dog has pneumonia, I give twenty grains of calomel in powder dry on the
back of the tongue, and commence immediately with four
grains of quinine four limes every 21 hours, provided the
tlog is one year old. Should he calomel move him too fredy
give thirty drops tinet. opium in 3 ounces of starch water as
an enema, aft
ivei
age, Until the evacuations are less
frequent.
To those who prefer it, in place of calomel, give
four grains of blue mass every .alternate day until two or
three doses are taken, or, three compound earthartie pills
first day.
I prefer the calomel, though 1 acknowledge the
dog then needs to be more carefully watched. The dose

have

little

my

l

I

,

calomel may, to some unaccustomed to its use seem veryI have given ten grains of calomel with excellent
puppy three mouths old. During the course of
Ihe disease the animal needs to be kept iu a iraim, dry comfnrt, iMe place, and nourished with strong soups, beef tea,
milk, bread, etc.
Should the pain become very severe one
grain of opium in pill will relieve it.
When the breathing
is labored and rapid, half teaspoorrfu) of the comp. syrup
of squills every lour hours until vomiting is ptodueed, will
afford immense relief.
The urine may- become scanty aud
high colored ; a leaspoonful of the bcsl sweet spirits of nitre,
repeated will in most cases change the quantity and quality
of the secretion.
The disease may last from oue week 10
six weeks.
1 have rarely, however, seen it last more than
three.
I would advise any man having a valuable dog
showing signs of Ihe disease to consult at once the best,
physician in the place. Al some future dale I will givu
you a few lines ou linestiual colic, and inflammation of the
bowels, which I hope may be of service to your readers.
Ol

large, but

results to a

W.
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Augustuve, Fla.— The.

St.

Au-

gustine Press of Ftb. 3d, gives the following description of
a novel aquatic eutertaiuuieut which will bear imitation
iu other waters:—

"The arrangements for an Aquatic Concert at, full moon,
lo have been carefully and even elaboralely, though
quietly made by a number of liberal gentlemen, consisting
of military and naval officers, in connection with the ever
active aud enterprising managers of the St. Augustine
Yacht Club, which is chiefly composed of wealthy gentlemen who Winter regularly at this place.
"Promptly at half past seven o'clock the fleet of beautiful yachts lying around the wharf were seen to commence a
series of well conceited movements. The admirable baud of
the 5th Artillery quietly took seats in one of the larger 3'achls,
aud with their silver instruments, glided off lo ihe U. S.
Coast Survey Steamer Bache,
line of yachts was then
formed in the offing, immediately iu front of Chi
decked in all the colors of the rainbow with lighted Chinese
lanterns.
number of blazing rockets andltoman caudles
called the party together, and goon the main body of the
appear

A

A

aud gentlemen, began to move off
round the Steamer, while citizens
aqd others ppt -actively participating tilled ihe wharf ami

fleet, filled Willi ladies
in order, and to circle

lined the shore.
"Just as the circle

was completed a, cannon shot from on
Bache, announced Ihe opening of thi

recommend areca

re,

because

tin.

WEBB ON

DR.

Druggitts Circu-

lar, may be read with interest.
It is headed "Dangers
from Santonine."
"In using santonine, it is well to bear iu mind that com
paratively small doses have produced convulsions of somewhat grave character. A German paper lately reported a
case in which poisonous effects were produced in a child
two years old by the ingestion of so small a dose as a grain
and a half. Convulsions commenced iu the face and extended to the extremities, while the respiratory action was
greatly impeded.
Under warm baths, enemata, and arti-

Due

I

idtlceutdogs

you suggest, of "loo much medicine," can scarcely hold
good, since the doses were moderate, and entirely' safe for
a setter of ordinary s'v/m, but rather let your verdict be,
that Dandy did not get enough of the right kind of medicine early, viz., quinine iu specific and sustaining doses, say
three to live grains, two or three times a day, controlling
the bent's action to about 100 in a minute by carefully
guarded doses of tincture aconite, say one drop every

if

Bridgeport, Ct.) liver and while
was visited by Case's Morn on the
The bitch is well-bred, of large size, and finely
her photograph already adorns our kennel depart(of

inoiilid pointer hitch
•lad

Worms in the dog, like worms in the bowels of human
beings, rarely, if ever, prove fatal to the patients, especially
in ten day's illness.
There is scarcely a young dog in existence, or a young human being either, that has not. within the alimentary canal, worms, more or less in number,
so that iu brief, they nearly all "have worms."
The certificate Of death, Mr. Editor, of Dandy, which

14

!

1

(Bellu), It,

sion, partly the result of the anthelmintic effect of the calo-

mel and santonine, and partly due to their once poisoned
and relaxed state in common with the poisoned condition
of the divine secretions of poor Dandy himself.

I

J T.
and W.
J J.

(lioek),
"'

I

known

NEW

ing his unsuccessful case of canine therapeutics, in yoio usue of Jan. 25th, is most commendable, since it is often those
very unsuccessful cases that give us most instruction,
which alas! the sportsman, as well as Ihe veterinarian, are
too apt lo withhold from the fashionable tact, that success
is the magic word that every one of us like lo see slmprinted on our efforts, whether it be with the. trusty breech
loader, standing behind our fiue blooded "Dandy," thrilled
from center to peripbey by the sudden whirr of the quickly
rising quail, or with saddened and anxious heart watching
the distressing symptoms of our faithful suffering ''Dandy,"
with an earnest hope to read aright the disease of our dumb
friend, that we may, with never failing (?) nostrum, or

Wallace Kbo-

ulier (Lotty), ruxi

inntou (Chi

i

DIS-

i

:i

It is an exand acts as & Stimulant, or, so to speak, conpowder; and when worms are merely suspected, not

could be given,—

WAS

i

Phil

extend beyond the mere expulsion of worms.
dition

..'Utmeei.h

—
.
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FOREST AND STREAM
rising, thecordouoJ; yachts Bailed gaily around
The baud poured a flood of tweet melody
the steamer,
upon the fitlll night air, and the flood of water laved the
graceful craft, whose gay wings, snowy with moonlight.,
Bashed from all directions upon the ravished eye of the bebolder,
Rosy and golden lights "learned from the boats
with long trucks of brilliancy across the rippling water,
while the new lighthouse, as though unwilling that oilier
lights should outshine it, shrunk and grew again, and,
giowiug with unusual splendor, sent, a gorgeous pathway Of
pellucid light heavenward athwart the bay."
tie, breeze

THE HISTORY AND CHARACTER OF
PAPER BOATS.

Inquiries regarding the history and durability Of
boats occasionally reach ma through the medium of the
After all the uses to which paper has been put
post, office.
daring the, last twenty years, the public is yet hardly convinced that the flimsy material, paper, can successfully take
the place of wood in the construction of light pleasure boats,
Yd, the idea has become an accanoes, and racing Shells,
complished fact, 'l'he success of the victorious paper shells
of the Cornell College navy, which were enlisted in the
struggles of the two past seasons at Saratoga, against no
mean antagonists— the college crews of the United States—
surely proves that iu strength, stillness, speed, and fineness
of model the paper boat is without, a rival.
When used in its own peculiar sphere, the improved paper boat will be found to possess the following merits: Less
weight, greater strength, Stiffness, durability, and speed
than a wooden hoat. of (he same size and model, and the
molded paper shell will retain the delicate lines so essential to speed, while, the brittle woodeu shell yields more or
comless to the warping influences of sun and moisture.
parison of the strength of wood and paper for boats has
been made by a writer in the Cornell Times, a, journal published by the students of that celebrated New York college: "Lot us take a piece of wood and a piece of paper of
the same thickness, and experiment with, use and abuse
them both to the fame extent. Let the wood be of oneeighlh of an inch iu thickness— the usual thickness of shell
boats— and the paper heavy paslehoaid, both one foot square.
Holding them up by one "side, strike them with a hammer,
and observe the result. '1 he wood will be cracked (to say
the least), the pasteboard, whirled out of your hand, will
onlv be dented, at mo&t. Take ho!d and bend them. The
wood bends to a •erlaiu digrce, and then splits; the pasteboard, bent to the same degiee, is not affected iu the least
Take a knife and strike then, the wood is again split; lire
pasteboard, only pierced. Place them on the water, the
wood floats for an indefinite time} the pasteboard, after a
But
lime, soaks, and finally sinks, as was to be expected.
suppose we soak the pasteboard in marine glue before the
itnetit, then we find the pasteboard equally as impervious tb the water as wood, slid as buoyant, if of thesame
weight. But to be of the same weight it must be thinner
than the wood, yet, even then it stands the before mentioned' testa as well as when thicker; and it will be found to

A

stand all tests much better than wood, even when it weighs
considerably less.
"Now, enlarging our piece,, and molding them into boats
of the same weight, we find the Following differences-.—
being'slill'

and

liable to sp'it,

eanonly temolded

comparative form. Paper, since it can be rendered
p fleetly pliable, can be pressed into any shape desirable,
ueiice, any wislied lor fineness of lines can be given the
model, and the paper will assume lie identical shape, after
which it can be water-proofed, hardened, and polished.
Paper neither swells, nor shrinks, nor cracks, hence it does
not k-ak, is always ready for use, always amicable. As
to cost, there, is very little difference between the two, the
COit being within twenty, live dollars, more or less, thesame
I t|lO-

i

Those who use paper boats think them very near
for both.
perfection, and surely those who have the most to do with
boats ought to know, prejudice aside, which is the best.
Ad injury to a paper boat is easily repaired by a patch of
strong gaper and a coating of shellac put on with a hot iron.
As the paper boat is a novelty with many people, a sketch
Mr.
of its early history limy prove interesting to the reader.
George Waters, the son of the senior member of the firm of
Sous, of Troy, K. Y., was iuviled some
E. E. Wafers
The boy repaireleven years since to a masquerade party.
ed to a toy shop to purchase a counterfeit face; but thinking
the price '(eight dollars) was more than he could afford for
a single evening's sport, he borrowed the mask for a model,
from which he produced a duplicate as perfect as was the
While engaged upon his novel work, an idea imoriginal.
"Cannot," lie quepressed itself upon his ingenious brain.
ried, "a paper shell be made upon a wooden model of a boat V
and'will not a shell thus produced after being treated to a
coat, of marine varnish, float as well, and be lighter than a
wooden boat?'' Tin; boy turned his attention to the de-

&

velopment of his bright idea; and being crowned with success, he was soon "paddling his own canoe" —the first paper boat— upon the. river. That first crudely constructed
paper shell is still a good hoat. The father of George, an
inventor of many successful mechanical devices, now applied his energies, lime and fortune, lo the perfecting of
the paper boat; and though his firm has struggled against
the prejudices of he world, and losses both pecuniary
and incendiary, the great effort has been rewarded by success as wejl as by the approbation of thousands of enthusiastic friends.— JS. II. Bishop, in the "South,"
I

—

-»•••"

Government
SdHOOTi op Navigation.— The Provincial
establishing a School of
of Quebec has made provision for
Navigation for that Province. The institution was to have
gune into operation on the 1st of February. The school is
and
C
directly under the control of the Government,
of MerSeaton', Esq., late Nautical Master to the Society
chant Venturers, Bristol, Eugiiind, has been secured to
Superintend the institution. The fees are .$15 tor those
for
wishing to pass for a male's certificate, and $20
No further charge is
those wishing a captain's certificate.

W

.

entailed until certificates are obtained,

Y ale.— The Yak

HAii\ Aito ARt)

Record of the

-3d inst.

says ;—
"It will not be pleasing to hear that unless a consideramonth from to-day no
ble amount of money is raised by a
race will be rowed with Harvard this
.

,

-*»»

—Mrs- Elizabeth Goose— otherwise "Mother Goose
Manning,
died in Boston in 1757; and here is the Rev. ,T. L
memopastor of the new Old South Church, asking that a
in one of
lady
venerable
the
to
erected
should
be
rial statue
the parks or squares of that city,

^ntiottal

25

j§a$times.

BASE BALL.
The base ball season bids fair to open early this year,
and already the notes of preparation are to be heard.

About forty regular professional clubs will enter the arena,
of which but six will be League clubs, viz., four from the
west and two from the east. The Philadelphia Athletics
will join the International Association which will be the
majority association of the country.

—A

has been issued for an Amateur Convention of
genuine amateur clubs to meet iu this city on March 14th.
But it will be difficult to find regular amateur clubs enough
to organize the meeting.
There is one in New York, the
old Knickerbockers, and one in Brooklyn, the Nameless,
call

the other clubs are nearly all gale money amateiir nines
and not eligible to send delegates under the call in question.

—Base

ball

games at Prospect Park are expected to
last week in March judging from the mildfar.
The ball players are

begin about the

ness of February weather thus
eager to take the field.

SKATING,
Prospect Park ended up forty-four days of skating this
season on February 10th, and the same day- the Capitoline

Lake had its fifty -third day of skating. The sun has
come too powerful for the ice now, and the chances
that the ice skating season

is

be-

are

nearly over.

— Roller skating

is still on the increase, and new halls
up rapidly. On Monday night Apollo Hall
illiamsburg was opened for roller skating, and a hall
South Brooklyn is to be opened for the same exercise
next week. As soon as the lease of the Hippodrome trotting race management expires that place is to be transferred into a large roller skating palace.

are springing

in
in

W

—At

the Brooklyn Rink, on Febiuary 8tb, there was a
larger attendance on the occasion of the third fete night
entertainment than at either of the previous fetes, aud on
Saturday fully two thousand people were on the floor dur
ing the afternoon and evening.

JJ«w §ubHcntions.

inimitable book, ''The Great Divide,' and by others who have explored
this Wonderland.
Tbe XUvMtttd. London ,V-w.s, not very long ago, gave
numerous excellent engravings of the most, remarkable points in that
large apace or" 500 miles, which has been set aside by the Untied Slates
Government in perpetuity as a public park or recreation ground
Bur IE
is admited by every writer, on the subject, that it is all but lmp<
by words t» convey the slightest idea of the remaikable natural fenluria
of the district, large portions of which volcanic, and diversified
with geysers, which for number and grotesqueness throw those of Iceland
into the shade.
Neither can engravings, or even photographs,
give much more satisfaction, for the niosi, astonishing of afl the. wonders
.

is that of color.
There the rocks and mountains and tbe twisted and
distorted masses of earth arc tinted with brilliant colors— red, orange,
yellow, &c., such as we havo never bean accustomed to associate with

them, and which, consequently, render them different in their physical
aspects to any thing before seen.
So much did this impress the indefatigable, Pr fessor flayden, when he was the geologist in charge of ,lhe
Government exploration and survey of the district, that he obtained
subsequently the service of a very skillful British artist in water-colors,
to take on the spot colored sketches of some of the most beautiful and
remarkable scei s in the district. Mr. Moran's beautiful drawings bear
testimony to the fact that no pains had been spared to make them faithful representations of the remarkable scenes they represent.
To give
equally trustworthy reproductions Of these drawings, was most desirable,
so that the marvels of Wonderland, as it is often now called, might be
seen by all the world. This has been doue iu a very magnificent volume
published by Messrs. Prany & Co., or Boston, U. 8'. It contains fifteen
chromoliths, of such excellence, that we are surprised to find that firm,
eminent as it is, bringing out so large a work In a style which would do
credit the Imperial Slate Printing Lstabiisbmeut of Austria, long so fa-

mous

for its perfection

the

in

glyptic

arts.

There

is

a softness and

depth not often seen in chromoliths, and as the work has been
brought out under the careful supervision of the eminent geologist who
surveyed the country, wo have ample guarantees that the drawings are
atrial

Tbe work is necessarily a costly one, but no
public library can well do without it; and to those who can aliord.to put It
in their libraries, It wilt be a great source of pleasure. The letterpress
description of the pictures is by Professor Hay den himself.
faithfut representations.

Field and

Very interesting and valuable

Foiiest.

's

the article from the pen of Mr. David tScott, with which Field and ForJanuary upens. While the Tendency in Birds to Vary their Hal)
its is a topic which might be made to riU a volume, Mr. SeoLt in tbe brief
space which he sceupies has treated the subject in ah able manner, and
although we by no means agree with him tn some of the deductions

est for

which he arrives at, we welcome his article as an additional evidence of
the new and more philosophic spirit which is pervading science. The
time has passed when the description of new species was lhe sole end
aud aim of each Naturalist, and at present the fearfcw in silence
voting themselves to gathering facts lookiug to the establish n.
;

i

general laws.

of the GrtE.vr West. By Col. R. J.
G. P. Putnam's
If. S. A., with an Introduction by Win. Blaekrnore.
Sua*, Publishers, Ki Fifth avenue, New York.
This is by far the most comprehensive and intelligent volume that has
ever been written of the Far West, It is alike invaluable to the sportsman, the Battler, the overland traveler, the trapper, and the soldier. It
is written in the plain language of "one who has been there and knows."
The economy, strategy, diplomacy, expedients and vicissitudes of the
Plains are here so intelligently stated that any one who reads may profit
thereby with material advantage. Next to the compass, this book becomes a necessity. To be without either- involves great personal risk
and detriment. In 1856, Lieut. Ruxtou, of the British Army, gave us in
homely but well chosen language the first truthful information we had
received or the physical chaiacteristics of the Far West and its nomadic
inhabitants; its marvellous scenery and wonderful resources; and the
startling vicissitudes of a life there spent. Except through the few
gleanings from the observations of overland gold seekers bound to Oat
ifcunia, and Ihe Mormon emigrants, the whole region had been a sealed
book. Kuxton covered the whole ground, sufficiently it is true-yet UtThe Bad Lands, the wonders of the Yelile escaped his observation.
lowstone, the gold of Pike's Peak, the Boiling Soda Springs, all new
and startling terrestrial phenomena than are at this day verified, just as

The Plains

Dodge,

he described them. But much of what was to him a wilderness now
blooms with grain fields, aud is resonant with the hum or industry.
at that time advised well as to the policy to be pursued With the
Indians; and ins advice, if followed, would have hi ought peace instead
of perpetual war. What he predicted as to the destruction of the game
of the country has proved tine, ft was the good fortune of the writer
to have crossed the Plains at the time of Kuxlon's campaigning, and he
is thus enabled to make those intelligent comparisons which help to
form an opinion of the value and authenticity of a work like Col.
Dodge's. In an article published in Hat-pert Magazine, in Oc;. 1857, he
indorsed what Kuxton had then said, and nothing has since occurred to

Kuxton

An article on Dorypltora <leennlineata
some interesting facts
wrth tegaid to the habits of this destructive beetle, and should n t read
by agriculturists. We notice also a valuable catalogue of tbe Mosses ol
tbeDistrlctof Columbia, prepared by Mr. Rudolph Ojdberg, There are
gives

several shorter articles,

instructive.

we

In the Naturalist for Febiuary
arc given a must atThomas H. Streets, of the Natural tli story of
the Fanning -Group of Islands of the Paci.'ic Ocean, Dealing wiih the
fauna of an almost wholly unknown region, Dr. Strtets's paper Is Insomewhat detailed account is given In the
structive and valuable.
next article of the Explorations made iu Co orado in 18;li by Dr. linytractive account by Dr.

A

den's Survey, the main points of which havo already been published in
Messrs. D. II. Jordan aud II. R. Copeland fuml-h notes
this journal.
on the habits of ihe .Sand Darter, aud Wm. B. Flint writes on Ihe Dis:,,
tribution of Plants iu New Hampshire aud Vermont. An ait.,
Prof. Cope on the Suessoniau Fauna in North America gives in popular
form Ihe details of recent geological discoveries in New Mi xico, by
which the Eocene beds in that territory have been found to be oj ihe
tame age with the Lower Eocene of France aud England. The author
also quotes at some length from tbe celebrated Darter in reference to ihe
increase iu tbe size of the mammalian brain from the early Tertiary u.
tbe present time. We notice, however, that, through some inadvertence,
the Professor has omitted to mention in this connection the name 01
Marsh, whose restaiehes in this direction have been regurded as so iiu portaut by alt paleontologists. Tbe other articles of the number are on

Land Mollusks by K. K. C. Stearns in
by J.S.Kingsley. The General Notes are interesting and the ScienProceeuin gs of Societies cover a wide field.

the Vitality of Certain
cles
tific

reverse the opinions of either.

Subsequently Max Grtene wrote a very l.ruthfut bookeulithd the
"Kansas Region. " which then included a vast territorial area, now divided into several Slates, dwelling particularly upon ihe climate and
This was a most valuable little
agricultural resources of the country
work that should have enjoyed a large circulation. "The Prairie Traveler," by Gen. Marcy, is another book of great use to any one crossing
the plains, containing mauy mstruclions to govern the movements or
bodies of troops, and which are equally Well adapted to sportsmen and
hnnters. Tins is a feature likewise or Col. Dodge's book. As regards
Ihe game of the country, the author devotes to less than 114 pages to it
alone. Any of our sporting readers, therefore, who have ever turned
their loving eyes westward, will lose no time in giving the book a thorough perusal We shall place it on our shelf for constant reference. The

them

of

all

Fuld and Forest is a monthly periodical of much value, printed at
Washington, and we wish for it the success it so well deserves; only w e
would prefer if it had not so nearly appropriated our own title.

,

News and

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths,

Jewelers, and

Importers, have always a large stock or

sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other snorts, and on request they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

.

price

$1

Is

its Inhabitants.
A Mad World andAppleton
Co.

By

Julius

Cham-

&
D.
bers, New York.
llr. Chambers's experiences in a lunatic asylum, now offered in book
form, will not be altogether new to the American public. They are,
respect of their own peculiar charr
however, deeply interesting, holh
acter and of the legislative reforms to which their original publication
led. The hook is a result of that enterprise which pervaded every
branch of American journalism. The laws regulating the admission of

m

paticnte to lunatic asylums, and their treatment, when immured called
for exposure, and the author undertook the task. He details with a
grim humor the course of study, and the preparation necessary for a
candidate for a certificate of lunacy, aud then shows how successfully

he passed his own medical examination, and was, by the doctor's flat,
transformed into a madman. Then came the horrors and abuses of the
asylum, relieved by clearly drawn portraits of his fellow patients.
Statements are made respecting the brutality of the keepers, which appear almost incredible. The author succeeded in demonstrating, firsily,
the indifference and easily satisfied ignorance ol the examining "experls," secondly, the carclesi negligence ef Ihe judge who gran'ed the
warrant for his committal", and thirdly, the aduiirablo condition of the
In other words, he showed that all the usages and laws relaasylum

Their timing -watches are g uaran teed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

&

Co.,

and are

are also the agents tn America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

-Whose celebrated watches they have a
line.

full

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

.

ting to ihe confinement and treatment of ihe insane « ere erroneous,
and that the entire system was rotten. This was no mean achievement,
and nothing but courage and a strong sense of duty could have earned
him through even his brief term of imprisonment. He let light in upon
of the social fabric, and led people to question
tbe semi-starvation, kicks and cuffs of the asylnui Wei
is told
lo re-seat reason "in her throne." The style in which the story
Is in every way admirable.

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the world,

one of the darkest spots
if

The Yellowstone National Pahk

By Prof. Thomas

0. Arther. Edinburgh, Scotland:
Already the European public is awakening lo the knowledge that Iher-e
fur away in the center of North American, a district more realy wonderful than any which the most inventive fiction writer has ever Imagined, and full of Interest, aa we&retold by the Earl of Dnntayen iu his

and the public are

invited to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obliga-

is,

tion to purchase.
Adv.

Union Square.

New

York.

AND STREAM.
EXPOSITION
MEDAL
CENTENNIAL AWARDED
FOR
FOXIEST

20
Mttffis.

^partstven's gioufiis.

launches.

STJEIAJM:

Russian Vapor, Marble, Baths.
HO. 23 EAST FOURTH ST., NEAR BROADWAY

i

The most

extensive, luxurious am] popular bulbs
lis
int.
Call ami six- the ten tmonials. signed
by the most eminent physicians of the citv, to their
value as a remedy in Cold, Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Gout, Rheumatism, and many other afflictions which
originate in an inert skin.
uVrTarn

SAYAI^NAH, GA.

FOll

5

TOE FLORIDA PORTS.
AND

TUP.

South and

Southwest,

GREAT SOUTHERN FREIGHT AND PASSENGER LINE-CENTRAL RAILROAD OF
GEORGIA, AND ATLANTIC AND

Uennel.

GULF RAILROAD.

The

(C,

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS.

Louis Kennel Club.

St.

WHITFORD, TRAINER.)

B.

Lite owners of the following dogs:
formerly owned
MOCK, an Imported BngHsl sen
hy Lnlher Adams, of Bostoi

ate

wo

Bug!Mia,at.d

,,

Chic

rut-Held,

Als

mil St

lUe Sp.
ibow. and other Specials.
??),

.von

llrst

IjC.-t

Bct-

'-',
i;
Oi
both imported red Irish sattera.
first at thu Chicago Show; was a winner in
class in Irel.i.id, and first prize at. BaltiAil.cn, ttie
red
Irish
Is sire
of
(1ST?).

N.

Puppy

more

at,
the Centennial bench
hilch which won first
show; and ofNorah, who won 1st at the St. Louis show.
2d at Coicaio in the Open class, and 1st as
the beat Irish setter Ion n kpu
d* shown with two

ERIN won

i

W.it. iiwc

If,;

Cum

'

|

'

•

:

'

'::

and RAPIDAN will sail
THURSDAY'S AT P. M.
CO., Agents, 63 South

CO.,

II

MURRaV, FERRIS &
GEN. BARNES

GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THR BUILDING OF

i

Elcho won
the

MAGNOLIA

STEAM POWER
SAFETY
30 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK,

Y.

ttnd H. LIVINGSTON,
TUB .DAYS AT H P M.

and their machinery,

jL.AXJrvcii£:^

ihem complete In every parlicular, fitted either as So. iff Racers. Fast Pleasure Boats, Parlv
compl,
Also
will supply the MAt'HIMUlY
Boits, Fishing Boats Smp's Tenders, or Ferry lloats. Or

And

will rural, h

.

model

'"

i

od moulds

preferring to build

to parties

n boats

tin

GEO. VONGE, Agent, 400 Broadway.

SAN JACINTO

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

vm.

«KO. YOrVGE,
N. B.

ghe

It

FOR

tgotke;;:

getrncl

To Spoi'tsmra

SALE.—BRACK.

I'iscicultiuii-ts!
For sale or lease-a farm of fifty acres, good buildings, incluaint; new dwelling one uourand uqauarter
from the city by New Baven R. R, About thirly

I

tcrpnpa,f/)«yfrf bitches nine n.otii
Very proraieii
.-omelv marked alike.
Out of Mr. Daly's
excellent pcdigtee.
inaikahle Held perforr
Fifth
WILLIE

JOHNSTON

febl5-lt

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.

i

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Pliinltet,. Cirrie,
Rapp and Nell have passed into the above Kennel.
Plunket and Happ will be used in tile stud. For services and pedigrees address

W.

.

deciffi

CUB

IFOR POINTERS.)
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight CO
Siren hy R
lbs.: winner ol sevi g prizes In England.
Price's Champion J in. and from While.1. Lloyd

hrntedCn raplon Field
s.

WEBB.

7

fnl

Dog Cakes.

Flbrlne

IVIeat

to the trade.

City,

SETTliR.
SUBSCRIBER HAVING SECUR-

,d a brace of red Irish sellers, Buck and Fioss,
exported to the Centennial Bench Show by Mr. J, C.
Cooper, Limerick, Ireland, now offers the services of
For
the dog Buck for stud purposes. Teims $„'.',.
pedigree and particulars address C. Z. Ml LEY, Lan-

dec73mo

Pa

Sale.

ONE-HALF INTEREST WITH ONTROL OF
BUSINESS IN A SPLENDID
(

$10.

FISHERY.

c Meat Fibriue Cakes hare
Sarcely any explanation to
.

every one

of

who keeps

aie free from salt, and
j)»e use of winch, in comal to compose a biscuit 18
'stent- For sale in cases
,TJZE, -de Ag nt, in South
Special terms to keunels

y

ii
*

coniuirj
limatieli with
:.

meal
l.v

a

I..-I

of 112 ihs. each. F.<

New

William streel,

choicest standard and new pieces for professional and amateur Readers and Speakers, and interJust the
esting articles on appropriate subjects.
thing wanted. 10 cts. of any newsdealer or by mail.

JESSrl

HANEY &

CO. 119 Nassau
,

St.,

SALE.— A

10

-BORE PUBDY
latest

all

improvements;

just imported and of finest, quality. No finer
America. H. C. SiHJIRES, No. 1 Courllandt

§atq h

({until

ARTHUR

«.

gun

T

AA
glH

first-class
atFlorida.
at the
tractive winter resoit iu the South. An ocean ceach
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
Deer in the oeaeh liammech, ^uipe, rail and duck in
countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection hy rail and steamer with the North.
SoplT-Tin.
Dnwnia Proprietor
W.

W

violently they pull, ibis collar will
not choke or injure the dog. Made of heavy bridle
leather with idclclo plated trimmings. Sent by mill
i'o f dog or owner on name plate for $1. CO.
1

Thomson

301 Broad-way,

IV.

Y.

TINE. SANFOED, EiVTKB PRISE, and intermediate

JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and

landings on ST.
in
I

WML.

hence by railroad or steamboat, apply to
Gejfjl Agent,
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. B. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

JAMES,

orange C. H

,

Va.

N. Y,

FRY FOR SALE

TROUT
BROOK
any quantity

to suit parties.

\V

.

II.

the South

SEASON OP
<'ujisJ

H47<i-7.
Line of KailwavH aod CovnvUouit

beyond as route may be.
No. 2.— 8:40 a. m. daily (except Snndav). Ailni
to Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,
and all Florida points.
No. 3,-H.S0a. m. daily fcscepl Sunday
g
express to Washington, and the
No. 3. On these trains Pullman Parlor
York to Washington. Pullman Sice,.
ford (supper ci.i.-c) to Wilmington,',, c
Parlor
Cars Wilioington to Charleston.
Lucas sleepers
S..viiniiali.
Elegant Day Curs Savancars

"THE BERMUDAS:'
in

elegant Brilish Steamships "Bermuda" aud
"Cumina," 1,000 tons, lilted expressly for file passenger travel, are dispatched from New Y'ork Tor liermu
da fortnightly, making connection at Ber-nda with
Thomas and West Indies. For
steamers" for s
full information apply to A. K. OLTFRBR! PG.E,
Agent, 39 Bioadway, N. Y.
DecSl-ly.

i

.

nah to Jacks.,
No. l.-iiilO
All
Sunday)
ii

il...

a. m. and 9fW a. m. daily (except
tail to Baltimore.
Hay Line lo Norfolk.
S.A. R. R. R. in Wtldiui, llicnec as by Schedfin these ii.ins P.n lor Car- to Baltimore.
ule No.
earners 10 Portsmouth, Piulor Cars to
I

\\

t

.

il

.

the auilioiiz.il

at

'I

i-

olllc.es

i.et

or the

hue south

SALE -ONE SHARE BLOOM-

janl-tf

or

Pennsylvania, and Baltimore & Ohio ltiiilroads.
One hair of eoch Parlor and Sleeping car of this
ot Richmond Is constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengcis hy the
Atlantic. Coast Line.

if

Mc.Kean Co.. Pa.

intr Orovc Park Association Stock.
"Blooming Grove," this otlice.

I,

Mipartrnents,

.ml all inrors
lierttis or tunas, Ticke
mation, apply at the New Vork Ollice, 22'J BROAD-

WAY,

IN

Fry delivered
Ludlow.

CKOWELL,

Jaull-3m

Address

F»r

jant-tf

lVarSsaii.

A Famous

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

A.

N. P.

Winter Resort.

TO SPORTSMEN:

%otm&.

Fleas! Worms, Worms!
RTEAI'MAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

&

Florida

Atlantic

i

The

fehl-2t.

To

.

required

FOR

Son,

«&;

to all points.

i

ii

,

Manufactured by

for passengers.
of Lading in

Georgia

ol

N. Y. OFFICE, 22fl
No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wilmington, Columbia. A ugasta, All.,vaunah.tAll I.'ioridu and Sonilicrn points. In this train
Pullman sleeper Now York to R ehim.nd. Parlor
Cars thence to Wilmington, Pull
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping

pontes.

hours from New Yotk, and being surrounded by the
warm wafers of The. Qulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of abont 70°.

for Sale.

Ludlow Trout Co.

No matter how
I

si r eet.

Superior accommndaihjns
Through nres and HWs
with Central Railroad

BROADWAY.

%vortsmm s

DELIGHTAT<W A FAVORITE AND
seventy
reached
JLN FUL Winter Resort,

1VE QUAIL— FOR PROPAGATING
Purposes, for sale bv WHITLEY & MORRIS,

Washinglou

l

ONE-HALF PER

line,

.

in

st.

NASOX,

feh81t

this

md Ifcegortsfor^porttlmen.

is

Domesticated

on

lanOVGt

WM jWOOR K,
gauge, weight

fehl5 4t

DOGS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAR

New v™l ;

fell! 5 It

Breech-loader, with

iW Insurance

ST.

and upwards, the best aud Cheapest it
Wriie for Catalogue,
W. H. HOLABI Rl), Valparaiso, Ind.

shells.

FOR

tang t
Satur-

1,'i.vii

FOR FLORIDA.
THROUGH TICKETS TO FERFORnandina,
Jacksonville,
AUGUS-

8 lbs.
pinlire breech loader, 10
ease with loading llriplinieiics complete, and i!00
Price $30. Can he seen at this ollice.

\JC

In

-iris'

EY, Fredeiick
f ehlS -it

I

ELOOUTJONiST'S JOURNAL GIVES

Sixry ponds; well stocked with brook tiout. Abundance of water ami torlv to sixty feel fall. Apply to
fe ni5 4t
II. II. THOMAS, Randolph, N. Y.

? iM EOR SALE.—A

or

iiv.i'o ah

FERNANDINA,
MANSION A HOUSE, house,
most

tor 3ah.

For

k

"
,

dais.

GEORGE YONGE.

COAT MAIfRR.

SH00TINO
the world.

STUD IRISH

V.

Imvlns

.si,<«tinq.

HOLAB1KD THE

SUITS

caster

AddreSI

Md.

clues for

THE

/7.,.».!m'

.

and Black-and tan tcrsk,c, jjuiiuj
sporting Hogs, MaltCeoculs, Ferrets, Ale. Medi
diseases at L. N. MEYER. 45 Great
all
Septal ly.
J ones street. N. Y.

for stops

Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods of
Hunting mid Shooting the Americas ParTbiijOB,
Quail. Rufpeo Gkouse, Piie»sasts. wlih directions for Handling the Gun, Hunting the Dor/, arid
Shooting on the Wing. Price $;:. Liberal discount

.re.S,

•.

in., ttlaw

'

M. P. McKOON.
Franklin. Del. Co .. N. Y

6m

viiunati,

Thu'r-riav

-t (if) Uroadwny, N, Y.
velit.es from Savan
York. Foi freight or passage
Octaves Cohen ,v. Co..Sa.

New

mii.di apply In

A VALUABLE BOOK.

PINK LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR SALE— Aidumont,

Hamlet and

["rial

yearsold. Fee *.%
applj to DR W.
febl5 tf
West Fifty fourth st., N. Y.

UmpoKed:

and

n t

!

COCKER SPANIEL

Agent,
,

from

from sic

FKANK SCHLEY'S
American Partridge and

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

WESTMINSTER KENNEL

iitm-toclr; just

'

YOUNG

FOR

Farrar

H.

Eacb stands at the head as the Bench Show
ner of his class oyer ail the does in America K'ickJ
pups won llrst prize at. Chicago, Spriugfield, St.
Elcho's pups won ftrat pr.ze
Louifl, and Baltimore
at St.. Louis and at he Centennial.
Mr. Campbell, of Tenn., t ays the pups byElcho, out
of bis Black Joe, "are very fast and have the beet
ST. LOUIS KENnoses he ever saw .in any Hogs "
fehl-tf.
NR.LCLL.~li. 7<u: Pine si. St. Louis, Mo.

i

'c-

Y.

M.

3 P.

fcblD It

street.

SALE— ROCK AND ELCHO.—
win-

FOR

CITY KENNEL

VOREStf

actes arable land and orchaid; pond eight acres;
twelve acres woodland. Natural trout streams. For
further particulars apply to W. S. Jarvis, -31 Canal

)

targ, p "'

siiitl

The
'in.

e

>'

I)

HI.

SAN "SALVADOR,

aud

SATURDAYS AT

Fleas,

A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.
gnarai eed
gsoi
This Powder
01
9 lai
any other animals, or money returned. It is put nt.
[ding pepper box top, v. bli b
"•
as
atcsctong.
ties
Price Ml cents by mall, 'postpaid,
1

1

I

I

,

rl

Helvetia Rifle Club.
Pool shooting nt Union II ill Hchutzen Park, Tburs•ay, February liSd, 1ST?, (Washington'.- Birthday)
Inly breech-loaders with open sigln. (military style)
ire

admitted and

ARECA

fVltT for

A

CeTlAin remedy.
Ml powders, with
ij

1

ii'

i

mi mi.il

i,;,'

Rod

.

Worms

i

directions for use.
PrlceSfl
Both Hie above are lecora

me

I.

Porkst and Stream.

and

fVi.i

i.'".'

ROLBERiON & BEEMER,
Oct 12

FOR
weeks

:03

Nassau

St.. K.-v 1 ml.:.

SALE.— A FINE LOT OF BEA-

gle bound pups,
old. Address

i

lirec,

ten

weeks

old,

QKO POUNaLL,

A

seven six

ci.rist.luim,

janas-if

Pa.

PEW CHOTGE PUPPIES FOR BALE.

—Dam, my imported

Punch, out of

Bar;.

setter Pedigree,

:.

.Mm, hy Barton's
iniuo'sLaveiuck

-

winner of highest medal in his class
".inn ut Baltimoni in 1877.

dress G.

H

.

i.erton,

N,

J.

Ad-

juSMt

used
ue divided

Ten

targets

among

fehir. It.

c-Uiii

-

odie.
wiihin

P..

I.

(Wush.

and

Lee

Unlv

)

in lies of Ale-; a ml tin and WashWashington .v. Ohio Ks.ilroad in Ihe Pied-

,-

:a;

inglon, Jn
mont reglou of Virginia, nroverbially healthy , Pupils prepared for ihe Iniversities, any standard
Inferences: Faculty of
college, or for business.
University or Virginia, Faculty of Washington and
Lee Univ., Faculty of University ol South, FaculB. L. tiilderfleeve,
ty of Randolph Macon College;
Ph. D. John Hopkins University; Hon J. Hand
Tucker, Hon. Eppa lluntou, etc. For further inforfehci &t
mation apply to ihe Principal.

LESSONS

IN

Co., Agents,

street.

r-)EGULAROLD ESTABLISHED FAST
V WINTER FREIGHT LINE FOR BOSTON,

HARTFORD,

NHW

SPRINGFIELD,

cic, VIA
"'- CONTINENTAL
or ELM CITY leave Pier No. 29 East River, dully
2
pjaacngerB go North
(Sundays excepted), at
m.
and East from New Haven at 11 p. m., or remain on
board oyer nisht

THE PENNSYLVANIA

FLY TYING.—By an

expariei.ccil llv-diosser. Refer to Abbey * tmone,
4B Maiden Lano. Addreaa JQUM BAILY, 310 Henry
Oct U-en
Btteet, New Yort.

'

'

Men
from „_,
Vermont, Western
York and Canada.

afforded by their lints fo
ING PARI-.

mya>,tf

RICHARD

ive.l until 5

T>n:cif.

p.

ijoneri.l

lecUm

try.

'

rl
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Peninsula
ihe
x.Cnrritnck, Florida, and the

.

pi

ilt'l

The

mountainous

country of YirgStii.i, 'LV-tinessie\ eic.
ers sail Tuesdav, Thursday, and Saturday; Uelnwaro
Full luforstetiDiers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m.
mstlon given at ofllce, 197 Greenwich street. New
8ep26 1?
York,

tbeTEOT-

of

ED

without

fu

.

be Middle
IM ALL
aan-

'
.

teH iind

ears run over

llcul

'iis-.TolJETRANS-

re or injury.

lines of

Riiilread

also Tench the best im

amies

Compnny
Tor

RUNNING AND FISHING

Agent.

tih's

ii
.il

.

m.

aud points on

COMH

"

gets. :.f rc-l.ipmei,!,

Hampshire, Northern New

freitUu icci

st

ifSc

The PeiinsylTania

OLD DOMINION LINE
island,

:

IMPORTANT POIN

trains

New

H. R.

.tcntion to the

Rospectfiilly ttr

Siiperioi

1

A n English classical hikI tnathetnatical
_i\. School Tor Boys. Leesbnrg, Loudoun Co., Va.
Principal, Thomas Williamson (Univ. \a ;.\sst.,
I,.

&

Hi Houth

HAVEN.--':'

Leestourg Academy,

DOGS.

In

Put up in boxes containing a doa^
/nil

Wimbledon

ball ol the receipts to
shut-'.

-

-

i

Murray, Ferris

iila

and

New

Jersey.

EXCURSION

art! sold at the offices of the Compauyln
tiie principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED
FORD, OKESSUN. RALSTON, MlNNKyOA, and

TIOKBTS
all

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing mooting, ami Still Hunting.
Also, to

TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN. CAPE MAY,
Ji'liiSEY
'AST
SOUAN.
renowned for ['ALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
ai.il

'

D. Al. BOYD, ,1b., Gen'l
Fbask Thompsok, Gen'l Macaser,

Pass. Agent.

feM? tf

,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
ggoqfsmm's

§autcn.

gtportniiien'ti

OUEAT SOUTHERN

The

C

Sold everywhere

M.atsis.
U.

in the

by

S.

EACR GARMU1TT DISTINCLY

C.W. Simmons&Son.
This new desi«u
made from estra

EVERY

Wednesday and Saturday
A_t 3 o'<?lo<;lc T*. JSZ. From
OTTY OF

N

2u,

T

CIIAHIPION.

AT,,A.N TA.
Woodliull.

Oftut. \f. S.

Co.pt.

GULF STREAM.
The
.-l

h.i

vtilit.l

B,

U.

R.

Loclcwnod,

\V.

W. CLYDE,

Capt. Iugrahm.
rowell.
above etearners have beeti handsomely fitteHi- 'Ii-nco of passengers, and arc nurt
on Hie cottsl for

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

Charleston Willi (lie favorite
1'lnrida packels DIOTATOIf, dipt.
i

and well-known

Sent!,

r'EKNAN-

for

SI'
Al OUSTINK. l'.AL\iK\. ENTERPRISE, M|ON\'ILLE ami all

DIN*. ,J.UKSi>N\lLl.r„
points in Florida.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT lfKDUCEl) RATES.
OT-lDBursnee lo de-rmation one uaI.K OF ONE
PERCENT,
tree or Commission.
Passage
Lading t— <ii.-il »i.d signed at Hie
CO.,
Agent". No. 177 S\'c«l siroct.eor. Warren, or

Goods forwarded
ticket* and
oflicoof

Rills of

JaMES w. iHINTARD *

rujblnjr.

PATENT
" K,ei. &c.. ,ve.
Sole mi
llurerr i.f
ubaly 's" l':|.,

CAMPING and MINING

•

.

rondack*.

M

II

Lake Siiperl
bunk, I'a-ipi,

FeblS Km

Mc Bride

tlies.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibtl
lilii, deeieed for en eedmaly neat v
met Ion. A tine a, son, it,

riiiladelphia,

Willi solidity of roust

.,

,- cons only on In
Hies for roe i, salmo
mil
AIsoo»atln"2 lines.
Files carefnlly eel, ctcd for
t

locality,

tiootls

promptly made

to

oi<i„i

n,,,,,

pattern desired.
Addre.-fl SABA .1.
IBcBB] >E,
Minnl'mtl. Jlonroe n, ., N
i.
Ilnilurton i BitSoie Aecnts for New Yoi k and vicinity, let.ir,- ..„„.
.

THE PRICE HAS 11HEN FIXED AT #1.1, TO INCLUDE HAT OR DOUBLE VImjLED CAR. DETACHABLE UAVEI.OCK, COAT, VEST, AND

STOVE.

PANTALOONS.

PATENTED

be kept ready iu stock, so
„ misb to order any size rerouted, at a
suits will

.TUNE

rods.

nor'ris'' Iply

Of greeuheartand rent and glued liamboo, tor tmitf
salmon and bass. Also iirmi, salmon rout bass ili,>„'

22, 1875.

we can
moment's notice.

that

Bamboo

RODS,
Trout and Salmon

;or

oujxcjg:jL.ii:ja's

design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary reuuireuients for American service. Particular nttententioq has been paid to color.
Each snit. is water-proofed by a new patent process
The seams aud pocket cottiers are securely fastened,
and nothing neglecud to render the suit perfect in
every respect.

One hundred

in part

Six Strip Split

The

reels,

New

2x12x20 inches.

leaders,, II v books etc..
for rods, HOI, BEIiToN i;

s,

I'm k

Hassan

durable, will cook

snit. specially

em

Aeom

UEE.MElt

in
lit"

st,

Feiules and other materials furnished
rod makers

dapterl for eaiiipine'
kelile, ti qt. tea
q:
round tin pan, 3

to

umiitear

.

—

Tliaddeus IVorris,

,

lollat

ii.

faunel.

WEST

•-I0*

adapted lor spoilsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Sot:, of Boston, ami to which
minion of all brethren at the out-door
we em in.
and 6htirq.-shool.lng fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything or home maiiufactere scsn by as before.

I.OI.AV

SlHAHK.PlULv,

m

[

4§oodH.

Goods, comprising
I

"BOSTON SHOOTING SLITS" have been
heard of in the Old Country, aud thai, land of sports
mtji has sent an order to Tdeesre. Simmons & Son,
which will doubtless be followed by many others. ''—
Boston Paper.

liKXTI.EV I). HASL'I.L.O.nerul Agent,
of
llreat .Southern Freight Line. 'lit Brnndwav, corner
d .!•-.• lv
inwi««ri)el
of r
fpoitvitteii'.'s

ef-

of the

In the GoMen Jliite (Rev. W. II. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:
"We were shown, the other tiny, A new water-proof

.

Work

A Co'

Invite tho attention of amateurs
to the additions they havo made
to their renulir -lock of Fine

1y.

J

|.v ., n,
::,..
Ihuvltm-Or.-en.
V,"
I'. <].\
Through Freight Tariffs, Paseugo Tickets by all
routes trod to all points in the Soma and Southwest,
and further information can la- obtained at the olllce
,'.

(Successors lo J.C.C'onro-,-

65 Fulton St.,N.Y.

Boston, Mass.

BORED FOR CLOSE AND DA HI)
SHOOTWO.

vWi-Euruoor Siiootino Suit,

of

St.,

kimlB of Breech-Loatliugr

h. l.

quality duclz, .has attained such
popularity as to be called rot from all parts of the
country, aud even from England,
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very much
like Bending 'Coals to Newcastle,' but the merits

Elm

gnciih.

bissetTIalieson,

,

fected In the most approved style.

DecM

]

maile by

FLORIDA PORTS,

PIEH

MARliEfl

"BOSTON SUOOTlNtl KU1T,"

AND THE

24

ff'OTIW

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

Sshhiq

<§ood$.

MORTIMER <£ KIRKWOOD,
Gnu au<l JRiile Makers,
All

flrst-class

all

dealers in

Southwest

and the

Tha South

Suit.'

W. SIMMONS & SON,
jSoston,

Olis-xrleston, S.

§00^smen's

§op(1§.

Boston Shooting
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

G.

">7

Fine Fly, Buss, Salmon and Trout Rods
Bamboo, or any desired material
and Improve, Ln/ln Keels.

of Spilt

ment, as combining 'lie best points of the English
suits; and m addition skilfully adapted to the necessities of the American service, It is a most admirable

and

satisfactory coutrivance in

color,

The

proof quality and capacity.

water-

style,

coat

is

a marvel

in this latter respect."

HOLBERTON & BEEN1ER,
102 Nassan Street, N.

V.,

Fine Ureocll-Londing UuiM, Fishing Tackle and
Sportsman*!) I.oody of

every description, including

Tents and Camping Ootlils.
The Holherton Fly Rod for black bass and trout.
Hand mane of 2d youth ash, lanet! wood and bam-

PERSONS ORDER1N0 FROM A DISTANCE NEED
SEND ONLY THE 1'OLLOWINC Tl) II!
''UK. WAIST
A PERFECT FIT:
.MEASURE, INSIDE SEAM COAT SLEEVE. INSIDE SEAM I'ANTALOOrtS; MENTION HEIGHT
AND WEIGHT.
-

SIMMONS & SON,
aW
"OA1C HALL." BOSTON, MASS.

1
i

l

,

The ware is

so constructed

that,

it

nests and packs

in the oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in tin 2, leaviug room for packng half a dozen plains, knives, folks, spoons, and

slndVor CIRCI'LAR.
H. L. DUNCKLEE,
BlsIoii.
Box 2710.
For

sale at

SPORTSMAN'S KMPORIU.M,

it)2

Founded Jul/

i,

''''''

;-r;^ ^^;;;;;-;;;:;/-'-

!i

^'-^-''-'m

r

,

1

,

i;

oJ

.

Evevy variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIKD TO ORDKK
N'»»'- f
AUUET.

Batook, Maine.

,

C.

L. 11.

lMBltlB.

it'.

48 Maiden Lane.
35 Liberty Street,

AjNBHEW UL8JIE
h. o.

I

box i2» 4

new yolk

f

ABBEY & IMBR1E,

Nas-

sau at, New York City, and R. II. KILUV'S, SlllSt.
Paul street, Montreal.
{S~A gents wanted in every town.
eeplletw

boo. A sound reliable rod; every one lested. Price $R
to sia.
Hulbrrran-n celebrated Fly Boohs made to hold
files at full leir-ili tvilb II nlcV inipi oved lly holders.
James Florida Spoon, with exna hooks. The oulv
iir that will stand Florida tishhig.

(i

Andrew Clork

(Successors to

New

York, London, and

& Co.)
Redditch,

1808.

I

The Fox patent Hn-ecll-Loading n"">nn for the money yet, otlurud
lueu.

Cr.ll

This gun
to sporls-

uud see the #5U <iun.

A GEM'S FOR
llanchleaVCaniD Stoves. Bondren's Patent Jack,
Pishing Lamps,
IMichnl'a nud Lel'eyer's Breech J.oudera.
Baker's
Three- Unrrel Uans.
Dittiii t Powder
Kay's ( oneentrntora.
The (Joss Revolving Cartridge Belt.
Bond's nod Former's Portable Boats
Ira A. Paliie'a Gloss halt trup and Glass balls.
H. I.. Leonnrd's Split Bamboo Rod..
Tlmd AornV (Jrcenhnrt and Split Bamboo Kods.
Sara J. iMellrides Hlandtird Art llelal Flies.
Holhertou's lilnclt Bass (lies for casting with a

DECOYS.

Haiti no,!

light rod-

Uood's MocGxalni. New styles with water-proof
tontfne and hard soles.
Hart's Meral Mie.ll. Elcy'g Straw colored Shells
per 100. 'Xlcts
Kanm's celebrated Rust Preventer nod Lid, rleator.
Sportsmen will find the above worth trying as
it is a great preventor of rust and leading; no mer-

RED HEAD.

COOT.
SPKIGTATL.

WHISTLER.
MALLAKI)
BLACK DUCK.
These are the new

li.

W MMMuN-

Decoys which come park

pal cut

,v,

SUN. Oak

Hall. II,.—

o the feet
styles.
t

the times.

-..astrated

price

list.

Vest and Jackets,
Flannel-Lined.

Thos.

fSttCCessor to

Frank Good).

.lUTCHiNfiS.
iiolberlon

,t

P. u. Boi .li.l Dover
lle.-mer, 103 Nassau ft..

for

and
MARTIN S.

Sparks,

MANUFACTURER,
Office
L ABIES l,K\
lo order.
to

G.

32

Illicit

VESTS AND .JACKETS

Indisncnsible to
weather.

all

who

1S1 Walnut

St..

Philadelphia

ACENTS WANTED.

are in any

Goody-ear's Pocket

the.

Gymnasium.

W. Simmons & Son,
to

38 North

at..

Oak

Hall,

Boston, Mass.

eircnlar

N. H.
N. Y., Agents.

W.

Shot and Bar Lead

rdtf.

Send

"The Boston

so.

i

Trolling

Suit.— One or Hie most
of Waterproor Shooting
-" -I.

Oak

The Sportsmen's Depot.
Comer Second and Walnut
•yiuiri,

Sis.,

Muzzle Loaders Altered

lo

Breech

dislin-ui-b auyspo
by his clothes. To.
jib,' and the old dm

Hand-Book

i

Loaders.
RKPAIRINQ OP
i_ .,,,,

.

,,,. ......

Perch Snood:
of (TaueUeedfi,
i

Taslderuiy in

ion Flies,
ii;i„ * i,/ul UIUCB, tX-C.
Lines. Also, a large

Bamboo and Japan,

Birds' Sklna in great

ail ite

New

Riflemen.
Practical Hinte

'1'tON.
Inn. eto.
lions, lly

itof.Roda.

,ratii]„i„,,.Mii,

for

Rules tor Practice and Competition.

B

Has cm, si.
Hooks, Line
lot

A.-t;

ATTENTION Kl KLEM EM
The "FOREST & STREAM"

IN

Rifles, FistolSjajidFtaltiiig' Tackle.

Click Reels.

il„e„i.

A

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER ano DEALER

and

Reels inmle lioijt, durable and fluely
your dealer rdrthem.
OlCOlOili K. IIAKT
< o , Newark, N 3
Refer to Dr. W. W. Lly, Uocuester, N. Y,,am
'I'be

nnisheii.

Hall,

JOHN KK1VEK,
lMPORTUIt,

tackle for (h

WIlStO-jPjKOOJT

way exposed

'

apviropriat.e

,

\

,,,.

out, will]

Fa,.tile t.'oast. C:,t.ada, Main,-, Adirondaeks, etc etc. Oders by mail will receive ilia
"
personal attention of the.

'

Leather

made

Mocoa-sins
The best thing ever worn by
tportsmen. Hot injured by wetid drying -.

Pio ties tilted

Rocky Monntan.13,

;

SprntlV Until -It it<« iSisciiits. Thomson's nnd
Boston Shouting and Fishing Butts. It ublier Goods.
Mart's and Leuintrd's new Click Heels a great improvement, etc., etc.
Send lO els. for new Illustrated Catalogue containing him k on Fly Fi-hius. Shooting and Camping, ^porting Mtetelies by Random Shot.
P. O. Box 5.109.
Liberal discount to the trade.
jelly

Tanned

imitations.

Sole ty.-ei.ls for the Mc(
Uass Reel, and Aiken H

ed in nests, sis in a box. The greatest imorovetneiit
possible on the old style of wooden Decoy.
Price or
the docks. S'2 per doz.
price of be geese, S3 each

cury.

Gootl's Oil

of

SHELDRAKE.
CANVAS.

WILD GEESE.

also

varieties.—

Branches.

SPRATT'S PATKNT

DOG

BISCUITS.

«-ly

!'•

i

Laws,

lllustri.le.l tvkli

rdmnce then.
ward by the

lint,
,),).

•

now

it is

it I'

or,

'hern

Era's a 'Ennliiit

•Look out for Hol'ibirdl Scatterl
ter l "-FoBsrr iMD Stbsam.1

comes
-

lie

a

lo«

Sini-

T

yoa beggars,

or,

Maps.

r. o. ii„,

Goodyear Rubber Curler Co.,
ii,iot,
6 97 Broadway, New York.

iusukii uooutj

scat-

OCtiJy

o»'

iitiu ni-stuiiiiod.

m America
and Diamsms. By

Rule Associations
s,!,elches.

M

with a surill pipe to lee-

weather eoek

net! a

ajoil (iuo. 0, Staiik, Secialary American Ride Assooi&tion.
1 vol. ISnio, cloth, I* rlceSO cent*.
Sold by all booksellers, ur mailed, postpaid, ou receipt of price, by J U.
CO., New York.
.

FcRD &

FOREST AND STREAM.
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J!L

Jlmitsmumts.

VICTORIOUS

Turf Sports and Athletics.
METROPOLITAN

§unp0wder.

ORIENTAL

SMITTH'S EAGLE CLAW.

ACADEMY,

RJDIAQ

ITVT^DETVTIOIV.

An ingenious device for the purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Bade Claw, combined with the
simplicity of removing the victim, are among its peculiar advan-

Ave, 63c! it 04th Sts., Second Ave.
FREE, J. ENGELHAEDT, Proprietor.

Third

POWDER MILLS
KINDS OF
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL

tages.
It is immaterial how to place it when set.
It maybe buried
Sal in the ground, suspended from the limb of a tree, o-, when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light material without, in any way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bait of any description, and, when ser, no
Animal, Fish or Bird that touches the bait can possibly escape.
It does i.oi mangle or injure its victims in the slightest degree,
nor need they be handled to free them from the trap.

Thorough Horsemanship,
Riding, Driving, Training,
Pedestriam'sm, Fencing, <&c.
PERFECT RACK TRACK, ONE EIGHTH MILE.
Comfortubh heated and ventilated
privileges, address, FEED J.
Riding Academy,
Third Ave. .t»: and tilth his., N. Y.
Notice.— TBo Central Park Riding School, Sales,
'!.
mi
Be ni ding Stables, Seventh
ti B
continue under the game manage
men I,
Janllfly
>

PRICE

MARTHA WASHINGTON RECEPTION
GARDEN PARTY,
o,- THE FOOR. OF
NEW KuRK CITY,

FOR RELIEF

he

ST

snides

!

JullVj. GUILD.

L

Chas,
480 Fulton
ulton
p. o.

FLORIST,

YOTJNS.

WmTo. WILSON".

am

Boxes and Tickets

be procured at the Committee
of St. Johri'e Cuild. No. 4-3 East 14th street.

Rooms

Minine and Blastm?, A.

Goate,
Cobb

Buffalo.?;.

Y.

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BEACH AND, VIENNA STREETS, PHILADELPHIA,

GuiTpowder.

et,

OPEN DAILY FltOM 9 A. At. TILT. 10 P.M.
Vs EXCEPTED).
THE WORLDS W. i.NIiEIis. EXPOSED TO VIEW
ASTONISHING AND KFAUKK liiLffiKXHIBlTIONi.r F1--1IKS AXIJ AMPIiililoUSANlMALS.
ONI.V BEHEMOTH OF HOLY WEITINTIIE
COUNTRY.
PROMENADE CONCERTS BY DODWORTH'S

Hazard's "Blectrfcr" Powder.

.

Nob.

1 (fine) to

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

(coarse).

r)

strength antt cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

ORCHESTRA.

Nos.

Jft»

1 (coarse).

1 (flnej

canisters

1 lb.

PARR, PHILADELPHIA.

am

i, lb.

quick and clean, lor uplu d and
Well adapted to short gun .

prairie shoetlng.

Zoological Garden.

In

A line grain,

kegs.

FASP.MOUYI'

Exchange St.,

&

The Hazard Powder

Kensington Steam Engine Boiler Works & Ship Yards

N E W YORK AQUARIUM
THE U HEAT
Broadway and

SD

B.

Wheeler, Agents, 9 State St., Chicago, III.
C. J. Chapin, Agent, aid Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Agencies iu the principal cities In the United States.
Janll-ly.

'

fJBLEBI

&

BRANCH OFFICES.
J. G. Mnnro. Agent, 19

BAIRD & HUSTON,

febl-41,

35th

FALCON DUCKING.
WESTERN SPORTING
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.

Brooklyn, N.
N Y.

St.,

Box an.

AGENTS WANTED.
b.

BOSTON.

ST.,

Adress

.i,i'!Ai;r:; IBM,

DECORATIONS Deelgneo. by H,

BROAD

LIST:

kinds of small game and animals

of

ACADEMY OF MUSIC AM) NILSON HALL,
'

all

No. 2— For catching Mii-k, Muskrats, Raccoons,

,

rjndei

1

uillee-13

50 cents
large Game,
Fish. &c
75 cents
No .1, or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Pambers, &c. Con he easily set by a boy, and will stand a
strain or several hundred pounds. Weight 10 to 15 lbs. $10
All goods sent charges paid to any address oft receipt of price.

i

HB~

—

For fishing and
sent by mail.

No.

GUNPOWDER

Hail ird« "Duck Shooting."

A Iaree collection or Living Wild
day
Beasta, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 25 cents;
rhildren imri-r HtmIw tfl ronKi
ittnfl 1v
-

Nos.

:

^fi(^fi;li ill cuts.

ft

ranks any

a

1: |

clean, flhootlin

r^liawil

In

(fine) to 5 icoarsei.

and 6i and

i..

,

and 5

1

lb. canisters
slowly ard very
and with great

a,:,,, ?

remarkably dost

01 ier

brand, and

eqaally services

is

it

bio for n

Highest Honors

CHNTKNMAL

Hazard'. "Kentucky Ride."

VVOHLtfS FAIR,

ORGANS

SHONINGER

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting"

187U'.

FCI, in

lbs. and cans of a
1-Ji, and ui
packed lu 1 and t lb. canisters.

muvtt.

Builders of

for or-Ur.arv sporting,

Steam

lf^ast

Yaolits-s.

CENTENNIAL MEDAL AND AWARD FOR STEAM YACHT
Speeds 10

to

Is

"METEOR.'

R.

kegs of 95

FFFOisalso

Duma

are

favorite

the standard BiJU powder of the country.

SKPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANV REQUIRED OH A IN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

20 Miles Per Hour.

JAMES BAIRD,
SAMUEL' HOLMES,

lbs.

strong ana
brands
and the "Sea Shooting" FG

The FFFG and FFG

M. HUSTON.

ffroa Bhip Builder).

BUILDERS OF FAMOUS STEAM YACHTS. CONTINENTAL, FIREFLY'. MINEOLA. &C

s

ATTENTION,
lm tie bsst Imitation

WATCH SPECULATORS!

8S Wall Street. TX'ew York.

Gold Watch in the Market

Orange Sporting Powder.

Trading Purpses.

for

ml

Ih-:

..

,|

,

a composition of

i...

.

...

.;,;..,

the best judges find it
dihiaill to detect ihedillerenie, ex-

gold
f

,.|,l

th

it

by

,h. ,„,,..:..

a

and,

-a.

lake

GENU IN

I-

-

OVJ

A

.

-b'--

die

'.I

l:'l-

I

SUNK

.

LlttliTNINQ

POWDER,

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos.
packed only in sealed I lb. canisters. The coarse!
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of tine breech loading guns, giving great

The

to 7,

CHRONOMETER
BEAUTIFULLY
ENGRAVED OR ENO INE
URNED HUNTING CASES,

DIAL.

OKANUE

has

I

it

BALANCE,

penetration with very slight recoil.

OKANGB DUCKING

POYVDElt,

1

,C

rep...

I

i.
THAT
COLD WATCH
$150
COSTS FROM
selkat.il fader,
TO S200.
s
and
from
;;

.

for

reaililv,

.Sail lo

lull,

SHONIAURR ORGAN

"sia each" with' an ELEGANT CHAIN ATTACHED,

OO.'S cxh

Hie best Instrimn-ntH at a price rendering tlieiu poi
.ur. uasera, having a combint
irgecla
lion of Reeds and Dells ia-odiieii;s; novel and pleat
ruble
;er in

will s
to get
ply, n

.r,.ro\

Tlit-v

or split.."

I'HlS

ir-ed on Railroads,
I

time

i

required, and gives general

is

We

send them by
satisfaction.
'.s-ress, on receipt of $L-',
of the Country, or it

rder, all ihe hoards beintr made threeer soil is impossible lor llieni to either

AWARDED

are

trie
Steamers, and in Manufs
and other places where accurate

damp

dry or

ofil

1

"'
11.

ORAKOR RIPLK POWDBll.

It
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"The

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of at lbs. each, and in canisters of 1 and 5 lbs.
5.

THE ONLY ORGANS

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the ineBt,
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 85 lbs., 12, lbs.
and 6 f lbs., and in canisters of I lb. and J lb.
All of the above give high velocities and lesareakitt
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MOLLER'S NORVVEGLVM COD LIVER OIL

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

HATH AM STREET,

NEW

YORK,

hv all booksellers. Sent by mall, postage prepaid, on receipt of price atolUw of publicsI,

Hon,

pronoonced by most distingnished medical authoriAmerica and Europe to be the very best. Its
superiority is evident from the great estimation in
which it is held by New York physicians generally.
Prises from all Ihe srreat International Exhibitions,
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perfected
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now

public

In tl^f World,
Toilet Soap
Finest >•-•
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ORANGE

brand of

GUNPOWDER.

Rficom

mended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUB, the
Champion Wing Shot of the World."
.

CHALLENGE.
Safety, ClennliHess, Strength, Little
Recoil, Little Smoke, Small Report,
Less Heating of the Barrel in Rapid
Firing, and its Regularity in Shooting.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

Pnfolished by Forest and Stream
Lishing Co.,

LBS.
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Fl

APPARATUS.

This Medal and Award was "ranted
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than any other brands made.
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!
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all
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W. H- SCHDJFFEUN & CO

all riflemen to shoot against him wltn
v, l].;i:e; 100 rounds
off-hand, at 300, 600 and 1,000 yards respectively, and
same distances; the 300
100 rounds In ahv position
founds equally divided at ihe three ranges; tBigbtlnp
hots extra.
Will shoot for money If desired.
The powder is also well minuted for shot guns.
Inquire for the "Dittmar Powder" of your dealer
ddreM the

He challenges
black powder,

U

DITTMAB POWDER MANCG

CO.,

Nmnat, U*m.

NEW

Ve
Ten Cents a Copy.

'Terms, Four Dollars a

YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

CLAM SOUP.
catch yonr clams— along the ebbing edges
Of edible coves you'll find the precious wedges
up, lurking in the sandy bottom;
iron rake, and lo! you've got 'em!
your
Pnll in
Take thirty large ones, put a basin under,
And cleave with a knife, their stony j^ws asunder;
Add water (three quarts) to the native liquor,
Bring to a boil (and, by the way, the quicker
II. boils the better, if you do it cutely),
"Now add the clams, chopped up and minced minutely.

FITCST

With backs

Allow

maining in and about the island juat two months the bulls,
poor in flesh from incessant combats among themselves,
and with all the ballast thrown overboard, depart to recuperate, and remain away until the next year. About the
first of April the bull calves also leave, doubtless to be
out of the way before the arrival of the fierce old bulls.
The full-grown bulls average about eight gallons of oil,
worth in this market fifty cents a gallon. The half-grown
pups yield a smaller quantity. Most of the seals are
killed on the rocks, but when shot in the water the bullet
must be almost instantly fatal, so that the animal's head
drops; otherwise, if the nostrils remain above water the
air is expelled and the body sinks. The old cows are never
The water around the island is
killed except, by accident.
full of fish of various kinds, and on a clear day, when the
sea is calm, one can look over the side of a boat and watch
the finny tribes, fathoms below, chasing each other around
the mossy stones, or darting in and out among the many

Q longer boil of just three

pint ot milk,

some pepper

to

yonr notion,

And clams need sailing, although born of ocean.
Remove iheni from the fire; (if much boiled they

will

suffer—

You'll laid tiiat India rubber isn't tougher).

After 'tis off, add three fresh eggs, well beaten,
Stir once more, and It's ready to be eaten,
Fruit of the wavel O dainty and delicious
Food for the gods; AmbroBia Apiciusl
Worthy to thrill the soul of a sea-bom Venus,
Or titillate the palate of Silenasl
I

— IF.

A. Groffut,

the

in.

Buckeye Cook Book.

stranded cables of golded kelp.
While you are gazing upon this fairy scene below, one
of those hungry monsters of the deep— a wide-awake,

For Forest and Stream.

§enlin$ in the ffmfa,

THE

opeu-mouthed shark— will dash across the field of vision
watery depths, and instantly there is a stampede
the fishes. Or perhaps the "shovel nose" will manfest a curio.-ity to see where you are going, in whish case
he loafs along at the stern of your boat, and the cold chills
chase each other down your spine as you think how easily
one could'"shuflle off this mortal coil" by simply the capsizing of the frail cockle-shell in -which he is silling. There
are many beautiful shells around the shore, but to gather
the finest the searcher must strip, and in water up to his
neck turn over the stones at the bo'.tom, and pluck them
from moss, sea weed and rubbish. When a stray crawfish or
crab comes along and fastens upon his toes, and perhaps the
one with a corn on it, the poetical emotion with which he
was first actuated is apt to be quenched at once and forever. Perhaps the greatest peculiarity of Ancapapa Island
is a vast and gloomy cavern of unKnown depth, located in
the middle of the highest mountain, at the level of the sea.
This great cave has been explored with boats, and torches
to a depth of some hundred feet, but found to be full of
seals, and the cavern was believed lo widen out and shelve
up, so that there was danger of the seals floundering down
off the rocks and striking the boats; and the superstitious
old sailors comprising the exploring party refused to budge
another inch into the inky blackness stretching out before
them. Thus, while on the very threshold of an apparently
extensive grotto, their ears ringing with the barking of the

islands in thePacific immediately across the chan-

from San Francisco are more or less unknown,
except to the few fishermen who visit them in the pursuit
of their vocation, ttntl a few words concerning them may
nel

perchance interest your readers in the East; for California,
valleys and mountains, its lakes and rivers, and its immense sea coast, with the adjacent islands, may be almost
compared to Alladin's lamp— perpetually opening someits

thing new and interesting. If one should, on a clear day,
take a glass, and from the best standpoint on the island of
Santa Cruz (about 23 miles from the main land) scan the
western horizon, he would see distinctly a group af small
islands lying off in the ocean about eight or nine miles. It
is with the smallest of these and the most southerly one,
that we have to deal on the present occasion, it being the
most visited islet of the group, and also the most interest-

"Ancapapa

and is between six
and seven miles in length, and very narrow in width, the
Some of it3 rocky elevagreater portion being solid rock,
tions can be almost called mountains (as they are perhaps
900 or 1,000 feet high), and these constitute the home of
thousands of sea birds, like the Farallone group, where
the gathering of eggs for the San Francisco market is a
very extensive and profitable business. In all but one or
two places the towering cliffs jut out into the oceau, and
ing.

It is called

Island,"

close iu shore the water is many fathoms deep. The soli
tary exception to this precipitous barrier is a little sand-

well sheltered, and makes quite a cosy retreat, where the
whispering el the winds and the music of the billows form
the fisherman's lullaby, and where one could dream away
On the south side of the island from shore
tedious hours.
to horizon lies one vast bod of seaweed, gently undulating
in the swell of the ocean; but when the storms of wind
sweep over the rugged sea-worn cliffs, ttie myriad broad
leaves of the growing kelp lift themselves in the air, and
with each succeeding gust strike the water with a sound as
There is no fresh water on this rocky isle,
of musketry.
vet it is inhabited by sheep and goats whose only drink
consists in the heavy dew falling on the grass at night.
The fishermen who come here must bring their wood and
water with them. The seals are found here in great numbers, mostly of the black variety, though occasionally
leopard seals are killed, and sometimes a sea lion or two.
These of course are not the fine fur seal, but are killed for
the blubber and large quantities of oil which they yield,
and the Chinese give from 75 cents to $1 each for the long
The leopard
hairs which form the animal's mustache.
seals seem lo remain on the island but a short time, and do
not breed there, the dams bringing forth their single pup
in the water, the youngsters paddling off as naturally as
The black seals on the contrary bring forth their
possible,
young on the rocks, and the pups never enter the water except on compulsion until three or four months old.
The females remain on the island the year round, while

the males

make annual

excursions, always returning, how-

j
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A SNOW-SHOE TRAMP.

SOME

of our most pleasant memories are from snowshoe tramps in the neighborhood of this ancient city

of Montreal, and

Some
myself,

six or

.

the action of the

waves of the sea, is the wreck of the old
strar ded here on a dark and foggy

steamer Winiield Scott,
night in 1855.

The

vessel struck a rock so near the shore

that all her living freight were safely landed, and not a life
Divers, a short time afterwards, saved her treasure
C. C. P.
and most of her valuable machinery.
lost.

San Fmncisco, Jan.

4th.

—Some recent experiments of Prof. Tyndall, in which
hermetically sealed solutions in exhausted vessels gave
birth to living germs with unexpected and disappointing
readiness, nevertheless failed to convince the experimenter
of spontaneous generation, and on repeating the trial in a
changed atmosphere, and with new precautions, no life
appeared.

named

In a lecture before the Royal Institution, he
"a combat with an infected at-

his experiments

mosphere,"

'

many marches.

eight years back, three fast friends and
been accustomed to make short tramps

We

sacks strapped to our backs. The only member of our
party who deserves special mention, was a gentleman who
had taken his B. A. at Yale, and was now studying medicine at McGill, and who went by the irreverent title of
"Banty," a cognomen procured him by his short and stout,

though active corpus, and his somewhat pugnacious dispoBanty, with A
L
, and myself, constituted

sition.

,

the expedition.

The day we

was a beautiful winter day, such as
The sun was shining
side of the line.

set out

are common on this
brightly though coldly trees, houses, everything, glittering in the light and the crisp snow rustling beneath feet
and sleigh runners with that delightful sound so well
known to all Canadians; the air, fresh and bracing, in-

—

—

new

Lachine our

old pirates in the days of the Montezumas and the persecuted lucas, and if the old sea-kings were inclined to hide

like to interest readers of

one of our

in company to places around the city, determined to devote a few days of our Christmas time to a more extended
decided to go across country to Cornwall, distant about seventy-five miles from Montreal, and started
on the day appointed, equipped with large, serviceable
snow-shoes, and blanket coats, and with well-filled knap-

tour.

spired

away any stolen treasures they could not have found a
Just beyond the archway of the cave,
more secure spot
which has undoubtedly been widened and made longer by

in

who had

among

reverberating through all the unexplored caverns
beyond, like peal upon peal of thunder, and while tho phosphorescent light underneath the boat marked the wake in
every direction of a frightened seal, they returned to dayBut it will undoubtlight without any further research.
edly be thoroughly explored before long, and all its hidden recesses and gloomy grandeur exposed to the adventurers who are above superstitous feais.
Tradition has it that it was formerly the haunt of the

we would

FOREST and Stream

in the

seals,

of about 100 feet long, where boats are generally
landed, and where the seal fishers make their camp. It is
spit

22, 1877.

is

stones have been taken from the "false stomach" (provided by nature for the purpose) of a single seal. After re-

minutes,
And while it bubbles, quickly stir within its
tumultuous depths where still the mollusks mutter,
Four tablespoons of flour and four of butter,

A

which

generally about the first
of June, when they are very fat; so much so that they carry ballast in the shape of smooth stones to overcome the
floatative powers of the quantity of blubber with which
they are encumbered. As much as fifteen pounds of these
ever, at a stated period,

life at
first

crery step.

Wo

had intended to make
and go on to Point

stage, take dinner,

Clair, there to stay all

night, thus

making about

sixteen

miles; but so beautiful was the day, and so heartily did we
enjoy the tramp, that wo unanimously resolved to go to
St. Ann's, eight or ten miles farther, which we successThis day's tramp will ever remain
fully accomplished.
fresh in my memory. The snow threw its spotless mantle
over hill and dale, and overhead the cloudless expanse
rivalled an Italian sky in its deep clear blue; on wo trudged
past hut and farm-house, the evening air setting our appetites on edge so keenly, that to this day I am doubtful
whether our host that evening at St. Ann's did not send
to warn the sole doctor of the village to be prepared for

emergencies.

Next morning, however, we rose

in

good time, and

after

pitching into a hearty breakfast prepared to resume our
tramp. Alas! no longer the sun cheered our frosty way,
and quiet air enabled us to hold our beads up and view
the beauties of a Canadian winter acene; the wind was
howling over the plains, driving huge descending flakes
before it with an energy that made us tremble in our shoes,
In spite of tin uninviting aspect of
or rather moccasins.

however, we started out, determined to do or die,
we were compelled to keep to the road, instead oil

affairs,

but

going across country. Worse and worse grew the storm,
dashing straight into our faces, and reducing our rate ot
progress to less than two miles an hour; little Bauty,
whose short legs had hitherto kept him in ihe rear, now
manfully struggled forward, and assumed the lead witj.
heroic spirit. For about three hours after leaving Vandveuil we struggled on, and no sign appearing of a little
village which we had made up our minds to slop af, au
investigation was held, and we found ourselves, we did
not know in what place exactly, but certainly where we

had no business to be; we had

lost

the road.

Without

wasting time in audible curses upon Banty, we began to
reconnoitre, and after a few minutes wandering sighted it
farm-house through the storm, which welcome sight
freshened our jaded limbs into a run. Au old sore-foi ted
French-Canadian came to the door in response to our
knocking, and although at tho first glimpse he half-closed
it again, he was induced to parley, and received us with
hearty hospitality when matters were explained.
It was about four o'clock, and the storm seemed to he
increasing in violence, so after making sure that we would
not inconvenience the inmates, we determined to stay nil
night, although it turned out that the road we had lost

passed within a mile of the house. The unforeseen ehituge
settled plan was rather pleasant than otherwise
t« us, but still we combined in a wordy attack upon Banty,
which at length disturbed that gentleman's equanimity;
one remarked, concerning the necessity of his stajiug
where Nature meant him to be, i. e., behind the oihers, on
a tramp, nearly bringing on a personal encounter. The
worthy farmer, however, came out with some news, which
at once restored peace, no less than that there was to be a

from our

,
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30
wedding that evening at a neighboring house (two miles
distant), and to which we would all be welcome did we
chouse 10 go. At first all of us proposed to attend, but as
the hour drew nearer at which the farmer intended to
start, two of our number backed out; the howling storm
out -doors, and the warmth and comfort within, proving
too much for their courage. Banty and myself held to our
Original intention, and tucking ourselves well in among
Hie buffalo robes, went off, somewhat regretfully, I must
own.
a cold drive we reached our destination, and
went into the well-lighted farm-house. It was
time I had ever been at such an affair, and I
enjoyed it thoroughly. Of course this was merely the
dance which was to close up the ceremonies in a fitting

After

alighting

Hie

first

manner; the marriage, wedding, dinner, etc., had been all
There were some very pretty
fixed up earlier in the day.
Canadian girls there, one of whom was my partner during
most of the evening, and it was most amusing to listen to
her rapid talk, although I rarely understood more than half
of it.
There was no supper, but I observed a certain black
bottle changing hands quietly among some of the meu;
the active habitants danced away, seemingly without
fatigue or desire for substantial refreshment until five

o'clock in the morning; and although we knew we had
hard work before us, and had been pretty well exercised
during the storm, still we enjoyed the fun too well to leave

before the party broke up.
soon regained our quarters, and tumbled into bed,
Indeed the last thought I
still resolved to rise at seven.
was conscious of, was that it showed great pluck ia B. and
myself to tramp all day, dance all night, and then tramp
Alas! poor
all nest day with only a couple of hours' rest.
human nature, "the Spirit, was willing," etc.; at the ap-

We

pointed time our confrere tried iu vain to get up— even
breakfast had no charms to equal those of our straw
mat trass. We did not rise until mid-day, and then we
had gone off some lime before,
found that S
and L
leaving word that they would wait for us at the Coleau du
Lac.
The day was clear and fine, but the quantity of snow

was immense, and

as it lay in fleecy layers
touch, bur predecessors must
Their track
along.
getting
have had much difficulty in
was perfectly plain and distinct, and where one had had a

that

had

fallen

thai gave

way

at the least

by no means an infrequent occurrence, the path was
We were able
wkb tolerable speed, for one of the beauties
jtv-shoes is, that after one man has passed over the
ground, his followers have a comparatively easy task; and
when we arrived at Cdlcau du Lac, we found that they
had reached it barely half an hour before, having taken
twice our time to do the distance. After resting here the
under of the day, we resumed our tramp by moonlight,
(stopping about ten o'clock at the house of a small farmer
(au Englishman) known to one of our party.
Next day we resumed our tramp, and although it was
thawing slightly, and therefore very disagreeable to the
feet, which were soon soaking wet, we managed to make
The day after we walked into Cornwall,
a good distance.
where we received a welcome, which, with the fun of the
tramp, sent us home with recollections that are apt to
Habitant.
break out uow-a-days whenever we meet.
fall,

still

to

plainer, though not perhaps so distinct.

follow them

.

•
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A DEER HUNT

ON

and Stream.

IN CALIFORNIA,
many

days ago, H. and I
sport hunting deer. The
as it was new the
change of seasons, when the nine month's dryness is sue.
needed by the life-giving rains, and the moisture charged
that we Caliair, and the green fields, indicate the season
fornians call winter. Then the deer are leaving the mouna cloudy morning, not

started out for a day's

-weather

was not very favorable,

tains in order to find shelter.

After wT e left camp, our course led up a canyon which
was overtopped by tremendous mountains. On arriving
at a place where the canyon "forked," we decided to go
up the hill between the canyons, but thi3 was a way soon
repented of, for we soon found ourselves in an all but imthe (dense undergrowth that
chapparal,
penetrable
coveiB the mountains of California. Our passage now was
painful,
as the brush and thorus were
but
not only tedious,
strong and huge rocks presented themselves at every step.
At last, we emerged into an open plain, and were rejoiced
Unfortunately they had the wind
16 see three fine deer.

The distance being
us, and were on the lookout.
over a thousand yards, it was neccessary to creep closer,
and to keep hidden, we had to keep to windward of them.
W'heu we bad approached near enough, we went in sight
again with our guns in readiness, but those three deer
The way they made themdidn'l stay long, you can bet.
Then we turned our steps toselves scarce was a caution.

from

,
I

higher lauds, aud soou arrived at the summitof
flange, where we stopped to enjoy the prospect

and the cool

air.

By way

of

diversion,

we

rolled

some

loose rocks down the mountain, which would sometimes
roll for a distance of two or three miles before stopping,
and it was not long before we saw three deer running
among ihe live-oaks, with which that side of the moun-

was covered. As they were at a great distance we decided to let them go and try a new direction. We bad not
We remarked on the
gone far before we saw three more.
foot that tbia was the third time we had seen three together, and remembering that "luck is in odd numbers,"
we approached within 200 yards, and each picking a deer,
H.'a deer started off with a broken leg, but my bulfired.
jot and the two that remained, stood for a moment
tain

in doubt as to

which way to run. Their hesitation did not
and we were surprised to see them coming to-

last long,

ward

could drive them.
Now, had we been old cool-headed hunters, instead of
the excitable boys we were, we should have waited until the
deer came closer; but instead of this, we sprang up and began to shoot as fast as possible. H. was armed with a Smith
& Wesson rifle, and I with a Winchester repeater. In five
seconds the battle was over, and thevictory was ours, that is
we had driven the deer off the field. But alas! they bad left
no slain. I was certain of having killed one, but his dying
efforts had taken him into that fearful chapparal, so we
started in the direction that H.'s wounded deer had taken,
and soon overtook it. But it had life enough yet to outrun us, and it had all the advantage of us now, for H.'s gun
was not easily reloaded, and I had such an unmistakeable
attack of "buck ague," that I forgot to work the fingerlever, and so snapped twice on an empty shell, under the
impression that the main-spring had become weak. The
deer soon left us, and vanished in the chapparal, so that it
was utterty impossible to penetrate. Nothing larger than
a rabbit ever does penetrate the thickest of these brakes,
except a grizzly bear or a wounded deer. So we started for
camp empty-handed, although with a dog and an ax, we
could have got two of the three deer.
On our way back we got separated, and suddenly a buck
sprang up, on the slope above me. In an instant I sent a
ball through his chest, and before he had time to spring,
I pulled the trigger again, striking him through the lungs
us, as fast as fear

he sprang. This ball entered behind his right
shoulder and went out at his neck on the opposite side.
With one bound he disappeared from my sight, and simultaneously with his disappearance, I heard H.'s gun. He
struck the same deer in the lower jaw, and knocked him
dowu. II. then ran in that direction, while I, ignorant of

just as

the

effect of

up

the

aud cross the

hill,

his shot, ran

divide, just in time

had failed to
As be came in siglitlfired my third shot, which
went over his back and into a herd of mustangs. As I had
no time to look after horse meat, I followed after the
bloody trail before me, and soon saw our venison under
a tree in great agony. 1 approached confidently to cut his
throat, but he refused 10 let me do so, and started off in
Mingled red and white froth dropped from
a slow walk.
his nostrils, and by the heaving of his flank I saw that he
wa3 dead on his feet. Just then H. came in sight and sent
a leaden farewell at him that sent the splinters flying from
his horns.
This shock restored a moments life to him,
but his gait was a stagger and he breathed out blood inI stepped up beside him and as I struck him
stead of air.
with my knife, he gave one glance at his captor, a sob of
indescribable anguish, a shudder, and submitted to his

to see the deer rise

for H.

find him.

a point just beyond that to which the hunter has arrived,
and be already miles away, when the hunter supposes it to
be within gunshot.
Strolling up California street the other evening I caught

through an opposite window in the second story of
a building, just occupied by a traveling museum, of the
antlers of the noble game under consideration, and paying
my "two bits" passed up the stairs and found myself in the
presence of a stuffed specimen of a "bull moose" about
four years old, suspended from whose neck was a placard
bearing the following remarkable legend! Swiftest animal
on earth; has been known to trot 17 miles an hour for 24

sight,

known to gallop. To give color to this extraordinary assertion the taxidermist, in mounting the skin,
it to nearly twice its normal length, with a
corresponding diminution in size, and had drawn its hind
legs backward till it bore about the same relation to the
living animal that a thoroughbred greyhound does to an
English bull dog. By dint of questioning, the fact was
elicited that the animal was shot somewhere on the Columbia river a little more thau a year ago. There was no
appearance of any "bell" hanging from the throat, and a
close inspection failed to discover any signs of its having
been cut off; but it is hardly probable that the animal differs so essentially from its congener of the Atlantic slope.
But the false ideas conveyed by that ridiculous placard
will be carried away, aud be rehearsed by the readers to
children and "children's children."
lumrs; never

had stretched

The moose

is not a remarkable swift animal.
The wrionce saw a freshly started one strike out on to an open
mile
in
extent,
where
the
footing
was
perfect,
bay over a
he just sinking enough to steady his feet. He was pursued by two dogs of oidinary speed, who not only found
no difficulty in keeping up with him, but would repeatedly
dart across in the vain endeavor to sieze upon his heels,
losing thereby several rods of ground, which they easily

ter

regained.

That for which the animal is remarkable is bis long continued powers of endftrsuiec, and his apparent indifference
to, and ability to overcome, any natural obstruction in his
native wilds. He not only surmounts with ease, and with
out breaking his trot, windfalls over six feet in height,. but
he also passes over with impunity the most treacherous
and bottomless morrasses. Indeed, half his existence iu
the summer season, when undisturbed, is passed in the latter, feeding on the stalks and roots of the yellow water

which

strictly true is publicly known,
or absurd has been written, as
at the head of this article.

above all his favorite food.
writers speak of his tramping down the snow
and many write of the hard-beaten paths made
by the animals in going aud returning to their yards, as if
they left them in the morning and returned at night like
The size of the yarding ground is regcattle to a corral.
ulated wholly and solely by two considerations— the depth
and hardness of the snow, and the facilities for browsing.
When the snow is shallow and soft they will wander
forward for miles, hardly ever straight forward, but "beating back and forth over more or less width of ground,
usually on each side of a brook of open mountain water.
When the snow becomes very deep, or a sharp crust is
formed on the top of it, their field of operation is correspondingly restricted. They will then retrace their steps
carefully, walking in the paths already made, and eating
the coarsest food they daiutily rejected when travel was unimpeded. Sometimes, when the fearful northern snows
come down in depths of six feet, and the sun of March
forms a crust on which a man can travel without often

No stronger proof of the first assertion is needed than a
glance at the two great lexicons to which Americans are
accustomed to llee for information. Webster gives a cut

They will then eat every
sufficiently to avoid starvation.
green thing as high as they can reach, and which is not

fate.

We passed in our
off to

verdict that

camp with him, and were

there.

he was plucky and started
tired enough when we got
Melyix Snow.

Santa Barbara.
Mvr
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HABITS AND PECULIARITIES OF THE
MOOSE.

THERE

is

which so
anil so

probably no animal on this continent about
little

UIUCQ that

the one

that

is

is false

whose name stands

European and American elk, with a description
which leaves the reader to infer that the latter animal and
the moose are identical; while Worcester has a representation of a nondescript animal, which is neither the one nor
the other, with a description of the "elk" or "moose" extracted from the "British Cyclopedia" The "New American Cyclopedia" has a very full and correct description of
the forms and appearance of the moose, but says: "a male,
female and fawn usually yard together," and speaks of the
animal as "tramping down the snow in its yard," both of
of the

assertions are utterly at variance with the facts.
as the utter extermination of the moose in this counonly a question of time, it is important that its habexistence.
its should be thoroughly understood during its
It is an extremely shy and solitary animal, making its

which

Now
try

is

haunt in the deepest recesses of the

forest.

The

early wri-

evidently obtained their knowledge of it at second
hand. One of them speaks of it as "invariably browsing
backwards," and that it is hunted in the following manner:
"The hunter creeps on the track with the greatest caution till he discovers by the marks on the snow that he is
very near it. He then" breaks a twig, at which sound the
moose starts up and prepares to flee, when the hunter fires
ters

and seldom fails to bring down his game."
Nothing more absurd could well be written. Fancy a
moose browsing backwards in three feet of snow, with a
How can the hunter tell by the
stiff crust on the top!
"marks on the snow" that he is very near it? and why is
lying
down at that particular moinvariably
the animal
ment? It is true that the experienced still hunter can tell
about how long a time has elapsed since the passage of the
animal by drawing his finger across the "drag" made in
the snow when withdrawing its feet, except when the
sign
BD.OW tmd air are at the same temperature, when this
be depended on as
fails; nut even when in force it cannot
have
may
it
animal,
as
of
the
proximity
indicating the
Ijeen

lying

down

for

have been "startled by

hours, or, on the contrary, it may
some unusual sound in the forest, at

lily,

Almost

is

all

iu his yard,

breaking through,

it is

almost impossible for them to

move

more than au inch in diameter, and such places where they
are thus "snowed up" can be told at a glance by the experienced hunter for years afterward. The two sexes never
yard together of their own volition. Sometimes a male
will be chased into a yard of females or vice versa, and its
track be lost by mingling with those that cross aud recross
Then, if the buow is deep or the
it in every direction.
crust sharp,

it

will

remain

there, always,

however, choos-

ing a part abandoned by its former occupants, aDd which
they thereafter always carefully avoid. To such an extent is the avoidance of the sexes carried during the winter
season that the young male invariably separates from his

mother the second fall (when 18 mooths old), and sometimes even the first, as the writer has found them in yarda
with older males when less than a year old. The females,
on the contrary, remain with their dams two and three
So that it is not unusual to find the mother, her
years.
aud one of her eldest iu
first, second and third offspring,
This is the extent of their breeding tothe same yard.

My observations teach me that they are less gregarious than any other variety of the Cervidie.
young is dropped at two years of age, only one
first
The

gether.

first birth aud often tho second; after that two, and I
believe always of opposite sexes— at least I have never
seen an exception, and the same is true of the common
deer. When three are dropped at a birth they are usually,
and a male; one of the females
if not always, two females
reproduction, as in no other
is undoubtedly incapable of
"barren
does" be reasonably acof
presence
tho
can
way
counted for. They bear about the same proportion to the
number
of triple births. They
the
do
as
whole numbers
appear to be perfect animals in all their parts, are somebuilt
than their fruitful
what stouter and more compactly
companions, and all invariably loaded down with fat ia

the

August, when those having fawns are quite lean. I am
speaking now of deer, as my opportunities for observing
to
thorn have been so much greater, but it applies equally
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moose, so far as I have been able to judge.
our mutton (or venisou).

But

to return

to

The food

of the

moose

in

summer

consists ot the various

tender grasses and plants springing up on the low bottoms
aud banks of streams, and the lily mentioued above, in
winter it is governed wholly by the temperature. Initio
coldest 'Weather they retire to the almost impenetrable

and subsist solely on the One boughs of the evergreens— fir, cedar and hemlock— the first being decidedly
their favorite, while the cedar is greatly preferred by deer.
This taste for the evergreens is a wise provision designed
by Providence for their preservation, as the heal generated by fermentation in their stomachs is undoubtedly
what enables them to withstand the effects of the intense
cold.
When the weather softens they immediately leave
their coverts and repair to the sides of the ridges and upland water courses, where they subsist exclusively on
"hardwood browse— that is, the twigs of deciduous trees,
the "moosewood" and "whitewood" (two -varieties of the
maple) being their favorites. The mode of browsing by
thickets,

is so radically different from that of the females
old hunter can tell at once, on finding a yard,
inhabits it, even if the tracks are obliterated.
bulls will approach a tree three inches in circumfer-

that an

which sex

The

aud seizing it as high up as they can reach with their
prehensile upper lip and sharp under teeth, will force it
downwards until they can get their fore leg over it, when
they will commence browsing off it, standing astride it,
and gradually working their way to the top, which having
devoured at their leisure they will leave
to spring back,
looking lis tlipngh a hurricane had passed over it. It is
ence,

it,

held by the majority of intelligent, hunters that a bull
moose never gnaws the bark of a tree, in which belief I
fully concur.
In all cases coming under my observation,
where it was claimed they had done so, it was evidently
done by cows before the yarding season. They are much
more delicate feeders than the males, never pulling down
the trees, and contenting themselves with the finest of
the browse, and gnawing the bark off the standing poplars and maples on one side, but rarely or never goiug
round it, so that it is seldom killed, but slowly grows
over, showing the marks for years; aud there are townships in my native State where one can travel the day
thro-igh aud scarcely be out of sight of trees thus mutilated twenty years ago.
in

all

These noble animals

fairly

swarmed

upper portions of the State.

Their destruction is a matter of history. Space and time
are both too valuable for the discussion of such an unprofitable subject. The being with the skin and clothes of a white

man, who

oue winter butchered seventy-five of them
meat to pollute the air,
still flourishes on the upper waters of the Passadumkeag,
and a few months ago, after bringing a party of nine
sportsmen with twelve or fifteen dogs from Rhode Islan I,
who were obliged to go back in a hurry to avoid prosecution, he came out with a communication in a leading State
paper deprecating the law which forbids deer hunting with
dogs, on the ground that sportsmen left twenty dollars in
the State for every deer they took out! His memory deserves to be execrated more than him who burned the celebrated temple of antiquity, for destroyed temples can be
rebuilt, but. exterminated species cannot be recreated.
Penobscot.
San Francisco, Jan. 23c?, 1877.
in

for their hides alone, leaving their
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with bluetish, and the "shore end" of the lines made fast
to Delaying pins; in tue meantime Alex was slowly pouring the blood and bloody water overboard, where it ran
down with the tide, which was rapidly ebbing. When all
preliminaries were arranged we lighted our pipes and
waited until the sharks should follow the blood up to the
boat.
We did not wait long before a lug on one of the
hues told us they were around. Pipes were dropped, and
as the line straightened under another pull, we surged, on it,
and his sharkship was hooked. Slowly, hand over hand,
we hauled him up, and as he ueared the surface Alex seized
an immense East Indian war club that he carries for the
purpose, jumped over the wash board with it poised,
awaiting his appearance.
moment more and the water
began to boil in great bubbles. We caught the gleam of a
white surface under the boat and then with a gutteral roar,
the body of a twelve foot shark Tolled up beside us. Eve
had rolled himself up in the chain and was biting it savagely, conclusively showing why it was used, aud as he
reached the surface made directly foe the boat, leaving
several of his round white teeth in its sides.
We took in
the slack and soon had his head alongside, when a few
lusty blows on the nose from Alex stiffened him, and then
hauled him aboard. We continued fishing until the sun
was low, and then hoisted anchor and tacked for Nantucket.

A

The sand, or dusky shark, is the most common in New
England waters, he attains a length of from nine to twelve
feet, and lies entirely on the bottom, never so far as I can
ascertain rising to the surface to feed; their color i3 a sandy
yellow beneath, and dirty brown back and sides, are sluggish biters and lazy when hooked.
The blue dog, or man eater, which I have also caught
here, differ essentially from the above, he is rarely so long,
is slimmer built, his back a bluish color, whence his name,
ana his belly yellowish white. He is often on the surface,
swimming

in short tacks, his sickle shaped dorsal, cutting

the water like a knife.

He

takes bait greedily and

is off,

dead beside your boat, or
as is quite frequently the case, escapes by shaking out the
hook in one of his breaches out of water. The river shark
is a smaller, though eyen livelier addition of the blue dog,

and your hands

full until

he

lies

seldom reaching a greater length than six feet.
The most striking difference between the sand shark and
blue dog exists in the formation of the teeth, those of the
former being round, sharp, and curved slightly inward.
The latter are triangular in form with serrated edges;
either are perhaps an inch long, and lie in several rows,
one behind the other, the front one only being erect; those
in the rear bending backward at an angle of perhaps 20'
hen a tooth in the front rank is broken
from the jaw.
out, which is constantly occurring, the one next in file
moves up and takes its place, and so on through all the
rows until the last, when a new one starts its growth.
The only vulnerable part of a shark seems to be his nose,
a few blows on its edge soon quiets him, while a pile-driver
directed against his head would not kill him, and shots
from a revolver only makes him the livelier. I have heard
whalemen say they had often seen them swimming around
a whale, moored alongside and being cut in, with their entrals hanging out of a gash made by a cutting in spade; and
1 will go further and relate an incident confided to me by

W

jib off

au old salt, who I am afraid imperilled his future existence by telling it, that he had seen them with their entrails
entirely out, swallowing pieces of blubber which came out
through the wound, and which were in turn swallowed by
the sharks behind. Of course all readers of the Forest
and Stream have heard of their swallowing red-hot shot
thrown to them from a vessel's deck, which immediately
fried their way through, much to the astonishment of the
swallower, in fact so far as that is concerned a shark will
take anything from a log of wood to a man's leg.
Don't drop a dead shark on the grounds, if you do you
will hardly get another there for some time to come, for
while bold in all other particulars they are wary and suspicious in this. When once ashore his liver is taken out

We

and "sun-tried" of its oil. The jaws, if large, are cleaned
and sold to visitors by the boatmen, and the carcass used
The hide was formerly used as a covering
for manure.
material for certain articles and for sand paper. But after
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A DAY'S FISHING OFF NANTUCKET.

SEVEN

o'clock

was the hour agreed upou for getting

under way, but it was sharp eight before all the party
of live arrived on board the- snug little schooner yacht
that was to take us to the fishing grounds. The wind that
had freshened at daylight almost to a gale, had now died

away to a whole sail breeze from the south and east, and we
ran out of the dock under our foresail, hoisting mainsail and
Bunt Point, and stood for Great Point Light with
the wind abeam. The white-caps across the. bar showed
rough
water lay outside, but our course, protected !>'
that
C'oatue Point, wag quiet, as a mill pond.
were in charge of two thorough fishermen, "Alex."
and his brother "Loring," the former a coast pilot and
wrecker of considerable notoriety, and while ho acted as
pilot his brother got the lines ready for use for the bluetish
we expected to caleh The only singular thing about these
lines relates to the "draila" which arc attached to them;
they being made by running a half pound of lead, or more,
around Ihe shank of any large sized hook, in the form of a
cone; at the upper end a loop of wire is introduced to hold
the line, and the lower end tapers until it meets the shank

all,

when

the novelty

is

once worn off, sharking has less of
it, and hasn't enough
danger

sport than of butchery about

about

it

to be exciting.

Verd Mont.

.

opposite the point of the hook, when attached to the line a
pickled eel skin is drawn over it until the lower end just
covers the head.

As soon as we had crossed the bar and its adjacent shoals
and struck deep water, we let out the lines and soon were
hauling in the blue beauties, hand over hand, and as we ail
had handled a drail before, it was not long before the tubs
began to fill. As the fish were hauled on board their
throats were cut by Loring and the blood carefully saved
Well, we caught nearly oue hundred averfor after uses.
aging nearly five pounds, aud satisfying all hands (literally,
for several fingers were cut to the lone hauling them, notwithstanding the stalls) and then lay to under the lee of
the point, took a bile and washed it down, and then stood
away for the shark ground, where we made everything
snug, and gave the yacht cable enough to ride easy, for by
Theshai]
this time she was kicking spitefully.
inch steel, 2 feet shank, and
inches across the bend, aud
a ud baited
attached to a fathom of iron chai a
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CHICKENS IN MINNESOTA.

ON

September 4th wc found ourselves at a small station on the Southern Minnesota R. R. ready for
either chickens or duchs. With a good night's rest after
the weariness of our three days' ride from the east and a
hearty breakfast in the morning, we were ready. The
wagon was at the door, so with dogs and guns we were off
The weather was not of the best. Rainy
for the prairies.
nights made the grass wet, aud slow was the sport al first,
but soon the sun dried up the moisture, and the dogs went
down to work. Stop! A point on tueleft, and out jumped
my friend. Two birds fell to his gun and one only to nine
(killed from the wagon, for I was not as quick to get out).
The birds rose slowly, and when we gathered them up
nine of eleven in the covey were brought to bag.

On

again over the next dip of the prairie,

when

a covey

wagon left two of their number behind
them, killed from the wagon. The flight was il short one,
so we waikea to them, leaving oue dog on a poiul; some
distance in an opposite direction. We quickly got to
ime, two falling to one barrel, the
work, bag!
Turniug to look for
rest of the lioek going off together.
flushed by the

i

the other dog we found him still standing like a rock, but
lookiug backwards towards us evidently wailing for us.
The birds waited also, for before we left them we bagged
six.
A single bird, killed as we drove to another depression, and a flush by the dsgs of a fine covey occupied the

morning hour?.
Giving our horses and dogs a good hour for rest and

in-

vestigating a basket provided by our kind hostess in
the mean time, we smoked a pipe of "nyco."
"Vanity

Fair"

is

good, but

we

preferred the former; then

up and

off for the afternoon.

seemed as if all the birds had emigrated. Not one
covey could we find. Something was wrong. At last a
point was made in a slough, a low, marshy place of perIt

haps ten acr03, with grass to the vVaist, In we went, ancle
deep in the water. Whew! wasn't it warm in there for a
The place seemed alive with chickens.
Shall I confess It? We lost our count of birds hit, and
could not toll whether we gathered all or not. Awful! I
know it, but I guess we had the chicken ague. I omitted
to mention that we found these birds near dark.
Could
the hawks, which were very numerous, have driven them
into this thick cover? We never found any more in a

few minutes!

similar place.

The "hoppers" were plentiful, and
wishes we limited our bags to

ers'

respecting the farmtw-uty-five birds. I

must except one day from being a success. Birds were
plenty, the dogs worked well, aud our driver in good humor, but kill we could not. Out of at least fifty shots that
Point after poiut, and
day only twenty-one were bagged.
covey after covey; bang, fizz, whizz, whirr! and away al!
would go. Occasionally oue crippled, aud then to he
hunted up by the dogs. At last, thoroughly out of humor,
we gave it up and went home, being heartily laughed at
by our driver, who seemed to enjoy our discomfiture much
more than our success.
There was no drawback during the entire trip, and at the
end of our two weeks we could only leave our dearly loved
friends by promising to return next fall. 1 know this is a
long story, so I shan't feel a bit badly if you toss it into the
waste basket.
Bin Ros.

Stsit &nltnt[e.

THE AMERICAN FISH CULTURIST'3
ASSOCIATION.

THE

American Fish CuL
on Wednesday and
Never was one held under more
Through the kindness of Messrs.
favorable circumstances.
Coup aud Riche Bros, the spacious reading-room and library of the Aquarium was placed at the disposal of the
association, and certainly no more appropriate or conveAlthough
nient place lor meeting could have been found,
the attendance was perhaps not so large as on some previous occasions, yet the number of practical and scientific
Hon. Robfish culturists present was something unusual.
sixth annual meeting of the

lurist's

Thursday of

Association was held

last

week,

B.Roosevelt, the President, occupied the chair. Among
the members present were Prof. Spencer F. Baird, of
Washing'on, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and
United Slates Fish Commissioner; Prof. J. W. Miluer, of
the Smithsonian Institution; Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of the
Fish Commission of Canada; Mr. William M. Hudson, of
the Fish Commission of Conneciicut; Mr. T. B. Ferguson,
of the Fish Commission of Maryland; Mr. M. Walueim,
of the Fish Commission of Norway; Mr. Livingston Stone,
ot California; Mr. Seth Green, Superintendent of the New
York State Hatching-house; i\lr. Charles B. Evarls, of
Vermont; Mr. B. B. Porter, of New Jersey; Mr. C. J.
Baltemauno, Superintendent, of the fisheries in Holland;
Mr. Chas. llallock; Mr. W. M. Tileston and Mr. J. J. Van
Wyck, of New Yoik; Mr. B. B. Phillips, of Brooklyn;
Mr. F: Mather, of New York, aud Mr M. C. Edmunds,
secretary, aud E. G.Blackford, Treasurer of the associaert

tion.

THE FIRST DAY'S SESSION.
The meeting was called to order by the

President,

who

read an interesting paper on the progress of fish culture in
As Mr. Roosevelt's paper will be embodied m
this State.
the annual report of the Fish Commissioners of the State
of New York we present only a brief abstract herewith:—
"The artificial propagation of shad was begun iu 1869,
and 15,000,000 were hatched. The work has been vigor
ously prosecuted ever since, aud, including last year's
operations, a total of 40,880,000 young shad had" been
placed iu New York waters. The nrst experiment with
salmon trout was successfully made in 1870, aud has been
total number of 5,047,000 fry and
annually continued.
456 boxes ot eggs have been distributed, la 1808 the culture of white-fish was begun, aud to the present date 1,758.000 fry and 26 boxes of eggs have been given out.
The culture of salmou was commenced in 1871 Willi eggs
obtained from Canada. The work has mot with no very
encouraging demand from the public for a supply ot the
young; about 210,000 only having been disiubuted auThe California salmon was introduced into the
uually.
waters of New York in 187a, and a total of 080,000 have
been given out. Blue-backed trout eggs were brought from
Maine in 1874, but the attempt to introduce tliem was unsuccessful homo little attention had been devoted to eels,
bin more io their protection than to their propagation. In
1874, MO.UOO ot Diem were placed in Buffalo creek, above
NiftgttW Falls, to see what would be the result of introducExperiments with sturgeon weie
ing tliem into Lake Ei ie.
begun! four years ago, but without success. In 1875 they
were repeated with, great success, aud about 100, ooo young
i lie hatching of broolc
fish were turned into me Hudson,

A

trout,

was commenced

in 1875,

aud 1,220,000 youOjt

24 boxes of egas have been distributed since that date.

—

;
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Importations of the eggs of the California brook trout had
also been received, but out of 1,800 only 260 batched out."
Mr. Roosevelt also spoke of the great change that hud
taken place in the condition of the shad fisheries of the Hudson, and said that in consequence of the results of the
labors of the Commission there were now ten fishermen
employed where seven or eight years ago there was only
one.
He also alluded to the difficulties under which the
Commission labored for want of proper legislation, and
cited the instances of Owasco Lake, which, after being
stocked with salmon trout, was being rapidly depleted by
spearing, a fact which
ld this journal.

was recently commented upon

at

Professor J. W. Milner of the Smithsonian Institution
being called upon read a paper on the protection of rish
by Legislation, recounting from the essays of Carl Peyer,
of Austria, Bouchou Bradley, of Franco, and Theodore
Lowda Kevies, of Vienna, the efforts since the middle
ages to preserve the fisheries by legislative enactment. The
continual amendment, repeal and re-euuetiucnt indicated
Switzerland and England
tin inadequacy in this means.
in the last decade were the only countries of Europe which
gave encouraging tidings. In. the United Statesthe history
Canada, however, by the enof the laws was similar.
forcement of stringent laws and artificial propagation, h ad
accomplished much. Mr. Miluer also gave a general analysis of the legal enactments relating to fisheries, and the
Canadian system was dwelt upon at length. This, however, he considered impracticable in the United States
because of the large extent of waters to be protected. The
necessities advocated were an awakening of public sentiment, and penalties upon officers who fail to enforce the
law.
Mr, J, C. Bottemanne, Superintendent of the Fisheries
of Holland, ihen Spoke of the laws of his country for the
preservation of fish, and .said that in Holland there was a
regular fishery police; and recommended the appointment
ot a similar loree in America. Mr. W. 0. Coup v>as then
elected an honorary member of the association.
After a short recess Mr. Samuel Wilmot, of Canada,
who exhibited a splendid specimen of the Saimo Wiimod,
or salmon, that had had hecess only to fresh water, delivered an interesting address on the progress of fish
in alluding to the specimen exhibited
culture in Canada,
he called attention to the fact that itweighed, when caught,
17 pounds, aud was discovered by means of holes punched
in the dorsal fin and tail, to have entered in two previous
years the small stream emptying into Lake Ontario, in
which in 1865 he had placed the first salmon fry it had
ever contained. Last autumn they had entered by thourying in weight from five to 20 pounds, although
the stream was so shallow that last year his men had actually to clear out the channel with rakes and hoes to
allow the larger ones to pass. He stated that fish culture
in the Dominion had been begun by himself in 1865 as a
The Government heard of it in 1866
private enterprise.
aud 1S67, and had determined to take hold of it themselves,
considering that it could not be properly carried on as a
private enterprise. There were now iu Canada six large
fish-breeding establishments, aud there were at present
6,000,000 salmon and 9,000,000 of white-fish almost ready
In alluding to the
to be placed at liberty in the streams.
subject of legislation Mr. Wilmot drew a comparison between this country with its fifty million of inhabitants and
the Domiuiou with three millions.
The editor of this paper having sent for the inspection of
th»asBociation several specimens of Sulmo fordinalm and
also the\8akno eatia&enstS, all taken in salt water, a discussion arose as to whether the latter fish was not identical
with the brook trout. Mr. Wilmot and Mr. Seth Green
thought that the}- were. Prof. Milner thought that a more
careful examination of different specimens would be re
quired before the question was definitely decided.
Referring to the matter of legislation Mr. E. G. Blackford, of New York, thought that the present stringent laws
with regard to having trout iu possession out of season
should be so modified as to protect the honest dealer from
infractions which might arise through causes entirely
i

beyond

his control.

Mr. Wilmot having stated that the credit of having introduced California salmon to Eastern waters was due to
Prof, Spencer P. Baird, that gentleman disclaimed the
honor aud stated that it was due entirely to the associaProf. Baird alsogaveanoutliueof the formation aud
tion,
labors of the United States Fish Commission and spoke at
some length of the proposed introduction of tench and
carp into this country from Europe.
Mr. Milner then gave a history of shad culture in the United
Slates, under the auspices of the United States Pish Com
mission, and said that it had been conclusively proved that
Eastern shad fry that had been placed in the Sacramento
river, in California, had grown and flourished and that lie
hoped in time to hear thai they would inerea.se to such an
extent as to prove valuable as food for me inhabitants of
that State.

Mr. Livingston Stone also spoke of the success of the
the Sacramento river, aud then gave a hisshad culture"
tory of the exportation of the eggs of the California sal-

m

mon, which was becoming more aud more success! a
year
Up to date there had beeu brought a total of 25,000, 000 eggs, which had cost about $1 per thousand iu

A new feature ia regard

California salmon
eggs was their exportation to New Zealand, to which
island about 400,000 of Utein had bi
curried
during the past year. (.A. full account of the successful
transportation of these eggs has recently been printed in
gold.

to

the
i

i

,

litis

journal).

Green, Tileston and Evarts having been appointed a Committee on Nomination reported the following officers, who wore duly elected:
President, Hon.
.I.
Vice-FiGHideut, George Shepard
B. Roosevelt;
Treasurer, Eugene G. Blackford; Secretary, B.
Phillips; Executive Committee, 11. J. Heeder, Easton, Pa.
Fred Mather, New York; Alexander Kent, Baltimore; VV".
P. Whiichisr, Ottawa, Canada; Beth Green, Rochester. New

York.
In the evening the members of the association were entertained by Messrs, Coup and ICeicheBros. at an elegant
>
given at the Qua
Eft
i

,

SliOOIiD DAV.
paper read was by Fred Mather, giving an account of the operations iu fish culture conducted under his
Bapervision at the Aquarium. As this, with other papers
read, will be printed by ua in full we will only allude to

The

them

.

first

here,

PROGRESS IN FISH FARMING.

Mr. "Wilmot gave an account of his method of impregnating salmon eggs, and was followed by Mr. B. Phillips,
read a paper on the "Waste of Fish." In his remarks,
Mr, Phillips called the attention of the association to the
large number of different kinds of fish which the people
of this country refused to eat, either through prejudice or
ignorance. Mr. Frederick M. Wallern, of the Fish Commission of Norway, was the next speaker. Mr. Hallock
being present on this day the discussion over the speoi
mens of sea trout was resumed, Messrs. Hallock, Wilmot,
Evarts, Roosevelt and others participating. The prevailing
opinion was that the sea trout and biooR trout were identical, the former being brook trout which had sought salt
water from choice. "The question will be decided, however,
when a careful examination shall have heen made of both
fish and the Question of species determined.
On motion'of Mr. Phillips, Bukezawa Akekio, Imperial
Pish Commissioner of Japan at the Centennial, was made
an honorary member. Iu accordance with a resolution introduced by Mr. Miluer, tho work of the association was
divided into four sections, each wilh a committee of three,
and each section to be assigned subjects for essays to be
read and discussed at the next meeting. Following are the
sections, with the names of the gentlemen appointed:
ffimt—Methods of Fish Culture— Messrs. Green, Porter

who

—

and Wilmot.
Second— Apparatus, Fishing-dams and Fishw ays— Messrs.
Evarts, Stone and Ferguson.

Third— Natural History and Aquaria— Messrs. Milner,
Mai her and Hallock.
Fburtb—Fisheries—Messrs, Blackford, Phillips and Edmunds.
Mr. Charles Hallock then offered a resolution, which was
adopted, to the effect that iu future the annual meetings
of the association be held in the Aquarium, as it was the
most suitable place that could be found for the purpose.
was further resolved that the Aquarium be recommended
The meetto the public as well worthy of its patronage.
ing was then adjourned to meet on the second Wednesday
It

of February, 1878.

Baknum Not to be Humbugged.— Mr. B. strolled into
the aquarium and admired, as he passed the tank in which
the Kingiyo geutly waves his superfluous tail and dreams
of the little grotto fish pond, where in the far oil land of
the Karnis he with many of his kindred sported iu days
gone by. He paused and closed one eye, thrust his tongue
in his cheek and severely chuckled, at tho to him transparent humbug.
"Pretty well done!" he remarked. "A beautiful case."
"What's that, Mr. Barnum?" said Mather.
"Why, that fish— that tail is well put on. I call that a
first-class

job."

"Do you
"Of

think that's an

course it

artificial

arrangement, Mr. Bv"
they make

You know how

is.

homed

rats

by inserting the cut end of the tail in a cut on the nose;
then trimming it off after it has healed iu. Same thiDg,

same thing."
Mather was naturally somewhat abashed. The idea of
his being associated iu any manner with a humbug or
fraud was not pleasant, aud that the fraud should be
in connection with a fish was touching him in a tender
point; but here is a keen reason, and not to be shelved at
sir!

the

first

onset.

Mr. Barnum," he quietly said, "if you will answer me
one question, I'll own up that the Kingiyo is a humbug."
"All right. What is it V"
"Simply this: "If that tail didn't groic on that fish, where
did it grow?"
Mr. B. passed on, and played with the pensive "Baby."

Oh

An Aquarium

Pit.

—We

have already noticed
the movement to establish an Aquaria iu Philadelphia and
Brooklyn, aud now- Boston has become interested in a
similar

ih Boston.

enterprise.

Last week

Mr.

Emerson

Baker,

delivered a lecture on Aquaria before the Massachusetts
Anglers' Association, in which he suggested a plan for
an aquarial garden on a large scale, wilh a zoological
department attached, to be located on city land taken foi
the proposed system of public porks. A Committee of five
was appointed to take this into consideration and report
some feasible plan of action.
In describing the uses and construction of Aquaria he
said:

"The idea had frequently occurred to naturalists thai
fish lite iu its native element might be examined tiy explorations with the submarine ai uior; but the invention of
the aquarium a quarter of a century ago enabled us to
prosecute this examination in a much more Ikoro
agreeable manner. The brst thing to be considered was
the best material for the frame work of these structures.
They were first made of iron, but this is subject to rapid
oxydization, which necessitates painting, and nearly all
Slate is a very good material,
paints aie poisonous to fish.
but soap-stone is probably the best, as it neither expands
nor contracts, aud requires no coaling ot paint. The
cement must be selected with care, and music*
lime nor lead. But the all-iiuportaut point to be secured
This must be ttcis the aeration of the water in the tank.
d either by forcing the air dowu into the water
or by forcing the water up into the air, in either case by
Recently practical scientists have hit
artificial means.
upon an excellent method of mingling vegetable and animal
life iu the aquarium, which enures to the advantage of both
by maintaining a system of balance and compeusation.
The plants evolve oxygen and absorb carbon, while the
fish give out carbon and inhale oxygen, thus establishing
Standa mutually beneficial exchange of vital elements.
ing water is injurious to drink aud catches all the atmospheric poisons, The wattr. plant also imbibes noxious
odors, and were it not tor tne intervention of the snail,
which is the scavenger of the aquarium and a Useful member of the fish society, eating up impurities and decayed
particles, the former would cease its bu]
The remainder of the lecture was devoted to a considerabest and most economical methods of
flee citculation and aeraUougf water used for aquariums."

EniTon Fohest and Stream:—
It is simple justice to say IhatFoKEST and Stkeam, has
done more than any, and I might truthfully say, ail other
journals, to awaken and concentrate a spirit of inquiry on
the subject, of fish culture, and to disseminate the discoveries aud improvements which within the last few years
have been made in this important department of science.
The files of your paper constitute an invaluable repository
of information on ah branches of inquiry concerning the
preservation and propagation of fish, and the re.-ult is already apparent, not only iu the increased interest manifested throughout the country, in slocking our depleted
lakes aud rivers, but in creating an extendeu interest among
farmers in the construction of private ponds for raising
edible fish. It is on this point that I desire to draw out
practical suggestions for tho benefit of those who are experimenting in that direction, it would be very interesting
to have the experience of those who have constructed ponds
for the purpose of supplying their own tables, as well as of
those who have made larger investments with a view of
raising fish for market.
Let them give ferief reports of the
size ot ponds, character of the water-supply, whether from
spring, running stream, or natural lake,) manner of guarding against freshets: protecting young fish, general cost of
constructing and slocking; kind of fish raised; the lood
supplied; quantity and size of fish, from year to year, aud
the general success or failure of various experiments made
There is a valuable fund of practical knowledge of these
details which it seems to me might most profitably supplement the efforts of those who have labored so successfully
to familiarize the public wilh the scientific details of fish
culture. It has been claimed that an acre of water can be
made to produce a laigcr revenue than an acre of land ; and
the success which has attended the various hatching enter-

whose operations have been reported in your col
umns, may be considered as demonstrating the great importance ot fish culture as a means of supplying cheap aud
healthful food for all classes of our population. Every
farmer should have a fish-pond, not only as a source of
healthful and interesting recreation, but as a matter of eeonmy in supylytng food for his family, it is to encourage
farmers to avail themselves of the advantages which recent
Scientific inquiry has placed within their reach, that 1 havu
intruded upon your space. There are hundreds of your
readers who can furnish short reports of the result of their
experiments, which cannot fail to be of interest and value.
prises,

PlSCATOli.

»••»
Pisioulture at Moksemure. Morscmere presents more
the appearance of a morsemer at the present time, since between the butts at the live hundred yard range and the tar
gels there is a huge lake about one hundred yards in cireuuiforeuee, and quite deep. This lake has been placed
here for the culture of trout and will soon he stocked.
Close at hand Mr. Morse has erected a small house in which

—

A

large spring supthe trout eggs are being hatched out.
plies the house with water and it is conveyed through pipes
to the top oi the buildings whence it passes through severThe eggs, which are about
al filters to distributing pipes,
the size of small peas] are placed on glass trays which tit

oblong pans, of which there are about a dozen, ranged
each lower one projecting a little beyond the upThe water enters the pans on the
per like a flight of stairs.
top row which overflow into those next below aud so on to
the bottom, each pan constantly receiving a fresh supply of
water. After the fish are hatched they arc transferred to
larger square tanks in which the water is about six inches
in depth, and the bottom covered with small white pebbles
and shells. The water iu these is also kept in motion, the
overflow passing out of the building. There are in these
tanks about five thousand liny trout, a little over an inch in
length, which gambol and sport about among the pebbles
It is interesting to watch the manoeuIn a lively manner.
They
vres of tne younger ones in their efforts to swim.
first fioat on their side, then on their back, aud making a
desperate effort right themselves and proceed a short distance in quite good style. Last Saturday tlieie were
in the tank two pair of twin trout, they being joined near
the tail, but it is seldom these curiosities live. The temperature of the water is kept as nearly uniform OS possible,
aud there is a thermometer in one ot the tanks, another on
the wall, and another outside the building, from which Mr.
Morse takes the temperature daily, and enters them on a
In the center of the room is a
tablet hanging on the wall.
large stove, With which, in cold weather, he keeps up a
proper temperature. At one side of thiB little house is a
small resevoir about eight by lour feet in dimensions, and
quite deep, which will receive tire trout as soon they get too
huge tot their indoor quarters preparatory to their introit would
duction to the lake, their final place of abode,
repay one interested in such matters, to visit this place and
watch the miniature piscatorial tribe for even at ew minutes.
in

— Yvnlcei's

Gazette

»«»

Canned Salmon. —Since communication

wilh the Co-

lumbia river, the greatest salmon stream in the world, has
been made easy of access by rail-road, there has beeu a
great increase in the canning establishments on its margin,
the annual catch being enormous; but it is already predictud
that unless stringent laws are enacted regulating the fishing,
will be seriously diminisued

before many years the number
and eventually exterminated.
The salmon before canning,

is boiled in oil and thus retains ils flavor much better than when put up in vinegar
aud spices. It is, prepared in this manner, tt very palatable article of food aud retails at three dollars per dozen
The consumption is rapidly increasing iu this councans.
try aud a large quantity is annually sent to England.
Previous to the present year the packiug business ot'187-1

was the largest ever accomplished, aggregating 835,000
cases, being about, double that of any previous year. V\ liui
preparations for the present season began, packers estimated
that 400,000 cases would be needed, but the bare slate of
the market in England, and the rapid increase in the consumption there, brought the large English houses into the
field,

and almost before the packing was commenced, 385,001)
Packers consequently insold by contract.
-

creased their preparations, and with the expected large run
day and night, hoping
of fish were prepared 10 woik
thus to furnish 500,000 cases. However, on accouul of Ihe
cold water aud swollen condition of the river, the fish ran
low as a general thing, below the depth of the nets, and the
result was a catch sufficient for but 410,000 cases. Of these,
Shipments have been made to England, direct from Oregon,
of about 150,000 cases. Iu 1S76 the consumption in that

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
country was over 200,000 cases, or double thnt of the previous year, find tlie same ratio of increase is being kept up,
leaving altogether apparently only about 00,000 cases for
the present twelve monlhs r consumption, which last year
exceeded 100,000. This would indicate that the price of
canoed salmon will advanced, and comparatively reduced
sales will be the consequence.

—The

steamer Zealaudia, which sailed from San Francisco for Australia and New Zealand "February 5, took out
180,000 white-fish esres from Lake Michigan for the latter
colon}'.
Trout eggs from Cliarlestown, New Hampshire,
were also fowaru'ed, together with California deer and 27
short-tailed grouse from Utah, and by the next steamer prairie chickens, Oregon grouse and pheasants will follow.

Golden Pheasants.— A. correspondent who has paid
much attention to breeding golden pheasants in this counpropagati on

-

will thrive irTthis country with

quite tame.

He

when

hcjitates th at

I

hey

good treatment and become

says:—

"I have an old hen nine years old that never had a male.
It was brought to Wisconsin by an English spoilsman
named Poole. She knocks around with my common fowls
only she will be boss over the yard, cocks and all. She
ranges wide for food, bugs and worms constituting fourI cau raise
fifliis of it; but she comes home every night.
them in domestication, and will turn a few loose and watch
the results, provided the experiment don't cost too much."

—

—We

have received frofift Hartford, Conn., Wade's
Weekly Exchange and Mart, an advertising sheet to accompany the Fancier 's Journal. It contains a large number of
advertisements relative to fancy breeds of poultry, pigeons,
etc., and must prove a valuable medium to those dealing
in fancy fowls.

Forty numbers will complete the year, making, with
twelve of the fancier's Journal, fifty-two numbers. Single copies per annum 50 cents. Apply to Joseph M. Wade,
Hartford, Conn.

<•»

— A

Snakes in Winter.—
correspondent writes us from
Btoverstown, saying: "Mr. Jacob K. Shell, of Stoverstown, North Codones Township, York county, recently
cxhibited to a friend four large snakes of the water-snake
variety, which he had hung across a pole near his spring
house, where he had killed them on the 18th of January.
This is certainly a strange circumstance to occur in midwinter, and is an incident which the Editor of Fokest
and Stream, or some one of the many intelligent contributors to "our" popular sporting paper may probably be
able to explain.

Antleeed Does.—E.

>

:

Dickersou, Esq., of Springfield,

Mass., writes to us to say, that Dr. G. M. Levelte, Assistant State Geologi-l of Indiana, has at his office in Indianapolis, the skull of a doe with beautiful antlers.
They
are about half the usual size of antlers of the buck, and
are. perfect in form.

Another Antleeed Doe. —A

correspondent sends the

following note:

"An

your paper of 25th ultimo, on "An Antlered Doe." reminds me that, in the fall of '59 or '00,
stopping at "The Forks" of the An Sable, on my way
"in'' to the Adirondack^, I was shown as a great curiosity
the head of a deer with a horn growing out of the left
side.
The head was kept in brine for preservation, and
was vouched for as the head of a doe, and as such was
article

in

—

considered a great curiosity."

\V

—

The Champlain Pickerel,. Wo have received from
J. R. Romeyn, of Reeseville, New York, a box of
the fish which occupied the attention of the Hon, Robert
Watson in our paper last
B. Roosevelt and Winton
Doctor

C

week. Theie is no doubt whatever as to the identity of
the fish. They are the esdz faeiatus, and are described in
Appk-ton's Encyclopaedia, They are also to bo seen in the
tanks of the New York Aquarium. They seldom even
grow to exceed a pound and a half in weight.

—The old State House

at

New

Haven, Conn.,

is

devoted

to a variety of uses, literary, social and reformatory; and
various offices are located there. Prof. Marsh has had his

collection of fossil remains

from the "bad lands" of Dakota

housed in the basement.

—

Noticing the southward migration of the Snowy Owl,
the Montreal Witness says that the tribe are invariably accompanied by flocks of while grouse or ptarmigan, and it
has been observed that when either or both of the birds
have been unusually abundant around Montreal and Quebec, the winter has been more than ordinarily severe to the
northward.

An

Harris Sparrows, Lecontes Sparrows,
ing like spring.
Goldfinches and many others that appeared to he gone
while it was so cold, are here now ."
The measurements and proportions seem to agree most
nearly with those of the Burrowing Owl, Bpeotyto ewnieu
The fact of its hiving been
laria var. hypogaen Ooues.
dug out, from under a rock seems to favor its reference to
this species

Inquiry.— Our correspondent, G. H. Ragsdale,
writing from Gainesville, Cooke county, Texas, says:—
"Can you name the following owl from the description
which follows? Sex, male, Size; length, 0.3; extent, 24;
wing, 0.7; tail, 8.3; nearly square; no ear tuti'ts; Tarsus,
.

.

JOINING TOWNS,

the

hope of

eliciting

from some of the many readers

of The Bulletin further information concerning the
breeding habits of the American Kinglets, or at least putting them upon the alert for further information, I have
deemed it well to bring together what is at present

known

respecting the niditication of these birds.

Of the breeding of the Ruby-crowned Kinglet (Begulus
not much U known, although the bird is found
In the
ai different seasous in all parts of Nortu America.
Rocky Mountains it breeds among the most elevated
Mr. J. A. Allen found young in July near Ml.
ioresis.
Lincoln Col,; Mr. Ridgway gives it as breeding among the
peaks of Northern Utah; and Mr. Heushaw in Arizona. It
is also supposed to breed in Northern New Jersey, in Western New York, in Maine, and in the islands of 'the Bay of
Fundy. In Western New York a, nest which contained
young was reported to have been built in the fork of a
Males and females have both been observed in sumtree.
mer about Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, and Mr. Gentry

efflen&ulita),

thinks it, nests on the wooded heights along theWissahickou.
Dr. Ooues in his "Birds of the Northwest" considers thai

he has sufficient evidence toshowabreediugrange throughout the mountains of the west from 9.0U0 feet upward,
thence breeding eastward along the northern boundary of
the United States to Maine and Labrador, and probably
sending a spur southward along the Alleghany Mountains.

Northwestward it reaches Alaska.
The most satisfactory information is furnished by Mr.
J. H. Batty, who found a nest near the Buffalo Mountains
in Colorado, on June 21st, 1873, which contained five young
and one egg. The ncst was on the branch of a spruce tree,
about fifteen feet from the ground, and was so largo ''that
It is
it could scarcely be got into a good sized coffee cup.
described as "a loosely woven mass of hair and feathers,
mixed with moss and some short bits of straw." The egg,
Mr. Bally tells me, was very much like that of the common House Wren, but a Utile lighter in. color. Both parents were assiduously bringing larva-' of insects to the
young, wdiose appetites were unappeasable. Mr. Henry
\V. Heaehaw also reports finding a neatly finished nest, on
It was built on a low
a mountain near Fori Garland, Gol.
branch of a pine, and the male was singing directly over-

head; but although he wailed some time,, Mr. Henshaw
did uol see the female. "The nest was a somewhat, bulky
structure, very large for the size of the bird, externally
composed of strips of bark, and lined thickly with fealhers
of the Grouse." Of the eggs of this Kinglet nothing

further

is

known.

Liltle more can be said in respect to the Golden-crested
Kinglet {lieyutus satnq/a, Licht). lis lange is nearly as
extensive, but more northerly; it docs not descend ill winNothing is known with certainty of
ter beyond Mexico.
States, although it
its breeding anywhere in the United
may be found to do so in the northern mountainous portions.
Mr. Thomas G. Gentry is confident that it nidificates in cavities in the tall trees which crown the heights
of Eastern Pennsylvania, despite the generally accepted
notion that it follows its foreign cousin in building a pensile uest and laying while et?gs, finely sprinkled with buff
It
dots, in size about equal to those of Humming birds.
has also been inferred that this Kinglet raises t,wo broods
Mr. Nuttall and Dr. Gosper both found it
in a season.
feeding fuil-fledged young on the Columbia river, on May
Stst; and Audubon observed the same thing in Labrador
Mr. Maynard found it common at Lake Bin
iu August.
bagog, Me., iu June; he says it breeds there, and that,
judging from the condition of female specimens dissected,
beveral pairs were
about, June 1st.
il deposits its eggs
found iu the thick woods there, but no nests could be discovered; he thought they built, probably, in the long hanging moss so abundant on the trees in those northern foresls.
Mr Heirick puts it down positively as breeding on the
island of Grand Menan, and Dr. Brewer in Maine. Mr. Allen
informs me that he met with young, altended by the parents, the Ihird week in August, 1870, on Moo.nl Monadnock, New Hampshire, Which he has no doubt were
hatched in the immediate vicinity. Mr. J. K. Lord states
that these birds were abundant on 'Vancouver's Island and
the adjacent coast, Where he found them building pensile
nests suspended from the tips of high pine branches, in
which they laid from five to seven eggs. He does not describe the eggs, which was hardly to oe expected, perhaps,
considering the half -use he seems lo have made of his op-

portunities.

BY CHARLES

unknown

lo ornithologists ever s'lnee.— Ernest Iiir/erwll
Bulletin of the iVultaU OrnWwlogieat, O'lvO.
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Common

GOODHTJIi.

Bios

i

of the thrushes.

Tardus fusccscem
but breeds.

Wilson's thrush,

.

Turdvs SwainscnU.

Not so common as T. PaltasiL

Olive-backed thrush.

but o

met.
s-Uir.j.iaurocopiUus.

Quite rare; haTo taken

Golden-crowned thrush.

Oven

common

bird;

breeds in the woods everywhere.

SsUruanemhoraoenSis.
I have taken

it in

.''.'. «i-

Water thrush.

Not common; may breed

midsummer.
rufus. Brown thrush.

Common snmmer

as

resldent-

breeds.

Mimus carolinensis. Catbird. Common; hreeds abundantly,
SAXICOLllWB— BOOK INHAe. [IB !S
Very common; breeds everywhere.
SYLVIIIUs— TBK WARBLERS,
Jleyidus calendulas. Ruby-crowned kinglet.
Common spring and
I

,

Stalia stalls.

Bluebird.

autumn migrant.
Regahia

may

mtrapus.

breed, as I found

Panes jTudsonlciis
November, 1875,

SUM carolinensis.

Kolden-crowncd kingtet. Abundant in winter;
it on Kcarsarge Mountain on Jane 2Z&,
I8T5.

Hudson Bay titmouse. Very

.

CertKia familial It.
but rule in summer.

CERTHII0.15-- THE CRIJKI'ZHS.
Brown creepers. Resident;

rare; took

common

one in

in winter,

S1TTID*:— TUB NUTHATCH IIS.
Whito-uellied nuthatch. Common resident; breeds,

uest, the :ast of May in a red oak. The nest
was- in a cavity ten
inches deep, dug out of the solid wood, forty reel, from the ground.
Sitta canadensis. Red-bellied nuthatch.
Resident, but not common.
In the summer of 1875 found ihe birds building on Kearsarge Mountain.

found

Troglodytes anion. House wren. Summer resident; has been rare,
but more common this year. (1876).
Atto> thura hymalis.
Winter wren . Common during the migrations,
Took one specimen Jnno 22d, 18715;' on Kearsarge Mountain; It was a

/'

male iu

full

&n(lm
once, May

plumage and song.

aiOTACiLr.m.r:— tub waotaim.
ludODlelams, titlark, Bare migrant; have taken
10t.li.

It:

but

1875.

M-.noHila i.o.ria. Black and white creeper. Common in the migrations; less so in summer.
Breeds, nesting on the ground; the nests
that have come under my observation have been so placed that the herbage of the year before formed a roof, as it were, to the nest,
Panda americuna. Blue yellow-backed warbler. Common in spring
and autumn. May breed, but have not fonnd tlie nest as yet.
Cfeothlypis tiichas.
Maryland yellow-throated warbler.
Abundant
summer resident. Breeds, nesting in swampy places.
r
Hehmnthophaga ruficapilla. Nashville warbler. Common summer
resident.
Breeds, nesting uracil in the manner of the preceding. The.
female lays from four to six eggs, usually the latter number.
'Ri-iH, ib ,-:ja[,:i!
/ .-.-,.A.-.'f,.a cirtir*.
veu warbler. Abundant summer
resident. Breeds, usually in pine woods. Three nests found in 1874;"
were all placed in pines; two of the, nests were built in folks close to
the trunk of the tree and about twelve feet from the ground; the other
was bnilt on a horizontal limb some Ave feet ft om the main body of the
tree and fifty feet from the ground the cumber of eggs were four, which
is, I think, the number usually laid.
TJe,idi\bci fiiiraV.Tiiu. BlacK-throttted warhler.
Rather common in
summer. Breeds; places the nest on a horizontal limb of the hemlock
six feet from the ground.
lieudrty.'-i mionata.
Tellow-rumped warbler. Very common spring
and autumn migrant. May breed; have seeu the adult here in mk;
Btimmcr. Were very plenty on the mountains June iMd.and probably
had nests, but did not find any, as I did not have lime to leek carefully.
/...,./,'.,,,- cnttanta.
Bs-y-Ureueted waibler. Rare, probably breeds
sparingly, as 1 have seen the young heing fed by the old ones in tuo
latter part of July, they being at that time hardly able to fly.
Dendraoa BlaekbUrnia. This beautiful warbler is quite common iu
summer. It breeds without doubt, as I have seen the young often, bat,
owing to Ihe secluded habits of the bird have not been able to find its
ncst, as they keep iu the deep woods and largo trees I think they must
breed in such places.
Dendraca pittas. Pine creeping warbler. Not common; think it,
breeds, as it remains through the summer.
Dendrmca prnmssytaanica. Chestnut-sided warbler. The most common of tie Bendraeae; breeds everywhere in low boshes.
Pmdraea striata. Black-polled warbler. Common in
,

J

.;

;

white; ears moderate; superciliary hue while; the general
color above and below is dark brown (I no color of Prairie
Hen); the wings, lail and under pails banded with while,
head, dorsal areas and rump spotted with white, chin
pure white, middle throat with a collar of brown and while-,
lower threat pure White; lining of wings and under tail
coverts buff. I have never seen one like it.
I dug it out

FriTTon Forest and Stream
read Willi much interest the article on our Rails, in
the number of Fokkst and Stream for November 9th.
Believing it desirable for tiny one who can furnish an item
which may contribute lo ibe advance ot ornithological
Kuowledgeto do so, and noting y</'
to the rare
of the Black Rail
1 write to
say that I have a specimen of the above, obtained in this
it was picked up dea
State in August, 1800.

IN

Common summer resident,
Dendraca mtlva. Yellow warhler.
Breeds usually near a stream of water in meadows and in intervals.
The cow bunting often deposits its eggs in the nests of tills
DmdioicamacutOiO.. Black and yellow warbler. Common spring and
autumn migrant; often remains through the summer.
Deialroica palmarum. Red-polled warbler. Common iu spring and
,

fall.
't

,i/,/.

mon;

MASSACHUSETTS.
.

1

,

Cape May warbler.

Exceedingly rare; have

Not com-

Mytodiocles canadensis. Canada fly-catching warbler. Common tu
migrations; hj|s so in summer; think n breeds.
,,',,,,,
Ccmmon summer resident; breed
Redstart.
usually iu a young growth of birches, pines and the like.
,,

Ulnmdo horreorum. Barn swallow. Common summer resident.
Uieeds, nesting in barns and out-buildings. A friend once »hOi
two eggs of this species no turgor tbun those or the least flycatcher, and
thickly spotted at the smaller end.
Cliff swallow,
Eave swallow. Common
PetrockeSidon limifroihi
resident In summer; breeds under eaves of barns and under sheca
sometimes as many as tidy pair breeding under the eaves of a singlo
.

barn.

i

(

ttgrina.

Black-capped fly-catcaina warbler.
pv8tillys.
exceedingly shy, keeping in low bushes.
.';,., ,-,',."

i

lite
I

OCCURRENCE OF THE BLACK RAIL

,

F.

rrURDIDiE-- THE TUBC8HB8.
Tardus mlgralorius, Robin. Common summer resident; breeds.
TurUus PaUanii. Hermit thrush. Common; breeds, one of the

tlons.

Herr F. W. Baedeker has figured the egg in the journal
fur Omithologie (1850, p. 33, PI. 1, Fig, 8), and also in his
targe work on the eggs of the birds ot Europe.
Di. Cones
observes, in a private communication to me, "The plate
indicates a rather touudish egg, though the two specimens
figured differ noticeably in size and shape; they arc spoken
ot in the text as 'nitdliclie kluine Birchen mil lehmgelben
ben Fleksehen auf weissen Grunde,-' and compared with
those of other species illustrated on the same plate."
llegulus cueieri, described by Audubon from a specimen
n the banks of the Schuylkill river, has remained

1-0; scantly feathered

in front; ltd., 7; 3tcl.,l.l; bristly;
claws black; weak and but moderately curved; 3d, primary, the longest; 1st and 2d (only) enarginatc on the
inner web; eyes with light yellow' ring; bill. 65; lead
color; cere darker and tumid; nostrils circular-, eyelids

shore of Clark's Island, Plymouth, by a cousin
of mine
who, in a residence of sixty-flve years on the island,
had
never seen the like before, and forwarded it
to me as a
rwa ams, which, indeed, it proved to be. By request of
a member of the Nuttall Club, of
Cambridge, I sent the
skin to be exhibited at one of their meetings
where it was
pronounced the first and only specimen for Massachusetts
sod the third for New England, and so put on record, vide
Article oy H A Piirdie on "Bird* of Bare Oeourn ,„
N. E., p. 23, Vol. II, No. 1, of Bulletin of Nutlall
Club
lours truly,
F. C. Browne,

Jira/ning/iam, Mass., January 28(h, 1877.
OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE
<
NID1FICATION OF THE AMERICAN THE BIRDS OF WEBSTER
AND ADKINGLETS.

IN

^Httttnl §isforg.

try encourages their

from under a flat, rock in open prairie, but, near a creek.
Fur two weeks we have had birds singing and grass grow-

iblcoior

White-bellied swallow.

sldent. Arrives sometimes before the s now
Sth day ot April, when there was but v,i
,

cold.

l|

Abundant snmmer re
il

»ne on the
'

—

.

u

FOREST AXD STREAM,

Bank swallow. Very common In Bummer. Breeds
communities In the river btvnks.
Breeds, nesting In
Purple mnrtiri.
Not common
subis.
lionecs put up for them. The blue birds and martins have a battle
even' spring to ece who will have possession of a lttrRe martm house
in our garden, sometimes one etde and sometimes the other victorious.
Cotylertptnia.

In lur^f

-

One

pair of blue birds will ke'jp six or eight

martins

at bay.

removed, until in about ten days it is taken away altogether.
To have Hie Lily in bloom by Christmas it is only necessary to commence about November 20th, and carry out the
preceding instructions, following every two weeks or so
with a fresh batch for succession. The great bottom heat
especially necessary for early forcing.

is

.»«>

,

Common eummer resident, the
Red-ej cd vireo.
moBl so uf any of {ha vifeos. Breeds.
Warbling vireo. Common enmmci resident. Breeds.
Vireo oi'irn.
Tins species has a warbling eons 80 near like that or the purple Queh
that it is hard to distinguish between the two.
Vireo ro'ihiruis. Blue-headed vireo. Nearly as common ns the rcdaceus.

eyed vireo;

it Is

me first

comean

to

the spring.

Yellovy'-thronted

nhs.

foadlund,

White-eyed

Breeds,

lies

Rattier court

'

\

^nrm mtd

BERMUDA AS A WINTER

§ardcn.
RESORT.

FLORIDA Orakges.

— Orange

with northern markets this year

growers
unit

,

are

dissatisfied

apparently northern

with Florida orange growers.
What is the reason? Last year prices were fair, and there
was mutual satisfaction. Many speculators began buying
this year at last year's prices for shipment, and have lost
money. It is not that Florida oranges have suddenly, in a
Go through the Slate
single season, become so plentiful.
and you do not find such a vast quaulily of bearing trees,
or trees that are old enough to bear any great number of
oranges. Most of Ihem are loo young for that. Jack
Frost has done the mischief, and all through the winter
one great topic of conversation has been " tbe freeze."

markets

are

dissatisfied

thick mat under the pot, if it stands on marble.
Fulfil all
the conditions of success; give light, heat, drink,
will have a thing of beauty, which will be a j>>
season, to say the least.—J.
J. to American Garden.

E

»*»

Beet Root Crop in France.— It appears

the past

against, 4, 388, 501 hectolitres in the first month of last sea
its average density was 10 per cent, lower.
The
slock ef sugar turned out was less than one-fourth of ihe
amount in September, 1870, Ihe figures being 5,0'j:
07!) tons respectively; while the quantity obtained from
each hectolitre of juice is but 3 GO killog'ramme, as compared with 3.88in't875. It is also stated that deterioration
in the sugar yielding quality of the beets has been going
on for a number of years past
A. Y- Shipping Libl,

son, and

—

tgurs mid ^rapging.

HINTS TO TAXIDERMISTS.

When

the weather sets in cold down here, and the northafter day, there is as much anxiety in
the face of the orange man as in that of a skippei trying
This is not the case be
to keep off a lee shore in a gale.
youd the frost Hue of course, but all don't want to go be
yond the frost line. Besides this, where is the frost line?
The extreme south of the Slate, we know, is secure; but
how far north a man may plant his orange grove in security in this State is a question that is difficult to answer. It
is certain that groves miles south of this point suffered
worse than those of Mandarin, Jacksonville, or even Fer-

that

has been a very disastrous season for Ihe French beet root
sugar works. It is said thai out of 438 factories, which were
iu operation in 1875, only 181 are still in existence.
The
quantity of beet juice treated was 901,017 hectolitres, as

wind hangs on day

GARDES

A

TllUCK FOR THE

NEW YORK MARKET.

BRIEF

voyage southward in the steamer to Bermuda,
where they connect witk other lines to St. Thomas
and the "West Indies, works a w onderi'ul transition in
limate aud all external surroundings. The pasBefegeT who embarks on the staunch ocean craft Bermuda
or Carnimt, usually awakes the next Sunday morning to
lind himself in a balmy atmosphere, aQtl gazing upon a
landscape radiant with, a perpetual verdure. Already the
r

Steamers are bringing to this port copious supplies of new tomatoes and potatoes fresh every day, and by the beginning
of Apiil we shall be receiving vt getables from that quarter
of every description. Every year increased attention is
given by the islanders to what we call truck farming, stimulated by the high prices for agricultural produce which
they always command through the early spring months..
Last year's reoorts of this description amounted to about
$34.0,000, which is a pielly good account to give of a population numbering only about 15,000, and inhabiting a
group of islands no more than twenty-six miles in extent
from end to end. The equable climate is the great charm
of this gem of the ocean, ranging in the colder months
from 55 deg. to 70 deg. Fahrenheit, and showing less variation throughout the year than is found in any oilier spot not
insulai, situated without Ihe tropics. Compared with Niea,
Algiers and the Kile the temperature is more genial, in this
respect more closely resembling that of Madeira and St.
Augustine. The excellent facilities for communication
between New York and Bermuda by means of an established steam line, have the effect to slart a sort of migration among both the well-to-do and invalid classes, large
numbers moving between these points with each changing
The last steamer from ibis port took out about
ssaton.
SJV.mly first-class passengers, besides others in the steerage, and this travel now in its height will continue for
nearly three months locome wish we were included, with
Of good
flailing tackle and other appliances for sport.
camping there would be no lack. That is a delight. Some
land where oleanders form the common fence of Ihe couu
try, growing sometimes twenty feet high; where is found
ihe sage, palm and palmetto, not to speak of figs, grapes,
pomegranites and bananas; where marine animal life is
varied and abundanl, and fish and creatures from abroad
of at least 135 species make it their temporary home; besides native residents, such as the cardinal grosbeak, the
white-eyed vireo and "chick of the village," etc. Here,

—

porter, get

up our baggage.
-»«-

.

Lilly of the Valley.

— At this season of the year,

when

much Lily of the Valley for sale in the florists'
windows, we are apt to wonder where and how it is culliwe

see so

A

few particulars thereon
valed in such vast quantities.
may prove of interest. Hundreds of thousands are annually imported into the United States, the greater part of
which is grown by nurserymen in Holstein, not far from
Hamburg. Millions of crowns, it is staled, are sent out
from the establishment of E. G. Harmsen, of Hamburg,
with whom it forms the principal object Of cultivation.
In fall the ground (a sandy loam) is prepared by lienching
to a good depth, and a liberal manuring with well rotted
manure. It is then laid out in beds about four feet wide,
six rows of plants being put in each, a path between each
being left for convenience of weeding, hoeing, etc. The
plantlets are then placed in furrows three to four inches
deep, and covered with at least an inch of soil. After the
first frost has set in the beds are thoroughly mulched with
well rotted manure, which not only serves to nourish the
piauts when growth commences in spring, but also acts as
a protection during the winter. Moreover, during the succeeding season it prevents annual weeds from getting tbe
upper hand. This is all there is to be douj the first season, and nothing but weeding the second and third year
is necessary, till about, the middle of October the third
The labor of
season, when the plants are ready to lift.
li
fting [and sorting the flowering roots from the others is
quickly peiformed, and after shortening ihe roots the pips
are tied up in bunches and stowed in a cool house for ex-

For early forcing Ihe strongest and ripest are
and are generally planted in beds in moss or sand,

portation.
selected,

aud covered

The heat

is

at

first,

to a

raised,

of three inches w'ilh moss.
75° at firsi, to 88° to 100' after
watering being given, and as the

depth

from

three days or so, liberal

young shoot progresses

Ihe covering of m<

nandina; and even Indian River has complained of ihe
frost.

If

you want

lo tell a

good orange,

feci

we

the

ight'of

it.

be heavy. Northern papers say that every
from Florida is worthless spongy aud light
and that is the way Jack Frost works, and soon they
rot.
I attribute the poor market to the poor condition of
the fruit from the frost. After a frosty night 'look at your
orange trees. The leaves ate curled a little, but if your
Wait a
fruit is not shriveled a grain you may be all right.
week or two, though, and if your oranges keen their
smooth, glossy appearance, and stick to thelrees, you have
come out sale. But the oranges have dropped this winter,
and Ihe ground has been as yellow wiln them as the fielda
north are with dandelions in the early spring. "O, you
are loo far south," said a gentleman lo an Indian River
man, who was grumbling about the freeze in his vicinity;
"you ought to come up near Jacksonville." The other
"Why, doyouknow where
smiled at this unusual advice.
the finest oranges in Florida are raised? those tliat took the
premium at the Slate Fair?" No." "Well, in FcrnanIt

ought

to

—

third orange

—

dina."
-».*-

Keen Old Farmer.—Farmer Hodge had
iness.

One hot day

an eye

summer he hung up

last

to bus-

his old horse

As

collectors know after a lillle experience, there are
certain genera of birds iu which, from the large size of lie
gape and the smalluessof the neck, il is impossible, in.--kiiining, to pass the skin over the head so as lo clean
—e.'j., Ihe genera Rhipidura, Myiagra, Tohitrea,
ers; also the woodpeckers, some ot the parrots, and Ihe
all

I

ducks. Books on taxidermy tell you to make an iueiajjill
rrom the forehead to the back of the bead, along Ihe lop i>f
tlie skull, which you must turn out through the cut, and,
alter cleaning, replace, sewing up the seveied skin.
This
ears, according to my liglus.
is what I have done for forty
"happy thought'-' occurred to me some time
Fiji, while skirining a small thin-skinned Rhipidura.
I
drew the neck through the skin till 1 got to the base of the
skull; into Ibis I plunged Ihe points of my scissors, culling
cuts forming a triangle,
it away wilh the palate, by three
the apex at the hinder junction of the neck; the baBC ueloSS
he palate. Drawing away the neck left, he brain ex posed;
this 1 cleaned out, and compressing ihe skull at the base of
the lower mandible, it slipped through Ihe skiuol the neck
as easily as possible, enabling me lo clean it, apply the preservative, stuff the orbits, &c., and slip il back ag
the
same manner. It did not take me hail' so long lo do as to
describe, and the saving of time iu ihe sewing up of ihe
skin of ihe head as in Ihe old process, aud the belter appearance af the specimen (letting alone Ihe saving of (rouble),
\

A

t

t

know if

it will answer for woodpeckers and ducks.
of Ihe former in these latitudes, ami 1 have
across any of the lalter since 1 made the di-coveiy; perhaps some" of your readers will try the plan and"report progress." It has answered tor some.big jawed
parrots, and with the strong- billed "kagou" (Rip,
jubatus) of IS. Caledonia.
While I am writing, I may lis well mention another little
"wrinkle" I have lately added to my horns. Il 018
ful to some of your readers in the tropics.
With the thermometer at 100° in the shade, birds shot in the morning
are often "unskinnahle" at night— And next morning, whew!
Well, it Occurred to me to inject carbolic acid into these parts
thai decompose Ihe soonest,. Q
the brain, lite throat, and
the viscera; so 1 got one of those small syringes w lib perforated needle points used for ejecting opium and oilier narcotics under ihe skin, and I injected a lew drop:
it: acid
into the brain (through the palate) (low tithe throat,
and into the viscera (through the venf) with the happiest
reult.
Il hardened the parts'," and effectually prevented decomposition for many hours. I have since kept a bird
"skinnable"foraweek, while another hung alongside it was
puttid and fly-blown in twenty-lour hour;,; so IMt 1 skinned birds that otherwise I should have utterly lost. The
brain became like cheese, the eye white aud hard, as did
also the viscera.
I hardly need point out the advantages of this to a traveller in the tropics, or even to a stationary collector who happens (as has often occurred to me) Lo come acrossau ex ta ptlonally "good day." London Field.

1 don't

We have none

not,

come

i

I

I

1

-

shade of an apple tree near the country tavern, and
going into the hostelry ordered four quarts of oati for the
These were furnished; and while Dobbin muncutd
beast.
at his fodder and stamped off the flies that pestered him,
Farmer Hodge drank beer on the porch! When the time
came to settle ihe score, "How much?" demanded Hodge.
"Twenty-five cents." "Urn-urn, twenty-five cents ( That's
fair enough; but look-a-here (pointing to the well pounded
eatth under the apple tree where the horse had stood) how
much are ye goin' to deduct for the manure?"
A sharp eye to business had Farmer Hodge.
in the

Smilax.

—I

for growing smilax.
practical cultivators 1 know not,

often see directions

Whether they come from

but if so, their experience and observation differ very
We are told that suiilax will flouiioh
widely from mine.
to quote verbatim: "The vine does
in. partial shade, or,
With me it does require the full
not need the full sun."
place
the vine, it is true, will continue
other
In any
sun.
I have tried
to grow; but it will remain almost leafless.
repeatedly to decorate, with it, the ornaments on pictures
over a mantel having some considerable length of vines
Allot them remained fresh aud fine, but
to begin with.
the new growth was of no account yet Ihe mantel was
1 have
flooded wiih light from windows directly opposite.
often grown it out of doors on a very delicate wire trellis,
In autumn 1
three leet high and a fool and a half wide.
bring it to the living room and set it in an ornamental pot
or vase on a small lable between two sunny windows the

—

—

—

back of Ihe

trellis

against the wall.

my

experience the mature leafage, iu these trials, remains unchanged during the winter, and forms the commencement of a charming embellishment. Tender sprays
branch out at every point often iu great luxuriance, The
running vines on the top of the trellis, 1 am obliged to
train off on threads stretched across (he windows that they
may get the strongest light— the hottest suu. When two
or three yards of vine, covered with bright, glossy leaves,
are well grown, 1 take it from the window and run it on
the wall, embracing bracket, picture, or whatever I may
happen to have above the trellis. 1 then carry it to the
ceiling, and, when I get enough by repeated growths, IV.,toon it over the curtain; run it across on the cornice, or
dispose of it in any way that fancy may dictate. For a line
effect and the most graceful ornamentation nothing equals
the smilax, but il will not flourish for me, nor for any of
my acquaintances, without the full Sun.

In

—

For the benefit of those amateur Uoiists who have failed
in ihe cultivation of this plant, 1 respectfully submit this
record of personal experience. To grow a small specimen
want it lor ornamentaof smilax amounts to little.
ul in its wuy, but the real
sample"!
tion.
benefit is in having enough lor a full suit.
Smilax is easily grown I rum ll.e seed, though it tikes
Il requires
several weeks to" geiiuinnte.
when the growth is niptd, much water. /
Pui several in
perennial, young plants no tuiui tliau uUi.

We

A

one pot

il

;

you

i-ish

a

!

,

Instruction in Taxidermy— We have received from
Agency a copy of Mr. C. .T. Muynaiil's
" Naturalist's Guide," bearing on the title page Ilia dale
1877.
Although first published in 1870 and c
noticed by the press at that time, there seems'
reason for again calling attention lo the work.
We frequently receive from correspondents inquiries irj
y of preserving objects of Natural History, and
we have on former occasions published a number of artiThe ground, however, is too extencles on Taxidermy.
sive lo be covered by these, and we cordially recommend Mr.
May nurd's book to such of our readers as desire infi
ou Ibis topic. It contains a large amount of information
of the greatest practical value to the young naturalist, and
the Naturalist's

there is much between its covers from which the more experienced collector may gain useful hints.
The work is divided into two parts, the first of which is
entitled
"Directions for Collecting, Preserving, and
Mounting Birds, Mammals, Fishes, etc., etc," while the
second is devoted to a "Catalogue of the Birds ol
Massachusetts," with Notes Relative to their Migrations,

Habits, etc.

Mr.

Maynard,

as

a practical

taxidermist,

knows what ho is writing about, and bis direi
making skins are full aud complete. Besides the information

which the book affords concerning the collecting aud

preservation of vertebrates, several pages are given to directions for the successful collection of Ihe lower forms of life
so that the book is not simply a "Guide" for ihe (
of birds and mammals, but is of value to the young collector in

whatever branch of Zoology he

The most valuable
our

may

be interested.

portion of the work, howi
which is given a list of

opinion, Pari. II; iu

which have been found
e

'i

a!

deal

o_t

authors note book.

iii Eastern Massai
valuable information

To

the
n,

New Engl

draw

'
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Tanning SfirNS.— in answer

to RCOTxespandent, the

Mas-

Pl/mghnmn gives the following directions for
t kins so the wool will stay on
"Take salt and alum in equal parts, pulverized, and sift
about luui ounces on. the flesh side of the skin wbenitls
fresh from Ihe. body, or it it has become dry moisten it,
and then apply Ihe mixture, and fold the skin up carefully

£nswet[S

sachusetts

tanning sheep

and lay

it

it

it,

ao.

Some nail the skin smoothly and lightly against a door
Then with a blunt broad
or board with the flesh side out.
Haded kuife scrape away alt loose pieces of flesh and fat,
then rub in as much ehaik as possible, not being sparing of
"elbow grease" or labor. When ihe chalk begins to powder and rail off, lake ihe skin down and till it with finely
ground alum, then wrap it closely together and keep it in
a dry place for two or three days, then unroll it, shake out
the
and the thing is done!
If it is desired to dress the skin soft, like buckskin, take
it fresh from the animal and stretch it tightly on a board,
and scrape off all the flesh that will come off easily. Warm
two quarts of milk and mix in a teacupful of salt and half
an ounce of oil of vitriol. In this mixture soak the skin
about forty minutes, stirring it and keeping it warm Then
take it out and stretch aud rub it over the smooth edge of
a board, working it until dry. The Indians are said to nave
the secrei of preparing buffalo hides and deerskins by soaking them in a paste made of brains, and, after rubbing
them, drying them in smoke. Whether this is the way
they do it or not we cannot s.ty, but Ihey certainly know
how to do it in some way or other, better than we have ever
seen them prepared by white men. Perhaps it is owing to
more patient aud long continued rubbing.

Mum

<•

West

»
is

a small sluggish creek of ahouf fifteen
miles in length, widening out into small lakes and large cyAs
press ponds in its tortuous course into White river.
soon as we saw it we thought we had struck a good trapping ground, and the following day put out a fair number
of urnk traps, and a few for otter, although the otter sign
is

wa^ nut so plentiful as coon aud mink. In viewing around
up and down the creek we found numerous fresh deer
track in our daily visits to our traps, but our experience
has always been that a trapper whoattends well to his traps
has no time to hunt after other game, and although we
nearly always carry our shot gun we seldom look for any
game except ducks and rabbits to bait the traps with. One
day last, week as we were going into the bottom alone, we
stalled three fine deer out of a thicket of bushes and cane
near the It ail to the traps; of course, we did not have our
"Winchester," and the shot gun was loaded with duck shot,
and our oniy satisfaction was the pleasure of seeing those
white tails loping away through the timber. Baley lake is
about a mile below where our traps are setting, aud is much
visaed as a fishing resort by the people liviug back on the
The. water Is deep, and tine ouifalo aud perch are
hills.
now being taken with lire hook and Hue. Although the
lake is right in the bottom aud subject to six feet overflow
from White and Little Red rivers, there is about twelve acres
on the north bank of the lake entirely above any high water
which would be a pleasant camp ground at any time of the
winter.
It is scarcely worth while to go into deiail as to
the number of varmiu we are catching, but we can say our
success in the short time we have been here has been much
better than in Mississippi, and takeu altogether, our calch
Shktiiab.-.boznai.
has bi en good.

AtTicA, Ohio, Feb. 10th, 1877.

RDITOH FoilBST AND STREAM: —
Alter reading "Buckshot's" communication
it

my

I

considered

to the readers of the Forest and
of a grand fox hunt which took place

duty to give

Stream an account

1*&~Wc have ono column
left over, nntl will

appear

in

of Answers In type which aro unavoidably
our next issue.

Bacoek, Berlin, Wis.— Wm. Malcom,
good a telescope lor

V.

anyone can and makes

as

rifles

of Syracuse, N,

n specially or

Tor Soap.

sjime.

W.

R„ Coving. Ky.— Can

I And good duck shooting between St.
Louie and Little Eoofc on or near the Iron Mountain 1!. R. in Arkansas
about the 1st of April'/ Ana. Il is a food ducking country, bat April is

F.

rattier late,

found—I mean

the Wapiti, not the moasc? Ana.
abundant in Tuscola, Huron
llichlgan, but we have uotheaid of them any further east.

States where elk can be

that elk are quite

counties, in

M. B.,lilmira, N T.— Can you fend me Col. Wingate's Annual
Keport or loll me where I can get it? Ann. Address Col Geo. W. WinIt will probably be in the next annual report
gate, No si's Broadway,
of the N. it. A., or at least it should be.
I, H. C. Ashland, Vs.— At what aye should the operation of spaying
be performed on a bitch? If the operatiou should be performed at ihe
right time will she at some time afterwards go iu heat? Ans. Before
the pnppy is ton weeks old. The bitch will never come iu heat.
,

W.,

l.akeville,

(Joan.— How many can be counted for two sixes and
claim fourteen aud some eighteen. 1 favor four-

three threes?

Some

teen, because

the threes having beea used singly with

tt

Ana. The hand

pairs cannot be used together with the sixes singly.

counts eighteen.
J.

eggs,

C. St. Louis, Mo.—Where can I buy
and what will I have to pay foo same?

them

tbiee dozen summer duck
A frieud in England wants
Ans. Address D. Gilpin, Coucordville, Delaware

for hatching.

U. O. Brown, Brooklandville, Md.; IheBemeu deal in eggs

Co., Fa., or

and fowls.
Q. II. N,, Cranston, K. 1.-111 your paper 0/ January
yon speak of an advertisement in the Clipper. 1 wish

near here on last Friday, Feb. 9th.
The morning came, and at an early hour the horns and
drums, and horse and devil-fiddles could be heard iu the
The boys and men all started
streets of our little village.
at 8 o'clock, in older to scour the woods between here and
the starting point. The lines were formed and started to
close i 1 10 o'clock sharp. The lines then proceeded cautiously to the closing point, us we uearcd which could be
heaid the (shouts of men and boys as the loxes tried to
make their escape through the lilies. Owing to the hunt
bemg poorly managed, and some misunderstanding between the marshals^ a partial failure was the result. Two
red and grey and one black fox made their escape, but
when the lines were properly closed we found within one
large red fellow. Now the inn commenced in earnest.
Reynard found himself outwitted, for the lines were perfect with more than three hundred on each, every one in ik
jug a noise. At our tirst sight of the fox we ihought he
was nearly run down, but he, doubled ihe field, wh.eli was
some twelve times eighty rods long, before he showed
much sign of real fatigue. The lines then closed in to a
much smaller compass, when the fox was caught and permitted to lake breath lor fifteen minutes. Wuilethefox
was restine lour buysuf ten or twelve years of age stepped
into the arena; the iox was then turned loose, the hoys
giving lively chase, until one of the hoys caught him, but
happened to catch him by ihe wrong end. The lox finding himself at liberty 10 bite, did so, inflicting a severe
wound on the Utile fellow's wrist, lie was promptly
choked off, aud was theu put up and sold for $3.oU, which
paid the expense of advertising.
Foxes sometimes sell at our hunts as high as $0. lam
of the opinion that "Buckshot" made a mistake in regard
to the number of square miles inclosed. It should have
been lour miles square, instead of lour Bquiire in.les.
Sportsmen in this locality are using every eadeavor to pieserve the quail, and I am happy to say that prospects lor
shooting next, fall are very good. At present we are unking forward to spring, when we will have fine snipe shooting on the marsh surrounding the great pigeon roost a few
J
W. S.
miles east of this ph.ee.
I

(
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lib,

to

companies

dueksonport, Ark.— There is a work called the "Naturalists
Library," of which Messrs. Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia owu the
It was edited by Sir William Jardiue, aud is in over forty volplates.
umes. Is it. a good and comprehensive work as to the animals and birds
of America? Aub. Very good as far as it goes, but now somewhat out
Y1-.1.1.,

of date.

Schenectady.— I am desirous of entering my setter in your
Kennel Register. Will you kindly inform me. through your paper, how
Will you send me one? Aus.
to do so, or if 1 must 1111 out a blank.
Pedigrees
Fill out the blank pedigree wc have sent you and return it.
for the first volume of the Register will only be received for a for might

M

W.

.

A

,

.

longer.

Fred L. R., Longwood, Fla.—My dogs and horses are often greatly
troubled with ticks. What will take and keep them off? Ans. The
ticks must be picked off in the first place, but wo doubt if anything can
be pat on to keep hem from returning in time. "Dink's" recipe may
answer— a teaspoonful of snuff in a pint of gin.
I

Subsouirer, Aucram, N. S.— I have an orange and white fetter bitch
nearly thirteen months old, and she has not been in heat yet aud shows
no signs of being so. What do you think is the matter with her, or is
Ans. It. is usual for a bitch to come iu season when she
it all regular?
sometimes go longer. We should not
is twelve mouths old, but Ihey
advise you to breed from her the first time.
Glens.— 1. Which will sail the faster of the two, hulls the same, a
boat cat or one sloop-rigged; same amount of canvas. 2. Can a sloop
orschooner sail within two points of ihe wind? 3. Of the two which
will sail the closer to the wind a slocp or cat rigged boat? Aus. 1. In
light winds tho cat rigged boat would probably be the fastest; ia a, sea-

way the

Blocp.

9, ilo,

3.

The

cat rigged boat.

C— Please

t.miiei

to tell the

and when he rubs against my clothing ho leaves a lot; of his hair. Would
you be kind enough to inform nui whether tins is any disease, and if so,
what would be a good cure? Ans. 1. It would cost you about .550, and
unless it was a very fine guu we should not advise it. 3. Tho dog jh
probably shedding his coat; a bolus or tar tho size of 11 hickory nut
would expedite the shedding.
C. F. O., Philadelphia. ~ I have a red setter pup one year old which is
very timid, so much so that I /ear I never will be able to do anything
with him. Can you tell me if there is anything I can do to give hiru
courage. If he is spoken to sharply ho will run in his house, from
which it is impossible to move him except by force. Ans. Nothing but
the most careful aud judicious treatment will cure your pnppy. Wo
should recommend seuding him to a good breaker,
Gladstone, "t
Boouton, N. J., has the reputation of oeiug able to overcome shyness iu
dogs.

C. H. C, Jh., Philadelphia.— 1. Are there any laws about shooting
quails or pheasants out or season, for Stuffing, iu this State (t'enusjiuid. Is there any difference between a boat tailed graukle and a

nia)?

purple gracklo. 3. What is tho right load for a breech-loading shot gun.
Weight eight pounds, and laminated steel barrels, 13-bore as-iuch barrels? Ans. 1. Tho birds you mentioL cannot be lulled out of season r,ir
anypnrpose. 2. There are different species. The boat-tailed gracklo
is Q ihralus major, the purple, Qulscalus versicolor.
8. 3J dra. po.vder
shot.

H.B.L.,

Wilmington, N.

II, B.,

describe simplest

administer.

to

W. H.

A..

Jersey City.— 1. Can you inform mo where 1 can buy
and mohair and other requisites for making

direct roe 10 some gentleman thai, is familiar
have a dog which I think is a cocker .spaniel, and I
Ans. J. Yon will have to pick hem up
separately; one here and another there. :!. Bring your dog here ami we
ii.

j

like to

will tell

Can yon

2.

because

tog

would

you

know

i

if it is?

I

his breed.

W. C. B., Williamsport, Pa.— 1. Intending to purchase a gun wc wish
who advertise their guns in your
«h]i On
e
know which is the in"
columns? Please say what gnu would suit for us, say 875. We will nay
3. What pert, of Maine furnishes
cissary, for a good gun.
the best hunting and fishing during the summer mouth"? Ans. 1. All
the dealers who advertise in our columns are reliable,
criminate between their wares. 2. As a seapori.
Nemo, Cleveland.— 1. Wherecanlgct acompleie cheap copy or the
game laws or Pennsylvania? 3. Whs »i iti U 0! Pennsylvania is the
md bear, and also trout?
mildest and moat abundant in larg
Ans, We can send you a copy of --Fur, Fin and Feather" (price 50 els.)
to

1

I

I

take Erie Itailway to Lackawaxon, and thence, conveyance
tavern whew you will lied haulers.

CO.;

to

Weal-

,1

or

text

book by

work, yes,

Utica.— J. Can yon inform me where I can procure a map of
Canada which lies north of New \ ork State. I want an acI could he truided io traveling throng
woods. 2. I have a Remington breech-loader, 12 gauge, 33 lueh twist
barrels.
What kind of powder and now muca would you advise me tu
Ans. 1.
use in shooting ducks, and what for upland shooting?
Address James Campbell & Son. 3t. Flout eireet, Toronto, a. All
depends upon the kind of shooting and weight of gun; for general purposes 3 drs. powder ami 1J oz». shot. For size of powder the number
corresponding with Hazard's Ducking No. 4.
J.,

that part of

onrale map, aud one by which

W.
rador.

E. M., St. Paul, Minn.—Your Editor-in-Chief once went to LabPerhaps he can inform us or the oriain of ihe word E-.i-ii:

D
Ana.
the question having accidentally arisen in a 1ml.
are glad 10 be able to answer ex calheilra lhat tne te*m Esquimau.-,
was first applied to the lilbe by the interior Indians of Laui lorwii
I

i

We

They ely led them Ashk'mai,
raw meat," In distinction from themselves
Esquimau*: is a corruption of the word
given by the Fieuch explorers who hud intercourse With too Mouu-

known

as Nascaupics or Mouulaiueers.

signifies "caters

which

who always cooked

ol

their food,

tainccis.

B. M. S.,Nelle; Corners, Out.— 1. Which of the .23 calibre rtfies ar
considered the best, Ihe Ballard, Remington, Stevens, or Wessons, aud
are Ihey all chambered for the long .22 ritntiro cartridge? If not, what
2. Can the U. &G. Air
is the charge for chambering them for such?
gun be relied on for accuracy up to 50 yards, and is it chambered for the
long shell .32 cid. 3. What will it cost me to havo the V. & S. bound—
a six months' lot of them? Aus. 1. There is nut little difference, and
they are usually chambered for the short cartridge. They can betechambered at a Slight expense, not exceeding a uuilar or two. 2. No;

chimbered

for the short cartridge.

3.

$1.50

Y1.L1, Jackeouport, Ark.— What is the difference between the
1.
of the gulf coast ot Horida, Texas, etc., ami tho-e of c
2. Which is or the better qualily, and to what oansemaj
be attributed? Ans. There are as many varieties of oysters on the
guH coast as on the Atlantic, and they differ as greatly in quantity, size
1

and

From our owu

flavor.

the Chesapeake Bay.
latitudes are inferiOl

we should

experience

hesitate to Ba;

Hat

tin

Inferior to Ihe best oysters of
tHe oysters of waters, iu tow
derived trotn the lact that, reefs and bars ot
are bo constantly encountered as odiously to

the best oysters of the gulf tuisi

Tho impression that
Is

worthless "cuoii oysters

"

•-•-

My

setter pup ten months old has had a
J. S. S., Uazletoti, Pa,—
very severe a.tack of distemper, aud though apparently cured
disease has never been aide to wall; since on account of a weakness in
It is felly a mouth since U.e discharge from his nose and
his back.
hi
ceased and hu began to mend. Cts appetite la good, ai
the beef broth and corn meal uic..-h that we give him- What t would
Ol his regaining Ma
e her tuei
to know is
Strength! Aus. yonr dog has chorea, whicd we donht era be entirely
cured, it can be much alleviated, however, oy carclul dieting, feeding

cj us

1

1

u"f

.,

1

beef broth and boiled milk. Tne billowing tonic la iceo~.iueiuii
lake of Iodide Of potash ami mix vomica, ..f
Well known authority;
irei mams; add sllbcatbt
is
tm,
each two grains; bromide 1 p
Bits si d give batti oneea day, in a little broth.
of bismuth, ten grams.
Ci.utimie until it is apparent it is uo longer needed or useful.
1

E.

CM.—

1.

England by a
.

1

I

have a gun (muzzle-loader) which was imported from
for tale and

man named Toms, and was
'limes about

l.he

1

November

21ol, IBSS

irre]

were imported-, atd wee made hy Joseph Manton, of England. The
was bj John Mull, n, of Sew folk; it C066 $160. Whttl sboi
,

youlhiiikil
;

,..!

would

Iba.j

ft'i
W01
be advisable for

is

it

II

I

me

to

nave

ii

eh

liftl

elm!

,.<,i
,

-0,

-

bow

Whai load would it require of boih pom
v..
Is there auy powder just as good as Hazard's Elecmc powder
Shot
mil costing SO much? Ans. 1, The value of a muzzle loader at Ihe
no less it.
to
,.,-., day depends entirely upon the desire ol a-j

much would

it

1

cost;

.

1

•

Yon can have one
The proper charge
and costs

barrel ehi

is

!

ling

praise

borei

}"i.

silo
would be a die. powder And
quite, as good tor otdinary shooting as Ihu ElCClUO

for

It

less.

.

I

1.

me some mannal

;

Hazards Ducking

C. ('.., New York. — Iu youi Answers to Correspondents will you
kindly oblige by answers to the following: 1. Weight of Remington
gun as supplied to the N. G. ot Ibis Slate. 2. Length of bariel. 3.

tell

I

like,

feathers of different colors,
artificial flies?

Barry, III.—Please

which lean lcain drawing by myself, us Ihese small places have no
teachers? For hunting and target use out west would not a Kami
*
niditary rifle costing SIS do as well as a Remington spoiling rifle
$36! Ans. The best book we know ol" is "Minute .Mechanical Draw11
ing," price SI. lobe had of D. Van Nostrand, Xo. '~3 Murray stre.
city.
The same publisher has a little book call
3. For general rough
ing," price 50 cents, which would be useful

obstruct nai Igath

Method of
administering castor oil to a dog eighteen mouths old. Ans. Take the
dog between your kueee with his bead facing from you. Open his jaws
with the finger and thumb of ouc baud, and with the other pour the oil
down bis throat; by stopping his nose the dog will be compelled tq
s.valiow. Castor oil cau now be had in. ciipules, which aro much easier

W.

it,

Brooklyn.— 1. Do yon think it advisable to have a muzchanged to a bieech-loader; if so, would you he kind enough
about ihe cost, 3. Jly seller do^'s hair rutin off very easy,

SiiistiuiiiER,

Me

N. B.

Boouville.— The stock of my breechloader is too straight
and I would like to know where to send it to get it remedied and what
would be the probable cost for from half to three-quarters of an inch
extra drop? Ans. Send your gun to H. C. Squires, h 0. 1, Courtland
sued; cos] j3 50,
J. L,. C, Richmond, Va.—Please furnish a reader of your valuable
paper information as t the habits of the shad and the takuig of this
Ans. Vol. II of Forest and Stream devotes a Rood
risk wiih the fly.
deal of space to the consideraliou of the shad and its habits as a game
tish.
We have scut you selected articles. There are some, twelvoiuail.
it,

,;

.

.:

—

Can yon inform me where 1 can get a spayed bitch pup
0. J., Boston
from eight to twelve weeks old, color orange and white with black nose
aud eyes? Aus. If a pointer will answer you may lie able to get a
Sensation- Whisky puppy fromttic Westminster Kennel Club. Address
D. W.S. Webb, No. 7 West Fifty-fourth St., this city.
(.'.
T., Claromont, Mill.—Is there a paper published in Chicago called
Bridal Bells'! It was published last year. Has it been discontinued;
Ans. No such paper as Bridal Belk. There was one called The Bridal
Veil published there, but il had a short life and wcul up last spring or

.

To Fisu Oultokists.— Please observe the suggestions of
"Piscator" in our. Fish Culture Department,

1

Hoz.

Editor.

1

S. S. P.. Bridgeport, Conn.— 1. Is the absence of feather for tlm
four inches at the root of 8 setter's tail an indication ot good 01
breeding? 3. Is a dropper the offspring from a setter and polntoi
or from any two different breeds? 3. What is a full aiiiln ;.
grce of a dog? Ans. 1. Iuaoine breeds, particularly the Qordui
feather should commence three or fonr inches from the root.
term is applied only to the cross of setter and pointer. 8. tine m which
i'loof of the progenitors 01" the dog being as represent*

ill

J.

K.

on the ends of ears and on Bide of nose seems tn be
qnito sore aud spread. Ans. Annoint the bare bpoIb wilh carbolic
doghas mange, which can readily be ascertained by ihe spj
ancc and by his scratching, use the baslhcon and sulphur oiutm.iit io
often given in this column.

1;

W. MoM., Bedford, Pa— 1 have a muzzle-loader 13-bore. It does
not shoot close enough for this kind of work. Would like to Bftve It
Ana. It. will cost you $5. Scud the whole gnu to tl.C.
Bhoke-Dorefl.
Squires, No. 1 Cortlaudt St., this city.
SUIWAJIB, Chilieoihe.— What, is the easternmost point in th

We know

his neck; those

If the

Id

with the author of that notice, but am unable to flud it in the Clipper.
Ans. We have not the man's address. Better correspond with the

Point, Arkansas, Feb. lith, 1877.

Editor Fokest and Stbkam:—
1 inclose some notes on "Ratt Creek," where trapping
good, aud we have been very successful*
Haft Cieek

D. S. C, Middlefield, Conn.— I have a pointer dog 1} years old which
is just rc«overlng from the distemper.
Since last fall I have policed
that his hair comes oft* in spots. The first that 1 discovered was under

<£ori{en$on&mt$.

!

in a damp place about four days, thon open it
on a table and scrape it, with a dull knife to get
all the adhering flesh off, then rub it with a blunt wooden
Then wash thoroughly
iiisliuint ill till it is dry and soft.
in warm soapsuds, let it dry moderately, and just before it
After thorough rubis fully dry rub it soft with the hands.
bing it is toft and pliable as a kid glove, and will continue

and keep

$o

35

'
,

1.

of gun,

A

[

hayormlte fixed and fully loaded.
1

D

one cartridge ad led.

1

10
;r«li

in

gun with bayorfctte,
Thanking you in

'

I

1

i

1

mid*,

a.

2.

35 inches.

Same with weight

of

—That, which

I? gei.il

lightful fur the use of

fin-

ihe

Oi limit.; s|;in

mature people.
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thababyis no

It is, theietore, that.

B.

leas de-

T

B

ti

on the malkllt, merilnavord
Made of the purest vegetable ol
of praise.
lot old
tlO?
tell
is simply ihe perfection of sons
1

Toilet Soap,

;
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game animals are under

all animals possess for the natinterest, and when these habits
discussion this interest is extend-

ed to a far larger class in our land, the true sportsmen. It
will readily be seen lhat tho accurate and detailed information on this head which careful observations of our domestic animals furnishes is not to be obtained concerning
the ferce natural, and that, given the time at which two individuals of any species pair, the period during which
the female carries her young can be approximately determined only by noting the time at which other females of
the same species give birth to their offspring. Fortunately,
however, the habits of wild animals are very regular in
this regard, thus differing widely from those of domesticated species in which all the natural conditions of life are
unsettled and altered,
In almost all birds and mammals the pairing takes place
at about the same time each year, in the same latitude,
and lasts just about so long; rarely more than a mouth.
At this season the habits of all animals undergo a great
change, and even those which are ordinarily the most timid

and watchful become more bold, and in many cases seem
almost to disregard the presence of their great enemy,
man. ll IB at this season, when their horns are hard and
strong, that the various species of the deer family have
their battles, and sometimes serious ones, and it is then
that the elk, the moose, or even the common deer will, when
wounded or cornered, attack their pursuer with a fury
and a quickness which sometimes makes even the boldest
hunter long to be safely astride the branch of a moderilely
large tree.

The length of time occupied in the hatching of a set of
eggs can of course, under favorable circumstances, bo determined, as nothing more is required than careful obser
Yet it is unusual to
vations extended over a few weeks.
see slated, even in the best works on ornithology, the exact
number of dayB during which any bird sits on her eggs.
Such a variety of circumstances oppose themselves, even
to the most persevering observer, that our knowledge of
this and kindred points is sadly defective.
have prepared the following table, which gives the
pairing season, and the time at which the young are born
In its preparation
for some of our larger game animals.
we have made use of all the material at our command, depending in some cases on the standard work' on iN'orlh
American mammals, while in others we have relied on the
testimony of intelligent and trustworthy men, who have

We

spent their lives in the wilderness, and whose opportunities

Our field
for observation have been the best possible.
notes, too, accumulated during half a dozen seasons' work
on the plains and In the mountains of the west, have fur.
nished some evidence. The table is believed to be approximately correct for this continent between Ihe 43d and -tilth
parallel:—

CHARLES HALLOCK,
in

Warm

Latitudes.

— We

are informed by cor-

respondents of ours who are trapping in the Southwest, that,
during the extraordinary cold weather in the middle of
last January and the wide prevalence of snow storms over
the country, the snow iD some parts of Mississippi laid at
an even depth of fifteen inches; in Shreveport and Monroe,
Louisiania, and in Dallas and other parts in Texas it remained on the ground several days at a depth of six to ten
inches on a level.

Blooming Grove Park.

Moose

ume-\

':,-.,:]

<

No.

May

Sept
ni.ana)
Caribou (Satigifeii

of young.

Generally two

,'f

Elk

(Cervtts ca>ia-\
denii/)
Sept
Black-tall or mule|

deer

»MKro-|Latter

((7.

part

Ordinarily two.

of Oot

lis)

Virginia or whitetailed deer (C.
virglnianus)

—

__,ly
Nov

Two

Antelope (AntUo Last of Oct.
ml 11
Ko15th to 20
Biilyj.

— The annual

(.Alee

Voui

Hut in

Name.

Editor and Business Manager.

Snow

i.Mt.Sueep
montatia).
(BOS

or even tare

i>llffllo

Hoffman House on Tuesday evening of last week,
was one of the most agreeable affairs in which it has been
our fortune to participate. The dinner itself was excellent,

DISCOVERY OF A BURIAL PLACE OF
NEOLITHIC AGE IN FRANCE.

at the

Mr. Reid, one of the proprietors of the Hoffman,
and who is a member of the Association. After dinner
made an address in which he gave an account
Bruce
Col.
of the progress of matters at the Park. He was followed
by Judge Gildersleeve, who gave an amusing account of
some of his experiences on the Bench. But ihe most
felicitous speech of the evening was that by our friend
Mr. John Mullaly, who swings figures of speecii witli the
same gracefulness with which ho casts ally. After some
music by Mr. Pattison and the reading of the following
thanks

from the the Grand Duke Alexis, the company adjourned to the parlors when dancing was kept up until a
late hour.

R

T. Frigate Syetlana,
Norfolk, Va., Eeb. 7, 1877. f
John Avery, Ezq-, President of tk-e Blooming Grove Park, As)

sociation:

— The Grand Duke

Alexis desires me to express to
you His Highnesses thanks for the kind invitation to use
your park, and his regrets that he cannot be present at the
Baron N. Schilling.
reception on February 13th.

— We

have received from Messrs. Holberton & Beemer,
of the Sportsmen's Empoiium, a very handy little article in
the shape of a lock cork, made of box-wood and rubber.
By putting this cork into the bottle and giving two or three
turns to the key, the contents are safe.
>•*••

—

The British Court of Exchequer has decided that in a
prosecution of parties for cutting cock's combs there
should have been a conviction, as the act complained of
was to enable the birds to be used for cock-fighting, which

U

.

ricanus)

illegal.

The vases of pottery, of which some few were
we not the least interesting of the objects here discovered. They were all placed in the ditch mouth downward.
The material of which they are formed is good, and in the
middle.

perfect,

broken fragments nothing was seen of the

debris of lime or
made use of in pottery of this period to
give body to the mass of the clay.
The manufacture of ihesc
articles, however, is altogether primitive, and it is certain

of shells so often

that the potters wheel was not used.
The surfaces both
within and without are of a grayish brown color and they
show none of Ihe redness of clay vessels that have been
more or less burnt; it is most probable that they were
simply dried in the sun.
The vessels found at Breze almost all show the imprint
of fingers, the form is very coarse and the thickness of the
walls irregular; there are none which show a true bonier
about the aperture, or indeed, any ornamentation whatThe most primitive are merely somewhat contracted
ever;
below. No trace of Ihe handles are seen in these and the
form is scarcely symmetrical. Others are more graceful in
form, the contraction at the base is well marked and near
the upper part two or four small protuberances arc seen,
which can only be rudimentary handles, uud which may
have served to suspend (he vase. On a third typo of vejsel, also
without ornamentation, a large but very widely
formed haudlc is to be seen on one side. This lust is an

uncommon

About April

. .

10.

style of vase,

and

in

shape reminds Us some-

what of the soapstone lamps employed by the Esquimaux.
Such are briefly the different Objects found iu this grave.
The implements of flint and of deer horn, as well as those
of pottery, all show that the tomb at Biezo belongs to the
These implements are
certainly of gteat interest, for it is not often lhat such tine
and large lliut blades are found as the one mentioned above,

earliest period of tho neolithic age.

too, Ihe character of the pottery discovered here
But this burial place is interesting on another
quite rare.
account; we refer to the slabs of limestone which cover
These slabs
the grave, and which were mentioned above.
are rough on the side which is iu contact With the earth,
which covers Ihe tomb, but on the other which face3 ihe
objects contained in the excavation they are worked. The
embellishment consists of rude drawing deeply engraved
and representing figures more or less geometrical,

and then
is

>

Nothing similar so far as wc kutov
angles, triangles, &e.
has hitherto been noticed.
Here then is a fresh discovery in regard to the early men
which must be added to the others which have recently
followed one another so rapidly in France. The existence
of a numerous population, spread over the whole of Fiance
from the commencement of the age of Polished Si
not to-day be doubted, and the man of this period knew
how to fashion, besides ihe implements of flint, the pottery of which we have just seen such rudimentary examIf the man of the Neolithic Period at Breze did not
ples.
yet ornament his earthern vessels as he did a lillie later,
he possessed none the less that artistic sentiment which we
meet with among the most primitive peoples, as is shown by
the stones which covered Ihe sepulchre of which we have

Last of March. One.

GAME PROTECTION.
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New Yokk.— Residents in

given of
a recent number of La, Nature an account
IN the
discovery of an ancient Burial Place, in the com-

the vicinity of Lake George
complain that an imioense amount of illegal fishing with
spears, nets and grappling hooks is being done in the lake.
learn from the Sandy Hill Eerald that, an effi
be made to bring the offenders to justice, the possession of

mune

Ihe above implements by certain parties being notorious.

to

letter

Sia.

.

dolmens, with this difference that there is no hole drilled
through the thick end. The implements of deer horn
were few in number, and probably served as handles for
tools, perhapB hammers; they are all perforated near the

just spoken.

May Two.

dinner and ladies
reception of the Blooming Grove Park Association given

.

found a large number of others simply chipped, or at most
bearing marks of very rude workmanship. But one stone
implement was found which was truly polished; this is a
small axe, not of flint, but sf green stone, and hard enough
to be a diorite.
This little relic presents a very elOPe resemblance to the ornaments which are so often found in the

is

which evidently belongs to the
earliest portion of the age of Polished Stone, and which
presents in many respects an exceptional interest to the
of Breze in Anjou,

archaeologist.

The mode of burial here employed was somewhat different from the oae ordinarily met with iu graves of the
A ditch had been dug in Ihe argillaceneolithic period.
ous marl, the bottom being a stratum of chalk subjacent to
the marl, and the opening was covered witli slabs of stone
which we shall notice more particularly farther on. This
ditch irregularly ovoid in shape had a length of thirteen
and a

width of four feet eight inches.
It contained a
Its depth was about twenty-two inches.
number of bones heaped together without any order or arrangement, among which were found a cranium in a good
state of nreservation, some long bones, vertebite, innominWith the bones were found various impleate bones, &C.
ments of flint, deer horn, and pottery, all of which are
characteristic of the age of Polished Stone,
The articles of flint are not truly polished, but for Ihe
most part they bear evidence of careful reworking, which
One of these is a
leaves ns doubt as to their neolithic age.
beautiful flake in the shapp of a blade, which measures
nearly eleven inches in length by a little over two in grcalest breadth, the edges of which are delicately worked into
feet four inches,

a

number

of

saw

least

like

proiuiuoes-

arrowhead, some knives and some
ticeable for their

show no

incou.-hletable

A

very finely worked
scrapers are also no-

With these implements, which
skill iu ihe working of flint, wtuc

beauty.

We
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'Massachusetts. The members of the Worcester Sporting Club are doing good work in Ihe preservation of quail.
Strange to say they have brought the railroad to their asThe Worcester Press says: "It is noticed that
sistance.
the birds on Ihe line of the Boston and Albany Railroad
west of here have become so attached to Engineer Fenner
that they have stationed themselves on ihe railroad bank

and quietly waited for the coming of his train
grain which was thrown from his cab window.
way the club has fed four bevies of quail between
Westboro, three between here and Rochdale,
Shrewsbury and a number in the country about,

and the
Iu this
here aud
three in

and has
been instrumental in preserving what promises to furnish
game in plenty for the. sportsmen next fall." The club is
also prosecuting vigorously infractions of tkegarj
and several pot hunters have been stopped in thei
game.
The sportsmen of Northampton, Mass., met on Thursday evening, Feb. 151 h, and organized a club to bo known
as the N onotuck Game Club, for the protection of nth and
game in Hampshire county. The following officers were
chosen: President, A. P. Feck; Vice Presidents, E. O.
Damon and Geu. Otis; Secretary, G. W. Crittenden; Tie ,»
The club has been organized
niei, Oftstten L. Warren.
killing of

I.
under very favorable circumstances; it alri
members. They will at once proceed to stock some of
eilori
will
an
and
vicinity,
the
ponds
in
the most favorite

:;n

—

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
'•ring the ducks hack to their old haunts on ttie
Connecticut liver by the plantins of wild rice.
G.
0.
—The Masaachuaetta Anglers' Association of Boston has
called a meeting to consider the expediency of consolidat;

W

game

ing the various

associations of the Slate.

—

A Voice from Cape Cod. A correspondent writing
from Sandwich, Mass., relative to Die inefficient game laws
of that Slate says:— "1 remember well the lime I could
take my old single gun, and ou my father's farm in an hour,
nil purl ridges enougli to make a dinner
jus!
for the family.
Quail were also plenty in every grain
field.
A dog trained for birds was not to bo found. Foxes
were limned and destroyed in every possible way but as
soon as a game law was passed hunlers were as plenty
as
biids, and
although the shooting is quite good
there now, it is almost an impossibility for any one withdog to gel. any birds. 1 think the game law is a good
;i

i

advertisement for the Cape, at least, for who not acquainted there "would thiht of finding anything worth shooting
on hat sand bank, for there are plenty of people who
think it nothing but sand, well we do have game there
and noble game too. No less tbao 300 deer have been shot
in ibe last wo seasons (our time is from the 1st of October
until the 1st of December) some of them weighing 200
pounds, and most all found within a radius of twelve
miles.
Think of that, you sportsmen, who go 1,000 miles
I

i

to find deerl

1

would

like to

know how

it is

that dealers

can have game of all kinds for sale when the law does not
permit a person to have in possession. Yesterday I passed
through Boston market and saw deer, quail, partridges,
prairie, chickens and others Uinds of game that I supposed
were out of season, exposed for sale. Also in the streets
They say it comes from the West, but I
ileal the market.
don't see as that helps the matter any. 1 think for one,
lhat public opinion would do more to protect our game
Uia.li ,-d] lie- laws we have or seem to have.
6. N. VV.
If we trusted to public opinion only there would soon
be but lew birds.
We must have laws, but the secret lies
in having ibem judiciously worded.at first and most rigidly
enforced afterwards. Ed].
'

i(

Connecticut— February 10//c — A most important bill is
now before he Legislature of this State, which reads as follows: "That no person shall Bsh or buutexcept on his own
properly, unless he pays the sum of $ 10 into the town treasury
eeeives ffom lite Town Clerk a license which shall be
I

iod for one year."
There is considerable opposition to
i lis measure from a class of people who think it
arbitrary
and despotic, ami Ihere are some who say it is "u rich
man's law to deprive the poor man of his sport." "Just
as they do in lire, despotic countries of Europe," says another, etc., &c
Unthinking people they are who will
grumble at and find fault with any law which protects
aine and makes it more plentiful, and consequently
cheaper.
The opposiliou above noticed docs not come
from spot tsmon, for there are many poor, but true sportsmen, who would hail the passage of the bill with delight,
and gladly pay for a license, and I believe that the man
who is too poor to pay $10 a year for the right to shoot and
fish, had
better leave it alone.
He is in my judgment
too poor to lose a day's lime from his work. 1 am a poor
man, so 1 know how it is myself.
Under our present law it is almost impossible to prevent
the killing ot game, for the reason that our constables do
not bother themselves about it, but if the proposed license
bill be passed and become a law, we may depend on the

g

;:

activity ot our officials; tuey will surely look out for their
lees.
it will meet with favor from the [farmers, as tbe license
monies will go directly iuto the town treasuiy, thereby reducing rates of taxation. It will also put a decided stop to
bond boys and idle men who maybe found at all
seasons prowling about with guns and fishing implements,
and worse than all, the "sucker spear." In the early part
of. spring when the sucker ascends
the streams, he finds
tbe banks already lined with pot fishermen who armed
with spear and lunteru are ready for the tray. This business is carried on at night, and as the "sucker spearer"
strikes at every fish witnin range of his spear, itis not an
i

uncommon

thing for him to spear two or three line trout
in a single evening, besides many which are injured but
escape.
J\ow in a State where this business is so extensively carried on as here, one can well imagine how many trout are
taken ill this way every spring. 1 have seen trout
weighing over a pound taken, as it was proved, in this
villiuuous manner.
1 hope the present Legislature will
pass the bill, and also empower every landowner to demand of persons hunting or fishing on his laud to show a
license.
Then will be the time for sportsmen's clubs to
organize and stock our field and streams with birds and

Yos

fish.

G.

Ohio- The

Cuvier Club of Cincinnati are determined
to break up the unsuccessful sale of the quail markets of
that city. To this effeet the following resolutions were
adopted at their last meeting:
Wfarects, It is now die close season for quail in Ohio sud the contiguous amies, and

the preenmpjion is strong that the possession of tho e e
unlawful; therefore be it
fciteti/, Thai $5D0, or so much thereof as may be necessary to pay
rewards, be appropriated to secure the conviction of any person or persons wlio uiav have in possession, or sell, or offer to sell, quail after the
B.n Oirj ul f'eb., 1NT7, and until tire 15th day of Oct., 1877.

now

birds

is

And yet in this Stale, where the law expires Jan. 1st,
market dealers are allowed to sell quail until March 1st.

—

Pennsylvania. Tho Sportsmen's Association of Western
Pennsylvania, whese headquarters are at Pittsburgh, have
some six hundred quails ready for putting out in lhat vicinity.
A correspondent writes us regarding them as fol-

lows:—

"We were not quite as successful in keeping our birds
had been taken as we should have desired;
but a very large proportion were saved and placed in the
countiy as noted. As yet we have not been able to surmise why a number of our quail perished. We had them
in large and long fiat, cages; plenty to eat and drink, and
altogether supposed they were about as well cared lor in
every way as it. was possible for us to arrange, but in several of the cages large numbers of them died oil
The bill presented to the Legislature of the State relative to the prohibiting of hunting or fishing within the
the Commonwealth for tenysars, has no prospec
alive after they

i

I

whatever of passing. An earnest protest was sent from
this Association, and I think has had a telling effeet.
J.

D. L.
Club of

At the instance of the Fotirst and Stream
Scranton, Pa., a hunter, named Clarence Delrick, wa8
arrested the other day for killing a deer at Pleasant Valley
out of season. Mr. Dctrick's venison cost him $33 50.

THE CASTELLAN

I

COLLECTION.

ANTIQUE ORNAJfENTS, HEMS, STATUAHV AND l'OTTEUV.

WHATEVER

benefit the

United States

may

hereafter

reap from the Centennial Exhibition, one direct
and very valuable result lias already been reached in the
quickened and intelligent interest in art which is everywhere making itself apparent. To gratify the rising taste
and guide
to excellence, many artistic treasures have
been added to the collections of our museums and instiit.

tutions.

Among

these

we

shall

be glad hereafter to number

and with that object
view would offer our testimony to its exceptional interest and great historical value.
The different groups of which it is composed, marbles,
bronzes, terra-cottas, personal ornaments, engraved gems
and majolica, have been arranged, and are now on exhibition in the picture gallery of the New York Metropolitan
the Castellani collection of antiquities,

in

Museum.

Signor Castellani has given the Iruslees the

right of exhibition, with a privilege of ultimate purchase,

order to attain the latter object an extra admission fee of twenty-five cents is charged. The sum thus
accumulated will be paid into the purchase fund, should the
trustees find means of obtaining the balance of the required

and

in

amount—said

to be $200,000.

The beginnings

of such a collection are always of interest,
and Signed' Castellani thus describes the foundation of that
which bears his name: "My father and I being jew'elleTS
in Koine, were greatly pleased with the designs of certain
objects discovered in Etruria and Magna Grrccia.
We deteruiined to reproduce those designs in modem workmanpurpose
ship, and for this
tried to get hold of some curiosities that

suited us.

This was the beginning of

my collca

tion of antiquities.
I found it necessary not only to
possess these curiosities, but to study them, because 1 was

anxious not to mix up the Roman, the Etruscan and tbe
Greek decorations, but to preserve the distinctive char
acteristics of each period." It was natural that, in view
of the success attending his first efforts, the collector's aim
should become broader, and that from gratifying the taste
of the professional jeweller the collection should become
the pride of the arclneologisl and connoisseur in ceramics.
Years were spent in bringing together the several objects
which make it one of the finest and most complete colltC'
It is not to be wondered at, therefore,
tions in existence.
that it should have been highly appreciated in Europe.
An
QJ tempt was made, but, fortunately for America, without
success, to secure it for the British Museum. Mr. Charles

Newton, of the Department

of Antiquities in that institu-

tion, induced Siguor Castellani to transport his treasures to
England and exhibit them in the Museum. While there
the greatest influence was brought to bear upon the Gov.
eminent to advance the purchase money £10,000. The
leading connoisseurs and journals were unanimous as to

—

the importance of

making

so valuable an addition to the

national collection, but the Government would not move,
and the announcement lhat Signor Castellani was to visit
Philadelphia was hailed by the British press with many
hearty, but not the less amusing, regrets.

After passing
and escaping the omnivorous and wealthy collectors of England, it would be nothing
short ot a lasting reproach to the American public, if the
Castellani colkctiou should be allowed to return to Europe.
Its purchase concerns the entire country ralher than a
particular city.
The forms of beauty contained in it will
leach our people to appreciate the beautiful, and foster a
desire to be sunounded by objects reflective of refined
In thus singling out. the i ducational advantages of
taste.
such a possession, we leave ils historical value to be esti-

safely through such a danger,

mated trom what follows:
The marbles, of which there are twenty-three, are chiefly
from Rome and Naples, and supply us with some magnificent illustrations ot the perfection of Greek art. Very remarkable, alike by its size and excellence, is the colossal
statue of Bacchus.
The figure is that of a man, full
bearded, and dressed in long and gracefully flowing robes,
commanding in appearance, and singularly gentle in aspect.
There is nothing suggestive of the '"jolly" goa," the effeminate son of Jupiter and Sernele, and to appreciate the
sculptor's ideal, it is necessary to bear in minu that in the
quaint and flowery confusion of Greek mythology the gods
were occasionally duplicated, or rather, the same name
was applied to several gods of essentially different characters.
Cicero tells of five named Bacchus, and Diodorus
of three, the first of whom, the Indian or "Bearded"
Bacchus, is the subject of the statue. The story tan that
accompanied by Pan, Sileuus, the Satyrs and a frenzied
army of men and women, he marched east and conquered
India without bloodshed or battle, spreading the arts of
peace and the science of husbandry as he passed. lie was
deified for his beneficence.
Such is the being whom the
unknown artist has tried to represent, and the success of
his effort is commensurate with the elevation of his ideal,
head of the "Young Dionysus" represents the Bacchus
whose worship was more general in ancient limes, and,
we may add, has been continued to the present day. The
life-size figure of the Spinario would adorn any collection.
It represents a boy trying to extract a thorn from his foot,
and in the attiluue and truth to details is the perfection of
the realistic. Some of the heads are in an excelleut state
of preservation, and those historically connected with the
laiordays of the Roman Empire will be viewed with deep
interest.
Among them are a head ot Augustus, one of
Tiberius, and one of Trajan, a limited gallery showing the
best and the worst wearers of the Imperial purple.
Be-

A
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sides these there are busts of the Emnress Manlia Scantilla,
and of the Empress Julia Paola. The latter was the Wife
of Elagabalus or Heliogbalus, and thus recalls one of the
most repulsive and eccentric occupants of t lie throne.
Taking his surname from the deity in whoso service he had
been in Phoenicia, the youthful emperor soon proclaimed
himself an advocate ef the "rights of woman." To testify
his sincerity he associated his" mother and grandmother
with him on the throne, and shortly afterwards married
four wives, of whom Julia Paola was one.
look with
more than curiosity upon the bust of a woman, whose
husband, in addition to the above eccentricities, made his
horse consul.
Among the bronzes the Pnenesline cis'tc or caskets are
the first to attract attention,
The use Of these caskets was
for along lime a matter Of doubt, audio noue is more
credit due than to Signor Castellani lor solving he mystery ,
They were atone time thought to pertain Id the secret
rites of the Eleusinia, held in honor of Ceres and Proserpine.
Later discoveries, and chiefly those at IV
Palestrina, proved that the cisia; were not dedicated to anysuch lofty purpose, but were used by llie ladies of Elruria
and Latiuni to hold the various articles necessary for the
bath.
Some have been found containing sponges, combs,
hairpins, mirrors, strigils, and similar articles.
Tiny were,
in lact, diessing cases, and were occasionally tamed into
that most miscellaneous of all receptacles, a lady's "work
basket." In shape the cisia; are generally cylindrical and
very seldom oval. Their age is about two thousand years.
The handles are unique, consisting of small figures placed
in the center of the cover.
In one we find a female acrobat,
in others two figures wrestling or leaning against each
other, and ou some three figures are com blued, two standing upright and supporting the third between them.
On
lhe bronze plating round tile .cist a; arc delicate anil beautifully executed engravings of subjects enlicr historical or
mythological. Number one of the catalogue is a deserving
ot special notice.
It is oval in shape, and is engravi d v, itli
a scene interpreted to be that where
Eneas, having
killed Turnus, king of the Rutuli, eluims from Latiuus the
hand of his daughter Laviuia. Tbe subject is familiar to
readers ol Virgil, hut as this cist re belongs to the thin!
century before Uhrist, and Viigil was not born umil about
70 B. O, it becomes evident mat the poet drew upon lhe
popular legend for materials for his great epic
Upon
two of the cisia; Atalunta is represented, in one case, pieparing for the race, iu lhe other at lull speed ami Id
distance her competitor and suitor. Many of the articles
found in the cis.ee are also engraved, and show a great
variety of theme and treatment.
We. can only call Special
attention to a bronze mirror ease, in which Jupiter in file
form of an eagle is leprcseuted cariying away Ganymeile,
the future cup beaierot the gods. Thecase
a spleudlU
specimen of ancient lepounte work.
The carved amteugiaved ivory and bonecompri
eight pieces from Greece, Rome and Etruria, arid among
them are many very fine examples of an ari-w oik wbieii
the ancients carried to great peifeetiou.
'I he
personal
ornaments illustrate the lise and tall ot the art of working
in gold, from the earliest period down to the thirteenth
century. To refer to them in detail would, theielore, lai
exceed our present limits. Their bearing upon history
woultl alone require extended ireain.eui
Those from
Euuria are chiefly valuable as showing beyond all question
the eastern origin of the Etruscans.
Their work and that
of the Greeks show a knowledge or mechanical appliances to which modem artists are strangers, in design
also they are singularly graceful, and assist in impressing
us with the truth, that "the primitive ideaol beauty \S generThe ornaments in lhe Castellani collecally the highest.
tion are from Etruria, Phoenicia, Lucama (showing the
ilalo-Greek style), Syria, Rome and Lgypt, and luniisfi us
with examples ol Byzantine and early christian art, from
which we are brought down to that of lhe filteeuih and
sixteenth centuries. An examination of the cameos and
intaglios alone would be an education to an engraver of
gems. One of the trays Contains the toilet cn-e ul an anIu those days it Was called mundwmucient Roman lady.
hebris, from a supposition that a woman's world was held in
her dressing case. Among the articles are he lady's household gods, and mingling with these we find a silver gilt
mask of Bacchus, The remaining articles are combs,
dice, a ptiiut box, hairpins, spoons, etc.
To tbe admiiers of ceramic an the majolica and porcelain of the collection supply subjects lor careful study.
The word majolica or maioiiea, as now frequently used,
is synonymous with faience lor the designation ol glazed
earthenware. Originally the word was only applied to the
lustred wares resembling those imported inio Italy from
the island of Majorca, from which the name is derived.
According to a later usage all Italian glazed earthenware
was called majolica, and still more lately it was used to
designate the wares made after the old Italian slyles.
Siguor Castellani employs it in its medium sense to signily all glazed pottery of Italian oiigin, whether lustred
or otherwise;
The ceramic art of ilaly is, to the student,
exceptionally attractive.
Through Italy the methods and
ornamentations of the Orient became known to Europe.
Although the Arabs settled iu Spain iu the eighth century,
We have no relics of their pottery, in the thirteenth
century the Moors drove out the Atabs, and
monuments of their skill as the Hispano-Moresque wares
in the Castellani collection.
It is woitby of note, bowever, lhat very tew pieces of this ware have been found
in Spain.
Nearly all the specimens now iu museums, and
private collections have been touud iu Italy, and the fact;
snows how highly the Italians valued the Hiapano-Moresque pottery, and how close was the intercourse between
the two countries, Instruction also reached Italy through lhe
Saracens, who settled in Sicily in the niulh century, and
their works, called siculo-Moresque, are also represented
iu the Castellani collection.
However far the Italians may
have advanced independently of the influx ot ideas ihrougn
these two routes, the renaissance of Italian ceramic art is
no doubt due to their influence. To Luca Delia Robbia
has been attributed the invention of tin enamel, a while
opaque enamel which he applied very successfully to

We
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basso-rilievos.
It, is
much
e likely 'thai he borrowed
his knowledge of the process from lhe Saracens, who were
undoubtedly in possession of it. Of that artist's wi
there are three in the Castellani collection, a baptismal
font, a bas-relief of the Virgin and Infant Saviour, and a
Of these the second is the most
bust of a veiled saint.
racteristlc.
The figures are white— showing the tin
enamel above mentioned the sky blue and the grass green,
lhe three colors to which Luca chiefly restricted himself,
The other famous wares represented are those ofGttj

—

—

—
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uolo, Siena, Oubbio, Castel Durante. Derula, Faenza,
Pesaro. Urliiiio, Koine and Gastelli.
The entire history
In
of Italian pottery is thus illustrated in the collodion.
uoinl of priority ot dule we rnay call attention to Ihe fol-

lowing:
J'h'k— Caffagiuolo. One of the pieces, consisting of n
heraldic shield, hearing a black cock willi ./?««»• delis in bis
16, or nine years previous to the oldest piece

known, which is iu the Cluny Museum of Paris.
Demta. A votive disc of 'ibis ware is thirty
r than any oilier piece known,
it is dated 1505.
Third Pesaro. The oldtst piece from Pesaro is also in

hilherto

'-

—

the col lection.

\B\>UHh— Rome, A pot dated 1597 is three years older
than any other piece in existence.
These specimens will be sufficient to show that the Oasle'lani majolica is n«t only fully representative of Italian
in poliory, but is historically of the greatest value.

art

r
jure feature of the collection iato be found in
two piece:, of Florentine porcelain. Previous to Dr.
Forest's discovery that porcelain was made at Florence, ir
I be
latter part of" the sixteenth century, Dr. Dwight's protons (d Fulliam, in Engl afld, nearly a hundred years
later, were thought to be the first specimeus of porcelain
made in Europe. Both these Wares were soft paste porcelain, and therefore not to be confounded with the baolinie
or hard paste, discovered by I'ottebe.r at Meissen. One of
signer Castellani's pieces is probably the finest, in existence.
Dr. Forest stales that only twenty-five pieces of
this iMcdieeau or Florentine porcelain are iu existence, and
if lo Ihflt number we add the two belonging to this collecmii-,
ware is still of sufficient, rarity to make a single
specimen a most valuable acquisition.
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South

Bide

6p»btbmbn's

Club.—The

Soui.li

Mr. Dilly says, and perhaps some of our readers
with him, that there are too many flirts already.

ARECA NUT VERSUS SANTON1NE.

may agree

Editoii ForiF.ST

—Mr. Henry
all

S.

and Stiikam:—

safety of the two anthelminabove mentioned make the subject of their consideration one of deep interest to every reader of the Funtsr
and Stbkam since it is to be supposed that nearly every
reader is, or ought to be, the owner of a dog in which be
lakes till the pride of a true sporttman.
The authority of
the gentleman who had the honor to be yom Kemi
for sercralyears was such as I have always had
spect for from the fact that he had a long and varied
experience in kennel mailers, but. the enthusiasm with
which he viewed the virtues and efficacy of areca nut as a
vermifuge for dogs my observations entirely
The. relative efficacy and

Queen, and Mr. L. R. Cassard's
visited Mr. Jerome Marble's
Grouse al Worcester last week. Mr. Tileston's Lou is
now on n visit to the same dog. Mr. George S. Thompson's (of Foxboro, Mass.) Bess has just whelped eight pupMr. Thompson
pies, 5 dogs and S gyps, sired by Grouse.
says hey are all perfect specimens of the black and tan
Gordon.
Maggie,

Zell's

tics

of Baltimore,

I

—

Mr. J. Addison Smith, of Baltimore, writeB us that his
lemon and white pointer Lilly, purchased by him of Mr.
B. C. Sterling of the St. Louis Kennel Club, whelped on
the. loth inst
five puppies, three dogs and two gyps, all
white with lemon markings, and sired by the Westminister
Kennel Club's imported dog Sensation.

J

dorse.

The

product of the "areca ealechu" or
"betel nut tree," and belongs to the fatuity of palms and is
cultivated in Boat India chiefly for the purpose of obtaining the nuts to manufacture their popular masticatory—
the "East India man's tobacco"— which is used in immense

.,

areca, mil is the

quantities.

—Mr,

Frank

This is made by mixing Ihe powdered areca nut, with a
lime and (he leaves Ot the piper betel— a trei
The leaves form the body or mass ot the.
cud and serve to protect the lips and tongue Iron
sharp and even cauterizing elTect of the quick lime, The
ehewer becomes quite expert iu placing the wad in Ids
mouth, and the flow of saliva occasioned thcreh
copious, and is of a red color. This red color is owing lo
ihc areca QUI and it is, when swallowed, imparted also" lo
the excrement of the ehewer its effects upon the system
are that of an astringent when tucd iu this way and "tends

Snyder's (of Pittsburgh) setter Nell
inst., seven puppies, four dogs and

J.

little

whelped, on the loth

allied species.

three gyps, while, and lemon and white, by Mr. John
Smith's Rock.

—Mr.

Alex. Pope,

Jr.'s, (of

Dorchester, Mass.,)

line

On-

don setter Jule, whose portrait we recently published,
whelped on the Kith inst., eight puppies, seven dogs and
one gyp, by Copeland's (late Jerome's) Shot.

Side

Glub of Islip, L. I., held its annual meeting
evening, at 63 East Fourteenth street.
Vice
President Charles Banks presided. The Treasurer's report showed the financial condition Of the club to be exceedingly II illcring.
During the year past several of its
Bpottainen's

Monday

bonds have been taken

The

to

it-

be

excellent,, all

credit.

The

stocked.

lip,

and there is now a large sum
coming season promise to

sports of the

the fish preserves particularly boing Well
following officers were elected for the cur-

rent year:

President, John E. Haokett: Vice Pieside.nl, Charles
Banks; Secretary, Roland Redmond; Treasurer, William
<; Uinntsel, JohuE
Dovelin; Executive Couiniii
tee, JOBiph Allen, Holand Redmond, John A. Lowery, and
James Beiikard.
'

i

lenneL

—

A very distinguished orniand author contributes to the columns of Rod
alttler
with
the
abovo
caption, which purposes
and Grim
to b; a sermon to us and our contemporaries, the text of
which is, "How sweet a thing it is for brethren to dwell
in unity," etc.
If there is one tiling upon which we have
prided ourselves more than another it is upon the fact lhat
no unseemly wrangling has marred the smooth record of
our pages, or disturbed the even tenor of our way, To he
sine our young friend of the Field (Chisago) has, by his
exuberant enterprise, on one occasion compelled us to address him in gentle tones of reproof; but on the whole the
The TmiEE Blind

Mice.

thologist

triumvirate which the distinguished ornithologist designates
as the "three blind mice," have set a most excellent example of forbearance and brotherly esteem to their contemporaries generally. Nor do we see the application of
the "mice" Those unfortunate rodents were brought into
the world with their visual organs in an imperfect condition, hence their lack of perspicuity, which resulted in
the loss of their caudal appendages. Now we claim to
hftve been bora with both eyes open, and with the ability
to see as far through a stone wall as our neighbor. Let
the D. O. bear this in mind, and as a token that we bear
no malioe we present him with a text which is a sermon in
itself, vi/,.: "He that hath eyes to see, let him see; and he
tint hath ears to hear, let him hear."

*«-

—

— ——

Tax ok Dogs. Mr. Thatcher, of Pettis, has introduced
a bill in the Missouri Legislature, providing for the taxation of dogs, as follows: The first dog owned by any individual to be taxed $1, the second dog $2, the third $4, and
every dog over that number $5 each. All bitches to be
taxed $5 each, and the owners of dogs to be liable for any
sheep destroyed by them. Persons are allowed twenty-five
cents each for killing unlicensed dogs.

—A

Toronto man lost a valuable spaniel on January 3d,
and though liberal rewards were offered, nothing could be
it.

live bo long.

»•»

—Mr

Ceo. E. Poyner, of Uinton, Iowa, writes us that
his Irish Gordon bitch Fan (formerly E. F. Stoddard'?) has
visited Arnold Burges's red Irish setter Rufus. This is the
third time Fun has been served by Rufus, and the puppies
have turned out very handsome and remarkable field ani'au's

to

is our reason
one of the earliest illustrations which apour paper, Belle, in her day, was the champion
field trial dog of the world, being winner of
the one
hundred guineas slakes at Balas Grouse Trials, 1873, beating Mr. Llewellen's "Countess," Mr. Slattor's "Rob Roy,"
Sir. Macdonna's "Ranger," and all setters and pointers in
England. Belle is a liver and while bitch, pupped June
38th, 1870, by Lord Henry Bentick's Ranger out of his dog
Grouse. Winner with Sudy (No. 3) of the Bangor Stakes
for Pointer Braces, and of the Country Stakes for all aged
bitches at Van ol Field Ttials, 1872; and with GrecianBend
(No. 4), of the Acton Reynold Stakes for pointer braces,
and of the County Stakes for aged pointer bitches, at the
National Pointers and Setters Field Trials held at Comber
mere, near Shrewsbury, Aprii 20th, 1873. Also at the
Grouse Field Trials, 1873. Second with Roman Fall (No.
5) in the Penilyn Stakes for Braces, August 13th, 1873.
She was first in the Rhiwlas Stakes for all aged pointers
and setters, beating Mr. Macdonna's Hanger, Mr. Llewellen's Countess and Flax, Mr. Slattor's Rob Roy, and other

interest in pointers

-

for re-publishing

peared

in

celebrated performers.

*'•

—Mr. Avery W.
name

Gore, of Cambridgeport, claims the

Fred for a white black and tan puppy by
Rink out of Moliie (her diun St. Kilda), whelped December
8lh, 1870, and bred by Isaac Fiske, of Worcester, Massathe

of

pedigree

is

the bluest of the

blue.

On

the

k to Hutchinson's Bob, and on the
Bolingbrook's Argyle and Stokes's Moll and

Shot.

claimed for Mr. S. B. Dilly's Ranger-Fan
puppy should be "Fleet" instead Of "Flirt," as printed.

heat, of the

—

natives,

a vermifuge for dogs we. know of the areca or betel
nut, in powder, to be of a brownish yellow color, of a
somewhat astriugent, followed by an acrid taste, and upon
analysis it is found to abound in the most active vegetable
astringents, viz.: tannin and gallic acid, a. fixed oil, a little
volatile oil, and a gummy and woody substance.
Having taken some of the powder in my mouth from a
box on my desk before me while I write, and noting Ihe
taste as above I find that upon swallowing some of it I
have a sense of nausea following with a decided sense of
astringency upon the tongue, and throat. This explains to
me the cause of Die fact of my dogs having vomited the
powder SO promptly on different occasions when I had admiuislered it to them for worms. This disagreeable and
prostrating effect led me to abandon the use of it, as an nntbelumintie for dogs. Upon one occasion I became somewhat alarmed for the safety of a favorite dog to whom £

As

bad administered it, and my mind was only relieved when
the drug— a dose of twenty grains— was ejected by the
animal; the symptoms, of distress and prostration were
shown in labored breathing, distressed continuance and
violent retching.

With reference to the effect of areca ttut upon ike rjng,
in point of safety, I do not assert lhat it is dangerous in Or-

Beacjles.— Messrs. WaddelKt Sherwood advertise a pair
of fine beagles in this issue of our paper. Portraits of
these dogs can be seen at our office.

dinary doses, but my observation has been that it iu depressing and liable to produce vomiting and other symptoms
of prostration, and while there are other remedies al bund
that are positively mild in their action and entirely effective in their results I certainly advocate their use instead,
and I may be pardoned if on behalf of the comfoi
the faithful clog, the use of which in the field is
incentive 1 have for the sports .thereof, and my fondness (or
him under all circumstances of his good behavior makes
rne his friend, and 1 love to study his digposllioi

—A

Ethan Aura's Dogs.
correspondent sends us the
following letter dated Ayer, Mass., Feb. 15th: "I saw a

I

notice iu your paper from Mr. Ethan Allin, Pomfret Centre, Conn., stating lhat
his gyps Chum and Cosey, had
each a litter of puppies. Now I will say to any person
wishing to buy a good dog, that they will find Mr. Allin a
very honest, fair, and square man, and his breed of dogs
as

good as any in

—

this country."

J.

W. Kittuidge.

Mr. F. B. Farnsworlh, of Paris, Ontario, writes ub
that he has sold the last litter of whelps out of his imported
field trial bitch Rose by his imported Laverack dog Carlowitz, to the following named gentlemen: Blue belton bitch
Forest Rose, to J. 1L Caitiff. Detroit, Mich.; white bitch
ticked with chestnut, Countess, to E. Bennett, Poster,
Mich., lemon belton dog Frank, lo A. C. Rogers, Detroit,
Mich. white, and chestnut bitch Guess, to Fred Stearns,
Detroit, Mich.; white with chestnut ears, bitch Wynmi, to
J. N. Dodge, Detroit, Mich.; wiiite dog Bute, he retains
himself.
,

—The name

relaxation of the bowels to which the
climate so strongly predisposes.
Hence it will
be observed that the East Indian is practically taking this
vermifuge all the time, but it does not follow that the same
persons c-njoy immunity from the presence of worms in
their bowels: quite the contrary some ot (he moable instances of intestinal worms have been known in
the inhabitants of the eastern countries when- the betel is
used the name by which this masticatory is known to the
to counteract the

chusetts,

On

Saturday week the children of the family
-went into an empty bouse near by to play, a«d found the
dog shut up in a back room and just alive. It was Ihen
remembered that the children were playing in that houseon the day the dog was missed, and for 33 days the poor
anima! was imprisoned, without, food or drink, Though
mere skin and bones when found, he was very fat when
abut up, and lo tins fact he probably owes his ability to
heard of

CHAMPION POINTER ETTCH, BELLE.
Belle.—The growing

atomy and the physiological action of his organs, and what
most efficient and pleasant for him when sick; and to this
end, Mr. Editor, I encroach upon your valuable space to
advocate the use of san'onine as a
eligible than areca nut for the several reasons, to wit:—
First— Its unfailing efficiency. Second— Its eiitin
Third— Its palatable taste.
Santonine is the active principle obtained from the unexpanded flowers and peduncles of Artememif cvntrtt, a plant
which grows in Persia, Asia Minor and other pails of the
East,
it is crystallizablo and is usually found ID the shops,
when pure, in colorless crystals which have the form of
flattened rhombic prisms.
It is inodorous, and at first
tasteless, but after a Utile time slightly bitter, bu
all unpleasant,
is

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Bantonine is only soluble in the intestines when it comes
in contact with the soda in the bile there found, forming
the santonate of soda; it then acts by poisoning the worms
solubility, but lias no effect in the acids of the
stomach, hence its action, unlike the a r eca nut, is mild
upon thai, orsan. It ia in fact a vermifuge that does not
irritate the stomach or disturb the functions, but ib carried
in an innocuous state to that point in the alimentary canal
a it meets its polemizing clement— the soda of the bile
—and then consecutively the parasites upon which it is to
And it docs then act surely and unfailingly. So much
act,
for my first proposition; now the second:
Of the entire safety of this drug, I must say, with all
due Tespect, to your quotation from the "Druggists Circular," Mr. Edilor, [ would rather take the experience of one
active, bus? practitioner of medicine, who was an intelligent and faithful observer of the action of this drug on
the animal system than the alleged single report at a single case from a "German paper," and 1 think you will in
Permit mo to give you
this point agree with me at least.
:.

—

a single example of the entire safety of the drug in large
1 could give you several, but this one is illusquantities.
trative of the assurance Ot the medical profession who are
probably qualilied to judge that santonins is safe in any
quantity in which it is likely to be administered.
Case—At a professional visit to the head of a family
Upon gaining
attention was called to a boy five years old.

39
meeting of the club will be
will l»c discussed:—

"WHAT THE RIFLEMEN ARE DOING.
Yale may go west.
any extent, this year.

He

does not think he will shoot to

Farwell will shoot, hut not half as

much

as

he did

last

season.

Gildersleevc has boughl a hunting dog.
well as he shoots game will be scarce.

show

his

marksmanship

at

he hunts as
The Judge will
If

Creedmoor once

iu a while.

"Old Reliable" (Bodine) has been testing his $400
Greener. He shoots the shot gun as well as he does the
long-range rifle.
Dakin has been experimenting a little this winter w-ilh
good results. He intends to "head the list" shooting next
season.

Allen has visited the range several times this winter.

He

1

i

i

>

proposition 1 can only say that so far as regards the
taste of the drug it has little or none, and can be administered as follows with entire safety and assurance of sucTo a setter of ordinary size give two grains of
cess.
santouine night and morning daily, feeding the dog lightly
At the end ot the fifth
in the middle of the day only.
day give him a large dose of castor oii; if there is any suspicion that, all the worms are not removed by this one
course repeal it in a similar manner, and that by this plan
a condition in which
lie brought to light in
they will be scarcely fit to enjoy it is the earnest assurance
I

South Fork.

of

P. S. Having oftentimes been unable to decipher my
own writ ng when it had grown cold, after being hurriedly
written, 1 do not consequently hold your typos altogether
responsible lor one or two errors in my last, comiuunication, published in issue of February 15lh, 1877, but would
ask that the following corrections be made: In next to
the last line, first paragraph, read "an adynamic form of

distemper."
In first line of second paragraph read "The presence of
worms was a concomitant and their expulsion partly the
lesiilt of, etc."

In third line, second paragraph, read
-...I ,..,i.,.l <i»i.l VulavoH ^ u
and relaxed slate.'"
poisoned
I

>

"Due

,.

own

to their

S.

JP

.

—

Distemper in Dogs. I send for the benefit of your
readers, Huiry William Herbert's receipt for distemper in
dogs, also my experience, assuring those who will follow
it up a successful treatment for this prevailing disease.
The writer has Iried it to his satisfaction for fifteen years,
his father since 1888, at whicli time "Frank Forrester,"
stopping with him at Bristol, Pa., gave the right
As soon as their is any indication of distemper,
to him.
such as running at the nose or eyes, procure a small bottle
of spirits of turpentine, and with a feather apply it twice
Its effects will be
a day across the bridge of the nose.

and

who was

seen immediately in the dogs sneezing and throwing fhe
discharge out, also using his tongue. I have raised hundreds ot puppies and never had one die of this disease, or
known it to leave any bad effects. 1 do not contend that it
will cure bad cases, but that it will prevent the case from
becoming bad; the dog will have but a slight attack. Let
some of your readers try it, keeping their dogs in a warm
place aud free from wet. The result will be as described.
'

Continental Rapid Transit.— Seven carloads of teas
aud silks from Japan reached -New York on Wednesday,
via the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, making thirteen days'
lime from San Francisco to Kew York, which is believed
The time
to be the best time ever made by freight trains.
from Yokohama to Kew York was thirty-four days.

—The

Clerk of the Fishery Committee of the. Massaof Representatives told the following to
Allusion was
made to catching large fish, when he asserted himself as
the champion catcher, having caught the largest fish off
and thirty pounds
beiluaie, a bass of one hundred
weight. On inquiry as to what kind of baits he used, he
said D, G. Bates, he having married a lady by the name of
chusetts

House

his Cornmillee as his experience in fishing:

Bass.

Slit:

Schermerhoru, Secretary of the National Rifle Association,
has received the following letter from Col. Macdotiald,
late Captain of the Scotch Rifle Team, in answer to a communication from Mr. Schermerhoru in regard to the coming

rjfte

match:—
Edinburgh,

15

Abercromby Place,
February

My Dear

1,

1877.

)

)

and copy of
It is very kiud of the donors of
resolution of your board.
the international trophy to consult those who competed,
and Ihe only desire we nave had in considering what to recommend has been to promote ihe permanence and efficiency of the great match. 1 annex a note of the recommendations unanimously adopted by the council of our

Sir:— I duly received your

letter

As regards the first, we are all very
National Club.
strongly of opinion that the future of the match as a gathering of several nationalities (without which it would loose
much eclai) oan only be insured by not holdingit too often,
looking to the enormous distance to be traveled, and the
very gieat expense involved. All the other suggestions are
of minor consequence in my personal opinion, though
they might add lo general satisfaction already felt with the
conduct of the match by your people. Begging you to
give my kind regards to my friends who meet at your
board, believe me, yours very truly,
(Signed)
p, EJ.— J suppose

J. H. A.

1.

New

A

lion at

Wimbledon.
sir, your very

am, dear

1

i

prize of $1 for the best individual
member of each club:

shots tor

Six

score.

each

Name.

Wm.

rame.

Total

Siiundcre, C!apt..,.T

18.J".

Geo. Slii'de
J. Smith

SH

ArtnatrOfig

raa

Each member

of this team used a
FIfHEBYU.LE AJlATLt I! IS

J.

Bti

Total

Sl|

& Wesson

Smith
El

i

'

I

i

Tel, it

|

iNnhl...

I'lllit

W. Holmes

rifle.

.

Name
Tolal
STIGeo. Ilald
J
It N. 1
Final

Name.
Geo.

Tola]

Unvcr

i'S|J.

Ben. Barer

'

11

-

.

n Ottei
'.'.'.'.'.

'.".'.','.'.

138

To'al

ls|

Three of the above used Maynard

and thiee used

lilies,

Sumps'.

sunn
Nome.

cjaycua iufle club.
Kim.;.
Total.

Potftl

I

A. Cockle, Capt

&\i

Winner
O Fmheis

15 lr

J.

.

Rubers

18

Danliwuud

^H

9|

Wtu. WiMiiev

Totn!

la|

..

10U

All of these used muzzlc-loodii

The prizes were paid lo the winners on the range. Afler
which all repaired lo Mr. II Kemp's hotel for supper,
which was bountifully supplied at 0:30 p.m. A return
match will likely come off al Selkirk on the 2Cfth of May
B. M. S.
if all goes right.
Shooting Extraordinary.— We would suggest to memAmateur and other rifles clubs not to read the
Rev. W. II. H. Murray's Adirondack
story in his paper, the "Golden Rule," unless tlu-y wish to
conceit
For
have their
as marksmen entirely destroyed.
here we read of Ihe "Old Trapper' (a weak imitation of
bers of the

latest installment of

Cooper's Leathersiocking with stylo and oiodi
accurately copied) and his companion performing not only
the same feals ascribed to Natty Bumpo, but others
much more marvelous; such for instance as ratling tile
wires and uncorking ekauip;igne hollies, and driving
tacks at fifty yards; killing partridges on Ihe wing and
splitting potatoes tossed in Ihe air.
And all these wonderful things were done with double rifles with "open" and

"globe aud bead" sights by Lewis of Troy, and Mr. Murray
"there are none of
is careful to tell us in a foot note flint
the shots described whish the author has not seen made"
But then Mr. Murray has seen some wonderful things in
Ihe Adiroudacks, ghosts included.

SOUTHERN

NORTHERN RIFLE-

VS.

MEN.
(H7ALIT1ES

AND

AlCCItAI

Editor Forest and Stream:—
As you seem lo favor liberty Of
I inclose a few remarks:—

i

.

V.

>t

.
i

"1 opinion,

must confess that the, impression I received from reading "Howcolah's" letter, corresponds With hat expressed
by G. G. R of Vermont, in a measure. Now, I have no
prejudice for or against, the southerner, as I have hunted
/'w him and been "hunted by him, and we have hunted to1

l

York.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
That the match take place triennially

,

instead of

au

'gether, slept

possible the match beheld upon neutral range,
strange to all the teams.
3. That the range should be open for preliminary practice for fourteen days previous to the match.
i. That previous to the commencement of the preliminary practice the targets should be balloted for, aud that
the targets so obtained should be held during the practice
and the malch itself.
5. That the divisions on the targets should be cut out,
and not merely painted, to as to iaeilitate the decision of
disputed shots.

That

faithful and sincere friend,
Arthur B. Lkkch.

Canada.— A rifle malch look place at Fisheiville, Out.,
on the 8lh inst., between the clubs of Fisherville, Selkirk
and South Cayuga, resulting in favor of the Selkirk team,
The conditions
as will be seen by the follow in
ootes.
were muzzle rest; range 100 ya ids; target, Homer Fisher's
100-yard paper target; weather favorable; wind southwest
The three teams niet on Ihe range at 1 o'clock, ami to
the following scores. The prizes contested for were a
prize of pi lor the test score from any team, and a special

Macdonald.

nually.
2.

i

i

we may now hold

that there will be no
attempt lo supersede the separate nationalities of a British
team. If such is made by any of our English friends, 1
hope it will be understood in America that we object to
the right of a British team to shoot now, after conclusions
have been joined by your nation with our Scotch nation as
a separate nationality in rifle shooting matters.
To Geo. S. Schermerhorn, Jr., Secretary National Rifle

Association,

)

— I have pleasure

'

last

the matter

Saturday, February 3, 1877. f
iu submitting to you Ihe
following resolution passed at a council meeting of Ihe
Irish Rifle Association, held at the Mansion House', Dublin, on the gad ultimo, the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor iu
the chair:
That an invitation be addressed lo the Amateur Rifle
Club of New York to send a learn to Ireland in the present
year, to shoot a match on same conditions as Irish-American matches of 1874, 1875 and 1876.
I have peculiar pleasure in forwarding Ibis resolution,
aud I hope it will lead to another of (hose friendly contests
which have in the last thTce years been produi tiveoi much
good feeling and honoiubh; rivalry between two uatiobali
lies connected otherwise by; many agreeable
he most suitable for
The month of June
Ibis match, as it will enable those gentlemen whom we
hope lo welcome as your representatives totakepart iu the
annual competition of the Irish Rifle Association, and subsequently lo visit the camp of the National Rifle

My Dear

will be a steady patron of Creedmoor when the "fun"
commences.
Rathbone, the "best man" on the team in the Centennial
my match,
will try to be (with a good show of success) in the
same position on the next team.
passage
was
the
which
among
symptoms,
his
a history of
the 1,000 yards' firing
. Weber has been shooting from
Of a round worm, 1 ordered by prescription twenty grains
two mouths, lie will
of santouiue, to be made into twelve powders, one to be ^Jotnl several times during the past
time
conies.
the
when
last
ou
hand
fasting;
the
morning,
be
aud
night
the
bov
given to
powder to Lie immediately followed by a large dose of
C. E. Blydenburg will go to Creedmoor "once iu a
At my visit the day following I immediately while," but may not be a steady competitor.
castor oil.
asked if the boy had takcm a powder "this morning?*
the expert off-hand shot, is getting ready to
Hayes,
"Yes." answered the mother, "I gave it to him, inn there
shnw'his skill at long-range shooting.
was only one in Hie box." Asking lor the child to be preto me, he was sought by the nurse, who brought
Fisher has been using his muzzle-loader this winter, aud
him in a few micutea from his little playmates in a neigh- expects to "raise the dual" during the approaching season.
boring street, and he was kicking, scratching, crying, and
It is reported on good foundation that a party is making
he truth 1 should add, swearing in a most robust manner
preparations for the building of a rifle range within thirty
He was. brought before me sullen and minutes' journey from the City Hall, 'ihe location is
for one of his years.
bursting with rage, a large piece of bread and butter in
both convenient and pleasant.
one hand and a stick of candy in the other, the little pock"How are you
There will be many beginners at long range shooting
ets ot his unroii distended with peanuts.
my uoy V" said I, us my anxiety calmed somewhat. "I'm this year. "Success lo them."
well; 1 want to go and play," he answered, as he drew
The new regulation targets at Wimbledon are thought to
Irom me and started down stairs en route to his companions.
be well enough -when the lying down position is used in
The child, by mistake of the druggist, had taken at, one 200 yards shouting, which is allowable on thai range, but
.lose twenty grams of santouiue twenty-four hours before
when oil-hand work is only permitted at this short distance,
instead 01 a traction less thau two grains, the dose futendas is the case with the ranges m this country, the six-inch
ed for him, IM 1,atl exhibited not, an untoward symptom.
bullseye is loo small.
The night following he passed the large louutl worms.
There is some talk of starting a line of stages from
Comment is unnecessary.
Hunter's Poiut to Creedmoor. They will make better time,
1 will stale that the only case of poisoning ascribed to
aud the fare will be less than that of the unaccommodaeaulouine that I have been able to dud in medical literature
ting railroad which, has hindered the growth of the mos;
was reported in ibe "Chemical News" No. 330; page 312,
aud in this ease it was ascertained to be owing to strychnia popular range iu the country to no small extent. The leadlug tipic with the long-rauge riflemen is in regard lo ihe
mixed with it.
sendiug of a team, lo \\ imbledoii.
Sautonine has a tendency to di- color the urine by rendering it yellowish green, aud this simple fact is often a
The Next International Match.— Mr. George S,
source of unnecessary alarm. Concerning my third and
;

when

afc.once celled,

Dublin, 49 Rutland Sojjaue.

if

These recommendations will be duly considered and

dis-

cussed at the next meeting of the N. R. A. Mr. Macdonald's suggestion as to a British team not being allowed to
shoot iu the place of representative national teams, would
indicate an improbability of our soon seeing English riflemen at Creedmoor; as the rifle authorities on the other
side are not likely soon to recede from the position taken
last year, which was that only an Imperial team should be
sent to contest in the international matches.

The Iiusn Return Match.— The President of the Amateur Rifle Club, hist week received the following letter,
suggesting a return match on Irish soil to that which occurred at Creedmoor immediately after the international
match of last summer— being ihe third of the serius.

A

and

last,

together, citnped together,
have drank irom the same can-

together, eaten

though not

least,

teen.

During a stay of seven months in the south1876—1 came across a native armed with a muz;-:'.'
rifle (barrel at least three and one-half feet long), with
which he proposed to heat my twenty-eight, inch Wesson
atone hundred yards, offhand; bul he didn't, and I do
i

not call myself much of a shoolist either, having at that,
lime owned a rifle three mouths only.
The generality of southern people 1 have met, class all
as Yankees who originate (in the United States) north
the former so called slave Slates, and i will venture lo
assert that any numoer of riflemen can be selected in that
territory who will compare favorably with the same
"Howcolah" may select in Di>ies land. Whatever was
the status in regard to this matter one hundred years ago,
may possibly have nothing to do with the habit
O'YERICUS,
most expert marksmen 61
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Milky's Gallery (Brooklyn).— The following are the
made at this gallery last, week, ten shots each.
This match closes to-day:—
best targets

Name.
films. It

Name.
Total.
loiUeiiiy Stanton

Total.

I

John

J. U. Kiasjsltiv
J. F Bums.
J. W. Wallis

.

Hi/- .T. MoCane
ir, Geo. Gleudcnimif
4.MK. B. t'u-iuer

<!5
i

:

40
IU

——

—

—

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.?

40

%mm §;tg

mid %nn.

makers of this class of weapon. Why they do not adopt
the Purdy action with the lop lever, is a question they
can.no doubt answer satisfactorily but to an outsider it
seems strange to see convenience and adaptability thus rejected.
As an American I feel proud of their productions,
and hope they will not stop iu the march of improvement,
but steadily press onward and upward. By using the Purdy action and lighter barrels; by copying Scott's style of
stocking and balancing, they can make a wonderful improvement in their weapons. Beauty is an essential element
of utility, and no one can afford lo deny its claim?. Clark
& Snyder's best gun (price $300) was a beautiful piece of
work. The materials were fine, and the filing and fitting
would compare favorably with the best English work.
The rebounding locks had some features of decided improvement, and if use confirms the theory, will prove a
valuable gain in Ihis most important part of the gun.
From lite amount of skilled labor bestowed on this weapon I do not imagine Clark & Snyder could make their
fortunes on Ihis quality of guns; but as an exhibit of what
American labor and skill can produce, it was most gratifying. John Krider's gun at $200 was a good, sound piece
of work, and a credit to any maker, as was also an 8 gauge
ducking gun at $125. Both were entitled to commenda:

GAME

SEASON

IN

FEBRUARY.

IN

Wild duck,

Dares, brown and gray.

geese, brant, &o.

of the Border City
Sua Club took place in Full River, Mass., on February
The birds were very strong flyers. The lot not
14th.
being very largo would not permit of but 40 yards boundary,
and many birds not scored were killed out of bounds. The
following is the score, six birds each:

Massachusetts.—Tie fourth shoot

Name,
Total.
i Daniel a. Golden

Name.

Total.
4

I

J. J. Fiinvell

Arrusen

Win. B. Duifee, Jr

3

Alvin U, Seymour

1

0|

end of the match J, J, Fitrwell and Daniel H:
Golden were tie, which was shot off at three birds apiece

At

the

with the Following lesult:
>"amo.

Name.
Total.
2]Danlel H. Golden. ...1

Total.
2

|

J. J. Harwell.

110

-

There uot being birds enough the

tie will

1

*

be decided at

GdSMBK.
the beginning of "ike next match.
YortK.— Please find an international trap-shoot between Messrs. A. Grujlb, John Woodruff and Geo. Rogers,
of St. Catherines, Canada, and R. O. Fulton S. T. Murray
aud J. M. Witner, of Kiigara Falls, htld at Clifton,

REW

Canada, Thursday, 15th. The judges were II. Fulton, lor
Americans, and George Bailly, for Canadians; D. Isaacs,
referee.
The match was for $60 a side, ground traps,
Canada rule?. The day was very cold aud windy. The
following are the scores:
Name.
1

O. l'nlt.m

It.

.i

.

M

Total for

.St.

01011101111110
1011 i

1 0-0 0.1

11

I

8

110 1110)1001111

11

1

Ui-err
u itmer

.

Total.

Score.

A. Orubi)

Jobn Woodruff
S T. Murray

1

I

110

1

1110

1

10 10

1110111110 10 11
tilioolOllllllO
1

8

:i

Catherines, 31; total for JSiagara Fails, 30.
C. S. R.

New Jersey.—Kinsetft Ashley House, Barnegnt Inlet,
17th.— One party killed seven geese and four
Plenty of fowl, but
brant yes'erday on the Clam Island.
B.
no tides to do much execution.
F'l'riKii')/

Pennsylvania— Bedford,

lib.

13.— Turkeys and

quail

Some of the quail Have
are very plentiful in this county.
perished this winter, but we have lots of them left. Lust
latl we could put up ten to fifteen bevies in one day without any trouble. 1 have killed fourteen turkeys the past
season"; sent some weighing from 18 to 19i pounds to
friends in Philadelphia. Iu hunting wild turkeys here
with success you must have a dog to scatter them; then
1 have the best turkey
call (hern up, provided you can.
caller uui; can call up an old gobler as easily as a young
bird;

very simple and can be made in

its

—An

five

minutes.

Wm. MoM.

Maine correspondent who has just arriveu in
California, writea us from San Francisco, Jan. 23d:—
"I have had two or three duck hunts since my arrival,
hut, cau do little without a retriever, although they swarm
old

iu countless thousands within ten miles of the city."
One memorandum he made in crossing the continent
which is worth noting. Perhaps our readers will cut it out

aud

act

many

upon the suggestion.

It

will save us

answering

questions:—

Tins ducks of geese, ducks and prairie chickens that
oat of the immense cornfields of lowa and the Platte
Oue who has passed bis
v fairly made one wild.
many years in the Northern aud Eastern States can have
no conception of the numbers of wild fowl that inhabit
Bgions, as well as ihis coast."
••

rW

I

old fellow winds up by saying:—
"Allow me to congratulate you on the improved appearance of your paper. It is all that any intelligent sportsman or gentleman cau desire."

that my experiments have proved lhal the extreme choke is
not only a very powerful but also a very delicate instru-

ment."
•»»»

tion.

the subject.
I have been oue of the numer
ous victims of Greener's last literary effusion, having into Load
vested $3 50 in "Choke Bore Guns, and
Them." This book is a rehash of his "Breech-Loading
Guns," swelled wilh newspaper puffs of his own wonderful
produclions, Ihe Field trial and others, of not the
slightest interest.
The Field trial has been sown broadcast
over the land, and is familiar to all. It sealed nothing,
except as to the guns actually engaged, and hardly that, as
the same conditions were not applied to all.
That a gun
bored to concentrate the charge at the muzzle will show a
better pattern than a cylinder, or a relief, was an undisputed fact, tie extent of the improvement being different
in every gun.
system of boring by which all guns cid
be made to shoot equally well has not yet been discovered,
and neither Greener or auy olher matter can produce absolute uniformity.
The first edition of his book told us
that we could hardly get gunpowder with coarse enough
grain, and that we should use five or moie diachms. This
edition says that a prize powder of the size of Curlis
Harvey's ".No. 4 is the correct thing to produce perfection
in shooting, and will develop the highest powers of his
guns.
Whether the same magnificent itsults would be
produced in Scott's "Premier" he does not say, and probably would not admit, as he claims a. perfection and cer
tainty for his system of boring unattainable by any other
maker. According to this book the entire wisdom and
skill of Loudon and Birmingham is centered in St. Mary's
Woiks, and is not allowed to stray outside. Ton person
Unacquainted Willi gun literature the perusal of this book
would leave, but one impression, and "that would be, that
but one man can make a choke-bored gun, and lhal man

To change

How

A

1*

completed an extensive and pretty exhaustive trial (using
one of Messrs. Tolley's finest "Paragon" choke-bores) of
various modes of loading cartridges tor choke-bored guns,
I send you a suggestion iu the interest, of "W. H. S,"
Let him charge with 3^ drachms ot C. & H. No. 6, and lj
ozs. of No. 6 shot, and use over the powder a thick, soft
felt Ely's wad, and over the shot half of a similar wad, cut
even and level with a sharp knife. The paper shell should
not be turned down more than w''U suffice to just hold Ihe
wad in place. If his gun is really a good shooting choke
bore he will be surprised at the vast improvement produced, both in the pattern and in the uniformity of shooting by this mode ot loading. Charged in this way my
"Paragon" gave at my last trial the sp'endid average of
218 shots in the 30 inch circle, the entire load, moreover,
being taken m two shots out of the six bodily into the 86inch square. On the other hand, when loaded with a
hard, inelastic card wad over the shot, instead of a felt
wad, the pattern went down at a stroke to 110— just halt—
and when the gun was charged with a pink-edge overthe
powder, and Two ditto over ihe shot, to 113. 1 may add

&

is
The 3»inch diagrams, unaccompaYV. W. Greener.
nied as they are by auy evidence that such shots were actually made at the distance aud with the charges specified,
are worthless, and sportsmen will require something heller than mere assertion before they invest their money.

That Greener cau make good guns 1 know, having owned
aud used them; but that he is uniformly reliable and always sends out perfect weapons, 1 aeny, and am strongly
impressed wilh the conviction that less asseri ion and belief production will improve his reputation in this country.
FoRTY-FlYE.
[In justice to Mr. Hepburn we must say that his letler
was written without any reference whatever to the Remington guu, and solely in his capacity of private individEd.]
ual, and not as an employe of that firm.
'

»*-

FAtitFiEi.D County, Conn., February 5th.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I would a word further, in perhaps, a fault finding maniper, but it seems as though through your paper the com-

Hnon sense

of many so called sportsmen might be touched,
that could not be reached in auy other way, for they all
quote from you as they would from the Law or
pel.
It is in reference to the land owners rights.
The
law now reads that quail shall be shot only between
Ihe 20lh day of October and the 1st day of January.
(And as the Legislature is now doctoring the game laws it
had better let woodcock alone and make the close season
for quail extend to the 1st of November).
On the 3d of
OctoDer two gentlemeu made their appearance here for the
purpose of quail shooting. 1 bey started out wilh that intent, flushed a bevy, and one bird is brought to bay.
Pi etty soon another single bird is Hushed and one of the
gents is brought not to buy, but lo earth, lecieving a charge
of No. 10 shot in his head, aceidently from his companion,
putting out his right eye; no more quail for him this fall.
On the 19th two more "spoilsmen" make their appearance
and succeeded in driving a bevy between two farmers
houses and blaze away during the afternoon, kill sixteen
of them, because they have been in the habit of being fed
around the barns and could uot, be driven away any
distance, aud when attempts were made to get out a warrant, no Justice would is.ueit; but one was finally procured for trespass, and by the time it was in the hands of
the Constable, the parties were in your State telling ol the
line bunch of birds ihey poached up in Connecticut.
Another case was that of a parly driving a bevy into a gentleman's garden and blazing away to the great danger ot the
\vhen remonstrated wilh (lor Hie
people in the housenirds had beeu cared for like chickens, and fed as regular,)
they answered with all the slangof a street gamin's vocabu-

Such things prejudice the land owner against

lary.

who cany a guu, aud Rave been a curse

^i»

Editor Fobbst and Stream:—

lour belligerent correspondent Mr. Hepburn takes me
the merits of forto ui.sk lor expressing my judgment of
eign gunmakers, and abuses you, Mr. Editor, because 1
have taid nothing about American guns. My intention
was to write an article on the American exhibit at the Centennial, and to give my candid opinion Of the merits and
L

:it3

of our

home

pioluctious,

but the tone of Mr.

Hepburn's communication may well deter one fiom makA maker of guns who
iio' any allusion to Lome industry.
for commending foreign peris so sensitive as to abuse one
fections, especially when such perfections are not contrasted with home productions, can hardly be woi thy of
The Remington is good enough lor the price, for
j.
who cau expect 10 get much of a gun for $45? Why a 10
gauge ot this make should simply be a 12 in size externally but bored two sizes larger, 1 can understand on the
but why such especial pains should
beauty and symmetry, when graceones I
ful curves aud outlines cost no more than homely
cannot discover a reason.
Springfield, by
I'liese gun are made as muskets are at
machinery, aud cau be turned out with the same rapidity,
and aie highly creditable productions for the little money
ouarged; but this tact does not give Mr. Hepburn a right
abuse one who prefers to pay $300 or $4u0 for a supet
Shall we banish our Purdys, Henrys and
rior weapon.
embrace a Remington simply because it is an
H so, why
.ri'ean pioduclion and the price is $45?
ttoa 'score of cheapness,
Denial tn lo destroy all

Some

.„.-,,-.

i

man

trespassing in such a case. (All persons carrying a gun
But still, thank fortune,
are positively forbid trespassing).
there are a tew "true blue" sportsmen who are willing to
accord to all their rights. Aud to them the fields are
open, and to all such we say come and see us in the season
and wo will let you cover the ground, but from the soifl&n
sportsmen, spare us. 1 think 1 cau now sign myself a

Legitimat-h Grumbler.

Oswego, N. Y., February 10th, 1877.
Editor Forest and stream:
Your (Washington correspondent's) letter of this week
whs read with pleasure, as it brought to mind a part of my
irip south last February, and the names of two gentlemeu
members of Alt. Vernon Ducking Club, Messrs. Kuehluig
& Bartlett, who kindly took me down the Potomac to
their club house, where we spent a few days of real enjoyment duck shooting from batteries and blinds. The Club
have every thingin good shape, plenty of decoys, boats, ele.
boiigh house has been placed out in the middle of the
river, which for convenience and comfort can't be excelled.
Wilh decoys put about it in good shape, and ducks fairly
plenty, I can't conceive of better sport and greaier comMany is the poor
fort while duck shootiug with success.
duck that has made his last darl at and about that bush.
Mr. K. did good work from his battery stationed a few-

A fine

Ducks would almost settle down upon
rods from shore.
him so well was his battery made to deceive them.
The most amusing part of all was to see my IriendB.
prepare breakfast, with half a dozen hungry setter dogs to
manage and keen out of the pots and kettles on those
He has a smooth temper and certainly loves a
occasions,
tared well, as

he

is

it

about their

own way,

industry by not using mem? Forty-five dollars 1b
answer.
Ihe magic sum, and nothing below or above will
According to this genllemau's theoty the leveling must all
have
be down to his standard, aud not up lo a higher. I
already said more than ihe importance of this matter depass
on.
willingly
and
mands"
of less
l'ne best exhibit of cheap guns— that is, guns
My
va'ue than $100— was by Parker, of Meudeu.
opinion is formed after dissecting the action aud examinand 1 am
ing in detail every part under a powerful glass,

Lome

improved action, the good quality of the
and the evident honest intention of making a good sound gun, entitle them to the first rank as

satisfied that the
Belgium barrels,

still

we

a host in that line.

As our steamer ncared Washington on our return, 1
could hear the boom! boom! and see the smoke clear
away from a battery surrounded by decoys only about one
hundred rods off the foot of Seventh street. Wilh ihe aid
of a glass I could see some oue raise up and bang away
every few moments from among those stools, and then all
would be quiet again, and then the duck would cateh it
Later that day I learned lhal the
in quick succession.
shooter was Dr. W., of Washington, and that he had
brought home one hundred aud forty-sevtu canvas backs,
shufllers, etc.,

and

1

don't doubt

it,

for

he had

it all

his

his'wav and ducks were plenty, Now, all ihis sport
in winter,
to be had within an hour of the capitol aud
while up north about here the lake looks like an arctic
ocean, and our beautiful river is covered wilh fourteen
inches ol solid ice, where every day dozens of fast horses

own

are

thowiug

their best gait

on the sniooih, solid surlaee.
Leather Stocking.

Proper Mode op Loading a Choee-Bore,— Our correspondent "Forest Aisle" sends us the following valuable
suggestion:
of Feb. 8lh a question from
Philadelphia, " respecting the poor target made
bv his Scott choke bore, aud as I have just

'1 noticed in your issue
'
'

W. H

S.

,

at 40 yards

S

jfua and giver

—

I

and proop al these figures? Guns that will burn powder
petshot are made lor less money; are we ooing a wrong to

s

of the best grounds, for both cock and quail shoot-

DUCKING ON THE POTOMAC.

good dog, for they had

all

true spoils-

ing, in this and neiguboriug towns, have notices similar to
that is caught
thTs stuck up all over them and wo lo the

The good

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN GUNS.

to all

men.

s ^inS'

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.
Grbnper. /.'/>:, -, ',.<>' nigritot.
Pompano, Trachynolwi corolinus.
Drnm— two species. Family Arirere- Tronublaek ba=s) UnlropulrU at-

.

.,-,,.

j,

,.,.

.

:,.,

,.,,,;

!

imps
litmuus.

Kingfish, Menlicirrus nebulosus
Sea. Bust, XcianopsoceUulw.

.strip, id
..

.;.,..

;-..

i

or RockBsb, BOCtUt

Bta& Baas, Micropenis
M. nigricans.

cephatxu-

Snapper, Luljanus cavxt.

sd

Fish in Market.— Notwithstanding the enormous quanrequired for the Fish Culturists dinner last week, and
also the fact that Lent has set in, the supply of fish remains large and prices low. Very tine large shad, weighing five pounds each, are arriving from Ncwbern, Noith
Sea bass and red snappers are coming from
Carolina.
Brunswick, Georgia, and codfish were never so abundant
tity

on the Long Island
lows:— Striped bass 15

coast.

Our quotations

are as

fol-

to 25 ceuts per pound; smelts, 13 to
20 cents; blueflsh, 16 cents; salmon (frozen), 30 cents; shad
(southern), §1.50 ceuts each; mackerel, 25 cents; white

perch, 15 cents; green turtle, 23 cents; terrapin, $18 per
dozen; frostfish, 8 ceuts per pound; halibut, 15 cents; had
dock, 7 cents; codfish, 8 ceuts; bliicktisk, 15 cents; herrings, 6 cents; flounders, 10 cents; sea bass, 18 cents;
cents;
eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, 15
20
turbott, 20 cents; scoliops, $1.50 per gallon; wkileflsh,
cents per pound; pickerel, 20 cents; sunfish, 10 cents;
yellow perch, 10 cents; Balmon trout, 15 cents; hard shell
crabs, $3.00 per 100; soft crabs $1.25 per dozen; red snappers, 18 cents per pouud.
Beatjtii dtiy Good.— A correspondent, "G. F. W.," of
Putnam, Ct., who was almost always with Daniel Websler
on his fishing and hunting expeditious, when he went
home to Marshfield, writes to us, saying: "1 caught the
them nicely
last mess of troul he ate, aud after I had
browned and brought to him, 'Ah, George!' said he, 'they
after that
are beautifully good.' I never saw him alive

time."

Daniel was a dainty angle?, and daiuty

in

his

epiourinn

—

—

!

FOREST AND STREAM,
Aktificia-l Fly-Fishing— Black Bass the Coming Game
Thirty years ago fly-fishing was scarcely practiced

Fah.

—

A few New England

natives tossed their
nondescript hues into the trout streams, 'tis true; but as
Only a
tor salmon fishing with lly, none thought of it.
in this country.

41

bring in good fares, indicating the presence of fish
their breeding grounds, and the prospects are favorable, if good weather prevails, for a good Georges catch.

fleets

upon

The shore

few Canadians

fleets are also meeting with a little better sucfares having been lauded, and now
Lent has arrived we may reasonably expect an im
proved call, and to see a little more money In general

of

circulation.

in Canada, an occasional adventurous officer
army on leave, ana a dozen or so English''canny Scots," resident in the States, were cogpeculiar
artifice of the angler, and indulged
nizant of this

the British

men and

And with what ponderous "Caslle-Conpounded the vexed waters where the unwary
Salmo Salar dwell! [With a huge pine tree, the Polyphemus eat on a mountain and bobbed for whales.]
Only within five years or so, have Americans laised a
company of roatriculauts for this advanced school. It is

in

practice.

its

nells" they

expert salmon angler

rare to find an

and

to the

manor boru."

With trout

among

it is

the "native

different.

Trout

was made fashionable many years ago, by several
writers notably by "Rev. Adirondack Murray" and now
on every stream where the trout live, a dozen persons who
any
call themselves lly -fishermen, may be found on
summer's day, coquetting unsophisticated fiugtrlings with
highly varnished rods and flies of questionable pattern.
Each one imagines himself an expert, or hopes, with a
Ask him what he
Utile more practice, lo master the art.
defines the ail of fly-fishing to be, and, ten lo one, he will
answer "The capture of Troutsr Salmon with the artificial
fly."
No other kind of fish will suggest itself in this connection.
Few are aware that any other varieties of fish
fishing

—

—

can be laken with
Two years ago
print, that black
brotherhood were

the

fly.

mention was incidentally made, in
lly, and the angling
incredulous.
At once ihe assertion was
questioned, and the discussion arose, with wide-spread
interest: "Do black bass really take thefly?" and to this
day there remains an army of unbelievers. They have
fished for bass with fly, tried the experiment thoroughly,
and got no "rise." Possibly, the same army would not
succeed much better with the trout. They select the

wrong

the

bass would take the

localities for

to say

that

we

their trials.

And

yet,

we

are

bound

seriously believe that the black bass

afford the weight of sport for the fly-rod in future.

is

to

Trout

They re
are gradually bring driven out of the streams.
quire elbow room and the solitude of the primitive forests,
just as old Leather Stocking did. Trout cannot thrive in civilization.
When cultivated they become degenerate, pale
and flabby. On the contrary, the black bass will thrive
anywhere, without much care. Give them a fair start and
they will propagate and multiply. They are not fastidi
ous.
They feed at the bottcm or at the surface as inclinaThe black bass turns over stones for Helllion prompts.
granules, and leaps iuto the air after the flying moth. He
discriminate
as closely as the trout does.
not
Moredoes
over, he inhabits a wider range of territory.
He is equally
at home in the foaming outlets o£ the back lakes of
Canada as in Ihe somewhat turbid waters of Arkansis and
Louisiana, and iu the smoothly flowing rivers and still
lakes of Florida. He is widely, nay, almost universally
known. He is known to urchins whose grandpas never
heard of a trout the salmo fortinalis. And long after the
latter has been choked by sawdust, poisoned out of existence by tar oil and dye stuffs, and annihilated by nets and
poachers, the black bass will hold his own (and more too,)
and li-.e to the fly of the next generation as gracefully as
the latter will rise to explain why their predecessors did
Surely,
not know as much about fly-fishing as they do.
the Black Buss is desiiued lo be Ihe coming fish for anglers

—

with the

fly.

this:
Let us ask how many readers of
Ihe salmoD, and the
and the black bass, and the shad and the pickerel,
the grayling and Ihe other varieties that inhabit fresh
wiVer, a great many salt water fish afford equally good
Why, at times the sea is
sport to the same kind of hue?
We have taken the cod at
alive with surface feeders.
Sandwich Bay in Labrador, the pollock in the Kenebeecasis, heiiing in Massachusetts Bay, and mackerel off
Cape Breton all with the fly rod and reel. In the
Homosassa river alone, ou the Gulf of Mexico, are no less

But more than

these lines are aware that, besides

trout,

—

than eight varieties of salt water fish that take the fly.
We have known of GO lbs. of weakfish to be landed there
within an hour by one gentlemen alone. The cavalli and
afford extraordinary sport.
By and bye, we bethat fly-fishing will be Ihe ouly legitimate mode

redfish
lieve

allowed in polite circles. The vulgar clam and sinuous
worm will be tabooed; the beaslly crawfish and dobson
(horrenda monbtra/) will be thrown aside; pork will be recerved ouly for the sea-sick; and cut bait for the starving
human poor. Only that which is etherial will engage the
angler. The lures with which he tempts Ihe limpid lake,
or turgid brine, will float only on wings of silvery light,
reflecting the rainbow hues, touching the spray of the
waterfall or the combing of the surf in their lambent flight.
So shall men rise above bat which is common and unclean and grovelling, and prepare for the higher and better
life to come.
Yea verily
I

—

—Striped

bass, locally

»•-

known

as rock

fish,

made

their

appearance in the Delaware river some two weeks ago, and
weather permitting, tithing with seines will be in order
from this time until May.

Extra large white perch are now being taken in the
Chesapeake, weighing 1J each on the average.

Movements or- the Fishing Fleet.— The George's fleet
to arive iu any considerable numbers
but ihe early fleet will soon be along, to give the much
needed impetus to local trade, The Bank and LaHave
have not yet begun

cess,

some excellent

that

pounds four ounces, and was purchased by Mr. Pupcr,
First Purveyor to His Mijesty.
The head is preserved by
the Doctor. If any doubts suould arise, a letter addressed
to the Doctor will fully ascertain it.
1 am, geiitlctnen, your
well-wisher and constant reader.
E. D. SiTkelLER.
Windsor, March U)th, 1796,

The number of fishing arrivals lor the past
week has been 27, viz. 7 from Grand and Western Banks,
15 from LaHave and Georges Banks, 3 from Fortune Hay,
and 2 from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia herring trips.
The receipts of codfish have beeu about 450.000 pounds,

^achting mid ,§ anting.

:

and of fresh halibut, 300,000 pouads.

HIGH WATEK. FOB THE WEEK.

— Vape Ann Advertiser,

Date.

Feb, \Wi.

LOOK TO YOUR FLY-BOOKS.

Feb.il
Feb 21
Feb.SS

EDITOK FoilEST AND STREAM:
I am philanthropist enough

to wish to warn my fellow
anglers, if it is not already too late, to look to their flybooks for moths, and to carefully pick over and remove
at once, all flies lhat moths may have tainted or destroyed.
Although sufficiently careful, as the word goes, I find today lhat I have lost several dollars worth of [rout and
salmon flies by failing to examine my stock during ihe
winter; and it was only by good fortune that 1 am now
enabled to save what 1 have. Having purchased one of
Holberton A' Boomer's lly- books, at your suggestion, that
the new method of adjusting the flies in the book ensured
them against the attacks of moths. I was in the act of
transferring my stock when 1 made the discovery I did.
Nothing affords better attraction for moths than the
bunches of flies tucked away in the pockets of the oldtashioned fly-book. In the Holberton book, the flies are
not only detached from each other, but the snells being
stretched on the open face of a parchment card, do not
afford sufficient seclusion to invite the depredatious of the
vexatious creatures that destroy and corrupt. Yours,

Blue Don.
*****
if

f

Flokida— Halifax Paver, February loth.— The travel thus
been light, and the hotels in Savannah,
Jacksonville, Green Cove, etc., hiive had few guests. Great
preparations have been made; two new hotels of the firstclass
"The Windsor" and "The .Nichols House"— have
been opened iu Jacksonville, and oue of the local papers
asserts lhat there are over fitly steamers on the St. John
river.
1 tried the new route 10 this river by way of Crescent City, on Dunn's Lake, but was not pleased with it.
The steamer from Pulalka lo Crescent City is an old and
disabled boat, the accommodations at Crescent City are
poor, and the route across the country to Daytou is long
and difficult, Moreover, Ihe promised steamer on the
Halifax is not ready. For the present, therefore, I recommend those bound to Halifax river or .New Smyrna, lo
take the old route by way of Enterprise. Much rain has
fallen of late, and the streams are full.
So much fresh
water has flowed into the Halifax as to kill most of the
oysters in the upper part of the river and drive away the
fish.
At the Inlet, however, the fish are plenty. 1 have
been out twice with a companion, arid our score for the
first day was eleven bass, twelve sheepshead, one grouper,
one salt water trout. The second day eleven bass; average, live pounds; one drum, sixteen pounds.
The first day
the bass ran somewhat larger, say seven pounds. On account of the cold weather, the oranges in the northern part
of the State have less sweetness than usual.
Here they are
far to Florida has

—

better.

S. C. C.

Conflict Between

Water

Bailiffs and Salmon
by Ihe recent heavy rains
in the Forth district have brought up a large quantity of
breeding fish, the spawning grounds of the higher reaches
being at present swarming with salmon. Superintendent

Poacuebs.— The

floods caused

Napier, suspecting that the temptation would be too strong
for habitual poachers, despatched a number of water
bailiffs on Saturday last lo watch the Kiver Allan and
tributary streams above Dunblane, and between ten and
eleven o'clock that night a gang of poachers, numbering
between seven and eight, wete seen "blazing" the
tickle
Burn, between Kinbuck and Greenloaning. They carried
torches, and were armed with spears and slicks.
The
watchers advanced, and came up to the poachers in the
middle of the stream, and the latter, who were in greater
force than the bailiffs, showed signs of resistance, but
nothing datiDted, the bailiffs closed with their opponents,
and a determined struggle followed, batons being freely
handled on the one side, and the instruments of illegal
fishing ou the other.
The combatants rolled together iu
Ihe bed of the stream, and hard blows were given by
both parties. After a short but severe couflict the
poachers were overpowered, three of the gang being captured and the rest taking to their heels. The bailiffs seized
a number of torches and spears, together with two bags
containing seven large salmon and grilse, cruelly lorn by
the leisters of the poachers.— Land and Water.

M

A Curious Fishing Incident.— The

following singular
the pages of the

circumstance was communicated to
Sporting Magazine as long ago as Vm-.—The Editor of

the

Sporting Magazine:—Happy, at any time, to contribute to
your very valuable collection, 1 beg you will insert the
following fact, which I flatter myself will not be uuworthy
of a place:—
A countryman, of the name of Strugnell, having frequently observed the water of a pond, called C'harlrey
Pond, very much disturbed, though at the time there was
no wind, thought it must be some fish; but on account of
the mud surrounding It, there was no possibility of trying
it with a rod and Hue, which made him form the
following contrivance, supposing it to be a pike. He took a
duck, and, fastened a string, about ten feet long, light
around its body, to which was suspended a double' hook
baited with a roach. The duck, as was natural, took to the
water, and, in less than a quarter of an hour, the fish look
bait, and, inslantly going to Ihe bottom, the duck
wa3 for sometime also emersed in the water, till at last,
after a struggle of half an hour, the duck with the greatest
exertions made the bank, when, by placing boards on the
surrounding mud, a boy ventured on, and, having tied
another string to ihe duck, they were both brought lo
shore, when the man too eagerly tayiug hold of the pike, it
snapped at his hand, which he pulled away. It left oue
of its teeth in the man's hand, which almost immediately
swelled, and occasioned the most excruciating torture,
when Dr. Wilmot, an eminent surgeon of this place, was
called in and extricated it. The fish weighed thirty-sis
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New

Yoiiic Yacht Club.— The
York Yueht Club
special meeting on last Thursday evening at ihe

club rooms, iiadi-on avenue and Twenty -ixth street. The
committee appointed to inquire into Ihe financial condition
of the club reported thai it was very seriously crippled,
and that the ouly way out of the difficulty was to give.up
the club house ou Staten Island, and also the club rooms
at Twenty sixth street and Madison avenue.
Alter three
hours' debate the report was adopted abolishing both club
houses. The Staten Island cluo house is to be pulled
down in two weeks, but the lease of the Twenty-sixth
street rooms will not expire until May 1st.
A committee
was appointed to hire a room for $1,000 a year where the
club models can be stored. The sum of $2,000 was appropriated to the Regatta Committee to cover this year's expenses.

Brooklyn Yacht Club —The second regular meeting of
Club was held ou Wednesday evening, at Ihe Club
looms in the Continental Building, corner of Court and
Montague streets, Brooklyn. The officers who were elected
this

at the annual meeting last month entered in:o the performance of their various duties. Mr. Cornelius S. Lee, of the
yacht Schemer, and Mr. Andrew It. Culver, President of
the Prospect Park and Coney Island liuihoad, were elected
members. The Club now numbers about three biiDdred
and is steadily increasing. A banquet was subsequently
given to the members by the new fl.ig officers, .uessrs.
Dickerson, Smith and Huntley.

Eastern Yacht Club.— At a meeting of ihe Eastern
Yacht Club, held February Kith, at the Parker House,
Boston, the following named officers wereclccte i: Cemruodore, John AI. Forbes; Vice- Commodore, Charles Whiuiey
Kear-Couimodore, W. D. Pickman; Secretary, Henry IS,
Jackson; Treasurer, Patrick T. Jackson; Mcinuier, clarence VV. Jones', Regatta Committee, W.M. Whitney, John
Jeffries, li. F. Clark, R. H. Stevenson, E. Rollins Morse.
The coming season of the Williamsburgh Yacht Club
promises to be one of the busiest in the annals of lhat oigauizatiou.
Three of its memuers, Messrs. John schmidt
(.Vice-Corumodoiv), Joseph Northrup and John Duscoll,
are having yachts built tor them.
;

—
—

The lludsou county Steam Yacht Club has been incorporated with Sheriff P. H. Laveity as President; Surrogate
Robert MeCague, Treasurer; William A. Brunei, Secuiary, and President of lire Semite Leon Aboelt, witti tho
other officers, as Executive Committee.
Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron. —The following aiethc
recently elected officers of the

Nova

Scotia Yacht Squad-

ron;

Commodore, His Excellency

the Earl of Dufferiu, Gov-

ernor General of Canada; Yioe-Cominodurc, B. A. While
Bear Commodore, 11. St. G. Twitting; Secretary, F,C. Stiinichrast. (ic-elected); Treasurer, J. ,v. Stairs
(re-elected); Committee of Management, D. Cronin, J, K.
Butler, A. C. Edwards, D C. i halmers, .1. IVa-tr; Sailing
Committee, Lt. Col, H. W. Gierke,
M. Passtnv <; \
Black, H. W. Brookfield, J. W. Stairs; Measures, J. E
(reelected);

P

Butler,

Roderick McDonald.

Tiffany

&

Co., silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock

of

and
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.
Theij'

timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

&

Co.,

and are

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose
line.

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a

full

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

and the public are

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the world,
invited to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obliga^
tion to purchase.
A4r.

Union Square,

New

York.

.

FOEEST AND STREAM.

42
faffi*.

far Ja/c.

The most

.
|

M

.

!

.

FOREST CITY

by Wm.Blackmore.
One Volume, Lnrae Octavo, Very Fully Illustrated,
gal 00.

SALMON

ANGLING.

KENI\EJL

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.
Ottawa,

dogs Plunket, Carrie,
Rnpp and Nell have passed into the above Kennel.
J
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This branch of the bn>in

lineal in fact every thing that a spor'ing man
requires for a complete put-fit, can be found at this

and

lay Older,

W. F. WIIITCHER,

FORPlSCiCL'LTURt^TS.

For sale or to lease, a
farm of 50 acres, good buildin.u, iuciuaing new dwelling; one hour and a quarter from city by New Haven Railroad. About 30 acres arable laud and orchard,
pond, eight acres. Twelves acrea woodland. Natuiai
For further particulars, apply to
trout aULauis.
W S. JARV1S, 821 Canal St.,
Feb22-lt
.
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TjiOR SALE. -THE
Yacht, Addie V.

H. Y

isiii street,

Apply
40

TION.
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SALE.-A

-BORE PURDY

10
all

improvements;

latest

just imported and of finest quality. No liner
America. U. C. SQUIRES, No. 1 Courtlaudt

Ludlow
DOG'S CANNOT BLIP THIS COI.LAK
bow violently hey pnfl,
:olla
injure ihe doc. Made of heavy bridle
i
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Nassau

New York.
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STUD IRISH SETTER.
SUI5SCRIUEH

I.W'ING SECUR-

brace of red Irish , ctters. Buck and Floss,
exported lo the CeDtennial Ik neb Show by Mr. J. C.

cda

Ireland, nc

Buck

the dof
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OLE
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handsome
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"THE BERMUDAS:'
~\JOVf A FAVORITE

XN

classical and mathematical
School for Boys. Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Va.
Principal, Thomas Williamson (Univ. Va); Asst.,
Thoa. S. Pnrdie, B. L. (Wash, and Lee. Univ.)
Leesburc is wiiliin ml miles of Aleiandria and Washiuslon, on Washington Jfc Ohio Railroad in the Piedmont region of Virginia, proverbially healthy. Pupils prepared for the Universities, any standard
References: Faculty of
college, or for business.
University of Virginia, Facultv of Washington and
Lee Univ., Faculty of University of South, Faculty of Randolph Macon College; B. L. Gihlen-leeve,
Ph. D. John Hopkins University; Hon. J. Rand
Tucker, non. Eppa Hunton, etc. For further inforfebS ot
mation apply to Ihe Principal.

to

JOHN HAILY,

new

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina," 1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from Mew York for Bermufortnightly, making connection at Ber-uda with
steamers for. S'
Thomas and West Indies, for
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBR1DGE,

good hnildone lionr and aqauarttr
fifty acres,

fiom lire city by New Haven it. If. About, thirty
acres arable land and orchaid; pond eight acres;
twelve screb- woodland. Naiural irout streams. For
further particulars apply to W. 8. Jarvis, 821 Canal
febl5 It
street.

A VALUABLE BOOK.

FKAIMK SCHLEY'9
American Partridge and Fhutmnt Slwolinq.
Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods of
Routine and Shooting the American Pautkidoe,
Quail. Rcffed Gr.orjsE, Piik.ssants. with directions for Handling ihe Gun, limning the Doc, and
Shooting on the Wing. PrhsoSS. Liberal discount
Address FRAME SCHLEY, Frederick
10 the trade.
feblj-if
City, Bd,
choicest standard and

new

pieces for profes-

sional and amateur Reail-.ts and Speakers, and interJust the
esilug nrtlelos on appropriate subjects.
lOcts, of any newadenler or by mail.
thing wanted.

JESSE 1IANEY &

CO.,

119

1W76-7.
n\» and Coiinetlons

BROAIMV AY.

-2s!})

m. Dally

all rail

Nassau

St.,

New

York.

|an85-flt

Sunda
lo Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,
and all Florida points.
No. 3.-9.80 a. m. daily (except Sunday) vialimhed
express to Washington, and thence r.s by Schedule
No. 3. On these trams Pail. nan Parlor Cirs Nov
York to Washington. Pullman Sloping Car .Milford (supper house) to Wilmington, N. 0. Parlor
Lucas sleepers
Cars Wilmington to Charleston.
Charleston to Savannah. Elegant Day Cars Suvunnah to Jacksonville.
No. 4.-8:40 a. m and 9:80 a. m. daily (exceot
Sunday), All rail to Baltimore. Bay Line i„ Norfolk,
S.&R. R. R. to Weldou, Ihene,- :,l.lll Ha an- trains Parlor Can to Llnltiuo.ro,
ule No. 1.
Bay Line steamers to Portsmouth, Parlor Cars to
Wilmington, and thence as by Schedhli
for the reservation of Sections. Compartments,
Berths or Chairs, Tickers, Time Cards, and all infor,

,

mation, apply at the New York Otiiee, 2^0 BROADor at Ihe authorized Ticket Unices of Ihe

WAY.

all,

One

.

and Baltimore

<£

Ohio

Rail. ..ads.

and Si.-ej.ng car of

half of each pallor

Ibis

Dec21-ly.

Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.

A.

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

TO SPORTSMEN:

JSimnnc,
Heniy
Out 12-Km

duelliiitr,

1.-uifi0 p.

da

A

820

and Pisciculturist*!

AND DELIGHT-

BUL Winter Resort, is rrnched in seventy
hours from New York, and heiug surrounded by the
warm waters of the Golf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.

IN FLY TYING.-By an exLESSONS tly-dieaser.
Refer
Abbey

inss. incltidino

OFFICE,

Itnllv,

In Richmond, Wilmington, Colnmb a, Augusta, Aiken, hi
vannah.sAll Florida and Southern points. In this train
Pullman sleeper New York to Richmond, Pallor
Cars thence to Wilmington, Pi; tin ...
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping

NO.

18T7,
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Siiortsiueu

N. 1.
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ELOCUTIONIST'S JOURNAL GIVES
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RIFLES WANTED.— WANTED
M.iyua.d Hide, one
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Only breech loaders, with
-

For sale or lease— a farm of

.

'

I

cars beyond as rouie may be.
No. i.— 8:40 a. m. daily (except

Wini
Milium',Till
:-l"lil
bledon taraets used. Distance 200 yards. Ten cents
a shot; half of the receipts to be divided ainortK tne
Feb22-lt
Ijr.lls. ],..• shots.

To

.

;

oil.'-.

tlae In the

HELVETIA RIFLE CLUB.

Maiden Lane. Address
a-a-M. N-w York

HROY KENNELS

STK.Vi
i:,

Finest Toilet Soap In the "World.

OnlUlhepurejtvtyi'o.?.;,:

(

SHOOTING AT UNION
POOL
Schoetzen Park, Thursday, Feb.

18

'
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Terms

h;b.

addn ssC.

p.-dieree and particulars
caster, Pa.

[

JOHN'S RIVER, and inn
FLOBIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and
hence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.

landings on ST.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

.

a;,.'!

boxes containing a dozdirections Tor use. Price 50
in

HOLRKRTON & REEMER,

_L

NAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, BANFOEB, ENTERPRISE, and Intermediate

Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
41b South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

Sale.

(Washington's Birthday).
in

box by ma!l. Both the above are recom
fftmand Fobbst ani> stream.

rpHE

SCHOPF, HEALER IN ALL

kinds of foreign and domestic birds ?1 Fourth
avenue, New York. Constantly on hand a large stock
of cages, seeds, gravel, aquariums, globes, gold and
fancy fishes, mockiao-iiirds, talking parrots, etc.
Also dealers supplied. All orders promptly attended

Sixry ponds well stocked with brook trout. Abundance of water and forty to sixty feet fall. Apply to
febi54t
H. H THOMAS, Randolph. N. Y.

on dogs or
It is put up

.postpaid.

Put up

remedy.
BU powders, with
gents per

FOR FLORIDA.
OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

if

FISHERY.

Y.

IV.

money relumed.
boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
Simple and efficacious.
Ilitates its use.

i

Prices

GEORGE YONGE.

Hesry Reicde,
New York.

CnA2. Reiche,

jau't-'f

nfflce

S'TLKEST
INESS IN

A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

re ill;

crnneclion

in

points.

all

I

Ac Son,

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FJLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

i

Lading

door from North William

Street, third

CHASED.

;

in patent

of

Hills

Me.Kean Co.. Pa.

For

jan4-tf

.-.-

and

rates and Bills of Lading in connection
with the Atlantic and G»ir Railroad and Florida
steamers.

Zoological Gardens and Menageries
55

owner on name

301 .Broadway,

i

Janll-ly

SALE -ONE SHARE BLOOM-

by

'JHJaoixisom.

i'i,

tires

Throngh

in

Pry delivered
Ludlow.

ing Grove Park Association Stock.

'

Superior accommodations for passengers.
with Central Railroad of Georgia to

every

in

W. U. OBOWBLC,

required.
Jai:ll-3ni

FOR

gun

FRY FOR SALE

to suit patties.

matter

Eyes

st.

TVorxt Co.

TROUT
BROOK
any qaantitv

CENT.

GHAS. REICHE & BRO.,
Birds and Rare Aiiiinals,

Sept. 21.

share in above Association for sale at a very low
ptice.
The best Game Preserve in America. Trout,
Black Bass add
Address SPOR1
lling.
Feb22-tf.
tbisollice.

Breech-loader, with

No

Taxidermists instruments for sale.
variety.

Y.

P. M.

3

GKO. YOiVGE, Agent, i«J9 Brondwny, X. V.
N. B. Tho sailing days of above lines from Sayan
nab are same as from New York. For fi eight or passage
from Savannah apply to Oi.-tavus Cohen & Co. .Savannah, for ships leaving Savannah on Tuesdays,
Hunter & Gamme], Savannah, for ships leaving on
Thursday, Wilder & Co., for fillips leaving on featurdavs L
fS~ Insurance on this line, ONE-HALF PER
Through

Tobacco.

TAXIDERMY.

Ii\

BT.

SAN SALVADOR,

SATURDAYS AT

RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR-

One

FOR

Sia'ir- arid

line of flr-l class

LKSSONS GIVEiX

to

W

Peb22-St

BLOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIA-

and dealers.

Also a

M.

S P.

-109 Broadway.

RENOWNED

Price $5,000 cash.

CORNELIUS KUUScViaLT, Mo

oraddresu

bina'ion with meat auu meal to compose a biscuit if
seeoreo to a< bv Litters I'aient. For sale in cases
of 1 '^11)8. each. P.O.Db LUZE, soleAg.nt., UB South
William street, New Yoik. Special lerine to kounehs

GEO. YOI\GU, Agent,
ami

SAN JACINTO

establishment at leaeonable rates.

Commissioner of Fisheries.

SALE —TO SPORTSMEN ANO

£}

"l".

I

from all parts of the world.
Fine Fishing Tarkle in every variety, snch as Split,
Bamboo rods and others by the best makers. Reels

Leases to run for from one to fire years.
Lessees to employ guardians at, piivatecoet.

Feb.22-3t.

Anything

mounted fiom a Humming-bird to a Cameo Leopard.
Always on hand a large collection of specimens

do
Kent per annum. to be stated; payable in an

Calces

niton.

1-

left]

do

Salmon

l^il>iino Dog-

H8 William St., twodcorsA'orlh oi

CSC llt.MGEOUii&.J. W.THOMPSON,

R.

Bri/71

Nashwaak

Emporium,

Sportsman's

Paljt

1

Tohique

sail

6S South

CO., Ageulti,

.t

TUESDAYS AT

.Tnniier [Arnicas'* Island].

Moat

and KAPIDAN will
TTIURSIIAYS AT 8 P. M.

GEN. BARNES and H. LIVINGSTON,

«.

an

Lmle Pabos

,

Paten*

ssij*-s«-tt*s

MAGNOLTA

MURRAY, FERRIS

.'>:'.'..'

Malbaie (near Perce)

Hamlet and
Fee 335.

,'

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS.

Street.

',:,"

Becscie

i,

.

:,1

Mtstaasinl (near wxlbout).

|

.i

II

,

New York.

1S2 Fiftn ave.,

Southwest,

GREAT SOUTHERN FREIGHT AND PASSENGER LINE-CENTIlAl. RAlLttOAD OF
GEORGIA. AND ATLANTIC AND
GULF RAILROAD.

Trout (?wr MoiHt)

Stud dog Sen an Lion; lemon and white, weight fid
-...
i! ,
Hi » inl.
Siren by R.
,i

booksellers and by Ihe publishers,
8. v. rurrviAiMs feoniH,

(.ftitt Short).
Trinity GwacPbifti OtsMonls).

(FOR POINTERS.)

'•,.....,..

all

gebag-lt

Nutashquan

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
.,

by

sale

will be

»'

Farrar,
Jnn25-3m

1.

1877.

South and

—
"WRITTEN OFFERS

H.

Fehrm) y,

"This is by far the most comprehensive and intelligent volume that hna ever been written of the Far
West. It is alike invaluable to the sportsman, the
settler, the overland traveler, the trapper, and the
soldier.
It is written in the jdain language 'of one
who has been there anil knows. * * *. Next to the
compa-s, this book becomes a naeessily. To be without either involves ctear personal risk and detriment.
FoitEst and Stream. 11

,-er

llgrees address

i

SWj

THE FLORIDA PORTS.
AND THE

S. A.,

Wuhan Introduction

§sienneL

§outqs.

FOR SAYAIMVAH, GA.,

West and their

Inhabitants,
Bv COL. RtCHABO iRVtN.J DODOE.U.

by the most eminont physicians of the city, lo iheir
value as a remedy in Cold, Catarrh. Son; Throat,
Goat, Eiitniuntism, mid many other afflictions which
originate in an inert akin.
(iff? 3m
fje

Heady,

Tlie Plains of tli« Great

extensive, luxnriima and popnlnr baths on
I

Hyort&mma

§ullliCHli01($,

Now

Russian Vapor, Marble, Baths.
NO. 55 EAST FOURTH ST., NEAR BROADWAY

For

IN assail, IN. P,
Famous Winter Resort.

Regular Mall Steamship from NEWYORK, Feb. 24,
"March 7 and 11. From SAVANNAR, GA. March],

and 22.
Trip only 48 hours.

12,

Rlustrated Nassau Guide fur-

&
South

Murray, Ferris

Co./ Agents,

street.

FERNANDiiNA,
MANSION AHOUSE, home,
most

at ihe.
atfirst-class
Florida.
tractive winter resoit In the South. An ocean beach
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
Deer in the beach hammock, snipe, rail and (luck iu

countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by rail and steamer with the North.
Sept.7-7m.
M. W. Downie. Proprietor.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this line reach some- of the finest

SwpexT.orXT'sicOItieei
ING PARKS and RAOii COURSES

island,

'CI

eoiaof

rcsliipini'ui,

the smooth steelli

i

POR'J Eli without

The

tbo

in

TROTMiddle

FROM ALL

IN rolls

IMPORTANT P0IN1

teBandojtnelieul cats run over

while ihe bxi

STOCKTOBBTBANS-

-

railure or Injury.

lines of

The Penusyhariia

Company

Railroad

also reach the beat, localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

New

Jersey.

are Bold al

EXCURSION
'

'otnpany In

all the principal cities to KANE, RKNOVA. BED
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEuUA, and

other well-known comers ror

Troui
Connections direct for Clilncoteague, Cobb's
and pomts on the Peninsula. City Point
river. Cnrritnck, Florida, and ihe roonntaiuous
conntry of Virginia, Tennessee, cic. Norfolk steamlay, Thursday, and Saturday: Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 8 p. m. Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich street. New
sepia ly
Ynrlc

These lines being

States.

Fisliins, Wine, Shliollog,

try.

James

COMP'Y

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

afforded by theirliitts for reaching most of the

nished.

82

THE PENNSYLVANIA

and 8H11

iluutin;r.

Also, to

TUCKERTOM,
SQUAN,
renowned

BEKCH

and points »n the
for

H.V.11N,

NBW

CAPE MAY,

JfvRSi

SALT WATER SPOUT AFTER FIN

AND FEATHER.
D. M.

BOYD, J«

y&ure Thompson,

,

Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Gen'l Manager.

/eMT

tt

—

.

—

"

FOREST AND STREAM.

43

New Paper

Slxell Conical
WILLIAMS' PATENT.

§g0t<tsm£n's §oad$.

GKEAT SOUTilERlT

Base.

Manufactured bv the ST. l.OITS CATi:xr siiki.i, j:t,i CO
oflh
Kaib streel
The advantages claimed for
.

these shells are: Cheapness, a saviug ul 25
per cent, in the use of powder.
These shells are equal lo the bi
and 3{ diucbmSor pnudcr will do thu work
of 5 mac nis in tiny oilier shells
The sizes
10, Si inches: No 12, v'| inches.
Longer shells made io order at extra cosi.
A.-!.your ciininakers for tin in and use po
100 will be sent by expicis on receipt of $1,110 fur 10s or SI IS rorlSs
.

"fittPassi"
^

^

VIA

-

South

Tlie

DECOYS.

C.

Olisxx-lestou, S.

RED HEAD.

every

CITY

N

FOR

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

Flannel-Lined.

and Comfort.

connections at Charleston with the favorite
and well-known KL.ri.la poefeets DICTATOR, Capt.
Vngol; CITY POINT, (.'apt Scott, for I'EUNANDIN.\, JACKSONVILLE. ST. A noCS'l'INE. PA-

TITLE STURTEVANT SHELLS

arc the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use on awl to remove
the exploded caps. TOE PATBHT
ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or hr.-alc.
BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs' patent waterproof primers, never miss Are, and are

Messrs. G, W. SIMMONS &
conaideied ihc most
sensible pro:ror winter wear' They
to
aie especially adapted
the requirements "l sportius.
likely
men, wbase rapid Balking is
to he folhpwed by
freqnent halts In the cold wind. I'tioe. Veet 67l
Jacket 89. Measurements required arc Walal Brette
and luside Seam of Sleeve. Metitiou Height and

(Made and sold only

W, OLYDB.

Do

b]

i

'

ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLE and

LATK/V,
in

all

Indlsponslbio to
the weather

-.

BROWN

are in any

who

all

hi

PAPER SHELLS.— By repented experiments and great,
onllay for imp.-oved materials, and machinery made expresajy for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHFLI.S equal to unv imported. They are sure
lire, and will not. burst in the gun.
af any of the dealers in sporting materials for

BT8

li

i-.-:

tb.

'"A

sold

,1

the n

II

dee23

infnetni-F

EST.
Passage
of Commistfon.
trt*
Lading issued and signedal Lni

Goods Forwarded
tickets aiid
ollieeof

iii!!.-"'

JAMES

01

i

.

!:

......

wren, or

Ircen.
tots by

-

all

points in The Soum
... can
:i ..
be obtained at the oBice
D UASEl.l.. Central A cent.
of
Uveal, southern Freight Line. 317 Broadwav, corner
dec? ly
of Tt.o, u-i? street

routes ami lo
and turn. or

W. Simmons & Son,

G.

32 to 38 North

Oak

3t.,

J

§00ijfism6ii

and Southwest,

all

i

BKNTLEY

^l!0it.'jiiiei(

8

oock,

Hall,

ACEMTS WANTED.

"The Boston Shootino Suit.— One of the most
successful manufacturers of Waterproof Shooting
Suits is Ibe rtrm of B. W. Simmons & Sou. Oak Hall,
Boston. We had one of their suits on dutv at HunGentcnnial Exhibition
ter's Camp at Philadelphia
ftown gray in service, but Is good
It
has
fur use yet.
'this suit is known as the 'Boat on
Snooting Suit,' In contradistinction no doubt, from
the garments which are manufactured mil west and al
Washington, each of which has a local demand ol us

Goociyears Pocket Gymnasium.
Sbo

Ever Devised

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

ter!"— Forest

and Stream

m

i

a,,-,

RODS,
for Trout and

.

,fnr Children

1.

BLACK BASS MODS

No.

.

J1.10.
ltlu.ll,

made

!lh."*L6o!

i

1

the Maine Woom-,
Lake Superior, Newport, Ciuti-

rondack!,

MANt'FACTnUKBS AS
Pint; Ureeoh-Londliig Guns, Fishing Tackle and
Sportsman's Goods of every description, iucluding
Tents iin.l Camping Ootuts.
The Holherton Flv Hod tor black bass and trout.
growth ash, lance wood and ham
Hand maue ul
boo. A sound reliable rod; every one tested. Price $S.

The

G.

M

Books made to hold
Hvde's imptovej fly holders.
James Florida gpoon, with extia hooks. The only
he Fo\ pment Breech-Loading gun.

mm

for the

money

f

lirvulviuc Curiridge

licit.

Ira A. Piiitie's Glass hall trap and Glass halls.

H.

I..

Leonards

Bplit

Unmhoo Bod..

Thnil rVorris' Grecrihort and Split Boinlinn Hods.
harn J. .M.Uridcs Standard Art llcial Flies.
Holborton's Black Bass dies for dialing with a
light rod.
«5ood'i»:>Iocen»iris. New styles with water-proof
tongue and bard soles.
Hart's Mletnl shell.

Kiev's Straw colored shells

per 100. !>Oots
Eaton's celebrated Rust Preventer and Lubricator.
Sportsmen will And the above worth trying afi
it is a great preventor of mst and leading; no mercury.

Thomson's and
SSprntl's English Dog Biscuits.
Boston Shooting and Fishing Suits. Ruhlier Goods.
Hart's and Leonard's new Click Reels a great, improvement, etc., etc.

new

Cntaloaurcontainintt hints on Fly Fishing. Shunting tin.l Camp,
in?, sporting skelehes ny Ran, ion: Shot.
P. O. Box 5.109.
Liberal discount CO the trade.

Bend

1)1 cts. for

Illustrated

Jelly

Good's Oil Tauued
Moccasins
3

price

list.

be3t thing ever

'Successor to Frank

worn by

,fc

P. <j
lieeinei, iOS

Go

Nassau

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KRIDEB,
Corner Second and Walnut

St».,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
tiuus, KIfles,ristols,an«l Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
-:--

id dapan.
dna In great varieties.—
-i::liea.

SPRATT'6 PATENT BOG BISCUITS.

t-l»

1S08.

"boston shooting suit,"

")

Mumford, Monroe

made by

Sole Agents for

reels, lines, leaders., tlv nooks etc..
l'otk for rods, Hit LBEUTo.N

,

JOU

amateur

I'll I

LA.

H.L
Manufacturer of

Thos. W. Sparks,

Fine Ply, Buss, Salmon and Trout Rods
Bamboo, o, run desired u
and Improved Li^ht Reels.
principal dealers m n ,hiug u

of Split

Shot and Bar Lead
1L\NTJPA0TUHER,
Office 1«1 » i»lni> St.. Philndolnriln
r

PANTALOONS.

L,

H. Abbey.

C.

If,

Islbiue.

Andrkw Cluhk.

Sold hv all
the Cnited S'

in!,

through-

t.

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO OitDKK.
No\23-t'

Banhoii, Maine.

Special.

be kept ready In stock, so
ornisb to order any Bize required, at a
will

48
35

we can
moment's notice.

fVIaiden Lane. {p. o. b.« 1291
hew york.
Liberty Street.
)

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
&
(Successors to

New

Andrew Clerk

York, London, and

Co.)

Redditch,

Importers, Manufacturers. Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING
Or

As a sportsman, wo give it our uiiqnnliiled eurjoreement, as combining 'he bed. points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necessities of the American service. It is a most admirablo

ICc.-rv

TACKLE

Description and Quality.

Wo

particularly call allelillou to our extensive as
sorlineni nl line foods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black llass plies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and nod 11, ruder; t'nttihunk antl Pasqtie Islnds
Bass Lines, Water proof llri»lded Silk Lioes. etc., etc.

and satisfactory contrivance In color, style, waterproof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel

Every eenninc II 1. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon. r,,ut. and Mass Rod is marked "11. L. Leon-\bhey ,t imbrie, sole agents." Beware
'1

DISTANCE NBED

of

I

for the Mcford Patent Celluloid Black
id Alkon lilacit is„ss itod.
propneiore

;

V

,-T MKASI'KK.

JillAM'llE,

111'
INMDI-:

SIDE SEAM

1'AN'IAI. io.n.s,

>

-.

1'

WAIST

-l.UI.YI-

IV-

|

.MENTION HEIGHT

AND WEIGHT.

G.W.

trout,
.

Thaddeus Norris,

THE PRICE HAS BEEN I'lXED AT $13, TO INCLUDE HAT Oli DOUIil.l? VISOItKD CAP. DETACHABLE 11AYEL0GK, ('OAT, VEST, AND

!'•

for

,-i.-

& BEEMER,

208 WESiT LOGAN SQUARE,

every respect.

PEHFECT

Beerner

febl.i-tm.

Nussati st.
Ferules and other materials furnished to
rod makers.

The design embraces the best points of the English
Suits, combined with the necessary requirements for American service. Particular altententiwn has been paid to color.
Each suit is water-proofed bv a new patent process.
The seams and pocket corners are securely fastened,
and nothing neglocUd to render the suit perfect in

A

&

Holherton
vicinity,

Of greenheart and rent and glued bamboo,

and French

I-'l.'OMA

N. Y.

New

has sent an order to Messrs. Simmons & Sou,
which will doubtless he followed by many others.''
Boston Paper.

that

co.,

New York and

iMORRIS' FLY RODS.

men

One hundred smts

Flies.

Medal and Diploma from Iniernalional fccbfbition
Philadelphia. 1876, decreed for exceedingly neat work
with solidity of cousltuction. A Hue assortment of
flies for irout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies caiefnlly sel. ctod for any
locality.
Goods promptly made to order from any
Address SAR\ .T. MoBRIDE,
pattern desired.

C.W. Simmons & Son.

ORDERINI
SLNDONI.Y Till: IV

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
nooks. Lines, Suits, Re to. Fly Boohs, Salmon Fliea,
Waterproofs!,:-; Lino. Silk and Hair Trout Lines, etc.
Lines. Also, a large
Taaid'.ii'

McBride
4,

ilret-clasf

In the Golden Huh (Rev, W. II. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic Lditor writes:
"We were showu, the other day, a new waler-proor
suit, specially adapted to spin tsnieu, designed and
made, np by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort, and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen hy us before.

HUTClllNGS.
Holherton

all

J
This new design of Waterproof Shootino Suit.
made rrom extra quality duck, .has attained ench
popularity as to be called for from all parts of the
country, and even from England.
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very mnch
like senmng -Coals to Newcastle,' hut the merits
of ihe "BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS'' have been
heard of in the O.d Country, and that land of sport*
I.

Bonds and hem. or',. Portable Boars

by

S.

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

AGENTS FOR

The dim

01 ITKUl uf.scriptwh.

EACH GARMENT DISTINCLY MARKED

HuiiolileeVCninp Stoves. Boudren's Patent Jack,

Nichols ami 1,,-levers Breech-Loaders. Baker'n
Three-Barrel Guns.
Rav's < oucetilrators.
Oirtm»r Powder

minium noons

dealers in

This gun

yet ottered to sports-

Dash and Fishing Lamps,

io* 6,1st;.

Founded July

Uoll nud nee the i«50 Gun.

men.

Goodyear Rubber Curler Co.,
697 Broadway, New York.

W. SIMMONS & SON,

Sold everywhere in the U.

.villi

trolling hail that will stand Florida tithing.
I

Boston Shooting Suit'
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

hunk, Pa- que Island, n
and. Bainegat. Ac.
Orders by mall will receive
careful and prompt attcuit.ui.

Boston, Mass.

lo $12.
Holhr-rron's celebrated Fly

the best

'

of Split B.inr-.oo (new tin
season).
Vom IL.fe's Rnhhc
Ste-I Pivot, Click and Salmon
Reels.
The celebrated 'Tiatikfo t" Reel, Ac. ),.,
ufacturers of '-Mullaly'o." Potent
The n
Bass Lini of Eki
lily.
Parties li<iea out for he" Adi-

102 Nassau Street, N. T.,

flies at full iciicih

Salmon u'ning.

THE FAMEB M'GINNIS

I.l.t.-Ko.l, for Chll-

~

.,

Six Strip Split; liamboo

(tracofal

office, schools,

i

Price

u

St., N.Y.

to the additions they have' made
iu their regular stock of Pine
Goods, comprising In part

w

of

distinguish any sportsman who visits their tlotuaiu
by his clothes. Tuev can till him 'by Ibo cot of Ills
1
jib, and the oideduca'ed birds (which
V
eat, hv tlie w.iv.) know exactly what, discat.-es to
heep from the rail shooters, the brant men. and the
chicken-killers respectively, to he safe. They have
so
beThis used not to he
•got them all dowu due.'
fore the waterproof Shooting suite were invented,
Bostonians, Hoosiers and Bucko, es all sloo'd the same
chance then. Bat now- it is— with a surill pipe lo leeward bv the old-weather cock— 'here comes a S'nimons; "cheese it!' or, -Ero's a 'Euniug— lie low!' or.
'Look oat for Hol.hird! Scatter! you beggars, scati

(SiiccessorsioJ.C.Conrov.t.

65 Fulton

Homa

fer

IMIESON,

BISStT &

Practice.
by men,
100,000 In
children.
Used standing, silting or

amen and

0oad.'j.

'<i

GONHOY,

CcmpUte Cysism

'.::::

& ttclde.

igteftiug

Boston, Mass.

W. yt'lNTAltD & CO.,
''

Is

tf

'

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED HATES.
KT-Iosoraucc to BterimiHon ONE HALF OF ONE

W.

made to order.
way exposed to

J V<

..I

.

Weight.

LADIES LE VTHKR VESTS A1VD

MOVABLE

THE

i

points

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Jackets,

and

Vest

Leather

Capt. R. \V. Lockwood.

a.

Manufactured by tho

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

wirVjD-jpxsoojF

R.

D»pt. Ingranm..
Capt B..«lrOW«1l.
The above steamers have been handsomely tk'eop for the convenience of passengers, and arc onri
vailed oiube coast. for

Safety, Speed

Paper and Metallic Shells

DRAKE.

Kl.

These are the new patent Decoys which come p ick
in nests, ^ixiiia box.
The grenlBsl improv/mneni
Price of
possible ou the old style of wood.-n Decoy.
the ducks, 812 per flOB.i price of 'he geese, J3 each.
G. W. SIMMONS ,v. SON, Oak Hall. Bosion. Mass.

CHAMPION,

ATV.ANTA.

(IF

Cant. M. S. Woodhult.

GULP STREAM.

Ml

c.l

Wednesday and Saturday
A.t 3 ©'©look P. M. From
30,

81'KlGTA.ITi.

CANVAS.
BLACK DUCK.
also WILD GEESE.

FLORIDA PORTS,

PIER

WHISTLER.
MALLARD.

Southwest

and the
AND THK

Sample

others. s"ii«11b are not. mailable.
Feb.'JS-ly.

COOT.

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

1

the. t-.elelllill.-d Winchester PalOIlI Braided Rods.
Sole Importers of Joseph Warrui's DrJO-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parlies lilted out with appropriate tackle for th
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adiroiidacks, etc., etc, Otders by mat! will receive (lie
personal attention of the firm.

of

Trolling
The

finest

Snlshed.

liltORljE E.
Refer to Dr.

Dr

,1

li.

jpflOtf,

and
made

U---eIs

Ask your

HAliT

W. W.

Romeyn,

Click Reels.
lieltt,

durable and

tlnely

dealer for them.

&

lo, Newark. N.J.

Ely, KocpCSter,
Keesvllle, N. Y.

N.Y,

antl

M

.

u

FOREST AND STREAM.

VICTORIOUS ITVVENTION.

A.

The

Turf Sports and Athletics.
METROPOLITAN RIOIM!

&

Third Ave., 63d

FRED.

J.

84th

ACADEMY,

St.,,

ENGELHAKUT,

TMa magnificent Temple of

Sport

is

now open

for

PRICE
No.

1—For

and

flailing

all

EXCELLENCY THE GOV-

ERNOR-G EiVERAL,

RECEPTION

No

GARDEN PARTY,
THE POOR OF
NEW BOBK CITY,

ADAM WATTEBS,
Wholesale and Retail

LIST:

game and animals

kinds of small

sent by mail

No.

J?OR BELIEF OF

50 cents
catching Miilt, Muskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
Fish. &c.
75 cents
.1,
or Rockv Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Pairhers, etc. Can be easily set by a boy, aud will stand a
strain of several hundred pounds.
Weigh I 10 to 15 lbs J10
sent charges paid to any address on receipt of price.

Tea Dealer, Grocer, Wine and Spirit Merchant

3— For

Ad

and 1 £2 John St.,
Quebec.

1 1

Auspices of

the

HIS

tages.

Comfortably healed and ventilated.
For time, terms and privileges, address, FRED J.
ENGELHARDT, Metropolitan Riding Academy,
Third Ave.. 63d and 64th sts., N. T.
NiiTiou.— The Coutral Park Biding School, Sales,
Exchange, Training and Boarding Stables, Seventh
Ave. and 5Slh St., continue under the same manage
men?..
Jaull^ly

Under

j^iqtwrs,

PURVEYOR TO

flat

Riding, Driving, Training,
Pedestrianism, Fencing, &c.
PERFECTBACE TEACH, ONE-EIGHTH MILE.

\VA8HI,\GTO,\

Claw.

it is immaterial how to place it. when set. It maybe bnried
in the ground, suspended from the limb of a tiee. o-. when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or oilier light material without in any way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bait of any description, aud. when set, no
Animal, Fish orBirdthat touches the bait can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or injure, its victims in the slightest degree,
nor need ihey be bandied to free tbem from the trap.

Thorough Horsemanship,

MARTHA

Eagle

An Ingenious device for the purpose of catching ail kinds of
Animals, Pish and Game.
'Hie easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with the
simplicity of removing the victim, are among its peculiar advan-

Second Ave.

Proprietsr.

instruction and practice.

{S~

:

ST JUHVri GCILD.

Chas,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND N1LSON HALL,
FEBRUARY 34, 1877.

480 Fulton
ulton

Goate,

L.

Brooklyn, N.
N Y.

St.,

P.O. BoxSH.

DECORATIONS
Rooms

or St.

YOUNG.
WILSON.

Designed bv H. B.

FLORIST,

\V\I\

Boxes and Tickets can

O.

uc pivieutedut the

BAIRD & HUSTON,

Committee

John's Guild, No. 42 East 14th street.

f .-Ill-it

Kensington Steam Engine Boiler Works & Ship Yards

NEW YORK AQ UAR1UM
THE Q REAT
Broadway and
35th

COGNAC

wanted.

AGrEJNTS

BEACH AND VIENNA STREETS, PHILADELPHIA,

St.

OPEN DAILY Pt.OM 9 A. M. TILL 10 P.M.
.SUNDAY'S EXCEPTED;.
THE WORLDS WONDERS EXPOSED TO VIEW
ASTONISHING AND REMARK -\RLE EXHIBITION of USHES AND A MPIIIUIUUS ANIMALS.
ONLY BEHEMOTH OF HOLY-WRIT IN THE
COUNTRY.
PROMENADE CONCERTS BY DODWORTH'S
CELEBRATED ORCHESTRA.
JeM

Offered for sale in bulk of the fallowing vintages-

1872, 1870,

And

Zoological Garden.

1870,

PAIRMOCNT PARR, PHILADELPHIA.

A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles. Admission, 85 cents;
janfi It
f hihUfH mi.l»r tyr^iyp in rpnt.

1858,

1865,

1835.

THE SPORTSMAN'S FAVORITE BRANDY, BY

Opan ivcrydav.

IfaA^iland Ac
45 Barclay

^h\stwmmts.

Jihtsicitl

1SG8, 1804, 1803, 1800, 1858,
1855, 1S40, 1885.

in cases containing either 12 bottles. 2-1 pint
flasks, or 13 half-pint flasks, very suitable
for Hunting or Excursion Parties, of
the following vintages:

Co.,

Street.

The vintage is brand, don the casks, cases and
All good; delivered only from U. S. bonded
warehouses.

Highest Honors

cento,

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S FAIR,

1876!

DWYEK,

T. N.

Agent.

jan!8

ORGANS

SHONINCER

Builders

Fast Steain

of"

Sportsmen's <§oo&%.

Yachti-t.

CENTENNIAL MEDAL AND AWARD FOR STEAM YACHT

THK
First

(PATENTED).
Shooting Garments,

(.'lass

Speeds 16 to 20 Miles Per Jlonr.

JAMES BAIRD,

R.

In

Send

M HUSTON,

SHOOTING COAT,

'7(5

"MK1KO

great variety,

for Circular.

HEWNING,

fJ(EO. 0.
110 .Se"entb street.

r

SAMUEL. HOLMES, «nm Ship Builder).

Washington City.

BUILDERS OP FAMOUS STEAM YACHTS. CONTINENTAL, FIREFLY. MINEOLA. &C.
Does

Meerschaum and

not.

bite tDe tongue

For
I
Cigarettes of Vanity
Crgaret.es. Our
Pair and those of Perique mixture'are of the best materials, aud as film as
can be produced. Only the best French Cigarette Paper is used, which is free
ms substances. Highest award, Vienna, 1S7J, aud Centennial, 1370. Samples,
e unsurpassed, and the only brands receiving the

u>

A cigarette that quite takes the place of a cigar at one-tenth the cost. Unlike any ever before offered; a
mixture of the finest Perique and Vanity Fair. Supplied with mouthpiece to avoid direct colli act of the
tobacco wilh the mucous lining of the cheess and the teeth, while the entire quantity of ioomcco Is consumed.
Elegantly and conveniently packed in tin foil. Highest Centennial Award. Samples by mail. IS cents.
Aek your dealer for our gooos.
g.

C N A IN I MO USLY

Elm

St.,

Boston, Maes.

most approved

Work

ef-

style.

OUNS BORED FOR 0L06E AND HARD
SHOOTING.
Dccll-ly,

OPTI

& CO.,

KIMBALL

Peerless Tobacco Works.

PRO N O U N (JED

24

All kinds of Breech-Loading
fected in the

j*j*ijh::r,i<^tjih:.

«)I.

MORTIMER & KIRKWOOD,
Gun and Riile Maliers,

V s

Rochester. N, V.

AS THE

Best Instruments,

ATTENTION,

Tholi

Judge!

ORGAN

CO.'S exhibit an
"The B. SHONIXGER
the brut Imurunifius. at a price rendering Hum possible to a large ti-s ul purchasers, having a combination of Reeds and Bells, producing novel and pleasing effects, containing many desirable improvements,
will stiud longer m dry or damp climate, less liable

We

liaye the

"best

Imitation

WATCH SPECULATORS!
Gold Watcb in the Market

AND HAMMER.

r

For both paper and meiollic shells. A pocket instrument; it n quires no bench or table for its use, but I

Trading Purposes.

for

The metal is a composition o
other metals, so closely resembling
gold that the best judges find i

Sen
efficient in camp, boat or stand.
Price, $8.
State whether Tor
free by mall on receipt of price.
No. 10 or No. 12 gauge. Libera! discount to ihe trade.
Gar.6 and Pis
v
Nov. 8 eotv 6mos
18 Wiu-reu street.

ONION & CORNWALL,

-

N

to get. out of order, all the. Imauls heme made tlneeplv, put together bo it is iavposslrjle for them toeither
shrink, swell or split."

$0!l(it(Q,

THE ONLY ORGANS

AWARDED

I'HiS RANK.
This Medal and Award was granted after the most
severe competition of the best makers, before one of
l„e most competent juries ever assembled.
New styles aud prices just issued, which are in ac
for the
eordancc with our rule, the BEST

CAN MOVEMENT.
I)

I

A

SI N K

RTJSHTON'3

CHRONOMETER

I..

BALANCE. BEAU! [FULLY
ENGRAVE!) OR ENGINE

TURNED

ORGAN

HlN'l

:

w atc'h "f H AT

1

col'Ib"

COSTS FROM and$150
trades
TO $200.
readily, for from $t)0 to $100, and
It sells

Organ

Co.,
X5. Shoniwer<&i»
97 to 128 Ciiestn.nl street
NKW HAVEN. CONN.

if you wish r

mike

Owing

t.

Ibis.

.

enabled to reduce the price of them
to

$12

EACH WITH AM ELE-

HUNTING

& PLEASURE

BOATS.

Combine BEAUTY. STRENGTH and STEADINESS. The LIGHTEST spotting boat in the world.
Weight, 25 pounds and upward. Will carry two lo
Cedar siding, oak keel,
foar persons and baegaee.
Also CANOES, weight
stems, etc. (do not r. IJ up).
J. H. EUSHTON, Manutactarer, Can-

«pontd»
ton, St.

Lawrence County, N. Y

Sep9

tin

GANT CHAIN ATTACHED.

mki

They

used on

are

Railroads,

Fenner's

Portable Boat.

ind other plae

Z MOLLErVs^r,

s!«"sf!u: l

wT

, ,'le.V.

re
'

.

Mail or Exi
to any part cf

the

MOLLER'8 NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL
pronounced by most distiu2ttished medical authorities uf America and Europe to be the very best.
Its
superiority is evident from the great estimation in
which It is held by New York physicians generally.
Prize* from all the great International Exhibitions,
Including the Centennial, testify convincingly as to
its merits.
Is

For
Agents,

sale

by

all

Druggists

W. H. SCHLBFF.EiLIN & CO
Dec31-Sm.

by

Cm

hui the
customer desires and remits S3 on
account. These Elegant CHAINS
weigh about fifty pe
.

O.

Ii.

v.

and the san
would cost $100. We sell these
it Registered Package, post-paid,
-

it

$11

each.

But we

'ost-Office in the

WE

sell

the

Watch aud Chain

United States.

for $12, sent

by
*

Mad

in

_

**

SELL THE WATCH WITHOUT THE CHAIN FOR TEN DOLLARS.,
J. BRIDE
769 Broadway, N7Y.
CO., 767

&

&

In ordering please name this paper,

FOR

SPORTSMEN, TOURISTS, AND

surveyors. For fl.-hing. fail shooting and for
Light, etiosj
svinter sport in the South.
Compact to curry, easily end quickly set
noiseless.
up. Shown at D. 4, 31. Machinery Hall, Philadelphia.
8end for circular and prices to
V»»»l,; River Ct
C A
Can be seen at Hoiherton & lieemer's, 102 Nassau

PKNNKF

treet.

New Vork

«-u-o«

tin.

New York Mailing Agency.
and

with latest improved NewHpaper Folding
rumling llanbm;s. lBSpiu.ee St,.ith doul from
Tribune Buildings. J AilES BEADY, Maaager and
Proprietor. Open day and night.

NEW

Terms, Four Dollar* a Yei
Ten Cents a Copy.

YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH

For Forest and Stream.

THE "EASTERN SHORE."
rTTHKRE'8 a quaint little cot, near tbe Elk's quiet
JL It la perched on the top of a hill;

stream,

My

thoughts of time passed there, came back like a dream,
Yet a dream that recalls nothing ill,

There's the

meadow

grass, fragrant

and green,

Which hides the young covey, and old mother
The brake, where the woodcock are seen,

And

the hermit-thrush's song

may be

bird;

heard.

Then there's the ducking point, nnder the willows,
Tbe cabin, quite bid by tbe trees.
The glassy cove, out of reach of the billows,

And

the wreck, with its jagged

oak knees.

Oh, The health-giving breezes, across that hillside.
Through the old swaying branches, so high in the air,
The gay boating parties, adrift on the tide,
All bring sweet recollection of days free from care.
J.

1,

young

trees grow rapidly in the natural soil and present a
healthy and vigorous appearance, and what is most remarkable, passed through all the cold snaps we have had
the past winter without injury, while young and old trees
were seriously damaged as far east as Indian river, and as
far south as Tarnpa Bay.
We have also several full-grown
bearing trees at the Navy- Yard which are entirely exposed
to the north wind, and which sustained no perceptible
damage. Why they were so favored is a subject of much
speculation with the sage philosophers who advance many
theories, the most popular of which is that the large and
numerous bodies of water encircling us on the north and
our close proximity to the Gulf on the south, tempers and
moderates the cold dry winds in the winter season. It is
also a popular belief with many here, that orange groves
hi this section of the State will succeed best when reared

from the seed instead of transplanting young trees from
foreign soil; that is to say, the tree, to be hardy, must be

W.

H.

For Forest and Ulream.

made native to the soil and climate in its germination.
The sportsman and tourist in search of health or pleasure can obtain

fest ^loridn.

first

class

board at private houses in Pensa-

Navy- Yard, for $25 to $80 per month,
and for a trifle more at the leading hotels. Fishing, hunting, or excursion parties, can at all times secure small
cola, or here at the

HER CLIMATE,

SOIL, BATS,
RIVERS, LAGOONS, BAYOUS,
CHEEKS, GAME, PISH, OYSTERS AND OTHER ATTRACTIONS—
THE CITY OF PENSACOLA, AND THE GREAT HUNTER OF
LONG AGO.

steamers or sailing craft, suited to their purposes, at very
reasonable rates. By a well devised system of quarantine
regulations, inaugurated by commander John F. McGlensey, U. S. N. while in command of the Navy -Yard here and
the present able and energetic Mayor of Pensocola, Hon.
J. P. Jones, that city and the Navy-Yard are now as secure against the introduction of yellow fever as any port
in the United States, and since which time, no city in the
South has advanced more rapidly in material development
and prosperity than Pensacola. With her city government, railroad and commercial interests in the bauds of
able and experienced men, she could not do otherwise than
go ahead. More vessels, first class, foieign and domestic,
visit this city annualy, than any other cily of its size in the
world, and the yellow pine timber and lumber business is
immense, amounting to several millions annually. Several
cargoes of cotton have been shipped direct to Europe from
this port the present season, and by proper effort on the
part of our leading business men, Pensacola may be made
the grand outlet for the entire cotton crop of West Florida
and Alabama, besides drawing much of the staple from
Louisiana and Georgia. With 24 feet water on her bar, a
splendid land-locked harbor, the most magnificent bay
in America, backed by an interior country with abundant
sources of wealth, Pensacola, with all these advantages, is bound to become one o( the leading commercial cities of the South. She has now a thrifty population of 7,000, and, speaking generally of this section, I
do not exaggerate when I say that West Florida^has mines
of wealth, yet undeveloped, amply sufficient to enrich half
,

ASand Stream
it is

not altogether foreign to the mission of theFoBEST

hunt up and locate new fields for the
occupation of the northern and western sportsman, and observing also frequent notices of East and South Florida in
your valuable journal, I have thought that perhaps something with reference to the attractions and advantages of
this section of the State which, apparently, are little known
to the sportsman and tourist from the North and West,
might be of interest, to some of your readers.

By reference

to

to the

map you

will

see

that

Escambia

county forms the extreme western extension or boundary
of Florida, and with her numerous and magnificent rivers,
bays, lagoons, and bayous, and the most flourishing and
important commercial city in the State (Pensacola) and the
pet Navy-Yard of the South, appear to occupy an obscure
corner somewhere in the wide world. To the peculiar
geographical location, as much as to any other cause, may
perhaps be attributed the fact that we have been so long
overlooked by the many thousands who visit Florida annually in search of health and pleasure, but now, since the
tide of immigration is flooding all South, East, and Middle
Florida, it is time that we of the West should wake up and
let people know, that notwithstanding the isolated position
given us on the map, we have railroad, steamboat and sail
communication "with all the world and the balance of
mankind," and that sportsmen, tourists and immigrants
from the great northern and western centers can visit us in
less time and with less expense than is required to reach
the extreme eastern and southern portions of Florida, and
that as lo health, climate and soil adapted to orange culture, game, fish, oysters, fotests, streams, and all other
beauties of nature, we yield nothing to any section of the
southern country.
To enumerate a few of the advantages which we can
offer the sportsman, tourist, or immigrant in search of a
pleasant home, I will state first that we have more shell
hammocks and other beautiful and valuable locations for
homes and orange groves on the Perdido, Black Water,
Escambia, East Bay, a«d Choctawhatchee rivers, and on
Palmetto, Soldier, St. Johns, and Stone Quarry creeks, on
the Grand Lagoon, Bear and Deer Points, and on Bayous
Grande, Checo, Texar, Marquis, Garcon and Tarkill, all
within a few hour's sail of Pensacola and the Navy-Yard,
than can be found anywhere else in the world in the same
space and extent of territory. These innumerable locations
are all bounded by beautiful water courses, abundantly
supplied with oysters and fish of every description, and
can he purchased for a mere fraction in comparison with
the prices now paid for similar locations in East and South
Florida, and what is better still, are entirely exempt from
that type of Indigenous chill and fever so prevalent in
some sections of the State, and which is so much dreaded
by the new and unacclimated settler.
Until recently very little attention has been given to the
orange culture in this section of Florida, but enough is
now known of our climate and soil in this respect to warrant the venture.
We have three nurseries of young
orange trees now in operation within a short distance of
Pensacola and one within a mile of the Navy- Yard
The
;

and enterprising men.
So much for business prospects of this portion of Florida,
and now, if the Forest and Stream will indulge me, I will
change the "subject of my narrative" and give the readers
a brief account of one of the most remarkable hunters of
our country, who spent seventy years of his life on the
streams and in the shell hammocks and pine forests of
West Florida, and whose "headquarters"— a little log
cabin stood on the summit of a high elevation, now
known as "Red Bluff," on the Grand lagoon, five miles
west of the Navy-Yard. This old hunter was a half-breed,
a mixture of Indian and Spaniard; the Indian in many TeHis "exploits by flood and field,"
spects, predominating.
if faithfully related by a skillful narrator, would give your
readers some idea of the fi3h and game qualities cf this
section of Florida, and place his name high up on the roll
He claimed to be
of distinguished hunters and sportsmen.
allied to the old tribe of Indians who first occupied East
and South Florida, and "sported," from individual choice,
the singular, and no doubt to him euphonious, name of
"Billy Buckhorn." His early life was spent in the wilds
of East and South Florida, and he was perfectly familiar
with the best fishing and hunting grounds from the Everglades, in South Florida, to the western extremity of the
By his skill and success in fishing and hunting, he
State.
accumulated a snug little fortune, but his love of sport,
impelled, no doubt, by force of habit, lead him almost
daily many miles away from his home, and within a radius
of one hundred miles of his cabin, he had many favorHis camping grounds were always
ite camping places.
selected and located near some beautiful "spring-head," or
running branch of Bparkling water, of which this country
abounds. His fayorite hunting grounds for bear and deer
a million of intelligent

—

'

1877.
on the Alabama side of Perdido Bay, about 12 miles
west of this place. He frequently hunted, with great success, on Santa Rosa Island and on what is now known as
the Live Oak Naval Reservation, six miles cast of the Navy
Yard. This "reservation" is a dense hammock of several
hundred acres and is reserved by the United States Government for timber purposes. No one is allowed to live on
this vast track of land, which forms a sort of peninsula,
and being connected with the main land, is not only the
lie

home, but the paradise of the deer, turkey, squirrel, 'pos
other wild game, to this day. His mode of huntimmediate vicinity of his home, was somewhat
novel aud peculiarly his own, and was adopted, he insisted,
for the reason that nothing would drive deer or turkey
away from their old range so effectually as would hunting
them with dogs. When he started out for a short hunt
and wanted to make sure of his game, he would take either
his trained deer or turkey for the purpose.
He had also
a trained dog, of the common cur breed, who was taught
never to bark except on trail of wounded game, but by certain brisk movements of the tail, gave warning of the
presence of game. If in the pursuit of deer, "uncle Buck,"
as he was called by the first settler of this Action, was accompanied by his cur and trained doe, ant when hot scent
was discovered by the dog, all came to a halt. The uoe
was then sent forward to scamper over and scour the
woods in ever direction, wT hile the hunter and dog found
the nearest hiding place. If a wild deer was anywhere
near, the lapse of a brief time was only necessary to bring

sum and

ing, in the

the coveted

By

game within easy range

of

his unerring

ritle.

was disby the wild native of the woods, she would
speedily retcrn to where the hunter was concealed, closely
pursued by the wild deer, and uncle Buck had only to
make his selection, if more than one, and then for the
nearest cut home.
In this way a great many deer were
killed within a few rods of his cabin.
And so, if turkey
hunting, he would take his trained turkey usually a young
hen and when fresh sign was discovered or the turkeys
seen at a distance, he would stop suddenly, select an open
instinct or training, the instant the t.tmc deer

covered

—

—

space, tasten his turkey with a small cord to a stake made
for the purpose, and conceal himself near by.
When left
alone the tame turkey would exhibit signs of distress and

commence "yelping"
shame all inventors of

in a manner which would put to
the modern patent callers.
By this
device and employment of the "genuine article," uncle
Buck was soon gratified with a shot which filled his bag
and satisfied his cravings for the lime being.
About one mile north of Red Bluff, the site of the old
hunter's home, on the Grand Lagoon, is an immense hammock, 12 miles long, running parallel with the Lagoon,
east and west, to Perdido Bay.
This hammock, besides
being the native home of bear, deer, turkey, squirrel,
and
coon,
is
'possum
the favorite roosting place for all the
wild turkeys for miles around, and which, from undo
Buck's day to the present time, fly across to the Lagoon
beach at the crack of day in search of shell, coarse gravel
and whatever else in the nature of food that may have been
washed ashore during the night, and to bag one or more of
these elegant birds almost any morning, the hunter must
be an early riser in order to tecure a good position commanding a long teach of sand beach before the turkey
thinks of quitting his roost in the neighboring hammock.
„ During the prime years of his life, our old hunter made
several visits to the scene3 and hunting grounds of hi3
boyhood, in East and South Florida, but as often returned
to reassert his claims to West Florida, declaring that he
would not exchange the fishing and hunting grounds along
the west coast and the shell hammocks of our rivers, bays,

lagoons and bayous, for any country he had ever seen,
Uncle Buck, although spending half his life on the water,
and ducking, was no part of a sailor. He always
used a small canoe or "dug-out," and a short, light paddle,
served the double purpose of rudder aud propeller. His
sporting operations in the line of fishing and ducking were
confined to or near the shore. He could never be induced to commit his frail vessel to the fickle breeze or
treacherous wave, and whenever he had an occasion to cross
from shore to shore, would seek the narrow passes and
wait for placid waters. Uncle Buck had no particular or
favorite fishing or hunting grounds for small game. W hen
not off on a general camp hunt in the hammocks and pine
forests, he might be found on the Grand Lagoon or on any
one of our numerous livers, hikes, bayous and creeks.
Our rivers, bays, lagoons, bayous, and creeks, are all con
uected by water, and can safely be visited in small craft
fishing

and abound with

all

kinds of

salt

and fresh water

fish

FOREST AND STREAM.
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•while the islands,

peninsulas and shell hammocks, which

and form their boundaries, are alive with
kinds, and furnish the hunter a most delightful
All aloug our
field in which to gratify his love of sport.
water courses bear, deer, and turkeys are quite numerous,
divide, intersect,

game

of

all

and can easily be killed still-hunting, fire-hunting at night,
or by driving with dogs. Uncle Buck excelled as a "still"
and "fire" hunter, and although the most skillful and successful hunter of his duy, never exposed his game for sale on
market centers. He would carry it on his back from door
to door until disposed of, and then he would seek the

nearest shop or store, purchase his supplies of whiskey, tobacco, ammunition, &c, and then off to the woods again
like the wind, without saying good bye to anyone. He
never sought new acquaintances nor cultivated intimate

His

friendships, but lived almost entirely to himself.
greatest pleasure and happiness was found in the solitude
of the wild woods or his lonely cabin, and if any man ever
lived aud died in close communion with nature, unadorned
by the arts and sciences of civilization, he certainly was

He was truly an eccentric man. Reticent and
morose by nature, yet he had his lively moods, and at such
times would relate a deer hunt or bear chase iu a manner
that would thrill and interest the most daring aud experenced hunter among your readers. He .was never known to
have but one intimate friend and companion, an old
Frenchman, who for many long years shared with him the
This old Frenchman was suphospitalities of his cabin.

that man.

posed to have belonged to the tribe of buccaneers who infested this coast many years ago and whose favorite rendezvous waB in Perdido Bay. He spent most of his time
fishing and hunting, confining his operations exclusively
to the Lagoon. Why these two strange men should select
this Lagoon for a home and base of operations, can be
easily understood when we take into consideration the fact
that, iu addition to its many other attractions, it furnishes
for nine months in the year, aud good

good shooting

Tim beautiful sheet
year round.
all
the
of water is ten miles long and from one to two
miles wide, lies parallel with the Gulf, east and west,
and has its mouth or outlet near the entrance to the harbor.
It is divided from the Gulf by a narrow strip of land, runfishing

Its supply of
crabs and scollops, is inexhaustible. It supplies the
Yard, and
Navythe
and
towns of Woolaey, Warrington,
often supports huudreds of common laborers and their
families when sot employed in the Yard. Redflsh, red
and black snapper, speckled trout aud flounders can he
taken with hook aud line at all seasons of the year, and

ning from For* MacRae to Perdido Bay.
fi3h,

in the fail and winter seasons, it literally swarms with
great schools of roe mullet which are easily taken with
cast nets. "Jacking" at night, is a favorite sport with
many fishermen here, and a boat's load of sheepshead and
other choice fish can be taken in this way by au expert in

This Lagoon also furnishes

a very short time.

fine

duck

shooting all the year. The summer or wood duck remains
here the entire year, and in the fall and winter it is visited
by great numbers of mallard or English duck, red-heads,
blackwing leal, wood duck, large crested, widgeon or bald
nead, bull heads, sawbill, black duck, gadwad, and the wild
goose and swan. Li the spring we have the sprig-tail or

spoon bill or shoveler and the blackwing teal. The
come in great clouds and linger here until late in
May. They usually feed iu shallow water aloug the shore,
aud are often fouud in great numbers on the beach, which
pin-tail,

latter

and rapacious gunner a capital chance
to slaughter them by the wholesale. 1 have seen as many
as forty killed on the beach by a single discharge from an
old smooth-bored musket heavily charged with No. 5 shot.
This is the favorite spring duck here and is much sought
after by the hotel and saloon keepers, and is also highly
prized by Navy and Aimy officers. Besides the fish and
game attractions there is a beautiful boiling spring of pure
affords the stealthy

fresh water gushing out at the foot of Red Bluff, ou this
Lagoon, fifty feet below the top of the hill. The waier
from this spring is delightfully cool, and is as clear and
transparent as a crystal, aud will sweat a glas3 in July or
August iu a very lew seconds. This bluff is one of the
best locations in Florida for either a winter or

summer

re-

It cau be reached by sail in two hours from Pensacola and in one hour from the Navy- Yard. There is also
a good land route leading to it from Pensaeola and the
Navy- Yard. It is so situated as to command a fine view
of the entire Lagoon, the entrance to the harbor of Pensaeola and furnishes a spleudid view of the Gulf as far as
sort.

the eye can reach. Iu the summer season it is fanned by
every breeze from the east, south and west, and in the
winter it iB completely sheltered and protected from the
cold winds by high hills, dense hammocks and pine forests
the north. Of all the favored spots in Florida this
Bluff would be my choice of either a winter or summer
\Vithin sight of the Bluff are three beautiful fresh
water lakes, filled with trout or black bass, bream, large
red-breasted fellows, and speckled perch, a very hue flsh,

on

hotel.

meat fine grained and very white and weighs from half to
two pounds. Right here is a big fortune aud a delightful
home for auy euterprising gentleman with means wliu believes in printer's ink and who desires to embark in the
hotel and limber business or the manufacture of turpentine,
pitch, rosin, tar or other naval stores.

has visited Red Bluff, on the
charmed aud carried away with
its many attractions aud surroundings that I become oblivious to everything else when thinking of it, aud you will
pardon me for having dropped uucie Buck so ofteu in the
tourse of my rambUuga, If you will excuse my many

Like every one else

Grand Lagoon,

i

am

who

so

digressions I will resume and give you what remains to be
told of uncle Buck, for whose traditional history I am in-

debted to an old Spanish citizen here whose, father knew
the great, hunter well.
At the ripe old age of 03, nearly a
century ago, uncle Buck was suddenly stricken with paralysis, and oil a bright spring morning, when the birds were
all ;out singing joyfully, laid down on his cot to die.
On the second day of his illness, the great woodsman closed
his eyes to Red Bluff aud its beautiful sunouudings forever,
and gave up the spot where he had lived so long and which
he loved so well. His great spirit released, took its flight
to the far off hunting grounds, where his remains were
taken by his old friend and companion to Santa Rosa
Island and buried near the beach, at the foot of a tall,
majestic pine which still stands towering high in the air, a
fitting aud enduring monument to the great hunter who

and where the wild and restless waves
whose roar often lulled him into repose while
living, still wash the beautiful white sands at his feet, and
unceasingly murmurs a sad aud melancholy requiem to
his memory.
AV. W. M.
sleeps at

its

base,

of old ocean,

»

T
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PERHAPS

no other State in the Union, and certainly
it, affords as good and
varied shooting as Louisiana. One can find deer within
twenty-five miles of New Orleans, wild turkey, woodcock,
rail (Sum), snipe, curlew, rabbit, besides every variety of
water fowl. The sportsman here, though, wheu he desires
State in the eastern part of

go for a short stay will -generally confine himself to
ducks, and wind and weather being favorable, after an
absence of twenty-four hours, a good hunter may return
with fifty or even seventy-five.
The hunting resorts are numerous inasmuch as the State
By the
is cut up by many passes and innumerable bayous.
to

of November, or a little later, ducks come in abundand then the old Creoles, unable to resist the smell
and sight of game, clean their guns, practice their dogs
and make ready for their favorite pastime la cliasse.

first

ance,

me

introduce as a parenthetical clause the
go hunting with a Creole make up
is a better shot than you are or you
The Louisiana Creoles are
wilt lcatn the fact very soon.
with but very few exceptions elegant shots. They are all
taught the use of a gun wheu boys, and learn to handle

Aud

here

fact that

let

if

your mind

you

first

start to

that he

oue with grace and skill. Our observation is that the average shot here in Louisiana surpasses the average shot of
the Eastern States.
But to revert to our heading we will endeavor to give an
account of a duck hunt and its attending circumstances.
Bear in mind the fact that Sunday is the hunting day here,
being a Roman Cathoiic community aud not inconsistent
with their belief to seek pleasure on the Sabbath.
My friend and I agreed to try our luck and finally determined to go to the Chef Menteur (chief liar). The Chef
Mcnteur is a stream of salt water running from Lake
Borgne to Lake Ponchatrain through the eastern strip of
Its width is about 185 feet, and on
the Parish of Orleans.
its banks grow a quantity of reeds about four or five feet
high; no elevation of soil, nothing but the same low praiBut one tree flourishes,
rie land for miles and miles.
namely, the genuine live oak. The Mobile Railroad is
land,
the
rails being laid on a
this
low
built through all
continuous frame work. We left New Orleans Saturday
evening at five o'clock and found ourselves iu the midst of
In ten minat least one hundred and fifty other hunters.
utes after the car started we merged into the awful swamp
old
of
full
logs aud
water
Stagnant
Louisiana.
lands of
dead grass, interspersed here and there by a splendid
gently
in the
which
waved
moss
grey
laden with silver
For sixty-five mintwilight, was all we saw to criticise.
now
we
felt
the
utes the monotony was unrelieved, but
train slacken its pace preparatory to crossing the stream.
This is the "Chef," said my friend, and in a moment we
saw the blue water and heard the familiar sound of a train
crossing a bridge. Immediately upon our arrival on the
opposite; side we jumped off with perhaps forty others.
We crossed a bayou tweuty-five feet wide running parallel
with the railroad track, and were confronted by a house
designated by a large aud gaudily-paiuted sign "Banditti
Cave." We entered aud met the proprietor, "Nick" by
name. Nick is indeed a fit man to be proprietor of a
hotel with such a name. He is a very tall man, broadit

me

shouldered, with high cheek bones and sinister expression;
that he is
a miserable, surly brute who seems not to know
dependent upon gentlemen for his living. Nick is an
as the
Spanish
and
French
English,
speaks
but
American,
necessity may be. No one knows his surname nor his
for
no
laws,
cares
by
unbouud
man,
history. He is a free
one, aud is apparently content to live the life he does.

Maybe Nick

is

more fortunate than we
Nick is less to be

are

to troubles— per chance

who

are subject

pitied!

from him a berth for the night, and after
laying aside our trappings went out to take a survey.
"Banditti Cave" is fronting the railroad aud the bayou
mentioned, while on its right and at right angles to the
bayou is the "Chef," and into which said bayou empties.
posts
Nick's hotel— if it can be called a hotel— is built ou

We secured

swamp, is a two-story wl
made the acquainthouse, in size about 30x20 feet.
aud conversed until 11 o'clock
sportsmen
ance of our fellow
The air waa bracing, so we fouud the fire in
at night.
talked of dogs aud
NiclJs house very comfortable.
gun,
guns. Naturally the Creoles tiro partial to a French

eight feet above the

it

made by Bernard,

was

finally decided that a breech loader, with barat St. Etierine, France, is the best
I disagreed with the gentlemen and maintained
that the Purdy gun of England is the best. I am still of

in use.

that opinion.

We made our decoys ready and weut to bed. Soon all
were asleep except myself. " Nick had left ?. lantern burning dimly, and several times I sat up and looked around at
the picture. Four dogs were lying clown before the stove,
and in the various corners of the room were game bags,
fishing rods, guns, etc., etc.
Nothing but huuting utensils.
Soliloquizing may be pleasant, but with a heavy snorer
above me and a very emphatic breather on my right, I
seemed io forget the characteristic picture presented me,
and before I knew where I was I joined the chorus, and
snored.

My companion started suddenly and called me. I awoke
aud asked what time it was. Nick hearing voices rolled
out of his berth in a semi-torpid condition, and by the
lantern opened an enormous brass watch to find it was half
past two. Up we got and made ready.
Nick in the meanwhile started afire and cooked breakfast.
It was really cold out.
W e got our pirogues ready, and
two colored men were on hand to paddle us. A pirogue is
simply a little dugout capable of holdiug ouly two, and
r
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and
rels

We

We

canoe very easily overturned. We put the decoys
which were hauled up on the shore, and
our guns down. We then took our breakfast at 3
o'clock in the morning. The board at "Banditti Cave"
did not groan under the weight of good things, hut it held
for us a substantial breakfast of coffee, ducks aud eggs.

like a

in the pirogues,
laid

Oar pirogues were shoved

we saw where

to step.

off,

and by the aid of a lantern
now," said my man,

"Ik: careful,

"or the piiogue will upset." "All light uow?" said I, as I
stepped in and took my Feat. "Are you ready Joer" I
"lam," said he, and we paddled
shouted to my friend,
down the "Chef" iu darkness. We passed beneath the
bridge, rounded a bend, and soon the memory of Nick,
"Banditti Cave" and their paraphernalia was superseded
by an uncommon anxiety to keep warm and shoot duuks.
Our paddlers kept, their pirogues near to oue another, aud
silently we moved ou, nothing making the slightest sound
save the splash of the water as our paddles went in.
After having proceeded tor a distance of two miles or
more we came to a bayou and turned in. It was hardly
wide enough for two, so my companion and Mb man shot
ahead and led the way. The hour was about quarter of
Ou we went,
four, aud we still had four miles to go.
anon a duck (lying up right in front, but too dark to shoot.
Now we came to a junction of two bayous again, und we
determined to separate, and did so. Soon weheardauo.se
in the distance and knew we were drawing uear to the
lagoon. A few more curves and by quarter to live we entered a "Louisiana duck's nest." The lagoon -was fully
thirty feet iu diameter, aud circular or nearly so.
We placed our decoys in the centre and paddled across
to the further side. We then drew up the pirogue, and
drew over it and us all the^veeds we could. By 5 o'clock
we were scaled down in the pirogue awaiting daylight and
ducks. It was exceedingly cold, but the hope of good
sport was quite sufficient to make us willing to endure it.
Quauk! uuauk! quauk! a short pause, then quauk! and
We expected
the Happing of hundreds or wings.
flock rise, but were disappointed, as the turds evidently
were disinclined to move. It was very dark— so dark thaL
we could not see our decoys even. However, iu a few
minutes the stars seemed to dim and we heard the ducks,
but saw none. Finally I turned to my paddler aud remarked that as yet not a duck had eulered the lagoon.
Almost immedi"Just- you bold on," said he, aud I did.
ately two large l'reuch ducks sailed over the lagoon aud
1 stood up, but for the life of me
lit near to 'he decoys.
could not distinguish them as the shadow
I was utposite fell over them and darkened hem greatly.
They remained for ten minutes, wheu
terly disgusted.
with
a
whiz,
and as
they
rose
quauk
inevitable
with the
i

I

my Reillygun broke, the silence
and opened the day's sport by killing as

they did so ihe report of
of the

morning

air

tinea duck as is eaten,
1 quickly withdrew the old cartridge and was pulling a
fresh oue iu when Victor, my paddler, ejaculated Ihe words
stoop quick! I stooped and saw coming a magnificent
They seemed to halt, though, in the distance, aud
flock.
then veered to one side and easily escaped our gun shot.
The light was uow bright enough to enable us to see
tolerable well, but the hunting was not promising as the
ducks remained iu the prairie owing to the moderation of
the weather. Indeed', when the sun rose the air became
very much warmer, and the biuls flew in twos or threes
aud seemingly avoided us then. We observed two coming

and were ready for them, hut suddenly oue fell and the reguu was simultaneously heard. We knew that
my companion was near so we shouted to hitu: Hallo!

port of a

cried a voiee
cried Victor.

we recognized. "Any luck over there''"
"One shot aud one duck," was the pointed

Wc

remained for a while and killed a lew, but
"Move on
1 determined to move.
of D
to Lagoon Catherine," I shouted at the top
launched
our
We
follow."
will
"Go on and we
picked up the decoys aud Ihe ducks killed, aud mi
towards the famous Lugoon Catherine. The suu was now
answer.

the birds flew so poorly

and enabled me to see what the place looked like
We were gping through a bayou ten feet
As we
Wide, and surrounded on either side by prairies.
would round u slight bend a couple of ducks would ns«
pudo'clock
we
seven
DOW. By
and we mwell up

by daylight.

-
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died im.o a lagoon black with ducks and poulead'eau (marsh

quauk. They all rose and
flew the moment they saw us.
We followed them for a
Acsbort distance, and then determined to make a blind.
Whirr! whirr! splash,

cordingly

we

did as

arid a

we had done before,

pull

up the pirogue

and concealed ourselves. My companion snon followed
and ovule his stopping place about an eighth. of mile below
rhe,so we succeeded in knocking many over. What he missed
1 generally killed; or rather vtt>6 vena, as he was a much
liner wing shot than I.
A little strip of ground clear and moist jutted out from
a point some little distance off, and a curlew (genus matrig himself greatly with picking up little
morcels.
"Victor," said L to my man, "do you think your
gun can carry far enough to kill that bird?" "No sir,"
said he, "no gun can."
"I will try mine and you watch
his head." 1 aimed, and heard him utter the word foolishnets, but 'twas too late.
The curlew gave a skip, my gun
Bounded, and when the smoke cleared there was the bird
dead as a hammer." Victor then extolled my fowlingpiece a? the best he ever saw, etc. After remaining until
Jock we determined to start for home, aud moved
in that direction.
We collected our game and started.
Nothing of interest occurred for some time until we got
into the main bayou which we had gone through at four
o'clock. On the hanks grew some very fine oaks, and
unrier one we halted ami ate lunch.
A Louisiana bayou is
a very curious looking stream. The water is quite muddy,
but the curves aud windings are so frequent that an inleresi is fell as lo where you will turn up next.
As we
drew near to the "Chef" I observed palmetto and more
The moss hangs with very great beauty, and in
trees.
mauy cases touches the water. Certainly a trip through
one of these swamps is novel, and was to me Very agreea.

,

'

able.

We came to a piece of prairie that had been burnt, and
as English snipe frequent such we suggested to tiy our
luck.
We had no dog, and only duck shot; but after
tramping over the flat for half an hour we bagged twelve
The sun was hot, and consequently the birds
fat-snipe.
were not shy and slow to rise. To make a successful snipe
it is absolutely necessary that you have a fine dog,
and a dog accustomed to the prairie. Nothing wears out a
man aud den; so quickly as hunting on a burnt prairie. A
kind of stiff stubble grows, the ground is full of holes,
and man aud dog are very apl to succumb before an hour's
ramp. We got back into the pirogue* and started for good.
Bcl'oie we had gone tar I iieard a whiz near me, grabbed
my gun, and turned to see two beck sie (sanbill ducks) right
over my head. I quickly fired, and both fell dead. Wilhwas an uncommonly fine
ng myself 1 say that
shot, as the beck isle fly very swiftly and far apart.
Slowly we wendeti our way and soon turned into the
"Chef," aud made straight for "Banditti Ca^e." By three
o'clock we turned, and in a few moments were on the porch
of Nick's hotel.
We had been gone just twelve hours.
Our men cleaned the game and struug them. One by one
our brethren sportsmen came iu and announced their sucOne party of five had five pirogues and
cess or failures.

hunt

t

it,

seven pieces between them. Others did little better.
is?" said an old hunter to us.
Forty-nine pieces
in all.
"Tien jotie ciuisse," exclaimed the venerable Creole,
and turned aside.
As our train did not leave until nine p. m. we dressed
ourselves a little aud cleaned our guns. Conversation was
then in order, and served to while away the time. One
gentleman brought in nine splendid red fish, two raccoons,
and a wild cat as the result of his Sunday's sport.
At seven o'clock Kick gave us supper, and about eight
some one- asked us to look back of Nick's house. We
weut out and there beheld in all Us grandeur and terror a
prairie on fire,
it was about two miles off, and seemed to
be burning for several miles in length. The wind blew a
liale and served lo add to its splendor.
It was terrific.
The flames burst out and spread their fiery tongues towards

Heaven aud defied man on earth. No one can imagine
what a sight it is unless he has seen it.
Nino o'clock came arouud and we were all ready to start.
The train came along, and with a good night to Kick we
jumped aboard. We reached New Orleans by ten o'clock
and went to our homes, tired but pleased with our day.

We hail friends who appreciated a nice pair of ducks, and
with pleasure do we remember the Louisiana swamps aDd
"Banditti Uave."
Wir. Hust, Jr.
jror

JOE MAREE.

OLD
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was left of it in one hand, bow and arrows in the other,
and a very expansive smile on his dusky features. Il was
quite evident he had beeu smiling before.
Talk of an open
'.il: in ire open would have made an island
the top of hia head. Megantie is not now quite the
wilderness it was then. The Patriarch exhibited the pale
face to an unusual degree upon Joe's sudden appearance,
and in a still, small voice, remarked that "an intoxicated
Indian 'round camp wasn't exactly the thing, and he was
bound to get rid of him." From conscientious scruples
he declined the proffered dram, but the restof us thinking
an ounce of prevenliou better than a pound of cure, look
of

a/iora apiece instead of a pipe of peace, aud She "hatchet
was buried." To all the Patriarchs hints "tbat Joe had a
good ways to go to camp," Joe expressed a determination
to camp with us— and he did so.
We took one side of the
Ilia innate delicacy and good
fire, and Joe the other.
breeding showed
Although his "lodging was on the cold
ground," he insisted on taking off his shoes, saying "he
wasn't a horse lo go to bed with his shoes on." With his
head against a stump Joe slept. Whether he dreamed he
.

was keeping a wake or not, I cannot say, but I know he
kept us.aicake. He was bouud lo sing in his sleep, and
the only effect an occasionally well-diieeled chip had, was
tochaDge the language of his song from English to French,
or French to Indian. He told us next morning that too

much whisky always made him ting iu his sleep. "Music
hath charms;" Ms hadn't. After showing his skill with
bow and arrows (arrows titled with a sharp blade like a
jack-knife blade), Joe headed for the settlement to replenish
his empty boltle, and as we shifted camp that day we saw
him no more. In compensation for his board and lodging
he gave ua some beaver meat, and a couple of beaver tails,
the latter a great delicacy. Joe's fondness for "lire-water''
seems to be inherent iu all Indians. On a subsequent trip,
I saw him sell a beaver skin to my friend Buck for fifty
cents, and Buck, to make the transaction "more bindiug,"
gave him a nobbier of rye. Iu leu minutes he had oilered
first a quarter, and then the fifty cents, for "jest a leetle
more," but it wa9 no go. That would have been "medi
cii e" enough to have attracted him to our camp and kept
him there, and we didn't want him just then, and slill put
Joe in a tight place, and he would keep all right. Some
five years ago, Joe and 1 were cut off from camp by a gale
For two days we
that his little canoe wouldn't weather.
watched our chances, and a little at a time worked round
Spider Lake some twelve miles— to make about three on
our course. 1 had a flask of rye with me, but Joe wouldif't

—

touch

it.

tion, or,

He

evidently felt the responsibility of the posiperhaps, he couldn't swim. Well, let him have
The course of true love didn't

the benefit of the doubt.
run smooth with Joe.

He married a French-Canadian
woman, but she soon left him, and I have no doubt "she's
gone with a handsomer man." One of his sisters was shot
by a skedaddler, called Blithiu, at. the Chain of Ponds,

Blithin was a trapper at Lako
ago.
Megantic, and having, for some reason, taken a dislike to
aud
shot
her, and having uhsucccssthe squaw, followed
fully attempted to burn the body, wrapped it in a blanket
and sank it in one of the ponds, where it was afterwards
found by a party going through to the Maine settlements.

some fourteeu years

The body had broken loose from its anchorage and floated
ashore. The next summer at a portage on the Upper
Spider, I found an old vest, which our guide, Foster
(formerly Blithin's partner), recognized, aud which had
been thrown off by Blithin when he followed the squaw.
The matter was represented to the Maine authorities, but
I have not heard that the murderer had been secured.
Old Joe promised to "shoot him like a dog," if he ever
finds him, but the probability is that Blithin has "gone
under" 'ere this. Another of Joe's sisters was frozen to
death two years ago, in reluming from the settlement
where she had been for provisions. Her dog was found
near her, also frozen. In an attempt some four years ago to
reach Quebec (by following Arnold's route o£ 1776), Foster
aud myself ran across "the rock on which we split," and

with an axe, gun, and some fishing tackle, all we saved
from the wreck, took our bearings from Joe's camp for
the settlement near the beach of Lake St. Francis. Joe
and his two sisters then occupied a good bark hut, comOld Joe is still hale, hearty
fortably lined with deer skius.
and strong as a moose. I hope to run across him some
time, this month, on my hunting trip, and to have him as
guide on many subsequent trips. My glimpses info futurity
will not enable me to say if I shall be permitted to write
his obituary, but when ho goes, ihe glory of the Abenaki

have departed, and amongst those who have hastened
happy hunting grounds, there will be mauy a worse
one than "Old Joe."
D. Thomas.
Sherbrooke, 1'. Q., Jaimarg Qffi,, 1877.

will

to the

is one of the few survivors of the Abenaki
and has his headquarters on the Chaudiere
twenty miles from the outlet of Lake Megantic.
In the fall you ate likely to meet him anywhere
between there and the Chain of Ponds in Maine. In a
little eleven loot spruce bark canoe, with a scanty supply
of flour and ten, he is "at home" anywhere. The sub-

Joe

tribe,

MICHIGAN SPORT.

river, fifteen or

stantial part of his diet consists in muskrat, iu the capture

of

which he is very skillful. He is now over sixty years of
when i saw him last September no one would lake
I first met Joe some eight or
to be more than forty.

age, but

him

len years

We

Patriarch Captain, Bachelor Bill and myself)
weie on our usual autur.in fishing trip, and were camped at
theoullet. We had been three or lour milts down the
(the

Chaudieie, where

we had

excellent trout fishing, and had
the lake on our return trip, when old Joe

just, sighted
put in an appearance, R bottle of

whisky— or

rather what

DEER, DOE, ELK, AND

P1S1I,

Bay

AND PLENTY OF THEM.

City, Mich., Jan. 39lh, 1877,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
myself an old time acquaintance with the
Forest and Stream, however warmly fond memory brings
to the mind, recollections of the long ago, when its editor
aud myself were boys together. But a stray number coining unuer my Observation has led me to wonder whether a
few words from this laud of the "Forest and Stream," preeminent, would not be of interest to its readers.
If there be iu this goodly laud ot ours, one section which
presents to be spoitsmau greater or more varied at tiac
lions than Michigan, I have yel to learn of it.
Iu tile days,
scarce yet passed away, the ur- bearing bea,
otter, wolf, aud black bear, have laid the foundations for
I

cannot

call

i

I

coilossal fortunes to the fur traders,

whose

agent

.-

47
State, picking up the few (compaiativeh) specimens which still reward the amateur
sportsman: auu even yet is lo oe found an occasional huuter
who devotes the energies of bin existence to a wild life of
solitude among the forests and lakes of the northern part
of tin- State, iu searching lor those animals once so plenty,
but which since, the building of the several Hues of raiiioad
which point for their terminus toward thestiaits of Mackinaw, have yearly grown smaller in number, and beauti-

traverse portions of the

fully less in ihe profit and sport all'orded lo the huntsman.
And yet these very hues uf railroad have afforded facilities for the hundreds of sportsmen who j early flock hither
from the s .uthern pans oi tins Stale, as well as from Ohio

and Indiana,

to reaen those poiuis where deer abound, and
lo transport to market ihe vast quantity (aggregating probably 100 tons or more) of venison, which their prowess baa
each year enabled them to ship to their homes or to eastern
aud southern matkels. In the fab of the year it is no tin
common thing lo see the cars running north from this
goodly city monopolized by these doughty sportsmen and
their dogs, end «u one occasion last fall rny curiosity to
know lo what extent the sport c.dled_out the hunter's, led to
the counting of the forty-two rifles belonging to as many
passengers sealed iu the two cuui-ues whish composed ihe.
While the baggage car looked as much like a dog
kennel, as thirty dogs and bounds e.mkl make it. I will
venture the assertion that in October and November of
fast year, there were fully 1,000 rjflcs in the woods within
100 miles north of tins City,, the owners of Which were
gathered from all over the Northern Stales, "camping out"
lu a majority of lnslauci s, gatncring abom the camp fire at
night to recount ihe exciiiug and mulling experiences, or
rejoicing over the ahunuunl success of the day.
.Notwithstanding the immense uumber of deer which
each fall become the prey of the huntsman, Ihe supplydoes not seem to decrease in ihe same ratio that the hunters
increase in numbers.
1 am sometimes coil -trained to think
that there is a magic in ihe smell ol powde. which Iliads lo
the law of suppl> keeping pace wlih Ihe demand.
\V hether
or not the hunters suaae tneir old clothes out thorouguty
as they hreak camp, or some othtr potent spell is thrown
aooul the timid does, one ihiug is potent, Ihe Hoes do multiply aud replenish the supply in a wonutrlul manner. Can
you account tor rue fact ih»t no elk are found :n the Stale
except iu that poriion laying northeast from Ibis city aud
embraced within the counties ot (Korrheni) 'luscola, Huron, and Sanilac? Vet such is ihe tact, and they have been as
"scarce as hen's teeth" in th.it locality for mauy years;
although it is asserted thai since the lortst flies ot 1871,
when vast tracts of timber laud uad the surface vcgetal.de
mould burned to such an extent that thousands of acres of
timber was uprooted and now lies prostrated in almost unpenetrable jungle, the elk have sought ihe protection of
these windialls, and have pciciptibiy wereaseu in milliners.
A nohle specimen weighing, ii was Satcl, 000 pounds, was
brought lo this city a inou.h or moie ago.
When I commenced this epistle i intended to have spoken of ihe gamy graydiug wuich is found in some of our
northern livers; oi the whiiehsu, with which our greater
and some of the internal lakes abi uud; of the Mackinaw
trout so widelykuown audso higuiy esteemed; of the pick
eiel aud pike which swim iu all our waters, and OI the multitude of other members ot ihe nnuy tribe, the capturing of
which in our lakes aud riveis give employ to thousands of
men, and fleets of sail boats aud steam tugs. 1 intended
10 say a few words about the city on the ice "Pickerel1

il

mouth of the Saginaw river, where at this
it is estimated that a oUO hardy fishermen are tittheir little shamies of four by six feet, peering,
spear in hand, through a hoie in the ice, Watching L0
plunge the barbed point iuio the hack of the unsuspeclrag
trout or pickerel, which swfms along at a depth of lioi'u
ten 10 twenty feet, steering direct to ihe decoy herring,
wfiich hangs by a line, to lure him to his fate; hut my prolixity has already spun out to too great a length.
ville," al the

moment
liug iu

H,

CURIOUS FISHES OF THE
AQUARIUM.

W.

Ct.

NEW YORK

ADDITIONS, ETC., ETC.

THE

expedition sent out by the New York Aquarium, notwithstanding the extreme cold weather,
has succeeded in reaching the city with rare treasures
from the far northwest, and in magnificent condition.
Among the finny prisoners are some beautiful specimens of
last

the whilefish, and their appearance in the tanks reflects
great credit upon Mr. Mather and Mr. Z. Coup, as this is the
only successful attempt lo transport the tender creatures,
Some fine specimens of Wall-eyed Pike, Suckers
aiive.
and Ciscoes were also captured, and last aud more interesting than

all,

exhibition in

a fine

Xew

by Mr. Zack Coup

Lamprey Eel, the first one ever on
it was moved with tender caie

York,

for over 800 miles, the enlerprisiug ich-

thyologist standing by the cans night and day, stirring the
freezing fluid with an euergy that would have shamed 'ho
"Witch of Emlor," and the satisfaction of seeing a I'ieie/j-

and well in the aquarium must well repay him
lor bis ruariyrdom.
It is particularly noticeable from the
peculiar sucturial mouth, that ia well displayed by its position iu the tank— that of attaching iUelf to the glass by
Upon each side, in scientific pat lance,
this curious organ.

zoiitid alive

we

find seven

stigmata, each cutting an ouloug

gill s

ck,

which inknorally commuuieales by a small opeuiug with
common to all the sacks of both sides, and

a niessial tube

lying beneath the oesophagus or commencemeut of the diThis pharyngeal re pigestive caual, but disiant uoui it.

ratory tube is closed at its distie, aud anteriorly commuuicates with ihe gullet by a valvular opening.
When ihe
mouth is not pressed against ihe glass ihe water respira
ii. tills ihe pharmgeai iUbe and fl i« iug in so
i,,
gilUliui Ig luelf side i, id
expelled
fiually
by ihe seven stigmata oi openings on each
side ol the neck.
When the Lamprey adheres t.

tion enters by
till

or

gill-sacks aud

some other object by

its

suaoiiid mouth, tue water en-

'
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tera the lateral stigmata, and is expelled by thcui again,
the current in and out alternating. If the fish is held
partly out of water so that one series of the stigmata are
exposed and the other beneath the water, the respiratory
currents will be seen passing into the submerged orifices,
and lushing from the exposed ones with force. This interesting process was investigated thoroughly by Mr. Z. Coup
in his vigils, as the creatures fastened upon his hand at various times, thus varying the monotony of the trip by prac-

ed or

sacks of this curious creature are supported by
what we might call a "cartiliginous basket," and is a firm
but elastic framework of cartilage, perforated by numerous
wide interstices, in addition to the seven on each side for
the gill openings, which are then seen, each surrounded by
The basket is suspended by
its owd cartilaginous ring.
about seven pairs of cartilages to the fore parts of the spiand
occupies
most
of the diameter of the fish.
nal chord,
Their cartilaginous plates exist in the fi'jrous sheath of the
spinal chord itself, and a broad, heart-shaped cartilaginous
plate of the skull covers the suctorial mouth, and various
cartilagiuous processes supports the large "toolh-bearing
tongue." If we place the creature in spirits the teeth
readily flake off in cap-shaped layers, leaving a comparatively soft conical nucleus, and furnishing, as Mr. J. Hamilton stated to a few scientific friends around the tank,
abundance evidence of the vmco dermoid origiu of these
organs in the Dermopteres. It is also Mr. Hamilton's opinion that the labial, palatine and lingual loelh of the different Petromyzontid* supply the generic characters of the various groups that compose this most interesting family.
The eye of this fish is provided with a wonderful array of

muscles for affecting its various movements, and the membranous vestibule connected with the organs of hearing is
well worthy a careful examination by the student- and in
fact the whole acoslical arrangement is interesting from its
peculiar homology to that of some of the crustaceous or
cephalopode molluscs.
Some members of this family pass through a change
similar to that of the tadpole. If the roe is watched until hatched, and preserved until the following year, the
transformation can be seen, and in ten days the adults and
and complete fish is produced. There is no increase of
size, but in that time the respiratory pharnygeal tube is
formed, teeth are evolved, the valve or velum in the mouth
disappears, the intestinal canal is sensibly obliterated, and
the roe, which was previously transparent, becomes
opaque. The eye does not appear uniil more than six
being buried beneath
the skin during this interval. The sea or salt water Lamprey is much more common, and resemble our common eel
At a recent diuner this fish honoied the
in many ways.
head of the table, and when properly Eerved deserves its
reputation, that of being so choice that Henry I. died from
In the spring they are the finest, and should
bis love of it.
be drowned in Cretan wine, a nutrnegplaeed in the mouth,
a ciove in each gill opening, then rolled spirally in the
flour of filbert nuts and crumbs of bread mixed with oil,
spices and Cretan wine, and finally boiled carefully in a
after hatching,

it

and you have a dish in reality fit for a king.
In the small tanks a daily performance is going on that
quite interesting in the way of an increase, by the budding process of the sea ammonies. Minute atoms of red
matter can be seen in all stages of separation from the
cloth,

is

base, and in a day or two
will be seen moving to and fro in theii iufantile attempts
producing circulation, and iu a short space of time we
have a full fledged actinia. Hundreds of these cieatures
are being produced daily, and will well repay the visitor

delicate hair-like tentacu-

mother
laj

at

Among other curiosities aie some of
shower of
the snakes(?) that formed a part of the last
reptiles iu North Carolina." They are small, hair-like animals, undoubtedly a parasitic worm infesting streams and
ponds, arid could be easily caught up by a strong wind, although their vast numbers are unaccountable. Mr. Hob

or Mr. Scherrnuly

Although the Commissioners endeavored to distribute
impartially the fish remaining at Red Wing, they were compelled to disappoint some living at distant points.
The fish
by this time being so large that but few at a time could be
risked in a can, for long distances, in such warm weather
as

it

was then getting

to be.

One hundred thousand

gill

weeks have ensued

where the Commissioners

intended to locate them.

tical scientific investigation.

The

totally lost to the public, they are not at all aotjenerally

distributed, or

while-fish were to

have been

re-

ceived from Michigan in the spring, but at the lime they
should have been removed the streams and lakes in Minnenesota were under ice from twenty four to thirty inches
thick, and the result of putting them under ice would probably have resulted iu the youug fish starving to death for
want of proper food. Had the Stale its own hatchinghouses ibis could be avoided another season, as the temperature could be so regulated as to advance or relreat the

hatching time at

will.

The Commissioners received 10,000 of the laud-locked
salmon eggs from United States Fish Commissioner Baird,
but uufoituuately were not able to distribute any of them,
for soon after hatching they were attacked wilh some fatal
malady which seemed to paralyze the hinder part, aud notwithstanding all efforts to save them continued 10 die
rapidly, till only a lew of the lot remained, peril,
i

dozen.

However much

Commissioners would like to introduce bass, carp, lake li out, grayling, brook trout, eels, walleyed pike, and others, their means is only barely sutlicieut lo
care for part of the gratuitously-furnished eggs from the
United States Commissioner, but they hope that all of the
above varieties may, before long, be liiuoduced throughout
tue entire State wherever there is suitable water tor them.
The appropriation made by the Minnesota Legislature
($1,000) appears to have been entirely inadequate lor the
puipoj.es intended, and in thanking the Governor for his
ivinuuess in coming to their assistance with a donation from
his sinking fund the Commissioners urge that an appropriation of at least .$5,000 lor two years be granted to enable
them to continue the work in a manner suited to lire magnitude of Ihe interest, and the dignity of the State. They
have now on hand some 300,000 young salmon to be fed
and cared for until next May, and then distributed, aud lo
do all this they have unexpended some sixty dollars, They
represent, and very justly, lhat their own tabors aud efforts
the

are entitled lo some consideration
No Fish Cotumissionei
of .Minnesota has ever received any compensation, and the
labor performed by them has never fallen to the lot of the
Commissioners ot any other Stute, They have traveled
hundreds of miles, caring fur and attending the fish,
.

carrying water, chopping ice, loading aud uuloading
the heavy cans iu aud out of cars and wagons— night
and day, early aud late, wet and dry but musily wet aud
with ice water. During the last summer the Commissioners
have averaged six weeks each of traveling aud real hard
their own private business,
labor, which time, taken fro
was no small sacrifice. The clerical labor is very considerable, the correspondence being large; bui much of it might
he avoiued if a sma:l pamphlet could be compiled giving
detailed instructions in lisn raising; lhat would cover mure
ground than could possibly be contained within the limits
of a letter.
The Commissioners hear of the vigorous appearance and growth of the salmon introduced in widely
separated localities, and believe they will all flourish and
propagate. They have a reserve of about fifty Calilornia
salmon, kept in a spriugpondal Red Wing hatcUiug-house,
of the eggs received iu me fail of 1874; from their actions

—

.

this fall it was discovered they « ere apparently getting
ready to spawn. Upon examination, however, it was discovered, also, much Lo their disappointment, that Ihey were
Mr. Walking, however, was equal to the emergall males.
ency, and used the ripe males, aud suecesslully impregnated
a lot ut brook trout eggs.
This, they think, conclusively demonstrates that the
California salmon will undoubtedly breed iu their lakes,
and his vigor and rapid growth shows, also, that he finds
plenty of suitable luod and is able to care for himself,

CARE

for a close sciutiny.

OF YOUNG TROUT
HATCHI NG-HOUSE.

IN

THE

'

has found them in the viscera of common striped bass,
and they probably infest many of the fresh water fish, and
A. P. C.
those of migratory habits.

erls
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ci'izeus

tended

acknowledgement to various
and railway corporations for courtesies ex-

report opens with an

in the

way

of transportation, etc., partly the result

of a growing interest in and appreciation of the value of
fish culture, a healthy and natural outcome of the diffusion

of iutsrmalion upon the subject of pisciculture.
The bounty of 4U0.000 salmon eggs furnished the State
by Uuiied Stales Fish Commissioner Buird was divided
between the hatching-houses of Mr. S. B, Watkins, of Red
"Wing, and that of Mr. Wm, Scherrnuly, ou the St. Croix
above Stillwater. Eighty per cent, of them were hatched

good order, and the distribution extended from early in
May to the middle of June, at which time a succession of
violent and deluging rains fell. The trout ponds of Mi.
"VVatkius were badly damaged, causing the loss of many
fish, both of his own trout slock &ud some of the Bute
in

salmon. A few days later the establishment of Mr. Scherrnuly was utterly swept into the St. Croix river by another
one of those storms, mure like a "water spout" tiran anything else. He lost his eniire slock of trout, old breeders
and young fry, of which there were several hundred thou
gaud, together with all the remaining Stale salmon, weie
tarried into the St. Croix river, and, although not destroy-

animals, from the farms around the hatcheries, are obtained and patties or pies arc made of their flesh, and fed
to the fish trom time lo time.
We can conceive lhat the
flesh of superanuated horses, in good condition, slaughtered
and prepared, would not. only lurnish wholesome and de
sirable food, but cheap withal.
The flesh ot many varieties
of fish, well chopped, is eaten wilh avidity by trout. It is
also economical, to breed small fishes, for those large
enough to eat them. Doctor Goldsmith, of Vermont,
avers thai he fe»ds food prepared from Indian meal, which
is eagerly eaten by trout, aud they seem to thrive excellently well upon this farenaceous diet.
It is quite pro
bable that, crumbs from Ihe table, pulverized crac
other refuse, devoid of condimuuts, may be utilized for
All such
fish food, and the fish be glad of the change.
articles should be fed sparingly, that all may be eulen, if
preferred at all by the fry. In the daily use of food, artificially prepared, it requires a great amount of pal
feed and nurse fifty or a hundred thousand trout, auu keep
In a
the troughs pure and sweet by frequent cleansing.
cold, damp, cheerless, uncomfortable hatching-house, assistants may be tempted to rush and hurry over their work,
but the successful issue of ihe enterprise requires that such
employees should be supplanted by more faithful and reliable helpers.
After feeding the fishes a few days, the
troughs should be thoroughly cleansed, at least every three
or four days, from any decomposing food lhat may have
settled upon the bcltoms.
The operator may turn im at
the head of the troughs as strong a current of water as
ed he, by
the fishes-can bear, and slacken LI
placing the hand in the water at the head of trough, iu
Which case ihe fishes flee down to the set
stirring the gravel With Lire hand, avoiding violent, motion
while cleansing the upper end of ihe trough, then chang
ing to the lower end, the fishes meantime fleeing to the
upper end again; the operators completes iu like manner
tile cleansing of a compartment of the trough or fray, and
bo on, until all of the nursery trays and troughs have been
Any substances that still remain may be
all renovated.
rubbed through, or" may be removed by the bull
Thus has been described the daily routine— busioi
fish farmer— until the liuic for the removal of the fry lo a
more expansive aud commodious home, or lor stocking
waters.
This period of time has usually been fixed ai ihe
end of two months from hatching, but it is still a mooted
At ibis time, wdieu nearly two-thirds of Ihe
question.
Slates of the Union are laudably engaged in restocking
the barren streams of the country, experiments should be
instituted to determine at what" age fry suiter the least.
shrinkage from predaceous fish, when used in restocking
streams. Artificial hatching has triumphed over the
But
naluiai method by a loss of only five lo ten per cent.
how shall the immense loss of young fish be lessened,
that fish culture may rank as the greatest achievement of
the age?
It is feared thai the great, outlay of money and of
labor by the different Stales, and by the United Bl
Commission, have not produced results commensurate with
the means employed. Yet, iu all ca-.es, Ihe work has beeu
conducted on as safe a basis as Ihe present stale of our
knowledge permits. Are the young salmon, trout aud
white fish, transferred to the public « ateis belore they are
fully equipped for shunning their enemies, or belore ihey
are entirely capable of maintaining an inn.
ence? Are these fish planted in too large numbers at once,
and at unseasonable limes? Are they so nearly exhausted
iu being carried long distances, that lew of them rally
from feebleness incident to the present modes ol transput
lutionV
belief is rapidly gaining ground among unuiy
pisciculturists of our country, that youug flail
stocking public waters are removed too boon from the
breeding establishments; lhat they should be
longer, in large tanks or ponds, before Ihey are
that improved me'hods of transportation should
ployed; that cars more capacious and roomy should be
i

A

I

especially for this service, with large tanks, and
foi eoustan'. and rapid aeration of the
water; rhat these fish trains should have no othei
for the time but the transportation of fish, and should be
under the control of experienced official
siouers or others, who know exactly what kind
aieut to bestow upon feeble young fish while in limisii, lo
More lhan this, ihe Hani should be
their new iiumes.
tilted

improved apparatus

the comfort ot men employed,
labor alternately for the security aud safe convey ante

fitted lor

may

many thousands committed lo their call)
where pure water may be had iu abundance, sbuuld bu
and the convoying
be conducted rapidly or blow!

of ihe

MJMUKl: ELEV-EM.

curel'ully designated belore settipg out,

v

TI1E

Continued from our intuit? of J<\:b. 14th.
must now be sustained for two months, by
food similar in naiure to lhat sought by,

fish

artificial

In the cool, tortuous,
trout in their native retreats,
swirling streams of the deep forest shades, where ihey luxthey are strictly
uriate exclusively upou natures bounties
carnivorous, subsisting upou flies, larvre, and a great

—

— when,

\)

unmolested, they attain
The domesticated trout, which fish
splendid proportions.
culturista have achieved such wonderful success in cultivating, thlces kindly to many varieties of animal food.
The hearts, kidneys, and livers of animals, brought to Ihe
shambles, chopped fine, and reduced to pulp by washing
through fine sieves, say twenty-five lo thirty lined wires lo
the inch, into a vessel of water, turning off the supernatant
This food is well adapted to the fry,
liquid before using.
It can be best distributed by the
in its present condition.
variety of other insects

transportation ot the precious freight. The uigut Lima
tot planting, which sin
the small tributaries ot lar-cr stream-, where lbbecome accustomed to the extraordinary scope
dom of their new quarters, and gain wisdom m
strength, which will belter enable them 10 avi
natural enemies. If the iiy arc disposed to rema
time in the new situation, a smaller number will
need lhau if planted at once iu larger streams, where a,
It is a common
greater number of predatory ush abound.
practice to plant even a hundred thousand ut u
mans. This immense skoal of ferine, d<
rendered more so by a long tedious journey, incapable of
iinpi
endurance if too young—
to support respiration— at once become a pny to thieves

should always be selected

if

use of a bulb syringe, by drawiug into it a small quantity
of pulp; the workmen begins at the upper end of the
trough;, and gently forces out a single drop, aud the

minute fragments at once diffuse in the water, and are
eagerly seized, and when all has been eaten mure is inhave eaten enough. In like manner
the fish in troughs and in tray:-: are daily fed in the mornlight
is sullicient, lo enable the fry to
ing, aud while yet,

jected, uutil the fish

Some fish farmers use curds,
see the food iu the afternoon
and hard boiled yolks of eggs. At the Storm Outfield
.

Hatchery, in Scotland, bread crumbs and boiled live-r are
used, the latter made very line by chopping with cleavers
Animal food is also used
of butchers or culling machines.
at the great- French fish farms at Huuiogue, now
by the Germans, ami at. the pisicultural establishment iu
Buisse, in the Canton of Voiron, in Iseie, a department on
the southeast frontier of France. In Germany the dead

hum

and sharks, lhat lurk for no other purpose than
up thousands of these incipient trout and salmon, incapable as Ihey are of

hidmg

or fleeing

such irrepressible and formidable

Hun

foes.

Occasionally the fish culturist is horrified by the sudden
appearance ot an epidemic among his: fishes, 'liny may
appear in perfect health in the evening, and in the morning the screens between the Compartments of Ihi
are clogged wilh numbers of dead and dying fry.
ate action becomes necessary for the sal
Unless
patently healthy aud uueontaminated by disease.
removal
the morbid cause can at once be di
lo the pond is the only safe expedient to adopL,
origin of the malady may be investigated at leisure., thus
guarding against a similar misfortune, if the cat
found to exist in the confined space of the tnnuj
I

fault of

some unseen element

of

lb<

It will be seen thus lar, in descut)
ihe uoughs.
processes of this wonderful ait, that none but [I

men ninthe

highest prizes-

ihe experienced a

fish funnel must, tike the successful breeder ol
slock, pessess a thorough knowledge of hit
iuily, as
same industry is requisite in gM?w
Tue successful man of business, whoae
in rearing kine,

—

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
thrift )>aa

by hard knocks, would make an

u

i

fish-farmer.
Eternal vigilance in nriy calling,
only plucks the golden fruit.
This great industry, it must,
be admitted^ is only in its infancy. As the masses become
belter acquainted with its object as a great public benefaction, and enlightened men, become more interested in the
science, U wii
Occupy a higher place, as a measure contemplated ami adapted to increase (he fond resources of
our country; its advocates will work together more harThe.
for its. fullest development.
art of propagating many more of the different species of
,..,
food fisheittained by a more thorough study
Many of the ocean
of their habits and charade, istics.
fishes of great value for food are annually shrinking in
and value, and it is the office of fish culture to
ascertain if these cannot be increased by some mode yet to
be developed. The vast harvests of the sea, like the long
used lands of the agriculturists, are perceptibly diminishing.
Is it not the province of this wonderful art 10 attempt
soma mtthod of inereasiug those vast stores of human
Naudm E. Ballou, M. D.
1

!

linoii,

*-

Fisu C .ui.tuhe i-N Tennessee.—Mh Geo. F. Akers, one
few really successful fish culturists in the. South, has
addressed a letter in reply to an inquiry from State Repre-

Of the

W. N. Cowdeu,

sentative

.'

for information as to the adapta-

waters

Fish Culture, in which he

to

says:—

"On

the subject of fish and their culture in Tennessee,
ability of OUr streams and Climate to their producand the posibility of resuppiymg our streams with
their primitive abundance, 1 will say that the waters and
climate of our State are as favorable to fish culture as any
Our rivers, lakes and rivulets are
I knov iu the Union.
generally clear, pure and sufficiently cool for the healthful
and rapid rearing of the b*t varieties of game fish. They
leap fiom the hills and mountains in beauty and gladness,
and make their way through valleys and plains, the most
1 regret to say the most
attractive and fertile in America.
of them have been despoiled of their tinny treasures, by
their ruthless and unnecessary slaughter by lazy sportsmen
and pot: hunters, who use the net, trap, seine, gun, gig,
spike and every conceivable destructive means of killing.
This is not generally for prudent and exhilarating sport—
or for profit; but lrom an unrelenting propeusity, which
seems to be natural with those who engage in it, without
reference to present Uses or to future supply, lu this way
it has come that few
of our streams, especially in Middle
and West Tennessee, have sufficient in them, either to supply our tables or tu reward the exertions of the eager and
tion,

industrious angler.
[ would, therefore, suggest the passage of a law securely
protecting the tithes in all the waters of Tennessee— the
appointment of a Fish Commission of three persons, and
the establishment of, say, three or more hatching-houses,
The duties of the
fori the artificial propagation of fish.
OoHimissioners should require them to see to the faithful
execution of the protection laws, to distribute fish from the
hatching-houses to streams that are deficient, and see that it
is properly performed and applied."

— The Senate of

Florida has appointed a Committee on
await its report with interest. The. waters
of Florida along its 1,200 mile coast line yield products
as valuable as its lands.
Fisheries.

We

TiiANsi-LANTiso Lobsteus— Living lobsters for some
years have been brought to England from Scandinavia,
and form a profitable branch of trade to a few vessels.
ae Allan steamers sailing from Portland a few
duys ago, had On board a huge tank full of living lobsters.
The tank was constantly supplied with water by a donkey
M
The
bile the sluices carrn d away the overflow.
only danger to the living cargo anticipated was the warm
water of the Gulf Stream, whose eflict was not knowu.
The Scandinavian traders have a different cause of fear.
i

.

,

i
i

i

Imuderstorui,

them

lifeless,

it is

and

said, the lobsters are clawless,

very considerably

all

damaged

in different ways, whether irom fright or other causes is
not. known.
If this Portland venture tuius out to be successful there will be a new field opened tor a trade from
Novia Scotia, or more particularly .Newfoundland, whose
Montreal Wit nuns.
Coasts are literally alive with lobsters

**

The Oregon Fisheries.— There,

are twenty-six canner-

on the Lowet Columbia river, and one at the Lower
Cascade on the same river. These canneries have a capacity of wenty-tive thousand cases annually each, a giaud
total for the tweniy-six canneries of 075,000 cases which,
Base oaak.es a sum total annually of |3,375,0u0.
To prevent extermination of the salmon provisions should
t
b< made to propagate the fish artificially, and Congress has been asked to appropriate $'^5,000 to start a salmon nursery, and |1 0,000 thereafter annually to maintain
it.
The annual revenue from the fisheries, when run in
their fullest, capacity, is about equal to the wheat crop of
the State. —Pacific Life.
ies
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THE AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER.
BY MARTIN

HOWELL,

A.

JU.

THROUGHOUT

the whole extent of our country over
which this interesting bird ranges, there appears to
be none which creates more general confusion among
shooters than this, the common Golden Plover, Charadrius
s,*of Audubon.
No bird on our list seemsTtO be.
more generally known, for it is scattered apparently over
the whole face of the land from the fur countries to the
Though not numerous in
Cull, and irom ocean to ocean.
the older States of the east, probably from the greater
scarcity of its principal fare, lie grasshopper, throughout
the unlimited tracts of prairie, plain and pasture of the
is found
Western States, as far as the Kooky Mountains,
in countless thousands, more particularly during its pilgriuiits breeding grounds In the north.
"lu Kansas, Nebraska, and the wide extent of plain west,
where the grasshopper becomes a
llii,

—

t

it,

i
:

Here they can be found
irodriw fultutfox.

oncer, these birds are at home.
in all their glory; here, until tfte

-Virginian:

cpueB.—B».
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eye wearies with the monotony, their well-filled batallions
cat* be seen sweeping over the country in their joumeyirgs,
gathering in a harvest of the pests Which have become
Buch a scourge to the hardy cultivators of this )8nd of
promise.
This locality is thus held with the same apparent tenacity by the Golden Plover as the great mast region
of our heavily timbered country is held by the common
wild pigeon of America.
This bird arrives in our locality about the middle of
April, on its northerly passage, generally at thesame time,
although not mingled with the Pectoral Sandpiper, the
most numerous of the sandpipers of the western migratory
tract, and is among the last to remain with us until the
season of incubation hurries the rear guard of the advancing swarm northward. On Hie arrival of their columns
the birds appear in their late winter plumage, ash color
as to the lower parts, while the upper are brownish black,
marked with those bright yellow or golden spots, so characteristic of

the bird, and

from which comes

its

CATALOGUE OF THE BIRDS OF WEBSTER, N. H, AND ADJOINING TOWNS.
I5Y

rrom the north.
Ampelis c/droruna.

it |fl

tAtillD.E— THE SHRIKES.

Winter Visitor. For courI have seen tbem attack bine
and robins, but were unabld to master them. I once bow a shrike
pounce upon a flock of anow bantings and kill and earry oil one before I
Gieat, uorthern shrike.

.

jiivs

conld stop

mm

naftle,

mistaken al'tercomparison. It is known teoerally by those
who have shot. it. as the "Beetle Head," "Bull Head Plover,"
"Gray Lapwing" or "Swiss Plover." And yet it is not uncommon •() hear old uporh call the common Golden Plover,
—when they happen to bast one well advanced in its spring
plumage— a "Bull Head or Black Bellied Plover," which is
rather strong presumptive proof that they have never met
Among the
the true Black Bellied Plover face to face.
thousands which came lo Chicago in the spring of '74,
when the writer was watching the market for specimens
of game birds, he failed to find a single specimen of the
true Charadrius hclveticus, though he was on the market
early every morning as the game came in from every point
of the compass by the various railroad lines which center
there

of an adult bird of the O. marmoratus

inches from hill to tail, and the length of the bill 1-J
inches, while the C. helciticus measures 13 inches in the
adult, and the bill 1 5 1G, much heavier proportionately,
and the yi How or golden spots, so characteristic in thcwiarmoratus, are wholly wanting in this bird.
Though naturally timid, and usually very shy of the approach of man, these birds are easily reache'd, provided
the proper precautions are used by the hunters, who generally resort to the more convenient means of a wagon,
Irom which they carry on i wholesale slaughter into their
Weil-stocked ranks; and from the apparent inattention
which is usually paid to their enemies thus equipped, it
would seem that their fear of humanity is limited to man
iu his primitive condition only, for after volley upon volley has been poured into their ranks with deadly effect,
each shot leaving its score or more dead aad wounded,
is 10).

bey pass along in unbroken line only to receive another
cross fire iu their next circuit of flight, as they pass over a
favorite feeding place of newly plowed ground, or in a
grasshopper range.
In the autumn, and more particularly after a protracted
drouth, to which the vast tracts of prairie or plain of the
West is subject at this season; and when the many ponds
and sloughs are dry, these birds, after a day spent upon the
newly plowed laud's, resort regularly to the sand bars of
the nearest stream* for the purpose of sanding, washing
and quenching their thirst.
On the Kankakee, and on the upper Illinois, below the
Kickapoo Rapids, where the bars and shallows are frequent
iu dry weather, Hie writer has seen them come in thousands
towards the close of the day and in the early morning,
each flock making a bee line for its favorite sand bar, and
3s LbO distance Shortened their notes gave the strongest
proof of the pleasure anticipated in the enjoyment of a
wash in the clear waters of their oft frequented spots. To
one lying in wait for these birds the music of the approaching flocks is one of the episodes of a sportsman's life.
As the llotk heaves in sight, coming from the direction
of the north or south prairies, a shrill whistle is usually the
first welcome, then the chorus of a hundred voices chimes
in as though rejoicing at lhe sight of the liquid element.
Such is their apparent extacy as they wheel around over
their favorite bar, and such their utter disregard of the
l

heavy booming of guns that hundreds are dropped upon
the water fluttering in every direction, while the column
wheels into Hue again right over lhe spot where its dead
and wounded companions lie only to Ue thinned again and
Ordinary precautions
again, uuiil finally driven away.
seem forgotten or abandoned by these birds when thus ap
preaching a favorite watering place, and when met wilh
uudersuchcircumstanc.es it is conclusive evidence that
these birds have not been long from the breeding grounds,
and that most of them are young and inexperienced biros.
On one occasion, upon a bar iu the Illinois, the writer
shit 88 in one evening.
It is at this season that this bird becomes so exceedingly
Excessively would probably convey a more coneel
fat.
idea of its condition for after a season with the grasshoppers, and the worms picked up upon the n aw ly plowed
by these
fields iu the fall, such is lhe load of fat carried
birds thai in falling from any ordinary height, upon hard
ground, the breasts bursts with its delicious load. And
Often while handling or plucking them the hands become
covered with oil from the bird.

From the regularity of the visits of these birds, in formBaud bars of the upper Illinois and Kankakee they have been called by the resident shooters Kankakee
Bar Plover, in that locality. And from lhe great uuiubeis
which sweep over the prairies in spring and fall they have
fur years passed under the common name of Prairie Pigeons
among the grangers and those not up in birdology.
1877.

summer; have not seen

la

ferocity, tuts bird is unequalled.

Pyrdngadxtiva.

Wh,

Common

Cedar bird.

winter.

Coliurio bon'all!

agcand

Even as the advance guard passes along, not having
as yet discarded their winter dress, there appear a few in
the same flock, who, as though forcing the season, seem
more inclined to throw off their garb of wilder, and
are to be seen in various stagesof advancement, for instead
of the dull ash color of the lower plumage there af pear
black spots of irregular shape, giving the whole a mottled
appearance, first, a brownish gray, then changing to grayish
black; finally, losing the gray entirely, the black predominates, until the throat cheeks, and then the whole of the
The tardiness of many
breast becomes a rich black color.
in the same fleck in assuming the plumage of the season of
incubation, and the finding of many at the same time in the
Varjp'US stagesof plumage, has led observers into error as
to the true character of the bird, and has induced many to
believe, and persistently loo, that those more advanced
were the Black Breasted Plover, CJiaradrms heleeticus, a
distinct species, and a bird of greater rarity in this country.
The latter is by far the. larger of the two, and cannot be

Streator, Ml. ..January

viol-

tor

Pl/ranga rubra.

er years, to the

GOODHUE.

F.

Continued from our last issue.
AMPBl IIIJS— TUB TVAXWIHGB.
Awpetis gorulvs. Bohemian waxwing. Exceedingly rare winter

"Golden."

The measurement

CHARLES

Common enmrocr resident;

Scarlet tanager.

Summer

breeds.

Exceedingly rare; have seen bnt

redbird.

riuNci/ixiD.*;— the FiNcnss, sparrows, etc.
Pinicola Canadensis, Fine Grosbeak. An irregular winter visitor,
in the winters of 187 4 and 1875; have not seen any this winter.
Oarpodacvs put purt.ui. Purple flnch. Common in summer; have not

common

Astragalinut trlsils. Goldfinch. Common in summer; a few winter.
Chri/somitru plum. Pine fineh. A Tew found In winter.
^Sgiothns linariue. Lesser red poll linnet. Irregular winter visitor;
there ore thousands here sometimes; not one to be found this winter.
Curcirosti a

Americana,

lied crossbill.

Sometimes common; a lew

m

breed
the large woods.
OurvirOftra liraip'm. White-winged crossbill. Probably occara ia
winter, bur have DOt taken it as yet.
Ptscbiiflhanet niialif. Snow bunting. Common winter visitor, more
ao in some seasons than others.
i:oc.;i(s

gramiiuns.

Bay-winged apvrow.

Common summer

resi-

The most, common of the sparrows; breeds.
Yellow-winged sparrow. Not a common
Voturniculus passerwux
summer resident; may breed.
Colurmcutw lhnslowll. tlenslow's sparrow Not common in summer; bre«(is. AHavs found in swampy places. The male has a song
like tbe syllable "see-wick," which be keeps up for an hour at a time.
White-crowned sparrow. Common spring
Zonotrichio leuccptiiys
dent.

.

and autumn migrant.
Zonotrichla leucophrys. White throated sparrow. Common migiant;
a large number stay through the summer on Kearsarge Mountain, and
rear their

young

there.

Brown snowbird. Abundant migrant; found one
Breeds ou the mountain in great abundance; have
found four nests on an acre of ground; the nest is usually placed under
an over-banging rock or in a hole, so as to have a coveiing over it.
Ua monlicvta. Tree sparrow. Common in winter; more so in
spring and fall.
S/ihdia lOcialis. Chipping sparrow. Abundant summer resident;
Junto

liijfmalis.

rest in Webster.

breeds.
Sptzelta pusilla. 1'ield sparrow. Common in summer; breeds, nesting in low bushes sometimes on the ground, but not often.
Song sparrow. Common summer resident, ccm< s
Jfelospizit nulodia.
earlier and slays later than any of die summer sparrows.

Metospiza p.itiotrU.

Swamp

quent busy swamps where
MtJ.oipiza Lincolnii.

twice

in

it

the springs, of !STJ

Pastere'la iliaca.

sparrow.

Common

in

summer;

rre-

breeds.

have taken it but
have seen one or two others.

Lincolns sparrow.

aud

1875,

Fox-colored sparrow.

Very

rare,

Common

QturacaLudoiiciana. Rose-breasted grosbeak.
but is on the mountain; probably breeds.

in migration.

Not common here

Ci/ano'piza cyanea. indigo b:rd. Common summer resident; breeds.
Townee bunting.
I'ipilv enjthrophtkalmus.
Breeds, nesiing or. the ground.

IDENTITY OF BLACK BASS.
+
Editok Forest and Stream.—
In a former letter on the black bass question, I said I
had never seen in either the Lake George or Hudson river
bass, the double curve at the terminus of the lateral line,
which mark is said to be a distinguishing mark of the black
I inclose a picture of a bass caught last Debass proper.
cember, in Ballslon Lake, bv Mr. J. W. Gaflney, of SaraYou will see that the double curve is well
toga Springs.
Both Mr. G. and Mr. John McBride Davidson,
defined.
assure me that the Hallston Lake bass are simon pure,
black bass. Will "Dexter" please state if the double
curve is present in the .Mohawk river bass? I hope, during
the coming summer, to .send you samples of bass from
different waters about here, that their identity may be esLight is certainly needed upon this subject.
tablished.
Glens Falls.
Yours truly,

——

EYELESS FISH.
'

k

'

Pottsville, Pa., Feb. 19tU.

Editor Fokest and Stream:—
The other day a parly had on

exhibition a lot of eyelesa

fisb consisting of shiners, pickerel

and others.

We

have

heard and read of eyeless fish, but have never before gazed
upou such a phenomenon, which caused ua to pause and
We neglected to questo seriously contemplate the scene.
have
tion from whence tbey came, but suppose they must
been discovered in a subterranean pond beneath some
swamp; if true, Mammoth Cave no longer has a monopoly
for eyeless fish.

Dom

Pedho.

The Butcher Bird Once More.— Among the many
teresting notes called forth

by our recent remarks on

in-

this

Fla.,
species, is the following account from ourLongwood,
correspondent "F. L. R." Speaking of the southern spesays:—
he
ludovkianus),
cies of shrike {Coliurio
"It is known throughout the south as Butcher Bird, or
French Mocking Bird; the first from its babit of impaling
name from its
its food on thorns, eic, and tbe second
very
notes, which are, during the spring and summer,
seen
frequently
have
range.
1
their
limited
in
but
sweet,
glaTidulOKl
in Texas lhe thorns of the mesquite (AlgorMa
and the locust (G. triacanthilt) filled with a great variety
of insects and small animals, such as field mice, or young
snakes and lizards. On one occasion I was removing an
old house, and three of these birds took positions at convenient distances, rrom which they descended on every
moving thing that showed itself, frequently coming almost
under my feet in quest of a mouse or roach, with which
they decorated a small locust that grew near at hand. They
are very numerous here, and very tame also, seeming to
have little or no fear of a human being. I have frequently
drtveu them out of my back porch, wbere they were help.

—

common

my fresh beef. To this last performance
red beaded woodpecker is very much addict-

ed, often showing a strong disposition to resist
to protect your property."

your

efforts

Domesticated Wild G-sesb.— A correspondent sends
us the following interesting note
"The theory advanced by several of your correspondents about domesticating wild geese holds good.
Several
years ago a citizen residing near Eockville, this county,
captured in the fall of the year a male and female wild
goose, and tor a time kept them in confinement
In the
spring they took "French leave," and the owner presumed he was minus a pair of geese. Next fall the mother
returned with a flock of twelve or fourteen line young
geese, which remained by her side until all v.'ere captured.
The mother Was then allowed to depart, but never returned, having most likely been shot.
"Audubon."

—

—

SV-*»

The

Wixmm.—Minneapolis,

Minn,,

W&>., %2a\

1877.—

Ampelis garrulm, Linn., or the Waxwing, a winter visitant
here isso inconstant, appearing as last winter, in large number and then failing to do Bobntitely for several successive
winters, it has occurred 10 me that With your extended area
of circulation yon might make the inquiry, "Where has he
been observed during lite present winter?" the numerous
answets to which may bc+iu the solution of the piobleui
of his migratory habits, hitherto essentially unanswered.
,

Hatch.

P. L.

,

tuVc, ibat correspouaems Be particular to print,
names, tonus, <&c, to guard against mistakes by the composi-

torlal rcqueat to the
tor.

am

not very "hefty" in toe use of scientific terms, bat when 1 venBe *pb4UddRym flr.d printed it C7ie»-ict'.s, b.-li'jld your "very
oil h on
OOB*' of a compositor made my "-lfirtotis" to read OTerlcUS,
the whole, I rather think an improvement, and shall adopt, it "until
fmnre aaes .-hall have discovered the rUht..'' Hoping you will not think
I

me

a "Sassacus," thuiiLiu

I

may he

a -'Rusticus,"

1

test yours to sarve,

A. A. M.
P. S.-CIencus does look like O'Vericns; at any rate
merry CUBS).

it's

all

the

same

O. V.

to Aim-riciiK, (A

another injured author -writes what follows: and we
ate lain to say that the explanation shows that teleprinter's
error has evoked some unfortunate criiiuis tits upon the head
of Rusticus, which are the harder lo bear because he is not
to blame:
Feh.
rKc
Still

,

Amoni; a few nnimportnut miaprinl
the iiiK-UL;eut reader— in my little hislory published in your Ismie of the
loth inet., occur- one which eintply negatives the rest, of Ihe s atcment.
For "The Lirmell Bros, surpassed," the reader will please substitute
'•The Linncll Bros, witnessed, &c. By making this correction you will
Id;.- neus.
add to the obligations of

Zj^oodhnd,

^ntm and %ntdm.

.

—

Palms. Palms have now become universal favorites,
anil their popularity is such that tkey are no longer confined to extensive collections in large horticultural and botanical establishments, but have been introduced lo decorate and enliven the parlors and drawing-rooms of our oily
and country homes.
There is a strongly marked individuality about this order of plants which strikes even Ihe ordinary observer,
and the effect produced is all the more heightened when
large and small specimens of the various species are
grouped together, and also when they are associated with
'Tree Mr its, Cyeuds, Bananas, Ma.ra.nias, C'atadmms, and
other plants of a tropical character, Their symmetrical
appearance, their fan-shaped or primate leaves, the charmMing shades of green which tin y assume, the graceful
curve of the leaf etalks, the rugged, often prickly, appearance, of the stems, the development of the flowering process on a spadix, their intrinsic value and durability, all
combine to raise them iu public estimation, and stamp
them among the most noble as well as ornamental of the
vegetable kingdom. They are of early culture compared
with many plants of less value; yet to preserve healthy,
well developed specimens, care and attention are requisite.

The soil should consist of free fibrous loam, as iargs a
proportion of fibre being left as practicable, inasmuch as
the mass wili thereby take longer to get decomposed, and
yet exhausted will form a better rooting medium. Keep
more porous, and thereby enable the cultivator lo keep the
roots within limit, and thus make the plants more rigid
and better suited for home decoralion. Water should be
freely giveu, and a good margin or basin be allowed therefor, the indispensable condi ion of success in Palm growing beiug good drainage, abundance of water at 'he root,
and plenty of moisture in the atmosphere. If they are.
stunted as regards water supply during their period of acthe foliage, instead of wearing that freshness and
lustre so pleasing to the eye, speedily assumes a parched
and sallow hue, the growth receives a severe check, the
leaves are stunted, and the chances arc that the plant never
recovers its pristine vigor. Another and most essential
provision with reference to health and color
from the bright sunlight. Huring our hot, burning summers, if the greenhouse is shaded, eulrer Ly painting ihe
glass with aibin coaling of White lead and turpentine (that.
it may be easily rubbed off in the fall) or by temporary
screens, the evaporation is reduced, and a moist growing
tivity

I

is easily retained, provided the syringe or hose
applied daily. Cleanliness, of course, is absolutely necenemies, and
Scale and Thrip are
essary.
Plants in which the growth
(anal be watched incessantly.

atmosphere
is

!

i

has been solidified hy a due admission of light and air will
winter in a minimum temperature of 45°, but where they
are. intermixed with a miscellaneous assortment it is advisable not to let it fall below 50°.
Several of the more hardy varieties, such as the Sago
aud Hate Palms, the Palmetto, etc., are now much used as
single specimens on leaves, or for groups in the pleasure
grounds, giving quite a sub-tropical aspect to the surroundings, while for jardinieres and window boxes, for halls,
churches, or parlor groups, they are found indispensable,
lending lo all a lightness and grace that can he supplied by
no other plants. They have also made their mark for table decoration, and no arrangement looks more lovely or
graceful than a pair of nicely matched Palms for end pieces
on a dinner or supper table, and a graceful March stand
with its tall, trumpet-shaped vase for the centre pieces.
The following are the most hardy, useful, aud cheapest of
the genus:

abundance.

Leaves fan-shaped— Uhamm-ops cxcelm, C. humilis, and
C. Fortuna, Coryplm australis, Latania Bonloniea, and L.
rttiira, LivmgKlorda rotUndifolia,
Thrinax argeniea and T.
elegans.
Leaves pinnate— Pluenix, dacttjUfera aud P. syLmaArr.rjt, 'mrscJuiffeltii, A. lutescens and A. rubra, Seafortris

Drum— two ipeofes.

winter

One of the features of this market at midthe prevalence of beautiful flowers Hoses, pinks,
mignonetts, fucias, heliotrope, pahsies and gerani
bouquets, etc., are cheap and plentiful.
The dis-

is

violets,
urns, iu

play

is

a horticultural exhibition in

itself;

«^»

i

— Curtis & Cobb,

seedsmen and

florists, 11

Avon

street,

Boston, write, Feb. 23d:
"We appreciate your department of Horticulture, that,
I invariably read carefully.
It is an improvement ou pre
vious years, ana trust it will do great good."

££e» mid §iver egishitfg.

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY,
SOUTHERN WATSR8
I'ompimo, TyacA

Grouper. Epipt

rQlimts.

&a

'

Piou

(triads Mass)

Catfl

nhukv.
Sciamaptec&mu».

S«a Oa.-B,
bheepehcad. AicAouirgus probata-

Tu

lorfieb,

Pm

Black Bass, it
M. hujrtcam.

eepiutlw,.

,

Snapper, Lutjanus caxxt.

.

t

thea elegans, Euterpe edule, Prilchardia filamentosa, VVelfia
regia,

Printer's Errors. —These are most vexatious to both
author and editor; sumetimesthey are ex-isj eratiug; sometimes ihey cau-e libel suits. Here is the complaint that
one correspondent makes, it is altogether characteristic:—
PotNaM, Conn. Feb. SSfl, :Si f.
Boitob Forest and Stream:—
I renieinbur reading some tune slcco in Forest and Str-ram an ell!
scientific

—

FOREST AND STREAM,

50
ing themselves lo
the

—

aud Kenlia Cauterburyana.

Tue

CrtiCACio

Poultry Show,— Prom our Chicago

cor-

we receive the following account of the annual
in progress in that city—
poultry show, so far, has been a very successful
one, ilie'attenoauce being large and the entries more numerous tbau last year. They number nearly 1,200, and
leave but Utile of the immense coop now unoccupied. -'Ihe
breeds shown are great in variety. The chickens on exThere are
hibition embrace seventy-three varieties.
twenty different kinds of pigeons and several varieties of
The show is iu every respect much belter than
rabbits.
mst year. The exhibitors are from every part of tire country.
Air. W. U. Todd, of Vermillion, Ohio, has made 100
entries, including a great variety ot chickens, ducks,
pigeons and geese. His Chinese geese fill the exposition
building with their unearthly squawk. Dr. Euos, of Milwaukee, has a very tine lot ot fowls on exhibition. A
great many other prominent exhibitors arc represented,

respondent
poultry

show now

"The

visitor sees a great number of fine birds.
Some line
black Cochins are seen, many of which, especially the

Ihe

very handsome. U. J. Ward, of Chicago, aud
VV. H. Todd, of Ohio, are the principal exhibitors of
The display of partridge Cochins
this kind of fond.
is very fine, and attract much attention, Hr. Home, of
Jancsville, Wisconsin, has several which he values at $75
a pair. The buff Conchins are well represented aud are
the most handsome bird in the show, being very large aud
of a golden hue.
There is a large variety of game cocks on exhibition;
some very fine ones. The speckled Hondaus attract the
attention of all visitors by reason of their singular appearance.
Todd, of Ohio, makes the principal txhibit. The
display of black Spanish is large and tine. There are sixty
coops of them. Mr. Todd, of Ohio, exhibits what he
thinks the largest goose iu the world. It weighs thirty
pounds. There are a great many other varieties of birds
on exhibition noted for their hearty and good qualities.
The finest displays arc made by "Dr. Bnos and 8. H. Leaman, of Milwaukee, and W. H. Todd, of Vermillion,
Ohio.
The show will last until Tuesday night of next week,
ana will be varied by a baby exhibition, which will prevail from 2 to 5 o'clock on Monday and Tuesday afternoons,
headquarters to he the art gallery. To foster this branch
of industry prizes wiil be given a silver cup to the handsomest and healthiest, intant, irrespective of sex, under
eighteen months, and $10 in gold lor the secoud prize.
Kovek.
The show, so far, has been a success.
males, ate

—

•»•-*.

THE BOSTON

Frsttnfr

Market.—Notwithstanding the

PINE.

Montreal, Canada, Feb. 21st. 1877.
Editor Fohkst and Stkeam:
YV ill you be kind enough, in the Answers to Correspondents of FOBEST and Stream lo tell me the specific name of
the enclosed Lycpodmm — hat is to say, it you can do so

—

i

from the very meagre and imperfect specimen (the best 1
can get, however,) which I send. It is imported to this
country trotn the United States, in large quantities for
Christmas decoration, and is sold here under the name of
the "Boston Pine."
Also, can you tell me what Saskatoon berries are? They
come from the western country, aud the name is probably
lNQtiiut.it.
of Indian derivation.
Undoubtedly Lycopodium complanatum var. Sabinaffolium, Willd (L. ehamajcyparissus, Braun). The typical
foim is common in shady woods and among evergreens
throughout Mew York, Kew Jersey and southward, while
northward it passes gradually into the variety as above;
The stems are creeping, with scattered, awl-shaped leaves,

season

remarkably low owing

to Ihe abundance of the supply. Our quotations for the week are as follows:— Striped bass 20 to 25 cents per pound; smells, 20
cents; bluefish, 15 cents: salmon (frozen), 80 cents-, shad
(southern), 75 cents each; mackerel, 80 cents; white perch, 15
cents; Spanish mackerel 75 cents; green turtle,
terrapin, $15 per dozen; frost fish, S cents per pound; hali
but, 15 cents; haddock, 7 ceuts; codfish, 8 cents; black-

prices of fish remain

15 cents; herrings, 6 cents; flounders, 12 cents;

lisli,

bass,

20 cents;

eels,

sea

18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; slieeps-

per gallon;
head, 20 cents; turbott, 20 cents; sc
whitefish, 20 cents per pound; pickerel, 18 cents; sunfish,
10 cents; yellow perch, 10 cents; salmon trout,
hard shell crabs, $3 00 per 100; soft crab.- -k\:2', per
'

red snappers, 15 cents per pound.

—All the Long Island spring ponds and their on
and auglers are hoping for propitiot
season opens on the 15th of March. Should no

clear of ice,
until the

snow

or severe weather occur,

tin

condition for the rod lhan at any time
of an old inhabitant.

ter

Within

the

memory

—

Fishing Rods. We have recently had Ihe pexamining a remarkably handsome c imbined Gri en lieu
and split bamboo rod, with German silver mounting mat
for Mr. E R. Howes, of San Francisco, bj
This linn, as will be seen
Bissett & Mallison, of this city.
hy their advertisement, are now making a specially of (bis
line of work, turning out split bamboo fly roi
guaranteed quality, at prices far below anything at which
they have previously been sold..
i

,

The Ouvis Flies.—Mr. Chas. F. Orvis
who makes most excellent Trout and Bass
au Improved Reel, as well, which
by anglers, has recently turned his atti .
Home specimens of his handicral
artificial flies.
our table before us. They com prise se n-u pal ten

Vt.,

I

flies, in

bound

gaudy

colors,

to say that they

and nine
ought

of

trout

Q

to satisfy the

most

:

One of the bass flies has its winj
pattern; the others are flat. Three of the trout flies are
new studies, which Mr. Orvi3 thinks are nearer to nature
than the usual styles. He claims to dress his flies on best
selected gut, and tie to any size of hook. One plan he
adopts which all dealers would do well to iimlsti
taches to each kind of 11 y sold cither the name of the fly,
or a number, so that parties can duplicate their orders
with certainty, and also learn the names of artificial flies,
which many wish to do. Lest some pel
that Mr. Orvis is only a tyro in tying, and don't know as
much about the art as some other men (which may, or may
not be a fact,) we wish to say that we
something of the effort and expense to which
vering gentleman has put himself to act:"
i

Ihe profession, aud to aid that if all pei
dertaking a new business would take
qualify themselves, more general satisfaction would be enjoyed by purchasers. Mr. Orvis, in his far-ofl
New England, will be able to supply a IfM
skill in

i

and to till avoid whirl
"ihe world could never fill."

felt,

the branches erect and repeatedly forked, the brauehlels in
the variely being much narrower and more erect than in
Can our corrospondent send a sample of the
the type.

—Messrs. Holberton & lieemer wish to call Ihe attention
of anglers to their splendid stock of trout anil
just received from Miss Sara .1. MeBrid
also a fine assortment of fly rod

berriesV-Eu.

Leonard, and olhermakers.

—

Raise Lapugena. How should I proceed to
few seedling L.ipagerias?— Alpha.
Sow in pots or pans filled with light soil; place them iu
a temperature of 60° to 65°, and keep them well watered.
They will germinate in about a month, and will then not
require so much water. Pol off singly as soon as the plants
are fit to handle, and look carefully for thrip on them during the hot weather. Ed.

Qdert— To

raise a

—

Owing to the continued aosence of rain, the supply cf
grapes was uearly as great at Christmas time in San Francisco us at :ne height of their season.. Oranges from further
south were plentilul, as were alsoother tropical liuits, seen
Strawberries weie yet
as bananas, piueapp.es, limes, etc.
Apples,
in market, aud ras-pserrter. just passing away.
pears, green peas, siring beans, new potatoes, asparagus,
sweet potatoes, and the usual winter vegetables were in

THE OLD QUESTION— DO BLACK BASS
TAKE THE FLY?
X
EmioK

DEinorr, Feb.

17th, 1877.

Forest and Sthe.vi:—

"VV. VV.

M-.V

article

on "Angling

for

Black Bass" in

your issue ot the loth leads me to g ve mylb
with the fly, hoping to aid in solving this queston a^ to
whether they "do or do not lake" it.
This appears to be a. much vexed qm
rive at a conclusion one way oi ihe o hai
the habits of the fish, and condition
them must be considered iu their, true relation. 1 have
always thought my SUCC6S!
Be fish to take a
conditions, and not upon 1L
rule my CXpefifly; lor that, would be an E
I

-

»

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
exceptions but only a modification of application lo cover
different conditions under which we see it.
Beginuiug with the opening oE ttie black bass fishing,
wink- they (ITC yet in slialhr.v water, my efforts to capture
them with dies have been uusucuusslnl except in those
ir Imbitfi then lead them to frequent; but. whenwith Hies of right
ever I have sought them in
size and kind success was a rule, unless some condition of
the water or an untimely hour of the day made lie fish
ubatile tu tie ihe fly, but able to see me too distinctly.
My experience in Uy-hsliing for bass has been confined
he Iludsou and Mohawk rivers, in vimy, so must not he taken as an assertion thai
all waters are included in my views; but during seven or
iug in those waters with both bait and
tifes, including Ihe "Dobsorj," which is undoubtedly the
equal, it not the superior, of any bait for bass, my success
i,
These waters arc not
•with flies.
noted tor Ihe numbers 01 extraordinary size of their fish,
Uiit tbeii ''game" and "educational" qualities are beyond
question, living as they do in die rapid rocky channels
cuarailtorislics of the lower Mohawk and upper Hudson,
and being constantly persecuted wit.li all kinds of fishing
;

'

l

i

two fine scrub races. In this the club has
been mote fortunate than the rival club at Poughkeepsie,
which so far nas only sailed oue race this winter
sailed, as well as

.

Augustine Yacht Club.— This Club has now been
by act cf the Florida Legislature, under
whose provisions it has become owner of the building now
St.

incorporated

pebbly bottom.
'flie uou success of

flies in bass fishing, it seems to me,
faults in their size and color than in "lack
of appreciation" in Ihe fish; most of the bass flies sold by
the trails generally have only a "local reputation," not applicable to all conditions arising from the varied haunts of
this fish; ami this fault cannot be. corrected except by observations of the many court! ions that arise.
In the waters most familial' to me dies of moderate
size ami subdued combinations gave best, success; brown

arise

more from

I

hackles Ued on No. 6 Limerick, ami brown and yellow
flies tied on JNo. C or No. 10 hooks were always successful lures in low, clear water; for higher turbid
water more gaudy flies were good, made of scarlet or
red body, brciwn tail and wings, or will) double wings, iuner scarlet, outer brown, black liackle, tied on No. 4 hook.
Of course the sizes apply only to my experience, as in the
waters mentioned a ball pound was an average weighi,
seldonvrcaehing b :you i a p >und and a hflf. To compare
relative success wii'h fly against, bait let me add an incident
wildings.
Having tithed all the Mohawk
of one of
east and north of Oniioea, arrived at a dam near Waterford

season

Move-ULKTS of the FtsuiNc. Fi.HET.— The delay in the
Beet leads to the impression
arrival oi
ha i a scarcity of Ban has been round upon Georges and
that the vessels ha-e resorted to the deep water fishery on
The number of
dele their fares.
fishing arrivals the past week ha.? been small, including 1
Jrom
Hanks, 5 Inmi Lallave, o from Georges, ami
The receipts of fish
1 from Grand ilconuj a total of ten.
foe the week have been about 375.000 pounds codfish, 100,I

Wand

000 iioumls halibut, and 200,001) frozen herring.— Cfops

Ann

23rf.

§nchting undenting.

—A life

is to be established at St. Auand the Yacht Club there has contributed libertoward the outfit, This Club is composed chiefly of
northern gentlemen, who spend the winters in Florida.

gustine,
ally

—Astor's
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—Last week was

ten of the

yacht, the "Atlanta," of the

New York Yacht

Club, which has been in Florida waters for the past two
months, was at the St. John's bar on February 20th, waging for an opportunity to sail for New York, the weather
preventing her from getting to sea.

—Two steamboats
fornia waters.

are being built at GreeDpoint for Cali-

It will cost $0,000 to

send them packed in

San Francisco.

sections, lo

ThoJVeW Tork Illustrated Timet has assumed (ho leadership
c news of the day.

in the

matter of reporting the the
..,-..,-.

while

;..,;„

v.

r

ial

-

it

|;

representations of plays

It gives es well faithful
uefallv-wntleu biographical

tBO board* of the Metropolitan
loading actors, wit

(in

re.

artistic portraits of the

sketches.

The

Tapes

Illustrated

published

is

My

(

Saturday

r

ning.

Price

lOcouta.— Adv.

name

or the French steamer, recently wrecked, is
pronounced "lam-a reek." Long before the unfortunate vessel foundered

L'Anieriquc, the

upon the shoals, however, the name had been bestowed upon a new
and therefore the name and the cigarette were ia everybody's
mouth. The secret, of the success of L'Amerique is that it is a novelly
manufactured from the purest Lonisiaua Perique and tha; wouiUrfiilly
popular tobacco-Vanity Fair.— Adv.

cigarette,

»

is good Tor the delicate skin of the baby ia no loss delightuse of mature people. It is, therefore, lhat B. T. Babbitt's
Toilet Soap, a new article just put on the market, merits a word of
praise. Male of the purest vegetable oils, and without artificial scent,

That whieh

ful for the

simply the perfection of soaps for

it is

toilet use,

whether for old or

young.—Adv.

G. N., Baltimore.— Perclr fishing begins in April.
8 isaau, N. P., from New York, vii Savannah and
nine, is £15 gold. Excursion tickets SSS. Iuquire of Murray,
Ferris, & Co., G2 South street.
St. All:

tell me the nsual gait in running
Is it a trotter or jumper? Aus. This deer tons
in baste. He rarely trots. Will print next week

Bircham, Halifax, N. S.— Canyon
of Ihe Virginia deer?
like a horse

whenever

an important paper on the subject from a geuntleman well versed in the
habits of theCervidaj.

G. JF„ Yonkers, N. Y.— Ten men enter in a sweepstake at 10 birds
each, the money is divided in three prizes, four men lie for the llrst
money; have they any claim to the second or third money? Ans. Unless "class shooting" was specified, they shoot off for all the prizes.

B L, D.. Gibsouton Mills, Pa.— Please inform me best time
shooting on liamkakee swamp and name of a party who would
About what ia
letter or telegram and lodge a party of three.
day, including boat and guide? Ans. The beet shooting is in
Have requested a party to write you particulars.
1

.

duck
answer a
cost per
for

the

fall.

York. Charleston
M.
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very lively oue tor the
un the river at New
excellent condition up loFriday
ice

Hamburgh having been in
Mil.
On Mouda y, the 19th, iiie non-active members'
race of Ihe New Hamburg Ice Yueh'. Club, forsecond class
,

yachts (those carrying less than 350 square feet of canvas)
'took place, Commodore Giinncll's Centennial yacht, Whiff
winning. On Tuesday, the 201 h, in the forenoon, the nonyachts came off, over
active members' race
a ten mile course, and was won by the Magic in 20m. 15s.
;

the day the non-active members' race for

first

Laler in
more (ban 350 square feci of
canvas) was hud over a twelve-mile course, the Zero •winning in 25m. 20s.
On Wednesday, the 21st, ihe race for the "Kidd" chalclass boats (those carrying

ing? and if possible a little Ashing? 1 shall leave New Tork the 25th of
July or sooner. A country farm honse a day or so from here wouKi be
preferable, with board not to exceed $S per seek? Ans. We cau recommend no better place than Barnegat Bay, on Hie Jersey coast. Go down
first and take a look.

J. M., New Tork.— Will you kindly give mo some information in regard to large game hunting la Michigan? Ans. If you will give us full
address we will send yon the large and very complete pamphlet Issued
by the Grand Rapids & Indiana Kuilroad. Telia you all about the best

game and

fish.

yon inform me where I can get the best
and towns, that ate
not on our common maps? Ans. Address Florida band & Immigration
Society. 21 Park Row. Ask for Aptkorp's new map. Let, us remind
our
claim
on
attention, as you write anyou that, your question has uo
onymously.
J. A D. Boston.— Cau you inform me how to teach a Newfoundland
dog so as to make a good watch dog of him; ho is no., rive months old?
If after your dog ia
.unties at H watch dog come by instinct.
one year old you keep him chained in ihe day time and let him loose at.
night, he will probaby make a watch dog.

M.

F., Kockville— Can

of Florida for finding the small rlveis, lakes,

lenge pennYmt was culled by Commodore Grinnell. Seven
class boats drew up jn line, the largest, the Flying
Cloud, carrying G30 square leet of canvas and being 53 feet
The other
in length from lip of bOWf-ptil to end of boom.
yachts were the Bertie, Phantom, Quickstep, Zero, Zigzag,
and Zephyr. Alter a magnificent race the latter won,
making the twelve miles course and rossiug the line in the
splendid rime of 19 minutes trom the start.
On the 22d ihe yachts of the, second and third classes,
in their turn, sailed for the pennant,, the Whiff v> inning in
47 minutes. All the regular races of this club have been

D. T. C. Boston.— Will New Turk mate a closed time for smelts this
sceson, and put them owl of market during die spring? Aus. Write re
garding this matter to Hou. K. B. Boosevelt, this city. The fact is no
smelts of any consequence arc takou in New Tork walers, our supply
Comes almost entirely from Maine and Nova Seotia; very fc x from Massachusetts now.
article
II. A..,Montpclior, Vt. -Some weeks since, yon published an
relative to boats, ia which a Newport built boat was esp,
Have mislaid my copy, and
or, I believe, as safe, a good sailer, Ac.
builders
of
builder
or
of
a
names
know
the
should like another; also to

Ans.

these boats?
tol,

R.

I.

You

If

you

Bio.'s, Bris-

will write to Messrs. llerriehoff

will get all the

place, the article

We cuuuot

information about the boats.

from your discretion.

H, B., Greenville, Pa.— 1. Is 801 pellets in aSO-inchtaiget, 30yde.,
.« drs. powder, No. s , hot, 1; o*. Eliot, n ruir larget? 2. Is l)!l pellets
No. S shot, 1} oz. 35 Yds., Hi inch target, n fair average? 8, If 93 pellets
No. 8 1} nz, shot, 4} drs. powder, 46 yds., an average? Ana, !. In an
ohnce and a qnarter of No. B shot there are *08 pellets. 2. Target No. 2
i.
3. No. 1 a fair average for a cylinder
u- good

M

.

bored g

l

He

because

Id

oblige

me

id

|!J,'li

I
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.
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I

,

:
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Ihe lai.i
i-i.ieaius that empty into
nay oi
are 01(00 8bot with a rille while on ihe surface, but they frequently dive
when hit and are not found jutil some lime after wards.
8., Philadelphia.— l.How Many pellets should a 12-boro gun loaded
with on ounce and an eighth of number eight shot thrown
circle at 30 yarde: gun eboked-bored? 2, Uow would be the beet way to
i

rcofc or

iiinht

load a 12-bore choke gun weighing Br pounds to shoot ducks, the gun is
a breech-loader? 3. How can I tell how much my gnn Is cbokedf I can
see it quite plainly and feel it? Ana. 2J0 at least. 2. 4i drs. powder,
oz. No. i shot. 3. You can only tell by targeting it.

H

long, Ely's
W., Philadelphia.— The chamber of my breech-loader ia
s reach the nearest mark to the end of the chamber and
he
Stnrdevant brass shell to the other mark; are the shells long enough,
and if not con I get longer? Ans. The mark you give we meaanre lo be
2« inches, which is tbo ic-gular length of the Ely 12-boro shell,
lr your gnn is a 12-borc these snells should flt; if it is a 10-bore, or If
the chamber is 2} inches, you can get sheila to fit, or Ely's blue shells as
long as three inches.
1

J. M., Lockport.— The Winchester rifle has a movable Iron lover or
gauge, under the breech, doeB a person, in firing, have to work the lever
forward and backwards, in order to Are the nest time? And is the aim
interrupted in preparing for next shot? or is tbo cocking regulaicd by
pulling the trigger, and the gun held "on aim" until all the chargoa are
expended? Ans. The lever must be worked to extract the old shell and
tliro.v a fresh one in the chamber. Ia doing this the aim would of courau
be distroyed and a fresh sight taken.

Inquirer, Boston.— I have a valuable setter pnp about nine months
old that I recently sold iu apparently good health and condition; tbres
days afterwards the dog was returned to me totally blind, he being in
other respects all right, having a good appelate, Ac. Can you tell me
what ia the canse of it? and if so what to do for it? The dog was sent
and returned by express. Ana. Without seeing the dog or knowing
what wasdonn to him on the journey we can give no opinion as to Ihe
cause of trouble. What is the present condition or appearance or the
eye?

SiMoNns, Boston.— 1, Will it he worth the difference in the price, between laminated and Damascus steel barrels, for the Fox patent gun,
weighing ten pounds? i. What kind of shells, of whose manufacture,
and what cost, shall I use? 3. What is a proper charge of powder and
of shot for such a gun? Ans. 1. It is a matter of taste; the laminated
barrels will last as long aa the othcra. There are a nnnmber of makers
of brass shells.
Those of the IT. M. C. Co. will cost you gl 15 for 12's
and St 40 for 10'a. Ely'a, $1 25 for 12's and SI 5J for 10's. 3. It depends entirely upon the kind of ahooling.

Subscriber, Port Hope.— t I have heard it argned a good deal lately
about a hat size shot should be used at pigeon matches, 21 yarde rise.
Please enlighten ma
I have heard it said as coarse aa No. 5 shot used.
on the subject, what size you think proper? 2. Can you inform me how
eels breed? Ans. No. 8is the size of shot genernllynsed in pigeon
mulches, although we have known some men to nse as small as No. 10
at 21 yards rise. 2. The mode of propagation of eela has never been accurately decided; for articles on brceduig them see pages t'6 ana 67 of
oar last volume.
.

W. A. A., Jr., Newark, N. J.—1 have a small black and tan dog, he
yeara old and he has a very bad cough, he weezes so when ho
coughs, it appears something like the asthma; when he coughe he loses
His
all control of himself and falla over and seema to lose his breath.
appetite is good and his bowels are regular; ithaa been coming on him.
for a long time? Ans. Give your dog the following; Barbadoea tar, two
drachma: powdered squills four drachma; extract of belladonna, three
scruples; liquorice ponder a sufficiency. Beat into a mass and make
ia six

into twenty pills, giving four daily. Feed the dog on rice and milk instead of meat and see that he is exercised.

Md—

Is the summer climate of Florida an nnT. G. M., Cumberland,
pleasant or unhealthy one for northern men? Can anch a peraon live
there dining the summer without serious discomfori from beat, and
what portion of the Slate offers the most desirable climatic inducements
in this respect? Does it possess any advantages in this matter over the
other Gulr Slates? Ans. The peuiusular location of Florida does undoubtedly give it an advantage over other Gulr States, and it is aeingular
fact that the anmmer mid-day heat is more tolerable than at the north
while the nights are much cooler. These conditions apply to almost all
parts of the State south of lot. 29°.

H. W., Philadelphia.—1. Is it any harm to have a bitch covered at
2. Ia one connection of J- of an hour sufficient
first heat, one year old ?
produce pups on the 9th day of showing heat? The dog would uot
cover her afterwards; it was the first time for the dog; he is five years
old, healthy and active; should the bitch bo well fed and have plenty of
exercise! Ans. I. it is not advisable to allow a bitch to be served tho
fli-Bl time of heat.
2. Under ordiniry circumstances the service should
have been sufficient, bnt considering the age of the bitch yon are not
By all
likely to have a litter of strong aud well developed pupplea.
means feed ber well and give plenty of exercise.
Subscriber, York, Pa.— Judging by the the symptoms I have given
you at length above, please answer the following questions regarding my
dog: 1. What was her disease? 2. Did she have the proper treatment?
have been the treatment? Ana. We think the
3, I r uot, what should
dog died of inflamation of the bowels, but you say nothing about the
number or quality of passages dining the two last days. Ton should
have given 25 drops of laudum In two ounces of starch water, as an
enema after each passage and;so controled the diarrlnea. Ton might
also have given three or four grains of quinine three times a day in pills,
and poured beef lea and milk down the throat if the dog refused nourishment. We don't think it distemper.
J. W. Beix, Boston.— 1. What is marine glue, or varnish, snch as is
used on paper boate? 2, Doea it require a special kit dot paper for
boats? Ans. 1. shelac varnish la used to make paper boats impervious
8.

her
to

to water.

The varnish may

be prepared after the following formula: IS

Let the shellac dissolve in
shellac, 4J gallons alcohol.
the alcohol and apply with a brash. 2. Mesara. Waters'of Troy, N. V.,
the only mannfacturera or paper boats in tnia country, use paper made
especially for their business? Manila paper ia used for racing shells,

pounds orange

and linen paper, one-sixth to one-eighth inch in thickness for canoea,
gigs, to..
E. Waters .to Son's claim that their patents cover the right to
make Dials of paper, aud that no person can build a boar of paper iu the
countries where their rights are registered, without infringing upon
them. For farther particulars address B. Waters & Sou'a, Troy, N. Y.
Old Subscriber, Baltimore.— I am going down in a short time to
recommended, and would
visit Capt. Ayreaut Ocean City, whom you
ask von lo answer the the following qnestiona for me: Ia there good
duck shooting down there as well as goose, ami what varieties of ducks?
Chesapeake, and how many
Is die shooting d»no over decoys us on the
are necoesary? My gun is a 10 bore Greener, weighing 81 pounds. Ia
Are there any men having live gee^o dethat heavy enough?
coys whom I can employ, aud what do rhey charge? Ia there
Will I have to go far from the house to
any snipe ahooling?
get duck shooting, or are there good points near at hand? Ana. If you
go to Ocean City, von will have to stop first at Berlin, at Wagner's
Ho el. As thecals run only iu summer, except, on special occasions,
His house Is
yoil will have to pay $2 for a wa^ou to take you to Ayres.
right on the beach, and the fowl By over it. Use blinds, with or wuhout
decoys. Live geese decoys handy. Ten-bore gun too light. An 8-bore
Board, including all not over 82 50 per day. They'll post
better.
is
you at Berlin. Take cars from Wilmington to Salisbury, and change
tor Berlin.

mi ch by answering the below
would lind the most numissiiileioshoot a •toon" while on the surface,
have been told that they can dodge Ihe Bash of n rille. Ans. 1.
ii, and ascend. Wilson's
,,,
House
j

first

(

it.

i
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a

Hudson, the

& Wesson?

instead of the Smith
should have corrected

map

1!)

nde ni'itch mean the Frank Wesson rifle
Ans. He undoubtedly did; and we
Thanks for your offer.
New York.— Where can I have a month of good summer shoot-

of rue Fn-bervtlli-, Ontario,

T.

sue,

ball to follow.

saving station

localities for

HIGH WATER. POK THE WEEK.
Date.

finances are in a

Progress, Philadelphia.— Did not the party who sent you the report

I

Advertiser, F>:b.

its

Their first grand regatta of the
appointed for March Bd, with a fancy dress and

is

masquerade

»«—

.

learn that

flourishing condition.

my

with a pool in which an old geuth man uad "baited" its
bass for two or three hours without a ••nibble," as he sard,
and doubling that there was a fish in the river; quietly
casting the llies into the upper edge of the pool three rises
met them instantly, much to his surprise, and two halfpuund I>as3 were hooked and soon netted; a dozen casts in
all, maybe, sorely nut, more, and eight, tine bass were lying
iu my hasket much mote lo his surprise; and this pool was
less Than twenty feet vide and four deep
Hoping this « iil tie acceptable to you, and add a little to
the solution of this "fish problem," 1 rei
if. V
ITlowek, Jit.

We

occupied by others.

i

In the early season, from June to last of August, my
best success has been fishing in deep pools, or under shadow
nf dams and falls where the water is quieted a moment
after its plunge, casting my flies into the tumbling waters
and giving the current us own way with them, simply keeping them on the sin tare,
lu the later season, from middle
of September to et
earn to live
the
more in rapid, deep currents well out in the stream where
it
is less
disturbed by obstructions, lying in the eddies
formed by boulders, etc., but if tHO water's surface is
disturbed "by winds, as is usual at that season, they are
taken about, "as readily in mid current, where ihe water is
from two lo three or four feet dflSp, and running over a

51
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The Best Si-ortukg Paper Published.— The fullest sporting news
published in Ihe United States appears In the New York plmtrqklt
lb
department is edited by the well-known "CricUmore,"
Whose intimate acquaintance with the turf aud spornng matters gen»
erally is not equalled by any writer in the country. Every incident of
any importance in racing, boating, ball-playing, Jsc, &c, is promptlj
aud exbnuslii elv recadeil from the personal observation of the wrimr,
-j

accompanied by" illustrations whenever the circumstances juatlfy. Tub
Timet ia published on Saturday and for ealc at all newsstands

Illustrated

i

-Adv.
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tween

St. Augustine and the Indian river, opening thousands of acres of land for emigration, and making St. Augustine the market for an immense back country."

e<J:f^

By the Leo the fare from Savannah to St. Augustine is
reduced to $10, mailing this trip from New York to the
"Ancient City" much cheaper than ever. Murray, Ferris
& Co., 02 South street, are agents for the line in this city.

*•
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THE BLUE GLASS EXCITEMENT.
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discussion of Gen. Pleasanton's alleged discovery
of certain properties in blueglas9, occupies considerable space in the current journals.
He asserts that the
developing and curative powers of sunlight transmitted

through violet glass enormously exceed those of unmodified
light, aud citing from 'his many experiments gives a number of extraordinary instances in confirmation of his beFrom these we may select the following as examples of its effects on plant aud animal life: Cuttings of
vines of the thickness of a pipe stem, and but a few inches
high, planted in a grapery of which the glass was oneeighth blue, inereased in five months to a length of fortyfive feet, aud to a diameter of one inch at the base, while
others similar in all respects to these, exposed to simple
lief.

—

To Correspondents.
AU communications whatever,

—

the ears on.

Year, eirlrtly In A«r«nc».

off for Clubs:of

"Comanche Geokge,."— We received a visit last week
from George Anderson, the Government Scout, who is well
known in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and to the Southwestern Indians generally. George was on his way to
Washington for orders. He says that when the Sioux are
moved down south into the vicinity of the Comanche,
Kiowa, and Apache reservations, there will be music, and
he wants to prepare to join in the dance. He is a fine
looking man of forty, quite intelligent and affable, speaking a half dozen Indian dialects, fond of botany, geology,
etc.
He brought on the seethi of some rare New Mexican
plants, which he has distributed among the newspaper
men, and we were fortunate enough to be included. Altogether George is a very quiet fellow when he is asleep.
He says he has only once been guilty of taking a scalp with

whether relating to onsiness or

literary
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same time had grown but five feet. In
eighteen months from this planting those under blue glass
yielded 1,200 pounds of grapes. Adcaf and rheumatic mule
sunlight, in the

was completely cured by allowing the blue light to play
each day upon the affected parts; an Alderney heifer exposed to the influence of the filtered light was regarded as mature for breeding purposes at the age of four
months, and produced a calf when thirteen months old.
There can of course be no doubt that the results instanced by Gen. Pleasautou tire authentic, and the only
question, therefore, is as to the cause or causes which produced them. The discoverer of the supposed properties
of the colored glass of course believes them to be due to
the glaas, but no scientific explanation of these effects has
On the other hand investigators of emiyet been given.
nence, by means of experiments made with the ut-noit accuracy, have arrived at conclusions quite opposed to this
Gen. Fleasanton is by no means the first person
view.
who has investigated the properties of the different rays of
the spectrum, and the observations of Sachs, Baudrimont,
Cailletet, Vogel, Pfeiffer, and many other physicists, have
failed to show any such effects as those related above.
'

CHARLES HALLOCK,
Editor and Business Manager.

By Ocean Steamer to St. Aegcstlve, Florida, — Since
the.
St,

day when the Spanish

fleet sailed into the

harbor of

Thus
some

Augustine, three centuries ago, scarcely has the ancient

town been so excited as on the 10th or February, just
when the steamship Leo of the Savannah and
Nassau line, passed over the bar and under the walls of
Fort San Marco, and for the first time established steam
communication between it, the eldest city on the continent,
and the outside world. The good ship was not only received enthusiastically by the assembled crowds on shore,
but formally welcomed by the Mayor, while her officers
received the hospitalities of the hotels and the town. The
local paper, the Press, thus congratulates everybody upon
passed,

rail,

direct to

was

in

value.

To the inhabitants of Prince Edwards Island, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, what advantages would accrue if
communication could be kept open throughout Ihe year
across the narrow strait that separates that island from
Nova Scotia! It is only nine miles wide, but the ice has
hitherto proved a barrier almost insurmountable. Many
are the contrivances that have been instituted to overcome
the difficulty so that regularity in the transmission of passengers and mails could be assured; but none have succeeded. 1 he open boat that can be pushed over the
floating floes, and rowed acroES the open water and through
the narrow passages, as opportunity has offered, has proved
the best of all, thus far, but the crew and the few passengers that attempted the perilous journey have often suffered
severely from hardships and inclement weather. Last

summer

a powerful cabin steamer of peculiar model and
construction of hull called the "Northern Light," was built
at Quebec by Capt. E. A. Jewell, a prominent shipbuilder,
and put on the route when water navigation closed. She
was not expected to jump icebergs and steam over solid

but was built massively strong, with powerful
engines to separate floating floes and hammer at consolidated masses, her hull being of such shape as to be lifted
out when "nipped." In the early part of the season, her
trips were very successful, but as the weather grew colder
and the ice thickened and accumulated, moving and grinding through this strait with a five-knot current, her exmonth ago she was
perience became thoroughly Arctic.
in such peril that the crew made' preparations for abandoning her. On the following week she got into still greater
straits, becoming immovably jammed in hngc masses of
floating ice about ten miles from Pictou Island, and between
and Cape George, with no open water near to
fields,

A

it,

which she might force her way.

for we are told that Dr. Fonsa, Director of the Turin LuAsylum, confines his very violent patients in blue
rooms, and that tho results are iu the highest degree satis-

factory.

though somewhat technical artirefer our readers to a recent
The blue glass may be
able lo do all that is claimed for it; may be the panacea
from
their fleshly ills.
things
We
living
Tree
all
that is to
hope that it is, but until some more satisfactory explanaleave
lo doubt.
tion of its supposed power is given, we ask
For a very

intelligent,

on this subject,

number

we may

of the Snentific American.

ICE NAVIGATION.
we noticed an ice velocipede, not differing greatly from the land velocipede,
except that the. drive wheel, instead of being smooth-shod,
as in the road machine, is armed with iron points, and is
arranged on a shaft that is journaled on two longitudinal
The
springs, and fitted into a frame that rests on runners.

IN

our issue of Nov. 16th, 1876,

any time, and the
runners are enabled to pass over small obstructions on the
This principle has been carried out and applied the
ice.
present winter, with gratifying success to the propulsion
of a large passenger and freight steamboat on the St. Croix
Wisconsin. This boat was constructed by M.
river,
Mover, of Areola, Minnesota. She has an iron wheel
fitted with spurs, and is propelled by steam on steel runwheel can be

New York from Havana;

New York

lifted

from the ground

at

ners.

We

can conceive that such a craft is perfectly practiOn glare ice its
cable on ice of only tolerable smoothness.
speed would be greatly accellerated by the addition of

And we can readily
sails of approved pattern.
estimate the inestimable service that might accrue from
their employment upon the great lakes, especially upon
those that are closed by solid ice for five months of the

canvas

whose coast dwellers are isolated and practically
cut off for that period from communication with the rest

year, and
|

ice

surrounding her

the vessels masts. She got out, however, by some fortuitous chance, escaping serious injury. Of course no steamboat like that running on the St. Croix river, to which we
have referred, would answer for the Strait of Northumber-

We have only referred to the latter
coming within the scope of this subject of
^••land.

incidentally, as
ice navigation.

THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.
is very generally understood that education means a
"drawing-out" or development, but the mistake is not
so generally perceived of confounding it with the acquisition of knowledge, and yet the phenomenon is common
enough of a well-informed but ill-educated man or woman.
The memory may be made a perfect storehouse, and its

IT

a prodigy, in the shape of a walking
intellectual digestion be from any
if the
the
result is the anamoly referred to above
deranged,
cause
—the possession of a wide range of knowledge with a total
The poet well understood the distinclack of education.

happy possessor be

tion

when he

natic

cle

The

of the hummock type, rendered familiar by descriptions of Arctic navigation.
The bergs stood higher than

was

cyclopedia, but

nevertheless, but fair to say that experiments somewhat similar in character to those above referred to have
been trifd in Europe, and, it is said, with the best effects;
It is,

We

then with aline of steamers direct from St. Augustine to
will necessarily take the sea route for passengers from Jacksonville, rind all along the St. Johns river.
This experiment of the Leo has proved the superiority of
our bar to that of Jacksonville, and as a port of entry equal
to Charleston or SavanDah, for vessels drawing twelve to
fifteen feet of water.
The people of St. Augustine have every reason to congratulate, themselves on the continued prosperity of their
The linger of prophecy points unmistakably to the
city.
good 'irne coming, when the Ancient City will attain that
prominence among her Southern sister cities which shall
be equal to any of them on the Atlantic coast. The rapid
growth of St. Augustine during the last five years is unprecedented by any town north or south, aud in another
five years we will see not onlya line of steamships between
Nassau, Havana and New York, but a caual navigation be-

1868, asserted that "violet light

plants," and Baudrimont "that
was positively injurious to plants; they abso-

lutely require white light,"

the astounding event:
"It has been practically demonstrated by tlie enteringand
departure at this port of the steamship Leo, that the bar
of St. Augustine is of sufficient depth to admit large-sized
steamers and sailing vessels into the harbor. We look
upon this experiment on ihe part of the owners of the Leo,
in testing the practicability of these ships entering this
"I destined to prove of
port, as one of great
immense, benefit to the Ancient City. The Leo arrived off
the bar at about eight o'clock on Saturday morajfjg last,
and owing to the absence of the pilot was compelled to
wait for the next flood tide, when she came over the bar,
drawing twelve feet of water, and there being over eighteen
feet on the bar, and in thirty minutes from the time she
crossed the bar she was safely alongside the dock.
are much gratified with this inauguration, as we
foresee of a line, not only between here, Savannah, and
Nassau, but ultimately between St. Augustine and New
York. It is already contemplated by the owners of the
Leo to connect with their line at Nassau a line to Havana,
This, with the contemplated railroad to Jacksonville, will
make St. Auirustine the point for embarkation of freight

and passengers, by

Cailletet, iu

respects hurtful to

violet light

Those persons who have sojourned on the
Great Lakes have seldom recognized an event so inspiring
as the advent of the first steamboat of spring, and the
opening of navigation.
We are quite earnest in urging the employment of ice
steamers for lake and river navigation in the northern regions; and while we are well aware that the ice is not
always smooth, and that it maybe impassible for the
greater part of the winter season, still the few trips that
could be made would prove of inestimable commercial
of the world.

sang:

"Knowledge

conies, but

wi?dom

lingers,"

the possession of facts; wisdom, the ability
Taking tho usual
practically available.
tripartite division of the human faculties into the physical,
the moral, and the intellectual, and conceding the nicety

knowledge,
to

make them

of their natural balance, it follows that one cannot be neglected without detriment to the others; or, to put the proposition in another form, any system of education which

more to the cultivation of one than of another
correspondingly defective. Much as many people seem
disposed to regard it as such, the menu sana in corpore eano
or alcohol may very frequently
is no fiction in opinion,
be found the cause of the ravings or inconsequent wanderbut it should not be forgotten
diseased,"
"mind
of
a
ings
that it is a mind confined in a body diseased through these
case, quoted for the mere
extreme
agencies. This is an
sake of showing that body and mind act and react upon
is

directed

is

each other, and can no more be considered separately or
independently, in a question of education, than in one of
So, not very long ago, medico jurists were in
insanity.
the,habit of treating madness as a mental affection. Now
disease of the
it is known to be nothing more or less than

be estimated in point of degree, and treated by
the practical professor of medicine.
But between insanity and sanity are many grades and

brain, to

There is first the eccentricity occasionally attaching to
genius, but more frequently to be ascribed lo the want of
which prevents
it; the dullness of the intellectual sluggard
ideas of his own
its victim from enjoying the possession of
There is that mental obor appreciating those of others.
liquity or perverseness, which will, in spite of all teachings, persist

in

looking at any given subject from the

of view; or, the simple stupidity which can
take cognizance of nothing, or the superficialty
or
whose mental world is a wide extended plane resting upoa

wrong point
will

—

—

—

—

——

—

—

—
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ami scarcely covering chaos, or the levity which finds life
a huge joke, and the grave the doorway to a Paradise of

ducks in one day, that he, the market gunner, alias P. H.,
never knew such a shot lo be made in that neighborhood

Such, wc say gravely, is human nature. It is just
possible, however, that these woeful results are the diedistortions of nature the direct products of an erroneous
system of education. Men speak learnedly of idiosyncra
cies, and contemplate with resignation mental peculiarities, which they, in their wisdom, hold to be the shapings
of the divine mould.
But let us turn to the physical for un
illustration.
On the street, every day, men and women
effort of the imaginamay be seen of whoi'
tion could bring us to think that it was to such as they
that, the Greek artist pointed, when he Baid to his pupils,
a3 he looked on the passers-by, "There arc your masters.''
Narrow chests and stooping shoulders are physical facts for
which our senses most readily suggest causes, such as want
of exercise, confinement, or one or oilier of the thousand
and one things which simply mean, at last, a total ignorance or absence of the primary elements of physical education.
There is no perceptible difference hetween such
cases and those of mental deformity. Experience tells

before.

fools,

—

that the greater number of instances of intellectual excellence or deficiency can be traced to some specialty in the
speak, it is to be obindividual's early education.
served, generally. Bacon must have entertained the same
idea, when, in one of his Essays, lie recommended certain

We

studies for the

remedy of

certain mental weakness, or the

faculties.
But beyond this there
the ever-present difficulty of telling what physical or
is affecting the mind; what mental or moral
influence is affecting the body and brain, or what physical

development of certain

is

moral agency

or mental agency

come

is

affecting the moral system.

Hence we

have an idea of the urgent, almost vital necessity
of having education complete in all its parts, and of the
enormous and weighty trust confided to the educators of
the youDg.
-«»»
to

GAME PROTECTION.
Quail

in

Confinement.— One

writes us that he also

ents

is

of our city correspond

losing the quails he

had

intended to keep through the winter. As his experience
may be of benefit to others among our readers, we print
it.

He says:—

"Three years ago I had fifty-seven, lost twenty-one; last
I had forty-eight una lost them all.
This year I had
one hundred and thirty two, and found that they were
dying at the rale of five and six a day. On the 10th of
February 1 put out fifty-eight— all that I had left. They
were in good condition; in fact, the birds would seemingly
feel well; next day some would be dead.
Some of the
birds seemed to have the pip, others would he puffed up
like a balloon even down to the thighs; some were emaciated, and a few had their heads injured.
The room the
birds were in was large, sunny, quiet, and well ventilated
with a canvas ceiling. Feed, buckwheat, birdseed, and a
very little cracked corn. In former years, when 1 had
only eighl to twelve birds, 1 had no trouble and none died.
My idea is, that too many quail in one coop, a« with barnyard fowls, breeds disease. 1 think a discussion in your
valuable paper as to the cause, treatment and cure, if any,
would be of interest to many of your readers. I am discouraged with my experience in quail propagating, and if
no satisfactory cause and cure is given, I have had enough
year

of it."

E. S.

Glenyille, Conn., February

19th, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Sir, for upward of two years

I have been a constant
reader of your excellent paper, and have noticed many
articles, in both Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun,
hitting the poor "pot hunter," and knocking him right and
left.
I have seen thequeslion put, "What is a pot hunter?"
and Forest akd Stream said, "a Dot hunter is a "market
hunter." Others have answered and said, a person who
shoots more game than he can possibly have use for at his
own table; and B. H. P., in an article dated Vicksburg,
January 13th, 1877, says, in your issue of the Sth inst.,
"You have doubtless heard of pot burners, who sneak about
in the bush until they find a covey of birds huddled together for protection from bad weather, and then blaze

away at them with an infernal old "Spill-out," and murder
the "poor things by wholesale." Now, if they are such
poor shots, I don't see how they can kill a whole covey of
birds; they may get some three or four, and the rest "will
get away; but, if it had been a "gentleman sportsman,"
with a two or three hundred dollar dog, and a three or four
hundred dollar gun, he would have had the last bird in
that covey before, he had "let up." I would like Mr. B.
H. P- to define what he means by "Infernal Spill-out?" The
only gun 1 ever heard of that I would take the liberty to
ran infernal old Spill-out," is a sixteen
call
pounds gun,
shooting six ounces of No. 2 shot, driven by sixteen
drachms of powder, used by one of your correspondents,
who calls himself "Rusticus," who could kill and disable
from "forty to sixty" brant at one discharge. He shoots
from a sink-box, atlerthe water and sand bar within a few
yards of his hidden position has become densely packed
with brant. When, at the same time he says, "and presently a company, circliug nearer and nearer, swept over
our box," then would have been the time (if I am rightly
informed) when a gentleman sportsman would have de'

livered

his

fire,

and would have

felt

satisfied

to

have

bagged from four to six birds. But, it would have taken
the last brant in that immense flock (he claims there was
5,000) to have satisfied Mr. Rusticus, for, after having
killed and disabled from forty to sixty birds at one discharge, he laments that he has not two or three more of
those 'HnferrMl old SpUi-outs" to slaughter the rest of the
flock wiih; he also claimed that he and his companion
killed in five consecutive shots, "one hundred and iwentyone" brant. Now, if there is a pot hunter iu this country
who can beat this bag of game, he ought to be hung up
by the thumbs uulil he promises lo be a pot hunter uo
more. And this same correspondent says, in part second
ot his article, enthkd "A Tale of Two Flats," that a
market gunner (who must be a pot hunter) told him, after
witnessing Baiu correspondent kill thirty geese and fifty

Now, Mr. Editor, wben a southern market gunner admits that gentlemen sportsmen from the north can come
there and "slaughter more game in one day than was ever
known to be killed in that neighborhood before (in the
same length of time), I think it time that the cry which
has gone up from one end of the country to the other, that
our game is being exterminated by pot hunters, ought to
be made to read "by gentlemen sportsmen," for, where
ninety-nine out of one hundred so-called pot hunters can
afford to spare a day, or a half a day, and go out without
any dog, and with what B. H. P. calls an infernal old spillout, and Mr. Rusticus calls a pop gun, and get a small bag
of game, the gentleman sportsman will go out day after
day witli his costly gun and more costly dog, and does not
return satisfied until he has exterminated every covey of
birds there is within a radius of ten miles.
Rather rough
on the gentleman sportsman! but I think they are having
every tbiug too much their own way.
Mr. Editor, hoping this will be given a plrceiu your
valuable paper, I will eomc to a close, hoping some of
your correspondents will "let up" a little on us poor and
"much abused pot hunters. I remain, very truly yours,
W. H. Barton.

— The Nonotuck Game Club has just been established at
Northampton, Mass., with the following

officers:

"A. P. Peck, President; E. O. Damou and Gen. Otis,
VlCc Presidents; G. W. Oritterden, Secretary, and L.Warner, Treasurer. The club will at once proceed to take active measures to stock the ponds in the vicinity. Quail will
be procured, and an effort made to propagate them, and
the experiment of planting wild rice lo bring ducks back
to tlieir old

haunts.

New York.— Wc

have come to look regularly in our
Rochester exchanges for some item regarding illegal fishing in Irondequoit Bay, and are rarely disappointed. The
last issue of the Kcprens contains a paragraph to the effect
that six men and two women have just been arrested,
some of them old offenders. It. seems that they catch as
much as 150 pounds of fish per day, sometimes, which is
readily sold.
If the purchasers were implicated in the offense,

and made

fish or

game

to feel the penalty, and if the buyer of
out of season was placed on the same footing
is to ihe thief, it might put a stop to poach-

as the receiver
ing.

Wm.

President,
Treasurer,

rick;

P. Leech; Vice-President, Dr. F. HerR, Beatty; Secretary, M. Hargen

0.

Brooks. It was determined to purchase a -|o0 badge as a
shooting prize, and an assessment was made accordingly.
After the adoption of the following resolution, offered by
the Secretary, Club adjourned to meet on the second

Thursday

in

March next:

Resolved, That it. is Hie desire of this Society not in any
to conflict with the interests ot the tanning community, but, on the contrary, to cultivate friendly relations with them, and hope that they may so reciprocate
as to render those relations mutually beneficial.

way

Omo. — Regarding

from Ohio for
us as follows:

procuring live quail

restocking, a Tiffin correspondent writes

"I see in your issue of the Sth inst. th it the YoDkers
Sportsmen's Club have procured their first instalment of
1-11 live quail from Ohio.
We have a law in this State
which forbids the killing of quail until alter Nov. loth,
and the trapping at any time. But perhaps somebody was
kind enongii to drive "them over to their barn, tor 1 don't
suppose they would encourage any one to violate our game
laws by offering to purchase" quails that hud been
trapped.
Buck Shot.

Indiana.—The game laws of Indiana are undergoing remanner which does not suit the views of many
The following letter, dated
the Slate.

vision in a

sportsmeu of

Oouuersville, Indiana, February 15th, 1877, is from one of
"Our present game laws are good enough if properly enforced, bill our Granger solons are now racking iheir
brains trying to devise a new one, that will put the sportsman on just as small an allowance of sport aa possible.
The first bill presented prohibited the killing of quail for
five years, but it was defeated by a vole of fo:iy-six lo
thirty-four.
Mr. Trusler, of this county, then presented
a bill (copy enclosed), which will in all probability become
a law. It leaves us two months for quail— November and
December. The month of October we cau afford to loose,
as during this month a great many birds are found no
more than half grown, but we do not like to loose our
January shooling. If our trespass and game laws keep on
contracting, in five years the sportsmeu iu this Stale will
have no rights that anybody is bound to respect. Weather
very fine lor the pasl three weens— a few snipe coming in.
Think we will have good shooting iu a few Gays.

them:

Deck No. Two.

Si.auoiitkrim; Deer.— An Albany correspondent sends
us the following letter from a well-known Northwoods
guide, for whose veracity he vouches. It is time that vig
orous measures were taken to stop the wholesale slaughter
ing of deer out of season. In this instance there could
have been no difficulty whatever in obtaining evidence, and
the matter should he brought to the notice of the Legislature:

Lono Lake, February 9th, 1877.
very deep in the Adirondatks, and thinking
you would be glad to hear how we are getting
along, thought I would drop you a line and let you know.
There is nothing lo do only to take notice of those that claim
The snow

is

that perhaps

Some of the first-class guides are having a
lime killing deer ou three feet of snow, among
are Mitchell Sabbaties, Charles Sabbaties, J. D.
Blumby, Alba Cole, Juslin Larros and several olkeis.
Now, if you sportsmen wish to have the deer all killed
off on snow shoes and out of season, I have nothing to say.
It is
If not, please publish them in the sporting papers.
my request that you should do so. The Sabbaties' and
J D. Blumly killed twelve in two weeks, and for proof
please address L. Hall, Long Lake, Hamilton, Virginia.
L. M.H.
guides.

to lie

very

nice,

whom

Franklin County.— Out

correspondent, Mr. A. B, Ful-

from Meacham Lake as follows:
"I send you a copy of a resolution passed by the Board

ler,

—

Pennsylvania. The Greenville Sportsmen's Club met
rooms of the President, S. S. Hewitt, on Friday
evening, the 9th inst., and elected the following officers for
the ensuing year:
in the

wiites

of Supervisors of this county at their last meeting. Some
of its features are good, but if enforced it would be clear
ly for the benefit of one class of people those who hunt
with dogs. It entirely ignores the still hunters. The protection of the game of our State should be attended to,
but it is a very delicate thing to touch, and unless all
classes can be made'to feel that they have a part and interest in it, it will be very difficult lo enturce any law.
I will
write you soon ihe result of my labors here with the salmon
and brook trout."

—

The

resolution is invalid and unconstitutional, as superhave no power to make laws which are in conflict
with the general Slate law. Ed.
visors

—A

New

valued correspondent sends us from
Jersey.
county, a letter which is too long for publicabut from which we make the following extracts:
"I've not heard a gun fired since the close of the season.
Through
I with I could say as much before its opening.
our county, and particularly along the shores of Barnegat
Bay, the greatest amount of unlawful trapping and snaring prevailed during the past season. It is surely driving
the patronage of the sportsmen from these shores, and if
the resident land owners would awake to their true interests
they would stop it of their own accord. I think the trapping season commences very early down there. 1 was there
with a party of friends Noy. 10th, and as we could not
have any good duck shooting we tried the main land for
quail, with the same result.
We saw any quantity of quail
traps, and found the birds very scarce thus early in the
season.
This is one of ihe most desirable and convenient
localities for New York sportsmen and others near by, and
all to make some efforts to stop
it will be necessary for us

Monmouth
tion,

and correct

Now

this

to two months for
be as well off as their breibern of the East. It does seem hard that January shooting
should be prohibited, when ihe breeding season is yet so
far off, and yet. there is no wiser provision for ihe protec-

[If our Indiana frieuds are confined

quail shooting, they will

still

During that and
tion of quails iu the whole statute book.
the succeeding mouth, the ground is likely to be covered
with snow, and the birds are easily found huddled logel) er
in bunches, where they fall an easy prey to the pot hunter,
Who sometimes exterminates an entire bevy at one shut.
Such has been the case ou Long Island this winter, and Ihe
men who are doing it defy the game constables or auihori
ties to prevent it.
Ed.]

—A

writer in a western Slate says:
"The winter has spent its force, the deep snows are
melted, and kuowiug the deep anxiety of ah "Gentlemen
of the gun" as to the outlook for quail shooting lor 1877,
I thought I would give you the. benetil ot my personal observation.

In a country where farmers leave a large portion of the
corn crop unharvested until spiing, and where that 'which
has been harvested is cribbed iu the field— iu cribs made
of rails— and where the wheat and other small grams are
threshed lrom Ihe stack, quail will live through ttie coldest
winters, amid the deepest snow.
I have studied their
habns this winter, and iu localities where they were
abundant in October. 1 found none in November, but in

one neighborhood where the owner ot Hie land rears a large
number of hogs every year, teeding immense quantities of
corn on the ground every day duiiug the winter, 1 found
no less lhan eight eovies of birds in vnc field— enough to
re-slock the whole country. Those thai 1 killed (before Lka
Then- pluee of
the close season set in) were very tat.
shelter during the night had evidently been used a long
time from the signs. A more beautiful sight 1 never saw
the
morning of January
than the one tuat 1 witnessed
29th, 1877.
In the field before alluded to lhad liu.-hed and
killed a few birds a few days previous, and learutd lhat
So early in the morning I
Ibis was their feeding ground.
made my way there and secreted myself by a friendly
wood pile, and very soon saw a line covey of quail coming
down a little ravine. How beautiful they looked Perfect
in plumage and fearing no danger they came gayly along.
Soon another, and still another, came until within forty
I

rods circuit, at least titty of these beautiful birds were
feediug and playing before my eyes. At length wearied
with keeping sLill so long, 1 quietly walked out from the
place of my concealment, tlusiiing the two coveys Dealest
me. 1 did not shool. it would iiave been an unpardonOu yesterday the
able thing to have killed a single biid.

gentlemen

who owns

this

farm was

in

my

office;

he

re-

The "curse" ot the whole
matter is this: The hoys and men shoot these birds 00 the
ground, or rather on the snow, Hacking iheui lioui place
to place until they are killed or driven Horn their feeding
1 advocate a law
places, where they pel ish Willi hunger.
that will prohibit* ttie shooting erf quail when there is any
snow ou the ground; this, iu addition to the presenl close
season would, if enforced, soon restock our fields.
ports the birds as unmolested.

Hoosikr.

abominable practice."

pound net fishing has been abolished iu Barnegat Bay, and the results have already been felt, it should
that

be encouragement to the local sportsmen to see that their
land was as well protected as the water.— Ed.

The Florida Legislature

is

likely to pass

a State

game

law the present season. Several prominent residents of the
Slate are pushing the matter, and we have assisted all we
could in furnishing copies of State laws, suggestions, and
such other data as we had at command,

—The

editorial article

in our

last

week's issue entitled

"Jamrach," was contributed by Edwin B. Huffish, of the
Philadelphia Zoological Garden, who is known lo many
periodicals by the

— T. A.

nMnde plume

of

"Huou."

Meyer, a baker, was attacked on the Hackensack
plank road early the other day by two men. He Struck one
of the men with a long, hard loaf and knocked him off the
wagon.
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THE TROPICAL WANDERINGS OF FRED
BEVERLY— Second Letter.

There urn thirty-three men at four pounds,
Seven and six forme.
wish you a pleasant passage- arocu!—
Over Uie stormy aea."

—

OP BERMUDA- -HABITH OF FLYING FISH THE
ISLAND OF MAIVI'INIQUE— SPIDERS LAIIOE AS SAUCERS—
TROPICAL ESFEU] KNCE8.
:

AT

our vessel's injuries were repaired, the last nail
brushful of paid applied,
Haviug reslid from the railway into the sea.
sumed her deck loud of lumber, she was hauled out into
the harbor, her s;iils spread loosely to the breeze, ready for
At i o'clock he came, the anchor was weighed,
the pilot.
and we glided slowly past, the wharves, past the shipping,
past the picturesque while-walled town, pabt the frowning
fortress at the narrow entrance lo the harbor, between high
rugged cliffs, out upon the blue ocean. The pilot left us,
pur course was shaped south .southeast, and a gentle land
bid ze waited us on our way. The suu went down behind
the land, and we bade adieu to the island that had proved
to us so great a hindiance, on which ws had spent a month
which we had confidently expected to pass nearly twenty
degrees Dearer the equator. Well, il had gone, and the
memory enriched with many things new and interesting.
For two days we sailed on with a five-knot breeze, and
gathered in our cabin had ample leisure to compare notes
re-pecting die character of the people we had met. Promiueut among our acquaintances stood the wreckers. They
last

anil boll driven, the last

were the
us.

meet aud greet

first lo

Doubtless, also,

us,

tliey regretted

and the

last

to leave

our departure as

—

much

Regarding the
as any one even more than ourselves.
character of the wreckers we had but one opinion, and
is fully shared in by the public with whom the names
wrecker and pirate ate almost synonymous. If the opin-

that

ion of the captain and mate are entitled to

consideration,
the wreckers of Bermuda are little else than pirates pursu
ing their avocation under legal sanction. But perhaps the
extent to which they bled our worthy captain may have
been in a measure answerable for his feeliDgs. As has
been related the wreckers swarmed from the shore upon

our

vessel,

and

six of them remained until she was towed
of them rendered the least assistance,
were of such a character that our own crew

No one

into port.

as our injuries

manage the vessel alone. For their claims
lur services the judge to whom Ihey were submitted for
arbitration awarded them one hundred and fifty pounds
an outrage, and un'litis was very manifestly
($750).
doubtedly there was, as other sea captains who had sufw.;re able lo

fered avowed, collusion between judge and negroes. This
was only one item of expense, and the bill total footed up,
for real and imaginary repairs, over $3,000. It may be imagined that our captain did not leave port in a very happy
if I were lo undertake to paint the
character of a Bermuda wrecker * la Captain it would require a very thick deposition of pigment.
There are, of course, two views to be taken of the wreckers
It is confined to the colored people, who reside
in little cottages scattered all along Bermuda shore, especially along the western and northern, outside of which are
They arc hardy, muscular, and perfectly at
the reefs.
home iu ihe water. They pursue their business as a means
ef livelihood, and to suppose that ihey brave the dangers
of the sea from philanthropic motives is perfectly absurd.
Their motives are purely mercenary. Can it be supposed that
when looking off upon the reef, they discover a ship in disCertainly not.
tress, they ihink of the people in that ship?
Their lint thought, as they hurry to the shore and ltunch
their boats through the roaring surf, is of the cargo in that
They will save life, if it comes in their way
ship's hold.
to do so; but the saving of life is not the motive that urges thtui on. There are men, old residents of Bermuda,
who have bieu the means of saving mauy lives. One I
now call to mind, Capt. Masters, a resident of Port Royal,
as gallant a while man as ever breathed, has saved above

frame of mind; aud

and often

a score of lives,

i

at the risk of his

own.

But

his

not that of a professional wrecker. Having, then,
in view of getting as mucb out of a wreck as

A

ton,

Then the Judge, he tipped the niggers a wink,
To the wreckers a wink wunk he,
And arm id arm they went out for a drink,

And

of sand, and mingled with the dark green of the mountain
side are trees in snowT y bloom.
Alternate calms and showers greet us as we draw near this tropical haven, and it is

the court adjourned—:

When this rendering of the story was read In us Hie
opinion of captain, mate and steward was unanimous that
the Doctor had eclipsed even himself; that his name would
be handed down to Dosterity as a marine poet of the first
waiter.

1 suggested

"horse marine," as perhaps most ap-

plicable, but the captain

seriously objected, and said that
embalmed tor future ages; and
would make the round voyage with him he
would give him his board free for a poem— a regular stunner— of the whole trip. 1 thought the Doctor seriously
intended accepting litis proposal, as he was unusually
thoughtful that night and the next forenoon; hut I fouud
that his pertsiveness was occasioned by premonitory qualms
of sea-sickness, and nol his poelical fervor.
Our first Sabbath out, after leaving Bermuda, was a
beautiful day, with a good westerly breeze filling all our
sails; mainsail, foresail, jib, flying aud outer jibs, main
and fore-topsails aud staysail all drawing. The sky was
blue, with smoke p^arl clouds fleecy, and lying along the
horizon.
The mate, who would encourage us, gives us a
history of his experience on a voyage "'long with Capt.
Lord in the North Star," coming from Europe, when we
had just such weather as this from Madeira Isles to Bermuda; twenty-five days of slow, sliddy sailing, about five
knot au hour, and we painted the ship from truck to water
line."
At night he prognosticated a pleasant voyage, for
the stars were "thick as spatteis and bright as blazes."
But he was not so weather wise as we would have desired,
for the very next morning the wind left us becalmed, rolling at the mercy of a heavy sea, aud our deadly foe, old

poetry like that should be
if

the Doctor

Neptune, exacted tribute as before.

Fiom

the effects of

we did not recover for many days, and every
we would have a return of nausea and sick
headache, when we could neither read, write, walk, or eat.
I fear we are land lubbers. One of us is, the captain says, a
"Jonah." If he knew which one he would be tempted to
throw him overboard. He lost his opportunity, though,
just before we struck Bermuda reef, for an excellent whale
came alongside within pistol shot — so near that wc feared
he would strike the vessel, I was certain the Docior was
that exaction

rough day

our Jonah, and suggested he be thrown overboard, but he
was equally confident that 1 was that prophet, aud while
we were disputing the whale disappeared.
After the calm came a fresh breeze, and we bowled along
once more. AVe have been favored with sight of only a
few birds, some beautiful terns, or sea ^wallows, which
would come in the morning, chase us for au hour or so,
then disappear unlil towards night. We baited a fish hook
with pork aud towed it astern, hoping they would take a
fancy lo it, but were not f oi tunale enough to get even a
biteAfter the third day they did not appear. At about
latitude 25 we struck the first of the trade winds, which
should blow from the northeast, but which were easterly
from the first. Each day they blew stronger and stronger,
unlil reaching latitude 20 we encountered a perfect gale.
Itwas at midnight. Being unable to sleep, I went on
deck. The vessel was tearing along fearfully under a
double reef foresail and jib, plunging madly into the wa
ters, which stretched out into the darkness black as ink,
except where the sheets of foam made the blackness more
conspicuous from contrast. The man at the wheel was
silent and watchful; the mate, whose watch itwas, clung
to the rigging, his eyes peering ahead, glum and grim.
I
went out iulo the fore rigging, and there felt tha force of
the wind as it howled through Ihe shrouds and drove i)to
waves across the bows and clear over the deck load. There,
above me, the sails bent far out over the water, the sheets
creaking aud singing with the tension.
Two degrees further south the wind drew further aft,
and we shipped several seas, dashing into the cabin windows aud down the gangway, setting everything afloat,
latitude 17 the flying fish, which have been growing more
numerous every day, dart about us in flocks. The sea is
in huge walls, which !he schooner climbs, to descend again.
Across these seas, from crest to crest, skim the tlyiug fish,
Iheirfins flashing, silver sides gleaming in the sun; they
dash against a huge wave, wet their fins anew, and recew
I saw many fly upwards of a hundred yards
their flight.
without touching the water, save wilh their tails, which
they would use to swerve theni from one side to the other,
or to give fresh impetus. Now and then a whole flock of
little fish would dash out, looking like so many swallows,
and I could see them as they plunged through a wave,
gleaming white in the blue water sua reappearaug beyond.
'

it

is

not strange that,

if

thwarted on the water,

they should enjoin the assistance of their friends on land,
higher in authority than they. This was the view enterIndeed, my friend
tertaintd by the Doctor aud myself.
waxed warm on the subject and raked up his poetic fires,
:.o to speak, and one evening, after lying on his back all
the afternoon, presented us with, what he called a condensed history of the whole affair. He said it was his first
effusion; a statement worth its face value.
Full forty nipgers

Forty

were perched on our
and two,

sail,

our crow.

Liioy aid

And when

oar vessel was towed into port.

These niggers,
T!.'it:.;it.-iieU

Snore

rail

there, were;

They pumped no waterand hoisted no

lurty two,

CO earry

tht-y

oar captain to conrt,

would "put nun through."

At night many came aboard, and we would tad them badly mangled from the violence with which they struck. The
temperature has not sensibly increased since leaving Bermuda, owing to the heavy winds, but it is much hotter in

So they took him to town, and vowed that brown,
They'd "cook the captaiu'R •toote."
And that, unless he with the stamps came down,
lie never should get loose.

Rain squalls have become frequent,
the sua.
at night, and accompanied Uy violent gusts of wind.
Monday night, January 11th, we hove to, for wo wdltin
the latitude of our destination, and should be less than a

And

The weather was thick, and
our captain did not care to ruu for land iu a foggy night.
At daylight she was headed west, and at eight o'clock the
first land was sighted— a mountain of fog towering up into
Before a strong wind we rapidly nearcd the
the sky.
island, and in a couple of hours could distinguish green
slopes, black gorges, and mountains wilh their summits

ihey brought him before a magistrate—
Hublcnnd, he, with wine—
ddled out law in a second-rate

Judgment shop,

sis by niue.

Then the
These

And if

Jndge.'ssaid he, "it Is clear to
men you've tried to wrong,

all

agree, I will pitch the key

To quite another

eorg.

me,

I

hundred miles from land.

We

in the clouds.
black cloud overhangs the whole.
pass close in by precipitous cliffs, down which is drawn
the silvery line of a cascade. Delicious valleys disclose
themselves, with bananas and cocoa palms fringing beaches

I

late ere

we take a

front of the

Our

drop our anchor, and are

pilot,

town of

St.

al rest in

Pierre.

schooner, after discharging cargo, keeps on to
the South American coast to load with cocoaauts; the
Doctor will soon return north again, while I will take pas
sage on some coasting sloop to an adjacent island, where
little

are forests of primeval growth, mountains that pierce the
clouds, birds and bulteiflies of brilliant hues, and snakes
and lizards of gigantic proportions— in short, a naturalist's
paradise.
There are, however, no mails there, aud for

months I shall be deprived of papers and letters
from home, and have no opportunity for writing myself.
But we cannot have everything at once in this world, so I
will be conlent. to be a hermit for a year or so, believing
that the deprivation will but enhance their enjoyment when
several

once

I

am

world again.

in the

—

Later I have taken a tramp ashore and into the woods a
short ways, and the introduction I got was to anything but
agreeable acquaintances. 1 had scarce entered a shady

grove beyond the town, when a snake darted across our
path, which my guide said was deadly poisonous; aud a
few rods further we came across a spider as large over as a
saucer, covered with hair, and with a thousand eye, that
gleamed like diamonds. Two humming-birds dashed by
and hovered over some gorgeous flowers. I sat down upon
a flat rock to admire them at my ease, when my guide cried
out in French (they all-talk French here, even the children)
that I was in danger.
I didn't see it, but my guide turned
over the stone on which I had been silting, arid 1 did see a
centipede six inches long, wilh venom enough in him to
set one into a fever.
These are only a few of the residents of the woods; but they are said to be less plentiful
on the island to which I shall go first, so I shall get used to
them. Anyway, I mean lo enjoy my life in the woods,
aud long to get out with gun and note book. One shouldn't
mind such trifles as snakes and tarantulas, when'wiue is
only a franc a bottle, oranges four for a cent, an
nuts two cents apiece.
Here is your health in health-giving cocoanut milk ficsb

from the

Fred Beverly.

treel

St. Pierce,

Martinique,

Windward

Island, Jan.

-<)!<<,

1877,

P. S.— I would like to acknowledge the courtesies of a
few Bermuda friends. Capt. Masters, of fort Royal;
Samuel Masters, Esq., of Hamilton; and R. A. Young,
Esq. The latter gentleman is a Wew Yorker by birth,
a resident of Hamiton, Bermuda, and well known to every
If consulships go asea captain that visits the island.
begging ihia year it is to be hoped that Mr. Young will he
appointed to that
fitting

him

Americans

for

it.

visiting

office, as

lie

possesses talents peculiarly

It would certainly prove a boon to
Bermuda. There are several Americans

Hamilton, and the largest and best hotel ihere

is kept by a
Dodge, who is so well
every visitor to 'Ml. Washington. Though I can
from personal experience, the hotel is said to be well conducted and generally full. To the U. S. Consul at Martinique, Capt. Bartlett, I would take this opportunity of exFred Beverly.
pressing my thanks for many favors.

in

New Hampshire lady— Mrs.
lo

•

^om

gporting <§,otes

Jfflraad.

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
London, Feb.lOlh, 1877.
Beef. American beef! is the refrain which is
being sung through Great, Britain. 1 observe that
scarcely a mention is made in your papers of tie subject
which is being agitated from one end of the Kingdom to
the other, and which is a perfect god-send for the penny-aOne million and a half pounds of Amei
liners.
entered the Mersey alone in one week, without mentioning
the almost equal amounts which come by the way of the
Clyde. It is very amusing to observe the various -ways

BEEF!

and moods in which

this

new movement

received.

is

Bull's pride is touched lo think that he must
look lo the Yankees for his roast beef, a dish which ho
has come to look upon as being as peculiarly national
Then there is ihe pool man, the
as Magna Charta itself.
laborer and the mechanic, who rarely sees meat save perhaps
on Sunday, who thinks that now he shall be able to feast lo
his heart's content. But alas! beef has fallen hut a penny a
pound, and the rich imported steak or roast, is not tor him.

John

Your Yankee beef

is either of such excellent quality originit is so greatly improved by Ihe voyage, that il has
Supplanted the home-bred article, aud the aristocracy of the
West End cry for American beef. Then there is another
party who regard the innovation with dismay and mistrust.
These are the farmers, the beef producers, and also
the land owners, who lease their lands to the fanners and
derive their income therefrom. These apprehend that if
the importation increases prices for home-fed cattle will
have to be reduced also, while the. cost of production will
remain the same, hence the laud will not, produce so much
and rents must fall, The usual nonsense and
regarding the United States is being displayed by Ihe
writers who get up the articles on this subject for the
papers. The residents of Indiana aud Kentucky must be

ally, or else

;

delighted to

know

that

many

of

them feed from

lftn.ooo to
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150,000 head of cattle; or rather do not feed them, for we
are told Ihttt in those States the cattle feed on the natural
grasses, getting no other feed than u little hay on exceptionally severe days in winter.
I observe that importations of nnolher character are sugYour quail, ruffed and pingested in Zand and Wnicr.
nuled grouse, it is thought, would thrive in English covers.
all
would,
and so would the beautiful
They
undoubtedly
California quail.
Oue remark, however, in the article alluded to I cannot pass unnoticed. The writer says that
the ruffed grouse is a very hardy bird, swift on the wing,
that

St. Louis,

tended and thorough cultivation of England. Tetroo cais a sort of nomad; he appears to prefer the outskirts
Years ago he left the Atlantic seaboard
of civilization.
and preceded the Star of Empire ou its western course.
Like some uf Cooper's heroes he lingers In the "settlements" only until the houses become numerous, and then
seeks pastures new, where neighbors are more than rifle
shot apart, and where the new soil brings forth such abundant crops that he can rightfully claim his share without
robbing Ihe farmer.
Virginia must look to her laurels. I have supposed that
the Old Dominion had a monopoly of the tournament business in the present ceniury, but the sturdy Briton is about
to encase himself in the armor of his ancestors and enter
In May there is to be a revival of the
the lists once more.
famous old Eglurton Tournament. Hurlingham is to be
the sceue of the jousts, and blue rocks and breech-loaders
for the nonce give' way to blunt lances and mail-clad steeds.
The PriAae of Wales will appear as oue of tne knights,
bis Princess, it is said, being the suggestor of the idea.
The programme as given iu the Sporting Gazette is as. follows: "Four knights of the lied Cross who have just come
back from doing battle with the Paynuin iu Palestine, will
pit themselves against four knights who have remained at
home to guard the safety and honor of the kingdom, and
prove wnetber the home-keeping youths or the gailant
Crusaders have the firmer seat and the more practised
The costumes will be gorgeous. The four Crulance.
saders are to be attended by squires and pages, attired iu
Kensington
all the fantastic magnificence of the East.
Museum will be ransacked to supply Eastern arms and accoutrements—the splendid collection there having been
"
placed at the service of the promoters of the tournament
Brit there is one innovation upon knightly custom to which
true knights should never submit. That is the selection of
the Queen of Love and Beauty by ballot instead of leaving
the choice to the victor.
Speaking of Hurlingham reminds me of the gay doings
At Mo
at Monaco and Nice during the past few weeks.
naco pigeon shooting on a scale that would almost rival
one of your "State shoots-" has occupied the attention of
sportsmen of celebrity from all parts of Europe and also
The principal event, in which
of some from America.
the prize was worth not far from five thousand dollars, was
won by an English gentleman, Mr. Arundel Yco. His
name, whenever 1 come across it, always reminds me of
Cnas. Kingsley and Amyas Leigh. He must be a Devon
man. We have not in our country been accustomed to
look on foreigners, that is other than Englishmen, as been
skilful in the use of the gun; but if you should see some of
these French and Italian gentlemen and noblemen kill pigeons you would be astonished. Still more wouW the wonderment of some of your crack pigeon shots be excited did
they see the guns; 18 or even 14 bores, weighing sometimes
as little as six and a half pounds, and loaded with three
drachms of powder. The shooting is usually done from
five traps and the distances frequently as high as 28 yards,
with the use of both barrels. And the birds are killed as
clean us with the old single-barreled "Cannons" which have
scarcely gone out of use with you.
The "choke-bore" war is still being carried on in the columns of the Field, and one week the "chokes" seem to have

and the next the "cylinders." One point, however, appears to be generally conceded, and that is that for general
shooting the left barrel should be choked or "modified."
Quite a stir has been made in racing circles by Lord
Falmouth's proposition before the Joeky Club, "Thai no
produce slakes or weight-fur-age race to be entered for as
.o year-olds shall be open to foreignb r ed horses', unless specially advertised to be so, or unless
such horses were bred in those countries which throw open
ttinr laces on equal terms to British horses." The object
in 1n resolution is 10 fdrce a reciprocity.
For years past
all racing iu England has been open to the world, with a
liberal allowance of weight for foreign-bred horses.
But
the French, in particular, while they have of talc years
carried off many of the richest prizes on the British turf,
have kept their own races, with some few exceptions,
closed against horses bred outside of France. Probably
there is no man in England who could offer such a resolution with less danger of having his motives misconstrued
ami jealousy ascribed where only fair dealing is aimed at
While successful in carrying off at
than Lord Faluioutu.
one lime or another all the great races, the starting or
running of his horses is never influenced by the State of
ibe"odds.
Yaqueho.
it

i

1

is

February 20th, 1877.

you propose that the N. A. K. Club shall turn over ail
their pedigrees to your paper for registration and publicaThe proposition is retion in your proposed stud book.
you appreciated the
I think if
spectfully declined.
situation you would not have made such a proposition.
The National American Kennel Club is, or is intended to
1st

I

be, a representative body of men composed of those interested iu breeding and raising pure bred dogs; ana to be,
It would
as its name indicates, national in its character.
bear the same relation to the breeders of dogs that the
Jersey Cattle Club does to the breeders of Alderoey cattle,

or the American Association of Short-horn Breeders docs
That such an assoto the breeders of short-boru cattle
That the
ciation is desirable I think you will not deny.
N. A. K. Club is the only association of the kind in this
country claiming to be national in its character I think you
That it is as thoroughly national in its chawill admit.
racter as could be expected in so young an organization is
not to he successfully denied. These tacts being admitted
allow me to ask, how is it possible for the N. A. K. C. to
accept your proposition—turn over its pedigrees to you
to abandon all responsibility as to the genuineness or au
thenlicity of all the pedigrees you may publish, and lire
supervision of the stud book lo be left to gentlemen who
are not even Members of the elnl!
arranging this
I think there would be no difficulty in
matter satisfactorily to all concerned if it were not for the
jealously and rivalry existing between the sporting pipers;
and ihey will be held responsible by the sportsmen of the
country for the confusion and dissatisfaction which is

—

likely to result

from their conduct.

You know that from the time we met at the Baltimore
Show up to the present time I have been trying to reconcile differences

with a view to having co-operation and

For the Com. on Publication of Stud Book.
that Mr. Sterling in his zeal for his club does
appreciate our position in this matter. Be-

not. sufficiently

fore the National American Kennel Club was iu existence
we had established a Kennel Register, and had agreed with
our constituents to publish from time to time, iu book
Sub
form, an abstract of the pedigrees entered therein.
sequently a Western contemporary opened a similar book
which it afterwards announced would be issued under the
supervision aud jurisdiction of tho N. A. K. C, and our

own

enterprise

was

referred to as a

to

learn,

is

the general

Wearenot informed what

readers.

mere money-making

scheme, simply because we asked for a subscription to the
book in the shape of a registration fee which was to asRecognizing
sist in defraying the expenses of printing.
the fact that our motives might be so miscoustrued we
abandoned the registration fee. When it was proposed to
us to band over our pedigrees to be joined with those that
were supposed to be the property of Ihe N. A. K. C, we,
believing that to do so would not only further the interests
of breeders and sportsmen generally, through their being
but one stud book, but would also have the effect of arousing a more general interest in the club itself, and hence
strengthen it, were willing to accede to the proposition.
We were informed, however, that a registration fee would
be required for every pedigree printed. This placed us in
the position of having either to pay the iee ourselves for
all the pedigrees entered in our register or repudiate our
agreement, neither of which could we do. When we proposed to publish the stud book and give it to breeders and
owners without any expense to them beyond the
copy we imagined that we were making a very liberal pro-

book would be

the

if

But to return Iu Mr. Sterling's letter. In his first parn,
graph he scarcely states the case fairly when he says that
we proposed that the N. A. K. C. should turn over all
their pedigrees to our paper for registration and publication in our proposed stud book. Such was not our meaning,
or intention.

Our proposition was

(or at least so intended)

that their pedigrees should be lurned over lo us, or to who
ever should prepare the book for the press, after they had

passed through the hand* Of

and

been approved by their c<nn-

mittee, we undeitaking to have the same office performed
here for our own pedigrees. Ab foi the relations which the
Ni A. K. C. bears to the breeders of dogs iu general there
At present we will only reis much that might be said.
peat what we have said before, that we helieve an error
was made at the outset iu not inducing a more general re-

presentation in the formation of the club. The people of
this country are peculiar in some of their notions, and more
than a hundred years ago expressed in the strongest manner their objections lo taxation without representation.
But if a precedent is required for our printing a stud book
will refer them to Bruce's Stud Book or (he English
Kennel Club Stud Book, the latter of which is edited by
Mr. Pierce, Kennel Editor of the London Field, and is published from the office of that paper.
Ml-. Sterling thinks that there would be no difficulty in
arranging this matter satisfactorily if it were not for the
jealousy and rivalry existing between Ihe sparling papers.
We are not aware of either jealousy or rivalry on our part,
aud arc assured of being exempt from all responsibility in
We shall do what we consider our duty, and
the matter.

we

DASH-THE PROPERTY OF
Having failed in that I see
in this mailer.
nothing left to bo done but for the N. A. K. C. to proceed
with the publication of their stud book; and if the committee on publication do their duty with freedom from
prejudice and with justice to all I care not how many
other stud books are published, their's, in the end, will be
E. C. Sterling,
considered the authority.

harmony

We think

and such, we are glad

among our

published by the rT. A. K. C,
but it is au underiiab le fact that our plan would have saved
to each person registering a pedigree at least one dollar.

EdTTOU FortEBT AND STREAM:—
In your comments on my communication of February

in,

pido

opinion

cost of the

THE KENNEL. REGISTER.

difficult to shoot

man

position,

\mntl.

1 should like to have
ds a woodcock.
say Pike county, Pennsylvania, for a few days
in October and November, with the birds rising at from
ihirly to forly yards distance, and after quickly putting J
a tree between the gun and themselves, going "like a i
streak of greased lightning;" he would find after learning I
to kill them that woodcock shooting was but child's play.
]
The same writer thinks that the prairie chicken, or pinnated grouse, would be better adapted for English preserves }
than the ruffed grouse. Herein I totally disagree with bim.
Not ouly is the Utter, in my opinion at least., incomparably
the better bird for the table, but I do not believe that the
prairie chicken is adapted for the high civilization and ex-

ami at
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GEO.

0.

COLBURN, ESQ,

adhere tenaciously to our Tights without fear or favor

If

any jealousy or rivalry affecting the interests of
the N. A. K. C. (one-sided though it be) the club bas only
itself to blame for making the editor of one of the sporting papers its President. And we do not say this in an invidious sense, but merely from the point, of expediency.
We might, allude to the efforts nlade by this paper to advance the interests and impruve the breeding of dogs, dating
from its first issue, more than two years before our western contemponuy came under its present management,
and claim some consideration on that score; and we can
there

is

only reiterate our assertion that the same motives influ
ence us now.
In conclusion we would call attenl ion to the point that
whatever may be published the Kennel Register opened at
ihif office is an accomplished fact.
We are iu possession
not merely of a number of names of dogs and their owners, but of a volume which will always be the book of
original record, and which contains the pedigrees of nearly
four huudred dogs duly certified to by their owners or
breeders,

Dash.

and whick

— Dash, the

is

receiving daily accessions.

**

subject of this sketch, was whelped
in August, 1869, and is of a rich black audlan, white frill
on chest, fore legs about one-third up strongly intermixed
or spotted with tan.
He measures 28 inches at shoulder,
with good strong limbs and deep chest, and combines the
English, Irish and Gordon strains. A few weeks after his

he was given by his owner, Mr. H. A. Valentine, to
Mr. W. L. Robinson, of this city, and
by him thoroughly broken on woodcock, quail, grouse and
snipe.
When he was some three years old he was purchased by Mr. Geo. C. Colburn, of this city, in whose
good hands he has not at all deteriorated. At first glance
to a stranger he would not appear to be a very last dog,
but when you notice his immense stride, and the quantity
of ground he gets over in;;such short space of time, you
will then see that he is much faster.than you jit flsst sup.
birth

his brnthtr-in-law,

—

—

—

—

1
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posed. It was the writer's privilege to shoet quail and
snipe over him last fall, and a better dog in every respect
he would not wish to own. In the stud he has no superior
his progeny turning out as well as could be desired. Few

The Kennel Begisteb. —The following is a list of the
dogs whose pedigrees have been entered in the Kennel

doga in this country have had more game killed to them
than Dash. The ifallowingfis his pedigree:—

of the third one

Fiilcott's

Talcoll's

Sport,

Hell,

o. ao<t

W

w.

black and tan.

Watson's

Mnnkittrick,
white & black

dog

bitch.

We

cannot express complete satisfaction with our cut of
for while those who know the dog would recognize
feim at once, a stranger would receive a wrong impression
as to his general form. The fault is not that of the engraver, but is owing to the extreme difficulty of getting a
correct portrait of a dog when the picture is an exact copy
of a photograph. The effect of the latter is to give undue
size to that.portion of the dog nearest the camera, so that
it the dog is not standing exactly "broadside on" the fore
shortening in the picture makes him look short, and enlarges the fore part of his body at the expense of his hind
quarters.

Sleafohd.— We had the
d»y from the steamer City

pleasure of landing, on Monof Richmond, for our friends
•of the St. Louis Kennel Club, the pointer Sleaford, winner
of the first prize in the small pointer class at the late Birmingham Bench if how. Sleaford is a liver and white dog,

bred by J. H. Whitehouse, Esq., and is by his celebrated
dog Macgrcgor, out of his Nina; she by Haruiet out of
Lorl's Sal.
For a "small class" dog, Sleaford is a remarkably large one, weighing, we should think, considerably
over 50 pouuds in his present condition. He is not a taking dog at first sight, but grows on you. He is decidedly
coarse, with very muscular thighs and good legs, but his
head is inferior to Sensation's, and we think the latter
would beat him on the show bench. Sleaford shows more
quality in his stern than elsewhere, and although being
scarcely up to our preconceived ideas of a Birmingham
first, prize winner, is
undoubtedly a high class dog, and
looks like a workman.

Importing Dues.— For the

benefit of such of our readimporting dogs from England, we
^vould say that we have been notified by the Custom House
authorities that a strict compliance with the law will be
.hereafter required. Dogs imported for stud purposes are
admitted free of duty, x>rovided, a certificate to that effect
from the II. S. Consul at the port of shipment accompanies
the .application for a free permit to land. The dog must be
on the ship's manifest, and a bill of lading be made out for
him. Unless these conditions are complied with he will
be liable to seizure, or at least to payment of duty.

meditate

Leesburg, Va., has presented our
friend Dr. Kllzey, of Blacksburg, Va., with his elegant
setter bilch Minna, by Rock out of Kirby, first in her class
at Baltimore.
Dr. Ellzey thinks of breeding Minna to
Pride of the Border.
Foster,

of

—Mr. Wm. M. Williams, of Springfield, Mass., has
received as a present from George Delano, of New BedDoll, the mother, is of
ford, one of his Doll-Charm pups.
field trial breed, and of Mr. Delano's own importation.
Charm, the sire, is a pure Laverack out of Pride of the
Border and Fairy.

Mb. Macdona's Dogs.— It will be seen from our advertising columns that Mr. Macdona is offering.at very low figures,
his kennel of Irish setters, including Rover, Ruth, Ralpu.
and River, all entered for the Field Trial Derby. As these
dogs possess the same blood as Plunkett it is an excellent

opportunity offered to our breeders.

—Mr. Win. Jarvis writes us from Claremont, N. H.,lhat
the following names are claimed for the puppies by Plunket out of his Kathleen:— Mr. Geo. A. Bugney, of Stuyvesant Falls, N. Y., claims name of "Kathleen II," for
Mr. C. A. Hayden, Rochester, N. Y,
his bitch puppy.
claims name of "Musett," for his. Mr Treat Potter, of
Manchester, N. H. claims name of "Patsey," for his dog
puppy. Mr. B. F. Clark, of Manchester, N. H., claims
name of "Tarn O'Shanter," for his. Mr. Franklin Sumner, of Milton, Blue Hill, Mass., cairns name of "Rtd
,

Wood,"

for his.

Countess.
following
Countess:

— We

letter,

*•»
have received from Mr. Gillespie the
relative

to

hiB claim of the

name

of

"My

attention has just been called to Mr. Dilley's letter
in your issue of the Bth iust., asking me to show a prior
liver and white
right lo the name "Countess for
pointer bitch, than December 20th, 1876. I would state
claim is recorded
for Mr. Dilley's information, that
about two months previous to that time in Forest and
Stueam, Mod and (run. and Chicago Field, 1 regard Mr.
Dilley's request a very proper one, and would feel obliged
to surrender the name to nim were I not able to show a
prior right to his (December 20th). Yours,

my

my

*•

A

I

Nell, red, \V. Grinder.

Climax, C.

A

I

range shooting-.

Elliott.

IT.

Carrie,
do.
Dick, red, L. C. Mct'lay.
'(•W. J. Farrar.
Nell, black A !ae.
Kite, red. If, B. Plumer.
do.
Rapp,
Bess, red A. w'i.. it' C. Glover.
j
(jrouee, black
do.
tan. W, b. Sutton. :Marquie. til
wh .
Luke, black &t»n, J. G. Skinner. :Sbei!a. red. 15. F Dorranco.
Bate, white. F. B. Parnsworth.
frumps, red* wh.. C. J.Smith.
Frank, lemon Belton, A. C. Rogers. torn, red. Kenneth G.White.
Forest Hose, blue Helton, J. H. Lady, red & tan.,
do.
Cariff.
do.
Dan. ch.
wh.,
Guess, wh.
chestnut, F. Steams. Marquis, bl. & wh.. W. J, Wright.
do.
Kathleen, red,
Jarvia.
CooHtesa,
E. Bennett,
Wynne, wB. ch., .T. N. Dodge.
Kate, lem.
wh., F. Ft. Putzenon.
Hose, blue Belton, F B Tarn-worth. Iieeorrah, red, P. Noel.
do.
Duke, black and tan, G. C. Colburn.
uce Rob. bine Bellon, Jos Cook. Dash,
ocess Belle, or.
wh. J. N. Bob.
do.
do.
Dodge.
Trump,
Pond.
do.
acess Rose, wh.
or. L.
Pomp,
do.
G. C. Colburn.
Smith,
Dash. II. do.
F. 3. P. Dixey.
do,
do.
Turk,
F. F. Taylor.
Robin,
oo.
no.

R. H. Gillespie.

Mr. Chas. E, Ccffiu of Muirkirk, Maryland, writes us that
hi* orange and white Keller bitch "Belle," whelped on the
14th inst., 7 pups by Reyburn's orange and white setter,
"Shot," four dogs and three gyps; since then she overlaid
one of the dogs, leaving three of each kind,

The American riflemen, with but few exceptions, are in
favor of challenging an Imperial team from "Great Biitaiu.

&

&

Wm.

&

&

CM.

H

&

The

.

Diuah, bl. A- tan, GeoC. Colburn
Fannie,
do.
do.,.
Ned, red. W. H. Hamilton
Sport, red A wh., do.
Brush,
do.
do.
Jerry, lem* wb.. Ward McAllister

W. Johnson

_jto, red, C,

Jennie, red. J Gnyger.
Lou, red, J. Stovell.

Hex,

.

Zip, red,

G

lem.
Tina, liv.

bl.

& tan, Morton

Put, red, J.

B. Bergen.

The scores should be well kept during the approaching
season.
No less than twenty different, score-books are
offeted for sale.
Washington's birthday was celebrated at Creedmoor by
Weber, Fulton, Jewell, Henuion, Limb, Wallers and
Fisher.
They shot over the eight hundred, nine hundred,
aud one thousand yards ranges.
Conlin's duplicate score cards, similar to the ones used

&

liv.

liv.

wb..

&

S.

wb.,

B. Ditty.
do.

tk.,

Belle, lem.
I

-*.«-

El Cazadokon Retrieving

—

&

wh., G.

=.

correspondent sends us the following description of
the doings of his "bull purp";—
"I have seen recently in your paper several notices of
retrievers, and if in order would like to speak a good word
for my dr-g Roze.
Boze was sired by a Russian terrier, and
is out of a full blooded Euglish bull biteh, has no educa
tion except to keep his mouth shut anil follow wounded
deer and sich; is now about seven years old, and weighs
about fifty pounds. Last year on the mountain I shot at
with my rifle and wing-tipped a mountain quail. The bird
ran off into thick brush. I found a spot of blood on its
track, showed it to the do n he took the trail, followed about
two hundred yards, and brought me the bird in his mouth.
then entered into articles of agreement by word of
mouth and tail shake, (did you ever hear of a dog with "u
speaking tail?") he to retrieve all quail shot by me. I to
have all with the heads shot off, he to have all shot through
the body. (He got more than 1 did, you bet!) ne stuck to
his contract like mud, and one day when 1 tried to (being
short of meat) cheat him, took the quail out of my hand
and eat it. One evening last spring he followed me to a
snipe ground near the ranche house, and retrieved in just tis
good style as any setter could have done, and without breaking a feather, thirteen jack snipe. Last week when quail
shooting about half a mile from the house, I found 1 had
forgotten one of my gloves; showing him the fellow and
my bare hand, I sent him to the house, and in twenty minutes he returned with one of Tom Brown's gum boots. Let
facts be submitted to a candid world.
El Gazadoh.
nia)

,

We

IN DOGS.

A correspondent writes

us fromLibby's Neck, Scarboro,
Me., regarding a case of cruelty to animals, as follows:
"Many of your Boston readers know 'Piout's Keck' of
old as a fishing and shooting ground, and a favored few
perhaps remember when Cale Loriug, the crack shot of
Massachusetts, and others, assembled at the shanty on
Scarboro marshes during the fall shooting. The rocky
promontory is now knowu as Libby's Neck to most visitors from Sew York and Boston who go there because it
is not a fashionable place, but affords all !he attractions of
good sea bathing, fishing and shooting. It is within a convenient distance for excursion parties from Portland. Bass,
cod, pollock, tautog and dinners are taken with hand lines
from the rocks. The place iiself is all that one could desire as a cool and quiet retreat during the summer, and
were it not for an incident which lately occurred at the
Libby House might be called perfect.
One would suppose that the resident natives, from association with cultivated people, would not show traits of
barbarity in their treatment of guests. The killing of a
pet dog a skye terrier of value attached to a family from
New"*ork has caused intense disgust aud indignant remonstrances from all here. But 1 will give the facts as
related by a lady
"About five o'clock the rain stopped a little and Johnnie
took Jip out for an airing, ile had hardly been gone ten
minutes when he ran breathless back to my room to say
Jip was dying. He had chased and killed one of Tom Libby's chickens, upou which he took his gun and shot him,
poor little Johnnie standing by and begging him not to do
it,
telling him he would pay for the chicken.
But he
would not listen, he was so angry, aud the little fellow
was dead when we reached him. All the people in the
house aic perfectly indignant at such brutal conduct; all
liked Jip, and he made us no trouble from the time we

—

—

:

left

New York."
may serve

This

as

a

warning

to sportsmen

who

visit

Libby's, and make them cautious about trusting valuable
dogs near Tom Libby's house, where chickens are highpriced and pet dogs shot on sigbl.
J. A.

To Clkax Brass Shells.— A

correspondent sends us the

following receipt for cleaning brass shells:
"One ounce Cyanuiet potassum, one pint of soft water,
"dissolve;" put this into a quart, preserve jar with a glass
cover. Set it down by tte tire where it. will get warm, put
the shells into if, as many as it will hold, for twenty minutes or half an hour; take out with a stick and souse with
warm water two or three limes; Ihen dry the shells before
a hot fire; they will come out perfectly clean, Set this mix-

tureaway

for ititure use

— Seth Green has

and mark

it

"poison/

1

W.

P.

W.

salmon trout into
Lake George the past week, and will add 50,000 brook
trout by the middle of March,
put

over 100,000

Hyde, one of Creedmoor's crack shots is south, introducing one of the popular rifles of this part, of the country.
His ill-health prevented his being on the American team

A

do.
do.
C. Colburn.

do.

do.

— Our Los Angeles (Califor-

PROPERTY

competition for the selection of the American team
aud the International matches of Inst year, have been
adopted by a number of rifle Clubs throughout the country.
in the

last year,

J. Elliot.

.

POINTKBS.
.Countess,
& wh., A. J. Hnyler.
& wh.. J, P. V. Has.
Don,

Fleet,
Iioyal Fan,

Griunell.

straight shells are advocated by many rifle makers,
place of Ihe "bottle-nocked" ones for the long-range

in

rifles.

-

Tell,

— Capt.

RIFLE NOTES,
Latest
new theory on "Choke-bores." Wanted!
solution of the cause of the unaccountable rhlssc to

SKTTE11S.

&

black and tan

Dash,

may

hundred dogs registered:—

&

Nell.

and w.

W*>

Next week we

published.

last

I

Valentine's
Fannie,
black and tan.

Putnam's
o.

was

list

shall publish the table, giving an abstract of the pedigrees

]

and white.

black, taa

Putnam's
Dun.
red and white.

Register since the

Dick, red, Ed. l.ohman.
Plunket, red,

Colbnrn's
Dash.

ers as

—

—

meeting of the members of the Amateur Rifle Club
to take place this week.
The object is to
the preliminaries for the. coming matches of this
veal', Major
Letch's proposition, and the propriety of
challenging an imperial team will be discussed,
called

is

settle

Shooting Clubs are "all the go" among the various business bouses of this city and Brooklyn.
The dry
inrl
insurance men take the lead. A Club formed of" gentlemen, employed in the building of Arnold, Don
Co., enjoys the reputation of having the best team.
They
are open to challenge from any team, to be composed
entirely of gentlemen connected with business houses of
jj

city or vicinity.

litis

At the Moisemore
and yoMng

rifle range a fish-pond has been controut, are being raised inil.
In a
short time the rod will be a companion of the rifle with
the frequenters of this range.

structed,

At Conlin's Gallery the following excellent shooting has
been made lately— string measurement of twenty shots
from the center of bullseye to the centre of shots:' (I.E.
Blydenburgh, 14± inches; William Hayes, 1.(1 5-10 inches!
C. A. Cheever, 17 1-lti inches.
Several new things on position are finding favor among
One of them is to bring the
the long-range Creejmoriaus.
left arm in fro id instead of behind the head I"
"heel plate" of the rifle, so as to protect the eyes from Hie
glare of the sun. Dr. Shaw, »ne of tho "crack"
New Orleans, is believed to be the originator of this novel
and, many think, valuable idea.
C, D. Hodgeman made at (be Creedmoor range forty
consecutive bullseyes with rifle, lying down position, distance five hundred yards, during the wiuter.

The N.

R. A. will issue their shooting report for '70
it out is owing to the

Peihaps the delay in getting
bad taste of advertisers.

noon.

The Jamaica Rod and Rifle Association of Long Island,
had a match on Washington's birthday. The shooting was
extra tine.
J. Crane made 48 out of possible 50, off-hand,
at two hundred yards range.

The Helvetia Rifle Club, of New- York, celebrated the
day by having a prize shooting mutch in Sehutzen Park,
at Union Hill, N. J.
C. Moltmau made the highest score
of twenty-five bullseyes.

—A

special meeting of the Amateur Rifle dub will be
held at the Seventh Regiment Armory, corner of Third
avenue and Sixth street, this evening at 8 p. rn. to
m
sider the iuvitaliou of the Irish National Rifle A
to send a team to Ireland during the present year, and to
such
transact
business as may be brought before '.he meeti

ing.

—The Executive Committee of the N. R. A., at, a meeting held on Saturday last resolved to notify the teams
which shot in the Centennial championship Watch and the
British Rifle Association that the next match will be shot
at Creedmoor in September, 1877, unda
tions as the first match.
A letter was read
Leech, in which be suggestod that the next match for the
medai be shot. on neutral ground
1

—

The Galleky Championship. Messrs. Cheever and
Blydeuburgh organized, last Monday evening, February
the tirst of what may be in a short space of lime very
1 9 h
popular and interesting matches to the "indoor" riflemen
of this city for the "championship." The conditions for
the matches are as follows.
The contest will consist of
live minor matches, to be shot on the same evening, viz.
1

,

—

10 shots;

"

rifle '32 cal.;

"

"
"

"

"
"

200 yds. Wimbledon target.

110

ft.,

"

"

Beady me

75

*'

800 yds. Wimbledon

"

"

"

Ready measurement

"

" "
"
" " Most bullets hit.
"
Ties will be decided on the Wimbledon targets according to the rules of the N. R. A.
On the ready measurement target, the one with the shot farthest from the
center of the bullseye to be last.
On. bullets, by shooting

more shots.
The winner of three more of
champion gallery shot

five

to be the

the above minor
in this city

till

matches
challenged

and defeated, accoroing to the following terms:
The matches will be for a valuable gold budge,
held by the winner, who is subject to clmlleriLo

to be

i

one.

The

challenger to deposit fifteen d
Conlin's Shooting Gallery, 930 Broadway, from which
amount the expenses of shooting will be deducted, aud
balance with badge go to the winner of match, and such
winuer be open to challenge on conditions as above, at
Conlin's Gallery.
Challengers must give at least one month's notice, unless
otherwise mutually agreed upon between challenger and
.challengee.
No challenge to be given which will make it
necessary to have the mutch shot between June 1st ant'
October 1st of any year.

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

FOREST AND STREAM
In case of the inability of (lie holder of the bad'.'
shoot ut the time challenged, the challenges shall
badge by default on puyment of price of one hundred
Lottie gallery, but shall he obliged in case of such
default to shoot a match within one week from the time
of so winning, in case he shall he so challenged.
All question ot disputes or additional rules (if necessary)
•will be decided on by a Committee of three, viz.
Chailes
A. Cheever, C. K. Blydenburgh, James S. Coulin.
The loliowing are the scores of the lirsl of the above
mentioned matches;
I

i

:

110 TEF.T

U

I

VI' A

ME.

catliYEn.
Fill liKMRHIi.ll.
3 S 4 6 5 r. i 4-44
4
8-42
Total measurement, 10} inches.. Total measuromonr, 10* inches.
75 FEET IUKTif.CE

55553354

|

4, fi

[544545555 n—17

3-45

4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

measniemost, 6 inches

Tutiii

1—4

1 1 U

bullela.

be seen by the above, that they were even on the
two huudred yards Wimbledon red, largelsuud bullets, and
the match was really decided by the leady measurement
It will

targets through a difference of one inch.
Mr. Cheever is now the champion gallery shot of this
city, and is open to challenge.

JJEW YofiK

commenced

practice on

Taos. Luyu
h. It Jauguu

W.

S. ]-.lUMld..rf

Yv

G. UOgsWBll

.

1J54

4

Total.

1

5 5 5 5 4 4 5 4

f>

4 5 6 4
4 4

4545.1545555

4

Kogera

4

4

i

J. B. Klovwv

,

These are probably the best

same conditions.

4-S9
5-88
5—85
4-84
4-S3
4—81

44444444444,55454
544 14 45445554454405
5 4 4/4444454 4 3 6443
14 4 1444 54 5 444 4434
Withanfivn 55 4 545444444

U. H. Cited
(jco. Du.vr.uU
Tot'J.

4

3

scores ever

made under

the

Ed].

—

s QAiiiBfiY.
The tournament which commenced
above Brooklyn Gallery on Jan. 82d ended on
Wasniugiou's Birthday. The loliowing is a record of the
best Bis targets, with names of winners of the prizes:

3Llley

at

!

the

Name.
Unas. H. Join
J C. Klnggtey
J,W. Wallie

40
45

.

41

40
46
45

46 40
46 40
45 45

40
4d
46

Total.
278
275

4S
40
46

HI

The above scores arc out of a possible 50 in each
The lirst prize, a handsome sportsman's cup;
second a silver

set,

nulled for lying

and thud, gold and

down

silver

ten
the

A

medal.

position will shortly take place.

—

Ohio— Tijfln,Feb. nth The shooting fraternity of that
vicinity liuve ueeu having considerable sport since Slew
have had from one is
s, shooting for turkeys.
two matches a week since then, and now the strife is between tne eu-i siue of the river and the west, So far the
west are ahead. Next Thursday, the 33d, we have another
uiar^h, and each side seems determined to do its best.
expect to organize a rille club here soon. 1 think it will
Mr. Reiube an easy matter to raise a club of fifty,
hard, of Londonville, O., ha3 sent us word that he will be
with us on that day with half a dozen guns of his own
make, and says he will shoot against any ot Remington's
breechloaders from 100 to 1,000 yards. His guns are muzBuckshot.
zle loaders.

We

We

A

§ng and

jgutne

GAME

gf*w.

IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY.

Dure?, brown and gray.

Wild dnek, geese,

brant, &c.

—

The PaiLADELruiA Toukkament. We ran over to the
Quaker City on Washington's Birthday to witness the
grand pigeon shooting tournament, advertised to take
place on that day. After a ride of three hours it was
rather discout aging to hud that another railroad journey
But at last the New
•was necessary to reach the grounds.
Hunting Park was reached, and the ground traps found
arranged in the middle of the oval formed by the race
track.
Why the side of the Park by the Grand Stand was
not selected we are at a loss to understand. There seats
would have been found for most of the spectators, and the
crowding over the ropes that would have disgraced a prize
In fact, if all "tournalight, might nil have been avoided.
ments"' aie to be conducted after ibe manner of this one,
(he sooner they are abandoned the better, or else have
some one in charge who can enforce order aud give both
shooters and spectators a fair chance. The great lion of
1he day was, of course, Captain Bogardus, who returns
from his Pacitic trip looking as robust and hearty as ever.
used the old-fashioned, sing ebarrelled "cannons," shooting seven drachms of powder
aud the full allowance of shot mentioned in the conditions,
which were as follows:
Sweepstakes, open to the world, .$50 entrance, fifty birds
each. II. and T. traps (six being placed), ljf ouu«e shot,
pswder unlimited, any gun, 31 yards, 80 yards tall, aud
Rhode Island tules to goveru; value of sweep, ;$S00, of
which |350 to the first, $225 to the second, $100 to the
third, $75 to the fourth, and $50 to the fifth.
The loliowing score gives the result:—
of the contestants

Hborat.
rohnson
Kieuaru Woods
Frank Klclntz
A. a. liosardus
Wm. Uarsou

60
oo
50
50

John

50
50

Eu

Liiuvuir

Isaac Glover

Wm.

UruenwOod

JonnJordun
Mourn Edwards
ttout. Cornell (retired)

K. i i.berli,irdl irellieil)
Fred PearbOu Ire tired}
U. U. .Uiu.utl (retired)
8. H. Turreh (reared)
Beej. Mouon (reared)
.

-

50
50
50
48
44
48
43
12

43

—A

Killed
44
44
43
•«
41
41
40

47
30
30
38
31

89
2B
20
85

New

Total.
3 U. Scliwi.m

L. Marsoti
3 Bohlmif

J.BubsaS
Urns. Brao
John Ficfcen

3
3

Geunul

3

Bunil

4

11.

...

4 II.

,

3

8. Reilau
If. Schiller

H.H.
shot between
Messis. Al. Ranch, of our ciiy (Lancaster), and Miflin
Wright, of Columbia, last week, for the championship of
Lancaster county and $100. The birds were a very fine
lot, quick to get away, and required quick shooting to
bring them to grass. The score was to have been at 21
birds, bul only 15 were shot at.
Appended is the score:
Total.
Name.
Score.
Ranch
1 1 1
1 1 1 1- 14
1 1 1
1 1 J
1

1101110:100000 0—7

Wright

CM.
"Captain Bogardus in California."— In your issue of
8th, you quote an article from, a San Francisco

correspondent,

who

does injustice to our sportsmen gener-

—

"and they were
If any such remark was made
bound to beat the gallant Captain by fair means or foul"
was not by any repiesenlative spoilsman, and should not
have been repeated. The Captain met with hospitable
treatment while ou this coast, and the introduction of new
rules under which to shoot, was a point in his favor that

ally.

it.

his reputation should have waived.
It has been a custom
(and a bad one) with most of our shots, to bring the gun to
the shoulder, sight aud lower it before giving the word
"pull," particularly so with the Captain's opponent in the
match referred to, and this loses the birds by the Prairie
Club Rules under which the match was shot. Without
going into particulars on the disputed point which was
unfortunate for both parties, aud neither was blameless
1 pass to your remarks about our quail, which may in your
own language be termed "perfect nonsense."
Have you or any friend of yours tried them? My expeiience as a shootist, running through a term of thirty
r
3 ears, east and west, gives me reason to believe that California quail ure harder to bag than any game bird found
east of the Rocky mountains, owing as much to the vitality
of the bird itself as to the chaiacter of the cover where it
is generally found, aud the like of the latter, you much to
be envied sports of the east never see.
Climb to the top of
some large chestnut tree, and while hanging on with toot
and hand try to captivate single wild pigeons as they pass
right and left; it will give you a fair idea of the surrouudJngs under which quail shooting is accomplished here.
They are most frequently found on steep hill sides, where,
uuder cover of wild sage, chitnaselle and scrub oak, they
tax to the utmost the endurance of man and dog, seldom
going into the valleys except for water, and always flying

—

when flushed.
Ask Captain Bogardus

to the hills

you Ihe result of his first
California quail shoot with Jonny Orr! It will give you
a more extended view of the sport, and probably correct
the errors ot your remarks.
"Lord Dundreary" (Sothern), Sir John Rae Reid, Sandy
Austin and John Orr, slart to day for a hunt alter the
"blasted birds," and if their success is commensurate with
the beauty or the day, they will come back with full traps.
Come out and try your band; you would enjoy the sport
Yours,
after a few days.
Elliott.
to give

—

[We

Missed.
6
a

7
8
D

9
lu

10
1]

11

10
13
14
14

H
18

Johnson and Woods each received $287.50; Kleintz,
$100; Bogardus, $75; Carson aud John Louvatt, each $25.
These amounts do not include the cost of the birds.

We

rabbit and squirrel holes, into
find their

Bogardus.

way. This opinion
Ed.]

which the wounded

is

fully confirmed

birds

—

Washington Territory— Seattle,

8th.— We have
Three dozen Jack

Feb.

six or seven varieties of grouse here.

snipe is only a good average day's shooting for December.
The snipe breeds here, but in the mountains close to the
snow belt.
have no woodcock nearer than Japan,
whence they are brought in ice and charcoal by the stewards of the P. M. S. S. Co.'s si earners to San Francisco.
Their plumage is exactly like your eastern bird, but the
male woodcock weighs 11 and the female often as high as
14 oz. Quail are not so plenty here as in California, but if
your eastern friends want a Pacific coast tour, give 'em a
note of introduction, and outside of quail shooting
I can guarantee better sport than can be had in California.
T. B. M.

We

English Snipe Around.

— An

attentive correspondent

writes:

"It may possibly interest some of your readers to know
that there are already a few English snipe as far north as
this.
On the 22d 1 found two brace in Orange county,
and managed to bag one brace. They were in good condition, but much wilder than one would have expected.
From the way the snipe got up and ihe flight they took 1
should imagine they had determined 10 return south. The
little stream alongside which 1 found them was completely
frozen over two days since, as in fact was all the rest of the
country, so that these birds could not have been here all
winter."
J. E. G.

A Good Target.— A

correspondent reports as follows

upon the

change effected in his gun by re-boring.
ounce and a quarter of No. 7 shot contains but 304
pellets, so there must have been some mistake as to the

An

charge

:

"Speaking of targets, I had a 10 gauge Purdy breechloader rebored by Lefever; couldn't kill anything with it
before he took it. Four targets give respectively, at 30
yards, target 20x30 inches, 4i urs. powder, aud 14; ozs. No.
7 shot (Eastern), 318, 345, 345, and 890 pellets.
Lefever
said the shells were loaded 1£ oz; must have been 1±."
Decatur, III.
T. L. Hayden.

A GUN

TRIAL.

New

— York,- Feb. 24th,

1877.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Thinking you and your readers are always interested in
gun trials I give you the items below without comment.
The shooting was done by and in the presence of four
gentlemen sportsmen, and owners ot the guns. There
was a very high wind at the time which spoiled and reduced the average of the targets somewhat.
Powder

—

used, Dupout's Ducking.
Fox— $125 gun, No. 12; 3 lbs.;
28 inch bbi. 3* drs. powder; 1\ oz- No. 9 shot. Average,
300i pellets; 30 inch circle; 50 }ds. Fox— $73 gun, No.
10; 9ilbs.; 30 inch; 4 drs; 1J oz. shot; No. 9.
Average,
353*. Fox-$50 gun; No. 12; 8 lbs. 28-lnch; 3S- drs.; lfr
oz. shot; No. 9.
Average, 275. Parker— $150, slightly
choked; No. 10 gauge; 4ars.; l£oz. No. 9shot. Average,
294|. Besides these there was shot an English gun altered
by Nichols & Lefever. I have not these targets, but they
were about the same as above. With Kay's concentrator
and 4 drs. powder. Average, 398; with large shot the
average of all guns was in about the same proportion.
;

and shelldrakes.

New York.— Meaclutm

Lake,

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock 01

and
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request, they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

Thei^ timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

Massachusetts— Salem, Feb. 26th.— The remarkably long
spell of fine weather we have lately enjoyed has carried olf
much of the snow from the woods and fields, and the ice
from our harbor, which last named place at present holds
a goodly number of winter water-fowl, including many
herring, gulls, whistlers

Random Shot.
Tiffany

by Capt.

A report of the match of the Saratoga Rifle Club on
Wasbiugton's Birthday, is unavoidably left over until, next
week.

FranUin

Teal.'
Co., Feb.

curacy,

and are

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements. Tiffany

&

Co.,

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

18th.—

my

last letter (January 20th) we have had thaw and
freeze, till we now have the hardest crust I have ever seen
at this season of the year.
This, with two leetof snow underneath, makes it almost impossible for the deer to move,
aud they are suffering terribly, both from lack of food and
from their enemies, moo, do B s aud wolves.
man on
snow shoes can run down and kill a deer in a very short
time. I cannot learn that there has been any killed in this
town, bul have heard of several being killed in an adjoining town; aud the offenders are to be given the full benefits

Since

after a brief absence from the city, retuned with 43 English snipe, besides other birds- Again
on Saturday, Mr. Rowe, with Mr. Greatorex, broughthome
93 snipe, and once more on Wednesday last, killed 82.
These performances completely astonish the sportsmen, and
for some days have been the absorbing topic among them.
Joe.
—Mr. Edgar, and other gentlemen of the St. Augustine
(Florida) Gun Club, have established the range, dove cot,
&c, at Johnson's five mile house.
Oranye County, Feb. nth. Deer, turkey, ducks and
quail are abundant this year, and I am surprised that more
sportsmen don't find their way into the interior of Orange
county. Some day they will, and then they will regret
R.
the sport they have lost by staying away.

and Mr. Greatorex,

;

hold to our original opinion regarding the Calimore difficult to kill than our own.
Our statement was based upon four years almost constant
shooting in the fall and winter mouths in various parts of
the State. Our correspondent's shooting must have been
coutined to one particular locality. If he has shot in Ihe
San Joaquin valley, or more particularly in the southern
counties, he would have found the birds in vast flocks,
generally first seen running in comparatively open ground,
when once scattered and driven into cover, they may be
flushed and killed as easily as our own birds; that is, at
similar seasons. With us quail are not shot after January
1st, while in California they are, or were a few years
since, shot well into spring.
will grant that at that
season, Ihe birds being lough and strong on the wing, they
>iTe then difficult to kill auel many birds are lost, particularly in localities where the ground is honey-combed with
still

fornia quail being no

PIGEON MATCHES.

Many

Judges,
Schuyler, Philadelphia.
and William Wells, Philadelphia.
day, 2h. 45m.; second day, 5h. 18m.

February

5 4

HicfcS

(.ico.

fir.-.!,

Dorp, Slaten Island, on the
match was shot at
23d, inst. between members of the First New York shooting Club. The conditions were six birds each, 21 yards
rise, and the result as follows;

the

is

54455454545454455 5—93
5 6 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 5-S1
545444545546 5— 69

5 5
i 4 4 5 4
5
4 1 4 5 1
4 4 6 4 5

-

of shoot,
Total, 8h. 38m.

Washington's

season of 1877. The following
score made at 200 yards, oli'-haud:
Name.
Score.
J. 11. Crsue

Whitehall

Time

Jamaica Rod and

-,'2.— The

Jamaica, Feb.,

Rifle Association
Birthday tor the

William

Pennsylvania.—A pigeon match was

Tdiul meaenretnent, 6} inches.
0-4 bnlieU.
U 1 1
1

|l

William

Referee,

I

57

whose
line.

celebrated watches they have a

full

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

A

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the world,

of the law.

Partridges and all kinds of small game arc doing better.
have had very little snow this month, and the whole
mouth has been very mild for this section. We have had
but three mornings when the thermometer indicated zero,
and each day ran up to 15 or 20" above. A. R. Fuller.

We

Flokuja.— Hi.
jast week, M, T.

Augustine, Feb. V7th.— On
0.

Wednesday of
Rowe, accompanied by M. Leriliart,

and the public are invited

to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obligation to purehase.
Adv.

Union Square,

New

York.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
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gntwmJ

—
— —

—Brown, Sen. Well, Fred, what did you
your trip abroad?
Brown, jun. Aw 'pon m'word, don't,
know what I saw 'xacily; only I know I
did more by three countries, eight towus,
and four mountains than Smith did in the
same time.
Fishmonger (to thrifty housewife)—
Well, fish is dear, mum; you see il'sfi-gettin'
werry scarce iu conke'nee 'o these-^ct^
sec during

§n§times.

HYPE HALT.— THE CANADA CHAMPIONSHIP.
puper in refui ring to lie corning struggle for championship honors in the
Dominion says: "The rivalry that- has exA. (Jaiiada

isted between the leading clubs, in Ontario,
in years past, will lose none of its intensity
the coming season. In the early da'ys there-

was red hot opposition between Hamilton
and Woodstock; later, Quelph and Duniitis;
and then finally Guelph and London, between whom the war is now waging. Uutil
this last fitrlil the contests, it might be said,
•were conducted on an amateur basis, but
now both of these dubs have thrown off the
gossamer mask, and boldly taken their stand
among he professional nines of America. It

—

aquariums.

—A

Minnesota editor says that a man
into his} office 10 advertise for a lost
dog, and that such was the wonderful
power of advertising, the dog walked into
the office while he was writing out the advertisement.

qame

Whe

DOG

iieimel.

FOB SALE.— Orange

marl

office.

fine pointer dogs, seven months old, $93 each.
Also one brace perfectly orokeu setter dotts. For
pedigree and particulars address E. J. ROBBINS,

Wetherstteld, Conn.

marl

'

a matter of history that

London won

ordinary exertions to re-capture the whippennant, by importing quite a number of
strong players from the United States. London has also strength! ned its team, and
the games between these two clubs will be
classed with the most exciting sporting
events of the year. The other clubs who
aspired to the championship honors last
u torpid state.. The
season appear to be
chances of Kingston, Toronto, or Hamilton,
against either London or Guelph, without
salaried
players would he
the assistance of
quite small, and if no changes -are made in

m

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

M.

Russian Vapor, Marble, Baths.
NO. 35 EAST FOURTH ST., NEAR BROADWAY
The most extensive, Insurious Had popular hath" on
Una continent. Call and see the tes lmonials, signed
by the most emi Dent physicians of the city, to their
value, as a remedy m Cold, Caiarrh, Sore Throat,
Com, Rheumatism, and many other afflictions which
originate in an

— Teeumneh, — Powers,

(lute or

iiif rt

Hliincn, r f
Leary, sub.

;

Hunter,

h— Maple

r f;

Hornuug,

If;

and

Leaf.— Sena Hastings,

(lateof tlicLoui.-villo,) c; Sullivan, (late of
the Detroit iEinas,) p; L>aphum, lb; Gillespie, (h Chicago graduate,) 2b; Dixon, (late
of the Taunton and Auburn nines,) 3b;
Wekh.ss; T. Smith, 1'; W. Smith, cf and
change pitcher; J. Hewer, c f ; and, probably,
Hot tiling (laic of_lhc Hions,) r f and change
catcher."

dec7

skin

3m

lers,

—

—An

including McGtnley, Abadie, Qumtou, HenAu excellent nine could
liel, and Cutlibert.
be easily raised, and the Athletics will serve
Iheir own interests best by encouraging the
Formation of an honest rival nine.

—

About two weeks ago a younglady broke
through the ice of a deep skating pond near
Toronto, and a young man rescued her at the
As the half-drowned
risk of his own life.
girl was recovering consciousness her agonTaking one
ized father arrived on the spot.
of her cold, while hands in one of his own,
he reached out the olher for the hand of her
rescuer, but the young man realizing his danger, with one frightened glance broke for
He
the woods, and was soon lost to view.
has not been heard of since, and it is supposed that he is traveliug in the United
Suites under the false and hollow name of
Smith.

A

Toad-Eating; Ply.— Nature, among
those occasional odd freaks wherein she
seems to oveiiurn her own laws, often revetses in the strangest manner the condiToads, it, is
tions of destroyer and prey.
Well known, live on insects, and for this
reason are valuable aids to farmers and
gardeners in protecting their crops. Lulely there has been discovered au insect which
lives ou toads, and which afflicts those reptiles in away that suggests the concentrated revenge of the whole insect class. It
deposits its eggs ou the eye of the toads,
arid the larv:e. iu the form of minute white
worms, devour not only those organs but
the no^e and jaws of the untortunate batCuriously enough, the toads do not
riciiin.
seem to suffer, but continue their usual
The name
habits apparently undisturbed,
a has been given Uw fly.-,"<•

Arwrkan,

of

De-

ORNITHOLOGY, by OliD.
WILSON'S
Colored plates; price
Catalogue of

2L.1VH.

MOOSE TT^rVTTli;r>.
:

LOUIS

rihbi'.s, etc.

;

New

BOTES,

1\

GERMAN BADGEB

fur sale; perfectly trained to dig
three years old. Apply to
1-15 East ?3d street,
York.

,'L-uiale)

outfoxes,
3t

gale.

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Pluiiket. Carrie,
Nell have pureed

J.

Fo

SALMON

Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight no
winner of seven prizes in Mnglnnd. Hired by It
Price's champion Jim, and from Whitof. Lloyd
;,-i
,;.:rcd Clnun,. ion Field Trial Hamlet and
Fee S3b.
-l imp,, rsed: SI years old
alan apply to DR W.
For peiligcee and full
feblSIf
U'hlUi.? West l-'ifly-fuiinh si, N. Y.

Americtm partridge und P&easant
Describing tlie Haunts, liabiis and
Hunting and Shooting the amkbicas
Quail, Rvtfbo Obousb, Pde 9 jasts

ANGLING.

KEPT. OF MARINE

:

AND

FISHERIES,

FlSflKlllBS Bl'.iKCIl,

Ottawa,

-:

,

References;

Faculty of

SCHLEY'S

F-KAINIS

Cleveland, O.

(FOR POINTERS.)

:

bnsiness.

for

A VALUABLE BOOK.

Farrar,

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB

;

Englislt classical and mathematical
Sch,,ol"for Boys, Leeaburg, Loudoun Co., Va.
Principal, Thomas Williamson (Univ. Va ); Asm,,
Thos. 8, Purdie- B. L (Wash, and
Leesburg is within all ini.es of Alexnud ia and Washington, on Wa-hmgtou & Ohio Railroad in the Piedmont region of Virginia, proverbially healthy. Pupils prepared for the Universities, any standard

nddrt

W.

bs

An

University of Virginia, Family of W aj-Inngton aud
Lee Univ., Faculty of University of somb. Fa.rultv of Randolph Macon College;
B. L. Cilder-leeve,
Rand
Ph. D John Hopkins University; Ufa. .1
Tucker, Hon. Eppa Bunion, etc. For further inforfebB 5t
mation apply to the Principal.

Rapp and

stud.

1

college, or

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.
s

M* '™*-

.

pr

Bth Ftbruury, 1ST?.

tllwottnq.

Metnods of
Pabtuihok,
with

tions for Uandlinjr the

Cnn, Huutug the

Shooting on Che Wing.
Address
10 the trade.

Price

$-.'

dircrlioc, and

Liberal discount

FRANK SCHLEY, Frederick

CPv.Md.

fehl.-.-if

,

-.,

Meat

Dog Cakes

Filii-iiio

WRITTEN

"

gprntfs Patent

OFFERS

will

St.

u,-,ii

ri-ii-l

ESTABLISHED FAST
REGCLAROLD
FREIGHT LINE FOR BOS'I
WINTER

,

Mur <aru[ 'nl/MS).
t

U

I

(Sundays esecpted). at
m. Passengers go North
and East from New Haven at 11 p. m., or remain on
board over night without charge.
Merchandise forwarded by daily express freight
trains from New Haven through in MassocnuseltB,
Vermont, Western New Hsmpshire, Northern New
id an til 5p. m
York and Canada. IV ':, n ta
mr«tf
RICH MID PECK. Coneral Agent.

Mistas-ini intur oodooul).

Becscie

Ui,

Jlallmie {utar 1'trce),

Grand Pabca
do
Palms
do
Tobique { Xew Mrt/iwwick].
Na--hwaak
do

Little

'

i

Jupiter [AMicosti Island].

Salm

ON,

HARTFORD, SPHiNli FIELD, So,, VIA N \V
HAVEN, -The llrst. cla-s sieamers CONTINENTAL
or ELM CITY leave Pier. No. 3f. East River, daily

X'mi;-).

ii,

joules.

1st,

Natashquan {Xorth Shore).
TiniHi

§fo}orfsmm'&

May
PRIVI-

be received to

SALMON ANULINU

next, lor .he
of the following rivers:

LEGES

Trout (H«o- Moisit

do

annum)

lteut per

stated; payable in ad-

to be

Leases to rnn for from one to.flre yearB.
Lessees to employ guardians at private cost.
JJy otder,

From the reputation these Meat Fibrin;, Cakes have
now gained, ifiej require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them 1,0 the Use of every one who keeps
a dog. suffice it lo say they arc free from fall, and
contain "dales." the exclusive use of winch, in com
bmation with meat ana meal

to

compose

a biscBit 18

secured to us by Letters Patent. For sale in cases
of 113 lba. each. 1". 0-1)7- LUZE, soleAg-nt. 18 South
William street, New York. Special termWfo kennels

and dealers.

W. F. WniTOHER,
CommUsioner vf Fisheries.

Feb.aa-3t.

English Turn-Out for Sale.

New Dog

and Harness (Davis's, of London,

Cart

best) and bay Horse, 5 years, 16J hands, showy stepThe above isofper, warranted quiet and reliable.
cotvao -iiK-nce of the owner's return
leted for sale
Exchange Hotel,
Address A.
to Europe.
marl St
Richmond, Ta.

m

LEFROY,

Second Hand Guns and Rifles for Sale.
One Remington rifle, set trigger, and full set of
hunting and target aithts; one exi ratine Swiss target
tine (. .b'lhrotyh mu/.zle loader, 10
rillc: one very
gauge, dounle-barrelled gun; one very tine Moore
gun, No. l'~', S pounds, iu case tbreech loading),' also
HOLBK K'i'uN
Inquire of HOLBERTuN
very
cheap, luqnire
cheap.
e
lire,
pin
inn
Are,
one
& KEKMEIC, 1C2 Nussau street, N. Y., hoi 110J.

is

Athletics: The veteiau, Tom Pratt, is mentioned as the leading spirit in this new club,
which will be selected from the many dis
engaged professionals now in Philadelphia,

N. T.

FOREST CITY KERNEL

being made in Philadelphia
to rui-e a strong co-operative professiona.
nine that will prove worthy rivals of the
effort

copy

Ortjilhnlogy, State of New Yo,k; colmnsl be clean and perfect. Also two
copies Wnitebead's "v>'ild Sports in the South; or,
Camp Fires in the Everglades." Address R, U. P.,
at this office, statiDg lowest price.
If
Oi ed plates:

Bkjre,
tan tersporting Dogs, Mil
ie.4 at
Ferrets, &c. Medi
all diseases at L. N. MEYER, 45 Great
Septal ly.
N Y.

AN IMPORTED

—

George Hull has signed with the Louisvilles, in which case their nine will be as
follows. Delvin, pitcher; Snyder, catcher;
Latham, Gerhard t, and Hague, on the
bases; (raver Latterly, short stop, with
Ryan, Hall, and Schalter, in the out-field,
and Crawley as the substitute.

Charles E.
copy or this book we are willing
Address Forest it Stream Pub-

WANTED— A
BOOKS
Km'j

;inea for

Tones street.

1

The- second annual meeting of the Canadian Base Ball Association will take place
Clubs belonging
in Toronto on April 5th.
to or desirous of joining the Association
should not be lardy in organizing and remitting the annual fee of $2 to the Treasurer,
Mr. W. F. Mountain, Toronto.
The Convention will doubtless adopt the
League code of rules.

tl

Company.

Two live cow moose. Will pay §.'150 for the two,
delivered at this ufcee, all ,-xi„:-nu o, ,,., ouiri, Cash ou
Delivery. Address at this office UULISHEH,

McKOON.

P.

Franklin. Bel. Co.,

fennel.

lie

c,

New Havens, )s sand change catcher;

For

bleu price-.

n

A FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOB SALE—
Dandy Dinmont, and Blaek-and

marl

Guelph

Captain;
Goldftmith, p; Bradley (late of the Bostons,)
lb uuil change pitcher; Siimc-iviUe (late of
the Louisville-,) 2b; Doescber (late of the
Buokeyes of Columbus, Ohio,) lib; Knodell,

'London

pay

I

i

•

6m

dec23

Hie championship rules, U is altogether likely
the wo professional clubs will li'tive the fight
all to themselves.
"Tilt" playeTS of the London and
nines for 1S77 will he as follows:

in

i<

TpOR YOUNG
JC

the

Canadian championship last year, having
without doubt the strongest team in this
country. Guelph is not, willing to lose the
proud name it held for years, as being cock
of the walk, and tliis year ha* made extra-

Whitehead

SB5.
Bcarce works on N.-.inral Ill-lory and Sporting nowready
T. J. WILSON, 1105
delp hla, Ponn.
marl It

i

is

It

KENNELS FIELD

rpjBE STRATHROTf

"Cah* Finis OP the Everglades," by
lishing

It

SALE.—ONE BRACE- EXTRA

FOB

WANTED.

and white

setter dog Dash; litter brother to Shipman'a
Joe. warranted thoroughly hroken on all jjame, and
a superior snipe dot;.
For particulars inquire at this

tfl

matter how

violently they pull, this collar will
not choke or Injure the dog. Wade of heavy bridle
leather with nlcklo plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owner on name plate for $1.00.

Manufactured by

Thomson

Sc Soix,
301 Broadway, N. Y.
jan4-tf

A Bane to Fleas- A Boon to Dogs.

i

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina." l,fK» tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Ber-uda with

Thomas aud West Indies, For
steamers for S
roll information apply 10 A. E. OLTERBRlDGE,
Dec^l-ly.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. T.
.

SALE,

OR TO LEASE— A FARM

of fift.v acres, good buildings, including new
dwelling, Ufteen minutes' ride from Stamford depot.
Especially adapted to Ugh culture. About tniny
acres arable Ian and orchard, pond eight acres, witu
facilities for making another if desired; twelve acres
woodland, natural truui steams. I'or Turther particulars apply to

W.

S.

JAR-VIS,

231 Canal street.

TJIOR SALE. -T LIE

RENOWNED

To

Florida

Yacht, Addie V. Price $5.000 cast. Apply to
CORNELIUS RUOSuViiLT, No 40
or address
FeluK-St
18th street, N. Y

_D

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STKADMAN'S ILEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

Winter Resort, is n ached
hours from New Y'ork, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys au equable
teiui-'eratare of about 70°.

It

FOR

DOGS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAK
No

"THE BERMUDAS."
A FAVORITE AND DELIGHTNOW
FUL

W

GROVE PARK ASSOCIABLOOMING
TION.
shaie in above Association for sale at a very low
The best Game Preserve iu America. Trout,
Biack Bass and Pickerel lishlng. Address Sl'ORl'.

& the South

SEASON OF

1876-7.

Atlantic Const Line of Hollwavs und Connelluus

N. I, OFFICE, 229 1$R0AL»WAY.

One

price,

This Powder Is guaranteed tf>kitl fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned- II. is put up
in patent, boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and elllcacious.
Price 50cents by mail. vioatpaid.

ABBCA NCT

ror

Worms

In

DOGS.

A certain

remedy. Pnt up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
cents per box by mull. Both the above are recom
aiendcd oy Mod and Gun and FOREST a.s-d StksAK.

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,
Oct

".2

tli-'

Nassau

St.,

:,

Eng., Bth Feb.

1877.

I

as

U

marl

Mr.
.

uc

-BORE PURDY

10

Breech-loader, with all latest improvements:
just imported and of Uucst quality. No liner gun in
America. H. C. SQUIRES, No. 1 Counlaudt st ;

Lixcllow rXVoxit Co.
TROUT
BROOK
any quantity

FRY FOR SALE IN
Fry delivered
CROWEI.L, Lndlow.
Mc.Kean Co.. Pa.

W.

required.
Jaull-:im

II.

if

I

dona's team of young blood red setters, in training
for the coming Field Trial Derbj of H e Kennel club;
Thee,.- setters an
price 85 pounds each.
strain

SALE.—A

I

Setters
Irish
Macclona's
Mj-.
To be sold-Rover. Rath, Ralph, Itivcr; tor. Mac-

blood.

FOR

to suit parties.

New York.

House, WksI Kiuuv,

FebiM-tf.

Ibis office.

Macdoua's world-renowned Planket
Macdona, 1". R. G. 3.

l./.aiijt'e

d pero, address..

marl

cheerfully aus-wered,

TJIOR
Jj

.

It

SALE-ONE SHARE BLOOM-

iug Grove Park Association stock.
•

i
:

Address
junl-tf

,vu," this olUce.

3f,

STUD IRISH SETTER.

THE

SUBSCRIBER HAYING

BECUiJ-

ed a brace of red Irish setters, Buck and Floss,
exported to the Centennial Bench Show by Mr. J. 0.
Cooper, Limerick, Ireland, now oilers 1 tie services of
For
the dog Buck for stud purposes. Terms $J5.
<Se«73ino

For
IN ess

Pullman sleeper

Y'ork to Richmond, Parlor

aud

all

Florida points.

No. 3.-9:30 a. m. dailv (except Snndayl via limited
express to Washington, and tm-ncu ss by Schedule
No. 3, Ou IlieFc trains Pullman Parlor Cure Now
York to Washington. Pullman Steeping Car Mil0.
Pflrlor
ford (supper house) to Wilmington, N
Lues*
Cars Wilmington to Charleston.
Charleston to Savannah. Elegant Hay Cars Savan.

nah to Jacksonville.
No. 4.— 8:10 a. in and llt'JO a. m. dslly (esceut
Sunday). All rail to Baltimore. Bay
folk. S. & R. R. H. to Weldem. thence a- by Sctiedulo No. 1. On these trains Parlor Cars to Bitltlmoie.
Bay Line steamers to Portsmouth. Parlor Ciars to
Wilmingwn, aud thence as by Schedule No. !
For the reservation of Sections, O
:

Berths or Chairs, Tickets, Time Cards.
mation, apply at the New YorU Office, "J29
:•

Sale.
WITH

New

Cars thence to Wilmington. Pullman sleepers thence
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping
cars beyond as route may be.
No. a.— S: 10 a. in. daily (except Sunday). Allril
to Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,

1

Correspondents

PIN, Cnncordville, Del. Co., Pa,

No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wilmington, Columbia, Augusta, Aiken, Charleston, Suvannah.jAll Ploi
adSouth m points. In this train

C

IN A 8HLBN

FISHERY.
SisrypoDds; well stocked with bvook trout. Abundance of water and forty to sixty feel fall, Apply to
H, H, TUO.MA3, Riuidolpn, N, Y.

One

BROAD-

Ticket 'jiuces of ihe
i
and Baltimore & Dbto h>ih
half of e„ch Parlor and sliepii.g cur of ibis
it

linesonth

o(

New York

for

i

tie

authorisied

Richmond
accommodation

of passengets

by tha

Atlantic Coast Line.

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.
v
am
A.

FOREST AND STREAM.
§igor ism en's

IXe\v

§tyortfiitieii '§ ,§on(c,'i.

%jlovtqs.

FOR SAVAMAK, 0A.

GllEAT SOUTHERN

59

Paper

Base.

Coinical

Jsslicll

PATENT.

WILLIAMS'

LOUIS PAT-

Manufactured bv ihe ST.

5

UN

THE FLORIDA PORTS.

SHELL VT'G 00

!

offlcc

,

J

sire.-t
Toe adiant.iLcs
on.ed f. r
Ihese PhelUare:
pereint. In the use of powder, less recoil.
These shells ur.> equal to toe bee I E
and :i} drat Inns of powder will do Ihe work
off, itioc ms la any other shells
'the sizes
made are No. 10, 2i inches: No 12. U{ Ini
Longer shells made 10 order at extra mist.
A-k yo.ir euninakers for lliim aud use 10

Kalb

•

.

i

AND THE

South and

Southwest,

GREAT SOUTHERN FREIGHT AND PASSENGER LINE-CENTRAL RAILROAD OF
GEuRGlA. AND ATLANTIC AJ\'D
GULF RAILROAD.

The South

Southwest

and the
AND TUB

TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS.

FLORIDA PORTS,
Wednesday and Saturday
A± 3 o'cloclc P. M. From
29,

N

Cart. M. 8. Woouuull.

Capt

W. LocKwnod.
CL v DE.

Capt. R.
C. \V.

GULF STREAM.

Capt. Iograhm.

S. Ciowell.

The above steamers have been handsomely flt'enp Tor the convenience of passengers, and are unri
villed on the coast, for

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite
•-,

l:o

I

Vagel; CITY POINT. Capt Scoti
DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE. 1'ALATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONYIULE and all
points

in

Florida.

excursion; tickets at reduced hates.
jag-Insurance

ONE HALF OF ONE

to destination

P.

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

SATURDAYS AT 3 P. M.
GEO. YOiVUE. Agent, ItIO Broadway, IV. Y.
N. B. '1'he Faffing days of above lines from Savan
nsh are same as from Ntew York. Foriieigbtorpaesagc
vh
avus
from Savannah apply to
vaonah on Tuesday?,
Hunter & Gamrnel, Savannah, for ships leaving on
Thursday, Wilder & Co., for ships leaving on Saturii

THE STURTEYANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nothe exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS.
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BEP.DAN PATENT SHELL?;, new model,
nobbs' patent waterpn of primers, never miss tire, am
highly prized bv all that have used tbein.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
entlav for improved materials, and machinery made exnresBlyfoi Ihe purpose. We can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They a
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
dcc2S tr
Not sold at letnil bv ihe nianufactnrers
r

Do

on

BROWN

ONE-HALF PER

line,

this

CENT.
S'lln-IlOl

Through

:'li

i

and

ra^es

Through

rates

and

of

kills

Be

with Central Railroad

'"-I

'

Bills

Lading

c|

of

In

-cling

connection

points.

all
1.

connection

in

VIC TOKIOUS

and Florida

with the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad
steamers.

t.

|

'

I

days.

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN,

GEORGE YONGE.

IIWliJlVTXOIV-

Eagle

.The
An

ingenious del

Claw.

e for the purpose of catching all kinds of

Animals, Fish and Can

•

it

Ton

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

Agent*, 63 Bouth

Street.

^- Insurance

receipt of Sl.30 for 10s or $1 15 fotlSa.

will sail

M.

GEN. BARNES and H. LIVINGSTON,
TUESDAYS AT 3? M.

PERCEHT.

,

RAP1DAN

and

THURSDAYS AT S
MURRAY, FERBIH <fc CO.,

Goods forwarded lien of CommisMon. Passage
tiekotaand Bills of Lading issued and 'iitned at the
JAMES W. l|UINTARD &, CO.,
officeof
Agent*. No. !;: We*t street, cnr, U'urren, or
llo.vln
No.
W. P. CLYDE
Through Freight Tariffs, Passage Tict.
oall p
n be otnaini
and furtbe
HE.VI LI.' V :> 1! ASKI.L. General Agent,
Great Southern Freight Line. .117 Broadway, corner
dec" ly
Of T nomas street

&<o

besentbyeipiess un

Paper and Metallic Shells

GEO. YOKGE, Agent, 40O Broadway. IT, V.
SAN JACINTO aud SAN SALVADOR,

R.

CHAMPION.

CITY OP ATLANTA.

100 will

-

MAGNOLIA

EVERY

PIER

Sample

Sportsmen's floods.

The easy method

of setting the Eagle Claw, combined w Ir.1l the
simplicity of it-moving ihe victim, are among its peculiar advantages.
It is immaterial how to place it when set.
It may 1e buried
flat in the ground, suspended from the limb of a ties. o-. when
oeca-ion requires, covered with erass, leaves or olh.-r licbt material without in any way impairing il- certain r
It is adapted for bait of any description, uiul. when ser, no
Animal, lish or Birdiiiu touches Ehje
liulj ascape.
It does not mangle or injuie. its victims in tke sligbust degree,
nor need they be handled to 1'iee tiieni from the trap.

i:

tl

i

THROUGH TICKETS
FORNANBINA,
JACKSONVILLE,

AUGUS-

TINE. BANFORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and iDterlor points

FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, aud
thence By railroad or steamboat, apply to WM.L.

in

JAM.ES, GenT Agent.

and Southern Mail 8. S. Co.,
South Delaware Ayenue, Philadelphia

I'hUudt-lpiila

416

102 Nassau Street, N.

TO FERST.

PRICE

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

FOR FLORIDA.

MANlTFAeTllKKiis

I

JI

No.

Y.,

No.

PORT CI

fishing and all kinds of small game and animal9
sent by mail
io cents
2-For catching Mi; k, Muskruts. Raccoons, latge Game,

o»

FERNANDINA,

liOuee, af the most atFlorida.
An ocean beach
r reBoit in the South.
twenty miles long, sort' battling, hunting and fishing.
Deer in the beaen bamiiioelr, snipe, rail and duck in

countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by rail aud steamer with the North,
Sept7-7m.
M. W. Downie. Proprietor.

paid to any addtersou icceipt of

s

pi

A

boo.
soundreliablerod; every one tested. Price $8.
to $12.
Holberton's celebrated Fly Books made to hold
dies at full length with Hyde's improved fly holders.
James Florida Spoon, wii h estia hooks. The only
trolling bait that will -Mud Florida Ashing.

Chas,
480 Fulton
ulton
P.O. Box

The Fox patent Breech-Loading gun. This gun
the bust gun for the money yet. offered to sportsOall and see the god «in»,

Coate,

L.

St.,

Brooklyn, N.
N Y.

214.

AGEJNTS WANTED.

men.

HOUSE,
MANSION Auxst-ctass

LIST:

1— For

Fine Breeeh-Loail'.ng Uuim, Fishing Tackle and
Sportsmau's Goods of every description, including
Tents aud Camping Outfits.
The llolberton Ply Hod for blade bass and trout.
Hand maae of 2d growth ash. lance wood and bam-

is

Decl4-1y

i

AGEIV'FS FOB
DunckleeVCanip Stoves. Boudren's Patent Jack,
D»9h and Fishing Lumps,
Metiers and Lefever's Breech Loaders. Baker's
Three-Barrel Guns.
Dlttiuor Powder
Ray's < oncentrntora.

GIBSON'S

New Book

Sportsmen.

for

Th»- <Jo«s Revolving Cnrtrldae Belt.

Bond's and Frnner'u Portable Boats
Ira A, Paiue's Glass hall trap and Glass balls.
H. I.. Leonard's Split Bamboo Bod,.
Tlind Norris' (Jreenhart and Split Bamboo Rods.
Sara J. McBride's Slandor.l Art llclal Flies.
Holberton's Black Bass llles for casting with a
light rod.

OLD DOMINION LINE.
line irauu
ui'iuifl nuc
WLeauieis ofMhis
The steamers
Hie

of the finest

3

m

nie counwaterfowl and upland shooting sections
Connections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
try.
Peninsula. City Point
inland, and points on ihe
.lames river, Currituck, Florida, and the mouiitainoas
conutn of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Tnursuay, and Saturday: Delaware
Steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full information given at oSlce, 197 Greenwich street. New
«ep2« ly
York.

TO SPORTSMEN:
THE PENNSYLVANIA

Good's Moccasins. New styles with water-proof
tongue and hard soles,
Hart'a Metal Bhell. Eley's Straw colored shells
per 100. SOets
Eaton's celebrated Bust Preventer aud Lubricator.
Sportsmen will find the above worth Irying as
it is a great preventor of rust and leading; no mercury.
Sprnti's English Dog Biscuits. Thomson's and
Boston Whootin-: and Fishing Soils. Rubber Goods.
Hart'j. and Leonard's new Click Heels a great im-

provement,

etc., etc.

Send lo eis. for new Illustrated Cuialoguecontainlng hints on Fly Fishing, Shooting and Camping, Sporting Skelehes by Random Shor.
Liberal discount to the trade.
P. O. Boat S.109.
jelly

R. R. CQIYIPI

The

Si,ipex*iorI^»/oilitie5S
tlieill'uil si

tost

of the

ING PARKS

'

the

The

&

Beemer, 102 Nassau

PT

for

I

St..

N,

sold at the udlr.es of the
all the principal cities to KANE.
ar.

Company

RENOVA, BED
Still

AND RAM HER.

Also, to

BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
JERSEY COAST
:! t'ALT WATER Sl'UUT
AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
.-'.'.

First

18

Warren

street.

N "

illustrated

*{

containing
d.cVtlmo

*«

75.

»lr.-e|,

No. 17

idiea.
...

N

ByMaH;»8.8S.
SPG

U NO

ARS,

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price at olDco of publica-

Whitney's Florida Patiillnder for the

tion.

Tourist and Invalid.

THE
88.

fur-

Co.," Agents.
"

Pub-

Ushing- Co.,

tlxosss

Resort.

Nassau Guide

Published by Forest ami Stream

p Loonne

IV. JP,

led.

&
bvuth

:,r

Four Volumes $4 each, Others $3.50.

,j>pllo«Hon to this office.
I,

NEW YORK, Feb tM,
From SAVANNAH, G A, March 1,

Murray, Ferris

i,

a

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
volumes, bound handsomely in cloth— a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now he obtained on

Regular Mall Steamship from
.'.TcipoulJ 48 hours,

-I,,

five

•.

March f and tl.

I'nbli

By CHARLES HALLOCK,

READY.

A

by mail on receipt of pri
No. 10 or No. 12 gauge. lib,,
'.
:oknwail, Cui
free

Jr., Gen'l Pass. Agent.
feh)7 tf
Manager.

A Famous Winter

NOW

etaMic shells. A pocket instrn*ench or table for its n-e, but 1

Hunting

TUCKERTON,

Fox* Nassau,

W

n

York,

Bound Volumes

SEVENTH VOLUME

in

FORD, CREsSoN, RALSTON, HJXNEOJJA, and
known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing shooting, aud

D. M. BOYD,
Fbank Tuomtbok. Gen'l

,.

Forest and Stream.

EXCURSION

I

at

i

i-';

$175;

Y., Agents,

MUSI

ttUNMNtt AND FISHING

SQXTAN,

i

,

CLOTH GILT EXlTf.i
JAMES MILLER. 647 Broadway. New

IN CLOTH,

MARTINS

list.

Holbertou

itiea

TICKETS

.-

•

Pit ICE:
notices of the press.

.

•vitUout failuiu or injury.

and

I

l

-

:

i

fSuccessor lo Frank Good).
hTJTCUlNGS. 1 J O. Bos 3iS Dover, N. H,

price

tin

Pennsylvania

Valuable recipes for £Cepi baits.
Containing the fullest directions for Trapping all our leading LinnDetailed instructions for the manufacture of Traps of every conceivable kind, '">"<- a humming bird trap to
abeartrap. Full directions for curing and tanning skins
fl chapter uu life in Ihe
,ot/ihie food,
woods How to build log huts, baric shanties, bo
.,»
!.,-,-:,...,.':
.,
..|
...
;.,
i
SUPERBLI ILLUSTRATBO
1TH ISO EN-

to tne feet. Four difn t stvles. Prices to
he times. Send for
rated circular and

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
in

American Trapper.
The Tricks of Trapping
and Trap-making.
TEE MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORK EVER PUBLISHED.

drying -always soft and

-Middle
LI
i dai

I'OCKTOBETRANS-

PORTED

''':'

Complete

GRAVINGS.

best thing ever worn by
Not Injured by wet-

TROT-

cars ron ovei

Tanned

Moccasins

attention to the

afforded by

Oil

Groocl'ss

'

Hallock's Fishing Tourist

POINTS VISITED IN FLORIDA.

Hotels on the ionics. St.. .John's River St AuThe latest tchednles o'f routes to Florigustine, etc.
Also maps of the St. John's and
da, with maps.
Upper St. John's River, si. Atlunsline, ere, etc.
Arranged and published by John Prescott Whitney.
Seasou of 18711-77. Issued from Pathfinder office, C6
John greet, N, Y. P. 0. Bos 6«, Send, ifi cents te

or Salmon.

J,P.W.,li«ft»,N,y,

tliboffliceof

jaui-U

This work will be of great service at

this season to

Trout
For sale Ly Harper & Brother., or at
ForeB, aud Stream. Price $S,
apia M

-ugi-rs selecting localities for llshing, fitlier tor
|

"

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

60
$ublicatioi$.

§p0i[t$meti'a <§ood§,

Memnthtml

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!
The "FOREST & STREAM" New

Hand-Book

Rules ror Practice and Competition. Practical Hlnte
concerning Ranges, Targets. Scoring, Rifles, 8aoot
Forms for Organization of Eifle Associa
ing, etc.
turns, By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Illustrated witti Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams. By
Majoh Gr.o. O. Starr, Secretary American Rifle As-

a

18mo, cloth, Price 50 cents.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD & CO., New York.
1

SHIPLEY & SON.

B.

A.

Riflemen.

for

vol.

MANUFACTURERS A1?D

BOSTON

BY MAIL FREE OF POSTAUK.
They Speak

their

own

Praise wherever Planted.

1

Fine Fishing Tackle, Fish
Mountings, &c, &c.

Rod

Shipley's "Prize

^~Tbe

of

attention

MARKET GARDENERS

PRIVATE FAMILIES i? particularly requested.
LAIXDKBIH'S RURAL KKBI>TBB AND ALano

MANAC,

containing CATALOGUE
mailed without charge to applicants.

and PEICES,

DAVID LANDKETH & SONS,
Founded K84.

Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
Heart Trout, Salmon and Bass Flv Rods, Reels, Lines,
Leaders. Floats, Artiflci
Metai, and
Nickle Squids for Sea. River and Brook Fishing.
A specialty of the celebrated Green Heart Wood
for Amatner rod makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute 1874, and Centennial Exhibition
Rods. Lines, f

1876. for

PHILADELPHIA.

,

I

,\

803 Commerce

marl-6m

fet.,

Biura, &c.

Philadelphia.

marl Steow

SHOOTING SUIT.

CONROY,

BISSETT* MALLESON,

65 Fulton
PROTECT

YOUR

Which may be done with one-fourth

NOW RECOGNIZED
Published at 21 Park Row, New York,
Is read by everybody in the North, East and West interested in Florida. There is no better medium for
advertising any Southern property for sale or rent.
Advertising rates very low. Subscription price $2
per year; single copies, 10 cents. Every Floridian Si nthern man— ought to feel a piide in sustaining this able and influential advocate of Southern inThe number for Nov. 1st, with immense
terests.
map and beautiful Florida views, is a Centennial ~production which, as the New York Graph;
decS
places Florida one hundred years ahead.

Fly Rods

Patent Slate Paint.
(Fifteen

Fireproof, Water-proof, Durable,

nomical
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Nassau

St.,

New

One-third the

Standard

Outfit

BY

E. R.

WALLACE.

possible information relative to
Routes, Hotels, Resorts, Outfits, Guides,
Distances, etc., "with, amended railway
schedules, etc.

Gives

all

The Only Complete Guide
the North Woods.
in

all, it

to

SPORTSMEN.
JKaeli

Garment

Distinctly

Marked:

is

Iregard your "De script! veGmde"andthe''Appendix"

A

"BOSTON

It is the only thing of the kind that has yet been published— the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited tot.—Alfred B. Street, Author of "Woods
and WaterB."
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $2.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,

(by

whom the copyright is now
17

10 1/

Chatham

street.

EXTREMELY CHEAP.

Two gallons will

cover a hundred square feet«f shin-

gle roof, while on tin. iron, felt, matched boards, or
any smooth surface, from two quarts to one gallon
are required to 100 square feet of surface, and although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied

No Tar
therefore

Used

in this

is

CHOCOLATE COLOR,

ses,

SHOOTING

Ottv.

H. L. jDUNCKLjEjE'S

SUIT,

PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

On

slate

our red color
to five of

is

TIN ROOFS

nsnally preferred, as one coat

any ordinary

paint.

is

cqoal

For

BRICK WALLM
Our bright red is the only reliable Slate Paiut ever
introduced that will effectually prevent dampness
from penetrating and discoloring the plaster.
These paints are also largely used on out-honses
and fences, or as a priming coat on tine buildings.
Onr only colors are Chocolate, Red, Brigii r Eed

NEW YORK
"

•
"
"

5
&
16
30

We

Nails,
-ij

STOVE.
22, 1875.

Outside dimensions, packed, '.3x12x20 Inches.
Weight!) only :i5 pounds, very durable, will cook
for tui persons, and is a ipei lally adapted Tor camping
purposes. The »aiv ennsi-l.s of 3 qt. kettle, l> qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. enffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
eqiuire pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an oveu that will roast 15 pounds beef.

PRICE $13

'

Or we will furnish Rubber Roofing
Caps and Slate rain t for an entire new roof at.

of Imitations.

Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Hod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent P.r..,ided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Wurrin's Drill-Ejed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties titled ont with appropriate tackle for th
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada. Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.

Manufacturer of

CIRCULAR.

Sold bv all principal dealers
out the United states.

H.
Box
For

U DUNCKLEE,

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Novia-t'

Bangoii, Maine.

SLATE PAINT

N. Y.

&

104

CO.,

Maiden Lane, N- Y.

.Imn

Of greenheartand rent and glued bamboo, for trout,
Halmon and bwn. Altso trout, Halmoii and baaB flies,
Agent in
reelM, lir.oe, leaders,, fly. books, etc., etc.
New Kork Tor rodt>, BOLBEKTON & BEEMER, 102
Nassau et.
Ferules and other materials furnished to amateur

(CELLULOID I'ATEST

Boston.
SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 102 Nas-

208

Thaddeus IVorris,
WE8T LOSAX SQUARE, PH1LA,

MeJBride

Flies.

and

Trolling

)

Click Reels.

The finest Reels made light, durable
Ask your dealer for them.
finished.

UEOKtiE

Dr. J.

E.

HART &

and

finely

Co., Newark, N. J.

W. W. Ely, ftochester. N. Y., anc
R. Romeyn, KeeBvllle.N. T.

Refer

to Dr.

Jn2<)tf.

IN FLY TYING.— By an exLESSONSfly-dresser.
Refer to Abbey atlrnone,
perienced

48

Maiden Lane.

orreet,

Nf-w York

Address

JOHN HAILY,

S'ffl

Oct

Henry
lfl-Ttqi

Philadelphia,

ADDRESS:

2710.

sale at

sau et, New York City, and E. H. KILBY'S, 346 St.
Paul stieet, Montreal.
eepMetw
|«r Agents wanted in every town.

m Ashing tackle turougii-

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

Jlhhi rolls Tarred Sheathing at ljc. per square foot.
5,iU0 gallons tine Enamel Paint, mixed ready for
use on inside oroataldo work at $.' pur gal., all sliadeB.
per bbl. $3 00
1000 Barrels Slate Hour
"
....
3 00
1C00 Barrel* Soapstonc Flour
"
8 00
lOuO Barrels Orull'm Mineral
"
3 00
1000 Barrels Metulic I'uint. dry
Special prices per ton or carload lots.
All orders must be accompanied with the money,
or subject to :lt) days draft on well known parties.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
18?t>, decreed for exceedingly neat work

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Trout Rods

arhd

Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.

of Spilt

rod makers.

The ware 1b SO constructed that it nests and packs
,nd the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for packng half a dozen plates, knivet, fotka, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price complete, $15.

LEONARD

H. L.

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon

MORRIS' FLY RODS.

Material

Co.)

Redditch,

8 ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 3J cents per

102

of

&

TACKLE

FISHING

cents per square foot.
2,000 rolls 3-iily Tarred Roofing Felt, at 1} cents per

sijUtin- foot.
.1 (KK) rolls

(\ff-7

Sample

Andrew Clerk

York, London, and

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly call attentiou to our extensive assortment of tine goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cot!
one l.sl-inde
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H.L. Leonard's Six-spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked "D. L. Leon
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents." Beware

830

keg

square foot.

PATENTED JUNE

(Successors to

81 50

50
50
00
half barrel
tiO
"
00
40
one barrel
1
25
10 pounds, cement for bud leaks..
have in stock of onr own manufacture roofing
materials, etc., tit the following low prices:
1.000 rolls extra Rubber Rooting, at 3 cents per
10

BOSTON."

1394

new york.

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

CASH PRICE LIST

can and box
"
"

II Gallon,

W. Simmons & Son,

p. o. box

and Orasge.

.2
15

G.

Special.
)

J

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

neither cracks in winter, nor runs in

it

Andkew Cubbk.

C. F. Imbeib.

35Liberty Street,

Composition

On decayed shingles it fills np the holes and pores,
and gives a new substantial roof that will last for
years. Curled or warped shingles it brines to their
places, and keeps them there. It tills up all holes in
felt roofs, stops the leaks, and althongh a slow dryer,
rain does not affect it in a few boors after applying.
As nearly all paints that are black contain tab, be
sore you obtain our genuine article, which, for shingle roofs,

L.H. Abbkt.

48 Maiden Lane.

New

is

when first applied, changing in about a month to a
uniform slate color, and is, to all intents and purpo-

held.)

N. Y.

$30Eaeh

Stops Every Leak,

with a brash.

as a most useful— nay. indispensable, manaal for tourtour in that
ists to that wonderful Wilderness.
region is eminently al, Draciical matter, and for that
reason I retard vour e>uide" asan important, nseful,
and timely publication.— Benton J. Loosing.

Aug

Ke-shinglinsr.

The expense of slating new shingles is only about
the cost of simply laying them. The paint IsMBEagainst sparks or flying embers, as may be
easily tested by anyone.
It

that can be dethe most complete
sired.
book that has been published on the Adirondacks,
not excepting even mv own— Hon. J. T. Headley.
it all

COMBINED GKUEN HEART
AND SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.
BUT AND JOINT OF GREEN
HEART, AND TIP OF SPLIT
BAMBOO.

proof

tin or iron has no equal, as it expands by
heat, contracts bv cold, jjevek cracks nor scales.
Roors covered with Tar Sheathing Felt can be made
water-tight at a small expense, and preserved for
many years.
This Slate Paint is

Tne instructions embrace everything
Taking

Cost

Guaranteed.

Quality

and for

York.

ADIRONDACK GUIDE

Eco-

Ornamental.

shingles without the slate, for

choicest standard and new pieces for professional and umateiu Riaid.rs and Speakers, and interJust the
esting articles on appropriate subjectB.
10 ets. of any newadealer or by mail.
tiling wanted.

JESSE IIANEY & CO.,

iiial

$25 Each

USB.

A roof may be covered with a very cheap shintrle,
and by application of this slate made to last from 20
Old roofs can be patched and coated,
to 25 years.
looking mock better, and lasting longer than new

,

ELOCUTIONIST'S JOURNAL GIVES

A SPECIALTY.

Years Established.)

MiXKD READY FOR

Bamboo

the ueual ex-

pense, bg using our

THE "FLORIDA NEW YORKER."

N. Y.

St.,

Six Strip Split

BUILDINGS.

G.W.

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

with solidity of construction. A line assortment of
flies for trout, salmon and baas constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines, riles careMly selected for any
Goods promptly made to order from any
locality.
Address SARA -J. MeBRIDE,
Sattern desired.
[umford, Monroe CO., N. V. H&lberton & Beem&r
8ole Agents for Hew tort and tfclaity. Xeblt-im.

New

York Mailing Agency.

with latest improved Newspaper Folding an.mailing Ma
Tribune Buildinn6. JAMES BRADY, Manager aid
'
Proprietor. Open day and sight,

1

—

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH

For Forest and Stream.

QUESTIONS FOR THE HIGHER PANTHEISM.
[To My Pointer Dog
hunt, A. D., I875J

"Bob Lee" shot while

BACK
Resolved

participating in a sheep

elemental forms

to lliit^

art thou;

Once dog, now, dust and air!
The ploughman's plough
Will win reward Tor thee in verdure

Remote through space
Inay sole remain

Vibrates.

The

only truce

Left of thine entity, thy joy or pain;
in the vaults of memory,
Where lingers still
The shadow of the days,

Save

By
Where

vale or hill,

joy

met joy

sympathetic gaze.

in

What time the golden sunset
On wood and stream,
While we,

fell,

the loss or gain

Recount, and deem
all glorious with its rents and

The day

two miles

the beach

write thy cry alone

I

when viewed from the gulf some
out, bears a striking resemblance to that style of
"turnout." I have cruised oil-shore here, but have failed
in seeing any resemblance between the pines aud a horse
and chaise, or any other means of locomotion, but then it
is qnitc possible my imagination is not quite brilliant
enough, and the person who did discover the likeness
would have been just as likely to have said, " 'Tis very
like a whale."
that a group of pines,

This has always been a favorite place for turtles to
"crawl," as they seem to know by instinct what part of
is unfrequented and where they are not likely to
be disturbed. 1 have, frequently seen where they have
crawled in one another's tracks, and have dug in one anIndeed, I once dug three
other's nests in older to lay.
nests within a space of six feet in diameter, which had all
been laid during one night. To make this letter better understood I will go into the natural history of the animal a
little.
The adult turtle usually weighs from 350 pounds
up to 700. Tke heaviest which I ever saw weighed, tipped
the beam at 537 pounds. It is very strange, but no small
logger-heads are ever seen. That is from the time they are
hatched out, the size of a quarter of a dollar, none are
ever caught until they are full grown, uear 200 pounds. 1
have made frequent inquiries among the green turtle fishermen, who aie often annoyed by finding logger-heads in
Iheir nets, and they all uuite in saying that they never find
any under 150 pounds. Where are they all this time from
infancy to adult age?

fair.

Past friend, true slave, companion—all
That dog conld be,
I mourn— the partridge sings
Far down the lea
Beneath thee— grass— the chaugefulncss of things.

Lo! while

stain,

From examinations which

Heating the distant partiidgecall
From Held and fen,
While down the mountain side.

killed they usually lay three

And o'er the glen,
The shadows gathered

litter of eggs, if that

An!

A f2w times I

u natte!

But siretcheth near and farGrief's joys appal,

Coufounding us with gleams of what we

We

si

rivu to

The

Prom

We

arel

grasp and apprehend

scattered

sum;

fact to inference

go and come.

Yet fathom not our

soul's circumference.

Aud so

through lime and space we
A wide, weird life,
And know not what we be,

live

Till in ibe strife

Wu

learn,

through

tears, life's strange plurality.

Hay

it he, "Bob," that, after 6leep
Beyond the river,
We'll bunt again the bevied quail

lu Life's Forever,

Where come no sheep— where

—

X

birds nor seasons fail?

«•»
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gurth

gggwg

<\t

the

§ulfi

o(

AFTER

putting the Idle Hour in good order by scrap.
ing and painting the hull, setting up the standing
aud shitting sheets aud halliards end for end, so

rigging,

all the parts, we were ready
before turning our backs on
to look in ou
some old friends living on Little Sarasota Bay. Beside the
desire to sec old friends, I own up to having a wish to cat
a turtle egg custard and some egg fritters before leaving,
and to do this I must first catch my turtle eggs. The turtle referred lo are the large sea or logger-head variety,
which lay their eggs in the sand just above high water
mark all through the Gulf of Mexico, and on the Atlantic
side as far north at least as the Caroliuas.
Our Northern
visitors usunlly leave the State too early to know anything
about them, as they do not lay very abundantly until the
lull moon of June and July.
I have found the nest of an
unusually early one in the month of March, but it was as
far south as the northerly end of Charlotte Harbor.
At
the present time they had not commenced laying on the
outside beach of Big Sarasota, but were reported to be

as to equalize the

wear through

for Uie return voyage; but

South Florida

it

was decided that we ought

"crawling" at the "Horse and Chaise." This is a tract of
country between Sarasota Bay and Charlotte Harbor, where
the main land comes quite down to the gulf and is not
sheltered by an outlying range of islands.
The country
in back, being unsettled, is a great resort for ga we.
Ihave

made many

inquiries as to

how

ated; but with little success.

this particular

The

I

have made of those I have
of eggs each season.

litters

have made out a fourth

set of eggs.
Each
the correct term to call them,
numbers from eight to twelve dozen, these are perfectly
round, an inch and titree-eigbths in diameter, and covered

to the eventide.

lift is not bounded by
Nor centered all;

8, 1877.

name origin-

best theory offered

is

is

with a soft, leather-like white shell almost as tough as
parchment. The turtle digs a round hole in the sand with
its hind flippers about ten inches in diameter and two feet
deep. The whole cumber in the litterare deposited at one time
in this hole, and are then covered over in such a way thai
the ground for a space of ten or fifteen feet in all directions
is torn up, and one cannoi tell by the looks of the place
anywhere near where the nest itself is located. To ascertain its position we take a sharp-pointed stick, or, better
still, an old-fashioned iron ramrod, and prod around all
over the place that has been torn up. It is necessary to
bear on very hard, for there is usually a foot or more of
sand on the eggs, and the great weight of the turtle has
compacted this very closely. When you come directly
over the eggs the bottom drops out, and down goes your
stick through eggs and sand, squash! Of course you spoil
half a dozen eggs or more, but then what of that? you
don't miss them among such a quantity.
All that has to be
done now is simply dig the sand away with your hands
and throw out the eggs. If you calculate for a moment
you will see that an enormous number of eggs must be
laid on our coast in the course of a season, and one is led
to wonder why the whole ocean is not solid with logger
head turtle. They are very numerous, it is true, but their
enemies are on every hand. To begin with, as the turtle
must be occupied for nearly half an hour on the beach in
depositing its eggs, it is exposod to capture by man. But
allowing that danger to have been safely passed, and the
eggs stowed away snugly in their hole to await the action
All the animals of the forest, from the bear
of the sun.
down to the wood rat, seem to know the egg season, and
Especially the bear, coons and
all flock to the beach.
foxes seem to realize it, so that in some localities it h
almost impossible for a man to find a nest that has not
been robbed before daylight. These animals, loo, don't
have to probe about to find the nest, but seem to know

where it is and never make false points. Where coons
and foxes are very plenty probably not one nest in a thousand escape their search, but theie arc some islands like
Egmont, for instance, which have no animals on them;
here the eggs may hatch. There are said to be some of
the Tortugas Islands similarly situated, and when the eggs
hatch the beach is literally alive with young turtles on
The youngster is not safe there,
their way to the water.
however, for' red-fish seem to know of the egg season quite
as instinctively as the animals, and may be seen sweeping
along in schools at the very edge of the water, picking
them up as soon as they reach what is to be their element.
If they run the gauntlet of the red -fish in safety that is the
last we see of them until they are full-grown.
The
green turtle, although very frequently caught onthiscoust,
just

I have never met with the nest of
have said before, the logger-heads often get into
annoyance of the fishermen, for they are of no value. Although very fat their
flesh is as tough as the poorest beef, and the fishermen cut
their throats when they let them go adrift.
It seems loo
bad to throw meat away in this manner, even if it is not
first class, when there are thousands in our cities who are
If some plan could be dein want of even poorer food.
vised for cuiing it any quantity could be secured and placed
on the market, or even when alive they bear transportation

very seldom lay here.

As

one.

I

nets set for green turtle, to the

almost as well as the green

But

turtle.

Mrs. Woodruff joined
our party, and after an early breakfast we went on board
the sloop, and with a light east wind headed for the pass.
The channel is broad and plain between the islands for
to return to the present trip.

some two miles when the
The channel keeps on in

island on the north side ends.
same westerly direction for
shoal on the north side and Big
Sarasota Island ou the south. It there crooks quite sharp
to the south, running parallel with the beach, and about a

about half a mile, with

the

a-

quarter of a mile away from it for over a mile. The shoal
keeps its position on the outside for the whole distance is
often bare in places at low water, and even in perfectly

calm weather the ground swell usually breaks along the
whole length, so that with the exception of a small boat
channel, close in to the north island, there is no place
where it can be crossed, and that little channel is only
practicable in smooth weather for boats of not over three
This leaves but the one channel for the pass,
feet draft.
which occupys the position where we usually look for the
south swash. The entrance is a full mile from the pass
itself, and is fully seven feel of water on the shoalest part
of the bar at low water.

The other entrance to Big Sarasota Bay is New Inlet,
four miles north of the one just described, and hero the
entrance is also the south swash channel with five feet of
water at low tide.

The east wind failed us before we were across the bar,
but as the tide was running out we drifted across into deep
water. The sea breeze kept us waiting for half or three
quarters of an hour, aud then coming from the southwest by west we held on our course for the further point of
land

we

could see.

About three miles from the entrance to Big Sarasota
Pass, to the south, a point of rocks makes out inlo tile
These are the only rocks I know of along this beach
from Anclote Keys to Charlotte's Harbor, and for that reaare a very useful landmark.
Their composition is
like concrete or the "coquiua" which is found in the vicinity of St. Augustine, being composed of minute shells
aud saud joined in large masses. The ledge is some ten
feet in height above low water mark, and as it extends on
the bottom out into the gulf quite a distance forms a
capital place for calching all kinds of bottom fish. Large
black grouper constitute the majorily taken, and I know
of no better station for sport with a hand Hue from the
shore than these rocks, Ou a favorable day more can be
taken in half an hour than one will care lo carry across
the island, or to the boat, whicli will usually have to be left
on the island side or at Little Sarasota Pass, which is about
a mile further south. The rocks crop out occasionally on
the beach until you come to the pa3S, and here is another
large ledge, forming another excellent fishing station, aud
the north bank of the inlet. As Little Sarasota Pass is not
over twenty-five yards wide one can pass it very easily
without knowing it if half a mile or over from the beach.

gulf.

son

The rocks

last referred to, being, as just noted, immedi
on the north bank must be the landmark. Run south
them two hundred yards and a hundred yards from the
beach; when they bear N. E. by N. steer for them until
you are close enough to them to look into the pass, when
you will readily see the channel. There is full five feet

ately

of

of water in the channel,

was out

to the S.

W. and

which, as I have described,
with the beach, but one

parallel

can run across the bar with four feel

Owing

anywhere

in

smooth

not a safe inlet
When the wind blows heavy on shore as the waves break
all the way across.
But once inside the character of the
navigation chauges wonderfully, as you find yourself in a
moment in a perfect caual over two miles long, not over
The banks are almost
thirty yards wide and ten feet deep.
perpendicular, and one's first impression would be thai the
canal was built by man so straight aud regular is its formation.
I account for it by the theory that many years ago
the inlet was two miles south of its present location.
weather.

lo this shoalness

it

is
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We reached

Heavy

southerly winds have tended lo blow the Band on
its sou ih fide into the wulcr, and the north bunk would
wash away. I know that eight years ago the ialet was
over two hundred yards south of its present location, as at
that time there were no rocks on its north bank, they were
that distance up the beach. In uo place is it over fifty
yards across from the canal to the outer beach. Plenty of
water in the canal everywhere until the bay itself opens,
when as the water wideus, some shoals are met. with
and the channel shifts from one side to the other a few
times.
Just in front of the inland end of the canal a high shell
ridge makes out from the mainland, and near its end, onUie
highest part, a Mr. Webb and family, from near Utica^T.
Y., had put up their house at the same time I had settled
on Big Sarasota over eight years ago. It was a perfect
wilderness here at that time, nor another settler on the hay,
and none in any direction nearer than myself, five miles
away. I was greatly interested to kuow how he had got
along during the time, and as he was a thorough go ahead,
"working man, bis place may be taken us a fair sample of
what energy and perseverance can accomplish in South
Florida.
We landed, meeting a most cordial reception, as
every one is sure to do at their hands. This is a favorite
slopping place for several scientific gentlemen, and not a
wiuter passes that they do not have two or three of them
making observations on the fauna, etc., of the region.
The younger members of the family, especially the young

and

ladies are accomplished conchologists

One

them

of

killed a doer a

behind

in

the

had some

fine

being, indeed,

common

ornithologists.

quite a sportsman, having

They

by no means
female accomplishments, for we

few weeks before.

are

music on the parlor organ in the evening, as
well as singing. Northern people teem to have an idea
that those who emigrate South give up everything in the
way of civilization or cultivation, but I must say, in this
family they did not seem to run behind the world at all.
They kept fully up with it, and home life was made as
pleasant as in any Northern home.
Much to my regret Mr. W. and his eldest son were absent
with their schooner ou a trip to Key West, and I was
obliged to take my walk through their dealing alone. 1
may have missed many objects of interest, but I saw more
than enough of improvements to make me regret that Mrs.
got homesick at Big Sarasota, lor in the same length of
time I might have progressed proportionately as far as
they had done. They had cleared Horn the virgin hammock, it is true only some fifteen acres, but that was of the
very best quality of laud, and was cultivated with such
good judgment, that no mote was needed. His principal
crop has been sugar-caue, but, corn nas been raised ou Die
same ground, at the same time, with the same cultivation,

X

is made before the cane gets over three
and is gathered and out of the way by July.
Sweet potatoes aud other crops have not been neglected by
any means. He has not gone very extensively into oranges,
hut ha3 some two acres or more in bananas, and as these
mature an J bear fruit in less than two years from the time
of planting one gets the most prompt return from them.
He has an abundance of limes, guavas, alligator pears,
sugar apples, grapes, and everything that can be raised to
advantage. Indeed, he had a model place, if 1 am a judge,
and I could not help feeling that 1 made a great mistake in
not hanging on, homesick or uot homesick.

for the corn crop
feet high,

In my walk I saw the evidences of the recent struggle
Mr. Webb had been having with a fire which had been set
by some "cow hunters," just back iu the pine woods. His
fencing had been burned, many of his fruit trees scorched,
and the bananas also had suffered severely. This practice

woods every season is positively ruinous,
woods it burns out all the
decomposed vegetable matter which is there and leaves

of burning off the

for in the light soil of the piny

nothing but pure silex aud ashes.

that if the
loots of the grass are not killed the new shoots may spring
up a little quicker, but the grass does uot havo that bony
It

is

true

which it would have if unburned.
While we were at lea a jaunty-lookiug yacht, of the
Newport model, came into ihe bay and anchored just
When the small boat came ashore
astern of the Idle Hour.
for some fresh water I fouud there was ail acquaintance
aboard, aud as they had come down for green turtle eggs
here was my chance for companions. Just after dark 1
rowed off to them in the. skiff, but as the music and singing floated out to us from the parlor I had just left I fear
we were in no hurry to gel under way for "The Horse and

later in the season

Chaise."

When we had finally arranged everything, however, not
forgetting a large supply of coffee and "hard tack," we
found we had a gentle wind from (he N. E. to waft us on our
way. I won't undertake to describe ihe channel, it is so
very intricate that unless you have a pilot you must puzzle
Oyster bars aud .--and fiats are plenty,
it out for yourself.
and only about two feet can be taken through to the head
Here are two passes, one Usually called Caisey's
of the hay.
Very often both are
Pass, and the other Bocha Chiea.
closed, and when open, aud in smooth weather, only three
feet can be taken iu or out.
As we drew only some six
inches we had no difficulty in ruuuiug hrough the six or
seven miles to Caisey's Pass, and disembarked a few
hundred yards from the south point.
Just back from here several settlements were started a
few years ago, and are doing nicely. There are many nice
bunches of both hammock and pine laud lying between
Mr. Webb's aud here that are still unentered, aud oifcr nice
sites for homes to those who will get. frozen out at the North
i

this winter,

as

it

the head of the bay about nine o'ciock, aud
eaTly for turtle to crawl, aud the' tide but

was rather

just turned iu,

we

built a fire,

us awake, and took a

little

made

a pot of coffee to

keep

lunch.

About

half-past ten or eleven (we tell time in this country
by the "pointers" of the Great Bear), we divided
our parly. Mr. F. deciding that we had better set him
across the pass, and he would walk the beach to the north,
while Mr. W. and myself, being the light weights of the
party, should walk to the southward.
They both filled
their pipes and look a good quiet smoke after the lunch,
while 1 eould only look on and regret that tobacco and myself could never agree.
This is the only occasion when I
have auy regrets on that subject, but when I see a party
sitting around a camp fire, all taking pulls at Vanity Fair,
seemingly taking so much comfort and pleasure, I acknowledge I envy them and wish we were good friends.
at night

Mr. F. set himself across the channel, and Mr. W. and
myself started on our tramp. The moon was just peeping
above the pines, the tide had been running in for two or
three hours, and everything promised to be favorable for a
good night's work. No wind and but alight ground swell,
nothing to hinder the turtle from crawling in abundance,
and so we found them, for before we were fairly out of
range of the light of our camp fire we came upon the trail
of one who had crawled out oh the beach, and perhaps
being alarmed by our light, had simply made what we call
a "half moon" and gone back into the water. There is no
difficulty in making out a turtle crawl, even on a dark
night, as it is some three feet wide, and the sand is torn up
much as it would be if a person had pulled a skiff along
on land with a pair of sculls, indeed, that is just what
the turtle does, only it is a pair-oared craft, for his belly
shell comes upon the sand nearly all the time, being only
partially lifted at each stroke of his flippers.

We

traveled on a few hundred yards, passing many old
some perhaps of the night before, for in gathering
where they are plenty, we are particular and take

crawls,
eggs,

only the very freshest.

We

and as will be evident, those crawls which show between the water and the
last high water mark must have been made the present
night, and these are the only ones we intend to examine
for eggs.
We soon came upon one, fresh and plain, leading up fron the water's edge, and a few feet further on was
He had gone back, so we should get no
his return path.
turtle here, but perhaps there were eggs.
I had provided
a stout pine splinter from an old skiff which had been
wrecked near the pass, and we began ptobing in the sand
just al the foot of a low, sandy bluff, some thirty or forty
The sand, old drift, and
feet above high water mark.
grass was torn up all over a space some fifteen feet or
more iu diameter, aud somewhere in this space was probably a nest of eggs, and that nest only about ten inches
in diameter.
It was not quite so bad as looking for a
needle in a haystack, but yet it evidently required some
patience and perseverence to probe it out unless we were
favored by fortune and stumbled upon it among our first
random probes. W. was a native of the Bahamas, and
like all other "conchs," as they are called on the southwest coast, was an adept at turtle egging. He thought he
could tell by the looks of the sand just where the turtle's
head had rested when the eggs were deposited, aud of
course, that being known, and the head pointed some
walked

just at the water's edge,

away iu the opposite direction should be the
him have the first trial with the probing rod.
He made an observation upon his theory, and pitched upon a
three feet

nest.

I let

put myself within reach of its jaws, for these are so
powerful that they can bite a piece out of a board. So as
passed me I jumped in, and, seizing hold under the edge
of the upper shell, attempted with a sudden jerk to throw
him over on his back. But I missed my reckoning. He
weighed a good three hundred pounds, and both flippers
on Ihe opposite side were braced firmly against me, lo say
nothing of those on the same side with me flying about my
arms and throwing sand in my eyes. He kept working
towards the water, too, at a lively pace in spite of my efforts, and I began to fear I should lose him after all, when
all at once it occurred to me there was a little knack about
doing it like doing many other things. We had already
got just to high water mark, the water itself only twelve
feet away.
Here the beach had a sharper pitch downward.
Quickly shifting my hold further aft to a point immediately over the hind flipper I gave a suddeu lift towards Ihe
front flipper on the opposite side, just at the moment when
it had completed its slroke aud was furthereat aft.
By
doing this it will be seen that at the moment I began to
raise; he could bring neither flipper to bear against me.
His head was the only obstacle in my way, and even that
could not be brought directly against me. The slope of
the ground assisted also, and although Ihe sand flew about
my face lively, over he went. But he wasn't safe yet, for
although he could not turn himself over still he was below
high water mark and the rising tide would soon reach him,
when with its help he might float off and right himself.
I hastened back to W., whom I met on the way.
"What
luck with the nest?" "None, but I'll bet my hat that turtle has laid them." "Too bad, "condoled I, "but 1 have strut k
oil; I've got a SOO-pounder out here who will be back in
the wa'.er in ten minutes if we donT get him up the beach
higher." We hurried back to my victim, who was slill
striking the sand wildly but ineffectually with his flippers,
and after a hard pull, each of us taking a hind flipper, and
working up one side at a time, we succeeded iu moving
him a safe distance above the water.
to

it

Going on further only a huudred yards we came upon
two fresh crawls quite close together, both turtle had gone
back to the water, however. We took a look at the nesis,
and as both seemed the genuine article we went on, for we
had begun to surmise that we were a little late for catching
the turtle themselves, aud, beside, we thought it best to go
to our furtherest point and dig eggs on our way home.
They wore safer in the ground than out of it, and there
was no use in carrying them over the ground twice. At

we came to; we surprised a pair of
coons making their meal on our eggs. That little arrangement was broken in a hurry. The ground around was
strewn with empty shells. We didn't have to probe here
to find the nest, the coons had saved us that trouble; but
they bad paid themselves rather too liberally, for we
counted tbirlyeight shells from which they had sucked
the contents. We began throwing out the remainder upon
the sand; there were a hundred and thirteen.
A pretty
fair nest even after the toll had been taken, but probably an
hour later there wouldn't have been one left. After they
were dug the next question was what shall we do with
them? It would never do to leave them here until our return; that would seem like digging them for the'eoona
benefit; but how to carry them?
Through some oversight
the bags which had been brought for carrying the eggs had
been left in the boat, and F. had gone across the channel
to the north beach with them.
After cogitating a few
moments another old trick came to mind. I used to carry
the sixth fresh crawl

my

good old time, why not
Turning them wrong
side outwards, so that when they were put on again
the sand, etc., would be upon the outside.
I tied
them

in

trousers' legs in the

spot for the nest, but the probe wouldn't go down over six
inches. He tried three or four limes in the uear vicinity, but
no go. The bottom wouldn't drop out. I had seen others

nowf

before this with a similar theory, and sometimes
work, but the rule has so many exceptions that it

the bottom of each leg up, aud then filled about half
the eggs into each leg. Now, by throwing my trousers
over my shoulder, one leg in front and the other behind, I had a very l.andy kind of wallet, and could carry
It may
all the eggs from three or four nests with ease.
seem rather rough treatment to the reader to give to eggs
this carrying them in bags aud trousers' legs, but the shell
The
is as tough and looks almost like a white kid glove.
reader cannot be half as surprised at reckless handling as

it
is

does
quite

as well to trust to luck, or else, when that fails, adopt the
slow and sure method of punching lines of probes clear

Even
across the space only three or four inches apart.
this will sometimes fail, for an extra heavy turtle will
press the sand

down on

the nest so compactthata

common

forced through il. An iron lamrod is
much the best instrument, as it is very laborious work to
probe with a wooden slick. W. took auother observation,
and decided upon another spot for ihe head to have lain.'
This also failed, and he probed around at random for a
few minutes. Then 1 took a turn at it, and beginning near
stick cannot

lie

the centre, worked around in a circle with holes some
three inches apirt. I kept ii up until a blister began forming in the peltn of my hand, and then beginning to think
the turtle had gone back 10 the water without laying,

turned the probe over lo W., who still insisted she suiely
I looked on impatiently for a few minutes, all the
time tryiug to get W. to give il up and seek an easier nest.
Bui he slill persisted aud 1 started on slowly by myself
laid.

thinking that would be the quickest way of getting him to
leave.
I was only well out of sight when I came upon a
moment s
fresh trail leading from the water's edge.
hasty glance showed there was no return trail. The turtle
the
grass.
of
up
in
the
edge
I
on
shore
be
yet
must
hastened in that direction, and sure enough there he was.

A

:

We met face to face, for he bad completed his task and was
on the way back. 1 gave a shout to attract W.'s attention,
but, it must be the ground swell breaking on the beach
drowned my voice, for he did not put iu an appearance to
assist

me.

Then commenced

a lively struggle, for in spite

of their clumsy appearance and ordinarily slow movements,
With a
in eases like this they develop surprising agility.
noise between a snort and a puffy whistle, it made a rush
I did not care to stand directly in its way, nor
to pass me.

Certainly, so off they came.

was a Georgia "cracker," to whom I once sold some at
Cedar Keys. lie was tut recently from the "piny woods,"
and had never seen any before, but eggs were eggs to him,
and healing there were eggs at the wharf, at the low price of
ten cenls a dozen.
He had nothing to carry them in bo I
loaned him a bag. He Btood upon the wharf some five
feet above me looking on as I counted them into the bag,
When counted I gave the bag a throw into the air so that
Such reckless
it would drop on the wharf at his feet.
handling of eggs he had never seen before, aud he screamed
right out with surprise at the danger he supposed his eggs
were in. But not one was injured of course. He allowed
they were queer eggs, and I allowed to mytielf he would
think ihem still queerer if he eat any of them boiled, lor 1
never saw any one like them the first time of eating. A
liking for them must be acquired, as the yolk has a dry,
sawdusty lasle, while the white will never boil hard.
They are great favorites with the "conche" aud many
others who dwell on the coast, but I dou't fancy them
cooked plain, but for making corn bread, custards aud
fritters

they are capital.

On we wenl down

the coast, having decided to go to the
twelfth fresh crawl, then turn and dig the eggs ou the way
I don't think we went a mile from our can.p the
before the twelfth or perhaps the thirteenth was reached,

home.

at this last a coon was already at work, but he had
only just discovered the eggs as only flye shells were lying

and

FOREST
on the sand. We soon had the nest out, but it was a small
1 found
nest, only two or three ov&t a hundred all told.
room for them in my "wallet," and we turned back to the
next one. We found this by probing after a short search,
and as there were over ten dozen W. took oft' hia trousers

and tied up the legs for a wallet. Fancy the figure we
must have out promenading up the beach by moonlight,
with our trousers over our shoulders instead of where they
ought to be. But then we felt sure of not being surprised
by any of the fair sex in our dishabille, and luckily, too,
for us, there were no mosquitoes, which was quite a contrast to the way it was the last time 1 was at the "Horse
and Chaise." Then as I walked the beach, facias n stifr
soulhwestei the mosquitoes would gather on the back of
my neck, under the lee 'of my head, as it were, so thick
that when I would strike around there my hands would
come away covered with blood. Now, fortunately, there
was not a single one about, but had they been as thick as
snme years ago w7tnt a time we should have had.
We did not meet a single turtle on our way back except
the one I had turned. We were evidently too late, they
were through crawling for that night. The exact, time for
them to craw] has not been reduced to a positive rule.
Sometimes it is early in the night, and again late, but the
majority, 1 sometimes think, crawl with the rising tide.
Two o( the crawls we had passed we were obliged to
abandon; either the turtle had not laid or the sand was too
hard for us to punch a hole through it. Another was robbed by the coous before we came back. Not a single egg
was left uusucked. This was the-nest of the turtle I had
We walked down to him to decide his fate. He
turned.
,

was

Blill

flapping his flippers desperately in his helplessness.

What should we dp with him? The three of us would find
a hard job to pull him to the boat with a rope the next
morning. It would be quite as hard work to take him into
a boat on the outer beach, for even in this still time the
As to killing him where he lay, as is
rollers weie heavy.

otten done, that might pay, for we could carry the best
pieces of meat and the fat away in buckets, hut W. said they
had not salt enough, he thought, to save it, and what htlie

they had he wanted to save on the chance of their killing a
deer while they were out. it, wouldn't pay to kill him for his
eggs as he had laved those which had matured, and the
coous had got. them, besides we had as many eggs almost
cared to carry. Our trousers were pretty well filled,
ami W. whs fearfully long-legged. This practice of killing ike turtle simply for their eggs, 1 am sorry to say, is
One is sure of getting fresh eggs, it is
often resorted to
It was at last decided to let him lay where he was
true.
uutil morning, and then if Mr. F. had secured any one of
Mrs. Webb had
us would come back and turn him over.
told me that some parties had been down there fromMana.
gone off and
turning
turtles
had
and
after
tee, this season,
This outrageous cruelty cannot be
left them to their fate.
too severely condemned; and how a man can abandon an
animal to such a fate, in cold blood, is more than I can
understand. It is bad enough to keep them on their backs
when they are really wanted for use, but to leave them to
die by inches in this way has less than no extenuating circumstances. A turtle would live in this way, exposed to
the weather, often over a week.
On coming back to the first crawl we had met, where, it
will he remembered, we had both probed in vain, we found
the coons had been before us, and they had found the nest
Just where we had prodded and probed our best, not
also.
far from the centre of the sign, they had found it. I presume their sense of smell must guide them, for I notice
they never dig iu but one place, and never dig at all unless
the turtle haB really laid.

At

this neat either

we must have

disturbed them while at their meal or else they had filled
up at the nast where I had turned the turtle, for there was
only about a dozen empty shells lying on the sand.
soou had the rest of them out. 1 think when I come to
live in this country I will try and break a dog to scent out
the eggs; but in the first place strichnine must be used

/

STREAM.

>

can come on the inside.

After comparing notes it was decided to turn my turtle back into the sea, and also the one
of F.'s which had layed, while the other two we would
drag across the island alive and come up alongside of them
with the boat. This would give them a turtle apiece to
take home. I did not care for one, eggs were all I was

party had just completed their labors, and were enjoying
a good smoke. Altogether it is as pretty a picture as one
need see. Taking my rod and line I returned to the river
and began to tempt the trout I knew were there iu abundAfter trying two or three places I was at last reance.
warded by a strike, and soon a beautiful fellow was land-

after.

ed,

After drinking somewhere in the vicinity of a quart ol
strong coffee aud, by the way, it is perfectly astonishing
what a quantity of strong coffee one can use who is in the
open air in Florida and experience nothing but pleasant
results— and eating two or three "hard lack," I felt so

—

went back to my turtle and relieved him from
the anxiety and uneasiness he must have experienced at his
strange position. The poor fellow had thrown his eyes
rested that I

full of sand, but for all that he knew which way water
was, and 1 could almost fancy I Baw by the dim light of
the moon a smile of gratitude pass across his counteuance
as he paddled off.
I returned to the tire.
It lacked only
an hour or less of daylight, but I joined the others, who
of grass for
on
sand
with
a
tussock
taking
a
nap
the
were

a pillow.

We were stirring again before sunrise, and after another
cup of coffee and "hard lack" went down to the boat. A
hundred and fifty d izen eggs make a pretty good show,
and we had that number surely. There is scarcely any
quantity that can be procured, especially if
one will lake the slight trouble to poison off the

limit to

some

the

coons and foxes. A few pieces of poisoned fish scattered
along the beach aud ou the nests would do the business for
them, and there is no danger of the poison doing any harm
to domestic auimals.
There was little or no wind, so a "white ash breeze" was
started, and we were soon opposite where F. thought the
first turtle was, and landing found he was out of the way
some two hundred yards. It didn't take long to rectify the
mistake, and with rope made fast around him we managed
after a good deal of struggling by all of us, turtle included,
to get him safely stowed away and lashed belly up under
the thwarts. F. said he would walk up the beach to the
next one, and cross over and signal us so that we would hit
the right place without bother, as he couldn't fix upon any
landmark tl e night before. We pulled along slowly, stopping once on the way to gather and eat oysters at a bar we
passed. Little Sarasota Bay abounds with oysters of the
finest quality throughout its whole length, and in that
period, "bel'o' the war," which has become almost as mythical as the "good old tinier," was the chief source of supply
for Key West.
Our next turtle was a heavy fellow, a strong 450 pounds,
while the other was ouly about 250, the ordinary size.
Luckily the island was very narrow here, and there was no
mangrove bushes to obstruct our progress, and adopting
the same method of operations, with the addition of levers,
he was tumbled on board and secured. Then we palled
our best for Mr. Webb's place, stopping once to load up
with some extra large oysters from what used to be one of
my favorite b.irs. .Even this late in the season they were
in excellent order, and I have always been able to find them
good somewhere in this hay all through the warm weather.
I took on board the idle Hour what eggs I coaid use, and
so ended our turtle egging.
We returned to Big Sarasota the same evening, our only
adventure being caught in a series of rain squalls, between
each of which was a calm, just after we had crossed the
bar and before we were inside. The tide ran out so strong
that 1 was forced to anchor three times during the calms to
avoid being carried on to the breakers.
Major Sarabota.

For Foretf and Stream.

UP THE ANDROSCOGGIN.

We

FAR

know the way to the water. I forgot to menwe passed several places in our walk where they

trance; over which* was a pot of boiling potatoes, while
the blue smoke curled up through the hemlocks into the

had been slaughtered, but the north beach ib the favorite
for that, as the meat has to be carried only one or two
hundred yards at most across the island to where the boat

Dip nets, rods and guns were
clear twilight air above.
leaning against the giant trees, and boxes, bags and other
articles were strewn over the ground in the rear. The

liberally, too, for

now

there

is

The coons that live near salt
to kill them oft.
fish
water, though orten fat, are not usually eatable.
diet makes them too high-flavored, and as a consequence
they are never hunted. The fur is too light to have any

nothing

A

in this low latitude.
Our trousers were well-filled by this last nest, for there
were over ten dozen in it, and we were glad that it wasn't
very far to the camp fire. As this had been blazing up

value

brightly ia the distance for some time past it told ub that
were soon with him,
F. had retunrcd from his search.
well tired with our loads and only too glad to find that he

We

fieieuily to

tion that

from civilization? I trust not. Hid you ever lie at full
length before a good warm fire in the heart of the forest,
with no sound to disturb you but the sighing of the wind
through the tops of the tall trees, and the merry voice of
"many waters" hurrying onward to the ocean? And as
you reposed thus have you seen the silvery light from the
rising moon touch each little ripple on the surging river,
and light up each little leaf of the tree above? 1 could
just make out the outline of my rod against the trees, and
remembering I had a long day's work before me, and the
others having one by one fallen asleep, I also slumbered
Lilt daylight unmolested, when we awoke fresh and happy.
Breakfast was soon cleared away, tent struck, and baggage on board, and bidding adieu to ou r camp, we began

The guides poled

our onward journey.

the boat over the

swift water, while the rest walked with the dogs along the

We bagged mauy

grouse on that
margin of the stream.
long walk— enough to last us two or three days. At length
we reached our next camping place, situated at a bend in
the river not many miles from Lake Uinbagog, at the foot
of a mountain, and near the beautiful little lake before
mentioned. Here we spent the balance of the aiternoon
fishing, and mceiiug wiih but poor sport were glad when
John's loud whistle announced supper as ready. We
missed the trout, but were fully conieuled as we sat round
the fire on boxes and logs, with broiled partridge, potatoes
and roast, green corn, which wc borrowed in a farmer's
field as

we came

along.

Next morning, after lying the dogs in camp, we trudged
through the woods to the lake, arriving just after sunrise,
and were soon on some rudely constructed rafts, and all
trying to catch the first trout, for which a dollar had been
Mr. C. soon had him, and bore off ihe piize.
offered.
Now the sport began in earnest, and in an hour we had
some noble fish. Our fried George B. hooked a monster,
but lost him after a long struggle, during which we all
suspended operations to w atch the sport. The breeze dying out and the rays of the sun getting unendurable we
adjourntd to the woods, ate our lunch, and enjoyed a good
smoke. Again we tried the trout, but with no success, the
water being too warm aud still to make them Ie*el like rising to the lly. While on the raft quietly fishing Mr. O.
saw a bear walking leisurely along the margin of the lake,
but as our guns were all ou shore, the old fellow was perfectly safe.

We spent two days

at

this lovely spot, obtaining all

the

we wanted, killing plenty of giouse, wild pigeons
and wood ducks, though the fishing was not prime; still,
we thoroughly enjoyed every minute, and were sorry when

sport

the order tu pack
delightful trip

up

for

good was given.

We

had a most

down stream, and at some places rather exwe dashed over the rapids, the water being
was with great difficulty that we were kept

citing sport, as

so low that it
from being dashed on the rocks. We were only an afternoon traversing the distance it had taken two who'.e days
reached our starting point tired aud hungry,
to come.
and "turned in" immediately after a good supper at the
Next night found us at home, and though I've been
hotel.
in the woods often since then, and have had far better
luck, I always look back with pleasure to my first camp-

Wh

ing trip on the beautiful Androscogaiu.

Canoe.

t

had been thoughtful enough to get the coffee ready against
our arrival. We did not bother to count out what we had,
but from the reckoning we had kept at the nests we had
over a thousand eggs to turn into the bottom of the boat.
Mi. F. had met with excellent luck too. He had turned
three huge turtle, two ol' them before they had layed, and
brought in two back loads of eggs. He did not think he
could carry quite as many in the bag as we could in our
trousers, as the bag was too square aud could not be rigged
wallet fashion, bm he thought he had over eight hundred.
He reported finding thirteen places where turtle had been
killed and cut up on the beach tliis season, besides finding
two which had been turned and abandoned as I have deAs they were still alive he turned them right side
scribed,
Up, hut it was some time before they could realize it suf-

these coon?, and

and good luck favoring, a dozen were kicking in my
Then
basket in a short time, and ou the way to the tire.
followed a most delightful meal of fried trout, broiled
partridge and boiled potatoes, with bread and maple syiup.
Shall I ever forget that, first night in the woods so far

\*

up among among the mountains skirting the banks
of Ihe Androscoggin river is a lovely little lake surrounded by lofty peaks of mountains and the rich primeval forest. The lake can ouly be reached by canoe, or
a long, weary tramp of many miles through the woods by
following the river, as it is far from railroad or highway,
Ou a cool, pleasant September morning, a party of four
men, accompanied by two guides, might have been seen
embarking in a large, flat-bottomed "batteau," such as
lumbermen use on all our northern rivers, on the rapid
waters of the Androscoggin. After a long day's work with
paddle aud pole, we came to our first camp, having shot on
our way ten or twelve grouse treed by our little canine
On reaching camp and carrying out luggage
friend, Scot.
ou shore the guides began at, once to prepare camp by
pitching tent, gelling wood, clearing away uuderbrush,
John, our head man with Pete, his brother, kind and
etc,
modest, make the best pair of guides to be found for
miles. While standing ou the margin of the shore admiring the beauty of the scenery, aud watching the witter
tumble over a Email ledge in front of the camp, just at a
bend in the river, 1 hear Pete close behind me say, "Well,
aiu't you going to catch any fish for supper lo-nigb.lt"
"Why, to be sure I am," and away I go to unpack my
light bamooo rod and flies, aud try my luck.
On reaching the opening in the forest where our camp
waa to be made, I stood utterly dumbfoimdetl at the chaBge
during the lew moments of my absence. Here stood a
snow-white tent with a roaring fire just before the en-

among
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Classification of Clouds.— Whenever, on account of
some topographic circumstances, the sun heats any locality
on the surface of the earth more than the surrounding
region, a geutle current or column of heated air rises, and
invisible moisture is condensed into small masses of
cloud called cumuli, which spread aud produce the mottled
appearance commonly known as "mackerel sky."
But when, as it is frequently the «ase iu summer, a
valley or plain, or islauii, or any other place, is much
more highly heated than the surrounding region, the
healed air over such locality rises more rapidly and with
more ascensional momentum; and, as it reaches the higher
and cooler regions of the atmosphere, its m-oisture is condensed into large rounded volumes or mountain-like masses
Such cumulus clouds always precede
of cumulus clouds.
and characterize a local summer storm or shower. When
its

the warm horizontal ourreut, from the gouth, as in winter,
meets with the cold curreut from the north, it slopes upward over the cooler current aud forms stripes or bands of
stratus olouds along the horizon.
These stratus clouds indicate to the observer that a
warm current is coming northward. When in summer a
cool current is moving southward, il encounters the warm

equatorial or tropical current, which again glides upward
and over it and forms horizontal bands of stratus clouds
along the upper line of contact, as in winter storms; but, in
addition, the denser cold air from the north, moving with
momentum, will lift up the warm and saturated air from
tha tropics and ils moisture will be condensed into masses
of cumulus olouds banked np against the top t>f ihe cold
current and arranged over ihe horizontal stratus clouds.
Thus is produced the combination of cumulo stratus cloud,
which is characteristic of progressive summer storms.
To the tornado cloud produced in a whirl of air and resembling an inverted cone, Professor blusius gives the
name of conus, which is both descriptive aud appropriate.
These four typical claspes of clouds, viz., cumulus,
stratas, cumulo-stratus and conus, indicate and characterise
the four different classes of storms.— Blatiut't Theory of

Stormt,

u

FOREST AND STREAM.

#«// <&nltni[*.
ABSTRACT OF THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FISH COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF
CONNECTICUT.

THEdone byCommissioners
United

mentioning the work
the
States Commissioners and the
Convention at Philadelphia last week, allude to the efforts
they have made to impress upon the people of the State
the value of their ponds and streams, and have made great
The result
efforts to collect information regarding them.
is given in a tabulated list of the ponds showing the average of each, and regarding which a further Report will be
made aa soon as the great mass ot information regarding
them which they have obtained can be revised and corFrom this list it seems that there are 256 poods
rected.
in the State, varying in extent from five acres to two thousand, aud aggregating an area of 31,604 acres, containing a
variety and number of fishes, although not a thousandth
part of what they might be made to produce. Besides
these ponds there are a greater number of ponds of less than
Fish

after

five acres in extent.

The Commissioners dwell at length upon the availability
of all these ponds to be converted into food producing
pieserves, and also as regards the ownership of the same
and the right to fish therein. They say the popular idea
has been that fishing was free to all, ana the assertion of
any exclusive right on the part of the owner of a pond has
been looked upon as a species of feudal arrogance, justifying resistance and open defiance. Theseuseof justice and
right iuherent in the people, when the matter is made
clear to them, is relied upon to make them respect private
rights, and it is thought that the fear of depredators will
no longer prevent pond owners from stocking their

waters.
The introduction of black bass and land locked salmon
has occupied the attention of the Commissioners, and it is

Loped that they will be able to procure
and other varieties of fish. Pursuant

the

European Carp

to tlie

laws passed

last year, notices were issued to all parties engaged in fishing, and in reply, calls for blanks were received from two
hundred persons. To these, blanks were "issued to be
filled by ihe parties at. the end of the season with the
numbers and kinds of fish caught from day to day. Of the
blanks so issued only one hundred and thirty-nine returns
were made, of which filly-seven were of pounds, forty- nil e
ol Beines, and thirty-three of gill nets.

134059Shad.

caught

ids

71.W3

4a Btdnee caught

glU

s-i

nun caught

Tout

etiad

48,x8s

caught

43 pounds caught.
a UragnetS

Total wbitefish caught
also

These pounds and nets

••

251,564
13,831,6X8 Whltefieh
8,043.055

. .

flat

470 black fish, 7,070 alewives, flounders, porgies,
mackerel, sea robins, sturgeon, and various other fish,

fish,

making

a total of 33,330 different fish.

Notwithstanding that these returns are necessarily incomshow the value of the business aud the willingness of the great body of the fishermeu to comply with

plete, they

the part Of the pound fialiermen.
The Commissioners" htue betu expected tu cases of violations Of tlie close seasons and other infringements of the
laws, to lake upon themselves the parts of Grand Jurors or'
oilier State Ailornies, functions winch do not come within
the scope of their duties, and which il would be impracti
cable for them to perform with all their other labors.
They suggest that the towns shall appoint their own
Wardens lo be approved by them, aud that those intrusted
flub culture snail boldly sustain the wardens in the enforcing of the laws.
The State was allotted a quota of 500,000 California
salmon eggs, of which it was found when they were raised,
October 2d, 1870, that 10,000 had died. .More died during
the haichtug, leaving a total lor distribution ot 477, 286
in Lhe
healthy fry. These were distributed as follows
Farmington liver, 300,000; in the ifousatonic, 100,000; in
the iNalchaiig, 50,0110; in lhe Saugaluck, 27,280.
Many parr and sirwlis have beeu caught in tne Farmington and Connecticut duiiug the p. si year. They were
excellent condition as lo prove that up to this point
of growth Connecticut waters are just as well adapted to
their nature and needs as they were in the days of their
abundance. The Commissioners have specimens of these
young salmon from six lo eight inches long, beautifully
marked, and snowing every indication thai ihey had enjoyed abundance of nutritious lood. These and other facts
show that now there is DO reasonable ground of doubt that
So
lhe ivers have not been rendered unfit lor these fish.
lar, then, Ihe problem has a tavorable solution, aud it only
remains to patiently wait lo see if ihese young fish will
return
way
lhe
sea
and
again.
to
not in due nine find their
During ihe past summer evidence was brought lo the Commissioners that many of these fish were caught that were
the
sea;
some of Ihem were seen
to
fealty on their way
and bandied by one of the Commissioners, and b}' olher
persons, and that they were young salmon, no one who
saw them had a doubt. On the 24th of June (1870) a fine,
healthy salmou, weighing IS* pounds, was taken in a gillOn July Olh, a salmon weighing
Iiel at Middle iladdaur.
11 pounds, aud in excellent coudiliou, was caught in a
pond off Clinton. Vague reports have been received of
others being taken, and enough has been shown to make it.
curtain that the work of restoring salmon to the rivets of
:,cd so tar, that before long all doubts
the,::
the law, particularly on

m

:

m

t

will

tie

solved.

interesting letter is given from Mr. Charles G. Atkins,
Grand Lake Stream, giving an account of his work in
proCUi tug Uie ova of the land-locked salmon lor the joim
account of the United Scutes Commission aud lhe ComLast year, at
o1 various New England States.
Commissioners' Report was made, there were
150, (WU young land-locked salmon in the W'estport hatching house ready for distribution, and they were distributed

An

ai

the Report was being printed. It was subsequently
ascertained that one pond in the list was purposely omitted,
as its waters were found unsuitable for the fish.
This pond
was Mount Tom Lake, in Litchfield. In all other respects
the list was correct
The number distributed was 135,000,
in thirteen bodies of water.
The proportion of eggs of
ihese salmon now at Grand Lake Stream, which will fall
to the share ol Connecticut, cannot yet be determined.
With regard to shad, it is well known that the only breeding ground on the Connecticut where shad have been
hatched with success is a', Holyoke, in Massachusetts. The
control of this place is under the Commissioners of Alassachusells, who wLh great courtesy have always granted a
permit to the Connecticut Commissioners to fish for spawners, and collect ova, at a seasou when the citizens of the
For two or
State were forbidden by law lo draw a net.
three years the United Slates Commissioner has co-operated with Connecticut in this important work, aud the
river has afforded stock for other rivers, while enough has
been reserved for all ihe purposes of Connecticut. Last
year, however, the privilege was secured to the United
Suites Commissioner, and the whole work was devolved
upon him and his assistants. Success was very limited
from the fact that the excessive heal which lasted from
about June 20th until July 25lh, raised the temperature of
The drouth at
the water to 88 and even 90 Fahrenheit.
tlie same lime was sueh that the water was very low, and
the instinct of the fish doubtless taught them that Ihey
could not live and propagate in such warm water. The
experiment of Beth Green showed that when ihe tempera
ture of the water exceeded 82° Fahrenheit, the eggs all
died.
Auioug the tew females taken last year, il was no
ticed in some cases that the eggs were all spoiled in the
mother before extrusion. Il is probable that lhe great majority of the fish spawned further down the river than
usual, in the shallows bordering upon deeper and cooler
waler.
ThiB is not a very com mon occurrence; the old
fishermen say that it happens once in a great while, and
during such a season, the fishing at Holyoke is a failure.

^ttwzl
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Vermont conespondent requests
Cam- in America.
us to protest against the introduction of Carp into the
waters of this country, and refers to it as a "coarse, flabby
Were our correspondent well informed respecting
fish."
'

the head of Scientific
Fish Culture and propagation in this countiy aud Germany, toward introducing certain species of Carp into
that has been

all

done by those

at

American waters; and were he also willing lo take the
les'limouy of theso gentlemen as to the toothsome and
edible qualities of certain varieties of the Carp, he would
Some of the family, we are
ralher jejoice than demur.
aware, are worthless as food, but others are superior; aud
the great point gained by their introduction here is, ttat
ihey will thrive in waters where olher kinds of fish will
'I here are
not, thus adding to lhe general food supply.
localities whose inhabitants would rather have a poor
Some Carp afford
quality of Carp than no fish at all.
good sport to the angler, as well as food for the table.

Salmo Sauar

.

in

Land-locked Waters. —The following

con r.spondence will interest our Fish Culturists:—
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent Jas. B. Thompson, of New Hope,
Pa., whose article on Salmo Hilar in land-locked waters appeared in Febiuary 15ih number of Forest and stream,
would confer a great favor upon his brethren interested in
fish culture, if he would give through your columns a de-

What
tailed description of lhe construction of his ponds.
is the nature of the bottom; what the volume and character of the water supply; the disposition or arrangement of
his spawning grounds by which it is designed to keep up
the supply, and all the information, which, as an exp-it litis competent to furnish lo the uninformed in this particular

undertaking^

With the ice eighleen inches thick on the Susquehanna
river at this point at this time, 1 can't quite see into his
description of his salmon "breaking lively for the past few
days," but perhaps he is able to explain what at present
seems beyond mortal ken. Will he do us the favor lo eluA w
,T 11J "
F. 'Cj.app.
A.
cidate?
tiaiibuiy, Bam., Feb. lO.'/i, 1S77-

New Hope,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
;

Pa.,

March

1st,

1877.

At your request, 1 will endeavor to enlighten your friend,
A. F. Clapp, on what seems to him beyond mortal ken. All
our fishponds are siiualed at the head of a lime stone spring,
flowing 13,682) ihree thousand six hundred and eighty-two
gallons per minute, with an even temperature, never behave no ice on our ponds, and
low 50° Fahrenheit.
If salmon break, as Ihey did this day,
no surface water.
they are not obliged lo go through fifteen inches of ice.
The bottom of the salmon pond is shell, with small springs
and several well-worn channels of stone aud gravel, and
one three hundred feet long, leading from the hike lo the
spring, .with a beautiful bottom for spawning, hatchinghouse and stock ponds.
As usual, to please the owners, our first salmon eggs were
from Samuel Willuiot, which did well; the second lot from

We

him— saved none. Three lots from liucksporr,, one year
did well, next year saved a part; last year thirty-five
thousand all died by bursting of tne sack in fifteen days
1 used all the means in my power lo save
after hatching.
them, and 1 cannot tell whether the decease {tie) was in the
egg or not. California eggs have always hatched well, and
Hatched seventy-five thousand this year;
the fish live.
twenty-two thousand yet in balching-house four mouths old,
two aud one-quarter inches long; led twice a day. Anyone
seeing them eat would dot advise their being turned out to
It is not much trouble
die as soon as the sack is absorbed.
to buy trout or salmon eggs— hatch and dispose of them
the first monlh— but a very different thing to keep them
Jas. li. Thompson.
alive lor six months.

—

Canadian Salmon Rivers to Lease.—Anglers will
please rete-r to the advertisement in our columns of Canadian salmon rivers to lease.

Grave Conundrum by a Consumptive.—Whi.t

i

an Ulster and the consumption?
the other wears you out!

difference between

you wear

out,

is

the

One

jjjistorg.
Far Forest

,

.

—

Ii,e74,7W

caught 414 bass, 20,370

when

ANTLERED

and, Stream.

DOES.

San Francisco, February 12th, 1877.
In a Bcore numbering somewhat over four hundred head
of deer, I have been so fortunate as to shoot two of these
very rare animals. The first was shot early iu November.
Il was of medium size, in fair condition, and had never
borne young. Her antlers were of unequal length; the
right one being about six inches in length, and the lelt
four.
They were three-fourths of an inch in diameter at
the base, aud tapered lo a fine point, but grew in such a
dwarfed and spiral manner, as 10 rise barely two inches
above the skull. The second was killed February 8lh, aud
was one of the largest ever killed by lhe writer; was in
splendid condition, had borne young, and was with young
when shot. Her right antlers was .seven inches in length,
almost perfectly straight., very smooth and white, one
inch iu diameter at the bult, aud with a perfectly line
The left was four inches long
taper to a delicate point.
aud much curved, directly backwards; although this was
about six weeks later than the time at which bucks usually
shed their antlers, they showed no signs of falling off, but
a forcible detachment from the skull, and a caret. .1 examination, satisfied me that they would have been shed in the
course of the winter,
Lest the lateness of season at which Ibis doe was killed
should subject me to censure, I wish to stale in justification, that tuia was in 1853, when the deers were so plenty
in many places as to seriously interfere with lhe raising of
peas aud beans, ami in many instances even the potatoes
were dug ap and devoured by them. Tbe protection of
deer in Maine had not then beeu thought of. 1 also know
of two does being shot by fellow hunters, each with only
one antler, and 1 think my old friend and hunting companion, who haB lain elown lhe rifle lo manufacture
"probably the best" spit bamboo rod in the country, and
wtto, as a deer hunter, had lew equals and no superiors,
can add to the list fiom his own experience. Let us hear
from you, Hiram!
And now, by your courtesy, I wish to put on record the
shooting of what 1 believe to be the most remarkable deer
It was on the llihof Noever killed in this country.
vember, 1851 (ihe year iu which 1 began my diary, which
Eight inches of "beautiful snow"
I have kepi up lo dale).
had fallen early on the evening of the lQlh. Snatching a
hasty breakfast as daylight was last appearing, ami shouldering my rifle (my first one iu its first seasou), 1 started foi
au opening made two years before, half a mile south
ours, and which Was full of maple aud yellow birch
sprouts, on which the deer had been browsing nights for a
1 had scarcely entered the field when I Struck
fortnight.
a track, half filled iu by the snow which had fallen subsequently. Following it up, I found that the deer had beeu
browsing in the held through the storm, aud had left
about the lime il discontiuueu. At nine o'clock the evening previous the animals had gone due east, iu Which direction hi) lii'st a cedar and lamarao swamp, halt a milewide; then about the same width of small, thick spruce
growth, called iu Maiue "Rabbit salad," and then a noble
ridge, three miles in length, running north and so
a growth of heavy sugar maple and yellow birch, with an
li
was noted
occasional hemlock of immense size,
throughout the region for its lack of underbrush, affording
in many places open shots at two hundred yards distance.
Towards ibis ridge the game slowly made its Way, with
many de'ious windings, clipping the etelicale twigs of Ihe
fragrant yellow birch, or uaiutily piciuug a certain kind
of tree moss, of which the animal is extravagantly fond,
The track had every appearance ot being made by a buck,
and this quiet browsing occasioned me*some surprise, »a
this was in the height of the "running season," wiie-u they
only cat enough to prevent Starvation, and invariably
lie down after Drowsing a short lime, being always almost
too much exhausted to stand before they will stop lo eat,
1, theielore, traveled at a snails pace, expecting every mo
ment lo see the animal start up, or at least lo cow to hi
soft bed iu the snow, with the first, tracks fifteen feet lrom
it.
Nothing of the kind however occurred, and
reached the fool of the ridge, up the side of which tie
tracks lead, as far as I could see Ihem, diiectiy towards its
summit. A minutes' careful scrutiny satisfied me that my
game was not in sight, and I had already lifted a loot lo
proceed when my eye caught sight of a muvn
directly ahead; ihe next instant the head, ears and antlers
of a noble buck, burst on my delighted vision, as be
walked over the summit directly towards me. 'Ah)" (I
thought) ''this isadoe'a track afier alii" The buck has
tlie wrong way!
"struck it, and is following
will often do, sometimes lor half a mile or mot
finding out their mistake), lie- was Over one hundred
aud filty yards off, and all I had to do was to remain motionleSS till he got near enough lo assure a fatal shot. The
head and anilers steadily advanced, glancing in and out
from behind intervening trees, aud 1 began to wonder why
I did not see his body, but il was merely a passing thought
till at length the head appeared in a perfectly opi
with nothing between me aud it, aud belnud the pure,
white back ground of the new-fallen snow. A head, ears
and antlers, about three feel above, the ground, and absoThe apparition had about the same
lutely nothing else
effect oil me as that of the fabled Madusa, when displayed
by the hero to the tyrant and his court. 1 stood as if
turned to stone! At that distance I could have easily seen
a squirrel on the snow, mid failing lo di.-Tiugui.-.h the body
Reared
of a lull-grown buck, one must be blind indeed.
in the woods from infancy, with ft reasonably sound mind,
in a perfect healthy body, I refused to believe in the
My outward
reality of what I saw, or ralher ailed lo see.
senses appeared suspended, or perhaps concentrated in the
Bingle one of sight, but my thoughts struggled for a solution of tbe mystery, and seized on the only possible one
I had sat up the previous night till
that presented itself.
long after the snow was over, watching the sky for fear it
would hail and spoil my sport; had gone to bed with my
head filled with lhe thought of lhe morrow's hunt, and
So strongly was litis
lhe whole was but a vivid dream.
impressed on my mind as the true salvation, that. I lelt
r

l

it.

!

I

same overwhelming

the

sou does
nightmare.
tails

of

my

desire

to

awaken

Ui

when under the influence of a
Then arose on my memory all

home!
the

de-

morning; of my building the firiBj
good mother's willingness to get up and cooU

of

the

.

—

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
my

eariy breakfast without, a
Stirling injunction to "be. sure
Io, I

of reproach, and her
and not shoot yourself."

word

awake and had probably edne mad, .or
By this time the
a" fair way to become so.

was' suteTy

least was in
object had got within fifty yards of me.
My eyes, which
bad not for a single second swerved from the contemplation of it, now caught sishl of a movement directly under
it.
I glanced downward and distinctly saw two black
hoofs alternately rise and fall in and out of the snow.

.-it

Like a flash of lightning the mystery stood revealed. The
animal was while! white as the driven snow which formed
lie background, as the hill rose behind him, and my concentrated gaze fixed on his head (which with his ears were
The
of the normal color) had failed to discern his body.
revulsion of feeling was so instantaneous that I was transformed at once from a statue to something very much resembling a wet rag. The perspiration rolled down my face;
my limbs almost refused io support my weight, and my
trembling hands failed to lift the rifle from where it lay
the hollow of my left arm.
If the animal had remained in my sight if is doubtful if
I could have recovered myself it time to have shot at, him,
but almost directlyin front of me, and not twenty feet
A.
away,
gantic hemlook three feet in diameter.
sudden turn io the track he was following brought him directly behind it.
The instant he disappeared from view
1
the fear of losing him overcame every other feeling.
saw that the track led across the roots of the tree and
turned immediately behind it, consequently he would not
Come in sight till he got to the tree, and if he scented me
and bounded suddenly to ihe right or left, or rau back in
range of the tree, I should in all probability in my then

some of our

Perhaps it may have attracted the notice of
who can give us some definite information
concerning the monster.
P. &
Since Writing, our wide-awake correspondent
"Teal," of Salem, Mass., informs us that some of the curators of the Peabody Academy of Science have named It
a "Nurse Shark"; said creature is about 15 feet long, of a
dull leaden color, having a skin very like a "dog-fish," but
correspondents,

—

coarser and rougher.

excited state lose

him

altogether.

Steadying my nerves by a powerful effort of Will I
cocked my rifle and slowly swung it into position; an instant of breathless suspense and the head appeared from
behind the tree, so near that I could actually see his eyeAt that instant my finger pressed the trigger, and
lashes]
the beautiful animal bounded into the air and fell literally

my feet; at the same Instant, scarcely conscious of what
was about, 1 dropped my rifle into the snow and sprung
him only to receive a tremendous kick from bis bind
feet in his dying struggles, which doubled me up like a

at
I

"ti to

for fifteen minutes white deer had no
Recovering my breath 1 wended my way
home and returned with a "Tobogers," on which I dragged
him home in triumph, where he was the wonder of the
whole neighboahood. Nothing except snow itself could
equal the whiteness of his coat, on which was not a singlecolored hair to within four inches of hia ears where the
line was as distinctly aud evenly drawn around his neck
as if carefully painted with a brush.
Some idea of its
whiteness can be gathered from the fact that a rabbit in
bis pure winter's coat was procured, and on being placed

jack-knife, ami
charms for me.

beside the skin its hair actually exhibited a yellowish tinge.
But far more wonderful than all else was the enormous
quantity of fat with which this animal was covered
It
wholly surpasses belief, and were it not susceptible of the
most convfnciug proof I should not dare to state it. He
Was completely covered with a layer of pure white fat
from half an inch to four indies in thickness, the greatest
thickness being for a short distance ou each side of the
spine just forward of the tail. As this statement will be
universally discredited among old hunters I have OltJy to
say that a piece was cut from this part and placed on a
shelf in an outhouse where it remained frozen from November tilt March, and was seen by more than a hundred
persons, and the writer can bring a score of witnesses to
corroborate his statement, his aged mother among the rest,
who, although in Iter eighty-first year, still remembers it as
distinctly as the narrator.
1 should have staled that when I returned for my game
I followed the track over the summit of the ridge and found
it was the same one 1 was pursuing.
He bad lain down
just beyond where 1 first caught, sight of him, and Was
doubtless reiruciug his steps with Ihe intention of getting
back to his feeding ground again at dark. His condition
and actions proved beyond doubt that he was incapable of
that eratic lury which possesses his normal mates at this
season of the year; although he appeared to be a perfect
animal in all respects, with a beaulifullv symmetrical pair
of antlers; but being very young at that time, and destitute
all anatomical knowledge, "my opinion as to his powers of
reproduction was of no value. I can only hope that the
account of his capture will be of sufficient interest to excuse its length.
Penobscot.

»»

Long Islam Historical Society. — Chas. Hallock,

They

trawl.

l

the

It

was taken wound up

coast,

and a curiosity

Colvin, Esq.,
who is engaged iu the prosecution of bis topographical
survey of the Adirondacks, shot a panther a foitnight ago,

southwest of the Raquette Bake region, which measured
seven feet in length and weighed 200 pounds. It was engaged in feasting on a deer's carcase when discovered, and
the remnins of several other deer were discovered in his
vicinity.
Mr. Colvin will present this specimen to the
State.

—Mr. 0. T. Barker, of the Camp Lounge Company, has
very kindly presented us with the occiput of an antlcred
properly mounted for hanging up in our editorial
sanctum, which we are very happy to receive and shall
take pleasure iu showing to our friends. It was obtained
of Mr. Jacohy, a frontiersman of the Muskoka district of
Canada, residing at Severn Bridge, who killed the hornyheaded doe in Lake Kosheshebogamog. It bears a close
resemblance to the description of a similar and quite uncommon deformity of the deer recently given by several
doe,

writers in the

Forest and Stream.

Mr. Barker reports that the

last

year has been a good one

"We

take pleasfor the Camp Lounge business, and says:
ure in adding our testimony to that of your other patrons
as to the eminent value of your journal as an advertising

medium."
CATCHrHG Seals with Fisn Hooks.

— Our

gets caught

by the mouth."

—A South Boston correspondent, "Sawbones," says that
he has twice seen antlered does of G. Viryiniamis. He
inquires whether these masculine females are as fertile as

»*

—A

A

correspondent sends us from SyraRare Duck.
newspaper clipping which will
be of great interest to ornithologists:
"A few days since, while gunning along the Onondaga
Creek, between this city aud the lake, Master Fred. Hewlett, sou of Alfred A. Howlett, Esq., had the good luck to
bag a very rare specimen of the duck family, known as the
"King" duck, Fuitgula speetabilis. The specimen, being an
exceedingly fine male bird, was turned over to Mr. T. Bex,
taxidermist, who has set it up for Mr. Howlett, and for a
few days it can be seen in the show window of Messrs. S.
The fowl is a native of
P. Pierce & Co., on Salina street.
the northern regions, and rarely advances southward of 45
degrees of latitude."
Our correspondent says: "As the paper states, it is a
King Duck, Fuligula speetttbilis. Thinking it might be of
inteiest to you that one had strayed so far south, 1 inclose
X. Y. Z.
the clipping."
Not only that it, bad strayed so far south, but that it trav-

cuse, N. Y., the following

—

eled so far inland.
cies to the

Ornithologists will please add this spe-

"Rare Birds of Western

New

A large alligator's

skull

scat skin

tobacco pouch from Labrador.

and cg«.

Lake Superior.
A Sioux tobacco pouch elaborately worked with beads.
Skull taken from a shell mound iu Florida.
from the Florida Everglades.
Indian
bow,
Seminole
A

A Coininanchc scalp with
A Chinese umbrella.

both ears on.

Hallock addressed an audience of
about 200 ladies and gentlemen, giving a brief but interesting history of some of the articles presented, and a sketch
of the people and places where they were obtained.

By

invitation

Mr.

A TrrREK-TnausAND
bition at

Pound Fish.—There was on exhiNewburyport, Massachusetts, a short time since,

{Musiorfonte), so-called because its skin is tough
which weighed three thousand pounds. It was
taken by Captain Woodman, of the schooner Greyhound,
near the Isle of shoals, after a hard tussle of six hours, in
the course of which much damage was done to boats,
The liver filled three barrels. The
rigging, and vessel.
stomach contained a codfish that weighed twenty-live
pounds, quantities of haddock and olher fish, and a whole
dog that weighed twenty five pounds. The local paper
says "the fishermen don't know what to call it, as they
have never seen anything like it before." It is evidently a
shark, though to what species or even genius it is to bo referred we cannot tell, as no description whatever is given.

a rasp-fish

like a rasp,

Ed.

Albany,
"In answer to your correspondent, "Gleus Falls,"
writes:
would say I have never noticed the Mohawk bass as re
gards the double curve of lateral fin, but will do so next

—

The

lake bass

all

seem

Scientific Publications.

much

.An Indian pipe from

York."

The Mohawk Kiyeu Bass.—"Dexter,"

that

is

to

have

of

it."

— Numbers 7

and 8 of Vol. 8
hand and contain

interesting and inst ructi ve.

Number 7 relates

Meeting for August and the report gives brief
the members on this occasion. Chiefly
noticeable are the remarks of Vice President F. W. Putnam on a human skull from Colorado, which closety resembles the ordinary form of the Algonquin Indians, such
as are found in the Indian burial places in Massachusetts;
and those of Prof. Morse ou Drosera, aud on the manner in
to the Field

addresses

Au Esquimaux comb and

SKY LARKS.
New York
No. 6 Centre

Press Clot,

street,

New

)

York.

)

Editor Forest and stream:—

A few years ago attempts were made to introduce the Eng-

sky lark [Alanda arvensix) into this country, aud several
pairs were letlooso on Long Island, which I believe, nesttd.
But they soou disappeared. Later it was reported that sky
larks had beeu seen in Westchester county, but lately nothing has been said concerning them, showing, apparently
that the former report was an error, or else that all have
been killed. It is recorded that sky larks have been seen
in the Bermudas and iu Greenland.
I should be very glad to ascertain any further or more
definite facts from your readers with reference to this matter, (particularly as to dates, and the probability of any
sky larks now being in existence in this vicinity) either
thiough your columns or by addressing me personally.
Eknest Ingersoll.
lish

BASKING AND BONE SHARKS.
New Bedford, Mass., Feb. 21st, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your last number, a writer in some remarks on the
"Basking" ami "Great Bone Sharks," seems to confound
twoor three distinct species and even genera. The "Basking" Shark of the New England coast, and Bone Shark of
Some very

the Pacific, are of entirely distinct species.

good notes and al<o references to scientific authorities may
be found iu the number for January 25th, 1877, of Nature.
Concha.
Akhivals at the Philadelphia Zoological GAitnENS, Mai;. 3d.—
One red-shouldered hawk IJlu/to tinnitus), presented by Sergt. James
Spear of the Park Uuard: one Virginia deer {Cumin Virginia/Ill
seated byFj Q. Thorn, Phila.; one great, horned owl (SubO Virginiakm?), one red-shoo Idered haw K (Bu'.tn Unmlus) and oncrul-i ,:,
(U. borealte), presented by Emanuel Spitz. Philadelphia; one Pse.iidemijsronciinui, presented by Tkeo. L. Harrison, Phila.; ihrec opossums
(Didelpliys virginiana), one presented by J. W. Sharp, Jr.. nuest-ville,
Pa., one by E. S. Power, Phila., and one oy Jesse L. Johnson, Eddington, Pa. two white rats (Mus rat/us), presented by Miss Jones Phila.
one golden eagle (Aijuila i:/t.ryi»'tits), prcsculcd by Andrew Bateuiao,
Dover, Del.: four English rabbits (Lepus cvtitoului), two presented by
Edward K. McEwan, Phila., aud two by Mast Ed. Hacker, Gennantown
one ring dove (Turturrisorius), presented by Miss Tryon, i bihi. one
red fox (Vulpm fulvous), presented by George Green. Phila.; one quail
{Oiiyxviryinianvs), presented by Edward S. Miles, Phila.; one pair
white rats and young (Slut rallus), presented by james 13. Thomas,
Phila.; one sparrow hawk (Falco /-parvenus), presented by Master Henry Sargent, Phila.; two white rats (,l/«s rat(us), presented; three Canadian lynxes [Lynx canadensis), three Mmobrahckua maculatuf, aud one
turkey buzzard (Cattuuiis aula), purchased.
MiTHi-R E. Buovra, Gen. Supt.
•

1

-

:

|

;

other does.

Bulletin of the Essex Institute are at
or Mountaineer Indiana

frequent cor-

respondent, "Teal," of Massachusetts, writes: "I lately
saw a seal which was caught by a hook in its oiovth, said
hook being one of several used on a "trawl." Tbesingular
fact to be noticed is, that this seal should have bitten at
the bait and been caught. They are taken in trawls by
getting foul, but fishermen say it is rare to find one that

Among them

of interior Labrador.

locality.

to see."

+++
An Adirondack Panther— Verplanck

season.

were:

haddock

portance of the Auvernier grave is thus very great, as it
gives new proof in support of the alleged unity and continuity of races of prehistoric man during the sfoneagc and
that of the bronze.
Some bronze implements implying a
somewhat, higher degree of culture together with a bead of
yellow amber and a skull, were found in the neighborhood
of the grave on a somewhat higher level; they belong probably to a more recent period.' It is proposed by the Neuchalel Society to undertake further excavations in the same

are a deep sea creature, said to bo rare about

New England

Esq., recently presented this society with an interesting
collection of relics and curiosities which be had picked up
in tne course of his travels during the past twenty years.

Snow shoe* aud moccasins from Manitoba.
A d\um and snow shoes from the Nuscaupie

in a

65

made by

the grasshoppers make the peculiar chirping
and the notes they utter. Rev. James Freeman
Clarke gave a brief address touching on some points in
philology which was of much interest.
Number 8 is devoted chiefly to reports of busiuess meetings, but contaius also a list, by Mr. J. A. Allen, of Birds
collected by Mr. Chas. Linden, near Santarem, Brazil.
This list includes 128 species, of which one, Coceygu* Undent,
Allen, is now described for the first time.
From JS'ature we learn that Prof. Desor, a recent member of the Bulletin de la Sooietides Science Nalurellet, at Neuchalel gives a description of a burial place recently discovered on the shores of Lake Neuchatel near Auvernier.
The remains of fifteen or twenty individuals were found
in this grave but in such a poor state of preservation that
but. few good skulls could be obtained. Some of the better
preserved, however, show a close resemblance to those
fouud in other lake dwellings and belong to the true Helvetic form differing from Ihe latter not in kind, but only in
degree. The implements fouud in the grave are of stone
and bone, and belong to the age of polished stone. With
these, however, were also found some bronze implements
which established the long missing link between the lake
dwellings of the stone age and those of the bronze age,
both of which have representatives at Auvernier. The im-

which

ffaadfond,

SHrm mti S

ar^en *

O Proserpina

I

For the flowers now, that frightened thou let'st
From Dis's wagon! daffodils.
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty; Violets dun,
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes.
Or Cytuera's breath; pate primroses,
That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebns in his strength, a malady
Most incident io maids; bold oxlipB. aud
The crown imperial; lilies of all klndfl

fall,

The flower de luce being onel O, these I lack,
To rflnke you garlands of ;.and my sweot friend,
To strew him o'er and o'er
Flo. What! like a coisef
Per. No, like a bank, for love to lie and play on;
Hot like a corse; or if— not to be buried
But quick, aud in mine arms. Come, take your flowers;
Melhiuks I play as I have seen them do
In Whitsnn's pastorals; sure, this robe of mine
Does change my disposition,
Flo. What you do
When yon epeak, swoot,
Still betters what is done.
I'd have you do it ever; when you sing
I'd have you buy and S'-lt so, so give alms,
Pray so, and for the ordering your affairs,
To sing them too. When you do dance I wish you
A wave o'er the sea, that you might evor do
Noihlnn bnt that: More still, still so. and own
No other function. Eaoh your doing
So singular in each particular,
Crowns what yon are doing in the present, deeds,
That all yo ur acts are queens.— Cymbtline, Iv. 3.

noises

The Fuchsia.— When we

consider

the facility

with

which Fuchsias can be grown, and also the extreme beauty
aad profusion of their flowers, the wonder need not be so
much why they are so common, as that more attention is
not bestowed upon growing them into tine and attractive
specimens. It is true plants are to be met with now and
then which are all that, could be desired in this respect, but
taken in the aggregate, whether as seen in the establishments
of florists, or iu the conservatories of the wealthy, they are
all

most abject and neglected things imaginupon whicli time and money have been bestowed.

too often the

able

This should not be; neither

is

it

creditable to the enter-

and intelligence ot the age, seeing that it is one of
advancement in all matters appertaining to horticultural
pursuits, as well as other branches of human knowledge
and skill. The time caeuot come to soou, therefore, when
Ihose whose business it is to cultivate plants, either for
prise

profit or for pleasure, shall of necessity reach a higher
standard of excellence in specimen growing than that

—
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which now so generally prevails. This applies more especially to gardeueis, and the highest reach of perfection
ought always to be the objective point of their ambition.
To reach this point two or three fads must be well understood, founded as they are upon the nature and requirements of the plant, and by acting upon these success
•will fo'.low a?, a natural and necessary consequence.
These
ate a suitable compost in which tu grow the plants; a
temperature regulated so as to be in accordance with their
natural requirements, and the condition of the soil and
atmosphere in teference to moisture.
Experience tenches that this plant delights in a fresh
loam, thoroughly enriched with well rotted manure and a
liMle charcoal, broken from about the size of beans to fine
dust.
Even the tine siftings of coal ashes can be used to
advantage; more especially if the compost is very rich, as
it restrains any tendency the plants might have to make
long-pointed shoots, and encourages instead a rigid symmetrical; growth, which is most to he depended upon for an
abundant bloom.
Charcoal and coal ashes increase tile porosity of the soil,
and thereby enlarge its capacity for the absorption of those
gases which go to build up the vegetable Structure. But
wc dare not affirm that such substances in the soil can be
taken up by the roots of plants and assimilated without
chemical or other change; and yet, the curious discovery
announced by Prof. P. B. Wilson, of Baltimore, seems to
favor such an assumption.
"The experiment consisted in
fertilizing a field of wheat with the infusorial earth found
near Uichmond, Virginia. This earth, it is weil known, consists of microscopic marine insects (plants?) known as diatoms, -which under strong magnifying power reveal many
beautiful forms that have been resolved, classified and
named. After the wheat was grown, Prof. W. treated the
straw with nitric acid, subjected the remains to microscopic
test, and found them the same kinds of shells or diatoms
that were present in the Richmond earth, except that the
large-sized shells were absent, showing that only silica particles below a certain degree of fineness can ascend the sap
pores of pUuts."
lu nature, plants of whatever description attain their
greatest perfection in a climate the warmth of which is
most agreeable to their individual temperaments; and this
fact, simple as it is, should never be lost sight of by those
who have to deal with exotics, as it will enable litem so to

shape their conduct as to meet the drawbacks of climate,
and other adverse circumstances in such a way as to overcome them.
Fuchsias can be grown in a moderately warm house,
provided fresh air can be freely admitted, but they do
better through the winter months in a temperature not exceeding fifty degrees, and wheu much higher than this
they are apt to grow weak and spindling. They are not
•weil adapted for out-door culture in this climate, as it is
bo warm and dry as to expose them to all the ills living
plants are subject to. At the same time, when planted on
the north side of houses, fences, or in other shaded places,
they grow to a measurable degree of perfection.
But to insure absolute ana unvarying success, strict attention to watering is indispensable, whether in the house
or out of doors, in pots, or planted out. And it will be
observed, the compost herein recommended for pot culture
is of such a character mechanically as 10 insure the most
ready exit of all superfluous water— a point of the utmost
importance in pot culture. The rule is to water with caution through the dull days of winter, increasing the supply
as the season advances, and at no lime to allow J^ie plants
Sprinkling overhead, too, has its
to ehow signs of willing.
advantages, especially in clear weather, and should be the
oftener uone as the plants reach their maximum of growth,
and continued throughout the season unless in dull, wet
weather. If considered desirable at any time to encourage
a still more vigorous growth, it can readily be done by
watering with liquid manure, such as can be got from a
barrel containing oarn-yard manure and water; or, instead
of manure, as much guano as will slightly color the water
Much lime can be saved in watering by painting the outside of the glass with a paint maoe of while lead and
turpentine, in the proportion of about one pound of tend to
one quart of turpemine; and this also will protect the foliage lrom beirg hurt by the direct rays of the sun, an event
not unlikely to happen any time alter the middle or end
of March.
In following these directions the plants will not be subject lo the attacks of other enemies than green fly, and to
keep clear of these fill ihe house about once in ten days
with tobacco smoke and the work is done.
Subjoined is a list of several varieties worthy of a place
y
in every collection: Double dark corolla, l rinee Leogold,
City RegaUaa.n6.Fau.Sit. Double
/Symbol, Empress and Enchant, as.

Sim

i

while corollaMonuose,

Single dark, corolla,
Mt/i, Moiutrck, Illimitable, Beauty's Boom and Pi'liice
Imperial..
Single while corolla. Mrs. Marshall, Hose of ltdmark, Bi/riluitc., Bchitier Mrs. Bciljl&lt, Lustre am; BpeciOM,
1). I.

A. Veitcu.

Aeio Haven, Conn.

Chlouogalum Pujlevidicano.u Kunth.— This

is

an

interesting plant of the easist management. It forms large
tuuecated bulbs, invested with a mass of black, hair-like
fibres, which are said to be used for stuffing mattresses,
and the bulbs themselves are soaikaline and mucilaginous,
that the plant is popularly known as the Soap Plant, and
The
is apt uufrequently used "for detergent purposes.
leaves are broadly linelar, with wavy margins; amid them
two
lo
three
feet
high,
with
several
scape,
rises a slender
spreading branches bearing numerous white flowers. Seeds
vegetate very readily, and the bulbs grow freely when
sufficient space is afforded Ihem, but several years usually
is a native
elapse before they attain a flowering size.

P

of California.

—

London, England. Can you tell me the
S. B.
the enclosed plaui? 1 understand that it is very common
in Canada ana the northern Lnited Stales, and
the flowers whivhopen in the autumn.
Ana. Genlianu tjaponari, L. This Gentian is rather
common in moist woods in New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
flowering late in the fall, and resembling in general appear-

—

—

ance the G. Pneumonanihe, of Europe. The most beautiful
of the genus in this country is the fringed Gentian (67.
growing in low grounds and common, we believe as far west as Wisconsin.
The lovely olpine Gentian
{G. rerno), so commonly cultivated in England, and so
scare here, is another beautiful example of the genus.—
Ed.
criniia Froel),

.

sound the praises of the Corn

salad; the Beet-root salad,
the Potato salad, the Saiade de legumes; and of the minute accessories— the Tarragon, the Chervil, the spring
Onions— which when cunningly applied give a g
sparkle to the composition.
It is necessary to conclude,
and I conclude with the remark that there are salads iu
abundance, and with a little trouble we can have them in

perfection.

Origin of Remarkable Belgian Pears.— The Abbe

new

PearB, several of which are of the highest class. 51.
Beront, between 1846 and 1854, produced within that decade no less than sixty new kinds; in 1828, he produced le
Delice d'Flays, which is even liner lhau les Delice d'llardenpont. The Sociely Van Mons, only produced eleven
new Pears during the sixteen years of its existence, show
ing that individual perseverance is very generally more
successful than combined efforts. 51. Gathoge, of Liege,
produced in 1852, Beurre Edouard Morren. In 1828, M.
Magnen obtained from seed the Poire Renoz, a good and
fertile summer kind; and AI. llenrard, as early as 1840,
introduced his Bon Chretien and Veruois, said lo have
beeu received from Prance. AI. Legepout, of the Commune
of Charneux, produced in 1800, the celebrated Fondante
d'Charneux. The Bon Chretien Lamarehe, was found in
a convent garden of the province of Leige, where its
origin was unknown.— From, "Les Fruits Belves," by AI.
Gilbert.

and §onting.

j/Hchtittg

Hardeupjut. of Mons, was the hrst of the race of Belgian
fruitgrowers, In the last quarter of the last century", he
obtained from seed the Beurre de Hardenpont, the PasseColmar, the Beurre Kancc, and the Deliees d'fiardenpont,
some of which still hold places of the first rank in advanced
Pomology. 51. Van Aloua, of Louvaiu, quickly followed,
having between 1787 and 1854, raised five hundred kinds of
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Water Velocipedes. M. Jobert exhibited a new river
velocipede at the Maritime Exposition held last year in the
Palais de 1' Industrie, Paris. It was composed ot two cigarshaped Boats made of tinned plale, united by a platform
of very light wood, which carried the seat of the
To the platform the mechanism was also attached; audit
consisted of a paddle-wheel, with two cranks on the axle
with straps for the feet. The action is exactly that of a
,

terrestrial velocipede,

ami therefore requires no further ex-

planation.

The Violet and the Napoleons.—The 151 h November is the Empress Eugenie's I6te day, and Violets become
perceptibly dearer in Paris on that day during the .Second
Empire, when there was a perfect Violet ovation, bunches
of Violets, not in hundreds, nor iu thousands, but in tens
of thousands, being thrown through the iron railiugs of
i'iie palace servant* piled
the court-yard of the Tuileiies.
iheui up into enormous pyramids, which reached as high
as the first floor windows; the various doors were decked
with them, and the great central balcony.
AIosses and Lichens.— Weak creatures.' the first mercy
of the earth, veiling with hushed sofluess its diutless rocks!
creatures fu'l of pity, covering with strange and tender
honor the scarred disgrace of ruin layiug quiet finger on
the trembling stones, to teach them rest! No words that I
know of will say what these mosses are; noue are delicate
enough; none perfect enough; none rich enough! How is
one to tell of the rounded oosses of furred and beaming
green— the starred divisions of rubied bloom, tine filmed,
as if the rock-spirits could spin porphyry as we do glass
the traceries of intricate silver, and fiiuges of amber, Jus
nous, arborscent, burnished through every fibre into fitful
brightnets and glossy traverses of silken changes; yet all
subdued and pensive, and framed for simplest, sweetThey, will not be gathered like
est offices of grace!
flowers, for chapletor love-token; but of these the wild
bird will make its nest, aud the wearied child his pillow.
And, as the earth's first mercy, so they are its last gift to
When all other service is vain, from plant and tree,
us.
the soft, mosseB and gray lichen take up their watch by
the headstone, The woods, the blossoms, the gift-bearing
grasses, have done all their parts for a time, but these do
service for ever- Trees lor the builder's yard, flowers for
the bride's chamber, corn for the granary
moss, for the
grave!
Yet, as in one sense, Ihe humblest, in another they are
most honored of earth-children. Unfading as motionless,
the' worm frets them not, and the autumn wastes not.
strong in lovliness, Ihey neither blanch in beat nor piDe. in
frost.
To them slow-fingered, constant-hearted, is entrusted the weaving Ihe dark, eternal tapestries of the hills; to
them, slow-penciled, iris-dressed, the tender framing of
Sharing the stillness of the unimtheir endless imagery.
passioned rock, they share also its endurance; and while
the winds of departing spring scatter the white hawthorn
blossom; like drifted snow, and summer dims on the parched meadow the drooping of its cowslip gold far above,
among ihe mountains, the silver lichen spots, rest, star-like,
on the storm, and the gatheriug orange-stain upon the edge
of yonder western peaK reflects the sunsets of a thousand
years.— Rutkin.

—

—

—

The London "World" on Salads.— Of

the infinite
variety of salads which can be made from wild plants— ihe
Salad Burnet, the Ladies' Smock, the Stonecrop, the Sea
Bindweed, the Sweet Cicely, the Bucksborn Plantain, and
the Ox-eye Daisy— our people know next lo nothing, and
allow quantities of excellent food to be wasted on cattle.
f'he Dandelion, which is a favorite salad in Prance, aud a
herb renowned for its virtue, we should behalf ashamed to
Nothing will do for us but the most
see on our tables.
highly cultivated kinds. First of all there is the Lettuce,
which is of two sorts— the Cabbage Lettuce, known in
Prance as the Laitue poinrnee, and the Cos Lettuce, which
Of course aud
ihe French term the Laitue romaine.
there are endless varieties of either we seem in England to
prefer the latter with its long leaves, because it cau be eaten
oy itself, while the Freueh probably care more for the
former. Then conies ihe Endive, In three classes— first,
the broad- caved or Baiavia Endive, which the French call
Bcariole— a prime favorite; next the Curly-leaved Endive,
'which the French call sometimes Chicoree and sometimes
Laitue Irisee; lastly, the wild Endive or Succory (Succory
being but the old English word for Chicory), which is called hy the French BaiOe de Capuein.
Perhaps next in oi
dei of rank deserves lo be mentioned the Celery— but wc
only use Ihe bare stalk, whereas the French put the whole
plant into ihe salad bowl, from the root at, one end to the
leafage at the other. Even better is the Oelerrac—that is
a Celery with Turnip-like root, The Celeri-rave ot the
Fiench and the Knott-sellerie of the Germans. The latter
aie especially fond of it, and go into ecstasies when they
talk of it.
In Eugland although it may be cultivated whir
greater ease and at Jess expense than the common Celery,
though, served up with a dish ot Red Cabit, is slighted,
Then there is the Tomato
bage, it is particularly alluring.
salad; but tor that matter Tomatoes are plentiful enough,
and ought to be in everybody's nach. 'the wonder is>hww
anyone who knows what a superb thing is a salad of raw
Tomatoes can care to desecrate this glorious Apple by
cooking it. But I should weary the reader if I went on to

—

—

To

steer the velocipede, a

rudder

light

is

placed iu the

aud it is handled by cords passing
round a pulley turned by the handle in Ihe hand of the operator. 51. Jobert claims that a very high speed can be
rear of the apparatus,

obtained.

The New Bowing Gear.— Air. Lyman having procured
new tools and machinery is now making his Bow Facing
Rowing Gear in a most perfect manner and warrants it lo
out last any other description of oar.
ment.

See Ihe advertise-

—At an election of

Empire Yacht Clup.
Empire Yacht Club, held

at their

officers of the.

club house, foot of 104ih

East River, cm the evening of the 1st inst., the fol
lowing were chosen for the ensuing year: Commodore,
Wm. O, Davis; Vice Commodore, Dauiel O'Biien; Bear
Commodore, Thomas S. Morrell; Piesident, Nathaniel
Lockwood; Treasurer, Jas. Gorien; Secretary, Jan. &]cUlymont; Measurer, Andrew J. Brush; Board of Trustees, Dauiel Quinn, Alonzo Gibson, George Partington;
John Farrell, Peter Esterbrook; Regatta Committee, Edward S. Zoble, Theodore W. Reeves, Simeon Gorton,
Edward McDonald, Charles E. Alielke. There are twenlyseven yachts enrolled in the squadron— 1 steam, 7 cabiu
and 19 open boats.
street,

—

—John R. Stewart, Robert T. Holly, Fayette C.
Walker, Arthur L. Jackson, John F. Outwater, Robert 11
Hopkins, Howard Ackerman and James H. Champ! in,
have filed a certificate of incorporation iu the County
Clerks Office of the Varuna Boat Cluh, of Brooklyn, for
"boating, athletic and social sport."

NEW ENGLAND

YACHTING NOTES—

THE OUTLOOK FOR

1S77.

FROM OUR EASTERN CORRESPONDENT.
Boston, March

Editor Forest and Stream:
Although the weather the

—

1st, 1877.

past two or three days has
been anything but favorable for the pleasant pastime of
which I am about to treat (it takes more than slush >u,d
rain to deter a yachtsman from his travels), the builders
generally are busy, and new interest is beng gradually

awakened.

The most noted of our builders that are busy, are Alessrs.
Hutchins & Pryor, R- Bibber, Pierce Brothers, and George
Lawley & Son.
One very noted feature of

interest is the hollowing of
to hollow bowsprits,
top-masts, top-sail poles aud clubs, Messrs,
Lawley being particularly busy in this line. The sloops
Messrs.
Kelpie and Rebie are being entirely refitted,
Lawley have also several orders to build center- board sloops
about twenty six leet long.

spars.

From hollow masts we go

booms,

gaffs,

Alessrs. Hutchins & Pryor are finishing an extia nice
Newport-rigged boat, twenty-two leet long, for Albeit
Critics pronounce her the finest piece oi
Slone, Esq.
work on the point
5iessrs. Pierce Bros, have just finished a $1,000 Newportrig, twenty-four teet long boat, for C. A. Spring, Esq.
She goes to Anuesqiiam, Cape Ann, They hav L a
menced a second order about nineleen "ieet. Prom (he
excellent reputation of the builders, wt predict .spied and
comfort.

—

Air.

Bibber

nicely,

ceives

ihe.

two

is

sloop

building

tenders, and is finishing very
of New York notoriety, le-

Wayward,

ot them.

Air. Woods, of East Boston, is building a forty five feet
schooner yacht for a Air. Tudor. Air. J. Fierce, ot same
place, has jusl got oui an idea in the shape of a square-

ended boat, twenty-six

feci long,

drawing

six inches of

water; she has a center-board almost the whole
her.

Our yachts this side of Cape Cod are generally small,
but we lake just as much (and I don't Know b
Some of them are »ery
pleasure as in the larger ones.
last, and we are conceited enough to want to try w ill] some
We are not much
of your New York flyers.
wander from home, and we wi=h you could persus
of your folks to come this way ; they would meet with a.

warm welcome, and would
in the shapi of a
us.

You is,

Otub hoi-

find the nicest

,

Come and

see

J

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
BuNKEn Hill Yacht Cldb.— The re eular monthly meeting of the Bunker Hill Yacht Club took place at Cuariestown, Mass., Wednesday evening of lust week. Afler the
regular business was attended to, the members, with invited
guests, consisting of Commodore Palmer and members of
the East. Boston Yacht Club, gat down loan excellent chowder prepared by Caterer James O. Neal, and to which every
ooe done justice. After the wants of the inner man were
supplied, Commodore Brown, of the B. H. Y. C, was called
upon for a speech, and responded in a very able manner.
He llien introduced lo the members Commodore Palmer, of
the East Boston Yacht. Club, who pleasantly referred to the
prosperous condition of the several yacht clubs of Eastern
Massachusetts, and of the friendly ieeling existing among
them.

L. II. Jr.

,

Philadelphia.— Can yon

me where I can go to find
neM month, and near Phil-

inform

nine shooting (English) this and

Go

adelphia? Ans.

lo Bpllug

s.

Ms

67

Egg

miles from

llurbor;

good place

but rough living and shooting.
II.

11

-Please give your opinion of ibe Eagle Claw for catching fish
Ana, Our principal objection to it would be on thegroand

ar.dmiLk.

of Its liability lo mutilate Hie skins ol animals caught with
certainly a simple and effective trap.

but

it,

it la

—

B„

Hiberuia, Fla.
Can you give me the address of some responsible party who will dress and prepare in any desired way, any skins
L.

which

may be

price?

Ans.

him. and who will do the sumo for a reasonable
Address Mr. Favor, loth avenue, between P7th and (SHlh

sent, to

streets.

SoBSCRlBER, Auburn, X, Y.— 1. What, is be proper load for a 12 ganse,
I

pound breech loader, Tor duck shouting? Please mcution'ulso size'of
shot and brand of powder. S. Do E. ill, HaclceLt, of London, make
a good gnn? Ans. 4 drs. powder and 1} oz No. 4 shot, the tormeror
a size corresponding with Hazard's Docking No. 4' 2. Yes.
P. tV. M., Summit, N. Y. -Will you be kind tnongh }o send me, It
you nave it on hand, pamphlet issued by the Grand Rapids and Indiana
Kailroad? Wbatisyour opinion of the Eagle Claw lor trapping, etc.?
Ans. Pamphlet sent. The Eaale Claw it a sure trap, but wo apprehend
would muiilate the skin somewhat.
B

Cum.— An

Boston Yacht

adjourned meeting of

this

club was held on Wednesday, 28th ult., at 8 o'clock, p. m.,
at. the office of the Treasurer, Augustus Buss, Esq., 15 Pembertou .Square, Boston, Commodore Authur Cheney in the
clrur. Mr. Bmjamin Dean repotted on behalf of the Trustees that they had audited the accounts of the Treasurer,

and found them correct. The permanent fund now amounts
The expenses of the past year were $1,001,

to $10,490 40.

ana the tegular receipts

They recommend

,$2,300.

the pas-

oue quarter, iusiead of
one-halt of the receipts should be added 10 the permanent,
fund. TJhe resolve was adopted. The Trustees were also
authorized lo use the permanent fund to liquidate the mortgage on the Club House.
Commodore Dean stated that
the total amount of club property now was $14,042. Messrs. John Bryant and Daniel Sargent were elected members
of a resolye that hereafter only

of the Club.

—

GBHKNWOO»2iAKB,
n accordance with an invitation
extended by the Greeuwood Lake Sportsman's Club, a

number

representatives of the Rowing Association of
American Colleges visited the lake on Saturday last. The
piny comprised Jasper T. Goodwin, Captain of the Columbia College Boat Club, accompanied by Messrs. Boyd,
President of the Club, and Sage, Colgate and Pryor;
Mr. Claike, Captain of the Prlncetou College Boat Club;
Mr. Thompson, of Cornell College, with Albert H. Yernam,
of the Greenwood Lake Sportsmen's Club, Lindsay Watsou, of the Nasaaus, and a few oilier gentlemen. But few
of the College oarsmen had ever visited the lake, and were
thus able to convince themselves of ils adaptability. They
were most favorably impressed, and although nothing was
decided on the spot, there is every reason to believe thai
the inter collegiate races will be rowed there.
Since last summer about seven feel of water have been
drawn oil the lakes for the purpose of removing a large
nuuibei of old stumps of cedar trees which appeared above
All these are now cleared away, so hat the oarswater.
men in future regattas may have their choice of two
courses.
The lake is still 'covered with ice sufficiently
strong to admit of travel oil it. The collegians availed
themselves of this means of gelling to the point where the
grand stand was erected last year for the amateur regatia.
There are strong probabilities too that Rutgers College
and the University of Pennsylvania will be represented in
the next inter-collegiate regatta, and it is uot unlikely that
one or ivvoof Ibe southern colleges will also put in crews.
The advantage of reducing the crews from six to four
men affords an opportunity lo the smaller colleges to enier
the list.
of

C. H. M., Atwoodville, Conn.—1. What
number of dogs dating ihe Hummer? 8.
month lo feed a common sized setter dog on
Ans. 1. Cornmeal mush boiled v n,i i.,

t

it

would

food for a
cost per

It

Spralt's patent dog c ikes?
.,,

i

pounds per day

the cheapest

is

,

I

Allowing him

Ij

would cost about 51.50

—The

Columbia Boat Club of Brooklyn held tbeir annual meeting on Friday, March 2d, 1877. The report ol
the several ollicers were in every way satisfactory to the
members, The Treasurer reported ru«h assets of $413.80;
Besides this tiie Club own their boat-house,
situated on Gowauus Bay, and have the following Club
properly: Oue eigbt-oared barge, one four oared liarge,
one six oared gig, two foui-oaieu gigs, one pair oar shell,
liabilities nel.

our double sculi shell, one single scull shell, one single
wherry.
The Coxswain's report showed the total number of milts
rowed during Ibe season of '70 to be 5,857, the first tcu
on the roll being C. VV. Lippett, 053 miles; S. B. Hazard,
90S miles; H. H, Leland, 375 miles; P. E. Robinson, 380
miles; E, Oakey, 315 miles; George Brrnes, 203 miles; J.
S. Stokes, 270 miles; J. F. Boyd, 258 miles; H. T. Dunham, 241 miles; William Chapman, 239 miles. The Club
numbers thirty-three active and nine honorary members;
of these thirty-five rowed more or lessduriug the year.
The following named gentlemen were elected olllcers for
the current year: James Foster, Jr., President; William
J. Bruff, Vice President; Austin Ludlum, Secretary; P.
K. Robineon, Treasurer; H. H. Leland, Captain; George
Barnes, Lieiuenanl
H. A. Harrison, Coxswain Mess;
Charles L. Sanderson. William G. Cispp, W. S. Hallow,
Charles S. Butler and J. F. Nichols, Tru=lees.
scull

;

R. E. P., Ferrisbmgh, V!,.— A friend has very kindly h
answer your query of Jan. 18th as to who "Nesmuc" was, and under
his tutelage are able to say that "Nesmuc" once wrote tor Porter's
Sjiirtt of Ihe Tunes.
His name is George W. Sears— lives at Wellsboro,
Tioga Co., Pa.—a shoemaker by trade, and a thoroughbred sportsman;
lias written for Porter's Spirit, A'dtut. Putnam's. rS
i
,

No Notice
Tat,
Atis.

Now
Chile

Taken

Anonvm

of

He

has lost all
the hair from around the ueck over the bead, and it bus been replaced
by a slurt crop of grey hair; his oiher was black, and he has a dry scab
that comes ou the cars and arouud the eyes; bis appetite is very good,
but he does nothing bnt sleep? Ans. Presuming that the general health
of the eat is good we should give bim a little sulphur in bis milk and
anuint the spots where tho hair is off with carbolic salve.
cat.

.IT W., Albany.— I notice in your issue of last week, in the notice
of Colbnru's Dash, that you name Putnam's Nell an the mother of Putnam's Dan, and as iu the pedigree of my Dash, Palmer's Belle, imp., is
giien as his mother, Icall your attention to the matter bo that. If my
pedigree is wrong I may correct, or if year's is iu fault yon may do the
same. Ans. Putuam's Nell was the mother of Dan, and we have corrected your pedigree to correspond.
H. J. L., Meadville.— Is there a paper published in this State that devotes itsself to shooting? Ans. Tuu Beni,antown Tri,

sportsman's department.

Albany, Mian.— Who c
H. Kujmond, Esq., M<

.IrsTiK, Pouglikcepsic

— You

can obtain an excellent map of the East-

ern Shore ot Maryland and the Peninsula by addiessing Bowman &
Thomas, Wilmington, Del.
A. L., Newton, Mass.— Do you know of a breeder and breaker of
does by the name of O, W. Coots formerly of Havana. N. Y.T if so,
what la bis reputation as a breaker, and what, is his present address?

Ans.

We do not know

H. K.
and

There

is

no paper exclusively devoted

H

N.

H.— Where

cost per bushel?

Ans.

We do

can I purchase some wild rice
You can buy it from Richard

to

or our dealers, and

must

be of foreign

make.

ya

tell me where t can fiet the army
S M Titnsville, Flu.— Can
patern sewed brogans? Ans. From Pitkin, Waterbnry &
Chambers sweet, ibis city.
,

I

J.

A.

B Boston.— Do yon know when Mr.
,

Gildorsleeve'a Old

Tip

Old Tip was whelped in
the spring of 3813. On page £44 of our volume Five you will find a full
history of the breed, ami on page 3,-'r>, Volume Three- there is D list of
his descendant,
flourished,

and

is

her pedigree

known?

Ans.

i.

Wo

cannot

Y —1.

Tlease tell me in what part of Michigan r
would find good mink and muskrat, trapping and some dock si,,,,,,,,,
2. Alsoaproper charge for a double barrelh-d gem, weight eight p
12 gauge, 3i-inch barrels?
J shot at, a paper 4 by 6 inches, distance, five
rods, charge two drachms powder,
ounces shot; struck it SB In
Is that good shooting ? Ans. In the neighborhood nf tbe more northern
J. J.. Lockport.-X.

H

stiUions on the

powder ond

tance, but to

Grand

and Indiana Ka.lroiid. 2. z\ drachms
Your pattern is an excellent, one for the disget penetration at longer ranges yea would want more
lii.pids

oz. shot.

1-

powder.

-My pointer pointer pup, 2} months old, accisome refnse from sweet breads and ate a quantity. He
lively on Thursday; os Pridoy was jlck and drooping.
tpall the stuff be bad eaten and rc-day, Saturday, Is dreadfully
emaciated and weak. Eats nothing of the milk and bread I give him.
Has no symptoms of disu-n,
-I
lo comes froni bis bowels ia
a good color? Ans. Give your dog ten grains of calomel in dry powder
on the back of his tongue, and if the evacuations arc too frequent, afterwards control idem by enemas, of starch water two ounces, tincture of
opium afteen drops, after each passage. Give one gruin sulphate quinine
threottaesaday and strong bee
F. D. W., WiilKimstown-1
re a good recipe for waterproofing
a braided fish line! 8. Dotb Irish rifle team use the Minnie bullet? 3.
F. L., Pittsburgh.

J.

deinly got at

was

and

fat

',

;..

,

In choking a breech-loader, make it use a lareer
he shell chamber remain the same? i Is E. C. Green, of
Cheltenham, Em land, considered u first class maker; What place in N.
Y. city can one or his guns b« purchased? 5. Would you advise ono going i,i Northern Michigan or Maine to tune h Nichols & Lefever breccbloading rule and shot gun combined.! Ana. 1. Boiled linseed oil is
good. 2 No. 3. No, the chamber is not touched^ the choking is dono
at the muazle. 4. Y'es, but we kuo.v of no one in New York having his
guns. Usydeu, of Spriuglieid, III., is, we believe, his agent in this
I,;

:

country.

A. N.

5.

Yes.

C,

Glen's Fulls.— Do vou consider the Newport modol of sailthings considered; if no:, which in your opinion ia tho
best for speed and staunchness combined! Please give tbe name of tho
best builder of the model yon prefer, if ii is other than. Newport. Also
give the address of Mr. Clias. A Meigs, whose catamaran wasdescrihed
In ike Spirit ot the 17 h iust.
\
i. which we have had.
the 1,1 S|, e
) ihe
boa', the best., ull

.

greaiest extent the quality •
cat rigged boat, used
the i

m

Alon/.o Sniiib, lslip, Suffolk

We do

model.

Oysterrns during tho
micr. By addressing

conld perhaps get a

nor:-:,

What la the difference between a
AnjiDAtmo, P 1.-'
What, would be the duty on a ca
Gildertleeve and Gorffon setter! 2
J35 bioilghl from Canada lo the United States? S. Will
pedigree
of
my
dOa,
and tell rue if you think it true?
examine
the
you
What light would yon advi-c me to use for floating for deer? Ans.
1.
1.
The Gordon is a black and lan, or black, whi.
"

:

i

No. 23 and 35 Dey

street, this city.

The

!

cost will be $32.50.

F E. R., Grange Co., Fla.— Can you tell ns of any sure method of
ridding ourselves of tbe gopher tribe? Owing to their habits they are
exirtiuelv difficult to study. Ans. Traps bntied at the emrar.ee of
their barrows and the use of poison are the means adopted in eopher
couutties for destroying some of these animals, but It would require ibe
combated efforts of a large commnnity or trappers to effectually exterminate a small oommnuity of well established gophers, which "means
business."
Philadelphia.- -Can you inform me what fish I should be
Lake Champiatn? also where I could procure a map of
Ana. Pike-perch, pickerel aud black bass are the most common fish. In some pans of the lake the black bass fishing is most excellent.
FiahCommissionera have put some salmon troui into the lake
from time to time during the past few years. Cotton & Camp, publishers, 172 William street, NewYoik, will sell you a map of Vermont
or New York, including Luke Champlaiu.

J.M. H.,

likely 10 rind in

thelake?

D. V. S., Warren, Pa.— There Is a parly of gentlemen hero that have
some live dozen quail that we iuteud puttln g out in the spring, but they
some of them lousy, and are dying off. They have plenty of feed,
dirt, ashes, and are iu a good, comfortable place that is dry aud warm,
if you can suggest somcllnug that will stop thisdilHciiliy you will greatare

oblige us.
Ans. Dust, the birds thoroughly with sulphur through
the feathers; or with Persian insect powder, and keep everything clean.
ly

M., Baltimore. — 1. lb the route to ihe Indian river the same iu
as in winter? 1 have some doubt about, it ou account of the .ow
state of tbe rivers. 2. Would It be unhealthy there about June? 1 have
to go there on business.
Aus. There is outside communication between Jacksonville, St. Augustlue and New Smyrna, on Indian riser at
all times.
When the river is low the transmit via ihe St John and Salt
Lake ia impracticable. It is as healthy there as at anyplace on tho

W.

summer

coast.
T. T. M.,

Sew York.— 1. What

kind of ducks

will

T find in

Shlnnc-

Co.itd I shoot ducks and
right time? 2.
a 7 pound gun be heavy enough, or would
Where can I hue a gun and
4.
spoonbills, black duck,
Widgeons,
1.
days?
Ans.
at what coal Tor two
red heads, etc. 2. There might be a ilUht. of geese at, lliu same time,
but you would want to be properly rigged Tor them. 3. A 7 pound gun
Wa
would be too light for any tMr.g but an occasional single duel:,

cock

geese

if

at

should go during the
same time? 8. Will

1

you advise

me

to procure another one?

Ans. Tho cage must
be thoroughly cleaned aud scoured, the bird must then be taken audliis
feathers tilled with a German insect powder, that comes for the purpose,
and every day artcrwarde, at evening, a white cloth should be put on the
cage, taken off and shaken out tbe window or over toe tire before you go
mornto bed. replaced, removed, and shaken again hi fore dayling in the
This is to be followed up closely until not tt louse is left. Ir your
ing.
bird has not moulted well, is dumpisn and does not slug, he is without
if lice?

J. J..

Milwaukee.—Please inform me what

Jamaica Rod and

ting In Great Briiain; the Gihler-I

rifles

Kiiie Association in ih.irinau

day, published in jour paper of

March

Lou

were used by the
U'.if.M

I

.

birll

ul.o the pull nf

Ans.

A

i.:

part of tbe

i

ci

the old-fashioned

lire

pan For this especial purpose.

months old. The mother of
G. S., Boston. -lb..
an English setter. Now she is, ax
l,er was u Gordon, and tbe sire was
Eaglish setter) and 1 a
actly the ship? and color of her sire
Now what, breed of seller, the Fnglish
of raising ?ome pups from her
put to her to raise some first-class pups?
or Irish (blue blood), would on
should prefer to breed h«t lo a Gordon to either, but If the
Ans.
choice was limited lo En-'hsb and [rial, should take the former.
have a prejudice In favor of Ceding te color, and by breeding to an oranee and white or red doe. yont litter would come of all colors. To to
sure there are some line Entrlish setters that are black and white, but
we cannot recall oue of note »l present unless it is Mr. Nelson's Quail,
I

•

i

>

We

Wo

by Colliurn's Dash.
Rockville. Ont.— To settle n dispute between a friend and
would yon kindly give U short description of the Spitz dog, size.
aud from whence be derives Ins name? Ans. The head of
pointed ears, and going B
a Spitz dog should be foS 'ike with
resiles-; coal thick and long, but
Ihe muzzle; eyes bright, flashy and
curled over to the hip; JTnsganpri
not curled; tail carried hieh and
tawny anderen tUads
sometimes
they
are
color is white, altliourji
Within ibe Arctic circle, but thev have
Their habitat was origr :,i,
spread all over Enrope. The dog found on the eastern coast of Asia,
from Siberia to Cochin China, is identical with the spi::-.. The name
in England, and probaby which be is at presenl kn iwn was glveb Mm
',trow Spitsbergen,
bly was applied tod.,--

M.

J.

R

.

myself',

color, el c

.

-

'

tass
P ,,,:•_ Mid feed fornnail? How is
Itoslindai.
whei the ground ia covered? Flocks
seod? Do they need
days since
containing over twenty before cast storms when seen a few
only had seven. Would Bock'iltely to become separated at this season?
•i
ihaye a pointer who was allowed lost rail to put up tail, ami acIs there any way to break him
quired a habit of trailint nose iog. onnd.
have any peculiar natural qualifications
of il" 3 Do Gordon setters
from other breeds of poiiners and sel levs? Are there any bird dogs that
Almost any seed will answer, but
\Wi.
are naturally close rang i-?
not a necessity. BevieB
they sesm to prefer buckwheat. Gravel is
would not, be likely to - vurrie at bio season, and the chances are that
"ill
have to use the puzzle peg. 3. No.
the birds perished. 2. Yen
of education.
•1. No; ills a matter

w. M,

8.

.

I

rrragg

I

1

I

D

P. S. Glen's Palls,

Closed nearly all tUe tii
lie
at different times,

N.

\"

—

I

have

i

Is
,,

Ans. If yon can get,
be
it (uot goldfish), how many, and bow lo
some European carp they would thrive, but, with the exception of gold
mention a fish that Would
fish, (of the same family) we could scared y
succeed as well. The common pond fish, such as snnlish, perch, etc.
would live, bnt the drawing off of the water would interfere wilh their
fed?

fourteen months old, and
is so weak be keeps

'hem

,

r

any daylight, and it rnna baolr
CO in your paper some
will not eat anything, and has
I

Today

remedy, nut. lie
vomited u frothy phlegm.
dition of'yonr dog's ,-ve

\ns,

owing
B hin
is

hi

W.i are inclined to think thai the cont« cold, aud considering the other

-powder twice a day for two
symptoms we should j
Should the eye not improve, and should DO further symptoms or
ng it willi a
distemper be develop d n
:a, 3 drops; tinct. opium,
piece of soft lint la«l u
nion the condition of the
Y'ou
drops; mist, camphor, ox
and
Hutchinson,"
v
bowels. Tbe book yon refer
uitiou.
Wo can send It;
much boltor than Urn
,

days.

!

'

It

ij

1

-

and

it is

price S3.

and

propagation.

a setter

"'
hi

i

I

nasd Sharps and Ihe reel Maynards, nil lilcal.; the former used SO
grains powder, and the latte 16; trigger pull, three pounds; Creeduioor
This will answer a number of correspondents.
targets.
O. J. S., Richmond, V'a.— I am digging a small pond in Trout of my
house, B feet deep aud 22 feet across. I shall pat in a small fountain to
supply (and a little more) the evaporation; I will pump it fu 1 or well
waier once a week, letting tbe old water first rim off. It will be bricked
cemented. I wish to know what kind or kinds of fish will tbrivein

,i,
|

,.

'

1-t.

,,,-,,--,,

is

va, and a very
and duty about $1?. 3. Tin- pedigree Is
good one. 4. The White Manufacturing Company of Bridgeport, ClL,
hnl we would about aa soon ose
make the best jack lamp

his eves Vr'c red at tunc-

doubt lousy.

>!

know the price.
W. K., Derham, Minn.— Can you inform mo where I can procure gnn
capslike one enclosed, and the cost? Ans. The cap is unknown to any
uot

Scott breech-loader, No. 10 gauge. 3. Fonr drachms,
discriminate between brauds of powder.

season, and for currying pleu

?

Valentine, Janesville, Wis.

3. How many drachms or Impmn's .No 3 Ducking can be shot with
safety from a No. 10 Remington? 1. Which is the strongest and best
powder to use? Ans. 1 Breech-loaders. 3. Capt. Bogarptis uses a.

G. C. P.. Harrison, N. Y.— Where can I obtain a camping tent, large
enough for four or live persons, and abovt what, would be the cost of the
same? Ans. Y'ou can obtain such a tent ai you want from J. W.Frazier,

him.

S., Manchester,

what, will

Aarr.E, Philadelphia. -1. What kind nf "tins do our first class foots
use, Meech-losdani or mnzule-loaderei 3,
Did Capt Bogardusi
other than a breech-loader at the Penn. Shooiinn- Tournament ou the gUd?

sport.

FAVOBiTA.-IIowcanlridmycanary

Commnncattoni'

kinds of shooting iu eorjjnnallon a, this season, and we can do no better
than to reecommeudyon to try some of the points on the Jersey const.
for instance, or Ba

Beach Haven

.

W. P.,Philadc!phia.-Wliatcunldofor my

H.

i

$2pr\eti$on&mt$.

•

!

D. B. M., C'orry, Pa.— la there such a thing as Damascus barrels,
eure stands out on the barrels to as to make them rough?
Should thev not be smooth like twist or other barrels? Am,. We have
seen line Damascus barrels on which the pattern could easily be felt
with the band, These barrels were on a very tiue. gun.

do not know.

$nwe\& %o

i

;

i

TriE Be.werwyckb.— II, having been rumored that this
boating Club was about to "Peter out," the Albany Tones
is authorized to say that this impression is wrong; that no
one has any intention ot retiring from lite Club, but that
ii is about decided to wind up the organization the. coming
spring.
Tiiere is no internal disseutiou iu Ibe Club.

Stout, New Haven, Conn.—
subscriber would feel oblige for information as to the best place within 500 miles of New York for snipe and
dink shooting during March and April? Ans. It ia not. easy 10 11,

— B.

^^^^_____
1

T. Babbitt's Tbili

mothers, for
:,:

this consisting of the parei

reaction on the iskio.— Ad

i

laut

t
i

i

adapted foi
unexceptionable in material
oil-nnd is very rjedi

ipletididly
is

—

,

JWMJT AND

S'l'KKAM.

PROTECTION OF SMALL BIRDS IN
EUROPE.

t?£fe-

THE
in

good example set some years ago by Prussia,
Switzerland, and some of the minor German Stales,
making stringent laws for the protection more especi-

ally of those birds indispensable to agriculture, has gradually been followed by other States of the Continent.
In

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
DSJOTED TO FIELD AUD AQUATIC SPORTS, PRACTICAL NATURAL HlBTORT,
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A L LOCK,

Editor and Business Manager.

—

Many ot the leading newspapers,
including several in this city, are very much interested in
a recently publish! d statement that negro slavery still exists
in Florida, the original informant and imparter of this
starl ling news being "a gentleman who met a gentleman,
fresh from Florida, who informs him that the Seminole
Indians, who live in the swamps, are large slave owners."
Now, if those who are interested in this newly discovered
Slaves is Florida.

fact, will

refer to the

ifi73 (nearly

November

files

of

Forest and Btbeam

for

four years ago), they will find in the issues of
and 20th, several columns describing

Gth, 13th

in minutest

detail

the domestic

Seminole Indians and
embodied in Chapters

I

and status of the
same being

life

heir dependents, the

XX

and

XXt

of "Ilallock's

Unmp

Life in Florida."

—

FLORIDA Tourists. There is great competition now beSt. John river boats, and the fares from Jack

tween the

souville for tie round trip is reduced to the vety low price
of .flli, which includes meals and staterooms.
Board at

the Grand National and other .hotels is $3 per day, and
there is a general reduction at the boarding bouses.
The
season is early this year; the sun has lately been too hot

promenade without umbrellas, and
somewhat.

for a
oil

them upon the weekly markets; the capturing of these
by means of net, line, snare, etc., was forbidden.
Special permission was lo be given for the capture of any of
the species enumerated in those districts where bird-catching formed a principal means of the subsistence for the
populations, as, for instance, some villages iu the Harz
Mountains, iu the Thuringian Forest and elsewhere. In

of

travel

is

these districts, however, the capture of birds has greatly
decreased within the past few years. Prussia did not *ake
the step without first having the opinion of her most celebrated ornithologists and agriculturists; and it was an
exceedingly valuable preliminary report, prepared for the
Prussian Ministry of Agriculture by Dr. Sladelmann, of
Halle, the general Secretary of the Agricultural Society of
Saxony.
Though Prussia's laws have been adopted in most parts
of Germany, and the movement set on foot has extended
to German Austria, it has been found necessary to agitate
International Convenlion for the protection of the
singing and useful birds, for, while Germany was doing
her best to protect, not only her native birds, but also the
migratory ones, the peoples of southern Europe took every
measure to destroy as many as possible. This charge
has been made more especially against Italy, where the
slaughter of birds, which has been carried on for decades,

for au

8, 1877.

A'l commonlcations^whatever, whether relating to ouelness or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
LI8HIH9 Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaraed.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We caunot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
dnd onr columns a uesirahle medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
Is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
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We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements shonldbe sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
fST" Trade supplied by American News Company.
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many countries, indeed, there are laws already iu existence
protecting the species of birds well known and recognized
as useful, though, as a rule, they have fallen into disuse.
This was the case in regard to Germany a few years ago,
but Prussia took the lead iu passing stringent laws in favor
of the small birds.
The killing or exposing, and selling
birds

:

PUBLISHED BY

IT

falling

—

By-Laws for Game Clubs. As we have to distribute ft
large number of copies of Constitutions and By-Laws to
aid the fotmationof new Game Protective Clubs, all over
the country, we shall feel thankful to the Secretaries of
Clubs already in existence if they will send us a few copies.
Our supply is running short. We beg to acknowledge
previous favors of the kind now solicited.

was sanctioned by the

Italian Parliament in Ihe hunting
laws of a few years ago. Year after year the Germans
have bad to complain of the loss of millions of thalers
through the ravages of insects upon whole districts. In
18(50" cockchafers indicted a loss of $1,200,000 upon
the
fields and forests of four communal districts, in the Harz
Mountains. In 1855, nearly five million cords of wood
wa< killed in the East Prussia, Lithuanian and Polish
forests, by the ravages of a species of caterpillar.
In 1804
and 18G5, the Canton of Berne paid out $51,800 for 30,000
impel ial bushels of cockchafers and 30,000 bushels of
canker-worms. The number of both together was estimated at 2,150,175,000, which, had they lived till the
spring of 1807, would have increased thirty fold— to 64,500,000,000! They would have destroyed the entire harvest
in 1807 had not the Canton taken such energetic measures.
Similar instances could be recorded by the columu. What
was the cause of the unusual appearance of these insects?
The canker-worm is developed into the cockchafer in the
spring, the very time when lire migratory birds are accustomed to make their appearance. But birds did not
make their appearance in anything like the numbers designed by nature; they had first to pass over the Italian
plains and mountains, and millions never got beyond the
kitchens of Milan, Florence or Home. The Italian peasant
is the declared enemy of all that flies; everything with
wings is palatable to him, and he is remorseless.
German naturalists, like Brehm and Tschudi, have long
ago called attention to Ihe fact that, with bird-slaughter in
Italy, no protection of birds in the North could fill up the
gap in the household of Nature. Brehm says in his Lcben
der Vogel:—
"When the migratory bird first appears in Italy, the
roccolo stands upon every hill-top, and his net is in every
bush.
It is all the same to him if the wanderers be large
or small, useful or injurious; he kills them all, from the
thrush lo the golden crested wren. And this slaughter is
The Italian even easts his
carried on all through Iheyear.
net o'er the nest Of the songster, and sacrifices brood and
11
And Tschudi complains in
parent birds to Ills appetite.
Ids Thii litben tier AipemreU that, not only are the snipe,
quail, thrush, pigeon and other game birds captured, but
eveu ihe swallow, the beautiful garden warbler, nightingales, the little singers of all species, are uninterruptedly
hunted in the dtalh, bringing "land of the citrons and
oranges," without respect of old and young, by merchants,
mechanics, priests and nobles, with traps, nets, tiieit guns,
sparrow-hawks, screech owls; and even the hook and line
Even
is used during the period of ihe annual migration.
Italian naturalists and scientific men have not been silent
on tliis bird slaughtering business of their countrymen.
The Italian Alpine Club has long directed its efforts towards
terminating the slaughter. Its organ has published many

excellent articles against

regular monthly meeting of the New York Association for the Protection Of Game will be held on
Friday cveuing at the Hotel Brunswick. The Senate and

Assembly committees on Amendments

to

flic

Game Laws

are expected to be present.

j?pcE .— Thin German humorous and satirical illustrated
journal, will appears on the 14th, printed in (he English

*•
—Alligators in South Carolina have been out of Ihe mud
some two weeks, and are quoted as lively. They are
seldom seen so early.

it.

old adage that every sin brings its own punishment,
never more strikingly illustrated than in regard lo those

The

— The

for

order was then rescinded. The anecdote applies very well
to the Italians.
Their charges against the birds are that

came just when their luscious fruits
damage to the grapes; Ihey do not

they

is

errors

which man commits agjinst nature.

The

old story

the destroyed forests is ever new. France, Spain,
Prussia, Switzerland, Italy, have all experienced the illeffects of deforestation, in reduced agricultural fruitfulness, in innundalions, and sudden changes of temperature.
of

Frederick the Great was a great monarch, but a
One day^he found that the sparrows
naturalist.
eating up his beautiful grapes in the Terrace at
Souci, and at once ordered them all to be killed.
year no birds came; but the caterpillars did not

Frederick a whole cluster of his favorite grapes.

poor
were
Suns

Next
leave

The cruel

great

are ripe,

and do

think that if the
not come, the caterpillars, etc. would hardly
allow a bunch of grapes to ripen. But the bird-slaughter
is carried on indiscriminately, no mailer whether il destroys insects or grapes, for all iimke a palatable dish for
the Italian gourmand. This fact is admitted by Gaslaldi,
birds

did

,

who wrote on
from the

the

new game laws

of 1889:

scientific standpoint, this

Italian, nay, to

European

law

is

"Looked

ira insult to

at

Ihe

Its defenders say
The hunting of birds with nets must be permitted in the southern provinces, eveu during the season
where it is prohibited in other places, since the hunting of
birds is there an industry, by which the people earn their
bread.
It must be permitted in Sardinia because it is
there a remunerative employment. Lombatdy would
sooner commence a revolution than give up the hunting of
birds with nets, traps, mid other means of capturing in use
since lime immemorial.
Unfottunalelv (says Gastaldi) it

civilization.

in subslauce:

In the whole of Italy the unchecked capturing of
is an employment for the vagabond, by which he
makes money; but when people call it under this pretext
an "industry," why do we not say the same of begging
and other occupations which are stringently punished by

is so.

birds

moral nations?"
Experience is here the best teacher, and both Italy and
her northern neighbor, Austria, have at last fell the necessity of coming to au understanding on the. subject of
the protection o!
birds.
The southwestern Austriau
provinces have of late years suffered severely from the
ravages of insects upon Ihe fields, forests anil gardens, and
naturally the Austrian governmeut lays the charge to the
Italian bird-killers, though she too is not guilty of paying

much attention to the protection of the useful birds.
The two governments determined to lake measures for a
too

correction ol Ihe evil, aud sonic years ago a commission of
eminent scientists met at Florence aud held a conference

upon

Ihe subject.

which resulted

This was the basis for the legislation

in the present protection laws in Italy

and

Austria.

Stuffed Wiiitefish on Ice.— Last week we received
from the packing establishment of E. P. Paxtou, Esq., at
Detroit, a box of fine large wiiitefish in us good order and
There
as sweet as when taken from the water last fall.
was positively no difference discernible in quality aud
We have in previous numbers of Forest AND
flavor.

Stream

described the extensive fisheries of this establish-

ment, which are located on and among the several islands
that beautify ihe Detroit river,

tween Canada

aud mark the boundary beMr. Paxion, we be-

-and the United States.

lieve, furnishes ten tons of these delicious whitelish ton
single consignee in this city. He i> also extensively
engaged in the manufacture of Caviare, which we have

Caviare

also repeatedly written of.

is

a preparal ioa of fish

spawn, salted and dried.
By the way, this same gentleman sent us a couple of
stuffed specimens of white fish, large and fine, a year ago,
So well prepared were they, ami so perfor our cabinet.
fectly did they retain their original shape and complexion
that it was difficult to distinguish them at a glance from
the edible fresh fish which arrived in the box the other
day. They have been much admired by those who are
fond of ichthyology, and a sight of them has certainly

made many mouths

Now,

water.

the editor of

this paper-

shall be said that "there is nothing mean
Generously he apportioned the box of fish
among his coadjutatois and friends, reserving bul one for
himself; and messengers were at once dispatched to the

intends that

it

about him."

domiciles of the several Benedicts, to present the fish lo
One recipient (not connected with the office),
the cook.
who resided in New Jersey, preferred to take his own fish
home, and meanwhile ordered it to be laken to French's
A faithful observance of his in
hotel and put upon ice.
junctions was promised, and just here, good reader, begin
No sooner had he gone forth to his avocations,
to laugh!
than the fresh fish was dispatched to his home, and the
In the evening the gentleman
UitJJed fifhmut to Ihe ice.
called iu due time and look his prize home to his cook aud
family, and well, we can only imagine, the sensation aud
bewilderment that followed; we prefer to ring the curtain

—

down.

»»*

Bird Skims and Eggs.

— Collectors

in search

of

bird

skius and eggs will possibly be able to find what they want
by examiniug the very large stock of both at the old
curiosity shop of Uncle John Krider, corner of Walnut and
stepped into his place the
2d stretts, Philadelphia.
other day, and -were astonished to And that his modesty

We

had prevented him from vaunting his valuable wares, some
of which are very rare.
Uncle John has oecupied.this same corner for fifty-one
and though the building is antiquated, one should
not judge of its contents from the exterior. The structure
itself is very curious, being built of black and red bricks;
and this generally received impression is that the black
ones aie "iron bricks," but Uncle John is reticent on this
point.
Any person having any curiosity in the matter

years,

will

do well

to

ask him.

North Carolina.— The

*

Kaleigh N. C.

Mvn

thinks the

pass a law to protect the partridges
(quail), and states that up to the 15th of January 50,000
had been shipped, chiefly front High Point, Greensboro, and
Company Shops, aud the birds still continue to be sent to
Legislature should

our markets

in large

numbers.

—

m

1

—

F011EST
GAME PROTECTION.
aciiuretts.

—At tbe suggestion

with a view to Ihe
consolidation ol that organization with the various
man's clubs throughout the Stale. Alike flrsi meeting a
reprecu
liltee of one from each club unci association
sented was appointed to consider the expediency of a union
Lie diiVerent
associations in the State and report a
pi in hi' oiganization.
The committee was also authorized
to invite all interested in game and its protection to send delegales to co-operate.
At the subsequent meeting Dr. John
P. Old way, President of the Anglers' Association, presented the following resolutions, which were prepared by
the committee appointed at the last meeting:

and 26th

t-itOM our,

litidtred. That the Anglers' ami the \; - l,.:, i-, i-: Srate Sportsman's
Associations be cotieolinuied, and hereafter I".: known as the MnssacbuiatioD; lis object to be the protection or

ecus Auulera and
iisli and "urn.;.

In
at, I'hat the several Sportsman's Clubs ol the State shall be
deleligible to membership by ibe club pavlnt: an tmtimiou tee of
-.
dollars. Each Sportsman's club
merit of
joining tbe Association shall have live delegates upon the payment ol
any
annually,
*h
upon
each
who
vote
anfl
speak
SID
subject whica may lie hruut;lli before the Associailon al any men:];,'.
Individual rueemoership shall be permitted under the same rulosand
Ihe
Ang(n
membership
of
entitled
the -uine privileges as now govern
lers' A-SHlCle
i

:

was subsequently proposed 10 change Ihe word "g:me"
"sportsman's" in the title of the Association, and the
officers were instructed to obtain such changes in the
charier as may be required under the consolidation.
II is undoubtedly a wise move to unite the fish and game
interests of the Slate, as in union there is strength, and the
amount of good that can be. effected by one powerful Association with ramifications extending in every direction,
will undoubtedly be far greater lhau could be accomplished
It

Cor

by many smaller bodies with different

interests.

—A Massachusetts correspondent
inn:

-I..

it,

tliut

State if

hopes for more spring
the newly drafted laws pass the

Legislature,
Lakevuvle, Conn., Feb. 86th.
Editor Fones'i isu ktkka.m: —
S2d '-Legitimate Gcombhv" lather lets the cot
III your Issue or Feb
before the law was oft
out uf the bag
lie complains that long
person) calling theuiseives sportsmen came Into his neighborhood and
begau war on the quail, following them into dgor yards and gardens,
and when remonstrated with they answered with all the slang of a
street gtmun's vocabulary, and "no justice would issue a warrant for
their arrest." Sow, ilr. Editor, what is the use or any law that ia not
enforced. If any man who chooses may violate tue laws with impunity
and insult those who remonstirae with him, of what use ia the law. If
any so-called sportsman should try that little experiment in our town
they would certainly be treated to an interview with a cousiable before
they had fairly warmed to their work; and before they left tbey would find
it necessary to leave a little memento in the shape of a few greenbacks.
Your correspondent says truly that "such things have been a curse to
rad the best r-emejyl know of is for the
true
u
true sportsmen to organize a game club, and prepare themselves for the

all

tsot just such chaps as he describes, and know who to apply to for
the necessary papers. Our little club has two lawyers retained as
counsel all the time, and we can as easily get a writ for a poacher as for
a tnief,
Hoping that the public sentiment of Fairhcld county will improve in

and that "Grumbler" will soon have no cause to lament
such outrages, I am truly yours for Proteciion,
W. H, W.

this respect,

Our correspondent is light. Sportsmen have tbe remedy
owu hands, and by forming themselves into clubs,

in their

with lawyers retained, can always meet such cases as those
club escapes the local odium, and perhaps
alluded to.
annoyance, that might be visited upon an individual. Ed.

A

Michigan.— The committee on game laws

the Michirecenllyat Lansing,
of

gan State Sportsman's Association met
and were joined in their discussions by many gentlemen
interested in the protection of game. Two committees of
bills on the
five members each were appointed, to draft
game laws and fish laws respectively, and the result of
their labors will, it is thought, fully meet the needs of Ihe
case and lie acceptable to the citizens of Ihe State. The
committee have addressed a circular, accompanying the
proposed bills, to the Legislature in which they set forth
the following facts:—
That the deer are rupidly decreasing.
1

.

Thai ihe decrease is not to be attributed to the home consumption,
or the killing ol deer by sportsmen or furmcrs for local markets or family use, as it can be shown that the natural increase of the deer will sup3.

ply

i

hi-

demaud.

:,.
Thai ihe decrease is lo he attributed solely to the praclice of killing
deer for export markets. A large majority of the export market hunters

m-residiiits of
for their venieOn [hey
season, and the landi

lb ihem uirt of the Stale at the end or the
avc to stand by and see Ihe game, iluit i>y
n, slaughtered mine snow and shipped

upon our game supply, we propose to uiterly prohibit its shipment fn
*
Bspei
the State for the purposes of sale or profit. * * * * *
attention is called to tbe following lucis relative to the destruction

great

The

Strip Canal— Animal Like on the
Dauien— Beasts, Bikds, Rei-tilks and

Ln'I'eu oi:i.-,anio

Isthmus

oi'

Each

bar

ivliu-

every da
lakes
itigtbe shii
will go over -.MO bane
roads at only 11.000 daily, which
daily shipment of 50,000 birds, or in 50 days-uot two months -a shipment of a .500.000. Is It any wonder tuat under such a drain as ibis foi
the last two years, the piueous of Ihe I'niled Slates, which w.-reonci
plentiful in everv piece of woods in the country, arc now dwindled dowc
"•
in Michigan, and perhaps one oi
oik S
wo
-

!

bill

proposed, the netting of pigeons

is

prt hibilid

during the months of March, April, May, and June, which
The killing of pigeons
is also prohibited, at or within five
place
or
places
where
they are gathered in
the
miles Of
bodies for the purpose of breeding their youDg.
covers the entire nesting period.

by any means whatever

ViudiNiA.— A bill is before the Virginia Legislature
making a close season for trout from September 15th to
April 1st, and for black bass and southern chub from May
15th to July

1st.

sitting

quietly

upon an old

on the Atlantic coast in numbers far
cific near Panama, where they have
both

many
-sides.

but they exist
than on the Pa-

tree,

less

theii

A

home.

real

species of humming birds nre met with on
As we approach nearer the denser forests the

seems almost to end, and one may walk for days
forests without seeing many specimens ol
Toucans, irogous, parrots, woodpeckers,
and goat-milkers are found in great numbers. Among Ihe
game birds may be mentioned the pavon, a variety of cm
assow, about as large as our wild turkey. A male specimen killed on Ihe San Juan river weighed 12 pounds', and
measured 3S inches from the beak Lo the tip of the tail,
49± inches from tip to tip of the wings, lis flesh is very
much like that of our wild lurkcy, and is much esteemed.
Mountain hens aud partridges are numerous, and there
are countless pigeons of different varieties; rabbits and
bird life

these

in

Insects.

feathered tribe.

Washington,
has been
MUCH
regard

lo the

1).

C, February

34111,

1877.

written within the past few years in
Inter-oceanic ship canal across the

Isthmus of Darien, and circumstances are

all

favorable to

It will no
Ihe early inauguration of that great enterprise.
doubt be constructed by way of Lake Nicaragua, comcompletion
Niearuguau
and
the
known
as
the
route,
monly
of the work will bring about a great change in the present
condition of affairs on the isthmus, and vastly increase the
population of that locality. As public interest will be directed towards its progress dining the next ten years, I hope

that the 100,000 readers of

Fokest and Stream

will, to

entertained by a brief description of the
animals, birds, reptiles, and insects of that tropical cli
mate; but first I must mention the fact that the able offi-

some

exteut, be

the American Navy, to whom the couutry is greatindebted for the successful surveys which have been
ihe isthmus, is himself a true sportsman, as well
I refer to Commodore Daniel Arnas an eminent officer.
rnen, Chief of the Bureau of Navigation at the Navy Department, who has made the subject of an Inter-oceanic
ship canal the study of his life, aud his practical ideas on
Commodore
the subject have proved to be of great value.
Amines at present resides upou his well stocked farm about
twelve miles from Washington, and his beautiful fields often afford fine shooting for his friends, who are always
welcome at his hospitable mansion.
The surveys of various routes for the ship canal across
the isthmus, which have been iu charge of Captain Thos.
O. Selfridge, Commodore R. W. Shufeldt, and Capt. E. P.
Lull, have developed many interesting facts in regard to
that country, and from the reports of Pas'ed Assistant
Surgeon John F. Bransford, L\ S. N., Dr. G. A. Maack,
of Cambridge, Mass., and Surgeon John C. Spear, U. S.
N., who accompanied the expedition as naturalists, I have
gathered much information in regard to animal life on the
isthmus. The country along the Nicaragua route consists
ot undulating land, gently rising for about fifty miles lo a
mountaiuotis region; for the next fifty miles up the river
San Juan it is hilly, until near Lake Nicaragua, where the
West of the lake is a lovely rollland is flat and marshy.
ing country to within a few miles of the Pacific, where another ridge is encountered— a spur from the Costa Rica
Mountains having the general direction of the Pacitic coast.
Owiugto the formation of the countiy, which is compartively low and narrow, the trade wind blows entirely
across Nicaragua, mitigating the climate and ventilating
the country in a mosl fortunate manner. The seasons, divided into dry and wet, are of Dearly equal duration, the
wet season beginning about the 1st of June and ending
about the 1st of December, though it is mterspersed with
many clear days, while in the dry season there are occa-

cer of
ly

made of

sional rains.

The largest and most formidable animal on the isthmus
is the jaguar or American tiger, which often attacks cattle
roaming among the mountains, and frequently kills cows
that happen to be caught alone, though it is said the cattle
make common cause against the tiger, and frequently come
The animal is inferior iu size and ferocity
off victorious.
lo its cousin of Bengal, but it is of great strength, and sufficiently

formidable to

make

its

proximity anything but

comfortable. It has been known to drag the body of a
grown cow for some distance through the thick undergrowth of the Nicaraguan woods, aud it is very dangerous
when wounded or hungry. It is rarely met with, however, out of the forests, as it seems to prefer the most
In general the aniconce-ded life in the middle thereof,
mal life is more developed on the Atlantic side than on the
expected,
a
multitude of these
might
be
Pacific, though as
denizens of the forest which swarm in tropical woodlands
The forests on the Atlantic side are full
are to be found.
of different species of monkeys, and the loud cry of the
rOaming monkey, mouocolorado of the natives, is heard
everywhere. Another species of the same animal is seen
sometimes quite tame about the houses, and yet another

species, belonging to the

monkey, aud

is

common

genus Cebus,

is

an entertaining

in the houses of the natives.

Its

cry is like that of a weeping child, and for this reason it
has the English name "Weeper." The puma, or Mexican
than the tiger, but old huntThere are several
ers represent it lo be quite as savage.
varieties of wildcats found upou different parts of the
isthmus. The peccary, or Mexican hog, is found at all
They are seen more than any other
parts of the istlimus.

liou, is considerably smaller

es

Tu the

and there

ows COnREBPOHDESTi

ullo. respectively,

i

;
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of the Massachusetts

Anglers' Association, two meetings were held in Boston on
ill

AND STREAM.

animals, and usually in large numbers. Its meat forms a
dish for the natives. Hogs are reared throughout the country without trouble, the wasteful abundance
of fruits and vegetables rendering them extremely inex-

common

In some parts of the isthmus vampire bats, of which
there are several varielies, are found in considerable

and they frequently attack animals at night.
natives close their houses as well as they can to keep

bers,

numThe
them

and they also find it necessary to put their pigs,
mules, and other domoslic animals into houses lo protect
them. One species ol this bal is as large as a half grown
chicken, aud its wings, when extended, measure across
out,

from two
a

lo three feet,

meadow

Chimalapa

lark.

while another sort

is

not largi

They were found very troublesome

region,

ihe

in

where they attacked the animals belong-

ing to the Shufeldt expedition nearly every night, inflicting oftentimes two or even three bites on the same horse.
The opening they make in the skin is round, with clean
cut edges, and about a quarter of au iuch in diameter, but
docs not penetrate much below the true skin. It is not
uncommon to find blood oozing from the opening several
hours after Ihe bat has left. The neck of Ihe horse or
mule is the part most generally attacked. Two servants
attached to the party were bitten one night. They said
they did not feel the but until it flew away, which waked
them; they also said the wound was slightly painful, but
they did not complain of feeling weak from the loss of
blood. In one of them, to arrest tl e hemorrhage, it wr as
necessary to apply a small compress to the opening. An
old Indian was authority for the statement- that two bites
of a vampire the same night generally proved fatal to au
infant.
The vampires dislike light, however, and it is
stated that they will not attack any one in a room if ihe

candle be lighted.

The rivers of the isthmus abound in fish of nearly ©vi ry
aud variety from the Znm'o real to the stiufish. The
former is very large. One that jumped into a oat al Castello weighed 62 pounds.
The flesh is coarse, but it is
eaten by the nalivcs. Ano'her species of the same fish is
much smaller, weighing from three to six pounds. This
fish is an industrious scavenger, still it is enjoyed by the
natives, aud is said lobe good when caught in an unfrequented part of the river and well cooked. The Juapoio
is a game fish for sport.
It is eight or ten inches long, a Utile broader than achiib, and makes.a delightful fry, besides
these there are many varieties of porch and sutiHsh.
The
manatee is found in the rivers and lagoons, and its flesh is
prized as an article of food. The family Sifutfdtt is well
represented in all the rivers of both sides. Two species
of these fish are found'.
They are oflen spoken of by the
natives, and many curious
tales are told about their
habits, how they can live on land as well 118 in water, etc.
The fish life of the isthmus is also well developed near the
shore of both oceans, as well as in the different rivers. Although the fish fauna of ihese rivers cannot be compared
iu its richness with that of the South American rivers, it
possesses, nevertheless, iu comparison to the short run of
most of Ihe streams, a great variely in its forms. Several
of these fishes give an important food for the unlives, who
dry them in smoke. The Bay of Panama especially is filled
with many varieties of fish, and they are much more plenAllitiful there than in the Gulf of Darien oa this side.
gators abound in the rivers, and sharks are found iu the
San Juan river and Lake Nicaragua. They also abound
along the coast on both sides of the isthmus, but do not
seem to be very voracious, for the lluano Indians are frequently observed standing waist deep in the water a considerable distance from the shore at the mouth of the Te>
buantepec river, with hundreds of large sharks swimming
The natives say that ho
leisurely along quite near them.
size

1

I

alligators destroy a

considerable

number

of

young

cattle.

reptiles affords tolerable sport, and so
numerous are they that one person might easily dispatch a
Upon one occasion a parly
in a few hours.
attached to Commodore Shufeldt's expedition came uoou
a huge alligator some distance from the water m an open
space, aud in chasing him, in order to gel near enough lor
agoodshot.it was discovered, much to their surprise,
that he ran as fast as the party, and for a part of the way
his course was up a hill.
The reptilian life is everywhere on Ihe isthmus well

Shooting these ugly

dozen or more

developed.

Snakes,

lizards,

frogs,

scorpions,

taran-

and numerous oilier reptiles abound, together with
Snakes are very numyriads of insects of every variely
merous and of countless varieties. Oue of the most con.
spicuous k the coral, a beautiful snake about three feet
long with black and crimson bands. This snake is much
dreaded by the natives, who represent its bite as deadly.
tulas,

pensive.

There are several species of deer, besides tapirs, goats,
and other smaller animals.
The birds of the isthmus are rich iu their plumage, and
most frequently seen either in the neighborhood of some
Without gohuts, or at the less dense parts of the forest.
ing into details, it may be said that the low, swampy
grounds of the Atlantic coast are enlivened especially by
different herons, jassarras,

squirrels are plentiful.

snipe,

cormorants, and other varieties.

sandpipers, kingfishes,

Pelicans are seen here

Au

with Capt. Lull's expedition speaks of h
At first they attempted to escape, but. when
baffled in that design they became very savage, one of
them striking fiercely, and then burying its fangs in its
officer

killed several.

—
Tho toboba is a much larger snake marked something like the moccasin of the
United States. The burner entertains the most inveterate
animosity towards this snnke, and will spend Lime and labor to kill one. It has an odor something like that of an
There are several snakes of the boa family, and
alligator.
numerous very small serpents of extremely venomous
character. There are many very poisonous snakes, the
bite of which can kill a man in a very short lima, but these
snakes bunt their food mostly at night, and it is quite rare
1o meet them in daylight when they prefer to rest. The zoological names of these poisonous snakes are Botftrcpt Inn-

own body when pinned down.

'.•

w, Tekurat-pti

Lacfwsis

sehlegelii,

rlwuthm.U,.

and Maps fulviux. Another kind of poison
ous snake lives only in the sea along the Panama coast, and
The zoological name for it is
is seen very frequently.
This snake abounds also on the shores of
Pe-'arnys bicolor.
Celeber, Bengal, Malabar, Sumatra, Java and China.
Snake bites among the people in the woods and mountains
arc of frequent occurrence and the surveyors of our expeditious always hid a party of natives ahead cutting the
trail, and these old hands killed a great many snakes, besides the men wore thick canvass leggings, and were always on the lookout for them. Parasite vines of all sizes
and colors, and festooned in every imaginable form are so
common that a snake banging from' the limb of a tree
would often be unnoticed by the officers and sailors, though
never by the maeheteros, who seemed to be on the constant
lookout for them. Occasionally one of the former would
.suddenly feel himself seized and jerked back, and would
bad that the keen eye and the strong arm of one of the
natives had rescued him from an enemy that he himself
had not seen, though perhaps loolring directly towards it,
and not a yard fro jj it. The annual fires that sweep over
the whole of the uplands destroy a great many serpents
with their young and their eggs, and the yearly overflow of
the lowlands has a similar effect. Tne vultures and the
Tarantulas aie
peearies also kill a great many of them.
very numerous, especially on the table lands, and they are
they
never
bite
except when
As
large.
very
generally
pressed upon, they are not troublesome. It was a common
our
surveying
parties
on the
to
thing foi those attached
isthmus to fiud a large tarantula in their tent, or even be*
tween their blankets in the morning. Horses not unfiequcntly step on them in the field, and if it is not crushed
bites the frog of the foot; as a consequence the animal is
often lame for several months, and oftentimes the hoof
Scorpions are met with quite frequently, but
fails off.

semipuiictalus,

they are generally small and not very poisonous. Several
of Commodore Shufeldt's party were slung, but the pain
in every case was very slight, and there was no swelling.
There are. however, several poisonous specimens of this
dear-bought experience on the
reptile on tho isthmus.
pari of one or two officers aud men taught all to examine
carefully their clothing, and especially their boots and

A

shoes, before putting them on in the morning. The scorpions, with snakes, t irantulas, myriads of insects of various sorts, and innumerable lizards of all sizes and colors,
ot
are things to keep a nervous person in a constant slate
The lizards, to be sure, are perfectly harmless,
agitation.
not
them
as
used
to
so
to
get
time
little
some
it takes

but

extreme familiarity. Iguanas, a species of
lizard, are exceedingly numerous, and are liigbly esteemed
for food by the Indians, being preferred to b.ef or chicken.
The larger and more esteemed sorts are found along Iho
banks of the unfrqeuented rivers, high up in the moan,
The Indians catch the reptile in a trap, aud also
tains.
chase it into its hole in the earth, and then digit out. The
iguanas are kept alive and sold in Jalipan aud Acayucam
lo

mind

their

the skin, without producing

any pain, and deposits there

several hundred" minute white eggs, about which
forms.
In the course of a week the sack, with

a sack
its

con-

pea, and can be seen
slightly prot-uding from beneath the skin, and at this stage
is generally attended with a slight itching.
By inserting
tents, has

attained

the

size

of a

the blade of a kniTe between the sack and the surrounding flesh the former can be easily enuclea'ed entire, after
which the cavity heals rapidly. If, however, the sack is
broken, and some of the minute eggs escape into the sur-

rounding tissue, they may continue to multiply, producing
oftentimes ulcers which are troublesome to heal. The nigua, like the tick, is troublesome only in the dry season,

and is more abundant on the Pacific coast. The Indian
boys are very expert both in finding and extracting them,
and therefore it is a good plan lo have one's feet (fortius
is the part where they are generally found) examined once
a week or oftener. FleaB are plentiful in all parts of the
isthmus, but they are most abundant on the Pacific side.
Fortunately they are limited to the towns and Indian huts,
and one is not much troubled by them when living in the

woods

or in

camp.

The Moyaquil
ihe Indians say

is

it

worm which

grows in the flesh, and
originates from an egg deposited under
a

fly.
The presence of the worm is not
has attained a considerable size— an incli
when suddenly the attention is called
to it by the 11 esh near it becoming swollen and inflamed,
and exceedingly painful. The Indians are very expert in
extracting it, which they do by applying to the head of the
worm (which is visible just under the skin) some resin
found in the forest. This is allowed lo remain two or

the skin by a certain

noticed until

or

more

it

in length

—

removed, and the Worm is found to
be dead, and is easily extracted by manipulating aud
squci zing the flesh.
The moyaquil, however, is not very
common, and is confined to Ihe Atlantic slope. The Garrapalas, or ordinary ticks, do not differ from the same insect found in our own country, except that on the isthmus
they are much more abundant. Tbey annoy animals much
more than man, and it is no uncommon thing to see horses
aud mules that have their ears eaten off by the ticks, li
three hours,

when

common

it is

among

the residents, after a ride
on the plains or a walk in the woods, in order to free them
;eUes of Pinolillos, which are the very smallest ticks, to
bathe Ihe whole person in aguardiente Ihe native rum—
is

the

practice

Of the many hardships the members of our surveying
none were so
parlies encountered in exploring the isthmus,
trying as the bites of the numerous insects which infest
Both the covered and uncovered parts of the
that region.
body were attacked, and each by a different class of inany certain
sects, nor did the day time or night time afford
There is no doubt that the loss of sleep which
relief.
of the
these troublesome insects cause, and the irritation
system induced by Iheir bites, which sometimes bepDOie
predisposing causes of the

large sores, are often strong,
malarial fevers of the isthmus.

The mosquitoes

plains, but
ijiost part confined to the Atlantic
season they are met with on the Pacific side,

are for the

in the rainy

and even on

no
the high table lands. Near the Atlantic rivers there is
seasoned the year when one can sleep at night unless prowas
exploring
party
Our firsl
id by a mosqnito net.
supplied with the orninary netting used in this country,
which a little experience proved to be entirely worthless,
greatest ease.
for the mosquitoes penetrated it with the
Theparty had to resort to the netting used by the natives,
although
This,
muslin.
thin
which consists of ordinary
mosquitoes, cannot be comit affords protection against the

mended lor the
tive-, however

allows the sleeper.

The

na-

veutilatiou it
poor, invariably have their rude beds pro-

tected by a mosQuito net.
When the United States steamers Kansas and Mayflower
men atarrivjd at Miuatitlun, in 1870, the officers and

tached to these vessels were

with

unprovided

mosquito

for several days, until a supply could be obtained,
not i person on board closed his eyes at -night. TUooffidriven from their cabins, betook themselves to the

and

c.'is,

deck, where

The

long.

they

sailors

walked and smoked the whole night
wandeied about the ship like madmen,

now climbing up the rigging and resting for awhile in ihe
top, and theu descending again to the decks; but no relief
was

to be
i

found anywhere.

which resembles

a

The nigua
flea.

a small black
It burrows slowly under
is

other long range shooters, and to tho students of Rifle Prac;etpracfice
ly, in determining tinIn general field service, either on game or in battle.
\\ e
have always urged the necessity for a regular judging distance, area.
The author continues:
''The very best Bight, and the one almost universally in
use by sportsmen and professional hunters on the plains,
is the plain "buck-horn," a description of
which is unnecessary, as every gunsmith knows it.
The very large
mass of game "bagged" is killed inside of two hundred
yards.
A good sun will carry a had to that distance with
almost a flat trajectory.
Of the best gun I ever owned, the line of fire never cut
the line of sight at all, but was tangent to, or coincident.
With it; in other words, the gun did not shoot too high tit
any distance, and I took precisely the same sight at ah
object iit ten feet as a» one hundred or two hundred yards
off.
This is very unusual, bul a gun is good as it approximates to this extreme accuracy. After two hundred yards,
however, the curve of the trajectory of even the
increases with great rapidity, and "it is only by constant.
practice that the sportsman can keep himself 10 the mark
at long ranges.
Sportsmen *ho ute the "buck hom"
i

r

must

learn to sight

"on the barrel."

Willi practice there

is
no reason why this should not become secoud nature;
and a sportsman soon iearns to take his tight at a distant
object, and elevates his gun to the proper angle just, as the
trombone player learns by practice to slop his hand at the

exact spot to give Ihe correct tone."
The Colonel lecom mends shooting with both eyes open
"the right eye to keep the line of sight and estimate the

—

distance "on the barrel," and the left lo obtain "a clear
view of the game and its surroundings." He recommends

a

trigger,

h.fiir

and prefers the old-fashioned Kentucky

He

trigger.

el

does not like the single-set or

ti.e

French double-set trigger. He thinks our soldiers would
be well armed provided the very excellent Government
rifle bad proper sights and triggeis.
As these now are,
the men make bad work indeed at shooting.
As between
rifle and shot gun, if the choice of the hunter is limited lo
one arm, he should lake tne rifle, if he knows how to
use

it.

One word

of encouragement the Colonel givc3

to

our

He says:
shooting now becoming

is

des-

arms.

It

Rifle Associations.

"The
lined

rifle

to

woik great improvement

so fashionable,

in the use of

which has the

however, only a step in the right direction. The trials,
as at present conducted, are rather tests of the rifles than
ot the men.
When these trials have progressed uutil men
begin lo compete at distances unknown to aud estimated
by themselves, without elevating sights, off hand and ue-

is

cessarily with

—

If it
effect of detaching the insects entire.
attempted to pick them off, the bead is often left buried
The
in the flesh, and causes a great deal of irritation.
myriads of ants that infest the country are very annoying.
picking
up
They sting painfully. A person thoughtlessly
a piece of bark or old wood will fiud his hands to feel sud
deniy as if they were on fire, and a glance shows the savage little fellows very effectually bringing themselves into

notice.

The animal

life

in the isthmus.

wasps, are

all

of the inveitebrata

Beetles,

is

locusts, crickets,

represented in

many

developed

richly

termites, bees,

species.

Centipedes,

and bugs of every description exist in
The enormous amount of vegetthe greatest abundance.
able mailer, the decomposition of which is favored by the
heat aud moisture, produces a malarial poison, aud as a
consequence malarial fevers are the prevailing diseases
millipedes, spiders

Foreigners in the hill country generally
strangers.
enjoy good health in proportion as they obey the sanitary
requirements of the climate. Essential poiuts are the use
of vegetable diet, fre-h animal food, and temperate and
cooling drinks, avoiding the fats and oils and intoxicating
liquors, frequent bathing, and general cleanliness, and
avoidance of the mid-day sun.

among

for about fifty cents each.

nets,

—
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SPORTING RIFLES FOR THE PLAINS.
In that portion of Col. Dodge's excellent book entitled
the "Plaii s of the Great "West," which is devoted to Game
and Sporting, the author is particular in designating the
proper equipment for all kinds of service. With regard to
the selection of a rifle, he says:
"For all large animal game he must have a good breechloading rifle, of calibre not less than forty-five, and plenty
of the best ammunition. The arrangement of sights and
triggers is a matter of taste and habit, but il is of the
gravest importance that the sight, however arranged,
should be exquisitely fine. Personally, I most decidedly

—

Out of ten deer or
object to elevating sights for the rifle.
Other animals, at Ieiat nine are overshot. Either fiom
excitement, or because the game appears dwarfed in the
wide expanse of the prairie, even the most experienced
sportsmen habitually overestima'e distance, aud the tendency to put up the elevating sights is so iiresistabie that
tiearly every successful sportsman of my acquaintance has
discarded this sight entire!)'. Besides this the
It
elevating sight does not in the least solve ihe problem.
does very well for shooting at a target where the distance
could only
is accurately measured; and if the sportsmen
i

induce the deer to stand still at five hundred, six hundred,
or eight hundred yards, he might estimate the distance and
But the deer fails to be so accommodating, aud
hit it.
will insist

on storping at six hundred and

llfiy

and seven

hundred and thirty-seven yards, or some irregular distance
Moreover, as the
of which the sight takes no account.
trajectory of these high ranges must be necessarily greatlycurved, the chances are infinitely against the sportsmen.
He must first guess at the distance, then put up the elevating sight nearest that distance; then guess a
whether a tine or coarse sight ought to be laken through

now arranged."
valunble information for our Creedmoor and

the sight as

Thi,

is

is,

ency and
practice

light triggers, then

maximum

the

of effici-

skill is not far off. Then must the soldier put in
such shooting as he must necessarily use against

an enemy."

The following simple
sportsmen

to

rules of practice are indicated for

Always shoot against or across
Reconnoitre your ground before you

observe-

Look sharp.
Go slow. Keep out of sight. Never tire
when you are panting with exertion. Get a vent fur your
rifle when you can.
Don't shoot too high. Never approach trame that is down uutil you have reloaded.
When game is alarmed and runs off don't attempt to folwind.

approach.

low.

k elsewhere.

Se.

+*+
The Wbtthex Arms Company. — We
.

are informed lhat

jinan, acting as U.
S. Circuit Judge, on Monday, the 22d of January, at Hartford, Conn., decided the
case of the U. S. Rifle and Cartridge Co and E Reming,

ton &Sons, vs. The Whitney Arn.s Co., in favor of the
defendants, dismissing the bill. The sui. is based on what
was known asthe Cochran Patent. The Judge finds Cochran's invention to have been abandoned to the public. This
is the principal suit against the Whitney Arms Co., upon

which infringement could be claimed by E. Remington &
Sons. The Whitney Arms Co. will protect any paity buying or selling the Whitney gun, in case of any suits from
any party, for alleged or pretended infringement.

—

Sun-CALirinE Rifles. I have oflon wondered wdiy
of the largo companies like the Remington, Sharp,
Winchester, &c, have not turned their attention to making
sub calibre rifle barrels to fit in barrels of ten and twelve
Many owners of breech- haulers would be
hore shot, guns.
glad lo purchase such barrels, if sold at a reasonable figure.
Uric titm in this State makes them, but the prict
appears to me to be loo large. Wi'h the extensive faeilities at the command of any of the above mentioned comy ought to be able to make and sell such barreht
ither useful appendages to a breech-loader would
be a pair of steel shells enabling it to be used OS A muzzleloader, should circumstances render such change desirable
B. L.
or necessary.
[We approve of our correspondents suggestion aud hope
We once had in this office a breechto see it adopted.
loading gun made by a celebrated French manufacturer
lhat was fitted, in the way he suggests, to be used as a

some

muzzle-loader.

A

pair of

conica

sells

fitted

and Ihe strikers being unserewod a
barrels
the
in
The ramrod was
pair of long nipples took their places.
very small, of sleel, aud answered as a cleaning rod as

wed.— Eu

]

—The Amateur
from the

Rifle Chlbhas referred the invitation
Irish Rifle Association to send a team to Ireland

this summer lo its Executive Committee, With instructions
lo communicate with all rifle clubs in the country with
regard to joining in the competitions for places.

Good BhooTerb.—We have received
bullet holes

Putnam, Conn., with

a

common

yellow

made by Mr.

Remington

U. F.

at 100
he
lid all
yards distance, off-baud. As thi
within the carton of Creedmoor target, and considering
never
seen
the
rifle
and
years
had
Willis
is
0(5
old
that Mr.
before the day he shot it, the shooting is wonderfully
good.

Willis, of

a

rifle

'

—

.
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Dominion Rifle Association.— At the Dominion

gone

lias

California for

to

his health.

0. E. Overbaugh, who did 66 well at Crecdmoor hist
•week, has been trying his hand at billiards this winter, He
don't move the ivory balls quite as well as he docs the
leaden ones.
fate of an International rifle match (his year is now
hands of the rill e clubs throughout thecouDtry.
Yale wants to back his "lemon and white setter" against
Judge Gildersleeve's dog. There is no chaDee for the
"setter;" his pedigree cannot be traced.
L. 31. Ballard has invented a "locking cork," so that no
one can steal a drink from a bottle locked with one of his
corks. Iluw about stealing the bottle?
E. H. Madison, who won the bronze medal presented to
the Amateur Kifle flub by the N. R. A. last November,
had the honor of carrying off the hist prize in the pigeou
match at Jamaica, a short time ago.

The

in the

Judge Smith made some splendid "word" shooting

at

Conliu's Gallery last week.

Lying-down shooting is a specialty at Hellwig's Gallery.
A match in the lying down position is the next thiug on
the programme at Miley's Brooklyn Gallery.
lie is making arrangements for
Elogardus is in the city.
a large match to shool at glass balls (brown from a trap
He thinks shooting at them is almost as good practice as
shooting at pigeons.

Spy-Pond Range, Boston, are talking of
challenging any team from New York or vicinity to shool
an off-hand match. The Jamaica ftifle Club are doubtless
ready, judging from their splendid scores.
L. C. Bruce, American team, cannot shoot at Creedmoor

The

riflemen of

through press of business.

to any extent this year

An
enier

Inter-Slate match, allowing
from each State is suggested.

foiir different

teams

to

Thirteen thousand dollars were expended in rifle competition last year by the Dominion" fiifio Association of
Ottawa, Canada, flow much does it cost the N. II A. loi
prizes S

Fulton

is

shoot that

A

He will
iulerested in the Maynard rifle now.
year in the long-range malches.

rifle this

Brooklyn and New
probably take place at Creedmoor

mutch between the riflemen

York,

at

long range,

vs

ill

of

this season.

After the meeting of the Amateur Rifle Club, which was
held at the Seventh Regiment Armory last, week, C. F.
Robbins inviled the members to see the rifle range situated
Two teams were formed,
in the basement of the building.
and quite a rifle match took place.

—

New York The 83d of February was observed by the
Saratoga Rifle Club in the following manner: Messrs. Howard and Aiusworth were appointed captains, to choose
sides of all the riflemen who wuuld participate in a match
for an oyster supper, conditions, etc., N. R. A. rules, except that any gun and trigger was allowed. The following
were the teams and scores; distance, 200 yards.
AIHaTTOBSH TEAM.
IIOW-AltD TE15I.
I

Name.
11

\V

Name.

Score.

11 Odell

Hayed

Divis
JohiAVebt)

Irvtriu

Score.

Uatea

11
«"

«|W. H. Benson

-

Armstrong

40(1.
4u J.

O.H.Cromwell
0. J. Whig
J. M. Andrews, J
A. Q. Warriucr...

*)

W.

*v.
_

.

":'

.Slimier

udell....
Pitney...

W". J. Leggtat

John Moody
J. n. Famngton

W.
W.

3.
38
3'

J. N. Kuinsdell

Total

li

Aiuovvorth
Auiedtrn

Hiys

J.

Total

tfi|

...446

The Howard team won by 26 points. After the match
the vanquished side escorted their victors to an up-iown
hotel, where all partook of an elegant supper.
Covlin's Gallery.— The Amateur Piize shooling match
ended Feb. 28ih. It commenced January 10th, and was
liberally patronized by most all of the amateur indoor rifle-

The well known names of the crack
of this city.
shots of the gallery do not appear in the list, of winners,
The
as they were all "barred out," and termed experts.
conditions of the contest were ten shots; rifle, 22cal., offhand; 110 feet, at ieady measurement targets, by which a
to
the
string of shots can be measured from center of shot
center of bullseye to the fractional part of an inch. The
The followtotal number of competitors was about 100.
scores
are
the
ing gentlemen are winners of prizes; their
measurement of the ten shot;
laches
Inches
Names.
lei
Frederick Kesslcr
74 W. 11. Smith
10 15-16
8 3-lfi W. Klein
J. D. Ctieever
11 1-10
84 vy. K: Brown
M.B.Ennel

men

8} L. C.

Walter Campliell

Thoma»

Winners
Names.

8 6-fc

SVilds

i„.
8 15-Mj

h. Bird

B. S. Brown
C. B. D.Foreet..

«U>T.
!(

'.»

1-18 G.

a T-1B

9

15-11'.

of

2-8

Minor Prizes.
Inches.
11J
11 7-1U

.!.

9 5-16|d. J.

B. Zetiler

U.K. Urohman
M.L. Bliigf

11

li. Thurston
A. Bake

"

,,:

I

Brace

Cut

11 9-16

Homer Lee
M. P. Lennon

US
11 6-8

1st 1-JB
0. .Mfiuillim
J1D Miller
!-'}#.-. 10 DRIB'S'. P. HforK
Frank Mnrcu
1315-16
10 7-16 '. Harris
V. Feiniing
13 3-1(1
10 13-H.V. Keltz
The first competition for the Amateur's Badge took place
The
at Coulin's Gallery last Monday evening, March 5ih.

101-1.

-

badge is a gold one, beautifully designed and made by Win.
It is to be won three time, not
Hityes, of Newark, N. J.
All those who have made betnecessarily consecutively.
ter scores than 46 out of a possible 50, or winners of gold
badges or first prizes, are "barred" from entering the comThe conditions are as follows: 10 shots; rifle,
petitions.
offhand- range, 110 feet; 200 yards Wimbledon
.22-cal.
target reduced for the distance; Creedmoor rules to govern
the match; entrance fee, fifty cents. The following ate
:

the best scores: L. C' Bruce winning the badge,
Total.] Name.
Name.
Hewitt
Homer Leu
t'hos. Fentoo
K.

41

..40

•

F. Morch
A. E. Ixme...
M. B. Engle.
B, S. Brown..

f.

vler

C. D'oodo

W. B. Brown
q.

Wmm

Total.
SB
-»t'i

31
31
34
38
33
3-"

March
pended

meeting

annual

Association
L. Weber, American team,

held

Ottawa,

at

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN GUNS.

Rifle

Ontario,

shows that $13,000 were excompetition during the year. Twenty-

the report, lead

1st,

in

title

New

i

GAME

nn d gun.

j

SEASON IN MARCH.

IN

j
1

Hares, brown and gray.

Wild duck,

»W, and

—

known physician of this city, now in
some tine shooting lately

year, has been having

where forty -nine quail and one hare dropped

his sixtieth
in

Georgia,

to his

gun on

one day

Massachusetts— CVewsett, March 1st, 1877.— Our season
lor spring shooting just commencing.
First ducks shot Ibis
week shelldrake and dippers. A large eagle was shot

—

here lately, measuring over seven feet, an off-hand shot at
225 yards, with a Frank Wesson 32, by a young man only
seveuteeu.

a.

—

K

,

Jit

—

Minnesota Nobles County, Felt. ItBth. Captain Ducaigue, a bibliopole from Porkopolis, desiring belter air
than that in a sooty town, went to the northwest and finally
selected a homestead and shooting box in Nobles county,
Minnesota, to which he makes semi occasional pilgrimages.
This county, containing many lakes, 178 miles southward
from St. Paul, has within its borders the highest laud in
the State.
Sometimes this region can supply a few "grasshoppers," while of other sorts uf game common to a prairie
D.says in a recent
Stale it furnishes an unstinted variety.
note, that "a large, grey prairie wolf, was caught two
weeks since, near Worlhington, by Mr. Brant. He heard
of the lupine gentleman, and succeeded in nabbing him
with a ten pound trap. There is a bounty of §3 on each
wolf, which, wilhlheskin, will make the animal net Mr. B.
about $5. So far this winter the same man has caught nine
loxes.
In this part of Minnesota appearances indicate an
early spriDg.
The eagles at Graham Lakes have already
commenced to build their nests."

IN

Moorefield, Hardy
Editor Forest and Stream:—
1

wish that space

in

WEST
Co.,

W.

VIRGINIA.

Ya.,

March

1st.

your valuable column? would per-

mit me to set forth some of the attractions which the
Moorefield Valley, W. Ya., offers to those seeking sport at
deer hunting.
Perhaps some of your readeis are familiar
wiib Porte Cravon's descriptions" of it. It is Ihe "gaideu
spot of the old Dominion's viigin daughter.
In December last I was the favoieel guest of Hampton
Older, Esq., of this valley, and to his hospitably, his
hounds and horses, I am indebted for a month's pleasure
and sport. At the northern end of the valley the south
branch of the Potomac finds an exit between two lofty
mountains, forming a miniature canon for a distance of
five miles.
In this "Trough," as it is called, are situated
the deer stands. The most famous is the "Sycamore,"
which takes its name from an old sycamore stump, now
used as a seat for the walcher. 1 feel confident in saying
that there is no other spot in America upon which as many
deer have died. The liver here is about eighty yards
wide; above the slump there is a a beautiful cascade, and
below a riffle; back of it there is a gap in the mountain
down which the deer come to reach the liver, the mountain being loo steep at most other points.
The hounds are
started across the mountain, several miles distant, and
larely fail lo bring their game to water.
I have known as
many as eleven deer to be killed at the Sycamore in one
hum, and it is nothing uncommon to kill from three to five.
I had Ihe good luck to knock over a buck and doe in one
uioruing, not twenty yards apait.
The Sycamore is .used
i.y tbe bears as a crossing point in winter.
Nine crossed
Unluckily
iu two days duiiug our Christmas snow storm.
no one was there, and so they only left their tracks with
us.
The hounds of this region are descended from slock
imported when the people were in better circumstances,
and arc tine specimens of the hound species. Mr. Hitler's
gyp Bashful, is known throughout the whole valley, and
well she deserves her reputation, for a fleeter or more sagacious deer dog never put foot lo ground. No spot ihe
hunter ever dreamed of could afford him a prettier shot
than the Sycamore. He may see Ihe noble buck as he
comes bounding down the gap and hear the deep-mouthed
dogs. What a sight! What music! for the hunter! The
deer generally stop at the river's edge, but, if let alone, they
plunge iuto the river and swim down or across, so the
hunter may choose his shot, running, standing, or swimming, as he lancies.
When the deer are not in season the lover of hounds
may still find good sport in fox hunting. 1'cs, as good as
old England affords, except lhat the country isn't open
enough for fast riding. Small game abouuds in great
quantities.

•—

Sycamore.

Singular Capture or Deer. A California correspondH. E., of Nicasio, sends us the following: "On
Saturday last, as the passenger train was passiug near
Olema, it came suddenly upon three deer, a buck and two

ent, T.

The latter made their escape, but the buck jumped
does.
up a bank where lie became bewildered, and sprang against
the express car with force enoMgU to break the door and
his own back."

are as

(cylinder)

guod as

1

good as any in the market.— Ed

that they are as

]

—A

correspondent sends
Curious Gushing Accident
us the following particulars of a very remarkable accident
which occuired to a friend of his while shooting

m

Maine:

had a Steven's breech-loader, with which ho
was trying to shoot some birds. His shell was one of
Union Met alie Cartridge Co 's make. The cap, or primer,
wa9 a common G. D. cap. The sbell had neen loaded
about four weeks and exposed to wet. It is not certain
what make of powder was being u.-ed, but my friend thinks
He struck the cap with the hamit was made in Maine.
mer three times and as it did not explode, he opeued ihe
breech of the gun, took out the shell, lumed it up lo look

"Mr.

S. P.

when it 'went offy the charge goiug into ihe
The shell broke his cheek bone and lore the flesh
corner of his eye, and has not been seen since.
1 he question is was this an improper use of ammuuiiion,
or was there a defect iu the material? Or ou account of
wet did the thing 'hang fire?' Will some one rise and explain? If the Fouest and Stream cannot answer, it must
the cap,

at

DEER HUNTING

the barrels

i

essentials in a
in the market
These are the only re
gun, everything else can be obtained by those who waul.
"a beauty," and aie willing to pay fur it. Remington's
make a pretty gun for $70. but 1 do not believe it shoots
any better than the $45.
As for the Parker ahd other home made guns, I believe
them to be good and equal to imported guns costing twice
Some prefer one action, and some another, but
as much,
this is a mere matter of taste, they all du their duty, and
the matter is boiled down to tbe chief requirements of n
good gun, the inside finish of the bane's, and good locks;
qualities claimed and justly so too, by the Remington's.
Mr. Hepburn is an eutire stranger to me, but 1 must fully
indorse. all that he said about "Forty Five's'' ignoring A uierican guns in his Centennial anicle. I, with my $45
Remington, killed a quail nearly 80 yardj distant, anil
have made many other good shots.
The gentleman can have my address by calling at the
A. B. B.
office of Forest and Stream.
[We fear that our correspondent in his zeal is rather
over doing the thing. Ho surely would not. have our readers
believe that the decarbonized steel barrels on a $45 gun ate
as good as laminated or Damascus, and yet he says plainly

any

Since the ice disappeared Ihe tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay (Md ) have been full of wild ducks.

—A well

\

I

geese, brant, &c.

—

LONG

Island. The ducks came into Shinnecoel-: Buy last Friday, and brother Lane telegraphed the
news to the city, whereupon the gunners who had slept
on their arms for some days past set out instanter, and we
understand had excellent success.
.

in the issue of Feb.
is, I
think, rather disposed to be harsh, at the same
time not being able to say anything against American
guns. He did say a great deal in praise of English guns in
his Centennial article, hut had not a word to say about
When this omission was mad'
borne manufacturers.
parent to him, he lot the first lime avows his intention of
saying something about "our guns," and begins an effort
to run down the Remington gun, but the gentleman is so
frank, that- he can say "nothing worse than" that Messrs.
Remington make a good gun for $4.5, which he seems lo
think is criminal and unfair to English makers. For the
fact that
hey do make a good gun for §45, I can
having shot one for several years! and so far as shooting is
concerned, it can not be beaten. The locks are equal to

83d,

to revise the rules.

§hq

Yoiik, Feb. 28th, 1877.

EDITOK FOIIEST AND StIIEAM: —
Your correspondent, "Forty Five,"

seven associations affiliated during 'the year. The Presi
dent read a letter from Lord Warucliffe accepting the Dominion Challenge Trophy, presented by the Association to
the National Rifle Association.
The "Dominion Government will give gold medals to the members of the Kulnpoie.
team of 1877. The election of officers was held mid the
meeting adjourned for a week to allow the Committee time

§Htne

.

71

ground.

tp

to the

be a case

among

the lost arts."

It would be desirable to know whether the injured partyheard anything like a snap from the cap. We are inclined
to think that the powder neatest the cap had become
damp- and burned for an iuslant slowly until the fire
reached the dry powder, when the explosion occurred.

PIGEON MATCHES.
Philadelphia, March 1st, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream-.—
Having witnessed the pigeon match at the New Hunting
Park,

I fully

indorse your report respecting the arrange1 was surprised
it was conducted, and

ments under which

that Mr. Bogardus participated in it, after being subjected,
as Ihe shooters were, to the continuous annoyances and
There was another
difficulties by the promiscuous crowd.
feature about the match, which, to my mind, rendered it.
anything else than a fair test of skill. I allude to the latitude allowed in the use of guns and of powder.
Without in any way retracting from the reputation of
Mr. Bogardus, 1 am constraiuetl to stale that the bestSCOK)
made was by Richard Wood of Lazaretto. He used a
No. 10 Scolt gun, and but four drachms of pow
killed all of his~birds outright, while a large majority of the
birds shot by the rest, who used from one-half tot/nee-

fourths moie powder than he did, were crippled (huge
numbers of them only wines broken), and were gathered
with difficulty iu many cases. This, to my mind, provc3
that Mr. Wood covered his buds fully, while a greal tnauy
of the others secured theirs by mere chance, and I think
is entitled to the credit of having done the best shoutThis is the opinion of a great many gentleman,
who have no more personal interest in the mailer than I

he

ing.

have.
I should like to have your opinion on the merits of this
Question, for it seems to me there can be no real and fair
great many ol Ihe
lest except Under uniform conditions.
birds, especially the secoudday, could not have been kiln d
outright with four diachms of powder u
Will you please give your readers the benefits and judg,

.

.

A

ment

as to

what

constitutes a fair

Yours, respectfully,

match?

M

match is one in which the prescribed condidons
are fully complied with, and whatever might be the relative merits of the shooters or their guus, when birds were
fairly gathered within the boundaries, they were as rightly
credited as though they had been killed within ten feet of
the trap. We observed, on the first day, a large number
of wing-broken birds, and have no hesitation in slating
our conviction that Ihe shooting of tame pigeons from
ground traps entails a needless amount of cruelty and
suffering, and should either be done away with entirely or
the use of the second barrel permitted, that the bird might
be put out of his misery. "With plunge .traps and wilt]

[A

fair

—

FOREST AND STREAM.?
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it is quite different, find the number of wing broken
birds is comparatively small. With regard to Oapt Bo•gardus in the late match, we fancy that ihe dimensions of
his gun (his Scott 10 bore) were very similar to those of
Mr. Wood's, and il was remarked by us and a number of

birds

others that from the report, he appeared to be shooliug
bul very little powder. Mr. Wood certainly killed Ins
birds in as clever and neat a style as we ever saw in a
match. As regards the "cannons" and canister loads of
-powder used by some of the contestants, we consider it
B practice as obsolete and old fashioned as the system of
'depletion is in the medical practice; and it. is our belief

that if some of the old time shooters would try modern
guns, they would find thai a pigeon can be killed as easily
with four drachms of powder as he can with eight.
Indeed, in England and on lie Continent, where there are
t

as line shots as in this country, seven pounds, or seven and
is the average weight of the gun used in shooting

a half,

On one occasion, after the close of the French war,
Admiral Diffby was the only inside passenger for London,
but (he coach had its full compliment outside— a Warrant
Officer among the number, who had just returned from a
a foreign station— a very respectable and well behaved
man. He was very sleepy, and the guard feared he would
He, ihetefall off, or. as .Tack expresses it, overboard.
at which
fore, told him that the landlord of the next inn
coach,
and
the
of
proprietors
the
of
thev stopped was one
a verv kind, good-hearted man. He would therefore, adVisehjm to ask the landlord lo join in a glass of brandy
and water, and then request that he would tell the coach
man to put him inside. The plan succeeded, and the

soon
Warrant. Officer, taking his seat opposite the Admiral,
to the great
a sound sleep, and snored most lustily
annoyance of his superior officer, who finally put his head
out of the window, calling on coacliy to stop. He then remouslrated with both guard and driver, slating that a man
who did not pay inside fare had no business there. Ihe
coachman told 'the Admiral he had followed orders, the
man not having been placed there ou Ins own responsifell into

But in vain the Admiral insisted on his reluming
nasal powers
lo his outside seat, and no wonder, as his
more like a log
were, to use our informants own words,
snoring
line!
the
in
heard
ever
horn than anything he had

pigeon matches, and three and a half drachms of powder
the charge— Ed.]

bility.

GAPT, BooaJsdus' New Trap.— Capt. Bogardus has invented a trap lor throwing glass balls which affords excelpractice and promises to become 1he most popular
Its best quality is itseheapSubstitute for pigeon shooting.
n ess, the great difficulty with most other traps and gyros

The Warrant Officer returned to the outside, but had his
revenge.
The Admiral had stated that he could not sleep
on account of his fellow travelers snoring, and the latter
awake. Inhit upon a plan quite as effective to keep him
coach,
stead of resuming his seat he got on the roof ot the
and seating himself on the luggage he began to hum a
walking cane.
tune, ami beat time on the roof with his
This soon awoke the Admiral, who again popped his head
"Keep inside, sir! * ou have
out to call on him to desist.

•

lent,

being their cost, which places them beyond the reach of
most individual sportsmen, ('apt. Bogardus gives an exhibition shoot at the Hippodrome this week, wheu he will
break a thousand glass halls in two hours and forty minutes.
The traps are advertised in another column.

he

DOGS-NO.

he tormented

his

guard and
night, no remonstrance on the part of the
Ill m ust e P
coachman having the slightest effect.
f
watch on deck, he shall keep watch in the cabin! was his
reply.
Being a dark night, Admiral Digby had no oppor

Fwwl and

Stream.

4

must he at least forty five years ago, that an emigrant
vessel, bound to Quebec, was wrecked on the coast of
Newfoundland; i think in the vicinity of Carbouear. It
was lain in the fall, and after a stormy night a fisherman
rose early to ascertain what waifs the Storm King might
have brought him. In the course of his search along the
beach, accompanied by his faithful dog, be discovered a
mass of human beings huddled together on a ledge of rocks,
lance from "the land, deep water intervening, with
a heavy sea in which no boat could live. He lost no time
iu alarming his neighbors-, who soon mustered in force,
and held a council of war as to the means to be adopted to
save the unfortunates from certain death, as unless speedily
hey must perish from cold and starvation. The
dog was fortunately thought, of; hawsers and cod lines
were speedily procured the latter to fasten around the dog's
It.

tunity of ascertaining who his persecutor was, as the
Warrant Officer left, the coach in the outskirts of Loudon.
Arrived at the Spread Eagle, Grace Church street, the
Mr.
Admiral proceeded to the coach office to complain to
Edwards, the landlord, who was also one Ot the coach proprietors.

severely

first

—

We mentioned in our "JhCorrespondents" recently that pedigrees for the
of the Kennel Stud Book would only be re-

to

volume

ceived for a fortnight longer. That, announcement was
rather premature as we find that while preparing those now

hand others can be received and classified up to a short
time before the book goes to press. Owners of stud dogs
of acknowledged merit can have the portraits of their dogs
inserted in the book to face the bracketed pedigree at no
expense beyond the cost of the cut.
in

»»

Cm

'

Kennel.— We had the pleasure last week
from Mr. W. J. Farrar, of Cleveland, proprietor
of the above kennel, who informs us that the well known
dogs purchased by him from Dr. Goldsmith, of Vermont,
are all in excellent heal h and condition, Carrie visited
Plunkel on the 30th of January. Nell was served by him
on February 13th. Mr. W. H, Wedsdale's (of Birmingham, O.,) hitch has also been served by Plunket.
FOREST

of a visit

1

•*.*-

Doo Poisoning.— The dog

poisoners are around again.
valuable animals have recently been destroyed in the
vicinity of Ridgewood, Bloomficld, and Montelair, in New-

Many

Jersey.

The mischief

of dogs,

and

of

is

is

not perpetrated on any one class

attributed to "pure cussedness" on the part

some one.

—Mr. C. S. Keller, of Washington, D. C„ writes us that
whelped on Sunday, the. 25th ulto.,
seven puppies to Gen. Beale's imported red Irish setter
Rock, four dogs and three bitches, and he claims the following names for four of them, viz Ponce Maria, Huron,
Hector, Danny Man, all fawn and white.
his setter bitch Mollie,

.

,

Mmnel.
For

not paid for an outside berth," with a gentle pat on he
head with his cane, was the. ready rejoinder and In this
way
superior officer during the rest of the

Tm; Kernel Register
swers

Both guard and coachman were summoned, and

admonished— even threatened with dismissal—

good character alone saving them.
was personally acquainted with the Admiral as well as
Mr. Edwards, and had therefore an opportunity of ascer1
taining that the facts, as related tome, were correct.
may, at some future period, relate another anecdote, which
Philip \ibeut.
[ had from the lips of the former.
their previous
I

—

Distemper
letter

in Maryland.
Mr. Clras. E. Coffin, in a
from Muirkirk, Prince Georges county, dated March

4th, says:

"Distemper seems to he very fatal all over the county.
3fy white and orange setter pup Snow, bred by Mr. W.
Jones, Wilmington, Del., died of it about {en days ago.
Mr. Odiome's pointer billies Snap mid Ginger each lost a
litter of pups from it, or Ihe extreme cold, iu January, and
last week his black pointer hitch Snap died from the efShe was bred by me, being out of my
fects of distemper.
black bitch Meg, and was a fine dog in the field.
So far
the litter of orange and white pups are coming on nicely,
and wc hope that they will escape the disease."
-»<»

Perce, December 10th, 1876.

—Mr. II. B. Northcott's black and tan bitch Wrag,
Rapp at the Forest City Kennel, Cleveland, 0.

[To be continued.]

has

visited

—

neck.
The sagacious animal fully understood his master's
wishes, and, after great difficulty, he reached the rocks, and
was soon relieved of the cod line, which being fastened to
a small tope, and that again to a stout hawser, which the
shipwrecked men hauled across the channel, a safe means
oi communication was speedily established, and seventylive men, women and children, rescued from certain death.
The vessel bad struck, towards morning, on the outside of
the ledge, when the tide was falling, hence the safety
but had they not been rescued in
0l
LJj ise who escaped;
time, the greater part would probably have been washed eff
as the tide rose. A great number of persons perished, but.
it
i, after
the lapse of so many years, remember all
i
i

iculars.

A

ol one of the partners in the groat Newfoundland
Brooking & Co., related what I have statedabove,
he having, with much difficulty, become the owner of the
dog Hero; that i think was the name. He offered five
pounds at first; and finally fifteen bright sovereigns, equal
to seventy five dollars, tempted the fisherman to part with
his dog, a splendid animal, and a great favorite with bis
tor, who would not have parted with him for ten
times the amount be paid.
I once knew a tatuier, who being a great sportsman,
succeeded iu training a Newfoundland dog to hunt as well
1
a;-,
his spaniel, which w-as an excellent sporting dog.
also temember a friend of miuc in Southampton, Englaud, having one who was trained to go to the baker's every
morning for hot rolls for breakfast. They were a numerous family, and often had friends staying there, conse-

sou

The
the number required varied occasionally.
servant would couut the pence before the dog, place them
basket with the napkins, and give it to Hector, who
proceeded to the baker's, and watched the number of
rolls given as carefully as the servant would have done.
The baker olten put one less to test the dog's sagacity, but
in vain; he would growl and refuse to take the basket until
be had the right number. This he did for many years.
in the summer of 1840, 1 went from London to Perry
Grove, iu tin- Forest of Dean, to see Carlo's mistress, who
was seriously ill. 1 traveled by the then favorite and fast
coach Quicksilver, occupying, as 1 always did, the much
Ltox-seat, which was by the side of the coachman,
who always liked that, seat to be occupied byr one who had
eome knowledge of driving. Ou ueariug the village of
Maidenhead, my friend conchy requested me to hold the
ribbons reins while he got a private letter bag ready for
And now, sir, said the Knight of the Whip,
delivery.
"just notice lo whom 1 deliver this bag." A short distance further I saw a huge Newfoundland dog quietly
Without stopping, or even checking
awaiting our arrival.
our speed, the bag was thrown to the dog, who seized it
Our
at once, and darted off along across country road.
driver then informed me that the owner of the dog was a
large landed proprietor, whose estate was situated about
lea oil' the highroad, and that the animal was
ton eel the Coach, which he had never
failed to do lor several years, thus saving the lime of a
The bag contained the London morning papers,
servant.
etc., which, if seal by mail, would only be received the following day.
The driver of tin- Quicksilver, whose name I have forgotten, had been a guard in his younger days on the Portsmouth 'road, and related numerous anecdotes of meu-of
wars-men traveling to Loudon from and to the great naval
depot, the following among the number.
quently

—

BEGORRAH.
Mr.

Djefft'nilerllfcr'B

Dr. Strachari's Belle,

Saltns'

Imported from Hie
Saltus' Frisk.
Duke of Devon-

Bens.

Macdona's Gronse.

Dash.
.

,

shire's kennel.
Saltus" Dock.
,

->

BnblriBon's

,

Biriwhistle'e Tin).

Jock.

ItinckJe's

Dash.

Nora.

Bred by Mr. >icbo)»s Saltns, Brooklyn.
is a red and white Irish setter dog. bora May, 1876.
Begorrah
Owned hy Mr.P. NopI, New York. He Is a deep red and white on breast and too.?; his head is narrow, winder*
lne In Ilia forehead: his ears a good length, well set on hack or the head; eyes, bluck; none, black; cheat
very deep; strong loins, well bent; siern carried slightly up; coat rather harsh and thick.

—

Cocntess.—Mr. Dilley writes us from Lake City, Min.,
on Feb. 28th, 1877, as follows:
"Mr. R. H. Gillespie having shown prior claim to the

—

name
and

of

Countess, I cheerfully surrender

my

right to

it,

apology to him for making the claim is that my
was whelped and named in February, 1876; that I

my

bitch

had not noticed

his claim in Ihe

Chicago Field of the dale

November 4th, 1870. Although I did not make claim until
December 30th, I now claim instead for her, the name of
"Minnesota." Please make the necessary alteration in
your Kennel Register,

'Saum cuique.' "

8.

B. Dilley.

^«»

—

Mr. Chas. Riley, of Albany, N. Y., claims the name
of Rip for his red Irish setter whelped iu July, 1876, and
got by Tuckerman's Don out of Gibson's Pearl.

-» —

•

i

— Our cut this week
fine red

is

an excellent portrait of Mr, Noel's

dog Begorrah by Plunket,

—A fine Newfoundland
other column.

dog

is

advertised for sale in an-

<i>

—Mr. C. L. Austin's (of Boston) black pointer bitch
Belle recently whelped fourteen puppies by the WestminUnfortunately the
ster Kennel Club's dog Sensation.
bitch whelped a few days before her time and the puppies not having their natural nourishment all died. In
they were lemon and white, black, and liver and
This raises the question whether a cross between
a lemon and white dog and a black bitch will produce puppies of natural (i. e. not transmitted) liver color.
color

white.

—A harrier
nan.

For

bitch

is

-».»advertised for sale in another col]

we would say
a species of hound, in point of size be

the edification of the uniniiiated

that the harrier

is

tween the fox-fepund and the beagle.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
I

and

j|ua

JJii/ur

,ffishifig.

FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH.
80UTIIEKN WATERS
Grouper, Epimplulpusnlgrilus.
Ponipano, Trachynolm carvluius.
Drum— two species. Family A'rtam- Trout (black base) CenlropUtrU

at-

rariits.

idle.

Kiugtlsh.

Striped bass

Ifi

Sea liasa, SdOOOpS ocetlattnt.
Sheepsho&d, Atcheei

or Rockflsh, lioeeus

lliteaiu*.

Pomatomus

Dallorflan,

Mack

cephultn,.

saltatrix.

Bass. MicrupUiUs salnwitltn;

M. nujncam.

Snapper, Luljaiws caxxt.

—

Fish in Makket
Our Ash market continues to be abundantly supplied, and good churcli people who adhere tenaciously to the customs ot Lent can find no fault either with
variety or prices.
We quote:— Striped bass IS to 25 cents
21) cents; blueflsh, 15 cents: salmon
shad (southern), 50 cents each; mackerel,
30 cents; white perch, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel 55 cents;
green turtle, 20 cents; terrapiu, §15 per dozen; frosllish, 7
cents per pound; halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 7 cents; cod

per pound; smelts, 15 to

(frozen), 30 cents;

Scents; blackball, 15 cents; herrings, G cents; floun18 cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters,
cents;
sheepsbead, 15 cents; turbott, 18 cents; scoliops,
10
$1.50 per gallon; wkitcfish, 20 cents per pound; pickerel,

fish,

ders,

cents; salmon
18 cents; sunfish, 10 cents; yellow perch,
trout, 15 cents; hard shell crabs, $4.00 per 100.

— The moderate weather has set to work the Chesapeake
lishermen in preparing

seines

their

and repairing their

an early run of herring up the
Susquehanna, which sometimes begins in March.
boats, in anticipation

—Now

the time to impale the toothsome (?) sucker
as he buds upon the willows and alders which skirt the
river's

bank.

Abtiuicial

who wish

Flies— We

beg to refer any of our readers

to learn the art of

dressing

artilicial

flies,

to a

instructor, Mr. John Ilaily, 320 Henry
advertisement elsewhere). Mr. Haiiy
has often been summoned to places far distant by person
who had heard of his skill, and wished to avail themselves

very competent

street, this city, (see

thereof.

Vermont —Ferrisburgh. — March

has come in like a lamb,
inaugurated by a perfect spring clay. Our four feet
of snow are dwindling perceptibly, and the sleighing is
almost gone. We are anxiously waiting for spring hshR. R. M.
ing.

and

is

New Tohk— Lake

George,

Warren

Co.

in

e

.

s.

Movements of the Fishing Fleet.— The Georges

n.
fleet

week

or ten clays later in returning from their first
fctfps than lust year, and although they iiave had excellent
weather for tishing, bring in small farts. Forty four arrivals have been reported the past week, lauding about
The
1,000,000 pounds codlish and 130,000 pounds halibut.
old stock ot Georges lish are nearly closed out, and the
prospect is that there will be a good call for new as soon
marketable
condition,
though
as in
buyers anticipate a
slight decline in price.
The Grand Bank arrivals for the
week number three, bringing 190,000 pounds halibut, and

herring cargoes have been received from Newfoundland and lour Irom Grand Menan. Total number of fishing arrivals for the week fifty-six. The shore fishermen
have met with moderate success, and fair prices have been
realized for their catch.
Cape Ann Advertiser, March 3d,
five

CHUB FISHING

rock or
take the

May

my

Your Honors,

m

were no

you have only

to

map of Virginia aud see what streams are within
From the Potomac to the James — a distance of

not more than forty miles as the crow flies— there is a succession of narrow peninsulas, hugged by lovely tidal
streams, resplendent with striped bass. First, the, "northern
neck" betweeu the Potomac and Rappahaunock. Next, the
still narrower peninsula between the Rappahannock and
the Piarkitank; then the tributaries of Moo Jack Bay aud
the rivers of Glocester all mere arms of the Chesapeake
abounding in fish, and especially the rock bass, as game
Next comes the histoiical
as the Salmo-Salar itself.
peuinsulaof the Yorti and the James— two oceanic streams
—aud all wilhiu half a day's ride of this terrible delinquent,
who fancies he can pass with the world as an artistic
angler by never tackling a rock, but prowling arouud
mat ponds, and from the midst of logs aud brush dragging
out the lubberly chub by main force. Dispense justice
Piscatok.
with mercy, O judge!

—

—

[judgment of the court.]

The Court confesses its astonishment at hearing that any
person, calling himself a sportsman, aud being within
reach of striped bass or rock, never knew the exquisite
delight of capturing: one of those ganiesl of fish with rod
and reel. There must be some mistake in this allegation,
and in the full confidence of a satisfactory eciaircjssement,
the Court will await the response of the defendant.
As to the alleged mode ot capturing chub, that of course
cannot be reconciled to any of the laws and usages known
to artistic anglers.
It cau be only considered in reference
to "pot:" and how far its merits in that respect may exjuse
a depaiture from the strict letter of the law, is a matter
worthy of calm inquiry aud grave consideration. The
Court does not hesitate to own to a weakness for "pot."
The Court therefore contents itself for the present with an
interlocutory, decree.
In the words and figures following, to wit:
Ordered aud decreed that the defendant, in this case,
shall ou the 1st day of April next, meet the Court and the
complainant at Sweet Hall Station, York River Railroad,
Ring William county, Virginia; thence repair to Lee's
mill pond, aud then and there in the view of the Court
capture at least three chill), weighing seven pouuds each,
aud forthwith proceed to coudiment aud cook said fish a
to mode King William, in order that all the senses ot the
Court may be fully and duly illuminated as to Hie vaunted
virtues of this much mooted dish.— J-licel/\

%ew

Wo have received from the publishers, Messrs. T. R. reterson Co.,
Philadelphia, a neat little volume with the above title, aud wnicu contains iu addition "The Laws and Rules for Playing Draw Poker." It is
comprehensive and compact, and will prove a handy book of reference

&

iu

s thorough understanding of the subject of which he treats caunot be
too stougly insisted on.
The MesBrs. Wiley's also publish the works of John Ruskin, which
may he had either in sets or separately. They are in three styles, in cloth
to ctoths wnh plates, and half calf with platen.
We have before us bia
"Mornings in Florence," a hook which fairly illustrates the trenchant
it is
style and deep insight of the great Euglish critic and lecturer,
said by the author to contain "simple studies of cbrislain art for English travelers," hut will he read with profit by the travelers of all lands,
for the sake of the lessons it teaches iu regard to the value of travcliug
with one'Beyes open.

A

Frie.md Fritz.

from the French
Armstrong & Co:
lated

tale of the

banks of the Lanter.
New York.

Erckmann-Ohalriau.

of

TransScribner,

"Friend Fritz" is a very pleasing addition to the many interesting
to the joint authorship or Messrs.
Chatrian. The plot is not strikingly novel, aud is very
simple, but the tale is told with all the vivacity a °d grocefulneeG which
have characterized the author's previous works. An apparently incor-

volnmes which American renders owe

Brckmann

&

rigible bachelor of thirty-six is no uncommon phenomenon In the world,
aud such an one was frit/. Kobus, the hero of the story. The authors
have devoted themselves to unfolding the manner and circumstances of
his conversion through the instrumentality of a certain charming Utile
He is represented as
Suzel. The character of Fritz is strongly drawn
a rich, sunny-natured. bachelor, fond of comfort and warm hearted,
and delighting in bia freedom. Being a good match" he moved wanly
wheie the fair sex was concerned, but the astute detector of the schemes
of the artful, at last fell into the snares or artleesness. The minor characters are equally well drawn and skilfully mauased.
The humor of the
story is abundant and racy. Some of the scenes are depicted with exceptional vividness and evident fidelity. We may refer particularly to
"The College Life of
the fete at Bischeno, and the inn in Wildlaod.
Maitre Fablot" Is continued iu the sime volume.
.

MAGAZINES.
The American

Agriculturist for March covers a great variety of interesting topics. This publication is undoubtedly the best of
itskind iu the country, aud there is none that we read with more interest and congeniality of feeling. Were we not publishers ofl-utrsr
and Stueam we should be proud to be publishers of the Agriculturist.
[No disparagement meant.]

much

Iu looking over a periodical which contains so

that is interesting as does the Popular Science Monthly for March, it is a
task somewhat embarrassing to select the articles to he particularly referred to. Had we space in these columns we should like to reproduce
for the benefit or such readerB of Forest and Stkeam as do not see the

Monthly, Dr. Bain's interesting paper on Education us a Science; the
story of How the Earth was regarded in Old Times, and the abstract of
to the Geographical Society.
We should he glad
too to give an analysis ot Prof Groie's valuable lecture on The Early
Man of North America, aud to relate the struggles and hardships of that
true laborer iu the field of scienpe, Thomas Edward, the Scotchman.
But for all these choice things our readers must go to the Qiaga
Perhaps the article of the most practical importance iu tins number of
\Me Monthly is Prof. Huxley's lecture, entitled "The Study of Biology."
No one is better fitted to speak ou this subject than this great teacher,
and his advice will be heard and accepted wherever this study is valued
at its true worth.
The correspondence in the present number is unusually extended, and
the Miscellany varied and attractive. In the Editors Table, Prof. Youmau's answers quito fully aud forcibly Dr. Deems, who propounds a
number of conundrums bearing on the evolution question.

Judge Daley's address

.

—The Hon.

Smith Wright, of Wiiliston, Yt.,

is

fatten-

ing for market 8,000 head of poultry, to which he is feeding seventy -five btuliels of grain. Of the above number
3,800 are geese, 2,800 are turkeys, and 1,400 are ducks.

What the Wife of an Editor Named IJer Lasv
Twins;—Adaliue aud Addenda.

—

The livid, dark crimson spins, sometimes called "portwine marks," with whiph some persons' faces ate naturally
disfigured, have generally been regarded as indelible.
The
surgeon of the Londan hospital has performed several successful operations, however, and he describes them for the
benelit of his piofession.
He makes clean-cut, parallel
incisions over the affected surface, about a sixteenth ot an
inch apart, after making the flesh insensible with alter
spray. Upon healing, the blemish is gone, and no scats aie
left if

the operation has been carefully

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths,

done,—

/

Jewelers, apd

Importers, have always a large stock of

j§ubtiaitioiis.
EtJCfi&E.

sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request they

cases of disputed points.

The Text-Book of Mineralogy.

brief:

please

the delinquent in this case
body and every emotion of
his soul with the true spirit of agenuine sportsman.
More
the pity and the greater the penalty; but the object of this
complaint is not punishment, but reformation,
lu tide-water Virginia, there are a great many millponds, in many ea.ses covering hundreds of acres of laud,
led by small streams, which flow through level and sandy
districts, therefore rarely riled,
and consequently are
favorite aud favorable habitats for the finuey tribe. The
southern chub {Urystes Nigriaina) ot the Smithsonian Institutiou and Oswego bass ot Seth Green, is the predominant
fish of these
waters, where it is very numerous, ami
frequently attains the weight of ten to twelve pounds
This lish is esteemed by the natives as among the
best they have for the table.
This fuel, no doubt, tiie delinquent will urge in extenuation of his fault, fie asserts,
that the streak of fat and streak of lean, which pervade the
body of this iisli, constitute it a morsel more delicious than
any ever tasted by the Olympian Deities— especially when
condimeuled and roasted by his artistic hand.
It is the habit of the native anglers to cut large trees into
the ponds— around aud in which the chub are wont to
congregate— in part from the habit they have in common
with hogs, of rubbing against logs, aud iu part f»r protection—a coign of vantage— to which Ihey retreat in ease of
danger, for they are foul lighters, and as soon as they feel
the sieel will strike below the belt, or resort to any ungamely device for deliverance aud safety. Consequently,
only very strong tackle is adequate to their capture. This
usually consists of a rod, stiff as a fence-rail, and as tough
$s a white-oak withe, a ILie as strong
& plough-line, and
it

instinct in every fibre of his

If there

his reach.

i

is

all,

not,

Laws and Practice of

1 have a controversy with a very dear friend, involving a
question of sportmanship.
1 think lam right, and he" is
wrong; but he heeds uot my logic, and, therefore, I appeal he case to the Supreme i'tibumtl of Forest and

bad

as it is.
bass in the waters at his door,

IN VIRGINIA

Editor Forest and Stream: —

Stream.
Here is

your judgment!
But even this is

—The fishing at

is good.
The kinds taken now, are
confined by law, (which law is often trespassed upon) to
perch, pickerel, and a lew other kinds that now and then
take the bail used. On the 1st of March this law will permit the taking of all kinds. There will be hundreds
I have taken,
of pounds taken daily while the ice lasts.
by being out before sun rise in the morning, and just at
sun set, since the 31st day of January, 01 dozeu'of perch.
These ttsh are the finest flavored fish that swims. On
pleasant days the grounds frequented by these fish are
dotted with people silting over the holes cut in the ice. •

this season of the year

are a

With this outfit,
a hook made of the link of a log-chain.
the natives— and in this category none is a grosser offender
than the delinquent at the bar— takes a small boat, creeps
cautiously along to the felled trees, and with a large float
and heavy sinkers, Btrives to insinuate his hook with alive
five-inch dace on it, between the limbs and brush of the
If the minnow goes down and is not speedily
fallen tree.
struck by a fish, it quickly raps itself and the Hue around
a limb, and then there is the deii to pay with a huug hook.
If the chub strikes the bait there comes a pure contest of
physical force between the beast in the water and the man
in the boat as to which shall dislodge the other, And
this, we are told, is sport.
But if the question of sport be thrown aside altogether,
and pot only considered, there might be some possible excuse for this barbarous procedure, for I have snuffed the
savors of that famous disti a la mode King William, aud can
bear cheerful testimony to its appetizing properties. But
ihepot has its limits, which are easily defined aud understood.
Aud then, too, there might be some palliation, if this
region afforded no other sport for the rod. But just here,
we meet the intensest aggravation of the enormity of this
offender.
His own residence is midway the narrowest
point of a narrow pcuinsula, between two fine streams for
rock or striped bass, aud from the top of his house Seth
Green could cast a fly into either river. And what is
more, his own land ruus down to and into one of them,
embracing a magnificent sweep of that majestic water, and
including a sand-bar, where, this delinquent himself confesses, the rock delight to school, till murdered by nets or
And yet this professed sportsman never yet
trot-lines.
experienced the rapture of a rod and reel, with a twenty
pound bass at the end of his line! Oh! judge, be merciful

of

is
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By

prepare special designs lor similar purposes.
Professor E.

S.

Daua, of .New Haven.

Rotueruam's Critically Emphasized

A new and revised

edition, prepared by hamster

Graphical Statics.

By

Professor 'A.

New
&

TESTAMENT.

Their timing -watches are g uaran teed for ac-

Sons.

Jay

Du

Bois, of

now very generally

vised for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

and are

Lehigh University.

TrtEORV op Transverse Strains and their Application
to Koofs and TansSES. iiy H. G. Hatlieltl, author of "American
House Carpenter." New York. John Wiley & Sons.
The above works are all now iu pre=s and will appear in the course of
the present mouth. Professor Dana's Text-book will, it ia thought,
completely cover the

field

of investigation in mineralogy, without going

minute details. Tt.e auihor takes a very extended view of Ins suband enters into the latest discoveries, comprising Determinative
Mineralogy and Crystallography. The latter is Heated more in detail
than any of the others. The author's design is to lay before etuileuts
the guiding principles of the science and the most recent additions to
it, aud thus to furnish a guide to thorough and
independent research.
The work will be an octavo of almost five hundred pages, and.will contain eight hundred wood cuts aud a colored plato. It will be published
into

<fc

Co.,

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

ject,

Rotherham

is

full

Jewelry, Bronzes and

designed to clear up obscure passages, and

will be of great volne to theologians

and students.

The first edition of Professor Du Bois' ''Graphical BtaticB" having
been adopted by most of the leading scientific schools, the new edition
probably be in more greater demand. The same author has now iu
preparation a translation rrom the secoud volume of Weislmlh's Engineering of the Theory or Hydraulics, Hydraulic Motors, aud Ihe steam
engine, intended as a text book and companion to Mr. Coxe'a able
translation from llie first volume.
Mr. Hatfield's work will contain new tables of strains and resistance of
material, and is designed to assist the non-professional architect and
student. The author, thinka that iu tUeae days of accident and disaster,
will

celebrated watches they have a

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General

at 85.

Bageter'B

whose
line.

Artistic Pottery is the largest in the

and the public are invited

world,

to visit their estab-

lishment -without feeling the slightest obligation to purchase.
Adv.

Union Square,

New

York,

I

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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for gale.

§atiatml §a$time8.
BASE BALL.
Philadelphia's rrpresenlative Club has
been reorganized as a slock company, under
the title of the Athletic Association, and
President, Charles H.
officered as follows:

FOR IMPORTEli SETTERS.
Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Plnnl
Bapfl unil Nell have passed into trie above Kennel.
Pluuket and Eapp will be used in toe stud. For ser
vices and pedigrees address

Downing-, \ ice Presidents, S. M. Flanagan
and William Warnock; Treasurer, George

W.

Thompson; Secretary, Charles I. Cragin;
Directors, Prank Mills and Charles 1.

Farrar,

J.

Alfred H. Wright, and
Manager, E. Hicks Hayhurst, They will
play as an independent organ station with
the following team: McBiide and Weaver
as the pitcher; Bennett and Coons as the
tatcher aud change-catcher; Fisher, Reach
and Meyerle as 0)6 three basemen; Fulmer
thort stop, ami Seusenderfcr, center-field.
Ky;t[i, of the Lou wvilles, in case he cau
get a honorable release from said organization, will be the left fielder, and the rightfielder will be either the change-pitcher or
change-catcher, as circumstances may deem
~
They will play all reputable Clubs,
best
using the old ground at Twenty fifth and

Kuodcll, of the Tecittiisehs, of
caught for LarUin, and did Ihc busiaeas iu tine style, having but two errors
Charged against" him during the game.
Wilh SUCU men as Matthews, Hfiiiuian,
Bowie, of the Bries; Quinu, of the llious;
MeCabe and Honrigau, of the Chelseas, and
Buuce, of the Nassaus, to support hin), it

Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
winner of seven prizes in England. Shea by R
lbB.
J. I.loyd
Price'* Champion Jim, and from While
uteri chi-mj.n.n Field Trial
Hamlet and

^

.

stock; jnut iinporsed: 2, years old. Fee 835.
full particulars
3 apply to
W.
feblfi tf
? West Fifty fourth t.

For pedigree aud

WEBB.

S.

DR

—The Indianapolis Club
tour south on March yd.

started on

a

— The International Base Ball Association
Bfiraug into existence 00 the night of February 8Uth, at a Convention of professional
club delegates held at Pittsburgh at that

Professional organizations from .New
York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri, California
and Canada, were represented, aud an organization was effected well calculated to
r iluee the list of cracked players aud revolvers which have infected the professional
The new Association
Class of late yeats.
modeled their constitution upon that of the
Lcjtgue, and adopted the playing code o
rules of the League, which makes one code
applicable to every clul) in the country as
fal as the mere rules of play are concerned.
The Convention adopted a dead ball, aud
lixed :he price, of admission to their matches
The officers selected
at tweuty-five ceuis.
VV. A. Cummings, Lyuu, Massa
werechuselts, of last year'sllartlords, Piesi
dale.

Gorman, Loudon, Canada,

Vice-

Williams, Columbus,
A.
President; .J.
Ouio, 1 reasureraird Secretary. The.Judiciary Committee is composed as follows: 11.
D. Mclxuight, of Pittsburg; L. C. Waile,
bt, Luuis; N. P. Pond, Rochester, JS'ew
York; A B Rankin, Biookly. and (ieorge
bieetuan, of Cuelph, Ontario.
The Uouveiilioii, alter disposing of all its
business, adjourned to meet at the Palmer
House, Chicago, February 3d, 1878.
,

players of California now have
professional organization to represent
in lite championship arena, in the
new San Francisco Base Ball Association;
Hie officeti ol which are as follows: Fiesi
dun, L. N. David; Vice-President, John
Williams; Corresponding Secretary. C. J.
Keating; Recording Secretary, L. E. Dele
van; Treasurer, VV. H. Williams; Board of
Directors, F.Taylor, W. H, Williams and
J. Williams; Delegates to the International

—The ball

a

Convention,
(J. ,|.

L.

N. David, E. Taylor and

—The

Athletic nine for 1877 bids fair to be
It is to include Bennett, c,
a strong team.
MeBride, p, Fislcr, 1 b, Williamson, 2 b,

p

f,

b,

Weaver,

,

Trout,

I,,,

,.,,

Fulmer,
r

f,

s s, Coons,, 1

f,

Reach,

;

Tan

.

Waterproof

Color-j

<f,>...

Leather

<;o

Jupiter [Anticosti Island].

do

Rent per

i

i

Jackets,

Flannel-Lined.

Pabos
Tobique [A'eic BrwlKeiv*].
do
Mall

and

Vest

,Made and sold only by Messrs. G. W. SIMMONS &
Co., Oak iIai.i„ Roston,) are consideied the most

Little

be stated; payable

in ad-

sensible protectory ever Revised tor sportsmeu'B wear.
P. ice, Vest
.Measntements le$lu: Jacket. &:£..
ipilred are
Waist. Ureast and Inside Seam of
Sleeve,
Mention Height and Weight.
EXPRESSLY TO nljll ORDER, and Is of a perfect
deail grass shade. Send for a sample of the lesiher.

LEATHER HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED
LADIES LEATHER VESTS AMD JACHETH

PIUS

to Hie use of every one who keeps
a dog. suflicc it to *ay they are free from sal', and
contain "'date*,' the exclusive use of which, in com
lunation with meat, ana meal to compose a biscuit if
secured to us by Letters Patent. For sale in caae*
of 112 lbs. each. P.O.De LTJZE, sole Aft- nt. 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms to dealers.

recommend them
1

made lo order. Indispensible
way exposed to the weather.

Farm

Beautiful

the reputation these Meat Fibrino Cakes have

From

a very fine view
with burning and tislung: eighty acres, racing the
east, with nuiliiiijo suitable for a gentleman's residence. Price low, and time given for payments.
Near railway and steamboat stations. Audress LOCK-

BOX

mars

Cazenovla, N. Y^

3.

FOR

who

are iu any

38 North 3t„ Oak

to

Boston

2t

loadingshoiKiin,' wilh fine Damascus barrels.
gauge, weighty pounds. Addiess M.A.iJoaworth

marS

W. Simmons & Son,

G.

32

SALE.— A PARKER BREECH-

Brooklield, Mi-s.

It

8 iiceessfni

t>hgiihh 'liiru-Uitt fur hule.
and Harnesa (Davis's, of London,

New Dog Oart

BLOOMING GROVE PARE ASSOCIATION.

leather with nickle plated trimmings.
Sent ly
with name of dog or owner ou name plate for $1.00.

Boston.

inanufacturers of

he firm of G.

I

at Philadelphia

grown

has

for

nsc yet.

Shooting

ou dutv

known

is

moat

Oak

Hall,

at

Hun-

Exhibition

but

service,

in contradistinction

which

Son.

Centennial

in

This enit

Suit,'

the garments

gray

of tbe

Waterproof Shooting

W.Simmons &

We had one of their suits

Camp

ter's

It

Hall,

Mass.

,

"The Bostqh BnooroTQ Suit. — One
Suits is

beat) and bay Horse, o years, Kit hands, showy step
The above isofper, warranted quiet and reliable.
teied for sale in consoquence of the oNvner's return
Addiess A. LKF ROY, Lschange Hotel,
10 Europe.
r
marl at
Richmond, A a.

DOOS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAR

to all

for Sale

On Cazenovia Lake, commaudiUK

bi

la

good

the 'Boston

as

no doubt, from

arc manufactured out west

and

Washington, each of which has a local demand of

at
ita

-

The

Manufactured by

Son,

T1j.oixi.soii «Sc

301 Broadway,

IV.

Y.

jami-lf

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

Bane to Fleas-A Boon

A

to Dogs.

This Towdcr Is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It. is put up
in patent hoses with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50cent* by mail, 'jostpaid.

ARECA NUT
A

en powders, with

Worms

Tor

Put np

certain remedy.

in

direclious

full

in

FOR

SALE.— A

10

for use.

Price 50

Both the above are reeom
mended oy Hod and Gun and Forest and Stream.

cents per box by matt.

imported anu of
America. 11

jtjist

102

Nassau

St.,

Newfoundland

.,

i

slut

FOR SALE.

LticI1o>v
TROUT FRY FOR SALE IN
BROOK
Fry delivered
any quantity

barrier bitch, from imported stock, S| years
spread of ears. 17 iuches: color, black, tan and
white, thoroughly brokeD. Price, $-.15. Address, J AS.
GRfJENLAY. 10 Jersey st rxeuark, N. J. ula.Slt
.

IIn

E Hie
E,

Bug.,

Stli

Feb. 1877.

I

Macdona's Irish Setters
Mr-.
To he sold-Rovir. Ruth, Ralph, River; Mr. Macitona'9 team of young blood red setters, in training
Kenutl l.'luh;
for the coming Field Trial Derby of t>
'these setters lire of lite slime
price ~5 pounds each,
Macdona's world-renowned Plnnkel
strain as Mr
<-.

G. ux Lanup.e Macdo.na, F. K. G. S.
3t

"DREAKER WANTED. -A GENTLEJ

J)
man wU lies to engage a competent breaker to
lake charge of his kemn-L Must be smelly lemperate,
of eood disposition, and thoroughly understand the
lagcment of doye. Must be willing to drive if
ured. Address P. O. Box 647, Baltimore, Md.,
pply at this office.

BTRA.THSQY KENNELS FIELD
al HTl
Tiiul -etier puppies for sale; Bame strain as the
Field '1 rial Winners, Faris, Stnflo d, Maud,
and Pride of the South. Address, L, II SMITH,
strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
Peb22-4t

Memphis

YOUNG

rOR

COCKER SPANIEL
inriuire of

M. P. MrROON.
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

6m

SALE— A FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FORSkye,
and Black-ami
Dandy
Dlnrnont,

tan

lone*

alreet.

AN

uiseaees at L.

N.

MEYER,

45 Great
Sept-1 ly.

N. Y.

IMPORTED GERMAN BADGER

for sale; perfectly trained to dig
outfoxes, rabbits, etc; three yearn old. Apply to

Wild Fowl Shooting.
W'M, L. LANE
SniNNECOCK BAY.—
sporting friends that duck?

announces to bis
and geese ate arriving iu great, numbers, and Hie
prospect for good shooting i* now excellent. Live
wild geese and other decoys., batteries, boats aud

piomp

atiendaiice at

all

times.

>VM. L.LANE, Good Grouud, L. 1

An

English classical and mathematical
School for Boys. Leesburg, Loudoun Co., Va,
Principal, Thomas Wilnanisou (Univ. Va); As-t.,
Thos. S. Purdie, B, L (Wush. und Lee. lluiv.)
Leesburg is within Sti miles of Alexandria aud Washington, on Wash ngtoa i Ohio Railroad in the Piedmont region of Virginia, proverbially healthy, Puany standard
pils prepared for the Universities,
Ri ferei-ces: Faculty of
or for business.
University of Virginia, Faculty of Washington and
Lee Univ.. Faculty of University of isouib, FaculB.L CllUlur.-leeve.
ty of Randolph ilacnn College;
Ph. D. John Hopkins University; Hon. J. Rand
Tucker, Hon. Eppo Ilunton etc. For further u.forfeus ;,t
mation apply to the Principal.

i-olle"e

IN FLY TYING.—By an exLESSONSfly-dresser.
Refer to Abbey « tmbrie,
perienced

48

Maiden Lane.

street.

Address

¥,

warlSC

BOYES, HS

Em m

street,

New

York.

JOHN HA1LY,
-Jul

cesl atandardtoa nen
sional and amateur Renders and
esting articles on ap]
lOcls. of any Dl
thing Wanted.

JKSSjS 1IANEY

3«l

Henry

Oct lS-um

New York

ELOCUTIONIST'S
&

CO.,

"BOSTON 8HOOTLNU SUIT,"
niiitle by

f

Sixry ponds; well stocked with brook trout. Abundance of water and rorty to sizty leet fall. Apply to
felilfi 4t
TIKlVAS. Randolph, N V.
It, II

NAL GIVES
profes-

lieces for

llUNm

I

BT

Messenger Bros.,
55

BROMFIELD STREET,
Boston

The House

,lla«a.

K>r Hpoi'temen.

J

This new design of WjTERrnoor Sbootino Suit,
made from extra quality duck, .has attained such
popularity us to be called for from all partB of the
country, aud even from England
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very much
like sending 'Coals to Newcastle,' but the merits
of the "HOSTON SHOOTING SUITS" have been
heard of iu the O.rl Country, and that, land of sport*
men haa sent an order to Messrs. Simmons &. Sou,
which will donbllcss be followed by many others."—
Boston Paper.

The desian embraces the best points of the English
aud French Suits, combined with the uecessary requirements for American service. Particular attenteutiou has been paid to color.
Each suit is water-proofed by a new patent process.
The seams and pocket corners arc securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in
every respect.

THE PRICE HAS BEEN FIXED AT $13, TO INCLUDE HAT OR DOUBLE VIsOUED CAP. DETACHABLE UAVELOCK, COAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOON:-.
One hundred suits will bo kept ready
we cau „rnisb
moment's notice.
that

to order

In the Golden TutU (Rev.

in stock, so

any size required, at a

W. n. H. Murray's

paper)

the eothoeiastlc editor writes:—

were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
W e call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
meets the
II
demand of personal comfort and convene -.
anything of home mauufactbre seen bj us before.
As a sportsman, we give It onr unqualified endorsement as combining 'he be-t points of the EngVJen
suits, and iu addition skilfully adapted to the necessities of Ilie American service. It is a most admirable

"We

and satisfactory contrivance
quality and capacity.

Bromfield House,

"j

C.W. Simmons & Son.

proof

§ot$ls and §e^ortsjor£0ar^mm.

dog (female)

LOUIS

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.
EACH OAHMliNT DIST1NCLY MASKED

Sale.

DPIftJJEIPQ-JRY.

JSLarnm.

tbe U. S. by all first-class

in

dealers Iu

Ludlow.
Co.. Pa.

ONE-NALF INTEREST WITH CONTROL OF
BUSINESS IN A SPLENDID

ter

.-"!:

ii

rlnes for all

Boston,
Sold everywhere

McKean

For

Suit.'

W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.

if

W. H. UROWELL,

Janll-3m

SALK-A SMALL, HANDSOME,

FOK

dee'JS

parlies.

to suit

required.

Y

old.

marl

ill

Uotices.

dog. Well bred and handsome. Brought
up wuh ana kind to children. JSo vice; nine months
old: weight, about SO pounds. Will fetch and cany;
Having no place to keep
jet black; a great favorite.
Address Chas.
ner i- so:e cause of parting with her.
A. GLYN. car.- New York Clipper office, 88 and 90

blood.

gun

finer

Courtiandt st.
febl5 4t

New York.

A good watch

Centre street. N.

No

finest quality.

Trout Oo.

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,
ocf.2

Boston Shooting
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

-BORE PURDT

Breecb-loader, with «U latest improvements;

DOGS.

boxes containing a doz-

Stock from the choicest breeds

Kealiug.

if

/,]..[. _.;:-

,,

possible on the old style of wooden Decoy.
Price of
the ducks, $12 per doz.
price of he geese, ?S each.
'I,
SIMMONS ,fc SON, Oak Hall Boston. Mass.

W

Natashquan (A'o;/A Shore).
'i'rniiiv wear Point Bu Jlonts).

HnlliueliiesTirivi,
ao
Grand Paboa

—The Amateur National Association held
tbeir anuaal meeting in this city on March
As only legitimate amateur clubs
14th.
will be recognized, the attendance of delegates bid fair to be limited.

Meyerle,

Theae are the new potent Decoys which come putted In nests, six in a box. The greatest improvement

1st

to

ANGLING PRIVI-

tear (Jodboul).

ington's birthday.

11.

May

be received

will

I!

—The Bostons had a good game ou Wash-

iiiiji;

OFFERS'

next, for the SALMON
of the following rivers:

Bel

The side supporting Callato a iu nine
was won by

clockwork.

han's pitching
innings.

MALLARD.
SHELDRAKE.
BLACK DUCK.
CANVAS.
also WILD GEESE.

LEGES

Spratt's Patent
Meat ITitarine Dog- Cables

tda,

like

FlSHEUlES Bbajicu,
SBl February, 1877.

Ottawa,

WRITTEN
»»

COOT.
SPRIGTATL.

TVHLSTLER.

;

Rap

paiyers.

is not surprising that Larkiu's pitching was
On the oilier side, Callaban
bo effective.
aud Burrie, of the Buckeyes, pitched aud
caught, and as they weie Used to each
other's style of playing, they fitted together

DECOYS.
RED HEAD.

DEPT. OF MAKING AND FISHERIES,

(FOB POINTERS.)

Jefferson streets, f'liiludelpliia, and charging twenty-live cents admission. The playera above named, wilh one exception, are
udelphtans, sis being of the Old Champion Nine, and being above suspicion, they
are thoroughly worthy of the cordial and
UearLy support of the lovers of the national
eame"in Philadelphia.

—

ANGLING.

Jan25-3m.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL (LIB

Scorer,

Play was opened for 1877 at Prospect
I'm k, cm March 1st, the weather being fair,
but the ground was slippery. There was a
la ge number of professionals present, and
.Matthews aud
a good gHtne was played.
Hallfnan, of the Ciuctunalis; Bond, of ilie
Bostons, and Oassidy and Larkin, of the
Htnfords, were the only League men who
part in the game, all the others being
intern lliotltfl or League Alliance
jjithei

SALMON

Cleyeland, O.

VV.

Cragin;

§ffat[lsmen'& §ood$.

KEMEL

FOREST CITY

in

color,

style,

The coat

is

water-

a marvel

in this latter respect."

PERSONS OltDERIM l-'UOM A DISTANCE NEED
SEND ONLY THE FOLLOW IN (J TO BE SURE OF
1

A

PERFECT KIT:—
RREAST MEASURE.
WAIST MEASURE.
INSIDE SEAM COAT SLEEVE,
INSIDE BEAM PANTALOONS,
SIZE Of HEAD.
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.

G W. SIMMONS & SON,
"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS,

FOREST AND STREAM.

75

Bogardus' Patent Glass Ball Trap.

§tyort$it\cti§ Routes.

The Best Trap

~GKEAT SOUTHERN

To

&

Florida

SEASON OF

the South

:ular

and rules

for Practice in the

Holberton

1876-7.

World.

to

&

Beemer, Agents,
102 Nassau

New

St.,

York.

Atlantic Const Lino of Hnilw nvs and Coiiiiclions

Oluirleston, S.
The South

N. I. OFFICE, 229

CJ.

Southwest

and the
AND THE

FLORIDA PORTS,
EVERY

Single Traps, $13.
Set or Three Traps. *
Balis per 100, $2.8(1.

BEOAEWAT.

No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wii
mington, Columbia, Augusta, Aiken, Charleston, Savannah. All Florida and Southern points. In this train
Pullman sleeper New York to Richmond, Parlor
Cars thence to Wilmington, Pullman shepers thence
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping
beyond
may he.
No. a.— 8:10 a. i dully (except Snnda]
All
to Richmond, \Vi nington, Charleston, Savannah,
j

'..

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clock P. M. From
PIER

N

29,

Cant. M. S. Woodhull.

E.

G.

W. Lockwood

W. CLYDE.

C.'apt. lngrahm.
have been hnndsomcly'tittethe convenience of passengers, and are unri

Capt
The above
uji fur

S. Crowell.

steamer.-*

on the coast

vailed

for

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

Eagle

>The

ll

An

ingei

for the

Charleston with, the favorite

at

CITY POINT. Capt Scon,

for

i'i

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUCitTSI
ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLH

D1NA,

and

I.ATICA,

all

points in Florida.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED KATES.
^-Insurance to destination OXE 11ALF OF ONE
PERCENT.
Passage
Hoods forwarded free of Commission.
tickets and Bills of Lading is.-ned and signed at the
JAMES \V.
CO.,
officeof
Agents. No. r,7 West street, cur, Warren, or

CLYDE & CO

No.

Bowling Green.
W.
„Ii
Through F.-eieht Tariffs. Passage Tick.
routes and to all poinis in the south unci Smith west,
information
can
be
obtained at the ollice
further
and
r„i,,:-ral
in
n.-YSELL.
At.
BENTLEYI)
of
Ureal. Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadwav, corner
dec? lj
of Thomas street
,

.

Die No. 1
On these
Bay Line steamerB

;,

.

Parlor

h,

as by Schednl
cor ihe reservation or Sections, Compartments,
Berths or Chairs, Tickets. Time Cards, and
inlm
mation, apply at the. New Tori Office. 229 BROADWAY, or at ihe authorized Ticket nil;
Pentieylvauia, and Baliimore & Oliio Railroads.
One half of each parlor and Sleeping car of ihis
line south of Ricbmoua is constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengeis by the
Atlantic Coast Ltne.

No.

1— .For

No.

2

fishing

dec.2S.iim

-i

-

NANDfXA, JACKSONVILLE,

leaves

(Sundays excepted)

Pier
at

No. 25 East

2-;

iv
i

NIIIHT LINE.-The
I.I Ml?. -Tti, CONTINENTAL leaves New
NIGHT
Yorkaillp.ru. Tickets sold arid baggage checked
at 944 Broadway. New York, and i Court street, Brook
lyn. Excursion to New Haven and return, $1.50.
ar

General

(
dice on the pier, or
Agetrt.

to

Coate,

L.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.,

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

RICHARD
my25

EDWIN S. HARRIS,
AGENCY OF SHARPS RIFLE CO.

tf

"

New

Wo. 177 Broadway,

Yorl*.

WHOLESALE AND JSE1AIL

ESTER PRISE, and intermediate

landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA, by steamship to SAV ANNATE and
thence by railroad or Bteauiboat, apply to WJI. L.
JAMES, Genii Agent,
Pkilurlrtpilia and Southern Mail 8. S. Co.,
416 Sonth Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

itac

AGEJSTS WANTED.

daily

1

AUGUS-

ST.

s

ii iiskr'ats,'

P.O. Box an.

ELM CITY

OB THROUGH TICKETS TO FEB-

|

'

Chas,

I,;.

PECK. Gore nil

TINE, SANFOKD.

k,
'

3 SO Fulton

Applv

FOR FLORIDA.

kinds of

alt

'iiii

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.
°

A.

„

and

- For cinching

Fish. Ac
.
60 cents
No d, or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching l'.e,.'r's'.'« olvePan h-.-rs, &c. Can he easily sei bv o I...V. and will stand a
strain of several uundred pounds.
WeiaotlOto lBlh#, jlTJ
All goons sent charges [and to any address on icceipt of price.

G

'

T,
X'

kinds of

h the

yClNTAKD &

P.

all

house) to Wilmingti
Car-i Wilmington to Charleston.
Charleston to Savar
Elegant Day cars Savannah to Jacksonville.
No. 4.-S:4il a. n and 9:30 a. m. daily (txceit
Sunday). All tail
Baltimore. Unv Line to Nor
folk.
S. &R. R. R
Weldon, thence as In- Sehed

II

Close connections

and well-known Florida packets DlCTATOl;, dpi.
Vosel;

Claw.

purpose of catching

ford tsnpper

Capt. H.

GULF STREAM.

(

and all Florida poll
Ne. 3.-9. :w a. n dailv (except Sunday) via limited
express to Washi glon^ and thence as" bv Schedule
No. 3
Pullman Parlor Cos New
I

CHAMPION.

CITY OF ATLANTA.

Liberal Discount to the Trade.

VICTORIODS INVENTION.

A.

BREECH LOADING

"THE BERMUDAS."
"VTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-

GUNS

_UN FUL Winter

Resort, is reached in seventy
hoars from Nen Yoik, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
tempcratare of about "it".

Kinds.
Paper.

Imolements,
New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Ber-uda with
steamers for S
Thomas and West Indies. For
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBRIDGE,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
DecJl-ly.
ger travel, are dispatched from

Dccl4-'y

FERNANDINA,
MANSION A HOUSE, bouse,
most

atFlorida.
rjrsl-class
at the
An ocean beach
Iraciive winter resoit in the South
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
Deer in the Ueach hammock, snipe, rail and duck in
countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by rail and steamer with the North.
Sept?-?m.
M. W. Downie. Proprietor.

.

The steamers
.

ah

,i

'

.

,.i

of this line reach
n"

Hi.'

Cotnudious

try.

-hiji

I

some

fi-.il

MATERIALS OP ALL KlflHS, CARTKIDGE VESTS. COATS A i\D BELTS, FLA8KS,
POUCHES, AtVD AMMDKITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IS MY Lli\E FOR

ALBO, «Ui\

BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICKS.

LYMAN'iS

PATENT

^perfumcti's (§oods.

[|

Cobb's

he

Peninsula. City Point
James river, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainons
country of Virginia. Tennessee, eic. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday: Delawan
steamers Mouoay and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full infor
matfon given at office, 197 Greenwich street. New
I

nncl

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR

of the finest

i.ciiiin? in Mi.

n.

for Chincoteague,

direct

and points on

Brass

botli

SAVE LARQE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING VUN8& RIFLES VERY CHEAP

OLD DOMINION LINE.
island,

C»rtx*iclg»*eis.

ts!G>

G

I

OLD

F THE

SHIRT.

«enSSty

York.

TO SPORTSMEN:

Ithamar
THE PENNSYLVANIA
Bespectfii!|..

328

He ittcution to the

a

Superior I^ticilitie.^
afforded by their lints for reaching most of the

TROT-

jNG PARKS

Middh

States.

These

COURSES

and K.YCi,
lir.H-i

.

ii-,2

.

the'smooiii

PORTED
The

in

the

ONTTNI UIJSFKOMAL1

'

l.i.

:

Fulton St.,

THE

1

IMPORT.i?.

Bois,

ii

CSMPTf

R. R.

Popular

mar en.

-

...itiesandaan

TO BE TRANS

01 IE

A

ElegantSearfs

without failure or injury.

lines of

Company

The Pennsylvania Railroad

From 50

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
New

Pennsylvania and

in

TICKETS

sold at rle
all the principal cities to
r.r-

EXCURSION

Jersey.

tnlici-s

of the

Companyin

KANE, RENOVA, BED
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MlNNEyUA, and

other well known center! foi
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooiiug, und

vr.ed for t'-ALT

_J

D. N. BOYD, Jr., Gcn'l Pass. Agent.
feh!7 tf
fBAKK Thompsok. fien'l Manager.

For

IN nss-uixt,

A Famous
lit,

IN".

Winter

1?.

Blustrated Nassau Guide fur-

Murray, Ferris
£2

&

Co.,*Agents,

fejoutb atreet,

Hicll

Loading

ier
:

in

K them.

I

i

with Reversible
nnd Creasing Cylinder.

Price, $2.50.

WILLIAM

Aiso the "Hold Fast"

Price,
all

gnu

MM,

Office in

New York

ETJSHTON'S

shell exitactor.

Address

HUNTING

W. B. HALL,
Lancaster, J?».
mar8

ll

Conn

32 Cortland street.

Fenner's Portable Boat

75 Cents.

dealers.

Patentee,
Micltlleneia,

IK.
For Sale by

backward, pulling in tlie same
than wiih auy ether oar. The boatman n
walking. Tlie oars can be shipped in.sti
This oar is esptc all,, adapted

ltd instead of

Extractor,

Resort.

*ud;ii.

Trip only 48 hoars.
nished.

and

Hunting

HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
NEW JERSEY COAST
WATER SPORT AFTER JFXF
_

AND FEATHER.

Bill!

Improved Climax Greaser, Loader, Cnp-Kxpetter

Revolution in Boating.

Willi Ihis rowing ^ear the o
ordiniuy oars, Tlie stroke is lo
effort in steering thau in directi
ttiem upon the gunwale of boat
pleasure boating, and is indi-spen^iblu in dnck

& PLEASURE

BOATS.

Combine BEAUTY. STRENGTH and STEADIThe LIGHTEST sporting boat in the «orld.

NESS.

Weiftht, SB pounds and upward. Will carry tv.o to
Cedar siding, oak keel,
four persons and baegace.
stems, etc. (do cot fold up). Also CANOJTS, weight
J. H. HU8HTON, Manafacturer, CrutU5 ported*
gepU-fin.
ton, St. I^wrenceCoumy.H. Y.

Meets the denrand of »port-iii"ii for a boa" which is
light and compact, lo curry ea.-ily and (juickl.v mai'e
iiic ttaier,
ptrona, stuady. Dol«eli»«.
rirauelit, anil t-f the form be-t aflap Ml ti
arle for

for

o$«0.

Nci

'

pint

for

—

of

lieht

n; pa

.', and welgbja 35 pounds.
Uolnerton & Jieemer's. New York, and Brsdfortl
Authonv's, Bobiop.
Address C, A. FENNKK.
»a#4 8h»
Klver,
Myetic
Ct.

at

&

.

'

Forest and stream.

76
§}!or fsmen's $(wlx,

j$ubUqa.tinti£.

L

100,000 Agents Wanted!

WORK FOR ALL
subscription b

ioI

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

I

.

e

•ear.

MANI'PACniREBS AND IMrOnTERS OP
Flow Breech-LondtTig Uuns, Fishing Tackle and

Cnumlng
The Hollmrton Kly

Ten.*, .mil

boo.

A

trated.
It is the most fascinating Biography published In years.
It contains a full account of al. his
5d.
VVEhT
treat Indian fields.
PACIFIC COAST, being a trip of over
AftD 'I
15.UO0 miles by Geu'l J. F. Rusling, taken by order of
the United Slat..-? Government
It is elesnntly illustrated,
wonderful and exciting trip. Prices very
reasonable Every one can make monev selling these

SHELDON

St.,

Y.

It,

every description, including

BY

Brceeh Loaders.

Baker's

Three-Bnrrel Huns.

Powder

Knv's ( oueentralors.
The fJuss lievimiiiK Cartridge Belt.
Honrf'sniid Pi'imrt'i Portable Boots
lrn A. Pnlne's Glass ball trap and Glass balls.
II b. Leonard's Spill Bamboo Bods.
Tliad Morris- Greenhart and Split Ilainbno llods.
Sara .1 Mellriile's Stimdard Artlfleinl Flies.
Holbnrtun'a Ulaek Bass tiles for casting with a
light rod.

New styles with water-proof
and hard soles.
Hart's Metal Shell. Eleys Straw colored bhells
per I Oil. OOcts
Eaton's celebrated Bust Preventer nnd Lubrientor.
Sportsmen will find the atiove worth trying us
preventot of rust and leading; no mercury.
Mpratt's English Dog Biscuits. Thomson's and
Good's Moccasins.

E. R.

WALLACE.

The Only Complete Guide
the North Woods.

instructions embrace everything that can be desired. Taking :t all In all.it is the most complete
book that has been published on the Adirondack^
not excepting even my own— /Jon. J. T. Jlmdktj.
1 regard your "Descriptive Guide"audtke"Appendi:c"
-ful nay, indi-pensable, manual for tourists to that wonderful Wilderness.
tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your "Guide" asan important, useful,
and timely publication.— llemon J. Losslng.
Itimhe o/i'i/ thing of the kind that has yet been published— the very iI'iiiil: that ha:- been so long wanted
and wailed for. Ali'rt d II. or/-. <.r, Author of -'Woods

A

—

(by

Aug

price, $2.

Chatham

17

street,

N. Y.

CItv.

i

By CHARLES ilALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THB FISHING TO0RIST.

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins

Published by Forest aud Stream Pub-

easy to the feet. Four difstyles.
Prices to
suit the times.
Send for
illustrated circular and

(Successor to Frank Good).
P. O. Box Si 8 Dover, "N

list.

Holberton

&

Beemer, lfK Naaaau

-MARTINS
II

N.

St.,

lishing' Co.,

No. 17

CHATHAM STHEET, NEW YORK,

And

for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post^
age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica-

Y., Agents.

optimus:
AHD

It A M M E R
m eiallic shells. A
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shingles it fills np tbo holes and pores,
and gives a new substantial roof that will last for
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places, and keeps them there. It tills up all holes In
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For forest and Stream.

Dost bid

Thoa

could not go.

COG INCH AUG*.
SEAEKLING,

rippling, glancing along,

Hiding thy face the sweet grasses among.
Foaming o'er pebbles halting thy sweep
In darkling pellncidnees softly to sleep,
Purling through meadows, 'mid alder and bog—
What are thy treasures? O fair Coginchaugl

me reveal them? Alack thou'rt unkind,
ever wer't fickle and mem'rv do»t mind
That tho' thou hast jewels resplendent and rare,
Thoa giv'st them not forth to all v. ho would dare.
Yet fain would I test thee thou miserly elf,
And pluck from thy bosom such portion of pelf
As well would bedeck me, yet leave In thy store
Enough— and enough

is plenty, no more.
and tbou, placid pool,
answer in depths clear and cool.
Dost trifle? Pray where from thy matchless parure
Such a bubble did'st pluck; a rare Kohinoor
Thou'st sent to my cast in yon sad-eyed lout,
Bespeckled? I grant thee; belegged all about,
With a hou^e on his back and a sneer on his fuce,
Bewrinkled and sallow, beieft or all grace,

So
\

will I try thee,

Leld

mo

first

A beggar in armor— but ne'er with the myrtle
Dost thou crown as King the vagabond turtle
Tauntingly ripples thy current along,

I

Telling the birches in thy song,
Whisp'ring low to chestnut and pine,
Bathing the fallen oak tree's chine;
mocking river well dost thou prove
faithful to treasures thou truly dost love.
Yet will I try thee with more patient skill

Nor minnow nor red-tin can conquer the will
Thou testest so sorely; each obstacle bends
But more strongly intent thou rankest ameuds.
know that the years since thou last met my eyes
Have robbed thee of many a coveted prize;
Have taken perchance all thy gold, and in place
1

Left nothing but farthing like turtles and dace;
Rethink me, yon low-bendiug willow, whose crest
Dost dip thee a curt'sy more deep than the rest.
Whose roots and whose brow thou dost softly embrace,
Whose leafletu thou waltzed away in a race
As merry as shallops a-sailing the sea,
But giitn, grizzled wurder of thine inay'st be!
Curve til. e thy supple arms closer to hide
Th' embubbled depths thou hast made thy bride;
willow thou seek'st to ensua-e
Bravely
My bonny brown hackle so dainty and rare;
tienlly it lloats on thy bosom, O streaml
Softly— a rush, and a dart, and a gleam,
One moment of spectrum-like hues all attain,
A tug which electrifies sinew and brain;
A whirr from the drowsing reel awakened from sleep,
Ha, hal I have hooked thee from out the dim keep
Where thou bid'st thy royally sternly apart;
Sob on thou streaml for thy very heart
Doth seem to be pulsing along the staunch line,
The supple rod answering each throb of thine.
I

Quivering aud beautiful, crimson and gold,
Like molten silver tbou yieldest thy hold
From the cool sparkling waters, and gently dost lie
Exhausted at last 'mid the daisies, to die.
Moaning, weeping, sighing along,
Hiding thy face the sweet grasses among,
Fragrant spring violets driukiug thy tears,
Clover and maiden- hair soothing thy fears,
Wearied thou sinkest to sleep 'neath yon log,
And I have thy treasured, O fair Coginchaugl
York, Feb. Voth, 1877.
Wkdwobiii Wads-worth.

It was just such a day as you would choose to go to a
A light rain had fallen the evening before, followed
by a clear night and a glorious sunrise. It was not so cold
as to keep the birds from stirring early; the air was damp
enough to hold the scent, and there was a ghost of a breeze,
just sufficient to carry it to the dogs noses.
How gayly
they romped and gamboled until we got to the first field,
and they tettled down to work. W. took one side with
Lou; I the other with the pointers. "Hie away good
dogs," and over the fence they go, while I ride along outside.
The field was full of peas, and two full coveys
raised in it. As Kate was going at full speed across the
rows she got the wind from a covey turned at a right angle
from her course, galloped slowly a few yards, came down
to a crouching trot, and I then stopped rigid and motionless.
Don saw and backed her. Dismounting, I approached them from the side next the wood, in order to
make the birds fly in the opposite direction; but they were
too sharp for that.
When I got to within twenty yards
they rose in a bunch, and came square at me. I fired
"into the browu of 'em" as they came on, and never
touched a bird; one rose high on the right. I tried to
follow and cover him, but he swerved swiftly to the right,
and I missed him full two feet. They went down in the
woods among the black jack saplings, where only Jeem's,
the pious, could have made any headway shooting them.
After shooting off brush enough to make a small fire without killing a bird, I blew my whistle and retired in disgust.
Meanwhile W. had struck a covey at the other side of the
field, and was skiirnishiug away quite lively, and when we
met he had bagged six birds. "How many have you got?"
he asked. "Narry quail." "What the deuce were you
shooting at then V" "My dear boy, I have got so rattled

that I could not hit an elephant with a inilraikvse."
"You
better go home then."
"You be hanged, if I don't

had

you to-day I'll pay for the champagne." The next
field, we went in a-foot, and passed through without findinfi a bird.
Just outside the dogs all came to a stand.
We went up, and the birds rose; four or five crowded tobeat

gether in flying through a hole in the hedge. I cut away
at the bunch, and I dropped two; turned and winged
another with the other barrel. Part of the covey rising
high, flew back over W. he put in both barrels without
getting a bird.
;

W. went back

into the field after part of the covey, aud
I followed those that went down in the wood; they lay

A

well in the leaves, and I got two more.
man in a field
beyond, called to me, that he had flushed a large covey
that went into a swale nearby; there in the thick grass
they lay like stones, and seven more were added to my bag.

made

three consecutive double shots, bagging both birds
One that was winged got away, and one I
mused— a plain shot by being to confident, and conse-

each time.

§ml

ghaating

in

^im^l
For Forest and Stream.

WE

commenced the new year on a clean page. The
snow lay white and untrodden as far as the eye
could reach— a shroud lor the old year, a robe for the new.
In fact, there were four snows on the ground
accumulated depth being full fourteen inches.

at once, the
This is the
deepest snow-fall, in this region, within the memory of the
oldest inhabitant or any other man,
As we can't find the
way to the north pole, it is working its way towards us.
Sleighs were improvised, and for the first time the merry

—

bells were heard in Corinthian streets.
While it brought
gladness to the hearts of the girls and boys, it saddened
the sportsman's heart to see the destruction wrought on all
kinds of game. Quails were trapped by the hundred, and
were tracked up in the snow, and shot huddled together in
fence corners and by the sides of logs, by the merciless pothunters.
Their accustomed food was huried so deeply
that they could not reach it, and many perished from
starvation.
How any survived, through three weeks of
cold and hunger, only He knows who cares for the young
raven.
had the prospect for the best year for quail shooting
since 1870 but about the middle of December the weather

We

j

—

quently careless. W. bagged three from the part of the
covey he followed. The dogs worked well together on
coveys— but did not do so well on single birds— so we
shot apart as much as possible. At the next field the
setter ran two close on a covey and flushed.
W., wishing
to mark them down, ran at top speed to see them over a
hi!; while going at a two-twenty gait his foot was caught
in a forked limb, and he got the highest, longest, aud
hardest fall on record. His gun went boomerangiug
ahead of him, and a hal full of shells were dumped lrom
his rear pocket.
Now, W., is a sort of pious man, and reads the Bible
before Balzac and Boccaccio, but when he rose up and
saw me leaning against a tree to keep from falling, and
ready to burst with suppressed laughter, he indulged in
some remarks that may have been what some fellows
calls "Nervous Saxon," but it sounded to mo powerfully
"cussin ." This covey took refuge in a four-acre briar
patch, and we did not score a bird.
The next field was. a famous place for quail, and we
had gone but a short distance into it, the dogs all going
close together at top speed.
All at once they were struck
1

stiff

by
"A

1

On

1T Vhslbfim

St. {City

J

Hall Hqr.

fc.

violets diffused, while soft she hears

Her panting shepherd

stealing to het arms."

They move grouped in a manner that seems splendid,
and would have made a picture worthy the canvas of
painter.
We admired the graceful attitudes of the
dogs a few moments, and then walked up the birds. They
were "huddled," and whirr-r-r, they flew, in every direction, like fragments of a bursting shell.
One old cock
after trying to fly into my gun muzzles rocketed square
up about twenty feet, and then went off behind me, down
wind, as if he had been shot from a cannon by the time I
followed him up, and over and down, and straight away
he was nearly out of gun shot, but I cut away at him, and
the force of the ehot, together with the impetus of his
flight, dashed him against a tree as if he had been thrown
at it.
By the time I recovered and began to look around
for another bird, they weie all clean gone.
W. got in
two barrels aud scored one bird. The others must have
flown clear out of the township, as we saw them "never
more."
It being now noon, we sat down by a brook to rest and

any

—

—

fie'd.

I
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suddenly grew extremely cold, and at Christmas the snow
commenced falling, and has just now disappeared; the
birds are so poor that they can scarcely fly, and it would
be murder in the first degree to shoot them. But we have
had some glorious days in the field, for which we thank
the good Saint Hubert.
Of one of these days I shall tell
you.
My friend W. and I started early with Don, Kate
and Lou, old Nora having maternal duties to attend to

\

mm
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potent gale, delicious as the breath
to the lore-alck sBeppordcsa

Qt maid,

'

refresh ourselves.

After slaking our

thirst

with a drink

from the brook, we took a small pull at our flask of "Melwood," and spread our lunch— some bread and pickles,
hard boiled eggs, cold fo"fi, and a couple of cylinders of
deviled ham— none of the minced abominations from a
tin can with a red "Bad Man" on it, with a harpoon tail
but the genuine home-made. After satisfying our appetites, we threw the remains of the lunch to the dogs, lit
our pipes, and proceeded to spread ourselves in the thick

As we lay there, in all the jolly insonciance of
the true sportsman, with ihe blight sunlight streaming
over us our dogs at our feet— and the prospect of a glorisedge-grass.

—

ous afternoon sport in store lor us. What cared we for
high taxes, or short ciops, or low prices, or bankrupt notices, or returning boards or bulidozeis?

But our pipes are out, and mounting we ride for the
Farmington. Quail love those field, full of corn
and peas, and sorghum, with splendid cover all around,
and soon we had three coveys scattered, and marked down
in the swale, below the old grave yard— but the briars and
grass are very high and dense, and the dogs are not much
service except to retrieve the dead and wounded and we
have to put into service Guido's favorite single-bird dog.
fields at

—

A nurobet nine boot, albeit ours is not quite up to his
standard in point of size. However, we made it hot for
-Robert for a while, and secured a fair average of shots.
We had about exhausted the birds, and I was standing
waist deep in the grass, looking at the tall oaks above the
old grave yards, thinking of the time when I hud heard
the shot aud shell hissing over them when Blue aud
Gray met here in fratricidal conflict. My musings were
cut short by "Mark Crane," ftom W. Now I will not
say that he don't know a "Heron from a Hernshaw," but
1 will say that he did not know a heron from a crane
for
it was a heron
and he came slowly flying on high in air,
his broad wings lazily flapping, and his long bill standingout in front like the bowsprit of a schooner. Ho was
coming directly over me, and I concluded to try aud rattle
a few shot against his wings.
Drawing ahead of him 1
fired; he veeied off slightly, and went on without alteriug
his motions in the least.
He flew on a hundred yards,
wavered, beat the air rapidly, then bending down his
wings, holding them perfectly rigid, he sailed slowly ou
lower aud lower, aud came to the ground three hundred
yards away. It waj a remarkably long shot, one leg
broken, and several shots in the body.

—

—

What a blight, eagie-like eye they have; what beautifully
mottled wings; what a preposterously long ueck and short
tail, and how admirably is that long bill suited to the purpose for which it was made. This was the first dead heron
I ever saw, though I have seen their breeding places
rookeiies on White river, where thousandsof young were

—

i eared.

would consume too much space

to tell you of all the
reBtof the afternoon's sport; of how Don and Kate, coming
together through an opening in the old earth works, run
up so close on a covey that the hot scent curled Kale up
It

a capital C, and knocked Don square on to his
haunches; of how many coveys we scattered in the sedgewhere not a bush obstructed the hissing shot.
Just before sunset the dogs found the last covey, but it
was in a rough place. The last shot I fired, an old cock
got up between me and the sun. I tried to hold on him,
but he looked as big as a turkey gobbler. I shot any way,
aud the last I saw of him he waB steering like the Indian
like

grass,

—
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Had

Hiawatha, square iuto the setting sun.
I would hare tied AV.

1 bagged

him

As we rode homo we came

to a

who had been
too muck tangle

into town, and had taken on a "Icetle
foot;" in fact, he was so drunk that he had to hold on to
the grass to keep from rolling off; his comrade appealed lo
us to help him get him up on his horso. At this moment
Kate came up, and the more sober of the two, looking at
her, said, "Well, I swear that is the pootiest hound I ever
saw." "Hound! said the slewed fellow, "Hound!" Wily,

you derned mutton head,

that's

no hound,

it's

one of these

Gdvon.

minting setters."
January, 1877,

For Forest and Stream.

CHRISTMAS WITH A LIFE-BOAT CREW.

W

having
the sailing master of the yacht
obtained the captaiucy of the Life-boat station near
Fire Island Light, wrote me saying they were having fine
,

sport

now on

the bay, and that

if I

desired to join

the holidays, he could accommodate

good harpoon and line, that ar' whale would be in barrel
before long, and we, a couple of thousand in pocket!"

We had^iutended

fellow

me

,

them

for

very comfortably.

Being fond of shooting, it may readily be imagined I was
not long making up my mind to accept this tempting inviAccordingly, just so soon as our college duties
tation.
•were over, I packed up my traps, and squared away for
waiting for me at
Bay Whore, L. I., where I found L
the depot as had been previously arranged.
The bay was almost entirely frozen over; but the ice,
however, was barely thick enough to support the weight of
had brought with him one of his crew, and
a man. L
we three were to make the passage of seven miles to the
boat-house, on this unpleasantly delicate foundation. We
had for our journey, one of those boats made famous by
the voyage of Mr. Bishop down the Mississippi, and known
to the frequenters of the bays along our coast, as the "Barnegat sneak boat." Into this little craft, 1 immediately
being the lightest
deposited my gun and bundles. L
of the party, fastened the end of the long "painter" around
his shoulders, and armed with an ice spear, took the lead,
the man and myself following, holding on to the rope and
dragging the boat, each carrying at the same time, an oar
in case he should break through the ice. We must have
looked very much like a young Arctic expedition striking
out for the Pole.
After traveling for about five miles in this way, the ice
began to grow so thin it would no longer bear us, and our
boat breaking through, was the signal for all hands to
placing himself in the bow to break the
jump in, L
passage; we were then, however, but a short distance to
Cleat water. Finally, we reached the shore.
gave me a general
After entering the boat-house L
introduction to the crew. And here let me say, a tine set
looking
equal
to any emerto
be,
seemed
of fellows they
then Jed me to the dormitory, where he
gency. L
showed me my berth, neatly made up with nicewhite linen.
As 1 presume all my readers have seeu the model "Lifeboat House" at the Centennial, I shall not attempt a description; suffice it to say, Station No. 2a is quite equal to
that in its equipments, and the neat manner in which it is

going

off

to

shoot early the next day,

Christmas, but the morning proved snowy, and we were
compelled to remain in, very much against our inclinations.
However, towards noon, the weather cleared off nicely,
aud L
proposed a swim in the Boyton suits, in which
I readily acquiesced, and with the assistance of the crew,
we were soon arrayed in our armor, and a funny spectacle
we presented after we were blown up! but nothing daunted, we took up our Esquimaux paddles and stepped off
into the surf which was at that time running very high;
we found little difficulty, however, in getting beyond the
breakers, the buoyancy of the suit keeping us high above
water. It was almost like being on a feather bed. After
,

in this way for a good half hour, we returned to the house, and on removing our suits, we found
our clothes perfectly dry, not a drop of water having entered, aud so far from being cold, I found myself all in a
glow. I presume we might have remained in the water
several hours without the slightest inconvenience.
In the
evening, we went again to the point, shot quite a number
of ducks, mostly pin-tails.
It was long after dark before we left the grounds.
The
men went round by the boat, but as I preferred walking, I
sauntered leisurely to the house, with my gun on my
shoulder, though by this time the night vms pitchy dark.
When within about a hundred yards of our abode I heard
a sound in the Southwest, I soon made up my mind something was coming, but what it was, I could not see.
Neither barrels of my gun being loaded, I hastened to put
in a cartridge, and very soon the something, seemed to be
passing over my head, judging from the sounds, I fired, when
down dropped a fat brant nearly at my feet.
For two days after that, we had very fair sport, but the
weather setting in for a severe storm, which might detain
me for a week or more on the island, I concluded to turn
my face toward home, rather than run the risk of one of
those dreadful little family talks with our estimable
Provost.
Early Thursday morning L-— roused me with the pleasing intelligence that it was an excellent day for ducks.
I
hurried up my toilet as fast as I could by the light of a
llickeiing lamp, and pulling over my clothes a suit of Oilskins, we started for the ducking ground, and truly a
good day for ducks we found it; I never in my life saw
so many flocks. In a very little while we had bagged over
forty.
After which, returning to the Life-Saving Station
and I
for breakfast, and bidding adieu to the crew, L
put oil' for Bay Shore. As the ice in the bay was by this
time pretty well broken up, owing to tho change in the
weather, we were able nearly to reach Long Island shore
without much difficulty, and there, after thanking L
for the pleasant time I had enjoyed, and for his kindness,
I took my leave, but long will I remember with delight the
Christmas holiday of 1870, with the Life-boat crew near
H. L. W.
Fire Island.

amusing ourselves

—

.

-«»»
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THE "SAN

GABRIEL, NARRKRS."

kept.

Late in the afternoon the light-house-kecper dropped in,
and siguified his intention of going to the point to shoot,
aud asked, if the "Captain" would join him? I answered
that "I would like nothing better." We immediately set
off, and had not more than comfortably settled ourselves
Almost every
at our station, when the ducks began to fly.
flock, following the shore, passed near us, so, that for a
short time, we had lively work. My Parker gun, which 1
then used for the first time, I was dulighted with. The
breech action is perfect and it shoots as strong, and as accurately as any high price English gun 1 have ever seen.
Having had a hard day's work, I retired early, and had
a good night's rest notwithstanding that I was awakened

every time the watches were called. The first watch was
to 11:20, the second, from 11:20 to 2:40, then from
2:40 to 6 o'clock. In each watch, a man starts from the
station to meet the man from the next station; they interchange names, and the meeting is recorded in the log. At

from 8

Newfoundland dog
I'must uot fail to make honorable
mention, as he is quite an impoitant character there. He
.-sleeps a good deal during the day, but at night, he goes out
with every watch, making himself useful in the way of
carrying the lantern, or basket, or running back miles for
any article that may have been dropped.
The following day was Sunday, and I was much pleased
to see how well the day was observed by these rough men,
not a gun was fired, noragameof cards or dominos played.
In the afternoon, 1 walked to the Light-house and
ascended the tower. As the atmosphere was unusualy clear,
1 had a beautiful view of the bay and coast. While looking toward Long Island, Billie Pearson, an old harpoouer,
"who had put his iron in many a mammoth of the deep,
suddenly cried out, "Theic she blowsl" You may be certain, I was not long getting round to his side of the tower,
and there, sure enough, full in sight, and not far from
shore, was a great "Right Whale," evidently having a good
time generally. Every now and then he would send up a
column of water that would have done credit to an leelaud Qeyser; then, he would dive down, throwing up his
huge tail. All this continued until he was out of sight.
W'e estimated that he must have been between sixty and
this station,

named

No.

Lion, of

28, there is a large

whom

seventy feet in length. A little farther off, we descried
another whale, apparently smaller than the first. Both
were going westward. Billie was nearly wild with eagerness to be at them, and -was heard to say, "fX I only liatj a

BY EL CAZADOB.
boys got to bothering me Hie other night
'em a grizzly story, and one smallish kind of
chap, a pilgrim with gold spectacles, asked me if 1 bed ever
see a "ursus horrybillis (meaniu' a bar) in his congeenyol
wiles," answering to which 1 told him the following, and

SOME of the
to

tell

the others listened:

When me

an Tejunga was prospecting the wet far above

the San Gabriel narrers, we camped
canyon nigh to the Sheep Rocks; where we oupacked our
burros thar was a little clear place about thirty yards wide,
with green grass in it, an tall bresh an trees all aroun it.
The cauyon ar not wide to speak ov, an ar deep, with steep,
high walls, except one long, low ridge running down from
Big Pine Mountain. The nite wur black es a coal mine,
an a feller down in that canyon looking up towards the fur
off skymite a thought easy he wur in the bottom ov a
well with the histin rope missing. Bar tracks wus quite
frequent, the leetlest no smaller than a f ryin pan, an some

the

first

nite

in the

When bar tracks is fresh
as you rollers ov um up, its pulfeckly
they duz increese in size. We kinder hated to camp thar ihey wus so durn fresh an numerous, but
It
traveling arter nite in that canyon ain't to be done.

of

um

an

gittin fresher

bigger than a cart wheel.

astonishing

how

got cloudy, an a big, thick cloud Hopped itself down like
Maybe it
a blanket crost the narrer top ov the canyon.
tied
thought we mite fly out ef it didn't shet us in.
the
river,
towards
thecieneja
of
side
up
on
the
two burros

We

hobbled the pochy Jinny (pochy means bob-tailed) an
turned hur loose, made a little fire in the open, eat supper
ov sap an meat (sap is biled flour with sugar, wheu you've
got it), an turned in to sleep. Boze was terribul bheasy,
an kept biistliu and growlin an goin out towards the anneinakand smellin round, and fiuerly kummiu back to the
blankets would'nt go to sleep, but kept sittin up an watchArter a
in an tryin lo keep me awake by lickin my face.
while the fire burned down. 1 remember thinkiu mou't be
sich a little fire felt lonesome in sick a dark nite. Tejunga
wus snoreiu peaceful and reglar. I wus sliden into a easy
sleep, comfortable as a houn pup arter a good dinner, kud
jest about half hear the pochy Jinny croppin the grass, an
a muskeeter buzzin a long way off; even the river seemed
goin to sleep, and to slide easy and lazy-like over the rocks.
So a sudden Boze stuck his cold nose in my face, guv a
growl in gwd. earnest, an. dashed into the bresa, Then

the canyon

woke up in a minit; Bich a growlin, griinlin an
snortin, brakin of bresh and chargiu aroun, you'd a
thought certain a drove of wild hogs was chaigin the
camp. It didn't take me an the old man long to make a
lite if I know it.
At first we thought sure that that bar
wur boun to kum into camp anyhow. Him an ole Boze fit
roun in the bresh powerful while we made up the fire. Arter we got a tolerable good lite Boze wud cum back every
two or three minits to rest, an that thar bar set out thar in
the bresh, from whar he kud see us an we kudn't see him,
and puffed and pawed roun an bit off bresh amaziu. Ole
Boze was puffectly happy; he'd run out thar and worry,
grab a mouthful ov bar, dodge roun in tho bresh till he got
out ov wind, then run into the fire an wag his tail an brag.
The burros wus skeered most to death, specially wheu the
bar worried roun to their side ov the cienega. Pretty soon
the old man got sleepy agin, an savin no bar orter spile a
man's rest, laid down. I turned in too, an tried to keep
the dog quiet, but the bar was too aggravatin by fur, au
arter running the pochy Jinny— who'd broke her hobbles
off into the bresh, kum back an kept on raisin cane au
foolin round.
I spose he'd been used to feed in that cienFiuerly he wus
ega, and thought we wus stealinhis grass.
so durn mean I got mad, slipped outer ths blankets thout
wakin Tejunga, put a fresh cap on my gun, pulled my
knife an six-shooter roun in front ov my belt whar I kud
reach for um handy, an takin the dog by the nek, crawled
on my belly out to the edge ov the biesh, an us nigh the
bar as I kud git thout brakin sticks an makia noise. He'd
always foller the dog to the edge ov the bresh. Well as I
kud guess by the soun ov his breathin ami gruntin he wur
about twenty-five feet off. He smelled powerful bad. I
kudu't see my hand thout holdin ov it up towards the sky,
the nite wus so dark. Bozo wus tremlin all over with lite
an anxiety; I feeled kinder nervous myself. I knocd the
bar wood toller the dog, the dog wood run back to me, an
layin flat as I kud with the gun ready, 1 kud probly shoot
a hole in him somewheres. I sposed he'd run most on top
ov ine arter the dog, stop, snort, and rar up oil eud fote lie
tried to grab me, an thar'd he euuf ov him 'tween the MUZzle and ssy to shoot at.
What wus to foller arter the shot
I didn't know, an ef I lied wudn't a took no such chances.
I wus some younger then than lam now, an terrible brash.
Twarn'tno time for foolin, you bet, an my eyes stuck out
so fur trien to see, that 1 wus leered ov hittin pv gainst a
bush. I turned the dog loose; he didn't heed no sicken.
Thar wasa era? h like a tree falliri as they kum together sum
yelpin and grunlin, then the dog run plum over me an put
Rite behiuo him wus sometlnn like a
for tlie blankets.
solid chunk ov nite moviu; es it leched the muzzle ov the
gun I pulled trigger. The report sounded like a canon.

—

The gun wus jerked

violently oul'n

my

bans, trieu lo roll

way; soinelhiu like a ton ov reek rolled in a hufon lop ov me. Es I scrambled out from under
I went down for my knife, but before I kud use it wus
knocked about ten feet, an rolled agin he ole man, who,
waked up by the gun, bed run out to help me. I pulled my
out'n the
fier

robe

fell

I

shooter, but the pile ov blackness representiu the "Ursis
hecru a terrible
horrybillis" wur doin its last kick in.

We

and rocks rollin goin up the long ridge,
which I've mentioned, an the ole man sed thar must ubin
two ov um. My sholeder hurt awful bad, but I jest riz
up an bag'd one ov um, or two ov um, or a whole corral
I had killed more bar (in
full ov um. What did I kcer?
imaganashun) nor Capen Adams, an ef the cap snapped
nise of bttsh brakin

wud a killed that thar ole
He had tushes an claws a
The ole chiefs
fromaboy.au
myself.

He

hart

lit

I

wus

jest as

lie.

foot

ea-y with

long, uu

my

knife.

weighed a

ton.

too full to speak; he bed rased

knoed he

a piece of

me

proud ov me as 1 did ov
wood, the blaze flickered up

fell

lite

kinder lively. We went to whar I'd shot; thar iav my rifle
an thar, lyiu partly atop ov it, shot Ihrou the bowels an
back, powder burnt on the belly, lade Ikepachy •'

Terrapins.— Perhaps no luxurious

article of food has falDining the rebellion
twenty six dollars pet dozen for
full-sized "diamond backs." If the demand for them would
have continued undiminished up to the present time, they
would now be worth fifty dollars per dozen. For several
years past there have been comparatively few sold, and prices have receded to eighteen dollars. When terrapins measure one inch less than ths regulated size,
en for a "dozen. Young "diamond backs," cows and bulls
mixed, sell as cheap as a dollar aud a-half per dozen. This

len so little in value as the terrapin.

the prevailing price was

variety, which is considered the most palatable ol
rapin family, is principally fouud in the Delaware aud Chesapeake bays, where the water is not thoroughly salt. In the
baysand inlets along the coast, as far south as North !arolina, many are annually taken. Thtty usually frequent water
not over six or eight feet in depth,. and large numbers arc
<

captured in heavy drag-nets. Another common way of takthem is with a pair of long longs, known as "terrapincalm moruing in the fall, after a hard frost, is
clams."
The water, at this time, is peril
usually selected.
and while one man stands at the bow with the tongs in his
hands, another softly propels the boat. The terrapins arc
usually seen on the bottom, slightly covered with mint, and
the cause of the elevation is soon transferred to
Sometimes they are entirely exposed, lying upon their backs,
or only on one side "planied."
A much-prized variety is found in the Juniata river, of
and retails at fourteen dollars per dozen. Another species, lit* common creek and pond terrapin, large
numbers of which are taken from the [Schuylkill and tribA vautaiies, sell at from two to three dollars per dozen.
riety known as the southern terrapin, sent north from Jack-

A

i

sonville, Florida, and oilier Bear
large head, is much inferior in flavor

markably

i

back."

It retails at

four

4<

i

—

—
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FOREST >^0 STREAM.
^ann and

Hffoodland,

Not that the latter is
was suggested some time ago by Appltton-s
the artistic sense.

(garden.

utterances are so often

editorial

BEAUTY

IN ARCHITECTURE.

COUNTRY AND SUBURBAN RESIDENCES— HOUSE BUILDING

AND DECORATING.

THE

thoughts which throng upon

men and women on

the approach of spring are as varied as their tastcsi

pursuits.
"In the
constitutions,
spring," sings the laureate, "a young man's fancy lightly
turns
to the returns to thoughts of love." That of others
alization of some architectural dream, and the building of
a borne wherein to enjoy the beauties of spring and the
other delights of country life, as instinct leads the birds to
habits,

and

favorite

The tishermau's thoughts arc turning to his
and to the time when the hand of the Frost King
The hunter is
Bhall bo lifted from his favorite streams.
anticipating a return to the hunting ground, and is busy
adjusting his shotgun and rifle against the opening of another campaign.
Should it be ashed, "What has the fisherman or the huntAre we to have no more timer lo do with architecture?
ber huts, no more yarns around the camp fire? Are we to
shoot rabbits from our bedroom windows, or stalk the
deer upon our lawns?" The answer is simple. The hut
und camp will remain, hut something requires to be added. Men with the taste and the leisure for out-door
sports are most likely to care ibout the beauty of their
country house. Their constant association willi
nest building.

tackle,

its reproduction.
Then
to desire
leads them
again they occasionally develop a desire to pursue their facombine the enjoyment of

liful

vorite recreation at leisure, lo

79

impossible.

It

Journal, whose

directed to the public

good, that the housetops might be converted into gardens,
hut the recommendation, although of a perfectly practical
nature, was too much of an innovation to be readily acted
upon.
Let us now inquire into the principles, different from
any of these, bearing upon the country houses we have in
view. After visiting the Duomo at Florence, and the
Spanish Chapel in the same city, Mr. fiuskiu generalizes
in this strain:
"The glory of architecture is to be whatever you wish it to be— lovely, or grand, or comfortable
on such terras aa it can easily obtain." So far most readers
When be goes further and says that
will agree with him.
"beauty is given by the relation of parts, size by their
comparison," our assent is less hearty, by reason of the limitation implied in the terms of the rule.
All architectural
beauty is relative. On viewing an interior we necessarily
have regard to the relation of the parts to each other. The
beauty of an exterior is very often relative to its situation
and surroundings. A house being a place to live in, and
not only to be admired on the inside or from the outside,
beauty not related to convenience is a mere mockery. The
point is one to be insisted on, as fashion has invaded even
the domain of architecture, and men manifest a desire for
a fashionable style of house, as they would for a stylish
coat— a thing to be discarded when the next whim seizes
The subject must, therefore, be
the inventors of modes.
looked at from two points of view— that of internal harmony, and that of external haimony. The former is produced whenever convenience is sufficiently studied. It is
the harmonv hetweeu the thing and its purpose.
To follow fashion is to destroy or impair this harmony by insisl-

might be modified,

if

necessary, to suit location.

If,

for

example, a cottage is wanted, say in Florida, for occupation during a few months in each year, the Swiss Gothic
cottage, or that shown in the second engraviug might be
adopted.
Such cottages cost from $2,000 to $2,500. The
interior of the Swiss cottage is admirably arranged.
To
the left of the door, entering from the piazea, is a "study'
measuring eight feet square, and lighted by two of five
windows to the left of the elevation shown in the view.
The other three Hght a parlor twelve feet by thirteen, and
connected with it by a folding-door is a dining-room of
nearly equal size. The kitchen and pantries occupy the extension to the right. The study is the place for fishing

m

L.

L
gear and guus, being easily accessible from the outside,
and opening also into the parlor. This arrangement could
be carried out without violently wrenching its name, since
there excursions would be planned, and there, also, amidst
the fumes of the "fragrant weed," would be digested
and studied the materials for the owner's communications
to Forest and Stream.
On the second story are four
bed-rooms, and in the attic a large central bed-room of
thirteen feet by fourteen for the children.
In our secis a chamber eight feet by thirteen for a study,
a large parlor or dining-room fourteen feet by seventeen,
and a kitchen. The second story has three chambers of

ond cottage

the same size and arrangement as those below. In this
cottage the study has the advantage of being directly acfrom either front or rear. The other has a corresponding advantage in the greater variety of its rooms. No
cessible

two are exactly alike, and the second story is entirely diffrom thefir8t. It is, in fact, a house which it would
take a longer time to become thoroughly acquainted with.
In either dwelling a sportsman might endure existence
without murmuring, always provided sport is good and
ferent

game plentiful.
The style to be chosen must, however, be determined in
It is alall cases by requirement, scenery, and situation.
ways advisable, when possible, to combine beauty and utility. The external harmony to which we referred above is that
and the ground on which it
There are houses which seem to have grown on
do they nestle amidst the trees or
shrubs, and so perfectly do they harmonize with the tones
There are others which stand out in continual
of nature.
protest against the taste which planted them, where they
can never he anything but a discord in the landscape.
What produces this harmony? Is it lofty turrets or wide
piazzas; or large windows or porched doorways, or what
else? We can only answer that it consists in no single oneof theui. The air pervading the house of human beings
with sensibilities and affections, and we might add, with
common sense, differs vastly from that surrounding the
garish edifice of the lover of mere style. If we come to
existing between the house
stands.

their sites, so lovingly

playing the kingly salmon with that of contemplation, and
not to take all fish and game while they— the sportsmen
are "on the wing." Hence comes the desire to build a
house near the most admired section of his terrestrial happy
hunting ground. It may be in Florida, or Maine, or on the
Pacific slope that he wishes to build a home in or near
some vast wilderness or "fish-furrowed stream." There
alone can he obtain his heart's desire in the form of a
dwelling-place. In the city, even with boundless wealth,
he is condemned to live in a parallelopipedon of bricks,
-with other rectangular boxes on either side.
There he
lives for convenience; in the country he would enjoy existence in a home constructed upon his own plans, and built
to suit his

owu

purposes.

ing upon small windows, the absence of verandahs, thin,
spear-like chimneys, or something equally monstrous

and

—

There are houses old family
Europe, to which an occasional wing has
been added, as centuries rolled past and developed the ne-

destructive

mansions

of comfort.

—in

cessities of the proprietors.

that of convenience,
ities

and

if

What was their rule? Simply
there happened to be incongruis generally found to he

of style, the result as a whole

charming.

an extreme case, but it illustrates remarkably well the absurdity of the opposite practice, of
sacrificing comfort and personal preference lo the conventionalities of style.
Above all things, therefore, it is eminently desirable that ventilation and temperature should
be kept in mind, and that even at the expense, if neces

This

is

analyze the difference, we shall, in all probability, fiud
that in the latter everything has been sacrificed to fashion
or style, and that in the former everything has been kept
secondary to the health, comfort, and freedom of the inmates. If it be once thoroughly understood that the exigencies of situation transcend the rules of the prosaic
architect, the solution of the problem is very nearly Teached.

When

a few years ago the "Fishing Tourist" gave his
hook to the world, he suggested an idea which can best
be realized in the way here indicated. "Gradually and
completely," ho says, "can we wean our families from the
dissipations, late hours, and unhealthy conventionalisms

'
ir

\

»t fashionable watering-places.
By degrees we shall teach
our wives and daughters to participate in the favorite pastimes of their husbands and sons; for do they not always
take a warm interest in anything that affects us? Do they
not sympathize with our views and plans, and mould their

Of course they do, and in order that the
sous may possess the health and strength of Nimrod, and
pie daughters be something else than fishers of men, take
them to a home where they may enjoy what sportsmen enjoy, and acquire their skill.
Between the residences above referred to and those
tastes to our's?"

known as "suburban," there is a difference, but it is very
The same principles of construction apply to both,
and they have this quality in common: that they are
equally the outcome of a man's individual taste, as distinguished from his chy residence, already sufficiently qualiAway from the city and its interminable rows of mofied.
notonous monstrosities, its stores, and its municipal "piles
stupendous," one is led into an entirely different train of
ideas.
We condemn, without qualification, the average
New York house. It stands with the wrong side uppermost. The cooking is invariably done in the basement,
whence fumes and steam mount through dining-room,
drawing room and bed-rooms, lo the great detriment of the
slight.

occupants, before escaping to the outside world, They
are built with regard to supposed convenience and economy
of space, and make no approach or pretension to gratify

fisSplllfe^
sary, of such decorations as mouldings, carvings

and

gild-

ings.

The
Villas

illustrations

we

give arc taken from

"Woollett'a

and Cottages," "Atwood's Modern American Homeand other works, published by A. J, BicknelKt
New York, to whom those intending to build are

steads,"
Co., of

indebted for

many

valuable publications,

Any of

the styles

Nothing would be more

silly

than

to lose a fine

prospect

because a window at the point whence it could be obtained would be a breach of the architectural proprieties.
Let us suppose again, that the building is to be erected
within hearing of the soothing hum of a waterfall. Would
it not be an abandonment of one of the advantages of the
site, t°

iwrn a dead, wall loits soft melody, because, accord-

,
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ing to an arbitrary dictum, no bedroom or sitting-room
ought to open in that direction? To do so would be to defeat one of the objects of the annual rush from the dingy
city to the bright country.
Everything ought rather to be
done to promote communion between the visitor and the
scene visited, and to leach him to perceive and enjoy all
its beauties of sight and sound under the best auspices, and
rules so framed as lobe incompatible with such enjoyment,
should be summarily thrown aside. Ma»y other points demand decision by a precisely similar standard. What
constitutes

harmonious beauty

in

a house requires

inti-

macy

to be appreciated.
Whenever strict rule is followed,
glance at the house is sufficient to reveal every quality it
That which we prefer must be lived in and
Bludied, and even long occupancy may leave its tenant
under the impression that he is only partially acquainted
with its merits.
Every house does not instil the feeling experienced in a

possesses.

home.

The

destruction of timber, notclassed by horticulturists as ornamental, is one of the greatest manias of
house buildeis. In nine cases out of ten itis belter to build
the house to suit the trees, than to clear a site by their re

The loss sustained by cutting down some maelm or gnarled oak is irreparable, and no man with
a soul worth saving could be guilty of such an enormity,
unless the operation be a necessity of tb° most imr.orniivp
moyal.

jestic

Charles Zeller, Plat bush, for six pots of Lily of the.
Valley, finely grown; to E. Kasold, Brooklyn, N. Y.', for
twelve cut blooms of Camtllias to name; to George Luck,
South Amboy, N. J., for the best twelve bunches ot Azaleas,
and a fine collection of Violets in bunches. Special premiums were awarded to Isaac Buchanan for a very rich collection of rare and beautiful Orchid* (cut blooms), comprising over twelve varieties; to James Riddle, gardner to
Mrs. Brooks, Inwood. N. Y., for a lovely basket each of
Cineraria bloom, East Lothian Slocks and Violets; a beautiful Tree Fern, and two fine specimen Azaleas; to William
Bennett, Flatbush, for six good pots of the lovely Dendrotics; to

of it, winch on the bearing trees is beautifully
with the blossoms; (hen the tiny orange is formed, and all
long the green globe smells, and gets its golden

summer

when November conies. You may eat them ttftet
mat before breakfast or after tea, and they wont, hurt yon.
of any one getting sick in Florid

color

Who ever heard

C D D

oranges.

§mne §ag
GAME
Hares,

bium nobile, Imantophyllum miniatum, Azaleas, and fine
specimens of cut blooms of Carnation/ to Thomas Ascott,
Flatbush, for a collection^ English Primroses; to Thomas
Tait, Port Richmond, S. I., for a fine collection of Echeverias; and to William Ball, Spuytcn Duyvill, N. Y., for
Achyranthes, Say's improved. Special mention was also
made of a lovely plant of Phalaenopm Schillcrianu., ex-

md §nn.

IN SEASON IN MARCH.

brown and

Wild dock,

gray.

geese, brant, &c.

—The first snipe

of the season killed in this vicinity
brought to our office on Monday by our friend
Lengeike of Hoboken.

was

.1

Caft. Bogakdus' Match.—Tomorrow night Capt. Bogardus shoots his great match of skill and end, moire
against time, at Gilraore'a Pardon, in thisciiy.
By the
terms of the match the Captaiu undertakes lo break one
thousand glass balls, thrown from his new pati
within the space of two hours and forty mini

by James M. Paterson, Newark, N. J.; the rare
exhibited by L Roches, Jersey City; /.'<»
gainvillea glabra, and Oncidium luridum gutlatum, exhibited
by S. Henshaw, New Brighton, L. I. A beautiful pot of
Ltiium hvgiflorum, and a flower spathe of the curious
Amorphophallus liiereri, were also deemed worthy of special
notice by the Cnmnn|i™ alroffpfbpr il, P Snpiplv lin* reoBOn
hibited

Iris Susiana.

what

realize

is

to atcoinplisli
this

way we

required in the

way

of dexterity and skill

must be figured down, and
must break, not merely
every four minutes. That

this feat

it

in

find that he
'n

I

If they obstruct a particular view,

kind.

make

a

window somewhere

else,

it

is

heller to

from which the prospect

can be enjoyed.
Another very common error is that of ruthlessly cutting
up the sward into walks. Grass, as a rule, looks better
than gravel, and is less suggestive of the restraint imposed

by many upon

their friends to "keep off the grass." The
green carpet of turf round a house is like the background

of a picture.

and tone, which are effectuby a broad sweep of hard, pebbly, or shellcovered walk. Keep, therefore, all the turf possible, and
the grand myriad-armed trees, lhat there may be a place to
be in shelter and at rest, to listen to the splashing of the
fountains erected on the lawn, and to view the most

to be

proud of its success, as shown
monthly meetings.

the interest mani-

tain will accomplish it we have but little doubt, as there
appears to be nothing practicable with a gun llml is not.
within his powers. He will use Ditmar powder,
that

—The Minnesota Foresty Association has offered to
furnish from three lo five hundred thousand young forest
and cuttings to those who have lost their crops and
are now in danger of losing their limber claims for lack of
money to purchase.

there will be but

noise and no smoke, and as only
to be destroyed, we see no
reason why the ladies should not give the entertainment
the encouragement of their presence
glaBs balls

trees

restful scene in the

world— the clouds

sailing slowly scross

Mandarin,

Fla., Feb. 27th, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
the last of February and vegetation is well warmed
into existence. The blooms have been on the peach and
plum trees for a fortnight or more, and in the woods the
yellow jessamine is dropping its flowers, and violuls are
scattered all over; but a week or more of chilly weather
keeps ihe swollen orange buds closed.
are on the eve
of having the air perfumed so that none can escape its fragrance; each sprig of the orange tree is full of white buds,
and one or two warm days will open to our eyes the pleasant blossoms, and to our nostrils the grateful perfume.
The past season hhs been itn "off" one for oranges; the
trees took a rest and did not yield with their greatest abuuance; it is not unusual for them to do this occasionally.
But look at them this spring. All I have seen are loaded
witn buds and it looks as though thev had got. back to
business again with redoubled vigor. What a tree it. is!
Lone care and attention it must have when small, or it will
not 3o much and most likely will die, but when grown it
repays well Ihe care bestowed, by ils long continued and
It is

their first

third illustration

gives a very fine specimen of the
substantial country residence.
It is noteworthy to the
architect for the following reason, that although enlarged
by the addition of a laundry, dining room, pantries, etc., a

perfect unity of style has been preserved.

was about twenty thousand
sum for a suburban home,

Its entire cost

dollars, not a very extravagant

which any man might be
could suggest improvements on the grounds,
of

proud. We
but instead of remedying an evil, let us now turn to our
last engraving, and admire its unalloyed beauty,
ll illustrates very closely the best properties to which we have re-

The house rests softly amongst the trees, and the
sward running closely up lo the walls, and broken only by
the main approach, is not forbidden ground to ihe inmates.
They appear to be free and at home, and resting upon the
whole place is an air of quietude and enjoyment, very
ferred.

pleasant to contemplate even in a picture.

The New York Horticultural Society

held

its

regu-

monthly meeting ou Tuesday, the 6th ult., at their
rooms, 55 West Thirty-third street. That these meetings
have stirred up those who love horticulture, this meeting
ahuwed by the large attendance, and the interest exhibited
in the plants and flowers before the society, as well as in
Ihe extra interest shown by the competitors themselves to
have their different exhibits only first-class, A very interesting and instructive addres8was delivered by Mr. Augustus Boileau, on the best method of the cultivation,
pruning and training of fruit trees, which was listened
to with marked attention.
Addresses on various subjects
connected with Horticulture are to form a feature of these
monthly reunions, and will doubtless add greatly to their
interest and success. Premiums were awarded as per
schedule, to William C. WUbou, Astoria, L, I,, for thebest
24, 12, and 6 Hyacinths in pots, lo William Bennett, Flatlar

bush, for 6 Azaleas

in f

-

bt> %1 'plants,

but beautiful varie-

"How long does an orange tree livef" I
"As long as a man will, and perhaps
longer, for all I know. Look at these trees; fine specimens
certainly; not many in Ihe country so large.
Here are
three which in a good year yield 16,000 oranges, they were
full grown trees and frozen down in 1835, bin soon picked
11
up again, and have been bearing ever since.
1 have looked at them for six yearB and lime apparently has no effect
abundant yield.
asked a grower.

on them.
It is such a task to raise an orange grove that you comparatively seldom see a large one of old tree; that
is, where there is one large grove there are a host of small
generally needed his land so much for his
crops yielding an immediate return, that he could not afford to give it up for orange trees and wail a half dozen
years for a profitable yield. The Stale needed an immigration of those who could afford thus to wait, and they have
come, and are coming daily.
The best land for orange trees is the "hammock," and if
low, it must be drained or nothing can be done satisfactorily with it.
Give the tree room enough, and sun enough
and it will come on finely. It has been said that orange
trees will do well if set out in the native forest, but mauy
who have tried this find it necessary, under such dense
shade would not seem to be a promising place 10 Cultivate
any kind of a iree unless we concluded that the sun's rays
are of no benefit to plant life.
In the latter part of January the new growth begins to
put out, about the 1st of March there is a shining array

made

10f/i.— Woodcock

iuet,,

and

MABBAfltttJ8BTTS— OoMdtet March lgtt.—Have
ducks this week, and one goose switi

eral flocks of

himself alone

in the pond; also large flocks ol
and robins, and there were some snipe on the meadows the
Ii

I

we

the 10th, but

could

not get on to

lliein.

A

friend Of

mine has a large white owl, caught this winter in a spflugup rabbit trap. A rabbit having been caught, the owl tried
to get it out, and in to doing got his own fool caught.
Be
is now very tame, and will eat and drink from
his hand,
a very different disposition from the large browa owl,
which I found to be impossible lo lame so he would not
Yours, truly,

bile.

Salem, March

Some

1877.

— Have been

at

Ipswich since

Thursday.

hist

Monday, and one Friday night; Russell shot
m.

This

K., Jr.

S.

Villi,

last

day,

black ducks about; Blone killed

i™

i

rather poor, but will be belter soon.
Ducks quite shy. Ice gunning is done for in the "Hundreds," but is yet good in "Fore" river. Gulls numerous
and shy
Saow buntings are not lo be seen, Which, with
other signs, indicates an early spring. Blue birds
a week ago, and red wings. arc along
Snipe grounds are
promising to be in good condition. Game law questions
are uol ytt on "even keel." Yours, etc,
Teal.
a,

is

..

—

Pennsylvania. A correspondent writes us from Lancaster, under date of March 9th, that he noticed
jack snipe B few days since, the only one seen in that
vicinity so far this spring.

Michigan— Detroit, March 9th.—The

ones.

The farmer

March

appearance with us oh Friday, the 2d

were seen to come in large numbers. 'Wilson snipe were
heard from on the 4th inst., but the main part ol
has has not arrived.
Rkd

We

the sky.

little

and not pigeons are

New JbbsBY— TtnQfltt.

It gives softness

ally destroyed

Our

in

fested in its

Btate medal

was

shot for yesterday. In accordance with Ihe English niles,
adopted at a meeting of the Detroit dun Club, each sportsman shot at eleven birds ut thirty yards rise, mid from
Hve ground traps, E. H. Gillrnan won the medal ten lii
RoVJSR.
t well til lime.

Minnesota

—

— Lake

City,

March

—

8th.

— March came

in like

a lion moderated last night now snowing hard. Geese
een us early as the 15th of February; ducks about the
Have just learned that the mallard has remained
25th.
on some of our large rivers all winter— unusual.
D. C. E.
j

Kansas.— A correspondent writes us from Atchison,
Kansas, under date of the 8th inst,, as follows:—
All kinds of game have passed the winter in good shape,
and at the present time chickens and quail are very plenty.

—

FOREST AW) STREAM.
There were but few qnail killed the past Reason, and there
is piomise of an unusual large supply for this falls shooting.
Ducks and geese have been flying very thick for the
and afford fine Bhc-Qiing. Yesterday it rained,
which froze as fust as it fell, and I witnessed something I
iv before.
Gee?e were flying thick, and as their
Wings became coitcd with ice llic> would drop, and could
be picked up by hand, being; perfectly helpless. A large
were caught here in town. The old saying of
"Nut as much courage as a goose," did not work, in this
case, for they Woujd bite aud fight When caught, and exjurage as a bulldog. We have succeeded
BOme amendments lo our game law this winter,
which will he vigorously enforced La this section. Very
little if any game was trapped in ihi s vicinity this winter,
and none shipped, as the pol hunters and trappers were
,

!

afraid of the law.

Yours, truly,

JJ.

K. B.

TENHESBBiE—JPosABi'Ke, March 1th, 1577.— Samuel D. Edmondson, residing in Lawrence county recently killed sev
one shot, and ten at another. (Shame.)
Granville Hensley, livingon Shoal Creek, Lawrence, Co.,
has captured a very large wolf, and keeps it chained in his

eiilccu partridges' at

yard.

The Alan ry County Sportsmen's Club has been reorganRules and regulations lor its government have been
The laws" for the protection ol game and tish
Sampled,
are lo be examined, and any change necessary will be reported and steps taken to have the same provided for by
ized.

Assembly.
is near Pinsou, MadiMadison county, has a partridge which came to his
house over six months ago, and took up with the chickens.
It was full grown at the time, and gradually became
gentler, until it now calsaud roosts with the poultry.
A.tldreVv Meadors, captain of the Hugh McCrea, No. 1,
lire engine, in .Nashville, is one of
the best shots in
Tennessee, ami a grcal admirer of the Forest aisd Stream.
'I'he "EockOity Shooting Club" is not dead, but only
(deeping.
Several pigeon shooting matches will be given
the General

John Vantreeae, whose residence

son,

undo'-

auspices 'ere

its

i

A deceased

member of the Saurian family, thirty-two
was lately found near a spring on his faim in

inches long,
Jackson county, by

The game law
instant.

J."

Q. A. McClelland.

went into effect on the 1st
Pkank Pern.
Ducaigne remarks, in a late letter, that one
the neighuorhood of Worlhington, Nobles county.
of Tennesset

— Capt.
dealer

in

Minnesota, has, during a part of this season, purchased
54,000 muskrat skins.
The animals were trapped in the

immediate

vicinity.

—

A rich contractor was holding forth upon the instability of the world.
"Can you account for it, sir?" he asked,
turning to Poole.
VV ell, not very clearly," he responded, "unless we suppose it was built by contract "
'

'

S

tstl ££ttltnt[e.

SALMON

FRESH WATER,

IN

.

LaGrosse, Wis.
Forest and Stream.:—
The Superintendent of Pish Farming for Michigan has
stocked a large amount of the fresh water streams and
lakes of thaf State with salmon fry, and in his last repott
Kni'ioii

indulges in a

little speculation as to the success of the enterprise.
There has been a great deal written concerning
1he habits of salmon and yet it remains an open question
as to whether they regularly return to the sea after depositing their spawn,
It is possible the prese»t attempt to raise
them in large numbers in fresh water may tor ever settle
the question.
The writer of this article for two or three years observed
with very great interests the habits of this noble "stag of
the stream," in the waters of Oregon, and was lead to believe that a loisg residence in reth water rendered them
diseased and worthless. The reasons for this belief are
found in the following well authenticated facts: The salmon fresh from the sea run up the Columbia and Willammett rivers to Oregon City, where with wonderful strength
and celerity they throw themselves up thosixly feet of almost
perpendicular fall and spcad onward towards the rocky
bedded streams in the mountains. These magnificent
specimens are often taken as they dart up the fall by the
spearmen, and are of far finer flavor and stronger "flesh
than any salmon taken on the coast, while those (alien fifty
or sixty miles further up are- almost totally worthless.
Some satisfactory reason may be found for this fact in the
natural peculiarities of the streams. In the winter during
the heavy rains and meltiug snows these streams become
le mountain torrents and plunge madly and wildly
over their rocky beds, carving out deep basins auri wild
caverns, which as summer and low water approach become beautiful pools of pure cold water and deadly aqua
riuins.
Above and below these deep holes the stream
spreads out and falls placidly over the level rocks, leaving
perfect flow for the stream, 'but an impassable barrlel fur
any luckless fish caught in its toils, in all these pools,
without exception, may be found hundreds of salmon in all
Stages of disease— some dark and almost as active as in
pei lent health) others spotted with while and others white
as leper?, perfectly helpless and almost dead— while masses
of putrid carcasses line the banks for many miles. Tliere
is abundance of pure water and food, and yet they die and
the only apparent reason seemed to be that they were prevented from returning to the sea to regain the health and
energy wasted on the fresh water spawning beds of the upper streams.
If the salmon shall become a healthy denizen of Michigan lakes and streams, some other cause must be assigned
for the great mortality that prevails along the tributaries
lUlnbia river.
II. W. T.
Iluiutrkit,— It is a very well known fact to Pacific coast
Ichthyologists, as well as to many in other parls of the
I

It

World that the salmon enter the streams in fine order,
direct from the sea, and grow thinner and more spare as
they reach tlic spawning grounds at headwaters, where,
Last fulfilled

ova

iliey die

and

rot.

their mission

Not one

in a

aud deposited their
hundred ever return lo

Bsagc be obstructed or
in.

more.) and

down to q^

rel^

B

eamdue

time (tw

;
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a general rule

it does not improve tbeir condition to feed
at odd times with whatever may seem a dainty.
not always the fly that tickles the fancy of a verdant
fisherman in a store, that finds the most favor with a trout
or bass, and it is quite possible that crumbs of cracker,
cheese, ham, eggs, and sundry other articles gleaned from
the debris of breakfast, did not, in all cases, agree with outprisoners
So their lives in general were short, although
science did ail it could to prolong them.
Our sea water

them

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I am happy to state that,
our Fish Commissioners are
moving actively and efficiently in slocking our lakes and
rivers with various kinds oT fish.
They have recently forwarded 130,000 young white fish to the Truckee River
bleeding grounds, to be put in Lake Tahoe, near Hot
Springs.
The journey and transportation was attended
with much labor and difficulty, the SHOW being in many
places three to six feet deep.
The distance was sixteen
miles, which consumed more than a dav's time with a
stout team
Six men
pull through the snow and ice.
l

c,

had to attend the operation and take all the necessary care
ami trouble. A few days before this, 75,000 young white
fish wore placed in Douner Lake, high up anions the snow
clad mountains, and 25,000 in Sereno and other lakes, near
the Summit Station.
Much the same difficulties had to be
encountered on the road to Sereno lake, owing to the great
depth of snow, it fairing more than six bfurs to get "over
the short distance of a mile and a quarter.
This lake was
covered over with thick ice, and boles had to be made to
put the young fish in. They had to be conveyed in a handsled drawn by two stout men.
The demands from private
and other sources for apart of the lot of Eastern trout sent
here, and which were in the hands of our State Fish Commissioner*, had nor, only caused the supply of these youue
fish to become exhausted, but the Commissioners have had
to disappoint many others who have made applications for
them, as they have been informed by their correspondents
in the East that they were unable to forward as many as
they had hoped to do, aud which wc here were rather led
to expect.
These were for the purpose of slocking free our
public Waters and streams.
Our energetic and efficient Commissioners have entered
into an advantageous agreement with Myron Green at the
United States Fishery, at MeCloud river," to purchase some
California mountain trout eggs, with a view to hatch out
and place the same in some of tho exhausted slreams of
the State.
Mr. Green has sreured some 300,000 trout eggs
at McCioud river, which he has to dispose of.
These eggs
were taken from tish averaging about two pounds weight,
and of a different variety fiorn those found in the coast
si earns which empty directly into the Pacific Ocean.
We have now the saiisfaction of knowing that tho young
shad planted in the Sacramento river about three years
since, have borne fruit, many of them having been taken
accidentally in seme nets used for other purposes. The
i

closed season for these fish will expire in December, 1877.
Prof. Baird is about to send 8,000,000 more the coming
season, to be placed again into tho Sacramento river.
During the past year, the Commissioners have had
hatched out and placed in the Upper Sacramento, Pitt and
McCioud rivers, and their tributaries, 2,500,000 young salmon. They intend doing this every year, but they need
larger appropriations from the Legislature than thev now
receive for their piscatorial operations, yet these failing
they intend doing the best they can, under tho circumstances, and they are very active aud judicious, and deserve great credit for their exertions, especially too, the
most practical and industrious of them. I would not be
surprised if, either next season or a year or two hence,
young salmon Will be so numerous in our bay and rivers
that they will be caught in as great numbers as smelts used
to be taken on Oakland Long Wharf, and Long Bridge on
the San Francisco side of the bay. They will probably by
and by go even beyond the i.eeded consumption by our
people.
It is reported that the200,000 young salmon placed in the
Truckee and Little Truckee rivers, Donner lake and Prosser creek, are doing well also. Exchange fish from Japan
and Hawaii have not yet succeeded well for us, but the
salmon we sent them have prospered.
are not discouraged, however, and will still try to obtain some of
their ova, (some 15 pounds in weight), mullet aud carp.
have received 300,100 white fish eggs from Michigan.
arc now hatching them at Berkeley, near Oakland,
wdiere is the Stale University.
are next year going to
attempt success with the famous Dolly Varden trout found
They atin the northern part of this State and in Alaska.
tained a large size. They spawn at. a different time trom
our brook trout. They only thrive well in ice-cold waters.
intend also obtaining the eggs of graylings, the produce
from which will be planted in some of the highest and
coldest slreams of the Sierras.' I will only add to my, perhaps, too tedious narrative, that the Schuylkill catfish, the
Mississippi cattish, and black bass are doing well in our
waters.
E. J. Hoopeh.

We

We
We

We

We

PLANTING FRY.
—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Mr. Thompson's reply (last week)

2f. J.,

March

to

12th, 1877.

For

0^

Forest

and Stream.

HALF HOURS WITH AN AQUARIUM.
aquarium was not governed by
OURwhich
corner
are in

force at the

the stringent rules
of

Broadway and

my

after breakThirty-fifth street, hence] I could enjoy
fas! pipe and llie study of our pets and their habits at

and the same time; and to follow a little further on this lead, hence again it is very possible that our
neglect of the stringent but wise rule "no smoking allowed"
may have contributed more or less to ho briefness of the
one

I

period doling which
acquaintance.

we were

came

to us in a constant stream.
Like Tennyson's Brook,
went on forever that is, except in case of calm weathwhen, deprived of a motive, the fans of our windmill
stood idle, and caused us many an an>ious foreboding of
increased mortality. Each tankreceived its supply through
an ingenious tube which, working on the principle by
which I once colored a meerschaum, drew air with the
stream that nature would not have added to the natural
supply. So far as suiting their appetites for air went,
our plan was somewhat of an improvement on nature
for the more you opeued the valve and let the bubbles
accumulate thicker and faster, the more our pets would
come to that corner and imbibe.
We did not deal in whales nor sharks, but the small fry
furnished us enough to study. I would not disparage the
curious and quaint creatures which at the Aquarium delight

—

it

er,

daily so

many; but

it

is

not necessary to accumulate

strange or rare fishes to make an aquarium an interesting
study. I propose to tell you about several of the most common of common fishes a little that I fancy will be novel to

many who from boyhood have captured

thousands.

The Flounder is not. a very interesting creature, unless
you are fishing for flounders; it irritates you to have one
take the bait so carefully arranged for his betters; in the
market you can hardly find a cheaper or more common
fish, yet a little one lying quietly on the bottom,
or slowly
slidingalong by an almost imperceptible motion, has a
point of interest— two of them. Apparently an inert mass,

two little eyes are in constant motion, noticeably so, for
they are not, as with ordinary fish, sunk in their sockets,
but placed on the top of little horns, somewhat resembling
those of a crab or snail; and with these lifted fully an
eighth of an inch above the plane of their sockets and constantly turning watchfully, a complete circle, they can, as
they lie, detect the approach of food or danger from the
rear as well as front,

and from either side. This is not,
however, the normal position of the eye; it is only for ocwhen belies low and looks out; stir him up, and
as he glides away the eyes retreat to a more natural position, and the peculiarity is no more to be noticed than in
casions

case of a larger one on the fish stand.
We had a little Turbot two inches long. I never saw
his eyes so elevated, but he strongly resembled the flounder in many respects, differing however, in the situation of

mouth. To this difference we may add an excessive
one in his name, for Bean told me that he was a Lophoretta
something, and the flounder— wasn't. (I find my memory
at fault, and must content myself with negative evidence).
Either or both would make a pretty has relief for a paper
weight, and I tried to put one in plaster for that purpose.
I failed.
Palmer said I "had him too wet," but as shortly
after he accounted for my failure on a Scup {Stenotomeas
his

argyrops) by saying that I "had him too dry," I am not
fully convinced that to cither one cause or the other can
be wholly attributed my failure. I told you about Palmer
and his work in my Bluelight letter. He never failed till
he got hold of a fish (remora, I believe,) that had on top
of his head a sucking apparatus to hold on by, that fellow didn't let go the plaster worth a cent; all the world
went to the "Exhibition," and had a chance to seethe
splendid collection made by Palmer. I did not send mine.
The Tautog has very curious habits when little; when
big they simply bite, and you pull them up and throw in
again. But a little one long enough in his prison to be-

come accustomed to it is like Artemus Ward's kangaroo
aK. K. Sneaking around among the alga?, peeking through
tho mimic forest of tbeir stems, with stealthy, cat-like
he searches for his dinner. Finding a snug, wellconcealed cavern, he hides himself as completely as possiIf the side of his retreat is a sloping rock, it is all
the same to him, for he will lie over against it for all the
world like a pig against a post, and completes the resembblance by an occasional rub to and fro, no doubt enjoying
action,

Mr. Clapp, referring to the proper time for turning out young salmon,
he says: "Any one seeing them eat should not advise their
being lurried out lo die as soon as the sac Is absorbed."
Having "turned out" a large portion of ihowe hatched by
Mr Thompson, the past season, and also missing many
thousand hatched elsewhere and given tho subject the
most careful attention, I am most decidedly in favor of
turning them out as soon as the sac is absorbed, and beReasons in future if desired.
fore they have been fed.
Milton P. Peuice.

Wenonah,

It is

able to cultivate each other's

Fishes are not partial to tobacco, however good, and as

ble.

a most satisfying scratch. He looks lazy and harmless,
but let an incautious cunner heedlessly approach his lair;
in an instant he is right side up, and in another shoots out

and but that the latter makes a most inglowould be battle waged. By-the-way, it
is a curious thing, but the attacking fish always whips; a
little tautog will drive a big one, if he makes the onset.
It may be that it requires tho preliminary hiding and
at the intruder,

rious retreat, there

watchfulness to develop their pugnacity.
Our little Sea Bass (Centroprittus atrarivs) had a curious
habit. Drifting slowly along and passing over a stone,
they would settle down and perch on it like a bird, tho two
pectoral fins being extended downward and acting as feet,
aud I think as legs, for I could almost assert positively that
But the gentle1 saw one one day walk along tho stone.
man (in Bermuda) who supplied me with his Latin name
so I'll just say that I
is equally sure that I was mistaken
;

thought

Our

so.

File fishes (AlenCera cvspicanda),

were a never failing

ssurce of amusement: odd in shape, odd in action, and
at rest, they were constantly doing things differently from
other fish.
To properly appreciate a cusptcanda, he must be viewed in
pioille:
a bird's eye viow would be very unsatisfying.

W»

.

—

—

—
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had them from four to eight, inches in length, and the biggest was not over a quarter of an inch thick, and this at
li is best and
thickest part; near the eyes, where he was
two inches deep, tapering off, both in width and thickness,
rounded shape, and
worn and ragged appearance, reminds one strongly of a
well worn corn broom after many days of hard scrubbing.

its

neck, aud then

name

broom of that description? if
there is one, he should have it. As far as color goes, he is
a pretty fish, with rich brown stripes, mottling on a bright
orange ground. From his eyes, his head tapers, more abis

the Latin

for a

ruptly than his tail, terminating in a snout resembling that
of a pig, the lower jaw, however, projecting beyond the upper; this jaw he uses as a shovel or scoop, digging in the
sand or gravel, or scraping a rock, for his food. At rest
he is curious, for like a bat, he reposes head downward,

slowly sinking,

till

when near the bottom, especially, if his
him before the door of a lautog's cas-

descent, has brought

—

he suddenlly shoots tail first to the surface without a
of sa>d tail.
This latter organ is not with him
the propeller, for he has a habit common to but two others,
namely, the pipe fish {lautoga oritti), and the sea horse,
orhippocamus, of performing his swimming, by means of
his greatly developed dorsal fin, which, with a peculiar,
tle,

movement

not easily described undulation, answers for

fin

and

tail

body, and glided

SNAKES

to u flat, pointed tail,>hich latter, in its

What

its

off,

and there lay the
was a powerful

rattlesnake, dead.
The victim we all know
foe, the victor as harmless a snake as there

IN

WINTER.

PoTTBTItliB, Pa.,

EOITOB FollEBT AND StHEAM

in the land."

is

March

5th, 1877,

:

In the issue of your valuable journal of the 22d ult., I
noticed an article from a "Stove'rstown" correspondent on
"Snakes in Winter," which Teminds me of a circumstance
which I have never deemed worthy of revelation. The
farm on which I lived some years ago had a large spring
house on it provided particularly for dairy use. Immediately on the exterior of the building was a large walled in
spring which produced a strong stream; a hole ten inches
square, with an iron grate in it was made in the wall, admitting the water, the grate prohibiting the entrance of
muskratSBnd other animals. From the entrance of the
door to the level of the stone floor there was a descent of
four stone steps, undei which was provided a channel for
water three feet wide by eight inches in depth, (which was
in same proportion all around in the interior of the Bpringhouse).
From one to three large water snakes would harbor under those steps a whole winter; tbey were often seen
in the channel (the spring water being wariu in winter time),
and they would move with great nimbleness and rapidity.
While they never disturbed"any luxuries in or out of the
water, they totally demolished all lizards, toads, frogs aud
roaches.
Alexis,

both.

Our Sea robin (Prianolus evolani), was perhaps our most
gorgeous pet, homely in shape, not unlike a skulpiu. Nature has recompensed him with the richest of hues, aud
with a pair of pectoral fins, so large and beautiful, that they
justify his being classed with the birds.
Little blue fish, (snapping mackerel the natives call them)
we had in plenty. Whenever I had nothing else to do, than
would take the lure like a trout,
and for a few minutes give me lively work, but they soon
gave out and so in our Aquarium— they were a thing of

to practice llyfishing,]tbey

—

beauty, but not a joy foiever; they could not stand con
finement, and were short lived pets.

We

had one old lady crab, about as large a Epeeimen as
ever seen, and she was burdened with fully a quarter of
a pound of eggs, attached to her person, in the usual way
adopted by the family— there is a Latin name for the place,
buL I forget it. Ugly was not a name for her temper. The
instant her tank was approached, she was claws up, ready,
anxious for a fight. An attempt to stir her up with a
slick was safe, but it would have been a mangled hand that
tried it.
As the stick entered the water, she would spring
a foot to grasp it, and left her marks. Worn out with constant teasing, to which Prof. Smith most strenuously objected, she got tired of life and resolved that her offspring
should not endure it; grasping as many eggs as her big
claws could hold, she tore them from her and threw them
to the right and left, unceasingly, till at last, angered, I
guess, because there were some she could not reach, she
stretched out and shook her claws, and left us to mourn.
Then we had pilot fish, Pompano. scup, sand lances, and
1 don't know how many other varieties. Of the sea aieis

mones aud hydroids, the latter were very beautiful, as
seen here and there among the rocks and bright green sea
lettuce— little clusters of spray-like substance— bright gray
with thonsauds of little stems and white flowers, se fine
aud delicate as to resemble the "smoke plant." "What a
lovely flower," said a lady, who could hardily believe,
when I told her that each little flower was endowed with
life, and was only more astonished, wiien under the microscope, she saw revealed the rare beauties and rich tints
to the naked eye invisible. If I had but saved my mislaid
notes, I could recall a great many pleasant half hours, but
writing from memory, I can only congratulate myself, that
although our Aquarium is a thing of the past, there is another on a grander scale, where time spent is saved to one
who loves to search deeper than the surface, and to learn,
as to familiar things the "reason why."
There I learned why one must troll slowly for pickerel
One morning a little salmon presented to the experienced
eye of Mather evidence that he was soon to die and for
experiment we threw him into the tank where two little
pickerel were swimming. In an instant they both saw
him, hut neither attacked the swift, darting trouillng, Mil
at last when quiet in a corner, both pickerel pointed for
him, and remained at point, as steadily as two well trained
dogs, one backing the other. Suddenly one darted, and
there was no more little salmon, but the other pickerel, as
though petrified, preserved his point at the corner fully a
-t
Piseco.
minute.
:

—

Where Woodcock Bbekd.—The

very careful observer

Mr. Geo. A. Boardman, who is now in
Florida, gives to us this week, the very important statement that woodcoek breed in Florida. A boy brought him
one the other day, with two young chicks, a week or two
old.
He says these are the first he ever heard of breeding

and

naturalist,

bo far aouth.

Black Snake

j».

D. W., of Hanover,
well

known

Rattlesnake. —A correspondent, A.

New

fact, that the

Jersey, calls our attention to the

black snake

is

the inveterate en-

of the rattlesnake which it generally, or perhaps most
invariably, vanquishes in combat. An instance lo which
the party was eye-witness, is thus described:

emy

"In the middle of the road lay an ordinary black snake
and quite a large rattlesnake eyeing one another fiercely,
both ready for an attack. The party stood motionless to
see the battle take place; but he. waited long, and still the
combatants did not. move. At length tired of watching, lie
slightly shook the bar of the fence, which caused the rattle
snake to look from its opponent to himself. Instantly the
black snake sprang on the other, twisted itself tightly around

Jacksonville, Florida, March 51 h, 1877.
EnlTOK FoKEST AND STHEAH:—
Woodcock have been more abundant than I have ever
known them, some afternoons would eet up a dozen; very
unusual for Bast Florida. I wing tipped a snipe, GaUinago,
Wilsonii, it fell into the water; the dog going to retrieve it,
it would dive like a grebe.
I have known the spotted sand
piper to do this, but never a snipe.
They are. fast, leaving
for the North.
A quail started to (ly out on the St. John
river, and lighted in the water, in going for the bird with a
it Hew' from the water and saved iiself; no slick or
chip could be seen. My friend Mr. Livingston, shot a large

boat,

rattlesnake.

had

It

a

good sized

rabbit, in

its

throat al

covered with saliva; on pulling the rabbit out of its mouth
it soon ran away apparently uninjured.
Saw the first purple martin, Prague purpura, February
3d; hive seen them cotne to the boxes in Jacksonville, the
11th February; this year they are a little late.
The only swallow we see here in winter IS the white-bellied, Hirundo bkotar,
Geo. A. BoABDMAJt.

AN IMA,,;- KECEIVBI) ATCtMHIAl. I'AllK M EKAQBBI \Vi;f.K
10.— Three sea [tons Zaiophus gilksaiiiei; oue Muck Imar,
1,.

F.N
I

N!;

III

MAR

om iwi.fi-

canus, presented by Mr. G. P, Morisim, from Black llills; oue mottled
owl, Sctftt asio, presented by Mr. de Lattne! Berier: one camel, CameIlls

dumedariut, born in the menagerie; one Macaque monkey, Macacus
•^. bora ia the menagerie.
W. A. Conkxin, Director.

md
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FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH.
Brook Trout, Salmo fonUnulis.
White Perch, Morons Americana.
Plies tor this Month.
Dark Pox and Black, Grey aud Claret Gnats, on 18 hooks (emiill.)

Fish in Makket.— Notwithstanding the demand for fish
incident to this season of the year, owing to the open
weather the supply is so abundant that prices are not only

much lower than usual, but this week shown still further
decline. The event, of the week has been the opening of the
trout season, and to-day, for the

first time since September,
the salmo Jontinalis is exposed for sale.
During the next
three days the visitor at Fulton Market will find himself

amply repaid by a

visit to the

stand of Mr. E. G. Black-

There he will see trout from every part of the
country from Maine to California, and the British Provinces as well
wild trout and tame troul.Jboth alive and
dead, and ranging in size all the way from the little "fry"
ford.

;

just clear of the umbilical sac to the great three-pounder.

Our

prices for the

week

are as follows:

Striped bass 15
20 cents; bhiefish, IS
cents; salmon (frozen), 25 cents; California (frozen), 45
and 50 cents; shad (southern), $1 each; mackerel, 30
cents; white perch, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel 50 cents;
green turtle, 22 cents; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, 7
cents per pound; halibut, 18 cents; haddock, 8 cents; cud
to 20 cents per

pound; smelts, 18

lo

8 cents; bluckfish, 15 cents; herrings, 6 cents; floun18 cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters,
10 cents; sheepshead, 18 cents; lurbotl, 18 cents; scollops,
$1.50 per gallon; whiteflsh, 16 cents per pound; pickerel,
15 cents; sunfish, 10 cents; yellow perch, G cents; salmon
trout, 15 cents; Canada brook trout, 40 cents; Long Island
trout, $1.25; hard shell crabs, $400 per 100; red snappers,
20 cents.
fish,

ders,

The trout season opens to-day on Long Island. The
ponds and streams were never in better condition at this
time of year. The "openiag" will bo attended with its
usual festivities.

—

The mountain streams in Central Pennsylvania are
reported to be swarming with speckled trout, and anglers
begin to grow impatient.

Shad have made

their

appearance

in the

Delaware.

—

The fishermen of St. Augustine, Fla., are delighted
The large drumover the arrival of the drumfish season.
They often reach the
fish are beginning to bite finely.
weight of from fifty to eighty pounds.
.

Endicott ("Ted Grayson"), of Beekm&n street,
has been at Homosassa, Florida, for several
He has sketched and painted all the different

—Mr.
this city,

weeks.
kinds of

fish that

take the "fly" there.

JABS Flies.
laiuly

Fish

in

— The

the ascendant.

Comi

the black bass

is

CyT.-

Through the exertions

of

the

star of

placed in many waters all over the country, and has propagated and multiplied until his tribe has become numerous

throughout the land. Consequently, while the orders for
trout flies have possibly not diminished the present season,
those for black bass have measurably increased, so that
the tackle dealers have to prepare stock altogether various
and new. There are constant inquiries after approved
patterns examinations of the old, and suggestions for
new ones, so that their assortments, etc., are rapidly growing; and by the time thai M. nigricans flings his sportive
fin above ihe wave there will be no limit, lo the kiuds of
flies,
minnows, reels, rods, lines, and other apparatus.
The "trout ia speckled pride" may not have had bis
day; but if he is not actually to be superseded by bis
neighbor, be is henceforth to have in the black bass a

—

rival for the favor of fastidious anglers.
The results of
trouting expeditions have been so unsatisfactory of late
years that both novices and experts will be glad to find
sport that will almost certainly repay them for their pains
and outlay during their limited vacations.

Wo

have bron at, some trouble toassistour leading tackle
dealers in procuring special patterns for bass ill
has become very obvious that with bass, even more

with trout, particular colors,

must be employed

sizes,

and structure
The same

for different waters.

titan

of

flies

fly will

not suit everywhere. In dressing flies for bass it is not
necessary to follow nature; indeed such nondescripts of

anatomy and hue were never even dreamed of by entomologists as those that are deftly fashioned and fabricated by
our chief manipulators. Nevertheless, many of them are
marvels of ingenuity and brilliancy. Some that have beeu
handed to us by Messrs. Holberton and Beemei are beautifully tied.
The hand that fashioned them has in days
past wielded a skillful artist's brush, and we do not wonder
that he who can faithfully portray the real on canvas, is
able to put into almost animate shape the delicate materials that

have had their being in the upper air, where mere
ephemera can never attain in their clumsy Bight,

mollis and

There are four patterns of llnlbetton's Hies lying before
in I.
us; one a copy of the Ferguson fly; one a
a turkey green; and one exquisite new creation quite properly christened the Holberton fly.
It has an orange, body
ribbed with gold tinsel; head of peacock's herl; a hackle
of peacock's herl mixed with purple; tail of wood duck
feathers tipped with scarlet; under wing coverts of scarlet
ibis mixed with mallard feathers dyed yellow, outer wing
coverts of wood duck feather, with two long rays nf peacock's herl, the latter giving the fly a very jaunty and
attractive appearance, which even the best educated
salmoa could not resist. We do not know vie
will do for black bass, but we shall at once add a dozen of
them to our own stock of salmon flies, and would advice
our Canadian friends to do so. It will make a very ri If
companion to the "silver doctor." The "Turkey brown"
has turkey wings, brown body ribbed with gold, red
hackle and wood duck tail streaked with seatlet; the
lurkey green is similar, except that it lias a pi
The Ferguson tly has beeu repeatedly described in our
can recommend Holberton & Bcemer to our
paper.
t

We

Atitifictai.

Worms.- Win.

A.nole

n.

Gregg, of

St.

Louis, has patented an imitation earth worm, made of
India-rubber or other flexible material, to be substituted
for the squirming live angle-worm so long in use by boy
It
anglers, and eagerly sought for by the. "early bird."
exactly resembles the natural squirmer in color, and cerIt
tainly possesses the advantages of cleanliness for use.

cannot be taken off the hook by nibbles, and needs no
preparatory "scouring." We should judge it to be a good
thing, although the inventor has sent us no sample—
neither advertisement. By the way, wc forget to say that
one quality claimed for the artificial worm is, bat it. can
be used for chewing-gum, whereas the natural "worm,"
when carried iu the mouth, is not altogether pleasant to
the taste, and h liable to Slip down the throat or out
from between the teeth.
I

FlSHDte Movements. --The Georges

fleet

continue to

come in, but give no indications of an improvement in the
catch, and the receipts aie light lor the season, with little
Sin« e our ItteJ issue 36
old stock mi band to draw from.
arrivals have been reported, bringing iu about 050,000 lbs.
Three herring
codfish and 70,000 lbs. halibut.
beeu received the past week, from Grand Alenan and
Nova Scotia, giving a total of 39 fishing arrivals for the
i

Mm

week.— Cape Ann Advertiser,
X Alligatob Gab Fish. —These fish
rivei front the mouth to the Fails of

inhabit the Mississippi

Tlicy
St, Anthony.
taken weighing as high as 100 pounds, but average
about 30. The}' are entirely separate and different from
any other known fish, and although not a gams lisil considerable sport can be had with them, owing to the extreme difficulty of holding them with any Commoi
Tbey hare a loug snout or bill, of hard bone,
line, or rig.
full of sharp teetli, which caimot be pierced by
so tbey can only be taken by their swallowing
add lo the trouble, tbey are very dainty.
In the spring of last. 'year, I took one at, Castle
Winona, Minn., which weighed '40 pounds, being the
This may be of
heaviest fish I ever took in fresh water.
interest to some of your readers who cha
Tbey
that way, and would like to try it.
whip, as thoy called my rod, (one of C." F. Orris' black
bass rods,) and said I would break it with a skinner; but I
told them and tbey found it to be Hue, that I could catch
any fish they bad in the river with that whip, and I did. I
ne with a red trout, fly with wiie. leader three
feet long, which he swallowed am! could
55 yards of silk line audi played him Foi
hour, but could nol get him to ihe boat, and having no
guff I finished him with a pistol ball iu the hem'
are

i

'

i

the

boat,

i

al

—

.
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C. n.F., Glen's Falls. N. Y.— I have looked through Bcveral of
buck numbers of FoE«ST iSB Stream to And the proper dose of arecii
mil rot a setter pup a year old slightly troubled with distemper, but
fail

my

ffearqespantlentj.

Editor Forest and Stream ,—
Id "LilteH's Living Age"
The genuine autobiography of

I find

a

.Ion

modern

Jonsomn

Ho

Saja.

"A

Taken

Anonymous lommuncallonr

of

very amusing sort of fishing sometimes happens, viz.
the waters have frozen id entirely culm weather, Lhen
btscoiues the ice transparent end cleat as crystal, ao that
every atOW can he Bceu at lie bottom of the lake, which
When the ice is
deeper tlian one or two yards.
I/lit (it a man's body.
I user!
Id run to and fro on this clear ice and search out the trout.
j't.'i view ol oul,
I pursued it in lull speed in order
i,
which lasts some few minutes.
During this short lime one is compelled to run of
in "hi in a zigzag Lo follow to the many turnings of the
in in
Ai lust ills 80 weary that it gOesvcry slowly on and
in the muddy bottom,
E up-: al puce, and puts the head
without, moving a pin, 1 made a hole in the ice and hooked

ASBBSOKtBER, Bmollyn.— Can you tell me nf any plaoo in Now
York win. re birds' eggs and skins can be purchased? Ans J Wallace,
North William street.

IS

ii

:

i

i

i

)

.

1

I

Mi
some day's that I went
It happened
rjioltoi) less trOUt,
on ill is sort of fishing but. caught few, or could sometimes
not run us fast as the trout, and lost it of sight."
The trout are spoken of as "gold colored." He says,

further in speaking of netting trout at night:
"We get sometimes bigger trout, even ten or twelve
pounds, and from ten to iwenty in number in this same

3. A. II., Atisonia, Conn.- 1, When is the law off brook trout in
Connection]
2. At wont ago should you send a puppy to bo broken?
Ans. I. April 15lh. 2. At from six to eight months.
1

I

C. W. M. M., Philadelphia.—Yoor dog probably ha! worms.
Hive
him Areca nutin three doses of 20 grains each two hours apart, billowing

the lastdoBe in four hours with one ounce of castor oil.

C, II., Greenville, Pa.— Your dog, the dimensions ot which we
have not space to publish, is undoubtedly Very large, but not loo much
eo, we Ihliik, for breeding purposes.
We prefer u large dog for a stock
animal.
if.

evident

It is.

this night netting

done

is

game laws

there are no

that

fiom the beginning

Iceland as

in

South navon.— Could you inform me where Damascus double
barrels can be found— barrels only-sine No. 8 bore, 80 inches length or
less? Abb. From MessrB. Schoverling & Paly, No. 84 Chambers atroet,
E. H, F., Philadelphia.— Can you inform mo where and at what price
I can obtain abont 75 black basB for slocking a stream V Ans. Milton
1'. I'circo, of Wenonah, Gloucester county,
N. J., can supply you with
black bass at a low figure.

A., Montpelier, Vi..--Yoti can get the information you want about
to ,T. T. B. Smith, box 100 Kingston, N.
questions, keep a copy yourself, and enclose poatago
stamp for reply.
IT.

"the general spawning time, viz.
till Kew Year."
Again,

at

"We

Nnmber your

M. E. H., Vorgennes. — Can you Inform me where I can obtain some
I want them Tor a friend who has written Whitley & Mor-

live quail?

he says:

and they say they have none. Ans. There are none to be had in
We have written south to see if they can be had there.
D. O. C, Girardville, Pa.— Last fall some black bass were placed in
a dam which was well stocked with trout. Will the basB exterminate
the trout, or do both species thrive in the same water? Ans. The black
bass will play the mischief with the trout.
ns,

method of fishing on six to ton shalInformer days ibis manner of fishing
Were very lucrOus (lucrative) as the fanners fished from
twenty to eighty some evenings, but it has lamentably diminish iu this hitter and more severe winter."
I should think it was lamentable to catch fish only at
spawning time, for the author of the above states that fish
will not bite in summer when they have plenty of Ueas and
midges on the water. The difference iu spawning places
of from 200 lo 800 per cent, should be a strong place for
protection,
"Glen's Palls,"
lows

Newport boat by writing

Y.

resume

this

in a night.

this city.

J. B. H., Jersey City.— Is Steel's "Flake" in the Westminster Kenaud has he been sold latelj ? Ans. Flake is the property of W.
F. Steele, Esq., and is not in the Westminster Kennel.
His litter sister
Whisky is the property of that club. Flake has not been sold.
nels,

P. L., Philadelphia— Will yon please name some of the points on the
Schuylkill river where there is bass fishing? Is there any fishing iu
theChamouuie creek? Ans. Coushohocken, Norristown, PbenixvUle,
andPottstown. Trains of Reading Kailroad go direct.

H„ Chattanooga, Tenn.— I want a work on Ornithology that
me to Identify hires from the description. Please inform
through your columns of -Answers" wheic I can procure such a one
and the price? 1 have "Cone's Field Ornithology." f wish as late and
complete a work as possible? Aus. You want Dr. Cone's "Key to North
American Birds," price $ff.
H. H.

JUntioml Uptimes.

will enable

me

The Philadelphia Ztoreury says, "that two standard
Works on baseball, which are published annually "De
,ii
ise Ball Guide" aud "Beadle's Dime Book of Base
Hill" — ill be published this year a month earlier than

—

I

v,

Hi ilk will con tain full statistics of the season's play
by noil-League as well as League Clubs, besiue
instructions for scoring under the new rules of
Etch work contains a hundred pages of closely
pitnted matter, giving information on every point of
EacU differs from the other in essential
he game.
points, tiiq Dime Hook being more for the amateur maii;
ss, while the Guide is designed for professional
-nil
..ii.
The name of Henry Chadwick, as the editor
01 these two works, is a sufficient guarantee for their ren.iii ii;, and value aj works of reference."
i',-i';ii.

special
play.
I

.

BASE BALL.

—

The League nines which have been completed are the
Chicago, st Louis, Louisville, Brooklyn and Boston. The
(liueiuuafis are incomplete as yet, and decidedly mixed.
whether Manager Keck can organIt remains to be seen
ize a luruion'ims team out of the rather incongruous maIt will test his ability lo
terial he now bus at command.
the utmost,, and ii he succeeds Harry Wright will have lo
tender him his bat. The names thus far slated are as follows:
Suyder

Stullb, c.

Bradley,

li>

,,,

|,

AU-OU,

iJelham,

1st

1).

McGuary, Sd
tl

till

n

In.lls.p.

,,

i>.

.SlcYiV.

..

,

b.

...

:,,

O.-rlmrot,
Hall, 1. r.

I

Ryan,

Waiw.r.f.

Bloi

i

Allison,

lii-..,....

,ii,
,i

i

l.-i

.

i
i

i-i.-.h., -HI U,

Booth,
V

in,,

I.ak,

f.

I,

,,,..,.

ii

i

I.

,i-"

,

8. s.

Hicham,

f.

1.

Pike, o.

!',r,. f.

Addy,
liiin

p.

Jones, 1st b.
llallinan,2db.
Foley, :idb.

ii.

'.

i.

f.

,

Matthews,

tilmi,

b

1st

r.

OINATI,
Hicks, c.

i.,l'*\

c.

i

Muiuuu,

8. a.

c. f .

Lailerty,

r. f.

f.

r.
f

r.

day the position of the nines will have
changed somewhat. Latham will be found to be

Gerhardl ai first base in the Louisville nine,
and Crowley will probably take his place iu the team.
Spalding will be likely to be in the Chicago nine, with
Bradley at first base, and AY ait t in Smith's place. The
team as also the Cmciunaiis will be changed in
II ist.on
Inferior

to

ibrir positions,

— Play

has commenced at Prospect Park, and every
sunny afternoon, is taken advantage of to get oil
games by. the professionals now in Brooklyn.
—The new Atlanlics are yet iu doubt as to their regular
It is so desirable that the new team should
be called the Atlautics, that no doubt some arrangement
will be made to admit of tbe disked change, otherwise
They will assuredly
lite Hub will he called the Brooklyn.
.

:

(

l.a!

ihe ll.'ittfords of Brooklyn, because the Ati.u would be used if the League allow
n
i

I.,

title.

a— Vichin'm,

Mio-i'A

city yesterday
Club, ot this city, at
this

9&—The

Chatam Curlers

morning, and played the
tile Rink, on the Peninsular

Granite
Uricket Grounds, The Granite's won by a score of 40 to
In Ihe afternoon the Chatam men reveuged themSO.
selves upon the Sarnia curlers, aud cleared them out by a
majority,

Ci.im nino
n

C. H. M., Hartford.— 1.

What

the cheapest and best food for a
season? 2. What would it
cost per dog per month to feed on Spratt'a patent dog food? Ans. 1
Oat or corn meal boiled with scraps of meat. 2. On an allowance of one
and a half pounds per day it would cost $4.D0, but we are told that thss
this is an excessiTe allowance for a dog.
is

la'gc kennel of dogs through the

summer

Bon, Harrisbnrg, Pa.— I have a setter dog bIx months old and wonld
Hue to know if you can tell me from description, and give what stock he
is and if there is any good blood in him.
Color orange and white, brown
nose, and taking in all a well-built dog. Also tell me wbat is required
to enter dogs in your Register. Ane. Your description is not sufficient
lo enable us to judge of the breeding of your dog.
Send his pedigree
and it will be entered in the Register.
Gbip, Chestnut Hill, Mich.— 1. What is the address of the company
that makes tbe Allen rifle? 2. Has there ever been published any book
or article on the headwaters of the Connecticut river; if so, please give
the name of book or paper and whero it can be bought? Ans. 1. ForeWadsworth, Worcester, Mass. 2. In our issue of November
hand
11th, 1875, is an article entitled "Trouting Among the White Hills"

&

which describes the headwaters of the Connecticut.

We know

ot

no

book.

A. B. K., Virginia City.—Some time ago I wrote to you about my No.
10 Choke bore Parker gun not killing. Y'ou suggested that I must be
mistaken about its penetration. I have tried it as you recommended.
Tbe target used was a dry pine board. The charge was 5 drachms
powder andljozs. No. 4 shot; distance 30 yards; penetration about 1
Do you call that even fair peuetra
inch; both barrels about the same.
tion? I thinkit very light. Ans. Considering the charge aud distanco
the penetration was poor.

What

I.— 1.

sort of food Is best for a setter
oatmeal a good thing lo give him
everyday? 2. Is there any book that has a complete treatise onset
tcrs, how to train them, and how to take care or them, etc, and if there
Aub. 1. Oatmeal, or corumeal mush,
is, wbat is its name and cost?
made in water in which meat has first been boiled, and the meat chopped
up and miied with it, is good food. For one dug there Bbould always
Dinks, Mayhow & Hutchinson is the
be table scraps enongh. 2
best book for you. We can send it; price $3.

Goboon, Providence, R.
not being shot over, and

also

is

J. L. S., Rochcllc, 111.— I have a line native Irish setter dog that is
badly afflicted with I may say ar, Itching sensation in his feet, it com-

menced some four or five months ago by a slight inflammation around the
toenaUs, which caused him to lick continually! and finally the irritation
became so great that he has gnawed off four of his toes on each hind
foot to the second joint of toes; also part of the ball of the foot; does
not seem to be lame (except when he strikes them against soaething),
and is in fine flesh and as healthy as any dog 1 ever saw. Ans. Wo
should annoint the toes with a mixture of tar and zinc ointment; both
are healing, nd the dog is not likely to lick it. If he persists in doing
it use the whip and be will probably desist from what may now be
merely habit.
D L. K., Stoughton.— I have a valuable setter dog from bcranton's
i

fine,

l(i

wit:

Rokbk,

points.

its

CiTiioMns.— Take one drop of machine oil
soft chamois-skin, and rub it over
I
i

>

.

(Vml

if

the varuisb

is

dulled or

to flndit.
Will you kindly give me the information? Ans. Thedosa
of areca nnl, for wornu is, three doses of twenty grains two hours apart,
tbe last one followed in Tour hours by one ounce of castor oil; but for a
slight attack of distemper you will probably find a cure in a Dover's
powder placed on the back of the dog's tongue night and morning for
two days.

stock of Providence. He is now 18 months old and 1 am afraid I am going to lose him. In January he had a severe touch of d stemper and
since that time there has been a slight yellowish discharge from his eyes.
For Ihe last three days he has eaten nothing; is very poor and is constantly trying to throw up somethiig; he also drools. Can I save him?
!

Ans. Wo should commence with calomel at once, giving the dog at first
20 grains In a dry powder on tbe back of the tongue. Give also 10 grains
If tho calomel moves him loo freely
of quiniuc iu two pills each day.
administer an enema of 15 drops tincture of opium and two ounces of
starch water. Administer beef tea, by injection if necessary.

G. D. K„ Carlisle, Pa.— My Better dog Bob, about 13 ruoutbe old, baa
some time been troubled with a short peculiar cough. It seems BSj
ha had something in his throat and was trying to expel it. Abont
every other time he coughs be expels a teaspoonfull of white slimy looking matter. Another thing that troubles mo in regard to him is that he
I have thought that perhaps
is unable to locale the sound of a whistle.
he might have canker id his ears, as when you speak to him ho turns his
head to oue side, I have also noticed that ho scratched lus ears a great
great distress by moaning? Ana.
ileal, and that be exhibited signs ot
Give your dog a live grain quinine pill twice a day; also a Dovera powder
Disolve SO grains of sulphate of copper In four
night, and morning.
v.
l,ei and uftei washing your dogs ear
for

.

alar part of his tail,

former

I

s'ze.

H.—

Among

black-nosed dace (L.
gi'i

Some throe or fonr years ago I started a
the rest or tbe Inhabitants thereof were some
alrenasns). One or (hem by accident Ion 'Is.
In the course r.r (.wo weeks it hud grow..

E.G., Wohetor, N.

O,

small aquarium.

would

,

like to ask if

it

is

common

for all

fish

to

grow

ncwlinsaud tails when they lose them by accident, or whether it is
confined lo a few species? Ans. It is not uncommon for a goldfish to
grow part of a lost fin, and perhaps other sort-tinned fish, as the dace,
etc., may do the same; never noticed it in this; have to-day cut off a
tin from one in the Aquarium, and will note the result.-Fr.Eii
W
Sept. Fish Culture.
(

Mock, Milwaukee.—!.

iV

.,

this city.

November

of

W

J.

the

'

Notice

Icelander, wherein

.

I havo a muzzle-loading shot

gun with the

name Terkius on

the lock plate and London line twist on barrels. Under
the barrels, near the broach, it is stamped three or four times with B.

V. orR. V. and a crown. Also with a stamp. Do you know of any
such a maker, and do you suppose the barrels are genuine? 2. What,
table is referred to when drachms and grains of powder or shot are
mentioned as a charge for a gun? Ans. 1. Wedonotknowl.be maker,
but the barrels are undoubtedly genuine as tbo stamp is that of Ihe Bir-

mingham proof house.

8.
When "grains" are alluded to Troy or
is meant, but the "drachm" of powder is an arterm representing about 27 J grains Troy.
H. R. B., Atchison, Kan. -Will you please inform me the proper
time to sow wild rice, and if it should be planted in water or on the
banks or marshes beyond the water line? Where can we purchase 5 or
10 bushels? Ans.
Chop with a hoc a strip ten feet wide along the
margin where there are wet flats, and then sow broadcast. Flood a
half inch deep with water, so as to cover tho seed, and draw off when
the seeds have sprouted.
When tbe blades have grown threeorfonr
inches, flood again. When it is well rooted it will grow well in deep
water
A bushel of seed to an acre is sufficient. It will not spread to
Ihe upland. Wild rice sows itself and grows rapidly when once established. Seed should oe sown In spring. To ensure it, it wonld be well
to sow both in spring and fall.
Rice readily adapts itself, in time, to
great changes of soil and temperature. You can procure the seed from.
Richard Valentine, Janesville, Wis.
C. S. K., Washington City.— In your last list of dogs registered in
the kennel book you have entered my dog Pilot, as Pilot II. when 1
claimed Pilot as an original name, the dog's grandsire being called Pilet,
not Pilot. Mr. Miley told me that that was the name or the pup's
grandsire, owned by Mr, Wad dell at sometime, as it bore the name at
Waddell's Pilet. Tbe pedigree ran as follows, viz.: Dam, Maud, by
Gipsie, by Pilet, by Rodman's Dash. Am 1 correct or
error? 2. Is it
advisable to "wring ,.,ff" the tips of the tails of pnppieB at the age of
five or six days, and if it would disfigure a dog to cut off an inch or two

apothecaries weight
bitrary

m

of the tail when eight months old.
in the name you seut, Pilot II.

Ans. 1. The pedigree was entered
We do not know any dog named Pib't.
Mr. Waddell's Pilot, now dead, was by Jarvis' Dick, outof Nelly. Von
had better send to Mr. Miley ror a correct pedigree. 2. A setter's tail
should not be cut unless when the dog gets bis growth it is still found
to be too long, when it may be taken of to a suitable length.

-What is tho scientific name of the soLawrence river? It is not the famous whitothe Upper Lakes, but a much smaller fish, is silvery iu appearance, resembling, I am told, a shad in some respee's, and usually
weighing only about three or lour pounds. I am informed that it is
T
only found in certain localities, one of which is below Ogdensburyh.
cannot mention with certainty any oilier places, but I have beard that it
is sometimes taken in the Osw.egatcb.ie river, which falls into the St.
Lawrence above Ogdensburgh. Ans. Unless the whiteflsh referred to
is the same as that inhabiting the Saskatchewan, and called Co/ v <«"
J. B., Montreal, Canada.

called whiteflsh of the St.
fish of

•

labrarloriu* in "Hist. Nat. des Poissons," we cannot say from the description. In our issue of Feb. Bib. we referred to a coregontift described

m "Thompson's
shad, which

is

Vermont"

Hodon cloilal'-is Le HueuTt or winter
yea have in question.

as the

probably tbe

fish

r.,Port Canly, La.— Will you tell me whero I can procure a
book on the manufacturing or artifltal flies? Can dipt. Tornbs's "Spinning Eel" be proenred in this country; if so, where? Ans. The best
instructions In dressing American flies are those prepared for the Second Volume or this paper, Nov. 12th, 13th, 14th and lfitb, by Thaddeus
Norris, Esq., author or the "American Angler's Book." We send you
the series by mail. The technology ot fly tying can be learned through
Ronald's Fly Fisher's Entomology;
the rollowing English works, viz.:
Chilly's Fisher's Text Book; Pullman's Fly Fishing; CholmondlyPciinells Fly Fishing; Ephemera's Handbooks or Angling, all published
in London, and to be bought trom Importers in this country; also, Max-

W.

11.

Von den Home's

Illustrated Angler's

Handbook

for 1875, published in

Dawson's Pleasures or Angling; Scott's Fishing...
Berlin, Prussia.
American Waters; Norris's American Angler's Book; Roosevelt's Game
Fish of tho North; and Hullock's Fishing Tourist all contain more or
less instruction in the art of angling in America. We never saw the
"Spinning Eel,"

M.

G., Louisville,

Ga.-I. Docs not Fox make guns as small

as It

gauge 30 inch 7 pounds weight, nnd nee U. M. C. Co.'s shells, made of
this (11) gauge? I thinka 10 or 12 gauge, 8 or 9 pounds weight too heavy
and too large in the bore tor pleasant or economical shooting at qnail
snipe or squirrels. I sec Parker's list mentions no gun smaller tbaua
pound W. & C. Scott & Sous 32 inch 10-gange.
12 gunge? 2. I have a
which seems to weigh about 12 pounds alter a two or three hour's tramp
field piece,
It kicks like a mule aed makes as much smoke ucarly as a
though it shoots well. Would it impair its shooting to reduce it to 30
inches? Ans. 1. The American Arms Co., who make under the Fox
patent, would probably make 11-gaugv guns if so ordered, but yon can
get 18 gauge guns to weigh not more than 6i or 7 pounds. 2. It
not injure the shooting of your Scott gnn to reduce tho barrels to 30
The kicking is owing to
inches if they have not been choke-bored.
faulty loading and the smoke to bad powdor.
!i

,

W. M.

L., NoMesville,

lnd.— What

is

Ihe price of

"Warwick

the

Woodlands," by Frank Forester, ana" on what kind of field sport do
treat? A' <- The "Warwick Woodlands" treats of woodcock, quail and
B.
You can probably get it from Messrs.
ruffed grutoe shooting.
Peterson & Bros., Philadelphia. The price of the original book WW
I"

about SI 50.

R.umoii, Boston.- 1. Do fish hear? 2. I have seme Ely wire carmuzzle loading gun 11 gauge; by peeling off all the paper
thus leaving tbe wire netting surronndiug the pellets, could 1 not uso
them in a breech-loading gun of a smaller bore? 3 The wads of my
my metallic ones, both being 14-gauge, so
Inwhatnianshall 1 ask for, Tor my metallic shells? 4.
nei can 1 approach exireiijiy dmid ducks on a river so that 1 may olmim
nshot with a shot eon? Ans. 1. No. ii. No, you could not use Ihcui
3. For metallic shells 14-gauge,
ii,
-hells.
wads. 4". Hy careful stalking only.
you want No.

tridges tor a

.

U

If

,

..

,,

•
•

—A receut arrival

iu this eity from the "Land o' CVkffl"
engaged a room in a botirdiug-house at, the sum of five dolHe had a tremendous appetite, and the lady
lars a week.
of the house, finding that she was losing by lief hoarder,

took the only way out of the dillieulty
week she informed him that she would ha obliged iu
future to charge him two dollars ealra. "Steven dolluitd"
was the rejoinder. "Dintm iiie't, mrjtn ttinna
i

(

;>;

I

can

|!
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FATE OF THE BUFFALO— ITS SUCCESSORS.

THE

relates as well all that is

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

als of its

m

Oot-doob Keokkation and Stody

Known

which existed

of the gigantic individu-

in prehistoiic ages.

Bison

lat-

must have been a
giant indeed, for the horn cores of one individual are
thirty-two inches in length from the base-to the extremity,
and when in position must have measured seven or eight

:

PUBLISHED

race

of these early forms,

ifrons, the largest

FtSa.Ul'LTHRE, TV.A PROTECTION OF GAJiE,PRS9:
Afro caz tMcmoATiOM in Men and Women or

ST

feet

Rarest and §tresn\ publishing $om$nx\gt

between the

tips.

tent could hardly

When

have beeu

covered with horn their exthan ten or twelve. As

less

same measurement in Jjiion ame? icanus is but fifteen
inches, the reader can readily imagine that the former, in
size, must have been a fit companion for the Mastodon or
those enormous sloths, ellegalonyx and Mylodon, which in
the

IT

CHATHAM STREET,

(CITY

HALL SQUAUK) NKW YOKE,
Box

[Post Office

Tormt, Four Dollnri

•

2832.1

Year, Strictly In Adraari.

Post Pliocene times inhabited our continent.
All writers agree that the day is not far distant when the
buffalo in a state of nature will be unknown on the broad
prairies of the west, which for so many centuries have
been its boundless pasture. We have but to consider for
a moment its former range to be convinced of the justice
of this conclusion. The Great Slave Lake once marked
the limit of its migrations on the north, on the south Mexico, Oregon and California, on the west with Pennsylvania,

Twenty-five per cent, off for Clubs'of Tbrec or more,
AdrertlHlxig Uaien.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, Sn cents per line: outside page, SOce
Special rates for three, sis, and twelve months. Notices in editorial
columns, 40 cents per line.

V* Any

publisher inserting our prospectns as above one time, with
brief editorial noiice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to tia. will receive the Forest and Stream for one vear.

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY,

MARCH

Virginia and the Carolinas as the eastern boundaries. Over
this vast extent of territory the bison roamed in great
herds comparatively unmelesled. By the end of the first

15, 1877.

To Correspondents.

quarter of the present century it had been driven entirely
west of the Mississippi, and the species is now confined to

All coram nnlcatlons whatever, whether relating to ouslnese or literary
eorrespondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Streak Pub
Liesijw Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
teal name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful aud reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen fro-o one end of the country to the other and they will
find onr columns a uusirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the commnnity whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
1b beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the vlrtuone and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be rend with propriety in the home circle
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us Is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
f^~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

the region of Texas, Colorada, Kansas and the Indian Territory on the south, and Montana, Athabaska, Lesser Slave

Lake, aud the Saskatchwan on the north. But even from
these circumscribed feeding grounds it is fast being driven.
A gentleman who has recently returned from Western
Kansas, where he had been in camp for eight months, informs us that there are at present no buffaloes whatever in
that section of the country.
During alt the lime that he
was in the field he saw but one solitary individual. Only
one herd iskuowu to have crossed the Smoky river during
This consisted of about three hundred inthe past year.
dividuals, and passed near Monument Station on the Kansas Pacific Railroad; by the time it had reached the Saline
it was discovered by the Otoe Indians and ihe white hunters, and in a few clays was absolutely wiped out of exist-

;

A

buffalo protection.

still inhabit the dark forests
Imperial protection, and if the
be saved from absolute extermination governmental interference must speedily be exerled
in its behalf.
In the Yellowstone National Park we have
the necessary territory, and it is already stocked; but the
skin hunter, that ruthless destroyer of game, must be kept
at a distance, if we would hope to save this species.
This
section of territory is by law forbidden ground to the
hunter, and could the stalut
be enforced the buffalo,

The Florida Stak.— Messrs. W. II. Coe, C. H. Coe,
and W. A. Coe(we might say Coe & Co.), have just commenced the publication of the Florida Star at. New Smyrto agriculture,

and !he material

irjteres-ts of the Stale.
a creditable one, and will be useful to

American bison

immigra-

The publicanil who read

whatever may be tlie pecuniary success of the proprieIn the hope of great future emoluments, they now
charge subscribers but 50c. per annum, or about the cost
of blank paper and postage. While we do not encourage
the venture, we certainly wish it every success.

it,

tors.

of

will assist in fitting

New York owe much

instructor of
shots,

many

and we

up a new

gallery,

these

in

The riflemen

desiring plants or seeds are referred to the announcements of several responsible dealers in our advertising columns.

Fla.,

of February was 59 degrees; highest, 73 de-

grees; lowest, 42 degrees.

-»*-

— Some of

toper has only to imagine the

is

an accepted fact that the buffalo on the plains is to
of Ihe past, but there remain these boundformer feeding grounds, still covered

less prairies, their

with the richest of pasture. Already these are becoming
immense stock farms, over which range hundreds of thousands of the broad-horned steers of Texas. The old buffalo ranges are filling up with cattle, aiul by the imporla
tion of blooded bulls the quality of the stock is being con-

From these plains a large poriion of
the beef for eastsrn and European consumption will ultimately be deiived. Before the buffalo wholly disappear
tinually improved.

intelligent effort should be made for interbreeding
on a large scale, so that ere the last of the shaggy wild
brutes have yielded up his life there shall have been infused into our western cattle the hardy blood of their ob-

some

literated relatives.

Thus the plains and bluffs will not be tenantless. Long
after the dark, serried, and resistless masses have disappeared, and the thunder of a million hoofs lias died away,
there will remain a new race blending the best qualities of
our present slock with those of the buffalo. So may these
sturdy half-breeds wander over and draw fat subsistence
from the same hills which were once blacuened by the
dusky hordes of

I

ancestors.

SKATING.

perusal of a long
Thethe
American

from Mr. J. L. Plympton,
whose name in
some interesting information on the subject of the progiess of the new AmerWhen Mr. Plympican exercise in popularity in Europe.
ton first introduced his new roller skates he had them patented in Europe as well as in America; but it was not unthe Yankee exertil he himself had succeeded in making
cise fashionable in London aud PariB that he encountered
As
any opposition from infringers of his patent right
usual this came from men whom he had specially favored.
For Ihe past two years he has been in litigation with infringers in the principal cities of Europe, and in many inThe
stances has he plainly established his patent right.
work has beeu costly, however, his expenses exceeding
The battle, however, bus been won at last, and
$73,000.
letter

roller skate patentee,

London

affords an opportunity to give

management which has characterized some of the London
rinks, and notably those of Paris, in which nightly bills of

these pithy sen-

special

performances,

sides being liable to prosecution."

skates, are prepared the

only means by which the buffalo mayAn animal which in all essential respects
be preserved.
so
agrees
closely wilh the domestic cattle must surely
prove of vast importance to the farmer and stock raiser,
if its domestication were but
systematically attempted.
We have at various times seen in Montana, Nebraska and
Kansas young buffaloes running at large with the herds of
domestic cattle, and in their actions resembling in all respects their tame companions.
With the cattle they would
wander off for days or weeks to distant parts of the range,
returning from time to time, and being quite ts gentle and
docile as the other individuals of the herd.
When these
calves approach maturity, what more natural than that, the
bull should be broken to the yoke? The owner is not slow
to avail himself of their enormous streuglk, and teams of

this

this is not the

bulls are

by no means uncommon in the vicinity of
A Montana settlor told us a year or

buffalo range.

two since that a yoke of these animals which he had until
recently possessed could pull more than "any two of cattle

rest.

untamed

Ludlow concludes wilh

the

l.urned in them, the

their

only as to make them peculiarly attractive to the best class
of society, as resorts for the enjoyment of a recreative exercise morally as well as physically healthful. His idea
of the management of a rink is to keep it free from anything like the vulgar performances of a public place of
amusement. For this reason he has opposed the plan of

young

the city bars serve their c jttomers wilh blue

and when brandy

It is

become a thing

ami in a recent report on this region by Col. Win. Ludlow,
Corps of Engineers, important suggestions and recom
mendations are made, which, if followed out, would accomplish the end so much to be desired. After speaking
at some lenglh of the outrageous and wanton destruction
of game, which at present takes place in this Government

But

—Parlies

glass tumblers;

succeed.

of the fish and game found within the park, and against their
capture or destruction for the purpose of merchandise or profit;"

"Visitors should be forbidden to kill any game.
Hunters should have Iheir arms and Bpoils confiscated, be-

—

month

in this re-

tences:

The Twenty-second Regiment enjoyed one of its agreeable reunions yesterday evening, at their Armory in Fourteenth street, wilh a full dress parade promenade concert,
and dancing. Affairs »f this kiDd constitute the bright
side of "sojering."

— The mean noonday temperature at New Smyrna,

thirty years he

now all is plain "sailing" for him.
Besides fighting with infringers on his patent rights he
has had to oppose a system of management of established
skating rinks which he has found to be damaging to the very
best interests of roller skating as an unobjectionable recreation.
Mr. Plymptou's prinoiple in the running of roller
skating halls or riuks has been to govern them in such way

Reservation, Col.

columns, such a

show him indisputand manly qualities have

as will

ably the position his many genial
made for him in the hearts of the riflemen of this vicinity.

for the

numbers

of the Interior shall "provide against the icanton destruction

been the
and off-hand
the occasion arrives, due no-

which will be given
"bumper" will be given here

tice of

at present exist in considerable

to increase, and might
endure there long after Iheir recent prairie range has become a region of smiling wheat farms and well-stocked
cattle ranches.
The bill setting aside the Yellowstone
Park as a Government reservation says that the Secretary

to Mr. Conlin, as lie has

when

to

would have an opportunity

gion,

of our lending long range

trust that

is

to

:

which

Conlin's Gallery.— It is wilh great regret that we announce to out out-of-town readers, the destruction by fire
of Mr. Conlin's rifle and pistol gallery. This unfortunate
(•vent, by which we lose (temporarily only it is hoped) a
popular place of resort, occurred on Sa'urday night last,
and Mr Conlin's loss is quite a severe one. Some friends,
including Messrs. Lane, Blydenburgh, Cheever, and many
others, propose getting up a benefit match, the proceeds of

which

few individuals of the European

representatives of the genus
of Lithuania, thanks

tion is

and brought into the towns to be reared. Mr. Robt. Wickwriting to Mr. Audubon, in 1843, mentioned that for
had bred the pure and mixed stock with
success.
Ultimately, however, through luck of care, the
race of the bison has in all cases been merged into that of
the domestic stock. In the West the experiment is now being tried once more, and we earnestly hope that it may

liffe,

KOLLEIt SKATING IS EUROPE.

Mr. Allen's recent work has awakened a widespread in
and again we advance our protest
against Ihe indiscriminate slaughter of the buffalo, and
urge that some Immediate action be taken in the matter of

(crust in this subject,

Editor and Business Manager.

na -a monthly periodical devoted

Gallatin stales that ninety
spect inferior to the best beef.
years ago both pure and half bred buffalo were common in
Virginia, the calves being frequently captured with dogs

ence.

CHARLES HALLOCK.

tion,

Their power and endurance are undoubtthough their temper is not, perhaps, of the best. In
it is said that if they desire to go in any particular direction, or not to go at all, nothing that the driver can say
or do will have the slightest effect in changing their determination. Such little eccentricities as these, however,
would no doubt be overcome after a generation or two of
domestication, or might, be more immediately modified by
a cross of domestic blood.
The experiment of cross breeding the buffalo with our
domestic stcck is said to have beeu successful in the highest degree wherever it has been attempted.
The progeny
seem to be very hardy; the milk of the cows is exceedingly
rich, and the supply bountiful, and the flesh is in no refact

buffalo will soon exist only in the annals of the
past.
As the day of extinction approaches it is a
matter of satisfaction that his history has been written.
iNor is it a mere dabbler in science, who has detailed to us
the past and foreshadows the future of the American bison,
but one ot the ablest naturalists of America. Mr. Allen,
not only gives us the fullest possible account of the habits
aud peculiarities of our well known existing species, but

Dj»otkdtoFiki.d and Aquatic Sports, Practical M.

on the place."

ed,

by professional actors, on roller
same as at a varieties theatre. All

kind of thing Mr. Plympton regards as entirely out of
the legitimate sphere of a recreative exercise designed for
family and social enjoyment. lie says in the letter in,

"Having succeeded, after many years of hard
at great expense, in m»king roller skating fashionable and popular in England, and having recently seen,
the greatest damage done to its permanent success in Paris

question:

work and

and on the continent, by inexperienced and short-sighted
management, I wish to guard against anything of the kind
happening in America."
Referring to his success against infringers of his rights
"Of the nineteen successive injunctions granted
against infringing parlies in England since our sweeping
verdict against Malcolmson, thirteen have come up and setled handsomely, and many of them were strong companies,

he says.

having lords, members of Parliament, and high titled personages as directors; and the six remaining cases have just
been consolidated by order of the Court, and my rights
wilL soon be as fully here as did the Kemball cam

— —

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
America," Writing of what, lie calls the "high pressure" system of running BkatiDg rinks, Mr. Plympton says:
"that this system has alternately failed wherever it has
been tried." He states thai "the great high pressure Parisian Kink, which flourished for a short time upon the good
name OUT own work had given roller skating in England,
and managed by Baron B
who introduced nearly every
objectionable feature that promised immediate gain, is
iu

,

now

hopelessly bankrupt, as you will see by the Paris papers."
The character of the management referred
to may be judged by the fact that it was copied by
such notorious places as the Jardin Mabile, Valen
line Falres, Bcrthras, and other places of like
char-

which have

acter,

all

failed

in

their

efforts

to

make

"high pressure" system pay. The effect, however, has
been to damage the popularity of the sport in the estimathis

tion of the best class of Parisian society, inasmuch as
placed the patronage of the rinks in Paris in the hands
of the demi rtumde.
it

Mr. Plympton furthermore says that, "as a rule, nothing
should ever be advertised or announced as connected with
roller skating in a popular rink which would cause the
most refined lady to blush if asked if she took part iu it."
His idea and experience has shown it to be the correct one

—

—

limit anything of the character of a special entertertainment at a roller skating hall or rink to legitimate
displays of grace and skill in the illustration of the art itis to

He says: "If prizes are to be awarded they should
be given for the advancement of that which is most desirable iu rink skating, and not for the encouragement of the
most rude, dangerous and objectionable features of racing

self.

and

fast skating."

SUGARING AS A MEANS OF ATTRACTING MOTHS.

THIS subject

brought

is

of Fojiest

amateur collectors

to the attention of the readers

and Stream with

the view of assisting

Many have a taste and
know exactly how to make a

in entomology.

do not

desire to collect, but

commencement, while others aiedeterred, thinking the

make an

bor loo great even to

Any oae who
at flic result,

la

effort.

method will be surprised
capture moths entirely new to them,

will practice this

and

will

and often in a state so perfect that they will hardly recognize as specimens once familiar to them, having witnessed
them previously in a worn coudirion.
It is known that noctindte are altracted by the odor of
various substances, as the nectar of flowers, the sap which
exales from certain trees, honey, decaying fruits, etc., but
until within a few years no attempt has been made to bring
them to any given location by tempting their taste or olfactories.
Since then the study of entomology has been
more pleasant, aud the .'deuce has taken rapid strides under the stimulus of this labor-saving appliance. Entomological books and journals are not accessible to many not

making

A

of collecting.
few general ideas,
be acceptable, aud serve to slimulate many

a specialty

therefore,

may

to observe

and commence the study of

this

attractive sci-

ence, and not only collect for themselves but help others,
are not favored with so rich a location

by exchanging, who

for certain kinds of moths.

many

It

must be remembered that

extremely local in their disone location. This is very
noticeable in captures made at Center, N. Y.
In preparing the sugaring the collector is governed by
his own experience, and may mix it to suit his own views.
After many experiments we have come to the conclusion
that equal parts of common molasses and strong beer
serves belter than any other mixture. We also add a tumb
ler full of Jamaica rum to every gallon of sugaring.
If
the beer cannot be obtained, as is sometimes the case in
extreme southern locations, water may be substituted, and
will answer a very good purpose.
The rum is a very serviceable addition, as the odor is transmitted much more
strongly than without it.
A laughable circumstance occurred during last summer.
A friend who had worked at sugaring somewhat, on taking
a vacation, offered to sugar while absent from the city. He
had taken pains in the meantime to learu his lesson well,
and had cleared up many points in his own mind by many
interrogations.
His first night's labor, though crowned
With success, was fraught with unusual vexation. His
mother had desired to furnish the molasses, but by mistake
had given him a bottle containing cougllsyrup. The beer
and the nostrum was with difficulty caused to unite, aud
when the mistake was discovered it was none the less
laughable, especially as he had captured several rare catocala (Melicta and Uoccinata), which he did not have the
good fortune to attract afterwards in the same location,
This circumstance is related to explain to the reader that
the operation is not so exact and difficult as may be supvarieties of insects are

tribution,

and may be found

in

posed.

A

clean paint or varnish brush is used to spread the sugaring on the bodies of trees, fence rails, or the sides of
out-buildings in the vicinity of orchards or timbered lands.
Weather beaten surfaces are much better for its application
than painted ones. The wet sugar which settles in the
bottom of molasses casks is preferred by some rather
than molasses; if used it must be diluted as before ex-

Moths are

by the pomace from cider
undergoing dessication and decay.
Collectors frequently search bar-rooms in early morning
wiLh success, the insects having been attracted thither during the night by the bright light and the odor of the
plained,

mills as well as

by

attracted

fruit

liquors.

Rags may be saturated with the sugaring and attached

85

preparation may be. spread on
the same with a brush. By visiling the sugared places
with lantern and cyanide bottle the noctindre will be seen
around the bait; often they some in swarms. This stale
of affairs may continue until 9 p.m., when for an hour
there will be an intermission. About 10 p. m. they come
again, and continue to do so till nearly daybreak.
On applying sugaring for a few nights there may be an absence
of moths, but by persevering forseveial nights in succtsssion they are sure to come.
When not successful it may
be attributable to shrubs bearing odoriferous flowers being
in close proximity to decaying fruit; to strong winds, etc.
The most favorable time for collecting is just before a
storm, as the same rule applies to the capturing of noctindte as to fishing.
The more favorable places for sugaring
are forest glades, the edges of timbered lands, or along
roadsides and open places studded with underbrush. It is
advisable to extend the line of sugaring in a circle. If on
the trunks of trees, paint a space within easy reach six
inches wide by two feet in length at intervals of ten or
twelve feet distant, or even further apart, so that each
place sugared can be visited several times during the eve
to trees or shrubbery, or the

ning.

The cyanide bottle is very essential in capturing. It is
prepared in the following manner:
wide, salt-mouthed
bottle should be selected. A piece of the cyanide of potash may be broken np into pieces weighing at least half a
drachm each. Six or eight of these are quite sufficient to
be placed into the bottom of one bottle. Plaster of Paris
should be mixed with water into a paste sufficiently thick
to flow easily into another vessel, and poured over the cyanide until covered half an inch or more. The prepared
bottle taken in hand and tapped gently upon a table or
some level surface will cause the paste to settle between
the insterstices of the cyanide, and then should be afllwed
to remain unstopped for at least six hours, when the moisture will have evaporated, leaving a dry and smooth and
hard surface, which will not displace the delicate scales of
the insects by contact. The stopper then should be kept
iu place, except when used in capturing.
The cyanide is
very volatile, and the plaster of Paris is porous, which
readily admits the fumes to pass through it, which completely changes the bottle.
On arriving at a tree, byGarefully turning the light on
the sugared patch, the collector will be enabled to select
such moths as is deemed advisable. The glass stopper
should be gently removed and placed over it, when it will
drop into the receptacle. By replacing the stopper the
insect will be safe until stupefied, when it can be transferred to another bottle prepared in the same way, and allowed to remain until the next morning, when they will be
in condition to be carefully examined, selecting such specimens as are most perfect to be placed in position on the
preparing board. The cyanide lenders the wings rigid if
left in the fumes a much longer period than necessary to
kill them; but if allowed to remain during the night the
same specimens will be quite pliable and relaxed. Care
should be exercised in transporting the reservoir bottle so
as not to unnecessarily rub the moths, thereby damaging
them. Many moths are apparently attracted by the sugaring as soon as they emerge from the pupa, and therefore can be procured by this method in their most perfect

A

condition.

»»

GAME PROTECTION.

—

Canada. The annual meeting of the County of Peterborough Fish and Game Protective Society, was held at
"Huffman House," Peterson, the 1st ins ., President
Ludgate presiding. The election of officers, etc., for the
ensuing jear, resulted in the appointment of the lollowing
the

1

gentlemen:
President, William Eastland, Esq., first Vice-President;
Rev. V. Clement, B. A., Peterboro; second Vice-President,
Henry J. Le Fevre, Esq., Lakefiekl; Recording Seeretaiy
and Treasurer, John
Hammond, Esq. Corresponding
Secretary, C. A. Post, Esq.; Counsel, E. H.H. Hall, Esq.
A Central Committee aud a General Committee were also
appointed, after which Mr. John O'Donuell moved a vote
of thanks to the retiring officers, Ex-President Ludgate
duly acknowledging the compliment.

K

read letters asking the Association to advocate the granting of more power to game constables. From the House

Committee on Game Laws at Albany, Messrs. Childs,
Gallagher and Tabor were present. The Secretary read a
report of the first case tried in Pennsylvania for a breach
of the game laws, exposing quail for sale out of season,
which did not resmit iu a conviction, as the Judge held that
the accused was probably not aware of the fact that the
game was offered for sale. Letters were also read asking
lor a law that would govern the shooting of English snipe
and also referring to the wholesale slaughter of deer dm ug
the past winter, when they were penned in by snow.
ExCongressman Clinton 8. Merriam said that a large number
of deer had been slaughtered in that manner in Oneida,
Herkimer and Jefferson counties.
Mr. Austin Corbin was then elected a member of the
Association.
Senator Wagstaff spoke of the progress now being made

A

524

witted.

Walnut

St.,

)

Philadelphia, March 9th, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As many of your subscribers are members of the West
}'

Game Protective Society, aud in all probability
would like to know what has been done by the Committee
ou Game and Fish appointed al the meeting held on the
19th of September last, I send you the following statement
of the distribution of fish and partridges made on account
of the society, and trust you may think it worthy of publiJersey

cation:

No.

Distributed in
No.
Bargatmown Pond. 300
Hammontown Lake 10«t
Ncrchatuxen Stream. 11*0..

.

l

300
200

.

100.
100

100

Crystal Lake.
Ludlan't, Pond.

Woodbury Creek.

i

Raccoon Creek.
Mantua Creek.

|

Abbott's Pond.

1-100

Distributed in

|

City Lake.

Bridgeton Pond
Alison Pond

1

74
78
4»

Distributed in

Egg Harbor

1

Kirkwood Lake. J100
Great Egi; Harbor River. 101
oldman's Creek. 74
Timber Creek. 74

No.

Distributed in
Timber Creek.
Dennis' Creek.
Maurice River.
Salem Creek.
Cobansey Creek.

2,000...
Tuckahoe River.| 5D0
2,000
Alloway's Creek., 2,500
10,600.. .. Various branches of the 2,5(;0
Great Egg Harbor River. 3,000
1.B0O
Mantua Creek. 2.600
2.5Q0
Oldniana Creek
600
4,000..
Mullicas Htver.|

Woodbury Creek.

Eleven thousand escaped into Mantua Creek by an accident to the dam of the pond where the salmon were temporarily kept.
The foregoing statemeut is believed to be
rather under the number of salmon actually distributed. —
Remarks.
bdead.

Sent to
Bridgeton

...

Cape May
Woodoine
Tuckahoe

18 dead.

7dead.

Station....

50 dead.
-4H dead.

Williamstown
.Swcdesboro

. . . .

..

2dead.

Woodbury

4 dead.
tidcad.
No report.
iO dead.
No report.

Paulsboro

i

in Albany toward lraming a thoroughly efficient game
law, and on his suggestion Mr. Brown's bill on the game
laws, now before the Commitlee, was read to the meeting
by the Secretary. During the reading of the bill a number
of suggestions were made by different members, aud on
motion of Mr. Fliess, President of the South Side Club, ot
Long Island, a resolution was adopted to the effect that it
was the sense of the Association that in regard to the killing of deer in Suffolk county, the law should be changed
to read "that no deer should be killed in that county for
the next five years." This was done, as it is understood
that there are not more than eight or ten deer left in the
county.
On motion of Senator Wagstaff, section of the bill was
not approved, as it afforded a rather easy way of evading
the law. 1 hat section gives dealers in game the right to
prove that the game so found was killed during the season
or out of the Slate.
A short discussion in regard to spearing fish brought out
various opinions on the subject, and Mr. Roosevelt stated
that, in his opinion, it was destructive, as in nearly all
cases the fish were speared during the spawning season
when in shallow water, Mr. Seth Green's views were also
quoted- as being very averse to Bpearing flak being per.

;

Several subjects^relativo to game protection were discussed in a spirited manner, and the Secretary was requested to communicate with the sister societies of tile
Province, asking their cooperation in presenting a petition
lo the Ontario Legislature, ut its next session, praying that
the present Fishery Overseers may also be appointed, Overseers of Game, in the districts they control, receiving additional remuneration therefor.
The Secretary was also directed to make application to
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries lor tilty ihousand
salmon and whilefish fry, to stock lakes iu the northern
part of the county. Altogether the meeting was a most
interesting one, and it is to be hoped the Society has a useful career in the future.

No.

—

Y

Association for the Protection op Came.
The regular monthly meeting of this Association was held
on Friday evening last, at the Hotel Brunswick, Vice President Robert B. Roosevelt in the chair. The Secretary
N.

Mr. Childs, of the Assembly Committee, then made soma
remarks, assuring the members of the Association that the
Committee were with them heart and soul in endeavoring
to framo game laws that would be of permanent benefit to
the country, They were divided up into Sub-Commitiees,
and every branch of the subject was beiug thoroughly investigated.
He alluded in his remarks to the views of
Mr. Selh Green as to spearing fish, and that spearing could
not be carried out effectively against game fish unless when
they were iu shallow water lo spawn. This protection of
game was a great thi.ig for the country, and now that our
lakes were being stocked with fish and our gamo preserved, in time of famine we shall have something to fall
back upon.
Mr. Tabor, of Buffalo, thea gave his experience of what
had been done toward the framing of game laws He said
he thought the season was really to long, and dealers
should not be allowed to sell game a month alter the shooting was over.
On motion the Association approved the bill as read,
with the exception of section six and the clause allowing
woodcock to be shot on Long Island after July 4th.
After business had been concluded the meeting adjourned, and the members repaired to another room where
they sat down to a substantial supper and passed a couple
of hours in social enjoyment.

Woodoury
...

Watei f oi d
Barnaooro...
Hancock' s Biidge

IT

... Seaville

LeedsPoint
Kio Grande Station.

dead.

S dead,
7
..

dead.

6 dead.

Wenonah

lodead.
Green Creek Station ,12ucad.
Waterford
No report.
...Pitman Grove
4dead.
40..
.

...Salem
Haiuuiouton,
..

None

dead.
3 dead.

number received.
206 rteud.
The number of dead given is the number reported to
the committee at the time of the nrrival of the birds at their
places of destination as above given.
In addition to the foregoing quite an active police system for the observance of the game laws has been kept up,
resulting in the arrest and conviction of several offenders.
The effect of which has been quite marked.
Total

1310

A

A

Member.

WORD FROM A POT-HUNTER.

PomcnESTER, N. Y., Feb. 20th, 1877.
EDITOR FOIUSST AND STREAM:—
Having for the past two years been a constant reader of your valuable
paper, as well as the Sod and Gun, 1 beg to take the liberty of cxprsssing a few of my opinions with regard to the domgsof the so-called "gentlemen sportsmen," of which your paper seems to be the champion.
There Is ecarcely a week passes in which 1 am not stung to the quick by
some of your correspondents in their frequent allusions to the men tbey
call "pot-hunters.''

bonWr,

lor

Now let

when a boy

I

it be clearly understood that / am a pot,
trapped grotiae an* sold for the paltry sum of

—

—

m

FOREST AND STREAM.

those day 8 there were no "ccntl' roun spoftalueii" to use their inlliienre to get Ilhvs pasted which made that. Hcrttmiml
off. iice. an,l I used lo look forward witu feelings of intense delight for
tivenlj the cents

isou to

:

bat

in

come when we conld bat&ka

set our traps, and

and
one
not? though we canylit them on onr

oizrselyes to the wooila
catch perhaps three dollars worth of partridges in

Great rascals. Were WB
fMher'a premises,
aiy brother and r grew np incorrigible pot-hunters; we speared
we caught quail under boxes; and. aa we grew older, we acquired
de art of nalug the "infernal old spill nut. " as your correspondent "11
wv bave shot a) n
II. P." atjles the common three-dollar shot gun.
il
• It or ifititl when huddled and killed live or six
at one di-charge of
infernal old spill-out;" it was horrible, of course, and r>a ought to
hire been sent to prison ior it; but as I said previously the rrateriiity
3 elept 'gentlemen sportsmen" were not an
luck ou the ground then as
now, Aa l.ltue passed on we became so skillful in Ihe use of this "popgun" a' to be able to wing grouse at forty yards, even when going al -£We enjoyed ourselves to our heart's eoutontr, with os one
prese Speed
to molest us, no one to interfere; but alar! a change has taken place
i.
the advent of "gentlemen sportsmen" and we can only look forward to the time when the owner or every old ".-pill out" be taxed
H ! [y, aa recommended by "Medicns" in the Hod ami Gun, tat the
pi ivtluge of keeping one of these infernal machluos.
1 think
that Mr.
MedScus would find the shores of Albion a more congenial clime for
bia proposition into effect; bat in fret: America il will never do,
hick it Lime to gut up a counter current, or very soon the '"geurleand
iuiiii sportsmen?' will have laws euacted which will exclude any person
from enjoving this glorious sport who does not own a three hundred
h tve given a brief outdollar gun and a setter worth as mnch more.
Now 1 will give you a sketch of
line of the. misdoings of a pot-hunter.
i

llsh;

i

i

!

I

i

I

m

which the "gentlemen sportsmen" 1 recently met in Maine
adopted to secure large bags or tish and game. 1 was stopping at the time at
the hotel kept by Eben Ilmkley, at Uaugeley Lakes, and during my stay of
nine weeks 1 became intimate with many sportsmen from most of our
principal cities. This was one of their favorite modes of catching
irout. They would lush three or more hooks together, and when they
would hot rise at the fly Ihcy would grapple them with these hooks, by
dropping them under the fish, and jerking them into their bodies. Now,
sportsmen, don't hold up your hauds in holy horror, for perhaps you
have done as bad yourselves, so be charitable. That this was done I
can prove, and the guides are ever ready to teach the sportsman Ibis
manly art. 1 do assert that of all the trout taken while 1 was at llringeliy more than half were taken in this manner, and one of those sportani-oi from .Massachusetts told me he had taken trout enough that season
to iw-tirly balance his account with llil landlord.
Ho it seems this Genth rutin Sportsman had an eye to profit as well as sport.
I will now proceed to tell you the mode they took to slaughter deer.
A party came out from Boston, and brought dogs, and hired guides.
the

way

Tliejr posted themselves in boats on son.c of the numerous lakes Willi
which that part of the country ts dotted, uud when the doge had driven
the deer to the water they would run up alongside the helpless victims
and place the muzzle or a rlllc that would shoot a thousaud yards to his
head and blow otti bis brains. 1 have witnessed this, and by Gentlemen Sportsmen, loo. I have seen them lake or murder three in one
day, and this party of hloodB followid up this mode of slaughter for two
months, and probably sold venison enough to go a long way towards defraying their expenses. I mention Ibis to show that these SO called
men Sportsmen are as fond of combining profit with pleasure as
lite boy who snared ihe grouse.
I would like to know what your correspondent rtusticus could do with
the ISO ducks and geese, which he killed in five shots with that held
piece of his. Of course he had them served at his table, and may be
fravo them to his friends; for it is not. to be presumed that he would be

and the market has policemen in it every day; yet
those 1> ud offenses „re n.il. token the '.east notice of. There arc al. piesent strom: efforts being made to alter our game laws so that they shall
be more effective, hul I doubt, if any great changes are made, save to
abolish summer cock shooting. This is an excellent clause, as if enforced (it will be iiunsuulir it. is) it will prevent the shooting of half
grown partridges. There is also some tiilk or increasing the tax on dogs
in ibis Slate.
Our neighboring city of Lynn has the mad dog scare very
bnd, and Hll dogs not muzzled by owners are "snstched." I was over
cily a »i ek ago, and il, was amusing to hear from differ
ent ones Ihe numerous ways mad dogs were affected, as by frothing at
lliemoulh, fits, horror of water, etc. One old gentlemau said Ihe scare
was shunning. "Why ," -aid he, "ibey say there has been twenty mad
dogs kilted in Lynn the past week. e\cw," said he. " 'taint so, for
nBinl. the time o' year fur dogs to run mud; 'taini dog days now, is il V"
Hoping might and right will yet unite and
But. thia will do f ronce.
triumph on the side of justice, I remain,
Teal.
sale that were snared,

.1

—

Nebhaska. Both Houses of the Kebruska Legislature
have passed a game law, and the one the Governor sigus
will become law.
Regarding the Senate bill a correspondent writes

-

:

Jackson Station, March

Slh, is;?.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Fancy the

fix

a

man

Ir I don't go

is in.

and

light

grasshoppers

I

am

burning off Ihe grass. I may destroy the nest, and eggs of some
and have a line ot $15 and costs imposed upon me for violating
the bird act. If a hawk carry off my chickens, all the comlorl 1 have is,
Ihe Legislature gave him that privilege. Jam told the Governor has
signed both nets, and they are now laws. 1 claim to be » good lawabiding citizen, but whether the "spirit will move me" lo atiide literally by these is doubtful.
H. Q. C.
set to
bird,

Toe law referred to by our correspondent is as lollows:
ljfc it enacted by Ihe Legislature of the stale of Nebraska, thai
from and alt. r the 1st day of June, A. 11. WIT. il Shall he unlawful for
any person to take, wound, or kill any msccliverima, carhtverouS, or
any oilier bird within ihe Male, at any season; or intake oi destroy any
ulrd « egtja
tieBI bj any inn
providing also that Una actshall uotapi

;

Skc. %, Any person violating the provision at Sec. 1 of ibis act shall
he deemed guilty of a mi denit
and upon conviction thereof in any
c
bavin lurladictton shall be fined to any sum nol less than live nor
more lb in lilteeu dollars for each and every bird taken, wounded or
i,,!.:,,,
or tlest royed; sueh (in
killed; and ror every biniv
L
when collected lo be paid into the Couuiy T
scho
and
jail or the c
Tin- having In possession any uird
Sei
'ideemed and uken as prhna facia evidence that t
the person or persons having in possession the s
'

r. ,.,-.[

And now, Mr. Editor, I have come to one conclusion on this matter,
and thai is, that the tiue Gentlemen Sportsmen are as scarce as honest
poliiicians, and some of your con espondenta who nowl about the pothunter are in reality the only true pot hunters, a lording to my definition
t ix every person who
of the word; and when they cry out for laws t
keeps a gun. they will find considerable opposit onto their stilish prop
ositions.
With beat wishes for the proapenty of Fokesi .SB Stbbak.
C. C. T.
I remain yours truly,

We think that out
He

correspondent makes one

attributes the present

ascribe

We

do

to the practices of snaring, trapping,

il

little

game

scarcity of

advent of the Gentleman Sportsman.

mis-

the

to

not.

We

and shoot-

ing into bevies by himself and others of the same sentiments. Had they been content to shoot their game in the
spirit of fairness and humanity which would give even a
bird a chance for his life, there might slill have been
enough for all without those laws which he considers obnoxious. One Bwallow does not make a summer, and because there are men who kill deer in the water, or catch
trout by foul means, it does not follow that the majority
of "Gentlemen Bporlfimen," by whom we presume our correspondent means sportsmen who depend upon some other
pursuit for a livelihood, ure guilty of the

same practices.

-Eu.

—

A.

Ts'ew

Hampshire correspondent writes:

profession away
Messrs. Sweat ,fc lienistnn, who farm and b ini
gi
in the Big Intervale in the remote town or Abany, N. II
Of a large yard or deer in the mountains situated in Bartjetl and Ahaiiy,
home
two alive ami
and froze to upwards of twelve. Sweat broueht
several dead ones. Keniston was seen to have six hanging up in hia
burn at once. Oomphiint has been made of this wholesale butchery,
winch took place after the Jaw took effect on .1 urinary 1st. The probability now is that ihe case will be immediately aLtended to by Comity
Solicitor Biie'l Carter, who will make It ''warm" for these two worthies
at. the spring term of Circuit Court, which sits at Ossipee.

up

,

CutAarMLD,
Boitor Forest and Stbbam:—
The killing of a large number of deer

Pa.. March 13th, 1877.

this winter after the close of

the

season had the effect of stimulating our sportsmen to some degree, and
resulted in the organization of a sportsmen's association, having for its
object the protection of all kinds of game and game fish, and the punishment of law breakers, so far as possible. The Association starts out
very Enthusiastically with a membership of earnest workers, and 1 have
o believe that the cause will not languish in their hands.
have in this section considerable game, but it must be protected
from unlawful slaughter H any remains ten years hence. Deer Hill
numbers to make spurt: pheasant or rulled grouse
sufficient,
Hind
in
ab
Black and grey squirb rye in abundance, but qnatl are very scarce.
rels are very plenty, we think np here, but it must be acknowledged
that the Florida man, who has them al the rate of fourteen to the tree is
is not uncommon to And four on one tree
very Tar ahead of us. though
1 might remaik that foxes are pUmty, and that an occasional bear ia ao
Jox.
bold as to show himself within sight, of town.
•

We

it,

Salem, Mass., Feb. 26th.

and Stream:—

EniTort Forest

partridges, but
Reports give some quail yet left, and a falrslu
iviih which pro*
the most outrageous side of this matter ia the I
teuted.garae is exposed for eale in our market
snaring which is carried on in our county, particularly in some parts or

Uaiivcra,

Mid.lletield

and Topavillc.

In lie- last town

authorUytbat one, Samuel Urldles, snares partridges
lately saw in our ma:
el
1

I

1

am

told by

in the

good

moat bare-

.exposed

for

hat the Americans made more misies ihan the others in
the match, consequently their rifles shoot wilder.
it can
be proveri Uial the rifles thermelvcs weie the oai
unaccountable misses, there is no more use of investigation on the subject, but, this has nut. Ir imi done yet.
Some
of the various theories are as follows: The ritles and ammunition arc all right, but the trouble ali lies in the shooter,
mgh wnat is called mists ken vision, or in olber
words, seeing a target, where it is not, and thus not bitting
it; or else unconscienviously getting a bad
"pull off."
If
this is so, why are those using breech-loaders more liable
Ihan the others? Then there is auolher idea removing all blame from the rifli
nd his tools ami
iug cause as coming from unfori
eS in the natural
elements; such as a change
the wind, tempi-ial tin:,
light, density of atmosphere,
There aie many known cases where misses have "run
all along the line," at one time, hrotigh a chance ot condi(ions not iliscernable.
But thtst misses have Bbown where
their cause was to be looked to
The "unaccoui
conn: in where two men are shi >oting; one gets an unexptainable miss and the oilier perhaps a bullseye.
of
theories
would
the
above
tend to prove that the
Both
muzzle-loader and breech loader are
CjUally subject to ihe
trouble, which is not, so; the breed loader being Ihe recipient of the iarger proportion, iu fact almost, all of them.
This fact is acknowledged by the riflemen who have hail
experience and who are not interested in the manufacture
of the rifles. The defect is not supposed as a general thing
to be in the rifle itself, but that it exists iu the ammunition.
The shell tear the paper of the bullet, the paper is torn
or creased in putting Ihe cartridge into the rifle's chamber,
the bullet has a mar or scratch, u was too heavy or light,
or perhaps the powder was a litllc unevenly weighed all
of Ihese, slight as they may appear to the novice, have a
tt ndency to make a "wild" shot, but they may nol happen
i

I

I

&

l

i

-.

t

any of our eastern friends are not aware that the last Legislature
of this State was composed of the "masterminds" of the nineteenth
century, let them read the enclosed copy of game law they passed and
he convinced. If that he not sufficient to convince the most skeptical,
let them provide themselves with a copy of our (tbeir) "Qra&ehepper
Act." which says the supervisors shall notify me to perform two daya'
labor destroying grasshoppers, and may require me to pei form twelve
days' labor at Mich time and place as he may deem best, or pay a fine of
ir

,,

,

_,

"

.

UNACCOUNTABLE

MISSES.

guiity of selling any.

take.

—

THEwhatAmerican
meant by

long-range riflemen know, too well,
the word "unaccountables." For
is
the benefit of those who are not familiar with the meaning,
however, it can be added advantageously, titat it is a term
applied to the numerous unexpected and unexphtintd misses
which have occurred again and again to the marksmen who
shoot to any extent, more especially to those using breechThere are many cases wherein the use of this
loaders.
word has been abused. As an illustration of this fact the
following may be mentioned in illustration: It might have
been noticed frequently on a rifle range, say at Creedmoor,
where a competitor's last shot in a long range competition,
was a miss. If it had been a bullseyeor a center, it would
have made him a winner. Generally he will claim that it

was an "unaccountable." Unaccountably unsteady would
have been better, but to have given this fur an excuse
would be an additional loss of reputation. But misses do
occur when there is positively uo known reason. All experienced riflemen will agree to that, and it can be easily
seen that in getting one of these troublesome customers
whi'e in a contest, the competitor is very liable to become
perplexed and often unnerved. He not only loses confidence in himself, but in his rifle, when he gets a miss,
unci feels almost positive that his calculations were correct.
Although many plnu.sable theories have been advanced,
none arc accepted by a majority Of those, who should
know, as a true solution of the difficulty. There is this
fact to be noticed, the "unaccountables" do nol: happen to
any extent while shooting a muzzle-loading rifle. To sustain
this assertion a compromise between the scores made by
the teams in the competitions for the Centennial trophy
and the championship of Ihe world al Creedmoor last year
In this contest the most skilled of the
will be sufficient
loog-range riflemen of the world were present and the
world's best titles were in their hands. As all may know,
the Americans were the only ones on the field using breechloaders, and they made, notwithstanding their supremacy,
twenty-two misses. The Scotch had fifteen ami the Irish
only seven. Out of the Americans number at least ten
could not ba explained by either the unlucky shooter or
bis "coach." 'I hc-se treacherous shotsshould be thoroughly
"looked after." Their cnuse should be discovered and the
defect eradicated if possible. The long-range riflemen of
this country cannot expect to advance any more toward
perfection in shooting until they unroot this trouble; the
"bane" of so many good chances for excellent score?.
co-operaThere is no reason why this cannot, be done.
tion between our ingenious riflemen Hie advancement of
theories, both practical and scientific, will perform the obpossibility
ject.
Working on them if there should be any
of obtaining a clua would certainly untie ihe knotty misses.
But where are the knots? Can a miss be caused through
a possible defect in the rifle which shoots, on the whole, as
"irueassteei." In lite above mentioned competitions, which

A

are the best known for a comparison on this point the
Americans made the Smallest number of "timers" and
"outers," also making thirty-eight more bullseyes than the
Scotch and exceeding the Irishmen's number by fifty. This

sustains the belief, taking all into consideration, that, the
American breech-loaders Shoot closer than the muzzleThis is denied on the grounds
loaders of the other tennis.

i

;

to a careful riflemen.
The following is a theory advanced lo some extent in England: In the
present cartridges used for long range shooting, there is no
wad between the bnllet and powder and the bullet,, being
of a hard composition do not always expand evenly
enough to minimise the tendency of Ihe gases on the instant of ignition to escape past Ihe bullet, without, the wad.
When the gas does not do so, evenly, "fire cut" will lake
place, thus produciuga wild shot. Here is another lluoiyou
bullets, which finds considerable favor among theCrci'diuoorians: 'Ihe density or hardiness must agree iu proporOf course there is a
tion to the amount of powder used.
limit to Ihe amount of powder anil hardness of the bullet.
Dining the first competitions for the selections of the American team last year, several Creedmoor "cracks" shot
very unevenly, getting what they called unaccounuiblcs.
It was discovered that their bullets were two soft for the
amount of powder, (ranging from 100 to 110 grains,) Ihcy

once in a hundred shots

were using, when

battler bullets were used in the next.
competitions the poor shooting was not seen and splendid
There is another
scores were made by the same parties.
idea to the effect, that the various metals Used in the bullets
do not get .sufficiently amalgamated, hence once in a while
a soft, bullet, or else one which is not equally hard in all
parts, and which will not swage evenly in the grooves of the
In this manner it, will lose its protrifle, will te found,
per momentum and prove to be a bad shot.
Many mote plausabie theories which have been advanced
by experienced and reliable marksmen might b6 added. Only
one con ect solution is expected and whether it
the above or any other, no person has yet discovered, or if
Who will have
he has, it has not been made known.
the honor of hitting the right thing first? Will
pion riflemen give their ideas and experience in
Ihe matter? To do so will cause no harm and u ay be f
excellent service to help the other riflemen of his country
discover ihe "why and wherefores," The defect if found
out wi 1 aid the American riflemen in being more reliable
and lo continue to hold their own as the champions of the
Oan
world.
i

i

—

Trrn Irish: Riflemen, The Council of the Irish Hifle
Association held a meeting on the 83d ult at the Mansion
House, Dublin. The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor was
Major Leech stated that the meeting
called to the chain.
had been called for the purpose of taking action respecting
Hitherto only Enthe resolution as to the Queen's prize.
glishmen and Scotchmen, but not Irishmen, were allowed
,

The meeting thought
to contend for this royal premium.
Irish riflemen should lie debarred from
it ridiculous that
oulering a national match which was open to Scotchmen
long list of peers and commoners atand Englishmen.
tached the weight of their signatures to a document ad

A

dressed lo the British Rifle

Association praying

ture irishmen be permitledto contend for the Queen's prize
at,

Wimbledon.

CEBBBMOOB Jb. R-vNtiE.— Rifle match between Ihe Jour
neay & Bnrnham Rifle Club and Lord & Taylor
Saturday, March loth. Conditions, teams of eight, 10
shots per man, 100 yards off-hand. The following are the
scores:—
.lOURNEAYi. BiAmUAW.

Nnme.

1-OB.D

IliHedpath

Brnyn

aslctmtflelu

Bennett..

37i8ben

Ml K

me

A TAYLOR.

Name.

Total.

Metiiiillun..

Total.
3D

Jlllialttish

Began
Jarnan

^5
':

,

d

Lane
Brown

l.ocliwood

Calahan

Canada.— Our

SSM

Total

298

Total

J9
2H

Welles Corners, On-

correspondent, at

tario, writes:

In your journal of February 22d, you show a total for
Ihe

Fisherville

Amateur

Rifle

should have been 133, as the
of

138,

won

the prize.
rifle instead of

Club of 138

Belkitlf.

points.

This

team, making a score
learn used a Frank

The Selkirk

&

Wesson. The scores of
Smith
Wesson
G.
the Pisteerville Clubs show well for the Maynard title.
The Sharp's is
iN'ablo, 27; J. Oth r man, 29; O. Held, 26,
of 25 out of 2.1, at. 100
score
behind here. I made a full
yards yesterday, with Maynard rifle, 35 calibre,
-13 out" of 50 at 100 yards, same rifle and date, yesterday,
art;
making 9 consecutive bullseyes out of 13 shots.
trying to get up another rifle club right here, which will

We

be in force soon.

B.

^TlKO.-ASyr-e

M

«

—

,

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
".
npw (Warner) system
muzzle-loading rifle was Fully tested on thy Syracuse Rifle
The weather was certainly not favorable for fine
irirtd was sweeping across the range,
ami besides the deep blinding Bnow made the sighting
difficult'; still, under
these tnosl unfavorable circumAt one thousand
Stances, the shooting \yas excellent.
yards, the geofleman who Bhot this rifle male eighteen
This same party added a telesbullseyes in. twenty shots.
cope, to the rifle, and shot at two hundred and twenty
yards, ten shots, string measuring, from center of bullseye

NON-SPORTING DOGS.

following:

According to the shootto center of ball, in all ?-• inches.
ing of this new ByBtem ritie, the breech-loading men iiiuh1
look to their laurels nest spring. The rifles are made by
Messrs. Nichols & Lefevcr.
G.
Russians at the Taught,—A San Francisco correspondent sends us the following score, made by Commander
V. Terentieff, of ILL R., the gunboat Gosnostai, at one
thousand yards, oft hand, in eighteen shots: 3, 5, 3, 4, 5,
4,4, 5. Total, 80 out of a possible
Five hundred yards, S, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4,
00.
Total, 8ti out ol possible 90, made at Smith's
4. 4, c, 4, 5.
Forest, (cillery, Ban Francisco.
were not aware that
they had a one thousand yard gallery, or even oue of five
hundred yards in San Francisco.
5, 5, 5, 5,

5,5,

5, 4, 4, 4,

We

RIFLE NOTES.
a

The Executive Committee of the N. R. A. is preparing
programme for the spring meeting, usually held in May,

at

Creed moor.

It is to

be submitted at the next meeting

of the Board of Directors.

The

California Rifle

It will

The Long Island Railroad Company agree te reduce the
members of the
R, A. and the National Guard
Creedmoor during the coming season. The charges are

X

fares for
to

o lie
is

will hold their spring
probably take place during

Associatiou

meettngat San Bruno.
the month of May.

reduced to thirty-five cunts a round

trip,

which

almost too good to believe.

Gen. T.
perial

S.

team

to

Dakin

is

greatly in f wor of inviting an Imagainst us.

come and shoot

The patent on the breech action of the Sharp's
expired.

rifle

has

Gen. W. E, Strong, of Chicago, is in this city. He is a
"crack" shot gun and long range shot, being one of the best
of the Dearborn range.
This is the range rep
resented by J. A. Shaffer in the competitions for 'the selection of the American team.

marksmen

The next annual meeting of the Irish Rifle Association
proposed to be held at Dundalk. The association has
been offered better facilities there by the residing gentry
than at any other place.
is

To Pkeskrve

a Rabbit Skin.— Tack the skin quite as
tightly as you can stretch it on a board without tearing it,
and wash it with a solution of alum and water. Of course
the far side is tacked next the board, and the solution used
on the other side.

he

MmneL

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW,

Our object in this article is to draw
who are interested in the canine race,

A Rat-Terrier

men,

to be,

to the

among

York Bench Show

We commend

the smaller.
to our readers,

and hope

the

to see

large eels, plunging into the water for them, though his
general aversion (o wa'er is scarcely equalled by a cat. But
the crowning feat of this little dog was performed on Tues-

esting matters.

day,

Our Register for pedigrees is open for all breeds, classes,
and distinctions of the canine race, so as to take the word
Kennel in its most comprehensive form, and not be confined to the pointers and setter classes and other sporting

is

few days, and can be had from

There are a large number of gentlemen who arc not field
shots, yet who take a great interest in and propose to pay
some attention to the rearing and breeding of non-sporting
dogs.
During the last year wc have received quite a
number of letters from prominent persons, who assure us
that they intend to be very particular iu the selection of dogs,
and have asked us to give the latest information, so that they
canchoose the proper and most fashionable type of animal.
People may say, what is the object to be attained by this
new excitement in d»gs? We answer: fancy aud amusement; the latter being about the most essential thing, and
something which all people resident of large cities require.
Taking the word amusement in its proper dictum,
it is perhaps the most satisfactory "exhilirator" of the day.
An old story, but nevertheless true, is that that the dog is
the companion of man, and we are not quite sure but
that the animal does not make better men of us.
What
handsomer sight is there than a gentleman taking his
morning walk, accompanied by a majestic St. Bernard, a
noble mastiff, or a clever Newfoundland, or again, if his
fancy dictates, the gamiest, most beautiful and symmetrical animal of the day— tbe fox terrier.
The breeding, handling, and educating any of the large
variety, kn iwn as the terrier class, is in our opinion one
of the most pleasurable of recreations. Just look at the
wonderful endurance and intelligence of the bull terrier,

addressing Chas. Lincoln, P. O.
*»«»

Box

tbe

Bedlington,

wire-haired,

the

not forgetting

tho=e

—

grand little rascals the skyes, dandies and Scotch with
the couiage of tigers, and yet as diminutive as rats.
Iu introducing this new matter to our leaders, we shall
take great, pains to obtain the best and most reliable information from the many canine societies of England and
elsewhere, and at all times will be pleased to place any of
our friends who anticipate purchasing dogs in correspoudence with the clubs which make an individual claws of
animal a specialty.
At tbe forthcoming Bench Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, which is noticed elsewhere, fanciers of the
non-sporting classes will have an excellent opportunity of
comparing notes, as those classes will be more largety
represented than they ever have been before. At that
time a standard will also be established for this country,
by which fanciers can in future be guided.
T

and

Flora, the property of

Mr. M. F. McKoon,
of Franklin, K. Y.
being
bred
very tine imported
from
They are "blue bloods,"

e^Tue/'Ouly

Illustrated"!

!

!

Gipsey -Red with white.

sEr-TEits

Otroiise-Black and

Duke

of

white;

W. B Jmaie— Blackand tf

Orange-Red; T. A. Fo\

'.e— Orange and white; Dr.
tei
A. Ki
Dash- Black and tan; J.T. Walk
Topsy-Black and tan; John Uilhs- Kale— Orange and white; J.

C

W

Shulu.

!«n, Jr.

Prince-Black, tan and white; Dr. .\n,fu[ lodger —Red; S. .1- tlughea
I'iasher— Black.
do.
Henry McUlderry.
Nauuv -Black.
do.
'Don -red; J. C. Hubagh.
'':
oBertha Von Hilieru -orange and /.'I.
Jocko— Blaok, tanaad white; J.
white; Ethan Allin.
.engerke.
Black Bess-Black; James T. Walk..
x— Lemon and white; do
Gwendolin— Black, tan and white; Leda— White and black: J. Voa
I

'

.-

:'-

_

C. A. Cowles.

Tom—Black

Lengerke.
Nettie— Red; J. T. Allyn.
iJess -or and whiteiDr. W.H.Daly.
Ar- Pedigree— Or. &, wh.; C.S.W esicoit
M ague; -Blue belton;
do
do
II B. Vondersmith|Pairy II— Lemon belton
cockers.
A. Montague.
Fannie— Liver and white; J. Otis
II. Morris
Fellows.
f. D. Shaw.

and white; J. Arthi

Be.: be

Chevy-Orange and white;
thurBeebe.

Counter— Red;
Dash— Red; L.
Irene— Red; P.
Kirkmau -Tan;

.1.

I

I

—We

print this week the abstract of the third one
hundred pedigrees registered. The object of printing this
table is that any errors or omissions may be rectified, and

thus save considerable correspondence in preparing

Stud Book

Ouy.— Can any

of our readers supply us with informa-

dog named Guy, the property of J. H.
Roberts; by whom bred, color, and when whelped? We
have a pedigree of this dog, by Itys out of Flora, but it is
wanting in all the above particulars.
tion regarding a

1

1

owner

as well.

Kendogs Demuth's Kate, to Rock, Mr, CohauGordon bitch aud Henry Grifflith's imported Iiisa

nel Club's stud

ne,s

'MS
.

bitch Pan, II, to Erin.

r.i"

—

\ii

-*•*

—

uii
i
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Mr. Geo. F. McCleane, of Pittsburgh, returned from
Europe, on the steamer Germania, on Saturday last. MrMcCleane, while in England, purchased from G.de Lond're Macdona, Esq., the setter bitch Pera by Blue Prince out
Pera was in whelp to Mr. Macof Rhoda by Dan-Rhoda.
dona's Banger, and on the voyage whelped eight puppies,

a

*>

rd'.°j!

-

-

Mr. Charles Riley, of Albany, N. Y., claims the name
Zip for his red Irish setter by Tuckerman's Don out of
Pearl, instead of Rip, as printed by us last week.

£1

£

ill

their genial

—The following bitches have visited the St. Louis

I

ia

of

which one-half are dogs.

They

are nearly

all

marked

One bitch
like their sire, white with black about the head.
is all white, and to her Mr. McCleane has given the name
of White Star, in honor of the steamer on which she
whelped. Regarding Pera Mr. Macdona writes us as fol'a

'

i

lows:

-i,

Liverpool, March

1st, 1S77.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Li

\

i

#r| !s
1

2
*

ill

U

•

1

M

Sleaford.— We give this week a portrait of the liver
and white pointer dog Sleaford, imported from Mr. Whitehouses' kennel by the St. Louis Kennel Club. Sleaford
took

first

prize in

the small pointer class at the recent

Birmingham Bench Show.

—

on board the Germanic, steamer, Mr. McCleane, ot
Pittsburgh, with my first prize English setier bitch Pera, due to whelp
Should all go well, soon after lit r
to champion Ranger on March 1Kb.
arrival upon Amei lean soil, she ought to preeentyo your country as
grand a litter ot pure English setters as over were whelped, She is a
daughter of Mr. Laverack's Bine Prince, out of Mr. G. Lowe's Rhoda.
Rhoda by Mr. Statier's Field Winner Dan, (sold to Mr. Llewellin, lor
£ M) out of Mr. Llewcllin'e Rhoda. Mr. McClean had the option of
purchasing Pera or Magnet, that ran in the puppy stakes at last Field
Trial Derby , at the price advertised, £75, but chose to risk the bilch in
whelp. Champion Ranger, I am happy to inform you. Is in grand spirits
and streugth, aud is now in training to compete again foi the challenge
cup and other pnz'-s ot the ensuing Field Trials in April and May next.
This grand dog the hero of many a well fought figbt wilt lead his comI am yours truly,
petitors many a merry dance yet.
I

PS

by

cocker

—

The Kennel Reg ister. List of dogs whose pedigrees
have been enlered in the Kennel Register for the week
ending March 12th:

Show, and

Our junior illustraweek reprewhite

above ground the nimble little Joker sprang up aud
caught him aud shook the life out of him as quick as if ho
had been a rat. Miss Peirce has prized her pet dog highly
as being a safeguard for her chickens as against weasels,
and now thinks that he may be inclined to look after hawks
"and such."
feet

1

tion this

and

calculator of distance, but this over confident specimen at
last miscalculated and while flying apparently about five

Hi!

«-

spaniels, Captain

weeks ho would only fly lazily to some neighboring tree.
Joker keeping directly under him, and barking till he
changed base. Of late the crow would not fly till Joker
was within a few feet of him, and then barely keep out of
his reach.
A crow is generally accounted a pretty good

—

Hew

liver

'

post heap to secure a meal of fresh fish. Whenever little
Joker saw the crow alight he would give chase. At first
the crow was very wil I and would generally fly out of
sight, but hunger finally emboldened him and after a few-

Elcho. This grand specimen of the red Irish setter hasbeen purchased by William Jarvis, Esq., of Claremont,
N. H., as a fitting mate for his Kathleen. We hope to
see both Elcho and Kathleen at the Hew York Bench

2,832.

sents a pair of

J

March the 5th. At Aqundale whenever a fish dies it
thrown upon a compost heap near the ponds. During
the past winter an old crow has become emboldened by the
pangs of hunger, to make numerous visits daily to the com-

.-..

on that

this office or

'

|

dogs.

occasion a larger gathering of sportsmen than this country
has ever before witnessed. English breeders have been
invited to compete, and it. is not improbable that we may
have some of the "cracks" over. The Premium lists will be
read}' in a

of out

ing and their supposed origin; also the " Club points'' as
they should be judged oh the show bcuch, and other inter-

their classes of the day, giving a short history as to breed-

is

pugs, etc.,

Catches a Wild Crow.—Many

readers will recollect the account published in this paper
some two years ago of a sharp little rat-terrier named
Joker, the property of Miss CoraE. Peirce, of "Aquadale,"
Wenonah, N. J., the fish farm of Capt. Peirce, the South
Besides catching immense numbers
Jersey fish culturist.
of mice and rats, Joker has caught several musk-rats,
weasels, opossums, rabbits, and stranger than all, scores of

the attention of those

also those who would
and are not what are generally termed sportsfaithful animal— the non-gporling dog. We
propose, as circumstances will permit, to publish from
time to time the portraits of the most celebrated dogs in
like

with much pleasure that we announce a Bench
Show of Dogs, to be held at Gilniore's Garden (the Hippodrome), iu this city, on May 8th, 9th and 10th. The show
will he held under the auspices of the Westminster Kenuel
Club, a Committee having been appointed to attend to the
details, and Mr. Chas. Lincoln will act as Superintendent.
The prize list will he on a much lafger scale both as regards
the number of classes and the value of the prizes than has
heen customary at any show heretofore held, and all cash
awards will be paid iu gold coin, a capital arrangement, as
any gentleman having prejudices against contending for
money, may, if he wins, have the face of his coins planed
down and convert them into medals. There is no place in
this country, and probably in any other, which is so ad
mirably adapted for the purposes of a Bench Show as
Gilniore's Garden.
The judging will be in public, and on
the immense band slaud iu the center of the ring, where
Gilniore's one hundred musicians. found room.
The judges
have not yet been named, but the Rev. J. Ciimmiug Mac
douahas been invited to visit us and act asadvisoryjudge,
and he will probably accept. This will be particularly
valuable in assistiug us in establishing a standard for certain classes which have hitherto not received much attention, but which will be very fuliy represented at. the forthcoming show. We allude to the St. Bernards, mastiffs,
etc., among the larger classes and the skyes, dandies,
It
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Mr. Burdett Loomis, President of the Connecticut
Stock Breeders Association of Hartford, purchased while
on a visit to Switzerland some fine St. Bernard's. He is
al90 a fancier of the smooth-coated variety.

have just seen

off

G.

de Landre Macdona.

—Mr. John Jackson, of Hunenbcrg, Virginia,
sented "Don" by Foreman Taylor's one-eyed ".Mr. TomEpps, of North Carolina.

has pre-

.

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
ABSTRACT OF THE PEDIGREES OF THE THIRD
Color

a

.

Sex,

....IBlack
....'Black

Rose.
Be«s

......

Trnmp
Storm
Bine Daisy.

Dick

Jan.

27, 1675..

Feb.

6, 1875..

Clack and white...
Orange and white..
Black white and tan

J

one 1875

...

1873

June
June

12, 1876.,

Nov.

4.

13, 1876..

Prim

Red
Red

215,,

Mac

Black aud tan. ...
Liver and while
Black and tan

April 1875
Mav 53. 1878

-214..

Tib
Doni
Vlcola

1874.,
April 23, IBB9.
Feb. 5. -875...

Chance.

813..

white.

nixie

R*pp
Lou

IT....

Piioi

rr....

Floss

Flower

Prairie

3 25

.

.326

.

i

Sable Cloud

Renova
Leo

1875....

April 1S76
July 2(1. 1876
Sept. 1874

ti

July

Dell

Paris
Paris

Ruth
Ruth

Theo. Morford...
F. G. Simpson...

Rake.

Dart

P. McRoon
H. B. Vondersmith

Maud

Imported
Dr. W. C. Fisher
R.L. Graves
Imported
Z.C. Miley

Tom

July

Gypsum
Gypsuni

Gvpsnm

7.

A.L.Sherwood

Rainy

Dr. S. Fleet Spier.'.

Romeo

July

Ben

:S76...

Black-

July 29. 18; 4.

Flirt

Ornng

Jack

Liver and while...
Oranee and white..
Black and white...

Jnne 1874
March 1. '876.

One-eyed Sancho... Fanny
Nelly
Prince

Blaekandtan

Mav

12,

Nov.

I,

Gypsy
Prince
Pride of the Border |Fairy
Fannie
Pete
Fannie
Pete
Jnle
Jnle
Bingo
Jennie
Milo

Trnmp
Netty

Pansy

white..

Pride of the Hudeon Liver and white ..
Peg
Rlack ana white,
Tom
.: Black..
Centennial
and white..
"ouint-ss...
x and white.,
Ponto
it and white
;

.

.

.

<nan

Bob
Ginger

Witch
Staunch

Red

Catherine

Red
Red

Fan

.

March 20,

.

18; 6.

Lemon and
and
Orange and
Orange and

Albert.

Fanny
Gyp-

is

Tom

March I860

.

Ranger

.

Pluuket

Not.

1

1876

.

.

20, 1874..

'

July
July

17.

i

i

„,,

Jan.

15.

Dash
3en Nevis

.

Haggle

.

frit".

.

I

i

Black wh
nd
Black
Black and tan
Black and tan

Belle
Prize

Procyon

Rob Roy

Feb. 1S76.
\ng. 1875

Black and tan
Black and tan

Nita

Scrap
Caspar
Plnnket II
Grouse

Red
Red
Red

Toe..

Liver and tan

Di..

Red
Red
Red

Lady Plunkel
Loke

Black and tan
Blue Belton
White..
Blue Belton
Orange and white..
Orange and white..
Orangi and white..

Rose
Carlowirz
Prince Rob
Princess Belle.
Princess Rose...

Vic.
Blanch

I

Princess Stell

Marquis

R*x
Jerry

Beeorrab

White with liTer...
White vith lemon..
Black and white
Blaekandtan
Lemon and white.
Red

Red

Bess

Va-ni.U

Richmond Ked
Red
Red

...

Oct. 17.1876...
Oct. 1876

March
Oct..

23. 1876.

1876

1876
1876

..1875

March in. 1876.
Sent. 6.1876...
April 24, 1874.
1873
~
i 19, 1876..

Dash

I,

„

Tarrvlown.N. Y.

r
Frazier
|R ]I c
E.Yarrt

New York.

W

New Galhlee, Pa.
Stamford. Conn.

.

Duxhiiry. Mass.
San Francisco.

~

msocket.

_

.jiioivn. Pa.

Nelly
Nellv

W. G.Ely

Norwich.

Belle

J.E. Fisher

Jnle

Cyras Scofleld
Jacob Glahn
R.

Tom

Rod
Snooks

"

Klttv

P. H. Bierbower
Jarvis
Dr. M. Goldsmith
F. H.
J. B.

Thloe...
.Victress...,

Countess
Rose

.

.

.

West Meriden. Conn.

J.

W

Blevans...

Newark, N. J.
New York.
Muirkiik, Md.

.

Tileston ....
C. E. Coffin
Wm. Reid. Jr ....
C. H. Ravmond. ...
W. Y. W. Kipley..

ICapt. W. G.EdgertOD
|G. W. Beaman
....

Boston
Morris Plains,
Rutland, Vt.

N.J.

.

M. G. Evarts
|S. B. PettensIM
IDr. M. Goldsmith...

Wm.

Rose
...

Rufus
Rnfus

Dash
Monarch
Monarch

W.
W. M.
A.

Ammen

Bhas. H. Raymond..

Carrie

I.

Brooklyn.

F. N.Hall

F. H. Kennedy
N. Saltns......
W. M. Tileston
T>.

R

Cm,

R. W. Reid

Reid

Jacob Glahn

Com.

Nell
Carrie

Rob Roy

Joe
Plnnket

W.

E.B.Rose...

Kitty

Duke

1876...

16, 1875.
13, 1876.

Muirkhk, Md.

...

C. Odiorne..
C. K. Coffin....

R. H. Gillespi?....

Kathleen

Dash

Rnfns

Nov.

J. Coffin

Dedham. Mass.

]W. C. Odiorne..
If. H
Hoc...
|G.

E. Hudson

I

Plnnket...
Plnnket...

Monarch

July
Nov.

R. H. Gillespie

Ltniii';:.':;;;::;:; In. saitns
.:
Nell
Dr. ST. Goldsmith..
Nell
Nell

Plnnket...
Plnnket...
Plnnket...
Plnnket...
Plnnket...

Don

1876
Dec. 23. 1874..
Ang. 1876

Cnlin

Fan
Fannie

Lou

"

...

,

••

Bierbower
Bergen

Red Bank, N. J

.I.B. Bergen..
J. G. Skinner

H. Doane

Blinkhorn
R. L. P. Llewellln....
T. B. Farnsworth

F. B. Farnsworth

[Oawego, N. Y.
Paris, Ontario.

.

Joseph Cook..

'Detroit,

Mich.

|Rose

J.N. Dndee...

Rose
Rose
Rose
Rose
Lady
Lon

L. H. Smith...

Strathroy, Ontario.

Banfleld Capron ..
F B, Farnsworth..

Paris, Ontario.

|

,

JRufus

Aug.

v

Imported..

Nellie
Pride of the Border Fairy
Pride of the Border

Sent

May

Stamford, Conn.

A. Strong

Ma?eie

Da»h...
Dash
Monarch..
Trat

Oct. 30.1874..
1876.
17, 1872.

-iv, Mies
Glen Mills, ra.
Providence.
Piermont, N. Y.

Myers

K.

Magrie....

Rufus
Rnfus

20,

Boston

W.

H

~

Wm.

Maggie....
Kathleen..
Bess

Plnnket ..
Plnnket...

1876
1876

Baltimore.

.'.'"'.'.'.'.'."

S.J. Bestor
H. T. de Frevne

Ma»2ie
Fannie
Fannie

ket...

,

Red
Blaekandtan..

Lark

Lnrk
Dick
Jack

.

Red..

Red
Red

Shot

.

Joe

Sept. 20. 1876.
Sept. 1874
Oct. 31.1876..

l/ninnvllIe.N. Y.

Flora

Rolls.

Y.
Y.

Derby. Conn.
Brooklyn.

L. Austin.
F. H. Nierman

.

Beauty

Dick
Dick
Dick

Black and
Orange and white..
White and liver....
Bine Belton

H. Beam
Chas. Baker
R. O. Gates
E. S. Sanford, Jr
P. A. Heceman
L. R. Cassard

F. Steel...
15 C. Altlen...
C. F. Bai.ey...

J. Dennv, Jr

.

'.

New York.
iFredonia, N.
"Illrooklyn. N.

Spier'.'.'.'..'.'.

W.

Juliette
Stella
Stella

Dick..
Joe.

Red

Prince

Earl of

1876..

bite..

Red
Red

Shannon

Ponto
Dick

1876..

17, 1876.

Dr. S. Fleet

Raymond
)

Washington, D. C.
[New York.
on, D. C.
I

';

M.Tileston

Ke'chnm
M.D.Moore..

.

Duke
Tack
Tack

.

Chas. Keller

Meg
Meg

larek

lute..

i

W

'Meg

...

"

[Miller

F, Hickman
Edward Howe

C. A.

i.

»•

Jchas. Keller

W

W. V.
Conn.

Petroleum.

M. Sharpnack....
L. Crawford

.I......I

R. Cassard
B.
Jenkins
Imported
A. C. Waddel
L.

!

iwa

Chestnut....

Q,neen

Mat't-ie

Fanny

Don
Don
Don
Romeo

March 23. 1876.
Jnly.30. 1876...
Oractre

T-Tero

Don

1875...
1876...
Oct. 81,1875...
Oct. 31.1875...
Sent. 20. 1876..
Sept. 20. 1876.
Ane. 1873
\pril 5. 1874..
AprilS, 1874...
April 5, 1874...
.June 16. 1874..

Red.

Sylph
Speed

Gvpsnm

1673

May
.

7.

Natick, Mass.

-

Is.
I

Daisy
Daisy
Daisy
Daisy

IR76...

..

R™- H Biaiow

IB.

Jarvis

Rnsa

Julv7,

1876

7.

I

Daisy
Daisy
Daisy

Gvp- = m
1876...

July

J?-.

Wm.

Jennie

Jrily7. 1876...

BaJ? om

S
M.

..

Black and lan
Black and lan
Black and lan

Oberon

H.H. Gilm

sukey
Daisy
Caper
Jennie

Gvpsnm
Gvpsnm
Gvpsnm

I

F. G. Simpson'..

Dido

Abe
Rang.

Ruby

July 7, 187B..,
Jnlv7. 1876 ...

IBIsc.kund Ian

C. H. Sage

*...

Captain

1873..

Oct. 21, 1875...
July 7. 1876...

W. H. Gibbons...

Flora (121)..
Flora (121)..

C. H. Balcorn

ma white
Black and tan
Black and Ion
Black and tail

REGISTER.

Snkey

21. 1876...
8,

THE KENNEL

IN

I

Clio

Sept.

Black and tan

Victor

Ben (11?1
Ben
Bang

Bred

Dick
Joe

Red

Blaekandtan

Warwick

Mav Queen

Dam.

Feb. 1875

..

Black and tan
Black and tan
Orange and white

Beauty

33V.
Mi..

and

te

March

.

ENTERED

DOGS

IOO

Sire.

Red

Black and tan
Black white and tan

Ruth

Whelped.

I

I

I

Ellerton

Dow

Nelly
Bess
Bess

N. Saltns

Belle

W. M. Drak?

May

II

Ward

(7)
,

McAllister...
P. Noel
H. B. Plumer,

C.M.Johnson....

|

New

Y"ork.

.Boston.
..

Staten Island.

S J. Hnghes

Lohman

Nellie

E.

Fan

J. A. Masnry
H. C. Glover

.Nellie

Dnxbnrv, Yass.
Mi font, Conn.
idjr, S. Y.

W. J. Wrisbt
Morton Gritnell...

W. M.Tileston
W. H. Gibbons

IMPORTED PQ|NTKR HEAFORP,

.

I

iNew York

Forest and stream.
The Maine Dog Law.— The last Maine Legislature passed
a law requiring that all clogs should bo licensed, and wear
a collar with the owners name and the registered number
thereon, thy fee for same beiug one dollar for dogs and two
dollars for bitches.
For keeping D dog not registered the
fine is $10, and the dog may he killed by any constable.
The owner is protected by a clause which says: Whoever
wrongfully removes the collar from, or steals a dog licensed
and collared as aforesaid, shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding twenty dollars; and whoever wrongfully kids,
maims, entices, or carries away such a dog, shall be liable
to the owner for its value.
It is a pity we have not such a
law in this and adjoining States, only we should like to see
the fee at least $5, for a bitch.

Game to the Dhatii—An old fox-hound belonging to
Bradoury Bennett, of Amherst, followed a fox from Saturday morning to .Monday morning, and then lay down and
was chilled to death. He was a tender-fooled dog, and blood
followed at every step, and his feet were badly worn off.
The running was most of the time on Joe English Hill.
Peter W. Jones saw him running Saturday morning, and
heard him at intervals through the ni ht.
Stranger than this, a hound puppy, one raised by AlSturtevaut, of this city, followed close to the old dog all
the way, bulowing to bis youlh and stronger vitality, stood
the forty-eight hours' run and then stayed with the dead
dog forty-eight hours longer, refusing to let any stranger
come uear him. His master was sent for aud came and
got^him Wednesday morning.
Jr'eier \V.

Jones gives us the details of the story, leaving

no doubt of the forty-eight hours' run; but it is probable
the puppy went oil' and got something to eat during the remaining forty-eight hours in which he guarded his dead
companion. Manchester, (X. H.) Mirror, March 1st.
Pesmbtiltahia. Our correspondent at Greenville, Pa.,
writes us thai "ut the regular meeting of the Greenville
Sportsmen Club, A. P. Heulein, Esq., was elected Attorney

—

for the Club.
H. T. Blair, Superintendent of S. & A. R.
R., was elected a member, also Hon. William Achre.
The Club is in fine condition financially. The members
are looking forward for lots of sport the comiug season.
Capt. Nelson's Gordon seller dog Dash, has been missing
for a couple of days, and the Capiain is fearful that he
has been ioully deall with. He, the Captain, has another
fine

Gordon. The sire is from Mr. Pape's Kennel, EngMr. Pape makes a visit occasionally to Huutsville,

land.

He presented the
the guest of Judge Ingals.
with a beautiful black setter, which he uses for stud

Ohio, and

Judge

is

M. H. B.

purposes.

—Mr, Leroy Collins, of Lancaster, Mass., hr-s imported
from the Kev. J. Cumming Macdona's kennel, some splendid specimens of ihe
smooth-coated dog.

Si.

Bernard,

He

is

breeding the

—

Mr. Frank D. Shaw claims the name Kirkinan for a
tan setter dotr, whelped December 19th, 1876, by Mr. Geo.
Mr. P.
Col burn's Dash out of Mr. E. Yards, J is. Fanuie.
H. Morris claims the name of Irene for a red bitch out of
the same litter.

— Mr.

F. A. Diflendorfer, of Lancaster, Pa, writes us
that his bitch Bess, dam of Begoirah, whose portrait we
published last week, has visited -Sir. Miley's imported red

I

80

The question which
sixteen yacht owners being present.
has occupied the attention of the members of the club
for some time past, whether the club should relinquish its
club rooms in Ihe city, was the only theme discussed at the
meeting last night. The consideration of this important
Comsubject kept busy the gentleman who were present.
modore S. N. Kane, of the schooner Restless; Mr. T. B.
Asten, of the schooner Clio; and Mr. Guiteau spoke in fathe
ion
adopted
the
resolui
at
last meetvor of rescinding
ing to give up the Madison avenue club house, and Mr. S.
J. Colgate, of the schooner Idler, and Mr. Wm. Krebs, of
addresses
upholding
the resCommittee,
made
the Regatta
olution passed at the previous meeting. When the question was put. whether or not the resolution should beannulled, it was decided by a vote of 12 to 4 to retain the
New York club rooms. The. question of retaining the
Stateu Island club house did not come up. Before the
meeting adjourned it was decided to hold a social dinner
No other business was
at Delmonico's on the 21st inst.
transacted at the meeting.
WrxLiAiisBUBGH Yacht Cltxb.— The annual meeting of
the Williamsburgh Yacht Club was held on Friday evening last, at the loot of Dupont street, Greenpoint. There
was a very full attendance of members, aud after the
transaction of routine business, the following officers were
elected for the current year:
Commodore, T. W. Reeves;

Schmidt; Rear Commodore,

Vice-Commodore, Jacob

W.

H. Bullard; President, E.
Mielke; Assistant Secretary,
Henry Miller; Measurer, J. A.
W.
Brush; Judge Advocate, Henry" Messinger; Trustees, N.
Lockwood, R. H. Nash, A. Lubbers, Robert Place and F.
Thorue; Regatta Committee, H. Coleman, D. O'Brien, A.
Finehout, J. Van Brunt, and W. Davis; Steward, J.
Northrop; Sergeant-at-Arms, W. H. Waters.
The Secretary presented a report, showing that the
financial condition of the Club was all that could be desired, its assets amounting lo $3,000, while its debts do
not exceed the sum of $47.
Zoble; Secretary, C. E.
H. Bavdell; Treasurer,

S.

Rockaway Yacht Club.— The annual meeting
Roekaway Yacht Club was held on Tuesday

last,

of the
and the

following officers were elected tor the ensuing year:—
President, N. Jarvis, Jr.; Vice-President, Alexander H.
Stevens; Tieasurer, Alfred Neilson; Secretary, Henry If.
Man; Commodore, Daniel Lord, Jr. Measurer, N. T.
Lawrence; Regatta Commiitee, Daniel Lord, Jr. William
Eummis and diaries A. Cheever.
Ihe Club is in au exceeding prosperous condition, aud
has enrolled in its fleet some of the fastest open boats
owued in the vicinity of New York. Since its last annual
mealing the Club has become incorporated, and it is now
entitled lo a place among Ihe other yacht clubs, for
although organized as recently as 1871, it has constantly
added to the number of its members and the reputation of
The annual regatta is held in the mouth of Auits boats.
gust, aud is always a feature of the summer season.
The
Club also iutentit continuing a custom, inaugurated with
great success last summer, of evening receptions at the
Clubhouse. The Club has recently adopted new sailing
regulations, by which all races sailed under the auspices of
the Club are to be entirely Corinthian.
;

;

The Golden Gate Yacht Club— At

the annual meet-

Yacht Club, held ou Monday eventhe following officers were elected lor

ing of the Golden Gale

Irish setter.

—

Mr. James T. Walker, of Albany, N. Y., writes to
claim Ihe name of Black Bess for his hitch puppy by his
The name of Black Bessie was
of Beonetl's Mub.
claimed last year by Mr. F. W. Jones for his naLiqe English
setter, and is so entered as No. 198 in the Kennel Register.
Perhaps Mr. Walker will now choose another name, if he
thinks these are too near alike.

Dash out

—Captain Taylor's sheep dog "Demon," by Robbie out
of Eflie, bothRosshire
ported collie "Don*'

collies,

has visited Mi. Halett's im-

in-,

Feb. 19tb, 1877,

the ensuing term:

Hug; Commander, A. M. Jennings; Vice Commander,
Frank Farey; Auditing Committee, Emil Meyer, E. Eragraber, and George Hoar; Investigating Committee, Jos.
Schmidi, Conrad nubueraud Theo. Van Bergiu; The club
open its yachting season of 187T with a giand yacht
excursion on Sunday, April 8th.

will

annual meeting

of the above association, which is composed of delegates
from the principal boat clubs ou the Harlem River, met

week at Knickerbocker Cottage in Sixth avenue. The
meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. F. G.
Brown, of the Nassau Boat CluO. Each club in tne association was represented by three delegates: Messrs. King,
Claike and Ackerson, the Atlantas; Knowlton, Barnettand
Rathbone, the Athletics; Goodwin, Sage and Boyd, Columbia College; Peckwell, Loutrell and Freeborn, the
Dauntless; Mills, Reade and Meyers, the Nassau; Neville,
Childs and Levien, the Nautilus; Kelly, Belmont and
Rives, the New York, and Leland, Starr and Peters, the
last

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK..
Boston.

New

York. Charleston

Mar. 15..
Mar. Hi..
Mar. 17..

Mar.iS
ilar.ia

.

—

.

Mar. 30..
Mar. a:..

Seawanhaka Yacht Club.— The second regular meeting of the Sea wanhaka Yacht Ciuo was heldatDelmonico's
on Monday week, Commodore Colgate in the chair. The
Chairman of the committee appointed for the purpose reported that no change is advised in the course for the open
boat races.
The Chairmau of the committee lo report upon the vexed
question of lime allowance and measurement said that the
present table of allowance is very unjust in ail cases, und
the committee, together with many members of the club,
are of the opinion that the remedy is very difficult. The
committee have found, however, that a system based on
the gradual increase of a parabolic curve is only one which
wilTgivc the correct allowance between yachts, varying
in order to give all
slightly, and recommend that plan,
members an opportunity to be heard on the important
subject the committee advised that it be postponed until
the next social meeting of ihe club, when each member
be allowed five minutes to give his views, the Commodore
having the power to extend any speaker's time to fifteen
minutes. The motion was carried.
The committee presented the following programme of
races aud regalias for the current year;
Mauy members seemed to think that this list would entail
too much expense on the club, while undoubtedly makiDg
a brilliant season, and finally, on motion of Mr. Center, the
the Ladies' Day and the September
fifth and sixth races
opeu boat couiest— were stricken out, when the balance
met with universal indorsement. It was also agreed that
if in the Corinthian race, June 16th, the second class
Echooner event should not fill, the Regatta Committee must
appoint another day for the race to take place.

—

—

New York Yacht Clob. Pursuant to a call a special
meeting of this club was held on Friday evening at the
rooms, corner of Twenty-seventh street and Madison ave.,

Stock Exchange.
The annual report of the Secretary and Treasurer, Mr.
C. G. Peters, gave a very flattering account of Ihe progress
of the association during the past year. All the indebtedness of the organization has been paid off and the assessments levied on each club returned. Even wiih these drains
on the treasury there still remains a balance on hand for
the present year of $173 15.
Tne following gentlemen were elected officers for 1877:
President, J. T. Goodwin, Columbia College Boat Club;
Vice President, R. L. Reade, Nassau Boat Club, Secretary
and Treasurer, Edmund Kelly, Stock Exchange Boat Club.
The above named delegates, together wiih John King, Atalanta; G. T. Barnett, Athletic; M. Freeborn, Dauntless;
R. L. Reade, Nassau; R. L. Neville, Nautilus, and G. L.
Rives,

New York

is to

—

Boston Yacht Club. An informel meeting of the
Boston Yacht Club was held March 10th, Ex-Commodoie
Barnard in the Chair. The object in calling the meeting
was to arrive at some arrangements to please the nonyachtowning members of the club and to promote its
greatest

The

prosperity.

following

Resolution

was

adopted:—
That

meeting the Boston
Yacht Club should commence the season with an early
regatta, followed by a dance in the evening, to be succeeded by a series of monthly or semi-monthly entertainments,
consisting of four to six leative occasions or picnics, which
should be managed under the supervision of a special committee, composed of the House and Regatta Committee.
Resolved,

in the sense of this

A

resolution presented by Wm. F. Halsall, Esq., that
the sailing regulation allowing shifting ballast be abolished
met with general approbation.
resolution presented by Chas. Russ, Esq., altering the
by-laws preventing yachts participating in regattas unless
owned eusirely in the club also received unanimous sup

A

port.

—

At a Texas bab) -show it was a long time before any
one could be found to act as n judge. Finally five brave
men were found to act, on condition that the awards should
not be announced till the judges had ten minutes' Start.
The mothers sat in a circle, babies iu lap. The juoges

made

their rounds, compared notes, handed the result to
the spokesman, and ran for their lives.

— The most difficult gun to keep clean — A fouling piece.
—
—Peaceful sleep the sheet anchor of health.

Men talk about the idle wind, but Ihe wind is always
busy, and, like a cheerful farmer, whistles ut its work.
is

—"Business

is

picking up," as the chiffonier said.—

Philadelphia Bulletin.

The

Naturalist for

March seems

to us not quite

up

to its

usual standard; for although several of the articles are of great vulue
there are o.hers which are nor. so satisfactory.
L.F. De Ponetales contributes io this number one of itsmosi interesting articles, entitled "Hints on the Origin or the Flora aud Fanna of the
Florida Keys," au essay which will prove very attraerive to all who read
it, but especially to '.hose who have visited these little-known
islands.
another article of great importance is that on "Geographical Distribuof Animals," beiug chapter xvi. of Prof. A. R. Wallace's recent
that title. In addition to the papers above mentioned are
Scavengers," by Prof. Tenney, "Ou a Provisional
Ujpothesis of Saltatory Evolution," by W. U. Dale, "A Provisional
Hypothesis of Pangenesis," by W. K. Brooks, and "Traces of a Voice
in Fishes," by Dr. U. C. Abbott.
'the General Notes are full, and the authropological uews especially
important aud interesting.
tion

President, Thomas D. Riordon; Vice President, Robert
Wheeler; Secretary, Joseph Schmidt; Treasurer, diaries

Haklem Regatta Association.— The

§<uhtin$ andjgoiiting.

pointed a committee to revise the constitution and by-laws.
the increased membership, a second story
be put on the present, boat house. The plans prepared by Mr. Chas. W. Clinton being completed the work
will be commenced at once.
Although the present fleet of the club numbers eleven
boats with a capacity of sealing 58, two new four-oared
gigs have been ordered to be ready for the spring regatta.
In response to indications from the N. Y. Rowing Club
of their desire for a friendly contest, it is anticipated that
they will be t iuvited to a social race, which will bo an
additional pleasure of the spring regatta.
As usual the float will be put in the water the beginning
of next month. The membership of the Nereid is limited
to 63, being besides 53 active honorary and honorary members who have been active boating men of the Nereid for
three years or more. The property of the club is unencumbered antl the club is out of debt.

To accommodate

Rowing, were elected members of the

Executive Board.

The date of the annual regatta was not fixed, but it will
take place, in all probability, between the loth and 30th of
June.

Nereid Boat Cldb.—A meeting

of the Nereid Boat
Club was held on Thursday evening last, at the residence
of Mr. Joseph P. Eaile, Columbia Heights, to adopt a programme for the boating season of '77. The following officers have been elected for the ensuing year: Cap am, Jos.
P. Earle; Lieuienant, Heywnod C. Brown; President,
Chas. R. Flint; Vice President, W. D. Johnson, Recording
Secretary, James C. Bergeu; Corresponding Secretary^
H. R. Post; Treasurer, F. B. Rogers; Auditor,
Wise, Jr.; Chairman of the Investigating Committee, E.
F. Nichols, which officers with James L. Gladwin, comprise the Board of Directors.
Last evening the following gentlemen were elected active
members: Messrs. H. B. Beecher, A. H. Watun, Seelye
Benedict, Wni. E. J. Fules, Horace C. Hardy, Jno. B.
Phillips, Chas. W. West, William S. Gould, Geo. Post, J.

Wm.

Morran and Henry E. Nesmith, Jr.
Wm. M. lYins, Jr. and Francis Lanton,

Jr.,

were ap-

work under

"A Few Words About

"The bitter past, more welcome is the sweet," sings the Imid of Avon.
This accounts for the rush for the new toilet article, B T. Babbitts Toilet
Soap. The world has begun lo realize that ordinary scented soaps are
dangerous, and that this new toilet soap, with its purity, sweetuees uml
emollient softness, is not to be disputed as the perfection of Its bind.—
Attn.

Tiffany & Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers, and

Importers, have always a large stock of

sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,

racing and other sports, and on request they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

and are

& Co., are also the agents in America for
Messrs. Patek, Philippe

Whose
line.

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a

full

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

and the

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the world,

public are invited to visit their estab-

lishment -without feeling the slightest obligation te purchase.
Adv.

Union Square,

New

York

.

-

FOREST AND STREAM.

90

S"

glfe genttel.

&•>>'

MVMifin en§

KEMEL

FOREST CITY

Boitten,

GREAT SOUTHERN

TO SPORTSMEN:

FOE IMPORTED SETTERS.
Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Flnnket, Carrie,
the above Kennel.
Rapp and N
Plunket and Rapp will bo used in the stud. For ser
vices and pedigrees address

«

THE PENNSYLVANIA

-

COMR

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

W.

Sup erior F ticilities

Farrar,

J.

1

Cleveland. O.

SALMON

Jatv25-3tn,

ANGLING.

att'orded by their

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
DEPT. OF MARINE AND FISHERIES,

(FOR POINTERS.)
Stnd dog Sensation; lemou and white, weight 60
winner of seven prizes in En-land. Siren by R.
Price's Champion Jim. and Horn Whitehouse's celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
Hod stock; just imported- tjveursold. Fee*"'

Fisheries JIkaKch,
Ottawa, St/t February,

lbs.:

POETED
The

J.Lloyd

--'

'a

II

WRITTEN

"

OFFERS

tf

i

be received

will

In

1st,

May

are sold at the offices of the Company in
the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA. BED

and

Hunting

LIVEN,

Pass. Agent.
febl7 tf

For Nassau, IN. P,
A Famous Winter Resort.

For Sale.
AFTNE 8 OAR ROW BOAT,

Fl

i.J

Cost

$.'25, will ei'Ctianjje _for a

!. !;,-.

Price $75,

breech-loMing

XVoxit Co.

r

Brook
any qnautitv

to suit parties.

required.

W.

Fry delivered
Ludlow.

if

CROW ELL,

II.

Murray, Ferris

Farm

Beautiful

for

To

t'OLLAK

1118

1

how

violently they prill, 1 his collar will
not choke or injure the flog.; Made of heavy bridle
Sent by mail
l.-ather with nicklc plated trimmings.
with name of doc or owner on name plate for $1.00.

Manufactured by

TMionisoii Ac SSon,
301 Broadway, N. Y.
jan4-tf

A Bane

to

Fleas-A Boon

This Powder
snaraweed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
In patent boxes with sliding pepperbox top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.

ARKCA

T7»OR SALE, OR TO LEASE—A FARM.
JD of fifty acres, good buildings, including new
dwelling, fifteen minutes' ride from Stamford depot.
About thirty
Especially adapted to fish culture.
acre? arable hind and orchard, pond eight acres, with
facilities for making another if desired; twelve acres
woodland, natuial trout streams. For further particulars apply to W. S. JARViS, Btt Canal stieet.

OR SALE.— A GENUINE
Central

App ly

$|j.

Tj

B LOOMING GROVE PARK. ASSOCTA-

ibove Association for sale at a very low
Preserve in America. Trout,
best
Address SPORT,
ufiTling.
Black Bass ami Plekei
Feb-23-tf.
this office.

Hume

The

price.

I

DOCS.

Sotifes.

K

certain remedy. Put np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
cents per box by mail. Both the above are recom
mended ny Pod and Gun and Forest and Stiusam.

SEASON OP

103

Nassau

AGAINST TIME, SKILL,
tilMIOKK'ti

SLEAFORD
Fee—Thirty-Five Dollars.
Address

ST.

Pine St.. St. Louis. Mo.

!0tj,

flu

HAPPY TO

s lloi
IE,

Setters

Irish

be Bold—Hover. Knth, Ralph, River; Mr. Macdona's team of young blood red setters, in training
for the coming Field Trial Derby of the Kennel Club;
These setters are of the same
Bribe 85 pounds each.
strain as Mr. Macdona's world-ieiiowncd Pluuket
blood. G. i)it Landke Macdona, F. K. G. S.

To

marl

3t

WANTED.— GENTLEBREAKER
man wishes engage competent breaker
A.

lake charge of his kennel. Must be strictly temperate,
Of good disposition, and thoroughly understand the
!

:.l

'

'.'.

:'

TOE

''

I

required. Address P. O.
or apply at this office.

Box

..

:.|,J

'':

Ul.r.iJ

I

Baltimore, Md.,

647,

GAROKN,

1,000 Glass

marl?

1

$2.00
INFORM MY MANY

friends and cusiomers that I have now ready the
most Complete Game Hag ever ln>ented. it bas
capacity for 75 auuil. Pocket room Tor 80 shells.

i

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
to destination ONE HALF OF ONE

^"Insurance

BK0AI>WAY.

22JI

tickets and
orBce or

Bills of

i

of Commission.

free

Passage

1./.,

,:,.

JAMES w. vriNTARD SI o

,

Agents. No ITT West street, cor, Warren, or
W. P. CLYDE & CO No. 6 Bowling U
Throogh Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points In the South and Southwest,
and further information run be ohiaiued at the office
BENTLEV D. II APELL. 0, neral Agent,
of
Great Sonthcrn Freight Line, 31T BroadWtt'
decT 1y
of Thomas street

and all Florida points.
No. 3.-9.30 a. m. dailv (except Sunday) via limited
express to Washington, nod thence as by ScheduleNo. 2. (Hi these trains Pullman Parlor Cars New
"

an Sice

"THE BERMUDAS.'

Chariest

._

Charleston to Savannah.
nah to Jacksonville.

Elegant

Day Cars Savan-

No. 4.-8:40 a. m. and 9:30 a. m. daily (exceot
Sunday). All rail to Baltimore. Bay Line to Norfolk. S. & R. R. R. to Wcldr.u, thence as by SchedOn these trains Parlor Cars to Baltimore,
ule No. 1.
Bay Lino steamers to Portsmouth, Purlor Cars to
Wilmington, and hence as by (schedule No. 1.
For the reservation of Sections, Compartments,
Berths or Chairs, Tickets. Time Cards, and all inforI

mation, apply at the New York Office. 22H BROADWAY, or at the autuoiized Ticket Offices of the
Pennsylvania, and Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.
One half of each Parlor and Sleeping car of this
line south or Richmond is constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengcie by the
Atlantic Coast Line.

"TVroW A FAVORITE

XN

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camilla," 1,000 ions, tilted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New Yotfc for Bermuda fortnightly, makinc cmirjer.iinn at ller-nda with
...
steamers for S
Thomas and West Indies.
full information applv to A. E. OUTERBRIDGE,
Agent, 39 Broadway, N. Y.
Dcc31-ly.

partem en's

White

Springfleld.

ELM CITY

The new and elegant steamer
No. 2D East River, daily

I

:

Sportsmen's Depot.

.

N1G11T LINE. -The CONTINENTAL loaves New
York at 11 p.m. Ticket- sold and bageage checked
al

:il4

lyn

Brnadway,
Excursion

New York, and ; Cmiri street, Brookto New Haven and r.tnrn, $1.50.

(IIST.MII.ISItEU 1830.)
al World's Fair at New Xork and
Centennial Exhibition.

premium

Firsl

RICHARD

Cfllceon the pier, or to
Ceneral Agent.

at ("ieneral

PECK.

^oath.

leaves Pier
I

Applv

I

.

HARTFORD,
nmOK NEW HAVEN,
Mountains, Montreal and
_D

AND DELIGMT-

FUL Winter itesort. is reached m Bvent]
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an cqnahlu
temperature of about To°.

POPE, Gen. Pass. Ageni

intermediate points.

It can be
is very light, weighing but a few ounces.
worn over a business coat, or can be worn under, ss
you please. The material is water-proof drill. Sent
refunded
if not
Money
price.
postpaid on receipt of
satisfactory.
Bend cheBI Be (Sure only.
W. H. HOLaBIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.
marl5-8m.

A. Sportsman's Opportunity

STRATHHOY KENNELS FIELD

Trial setter puppies for sale; same strain as the
Field Trial Winners, Paris, StaHo-d, Maud,
and Pride of the South. Address, L. II SMITH,
Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.

Memphis

GENTLEMAN OWNING A LARGE

A

to

a

to

POINT, Capt Scott, for FERNAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE. ST. Al/OL":-.
LATEA. ENTERPRISE, MELONA'ILLE and ull

my'2S

tf

I

Eng., 9th Feb.

Macdona's

Mr,

FOR
T AM

KENNEL CLUB,

LOUIS

maria-ar

at

16, 1877.
A H. BOGARDUS. Champion Wine Shot of

ihe world, has made a match to break
Bulla in two hours and forty Minutes.

(In the Stud,)

and Comfort.

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite
Florida packets DICTATOR. Cupr.

and well-known

,

p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wii
Columbia, Augusta. Aiken, Charleston, Savannah. All Florida and Southern points. In this train
Pullman sleeper New York to Richmond, Parlor
Curs thence to SvTlralnortoll. Pullman shepers thence
to Charleston and Angusla, and Pullman sleeping
cars beyond as route may be.
No. a.— 8:-t0 a. m. daily (except Sunday). Allrai
to Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,

A.
and

on Friday Night, March
Capt.

fitie-

op for the convenience of passengers, ami arc nuri
vailed on the coast for

iiiini'ton,

FOE

$1,000ENDURANCE,

New York.

St.,

1876-7.

Atlantic Const Line or Itnllwajs and Connrtionn

JSIiootiug' 31. a- tcli.

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,
ocl 18

MOORE

VV.
Breech- Loader, lli-eauge, 30 inch
pounds, in Urst rata older. Pri;e
mar 15-tf.
at mis o ffice.
tire

weight

barrels,

to Dogs.

Is

Price 50 cents by mail, postpaid.
iVl IT for Worms in

.

Mario*.

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOE DOGS.

Capt. Ingralira.

The above steamers have been handsomely

PEl;

the South

No. 1.-6:00

'

I.

DOGS CANNOT SLIP

Co., Agents,

«lrrM.

&

Florida

N. I. OFFICE,

Sale

Lake, commanding a very flue view
with boating and Balling: eighty acres, facing the.
- utle.ln.in - resinil
I'll
n
milling
east, with
dence. Price low, and time given for payments.
Near railway and steam liout sinuous. Address BOCK
mart 2t
BOX 3, C azenovia, N V.

On Cazenovia

matter

&

«2 South

Mclieau Co.. Pa.

Ja nll-3m

Lockvvnod.

W. CLYDE.

O.

Ctoweil.

S.

W.

Capt. R.

GULF STREAM.
Capt

R.

CHAMPION.

dipt. M. S. Woodbnll.

Goods forwarded

Ludlow

N

FIER 39,
CITY OF ATLANTA.

points in Florida.

trout fry for sale in

No

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clock F. JVI. From

Safety, Speed

NEW

YORK, Feb. 21,
Regular Mail Stenmshipfrom
March r and 11. From SAVANNAH, C4A. March 1,

From

i

FLORIDA PORTS,

i

ordeCotlUllisSiun. r

1

D. M. BOYD, Jb., Gen'l
Frank Thoimpsok. Gen'l Manager.

be Btatcd; payable

marl5-3t.

Still

CAPE MAY,
SUTJAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

W. F. WIIITCI1ER,
BTAMl'EO
the reputation Ihese Meal Fibrine Cakes have
sained, hey require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them to the use of every one who keeps
a dog. suffice it to say they are free rrom salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive use of which, in combination -a ith meat ana meal to compose a biscuit is
secured to us by Letters Patent. For sale in cases
oflLJibs. each. F.O.Dk LUZE, sole Ag. tit, 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms to dealers.

BEECH

TUCKERTON,

Leases to run for from one. to Jive years
Lessees to employ guardians at pi'-—

rjtiw

Southwest

and the
AND THE
EVER).

EXCURSION

Jersey.

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEOJJA,

vance.

By

New

Pennsylvania and

all

Island]
to

OliMrleston, S. O.
The South

also reach the best localities for

TICKETS

mmeky.
Salmon
Rent per

TO BETRANS-

other well-known centers for
Trout Pishing. Wing .-homing, and
Also, to

do

I'll

steel tracks enable STOCK
without failure or injury.

cars ran over

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

in

Trinity (near Point d,s Mo?Us).
St, MirfcSret en Oas).
Trout (near ilokie).
Mistassini (near Godbout).
Becscie
do
Malbaic (near Perce).
Mil

i

GUNNING AND FISHING

Natashauan (North Shore).
Mingau.
do
t omaine (near MiM'jun).

Spratt's Patent
Meat JTitwine Dog- Cakes

most of the TROT-

;.

i

lines of

SALMON ANGLING PRIVI-

next, for he
of the following rivers:

LEGES

.

febl5

for reaching

gers of reshipnient, wt
the smooth

1877.

lime

(NG PARKS and RACn. COURSES in the .Middle
States. These lines being CONTINUOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS," avoid the difficulties and dan-

_jTi„ faim, situated in a fine shooting district near
Philadelphia, wishes to an ange for a resident partner
upon the farm. A Sportsman's Cluo is now in process of formation, and it is proposed to stock the adjacent waters with fish and to lease adjoining lands
1,000 acres have been already
for shooting purposes.
secured, and arrangements have been made for a full
gentlesupply of fish for stocking the streams.
to reside 6 months or
willing
who
is
man of leisure,
more upon the farm will find [his a pleasant business
address
E. L.
particulars
further
For
connection.
VN, 123 South 3d St., Philadelphia.
marl5-tf

FOR FLORIDA.

-f.

.

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO

JOHN KRIDER,
FER-

NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS_D
TINE, SANFORD, E.\TEHI"ltlSB, and intermedials
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and
thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
in

JAMES, GenT Agent,
Philadelphia and Southern Mall S. S. Co.,
41C South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

A

tf,

K.

Cor Second and Walnut

Sta.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
FISHING TACKLE, ROUS, REELS. LINES HOOKBi
FLIES, LEADERS. SNOODS. ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FLY BOO
..

tSr-Salmou, Bass and Trout Flies made

to order.

"KRLDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND OLD ED B.\ M Eos,. RODS
.

Birds' ggea

idenuy

i" all

a

i!

great vartetieB-Tax-

branches.

lis

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCIHT8.

RepairinE of

all

I

mar4-ly

In

•

,

i

ttTor
JC

young

cocker spaniel

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

M.

decStt

P.

Mt'KOON.
N. Y.

rOR SALE—A PINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
Slue, Dandy Dinmont, and Black-and tan

sporting Dogs, M;i
clues for all diseases at L.

ts,

riers,

Jones

street.

Wild

Franklin, Del. Co.,

6m

N.

Medi

MEYER,

N. Y.

AN IMPORTED

&c,

ter-

15 Great
Septal ly.

to bis

WM. N.LANE,

GERMAN BADGER

Good Ground,

I. 1
mats Gt

ESSONS IN FLY TYING,—By

;

_^___^_

LANE

L.

sporting friends that ducks
and geese are arriving in great numbers, and the
prospect for good shooting is now excellent. Live
wild geese and other decoys, batteries, boats and
promp attendance at ull times,

announces

dog(feniale> for sale; perfectly trained to dig
three years old. Apply to
out foxes, rabbits, etc.
LOUIS F. BO YES, 145 East 92d street, New York.
at

Fowl Shooting.

SlIINNECOCK BAY.— WM.

perienced fly-dresser. Herer to
48

Maiden Lane. Address
New York

Abbey

JOHN HAILY,

&

3S8

an extmone,
Henry

street.

Ranted.

WANTED
OND

bnnd

ELOCUTIONIST'S JOURNAL GIVES

1MMEDIATELY-A
Blind's

SEC-

Set tio

order to use this'spring. Address, giving dimensions
ag prise, BoiiiOT, t>03tien,H. i,

JBW15-H

and new pieces for profesand amateur Headers and Speakers, and interchoicest standard

Iniouill articles
esting
i

hint-

warned.

JJSSSU

Just the
on appropriate subjects,
lO ots. of any newsdealer or by mail.
CO., US Nassau st„ Newport

HANHY &

The United States Cartridge Co.
Lowell, Mass.

M

ANSION HOUSE, FERNANDTNA,
A

first-class house, at [he most atAn ocean hc-ach
resoit in the South
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
aipe,rau and duck in
Deer in the be
Countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by roil and steamer with the North.
Sept"-?m.
M. W. Downie. Proprietor.
'

t.

„„.

Manufacturers or the Central Fire, golid Head.
Cartridge, u-ed by tie
and several
Govern incuts. Ail kinds of Rim Fire Am-

n«

Shell, Re-Loading
Arn.v and Navy of the

Foieitru

Special attention paid to orders for

Target Piac-

liee i'jirlridges.

SEND

FOi!

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
SONS, Agents, New York

WALLACE &

City.

murlfe-lTt

OLD DOMINION

LINE.

IHE

'70

The steamers of this line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting secllons in the connConnections direct for Chincoteagtie, Cobb's
try
island,

and

points

James

river
country of V.i- hi'

on the

la,

(PATENTED).

and the mountainous

sdny, and Satan!
steamers Monday ami Thursday, ti p. m. Full iuforinatiou given at ofiice, 18V GreenwiCi etreet. New

SI
ureal.

In

CHj Point

Pentasnln.

SHOOTING COAT,

Semi

tr

Circular.

i

I

yws.

sepssir

II

sireet..

i

nieuta,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
^yoipsmenn

^jjorlsmrtfs H§twd$.

<§0od{>.

PATENT CAMP STOVES—t

91

§yor,tsmcn'!i @ooihs,
SIZES.

SHIPLEY & SON.

B.

A.

CAMP

NO.

DIMENSIONS
PACKED,

HOLBERTON & BEEN1ER,

10x12x14,

"BOSTON

WEIGHTS'}

Lbs.

MANrrFA.CTUUERS

COST

$11 50

iitrroRT&ns

Fine Breech-Loading Gnus. Fishing Tackle and
Sportsman's Goods of'every tie-no
"i
m <u, :_,-.Tents and Humping Outlits.
The Holherton Fly Rod for black bass and trout.
Hand mane or 2d growth ash, lance wood and bamboo. A sound reliable rod every one tested. Price $8.
i

to $12.

Holberton's celebrated Fly Books made to hold
dies at full length with Hyde's improved lly
James Florida Spoon, with extra hooks.
trollmtt bait Hurt, will stand Florida tithing.
is

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Green Heart Wood.

Amaruer rod makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute la; I, ant! Ooni.emiiiii Exhilut'n m
18711. for Rods, Lines, Keel-, Fries, Artificial Balls, Ac.
for

503 Commerce

marl-6ra

CONROY, BISSETT& MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.

$50 Gun.

Call and see Ihc

St., Philadelphia.

holders.

The only

The Fox patent Brcech-Loudlng gun. This gnu
the best gun for the money yet offered to sports-

men.

&c.

Shipley's "Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Gieeu
Heart Trout, Salmon and Bass Fly Rods. Reels, Lines.
Leaders, Floats, Artificial Flies, Bone, Metal, and
Nickle Squids for Sea. River and Brook Fishing.

i

;

SHOOTING: Sill

Fine Fishing Tackle,

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

102 Nassau Street, N. ¥.,

Bamboo

Six Strip Split

AGENTS FOR

Fly Rods

DunckleeVCamp Stoves. Boudren'a Patent Jack,
Bash and Fishing Lamps,
Nichols aud Lcfever's Breech Loaders. Baker's

NOW RECOGNIZED

Ray's

r

A SPECIALTY.

Iving Cartridge Belt,

Bond's

m

Ira A.
II L,

Po

Portable Boats

tier's

ilaas ball trap and Gil
Bamboo Rods.
3 Split
a, id Split

Le

'Iliad (Vol

i

$25 Each

halls,
o Ro'as.

Sun,
H.jfirer

.

•

New styles
Eley's

shell.

Standard

with water-proof

•

COMBINED GliFEN 1IFAI1T
ANDSPLIT BAMBOO HOUS.
BUTT AND .HUNT OF G KEEN
HEART. AND TIPS OF SPLIT

olored Shells

8ti

tOU. 9Ucl

nnd Lubriea-

Eaton's celei

Outfit

Guaranteed.

Quality
corislns.
tard soles.

Sportsme

vili liinl

Dog

Spratl's English

arrovr

tin-

BAMBOO.

$30 Each

Blsi

llusln:

Hart':
provei
cts. for new Illustrated Catalogue eon
on Fly Fishing, Shooting and Ciuiipng sketches by Random shot,
F. O. Box S.IOB.
iseonnt to the trade.
Is

SPORTSMEN.

Good's Oil Tanned

Moeea ssi»> s
The

i

Ebb 15' am
L.

H. Abbet.

)p.

35Liberty Street.

o.

)

(Successors to Andrew Clerk

New
.fciacli

price

Marked:

Redditch,

(Successor to Frank Good).
MARTIN S.
P. O. Box :P8 Dover, N. H.
Beemer, 102 Nassau St., N. Y., Agents.

list.

&

Cigar

These stoves are durable and give mimical
Wutiin three years over 1,000 or these
mil. -loves have been sold.
*
CIKCDX&E.
S3,

$10

I-.i«-liter.

,

SBND FOR

:

|;5T\

'

H.

L..

DUHCKLEE,

>

Boston.

OF THE

sigh

SHIET.

BOLD

Sirnstittrte Tor

some and

trouble

dumjerons

marches.

"

Of Eve
Description and Ho
Wcpar.rcnlarl.
sortment of line goods for sportsmen, such
Trout. and Black bass Flios and Snell Hoobi
and tied to order; Cntryhonk and Pasqu
Bass Lines, Water proof Braided Silk Lines
Kvery Ltetinine ILL Leonard's Six-Splic,
Salmon. Trout, and Bass Hod is mark, rl -11
ard, maker, Abbey «fc imbrie, sole agents.''
.

salisjactton.

Box 2710.

SHOOTING

&, Co.)

liOTCHINGS.
Ilolberton

BOSTON

York, London, and

Importers, Manufacturers. Wholesale aud Retail
Dealers ra

Distinctly

Grsii-ineiit

box 1294

new york.

ABBEY & MBBIE,

worn by

best thing ever

Andrew clerk.

O. F. Imbrie.

48 Maiden Lane.

Witt lieht n
Cigar, Cigarette or Pipe
in any kind of weather
every smoker should
have one; can bc/amed
Sent by mail, post-paid 50
si.
cents.
Send stamp for Catalogue of Novelties and
Sporting Goods.

PISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau

St.,

N. Y

aiicl7 ly

of

I

rilaii.

Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Blind; Bass Bod. riopnelors
of thecclcbraied \\ inche-tor Patent Braided Hods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and

Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties titled out with appropriate lackle for Hi
Pacific Coast. Canada. Maine, Adirondack*, etc., etc. Oidera by mail will receive tbe
personal attention of the firm.

Rocky Mountains,

SUIT,

328

and

Elegant Scarfs

Fine Fly, Buss, Salmon and Trout Rods

CREEDMOOB

MAKER.

Ties.

Lone-Ranee,

Improved Climax Greaser, Louder, Cap-Expell
and Shell Extractor, Willi Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

Price,

$2

Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.

of Split

Sold bv all principal de.-iiers
out the United States.

tu tishing taekre

through-

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

50.

Gauee,

Wind

and

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO OltDUH.
Banoor, Maine.

Nov23t f

Cents up.
mar8 3mos

From SO

BOSTON."

Manufacturer of

5HIBT

Popular

W. Simmons & Son,

H.L.

Fulton St.,

THE

G.

Bois,

u

ithamar

Vernier Sights.

FAYORITE

SPORTSMAN'S

HART'S

Metallic Shells.
MANUFACTURED BY;

PRICE $13
falling

Ritchie.

Also the "Hold Fast" shell extractor.

Price,
SEND FOB

For Sale by

all

gun

W.
Sample

of

Material

75 Cents.

dealers.

B.

CARD.

Address

HALL,

Lancaster*, 1?».
mttr8

AND

Dr. Fowiei-s Celebrated Six Strip

fclRK

ClKK-UNEXUELLEl),

if

Improved and

wirboutenltingaway theenam-

finished

Pnvareorders's.d -idled for all kinds of tine tackle"
Send for crrcttRods sent per express on approval
lar.

CIRCULAR.

Bam-

boo Fly-Rods.

A.

II.

FOWLER,

Ithaca,

N. Y.

Of greenheartarrd

rent ami glued

salmon and bass.

Also

reels, lines,

New

leaders..

I'orkfor rods,

bamboo,

for

HOLB10KTON & BEEMER,

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

the Medical Profession,

W. W.
...

durable and duely

them.

to , Newark, N. J.
Rochester, N. Y., ano
rilfe,H.Y.
<fe

Flly.

102

Flies.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia, 1876, decreed for exceedingly t
for trout, salmon and bass nimlaul Iv on hand.
Also easting-lines. Flies carefully seh cted for any
Goods promptly made to order from miy
locality.
Address SARA J. McBElDE,
pattern desired.
flies

'SMfMfflm.
Recommended by

Click Feels.
light,

for

HART

E.

McBride

trout,

salmon and bass flies,
hooks elc. ele. Aeenl in

trout,

Ilv

Heels made
Ask your dealer

finest

GEORGE

jnSOtf.

ADDRESS:

G.W.

The

Refer to Dr.
Dr. J.R. Ron

NORRIS' FLY RODS.

and

Trolling
finished.

Tliaddeus Norris,
SOB

WEST

LOUAIV SQUARE,

I'lllLA,

Mum ford,

Monroe

Sole Agente tor

Co.,

N. Y.

New York trad

ilolberloo
vicinity,

& Biemcr
reblMm,

,

.

.

m

FOREST AND STREAM;
JM».

1SEEDS
coied CATALOGUE
I

|

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

I

GARDEN)
Numbering

1T5 pages, with Colored Plate,

BY MAIL FREE OF POSTAGE.

I

They Speak

SENT FREE

To

Gardening for Profit,

Practical

To

prepaid,

1.84

PHfLADELPHIA.

.

Seedsmen, Market Gardeners and Florists,
Sj.,

Sole

filttblhations,

all.

Oar twenty-fourth edition of the Flower and
Kitchen Gaiden Directory. Illustrated, for 1871.1a
now ready for distribution, embracing a complete List

I

New York.

Leather,

SEND STAMP. FOR ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE OF SPORTSMEN'S WATERPROOF CAN
VA8S AND LEATHER GOODS.

Best Standard Boston Market Varieties of
Vegetable Seeds, sud the most heautifnl of Flower
Seeds, and other Horticultural Requisites; it will
be forwarded free to all former customers, and others
on application
of the

PALMS.

UCRT18

HRACENAS, CROTONS,

and other Ornamental
Foliaged Plants well adapted for EXHIBITION

Ar

PURPOSES

>.

j

:

T10N.

Society).

Double Pulndctlia, and a variety of other novelties
Small Palms, Eucuarn. &c, Ac Send forCatalogne,
free, to WILLIAM BENNETT, Flatbush. L. I., and
Box 191, Ii-ookiyu, N". Y.
mar8 4t

BROADWAY.

V.

I*.

GIBSON'S

New Book

BOOK.

Sportsme

for

SCHLEY'S

FXtA-iNIC

Light Pink or Flesh-Colored Carnation, MRS. JOLL1FFE, (Certificate of Merit from N. Y. Honicnltaral

THOMSON & SON,

P BOX 1QU 1016.

COBB, recently removed to
11 Avon St., Boston, Mui.

A VALUABLE

r;

<

A

Top

Shell

GUN CASE.

Time Cometh!

Seed
35 Cortlandt

THOMSON'S

marl 3teow

on receipt of S5c.
Plain Plant or Seed Catalogues, without

I

Praise wkerevet Planted,

DAVID LANDRETH & SONS,
Founded

by mail.)

others,

piste, free LO

own

MAfllAC, containing CATALOGUE and PRICES,
mailed without, charge to applicants.

Floriculture,

or Gardening for Pleasure,

(Price $1.50 each,

their

E^-Thc attenlion of MARKET GARDENERS
and PRIVATE FAMILI US is particularly requested.
LA!\DBETH'S RURAL HKUIIsTllR AMI AL-

oar customers of pant years, nnd to
all purchasers of onr books, ulther

American Partridge and Pheasant Shooting.
Describing ibe Haunts, Habits and Methods of
Hunting and Shooting the Amhbican Partridge,
Quail. Rowed Gbouse, Pheasants, with directions for Handling the Gun, Hunting the Dog, and
Shooting on the Wing. Price $2. Liberal discount
lo the trade.
Address FRANK SCHLEY, Frederick
City,

Md.

teblo-tf

100,000 Agents Wanted!

Jflr^w/for,?/.

WORK FOR ALL

Valuable Books for All

Who Contemplate Building.

to sell the two best
subscription books of the vear. lsr, GEIY'L
CUSTER'S
LIFE, elegantly illustrated
It Is the most fascinating Biography published in years.
It contains a full account of all his
great Indian flshts. 3d.
Afvl»
PACIFIC COAST, being a trip or over
15.000 miles by Gen'l J. F. Rusling, taken by order of
the United States Government, it is elegantly illustrated.
A wonderful and exciting trip. Prices very
reasonable Everyone can make money selling these

COMPLETE

THE GREAT WEST

1HE

Address

books.

SHELDON A

CO.,

8 Murray

St.,

Bf,

1'.

mat?

2t

m

American Trapper.
The Tricks of Trapping
and Trap-making.
TEE MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORK EVER PURLIbUED.

piete

Containing the fullest directions for Trapping all our leading game, Valuable recipes for scent balls.
Detailed Instructions Tor the manufacture of Traps of every conceivable kind, from a humming-oird trap to
a bear trap. Full directions for curing and tanning skins for market, and an extended chapter on life in the
woods. How to build log huts, bark shanties, boats, onuoca, e'c. Valuable suggestions on suitable food,
etc.
An encyclopedia of the Trapper's art. 300 PAGES, SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED WITH 1W ENGRAVINGS. PRICE: IN CLOTH. £1 75: CLOTH GILT EXTRA, $2. -Jr.. Send for circular containing
notices of the press.
MILLER. &IT Broadway. New York. Publisher.
decVSmn

JAME8

LYMAN'S PATENT

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR

(Reduced cut or Perspective View, Plate 28.)

Woollett's Villas and Cottages.
ThU LUt Comprises (he Sett Setting iSw.fo on Arehilecture. Carpentry and Stair-Building
Atwood's Modern American Homesteads. 46
plates of Elevations, and plans of Suburban
and Country Houses, drawn to scale. One 8

vo.

,

Bieki)»h's Wooden and Brick Buildings. Vol.
Ii 30 9118 plates of Cottages. Suburban and
Farm Houses details and apeclUcations.
9 00

-

'

Bickoetr*
2; 80 9x12 plates of Street and Store Fronts,
Liuranes, Halls. School Houses, Churches
Hotels, Railway Stations, Stables, Oat Buildings, miscellaneous details, etc., etc
These volumes uu Wooden anu Brick Buildings, contain a better clans of studies than

A

chitecture. This work has been worth hun.
dreds of dollars to many of otir customers.
advise all who are not supplied, to procure
10
acopy. 76 full 9il2 plates

We

)

5 00
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy
Croff'B Progressive American Architecture.
new work of 97 plates of Country aod Suhurban Houses, and a grest variety of exterior
10 00
and interior details. One large vol
Id 00
Comming's Architectural Details
10 00
Cummings Millers Architectural DetailB
Eveleiti's School House Architecture
6 00

A

&

Copley's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets
Frank's Monumental Designs
Goold's Carpenters' and Bailders' Assistant
Gould's American Stair Builders' Guide, with
Supplement of 5 plates of Newels, Ralls and
Balusters

3 00
9 00
3 00

Harney's llama and Out Buildings

6 00
17ft

4 00

-

10 00
6 00
6 00
15 00

Withers' Church Architecture
Woodward's National Architect, new edition
13 00
containing 108 plates
Woollett's Villas and Cottages; or, Homes for
All. Containing 40 plates of preliminary
3t>J

studies

All of the above

named books mailed

address, on receipt of price.

free, to

any

Address

Forest and Stream.

mr!5

I

BY

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Hailing Machines. ISSpruce St., -4th docrfrom
Tribune Buildings. J AMES BRADY, Manager and

Opes day and

eight.

E. E.

nil

The Only Complete Guide
the North Woods.

MAdaieiield, Conn.
Office in

New York

Ranting:

Ang

whom

10 tf

17

Chatham

held.)

street.

N\ Y.

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!
The "FOREST & STREAM"

Hand-Book

Otty.

New

Forms for Organization of Rifle Aasooa
ing, etc.
tione, By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations in America.
Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams.

By

Secretary American Rifle As-

sociation.
1 vol. 18mo, cloth, Price 80 cento.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on reCO., New York,
ceipt of price, by i, B. J"ORD

*

Csmploto Syilim

BOATS.

Weight, 35 pounds and unward. Will carry two to
Cedar siding, oak keel,
four persons and baggage
stems, etc. (do not rold uo). Also CANOES, weight
j
H. RU8HTON, Manufacturer, CanoVS pound*
SepMn
ten. St. Lawrence County. N. Y.

Tenner's Portable Boat
for the water, strong, steady, noiseless, of light
draught, and of the form best adapted to general use.
Fonr sizes made for one to six men, costing from 885
to $60. New "valise" pattern for one man; packs
HxaSiST inches, and weights S5 pounds. Can be seen
at
Jfc

Holberton & Beemer'i, New York, and Bradford
Address 0. A. /ENNBK
Anthony's, Bolton.

Vvittc JUler. Qt.

Mtf* *»

le, office,

schools,

Price Llst.-.N'o.l,

Tor Ohll-

ir,.„ll,,t;,,.ur... *l UO No.
fur n.iHiren fit,, S. •,1.10
:.

No. 4, for Children 10 toll,
_
No. 3, for Colli
ui'l i.'foldren H yssjo sod upwards,
*1 J). N"5, i'it I.ii.'ii
No. fl, r,.r clsi.tlsnien of inntlorate ilrMiKlli. Jl.JO.
ft. til
No, 8.
Nu. 7. mud Ii} L«Ji«, C'.r.rh,;, or (ic:,t«. J 3 CO.
f.,r

:•'.
uK f rt, /amity
"
or-ttrk
"<o«.7 nr.ds
(1 to SI
7
«iltl «Btr«w..v. o,4 V„,k If .itUtll lo tils Willi or
a n .,, n f «„ 7 ...in
,.* u .«aui i< tnnke » complete

GenH.,,1,,.0

UH.

I

Two

each,

«r«lluri
e„,..

Meets the demand of sportsmen ror a boat which is
light and compact to carry easily and quickly made

Home

lor

Prattles.
100,000 In use by men,
i" children.
Ustd staudir.g, sitting or
tanning.
Uutidrcsls of graceful

.

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical HlnW
conccrningRauges, Targets, Scorin", Rifles, Shoot

Major Geo. O. Stabb,

& PLEASURE

HUNTING

Riflemen.

for

l!::t

Ever Deviled

NESS.

CO.,

now

is

ThB

Combine BEAUTY STRENGTH and STEADIThe LIGHTEST sporting boat In the world.

price, S3-

the copyright

Gt

Goodyear's Pocket Gymnasium.

KUSHTON'S

and Waters."

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.

mar8

32 Cortland street.

AGENTS WANTED.

'

(by

dosing

.

to

instructions embrace everything that can be desired. Taking it all in all. it is the most complete
book that has been published on the Adirondacks,
lot excepting even mv own— Hon. J. T. Headley.
1 regard your 'Descriptive Giude"and the"Appendlx"
ts a most useful— nay, indispensable, manual for tourA tour in that
.sts to that wonderful Wilderness.
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard vour "Guide" as an important, ttBoful,
and timely publication.— Benson J. Lomng.
It is the only thing of the kind that has yet been published— the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited tor—Alfred B. Street, Author or "Woods

The

Sent by mall on receipt of

Revolution in Boating.

_
Willi IhiB rowing gear the oarsman faceB forward instead of backward, pult
ordinary oars. The stroke is longer und much easier than with any other oar. The boatrns
effort in steering than in directing his course while walking.
The oars can be shipped
on the gunwale of boat or entirely detaching tht
boating, and Is indispeusible in duck shooting.
,

WALLACE.

possible information relative to
Routes, Hotels, Resorts, Outfits, Guides,
Distances, &c, with amended railway
schedules, i&o.

Gives

Illustrated with

Proprietor.

A

ADIRONDACK GUIDE.

d
Bicknell's Village Huilder and Supplement.
standard work containing TT plates of a great
variety of designs, suited to al! sections of
12 00
the country. Large quartos
BickneU's Supplement lo Village Builder. 20
5 00
plates
Bieknell's Detail Cottage and Constructive Ar-

Uullett's Builder-' Specifications
Loth's Practical Stair Builder
Monckton's Stair Builder
Molickton's Carpenter and Jollier

for

is

9 00

shown tn any other practical work issned,
and are the cheapest works of the kind publish

in-

no better medium

There

advertising any Southern property for sale or rent.
Advertising rates very low. Subscription price $2
per year; single copies, 10 cen's.
Every Florida every Southern man— ought to feel a piide in attaining his able and influential advocate of Southern interests.
The number for Nov. 1st, with immense
map and beautiful Florida views, is a Centennial production which, as the New York Graphic says,
dec23
••places Florida one huudrid years ahead."
i

A

Brut-dam word

Published at 21 Park Row, New York,
by everybody in the North, East and West

terested in Florida.

$3 tO

vol. cloth

THE "FLORIDA NEW YORKER.
Ii read

Gymnasium nnd H<
price.

OKOplB.Urrttr.ry

Bansluslva \,

Exclusive

lymnnMnm

rifrhts

sBo.,1

..tmcr.is. Il<

the l.rKest possible

f»!«

»d beloro 1ul> puband us mat iti
ror Illuntraled dejeriptite clrculura, terms. 4c, .dtlren,
lie

r. o,

Ooody ear Robber Curler Co.,
607 Broadway, New York,

m..M«s.

BISUtB DOOM or

fUUK

BSSCa,lrTK"

n

;

Game Protection, Fish Culture, Natural Histoby, Preservation of
tu?c

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH

For Forest and Stream.

'BIDE

A WEE."

casses,

THE

sun is coming north once more,
The wintry days are almost over.
Spring shyly loiters at the door.
With. Bmiles and tears, as aye of yore;
And breath of buds, and clover.

on balmy airs will kiss tho day.
will

hum o'er meadows gay.

While birds are homeward winging.

Then shall tho forest put aside
The sober hues,of days long cheerless;
Dew-crested flowrcts, far and wide,
Will gleam with jeirrta tor the bride,
"
Who comes in beauty peerless.

Her smiles bring dimples

to the lake.

And grave old hemlocks nod a greeting.
The timid deer, their haunte forsake.
And through the dells, their run-ways make,
Where crystal brooks are meeting.

Now

tempted by the wooing sun,

The lusty trout again are roaming.
The angler's trysting time begun,
When round the camp fires, one by one.
Friends gather in the gloaming.

For Forest and Stream.
l

Jfifft ^ulUcfffaose.

U

of the Forest and Stbeam, in its attrachead of the grandest member of the deer tribe, in the midst of various scenes
characteristic of the pursuits in flood and field that carry joy
dress, exhibiting antlered

tive;

to the sjsortsinans heart, brings to

when I first met and conquered
moose in his northern home.
The methods of approaching

my recollection the occasion
the full-grown, lordly bull-

this great deer

vary according

to the season of the year, or the particular locality in which
Floating at night when the moon
it may be at the moment.

shining is
that it is not
attack a boat
called to the
by imitating

practised during the

summer.

Hunters

state

carry a jack, as a wounded moose will
bears a light. In the autumn the bulls are
place where the rifleman has taken his position,
the peculiar cry of the cow, with a horn made
safe to

if it

of birch-bark or else still-hunted by following their tracks
in the soft ground and amid the swamps, or on the light
And in mid-winter they are sought for in their yards,
where they are helpless either to defend themselves or to
escape, as the snow being deep with a thick crust the heavy
;

snow.

animal breaks through with its sharp hoofs and is soon overtaken by the hunter on his snow-shoes. The first and last of
these methods, it seems tome, should not require any lengthy
appeal (in these days when our large game is being improved
so rapidly from off the face of the earth), to persuade all
worthy of the name of sportsman to renounce entirely nay
more, to give their earnest assistance in having laws passed
to prevent every one from killing any species of deer at such
seasons, and then seeing to it that the laics are enforced.
Before proceeding with my narrative, let me in a few words
show why these two methods are thoroughly unworthy of the
sportsman, if indeed there may be any such to whom the
reasons are not already sufficiently apparent. During the

—

summer when
doe

are

worthy of the

title,

No,

my fellow-sportsman,

and delight

floating is practicable, it is chiefly the

(as the species

may belong

cow or

either to Alces or Oervus)

come down to the water, and then they are either with
young or else the calves or fawns are hidden away in the
woods to await the mother's return. Should she perish at the
water's side, the unborn young perish with her, or else those
left in the forests must slowly starve to death as they are
generally not old enough tt> take care of themselves, and in
this manner, the species becomes rapidly exterminated.
If,
on the other hand, it is a bull or buck that is shot, it will
usually be a young one, lean in flesh, with the horns in the

that

and so the much desired trophy cannot be preserved
with any satisfactory results. I contend that none of the
above facts can bring any pleasant recollections to the mind
I remember once going in th
of a true sportsman.
part of September to a chain of lakes in the Adirondack just
north of Racquette Lake, and that ottr party were unable to
pitch their camp in several places determined upon, on account of the stench that arose along the shore from the putrid
During the month of
isarcaas.es of the deer lying ail about.
August, there had been encamped around the lake, a number
heaven save the mark !— and they had
of sportsmen
slaughtered the deer, chiefly does, as we could see from the
skulls, to such an extent that the place was full of their car-

velvet,

!

!

—
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had become more
ye

in tho exhilarating

and not abused, help with all your might to do away with
deer-hunting during the summer-time, so that all such useless slaughter may be effectually prevented, and that it may.
together with wood-cock shooting at the same season of the
year, soon be among the things that were.
For the last method, slaughtering the helpless moose in the yards or in the
deep snows, I do not believe words of mine are necessary to
cause every one, who is not a savage, to condemn and execrate any person who could be guilty of that kind of murder.
But yet it is a sad truth, that killing these splendid
animals in this way has been the main cause of their complete extermination in many localities, and of their rapidly
becoming scarce in others. The Canadian authorities did
well to prevent all persons from killing moose in Nova Scotia
for a certain number of years, for they were fast disappearing
from their haunts in that Province, but the Government
would do still better if, now the end of the close time is approaching, they would extend it for another similar period,
for it takes a moose several years to arrive at its prime, and
there must be a disproportionate number of young animals
among those now roaming over the northern pasture grounds.
But having made a wider digression than I intended, let me
come back to the narrative I started to relate, though I cannot feel that many apologies aTe needed, for I am happy to
see that the preservation of our game of fur, fin, and feather
attracting the earnest attention of the best
over our land.
is

THE appearance
new

is

air of the wilderness

pleasures of the chase, regarding the beasts of the field and
fowls of the air as among those good gifts to man to be used

Slowly the snow-drifts molt away
And prison'd streams will soon be singing;
Tli

and the pure

like that of the charnel-house.

who

And bees

Forests, Rifle Practice, Yachting, Boating,

Kennel, and Sports of all Kinds.

among us

—

all

toward the latter part of September, 18
that
three of us, with an equal number of guides, were encamped
upon a swift running stream in the central part of Nova
Scotia.
Such a country as it was to hunt over, and probably
is to-day, I never before had seen.
The woods were few, and
chiefly in and around swamps, where you sank all the way
from your ankle- to your waist, as you were heavy or light.
The remainder of the country was, I believe, called "barrens,"
and barren it certainly was of any upright trees, but to make
up for this there were plenty of them lying down and over
It was, then,

,

each other in all manner of perplexing positions, while beneath their interlaced branches and recumbent trunks the
granite rocks lay at all imaginable angles, chiefly with the
sharp side up. It was quite a relief to arrive at any place
freed of tree trunks and be able to walk over the rocks only,
the sensation experienced being similar to that one would
feel on leaving a corderoy road for a wooden pavement.
It
was over and through such grounds as this we were to hunt
the moose, and it was to be chiefly by tracking them, for but

had been resorted

to as yet, it being deemed
render that method successful. Be
was no work for any one not jiossessed of
plenty of muscle and endurance, to follow the Moose in such
a country. We had to stride over the prostrate limbs, lying
frequently two or more feet above the rocks below, balancing
ourselves upon the sharp point of some upturned stone, or
on the sha kin g branch of a tottering trunk, all the while
fearful lest some limb might crack beneath us, and warn the
By the time we reached our
wary deer of our proximity.
camp in the evening after a day's tramp, we would be quite
content to lie down and drop the rifle, which, on starting
out in the morning, had seemed no heavier than a walkingstick, but which, on our return, weighed a ton or more. I had
been out several days, and although I had been fortunate to
see quite a number of moose, they had been equally lucky to
see me, and I had not succeeded in getting a shot. One caribou had fallen to the rifle of a member of the party, and we
had been living upon its flesh, and I would say in passing,
more tender venison I never tasted. Bear were very plentiful all about us, several had been seen, and a very large one
killed by one of the guides.
Indeed so numerous were they
that it was not deemed prudent to go any distance from camp
At length the day arrived when 1 was to bring
at night.
little

calling

rather early in the
sure,

my

reader,

fall to

it

down my

my
us

first (full-grown) bull-moose.
In company with
guide I left camp as soon as it was light enough to enable
pick our way over the difficult ground.

ti)

For a long time we struggled on over the rocks and fallen
timber, until at length, upon a marshy place neur un extensive thicket, we came to some fresh 'tracks plainly risible.
Evidently a bull and cow had but lately passed along, and
my guide thought they might possibly be then lying down

among the bushes near by. Carefully getting the wind to
blow in our faces, we advanced into the swamp. I soon lost
sight of my guide, and was slowly making my way as noiselessly as I could, when suddenly, close by me, a fine cow
sprang to her feet and. started

off

on a sharp

trot,

I could

have shot her down, as she was not over twenty feet
I restrained myself and let her go free.
I have
my brother sportsman, when I recall the fact, that I let that cow go away unshot at, for, as any
one knows who has hunted moose, the temptation to snoot at
one when near by is very great, and it is not easy to hold
Perhaps I may have regretted my forbearance a
one's hand.
few moments afterward, when we came to the place and saw
by the tracks that the bull had also gone off in a trot, probably having been startled by the noise made by the cow.
However, it was still early in the day, and we were comparatively fresh, and after listening a few moments to the sounds
made by the frightened animals as they forced their way
through the bushes, we took up another line of march. We
had not gone far before we came upon some more tracks, this
time made by a single bull, and evidently one of large size.
He had gone by but a very short time before, walking quietly
along, and occasionally had nibbled away the ends of the
bushes near his path. We wer eon the " qui vive " at once,
and giving my guide the lead I followed, stepping carefully
in his footsteps.
The signs kept growing fresher announcing
the close proximity of our game, and I fairly held my breath,
lest he might heal' us and be off.
At length the tracks led
away in the direction of a small woods lying beyond two hills,
and my guide said we should find him there. But as it was
necessary we should approach him against the wind, we were
obliged to skirt the base of one hill, and then pass over' the
As we drew near the foot of the first hill, a bear
other.
suddenly jumped up and wr ent away at a great pace directly
over the hill we were going to, making a tremendous noise as
he tore over the trees and through the bushes. I threw my
rifle to my shoulder to give him a shot, when I was prevented
by the guide placing his hand on my arm, and whispering,
"Don't shoot, we'll lose the bull if you do."
easily

from me, but

a certain satisfaction now,

care we gradually drew near to the top of the destooping lower and lower as we approached the crest,

With great
sired

hill,

we were fairly on our hands and knees. Some
were lying on the top, which helped to conceal us, and
through
their branches, with a beating heart, I
on looking
sqv our desired quarry standing at a distance of from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty yards. He was exactly
facing us, placed between two trees, which protected his sides,
leaving only his chest and head in view, his horns projecting
beyond the trunks of the two trees, He had evidently been
startled by the noise made by the bear in his rush over the
hill, and was straining all his power's to ascertain the cause of
bruin's fright. But as the wind blew toward us, he had not
smelt us, and we had been careful to keep out of sight. It
seemed to me a long distance to shoot, and so little of the
animal was visible I feared a miss. So turning to my guide,
who was lying flat on the ground behind me, I asked, "Can't
until at last
trees

we

get a

little

nearer

?

I fear at the best I can only

wound him

he now stands." "No," he replied, "he'll see us ii we
move another foot, for there is not a bit of cover between us
after we leave this place, so just squint your prettiest and let
him have it." So admonished, I raised my rifle, and aiming as
near as I could judge for his heart, I pulled the trigger. I saw
the great deer flinch as the bullet struck him-, but he did not
change his position. " You've hit 'im " said my guide, "give
'im another bullet quick." I obeyed, sending it as near as I
could to the place its predecessor had reached. At this tho
moose turned slowly around, exposing his flanks, when I fired
another ball at his shoulder. It did not seem to affect him,
but he began to move away in the most extraordinary manner, lifting his legs high in the air and then placing them as
far apart as possible as though he was bracing himself from
" He's hard hit," soliloquised my guide; " he won't
falling.
go far," and hardly had the words been uttered when with a
crash the bull fell over on his side. I sprang to my feet and
rushed down the hill toward him, unmindful of everything
save that I had shot a moose, when the guide called out, "be
careful, he may get up yet, and a wounded bull is-an ugly
customer, keep clear of him." Thus warned, I got behind a
tree and looked at him, but he did not move, so by gradual
approaches I came up to where he was lying. He was just
giving his last gasp, a slow movement of the huge ears being
the only sign that there was any life in him, and soon this
He looked enormous as he lay there, and I climbed
ceased.
up on to his side, and sat enthroned. He was a very large
animal, and I regret that I have not the measurements which
I took very carefully of his height at shoulder, girth, etc. by
me to record here. The horns were of fair sh-.e, not so large
as many I have seen, but still of very resp< stable spread, and
the palmation a good width. On opening him we found my
ball, probably the first one, bad entered the breast low down
and penetrated the lower portion of the heart, and tin
two had lodged close by. After skinning him we started for
camp, and sent out all our force to bring in the meat, My
as
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Friends had thought we were

many

bear, as it is not often so
to shoot ttt a moose. jSoon the
,_ under their loud
seal
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ii.i horn of the bull, -which occupied
ni under of the day in getting ready for transportation to Halifax, where it was subsequently handsomely
mounted. Merry waa our evening arourul the camp fire, us
ii
our spirits
isi d
v my mccet
<p> d
add
an
me during the time that still
Should be obliged to return to
and I may add, thai ovx expectations were not
it two more of the great deer were killed, one falling
to my rifle and another to that bf mj companions, but
i'i equaled in
.size or magnitude erf antlers
the one
Which I lmve here designated as my first bull-moose,
Zoopbxltjs.
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For Forest and Stream.

UP

ROCK. RIVER.

LEAYDHJ Janesville at

Sept, 15th, I pulled leis-

7 a. m..

m my boat up the. river, with only "Old Cap"
I had made up my mind to take a trip to
u Rook River, Cattish Greek, and the lakes, something different from my usual fall hunting trips. After
Madison I intended camping on fourth Lake a few
returning the same way I went later in the fall,
an
'.:.
LnckBWer* thick.? "Doe" and I had talked of tak[or a year past, but he disappointed me; and
companion.
-

I.,

i

to be alone, as I have set d,
wall loaded with tent, guns, dog, aud
pull I easily, and! made good heacl-

which we entered through a narrow stream between two
large inountls, and running our boat ml *
ibed one of
the mounds and got our first view a
How beauThe huge dome of the capitol,
with the sun striking lull Upon it, Look*
., -,-,. pointing heavenlikea voting Sol; here and ih e;,- n
ward, and in the background beautiful >,
i

tiful it looked
in the distance,

i

1

!

,

us at

full speed.
She had to run a quarter of a mile to a
certain point at which thej
the river,
to Tide about
r
her.
The dogs
opened in full cry and we spurred for life,
r
i

and we had

i

I

,-,i|

;,-:.,.

out from amidst grand old
long to bo remembered.

Altogether

trees.

we

it

I

her speed.
I thought
vat ..,-. r, and looked behind me to
see •' Old Whitey ""standing stotd; still, and his rider perched
high on Ids back levelling a long, single-barreled gun of
antique manufacture. In an instant he Wassurroun led
J
smoke and a deafening report rent the air. I looked, and the
doe turned two or three double somersaults, ai I uttering a
shrill cry she breathed ber last.
He had shol
.-.,.
through the heart. Could a
the look of swoet an.
ion which lit up the
features of her slayer while he, contempt bed tk
noble animal now stretched before dm on the sand, il
ruM
have imniortalbzed him forever. But 1 am trespassing too
much' upon your space and will wait tor another time to toll
you something of the fish in our waters, and will only stop
long enough to say, that the silver perch, the yellow perch,
the Southern club, the white club, the pike, the trout, and a
i

But we were too hungry to gaze long, and soon had the
coffee-pot over a hot hie" filled with delicious Java, and then
the fried potatoes and rye bread. Dinner quickly eaten and cooking utensils packed away, we started were just
shoving off, when a boat rounded the point, and came toward us rapidly, propelled by a muscular gentleman of the
Teutonic order. When within hailing distance I called him,
and found him to be a sportsman from Madison, "shooting
snipe." He told us that there was a wide spread on the
other side of the lake, through which we would find considerable difficulty in passing unless thoroughly acquainted,
and that he would show us the way through ' so soon as he
found his "partner," who was on shore. It was indeed lucky
for us that we run across the Germans as we did, for it would
have taken us till dark to find a way through. Soon passing
into Third Lake we pulled until we reached Winaqna, where
there is a garden and summer resort.
stopped here for
refreshments, and then headed for Madison, about two miles
distant The next morning, much to our regret, Cork re-

We

turned home, leaving S. and I to go camping, which we did
in a few days, having a splendid time, and toward the latter
part good shooting.
Jukiou.

•

,

,

i

nondescript ycloped the "Goggle Eve," form all of our game
fish except the blue catfish (the black bass is a recent importation), if he may be raised to the dignity of so rsspecta"it, about said species of which I trust
D
ou
t

something hereafter.
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reek al
Oatfiab Greek
I

a small stream emptying into Bock River,
about twelve miles from Janesville, and is the connecting
link and outlet of First, Second. Third, and Fourth Lakes.
the creek very swift, and swollen from recent rains.
Be ween the mouth tend the first dam, a distance of two
miles by the creek, but only half that by road, are numerous wire and board fences stretched across the creek to preis

i

vent the stock from getting from one held into another.
in the present condition of the creek, were very hard
through, as I had to break off a board or cut a wire
3
in one hand, and with tho other hold up the boat
!

i

stream. In many places I
had to get out. wade, and draw the boat after me. After a
good deal of tugging I reached the dam in about two hours.
At this place is a flouring mill, several houses, a church, and
a flaw stores, which comprise the town of Fulton. At a sort
of ravern I got a splendid dinner, after which I lighted
pipe and strolled down to the mill to inquire the distance to
Stoughton, where I supposed the next dam to be. 1 found I
would have to carry my boat over two dams before reaching
Stoughton, besides running up two swift rapids; also that
the creel was juSI as swift and full of fences between Fulton
and Stoughton as between Fulton and the mouth; so 1 conclude
to
ave my boat hauled to Edgerton, about four miles
distant, where we arrived just in time to catch the express.
Putting boat and everything aboard we reached? Stoughton
at 5 p. M., where I found tin old friend who used to five in

'om

down

floating

my

I

i

Janesville.

Next morning, having decided to lie over a day, a friend
stubble fields south of Stoughtqittfi
end 1
si

-

i

m

After walking about a mile'
old, and soon found the dogs pointsum ! I'
We enjoyed a line day's sport.
ing atanchly.
The next morning at daybreak we hitched the team tn
the lumber wagon, my friend Cork, who had arranged to go
on to Madison with me, taking his younger brother to drive
•

of prairie chickens.

•

ii

-

hauled the boat from the depot to First Lake, a disof three miles by road, but about seven by the creek.
Arriving at First Lake about 9, we hastily launched and
loaded the boat. Alight wind having arisen in the meantime,
we "hoisted the sail and shoved off. Passing pleasantly up
stream, with alternate use of sail and oars, that forms the inlet of the lake, we at last entered the creek, which we found
mouth to be quite wide and very deep, with a fit
.liwith
The shores are lined f<
current.
i,.i
resi
.f duck
the fell
and wild rice, which, later
is.
1 le creek
bit
and rice
I.
and
is very pretty
"

,

opening and log-house in

t

along the creek a
The people liv
lays.
Scandinavians, and have clumsy, flat-bottomed boats
Lin front of their houses. They fish a great deal, and
i
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We reached a bridge across
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miens are killed

t

.Lore to inE
ah ml 11 o'cl
While
istauce to .Madison ami get some apples.
he was gone, I got out my rod, and endeavored to catch some
bass, -which 1 could see in great numbers swimrni]
below the boat and under the bridge; but although I tried
•
.
different flies and live bait they refused to
-it frc r .heir biding piaces. pky
;i'd .mJy dart
a. chance to
with the bait, and run back without riving
hook them. Cork returning, we unshipped the oars and
Second Luke, tt
o reach about dinner time. A short distance above the bridge we passed a
reek
The
rty from Madison going down the
lis place is full of huge boulders, some nearly as
boat, making us keep a sharp I- !- \i
our running over them. About a mile above the bridge is a
widening of the creek, covering about ow bui
teshallerv
acres, and called. 1 think, Third
m
pi
and jilled tt iti ras iet arid • ifi a
'
.i
return,
-cl
about
the creek
bridge, where we rested a little while before finishing the
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THE HUNTING FIELDS OF CENTRAL
VIRGINIA.

WHEN

the weather softens and the snow begins melting after a cold spell, every pedestrian about the

Mercer County keep's an eye out for coon
and he who chances upon the trail of a broad-footed

tracks,

has occurred to me that a few lines from Central YirgiITnia,
in reference to our forests and streams, might not be

member

Probably but few of them
uninteresting to your readers.
have ever so much as heard of Buckingham County, and yet
we have here a number of gentlemen as devoted to the delights of the forest and stream as perchance may be found

coonship

anywhere in America.
Your valuable and charming paper fills a void and supplies
a need wo long have felt, and my only regret is that we live in
so benighted a region as not to have known of its existence
until a few months since, and I look upon the time I lost in
not reading it from the date of its birth as hours of sweet rest
and pleasure that are gone forever.
That man who has not in his heart a secret love of the gentle pleasures of the field and the stream, is fit for "treason,
stratagem, and bloody spoils. " Who does not love the memory
of good old Isaac Walton ? Who does not admire
.

philosophy which enabled him

to live

through man

a terrible civil revolution, without, so far as we know, taking
part or parcel in it, and to which he nowhere alludes in
his celebrated work ? The dashing gallantry of the long
haired cavalier and the stern endurance of the closely shaven
Puritan had no ehaTins for him. He took a higher and
nobler view of life, and while the sabres of contending factions glistened in the sunlight, he pursued the even tenor of
his way, and studied the habits of the trout and the salmon,
and left on record a work which will last long after the ephemeral memories of the warriors and statesmen of his day

have been forgotten.
object was to tell you something
But I am digressing—
And first the partridge
of the fish and game of this section.
nobody calls them quail here. As the Virginia maidens
are superior to all others, so are the Virginia part,
we had plenty of them last season. Our season, by law, opens
on the 15th of October, and closes on the 1st of January. I
am not professional enough to know what is considered first1 use a W. A C. Scott & Son, No. 12 breechclass shooting.
loader, cost. $100, weight 7A- lbs., which is a good gun, but, a
pound too light, and I cannot quite average three out of five.
I sometimes make ten consecutive shots without a miss, but
this is a rule I often honor " more in the breach than in the
observance;" but I have a neighbor who would be famous
were his modesty not equal to his merit This gentleman,
Mr. A. 3. B., of Fishpond, Weldon County, uses a gun exactly like mine, and during last season, among numberless good
shots, he made one worthy of special mention, and which
would do no discredit to Capt. Bogardus. Three birds rose
at the same time about twent\ yards in front of him, two in
a direct line the one with tile other, and the third flew at an
angle which at a particular moment would intersect the line
of the first two.
At a distance of about forty yards from the
bird hi ttred at be critical moment, and got all three,
To have made
i
falling at full sixty yards.
such a conception, and to have waited and carried it out, to
bag threel irrda at one shot, under such circumstances, requires
ve, a steady nerve, and an admirable calculation
of distances not often met with. Is not this good shooting 1
He loads almost uniformly with iij drachms of coarse powder
and 1 1-8 oz. No. 8 shot. The recent hard winter has not
perceptibly hurt the birds, and we may expect hue sport the
next season. It is not unusual with' us to start fifteen or
twenty covies of a dozen and more birds in a day's shooting.
The woodcock urn by no means so plentiful, and we only ocshall
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of our marshes are
casionally start thiHis zigzag flying makes him a tough cusfilled with snipe.
tomer to hit, but a single shot does the work. Our woods are
filled with deer and turkey and pheasants, the latter not so
im
'as the former, and from the 1st of November until
March the James Bitot affords, in favored localities, good
shooting for ducks and geese.
I am tempted here to describe a deer hunt we had a short
.
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If there is anyone variety of tho numeron sport
which Ilig. loves best, it is a coon fight, and he is
puted master of ceremonies at all our battles, for he is in the
sportsman's seventh heaven when commanding Pd
was promptly served upon a
mi
oti
coon engag1
hogs, and on
dozen owners of voting, iiv:
who are known to always have sharp axes, were ordered to report promptly at the designated hour, for that coon couldn't
Bumorof the
rind comfortable hiding in any ordinary tree.
fun spread rapidly, and at 2 o'clock p. ai., sharp, thr a]
hour, about forty individuals, all sizes, ages, and colors
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an old oak, which
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of many of its fellows,
in attainment of circuit

d that forest

that General Higgins will

swing an axe

subject to rheumatism— and on this occ sion he selected
his choppers and relief, and -ordered an im media!
with assurance that be was responsible foi a
. " s of tho woods.
b
That was goods
mg chips
and they fell to lustily— four- musculai
Many 'were the wittic
in a shower.
and frequent the laughter, as the
Nn ibe
- universal
.her of our
the hound, terrier, bench-leg,
a coou.
grel were rein-' si n
;ot warmed up, and the
About the time the rebel
'.would
lookers-on had begun selectii
by
atW
be safe at the time the tree fell, an indivi Ii
the noise our crowd made, appeared upon the scene, followed
Of a Shetby a bench-leg and an old
tnecuati
land pony, which he called Tiger. Lev.,.-,
terviewed as to Tige's eoon-fighting accomplishments, aud
unhesitatingly declared Tige to be the best coon dog in Kenlake the 36'
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up every
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you

of a law student who was reading under my advice was upset
by the sight of a deer chase in front of my door.
suppose Sat he had ever bred a gun a dozen time - in his life,
but the sight of a noble doe bounding away with the hounds
Instantly we had our
in full civ was to- much for him.
n
el
H
,
e
,,,.
,
!.
;
I h«
,rjci
there wai nothing for him
fleet one.
rly twentybut an old white-legged' wagon hart
ill- high.
Goliah mighl have bestrode him without
om
-

of the ring-tailed

no dpubt exists as to the exact tree in which his
is ensconced, and then hastens to the store to re.-- to us idlers who scrape the mud off our stogies
on the box of gravel, sand, shavings, chestnut and hickory
nut hulls— the common spittoon—in which the stove sets,
smoke and chew -long green tobacco," and swop yarns till
feeding time, unless the promise of Fob
One of the
As
faithful made his repoi t before noon on this eventful day.
he came to the store to procure a set of knitting needles for the
old woman "—a majority of us drop in on bad days, avowedly
in quest of some small article badly needed at home by the
Madame— he crossed the frail of one ho knew tc be
>J
per, and patriotically followed its windings just thi
as computed by those who knew every inch of Hie groun
traversed and the exact distance between the various landtrack to
marks enumerated; and all that tramp over thi
find the tree less than half a mile from his starting point.
Higgins is the autocrat of the cross-roads for he
follow

'

time since.
WhUe plodding away

must know
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cross-roads in

redhead got up

ad Im shooting well ahead f
mi dome near losing it, as if dived
and rushes near shore. I finally saw
•esuming
oar's, I managed to reach
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His master's exultant

and his attitudes were
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Browd. was painful in, expo
of thiil g dl
tantaneous demolishment by furious
Tiger, ljii t the wild whoop of a bond of Indian warriors is
the murmuring of a rivulet, compared with tho boisterous, thundrous uproar of laughter, which shook the very
trees, when Tige came yelping lustily with that crippled coon
proudly perched upon his left ham, teeth and claws too firmly
imbedded lor him to be rolled or shaken, off; Tige darted
in thai unfeeling, roaring circle, evidently in cjueet of In
master, from whom alone he could
Ln]i,
! r
....
Failing to find him, Tiger sat down, the
r.
sticking to him," wept aloud, and most
uough." if any quadruped ever did.
The moment bhi toon raB removed Kg< c cleared the circle
and struct a bee-line for home- at a speed which -would put
blush
the
swift-winged
swallow. Mat was nowhere in
to
nut doubtless heard the three loud cheers which were,
b,
given for Tiger's culmination of that afternoon's sport. Fact,
Kjsntuoeian.
every word of it,
ti-r ri;u
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ings of the colony may die from
ufficiclit
oxygen— the vitalizing agi
rforffl excellent n
ding (he
Lcially in ponds where a strong ourr
impossible, man a wiint of elevation in the water-i
supply t is fish fai-m. The water plants should be BUespecially tho hornworl (eonf/.o./os'/nw) and the
,vort (eaUttriche).
On tho other hand, the current
'Ii'"'
.
IS to
the small fishes into a puddle
i lower screen, amidst
the debris which there eoltny must inevitably perish. As the young and
lo to
trong current, a earefnl watch will be necessary for a nur ier of days, meantime
regulating the ourMntirorn lame ha
ne to suit the condition of the fishes.
As the in sin ,,'
sarily be stmiU to in V9J
ol the fish, they will
th e* EU
'

I

-.

On

and the " Larvae

the top should be a close-fitting lid,
completed. In order not to be offensive, this
box should be kept in an unfrequented point of the farm
Concealed from view. When the larvae are wanted they may
be poured into a small box, from which they may In
over the pond. Not a single grub will escape from
sharp-eyed trout. These may be used according to the quantity that may be daily produced, and as the judgment of tho

fish culturist may dictate.
It is said that trout fed upon this
grow more rapidly than those fed upon any other kind of
food, and amply repay the labor required for their production.
Nahtjm E. Bajuxw, M. D.
Sandwich, III., March 3d.

FISH CULTURE AT

THE AQUARIUM.

I

become clogged with

they should be a
1 The following paper was read by Fred. Mather, Esq.,
Surubbing the dirt
through them with a comn
perintendent of Fish Culture at the Aquarium, before the
g brush, attached to a
handle of convenient length, othcrwi
the ponds will overrecent meeting of the Fish Guitarists' Association:
flow mad a loss of stock will be the in. itable lcsiilt.
To pre" The Department of Fish Culture of the New York Aquavent tho accumulation of straws, h
es, and other debris.
rium has the honor to Teport as follows:
which may be blown into the ponds,
eens should
Sixty thousand eggs of the California salmon were rebe frequently cleaned out, or these, to.
ceived in tho month of "October to be hatched for the United
overflows, especially in connection with freshets, Tin. Ben ns
They were packed in moss on the
States Fish Commission.
should be examined at least daily, to prevent any as
McCloud Biver, Cal, by Mr, Stone, in the usual manner,
that might ensue.from damming, especially during the prevaand arrived by express in good order, with a loss of not over
lence, of high winds.
Extra screens should always be kept
three per cent.
Of these eggs 8,200 died, or were killed, bofor an emergency, especially to supply the place of a broken
fore hatching
and I will here say that wo have had a difone.
These, may be made and kept in the workshop, ready
ficulty to contend with that is not met with in an ordinary
for use at any moment.
Any other tools liable to be broken, hatching-house, viz., handling eggs by visitors. In the State
which are constantly employed, should, by the same foreand other establishments there are no more people than the
sight, be kept on hand, that they may be put into immediate
attendants can watch but in the crowds at the Aquarium it
use.
The fish farm should be supplied, in all cases, with a
has been a common thing to find that while talking to one
convenient and roomy shop, even with a blacksmith's plain
party, another by your side has a handful of eggs going off
outfit, for any man may soon learn to weld and shape a piece
to the window to examine them, and which were invariably
of iron into a useful instrument with less expense than to
killed.
To remedy this I made the water deeper, which lesbe obliged to go to a blacksmith for every trifling article,
sened the current, and was consequently injurious to some
many of wh
hi
tsilv.
ed
It will be
The salmon eggs
eggs, and fatal to those of tho whitefish.
found in feedii
appetites seem to be
were received Oct. 11th, an^ all hatched by Nov. 4th, the
increasing in v
ich day will become
water ranging from GO degrees at first, and steadily dropping
d "-: s.onv. and
sal r
to 54 degrees.
It is worthy of note, that while the time of
and the last on
.light is sufficiently strong to
hatching from the first one out of the egg to the last was
enable, them h
ize every particle before it sinks.
Care
only eighteen days, the difference in the time of the absorpshould be exeri
lest over feeding may occur, for it is contion of the umbilicus was nearly forty days that is. the first
-a.i.ov.l good
tho practice and management of the
fish took food Dec. 19th, and all were feeding by Feb. 1st,,
fish farmer not
keep the trout too fat, but only in a state
excepting, perhaps, a dozen individuals, whose sac was only
of thrift in keeping with health.
By the 1st of Jan. the temperature bar! lowered
half gone.
No tainted meats should be fed, for fish will not eat such to 10 degrees,' and has since stood at 38 degrees. Some of
food unless compelled by hunger, while what is left soon
these salmon have been distributed to New Jersey waters,
Contaminates the water, and if persisted in, would very soon
others to Long Island, and the remainder are destined for a
render the fish sickly, and perhaps permanently diseased.
lake in Northern New York.
Trout should be given a wide range of animal food, for it is
"I would call attention to an experiment made in feeding
perhaps as true of fish as of every voracious animal, that a in the Aquarium. A month ago 500 of these salmon were
change is desirable. The most of our American species of
put in one of the small tanks in a temperature of 60 degrees,
fishes ore carnivorous. If we had the kind of fishes tho traveler
or 22 degrees warmer than those in the hatching troughs
Huek speaks of, as existing in the southern provinces of China, where tho Croton runs, and a great difference in size can now
pisiculture would be as simple to practice as the plainest
be seen, those in tank No. 18 being much larger than the
principles of agriculture are in farming.
He says of these others of the same age in the colder water of the troughs.
singular fishes, "a month after they are hatched they are full
This bears on the question of their adaptability to southern
of vigor, and this is the time to give them food in abundance.
waters.
We have also received 25,000 eggs of the whitefish
Morning and evening the proprietors of the vhuarfa have from Mr. George Clark, Commissioner on Fisheries for Michtheir fields mowed, and enormous loads of grass or herbs are
igan; these, with 10,000 from Seth Green, were lost for want
taken to the fishes. The fishes ascend to the surface of the
of circulation, as noted above; 5,000 more have just been rewater, and dart with wild eagerness on this food, which they
ceived by favor of Mr. A. J. Kellogg, also of the Michigan
playfully devour, with a rumbling noise, reminding one of
Commission, which will be put in a jar and hatched in bulk;
the noise made by a large number of rabbits feeding indeed,
15,000 eggs of the Cisco, or lake herring, have been received
it might be supposed that they were a large warren of aquatic
from O. M. Chase, Supt. of the Detroit. Hatchery, which are
rabbits.
The voracity of these fishes can only bo compared doing well; 10,000 eggs of the Lake trout, from the New
to that of silk worms when aboilt to prepare 'their cocoons.
York House at Caledonia, are still in process of hatching;
After having been fed in this manner for about fifteen days,
2,000 eggs of the land-locked salmon have been received
they ordinarily attain a weight of two or three pounds, wh"en
from Prof. Baird, and are placed in one of Ferguson's hatchtheir growth is arrested and they are caught and sold."
ing jars, which has been presented by the inventor.
If this observation is true, the Chinese have a valuable
"In the salt water department, in t'ankNo. 12, can be seen
species of fish, an unfailing food resource, that can only fail
tho curious eggs of the skate, or ray, with their yolks visible
when the forage crop fads, upon which they are fattened
when a fight is placed behind them; they are Supported by
but rather unprofitable, if the products of the water and land a string in a good flow of water, and in nearly the same manate both required for subsistence.
This passage, of the pious
ner as they are hung upon seaweed. Whether, these eggs are
writer, who was sent by his country to disseminate religion
impregnated or not, I am unable to say, as they were laid in
among these heathen, reads much like incidents related by the great tank by the fish, and their development is not far
another celebrated writer, Munchausen. The amount of food
enough advanced to determine with certainty. A great many
required by domesticated trout must vary with different fish
valuable experiments can be conducted in an aquarium, both
farms, for in some localities the water is richer in insects and
in salt, and fresh water, that would be difficult at almost any
crustaceans than in others, Apropos of this proposition,
other place, and we wish the hearty co-operation of fish culwhere a trout stream flows through a rich, fertile district of turists all over the country, and will be glad to work with
country, with abundant drains reaching farmland, the trout
them, and perhaps try the same experiments under different
are usually well conditioned, and large, and of excellent
conditions of temperature, light, etc., that they maybe cmflavor; but when the land through which the stream flows is
d noting, and so arrive at results in the shortest space of time.
sterile and rooky, without drains to bring down the rich,
Mr. Coup is disposed to place the whole Aquarium at tho
coveted food of the trout, the fish will be found to be lanky
convenience of plasties! or scientific men to aid them in any
and without flavor; they may be numerous, as are all the out- studies or experiments that they may wish to pursue.
" The Department of Fish Culture is under obligations for
growths of poverty, but small in size and very indifferent.
There are differences to be found in the same stream. Some favors to the following gentlemen: Prof. S. F. Baird, V. S.
of the trout are sharp in their colorings, have fine plump
Com. on Fisheries; Hon. Robert B. Eoosevelt, Com. for Newshoulders, great depth, and the flesh is beautifully tinged
York; Geo. Clark, Ecorse, Mich.; Seth Green, Rochester, N.
with the salmon color, and of excellent flavor; while others, of Y. Monroe A. Green, Mumford, N. Y. A. J. Kellogg. Dethe same blood and kindred, are lean and without flavor, It
O. M. Chase, Detroit, Mich. Samuel Vilniot,
troit, Mich.
may be accounted for in part in this wise. Those trout Ontario; Livingston Stone, Charlestown, N, H. T. B. Ferguwhich are so plump, fat, mid pleasing to the eye, are indus- son, Baltimore, Md.
well
conditioned,
while
trious feeders, and become
the sloth"Since writing the above Mr. Wiluiot has presented 1,000
The rule is, those trout eggs of the Ontario salmon (S, Wibaoii), which appear in
ful feeders are lean and flavorless.
which are bred upon the beat feeding grounds, living upon first-rate order."
the worms and crustaceans of fresh water, are most desirable.
The fish farmer can only regulato tho amount of food neces- " Michigan Fish Notes. The second season of the Detroit
sary for daily use, by the same experience which is exercised
branch of the Michigan State Fish Hatchery is drawing to a
by the agriculturist in stock raising. It varies one day with close. It has been remarkably successful—more so than was
another, as with all animals. As atmospheric changes affect
the season of 1875-6. Last 'season between 8.000,000 and
the appetites of mammals and other animals, undoubtedly
9,000,000 whitefish, salmon, and trout were hatched and
similar causes influence tho desire for food in lisle-;.
Dodistributed through the lakes and rivers of the State, This
meetioated trout, like those in the wild state, feed best just
Notwithstanding that this may be season about 8,000,000 whitefish, and no other kind, have
after sunrise as a rule.
accepted as a settled point, both the wild and the trout of
been hatched, and are healthy, and in a likely condition.
fish farm often appear to have a positive disgust for food.
The percentage of loss in eggs this season has boon much
The righteous bouI of many a patient, and
lesH than that of the season of 1875-6, showing that with
has been tcrnbh cx.i
led, in view o( this loathing of the
experience a gratifying improvement follows. Already tho
has designed, and the illmost alia
ld has often b.en obliged to quit
work of distribution has begun, and is going fon.v
is n afiOn why every species of the
lently.
To the mouth of Grand River, and the waters of
ks has never' yet. been explained,
Spring Lake, and Muskogon Lake, 150,000 fish have boon
u'y attending circumstance in nawhen at the same tim
taken. Last week 50,000 were deposited in the Huron RiV8X\
thousand
six
trout
turo seems to favor
ifty
the River Raisin So, 000 tish have
me about and an equal number in
months old, well supplied with larvae, usual!
just been shipped for distribution in the vicinity of Hillsa pound of tin chopped hearts of beeves three times a weak,
dale, and another consignment of 200,000 started for Port
Probably, tho larvae of flies are the most ecu; .mica] food the
Rovbb.
vicinity.
They may be very cheaply obtained. Huron and
fish farmer can use.
Dcttwt, March Wh.
A cheap box, five feet long and two feet Bquara, s< t on end.
«.»
the upper end down two feet, should be thickly pierced
—The Fishery Commission of the State of New- York will
with holes. Eighteen inches down, a drawer six inches deep,
distributo 1,500,000 young brook trout to depleted streams
the inside of the box. should be carefully fitted,
in this State during the present year.
end just over it slats arranged upon which the ofial is placed.
easily

frequently inspected
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TREATMENT OF TROUT DURING
THE FIRST YEAR.

*

;

THE

preparation of the pond for the reception of the
young tish should be completed the previous autumn,
before needed for use in the following spring. In our trout
streams the first spawn is taken about the first of November,
and^the ova begin to hatch about the middle of December,

and the complete metamorphosis of the fish takes place the
middle ot February, wliice are in a condition for transferring
from the nursery troughs to the pond about the middle of
April.
If the pond is now occupied by yearlings, they must
he removed, to give a home for the young crop. Before
transferring tbe yearlings from the pond the water must he
drawn down, and if the water plants are large enough to inwith the working of the net, they should he cut with
a sharp scythe and raked out, as it is quite impossible to remove tbe young fish with a net until the pond is freed from
the rank vegetable growth. The net, of course, in its construction must conform in texture and in mesh to the size
of the fish; and as many are yet small, therefore, mosquito
netting is the most appropriate material for its construction.
The nui maj be made about two and a half feet wide and
about four feel longer than the width of the pond. Anicely
could be ittaehed to the bottom and a
few wooden floats fastened to the top at each end there
should be a brail, as in the case of a common seine, and we
have a perfect minature net for tho removal of the fish.
Manned by two men, the. seine is dropped into the lower end
of the pond, and holding the brails steadily and uprightly,
is moved upward evenly across the pond to the inlet, where
it is carefully changed into a horizontal position, and being
out of the water it is carefully carried to the second
pond, and its contents gently deposited therein. The net is
repeatedly useu until the fry are all removed. Since" the
autumn mowing of pond No. Two, the water-plants at the
ui, now in April, seem green, and every leaf and twig is
covered with minnate aquatic insects and water-bearing larrao.
These are all the natural food of the young trout, and the
more, abundant these parasites are, the more rapid and striking
Pond No. One being empty
will be the growth of the fish.
and ready for its new occupants, we set about the removal of
hatching-house to their new
the new bruod from the
A small scoop-net, for removing small fishes from
quarters.
the nursery-troughs, is the most convenient implement for
It may be constructed of the same material
this purpose.
The bottom should be equal in
as was the minature seine.
width to the width of the nursery-troughs and the height
equal to twice their depth. For fastening the netting, a
;

.!

a

i

of wire may be shaped, as outlined, and fastened into
wooden handle, and the net is completed. The bottom of
coop-net is pushed forward, and the entire contents of a
pmpartmenl may be taken at one scoop, and being emptied

into a flat vessel of water, are transferred to the pond, where
they at once show their appreciation of their greatly enlarged

by darting here and there, and cavorting in various
In this manner the fry of
their new boarding place.

quarters,
A.ivs in

one trough mo.

r

another

is

removed

lb -r. iiKh.-ir rtewhonv

pond,

until all are placed in the
the future growth of these

11 must be rememfood given them during the iirst year.
hat in subjecting so many tish to live in such a small
l,
suitable quantities becomes
area of water, artificial food
I.
indispensable.
Foratime one gunerous
ary, ind
in. :i! each day, with what insects are captured by them, will
be sufficient. If tho fish-tanner neglects to bestow upon his
a necessary amount of food, the weaker and smaller
members of tin colony will rapidly diminish, thereby greatly
increasing the expense of board in tho aggregate. Trout are
cannibals, and all the arts of modern civilization applied to
their domestication have thus far proved entirely abortive
r wild and gross natures.
They
in con c,i ne.:
delight in devouring one another, and hence should be so assorted in their growth, aa to prevent preying upon themIi 'by accident any largo tish gain admission to ponds
selves.
containing small ones, they must be removed at ouce, evuu it
mi push their refor the young trout during tho
be
i

m

.
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fanner

is

greatly

-apply id till stages of fish culture needs
be carefully adjusted. To this matter the farmer's care
sled, especially in hot weather, for
should be
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SOME FLORIDA

that their

up

FISHES.

BY

F.

BEOWNE.

C,

ON

the East Coast of Florida is to bo found the largest of
Vemmls, and one of the largest of edible fishes—
Cuba, Pnimhraps Haam, Gill. Individuals have been taken in the Halifax and Indian Rivers of 1(10
pounds to 500 pounds weight. One was shot last year by B.
Jfacetti. of Musquito Inlet, in Spruee Creek, which he estimated at 000 pounds, and he. is probably as well acquainted
with the fishes of this coast, as well as those of Cuba, as any
other man. I have only seen one of them taken with hook,
and that was a small specimen, weighing only 19 pounds. It
very much resembled an overgrown tautog, or blaeklish, both
m tad color. I afterward partook of it upon the table,
tliii

.lowtish, Guiiwi of

i

and found

excellent eating.
,i
inter we Bet a large shark hook, attached to a heavy
baited for sharks, near the Inlet, and next morning found
.::.
iroken.
It hud a strong chain and swivel to it, and
lVei lu was of opinion that a large jewlish was the marauder,
:i

I

it

.

i,

:

l,

l

the jaw of a shark not being powerful enough to produce
Sis effect, while those of the jewfish are. It is a sluggish
iish, usually living among rocks or under a bank, to which
stronghold it retreats when hooked or speared, and from
which it is difficult to dislodge it,
Su/rUus, Gill? resembles the
The rock-grouper.
jew fish in appearance and habits, but is very much smaller,
ceeding ten pounds in weight; in some places, hown
I caught in the Halifax
ever,' it is called by the kilter name.
River, February 8tb, while fishing for sheepshead, a fish of
about two pounds weight, which so much resembled, the tautook it for a stray specimen of that species. But
'

.-'

.

.

:

i

in
ide and
pronounced it

referee in all piscatory questions, B. Taeetti,
to be a Cuban flsh called " Cropa," and says it.
here in summer, that it is taken with the cast net
sleeping
the surface, and that he never before saw one
on
while
taken with the hook. I think it is mentioned in Gill's Catalogue of the Fishes of the East Coast ot North America, under
the name of PimelepttbrUS Jjuscii Lac, Chopa bauea of Cuba;

common

We

found it rich and delicate when
Bermuda.
like the pigfish.
also taken, in the warm weather of April in these
handsome fish of one or two pounds weight, for
which ecu i'aeetti has no name, save, that he calls it a Cuban
It is shaped like" the fresh-water sunfish, 1'omoiis, nearly
fish.
circular in form, light colored beneath, dark above, with
brassy and bronze-colored tints on the side, with metallic revery active and
flections, and a black spot near the gills
vigorous, as its form denotes, and of excellent flavor, as indeed almost all the fishes of this coast are.
A year or two ago I mentioned in Foeesi and Stream the
capture of a JNeuse shark, which I called Soma iosus, in this
river with my rod, and was severely criticised by Professor
statement, he asserting that tiomniusus was a
GUI for
purely northern species. I have lately found in "Gosse's
Naturalist in Jamaica," a description of aNeuse shark, ,SW//'/.,,
cireahm, Out., found in those seas, which exactly corrij

earn of

much

cooked,

I have
waters, a

;

my

responds with my tisn, of which 1 have since taken another
" Dpper parts of a dull brown hue inferior parts
Specimen.
wliite; eye white and very small; scales minute, round, and
strong; teeth small, with" a single high central point, and
three small points on each side; two neshy civri, about two
inches, long depending from the muzzle; length of specimen
7i feet: habits sluggish; taken only for its liver, from which
oil is made."
A .specimen of this Neuse shark may be seen in the collection ni the Chicago Academy of Sciences, which was taken
by Dr. Viele on the West Coast of Florida. This may convince Prof. Gill of the existence of a Neuse shark in Florida
waters, so that he may venture to add Soyttium arrahiM to his
list of the fishes of the East Coast, or, if not, it will be easy
S. G. C.
to obtain a specimen here.
;

for

some

time, the others meanwhile looking on and
their concern by uttering loud, discordant
that their companion was unable to
longer accompany them in their flight, thev abandoned him
to his fate, and he fell to the earth
and into the arms of an
expectant Chinaman.— Anaheim Gazette

CURIOUS HABIT UF A
We

have received the following extremely interesting note
through Prof. Spencer F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, whose interesting explanatory letter we append:—
VAN11EUBU.T UMVEttSlTY,
Nashville, Tenn., .February 19, 1677. j
Prof. Spenceb F. Baibd, Commissioner of i'ith ami Fisheries, SmUhsouian
I

middle of July, 1S0S, while on a visit to
Mobile, Ala., 1 accompanied a part)* of friends on a fishing excursion to
iv. i
a small stream on the eaateru side of Mobile Bay, some
Wish
twenty-five utiles below the city.
This river, near its moutb, widens out, forming Berwick's Bay, a sheet
of water iibout three miles wide by lour in length. This Berwick's
Bay is a lavorite fishing ground, beiug the resort, especially after a
Dl

..:— About the

;

I

A

great variety of
Btoriu to the Gulf, oi immense schools of mullet.
oiler llsh, such as the croaker trout, redfish, etc., abound in this bay.
...
v.
no owned a largo saw-mill on the bank of the river,
and "Wlioae hospitality we were enjoying, kindly proposed to show us
,.

.

I

i

...

...

-

,

i

.
'

;

,

i

,

i

i

fish

winch frequent

tlees...

waters,

and to this end

,.,!
:,! j -...-iisc ami the necessary force to draw it.
While exaiuiuiuj' the fish, mj attention waa called to several cat, each
ahont ten inches in length, which seemed to have a wondertnl daOh examination, the enlargement waB found
Of the throat.
aloj
as 1 by small cattish and eggs, which were carried in the
,

„

;

i

t

mOUth, From the month of one- I took out eleven small fish, each about
an inch in length; and from another eight or nine eggs, the size of a
small marble, the e;cs of the embryonic cat showing distinctly through
the thin membrane euvelopi u§
On mcuiryieade of several old li.-heimeu in the neighborhood, and
find one who know anyof a large number elsewhere, I have failed to
is new
thing whatever of this habit of the cattish. If the observation
and It deserves to be placed on record, you are at liberty to use this lu
'

any way you

may deem

Very respectfully,

proper,

Washington, February 20, 1877.
Editoe Fobest and Bib-bask—
,, ,
Lupton ofj, NashI inclose, herewith, a letter from Frof.
habit, ot ooi catfish, which is in
ville, in ie
gl rd
corroboration of what 18 already known II
Prpf, Gillin;enui
from Central iffl n a,
y
is probably a species of At
B
fonnSBiBthatt
,

i

all

Minus

Icterus baltiinore.

Ilcd-wii,.",

j

!

i,.,i

is

,

]'""'

'

Ijla.'l

Tyrannus

i"!

«:

...•/.

.

Golden-wing Woodpecker
Barn Swallow
V|

e

,

hits-bell;..'"!

,.,o.

ii

,

."..:.,

/

I,,:.;,",.,

Hawk
,

.:

I

Turnstone
Yellow-leg
Greater Yellow-leg
Solitary Sandpiper
Spotted Sandpiper
SeniipaheateLL Sandpiper
Wilson's Sandpiper
Pectoral Sandpiper

cat oi

....
taken

-i..ii'cipn.ntlv

in

the Atlantic

,

,

-,

pounds on our

and! would invite attention to it during the
f have taken it myself at Beaaley's Point
comiii'' summer
ami' Vineyard Sound, and presume it is common in the summer season in the vicinity ot Mew \ork
oast

Yours

truly,

Spencer F. Baibd.

resident; "breeds.

Nut

common

in

summer

Empidonax

Traills fly-catcher.

Traillii.

;

The

;

common summer

Kol a very

resident; breeds, though not often.

Least fly-catcher. One of the most common of
the fly-catchers; breeds.
Empidonax jlaviventris. Yellow-bellied fly-catcher. Not common;

Empidonaz minimus.

May

breed, but have never found ite nest.

AL0Er>INIIi£—inn BTNC.PtSHEBS.

Antrestomus voci/erus.

T. alpina.
T. mnulus.
T. Bonapariii,
J
Squatoirolii hebvettica.

Common
tin-

su-4Wcr rosident; breeds

basil B wallows.

';. :,,:,

'.

:

,

M

work

"
Whip-poor-Wi
to make people bolie

Summer resident;

breeds, nesting in

Common summer resident

;

breeds,

TrochUus columl/ris. Ruby-throated hiiiumie- bird. Common sumner resident; breeds; have captured several that have come in to tho

Ut griSeilS.

tt>/l

harfl

Chmlura pdasgia. Chimney swift.
nesting in chimneys.

n,;\-ur.

.',•,",..<

Have

0¥PSELrDiE—THE SWIFTS.

Aegialitis sent ipaimalus.
legiaiitis aeTodus.
ActiturUI 'mrtramitis.

Piping Plover

v ':. :.:/:. oo.e.ee:.

Cdirl'jW

HudBoman Curlow

.jV. ftudsonicus.

"Long-billed Curlew
Blue-wing Teal

ccculid^ — TI

A', tougirostris.

Queynedida

Probably ^occurs, but
Coccygus Americanus. Yellow-billed cuckoo.
It, as yet.
on sum.
Coccygus eryUirophlhalmus. Black-billed cuckoo. Very co
a
largo
number of the eggs
destroys
This
birds
breeds.
resident;
mer

discors.

Anas obscura.

. . . :.

never taken

.Dapilaacida.
Spalula ciypeata.
Ocderniafusca.

Shoveller Duck
Velvet Duck...

Surf Duck

O.perspicUlate.
O. americana.
Fuligula marila.
...SomaUriu invHussima.

Duck

Scaup Duck
Eider Duck

Duck

1ICID£—THE WOODMOBEKS.
Picas villosus. Hairy woodpecker. Common resident breeds.
Pious pubesams. Downy woodpecker. Same as preceding, but more
plenty.
Picoides urcticus. Black-hacked, three-toed woodpecker. Very rare
;

,':

':! ;:V" ::::!::.
Magus serrator.
;

1:

-

Canada Goose
Brant Goose

liranta canadensis.
B. bernicla.

and winter visitor.
Picoides hirsutus. Banded threctood woodpecker.
Took one in the winter of 1875.

fall

Lams Philadelphia.

Bonaparte's Gull
Kithwake Gull
Black-back Gulf
Herring Gull

L. tridactyias.
i. marinus.

L

',:! ..:,.

.

::'

::::

;:::.!::':':

:

Raro winter

vial-

tor.

Sphyrapicus varius. Yellow-bellied woodpsckor. Not very common
summer resident; breed. I found a neat oi this species in June, ICTG
the hole was excavated in the solid live wood, to the depth of ten inches

a rgentalus.
'

mm

of the smaller birds.

Bucephala alleola.

Red-breast Merganser

Least Tern

Sternafrenata.

Common Tern

Wuxtmt.
Ifydnch-didon plumbea.
Coiymbus porgualus.

;

: ;,J

.V.

Black Tern
Great Loon
Black-throat Loon

iletamrpes erytkrocepluOMS. Red-headed woodpecker. Very rare; have
it but once, and that was abottf the year 18110, iu June; waB round

seen

O. orctiat?.
C. scp'tntrwnalis.

Red-throatLoon
Ganuet...
Cormorant.

..Suta bossana.

Great Elue Horon

Hinrrs of Domesticated Wild Geese.

—A

breeds as

it

[To
correspondent

:

eggs at first, adding one every fear after. Although she has
the common variety, they never have shown a disposition to
1 saw them last spring. Several of the geese were
cross.
Their nests were built on the brest of a
sitting at the time.
mill-dam close to the house, and constructed of brush and
weeds, and were nicely covered with down and feathers. I
saw them again last fall, and then she had a dock of thirteen
The first on.
tb
as nice Canada geese as I ever saw.
tip of wing taken off at first joint; but she said they did not
show much disposition to migrate. They are very hardy,
and raise neailv all their young, and are quite as tame as our
common variety. I think they would be just the thing for
Gh !'
to call down them wild species.
I

I

op Instinct.— The large

Pileated woodpecker. Rare resident; I think
remains hero through the summer.

Hytalomuspileatus.

in Christiana, Pa. writes
"Mrs. Gro.fr, of Lancaster County, received from a friend
in Indiana a pair of wild geese, male and female. She has
been very successful in raising them. The young geese do
not lay till they are three years old, and but three or four
,

Abundant

Golden-winged woodpecker.

Colaples auratus.

Graculns carho.
.Mr.rgulm alle.
Fudiai>s corn idus.
Ardca hermlim.

Auk
Horned Grebe
Little

A Proof

Common summer

Olive-suied Hy -catcher.

following are the suine.
Chordales pnj.e'.ue. Night hawk.
rooky fields and pastures.

,

Milburii, or sea

;

breeds.
Contopus virens. Wood pew'ee. Common in summer breeds.
nests and eggs of this spedes aro the most beeutiiul of any .

breeds.

'Jrtnga minutiUa.
T. maculala.

Red-breas t Snipe

oi; !":.

Icbs so in winter;

resident most so in winter:
destroying large numbers ot the

"birds.

CeryU alcyon. Belted kingfisher.
in the river banks, in company with

Trvngoides maculalus.
Brenpetes pusUlus.

Upland Plover

,

Pewee.

Coutopus borcahs.

Totamis flavipis.

Black-breast Plover...

I

e,

T. metmuitim-us.
T. sotttarim,

Golden Hover
Ring Plover

,

Common

great nuisan.

as the

Tyrannus Carolinensis. King bird. Common siunmer resident; breeds.
once saw a pair of these birds robbing a pair of least fly-catchers of

Sayornlsjuscus.

Slrepsitas iidtrpres.

MJ.

Blue jay.
is a

known

own with.
Myiarcltus crinitus. Great-crested fly-catcher.
Not common ; a few
breed, nesting iu hollow trees. The nest almost al ways has one or inoro
suake skins woven in among the other materials.

obtained August, 1869). Woodcock Philohda minor, (on the marsh just
across the channel from the island). Shore Lark, EremophUa atpestris.
Great Horned Owl, Bubo virginianus. Quail, 0ri[ix virginianus (breeding
on the island in 1876 ; first time for many years).
2—ON THE BAY AND BEACHES IN VICINITY 01? IKE ISLAND,
SanderliDg.
Calidus arenaria.

j

'

their nest, to build their

;,.„..•.

,'

Chrysomitris tristii.
Aegiothus livaria.
Pinicola euuKnhdor.
Junco hytmatis.
Acdpiter floats.
flafi'fj.us tmroixphalus.
Syriuni ndjulusum.

,

L':.lieo:".i.0!l

few

:

Cyanala cristata.
This bird

Barred Owl
Sn o wy Owl v
A'yctea nivea.
Little Night Owl
tfyclale acadica.
Noie.—At various times since date, as above, have recorded the following additional:— Black Rail, I'orzana jamaicemis,, {a single specimen

Buffle-head

a

and around ponds.
Slurnclla magna. Meadow lark. Common in summer; has boon known
to remain through the whiter, but not often; breeds in Ion 6

eggs and young of the smaller*

Ectopislam igratorius.

Red-back Sandpiper
Red-breast Sandpiper
Bonaparte's Sandpiper.
Stui Sandpiper

rosident

Not common; have found

bunting.

,"..'.:"'

,'.

(:>,,«-.

,

Abundant

nirundo horreorum.
„.
!':
:

Pine Lionet
Goldfinch
Bed-poll Linnet
I'ine Grosbeak

liagle

1st.

STAnLTNGa, KTC-

eggs in the last, four years.
Agelans Phoinicais. Red-winged blackbird. Abundant iummei! evident; breeds, nesting in low bushes and bunches of grass in rueodow3

breedB.

...'.lIi',",:.,

Wild Pigeon

Snowbird
Sharp-shinned

—0BI01.ES,
Bob-o-lmk.

Cow

pecoris.

March

issue of

cORvma—the ORcrtva ahb javs.
Crow. Common in annuner;

Coccytut erythToplOkalmWi
Trochilu* colubris.

Hummingbird

Scoter

Mohlhrus

GOODHUE.

P.

Corvus Americanus.
breeds.

Coluples auratus.

H",'.T!l!...Y

Black-billed Cuckoo

lis.l.u:ill.".ll^

.ICTERIDiE

Dolichouyx aryzivorus.
breeds.

Sturnella magna.

"

-'.'

BT CHAEtES
Vtml'muedfmm oar

lew pair breed on a small island in the river, at a place
Bays.

DoUcionyx oryzivorus.

Meadow Lark
-

'

i

Bobolink

THE BIRDS OF WEBSTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, AND ADJOINING TOWNS.

carolinensis.

Lpktrtis r h„-Mteus.

,,[

1.1,

carolinensis.

Pipilu erylhroplUhalmut.

I

probability the A.

coast.
,,,,

.Barporhynchus rufus.

Catbird

Che wink
Baltimore Oriole
Kingbird

Finding

Icterus Baltimore.
Baltimore oriole.
Common summer resident;
breeds, often two or three pair on one treo.
•
Scolecophagusferruginers. Busty grakle. Common in the migrations.
Quiscalus versicolor. Crow blackbird, purjil,; graklo. Not common;

FramiiKjham, Mass., Feb., 1877.
1— ON THE ISLAND.
Robin
Turdus migratorius.

Dusky Duck.
Pintail Duck

CATFISH.

ago,

namely, in 1852, between May 1st and Dec. 25th, but I think
it would correspond in the main with one made up at the
present time. A few species observed during visits since
that date (one of them of considerable interest) I have noted
below. A word as to the locality. This island has an area
of about eighty acres, elevated', fertile land, is situated two
miles or more from the main land proper, along which are
ranged the towns of Marshfield, Duxbury, and Plymouth;
but it is sheltered on the seaward side by a narrow "beach oi'
several miles in length, which, at its nearest point near its
extremity, approaches within a quarter of a mile or so of the
island.
In old times it was a very famous gunning location,
and many are the thousands of ducks and plover that have
bad their "hang up" in the breezy porch of the old house.
But now the marshes and beaches are comparatively deserted,
and although the ducks still visit their old haunts in considerable numbers, it takes a good gun "held straight" to stop
enough to make a "good bunch o' fowl" nowadays. The nomenclature is worthy that of Coues.
F. C. BbownE.

i

i

is

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The following list is from observations a long time

Brown Thrush

cries of dis-

manifesting
shrieks.

Lin

comrade waa wounded, uttered shrill

and about a dozen of them flew under the wounded
mrd, huddled together so that their backs formed a sort of
bed upon winch the wounded one rested. They buoyed it

tress,

flocks ot geese,

which

are constantly passing over the town, arc frequently shot
reached by the
at, but they generally fly too high to be
Sometimes, however, the shots take effect,
leaden missiles.

The other day we were watching a lloek hying southward,
when the report of a gun was heard, and we observed one
of the geese begin to fall slowly. The others, perceiving

it

be continued.]

—».*-
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YNruALS Received at Cen. PaHEMeNAOEBTE, WeekEsihsu Mail 17th.
Owl, Slrix Jlammea, var. guatemaUe, presented by Capt.
Did:
Samuel L. Olapp, steamship Acapulco one Opossum,
City
one Muskrat, Filj.-r
presented by Mr. David O. Bode, New Vork
Stephen Oartwnght, Now York fire one
cibetldem, presentod by Mr.
Baboons, ijiimvpl'a'u/.parcarius.
Guanaco, Lama lutanaco; ten Dog-faced

—One Barn

(.;

;

-

:

;

W.

A. Comili.n-, Director.

SNUB-NOfKD Salmon.— I have received from Mr. William
luc'ie lishmonccr 123 Great Portland street, the head of
The. peculiarity of it is that the upa remarkable salmon.
usual shape, has been
ner iaw inslead of assuming the
forming a snub-nose
turned 'downwards upon itself, thus
The lower iaw is quite
dog's.
pug
of
a
that
like
somewhat
The under surface of the inverted jaw has become
perfect
place of theusua
ouite hard so that it takes the
all uncommon
This snub nosed malformation is not at
It is found
young fry just hatched oui

"'

among

rtlsoin half-grown or quarter grown
Museum ot two snub-nosed flak <*>W
casts in
and presented tome by Mr. A. Miller. The

salmon.

my

Wve

hei.J

uow presented by Mr. Luckie, wo* l..U-n from n
lbs.
Bo that it is quite y.deni that this
which weighed
did not Inter
malformation, which is decidedly coflgemtal,
J<rauk Lucldand,
fere with the Bsh being able to teed wall—

W

in

Land and

Walt/:

i

—

—

—

— —

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
A TAIL OF A
Au,i:-:x.v.rr.

COON.

I'm,,

February

1st, 1877.

EDITOR FOUEST ABU STREAM:—
"I was liv'uiu do wn south some yews asro; thai is to say,
in Qeorgia.
One day, Pme, a gentleman of ebony conn
opal eyeballs ami ivory teeth— a thoroughly merry
niy companion In many a fishing trip—

who was

darkey,

up to mo with something tied up Is a
poolcet handkerchief and on opening it there rolled out a
furry-looking little animal, which proved to be a half
grown raccoon, one which, on arriving at maturity, was its
tame companionable as a dog. Ho was a handsome look
ine little fellow, In bis dusky gray coat, white ringed tail,
and a patch here and here ot while. But it is not of his
personal appearance that 1 wish to toll, but his antics and
tricks,
lu the former he resembled a kitten in the way in
Which he would roll over, curl his tail, o] seize any hand
to pretend to bite it; in the latter he was A 1 in the cunning
he displayed. Take him down to a l.troon on a moonlight
He would
bight, mid "Dick" would be in his glory.
scuffle out .to an overhanging hough, and thoroughly
assimilate himself by it by crouching so close that you
would hardly make him out; and he would allow .his
bushy tail to droop in the water, moviug it carelessly
about, and waiting for a bite.
He did not wait long, as a rule, for over and over again
I have stood ami watched him, till I have'beeome aware of
"

i

iiiiiinif

,

I

movement

a slight

in

the water, wlieu, with a spring that
throw himself ashore,
a crab tight hold of his

like lightning, " Dick" would
in nine eases out, of ten with

was

and
lush

l'h'

tail.

there

n

would be

a light,

souffle.

"Dick" would

with the captive that tried bard
io regain the water, hold his prey in his fore paws, and
in n up with the greatest of zest before going lefish
ra

sit

his hind legs,

up on

man hand; it is, in fact, a chain of moveable bones and
muscles, and is covered with minute scales and short, stiff
hairs, rendering it prehensile, and capable of being employed as a hand, balancer, or projecting spring, ft was
no doubt a great help to the engineer and his corps of assistants in safely lowering tho eggs from the top of the
vessel to the door.

But this perhaps is not as astonishing as a well authenated incident which took place in the same cellar a few
A quantity of ctrgs were placed on a shelf laid
year Bgfl
Thi shelf Was
.,: '-.iram.-s suspended from the joist.
flti
sixfeetfrom the floor, and the only connection with the
joist, above was by the wooden pendants, the size of ordinary roofing-lath. The eggs disappearing mysteriously, a
search was Instituted, and three of them found at tho entrance of a rat hole iu an opposite corner, two of which
were whole and sound and one shell empty. It was clear
That tho process
that, the theft was the work of the rats.
tii

I

which they wore removed must have
been ingenious, no one cau reasonably doubt. Just howLancasto demonstrate.
it was done we are not prepared

of engineering by-

Mcomttiar.

ter (Pa.)

«i»

—At

a lecture a few days ago in Chicago, a letter
was read from John G. Wintrier, who, speaking of the
advance of modern scieuce, said:
Admitting the theory of evolution to be true, I do not
see that it, need disturb the feelings or faith of the religious
world. No deductions or science can change the facts of
We know that something calls upon us
sin and holiness.
to be pure, true, merciful and just— that, something holds
This to me is God speaking
us to the great, idea of duty
directly to me, as He does to all; and because be asks me
Hero is a rock with
lo be good 1 know that He is good.
which geology has nothing to do.
'

i

i

for another.

But they were not crabs which always came
fishing

tackle.

Before

now

a little

to,

alligator

faadl&nd,

"Dick's"
of

and been shaken

long

had seized

it,

off

silent, oil-looking leed-lriuged pools, when suddenly, as I watched, a snaky-like head would rise out of
Then another and
the water, followed by a lumpy shell.
another would be thrust up, and the owners would silently
paddle to the moving fur, look at it inleutly for a few
moments, and then one would make a grab. Evidently
knowing his customers, "Dick" would wait patiently to
Then off
let him get hold last before making his spring.
he would go for shore or the shallows, with as Lug a bounce
as his muscles would sustain; but as a rule the result was
only a loud splash, the turtle fell hack into the water, aud
"Dick," had 10 resume his lacucu, and generally without
success till a crab came, when with a short bark of delight,

succeed in get\\ hen, however, by chance "Dick" did
ting his prey ashore, there was no Bght sho « n beyond une
Sharp simp, made by the turtle, one easily avoided by
"Did;, who would seize the reptile by the neck and drag
the soft part piecemeal from between the sheds; for if he
were not sharp over his work, a task whs in store for bin,
the turde giving up all hope of reaching the water, and
"Dick's"
retiring within his hard, leathery carapace.
motto was evidently "a lite in the woods for me," because
one one day he ran away into the woods aud 1 never saw
Sotms.
him agaiu.
'

»»

—

Ingenious Rats. A lady residiug in East King street
has had a remarkable illustration of that wonderful intelligence in the rat family which we often read about but
She had several dozeu eggs stored away

vessel. They were covered with lime water to preserve thiol. For sometime
past she was pnzzled to know in what manner the lime
water leaked out of the vessel, as she could find no traces
of a leak, and yet to keep the eggs covered she had to fill
it more frequently than it could possibly evaporate.
The other day the servant called the" lady's attention to
the fact that there must be rats in the cellar, as she had
found egg shells in llie cork shavings bin on the opposite
side of the room from where the eggs were stored.
Au
examination revealed the fact that one dozen and a half of
the eggs had been carried off, ami the presumptive proof
is thai the rats did if, as no other creature had access to
the cellar to whose charge the theft could be justly laid.
To get at the eggs in the vestel they would have to rid
which they evidently
it of a portion of the lime water,
drank. This shows that the rat. is a capital judge of a
good medicine as well as a square meal. Dr. Wood, in
the Uiuled Utiiti'.n J)i.y>emutory, =avs that, mixed with an
equal measure of milk, which completely covers its offensive taste, it is au excellent tonic, and oue of the best remedies for irritability of the stomach; that he has found a
diet exclusively of "me water avnl milk to be more effective than any plan of treatment, in dyspepsia accompanied
with the vomiting of food. No doubt Dr. Rodent has discovered that the albumen, margarine, and olein of the egg,
combined with the lime water, is quite as wholesome aud
palatable as the milk, and that the stomach of a hungry
dyspeptic at is just as good a place to mix them in as the

in the cellar in a large earthern

i

nurse's medicine glass iu the sick Chamber upstairs.
Dr. Rat is welf known to be as ingenious in mechanical
devices as he is an fait in he cuisine and materia medica
Mow did he lift the eggs up two
of cellars and pauuies,
inches on the edge Ot Ills creok, and then lowcrlhem
twelve inches without breaking them? We kuow ihat be
engineers their transportation long distances by causing
one rat to lie on his. hack while others roll the cge upon
him, which he clasps and holds lirmly iu all fours, as the
"sappers and miners" drag him off by the ti.il to those
subterraneous re -nils of rodent engineering which housekeepers detest but can seldom hud, or close when found.
This tail of the rodent, by the way, is a most wonderful
piece of mechanism. It has more muscles than the huI

(§nrdm.
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urowii earth feels a pain,

Wlien tbn plongU tnrus up the

i

the great show at South Kingsington last year, when the
nurserymen made the grand and spontaneous offering of the
best of their collections, producing an -si il il ion which has
not been equaled in London for many years. Fin" as were
all the collections then exhibited, rich, valuable, and rare as
were many of the plants composing the groups yet, no bank
Was more strikingly ornamental, or won higher encomiums
of praise, than the group of specimen ivies associated with
/,',,» otovrtum, from Mi-. 0. Turner, of Slough.

—

Ivies in a small state are also admirable for the furnishing

window boxes, balconies, hanging baskets for indoors and
and the variegated kinds for lively edgings of flowerbeds in winter. The uses of this plant in its several ivarieties are so manifold that there is no wonder that the demand
of

out,

by

for plants is increasing year

year,

and very

Ah the farmer knowetb, the soU he
And if earth doth fuel & paiu,
!

hibitions, bring out a wealth of floral

ing hearts, grief ploweth deep—
0, yesorrowing
Think not Of thy hitter pain ;
..ied He drops,
But no "

this

—E.

inteth thy harvest's gain.

M. Woods.

WILDERNESS GARDENS.

us their. chief beauty was in the abandonment of all straight
walks of close cut grass where you would look for
A knoll of cedars jkere, fragrant with spicy 'odors;
gravel.
there a group of scarlet maple, that will shine like a pioture
set in dark green, in the fad. months, when the gorgeous
colors are lighted up by the setting sun -.beautiful plants, too,
in profusion where least expected, here a group of Oolens or
Salvias, to lighten up dark or grey; there svnrlH geranium or
fhil'wreas, beds of Poriufaetfs mrbentts, MonMy roses, a bunch

and there a noble plant of Triloma, or the
Pampas grass, standing out like sentinels, or fading off

of Gladioli, here

in the distance; all was charming, but the chief beauty jwas
the naturalness (if I may use the term) of the whole surroundings. We most thoroughly endorse your correspon-

dent's remark:
"In nine cases onl of ten it is better to build the house
to suit the trees, than to clear a site by their removal.
The loss sustained by cutting down some majestic
elm or knarled oak is irreparable, and no man, with a soul
worth saving, could be guilty ot such an enormity, unless the
operation be a necessity of the most imperative kind. If they
obstruct a particular 'view, it is better to make a window
somewhere else, from which the prospect can be enjoyed."

At
Here, the "forest primeval" was judiciously thinned.
'BUfttSXaa rc'ocacs- was planted, at another a red or
white Oliuihiiiij rose; by some sharp angle you come upon a
goigeona ('lemniis OMrea, or the lovely Virgin's Uiarei; and
anon in some bosky dell, or on rustic bridge or arbor, the

one tree a

Muarandios,

Virginian

"v.,

JPhysta&tflMS

-r,
,

showed their
and other
,,,

climbing plants, were all called upon, and responded nobly,
even the darning M^tuHUMs was made bo do homage, and add
to the general fitness of things, while festoons were carried
d to vie with the
from tree to tree and flu birds
flowers in making the place a Paradise.
Closely shaven glades and wide grass bolts wound all
around the place, lovely views here and there of bay, or lake,
or mountain side, a rustic seat beneath a fragrant honey-

gro
.„ ,,

,

:,

il

humming birds— all

lleaS OJ
free from
on barren expanse of
kinds of puerih'ties, old-fashioned
id; just such a, paradise as a hard worked busiLenjdy— and make enjoyable— during the suth.-

suckle, with its

geometrical

offensive

surface-.,

,,.,-i

,

i

I

and

aesamant
mev mouths; make him

twirlings,

all

forget (if possible)

Ms iedgi

I

and make Ins friends Is Mi's ••• because being, removed
from the conventionalities tit life, '<>: li"- more naturally,
and through studying nature in her various moods, "Look
w. J. D,
through Nature— -up to Nature's God."
Stookfi

beauty rarely seen in

To a stranger .these weekly meetings
and the members vie with each other to
home in the "Hub."

least.

As

feel at

we will let Mr. Buswell speak for him" I only wish the library could be made more valuable

for their library

by more frequent and constant

lines,

glossy foliage.

make him
self:

ON

M/ujOsh Ivy, or perhaps the

country at

are doubly valuable,

reading over the article on "Country and Suburban
Residences" we were irresistibly remindedof a beautiful shooting lodge beside a Scottish Loeh; of one on Lake
tiopatkong, where we spent many happy hours; and of
another (though much more elaborate) near New York.
Each of these was built with reference to use as well as beauty,
but it was the surroundings that took our eye, and carried
our hearts by storm. They had of course their vegetable
garden, etc., removed to some distance in the rear of the
cottage, though of easy access for the fragrant mint, or the
(One had a neat grapery or two) but to
cooling strawberry;

lovely

—

Massachusetts Histohioai. Society. Through the kindness of Curtis & Cobb, seedsmen, Boston, we are in receipt
of a copy of the Constitution and By-laws, Schedule of Premiums for 1877, and the Transactions of the [Massachusetts
This society is undoubtedly the most flourishing in this
Country, having a large membership, and quite a large income- from .its hall and stores, independent of its receipts
from Mt. Auburn. The weekly meetings are well attended,
and the large exhibitions, notably the Azalea and the fall ex-

tills,

Jn silence it talcoth the precious seed,
And yieldeth the autumn grain.

Who

large supplies

have to be provided to meet the ever-growing requirements
Some sorts are of slow growth,
for this now popular plant.
but that is an advantage for many purposes of decoration,
admitting the plants to places, whero luxuriant flowers
would' be'quite unsuitable London Journal of Ihirit- n/ss„

Horticultural Society for 1876.

soil 1

If it feels tbo weight of the tiny s6ed,
Dropped in l>y the hand of toil ?

one of the

Beldoni witness.

$mm nnd

i

some

by
"Dick," who evidently did not wish for a nearer acquaint
auce. The other creatures attracted were a kind of turtle
alligator turtles, we called [hem- hideous looting creatures,
and with a very small carapace, aud a long and snaky
looking head and neck, armed with a bird-like nipping
mou'h. 1 detested the things, placing them noxt to alligators; but "Dick" liked them, for there seemed to be a good
deal of succulent food contained between their shells.
These fellows were very easily attracted to "Dick's" tail
uponflsbing expeditions; they bit readily, but the result was
not at alt that could be desired.
"Dick" would be crouching on a tree trunk, close over
eighteen
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Ivies.— In the garden ivy is nnm estt
live]
BBi d than
formerly, the green, free-growing kinds as edgings to walks;
th, dnser growing kinds as coverings for banks, roeke
and rooteries; and the choicer sorts for staircase, hall, corndor, or even for conservatory decoration.
For all these purposes ivy is particularly worthy of being employed, while
for covering low walls in almost all sorts of posifcio
and with all aspects, a collection of the choice variegated
kinds is extremely ornamental.
As pot plants for associating with groups of flowering
plants, well-trained specimens of ivy are not only among
the finest, but are the most easily preserved and permanent
of plants. How effective (pyramids of ivy are was shown si

its

kind in tbo world, but

it is

The
for

use.

It is to-day the best of

beneficial only in proportion as

is

consulted.
visitors to

our rooms, for 'the use of the library nnd

mutual intercourse increase in numbers year by

year, to

a degree truly encouraging. Friends of horticulture abroad
will please accept an invitation, to make our rooms their
head-quarters while in the city. Our members, of course,

need no

invitation.

•'«•

Sunflowers and Malaria.—Tuissubject received some
attention about three years ago, when a conversation between General Sherman and the correspondent of a London
paper, respecting the pestilential marshes around Rooie,
published. The General said: "We utilize such
places, and make them healthy; wc just sow them -with

was

Sunflower seed— common .Sunflower— aud

that,

does

it."

Taking
points to the same conclusion.
cultivation of the Sunflower a few years ago,
attention was forcibly drawn to the subject of its extensive
cultivation having a markedly beneficial effect on the surrounding atmosphere, by the fact that one season the
village near which I resided was visited by a severe epidemic of scarlet fever and typhus; many children died
one in a cottage, where the whole family was prostrated at

Mj own experience
r

my

up the

one time, not a hundred yards from my own house. All
my family escaped without a touch of sickness. 1 had at
thai time about sixty very large Sunflower plants in my
garden surrounding the bouse, many of them being twelve

My

per>omd experience of the efflcieney of the
feet high.
cultivation of the Sunflower as a preventive of miasmatic
lever has been fully borne out by other aud worthier aulandthorities, of whom General Sherman is oue.
owner on the banks of the Scheldt sowed the Sunflower ex
tensivelv on h,is property near the river, with such effect
that there has not been a single case of miasmatic fever
among his tenants for years, although the disease continues to prevail in the neighborhood. The medical men
iu France, Ita y, and Germany, believe the cultivation of
the Sunflower to be effectual in removing the abui
diseases.
It may not be generally known that the Sunflower absorbs, during its growth, a vast, quantify of impure gases; il feeds largely by its leaves, absorb., uitTOgOB
mote rapidly than any other plaut, and will evaporate as
much as a quart of water daily. 1 am convinced that the
cultivation of this much neglected plant ou a larger scale

A

would not only be beneficial; but remunerative. Tho fibre
cau be used for making paper; the ripe seed is mem, useful
as food for poultry, especially during the nioultiim -season
from 'ilaflno oil— second only lo olive— is extracted; the
leaves are much relished by rabbits, and the thick stems
may be used as fuel. Public Opinion.
;

AuTUM-NAX-TlNTED VlNE LeAVF.S.— I kllOW of 110 leaves
which become more richly tinted in autumn than those of
certain varieties of Grape Vine, a houseful of different
kinds of which presents at that season as interesting and
The
diversified an appearance as a mixed plantation.
leaves of Barharoasa attain the illicit of hues, which consist of golden-yellow, vivid reddish-scarlet, and deep green,
la some the center is yellow, belled with crimson and
ed ed With green; iu others these colors are reversed.
Tli,--e markings arc nol oonflped to decaying leaves, but
also exist ou fresh foliage, whose veins and tUSUBB
In some places leaves o. this kind arc -,-n,
of sap.
for garnishing; this variety of Vine is, therefore, alike
useful in autumn for its delicious fruit aud its strikingly
pretty foliage. Old planted out rods of the Black Alicante

—

;
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keep their leaves quite green up to the very last, when they
become yellow and decay; but Hie leaves of young one
year old canes of Ibis variety are exceedingly beautiful
Long before they are ripe tbey assume a bright red color,
charmingly suffused with yellow; these, like the leaves of
the Barbarossa. are very useful and elegant for purposes
of decoration.
The foliage of Lady Dowries hecomes spotted, but not in a pretty way.
Gros Colman has very peculiar leaves, the edges of which, about mid-summer, become
withered up as if scorched by fire or badly attacked with
red spider, and by autumn they present a very withered
appearance. This is the character of the variety, and
when looking worst it is, nevertheless, in perfect health.
West's St. Peter's, on the contrary, is a variety worth
growing as a climber, on account of the beauty of its foliage
alone, which early in autumn becomes bright scarlet, beaufully veined with green.
Barbarossa, Alicante, and West's
St. Peter's

have

most attractive.— The

foliage of the

all

Garden., London.

Gsbervb and Wobk.— All our clever men, but more
particularly gardeners, have attained their knowledge by
making good use of their eyes, and closely observing what
is going on around them.
Knowledge cannot be crammed
in by bald dictation
You must teach as Nature teaches,
gently,
softly,
kindly, a little now, a little then,
a little here, a little there, ft little this way, a little
that way. See how Nature trains her plants in the fields.
If you have gone into the corn-field early in the morning,
you will doubtless have seen the little drop of dew on the
top of each while ear, standing there, and askintr as it were
the sun to kiss it, and impart to it some new chemical virtue, and having been kissed by the sun, it looks, figuratively speaking, for a little groove, a little canal, a little
fissure in the plant, and runs down that fissure to the root
and nourishes it. That takes place every morning, and
what is the consequence? Why, in due course, there is
the ear filling all round the top of the stalk.
number of
rows, in each row, a number of granular buds. When the
summer sun shines out the dew drop is formed, and these
little granular buds swell— they harden, they swell again,
and harden again the sun shines out still more bravelv,
and there you have "the full corn in the ear," which bows
its head and ask the reaper to take it in.—Henry Taylor, in
Gardener's Magazine, London.
.

A

—

The Cinnamon Tree.—This tree flourishes in a white
quartz sandy soil, and in its cultivated state it is never allowed to exceed the dimensions of a bush, being pruned
down close to the ground every year. This system of close
cutting, induces the growth of a lanre number of shoots in
the same manuer that Withies are^produced in England.
Every twelve months these shoots attain the length of six
or seven feet, and the thickness of a man's finger. In the
interim the only cultivation required is repealed cleaning.
The whole plantation is cut down and the sticks are then
stripped of their bark by the peelers. The practise of the
natives in this employment naturally renders them particularly expert, and in far less time than ts occupied in life
description, they run a sharp knife longitudinally along a
stick, and at. once divest it of the bark.
On the following
day the strips of bark are scraped, so as entirely to remove
the outer cuticle. One strip is then laid within the other,
which upon becoming dry contract and form a series of enclosed pipes. It is subsequently packed in bales, and carefully sewn up in double sacks for exportation.
Although
the Cinnamon appears to require no more than a common
quartz sand for its production, it is always cultivated with
the greatest success, where the subsoil is light, dry, and of
a loamy quality. Cassia Bark is much like Cinnamon, but
thicker, coarser, stronger, less delicate in flavor and cheaper,
hence it is frequently used to adulterate Cinnamon.—
"
Bake7-'s Eight Years in Ceylon.

To Remove Lice on Cattle. — A good scrubbing with
soap and water will remove them. Linseed oil, or
oil prevents their migrating, and destroys them;
but the efficiency of the oil is increased when to every piot
is added an ounce of impure carbolic acid, or of Burnett's
Zinc cboloride solution. Decoctions of tobacco and stavesacre also poison the vermin, an ounce to the pint of water
being generally used. When the animals have been much
infested, a second dressing should take place about a week
after the first., and brushing, cleanliness, and usually a more
liberal diet be given.
North British Agriculturalist.
soft

any other

r

25 cents

;

Ca]ifomia,"<15 cents

;

shad (southern), 50 cents

each mackerel, 30 cents white perch, 15 cents Spanish
mackerel, 50 cents green turtle, 20 cents terrapin, $15 per
dozen frostfish, 8 cents per pound halibut, 18 cents haddock, 8 cents
codfish, 8 cents blaekfish, 15 cents her;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

rings, 6. cents

;

;

flounders, 8 cents

sea bass, 20 cents

;

18 cents

;

lobsters, 10 cents

20 cents

;

scoUops, $1.50 per gallon

sheepshead, 20 cents

;

;

;

;

;

Opening the Trouttxg Season.— On Wednesday of last
the 15th instant,
with oyster-knife and corkthe ardent anglers formally opened the
troutseason
ing
on Long Island.
Most artistically and
comfortably
was
the
feat
performed. For
Beveral
days previous the weather had been April-like and mild,
week,

screw,

skip to the surface in quest
of the insect life which the warmth of the air was likely to
coax from the egg, and promising to anglers all that their
fondest hopes encouraged but when the morning of the 15th
dawned, there was frost enough in the atmosphere to render
exercise indispensable to the warmth of the youngest blood.
There was no snow, but the clouds threatened, and on the
fish to

;

next day evening

it came, and has whitened the ground ever
Neverthless, those ancient anglers, who have been
accustomed for forty years to brave the caprices of March
weather in this climate, strode determinedly forth to the
ponds and streams just to keep np the form and when
their lines became stiff with ice, strode shivering back to their
respective quarters, to discuss, over blazing fires and flip,
the vicissitudes of previous years but not without due exercise of their respective powers.
That veteran bass fisherman, Genio C. Scott, slung his favorite eel-skin far out beyond the breaking surf that rollod in upon the shores of
Massapiqua, and taking a delicate rise, played his captive
well, and Drought him handsomely to gaff, serving him afterward, in good style, on one of his latest fashion plates,
a la maitre a" hotel Recorder Hackett, at the South Side Club,
took a three-pounder neatly, on the fly, with his Derringer

since.

—

—

;

him square in the eye, and bringing him to
bag and grief. That returned Californian, L. A. Abbey,
whom no one had seen since the golden days of 18d9, was on
hand at Oyster Bay, with his favorite quinquplexal lures,
and astonished his quondam friends by the alacrity with
which he assisted at the "opening," as in the early days gone
by. The Bon. Robt. B. Roosevelt hung out his latch-string
to a host of friends, who accompanied him to his splendid
pond to see him cast for distance. It is claimed, by those
who measured his line, that he beat that famous cast of
Seth Green, at the- State tournament, which forever after
barred him from participation in contests of that kind. So
pistol, hitting

bountiful was his table spread with trout that night, that a
new order wiU have to be sent to the State Fish Commissioners for additional stock. And so it was aU up and
that sea-girt shore.
Jesse Smith and the boys at
to Carman's with their teams, snugly ensconced in robes and blankets, with hot bottles at.their feet

down

Babylon drove

and drawing rein at the edge of the pond, cast their flies
into the water, and hooking to a fish apiece, instantly
whipped up their nags and drew their prizes to shore at a
2:40 gait, never stopping until they had reached their headquarters, shivering.
At Lorillard's there was a' goodly
party, plucky, but disconsolate, who never referred to gun or

MARCH

:

away in his gun-case. At
Wilbur's new shooting-box there was a pleasant party of sixteen, who surrounded live good trout and captured them
which fish, with a proper quantum of bread, made the pieces
de resistance on the Monday following at a fashionable itewter
served at the Westminster Hotel by W. H. Elder, Esq. The
oiling his rod, put

waiters took

White Perch, Morone Av.erxcana.
Brook Trout, Salmo fmlinalis.
Flies for this Moktb.
Dark Fox and Black, Grey and Claret Gnata, on 13 hooks (small).

it

carefully

;

;

;

i

;

;

;

;

;

;

n

rattUS.

i

j

of the fragments that re-

the North Side of the Mand the occasion was equally
though the wind was colder, and the night-caps
naturally a little stiffer. The central and divergent railroads

On

;

;

sggi

Lake Geobge, N. X, March 3d
Editor Forest and Stream.
Having promised to give you a full description of the fish
in the waters of Lake George, I now furnish the same, which

<K

as follows, commencing with tine dun.. -.is nsd known as
the "forked, tail," or salmon trout. When a small boy, ess
>>
over forty years ago, my father used to occasionall;,
filing for what he termed "them laki rent." cud
seldom unsuccessful. When he had taken whal
quired he would always stop, take in his line, and BSJ "that
will do, we have got enough for a mess, now we will go
home." I remember of his going out one morning
the
month of May with his trolling line to lake some trout. He
had been gone but a short tune, when he ret
to the
house with one fish weighing about eight pot
When
asked if that was all that he had caught, he said,
thatU
enough for us all, and more than we can eat. Nevi
•h more
than you want to eat or give to your neighbor,
ihc they
bite; then we shall always be able to get a n
want them." Hjs motto was: "Never catch m
ion you
can make use of, and always dress and take oaaS
do get, if it is but one." How few of our sportsmen at the
present day think of the generation to come? There would
not be the necessity of being to that extra expense of hatching and transporting to our waters yearly as is
cv done, so
many thousand little young fish, in order that it cai
that we have trout in abundance; for, with such economy,
our waters would naturally bo well supplied. Qi ai hi
would be unnecessary. There have been yearly, tor some
few years past, from twenty to sixty thousand young trout
brought from the noted hatching establishment of Mr.
Green, and turned into the clear waters of Lake George.
Sixty thousand were put into the lake last month.
There
are now being taken daily hundreds of trout, weighing troni
four ounces up to ten and twelve pounds. There are quite
a number of men who make their living by the Side of lish
taken from the waters of Lake George even the wives and
daughters of these men spend their spare time in fishing. I
have at this present time a trout that is doomed to be eaten
by myself and family, that was taken by a woman, Of whom
I bought, it on my return from the north end of the lake,
where I had been to see a horse trot on the ice.
Since my remembrance, there never has been sofinosloighing on the lake for man or horse as there has been du ring
the month of February. Ice boating has
.econio stale,
Youngsters from twelve years of age. up to Ehe men Of years,
have had so much sailing that they have, becoi Lie tired of it,
Trout fishing ten years ago was supposed to I e nearly used
up but the ingenuit;
gain
his points, let. the case be wOat it
perrmeni Eb
trolling in deep water were made by
fishermen, and they soon got Itch
own I
b
they could troll in any depth of w
twelve to two
hundred feet. The difficulty
is, to have the
bait ran within two feet of the bott
iot go to the
bottom and get snagged. They ha egot
to perfection.
I give you the manner in which it is
To troll at the depth of one hundred and fifty feet, use a
small silk line, braided or hawser laid, oiled, thi
feet long.
On a heavy, single gui mi k
>ang if Mo. fi and
At the end of the Hue attach a small brass
8 Bun- hooks.
swivel; to the swivel attach the gang
to thirty
feet fror the gang attach a small piece of much weaker linn
ur silk line with a lend w i£Li W( ,.;I..uk from cc;Lt
ounces,
be
at the end.
Thin lin- will
varied" in
en
length, according to the distiuu
your gong to
a the bottom. The longer me lead tin
fromth
ttoi
Che obje
r will rim
load lino is, if the lead gets fast, yon c
lin
silk, save your gong, attach anotl
li the
go on. With this invention it was found that
contained numerous largo trout. They have te.l
continue to take, numerous quantities of thesi
They run often to 8, 10, 12, 14 pounds, bui
taken to weigh 1G pounds, during th<
n of 1876. ft
shows that the more dainty the bait, :d
cker the large
lie small ones
trout become your game, fly still tubing, th
captured, ulare caught, the large one
though they are occasions
1 shiner is the
best bait to put on the gic
ot so frequent
The inhuman practice
as it was a few years ago
ira anio
among the
but it is done Uown
is

>
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mountains by some lawless in
George and Lake Cliamplain. Their practice
up, and it is to hoped that, by next fall,
1.

1

I

i

tirely Stopped.

is

i

•okon

a\

i

will be enPilot.

it
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exciting,

—

,

up twelve baskets

mained.

Fish in Market. It is eminently proper for us, under
this head, to chronicle the opening of the trout season as
applied to our fish markets. It has been the custom of Mr.
E. G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, to have an exhibition of
live and dead brook-trout on tie opening of the season each
year. Last Thursday, a large number of gentlemen responded to Mr. Blackford's invitation ; among them Prof. E. L.
.Youuians, Hon. B. B. Roosevelt, Mr. George Sbe.jipard Bags,
Mr. W. C. Coup, Mr, A. Booth, of Chicago. Mr, Fred. Mather,
and many others. The display was really magnificent, comprising trout from the following fish culturists and dealIra Smith, South Oyster Bay John P. Mowatt, Campers
Eugene Dupries, Jolliette, Canada Gardiner,
belton, N. B.
Kittredge & Sherman, New Bedford Seth Green, Caledonia,
N. Y. H, F. Douseman, Fish Commissioner, Wisconsin ;
Levi Heywood, Fish Commissioner, Massachusetts J. B.
& F. W. Eddoy, Randolph, N. Y, George Wetter, Oak
Grove, Tront Pond^ Franklin Co., Pa. Robinson Osterhaut
& Oa., Moscow, Pa. Livingston Stone, Charleston, N. H.
Michael Gregory, Fatehogue, L. I. and M. T. Brewer '&
In addition to
arilto,
laL, Truckee River trout.
the fish temptingly displayed on the Blabs, Mr. Blackford
l*fti aquariums scattered about with fish of every age, from
Ike process of hatching
the little fry to the one-pounder,
::.l:

'

i

:

touched on "horse;" but simply talked fish the long day
through, as knowingly as others better versed in fish-lore.
The tall I)u Bois "Wagstaff, towering above the other sons of
Walton, cut himseU' a wattle from the top of the tidiest willow, and Bent his boy to the green-house for angle-worms
but the boy was gone so long, that he became disgusted, and

;

FISH IN SEASON IN

'

DEEP TROLLING* IN LAKE GEORGE.

whitefish, 15 cents per

red snappers, 18 cents.

encouraging the jubilant

i

but continue to open through man j generations to come,
though, for ourselves, we should prefer it on the 1st a

turbott,

;

;

;

.

eels,

pound; pickerel, 15 cents Canada brook-trout, 20 cents;
Long Island trout, $1.20 Maine trout, 50 cents hard sheU
erabs, $4.00 per 100

Whatever of a seemingly unseasonable
-..--icer may attach to the tiino-luun.il d Bustom Of the old hi bitnes of these
island waters, we. hope the opening may never be suspended,

Me

md, parlor hatchBxbiliitedin
Fi
(ti
I, ev,
the display, whirl, we regret we

Alt.. get

oooabt djescJihe al greatei length, svaeagreai success.
Quotations.— Striped bass, 18 to 20 cents per pound
smelts, 15 to 20 cents; bluofish, 15 cents salmon (frozen
;

;

were crowded all that day (the loth) and the day before
with anglers in fuU professional panoply, going down to the
hospitable resorts of friends below and President Poppen& Co. never did a better business for the same
of pay.
Alas! the Island is not now "as it used to was" in the
good old days gone by, when wo used to gather around the
blazing fires at Conk Yaudovntcr's and Austin Roe's, and
;

hausen

amount

when Scott, and Brainerd, and Hyde, and Dr.
all that ilk and generation, inhoUowed precincts with an ichthye sanctity
which would have delighted the Apostle Peter and all the
fishermen of Galilee. Then there were no spacious mansions of retired New-Yorkers along the shores, no private
ponds and exclusive club-houses but all fishing was free,
so to speak the ponds had not been poachod bare, and
anglers cast their lines in pleasant and not doubtful places.
Aaron

W

1.

vested

Vail's

;

Judge Bavies, and
the

;

—

seems now as if the seasons were milder then, and one
was usually well repaid after his four-mile drive in the tedious sand from the Central Railroad to the appointed places.
Besides, the seasons "opened" differently then. Perhaps
there wasn't, so uiuck of an opening, but it was opening
enough to have satisfied Jonah, or any other man accustomed
It

to a swalltfw or

two

;

tfeOit)

was sometimes cold and

St

1>

is

il

>rs

..

6iir to saj

a

I

Chat the

that, so far

weather
from being

spring-like or summerisii. experienced men came to
that one swaUow, or two, did not necessarily make a

mer.

know
sum-

BLACK BASS FISHING

WINTER

IN

WtscHESTEB, Va., March, 1877.

tl

Editor Fouebt and Stheam.
As the Black Boss seems to be

the "

coming fish," and

file

one that appears, at present, to most fully occupy the attention of the genuine angler, it m.v.. p
esting to your Waltonian readers,
lately enjoyed considerable sport in angling for these aoble
lish, at a season when most
OFtteroon oj>e oi opinion that
About the mi, Idle
thoy cannot be induced to tate any bait
of last month, during a period of
wore blessed villi in this
the lovely Shenandoah, for the purpose of angling foi' the
yellow sucker- a siavies of carp of BXCoUftnt n.cor, but of
is
exolusivefj
little interest to the scientific anghr. c , il
bottom biter. The bait employed was that commqnjj used
t

i

,

:<

in the capture of this

fish, \i/.

,

!lm

coj

nttgle or

i

garlong,

had not been engaged in mj oi eupa)
den worm.
before a heavy tug at m\ rod asstlred mo tiljmhjt ki
a fish belonging to a family far different from th£ OyprUutltt
had given me the benefit of his patronage, end upon landI

custom© « iced
[was d< lighted to

ing inv
test

at
.

did, oftei
tig
hed cap
find thai
I

poundhave

the ui'-eeismucc foretold no

uniiwil

continued my amusement for
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spent several dayi
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FOKEST AND STREAM.
Then"

waters.

uiode of baiting was to run

l'ul

the beads
esonpe

b

th

efforts to

heir

;i

9,1

:

"
*
otice oi tie
toal
deep
oolftl the foot
oJ
of a long reach of slmllow watei, where the lisl> had Bppt*to rigorous weather
cutlv eoileoto.l in greet nn
Te
r,f winter.
empty stomachs
ity, una were evidently very hungry, as tl
It
muBl be rememof those examined clearly indicated.
.( the weather had beei
Ij mild fox a fortnight previous to the time L eomuiencerl fishing, and I very
'
and effort to
"
old:
io ibt
weather.
Bow w
take
u
fujh d o
them -with diilerlie, 1 intend hereafter to experiment upon
entMndi of bait, and al afl. stages of the water and eortdiho weather, and will be pleased to give your ruadA. TO
my eaqleiieftee.
bth tin ben
tl
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son, a lad of about ten years
Pond to fish through the ice.

his sinkers, poles,

fisher, witli

We

thing ^( the past.

In -lii-ve in

YELLOW PERCH OF OWASCO

LAKE.

No Notion Taken

AtrDTntK, N, ¥., March 5th.
Owaflco late, in the county of Oayjuga, is bound in by
ranges ol hills, down which, in sparkling rills, over rapids
and cascades coro theroinor tributaries of the lake. Two
and a htdf miles from the foot of this lovely sheet of water,
which is 750 feet above tide, twelve miles inlenghth, and one
The lake contains
in width, is the beautiful city of Auburn.
trout and perch, and in limited quantities, bass and pidkBreL
ijy introduction, much to our regret.
Bating upon
helatl
-

one beautiful afterfrequent swirls upon the
I immediately armed myself with
cidui surface of the water.
my "old Conroy," that had done good service on the Muskdka, Beaver River, among the Adirondaeks, on Pine River,
Bowman's Creek. Salmon River, and Beavorkill, and pushed
ire; skiff to within a reasonable cast of the 'disturbance.
Wlthabrown hackle for the stretcher, and a couple of gay
the

br-aeli,

in

.:]

in Iron:

August

last,

cottage,

in

v

J

observed

ie];;

droppers, the first cast was made, and two fine half-pound
perch were struck. ''Business" continued good and exciting for some twenty minutes, when onr account of stock
showed two dozen of" as tine fish as one often sees. This ices
my first experience in taking with a fly any but fish of the

an

yonr address.

lost

ou the Audro ncoggiu

article

Is

sold.

will

answer

You wrote

it.

lately.

dealer advertising in

felt

wad

f

Ans.
re-

Mich Can you refer me to a good work on trout ashDomesticated Trout," by Livingston Stone.

B., Detroit,
Aiih, "

H. U., N,-w York.— Ib there a place in this city kept by Ira Paine for
practicing at glass balls, and where is it ? Ans. There was such a place,
in Priuce street, bat Paine is in Europe, and it is closed.

J.

,1. K. Li. C, Puiladelplria.— Please inform me ol what kind of shooting
Ans. If you
is at Atlantic City, between lat and 15th of April.
happened to striko the Deaeh during the spring (light of bay-birds, you
would have some sport but the dueka would be apt to have passed by
the dates you mention.
;

K. L., New York.—lat. PleaBe tell me what ia the boBt running-jump
ou record/ 3d. The highest? 3d. Where could I got a good secondhand til'." V Ans. 1st. With 6 lb. dumb-bells, 29 ft. 7 iu„ made by Johu
Howard, m England (1M54). 2d.C it.2,!i in., at Loudon, by W. J. Brooks,
April 7th, 1870. 3d. from Homer Fisher, Broadway, corner of Warren
strc-t, this city.

D.

North-Kast,

0.,

It.

a dog for running rabbits, tares, and
then. What kind ol a dog shall I pur;

Pa.—I want

foxes, with a view of shooting

chase ?

Will beagles

much

loudly, as

so

run fox6a well ? aud do thoy give tongue freely and
as a fox-hound? Ans. You want a fox-hound.

Beagles would fallow a Cox scent, but if they have bean used tor rabbit hunting, would probably leave one Bcent for another.
0. J. P., Philadelphia.—Please inform mo whore 1 can go to got board,
and good gunning aud UsUiiig eau be found, au.-b as drer, duck, and

game? Ans. We can lint tell you where you cm hud fishing
duck, deer, andsmall bird staontmg,.aU at the.same tjine aud at this time
pf the year. At the proper neaaou, say in -winter, you rtmld accomplish
smaller

Homo6assa,

in iMoridft.

—

I wish you would please inform mo where,
C. H, B., TJaiontown, Pa.
at. what price, I can get 200 or SOU live wild pigeons, suitable for trap

and

wild pigeons. Those states in which the birds nest havo passed stringent laws for their protection, and they will bohereatter diilicult to pro-

A. C, Yonkers.— Please let me know the nearest place where I could
buy small trout, or other young tish, to stock a brook and a little pond
Ana Apply M H. U. Thomas, Randolph, Cattaraugus
of 100 by 20
County, N. Y„ BtSpluju H. Ainsworth, Uloetntield, H, fe, or B. B. Porter
'.'

Oakland, Bergen (Joimty.N.

J.

Ncv,- York.— When will the next meeting of theNew York BowK. I.
ing e'lub be held? Ans. The annual meetings are held on the- first
Monday in February; besides those, the elub has no fixed meetings. A
,

of the officers will be found-in another column.

list

1st. Where can I get Colonel Dodges' book "The
W. B. W.. Boston
Plains of the Great West," aud at what price? 2d. I have two vols. t 3
and 1] unbound, el IV-uner and Sxukam; also, nineteen unmbers of
bo you know of a purchaser V Ans. 1st. S. Y. Putnam's Sons,
vol. t.

182 Fifth Avenue. We have advertised this book.
notification hero may bringja purchaser.

H, H. F., Allegheny, Pa.—Is
i

La.

the

your

2d. Possibly

shooting and fishing good in the

cert;

Id

.

lit

;

put,

Im

icliu

an annual rendezvous under the
ri
At times the vast shoals almost impede
"
the boats, and frequently the " deep nets
the
r<
hoavy sinkers stop before reaching the bottom,
elthrough
throngs
the
dense
being unable to pus their way
Then the male population of the northern districts
fish.
make ready their clastic, swift-sailing boats, and hurry out
toward Lofoten, and only women, children, and decrepit old

mi

-

I

,

i

men remain behind

in the valleys.

It

is

;

i

t

,.-

sue--

&(

>nting bo had no furthei
C. It., Philadelphia.— Where can good
from Philadelphia than seventy live miles ? What size bore gun would
bobcat? Ans. lu the Beasou, your best point would bo Havre de
Grace, but it is.rather late for duck shooting in that vicinity, aud so wo
should advise you to try Barnegat Bay. A sun for duck shootingis

<

,i

,

i

matter of laucy. We prefer a 10-lb., 10-gauge breechrebounding locks, and choke-bored.

.

—A

correspondent seutls
us the billowing as he received it from the lips of Dr. M.,
who gives eiinionds, of Llizerbelhlown, N. Y. as his authority, cautioning us, however, to receive it ewn unino
.

Stoj!.v.

—

"One day

i

,,i

week

a gentleman,

me

your

In

where Kinney Br, «., manufacturers of cigarettes, hoad-M. Wheie can I purchase Audubon's Ornie us- city v
what price
1st. Dont't know the Kinney
2d. Audubon, octavo and quarto edition, rare, costing $100.

btb art

i

thological Biography, and at

Brothers.
Addiess T. T. Wilson,

1

>

105 Filbert Street, Philadelphia.

A., Bluff City, Scott County, 111.—Would you give us a practical
on black bass lishiug tor the Weat, giving us the best places to try
the Illinois River or the lakes, and the best tackle, and, in short
every thing about i V Also, how do you make a duck call? Ans. You
will tied in Nos. 2. i, and 6, of present rolume, special instructions in
lishiug for black bass, with proper flies to use, etc. Previous volumes
oi
ibesi a B Stbjsam o ptaln very full iufur.nation Df like character.
J.

artielo
in

.

itter, "Gyp," thirteen month
E. A. E., Newport, Ky.— 1st. I ha'
who has just had a litter of se
npB, but in the last three days
oing fine, and were very lively,
every one has died. They seemed t
f them, and did not give them
but the mother seemed to be care
sufficient caro. Is there any remedy for this, or is it on account of her
being too young? As all her pups are dead, how long before she wll
go in heat? I have another, a dog, who has a hacking cough, toss of
appetite, and matter in the eyes, but is aa lively as ever. What Is tho
remedy? Ans. 1st. You bred your bitch too young, hut there muat
bavo been some other cause for the death of the pups than want of care
on the part of the mother. Bitches are usually in season twice a year.
2d, Your symptoms are rathor indefinite, but we Bhould give him five
grains of quinine twice a day, and if he does not improve, twenty

old,

grains of calomel.

MoE., Elmtra, N. Y.—1st. Can you tell me tho nearest place to El2d. I have
I can buy some wild pigeons for stools, and price?

J.

mira that

a Scott breech-loader, 10-gange, that has got rusted near tho breech.
Can I have it bored or emerged out, ao as not to injure its shooting ?
Does it lessen Its penetration and pattern, or increase it, to make it

larger at breech ? Who, in New York, can I send it to, and have a good
job done, and cost of same? Ans. 1st. See answer to C. H. H. 2d. Wo
Bhould suggest that you show your gun to the nearest gunsmith, and
get his opinion about re-boring. The increasing of the bore need not
affect its eh ootiug, if it is bored uniformly.

B.,New Haven, Ct.—Where in Virginia would you recommend a
sportsman to go for a tew week 's snipe shooting before the 1st of May ?
Ans. Mark Horn, Hog Island, and along tho tributaries of the town!
Chesapeake. Take rail from Wilmington, Del., to Salts bury, and
change cars forChrisfleld; or take steamboat from Washington to cherrystone, and there hire boat, or wagon. Any of tile branches of the Wilmington road ( down the Delaware Peninsula), leading to the Chesapeake
or Eastern Shore, will give von all the Bnipe shooting you want. Chincoteague and Sinepnxent Bays are first-rate places.
E. H., New York.— 1st. Please inform me, through your paper, of the
cheapest way to get to the Black Hills) Deadwood City, M. T.? 2d.
Do you really think two boya, 18 years of age, could make a living out
there? Ans. 1st. Via Bismark, on N. R. K. It., steamer thence to
triFort Benton, thence foot it, or steal a wagon ride for 15 miles.
weekly mail service between Kearney, Neb., and Deadsood, in Ule
Black Kills region, 339 miles, will commence May 1st, and a dully service
Is
now
April
There
Deadwood,
121
miles,
1st.
between Hat Creek and
daily mail communication with Hat Creek aud the Union Pacific E. K.
The distance from Deadwood from the the railroad ia 235
at Cheyenne.
miles. 2d. We really think they could not, and would advise them to
(

A

be content to stay at home.

ISQiaaEB, San Francisco, Cal.— lat. Do you consider thebroech-loading shut gun made by Joseph Braddell js Son, of Castle Place, Belfast,
Ireland, a first-class gun ? 2d. Would you advise mo to havo the barrels of a breech-loader, length 31 inches, bore 10, woigbt 9 lbs., shortened to 2S incheB, or shortened at all; and if so, to what length? 3d'

For what can a setter pup, with first-class pedigree.be bought and
shipped to San Francisco ? Ans. 1st. We do not know from personal
inspection the guns of the makers you name, but they have the reputation of turning out first- class work. 2d. The barrels of your gnuaro
not too long for the weight, and if the shooting is satisfactory wo should
not shorten them. 3d. A pup of good peJigrco, boxed and shipped,
would cost you about if-lO.

1

—

C

We cannot conceive of more favorable condi.Northeast, Pa.
D. R.
tions for fish culture than your ravine aud springs would seem to afIf yon Will communicate with W. II.
ford, from ymr description.
Oruwell, Ludlow, Melvoan County, or J. B. Thompson, of Now Hop*
they will probably advise you
lite IC'OV.
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H., Glen's Fnllr, N.

accompanied by his

Y.— Please

ifor n cdt-SaU
the moat HUfta
the pwpBi weight, ie.e irti
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Youwaotdoeir,
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thatyouwnte
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CflUl
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no hatching-houses, but simply separate
lateral ponds for different sizes of fish—one tor the ".v oue for yearHugs, one for two-year-olds, and one for t-pawners. li you prefer black
Livlugstou Stone's
bass, adopt y. mlmoides, the Southern variety.
work, oalled " Domesticated Trout." is the best for that species. With
regard lo bass, all the published matter you can Bod will not contain as
articles
already printed in
collated
from
much information as can be
Fqft&ST and Stream.
in

end.

tie

will require

E. L. MoF., Scottsburgh, N. Y.— 1st. My Gordon setter puppy, six
aekaold, has a breach at the navel; tho intestines protrude to the
ze of a hickory nut. Can th robe anything done for it, and it so.
hatcourse of treatment would you advise 1 Should ho be led lightly ?

.

i

.

last

Will you be kind enough to 'inform

paper

next
qii

New York.— 1.

.in.,

mast

to
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i

stem

.
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to

advlBfl
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Length
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of beat,
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e.eli

you consider

sj.auck, orca.ii™?
tftoturedV Ans.
lijonld suggest
lUt; ms

BgUaroyai
u

size

JOocl aitil-mnjiei

,

tOttia:

;

;;,-Ti

J. L. P.,

G.

l<T-H

0-, OUnton —lat. Can you teU me how I can train my pointer ! I*
you recommeudme to somo first-class work on tho subject?
one by referring to which I can train him in a soclion of country
where there ia but little game besides partridges. 2d. Whatisaroniedy for canker in the ear ? 3d. Will you give me tho address of soma
good trainera in thia State? Ans. 1st. You will find tho information
you want in "Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson." We can send it price,
$3. 2d. Twenty grains sulphate copper, in four ounces of water; a
little to be poured in the ear twice a day, first washing the oar thoroughly with castile soap, 3d, We must reler you to our advertising
columns.

.

u

An Aditconuack

a

Z„ Sum York.— Could I get a few days good duck shooting at
Babylon in the month of April ? Can you recommend oio a good guide ?
What would be the cost of a trip there, including the price of board,
guide, etc.? Am
We should suggest, your t;oing a little further on the
island, and trying Good Ground, where ymr cLanc s would be much
better.
Wine to Wm. Lime Good Ground, Long Island. Your expenses, including battery, etc., would be about $6 per day.
X. Y.

'

ticrUSTV-r'n

much

only

loader, 32-ioch barrels,

a fin- sight to see

the vast fleet sailing out at tie break of dawn toward the
i..- dm.' wph the heavily-loaded
fishing-grounds, fml t:L
boats, followed by a surging cloud of white, screaming sealie winter fisheries
usually close about the middle
of April, and, about a month later, the summer fisheries commence. These, however, are not confined to Ehe islands of
toward Russia.
R.
e: ie but extend up the whole coast
They do not yield so large a profit as the former; but, on
tht
da.
rhai
the
then
from
e
not prevented
id sto
bright as the day:
The midnight sun hangs large and red above the horirare.
'-vi i-,e,e,.
,n
acros H
zon's tine throwing i

Describe the symptoms accompanying the flux.

!

i

,

P. D. M., Nashville, Tenn
IM. Can you inform me of anything
that will cure worms in dogs? 2d. What is good for mange, andfor
sore eyes? 3d. Is there anything that will improve the development of
a dog's .nose? 4th. What ia good for flux! Ans. 1st. Areca not, in
powders of 20 grains each, three being given, aud followed by an ounce
of castor oil four honrs afterward. 2d. For mango, Basilicou ointment, 2 oz.; flour sulphur, i oz.; turpentine, enough Io mix. Would
have to kn ow further about the sore eyes before prescribing. 3d. No.

l ie

blai

Lewis Gbant.

—

About the latter part of
Fisheries.
January, the inhabitants of i-.e- Northern Oce.-.n belonging to

Yes or No, Brooklyn.— A friend aid myself went off the other day to
We came across one after a short walk; the cunning fel-

shoot squirrels.

there

i

The Nobway Coast

give throe daily.

not, will

'.'

W.

;

W.

ourcolmmns.

Oabteb, Philadelphia.— What taxidermist, in this city, cm yen
commend
Ana. George Bondroin, and John Ki'ider, among others,
ing?

W. O., Clinton.— Since I bonshtmy dog he has lost all animation,
andeatehut very little. He drinks a great deal of water, and has au
rune some
occasional hacking- cough, .together with soino vomiting
from the eyes, and has a diarrhoea. Ans. Give yonr dog. first, three
drachms compound liquorice powder, and afterward a tonic composed
of quln., one grain, and carb. of iron, three grains, made in to u pit!

4th.

G. A. S., Toledo, Ohio.— Where can 1 obtain the

From any gun

This

Please eend

to Para.

—

MoEooo, franklin

Delaware County, H, Y.

"Cahob."— We have

take Bteamer to St. Thomas, and from there, by Enelish steamers
BnyOrton's " Andea and Amazon," second edition, for full

is Io

particulars.

of a large tree, watching ue; not being In a suitable
position for a good mark, we walked a few feet to the left, but as
far as we walked he would ran aronnd the trunk jnateuonghto keep
the trunk between us and himself; this continuing till we had enAns.
circled the tree. Did we, or did we not, encircle that squirrel?
We replied to this question in our issue of April (Hh, 18"6.

Common! «*Modb.
P.

C— Living

at Portland, Oregon, I would
like to know the hest route to Brazil, the fare from New York to that
country, aud if Itiere is a line ol steamers on that, route ? Ans. There
Isno line to Brazil from the United States. The way to go at pi

E. Wi, Washington, D.

lowwaa on the trunk

{j&ori[esptmdent$.
Anonymoui.

of

3.F.B.B., KtngBton,— The Moore gun
many inquirers.

rest

the absence of an opportunity to drop the "artificial " over
iln
that good sport maybe had, under
el beauties,'
favorable eireuuisUnce-i, with the yellow perch.

Newoomo

SCORIA.

M. Wjogiss.— I'lcaao send your address to M.

C.

it at

noon

§0

Mnswets

and whistle, will be a
using trout tackle for bass,
and know of one instance in which throe litrgo bass were
taken at one east with a rod that weighed little over sis
The Hobaih.
ounces.

tom

Io

skin brought $12.
Ven/ewie*, ft, March 9*&, 1877.

Its

—

,.foroass until lost summer (our efforts
hitherto having been directed chiefly against brook trout),
and although we fished a comparatively unknown stream (as
far as fly-fishing was concerned ), our success was a pronounced
The river Shenandoah in Virginia w:is the scene of
one.
action.
With tittle- knowledge of the habits of the fish, and
loss of that rivet, we had little difficulty in taking more fish
than the best of badi nahfirmen. When the water was not
muddv. we usually took from 20 to 30hass in an evening,
The largest
the. fish averaging over half a pound in weight.
We
fish caught by us -weighed four and a quarter pounds.
neii.v.l few points that have not been touched upon in your
pages.
Qommencing operations early in May we fished more
the
rather
found
and
July
or less until late in September,
host month, and after 4 o'clock in the evening the hest time
We had little success in deep still water, taking
for fishing.
thorn usually in moderately rapid water, throe or four feet in
depth, and at the extremities of pools.
Bass do not rise us prettily as- hrook trout, frequently
taking the fly from six inches to a fool under the surface of
the water, but being fully as game a fish as the trout, their
larger size fully atones for any lack of "Style" in rising, as to
flies.
We found the dark ones most Idlling. That the black
bass is to be the "game fish of the future," we feel convinced,
and indeed look tor a great improvement in the art piscatorial,
from the fact of there being such large numbers of the fish so
near home. Everv inducement is offered to the angler for
bass, short distances to be traveled, open streams, and large
game fish. Let fly-fishers take courage, and in time the bot-

went

Altera moment's hesitation, liowhis line and retreated.
ever, he mustered courage enough to make another attempt
Again drawing
to bag his game, whatever it might he.
up his line, the animal (undoubtedly suffering for want of
landed himself ou
air), wiih commendable consideration-,
the ice at the boy's feet, who immediately killed him with
it proved to be a very large and" full grown otter.
the axe.

FLY-FISHING FOR BASS.
rmLABELPHiA, March 12, 1877.
Edztob Fobest and Stream:
Is it not about time that tlv lishiug for bass should be
oalled something elsethana "probletp or questiott"? We
wish "to add a little" to the testimony already collected by
you. showing that bass do rise to a fly, and that more fish,
and larger ones, can be taken with a lly Hum with bait.

age,

Meeting with unusual luck
decided to tetiiain orer night and fish the next day.
In the morning the son, having' opened his hole in the ice
and safely landed two or three fish, whs astounded by a
bite flint 'seemingly could only have come from th'6 monDrawing up his
arch of the lake" or a ward politician
line he beheld his quarry gazing at him through the hole, a
l.'irtre, hairy monster.
Obeying his first impulse he chopped
Lliey
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he abdonieti should be kept weH
wound is healed. Tho operation should be performed at
once. 2d. Washthe eyelids frequently with tepid water, aud, unices
there is a malformation, iho eyelid will grow into proper Bhapn.
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VIRGINIA AS A SPORTING GROUND.

THIS State presents a wide and attractive

theatre for the

gun and tho rod; with water, plain, and mountain,
every variety of sport may be hud in its season. There are
2,500 square miles of water within its limits, extending from
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lie Potomac to Albemarle Sound, a distance of 130 miles, embracing most of the Chesapeake Bay, and stretching up into
the interior, by several large tidal streams, 160 miles. In
these waters are found numerous species of fish and every
variety of water fowl.
On the rivers, too, near the head of
tide, sora and English snipe abound in their season in all the
marshes. Of these rivers, beginning on the north, we have
first the Potomac, then the Rappahannock—the two majdng
the narrow peninsula of 60 miles in length, and 7 to 12 in
width, called the Northern Neck abounding in game and
fish
then the Pionkitank, and various streams in Gloucester
and Matthews an arm of the sea, as it were, emptying into
Mob Jack Bay, a sort of inland sea—then York River, with its
tributaries, Mattaponi and Pamaunkee which make a peninsula of 30 miles in length, and from 2 l to 7 in width,
bringing both streams within the range of the gunner and
the angler, abounding with fish and fowl, and the dividing
ridge with deer, quail, turkey, foxes, raccoons, and opossums.
The sportsman, with an humble heart, might find a contented home here. Next comes the JameB, called in earlier and
better days, the Powhatan which, with the York, makes what
is called, simply by the way of pre-eminence, the Peninsula.
It was the theatre of the earliest civilization of the Old Dominion, and the seat, of its first metropolis. It extends from
the bay upward some 70 or 80 miles its upper portion
bounded by the Pamaunkee and Chickahominy. This peninsula also abounds with game.
The deer have returned,

2832.1
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All communications whatever, whether relating to Dusiness or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
H8H1N6 Comi'any. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communicationslntondcd for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become, a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and conntenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
la heautiful in Nature. It 'Will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make l.hem unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terras
and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us Is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
83?" Trade supplied by American News Company.
;

CHARLES HALLOCK,
Editor and Business Manager.
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To otie Readbhs. Owing to the delays attending the substitution oi* new type for old, our paper this week presents
some blemishes which we trust will be overlooked. Nest
week just look at our new dress and our "form
!

Notice to Subscribers.

—It

is our custom to send to subthem of the date on which their

subscriptions expire, and requesting that they advise us
whether or not they wish to renew. If no response is received, the paper is stopped at the expiration of the
time for which it is paid. To rnako exceptions to this
rule would destroy nil system in the mailing department
mid lend to confusion and besides, it is simple justice to
If subscribers will notify us
treat all precisely alike.
promptly, by postal card or otherwise, whether they desire to
continue, they will prevent the erasure of their names from
our list, and avoid any break in their files of the paper.
;

—

Chinese Quail and Caufoenia Pigeons. We have received
from R. Tallant, Esq., of Cambridge University, two fine
ornithological specimens, with the following note accompanying
:

Cambridge, Mass., March 19th.
as the wild pigeon of California, not
found east of the mountains, I believe, while your Eastern pigeon does
not extend to us in California. Thoyare very wild and hard to approach, generally go in small Hocks, breed in California, building in

name. f.hi„,h„ j
tinctly markod baud on tho tail. The other
pine trees,

Scientific

.< i:

i„iii.

is

from the not very

the quail of China

(

dis-

not

the fighting quail and the Asiatic Coast; they are found In Immense
flocks, and are so easily injured by the shot, that it is very difficult to get
a good specimen to stuff; but the bird la so email that it ought to be
B. S.
hard work injuring them.
)

[Of course we need hardly express our appreciation of the
gift, which wo shall value very much, as adding two new
specimens to our collection. Ed ].

—

The present condition of journalism in New York city,
as compared with that, of former times, illustrates the
tendency to consolidation and concentration among uewspapeis— to fewer papers in number, of larger circulation,
In 1840, there wereeightgreater eoat, and greater power.
Reii dailies published in that city, with only 60,000 aggrerculation; now, there are but sixteen dailies, with
aggregate circulation approaching 500,000 copies. 01
Bent, one is in the hands at the Sheriff, another is
the
confessedly dying, and two or three havo no sufficient exWithin live years, it is not likely there
cuse for living,
will be over a dozen daily papers in New York city.— The
,

,

Proof Sheet.
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sporting adventure.

—

Next we have the Chowan and its tributaries the Blackwater, Nottaway, and Meherin and then the Roanoke, with
its tributaries
the Staunton and the Dan, which rise in the
Allegheny Mountains.
Every portion of Virginia is easily reached by steamboat or
rail from Norfolk, or Baltimore, or Washington.
The Atlantic, Mississippi, and Ohio Railroad runs from

—

—

Tennessee—passing Suffolk, in
Swamp, through Isle of Wight,
Sussex and Surrey Counties (where deer and other game are
almost as abundont as when the Indians ruled the land), by
Petersburg, Burkesville, and Lynchburg, at each of which
places it is crossed by railroads going North and South.
The Sea-Board and Roanoke Railroad also runs from Norfolk through Nansemond and Southampton Counties, to Weldon, N. C. crossing the Blackwater, Nottoway, and Meherin
the tributaries of the Chowan. This railroad is an extension of the daily line of steamboats from Baltimore to Norfolk.
A lino of line steamers also ply between Norfolk and
Richmond, stopping at the various landings on the River.
York Biver and its tributaries the Mattaponi and the Pamaunkee are accessible from Richmond and Baltimore by
the York River Railroad, and steamers from West Point to
Baltimore. All the landings on the Rappahannock are reached by steamers, which run twice a week between Baltimore
and Fredericksburg. Every portion of the Potomac below
Washington is accessible by steamers from that city, or Baltimore, or Norfolk. A line of railroad (the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac) extends from Quantieo on the Potomac (accessible by steamer or railroad from Washington),
due south along the head of tide-water by Fredericksburg,
Richmond, and Petersburg, to Weldon, N. C. The Washington, Virginia Midland, and Great Southern Railroad, runs
from Washington by Manassas (where it connects with the
Manassas Gap Railroad leading to Front Royal and
Shenandoah Valley), by Gordonsville, Charlottesville (where
it connects with the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad,) by
Lynchburg (where it connects with the Atlantic, Mississippi,
and Ohio Railroad), to Danville (where it connects with the
Air-Line to Atlanta).
The great Shenandoah Valley may be reached by rail from
Manassas, or from Washington and Baltimore, by Harper's
Ferry, by Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, where it connects
with the Valley Road, extending to Staunton, where connection is made with the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad.
On
either side of this Valley Road, at distances varying from 5
to 40 miles, is found a great variety of game
deer, ruffed
grouse (there called pheasants), bears, wild turkeys, etc. Most
of the mountain streams have speckled trout St&moji wtinaMs
the more abundant and larger, the deeper you advance
into the mountains, and tho further from civilization.
Perhaps the best trout fishing <>n he continent may be found in
the head-waters of that river in Pendleton, Grant, and Archer
Counties, West Virginia, and in the head-waters of the
Greenbrier, in Bath and Highland, Va., and Pocahontas, W.
Va., and in the Garsley River, in Nicholas and Webster
Counties, W. Va. The Cheat River waters may be reached
in 40 miles from the Valley Railroad, and the others from
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad in less than 30 miles.
The Chesapoake and Ohio Railroad runs from Richmond
to Huntingdon (423 miles), passing Charlottesville, Staunton,
the famous While Sulphur Springs in Greenhrier. the Great.
Falls of the Kanawha, etc.
After passing the Blue Ridge,
Norfolk, 408 miles to Bristol,
Nansemond, near the Dismal

,

—

—

—

;

Charles Halloce, Red.:
One you will doubtless reoognise

tall

lemqne

South of the James and near its mouth are two tributaries
and Nansemond having their sourceB in
the Dismal Swamp. This whole region is well adapted for

—Elizabeth River,

To Correspondents.

scribers a notice informing

—

—

|

line supplies the greatest, abundance and variety of
the widest field for adventure of any district in
the State. Deer, bear, ruffed grouse, turkeys, and trout are
more abundant, and accessible than elsewhere, it presents a
magnificent tick! for camping parties.
The Richmond and Danville Railroad extends 140 miles
to Danville, and forms a part of the Piedmont Air-line to Atlanta.
It traverses Middle Virginia, where the game mainly
this

game and

consists of quail, hares, squirrels and wild turkeys, sn.l
where the waters contain very few lish, dams and seines
being fatal to them. Above Danville, on the Dan Kiver. the
ease is different.
There the game becomes more abundant,
and the mountain streams have many trout.

LEGITIMATE SPORTING LITERATURE.

THE

lack of a legitimate sporting literature is
(mining every year more and more apparent. When .-ay
literature I do not refer to the sterling periodicals that
grace the calling they represent, for it ia an acknowledged
fact that never before in the history of our country was
each branch of that expansive field nominally quoted
"sporting," so well represented; every part has its organ,
and so ably and exclusively are they managed, that the lover
of field sports can read his favorite journal, and tind it devoted entirely to his pet branch, and his sensitive eye never
distressed by the annals of anything out of his particular
I

I

line.

We who shoot and

fish, who delight in out of door exall her varied moods and forms,
protection of God's creatures, who
have in us that right spirit thai sees in the pursuit and
capture of these creatures at the proper time, something
more than the wherewithal to fill a hungry sioinach, that
sees in a gorgeous sunset, something more than natures

ercise,

who

who

love nature in

delight in the

simple promise of a fair day to-morrow. In a word, wo who
are notonly quick at the trigger and deft at the reel, but in a
certain sense artists

and poets

(for I believe the true sports-

man is by nature something of an artist and poet) claim
name of "Field Sports" for our particular branch, and
what we lack is books combining instruction and pleasure,
the

pleasant narratives of personal experience in the field, seen
through eyes that make a study of the rending of nature's

Where are the Frank Forester's Lite J.
Cypress, Jr's. the Col. Hawkers and Charles E. Whiteheads, of today?
We havo plenty of treatises on the
habits and haunts of game, on the breaking and rearing of
dogs, on Ornithology, Taxidermy and Natural History, OH
open page.

the science of shooting

with gun aud

rifle,

but what have

we beside? What have we left to please the eager sports
man when nature is wrapped in her winter mantle, when
the gun is carefully oiled and laid away, the dogs warmly
kennelled and nothing left but the pleasant thoughts of
the happy field days past, and the blissful future. O so
far distant.

What

shall I

covered from

read to night? Fohest and Stream is
page to outside of cover, even the cuts

title

of those enterprising advertisers who try to show in some
small way the stock they deal in, by the open breech loader
are scanned and the reliability and soundness of the wares
they represent mentally discussed.
Let me look over my
library again, the spirit moves and I must read something
remind me of the field. There they are! how natural
they look, Frank Forester's "Field Spoits," and "Sperling
Scenes and Characters," "Porter's Edition of Hawker,"
"Fire Island Ana," by J. Cypress, Jr., "Camp Fires of the
Everglades," by Chas. E. Whitehead, and Headley's "Adirondack or Life in the Woods." But these I know by
to

There are none of them younger ban twenty years.
Within ten years 1 have found but two books thai smacked
real thing so vividly portrayed by those old
champions of a past generation, viz. Murray's "Adirondacks," and Prime's "I go a fishing," aud neither of these
gentlemen demeaned their cloth, when they added to the
meagre store of real legitimate sporting literature,
The writer of to-day seems to aim at instruction entirely,
and we are told over and over again what we were (old
forty years ago, and it is a fact that even when ihe. modern
sportsman wants an instructive work, relative to some iinportanl part, of the shooter's or (label's category, and asks
advice from some reliable journal or sporting friend, as to
what it had better be; does he wish to post himself on the
Uaiuing and management of dogs? he is told, Get "Dinks,
Hutchinson and Mahew." Does he wish to become familiar with American game, its haunts and habits? he is
Belie young, a mere
told, gel Forester's "Field Sports."
novice in the handling of firearms, and desires to become
a wing shot? there is nothing that cau be recommended to
him so honestly and unhesitatingly as Forester's "Manual
And these are all old works,
for Young Sportsmen."
which since the introduction of the breech-loader and
other devices unknown when they were written, alight be
greatly improved, but sad to say, they are not, aud we
cling to them, for we love them, and are unwilling to allow them to be supplanted in our affections by the indifheart.

I

at all of the

ferent matter these lalter days produce.
There is one line of spoiling literature

l

hat to-day

is

books of sportsmen's routes
The woods of Maine, the
tie choice
savannahs of Florida, the. rj ;. '::
points on the Pacific slope, the si reams and woods of Canprovinces,
all
are
familiar to us
ada and the northern
through the medium of the guide book, and with means
and leisure at our disposal we cannot go amiss. Ah! but
we only need these when we have made un our minds to
take our shooting or fishing vacation, and are undecided
where to go. And we only need the instinctive works
when we get a new dog or gun, or rod, or reel, or some
specimen, the genus of which is doubtful in our minds.
We have neither time nor inclination to ma!:
We want
History and other field studies a lite work.
iful lire, pleasant
something that when sinins t»J be
memories of the chase wiih all its retinae of accident and
incident, come stealing o'er our minds, and We bi
our pleasant homes, almost homesick for that whudi now
simply perfect.
that

are

now

I relei

so

lo Ihe

numerous.

i

.

I

,
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account of "moving accield," something that will soothe ami
be pure iu style, choice in diction and

past, the truthful well written
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interest.
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GAME PROTECTION.
THE EARLIEST AMERICAN FISHERY
LAWS.

TLtROPOH the kindness of

his excellency, Gen. Lefroy,
Governor of the Islands of Bermuda, our correspondent, Prof. G. Brown Goode, of the Smithsonian Institute,
at Washington, who is now sojourning on he Islands, has
been enabled to send us for publication copies of two of the
;l the General Assizes of these islands during
I

.1

.

...

_!..,;

i

them to antedate by
by any of the American

believe

iassi

them

of their proposers, entitles

Me interested

,

,1

antiquity, as well as the careful forethought

tei c

I

We

iry.
!:.;:.:.,,

ring

colonies.

in the

to the attention of those

who

protective legislation.

nitrjeel oi

wag passed in 1827, two hundred and fifty
years ago, fifteen years after the colonization of the Bermudas
and about nine years after the establishment of the General
Assizes.
It aims at the protection of a small fish of the

The

earliest

herring family, the pilchard

day abundant

this

name now

Aihmm
j,

applied to small

and

{Uaraigulu

Bermudean

in

itifiivuph.lh/ama),

"Fry"

to

the
especially to the species of

fish,

common

En'jraulis

waters.

in the

harbors

is

:

ACT AGAINST THE DRAWING OF MXCHAItDS ANlTlTIlYE TO

Alt

MAKE

OTELE.

it hath bene ami still is a vsuall Custonte of the
Inhabitants of incise Islands to hale and drawe pilchards in
serterall haves and places where thev doe frequent, more for
the benefit* of the oyle than present vse of fishing, to the
generall losse of the same Inhabitants, not only by reason of
the distroying of very much frye but also to the greats losse
. M-ano.
by nssing away other
and priudice of the
greate fishe iron; the Shoare, weh lino vpon the said live.
And further doth hereby cause the said Pilchards and other
;,
b-v great scareeity of Bayte
la,
small fish to be vi
for necessary fishing, web beeing considered by this wortnye
and graue assemblie It is enacted by the power and authorise of the same That from hen eei'ort h noe manner of pson
w'hatsoeuer do hale or drawe any pilchards or other frye or
small fisne (vnless for baite or food) out of any the baves or
other placet belonging to tese Islands asafbressid And the
rather for that it is u groatc relieic- being taken only for baite
to bring in sea fishe and otherv, ise a greate losse, especially in
tyme of searceit.ye. of eorne And it is further enacted by' the
power an 1 ,,ii
;M j
that noe man of what quality
,|y
so ener shall hale or din we in any bay or about any Island
Win any long ne.tts any manner of Vrearnes, to the distraction
and fraj
of
ie greate fish from shoare, but only wtb
u long at the most in forfeiture of the
L
etfa
-e.d to be sould, and converted to genrall vses
net

Whereas
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Art? of Assanhly, 1627.

At a later period the length of fry net s was restricted, I am
It would seem as
told by General Lefroy, to two fathoms.
this measure must have almost put an end to the capture of
small fish.
The other law, fifty years later, has for its apparent object
if protection of the pQrgies ij>voh:il>ly Sjun'-ns cnltimtis and
is) during the spawning season.
.

EXTRACT FROM THE WORDS OF THE ASSIZES HELD AT

&m embeb,

1676.

it si.

Bambijkg, Panna., Match 15th,
tinner. Forest and Sthham:—
Considering the severity of tin.' past wilder, perk
...
goodly number of partridges within its prcciacis.
rat
it]
ers for their kind heartedncss. in providing for so many of the poor
birds.
One ludy cauRlit nineteen out morning, which, added to a
neighbor's flock, swelled tlia niunber to ariy-se.ven. Thfeblwla Oft be
coming iiicc tame comparatively, and now, having once more full
freedom, are lottt to leave the premises of tDOBC "Who provided
.||.
..:.
seldom leaving ttiehonpes fera en-.
n
if
always ready for the "crumbs" when the poultry receives their rations.
Partridges are, to a certain degree, protected by our game laws; bin limy
are far from enjoying perfect immunity.
Since tbe disappearance of
the snow-drifts, the dead bodies of a largo number of tbem have been
found.
Our veteran trapper, "Fritz"— Horlocher— told yonr correspondent
that, he has four wild pigeons (decoys) in readiness for expected llights.
That the Knglish sparrows have either been starved or frozen, is a
matter which has engaged attentiou. for llieir number lias been fearfully
diminished, through some cause or another, iu this locality.

S?
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*

The Connecticut, Legislature on the 13th

Bermuda.
:.

ST.

GEOEGES,

(vii., p,6).

"Tiponii
of the Grand inquest presenting
the euill 'practise of seuerall inhabit
these Islands
wne Porgaye;

.eh

fine

M>rU1tr<, JTttreA lGth.— The Connecticut
low for the season, and as no extensive
freshet is anticipated, the meadows will be in better shape
than usual for the birds, which will make glad the hearts of
our snipe hunters, who love to roam the river meadows in

OoMMBomcrr.— IFes/

River

teal

very

is

-I

lieii lav. .[-a.-

I

bird.

No summer woodcock shooting iu Connecticut this year,
for the Legislature has just passed a bill, "providing that the
close season for woodcock- and grouse shall be from the 1st
of January until tlie 1st of October." In regard to quail, the
lower house has pasBed.on amendment "providing, that quail
shall not be shot for the next throe years." It now remains
for the Senate to act on the amendment.
G.
Indiana.

— A new game

law has passed both houses of the

Legislature in Indiana, of which the following
stract

Sac.

is

—The killing of deer in any

1.

manner

—Protects insectivorous birds.
5 — Mikes a close
season for
and

for

woodcock between
ducks between April 15th

—Refers to transportation of game out of season.
—

New York. A committee of citizens residing near Lake
George has engaged H. A. Howard Esq., of Glen's Falls, as
counsel in the case of any or all violations of the laws by
persons illegally taking fish from the waters of the lake.
Citizens to whom knowledge of such violations may come are
requested to report them to said counsel.

—

Pennsylvania. By a letter from a valued correspondent,
the Secretary of the Greenville Sportsman's Club, we learn
that fifteen sportsman's clubs have already joined the State
Association, and that many others are likely to affiliate soon.
Ex. Governor William Bigler, of Clearfield County, Pa..
has been elected President of the Sportsman's Club of
that County.

—

Massachusetts. We are indebted to several correspondents for copies of the new game law of Massachusetts which
has passed the Legislature, and which is the result of the
efforts of the Committee of the State Sportman's Association.
Our space only permits us to give a brief abstract:
S»c. 1.
Makes a close season for woodcock and ruffed
grouse from January 1st to September 1st, and for quail
from January 1st to November 1st. The penalty for having

—

—

Seo. 2. Protects wood
ducks, summer ducks, black
ducks, and teal, between April 15th and Sept. 1st. Penalty,

Sec 3.— Makes
January

1st to

a close season

Julv 15th.

for

upland plover from

Penalty §10.

Sec 4.— Protects

insectivorous birds.
Sec. 5. Prohibits the killing of any game bird except
wild pigeon by means of traps, snares, nets, or springs, and
also the use of batteries, swivel or point guns, torch or jack
lights, in wild fowl or brook bird shooting.
Sec. 6.—Names a close season for deer until 1880, and
then after between December 1st and October 1st; and for
gray squirrels, hares, and rabbits between March 1st and

—

October 1st.
Sec 7. Prohibits the killing of prairie chickens or
pinnated grouse.
The remaining sections refer to penalties, forfeitures, etc.

—

—

Nova Scotia. A new Game Bill has been presented in the
llouse of Assembly of Nova Scotia, of which the following is
a synopsis
"After this law comes into operation it. will be
lawful to kill moose and cariboo in the months of October,
November, and December. Not more than three moose and
five cariboo can be killed in one season by any person or
number of persons forming a hunting party. Hunting with
dogs, setting of traps, pits or snares, are absolutely prohibited, under severe penalties.
Beaver tire protected from
the first of April until the first of November." Another section of the law provides for the isuing of game licenses at
a charge of twenty dollars each, to all persons residing out of
Nova Scotia. With regard to this enactment, we are inclined
to think that the charge of twenty dollars for a game license
is exorbitant, and the effect will be to keep out of the
province a much larger sum of money than would be realized
from all the moose or cariboo killed by residents. It is very
true, as one of our Halifax contemporaries states, that the
game belongs to the people of Nova Scotia, whop
6m its
protection. But the- question of property being admitted
smother arises, and that is, how can that property be. disposed
of to the best advantage. It. is an undisputed fact that
sportsmen, particularly those who would go' from the United
States to the Province of Nova Scotia, Spend a great deal of
money in their excursions, and the amount they would leave
behind them would be of very considerable" importance.
The law restricts them to a certain number of animals to be
killed, and this, with the addition of an obnoxious tax of the
amount, proposed, would effectually keep them at home, and
many people in Nova Scotia may revel to their heart's con tent.
in a diet of moose or cariboo meat—but unaccompanied by
those luxuries or creature comforts which would have fallen
to them had they been visited by Yankee sportsmen.
:

—A

Wisconsin

correspondent reports that about 1,500

:

then

pounds of brook trout were, caught on the Brule River,
thirty miles from Superior City, during December and Jan-
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Peiich Pishing on thu IJitec. I'otoiiao

Falls— Bait

—Payne's

Eddy

At.D

the Little
and Tackle foe Feeoh— ComMEKcIAL FlSHEEfES OE THE PoTOUAC TVlLD DrCES, ElC,

—

between

i.

1st

.

prohibited

is

February 1st and October 1st, and makes trespass upon the
grounds of another without permission a misdemeanor, and
punishable by a fine of not less than $5, or more than $25.

Seo. 6

.

Fbro Hixon.

and October

—Makes a close season for prairie chickens

January 1st and July
and September 1st.

1

|

I
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each bird.
Sec. 3.

Sec.

..

1

L

a brief ab-

1st, under a penalty of $10.
the killing of quails or ruffed grouse
Penalty, $2 for
1st and November 1st.

1st

—Prohibits

2.

between January

Sec

.

I

:

between January
Sec,

tot
Wellington, Olias, Hallook, Joaopb Dore; InspuctorE of Election. r.<nert Ednuston, and William Hie. kuon.

in force in

1

bberfe,

mentioned,
air, when a prairie is
mentioned you (sun in .your minds eye see the long leve
wild flowers;
Stretch Of waving
gftCH !lD d nodding
when
ned, the (limit r -weath, the green
•wood tree am! the menu of the hunter's feast spread out
before you, you enn almost taste it, (this last requires great
imagination on
skill on the part of the writer and a vivid
the part of the reader).
Let us hope that books of the kind to interest sportsmen
in a pleasant kindly way will became more numerous than
they are at present, that some of the talent which crops'
out in our sporting journals iu short sketches may be induced to expand itself into volumes carrying out the experiences there so ineagerly portrayed, and becoming a
delight to the followers of woodcraft.
There are plenty of men wdio could do this thing and do
it well, men of leisure an.
means, men whose field of action
takes in the whole broad land, men of education and culture, whose name affixed to a book as author would be a
sufficient guarrantee of merit and truthfulness and iusure
a sufficient Kale among Uie fraternity to make it a success
financially.
However, among the class mentioned above,
philanthropic motives should be the incentive, rather than
love of gain, to thiuk that the hcaits of the brethren had
been warmed, that the fireside had been made doubly
cheerful, that an aching void (between fall shooting and
spring fishing) had been filled, should amply compensate
(after paying expenses) for whatever of brain work the
author had expended. Let us have a legilmate sporting
literature.
H. W.DeL.
read a book ill
EiBbTi
you can almost smell the suit, dank
i

now

the colony of

regulation of the fisheries are

ETC.

Washington, D.

0.,

March

1G, 1877.

THE

citizens of WaKbington who are inclined to the
pleasures of shooting and fishing, are probably
with as great variety of these sports as those of any other
.

I

health giving recreations cannot enjoy themselves, and even
during that period, if the river is not closed with ice, those
fond of aquatic shooting have the Potomac, with its millions
of swans, goose, and ducks, where there is no end to snub
sport.
Our fishing season opens generally about the first of
April, with the magnificent white perch fishing in tbe
borhood of the Little Palls anrl above Georgetown. The
perch, with the hening and shad, ascend the river to spawn,
and remain in this locality two or three weeks before returni

ing to salt water. During the season it is a very common
thing to take them weighing from three-quarters of a pound
to a pound and a quarter each, and measuring from six to
twelve inches in length, and when of this size theyrnakoa
delightful pan fish. But before speaking of the habits of the
perch, a brief description of their favorite haunts wdll not to
out, of place.
Their spawning grounds extend all the v, ay
from Ead's Mill to the foot of the Little Palls, a distance cf
about, a mile.
The river between these points varies in width
from seventy-five to one hundred and fifty yards, and in
depth from four to fifty feet! The bottom is rocky, and at
low tide numerous rocks are visible above the surface of tl 6
water. The shores on both sides are almost a solid mass of
rock, and many fine perch are taken at high tide from the
eddies formed by the rapid current behind some of the

larger rocks.

Payne's Eddy.the largest and most notable one on the river,
has an -extensive reputation. It is located just at the foot of
the Little Falls, and is an excellent fishing place, not only iov
perch, but for bock, or striped bass, and black bass in
y it adds to its atwhile the wild scm

On

traetiveness.
is

an immense

the Virgil
fifty

cliff,

ide,

above the stream,

to-

a bulwark of solid

lien, fo:

ft

rack for the turbulent wat as, which at this point rush down
a narrow gulch for a dista nee of a quarter of a mile, with a
current at the rate of ten l dies an hour. Immediately above
the Falls the Potomac is nearly half a mile in width,
y
shallow, and filled with oeks." At tbe Falls ir sa I.lcaly
narrows, and forms a cascade ten or twelve feet high. Iwiil
not attempt in this brief letter to give a complete history or
Payne's Eddy, which has heretofore been noticed in f
and Stkeam, but a few weeks ago. I believe some of its
ancient traditions were graphically told in rhyme by Mr.
Shoemaker, of Georgetown. For more than half a century
did Joe Payne capture the members of the finny tribe at this
place. It was here that Daniel Webster, (literal Gibson, Judge
Bibb, and many other prominent men of our own country, as
well as diplomats residing at the seat of go: graini .ait. were
always taken by old Joe, and many were the anecdotes he bad
of the fishing excursions of these distinguished peisoill
The legend of the phantom drummer of the Little Falls is
alioa.il, familiar to your readers, so I will not dwell on the
history or traditions of the Tails and Eddy, but say something of the fish therein. The anglei to be successful must
have that knowledge of the habits and feeding time of the.
I

[ •.

perch, which is essential in this,as well as all other sports, to
insure success. Tide water of the Potomac extends as far up
as the foot of the Little Falls, covering the noted Eddy,
The
s feci.
where the tide has a lise and fall of a
tab b have good
angler must: always avail him.-.t itf Cff
lishing, as perch begin to bite about an lour before high tide,
and continue to take the bait lively u itil an hour or more
after the ebb tide has set in.
Small p rch will bite at tiiost
best for the
any stage of the tide, but high v. <•
large ones. Ko other bait is require
than the ordinary
angling worm, and the bunching of tl .I or four on aliook
!
to make an attractive appearance gem
DytiGBH the best
fish.
I have frequently caught tine per b with live minnow,
I.

.

i

but believe the worm to be equally as rj
A few hundred yards below t|.- [jj

bridge
truth,

it

le

what is known as thi
handsome iron truss bridge,
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is
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section of the country.
There are not lnoro than three
months in the year when the followers of these sensible and
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FOREST AND STREAM.

102
old wooden structures met the srunefate. Below the bridge,
as far down as Ead'a llill. there rue many good fishing places,
the favorite ones being in the eddies formed behind rocks,

Sometimes when
ip,
water is ten ori
very high there is a heavy current above the mill,
and it is often a difficult matter to take a boat up as far as
Payne's Eddy, 01 even to the chain bridge, but an expert oarsman can most always aseencl the stream, although the rapid
Many start out
..•in Tent will make his progress rather slow.
from Georgetown, where comfortable boats can be procured,
and get along very well as far as the Mill, where they encounter the current, and soon abandon any further attempt to go
i a

tip;

consequently, they lose the best fishing.

The ascent of the rapids, however, has its attending dangers, and several times boats have been capsized there, or
swept upon the rocks by the swift current, and one or more
at the occupants drowned.

Great caution, as well as skill, is
required to pass the dangerous places, but the boatmen in
the neighborhood, wBo make their living by fishing, have no
trouble in sculling their heavy bateaux to any point they
The dipping of shad and herring in the neighre.
borhood of the Tittle Tails, during the spawning season,
affords a living to many of the country people residing in
They are equipped with a circular net
that neighborhood.
.ill. phed to an iron rim of about four feet diameter, this is
fastened to a stout pole twelve or fifteen feet in length, and
A good many pursue their
Lie Bsh are thus dipped up.
avocation from the rocks on the Virginia shore, and others
have boats large enough for two persons to dip from. The
clipping is at night, and very often the fish-.-.nil
ermen capture many shad and herring during a single night.
Kock, black bass, and perch are also frequently taken in these
The dipping business is a dangerous one, and it very
nets.
often happens that the dipper, perched upon some narrow
ledge of rook, is over-balanced by his heavy net, and tumbles
They are generally hardy men
headlong into the stream.
and expert swimmers, and therefore recover terra firma,

though not without the

loss of their net.

Many persons, in fishing for perch, do so from the rocks
along the river bank instead of from a boat. At high tide
they often have good sport, but never take as many large fish
a- the more experienced fishermen, who have then- boats anchored over the deep holes, and above eddies, where they
take out the larger ones, oftentimes as fast as they can bait
their hooks. On many occasions two or three of us have captured over two hundred perch in less than three hours by
fishing from a boat.
The "tackle used for catching perch is very light and easily
I always use a fourteen foot rod, braided linen line,

matter of convenience. The perch is
therefore the reel is not necessary to

and

reel; the latter is a

not

a

game fish, and
him line, as in

and other game
Perch bite rapidly and swallow the hook, but offer no
Two or
resistance, and are easily taken from the water.
are attachill hooks (Limerick, Aberdeen, or Kirby)
caught
fish
are
best
the
sinker,
and
above
the
line
the
ed to
near the bottom.
early
in
river
the
down
start
perch
the
spawning
After
May, and at this time very fine ones are caught between
of
portion
where
a
Island,
Analostan
n and
the liver has a rocky bottom, but as the Potomac at
neighborin
the
above,
this point is much wider than
hood of the' Little Falls, the fish have a larger body of
water in which to distribute themselves, and therefore
do not. bite as rapidly. They are caught here in water
from fifteen to twenty feet deep. Old fishermen declare that
that
it is the favorite spawning ground of the sturgeon, and
the perch stop there, on their return to salt water, to feed
spawn.
sturgeon
the
upon
As the perch season ends, that for rock, or striped bass,
opens, and continues two or three weeks. These fish also
ascend the river to spawn, and they are taken at Payne's
Eddy and many other localities. One of the favorite haunts
for them is at the "Riffles," just opposite to Ead's mill, and
give

fishing for rock, bass,

fish.

:

rnmncw.
captured near the chain bridge and at

is fresh herring cut in strips

or live

the bait used
Black bass are also
places for the
t.far foot of the Little Falls, but the favorite
I will have something more
latter fish are above tide-water.
to say about these game and ravenous beauties in a future
letter.

The shad and herring fisheries of the lower Potomac, which
have formerly given employment to a large number of persons in the spring, and, until within a few years past, supplied this section of the country with those fish, have been
gradually failing, and from present indications there will be
very little effort made by our seine haulers this season in
prosecuting that business on the shores of the Potomac.
From the experience of the past few years they are disheartened. Some of the most extensive fishermen are desirous of
pftllino out their seines traps, boats, and other property at

Hundreds of
if] jssible to find purchasers.
than
laboring men. who have heretofore been employed at the fishlissppomted, and are seeking other employment. Quite a number of landings have been abandoned,
less

i

>

and will not be worked at all this season.
Wild ducks were beginning to re-appear in large numbers
on the waters of the Potomac and Chesapeake, until the reLich seems to have retarded their flight in
.don. A heavy gale a few nights ago played sad
havoe among the ducking blinds down the river, but reand it is thought the ducks will be
beii g ma

them. Col. Casey has offered to give them to Prof.
the Smithsonian Institute.
If he does not want
them, and no one else asks for them. Col. Casey intends that
they shall be set free to roam where they desire. They must
be disposed of in some way this week.
to feed

.

in Franklin Square, in this city.

C

i

and owls caged
the new Bem-

ad grounds, does not favor
keeping them Gaged. It eoste about $40 per
feed them, and of late, had it not been for the persons residing near- the Park who sent food to the buds, they
would have been starved to death, there being no money
of

names into noto-

their

riety.

—

JIjxev's Ctatxecv.
A rifle match in the lying down position has been commenced at Miley's Brooklyn range.
'Hie
following ai
ires made so far out. of a possible 50,
bet
shooting at a Wimbledon target graduated to 120 feet: P.
P. Pike, 45 ; Bansom Bathboni of tl
Team, 44;
J. W. Wtdlis, 44; A. H. Anderson, 43
11. Stanton, £2
J.
P. Burns, 12
Col. B. E. Valentine, 42
E, B. Cast
match for members of the press commenced on
in
,

i

•
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SUB-CALIBRE RIFLES.

:

'

:

;

i

M

A

THE

question of fitting a rifle-ban-el within the barrel of
a shot-gun, and thereby converting the latter into a
weapon which could be used for large game, is a question
which is at present being very generally agitated. For ourselves, we think that while the scheme is perfectly practicable as far as the mechanism is concerned, it would yet
make a nondescript piece, that would possess but very little
value. For instance, if the gun was wanted for long trips

and mixed shooting, where would the rifle barrel be carried ?
barrels ? Then why not have it made a permanent

Under the

It certainly could not be carto be killed. As a rule,
kind prove to have sufficient
bring them into general use, although there

fixture, as in the

Baker gun.

ried in the barrels,

if

small

but few combinations of
practicability to

no question but

game was

this

the present time, there is a large
demand for something in the shape of a combined rifle and
shot-gun. We have had a number of letters on the subject,
extracts from two of which are given below, both from old
is

One

gentlemen.

that, at

rifle-shooting days "are evidently about
passed away, I take a lively interest in your rifle columns.
I was particularly interested in the brief article of "B. L.'
last week, under the above caption.
"Just, fourteen years ago 1 took a Sharp's army carbine, and
cut out the grooves, making thereby an excellent small-box,

breech-loading shot-gun. After long series of experiments
I succeeded in making a compound powder and shot cartridge, with which in this small box gun I made the best pata.

terns'! have ever seen.

transforming the army carbine into a shot-gun, I
barrel that would slip into the short barrel from
the breech. Of course the lifie calibre was very small, taking
With
I think about 250 round bullets to weigh a pound.
this diminutive gun I killed nlore small game than with any
other gun I ever owned, and I have owned and used everaJ
valuable rifles and good shot-guns, and have been ai count!
I took this
a successful hunter bv all my acquaintances.
gun to the Sharp's Pine Works, then at Hartford, and urged
the company to manufacture double guns of 10s calibre, and
fit therein rifle barrels of any calibre that might be required.
Some members of the company were decidedly favorabli toward the scheme, but the president opposed it, and nothing
further was done.
"For my hunting I would much prefer such a gun, with

made a rifle

Several

handsome prizes

are-

RIFLE NOTES.

— The American Bod and Rifle

Association of Jamaica, L.

held their annual meeting and elected

I.,

The

week.

Ofiicera last

are as follows : President, George H. breed;
Vice-President, John Fleming
Treasurer. Charted". Stewart;
ae.
Samuel S. Avmur : Executive Committee. John
Sec
II. Sutp'htu, John 51. Crane, Theodore Rogers, William 8,
lames P. Daroy, Albert J. Watkineon and William
S. Eh a .aid oil'.
Their first match this season will take place
in April.
officers

:

The Irish Rifle Association seem to entertain considerable
for the changing of the laws in relation to the Volunteer Act, in order to allow their countrymen to be represented in the future competitions for the
Queen's prize at Wimbledon, as the following letter of Major
hope in the government

Leech's to the Editor of the Dublin Times wall show

:

LlacLiK, March.

Sin:— 1 beg

my

"Although

day evening of last. week.
offered for both matches.

writes

to

held

sociation,

1877.

1,

inform yon that at a meetiua of Hie council of our Asihie day ( March 1st .), the subjoined rceoulution- were

unanimously adopted:
"That the Council, allhoasrh deeply iae.re.-aed Ell our proposal, which
promises to extend In other parts of 'the IJiM-h Empire, for the attainment of skill in rifle shooting, desire to leave the initiative In the bunds
of the government."
'Thai, in view of the impending di-enssion in Parliament ol the proposal to extend to Ireland the provision? of the Volunteer Act, aa now
rts
extended
England, a depntil a
what
Course the Government intend L« adopt, and to urge them to make s..me
concession, with a view to enable residents in Ireland to qualify to
shoot in al! volunteer competitions at. Wimbledon. ,1
K. B. Leech.

m

^

Moby's Ga±lhbt,— The following b
ml 'in
hi ... .'I.. t,.: v. Alar
i.rL
..ami. need on the 12th of Jiaroh
id
Ajril—1 ying down position, dial inoe
target reduced in proportion, ten shots,
si.

B record of the beat
101 a.

i

.

i

ii

i

ends en the 15th of

.

Wimbledon

120 feet,

possible 50

:

'

one

Name.
W. n. Dougherty
i.

ii.

barrel of large calibre
in use.

A

has died having rifle barrels
gun, but that it did not work,

made

to

lie says

GAME

inside of his shot-

fit

I

Name.
J. F.

!

Total.
45
15

Bums

R.Bflthbone

game §ag and gun.

and the other small, to any
"Mmautaii."
Canadian correspondent from Toronto writes, that ho

rifle

Total.
48
to

Anderson

weapon yet

Hares,

SEASON

IN

brown and

MARCH.

IN

Wild duck, geese, brant, &c.

gray.

:

••Th e two barrels did not shoot alike from the same sight,
at 100 yards, I could not hit aboard two feet square with
both barrels with one rifle barrel in one shot-barrel it did
very fairly.
I have had three double ritles, and not one of

LOW-PRICED GUNS.

and

however, that some of the American rifle raaau&ctutera do
With their perfect machinery, and
not make double rifles.
their true way of working, they could make a double rifle
eryfondof
shoot correctly at the first time of e
days yearly at it for the fast l'i
deer hunting, and have taken
years, and although I sun now nearly 70, I get keener fOJ ii
In my rifle the rilling is something like the
as I grow older.
Rigby plan, that is, not cut sharp, but running, so as to have
no sharp corners. I then cut a hit oft the muzzle for » bulThese bullets I immerse in hot grease
let mould.
ing; the contraction of the lead just gives room foi

Yobk, March

New

:

13, 1877.

EDrrort Forest and Stream,
Asl igh and low-priced guns attract the attention of

correspondents, I send yon

r

my

many

experience in the

'

id

and

a stubb

me

bal coal

U

Manton from 1832 to 184.C, 12pounds sterling. From 16 to
more
io a

twist

sixtj

.

in bore, that, cost a little

q Ely,

ID-bore,

I

thirty-five tlol-

that cost

used a breech-loader, 10-bore, laminated
tade by Whitney, of New Haven, that cost forty dol'..

izzle loadeo

I

i

Ely—which was

the

is,

that I cannot protect the caps from getting

I

•

The ItraEBNATioNAn IMaxch.— The following circular has
been sent by the Amateur Rifle Club, of New York, to rifle

i.hr
trade
machinery to make his military i:!
mitt
aspect, I never Baw, and Prof. Baird, of I
ted out ei'^ht or Un nntn
toy n
them, and told mb that he always hi
ports of tin in.
Remington low-priced guns are made by machinery, and
each gun is more perfect than Can be made by hand.
When brass sheila were fiiBt made in this oonnti

.,-:,.,

.

u]

a

a.

more man

it is

to

xepn

...

lent

team, will be required to
to
expected his dub frill (provide for
;

,

rh,i

Mm

Please lav this matter before your society, and ctairrnunioate Its answer before the 1st of April ntrai., a? it is necessary that this club
should know by that lime whether a representative team can be got bo-

Tbe Amateur
rifle eluL,3 of

By order

of

Folic

to

'

.

the

i

i

and spent some
e;e manufactory,
o
connected
l.v one hnno
weeKs in. testing different ...i:. a. 1
,r
hat were by the best English
and found
10
and
12-bore,
pound and upwards, of
They
Dtly alike.
but. elev.ui ouns that had bi
were made by hand, and e
Te
barrel, and lie veiT loose in tlie other.
machine-made
fill now, btlt this difference cannot exist in a
'

v.

.;

i

.

-An invitation haB boen received by tbii ehi
riflemen of Ireland to the Tittunen of America, to shoot a match in
^oreruiny trie irinhunder aimilac oolidiiiooa Dl ta.

contests

ach-

Eli Whitney, about eight years ago, b
loading sporting guns by macbii

,

clubs throughout the country:

<i

a

damp, and many

double-rifle is the best for bu.-h hunting: you nev.v get timrc
than two shots, and you don't require to take the rifle Brora the
shoulder, and with your left eye shut you can see the deer
through the right ; but I don't approve of keeping
open, as you.can't look through the sight of a rifle with both
I have had a rifle from
eyes at the same time.
brated maker, and I have a it) calibre of Sharp's now, which
I think at 111 rods I
is the best shooting rifle 1 avel owned.
could kill 50 turkeys with 5U shots (if there was no wind).
•• Wry
respectfully, "Toko.nto."

American matches of 18TS-C.
Will your society iend one

a

B

I

•e

I

the active co-operation of the

.

°

I recently saw a bill for making one model
J460 h ling h ad-made, and
pare with one of (Jolt's Berdan, that they r.
to fill a eontraet with the llussian Govern.
i,

and

let

nie

a.

M

-.

Jr.,

j

tld

|

;re,

I

an

shi

that
I

Berdan

Colt's

military

rifle

i

Eiflfr,

cab

yet n

The cost of making guns by machinery i- so much less
than by hand, and hi y are better made, that they must get

the Ext
:,

riil

it

|

America

Committee.

I

So far not
profitable to make, with increased consumption.
profit has been made.
I consider all cost of eiv
shot-gun as superfluous—tile same as a book for s-1, or

much

i

Conmn's GiiiEEBS.—We write our caption, but "Oonlin's"
.

in

Liable fire fiend

a:

and swallowed the earnings
Wherefore, We call upon all good riflemen, and upon lite
,-,
like oui
aeons other friend
ei,
idmirers, to respond to the call
appointed for the purpose, for a
ed to -Tames B.

his rapacious jaws

i

>

eagles

scores will not be such as will bring

i

lifie.

.

plentiful in a week or two.
In a recent letter I referred to the

y can send' their subscription tickets to us and we
for them, guaranteeing in each instance that the

'

>,

riflemen,
•T.

which opened

bound iuBussia andextn
$50 is in ornament, hand
,,,,,!,,,.,

,

'

ten

'

;

.i

.t

you

will

1OT STBBAM In

all but high-priced

The

best mjlitar
....

....

at

Nd. 207 Bowery, on Sfttnrd

h

b that can

:

aftbrdithavea rigntto; fo

C

#20.

-
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-

i

late,

era eere

to

amount

to over

forty.

If

too bashful to shoot in public them-

[Our correspond
nal opinion, that
i

'
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with the same

—

—

—

—

—
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serviceable and lasting
gnus,
liini

i

ii

-

tie

i

:

gun from

Bie put on higher -priced
ime or foreign -

barrels as
i

workmanship throughout, which prerattling after

one or two

.season's use.

Ed.]
Capt. Bogaedtjs Last Feat.— On Friday night last Capt.
Bogardus ace
if of breaking 1,000 glass balls
u le time of one
in the re aai
our forty-two minutes and
entered the building the upmost eonfifty!
I

!

.

rl

:

rea like file firing,

and

it

seemed

uld b< produced by one man with one
incredil
gnu. Unfortunately, a stormy night prevented the captain
e full bouse that otherwise would have i
him. Ihose who Stayed away missed a rare exhibition of
Still, the attendance was largo, but in
skill and endurance,
the immense Hippodrome a thousand or more persons are
At the upper. end of the arena n wooden
scarcely noticed.
screen' had been erected and covered with white muslin
Some ten or fifteen yards in front the six traps were
arranged, with strings leading to the shooter's stand, eighteen
yards further in the rear, Oapt. Bogardus used Dittmar
powder and No. 8 shot, shooting 3i drachms measurement
of black powder, of the former and 1} ozs. of the latter.
Many of the balls were hit but not broken, which we think
in used Childs
would not have been the
,n.

i

shot.

He had

minutes, but

it

set his task to be done in two hours and forty
was evident after the first hundred balls that
that time.
The first five hundred

he would be even aside of

were shot at in 45 min. 50 sec, when an intermission of 18
minutes was taken, the second five hundred were shot, at in
Ban to make up the misses
just 43 min., and the 1
occupied 15 minutes, u hi D fch« -booting was. over, time had
been beaten 57 nun. and 10 sec. He was 10 minutes in
shooting at the first hundred, but the fifth hundred occupied
only S min. 51 sec. As many as fourteen balls were marked
in one minute. We trust that Oapt. Bogardus will repeat his
performance, when we would suggest to all who wish to see a
wonderful exhibition to be present. ILr. Bergh was on hand,
but did not iaterfi
The Captain informs us that he will repeat his performance a! G-Umore's Garden on Friday night, backing himself
After the perin. 100 imitates.
for$5QQ tobreiL
k himself to break 100 balls while any
person in

the.

audience

is

breaking 80.

—The

Kentucky State Sportsman's Association have ena tournament at their annual meeting at LexMay 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18. at the time of the
Prizes to the amount of $3,975 will be aiven,
races,

gaged to give
ington, on

including a gold medal, for tue championship of the South
and Southwest, and a silver service set for the club chain ship of the same. The tournament will be open to the
world, and among those certainly to be present is Abe Kleinman, who goes, so air. Martin writes us, with the expectation
of meeting and matching Captain Bogardus.

Value of the Compass

ik Tkateling.

— Col.

Dodge,

new book, "The Plains of the Great West," says:
"The importance of having always a compass cannot be

in his

on all who travel on the plains.
"Old Plainsmen," and »u called " scouts," or guides, who
desire to be regarded as "Old PlaiDsmen," frequently pro
fess a great contempt for a man svho cannot, travel without "one of them little boxes." With some this coutempl
is real, and comes from the entire ignorance of the nature
and use of the instrument. Others' who profess this contempt are actuated by interested motives. They desire to
ue employed as guides of scouting or hunting parties, and
not unnaturally are very indignant at seeing an officer or
civilian, with no guide but his "box," plunge uuconcernedly into a country the details and difficulties of which it
has taken them years to become acquainted with.
Besides this, old plainsmen aud guides who ignore the
compass, in my experience are not always to be relied on
They will lead a parly into
for close or direct traveling.
the wilderness and bring it back, but for my own part, and
with ample opportunity to form an opinion, I would not
give up "the box" for the best guide on the plains. Of
course this is very different in mountainous regions, where
the lines of possible travel are very few, and local knowledge almost absolutely necessary."
too strongly impressed

A Panthku Hunt. — A friend

sends us the following ex-

from a letter to him, describing a panther hunt near
Wells, in Hamilton county, this State:
across a panther track a short distance from my
came
I
shanty recently. My brother was with me, and I proposed
we should go after him in the morning, but Lysander said
as we hud uo dog we could not
it would do no good
catch him; but 1 told him we would hunt him, and if
there was any deer we would find them, as he, the panther,
was a better hunter than we were. So we started in the
morning, soon after daylight, with, our knapsack aud
We started the panther in about au hour, and
hatchets.
we pressed him as last over the worst mountain you ever
saw its possible. About noon we succeeded in running
him in a cave fn the mountain. 1 watched the place where
the panther entered, and Lysander went in after him.
Lysander, traveling about titty lector more through the
rocks, found another place the brute had got out, and
then we pursued him again, aud at about one o'clock we
had followed him so close he came down to the fool of the
mountain, and run under a log bat had fallen down by the
so close that the snow from the rocks and
if a rock
I'd was connected! and when 1 stepped on the rocks 1
stepped so close to the edge that the snow was broken
down, and 1 saw the panther lying at my feet, perhaps
two feet from where 1 Blood, not more than that, and 1
commenced firing. The first shot went down through by
his back; he then began to try to get up on the rock, and
When ho turned around 1 put another ball through his lore
shoulder, and liter he put his head almost against my feet,
and then 1 put a ball through the center of it, and that
ended his lit e. lie was a large one, measuring eight feet
from tip 10 tip. Thus ended one of the most exciting
Silas Call.
huuts 1 ever hud.
tract

—

I

—

Ciiamois Hunting. At gray dawn the chamois hunter
is en the alert, aud by the aid of his clear-eyed Swiss guide
and a good deerstalker's giass, he sweeps the rocky peaks
aud ledges within his ken. if he is lucky enough 10 Spot
nclied on some pinnacle of rugged
u the party separate in ordar to circumvent the
flock -a proceeding which in nine eases out of ten euds iu
miserable di-couiUtutC. Sometimes, however, thcpuity
above
get
a crack, at others those below.
tot a bone of the quarry
Even should the bullttl
may ever be picked at the camp fire. Sometimes the
.:,

103

chamois topples off the giddy ledge, and
bounding from projecting crag to crag, as he falls downwards, eventually lodges in some ins
mere pommelled mass of shapeless skin and bone. At
death-struck

The Kenxel Begisteb.—List of clogs whose pedigrees have
been entered in the Kennel Register for the week ending

other times the hunters find it impossible to get at tho
ridge upon which the chamois has fallen.
Should the
party, however, succeed in catching the old goat, great is
the rejoicing and horn blowine, and many the nips of old
cognac indulged in. The flesh of the chamois cats more
like a goals than deer's meat, and from a gourmand's

view

lOShj—

.i

SETTERS.
Pnnch—Red: C. P. IVobuid.
Clip-Red. It. n. Gillespie.
Chance- lV.ac-k aud tan
C. 11.
Brai;— Black and lau; H. B. Norlhinkle.
\ aiencott.
Dou— Ora
Cora 11— Ked; Emott Smith.
sir Fred— Orange and
Cale—
white; n.
do
do
Brnce
do
do
P. Carlson.
Cosette— do
Glenlioswk-^yiarlos Do Rouge.
do
Kahgo— ao
RedHogh—BBu; John Fattier, Jr.
do
H.ir-o— Orange and white; E. i>.
;

a dead failure.. The wild, Stei
manlic scenery, the dead silence of the Alpine heights
where the dangerous sport is pursued, and the extreme arduousness of the pursuit, all have charms for the true
sportsman and lover of nature. British Mail.
point, of

Mmntt.

he

is

—

Hemphill.

Dixie— Black, white, and

RARE SPORT

tan; R. Pnncoasr.

—

Ed-

G. A.

tan;

-iiudlemon; G. A.Ed-

i:.

do

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW,
From William

Lincoln's

will be seen that the

letter,

which we print below, it
is fairly under

New York Bench Show

way:
Westminister Kennel Club, Hatch

20, :sT7.

Editor Forest and &tueam.
Iu assuming tho responsibility of superintending this show, I do ee.
with Ihe greatest confidence tout tho managers have only one object in
view, viz.: The improvement of the various breeds of doss. The
judges will be chosen for then- well-Jinown capabilities aud unbiased
opinions, and those sending dogs may rely on having fan- judgment, as
far as the Committee arc concerned. In all probability, a noted English
judge will act fts Advisory Judge, particularly with regard to non
sporting classes. The premium list is now ready fer dislribntiou; the
prizes are valuable, and embrace nearly all breeds of dogs. All prizes
given in gold, will be paid in "gold coin," before the show close*.
In addition to the prizes offered by the Club, numerous and valuable
n
special prizes have Oeeu promised, ne-ne of which will be ol
than about $50. When all are received, they will he published In u
separate list. The non-sporting classes Will receive B good share of rhe
special prizes, and it maybe expected that such a sin * of St. (ientar&'S,
mastiffs, shepherd dogs, terriers, etc., will be collected together, a*
never has been seen before in America.
The place of holding the show (Gilrnoru'a Garden) is, without doubt,
the Unset and best place iu the world to hold such au exhibition; ptenjy
of light and air, aud enough room to hold and exhibit two thousand dogs
if necessary.
I have great pleasure in inviting all breeders to in:c
their dogSj as 1 am sure they wilt Qml everything done foi
comfort of their dogs. Entries close the 55th of April. True Lists
Box, S.tBS.
can
be
had
by applying to me, at IT CI
etc..

—

•

I

j

1

J

I

boat

.

Among the most
Bayou, Chef Menteur, Bayou des Allemandes, and Bayou Labranchc.
The first two-named are situated upon the Mobile E, R., the latter, respectively, upon Morgan's It. It. and Jackson K. E. At Mi Ilex's, th a
hunter or fisherman, as the case may be, finds a camp, so to speak, of
popular resorts within

easy access are Miller's

Tours,

—

Eabkesi Hunteb.

10, 1877.

bD(<so

nttruuent.

f

—

LIST

OE PREMIUMS.

Divtsio:

imported dogs or bitches
country or abroad,
included.
the best dog; prize valued

Champion Classes.—Foi

in this
lOl

IjlassS.— Champion Gordon seiiers. Prizes as above.
Class 4.— Champion pointers. Prizes at bovt

TomV

Pecan, or Cassenay, at Grand Point, or the Corridors, or snipe on
Frederic Burn, or Ween's Island! Black, gray, mallard, canvas-back,
teal, "fan-fan," " bee see," "dos gres," aud many varieties of duck,
with names peculiar to the Creole vocabulary, are found here in groat
numbers front November 1st to March 1st. Prior thereto aud after
large bags are not frequent: Wo have as joUy and open-hearted hunters
as the land affords, and boast as fine shots, good guns and dogs. We
have, too, as enthusiastic disciples of Isaac Walton as of "Forrester ;"
the
and here again. Miller's Bayou offers suporior inducements
possible catch including red-fish, sheeps-head, green trout, and
striped bass. The green trout I conceive to be very much like your
black bass. Am I right? Perhaps some of your readers might kindly
venture enlightenment.

CaABUSS

truly.

We have reeeived a copy of the Premium Liat, of which we
give a brief abstract all that our space will permit. The
pamphlets, themselves, will be forwarded on application.

three or four houses, situated upon a shell island of the prairie near
the shore of Lake Catherine, and direct upon the bayou, where ample
provision is furnished—such as piroque, decoys, a clean bunk, and
plenty of duck, and fish, and coffee, and other consolation for the inner
man, all for a moderate sum; and at an equally modest sum can bo
procured guides. These guides are experienced in manceuverlng the
piroque across the betimes angry waves of Lake Catherine, or through
the intricate maze of a crooked, narrow bayou. Woe to him who, uncare, fails to kill ducks at Seven Ponds, Bayous Bob,
der "

March

Dash—Black and

munds.

do
do

do
Ratiy— do

have Bad rare sport In ducting, and are now turning onr attention to the snipe, whose " scalp-scalp" rarely fails to arouse the ambition to tramp through mud and mire, heedless of the depth of the
numerous tunals-rat holes our prairies afford. Deep and dangerous, too,
are eotne of these Bhodes or* prairie vermin, and to sink down suddenly
into tho cosy parlor of the aUigator who, snugly ensconsed, dormant
and oblivions to all transpiring in the wintry onter world, le a realization from which the writer beseeches exemption. Sometimes gnus
are lost, bags and all, in the struggles to regain firm footing.
We have no fame law ; an Institution most earnestly needed. Turkey,
partridge, deer, aud all game indigenous to this locality, are slaughtered and trapped at all seasons, to the lasting shame of our legislators,
irrespective of political persuasion.
The sportsman is blessed, indeed, with the rare advantages our country affords. Within a radius of
thirty miles of New Orleans game of great variety can be successfully
bagged. Of course, onr prairies do not afford us the engaging sport of
grouse-shooting concerning which, Ihave been delighted in the perusal
of ma,ny accounts iu your pleasing journal nor do our Western friend
know the keen flavor of our " papa-bottes." Altogether, our bags are
different; so, too, do our grounds differ.
Our prairieB are peculiar— mostly affected by the tides of the lakes
are covered with a tall, rank growth of reed and grass, ranging in
height from three to six feet, and almost impenetrable. Throughout
the prairies are found shell-banks, or islands, showing unmistakable
indications that, at some remote period, this whole expanse of marshland must have been covered by the waters .of tho sea. We burn tho
grass In early fall to afford "snipe-burns," where they feed iu great
numbers, aud along the edges of the bayous and lagoons we rathor liko
the grass to grow, as it furnishes the best of blind' for concealment in
ducking. In ducking, the prevailing custom is to hunt in the pirogue;
very cranky specimens of the ship-buildor's craft to the inexperienced.
To the experienced, the plroque is safe and comfortable as a Clyde
steamer, and the writer remembers having frequently seen men so expert as to staud upon tho gunwale and shoot or paddle without ma-

Orleans,

G.

C. P. Nolnud.

Buck— do

Mav—

We

New

;

Colon— Block and

— Ked;

Lou

Em-roB FoBEOT and Stream;

terially rooking the

tan

IN LOUISIANA,

(Judges hi this Class will he instructed not to discriminate with
gard to weight.)

Class

-Imported English

5.

re-

proceny of the first genFor the he« Ijuoh,
JSO.
ivy. under twelve niunltis
:. eke mouth* of age, $10.

setters,

r

tratiou:
Fer the best dog, £30; seeul
530; second best, %-M. For Ihe it.-.
For the best hitch puppy
of age, £10.

Class 6. -Mauve English sellers.
Class 7.— Imported red, or red a;
progeny of the lirsi generation. Prize
Class 8.— Native red, ot red aud \\1

I

i
.

b

setters, or their

rer.-, either Irish or crussfrizes as in Class 5.
Class 9.— .Black and Ian, or black, white, and tan, Gordon setters,
Prizes as in ClabS 5.
either native or imported.
Class 10.— Pointers of liny pounds weight or over. Prizes as fn
Class 5.
Class 11.— Pointers under fifty pounds weight.
class 12.— Pointer uppies. For best pointer puppy, under twelve
months of age, $10. For best Ditch puppy, under twelve months of
age. $10.
Class 18,— Chesapeake Bay dogs. For best dog, S?o; second best,
For uesl bitch, fcHO; second nest, §10.
$10.
Class U.-lrish water spaniels. For beet dog or bitch, §30; second,
best, $10.
Class 16.—Retrieving spaniels other than pure Irish. Prizes as in
Class 14.
Class Iu.- -Cocker spaniels. Prizes as iu Class 14.
Field spaniels of auy oiber breed. Prizes as in Class w.
fc'LASs 17.
Cness is, Foil hounds. For best couple Idoaa or bitches), $*)•,
nest, $10.
Class ID.— For best couulc. tdoga or bitches). 815; second best. ,*I0.
Class SO.— Beanies. For best dog or bitcli, Jin: second best, SI !.
class 21.— Dachshunds. Forbestdogoi W oh J15; second best, $10.
Class 22.— Fox terriers. For best dog or Uitcn, $20; second beet $10.
For best pnppv.d.ig or bitch, $10.
Class23.— Greyhounds. For best dog or bitch, $15; second best, $10.
Class *!. fcStughonnus. Fur beet dog ur hitch, stlu, eeteiud best, glO.
Class S6.—Deer hounds. Prizes at iu ClussU.

breed,

|

Tub Hermit of Mt. Desert.— ''Old Cling"
known

is

a charac-

the western part of Ml.
hermit than he does
call him the latter.
He lives in a hut near the seashore made oE brush and sea
weed, which are' packed between perpendicular stakes
driven into the ground, and not much larger in appearance,
than a largo cock of hay. He lives principally on raw
pork aud molasses, but he cats raw clams iu their season.
When he leaves his hut, as he frequently does to get his
pork and molasses, he carries with him a short piece of
hard wood plank to sit on. He will not even sit in a chair
without first placing this piece of plank upon it. He wears
nothing on his feet even in the coldest weather, but a pair
of old stockings, and these are seldom whole, especially in
the region of Ihe toes. Any one going near his hut soon
after a light snow may sec the prims made y his very large
Aft hen he
feet, and not untrequently the marks of his toes.
goes into a house, as he is sometimes oblige to do, he always stops the clock, if he isallowcd to do so, for he can
not hear the least noise, not even lhat made by an ordinary
clock; auti the crowing of a cock almost drives him mad.
When he hears that dreadful sound he will place his hands
over his eats and commence to cry "murder" at the top of
He has been heard on such occasions for the
his voice.
distance of nearly a mile. He has another strange habit,
Which is steaming himself over a tub of hot water every
morning. He earus enough money by making baskets aud
by repairing trinkets and tin-ware, to supply himself with
his simple food, and is said to have quite a slock of bank
bills which he keeps between the leaves of au old book.
He came lo the island in a boat a few years ago, but what
his history is previous to his coming lo the island is not
generally known, aud nothing can be drawn from him iu
regard to It, Maine I'Wm&i:
ter well

Desert Island.

to the

people of

He seems more

like a maniac, but

like a

some would probably

—
—

i'

1

—

The non-sporting

The

classes will be printed next week.

Dp
Special prizes will be particularly valuable.
number have been contributed. One ehiss, which
omittediu the General Class, will be included in the S[
I

I.

i

was
lisle

that is, n class for native i>i;i,i. and U a setters, either pure,
Tl
pi
or cross-bred with Irish, or English, or both.
will be of the value of $30 fox dogs

and

bitches, res
|

PROFESSIONAL. DOG STEALERS.
HOW PET AOTMALS

AN

MXSlTilvIOliSLY D1SAFPEAE.

the Clairmont. Savings Bank, on Greenwich
of
street, not far from Fulton Btreet, in the COUJ
facts corrohorating the common im«
mentions
conversation,
pression that dog^steaUng is Nev Sforls is reduced to a
He purchased from a gentleman, a Irigh-bloaded
science.
LtqO
pup, which a day or two alter smhleiily ,!:
Calling a boy. who was well iicejutun
the hank.
n,
should
ehborhood, ami directing hat an
-I guess
iera,1
boy ran
"
Li
ire enough, rhe next day Wi
ad thai '
animal.-,
store
of
dealer
in
in
the
seen
a
be
dog
could
that the
officer in

,,

— A woman has made

a heroine ol herself in Marion,
the wife of a bank cashier, and one night robbers entered her residence, lied her lo her bed, and
threatened to kill her if she did not tell them where tbu
keys of the bank were kept. She screamed boldly, and
the robbers fled, after cruelly beating her to make her keep
111.

She

silent,

is

-

|

,

I

birds, &c.

.

tit

uo great distance.

Accompanied by the

i

rigini

:

—
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owner

hank

of the lost dog, the

went

officers

to the place in

question, inquired the price of a gome rooster, and finally
stood before the cage of the little pet for which they were
searching.
Galling out "Oeasar!" the imprisoned animal
'with joy; the recognition was mutual. The
store-keeper previously wanted $25 for the creature, and
eren now under suspicious circumstances, refused to surrender until threatened with difficulty. He at least demanded
the return of h
nts, which he said he paid to the
man who brought him.
In another instance, a beautiful Maltese eat, which disappeared from a provision store in the Second Worfi, was found
n :i p r c ircumstanflBB much the same.
Again, when a stolen
dog bad been ideftified and recovered, the animal picked up
.strychnine in the street ( reasonably assumed to have been
.;ed in hi
m on i-sary of the professional thief)
while on its way home, and died the next day. Again, the
alleged receiver of stolen pets was heard on a certain occasion "to inquire of one of his skirmishers, if he remembered
a house on Madison avenue, where he sold a cat a few days
" Well," he said, " you bring back that cat: I've got
before.
another customer." These statements, as above, received
from various sources, suffice to account for singular disappearances for which no other explanation can be given. So,
look out.
i

,

1

.

,

places, there is nothing so nice to
air.
Simple green copperas, dissolved in anyrender a hospital or other place for the sick free
nsant smells. In fish markets, slaughter houses,
sinks, and wherever there are offensive gases, dissolve copperas, and sprinkle it about, and in a few days the smell
will all pass away.
If a cat, rat, or mouse dies* about the
house, and sends forth an offensive gas, place some dissolved
copperas in an open vessel near the place where the nuisance
is, and it will purify the atmosphere.
Then keep all clean.

—

A Good

Omen.

—The

for the forthcoming

first

application for an entry blank
was received

New York Bench Show

from a lady. We regard this as a good omen, the managers
having counted upon a large entry of pets. Nor will the
prizes for these classes be less valuable than for the others.
as several ladies of this city have all early presented valuable

cups tor Skyes, Pugs, etc. The entry in question is of pure
English Toy Terrier, the mother and father of which have
taken the first- prize at the Crystal and Alexandria Palace
shows.

—

Mr. H. B. Bostwick, of Atchison, Kansas, writes to
claim the name of " Fanny Esler " for his white-and-black
ticked puppy, born Aug. 1(3, 1S76 dam, C. P. Demuth's
(Fort Dodge, Iowa) imported Laverack bitch, Pickles sire,
Arnold Burgess' Bob Boy. He says that Fanny is the perfect image of her sire, both in markings and in build, and
promises to make a field dog that will be hard to beat.
;

;

—

Mr. F. B. Farnsworth, of Paris, Ontario, has sold his
imported Field Trial setter bitch, Rose, to Mr. J. H. Dodge,
of Detroit, The price, we understand, was $300.
Mr.
Houghton's (of Detroit) Fan visited Carlowitz on the 12th
nit.

—

Bowe's Peg and Waddell & SherSt. Lotos Kennel Club.
wood's Daisy have visited Bock. F. H. Bierbower's Katty,
of Kitty, has visited Erin.

by Plunket, out

The Fokest

City

Kennel — Mr. Mathews's Fan

O). visited Plunket last week, and Dr. 8.
Chicago ) Belle has visited Bapp. "

J.

of Toledo,
Croym's ( of
(

—

Ticks on Doos and Houses. A correspondent writes
from Santa Fe, New Mexico, under date of March 3, as fol"In your issue of February 22d your correspondent, 'Fred. L. It., Longwood, Fla.,' complains oi ticks
troubling his horses and dogs, and asks what will take them
While serving in "Texas I met with thetrouble
off,' etc.
he complains of, and allow me to differ with you in your
advice — 'the ticks must he picked off in the first place.*' If
the tick be picked off, its head is invariably pulled off and
left in the flesh to fester and create a sore.
Any kind of oil
will make the tick let go of its own accord, if well rubbed
into the hair of the animal.
The theory is, that the oil fills
the pores of the skin and deprives the tick of air to breathe.
However correct or incorrect the theory may be, the prac,l1, and it is the only safe way of getting rid of ticks
when they have taken hold. I believe the seed-tick and
wood-tick are found in all the Southern States, in bushy
or wooded districts: and experience has taught me that they
lows:

'

i<

'

'

'

'

are as fond of the

human

as of the brute creation.
truly,
C. A. Stebman."

"Yours

[ Our answer was given to our first correspondent under
the impression that he was alluding to that swollen, red, disgusting looking tick, which, in California particularly, affix
to a dog's skin, usually about the head and ears.
mv. found could be picked oil, or pulled out, by
using a little care, and our instructions from the natives were

burn them if possible.
pondent for his letter.
'

!
I

laeious.

will destroy, or disperse, lice

and

We
We

are

much indebted

are

It is well
fleas.

quite

known

.

<

to

thai

that grease

Ed].

A Seut-ie DisinfeCtaut, — One pound of green copp
ing seven cents, dissolved in one quart of water, fan d poured
down a water-closet, will-effectuidTy concentrate and destroy
the fouleBt smells. On board ships and steamboats, about

Brooklyn, where no

less than four roller skating halls" are
operation; on the Bink in Clermont, avenue,
Hail on Fulton avenue. Burnham's Academy on
Schermerhorn street, and Apollo Hall in Williamsburgh.
I he Kink is the largest building, but it
is not managed on
»he Dest interests of the new exercise, inasmuch as the
high-pressure Parisian system of variety performance has
been the plan pursued on the special entertainment Dights.
and the result has been a large falling off of the patronage.
People prefer to see exhibitions of graceful figure
skating, in the place of mere trials of speed and endurance in the form of dangerous hurdle races and steeple
chases on rollers.
The best arrangement in the way of
catering for society peoele, is that introduced at Burn

now

and §aa ting.

fachting

HIGH VTATEH, FOB THE WEEK.
Date.

Boston.

Mar. 23
Mar. 23

Mar

Mar.S6

Mar

a
n

3

s

4!

3

21

3

38
58
07

50
50
45
39

4

34
37
31
35

4
5
6

07

6

57

8

27

8
10

..

Tort. Charleston

6

5
V.

New

t

4

25

KKC.SH

Does in- New Yoek City. We have not always been in
accord with Mr. Bergh in his crusades, but in his present
Common Council of this city, his efforts
to have the recently passed ordinance regarding dogs so
modified that they may he humanely dealt with, Mr. Bergh has
our warmest sympathies. As the new law was first worded,
any dog which might happen to run astray, or escape temporarily from its master, was liable to be seized by paid ruffians, or their sattelites, who, under the inducement of the
reward offered by the city, would not he particular as to
the means by which the dogs would be brought within their
clutches.
The poor beasts would then be carried to some
place prepared for the purpose, and there tortured to death.
Mr. Bergh's proposition is, that the whole matter pertaining to dogs in this city shall be turned over to his society;
that a proper place shall be provided for the reception of the
dogs, and that after a reasonable time has been allowed for
their owners to reclaim them, all remaining unclaimed shall
be put to death in a merciful and and painful manner. Mr.
Morris's plan, that a license should be taken out and a fee
paid for every dog, is an excellent one, and if it is enforced.
our streets will soon be rid of curs; only, we think that the
fee should be made $5 instead of $2.

SKATING.
Tec skating ended in the metropolis the last of February,
since which time the in-doorform of skjiting on the Plvrnpton patent roller skates has become a popular
recreation, especially with the fashionable class of society in
in

Gallatin

i

fight with the

§a$time&.

I

-

,-

Rational

purify the

1

!::

'

and other public

hotels,

24
30

i

5
6
7

1

16
17

—

Seawanhaxa. Yacht Club. In publishing last week a report of the recent meeting of the Seawanhaka Yacht Club,
the programme of races adopted was accidentally omitted.
It was as follows
:

First Race.

—To

with the usual
for first

come

off
restrictions.

on June 16th; open to all clubs,
This is to be a Corinthian race

ham's Gymnasium, which was opened on Wednesday nigh
Inst.
The popular plan of moderate prices is pursued" as
Hall and Apollo, where no rapid skating i
allowed, and crowds are attracted nightly to see the ex
Gallatin

hibitions of figure skating.
CKECKET.

—The annual meeting of

"

:

and second-class Bloops Jand second-class schooner-;

one prize in each class of $150, making the amount for
prizes sl50.
The steamboat to c >st not more rhan sinij. and
the lunel:
To come off on June 23d; an ocean race for
Second Bate.
first and second-class schooners; owners to command and
steer their own boats, with the usual restrictions.
One prize
in each class of $200, making Sif.'O for prizes.
Tie- .-tryju
boat to cost $125 and the lunch $60. Two entries in each
class, and no race in the class that fails so to fill.
Third Bane.—Annual regatta of Oyster Bay, July 4th; there
being five prizes of the value of $50 each, making $250. The
steamboat to cost not over $125, and the lunch $50.
To come off July 28th: a race for open boats at
FouiihJBace.
Oyster Bay, one prize in each class of the value of S50,

—

—

making $100 for
Fifth Race.— A

sailed at Oyster Bay on the last
The prizes to be of the value of $50 in each class, said prizes
to be awarded to the boats scoring the greatest number of
victories, a "walk over" to count,
Should there be a tie, it
will be sailed off on October 3 over the usual club course.
SixHiRao.—''Ladies' Day" regatta, to come off in September, the date to be appointed by the Commodore.
The
prizes to be colors in each class, to the value of $150; the expenses not to exceed $50.

—

New Bedeoed Yacht Clxtb. A meeting of this club was
held at the new club-house on the 16th inst., the object being
to adopt a constitution and by-laws.
The following was
adopted:
"The name of the club is fixed as the New Bedford Yacht
Club, and the officers are to consist of a commodore, vicecommodore, captain, secretary, treasurer, measurer, and
twelve directors. The admission fee is to consist of five
dollars, and the annual fee five dollars.
The club will also
admit a limited number of honorary members.
Charles F. Monroe, Peleg Macoiuber, and Walter Myrick
were appointed a committee to nominate a list of officers,
and reported the following list, which was adopted:
Commodore, John

Hammond;

.

A.

Hawes; Vice-Commodore, Edgar B.

Thomas G. Wing: Secretary, George W,
Edwin Dews: Measurer, Willard Kye, Jr
Directors, George W. Parker, Frank C. Bancroft, John H.
Garnett, C. Warren Fisher, James B. Forbes, Alfred G. Alley,
Captain,

:

M

Ground Committee, George
Newhall, Sidney L.
Wright, Edward Wain, Jr. The Secretarv's report gave a fvdl

•Jr.;

account of last year's business and the averages of the first
eleven as follows B. S. Newhall, 33 George M. Newhall,
2.5 3-7
E. N. Wright, Jr., 26 D. S. Newhall, 25i John B.
Large, 2i-| K. Loper Baird, 14 1-6 H. L. Newhall, 14 C
A. Newhall, 12
Thomas Baxter, 9 4-5 Harry Stacker, 7 A
A. Vanrensallaer, 6
E. S. Bucklev, Jr., 6 F.'i Baird 5S E.
W. Clark, 5. The Treasurer's report, was well reoejvi L. there
being a cash balance of over one hundred dollars on hand.
The prospect for the coming year is very promising, Lord
Harris having written to say that Mr. G. W.' Grace and himself
intend getting up a gentleman team to come over in the fall
:

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

to play

prizes.
series of four races for

open boats, to be
four Saturdays of September.

the Young America Cricket Club,
Germantown, took place on Tuesday week, at Wilson
The officers of the ensuing year are as
"ows: President, E. M. Davis. Jr. VicB-Preisident, T. V.
itokee Secretary, J. Wain Vaux Treasurer, E. N. Wright,

of

Hall, Philadelphia

Canada and "The

— "I don't
castor

;

:

call that

'.

;

States."

<>-

binding," as the sick

man

said of the

oil.

%ew publications.

MAGAZINES.
The opening paper

.,/ for April is on
in
the Austrian Arctic Expedition, derived from Julius Payer's "New
Lands Within the Arctic Circle." The article is [tlnatr&ted with flfteen excellent engravings, depicting the scenes..
oi ii.
expedition. The other articles of the number ,ve
rariety
an excellent short story of New York life, by Thomas

—

Dm

one by the lamented young Albert F. Webster, the last en au
a
from his pen. bearing the title of " The Owner of Lara ;" a third, entitled " The Wild Dove's Nest," a Russian Easter story. There is on
entertaining stretch under the title of " A Hero of the Old Regime,''
which describes the remarkable career of the Marshal de Itichelieu, and
a paper by Geo. Cary EggleBton, on "Phases of Russian LI!
contains many interesting facts. " Chorio EUpol
famed, and is
full of fresh interest.
There are other papers, poems, car., and the
editor, who discusses many current topics, glrm some statistics in regard to the New York savings-banks, which are of great value, and
prove tho general trustworthy character of these institutions.

Parker; Treasurer,

Charles F. Monroe, Gilbert D. Kingman, Kobert S. Lawton,
William Sanders. Joseph A. Bullard, Henry F. Hammond.
Thomas G. Wing was appointed treasurer pro tent., and a
large proportion of those present paid the entering fee as an
earnest that they meant business. It was stated' that 44
persons had already placed their names upon the books, and
that 13 names additional had been presented for consideraThe club
tion, all being oarsmen or yachtmen of repute.
starts under most favorable "auspices, ami we anticipate, recording many stirring contests in the waters of Buzzards
Bay.
St. Augustine Yacht Club.— The 4th annual Regatta of
the St. Augustine Yacht Club took place on March 17th.
The "Idlewild,"—J. W. Keep— received the first prize in the
d-class yachts, bv time allowance from the "K
Vice-Corn" Morrison.
The "Henrietta," N. Edgar, won the

prize of the special class yachts, and the "Carrie," B. Pinkham, in the 3d-class. In the contest between the canoes
'Emma" and "Ella" of the St. John's Canoe Club, the former
won; and the fisherman's canoe. "Mallet," by Benet, won in
her class. The race betw-een the gigs of the Bache and yacht
Wanderer, manned by men from the respective boats, was

won by

the Wanderer's crew.

Scientific Affabatus fop. Taking Flying Soundings.
The apparatus fur taking flying soundings— an English
invention— has attracted much notice from nautical men.
It consists of an oval weight of lead, thirty pounds, attached by half a fathom of hemp cord to a ring or thimble
properly secured on one end of a length of two hundred
fathoms of piano forie wire coiled on an exceedingly light
wheel of thin galvanized sheet iron of about a foot diameter, mounted on a fram--work fixed in a convenient posiThe wheel has a second rim,
tion on the ship's taffrail.
with a simple kind of friction brake, by which a constant
force of Jive pounds is applied to it when the wire is running out. There is also attached to the same shaft a ratchet
wheel and pawl, which can be thrown out of gear or into
gear at pleasure. A counter to count up 200 turns completes
the apparatus. To take a sounding by it the plan is to let
the weight hang by a short cord di'-ect from the wheel and
clear of the taflrad, and then to lift the pawl and throw it
out of gear, holding the wheel by hand till ready to begin,
then to let go the run and stand by. The moment the wheel
is heard to go slower the rim is to be laid hold of with both
hands, protecied by a piece of canvas or thick leather
gloves, and stopped. It is only necessary to read the counter,
and the sounding is complete. Two men, working on handles applied for the purpose, haul in the wire and recover

—

the lead easily and speedily.

Goon habits learned in youth are apt to remain fixed through life.
is one reason why B. T. Babbitt's Toilet. Soap is certain to become,
by and by, a monopoly in tbe toilet line, beyond all question, the chief.
Custom from babyhood up will unike this the most desirable and pleasing of all articles in use, for what is good for the child will be no less
valuable for tbe mau and woman.— Ado.
This
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

Health, longevity, and happiness largely depend upon
air pursuits, and a journal like this is the best
means to effect the object. [Portland (Me.) Argus.
"FoREfT and Stream" is the most reliable and thorough Sportsmen's journal iu America.— [St. Lawrence Ad-

I am glad to hear of your literary enterprise. It wil
give me pleasure to put you, or any one else representing
the Forest and Stream, in the way of getting information for your paper.
[Andrew H. Green, Comptroller, and
Central Park Com'r.

vance, (Chatham, Canada.)

"I take the heartiest interest in Forest and Stream. I
have always thought that an American "Land and Water'
waR needed, and that many valuable observations are yearly
lost, through the want of some such medium of communication between field-naturalists-" [Prof. G. Browne Goode,

such open
This paper

is

si

model of typographical neatness, and

its

contents are sufficiently varied and interesting to secure for
it a cordial reception from that class of the public to whose
taste it caters.
[New York Times.

—

It.

a handsome sheet,

is

teresting reading.

With a variety of very in-

filled

Stream does

work admirably.

the

The various departskill.
[New York

—

Journal of Commerce.

preposessing appearance is no slight confirmation of
claim to a high and manly tone in its conduct. [Home
Journal.
'.Its

—

its

It

is

to

tastefully arranged and handsomely printed, and
be well" adapted to persons of cultivated tastes.

[New York

Tribune.

Mr. Hallock

is

and competent

to

an enthusiastic sportsman, a good writer,
make a "sporting paper" fit for household

— [New York Commercial Advertiser.
commend with special earnestness the claims of
Forest and Stream to favorable attention. — [The South.
"We may safely predict itssuccess. — [New Orleans Home
reading.

We

Journal.
It is

SAT.

is

ments are edited with knowledge and

seems

WHAT THE PEOPLE

— [New York Sun.

need for an advocate to make the American
people more in love with outdoor life, and Forest and
There

—

nope you will meet with entire success in your project.
My clays of active life in the field and forest have gone by,
but I recall my experience with pleasure, and I feel that I
owe my health in a good degree to early habits of free exHoraercise in the open air in forests and along streams.
tio Seymour.
will
such
a
paper
as
this.
It
There is a demand for just
give me very great pleasure, indeed, to do all I can to help
your journal.— [Professor S, F. Baird, Smithsonian InstiI

—

neat as to typography and varied and interesting as
[Hartford Times.

—

to contents.

have no doubt that Forest and Stream will have a
large circulation.
Consider me a subscriber. [George A.
Boardman, Naturalist.
Such a journal, and conducted upon the principles and
I

—

which you announce, will certainly find
warm support. [Rev. J. Clement French.
[Hon.
I have no doubt you will make a marked success.
with the

occupies its own position, intruding upon no preoccupied ground, but it is an elevated position
T° sportsmen of the gun and fishmg-rod it is invaluable. [Brooklyn
It

.

—

Review.
Got up in a handsome manner, both as to presswork and
arrangement of contents. [Philadelphia Ledger.
It is decidedly the most recherche thing of the kind ever
issued in this country, and as far as we know is the peer
of anything similar i'n England. All its departments show
a practical and intellectual filling up which challenges gen-

—

eral favor.

— [Germanlown Telegraph.

We

can unhesitatingly recommend the Forest and
Stream to all who take an interest in outdoor recreation
and physical culture. [Every Evening, (Wilmington, Dela-

—

ware).

spirit

—

—

D. Caton.

the best sort of success in your effort to make
such a journal of outdoor sports as a gentleman can read
and write in. [Charles D. Warner.

I

w ish you
T

—

It is wanted, and
I doubt not i( will be a great success.
must be called for. [Major John H. King, U. S. A.
I ha-e long wished just such a journal to receive into
my family, that my boys may learn from a better teacher
than myself the best way in which to follow the sports
that in years past have given me so much pleasure.
[Henry W. Abbott, Boston.
Under your management it ought to be a success. [W.
H. Venning, Inspector Marine and Fisheries, Canada.
You shall have all the aid and comfort I can give you in
vour enterprise. [Com. L. A. Beardslee, Washington Navy

—

—

—

Yard.

must congratulate you on the very attractive appearance of your paper. Keep it up to the standard you have
marked out for it, and it will become an assured success.
—[Rev. Charles F. Deems.
I

The terms

are very reasonable for such a large and neccommend it to our sportslike the ring of its editorials,
evidently written by th<? true 1 jver of nature in its multi[Niagara Falls Gazette.
plied and beautiful forms.

essarily expensive paper.
men friends most heartily.

We
We

—

is a standard of excellence and usefulness not yet
attained by any sportiug paper in the country, and Forest
and Stream will find its success at the top\>i the ladder.
—[New York Graphic.

There

It covers ground not occupied by any other journal.
Waterloo (New York) Observer.
Sincerely hopedt will live long and prosper. It certainly
deserves success.— [Springfield (Mass.) Union.

ADVERTISERS' TESTIMONY.

receive on

Your paper

is

just

what we have'long wanted, and

will

take well in the Southern States.— [Dr. R. P. Myers, Savannah, Ga.

The editorial matter, the contributions, and the make-up
and general appearance of the paper are just such as Fishrod and Niairod admire.— [Genio C. Scott.

columns of Forest and Stream, and advertisers who
wish to bring their goods to the attention of the sportsmen
of this country, would certainly be amply paid by patWit, S. Kimball & Co.
ronizing your columns.

it

so.

— [Hon.

You have got a handsome paper, and one admirably
made up. I hope you will continue in your success. [J.
M. Bailey, Editor Danbury News.
The Surveyor General of Washington Territory, who
sends us a club of five subscribers, writes, saying: "I consider chat your journal has done more to properly educate
the sportsmen of this country than all the other publications put together.
I shall induce every true sportsman to
become a subscriber that 1 can."
Mr. Thomas A. Logan ("Gloan") says: * * * You are
doing good work with the paper, and you have more
and probably greater than you dream of the wishes and
God speed of the gentlemen of tkeffun."

Editor Forest and Stream:—

I take great pleasure in sending copy for my advertisement, which please insert from May 1st. You did us a
"power of good' last year. Wish all our advertising paid
as well.
J. H. Page, Grand Rapids and Ind. R. R.

—

—

I inclose herewith, the price of one year's subscription
I wish to be considered a
to your very interesting paper.
subscriber.
[Gen.
S. Harney, U. S. A.

—

Wm.

Benj. Smith, Esq., member of council of the Nova ScoGame Protective Society, says of Forest and Stream:
"Your paper has become so great a favorire among Canadian sportsmen as to be a sine qua non."
tia

—

Samuel Wilmot, Esq., Superintendent of the Dominion
Fish Works, at Newcastle, Canada, in sending an official
communication to Forest and Stream, remarks: "As
your paper is becoming so widely distributed, it is the best
medium by^which any information of this kind can be disseminated."
(

—

I am pleased to see that the sportsmen of this country
have one paper that is not tied up to any particular manufacturer. I hope you will continue to let all sportsmen that
are honest and reliable express their views and experience
through your paper, and let it be seen that sportsmen have
You shall have my
one impartial paper in this country.
support as far as it goes. [Geo. Hajtjen, Jacksonville, 111.

Inclosed find money to renew my subscription to your
valuable journal, which has become a necessity to me.
[Gen. Wm. D. Whipple, U. S. A.

Hundreds of similar endorsements from prominent gentlemen sportsmen might be added, showing the estimation
in which Forest and Stream is held by its readers.

and 900 letters having been received
from the advertisement referred to.

We now find

as

inquiries resulting

will be necessary to increase our facilities for manufacture to meet the growing demaud for

our gun.

Rapids, Mich.

Robert B. Roosevelt.

Success to your enterprise. I think the field a broad
and not yet occupied to any good purpose.— [Prof.
N. A. Newton, Yale College.
one,

that

it

W. H. Baker.

Respectfully,

Valparaiso, Ind., Dec. 24th.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Jas. D. Brown, G. P. A.,
Missouri, Kansas and Texas R. R.

Grand

—

of letters I

your advertisement.

account of

Nothing but the exigencies of my roving life have prevented me from starting, or trying to start, just such a
journal as yours. You shall have my hearty cooperation.
[Professor Elliott Coues, Smithsoniau Institute.

ble

Sedalia, Mo.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
You would be surprised to see the number

—

Middletown University.
I wish the Forest and Stream every success, and will
be most happy to lend any assistance in my power to maka

—

tute.

J.

—

Canton, N. Y.

Since I began to advertise in your paper my trade has
kept me at work night and day. I guess I will have to
take out the advertisement, or let my gun rust; have no
time for shooting, or anything else. But, on the second
thought, let it run, because I would be a public benefactor,
and am nearer that when making a good shooting jacket
W. H. Holabird.
than any other time, Yours truly,
'

Editor Forest and Stream: -

There has hardly been a day since my advertisement appeared in your paper that I have not received from one to
I have
eight letters of inquiry from all parts of America.
1
sold all the boats 1 had on hand and all I could build.
would like to send one to your office, and believe it would
J. H. Rushton.
please you.
Very truly,

-

Rochester, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

We desire- to say that we recognize as one of the most
important sources of our successful introduction of "VanFair" to the sportsmen of the United States, the valua-

ity

Lisle,

Broom

county, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
In renewing our advertisement of the Baker gun, I take
much pleasure in informing you that your paper has been
of much value to us, and greater than we anticipated, although previously convinced of its worth. Our correspondence has been very heavy, no less than between 800

Manchester, Vt.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As a result of the excellence of your paper as an advertising medium, I have received orders from nearly every
State in the Union faster than I anticipated or was pre.
pared

Frank Good,

for.

SOME OF OUR CONTRIBUTORS.
Dr.

J.

L.

LeCONTE,

Phila. Acad. Sciences.

HAYDEN, U. S. Geol.
VANIVERNOIS, Germany.

Prof. F. V.

F.

Survey.

LENOX B. JACK,

"(Forest Aisle," of London Field).
B. HOLDER, Central Park Museum.

Prof. J.
Dr. G. H.

COLTON SALTER, China.
Dr. J. F. HEAD. U. 8. A.
Dr. GEO. H. MORAN, U. S. A.
CHAS.
BENDIRE, U. S. A.
Capt.
Col. AUG. R. EGBERT, U. S. A.
LIVINGSTON STONE, Esq.
Maj. JACOB WAGNER, U. S. A,
C.

Dr.

CHAS.

0.

EDWARD

YARROW,

Prof. J. A.

(Irish Rifle

Team,) Dublin, Ireland.

ALLEN, Cambridge Museum.

W. W. GREEN'EK, Esq., England.
Mai. H. V MERRILL, U. S. A.
Lt. W. L. CARPENTER, U. S. Geol.
Rev. M.

A.G

ABBOTT.

JOHN RIGBY,

HARVEY.

Newfoundland.

Hon, H. O. COLLINS, Ohio.

PIERCE

("Idstone, Jr.), Englaud.
Hon. ROB'T. B. ROOSEVELT.
SETH GREEN, Esq.
THAD.NORRIS, Esq.
LAVERACK, Esq., England.
U. S. Geol. Survey.
Dr. H. C.
"
Dr. JACKSON GILLBANKS ("Field"),
Maj. G. K. SANDERSON, U. S. A.
WILKINSON", Esq.
GUYER, Switzerland.
Mr.

P. C.

MACY, Esq., Bavaria.
THOS. A. LOGAN, Esq., ("Gloan.")

W'

R. J. LLOYD PRICE, Wales.
Hon. J. D. CATON, L.L. D.
Rev. S. H. COXE.
Rev. J. CUMMINS MAODONA, England
M. EMILLE CHEVALIER, Paris, France.

Survey.

EDOUARD
GEO W. WING ATE, N. R. A.
RUTHVEN DEANE, Esq.
Lt. GEORGE M. WHEELER, U. S. A.
Dr. JOHN A. PACKARD.
Col.

W. H PENROSE, U. 8. A.
CHAS. E. WHITEHEAD, Esq.

Gen.
Dr.

JOHN

T.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

METCALFE.

ALLAN GILMOUR,
Lt, R.

Ottawa.

H. POE, R. M. L.

I.

BEARDSLEE, U.S. N.
J. CARSON BREVOORT, Pies. Long Island Hist.
Prof. EDWARD HITCHCOCK, Amherst College.
Col. T. B. THORPE.
Hon. J. M. LEMOINE, of Quebec.
Com.

L. A.

Prof. S. F.

Dr.

BA1RD, Smithsonian

ELLIOTT COUES,

Soe.

Institution.

U. S. A.
("Pious Jeems").

GEORGE GORDON
Gen. R. U. SHERMAN.
Col.

Prof. G. B.
Prof.
Prof. E.

Rev.

GOODE,

Wesleyan University.

THEODORE GILL, Smithsonian Inst.
D COPE, Philadelphia Academy Sciences.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH.

R. L. OGDEN", Esq., ("Podaers,"! San Francisco.
WM. C. PRIME, Esq., Author of T Go A-Fishing "
'

ROBERT RIDGBWAY,

Smithsonian.
Smithsonian.
Calif ornian Horticulturist.)
C'Guyon").
Dr. RAWLINGS
Col, G. W. SCHOFLELD, U. S. A.

Prof.
Prof.
E. J.

MILNER,
HOOPER, Esq.,

J.

M.

OF FOREST AND STREAM FOUR DOLLARS.

YOUNG

.

%)\e

gennel

FOREST CITY

.

Motifs.

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.

W.

J.

Jam!j.:jm.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB

bi ued Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
stock: ;"ft imported: 2j rears old.
Fee $35.

For pedigree and frill partierilars apply
S. WEBB/7 West Fifty TOnrth
N. Y.

1

TOLBT TOP LEVER,

9

BOOTH'S:

DR W.

to

.-t...

feblS

TO SPORTSMEN:

GREENER TKEBLE WEDGE, fast,
DOHGALL 12-BORE.

BARKER'S and 3 TO. MOKE'S BREECH-LOADER3

H. C. bQUIRES,
COURTLAJCDT STREET, New Tork.

100.000
BROOK TwoTROUT
FRY,
Four

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the TROTiNG PARKS and RA.Cn COURSES in the Middle
--,
fin.
r
„
it
.;
I ti.u
i,:
f
._
u

Meat Fibriue Dog Cakes

.,

;.

:''

i"

ii

"!

Bteel

i

i

;:

enable

•

i

.,

tobetrans-

*

without failure or injury.

The Hues

•

The South

of

The Pennsylvania

Shooting

New

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

Company

RENOVA,

Suit

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting,

EVERY

and

Still

in

BEE-

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQOA,

and

Wednesday and Saturday

Hunting.

A-t

Also, to

$10.
any

$10.

better than
In the market. Sent by
mail lor $10.75. 1,000 testimonials on rile, which
say that " Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit in
the World." This Suit is to beat the cheap trash
in the market, which sell for more money.
Should
you want anything extra-fine I can make it.
Send
for my Circular price List and Sample of Goods.
mar23-3m
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind,

From the reputation these ileal Fibrine Cakes have
now gained, they require scarcely any explanation to
recornraend them lo the use of every one who keeps
a dog. suffice it to say they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive use of which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit is
Becurea to ns by Letters Patent. For sale in cases
of lUlbs. each. F.O.Dr LUKE, sole Agent, 18 South
William street, New York Special terms to dealers.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SHINNECOCK BAY—WM, L. LANE
announces

to bis sporting friends that ducks
and geese are arriving in great numbers, and tbe
prospect for good shooting is now excellent. Live
wild geese and other decoys, batteries, boats and
promp attendance at all times.

^

TVM. N.LANE, Good Ground, L. 1
marS

6t

Wanted.

WANTED— A

PTJRDEY MUZZLE-

loader, either 12, 13, or H-gauge, in good
condition, complete, with case and appurtenances.
Address, with lowest cash price, and full particulars,

Spobtsman,

Office of

WANTED

DOGS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAR.
No matter how

this collar will
of heavy bridle

violently they pull,
not choke or injure the dog. Made
leather with niekle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name, of dog or owner on name plate for $1.C0.

a>-d

Stream.

It

Jafe.

for

Manufactured by

Thomson

Fobest

TO EXCHANGE— CHOICE

foreign Hi'mei-als for a gun. Address J. H.
West, Box 32, Oloster. Bergen County, N. J.
It

301 Broadway,

SALMON

certain remedy. Put np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
cents per box by mail. Both the above are recom
mended oy Mod, and (Jutland Forest and Stream.

WRITTEN

Nassau St

.

,

New York.

Egfjoired

or apply at this

P.

I

JC

a competent breaker t»
Must be strictly temperate,
thoroughly understand the
st be wiUinlHto drive if
Box 647, Baltimore) Mfl.,
i

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

M.
dec2S

6m

.Jupiter

Motices.

$2.00

friends and customers that 1 have

ready the
In-ented. it has

Capacity for 78 Quail. Pocket room for 50 shells,
very light, weighing but a fetv oirjjces, (teas be
worn over a bnauiea^ coat, or can be worn under, as
you please. Tbe material la waterproof drill. Sent
la

Money refunded

W.

H.

I

HOLABIRD,

•-

if

not

IN

Valparaiso, Ind.

FLY TYING.—By

stated; payable in ad-

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD,

ELM

Excursion to New Haven and return, $1.60.
Apply at General Office on the pier, or to RICHARD
my25 tf
PECK, General Agent.
lyn.

A

FINE

8

ex-

QctUS-6m

,

Capt. R.

G.

W. Lockwood.

W. CLYDE.

Capt S. Crowell.
Capt. Ingrahm.
The above steamers have been handsomely fltteup for the convenience of passengers, and are unri
vailed on the coast for

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite

and well-knot

e

:
!

Vbgel; CITY POINT, Capt Scorr, for FERNANJACKSONVILLE, ST AUGUSTINE, PALATKA, EM'EEPKISE, MELONVII..LE and

DINA,

till

points in Florida.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
^"Insurance lo destination ONE-HALF OF ONE

PBS CENT.

Goods forwarded

free of Commission.
Passage
BiDs of Lading Issued and signed at the

tickets and
Office of

JAMES

\\~.

(it

INTAKE

A:

CO.,

Agents. No. 177 West Street, cor, We be.oi
W. P. CLYDE & CO.. No. Bowl-.ns cirecn.
Through Freight Tariffs, Passage Tickets by 01
routes and to all points in ilie Sutttti anil eui.tu ire-:
and further information can be obtained at the office
of
BENTLEYD. HAS ELL, General Agent,
Great Southern. Freight Lme, 31T Broadway, corner
ti

of

Thomas

dec. ly

stree't

"THE BERMUDAS:
TVTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-

JJN FUL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New Y'ork, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equahle
temperature of about TO".
The

elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passen-

"Camina,"

ger travel, are

dj

p

on New York

tolled

for

Bermu-

da fortnightly, making connection at Ber-iuda with
- for St. Thomas and West Indies, lor

PEKBBIDGE,
DecSl-ly.

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA, by "steamship to SAVANNAH, and

WM

L.
thence by railroad or eteamboat, apply to
JAMES, Gen'l Agent,
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
Philadelphia
Avenue,
South
Delaware
416

order,

W. F. WHITCHER,

OAK HOW BOAT,

Cost 8225, Will exchange for a breech-loading
to C11AS. W. THOMPSON, Topsmarl5-3t

Co.
Ludlow TroutSALE
IN
FRY FOR

to suit parties.

five

Fry delivered
Ludlow.
Co., Pa.

If

W. H. CROWELL,

McKean

SALE.
pair of first-class Fox and Beak Hounds.
run and tree the bear every time. Four
Jom< M. Piekson,
Price $10.
Johnstown, Fulton Co., N, Y.

to

years old.

BROOK TROUT FOR

SALE.

OR TO LEASE—A FARM

THOR

SALE,

JD

fifty acres,

good buildings, including new
dwelling, fifteen minutes' ride from Stanford depot.
About thirtyEspecially adapted to ilsh culture.
acres arable land and orchard, pond cigutacres, with
facilities for making another if desired; twelve acres
of

woodland, nature!
ulars apply to W.

trout, strutters.

S.

Fur further partic-

JAItVlS, 221 Canal

street.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIAOne share in above Association for sale at a very low
re in America.
Trout,
price. The u
Black. Bass and Pickerel lishing. Address SPORT,
tbis6mce.

Price.

$2

50.

Fisheries.

Also the "Hold Fast"

Apply
ham, Maine.

and

.

Price $75,

ehot gun.

TROUT
BROOK
any quantity

Sportsmen's <§oods.
Improved Climax Greaser, Loader, Cnp-Expeller
and Hhell Extruetor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

Sale.

TION.

an

perienced fly-dresser. Kefertu Abbey & imnne,
48 Maiden Lane. Add
CY, SS» Henrj

New York.

these trams Pullman

CHAMPION,

Capt. M. S. Woodhnil.

GULF STREAM.

FOR FLORIDA.

Marl;. -3t.

t'V

marlMJm,

LESSONS

On

CITY OF ATLANTA.

Jj

;93-Th6 undersigned wishing to close out a partnership will sell bis stock of fry yearlings and two-year
F. W. Eddy,
olds, at low prices.
Randolph, Cattaraugus, N. V.

MANY
now
I AM HAPPY TO INFORM MY
most Complete Game Hag ever

J'

PRIVI-

/t.'u.iut'l

Janll-3m

Dinniout,
Skye,
Blaek-and-tan tersporting Dogs, M
Ferret,B,-&c. Medi
cines for all diseases at L. N. MEYEH, 45 Great
3»»entre.et.N. Y.
Septal ly.

postpaid on receipt of price.

3.

Spriugheid, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new aud elegant steamer
CITY leaves Pier No. 85 East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3.
NIGHT LINE.-The CONTINENTAL leaves New
York at 11 p.m. Ticket- ?.. .id ami uatraage checked
at 911 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court street, Brook-

T,

CommUsioner of

A PINE LOT OF SCOTCH, FOR
One
FOR SALE—
and
Warranted
Dandy

FOR

',«:>.. r,;.li

For

Franklin, Bel. Co., H- Y.

riers,

Btreet,

I.

required

McKOON.

P.

May

Salmon
do
Rent per annum to be

marl5-3t.

TED.—A GENTLE-

office.

TpOR YOUNG

Parlor Cars New
York to Washington. Pullman Sleeping Car Milford (supper house) to Wilmington, N. C. Parlor
Lucas sleepers
Cars Wilmington to Charleston.
Charleston to Savannah. Elegant Day Cars Savannah to Jacksonville.
No. 4.— S:40 a. m. and 9:30 a. m. daily (excent
Sunday). All rail to Baltimore. Bay Line to Norfolk. S. & R. R. R. to Weldon, thence as by Schedule No. 1. On these trains Parlor Cars to Baltimore,
Bay Line steamers to Portsmouth, Parlor Cars to

No.

R,

Margaret ten das).

By

re

Address

will be received to 1st

SALMON ANGLING

Leases to rnn for from one to Jive years.
Lessees to employ guardians at private coat.

Fee—Thirty-Five Dollars.

of good disposition, arj
management of dogs.

1877.

do
Grand Pabos
Little Pabos
do
Tobique [ New Brunswick]
Naehwaak
do

(In the Stud,)

take charge of his kenni

Pullman sleeper New York to Richmond, Parlor
Cars thence to Wilmington. Pullman sleepers thence
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping
cars beyond as route may be.
No. 3.— 8:40 a. m. daily (except Sunday). Allrai
to Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,
and all Florida points.
No. 3.-9:30 a. m. dailv (except Sunday! via limited
express to Washington, and thence as by Schedule

M. From

N

Trinity (near Point dte Monti).

SLEAFORD
VTA

BROADWAY.

No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Dally all rail to Richmond, Wilmington, Columbia, Augusta, Aiken, Charleston, Sa[hern points. In this train
vannah. AllFiorubi tttttl S

Trout (near Moisie).
Mistassini (near Godbout).
Becscie
do
Malbaie (near Perce).

CLUMBER,

Spaniels, all bred with the
£)
greatest care, and fit to win at any exhibition, besides
being of well-known working strains. Nearly all the
prize winners at the lata Alexandria and Crystal Palace, Brighton, and Birmingham Shows caroo from
advertiser's kennels. Pricoa, from £5 to £40. Address H. B. BPURCilN, Esq., Northampton, Eng.
It

T3 REARER

N. I. OFFICE, 229

I*.

29,

Natashqnan {North Short).
do
Mingan.
Komaine (near Mingan).
St.

— SEVERAL
Sussex, and Black
SALE.

Fisheries Bbanch,
Sth February,

next, for the
LEGES of the following rivers:

Spaniels.

THOR

OFFERS

»

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,
102

Atlantic Coast Line of Railways and Connexions

rOR

DEPT. OF MARINE AND FISHERIES,
Ottawa,

*A

oct 12

ANGLING.

DOUS.

in

the South
1876-7.

dec2fi-3m

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any otber animals, or money returned. It ie put np
:t.?<,-'i!h eliding pepperbox top, which
greatly facilitates i;s use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail, postpaid.

Worm,

&

SEASON OF

A.

A Bane to Fleas-A Boon to Dogs.

for

Florida

tf

Berths or Chairs, Tickets. Time Cards, and all information, apply at the New York Office. 229 BROADWAY, or at tbe authorized Ticket Offices of the
Pennsylvania, and Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.
One half of each Parlor and Sleeping car of this
line south of Richmond is constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengers by the
Atlantic Coast Line.

Y.

1ST.
im4-tf

Fleas, Fieas! Worms, Worms!
BTEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOE DOGS.

ARECA ACT

To

febl7

o'clock
PIER

Jb., Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Manager.

3

Wilmington, and thence as by Schedule No. 1.
For the reservation of Sections, Compartments,

Son,

<&;

TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for ALT WATER SPORT AFl'ER FIN
AND FEATHER.
D. M. BOYD,
Fkahk Thompson, Gen'l

Southwest

FLORIDA PORTS,

EXCURSIOiN

Jersey.

are sold at the offices o'f the
all the principal cities to KANE,

FOB

and the
AND THE

Company

Railroad

alao reach the beat localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING

$10.
Warranted

)

Olitirleston, S. CJ.

..

,

.

•'

i

PORTED

in

Randolph, Cott, Co.. N. Y.

Complete

>

gers of reshipment, while the excellent cars run over

Months Old,

Crystal Springs Fishery,
2t

on

COMP'1

R. R.

Superior Facilities

10-boro.

tf

Spratt's Patent

i§out$s.

Respectfully invite attention to the

1

to

u

'

]}

THE PENNSYLVANIA

12-hore.

side lever, and 1 top lever.

1

2

No, 1

(FOR POINTERS.)
Stnd dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight GO
lbs.: winner of seven prizes in England.
.Siren by H.
bampion Jim, and from White-

^artsmen's

GltEAT SOUTHERN

GREAT REDUCTION.
1

Farrar,

Cleveland, O.

M^rt$rnen'$ §oules.

SECONDHAND

KElNiVEL

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Plunket, Carrie.
Eapp and Nell have passed into tbe above Kennel.
Pluuket aud Bapp will be used In tbe stud. For ser
vices and pedij

Rap

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

106

FebSMf.

Decl4-ly

FERNANDINA,
MANSION A HOUSE, house,
most

atfirst-clafB
at the
Florida.
tractive winter resort in the South. An ocean beach
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
Deer in the beach hammock, snipe, rail and duck in
countless numbers in tbe creeks and marshes.

Price,
For Sale by

all

gun

shell extractor.

75 Cents.

dealers.

Address

W. B. HALL,
Lancaster, DPa.

Direct connection by rail and steamer with the North.
Septr-Vm,
M. W. Downie. Proprietor.

marS

OLD DOMINION LINK
The steamers of this line reach some of the finest
waterfowl aud upland shooting sections in the counConnections direct for Chlncoteague, Cobb'B
try.
and points on the Peninsula. City Point

island,

river, Cnrrituck, Florida, and the mountainous
country of Virginia, Tennemee. etc. Norfolk steamorssail Tnesdnj, Thursday, and Saturday; Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full Information given at offlco, 197 Groenwlch street. New
wp2B 1v
Ym*

James

§ot$Is

md 3$e§ortn for^portgmtn.

Manufacturers of the Central Fire, Sulid Head.
Brass Shell, Re-Loaillnn Cartridge, used by the
Army and Navy of the L'ni'ed State- and several
Foreign Governments. All kinds of Rim Fire Am-

munition.
Special attention paid to orders for

Bros.,
Messenger
BROMFIELD STREET,
55

Boston Mass.

The House

fS>r

Sportsmen.

Target Prac-

tice Cartridges.

SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATAi.' H
WALLACE & SONS, Agents, Nof?

York

City.

marl5-m

THE

Bromfield House,

If

The United States Cartridge Co.
Lowell, Mass.

'76

SHOOTING COAT,
(l>ATlSNTEO

I

First Class Shooting Garments,
In great variety.
Send for Circular.

GEO. C. I1ENN1NG,
MO Seventh street.
Washington City.

FeMS-ly.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
§ltprtsmni's §oodjt.

%par fsmm'& <§ood£

107

^liorjumcn's

^ishiug

0)nod.'J,

^tickle.

i

of the

BlGl\

GOLD

The

SHIPLEY & SON.

B.

A.

IMLooeasirns

ET

S II I

Tanned

Goocl/s Oil

be3t thing ever worn by
Not injured by wet-

stmen.

.:
-always soft and
easy to the feet. Four direr e n t styles. Prices to
lit the times.
Send for
i

i

i

Ithamar

DECOYS.
RED HEAD.

328

Fulton St.,

THE

SHIKT

Popular

MAKER.

SHELDRAKE.
CANVAS.

the ducts. Sl2 per doz.; price of ^be gcese,«$3 each
G.
SIMMONS ,fc SON. Oak Hall, Boston. Mass.

W

Leather

1

SuostUnte for trouble
dangerous

and Ties.

Elegant Scarfs

FISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau

Indispeueible to
the w eather.

32

to

38 North

Oak

St.,

Hall,

Boston, Mass.

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Creen Heart Wood.

102 Nassau Street, N. Y.,
IMPORT EK9

.

Recommended by

65 Fuiton

of the

most

4,

Suits

We had one of their suits

Camp

ler's

W.Simmons &

the firm of G.

is

Boston.

at Philadelphia

grown

It

has

for

use yet.

Shooting

gray

This suit

in
is

Son,

on duty

Centennial

known

Hall,

at

Hau-

Exhibition

but

service,

Oak

$25 Each

J

is

good

the garments which are manufactured out west and at

Washington, esch of which' has a

The

local

demand

Boston Shooting
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

of its

Suit.'

W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.

Boston, Mass.
Sold everywhere in the U.

S.

by

all

first-class

dealers in

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

1808.

EACH GARMENT DISTTNCLY MARKED
f

"BOSTON SHOOTINtJ SUIT,"

I

G.W. Simmons & Son.

"|

made by

This new design
made from extra

of

Waterproof Shootikg

J

Suit,

she Fox patent Breech- Loading gun. This gun
gun for the money vet offered to sportsCalland see the £50 Gun.

which

will doubtless

be followed by

Feb 15
L.

AGENTS FOB

35Liberty Street.

ABBEY &

mm
Thos.

Sparks,

MANUFACTURER,

Sportsmen's Depot.
1SS6.)

at World's Fair at New York
Centennial Exhibition,

S*tettg gnchie.

every respect.

One hundred suits will be kept ready in stock, so
we can urnisb to order any size required, at a

that

JOHtf KRIDEE,
Philadelphia.

Sts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

Birds' Eg2S and Birds' Skins in great varieties— Taxidermy- in "all its branches.

shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
mtJt up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which

all

BISCUITS.
mar4 -ly

kinds

or

any desired material,

AKTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Ban o ob, Maine.

Nov23-t'

.MORRIS' FLY RODS.
reels, lines,

New

leaders,.

i'ork for rods.

Nassau

11

v

:iks.

etc.,

cic

HOLBERTON & BEEVEJ:

it

st.

Ferules and other materials furnished to amateur

rod makers.

Thaddeus Norris,

Gymnasium.

Gooiiyear's Pocket

Bamboo,

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

Private orders solicited for all kinds of line tackle
Hods sent per express on approval
Send for circular.
A. H. FOWLER, Ithaca, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED.

W, H. H. Murray's paper)

"We were

PATENT DOG

of Split

to order.

"KRIDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUED BAMBOO RODS.

Repairing of

In the Goldai Bute (Rev.

the eutbusiastic editor writes:—

made

SST'Salinon, Bass and Trout Flies

Bam-

Improved and finished without cutting away the enamel.
The strongest and handsomest rods In the world

!

flPRATT'S

LLONARD,

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Trout Bods
and Improved Light Reels.
Sold by all priucinal dealers in fishing tackle through.out the United States.

FISHING TACKLE, RODS. BEKLS. LINES HOOKS,
FLIES. LEADERS, SNOODS. ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FL BOOKS. El'C liTC.

notice.

i

hoo Fly-Bods.

1

THE PRICE HAS BEEN FIXED AT $13, TO INCLUDE HAT OR DOUBLE V1SORED CAP. DETACHABLE UAVELOCK, COAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOONS.

\

Manufacturer of

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Sis Strip

Walnut

TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We pariicnlarlv call attention to our extensive aasortme:
"i
\isioirsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Sneli Bonks, on hand
io order; Cntuhnnk and Pasque Islands
Bass Lines, \Vaier-proHl" Brauted Sil .i Lines, etc., etc.
Every gennine II. L. Leonard's Six-Spaced Bamboo
Salmon, Troiu. a:.d Buss Rod is marked "H. L. Leon
ard, maker. Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. " Beware
of imitations.
Solo agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Pateut Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and
Epir-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for th
fountains, Pacific Coast, Canada. Maine, AdTroudacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.

H. L.

JBk

W, E. Cor Second and

Co.)

Redditch.

i

A.

many others."—

design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary requirements for American service. Particular auentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is water-proofed by a new patent process.
The seams and pocket corners are securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in

&

'i

121 Walnut St.. Philadelphia

Office

The

we

W.

etc., etc.

premium

IMB1IIE,

York, London, and

:

Send lO cts. for new Illustrated Catalogue containing hint- on Fly Fishing. Shooting and Camping, Snorting Hutches ny Random Shot.
P. O. Box 6.109.
Liberal discount to th< trade,

V-T-.

b m iao*

o.

new york.

i

Biscuits.
Thomson's and
Boston Shooting and Fishing Suits. Rubber Goods.
Hart's and Leonard's new Click Reels a great im-

jelly

J

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Dog

JJoston Paper.

moment's

New

FISHING

Good's lUoccasins. New styles with water- proof
tongue and hard soles.
Han's Metal Shell. Kley's Straw colored Shells
per 100, 90cts
Eaton's celebrated Rust Preventer and Lubrleator.
Sportsmen will find the above worth trying as
it is a great preventor of rust and leading; no mer-

(established

Andrew Clekk.
Special.

(p.

(Successors to Andrew Clerk

light rod.

First

C. F. Isibkue.

-

Ktehul's and Lrfever'a Breech, Loaders. Bnker't
Three-Barrel Guns.
Dittranr Powder
Rav's < oncentrators.
The Goss Revolving Cnrtrldse Belt.
Bond's and Fenner's Portable Boats.
Ira A. Paine's Glass ball trap and Glass balls.
H. L, Leonard's Split Bamboo Rods.
Thad IVorris' Greouhart and Split Bamboo Rods.
Sara J. MrBride's Standard Artificial Flies.
Holberton's Black Bass llies for casting with a

provement,

I

H. Abbet.

48 Maiden Lane.

DunckleeVC'nmp Stoves. Boudren's Patent Jack,
Dasb and Fishing Lamps.

quality duck, .has attained such
popularity as to be called for from all parts of the

country, and even from England.
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very much
like sending 'Coals to Newcastle,- but the merits
of the "BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS" have been
heard of in the Old Country, and that land of sports
men has sent au order to Messrs. Simmons & Son,

$30 Each

ind Florida fishing.

-t

the best

Sprntt's English

t

J

men.

the 'Boston

as

in contradistinction no doubt, from

Suit,'

is

Guaranteed.

Quality

COMBINED GREEN HEART
AN'D SPLIT BAM If" RODS
BITTTAKIl.TOINTOFGREEN
HEART, AND 1 1PS OF SPLIT
BAMBOO.

Holberton's celebrated Fly Hooks made to hold
flies at fall length with. Hvde's improved fly holders.
James Florida Spoon, with extta'hooks. The only
ill

Bamboo

A SPECIALTY.

to $12.

trolling bail that »

St., N. Y.

Fly Rods

the Medical Profession.

Pounded July

Philadelphia.

Six Strip Split

s

"The Boston Shooting Suit. -One

^cceesfnl manufacturers of Waterproof Shooting

fet.,

BISSOT& MALLESON,

SANDALWOOD

OP

Breech-Loading Guns, Fishing Tackle and
Sportsman's Goods of every description, including
Tents and Camping Outfits.
The Holberton Fiy Rod for black bass and trout.
Hand rnaae of 2d growth ash. lance wood and bamboo. A sound reliable rod; vi one tested. Price $8.
Fine-

:

]

503 Commerce

marl-6m

N. V

C^^H^r*

HOLBERTON & BEEMER.

&c.

Bamboo and Green

Split

for Auialuer roil makers. Prize Mt-dnl Awarded at
Franklin Institute 387-1, and Centennial Exhibition
doial Batta, &c.
E".:
1876. for Rods. Lines. Rei

Gaudighauds

MANUFACTURERS

W. Simmons & Son,

G.

Medal"

B.-.ss Fl\ Rods. Reels. Lines,
Leaders. Floats, Artificial Flies, Bone, Metai, and
Nickle Squid- foi Sua. Rivet and Brook Fishing.

augl7 ly

who. are in any

all

Shiplev's "Prize

Heart Trout, Salnnm and

CONROY,
at.,

A

Fine Fishing Tackle,

SURE CCRE— UNEXCELLED.

W. SIMMONS &

LADIES LEATHER VESTS AND JACKETS

MANUFACTURERS

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

a

light,

Sporting Goods.

From 50

sensible pro C
Price. Vest
BIO! Jacket, $15. Measurements required are
Waist. Breast and Inside Seam of
Sleeve.
Mention Height and Weight.
EXPRESSLY TO out; ORDER, and is of a perfect

made to order.
way exposed to

Will

any kind of weather;

every smoker should
have one; canbelcamcd
...
the vest-pocket.
Sent by mail, post-paid flO
cents.
Send stamp for Catalogue of Novelties and

Boston.) are considered the most
vised 'or sportsmen's wear.

u_.l,

Lighter.

matches.

Flannel-Lined.
(Made and sold only by Messrs. G.

n.
T.. Agents.

Cigar. Cisarelte or" Pipe

Jackets,

and

Vest

Mat elilest!! Cigar
in

Waterproof

Color,

(Successor to Frank Good).

list.

OTTCHINGS. P. O. Box 8t8 Dover, N
& Beemer, 10? Nassau St., N.

some and

These are the new patent Decoys which come packed in nests, six in a bos- The ^rosiest iin urovemen t
possible ou the old style of wooden Decoy. Price of

Tan

and
MARTINS.

circular

..Instrated

price

.

WILD GEESE.

also

Bois,

Holbertou

COOT.
SPRIGTAIL.

WHISTLER,
MALLARD.
BLACK DUCK.

u

i

208

WEST LO«AN SQUARE, PHILA.

PTI

MUSI

the attention of all brethren of the out-door
shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the

call

and

of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it otir unqualified endorsement, as combining 'be best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necesIt is a most admirable
sities of the American service

demand

"

AND RAMHBR.

—

.office, acbooli,

hospitals.

.

Price LI«t.-No.l, for Chil-

satisfactory contrivance in color, style, waterproof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel

and

dren

in this latter respect."

0)i;<!nnf. to 8. *L10.
No.4, for Children IDto 14,
years and upward^
Idren

TSO.il

PEKSI

nEMDOHLY

No.

U

AD1STANCENEED

,

moderate
•'

":.

A PERFECT FIT:—
BREAST OTa:
WAIST MEASURE.
INSIDE SEAM COAT SLEEVE,
INSIDE SEAM PANTALOOWS.

4 to G years, $1.00.

2, f.,r

....

I's,

SIZE OF

11",

A

LI.

MENTION HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.

G.W.

SIMMONS & SON,

l.M.05

No. 8.
-

fruUseW
?16.0(1. Nos.'

pair of Xo. 7. J'tiXK or 8. ($5.00>. make a complete
Irinii.isimn »<id Health Lift.
Sent post-pnid an receiptor
..- A.;..t, :-er.tnt.-'l in imefeiipled territory.
Exclusive rights to sell the I'ncltet Gymnasium afford
the largest possible returns furarua.il investments. Its sales
arc nearly universal wherever it is placed before the public and its merits fnlly understood.
For Illustrated descriptive circulars, terras, Ac., address,

p.

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

A

Goodyear Rubber Curler Co.,
o, Boxs.ite.
697 Broadway, New York.
BTJBBKIt 0001)9

A pocket
for its

Instru-

nseVbnt

i

camp, boat or stand. Price, $2. Sen
on receipt of price. State whether for
No. 10 or No r: ;:ma. libera! discount, to the trade
efficient in
free by mail

ONION & CORNWALL,
IS Warrou street, N v

Gur.s and Fishing Tackle'
Nov. n-eow tjmos

{strength, 11.50.

;

Soot

For both paper and metallic shells.
ment; it requires no bench or table

or KVKBK DESCEHTIuH.

8&. By Mail. ®6.75.
Folded space, 3x5x33
!.
Ca up Lounae
N. Y., and Norwalk Ct.
Lounge, Pillow and Mosquito Bar Canopy hi

Trolling

and

Click Reels.

The finest Reels made lieht, durable
Ass pom dealei for them.
finished.

and

finely

HART &

GEORGE E.
Co., Newark, N.J.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Ely. Kochester, N. Y., anc
Dr. J. R. Romeyn, Keesvilie, N. Y.
juaotf.

Mr-Bride

Co., Troy,

Flies.

Each Case.

^f^ga-errs^-

gS.

Mill inches.

By

Mail,

g8.85.

with solidity of coust ruction. A line assortment of
flies for rout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flics carefully selected for any
locality.
Qoodl proMptl!
do o order from sny
pattern desired.
Address SARA J. McBRIB-E,
Mumford, Monroe CO;, N. Y. Holberton & Beemer
Sole Agents lor New York and viciuitj. feblB-lm.
t

BJ

MILITARY,

MINING

^**T HADE.

FREE

'

HIaND NuVliLTY
CIRCULARS.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

108

PROTECT
|

W.

^ninfs,

Jmfe, §hmte, §k.

YOUB

Which may be done with one-fourth

coS„ d CATALOGUE $»

pense,

bfi

<&;

& SON'S.

SCOTT

C.

BUILDINGS.
the usual ex-

using our

EVERYTHING
FOB

I

I

Patent Slate Paint.

T11K

GARDEN

(Fifteen

Profit,

Practical

nomical and Ornamental.

Floriculture,

or Gardening for Pleasure,

(Price $1.50 each, prepaid,

To

I

One-third the

by mail.)

Cost

Re-shingling.

The expense of slating new shingles is onlv about
the cost of simply laying them. The paint isrrBBflying embers, as may be
easily rested by anyone.

others, on receipt of 25e.
all.

-

Hie

is

as usual

Extract from Fokkst

COMPENSATING LUMP.

dealers in the trade only.

PREMIER GUNWOffKS, Birmingham, Englard

Stops Every Leak,

It
and for

tin or iron has no equal, as it expands by
by cold, never cracks nor scales.
Roofs covered with Tar Sheathing Felt can be made
water-tight at a small expense, and preserved for

heat, contracts

Market Gardeners and

Iflorists,

\

New York.

35 CortlandtSt,

many years.

This Slate Paint

plants!

I

PALMS,
CROTONS,

DRACAENAS,
Ornamental

Foliage

Two gallons will cover a hnndred sqnare f eet of shingle roof, while on tin, iron, felt, matched boards, or
any smooth surface, from two quarts to one gallon
are required to 100 square feet of surface, and although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied
with a brush.

No Tar
therefore

OONSEB VATOB Y DECORA tion,

Double Poinsettia, and a variety
t.mu'l

Cataloene,

free;

Flatbush/L.

I.,

of other novelties.

in

Ovpriiir'iliir-M,

Eucliui'i^.

I'ul'ue.

tor

NETT.

191,

,ec

Used

is

in this

Composition

neither cracks in winter, nor runs in

it

On decayed shingles it Alls up the holes and pores,
and gives a new substantial roof that will last for
years. Curled or warped shingles it brings to their
places, and keeps them there. It fillsupall holes in
felt roofs, stops the leaks, and although a slow dryer,
rain does not affect it in a few honrs after applying.
As nearly all paints that are black contain tab, be
sure you obtain our genuine article, which, for shingle roofs, is

Sole

CHOCOLATE COLOR,

WILLIAM

to

or box

is.

EXTREMELY CHEAP.

Plants,

Exhibition Purposes,

Valuable Books for All

Who Contemplate Building.

On

SLATE

TI1V

ROOFS

our. red color is usually preferred, as
to five of any ordinary paint.
For

one coat

is

THOMSON'S

Leather,

Top

Shell

GUN CASE.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

rnar8 4t

A

equal

THOMSON & SON,

BUIUK WALL**
OCR bright bed

is the only reliable Slate Paint ever
introduced that will effectually prevent dampness
from penetrating and discoloring the plaster.
These paints are also largely used on out-honses
and fences, or as a priming coat on fine buildings.
Onr only colors are Chocolate, Red, Bright Red

P.

BOX IOO

BROADWAY,

1016.

W. T.

GIBSON'S

New Book

Sportsmen.

for

and Ouahg£.

NE
1

W YORK CASH PRICE LIST

Gallon, can and box

6

"

10

"

51 50

"

5 50

keg.....

6 50

"
half barrel
16 00
"
one barrel
30 00
10 pounds, cement for bad leaks
125
We have in stock of our own manufacture roofing
materials, etc, at the followiug low prices:

20
40

Rubber Rooting, at 3 cents per
Or we will furnish Rubber Roofing
Caps and Slate Faint for an entire new roof at
cents per sqnare foot.
2,000 rolls 3-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 1J cents per
square foot.
3,000 rolls 8 ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 2i cents per
square foot.
2000 rolls Tarred Sheathing at. IJc. per square foot.
5, "XX) gallons fine Enamel Paint, mixed ready
for
use 011 inside or outside work at $2 per gal., all shades.
1000 Barrels Slate Flour
....per bbl. $3 00
1000 Barrels Soapstone Flour
"
3 00
1.000 rolls extra

square foot.
Nails,

E
iVuolletPs

aud

Villas

Fht8lilU
tectum. Varpentri,
.

Cottages.

King Books on Archir

and Stair- liutlding.

Modern American Homesteads. 46
and plans of Suburban
and Couutry Houses, drawn to scale. One 8
vo., vol. cloth

Wooden and

$8 60
Buildings.

Uriel;

Vol.

plates of Cottages. Suburban
details and specifications.

IS

aud

"
?.
'ii
Ml ,.,, ,,.i .,.,.
Ul
1000 Barrels Metalic Paint, dry
"
3 00
Special prices per ton or car-load lots.
All orders must be accompanied with the money,
or subject to 30 days draft on well known parties.
]

A

farm Houses,

-'irk

BicknelPs

4J

.

plates of Elevations,

9 00

Wooden and

Brick BtUldinia, Vol.
1.'
plates of Street aud Store Fronts,
Libraries, Halls, School Houses, Churches,
Hotels, Railway Stations, Stables, Out Buildings, miscellaneous details, etc., etc

.

!

SLATE PAINT

N. Y.

102
'J

I

&

Ilahed

5 00

7CfulHixl2plut.es

10 00

La;.,

'!-

-

Onr twenty-fourth edition of the Flower and
Kitchen Gaiden Directory, Illustrated, for 1871, is
now ready for distribution, embracing a complete List
of the

Best Standard Boston Market Varieties of

Vegetable

(seeds,

and the most beautiful of Flower

Seeds, aud other Horticultural Requisites; it will
be forwarded free to all former customers, and.others

Wo

acopy.

Hand-Book

Time Cometh!

Seed

A

IS 00

J

riders 1 Assistant

Gould's American Stair Builders' Guide, with
Supplement of 6 plates of jewels. Rails and
BalHBters
Guillauine's Interior Architecture
Harney's Barns and uat Buildiugs...
,

!.,.!
Lotb's Practical Stair Builder
;

.,,

'-

,

.

;

1

1

1

,.

on application.
I lit lib

*

COBB,

removed to
Boston, Mass.

recently

11 Avon

St.,

BY

,

Monekton's Stair Builder
Monekton's Carpenter and Joiner. ...
Withers' Church Architecture
Woodward's National Architect, new edition

1 vol. 18mo, cloth, PrieeSO cents.
Hold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price, by J. B. FORD & CO., New York.

4 00
3 00
6 00

The Only Complete Guide
the North Woods.

;:,

10 00
6 00
6 00
15 00

containing 108 plates.13 00
•-; or, Homes for
Woollett'e
Containing 10 plates or preliminary
All.
3 00

All of the above named hooks mailed free, to any
Address
address, on receipt of price.

Fokest astjStkkam.

tnr!5

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Mailing Machines, ill Spruce St., 4th door from

Tribune Buildings.
Proprietor,

night,

City,

Md.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
whom the eopyrighl is now held.)

(by
10

tf

17

Chatham

street,

H. T.

This work will bo of great service at this seuson to
anglers selecting Tocalilies for fishing, either for Trout
For sale by Harper Jc Brothers, or at
or Salmon.
tho office of Forest and Stream- SS.apIA tf Price

fflaxtmgs

KUSHTON'S
& PLEASURE
Combine

Otty.

BEAUTY

Si

By CHARLES HALLOCK,,

B]

RENUTH
on

BOATS.
STEADI-

and

j

Weight, SB pounds and uuw ard. Will carry two to
Cedar siding, oak keel,
font jtereoiiB and baggage.
Also CANOES, weight
stems, etc(do not Told on).
>J.
H. RUSilTON, ilanutai:i
35 pound"
Mar 9, ly
ton. St. Lawrence County, N. ¥.

AUTHOR. OT THE FISHING TOURIST.

Fenner's Portable Boat
a boaand quickly made

a for

Published by Forest and Stream Pub-

slly

or

.

idapled

lishing Co.,
No. 17

price, 83,

office.

Hallock's Fishing Tourist.

NESS. The LIGHTEST

11

Aug

library for the

febl5-tf

it all

and Waters."
Sent by mail on receipt of

complete set or the FOREST AND STREAM,
volumes, bound handsomely in cloth— a valuable
sportsman—can 'now be obtained on

A
five

»ppUeatiou to this

to

that can be dein all.it is the most complete
book that has been published on the Adirondacks,
not excepting even my own— Hon. J. T. Headley.
ide"and the" Appendix"
1 regard your "Dcscripti ve
as a most useful— uay, indispensable, manual for tonrIsts to that wonderful Wilderness,
A tour lo that
eminently
a
practical
matter, and for that
region is
reason I regard your "Guide" as an important, useful,
Ij publication.
Benson. J. Lassing.
Itis the only thing of the kind that bae yet been published—the very thing that lias been so long wanted
aud waited tor.— Alfred B. timet, Author of -'Woods

Taking

SEVENTH VOLUME NOW READY,

Ql-au,, BitrMD GitottsB, PsBABAlSTS. with directions for Handling the Gnu, Hunting the Dog, and
Shooting on the Wing. Price SS. Liberal discount
Address FRANK SCHLEY, Frederick
10 the trade.

The instructions embrace everything

sired.

JAMESBRADY, Manager and

Open day and

BOOK.

American Partridge and Pheasant Sluooting.
Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods ol
Hunting and Shooting the Abibiucan Partridge,

WALLACE.

Forest and Stream.
first Four Volumes $4 each, Others $3.50.

1m»

SCHLEY'S

Gives all possible information relative to
Routes, Hotels, Resorts, Outfits, Guides,
Distances, &c., with amended railway
Ecliudules, &c.

i

studies,

E. H.

New

Riflemen.

for

A VALUABLE
FJbtA.r*IE

ADIRONDACK GUIDE.

9 00
3 00

1..

OF

sociation.

Ln.l

&

Frank's Monumental Designs

Bound Volumes

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
concerning Rani/e-, i'm-nut-, Scoring, Rifles, Shoot
Forms for Organization of Ride Associa
ing, etc.
tinne, By-Laws, and a Rule Associations in America.
Illustrated with Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams. By
MajobGeo. O. Btarb, Secretary American Rifle As-

A

Croff's Progressive American Architecture.
new work of 97 plates of Country and Suburban Houses, and a great variety of exterior
and interior details. One large vol
10 00
Cumming's Architectural Details
10 00
Cnmmiugs Millers Architectural Details
10 00
Eveloth's School House Architecture
6 00
lamema] Alphabets
3 00

I

The "FOREST & STREAM"

ijgubJhutioits,

20
plates
BieltueU's Detail Cottage and Constructive Architecture. This work has been worth hun.
dreds of dollars to many of our customers.
advise all who are notsupplied, to procure

JAMKH

fchibhcidions.

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!

shown in any other practical work issued,
and are the cheapest works of the kind pub.

tne country. Large quartos
Bicknell's Suppleinei.t to Village Builder.

Containing the fullest directions for Trapping all oar loading game. Valuable recipes for scent baits.
Detailed ins tractions for the manufacture of Traps of every conceivable kind, from a humming-bird trap to
a bear trap. Fall directions fur curing and tanning skins for market, and an extended chapter onlifc in the
How to build log huts, bark shanties, boats, canoes, etc Valuable si,y^e-tlon r on suitable- food,
etc.
An encyclopedia of the Trapper's art. 300 PACES, SUPERBLY ILLLS PRATED \VITH 1,0 ENGRAVINGS. PRICE: IN CLOTH, »1.7B:OLOTH GILT EXTRA, S--1.AV Send for circular containing
d.cflmo
Jlll.Llilt. 017 Broad aj Nea York. I'nhlilicr
notices of the press.

woods.

CO.,

00

Village Builder and Supplement.
standard work containing 77 plates of a great
variety of designs, suited to all sections of

The Tricks of Trapping
American Traoper.
and Trap-making.
TEE MOST C0MPBEHMN8IVE WORK EVER PUBLIbEED.

Complete

MaJDE#LaNE, N. Y.

104

by

New

marked the Premiee Qualitt.
and Stream, JSem York, December 20, 1876, Contributed by one of (he Judges of Awards of
Guns at the Centennial:
This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and
must rapidly secure the favor of all who test its merits.
BI*on|fly recommended. It is invaluable, aud should be ordered
on every sun. Costs about $10 extra. Choke-bores, medium or full. Our gnus to be had of the principal
highest grade

pboop against sparks or

Plain Plant or Seed Catalogues, without I
plate, free to

•i-

J 17a, :?2'25 to $400.
10-bores extra. Our

Eco-

A roof may he covered with a very cheap shingle,
and by applicant of this slate made to last from 20
to 25 years.
Old roofs can be patched and coated,
looking much better, aud lasting longer than new
shingles without the slate, for

our customers of pastyears, and to
purchasers of our books, either

all

Gardening for

totaled

USE.

Fire-proof, Water-proof, Durable,

SENT FREE

To

Years Established.)

MIXED READY FOR

Numbering 175 pages, with Colored Plate,

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price »t offlte of publica-

And for
tion.

I

o

;•

light

i

..-from 83$
to

$60

*Ncw
:
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'EVEN AS THYSELF."
"E'en
No, fairest

.'

as a flower?"

me

not to

a flower

;

The uncertain auu calls forth its odorous breath,
The sweetest perfume gives the speediest death,
The sport and -rtctini of a summer hour.
Fairest—bo not as a flower.

"E'en as a star?"
be not to me a star
one of millions, and the hurrying cloud
wraps the glittering splendor in its shroud
Morn pales its lustre, and it Bhinos afar.
Brightest—be not a atar.
No, brightest

"Tla
Ofl.

1

;

;

"E'on as a dove?"
No, purest be not to me a dovo ;
Tho Bpoiler oft breaks in upon Its rest,
Bobbing the -young bird of its soft nest.
And plunging silence through' its^native grove,
Purest—be not a dove.
I

29, 1877.
had dressed the doo he was Master of Ceremony here, aa
elsewhere —we " snaked " the carcass to camp, being somewhat elated over our 'trifling success, and were satisfied to
lay over until the next morning.
We were all in a happy
mood that night, and. before going to bunk, a preamble
and resolution were adopted, expressive of the sentiment of
the crew, which set forth that no man should carry more
than one rifle Lnd, secondly, that it was inexcusable to attompt to shoot with mittens on, unless a bad case of ague
should be acknowledged

ver came tip on his tTack.
There was one more chance. Jake arranged things with
the greatest precision and judgment, determined that nothing but some new dodge on the part of the old buck should
frustrate his designs.
It was the driver who came very near
doing the mischief this time, by being too hasty
for
scarcely had Jake reached his post, and stepped upon an
old root to have a fair out-look, when he saw the buck coming directly toward him. He leveled his rifle on an opening
in the bushes, into which he knew the buck would jump,
and had but a moment to wait until his sights were darkened, when he sent a bullet whizzing in that direction. The
buck raised up on his hind-legs, like a kangaroo, and quick
as a flash was off over the hill, in. the opposite direction. It
was but a few minutes until all four of the hunters appeared
on the brow of the hill, just in time to see him leaping up
the opposite slope, several hundred yards distant, having
passed through an almost impenetrable laurel bed. With a
parting volley from four rifles, the club-footed buck made
his escape for that day. But Jake was not through with
him, nor had he left him entirely uninjured this time, for
there were blood marks all along his trail, and on the bushes,
so high up that it was supposed he had struck him in the
neck. The following night it snowed heavily, and for two
weeks the buck hid himself completely. Finally, in the
second week in December, the writer and three others, all
novioes, went to spend the balance of the season with Jake.
Having occupied several days in unsuccessfully hunting
over the hills, we were becoming a little low-spirited, when
new interest was inspired by Jake's remark, that he had seen
the track of this famous buck, and his recital of the foregoing made each one still more anxious to try his metal. We
" turned in " at rather a late hour, but nevertheless were up
early in the morning, impatient for the start.
By the time we had breakfasted all was in roadiness Jake
had made up his mind that this particular deer was not to
be his meat, and he replaced his gun upon the pegs, with
the remark, that he would follow the track, and give each one
of us an equal chance to put a feather in our cap.
Now, one of the party, who was particularly anxious to
slay this rival of the Creedmoor sheet-iron deer, reached for
Jake's rifle, as well as his own, and started off with the two
double-barrelled weapons, one on each shoulder. The first
watch was about a mile from camp, and here the man with
the guns halted, resting his arsenal against a jack-pine.
After Jako had put the rest of us in position, he took his
way off to one side of the thicket, striking the track where
he had the day before discovered it. In about half an hour
the toot-toot of Jake's tin horn reached our ears, and each
one looked anxiously for the buck to come his way. Three
of ua were disappointed, for suddenly, from the direction
bang in close succession.
of the first watch, came bang
The second shot settled the question, to be sure, and all
hands made haste to have tho first look at tho hero of so
many battles, and to congratulate our comrade on his good
fortune ; but when we arrived on the ground, there he stood,
with Jake's gun in his hands, and casting upon it the most
contemptuous look. The buck had passed him at about

we arrived in tho neighborhood of
where we supposed the old buck would be, examined the
ground, and found that ho had not passed over the ridge,
and quietly scattered out, and took our stations. It was a
cold day, with a strong, cutting wind, and I had kept my
stand until about half frozen, and had made up my mind
that the shrewd old fellow had given us the slip, although
we thought we had him so nicely caged. My reverie was
disturbed by the well-known signal from Jake's horn, and
taking another look in the direction from which the Bound
came, I saw the old buck bounding toward me, in such a
way that he would cross in front of me at an angle. He
came to within about sixty yards and stopped, broadside,
The instant he
close beside a chimp of chestnut saplings.
stopped he turned his head to look back, and I did not wait

—

—

;

"E'en as a rook?"
No, my most faithful be not aB a rock
mocks the embracing wave, and stands alone,
In loveless gloom, in dreary wastes unknown,
I

•

;

It

Senseless alike to Fortune's Bmlle or shock.
Changeless— be not a rock.

"E'en as thyself?"
My soul's best Idol be but as thyself.
Brighter than star, fairer than flower,
Purer than dove, and in thy spirit's power,
Steadier than rock,
Dearest— be but thyself.
I

*»
For Forest and Stream.

She §lab=Saa^d guch
BX "JOX."

HAVING-

read in the Fobest and Stbeam accounts of
successful hunts in different parts of the country, I
thought, perhaps, it might bo of interest to your readers to
hear how one hunter in this section had hunted for three
years after one deer, the truth of which is vduched for. It
was on the upper waters of the Susquehanna, in Clearfield
County, Pa. and one night, as we lounged about the shanty,
Jake'.' for short
suddenly said
Jacob, our guide always
that he had that day " crossed the trail of Old Club-Poot."
This remark on the part of Jake excited the curiosity of
some of the party, who failed to understand just what he
meant by "Old Club-Foot," and therefore called upon him
;

—

—

'

'

an explanation. He had known this particular deer for
the past three years, his attention having first been attracted by the peculiarity of his trail. When he traveled
slowly, as if in a walk, he made about double as many tracks
in the snow as any other deer, and here and there was
an angling scrape across the trail from left to right. When
hard pressed, he made prodigious leaps, leaving each time,
as he alighted, a hole prodded backward between the tracks
of his hind feet. The cause of these strange marks was a
mystery, which every hunter who ever came across him was
anxiouB to solve. Jake's theory was, that he had been shot
in the shoulder, so as to disable his right fore-leg (and, in
fact, there is an old hunter in this neighborhood, who declares that he shot him in the shoulder), but his tremendous
for

would appear to oppose this view of the case. HowJake looked at the matter in his own light, and for that
reason had called him the " Club-Footed Buck "—a name by
which he was known all through the section of country over
which he ranged.
He received much attention, not only from Jake, but also
from many others, and so numerous were the bullet holes
claimed, that if his hide contained them all, it would resemble the lid of a pepper-box.
He was possessed of cunning almost human, as the following will serve to illustrate
It is a well-known characteristic
of the deer to always make a circle, and come back to within
sight of his track before lying down, so that anything passing on the track could bo seen long before the deer himself
could be seen but the buck of which I write has been
known to circle around as often as five and six times, and
then move off and lie down on high ground. He invariably
risking a halt, and
made from two to three circl
would thus have ample time and opportunity to observe his
if
hearing
fafli
pursuers,
his
oh.il rarely did.
To

leaps
ever,

:

;

>'

get a shot at

him from the

was almost as difficult
was driven froj the
it

t

soon after being
tack.

starts

to hit

him

aext to impossible, and
from in front, unless ho
I

come upon the watcher
not run long on one

raid

—

Well, the club-footed buck had become so notorious that
ho was thought to be a prize worth striving to win, and Jake
has been spending much time each season, during the past
three years, in crawling after him on his hands and knees,
I might say but he invariably escaped.
For the first time
during the season, just closed, Jake discovered his track
early one morning in the latter part of November, and he
immediately sent a man in on his track, while he himself,
and two others, went to watch the " crossings ;" but tho old
buck was too sharp to keep on the accustomed run-ways,
and three times in succession, on three different ridges, he
escaped the watchers, always scenting his enemies, and passing over, just out of shot, as would be found when the dri-

;

!

!

Beventy-five yards, but, he said Jake's

gun was

too light on

tho trigger, and he had discharged both barrels without having it to his shoulder either time. No, he didn't get the
As boys
ague, but ho had forgotten to take off his mittens
are wont to do who are hunting for amusement, we wasted
considerable time in making sport, at the expense of our
crest-fallen companion, but were called to order by Jako,
who said: " Well, boys, don't fool your time away. We
must give old Club-Foot another heat."
!

We started off, to make the next- crossing, but before we
reached it, we came upon two fresh tracks, and Jake decided that it was best to take these, and leave the old buck
for the next day. We accordingly dispersed to the four
sides of tho thickets, while Jako wont in ; and he was not
long in bringing out a fine doe and a well-grown fawn. The
doe was "brought down "by one of our number, but the
fawn made good use of its legs, and escaped. When Jake

;

!

We were out again
We partook of

early the next morning, eager for the
a hastily-prepared breakfast, examined
our guns, and started. After a brisk walk

fray.

the priming of.
of about three miles,

a better

for

opportunity,

notwithstanding the

sapling.

With the crack of my gun, he raised upon his hind-legs, as
he had previously done, and was out of sight in the oppoI
site direction long before I was ready with another load.
found blood where he had stood, and would probably have
but a scar on one of the chestnut bushes told
killed him
the tale. This time he had almost baffled Jake by his repeated circling around on the night before, and on this occasion he also exhibited shrewdness which surpassed any of
his former tricks. He followed on the last circle ho had
made until he came to an old log, thickly grown about with
bushes, off to one side, when he made a tremendous leap
over the log, without leaving any suspicious marks in hia
trail, thus delaying Jake for some time in hunting his track.
We took Mb trail, and followed it until darkness set in ;
but, although bleeding all the way along, he was apparently
The next morning wo resumed the
little hurt by my shot.
chase he traveled as well as ever. By noon wo had driven
him back to within two miles of camp. With the exception
of Jake, we returned to camp for dinner, but this time we
;

;

couldn't coax him off with promises of a warm dinner, as
we had always succeeded in doing before. We had not left
him long, when he found that the old buck was again resorting to his circus-ring business, "and Jake immediately
loft the track, and went around, and came in from the oppoIt appears^that the buck, for the nonce, had
customary shrewdness, for, so entirely absorbed was he in watching his back track, that Jake came

site direction.

lost a little of his

upon him lying down.

down behind

He was shrewd enough

still,

how-

nothing but his houd
Jake chuckled, and
oould have been seen from
slowly and deliberately brought his rifle to a level with hia
eye he knew that he was unobserved, and could afford to
be deliberate. " After many weary years " this was too much
He hesitated. He chuckled again, and ensatisfaction
joyed his position too much to be in a hurry but he thought
"now, or perhaps never," and pulled the trigger. The old
buck, imagining the shot to have, come from tho direction of
his track, leaped up, and almost ran over Jake, who, to make
ever, to lie

a log, so that

his track.

;

!

;

the matter certain, gave him the contents of tho other barrel
as ho passed, "on the wing." With a few more leaps, he
was out of sight. Jake reloaded, and following up, found
the buck lying dead near by.
It was great satisfaction to Jako, to be sure; but
At last
the chagrin of four boys can better be imagined than described, as they saw the former dragging the old buck down
the hill toward camp. I, for one, however, did not be!

grudge him his good fortune, for he wns^deserving of it, if
ever a persevering hunter was.
The first thing in order was a close inspection of the noble
slain.
He was a large deer, measuring six feet along tho
spine. The mystery concerning his trail was solved. His
shoulder
was out of place, the shoulder-blade lying
right

and

parallel with, the spine.
The right foreleft, and the cords conway as to keep it drawn across to the left
side, and bent up toward the body at tho kneo.
The leg
was, of course, useless, and like any other four-footed ani
inft-1 aimilurly
situated, he could run without much diffl
onllf 5 bat to walk, it vould be necessary for him to

close against,

log was ten inches shorter than the
tracted in such a

—

:
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110
upon

his hind-foot, while the oneforedeg
ins on his hind feet, and coining
at full length on his front one. repeat the operation"

A

nKt-ll'

'

down
Thus the,

re about five inches ahortei tbanonthe
together with toes] Ml
that
g, go. fcd sh »
vhile a fawn, and the gttMit tf' tiie light
Bide thereby retarded.
this critical examination, he Was hung np to be
dressed, and we were all inrii is toe
a scoi
'Hi marks the pulling off of hid hidfl would disclose, and
golvq another mystery, viz., why hi t
n killed by
ugj
any of theiu. First, oamc two 5 - in the hips, made by
ball, that gave evidence of being probably a umnii
old
then four fresh ones through the body, back of the
lights, the result of Jake's last shots.
Now came the lame
shoulder but when it was stripped, the; closest examination
foiled to disek.se a bullet wound, or a wound of anv kind.
The shoulders had, in all probability, been displaced bys
full upon a rooky hill-side.
In despair-, 1 continued hauling
the skin off. until the ears were reached, but Still no mark
td was
sound also but finally I discovered a small, fresh bullet hole through the thick part of the

d b

andtl

f,

is,

I

1

;

;

;

which

my mind

set

,,i

Be.

i

When

those "old hunters" claimed bullet holes in the hide
Club-Footed Buck, they probably thought that he
was bullet-proof, and would never be killed for examination.
After the hide was hung over the pole, the venison quartered, and we were all seated in the shanty, Jake looked at
'•
the floor, and soliloquized
Well, I'm a'most sorry I
:

When I couldn't find any other, I
up, and hoof him around awhile."

killed old Club-Font.

could always hunt

him

Fur Parent

aiwl Stream.

SOME INCIDENTS ON A WHALER.
YES,"
rough

said

or,

Mr.

,

B

"I have had some
I was on the whaler I
,

and when

expe

saw some things

I «

"A portion
Uots,

Si

board

of th
ship's crew were Portugees, and good
unprincipled men, and their company was anyme, and before I had been long on
myself at home once more.

it

:

;

1

id in my father's house, and had
but had been indulged even more

1
-

aim

men

man two boats th a
one of these boats he tookhis
to

place.

ijni
I

nd

I 9

as

:

el, of nil

one

uf the

In
men.

But home had become insipid

ildren.

i

to

BO
sad Idid B ' ap .'ciate my friends there. I fancied
they were very unlike the rest of the world— staid and, in
fact, queer: end I ran away at length, raid that is how I came
to be on the whaler.
v men, I mean those that had never before sailed
Seas over, came on board dressed in their new uniforms, and
walked about the vessel with
impi taut sir, and imagined
its made them sailors, but before nmny days seasickness overcame them, the shiny belts were lying here and
and the becoming blue shirts were carelessly donned,
nances lost their important expression, and
we all eon . ad
al
uniform did not make a ss
'A g
•Self.
ad

•

'

'

hale ia this way,

butwi were ordered, to go to work'
and the. fish was soon' wounded. The Captain was al] thi!'U
axeited and cross, and when one of the boys made a
nusstroke with his oar, he threatened to send a "boat cup
ti

ll

!

through his head.

Scarcely had Captain C
spoke thus
the whale came up under the boat and went
flukes, as the sailors say, which threw us up in the aims
quickly
if we had been shot. If.und myself in th, wati {
going down, down, .town, so deep, so far, that it seemed to me
that t never would stop; yet! was not greatly frightened:
one shoe slipped off, and I wondered if I had not better
throw of the other, as an odd one would be of no use
I was
a little afraid of sharks, though even then f believe I remembered that it is thought the sharks never bite a man while the
water is bloody from a wounded whale; I was also fearful of
coming up under the capsized boat. After what, seemed a
much longer time than it actually was, I came up to the
surface, and found the men clinging to the broken boat; and
the seoond mate was hokling up the Captain, who apparently
was not able to take care of himself.
all roared, and
beckoned to those in the other boat to come and help us.
"'Here,' said the mate. 'John, hold on to the old man,
don't let go of him,' and he entrusted the half-fainting Captain to one of the Portugee sailors.
The men in the other
boat came to our assistance, and we were all soon picked up,
With the exception of the Captain, who was missing.
" 'John, where is the old man? wdiat have you done with
him ?' asked the mate, sternly, looking hard at the Portugee
who had last hold of the unfortunate Captain.
" 'A shark took him out of my hand,' said John.
"No one at the time knew further than this; the poor, old
Captain was gone, and the sea tells no secrets: it hides well
and deep. Afterward the said 'John told a different story;
said the Captain's jaw was all knocked away, and he could
not understand what he said, and there was "a heavy sea and

roughly,

when

M

We

he could not hold on to him.
"Perhaps the Captain was injured when the boat was thrown
up so violently, but we could not know about the certainty
of that, and w< all suBpi oted that the Portugee did not try
hard to save him. The Captain was disliked, and John was
rascally, but all that we can say with certainty is, that the old
Captain will sleep in the deep till the sea gives up its dead.
We succeeded afterward in killing the whale that had caused
fb«
TmmAanl "
the accident."
A. D H

-'

For Forest and Stream.

NOTES FROM THE COAST RANGE.
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i

'

!
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i

I

•

nam

r

was, of all the

n,

the

most
while in a state of intoxication, and had
whan he became sober, and BE oned to
discontented and moody.
"Our Captain. Capt. Cook, was quite an elderly man, and
was cross, impatient, and sometimes even violent.
t.-.v
"After «•©]
bi
d ou
weeks, there was quite a
commotion in the ship one e.y. |,e-ir,, ivo pair of shoes
,-,,|
were found in an out of way p. a,.
Captain quickly
ri
oj is I them as part of a box he had brought out with him,
"lie ordered the men's trunks searched, end in Carpenter's
was found another pair, and still another in the trunk of a
sailor we called Curly.
lid this happen?' thundered the Captain, when we
brought up before him.
• -I stoh those shoes, Captain Cook, and I gave the pair to
dd Carpenter, calmly.
'Well, you will repent of it,' answered the Captain,
it

i

fci

I

.

..

i

,

:

I

-

angrily.

"Now Carpenter had done the deed, hoping he would be
put on shore at the first opportunity after it was discovered;
but he was sadly disappointed; lie was put in the hold and
kept there a month, and fed on bread and water, and when
he was brought out to the light what a sorry looking object
icioted and so weak he could scarcely stand.
"But his punishment was not yet ended; he was lied ap by
thumbs to the mast, and then Captain Cook, with a tarred
rope in hand, approached him. 'Now Carpenter, said the
Captain, 'I am going to make you dance in your blood,' and
then truly lie lashed the poor man till the blood ran from his
',

'

back.

"We

now

were

not far from a small island (our friend told
island was, and what was its name; but we
turn forgotten tins part of the story); Carpenter was then
aadi
to
3
ss in
be worst suit ha owned; all his pockets
I-

l

this

:

wntonts taken from them: among
other trinkets was found a picture, and when Mr. Smith, the
first mate, took this in bis hand, Carpenter said, 'Mr. Smith,
that is my wife and child, do not take it from me; please giveit back,' and the culprit spoke imploringly, and held out his
hand. But the fust mate put the picture 'in his own pocket.
Carpenter's clothes were all taken from him, with the exception of the one suit, and he was put into B boat and rowed
to the island referred to above.
The first mate went with us
to the island, and when Carpenter Was put on shore, and we
were about, to shove off again, the latter said, 'Mr. Smith, if
you'll give me back that picture, I'll forgive all the rest of
the injur!
"Biit Mr. Smith did not heed the request, and we rowed
back to the raesel, leaving -poor Carpenter in the lurch,
though this was not on uninhabited island. I was not Burhe Ci plain's acting as he did in the matter; but our
ludruan, and it seemed strange that
lirsl
_
old E
ha should
Ihe poor man sosacred a remind* oi
we
the piotvrraso dear to him.
'Now,' said Mr. B
great hero of Carpenter, but will not hide
He
s a rough, bad fellow, and perhaps deserved
HlmbBl
the punishment he received, but it did not Beam to
.

-

..

i

i

.

[,

:

"

.

i

!

!

,

.

,

,

i

be

i
i

sort to

Mind,

make him

friends.
'eli id now! will tall you about the death of our poor
Captain, which accidentally occurred. As the months went by
Captain Cook hcoai
Bd because we tool
slowly, more slowly, in fact, than some otbi
So b
determin
>rk done and picked out the best
i

i

i

,

>

i

ride, of a day and a night, from Gilthe terminus of the Southern Pacific. Bailroad, south through the uninteresting Salinas Valley, we
dismounted from the stage in front of the Paso Robles Hotel,
and stretched our weary legs on the ample portico in front,
Twenty-four hours of continuous stage riding, behind six
unbroken mustangs, and over equally unbroken roads, ia
not conducive to good nature, and it was not, until we hud
put ourselves outside a liberal quantity of mine host's excellent venison, that we felt thoroughly at ease, and like looking around to see what manner of place we had dropped

down at.
Some time

before our arrival we had left the sterile Saand ted been clambering over hills and down canons,
and th ough beautiful parks o* moreover ad oak. totally devoid of underbrush, unless for an occasional m/imdnita
ith
linas,

(1

branches, and green, juicy-looking leaves,
n la scarlet,
These natural parks are many hundred
acres in area, but gradually narrowed down as we iieai
the
hotel, until, half a mile beyond it, the river touched the
hills, and gave the place its name— Faso liuhlci—Pnss of the
Btrong, red

its
,

:

i

,i

,-

'.'.

I

,

v.

.

i

I

;

,i

Oak's.

In front of the hotel, and its surrounding cottages, flanked
cation and masses of chaparral, bubbled a
hot sulphur spring, whose waters were considered, by the
proprietor, at least, a cure-all for mankind. Beyond this the
river ran between banks wooded with cotton-wood and heavy
underbrush; still beyond the country rolled in undulating
waves to the eastward, crossed here and there by calnm.-. ail
dotted by little plains— favorite feeding-grounds for antelope.
The canon sides are almost invariably covered with oak, and
their bottoms with underbrush. Baek of the hotel and toward the sea (distant four leagues), the hills rose abruptly
from the plains, their faces bare, or covered with brush kneehigh.
In a canon, among these hills, I had the honor of "jumping" my first grizzly. The day had been excessively warm,
and I was strolling' homeward, from a walk among them,
when I noticed a particularly heavy bunch of chnparrai
below me. Thinking it a good place to find a drove of wild
hogs, numbers of which roam the country, I got to leeward,
and carefully worked down— and here let luu say, that for
acute hearing and keen seent, a deer is nowhere," compared
with a wild hog, and when wounded, they are as ugly as a
bear, although, fortunately, far more easily killed; but to
return, the underbrush was so dense— three feet above the
ground— as to defy progress, but below that it was comparatively free; so I dropped down and worked forward on my
stomach. I had nearly reached the bottom, and was saying

by an immense

.

myself that, my labor was in vain, when something jumped
from'a busk, fifteen feet in front, and plunged into the thick
,,,,,,, a,' above, without giving meaehauce for a shot,
I
crawled to where he bad been 'lying, and see his tracks W
the moist earth, that ha had scraped Op to make a cool bed,
and bunches of his hair on the bush, against which he had
rubbed. I remember thinking that I had but th]
ridges in the magazine of niv Henry, and stories of grizzlies
making off with a dozen balls flitted through my mind.
However, I got out of that caiion, ami invited him out. but
he wouldn't come, and I didn't feel bke going in after him.
Nothing please, a heai more than to fall in with a dozen of
hogs; they are fleet, and make the best of it; but he is fleeter,
unci one of them is sure to make his lordship a meal. He
takes but one, and i.i
teal ns as neatly as « butcher would
do, leaving the hide in a compact roll, with the h. al a
thi
,:,'
centre.
As an illustration of his strength. J wills,;
to

,

1

h

,

'

>

.

hidden

when linn and in running order, he
try horse.
Apropos; is an adventure
acquaintance of mine. Beer-hunting one day, his
him to the bottom of a gloomy canon, and there,
sunning himself, in a glade, lay a baby grizzly; he picked
en i putting it, into the bosom of his shirt, made tracks
it as,
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condition, and the buck standing triumphant
finally went off, and D. shot, bim, finding that h
had grazed the skull. I will remember that I did
same thing with my first deer, but, fortunately, my
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ball

lirsl

the self-

had

ball

broken his neck.
Antelope are not plenty, but roving bands are often met
with, and afford capital sport. I ouee had P curious encounter with one in the San Joaquin Valley. I suddenly
came upon a female, lying under a bank, who, instead of
running away as usual, made directly for myh,
running
around him, and gradually narrowing her c:
until I
could almost touch her with" mv hats'. bh<
ie would stop,
stamp, lower her head, and charge a few l'ootstc
iepa.
I would
not shoot her, knowing she had a young oone near, but
i,

reached for my lasso, thinking to fa
but found the "tkiilnx" broken, and i
play some time, and then rode on,
and join her fawn, hidden near by.

to the ranehe.
I watched her
her gallop off
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While I am on the subject of the San Joaquin, let
tell
a representative of a prominent Now York pap
taken in by stage driver, from Modesto up to the val
It
was just after the completion of the Pacific Bailroad",
...-,
and
hs was on a tour of observation through the State of Calii

how

.

It was winter, and the geese wero flying thick; the
left Modesto was very foggy, and, in consequence, the birds flew low. He hail the'seafcof honor, beside the driver, who, holding the reins of his light mustangs
in his left hand, was playing with his long whip. One of his
leaders did not work to suit him. and, as he swung his whip
back, with a motion peculiar to the profession, to chastise
him, it 80 happened that the lash wound around the Book
of one of a flock of geese, and was pulled in. by John before it had time to slack, and thrust (the goose) beneath the
capacious boot. The young man stared, but the driver rode
on in silence. At last the sun rose from behind the Sierras,
driving the fog bonks back, until all was clear. John
wrapped the lash around his hand, and, with a pensive sigh,
remarked: "Shan't get no more this niornin'." "What!"
said our friend,
n't r
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yon did it t
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ilifornia, abounds,
arc the tales told of his eu
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wing are a couple.
which, however. I do not vo
for:
Some bright, moonlight
night, master wolf, on his
ads, spies a turkey roosting,
in fancied security, in the
iches of a tree.
He harks to
attract herattentio]
an i
runs slowly around her; his
innocent victim, after the manner of her kind, foUrrwe his
movements with her eve. and also, unfortunately, with her
head.
Soon dizziness overcomes her. and she falls from her
perch, and the coyote, over her bones, reflects on the foolishness of turkeys.
Again, he spies a rlockot -,!,, ,,, guardi i
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wait until the keeper is drowsing' under the
ilow the flock to wander away from them; the

from

all sides,

whose weaker members

and circle around the flock,
stamped underfoot by their

are soon

terrified companions.
They
tear open the throats of the

then allow them to disperse,

maimed, and lap their blood,
and, by the time the shepherd awakes, are off.
Wild cats are numerous, and, in time of famine, bold,
Ereying upon the ntwlifros' sheep and sucking pigs; thej
aunt the borders of streams, feeding upon quail and
smaller birds, stranded fish, and offal,
ii
r
t
Theyr are hunted with dogs, treed, and shot, o
for the dogs to kill,
I have also seen them lassoed tia 'in
trees, where they had taken refuge.
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unconscious of his presema v ere intently watching something on the, ground before them. The buck was running
in short, circles, his hair on end, horns laid back, evidently
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m a sis at rage, Suddenly he backed off, made a short run,
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together.
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large snake, its head literidlj
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patents added. He was a fair shot and
was a little off on large game. At last h,
at an old prong-horned buck, and as he fell,
to cut his throat, dropping his rifle hi
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a dreary
AFTER
roy, then
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years voyage was over, I saw Gas
which proves that he got back to home and

half the distance, he heard the stones rolling down the hillside behind him. and the
ry
He didn't wait for returns from the bat k
dr q.pn
cub and rifle in his haul
iself into
as
The bear tore his rifle to pieces,
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p'lsLt, r ail, and did not leave him until the
rng.
He says, he don't like grizzly cubs any rare'
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like this was an accident that happened D., uyoum
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FOREST /Ml) STREAM.
doubtful. The Digger Indians buty the patient neck deep,
in river mud.
I luwe already wearied your readers, and will bring this
inly saying, thai ii' a brother

to

camp—I was alone and nearly a
to tie my deer with.

Was

had only traveled a little over twenty-five
miles that day, and run that old buck nearly three miles
ihrom/li v
end across the lake. Thinking that Jumes
n
might be within hearing 1 called and hallooed until I was
n
.in
As I was wet with perspiration, I did
reply,
not dare to remain long, especially in the uncomfortable
Suddenly a thought struck me
I
position I was in,
eould take the thongs otf from my snow-shoes and tie the
no sooner thought of than I was at
deer's legs together
work. As the leather thongs were strong and about a yard
Then faking off my
Jong, they answered the purpose well.
Cardigan jacket. I brought both fore and hind-legs together,
and tied them securely. Seeing that my game was safe for
the present, I shorted, in my shirt sleeves, and with my snowshoes under my arm, and made tracks for camp. As I got on
the lake, I met' James coming after me.
"What's up now, Charlie 1 win-re's your coat, and what's
the matter with your snow-shoes ?" As I was chilled through,
and in a hurry to get back to camp for my over-coat, I did not
stop long to give the particulars, but told him I had caught
So starting
that deer, and had him tied, ready for camp.
back, we readied camp, and after a cup of hot tea and a
lunch, we started back with ropes and hand-sled for our
game.
It was but short work to get the deer on the sled and back
Then came, the particulars of the chase after I
to camp.
had left James, and a hearty laugh, on the part of my comI tired?
,

n to the haunts that knew
revert with pleasure to the
tho bills.
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my getting "lusted " by that buek deer.
Nest morning. we took an early start, and arriving at the
e
nn
"yard," and where the other two deer had kept on,
more commenced our hunt, Before 1 o'clock, we had both
deer, which made three large bucks in less than a day's
hunting. Getting our Sled, we got these two bucks to camp,
and felt well paid for our hard tramp, by having killed two
thrce-VLur-old bucks, and captured one four-year-old buck
alive. ' Getting a horse and sled from a neighboring farmer,
we hauled our game and luggage back home, and though
somewhat sfiffin the legs, and pretty well tired out, yet wefelt
satisfied with our hunt, and I well pleased at having caught,
Chas. E. Woods.
alone, my first deer.
.
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THE KANKAKEE MARSHES.

fcni

grub for three da.
took
td having a very good road most of the way,
an old lumbering camp at
r stopping place
lake ) about 11 o'clock. Building a roaring
hearty meal, we stretched out for a good
About o'clock James said
pie hours' rest.
tome, "Well,
y boy, dp you feel like trying the deer this
afternoon V lb e we are right in the deer country, and,
what is fortunate for us, they are close at hand." Although
we had traveled nearly twenty miles, and, I must confess, I
was somewhat tired, yet, the idea of deer being about
us put new life in me, and I was eager to got away. As I
could use snow-shoes quite well, and as the snow was deep,
and good snow-shoeing, we did not anticipate a very hard
fork
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tt'.e.
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panion, at

plenty but the dense" w

like to kill

mile from camp, and had

nothing
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ten

in:

rafficient
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hunt.

James knowing the country well, wo struck out for the
" 13ig Buffalo," about one and a half miles distant, and in
less than a half an hour we had found a deer yard. Following
it up, Jamas pointed to a fresh track in the yard, and says
tome, "No*, Charlie, look sharp and go easy, for they are
right here.
Big Buffalo empties into Brandy stream, which is an outlet
A little ways
of the lake, and a branch of Union River.
further on wc saw where they had started, and deep as t he
snow wns, the leaps those deer made was on. f. afire, and
" They can't do that long," said James,
fifteen feet apart.
"so we will go easy and let them run it out." Ai'ter trailing
them for half an hour, one old fellow, probably the loader,
turned one side and struck out for himself. Thinking that
he was getting a little tired, and that I should soon come up
to him, I followed after his track as fast as I could make my
way through the brush. Bellowing him some fifteen minutes,
I found he was making for the stream, which was open in
several places, and I expected he was making for the open
water. But, on arriving at the stream, I was surprised to
find that he had run down aways, and then turned and was
Doming directly back in the same tracks. Seeing me, he
turned and crossed to the other side, and made through
the woods toward the lake, that was about a mile distant.
On 1 went, "pluck well up, and considerably excited," for
this was my first deer, and I knew I should get him, sooner
or later, and
ambition was to get him alive. I could have
shot him as he crossed the stream, but felt more like " giving
him a chance," as my companion had told me he would
give up and fight it out. Coming out to the lake, I saw the
There he
fine fellow out on the hard snow resting himself.
had the advantage, as the snow was hard and gave him
a good chance to run, yet he did not improve it, as I exported, 'fairing off my snow-shoes, I tried to head him off,
and again run him info the deep snow but he was wise
enough to keep the lake, so I drove him directly across the
head of the lake, and, fortunate for me, in a line of our camp.
Running him into a lagoon, I drove liim up the bank, and
once more into the deep snow, then putting on my snowshoeB, which I had carried under my arm, I once again
Now, old fellow, thought I, you are
started for him.
deer;
I was within seventy-five yards of him, and could see
that he was pretty well bickered ( like myself ). In less than

advic of older and would-be-wiser
N 1875 I followed the advice
IN
obeyed Ike
bhe popular cry, "Go West, young
_ heads, and Obeyed
man;" and having already bee West of the Rocky Mountains
merry
t
nping and hunting frolic in
and enjoved many a
Indiana with whom in more
California, and having friends
terms of boyhood intimacy, I
prosperous days I had bei
York City in that direction, not now
bent my stops from Ne
.

inly in pursuit of plei
re, but of that, very necessary essentiafto happiness— occupation -it being at the commenceof the wide-spread and prolonged panic in all kinds of
mistake
business ventures. I was not long in finding out
and vain hope of success, and I would here say young man,
"Go
lot no delusive hope beguile you into obeying the cry
West," but rather dig and delve in scenes with which you are
familiar, where fond and loving hands can administer to
your necessities, and where there is a field for your energies
of man's invention, and not that alone of nature's own.
But I forget; it is 1875, and I am already in the West and
friends, three brothers, with a widowed mother, Our
with
meeting was both sad and joyous, as each had by death been
deprived of a loving link, the helm that was to have guided
talked of the past, when
us to a haven of prosperity.
life with dazzling promises was just opening to us, of our
later experiences in the rebellion, in which two of us had
Dome our part in the federal forces, and of all our hopes and
fears for the present and the future; but of this we soon
wearied, and our efforts for employment proving fruitless, a
proposition that we make up a camping party met with a

ment

We

Our first study being economy, combining
of comfort, the next in order was a congenial
This being accomplished, and the geography of the
country examined, we found all things favorable to the
Kankakee River or swamp, which was easy of access, and by
inquiry we learned that game and fish did there abound; so
this we. decided should be our happy camping-ground. And
now we must arrange for the kind of habitation best suited
A board-house being given the preference
to our purpose.
over a tent (though some contending that it would seem too
much like home life), we proceeded to put our plans into
execution. Our lumber purchased, it, with stove, camp
chairs, bedding, cooking utensils, boats, and provisions, we
Saw carefully stowed away in a freight-car, which left our
point of debarkation at 11 o'clock a.m., arriving at Kankakee
bridge at G i>. m. On the 3d of October a party of five,
Capt. H., the three 0. brothers, and myself, might have been
seen with our guns, dogs, higlj boots, and baggage innumerable, embarking on the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago
R. R:, on pleasure bent; and here let mo say, we found the
Road employes courteous, poUte, and accommodating. Arriving at the Kankakee bridge in about four hours, there we. met
Capt, S., of the Crawfordsville Club House, who kindly invited us to take up our quarters with him for the night,
dogs, guns, and all, which we. accepted, being willing for thatnight to realize the sweet visions of home in a good bed at a
comfortable house. This bridge is crossed by the L. N. A.
and 0. R. R.; there are four club houses at this place, Crawfordsville, West, Williamson, andjHuyden, and in the shooting
season there will be from twenty to thirty hunters stopping
ready response.
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fifteen minutes 'i had him— but not without a e
Jumping, and making tremendous leaps, he went about
seventy -five rods, then stopped, and faced me. As I come
s I imagined," that he was an old buek and
up to him, I sav
meant to fight. My companion had previously told me,
that by jumping into him, I could easily get him down, and
an easy matter to handle him. I re)jlemugh it bad just been told me so getting as

who make it pretty lively for the birds. As a
general thing they (each member) have their own boat, deThis point is about ten miles from English Lake
covs, etc.
(another point of interest, but of this further on) by river, and
We were astir early,
half that distance by across-country.
[electing our ground, which was a high point of
id afte
r two towering oaks and sloping banks on the
'atk
r, and getting our lumber, we all went to work
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limine bev, an
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INDIAN TANNED SKINS.
Htdai/k), Texas,

Maroh

12, 1877.

Editor Fobest and Stkkam.
In your issue of February 23d, you quote instructions for
curing skins, and allude to the Indian method. Though no
secret here, it may be new and interesting elsewhere.
The skin is stretched either on the ground or on poles,
and all fat or flesh removed. When well dried it is washed
in soap and water to cleanse the fur; tho brains of any
animal are then taken and mashed into a paste with hot
wuter, and this paste is thoroughly rubbed into the flesh
When dry it is scraped,
side, and the skin hung out to dry.
and exposed to the dew for one night, and next morning
rubbed and pulled until soft.
Buckskins are made by rubbing off the hair with a horsewhile the skin is fresh, or, after soaking in a weak lye;
then dressing with brains, and staining a reddish color in a
decoction of Wasatchie bark. Alum and salt are very good,
but alum is rather scarce in the chapparal, and also are
doors and boards. Some stretch skins on the ground.
Core should be taken, by the way, not to use too much
salt, as advised by "The Ploughman," as it causes the skm
afterward to absorb moisture too readily. Sinoking a skm
is done by first dressing with brains, sewing it up into a
funnel-shape, and suspending over a slow lire of buffalo
chips, or dry prickly pear, built in a hole in the ground.
The. tips of 'the funnel being pinned down close around the
hole; a clem-, calm day, is selected, and the smoking reonires
about two hours. It gives a velvet-like finish, and the skin
rib,

never shrinks or gets

What
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cloth.
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here from the prominent cities on the line of this road. The
duck shooting at. this point is good in the spring and fall.
The hotels furnish boats, decoyB, and a pusher, a man who
pushes the boat,, for which you pay, board $2.00 a day, a
boat pusher and decoys, $3 a day extra. Their boats are made
double bowed, flat bo'ttom, very wide, and can go anywhere,
from two inches to a fathom 'of water. Our household arrangements completed, and some of our party out fishing
with trolling line and pole, and as the day and wind are
favorable they will doubtk-ss have good luck; but what have
we been doing, but prospecting ancl making ourselves known
We have been up to Engbsh Lake and
to friend and foe.
visited our friends at the Bridge, and now it is time to commence business operations it is only an hour to sundown,
and we have just discovered that the land on the opposite
side of the river has been overflown, and our practiced eyes
"What do you say, Frank, to
discover traces of woodcock.
our trying our little game for an hour before dark over
there, and see if we can put any up. We will leave L. to look
out for camp and finish his letter to the only one he ever
loved." We loaded half a dozen shells with No. 10 shot apiece,
We no sooner landed
and with dogs in boat pushed over.
than the dogs came to a stand. While Chick, the youth, was a
little too fresh, and flushed his bird before we could get out
of the boat Steady, steady, Chick -come in here and down
charge. Well done' Shot, 111 have to walk this bird up; he will
stand here until doomsday if I don't go in ahead of him and
llnsh it. Up he got, and 1 let him have the left barrel, which
dropped him, Bead bird. Shot; dead bird, good dog. Frank,
you look out for Chick, and take that thicket at the left,
while I strike out to the right. I heard Frank talking
to his dog. We could not work them together, as wo had not
the time, before dark, and we wanted birds for our supper.
We managed to bay in less than an hour three brace, I having
missed two and Frank one, all we raised; and, our appetites
sharpened, we returned to the wiekie to cook them; and such
a supper! woodcock (not on toast), fried potatoes, coffee,
biscuit, which, Frank 'said, if there was anything he could
make it is biscuit, which tasted pn-tiv good lil lelmit; and
we did not know the merits of the oven; it baked like a
charm, and we immediately christened it (the lively baker).
Caption and J. arrived with four black hiss, averaging four
pounds apiece, and a salmon, which I afterward learned was
the name, but at the time called pickerel, and are considered
We finished our supper, and
the gamest fish in the river.
of course the "Durham" followed, and sat down to a game of
whist, after which wc loaded our shells, preparatory to the
morrow's tramp, which we intended to take, having heard
from Hunt, our neighbor, that about a mile west of us was a
We
slough, and that he had never failed to see ducks there.
Ai'ter
retired early that we might be up with the early bird.
partaking of our morning meal, and each one providing himWe had no
self with a lunch, we headed for the "slough."
difficulty in finebng it, as it covers about a mile square and ia
covered with wild rice. Frank and I separated from our
party, and were walking through the rice in about two inches
of water and six of mud, when we stumbled upon a small
pond, when, quack, quack, from about two hundred mallards
were heard; up they got, and we let them have four barrels.
We picked up nine, taking our stand at this place, and keeping the dogs "Down charge," and ourselves out of sight,
thinking they might wheel and come back, as this was evidently a favorite feeding ground of theirs. We hod not been
long in our blinds, wheii they commenced to come in by twos
and throes, and I tell you it was bke the 4th of July there for
We heard occasional shots from the other party, but
a time.
were too busy with our own sport to know anything but
ducks. We shot there until dark, and with the help of the
dogs, bagged forty-five mallards, and returned to camp the
best way we could, with our loads, to find the others had also
made a good day of it, the three having brought in twentypretty good for a
five, making our total bagged seventy;
starter,I thought. Of course', 'Frank and I had the cream of the
shooting. We all devoted our time mostly to ducking, with
an occasional change to hook and line, but we never got up
to our original number on ducks, averaging only about thirty
a day. The woodcock we tried again, but found them few
and far between. And for the benefit of those contemplating a trip there, let me say, that by all means take your own
boats and camping utensils, and camp out; and go in the
month of March, or now, if you go for ducks. If you stop
at English Lake, do not fail to see Dr. Geo. "x'eakel, who
will be pleased to give you all needed information, and
o.
whose latch-strings are as long as he is.
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ABSTRACT OF THE ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE FiSH COMMISSIONERS OF
THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.
TL< Commissioners report that the Inland Fisheries Restoration movement continues in Pennsylvania to he at least
abreast of what it is in the other Stales of the Union, in
which it has been inaugurated, and that the appropriation
has been expended judiciously.
-

lii.Ai £ BASS.
The waters of the State being admirably adapted for the
growth and increase of this tine fish, particular attention has
been paid to it. The Susquehanna, from its month to the
head waters of both the Juniatas, may now be said to be full
of black bass. The same may also be said of both the West
and North Branch for considerable distances above their
confluences at Northumberland. The Delaware, from the
head of title water, along tho whole State border, is equally
supplied.
Several of the Pennsylvania branches of the Delaware are filling by degrees, and soon both those great rivers
may be said to have had one most admirable tribe of edible
fishes added to their product.
The black bass has also been
introduced into the upper waters of the Coneinaugh, west
of the Allegheny Mountains, and is there increasing and
multiplying in the same satisfactory manner which has been
observed in tho eastern stroams. The present abundance of
this fish more than repays all the expense the Stale has
been at

0TJHEB SPECIES.

The different species of fish to which the Commissioners
have given attention comprise black bass salmon, brook
trout, salmon trout, land-locked salmon, shad, and California salmon.
While tho fishermen have not shown
alacrity in obeying tho laws, which were made absolutely necessary by the deterioration of the fisheries, they will soon
learn that they are for their own benefit, and even now
decided improvement is seen in the shad fisheries of the
Susquehanna. Large numbers of shad have been artificially
hatched, tnd turned into the waters of that river and the
Delaware. As yet, the Commissioners are unable to judgo
•whether their artificial hatching is a success or not. Thi
fish turned out in 1873, should have reappeared in 1876, but
that year the run was meagre, beyond precedent. Still,
they are hopeful of success. The say, "the shad artificially
hatched may have been destroyed by some sub-marine
cause undiscoverable by us, or from some similar cause the
reinforcoment which we sent to the sea may have been prevented from returning in three years. But, if that be so,
may they not return in the fourth year, in the fifth, the
seventh, 'nay, later judging from the heavy specimens which
it was not at all uncommon to take yearly as the fishing seasons returned." The number of shad hatched by the Commissioners of New Jersey (Pennsylvania bearing half the

—

expense), and deposited in the Delaware, at Block's Eddy,

amounted

to 1,400,000.

CAETPORNIA SALMON.
salmon placed in the streams by the Co mcannot be said to have yet returned
But here
they are even more in the dark than they are in respect to
the shad, The first placed in the Susquehanna were the
first deposited in any of the Atlantic waters, having been
presented to Pennsylvania by the United States Commissioner, Prof. Baird, being all that he had as yet received
from the Pacific. Pennsylvania received the. preference, because her streams seem to be more like those of the Pacific
slope, in general characteristics of temperature, etc., and so
the number on hand (but little exceeding six thousand) were
placed in the Susquehanna, at Harrisburg, by Col. Worrall,
in the early spring of 1873. The fourth season now approaches, and they hope to find them take their places
among the migratory fishes of tho Atlantic coast. Repeatedly since the deposits have been made, and year after
year, strange, individual fishes, have been caught, sufficiently resembling what the fish ought to be, to show that these
strangers must be stragglers of the deposits, which have
made their way to the sea. Fishermen who have caught
them, anil who, in almost all instances, have returned them
alive to the water, have said that they resembled brook trout
more than anything else, and this is an extremely favorable
evidence that the strange fishes are half grown GaUfornians.
LAKD-LOCKED TBTBES.
The Commissioners have endeavored to find some mode of
hatching, artificially, the pike-perch, sometimes called the
Susquehanna salmon, but without success. Special proteci.l irdecl these fish.
tion will lur. e
ib)
Considerable nurnburs of salmon trout have been deposited in both the lakes
mill rivers of the State, from which most favorable accounts
have been received. Attention has also been paid to the
land-locked salmon, some thousands having been deposited
in Harvey's Lake, Lucerne County, where, it is hoped they
will succeed.
Tho Commissioners are negotiating for an

The

i.

!

California

Tii-:

.

..

invoice of grass bass [CentorqeliMS Hexaeanthwi), a fish which
has, as yet, received but little attention at the hands of fish
culturists.
It is said to be an excellent pan fish, possessed
of great endurance and strength, and, above all, a fish which
lives harmoniously with all other species; not predatory
protected
from attack by its formidable dorsal and.
and
i

abdominal

fins.

PENNSYLVANIA WATEB-SHED.

The Commissioners devote considerable space

to a description of the water system of the State, the whole drainage
Beaching the sea by but four outlets; namely: Hampton
Roads, Delaware Bay, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and Gulf of
Mexico, and these are, therefore, essentially but four different streams, let the branches of those streams number what
they may. This shows, that the physical geography of Pennsylvania is admirably arranged for the ultimate dissetuinaof fish throughout, her borders.
At a comparatively
Bma ! expense, the process of filling the streams may be materially hastened.

™

1

the present Legislature has commenced its sessions, hundreds
of thousands of California salmon, salmon trout, and brook
trout have been sent out or delivered to parties calling for
them. The appropriation of last year was increased, so that
a Western hatching-house should'be established, on a suitthle site, located west of the Allegheny Mountains, where
abere would be a sufficient quantity of never failing water.
The Commissioners finally came to the conclusion to purchase the establishment of Seth Weeks, near Cony, in Erie
County. Mr. Weeks had, for several years, out of the brook
leading from his springs, propagated many thousands of
brook trout in a somewhat primitive manner, but successfully.
The place place consists of nine and one-half acres
of land, having thereon erected a good dwelling house, and
every appurtenance and facility for prosecuting the undertaking.
Add to its advantage's, abundance of water, regularity of temperature, the appurtenances of dwelling-house,
hatehing-house ready stocked, the close vicinity of one of
our most interesting piscatory regions, tho waters of Lake
Erie, and the choice cannot but be approved.
The State has
now two such establishments, and its operations will compare favorably with those of any State in the Union.
All Legislative enactments, the Commissioners complain,
so far seem to have been successfully disregarded. Gillnetting, with all its injurious tendencies, ought to be regulated, if possible, both upon the Delaware and the SuBquehanna. But, if it must still be allowed, let there be some
restrictions short of absolute license; or, let the twenty-four
hours of the Sabbath be made a close time, and thus, incidentally, protect the interest of tho upper riparian inhabitants.
On this and kindred subjects there must be concurrent legislation between sister riparian States say New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland and should
any anadromous fish succeed in the Ohio, then with West
Virginia, Ohio, and other of the Western States.
The pollution of streams is fully discussed in the Report,
and it IB claimed that the deposition of deleterious liquidB
and substances of various natures, in streams from mining
and manufacturing establishments of many kinds, must also
be regulated. The purity of the water can be preserved
without unduly restricting parties pursuing legitimate occupations, but carelessness should be punished.
With regard
to fish-ways, the Commissioners say, "The plan we have
adopted is a gentle, inclined plane, sixty feet wide, through
which, when the water is just flowing over the dam, a stream
passes three feet wide, at a rate not exceeding eight miles per
hour against such a current a boat can be polled indeed,
that has actually been done through our fish-way, and yet
the fisheries above the dam are not resuscitated. True, we
catch fish (shad) above the dam yearly; even last year (1876),
when the run of shad in the Susquehanna was very much
below the average, some five or six hundred shad were
caught many miles above our fish-way. But this is not a
satisfactory result; we want the old fishing grounds brought
back to the old activeness; we want thousands caught at
every old battery. Our fish-way does more for shad than
any or all other fish-ways, but the status quo existing before
the dams were built, is notyetreturned." The crooked fishway which salmon will ascend, they claim,. is but suitable for
shad, as, instead of going by platoons, or in single file, the
latter fish move gregariously, like sheep, and, if the leader
takes a sluice or a rapid, he is followed by the sohool, and
they all make a simultaneous rush and pass through. But
the leader will hesitate at the slightest obstacle will stop
and tremble at a shadow; for instance, the shadow of a
bridge span. It has been sometimes thought that they got
their name (shadow-fish) from that circumstance, and if the
shadow scares the leader away, they dart again to the rear of
the whole flock or school, and nets which the} escaped before are extremely likely to take the panic-stricken crowd on
the rebound, as 'it were.
The plan, therefore, is recommended as being the simplest. But now, they say, comes in
the difficulty no law which has yet been passed seems to be
efficient to "keep the fishermen about the dani from fishing
immediately in front of and around our fish-way continuAnd, instead of
ously, during the whole fishing season.
wondering why the fish do not ascend our fish-way, it seems
difficult to imagine how a single shad can pass it, beset, as it
is, by these defiers of the law, uninterruptedly and continuously, day in and day out, night in and night out, from the
very first to the very last run of shad in the season. But
Pennsylvania has -always been supposed, at any rate, to be a
community observant of the law, and however the laws
have been got around, however they may been evaded, the
time must come at which we shall reach a mode of expression
which will preclude all chance of evasion a mode of execution which will terrorize the marauders.
"Tho restoration movement, then, may be said to be fairly
progressive.
The States around'us are all engaged with us
in trying to forward it.
We must co-operate with them; ws
must have concurrent legislation with the co-riparians, and
when that is offered, let it not-be opposed by men, who, mistaking their own interests, oppose the movements intended
for the benefit of all."
The Report closes with further suggestions regarding legislation, and a copious appendix, detailing the operations of
the Commission in depositing th6 various' kinds of fish, and
giving the numbers placed in each body of water.

—

—

—
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HATOJHNO BOUSES.
Itate has amply provided for those.
shed now, lor nearly three years, a
hjvtehing house at Donegal Springs, near Marietta, in Lan!ii'

-nee many millions of young fry
sent forward to every part of the State.'aud since
1.

1
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The following

is

W. Shbtveb.

the extract referred to:

have received to-day your very interesting cummunication of the 10th iust upon the subject of tin experiment made
by me some six years since of transferring some of the several
varieties of our finest game fish of the Ohio River to the head
waters of the Potomac at the town of- Cumberland, in Alleghany County, Marylaud.
" The enterprise or experiment was contemplated by me long
before the completion of the Baltimore .t Ohio Railroad to the
Ohio Riv.r at Wheeling, but no satisfactory mode of transportation presented itself to my mind until the completion of
that great work (iu I believe the year 1853), and in the following
year 1 made my first trip (although I made several afterwards
in the saine year), carrying with mo my first lot of fish in a
large tin bucket, perforated, and which t made to fit the opening in the water tank attached to the locomotive, which was
supplied with freHh water at the regular water stations along
the line of the road, and thereby succeeded well in keeping the
fish (which were young and small, having been selected for
the purposo) alive, fresh, and Bound.
"This lot of fish, as well as every subsequent one, on rny arrival at Cumberland, were put in tho basin of the Chesapeake
&. Ohio Canal, from which thoy had free egress and ingress to
the Potomac River and its tributaries, both abore and below
the dam; and although somewhat ridiculed at the time bv
" I

,

some

of the intelligent citizens of Cumberland, I am gratified
learn from others as Jwell as yourself, that in this, my
experiment, the object of which was to supply
the waters of the Potomac' with some au fine varieties of game
fish, both in size and quality, as ever inhabited the fresh water
streams of any country, has been crowned with complete success, and I feel that I am fully compensated in this lor all the
time, trouble, and expense I have bestowed on the subject.
"I will add one singular fact in this connection, which is that
theru is not known to exist in any streams (as lar as I have
been able to learn) oast of the Alleghany Mountains, from the
Falls of Niagara in the north, to the Gulf of Mexico in the
south, these varieties of game fish, while they exist in every
stream west of tho Alleghauv, and in every lake and stream
west of the Falls of Niagara/and as far south as the Gulf of
Mexico."— Wheeling (la.) TntMitjmcer, Oct. 6(4,1871.
to

first piscatorial

—

Fxood-Gaie eob Hatcbtnq Teotjgh. Appended is a sketch
of a flood-gate to be used on a fish-hatching trough.
The
design of the gate is to raise or lower the depth of the water
in the trough at pleasure.
It saves a good deal of labor in
the way of dams. The gate, has been in operation in the
Virginia Fish Hatchery during the present season, and has
given a great deal of .satisfaction.

—
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'Tkiplets.— The Portland JSWerwIsesayH,

of our readers are aware, the question as to

how

and by whom our Ohio river bass were first introduced
into the Potoiuac is not a new one, and the enterprise has been
It seems that in the
at various times credited various persons.
Valley of VirKinia, and at the other points east, considerable
interest is still felt on the subject, as the bass fishery in that
river is a matter of no small moment to many persona, not
only to amateur fishermen, but also^to many persons who
And, therefore,
get their supplies of fish from the Potomac.
it is an item of curiosity to all such persons to know for a fact
This feeling on the
just how the bass were first introduced.
subject accounts for a letter lately written by Dr. Wall, of the
Valley of Virginia, to General Sbriver, of this city, making
inquiries of the latter as to what he knew upon the subject.
The following is the General's reply
:

Wheeling, West Virginia,
SeptemberHth, 1867.
Dn. A. Walt-—Dear Sir: Your official communication of the
Istiusi., on the subject of transferring the;biack bass of the
Ohio to the Potomac liter, CftJiM duly to hand, and I herewith
ttract of a letter I wrote to
s*nd you a printed slip]
Philip T. Tyson, of Baltimore, tAgricnltuiul Chemist of MaryI

of Sept, 4th, 1860,

-

" The Fish Commission of Vermont, with Dr. Goldsmith at
their head, are proviug successful with some most interesting
experiments.
Among the rest they have transplanted the
smelt from tlie salt water to the fresh waters of the State without diminishing their fecundity, and with improvement in
their quality.
The fresh-* ater smelt, indeed, as raised by Dr.
Herring have also
Goldstnith, is the aristocrat »f his race.
been tiansplauted into some of the larger and deeper Vermont
lakes, mainly to serve as food to the lake trout and pickerel."

J^Htnral ^tstarg.

OUR MOCKING-BIRD.
BY MBS. MABY TREAT.

owns a home and a tract of land.
other land-holder, he is supremo ruler over
other bird is allowed here except
such as he permits. Several mocking-birds of my acquaintance are real-estate owners; but, I think, all do not have
the ambition to own landed property.
The hero of my sketch lives in a small cypress, just in
front of the cottage where I reside. This cypress iB covered
by a native grape-vine, forming a complete dom
pretty bower beneath. His territory embraces a hedge of
Spanish bayonets, which extends along the front of the
the cottage he also includes the piazza and its immediate
vicinity as his property.
his

me

-

OURLikeMocking-bird
any

LETTEB EBOM W. W, SHBTVBB, OE WHEELING.

land, in reply to his letter to

J c Kitchen,

Nevada has just taken through its Legislature, initiatory
steps toward a system of fish culture in that State, and appointed Mr. Parker State Fish Commissioner.

THE POTOMAC.

AS many

tnttt

of Columbia, brought to that office, recently, a curiosity in
the form of three young trout joined together by one umbilical
sack, and evidently triplets.
They were hatched at the ponds
of George Young, and wora alive and frisky, although it is not
probable that they would live many days. "Fred Mathers' twins
will have to take a back seat.

FIRST INTRODUCED BASS INTO

j

The

same subject, which I hope will give the desired information,
Tho number of these black bass taken to the Potomac by me, as
can now recollect, was about thirty. The writer of
this is undoubtedly the individual and the only person who
adh ever anything to do with the transfer of thos'e fish to the
Potomac.
Very respectfully,

well as

upon this

own dominions, and no

;

The Spanish bayonet bears a large, sweet .fruit, about the
size of a banana, which grow in a great cluster at Q
the plant, of which the mocking-bird is very fond and this
;

fruit enough for all tbe birds of the neighborhood, yet this wealthy proprietor will not allow any bird,

hedge bears

whether large or small, to
time as he has, guarding

p,

i.

!:.

i

m

and Buch a

it
He can hardly find lame to
bathe and dress his feathers. But I suppose that he could
not be convinced that ho would be happier and more free

with

!

loss property to look after.

—

.

;

FOREST AM) STREAM.
One day, I thought I would regulate things, so that the
othei birds might have a share; so I took some of the fruit
from the hedge and hung it upon some omnge
But it was
where I could watch
proceedings.
dominions, and he
-within
his
fruit is
nse; the
guards it just as jealously as he does the hedge— in fact, he

trees close

by,

no

prefers this that I hung upon the trees, ns it gives him a
better place to stand while he eats. At one end of the piazza is a large branch of holly, Very lull of bright-rod elus-

The branch is placed in a jar of water, to
kf "! it fresh, and the long gray moss, which hongs
on the trees here, is also used to help decorate and
screen the end of the piazza. Our mocking-bird also claims
this holly bush, and comes and eats the berries, while
we are sitting on the piazza.
He is very observing he knows just aB well as I do what
birds ho can trust within his dominions. Every morning I
scatter a plateful of cracker-crumbs and oats near the
piazza, a large number of birds coming regularly for their
food. Now, the mocking-bird does not care much for
crumbs or oats, as ho is perfectly willing that the birds
should eat there, if they will only let his fruit alone; and
many of the birds that eat the crumbs and grain do not care
for his fruit, and these he will allow all about him. I suppose he considers them honest, respectable citizens.
Many of the birds that I feed aro migratory, coming to
Florida in the fall, and returning in the spring. Among
them are several kinds of sparrows, and the little Maryland
barB Of biiiics.

;

yellow-throat. This charming, sprightly, little bird is less
Its general color is olivein size than a chipping sparrow.
groon, but the throat is a bright yellow, and a jet-black band
runs across the forehead, and extends down each side of the
face, which gives it a epiaint look, as if it wore large sidewhisl;era.

A large number of beautiful cheewinks have become quite
tame; will come almost to my feet to pick up the crumbs.
I have observed, however, that when I wear a gray dress,
something like the color of the bark of the tree, and pull my
hat down pretty well over my eyes, that the birds will come
rauoh nearer to me than when I do not take these precautions.

The blue jay

comes for a share of these crumbs, but
ha does not pick them up and eat them in the same manner
that the other birds do; ho looks around for the largest piece,
flies
takes
it
and
to a tree, and holds it against a branch
and
with one foot, and breaks off small bits with his bill, and
eats them in the same way that he does an acorn; and he is
not satisfied with this, but he takes pieces and secrets them
about the fence, and other places, and almost always when
he carries to look for them they are gone have been niched
by the sparrows in his absence; and then, such a Screaming
as he sets up, I should think would frighten the little culprits, but they look as unconcerned and innocent, as if they
knew nothing about tho matter, so he has to content himself with the acorns he has stowed away, or picks up fresh
ones from the ground.
The Carolina wren and the beautiful little ground dove
also

—

The mocking-bird is
also come for a share of the crumbs.
on good terms, with all tho birds I have mentioned, for they
do not eat his fruit. But the lovely red, cardinal grosbeak,
and his cousins, the thrushes, and even his own brothers, he
will not allow to come near the hedge, nor to alight on either
of his trees. And a charming, little green warbler, not as
large as a sparrow, meets with no mercy, for this tiny creature likes the fruit, and, notwithstanding its small size, he
drives it from his domain singling it out from among the
sparrows, and chasing it away even when it is not eating
his fruit. But the mocking-bird cannot always be on guard,
for, like other epicures, he must have a variety of food; and,
although he owns so much property, and is ruler over so
many birds, yet he keeps no servant to supply his wants,
and 'a large "share of his food consists of various insects,
which he must hunt for himself. And this tiny warbler has
become very cunning; as soon as our imperious mocker
leaves his home, the little warbler, who seems to have been
watching and waiting his opportunity, now glides down
from some tree, and eats in peace until he is satisfied.
Twice I have seenr the mocking-bird make a mistake, and
drive a 1 >ird that never touched his fruit. The first instance,
was with a cheewink, which, certainly, was in a suspicious
attitude, for I thought myself it was eating the fruit.

—

—

Heretofore he had always trusted the cheewinks, and had
let them come about him in his bower, and on his trees, but
this time one alighted on a tree with something to eatprobably an insect and happened to stand in such a position that he looked exactly as if he was eating the fruit.
The mocking-bird was on his dome, where he could overlook all his property. He saw the cheewink, and acted as if
he could hardly believe his own eyes; he turned his head
first one way, and then the other, and peered at him very

—

intently for a few moments; then he sailed down, and witn
a volley of scolding notes, drove the'poor cheewink quite a
distance; and, not satisfied with this, he returned and drove
every one from the ground which were feeding about the
Ever since this happened, he will not allow a cheepiazza.
wink to remain upon either of his trees, but I have not
seen him drive them from the ground since the day he was
in such a towering passion, but I supposo he con never be
convinced that he was mistaken, and will never trust them
as before.
The other occasion, a little yellow-rumped warbler alighted
on the holly bush, at the end of the piazza, and was peering
about among the moss for insects. Our mocker watched
him awhile, and concluded it rnnst be the berries that kept
him there so long, so down he came, and drove him a long

way

and then returned

off,

home, and appeared

to his

as

self-complacent and as much satisfied with himself as if it
had been a bird of his own size that ho had driven.
But, unlike most tyrants, ho is very courageous; he will
attack and drive a sparrow-hawk from the neighborhood, unaided by any other bird.
This hawk is elegat in his appearance, a trifle larger thann
the mocking-bird, and with his strong, hoked beak, heo
mist prove a powerful adversary, if he should turn upon a
bird weaker than himself.
A few feet f
ocking-bird's home a vane has been
•ay the wind blows; it towers above
erected to sin
ei- a
the tallest trees, and here
a sparrow-hawk often alights.
Wliil,
tti
on tiesparrows feeding olose about
down, and took one from right
just
ns it rol
it on the wing,
I

i

.

i:-

hawk came, swooping

caught
sparrows
tV
the otbj
flatten. a! ':
a groun !, and remained perin,
hawk Haw back to the
fectly still for a few moments.
vane with his prey, and now the mocking-bird, who had
eyes,

lie

i

l
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been a witness of the transaction, at once attacked bin:; but
he was careful to keep behind, and strike him on the back,
and this annoyed the hawk so much that he could not eat
the sparrow, lint he hold it in his clnws and growled at his
persecutor for a while, and then flew away, the mockingbird following, and hitting him on the back until they went

THE BIRDS OF WEBSTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, AND ADJOINING TOWNS.
B\r7cHAEnEH

out of sight.

Cordinwilfmni OUT

With all his other entertainments, our mocker is a fine
musical performer, and, unlike the songsters of the North,
he sings at least ten months of the year. "When we arrive
in Florida, about the 1st of November, he greets us with Ids
song, and pets as if he remembered us; but toward the kiBt
of this month his notes begin to lessen, and by the 1st of
December ha is quite silent; by the middle of January ho
again, at first in low whispers— so low that wo
can scarcely hear him he seems to be rehearsing. He continues this for a week or more. There is something exquisitely beautiful about these low, tender strains, and
during these rehearsals he always faces the piazza, and seems
Gradually his voice increases in
io be singing
to us.
volume, until, by the 1st of March, he is in full song. And
now he leaves his home more frequently, and is gone longer
and the gay, cardinal bird
is neglecting his business
takes advantage of his absence, and with furtive looks ventures to resale himself on the forbidden fruit.
This neglect of home and business continues for several
days; at last he returns with a charming female, who inspects his bower with a critical eye, and seems pleased with
all the surroundings; then she accompanies him to one of
the trees, on which hangs the fruit. Now they both eat,
standing side by side, and then return to the lower, and
now on the topmost branch of his dome, this joyous bird
proclaims his happiness in the most entrancing song, no
longer facing us, but always facing and addressing his beauti-

—

—

ful partner.

GOODHUE.

issifl

Dj

Olus WrUonianrts. Long-eared owl
Not eornmnn, oxcert in tuo migrations may breed, as 1 have Heen it the middle of June.
n
Brachyolus Cassinii. Short-eared owl; Quito rare; bavo
m
.

;

:

I

Syrnium

Common

Barred owl.

rvftidoeum.

resident

probably

;

breeds.

.

;

F,

Bubo

virrjinianus.

Common

Great-horned owl.

resident

;

most

the

common

of the owls
Scops asio. Mottled owl.
birds than gray.

Common

resident

have seen more red

;

Ny<:tale acadica. Acadian owl. Not common have taken one each
winter for the laat three years. It has the habit of taking Up its residence In barns and out houses in winter, probably for the purpose of
mousing.
Kyclsa. nivea. Snowy owl. Eare winter visitor from the north.
Surma ulttln. Hawk owl. Exceedingly rare winter resident have
;

;

;

seen

bnttwoin four

ycarB.

Haluslu* leucotphalusi. White-headed eaglo. Raro ; see but one or
two in the course of a year.
fandinn carolmcnsis. Fish hawk. Common in the migrations.
Not common; may breed, bat
Falco columbariui. Pigeon hawk.
have never met with tho nest.
Sparrow hawk, Common in spring and fall
Falco xparvtttou.
under
my notice, was placed in a
breeds. Tbo only nest that has come
it contained six young.
hollow maple, aboutsix feet from the ground
Astar alricapUUu. Goshawk— Blue hawk. Eare perhaps leea so ia
;

;

»»

OSPREYS TAKING DEAD

winter.
AccipiUr Coopcrii.

F1SM.

Bummer

may

;

Cooper's hawk.
winter breeds.

Common

resident through tho

]

Accipiterfimw. Sharp-shinned hawk. Common in summer a few
winter; breeds.
Butta bnrealis. Ked-tailod hawk. Common summer resident; » few
remain through tho winter breeds.
Red-tailed hawk. Resident loast abundant in win.
Biitto timatws.
tar breeds.
Buito penmylvinicus. Broad-winged hawk. Rare ; have seen bnt few
-,

EErroE Fobest and Steeam.
My question, asked in your columns, of January 11th,
"If 'this incident occurred 'as related by S. 0. C, was it not
an unprecedented one ? " was asked for information, as I
had never heard of a similar occurrence. It is true that
Audubon tells us of Ospreys taking the fish that had risen,
dead or dying, to the surface of the water, in sorno of the
lakes adjacent to the Mississippi Biver, w] re the water was
too muddy for the hawks to discover them alive, and immense flocks of Wood Ibises were trampling the bottom,
making it so difficult for tho fishes to respire, that they were
obliged to rise, to the surface, and were then killed in great
numbers but he immediately adds, that "except in such
places, and on such occasions'" he had never observed the
Fish Hawk to procure prey in any other than the usual way.
I quote this high anthforitj in answer to S, C. C.'s quotation
from "Allen's Notes of Some of the Bare Birds of Massachusetts." At the conclusion of his article, in Forest and
Stream of February 8th, which reads, " one should not
rashly question the accounts given by usually reliable authorities, because, in particular instances, they do not accord
with their own observations." To relieve myself of the imputation of asking a question that was either egotistical or
" rash." as it was not mentioned whether the incident
;

related by S. 0. 0. occurred within thirty yards, or a thousand, of the observer, I suggested the possibility of a misI
take, such as the closest observer may sometimes make.
once thought that I saw an Osprey take a dead fish from
clear water, and it was by the merest chance that I discovered that I was deceived by exceedingly convincing appearances. I was on an island in the Gulf of Mexico, in search
of ornitholigical specimens, and seeing an Osprey fish ing
near the. shore, I concealed myself behind a sand-hill, to
watch him while I rested to enjoy the cooling breeze ere
plunging into the swamp again. At length, a fish was taken,
and the bird flew with it directly toward me, until within
six rods, when I fired, expecting to bring him down at that

my

gun was loaded with small shot ; but
distance, although
with a scream, he turned and flew out over the water until
about a hundred yards distant from me, when he dropped
surprise, he wheeled in the air, and
tho fish. Then, to
darting down, rose again from the water, with, apparently,
tho same fish, and ilew.in over the beach. Seeing that I
would not get a shot at him by remaining quiet, I ran
quickly behind the sand-hills, in the direction of his flight,
and as he passed over them, I discharged both barrels in
quick succession, causing him to drop the fish, which I
picked up and examined. It was of the same species and
size as the one brought so near to me by the hawk in the
companion; avowed that he caught
first instance, and

my

my

sight of the first fish in the water "after it was first dropped,
and that it was belly up and dead. The incident was such
a very unusual one, that I discussed it at some length,
finally returned to the beach, to
with my companion,
retrace our steps, and as we walked along, I noticed, at the
water's edge, a dead fish, just washed ashore, which, on examination, proved by the marks of small shot and hawk's
talons, on it, to be the fish that our bird had dropped into
the water, and which, but for thus aecidently finding
believed had been re-taken by
it, I should have, certainly
companion my
the Osprey, although I had expressed to
belief, tlmt the fish must have had life enough to swim a

We

:

;

;

specimens.
fall

A rchibuteo

make some life-like movement. The
an Osprey taking a fish immediately after being shot
interesting incident related by
at, was paralleled in the
"Dom Pedro." Will he tell us if, on tho second time, the
fish taken was surely the one dropped ? and if bo, was it
dead before being re-taken? My queries are not intended
to be in the least in a critical spirit, but are prompted solely
by a desire for knowlccge, believing that if observers would
more frequently compare notes, and the columns of Forest
and Stream furnish an excellent medium for so doing, much
valuable information might be disseminated.
or at least to

fact of

I have scon white-headed eagles catch fish, although
never " with the dash and grace of an Osprey," as I have seen
On the contrary, the fish I refer to
related by Bamo writer.
were eels, and caught in shoal water, after much flapping
and dangling of legs, close to the surface of the water, by
the eagles. I think eagles are by no moans scarce in the
Northern States, unless it bo by comparison to their great
numbers in some of the southernmost States, and in the
spring and summer they aro abundant in Maine and New
Hampshire, where I have on many occasions observed tho
common incident, of the robbery of an Osprey of his prey

by the white-headed eagle.
To mistake an Osprey for an eagle,
by no 'means imply lack of knowledge

at a distance,

would

or experience in observation of these birds, so similar in their flight, plumage,
Only last summer lb el my attention salted toa
tod lisse
the
out revealing
iird
soaring in circl.
sunlight the whita-hoad, which only the aid ot a neld-gla
i

'

'

i

m

proved to be that of an Osprey and not an eagle, Boameb.

;

Sancli-JoJiannis.

in the winter of 1875.
Circus kudsonicus. Marsh

;

Common

hawk.

in

summer

;

breeds, nest-

ing on tbo ground,

Wild pigeon. Common summer resident ;
Eclopistes migratnrius,
breeds. I think, as a general thing, that thoy lay but one egg, as I have
found many nests, and there never was bnt more than one, with but
one exception.
Ztnivdura caroUnensit. Turtle dove. May occnr, but have never met
with It as yet.

[In our issue of March 1st. the White-throated Sparrowwas referred to as Toii'Trlchh! leOeqphirys, instead of aldteolits;
as it should have been printed. An error also occurs in the
list of warblers, DqrulrQica oomSeaems having been spoken
of as the Black-throated Warbler, instead of Black-throated,
It will be observed that Mr. Goodhue separates the

Blue.

two forms of Arffittoleto, instead of regarding them as
ent plumages of the same species. Ed.]

differ-

<»

WHITEFISH OF THE OSWEGATCHIE.
Cantos, N. 7., March 20, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
I see in your correspondent's column, that J. B., of Montreal, speaks
of whltensh being found in- the Oswegatcl'ie River. Once, early in

d-

July, nearly or quite ten years ago, at the mouth of a spring broek,
as the " old Indian Ashing ground," some two miles below C canberry Lake, wo caught a fish that we called a whiteflsh— I Buppose because wo did not know what else to call it. They were letting off water

known

from the reservoir, and the river was high, and tho water foul. The
month of the. brook was crowded with trout, weighing from one-quarter
to three pounds, and witb these nsh, which very much resemble a
sucker in color and shape, only they were more silvery than tho
sucker. The month was much, but not quite the same. Neither thoy
or tho trout would "bite," and we • hooked up" enough for camp
use daring the two or three days we were there. Sometimes we sot
very
trout, sometimes " whltensh.," The latter, when cooked, were
white, fat, and flue flavored. Wo pronouced these fully equal to the
trout. They were free from all the loose bones found in the sucker.
some
brooks
The same Beason they were lound at two or thrco spring
tweniy miles below, on the river. I do nut think we saw aDy over a
pouud in weight—most of them about one-half that. I do not knowof
any being caught there before or since.
Thinking it poseiblo you might desire even the
ooniagive'ou tho subject,

I

little

took the liberty of writing.

THE CARP OF

my

little,

Hoagh-leggod hawk. Not very common a few
and winter.
Black hawk. Rare saw a flue specimen

Arcliibuleo lagopus.

found in

information
J. U. B.

I

VIRGINIA.

Boston, Marsh 19,1877.
Editor Fobest and Stream.
^Talking with a friend In relation to the introduction of carp into this
numbers
back
of your issue, lta
the
country, as mentioned in two of
stated that in the year 1807, ho was in Virginia, and, being an ardent
lover of angling, tried his actons day in a pond, at the head ot Moravery largo
tico Crook, Lancaster Oonnty, at Ball's Mills, and caught six
pounds. They being
fish, weighing, in tho aggregate, somo thirty-seven
an unknown iiah to him. although ho had fished in nearly all our
States and Territories; they were shown to » great many -persons in
who
that vicinity, and none contd give them a naino, except a Dr. Ball,
said he was familiar with the lisli in Europe, as aarp, but had never oI

them in this country. Among the persons viewing ihe cat*
was an old negro, who said that, years ago, a Mr. Mitchell had brought
thatkiud of fish from " away 'cross the aea," and put into the pond.
Tho publication of the above may bring out some farther intelligence

fore seen

D

relating to this matter.

'

«••

A COMPANION FOR THE "PIPE

FISH,"

Warebam, MasB., March 19,1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
contouring a well-grown
I this day mailed a package to yonr address,
of the howl of a day pipe, which, per
tti ichisd to the inner side
Oj
York tqt iTion
haps, it will he. well for me to hand over to the New

<"\

i

The Doveliy was taken from an oyster bed a few days ago HP
auabyei&muungtns bacVsldeof the bowl, there will be »
its
deinatiou made by the tongs, by which it was taken from
V
I°was actuated in

my

interest In

this

11

ti

resting

specimen, by readme in Fouebt

—

——

—

1U

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

and SniKAM, of December Sib, 1S76, page '116, under the caption, "Pipe
Fish." The upper edge o' the pipe, na yon will see, Ib broken, hut I
have no doubt

it waa a sonni pipe, and that the growth or expansion of
the oyster's shell caused the fracture; but be that, as it may, the whole
thing bears evidence that the bivalve was brought forth and cradled in
the bowl of a tobacco pipe, and that he is true to his nature, i8 shown

by his oloee adhesion

to his

Tmly

house.

yours,
J, F.

Mfedock.

Ans. This really valued curiosity lias attracted much attention in our office. "We have acted upon our correspondents
suggestion, and turned it over to the New York Aquarium.
[Ed. P. and S.].

« i»

The Moines.—If

be truth in the statement that
is going the rounds of the press, regarding that most retiring of quadrupeds, the mole, it is, just now, worth while to
commend it, with whatever truth it may be found to conthere

tain, to the management of the Greenwood Cemetery. From
their last Teport, we learn that such a war has been waged
upon the ground-moles, in the interest of smooth turf and
solid path, that in the past year nearly 1,8110 of these little
animals have been destroyed. And the item we have in
mind records a very similar fact with regard to a very
choicely-kept estate abroad, where a similar work of extermination was carried out. But there, it is said, the result
was not all that could be coveted, for such was the unexpected and alarming increase of insects and slugs in the
sward, that the noble, proprietor, discovering that he hud
disturbed one of the balances of nature, set at work, at
large cost, and restocked his grounds with moles.
The statement, which comes with apparent authenticity, is an interesting one, and by no means unusual in its bearing and argument. The mole preys on what are a far greater pest to
cultivated tracts than he can be, with all the vexation caused
by his little subterranean alleys. All authorities declare
that this annoyance, easily repaired by spade and roller, is
far more than counter-balanced by the services of the
humblo little Telpa family, who are classed as insectivorous
mammals, and deserve to be protected as such. When the
gardener has banished the toad for its ugliness, the warblers for the sake of his small fruits, and the mole because
he burrows lawlessly in his lawns and pathways, the folly
invitos its own speedy penalty, for an army of insects
and creeping things are ready to improve all such advantages, and revenge the unwise slaughter. Greenwood
may need the moles, as well as the birds. We are getting

wiser on such subjects, but
costly.
Brooklyn Union,

we make wisdom sometimes very

$nrm and %ardm.

Hffoadfand,

QUAILS IN CONFINEMENT.

ALTHOUGH

it is

rather late for sneh information to be of

service during the present season, yet the experience
of some of our correspondents, who have been keeping quails

through the winter, for the purpose of turning them out in
Bpring, may be of great benefit to those who propose following their example another year. And we would here say to
our numerous readers, who are writing to us with regard to
procuring live birds for this purpose, that they have delayed
too long. During the month of January, quails could have
been purchased in our markets in any quantity, but at that
time very few cared to take the trouble and risk of carrying

them through; hence, the dealers, finding themselves with
large stocks on hand, declined making further contracts with
their western or southern sources of supply, and when March
came, or even in February, no birds were to be had. The
moral of which is that those who wish to replenish their stock
of birds must procure them early, and provide for them until
the weather permits of their being set adrift to take care of
themselves.
One of the most successful of our friends in keeping his
birds over, is Mr. James Bryce of Madison, N. J., and to him
we are indebted for the cut of his coop or box, in which his
birds have thrived, and which

we

give herewith.

^

—

House Flesh Sacrificed in New Jersey. A Marlboro correspondent sends us the following notice of the great horse
sale which took place there last week, at C. E. Oorneliu'B

He

farm.

says:

"It, waa the opinion of all the local horsemen present, this
was the most valuable sale and the most largely attended of
any that has ever been held in Morris County' The delegation from New York City was immense, and many noted
turfmen present, attracted no doubt by the brilliant display,
to be sold without reserve.
But, oh what a sad shrinkage
in values, paid and received for the same. I was told by
good authority, that the celebrated stallion 'Kirkwoodj'
cost Mr. Carman more than all that was sold yesterday
!

brought."

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.
beauty
THEmarred
by

many of our country homos is sadly
the injudicious planting of ornamental

of

and shrubs, and there is no branch of the landscape
gardener's busines that demands more sound judgment,
correct -ideas, or refined taste. It is not enough to admire
and appreciate a well defined and harmoniously colored
trees

landscape; to be able to judge of its merits, or defects, he
must also be able to select the materials, and so arrange or
dispose of them as to produce an effect at once the most
powerful, agreeable, and perfect that they are. capable of
doing.
To attain this end, the planter requres an amount of

and knowledge only attainable by perseverance, study,
and practice. These remarks apply principally to large and
extensive country seats, but also bear weight with regard to
skill

less pretentious residences.

been altogether

for

In former years the rage has

mixed planting, without, any regard

planted within six feet of a Carriage drive), but now a more
and natural idea prevails, and planting in groups
with reference to the future general effect, the ultimate size
of the trees, and their coloring in summer and fall, is more
generally carried out. Trees having a resemblance to one
another in the size and form of their leaves may be associated in groups, but it is more desirable that they possess
some other marked characteristic in common, such as color
of foliage, bark, or flower, habit of growth, or form, etc.
Thus when depth of color in leafage is desired, fit associates
are found in the Purple Beech, Elm, Oak, Hazel, or Barberry;
tasteful

when

light colors are wanted they are at command in the
Golden Birch, Alder, Elder, and Willow, as also among the
naturally silvery foliaged trees, as the silver Poplar, Linden,
Maple, Huntingdon and other willows, and Sea Buck thorn,
while among strictly variegated trees and shrubs there ex-

from. The autumnal colors and
desorve marked attention. The rich
scarlet and purple of the Oaks, Liquid Amber, Nyssa, or
Scarlet Maple, the golden yellow of the Norway and other
Maples, Tulip trees, etc. ; the chestnut with its yellow and

wide

and avoid injuring the roots.
Pruning the trees is practiced mote or less by some, and
by others not at all. 1 shall not Bay which is OBSt, as the
tree appears to flourish oithel way, and he who has his grove,

may take his choice between the 'native lux tuiantgro will, or
the pruned symmetrical tree. In this vicinity, however, pruning is done but moderately, if at all, many preferring lowheaded, bushy trees, and some being of opinion that the low
foliage affords a protection against frost, and against the too
fierce rays of the sun, and keeps the roots coul and moist
in hot, dry weather.
Possibly, as in mflnj other things, the
best course maybe a medium between the two extremes, the
pruning knife being used sparingly.
Florida oranges are getting to "be a scarce commodity as
the season wears on, and the price is correspondingly high.
The State is full of visitors, and local demand is sufficient to
maintain the price.
they seem abundant at (he North
now, I suspect the placard of "Florida Oranges'' may be too
often used to give a good name to inferior fruit from foreign

H

sources.

c. d. d.

—

Value or Ayrshire Cows. It is the practice in many
parts of Ayrshire to let the cows to a professed milkman at
so ranch per cow per annum.
This is provinoially called a
bowing, or boyening, from boyen, a milk pail. The farmer
provides the cows and requisite dairy vessels, the whole sum-

mer pasturing and winter foddering", and houses and litter
for cows, and a habitation for the milkman
while the boyOft'ertatesthi whole charge of the milking, si a
:

to

the future size of the trees or shrubs planted, or to the effect
of the shades of color either in summer or fall (how often
have we seen Norway spruce, and other large growing tree,
that will not stand pruning without spoiling their contour,

ists a

For the first few years the plough should do its duty in
keeping the weeds and grass down, but when both foliage and
roots have spread for and wide, the plough should hp run
lightly, or the cultivator or harrow used" in its place.
Si)
rapid'and extensive is the growth of the roots, that when the
grove is well in bearing, the space between the trees is practically covered with the fine yellow fibrous network, and
the rake is then deemed the proper thing to loosen the soil,

field to select

tints of falling foliage

brown; gorgeous festoons of Virginia Creeper, or Yellow
Celastrus, contrasting beautifully with the deep green of the
Spruces, Hemlocks, or other evergreens. Color in bark is
most appreciable when branches are denuded of their foliage,
and small groups having distinct colors tend to relieve the
dull monotony of the winter and early spring months. White
Birch, Linden, Golden Ash, Copper, Purple, and Golden
Willow, Virgilia, the red Dog-wood, etc., all work in well;
while Deutzias, Spiraas, Weigelias, Dwarf Magnolias, Tartarian Honeysuckle, Pavias, the Japanese Judos Tree,
double Almonds, and the dwarfer Evergreens, either singly,
or in groups, may fill up the foreground, and give lightness
and beauty to the carriage drive and lawn during the whole
season. Irregularity of outline to the lawn gives an idea of
size, and the margins and points may be well filled up here
and there by n border of hardy herbaceous and other plants.
Daphne Cneorum and other dwarf dowering plants— the
noble and striking Pampas grass, Arundo donas variegata,
or Arundo Conspicua, in prominent positions, or as single
specimens on the lawn, while, of course, nearer the house,
the flower-beds are located, radiant with beauty during the
summer and fall months.
w. j. r>.

whey, as

'he

chooses.

The

price jarii

and four feet wide, and is raised by
four feet from the ground
The coop is di-

box]is six feet long

the supports

HH

vided by the partitions C
into three compartments.
The
ends and sides are perforated with augur holes. The top and
bottom are alike, being made with boards,
left half
an inch apart, and wire netting E in the middle. B B B represents the water tanks. As regards feed, Mr. Bryce gives

DDDD,

M_iM>.uaN, Fla.,

March

17, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.
Theories concerning the c
numerous and varied that o]

which

to adopt.

Almost

i

of

at a los!

I

i

trei

68 to

t)

so

know

pet idea to
indefatigable energy, and
the inexperienced may wel
njy.zled at such variety of
of the subject.
I part
lis
id that high-land is the only suitable place for a
grove: but what about the numc ous thrifty groves on low
land that bear their yearly abundn
There are numerous learned essays on the necessity of a
substratum of clay, or marl, or what not, but I have seen
groves where, if there were anything of this kind, it was so
far beneath the surface as to be only discoverable to the well
ev

I

much as they will eat, morning and night, of
wheat, buckwheat, rye and corn mixed, with plenty of fresh
water three times a day, and gravel and wood ashes morning
and night. He also gives them plenty of cabbage (cut fine)
his birds just as

and twice a week onions, eut fine and
mixed with hay or grass seed. The advantage of this coop is,
celery tops, etc., daily,

that the birds keep

it,

in a measure, clean themselves, the

refuse, etc., passing out at the bottom, or the apartments

can
be cleaned separately. Thus far this season he has lost only
six birds out of some seventy.
The coop is kept on an enclosed piazza, which has windows and doors, and the birds
get the sunshine whenever it is possible.

—An excellent liniment to apply

to sores

on horses' backs,

be made as follows Take, inner bark
uf the ordinary white oak, boiled down in as iron kettle
until it is t\s black as ink while boiling drop in a piece of
alum about the size of a hen's egg. Never tine a brass kettle
This liniment is to be applied with a sponge,
to boil it in.
and, indeed, it is good for any sore or bruise. It is a safe
thing to keep in any one's barn ready to use when occasion

legs, or elsewhere, can

:

;

requires.

Our Home Journal.

There are groves on the hills where the soil, during the
season, retains barely sufficient of the rainfall to nourish
plant life; and there are others on the flat, low lands, where
the drains are dug deep, and the trees set high on ridges, to
escape the continued superabundance of water.
The man who has paid a hundred dollars for his acre of
choice hammock, and he who has bomesteaden from the
government llifi tract miles back in the pine lands, possess
their utovi s, with no apparent difference in the condition of
.<-, j,i. what is flw to fertility Of the Boil,
tht bra
The rich, black hammock will, unaided bv fertilizers, proi:
duce fine growth, as will also the I.
if pine land;
but even on land which is so poor that it seems little else but
white sand, the orange tree mil wave its green leaves in
vigorous growth, if cared for and fertilized.
-;

.-

,

£8 to

£15.

In

;

He says "To sum up all in one sentence, I now
that hundreds and thousands of our best, Scotch
dairy cows, when they are in their best condition and well
feed", yield' at the rate* of 2,000 Scotch pints of milk ( 1,000
gallons ) in one year, that in general from seven and a
half to eight pints ( three and three-quarters to four gallons )
of their milk will yield a pound of butter, country weight
avoirdupois ); and fifty-five pints
( one and a half pounds
(twenty-seven and a half gallons) of their milk will proproduce one. stone and a half imperial weight of full milk
cheese that at the proper season, and when a healthy calf is
fed, and the prices of veal as high as they have frequently
been within the last fifteen years, milk will yield a profit in
veal equal to three and a half pence, and four pence pei
pint ( half gallon ) and where the buttermilk can be. sold,
The quidity of the milk is
that will yield a similar profit.
estimated by the quantity of butter or cheese, that it will
yield.
Three gaUons and a half of this milk will yield
pound
of
this
butter,
country
weight, or a pound
about a
and a half avoirdupois, and when one gallon of
added to four of milk, the buttermilk is worth to the
farmer two pence per gaUon. An Ayrshire cow, therefore,
may be reckoned to yield 257 English pounds of butter per
annum, or about five pounds per week all the year round,
besides the value of buttermilk and her calf."
Western
value.
repeat,

:

;

;

Mural.

—

Plants as Weather Guides. Florists know that many
plants are extremely sensitive to changes in the atmospheric
condition, so the opening and closing of the flowers servo
measurably as barometers.
Hannemann, u botanist, of
Proskan, Prussia, gives the following signs, which he has
has found reliable in the following plants: The small bindweed ( •/ olvuhis wrvti sis and eompimpernel, or poor man's
weather-glass (AnagaBis arvensiaj, expand their flowers at the
approach of wot weather, whilst, on the other hand, tho different varieties of clover contract their leaves before rain.
If fine, bright weather is in prospect, the leaves of tho chickweed (Stsllaria media) unfold, and the flowers remain awako
and erect until mid-day. When the plant drpopB and its
flowers do not oxpanil, rain may be expebted.
The half
opening of the flowers is a sign that the rain will not last
i

)

'

1

long.
The hornet saxifrage (Pimp®
indicates
the coming weather in the same manner. As to the small
or 7
Cape marigold (On
), should it open at
a. m., and not close till i p. m.. we may reckon on settled
.

weather;

if

tho flower continue.- sleeping

common

alt. -r 7. it

beipkens

sow-thistle

;>•'.-

non-closing of the flowerthe next day
whilst the
Ib-pecting the
weather.
weather indications of ladder ketmir l Uibinmut iriomm),
the stemless ground thistle (Handuus aeavlis), marsh marigold (China pofaslr&J, ere. [dug crow foot (Ba
wuta repents),
wood sorrel ( Oxrtlis acdoseua), and othi r species of the oxalis
genius, rain may be confidently expected when the flowers
of tho first do not open, when the calyx of ttu s. mud closes,
and when the rest fold their leave.-. We may look also for
wet weather if the leaves of the whitlow grass ( Drain Ufrna)
- indroop, und lady's bed-straw (Gall
Finally, the approach
flated and gives out a strong odor.
of rain is indicated in the case of 1n yellow wood anemone
.\„- „!..„' nihil), riih.iiiles) by the closing of the flowi rs, and in
that of tho wind-flower (Anemone wmurrittl) b> jin-ir droop;

1

i

ing.

M,

Effect

digger.

<m

;

With tho corn-thistle and
sis and ulcraceius), the
heads warns us that it will rain
closing of them denotes fine

NOTES ON ORANGE CULTURE.

fi

if to this

rain.

The

a

be added the wages of a milkman or milkmaid
for every eight cows, the whole expense of the cow will bo
£18 and the money received at 10U per gallon, for 600 gallons, being but £26, there will result only £7 per annum
but this supposes that the. milk of the
profit on each cow
cow is fairly disposed of without, adulteration or trickery.
Mr. Alton rates the profit of the Ayrshire cow at a higher

and

oi

.':.-.:..

..I

•-•.

observations

made during

the An lie Exp dition have brought to light one or hvo curious
facts in connection with Ihe pow, rs of growth possessed by
Ameridifferent plant- under varying conditions of climate.
ca research has pi oyed that, the seed-; oi certain plants, if
gathered iii one climate and sown in another, will germinate
mora
less
vigor,
according
:.^ the
or
with
earliar or later, and
new climate is warmer or coldai than the eld. And
perceptible change of climate is no!, required to she.',
suits; a difference of a few degrees only in latitlldl
For example, wheat from Scotland, sown in the
cient to do so.
i

vrill germinate and ripen much more quickly
similar quality gathered in the South, and
planted in the same latitude in which it was grown.
This fact is of the utmost importance to agriculturists. To
Becure early-growing wheat, it is only necessary to take care

south of England,

:

,

IOREST AND STREAM.
that the seed is gathered in

colder climate than tlmt iu -which
it was sown. The process is perfectly practical, us it might be bo
arranged that the wheat sown iu the North should not he oonBumed, hut preserved for need for the next season in the
South. The same thing is noticeable among other plants, and
florists nnd horticulturists might take advantage of thin ehOflrnetiUlCe to piodoM both earlier and stronger plants than
they rlo now, without the appliances for forcing. Another
curious fact is that seeds— especially wheat— will stand an immense amonnt of cold without injury. Some wheat left in the
Polar Re-ions by Captain Hall, of the " Polaris, "iu 1871, and
found by Captain Nares in 187U, germirmted and produced
healthy plants when sown trader glass on board ship,
Captain Allan Young, of the " Paudora," h)lS on board his
yacht a curiosity in the shape of a rose tree, grown iu England,
whieh has been on board ever since he left England for the
Artie Kegions. When j-a the Polar cold the tro drooped.
and to all appearances died : but as soon as the vessel readied
a warmer climate the rose tree revived, and is now in full
bloom, and in a perfectly healthy condition. The functions of
life had been suspended while the tree remained in the cold
latitudes, bnt they were not destroyed.
Tliis fact is curious,
as tending to prove that a tree which will st old frostat all will
bear almost any amount of cold
and also that, if its natural
growth and development are retarded at the proper season, tie
plant raunot defer the revival of its development till the next
normal season, but will continue its development at the first
opportunity, which, in this case, af er the in'ense cold of the
Arctic Eegious, occurred in the more moderate cold— the comparative w limh of an English November. It will be interesting to see if this plant blooms naturally at the proper
season this yeax.—Zoiuhtl Country.
n.

;

—

It is with evils as with money. Guard well the little ones, and the
big ones will take care of themselves. In the matter of health, many
slimenta .0. -en in through the pores of the sklu. Oue way to prevent
thin la to use B. T. Babbitt's Toilet Soap, which is so pure aud admirable a toilet article that

disease

prevents

it

and not

approach of

facilitates the

Adv.

JtnstneqB
Taken

Aotlce

§0

(giirr es#0ni1r.ntp

of

Anonymou* Con>n>miica

i

answers

to

correspondents crowded over until next issue.

have answered your inquiries

fully

Stanhope, Trenton.—Yes ; 6ome English snipe are |killed on the Delaware uiirshes, near Philadelphia. They generally remain from about
1st hi March mifcl] June, uuh-ss driven off by the gunners.
8. P, B.,

Dartmouth, Mass.— la there any authenticated account of the
by an European explorer? If so
it be Found?
Ana. We know of none.

jiving capture of the bird of Paradise

where may

J. E. H., Boston. -Will you inform me of
in the vufiuity of Boston? Ana. Franklin
P. 0., Mass., is said to be a good breaker.

,

some good, reliable breaker
Summer, Milton, Blue Hill

Newton.— f'lease

give mo the pedigree of setter dog "Ned,"
LaUin, Wostlleld, Mass. Ans. "Sod," red-and-whito
setter, whelp.nl .Tune. 1871, hy Wilkinson's Frank, out of an imported
hitch, uauiuaut given,
A. B.,

owned by

j_0.

Q

If.

A

.1.

India

.

—What

is

the beat food for a setter-bitch just before

she pups and while she is sucking thein? Ane. Mash of corn or oatmeal with meat-scraps (cooked), with a liberal allowance of milk while
sucking.
K. B. B., Sparta, Ga.—What is about the proper pattern aud penetration for a cylinder-bored gun (breech-loader). S pounds weight, 12-bore,
30 inches length ot barrel,
ounce No. 6 shot, and 3 drachms of
1J|
pov, Oct'.
Aus 12a pellets, would be a good pattern; wj cannot name

peneti alien, as we have nulling hire to gsbge

it

by.

H. W. JI.. Manistee.— Do not experts claim that as good off-hand
shooting can he made with a.three-pound pull, as with the hair trigger?
If so, why'/
Acs. Yes. aud in tho sljceting-galkl-ies, where hair-triggers were formerly used allogether, they are being superceded. A
more deliberate aim can bo taken where a gradual pressure on tho
trigger can be used.

W. Williams, L-ikevlHe.— Judging from your description, the aniprobably a Fisher, AtusUhi Pennanlii. There are several points, however, in which this animal differs from yours in color,
Why not send the creature to the Smithsonian Institufor example.
tion, where it cau be examined, and pronounced upon by the highest
authority in the country?
It.

mal

In question is

—

A.

J. S.,

X.— Have experiments been made

Syracuse, N.

specified

po

make

.

v

?

;ed,

ivdei

closely conllned,

'

1

to ascertain

pressure, a given quantify of gun-

and

mils'

v.i.h

i

Ana

gen
pressure of about

it

5,00'J

pounds

to the

square inch.
Hei.laui, York, Pa.— Can you furnish me with a copy of "The Setter,
by Edw. Lavcrack, latest edition; also, a copy "Setters and Pointers, " by
Elbert S. Carman if so, at what price each? Ans. Mr. Laverack'8 book
can lie bad from W Wood/publisher, 27 Great Jones Street. Mr, Carman's
book was prin ted for private listribution, and we do not think a copy1

G. A.. Jit., New York.— Do you think that a party of four could
" have a good time " in the fishing line, by hiring a small sail-boat and
camping mil on the6onnd shore for a week or so? Where would you
recommend us to go ? Ans. The very best place we cau recommend is
among the "Thimble Islands," off the Connecticut shore, opposite
Brahford and Guilford. You can hire boats then-, and every convenience. Wecan hardly imagine a trip more enjoyable than the one suggested.

W. A., New York.— Will yon be kind enough to tell me where are any
good English anipe-grounds within a short distance of the city, «ay a
two-hours' ride or so? How can I best tell jnat when to strike th«
flight ? By answering you will greatly oblige a constant reader. Ami.
On the meadows about Hanover Neck there is usually good spring
saipe. shooting. If you will address Henry Walker. Hanover Neck,
Morria Co., N. J., he will arrange to telegraph you when the snipe appear.

—

W. T. Q., Jr., Concord, N.H
in Jnly and August, tojir.t.ralc

can bo had.
F. L. B., Lougwoud, Fla.— Can you tell me anything of tho pedigree
of an English pointer, known as Mack, or Old Mack, who was brought
from Liverpool to the United States some lirne batweeu 18(18 or 1869
aud 1872? Ans. Without more deiinite information as to when he was
imported, and by whom, we cannot.

Fohtt-ore, Washington, D. p.— 1st. What is the best reel to use for
?
2d. Is the Boston salmon fly a good one to use for bass?
How would yon place the Dobaon on the hook, through the head or
tail?
Ans. 1st. Meek reel, made in Frankfort, Ky. 2d. Yes. 3d. Put
the hook in his body, and bring the point out of the shoulder.

bass fishing
3d.

Dos. Harrisburg, Pa.— 1st. Who is agent for Tatham's New York
shot? "id. What firm, in Philadelphia, can you recommend as tho moat
reason. Lbla and re i.ml c t or buying Elys caps, wids, and other sporting materia). In wholesale quantities? Ans. 1st. Tstham & Bros., No.
B2Beekm»n Street M. John Krlder, Second and Walnut Streets, or
Jo-. 0. Gr.ibb J5O0.,

B.

shall

I

do

him?

for

•

:

:

;

'

B. N.. Philadelphia.

1st.

Cau

a No. 8

gun be altered

to a breech-

2d. 1" yi-s- about what would 1m the cost? 3 I. What will be
the calibre nf, and what the inurintK of Mie shell for. the Kifcred gnu.
and cau shell., of that size be purchased in the Stores? Ans. 1st. Yes.
5d. About $10. 3d. The same as belore, aud sheila can be bought in any

loader?

quantity.

E. French * Co., 1,938 Mt. Vernon Street, Philadelphia
Last Janwo caught an animal in our trout ponds, which had been eating
our trout, and have been unable to find out what kind of animal it is.
Its head resembles a cat's body, a dark brown, 14 inches in length,
nearly white uuder the belly, tail 12 inches in length, triangular in shape,
six toe-nails on each foot? Aus. Impossible to tell from the description just what it was probably a marten. But how about six toe-nails
on each foot ?
nary,

;

Top Snap, Cazonovia, N. Y.— Please give receipt ror making cement to
fasten glassin aqnarinm ? Ans. The best cement for fastening the glass
in the tanks is made in England. A good cement, suitable for salt or
fresh water, is made by takmg two parts, by measure, of litharge, the
same of plaster of Paris, a little quantity of whito sand, Bnd one part
of finely powdered soda. Mix, when wanted for use, with boiled oil
sufficient to make it of the consistency of stiff putty. It is better to
it to

New York.— 1st.
Long

Island

?

Will you please
2d.

stand three.days before using.

S. F. G., Mount Airy
1st. What is the proper charge of powder and
Shot for a Dean breech-loading gun, No. 12 bore, 20-iuch length, for
quail aud robins ? 2d. What is the best way to commence to break a
pup to the gun? 8d. What ia tho price of Thomson's gunning coat ?
Aus. 1st. You do not give the weight of the gun we should say three
drachms powder, and one ounce shot. 2d. Buy " Dinks, Mayhew &
Hutchinson," for instructions wo cannot spare the space to givo
them. 3d. $4.50 to J.10.00.
;

;

please tell me what length of time
the dose required for the dog of G. D. K-, Carlisle. Pa., as given in your
number of March 15th, should be continued, and what the quantity of
a Dover's powder ? I have a 60-lb. setter, which has a cough similar to
one described. Ans. Three prescriptions aro named, the first two to
be given for two or thrse days, or until some sign of improvement
was discovered, wheu they could be alternated. The remedy for canker
should be continued for a week
When a Dover's powder is prescribed,
F. H. J., Albany,

N.

Y.- Will yon

tell U)e .vhat 19

the season lor

Where canlhave a good day's

fishing not

deB.,

months

Ithaca, N.

old,

which

Y,— 1st.

I intern:

I

have

smart,

a

11

Ei

spaniel hitch. nine

little

S-own's

1

summerand fall. If sua is kept from a dog lin times of heat) permanently, will she bB likely to g-t in heat more than twice a year
U
she does, will it make her troublesome about hunting } Should I have
-

her spayed?

2d.

A

friend aud

mys

'

_

to

BooavlUe, N. Y.

by water, in tho Nautalns i-auoo, wall
Fa
rent to Florida in last
year- Can wo find good bass 1) thing in Oneida River? Aro there any
brook-tropt in the Oneida Lake, and region ? I have a new No. 10 Remington shot-gnn (S75). At times, I think it scatters too much, from too
quick powder. Please name somo powder hat will give good penetration, and is rather slow. Ans. 1st. Your bitch will not be in heat, mors
than twice a year, and, if away from a dog, may show somo disposition
to wander. She should bo kept on a chain at that period. She is too
old to spay. 2d. Plenty of trout in the region you name, but we doubt
if you find any bass.
3d. Use the coarser grades of powder, say Hazard's Ducking, No. 4, or some other, corresponding in size,
i

I

Rdhax, Hagorstown, Md.— 1st. lathe $12;watch, advertised in your
paper by J. Bride & Co., really a good time-keeper ? 2d. Do you think it
would keep good time and wear as well as a $25 silver watch? 3d.
What do you charge f«r binding the Forest akd Stream, when parties
furnish their copies? 4th. From what year does yonr paper date its
existence? 5th. What is tho smallost quantity of Kay's conctntrtttors
that can be bought at retail, and whose make of shot are they loaded
with? 6th. I see, in a February number of the Bed and Gun, that Mr.
South, the champion pigeon shot of the West, iB having a Greener gun
made that will kill at 75 yards. Can a gun be made to Idll with any
certainty at 75 yardB? 7th. Can a pointer that has no pedigree be entered at a Bench Show ? 1st. Yes; we have tried them. 2d. Possibly.
3d. $1.26. 4th. August, 1873. 5th. One dozen. Tatham's shot, wo believe,
oth. We do not believe that a gun can be made, and the shooter
fouud at the same time, to kill cou'atautly at 75 yards, although that such
Bhots are sometimes tnado. 7th. Yea pedigrees are not required except
incase of a Mo.
;

N. J.— 1st. Does tho history of the English sparrow show it to have been at any time a migratory bird ? I noticed
day, during the extreme cold weather of last month, that all the sparrows in tho town where I live were flying together in large flocks,
turning and wheeling, with the precision of black-birds, and ocossion
Blly settling down on the top of somo bmiding, with the moat incessant chattering (but no fighting), then presently high-up in the air
again, and "to and fro," over the town. I thought they were going to
leave, but next day, I fouud them scattered arouud at their regular
reeding places? 2d. Is thoro a biography of Henry Wm. Herbert?
What were the circumstances attending Ids, death? Has his portrait
ever been engraved and is it not strange that the encyclopedias and
books of romance scarcely notice such a gifted writer, or any of his
works? 3d. This iuorning, March loth, saw a blue drd; do they lUallS
appear in New Jersey before April? Aus. 1st. Tho'i -,.
does not migrate. 2d. There is a biography 01 Horbet t u
C.

H.

B., Plainfiold,

:

m

of his Field Sports.
in the same volume.

A portrait of
Zimmerman,

the anther,

laid

oi St. Paul, Minn., has also
lb!
Herbert's death was caused by suicide, at the Stevens B
3. The blue birds often appear in New Jersey as early aa

one.

i

New York.
March

1st.

!?«"

publications.

THE MAGAZINES.

.

Pot-Hcster, Roaedale, Kau.—1st. Will a salt codfish attract pigeons
to it? If not, what will, when set near a dove-cot? 2d. Is Parker &
Brothers' $75 breech-loader considered a safe aud reliable gun i 3d.
Aus. 1st. We have hoard that salt
is the best bait for catfish?
on a bird's tail will ensure their capture, but nev. r of a salt codfish being an accessory. Grain, scattered in the vicinity of a dove-cot. will
attract them.
2d. Yes. 3d. Catfish will take almost any bait. Apiece

What

M., New York.— 1st. Would you let mo know, through your valuable
paper, whether Sattus' " Dash" is the same dog that Mr. Colburu sold
to Mr. Saltus? 2d. Also, if La Montague's "Dawh." registered in last
week's edition, is not of good stock ? 3d. Can you furnish mo with
Saltus' "Dash's" pedigree? 4th. Is the pointer, "Sensation," of a
1st. No; Mr. Saltus bred "Dash" himself.
first-class stock? Ans.
2d. Yes ; no better native stock iu the country. 3d. "Dash " was sired
by Gubner's. afterward Robinson's, "Jack," he by Putnam's Dan,"
"Dash's" dam was Saltus' "Frisk," by
out of imported "Belle."
Louis Schwartz's dog, out of "Duck." 4th. Yes none better.
'

;

W. L. A., Waynesburg, Pa.— Two or three week* ago I noticed mydog;
lickiug himself on (he ramp, Justin front of his tail, aud fouud an
ugly looking sore there about the size of a silver half dollar. The rest
Now another sore just like the first
of his skin v, as white an. clean.
has m«de Its appearance close 10 the first one. He has had a clean dry
kennel ami been well exercised. He appears lively and don't scratch
himself. I feed him mostly scraps from the table, except meat. He is
.fond of stale bread made moist with hot water. Ana. Make au ointment or Basilicou ointment, 3 oz.; flmir of sulphur, i oz.; spirits of
turpentine sufficient to make of the proper consistency; rub well In.
Your course of diet is right.
I

S. c. 0., Syracuse.— I use in my gun— 10-gatige, 9-lb.— brasB shells 2^
inches long, loaded with trom 3 to 5 drachms of powder, and 1 s ounces
use two Ely's wads over powder, aud a Baldwin over shot. At
of shot
40 yards, 30-irfoh circlo, the target is " no good." A sitting duek would
easily escape. Cau you gi ve any cause for such behavior? Aus. SevFirst, your brass shells probably do
eral explanations can be giveu
not fill tho chamber of your gun as they should. Again, j 011 are probably using too much powder in proportion to the charge of shot, the
effect of which is always to increase the pattern- Try 3>a drachms,
or, 4 drachms, and \)i ounce shot, and use one
audi, ; ounce shot
pink-edge wad over powder.
>

:

1

;

contains an unusual number of illusone entitled " Chincoteague," in which Mr.
the peculiarities of that famous resort for
queer inhabitants and its droves of wil pontes.

Soribner's, for April,
trated articles.

First, is

Howard Pyle dcscr.bes

sportsmen, with its
The chief paper in this number, in point of illustrations, at least, ia
one entitled " Some American Sporting dogs," by the Associate Editor
of this paper. Mr. Tileston has had no easy task to compress a subject
with such range into tho limits of a magazine article, but for the novice
in canine matters the paper contains some useful hints. The artist,
however, has had full scope, and the result is some of the finest
mens of dog portraiture we bavo ever seen. Mr. Richardson deseriues
his "Trip to the Black Hills," with illustrations of Custer City,
wood, etc. There is also a portrait of the scout "Wild Bill," lately
murdered. The serials, Dr. Holland's "Nicholas Miuturn," and Mrs.
Burnett's " That Lass O'Lowrie's," are continued, and the latter draws
near its end, the concluding chapters being advertised for the next
issue. Mr. Geo. E. Waring, Jr., contributes a valuable po
"Farm Villages," and Mr. Clarence Cook another of bis interesting
articles on " Beds, Tables, etc." Thoro aro several short sketches,
tales, etc., and tho usual Bric-a-Bric, miscellany, otc.
.

.

i

St. Ifichohis seems scarcely as good a nutnuer as usual, but
we doubt not that the children are satisfied with the Bill ot Eno
sented for them. The short stories, all handsomely illustrated, are
almost too numerous to mention. One of the nealest and most appropriate, is Lucy Larcom's " Songs of Spring." Tho story of " Pattttkiu's
House" iB continued, and so is Mr. Trowbridge's serial entitled, "Hta
Own Master." The same author contributes a "Talk with Boys
which contains some sound advice. Professor Prootor
..es his
instructive illustrated articles on Astronomy, deBCrihi eden
ndp
tho
The Natural History article is contributed by Mr. W. IC. Brook.-, and is
!

Some of the illustrations, acomupauying this paper, aro superb, notably, those ol the Hise and tU^hl
Jaek in the Pulpit, has a bright assortment for his friends,
wild geese
and there is a Story in French, aud something in"large typo for tho very
entitled

"Something about Birds."

1

t

.

little

folks.

The

Gfiliuy, for April,

opens with a paper by Henry James,

"The Theatre Fraucais," really a review with the wrilers
annotations of the series of pnpei'B by M. FrancisqUe Surrey, J)t»w
appearing in tho Librairie des Bibliophiles, atat cnmprjstng I.e.. -j
Of French a tors and actresses, who have reached (he distinction of
"de Iu Cmnedio Fi-ancaise." Mr. Justin McCarthy's novel, "Isliss Misanthrope," is continued it is not as entertaining as other works by tho
Jr

entitled

,

own

.

Atstrnv, Portland, Me.— We would gladly publish your Jetter, if we
thought it. would have any effect but it will not. Yon have stringent
laws in your Stat- for tho protection of game, and prohibiting its being
;

;

sent out of the State? It rests with the people of the state <o see them
enforced. If they permit O. E. W., and others, to slaughter their deer
with impunity, and ship the venison to Boston, th'-y must be content
to see the deer exterminated. No amount of • newspaper talk " will

persons who, as you Bay, attack deer with clubs and knives, in
their yardB and iu the deep fluow. Some of them must be made examples of in the courts, and then, porhapB, the evils you complain ot
aftVct

1st. I have a fine setter bitch, noarly four years old,
Vi\, Yp&ilanti
and I am anxious to get some pupB from her. She had one litter when
she waa about two years old, but haa had none since. During the last
weeks of October last, I thought her in beat, and Bho visited a dog, but
with no result. Is there anything I can give her to oring herin heat?
aud If then' is, would you adviae the use of it? 2d Do yot Bom
the straight »hell, for rifle shooting, auy bettor titan the bottleneck?
Would lilto to hear something of their relative merits. Ans. 1st. There
why your bitch should not he in season at th.- n prior inPossibly, in October, ; 011 seel her too la
tervals.
Bldnoti
1

'

seven drnpa linchire ean tharides, twice a day. to. iil
,;.
is produced—-probably aix d.tye.
We Hhould not hesitate to
nee it in such a case. 3d. Much depends upon tha description of the
rifle.
The bottle-neekod shell ia very generally used by out riflemen.
.

Tjiav,

trout on

1st. IwaDt to go camping next summer,
huntingand nshing-grounda. Would you

to

will cease.

Se 713 Market Street.
My Better pup, eight months

P.. Pittstnn. Pa..—

old, has dlarrhica
Ans. Give your dog a ta-lespounful of
Boehelle Baits, disapll a in water. If this does not check it in a day ur
tinct. opium. 5
two, give the following: Prepared chalk, 2 drachms
drachms powdered gtu isi abie 2 drachms water, 6 ounces. Mix and
tj ti
Bi
vols sua relaxed,
tul
give two tablesp

What

mo

go to Maine or the Adirondacks, and to what place ? What
game shall I be likely to And there? 2d. Is a rifle oraahot-gun th«
beBt? 3d. Does It injure a tine shot-gun to shoot buckshot or Ely's
wire cartridges? Ans. 1st. We should prefer Maine, in the vicinity of
Moosehead or Eangely Lakes. 2d. A shot-gun. 3d. Not if the gun Is
not choke-bored, and if the buckshot chamber iB in the muzzle.
advise

'

;

F,

;

this paper.

allow
.Several

vo":

Acr.csTiNE, Cincinnati.— We

115

from Now York? What kind oi lllos and linos are tho bast? Ans.
1st. You ean fish now.
2.1. We will guarantee yon a fine mess of fish
in Seaman's Pond, Ridgowood, about thirty nifios from Brooklyn,
Terms Tory modorato. For flies see "Sea and River Department" of
far

1.

T'-z

,

"About Cigarettes," tells us how- this disriiptieu of
and gives a good account of the factory of •Hon.
anamefamilior to all smokers. Mr. Elliot deals with the doheult
problem of "Hard Times, or What Shall We Do With Our Cheap Dal
and Mr. Richard Grant White has a very entertaining paper on "Eng1lish Traits," in which some very jn«t, ii not Btrictlj orthodox,
parisons between the men and women of Great Brilain and this country
are drawn. There tiro the usual number ei short sketches, a capital
collection of BoionttriO Miscellany, •• Drift Wood," etc., etc.
same author.
cigar

ia

niado,

i

SlANDABD Facts and Figures; or, "What You Do Know,"
"What You Don't Know," "What You Want to Know, published
by Morton

& Dumont,

KiO Ftillou Street.

This 'handsome pocket volume, which was Issued last year three -.-h
of the most prominent bankers in New York, Boston, and PhilK
delphla, having heen carefully revised and enlarged, is now ready for delivery. Itembraces in the smallest possible compass, practical InformaPetion In Buuking, Dry Goods, Cotton, Wool Coffee, Sugar, Tea, Iron
troleum etc., and has an article, prepared by h'lsk &, Hatch, on Gi
This i-olumehas received the sndo ei
la, v tilcfi isexeellent.
mentor some of the most prominent men in the country. A I100U
character, in pocket form, containing such desirable information, has

some

,

,
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FOREST FIRES IN FLORIDA—BURNING
FOR THE CATTLE RANGES.

THE

tenth of March

a "red letter day" in Florida,

is

for it begins the season of the

annual burning of the
that stream up all
over the country would entitle the day to be marked doubly
red in the calendar. All round about the dense, dark smoke
rises above the forests, |urged upward by the hot flames, and
at night the horizon for miles is reddened with the glare that
tells of the sweeping devastation.
The dry grass and buBhes
the "pine straw" or fallen leaves of the pine, tho scattered
legs of "light wood," or dead pitchy meat of the tree, and
the living pines themselves, furnish the fire with material;
and to what limit its ravages would extend were it not for the

One would think the lurid flames

woods.
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Correspondents.

All communications whatever, whether relating to ouslnesB or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
LiBsiNs Company. Porsonal or private letters of course excepted.
All com mun ications in tended for publication must he accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise, to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable Information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
and our columns a uusirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose reined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
Is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those baee uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, if
money remitted to us Is lost
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
t3T" Trade supplied by American News Company.

CHARLES HAL LOCK.
Editor and Business Manager.

Oub New Type. — Fbrest and Stream

appears this 'week in a
new type, which we hope will please out nearsighted and aged readers, as well as the rest. Types are
bound to wear out in a short time, whatever may betido the
editors; but the editors of this paper are good for some time
yet; while the fact of our investment in new type shows that
we have faith in its continuance and stability.
By why don't more of our readers interest themselves to
get up clubs ? Three dollars for a twenty-page paper like
full dress of

ours

is

cheap, isn't

it ?

The Weather Fifty Ybabs

—A friend

has sent to us
an extract from an old Philadelphia paper, date of 1830,
showing an interesting meteorological observation of "spring
weather," in that year, which may prove of .soine interest
now, as a comparison, in subject of the views of some who
claim that our olimate has undergone an entire change.
Prom it wo learn that on the 1st of March large nights of
robins, with cow-birds, and blue-birds, were
observed.
Snow drops and hearts oven in flower. Two vessels sailed
up the Schuylkill. On the 2d of the month, snow fell to the
Acso.

called,

depth of eight inches, and there was fine sleighing on the
morning of the 3d, (The last week of February had been
mild). With thaw imd rain, the snow disappeared by the
9th.
On that day it grow cold again, and ice formed an inch
jn thickness.
March 10th, thermometer 44 degrees in the
shade the warm weather bringing crowdB of black-birds
and ducks on the 11th. Warm weather continuing, peas and
potatoes were planted on the 15th. There was a light frost
on the morning of the 19th—thermometer 54 at 3 p, it.
Spring frogs heard piping. 22d— Large flocks of wild geese
flying north. 23— Thunder storms. 24th— Thin ice. 25th—
Snowing in the evening, and changing to rain on the 26th.
Large flocks of wild pigeons going South. Fine weather the
next four days, and rain on the 31st. April 1st, apricots in
bloom. On the 27th was a Bniart frost, the last of the

'

new

'mauled" out some

«•»

We

have the reputation in this country of building some
rather queer railways, but they beat us all hollow in Canada.

At a recent examination before the Government Committee on
Bailways, it was discovered that many of the embankments in
the Western Canada Railway, was built of bmsh and%x with
a

little dirt

on

& One of

our Virginia exchanges

ored

woman

top.

in that vicinity

one family for the
Old Dough-minion."

fcr

"who

tells us of an aged colhas been making bread
Three cheers for the

last fifty years.

rails.

The stranger might think those fires accidental, or due to
some one's carelessness; but there is no accident about it. It
is an act to promote the welfare of the numerous cattle who
range the woods for subsistence, and find therein but a very
meagre one.
Florida woods furnish various tender, wild
flowers and berries, but tho grass is of the 'wire" kind, and
though tender and nourishing when young, by winter it becomes dry, tough, and wiry, and shows no disposition to
decay. Tho Floridian stock-owner, therefore, as soon as the
law permits, applies the match, and away goes the fire,
sweeping through tho woods, reducing everything on the
surface to ashes, and licking upward about the tall pines,
'

often to their utter destruction.
It is not a pleasant sight to ride through the woods after
the burning. The desolation is almost complete; the earth
a blackened waste; half burnt bushes, mutilated, scorched,
and withered palmettoes, everywhere about, and nothing of
verdure except we look high above to the foliage of the trees.
What is more suggestive of luxuriant tropical growth than
the bushy palmetto? Tough, elastic, and vigorous, it opens
its multitudes of large, jagged leaves to the sun, even in the
most barren places and under the most discouraging circumstances. A mighty determination to live is written all
over it; but it stands in the burned waste, overcome, shorn
of its vigor, and marred of its beauty.

is

But this impressive desolation is only transient. The stockowner burned the woods to get new, tender grass for his
stock, and in a few days it comes springing from the ground
through the ashes. The palmettoes, too, and other shrubs,
will put forth new leaves, and out of this general death will
spring a hew and, perhaps, more glorious life. The cattle understand it all, and gather on the 'burn" thenceforward to
'

browse, while endeavoring,
sides with a little

more

if

possible to clothe their lean

flesh.

generally'conceded in Florida, that, the burning of the
grass, and therefore improves the condition ,of the stock: but one may question whether the end
gained is worth seeking, when the quality of the stock is
taken into consideration, and the fact that the destruction of
many pine trees necessarily results. Cattle are cheap, and
their meat inferior one might almost say, unfit for market
purposes. sThe value of a large herd is mainly for manuring,
which is done by the system of 'cowpenning;" but the yellow
pine, with its standard commercial value, it would seem
worth while to protect the growth of, even if the cattle do
not make out so well. However, the Floridian values his
stock and the pine trees well, the woods are full of them
yet, so the range is burnt over.
It is

woods brings better

—

'

—

—

Men who
glad to see

are extensively planting orange groves

some other system of keeping

would be

cattle,

or

else

have their presence

dispensed with, for that very common reason, the necessity of fencing; and it may be that the
time will yet come when the orange interest will be so extensive that the cattle interest will naturally yield to its welfare.

THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.

THE

we

might quote the instance of the poet, Morris, to show that the
two are not incompatible. Genius engages in business, but is
never lowered by it. Burns could guide a plough, or measure
a boer barrel, and yet write "The Cotter's Saturday Night,"
and " Tam O'Shantor;" any how many sweet songs have been
sung by men engaged in more— she! we say degrading— labors
than these 1 For our present purpose, the ease may be taken
of men and women of genius, whosejeourse has not b«en disI

turbed, or.'if disturbed, not turned.

Letjus look for a

moment

Byron, and, if we' oan, admire without pity the poetical
which could find a refuge in describing the unwholesome career of a kind of wandering debauchee Sin genius,
at

talent

at least,

was as

with

all

tion,

and

free as

air,

unhampered} and untrammelled,

the accessories of time and v circumstance, place, posiassociation, for " nourishing a youth sublime," He
wantonly threw away his opportunities, and while thousands
consider "Don Juan" a stain upon his memory, in the recol-

more he lives as anything' but a great man,
whatever be his rank as a poet. Willi all his power he had no
moral stamina, no quality to carry him over the mingled
smiles and frowns of a capricious mother, the fickle favors of
an equally capricious world, which pleased him one moment,
to have the better chance of abusing him the next, or the sad
disappointment of being called "a lame boy " by the woman
he loved. In short, his moral education, as far as the evidence
goes, was totally neglected.
His stupendous intellect found!
no counterpart in his nature, upon which to lean for support
and guidance, and urged him along a misguided and unworthy
course; he wrote as he lived, in defiance of every law, human
and divine; and, in ^considering his works, we might be lost
in admiration of the poet's genius, did wa not find ourselves
so often brought faoe tojface with the comparative, pigmy to
which it belonged.
Swinburne is another example of peculiar moral obliquity,
whom it is equally hard to acquit, or condemn. Listening to
his praise of love, one could imagine him living in a contiuued
ecstacy.
Genius he haB, and that of the brightest.
Few
poems in the language will be fonnd to excel his "Watch in
the Night." There is no more glowing imagery, no more
luxuriant imagination, no more silvery tongue than his,
whether he sing of tho victims to the French Revolutionary
rage, bound hand and foot, and plunged into the Loire, or of
the irnperiousIFaustine. But we cannot help recoiling from
the outpouring in such lavish profusion of tho praises of
Venus. At times the poet seems to forget, or, if remembering, to ignore, tho story, that besides the Goddess of Love, the
shepherd of Ida was visited~also by the stately Juno, and by
the warlike, wise, and chaste Minerva. The general impression derived from his poetry is that his harp is an Instrument
of one string, and though its note is wondrously beautiful and
wild, it wearies with its monotony. Some volcanic disturbance
of his system may account for his tendency, but in no way
excuses it We cannot think of a man with an originally
sound and trained moral constitution beingjso led away as to
live and riot in the morbid and impure.
The moral of both careers is obvious. Unless a sounder
foundation is laid than mere intellectual cultivation, any of
the incidents to which all are exposed may reduce a noble life
to a veritable wreck, over which we may bring ourselves in
erecting a light-house, to tell our fellow-mariners where it lies
engulfed "in thej sand. Enough has at least been said to
show that while devoting the energies to the fostering and
lection of thousands

rearing of the intellect, it is just possible that the better part
youth may be neglected, and so virtually destroyed.

af a

REMINISENCES OF LIFE

IN CHINA.

A

note from a correspondent regarding the Flobert Rifle,
which is printed in another column, brings to mind
such a comical event that happened to us some years since, in
which these rifles played a conspicuous part, that we cannot
help telling the story. It was away beck iu 'C:i or '64, and the
scene the newly opened tradiug port of Hankow, on the River
Vang Tsze, some six hundred miles from the coast in tho inOur oompanion at the time was George Potts,
terior of China.
a well-known New Yorker, who now lies in Happy Valley.
During the long fall and winter, when the low water left us at
times for weeks without communication with the outside world,

THIBD PAPER.
questions here suggesting themselves

are,

What is

the true order of education ? and, Which are the best
schools for the young ? A very prevalent error seems to be
this, that education consists in cramming into a child's brain

we amused

ourselves with two Flobert

we could

rifles, until,

after con-

and act upon
a truer knowledge, the better it will be for the rising and for
all future generations.
The fact is known, though somehow
it but seldgm obtains practical recognition, that there are

almost as far as the
a wide
verandah in front, stood directly on the river bank. On one
side was a narrow alley leading to tho river, and through this
alley a continuous stream of coolies passed all day, one line
going to the river with their empty buckets slung on the ends
of a bamboo pole, and the othor file returning with buckets
When
filled with water for distribution throughout tho city.
every other resource failed, we would take our stations behind

teachers graduated from no normal school or college, and
schools not built of brick and mortar.
When this truth is

the closed blinds of the verandah,|ond, eachselecting a bucket,
would bore a hole through it as neatly as though done with an

as

much knowledge

carry,

and leaving

as

its

;

•

a rail fence
the inflammable nature of

the material is considered, its destiny, and leaves where it
once stood but a charred zig-zag track, which may serve to
guide the farmer in putting up another one after he has

—

season.

when

Many

tell.

'

Advertising Kates.

SEW

occasional rainfall one could not

should never be hampered with the drudgery of business,

selves.

fully understood

what ought

and

it

will conveniently or inconveniently

muscles and morals to take care of them-

The sooner we

got rid of this delusion

digested, the discovery will

follow that

be considered the natural order of education,
has been inverted that instead of neglecting the moral and
physical systems, and devoting the whole energies to rearing
the intellect, the former should be the ground-work upon which
to

—

to

raise

the intellectual superstructure.

A boy may show

genius sufficient to warrant his guardians predicting for him
; but, how often, merely for
lack of moral backing, does the genius turn out worthless 1
Tne value of truth, perseverance and energy, without genius,
is greater to the possessor, and to the world, than genius without any moral quality to make it available. This is witnessed
in business circles every day, the plodding dullard riBing to
be a credit to himself and a benefit to humanity while the
vacillating, purposeless genius, with ten times his ability, is
the career of a Faraday or a Morse

;

lost in the distance

behind him.

If it

be said that a genius

stant practice,
rifles

hit silver dollars

would carry accurately.

augur.

The monotonous

The house, which had

cry of *

A-ho

!

A-ho

!

A-ho

!"

pro-

ceeding from a hundred or more throats,'ent.irely drowned the
slight report of the rifles, and it was not until the coolieB
had reached the head "of the alley that the increased
weight on one end of the bamboo, and the diminution of that
on the other, acquainted them with the fact, that nearly half
This went on undiscovered for some
their load had escaped,

time until, on one Junlncky day, a bullet from Potts' rifle
glanced from the wet side of abuckct, and striking the coolie
on the foot, made a slight furrow across the instep, The
howling and shrieking that followed was something fearful,
and not knowing what might happen, in the uusettled state
of the native feeling toward foreigners, wo hastened down
and dragged the man into the house'eneloTOre, when, with one
hand grasping his wounded loot, be danced around on tho
'other with an agility that would have done credit to u dervish.

,

—

)

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
ill despair, nnf.il remembering that among the traps,
which his thoughtful mother had prepared for his use, was a
box of Dailey's Pain Extractor. This I suggested should he
brought down at once, and Potts having gotten it, we spread
Bome thickly on one eide of a silver dollar, and placod it on
the wound.
When the Coolie saw the dollar his shrieks ceased
and his foot being bound up with this novel plaster still on it,
he hopped to the gate in double quick time, We never heard
of him afterward but the nest day all the cooliea in town
were on hand, to be shot at at o dollar a head.

Potte was

;

WAR ON THE GRASSHOPPER.
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an agreeable, nutty flavor when they are fried in butter;
nags and legs are removed.
Fatal Able SOUp D
The Indians roast them and John
also he made of them.
the Baptist, we are told, used to hanker after them,

says,

,

.

;

.«.

GAME PROTECTION.
NewTork State

Sfobtsmans' Association. —The joint com-

mittee of the Onondago and Central City Oh)
having in charge the arrangements for the next meeting of
the New York State Sportsman's .Association, held a meeting
recently, and appointed the following committees: On Fish
..Ides.
On
D. H. Bruce. Reuben
Lucius Moses, Howard Soule, Jr., Henry Gale.
John A. Nichols, JohnBodford, P. J. Brumelkamp.
'

I

appointed
THEweekCommission
study up

by the Government last
the habits and habitat of the Amerto
some method of
if
discover,
possible,
ican grasshopper, and
exterminating him, consists of Dr. L. V. Hayden and Prof.
Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution Prof. Biley, Michigan State Entomologist Cyrus Thomas, Illinois State Entomologist and Dr. Packard, of the X,jtimilisl. They have
gone to St. Louis, and will at once enter upon their campaign.
:

;

;

lias mapped out the region west of the
east of the Rocky Mountains into throe dish of which a member of the Commission will
devote himself to Studying the insect, and an excursion is
to be made to Canada for the purpose by Prof, Biley and
Dr. Packard. The parasites, embriology, development, and
range of the insect, with a study of the inseet, and the meteorological conditions favoring its growth, will each be the
object of special investigation by themembersof the CommisBullesion, to whom this work will be assigned by topics.

The Commission
Mississippi

and

be issued from timo to time during the summer,
embodying the researches of these naturalists and the proggress of the grasshopper.
We have heard great stories of the innumerable multitudes
We have seen settlers
of grasshoppers and their ravages.
tins will

abandoning their homes from which these insects had starved
them. Serious indeed must be the cause that would compel
a man to abandon property that has cost him thousands of
It has been supposed that the flights of grasshopdollars.
pers were as countless as the sands of the sea, but a careful
mathematical computation snows that there are often sixteen
hundred and two millions to the square mile. Prof. Biley, a
member of the Commission, in his report ^1875) on the
"Noxious, Beneficial, and other Insects of the State of Missouri," says that tie grasshoppers found on this continent
.. distinof three kinds. First, is the Oaiopemu
guished by the length of his wings, which extend, when
closed, one-third of their length beyond the tip of the abdomen ; second, the Ckdoptenus ftmxr robrWfl, or common redlegged grasshopper, with shorter wings third, the Pacific
;

are

,

;

migratory locust, OrtHpoda atrox, more than an inch in length,
with several roundish spots on back and wings, and a dark
fuscous spot behind the eye, which is seldom seen on this
side of the Pacific slope. Their habits, and the treatment
required by each, are the same. The first-named species
(the qprttus, or hateful) is that which invades and devastates
the prairies. Their natural breeding-ground is in the arid
plains of Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Montana, to the south

and west of the Mississippi. They are generally, therefore,
called Boeky Mountain locusts.
These insects pierce nest-holes in the surface of the prairie,
an
drilling tbem out with their abdomens, and depositing
egg-pod therein, which contains from thirty to 100 eggs.
deposited
it
When
inch
long.
of
an
The pod is three-fourths
covered with earth. From the eggs the young locusts
emerge, each kicking off the white skin which enshrouds it,
and the larva is at once a locust. As it grows its skin distends until it bursts, and the locust comes forth in a new
garment. It is now called a, pupa; the knobs on its back
gradually grow into wings, when it is a full-armed locust.
Their visitations are periodical. The Jesuit History of
Missions in California states that the year 1722 was disastrous.
They came again in 1746, continuing three years; next in
Within the present
1754: afterwards in 1705, 1766, 1767.
is

1753,

century the periods of greatest destruction were 1828, 1838,
themselves in one year
1846, and 1855. The locusts extended
latiover' a surface comprised within thirty-eight degrees of
tude and eighteen degrees of longitude in the broadest part.
"
America,
Locusts
of
" in
Grasshoppers and
(See article on

Smithsonian Beports for 1858, page 200.)
Since Lord Selkirk's settlement in Manitoba in 1812, the
locusts have appeared in 1818 and 1819; then not until 1857
and 1858; next in 1864 and 1865, doing little injury; then in
last three years.
1867, 1868, 1869, 1870; and again in the
Since the settlement of Minnesota there have been six grass-

hopper years in that

State, 1856, 1857, 1865, 1873, 1874,

and

Fit/ Ousting—.James Gedaes, Reuben Wood, D. H.Bruce.
On Pistol Shooting -W. S. Barnum, Frank Denison,
der.
On Rifle S/wK^infl D >i. Bruce, George W. Edwards,
'ng—Frank B. Klock, John
Frank E, Carroll.
;\
OommUtet 8, W. SherBedford, Howard Soule, Jr.
lock, Frank B. Klock. Frank E. Carroll.
Receptim CommMee
-FrankB. CarToll, Thos. Townsend, Thos. Kiniber, Jr., BW. Jones W. H. Larrabae, Frank Denison.
It was voted unanimously to hold a Bench Show of dogs.
There will be some innovations this year on the old plans
and schemes under which the association has met for so many
years.
Among them will be rifle shooting, on all ranges up to
1,000 yards, under the. rules of the National Rifle Association.
This change alone will be appreciated by rifienien everywhere

On

I

Massachusetts.

March

I

ditches, and other methods art
or less effect. We trust the Commission just appointed
may be able to devise some cont.ivanee more effective than
any of them have yet proved.
Bv the way, Proi. Biley expresses a favorable opinion of

drowning in

more

edible qualities of the grasshopper.

The

insects yield,

h.-

21,

;

Fish and Game. Protective Association. Dr. John P. Ordway,
the President, reported that the bill changing the name hod
passed the House and would undoubtedly pass the Senate.
Mr. Horace T. Rockwell, from the Committee appointed
March 7 to confer with the different game Clubs, in regard to
the subject of Club admissions to membership in the Massaohusetts Fish and Game Protective Association, submitted a

and recommended tkejjpassage of the following vote,
which was
Voted, That the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective
Association invite the several Fish; Game and Sportsmen's
Clubs of Massachusetts to send delegates to form a General
report,

Convention, Association, or Council; the basis of representation to be one delegate at large for each Club, and one additional delegate for every fifty members or fraction thereof.

H. W. Fuller, Esq., spoke of the success which has attended the efforts of officers of the association in securing
proper legislation in the interest of the public and the proThe annual meeting takes place
tection of food fishes.
April 6th.

,

a good deal of information contained in them relating to
natural history, geography, etc., for the Captain was a dose
and intelligent observer. He has written many sketches for
Fobest and Stream, one or two of which remain imprinted.
His two orphan children have lost a kind father, his acquaintances a gonial companion and honest friend, and the
public a writer, whose works had more than ordinary value.
...
His daughter, in a privB
le1 sr to us,
"His mind remained clear up to the hour of his death.
Only two days before he died he wished me to read to him
from .S'.r./f, his favorite poet. [taeemed to in re a soothing
effect -on him to have me read.
"It is aa
.od
a -rain of
morphine," he would say. Ires
Dauntless."
th<
Heiollowe.il me all through it, one correcting my pronunciation, and often, anticipating a stanza, Would quote from
memory. He watched bo anxiously all through his illness
for Foeest and Stbeam.
The Inst on.
oversaw came the
day before he died. 1 took it to him. He tried to look at
it, but was too weak.
"Lay it away, I will read it by and
by," he said.
Not in the Wmn Rice Business. We have received the
following card from Mr. Richard Valentine, of Wisconsin,
and much regret baring imposed so much distress upon our
We have referred inquiries to him, under the imfriend.
pression that he once advertised a card in this paper offering Wild Bice for sale. The large number of applications
made to him for seed, show that niueh interest is felt in the
subject of wild rice culture, and we have no doubt, that tho
efforts which we set on foot three years ago, will eventually
1

1

I

a

'

—

their fruits in the increased number of wild fowl that
be attracted to our inland waters by tho food thus provided for them.
By the way, a great many of our advertisers make the
same complaint as Mr. Valentine, that their cards bring
them more business than they can attend to. We have heard
only one advertiser say this paper was a poor medium, and
he offered for sale a second-hand "Elephant gun," that had
been used in India
No elephants in this hemisphere, "yon

show
will

!

know, you know."
Janesvuxe. Wis March 19th, 1877.
you please state in your columns, that I am not in the wild
'lean well believe that Forest and Stream is a good
advertising medium, if the wild rice letters lam receiving is any cri,

"Will

rice business.

terion.
If my correspondents wilt address S. P. Byere & Son, Princeton,
Minnesota, they will be able to get what they want. I have never bad
any seed to sell, but only acted as a medium in the matter, as a labor of
love for my brother sportsmen, as it were.
P. S.—Those who have written me will accept this as reply.
B-icuaud Valentine.

—

J.

H. Bushton, of Canton,

who advertises Adirondack and

other boats in this paper,

a

Bo at- builder.

N. Y.,

ytsJaiors and their boys, who give the game no
chance, but capture them by the wholesale.
These farmer's devices kill more game than a true sportsman twice oVer, and until the former are ready to relinquish

waste their means on such stuff

'that

away

number

their traps,- the latter will respect but little their wishes.
are happy to report, that the Senate has not as yet con-

Sporting

We

writes to us, March 23d, saying: " Forest and Stream brings
me a great many inquiries, and I presume a reasonable num-

ber of sales."

Another correspondent

Cahfoenia.
chiefly of the

—The

may designate, than to miss the Forest and Stubam from
As for myself, I solemnly believe, that if your paper Toand
* larger circulation among that class «f mnn, our youths, who now
thing slse 1

our tibia.

their brains,' a very large

men and

The

at

Sporting Club,
composed
St. Ignatius College, has
Cal., with a membership

Henry

Fisher; First
Second Vice-President, Jas.

Vice-President, Peter F. Dunne;
D. Phelan; Third Vice-President,

W.

I.

F. Stafford;

Corre-

sponding Secretary, Francis J. Cleary; Recording Secretary,
Albert M. Whittle; Treasurer, Richard P. Doolan; Sergeantatr-Arms, J. P. Amos.
Thirty-two States of the Union have adopted tho laws
and policy of the parent Society of New York for the Pre-

—

vention of Cruelty to Animals. Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Nevada, are the only States which, thus far,
have failed to enact laws for the protection of inferior ani-

«»
POT-HUNTING.

HEW Tobk, March 19, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stukasi.
Your correspondent., Pot-Huuter, sounds his owu condemnation. Ho
During the
is the toe. of all true sportsmen, and his name is Legion.
past winter every gun has been brought to bear upon the defenceless
birds without mercy, or any thought of the future supply. For the
have witnessed the rapid decrease of game with feelings
In many places where I used to got good shuoimg, game
of disgust.
The game laws only protect during the close
is almost annihilated.
season ; they, do not prevent its ruthless slaughter at other times. Pothunters, economical of their powder, shoot on the ground, whenever
they eel the chance. The result of this is obvious. The tax on guns,
as suggested by " Medlcus," would he of tnHjiite service, and since the
duty on a box of matches is not regarded as an infringmeut of the liberty of the subject, it should not be ao construed. A tax of say $15
annually would he willingly paid by sportsmen for tho satisfaction of
knowiDg that so many guns in tho country would be suppressed. I will
direct the attention of Sporting Clubs to the German ctciesc system.
The Government Reservati ai of the Yellowstone Pnrli will form a
precedent. If soma very .stringant measures are not at once adopted,
Vbnator.
there will soon be no sport worth having.
last ten years I

of

them would beoome better

S

otes

Aom

SuraHC^

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

San Francisco,

officers are: President,

goetb into their mouth and Btealeth

thereby not only improve their morals but also their health."

London, March

senior students of

been organized

of 150.

Ninirod

in Shakopee, Minnesota, says:

"I thought a little while ago that I should have to forego the further
pleasure of reading thoFomsr and Stkeam in order to shorten expenses,
so as lo be prepared for a terrible struggle with the grasshoppers this
esaion, hat my two boy's say, that they will rather shorten up on any

curred in the views of the House."

just

1

.

Testimony of

— Our

.

..

correspondent from Hartford (T. S.
"The lower branch of the Connecticut LegislaS.), writes:
ture has. seen fit to pass a bill, forbidding the shooting of
quail in this Stato for the next three years, which seems a
great injustice to the lover of field sports. If we could feel,
in the depths of our heart, that tho coneoctors of this bill
were inkUhjenthi acquainted with tho habits of this game, and
that the movement arose from a benevolent Inspiration to preserve the bird, we would feel resigned; but the contrary is
the case. How often does the boot of the sportsman come
contact with (very naturally, too, ) the traps, set by the
Connecticut.

mals.

wings; birds of various kinds, the domestic fowls; and
Of mechanical means, early
buffaloes, which trample them.
ploughing is successful to some extent; a green hedge of
with
d
a
field,
a supplementary ditch of
aroun
poas or beans
water, will protect the grain; burning, beating with bu

Massachu-

was held in Boston, Wednesday
congratulatory on the passage of the
Lobster law; leave to withdraw on the petition of parties to
change the Smelt law and change of name to Massachusetts
evening,

It is a curious fact that

peas and beans, unless hard pressed.
Very many are the natural enemies of the grasshopper.
There is the ichneunron fly, and another fly, called Uwhina
sarcophaya; the red pacantes, found near the base of tha

— An adjourned meeting of the

setts Anglers' Association

1875.

the immunity of any particular disturn upon the fact of a
trict for grasshopper ravages may
bright sun and clear sky, through which they move on, but
as rain approaches.
grass
and
settle down into the shrubs
They prefer unripe cereals and juicy grasses, and will pass

—

<.,

—

Obtttjabt.
Died, at Hantsport, Nova Scotia, on the 21st of
February, after a protracted Hire
C pi N. W.
periodiBeckwith, well-known to reade:> .. ..
many
ki tche
cals, as the author of interesting sea-fai II
of them written for young people. A very strong vein of
humor tinged his really clever crotcheries, which were not
exaggerated "sailor's yarns,'' but bits of actual experience,
gathered from an oventful life in all parts of the globe, with

12th.

BY

far the rnost.interesting event which has occurred in the
sporting world since I last penned you a letter was the
great coursing event of the year, tho Waterloo meeting at
To win the Waterloo Cup is, among
Altoar, near Liverpool.
coursers, an achievement of equal merit, with winning a Derby

among turfmen, and the speculation upon the first-named
event is probably equalled in no other contest in which
horses are not the chief actors. In fact, the element of chance
entefs largely into it, for not only is it accompanied by all
those casualties, such as lameness, over-training, etc., etc.,
that are peculiar to racing, but the dogs are drawn by lot to
compete against each other, and it might largely influence the
prospects, even if a ''first favorite," whether he was drawn in
the first round with a dog whoso pretensions nearly equalled
his own, or with one who was greatlyjiis inferior. There is no
" laying up for a heat " in coursing, and a severe course in the
first ties has knocked into a cocked hat, so to speak, tl e
chances of many a heavily -backed greyhound. Coomassie, the
winner, who was bought almost at the last moment to fill a
nomination, is one of the smallest greyhounds that ever won
this important event, weighing only forty-two pounds, but a
Braw Lass, '.the " runner-up," as
the losing dog in the fiual heat is termed, is almost as small
weighing but four pounds more than the winner. The elosir g
course is thus described in one of the sporting paperB :

perfect picture of symmetry.

"Coomnssie's last course whs also brilliantly run. Although
on a strong outside at last, sho went up two lengths first, and
scored twice after shooting smartly from the turn before losing her place in attempting the death. Braw Lass then made
a good effort, and a loud Lancashire shout instantly rent the
air; but Coomassie, not, to be denied, drew in front immediately she got the slightest opening, and the last two points
and it good kill landed her a decisive wiener. TJjs WatCHi o
Cup was never run through move meritoriously, not even by
Master McG-rath."

.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

118
While
Club ha

am on

I

djjgS

I

!'

might mention that a Fox Terriei

formed
id n bi
w, exclusively of these
dogs, will be held at Lillio Bridge early in May. It
is astonishing the rage which exists here for these, dogs,
The
prices raid tor notorious animals and for the stud services of

game

i

little

Sir down in yonr saddles, and race at the brook,
Then enmBh at the bullfinch; no lirno for a look.

man who

Leave cravens and skirters to dtmelo behind.
He's away for the moors, in the teeth of the wind,

Team

And

they're running, they're running,

is

it,

posted.

The.

Chicago

man was

fairly defeated

Manchester, in a match with Peter Crossload, of
Sheffield.
The match was for a stake of £'200, to bo awarded
to the man who should walk the greatest number of miles in
three days.
Although O'Leary lost, his walking was remarkable, from the fact, that the time was the fastest on record for
any mile after the 138th, A report says. " The start took
at

place at 9 r. M. on Wednesday evening, when O'Leary pursued his usual tactics by at once going away with a strong
lead, which he maintained into the 70th mile.
Hence Crosslaud led the van into the 131th mile, wlienee the tables were
turned up to the 211st mile. From this point the English-

man

slowly but surely wore, his opponent out, till at the comlittle over 267^ miles O'Leary was dead heat,
retire.
Crossland kept going until he load
at 5.22.32 P. M., Saturday evening, in 60h.
22m, 22sec., when he was declared the victor." O'Leary was
twenty-seven miles behind at the linisb, and it is said, he was
driven delerious by his exertions on the early part of Saturday morning, as he. was absent from the track five hours on the
pletion of a

and compelled to
walked 2S7 miles

aid cno

m

ol

that day.

that Major Herbert S. Jewell, I. It. P. Fifth
Brigade, end one of the reserves in the American Team in
the International matches at Creedmoor last year, has arranged n rifle match between six Brooklyn marksmen and
!-'
thai of New Yorkers.
The' team which wi 11

half.

His opponents were six trotting horses

(':'),

whom

he

tackled in
One down 'to 'thai como on " style, and, of course,
defeated them.
On the next day, it is claimed, that he rode
fifty miles in 2h. 50m. 42}.ssee; but the authenticity of both
••

performances appears to be doubted. There is no question,
however, but that he is a wonderful man at his peculiar vocation.

Probably, before this letter reaches you, the cable will

have conveyed the result of the Oxford and Cambridge boat
race.
With the conclusion in your hands, it would be fully
for me to occupy your space with training reports. Suffice it
say
to
that, at the moment, Oxford is a strong favorite, although there are are not wanting many old and keen oarsmen
who pin their faith and put their pounds on Cambridge.
Takiug the mean of all I read and hear, I judge the race will
be an unusually close one, with Oxford, barring accident, the
winner.
It may please those Americans, who, while in London, make

H

theLanghani
tel their headquarters, to know that as a result of their gregarious inelin ttions and spendthrift habits,
they have contributed to swell the incomes ofbloated British
bondholders. The hotel company is a stock corporation, and
dividend was twenty per cent. At a meeting of the
shareholders recently, the chairman stated that the secret of
success was in being ft first-class hotel, :md that the consum-

the. last

ation of wine

three months.
guests.

What

must not be less than 15,000 bottles in every
That would be a bottle of wiue a day for 170
a quantity of logwood and marsala the Ameri-

can traveler must have consumed. If the ^holders of Confederate bonds, or even Erie Railway stock, would establish
first-class hotels for Americans, they might soon be avenged,

and the question
is

a question

ese letters,

on, in the interest of " sperl ;" and lhat, too, a sport enjoyed
only by his superiors in station. There is, now, a story by
Mr. Anthony Trollope, being published in Temple bar," and
called the "American Senator," in which the said Senator
gives expression to his sentiments regarding fox-hunting, in
which, it I cannot agree with him regarding the pleasures of
tile chase, 1 can, most heartily, sympathize with him in his
astonishment at the manner in which the farmers of this
country submit to have their lands ridden over, and their
farms and crops destroyed. To be sure, every hunt has its
" fund,'' from which the damage inflicted is supposed to be
made good; hut it is impossible that a tilhe of that inflicted
can v. r be paid for. It must be a remnant of the.old feudal
system wTien the king and his courtiers did pretty much as they
pleased « Ith everybody and everything. Fancy a New Jersey
or Pennsylvania farmer submitting to having his fences
thrown down, and his locks 'smashed
The old '• Queens
Anne " would be brought out, and a foot-race or a funeral
would follow to a certainty. Strange to say, according to the
statutes, fox-hunters have a right to cross a man's demesne,
"while in fresh pursuit," the fox, in common law, being
looked upon as a beast of prey, notwithstanding that they are
preserved as carefully as pheasants. Speaking- of fos-hunting,
the following verses by the late Charles Kingsley have just appeared in Maemillan's Magazine:
.

!

moor

in

May

at

sonnd's neither sheep

bell

uor bark:

Tliey're running, they're mailing,

The sport may
So wblp up

hi

li

tbj

Go

Hftrkl

-delay,

a

puppies aud scurrv mvay.
Dash down through ihe cover by dlugle and dell,
There s a gate M the bottom, I know It tall well;
And they're conning, they're ratttricg, Go Hark!
J

lie

They're rttoning, they're running,

year was but 870, it looks as though Houston might be
represented by at least one rifleman in the next international
match

The French National
modest way

in 1875, has

Rifle

Association,

founded in

now become an important

a

institu-

The report on

the operations of the year 1876 exexhibits a continuous and regular success.
On the 31st. of
December last there were existing in the departments 1,511
local societies, and 2,138 competitions had been organized;
4,375 diplomas had been conferred to the best shots, and
10,392 medals had been awarded.
The totalnumber of prizes
dial
but
The Association issued to its 160,359
-was 34,925.
adherents 313,800 scoring papers, and the number of cartridges used was 3,207,180.
'

The first German Hunting Club of New York Oity held a
meeting and election at their headquarters, No. 384 Pearl
Street, on the evening of March 14th, When the following
officers were elected:
T. Kuntz, President; P. Hammer,
Vice-Presideni; H. Berlau, Secretary; Wm. Schwindt, Treasurer.

—

Hellwig's Gaxusry A cash prize shooting match will
come off at Hellwig's .Shooting Gallery, G95 Sixth Avenue, on
Saturday, March 24th. The match will be shot at 100 feet
distance, 10 shots off-hand, at ready measurement target.

The FionERT Rifle.— A correspondent

writes from Phila21st, 1877, as follows: "Gentlemen:
since I saw a reply to an inquiry in Porest
and Stream in regard to using the regular .22 cartridge in a Flobert
rifle.
The .22 cartridge is too
strong to use in the Flobert, as they almost invariably blow out back, and thus endanger the shooter's
eyes.
When I have occasion to use a stronger charge than
the regular breech cap, I take a short .22 cartridge, and after
removing the hall with a pair of plyers, empty about half
of the powder out and preBS a T. T. shot on the shell until
it is firmly fastened.
When using these cartridges, swab out
the barrel frequently with an oiled rag.
Keystone."
[The old Flobert, of course, would not take the .22 cartridge, but the new rifle has a recoil check which we presume
delphia,

on March

Some time

would- resist the recoil.

Ed.]

POSITIONS.

AS

shooting at the long ranges has improved during the
last few years, so have the styles of holding and
rifle changed.
The rifleman's body gradually

steadying the

and closer to mother earth, from the upright
and kneeling, till finally the prone position is
universally used for all distances beyond four hundred
yards, in this country, while at Wimbledon it is allowable at
getting closer,
to the sitting

ranges. At the present time there does not appear to be
any "loop-holes" for further alteration, and the inventive
murksman will lie obliged to "work" on other parts of this
popular pastime, as this important rudiment is mastered.
The person who cannot get suited with some one of the
positions now in use, should give up the idea of becoming a
long-range marksman. It is almost an impossibility to invent any more new positions than those which have been
brought out, and to shoot in an unsatisfactory one is as bnd
as using a weapon which is not reliable.
There have been
on:
tons arguments against lying down to shoot, all tending to pre-,.
not practical, and that all shooting
6? hand."
The originators of these ideas,
thing, are those who have never shot at long
as
to do not know the impractability of making
B b scores with a rifle, offhand, at one thousand yards
from the target,
Dfle oomplainere or fault-finders do not
know, per:.'
move either of the sights the oneif an inch would make a difference
hundredl
p
of from
!:•! ivi mentioned distance.
two to tbi'e,
oung
shooting with rifle, there was but
e using any ether than the "off hand" position,
Li
id
arJessrl
weapon
too] eavy, forto "throw
"
eel id of anv gun.
At
thebegii
etairy, how a man would
at if Been with his "Queen Ann" using some of the present
all

rest:

Take your rifle in your left hand, and (you are supposed to
be lying on your hack). tarn ett/ir^y on the right side; while
doing
being

the

left leg out Straight, bo that it is as near
with the body as possible, wthi
bring the right' ]< g lj. nt) under On
one, so as to brace and steady it, or, inotln
ad-. "I.. ,4."
legs
together.
the
When this is done, rest the rifle's barrel
in the small hollow which is in the leg just above the kneecap.
When this is done, double-up la-' rlelr .n,i ias in the
cut) and grasp the upper part of th
In
heel
with the
hand. 'When the rifle is firm, lay the head on the stock so as
to see the sights.
(It is well to 'use a small pad to put between the head and wood.
After this has been done, put
the. left arm around so as to grasp the stock, and pull the
trigger with the little finger.
The right eye is used for the
short and the left for the long ranges, if all this is done
correctly, the position will be found to be a comfortable one,
although it may appear to be a little awkward in thi cut
Try it well, before you judge harshly
It may not suit some
people, as is the case with all of the other styles, for
fit one rifleman's build, may be worthless to another.
This
is the reason for such a variety of positions, all excellent
ones, generally. The advantages or good points of the above*
-side" position are claimed to be as follows:
described
First, the body is in a natural and easy position; second, the
rifle can be h >ld very steadily; third, th
left arm canhe
made to serve as a shade for the eyes: fourth, th- right hand
has entire control over the spirit-h vet; fifth, the three-pound
pull on the trigger seems to feci much easier when the little
finger is used. In relation to the bad points well, perhaps,
some other rifleman will write of them, if there are any to
write about. No pistol grip is heeded, unless inverted and
put on the upper part of the stock] as it has been done in a

so, thrust,

at a right angle

ing strained.

Now

i

:

ii

i

i

..:.
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i

f.-.

I

i

v.-.

i

;

)

!

—

few

cases.

The long-range riflemen have the front, back, side, and
combination between the back and side, positions to choose
from to bring into use, and now there is no other way or
manner that man con shoot, except perhaps, to rest on his
head, which would certainly be on the climax of the knots
and grape-vine

Ontcko.

twists.

<»

New Yoke.—The

Helvetia Park, formerly called the
Meckert Park, Guttenhurg, N. J., whs the scene of a very
spirited shooting match between i|,,- Z-llLa- Rith A ,,.
Ci
and the Columbia Rifle Association, htet Saturday, March
24th.
It appears the Columbia men had the idea, that shooting in a gallery was not "worth a cent" for out-door practice.
After having boasted of this fact, thev were pluekil
ad
D
up by the "in-door" shots (the Zettl'er Bide Association),
who challenged them to shoot, with ten men on each side,
ten shots apiece, Swiss rifles, hair triggers, 200
tanee, at |-inch ring targets (the centre to count 25").
To the
astonishment of the Columbia Team (this Assbcia
been, till last year, the "Champion" for several sea
Swiss shooting in the United States), the Zettler Rifle
•,

Team was

victorious

by

1

Smarting under

points.

18

this

"walk over," the defeated ones challenged the victors to
shoot under the same conditions, with a team of fifteen men
on each side. The last match was the result of this cbidlenge, and the foUowing scores will show the continued
success of Zettler's Rifle Association:
ZETTI.EB IUF/LIS TBAM.
COLUMBIA

Name

W

C. G.ZetOer
T. Kk-lsraiti

Klein

F.Fabaritis
L>. I,, ueckwitli

:.ss

19llG.

Blumenberg
W5,G, A. KetndaM

isr,

isr> j. scliiitrili
rrtij. Baotel
i;4!i\ Homey

17T
174
ira
170
108
1114

157IC. U. Graber
1S5IJ. Rein

Zettler

B.S. Brown

W.

'i

nrj

IBSiA. ISmiieoh

1?8[B, Lippm'ann
I57IC. Iluiela

L. -Bird

G.

Total.
201

196|J. Fiiedn. r

j.Dutil

P..

SHAH,

!

Mi

-

P Femiiue
M.L. Riffgs

Wm.

rtlTLK

|

TotalName,
S16 J. Hint?.

B. Engel

D. Miller.
C liaison

i

117

,

MS

Sclinrmau....

Toial

&

U2
135
119

Volokcne
Total

2,6*5|

Zettler's Rifle Association

16S

F. Lundaldt

C',511

winning by 101

points.

!

'

i-

j

'

much though!

in

shooting

lie

at

of positions, but e-hm
was perfection
that time?
Aooiit twenty-five year
_
,

re,

re

rtyli a \\i

thought to

h

aid nnv, they are only used once in
D

Go Hurk!

the park.

Btyle, and from it and Fulton's at least twenty varieties have
originated.
The principal ones have almost all been illnstrated and described so often, that it would be useless to do
so again, but there are several which are comparatively new,
all having good points.
There is one, the principal of which
has been used by W. Burnham on the Dearborn range of
Chicago, A. H, Jocelyn, of the Yonker's Rifle Association,
and several others. They are all highly pleased with it, and
recommend the position 'as being comfortable, steady, and
convenient. The following is a description of this "body-

<

last

:

doWpositioa

ity of the

—

The Nest

LirETiSiTioN.ix Match.
The Dublin correspondent of the IKroes writes as follows: " The letter of Capt.
McDonald, of the Scotch Team, has exeii
Tlict there is ;m objection to the
adverse criticism Inn
.'.
1 true, hut the proposal
tie on some neutral ground is held to he impractical]
ui
than i11 mi
be
or match at all, d must be
fought at Bithersid I a Atlantic— this is rather clear,
Why,
then, talk, about a journey which
trienni'il
contest, too, is a suggestion ualcu!
.

1

I

1

1

'..

:i

while at
i

(qm
i

One fence and we're oot at

and

studying

the three longest ranges.

ppi ar to have some good rifle shots in Texas.
We
learn from an exchange that at Houston, recently, President
Porter and Chief of Police Eriekson shot a match at 800
yards for the purpose of testing the merits of rival rifles,
with L following result ; A. Eriekson, with Sharp Creedmoor—5 5 5 4 5—24. Mr. Geo L. Porter, Remington Creedmoor—3 5 5 3 3—18. "Mr. Eriekson also fired a hircre number if shots, making a percentage of 899. As the percentage
made by the winning team in the great entertainment match

l

Ton

dvnntafjns of lying
to the target, "it is

I

of misplaced confidence transferred.

upon which I have commented before in
and regarding which I find myself constantly
speculating; that is, the good grace with which the British
agriculturist sacrifices himself, his lands, and his crops thereThere

li

Wimble•ied riflemen, were
ir feet toward the

represent Brooklyn will probably include General Dakin,
Major Jewell, R. Rathbone, Isaac L. Allen, L. Weher and
(Li; il... E. Blydenburgh.
The match will be shot a1 0*6 .1-

_

a

H

successfully inso shot in the first
International match lying on his back; but
it th
the position appeared to be, and was, very awkward, and did ot find favor
among the shooting public. G. W. Tale introduced his

is said

tion.

It is said, that Sfftnton, the great bicyclist, rode 100 miles
the other day at Agricultural Hall, in less than six hours and

reetfmoor, in L874.

le,

RIFLE NOTES.
—It

shown by Major
\ merman

St

ter

%iflt.

We hear but little more regarding the great walking match
•between O'Lea'y and Weston, although the money, or a large

it

in Ibe first Internal
far as can be traced,

don, and Andrew P. Fowl
the first to shoot at long
target at Creedu:
\ the back

Yaqtteuo.

invaluable.

week

As

I

I

bulldog or bull terrier, with the affectionate disposition of
most breeds of sporting dogs. I prophesy that when once
fairly introduced into the United States tbey will become
great favorites. For starting foxes in your wild rocky country,
or for keeping down woodekucks and badgers, they would be

portion of

Go Hark

invented
FultOn throne], !:.

They're running, they're running, Go Hark!
Let Ihem run on and run on till it's dark!
W 'ell P ith beiii we are, and will with them we'll be
While- there's wind in our horses aud daylight to see:
Then IftOg along homeward, chut over the nebt,
And hear in our dreams the sweet music all nirrht,
Of— they're running, they're running, Go Harkl

bn ted prize-winners, aqpal, if they do not exceed the same
amounfc sp u( mi sutlers or pointers, and poBsibly on greyhounds. Tbey are, Undoubtedly, however, charming pets, not
altogether useless, and possessing all the game attributes of the
eel

last

.i

est few years, when th
"Furquharson" principle, named after the gentle

'

is at work endeavoring to foTQ
khfl
tidi
in
n.
easy a job as bo keep 1
S
volunteers in Ireland. Ti
include Ireland in the scheme, and has secured the parlia-

Major Leach

—

.

1

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
member

ny of Mr. O'Clery, the

ruentnry servi

11' there
SVesfbld.
were volunteers, there would be a
-:iu.l
riflemen
Ireland, instead ..f a scdre, and then
there wotrtfjhe a chan
tth from
iledtowin. tconfess that just
at present
nobdd;
sms mindful of rifle shooting.

m

We

OcouuscTiuui
correspondent semis us the
account of a shooting thatch which took place at

following

!

<

!l

Connecticut, on Saturday, March 10t,h, 1877.
He says, "The
match grew out of a dispute between myself and several
gentlemen of Portohester nnd Glmville, they claiming, no
rim-fire cartridge' could shoot accurately up to 300 yards.
I used a Stevens rifle, B8-inch barrel, with 38-100 est
rim-tir.- cartridges, my opponent using a Remington -14calibre, and centre-lire cartridges.
The following is the result:
(lBT)

TKN SHOTS AT THBEE HUNDltHD YA K D8

Name.

Rim

(Ire

4

A

i

i

4

3

4

i

8

3

Total.
4
3

Name.

Him

1

3

1

5

J

4—39
5-37

Fire

4

4

4

3

4

3

4—21
3-17

5
4

"The day was very cold and windy. My rim-fire cartridge
is made by the Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut,

week at

W. H. B."

louts, truly.

Mllet's Gallery.
last

—The following are the best, targets made

this gallery in lying

down

position:

Name.

W.
A.
A.
E.
F.

5 6 5 5 i
5 5 5 6 5
5 5 5 5 4
5 4 5 8 3

Swan

H. Anderson
B. Oaateor
P. Pike

In the Press Match, the
Mr. Chadwick, of the

Eagle',

Total.

5 1 5
4 5 4
3 6 4
6 5 5

6

6— IS

4-47
5—16
5—45
5 4355 5655 3—45
Union and Eagle men are a tie.
Mr. Angell, of 'the Union,

DITTMAR POWDER

:

5
5

5

19, 1877.

Editor FomsimAJm Stream.
In your journal of S5f.li January, 1877, B. M. S., aeks if B. M. S.
wonld try Dittmar powder against black Cnrtia & Harvey's No. 6,
at 500 yard?, and report result. Tea, here yon bave it. It. M. S.' 10
ehote made with Sharpa'.riac, 500 yards, mnzzle rest, scoring 45 points

out of possible 50, nsln? Dittmar.'powder, equivalent in bulk to 70 grains
black powder, and 830 grains ljullet. These halls were nearly all in the
centre of the bnllseye, and all carried well np. Again, 10 shots, earns
distance, same ritle and shooter, sights same position, Ecoring 80 points
o„t or the possible 50, and all the balls fell, on the average, six to eight
inches lower thuii when driven by Dittmar powder. This, I think, will
convince B. M. S.; if not, let me hear from him.
I was taken by surprise on the fllh inst., by the arrival of Mr. Carl
Dittmar in town, he was entertained by the Fiaherville Amatear Ttifle
Clnb, nntil Tuesday, 13th Inst., when he left for the East again. During
his stay among us, we tried his powder in all manner of ways, both
with rifle and shot, gun, and I bave no hesitation in pronouncing^ the
best sporting powder made, and be certainly deserves credit from the
sporting fraternity at large, fori prodocing such a desirable article.

K. M.

GAME

S.

md §tm.

IN SEASON IN APRIL.
Wild dnck, geese,

—There are

a large

number

of

brant, &c.

red-heads and sprig-tail

ducks in the upper Potomac now.
Hobse Heaven. Is it a place of equine glory, or what ?
It is a place on the edge of Norfolk, Virginia, where the
snipe most do congregate. A place where in days of yore
the turkey buzzards regaled themselves on the bodies of
the poor equines that were brought from the city. In March
and early April the snipe, attracted by the good cover,
swampy land, and good feed, are there in goodly numbers.
One needs, to go there to make a good bag, a quick eye, a
cool head, and a big pair of rubber boots.
A number of
good bags have been made there the past week.

—

—

Nichols and Leeeveb. We have received the illustrated
catalogue of this eminent firm of gun manufacturers, whose
works are. located at Syracuse in this State. The guns made
by Messrs. Nichols & Lefever have stood the test of years of
to none, many of the leading
using them. In addition to their
regular line of breech-loaders, Messrs, Nichols and Xjefever
make a sub-calibre rifle, weighing but 1 J and 2, pounds, which
fits into the barrels of the shot-gun, eonvertuig it into a rifle
4
trial,

and are considered second

pigeou shoot

the

HI

;

:

23d.
i,

,-ji.indiugly

it,

»W

-First snipe of the season

and bagged them all. Last year
on the 10ft of March. Grass buds, Ax-.,
backward. as oompareo wil
tasl year.
E.

J,i

1 J
i

at

Six

i

South Carolina, Po?-/ .£',, v.,
March 28j 1*77.— To-day
a ise of settled warm weather, hot up to now the Conpetweenold "Boreas." and hi:- s. a,, ',,-...
MM
1.
Mrfus" have been frequent and furious.
Gat b s succeeded
gale with unswerving mnm, 1,, \ bringim.: Mi" most, abrupt
jjransrtions from heat to cold, and fiee versa.
The past will
easily pass apon record as "
windy winter." An enormous quantity of rain 1ms also fallen (another distinguishing
feature), coming at ragulsbr inti rvals of three or fourdavs all
through Felnitir- and March, With B warm week, vegetation
will be as forward as usual by the first of April.
I judge
from reports that the effects of the cold winter have,' been
m.i"l. less se-veri in this 81 rftiop Mian in Florida.
h,-i,
are always some wonted birds in this vicinity at all
times of the winter, but the masses winter in Florida and
along the Gulf. None have yet arrived from those parts, it
i

i

,

rs in the State

at the shortest notice.

—

Green's Loader. A correspondent, writing from Croton
Landing, N. T., makes the following suggestion regarding an
improvement applied to this handy invention: "As a simple
improvement to 'Green's pat. Loader' might be appreciated
by those who read your paper, and load shells for themselves, I suggest the application of a spiral spring to throw

np the plunger, instead of lifting the usual way.
Any one can make the spring by simply winding small
sized wire around a rod, the size of the plunger, eighteen
times, about f- of an inch apart, said spring passed over the
barrel and the plunger pass through it by removing the slot
screw. Finding this bo convenient and expeditious. I quote
the words of a friend"— "It's fun to do it."
c. M. r.

'

!

tests

,-

:

.,.

,,;,,,'

;!

New Jebset— Cape May, Aj)rU2ith,—The shooting of brant
on the Jersey coast will continue until about May 1st, at
which time they have, generally all departed for their northern breeding places. These fowls appear on this portion of
the Atlantic sea-board during October and November, and
March and April. They are generally shy, and it, requires
all the wiles of the experienced sportsman to obtain successful |shooting.

,

,

,,

S100

Tore.

-A

custody of the gold medal
of the Onondaga County Sportsman's Club, between Messrs.
George Loddcr, holder', and Andrew Hudson,
took place on the. Clark farm in Brighton last week, and resulted in Mr. Lodder's successful defense of the medal, as
will be seen by the following score:

Fox

double-barrelled

patent shotgun, presented
by the American Arms Co., for the best, red TriiM
'!,.
brood bitch, either native or imported, to be shown with not
Jess than two of her puppies.
$75 silver cup, made h\ Messrs. Tiffany & Co., and
in,
pn
by Dudley Oleofct.'Esq.. of Albany. N. T., for the
best English setter, native bred, out of native bitch
'
.

I

imported dbg.
$100 gun, presented by H. C. Squires, Esq., for the
best English setter, stock doge either native or imported, to
D with not less than two of her go)
*25 English sole leather gun-ease, with cartridge top,
presented by Erdman A. Herzberg, Esq., of New York, for
the best, cocker spaniel, dog or bitch.
In addition to the above prizes, many more have been
donated, but not yet classified, but at the next meeting of
the Committtee they will be arranged and a full list
printed. It is the intention of the Committee to gives prizes
to stock, dogs and brood bitches, in all the sporting classes.
Yours truly,
Qhas. Lincoln, Snpt.

Box

New

'2832,

York.

SETTERS— ENGLISH, SCOTCH, AND

l

IRISH.

contest, for the

HY "STOXEHENGE."

!

Name.

Scora.

Total.

111110011111 0—12
1110111101111 0—12

Loclder

.11

Hudson

1

ioi
111

Loader
!
1—4
Hudson
o
0—3
At a meeting held on Tuesday evening, March 20th, 1877,
at the house of Henry Kenebel, 61 (j Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn, a pigeon club was organized, to be called the United
Pigeon Club of Brooklyn.
The following officers were
elected Martin Hebnsteadt, President
William Tomford,
:

;

Treasurer

;

Henry Knebel,

Secretary.

%he Menttel,

the issue e>f the London Field of March 3d, is an extendIN"
ed article, by the well-known authority and editor of
the Field, " Stonehenge," on setters. So much of the blood
of the various celebrated strains of which he writes, and, in
many instances, the animals themselves, have been imported into this country, that the subject cannot fail of possessing great interest to American breeders. Being too long
for us to publish at one time, we have divided it into three
parts, giving this week that portion referring to the English
setter

:

THE ENGLISH SETTEE.
Since the first publication of the articles o n the various
breeds of dogs, in Field, during the year lNCo-ll, the strain
of English setters known by the name of " Lavevaek," from
the gentleman who bred them, has carried all before it, both
on the show bench and in the. public field trials. which hn»
been annually held. For this high charaete: it is greatly
indebted to the celebrated Countess, who w: certainly an
extraordinary animal, both in appearance and at work;' for,
until she came out, the only Laverack which had shown to
advantage was Mr. Garth's Daisy, a good average bitch.
Though small, Countess was possessed of extraordinary
pace, not perhaps quite oqual to that of the still more celebrated pointer, Drake, but approaching so closely to it, that
his superiority would be disputed by many of her admirers.
On referring to her portrait, it will" be seen that her frame]
though on short legs, is full of elegance and her beautiful
head and neck are absolutely perfect. With her high pace
power of endurance, and her chief fault
i

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.

OUR

excellent contemporary, the Turf, Fidd, and Farm, in
a very pleasant notice of the approaching Bench Show in

and claims that Rule 1 and Rule
from the first requiring the name of
accompany the entry of the dog, and
stating that "the pedigree of all dogs are dealthough not actually required,'' etc. Now, if our

this city, criticises the rules,

6 are in

conflict,

and dam

sire

desired,

to

contemporary will look at the rules again, he will see chat
Rule 1 reads as follows: "Every person who wishes to exhibit at any show held under these rules, must, at the time of
entry, clearly identify by name and age (if known) the dog he
intends to exhibit, and the name of sire and dam (if fcnotwi)
must be given." Brgo, if the names of sire and dam are unknown they need not be given. The necessity of this rule is
apparent.

It insures, or is

intended to insure, the identification of a dog, and to prevent a previous prize winner, now a
champion, being placed in the open classes; a precaution such
as would be taken at a trotting meeting to prevent a '30 horse
from being fraudulently entered in the '40 class. Rule 6 is also
a good one, for it is reasonable to suppose that of two dogs
one with and the other without a pedigree, but equal in Bench
Show, points, the one tracing directly to some well-known
strain of good field dogs, is likely to be the best of the two.
We think, however,; that it should have been stated in the
Premium List, that Rules 1 and 6 applied to the sporting classes
only.
is

New Yobk, March 26, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream
Not being able to incorporate the Special Prizes in the
regular lists, I send you a list of some that have already
been donated and classified, but many more are expected to
follow.
Applications have already been received from all
parts of the country for entry forms, and the prospects are
that this will be the grandest show ever held.
:

$50 in gold coin for the best native dog and bitch (S25
each), black and tan, or black tan and white, cross bred, with
Irish or native English strain.
S150 silver cup, presented by Mi
Tiffany A Co., for the
best dog or bitch, pointer or se
entered in the open
.

class.

$50 fly rod, and silver-plated real, presented by Frederick
Schuahardt, Esq., and manufactured by William Mitchell, of
York, foi the best bi
bitches),
of pc
3 (dO|

New

of any Weight,
oator will not

ed

i

id elite

1

b\

a

pe

(The

do-

i

$100 silver
ented by men
ti"

of

:

il

was, that si;
fully
fresh enough to display her speed
•

1

1

,.•

depended on

!

:

when

for.

,

she had taken he^ 'ling over a tin
a good scenting day
but, like most other fast, galloperi
flush her game on a bad scenting day, and then si
be wild with shame. An instance of this occurred
Bala field trials of 1872, when, on her appearance
til

,

at ,bs
in the

stake for braces, with her sister Nelly, both of these bitches
were utterly beyond the control of Mr. Buckell, who worked
them, Nellie even chasing a bird like a raw puppy. To get
rid of this wildness, they were worked hard in the day
which intervened between their appearance in the braces
and Countess' trial in the Rhiwlas Stakes, when she
came out, as stale as a poster, and was only placed third to
Ranger and Belle. Still, though manifestly beaten, she evidently was so from bad judgment alone on the part of those
who managed her, aud she only injured the character of the
breed to which she belongs so far as to show that, like most
high-couraged setters, they require a certain amonut of
work to keep them steady, which, it appears, she had not
done. Nellie (the sister) was of the same size, but not so
fast nor so elegant
still, she was good enough to beat the
crack on one occasion, it Vavnol, in 1872 but, c nmos t days
she would have stood no chance against Co mtess
She
served to show that Count,
mtess was not wholly ex ccptio nil. as
was sometimes alleged by
b the detractors of e Lave rack
and these two bitches, to;' 3ther v
fairly be adduced as indi, iting tl
;

another point to which it may bo as well to allude:
that is, the difference in the value of the prizes offered in some
classes, the sporting in particular, and those in others. Managers of a Bench Show, in making up a Premium List, have to
be governed by the amount of patronage expected, aud it
would be manifestly unfair to offer the same amount in
premiums for a class, which might not furnish half-a-dozen competitors, as would be given for one where there isalmost certain
to be a hundred.
And, again, looking at it broadly, we presume, that in the present stage, Bench Shows in this country,
while their object is to improve ajl breeds of dogs, have more
particularly in view the development of the sporting classes.

There

special phizes.

Massachusetts, Sufem, March 26.— The past week has been
so varied in weather, that but few spring birds are yet seen.
Was over to Nahant lately: saw Bay 500 black ducks laying
in beds on the water, Lynn Harbor.
They did look
provoking. Woodcocks are not yet along. Sea-fowl are still
numerous along our shores, More when I get it from
"Seal."

ing Company, for the best red Irish seller stock dog, either
native or imported, to lie shown with not less ll
i,i I,,
Mi„ property of any exhibit,'
lattei

-:,

Virginia
«il

the last

§nme §hq

1

IN RIFLES.

Nelleb Cokners March
.

oi

:

New

Scere.

H.Douftlwrty

S.

monthly shooting match

m

1.

Total.

Score.

lire

(Jen. re

4

FIVE SHOTS AT THREE HUNIIIUUJ TAHD3.

(3D)

—The

Airy Shooting Club came on' the afternoon of the 21st inst.,
of Mr. Morris Borsting.
The score wac as Co]
lows: No, 1. Mr. Albert Reynirr, killed 5 birds; No. 2. S.
T. Goofrey, i No. 3. Eliek Key,
No. i. W. Mackey, 7
No. 5. TV. L. Smith. 6 No, 6. Sit. Clint. Kover, S birds,
and was champion of the day, and to whom the club's medal
was handed over, bv the laic champion, Mr. H. T. Goofrey.
Number of birds shot at, 10.

i,

Score.

Fire..

Centre

,vamu

119

i

;

1

;

erack bitches are quite
rst-chn
pure breed has yet put in ai apps
with any pretension to high form", "but several winners hi..
appeared half or quarter-bred, of that strain. For example,
Mr. Starter's Bruce, by Dash (Laverack) out of owner's
Rhcebe, and his Rob Roy, by Fred H. (also Laverack) out of
the same bitch, may be adduced
but Dick and Dun. bj
Duke (of the Corbet' and Graham strain) out Of Rhcebe, wen
were far superior to these dogs, and
u
events, as crosses for other breeds,
be so highly commended as Mr. Le
triples of
the Laverack school, would lead v
Inch hi
l Mr. Lo:
Air,
Garth's, and Mr. Paul Hackett's 1
latin
a the
third remove from the Lav, r ,1,
in Mr.
Ranger. This dog was fully as
Countess, with a
keener nose and far better tempi
being, when in
form, as steady and dependable as
locomotive.
Mr.
Macdona's favorite may bo classed
ong the field trial
winners in a quartette including Di
mtess. and Belle;
theLish setter, Pltmket. approach!
not quite reaching their level. Bo]
on the show bench, is of the same
Ranger, both being out of Lorf Dip, \n iL:i
Jk dog,
aud these last being all the same blood, as I shall presently
show, though their sires are respectively named Rock anil
Roll was a grand dog in shape, with the exception
of his loin, in which a c
nnt of slaeki
iisplayed when a little out
aditii
he
rullv
when shown, being a shv feeder. I
Mr.
who shot over him for some time, that
in the field as on the bench
bul when I in", -I him bebad
no nose whatever. His pe.ee was \,., great, wil the usual
Laverack quiet trail of flag. The portrait of this dog
[acted for the second edition of "Dogs of the British
IslandB "—iB valuable, not only its showing the true type of
;

,

-i

i

1

;

Ga

i

bitches), entered in the

open

classes,

owned and exhibited

by one person.
$100 silver cup, presented

by Foeest and Steeam Publish-

.

1

the setter, but for the excellent foreshortened view of the
head which Mr. T. Ear3 has given to him. The spaniel-like

Hits Turkish weapon; being far too great to make it the model of the
seller's Hag
Again,!'
tared to a comb: bat a
usually stratg
hi
-hull., fails, as the set ler's flag should
"-'e i t-entie --.'.-. ;i; and tin- r,enro-L resemblance to any familiar form is
.

m

:..
character peculiar to the Lin-.
li-,o quits lost
the cross with the Anglesea bitch, Dip.
at remarkable feature in the Laverock breed of setters, is the extraordinary extent to which in-breeding has
been carried, as shown in the pedigrei of Q nnteas, given
by Mr. Laverack in his book on the setter. By examining
carefully, it will be seen that every animal in il is Lescended from Ponto and Old Moll, which were obtained by
Mr. Laverock in 182;3 froln the Itev. A. Harrison, who lived
near Carlisle, and who had liept the bread pure for thutyi

:

him by

to the

icythew. tin

five years.
To this in-breeding is, no doubt, to be attributed the fact,
that the Lav tool aal tare are very difficult to rear, and that a

large proportion of them

die of distemper. Whether oi ac
the average working "form" of the breed is a high one is
very difficul
edde but, undoubtedly, Countess and
her' sister Nellie were grand specimens of the high-bred setter.
Nearly all the pure Laverack dogs which have been
shown are too spaniel-like in shape to please my eye. the
onlv exceptions I remember being Prince and Rock. 'n ml to
Borne extent the well-known Sam, brother to Countess and
Nellie
nevertheless, they have not the spaniel carriage of

l!

|

which is generally trailed like that of the fdi, and
without any lashing or feathering. Probably it is owing to
the excessive in-breeding of the Laveraeks injuring their
heallh, that they have not succeeded as well as might ho expected as sires but at all events, frr/rj
vial vex cause, a
good deal of disappointment has been felt by breeders on that
flag,

-,

Nevertheless, for work, the breed still maintains the
high character g ined tor it in its purity by Countess. Nellie,
and Daisy, and for its crosses by Hanger, Dick, Dan, Prince,
G-iuxsBaby, Glen, and last, but not least, that excellent
little bitch, Mr. Lloyd Price's Queen, by Pdue Prince, out of
the Bey, 8. East's Quaver II., bred by that gentleman from
his own old Shropshire blood,
&, great many different strains of English setters might be
adduced from all parts of the country, but notably from the
north of England, with claims superior to those of Mr. Laverock's strain, up to the time of the institution of field
Among these were the Graham and Corbet breeds,
trials.
those of the Earl of Tankerville, Lord Waterpark, Mr.
Bishop, Mr. Bayley, Mx. Lort, Mr. Jones (of Oscott), Major
Cowan, Mr. Withington, Mr. Paul Hackett, and Mr. Cah'e.r,
the last two being a good deal crossed with Gordon blood.
None of these strains were, however, so generally known
beyond the immediate circle of their owners' friends as to
have gained a universal reputation and it was not till the
public appearance of Mr. Garth's Daisy, and afterward that
of Mr. Purcell Llewellyn's Countess and Nelly, that the Laverack strain attained 'its present high reputation. Before
Daisy came frut, Mr. Garth had produced a brace of very bad
ones' at Stafford in 1867
and it was with considerable prejudice against them that the above celebrated bitches first exhibited their powers, in spite of the high character given of
them by Mr. Lort, Mr, Withington, and other well-known
sportsmen, who had shot over them for years. It is Mr.
Lort's opinion that Mr. Withington possessed better dogs
than even Countess but it must not be forgotten, that private trials are generally more flattering than those before the
public.
score.

;

;

:

1. Tbe tiull (valneiO) has a character peonliar to itself, somewhat betweeutbutor tbe. pointer and the eopker spaniel, not ho beary as the
former's, ivml larger than tbo latter'*.
It is without the (imminence ot
the occipital boue, so remarkable in the pointer, and is also narrower
between the ears.

lone and wide, without anr fullness ncder
dug Better at -teasfc tan
Between the
tore.
•be there sbo«l.l be a Blight depression- at
fullness-und [he «'ye-brow« suouM rise
all events there anonlil bo no
sharply from it. The nostrils must be wide apart, and largo in the
openings, and the end should be raoiot and cool, though manyadog
Willi exceptiuLullv "out! tcunticc powurs lias had a remarkably dry r,us<-.
amounting in some cases, to roughness like thai of suagrean. In all
setters the end of the nose should bo black, or dark liver- colored; bat
in the very be»t bred White*, or leiqon-and-itnlter, pink is often met
with, and may in them be pardoned. The jaffs should ne exactly eaual
in length; a " stripe nose," or " pig jaw," as the receding loner oue is
caUed, being greatly against its possessor.
a be

in the averxge

The

curve rerersed.

must ho composed

feather

'.

'

i

'

:

i,

Symmetry nnd
amount

10.

quality (v. 0). In character, the setter should disof •' qualib ," a turn which is difficult or explanaappreciated by nil experienced spi

play a great

" 'hough

fnlly

bt

tit

.

Thin

sportsman.

charm an

would he considered by the sportsman defective in
possessed a enrly or harsh coat, or if he had a heavy
bead with pendant blood-hound-hko jowl and throaty neck. Tbe ten.
eral outline is very elegant, and more taking to the oye of the artist, than
artist,

" quality,"

ir l:e

that of the pointer.
I

setter

m

-:.

-

;

1

s

v-iiid the root, the lo»B shorl hair on the
ter— eapeciallv toward the point, of whioh the bone should
the feather Upering with it.

''

1

the

:

if

-

i

feather of coat fv. B) are mnch regarded Tarn ong
sitsy hair, without curl, being considered a sine
should fringe the

feather should bo considerable, and

'

bind as well as the fore

le-is.

,.,.- tv. S) is not much insisted
'-lli
on among English
"" variety uturu admitted
These are nor, cm-rally classed
as follows,
tbe order given: hi Black and while ticked, with large
splashes, and more or less marked with black, known as • blue licltou ;"
orange and white freckled, known as orange Kelt in; Si plain orange,
(3
or lemou and wliiie; (I liver and whit.:
tile, with alight
tan markings; IB) back and white; (7 liver and white: (Sj pure white;
'
"
(S) buck; (10) bver; (II) red or yellow.

m

1

fl

1

Wokms

Dogs.— The

Comtnititpo on Agriculture gave a
hearing yesterday to Joseph Vickers, of Woburu, upon the
general question of dog* and hydrophobia. Mr. Vickers says
that every dog 1ms a worm itfidei- his tongue, and that this
worm is liable to irritate t'hjj'dog to the point of madness.
All that is necessary to prevent the possibility of hydrophobia
is to take the worm out.
This he claims can be done, and all
v.

danger avoided. He has been a game-keeper in England, and
says that the practice is common there and in Ireland. He did
not say. however, how the Legislature was to secure the unworming of all dogs, whether by the creation of a Dog Commission to examine and operate on all pups, or otherwise.
The above is taken /rom the Mining journal. When Mr.
Vickers has taken all the. worms out of dog's tongues, perhaps
he will turn water-witch, or engage in' the manufacture of
philosopher's stones.

only two particulars;

SeriouBly.nMr. Vickers is in
first,

secondly, in the fact of

hydrophobia.

"Worms

in the location of the

worm* having anything

infeat the intestines of almost all dogs,

more

or

nut,

santonine, or other vermifuges.

to

less,

error in

worms; and
to do with

and can be

easily

removed by the use of areea
They have no more
fleas which inhabit a dog's

do with hydrophobia thau the

coat.

«»
—

St. Loots Kennel Clue.
The St. Louis Kennel Club has
had the misfortune to lose, from pneumonia, their fine red
Irish setter, Erin. Erin was one of the beBt field dogs in the
country, and the club will find it difficult to replace him.
Their Loo H. whelped on Wednesday of last week ten
puppies, four dogs and six bitches, by Elcho. The Columbus Kennel Club's black pointer biten 'Belle, winner of first

prize at Baltimore, has visited Shaford.

Dog Stolen.— Mr. John A. Nichols, of the well-known gun
manufacturing firm of Nichols & Lefever, of Syracuse, has had
the misfortune to have stolen from him his fine gordon setter
bitch, Lick.
Lick is one year old, black and tan, with a white
spot on chest of li ;ht-buiid, well-feathered, and weighs almost
forty pounds.
.Any person meeting with such a dog will
please communicate with Mr, Nichols.

With regard to ears, they should be
3. Bars, lips, mil eyes (v- 4).
shorter than the pointer's, and rounded, bin not so much so as those of
the spaniel. The " leather" should be thin and soft, carried closely to
the cheeks, so as ma to show the inside, wniceit the slightest tendency
to prick he ear, which should be clothed with silky hair little more
than two inches in length. The lips, also, are not so full and pendulous as those of the pointer; but at their anirlss there should be a slight.
eve.-, m if ullness, not reaching qoite to the extent of hanging, '.t
ba Tull of animation, and of medinni size, tile best color Being a rich
brown, and they should be set with their augles straight across.

—

Mr. Everett Smith (whose rmme, by the by, was erroneously
printed Emmett in our last, issue), of Portland, Maine, claims
the name Calr for a red setter dog out of his Cora H. bv
Manasseh Smith's Guy. This nnme is selected in affectionate
remembrance of tbe late Caleb G. Loring, a thorough sportsman, whose genial qualities have been commemorated in these
columns. The names of the setters entered in the Kennel
Begister by him last week are Cora H, Cale, Bruce, Cosette,

Bouge, and Buby.

«»

fine black pointer bitch, Dinah, by Pete, out of
Dinah, who was at the breaking establishment of Mr.
Sehaick, at Pennington, N. J., was apparently recovering,
or had recovered from her second attack of distemper, when
she was found in.the morning dead in her kennel.

lose their

loose.

-naanded.

Buck, quarters, and stifles (v. 15j. An arched;Ioin is desirable, but
not to the extent of being •' reached" or ' wheel-backed," « defect
which generally tends to aslow, up aud-dowu gallop. Stifles welt bent,
and set wide, apart, to allow the hind-legs to be brought forward with
6.

liberty in the gallop.

Legs, elbows, and hocks (v. 12). The elbows taud^toes, which gen,l
pigeon toe"
erally go together, should be iftl Btri fgnt; and if net, the
.... tonablt than tbe out-turn, In which the
or tn-tttrued leg, le
elbow isconfined by its close attachment to the rine. The arm should be
muscular, and the bone fully developed, with strong and broad knees,
Bliorl pasterns, of which the size in point of bone should be as great as
possible la very important point), and slope not exceeding a very slight
deviation from the straight line. Mauy good judges insist upon aper
fectly upright pastern, like that of toe f,j .notimJ, out it must not he
forgotten, lhat,:lie seller has to stop hituself suddenly when at full
stretch be catches acent, and to do this with an upright and rigid paslern, causee DonBhleraoIe strain on the ligament.*, soon ending in
"knuckling over;" hence a very slight bend is to bo preferred. 'J'be
hind legs should be muscular, with plenty of Done, clean, strong hock*,
7.

I

y

feet.

5. 'foe feet (v. S) should be carefully examined, as upon their
bility of standing wear and tear depends the utility of the dog.

A

capagreat

difference of opinion exists ae to the;comparotive merits of the cat" and
hare root for standing wora. Foxhound masters invariably select that
than any other class,
tit, and, aa they have better opportunities
of instituting the necc-sary comparison, their selection may be accepted
lyi
to stand wet and beather,
ssfli
Bd •
it, ere
should be a enoc. gruMh of lunr
!i.!"-iaf,ve!y i.ece-sar-j mat
hutweeuihe toes, and on this account a barefoot, well clothed with hair,
as it generally is, must be preferred to a cat foot, naked, as is often tbe
-

i

.

!

L

'

'

i

i
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is the first step to gun-sl
next, idiotcy.
When

i

of men and women.
Tan
this pernicious practice is in not educating oneself as to how
to breed, when to breed, and what to mate to; and I am also
inclined to believe, that realization of the dollars bag much to

improve the present race

do with this, great crime. Breeding dogs with suot
accomplished in a day, or a year; one "must be prepared to
throw away time, energy, and money, and what is greater than
all, one must possess a love for the task.
It is a study of a
lire-time, and if, after all the pains taken, one is rewarded by
breeding three or four really grand animals, you can think
yourself very lucky.
The proper age to breed all dogs and bitches, especially
those that have sprung from the loins of imported stock, is
certainly not before they have attained the age of full two
yearB, and, in a great many instances, not until they have
reached the third year.
Of the many letters I have received on this important subthink a short extract from one may be noted: " think
that one pregnant cause of the deterioration, or " rui:
of dogs in this country has been breeding them at loo young
ages.
The progeny of babies must be weak and scrubby;
must lack power, vitality, aud the powers of getting strong,
bold, vigorous stock.
Especially will this apply to the
progeny of imporb 1 stock. I: is M^ai a WIe, to he BUpposed that they become accustomed to the aei
climatic changes of our coast, as readily and naturally as the
progeny of dogs, loch a ited through generations of residence
and exposure here. No dogs, those of lately imported blood
especially, should be bred under two years old.
Before that
time they acquire neithor growth, fo'rm. strength, character,
established constitution, nor the power to reproduce their own
:
best characteristics.
This is
.-.I. lor than
our own so-called native dogs, or in anyway their inferiors in
vitality or constitutional vigor,
it rsbecausc
the
able to the same influences of acclimization that effect all new
comers here. The arctic fox, bred in the tropics, must succumb. The young of the leopard, exposed to thecold n
land, must die.
Where the extremes of difference aro not too
great, where they are modified by the care and intelligence of
the humane ownership, not only may their baneful influences
be successfully resisted, but the transported race, afti
a
nosing, may bo moulded into forms of greater beauty, and developed into outgrowth* of greater use and value than wero
the original and transplanted type.
This will never be attained where the young specimen is called upon to reproduce
his like before reaching, in himself, a healthy and ueclimtnod
maturity.
What, indeed, is his like? It is an undeveloped,
inchoate state of transition, uncertain in the present,
ject, I

I

"

:

',

'

.

I

i

in the future.

Let, then, the breeders give their young blue bloods a chance
become Americanized, aud do not forget that with good
good training, good food, good work, and repeat it incessantly— good age, they bid fair to "out-nosn,
n
best— bred, indeed, from only those who have come before—
and to be the best, strongest, fleetest, stauuehest dogs in the
world, and the continuous begetters of their own gallant rosniiibhiuces from generation unto generation.
Have any of the BO-cSlied breeders improved on the original
sire or dam?
I think not.
Perhaps wo may see oue at the
coming New Xork bench show.
ohh M. Tatxob.
to

—

care,

1

,1

—

Spbatt'b Bibotjit. A correspondent writes as foUows, with
regard to the cost of feeding a dog on Spratt's biscuit: "In
your last number a correspondent asks tor information as to
the probable cost of feeding a dog on Spratt's patent cakes
per month. I think your ol
too much.
The cakes in question weigh about 3f to the
pound, and when softened by boiling water they swell considerably. I have used them more or less for the past two
years, and rarely give my full-grown dog more than two of
the cakes once a day (at night), excex>t when working him,
when 1 feed both meat and cakes, and think any dog will
keep in fine condition on two cakes per iay, ben not working.
This, you see, would make the eosl about 6 or 7 cents
per day, or about $2 per month. I would advise a change, of
diet at least once a week.
Jj
'

1*3

—Mr.

and Mtier

FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL

Charles A. Brigg's (of Waterbury, Conn.) orange and
white setter bitch, Daisy, has visited ID. Blakesleo's Dash.

Speckled Tront, Bolmo

fonthinl.it..

BREEDING DOGS AT PUBERTY.
Bellefonte, NoraowiT Co., March 24,
Editor Fotiest axd Stream.
What is the cause of gun-shyness in pointers and

1877.

New

who

has had, perhaps, the widest experience of atlj man
America, having attended, in person,
every race of note in the United States, for the past twenty-five
years, and a thorough sportsman, told the writer, a few years
ago, that he had not seen, in' ail his journeys, more than five
or six really good-looking dogs, and that the peopU cere
breeding a nation o( mongrels, without regard to class, distinction, or color.
Since then, the furore in the importation
of fresh blood has taken place, and now I assert that with possibly a very few exceptions that the present system of breeding
will give us a nation of idiots.
Most, if not all, of the sons
and daughters of imported stock have been bred too young.
Breeding puppy-bitches and puppy-dogs at a year, or even
eighteen" mouths, is, I assure yon, the enuse of gun-shyness,
.a,
If the pnrchasaess, timidity, and apparent idiotcy.
of puppies out oi the whelps of imported dogs would make
i;i
u
"At what age w.oru the dam and sire of it puppy
repeat the question as to, g. sire and g.
truthful answer would be, '• Considerably tinder two
gi
pibnaPj cause, it pot the oulv
rsoi
s in all dogs, iu my opinion, is, because thefathers
and mothers, one or both, were bred at too young an age.
of the

i'o-/

Ifci-'dd,

m

i

:

Land-locked Salmon— Salmo

glosefi.

While Perch,—
PLCBB POK APBtl..
Black Gnat, on MtnaE.— Xo. 13.— Body and

feet black,

wings an b-

hoyallue.
setters,

and the alleged timidity of the progeny of imported stock?
Answer, Breeding doss too young. During the past few
years a great advancement for the better has taken place, owing to the importations by breeders of fiuestock from England,
in order to produce a finer quality and better field dog than
the so-called native, which, with some exceptions, has unThe late importations are, of course,
doubtedly run down.
not all champions:. Yet, still, their records on the bench and
in the field, show that they were considered of the very best
forms that England can produce. One of the oldest associates

-•

otly in respect of

any dog

the

Van

i

it

in

Phillis.

4. Tbe
er, being

6. The shoulders and chest (v. 15) should display great liberty in all
directions, with sloping, deep shoulder-blades, and elbows well let
down. Tbe cheat should be deep, rather than wide, though Sir. L&verack insists on the cuatrury formation, italicising [lie word Wide in his
remarks at page 22 or his book. Possibly it may De owing to this formation that hts dogs have not succeeded at any field trial, as: above remarked; for the bitches of his breed, notably Countess aud liaiay,
wlneli I have seen, were as narrow as any setter-breeder could desire.
I am quite ratified Unit on this point Mr. Laverack is altogether wrong.
I fully agree with him, however, that the " ribs should tie well sprung
behind the shonlder." and great depth of the back ribs should be ea-

timidity,

bred again, they will, in all probability, throw idiots,; if not
absolutely without any intelligence, they will, moni
be useless in the field, and elsewhere. Mating dog* n t puberty,
ao as to obtain a fine specimen of the kind, is liku marrying
girls and boys at thirteen aud fifteen years of age,

!l

—The Westminster Kennel Club have had the misfortune to

I

neck (v. 6). rise-not tbe full, rounded muscularity of tha pointconsiderably thinner, but still slightly arched, and set Into
the head without that prominence of the occipital hone, .vliicli is so remarkable in that dog. ft mast not be " throaty," though tbe skin is

Nervousness
next,

;

•

.

.
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Dakk Clabet Gnat.—No. 13.— Body

dark

claret,

feet black, wines

snbhyaline.

Bkiqht ClabetGnat

— Mo. 18.—Body bright

claret,

mixed with red

fox face, feet ginger, wings ot one sex hyaline, the other ocherona

Gbat Gsat.— No. 13.— Body dark fox, mixed
gray, wmga hyaline.
Dakk fox.—N09. 10 or 11.— Body and foct
leruou colored mohair, wiugBBuhhyaline
hackle.

Boon Man's Fit.— Nos.
low miied, wings

9

,

with dark

claret, feet

dark fox. raided with
three fibres of dark gray

tail

and 10.— Body and feet, hare's ear aud yel

slightly mottled gray,

tall

tun mottle of the

wood

duck.

Olivb Gnat.—No. 13.— Body dark
feet ginger, wings hyaline.

Hku Pox.—Nos.
reet

red

10

mixed with bright

and 11.—Body fox cub

(chicken red), winga

wood duck.
BniHBT Fox.— Noa.

olive,

pale

face,

mixed

gray or subhyaline,

claret,

Iril

(ail

motiled

readier

fox,

mixed

10 and

11.—Body and

brightest part of tbo
with yellow, wings brightest hyaline, tuil pale yellow.

Black Hacklsi, Flv.— Nob,
tinsel,

hackle black wings,

tail

reet

9 and 8.—Body orauge, tinned with gold
or the American partridge.

OENESAL

PLIES.

Ibis.— No. 6,—A hackle dy, ribbed with silver tinsel; body hackle,
WingB and tail scarlet.
.l.mer.-No. 8.—Body peacock herbs, hackle black aud ml
I

nii.ved.

Gbat PixiMTO.—Wd, 8.—Body peacock
PbofbssoS.— Nna. Band 9,—Bi

herl,

dark gray hackle.

wings wood duck and mallard, dyed yellow, mixed, (ail scarlet ibis,
(JCEEtt or toe Water —Nos. 8 and 9- -A hackled Ily; body oranga

—

—

—

—

,

.
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£=
ribbed with cold tinsel, hankie chlskon red, wings bright mottle of the
mallard.
Oitizziv Ku.G.-NtwUjUjd 9.-A hackly fir; body green, hackle

dark gray, mil scarlet ibljsljkfe mottled festhorof the pintail.

Ftsn

high,

— The storms of

put up as a

The parties met a few days later, and the match
The course agreed upon is the Monongahela,
June 9th. A portion of the money was
The race will create great interest in

Rational

the past

Eaktekn Yacht

—Tho

annual dinner of the
Eastern Yacht Club, held at the Parker House, Boston, V editing, March 21st, was unique in every particular.
About twenty-five members of the elub were present, and
Gov. Bice and Hon. Geo. B. Boring were the invii
Commodore John M. Forbes occupied the head of the table,
and, after tho meats and wines had been discussed at length,
an hour was spent in speech-making and sentiment. A congratulatory message was received from the New York Yacht
Club, who were holding their annual dinner in New York
oity at the same time, and a timely response was returned.
Cluti.

first

i

Friday
the

Mr. G. Blackford, of Fulton Market, received

last,

"Kennebec" salmon from Halifax, N.

first

Our

S.

cruota-

week are as follows!

fchi

ed bass, 20 to 25 cents per pound;
Cozen), 25 cents: fresh, $1.25;
cuts; shad (southern), 65 cents each, native,
do. ;si
15 cents; Spanish mackerel. 50 cents;
green tTUrtlaj BO cents; terrapin, S15 per dozen; frostfish, 8
cents per pound: halibut, IS cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 8 cents: Uaflkfish, 15 cents: herrings, 6 cents; flounders,
-.
10 cents; sea bass, 20 cent
18
nte; lobsters, 10 cents:
sheepsuoad, '20 cents; turbott, 20 cents; scollops, $2 per
gallon; whitefish, 15 cents per pound: pickerel, IS
Canada brook-trout, 25 cents; Long Island trout, SI; Maine
trout, 50 cents; pike, 10 cents; ciseoes, 10,, cents; hard shell
crab, Si. 00 per 100; red snappers, 18 cents.
,

20

smelts,

,

.:• .j
1

i.

'

-

i

i

;

m

The Eagle's Clw.-We have

received front Chas. L. Coate,
the patentee, .330 Fulton Street, .Brooklyn, N. Y., a sample in
nickel of the famous Eagle Claw, a device for catching fish and
game, for which we do not hesitate to express a deferential
respect.
It is a formidable contrivance, and is liouud to catch

anything that comes within its clutches. While we cannot endorse it fully as a sportsman's implement, we are free to say,
that ^for trapping vermin, fur-bearing animals, and fish that
will not take the hook, it is very efficacious.
We should not
like to put our foot in it.

—The snow
thick.

are

It will

open

deep in the Adirondacka, and the ice is
probably be a full month before the streams

is still

for fishing.

—

Fishtxg Movements. The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the past week has been 30,Jineluding 1
from Fortune Bay, N. F., A from Grand Banks, and 25 from
Georges. The, receipts of cod and halibut have been about
565,000 pounds of the former, and 280,000 pounds of halibut. The weather has been unfavorable for curing fishpond
the movements have been light. Cape Aim Advertiser,

March

24ft.

—

YrnarsiA Lfesb'irg, March 2\si. Black bass have made
their appearance at the month of Goose Creek, on the Potomac. First caught about St Patrick's day ; caught with red
ira-na by "a man and a brother. "
Weather since then snowy.
T.

W.

gtchfmg md§oniing.
HIGH WATER, JFOH THB WBBK.
Boston.

Date.

IS
Mar
Apr.

8

0?'

8

65

43

S)

41

OH
44

10
11

30

mid.

MBr.30
31
1

.

1

3
3

^

Apr. 4

4

mw York.

31
21

58
45

Oiarlalot,

8
10

58
07

7
57

IS

—

New- Yoke. Yacht Cmjb. A social dinner was given by the
of this club at Delrnonico's on Wednesday of last
week, the object being to bring the members together, and
see how they felt in regard to the coming season. The
feature of the entertainment was the magnificent display of
plate in the shape of racing trophies which adorned'the
tables.
The so-called Queen's Cup, won by the America in
England, and which has been contended for so unsuccessfully in our own waters by various English yachts, occupied
the center of one of the tables. Besides this, almost every
cup of consequence contended for by yachts of the If. Y\ Y.

members

C.

squadron for many years past was exhibited.

The Com-

mittee being desirous to obtain Che handsome silver candelabras won by the Dauntless in a race with the Sappho, the
Htraltl authorities telegraphed t.o Mr. Bennet, in Algiers, and
received an answer the same day, placing them at the disposal of the club. The dinner was a great success, and judging by the enthusiasm displayed, would indicate that the
yachting spirit rules as strongly in the club as heretofore.

Neweukgh Bay Yacht Clt'b.— The programme of this Hudson Biver Yachting Association for the coming season is thus
The fourth annual regatta is fixed for
early announced.
August 1st. Prizes will be offered to four classes, as follows:
First class, open yachts over 20 feet; second class, open
not exceeding 26 feet; third class, open
over
and
22,
yachts
',.'
LI? 22 feet and under; fourth class, cabin yachts, and all
others with working sails. Two prizes will be given in the
first three classes, and one in the fourth.
The first prizo in
elaBses to be a sum of money and a set of colors.
Entries to the regatta, free, will close July 31st.
In addition to
this regatta, the elub offers a purse of S250 in gold for a grand
take place the day following. This race to
bo open to all open yaahts under So feet in length; entrancefee, $100.
The entrance-money to be divided according to
the number of entries. Eace to be sailed according to Brooklyn Yacht Club Rules, over the usual Newburgh Club Course,
twenty miles in length. Entries to the sweepftakes race
close July 28.
i.l

1

—

Idler,

Commodore Samuel

J,

Colgate,

lying at the foot of Twenty-eighth street. East Biver. ready

The Commodore into start for her trip to the West Indies.
tends starting on Thursday morning, going direct to Bermuda, thence to tho Bahama Islands, after which he will
Comrm id ore. Kane,
visit Cuba, returning home from Havana.
Captain Henry Steers, and a few other yatching Mi
accompany Commodore Colgate, who expects to he gone
about six weeks, He takes the regular captain and crew of
the Idler, antl an experienced man as pilot and navigator.

New York Bowtxg Club.— The

following

of the
officers of this club elected at the annual meeting in FebVice-President,
ruary last: President, LTeorge L. Itider
John A. Mclvim Captain, Francis L. Leland Secretary,
John P. Kingsford Treasurer, Richard B. Hartshorne
Lieutenant, Edmond Kelly. Board of Trustees George L.
Rives, John A. McKini, Francis L. Leland, John P. Kingsford, R. B. Hartshorne, P. de Florez, Charles D. Ingeisoll,
is

a

list

i.

:,

.-.I:-,

I;

i

—

—

'.

i

12

—

—

The record of the tour of the Indianapolis Club up to
the 22d inst., is as follows
March 10-IudIanapolis vs. Dallas, at Galveston
50 to
:

March 11— Indian ap ui?
March 12-IrnIianap.ilis

Salveston, at Galveston... .59
vs. I'asr.iiup. at Galvnstnn
30
Marctt 15- Indianapolis vs. R. E. Loe. at New Orleans. .13
March IS— [nriiinapri.ts vs. K. E. Per, at Stiv nrlcaus
8
M.rcll 18-Indianapglis vs.Mfmphu, at Memnlin
7
March 19— Indianapolis vs. Memphis, at Memphis
B
Mwch at -Indianapolis vs. Memphis, at, Memphis
II
March 21— Indianapolis <t». St. Louis, at St. Louis
3
March 22— Indianapolis vs. St. Loins, at St. Louis

;

J. Bowrey Hobson. Standing Committees
Committee on Admissions", John P. Kingsford, Chairman,
Robert O. Cornell, Joseph Lentilhon, Charles H. Leland, J.
Lowrev Hobson. House Committee, Francis L. Leland,
Chairman; Clarence Cory, B. B. Hartshorne, P. de Florez,

Thomas Maitland,

Regatta Committee, Edmond Kelly,
H. Peters.
Chairman, Francis L. Leland, George L. Fives, John A.
McKini, William H. Colhoun. Delegates to Harlem Regatta
Association; George L. Rives, August Belmont, Jr. Number
Charles

of members, 122.

A scullers' match has been arranged between Wm. Scharff,
and Geo. Morris, of Pittsburg, Pa., to be rowed on the Upper
Monongahela Biver Course," on June 9th; the stakes to be
Both men will go into training as soon as the state of
S2.000.
the rivers
Scharff.

Betting at present

will permit.

The Oxfokd-Caxtbeudge Race.

—The great

is

in favor of

aquatic event of

the year in British waters, the annual race between eightoared crews, representing respectively Oxford and Cambridge Universities, was decided, or rather undecided— for it
resulted in a dead, heat on Saturday last, over the usual
course on the Thames, between Putney and Mortlake. The
odds for some time before the race, hacl ranged from 3 to 1
to 5 to 4, in favor of the Oxford or "dark blue crew," the
latter figures representing the quotations just previous to the
start.
The odds would have been lauded, too, had it not
been for on accident which happened to the row-lock of the
Oxford bow-oar, three-fourths of a mile from the finish,
when they were leading by a length, reducing the effective
strength in the boat to seven men, and enabling the Cantabs
to get even, a position which they maintained to the finish,
the referee deciding it to be a dead heat.
The word "go" was given at 8h. 27m. 4s., with the Cambridge boat on the sunny side of the river. Oxford took the
water-front, both crews working smoothly, and with Oxford
leading a few feet at the first dozen strokes, but at the end
of the first half mile the positions were reversed, and the
bow of the Cambridge boat showeel four feet in advance of
The boats led alternately, neither
that of her adversary.
gaining any decided advantage, and without daylight appearing between them, until the last bridge was passed, and but
three-quarters of a mile remained to be rowed, and Oxford
was almost a clear length ahead, when it was seen that something w as wrong with their bow-oar, and the boat was
crippled. The Cambridge crew spurted, and soon drew up
abreast, but, the seven Oxford men worked like giants, and in
24m. 10s. from the start, the gun announced that the race

—

—

r

was

over.

It

was

at first

to,

Total

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

....178

it

a
8
a
6

4
18

The

victory scored in St. Louis was a noteworthy one,
puts Indianapolis stock well up in tho market.

and

—The

Hartfords will practice every fine afternoon this
month on the Capitoline grounds until the Union grounds
are in good condition for regular play.

—

The MmLEit-BAFEB Wrestling Match. Frobably the
most wonderful tend protracted exhibition of human skill
and endurance which has ever been known was witnessed
in this city on Tuesday night of last week.
The occasion
was a Greco-Roman wrestling match between Thiebaud
Bauer and William Miller. Bauer weighed, 10-2 pounds, and
Miller 197, both giants in frame and strength. From eight
o'clock in the evening until twenty minutes past
morning they strained and pushed, and hugged without the
match being decided, although Bauer won one tall forty
minutes after the opening. Both men were ten '
earnest, and when the referee, with the bright moi
streaming into the cold and cheerless Maiding, ordered them
to desist, it was with bodies sore and blackened with bruises.

—

New Yoke Athletic Club. The eighth annual spring
games of the New York Athletic Club, open to amateurs, will
be held on the afternoon of Wednesday, May 30th. The
programme is as follows: 1. 100-yard trial heats. 2. Throwing the hammer. o\ One-mile run. i. 100-yard
.end
trial heats.
5. Seven-mile walk (during which wiU take
place running high jump, in the order named).
6. 100-yards
:

final heat.
7. 440-yard trial heats.
8. One-mile walk.
9.
•220-yard trial heats.
10. Tug of .war, trial heats.
11. 120yard hurdle race, trial heats. 12. 440-yard final heat. 13.
Throe-mile walk (during which will take" place pole-leaping).
14. 120-yard hurdle race, second trial heats.
15. 220-yard
final heat.
16. Tug of war, final heat.
17. 120-yard hurdle
race, final heat.
18. One-half mile run.
First two in each

heat allowed to run in second trial heats, and first two
in each secontl trial heat allowed to run in final.
trial

UNnoonTEDLV one of the best and cheapest stocks of Carpetinga, OilCloths, Mattings, etc., etc., to oe found iu the United States is that of
:

Messrs. Johh H. PbAv, Soss & Co., Washington St., Boston. I. W,
the sportsman of tho Arm, and will take special pains to please
any of our friends calling upon him, or with any orders sent him. It
is a good.reliable house.— Adv.

Adams is

Tiffany

supposed that Oxford had won, but

the decision of the judge was "a dead heat." Tho 1'all Mdl
Gazette, on the evening of the day of the race, commented
upon tho finish as follows
"When Barnes' Bridge was reached, Oxford had a clear yard
They were
or two lead, and seemed to have the race in hand.
rowing, apparently a trifle within themselves, while Cambridge

10

Umpire, Mr. Duchorme.

;

;

.

I

;

:

&

Co., Silversrrutlis, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock of

and
sil-

:

was rowing a faster stroke, throwing up some water, and
losing ground. But after passing the White Star, there was
The bow's oar
a lurch and stoppage in the Oxford boat.
had cracked or sprung, and from that point he was unable
to feather it against the head wind or make any practical use
of it. The stoppage, brought Cambridge up instantly, till
their bows were amielships of Oxford, and the latter were
left with half a length's lead, half a mile from home, and
The seven unlittle more than seven oars to get there.
crippled men kept well together. The bow, with his oar in
trouble, was at see-saw with the rest, and often could not
put his blade in the water at all, but had enough to do to
save it from catching water as it dropped. The Oxford
rudder was put hard on to keep the balance of four oars

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,

racing and other sports, and on request they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

and are

against, three.

The crews and

their weights

were as follows:

&

OAJLBB1DOB

178

yeratty

No.
No.

"o. 3-J. C. Fean, First Trin-

ity
8— H. Pelbam. Magdalen.. 176
No. 4-*W.
4.-W. H. Grenlell, Bal-

173}

llot

No. 5— *H. J. Staynor,
John'B
-

St.

180

Co.,

are also the agents in America for

lbs.

lbs.

B. G. Hoskvna, Jesns..l53i
Bow— D. G. Cowles, St. John's. .157 Bow—
No. „•— «T. W. Lewis. Caius....lG5
No. 3—*J. St. Boustead, Uni-

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

&

Co.,

of Geneva, of

163

B.

Close.

First

Trinity.........

No. 5-L. G.Pike, Cains
No. 6— *C. Gurdon, Josus..

16SJ
.

179}
-184J

Augustine Yacht Club. On Saturday, March 10th, a No. 6-A.Mulholland,Balhol..l7G No.7-*T. E. Hockin, Jesas 133}
Stroke— »C. D. Shafto, Jesus.. 17s!
No. 7— *T. C. Bdwardes-Mosa,
spirited race between fhe boats of the harbor and those of
171} Coxswain— G, L, Davis, Clare. 105}
Braseuose
the Yacht Club took place. Yice-Commodore Stillnian, of Stroke—
- 'Old Blues."
*H. P. Marriott, Brasethe New York Yacht Club, and owner of the handsome yacht
uose
170}
now lying in the stream, offered a prize of S100 to the winner Coxswain—F. Beaumont, New US
of the race, while the Yacht Club offered a beautiful silver
prize constituting a second prize for the boat coming in
Plain Chicken Soup.— Cut up the chicken and break all
second best. The start
made at 3 o'clock in the after- the bones. Put it in a gallon of cold water; let it simmer
noon, opposite ihe wharf. The race -was watched with interThe last hour add to
for Ave hours, skimming it -well.
when the winning boats crossed the 'cook with the soup a cup full of rice or barley, and a sprig
sty of the friends of the two boats
When done let the kettle remain quiet a few
of parsley.
The former won the first prize, and moments on the kitchen table, when skim off every partithe America and
tho Alexis the second.
Both reached the home stake wing in cle of fat with a spoon. Then pour all on a seive placed
wing.
over a dish. Take out all the hones, pieces of merit and
paraley; press the rice through the sieve. Now mix the
Sdtgmz-Soi xt. Match.- Evan Morris, of Pittsburg, Pa.,
rice by stirring it with the soups, untilit resembles asmooth
issued a challenge last week to Billy Scharff, to row him a
pivree.
Season with pepper and salt.
five-mile scull race for $1,000 a side, and the championship
i

BASE ball.

—

The Hartfords, of Brooklyn the new representative professional team, of tho metropolis opened play in a practice
gameat Prospect Pari, on March 24th. the day being the
first spring afternoon they had had for the purpose.
There
was a large attendance of spectators, considerable interest
being manifested in the new Brooklyn team. 'The Hartfords
did not have Allison, Holdsworth, or Start, but the
the team were on hand, Harbidgo, Lnrkin, Burdock, Ferguki^.< f- e, York, and Cassidy. playing iu their regular positions: Start and Hnklsworth's places being tilled by Nels.m
and Quinn. The field side was a strong one, including the
well-known League Alliance and International Club pi , r
Knowdell. McCormiek, of the Buckeyes; Dunn, McGuinness,
Thompson, Daly. Roche, MeGlynn' and Bunee, filling the.
nine positions creditably. The pitching was very affectn OB
both sides, but few runs being earned on baso 'hits scored.
The runs by innings were as follows:
Hartford
0-10
Field
1
B
1 0-4
.

The schooner-yacht
is

1

Si.

Uptimes.

fixed for

forfeit.

aquatic circles.

week have interiperations of fishermen, and in conseitttt a short supply ana prices extremely
There have been largo arrivals nf green turtles. On
Muiket.

i\

of America.

was arranged.

and the date

.

whose

.

line.

celebrated watches they liave a

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

and

full

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the world,

the public are invited to visit their estab-

'

lishment without feeling the slightest obligation to purehase.

Union Square,

New

York

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

122
he Menitel.

POfi

Cleveland, O.

hi

.

I

;

i'.i.i:

:

'"

:

i

.!

WEBB.

West

7

No.

ji

V,.

!

;..;'

DR W.

full particulars apply to
Fifty fourth St.. N. Y.
feblo

1

C.

SQUIRES,
Toi'k.

100,000
to

i

;

to tbo u.-e of every on.- who keeps
a dog. vufficeii to Bay they are tree from palt,aud
contain "dates," the exclusive n.-e of wh-ch. iu combiuation -.villi iutsr ana m.-al to compose a biscHlt is
securea to n» in- Letters Pan-iii. For sale in cases

recommei d'them

Cntt. Co..

N.Y.

i
i

,

r

injury.
J

^

$10.

New Jersey. EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the Company in
the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED

FORD, CRESS'

i:\LSTUN, MINNE^UA, and

in,

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and

$10.

to his sporting friends that ducks
mid geese are arriving in great numbers, and toe
prospect for good shooting is now excellent. Live
wild geeae and other decoys, batteries, boats and
promo attendance at all times.

Grouml, L.

Still

BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY.

and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

SQUAN,

AND FEATHER.

D. M.

BOYD,

Fkank Thompson.

febl7

tf

FERNANDINA,
MANSION A HOUSE, house,
most

first-class
Florida.
at the.
attractive winter resort in the South. An ocean beach
twenty miles long, surf bathing, hnnting and fishing.
Deer in the beach hammock, snipe, rail and duck
countless numbers in the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by roil and steamer with the North.

m

M. W. Downie.

Sept7-7m.

Proprietor.

M* le

•'-•'.'

,

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
Gen'l Agent,
Philadelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
416 Sonth Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

JAMES,

SALMON

Thomson

Ac ^on,
30X Broadway, TVf. Y.

ANGLING.

DEPT. OF MARINE AND FISHERIES,
Fisheries Branch,

jan4-tf

Ottawa,

WRITTEN OFFERS
Fhas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.
to Dogs.

i

do
Little Pabos
Tohique [Sew Brunswick],
Nashwaak
do
Jupiter [Anticosti Island]

Salmon
Rent per

marl5-3t.

7ft6,

Pine St.

.

St. Louis,

'THE BERMUDAS."
m

be stated; payable

ad-

elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina," 1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermu-

The

W. F. WHITCHER,
'

"«

-"'

'

_LN FUL Winter Hesort, is reached in seventy
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.

order,

chambered for 77 grains powder.
Forest aud Stream office.

'

U

da fortnightly, making connection at

'

cal„

Address, " T,"
It

Bermuda with

steamers for Si. Thomas and West Indies. For
full information apply to A. K. 0UTERBR1DGE,
Dec21-ly.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.

Lixdlow Trout Co.

to

to

TJIOR YOUNG
_C

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

dcc28

M. P. McKOON.
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

6m

FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR SALE-A
Dandy Dinmont, and
Black-and-tan

Skye,

riers, sporting Du;'s, Miilieee c;iU, 'Ferrets,

dues

for all

Jones

street.

diseases at L.

N.

&c.

MEYER,

ter-

Medi

45 Great
Sept21 ly.

N. Y.

dogB

for

three gyps.

to suit

All liver

and white. Very handsomely marked. Best of stock.
Also. Red Letter Dog " Mike." Thoroughly broken.
For particulars address Db. P. E. Day, Bristol, B. I.

W. H. OROVVELL,

required

BROOK TROUT FOR
SALE,

FOR

$2.00

TO INFORM MY MANY
T AM HAPPY
have now ready
and cnsiomers

GROVE PARK ASSOCIABLOOMING
TION.
One share in above Association for sale at a very low
The best Game Preserve in America. Trout,
Black Bass and Pickerel fishing. Address SPORT,

price.

Feb^8-tf.

Gome Bag

ever in ented, it has
capacitv for 75 Quail. Pocket room' for 60 shells,
it can be
is very light, weighing but a few ounces,
worn over a business coat, or can be worn under, as
yun please. The material = water-proof drill. Sent
post paid on receipt of price. Money refunded if not
i

satisfactory,

send chest measure only.
W. H. HOLaBIHB, Valparaiso, Ind.

marl5-8m.

IN FLY TYING.— By an
LESSONS
Abbey &
pcrienced fly-dresser, liefer

JOHN HAILY,

ex-

iniDrie,

to

Maiden Lane. Address
street, New York.
48

SALE CHEAP.'

Greener treble wedge, fast 10-bore Breech-Loader— choke bored; built specially for pigeon shooting
or ducking reboundiug looks pistol stock very
Also, a 1'2-bore gun, same
fine proportionate gnu.
H. J. Wabneb.
system. Apply to
67 Exchange Place, Room 18.
;

;

the

that I

friends

I

Henry
Oct IS-em

838

pakls and ^e§orts %or^$ort£mtn.

Bromfield House,
55

to the Rifle
has succeeded in bringing to a state of perfection.
For cleanliness, pattern, penetration, range, uniformity, littlo smoke, recoil, ic-purt. aud heating of barrel
in rapid firing, this powder is unsurpassed.
If this powder becomes wot by exposure, it can remain bo for any length of time without injury, it
beihgjustas good after drying as before.
The Dittmar Titau Powder aud Dualin, for blasting
and mining purposes, are now in general use, and
stand at the head of this kind of explosives. Mar.29 tf

Price,

To

Florida

$2

50.

& the South

SEASON OF

1876-7.

Atlantic Coast Line of Railways and C'onnctions

N. Y.

Bros.,

BROMFIELD STREET,

No. 1.-6:00 p. m. Daily all rail to Richmond, Wilmington, Columbia, Augusta, Aiken, Charleston, Savannah. All Florida and Southen points. Inthis train

Pullman sleeper New York to Richmond, Parlor
Cars thence to Wilmington. Pullman sleepers thence
to Charleston and Augusta, and Pullman sleeping
cars beyond as route may be.
No 2.— 8:40 a. m. daily (except Sunday). Allrai
to Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah,
and all Florida points.
No. 3.-9:30 a. m. dailv (except Sunday) via limited
express to Washington, and thence as by Schedule
No, 2. On these trains Pullman Parlor Cars Now
York to Washington. Pullman Sleeping Car Milford (supper house) to Wilmington, N. C. Parlor
Lucas sleepers
Cars Wilmington to Charleston.
Charleston to Savaunah. Elegant Day Cars Savannah to Jacksonville.
No. 4.-8:10 a. m, and 9:30 a. m. daily (except
Sunday). All rail to Baltimore. Bay Line to Norfolk. S. & R. R. R. to Weldon, thence as by SchedOn these trains Parlor Cars to Baltimore,
ule No. 1.
Bay Line steamers to Portsmouth. Parlor Cars to
Wilmington, and thence as by Schedule No. 1.
For the reservation of Sections, Compartments,
Berths or Chairs. Tickets. Time Cards, and all information, apply at the New York Office, 229 BEOADWAY, or at the authorized Ticket Ofllces of the
ili

'

:-;i

One half of each Parlor and Sleeping car of this
line south of Richmond Ib constantly reserved at
New York for accommodation of passengers by the
Atlantic Coast Line.

A.

Price,
For 8ale by

all

gun

75 Cents.

dealers.

Address

W. B. HALL,
Lancaster, DPa.
marH

POPE, Gen. Pass. Agent.

I

f

The United States Cartridge Co.
Lowell, Mass.
Manufacturers of the Central Fire, Solid Head,
Brass Shell, Re-Londing Cartridge, uted by the
Army and Navy of the United States and several
Foreign Governments. All kinds of Rim Fire Ammunition.
Special attention paid to orders for

Tnrget Prac-

tice Cartridges.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
WALLACE A: SONS, Agents, New York City.
marlS-17t

THE

'76

SHOOTING COAT,
(rATBNXBD).

-

Boston Mass.

The House :ft>r Sportsmen.
loWlU

Also the "Hold Fast" shell extractor.

OFFICE, 229 BROADWAY.

:

IMesfseiiofer*

of Riflemen

Co.. Pa.

OR TO LEASE— A FARM

;

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.,

and Sportsmen ia called
and Shot-Gun Powder which Mr. Dittmar

The attention

SALE.

of fifty acres, good buildings, including new
dwelling, fifteen minutes' ride from Stamford depot.
About thirty
Especially adapted to fish culture.
acres arable land and orchard, pond eight acres, with
facilities for making another if desired; twelve acres
woodland, natural trout streams. For further particulars apply to W. S. JAR VIS, 321 Canal street.

FOR
A

175WASHINtrT0N

if

UfaTThe undersigned wishing to close out a partnerslop will sell his stock of fry yearlings aud two-yearF. W. Ldl.y,
olds, at low prices.
Randolph, Cattaraugus, N. Y.

FOR

(§ocidx.

Powder, Dualin, Rifle, and
Shot-Gun Powder.

Ludlow.

McKean

Jaull-3m

this office.

Notices,

moai Complete

deli

parties.

Marl5-3t.

SPANIEL PUPS
COCKER
and
sale— two

OLD DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the counConnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
try.
island, and points on the Peninsula.
City Point
James river. Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous
country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday; Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich street. New
YoHj
««na» 1v

Improved Climax Greaser, Loader, Cap-Expellcr
nod Biiell Extractor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

TROUT FRY FOR SALE IN
WANTED—A GENTLE- BROOK
BREAKER
Fry
fated
any nuantitv
engage a competent breaker
man wishes
take charge of his kennel. Must be strictly temperate,
of good disposition, and thoroughly understand the
management of dogs. Must be willing to drive if
reijmreu. Address p. O. Box 647, Baltimore, Md.,
or apply at this office.

Passage

II

,

"Vrnw A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-

-

Mo.

of Commission.

free

and Bills of Lading issued and signed at the
JAMES W. (> HINT AUD & CO.,
Agents. No. 177 West Street, cor, Warren, or
W. P. "CLYDE & CO No. Boh ling Green.
Through Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points iu the South and Southwest,
and further information can be obtained a! the office
of
BENTLEY D. HASELf.. General Agent,
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner
of Thomas street,
dec7 ly

MANUFACTURERS OF

IlEABOfil RIFLE FOR SALE CHEAP.

(hi the Stud,)
Fee—Thirty-Five Dollars.
Address ST. LOUIS KKHNBL CLUB,
marl5-8t

to

By

SLEAFORD

^Il{Jt,

DINA,

Titan

Leases to run for Trom one to Jive years.
Lessees to emplov guardians at private cost.

New York.

UU,

CITY POINT,
FERNANJACKSONVILLE. ST A UfiliSTlNE, PALATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELON VILLE and all

Vogel;

DITTMAR POWDER WORKS

Mistassiui (near Uodbout).
Becscie
do
Malbaie (near Perce).
ift>
Grand 1'abos

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

ptt^HK It- LJ±\* Ifl,
Capt. Scott, for

%yort8mei( u

Trinity (utar Point dts Monte).

mended by Mod and Gun and Forest akd Stream.

.IVIinii,

do

en powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
cents per box by mail. Both the above are recoui

St.,

May

omaine (near Mtngan)

ARECA NCT for Worms in DOGS.
A certain remedy. Put up in boxes containing a doz-

Nassau

*>G1I-!V11U„L1

Nataskauan {North Shore).

St. Margaret tenl/as).
Trout (near Moisie).

102

«UU

next, for the
LEGES of the following rivers:

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is pnt np
in patent, box-.-!' with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its nse. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail. Postpaid.

octl2

Slh Ftbiiiury, 1877.

be received to 1st

SALMON ANGLING PRIVI-

»»

Mmgan

A Bane to F!eas--A Boon

will

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

office of

JFOR FLORIDA.

will

Manufactured by

G. TV. CLYDE.
Capt S. trowel].
Capt. Ingrahm.
The above steamers have been haudsoinely fittenp for the convenience of passengers, and are nnri
vailed on the coast for

tickets

-

.

name

GULF STREAM.

points in Florida.

JU
NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA-, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and

injnte the dog;
atode of heavy bridle
I.. -i plated trimmings. S nt by mail
of dog or owner on name plate for 81. CO.

W. Lockwnod.

Oapt. R.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
£g-Insnrance to destination ONE-RALF OF ONE
PER CENT.

fit

1

HOGS ClVKNOT hLIP THIS COLLAH
pn'l.
this collar
No matter how vioiemiv

R.

CHAMPION.

Capt. M. S. Woodbnll.

Goods forwarded

#T

N

PLER 29,
CITY OF ATLANTA.
(

Jr., Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Gen'l Manager.

Southwest

Wednesday and Saturday
A.t 3 o'clock P. M. From

Hunting.

Also, to

TDCKERTON,

1

mar8

and the
AND THE

FLORIDA PORTS,
EVERY

Pennsylvania and

all

announce*

WM. N.LANE, Good

The South

also reach the best localities for

in

Suit

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SHINNECOCK BAY.—WM. L. LANE

of1l3Ibs. each. F.O.Dk LU7.E, sole Ag.nt, 18 South
street. New York. Special terms to dealers.

',-i

TICKETS

Shooting

the market,

William

a

of

GUNNING AND FISHING

which sell for more money. Should
ouwant anything extra-fine I can make it. Seud
jr my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
iar22-3m
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.

Meal Fibrinc Cakes have

e.

The lines

Four Months Old,

"Randolph,

'

'2t

it

wiib

O.

OlifArleston, S-

The PeunsylTania Railroad Company

Crystal Springs Fishery,

$10.

imputation these

Sup erior I^aoilitie s
afforded by their lints for reaching most of the TROT(NG PARKS and RACE COURSES In the Middle
States. Thr-su Ihell
FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid in din ulties and dangers of reshipment, while the excellent cars run over
the smoother*!
luBETRANS-

PORTED

Warranted butter than any in the market. Sent by
rail lor $10.75.
l.UUO testimonials on file, which
ay that •' Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit in
he World." This Suit is to beat the cheap trash

the

COMP'l

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

COUttTIiANDT STREET, New

Complete

From

THE PENNSYLVANIA

1 top lever.

BROOK TwoTROUT FRY,

Dog Cakes.

Filbi-iixe

side lever,

tf

gpratt's Patent

Meat

and

1

t

$gortsmen'H §otttfB.

GllEAT SOUTHERN

I

For pedigree and
S.

12-bore.

SCOTT'S

H.

(FOB POINTERS.)

,

TOLBY TOP LEVEE,

2
1

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLrB

i

GREAT REDUCTION.
1

§ outex.

TO SPORTSMEN:

OREENEK TREBLE WEDGE, fast, 10-boro.
1 DODGALL 12-BORE.
2 BARKER'S and 3 WM. MORE'S BREECH-LOADERS

Farrar,

J.

Stnd dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
lbs.; winner of seven prizes in England. Sired by R,
J.Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, aud from Whitehouse a celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet, and
i

SECONDHAND

IMPOKTEli SETTERS.

Dr. Goldsmith's celebra'ed dogs Plnnket, Carrie,
Nell have passed into the above Kennel.
Plunket and Rapp will lie used In the stud. For services and pedigrees address

Kapp aud

W.

§yort$tnen'£

Softies.

EOREST CITY KENNEL

1,''1|)

,

Send for Circular.

GEO.

C.

DENNING,

410 Seventh street.
Washington City.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^gottsmena

§2orihmni'& §aods.

<$oodp.

J>jw;/ smcii's

OF THE

8IGA

GOLD

123
(Bo oils,

PATENT CA3IP STOYES--*

SHIRT.

%inutsmon '4 <Booih.
SIZES'

Matchless Cigar Hgrlvter.

^^___^ae LSnostitnte
..nd

OCAMP

NO,

.

matches.

l

PACKED,

BOSTON

ii

Ithamar

Bois,

u

328

10x12x14,

Fulton St.,

THE

SHIRT

JPopxilai'

MAKER.

WEIGHT 22

„

COST

Lbs.

Cigar, Cigarette or Pipe

any kind of weathei;
smoker should

In

everj

have one; can be;carried

Sporting Goods.

FISH & SIMPSON, 132 Nassau

and

Elegant Scarfs

Slooeasins
The

best thing ever worn by
tsmen. Not injured by wetand drying -always soft and

price

fj

list,

st..

N. Y.. Agents.

BOATS.

CAN

IMPORTERS

stems, etc. (do not fold ud).
£.,Alee
J6 pound"
J. H. RUSHTON, Manufacturer, Canton, St. Lawrence County. N. Y
Mar 9, ly

OF

Fenner's Portable Boat

Sportsninu's Goods of every description, including

Tents and Camping Ootllts.
The Uolberton Fly Rod for black bass and trout.
Hand maae of 2d growth ash, lance wood and bamboo. A sound re-liabie; rod: every one tested. Price $8.

Meets the demand of sportsmen for a boat which is
light and compact to carry, easily and quickly made
for the water, strong, steady, miisdees. of light
draught, and of the form bc-t adapted to general use.
Four sizes made for one to six men, costing from $35
to S6II
New "valise" pattern for one man; packs
11x22x27 inches, and weights 26 pounds
(Jan tie seen

Holberton's celebrated Fly Books made to hold
improved dy holders.

James Florida Spoon, with cxtia hooka. The only
st mj Florida fishing.
Ihe Vox patent Breech-Loading gun. This gun
is the best gun for the money yet offered to sportsmen. Call and see the 850 Gun.

Uolnerton & Beemcr'e, New York, and Bradford
Anthony's, Boston.
Address C. A. FENNKfc.
Mvstic Hi -. r
, ni7g,, fim

trolling bait that will

AGENTS

PLEASURE

&

Combine BEAUTY STRENGTH and STEADIThe LIGHTEST spoiling limit in the world.
Weight, 25 pounds and uDward. Will carry two to
four persons and baggage.
Cedar siding,, oak keel,

dies at full length with Hvde's

Marked:

Dover, N. H.

3- 8

Nassau

NESS.

Fine Breech-Loading Gun«, Fishing Tackle and

Distinctly

102

§o;ttinn:

102 Nassau Street, N. ¥.,

Garment

dif-

and
MARTINS.

UUSHTON'S

MASITACTrREKS

lOaoli

Box

p.

&Bet

17

HOLBERTON & BEEMER.

SPORTSMEN.

lour

feet.

Frank Good).

to

HirrcniNGS.

HUNTING

Outfit

lie

styles.
Prices to
suit the tunes.
Soud for
illustrated circular

OW RECOGNIZED

Standard

i

ferent

Ties.

Holbertou

N

Y

N.

Good's Oil Tanned

$11*50

Cents up.

f

St..

augl7 ly

D

OOTING Sill,"

trouble-

for

J
n ,.„„.nnn
dar.gt
Will Ihihi a

„ „ H

a

u ., ,,,

DIMENSIONS

at

&

i

FOB.

fishing

DunekleeVCarop fctoves. Boudren's Patent Jack,
Dash nnd Fishing Lamps,
Niehol's nnd Leferer's Breech Loaders. Baker's
Three-Barrel Guns.
Oitlmir Powder
Rat's < oncentrators.
The Goss Revolving Cartridge Belt.
Bond's and Fenuer's Portable Boats

A.

B.

Jackie.

SHIPLEY & SON.

Ira A. Paine's Glass ball trap and Glass balls.
H. L, Leonard s Split Bamboo Rods.
Thad IVorris' Greenhnrt and Split Bamboo Rods.

Sara

J. McBriJe's Standard Artillcial Flies.
Holberton's Black Bass flies for casting with a

light rod.

Fine Fishing Tackle,

New styles with water-proor
tongue and hard solea.
Hart's Metal shell. Eley's Straw colored Shells
per 100, SOcts
Eaton's celebrated Rust Preventer and Lubrieator.
Sportsmen will find the above worth trying as
it is a great preventor of rust and leading; no merGood's Moccanlns.

BOSTON

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Dog Bilcuits. Thomson's and
Boston Shooting and Fishing Suits. Rubber Goods.
Hart's and Leonard's new Click Reels a great improvement,

Send lO

etc., etc.
cts. for new

Creen Heart
Wood.
Prize- Medal

for Ainaiuer red makers.

Camp)

5.109.

FOR CIRCULAR.
H. L. DUNCKLEE,
2710.

Sportsmen's Depot.

sle

by

G.

IV,

38 North

8t.,

Oak

Hall,

Boston, Mass.

E. Cor Second and Walnut

SURE CURE-UNEXCELLED.

Fly Rods

Caudichauds

A SPECIALTY.

A?A2X

$25 Each

::

'

BOSTON,"

Quality

..I

.

..:!',:.'.

H-

idermy

1

Recommended by the Medical

..i/TiFlCIAL

Profession.

BAMBOO.

ETC.
made to order.

"KRIHER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUED BAMBOO RODS.
Birds'

Eggs and Birds' Skins

bounded July

4,

$30

1803.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.
all

marl

kinds.

Feb 15 6m

Ij

L.H. Abbey.

AGENTS WANTED.

U. F. Imbrie.

48 Maiden Lane.

Goodyear's Pocket Gymnasium.

35Liberty Street.

ABBEY &

The Host Completo Byiiim

(Snccessors to

New

100,000 in use by men,
children.
Used standing, sitting or
reclining.

women and

Ea'eh

mE \S\!T^ T

in great varieties— Tax-

in all its branches.

Repairing of

PRICE $13

COMBINED GREEN HEART
AND SPLIT BAM BOO RODS
BUTT AND JO H T 01" G RE EN
HEART. AND TIPS OF SPLIT

l'.,

Flies

Guaranteed.

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

FISHING TACKLE, RODS, RE HIS, LINES HOOKS,
j

N. Y.

St.,

Six Strip Split Bamboo

102 Nassau street, N. Y.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
BAIT, F:
(^"Salmon, Bass and Trout

at

St.. Philadelphia.

BISSETU MALLESON,

65 Fulton

JOHN KRIDER,

W. Simmons & Son,
to

CONBOY,

Boston.

HOLBERTON & BEEMER.

O

32

503 Commeiee

marl-6m

jel ly

SUIT,

Awarded

Franklin Institute 1871, and Centennial Exhibition
1876, for Rods, Lines, Reels. Fdes.Artilicial Bans, Ac.

Illustrated Calaloatiecon-

tainitig hints oil Fly Fishing, Shooting and
ing, Sporting Sketches bv Random Shot.
Liberal discount, to the trade.
P. O. Box

&e.

-

cury.
Sprntl's English

SHOOTING

RODS, MOUNTINGS,

i

Snipley'6
Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
Heart Trout. Sulm-.i, nnd Bus- Kiv Rods, Reels, Lines,
Lender-. Flouts, Allilicial Flies, Bone. Metal, and
Nickle Squids f,n Sea. Rivel nnd Breed; Fishiu",

)

KE -

Andrew Clerk.
p. o.

1

boTiImm

new york.

IMBiilE,
&

Andrew Clerk

York, London, and

Co.)

ftedditch,

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Hundreds of graceful

Sample

of

Material

For home,

schools,

office,

hospitals.

Price LIst.-No.l
li,

ear;

,

"

'

for Chilmi
-8. SL10.

Of Every Description and duality.

.

I

ilOtoH,
jpwards,
strength. »1.50.

CIRCULAR.

i,

$2.00.

M.l

No.

8.

:,

Thcs.

W.

Sparks,

inutile-

ADDRESS:

G.W.

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK

HALT.."

BOSTON, MABS.

Shot and Bar Lead

Goodyear Rubber Curler Co.,
r. a, Boi 5,166.
607 Broadway, New York.

M/INUFAOTTJPER,

or

ETJeltl

DKStttUTIOS,

i

',

Abbey

Lc-onar

.

&-

Imbue,

Bet

sole

of Id
Sole agents for the

tho largest possible retiirr for small investments. Its sales
-,ro nearly universal whoi
rer it is placed belore the publie and its merits fully uni
For Illustrated descriptive circulars, terms, 4c, address,

BOUilBll GOODS,

H.L.

rout, and
id,

Sent pn?t-pnui on receiptor
and Heaiiti Lift'.
Exclusive
.
Agencies er.nil,,,. in ineccnpied territory.
Exclusive rights to Eel
the Pncket eivuinRSiurn afford

priee.

Office 121 Walnut

St.,

Pliiladelpliia

McCord Patent Celluloid Black
ad Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
o£ the celebrated Wind
rPate
ided Rods
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and
Egg-hiyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for th
Rocky Mountains, Pad lie Coast, Canada. Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.
i

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

124

W. &

^fishing Ritchie.

& SON'S.

SCOTT

C.

awarded Centennial Exhibition, for exccllenco of workmanship and material
in their Premier Q,nnltty aud medium grades. Their New Patent
Triplex Lever Grip Action ana Com-

Bam-

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip

pentating Lump.
sportamen

of

boo Fly-Rods.
The siren
somest rods In the world.
Private orders solicited for all kinds of fine tackle.
Rods sent, per express on approval Send for clrcn-

FOWLER,

BY MAIL FREE OF POSTAGE.

N. T.

Ithaca,

They Speak

their

own

Praise wherever Planted.

highest grade

NORRIS' FLY RODS.

^-The

eenhenn and rent and glued bamboo, for tront,
in and bass.
Also tront, salmon and bans flies,
lines,

leaders,,

flv

books, etc., etc.

HOLBERTON &

i'orkfor rods,

The attention

requested to the above

desideratum required, is obtained by
this Dowurful gnu. Prices of the New
Triplex Lever Grip, $17S, 1225 to $400.
Marked the Triplex 10-boros extra. Onr

el.

A. H.

is

action. Its superior strength and
solidity impart greatly improved shooting powera. Hard hitting, being the

new

Improved and finished wlthoutcuttiug nwny the enam-

lar.

Medal and Diploma

First Prize

CARD.

Aeent. in

BK1SMKI!

of

attention

MARKET GARDENERS

PRIVATE FAMILIES ;; parncuWly requested.
LAiVDREI US RURAL, KEGH-TUR AN" Ats

is

marked the Premteb Quality.
akd Stream, Aei« Fort, December M,

as usnal

Extract from Forest

Gum

and

MAIN AC. containing

CATALOGUE

and PRICES,

miuled without charge to applicants.

Foumded

rapidly secure the favor of

all

who

test its merits.
It is invaluable,

full.

dealers in the trade only,

marl 3teow

Thaddeus Norris,

must

if the JiulQct of Awards oj

<x

the highest degrc e strength and simplicity, and

on every sun.

PHILADELPHIA,

1781.

in

I/DMP. Strongly recommended.
COMPENSATING
r
Coats about $10 extra. Choke-bores, mediui

DAVID LANDBETH & SONS,

ll.ti

1876, OonlribuUd by

at the Centennial:

This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Our gnna

and should bo ordered,
had of the principal

to be

Birmingham, Englard

gxinte.

208 VVEbT LOHAIV SQUARE, PHILA.

PROTECT

YOUB

BUILDINGS.

Which may be done with one-fourth

the usnal ex-

pense, bg using oat

Patent Slate Paint.
Years Established.)

(Fifteen

MIXED READY FOR

USE.
Eco-

Fire-proof, Water-proof, Durable,

nomical aud Ornamental.

A

roof may he covered with a Very cheap shiurjle,
and by application of this state made to last from 20
Old roofs can be patched and coated,
to 25 years.
looking much better, and lasting longer than new
shingles without the slate, for

One-third the
(CELLULOID PATENT.)

and

Trolling
The

made

finest Beels

finished

Ask vonr

.

GEORGE

Refer to Dr.

E.

Click Reels.
dnrable and finelj

light,

dealer for them.

HART &

Co., Newark, N.J.
Ely, itochester, N. Y.,am

W. W.

Dr. J.R. Eomoyn, Kei Bvllle.K. Y.

no equal, as it expands by
never cracks nor scales.
Roofs covered with Tar Sheathing Felt can be made
water-tight at a small expense, and preserved for

McBride

Address SARA J. MrBRLDE,
Saltern desired.
lumford, Monroe Co., N. Y. Holberton & Beemer
Sole Agents for New York and vicinity. feb.&-4m.

H.L.
Manufacturer of

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Trout Rods
Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.

of Split

Every variety of Fishing Tsckle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL, FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Banijob, Maine.

P BOX 100

with a brush.

therefore

is
it

Used

neither cracks in winter, nor runs

ses,

slate

On

our red color
to five of

is

usually preferred, as one coat

any ordinary paint.

Floriculture,

is

eqnal

$1 50
2 ao
5 50

Gallon, can and box
'•
"

'

•'

"
"

keg

-.

8.000 rolls 8 ply

Tarred Roofing Felt, at 2J cents per

2000 rolls Tarred Sheathing at ljc. per square foot.
5, 'M0 gallons fine Enamel Pain;, mixed ready for
$-J per gal., all shades.
per obi. $3 00
1000 Barrels Slate Hour
"
3 00
1000 Barrels Soaprtone Flour ......
"
3 110
1000 Barrels Grafton Mineral
"
3 00
'.000 Barrels Metalic Paint, dry
Special prices per ton or car-load lots.
money,
with
the
All orders must bo accompanied
parties.
or subject to 30 days draft on well known

by mall.)

To others, on receipt of 25c.
Plain Plant or Seed Catalogues, without

use on inside or outside work at

plate, free to all.

and Florists^

C

35 CortiandtSt., New York.

SLATE PAINT

102

PALMS,
DRACAENAS, CROTONS,
ISO OTHEB

&

104

CO.,

Maiden Lane, N- Y.

8mo

Whitney's Florida Pathfinder for the
Tonrlst asd InTalid.

POINTS VISITED IN FLORIDA.

Hotels on the routes. St. John's Hirer St. Augustine, etc. Thorniest schedules of routes to FloriAlso maps of the 9t. John's and
da, with maps.
Upper St. John'H Elver, St. Augustine, etc., etc.

FOB

Exhibition Purposes,
i

dec7

THE

Plants,

I

Arranged and published by John Present! Whitney.
Season of 1876-77. Issued from Pathfinder office, 66

ro

)

the new
Light Pink or Flesh-Colored Carnation. MISS JODL1FFE (Certificate of Merit from N. Y. Horticultural

i

Send

for

NETT.
mar8

Catalogue,

FlaibuaU."X,.
It

free,
I.,

or

[o

ou

o:r

WALLACE.

aud

Villas

the North Woods.

Coltages.

The instructions embrace everything

This List Comprises the Bed Selling Book* on ArchiSUar-BulUttng
tecture,
Atwood's Modern American Homesteads. •46
plates of Elevations, and plans of Subnrban
aud Country Houses, drawn to scale. One 8
vo., vol. cloth
$3 60
Bickneli's Wooden aud Brick Buildings. Vol.
i; 80 0x12 plates or Cottages, suburban and
Farm Housei, details and specifications. A
H00
...
first-class work

Wooden and Brick

Buildings.

Vol.

SO 9x12 plates or Street and Store Fronts,
Libraries, Halls, School Houses, C'hnrche«,
Hotels, Railway Stations. Stables, OutBuild=.li
:'
..

2:

.

'

.

to

that can be de-

Taking It all in all, it is the moat complete
book that has beeH published on the Adirondacks,
not excepting even mr own— .Hon. J, T. Headley.
1 regard your "Descripti vc Guidc"and the" Appendix"
as a most usefnl--nay, indispensable, munuul for tourists to that wonderful WilderncBs.
A tour in that
region is eminently a practical matter, and for that
reason I regard your "Unidc" as an important, useful,
and timely publication.— Benson J. tossing.
Illsiheo/uty thing of the kind that has yet been published— the very thing that has been so long wanted
and waited tar.—Alfred B. Street, Author of -'Woods
sired.

and Waters."
Sent by mail on receipt of

price, $2.

'

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.

'

.

These volumes on Wooden ana Brick Buildings, contain a better class of studies than
shown in any other practical work issued,

aud are the cheapest works of the kind publisk«d
Bickneli's Village Builder and Supplement.
standard work containing 77 plates of a great
variety of designs, suited to all sections of
the country. Large quartos.
12 00
Bickneli's Supplement to Village Builder. 20
plates
6 00
Bickneli's Detail Cottage and Constructive Architecture. This work has been worth huu.
dieds of dollars to many of our customers.
We advise all who are not supplied, to procure
10 00
ttCopy_ 76 full 9x12 plates
5 00
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy
Uroff's Progressive American Architecture.
new work of 97 plates of Country and Suburban Homes, and a great variety of exterior
and iuterior details. One large vol
10 00
Cummine'a Architectural Details
10 00
Cnmmings & Millers Architectural Details
10 00
Eveleth's School House Architecture
6 00
Uoplev's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets
B DO
Frank's Monumental Designs
9 00
Gould's Carpenters' and Builders' Assistant
3 OO
Gould's American Stair Builders' Guide, with
Supplement of S plates of Newels, Rails and
"100
Balusters
<
GniUaome's Interior Architecture
3 011

Ang

(by
10 tf

whom

17

Chatham

CO.,

now

held.)

street,

N. Y.

the copyright is

Oltv.

A

By CHARLES HALL0CK,,
AUTHOR OF TRE FISHING TOURIST.

A

N. Y.

QpWBMB iwrnnr DEC 01;

E. R.

The Only Complete Cuide
(Reduced cut of Perspective View, Pla:e28.)

Woollett's
i

square foot.

WBLI AJ3APXED

BY

For

square foot.
or Gardening for Pleasure,

Boston. Mans.

all possible information relative to
Routes, llotels, Resorts, Outfits, Guides,
Distances, &o., with, amended railway
schedules, t&c.

WALLS

We

SENT FREE

St.,

Gives

TIM ROOFS

n so
16 00
hair barrel
30 00
"
40
one barrel
leaks
1 35
for
bad
cement
pounds,
10
have in stock of our own manufacture roofing
materials, etc., at the fnHu'.vh.i low prices:
at 3 cents per
1.000 rolls extra Robbei
square foot. Or we will furnish Rubber Roofing
Nails, Caps and Slate Paint for an entire new roof at
4i cents per sqnare foot.
2,000 rollB 3-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 1} cents per

our customers of pastyears, and to
all purchasers of our books, either

11 Avon

ADIRONDACK GUIDE.

CHOCOLATE COLOR,

80

Foliage

&

first applied, changing in about a month to a
uniform slate color, and is, to all intents and purpo-

1

Ornamental

:

when

2
5

I /Seedsmen, Market Crardmzrs

for distribution, embracing a complete List
of the Beat Standard Boston Market Vurietius of
Vegetable Sects. ,c,l the most bountiful or Flower
Seeds, aud other Horticultural Requisites; it will
bo forwardea free to all former customers, and others
on application.
COBB, recently removed to
CURTIS

now ready

all paints that are black coutalu tar, be
sure you obtain our genuine article, which, for shin-

is the only reliable Slate Paiut ever
introduced that will effectually prevent dampness
from penetrating and discoloring the plaster.
These paints are also largely osed ou oiit-houscs
and fences, or as a priming coat on ttnB buildings.
Our only colors are Chocolate, Red, Bright Red

To

Time Cometh!

As nearly

10

(Price $1.50 each, prepaid,

Seed

Our twenty-fourth edition of the Flower and
Kitchen Gaiden Directory, lllnatr/iled, for 18ii, is

in.

NEW YORK CASH PRICE LIST

Practical

Valuable Books for All

Our bbiobt red

§h.

M. V.

^ttblicntians.

Who Contemplate Building.

On decayed shingles it fills up the holes and pores,
and gives a new substantial roof that will last for
years. CtJKLEDon warped shingles it brings to their
It Alls up all holes iu
(•laces, and keeps them there.
Telt roofs, slops the leaks, and although a slow dryer,
rain does not affect it in a few hours after applying.

and Orange.

Gardening for Profit,

BROADWAY,

lOlli.

Composition

in this

BRICK.

thmte,

THOMSON & SON,

gle roofs, is

Sold by all principal dealers in fishing tackie throngb.ont the United States.

Nov23t'

'

Ib

Two gallons will cover a hundred square feet of shingle roof, while on tin, iron, felt, matched boards, or
any smooth surface, from two quarts to one gallon
are required to 100 .quare feet of surface, and although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied

No Tar

N

CATALOGUE OF SPORTSMEN'S WATERI'ROO C
VABS AND LEATHER GOODS,

SKND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED

years.

EXTREMELY CHEAP.

Flies.

GUN CASE.

for tin or iron has
heat, contracts by cold,

and

This Slate Paint

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia, 1616, decreed for exceedingly neat work
with solidity of construction. A fine assortment of
flies for irout, salmon and bass constautli on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selrct* .1 for auy
locality.
Goods promptly made to order rrnm «ny

ljbLUMbOJN b
Leather, Shell Top

Sole

Stops Every Leak,

It

many

jn20lf.

Ee-shingling.

Cost

The expense of slating new shingles is only about
the cost of simply laying them. The paint is fireproof against, sparks or flying embers, as may be
easily tested by anyone.

novelties.

WILLIAM BKNml, Brooklyn, N, Y.

Harney's

iter.

Hallett's Bulldi

!

f

S

i

ugs

Pnbllshed by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
No. IT

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

And /or sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, post^
age prepaid, on receipt of price at offle* of publication^

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!

The "FOREST & STREAM"

1
75
10 00
6 00
6 00
15 00

-

Builder
Loin a Practical St..
Monckton's Stair Builder
Monokton's Carpenter and Joiner
Withers' Church Architecture
it

Woodward's National Architect, new edition

Hand-Book

for

Riflemen.

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
Bines, Shoot
concerning Ranges, Tare
Torms for Organization of Rifle Associa
ini;, etc
.-.

TAXIDERMIST'S MANUAL.—A COMoracUcal cuide to collecting, pieuuring,
preserving and mounting animals, birds.
sects, &c. Illustrated. 50cts. Uonter and Trapper's
Guide, SO. Dog Training, '25. Of bootoeilere, or by
mail.

JEts.l!

Aug, 10 8m.

119

Nassau

St.,

N Y

ii (.u

Woollen's

Sottages; or,

Villas

Cuntaininir
studies
All.

10

plates

of

New

6 00

Homes

for

preliminary

.

.

-

i

/,

i

-and Diagrams. B>
Ma.iok Oeo. O. Stars, Secretary American Rifle As-

'.

3 00
All of the above named books mailed froe, to any
address, on receipt of price.
Address
mrlS
Foke-si aud Stream.

iSmo. cloth, PrleeSO cent*.
Sold byallbook-ellvr-, or mailer., postpaid, on reby J. B. FORD & CO New York.
1 vol.

ceipt of price,
iaiS

,

Terms, Four

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL

Dollai

THE SILENT

POOL.

YTH the surfaceof Hie
water
BENE
Metallic shines
or frosted green;
crystal

a fhior

Uneven, like a d-.ptb of emerald licheu,
Thro ranks of dark weeds gleams its
1

fairy sheen.

Horsetails of varied growth and plumage sombre,
Like ancient warriors in dark armor dight;
Like fair young maidens* arras the prisra-hued gra^s leaves,
Clinging in fond embrace before the tight.

Koand and aboat this silent pool the ash-trees
Bend down inahirsty eagerness to drink;

Amid

their gray-green leaves show, keenly vivid.
Long-feathering laurel sprays that clothe the brink.

5. 1877.

in air, some thirty feet or over.
A wild whit.; rose above the footpath clings;
Fearless she clasps a tough, unyielding ash-trunk.
And o'er the pool gay wreaths of blossom flings.

Idly I drop a pebble in the water.
Bach sombre horsetail nods a plumed head;
Like peari or opal gem, the Btone sinks slowly.
Transmitted ere it reach its emerald bed.

Mvstic the emeiald hue beneath the water,
Weird like this tint by which the scene is,haunted;
I ask my senses if they wake,
Or is the deep and silent pool enchantedt

Vainly

Now as

the widening ripple circles shoreward,

The plumed dusky warriors file away;
The slender grass blades wave bright arms

imploringly,

Streaking with tender green the grim array.

gaunt-armed giant oak, storm-scathed,
In gnarled bareness overhangs thepool;
Fantastic show its knotted limbs contorted,
Grotesque and gray among the leafage cool.

-Leafless, a

Caught here and there amid the feathered foliage,
Are glimpses of the far hills' softened blue,
While overhead the clouds, snow-white and fleecy,
Float slowly on a yet intenser hue.

From Normau

times

'tis

said,

maybe from Saxon.

This calm tree-circled lake secluded lay,
Pure as an infant's breast, its crystal mirror
Baring its inmost depths to gaze of day.

Some specks there are, some clay-flakes on
To open view revealed, like childish Bin;

No roots have
The purity

they, nor

downward growth,

ils surface.

canker

to

that dwells the pool within.

Mystic the em'rald hue beneath the water,
Fairy the tint by which the scene is haunted
Vainly I ask my senses if they wake,
Or is the clear and silent pool enchanted ?

lobe of his left ear, and vanished in the iron-gray whiskers,
which completely surrounded his face, and formed an apt
setting for a countenance which might have served as the
original for the far-famed "Bill Syke3." Barnes' age might
have been placed anywhere between forty-five and sixty.
His costume consisted of an old billy-cock hat, a much-

trout or two of fairish size, and sometimes of such goodly
proportions as to tip the beam at a pound or so.
But

worn, brown velveteen shooting jacket, fairly riddled with
innumerable pockets, a waistcoat and breeches of the same
material, the latter extending to the knees, where they were
met by leather leggings which fitted closely over stout, brogans
armed with huge nails.
On all the occasions upon
which I have had the honor of meeting him, he
either had a fishing basket strapped on
his shoulders,
and carried a trout rod and landing net, or the
fishing basket was replaced by a game bag, and the rod and

The swallow

net by a serviceable looking double-barrelled gun.
Having introduced the man, I will now describe his habitation.
It was situated on the southern side of a hill, distant
some five miles from the village of Blank, and consisted of a
substantially built log house.
The house was surrounded by
a double stockade, the inner line of stakes being shorter
than the outer, and sharpened at the top. A similar enclosure about ten feet wide led from the outer to the inner
line of stakes.
At each end of this enclosure or passageway
was placed a high gate, the innermost one opening into a
covered way which led into the log house. The habitation
was characteristic of the suspicious nature of the man, and
was evidently constructed with the idea of holding it against
all comers.
The cerberus of this stronghold was one of the most powerful and savage looking bulldogs I ever saw, and in himself
quite sufficient to deter any One from prying into the secrets
of Barnes' habitation, or the why and wherefore of his having, in a civilized country, housed himself in such an extraordinary manner. His landed estate was sufficient to admit
of a potato patch, and afford subsistence for his stock,
which consisted of a pig and some poultry.
Barnes
had neither wife nor child, nor, so far as I know,
There was not a house within
relatives of any kind living.
several miles of his, if I except the deserted log 'cabin, once
inhabited by an Irishman named Murphy. The latter was
the only person who was ever admitted to terms of intimacy by Barnes.
The man Murphy I never saw,
but he must have been, in a different way, quite as

Barnes himself.
Murphy was
neighborhood for the extraordinary manner in which he gave his evidence in the
county court in a case where a man named Morgan was tried
a character
notorious
the
in
original

;

two-bodied o'er the water.
Its four wings like a wind-mill's sails out-spread
Through the dark horsetails shoot the silver grayling,
To Beize the May-fly skimming overhead.
flits

;

for the

On

murder

as

;

Six-hundred yearsand more since that dark legendLegend that stained a king with lasting shame
Aud still the deep and silent pool lies crystal
Crystal and clear as that poor maiden's fame.

Yet mystic is the hue beneath the water ;
Unreal the Mat by which the scene is haunted—
Again I ask my senses if they wake.
Or if thesilent pool's indeed enchanted ?

—K.

S.
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one of my numerous fishing excursions in search of
new streams to conquer, I met an Englishman namedBarnes, who for a whole season was, in a piscatorial sense, a
source of much unhappiness to me. How, or when, he
came to the county I know not.
I had my own sur-

IN

mises, that he might be an

In

height he

escaped convict or poacher.
looked quite six feet, or perhaps a trifle over,

ami had one of the most powerful physiques I ever saw. He
had not an ounce of superfluous flesh on his bones, yet so
compact an:l well knit was his frame, that he gave one the
idea of being a much heavier man than he really was.
His face was a study in itself. Under prominent brows of
iron gray hair, a pair of shrewd, gray eyes were shadowed at
pleasure, or flashed out bold and keen when it suited his

humor.

A firm,

cruel mouth, tightly compressed, lay under

a nose which defied description,

been entirely

lost,

its original

owing probably

shape having

to various

fisticuff en-

Murphy

testified as

testify.

these cases were the exception, and only served to prove that
somewhere on the brook there must be haunts, unknown to
any one except old Barnes, from which they had strayed to
become the prey of a wading boy. Numerous were the expedients which I tried to get even with old Barnes, but
one after another failed, and at last I was fairly

desperation,
and -to discover the source
Barnes'
success
became a mania.
One
try the stream from
the little bridge
down to the river, of which it was a tributary, but all in vain,
True, I would get an occasional trout, worthy of being
netted, but this only served to convince me that at some
places on the brook there was excellent fishing, and those
places had yet to be discovered. Again, I would whip
the stream upward from
the
bridge ; but in this
direction also the task seemed hopeless, for the brook,
after babbling along through pleasant places for a mile
or so, and affording a trout or two to lure me on, flowed
through a frightful swamp, hedged in with windfalls and
the debris of ages.
Had I only persevered and
fought my way through that reeking morass, my trouble
would have speedily ended— so of ten are we when on the very
verge of a discovery disappointed. Howeverl am anticipating.
Being driven at last to the conclusion, that unless I gained
the desired information from old Barnes, his Eldorado would
be forever closed to me, I determined to cultivate his acquaintance. I soon discovered that I had set myself
no easy- task, Barnes, for a man of his class,
being singularly reticent and unapproachable.
My first
advances met with a signal
repulse,
and almost
completely discouraged me. It happened in this wise. I

driven
of

to

old

day I

would

met him one rainy afternoon trudging toward the
stopping him, I said:
"Well Barnes, what luck to-day

?

village,

and

rather a bad day for fish-

ing, isn't it ?"

"I doan't say that master," he replied "the day's all roight
o' coaxin' the fish up; I can coax
cats an' doags."
"Ah yes," I said; "but then you are an experienced angler,
up to all the dodges, and know every spot in the county

for them as has the hang
them up when it's rainin'

where a trout can be found."
"I dunnot say as there's much in knowin' the best places,
but them as knows how can a' most alius coax up a trout

when they

loikes."

"Have you

filled your basket to-day ?"
"Noa, it's not a day to fill a basket, but you can look for
yoursen master" and he lifted the lid of his basket, disclosing a dozen or more of handsome trout, some of them up

pound and a half in weight.
"Bid you catch those far from here," I ventured.
"A stout pair o' legs wunnot take more'n an hour i' the
doin' o' it, but I must be goin' master: good day to ye."
Just as he was trudging off, I brought him to a halt again,
and with a faint hope of still getting something out of him,
proffered him a dram from my flask. At this his face
brightened up with intelligence, and I thought I had
him, as with unwonted benignity he accepted my proffer.
to a

"It was afther tin o'clock in the mornin', an' seein' no
smoke at Morgan's, I suspicted there was somethin' out o' the
way, an' goin' over I looked in at the wind'y, and see Tom
sitten' there furnins't the stove.
" 'Tom' sez I.
"'What,' sez he.
" 'Are ye there,' sez I.
" T am,' sez he.
" 'Where's Molly ?' sez I.

" 'She's in there,' sez he, pointing to the roonibeyant.
'"Is she did,' sez I.
" 'She is,' sez he, "as did as a dure nail."'
To return to our friend Barnes. I have said that Barnes
was a source of much unhappiness to me. My unhappiness

some might say, the result of envy, inasmuch
Barnes was aware of the existence of a stream, the whereawhich
bouts of
was unknown to me, and from which he procured an apparently never failing supply of beautiful brook
trout; frequently, when returning from an unsuccessful whipping of the streams in the neighborhood, unsuccessful compared with the doings of Barnes, for I seldom returned entirely empty-handed, I would fall in With Barnes fairly
loaded down with the speckled beauties of the brook.
All
my efforts to discover the source from which he drew
flis finny wealth were unavailing.
Whenever, in answer to
a query of mine, as to where he caught his trout, he would,
with a leer on his weather-beaten old face, reply "Well,
master, I just hooked 'cm out'en Healy's Brook."
I instantly convicted him in my own mind of having given
utterance to a wilful and mendacious falsehood. On these
occasions he would attribute my want of luck to my inexwas, perhaps,
as

perience.

"Here's better luck to ye, maaster," he said, as he put the
to his mouth, and drained it of its contents, his lips
off with an explosion like a sky-rocket, as he finished.

flask

going

"Thank

o'

day" or noon,

etc.

to Healy's brook, there certainly

was trout

in

ye, maaster,'"

flask, "that's

he

said,

returning

me

the

empty

the roight sort."

Then, at a sturdy gait, he walked off again, leaving me
completely baffled and discomfited.
I now tried
my
hand at getting information from the natives, but what
I learned only tended still further to whet my curiosity.
Old Barnes had the reputation of taking fish when no one
else could, and, in fact, when he pleased, or whenever it was
his interest to do so.
If any one wanted trout, all they had
to do was to offer a sufficient remuneration, and Barnes was
never known to fail to be up to time with his basket of trout.

my inquiry, as to where he fished, the invariable replywas, "Healy's brook." True, no one had ever caught him
in the act of fishing Healy's brook, nor had any one who
fished Healy's brook ever approached anything like the
success attained by old Barnes. Yet the fact, as to whether,
To

he ever fished Healy's brook

at oil, -was never questioned.
following up the subject, I learned that old Barnes was
a day or more absent on his fishing expeditions, which was
assuredly a longer time than could be spent, speaking pisea-

On

advantage, on any part of Healy's brook known to
me. Putting this and that together, 1 surmised, that so far as
fishing Healy's brook was concerned, old Barnes' was a fraud,
torially, to

"Wrong time
With regard

as

which spanned
could

*

of his wife.

being placed in tho witness box,

follows:
Flying from lawless love— so runs the story—
A maiden plunged beneath this silent wave
There, where a holly sits th? bauk so closely,
She sprang and sank—beyond all power to save.

a bare-legged urchin perched on the bridge
it on the little by-road which led to nowhere,
These urchins would occasionally pull up a

it,

.

High up

many

counters, in which I have no doubt its owner had played an
able part. A long, waving scar started from the left side of
his slightly receding forehead, extended to the level of the

—

!
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and

that his success was due to fishing some other stream,
This conjecture once havpossibly only known to himself.
ing entered my brain, 1 determined that there was hut one

way to solve the question, and that was, to dog old Barnes
Row, this dogging old Barnes, although imperative, was
anything but a comfortable subject for contemplation, and
the mora 1 looked at it the less I lilted it, inasmuch as old
!

Bitint^ w ould most likely prove to be the last person in the
world who would quietly submit to any such operation as
dogging. On the contrary, there was every reason to believe that he would show tight, and in that case, the dogger
would be sure, supposing that individual to be myself, to
come off second-best, and, perhaps, be thankful to escape
with his life from the powerful thews and sinews of old Earn es.
Yet, something must be done.
Old Barnes was not only
making me unhappy he was wrecking me mentally and

—

physically,

the climax

llu had, in fact, become my bcie noir.
At last
came — old Barnes began to trouble my dreams.

dreamed that 1 put in operation my plan of dogging him;
that he turned upon me, and in the twinkling of an eye
pitched me into the brook, and was, in the facile manner in
which such things are managed in dreams, in the act of
coolly fishing me out with his landing net, when I awoke
from an unrefreshing slumber.
Fully determined to accept all risks and dog old Barnes, I
started out one fine afternoon in June in hope of getting

3

sight of him.

I crossed the little bridge at Healy's brook,
and had walked about three miles in the direction of old
Barnes' stronghold, when I was suddenly brought to a standstill by seeing that worthy himself, basket on back, and
rod in hand as usual, cross slyly out of the woods on the
upper side of the road. Convinced that he had not seen me,
I concealed myself in such a way as to be invisible to and
yet able to watch him.
He looked about him suspiciously for a moment or two,
trying to discover whether he had been observed; then, apparently reassured, he turned toward tho village. When
within "twenty feet of where I stood, he, to my horror,
suddenly halted, shifted his evidently weighty basket from
his shoulder to the ground, and seated himself upon a stone
at the roadside.
I thought he
pretty situation, truly.
had seen me, and determined to bring matters to an issue.
Fortunately, I was mistaken, as, after resting himself, he
arose, put on his basket, and walked off, muttering to himself in
As soon as he was out
a curious monotone.
of sight,
I walked rapidly to the place whence he
came out of the woods, and at once struck in.
Alter stumbling about for awhile in the underbrush, 1
found the semblance of a path, or deserted road. Hollowed
I then started
it for about a mile, when it abruptly ended.
off in a direction which would intercept any brook flowing
toward the main river. A couple of miles further on I heard
the splashing of a rapid stretun, and in a few moments
Tv.-'vk.u I was on the banks of as charming a trout stream
*'
the eyes of a humble disciple of dear old
-i,....;!
as evei
Isaac This was the main stream, and Healy's brook was
only a branch. Had I pushed through that reeking morass, I
would have come on the main stream a little higher up than
where I now stood.
The poet might have had just such a brook in view, when
he wrote his exquisite lines :

where f could safely net him, and his race war run.
This tront was quite a big fellow, touching three pounds
were two of hers, which I caught out of the

•spot

a freedman an old Sharpe's rifle, rusty and dilapidated, and,
as afterward transpired, had been loaded since the previous
winter. The owner, however, assured J. that it was lately
loaded, and would be sure to go off in order.
My gun was
an old, double-barrel, muzzle-loading shot-gun, and with it
I could do fair execution at small game. There was one little
detent that somewhat marred our evening's enjoyment— the
left tube was badly rust-eaten, and on the inner side of the
tube there was a rust hole clear through to the inside. I
loaded the gun as heavily as was prudent: in each barrel were
six navy balls (not having uny buck-shot).
In addition to

in weight; as also
I.

afterward learned that very heavy fish, reaching five
six pounds, were often taken further up the brook, and
dam on the big lake, out of which the brook
flows.
When the dam was raised for river driving, V HC
to be the best time.
Strange to soy, that was the only time
the brook was fished by the natives! and then onlv ftrra ihol
distance below the dam.
Old Barnes was wiser, and
profited thereby: but then old Barnes was an angler.
I now had quite as much weight as I cared to caiTy, and
was just wading round a projecting rock on my Tebirn, when,
who on earth is this? As sure as I live, it's old Barnes!
Ho was fishing one of the pools I had passed, and was in
the act of playing a heavy trout.
My dream presented itself to me with such frightful distinctness that 1 almost tumbled into the brook. "The next
instant old Barnes saw me, and for once the fox, surprised
out of his usual self-possession, slackened his line tor a moment, and his prey was gone.
"That was a big 'un, niaaster,"he coolly remarked, and reI

and

just below tho

I

sumed

this formidable arm, I buckled a belt containing a navy revolver to
waist, and off we went, feeling capable to handle
the bears in the Miss, bottom.
got to our stand just
at dark, and carefully went to roost, and being the most
venturesome, I sat about midway the polo,
legs dangling
in the air, J. occupying the end of the roost next to the
tree.
had hardly settled into our positions; before the
musquitoes settled into llvir positions, and, Gracious Peter
1

mv

my

We

we thought they would

carry us off, rvriena voknt. It being
the latter part of August, and the nights cool, they soon left
us t more pleasant reflections. A "new moon gave a faint
light, and all was quiet, save an occasional hoot from an' owl.
I never expect to be in a more lonesome place than that
seemed to us; and wo were sure the thumping of our hearts
would scare all the bears out of the woods. Once or twice, to

casting.

Retribution had overtaken him
was in possession of his secret.

at last.

He knew

that I

Passamaquoddy.

my
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month of alltheyear—
at the summit of a picturesque

cascade, which tossed and
fretted from a height of thirty feet to the dark pool at its feet.
Wading up through the Bhallows to within easting distance of the broken water and pools under the cascade, I

hooked and netted thirteen trout, ranging from one-half to
one pound and one-half in weight. I have no doubt I might
have caught as many more at this spot, but bent on exploration, I made a detour, and came out a little further up stream
above the cascade.
Hero! found another long stretch of tumbling, swirling
My basket now
water, interspersed with falls and rips.
began to weight me, aB I picked up the shining beauties by
Close behind a
two's and three's, in the rips and pools.
of
an eddy, I saw
inaido
jutting rock, and in the quiet water
a heavy rise, and tried every means of getting my flies there,
but the overhanging trees bothered and prevented my doing
&
Finally, 1 waded to the opposite side of tho bxoo]
:,<..
well above the place where I saw the rira, made a oast, aftd
permitted the line to float down with the current, a little bei„ w th,. ,|,|
Worked it over to the spot— splash and
This fish proved to be a lively fellow, and
1 have him fast,
desperate runs, obliging mt to follow him up
of wet,
anil down the brook, and leading me into ail manner
alipprrv, and unpleasant places. But at last I reached a
.'

,

.

I,

Nothing daunted, we concluded we had lost some
"bar," and commenced preparations. It was then about two
hours by sun, and no time to lose. Taking an axe, we
started for the field to reconnoitre and to select our positions, and arriving on the ground, soon found the tale not
The field looked as if fifty bare-footed
at all exaggerated.
Aegroea had been traveling around in all directions, and there
was scarcely a stalk of corn that had not been broken down.
After a careful examination of the premises, we finally chose
for our position one of their most prominent trails for going
at night.

The fence, a substantial rail fence,
in and out of the field.
had been partly broken down where they numbed iver, (in
the top rails were worn smooth as glass by the friction of their
rough, hairy bellys in Sliding over. Having -.o short, time
Our
for preparation, our plans were very crude.
1

i

a.

i.i

my

relieve the monotony, I drew
gun up to
face, and
carefully sighted an imaginary bear, much to J.'sannoyanco.
That lost interest for pie, and' it began to grow tiresome to us
had then been there about
in our constrained positions.
one hour, and I was sitting with
gun across my lap, looking at the ground, and wondering how long before I would
probably be conscripted, when I mysteriously became aware
liaising up
eyes, and glancing down a
of a presence,
trail that ran along the fence, I saw, not twenty-five stops
away, a great, gauni bear. The brute seemed as long and
tall as a cow, and had come up tho path as noiselessly its late,
and arriving at that point, had, no doubt, scented tremble,
and stopped motionless. As I raised
head to him, he
discovered me, and there wo gazed. Realizing that the time
for trouble had come, and not saying a word, I carefully and
deliberately cocked the right-hand barrel, and raising tho gun
That infernal old
to a level with his breast, pulled trigger.
tube on the left barrel caught fire from the right, both barrels
went off, I went off, and the bear went off badly crippled.
I knew if the old cuss was past traveling he would make it
hot for me, and between the time that I was thrown backward from the pole and struck the ground, I had drawn the
old navy, cocked it, and was ready for business at close
quarters, but, luckily for me, his wounds did not prevent his
running, as only a seared bear can run, through a cane-brake,

We
my

no section of country has been such a paragame as that part of the State of Mississippi

dise for
lying between the Tallahatchie, Coldwater, and Mississippi
Rivers.
In 1833 my grandfather emigrated to Panolo County,
Mississippi, from Tennessee, allured by the exceedingly productive soil and the enormous quantities of game. He there
entered a laTge amount of government land, and remained
the rest of his life. Himself and his three sons became
noted for their success as bear and deer hunters. My grandfather owned the best pack of bear dogs that the count ry
Billing one
afforded, and many a bear became their victim.
winter his eldest son was in at the death of forty-five bears,
The old gentloman was very careful of his dogs, and would
allow no one to hunt them unless he was along to take
care of them, the great danger consisting in their being
One Sunday the
killed or crippled by a wounded boar.
family had all gone to church excopt my youngest uncle,
who was then ten years old. He had frequently begged permission of his father to accompany him on a bear hnnr, but
had always been refused. He recognized this as b
and when the folks were well out of sight, he took down the
heavy rifle from the hooks over the door, slipped the amunition-pouch over his shoulder, and started for the bottoms
with all the dogs at his heels. He had gone about two miles,
when the dogs struck a trail, and off they went; their continuous baying soon announced that the game was treed.
Making his way cautiously through the dense undergrowth
in the direction of tho dogs, he soon found them making it
very hot for an old she bear. She was occupying what is
termed a clay root, formed by a large tree having been blown
down. The old Madam was in this hole with her back to the
He observed a
tree roots, and the dogs on all sides of her.
log lying near by, that commanded a good view of the show;
ho slipped the "old rifle across the log for a rest, not having strength to hold the old fusae at arm's length. Taking
deliberate aim at where he supposed the bear's heart to be,
"Whyles owre a linn lh« burnle plays,
he puUed the trigger, and the old flint lock snapped. This
As tbrongh the glen it wimpl't;
he did a second "time, with the same result, He then reWbyles 'roand a rocky scaur' it strays;
primed her, and making a third attempt was successful, the
Whyles In a wlel it dlmpl't;
old gun spoke, and the heavy ball went crushing through the
Wbyles glittered to tho nightly rays,
This was a very happy termibear, killing her instantly.
dazzle;
bickering,
dancing
We'
nation; he was not more than twenty paces from the bear,
Wbyles cook it underneath the braee,
and if she had discovered him when he was attempting to
Below the spreading nozel."
shoot, or had only given her a bad wound, it would have
I had not brought my fishing tackle with me; but, never- been all day with the lad. A kind providence cared for the
fearless youth on that occasion, and on many others of a
theless, as much of the true anglor's enjoyment is derived
nature,
I
similar nature, and his life was spared, to he offered up a
from an appreciation and love of the beauties of
thoroughly enjoyed my walk under the rustling boughs, and_ willing, but useless, sacrifice lo the demon of secession, on
through the tangled undergrowth, fragrant with the per-" that terrible Seventh of August, before Atlanta, where he fell
fumeof myriads of fernsandllowersjtistburstinginto bloom. at the head of his company, shot through and through by a
The next morning I was off at sunrise to profit by my minio baU; and though laid away to reBt in that little country
graveyard in Georgia, your memory, my dear uncle, is still
lucky discovery. Carefully retracing the route I had folfresh and dear in our hearts, and time will never be. long
lowed the day before, I reached tho stream without mishap.
About twenty yards above the place where I stood the enough to efface the recollections of your noble, fearless
brook tumbled over a ledge of rocks into a deep pool. Just nature. But to resume: Game, alw ays plentiful in that section, became much more abundant during the war, when all
at the tail of the fall I hooked and netted two very pretty
who could handle arms were at the front. I have soon five
trout, neither of them quite up to a pound, but not to be
deer in one bunch, within a quarter of ». mile of home;
despised, and an earnest of what I might expect.
turkeys could be found every day in season; squirrels and
little to the right of the fall there was quite a deep pool
—rather a difficult place to fish, owing to the overhanging quail were on all sides; and the bears became so numerous,
that they committed extensive depredations upon cornfields
After several failures, I made a cast to my mind.
trees.
and hogs. One field in particular, known as "the hurricane
Splash splash two of them. Well, I would have been
field " (so-called from having been visited by a tornado, upsatisfied with one at a time; but I reeled them in, and netted
rooting nearly every tree), lying about a mile from the house,
as pretty a brace of trout as ever were hooked, weighing
and containing some two hundred acres, had suffered esne pound and a quarter each.
A few more casts without a rise, and I was about moving pecially from their devastations; on the back side of this
up stream, when splash! Ah! "a big 'un," as old Barnes field was a strip of late corn, of about eighteen acres, that
would say; and I quite agree with him, when, at the finish was well-nigh devoured by the bears. I was then a lad, sixteen years old. One Saturday afternoon, Old Uncle Jack, a
of a brisk little fight, I reeled in and netted a two-pounder.
Another cast or two without result, and I clambered over colored factotum, came to ray"Cousin J. (three years older
stream.
way
up
than I) and myself, and told us, " De bar were just goin' for
on
my
fall,
little
the rocks at the
and adAbove the falls there was a long run of shallow, quick dat piece "of corn on the back side of de hurricane,"
Cousin J. had suffered from into go fur de bar."
vised us
water. Away, at the end of the vista, under the hanging
it was about all the poor fellow
and
sore
eyes,
loveliest
with
of
the
fancy
clouds
fleecy
and
blue
sky
the"
houghs,
could do to see "a bar " by daylight, let alone hunting him
"the leafy month of June"— glimmered
!

We

all

..

a platform adjacent, to hi- orossfflg-plftce, Bnfficiently
Hastily felling a
high to prevent him from Buanting us.
oi
ire soon had a roost,
fork
>I
mal japhng tnd
mad- puttinc ,;,.. end of the sapling n
,:,.
other sndhj our forks

make

.

I

:

|

my

my

He made more

noise than a six-mule team would have made,
going over the same ground on akeen run. As the last echoes
of his departing lordship died away, J. recovered from his

amazement and

affright

inquire, "

sufficiently to

ground nnderneath,

it

was

all I

I will never fully understand the danger I was in, if my
shot had disabled the' bear so as to prevent him from runwith a wounded bear under me, a scared boy above me,
and a seared boy in me. As it was, I escaped with a bad ease
of compound fracture of gun-stock, a very lame back, and
any amount of severe disappointment at losing the bear;
however, my loss was his gain, though I have no doubt that

haps

—

ning

he recovered from his wounds and
members " my bear hunt."

he

fright, that

if

still re-
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THE PINE FORESTS OF PENNSYLVANIA

THE

enthusiastic sportsmen and lover of

untamed nature,

who has not visited the great pine forests of Northern
Pennsylvania, has a rich store of pleasure laid away in tho
Even those who drearily imagine there is
future!
more worth seeing in this world, and udvei ise them
as waiting passengers for the other, might be "spirited up"
a trifle if they could be put up in position to get a quitf of
tho piney odors of these huge mountains
Sxcnrfliana) tnai
smelling bottles of Dame Nature," as a
Those who fold their hands and
ist aptly named them.
lazily think there is "nothing doing," have only to embark
for Renovo, and they will be likely to change minds long before they change cars, for they will hear the sound of inn um-

I

I

I

They will see flocks
erable s'team and un-steam saw-mills.
little, white, innocent, dove-like looking villages, encircling the sturdy forests as though bent on gaining an enalready is their
hearts."
Great
trance into their "heart of
success. Many a lofty pine which has defied the winds and
snows of the changing years, is laid low; and these insidious
machines, the ponderous engine ami the savage saw, buzz
No white-nested ( illage
forth or shriek out their triumphs.
is there so insignificant as not to have its school and its
saw-mill; none so idle or so poor but they can set up these
and
progress.
twin deities of industry
Williamsport, one of the largest lumboring towns on the
route, has fifty steam saw-mills and many superior schools,
and is that renowned plaoe which, in primitive I n
said to have been governed by "fair-play men," who were
eventually "spoilt" by the advent of the lawyers. Renovo
It is not celebrated for any 'imcient
is not a saw-mill town.
doings" in particular. It is not the site of an Indian masHere a plain
sacre, or an Indian treaty, or a poet's cottage.
(to us), nameless pionoer from Jersey's shore, lived with his
family, until bought out by the Philadelphia &Erie Bailworks.
its
road Company, which has "established
converted, with that railroad speed which is tho American
substitute for "magic," the sleeping, egg-shaped valley into
a wide-awake business place, that drowns the soft music of
"Susquehanna's floods" with the bustling activity of seven
hundred machines. Renovo is a good place for excursionists
for general reasons, the most important of which is, because
it is midway to everywhere, 01 practically expressed, because
ar, and yet so far:" that is, you are neat enongfi
to enable you bo get nearer if you desire, and far em id (h ofi
not to be" too near if you don't want to be. near. Besides,
it has everything comfortable in the way of a line, commodious hotel." This is undoubtedly a pleasant resort, even

of

'

I

i

I

i

though you here made up your mind to " OBgh
vehemently. This pleasant stopping plno
M:
oi
U rumbling Susquehanna, at
h "i
ward through the mountains, and midway " po
and Keating, where the. Snsqlli u

>l

most
on

-

-

.

I

I

"

l

'

Hynal

i

aid is deserted by the railn
industriously for sixty miles or mote, bud
prefer to follow the "new love""/, h.
even into M
flyner is also much frequented by sportsmen.
it,

was allowed for an;, thing move extensive. Hurrying home, our
suppers were soon" bolted, and our guns brought forth. A HisJ, had borrowed from
cription of the guns may bo in ord"er

What was

my dim outline on the
could do to keep him from
attempting to discharge that old Sharpe's rifle at me. Perthe matter ?" and catching sight of

- nofl

t

I;.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
about here is magnificent. Bound Island, on the Sinneoing, has a beautiful waterfall, forty feet in height,
_
ladies while- yon are attending to the
lunibe
iut^ejing the piles on piles and
of the odorous
row upon n ->v.
pine trees. The f'orestB abound in winged and footed game;
the streams iu brook trout and other varieties. The royal

nil

i,

Susquehanna alone boasts of thirty-one varieties. Near
Hyner is Young Woman's Town, which has the wildest,
orookedest Stream of the same name. Whj so named is a
mystery. Perhaps a blundering attempt was made by some
rode fellow of anuntei to fit ire name to its nature. After
leaving the Susquehanna it runs backward and forward ia
an inconsistent way, forming a cluster of scallops, and then
suddenly splits itself into a multitude of tiny branches,
which runoff In hide fhemselvee among the "mountains.
Kettle Creel; is another very beautiful and romantic stream.
The Short Bond on this stream is a lovely spot, not far from
where the Susquehanna turns around the corner of a mountain.
One could be content to fisl)»all day in Buch a "kettle"
ns this, even if they caught no fish, said our excursion
friend.
This gentleman's preference was plainly for the
"rod." It is a more peaceful instrument, said he. Its intention is clear. It was never made to catch men with,
whereas the gun is used for men and beasts indiscriminately,
although the Quakers decided long ago. to the infinite derision of the English "Lords Committee of Colonies," "that
guns were invented to kill hawks and wolves with instead
of men." If, however, you follow any one of these streams
out, into the green forest you will have ample use for both
rod and gun. If you wish to have the full benefit of the
ever-changing ever-charming scenery, you can either return to Benovo by a wayward little branch of Kettle Creek,
which, attempting to leave the parent stream, and being confronted by some "little difficulty in the shape of rocks and
mountains, tains around and "whips back" toward the
Susquehanna; or, not being anxious to return so speedily,
you may follow the fascinating winding of this favorite
stream up past Beaver's Dam, Spicewood Biver, Trout Fork,

and Ox Bow Bend,

to Cross Fork P. O., and return by
through Tamrach Swamp iu almost a direct
lino to Benovo.
To fitly describe the beauty of ro man ce
condensed in such a trip 'is simply impossible.
The vastlumber interests centered in these pine-clad mounBfi the hardy virtues of the men engaged in this
important industry, are well known. As for the game that
up in this region, the sportsman who will not
b
spend too much lime gazing and pondering npon rocks,
tree?, leaves, and "such," may find a supply as plentiful as
the minutes in an hour.
Our excursion friend bagged very
little, and then left "the bag" on a jagged, moss-headed rock,
which overlooked a remarkably fine view. The whole surface in this vicinity is deeply seamed with narrow valleys
and ravines spreading in every direction, and marking out
the innumerable water-courses. Steep walls of massive rod:
rise up to lofty heights, supporting the broad table-land,
which is crowned with mountains of dense, primeval forests,
and stretches far out toward the sea into five points, called
the finger Mountains, of which Mahoopany, Tonawanda,
and Blossburg are the most important. This immense
forest region lies three thousand feet above the level of the
sea, and is sometimes covered during the winter season with
snow to the depth of six feet. Perhaps the seenery was too
distraetingly beautiful to permit the many sportsmen to
swing the rod with that masterly patience, or nim tho gun
with the unerring precision necessary to take effect with
those shy inhabitants, who have nothing to do after breakProbably shouts
fast but to keep out of the hunter's way.
of delight, such as lovers of ferns are apt to indulge in, are
not calculated to secure the presence of the dwellers among
branches, or in mossy nooks and meandering streams. At
all events, our famous excursionist did not secure the fortypound jack salmon (5. AmericcOals), or an overflowing supply
of the lesser freckled beauties of the same tribe, which were
the creatures of pre-Benovo visions. He made, however, an
important discovery. "I havo found," said he, "that the
!"
strong odor of pins is excellent for paralysis of the palate
The remedial effects we experienced in this direction were

Paddy's

:

Bun

I

i

i

The rnoming we left Philadelphia we
certainly surprising.
at the waiter—pronounced our Centennial
veritable dish-water and our steak and chickens de-

frowned darkly
coffee

void of flavor. When we returned from our wild-woods
tramp to the Benovo dining-tables a "strange glamour was
over it all." Never were the "fifteen minutes before train
time" so hugely enjoyed. Our host modestly remarked, that
"appetite was what was the matter." Perhaps he was more
than half right. Perhaps the whetting mountain breezes
had sharpened this faculty to such a fine edge as to enable
us to find a flavor even in saltless soup and pepperless

hash

*»

!
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ON TO "G" LAKE.
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Posall slept that night I wonder, but cannot tell.
it was in a hay-loft, or barn, where I too have sometimes reposed in analogous cirenmstances. I was assigned
to the prophet's chamber, a small, dark room, whose only

of light and ventilation was through an aperture.
However, there was a comfortable bf>d in it, and I slept
soundly, though not dreaming of loves and roses. In the
morning we commenced our Pilgrim's Progress ten in alleach man with a pack on his back, and if not a staff, then a
rod, in hand, for a seven-mile tramp, "through ways unknown, tangled, and steep," where no horse could go, as there
was not even a bridle-path, and trees were often as thick and

means

—

_

close as "blackberries."
One of the most amusing incidents of the route was the
crossing of a wide, cold, and rushing stream, where the only
bridge was that of a large, long, horizontal trunk of a fallen
tree, whose roots were firmly fixed in the opposite bank,
whence it extended itself to tapering across, several feet above
the water, tdl we could reach the tip. To get started on it
was the difficult thing and a full half-hour was required to
The party crossed apparently in natural
effect the passage;
order of the weights of its respective members. The lightest
man was first over, and then, lighting his pipe, ho seated
himself, con union, to enjoy the prospect of his successor's
struggles.
One and another passed, when another— dipped.
Still another's legs seemed at the mercy of the stream, and
were carried under, when he clung sturdily with his right
arm to the bending tree, and worked his passage, till, where
surmounted
it was stouter and broader, with a bound he
Must I confess that your humble servant was the heavit.
But, as an offset to this,
iest man, and therefore last across.
I claim to have reached the opposite embankment (I scarcely
know how) with dry feet. Laughter in turferod somewhat with
Could we all have refrained from it, wo might
dexterity.
have made the passage easier. On our return, by the way, a
week later, the waters having decreased, and my agility increased, I had the honor of being the first man across.
G Lake is utterly secluded. Bounded by forests and
;

high lulls, it is not without attractions. Doubtless it would
be more highly estimated if other lakes, larger and statelier,
were not near. Such is the luxuriance of our inland watorsystem, that lakes like G pass frequently under the name
of ponds. It was formerly reported famous for its trout,
Like that of many others, its glory is, in a
but. llhim fuit.
Wo were somewhat disapmeasure-, at least, departed.
pointed. Others had been there before us that very season,
and in the wholesale business, too, though Jack Frost had
not yet withdrawn. Whatever may have been the cause, we
found the fishing nothing extraordinary. There were no
boats on the lake, if 1 except a very small, portable one,
which was brought into tho service of the lightest man of
our company. We fished from rafts already constructed.
These consisted of logs, from four to six, according to size,
fastened together and covered with bark. Blocks sawn from
the logs, answered the purpose of seats. The rafts were
moved around from place to place by long poles. They
were steady, water-tight, could not be upset, or raced with,
but I have know n mure convenient, and desirable conveyTwo lish.'i-mi n were assigned to each, but in vain,
ances.
No experienced fly-fisher will
if fly-fishing was in practice.
welcome another in the same boat, as lines are thus sure to
tangle, and rods are liable to be broken.
An interesting and novel feature of this excursion was,
that a photographer was one of the party, prepared with instrument, chemicals, etc.. to take pictures of the lake and
adjacont scenery, and likenesses of all the fishermen. I
relate this the rather, ashy experience, having found it entirely
practicable, others may be glad to avail themselves of similar
advantage. Our artist took us several times in a group, as
well as individually, just as we were without one plea, and
a wild looking set, of fellows we were under the circumstances.
Our shanty is in this manner well preserved and perpetuated in remembrance, and even now, with aU its tenants
and appendages, it is before me. Fine views of the lake,
with its rafts and rafters, its sides, and mountains in the
back-ground, are still in my possession. On one occasion,
when alone on a raft, seated, and in the act of throwing
my h\, from a near shore in the woods lheard a voice, butsaw
It was the voice of our artist, directing me to keep
no' one.
I did so.
He was about
perfectly still for a few moments.
to take a picture of the scene, through the cross-branches of
trees, and there I am, visiblo through said branches, pinioned to this day.
Haying returned to Joe Lane's, we separated ; half of the
party went home and half remained. While there, or in that
vicinity, I enjoyed more satisfactory sport and had better
success than at the lake, in West Canada Creek. I filled
my basket one day with quarter and half-pounders, and
caught, at sunset, some particularly handsome trout. Three
Parvus homo, in his little boat, had
of us had peculiar luck.
more than he could well attend to to keep from going down
stream, and at the Bame time manage successfully an exHowever, he was determined, of course,
tra-large customer.
not to lose him, if possible. He held himself close to an
alder-bush by his leeth in order to have full use of his hands.
After a very long struggle with fish and tide, he succeeded in
capturing a three-pounder but this was the only one he
had to show. He is u very accomplished fisherman makes
the best flies and rods in Central New York, which are much
in request. I have one of his rods, and it is a beauty.
Homo No. 2, sought a tributary brook, where he was assured
He caught the most, numerithat trout were numerous.
cally, but they all wuro " fingerlings," and should by fair
rights have, been returned to the stream. I took tho medial
course, catching neither the largest, nor the most, but more
pounds than either, and' "the bost mess of fish." Indeed,
they were a handsome show. So honors were easy, or
;

»"T"*HE bells of the
A.

city

party of eight of

its'

rang out a merry peal, as a
redoubtable citizens moved for-

ward, as aforesaid. I anticipated a cheerful start, but by no
means was prepared for such enthusiasm as I saw around
me. Many were hurrying to and fro, and, in short, there was
aery of "fire," at the very time when we were thus in pursuit
It
of water, which probably accounts for the commotion.
was a bright May morning, and our' ample Wagon, red,
strong, and handsome, adorned with baskets, rods, etc.,
stationed early at the appointed rendezvous, received its
joyful passengers for an all-day ride. We. had arranged to
breakfast together at tavern some twelve miles on the.
way, where, while the table was preparing, the party amused
themselves with the game of quoits, which is one of the
readiest, most available, and healthful of your recognized
out-door sports.
Where on earth and what is "G" Lake ? Such inquiries
arose spontaneously in the minds of some in this meridian.

For one,

I little

knew

or eared.

Enough

for

mo

that a jolly

party of young men, friends and neighbors, were going there
a fishing, and that I was cordially invited to attend— to join
them, it was thus, for the time'being, the one choice lake
of all the woods. Like Abraham, I went out bebeviug. but
not knowing whither I went. I have since fully ascertained
satisfaction, having seen it, that it is a small, semito ei>,
It, is
circular lake, like ihe letter G, not far from Piseea,
down 011 the map a
idftms in Hamilton County,
but not obtru.-ive in itB prominence.
An all-day ride, enjoyable, and not without incident,
brought us to tbi and of the road beyond Morehousoville,
where we could see or hear nothing of mors house, where
There abode
civilization ceased and wild forest life begun.
Joe Lane mid another, who were to accompany us bs

DUSKY LITIGATION.
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—
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Where

;

divided.
Our semi-party, four in all, took a day to visit Wilmurt
Lake, enjoying a delightful forest-walk through all the way
up hill. There we found a party of greenhorns, who were
'

becoming devoured by flies. They complained much,
but had no preparations or means of relief. I was happy to
furnish them a bottle of fly medicine, which pleased them
more than any dainties which could be produced. We were
glad to make acquaintance with the lake, and took a satisfacafter which, with
tory row over it, not attempting to fish
thankful hearts and invigorated strength, we turned our
thoughts toward Utiea, and concluded it was time to sing
" 'Mid ploaauros ami palaces tlioaaa we may roam.
fast

;

There's no place lino tome, there

is

no place

like

home.

'

Jfttmry

—There

is

ih than lot a
dotr's
° tail.

22, 1877.

nothing more disturbing
brother to attach his

•

to the

sister's

peace of a 1am-

"bangles"

to his

Wut is a dog's tail like a decrepit old man ? Ans.—Because
it is

in firm.

JACKSON

was the biggest, the blackest, the
it's no use to attempt a

ugliest, the-e-e-e—hut there,

—

—

—

mid-night:

"I axes your parding, Massa Porter —but I has got a cathe.
Dad G'liah owes me, 'caze I can't 'ford to keep him on dem
Jest
i-angements. Why; Massa Squire, jest look at him
Who can 'ford to keep dat monstrous, great, he
look at him
nigger, for seben an' sixpense a week; and de cho'es — dam
Why, Massa Squire Porter, he breed a faminly in
de clo'es
do houthe—he did— de dam wall-eyed, woollen-headed,
!

!

!

sculpin-moufed hip-an'-bottom-up-amoth (probably Sam
meant hippopotamus), an' I had to go and buy mo' fish an'
Ebry mealth's wittals dat
taters afo' de winter half troo.
brack elemfunt take, he eat free dam great Labrado' herrin',
Seben
later accorin', an' G-o-o-d knows how much bread
Massa Squire,
and sixpence a week, an' da cho'es be dam
I axes you now, could you 'ford to keep boardin' houthe
ye'self on dem 'rangements, an' feed sich a mountain ob a
niggah as dat, dnl'll eat ale Tophet, an' cliase de debbil vlur into de
!

!

middle ob de wilderness ?"

But, notwitstanding Sam's eloquent appeal, ad Itomimm, ho
left in high dudgeon, grumbling a
Supreme Court.
N. W. Beckwith.

was non-suited, and

threat of appeal to the
Eantsport,

Nova

/

Scotia.

#*£// §ttltttl*.

MANAGEMENT OF TROUT DURING THE
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
No. n.

stock has been skillfully and carefully
tho success of tho fish farmer is almost certainly established. The really critical periods of
fish-life are now passed, save those unforeseen contingencies,
which are liable to arise in the form of epidemics among the

the young
IF managed
hitherto,

from overflows, which, if not thoroughly guarded
against already, are sure to ruin the so far safely conducted
enterprise. Y'et, the practical fish culturist can discern no
period, from the deposition of the spawn npon the hatching
boxes until the trout are marketable, in which he can relax

fishes, or

his energies or let down his watch over the thousands of
wards hehas voluntarily assumed to care for, for his own beThe period of sojourn of the fry in the
hoof and profit.
placed the last of our crop in
first pond is brief indeed.

We

about the middle of April, and by the first of November
they should be removed, in order that the aquatic plants may
have time to grow and the insects, larvio, and natural fish
food of the pond may have time to increase for the next
The same method of removal as made
year's occupants.
use of on a previous occasion must be adopted in the repond number two. Our fishes have now
to
moval of the fry
grown out of their infantile state, and require a more generous supply of food. They have greatly increased En Size,
are qualified, in a measure to take care of themselves. The
food question presents itself again, and in order to promote
the growth of the fishes as rapidly as is consistent with their
it

be abundant, cheap, and readily
Hitherto the hearts and kidnoys of slaughtered
animals and the larvaa of flies have been staples of supply,
wants exceed our ability to
increasing
but now their rapidly
obtain those varieties of food; hence we must have recourse
less expento such kinds as are more easily procured and
There are many substances at this stago of
sive withal.
growth well adapted to their voracious appetites— for they do
not seem to objeet to almost any kind of animal food, however coarse in quaUty, only so that it is reduced to such partiThe lungs
cles as are adapted to the size of their gullets.
or lights of all slaughtered animals fill the bill in all respects, and when properly chopped are eaten with avidity.

health, the supply should

obtained.

of those may easily be obtained, especially
farms are near large cities. These articles may be
very easily reduced by passing them through
sausage-cutter, the kind in which the knives are stationary,
and the meat is forced against them by pegs on the cylinder,
as those cutters haying "knives placed on the oylinders do
not cut well, but disappoint the farmer, and render this
operation extremely vexatious— a fact worth remembering.
In those locations where fish farms are suppbed with
abundance of water, and the supply source being elevated,
the use of an
a convenient power may be constructed by

An abundance
if fish

Amatbub.
i:ih-u,

GOLIAH

Any man who could gaze upon Goliah
description of him.
Jackson's physiognomy and physique for ten seconds, and
turn round and blaspheme Darwm, is a traitor to his kind.
Goliah was one of those blue-nose niggers, which go to sea a
little during the fine weather of summer, and loafs round a
Now, in the
big fire made of stolen wood during winter.
place of Goliah's nativity was another " kullud pusson,"
Mr. Sam, or Tliam, Johnson, who kept boarding-house, in a
tumble-down shanty, for other "kullud pussons,"of suffiFall weather having set in with- the
cient respectability.
usual local severity— that is, keen enough to curl a nigger
up like a maple leaf, and turn his hide to a dismal mixture
of purple, blue, and gray Goliah decided on no more
coasting trips for that season, and took up his quarters with
"Mr. Johnsing" for the winter, under a special arrangement as to terms. For a time things went smoothly, but
about mid-winter a disagreement took place, and Goliah removed to a rival establishment. Thereux>on Sam sued him,
for an alleged deficit in the board bill, before the district
Goliah appeared promptly coming, the wags
magistrates.
of the neighborhood said, in iiro carts and the trial began
summarily. Sam pressed a claim for " free dollaths an'
thixty-free thents," which Goliah denied, asserting that he
" didn't owe de dam niggah nuffin 'cept a hammin." De
charge was seben an' thixpence a week, an' he'd paid up
ebry 'vidual red, an' he be cuth'd ef he was gwineto pay any
mo' on dat sco', so daT now." Besides, he had " done all de
cho'es fur do houthe all winter long, 'cordin' to de 'agreement, an' let dat lyin' debbil ob a niggah deny it, if he dar."
On inquiry, such proved to be actually the case, the other
contestant admitting it, without hesitation, himself.
" Sam," said the magistrate, with asperity, "Sam Johnson,
you're an unconscionable rascal. How dare you come here
and waste the time of the court, when you've no case at all,
by your own showing ?" Sam rolled up the whites of his
excited eyes like a flash of heat lightning on a summer

.
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wheal, thus enabling the farmer to construct a
convenient meat-house, When fee labor of chopping meats
In preparing food for the fishes
tly abridged.
i"r lin'
dond pond, the chopped meai should be paused
be feo "n that young
aaly liable to become choked if the food is
it
too coarse.
Chopped lights when thrown into (In pondi do
and if the particles are not immediately seized,
they float about until they arc subsequently eaten by the
!
until the feeding is all consumed.
':
" the
its, which immediately sink,
.minute the water of the ponds.
the light-as are located near fresh water or marine fisheries, the offal nay be obtained and utilized into excellent
Eqi
Whore curing and packing is carried on,
for trout.
of ilir viscera or intestines may be proover-shot
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llent
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food

when thoroughly reduced

Animal food is what is required, and that
id can bo most cheaply obtained will show
:.

iroin of profits to the pisiculturist.
It reto perfect merchantable
three to fou:
trout, and if they are fed during tllis period upon expensive
food and sold for a dollar a poi d, breeding of trout is not
ni;4 business
L'Voi'i tin tun.- (lie young fry first, require food until theperiod of marketing, though reaching only a pound in
Weight, individually a fish requires more food, than almost
animal, "in feeding a stock of fishes whose aggregate weight, by estimate, equals a ton, fifty pounds a week
will be required, fed in equal proportions every other day.
If coarse, uncommercial fishes oon ho obtained cheaply,
iiahu excellent food for trout when passed through the
u
chopper. It is profitable to breed fishes and feed them
,oll
trout; indeed, some fish culturists count this
cheap, oi cheaper, than any the farmer can
ish farmer can stimulate the growth of his
lse of a proper quantity of food, as well as
r can perfect his meat stock for market.
The
an be made to attain at adult age wholly dee amount of food given.
As a rule, other
i^uaL a trout three years old will weigh a
rout occupying waters that afford but little
t's

quires from

,

,

I

il;

fed,

ill

v.

appear as lank and poor as the

stuntlings of an
ts

bout

will

e

tliri

unthrifty stock farmer.

might be used to prove that domesticated
only by the same generous supply of food

that the pets of the stall require to perfect those stately
figures that commend them at once to the dealer.
A well-fed trout of adult age is one of the most beautiful
Creatures in his native element that can be found throughout
all the. groups of animated nature.
With generous feeding
trout will more than double their weight in a single season.
It so falls out, however, that among a large number of fishes
there are unthrifty ones, in spite of the most generous feeding.
Trout will not increase as rapidly after three or four years
of age as before; hence, if bred for the market, it is greatly
to the advantage of the farmer to dispose of them when they
have reached perfection. It is considered by all trout culturists that the rate of increase diminishes with age; therefore, after trout have reached the point of excellence known
to dealers— marketing should at once begin in the proper
season, when their fish is most delicious. While fish culture is
yet in its infancy, fish farming may pay better dividends by
furnishing stock for new farms in "ava or small fry.
female
of one pound weight will produce a thousand eggs, which
will sell very readily for five dollars.
thousand fry, as
'ii as
he sacs are absorbed, will com m and from eight to
ten dollars. While fish stock is so valuable, to sell parent
fishes for one dollar a pound would truly exemplify the
destroying the goose that lays the golden egg."
Trout often spawn at the end of the second year, and the
product of ava is quite equal to that obtained from older
ill he seen that the profits of trout culture are
fish
if attainment
as those of many other indusnot so di-i, ai
it of
trial pursuits, forr ded upon
:apital and labor.
What has
been wi_
nagement of trout two years
old applies as w :tl co tfiree years old, except in so far as
laanii-.y of food i concerned.
Of course up to three years
of age. there shoul 1 be an increase of food in the ratio of the
In tracing this art down the lapsing
ability of the fish M.
centuries from a r, mote period, and from the discovery of
'llirb'ill
1630, through a period of more than two
handled and fifty years, we believe that fish culture under
..I ii
iiispjces is capable of being expanded into an industry of vast proportions. It was long since declared that
the city of Amstercl
built upon hriiin,/ l«s, and if it
ying symbolizes the fishing power
ot a fin
of Holhm
rates the value of a single crop of
ea," which furnish so large a part
the vast "
red by the human family. Upon
of the am
id
'hat a vast field is
a continent so splendid!;
great and valuable disted for the exere BO of th:
covey. By a judicious s pplicatic
)f the art, our thousand
lay be
e to teem with immense
crystal lakes and rivers mi
quantities of food for the millions
iio now dwell here and
can see
the duplicate millions whe ire to succeed
them.
s
nterprise
will soon occupy
in our mind's eye that pr 'ate
fish farms all over our
many of the available tei
ntry,
nd under State and National auspices our now
barren "streams will soon be made to teem with every available species of food fishes -both indigenous and foreign—
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and now climbing

in

awkward manner up the Bide of

their

,.,:
ives upon one another, and
B6, pili
sometimes bracing themselves up against the glass front as
though to take a leisurely view of their curious observer on
the outside. There are" scavengers which eat up the filth
and decaying matter, the presence of which are so deleterious
Perhaps, the most
to the members of the finny tribes.
curious of all is the tank containing the sea anemones, which
look so much like plants, and which, in fact, form the connecting link between the flowery kingdom and active marine
life.
These anemones are in reality animals. If a morsel of
fresh meat or fish is dropped in the centre of one of these
.

beautiful floral crowns, their countless tentacular will instantly' close upon it, and convey it to the capacious mouth
around which {hey play, waiting, for the chance morsel which
may come in their Way. After this movement the florescense
will again expand, and nothing will be seen of the food.
Several small sharks are seen disporting themselves in one
not those
of these tanks in company with some "devil fish
of the Victor Hugo stripe, however.
Several other queerlooking finny curiosities are also keeping quiet-company
With the sharks, tho usually sharpened appetite of the latter
being probably subdued by the abundance of food furnished
them by their generous proprietor for everybody in this
city knows Mr. Woodward is a generous provider, whether
for man or animal.
groat natural curiosity lately added to this aquariam is
worth explaining to our' many readers. This is a formation
or junction of animal, mineral, and vegetable matter. The
animal is a species of mussel, or clam, probably of the
species of. Pholas (Photas ductylus), a bivalve. These littlo
creatures make caves in various kinds of matter, as wood,
chalk, limestone, or other hard substances, including shells
of the common oyster— some selecting one and some the
other— but all selecting a hiding place. The mode by which
these pholades make these cavities has never been satisfactorily explained.
Some think it is done by the sharp edges
of their shells, and others suppose they are aided by some
solvent acid.
The. vegetable connected with this remarkable union of
materials is evidently analga; and we believe it is a species
of a large class of plants called Os-cilktioria, found generally
on sea rocks, or any substance at the bottom, whether it be
The mineral matter
oysters, coral, or stones of any kind.
attached to this curiosity of nature has some part of it the
appearance of bone, and another portion appears to be shell
of some kind. It has the marks of the oyster. Altogether,
this attraction and wonderful specimen of animal abode, in
the shape of a small cave or cavern, for its evidently living
inhabitant, in both a vegetable and mineral material, rivets
very closely the attention of the visitor to the inmate of the
hollow so ingeniously excavated, which is seen to open and
shut its shell-doors, no doubt for the purpose of feeding and
nourishment. It is indeed a very snug and secure domicile.
'

A

Whether it can emerge from it is doubtful; but perhaps it
has grown too large for the opening, which is made in its
more youthful stage or condition of bfe. This curiosity
hangs "suspended by a string in one of the apartments of the
aquarium of these most-deservedly popular grounds, gardens
and cabinets, An aquarium which is equal to most of those
now established in America and Europe, and only a little inferior to that lately established in New York Oity, and
Brighton in England; and certainly having no rival west of
the Eocky Mountains. It is continually supplied with new
and splendid specimens from both our fresh and salt waters,
and is a never-failing object of attraction' to the people of
the Pacific coast.
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grand supplement

to

human
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subsistence derived from the
NAMim E. BAiiON, M. D.

WOODWARD'S CALIFORNIA AQUARIUM.
\

San Fbanchco, Feb.

28th.

Editob Forest and Stream.

The fine Aquarium Exhibition which Mr. Woodward is now
making at his Gardens on Mission Street, 14th and 15th Streets,
S. F., for

the benefit nf scientific

and the public gentanks, with plate-glass
aeious hall, constructed
faintly illuminated

,

by

upon the surface of
every movement of the

e

observer. The most
ained, audit is difficult
passing interest of the

.o

"MISSING," PLANTING FRY, ETC
Elutok Forest and Stream.
In my short article upon planting fry, on page
'

'

Aquadak Ponds, Wcmmdi, N. J., March 26, 1877.
-»•»
'*
Trout Cut/tube rs Michigan. Mr, James Anthony, of Es-

—

canaba, Michigan, sends the following information;
"Mr. Young, seven miles from here, at Hye Landing,
commenced trout raising last spring, and has now 500 large
trout, 10,000 fry, and about 000 that have commenced feedHe has three pairs of twins. Five miles up Whitefish
ing.
River, and twenty-five miles from here, Mr. E. Riohmondhas
about 3,000 large trout; and at Trout Lake, forty miles from
here, at the head of whitefiah Biver, Mr. J. Day has over
4,000 trout, weighing from a half to four pounds apiece.

-»*Madisos, Ga,, March

j.

s

a large

t

ine

that pertains to fish, have been experimenting with fish and ponds for seven years ; have received and hatched
salmon-trout eggs dunateil hy Beth 6 rean have carried black bass from
Iron Philadelphia, and now have
gold-fish
River
and
the 8chuytkUI
I

am deeply

Interested in

the tanks are still empty; but enough is to be
very one.
Both salt .and fresh water fish are
The tank containing
its appropriate element.
shtflvn,
the crabs, craw-fish, and lobsters attract the most attention,
a eer animals can be seen in their grotosqueness,
crawling and creeping about, now upon the gravelly bottom,
(

each in
I

all

;

;,__

".:.,,
,

:,

,i,

wuuM

till

a stick of horse-radish cut in slices, and boil them
gently for twenty minutes.
Poll n napkin and put it
in the dish: put them on the napkin, and garnish with parsley.
Boil half-a-pint of cream, grate some horse-radish in,
and sweeten it with sugar for sauce in a boat. Bo sure to

salt,

send them up

hot.

J^nttitnl

^iniortj

—

A Stuange Cat.tfqbkia Fish. Mr. Throckmorton, one of
the State Fish Commissioners, has presented to the California
Aoademy of Sciences a specimen of fish caught in the salt
Marin County. The fish looks like an ordinary
"bull-head." Its peculiarity consists in its mode of life,
Some of Mr. Throckmorton's land beyond Lime Point is
ordinary marsh land, and he several times observed Chinamen at work at low tide, with shovels, apparently digging
into the banks of the little creeks.
Lust week he went down
to see what they were about, and was surprised to have a
Chinaman answer his question by saying ho was •' fishing."
Fishing with a shovel was a new experience to Mr. Throckmorton, although he has beeA'for many years an enthusiastic
sportsman. On examination he found that the bank showed
numerous round holes at about the hidf-tido mark, and the
Chinaman took the shovel, sliced off some of tho bank, and
hauled several fish from one of the holes.
The holes are similar to those made by swallows, and are
in such a position that the entrance is under water about
half the time.
The tide rises here about six feet, and the
mouths of the holes are about three feet below high-water
mark. They go straight into tho bank a short distance and
then turn down, so that when the tide falls below them they
are still filled with water, although the entrance may Vie two
or three feet above the water at low tide. They seem to have
more of the habits of an eel than an ordinary fish, and the
skin is also eel-like. Mr. Throckmorton says the flavor of the
meat is also similar to an eel. The Chinese laborers gather
great quantities of them at low tide. A fish living in a hole
in the ground like a squirrel is something new here we believe, nor do we recollect of their having been found elsea

:

i

where.

Pacific Life.

DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS BY SWIMMING.

Wakekam, Mass., March Uth.
Editor of Fobest akd Stream.
Ihup'.r''.- for March contains au

arlirl
the abc ve oapby S. S. Conant, who claims thai
[uotiag
the bear, deer, jaguar, pigs, squirrels,
1
to be
the water or swim over twenty mill -.
o stand
reasonably friendly to our animal king,
;e perby and speak iu their behalf in matt*
taining to the sagncity and endurance oi tne Tace.
A journal kept bv Capt. 11. C. Murdoch, of the whaling
ship Nassau, Of jWliedford, reads. "June IStli. 1857. Shot
a Pel. r bear and her cub twentv-two miles from Sea-IIorse
On the 25th shot an old hear ninety-five
Island, Arctic Ocean.
miles from land ; when discovered was making forau iceberg,
distance seventeen miles, which was stretched across the northof
Arctic
Ocean. The hoar bore evidence of a
the
ern portion
long voyage. His carcass when dres-ed weighed over nine
hundred pounds. One of his forepaws more than covered a
provision beef-barrel."
Captain Murdoch: says he never captured a hear on the land;
thinks there is no danger on the sea if you don't let bruin
a. ...mi' in i/o',t boat,'' It will be seen that 'aptaiu Murdoch captured three Polar bears iu one week, and, for aught I
know, it was not much oi a season for bears either, and tho
distance from the land from which they are found, shows conclusively that mammals (at least bears) can swim more than
w ill
In due season
twenty miles on one water excursion.
say a 'word nbout dcers, foxes, rabbits, tho duck family, partridge and quails, brook and salmon trout, black bass, pickerel,
OUT hluefifih. bass, etc., aquatic sports, embracing yachting
and rowing. I ventuie the assertion, that in the diversity of
sporting advantages contributed by nature, we are unsurpassed
by any locality from Cape May to the eastern shores of Maine.
Cyans LlSOTTM.

,

...,,..
Interest

cheerfully Contribute ^n

.-

(

'

I

[Our correspondent has been misled by a newspaper culling.
article in Harper's was not byS. S. Conant, but was taken
The Ceographifrom Mr. Wallace's recently published work,
Thoouolalions
cal Distribution of Animals," chap. ii. p. 13.
referred to land mammals, and of course did not include tho
white bear, which is only a little less at home in the water

The

'

'

than the seal.—Ed.]
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NOMENCLATURE.
Mexico, Oswego Co., March 5, 1877.
Editoe Fobest and Stream.
In your issue of March 1st I notice that "F. E. G.," under
"Bag'and Gun," speaks of having seen and procured a pair
Bight hare, I
of •Enr;]ish i'r, snipe" in Orange County.
would like to speak of an error which many of our spQrtBEither from ignorance or careless,
ntry commit.
to call Ijhxh- by their proper name

a

:
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'•_
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lown

a

if

at virlitias oi the flnny trilis. I
a-:i e.v, ]-,'' atd uza irae im udmit

ime than stock

yard, pooltl

irurea

any readers oi Fobest.
ccariunal mite.
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English snipe

the

'
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it

ply

uged
iftei
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tdy your
on1 ? snipe

mi
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{Avdenii

,

i

not a a

i
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'

wilt

E. H.

[It would afford us much satisfaction to hear from our
correspondent at any time. —En. F. and S.].

An
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'V
1

is

a

known

!
I

Winged surf duck

akd Stkeam,

tfut

referred to the

Oiai

•

ia

country, nnd only

this

ma oo-

EG

Ml fruit orchard.

aveni)
perlroanta

Pour boiling vinegar over them

in a fish-kettle.

they are bine (or you may hold them dowhin the fish-kettle
with two forks, and another person pour the vinegar oyer
them): then put in a quart of boiling water, a handful of

ranging

.

caarba&U? ebai

:

to satisfy

27. 1877.

Stream.

o-atl

an aquarium

81, issue of

iSth, about midway of the article appears the word
Missing. " It was not in my manuscript, and it destroys the
sense of the article.
Since writing that article I have additional convincing
proof of the propriety of "turning out" young fry as soon
1 received several thousand from
as the " sac " is absorbed.
Mr. Thompson in November last, and temporarily placed
them in a spawning race. By an accident the o.
thousand
of the fry were washed into
over
a
overflowed, and
the small stream below. During the past week we have been
ditching the low land through which the stream passes, and
turning the stream into the ditches. In the deep holes we
found some of -the salmon about the size of our yearling
brook-trout, or several times larger than salmon of the same
lot, which are yet "kept up," and well fed,
Milton P. Peibce.

March

EmTOR Forest ami

them

iaon,

to allude in detail to the rich and rare
treat here presented to the curious, and would close this
notice by remarking, that this interesting exhibition of animated nature has been devised and carried forward to its
present success under the especial supervision of Mr.
6
Schumann, who, at Mr. Woodward's instigation, has
recently visited all the principal aquariams of Europe to study
their models and management, in order to leave nothing undone to make this a success in eveiy particular.

But I have no time

i

,

—

—
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—

Caj>.f An Bi-eu.
The following recipe for cooking carp is
taken from a book dated 1788, written bv a man named
' at the. Temple Coffee-House.
Carp au
Bleu-.
Take a brace of carp (alive) and gut them, but neither
scale nor wash them.
Tie them to a fish drainer, and put

thong!

iynodpc
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I

loudly protest agaiest being called

bynames which do

not

—

:

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
bang attributed to families of the
u:-iv.
u they ore not members. I do not
o-eolled aportsmen,
believe that mote than one-half o
ortJu m v?h
uHAx fcWUoE the gnn, know the
At least, I have obnames of w
served such to*V tb ease
Lay member of the leather trihe
possessing webbed feet tl
Sail 6. ducfc, end those having
slender mandibles and logs are called sw'p'', und so on
through the list Now, a little care and observation would
remedy all this; and I maintain that it is the duty of every
collector or hunter to ascertain the true name of any species
w to him, or about which he has any doubts. To be
sm-e. many birds of the same species differ in color and
warbling? at different times of the year, according to age,
sex, etc., which tends to mislead, but the main features and
distinctive eh
ac
ri ti ib remain the same, and a careful examination cannot, fail to establish the proper name of any
species.
This fault is due probably in a great degree to the
fact, that we are apt to accept the common or vulgar names
of birds and other animals, rather than those laid down in
the books. For instance, the buffle-headed duck is often
called the "butter-ball" the Carolina grebe, the "helldiver," the ruffed grouse, the "partridge," etc., etc. But it
lies in your power, Mr. Editor, to correct this evil through
the medium of your paper: and I have not spoken of it to
Meanwhile,
criticise, but only as a hint to your readers.
believe mo over your well-wisher, and may you meet with
John A. Saverance.
the success you so richly deserve.
belong to them; and of
,_,

1'

I

i

i
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CROW BLACKBIRDS EAT
\

FISH.

Philadelphia, Pa., February 23, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
Many of your readers may be surprised to learn that the
crow blackbirds ,' tsal
ptajwreus) eat fish, and that they
Last winter, when I was hiding among the
also catch them.
reeds on the shore of the St. John's River, near JLake. Jessup
'

.

in Florida, with the expectation of shooting some ducks, I
observed a commotion among the crow blackbirds in the
;rf _,, riuo. iugfni roiinb. rs around
They wen
communicated with the river near the place
sitting.
I suspected from their excited behavior that '•something was up": that some unusual adventure was soon to occur. They were reinforced by frequent additions to their number. 'Their resplendent feathers
vicinity.
a

pond

,.r

i

that

where

was

I

reflected in diversified colors the rays of the post meridian
sun, for, be it known, that the plumage of these birds in
the -emi-tropical atmosphere of Florida is pre-eminently
more brilliant than in the comparatively rigorous climate of
the North. I soon entered with spirit into the circumstances
of the occasion, and watched the course of "ornithological
events." Every accompaniment asserted the poetry of the

scene
'Twas peaceful and aonsne— the d«y was
quaffed the fragrance of the balmy air.

r»ir;

I

feathers puffed, strut prondly
eyes expectant, they survey the gf und;
rummage o'er tha shore, and keenly pry,

The birds, with
With
They
Then scan

'round—

of the bass, pounce upon the unfortunate small fish and
gobble them up before they are able to scramble back into
the water. This peformauee was repeated many times, and
was still proceeding when I took up my departure. On one
occasion I examined the stomach of one of these bass in
order to ascertain what he had taken for breakfast. In it I
found a rat, that had evidently been imprisoned only a short
J. W.
time.

FLORIDA.

IN

Jacksonville, JIarch

15th.

Editor Forest and Stukam.
ived, nn ilia 9'h of This mouth, a brood of woodcock, four in
number, which had, evidently, bnt just left the shell. They were taken
I do not ever remember
in low pins woods, within a mile of this city.
1 rcc<

having beard lime the woodcock bred south of Virginia, aad I believe
that this is an entirely different species, which does not migrate,
R. D. Uoyt.
r -aders

will

remember

that,

a

short tim-i

since,

correspondent, Mr. Geo. A. Boardman, reported -woodoooS breeding in Florida, and now Mr. Hoyt gives us anWe noticed in
other- instance ol this unusual occurrence.
February a remarkable flight of woodcock, seen about
Charleston, S. C, at which time great numbers were killed by

gfir

two days of their stay; a
little]
brads iwre killed about St. Augustine, Fla.,
It looks as
toeapecii
b id seldom been seen before.
win
if the eiti jiiv e
rity of the earlier part of the winter had
driven the woodcock far south of their usual range, and
some of them are evidently breeding a long way to the south
of their customary summer homes.— Eo.]
ts

of

frightened or hurt can scream, a fact which
has been doubted by some, though long known to careful
frogs

when badly

t

city during the

:at

Ed.]

observers.
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WHAT BECOMES OF OUR

FOREIGN

SONG-BIRDS.
Editok Fotcest and Stream.
Your correspondent, Ernest Ingersoll,

in a Tecent number,

asks for information respecting the English sky-larks that
I have some
were, let loose on Long Island several years ago.
information on this subject which I give with pleasure. I
remember asking at the time that those exquiBito songsters
whore in our vicinity: so on a Sunday morning in early May
I found three
T was successful.
I started to hunt them up.
in the. neighborhood of Prospect Park two others I met with
which seemed to have made their homes in some meadows
fringing the Coney Island Road. Those were all mates, as I
;

discovered them only by their song: during the next summer
I heard them again and again, in fact, every Sunday I may
"Hardy, tough little Britsay, while they were in song.
ons," I said, "they have been able to withstand the effects of
our whiter climate." But in the fall of this second year I
ran across in my Sunday rambles another of our foreign
importations from Prussia, or Poland. He had been out for
day's shooting, and to my question, "What luck?" he
a
showed me the contents of his game bag. There were several
robins, one cat-bird, a number of our beautiful gold-finches
(of the yellow-bird), blue, birds,

—

and among the

rest,

three

of my pets the English sky-lark. If thinking murder is
murder, then I did it then and there, for it was the wish of
my heart to do the deed. This must have been seven or
eight years ago. I havenover Been any of themsince, though
I have' looked for them very perseveringly till last summer.
The
It was on the Jamaica plank-road near the toll-gate.
sun was near its setting, and the "daring warbler" had
filled the air with its melody.
I sat on a rock by the wayBide and watched him as—

-

-

O'er which clouds are bright'ning,
He did float and rnn
Like an embodied dream whose joy

SAGACITY OF A PICKEREL.
— 3 with a friend fishing from a large
le of a pond; tin
[y out 10
could see the bunk on either s
'i ig
lead or leaflets bus! bun
vex
several feat Of surface, but the
branches were not very thick. While standing on the rock
we saw a pickerel of near a pound weight leap perpendicularly from the water under the bush just iucnt,ioned;itshead

A

few

y«

lias just

W. Wtalicott.
Brooklyn, K. r., March

8,

1877.

ANTIQUITIES OF LA.KE PEPIN.
Editor Forest and Stream.
Believing that a great number of your readers are interested in ethnology,! desire very briefly to call their attention to the works of the mound builders in this locality.
years ago published
First, allow mo to say that I have
sevei'al papers relating to these works, but as the subject is
every day becoming more and more a subject of research and
investigation, the mutter bears a little repetition and
The valley of this lake, on the west.or Minnesota
revision.
side, is eight miles long, and averages about three in width.
On this plat there were four .regularly constructed cities of
the mound builders. These cities were one, three, and two
miles apart. Two of them were laid out and constructed
with great regularity, the streets and houses being equally
distant from each other. These four towns were connected
by regular lines of mounds, which made, as we may say, a
continous city eight miles long by one and a half miles wide.
Nor is this all, for in the rear, one-half mile back, there were
a continous line of out posts or fortifications, which no
doubt were for the express purpose of protecting the settlements from invasion. Where there were natural passes to
tho town the fortifications are increased in number and size
some long with depressed inner-sides, others very large and
perfectly round.
But I cannot claim space to describe specifically the various mounds, but will venture to speak of
only one in particular. One, a very large mound, situated
only one in this
ir> the centre of one of theBe cities, was the
collection that contained human remains, and these in a
very imperfect sate of preservation. Another large mound,
situated little in the rear of the others, I believe to have
been their pottery, or the place where their pottery was

—

terally covered

with fragmentsoi pottery,

—

When the monnd

was leveled I watched every shovelful of the earth, but
nothing was found until the floor was reached, and here
again were quantities of

fragments of pottery together with

-o rue, worn smooth on the upper side.
p
Ibelieve
B large
this to be the stone on which they ground the material for
their ware, which consisted of a sort of clay, marl, and
powdered clam shells. Pieces of the latter were everywhere
to be seen.
I

.

collection of mounds of which I now speak have all
been removed or leveled, and the town of Bake City is built
on the site. But fortunately I made a diagram of them

.

!.'.''
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THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BLACK
RAIL IN MASSACHUSETTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the above heading in Forest axd Stream, February S*d, page
88, your Contributor asks through your columns information relating to
tho Black Eali (P. jnmilcemii) and its occurrence in Massachusetts for
the benefit of Ornithological Science.
I will therefore proceed to give you. as it may appear, a vory singular
account relating to the " Black Kail," for the benefit of the Nnrh.ill
Club, and more especially, perhnps, of our mutual friend, F. 0. B
About September 20th, or during the latter parr, of September, JgfS or
1874, 1 was passing from Horticultural Hall, in Tremoul Street, southerly, one Saturday, between IS and 1 o'clock v. M wind S. W. (blowing
about 20 miles per honr), equally with rain, umbrella fully set and
fpread, and when near Winter Street, opposite the Common, I was anrprised by the sudden darting of a strange bird in front of the stores, en
deavoringto clear its way from tho multitude of passers on the sidewalk at that hour. If. wai evidently A mistake that this bird had mode,
a* he rounded over a large plate of glass in his flic/fit or friyhi. 1 toot
in (he situation, and gave my umbrella a lift aud a (puck turn, and took
him, much to my surprise at my success, and then with some
difficulty secured this rara avis in the
braces or the umbrella.
1 soon had the bird in
my hand clean and smooth— (" no ?alt
used"), and without any apparent injury to bird or feathers,
jndglng by the way he would peck my hand with that strong
beak. I carefully held my bird on my way, though those long yellow
legs would strike ont to clear the way from their confinement,
I hid
never seen the same kind of a bird before, though, to some extent, 1 have
bicn a constant observer. The shining black plumage, the short strong
hea't and sparkling eye, with those long yellow logs.sutistied me that haft)
was no " couinionor," and he appeared as ir he could stand a race wilb
the best of Lhem, as I have since read that Vie- rail could go >t, v and Oki,
in your columns.
The rare bird was taken to the store, and the singular mode of capture
in the middle of the day was freely dbicnssed. No name could be obtained, only that he must be a game bird (very r.irei of .ome k-ml.
Well, I posted to the bird store of Brewster, then on Washington Street,
opposile Boylston, aud caged our bird for a name. The rare points were
soon shown, and in the cage he would lose no chance to use those
yallowlegs. The name was given satisfactory at the tune, a? "rail,"
though no defluite variety or species was mentioned. By bis
being black, and other points mentioned by F. C. U., I suppose itoiij be
the same variety, aud (four friends are in U113' way pleased with this report we are most happy to have offered what we know about the " rail."*
Our bird was let loose on the Bos. on Common in a day or two to pursue his migratory flight, and not kept to adorn the student's case or any
collection
D. T. Curtis.
,

I

;
i

it

I

S|
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YELLOW-POOL WOOD-WARBLER

3S

I'n:
relics fclmsfaa obtained are but few-; fchey cprisis v ..of
gtone axes, knives, spear and arrow-heads, mortars, war
club heads, oue copprer hatchet, numerous fragments of pottery, and parts of human skeletons.
These are all preserved

(Den,

crxtira.J

begun."

Now, I have an idea that all those birds, with the excepwho is now solitary and alone, have
tion perhaps
been destroyed by ur city sportsmen, and it will bo entirely useles's making any more importations until we have
not only a stringent li iw on the subject, bnt that it shall be
I could fill up half of
faithfully and mercilessly carried out.
your paper with my Sunday experiences on this subject— the
the reckless, wicked slaughter of our beautiful song-birds.

..;

Bi

Now.vhaving called attention to tin's remarkable city of mounds and given a slight description of
my purpose is accomplished. My researches commenced
twenty years ago and are not. yet completed, and I hope ere
long togiyi tot]
ici
nttifie world an elaborate description
of the locality, together with theories and speculations.
Dr. D. 0. Estbs.
it.

droir/t

The

the water.

m my collection."'

Of the setting sun.

dated.
The large bass, often called trout, in the fresh waters of
Florida, being a voracious fish, cause great terror and consternation to the small fry. These frequent the shoal water
near the margins of the "ponds and creeks connected with
the St, John's River, as a place of refuge and fancied seThe
curity from the attacks of their dreaded foe— the bass.
latter are shrewd enough to learn the. habits of their favorite
Whey they
food, and pursue them into the shoal water.
make a charge at their prey they usually spring partly out
out of the water, making a great splash and noise. At the
same time the small fry jump out of the wateT in alarm, in
their efforts to escape, and many of them fall on the shore.
But they find the "fire" just as uncomfortable as the "fryingpan." as the blackbirds, being on the lookout for the assault

,

in his month.
Now, the conclusion I came to was this: the pickerel
knew, or at least supposed, the frog was near, but did not
know the exact point: He therefore sent up his balloon to make
observations, and after having done so from above, went to
wash in the trenches until his line was all right, when he
M. 0; H.
made a charge and returned -victorious.
[A most interesting observation. This shows, too, that

In the golden lightning

Just then a great splash was heard in the water ?hat startled
the birds, but instead of flying away in alarm they made a
stampede for the place from which the noise proceeded, and
crowded rite shore in its vicinity. Before I could comprehend the significance of this performance another splash
was made on the other side of the pond, and away scampered
the birds to the same place, and the mystery was soon eluci-

[Oir

was toward and some two or three feet from the bank. Thinkit a little curious to see a pickerel act that way in Buch a
place. I let the matter drop for the moment, but very soon
we heard a fearful outcry from a frog in the direction of the
bush. Looking that way « e saw what was apparently our new
acquaintance, his whole length out of the water on the bank,
with a nice frog in his mouth. Froggte was pleading lustily
to be let alone, but p>e7.vr had taken Ids pick and was deaf
to all arguments, and with a gleaming eye for business ho
flipped about until he reached the water with his dinner safe
ing

the water with a crafly eye.
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Philadelphia JIarch,

1=77.

Editor Forest and Steam:
and

favotite warbler

arrives hero about he first weelc
in May; it excels most, other warblers in its good qiialhfes, the su ictness
of its song. Its plumage is quite delicate, which is display) d [tl two
Th'is sprightly

I

most predominant is of a deep, rich yellow, striped down tha
breast with delicate light brown, eyes large and black, it measures from
the end of its beak to the end or tail four and a half inches, and from tip
to tip of wings five and a quarter inches.
The habits of this fealhercd
minstrel are first noticed about the beginning of May, darting from one
twig to another through the swamp willow, busily engaged searching
for its insect, food, every few moments pouring rorth his silvery song,
then darting away to caress his mate. I found one <f tbe.se cheerful
songster's nests on the twelfth of June, 187G, at Red Bank. N. J. Tto
nest was built in a low barberry bush, about three feet from the ground,
and was extremely neat; the exlerror is formed of silk- weed anil lint,
and thickly bedded with down of willows and hair. The eggs are four
in number, and are laid about the tecond week in Jnne. Their color is
of u creamy white, covered more or less y juj spots of different shades of
brown, thickest at l.bc large end. Dimensions vary from .57 by .60 inch,
Bnt one brood is raised in this latitude.
to .54 by .50 inch.
colors: the

Geo. Botjdwin, Taxidermist.

^oadlsnd, J[xrm and <§ardw.

—

Anxuam. In these clays, when plants for summer blooming are raised by tens of thousands, and retailed at a price
so low that every one may have at least a few Geraniums, or
Verbenas, the proper time and method of sowing annuals is
not of so much importance as it was some twenty-five years
Nevertheless, annnals yet have their value, .'
ago.
possibly they do not stand in the foremost rank. In those
days (and very often now) each packet, it mattered not how
many hundred or even thousand seeds it contained, was
circumscribed to a limit of say twelve to fifteen me lies in
Thus, in a space sufficient for three pi font
hundreds will vegetate, and with what result? None
other than the complete annihilation of the irac character
and development of the plant; its altitude reduced from
feet to inches; its blooms individually small, represented by
Circumstances such as these are
units instead of hundreds.
diameter.
plants,

surely more fitted to illustrate an extreme form of the
battle of life among plants, than such favorable enUural
conditions as should assist rather than retard Nature, in the
fulfilment of her operations. Such, however, has been
still is the way too frequently followed in dealing with
nuals.

and
Ansome of the most prominent ttmoj
Asters, and Marigolds, are even now deemed

It is true,

such as Stocks,
worthy of an individuality of growth and a sufficiency of
space wherein to develop themselves, hnt thenequally pretty whose claims have been hither'.. ,.I„01v
Those who persist in sowing BHBnSlsasl
ignored.
scribed should thin thein out when FJUffioiBatly large to
.

handle, leaving not over four or live tufts, should thinrjjhg
out to single plants be too much trouble. When] reduced to
such close quarters they will fight, the battle out ureong
themselves, and one. or perhaps two will lie vi'iors in tho
strife.

The better

plan, however,

boxes, under shelter of

n.

is to raise

(hem

in shallow

frame when tender, or quite ex-

—
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posed when hardy, and from these boxes the various little
groups can be transferred to the border or flower-bed, selecting, of course, a day succeeding a good fall of rain for
the purpose. When bulbs, the majority of which are spring
blooming plants, have a special section allotted to their
culture, an admirable opportunity presents itself for growing an minis, whereby, in addition to the spring flowers, a
summer and fall display may be secured to this otherwise
naked and uninteresting portion of the garden. For beds
of Lilium lancifolium, or other summer blooming sorts of
lilies, they are well employed as an undergrowth, the various
sorts being judiciously mixed with regard to color, a fair
supply of Mignonette being used to give a neutral tint,
giving off its fragrance at all times, the Beods being scattered
broadcast over the bed and thinned out in time. They thus
not only give an unlimited supply of flowers to out from,
but also act as a mulch during the hot, dry, summer months.
One of our most enthusiastic cultivators of Lilies uses the
spreading but small rooting Eschseboltzia for this purpose,
and finds it answers admirably, more especially among the
California Lilies, the cultivation of which seems to be very
imperfectly understood. Such annuals as Collinsia, Phlox
Drummondi, Noiuophila, Limnanthes, Lobel's Catch Fly,
and many others, are never Been to such advantage as when
self-sown in fall; they survive the winter, and burst into
rich, brilliant blossoms in May.
While the ground is yet
cool, and the influence of the April showers has not yet disappeared, they present a brilliancy in color and a rich depth
of green in foliage that is rarely ever attained under the
scorching sun of July and August.
W. L D.
.

—

The Gloxinia. Gloxinias may be regarded as splendid
and perhaps there are few green-house plants to compare with thorn for show during the summer and fall
months. It is true they are low of stature and without claim
to our attention on the score of utility; neither are they possessed of such qualities as are acceptable to those who esteem
flowers chiefly when plucked and made up into bouquets.
This need not be regretted, however, seeing that they ore
thereby saved to bloom, to wither, and die on a more exquisite and appropriate setting than in vessels of crystal,

herbs,

silver or gold.

Their culture is simple enough; but to grow them into fine
specimens some degree of care and attention is necessary.

The

varieties

chiefly in

native of

spix'wsa,a

must have the

cultivation

are

referable to

warm South America—and
warm house if required

0.

therefore

be in
But as they do not

benefit of a

to

much earlier than midsummer.
continuo a great while in bloom it is better to let them rest
March or April, when they will start with greater vigor
and come into flower at a time more likely to remain longer
About
objects of interest than they would if much earlier.
the time they begin to show signs of starting, the roots should
be taken from the pots and shaken clear of as much earth
as slightly adheres to them, and placed in others so small
that they may again be shifted before reaching those in
which they are intended to flower. At this stage water
should be given sparingly, more especially if the temperature of the house be much below seventy degrees; otherwise

flower
until

the roots will be liable to rot or grow in a most unsatisfactory way. But as the season advances and the constructive
energies of the plants attain full play, a more liberal supply
should be given. It does not seem desirable at any time,
however, to water overhead, but instead to keep a moist atmosphere in the house or frame in which they are grown.
By so doing the foliage as well as the flowers will reach their
highest state of perfection, and their colors not fade out so
Boon. The most suitable soil to grow them in is peat, loam,
and rotted manure, in about equal proportions, with as much
clear sand added as will prevent from baking. All through
the growing season, but more especially during the hottest
period, shading is of the utmost importance, and few plants
derive greater benefit or seem more grateful for such protection than they do.

They can be propagated by taking the leaves off close to
and placing them in sand where they will root in a

the stem,

few weeks; each leaf forming a small tuber at the base, after
which they should be put into small pots, there to remain unThey winter best in a cool, dry
til the following spring.
place.
They can also be successfully raised from seed, and
being one of a numerous class of plants subject to variation,
Btrong inducements are thus held out to practice this method
even more than has hitherto been done.
As is well-known the flowers of the species (G. speciosa)
and many of its varieties are borne upon their foot-stalks
horizontally, and as the result of cultivation varieties with
We
flowers perfectly erect have now become as common.
romember the time when this "new departure" was first anplaced upon the exhibition table for the first time; and the excitement which
Btirred the horticultural ranks, as young and old talked of
the new comer as something quite out of the line of their
expectations; whilst all regarded it as the forerunner of a
new race of rare and beautiful varieties. In this they have
not been disappointed, as many of the same class have since

nnuneed, and the novelty, G.

Jifiana

boon obtained, nearly all that could be desired or hoped
both in form and color.

—

for

For grafting, take four parts of mutton
parts of resin, and two parts beeswax. Molt
together over a slow fire. When thoroughly melted
•'(!,
pour the mixture off in small quantities into a
tub ••! Old water. As soon as the masses thus poured into
the cold water cool down sufficiently to be handled, work
precisely in the same, manner you would candy, by drawing
oui and doubling over, until the whole presents n -uniform
color and becomes hard enough to mould into balls or sticks.
This wax, when it is cold, should be quite hard, but it should
bo tough at any ordinary summer temperature. If, howL'ound that for the climate where it is to be used]it
Grajtoto Wax.

tallow, eight

them

all

li

i

"

is

too

soft,

more

sed._ Tallow will soften it,
ore infusible., ami
ying proportions of these

res'

resin will harden it
1
will toughen it.
ingredients, any dei
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ORANGE CULTURE

may be

obtained.

IN FLORIDA.

Mandarin, Fla., March 12, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
Those who set out orange trees the present time are in
one respect on the same footing with those who accomplished
this say two years ago; for example nursery trees are
cheaper a five-year-old seedling may now be had for what a
three-year-old cost two years ago. Even in Florida and in
the orange enterprise the reduction in values asserts itself
;

now and

then.
In setting out trees it is customary in this vicinity to
place them twenty-five feet apart this gives about seventy
trees to the acre, and they will make larger growth than
set nearer together.
When thus transplanted they should be set high in the
;

U

ground.
?"

high do you set trees, Mr. K
"Well, I set 'em almost on top of the ground and after
I've set 'em just as high as I dare to, then I raise 'em about
two inches more."
My friend K. overstates what he means, and iB disposed
to be facetious withal.
What he means is, that they should
be sot out bo that when in course of time they shall have settled
firmly on the ground, they will bo no lower than thoy were
before transplanting if anything, a little higher. Let them
be set lower and see what happens they become victims to
the " die back," and the wood louse. The " die back" is a
disease in which the trees refuse to grow, and soon wither
and die the wood louse is a small, white bug that prefers
the tender bark trees brought to the level of the ground, to
decaying stumps and logs, where he is usually found; and
he will soon girdle the tree at its base in these cases the
remedy is to hoe the dirt away, or dig under and raise the

"How

Bogardus' traps and shooting matches at glass balls. At the
first essay, each shooter being allowed twenty bulls, one half
of the bolls were broken; a very fair average.
The Secretary
of this Club, Mr. M. Hargen Brooks, whs recently the recipient of a testimonial from his fellow club members in the
shape of a handsome shooting-coat, a slight recognitionj?of
his efforts and untiring zeal in behalf of the interests of the
Club.

—

iBaac McLellan, Esq., who contributed the first article
ever published in Forest and Stream, has a very entertaining article in the ffpjjM .Umrnal of March 28th on "Wild

Fowl Shooting " on the coast of Virginia and North Carolina.
At the annual meeting of the Worcester (Mass.) Sportsman's Club, on March 7th, the following gentlemen were

—

elected officers

:

Jerome Marble, President; Geo. B. Buckingham, 1st VicePresident; W. S.Perry, 2d Vioe-jrt
nan Clark,
Secretary; G. J. Bugg, Treasurer; A, L. Pace, W. H, Cole,
C. R. B. Claflin. C. B. Holden, Executive Committee; Marble,
Buckingham, Perry, Cole, and Clattin, Pigeon Committee;
Rugg, Bice, and Holden, Rifle Committee.

Clark,

:

—

;

;

;

tree.

The

pest to orange trees, however, is the scale
which every grower has had some experience. It
is a tiny scale parasite, looking like anything but a live
insect; myriads of them on the trunk of a tree make the
bark appear but a shade rougher than usual. Scrape a lot
off in 3-our hand and they look like dirty dandruff— no legs,
no head, tail, wings, no movement apparently, but they can
move all over an orange tree and settle down and thrive
greatest

insect, of

bitter skins of the oranges.
They impair the vigor
of the bark of the tree and kill the young twigs. They can,
however, in turn, be killed by the usual insect exterminators.
The Teason they are so great a pest is on account of
their number and the extent of their depredations. In
your grove of -a thousand trees you may have twenty
troubled with the " die back" or with the wood louse; these
you can attend to with a moderate amount of trouble; but
nearly or quite all of the thousand may have the scale insect; and a visit with a scrubbing-brush and pail of carbolic
acid water- to each of so great a number of trees is a very
extensive job which ever way you look at it.
There is a satisfaction in knowing that the winter frost has
the redeeming grace of killing these insects, and is the
orange grower's best friend in this Tespect, if in no other.
Anxiety and fear for the safety of the fruit during a frost

succeeded when the danger

is

past

by a natural satisfacand people say,

tion in contemplating this benefit conferred,
' what
lat a
a lot of insects it must have killed."

grnne

GAME

IN
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C. D. D,
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SEASON IN APRIL,

Cooked

Kensington Gunning Club had

its

:

In shooting off the ties, Meige won first gold medal,
Holtzscheiter second, and Scheuringer the silver medal.
Virginia.

—English snipe

have arrived in the neighbor-

hood of Petersburg, Virginia, and will be very numerous for
two weeks to come at least. Our Perth Am boygcorrespondent "K." had excellent sport there last week. He reports:

"Geese and ducks have left the James River, bound
Thousands of ducks have been trapped on the James
pons made of slats, covered with netting and

north.

this winter in

baited

with

A

corn.

Mrs. Birohett, near

City Point, is

making her fortune, in this way, sending ducks to the Petersburg and Biehmond markets by the cart toad from fi fty to two
or three hundred at a time. Where is the 'majesty of the law?'
;

Or

is there no low against this sort of thing V
Virginian
reader, see about it or, the first thing you know, you will
want to sell your duck-gun. There will be 'no use" for it.'

Capt. Boqaedus' Last Feat.
large audience assembled

or/R

geese, brant, &c.

—

—

:

one of thirteen which he killed a day or two before, together
with a good bunch of broad-bills. Our friend Thompson, of
301 Broadway, whom our readers well-know, accompanied
him and shared his sport. He distinguished himself by
making a fine double-shot, and killing a gander with each
These gentlemen report many
barrel of his ten-bore gun.
thousand geese and brant in the bay, but owing to the high
tides about the full of the moon it was impossible to lie on
the bars, and the bird- would not stool well on the meadows.
When the tides diminish this week, good shooting is
guaranteed.

The Greenville Sportsman's Club of Greenville, Pa., have
inaugurated the shooting season by procuring a set of Capt.

at

—On

Friday evening last a
Gilmore's Garden to witness

and

Capt. Bogardus' effort to surpass his previous record,

break 1,000 glass balls thrown from his new traps in 100 consecutive minutes. To say that he accomplished it would be
merely to repeat the opinion of every one who is conversant

with the Captain's wonderful powers with the gun, but it
was hardly expected that he would surpass OS far as he did
The whole number of balls were
his previous performance.
broken in the remarkable time of one hour, seventeen
minutes and forty seconds. The usual screen was used, but
in addition a calcium light was used, which brought the balls
into strong relief against the white background. The first
100 balls were broken in 7 ru. 50 sec., but three being missed
in that number, and 87 being broken straight. In the next
three hundred bnt two balls in each were missed, ond the
misses in all amounted to but 28. The last 155 were broken
without a miss. The entire 1,028 shots were fired withontja
rest

being taken.

W. &

C. Scott

shots fired

Wild dock,

Goose. We had our " goose cooked " last
Tuesday, and a noble feast he made. Ho was not one of the
historical breed that saved Borne, nor yet one of those commonest of birds which are so uncommon common on a common, but a true representation of the host that annually
gather at Shinnecock Bay, both autumn and spring one of
those "birds of a feather that flock together," which children
read of. It is said that the pinions of the ordinary goose are
often used to spread the opinions of another sort; but the
pinions of the Shinnecock geese are spread for a different
purpose, viz. to afford sport to the habitues of Wm. Lane's
hostelry at Good Ground, and gratification in their bestowal
of their birds upon the editors of Forest akd Stream. Every
one of those gunners who go down to "Bill's" knows how
much " more blessed it is to give than to receive;" and the
editors of this paper have learned by experience how much
more comfortable it is to have their goose brought to them by
express than to sit in a blind and shiver until the ill-fated
birds are lured within gun-range by the decoys.
We believe that the most generous gunners ore usually rewarded with the greatest success; and this accounts for the
Lane himself
fact that Lane's guests usually get full bags.
has usually on hand, we believe, a fair supply of the milk of
human kindness, besides fresh cow's milk, fried chicken,
pancakes, and soft-shell clams. One of the most frequent
visitors to Shinnecock is our friend, Geo. B. Eaton, Esq.,
whose sobriquet is " Jacobstaff." He finds time to spare
from his duties in the Custom House, to go down there; and
when he has luck, he never fails to^remember the poor editor, not knowing what he may come to one of these days.
This time he brought us a twelve-pound goose, which was
•

— The

;

upon the

is

Pennsylvania.

regular shoot last week with the following scores
Mngsam, 5; Metzger, 3; Gendole, 3; Holtzscheiter, 6;
Hong, 1, Scheurittger, 5; Hapfner, 4; Breyrle, 7; Stees, 4;
Steiger, 4; Sheip, 4; Steck, 5; Habting* 3; Guntner, 4;
Meige, 7.

The same gun,

from

his

now

justly celebrated

premier, which has probably had more
than any gun in existence, waB used

& Son
it

throughout, the barrels being changed fifteen times. One
pair of these barrels has now had over twenty thousand
shots fired from it, and is as good as when made. We Tegard

wonderfuftest of endurance on the part of both
gun, and would suggest that when Capt. Bogardus
shoots again he tries one'of some other make, American for
instance, and let ns see whether our guns are not quite as

this as a

man and

good

as those imported.

—

Rhode Kyjn.--PrpUidefy*, March 31. We had a shooting
last Wednesday between Capt. Bogardus and E
W. Tinker. Of course the oapteiH-Won, which he most almatch here

ways does; however, it was a very good match. Mr. Tinker
pigeons vrhich
had not much practice on this newbieed
t?i

the captain has invented; but by the time the Capta
again we hope we can show a better score than the following:
Boeardua

1

Tinker..-

tlllilllOllO.
11J1.101
110111010011011001

1—17
0—12

1

Boaardut"

10

10 11

11'

10 10 11 11

10 1!

11

10 It

00 11-33

11 10 10 11 10 10 00 10 10 10 10 00 10 H 10— IB
Mr. N. Dexter acted as judge and referee, anil Mr. Willion
Crandall as trap keeper. The singles were shot from three
traps placed ten yards apart with Bight* D yards use, the
shooter not knowing which trap was to be sprung; the
doubles were shot from two traps, same distance apart and
sixteen yards rise. Mr. Bogardus easily won the match

Tinker

which was

for ($100) a side.

—

Mosquitoes in March. A correspondent writes: "On the
23d Of March, at the house of a friend at. Plainttetd N. J., I
As they are never found in that village
killed a mosquito.
except during a week or so of early autumn, I should like to
over from last
ask a conundrum: Was that mosquito carried
'!"
season, or was it a spring chicken of 1877
[We regret that oui' correspondent did not send us the dimensions of the bird. It might have been a snipe. We know
that they

wore being anxiously looked for about that time,

and as the average Jersey mosquito approximates in size to
many of the family of sWhpQCutie, it might have been "one
of them." But no come to think of it, this one did not
b
•scape— so it must have boon a mosquito; probal
1

'

>1

into existence through the

medium

of a

1

warm kuu shining on

some stagnant water.— Ed.]
—Ciiiidruu are often bothered with itching and elmfin,;. To prevent
Soup, which has
In the simplest fashion, use B. T Babbitt's tollal

tlii:

putOd tho markidmlrablo effects make
young, AdV'

It

the safest and beBt

toilet

eoap for old ana

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Ukdodrtedlt one of the best and cheapest slocks n! Carpeting*, OlIClothe, Mattings, etc., etc., to he found in the United 9tates la that of
Messrs. Jobs H. Pray, Sons & Co , Washington Street, Boston. I. W.

Adams

the sportonura of the litm, Mil will

is

any of our frieuds
a

upon
Ado.

calling

good, reliable house,

hitn, or

talio npouliil

puiuu to please

with any orders sent him,

It ia
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G. W. P.. New York.— Will yon please decide a bet between A. and
If A. figures on 33 1-3 percent., how much has he mn.de ir he sells
$10 worth, and how much money does he lay out for the goods he gets
$10 for? Ans. He has made $2.50. and has laid out on tho goods 87.50.
Timlin, if he cells goods which cost him $7.50, and realizes 33 1-3 per
cent, profit, he has sold $10 worth of goods.

game

in
I). N., New Yorfc-Is there any room, or hall, or other place
York, where one may practice " shooting on the wing?" I should
like sometimes to freshen myself with a little practice at a gyro, or
something or the sort. Ans. Cap*. Bogardua is now looking ror a
place in this city where he can open such an establishment as yon describe.
When he finds one, itwillbeduly advertised.

city.

H.

^insaeifs
Mu

their queries are
this

Taken

Nolle*

93T& number

§0
of

New

&ot\i%ytmdtnt$
Aoon^mons

«

ommnnlcatioi

s

anonymous correspondents will understand why
notanswered, when they read the lines at the head of
of

column.

R.M.S

Nelles Corners,

,

Can.— Can

mnni.hB' lot or them, to yon by mail?

me, and retnrn?

I

send the Forest and Stream 6
Will you have them bonnd for

Cbas. Rohhers,

1

me where I could obgunuhig and fishing, not
Barnogm, N. J.

hiladelphia.—Please inform

tain country hoarding, where there is good
more than ISO miles from the city. Ans. Al

T, J. C, Walnut Hill, Ky.—1b there any work on the fresh water
aquarium, and what lathe price? Ans. Apply to J. W. Flake, corner
Church and Park Place ibis city.

K. M. P., West Bloomfield, N. T.— Can
New York now for breeding purposes? If
drees,

Aus.

etc.

be procured iu
so, please give price, adlive quail can be procured in this city now at

No

live quail

any price.

C.C. C.,- New York.— Can yon give mo a remedy for preventing the
strong leather Btuell of old or new shoes ? When wet they become very
unpleasant? Ans. It could probably be obviated by a few drops of oil
of bergamot iu the blacking used.

W.

C.

F.,

New York.— What

is

Much depends upon

considered a fair load of
shot ?

the weight of the gun.
oz. shot would bo an average charge.

Ans.
l.!„

quantity

for a 12-bovo ninzzle-loadiug gun, say No. 5 or

powder aud shot

Fi6bkrman, Columbus, O.— Please
a tapering, braided sbk llabing line

3>£ drB.

powderand

An?. It. certainly delivers the fly better.
oblige-.
did not taper would not be very serviceable.

A

whip-lash that

Shakopeo Minnesota.— Are not the rim-fire rifle cartrideosas
now made considered reliable and suitable ror hunting purposes and
short-range target practice? Ans. Our experience proves the rim Are
cartridge to be as effective aud reliable as the central lire.
C. A. 8.,

P. X. L.,New York.— Would you he ao kind as to letnieknow.
through the next edition of your paper, if Mr. G. do Landro Macdona
is any relation to Allen Macdona, the great horseman, of Ireland? Ans.
We do not know

H. E. K., Duunville, Wis.—Is it true that a person cannot shootos far
over water, with either a shot-gun or rifle, as over land, and if so, why 1
Abb. We do not believe that there is any difference, Tho attraction of
gravitation would be the same In both cases.

-What

New

York, would he the best
market for brook trout, and what would be the probatile price? Ana. K.
G. BlacKford, Fulton Market; price, 15 to 75 cents per pound, according
to locality where the trout are raised.
M., Rush, Pa.

place, in

J. II. B., Boston.—Please inform me of a good place to go snipe
shooting within fifty miles radius of this citr. Ans. In the neighborhood of Salem. Cohaseet, Marshfidd, and Newbnryport, there are
marshes where snipe shooting is always to be had in the spring. Of
course it is impossible for na to particularize, as the ahooting varies

with each season.

pointer dog, four yearBOld,
to hunt and cut all Ihe eggs about my
break him of it? Ans. We have hoard it
said, that to boil an egg, and leave It while very hot where tho dog can
We are inclined, however, to believe that the
get it, will cure him.
only cure, if there is any, IS iu the constant and forcible application of
a rawhide.

C, Lancaster, Pa.— I have aflne English

well broken, that has

B. A. P., Lakeville, Conn.— Can you tell me who Is the inventor or the
paper patch now UBed on rifle budets? AnB. The patent is, or was,
owned by the Remington Company, but we cannot ascertain the name
of the inventor without sending to Washington.

Cap, Pa.— Can you inform me where I can obtain some live railed
grouse? 2d. Will they live in a coop? 3d. Is it lawful to keep them
during closed season for propagation? Ans. 1st. No; not at this aea
eon. 2d. Not for any length or tune. 3d. Yea.
H. ,)., New York.— Will you kindly let me know, through your correspondents, if there is any shooting to be had in the Oatskill Mountains,
Ans. First-rate country to
if it is a good oatupiug-out eouutry ?
camp out in, but no Bhooting until fall, when there are plenty of ruffed
grouse.

What can

place.

I

commenced

do

to

F. W. S., Philadclpbia.-Wiil you kindly inform me the proper way
measure a target foi trying a shot gun? Speaking of a 30 inch circle,
do yon mean in circumference or diameter? and give me what yon think
An*. A 30-iuch target
Ihe best size and distance to shoot at a target.
means one measuring in every direction 15 inches from the bull's-eye or
centre. A target of this size at 40 yards is generally nsed in testing
to

guns

state the respective advantages of
(for reel) over oue without taper,

and

W.

T. B. G., Lanrinbnrg, N. C,-Do you know of a Journal that treats
offish culture exclusively? I am interested now in fish eultnre. Ans.
Thcreis no such journal, and uoue that devotes anything like the space
and attention to fl»h eultnre that Forest Attn Stream does, in tho'
last, three years and a half we have printed abont 400 columns on this
subject— equivalent to a book of over !,20O pages, duodecimo, in "long
primer " type— and thirty-six woodcut illustrations.

Ans. Tea.

for patttru.

F. Z., Philadelphia.— Whish Is the most snccessrnl way to fish for
pike in a stream say seventy-five (75) yards wide, and the kind of line and
bait nsed? When docs the season come in for fishing the same? Ans.
Pike fishing is best from July to autnmo. The ttsh can be taken by
trolling with a spoou or gang-hook, bulled with frog or minnow, or by
skittering upon the surfacB with pole, either from a boat or shore.
Their favorite resorts in midsummer are near lily-pads and weeds.

notice in "Answers To Correspondents" one
Carter, of Philadelphia, inquiring if you knew whete you could reccommeud him to a taxidermist of Philadelphia. You spoke of John
Knder, Esq., aud myself, but I am sorry to say my name was wrongly
My residence
spelled. Instead or it being Boudroiu.it is Bond win.

Taxidermist.—Ana.

is

No

2,566

I

Frankford Road.

By

rectifying the mistake

ysu

will

dome

a special favor.

H. M, T., Winterport, Me.—1st. Where can I get a greyhound pup ? I
want ad"g to go with a fox-houud thatl have that can catch a fox. 2d.
let mo know tho weight aud height of fox-terriers of common
size, and if they can run down a fox. Ans. 1st. There are some greyhounds of excellent stock advertised in ibis issue of our paper. 2d. A
fox-terrier should weigh about 16 pounds, and be from 9 to 10 inches at
the shoulder. They can not run down foxes, their nsa being for going
into draluB and holes, to dislodge or kill them.
Ploase

Psyche, Boston.—In what year did Daniel Webster receive the setters "Rake" and "Rachel?" Were they a present from Lord Ashburton?
Who, If any one has any of taeir progeny? Ans. We do not know In
what year Rake and Rachel were imported; but as Rake died in 1844, It
must have been some two or three years previous to that date. Tbey
were said to have been presented to Mr. Websler by Ihe Duke of Gordon. We do not believe that any of their progeny are living, in proof
of which we refer you to a long article on those dogs in onr issue of
March 26, 1874. We have not an unbound copy, or would send it to
yon.

Ahf, Bristol, Pa.— Are the Wbitney Arms Co., Of Whitneyville, Conn.,
manufacturing breech-loading shot-guns now? Are there many in use?
What are their prices? Ans. The only shot-gun now made by the above
concern is tbe single-barrelled •• Phoenix," price $16. We have l6ard
them highly spoken of.

F. B. P., Frankfort.- -Will you oblige by sending me.JC.O. D., the
best condensed work on the resources, game, etc., of Florida? Also,
the best guide map of that. State? What, in your opin.on, is the best
work on the ornithology of North America— that is, illustrated, and
giving a neat little description of the habits and lo ality of each bird?
1 do uot mean an extravagant work, Pke Audubon's or Wilson's, of
course. Ans. Haveseut vou "Camp LUe iu Florida," aud Attwood's
Map. The cheapest and best book on ornithology is the " History of
Nu rib American Birds," by Balrd, Brewer, and Ridgeway; thr ee vol-

L E.,N. Y.-lat. DO you prefer a pistol grip on a gun? 2d. What
time of the year do squirrels breed? 3d. is a 875 gun considered a good
gun—1 mean the price of it? Ans. 1st. Having once used a pistol grip,
you wonld probably like it. We prefer the half pistol grip. 2d. In the
spring and summer. 3d. Some very good guns are sold Tor $75.
Alton, 111.— Noticing that you frequently mention number or shot
in an ounce, and as it does not agree with the shot need in this section,
I wonld like to know what your standard is. Inclosed find list of the
St. l.ouls Srcol Tower Co. 'a shot. Ans. .We generally take the Tatham .-hot asa standard. In Mr. H. C. Squires' catalogue you will find
the sizes given of all shot manufactured in the United Statca.

H,

BnTisH, Baltimore.— Wbero and at what cost can I procure "Stonehenge," "Idstone," "Burgess." American Kennel and Sporting Field,
and Lave rack's work on "The Setter," spoken of by Mr. Tilestonin
his article in Scribner for April? Ans. "Idstone" can bo had of Cassell,
Potter & Galpiu, this city; price 52.60. "Stonehenge," of Lee 4 BheBard;
price |3.76. "Lavorack." of W. Wood; price $3.75. "Burgess," J. B.
Ford & Co.; price $1. W« can send all. The price of •' Dinks, Mayhew

& Hutchinson"

m

well,

and

it

ia

Pa—

Do yon know how I must ^proceed to the culB. W. T. Parkers,
ture of minnows ior bait for fishing parties? How long does it take
Ans. Minnows will thrive
to become large enough for bait?
under tho same conditions which apply to gold-fish, See answer to another correspondent to-day. You can do little else than prepare your
pond, place your spawncrs or full-grown fish Into it, and trust to
them

already sweetened.

Ben, North East, Pa.— Both barrels of my gull occasionally go off at
once, when 1 pull only the forward trigger. The jar from the right appears to discharge the left. Can It be remedied, and, if so, would yoa
trust a common gunsmith to do it? It is a new Scott breech-loader,
worth $100. An*. Any good gunsmith will remedy the trouble in a
few minutes. Probably the tumbler in the left lock wants a
We should not hesitate to trust it to a local gunsmith.

little

filing.

Subsckieer, N. Y.— I bought a Scotch cocker bitch last October, and
the party I bought ber from .-ays he owned her two months. Ho sayo
she never was iu beat while fie owned her, and has never been in heat
I sent her iu the country last November to a friend of mine who
pretends to know something about dogs, but he cannot tell me the cause
coming in heat. She appears to be in good health. Please
answer in your next if you know the cause of her no,, coming in heat, or
Ans. Yon do not give
if anything can he done 10 nrlug her in he.it?
the age of your bilch, which has everything to do with the matter. Bulks
says thai 6 drops of tincture of cautharides will bring a bitch In season.

since.

Y.— What

are the beat varieties of flies for
black bass fishing in the vicinity ot Rangeley Lake during

G. O. P., Harrison, N.

E. B. S., AnamoBa, Iowa.—Can you tell me whatiB the matter with my
pup, a Mtch setter, nine months old. Her und«r-eyelids look very red
and inflamed, and her eyes discharge a whitish matter. She has a

trout and
tbe last of August aud first of September ? Ana. Almost any good
standard fly will take at ltangeley, It fish aro in a feeding mood, A
good cast is a silver doctor, tor stretcher and change dropper, as caee
maybe. Mr. Hobbs, nt Bridgeport, killod bis "big fish" (3-pounder)

good appetite and seems all right every other way ? Ans. Yonr dog has
grobably taken cold. Bathe her eyes with warm milk aud water about
equal partB of each, using a soil Imcit cloth.

jay, scarlet ibis, grizzly king,

lnck.

F. N. L., New York,— 1st. Can you tell me what kind of fresh-water
flsbin«I can have at Greenwich, Conn., about iho mouth of June or
Sep ti-iuuef ? 2d, What kind Of stoOtJng pan! have iu the months of
-' r
3d. fan a prison enter an amateur athletic
a
Bept-Hi
" a*
'« P ?»« for money when a young hey? Ans. 1st.
eetl 18
We do uot know about Hi.- ••-•tli-v. iter ashii g, but have an Idea that
yOU wpuld not have to go far Inland to find some black basB. id. Wood3d. No. Tho rule id
,. ni«, Lut not first-class.
cock. ;
excluding any person who haB ever competed tor money.
very strict
.

>
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on what Barton, Alexander

.t

Waller call "Long Tom," a very good fly.
and brown hackles, blue
Dennisou whitu moth, aud small salmon

Bilver doctor, Long torn, golden pheasant, rod
fiios

his neighbors

W. Y. 8. Princeton, N. J.— Will you bo kind enough to Inform me
through your "Answers to Correspondents" column whether or not it
well to place apan of dry salt in a pigeon house? t bate Intel y stocked
mine, and one individual informs me that unless the salt is there the
birds will desert it as soon as they are let out, and another says that
salt iscertaln death.
Ans, Thsre ii no danger in giving your pigeons
an unlimited amount of salt in any shape, especially if allowed their
If Bait has been
liberty.
If confined, let them have plenty of water.
kept from them tor some time they will eat largo quantities, but we have
never known it to Injure them. "3alt Cat," so-called, is a good suliIt Is also fnlly described
stittite, and can be had of most pigeon dealers.
Address
in "Moore's Pigeon Book," which can be had for 30 cents.
Fancier's Journal, 39 North Ninth street, Philadelphia.
,

is

G. J. W., Philadelphia.— In flaking in deep water with ally for black
do yon sink yonr fly with n small lead, and leave it remain the
as yoa would in fishing with craw fish for bait? Also, do yon use
n float, and what size of hook is best? Is a gaudy fly (red) preferable to
a dark one, or would you please give mo the name or description of the
flies you would prefer using in the mountainous regions or Pennsylvania? Also, Ib a 12 or 13 ounce bamboo rod too heavy ror bass fishing?
The fly ehonld he
Ans. In fly-fishing yon use no float or sinker.
trailed npon the surface of the water, allowing it to sink occasionally
a foot or so. Yon should have a got casting line of at least six feet in
length. Flies of different colors are nsed with equal success. Shipley
or Krider, or auy tackle dealer in Philadelphia, will fit yon out.
Your rod is not too heavy. The last half a dozen numbers of Forest
and Stream contain information as to bass fishlDg. We can send them
bass,

same

to yon,

G. N. B., Latrobe.-

1st.

Will California quail breed In confinement?

What wonld be the proper or beat way of keeping them? Would j ou
prefer a cage or pen. 3d. If I urn them out, do you think tbey would
breed this year, and wonld they stay near the place I put them? 4th. Aro
they as hardy as our qnail, and how would they stand the winters of Penn-

S.

I

best place to pat them out— near a
or marshy place, with good reeding-ground in the vicinity,
Ana. 1st. We
near the woods? What Is best to feed them?
In a
uo not believe they will breed in confinement. 3d.
We do not think they would stand
3d.
large, roomy cage.
5lb. We do not believe it wonld be of any
tho climate. 4th. No.
use to turn them out. Kept in the bonse they might thrive for a
Their natural
while. Feed them on buckwheat, or almost any grain.

sylvmia?

5th.

Where wonld be the

swampy

food coniiats of seeds of

all

kinds, grapes, etc.

G. C. S., Montreal.— 1st. Wonld

it be possible to take a very light
Muskoka district, especially from Coboconk to Kco Lake? 2d. Would the trout Ashing be pretty good during
August and September? 8d. Please name and explain different modes
of capturing (shooting) the deor, and which would be most adaptable to
Hollow Lake locality? I have no deer honnds. 4lb. Is the Nepigon
River played out for trout? 5th. What Is meant by the Kennel Register? Do you menu to say that any one writing you, and claiming a
name fer his dog. that no one has a right to call his dog by same name?
Mutt a dog be pure bred borore he can be registered in the stud book
or would you take across between a water spaniel and a cocker, the
dam and sire being pure in both cases? Ans. let. Yes. id. Best in
September. 3d. Fue-hunt them, or '• floit " them. 4th. By no means.
A name
5th. The Kennel Register is rorthe legistration of pedigrees.
claimed publicly belongs by courtesy to the person first claiming it.
We should not, knowingly, receive the pedigree of a dog bred as yon

skiff across the portages in the

describe.
I would like some information about the habits, time and manE. H
ner of spawning with gold-fish? TheyBeem perfectly at home in my
ponds; grow nicely, but I do not know what attention is necessary for
increasing the pretty pota? Aus. Use any well,.or creek, or rivor water
that is not impregnated with mineral change the water when tbe fish
come to the top and stay there and breathe part, water and part air.
When you change the water take out nearly all, leaving enough for Iho
fish to swim In, and fill the vessel with fresh water. Never take the fish
in your hand. If the aquarium needs cleaning make a sort of mosquito
netting and take tho fish ont with It. There aro many gold-fish killed
by handling. Keep your aquarium clean, bo that the water lookB aa
clear aacryatal, and watch the fish, and in a little while you will find
;

T. E. S., Newport, R. 1.— I have two black and tan pups, born March
5th, 18-77. They are very smalt and delicate, aud the mother is dead.
What, would yon recommend to feed them on? Ans. Milk diluted with
about one-third water, and slightly warmed and sweetened for the
present. They will take it from a bottle, or 11 not yet taught to lap, dip
the milk and then place it to their mouths, and they will
your finger
soon learn. We have found condensed milk (Bordeu's) in the proportion of a tablespoonful to a tumbler full of water (warm) auswur very

of her not

is $3.

,

aie iBsned at $10 each.

umes

G. L., East Bay, Mich.—Can the State compel any person to ri
dam or screen on a stream, in order that fish may pass up to benefit
who live above him, when the party owning tho dam also
owns the stream, or rather a part of it, and is engaged in the propagation of brook trout thereon, and in order to prevent their eBcape haB to
screen the stream above and below? Can the Slate compel him to erect
fishways in order to all»w fish to piss np beyond his obstructions, In case
ho does not see fit to remove them? Ana. The State cannot Interfere
with legitimate Industry on a man's private property, aud to open yonr
dam would destroy your trout works. If a stream is navigable for boats,
some States could compel the construction of flshways; bnt uuch a
stream wonld not bo suitable for trout culture.
his

or

and

P. H. D., New York.— Where can I find the pedigree of Alfred and
Moll, of the Marquis of Anglosea's kennel; one of their pops was
brought to this country in 1864. Can you tell me by the 12th inst?
Ans. Were tbey setters, pointers, cockers, or pugs ? Give us these particulars aud we will answer yon.

breech-loaders? Ans. 1st. The section does not now appear in the
laws, and we thought that It had been repealed, bnt Hon. R. B«
Roosevelt says to the contrary. Beth Green says that if they would
do away with the fish-woira in the Oswego River. Seneca River,
aud Oneida Creek, it would do moro good than it wonld to tear the
dama all down. 2d. Geo. Hiydeu, No. 113 Fulton Street, this

m

are all good In September.

L. E. A., Oneida.—1st. Has tho law compelling parties owning dams
onjstreanw to leave a place in their dams, ao that fish can run up tho
stream, been repealed ? We are seven miles from tho Oneida Lake, on
the Oneida Creak, and formerly had H"ud ashing iu pike, pickerel,
and basa. There are two dama, which prevent the fish from running
lawup, consequently the stream is fished dry above the dams. Soma
it has not.
2d.
vers hero say it has been repealed; others, that
Can you give me the namo of a good firm for ohanglng uutz'Alo to

out whether your fish aro all right. Feed them all they will eat and
anything they will eat, worms, meat, fish, or fish spawn. Take great
rwra that you take all that they do not eat out of the aquarium. Any
decayed meat or vegetables in water has the same smell to fish
in water that It does to you In air. If yonr gold-fish die it iB attributable, as a rule, to one of the three causes— handling, Btaivatit u, or
bad water. We have printed considerable on this Bubject irom Hoih
Green and others, aud havo mailed to you the papers containing the
.

information.

D H. C, North East, Pa.-In reply to my inquiry for ahonnd to rnn
foxes, bares, and rabbits to the gun, you recommend fox honuds, and
for
State that beagles used for running ruhbits would he worthless
running foxes (Forest amd Stream, March 22d, 1877). Dog mcu write
that
that a fox hound ia much too fast to run such game to the gun
waul a
they rnn the g .me off in a bee-line away from the shooter; that T
slow dog. oue that will keep up a alow rate and allow the quarry to make
numerous doubles, giving the sportsman many opportunities toalioolthe
game. 1. Would you still hold that 1 want a fox houud? 2. Can you
iuro.m me where I can obtain a pure bred A No. 1 Beagle hound? 3.

me

;

West Philadelphia, has no dachshunds for sale.
Can you inform me of any other party In this country who has dachshunds? 4. What wonld you think of a dachshund for my purposes?

Dr. L. H. Twaddell,

6.

How many editions of "Liv. Stone's Domesticated Trout" have been
ready sale in New
7. Do not domesticated trout meet with a

published?

York In quantities, and if so, at what price per poond? Aus. 1 Yonr
dog meh we hold are wrong. If you want to follow yonr hounds on
horseback or on foot, yon want, over an average country, slow dogs,
otherwise yon could not keep up with them; or, if you want merely to
his
drive a fox to his earth or hole, any kind of a dog that will follow
that ho
scent will answer; but If yon want to keep a fox going so fast
will
has no time to escape in lliis way, you want a fast dog. 2. There
be numbers ou exhibition at the forthcoming N Y. Bench Show, and
you can buy oue there. 3. A"e da uot know of auy. 4 We do not beWhat yon want is a brace or two ol
lieve they would answer.
asset
Jox hounds, aud a rox terrier or two. 5. We cannot indorse the

-

We

do not know. 7, Not
lions or the party named in this query. 6.
season, unless
after the first rusu atteudant npou the opening of tue
once
they came from Long Wand, Fifty cents per pound is the
usually asfeed for them.

—
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satis nlvis

SATIS.

He is not necessarily secretary or president of
high-toned sportsman's club. No; it takes something be-

bird"suit.

atquo dirao prandinia Mlsit Pater."

breaks
THE morning
gems
and

clear

and unclouded.

A million ra-

diant
glance
sparkle from each blade and
budding leaf. The air is soft and balmy, the fragrant odor
Naof woods and fields comes full and fresh to the nostril.
ture again assumes her most bewitching attire.
Can romance,
or poetry, or art, or p inting ever adequately express to imagination or senses the soft beauties of an early spring morn-
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and position to form this being.
Then what is
he? what are the competent parts of this rare subject of
which we are writing ?
We will answer not by giving a prescription for his
"make up," for he is not a manuf,
He will
el article.
not develop under "blue glass," but blue sky will help him
on amazingly. The true sportsman is a spontaneous article
born so as it were. With his first ideas his love of nature
shows plainly out, and with coming years the development
goes on until, with experience added to experience, he steps
forth full full fledged, the first of his kind. He must be a
gentleman in every respect, be he in camp or court, polite,
civil, always looking to the welfare of others.
He must ever
carry about with him that "something" that to even the
casual observer bespeaks the gentleman though he open not
sides wealth

ing in the country? How we pity tbe lot of those who are debarred from its pleasures! Those who have but rarely or but
once experienced an early morning tramp at such a time,
should hold it as the greenest, freshest spot upon the tablet
of their memory, until the opportunity shall arise for a sec-

ond enjoyment of this delightful privilege.
But to the ardent and enthusiastic admirer of thel great
works of the Creator alone can these scenes come back with
all the fervor and veneration of idolatry.
We Bhoulder our collecting gun and start out. How
bracing the air is
It seems tis though there were no limit to
our physical capabilities. It gives an additional elasticity to
the- step, a clearer tone to the voice.
It seems to throw a
sweeter music into the metallic tones of the woodthrush,
wafted by the gentle zephyr from the valley. How sweet falls

—

•

mouth.
A keen lover of nature must he be, drinking in all her
sublime changes; finding a pure delight in watching the
his

seasons. He must
little minntife of the varying
recognize in looking up through nature, nature's God; find
beauty in the clouds and music, in every rippling stream;
the carol of birds must be to him the sweetest melody on
earth and every opening flower a type of loveliness. Also
somewhat of a naturalist and botanist must, he be ever on
the musical cadence of the favorite little blue bird, as ho envois
the alert for specimens of rare animals and plants, besides
forth his song to the new-found spouse in the orchard noar by.
having a trace of ichthyology and taxidermy in his composiWe descend the slope. The full-toned note of the red-winger] tion, and a sprinkling of geology. So we havo the mechanical
blackbird is heard far below in the cattails, where he and his
'make up" of the true sportsman.
mate are engaged in the construction of their water-locked
But it is to be his moral "make up" that we must look for
home. We enter the woods with their tall chestnuts and aut- more striking peculiarities that go to distinguish him from
lered oaks
The distant bark of the grey squirrel, too shy to the ordinary run. Many who lay no claim to the title are
show himself, and the incessant chattering of his impudent- adepts in the sciences above enumerated, and nothing more
little congener, the red cousin, as he chafes iu furious tones
mere scientific machines, who, although giving much use r
at the intrusion, are the sounds that first strike the ear.
Now ful information to the world, could not be sportsmen if they
and then a golden-winged woodpecker sounds his hammering would. We see happy combinations of science and true
through the vistas of the forest, as he sends the chips flying sportsmanship occasionally refreshing from their very rarity.
right and left from the door of his' future abode and perLet us consider then "Audubon." A simple mention of his
chance a woodcock may startle you as he whistles up from
name is all sufficient. Every intelligent reader of this paper
under your very feet. These are the voices of the woods, links
has but to hear that name to be thrilled with the thought,
of a golden chain which serve to bind us uearer and closer to
that at least one purely scientific man has lived who was a
nature and her God. The remembrance of such scenes is
thorough sportsman.
truly delightful, and the anticipation of like pleasures to
Such a man must be a keen observer and a close student;
come again makes life on dark days bright.
little things as well as great must be noticed by him and the
We have seated ourselves to notice the movements of a "reason why" as assiduously studied, be the object a burning
small gathering of newly arrived warblers. How graceful
mountain or the simple changing color of a leaf. It is underthey are in the sunlight as they flit suddenly from twig to
stood that he will know how to shoot and fish to edification,
twig in and out of the cat-brier thickets; their colorings how
for versed as he is in natural history and ichthyology, the
harmonious, the shades so delicately blended. How deftly do
habits and haunts of game and fish are as an open page to
they seize the unfortunate insects which their eyes skillfully
him, and knowing these, what is simpler than to profit by the
detect.
We secure a few specimensjmd move to the meadow knowledge ?
below. Now " faint from further distance bom " is heard the
But one of the grandest attributes of his character is his
shrill whistle of the noble meadow lark, as he wildly pursues
How it shines forth in the wilderness, brightensociability.
As we cross the moor- ing up the camp with its beaming effulgence. No one gets
his consort over niirsh and meadow.
land, a bittern flaps lazily up, and with a hoarse croak flies a
homesick or blue when your true sportsman is around, always ready withsome diversion to drive away dull cure. He
short distance, then settles down again to his marshy home.
From the partially submerged meadowland the little sand- is always busy; the camp he represents never lacks for comforts; the larder is always full; the fire bums with good, dry
piper, the tiniest of the species, darts up and zigzags off high
wood (he don't depend upon a guide); the bods of balsam
in air, imitating in his evolutions the movements of his more
boughs look very inviting in their softness; there is a rack
formidable relation, the Wilsons snipe.
Passing again to
for the guns, a store tent, and you might live in that little
higher ground, the bursting, bubbling notes of the bobolink,
camp a whole season, providing our sportsman stayed and
the champion songster of the meadows, salutes the ear from

various
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Otje Auvebtisehexts. "Readers will do well to scaD our
advertising columns at this spring season, when winter adots disappear, to be replaced by others which appeal to summer requirements.
A great variety of objects are
n
Many business men are under the impressated.

sion that Forest aot Stream
only for sportsmen's goods
the like but a casual glance

is

a good advertising

— guns,

—

medium

dogs, fishing-tackle,

'

—

5, 1877.

To Correspondents.

— On

and

at its columns will discover that
than thirty-two distinct interests are represented.
AVe enumerate boats, boots, books, clothing, carpets, disinfectants, dogs, fishing-tackle, fish
culture, farms, guns,
gymnasia, horses, horticulture, houses, hotels, house-furnishing, insurance, jewelry, lanterns, liquors, music, medicines,
natural history,' jioultry, periodicals, rubber goods, railroadB,
soap, steamships, steam yachts, taxidermy, tobacco, and
these general heads embrace a great many kindred
branches.
Those who have tried us generally hasten to assure us of
the very material service we render; and the very, best testimony afforded lies in the fact that many of our advertisers
pave stuck to us from the beginning of our publication.
rt that this is as good a general advertising medium
ua any in t-ho country.
Lot the incredulous try it once and
hemselves.

;

,

every sMe. Now to the right, now to the left, and again immediately overhead he glides. Again is he seen in wantou
and swift pursuit of his modestly dressed lady. Suddenly he
pauses in his hot chase, and floats slowly down with upstretched wings and dangling feet, pouring forth his gushing
song as though the small compass of his body were wholly inadequate to tbe task of expressing his full feelings.
Wrapt in unspeakable thought we gaze upon the scene.
Far beyond us the giant woods, thrown athwart the sky, form
The air is vocal with
a fit setting to the intervening picture.
The orioles, with their clear
the music of a hundred sounds.
whistle, are high up in tulip and buttonwood.
The robin's

ministered to you.
Your true sportsman may be a baokwoodsman, partly
forced by circumstances and partly drawn by love to erect
cabin in the wilderness, and hew out from the primeval
forest a living and perhaps a competence; or a simple guide,
born and brought up far from the haunts of men, a veritable

song re-echoes from hill and dale. The piping of the quail
sounds cheevily from the hedgerow.- The dull drumming of
the partridge, the soft cooing of the wood-dove, the low murmuring of the forest rivulet, the sleepy whisperings of the
pines, all blended in one sweet monotone, serve gently to lull
T We memm.
the spiri t into sweet repose.

above,

i

—

The new and elegant steamer C. H. Northani takes her
place on Monday, April 2d, on the line between New York
and New Haven, leaving Pock Slip at 3 p.m. This will be
welcome news to travellers, as this steamer has always been a
favorite.

Nine vessels of the Long Island Fishing fleet which saile'd
for the Newfoundland Banks last November are. missing and
Their names arc the John T. Ryder, S.
to be lost.
.Lie
Saunders, Fannie Eves, Emma Hurd, J. P.
Crook, Ceiia Bernard, W. F. Merckle, and E. D.'Baldwin.
:

is

so

much game

in California, and- so

many gun-

ners shooting around, (hat the Pacific Lije prints each week
a regular Department of Hunting Casualties.

OBSEBS ATION has
r

such influences ?
Many who read this have found just such types described
and almost envied them their free, wildlife and thor-

ough knowledge of the gentle science of woodcraft.
But the true sportsman is also found in our great cities and
busy towns; he fills the best positions, and fills them most
In the pulpit, at the bar, in the sanctum, the
and the warehouse he shines forth. At home he is
Secure his friendship and you will find
genial and kind.

successfully.
office,

a friend indeed.
don't believe a thorough sportsman can be depraved.
have elements in him that will lift him up and keep

We

He must
led to the conclusion, that all

who

claim the title of "Sportsman" are not entitled to the
name. The terms sport and sportsman are not synonymous,
although many would like to have them so. The gentleman
sportsman is as widely removed from the genuine "sport" in
point of respectability, as the field of action is higher and
nobler. No doubt they who follow the various branches of
out-door sports, from the highest and most respectable to the
lowest and most thoroughly degraded, consider the more
perfect types of their respective branches the only true, pure,
and perfect beings worthy of the name sportsman.
We of the rod and gun are not behind in the above particular; we claim the title, and claim it honestly, and can prove
(to our own satisfaction at least) that we who love to shoot
and fish have some in our ranks who are sportsmen "par exWe are
cellence" in the full and perfect usage of the term.
not all such; far from it. To simply be able to kill ten
straight birds from a plunge trap does not fill the bill; nay,
nor to kill three out of five shots at quail, woodcock, or ruffed

grouse the season through,
"pot-hunters" the same?

Do not even the
the standard.
Neither does it consist in that

is

dexterity at fly-casting or bait-fishing that insures the fullest

None of these. Our sportsman is a different being.
You won'tjilways find him attiredin broadcloth or a "Holacreels.

"Natty Bumppo" in whom 'there is no guile— a sportsman by
nature, his home wherever night overtakes him, his companions his hound and rifle, his church the green aisles of God's
cathedral. "Who could help being a pure sportsman under

him

SPORTS AND SPORTSMEN.

'

—There

—

up. If a man loves nature and enj oys out-of-door life
hard for evil to get hold of him. He rises superior to
petty strifes and bickerings, and shows himself to be

him
it is

own nobleman,
A man with Ma heart iu

rN&ttir&'s

friendly and irank,
bia hand."

GAME PROTECTION.
—

York. The Dausville Sportsmen's Association have
had 25,000 brook trout placed at their disposal by Beth Green,
and have appointed a committee to visit the State Hatching

New

The Association
fry are ready for delivery.
has also a large number of live quail, to be turned out whenAt the last meeting a motion
er tin.
eat her will permit.
was made and adopted that the different clubs of the
er.nntTvle conferred with preparatory to taking measures

House when the
•'.

.,

for organiSdi
.

.

.

I
i

_

,

subject be held
three u'eloci

e.

-•-

ounty Sportswenlfi Association, and that a
,:-]. fciveclxtbs to consider the
rtauirl Morris on Wednesday, April 1th, at

sc.

The Nashua Fish and Game Club, which has for its object
the stocking of ponds and streams, with
teotion of game and fish in close seasqn, and the instruction
of its members in the study of the habits and peculiarities

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
worthy of Hie
angler's or sportsman's attention, has just been organized in
Hampshire. The following gentlemen are the.
officers of theOlub:
Dr. Edward Spalding, President: Virgil C. Oilman, VicePresident Geo. P, Andrews, Treasurer; Chas. E. Whitmarsh,
of the

I

laidered

i

i

:

Secretary;

Oilman

Edward

E. Parker, Attorney; Alfred

0. Shattuck,

Aaron

THE COMING

P. Kiig, Executive Committee.

—

I

fbom ona own cobeesfokbent.

—

Section 1 Makes it unlawful to kill or attempt to kill any
woodcock, quail, or ruffed grouse between January 1st and
October 1st, the penalty being not more than $25 for each offence.

Section 2 -Forbids the taking the eggs or destroying the
nests of any of the above birds, under a similar penalty.
Section 3 Prohibits (except on one's own land) the snaring, trapping, or netting of any of the birds mentioned in Section 1 under a like penalty.
Section !— Peters to the transportation of said birds during
the close season, under a like penalty.
Section 5 and U -Forbids trespass upon enclosed grounds,
without permission, provided the owner has six printed signs
or notices in as many cons} icuous places on his land.
Section 7 Prohibits shooting on Sunday.

—

.

—

Press sayS!

SPOBTSMEN

of New York State are looking forward
With great interest to the coming meeting of the State
at Syracuse this spring.
Grand results are
looked for by honest sportsmen, and it is to bo hoped they
wall not be disappointed.
Syracuse is a grand centre to hold
this meeting
easy of access to all parts of the State, its iu-

in violation of the game laws.
The law prohibits the exposing for sale of game between December loth and October 15th
in any one year, and under that act Judge Finletter said he

could not sentence the defendants, even if they were convict-!.
if law? the V" ware none that should be more rigidly
ad than the game laws when they could be, but this
ict i3
is en impossible offence, because there could be
no inter. ,:i be ,.\Y-en December 15 and October 15 in one year,
and the Court could not insert in the law, "between December loth of one year and October 15th of the succeeding
year/' The bills were submitted and verdicts of not guilty
(

taken.
It

for some other States to look to their laws
there is not the same loop-hole of escape for in-

would be well
if

fractors.

.—The game

Pennsyi.vant:..

association

of this place have purchased tifi
i
bushels of wild rice,
to sow on
peninsula tins spring.
This peninsula protects the harbc
Erie, one of the finest
harbors on the chain of lakes,
d is interspersed with
numerous ponds and marsh
A crop <>!' wild rice would
make it a great n
without doubt. The Fur,
fly organised at North East,
Fin, and Feather Club was p
near this place. The weathe
still cold here, this side of
the lake being covered with
snipe
have
and
not yet mad
few ducks in thoir season, and good snipe grounds. Owing

which they propose

•

:'

.

i

to our sovoro winters there are no quail here,
lie game association have ordered one of the Bogardus patent traps for
throwing glass balls, and 1,000 balls for practice. Although
nu morons changes were suggested, no change was made "in
the game law of this State by our Legislature, except with
regard to deer, the season being now from October 1st to
December 1st.
D. K. C.

—

Vieginia.
As a very suitable appendix to our article on
"Virginia as a Sporting Ground," published in our issue of
22d, we now give a brief abstract of the new game
laws of Virginia as recently passed by the Legislature.
Hitherto such enactments as have been in force have applied
to particular sections or counties only, but the new law is
general.

March

Sec. 1. Makes a close season for quail between February
1st and November 1st, and prohibits netting or trapping for
two years.
Seo. 2. Makes a close season for ruffed grouse between
February 1st and August 1st; for woodcock between February 1st and July 1st, and robins between April 1st and
November 1st; and protects thrushes, cat-birds, cardinals,

wrens, orioles, etc.
Sec. 3. Says: "It shall not bo lawful to kill or capture any
wild water-fowl in this State between the first day of April
and the first day of September of each year, except the wild
duck commonly known and called the summer-duck, and
except the wild fowl commonly called SOTO; or during the
night, that is, between dark and day-break; nor shall it be
lawful to kill wild water-fowl, except with a gun that can be
raised at. arm's length and fired from the shoulder without a
rest.
Wild geese may be killed either during the day or
night.
Provided that in no case shall floating reflectors or
lamps be used in shooting wild geese in the night time."
reads: "It shall not be' lawful to kill or capture wild
turkevs between the 1st day of February and tho 15th of
October of each year, nor at liny time by traps of any kind."
Sec. T. Protects de.-r between December loth and "August
15th.
The penalty for each offence is $20, and the act goes
into effect on July 1st next.

Sec.

4-

Fishing in Virginia.— The Legislature of Virginia has recently passed an art to prevent the destruction and to proof fish in tho streams of that State.
It provides that during the next six years no fish shall be
caught otherwise than by angling in any streams above tideIt is made unlawful to take mountain trout between
water.
mb ii 15th and April 1st by any process whatever, and
at other periods only by angling
a similar provision applying to black bass b< twi
h and July 1st of each year.
fish within the prohibited periods to be
Possess! m o: t:_,
prime facie evidence- of violation if the law. The penalty for
infraction of the law is filed at it fine in each ease of $20 mil
imprisonment until -the fine be paid. The offender is n
forfeit bis boats, nets or other illegal contrivances in such
taking of fish. The act is now in

mote the multiplication
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—The Mississippi
law,

approved Feb

trappers
sapturi
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imposing a penalty
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o
S100 on all
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history, especially in the spring and autumn.
Although it may seem incredible, we have here, including
permanent residents and annual visitors, 226 distinct varieOf these, 41 are permanent, residents, 54 are
ties of birds.

natural

the object for which these yearly meetings are held?
do the different associations for the protection of fish
is

—

streams.

The above is ostensibly the purpose for which the annual
meeting is to be held at Syracuse, and has been held at other
places in times past. But now the question arises: Has the
State organization done those things expected of it? Have
the sportsmen who, through force of circumstances, have

been debarred the privilege of attending these associations,
en satisfied with the results of the meetings of their more
favored brethren ? Has the good resulting from the organization been of great and lasting benefit, such as we, as a Commonwealth, can be proud of? I fear not.
Look over the minutes of previous meetings, particularly
the one held at Genesee last year, what do you see in the
way of business ? Absolutely nothing^ Oh but they had a
big shoot, lots of fun, and there were a great many clubs represented.
The ^magnificent 500-acre lot, so kindly placed at
the disposal of the. association by Mr. Wadsworth, was dotted
with club tents, and in these tents was everything in the way
of eatables and
drinkable-;— and that was about all it
amounted to. The dog show was a failure, but the pigeon
shoot was a grand success; and so hard did the delegates
work in this latter direction, and so seductive were those tents
with their gaily flying streamers, and unbounded hospitality, that when the business meeting in the evening was held,
they say the attendance was not very large or enthusiastic,
and the business done did not crowd the secretary to chron!

icle.

Now ir this right? Ought the weightier matters of the
association to bo neglected for those trivialities which give
but a moment's pleasure, and are ol no benefit to any one ?
"Tin- New York State Sportsmen's Association have procured
ten thousand wild pigeons for the meeting at Geneseo."
The above item went the rounds of the p,ipers a year ago,
mid was considered as something wonderful; and well it might
bo, for the massing of ten thousand wild pigeons is not an
everyday occurrence— and that was about all the. country
knew of the meeting. To be sure, the readers of Forest
and Stream saw an account of the proceedings, which, although exhaustive, detailing the whole thing, amounted to
simply nothing, for the simple reason that they were the
faithful chroniclers of nothing.
That there were members at the last meeting who went
home dissatisfied there is no doubt. Thankful are we that
there are some who look upon the annual gatherings of the
New York State Sportsmen's Association as something besides " boys' play;" as something in which dignity and decorum

is

as necessary as

in

these meetings to engage in

whom the chairman's

legislative

halls;

them heart and

who

soul;

attend

men

to

announcing thepassageof some good protective resolution, is far sweeter music
voice, "carried,"

than the cry, "dead bird."
Does the long line of delegates, each with his gun case in
from their hotels to the grounds, bound to
win a reputation they have not in the legitimate field, lookto the outside world as if very extensive measure-, were to
be taken for the protection of game ? I think not. Do lunch
counters and kegs and demijohns ad libitum iu every tent,
look like a sober Consideration of matters of vital importance to our children, whom we hope to instruct in the manly
art of sportsmanship ?
Gentlemen delegates you have the
ma'ter in your own hands. It rests with you whether this
forthcoming meet of New York State sportsmen shall be a
meeting of earnest gentlemen, bent on furthering the interests of the fraternity and the State, or a lot of •' the boy?."
bent on sport, and giving precedence to the mere slaughter of
innocent, pigeons and the absorbing of "the rosy." La us
hope that; the coming meeting at Syracuse will be loug remembered as the one where the true sportsmen of the Emhis hand, passing

—

pire State

met and worked

—

for the interests of the fraternity

they represent, and win laurels more lasting than those of
previous gatherings.
Lookee-On.

«»
Gkbenwoou Lake, Orange
Editor Pobbst and Stream:
Knowing

County,

Now

Tork, Jtnroh

30, 1877.

yon lake in all matters for which oar clah was
organized, I take pleasorc in handing yon the report of our " Fish
Warden." this day received. It covers ouly the months of Sept., Oct.,
Nov., and the first part of December, tho lake, being closed from the
He reports three thousand reel of gttl
latter part of Dec. unlit now.
nets taken, also len thousand feet of set lines; had two una irt U
and taken before Justice Halt. They were discharged, hoU
the
the interest

:

-

i

a not sufficient to hold them-; he sajlng If brotighl S< Die
him again they would not get off so easily. We have placed in [he laSe
from the New York Aquarium, and lift}
thousand salmon trout from Seth C4reen, Esq.
Very respectfully yours,
n, 0, Cook, Treasurer,

six thousand California salmon

March, 1877.

game birds frequenting these localities at nearly all seasons
of the year, not only present an attractive field for the
sportsman, but the extensive and interesting avifaaim found
in this vieinry makes it doubly attractive for the student of

word.

and game make yearly pilgrimages to some given eeutro, as
faithfully as the " Moslem to his .Mecca?"
This Stile Association was formed for high and noble purposes partly for
social good, but mainly to devise ways and means to protect
and replenish our terribly depleted fields, forests, and'

C.,

Columbia and the neighboring counties
Maryland and Virginia, with the many varieties

District of

of

:

renowned lor their hospitality and courtesy toward
strangers, and its sporting organizations perfect in their discipline and composed of gentlemen in every sense of the

(

from other

Washington-, If

THE

ha.'mtanis

ii

inphiladelphia, yesterday,

before Judge Fiuletter, Lewis Hoops and William Evinson
were charged with exposing rabbits for sale on December 23d

and see

GAME AND OTHEB BIBDS OF THE D1MTBICT OF COLUMBIA THEIR
HABITS, HAUNTS, ETC.—AN rXTEBESTING FIEED FOB SPOBTSMEN AND NATUBAIISTS.

Association

What

dart

—

[The considerations presented below by a thoughtful correspondent, demand respectfnl attention,— Ed. F. and B.]

extract

—

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER.

STATE SPORTSMEN'S
CONVENTION.

W. Greeley,

We have receive! copies of a new Game Bill
CONKBCXroTrE
which, our correspondent writes us, really has passed the ConThere have bev
necticut Eegis'ature, and become a law.
ported to us so many bills as having been before that body,
that we trus! the deed has finally been consummate: i.
shall not have to report any further changes ior a year, at
least.
The principal feature of the new law is, wherein a universal close season is made for quail, ruffed grouse, and woodcock, doing away with summer shooting.
Following is a brief

Pennsylvania. The !,'
"In the Quarter Sessions

183
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regular visitants, 25 are accidental visitants. 44 are winter
residents, and 59 are summer residents.
The most complete
list

of birds ascertained to inhabit the District

is

that pre-

pared by Dr. Elliott Ooues, now a surgeon in tho army, and
Dr. D. Webster Prentiss, at present a prominent physician
of Washington. This list was prepared by them when they
were college boys, and was made up after five years' actual
observations in the field, during which time they collected
about five thousand specimens, many of which were deposited in the Smithsonian Institution.
While collecting their
specimens they were students and classmates in that timehonored institution, Columbia College, but the care and
accuracy with which their work was done would have reflected credit upon older heads.
Though sixteen years have
elapsed since its preparation, not more than a dozen species
have been added to it, and of these a majority are indicated
in their list as probable visitants, though they were not
actually observed. Dr. Ooues, it is well-known, has devoted
his life to the study of natural history, and his numerous
works in regard thereto have a world-wide reputation. He
has more valuable works in print on that subject than any
other naturalist, of his years.
His classmate -Dr. Prentiss—
though still deeply interested in all that pertains to that
beautiful study, found the demands of his profession steadily
encroaching upon his taste in this direction, and has had to
abandon in a measure the puiuiit of his early inclination.
Dr. Cones, with his honored position in the army, has
rapidly come to be one of the first naturalists of our
country, and his interesting articles, which often appear in
Poeest and Steeam, are extensively copied. The list of
birds prepared by them is valuable, not only on acoount of
having every species mentioned and fully described, but it
also gives the times of arrival and departure of such as aro
now residents, with brief notices of the habits of all birds
found by them.
In the list of game birds I rank the woodcock first. This
bird is a permanent resident and frequents low, marshy
grounds and moist corn-fields. In early spring it is found
in low woods and thickets. Dr. Coues, in his admirable,
work on "Birds of the Northwest," says: "The woodcock is
by no means so exclusively an inhabitant of bog and brake
as those wrho are not entirely familiar with it may suppose.
It frequently visits corn-fields and other cultivated tracts in
the vicinity of swampy grounds, and often betakes itself to
the woods, where, it rustles among the dry leaves, turning
them over to search for food. It, is erratic, or rather capricious, in its resorts as well as in its general movements north
and south. A few linger, unless the season be very severe,
in the middle districts all winter, but they are generally off
A cold snap
for the south with the freezing of the ground.
will suddenly drive them away altogether from places where
a few hours before they had been found in numbers. The

•

general and regular movement occurs chiefly in March and
Some reside in the south, but. the greater number
None appear to
again in the fall
winter, except casually, beyond our middle districts."
The favorite feeding time for these birds is about the dusk
of evening, and I believe they migrate at night. Some time
October.

pass north, to return

ago, while

walking along one of the principal streets in the

heart of the city about 9 o'clock in the evening,

my

atten-

was drawn to something on the sidewalk, which I found
to be a full-grown woodcock seriously hurt hut not dead.
I
was at a loss to account for the presence of the bird at this
place, but the mystery was soon solved when I observed a
telegraph wire overhead, against which the bird struck in its
In this locality they mate in
flight and was fatally injured.
February, and I am sorry to say that they are not protected,
tion

We have a game law forbid ling
tween the

1st

the killing or sale of t,hdm be-

day of January and 1th day of July, but

I

un-

derstand that they have been for sale in market within the
past two weeks.
Our next game bird is Wilson's snipe, better known
as -English," or "jack snipe," and sometimes they are plentiful enough to afford excellent sport.
They are spring and
autumn visitants, and are now here on their way north,
though they have not been plentiful this season. They return
from the north in flocks early in September, and remain in
this vicinity about two weeks.
Snipe frequent low meadows
and marshy ground, and in the spring very often arrive one
night and leave the next. Indeed, it is a very common occurrence to find tho snipe quite plentiful on a marsh or
meadow one day, and upon the next not the first, sign of
,

one. As an instance, I may mention .the fact thai, Cot Am?i
rvt
in s
Smith, of the Senate Document Koom, a fei
was walking over a pieoa of miadnw ne.ir his country resifavorite
Go pdon setter but undence, accompanied by his
I'ortunately without his gun, and in less Mum half an horr
the dog put up a dozen snipe, most of them being handsomely pointed. Col. Smith was on the meadow early next

morning with gun and dog, but not a snipe was to be found

"
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of

till

fall

tli

em having left during the night on account of a slight

in the temperature.

Our next game bird

the "American partridge," a permanent resident, and still abundant, even in the immediate
vicinity of the city. While they breed to a great extent in
this locality, the number is considerably increased every
spring by migrations from more southern latitudes, and every
A pair of
fall by birds from the north on their" way south.
birds will raise two broods a year, averaging seven or eight
to a brood. The close season for them under the District
law is from the first day of January to the first day of OctoAnother permanent resident is the '* ruffed grouse,
ber.
or "pheasant," though not plentiful. They are found in the
most impenetrable laurel brakes, and are procured with much
The close season for them in the District is from
difficulty.
the first day of January to the first day of September. They
are more abundant in some of the neighboring counties of
Maryland and Virginia, and are sent to our markets in season
from these counties. This bird goes under different names
in different parts of the country. Dr. Coues, in his work
above referred to, says: "We are often askedis it a partridge,
or is it a pheasant? to which reply may be made that it is
'Pheasant' is a name of a variety of
witter, but a grouse,
birds of the family Phasianido indigenous to Southern Asia,
and not represented in this country at all. The best-known
species is that one long ago introduced into England, and
(The nearest American reprethere thoroughly naturalized.
sentative of the pheasant is the wild turkey, which is sometimes included in the family 1'hasi.ankla:.) 'Partridge' is
the n«me of a group of small gallinaceous birds, which, like
the PfcasJMttte, belong exclusively to the old world— our
American partridges, so-called, being quite a different set
of birds." He expresses the opinion that it would simplify
matters much to discard altogether the terms "pheasant" and
is

,

" partridge, " by which this species is known respectively
in the Northern and Southern States, and call it by its proper
name of "ruffed grouse."

Wild turkeys are still abundant in the neighboring counties
of both Maryland and Virginia, but they have become extinct in the District on account of the great increase of popThey are
ulation and rapid settlement of the country.
regularly found in our markets in season, being sent here
principally from Virginia, where they are plentiful. On one
occasion while on a partridge shooting excursion near
my companion and I sat
Manasses, in that State,
down in a pine thicket to eat lunch, and while thus
engaged a drove of eight or ten turkeys appeared
coming directly toward us, but as quick as we discovered them they discovered us, and in less than a minute
they were out of sight, much to our disgust. ThejT are exceedingly shy, and are more frequently trapped than shot.
Wild pigeons mate their appearance in flocks at irregular
winter, and early spring
intervals throughout the fall,
months.
In September and the early part of October the ortolan
and reed bird shooting on the marshes of the Potomac and
Eastern Branch affords rare sport. These birds are abundant
at the time mentioned, and it is no uncommon thing to bag
eight or ten dozen reed birds and three or four dozen ortolan
in a day's shooting. The ortolan, also known as "rail" and
"sora," is a spring and autumn visitant, rare in spring, but
very abundant in fall, from the last week in August until the
first frost.
The reed bird, also known as "bobolink" and
"rice bird," is a spring and autumn visitant. In spring it is
distributed abundantly about orchards and meadows, and
even at that season is generally in flocks from May 1st to
15th.
The autumn visits are made in immense flocks, and
at this time they soon become exceedingly fat on the wild
oats which grow in the marshes. The bird is esteemed as
quite a delicacy in the fall when fat, and they readily bring
from 75 cents to SI. 25 per dozen in our markets. Besides
the two last-mentioned species, the fresh water marsh hen,
"Kiug Ortolan," is found sparingly in early autumn in the
marshes along the rivers with the common rail. The Virginia rail is also a spring aud autumn visitant, though it is
very rare in the spring and not abundant in the fall. It arrives about the last week in August and departs upon the
appearance of frost. The habit which birds of this variety
have of skulking and hiding in the'almost inaccessible places
they frequent renders them difficult of observation, and they
are usually considered rarer than they really are.

The greater

tell-tale tattler, better

known

as the

" yellow-

shanks plover," is a spring and autumn visitant. It is common in spring from May 1st to 15th, and in the fall from the
middle of September to November. It is generally seen
Bingly, though sometimes two or three are found together.
Its favorite haunts are banks of the rivers, boggy meadows,
and commons intersected with pools. The lesser tell-tale
tattler also appears with the former, and its habits are similar
This bird is also known as "yellow-shanks
in every respect,
plover," but is much smaller than the first-named bird of
The golden plover, sometimes known as "bullthat species.
head plover," passes quickly through this locality in early
Bpring, but in the fall they are quite numerous, and are
found about fields and plowed land during October and
November.
I have thus briefly referred to such birds in the list as are
sought by sportsmen, but there are many varieties described
which makes the list of great interest to naturalists, and I
to-day recognized as the best local list that has
ever appeared in North America. To give some idea of the
the specimens collected by these enthusiastic naturalists in
their boyhood days, 1 need only mention that they found
among the birds of the District ten species of hawks, six of
owls—among there the great homed owls even of wood-

believe

it

peckers', ftye of swallows,

rows,

permanent resident of the

District,

It is

frequently seen
stumps and snags

perched upon
on the. flats. The golden eagle is also found in this locality,
and two specimens secured in the District are now in the
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution.
The various species of water fowl frequenting the Potomac
are also fully described. About twenty varieties of ducks
sailing alongover the. river, or

*

are noted, together with the times of their arrival

and

is the delicious canvas-back, a winter
times abundant. Next we have two species
them plentiful; red-heads are abundant,
and are frequently sold in market as canvas-backs. Then
we have blue-winged teal, green-winged teal, black-heads,
butter-balls or buffel-heads, sprig-tails, golden-eyod wood
duck, and other varieties in great numbers. The American swan iB not common in the immediate vicinity of the
the city, though sometimes it is quite plentiful on the lower
Potomac, and is always for sale in our markets. Wild geese
are common along the river, and are frequently seen in the
They arrive here in the fall, just before the
air flying over.

First, there

part ure.

resident,

and

of mallard,

about thirty of warblers,

.

fly-catchers, thrushes, wrens, cuckoos, buntingB, spar-

grosbeaks,

blackbirds,

robins,

larks, herons,

sand-

G.

W. Yale

of

approach of severe weather, and are found in market
throughout the winter. With such a supply of game birds
and water fowl the sportsmen of Washington are thoroughly
satisfied, and if we can only have proper game laws, rigidly
enforced, there will be no decrease in the game for many
years to come.

The list of Drs. Coues and Prentiss, from which I have
quoted, was the first one of birds of the District ever preit gives the habits of the birds from actual observation.
As illustrative of the enthusiasm of the young
naturalists I mention the fact, that in spring and fall they
pared, and

up by

daylight and off to the woods, in the neighborhood of the college, for the purpose of collecting specimens.
At half-past eight the studies of the day were commenoed,
and the young ornithologists were frequently compelled to
hide their gun barrels in the legs of their pantaloons, the
stocks under their jackets,

and thus

steal in to their

rooms to

avoid punishment, for the professors in the institution were
of the opinion that their expeditions to collect specimens
amounted to truancy, and that the time thus spent should
have been given to the conjugation of a Greek verb, or the
demonstration of some difficult problem in geometry. Of
course the young naturalists were frequently in trouble
with the faculty, and received numerous lectures. Every
dearl bird or reptUe found about the college building or
grounds was always traced to Coues and Prentiss. On one
occasion the young gentlemen became involved in quite a
serious difficulty, on account of having brought a watermoccasin, which they shot on one of their expeditions, into
the building, where it was found by another student, who
was always full of mischief and ready for a joke. He took
it to the recitation room, coiled it upon the chair of the
tutor, and covered it with a newspaper.
In a few minutes
the tutor entered the room with text books in one hand
and hat in the other,' brushed off the paper with his hat, and
there lay the snake— books went one way, and hat another,
much to the amusement of the young gentlemen of the"
class.
As a consequence there was a great row, and the
faculty made every effort to discover the one who placed the
snake, on the chair, but without success.
Coues and Prentiss
were severely reprimanded for bringing the reptile into
the college building, and notified that a repetition of the
offence would notbe excused. The grass has long grown green
on the graves of both tutor and the mischievous student, but.

memory is cherished by the college boys
over the wide world.

their

now

scattered

is officially

going to shoot the Wesson long-range

is

Hellwig's " money prize match

" is

quite a

The

success.

Comptroller John Kellv, of this

city, is

a lite-member of

theN. R. A.

—

National Rifle Association. We have received the Annual Report of the N R, A., which contains a record of the
past year's events at Creedmoor and on the ranges of affiliating
clubs.
A meeting of the Directors was held on Tuesday
week. The Secretary reported in reference to the award of
diplomas to the winners of prizes in the Centennial
matches at Creedmoor last fall, that nothing could be done
until the next meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Centennial Commission, and he was instructed to continue
to look after the matter.
On motion, the range was declared
open for the ensuing season. The Adjutant-General will pay
the Association $4,500 for the use of its range by the National
Guard on three days of each week during the coming season, provided that"20 markers be provided on each occasion
instead of 15, as was the case last year.
A communication
was received from the Washington 'Grey Cavalry Troup asking that provisions be made in the programme for the spring
prize meeting at Creedmoor for a match between teams representing the several cavalry troops. The programme for
the spring prize meeting, which will take place on May 24th
and 25th, was next taken up and adopted as follows, most of
the prizes to be announced hereafter
:

Directors' Match. — Open only lo the Directors and honorary Directors
or the National Hitle Association: distance, SCO yards; position, standing: weapon, any tifle; two sighting and five scoring shots; entrance
fee, SI: prize, the Directois' Championship Gold Badge, to.he held try

the winner during the year.

Short-Iinnge

any

comers: distance, Mfl yards; positwo sighting and seven scoring shots;

to;'aIl

rifle;

Military Mutch.— Open to teams of five from any company.iroop or
battery of the National Gnard of New York, or other Stales, or of lid
regular Army or Navy, or Marine Corps, to be composed of company
officers, non-commissioned officers, or privates, who ha\e been rm infers
since March, 1877; distance, 200 yards; position, standing; seven scoring shots; teams to ase the rifles with which their companies are aimed;
entrance fee, $1.

Cavalry UatA.— Open to teams of Eve from any troop or battery of
the National Guard or of the United States Army: distance, 300 yards;
[<•'
'II- mil"!
" -I' la ire
-iinl-e .a M niliee
ani --en :-.-"i..i
,,
ii

•'.

;

fee. 81-

—

Mid-Range Match. Open to teams of five^from Vany company, troop,
or battery of any State, or the regular Arm v. Navy", and Marine Corps;
any position; distance, 50(1 yards; entrance" fee, $1.
Individual Match.— Open lo all-comers; any rifle; any position; 10
scon'ng shots: eutrance fee. }1. Second-ela«s targets will he used in
this match,.wiih a "carioon" 11 inches in diameter covering the "bull's-

eye."

—

Leech Cup Under the aujpices of the Amateur Rifle Clubs; open to
native born citizens of the United States and resident members of
the Amateur Rifle Club, regardless of nationality; distance, 800. 9C0,

all

and 1.000 yards: any position; 35 shots; entrance Tee. SI to members
and $} to outsiders; prize, the "Leech Cup," to be held by the winner
throughout the year.

Hunnlng Dm- Match.— Oven

to all

comers; any

rifle;

no windage

allowed; distance, UK) yards; position, standing; five shots, to be fired
consecutively; entrance fee, 25 cents, each competitor to be allowed
four entries; a tine of 10 cents for net firing or not hitting Ihe
haunch; such flues to be divided among the three highest scores.
The deer w ll be run aa a bull's-eye target during the morning
:

was decided to extend the invitation embodied in a resolution passed by the board in February last; to enter into
competition for the Centennial trophy to all who were inIt

—

—

vited last year, giving

them until June

1st to

accept the

invitation.

Amateub Rifle Club.— The annual meeting
Club, of

New

York, will be held

on May 24th

25th.

Several riflemen are going to wear blue glasses this season.

Seventh
Street,

is

earnestly requested.

—This match, which opened

Gallery, 207 Bowery, em March 17th. is
progressing finely. Over 250 tickets have already been shut,
and the interest, in the competition increases nightly. The
large number of prizes offered adds greatly to the spirit of
the competition, as it insures to the fair average shot ft chance
The following ure a list of the
of gaining a valuable trophy.
prizes already received, besides which several others are
promised, and wiiTundoubtedly be given within the current
at the Zettler's Rifle

benefit is progressing nicely at Zettler's Rifle

A

match between the long-range riflemen of Brooklyn and
and New York city will take place this spring. It is eansing
considerable talk, and a "tight rub" is expected.

The terrible spitz dogs are made the "butts" of many remarks and the targets for numerous blunder-busses.

The present military sights are justly complained of in
A good firearm with poor sights
relation to their erutleness.
is but little better than a poor one with good sights.

The members

of the Helvetia Rifle Club are going to have
May to celebrate the organization's twentyThis is the original Swiss shooting club on
birth day.
this side of the Atlantic.

a grand time in
fifth

Several clubs have been -reported as being willing to cooperate with the Amateur Rifle Club of this city for the pro-

posed Irish-American match.

The Seventh Regiment's shooting galleries have been a
splendid source of amusement and aid to the members this
winter, and an improvement in their scores may be expected
Lmoor in consequence.

Prize^
Prize,

-

—, presented

—

,

presented

Zettler Hide Association.
by Arnold & Constable

by

is

Bifle

Club.

Valuable solid gold medal, presented by William Hayes.
One Ardito stereoscope, presented by James Moliriari.
One fine gold and silver plated and engraved revolver
(large size), presented by Henry Fulton,
One magazine revolver (new style), presented by E. Remington <& Sons.
One gold and silver plated revolver (large srize), presented
by Schuyler, Hartley & Graham
One nickel plated revolver, presented by E. 8. Harris.
One "box fine segars, presented by Sandy SpencerThree gold plated medals, five silver plated medals, fifteen
bronze medals, presented bv L. V Stone, J. B. Blvdenburgh,
Charles A. Cheever, C. E. Blydenbutgh.
Additional prizes will be duly noted in these columns as
i.
jutributed.
The tickets are fifty cents each. A
competitor may shoot as many tickets as he desires, "Xo
person ean win'more than one prize. Tile entire procv La oi
the competitions will be presented to Mr. Conlin,
him in speedily refitting and opening his gallery, and it is
hoped, that in view of the uniformly eourteOTW
which all have received at the hands of sir. Conlin
informamay haVe ft rousing benefit. Tick
tion ean be obtained by applying to any member of the
Committee. Committee i AirAngenientB, 0. G. Zettler, L.
V. Sone, M. L. Riggs, J. B. Blydenbnrgh. B. Fenning,
Charles A. Cheover, B. B. Beekwith, C. E. Blydenbnrgh,
i

I

'

giving exhibitions throughout the
The
glass balls thrown from a trap.
country shooting
••
wing'" shooters seem to like the balls ; as shooting at them
is almost as much fun as that of killing pigeons from the

Bogardus

at

traps.

Ama-

of the

at the

aud other important matters will be brought beand action. A largo and prompt

Conun's Bkntistt Tournament.

declared open.

Prize Meeting will take place

Match.— Open

tion, standing; weapon,
entrance fee, $1.

fore the club for discussion

Mr. Browcr, Superintendent of the range at Creedmoor,
thinks well of the Stone targets.

Capt.

rifle

numerous.

entries are

Association

competition this year will be for the Remington

The Spring

Conlin's
Gallery.

[fttel;

N. J.

k,

sides the election of officers, the invitation of the Irish Rifle

prize, $300 in gold.

and

I

At Boston, Spy P ond Range, the canvass targets are preferred to all others.

attendance

first

I

this year.

teur Rifle

§¥*
The

ft S

Regiment Armory, corner of Third Avenue and Sixth
on Thursday evening, April 3d, 1S77, at eight o'.l

RIFLE NOTES.
Creedmoor

63. fiCOri

eta

at

at

all

first

were,

Wm. Hayes has been making sou
with a new Ballard, 200 yards rune;,

de-

is

—

many

pipers, and other varieties too numerous to mention. Even
our great emblem of freedom, the bald-headed eagle, is. a

Pi

.

—

:
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26, 1877.

Editor Forest anii Stream,
Iu your issue of March 14th is an article on unaccountHe seems to think the trouble
able misses from "Oniclto."
is not in the gun, bat in the ammunition used.
I quite agree
with him. I have used a breech-loading rifle tor a number of
but 1 find, no
years, and it is the bust gun I ever handled
matter how perfect the gun may be, I cannot do good shooting
without the ammunition is perfect. My method of loading
cartridges is to fill the shell, leaving only space enough to put
ill ii thin out wad of pasteboard, and not oyer one-eighth of an
that leaves nearly the whole
inch in which to seat the bullet
;

;

length of the bullet in the rifling of the barrel when the cartridge is in the chamber ; and if the bullet is the right size and
properly patdi&i, the patch will not be torn in putting ihe
cartridge into the chamber (or in the passage of the bullet
from the shell mto the barrel when fired), ii the gun is properly made and clam, and it will also straighten the bullet in
the shell if it is a little loose, owing to the short distance it
goes into the shell.
The pasteboard u ad over the powder has its advantages and
If the bullets fit the shells loosely, it preits disadvantages.
vents the powder spilling out in carrying, if the bullet comes
out, aud it also serves in a measure as a gas check and prevents in a measure fire cut. But if the bullet is concaved much
in the base, the wad is liable to be forced into the hollow base
I have found the pasteboard
of the bullet and go with it.
wad, lubricator, and part of the patch at eight hundred yards
from the firing place, lying beside or sticking to the bullet,
and in one instance, part of a dry pasteboard wad, when no
lubricator was used, was found sticking to the bullet; the
I never
bullet was shot into the snow at five hundred yards.
use lubricator of any kind when I want to do fine shooting,
but use a dry paper patch and wipe the gun clean and dry
alter every shot.
Another very important item is the composition of the bullet, which must be of a hardness in proportion to the amount.
and strength of the powder used. A bullet that would be
hard enough to use with seventy grains of powder and shoot
well, would be good for nothing to use with a charge of one
hundred or one hundred aud ten grains. It would be up-set
bo it would take, the rifling beyond the patch, unless the bulPis upon some particular
let was patched the whole length.
brand of powder that you can always get, and the quantity to
be used for your charge, then make some bullets, weighing
the lead and tin (if tin is used to harden), making a note of
the proportions; load some shells with your standard charge
of powder patch the bullets carefully, wetting the patch quite
wet in the mouth, uud draw it on as tight as you can without
tearing, and stick the edge down with mucilage, using as little
gum as possible. Do not attempt to seat the bullets until they
are perfectly dry, then shoot thetrt into a snoic bant ; they
will penetrate it Horn three to six feet, according to its density,
when they can be readily dug out, and if they do not hit anything harder than snow, they will be found as perfect as when
they left the gun. If they are upset so as to show the groove
one-half or rive-eighths of an inch they are about the right
temper; but if they are upset more they are too soft, and if
not as much they are too hard, and more or less tin should be
used when casting bullets stir the metal often.
Then the size of the bullet is another point to be attended
If it is too large it is apt to bind in the grooves of the gun
to.
in inserting the cartridge, and tear the patch and if too
small and is loose in the shell, it is liable to slide a little to;

;

;

the muzzle it the, gun is held muzzle downward, and
also to be driven forward a little by ihebfow of the firing-boll upon
All these little things make
the cap !„ j,„ • \lifi (kfrge is ignited.
a difference in the shooting and help to produce uuaeeounThe- same care and nicety should be observed
table misses.
every
cartridge
and
as would be required in
in loading each
loading the most elaborate muzzle loader. Begging your
pardon for occupying your time and space, aud hoping that
the above hints may be of use to some /rifleman,

ward

I

remain yours

truly,

E. A. Paamee.

>»•
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and withdraw
takes the same shell

justed In a minute, with nearly the same
the shell. The weight is from 11 to Si pound*. It
that we nee in onr single and donble rifles. Them Inserted barrels shout
neartt/ as acouratdy at any other rille, etc."
The Baker gun is doubtless very convenient, but we can't all buy these
guns in addition to the one we already possess, while, for a small additional outlay, every owner of »B. L. shot-gun may have a good sporting
1 would like to know the ideas of
rifle in the most, compact shape.

oaso as to iusert

a practical manufacturer on tno subject, and hope eoms of them may be
B. L.
Induced to give them.

Editor Fokkst ano Streak.
I notice in your remarks, prefacing niy article on sub-calibre rifles,
that yon ask, "Why not have it a permanent fixture, like the Baker
gun!" In reply I will say, that sncha gun would be too heavy n« a utiotgun. Ton ask, also, "Where would ihe rifle barrel be carried!" I
answer, in a sheath, and slung like an army cirbine. You will uoticc
that I recommend two rifle barrela of different calibre (or bore, not box),
ae your compositor made It in two places), and these barrels conld be
readily carried in a double sheath or scabbard, and slung as stated. In
addition to the nsaal shot-gnn signt, each shot barrel should be mounted
with a set of rifle sights, aud the difficulty complained of by Toronto
would be ooviated. For firteon or twenty years past I have argued,
that the first company that fitted up for the manufacture of snch a combined gun as I describe would get plenty of orders, and I sec no reason
to change my opinion, providing good work is turned out.

Wacautah

Putnam, Conn., March

26, 1877.

Editor Pobbbt and Stbeam.
I haveejot a notion in my head {atran^e, don't It?), and you know an
oceau mnst hav« its own away, and though it has its tides, yet it will not
lied, and woehetide the man who tries it; vide King Canute.
My notion is this: that it would be or no little practical benefit to
riflemen if each club should adopt a plan for practice something like

be

this: The captain to select a flrini; point at some unknown (for certain)
distance from the target, from which point each man to Are, say Ave
shots, no ;man to have the benefit of another's experience; then the
captain to select another point, aud so on, at as many different distances
as tbey may care to try; the idea being to form an approximately accurate judgment of distance, as hardly any game will stand still and let yon
measure up to it, and if It will, why, you don't need any gun, but simply
some salt to pat on its tall, which kind of salt yon will not And in mine

and the interest in it daily increases Not the least
notable fact is that many p. rsons who on ordinary occasions
as exhibitors are coming to the front.
On Friday last an old gentleman, eighty-two years of age, Mr.applied
for entry blanks, and will show the setH. 0. Durell,
.

would not be known

over which he still shoots with unabated vigor. This
but one Instance of many which willjgive special interest
this show.
ters

New

Yoke, April

2,

1

am

not a rilleman or

atanding, in fact, 1 object, on princi-

lirtv years'

many minutes when

the above for what

it is

I can get a good seat, but I give
worth, simply suggesting mat the details may
each club, the main thing being to learn the rliloinar,

be varied to salt
to judge of distance.

Youra

truly,

O'Ybriodb.

[We have always contended

that the practice of judging
riflemen. Ed.]

more by

distances should be exercised

SUB-CALIBRE KlFLES AGAIN.
N. S., March 28, 1877.
EOtTOU FolIEST AND STBEAM.
Sm: While conceding the mechanical practicability of the sub-calibre
rifle band, you say that a gun to which one was fitted would be a nondescript piece of little value. To that view permit me to express, under
correction, my decided dissent. To your question, as to where 'he rifle
barrel Ehould be carried when on a long trip aud for mixed shooting, let
me answer by asking, '-what better gan could yon have for mixed
shooting, than a rifle and shot-gun combined?" My idea was to have

snly ono rifle barrel, though, of eourse, two could be used, bat would
tasks rather too ueavy a gun to carry around all day. When only small
expected, as is generally the case in the Mividle uud Kastern
States, die rille should be left at home. I regard "Wacautah'a" experi
ence as decidedly favoring my views, while that of 'Toront ,'s" proves
them, as the barrels he had may not have fitted acagainst
nothing
curately and snugly, an indispensable pre-renaisite to good snooting,
And which can be best done by a large manufacturer, who has the necessary facilities in the way of machinery, etc. In this connection let
& Lofflvor for 1S77, which was
me quote from the

game was

<

.

1877.

;

never before exhibited at any bench show. The non-sporting
classes promises to be quite a feature of the show, as many
ladies in New York and adjoining cities will show their pet
dogs.
Several additional special prizes, have been sent in, whioh
will be classified by the Committeejat their next meeting, and
at once put iu the printer's hands, so as to be ready for circuMr. John Davidson, of Monroe,
lation the last of this week.
has accepted to act as one of the judges, and probably wi II be
Capt. .1. M. Tayassigned to the classes for English setters.
The names of the other jndges have
lor has also accepted.
not yet been decided on, as the Committee are taking time to
secure the most competent men and to divide them into the
ehisses they are most adapted for. Application has been niado
to the various railroad companies for the free transportation
of dogs, the result of which will be announced.

Yours, truly, Ohas. Lincoln, Supt.

Since the above was written a letter has been received
from the Rev. J. Cumming Macdona, accepting the invitation
of the Westminster Kennel Club to visit this country "and act
bring a large party with him. Letters
received from many prominent English

will

have also been

breeders and exhibitors.

A Good Idea. The Westminster Kennel Club have made
arrangements with the North British and Mercantile Insurance Co., by which any owner, for a trifling sum, may have
his dog insured against death by fire or any cause connected
therewith. The cost of insuranao will be but 25 cents for fifty
The Comdollars, or 50 cents for each one. hundred dollars.
pany will have a olerk at the Garden on Monday and Tuesday
of the show-week to issue certificates, or insurance can be effected through Mr. Lincoln, or by addressing Philip Latourette, Esq., N. B. M. Ins. Co., No. 6-1 William St,
Rook.

nowned

—The

St.

Louis Kennel Club have sold their re-

setter Rock, to Messrs. J.

bridge, Mass.

&

B.

M.

Nesbitt, of

Cam-

Regarding the purchase, one of our Boston

I

"We

"All lovers of the setter will welcome this grand dog East
The remarkable beauty, fine size, and excellent field
again.
qualities now exhibited by several of his earlier whelps,
owned in the neighborhood of Boston, seem to indieato that
he is just the dog to cross on our natives, and his undoubted
success in this line has induced Messrs. John and Robert M.
Nesbitt, of Cambridge, Mass., to purchase him from the St.
Louis Kennel Club. Many of your readers will recollect the
beautiful puppies exhibited at the last Springfield Bench
Show by Mr. John Nesbitt, from the bitches "Maud" and
"Belle."* Both of these litters were by "Rock." Though we
understand the Messrs. Nesbitt have bought him for private
use in their own breeding kennel, we hope he will not be
altogether withdrawn from the public stud. Under Gun?.

—

—

Union Gluts Boston. The gentleman writing from this
Club for information regarding entering a valuable setter
bitch in the Kennel Register, will have to write his name
more distinctly to enable us to comply with his request.

—

Mr: L. H. Smith, of Strathroy, Ontario, writes us that
his Field Trial setter bitch Bart, whelped twelve puppies to
Leicester, on the 23d of March.

—

Avery W. Gore, of Boston, claims Ihe name of
Mollie 2d for a white black and tan puppy by Kink out
of Mollie, she by St. Kildare, whelped DeoeHfbgr 8th, 1876,
and bred by Isaac Flake, of Worcester, Mass.
Mi'.

—Capt.

Foster's

"Kirby" whelped at Leesburg,
"Champion Rock."

week, seven puppies by

:

Va., last

setters

of that color,

At the first dog show
held at Newcastle, in June, 1859, Mr. Jobling's (of Morpeth)
black and tan Dandy was shown with success in an open
class; and in November of the same year Mr. Burdett's
Brougham followed suit at Birmingham. In 1861 Mr. Burdett's Ned (son of Brougham) won the first prize in an open
class at Birmingham, after which a special claps was mtide for
dogs of that color at Birruinghain, London, and other largo

shows, the breeders of English dogs fancying that the beau-

Up

Sir— The progress of this show is going on very satisthe interest mauifested by all parties is greatly on
factorily
the increase, as the applications and entries abundantly testify.
Many of those have been received from parties who have

He

continue in this issue the republication of Mr.

tiful color of the

,

alluded to as making the barrels, but. charging too much
It says,
for hem.
insert e rille barrel into our br.sech-loadiue shot
gnus when desired. This barrel is so constructed that it can be ad-

IRISH.
BY "6T0KBHBNGB

is

Editoe Forest and Stbeam.

as judge.

by him.

SETTERS- ENGLISH, SCOTCH, AND

to

correspondents writes as follows
ple, to standing as

—

Mr. 0. W. Dormer, of Brooklyn, claims the name of
Grouse and Lassie for a brace of English setters, black and
white, with slight tan markings, imported

Gordon had long possessed a strain of
which had obtained a high reputation.

for this event are progressing satisfac-

torily,

of

from pereonB who are desirous of purchasing dogs,
To all such, and we would ask of them to accept this as a reply to their letters, we would say that during the coming
Bench Show to be held in this city they will find opportunities to suit themselves such as rarely occur.
Not only will
prices be affixed in the catalogue to all dogs, but on the last
day of the show there will be an auction sale, for which a
number have already baen registered. We shall be happy to
commissions for anv of our corespondents and
execute
readers who may be unable to attend in person, particularly
fur those wanting puppies, as there will be a large number
of litters of every breed and strain from which to choose.

Walsh's paper on Setters, from the London Field
The Black-tan Settee (sometimes called Gordon).
The black-tan setter, until the institution of shows, was
commonly called " Gordon," from the fact that the Dukes of

Mtnntl.

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.
The arrangements

number

are in receipt of a large

letters

WE

he

—We

(not Macantah).

—

JUDGING DISTANCES.

Btjttno Dogs.

"Gordon" was

too

much

in their favor.

to the above-mentioned period the black-tan setter had
not been generally introduced into the midland and southern counties of England Mr. Brown, of Molton Mowbray;
Mr. Burdett, of Birmingham: the Rev. T. Pearee, of Morden;
and Mr. Calver, of East Harling, Norfolk, having been the
Mr. Burdett's Ned was a
chief breeders in those districts.
very handsome, useful-looking dog, and was sold at a good
price, together with his brother, Rock, to Sir J. Rivett Carnac, of Warborne, Hampshire, by whom they were shot over
for two or three seasons.
Mr. Pearee won several prizes with
Argyll II., Regent, and Ruby at the early shows, but it was
not till the appearance of Kent, shown by Sir E. Hoare at the
Ashburnham Hall show, London, in 1863, that the strong
Beating
furore, which from that time set in, was displayed.
Argyll IL, bred by Mr. Pearee (but shown in another name,
having been previously sold), he was at once claimed by Mr.
Pearee at the selling price (30 guineas), and proved a profitable investment, earning for his owner alarge annual income

—

and winning several prizes in the.
champion classes, together with the gold medal at thePaiis show
of 1865. On the show bench his grand head and rich color
drew general attention to him, and it was only to those who
could see him out that his rather weak hind-quarters were
Taking prize after prize at Cremorne, Birmingham
visible.
(four times), Islington (twice), Worcester, and Paris, his extraordinary career naturally caused a great amount of
jealousy, and he was called by the opposition party a "cur,"
a "mongrel," a "half bloodhound," and a dozen 'other bad
for several years at the stud,

names. Since that time, however, the real facts of the case
have been revealed; and there is little doubt that he was descended on his sire's Bide from Mi" Jobling's kennel, and on
his dam's from that of Mr. Adamson. He was bought when
a puppy by Sir E. Hoare from an old rabbit-oaf
his estate, who had brought him up under a cat.
Probably
to his early confinement and bad-rearing may be attributed
his weak 'hind-quarters.
So convinced, however, was Mr.
Pearee of his purity of breeding, that he determined to put
the matter to the test of experiment, and offered to trust ono
of his stock out of Regent to the care of the writer of this
article, to be brought up where he could not possibly see
game, and at the proper age namely, nine or ten months to
be introduced to it without previously being entered to it in
any way. The result was in accordance with Mr. Pearce's
prophecy, for the puppy not only beat his ground in fine
style, but at the end of a few hours' work began to stand his
birds as only a well-bred pointer or setter will do, without
any artificial education of any kind. Of course the report of
this trial added greatly to Kent's reputation, and being Eo
lowed by the successes of Rex (the above puppy) at Stafford
and Shrewsbury, where he won three cups, beating in the
final trial Mr. Field's Duke, who had gained a high reputation in previous years, Kent had so strong a run at the stud
for several years, that it would be difficult in the present day
l\Ir.
to find a black-tan setter without a strain of his blood.
Pearce's Regent had several large litters by him, in eluding Ka,
Young Kent, Iona, La Reine, Dame, Deal, and Silk all winners at shows or field trials.^ Mr. Stake's Shot, sue-,
Birmingham and Islington in 1868-9, was out of La Reine;
Salter's Young Rex, winner at Brighton in
and Mr. J.
1876, is by Rex.
But, in spite of the above successes, it cannot be denied
that the general opinion of good sportsmen in the south has
not been in favor of the breed since the institution of field
trials, in which it Taos been brought into competition with
the English and Irish setter. Both Rex and Young Kent had
shown marvelous powers of scent, but exception was taken
to their tiring action, and it must be admitted that six hours'
work was enough at one time for either of them, and probabably too much for Young Kent, Both dogs also were headstrong, and required severe treatment to keep there umt-i
command, and though neither showed the slightest
posi
tion to unsteadiness on the point, vet both were jealous beike them work to hand
hind, and it was difficult to
the breed [black-tan)
Among the numberless special
shown the solicitude
which 1 have seen at work, not

—

—

—

i

H

.

<

is BO
to catch the eye of the shootei
atial to the
•.v!' ioh era
res sport,
perfect cotMSpc-ndenee of man i
The pointer or setter ought alwl
ow - here Lis mastei
,r
b ,:u,. Should raise
is, and if put into
big
CO'
..rhiin Ills wliurehis head at short intervals above
^.>es, black-tan sefe
abouts. Now, as far a.- mj ex;
this, and cannot
fcers, and notably the Kents,
;. vi iv. till they
have
taken off a scent, without very l
iiemselves of its fallacy. Moat en' those fried in the
field have been dead slow, including Mr. Stake's Shot, Mr.
i

i

1

I

1

I

•

-

I

Purcell Llewellyn's Wick, and

Mr-,

>.

Primer's Dorset; but

—

!
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not
lifting, by Reuben, was fust enough for anyone, though
Showing much nose, while Young Kent displayed f;ur P flCl
and Box was far above the average in this respect. On the
whole it may ho said that the verdict has gone against the
breed in England, and as far as I know, no breeder of experience in the south adheres to if. with the exception of Mr.
on the moors
,T. H. Salter; nor is it much more approved of
by the general public.
of the black-tan setter are very nearly the same
>p
as those of the English dog, the only deviations being as
'

<'.,'

follows:

Tho

1,

but

rf-«tfis usually a little heavier

other

in

The

2.

n-r-peci-,

u resembles

nose, also, la like

than that of the English setter,

English setter; but

the

it is

usually a

trifle

is nsiiallv a trifle shorter than that of the English setter,
otherwise resembles in -hapc.
„ „ ,_
barrier and coarser than that or the English or
11. Theme
ger re
Irish setter, occasionally with a strong disposition to curl, ai in the
celebrated champions. Kcnbcn an J Regent.
The black should bo rich, without
12, Toe eolOT is ranch Insisted on.
mixiure with the tan, and the latter should bo a deep mahogany red
with. in any tendency to fawn. It is adiniitud that the original Gordons
were often black, tan, aud white; but, as in all our shows the classes are
limited lo black-tan, the long arguments which have been adduced on
that score are now absolete. A little white on the cheat and a white
toe nr two are not objected to; butarieciried frill is considered by most
judges to bo a blemish. The red tan should he shown on tips, cheeks,
throat, spot over the eyes, fore legs nearly to the elbows, hiud legs up to
stifles, and on the under side of the flag, but not tunning iuto its long

The Hag

9.

lirst

shad of the Beason were taken in the North

River, New York, last week, which is unusually early forthe^e
waters.
Of late years they have rarely been caught before
the middle of April, though lust season a single fish was taken
on the 5th of that month.

—

Nineteen vessels. 12 being steamers, have left St. John,
Harbor Grace also sends 19 vessels.
F., for the fishery.
Cod-fishing on the' -western coast of Newfoundland is reported good.

N.

—

Fishing Notes. The dull weather the past week has left
impress upon the fishery, and a b'ght catch has been the
This, together with the fact of there being no opportunity to get fish in marketable condition, has operated
unfavorably in that direction, and it may emphatically be
termed a dull week for the fishing interest. Orders have
been light, and most of the new stock in merchantable order
The stock is not
is on the market waiting for a demand.
heavy for the season, and holders are anticipating that revival' of business which shall give an impetus to the fish trade
iniii.n with other branches.
The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the
past weel; has been 89 IfroratheBanksandSn from Georges.
The fish receipts have been about a million pounds of codfish
and 350,000 lbs. halibut.— Cape Ann A, irrrlivr, Mfrch 30th.
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PEDIGREE OF COLBURN'S DASH.
FOREST AKB STREAM.
issue of March

notice in your

I

1st

tho

portrait of Colbnrn's

fine

And a great error— where it
reads "Mead's Dash," by Dash, out of "Kent bitch, reddish red."
Now, sir, there has be«n dnring the last few years, quite a controversy
in tho sporting papers in regard to the pedigree of Paul Mead's "Dash,"
Bireof Rodman's Dash. 1 supposed, at the lime, that theae articles wonld
attract the attention of Mr. Johnston, the breeder of Mr. Mead's Dash,
and induce tiiiu to come out. with a statement, in order to correct the difhis pedigree I

,

26, 1877.

Editob Fobest and Steeam.
As numerous interesting articles have periodically appeared in your valuable sheet, tending to establish the fact
black bass and the artificial fly, I
of the affinity betwt
have been te
1 to enter the list as an advocate of the
Thetheory
artificial allurei
it when angling for the same.
take the fly was, in my opinion, honestly
that they will n
who have confined the indulgence of the
formed by angl
ters only. It has been satisfactorily desport to certain
jwn case that in certain ponds and lakes
monstrated
known to abound in bass in the State of Massachusetts
they cannot be tempted with the gaudy bait, while minnows,
grasshoppers, and especially crickets, are eagerly taken. Too
much cannot be said in praise of the last-named bait. They
Bhould be as large as possible, in which case one will answer
Having tried
for a bait.
If small, two or -more can be used.
minnows, grasshoppers, worms, small toads, and other
natural baits for the past three years, I concede the palm to
'

ferent views of several writers, and give the sporting public the true inwardness of the pedigree of this flue broed of dogs. Their progeny are
now scattered all over the conntry, whose owners would be greatly
gratified to see this mysterious veil lifted, and bring, to light, not alone
the full pedigree of the sire of Mr. Mead's "Dash." but also the dam
of the last-mentioned dog. Mr. Johnston certainly owes to the sport-

ing world the full history of this strain. Mauy erroneous rnmors have
been sent afloat in regard to Paul Mead's Dash; but I sav, without any
hesitation, that all these rumors are without any foundation whatever.
AI the time that Mr. Johnston was in possession of his imported Irish
bitch, "Jenny," I often met him on the snipe patches and stobblea of
Long Island. I became thoroughly acquainted with Mr. J and fonnd
him to be a genial, jovial, and unpretentious sportsman of the old
school, hospitable and chailtable to a fault, who was ever ready lo acknowledge everybody's dogs to be better than his own. At this time I
saw in Ins kennel the young Irish setter pup, afterward the well-known
,

Paul Mead's "Da^k," and his full sister, "Kate." Jenny, the, dam of
the above dogs, I believe, was never broken in the field. Mr. J. Informed mo that he only imported her for breeding purposes, her slrain
being well known to him in Ireland, being of true blue-blooded Irish
stock. Jenny was a low, long, straigbt-haired, deep mahogany red,
with a fine, clean cut head, pendulous ears, set rattier low for aa Irish
dog. Her hair was very coarse, but very glossy. She was well ribbed
np, full in barrel, and deep in chest. Her great fault was her neck,
which was rather short and thick. Her type is well stamped on many
of her progeny. Afier breeding several litters of pups from her, Mr.
J. sold, or presented, her to a Mr. Frank Dialler, who was owner of

"Kate," the ful.1 sister to Mead's "Dash," was
broken by Mr. Benjamin Kent, one of the best dog breakers in those
She « as very email in size, but well put together, a merry worker.
da.va,
and very stanch on all game. Mr. Kent finally sold her to a bird fanoler-a Mr. Valentine Knnkle, now residing on Riviugt.ou Street, near
Pitt Street, New York City. All the connection Mr. Kent bad in regard to Jenny was. that he took her to Albany to have her lined by a
This last-named dog was the
fine imported Irish dog of rare quality.
sire of Mr. Paul Mead^s "Dash."
Shouid this letter meet the eyes of my old friend. "Andy," who has
retired from all business to devote his lust days to tho gun and rod, we
beg him to come forth, and give us the full pedigree of the finest breed
G.
of Irish setters that was ever bred in this country.
her until her death.

Cm.-sumj'tiox C'tiEED.— An old physician retired from active practice,
baring had placed in his hands by an East Indian missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure
for Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung affectionB, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility
and all nervous complaints, after having thoroughly tested its wondcrful curative powers in thousands of cases, feels it his duty to make it
known to bis suffering fellows. Actuated by this motive, and acouscientious desire to relieve human suffering, lie will send, free of charge, to
preparing and sucall who desire It, this recipe, with full directions for

Sent by return mail by addressing with stamp, nam.
ingthis paper, Dr. J. C. Stoxe, 32 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia,

cessfully using.
I'a.-^ltfv.

md

Jus

§ivtr 4$ishitt8

the cricket as the insect best calculated to lure the bass to
the creel of the hungry angler.
But, Mr. Editor, I am wandering from tho subject of flyOne of
fishing, which was my object in addressing you.
out finest hikes, which lias been stocked with black bass for
the. past eight, years, has been the scene of many unsuccessWhile I
ful attempts on my part to take them with the 'fly.
have seen hundreds taken with natural bait, I have never
seen or heard of one being taken with the artificial-fly. I
am unable to account for this, or learn any satisfactory
theory for this delicate discrimination on the part of the
black bass. I mention the above circumstance in support of
my theory, that those who have not succeeded in taking them
with a fly may have confined their experience to limited
waters only, and formed their opinion from the unsuccessful
results.

Upon a stocked pond, in Lincoln, Mass., in August last, I
experienced one of the most successful fly-fishing excursions
which I ever took part in. The day was very bright and
warm, and we first proceeded to the shady portion of the
pond on the easterly side, where we spent the
bait-fishing with good success, the result, at n
ten bass, ranging from one and three-quarter pou
and a half pounds. This did not include all that l
as, by request of the proprietors, all weighing

flies in April, s

Fish rs Market.

—

,r

issue of

March

;!9th.

Fish of all varieties continue

scarce,

with but moderate change in prices. Ouv quotations for the
we as follows: "Striped bass. 20 1625 cents per pound;
,

i

UnteltS 15 to 20 cents;

salmon (frozen), 25 cents; California,

25 cents; shad (Southern), 50 cents each; native, do. S1.50;
teh, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel, 50 cents: green
turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents
pound;
halibut, 15 cents: haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 14
per
cents: blaeknah,

15 cents; herrings,

G cents; flounders, 10

cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels 18 cents; lobsters, 12 cents;
Bheepshead, 20 cents; turbott, 20 cents; scollops, S2 per
gallon; whitefish, 15 cents per pound; pickerel, 15 cents;
brooi-tront, 25 cents; Long Island trout, $1; trout,

50 cents; pike, 10 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; hard shell crab,
S4.no per 100; red snappers, 18 cents.

—The Germantown
"

go

Telegraph says

!

i

'

order to

iwii

and

theory of taking

the

most

total

satist

What naughty men

i

sport,

iturned
ly fifty pounds, and
have reached
During the same month I took several with a
to the pond.
fly from MassapOBg Lake, in Sharon, ranging from one-half
pound to four pounds.
I do not desire, to further encroach upon your space, and
will close with the hope that others will give their experience
to eradicate any doubt upon the subject of successful flyfishing for the' black bass, and to encourage this mode of
taking them. In mv opinion, there is no fish of the same
weight which furnishes more genuine, enthusiastic, and asoiting sport than that great promoter of health— the black

A New Sdbscbibeb.

t, a88 ,

AQuADAiun Ponds, Wenonah, N.
BEST AND StKBAM.

J.,

Maroh

Ottawa, Canada, March 19,

Editob Forest and
In your last issue

I

1377.

STlUU.lt.

saw

a notico of

en

" artificial angle

worm," and

you atatc that it litis been patented ; that it can also be used us chewingNow, Mr. Editor, my motive in writing this is to warn my broth.ers of the angle, that no matter how toothsome the said worms are to
the fishermen, they are not to the fish. I have tried them, or ratlier 1
have tried to iuduc-e fish to, but never succeeded. They are by no
means a new thing. They have commonly been sold by EmUl-li flshiugtackle makers for many years. I bought some more than twenty-five
years ago, and never caught a flail with one, and I know my experience
of tbem has been that of others; they aie a delusion and a snaie, and,
like Paddy's razor3, that were made to sell, not to shave; they are made
to catah dollars, uot fish
Wlien a fish takes a worm, he dots it quite
as leisurely as an old woman does a cup or tea; for he (the ftsh) knows
when a worm falls Into water he is snre of hjm— thai is. to fay, if no
other large or more nimble fish than himself are close by; therefore,
more senses are brought into play than that of sight, and tho close observation of a motionless object, aided by touch, smell, and taste, precludes any possibility or the fl-h being deceived. Ironlyih.
eight had to be overcome, and the worm could be used when in more or
less rapid motion, in the same manner as artificial flies, minnows, or
flsh, that are pursued by sight; only, and secured by a rapid rush, so that
no other faculty was allowed the fish, it might be a success: but as a
still bait, never— not even when allowed to drop down to the bottom of a
rapid stream. As an imitation of a worm they aro perfect, not only in
color and sort pliability, but they have the cortognteJ
marked, as in the natural worm, and look to the eye all that a worm
should look; but they have no more taste or smell than u wooden nutL. Bitswi.
meg or bass-wood ham.
[Our correspondent will accept our thanks for his article.

gum.

Ho

i

be seen, by reference to what we wrote, that we did
not recommend the bait. It does not follow that we indorse
we print, though wo generally prefer to give our
opinion. Ed. F. amb S.]

It will

all that

'

.

26th.

ole oi'yoiii-

nnd not find one
^respondent says

i

nhnued

I
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WrernoK, March 14, 1877.
Editor Fobebt and Stream.
"Snow two
Fenron, of No. Four, in a letter dated March 11th, says
:

Hunfeet deep; have had line weather since tbo middle of January.
dreds of deer have been slaughtered in the deep snow, but none in my
immediate vicinity. February 14th deposited 20,lK)O salmon-trout and
in
more
15.000 whitefltb spawn ui Beaver Lake; hope to be able to put
next year. Wardwell rocs back again to his house at Stillwater In
April, which will please all who go into the wilderness by this routa.
Carl Hough and Luke Hammond killed a huge bear, which they found
Hough has wintered at South Branch alone, doing some
considerable trapping."
The young salmon that were, put into the B'armingtnn RlVBl at
Windsor are being killed by the hundreds by tho paper mills at Kainbow and Proquonock. They are some sis inches in length, and were
doingrinely. Itaeemsapity that something can't nc done 6 at ifi
What fun wo might have
mills from draining their filth iuto the river.

in his den.

1

in a few years with the

and pasting.
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Atlantic Yacht Club.— At the last meeting of the Atlantic
Yacht Club, held on Match 12th, which was the annual meeting, an unusual ly large number of members were present. The
mbership: Richard
,.:i
men wi b
leob 1 bo
Austin
Arnold (yncht M.ib), Thomas P. FU
H. Eaton, and George A. Price. The annual election resulted
Coiuinodore, George A. Th.iver: Yico-Comnioas follows:
Cooper; Rear-Commodore, fm. IliUltotli Field;
rjore
Recording Secretary, John B. Morgan; Treasurer, Wm. H.
rresncnidi »8eorataryj
H Beebe- Measurer, C. T. r.
J Lawrence Marcelltts; Trustees, G. A. Thaver. Wm. If. II.
Beebe, ,r. E. Maxwell, L. A. Fish, John H. Rhodes, W. W.
W.
£-.:n,v Committee on Membership, A. H. I .:.' .;":..
..en were
Richards, E. L. Maxwell. The fob...
elected as the Regatta Committee: C. T. Lippitt, F. T. Peet,
H. S. Manniug, Date of regatta, Monday, June 11th. Course
.
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for each class the same as last year.
vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. S. W. Knowlos, the
retiring treasurer, for the very able and efficient manner in
which "he had managed the finances of the club.
Mt W. fl H. Beebe, on behalf of Cfl.pt. J. R. Bush, presented to the club a, beautiful fr.imed photograph of the
yacht Madcap, and the following, resolution was thereupon

A

Meso'ved That the thanks of the club are eminently due,
to Capt. J.V.. Bush tor his kindly
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e taken,

or less were returned to their native element. After spending a liberal amount of time at noon for lunch and digestion, we again entered our boat and pulled across the pond,
where I rigged my eight-ounce Leonard rod, much to the
amusement of my skeptical companion, who desired to know
"if I came out, for exercise or fish." Not being certain of success I bore the insinuations with that patience which is indispensable in an aspirant for game in angling. Carefully I
attached my six-foot leader, using for a stretcher (fly) a good
sized red ibis, and for droppers a red ibis of smaller size
and the Jenny Lind fly, which I purchased of friend Prouty,
My fourth cast was successful
at Bradford & Anthony's.
fastening upon a two-pounder of exceedingly lively traits of
This was my hour of triumph; could I but safely
character.
land him, I would willingly forgive my crest-fallen companion for the aforesaid "mild insinuations." Suffice it to say
that the feat was accomplished within the space of five
minutes, and a revolution had taken place in the contemplaOthers were taken also, of
tive mind of my genial friend.
good weight, and pluck, but the summit of my bliss was
reached at about 6 o'clock, when my stretcher fly was taken
by a gamey fellow of one and three-quarter pounds weight.
After his first leap he ran off about twenty feet of line, when
I felt something which led me to believe a commotion was
range of vision. How my blood
taking place beyond
began to take new life when I saw my first acquaintance
again leap, but this time with a companion upon one of

my

For Irout

—

.

Boston, March
ElJITllR

fish spawning earlier, while yearlings
as late as September.
As the black buss remains
constantly on its spawning-bed till the young are large
enough to take enre of themselves, and subsists "upon such
food as comes to it, they can readily be taken with flydr
bait more, easily with the latter during this, their essentially hungry 'period.
From the depth" of water end location mentioned by your correspondent, there is no doubt
about nearly if not, quite all the bass taken by him being
taken from their spawning-beds, thereby destroying hundreds of thousands of embryo buss.
Mil-ton P." Peeboe.

spawn

its

hair.

"Dash." la looking over

August, some old

result.

it.

wider.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
-Miimm.
beam,

of Brooklyn, is bnilding a 21-i'oot boat, 9 ft.
Eldridge, of Yarmouth, Cape Ood. The boat
fifteen inches of water.

for Dr.

is to draw,

but

- -James Smith,

foot of Court Street, Brooklyn, is building
a catamaran, or double boat, after the model of Mx. HerreBhoff 8, which is"to be -15 feet long, for a gentleman of Btaten

Island.

EASTERN YACHTING NOTES.
[PEOM

OTTB

OWN COKBBSPOKDEST.]

Boston, March 27, 1877.
A regatta of the Mosquito Fleet, under private superintendence, is to come off at City Point, South BoBton, FastAll entries
day, April 12i.h, wind and weather permitting.
are free and must be made -with. Ex-Commotlore Wright at
The first-class comprises all centrethe Atlantic House.
board boats Id feet and under: second-class, all keel boats
12 feet to 141'eet; tniid-dassi all keel boats under 12 feet.
Ah the pleasant ceca 4. m >-,< repetition of last year's successful trial, it is looked forward to with much interest, especially as most of the boats are tenders to the different
In last
yachts," and are sailed principally by their owners.
year's performances Maj. McDonald's Lizzie showed herself
remarkably smart, and did credit to her owner and builder.

The Marquita's tender (a little boat from New York) took
prize.
To an observer it seems almost impossible

second

You might
for so small a craft to carry such large sails.
take the boat and wrap her up so that nothing would be seen
of the hull in the canvass she flies. We wish the adventuresome ones luck.
The Violet. Capt. Frank Peabody, has put in an appearance this evening, thus eventually opening the yachting
m in this part of the country for 1877.
Frank Weston, Esq., has just bought the schooner Mist.
She will be entered on the lists of Boston and Dorchester
The Mist has very fine accommodations, but her
clubs.
speed has never been tested

—

The Nahasset Yacht Club, The annual meeting
club was held at the Parker House, March 31st. The
Commodore,
ing officers were elected for the ensuing year
T. Daland; Vice-Commodore, Arthur Burgess; Secretary and
Treasurer, ,T. P. Hawes. Jr. Fleet Captain, Henry Bryant;
Measurer, Henry G. Hall. Regatta Committee: T. Daland,
John Bryant. P." Grant, Jr., W. C. Hasken, J. P. Hawes, Jr.
Membership Committee: L. C. Fenno, G. P. Upham, Jr.,
Arthur Burgess, J. C. Minot, J. C. Sharp, Jr. The club is in
a very prosperous condition.
The schooner-yacht, "Elsie," was launched here this week,
as were several sail boats.
The yachting fever has begun to
pread, and much activity is being seen in yachting circles,
'he sloop " Iris," that was run into in Hull Gut by a steamer
r
tw o or three years ago and has since been laid up, was sold
to some parties in South Boston, who have given her a
thorough overhauling, and she will go into water this year
in better condition than ever before.
Her cabin has been
raised up and finished in hard wood. Many new timbers
have been added to her frame, and she will be staunch and
:

of this
follow-

—

;
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you did the oooking, of course you rnuBt wash the dishes; and if
there is one thing I hate above all others it. Is washing dishes.
But all this time I have been explaining for your benefit, dear reader,
wo bavo been drifting out to sea on an obb tide. The geu tie zephyr .vo
had had on tho start had died away, aud to mate our position as comfortable as possible, tho sun burst through the smoke and haze and
rnado tho water glassy and tiresome to look at, only relieved by the occasional flitting of a swallow or Mother Carey's chicken. From the
warnings of the inner man I wont below to find a lunch, After rumaging ovor Bundry packages, 1 brought to light some crackers, cheese,
and sardines, which, with a cool lemonade, made a good quieter of appetite. Our party was strictly temperate, only one ever using tobacoo.
I don't believe one of us would have looked cross-eyed at a glass of
whiskey or milk-punch, for the chance given to Mr. Morton, Jr., hot!
as tho day was! Aftor washing down our feed with copiouB drafts of
if

lemon-juice we took observations.
In our hurry of getting underway many things were neglected. We
divided the mess— one part took the cabin, the other the decks, and in
half an hour you would have thought we were old salts from the order
and neatness.
Tho wind sprang up again from the old quarter, but we had gone so
far to leeward in the tide, wc could hardly lay our course. Ctiving her
a good bull, we lot her bile for over an hour. As we passed by
Minot's light, we could see tho huge, rollers break on the black ledge
off Cohaaset.
Tacking in shore, we laid for the "Glades" (a wilderness

On rearing shore the wind came in spitehotas air from an oven.audcompelledus to takein our stayAt times we could only have half a turn on the jib-sheet. Being very
round on bottom and fall, she made almost as much noise as a snip.
The tide was now on the flood aud the water began to be choppy, occasionally we would get the spray by the bucketful audit was cool aud
refreshing. About A p. ?i. we anchored in the mouth of Scituate Harbor, waiting for a tide to go over the bur. The bar runs from the old
light to a bluff almost south, and is dry at low water. As wo had some
time to wait, we fished for "cunners," or perch, and caught anumber of
largo ones. A riBherman told ns the direction to go in, "Keep the barn
on tho hill in sight until you opeu the spindle on the land, then run in
where you Eee the large boats lay." We followed his advice, but after
getting our mud-hooks down, we felt uueasy about our position. A
small boy, rowiog by iu a dory, gave ns the pleasant information, we
would be aground at low-water, but an obliging native of more mature
years said we were ail right. I have often wished I could make, his acquaintance nnder similar circumstances.
Hungry as sharks, we
dined on fried perch, potatoes, broiled steak with stewed tomatoes, hot
corn cake, and capped off with two heaping plates of griddles. Being
Kedoe.
very tired, we slept sound, only to be rudely awakened.

of wild rocks south of Cohassetj.
ful puffs,
Bail.

—

A Beautiful

Canoe. Mr. J. H. Bushton, of Canton, St.
Lawrence County, New York, well-known as the builder of
thirty-five pound cedar boats for Adirondack servioe, has sent
us the photographs and specifications of a Bob Boy canoe
just finished by him, which we give below. Two or three of
our readers have lately inquired after canoes of this pattern,
and they cannot do better than to purchase this one. The
strength of Mr. Bushton's reputation alone is guaranty suffi-

BOLT Mi SKATING.

—

This American exercise has recently been revived in the
Metropolis under cinumstances which will result in its
establishment, as a permanent recreative institution of the
oountry, as it should be, for it has everything to commend
it, alike in a sanitary as in a moral point of view, and its social
attractions are such as specially to give it favor with the best
class of society.
There seems to be an impression prevailing
in one quarter that it is a French amusement, judging from
the Character of the announcements made of special entertainments at the Brooklyn Bink. But the exercise is one
which was first introduced here and then exported to
Europe, where every skate, used in the rinks of England and
France, are of American manufacture, the Plimpton patent
skate being the only article now in use, either in Europe or

America.
The sport has recently found great favor in Brooklyn, and
as we are soon to have a fashionable skating rink established
in Madison Avenue in this city, it will soon be equaUy
popular here with the wealthy class of metropolitan society.
In Brooklyn, besides the Bink in Clermont Avenue, there is
now the large ball-room at Gallatin Hall, on Fulton Avenue,

and Burnham's Gymnasium Hall, on Smith and Sehermerhorn Street, devoted to roller skating; and the large building, Apollo Hall, in the Eastern District, is being transformed
into a roller-skating resort. The square known as Leffert's
Park, which has been the. source of annoyance to the residents of the vicinity, owing to its having been the resort of
pic-nic clubs, has been leased for a series of years, to
be changed into a large garden and roller-skating resort for
out-door use in the summer months.

rowdy

—

At the annual meeting of the National Asso iation of Amateur Base-ball players, March loth, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, J. G. H. Myers, Flyaway Club; Vice-President, J. L. Brooks, Mutual Club Secretary, J. M. Tracy, Jasper Club, of Manhattan College
Treasurer, M. J. Dillon, NewBochelle Club; Judge Advocate,
J. C. Shea, Monticello Club.
;

—

Among the most important acts of the League Base-ball
Convention recently was the adoption of a formal agreement,
signed by the clubs, the main feature being that each club
should use a self-registering apparatus connected with a
turnstile, to indicate exactly how many persons go into each
ground for each game. For every person who enters the
ground, except players, policemen in uniform, and ten other
persons, the visiting club shall receive fifteen cents.

-The Hartfords had a closely contested practice game on the
Capitaline Grounds on March 31st. The attendance of spectawas not large, as the weather was chilly. The fielding
was poor and the pitching wild. The score was as follows :

tors

The Hartfords were short the services of Allison and Start,
for Larkin, and he did his work well.

Knowdell catching

—The Live Oaks, of Lynn, Mass., are

to inaugurate a new departure this year by admitting ladies free, and having the
grand stand covered for their comfort. The uniform of the
team will be the same as last year
The club will play with
the Tecumsehs, in Canada, May 24th, and the latter club will
return the game in' Lyun, Decoration Day, May 30th.
.

—On March 29th the West End Club played a game with

Kedge.
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cient:

strong.
It is rumored that the little, sloop "Wanderer " has been
sold to parties on Lake Champlain.
The fishing boats that have been hauled up on the
beach all winter are being launched very fast; they will
probably all be in the water by the middle of the month.

AMATEUR

^ntional

St.

the

Louis Browns, ending with the following score.

CRUiyiNG.
Umpire, Dehlman; earned rnns, none. The new Chicago
man, Finley, is only a gate man, and not a player of any note.
It was one of Spalding's jokes on the newspaper people.
The annual meeting of the New Jersey Amateur Base-ball
Association for 1877, will be held in New Brunswick on the

BOSTON" TO NEWPOBT,

—

Editor Forest and Stream.
A beautiful, still morning the 6th of July found

five jolly fellows

on

board tile little schooner "Josephine," ready for a cruise along the
South Shore. At 6 a. m. the moorings were cast off, and with the well
wishes of our friends we glided out of Boston Harbor, favored by a
gentle laud breeze from the southwest. Our course was laid for Scftuate, where we intended adding to our number one more.
Before proceeding further, it might be well to give a description of
our little floating home. I will also say, in explanation, that if any
readers of this article profit from our experience, much will have been
gained in writing it. Our idea in getting the boat (the way I Bball hereafter describe) was to savo as much expense as possible, and we made a

wo also made a great mistake. After many inquiries
and much trouble, we found that we could buy this schooner for $175,
and have something to show tor our money after the trip was over;
otherwise, we would have to hire a boat and skipper, and pay enough
to buy a boat. To make a long story short, we paid the money down
and owned the craft. Our first mistake commenced in not getting
decided hit; but

—

Dimensions. Length, 14 feet; beam, 26 inches; depth, 8}
inches; rise of deck, 2 inches; bulkheads, 3 feet from each"
end; coek-pit, 3 feet 4 inches by 18 inohes; combing, 2
inches high; mast, If inches diameter at deck; siding and
decks, J inch thick; ribbed between bulkheads ribs 1Jinches apart.
Matebial. Keel and stems, oak; ribs, elm; siding, decks,
deck-timbers, back-boards, stretcher, and combing, cedar;
gunwales, mast, and spars, spruce; paddle, spruce or ash.
Weight Complete. (This one) 56 pounds; might be built
down to 50 pounds safely. Price, from $75 to $100.

—

That our readers may compare the Bob Boy canoe with
the Nautilus, we append diagrams of the latter herewith

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock ot

and
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,

:

^o|32>-

some one to do the chores. It is seldom you can get five or six good
follows together to labor and pay expenses for any length of time. At
rirstit was fun; alter that it became work. "Anewbrooni swoepa
clean/' and it is only when the new is worn off that you experience the
result. I am going to give this plain and unvarnished, hoping others
will get rid of very unpleasant times by our experience. We made a
mistake in not having a skipper to look after the boat, and also in not
hiring a man to cook and cleanup. But! will also say, that when you
do get chums together that are willing each to do their snare you will
have a very pleasant time. Instead of employing some one to do our
work, we determined to utilize the talent in our midst.
The boat (nautically speaking) was a tub. She was built by the government for a harbor police boat, and was, one of those ugly conundrums " dat no mens vinds out." She was; planked outside like any
ordinary boat, but was cross planked inside—for what purpose I could
never tell, unless to furnish a contractor with funds, or else use up
superfluous government lumber. Her dimensions were— length ovor
all, 29 feet; beam, 10 feet, with a draft of water aft of 6 feet.
Her cabin
waB plaiu aud commodious, and she had a'nice cook-room or forecastle.
Sha was like a family horse slow, but ure.
Our mess consisted of Mr. H., who aspired to be captain for short
wo call htm Bill (heuce Captain Bill). The next was Mr. W. K. N., an
artist, who bad earned bis title of "Knight .of the Brush." TVs will call
him Sed, and give him position as mate (hence mess-mate). Third on
the list, Mr. M. M. stauds for music, and a jolly fat roll of music he
was, of over 200 pounds weight. I have seen him play tho piano with
ter at the same time.
The fourth poflic B. We will call him Charlie. He was partly an
Ml quaint humor. The fifth place was

James C. Shea, 139 Monticello Avenue, or Thomas
Oummings, Treasurer, 614 Communipaw Avenue, Jersey City.

president,

—

—

Clubs desirous of joining should address the

18th of April.
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prepare special designs for similar purposes.
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thers was no one to do
the cooking, and no one in our party but myself that knew anything
about such artistic life, I of course bad to volunteer, and dat's vera I
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ought to have played ignorance. "Wlieu igbe wise." Every one seemed to think; that

folly to

line,
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Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General

—The regulations for playing upon the parade ground at
Prospect Park, Brooklyn, have been revised, and Mr. Charles
Hunt, the efficient superintendent, has been directed to strictly
enforce the following; ••rtVivatur no person shall be permitted to play except regularly formed clubs, nor allowed to
occupy the grounds, wi bout first having secured a permit
either" from Chief Engineer John Y. Culver or from Police
Headquarters.

Artistic Pottery

is th*»

and the public are

Jewelry, Bronzes and
largest in the world,

invited to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obliga-

—The

weather last week prevented b tlljplfiying up to Saturday, rain andsnow presenting barriers to field practice, greatly
to the disgust of the hundreds ready to take the field.

tion to purchase.
Adv.

Union Square,

New

Yorls
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fennel

'hq

ANYof good shooting

4$or Ja/£.

GENTLEMAN LIVING IN THE VICINITY
can have a red 8etter Pup of

Routes.

$t$ort§\t{ei{ '§

Trout Co.

JL/ukUow

TROUT PRY FOR SALE IN
good stock by addressing
and Stream
BROOK
NEW YORK
Fry delivered
any quantitr
W. H. CEO WELL, Ludlow.
OR
EXCHANGE
FOB
Janll-3m
McKean Co.. Pa.
WILL
SELL
CHEAP,
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS, I
bloodj
Pup, my thoroughbred EnBROOK TROUT FOR SALE.
Kennel
New
Greyhound, " Guy
auspices of the
Given under

TO SPORTSMEN:

L., FoitEitr

to suit parties.

Sapllt

Office.

(blue
Setter
Register,
glish
".(see
York), and young Bitch. "Fleet."
This is a good
chance to secure valuable stock at a bargain. No
better blood in America.
J. HT. ROBBKT8,
6apl2t
4,507 Rubicam Ave., Germautown, Phila.

the

Westminster Kennell Club,

£*-The undorsigned wishing

ship will

Bell

out a partnerhis stock of fry yearlings and two.year

olds, at low prices.

to close

W. Eddy,

F.

Randolph, Cattaraugus, K. T.

at

GILMORE'S GARDEN,
May 8th, 9tli and 10th, 18TT.
PHIZES AMOUNTING TO NEARLY S5.000 WILL

BE AWARDED TO SPORTING AND
NON-SPORTING DOGS.
Priste Lists

and Forms

CHAS. LINCOLN, Supt.,
17

,

Chatham Street, New York.
Box 3832.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL

FOB

Sportsmen

geis of reshipinent, while the excellent cars run over
the smooth etcel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANS-

PORTED
The

Tlie

)

Box

).

102

5109.

Charleston,S. O.

FOREST CITY KENJSEL
Setters and Pointers.
Hohokus, Bergen

^otiqes.

Jan25-3m.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL (LVB
(FOR POINTERS.)
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
wiuner of seven prizes in England. Sirea by H.
J. Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, and from Wbitehonae's celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
Sap stock; just imporsed: 2f years old. Fee 836.
lbs.;

S.

Fur pedigree and fui; paiticr.lar.- apply
WEBB, 7 West Fifty fourth St., N. Y.

to

DR W.

feblD

tf

Spratt's Patent
Meat ITibrine Dog; Cakes

NEW WAD,

A

The FIBRE WAD will give better penetration and
pattern than Eley's wadding. Is elastic and plastic,
and will hold the load BBotJBBtl in bbass shells.
Will n-.t lake fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box of 250, 25c. tor 12 and 10, and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt ol price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Address
DELAWARE CARTRIDGE CO..
5apl3m
Wilmington, Delaware.

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS T°
the country during the clOBe season can find a
very desirable spot. AIbo those having young dogs
that they wish handled. For terms, &c, address

WARREN LOWE,

Guilford, Conn.

STANDARD SPORTING WORKS FOR SALE.—
TENHawker,
Forrester, and others. Price, $10.00.
H. B.

6apllt

DERBY.

4-18

Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

celsior .Letter Copying Book. No press, brush,
water, or pad used. Copies on dry paper. Send S3
and we will forward a 3U0 page book, full letter size,
by mail, postpaid.
Iuquire of any Commercial

Agency as
circular.

From

the reputation these Meal

©brine Cakes have

to the use of every due who keeps
a dog, suffice it to say they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive nse of which, in combination with meat ana meal to compose a biscuit is
secured to us by Letters Patent. For sale in cases
oflUlbs. each. F.O.Db LUZE, solo Ag.nc, 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms tu dealers.

Dearborn

to

our responsibilitv.

Complete

recommend' them

Send stamp

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING
Street, Chicago.

Shooting

for

CO., 110
6apl7t

Suit

_,.

Made

this collar i__
of heavy bridle

leather with niokle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owuer on name plate for $1.00.

WM. N.LANE,

&z Son,
301 Broadway, IV. Y. LESSONS
perienced
43

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put op
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its nse. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail, \>oatpaid.

ARIiCl IVCT

for

Worms

DOGS.

In

TTIOR
JD

102

YOUNG

Nassau

St.

,

New York.

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

M.
dec28

6m

P.

HcKOON.

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

FINE LOT OP SCOTCH,
FOR SALE-A
Dandy Dinmont, and

Black-and ton terriers, BPOrtlug DogB, Hi
rets, &c.
Medl
etnes for all diseases at L. N. MEYER, 4b Great
2onea street. N. Y.
Septal ly.
Skye,

COCKER
sale—

SPANIEL. PUPS

two dogs and three gyps. AUliver
f.„.
white. V.-ry haudaoimdv nwrked. Best of stuck.
Also. Red Letter Dog '• Mike." Thnr ,u,'hlv broken.
For particulars address Da. P. K. Day, Bristol, H. I.
in,.

I

108

V

sale.— to mi

Excellent on Snipe, Woodcock, Quail
iters,
and Grouse. Will show them in the field on Snipe.
,1. von LENOKRKE,
J133 the brace, or 378 e&cli.
6aul2t
Box 1095, New York.

Address

M.

8.

Woodhull.

N

GULF STREAM.
Capt

S.

R.

CHAMPION.
W. Lockwood
G. W. CLYDE.

Capt. R.

Safety, Speed
auu weu-Kuowu norma

fitte-

and are nnri

oap,,.

points in Florida.

first-class
at
attractive winter resort in the Sonth
An ocean bench
tweuty miles long, surf bathing, hunting and fishing.
in the beach hammock, snipe, rail and dock io

Deer

countless numbers iu the creeks and marshes.
Direct connection by roil and steamer with tho North.
M.
Downie. Proprietor.
Sopt7-7m.

W

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
^"Insurance to destination ONE-HALF OF ONE
PER CENT.
Goods forwarded

free

of Commission.

^orJmncn'i (Boo els.

Passage

Lading issued and signed at the
JAMES W. (AUINTARD & CO.,
Agents. No. 177 West Street, cor. Warren, or
W. P. CLTDE & CO., No. 6 Bowling Green.
Through Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points in the South and Southwest,
and further information can be obtained at the office
BENTLET D. IIASELL, General Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner
of Thomas street
dec7 ly
tickets and Bills of
officeof

NEW &UN ESTABLISHMENT,
all kinds of GUNS, both BREECH
and MUZZLE LOADERS.
PISTOLS, PARLOR RIFLES. AIR PISTOLS, POW-

Where can be found

DER, SHOT. CAPS, CARTRIDGES, SHELLS. FISHING TACKLE, and everything appertaining to a
first-class

establishment.

FLORIDA.

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER
NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE. SANFORD, EATER PRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and
1

835

E& H

T.

N

most Complete

ANTHONY & CO., 591 Broad-

way,
Y., opposite Metropolitan. Stereo.
and Views; Graphoscopes. Chr mos and
Frames; Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photo
graphic Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic
Materials, Awarded First premium at Vienna and
Philadelphia.
decSS

OPT

Game Baa

fit

For both paper and mo'nllic shells. A pocket instrument; it reunites no bench or tabic for its u-n, but i
efficient in camp, boat or stand.
Price. $3.
Sen
free by mall on receipt of price. State whether for
No. 10 or No. 12 gauge. Liberal discount to the trade.
ONION & CORNWALL, Gur.s and Fishing Tackle
v
Nov. y-eow 6mos
18 Warren street, N

Henry

room

for

baB

Co., Troy, N. Y.,

shells,

Lounge, Pillow

it

SO

LousiE ftmeT'"!
£-,
^-'l

the

n be v.
inder,
you please. The material is water-proof drill. Sent
post paid on receipt of price. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. Send chest measure only.
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.

RIFLE FOR SALE CHEAP.

chambered for 77 grains powder.
Fobest asd Stbkam. office.

41

cal.,

Address *'T,"
6apll

A PARKER BREECH LOADING
FORShotSALE.—
Gnn. with flue Damascus barrels.
12
-

inches.

Camp Lonnue

'THE BERMUDAS.'
STORTING.
MILITARY, MINING
B L T Y

"VTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-

AND NOV

TRADE. FREE
CIRCULARS.

warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.

pr g»k.

86. By Mall, 86.75.
Folded space, 3*5x83

and Norwalk Ct.

J.N FUL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the

gauge, weight 9 pounds.
North Brooktteld, Mass.

MUS!

AND RAMMER.

1.

now ready

ever Interned,

capacity for 75 Quail. Pocket
is very light, weighing but a fe<

PEABODY

I

$2.00
that I have

friends

CO.,

W. Baltimore St., Baltimore.

scopes

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WAI. L.
JAMES, Gen'l Ageut.
jp/tliadelpaia and Southern Mail S, S. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

an ex-

320

Breech-Loaders a Specialty.

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticans.

JFTOIt

Oct 12-6m

FOR

§otqls mid ijlegorts for^gortgmen.

HOUSE, FERNANDINA,
and Comfort. MANSION
Florida. A
honse,
the most

pacKettt uit.iAiun,
Capt. Scott, for

CITY POINT,
FERNAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, PALATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLE and all
Vogol;

of this line reach
of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting >ections in the counConnections direct for CMncoteagae, Cobb's
aud points on the Peninsula. City Point
James river, Currituck, Florida, aud the mountainous
country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday; Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full information given at office. 197 Greenwich street. New
York
.eoQfl 1v
island,

Capt. Ingrahm.

Crowell.

The above steamers have been handsomely
up for the convenience of passengers,
vailed on the coast for

Refer to Abbey jtlmone.

JOUN HA1LY,

Hunting.

try.

T
AM HAPPY TO INFORM MY MANY
and customers
-L

mended oy Hod and Gun and Forbst and Stubam.
oct 18

PLY TYING. -By

fly-dresser.

New York

A certain remedy. Put up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with full directions for use.
Price 50
cents per box try mail. Both the above are recom

W. HOLBERTON,

Good Ground, L.
mar8

IN

Maiden Lane.

•treet.

A Bane to Fieas—A Boon to Dogs.

Cant.

From

REIP &

announces to his sporting friends that ducks
and geese are arriving in great numbers, and the
prospect for good shooting is now excellent. Live
wild geese and other decoys, batteries, boats and
promp attendance at all times.

Thomson

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

o'clock P. M.

PIER 29,
CITY OF ATLANTA.

better than any in the market. Sent by
mail for 5,10.75. 1,000 testimonials on rile, which
say that " Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit in
the World." This 8nlt is to beat the cheap trash
In the market, which sell for more money.
Should

Manufactured by

jan4-tf

3

A-t

6aplly

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SHINNECOCK BAY.— WM. L. LAKE
null,

Silll

BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY.
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

DOMINION LINE.
Wednesday and Saturday OLD
The steamers
some

$10..

you want anything extra-flue I can make it.
Send
for my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
mai22-3m
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.

DOGS CANNOT SLIP TH18 COLLAR

and

TUCKERTON,

Iicfover

$10.

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina," 1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, ruaklm: connection at Btr-uda with
steamers for S
full information

.

Thomas and West
apply to A.

Agent, 29 Broadway, N.

E.

Indies.

GO

LIT

SHIRT.

For

OUTEKBRIDGE,

Y

Dec21-ly.

AddresB M. A. Boaworth,
5apllt

Ithamar

A CABINET CONTAINING 140 MINFOReralSALE.—
Cups, with
representing 140 speoies

Bois,

u

lids,

and 90 genera of indigenous and foreign woods. A
Key, carefully prepared from Gray. Capacity of cups
from
to 1>£ oz.
This collection of woods well
worthy the attention of collectors of botanical specimens. Enquire of J. WILLIS HOUSTON, M. D., Collamer, Chester Co., Poun.
oapllt

328

M

FOR

cylinder eugine, 6x8.
For further particulars address P. O.

Box

329.

Bor-

J.

SALE.—A FOUR-OAR ROW-BOAT, IN GOOD

FORcondition.
oapllt

Price, $30.

H. M.

Apply

to

GA8WELL,

Troy. N. Y.

Fulton St.,

THE

SHIRT

C. II. NOltTUAM, leaves Pier
East Itiv.r. ilailv (Sundays excepted), at 3
ugers !" North aud East at 12 p. M.
NIGHT LINE.— The ELM CITY leaves New York
at 11 p.m., arrivlDg iu Now Haven iu time for the

Popular

MAKER.

morning traiua.
Merchandise forwarded by daily express freight
train from Now Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, ^Yeste^u Now Hampshire. Northern New
York, and Canada. Freight received until 5 p. m.

Elegant Scarfs

NEW HAVEN,
FOR
SPRINGFIELD USD
III

K

HARTFORD,
NORTH.—The Dew

and elegant steamer,

SALE, CHEAP.— AN IRON STEAM YACHT,
58 feet long. 7,'J fust beam; speed, 15 miles an
hour. Cabin 20 feet long, handsomely fitted. Double
deutowu.N.

in

tl

FOR.

$10.
Warranted

Company

EVERY

N.J.

Co.,

Farrar,

J.

Cleveland, O.

Southwest

and the
AND THE

FLORIDA PORTS,

WAKMAKEB,

Bapltf

W.

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting,
"Also, to

The South

Refer to Fouest and Htkkam, and others.
Address

E. 8.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

ar- sold at the offices of the

the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON. MINNEQUA, and
all

BapHt

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.

Company

Railroad

New

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

St.

5apllt

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Plunket, Carrie,
Nell have passed iuto the above Kennel.
Plunket aod Rapp will be need in the stud. For ser
vices and pedigrees address

61

GUNNING AND FISHING
in

VIA

Nassau

without failure or injury.
>s

Pennsylvania

also reach the best localities for

W. HOLBERTON,

of

most of the TOOT-

ING PARKS and RACi. COURSES in the Middle
These Hues beir.2 0NTJNC1 S's Flic.V, ALL
I'OKTANT POINTS; asoid the difficulties and dun-

IOR SALE.—A FEW FINE SETTER PUPS, ONE.
fourth Lavarack. For pedigree and price in-

F

SSth.

Rapp and

Superior Facilities
afforded by their lints for reaching

3

)

R. R.

Bespectfully mvite attention to tho

I.Vi

GKEAT SOUTHERN

SALE.— ONE OF THE BEST STUD HARRIER
FORUogs
years old,
in Penu., of imported stock,

THE PENNSYLVANIA

Stales.

s ^onty,.

well broken and trained, ;;ood voice, excellent rabbit
dog. Also oue 3-year-old iioagle Dog, of imported
stock. AddreBS W. W. HOUSTON, Collamer, Chester
Sapllt
Co., Penn.

had of

of Entry can bo

SALE, CHEAP.— SPLENDID GORDON SETter Dog and Bitch, 7 months, by Squire Smith's
prize winning dog, ' Monarch," to my bitch, "May,"
bred by Waddell. S. J. H., Box 1223, N. Y.
Bapllt

MH

if

required.

No.

25,

I

earlv

RICHARD PECK,

General Agent.

From 50

and

Ties.

FOREST AND STREAM.
%$ort8miii's §oodp.

§pommm'& §00%.

139

Emporium, BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

MORTIMER & KIRKWOOD, Sportsmen's
102 Nassau
and Rifle Makers,

CJ-iiii

ii Elm et. Boston, Mass.
w
All kinds of Breech-Loading Work
fected in the most approyed style.

ef-

SHOOTING.

THE

SHOOTING COAT,

'76

(PATENTED).

These are the new patent Decoys which come packThe. greatest improvement
in nests, sis in a boxPrice of
possible on the o'jil Hit of wooden Decoy.
the ducks. J 12 per dnz. price of he geese.
G. W. SIMMONS i SOS. Oak Full Bosu.ij. Msst

AGENTS FOB
Bogardus' Trap and Patent Roughed Glass
;

Sara J. McBride's
Celebrated Artificial Flies Leonard's, Thad.
N orris', and Holbecton's Fly Bods; Good's
Moccasins Hart's Nickle Cone, Brass Shells

GEO.

Black Bass Flies
Fcb83-ly.

Flannel-Lined.

$2

50.

Box

W, HOLBERTON.
5109.

I

MANUFACTURED
LADIES LEATHER VESTS ARID JACHETB
ludispensible to
the weather.

who

all

are in any

32

Also the "Hold Fast"

"The Boston Shooting
Suits IS Ihe firm of G.

Stjit.— One of the most

For Sale by

Camp

ter's

W.Simmons &

at Philadelphia

grown

It

has

for

use yet.

gray

Son,

on duty

Centennial

in

service,

is

known

This snit

Snit,'

Cijjai-

some and

is

good

flrst-clasa

dealers in

Will

light a

every smoker should
nave one; can be^carried
Sent by mail, post-paid 80
in the vest-pocket.
Send stamp for Catalogue of Novelties and
cents.

Sporting Goods.

FISH & '51MPSON, 132 Nassau

st.,

N. 1

augl7 ly

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins
The

best thing ever worn by
men. Not injured by wetjd drying -always soft and
easy to the feet. Four difPrices to
f e r e n t styles.
Send for
suit the times.

W.

circular

SURE CURB— UNEXCELLED.

Caudichauds

C.W. Simmons & Son.

gompouwo(it)

sending 'Coals to
of the "BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS" have been
heard of iu the 0,d Country, and that land of sport*
men has sent an order to Messrs. Simmons & Son,
which will doubtless be followed by many others.'
Boston Taper.

—

Recommended by

brunches.

in all its

SPRATT'S PATENT

Repairing of

all

B.

A.

American

i,

Uiu,

Fine Fishing Tackle,

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,
i

',

i

Green Heart Wood.

ADDRESS:

G.W SIMMONS & SON,
.

"OAK HALL." BOSTON, MASS.

Islands
ere.

i-

elc

,

ol .mit.ations.

__

Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Land Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Brained Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and

_,

Parties fitted

out.

with appropriate tackle for th
Canada. Maine, AdiOtders by mail will receive the

Pacific Coast

Rocky Mouutaius,

rondacks,
personal attention of the firm.
etc., etc,

$25 Each
Guaranteed.

COMBINED BKBEN HEART
AND SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.
BUTT AND JOINT IF GREEN
HEART, AND TIPS OF SPLIT

(CELT.CTOID PATEHT.)

I

BAMBOO.

$30 Each

and

Trolling
The finest Reels
i'ne-oon
v
1

.;

:

GEORGE

made
P,.i.

i

Click Reels.
light,
o
ee

durable and finely

HART

<fe Co , Newark, N. J.
E.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Kly, Rochester, N.Y.,anc
Dr. .T.R. Romeyn, Keesvillc.N. Y.

ju20tf.

Mc Bride
Thos. W. Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
Office

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia, 1876, decreed for exceedingly neat wc.-k
with solidity of construction. A fine assortrneat of
flies for tiout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selected for any
Goods promptly made to order from »ny
locality.
Address SARA J. McBRiDE,
Daueru desired.
Miimfora, Monroe co., N. Y. W. Holberton ,; Sole
Agent for New York and vicinity. febl5-4m.

121 Walnut. St., Philadelphia

Whitney's Florida Pathfinder for the
Tourist and Invalid.
POINTS VISITED IN FLORIDA.

THE

Hotels on the routes St. John's liiver St. Augustine, etc. The latest schedules of routes to FloriAlso maps of the St. John's and
da, with maps.
Upper St. John's River, St. Augustine, etc., etc.

Arranged mi J
Seasun of 1876-77.
John street, N. Y.
J. P.

W

.

,

Box

529,

ohn Prescott Whitney.
Issued from Pnthdnder office, 66
P. O. Bos. DS2. Send 2f> eenta te
janl-tf
N. Y.

H. L.

LEONARD
Manufacturer of

Fine Fly, Buss, Salmon and Trout Hods
•

of Split

Bamboo, or any desired

material,

and Improved Light Reels.
Sold by all principal dealers id fishing tackie throughput the United States.

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL
Noy83

:

f

FI.IEH

CARD.

Flies.

MiNUFAOTUBER,

latter respect."

l^SlnC SEAM PAS TALC",
MENTION HEIGHT. AND WEIGHT.

"

A SPECIALTY.

demand

IS.

:''

""

Every genuine H. L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked "H. L. Leon
anl. maker. Abbey & Irnbrie, sole agents." Beware

Rods

I^ly

1808.

In the Golden Sule (Rev. W. H. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
'•We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
designed and
eoit, specially adapted for sportsmen,
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and Bhore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the

I.

'

I

Six Strip Split Bamboo

moment's notice.

COAT SLEEVE,

such as Salmon
and Snell Hooks, on hand

CntUhnnk and Pasque

•

CONROY, BISSETT& MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., M. Y.

One hundred suits will be kept ready In stock, so
we can jrnisb to order any size required, at a

PERSONS ORDERING FROM A DISTANCE NEED
SURE OF
S END ONLY THE FOLLOWING TO BE

'.."

•

ties? Flies

order;

to

I,

iiKirrsrucri,

I'or

Egg-Eyed Needles.
a

for Amatuer rod makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute 1ST1, and Centennial Exhibition
1876, for Rods, Lines, Reels. Flies, A. iilicial Baits, &C.
503 Commerce fet.. Philadelphia.
marl-6m

that

EAM

&e.

Shipley's "Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
- Tlv Rods. Reels, Lines,
Heart Tront, S u
Leaders. Floats, Artificial Flies, Bone, Metal, and
Nickle Squids for Sea, River and Brook Fishing.
i:i:i:.it;.,;:.
n.''T a
.'i"'
.-,,1'Kc

Quality

.

TACKLE

attention to our extensive as-

cull

nouds

fine

Mark

1

and tied

MANUFACTURERS AHD

'

and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, waterproof quality and capacity. The coat Is a marvel

Redditch,

York, London, and

...i

INTHE PRICE HAS BEEN FIXED AT 813, TO DEKBD CAP,
CLUDE HAT OR DOUBB.
TACHABLE HAYELOOK, OOAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOONS.

or personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorsement, as combining 'he best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necesIt is a moat admirable
sities of the American service

& Co.)

Andrew Clerk

(Successors to

New

or Every Description and Quality.

every respect.

tliis

mar-4-ly

We particularly

teution has been paid to color.
Each snit is water-proofed by a new patent process.
The seams and pocket corners are securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect In

in

BISCUITS.

new york.

S

ABBEY & IMBKIE,

FISHING

Particular atten-

service.

35Liberty Street.

SHIPLEY & SON.

design embraces the best points of the English
Suits, combined with the necessary refor

DOG

kinds.

box 1294

I p. o.

Importers, Manufacturers. Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

the Medical Profcaalon.

Founded July
The

EXTRAct^

SANDAL WOOD

Newcastle,' but the merits

Special.

48 Maiden Lane.

il

idermy

Andrew Clerk.

C. F. Imbrib.

L.H. Abbey.

'

This new design of Waterproof Shootins Suit,
made from extra quality duck, has attained such
popularity as to be called for from all parts of the
country, and even from England.
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very much

and French
quirements

Philadelphia.

"KRIDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUKIJ Mil.;' >0 RODS.

i

shooting suit,"
made by

like

Sts.,

FISHING TACKLE. RODS. RE ULS. LINES HOOKS,
FLIES, LEADERS. SNOODS, ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FLV BOOKS. ETC., ETC.
^"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies made to order.

and

(Successor to Frank Good). MARTIN S.
IINGS. P. O. Box 8«8 Dover, N. H.
Holberton, 102 Nassau St., N. Y.. Agents.

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

Walnut

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

list.

EACH GARMENT DISTINCLY MARKED

["BOSTON

JOHN KRIDER,
E. Cor Second and

received the award of
the U.S. Centennial Commission in 1876 for " Exhaustive Variety of Anglers' Apparatus, especially
HOOKS, LINES, BODS, ARTIFICIAL FLIES, * *
of the BEST QUALITY."
Our Illustrated Wholesale Catalogue of Fishing
Tackle will be mailed to any dealer whose address is
5aplit
sent to us.

Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties-Tax-

illustrated

all

dangerous

Cigar, Cigarette or Pipe
in any kiud of weather;

price

by

trouble-

Hun-

Boston, Mass.
-the TJ. S.

If

at

the 'Boston

BRADFORD & ANTHONY

IV,

Suostitute for

Our stock
and extent, and unexcelled

a specialty of Artificial Flies.

in quality.

Lighter.

matches.

in contradistinction

Sold everywhere in

(KSTABLISKLn 1836.)
remitim at World's Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.

Wo make

mar8

Marehless

W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.

|

Address

dealers.

Hail,

Exhibition

but
as

J 16 to j.iO each.

Jackie.

W. B. HALL,
Lancaster, Pa.

Boston Shooting Suit'
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

The

gun

First

Oak

no doubt, from
the garments which are manufactured out west and at
Washington, esch of which has a local demand of its

Shooting

all

shell extractor.

Waterproof Shooting

We had one of their suits

Boston.

BPLIT BAMBOO FLY HODS from

oapl

Liberal discount to the tra de.

75 Cents.

Price,

Hall,

Boston, Mass.

BucceBsfut tnannfactnrers of

ringed sinkers.

is uueciualled in variety

38 North 8t M Oak

to

SINKERS,
which can be attached and detached at will, without
knotting or tying the line, or removing the bait or
hook. Can also be mover! readily on the line, ami
remain fixed wherever placed. These are rapidly
takiug the place of the old-fashioned floats and

Price, per 100, $2.60.

Selling

W. Simmons & Son,

G.

NEW

Sportsmen's Depot.

THIS LEATHER FAS BEEN
made to order,
way exposed to

BOGARDUS' PATENT

Sole agents for CAPT. A. H.

ROUGHED GLASS BALLS.

(Made and sold only by Messrs. G. W. SIMMONS A
Co., Oak Fall, Boston.) are considered the most
sensible protectors ever devised for sportsmen's wear.
Pike. Vest $1U! .lacker, Jl.:. Measurements reWaist, Breast and Inside Seam of
quired are
Sleeve.
Mention Height and Weight.
RESSLT TO OTJU ORDER, and is of a ''perfect
Send rot- a sample ( the

for holding flies at full

of all patterns,

Send 10 ceuts for illustrated catalogue, with Hints
on Fishing, Shooting and Camping.
P. O.

STAPLE

assortment of

are introducing this season' some
articles. We call attention to the

and DESIRABLE

PATENT ADJUSTABLE FLOATS AND ADJUSTABLE

offered.

Holberton's Fly Hooks,

Washington City

Off or their usual extensive

GOODS, and
the cheapest and best

longth.

410 Seventh street.

Price.

;

gun yet

HENNTNG,

C.

;

and Celluloid Heels.
The Fox Patent Gun,

Improved Climax €rea»er, Louder, Cap-Expellef
and Shell Extractor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

Jackets,

Importers, Manufacturers and Dealers in

oto.

;

;

and

Stoves, etc,

|

First Class Shooting Garments,
In great variety.
Send for Circular.

ed

Vest

Camp

;

BLACK DUCK.
also WILD GEESE.

Leather

Tents, Portable Boats,

Bond's Portable Boats
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Forest and Stream.
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Hallock's Fishing Tourist
This work will be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
For sale !»y Harper & Brothers, or at
or Salmon
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and specifications.
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The Only Complete Guide

to

the North Woods.
The instructions embrace everything that can be deTaking it all in all. it is the most complete
book that has been published on the Adirondacks,
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eminently a practical matter, and for that
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and wailed tot.—Alfred B. street, Author of "Woods
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For

ALL

who sing of " gentle
many charms revealing,

those

Its

Forest,

and Stream.

spring,"

better try and tell us why
Its faults they are concealing.
They may be right to keep in sight
The things that give us pleasure;
To paint the rare in earth and air,
The skies when they are azure;

Had

But don't forget we're living yet
Where storms are ever rising;
Where " gentle spring " will often bring
weather that's surprisi ig.
Now you may fly boyona the sty,
Where you delight in flying,
And leave behind the aust and wind.
And us poor mortals sighing.
TJs

But

some stormy night

you'll alight

In this most lovely season,

When boia'trous March

will take the starch

Out of your very reason.
There is no doubt you've oft beoll out.
When wind and dust togother
Would blind your eye and make you sigh
For some more pleasant weather.

Now I,

would

forsooth,

As naturo

it

tell the truth,

discloses,

And paint aright
The thorns as

the dark, the light.
well as roses.

(

For Forest and Stream.
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we go out and bring in the dogs. We had better look that
up to-morrow." "Well, now I'll tell you what we can do,''
said Franz, and so we went on and talked over our arrangements, while Mrs. McCoy got ready our tea and set the table.
The plan agreed upon at last was that we should spend the
next two days in utilizing what, little snow was still on the
ground in finding out where the bears were; that then we
would spend Sunday quietly at home, and on Monday morning go out in the settlements to get Thompson's dogs and
some more flour and meal, coming back by Tuesday afternoon. Then, the dogs on hand, provisions in the house, and
plenty of snow on the ground, we would be perfectly happy,
and could start at a moment's notice for a trip of any reasonable length. The conduct of our hunt was based upon the
existence, use, or possession of three things.
To make a bear
hunt interesting, there should be bears, or at least a bear,
within the neighborhood of the hunt; then there should be
snow in which to track the game to its lair, whether, as usual,
in a laurel thicket, or, as once in a while, a rocky den; this
done the dogs are slipped, the bear "jumped," followed,
worried, treed, probably, and then killed.
Delightfully
simple on paper. Knowing, as the slang phrase hath it, how
it was myself, even to the successful ending of hunts, I already saw in imagination my several new bear-skin rugs
stretched upon the home floor; the old ones sigh as they see
the new comers. One of the panther skins is relegated to the
children's room, my favorite little bear goes under a table.
Suddenly in come the children, "Oh! let's have a roll!''
"Now, Nelly, I'm going to take the big one, you take the
other one." "No! Scort, I'm the older, I must have the
big one. Oh isn't it a big one. Did you kill it, papa ? I
!

Jp£ Rock

don't see why they kill such nice great big bears, anyhow
bears don't hurt people, at least, not much, do they, papa ?"
" Now, Nelly, you know you'd kill a bear if one came here,

fUsnmp.

" What should wo speak of,
When we are old as you ! When we shall hear
The rain and wind beat dark December, how,
In this our pinching cave, shall

The freezing hours away f

we

discourse
seen nothing."

We have

—Cymoetine, act
"Well,

'tis

8,

scene

3.

scene

2.

done;

more to-day, nor seek for danger
Where there's no profit. I prithee, to onr rock.' We'll hunt no

—Ibid,

act, 4,

ON

a bright November afternoon, in the year of our Lord,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five, I was
finishing a two-days' journey on horseback which I had to
make so as to reach the cabin of my friend Franz, the companion of former hunts, with whom I had made arrangements to go on a long-projected bear hunt. We had talked
of that bear hunt as early as the fishing season before, or
rather I should say, as early as our last deer hunt of the
previous fall. In the summer Franz had hired a man to help
him through with his work, so that he should have time to
spare far play instead of work, and should have enough to let

him suit the hunt to my conscience whenever I could get
away from home to join him. As I broke from the darkness
of the tangled spruces that shaded my warm trail, and came
into the light of the clearing about Franz's house, I pressed
my dear old mave with my knee, and away we went; but we

could not reach the house unnoticed. The dogs set. up a bark
and the next moment Franz was dancing about

of welcome,

over the
cabin, "
time,

wood pile, calling to his wife, who was inside the
Hyar comes the Colonel!" "Just in the nick of

eh, Francis?" I

dismounted, and having
shaken hands, I slipped off my saddle, hitched my mare to
the fence until I should be ready to rub her down, and wo
carried gun. provisions, and other traps into the house.
By George, Colonel, fm glad you're come We'll just rake
bji
said Franz, as he drew a stool up in front of the fire
and sat down. After I had been welcomed J>y Franz's wife,
and had brought out some candy for the little ones, I pulled
up another stool, sat down, and while smoking a quiet pipe,
talked over again with Franz the long-expected hunt. " What
about dogs, Franz ?" "Well! You see Thompson, why he
promised to let me have his dogs this fall for a couple of
Weeks, whenever it crime good tracking. He ain't no chance
to hunt now, hell be too busy about MeNeal's cattle, so I
agreed with him about the dogs." "He promised them to
me, too," I
hi see," replied Franz, "that makes
lie cant go back on both his promises.
it all the better,
..re won't be no bother aboivt that.''
Oh! we'll
" That's all right, Franz, lint what about snow; vail wo have
enough of that?" " H'm! It's hard talliu.' Oil, of course,
well have snow. It always has si owi
no snow in
November! Why.it. can't help but snow. &sgoi
said, as I

!

'cause you always want papa to kill hawks and things when
they come after birds; and panthers bite, and they're prettier
than bears, because they're like cats, and people kill them,"
" When they_can, Scort," I add; but at this point my imaginings are cut short by Franz, who says, "I'll tell you,
Colonel, what I was thinking of; you see we'll have lots of
hides presently; well, now, you can take what you want of
'em, and then I want you to sell my share, and when you
get home. I want you to send me enough stuff to make me a
suit like that shooting-jacket your brother Dick had last
time he was out here brown velveteen and then I want,"
and he went on with his list of articles, great and small, for
wife,and children. Clearly we were to have " lots of hides;"
and they must not sell low, either. We followed out the
plan we had sketched. Friday and Saturday were spent in
looking for bear sign, and we tramped many miles; deer
tracks we saw, but we were not deer hunting; panther tracks
we crossed, but traveling tracks two days' old, and we could
not expect the snow to last long enough to make sure of catching them; so we looked for the bear tracks or signs, but in

—

r

vain.

On Sunday we talked the matter over.
I'll tell you where
them bear are," said Franz, evidently referring to those particular beasts whose glossy skins we had in our several imaginations devoted to such a variety of purposes: "them bear is
all on the Black Mountain, where you and me pitched into
'em last time. It ain't no use to look for no bear here.
'

'

much mast. Down the river its all spruce, and
patches of mast, and its in them little patches
them bear, that's what I'm thinking." So on Monday early we went after the dogs, and that trip kept us busy
as could be until late Tuesday, when we got back to the cabin,
tired enough, but in good spirits.
"Now, Franz, we're all
right.
We have the dogs, plenty of provisions, guns are all
right; now, if we only have snow, what may we not have."
There's too

only

little

we'll find

Franz

sat before the fire meditatively scraping a turnip.
"Oh! we'll have snow. I ain't bothering about that.
Shouldn't wonder if it snowed before morning. If it does,
we ought to get four or five anyway, agin Saturday." So

we went
" Did

to bed.

snow ?" says Dick, who has listened to me as I
read over to him what I have thus far written. Snow I
waited ten days at that place, for snow, and never saw a flake.
it

!

season Lever

-

[

'

.

<

You

seo this

how

we'll

Let's see, this is

Thursday."
this snow will be gone by Saturday night," I put
" and we ought to know something about bear sign before
;

in;

is

fix it.

;

time in November.

I'll

knew without plenty of it at
tell you what we did do, Dick.

that

We

went twice down the river to our old rock camp, a good ten
miles, and each time we were gone several days, starting out
expecting to have snow forthwith, and only coming back
when we found the prospect of a fall over. The first time
Franz and I went without company, and did not get there
until after dark.
While we were scrambling around the
moss-covered boulders and fallen timber that guard our camp
from too curious eyes, suddenly a panther sprang from
under the cliff and clashed up between the rocks to the top

of the ledge, and off up the mountain side. He had been
lying right in our bed. There was no snow, as you have
this time, so we could do nothing with him,
otherwise we would have killed him next day. He did not

found out by

go out of the neighborhood, for he hallooed at Franz a day or
away up on the mountain. The second time we
went there we had company. Just as we were tying up our
packs out on the piazza, before McCoy's cabin, and were
otherwise about ready to start, a man named Townsend
came up and said good morning. "Why Franz, it looks as
if you and the Colonel was thinkin' about bears.''
"You're
right we. are, " said Franz,
and were goin' to start right
now. " Then Townsend, whom as a near neighbor of Franz's,
living some five or six miles off toward the settlements, began feeling his way toward an invitation to go with us.
"Well, now, Bill," said Franz, "I'll just tell you how this
thing is. You see, me and the Colonel we got up this hunt;
we've been a talkin' about it for the last year, ever since last
fall.
And the Colonel, he's gone and brought in a lot of
provisions and such, and him and me went out and brought
in Thompson's dogs. Well, we can kill all the bears we need
just as well as if there was a dozen of us. The Colonel he's
got his pumping gun (Winchester), and he can do all the
shootin' needed, and the two of us is enough to trail up and
to manage the dogs and make camp and all that.
I don't
want to be mean though, seein' as you're come over to take a
hunt, you come along and join in the fun. We won't give
you no share in the hides. You can have what meat you
want, and if we have to go to killm' deer, why, we'll divide
even all round." "That's fair enough," he replied. "I
don't, want no bears, I only want to join in the fun."
So off
so after

'

'

we went. We had various creeks to cross at different times,
and the river to ford besides. I waded through as the quickest and simplest way, but Franz was for keeping his feet dry,
it was too cold to wade, so he started to cross the river
on some fallen timber, the result of which was, that his right
foot went off the left side of the log, and his left foot off the
right, causing a most ingeniously complicated fall backward, gun, man, pack, and dog plunging in a confused heap
into the river.
I tell you what we made good time after
that.
Franz drove along like a professional against time.
That night we lay at the Book Camp, and instead of snow, as
we had expected, had a tremendous thunder storm, which
drove across the Black Mountain from the South Fork. The
next day was foggy and wet; we started out to see what we
could find out about bears. I went one way, and Townsend,
who knew nothing about that part of the country, and McCoy went together in an opposite direction. We got nothing,
but had a laugh at Townsend. It seems that he and McCoy
separated away off on the mountain, to go around a spruce
thicket, he to go above it, while Franz went below, and they
were to meet at the brow of the mountain some half a mile
beyond. When Franz got beyond the thicket he climbed to
the top of the mountain, which is there a beach flat, and
stood looking about for Townsend. Suddenly he heard a
panther hollow at a little distance. Supposing Townsend was
calling to fool him, he did not answer until the call was
several times repeated, then he answered, and the calling immediately stopped. Looking to his gun, he went over to a
thicket some two hundred yards oflY from which he supposed the calls had come; and after calling Townsend several
times without eliciting any reply, he got provoked, and ^calling out, "H you don't, choose to answer you can let it alone,"
marched off to camp to get something to eat. He came
in about half an hour after I did, and we then went

saying

off

down

dogs.

the

After

— twenty

river
I

to

had

shoot red squirrels
or

made my fourth

to
fifth

feed

the

straight

—Townsend turned up;

he had heard
our shots and come in. It then turned out that it was a
panther, and not he, calling at Franz. He had got lost on the
flat on top of the mountain, and could not tell on which side
to go down.
He could hear water roaring below him whenever he came out to the brow of the mountain, but had he
got down on any side but toward our camp, he might have
traveled far enough before he would have found any one.
We were at camp so early that day that we determined to
use the time well until dark and get in a good lot of fireshot

in. barrel

wood, so as to be prepared if the weather should turn cold
suddenly, or if we should make another visit to the "rock
oamp," tired and hungry, and in no humor for wood-cutting,
so at it we went. First we cut a beech back-log, some foot
and a half or two feet through, and with the aid of handspikes and a lumberman's knowledge of log-rolling, not a
politician's, placed it before our room in L
Let me try to describe our camp, for it is a good one. We
are at the river, which here runs northwest, a beautiful
stream, some thirty yards wide, brawling along our boulders,
and quieting itself now and then in a foam-dappled troutt

;
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vine, cut down the mountain-Bide by a cold spring
!' fufibling across this we mount the other side, and
re are near home.
A splendid wall of rock rises vertithirty
tore feet high, crowned with
Lding birch
3 stiff-necked
nested all of them,
iruei
fellow
A great
58, soft and deep.
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no

felled by iis for wi
walk the length of its
and we are at
river, ie o ley, eomi
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prone along the

cliff foot.

ump down, turn the angle
Under this cliff, facing the
into which no storms beat:
n-idi
igh to admit a largo fixe and
>n1
it; shelves
are handy for laying tip
he dry, and hole:- to stow them away out of sight.
<

room for fonr men with comfort. Some ten steps
down hill, is the dog-hors". another dry cave

awviy, a little

with water convenient; for the cold spring which bubblesottt
a most within arm's reach of our bed of houghs, and trader
iver, tun, trickles down through the rocks and forms abasin
at the kennel.
But. we mast finish our wood-cutting.
Franz stood axe
in hand at the top of our big Leech, looking up at the black
1 ii ii hes crowning
our cliff like ferns stuck in a "Gresde
Flmdres" mug. Preseur.lv he speaks.
"What do you
think of them birches, Colonel?" "What do I think of
Admirable trees; I always did like them; graceful
lit'iesome creatures, tough as the mischief, too, like some other
things; the lumbermen, you know, used to cut
g] a- etui
them sometimes and sell the stuff with their cherry." "I
lull. sve, byjing, I'll cut that one," says Franz, and" off he
-embling among the rocks; after awhile he comes
he edge of the rock above us and peeps over; with
.:. ; around the very tree that is holding
hire, that monieiit. to be so.m
hacked and hewed until it tumbles
headlong from its perch, No more useless standing stdl on
top of rocks; no more whispering and rustlings; no more
:nd noddings from the innocent looking spruces,
ood in the soft breezes under the moonlight: but
the axe, a relentless shove, then a
tie.
dlong, a crash, and there he lies beI
Bide the beech more
se Strokes, and then tierce heartburnings, until at last i O birch is left at all, but in the mind
1
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tow much good

it

did.

you what, that

\ as a tire,"
Franz says, "Did you see
aro ind and twisting away ? I thought
he'i always rolling in between me and
tiie fire.
I thought the birch 'Id fetch him.
Did you see
him scoot off down the hill ?" " Birch \ you did sonie good,

I tell

Towusend Brawling
I'd give him a dose,
after all."

jcond expedition to the Eock Camp proved as barren as the first, at least so much as the killing of bears was
concerned, and the returning home in triumph laden with
hides.
I have no doubt that the others enjoyed themselves,
however, despite the "bare" hunt. I am very sure I did.
for tome, half the- pleasure, or more, to be found in such
lition comes from the general conduct and changing
I the ever woods. The freedom
3 life in the
from restraint, the self-imposed activity or laziness as the
the moment may dictate, the delightful effects
tig lights and shadows about the camp-fire as seen
fn
the
I.

1

itself

„-l.

which help to rill up the completed ]
e came to the reluctant cone
have no snow, no matter how long

mined

to

go

home

m

ould

m

Jl, -Coy's

and

tal

eter-in-,

king
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We started, therefore, early one morning, and
thought it well to make the journey more, interesting by going a new and roundabout way home, that was, to go up the
reek three or four miles, then cross the parks, turn
south, surmount the big Spruce Creek Mountain and camp
some where in the great basin beyond it, from where we
Could reach McCoy's house the next day. We traveled
quietly along without incident until near il o'clock in the
morning, when we were suddenly startled outof ourtranquility in o manner not altogether "unexpected, and assuredly
not unwelcome. We were going along on a bench, about
half-way up the side of the ridge separating the forks of
Bet, through an open beech and maple forest,
when all at once "Nig," the shepherd pup, who was nosing
about on his own account, gave a yelp some where to our
rear and above us, and almost at the instant, as we turned
to listen, down dashed in front of us from the next
higher bench B tremendous buck, his horns white and
potished glistening in the morning sun. 1 was behind,
McCoy and Townsend Justin front of me. My Winchester
was slung <m my back over my pack, encased in a heavy
mitten and had wrapped around it a dozen turns o'f
the leather thong, by which I was leading one of the bear
logs
lo unwind the trap with the dog jumping and pulling like a stump extractor took some time, and then my
hand was so moist with perspiration that I tugged hard at
my mitten with my teeth before I could get it 'off, and by
then the deer was out of reach. Meantime. McQoy had
blazed away as soon as he could, but as one or the Jogi
jumped against bis legs just as he was about to touch the
trigger, he accomplished nothing.
Townsend had a fair
shot, and the deer running within twenty steps of him, he
cut-loose at him, as he cidled it, and "scalped," that is to
say, grazed or scratched him, low down through the body.
He thought he had missed him and so did Franz and I, until
we happened to notice the splashed blood on the leaves,
while we were laughing at eaffh other. When I untied the
dog string from my hand, I threw the end of it on the
ground, and as I supposed, put my foot on it to hold the
dog, my hand being thus free for my gun; but the dog did
not -wait for my foot to fasten him; he darted off, taking the
trap with him, and about the moment we thought about
and missed him he set up a tremendous tonguing down the
We followed as last as we could for some half or
valley.
three-quarlers of a mile, still hearing the dog in front, when
suddenly it occurred to Franz and me to look in the creek
and see whether the deer might not have doubled on the dogs
and be now r. racing his steps to escape in the water. This
all til
for as we reached the bank there was the
burk, some thirty yards off and entirely ignorant of our
neighborhood. Nig had come trotting 'along contentedly
alter us. well assured apparently that we would manage it
all right without any further help from him, and certain
that he would u
m acted hen [feeding time came.
The sight of the deer which he headed off roused him, aud
he dashed into the water at the buck, who bristled up and
I

I

at him with his horns.
AVak-hirig the deer's graceful
movements for a few minutes, I waited until he hell his
still un instant, and tired at the butt of his ear, knocking him over. No sooner had we dispatched our game than
we set to work to prepare a h as; for ourselves and
- were hung up,
lire built, and we soon had the

raked

Bpi

td; dossil
on the point of
bi iwi.'cn crook and iner lies our camp.
Around this
point of mountain, about a quarter ola mile Lack from the
r.v.'i-. niii.-,
jeofi '-. sod letimea br il a down bo u&to
lie easily surmounted, Lu other places forty oi fifty feet high.
Cifiwing th
«
bins to th
this ledge, we
fti!
f l1 some '.
ill
fcrear.
until we come ton
i"..iin,

1

head

ft

and heart broiling on the sticks for our delecta-m selves with such pieces
lined
BWi threw i them until they had eaten all the meat and
offal, except what we proposed to etiiryhome.
We had an
injoyabli meal of hrofled live* and toasl and then took a
a lie!
u i:e. leaning lazdy pM our elbowB and watching the
bjch, stuffed as lull as they could waddle, looked
as much as to say, "Keep doing
deer's liver
tion, whih.
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1
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thiss

not spare

much

time, however, if we meant to carry out our programme, so we soon
slung our packs and Started off again. Franz took the Bftddle cut short— with the hide and legs left on ; I took my
pack full of fdre-i|nartei meat, and Townsend took Boini in
v'his pack, e.-i-i- -iii_
gun and leading one bear
,- o-'u-r '.-lead,
dog.
I mid
letting Nig, who was a priv.-"Hid
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persisted in following me they soon got a deer trail going
parallel to the road.
Eo b shorl
-. 01 due south,
away from home iml ihe river: I could
hear (hem some time, as the wind was from the BOi
return home about '2 o'clock p. w., I found the buck
;

...

my

dressed and hung up. The two dogs had caught him within
hundred yards Of the house. They had run him about
five hours.
About a month ago I was out driving, started
van her in the river. The dogs— f'oui'— on the way "oaek 10 me
bounced a buck; who ran straight away from the river.
After a while he turned and made for tiu river, but he had
a, .1,1,
tit too far, and they caught and killed him within two
dred yards of me. Time from start about two hours.
Aftt [the
old buck located liimg season was c
self ii
uarter of
mile of the house. I
ran him out one u
ind he went straight to the river,
I knew he would
k that night, so I sent a friend to
stand for him the
ming. I soon had the old fellow
circle a while before he v.
water, but he ma
many, for they caught
him in sight of th
who was near the river. And
though
jngathim, he dragged along up
.rider, who drove him off and shot the buekin
the head. Time from start about three and a half hours.
One morning in December the hounds took a trad that
went away due south (away from trie river): they were
soon out of hearing.
We (W. C, Cage and myself) "posted
ourselves on Stands, through which the deer would pass on
the way to the river. After several hours Cage heard the
dogs.
When within a quarter of a mile of him he saw a
buck coming, mouth open and much distressed. It ran
up to him and he killed it a three point, Just tl
heard
the pack stop,
,d
to the
a
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[g -i,riice Creel; Mountain was a tough
moss-covered rocks and through plenty of fallen timber. We did not reach the far-brow until about, an
hour and a half before dark, when we stood in a little opening at the edge of the descent and looked out over the great
basin below us, in which we would somewhere have to
spend the night, and beyond which we would have to go to
reach home. We looked out over the sea of forest below us
for some time in silence, until at last Franz said, "Look
here Colonel, don't you believe we could rind old Tom's ?
If we could do that," he would be just the tiring."
"Where
" Well, I don't know where it is. but surely
is old Tom's? "
yon and me can find it. I ain't never been there, but they
tell me he's gone in there to make a hacking for old man
Moore, and 1 judge he's got hands a helping him and provisions plenty, so we could have a good time and stir the
old fellow up a bit." " How are we to find him if we imii
know where he's gone V " " Why, I'll tell yotL
Camp Run?" "No; where is it?" "'Why don't you
mind where you and me and old Tom came out and killed a
panther two or three years ago we crossed a low divide at, the
foot of a steep spruce ridge, just where the panther had killed
"lies, I do,"
a deer?"
"Well that run beyond the divide is Camp llun, I believe, and it must be in "there somehat old Tom is now,"
The next point was to settle to our satisfaction j list where we
thought Camp Run lay from our stand-point a few minutes
settled that as near as we could guess, for Franz never disagreed much with me as to direction in the woods, if it was a
country Fknew anything about. I glanced at the compass
in my gun-stock, and we determined to strike a perfectly
II-

sceilt "i

1
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I
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1
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;

straight course down the mountain and across country,
regardless of any and every obstacle, until we should either
get to the desired point or be overtaken by darkness. We
started.
"Franz, let me carry them saddles," said Town"Pshaw!" Franz replied. " You can't carry them
send.

go ahead." However, Townsend would try it, so Franz put
them on his back and took gun and pack instead. The unlucky Townsend found his new load more than he had bargained for, and gave it up sooner than he had expected to,
for his foot slipped just as he started down hill, and away
he went head-over-heels for several hundred feet, rolling
and tumbling, unable to stop until he brought upi against a
big spruce. Franz took his proper load again and
went at a round pace. We kept a straight course, up hill
and down, until just about dark, when we halted in an
open field of beech and maple woods to consult as to what to
do. I suggested that we had come straight to the point of
the ridge which we had picked out as most likely to be. the one
overhanging Camp Run, and that a= we had not reached any
clearing and had seen no signs of any man having been
about, we had better camp. We had not talked two minutes as we stood there, when suddenly we heard hack!
hack! hack! " There's an axe," said Franz. We ran forward a hundred yards, and looking round the point of the
ridge there lay the clearing. Franz looked at Townsend—
" Bill, didn't I tell you the Colonel and me could find any
'

these woods?"
delightful time that night.
Old Tom had just
finished his log-cabin so thatit could be occupied,
a grand supper and a smoke, and no end of stories afterward. Townsends pack was made a thing of naught to give
the old man a piece of venison.
felt almost as if we
were home but I can tell you we had a hard enough tramp
next day. It began to rain early in the morning, and we
had to travel from early breakfast time until half-past three
in the afternoon to get to McCoy's, through a drenching
storm. At last, however, we castori* our packsat the familiar
porch, tied up the dogs, took a good wash, lit our pipe.-., and
then gave Mrs. McCoy our several and particular accounts of
our bear hunt, and how and why it was that hides were
scarce, and that Franz would go without his velveteen coat,
and she and the children would miss their promised gd'ls.
As I said before, a bear hunt to be interesting needs three
things bears, snow, and dogs. Having only one of tln.se,
the dogs, we were obliged to go without the other two.
I spent seveml days after this shooting deer, which were
tolerably numerous about McCoy's, and then with a fine
pair or two of horns as trophies, mounted my old mare
"Stoopid," and started on
two days' ride'to civilization.
C. C.
:
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had -a
dead that he had 1
were hung up for
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The accident had happened within a short
1..: was caught, as we
hounded up his track where
he had crossed an opening with the other buck and then
he was all right. After he crippled himself the other buck
ran away from him, and would have escaped if Cage had
have had less patience, as he remained on the stand ah
seven hours. My pack is too fast and run too long to drive
with. Thev run the deer entirely out of the country, and
after two or thTee races the deer will nol come back.
They
seldom come back (the dogs) under forty-eight hours if
the deer does not go directly to water and
may catch
a great many that I nfcrer hear of.
For successful driving
ft dog should be slow and mouthy, but game
enough to run
1.

tween Natchez and Woodvilh;: tri-weekly, that is, he trys to
to make the trip in a week.
never go any where, as
after meat and bread is paid fur we have nothing to goon.
We heard incidentally that there had been some sort of a
show in Philadelphia last year, and they say there ha-, been
: presidential election, but we don't know who was
elected.
ill-:,:
n por, We ..o- not id.
the proper

We

j

afiaii

a
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tion known as "Bulldozer.-,,
hat dispel
all that we. require, as results prove.

organiza-
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day.
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REMINISCENCES OF THE (COW PASTURE) DORCHESTER MARSHES.

THERE

are many in this city, lovers of sports by flood
and field, who will' remember pleasurablv the good
tunes they have had and the bags of snipe and plover obtained in a day's shooting on the old Cow Pasture familiar
to old Boston gunners.
The writer of these lines has had
many a good day's shooting there in years gone by. and
found mflay agreeable friends from the brother sportsmen
he met there. First among them was Caleb L., a celebrated Nimrod, and beloved by all for his sterling qualities.
He would always get a good bag, and seemed to have a very
fascinating way with the birds.
Then there was JoBeph
K., an old veteran, who was of ten seen at nightfall wending his way in the direction of the old bam which stood
near the centre of the marsh, where he intended to quarter
for the night, and be on hand bright and early in the morning.
There were also W. L., B. F, and nurn tiers of others:
but as we spieak of all these, let. us drop a tear to their
memory. They have passed away from the mortal lo the
immortal shore, and we shall see" them no more. Of the
living representatives of those times let us call up a few of
them.
First, there was Seth
the indefatigable gunner, who
always had some interesting story to tell, Often as we sat
ensconced in the stand have we seen him on the
walking from Boston, with his basket, of decoys covered by
his rubber poncho on one. arm, and his gun on his shoulder,
on the way to a favorite position in the centre of the marsh,
directly opposite the point stand, where he would shortly
be Been blazing away at the approaching birds and anathematizing all greenhorns.
Then there wore the brothers, R. R. J. and V. R. J.,
veteran duck and snipe slayers and moonlight inveiglers of
lung expeditions were much in
ye gentle qi
IS
rogue during those palmy days, and the solemn stillness of
the midnight hour was often made to ring with the roar of
the Messrs. J. 's guns.
Then there were H. and B. (we havi
1 ihem for
the famous gunner, who hafi done
years), also, T. H. S
favors innumerable tor his brother .sportsmen in tie
i
fixing guns, making and painting decoy-, (•-!,;
bird call:,, etc.. etc, and whose authority is 60 excellent on
all subjects pertaining to the gun.
We now recall to mind G. H. M., whose door is always open
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enjoyed with him, and we desire
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boats at

his liberality in plae:
also often, NextinordercomesG.

W., W.P.,andC.
T. C, who COUid be seen on almost any day from the 20th of
August to the 10th of September, at sunrise, snugly established in the usual place, the point stand, where the continual ciack of their guns betokened the Sport they were
We have met' them a number of times reluming
having.
from the marsh with large strings of game, for they in variably met with good success. Then convenient shooting-box
in the immediate vicinity was the resort of all the gunners
of the neighborhood. What pleasant times we have had
mi
within its walls, and methinks 1 he 1
laughter of
.
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have during the winter many idle days, which if
were not for on
wo'uld find difDeer are plenty, but owing to the imficult to dispose of.
mense country they have to run in, they are difficult to kill.
I have a breed of hcniuds that I think are superior to any
in the world: they are descendants from a pack owned by
the Chmchesteis of Virginia.
A few days ago I left home
early in the morning to see a neighbor, "two of my hounds
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live twenty-two miles below Natchez, entirely isolated from the world, seldom seeing a stranger, as
they have no business in this country. Our only communication is through a boy em a mule, who carries the mail be-
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yellow-legs, grass-bircU, and
sprinkling of brant birds, sickle-bill
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numerous smaller

birds, sTOth as ringneeks, Banderc did not think
mucli notice: and on rare oCCasi
jack-curlews, stilts, plndaropes, and arocets; and ok! the
odor of those delicious pot -pies
lean almost smell them
now, and can imagine I see the hones of vast numbers of

also

!

departed snipe passing in proceei
Let, ns pause a moment and brush the cohweh
brain, and endeavor to call np some of our other sporting
friends, w
en for a lent; time. There
were H. M,, H. G., D. C, B. M., and a host of others. We
have also heard tell of \V. H. C, an enthusiastic sportsman,
l,

whose facility for ferreting out ail the holes and pitfalls in
the marsh and exploring their inky depths by inserting his
IstL- uitti.v
onderful
pedals into them j lehto his
falling
and unaceount;
.

'

into a ditch, w
that ti.:
"It is D
birds would so
his mishap. "S
have on several

vith the

uiorv of

ap„
trtib
a sudden
experienced the iionwplunge
noddy ditch in our strenuous
to capture some stray plover, and should the eye of our
ahove-me&tioned friend chance to read these lines, he will
. ••;]
Ueeiion
no doubt smile at Lb
s

.•!

.;

v recall to mmd
a rfaiz
all boy, C. F. P. by
name, who, being very anxious to experience the deb'ghts of
a day's shooting on the marshes, and seeing in imagination
visions of great flocks of buds, had prevailed upon two of
our fellow gunners to take him on one of their trips: and
he, being loaded with a superabundance of clothes to prevent
-

.

,

bing cold, a long gun, an umbrella, and a pair of
''
teh
mad the unwilling
rubber
w
victim of i! do
inges into bog-holes, from which,
wi aid be extricated
amidst much tribulation on his pa t,
by dint of hard pulling on the part of the others. We have
aiso heard of the dexterity he displayed in crawling upon his
stomach from the stand in search of the powder flask, which
hod been dropped sit a short distance in a sudden rush made
for the. place during the approach of a flock of beetle-head
plover, and of his safe return with the coveted article to his
friend, who was anxiously awaiting him, momentarily exsee the birds take flight without his getting ashot
at them; and the boom of the gun which shortly followed,
ed weight of the
told the result of stratagem by the in
contents of the game-bag We t hink the sald bov performed
this exploit in a manner which would have
a credit
upon even an old gunner, as every sportsiman knows how
wary an old beetle-head is. He llso gftil r contributed to
the success of the day by shooting several
1

i

although he has uow grown to man's estat
heard him speak of his pleasant experienc

we have
s

i

<ften

on that oeea-

sion

We will now make a few passing remarks about the old
bam which we have before mentioned. Many a time has
it

afforded us a place of refuge from an approaching deluge of
Prom within its sheltering walls we have watched the
dark clouds rolling over the marshes, and the rain drops
pattering on its moss-grown roof, together with the vivid
lightning and the reverberating peals of thunder,
forming a scene at once grand and sublime; and the thunder
of our guns, which were discharged from the open door at
an occasional flock of passing birds which where hurrying
by to avoid the tempest, added to the uproar of the elements.
Many a fat snipe we laid low here, and during the darkness
of night it has often given us rest, and repose, and upon its
soft beds of new-mown hay we have sunk into the arms of
Morpheus to dream "our battles o'er again." We remember being told the experience of G. W. W. P. and J.
who together passed a night there. On one occasion,
E.
of the unaccountable rustling of the hay and loud breathings
which they heard, highly suggestive of ghosts, especially as
after a vigorous search of the premises they could find no
one about. J. E. W. being rather a nervous individual on
the ghost question, was very anxious to keep his companion
awake, zealously poking him in the ribs for the furtherance
Perhaps it was the spirit of some
of that laudable object.
rain.

.

W.

dead sportsman returned to haunt his accustomed place.
the inscrutable finger of time has long since swept
this favorite retreat, and its owner, who has ofte spoken a
cheerful word to us as we toiled homeward und t our load

But

of game, decoys, and other trappings, has years
Let us remember with pleasure t
his long home.
Leparl
glories of the old marsh, and while we breathe a
memory of our many dead comrades who took par
scenes,
will
hope
our
living
fellov
those bright
we
sportsmen
will ever keep green the recollections of thos
tod old
times; and as death is gradually thinning our ranks, may
the survivors be knit closer together by the bonds of friendship which were formed on the "Uld Cow Pasture,"
i

I

Powder Horn.

and suffered to grow up in broom-corn sedge, briars,
Chis, I suppose is so from
a-ile as not to pay cultivation; and
because fin y have so much of it that they are 'land poor.'
call

it,

was not long before we found game in good open wood
upon small acorns, etc. Mr.
had made in the city, a most
gentlemanly and thorough sportsman, had kindly consented
euy us, lend being well armed with a breech-loader
as well as Mr. D., it was not long before the hills and roads
began to resound with the reports of our guns, and we were
having first-rate sport, if we did not do so much execution
shooting, feeding we thought
Irvine, whose acquaintance we
I

Upon onr return we counted
in filling the bug.
lotD
fifteen nice fat birds, which was doing pretty well considering all things. In simple justice to my friend B., I must say
this was about the first real experience he had evar had wingshooting, and had only [undertaken the trip upon the. recommendation of his physician to regain his wonted h
strength.
Having been thrown from his carriage and injured
very much sometime previous, he was advised to to
cise walking, and in order to combine amusement with it, to
get a dog and gun, and this was about his first effort, and as
" issured
n lilted verj beneficially to him. Earthworks
W n Stall visible in many places snrrounding the eity, and I
think it was not captured during the war. I could not suppress the reflection that the peaceful and pleasant way in
which we were burning powder was much more sensible.
and certainly less dangerous, than the hostile attitude of the
combatants of the recent civil strife.
i

Wednesday, concluded to try another locality, and enjoyas good shooting with less hard and tiresome walking.
Appomattox County was recommended, and we left OD the
morning train, and arrived at the station at eleven o'clock a.
v small place and no hotel accommodations
-:
at all; and the best we could do was to get quarters with
•',',
for
a few days.
Another gentleman and
sportsman kindly acted as guide to this place; had it not been
for him u e could not have got any place to stay at all. I reeve;
lhave lost his name and addressed will always feel grateful
to him for some tine shooting. The walking was much better
here and game quite as plenty, and we made a remarkabl]
fine bag for the time we were
in
the
field—thirty
'partridges' and five
Thursday was a fine hunting day and we expected to
give our 'contraband' a heavy load, besides our 'quacks'
which he carried along. We got a good start and were lucky
in finding some full coveys of birds, and some excellent
marksmiurship was displayed, and, as I had foretold, our bag
I

H

,

carriage

—j

I"

and

ng
u-ly lu
(trove out into the country to try _.„.
oik.
ry haw
lurrnj
tj
night and the red,
Lie most inviting, as we found to our

be

1

i

niitrj

i
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is

nous

portion of the State there

is

much land,

,

-

Wisconsin-, ..'(
j/e— Bucks, geese, cranes, etc.,
here in abundance; a few pigeons have been seen.
Robins,
black birds, and blue tiird-.have been here for several days.
Koshkonong Lake is still full of ice, but think it will be
clear in a day or two,

—We

have never known English snipe to be so scarce at
this season as they now are.
The few that arc for sale by our
city game dealers art sold at one dollar per pair.
They come
from the lower part of the Shite of Delaware. At this price
they are decidedly the dearest delicacy in the market.
Every
year the bird seems to be growing less numerous. We bave
heard of several parties who hunted for them without success
this spring in localities where they were formerly abundant,

—

,o
Pen>-syi,-.- A ni
April 3d.
A pigeon match was
shot at the Wheat Sheaf Hotel, on Easter Monday, between
is. Fry, Boudwin, and Irwin, for Sweepstakes, Sid enMCi
12 birds each, 11 ounce shot.
The following is the
score:
E. Fry
1
1-1(1
1
,

G. Boudwin

1

A.Irwio

1

11110
1110
01111101011—0
11101001111—
S)

The Mr. Boudwin

that shot in this match is our celebrated taxidermist, and he is as able and ready with the
gun as he is skillful and artistic in preserving its' victims.

Postage.

•»
A DOUBLE

SHOT.

was well filled— I think nearly forty head.
Friday our good friend returned to JL. with a fine lot of
game. We had some left and gave away to others. To-day
wo got thirty more, and twelve in a half day, Saturday.
-"van Lo.i.e

l;.v;

,i

,.,.!

,:IuLijl

.::;"

or

and

seventy,

at 12

immense numbers had

collected there and in its adjacent
waters.
We soon discovered the importance of being better
posted to avoitl disappointment in looking up a locating, reliable shooting ground.
It was true wild fowl were here in
abundance, but the place did not have a guide, boat, decoys,
and not even a hotel, and we were only too glad to get upon
the staunch old steamboat Keyport in" time to continue our
journey to Washington that evening.
were served with
a most excellent meal, and I felt very much at home upon
the steamer, as I had taken many trips upon her in more
northern waters and near my own home before. As far as
the quail shooting we had enjoyed during the trip was concerned, it was a success, hut our original intention was to
have a chance at the wild fowl also. At Baltimore we thought
we would try our luck again. My friend was acquainted with
members of the various sporting clubs of the city, and
thought certainly through the kindness and courtesy of soma
of them to enjoy some fine sport down below the city upon
the river or bay. In this we were doomed to disappointment. The most violent snow storm set in and continued
with unabated fury for several days, and it being impossible
for ns to stay from home longer, we reluctantly turned our
faces homeward, and arrived in good health, safe, and sound.

We

My friend

B. wrote me soon after; he was so much pleased
with his experiment that he desired me to go West with him.
Every year since I have been shooting from one to two weeks
either in Virginia or Maryland, and have uniformly had a
good time, with fine success in the field, but no duck shooting.
M,

§mm §hq mid §un.
IN

SEASON IN APRIL.

»'»

is

M
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TAXING GUNS.

Albany, April ith, 1877.

—

Mk. Editor. Your correspondent Venator in his article
on Pot Hunting says all sportsmen would willingly pay a
their guns to know that
t.i:; of SIS per annum on
would
debar so many from owning guns. This is the only construction you can put upon his letter. How else could there
suppression
of
shooting
throughout the country?
be such a
i't

Does he mean all true spiortsmen or only that class who call
themselves such, but in reality are a lot of selfish tyrants
with no thought but self, with means to go when ;end "where
they choose, whose one wish is to enjoy themselves no matter if poor people do or not, who think the hirda of 1
and fishes of the sea (to quote Scripture) were created to be
monopolized by the more fortunate, while the poorer class
are considered as mere machinery Lo cater to their tastes :;.
wants, without enjoying any of the privileges intended
the rich and poor alike. There are many men who
all
exert themselves, and squeeze their purses to have a few
days shooting; this they can hardly afford, without being
compelled to pay a tax for the sake of owning a gun. Now,
Mr. Venator, suppose the farmers should be as tyrannical
as you wish to be, and not allow any one to shoot"on their
grounds, then what benefit would your guns be to you?
Only to look at and sigh over, like the man who bought the
elephant to prevent his neighbor from having it, but could
make no use of it after all. If Venator and a few more such
liberal-ininded sportsmen would donate their $15 and some
of their energies to the prosecution of law breakers, it would
be more creditable to themselves and beneficial to all. Although no friend of Pot Hunters, still I do not like to see
any one wish to deprive the poor man of his privileges.

—

Wishing V. and all others the best of success in iheir
earnest and sincere desire to promote the interest of their
Bexter.
fellow men, I am yours very truly,
[Wo do not believe in a gun tax for this country, but we
dogs.
As
one
on
for
the term "Pot
heartily approve of
it is, "one who shoots game for
and not for pleasure, and who is not particular as to
or means used; who would rather shoot into a
bevy on the ground than at a single bird on the wing, and who
corresponds with a game dealer."—Ed.]

Hunter," our definition of
profit

Wild Ducks, Brant, Geese, Etc.

the

—

Snipe. Some few birds have been killed on the Hackensack and adjacent meadows, but the main flight has not, up
writing come, along. Our friend, Justus Von
to this
Lengerke who generally gets about the first bunch, very

generously divided his bag with us on Sunday, On the
in Morris County there is still too much water to
enable farmers to do well.

Vermont, Ebrrisburg, IX, April ILh.— Bucks very scarce
Of the last there are never
here this ^spring— and no snipe.
The Lake, (Chambut few seem in the spring migration.
plain) has been broken up lor some days, but the weather is
unpleasant. Northerly winds prevailing.
R. E. R.

—

Massachusetts, SWeiff, M&SS., April dih. The past week
has shown the first snipe of the season, taken on the ith by
Weather and birds, including woodcock
Mr, Gh B, Stone.
and ordinary Spring migrants backward. Geese flow thick on
April 1th and 5th.
'

.

I

mode

*»

JOSEPH BRADDELL & SON'S GUNS.
London, Oct., March

'turned out'

'tis

they

26. 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.
In year issue of tba 2'2tl, "Inquirer," San Francisco, aaks about Jos.
I have known the present
lsraddell .V Sou's (Belfast, Ireland) rubs.
representative of the uriu since my school days, audhave used hia guns
for over tan years. Several of my friends, who were so much pleased
with tho workmanship and shooting of the gun ha made for ine, h&va
ordered guns from hliu, and in evory instance have given the utmost
satisfaction.

The gun

I at

present

own— made

for

me

six yearn eln.-e,

breeeh-loading, O.F., 1'2-gangu, 30-lneh barrel, 7j: lbs., with a cuargo
of SJi drs. of powder, 1 ok. of No. 8 shot— will fetch quail ever] time
betweon 50and 60 yards, if held titraight, which I consider a very good
test oi how a gun, without chef e-boring, throws its shot. I have no
hesitation in

Bi'addell & Son's guns so being
they warrant thorn to bo.

recommending Joseph

.

Cret-olusf in every respect,

aud

alt

J. S. LNives.

Spring-!'

.i

opened inthie Bection. Wild
numbers, and snipe are
The welcome booming of the
hoard upon the meadows and
lands,

'

'

.

the

[grouse is
inspiring

M,

R,

ply

fowl have
just putting in an appi arance.

and

fith.

worthy of publication,
please let it be recorded, that Br. H.
Enowles, iron manufacturer, of Cleveland, Ohio, while on a gunning expedition at the "Hone's Point" club grounds in Ohio, had his attention called to a woodehuck by one of the natives, who
asked the Br, to shoot it (the woodehuck I mean}, which the
Br. in his usual graceful and accommodating manner did;
and immediately as the report of his gun rang out on the
air, the native exclaimed "There goes "n iox !" when the Br.
quickly wheeled around and gave "Jack Reynard, Esq." the
contents of the other barrel of his gun, ro llin g the aforesaid Esep Reynard over in tine style, thus making a double
shot of a woodehuck with one barrel and a fox with the
other, much to the astonishment of the native, and to the
pleasure of the Br. Very truly yours,
Slug Bkook.

jr.

Saturday took the train for Richmond to spend the Sabbath.
Found excellent accommodations at the 'Exchange.' Visiting the principal objects of interest in the eity in the morning, and in the afternoon rode out of town to see the crumbling earthworks, and on Monday we went directly by rail to
'Acquis Greek' to enjoy some duck shooting, as we were told

GAME

Boston, April

Editor Fobest add Stbeaxi.
H you think the following item

undulating, rough,

a aiking" difficult, even when
ad
dry and firm. The 'Blue Mountains' are in
sumo fifteen or twenty miles distant, and the
Otter* loom up in hold and undeniable grandeur,
and unmistakable landmark
eler in a new and strange land.
All through this

.,.;

if

face of thi

•

p.

IN

1

with 'amateur'' hunters after pigeon-,
a
.,,.
these
migratory birds being the signal for "every d
t pieei
n go forth and sift} to
eon rent. When viewed in tie
pigeon shooting does not rank high, but coming as it does
lOng cessation of all shooting, the practice is quite
pleasurable. The woodcock is indeed ai
in this section, never being pursued solely for sport, but occasionally
shot by sportsmen out after grouse, etc.
Feed.
fool who
their hearts

:

IN VIRGINIA.

looking over an old diary of 1872 I find the following
entry, in reference to my first visit to Virginia upon a
shooting" expedition.
"Jan. 8th. Left home Monday a. m., via Pennsylvania
Eailroad, and met my friend
at Morris Junction, by
well equipped with guns,
previous appoint
dogs, etc., and anticipated a very pleasant and successful
although
it
our
first
attempt,
was
and I am glad to say
trip
we were not disappointed, which I can assure you is not
always the ease. Enjoyed a very quick and pleasant race
down to Washington, and here we determined to take a
sleeping coach and go on the same evening to Lynchburg,
We did so and had a very comfortable night's rest, and arrived in the eity Tuesday morning at four o'clock. Stopped
at the 'Worrell House,' and received
od atte ition and
meals, etc. Glad to find one of its pro
rtsmiui,
from whom we got much valuable it
id ISTOeluded to make that point our basi
a from
whence to do our shooting. I-L
.tainted
with other sportsmen, and it was their
find i ich gi

"I

neglected plantation of' this description
lind plenty of 'partridges' and excellent cover,
to protect and sustain the game.
It was quite
late in (he p. m. when we arrived upon our shooting ground,
owing to the heavy roads and the slow advance we made. It
'

and good feed

For Forest and Slwam.

A QUAIL HUNT

143

It

carols of the

sang birds

-

assure us that

Spring is here, But very few wil
'
seen, It is probable that this week the woods will bo

'

filled

-Baldwin, the

clothier of

Broadway and.Canal

Street, retails C. O,

D. over Fonr Unndred Thousand Dollars worth of Boy's clothing an'
noally, aud competition thus far has railed to deoiease the amount a
single dollar. Parents know where to rnaka selections for the boys.—

i
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FOREST AND STREAM.
fail

<gisti <$ultm[$.

THE HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT AND
UTILITY OF AQUARIA.

to excite the interest

i

i

stacles to studies of this kind,

rious facts connected with

life

and

finally,

conditions and cu-

in the water.

The dredging

of ocean beds and wen the deepest sea soundings have revealed the most astonishing fact, tbat life exists even at very
great depth, and under conditions of pressure which seem al-

most

life

of

,v!

,

little difficulty

has been found

to learn

the sea contains; but to become acquainted with
of life, etc., of the denizens of deep water

mode

impossible, until the aquarium was introduced,
by we could preserve the lives of lishes under condini whioh would permit of our constant examination of
i

ii

But

incredible.

the habit

i

move and act at will.
been kuowu that auimals

living in water may
It has Long
bo kept in transparent glass vessels by frequently changing
the water; but it is only by the modern discoveries of chemistry -and physiology that means have been pointed out,
whereby aquatic life may belong maintained without the
lit
and inconvenient renewals of the water. Science
has now taught us that plants growing in water restore to
that element the oxygen so necessary to the life of the fish,
and remove therefrom, by absorption, the carbonic acid
thrown off by them, as by laud animals, in the process of resAgain, it, has been fonnd necessary to add certain
tion.
varieties of water animals, which feed on decomposing animals and vegetables, to act as scavengers for the more particular members of the fish community, to whom any considerable amount of decaying matter is found injurious or fatal.
The discovery of these facts and conditions has made
the employment of aquaria on a large scale a practical possibility, and introduced to the world a new and interesting
means of material progress iu the study of natural history.
The first experiment of this kind on a large scale was undertaken at the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, London,
in 1853, only twenty-four years ago. Quite a number of
tanks were fitted up, the largest of which were 6 feet in
length by 30 inches iu depth. They were fitted very much
as those 7now shown at "Woodward's Gardens have been, and
-applied with sand- gravel, appropriate vegetation, molluscs for scavengers, etc. The water was simply allowed to
run oil' and be pumped back again, falling into the tanks, as
seen at Woodward's, iu such a maimer as to carry considerable
Thus a quantity of waquantities of air entangled with it.
ter can be used indefinitely, care being taken to secure the
presence in the tanks of such fish as will act as scavengers

indiffer-

instructive collections in all the various
history, botany, mineralogy, etc.,

I

'ranches of natural

which have been collected

and thrown open to the public in this vast conservatory of
art and science? If Mr. Woodward had never done anything
else, this work alone would form a monument of industry,
genius, and usefulness .which any man might well be proxrd to
leave as a legacy of life-work to future generations.

•

Osois Spitzes

ncisco, Feb. 28, 1877.

GROWTH OF SALMON AND TROUT.
Our
from

illustrations herewith show the development of salmon
ova to the adult. They will apply equally to trout.

its

1

2

3

It

into

tidi

Salmon

of

ressels

bi

sumes a dark color.

The

i

I

and thrown
head and throat, where

to,

thfi

of

ni;

:':i>

it as-

are visible,

ills

.

and

or suiolts, for some time wander about the
sides of the stream, where the current is obstructed, but as
they acquire strength, they trust
the midstream, play in the pools and deep Spots, and on the setting
in of the spring rains in the following year, are earned down
to the junction of the river with the salt wa
r,
remain till habituated to the novel element, into which they
T
then. proceed.
growth of ,L- smolts, or youngfish, is
very rapid. rpi Sally fl sr they have reached the sea, where
food is in abundant*
Fry marked in April or May have returned by tiie end of June, weighing from two to three
pounds and upward, and a month or two later they have
been found to weigh as much as six pounds. Ti,
sized fish under! he weigh! oi •.
rum
died
"
peel," all above thai
e'
rth of the
grilse during the see ad
fo
sub
sequent years equals, if ir does not
of the first
year.
The land-lance and other fishes constitute ft
the salmon when out of sea; and that it is a voracious feeder
may be inferred, both from it
...
cf Size and its
fry,

I

'

'

I

i

.

i

dental arrangement,

|

—

i-e

1 :'*.

:
.
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ABSTRACT OF THE SEVENTH ANNUAL
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS
OF FISHERIES OF THE STATE OF

NEW

THE

JERSEY.

Commissioners open their Report with a reference

to the question of legislation, and finding that laws
relating to the same interests arc at variance in different
localities, they suggest that laws of a more general char iter
be enacted, to give the necessary protection to and fostering
care over the fishing interests on the seaboard, as well as oh
the inland waters. Attention is also called to th
a
factory character of the laws regulating fishing in
ware, which river, once abounding in the choices* varieties
v.
of permanent as well as anadromons edepleted of them in late years. Riparian toth
01
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jen
these is
interested to a greater or less extent in the fishing of this
great river and bav.
As between the States of N
and Pennsylvania the laws have always been concurrent, but
Delaware claiming jurisdiction over the entire surface of the
river within the "twelve Mile Circle," the result has been
to permit illegal fishing to be carried on without let or
hindrance, to an extent which has seriously affected the
interests of all three States, and it is hoped thai lie qv
will be speedily settled. * The concurrent laws of New Jersey
and Pennsylvania have been so frequently supplemi nted fay
acts supplied to meet arising contingencies, that they have
become exceedingly complicated ana obscure. To remedy
this evil, the Commissioners of both States have p* pared a
draft of a law, which is printed in the appendix to be submitted to their respective, legislatures, winch it is thoutiht
will meet all difficulties.
In reference to shore fisheries generally, the Commissioners are of the opinion that pounds, weirs, and other stationary
apparatus for the capture of fish should be prohibited, exI

>,

1

1

!

cept in certain eases, where
reports of thePisl. V td as

Ishey

should be

ns

lie.

-.._-.- that shad fishing iu the
less remunerative the past season than the previous one, the reasons given being the severitv of the season,
and the fact of an unusually large number of dr
being in use on the bay, caused by an expected unusually
large demand at Philadelphia during the Centennial ExhibiThe aggregate catch, however, is admitted to have
tion,
far less than usual,
for convenience, the State is
divided into two departments, viz.: the Southern or Tidal
Department, and the Northern or Kon-Tidal Department.
The counties in the different departments are each in charge
of a Fish Warden, whose individual reports form the bulk
of the general reports.
Our space will permit us to give but

Delaware was

1

i

a brief abstract of each.
The Warden of Cumberland County reports
drift nets
in use, against 15 for 1S75, the lengths being also much
longer, averaging over 600 fathoms each.
The average catch
was about 1,000 (shad) per net, against 2,500 the
year.
The price was about $25 per hundred. During the
season three schooners were engaged in sturgeon fishing at
the headwaters at Bay Side. They took betw.
and 2,000 sturgeons, but we could not bbo-i.i
came from. The Warden has neither seen nor heard of he
black bass placed in the waters of the county the previous
fall, although he
has made diligent inquiry concerning

U

same purpose as the
blood being decarbonized or purified
the particles of air, which are mixed with the water, coming in contact with the gills, just as the blood of land animals is purified by coming in contact with the air in the
land, the gills of the former serving the
latter, the

I

.

An eq ual quantity of air, or some transparei
^tb the blood.' The blood is drawn by

I

life

lungs of the

"ri,;.

_-,

removing any decaying substances which may be present.
should be borne in mind that air is as necessary to sustain
n aquatic animals as it is for those which live upon the

in

heart.

from the large vessel alluded

,

medium pi recreation, the spirit of scientific inquiry, it has
brought subjects of profoundest interest within the practical
reach of the humblest student of the ways of God and
nature ."
Who can tell the interest or enthusiasm in scientific study
and research which may be engendered in the minds of the
thousands of children and youth who weekly visit the vast and

••

free to

most

I

i

them while

of the

"Studies of animated nature have been pursued with indor and success since the establishment of aquaria,
us of animal and vegetable life, the mere existence
of which was kuowu to but a lew of our leading naturalists
ten years ago, are now explored by thousands of observers,
and the wonders of the brook, the river, and the mysterious
sea have familiar things among persons of intelligence and
scientific inquiry, who, without the help of the aquarium,
must, for lack of leisure and means, have remained content
with brief technical descriptions, conveyed in pondrous
books, to the perusal of which there would have been no sympatui
to attract them.
It has created a taste for deep-sea
studies, and then fed that taste with wholesome truths: and
bj giving delight to the eye, and stimulating, through the
creased

ICHTHYOLOGY is a hard word to master, hnt it is nevertheless SO fast assuming prominence, that it promises
soon to become n household word. Very little was known
until qu
the hi bits of the denizens of the deep.
The movements of a few edible fishes which inhabit shallow
water had b eo studied a little, but of the greai mass of the
fihuy tribe, we knew absolutely nothing; not so much berf H lack of interest iu such knowledge, as for the
reason that we had no meana of acquiring the desired information.
In fact, the inhabitants of our rivers, oceans, and
lakes were nearly as much concealed from observation as
they would be were thej inhabitants of another world. But
of thought and research at the
the activity and persistenc
reome the principal obait day have most BfJ stu&lbj

and attention

ent; and certainly no one who will look upon it can go away
uuinstructed or unimpressed with the volume and its pages.
A writer upon natural history says:

,

|

lungs.

I

,

i

,

The success which attended the aquarium at Regent's Park
induced the construction of aquaria in several of the largest
cities in Europe, and finally in our own country.
The largest
and most complete work of this kind has been constructed
at Brighton, one of the most famous and charming wateringplaces in England. It was opened to the public about fire
fter nearly two years of time and a vast outlay of
money had been expended in its construction. This acpiaruim is divided into a series of corridors, the largest of which
is 220 feet long, most beautifully and appropriately ornamented. The aquarium contains a great number of tanks,
some of unusual size, and the largest of which is 120 feet
long.
Several works of the kind have been constructed in
the United States, but that one lately rebuilt by Mr. Woodward, at his Gardens in this city, is the second largest and
most complete after the New York Aquarium, and that gentleman is deserving of the highest credit for the enterprise
and zeal which he has displayed iu furnishing the public of
California with such an extensive and useful medium for the
study of one of the most interesting branches of natural history.
A most complete opportunity is here provided tor
watching the movements and habits of living creatures, posg most interesting and remarkable characteristics, but
whose haunts have heretofore been confined to the most obscure and unapproachable recesses of ponds, rivers, and
oceans.
By the facilities whioh Mr. Woodward has here provided, the student is able to actually walk amid the very habitations of the

where
ble

i

most ourioua and recluse of the finny tribe;
movement is us open and free to observa-

their every

as is that of the tiny

crystal globe
fail to

...

prove a source of unlimited interest

and an object of
tific

goldfish which disports itself it
Such an exhibition cannot

upon a parlor table.
the

investigator.

here, illustrated

most intense

A volume

to

the sight-seer,

gratification to the scien-

of natural history is opened

and illuminated in a manner which cannot

I

them.
No, 1 shows the young ova developing the head (magnified);

>

]

j

nified);

No

young ova before the developing

4,

5

-r

I

i

No. 2 shows ditto developed (magnifii d
No. 3, the head and body of the fish developed (magNo.

The Warden for Salem County reports the catch of three
shore-nets in his district a + 5,000 shadand 200,000 herrings—
not enough to pay
from Salem
County about 125 shad drift-nets owned and fished by residents, and about 100 of the same kind own id Q
LBnedbj
non-residents, making a total of 285, against 175 of the preTiie AVarden ascribes this increase of driftsason.
nets to the obnoxious "license' law of the
rhicl discriminate!
a itizens and non-residents,
byi
tax of
a. the former and 520 on tl
thus driving her citizens, and also non-residents, to he

in natural size;

shows the ova of the natural size, after the vital prinbeen developed. The body of the fish in this stage

ciple has

has a pinkish tinge and the eyes are very large.
No. tl, the shell of the ovum j nst burst, and the head of the
fish protruding from it.
No. 7, the. state of the ovum shown after the bursting of
the shell, when the pulsations of the heart become visible.
No. 8, the shell just thrown off, the tail drooping about a
third part of the shell, which is transparent, is fractured by
the fish in its exertions to extricate itself. Before the shell is
broken the tail envelopes the yolk, which is seen attached to
the body of the fish.
No. 9.' The tail in a short time bi BOmi
traight, and the
fish more lively; the mouth assumes a distinct form, and the
lower and pectoral tins, which are quite transparen
are in
motion simultaneously with the actions of the heart, which
beats from sixty to sixty-five times in a minute.
No. 10 is a magnified representation of No. 7, the fish adhering to the shell, which is partly broken.
No. 11 represents No. 9 magnified; the heart is before the
pectoral fins, under the throat.
No. 12 is a still more enlarged view of No. 9, showing the
direction in which the blood circulates, as seen by a niiero;
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twenty nets fishing within
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Sunday, and was

powerless to prevent them. On the 15th oi
the Warden assisted in planting fifty black bass in
Creek, below the dam at Hharptown, and forty-nine in Alloway Creek, below the elan -.
a, since which time
he has neither seen nor he
n
!m_
if
ends a voluminous
Mm-,t sumreport, which is so distributed in rh
j]
"
le catches from the various fishing
tenor is the same as those given .ih
lea
the is.'i are reported t.e
reports, it would seem that while thi fishing
>r fil
below Philadelphia
as far as Trenton, was quite the reverse.
The catch
ies afford a fair in
gradually going on a
the into
duction of the drift
thero seemed lobe no diminution of shad caugh
shore fisheries. With the increasi
length of these drift-nets the catch has decreased, and to
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jN<e 13. Salmon (developed shape).
No. U. Salmon, male (in summer).
No. 15. Salmon (in fall|.
The blood flows from under the body of the fish through
the blood vessels, ramified along the Bides of the back, and is
Ml into the large, vessel which runfrout and bottom of the bag, communicating directly with the
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horns in length, and
The catch by
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.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
more (lion one-half of the original shore
bei
bandoned wiSie the remaining half
This idling off has "been the
ost -valueless,
more apparent since the adoption of ftoat-luwa, b\ meansof
which, with a compiinitivoh small depth. of webj the net is
gnffetttd 60 fish near the bottom of the river, where most of
ad, ami tlttfs move effectuauj preventing the
shail from passing to their spawning beds in the upper Dela-n is presented for the strict
ware.
Thus Booth'
i

'

if

1

.

tl

I

Dwelling house,

ponds.

etc,

%ntmal

%j}tBtam.

The Warden

of

speaking of the shad fisheries says: "II is
that 1 look forward to the destruction ol this deB in Ibis, the best river in the country for th6m;
-... -s.i
.rental prnieriion is given to their propagabtrl
One agent of destruction
tion thev will soon bi destroyed
-

in

-

.

.

li

...

I allude to

revious reports.

bent!

the Delaware and Bantam Feeder and the Trenton Water
Power.
Dwino to the low water in the river in the fall of
newly all the yonng shad coming down the river
by going through
are turned into th
the tan-bin- whee
ttth
Ufferent mills on the banks of the
feed
tndtber cause of destruction to the young shad is
1

1

the recent introduction of black bass into the river. The
in
ease of the black bass has indeed been wonderful.
Uthough but few were put into the river at Phillipsburg,
some five years ago, ni ra u
ar caught ty thousands, md
re as an article of
by many appear to be ftp
food than anv other fish.
But as the principal f do
ive foe to the
de
n-.a
bast is yi ung E
regard tl
a that unless something he done for
_
gationof shad, the bass will in a
- ierl
fcroi them,
fi
f
manv complaints of violations
Pi ,,m AF-m
u
-. and the same report with regard to the scarcity
U
of shad.
Black bass are very numerous and some of large
size taken with the rod.
The Warden of fassaio County says, that the ttshingin his
ha- la en excellent
county, particularly for perch and ;•'.
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For Forest and Stream.

THE DOMESTIC LIFE OF THE BROWN
THRASHER.

It is

BY EBNEST INGKRSOLL.
brush, sandy moekthrush, and
'a—inhabits
north" to the Bed
and (Yd. a- la and

al*
ing-bird, red nHTOB,
name in the books i

whose

rinaila

1

Eastern United States,
Biver: west through Nebraska. 'a an
south to the Bio Grande, beyond which th
by other Toces, It winters in the Southern tJnij
and breeds throughout its range.
The nest of this bird has a peculiar charm for me, for it
was the first one that I distinctly remember to have found,
and it was priceless to me. That first nest was sunk in the
grass of swampy woods, but this situation I soon found out
to be the only one affected by the thrasher. He is an inhabitant of out-of-tho way orchards and the edges of the woods,
where his "querulous smack" or versatile song is heard
among the first-comers in the spring, In such ale lityni
builds his nest. It may be on the ground or sunk into it,
on a brush pile, on the end of a f. nee-rail, in the dense
centre of a hawthorn or a hedge (never fail to look into
every thorn bush), or twenty feet up in the fork of a
the
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Ado ace that Seth
learn from tin- Gr
Week;, ic
Btor of tna Oorry Fish Hatche-v, has notified
Shel
at that place Olr. N. C. Packard) that he
l:i!'' v '.
ish Commissioners to furnish
icing
him with 3,0J)
urai installment
dmonti nrl fc
ag the Shenangos at their head waters. The Warden
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Future installments will embrace
the salmon family.
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Early in March, in Florida and Louisiana, the birdshaying
paired, they begin to look about for some such a place for a
homestead. In Pennsylvania this does not happen until
early in May, and by the time the thrashers have reached
New England, in the middle of the month, the: sem t
oave already paired off and irninediatel;
•(After the selection of a suitable site both birds set diliin BUli
bd.
gently to work until a nest, is completed,
of four or five days' steady laboia" If placed above the
ground, the neat is* composed outwardly of a layer of twigs;
then
leaves
sometimes with many dry leaves underneath,
and strips of cedar and grape-vine bark, or Droad grasses
and fibrous roots, firmly woven into a broad and ilultisk
structure. It is not so "loose as the cat-bird's, so bulky as
the blue jay's, or so ragged and disrepntable-looMng asthe
king-bird's, nor has it hardly any mud in its composition.
on the ground, or sunk into it like that first proud discovery of mine, or a very handsome one I found under a
tinv evergreen bush on a' side-hill in Connecticut last year
the nest will be found constructed almost entirely of interwoven broad grasses Beourely bound together, and with
the edges nv r'-a-, in tbe lacs style of baidod-rinisliing. Mr.
Gentry considers that its firmness is due to the previous
condition of the materials, which, having been moistened
with water and plastered with mud, become so agglutinated as to require great effort to detach them from the
This strength and
Its thickness is also great.
fabric.
trimness give it an indefinable character not easily mistaken by the experienced eye.
Occupation closely follows the completion of the nest and
Their
lasts "through a week, tae.ve to five eggs being laid.
color is greenish, or dirty white, Over which is thiekly
These
sprinkled" a pepper-and-salt of reddish-brown.
minute dots tend to aggregate at the great, end, around
Which thev sometimes form a perfect wreath. Their length
v,

—

H

that

Like the cat-bird, the thrasher
to resist a dreaded enemy— the blackhimself around the beautiful structure
and devoursthi callov young in sp h of the frenzied parents who li'-'ht so recklessly as often to fall a prey to their
The terrible
ttitonce.
tare
invs'
own 'temerit,'
beauty, the black, shining folds, the easy-gliding move-

is

upon

often called

snake—which

c-ils

1

-

I

mythof

ipti
th< 1
and
his intrusion into that first homo long a-: a andmake us
wonder whether, after all, the woman was really to blame for
yielding under the tenable fascination of such a presence.
"
When the nest is taken the thrashers utter a gutteral,

tile

name," bring

mind

to

'iiaumrcu, ERP.ORS.— Our attention has kindly been
by our correspondent, Mr. E. Brooks Glepson, 60
,;
,-rror in a recent note on the King duck
.,,,,,,,,'
,aj,a,.,' a,,,
a.Kan a short time ago near Syracuse by
Ylr. iha il. Hewlett
The generic name in the cutting from
which we quoted was given as Fl*(ijj«Ja, hut ia its transfer to
our columns it got badly mixed. It is true, as Mr Gleason
suggests, that the King eider occasionally occurs as far south
.'
is
Iso true that Buch ocenraences are
trerne rarity, and the bird can scarcely be regarded as a regular winter visitant south of M
Several ye.irs
ah .a a,a,i,.h of the New York markets
„•
til
I to s« rare a
b
specimen, though in that time loaiv gpecimenu
a.oaVa.voaa were noticed. In the note, as originally printed, our
intention was to give prominence to the feet, that' the bird has
been taken so fur from the sea coast rather than that it had
come so far south.
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NESTING OF

THE ROSE-BBEASTED
GROSBEAK.

Wnile n
on the -20th of May, 1871, my amented b'
de Grosbeak's quarreling; they
were soon joined by a female, and with her help,
a of the
males was before long driven away. The pair ow flew to
a tree, where I soon discovered a nest, so, aft'
shooting
them 1 ascended the tree to secure the nest
Much to tny surprise, I found the eg| to b
fro D
any I had previously found. The nest, was built in a large,
aiaii tn
about twenty-five feet fr
he ground, and was
composed
of slender twigs lined with fine gn
the
eggs were four in number, measuring lx.75 inches; tho
ground color was pure white, marked with small spots and
dashes of brown. Again, on tho 11th day of May, 1873, I
took a nest with similar eggs, but the nest was entirely different, being composed of very soar
as a large,
na
bulky affair, measuring outside, nine inches; inside, three
inches; depth outside, five inches: inside, two and a half
inches; built on a clump of bushes about three feet from the
ground.
Atxclphe B. Covert.
-
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EELS CONSTRUCTING DAMS,
Kii\v

York, Marci

27, 1877.

EDITOIi FOHEST AND STEEA2I.
An article iu your last issue, headed "Ourious Habit of a Cattish," was
extremely intcreaiing and new to uie. Sutli facie, when well authenticated, aro very valuable, ridding; to onr limited knowledge of the habits
,,',-;.
I snpposetlie cat:i-'i
piust have been
at many binds of fish,
a distinct variety, auduat the common eat ,a fcbe souOiem and western
rivers.
I tmst that between Prof. Baird and his correspondent this

places eouaii ted of eleau sand and
» it flowed IVI -a 01 sol various
a.lhod and ro mded by the action of
1
as 1
,,,,a.
a broad, shallow pool
walked
running water.
through vvhioh the stream flowed « itl! a suiootli eviaa aad slower cura
a
rent than it did in other places. As
a, a,l whether to
i,
pool 1 Btopped, heRitatilig, and tr^n
, a„a tla,
to look into the pool
ream at thai point or nc
ohpfi long, in the act of swimming
1 saw an eel about Iwoet.v-eielo
ought; but before I bad lime to more than get a
ped its Wftgglina motions and its head slowly
r took at it, it
reaohed tbia noBition
in.
Bat no aa,,, a, a' bad
struggles again, and I then saw that it was slowdy
card down -stream with something attached ro
lose inspection 1 discovered to be a smooth stouo

small pebbles while in other plac
a
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As it Beared the lower end
stones was placed across tho
larger than a hickory ant.

pool I noticed that a
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von or eight inches.

was partly out
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th,

of the water,

nnd

a
ti
a position ueai Ij on tin
fied with ita position, it let go

dam,

then saw

I

e

ai

\

epool again,

laalted fbrwai

an.

stout,, which
90li a,
slowlj s
and Bwimming along ram
I watched
a,a
wasISOOUOn ils way to join the on"
with beaver-like energy
it for some time, and I assure you it v..,
ttdn
and petslatouce. It had already placed three or four bush a,
.'
in parittuu, and succocded in raising th,, wait
HID
inches; but tor what 'purpose! Was tho dam ita,
reftn a -eh a
house oi nursery for Us fry? or was it merely
i
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greater <iuantity of water " lbs com.fi a and
tlous I leave to otliors better informed than 1
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SOME NEWFOUNDLAND BIRDS.
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darker race, ine.aiha.ael to the ltio Grande.
as and is rudely eonops c bn
,',,,„
13 by .79, and are
.,,,.

"
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-uiipsieLake, of

the
Ive
no sooner touched the dam than
stono so thai it landed on tho dan
the way up, while the body of the tish went over
than
two
incnea-ol
dam, ovez srhiohlesH

surface,
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the female approached, gave the contents of the nest a hasty
survey, and immediately flew off. She returned in a short
time in company with her mate, and both flew to the nest,
apparently in th. greatest rage, took each an egg in their
claws and' dashed it against the ground at the distance of
more than a rod from the nest, the female repeating the same
This done, they continued to vent their
to the other egg.
aha 11 eags, and afterward forsook the nest.
rage on the
Not more than one brood is usually raised iu the Northern
States, although beginning so early, but South two are
brought up in a season.
The young are fed upon the larva: of various beetles and
other insects? and eat sin enormous quantity of these grabs,
with a desert of small, soft berries. Their bellies become
distended until they almost burst and lose all semblance
Yet, whenever they hear the mother's
to the bodies of birds.
,ai
toy will open wide then gaping,
oran imitationoi
yellow mouths for more. It is some days, however, before
aviaries,
They breed well
iheir parents' voices.
in the saint 'Manner and upon the
aand the yoi

;

1

tm

iiposiany tampering with their eggs, and roai
Brewer removed three eggs y,^ .-^u u.
Dr. T.
tion.
a few moments
their nests and left three robin's eggs,
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THE brown thrush—

.
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the
female alone _
are required to hatch them, the
upon the weather. Both parents watch over Bach other and
their charge with groat care and anxiety, wreaking instant

River than has been kmran for half a
corresponding incieasi in the temperatui
ously affected this class of fishes. It
that those which rem a.;
near the headquarters of the
Further down the river, near Lambert vil
hardiest varieties of fishes peri
by the high temperature of the watffl

t

I

date
of the

summer, which caused lower ws

of last
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possible that the almost uni
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was killed one day there would be ten hungry
plying for his situation before sun-up the next morning.
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pounds had been taken.
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ChipmoN'ks in the EmcKHrtis.— Chifmion]:e, or ground
'-,
re thicker here than i
lJ
^pt
pests of so.
live under b ,g, stone, and bush pilej
they are v
Efice-holders in Washington;
heavier burden than the internal revenne tax: they will invade a miner's sanctum by day arid by night;' they will
come in tens and fifties and hundreds, and bring their
fami lies with them: they cut open the. Hour
all the flour; they will steal your sugar, pack off your coffee,
1,:,
ypur bread into crumbs, defile your beef-steak, tear
up your letters, hide your only pair of socks, and take all
tarch out of your Sunday shirt, and mak
thea 31
as
generah'.
sabfe.
The mine
d the plan of
a,

tin

item the wardens of various
There are mint •-!. ,-.-.
From Susses v
counties in the Non-Tidal Department,
learn thai progress lias been made in procuring the assistance of the Hfca County (Perm.) officials. It is to he hoped
that between them they will be able to stop BO]
In Warren County the
illegal fishing in the Delaware.
roved all weirs found in the Delaware, and those
notwithstanding threatened
if its
tributaries,
ridei
He reports that laTge numbers of young salmon
Ur in the summer in the Bequest, ami that one
weri

H5

Pish Hatching in Miohii
ble opportunity is
now afforded to any one wishing to buy the well-known Pish
Korthfield,
i iSBl
Old
Hatching establishment ofT
Michigan, ea.pacity of springs aljoat 1,500 gallons per min30vs(|
grayling
trout
in
Large
and
house.
met,
hatching
ute;

ltd
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pots axe larger.
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ding on the shoreu of a lake oue will hear a
might wail aiiuTas bj telegraphic aiguBl*, as
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FOREST AND STREAM.

one long noto, Hires short notes, and six dote. I heard
was called the Lone bird, but its real name is whip-poor-will.
Latin name? i a avo often tried to see it, but cannot. My
r
the Telegraph bird. Our Bnow-blrd or ortolan, I be
us the other day in considerable flookB. It is of a white
color: he speaks by one short note. How often when a boy we caught
this bird In a trap formed of a cinder riddle, support stick, and line
also visits ub in ilncks.and a friend ot mine hero
say.- ttiey will come and get food near his parlor window, which is
nnentary to the gentle keartB of his youug ladies. The jay
is another bird hero; lie is gray and white.
We have two prominent
species of owls— the while and the small gray, or the cat-owl. Some
years ago two hawks were in the habit during the winter of visiting
the harbor, and as suro sa over they came wo always had heavy weather
6tiortty thereafter. Being connected with the meteorological service
•we take a deep interest in the signs of birds, which are often wiBer
than men. We can't shoot partridge now, because the law is against
it, and we are strongly of opinion that every sportsman should make It
0.
a matter of honor to obey this law.

md

,

first

that

Wh&tis

it

Ufaatttand, Jfitrm

—

Tjice on Cattle.
This subject iB disturbing the peace ol
the farmers at present.
We have given several recipes—some
of our own, some borrowed from contemporaries. In the

garden*

its

;

REGRAFTING OLD FRUIT TREES.

Country Oenilemmi of April 4th are several

I

'

|

[The Latin name of the whip-poor-will is Autrostomus
WUs; but is it t< this bird that he refers?— Ed.]

vorif-

THE BIRDS OF WEBSTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE, AND ADJOINING TOWNS.
BT CHABLEB

F.

from our

GOODHCE.

issue of

March 2Wi.

Bnnasa tmbellm. Buffed grouse. Common resident; breeds. This
bird does groat damage to apple trees in winter, by picking off the
buds have seen soven in one small orchard at onoe, and thiB not more
than ton rods from the house.
;

Ortyz virginiana.

Bare resident; probably breeds.

Quail.

(about three inches long of last
season's wood will do) is cut with a sharp knife wedgeshaped, one side being a little thicker than the other, and
inserted, one on each side of the branch if large, particular
care being taken that the inner edges of both barks match
each other, then cover carefully with wax or waxed cloth
so as to exclude the air, and the deed is done. The wax is
easily prepared by melting two parts tallow, two parts rosin,
and three parts beeswax, very gradually over a slow fire,
carefully stirring it all the time.
It will keep for years and
should be kept covered .up. A most exhaustive article on
grafting, well illustrated, appeared in the American ArjricidThere are quite a variety of tools
turist for April, page 123.
manufactured to assist the cultivator, many of them of great

in the ceDtre, the seion

i

Continued

THERE

is scarcely a country home that hnB not a few
old and worthless apple or pear trees on it, that perhaps bearing a few fruit every year, the owner docs not wish
to destroy, and which could yet be easily made a source of
pleasure and profit at a very slight expense. Grafting is not
difficult by any means, though it is not easy to describe
without drawings the wWcs operandioi the various methods.
The simplest, most commonly practiced, and perhaps as
good a plan as any, is called cleft grafting. The limb being
cut carefully off so as not to tear the bark, is split through
the centre, and the split being kept open by a small wedge

haw !;. something like the syllable sneap. This he continues for several
minutes, when he riBes on the wing with a sharp whistling sound to a
great height, flying in large circles. This is continued for a few minutes, when he descends to nearly the same place. This is repeated tin
til it Is quite dark.
I have never beard of any one speak of this bofore,b*t ths habU is such aB 1 have describedit.
Gultinaga. IVtlsonii. English snipe. Not common until this fall, 1870;
they stayed until the ground froze.
Hhyacopkilus solitarius. Solitary sandpiper. Common summer resi; breeds.
Actilurus bartramius. Upland plover. Same as preceding.

—Wagener's

improved grafting saw and
and if it prove to be all that is
claimed for it, it will be a great boon to those who have much
grafting to do, as it cuts a mortise for the scion and then
Scions can be had
cuts the scion exactly to fit the mortise.
of any nurseryman, and for six apples ripening at different

practical

Phihihala minor.
Woodcock. Common summer resident; breeds,
When they first arrive in the spring, the male will sit on the ground in
the evening and make his peculiar note, which sounds like the night

utility

scion cutter being the

periods,

Maiden's

latest,

BtS

'Blush,

;ire

Pipp'n, Early Joe,

feme,

Common 3ummer resident; may

Bittern—Duukadow. Common tn summer;
Botaurus laitiginosus.
proba'dy breeds, but havo never been able to find its nest, though I
have looked for it carefully.
Autorida virescens. Green heron. Not a common summer resident.

Semida eanaclensis. Wiid goose. Spring and autumn migrant.
Anas obsenra. Black duck. Summer resident breeds.
Same as the preceding, but n
Air, spoma. Wood duck.
Querriueiula diteirt. Blue-winged (teal. Not common in the migra;

tions.

Mergus americanns.
Lopkodytescucullalus.

Commou

Sheldrake.

Hooded merganser.

in the migrations.

Bare in tho migrations.

W.

months.

New York HoETicuLTtritAL

J.

D.

—We

have again great
pleasure in noting the increasing interest taken in hortiSociety.

cultural matters in New York, from the large attendance at
the regular monthly meeting of the above society at its
rooms, 55 West 33d Street, on Tuesday, the 3d ult. Sir. W.
C. Wilson, Astoria, L. I., sent some noble specimens of
Palms and Tree Ferns to decorate the room, while the
smaller plants and cut flowers were arranged in groups, or
placed on the tables, where they would show to the best advantage. Fourteen new members were elected, and after the
report of the finance committee for 1876 was read and accepted, Mr. David Foulis read a very instructive paper on
"Ornamental designs in Cut flowers," giving first a very full

of the plants and flowers most generally grown for that
purpose, followed by very lucid and practical remarks on
the best and most natural methods of arranging them. The
following premiums were awarded: To James Riddle,
gardener; to Mrs. Elisha Brooks, In wood, for six Cinerarias and
a fine large pan of Boyden's No. 30 strawberry in fruit; to H.
Herbert Rej-nolds, Flatbush, L. I., forsix Scarlet Geraniums;
to K. B. Parsons, Flushing, for Azaleas; to Charles Zeller,
Flatbush, for Cut Flowers; to Geo. Such, South Amboy, for
Azaleas, find Orchids; to William Bennett, Flatbush, for
thirty splendid plants of JMmmhiwjifionwi with from eight
Burgess, Glento twelve flowers on each; and to William
cove, for a magnificent basket over two feet in diameter of
list

div.
Common
rssi.
Great North
dent ; may breed, did years ago.
Colyonibus septtnlrionalis. Bed-throated diver vory rare, perhaps accidental; have known of its being found here but once— adult male, in

C.'i'mtaj lorquatus.

i

;

the

of 1876.

fall

PODICIPIDS— THI GKEBES.
Bed-necked grebe. Accidental, from the

coast.
Po&iccpt HalbmUii,
Tie to wore some live or six specimens taken this last spring (1870), and
I shot a specimen in the river in Juno. This is the only time I have
of its being taken in this section.
Not a common summer
rodittjmbus podiceps. Prod-billed grebe.

known

resident.

[The habit of the woodcock, mentioned by our correspondent is well known, aud has been noticed by more than
one ornithological writer. Ed.]

—

A HeabtIjESS Parent. The following somewhat apocryphal
story comes to us from the Clironique de la SooW d'AcclimaIn the
tion; our readers can believe it— if they want to:
TranBvaal Republic the coffee plantations are much exposed
to the ravages of large cynocephalic apes, and a good guard
has to be kept in order not to loose, through these animals,
the fruits of long labor. Among the coffee-trees there grows
a shrub (whose scientific name the writer did not know), the
A species
fruits of which are borne very close to the trunk.
of wasp, whose sting is very painful, had chosen several of
these shrubs to attach their nests to, and the baboons had
often been observed casting envious glances toward the
fruit, but not daring to touch it for fear of getting stung.
One fine morning the planter heard terrible cries, and with
the aid of a good opera-glass he witnessed the following
scene: A large, venerable baboon, chief of the band, was
laying hold of young apes, and pitching them into the
shrub, and he was doing this again and again, in spite of the
most piteous cries and groans. The shock brought down the
nests of the wasps, which attacked the poor victims in
swarms, and during this time the old wretch proceeded
quietly to feed on the fruits, deigning occasionally to throw
the remains to some females and young a little way off.
The New Tobk Accumatizatiox

Society.

acclimatizing and domesticating any foreign as well as American
species of animals, birds, plants, or fishes; therefore, be it
Be OlVi /, That our Association, in hopes of furthering the Bait] 00ect, do hereby extend to lie American Acclimatization Society of New
York the free use of our grounds for acclimatizing any of the above
named species they may desire to introduce, and will in each case receive acid give them the necessary care, attention, aud protection requisite f or Ifceir preservation., oomesticslion, and successful acclimati•

;

t

zation

.

It is

lobe hoped that
v,'ill

in

at

after at length.

do credit
large.

combination may produce
the mutual enterprise and

this

re-

to

to

We

common

pne pound of

bar soap, meltea together by the addition of a little water. Let an animal be
washed in a strong suds made with this, ant
to all parasites, and will cure aQ-Bkin diseases.
Both these
remedies are simple, harmless, and effectual. Lice will live
for along time in the wood work about the barn; it is a
good plan to whitewash about the lean-to, and prevent their
spreading in that way,"
itals,

:

Here is an internal remedy guaranteed to till the lice
without killing the cattle:
Give a teaspoonfnl or so of sulphur at intervals of a day
or two, and apply lard with kerosene oil enough to thin it so
as to rub it in easily cold, with a little" sulphur in
will die or leave in disgust.
Usually the internal remedy
There are cattle, however, that seem to breed.
lice, as they will return
again and again, after the most
heroic treatment, and while the remainder of tho herd are
clean.
A little sulphur in the meal will sicken hen lice
it

also."

A third correspondent says:
" Twist lightly a few strands of yarn, and draw through
mercurial ointment until thoroughly saturated; tie this
around the animal's nock tolerably light, and it, will kill
every louse on it in a short time."
We believe mercurial ointment to be very efficacious.
Again:
Put two quarts of air-slaked lime into a cotton cloth bag,
and shake it over the cattle, whipping them lightly with it
under the belly and between the legs."
•

'

—

The Destruction op Woods. In the able report upon
Chili by Mr. ltumbold, to which we lately referred, we find
some remarks on the effect that has been produced by the
destruction of the woods that formerly covered the country,
whieh -" well deserving of attention. During
an extraordinary
occurred in Chili. Formerly she
now she is a large exporter. The
discovery
of gold in California:
the

and Chili

Marechal Neil roses.
In addition to the regular monthly meeting on May 1st,
the society will hold their semi-annual exhibition at Gilmore's Garden on May 29th, 30th, and 31st. The liberal
schedule of premiums* offered (over SI, 000) should induce

V t nrs as well as growers to contribute largely, and make
this exhibition a still greater success than that of last season.

The schedule

of

premiums or any information about the
secretary,' W. I. Davidson, Box 191,

society can be had of the
Brooklyn, N. Y,

,^^__^_

—

Some Texas Pastures. A correspondent of the Galveston
Wews writes to know if Texas is as wild as it was twenty years
ago, and if it is really true that stock is raised in inclosed
pastures there. People were in doubt about it, it appears.
Their doubts will be removed by the editor's answer. There

are innumerable enclosed pastures in Texas, many of them
gigantic in size, and in which feed and thrive countless
nnmbers of cattle, horses, sheep, and goats. For the benefit
of our correspondent and his incredulous friends, we enume••--.:- '."..-.rare,,.
rate a Lev oi Ll.i
Messrs. Coleman, Mathias & Fulton have in Aransas, San
Pantrieio, and Nueces Counties, pastures under fence inclosing 209. 128 acres: Capt. Kennedv has, to the southwest, of
Corpus ChriBti 135,0(10: and Capt. King 175.000. In the same

"ture has
of corn,

by

given

wheat

for

u

work to supply it. The the diseovcry of geild in Australia opened a new and profitable market,
and now Peru offers another outlet. In their eagerness toproduce wheat and barley, the peasants recklessly burned
down the woods on the lower Cordillera^ n -car
The progress of mining led to the same result in the valleys
of the main chain of the Andes; the consequence of this unwooding has been to deprive the country of its due rain-fall
and to threaten the soil with sterilitj'. Thirty years ago,

arose,

to

set

,

i

Eumbold

Mr.

and Santiago

posting between

tells us, travelers

—a

distance of only ninety miles

',

u

—were

some-

in winter detained as us any ar- live days by the
swollen state of the rivers and the heaviness of the roads,
and it regularlv took bullock carts a month to make the

times

In 1872 "there were 335 dry days, of which 233
were entirely cloudless and 102 either partially or entirely
overcast. There was much rain on nineteen, and it was
showery on tweh e out of the remaining thirty-one days. In
1873, when the winter was more severe, the r.
amounted to twenty-five and the showery days to
The result is, that one, when, Mr. Rmttbold di BOlll
great authority, speaks of "the sterility which is invading
with alarming rapidity the fields of the central region, now
devoid of woods, and the slopes of the hills robbed of the
vegetable soil, while nothing now prevents the rains from
washing down into the valleys."— /.',
journey.

.

-

,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A

Bditoii Forest and Stream.
So you think youconld llnd room in ITokest and Stream for the
Inclosed letter relating to the writings of Mr. Ba rton Wallop? and
would yon add to jour former conrlcsH k by n liming the two plants I
send, ir you can do so from snch imperfect Specimens? One of tlicin ia,
t am, dear sii
I think, the common cookie-bar, Xmthiam.
X.
X. There is no doubt that tho larger of the two specimens

—

sent for

name

,U

is

L., a very

rank-growing

weed m rich ground, and showing its tropical derivation by
growing best in the hottest weather; there being only the
... |s !_
specimen left, it is impossible to
ot'.i:-:'
determine what it is. Could not our correspondent forward
a specimen with flower and leaf.
i

,

i

Ground Laurel or Trailing Arbutus;

J —EpigjEa repeus, L.
in

New England called May- Flower.

whom

to those

To tun public, and especially

it

muy immediately

con-

Encouraged by smue kiud friends, and in hopes to benefit myself und
benodt the
those dependent upon me ft* support, &orl
contracted
State aud people of Florida, where aud with whomThaVe
-

6,

—At a meeting of

tho Directors of the Blooming Grove Park Association,
held at, the lloffman House, April 5, 1877, the inclosed
resolution was offered and passed unanimously:
Whtreas, The Blooming Grove Park Association, by their Charter
from the State of Pennsylvania, hot been created for the purpose of

I

bol

thirty years

for several

dent

Ar&tahcroiias. Great bluo heron.
breed now; did a few years ago.

Spitzenherg

good sorts; while Barllelt,
Louise Bonne de Jersey, and

also

new ones furnished

by correspondents. One recommends sifting ground plaster
along the back and neck:
"Two or three applications did the work offectuallv. Tho
id if very fine and dry.
Another metis

many warm

ties nl

"'

-

n.!shi|i,

fri

I

..

"

1

u elf

with a

lag for its object
ition,
soheme called the "Florid* Home Ai
Florida, under a
the inducement to purchase and improve lauds in
a
scheme operated by the sale of tickets, several of which tickets
,,

DO acres; Thouta..
Woods, near St. M
s, has "
40,000; John Welder has 28,000 acres: Henry Scott has
:

,

:

acres; Jerry O'DriscoD has 20,000, fchelaat four all in

tonni

,

.

i

,

'

'

Befugio

County. In Boo County, sundry persons have 12.0UO acres:
and in Atacosa County 75,000 acres. In Live Oak County
there are 80,000 acres; in Victoria County. -15,000 acres. Mr.
Butler has, in Galveston aud Hums Counties, 60,000 acres;
ante tWQ COl flttee, has 120,000 seres,
Mr. Sam Allen, in ll
"Mr- Kuram, in .Jackson, has 75,000 acres: Pierre, Vayle £
;
,i
have 30,000 acres; and sundry persons in
a is.
West of San
that aud adjoining count
"
". many large
Antonio and
inclosed pastures, the owners and dimensions o.f
V-,,
ttOTJgh has been I oil !.
hop
incredulous gentleman of St Louis hut there are. a tew
Hue of them are
exist in Missouri
than horse lots or COM
»tes than Texas,
and other

Bui more mature reflection, on im estimation, and the advice of those
,,,,,,!!:, comprehend the working of such u scheme, and the nonma » success as a
cessary preparations and
business matter, and properly certain ami just tow
-

'
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of other? (at all events, as at pi
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shall refer to this subject here-

,

,

i

,

that a grateful heart

om

ttttt

I

I

i

me,

ilardt IB, 1871.

.uuka,

MM.

U.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
—By

an unfortunate error in printing tne ^rst copies of
Prize List, Mr. Botfly Ohpbtt's clip tor the best
tlog or bitoa out of a native bitch by an im-

povtuit ilog, ttie -value oi

put at $50, whereas

Fas

$o

tgtnsmtqs

9pem1

the

No Notice

it

^ort(tSfionAtnti

— Mr
Ms

0.

7,.

(J,

Miley's led Irish seller bitch, F16$p,
setter dog, Buck.

•

imported red Irish

bn.H

Visited

Anonymous Communications.

Tnltcii of

Boston

,

H., writes us that

»«*

-Mr. Alien Dodge's (of Georgetown, D. C.,) liver-colored
pointer bitch Dolly wlielpM, on March 17th, twelve puppies,
eight bitches and four dogs, mainly lemon and white, by Sensation.

—

Acknowxedgments. From Kinney Bro's., Tobacco ManulilW. B'dway, a bos of delightful QigBrottea and
baccc This firm is well-known, and their goods are
in great request by smokers.
One of our editorial staff -who
aoes not smoke did these gentlemen great injustice a week
fticturcrs,
.i.

i

or two ago. by informing an inquiring correspondent that ho
did not know the address of the house of K. & Bro. We have
before us the most delightful evidence of its existence, and
shall take pleasure in informing our friends of its where-

abouts.
C. L. Ritzuian A; Co., 946 Broadway, have received an
order for a duplicate gun, for a Mr. Lane, which has attracted much attention as a beautiful specimen of workuian-

Both Mr. Bitzman and his
on
patron are deservedly proud of it.
Gregg & Co., of St. Louis, Mo., have sent us a bos of the
artificial angle worms, such as we have repeatedly noticed.
They resemble the real thing very much, and a eullud acquaintance of ours who has had them in his mouth, says
they "taste mighty like 'em, too, boss."
-

—Don't spend your money foolishly in trifles, because that will inFor instance, in
fallibly lead you to bo foolish in larger expenditures
the matter of toilet soaps. By purchasing B. T. Babbitt's Toilet Soap
yon get absolutely the finest that can bo manufactured and tho most

—Where

can

buy and what wonld be the costof a
ns.
cnongh to hold IWo persons/

I

small birch-bark ennoe, one large
,4
'I'll' •:
im Cochran, Halifax, Nuva Scotia; or David Dresser, Princeton, Maine.

—Mr. AVm. Jtirvia. of Olareniont, N.
HHclio has visited Kathleen.

.

E. C

Clearfield,

Pa.— What

worms, and how

tor, to kill

is

is
i

proper dose of aantoniue for a largo sott administered ?
Ans. Two grains mornday a large dose of castor oil. Tho aan-

ing and night, and on the llft.li
toniue can bo given in the dog's food

T. W. ,1., Kane, Pa.—Is it not a little out nf order for trout to bo
caught in thnstreams of Cameron County, this State, io the mouth of
March? One party at Emporium, Pa., claims the honor of catching several the past week weighing over two pounds each.

IWstock, Montreal.— Could you oblige mo with the name and address of several of year best race boat builders (row boats)? Ans.
Stephen Roberto, No. 368 South Street, N. T ; Thomas Fcaron, Yonkere, N. T.; C. B. Elliott, Greenpoint, N. Y.; Wm. Blaikie, Cambridge,
Mass.

—

G. W. E., Wayuesburg, Pa. I send you tbo bead of a snipe. Please
say what kind it is. They have just come. I killed this one today.
Auh. Thehead is that of the Wilson or American snipe, erroneously
termed English. They are now migrating to their northern breeding
grounds.
J.

H. B., Mesboppon.— 1st. Will wild rice grow iu this climate? 3d.
of year does it want to be sown ? 3d. How long would it be
beforeit would servo as food for ducks? Ans. 1st. Yes.
fall.
3.1, Tbo same season.
Sco answer to H. R,

What time

(after planting)

Both spring and

2d,

B. in issue of

im
Lite of Gen. Geo.

March

By Frederick Whittaker.

A. Coster.

.

career even,

when

as a lieutenant ho took old 'Rose' to Washington

him, but as soon as ho was able

indulge his fancy freely,
he perfectly rovelled in the collection of animals, having as many and
varied a pack as used to attend Sir Waller Scott at Abbotsford in dayB

with

to

gone by."
Chapter sovon is very interesting, being devoted to details of his Indian
campaigns and sporting lite on the Plains; chapter eight is occupied
by a historv of bis last and terribly tatal campaign; the niuth chapter
is devoled to a goneral review of his life as a soldier and a man, and an
his continued and unqualified 8ucc
"

-

rett.

last

.r

.icluile

o fell

bye

..-yo

admirable portraits of tteu. Custer
with him in the last Indian battle,
and Rain-iu-the-Face. The

chiefs, Satanta

mil

IIelmick's

Hard Times Treasury.

We

have received from

F. W. Hi luucli, .10 West Fourth Stroot. Cincinnati, Ohio, a musical
portfolio cout.iloing ten comic songs, adaptod for tho piano or organ,
which the publishers will send by mail free Of charge oil receipt of $1.
It is hardly necessary to say that the selections would have to bo poor
indeed not to be worth the trifling sum askea,

Oknithologists'

Dieectoet.

S.

L.

Willartl

&

Co., of

Utiea, have recently issued a small publication, which contains the
names of taxidermists and egg collectors in various parts of this coun-

try and Europe. Besides, it contains a list of valuable works of reference, and other matters of general interest and usefulness to students

and

naturalists.

Hekbeet's Woeks.
know that Messrs. T. B.

It will please many_of our readers to
Peterson & Brothers have issued cheap edi-

V

works. We
tions of some of the most popular of ''Frank Forrester
hove received "My Shooting Box," "Warwick Woodlands," "Quorndon
Hounds," and "Beer Stalkers." These sell at 76 cents each, hut they
can aim, be had in two volumes handsomely bound for ?i.

Phet.an's

Checker Flayee.

— The

game

cf checkers

has

a place among games, that we doubt not there ate a
large uutnbei of persons who will be pleased to meet with the Messrs.
Pbehin's neat little magazine, which is to be devoled entirely to the

assumed such

We

interests of checker playing.
have received the April number,
and should judge that it contained all that could be desired. The publishers are Messrs. Phelan ei Bros, No. 510 West Fifty- seventh Street,
,

New

York.

"The
Zippinebtt's for April is of more than usual interest.
Tartar and His Home," and tho "Valley of Peen," are most graphically pictured. "The Chapter of Real Lifo" is no doubt the experience
Of many ttafortmitat cnn. •ranis who arrit-.. in this country, without

promises
rtta' "

to

bo one

ol

Will of the Wisp'

Muc
i-

•'•.

a her p.m. an.l wv

The usuul "Monthly Gossip"
hoi.

expect great
of Missltlluard.
moludo tho numis fo

Newport, Ky.—1st. Where can I get a good disinfectant to use
which a dog has just died front distemper? 2.1. Pis-.what breed the following setter Is
Small size; bead rutinsharp and liver-colored; legs liver-colored and well feathered;
straight-haired and flea-bitten, with liver-colored spots; tail inclined
sideways, but when held out has the right shape, and hair inrnrl or twist, well feathered? Aus. 1st. The "Glroodin" disfflfei tairt advertised in om- oolumuB is an excellent one.
2d. Your dug
is probably a native English setter.

A

0.

F.,

in u kennel in

me

tell

of

-

It

Oi* SuBscniOT/rt, Nashville, Tcnn.— 1st. What is the circumference
and how thick aro the glass balls used by Hogardua in his mutches ? 2d.
Can they be bought this side of New York, and at what price? 3d.
What will be tho freight on 500 from New York to Nashville.? Ans. 1st
The balls aro about the size of large billiard balls, say 2% iu.-hes in diamuter, aud a little thinner than thin bottle gliSB. 2d. We do not
know where they can bo bought out of New York. Rd. A barrel containing 400 bolls weighs 100 pounds; your freight agent can tell you the
rates.

C. U S.. Lawndale, Logan Co., Ill —1st. Will yon please give me the
address of the Spencer Manufacturing Company— thai is, if they use a
central-Ore cartridge ? If tbey do not I care nothing about them. I
want to find a magazine rifle that uses powder and lead enough to do
execution among large game. 2d. What length and calibre militiry
ritlo (Rem.) is naod at Creedmoor most?
Ans. 1st. There is no
Spencer Manufacturing Co. now, and they never used or made centralfire cartridges. The only magazine rifles now made are the Winchester
and Evans. 2d. Remington, 50 cal., 70 grains powder, 30-inch barrel.

lath.

W.

IT

,

.Tn,,

New Orleans.— Can you

numerous readers

or any of your

tell me anything about the pedigree of my black Gordon setter Snyder?
He was bought by Mr, Sherman, of Duncan, Sbertuan & Co., New York,
iu Alabama, itls believed.
He must be seven years old now. ia black

treme or moderate choke? Ans. About $5 each to have the pattern
guaranteed. It will be called a full choke.

as coal, except his breast, and is called a black Gordon. Like the parents of a lost bov, any "information will beroceiv. d" hybisinquiskr. e
owner. W.H. Jr., box 1,016, New OrleanB.La., who proposes to enter
him for the New York Bench Show. Ans, We do not know the dog
Snyder, but perhaps, as he was broken North, somo of our readers may

—

H. G. P.. N. Y Can you or any of your readers give me any Information, names, etc., regarding a brace of setters imported by Robt. Hawkins
of Hoboken, iu about 1808, one of which is now stuffed and in some
club-house iu this city? Ans. We do not know, but perhaps some of
our readers can supply the information.

M

Sheldon & Oo., New York.
This is a biography of the gallant goneral whoso services in the field
have won universal admiration, as his untimely death in the primo of
kis life and usefulness has the regret and sympathy of tbo world.
The author is an army officer whose familiarity with bis subject has
enabled him to produce a volume of a quality that has already secured
for it a sale of 10,060 copies, if we are not misinformed.
Tbo first chapter of the book treats of Custer's boyhood and youth;
ttic second to the fifth treat ol bis services during the war of the Rebellion; the sixth Of his services in Texas and elsewhere, up to
tbeyoarlHS", mentioning incidentally his love for hunting and other
out-of-door pastimes, which his temporary residence in Texas enabled
bnu to avail himself of. During this period, the book says, he •• had accumulated a pack of some twenty fox-honnds, for he was a great admirer of dogs and a eonueisseur of breeds. "When the fox-hound pack
of Texas was broken up, except one or two of the finest dogs, which he
afterward took to Monroe, Mich (the record runs), bo became wonderfully interested ill the Scotch deerhouud.or which be saw one or two
epecimeus. He ended by buying a pair, bred in Canada from imported
-dogs, and afterward received a present of another, an imported dog.
From these others were, afterward bred, so that in a few years he possessed quite a pack of these dogs, besides fox-houuds, setters, spaniels,
and others. He had always managed to have dogs at all periods of his

ty-fifth Street and Sixth Avenue, this city,
This treatment is for a dog
debilitated By a severe attack of distemper, with apparent inflammation
of the intestines.

EKADEK.Tjniontown, Pa,— What will it cost to get one barrel in each
of three gnus cholrc-bore.l, to make a patleru of about 210 pellets, No.
6 shot, iu a 30 inch circle, at 10 yards ? Do you cousidor that an ex-

.

economical; for tt goes much further than tho ordinary scented soaps,
that come to us with pretentious labels, and aro really but whited sepulchres. Adv.

i

Cost about $10.

.r. A. t., Philadelphia.—Will you please inform
me of the best trout
streams in Pennsylvania, and during which month I would find the
best fishing in them » Ans. In McKtau, Potter, Elk, and Pike Counties
iuMay and .lnun.

Mas,

.Tr.nsEY, Newark.—Symptoms too long to print.
Give your dog— If he
not Improving on treatment sent by mall— two tabu-spoonsful of Hoffmat'ssolution oi moatevery two hours during the day; also Bvs grains
sulphate quinine and ten drops tincture of iron three times a day
the dOg has taken two pot* of meat, give him a tahleapoonful or two of
rod liver oil three times a day. The meat can be had at Hoffman's, Foris

should have been S1Q0.
•••+•
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H.

B., Greenville,

Pa.— Are

there any roles iu regard to shooting
be broken iu the air ? If the neck of a hall
iBfound to be broken by shot, is it scored for or against the shooter?
Ans. We have sent you tho Bogardns rules. The ball itself must be
broken to count.
glass balls

Do

?

they have

to

0. S. O., Philadelphia.—What plaoe would you recommend me to go
to for a two weeks' hunt in tho first two weeks of August, and would
you recommend Squau Beach, N. J. and if so, what birds could I find
thero at that time? Aus. The only shooting you could get at that time
would bo bay birds, and Squau Beach would bo a very good place.
,

N., New York.— 1 have in my possession a pup (dog) two months
old, a cross of water spaniel and shepherd dog; color, white and red.
Do you think he can be made uf any use in the field or duck shoot'ug?
If so, at what age would it bo host to break him ? Aus. Your dog could
only be used as a retriever. You should commence brcakin; -hue when
J.

he

is

months

six

old.

J. S.B., Philadelphia.—1st. Can steam be seen? 2d, What Ib it we
see coming from the exhaust of an engine, steam or watery vapor? 3d.
Which is the motor, steam or watery vapor such as we see coming from
the exhaust? Ans. 1st. If you had ever observed one of the smalt engines made of glass, sometimes exhibited by glass-blowers, you would
have noticed that no steam could bo seen in the boiler. 2d, Watery vapor. 3d. Steam.

K. A. G., Pittsburg.— I have apointer dog two years old whose nose
keeps running a thick, white discharge; for about six months itstopped,
then started running again, and has been running ever since? Ana.
Give yonr do,' a mild laxative to open his bo vels and thou commence a
thorough course of tonic treatment Give cod-liver oil, a tablespoouful
twice or three times a day, and qumiue and tincture iron in email dosos,
or for quinnine you can substitute snlph. cinchona iu five grain doses.

H. A. H., Brooklyn.

my eyes. Where can

I

—I have been

ordered out of town on account of
go inland that I may got plenty or fishing and

boating, together with good

accommodations at reasonable price ? I
wish to leave as soon as possible, and stay say three mouths or longer,
Ans. We should recommend Greenwood Lake, but there will not be
much fishing for two months yet. Milford, Pa , would be a good place,
as you could get some trou t fishing.

C, Albany.— Will you ploase inform me where I can procure a copy
the game laws of New York State? Also tho price of the same ? A

E.
of

friend of

mine has an artificial trout pond, but says his fish die off in
Whatisthe cause of it? Ans. Have sent you a copy
Your fish die because the water is too warm or other-

great numbers.
of

game

taws.

wise deleterious; or because there ia decayed animal or vegetable mutter in thepond; or because they have not been properly fed; or possibly because they have been handled.
Avis, Urica, New York.—1st. Is Archaeology considered o natural or
applied science? 2d. Is Philology a natural or applied science? 3d.
What science does Dr. Le Conte, of Philadelphia, sludy? Am. 1st.
Archa-ulogy and Philology are certaiuly not applied sciences. Whether
they come strictly under the head of natural sciences we are not prepared at the moment to.'say. 3d. Prof.John I.oCoute.of Philadelphia,
is an entomologist, and we believe makes tho CiAciptera his specialty.

E. W. L, Philadelphia —Can you inform ma where a party of four
can spend a couple of weeks (the last two in Juuej fishing V We wartt to
camp; have been recommended to Porter's Lake, Pike County, Pa. Can
you give nieauy information in reference to this lake V Ans. Porter's
Lake is a large sheet of water well stocked wilh black bass and pickerel?
TakeErie Railroad to Hawley, and wagon from there. Ills a fovOrite
plaoe for camping. There are trout within a few miles. Good territory all through Pike Couuty for sportsmen.

W. S., Rouse's Point, N. Y.— 1st. 1 have a spaniel whose urine oomes
from him as red as blood, audhis eyeshavea watery discharge. What Is
ith him? 2d. What do you think of Mr. M. P. Mention's
the matter
cockers, and do you know of a better place to get them ? Ana. 1st. Your
dog has laomaturia; giro him one teaspoonful of sweet spirits of nitre
v.

three times a day, also rive grains of gallic add iu capsules three times
a day until the wator becomes dear, 2d. We have not seen Mr. McKoon'a
cockora, but believe them to bo very good.

N. 11. B Pontiac, Mich.-le'.. I have a setter dog abont 17 months
months ago he commenced to have a pccnliar
hacking dry cough; eonieiiuics he will vomit considerable slime. With
Can von tell me what, is
this, exception he has no signs of sickness.
the matter with him aud suggest a remedy? !2d. What can we do togct
the lice from a canary? Ans. 1st. Your dog bus taken a cold which has
probably aliected his luugs. The vomiting is caused by the excessive
coughing. Give him cod liver oil and tinctarc of iron as suggested (o
A Dov.'.ru powder
(E. A. G.! in this column, and good nourishment.
night and morning, for ten days, would probably relievo him. 3d. Try
sulphur dual undet hi!
Dga
,

old; about three or four

J. 0. A., 2d., Lowell.—1st. Would you please inform mo through the
uf yonr paper tho oestfood for the common rod crossbill? 2d.
the gahio laws of Minnesota; prohibit, shooting game in July and
August, andif so, whatkiuds? 3d. Can tho blue-bird and yellow-bird
be domesticated to cage lifo ? Ans. 1st. The food of the red crossbill
consists mainly of the seeds of the various species of pine an 1 hemlock.
Givo your bird a liberal supply of cousb aud he will find the seeds. If
cones cannot be obtained try oats, buckwheat, wheat, etc. 2d. Yes, all
kinds. 3d. Yes; we have had both do well in contlnoment, but the
blue-birels at least must bo reared from the nest by hand.

columns

Do

M Savaunah. Tenn.— Do tho pike-porch or Ohio salmon ever
Can you tell ma
It so, what flies would be moat, killing 1
names of such bass flies as would prove suitable in these wafers' ?
Also where they can be had, and at what cost. Ans. The piUo-pcrcb,
W,

.

rise to afly ?

the

white salmon, Ohio salmon, or wall-eyed pike, as it is severally called,
often taken by tho same flies as tho black bass. The habitat of the
two fish is much the same, and they are very frequently taken In the
water
Inli aestoi

is

and gold would

kill bet

winge would make an attractive luro.
and use the fly that takes tho best.

Your best plan

is

to

experitucut

R. M. G.. Washington, Pa.— Myself and friend are goiug to Illinois
this summer for a ten days' chicken hunt.
Can you advise me of the
best plaoe and timo to go ? aud how many dogs to take to do our dogs
justice? Tbe dogs are used to hills, but do not wish to work them Is o
bard. We thought four would be enough to take, work two at a time.
What No. shot do we need? bow mach to use? hov large chargo
powder? we shoot Parker gun ,12 bore? Ans. We can not tell at this dale
when "chickens "will be most abundant, but from all accounts, you cau
hardly go amiss. If you go in September four dogs will uot be too

many. Use No. 8 shot, changing to No. 6 later in the season. We cannot give charges or powder and shot without knowing weight of gun
probably in your case 3, i drs. powder and 1.'^ oz. shot.

;

l

J. W, 0., Rouse's Point.— Will you please tell mo what to do
pointer pup, three months old? She has the mange. Should

her in a warm place ? or will
will

my

spaniel

it

hurt her

to

go out in

the-

for toy

I keep
daytime ? Als j
I do ut t h t

pup catch the mange by playing with her ?

them sleep together. Ans. Wash your dog well with carbolic soap, and
when thoroughly dry apply the following ointment Take ol Basilicon
ointment 2 ounces; flour or sulphnr }i ounce spirits turpentine enough
Pood little or no meat, and when
to make of tho proper consistency.
the weather is fine let your dog be out of doors as much as possible. If
you wash your spaniel occasionally with carbolic floap, and do not allow
himtobetoo much in contact with the other dog, he will probably not
i

;

take the mange.

A Reader, Schenectady, N. Y.—My pointer pup, two mouths old, has
been troubled for four or live days with a weakness of t " knee jointth
b
the knees springing forward like those uf it badly hue -spr'ne.
aud trembling excessively when standing, He arc-' is l'.Ini si.,,,
nose cold, lively, and playful, with nerlnvna not quite as good an appeHe was taken from tho dam but about ten
tite as he ought to have.
days ago; since which he has been fed principally upon cornmeal mush,
in whiohafow scraps of meat had been boiled, and milk. Aus. The
your
puppy
has worms. We should give him abont
probability is that
20 grains arcca nut in three doses, followed by a teaspoonful of castor
oil.
Keep him warm and dry, aud feed oatmeal aud milk,
'

A. E. B., Providence.— Has tho book called "Birds of New Euglaud,"
by Mr. li D. Miuot, been published? If it has, how does it compare
with Mr. Samuels' work? What is the price? Is there any other work
upon this subject that is mora desirable? Can you inform me or any
bonk that treats of the fish of New Euglaud, or of tho TJ uited Stales, from
the smallest and most insignificant to the largest and most important
—a work that would interest tho naturalist rather than the sportsman ?
Ans. "Tho Birds of New England" has been published and
by the Naturalists' Agency, Salem, Miss. It is a good work. See review in No. 25, Vol. VII of Fobbst ask Stbeam. We know of no work
devoted to this particular section of the country which is more deafc.

I

As for thefisheB, you may not live to see a complete,
work such as you Bpeak of. For coast fishes consult Baird's
"Northern Coast Fishes from Greenland to Georgia," published by tho
Smithsonian, 1872, and Gill's accompanying catalogue, which mentions
It contains
every species, with classification but without description
and iuland
a bibliography which refers to all works published on coast

ahle.

sivo

.

.

DsDOrtiiTiiDLV one of the best aud cheapest stocks of Carpetings, OilClothe, Mattingu, etc., etc., to bo found In the United States is that of
I.w.
Messrs. Joint H.Ebax, Sons & Co., -Washington Street, Boston.
pll
...
of the firm, nod will take special patDi
auvof our friends callin- upon him, or with »nj orderi aonthtm. It is

m
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THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.— TV.

month

of feasting; and so the fact remains, that beyond a
certain point intellectual cultivation oannnt lie forced.
brain should be led on to discharge its functions in the
health and strength of. a vigorous maturity, and when in
early years nature's limit is passed, there is the immediate
danger of an impending sudden collapse from the over

Uw

with
ANDandnowproceeding

regard to the physical part of the problem,
in the same way by adducing examples,
is there no lund of a connection between the Bound, healthy,
eloquent productions of the peD of Kit North, anil ft
_
physique and lion-like appearance of the Scotch prof essor
Wilson alternated his lectures on moral philosophy and his
editorial labors on "Maga" with fishing and shooting excursions, and in his "Recreations" has given us some of the
most joyous and healthful literature in the language. They
are the work of a man full of exuberant life and infectious
hilarity, who could play a salmon with the same skill with
which he could enforce the principles of philosophy. We
do not say that the same qualities are invariably associated.
Mind sometimes fairly triumphs ovor its fleshly temple, as in
the case of Hood, who could joke and exercise his wit when
in sickness and pain, for the ruling passion is found strong
even in death. But, by way of explanation, let us tako the
instances supplied by Keats and Henry Kirke White. It is
said that Keats died of the Quarterly.
To be lashed by a
reviewer is sometimes a credit, sometimes a disgrace, according to the character of the castigator; to be killed by one
is to demonstrate the possession of a morbid sensitiveness
never allied with a healthy physique or moral force. It
would be hard to find anything noble or elevating in the
picture of a poet wriggling on the point of a pen; rather
commend us to the sturdy manliness which led Byron to
pour forth his famous satire in reply to the taunts in the
"Edinburgh." "Poor Keats," is the usual pitying way in
which wo speak of the talented author of "Endymion," and
"poor Keats" he will remain to the end of the chapter. His
moral character or stamina must have been weak, but to let
his life ooze out through the wound made by the deadliest
goose quill ever wielded must further be held to bespeak a
decided lack of the blood, bone, nerve, and sound digestion, which a more complete education would have given
him. White, again, simply read himself to death. He, one
of the most promising of England's literati, chose to
neglect every rule for keeping body and soul together, and
so they parted company, and all the labors of his maturity
were lost to the world. There are men enough like him today, who will persist in attempting to solve the problem as
to how a lamp can be kept burning without oil. We will
merely hint at their folly in exaggerating the importance of
bruin over body, ana state the fact that they are demonstrating the unsoundness of their education. We might
ptlt it in the light of a duty they owe themselves and the
community to which they belong, to have some regard for
their bodily health, but we prefer to lay the burden of duty
upon their teachers, and thus we arrive at the true system of
education.
In the first place, there are in some odd nooks and corners
of this world institutions called "infant schools," every one
'?
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office

of Forest and Steeam
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—

on the

result in

some decision being arrived

at
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OoAghtng. Colonel Delaneey Kane commences his regular
coaching season on the route between the city and Pelham
on May 1st. The. coach has been entirely refitted, and named
the "Tally -Ho." The start will be as before, from the Brunswick, and the route will he the same as last year. Seats are

now booked

May

in

20th, has

advance
been fixed

for the

for the

ing Club.
(Jttnr.Y

fob

muunteo and

fearful

Toused and stimulated to unnatural activity, and their limlis
and health crippled. Wiry not call them nurseries, and not
schools, if such be their use, and then the agonizing spectacle might consistently be abolished of seeing children
struggling to emit sounds, to which they are incapable of
attaching any sense, and to which their unruly in the sense
of being unformed or incapable tongues refuse to give in-

SciEHHSlB.
nien-nt-ea.se

—

telligible utterance J

To speak

Fishing Rights on Non-Tidal Rivers. Id the Canadian
Pailifimeiit this question is at present under discussion.
The
result will be looked for with general interest in that country
and this. The question'arose on the motion of Mr. Palmer for
an order of the House for a return of leases of right to fish
in the tidal waters of New Brunswick.
He claimed that Iho
proprietors of riparian rights had to be protected from any innovation, as it would tend to destroy or injure those rights.
Whenever a person had a right of soil in a river where the
tide does not flow, he had an exclusive right to that property
just as if it were an ordinary piece of property.
He held
that the Dominion had no fright to interfere with that right.
lie cited the act to prove that it was not contemplated to
interfere with that right.
He held, that if the power given to
the Government did give them control over fish in sea and in.
land waters, still it did not give them any privileges of interfering with private rights.
But it was not even clear to his
mind that they had the power to deal with the fisheries of our
tidal waters.
He did not complain that any wrong had ensued,
but he desired to have an important question settled.
Hon. Sir. Smith said he hoped that an action now pending

would

children of the poor out of mischief while their mothers are
and that object is attained at what is surely a
expense, if the brains of the little ones are to be

at work*,

—

Street.

in the courts

They answer
of which ought summarily to be put down.
ever heard of under heaven, except to keep the

no purpose

whole of May. Saturday,
annual parade of the Coach-

»
—

What

is

the difference

between a

of the

more general system now in

if

stitute

for the

a law

making ten or twelve the minimum age for admission sis a
scholar at any public school. The first objection to this
mode of treating the case is, that the government is called
upon to interfere arbitrarily in the affairs of citizens. But
education has, in many places, been removed from the category of things to be left to private judgment and individual
Compulsory education has its advocates everydiscretion.
where, and there are many sound and just reasons why it
should be made a subject l'or legislative supervision. K it
can be justified in this respect, it becomes at once obvious

method ought

to

always been the first to raise a barrier to enliyL
stent.
The people who have-received no education cannot have any
just conception of the benefits it confers; and in the same
way, those who have suffered no evil consequences in their
own persons, at least tangibly, from a certain system, are
the last to recognize its prejudicial elements. In both sets
of circumstances it is only reasonable that superior knowledge should base a directive power.

The main opposition, however,

will

be found

to arise

seashore the Coming season, or poing
tumid go to the Halsey House, advertised in another column, whore they will be sure
1,1,
tobiae that will suit
the most fastidious, and Jirst-clasB guests. Send to him for a circular
to the

'.

i

-Alv.

.

and rapid
it a

response the deceptive flash of pret
but in the after years no harvest is reaped corresponding
with the early promise: the lamp sheds but a glimmering
and sickly light when it should be burning at its brightest,
What could have been, more pernicious and foolish than
giving a public school-boy such a subject as "The Centennial Exposition—Its [nfluence on the Future of Our
Country" to wrestle with, in order to gain a len-i Teller
in

essay prize, or asking a school-girl's views in the form of an
essay upon "The most Important Branch of Fee
in

cation?" We need not go into the side issues of. teaching
the young dishonesty, by compelling them for honor's sake
to beg, borrow, and steal ideas and language, but let ns
look at the honest essayist without pity if we can. His
subject is one that men with trained intellects and experience might cope with, but to the boy it offers nothing upon which either his reading or his experience enables

him

Ho tugs and strains at the tough problem,
on every side and in every light conceivable to
remains where it was at first—above Me boi rpi
hension. Why not force him to break his back in attempting to turnover a house? The physical and intellectual
to seize.

looks at

it

him, but

it

tasks are exactly parallel.
We have already hinted at schools and teachers other than
those practically recognized by the educational faculty of

our day.

In the tender years of childhood and early youth
restraint as "is consistent with the

much freedom from

as

most

kind of discipline is the first rerpiisite. Nature
should be helped, not thwarted; and she, the mighty and
prolific mother, should be the first teacher—the child's
parents the next.
The earliest educators, we repeat, should
be nature and mothers; the first schools, the country and
liberal

the nursery.

A GREAT

AT

last

we

WORK

PROMISED.

are to have a complete

and

reliable History nf

American Mcumtals; and that, too, a history which
not merely bare and dry scientific facte and
details, but also the story of the lives and habits of the numerous and varied forms of mammalian life in which our
country abounds, many of which, alas are fast passing away
for ever.
In order to secure the greatest possible amount of
information, and this from as many different localiiie- ,s
possible, Dr. Coues, who promises us this greatly needed
work, has issued a circular addressed to the medieid officers
of the army, setting forth what is proposed for the work
and what is desired of observers. Tnis circular we append,
in the belief that many of our readers may be able and
willing to furnish matter Of interest, which we feel sure
will be gladly received and acknowledged.
To spoak of Dr.
Coues' especial fitness for the labor he has undertaken is of
course needless. Those who are familiar with his Key to
,',

shall include

!

;

portent ohapter on mammals contributed by himself* and
Dr. Yarrow to the recently publish
the Zoology
of Lieut. Wheeler's Survey, will decide for themselves Hint
the work could not have been entrusted to more competent
hands. While Dr. Coues is nothing if not scientific, he
possesses a grace and beauty of diction and a vein of
poetic fervor,

make

when

treating of his favorite sol ijects, which will_

the Life Histories of our

is

Mammals

delightful reading

The circular, which, by the way,
by the Surgeon-General, is as follows:

mind.

to every cultivated

strongly indorsed

Office of the U.S. Zooi-ooical isd
TABBISOTO.-i.

It

Gkogiiai'Iiic.u. Sri:vi;r,
C, Mirch 13. 1HG7.

I

To Ike Medicul Officers of Uk Arm.,.
,
Medical ofllcors of the army »nil oIIhtb «rbo may bo interested in thu
matter arc respectfully and warni-stl.v invited to oo-opamts wilb the undersigned in tho preparation of a work entitled, '"History of North

The plan of tho work may bo

conforming to a prescribed
be met by no demurrer. Ignorance has

Mammals according

n

to tho

». Thogeographlcal distribution of the species— au iuiportantmnttor,
coueernlna which much remains to be learned.
6.

Tho

pU>tc ns

"life-hiBtoriea" Of the species, or .in account, as full and i:«mcan he made, of their habit*. This is also a umllor requiring

it

from

of the

work

will

bo maintained,

the preconceived and erroneous notions entertained by most
people of the means of acquiring education to use a current but dubious phraseology and of the possibilities in-

—

—

volved in the problem the process presents. They argue,
that if a youth requires a certain amount of intellectual
capital, the sooner he is set about accumulating it and the
harder he is pushed in piling it up, the sooner he will be
ready for that work in the world in which it is be turned to
account. Suppose, for a moment, we look at the parallel
ph\ aical problem. You wish to make your son a bargee or a
Do you suppose that if you e\>
COal-hoa^er?
iinisr.l
snifieieully iro
infancy up, you can turn out a
Ml;
Sveloped man at fourteen? One plight A* ' "
,'
[,,.• ii
ii
certain amount of food to carry a man
he can eat it all in one month, and live on
the fruits of Ins masticating and digesting industry during
the other eleven, always supposing that he survive.-, the

othf?r technical

ttl

porno

geographical distribu

whom

enjoy unusual
s,-

.

ot

facilities

for

acquiring a knowledge of this Rtlbmany cases represent afuncl

individual experiences in

informatl

::

,ped,

may

run lie thorcrughhj u.,rl.t-,i
very ninny iligis desirable thai lists should be prepared of thu various
Ml Ml.
,,
uatuM
<i ;o,.i-'-:n;o..
and disappear ai
"l

'

:

— I'eupleiutemliug going

may produce

that the lesser hardship of

•

?

force,

necessary, be passed to supply a legislative subcommon-sense lacking in the community,

should,

tension, and the certainty of future but early
decay.
Too heavy a call upon the Drain when
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:
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The meeting then adjourned.
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recently been incorporated. Its

the protection of game and iisu in the North Woods.
territory over which the club claims jurisdiction is iu

object

The

in-

n

Methods of capturing or deal
domesticating. Economic relatione with man; bow injurious or beneproducts
ficial, to what extent, used for what purposes, yielding what
of value.
Other points will doubtless suggest theuiKcrvos to the observor.
characteristics,

of eareiul dissections oi soit parts, particularly oi the
valuable. Anecdotal records of
B u d reproductive organs, are
.p, dances p n
originality, and are very
from coinmuuieaiini- th

Essex County, and

The tract is
Company, and the

consists of 95,000 acres.

it

the Adirondack Iron and Steel
club has taken a ten-yeaTs' lease on it. It is well supplied
with small lakes and .streams, and So fish, as well as faired
and feathered game, are abundant. Already one of the lakes
has been stocked with 20,000 of the youug fry of the CaliforJames ±,\ Thompnia and the lancl-locked salmon of Maine.
son is the President of the club, Win. E. Parsons the TreasThese officers, with
urer, and Thomas J. tiall the Secretary
Francig H. Weeks, W. 11. Folsom, and W. H. I'oraey, constitute the Executive Committee.

owned by

.tea

ay not be want
place, duplication of dat
ating and confirming th
r,

-

offei

.

to

I

in animals, especially if bulky,
and obscure species; but
ond the ordinary geographical
ma, such as albinism, melanism,
obryonio stages of growth, are
jf rare

may be conveniently mailed
should be sent in accordance
Uncut, Surgeon-General's Offieo,
express, H the Quartermaster's
Specimens, after examijrttv.
of the work in band, will
the ilonov, in the Armr Medical Museum,
•Ib

jes

[

loUecling and preserving specimens will be
the Smithsonian Iie-tit>iFi,ai. .Medical Ofllfin
„,„. are requested to bring it to the notice of
other= wt," ma. be ruei-cstcri in io- matter, and are cordially invited to
correi w enoe wnh. the •writer upon, the Subject.
p
furnished,
It is proper to add that, for all information or specimens
full credit will be given in every instance, both in the text, of the treapublicatise It Which BUOh material is utilized, and in the records and
which it is finally deposited, and that the
tions of the Museum
author will regard co-operation in this work ae a personal favor, to be
fully appreciated and gratefully acknowledged.
i
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GAME PROTECTION.
meeting of the Onondaga County
was held at the club rooms in
The billowing officers were
the Kiinber Block last evening.
President, Samuel \V. Sherlock; 1st Vice-President,
George Lodder;
\ uv-lTesiueni,
3f3
Thomas K. 16
Edward LodSetsretery, Jobfl Stedman; Financial Secretary,
der Treasurer Thomas KufibBt, Jr. Attorney, George W.
Gtaj Executive COfllflrittee, D. H. Bruce, F. E. Carroll, W.
H. Larrabee.
The regular monthly meeting of the New York Association
for the Protection of Game was held on Monday night at tho
reaiflettce of Mr. Clinton Gilbert, President of the AssociaMr. Thoma3 N. Cutlibert,
tion, No. 20 West Tenth Street.
Secretary, rend a large number of communications^ from
Vat.-,--.—

The

aen's Ol 11b

ol

Syi

ense

;

;

;

correspondents in all parts of the State, the majority of
which contained suggestions for the amendments to the
game laws, -which, however, had already been incorporated
by the Committee on Game Laws into the bill now pending
before the Legislature. Mr. Outhbert also reported that tho
legislative committee had adopted the amendment of the
association prohibiting the killing of deer on Long I-lund,
and had gone further, in prohibit Lug the killing of- deer in
Suffolk County for an indefinite time.
Senator Wagstaff announced that the bill drafted by the
association had, with a fow amendments, which the association would approve of, been ordered to a third reading, and
would probably become law in a flay or two, a very friendly
feeling being manifested toward

On motion

of Senate:

...

"•_•..;

it

in tho Assembly.
fchi

President was author-

Whitehead, counsel to the association,
reported that with the reoniTBnee of the 1st of March he had
found the usual number of delinquents engaged in selling
game contrary to law. This significant fact, however, was
noticeable, that very few offenders were found among market meu (.who formerly were the most persistent violaters
of the law), the majority of the deliuouents being dealers
on the nmote avenues in the city, and nearly all were GerHfl bad had the city patrolled by three detectives on
the 1st of March, and as a result -21 complaints had been
made. On these complaints he had brought 18 suits. Half
those suite were met by a general denial, and the other halfby
letters begging for clemency, on the ground that the offenders
had not violated the law intentionally, but through ignorance.
He felt confident that a number of the offenders did not
intend to violate the law, and thought the objects of the
association would be fully carried out by withdrawing the
BUlts against sail offenders on the payment by them of
The only market men found violating the law were
costs.
A. & T). Bobbins, against.whom he had brought suit. On
motion, Mr. 'Whitehead was authorized to withdraw, at his
discretion, suits against all such offenders as had violated
the law inadvertently, on the payment ot coats.
communication was received from Dr. Tony, President
Mi-.

Cliai'l.,,.

E.

A

of the Yonkers Game Association, requesting rim
take action for the protection of oysters in the

club to

the district in question, on the- subject.
Mr. H. N. Muuu moved that the association print a sufficient number oi copies of the Gaum Laws to be hung up In
in thejitate, ao that the remit
neb
sent.-,

—

Massachusetts Fish and Game Pbotecttve Association.
first annual meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Association was held Friday evening, 9th inst., at
the rooms of the Association in Boston. Dr. John P. Ordway
presided, and after the reading of the records of the lust
meeting Hon. Charles Levi Woodbury was elected a life mem-

The

'

ber of the Association and the names of the following gentlemen Trere proposed 'for annual membership: C. M. Olapp,
William Aspinwall, and T. J. Dunbar.
,i
:.
proposed at
The following gentlemen, vii..
the last meeting, were then elected to membership: John

i

-

-

H.. Blake, Donald Kennedy, Luther Adams, and George A.
Bullens.
The acceptance, of the act of the Legislature changing tho
name of the. Anglers' Association to that of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association making
changes in the by-laws aecesH ."
is
po -•
id Hon.
Daniel Needham, Weston Lewis, H. II. Kimball, and Dr.
John P. Ordway were appointed a committee to report such
amendments as may be deemed necessary.
Charles Halloek, editor of tho Fouest and Steeam, was
proposed for honorary membership, after which the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President. Dr.
John P. Ordwav: Vice-Presidents, Hon. Thomas Talbot,
Hon. Chas. Levi Woodbury, Hon. Daniel Needham, C. Warren Gordon, Charles Stanwood; Treasurer, Wm. F. Story;
Recording Secretary, Henry H. Kimball; Librarian, James
A. McGe'e; Executive Committee, James P. Bichanh son,
Walter M. Brackett, James Walker, L. Prouty, Weston Lewis;
Committee on Membership, D. T. Curtis, E. Delano, C. T.
JenJuns.
Mr. Charles E. Pierce declining a re-election as Corresponding Secretary, a position which he has filled for the past
three years a resolution extending the thanks of the Associa;

.

:

i

— "G-uyon" drops us

aline from Corinth, Miss., in this

wise, style characteristic.

"Some

tion for his able and efficient services was adopted
The Secretary reported that there were 16

life,

(56

honorary, and III) annual members. During the past, year
22 meetings have been held, 50 names proposed, 5 lectures
delivered, -and 5 deaths have taken place.
Mr. Neil of Winchester was invited to deliver a lecture before the Association on Wednesday evening, April 25th, to
which time the meeting adjourned.

— Those

interested in the protection of game in
this State will be pleased to learn that the game biU has
Senate
and
become a law.
The bill provides
passed the
Illinois.

That it shall be unlawful for nuy person or persons to hunt
or pursue, kill or trap, net or ensnare, destroy, or attempt to
kiU, trap, net, ensnare, or otherwise destroy any prairie-hen
or chicken, or any woodcock, between the fifteenth day of
ry
January and the first day of September in each and
year or any deer, fawn, wild turkey, ruffed grouse or pheasant, between the first day of February and the first day of
October in each and every year; or any quail between the
first day of February and the first day of November in each
and every year; or any wild goose.' duck, snipe, brant, or
other water-fowl, between the first day of -May and the
fifteenth daj" of August in each and every year.
net any
That it shall be unlawful for any person or persons
quail at any time after this act shall take effect and b( iii
force; and,prol »./.-.) furtkar, That it shall be unlawful for any
isrson or persons, who is or are now residents of this State",
to kill, ensnare, net, or trap any deer, fawn, wild turkey,
prairie-hen, or chicken, ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, wild
goose, wild duck, or brant, or any snipe, in any county of
this State, at any time, for the purpose of selling or marketEvery person
ing, or running tho same outside of this State.
who violates any of the provisions of this section shall, for
each and everyoffeuec, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction shall be fined in any sum not less than five
dollars ($5), nor more than twenty-free dollars (S25), and
costs of suit for each find ever\ separate bird or animal of
the b ivi enumerated list, so unlawfully hunted or pursued,
d, oi utf nipt, d
killed, trapped, nested, ensnared, or de ir.
1 '

.

-

;

i

.

.

-

.

shall stand committed to the county jaU until each fine and
a
ed
n
costs are paid, but each imprisonment shall not
days.
Ko person ol persons shall Sell, or expose for sale, cu•

.

I

sale, any of the animals, wild fowls or
... itftei the expirathis
mentioned in section one
v, ol
tion ol five days next succeeding the Brsl
he period in
which it shall be. un-lawi'iit to kill, trap, or ensnare such aniAnd any person so offending shall
mi Is, ..ill fowls, or birds.
lotion be fined and dealt with as specified in section
on

ing or exposing for
birds,

-

.
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claim McNaivy, eh Gnido?
-; borders' and then bag
will driv e oui gol
them. Bnipeshayt been
'i:-^. wild; have only
to] ad aftett Frank Foresters
bagged a few. Tried a bittern
Now, with all due deference in Forests*
the other day.
or any other imui'who likes bitterns, I will say as did the
crow, but don't ha tOi
man when asked to e.u

don't,

"We

-

-

-

.--.

-

-

I

it

.

Tt is my private opinion that they, the bitterns ent tadpoles and xo-.'.v too; any way T tried the aforesaid, one. with
a 'aqueezaof lemon, rind a flush cayenne.' and I am bound
to admit Ihad more trouble in KroEiyingit down' than the
..made into whiskey. I
old woman did fchi .---, u.am not qpenfortuiy more ogagi mente with broiled bitterns."
-.
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.
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Gxrepir,

Canada.— The correspondent whose
writes to us from

letter

KOVEB.

—

Minnesota. We are indebted to a correspondent, at Hastings, Minnesota, for a copy of the game laws passed by the
The law- is a very long one
last Legislature of that State.
and filled with those double and twisted sentences in
which some legislators delight, and without which they
think a law is no law, but by means of v,
nil

instance,

intent is some times very
find in section 4 that.
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bar,
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till

Hit
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1st.
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much

print below

March

date of

n.

ot, and will be
His information is und.-r.. 11;,
received by Canadian sport:- to
as si
as by many in this
country, with deep fceg» t.
D seems incredible that one class
of the population should be exempt from the operation of
laws made for the benefit of all, and we have no doubt but
that his timely protest will have the effect of remedying the
evih His name is a familiar one to our readers, and we can
endorse his statements as being worthy of full credence.
.
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Editob Pobeut isu Stbeaji:
Large numbers of deer liava been slaughtered "hi
began Fohrunry 1st. On the
one localuy nloue twelve deer .._.

tho

this district since

Brs'

and

'

knocked in" the bend. The roost of the work ha
French settlors, who htive lately come into this coo
cni been anj efforts male as to yet put a Slop to
have received instructions fron

otietiderB

Lends Commissioner

(lue.lie.-.

in

Mr."
litem

..r.i.oii!.--

Frcticb settler S1 lie nmv be found killing de
and also to refrain fiom taking action aaai

:

I

r

-

for any olher violahim in each tnol the iarri, or Mr.
a petty official should
e, be prosecuted for
i

i

c asc 10

the

•

violation of the law :" If so, it's high lit
voter shou'io Jemang thai there be ach:tr2
it is, there will be uuarisrrales found who h
will switch to Ilia full extent of the la

gvexv

minded
As

sober-

m now fa power.

hirk ibeir duties, and
•

who may

person

be

.:-.--.
11,
brought before them and convicted wiift
offer ansh
was a great piece of lolly thai made our li
great inducements as tlicv did :o the fr
s old and stony, not
Slates
nd settle In re. The most of the
suitable for agriculture, in a fow year? tin le- in. haveimprov,
beeoVErnmeni
United States, and these Frenrlim-n will hav,- syckei
pap dry by that time Then they will abandon ibeir lanes here and return from whence thev cumc; bat in the meantime they will have destroyed the best limber in our tcnests. the mooto and Ihe deer, and
have cleaned the iront out of Che Blrejmia and lakes with their nets,
spears, and ntglit-lities, leaving this once beautiful district looking as if
a curse had fallen upon it, a fit emblem of tlie.peiicy adopled tty Sons.
Garneau and his associates to aid their brethren at the. expense oi our
.1

public.
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Tobokto, Canada, March 10, 1877.
Ediiok Fouest «in Stiif.am.
As I know you take a- deep interest in the matter of game •election I

me

write to you regarding a notice I have just seen of a nen
Sonic one has sent me a slip fro
ui tbe line.

billon

a Detroit

I

e.gh'B now
3ena4
naper of the 27th February, vhich describi
j p. .sal?
I
game bill. Has this bill become a law? or ia it only a
think tho bill is a very good one in many respects, but « by only throe
t.-.i
7
W
teal,
mallards
prole,
and
only
duckto
be
kiudsof
daofc
are mentioned; surely it is not intended rliat other dusks. I a
ior Billed at any season. We, in Canada, haven law which all
tiilu ducks, which arc supposed not to breed in the country, to be shot
i

I

•• -.

-

ducks are shot, and we find it almost impossible to
that
kill protected ducks, as they make the excuse,
and this excuse is gener..;!,:!is not yet in force, i hope
iplad by the magistrate. If yrrnr Is
you will endeavor to have all ducks and wa -fowl protected.
am
y abolishing
We tried this year to have our game la
spring shootine; and lengthening the elos-. reason for wcc.dcockR.ud
ape, but without success. I send you a lopy of our proposed bd
-On.
t next year '.vithoiu
shall bo able to
aud Ihink that
T. HEitBEin Milien.
ary tridy,
iir'iu
F sh and flume Protective Association.
See. and Treasa in nee

is

a: all

i

punish those who
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The Fish Tkade

of Canada.

— The

opening

tin
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'

teroolonial Bailway has eertainrj opened a new ..ra for the
fisheries of the G-nlf of the St,. Laivrence, and will oat aeon*
Hitherto, in good
sid.-ralde attsntion to be oevi.led to them.
seasons, it has proved almost impossible to find a suitable
market for fiesh fish, which could not be preserved till conNow, howevir, il ia asserted
veyed very far inland by water.
that fresh fish may ha taken even in the hi at ol 'summer, in
special ears prepared for its reception by the Intercolonial
Wo observe
];-;i
y, all the way from Halifax to Chicago.
,
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fare fully aware. of the increased
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Scotia Fishing

U is oalledtbjESell the fish n-.sh.
Co.," and has a capital st -.
and

Its prosppotils de.-larc-- thatit expects profits suffloieat
,--,-- .,:deud of thirty per rjent. a] on paid-up stock, but
-this is probably a very exike a'great aa 13
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Game, an
annual meeting

District Pish,

report of the secretary showed that ram
tho efforts of the
a,-.
ing illegal uvrrn ing and fiahi
tn !-

month.

perfected.

we

" Until after March
,,

we

under

the Megantio District

29th.

and own

this act.

A bill ol the above nature was much needed in Hlinois to
stop the wholesale destruction of our native game.
Much good is expected from this judicious legislation.

!,,,,-(,

1

I

alter it."

.

one of

For

game

thick-skulled legislators have so altered the

laws tl
ion- for turkeys commences the first of
i!i: cutfl off our sprint; Hunting for goblors, unless
:.!;. ib,
we go over and invade Guido's territory. But they have, aogiii tie law over
But yon
State.
th n. hi sou. parte of

;

-

i

above ooati

the close seasons.

,

Hudson

Biver between Von kers and New York. The Secretary way
directed to correspond with Sonata Robertson, who repre-

the act, the others

in all in

trespass, etc., but. the

referring to penalties,

is
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Completeness or
pelage,

or

— Tho Adirondack Club has

Bay, June, July, August,
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toy. thereof, au.4 during tko muilta of September; nor any quail or
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London, March 26th.

Oour

se the one absorbing topic of the day, not only in
Sporting but in social circles, is the great race rowed
on the Thames on Saturday between Oxford and Cambridge
Universities.
The cable will have informed you so thoroughit
would be superly as to the result an
iat
erogatory for me : gc into them. Suffice.it to say, that it
was the closest and most exciting race ever rowed in these
There were all the Osi
endant upon this
waters.
a
s< erj
aquatic Derby; the crowds on the river bank and. bridges.
.

I

I

i

i

I

half-swamped barges, and pretty girls wearing either light or
dark blue, as their inclinations or affections tender!. The
yon know; the two eight-oared shells starting simultaneously, with Oxford soon leading n trifle; thou both boats
alternately leading until Hammersmith Bridge was reached
;ind Mr. Cowles, the Oxford bow oar, caught that unlucky
orab 'which broke his rowlock or his oar, nobody seems to
know which; and although the news that Oxford had won
was first telegraphed through the city, it soon become known
was "a dead heat." Many
that the umpire'; decision
Americans witnessed the race, but I missed the face of Mr.
V imes, \\ ho has been present at
George '.rillThe American sporting press,
so many of these events.
however, was worthily represented by Mr. James Watson,
erstwhile of your city.
Those of your readers who read also the London jFfeid
must have been very much pleased at seeing the first of the
new series of articles on dogs by "Stonehenge" (Mr. Walsh,
They promise to lie most interesting
editor of the Fietd),
and valuable. A correspondent over the signature of
" took occasion to write a long letter in reply to the
first article treating of that breed, in which he "pitched into"
Mr. La
ok rather severely, and not only underestimated
the qualities of that strain, but questioned their being bred
Of course every one saw at a glance that the
as claimed.
letter was written either by Mr. Llewellin, or his henchman,
Mr. Buckle, and in a foot-note to the letter the editor rather
demolished it, and alluded to the fact, that if it had not been
v, eitten so palpably in the
interests of "Self & Co." it would
be worthy of more consideration. This, of course, enraged
"Setter," and in another letter he claims that the editor of
the Fddin alluding to him as " Self & Oo."-was "giving
."
nd
pomes Mr. Maedona in a
himav.ai a
splendid letter and completely demolishes Mr. "Setter," or
Belf & Co," preying his aspersion on the Laverack strain to
be as unfounded ae wen some of the merits and performances claimed for the Dnke-EhodiK strain. Mr. Maedona
i

i

,.,-'.',.

.

i'

.

,,

em

makes and proves th
there have been no good

setters

cept his Irish

ttki

:

jett

that for

the.

running
Musi

last six years

held

at
•.

trials (ex-

ithout possess-

Be goes on bo Bay
sing Laverack blood,
"I frankly give Mr. Laverack's famous sort a share of the
;..-,npion Ranger, his sire,
credit in the merit po--..
Rob Roy was
Quince II., being more than half
k*B Blue Bash ; Counhalf Laverack, as hit
;:
was pure Laverack i.Nellie, purel veroei; Rum, winner in the braces in Devon, pure Lav. .rack Byhl, by
champion Hanger, half Laverack Mr. Barclay Field's Rose
and Rake, half Laverack Daisy, half Laverack; Qui
half Laverack Countess Bear, half Laverack Leda, half
Laverack; (Jinx, one-fourth Laverack; Rhoda, ditto Dash
Sam, quite half Laverack, being
II., tttrea-parts Laverack
Serjeant out of Kate, and hit 01
Qg Sam and Dan,
,
me atly inheriting Laverack blood. Here are all the
winners since 1871, excepting Judith, who has recently
proved that she crossed quite as well with the Laverack as
the Rhoabe strain."
This discussion is interesting to Americans from the fact,
that many of the noted dogs mentioned, or their progeny,
have gone to your side, including the famous Plunket, but
irdy warfare of three or four years
it looks as though the
:

1

1

i

>

;

'

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

i

.

.

i

w

be gone over again.
In a brief resume with which "Stouohonge" prefaces his
Present series of papers, he notices the fact that a great
fluctuation has occurred among dogs used with the gun, the
retriever proper having almost displaced the pointer and
Fully 90 per cent, of the partridges
setter in the South.
are now shot either by walking them up when driven into
ago was

to

foJ
hem to be driven over the sportsoncealed behind a hedge or wall. In both cases each
for tho crack sportsman now
(or
leash
of
guns,
rather
gun
requires at least a pair, and often has three, with one or two
1
look upon men who
sr.
loaders) is attended b;
are willing to kill their birds in this manner as degenerate

turnips, or by waiting
.

sportsmen, and hold that half the pleasure of shooti-i
t know that in our country such
the dogs at work,
I. ...ling
would be called pot hunting. Sitting behind a
hedge and waiting for partridges to be driven up to you
be pretty tame Sport. Why not get down on all fours
i.i
a the turnips, "Stonehenge" does not think
very highly of the dachshund, claiming that it is not the
equal of the beagle or spaniel in nose, and inferior to the
A single fox-terrier has been sedd for £250,
terrier in pluck.
iinaceountabUity of tasteindog
which
As regards the relative merits of setters and
fanciers.
pointers in the field. "Stonehenge" is of the opinion that
little has been done to settle the question, although after a
field trials it would appear that the balance
careful u nJ
ia slightly in favor of the setter, and as this breed is, on
their feet Standing the heather best, now used
....
h only place wheri dog
Almost entirely on th
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the Centennial Exhibition.

walking match is now a
fixed fact for the first week in April; on fW that O'Leary
threw both of his matches with Howe and Corseland, and is
likely to win this one, although as Weston is hacked by Sir
John Astley and a strong party, the money is going freely
the other way— '.

The O'Leary-Weston

six days

'

,
.

.
.

,-,.

promise tp be most interesting.
I observe in this week's issue of A '.'7
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Tee Swiss Match. The following are the scores made
in the recent match between the Zettler Rifle Team and the
Columbia Rifle Team, shot with Swiss rifles, 200 yards
range, at ring target to men
each team; 10 shots 'each;

m

;

possible score, 250.

Name.
William Kline
G. G_ Lettler.
T. Penning
Theodore Kliesroth

197
till',

S0OIJ. Homey
187 W. Lippmcui
J86 M. Arcu'eial.

. . .

IS-!
l

u

104
183
1S1
1S1

Ana. ErmncB.
Heinz

3 J.

ISO
180

G.Blamenber?

M. Dorslcr

G.Kr.ndahl...:

m John

B. Zettler
B. S.Brown
J. Dntel
D. L. Beck

Q. A. Sclnirmim

The

Total.
80S

203 Lamtokt
20S J. F!elim:r
zoc J. Rein

L.Bird
M. L. Riaga
D.Miller
C. Jndson
M. Enael

Grand

Name.

Total.

total

Bandel

171

174 Chris Heinz
166 .J. Schneider
16:
130 J. Graber

168
161

Grand Total

27,12

B.647

winning by 65 points.

Zettler team

Comun's Benefit.

— Since

our report

week

hist

match

this

has received additional prizes as follows: An elegant Japanese cabinet, presented by the Zettler P.ifle Assoi
fine opera a.. a-. --a. presented by the Arnold &
Eifle Clnb; one fine trout rod, presented by Mr. H. D. Bly.
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percussion locks, when the ft
use, the universal supposition was,
ing, "that the powder v. idle burnt
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many riflejumping at the
place,

possible for the air to return or rel
the gun with such an immense force, a

it is

not

o the barrel of
did, the smoke

id if

..--:;
would not be seen, as it is, gradually
,f;ei tl,.
escaping irom tne muzzle.
time the general belief among riflemen app r J,
pears to be, that the force of therecoil is in proportion to the
amount of resistance given to the "pent-up power" by the
projectile with its inertia, the friction caused
through the barrel, and the pressure of the al ttosphere
against it before leaving the gun. The explosion of the powder when driving the bullet out of the Lev... conn lunicates
to the arm itself a motion which is not perceptible until the
projectile has left the gun, when the confinement of tfie pent;
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wh« etb match

—The Council
der consideration
at present in use
an open question

Bint Association has unof the Ontari
the question of replacing the iro
by canvas ones, but inasmuch as it is yet
which system of targets is likely to give
the greatest satisfaction, they are unable to make a recommendation of any definite change at present.
i

1

—Adj. -General Franklin Townsend, has issued

;

a circular
utant General of the several States
as calling
tho brc
"Soldier of Mlarathon,"
s trophy,
York, to be annually contested for
Eifle Match, at each fall meeting of tho
ail. a at Greedmoor.
He invites a team
im each State to contest for the trophy in a
1 September next.
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large number of prizes ottered
petitor of average skill.
It
nlin's" popularity that the priz
1 this
ud that all of
of 1
1
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S-250,
nils
is de..
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The

ahead.
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roved firearms, this

powder." This idea of the subject
men, who do not stop to reason a li
conclusion that such is the case. I
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know which

tend the point of ig-

National Hide
of twelve men
to be sho
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match

.v.— We are glad to announce that Mr. Gt nopen his new shooting gallery at 1222 Broadway to.

up force is suddenly relieved, and on
in the opposite direction to

is felt

that instant the recoil
force is escap-

where the

ing."

lin will

new

quarters are more commodious than those reoi, and a club room has been provided that will be
placed at the disposal of the various rifle clubs in the city.
We wish Mr. Conlin every success in his enterprise.
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The effect of this instantaneous "give way" can be practidemonstrated by the following experiment: Let two
of a rope
people (gun and bullet) each take one of thi em
cally

—

(

Mtt.tiy's GaiiLEBIEs (Brooklyn).
The following is a
last -. -.tk. and up to Tuesday morning:

>i

strength (the pent-up force); without
suddenly cut the rope (the bullet leaving the gi
sistance'being gone the result can be easily imagi 3d.
The
bullet e
thi :nn,:.:le bearing in the line of ti.
and the
exactly opposit
ist as tin
e liable to fall in reverse directions when the
two pe
rope i
ut.
\ portion of the recoil is felt on account of the stock
a
being 1 lent to enable the eye to glance along the
vhieh decomposes the force in two parts, ...
ireetion of iheaxis, and the. other through
itoek

E.B.Castner
W. If. Donaherty
A. b Swutf
A. H. Dougherty, Jr

their

all
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5

5

5
5

5
5

5

5

3

P. Pike

A. H. Amlsrson
I). T. McQuillan
W. 11. Lilhstun

The above
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5
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5
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5
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S
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4
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5
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5
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5
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3
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As"
shooter cannot get a definite idea of the force with which
his inn comes back if standing "clear" from everything while
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a certain "give way" to his' body.
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March 26ft.—The following is a
the Forest GaUory,
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G. V. Hai
200 yards, target reduced.
the first prize,
badge tu be shot for onoe a W'
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5 feet;

at

man winning

4444545641
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6

5

4

3

6

5

4
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4

4
5

5
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5
5
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4
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1

45
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4644445
454
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4563,645444
45414
46655
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gold badge, the
weeks.
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5445444564
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of a 750 off-hand, 200 yards, 6

U67

pounds pull.
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fun of the thing. H
had a patient with a broken collar-bone. As tie
give to the earth something else was obliged to accommodate
ag demands oi the "critter," and the esperimentiBt
further investigations in rifle shooting.
iv.c.oils from
The
doctor's bill, however, caused a "kick" of another kind,
li is enid,
on good authority, that the recoil of an American long-range breech-loading rifle, similar to the ones used
by our team hist year, is about one hundred pounds. W. \V.
efl'ect it

would have,

for the

bookon "modem breech-loaders" contains u list,
1...1I
a. d
a
a number of

with the amount of the a,, ...
English military rifles, which

I

.i

maybe

interesting.

It is as

follows;

—

The Santa Anna, California, Arews is responsible for the
tough story, that a shower of clams in the shell fell on Dr.
The lady
Jones' ranch, near that place, during a recent rain.
of the household occupying the ranch gathered up a quantity
of the clams, they being alive, and cooked them for her

^^^^^^^_^_^

family.

Consdmt-jtos Cniisi).— An old pTijtittiSB retired from active practice,
having had placed in his hands by an East Indian missionary the formula of a ainiplc vegetable remedy i'or the- speedy and permanent rare
for Consumption, Bronohitia, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Luna affections also » positive and radical enre lor Nervous Debility
.,u
all
nervous complaints, after having thoroughly -testecHts won
powers in thousands of cases, feels_it Iris duty
,

I

"1850 pattern

ride,

ser-

unm

Boxer ammunition,

Lnition, 171 lbs.: long
17
lbs. ;"Whilwor1h,
1
,

,
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1

BO gr. bullet, 39 lbs."
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hexagonal
.'..in
worth, cyiiuii,
bullet, 70 fi
Westley-Riuhards, cavalry, breech-loader
al

,i,„l

i

i

,

denbuTgh.
The targets shot in this match are placed in a sealed box,
can only be measured at the close of the competition by
three judges, to be appointed by the Committeo of Arrangi
;ments. There are several gentleman whoa..
near alike that it. has caused a great deal of excitement to

w*>

I

ilil

A gun in a macliin
boot a certain distance with
lower elevations than it would if fired offhand. This fact
has been proven, and the difference with a Springfield musket
has been fonn m
t.i-tit inches in a hundred yards.
ill"i
-tion' will be found more or less with all
guns under similar conditions, The cause is supposed to be
a.
a
diminished recoil of the piece arising from the
weight of ti.
ma .-'. in attached to it, causing the force,
-which would have been rrsed in pushing the gun backward
to be expended as extra power, in the expulsion of
jectile. In the same way, by pressing the piece firm
the shoulder the "kick" is lessened and, theoretically, the
range is increased.
The old saying— "Every rosebush has its thorns"- can be
applied with an appropriate meaning to shooting, the
-kick" being a thorn to the shooter's rosebush.
Onicko.

two

eider,

i

.!,.. ...

,

fc]

.

become the

.'., i-

a

rl

i

seems strange that while such distant
parts as New Zealand has had her virgin waf
[tl
American fish, that the mother country should have never
attempted such a cheap and convenient method of re-stoekif her own depleted waters.
Although Monaco has been looked upon as the headquarters of Continental pigeon shooting, the large
es
are not all confined to that favored spot.
Near Florence, in
Italy, is San Donafo, where Prince Demidoff has an estate.
This gentleman is an enthusiast on the subject of shool ing
and has had erected a stand which has no equal in the world,
and where he distributes valuable prizes to be shot for by
his friends.
Recently a meeting was held at his place which
was attended by many persons of distinction from Rome,
Genoa, and Naples. The prizes presented by Prince Demidoff were of remarkable value and beauty, one of the caps
being worth a thousand dollars. But the interesting part of
the programme to me was the fact, that one of the prizes
was a magnificent double breech loader made by Purcley, of
London, and the identical gun that was so much admired at
living in England,

i

,

i

Frank Bnckland has received a box of salmon ova, containing 5,000 or more, from the Dominion Fish
lishnient at Newcastle.
They were sent over by that
eminent pisienlturist and genial gentleman, Mr. yVilmot,
who has done so much forfish culture in Canada. The eggs
were taken to Mr. Buckland's museum where they began to
hatch out immediately. But the Btrangi p
of it is that
e the first American salmon the:
thi
beef

i

.

-

•

iBufTering fallows.

human

eottVOj and-aoouscjen-

he win send, free of charge, to
all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and successfully using. Sent by return mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper, Dr. J. O. Smyz, 32 Xorth Fifth Street, Philadelphia,
•:

Pa.—vlfle.

suffering,
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FOREST AND STREAM.

BLACK POINTER, TOM

THK NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.

WE

nre somewhat surprised to learn that an opinion
was prevalent, particularly throughout tho western
part of the State, that the proprietors^ Gilmoro's Garden
were, interested in the coming Bench Show.
We are requested to state that the Wesniinster Kennel Club have
leased for a large sum of money the Garden, or Hippodrome
as it is sometimes known, from its proprietors, and that the
latter are in no degree whatever interested in or connected
with the shew. The members of the club have assumed the
entire risk and responsibility, and as their expenses will approximate the sum of ei'jht thousand (hilars, it is hoped that
owners and breeders will enter liberally for tho many prizes.
"We congratulate the sportsmen of the country upon the
fact that so eminent an authority as the Eov. J. Cumming
Macdona has consented to visit this country and act as advisory judge, although for evident reasons Mr. Maedona's
functions will not extend to the setter classes. In aiding us
to establish a standard for many classes such as St. Bernards,
mastitis, etc., with which his name is so intimately associated,
his visit will be of immense benefit, and his kindness in
coming and the enterprise of the club in sending for him
should be fully appreciated, and although, as we have said,
he will not take part in judging the setter classes, the instruotion he will doubtless be •willing to impart in this direction will be of immense value to the student in canine
matters. Mr. Maodona's letter of acceptance is as follows:

CkendaiiE Rectoux, Cheshire, England,

|

March 23d, 1877.
J
My Bear Sir: I thank you, and through you, the "Westminister Club, for your generous invitation to visit you next
May, and am most happy to accept it. I should like to go
out and back in a month.
I am,

my

dear

sir,

yours truly,
CmiMrNG Macdona.

J.

Wm. M. Tnasaou,
As

Esq.

judging is arranged for at present.it seems
John Davidson, of Munroe, Michigan, will judge the
English and Gordon setter classes. It is possible that Mr.
far as the

that Mr.

will be invited to take the pointers if the Committee do not feel that they are asking too much of him.
Mr. Macdona will also judge the fox terriers, greyhounds,
stag-honnds, deer-hounds, mastiffs, St. Bernard's, etc. Mr.
Kavanah, of the Junior Carlton Club, London, who is very
opportunely in the city, and who is a gentleman of very
large experience in this direction, will judge the terrier

Macdona

Capt.

classes.

28, 29, 30, 31,

John M. Taylor, of Virginia, will judge Classes
and from ii to 45. Several gentlemen are

under consideration for the veTy important fox-hound,
beagle and harrier classes, as it is necessary that they Bhould
be judged according to the American standard, and by some
one who is thoroughly conversant with the description of
deg required in this country. The number of entries
promises to be very large; already the third thousand of the

The special prize lists
lists is being distributed.
remarkably valuable and well arranged. Messrs. Tiffany
Union Square, are making six cupB of solid silver,
and have very generously gone to an expense far beyond the
value of the cups in procuring moulds from life of celebrated
dogs with which to ornament them. One very interesting
feature will be a picture gallery, composed entirely of paintings of dogs and sporting scenes. The ladies and children
will be provided for, as there will be an exhibition of trick
dogs every afternoon and evening, soino of the best troupes
in the country having been engaged.
Below is an abstract of the Special prize list:

premium
is

&

Co., of

Class

(I

A,—M»C

either Gordons or ci
$30,00; tor the best

For the best setter, of any breed, dog or bitch, in the ahow, cop,
presented and manufactured by Messrs. Tula ay & Co., value S150.00.
For the beat pointer, of any weight, dog or bitch, ia the ahow,

151

II.

Oreener gun, presented by H. C: Squires, No. I Conrtlaud Street, New
Tork, value S150.00.
For tho best brace of setters, of any breed, dogs or bitches, or dog
and bitch: to be owned and exhibited by one person; cup, presented by
rnembeis of the N T. City association. for the Protection or Game, and
manufactured by Messrs. Tiffany & Co., value S150.00
For the best brace of pointers, dogs or bitches, or dog and hitch; to
be owned and exhibited ny one person; an extra fine fly-rod, presented
by Frederick Schuchardt, Esq., value $50.00.

For the best collection of sporting dogs, of any "kind, not lesa than
be exhibited, and owned by one person, or from one kennel;
Lefever, value $150. 00.
shot-guB, presented by Messrs. Nichols
For the best English setter stud dog, either native or imported, to be
shown with uot less than two of his get, a Vox patent shot-gun, presented by the American Arms Co.. value $100.00.
For the best red Irish setter stud dog, either native or imported, to be
shown with not less than two of his get: enp, presented by Fokest ash
Stream Publishing Co., and manufactured by Messrs. Tiffany &
Co., value $100.00.
For the best black and tan, or black tan and white setter Stud dog,
either native or imported, to bo shown with not lesa than two of bis get;
Co.,
a Newport bass rod and reel, presented By Messrs. J. B. Crook
value 875.00.
For the best pointer stud dog, over 50 pounds weight, either native or
imported, to be shown with not less than two of his get: a shot guu,
presented by Messrs. Remington & Sons, N. T. value $100.00.
For the best pointer stud dog, under 50 pounds weight, either native
or imported, to be shown with not less than two of his get; a sei (3) of
the new patent traps and 500 glass balls, presented by Capt- A. 11 liogardns, value $50.00.
For the best English setter brood bitch, either native or imported, to
be shown with not less than two of her progeny: an English sole-leather
sportsman's traveling trunk, with cartridge and gun trays complete,
presented by Messrs. Thomson & Son, value $50.0u.
For the best red Irish setter brood bitch, either native or imported, to
be shown with not less than two of her progeny; a Russia leather,
silver mounted fly book and one gioss assorted flics, presented by
Wakeman flolberton, Esq., value $50.00.
For the best black and tan. or black tan and white setter brood bitehr
either native or imported, to be shown with not less than two of he.
progeny; a silver inonntett split bamboo fly-rod, presented by Messrs,
Conroy, Bissett & Mallison, value $50.00.
Dor the best pointer brood bitch, of any weight, to be shown with not
less than two of her gel; a silver cup, presented by Col. Le Grand B.
Cannon, and manufactured by Messrs. Tiffany & Co., value $50.00.
For the best English setter, dog or bitch, native bred, out of a native
bitch and by an imported dog; a silver cup, presented bv Dudley Olcott,
Esq., of Albany, and manufactured by Tiffany & Co., value $100.00
For the best native English setter, dog or bitch, owned in the States of
New York and Sew Jersey; a case of stuffed North- American game
birds, presented by Justus Van Lengetke, Esq. value $35. Go.
For the best setter, dog or bitch, of any strain, bred in the United
States; a split bamboo black bass End. presented by Messrs. Abbey &
Imbrie, No. 4S Maiden Lane, value $60.00.
For the best native setter puppy, either dog or bitch, either English,
Irish, or black and tan, or black tan and white; a United States Arms
Co., 32-cal. revolver, presented by Messrs. Barton &Co., value $25,00.
For the best Irish setter puppy, either doa, or latch; an ivory enamelled opera glass, presented by Messrs T. Steele & Son, Hartford, Conn.,
value $25.00.
Forlhe best pointer puppy, either dog or bitch; a gold and silver
mounted pearl handled revolver, presented by the Westminster Kennel
Club, value $85,00.
For the best native English setter puppy, dog or bitch, under 12
mouths of age; one case of guii-cleauiug implements, presented by the
live, to

&

&

,

with $50 prizes, from which other dogs were excluded, that
the champions would of course not he allowed to compete in
The object, of having Bpeoial classes is, that
the open classes.
More special premiums have heen
all may come together.
offered" a silver collar for Scotch terriers, one ior pugs,
also an order for a silver cup of the value of ten guineas,
from "Spratt's Patent," of London, through their agent, Mr.
de Luze, of this city; also O. L. Betzman, 960 Broadway,
presents a gold and silver mounted revolver for the best
Gordon setter puppy, dog or bitch.

Tom.—Our portrait this week is a good likeness of Mr.
Frederick Stshuchardt's fine old pointer dog, Tom n. Tom
He
is now eleven years old, having been whelped in lH6(i.
is descended from a bitch imported by Mr. Schuchardt in
1842, and is brother to Mr. Joseph Grafton's Jim and to
Gen'l. A. S. "Webb's Peg, grand dame of the Westminster
Kennel Clubs Whisky. Tom, in his day, was a most excel-

lent field dog, docile
to bird

and gnn.

class at the

active, with keen nose and staunch
entered in the champion pointer

and

He

is

forthcoming

New York Bench

.

,

Gun Implement Manufactory.
For the best display of rox-bounds, to comprise not less than three
couples; a cup presented by the Westminster Kennel Club, value
$50.00.
For the best cocker spaniel, dog or bitch; an English eolo-loather gun
case, presented by Erdmmin A. Herzberg, Esq., value $25.00.
For the best skye terrier, dog or bitch; a silver cup, presented by
Geu. Alex. S.Webb, and manufactured by Messrs. Tiffany & Co.,
value $50.00.
Owners of dogs winning cash prizes can have cups or collars of
equal value substituted if they so desire.
The entrance fee for special prizes (for which separate entries must
be made) will be $e.00 as In the general classes
Iu the classes for stock dogs and brood bitches, it is uudersto d that
the progeny to tie entered with them need not be the property of thi
makir. thee try.
peis
In

':.'

ord.
it

it is

particularly requef
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until
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not delay send-

will be received later than April S6tb,

except in the case ef foreign exhlbll
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To

It is difficult enough in any case to proscribe without seeing a patient, but with the paucity of symptoms and
particulars which accompany the majority of cases, it is well

points.

We shall feel obliged, therefore, if applicants will in all cases state how long the dog has been sick,
taken, and the symptoms; whether in good flesh oxpoor; state of appetite; state of bowels; whether playful or
otherwise; age, weight (about): what medicines if any have
nigh impossible.

how

been given, and how often, and when the last was given;
whether he has fever or not, and what part of the ke n
coughs most, if at all. Be as concise as possible.

—

Doos in A Wn.D State. A Michigancorrespondent Sends
us the following account of a dog reverting to a wild state.
Writing from Pontine, Mich., he says:
The State of Michigan is building an Insane Asylum near
here, and one of the workman recently started a rabbit which
ran into a rail pile. He went to try and get. it when he saw
a pair of eves sparkling beneath the rails. He shot, tit the
eyes, and whan he got what heshot at, behold it was
little
puppy not much bigger than his list. On removing the rails
he found B woodchuck hole, and, as it afterward proved, a
and
raised
whelped
a
litter
of
young
ones in
little bitch had
A couple of weeks after the event recorded above
this hole.
the workmen noticed a dog with a litter of puppies coming
il the works, picking up scraps of food which had been
thrown away. They tried to eat eh th
but on the approach
and on being watched
of anyone the dogs 'would scamper
alehuek hole. They
they were found to retreat, to the
capture
two
of
to
th
ups,
finally manaced
but they were as
_
', as anv wild animal, and wot
-.a-,,:
TOUld birr and fight Like
ot much larger than rats at
young tigers", though thev were not
':!:.
1 saw one of them a few d !;..'. i' is fn Ii grown
b
,a.i do a not look very much unlil
[like in shape the picture
you published some time
of the German dasohuud whic
He probably weighs fifte pounds, though he is very
ago.
nch like a fox. The
His
nose
is
fat now.
pointed
motherwas shot at bv some one' and has not been seen
N. H. B.
since.
it

,

,;

-»*

1st.

Season tickets to exhibitors, admitting them to the building at all
hours, will oe issued at St. 00 each; season tickets to non-exhibitors,
good only from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m., will be Issued at $2.00. Gcnoral
admittance 5B cents.

Since the above was put in type another letter has been received from Mr. Macdona, giving the date of his departure,
and saying that Mr. Lort, the celebrated judge, and also Mr.
G. tie Landre Macdona would be of the party, so thai there
is likely to be no lack of judges, and we can have our native
classes judged most impartially.
A line should have been
printed in the premium list at tho head ol the open classes
sienna U.ii they are "for dogs who nave never won first
n-.
prize at any bench show,"
make this, remark,
gentlemen are Bending in their entries, pi. b| thejj pi
winning dogs in both champion and open classes. It was
to be presumed, however, that if a champion class was made

We

Show.

—The number of

queries sent to
us and the requests for prescriptions are increasing so fast
that we must request our correspondents, in order to enable
us to give them advice which shall be of value, to be
most particular in sending information on the following
otra CoisitESPONDENTS.

The

X. A. K. C.

—Business

of immediate importance de-

manding it, there will be
American Kennel Club at
York, on Thursday,

May

a special meeting of the National
the Hippodrome Building, New
10th, at 10 o'clock a. m.
N. Howe, President.

CJhabIiBS H.

TrnNKK, Secretary.

8L Zoms, Mb,, AnyH':, 1877.

»«

—According to Land awl Waitr, "1,373,930 dogs paid
duty durblg the last financial year in Givat Iritatn. -hewing
an increase of more than 100,000 in spite of the
practices of the dog poisoners in London and other places.
The dog tax, however, is still greatly evaded, and a
of trouble and expanse is the consequence."
|

—

:
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md

Jus

which is about a quarlcr of u mile off), and commands one
of the finest views that 1 know of in the woods.
Fentoa
writes ine that he has deposited 20,000 salmon trout frv
t

§iver Jfufhiqg.

FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL
Land-locked Salmon— Salmo

Speckled Trout, Salmo fontinalis.

gtouerl.

White Perch, Movant Americatnis. Shad, Atom.
For trout

flies in

April, s

ir

Fish in Mabket.— "We have

issue of

March

to quote generally louver prices

:

18 cents per pound smelts, IS cents; salmon (frozen), 30
cents; shad (southern), 30 to 50 rents each; native, do. 50 to
;

cts.

white perch, 15

;

cts.

in

th.-

lake,

and witnessing the leaps of the speckled beauties
tempting lure.

39th.

for all description offish this week. North River shad are,
owing to the high -winds, not nearly as abundant as they
should he. Cod are very plentiful. We quote striped bass,

75

which will afford fa
those who do not care to work to catch flan.
Speckled trout abound in every stream in this section, and
to my mind the pleasure is greatly enhanced by tramping
to some wild stream miles" awoy, or sailing through boiling
rapids, and casting deftly the delicate fly upon the water
rtmsj

per pound; Spanish mackerel, 50

green turtle, 18 cts.; terrapin, $15 per dozen; f'rostfjsh, 8
Cents per pound: halibut, 18 cents: haddock, 8 cents; codis: blackflsh, 15 cents; herrings, fi cents; flounders,

eta.;

after the

Here, pure, sweet mill; is furnished as lavishly as the
water from the well, which, in the language of the lable on
the curbs, is "the best in the world.'
Messrs. Editors, you ought to go there, as several journalists, who, like yourselves, exert a good influence in the
world, are in the* habit of doing. lam confident it would
inorense your happiness, give additional length to your dayB
to your pen.
Respectfully.
W. W. Hill.

^

WINTER FISHING

—

Some Frau TnouT. Some
on Long Island with the fly were captured last week at LakeMasury, near Eastport. One
of them weighed full 2;| pounds, and the aggregate of six
The gentleman who was
fish was eight pounds six ounces.
so fortunate us to make this fine catch is as well-known for
his modesty as his skill in all matters pertaining to flood and
in deference to his desire we refrain from making
his name public. "We do not know the name of the fly with
which the "big un" was taken, but believe it to have been a

of the finest trout taken for years

side, the residence of Jno. "W.

"Palmer."

—

The St. Lawrence River is clear of ice at Clayton, and
the ferry-boats are crossing to Kingston.

—

Salmon are being caught with nets in St. Johns Harbor.
There will be very little rod fishing, however, in New Brunswick before the 10th of June.
Kew PattbbNs in Trout Flies. Dr. A. H. Fowler, the rod
and reel manufacturer of Ithaca, New York, has a new black
bass fly which he claims is the most killing that be has yet
met with. It has a white body, scarlet ibis, and white wings,
and a scarlet tail. Reuben Wood of Syracuse, has a white
moth with grey wings (mallard) which ought to do good service as an evening fly, or in cloudy weather.
Three pictures of trout, painted by Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele,
of Hartford, Conn., have all been accepted and hung in the
exhibition of the New York National Academy of Design.
This acceptance by the committee is a decided compliment to
Mr. Steele, whose pictures have now been hung by both the
Brooklyn and the New York Academy's committees. The

—

—

one of these three, entitled " The Best of the Lot,"

laTLjtr

is

Bat

^

Editor Forest and
Having a
located

on the

pen you a

Bay City has

e

letter from this
a population of 10,000, and
Elver, four miles

its mouth, where it empties into
has a large and increasing number of
turing a staple to which 'there, is no lin

Saginaw Bay. It
works, inanufacIts fish trade riet in its infane;

vans Newfoundland in its extent, and
Most of your readers have, no doubt,
City out in Saginaw Bay foTthem wo
Standing on the shore of Saginaw Bay
tanee a large number of black dots on
proach to which will show a large villa'
:

of the Fishing
give a few notes.
see in the disice, the close apf over 300 shanlalize the stupen.

:

This

ties.

the Ice City.

is

clous undertaking,

16, 1877.

StriIAji,

leisure hour, I will

northern country.

March

Oris, Mich.,

Few

persoi

wherein some

2,0(10

fishi
the
bjcel to all the vicissitudes
her to the latter end of Marc
The readers rf the F. 'KEST ANT) STBE.UI will
of such a life.
remember, that a few years ago thr. e hundred of these
but fortune favored
hardy fellows were carried
it to
them with a change of wind, which brought them back next
day.
These shanties are about six feet square, high em ugl
for a man to stand up in, and are made of undressed lumber. Each is built upon runners, so that they can be moved
from place to place at will. The interior of all the shanties
are alike a row of berths on one side, and on the other a
small stove, made expressly for these fishing-houses, and
which serves to keep the interior comfortable. The occupants
The mode of fishing is
are four men, who work and watch.
In the centre of the shanty a square hole is
as follows
cut in the ice, about two feet each way, across which is extended a pole with a strong line attached as a bait a piece
of herring is fastened to the loose end of the string, but no
hook is used. One man slowly draws the string to fchi
face, while the other sta
The fish,
and when within
frequently two or three,
an with (I
striking distance are ha
with
number
is,
with
thi
Another way
a
of
iih hei
This is let dow
hooks attached and baited
tli rough the hole and left for six hours, then drawn up.
It
usually gives a good return.
The village is governed by strict regulations, and the laws
rgoi
duly enforced. Over the door of a shanty Bomewhal
than its mates we noticed the word " Saloon." Not far in im
this we found " The Fisherman's Home," whereample accommodation is found for man and boast. There are at the present time over 2,000 men fishing in the ice. The fish are
sold at from i\ to 7 cents a pound in the bay, being purchased by buyers who go out daily from the city, bring the
fish back, and pack them for shipment to all parts of the
world. It is said that an industrious fisherman, with good
This
luck, will take from 60 to 100 pounds of fish daily,
mode of fishing seems to be peculiar to Saginaw Bay, and
-.ago
but it
was first practiced by the Indians inn.
has been only a few years since it has grown into such
Boveh.
enormous dimensions.
[A year or more ago our correspondent, "Ichthys." in deGreat
Lakes,
gave our
scribing the ichthyc fauna of the

>n

.,

tures.

-_r

i

1

1

1

each.

YanMONT

Ferrisbvrgh, April

6th.

—Pickerel are beginning to

I hear of one man
shot.
The water is very low
every prospect for an early spring.

and large numbers are being

play,

turning

up nine
ison,

at a single discharge.

and there

MiBsAOHOSBrra
.

i

1

1st.

is

Sea Bedford, April ilk.— Our close season

and punctually on that day a variety

of fisher-

men from the experienced old graybeard to the verdant youth
whipped the waters of our swollen streams with fly-worm and
minnow, but only a very few had anything but empty baskets

On their return a very few exhibited trout of
to exhibit.
six inches length, caught near the salt water; but these
Hrho tried ihe inland streams found the country completely
flooded, and not a trout could bo found green enough to be

some

Concha.

caught on All Fools' Day.

Fishing Movements.— The late unfavorable weather has
with the curing of codfish, and the stock on the market in shipping order is extremely light, and it is not easy to
iil! orders at once, although the call is very light for the seaThe fleet continues to bring in light fares, and prices are
son.
The number of fishing arrivals the past
fairly maintained.
week has been 33—1 from Grand Menu., 3 from Grand Banks,
and 29 from Georges. The receipts have been about 600.000
Georges
codfish,
and 210,000 pounds halibut.— Cape
pound- of

:

;

.

,

a

readers

clever description of

methods of fishing through the
none the less acceptable, however.

;

the ice villages

and the

The above
Ed. F. and S.]

article is

ice.

Ann
"

Advertiser, April ~th.

"Fenion'r"

—ok

"Ncituer Foub."— Who has not heard of

Our correspondents
some of our readers
known in reporting circles

Nuwlier Fintr," in the Adirondacks ?
often refer to it. Perhaps it will serve
'<

if

we

print what one of them, well
northward, says of the place.

Here

to the

astic friend's apostrophe
•'
Ob, how happy hero's our leisure
Oh, liow "innocent our pleasures
Oh, ye valleys Ob, ye mountains
Oh, ye graves, ami crystal fountains
I

lies

our enthusi-

SPORTING REMINISCENCES— MY FIRST
REEL.

How

Ii.iv,;.,

EDITOR FOBEST AND STBEAJt.
The first few warm days of spring como to
wind brings a few stray blue-birds to toll us

I

I

1

at liberty,

I

,

and the

soft

south

Bow

Occupying a corner of my fishing-box, enjoying a long rest, lies my
reel 'out with what different emotions 1 now handle it from
mrienced the day it was first placed in my hands. It is a
small, single brass reel, with a atop. Then I thought it the "neplusvltra"
of reels. I was but a lad and had never owned a jointed rod—much
How I proposed to astonish the other bnvH by its exhibless a reel.
tion, for reels were few in our neighborhood and only seen in the out-fit

first

i

.

together with a twelve-foot jointed bass rod,
was a present from a city Inend. It was in .September; I was ill at
In these years little I knew of close
the time, and I longed to try it
seasons; every spring in Jane 1 was accustomed to go and stay with
uncle Rate B: and fish the trout streams emptying into the w atert, at the
and
uncle
Hata used to tell me, "(hat I ought to
George;
Lake
head of
come in the fall and try the 'fall trout' when the big ones run np the
streams after the first frosts," aud wonderful stories of the large ones
that could be caught, iu the lake at the mouth of the streams before
of visiting sportsmen.

By turns to come and visit ye 1"
Notwithstanding the almost resistless tendency to seek
for angling that has possessed me for twenty
years, I find myself again, for the fifth season, drawn toiilon's," where 1 have already engaged quarters for
myself and family for the month of July. This is, however, not strange, as my many long trips* through various
H
parts of our great "Adirondack Wilderness" e
qualifies
a t ien
a correct jud pae

us,

that troullng time will
every old fisherman begins to have a touch of the
piscatorial fever. The first symptoms are marked hy the getting out. of
the lllile trunk, and a general looking over of Hues aud iiies, repainug
old, putting on new, aud getting every thing iu readiness, BO ihat when
the snow-water has ceased running some favored brook may receive our
eurllesl attention.
I have just been having my annual attack, although
it will many a day between now aud the time to wet a boon iu this snowy

soon be here.

1

!

1

It,

secure tie great at am rani
Ofcour.se,
real pleasure.
in this I include rnj d tuily, srlio b$,ii been co-laborers with
me on many of these trips. Charles Fenton's Number
Four, Lewis 'County, alt hough quite in the forest, is never!'
lei
fro ei Louisville, on the ("ilea ami
Black Elver Bailroad, and Mr. Fenton usually carries parties
to his place in about five hours.
The buildings are. located
jn the centre of a large clearing, in full view of Beaver Lake
etui

>1

I

oat

by

feet of line ont, anil then, and not rum toen, I e,
with quivering fingers I grasped the handle, aud for a

moment or two
and after I had loosened it I
one v,,c andavj
I would turn
would trim the ol her, and ail the time old
Aalmo fontinalis. splashing and splurging about, seemed as big as a
whale. Fually I grasped rod and line tightly above the reel and leaped
over into the icy waters and Btopped not until I bad towed my tmnt
high up on the sandy beach. He was a three-pouuder, aud as with
chattering teeth I made tricks for nncle Nate's kitchen fire, I began to
coincide with his opinion expressed the night before, that "them newfangled concerns didn't amount to much," but the whir of that little
old reel has been the death knell of many a noble bass and trout since
its first christening by
Ifnrrz.
tried to turn it without moving the atop,
could'nt manage the thing at all. First

and then

fingers slip off.

1

RANGELEY LAKES.
Bakoelet, Me., April

YV

Editor Forest akd Stream.
I suppose your many readers

2,

1877.

be interested in any news from this
place. It is expected that there will be a grand rush for the lakes the
coming summer. The new hotel at Bangeley Oily ia now ready for
the public. The former landlord of the old Bangeley Lake House, Mr.
Eben Hinkley, is to be found in the new house. The house is :J0x-iU
with L 40x50, two stories in height, ail finished and fnrnishe
best manner.
Fishermen and those who desire a quiet, home-like
house in the midst of the best trout fishing in New England, would do
well to correspond with Mr. Hinkley for terms, etc., which will be run.
sonable. The arrangements are completed for a ihrough stage direct
from Phillips to this place, arriving here in season for dinner the
second day from Boston via. Eastern or Boston & Maine Railroad. The
fine little steamer Molly cbnnkainonk takes parties from ben loan
parts of the Lakes. There is but little winter fishing. The law forbidding the setting of hooks protects the trout for the summer fiaherwill

ii

-

The finely illustrated article on the Bangeley Lakes in Seribmr't
ilmthlu for February haB created a new interest in these lakes, ami us
they are so extensive that there ii
perceptil
or number of trout, they are sure to remain the favorite resort for fishbear of any
ermen for a long time. I will from ue.
news which will be of general interest to your readers from
.

i

I

FLY-FISHING EXTRAORDINARY— PLAYING A SNAPPING TURTLE.
Editor Fobe3t and Stream.
ring somewhat singular incident
Perhaps you may deem the
worthy of notice in your columnB.
In July last abrother angler aud myself had jnst broken camp on
Shohola after a week's sojonrn delightfully spent alon
-'
)qk E srei opped&t
Journeying back to v/'v:
few large pools. I had already takon some
UutcU
in the act of drawing another of almost a p.
liiii
l im
.auBted fiBh at
from the sedgy margin of the pool
A Bin-pound
once struck out for deep water,
-{ r, 1 "showed
turtle on an eight-oun co rod. Dei
film the butt," as our angling frier
ing to the strain he turned and in:
with bead above water carrying th
called to my friend, who was near
ittle with this rude robber of
bank, seized a stout Btlok iu order
prey. Just then my friend upwhat I cousidered my
was about to admlnisle
poaretl and handing him the club
'I

<•

J

•eprimand

My
M.
Bight.
finished hold of thefisliaud sank out of sight.
the treat's jaws aud drawing him to hand I fpm

flj
:

still
iffl]

Ltfc

ran

In

i

01

-

tjuji

except a alight abraBiou just in uunt ol the dorsal fin, Rcoou
the incident at Wostbrook's that night, I was interrupted by "old li-art,"
who exclaimed, "Why in thunder didn't you catch urn by the tail i wn
could have had turtle soup tomorrow." I said I didn't care Coi Soup
much. But several times during the evening I heard the old man reB.
gretting the loss of that turtle.
I

AN OLD ANGLER ON NEEDLE-POINTS.
tioDiiocT,

V*

Editor Foeest akd Stream.
1 had oocasion to read a few days ago

Canada, February

17, 1877.

in

dence about " needle points;" I
the first chance I could find, aud now give you the result.
1 made some hooks with ihe smallest sized doriiing-ncedleB T could set.
giving them what I thought to be the rlghtbond, aomolhinglik, the Urnerick hooks. Everything else being ready I started with a companion
for a first-rate trout stream, which was soon reached. My companion
being as good an angler as I was, wc il.culed that we should both fish
for an hour, he to use the barbed hooks, 1 the needles. After a few minutes' fishing it was very clear that the needles would win the day, aud ut
the end of the hour the score «toott as follows: "Needles, th
of nem over three pounds; barbed books.
.-

i

:

about the same." Now, the reason for this great difference (at least
opinion), was nut owing to the needles booking the fleh bi Iter, but
never obliged to
in the great saving of tame which they effected, as I was
.My Wend,
y v, riggling off the hooks as Boon as landed.
on the contrary, hud to loso a great deal of lime iu taking the hook- eat ,.r
each fish- As some doubts had also been expressed about
to :r\
lty of lantling a Balmon wiih a haroless hook, 1 decided
« that respect, as I only saved
sld
sorrytoaayle
one ont of four fi.-li hooked which 1 am almost sure would.nothave happened httdl used regular books. It seems to me (though 1 may be inia,,,i.-„w, thai ihe most skillful angler cannot always keep a tight Un- „n
god to no if
size
in

my

i

:

A.NOl.El

using" n

[We

regret that tlio letter ol' our correspondent Blioulcl have

been overlooked until

Ltiis

week.— En.]

.

sunrise and after

sundown.

'

'.

i

i

ynnr paper some correspontherefore made up my mind to try thein

.

u

!

i

—

I

most ambitious production; the other two are panel picIn the termer there are four trout hanging up; a
tempting sight. The panel pieces are contrasting pictures,
front and back views of three trout in each, so adjusted as to present two trout in contrasting positions in
his

r

i

»

IN "LAKE MICHIGAN.

from

$1.50 per gallon.

the

and power

;

8 cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents;
BOeepshead, 20 cents: turbot, 20 cents; scollops, $2 per
gallon; whitcflsh, 15 cents per pound; pickerel, 15 cents;
Canada brook-trout, 25 cents; Long Island trout, $1; hard
shell crab, $3.50 per 100; red snappers, 18 cents; prawns,

had about eighty feet of line out, wher T lidai
-'
on the polo T know I had a
Il the first impulse, whicd
was to •yam" him b
main-strength, but I found that was one of the Impossibilit
until I

convalesced aud was soon established nt uncle
Nate's, anxious for a trial of the new rod and reel. The ni
before daylight, with the stars s'parkling iu the
frosty air, I took my way acrosa the Old Fort Field, with mj
at in
BUI
for service iu one hand, and a basin Of raw, lean i.
Chunks, Tor bail in the other, toward the mouth ol tl
day-brefll< I uftd the boat anchored, across the current from
formed
by
sand-bar
th'
on
the
atom, fifty feet from shore
commenced casting into the current and letting my line run out with it

About October

1st I

i

i

Hortli Carolina Legislature bus just appropriated
830,000 for the erection of a negro insane asylum in that
State, aud 810,000 a year to support it.

The

—

Capt, Boytoulia-. cTOBSBfl the Straits of Messina, passing
during the
sneccs-fnih- through both Seyha and CbArybai

one of the accomi:

a*u± of Amherst Oc
See.,
salary in Congress to the town of Amherst, to be

-Julius H.
given

all his

i

,

Li

expended in laying side walks.

—
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—The

Analostans will shortly commence the erection of a
pavillionat Table. Bock, their up-river headquarters.

r

—The champion

H10H WATER FOK TBS WEEK.
New

BonCon.

York. GhorUtton

shell crew of the Potomac Club, Messrs.
Couglilin, McBlair, Randall, and Tune.:, who made such a
scbrd during the season of 1873, '74, '75. have disbanded, the three latter retiring from the crew.

— Besides

having a race with tbeir old antagonists,
it is the intention
of the Analnstaus
of races with the. Undine Club, of Baltimore,
champions of Patapsco Bay.

—The now

regulations governing theuseof the ten regular
base ball fields located on the parade ground at Prospect
Park, Brooklyn, a field nearly half a mile long by nearly a
quarter wide, and all of level rolled and cut turf, will this
season exclude all nines from playing which do not belong
to regular base ball clubs, and these will have to get permits
for every game they play.

the

—The Philadelphia

I

Apr.12
ADr-13

Apt.H
Apr 15
Apr 16

_

Apr. IT
Apr.18

:.

11

raid.

—The

icht

ntic Club, ib also
Peerless.
The annual regatta of the Atlantic Club hasl
lie
fixed for the 11th of Juno, and will to the first re: tta o
uu^c clubs. The sloop-yacht Scheme, is fitting out at John
ad an iron
shoe put on her; "Weighing 1,650 pounds. The sloop-yacht
Orion is fitting at the some yard.
'

I

I

i

•

Atlantic Boat Club.

— The Atlantic Boat Club, of Hohoken,

now

the oldest in the United Suites, held their annual
meeting on Thursday evening last, when the folio-wing
officers
wore elected: President.
H. Otferman: \ 'iceCurtis; Beeording Secretary. It. S.
President. W.
H.
Murray; Corresponding Secretary, F. Erucriek: Treasurer,
James'Beed: Captain. 0, BrienKotler.

Back. —Messrs. Weld and Bancroft, of
Harvard, and President Davis, of 3 ale, on the 7th last, went
over the 1" ini u -^ r-ii'-cut New LondSn, proposed by Harvard foi the Vale-Harvard boat raw next summer, and heard
the offers of the New London people to pay all the expenses,
LiiiLii;-.
r.i-se,
build boat-houses, arid furnish
bank during the race. Harvard
bans

The Yale-Harvakd
1

tlernen'and Captain Collin and ex-Captain Cook decided to
adhere to the Oxlord-Canibridge rules end pull on June 29th,
the day after Commencement. They spent several hours
discussing the question of the course,' but left the matter undecided.

—

South Boston Yaoht Club. The annual meeting of the
club was held at their House, foot of Sixth Street, last evenThe report of the secretary give the membership at 136
and a roll call of over forty yachts. The report of the financial
secretary places the organization in a flourishing condition.
The club starts this season, as an incorporated body. The
following officers were elected: For Commodore, M. J. Kilcy;
for Vice-Commodore, W. J. Oreult: for Fleet Captain, Dr. E.
Disbrow; for Measurer, J, Winniatt; for Keeording Secretary,
William Morris: for Financial Secretary, Harvey N. FollanBbee; for Treasury. Thomas Christian; for Trustees, H. J.
McKee, J. H. Giblin, J. G. Chambers. After remarks by the
new Commodore, and others, the club adjourned to the
Atlantic House, and partook of one of Fred. Wright's bounteous collations. Prof. Byerson rendered some very pleasing instruTitentaland vocal music, which was much applauded.
The club enjoyed the presence of Com. Geo. Brown and
members of the Bunker Hill Yacht Club.
A very pleasant, social evening was passed, which will long
be remembered. Much courtesy was extended your correspondent.
end to Com. M. J. Kiloy our congratulations, feeling.

ing that the institution will grow under his careful manage"Kedge."
ment.

Quincv Yacht Club.— At the annual meeting of the Quiney
Yacht Club, held Saturday evening, 7th inst., at Quiney,
Mass., the. following officers were elected: Commodore, James
H. Slade: Vice-Commodore, H. A. Keith; Secretary and Treasurer, Chas H. Porter: Measurer. Peter B. Turner; Regatta
Committee, E. B. Souther, J. T. Penniman, G. W. Morton,
B. F. Curtis; Membership Committee. B. F. Bast. Geo. W.
Morton, George Saville, W. H. Nicholson, P. B. Turner;
Judges J. T. Penniman, E. B. Souther, C. H. Porter, A.
Lelois, John O. Holden,_E. P. Worster, Edward Whicher; Fleet
Captain, H. M. Federhen. On motion of Mr. W. H. Nicholson, it was voted to change the time allowance to that of DorThe prizes won at hist year's contests were dischester Club.
tributed, and as usual they were unique and elegant.

—Tire Shawmut crew has

already

commenced work, with

as coach.

— Meeker, late backer of the New

York, crew, is readv to

New

England.

.

— Great

interest is already shown in regard to the June
one regatta may b» expected. It
tt Silver take, am
looks as if the second race in four-oared shells will take
place, as Hanlon has sent notice that he will be present with
a crew. A statement is made that O'Brien and O'Connor,
formerly of the Longshore erew of P trf lo ad, are -to pull with
Faulkner and Began, though this is not definitely settled
upon. Efforts are being made to induce the Halifax and
Pittsburg crews to be present.
races

—

Tho secretary of the Ontario Bowing Club has forwarded
a deposit of $100, gold, as forfeit on behalf of Edward
Hanlou of Toronto, for a match between Hanlon and AVilliani
Scharff of Pit;
to bo a three-mile pull on
Toronto Bay, and Scharff to be allowed expenses.
Hanlon has also deposited a forfeit with a Canadian sporting paper as an earnest of his desire to make a match with
Wallace Boss of St. John, N. B. Hanlon offers reasonable
.-<•

.

in- race on Toronto Bay, on or about Juno Cth, the match to
be t'oi J 1,000 a side.

i

;

OXeap.y ahd Westox.— Dispatches from London, dated the
8th inst., give the result of the long distance walking match
between these celebrated pedestrians. Tho match was for
£1,000 a side, the winner to be the one walking the greatest
number of miles in six days. O'Leary proved to be the best
man, waUung 520 miles to Weston's 510. Both men began
walking at 12.05 A. M. on the morning of the 2d. O'Leary
sporting as colors a combination of the red, white, and blue
of the United States with the green of heland; Weston
sporting the canary and green of Sir John Astiey, who
furnished nearly all" if not all. of the £1 ,000 for which he was
backed. The race from start to finish was a terrific one, especially during the first three days, when O'Leary got a lead
of twenty-three miles, which Weston was unable to overcome, though during O'Leary's illness on Thursday he
nearly made up all the lost ground. As may be expected,
both men were badly used up, although not nearly so bad as
was generally expected. Both, however, have the consolation of Imowrng that they beat all previous performances,
and are respectively first and second champions at long distance walking.
BASE BALL,

!.

B.lB

LOUIS.

Olapp,

KeuiBen,

Doreau,
Elorjg,

3
2

who made

the

fast

on record

at
y
itered in
all the regattas, and their meet
Atlanta, and Argounuta crews will be watched with interest.

—

It is the in
series of regattas,

the season,

which

.

Potomac Club to inaugurate a
semi-monthly during

will take place

2

Mack,

3

flouts:, 1

2
2
o

r

~0

l

K.lB.PO.A.E.
A

c. f

1

b

FIELD.
B. IB. P.O. A. E.
3
1 Holdsw'b, c. f.
5 1 Burflock, 2 b

10
10
12

D.

Clare, c. f
IioKuiuaa. s. 6
Bootti, r. f
Langliliu, 2 b
Dunne, 1st b

Gibney,

2

110

f

f.

McGlynn,
Dankaou,

3
15

c
3 b

Carey,
1

Vorli,

1

Ferguson, 8 b
Oamjitly, 1st b

1

Callahan, p

1.

u. Ib.p.o. A.E.

l

f

1
3

o
3

2 3
8

1

8

*

1

1

Allison,

1

2

Larkm, p

110

2

1

2

3 10 27 15 15

Field

o

3
4 8
2 13

0200010
10

Total

3

2
2

1

Ige, c
r. [

:

12

:

3

s

».

Total

15 17 27

0—3

Hartford
1
3
5
2
3-15
Umpire, Mi. Ducliarme; time of game. 3 hours; Urst base by errors
Field, 1, Hartford, 0; rims earned, Field, 3, Hartford, 6.

— The

Indianapolis Club will play in Chicago on April

28th.

—The Cincinnati Club's Captain has wisely decided lo
play Hallinan at second base, and to keep himself in his
home position in the out-field.

—

Illegal Duck Shooting. John Beeve, John Summerman,
and George Hatch were arrested on Saturday by e.
Geo. H. Gardiner and Thomas McDonald, of Brooklyn, Anne
Arundel County, charged with shooting at wild ducks from a
boat in violation of the Maryland laws relating to wild fowl.
The men were taken before J ustice Hawkins who imposed a
fine of $10 each, and confiscated the guns and other appurtenances. Being unable to pay the fine the gunners were
committed to the Annapolis jail. Tho county officers stated that
for some nights previous shooting ducks had been practiced
from boats carrying lights, but they had been unable to catch
the offenders. Saturday morning several boats were out near
the Long Bridge. The officers chased the boat in which the accused were and caught them after quite a long chase. The men
.

;;

.

I.

state that they were entirely ignorant that they were violating
any law. Two of them are married men with' families. The
law imposes a fine of from $10 to $100 for shooting at wild
fowl from any vessel, float, canoe, or other craft, or from any

blind over one hundred yards from the shore.
supplying a boat to -be used in violation of law

Any person
is also liable

the same penalty. All boats, guns, and utensils used are
forfeited under the law. Baltimore
to

cW

—

A White

Deeb. An Escanaba (Michigan) correspondent
says that a white deer was shot there last fall perfectly
white, the only dark hairs being behind the ears.
The hoofs
were almost transparent. It was a two-year old buck.

—

We notice

Walker & Sons, estabfrom 55 Dey Street to
This is one of the
the oldest, as it is certainly one of the largest, book binderies in the city.
Tbeir facilities for large and small jobs are
not excelled by any other house, and for promptness and
workmanship we can attest. There is none better.
that the old firm of E.

lished in 1836, will

their

new

remove May

1st

quarters, No. 14 Spruce Street.

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock ol

and
sil-

ver articles for prtees for shooting, yachting,

I.

l

7

o

f\.

prepare special designs for similar purposes.

1

14 10

1

o
6

27 15

1

Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

1
1

1

18

Total

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

27 13

Umpire, Chapman, of Louisville. Time. 1:30.
Earned runs, none; first base by errors, Indianapolis

and are

3

&

times.

— On April 7th the new Athletics

racing and other sports, and on request they

U

2

18

Warner, 3 b
o Recap, r. f
Nolan, p

8

i
1

8

2

NicUots.p
Total.,

s.

Golden,

2

c. f .
1. t

r.

INDIANAPOLIS.
Quest, 3 b
2 McSorley,

112

Co.,

are also the agents in America for

opened play in a match

atBiverton;

played with the. amateur club of that place.
The Athletic men included ' West." Weaver, Fisher, Beach,
Moyerlc. Folmer, Trou, Benny, and Coons. The score was
very one-sided, the figures being 25 to 2 in a seven inning
game. The catcher put out 12 players off Weaver's pitch-

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a

full

ing.

—Tho Louisvilles
on April

7th.

thus

opened play

a game with picked men
team as follows: Snyder,

in

playing then

Devlin, Latham, Gerhardt.

llagii.

and

,

Graver, Hall, ( 'hapiuali,
Latterly pitched on the

Bchaffer.
Crawley caught and
side, Pease
playing at centre-field.
easily.

grounds on Friday.

i.'it

!

apolis:

McGeary, 2 b,,

Colli

gi

—

The foUowing is the seoro of the game played April 7th,
the
tpitoline Grounds, Brooklyn,' on which occasion the
Hartford's placed their full nine'on the field except Joe
Start.
They played finely, as the score shows.

;

field

v. unci

Brennau.

—

A splendid fielding game was played at Indianapolis on
April 3d, on the occasion of the second return game of the
series between the St. Louis and Indianapolis Clubs, the first
of which was won by the latter nine on April 2d, by a score
of 5 to 3. It will be remembered that the first game between
the two nines played in St. Louis, March 21st, resulted in the
success of the St. Louis time by 6 to 3, the second being won
by the Indianapolis nine the next day by 6 to 4. The return
games were looked forward to with interest, the Browns anticipating success but they found the local team of Indianapolis decidedly too much for them, and in consequence they
returned home defeated, there loosing three games out of the
four played. This is not as favorable, an opening of tho
season as the crack League team of St. Louis expected. One
result will be a decided increase in the interest taken by the
western fraternity in the coming contests between the League
and International clubs. Below will be found the correct
score of the model game played on the 3d inst. in Indian-

of Staten Island, will have one of
the strongest amateur shell crews in the country, coir
anedy, of Vale
Of Oettom, of Cornell Collet

Club,

The Boston umpires for 1877 will be Messrs. Sumner,
Chandler, Ferine, Chepper, and G. F. White. The Brooklyn
umpires v. ill be Messrs. Ducharme, Kenny, Bunce, Clare, and

;

Crort, 1 b

now

—The Neptune

College Athletics.— The unniM
tion of the Athletie Association of American Collt
held at, the Fifth
atives from the
last Wednesday.
I
following colleges were present:
Columbia, Dartmonth, Harvard. College of Ne\
Princeton, Hnis. and Yale,
varsity of Pennsylvania, "Wealeyan
The' fallowing officers were al<
resident, 0. W.
is W. Field, Jr.,
of Columbia; Yice-Presid
of Williams; Secretary, G. S. I
if
University of
ell
Pennsylvania; Treasurer, J. A.
:f Initiator..
Executive Committee. 0. W. Pre
lutnbia; J. C.
Morrell, of Amherst; E. H. Herri-;
a.
The question of track and pie
folding of the
--:1.
annual athletic competition was
suggestions were made, but at last
that New York presented the gre
track of the New York Athletic C
usual facilities for a successful in eefing. To tbis end the
Executive Committee were instriu ted to solicit the use of
the track for the day upon whici i the sports may be set
t
down to take place. ' The meeting will
be held in May or
June.
The programme of events for the
nal competition was
decided to be, the first and second
graduates, and tho
balance for undergraduates. One i
walk, three graduenter and start; dash of 100
rds; one mil.
two mile walk; half-mi
run; dash of 100 yards; dash of
2-JiJ yards
one mile ru
hurdle race of 120 yards, over ten
hurdles placed fifteen f
apart, and of three feet six inches
in height; one-quarter rile run; throwing the hammer,
sixteen pounds; runnir
high jump; running broad jump;
pole, vaulting; putting
le shot, sixteen pounds.

Avenue Hotel

Battin, 3 b
Force, a. 8

match Plaisted against any oarsmen in

nine has been engaged, and they will

take the field shortly against the Athletics.
The nine' is as
follows: Maloiie, catcher; Lomas, pitcher (said to be very
swift); Abadie, first base; Farquhar, second base; Eiehardson, third base; Dunlap, shoit slop: Treacy, left field;
Eggler, centre field, and Beehtel, right field.

—

Iobi

go into eommisi

Mahoney

§ja§timeB.

^

rac!

running

J.,

Rational

53

yards indicate that
:>i
hand,
The
yacht Club, lias her
>cnd sails. She will.

acti'vir-

the opening of thi
-i'
Lchtl

N.

tho

series

—The

Hartfords

—The new

play

the

Alaskas

line.

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General

Jewelry, Bronzes and

The nine won
Artistic Pottery

is

the largest in the world,

on the Capitoline

professional nine of San Francisco have taken
by defeating a strung picked

the field,
They began work
nine by a score of 12 to 3.

ball olnbs are being organized tor the season by
the dozen. At the rate new clubs are springing up, there
will be 2,000 nines on the field by

and the public are invited

to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obligation to purchase.
Adv.

Union Square,

New

York

FOREST AND STREAM.

154

FIRST

§ht

gennel

§Ife

AND LAVERACK
SETTERS FOR SALE.

JRIZE IRISH

^TSriNrTT-A-Ij

NEW

YORK.

BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,
Given under

auspices of the

ttie

Westminster Kennel Club,
at

GILMORE'S GARDEN,
BE AWARDED TO SPORTING AND
NON-SPOBTING DOGS.
Forms

Entry can bo had of

of

OHAS. LINCOLN, Supt,
Chatham Street, New York.
Box 2832.

17

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL

by purchaser.
" Laverack " setter bitch Bebtha, white and black
ticked, good in held, shot OTer to partridge and hare.
Pedigree: By Laverack's "Prince," out of "Blue
Belle." Purebred. " Blue Belle " is own sister to
biteh,

FOR IMPORTED SETTERS.

Farrar,

Cleveland, O.
Jan25-3m.

a Bplendid
Price

fast.

[lowest figure).
Aged two years.
The champion retriever, Pakis.
Invaluable for
and stock purposes. Winner of the following
prizes: 1st Ipswich, on game in the field; Crystal
Palace Champion Prize, 1872; Dublin 1st Prize, 1872;
Champion Prize, 1873; 1st and cup, 1873. Not exhibted after 1874, w-hen he was beaten by his own
stock.
He is the grandest stud dog that has ever been at
the service of the publio in England, his fee being
£5, 5s. Ha has secured a great manv nominations.
Price, £50. Expenses not to be paid.

field

GEORGE BREWES,

Horseheath Lodge,
12apl3t

ANY

GENTLEMAN LIVING IN THE VICINITY
of good shooting can have a red Setter Pup of
good stock by addressing L., Fobkrt and Steeam
WILL SELL CHEAP, OR EXCHANGE FOE

I

,OR

SALE

A No.

1

BROKEN SETTER DOG, 1%

years old, very handsome. Can give good referas to qualities. Good reason for selling. AdT. Denmead, Jk., P. O. Box 458, Baltimore, Md.

(FOR POINTERS.)
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight

aapllt

(blue blood) Setter Pup, my thoroughbred English Greyhound, "Guy" (see Kennel Register, New
York), and young Bitch, "Fleet."
This is a good
chance to secure valuable stock at a bargain. No
better blood in America.
J. Hv. ROBERTS,
6apl2t
4,507 Rubicam Ave., Germantown, Phila.

F

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB

It.

J.

Fee

SALE.— AN ENTIRE KENNEL OF SETTEES,
FOBconsisting
of pnre Irish, English, and Field trial
strain; onePointer Pup, from Queen, by the celebrated
' McGregor."
Address P. O. Box 645, Hudson, New

York.

ap!12-l

MA-

TO PURCHASERS OF

TO SPORTSMEN:

I»XJR.E-BItEI>

ALOERNEY STOCK.
Camilla Laoey,

MESSRS WHITE & SONS

Dorking, Surrey, Eng-

(of

land, beg to announce that they are honored with

instructions from the

Uc auction,
ing,

on

at

owner

by pnbCamiUa Lacey.Westhumble, near Dork-

TUESDAY,

a selection from

to offer for sale

MAY 22, 1877,

PURE FAWN AND SILVER GRAY COWS AND
HEIFERS, AND ONE BULL.
The Auctioneers have much pleasure and

confi-

dence in calling the attention of intendingpurchasera
to the very unusual opportunity afforded by this sale
of acquiring stock descended from the most famous
herds in the country, and which wiU be sold entirely
in consequence of the farm being overstocked.
Descriptive catalogues wiU be published in due
time, and may be obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorking, Surrey, England.
ap'1128t,

Ludlow Trout Oo.
BROOK
any

TROUT FRYr FOR SALE IN
Fry delivered

quantity to suit parties.

Janll-3m

•

FOR SALE,

if

W. H. CEOWELL, Ludlow.
McKean Co.. Pa.

required.

CHEAP.— AN IRON STEAM YACHT,

58 feet long, 1 z feet beam; speed, 15 miles an
hour. Cabin 20 feet long, bandBomely fitted. Double
cylinder engine, 6x3.
For further particulars address P. O. Box 229, Bordentown, N. J.
[

BROOK TROUT FOR

Eefc-r to

Address

E.

Hohokus, Bergen

weight 9 pounds.
Brook eld, Maes.

Guilford, Conn.

The FIBRE WAD will give better penetration and
pattern than Eley's wadding. Is elastic and plastic,
and will hold the load secgbeli in bbass shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box if 250, li.v. for 12 and 10, and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt of price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Address
DELAWARE CARTRIDGE CO.,
5apl3m
Wilmington, Delaware.
The undersigned desiring to open a new establishment at a remote point, offers one of the largest
and most prolltable Fish Culture stations in the
United States for sale to a good customer. A large,
moderu style, new house, and three acres of land go
with it. Address,
Frank N. Clabk,
NOBTHVILLE, MlCH.
apT12 4t.
(26 miles from Detroit.)

500

DOGS CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAB
No

matter

how

this collar will
of heavy bridle

violently they pull,

not choke or injure the dog. Made
leather with nickle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owner on name plate for $1.00.
Manufactured by

Tlioinsoix &; Son,
301 Broadway,

IN".

FOK FLORIDA.
"•
i

,

FISH CULTURE ESTABLISHMENT FOR SALE.

ACTIVE AGENTS

Street, Chicago.

Complete

Shooting

Y.

NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAOTQHD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S EIVER and interior points
in FLOBIUA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and
thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
JAMES, GenT Agent,
Philadelphia and Swttern Mail S. S. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia'

CO., 110
5apl7t

Suit

FOB

(

i

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
all the princi,
N( iVA,
FOED,
IN,
and
other well-known centers for
i

BED
MINNEQUA,

I

I

CEMSi

Trout Fishing.

Wing

Snooting, and

Still

Hunting.

Also, to

TUCKEETON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTEE FIN
AND FEATHEE.
D. M. BOYD, Jb., Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Frank Thompson, Gen'l Manager.
fcbl7 tf

"THE BERMUDAS/'
TSTTOW A FAVORITE

AND DELIGHT-

J-N FUL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina," 1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New Y'ork for Bermu-

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD,
FOR
SPRINGFIELD AND THE NORTH.— The new
and olegant steamer, 0. H. NORTHAM, leaves Pier
No. 25, East River, daily (SundayB excepted), at 3
.1 East at 12 p. M.
Passe:
p. M.
.

NIGHT LINE.— The ELM CITY
at 11 p. M., arriving in
early morning trains.

leaves

New Haven

New York

time for the

in

Merchandise forwarded by daily express freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern New
Freight received until 5 p. m.
York, and Canada
RICHARD PECK, General Agent.
.

OLD DOMINION LINE.

D T °.
X

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

circular.

Dearborn

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

i.'

=? E

celsior Letter Copying Book. No press, brush,
water, or pad used. Copies on dry paper. Send $3
and we will forward a 300 page book, full letter size,
Inquire of auy Commercial
by mail, postpaid.
Agenev as to our responsibility. Send stamp for

I.

lies and dangers of reshipmont, while the excellent cars run over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

da fortnightly, making connection at Bermuda with
steamers for St. Thomas and West Indies. For
full information apply to A, E, OUTERBRIDGE,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec21-ly.

^ffortsmen's Jjtoa/fS.

NEW WAD.

A
a dog. suffice it to say they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive ose of which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit is
seenrea to us by Letters Pateut. For sale in cases
of 113 lbs. each. F.O.De LUZE, sole Agt-nt, 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms to dealers.

Boswobih, North

WARREN LOWE,

Co., N. J.

L

From the reputation these Meal Fibrine Cakes have
now gained, they require scarcely any explanation to
to the use of every one who keeps

A.

11

%afic es.

recommend them

Address M.

the country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Also those having young dogs
that they wish handled. For terms, &c, address

WAHMAKEH,

S.

Sapltf

<

IMPORTANT

SALE.

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS TO

Fokest and Stbeam, and others.

Sup erior I^acilities

*®"The undersigned wishing to close out a partnership will seU his stock of fry yearlings and two-year
olds, at low priceB.
F. W. Eddy,

SALE—A PARKER BREECH-LOADING SHOT
FOBGun,
with fine Damascus barrels. 12 gauge,

Setters and Pointers.

COMP'Y

R. R.

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the TROTLNG PARKS and RACE COURSES in the Middle
r
States. These hn
i\i'IX
s FROM ALL
:.

the celebrated herd, consisting of

twelve or fourteen

Randolph, Cattaraugus, N. Y.

Spratt's Patent
Meat Fltn'ine Dog Calces

THE PENNSYLVANIA

Dorking, Surrey.

Eespectfully invite attention to the

BO

winner of seven prizes in England. Sired by B.
Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, and from Whitehouse's celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and

lbs.:

stock; just imporsed: 2$ years old.

is

compact, active, and very

Office.

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated clogs Pftmket, Carrie,
Rapp and Nell have passed into tJie above Kennel.
Flunket and Rapp will be nsed in the stud. For services and pedigrees address

Rap

"Bam and Lill." Bebtha

Llcwellin's
little

Linton, Cambridgeshire, England.

FOREST CITY KENJS'EL

J.

Lrish setter bitch Music, by "Plunket," out of
"Rosna," a pure Irish bitch. Music was 1st at Yaynol Field Trials, and 2d at Crystal Palace show, is
strong, healthy, and active. Shot over to grouse and
partridge regularly. Price £30. Expenses to be paid

Address

25th.

CapUt

W.

Red

£50

May 8th, 9th and 10th, 18TT.
PRIZES AMOUNTING TO NEARLY $5,000 WILL

Prize Lists and

S°r

lictmel

GREAT SOUTHERLY
n

JOT.

Mprassip
'

I

)

*

The steamers of this line reach some or the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting sections in the counConnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
try.
Peninsula. City Point
island, and points on the
James river, Currituck, Florida, and the mountainous
country of Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday; Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 8 p. m. Full Information given at oflicc, J97 Greenwich street, New
sep28 ly
York

§atqls

and ^egorts $or^yart$men.

jan4-lf

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

A Bane to Fleas--A Boon to Dogs.
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efllcacions.
Price oOcents by mail, postpaid.

ARECA NCT
A certain

remedy.
en powders, with

Worms

for

Pnt up

0068.

boxes containing a doz-

in

directions

full

cents per bos by marl.

In

for use.

Price 50

Both the above are recom

mended by Mod and Gun and Forest and Stream.

W, HOLBERTON,
102

oct 12

TTIOR YOUNG
_D

Nassau

St.,

NewTork.

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

M.

P.

McKOON.

Franklin, Del. Co.,H, Y.

decaSOm

$10.

$10.

$10.

Warranted better than any in tue market. Sent by
mail for 510.75. 1,000 testimonials on file, which
say that " Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit in
tho World.** This Suit is to beat the cheap trash
in the market, which sell tor more money.
Should
Send
you want anything extra-fine I can make it.
lor my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
mar22-3m
W. H. HOLABIRD Valparaiso, Ind.

OlisArlestoii, S.
The South

and the
AND THE

O.

Southwest

FLOEIDA PORTS,
EVERY

Wednesday and Saturday
A± 3 o'clock I*. M. Fi-om
LANE
ducks
R.

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SHINNECOCK BAY.—WM.

L.

announces to his sporting friends that
and geese are arriving in great numbers, and the
prospect for good shooting is now excellent. Live
wild geese and other decoys, batteries, boats and
prompt attendance at all times.

WM. N.LANE,

ONE dozon

Good Ground, L.

1.
inar8 6t

assorted Trout Flies sent by mail on
1. R. SoncTLEK, Bloomsburg, Pa.

receipt of $1.

ap'U2,

2t.

PIER 29,
CITY OF ATLANTA.
Cant. M. S. Woodbull.

GULF STREAM.

N

G.

W. CLYDE.

Safety, Speed

A FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR SALEDandy Dinmont, and
Skve,

-iiii'in

/[..,.

cines Tor all

Jones

street,

"

Li

,-j-,

',1

J .on

i-nl:

diseases at L.

,

N.

N. Y.

J

Black-and-tan tcr.--I". AC.
[ll.'il
MEYER, 45 Great
Septal ly.

PUPS
COCKERtwoSPANIEL
and

three gyps. All liver
dogs
sale—
Very handsomely marked. Best of stock.
and
tter Dog " Mike." Thoroughly broken.
For particulars address Dr.. P. E. Day, Bristol, B. I.
for
white.

FOE

HALE.- TO

MAKE

young stock, two thorc
young Betters. Excellent on
and Grouse. Will show tber
$125 the brace, or ?15 each.
DO»12t

ENSEL-ROOM FOE
:

-ty

broken

:uck, Quail

New York

HAPPY

and customers
I
m o4 Complete Game Bag

postpaldon receipt

YG3LENGERKE.
101)5, New York.

marl5-3tu.

Box

now reudy the
ever Invented, it has

that I have

friends

Pocket room for SO shells,
capacity for 75 Uuoil.
It can he
is very light, weighing but a few ounces.
worn over a business coat, or can he worn under, &9
you please. The material is water-proof drill. Sent
satisfactory.

field

$2.00
TO INFORM MY MANY

of price.

Money refunded If not

Send chest measure only.
\V

.

H.

holabird,

Valparaiso, lad.

HAXSEY.

W.

^aijtsnum'^ <£oorh.
stay

GOLD

OF THE

SHIRT.

and Comfort.

and well-known Florida packets DICTATOE, Capt.

CITY POINT. Capt. Scott, for FERNANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, PALATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONVLLLE and all

Ithamar

u

Bois,

Vogel;

points in Florida.

FOR
AM

on Snipe.

a the
'.

Hreet,

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED EATE8.
^-Insurance lo destination ONE-HALF OP ONE

PEE CENT.

Goods forwarded
tickets and
offlceof

Bills of

free

of Commission.

Passage

328

Fulton St.,

THE

SHIRT

Popular

MAKER.

1

JAMES W. yl'INTARD

Agents, No. 1.7

V\"

I.

bordering on Shiunecock Bay, Surf and Still Bathing,
Boating, DucK, Goose, Snipe, and Quail Shooting.
References from former crnagtB. Send for a circular.
»P'iu 6t.
T.

W. Lockwood.

Capt. Ingrahm.
Capt S. dwell.
The above steamers have been handsomely lineup for the convenience of passengers, and are unr i
vailed on the coast for

L.

A SUMMER RESORT, and for Sportsmen all
the year, will open June 25th.
New house accommodates Fifty guests. Booms of
various sizes and exposures.
Perfectly healthy. A fine oak grove of two acres at
rear of house. Nearer to and larger than any Imuae

CHAMPION.
Capt. E.

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite

IN FLY TYING.—By an exLESSONS fly-dresser.
Refer to Abbey as Imone,
perienced
Henry
« Maiden Lane. Address JOHN LLAILY, 3«8
Oct 12-6m

HALSEY HOUSE, Atlanticville,

..or,

<te

CO.,

Warren, or

S .6 Bowl g Green.
W. pTCLYDE&CI
Through Freight Tariffs, Passage 1'itkets by all
routes and to all points in the South and Southwest,
and further information can be obtained at the office
BENTLEY D. HASELL, General Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner
dec7 ly
of Thomas street.
.

Elegant Scarfs
From 50

and

Ties.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
fpoitsmcti's §ood$.

§poi[fsmen'&

§ yvrj smen's

FISH & SIMPSON,
"X

Professional

Dead

_

i'f

"BOSTON

post-paid, at $1.

Samples of

by mail, 75

cents.

price-list of all

Send stamp for reduced illustrated
our Base-ball, Fishing Tackle, and

& SIMPSON,

FISH

NASSAU

133

ST.,

STEW YORK.

MORTIMER & KIRKWOOD,
Elm

14

St.,

UNS BORED FOR CLOSE AND SARD
SHOOTING.

every

description,

including

Tents,

Shirts,

Importers, Manufacturers and Dealers in

Blankets,

ate.

OW RECOGNIZED

THE

SHOOTING COAT,

'76

(PATENTED).

(nt r~S
l=z

wa

I

/SV VB

\

L

— LJ

Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Glass
Duncklee's Camp Stoves
Boudren's
Dash and Fishing Lamps Bond's Folding Boats; Fenner's Trunk Boats; Sara J.
McBride's Standard Trout Flies Thad. Norris' Split Bamboo andGreeheart Rods; Good's
Moccasins Holberton's Fly Books, holding
Balls
Jack,

;

;

;

;

First Class Shooting Garments,
In great variety.
Send for Circular.

GEO.

j\

C.

HENNLNG,

410 Seventh street.
Washington City.

FebS2-ly.

Improved Climax Grea9er, Loader, Cap-Expellei
and Shell Extractor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

$2

Price.

length.

The Celebrated Ferguson Single Cock, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, May, and other
Black Bass Flies on hand, tied for casting with light
rods.

Directions furnished,

and where to

fish

with

if

artificial flies for

of

NEW

We call attention to the
PATENT ADJUSTABLE FLOATS AND ADJUSTABLE
articles.

SINKERS,
which can be attached and detached at will, without
knotting or tying tl-e line, or removing the bait or
hook. Can also be moved readily on the line, and
remain fixed wherever placed. These are rapidly
taking

the

place

of

old-fashioned floats

the

aud

ringed sinkers.

BAMBOO FLY RODS from

SPLIT

$15 to S50 each.

Black Bass.

the best quality for

Trout and Black Bass, from $7 upward. Every rod
warranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Rods.
The Fox Patent Gun, the best and cheapest
breech-loader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Glass Ball Traps, ecaoh S12 Bett. Three Traps,
$30 ; Balls, $2.50 per 100. Spratt's Dog Biscuit.
Hart's Metal Shells and Celluloid Reels.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and
prices, and everything else useful and nece ssary to Sportsmen.

Send 10 cents for iUustrated catalogue, containing
Hixts on Fly Fishing, Camping, and Shooting;
Rules fob Glass Ball Shooting, by Captain BoSend no money by mail, only draft or P. O. order.
Discount to the trade.
P.O. Box

STAPLE

introducing this season some

an.'

and DESIRABLE

desired, how, when,

50.

[FOR

Offer their usual extensive assortment of

GOODS, and

;

flies at full

Hand-Made Fly Rods,

Decl4-ly.

Outfit

Street,

BOSTON, MASS.,
of

BLACK BASS.

Boston, Mass.

All kinds of Breech-Loading Work effected in the most approved style.
67

Standard

314 "Washington

Camping, Shooting, and Fishing Tackle

and Rifle Makers,

Grim,

N

Emporium, BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
New York.

102 Nassau St.,

Rubber Goods, Flannel

SportiDg Goods.
.

IT."

fishing §ackh.

Amateur Dead Balls,

augl7 ly

SHOOTING

0aotls,

Sportsmen's

Ball.

The Best Ball Made, Used by all
5J«
SSlMPSO™! the leading clubs throughout the
-.-?,United States. Samples by mail,
J

flio^S'ri

155

W, H0LBEE.T0N,
apl!2

5109.

We make a
is

specialty of Artificial Flies. Our stock
unequalled in variety and extent, and unexcelled

in quality.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY received the award of
the TJ. S. Centennial Commission in 1870 for •' Exhanstive Variety of Anglers' Apparatus, especially
HOOKS. LIMES. RODS. ARTIFICIAL FLIES, * *
Of the BEST QUALITY."
Our Illustrated Wholesale Catalogue of Fishing
Tackle will be mailed to any dealer whose address is
oapllt
sent to us.
B.H. Arbbt.

C. F. Imehie.

Andrew Clerk.
Special.

Skiing

SPORTSMEN.

Price,
For Sale by

all

gun

35Liberty Street,

75 Cents.

dealers.

ABBEY &

Sportsmen's Depot.

Address

(Successors to

W.

Kach Garment

48 Maiden Lane.

g^Hchh.

(ESTABLISEED 183B.)
World's Fair at

HALL,
Lancaster, T*a.

Distinctly

B.

mar8

First iTemitim at

New York

s

Centennial Exhibition.

BOSTON

and drying -always

soft,

easy to the feet. Four difer e n t styles. Prices to
suit the times.
Send for
illustrated circular

and

price

(Successor to Frank Good). -MARTINS.
P. O. Box 3tS Dover. N.H.
Holbenon, 103 Nassau St., N. Y., Agents.

list.

HUTCHINGS,
W.

SHOOTING

NEW GUN
Where can be found
and

ESTABLISHMENT,
all

kinds of GUNS,

MUZZLE LOADERS.

bothBKEECH

PISTOLS, PARLOR RIFLES, AIB PISTOLS. POWDER, SHOT, CAPS. CARTRIDGES. SHELLS, FISHING TACKLE, and everything appertaining to a

SUIT,

first-class

JOHN KRIDER,
E. Cor Second and Walnut

!V,

835

W. Baltimore St., Baltimore.

Founded July

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

& Co.)
Redditch,

York, London, and

TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.
We particularly" call attention to our extensive assortment of h'n-s goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black bass I'hV- and Midi Hook?, on hand
and tied to order; Cnit} hunk and Pasque Islands
Bass Lines. Water-proof Braided Silk Lints, etc., etc.
Every genuine II. L. Leonaru'- Six-splic, d Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Rod is marked "H. L. Leon
ard. maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. " Beware
of imitations.

FISHING TACKLE, EODS, RE ttLS, LINES HOOKS,
FLIES. LEADERS, SNOODS, ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FLV BOOKS. ETC., ETC.
^"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies made to order.
"KRIDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUED BAMBOO RODS.
Birds'

idermy

Birds' Skins in great varieties— Taxbranches.

Eggs and
in all its

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

establishment.

Lefever Breech-Loaders a Specialty.
REIP & CO.,
Baplly

box 1294

IMBIIIE,

Andrew Clerk

FISHING

and

f
-

o.

If

The beat thing ever worn by
portsrnen. Not injured by wettng

i

new york.

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins

Marked:

New

)p.

Repairing of

A.

B.

all

Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod. Proprietors
of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Rods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Evod Needles.
Parlies lifted out with appropriate tackle for to.
Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
Dersonal attention of the firm.

Rocky Mountains,

mar4 -ly

kinds

SHIPLEY &

i, 1SGS..

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

Fine Fishing Tackle,

G.

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

W. Simmons & Son,

&e.

Shipley's "Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
Heart Trout, Salmon and Bass Fly Bods, Reels, Lines,
Leaders, Floats, Artificial Flics. Bone, Metal, and
Nickie Squids for Sea. River and Brook Pishing.

BOSTON."

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Green Heart Wood.
for Amatuer rod makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute 1874, and Centennial Exhibition
Flies.Artificaal Baits, &c.
1S76, for Rods. Lines, Keels,
803 Commerce fet., Philadelphia.
marl-6m

PRICE $13

CONROY, BISSETT& IVMLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.

W.

.

GEORUE

E.

Click Reels.
light, durable
for them.

HART

<fe

and

finely

Co., Newark, N. J.
an<

W. W. Ely, Rochester, N. Y.,
Dr. J.R. Eomeyu, Keesvilie.N. Y.
Refer

to

Dr.

joSOtf.

McBride

Plies.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition

A SPECIALTY.

JLiNUFAOTUBER,
Office 121 Walnut

St.,

Philadelphia

SURE CURE— UNEXCELLED.

decreed for exceedingly neat wc.-k
with solidity of construction. A fine assortment of
flies for trout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-hues. Flies carefully selected for any
Goods promptly made to otder from p.ny
locality.
Address SARA J. MeBRiDE*
nattern desired.
Mnmfora, Monroe co., N. Y. W. Holbertou.i Sole
Agent, for New York and vicinity. feb!6-4m.
Philadelphia,

Shot and Bar Lead
Material

and

made
Ask vonr dealer

finest Reels

Six Strip Split Bamboo

Sparks,

SEND FOR

of

The

finished

Thos.

Sample

(CELLULOID PATENT.)

Trolling

$25 Each

ISiii.

AND

Caudighauds

CIRCULAR.

Quality

Guaranteed.

COMBINED GREEN HEART
AND SPLIT BAMBOO HDDS
End AND.JOINT OF GREEN
P,

LUmrU

t
ADDRESS:

G.W.

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK HALL." BO&TON, MASS.

^L^jEXTRACt

of

SBNDflLWOOD

HEART, AND TIPS OF SPLIT
BAMBOO.

$30 Each

H.L.
Manufacturer of

Fine Fly, Buss, Salmon and Trout Ecrtg
Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.

of Split

Soid by all principal dealersin fishing tacfete throughout the United states.

Every variety of Fishing Tacklealways on hand.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.

Recommended

by the .Medical Profession.

Nov33-tf

Bahbok, Maine.

.

FOEEST AND STREAM.

156
SshiiiQ

g<ntshli{,

Routing:

RUSHTON'S

CARD.

& PLEASURE

Dr. Fowier 5 s Celebrated Six Strip Bam-

Improved andnmshed without cutting awny the enamel.
The strongest and handsomest rods in the world.
Private orders solicited for all kinds of tine tackle.
Rods sent per express on approval. Send for circular.

FOWLER,

A. H.

Combine

BOATS,

STRENGTH

STEADI-

and

sporting boat in the world.

Weight, 25 ponnds and umvard. Will carry two to
four persons anttbageaee.
Cedar siding, oak keel,
stems, etc. (do not fold ud).
Also CANOES, weight
36 pounds
a. H. RUSUTON, Manufacturer, Canton, St. Lawrence County, N. Y.
Mar 9, ly

N. Y.

Ithaca,

Fenner's Portable Boat

NORRIS' FLY RODS.
Of greenheart and rent and glned liamhoo,

for trout,

salmon and

bass.
Also trout, salmon ai
reels, line?, leaders,, flv-bnoks. etc., etc.
Vork for rods,

New

BEAUTY

NESS. The LIGHTEST

boo Fly-Rods.

Agent

HOLBERTON & BEEMER,

in

102

Meets the demand of sportsmen for a boat which is
light and compact to carry, easily and quickly made
for tbe water, stroiiLT, steady, noiseless, of light
draught, and of the form best adapted to general use.
l
made for one to fix men, costing from (35
to $60
New "valise" pattern for one man; packs
llx-i-ix-27 inches, and weights 3:"j pounds.
Can be seen
at Holberteu
Beemer's, Mew York, and Bradford
-

&

Anthony's, Boston.
Mystic River Oi

Tliaddeus Norris,
208

WEST LOGAN

&

FENNBK,

Address C. A.

«ne24

MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial FJies,
AND DEALER IN

6m

FISHING
TACKLE,
Mancliester,

SIICARK, PHILA.

^.iSccJhincous.

\7"©i*xn.o'Jtxt.

^iibYicat'wns,
Send

for Descriptive Price Lists.

Valuable Books for All

THE

W. &

W ho Contemplate Building.

California Horticulturist

Mention Pobesi axd Stbea3i.

C.

& SON'S.

SCOTT

First Prize

AND

Mtw

HOOPER, EOT

E. J.

Medal ami Diploma

awarded Centennial Exhibition, for 6
celleuce of workmanship and material
in their Premier Quality and medium grades. Their
Patent

FLORAL MAGAZINE.

Triplex Lever Grip Action and Com-

pensating Lnuip,
of

Rod and Gun Department,
makes

it

The

o

'

and
i-

the

desideratum required, is obtained by
this powerful gun. Prices of tbo New
Triplex Lerer Grip, .-IT". $225 to {100.

Marled

& Co..

highest grade is as usual marked the Premier Quality.
Extract from Fobest asd Streaji, Aeut York, Decanter

409 Washington Street, San Francisco.
Bapltf

26, 1876,

the Triplex 10-bores extra.

Our

Contributed 6y one of the Judges of Awards oj

Guns at the Centennial:
This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and

Time

Onr twenty-fourth

n

action. Its superior strength
solidity impart ttreatly impi'O, eh ,:l
ing powers. Hard bitting, beta

Terms, $2.ofl per annum.
Published by

Seed

is

new

additionally attractive to Sportsmen.

John H. Carmany

sportsmen

Coinetli!
the

edi to i of

must rapidly secure the favor

Rower

of

all

who

test its merits.

LUMP. Strongly recommended. „
COMPENSATING
Costs about $10 extra. Choke-boros, medium o r

and

invaluable, and should be ordered
It .3
i
Onr guns to ha had of the principal
full.

on every gun.

Bitch en Garden Directory

trade only.

^tst
adyfo-distri
of
of lb. Best Standaid Kos'e
Veeei able Seeds, and the w
Heeds anil other Hortieolu ml Requisites; it will
vardca free to all formt nostbmej s, and others

pREMIER GUN WORKS,

Birmingham, England

(Reduced cut of Perspective View, Plate 23.)

i-

on application.

CURTIS

Woollett's

&

COBB,

oiroaved
eenil
St., Boston,
'.'

i

i

Camp Lifein

Florida

and

details
slTs

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.
Published by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
17

Cottages.

This List Comprise* the Best Selling Boots on Architecture. Carpentry and Stair- Building
American Homesteads. 46
plates of Elevations, and plans of Suburban
Country
Houses, drawn to scale. One 8
and
vol.
cloth
vo.,
S3 50
Bicknelt's Wooden and Brick Buildings.
Vol.
1; SO 9x12 plates of Cottages. Suburban and

CHATHAM STEEET, NEW YORK,

specification-

ork..

L-CbSs

By CHARLES HALLOCK^

No.

and

Villas

to

Mas

11 A vol

9

Wood

00

Vol.

2; 80 9x12 plates of Street and Store Fronts,
Libraries, Halls. School Houses, Churches,
Hotels, Eatie, ay Stall is, Stables, Out Build9 00
ings, miscellaneous details, etc., etc
These volumes on Wooden anu Brick Buildings, contain a better class of studies than
shown in any other practical work issued,
and are the ehe.q.esL works of the kind published
[;
ana' Piililei end Si |i|, lenient
A
tne.l's '
standard work containing IT plates of a great
variety of de.-igns, suited to all sections of
12 00
the country. Large quartos
Bicknell's Supplement to Village Builder. 20
5 00
plates
Bicknell's Detail Cottage aud Constructive ArThis woik has been worth hnn.
chitecture.
to many of our customers.
advise all who are not supplied, to procure
10 03
acopy. TC full 9x12 plates
5 00
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy
Croff's Progressive American Architecture.
new work of 9? plates of Country and Sugreat
variety
of
a
exterior
and
rban
Houses,
b
10 00
and interior details. One large vol
i

,-

I

for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price at ofliee of publica-

And

Bound Volumes

THOMSON'S

We

OF

GUN CASE.

A

Forest and Stream.
NOW

SEVENTH. VOLUME

READY.

First Four Volumes $4 each, Others $3.50.

,,

.

'n:

.1

.

.

!,

.

Cummings & .Millers Architectural Details
Evelefli's School House Aiehitec to
Copley's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets

10 00

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAM,
seven volumes, bound handsomely in cloth— a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on
application to this office.

Hallock's Fishing Tourist

i!a'.-

o

s'rpeii'ei-

i

Gould's American

Supplement of

.

Iluilile

o.

;

CATALOGUE OF SPORTSMEN'S WATERPROOF CANSEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED, AND
LEATHER GOODS.
VASS
THOMSON & SON,
P. O.

o.i

BOX

301

1016

3 00
9 00
to

Frank's Monumental Designs....
iio

in.,

:-;

I

.

4 00
3 00
6 00
1 75
10 00

A. Sportsman's Opjpontiuilty
GENTLEMAN OWNING A LARGE

A

rami, situated in a fine shooting district near
Philadelphia, wishes to anacse for a resident, purtuer
upon the farm. A Sportsman's Cloo Is now in prou t> hock the adcess of formation, an- it is fro:.
a
jacent waters with fi.-h and to lease o.
a,,.
UJi.t' aciefor shooting purposes
for a full
secured, and arrangements have been made
BUimly of hsh for stocking the BI

it'll,.;
;.
.t.
aud Joiner
6 00
15 00
Withers' Church Architecture
Woodward's National Architect, new edition
12 00
containing 106 plates
til
ees; or, Homes for
Woollett's VI. laAll. Containing 40 plates of preliminary

3In nekton's Carpenter

BY

E. E.

The O

!y

WALLACE.

Complete Guide to

the North Woods.

800

Taking

has been published on
even my own—Bm-

til

1

in all.it is the

it all
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C.

o'er my office books I baud
Or write out bills and lettt-rs,
Off to the woods my fancies wend,
Freed from these irksome fetters.
Again we dip the oar,
"Waters and woods explore.
I see dim. golden mountains shine,
All hazy with a light divine;
O, will those scenes once more be mine—

"TTT-HILE

V

V

.Shall I behold

I

early sunlight tips the hills
With blushing color glowing,

and

thrills,

wiuds the mists are blowing;
its silver sheen
The frowniug crags are seen.
Till upward, rolliug through the air,
White clouds disclose a landscape fair.
Bright waters f-amed in green are there.
Soft

And through

In woods and

meadows

green.

in thought "my lines are cast"
Withiu these "pleasant places;"

Once more

And hear

the echoes die

'

morning?

"

!

!

1

momin'."
"Have you killed any?" I asked, as I took hold of his
game-bag, in which I felt only a flask and a package of lunch.
Pushing my hand away he spiritedly answered in a loud
voice
"Killed any? Indade did I thin— and plinty; sure I
knocked down eight or nine of thirn this mornin' and once

—

—

a fine double shot at that; I pulled both barrels at a fellow
that was flyin' more nor eighty yards away and knocked him
stiff,

As happy ae a king,

but didn't the bugger hide in the grass afther I killed

um. Fagin an' me lucked for more nor a quarther of an
hour for um."
"Where are the others you killed, Corney?" I asked, when,
with a look of pity and contempt for my ignorance, he re-

Thoi oft it
my fancies tend
This cold and dreary weather,
And once again, my dearest friend.
We roam the woods together.
I see the sunshine gleam
On mountain, pond, and stream;

joined

:

"Where

these in my visions shine.
Dim, golden, with a light divine,
And lam glad this dream is mine.
all

dream

the quail shooting this

asked as we started toward the house.
"Bivies
divil a bivy," answered he; "but they were
leppin up all over the field. If 'Fagin' there could spake,
he'd till you a quare story of the shutin we've had this

;

all a

is

!

The stones set in a ring
Whore at the comiug of the night
Our fire blazed with its cheerful light,
Each one lelt "king in his own right,"

And is not

how

'Ha
it's beautiful, an' there's dead loads of it.
In the
big rag weed-field beyant, there is more nor two hundred
burds this minit," answered he.
"Ah how many bevies did you put up this morning? " I

In sylvan camp among the trees.
With bed of soft, dry r
Where we, extended at o
Defied life's cares
The pure cold-water spring.

And

!

"Cornelius,

W.th friends of yore I lire the past,
And see their happy faces.
On fragrant bougbs we lie,
Or cast the whirling fly:
Make music with the spinning reel,
As with the rod the trout we feel.
Or make the 6peabing rifle peal.

are they

?

Why

dear man, the grass an' wades are
howk could not find a burd

so thick over there that a checken
that

ud dhrop dead

in

it.

1

11

and kecked great places aroun'

I

Well, young dogs will do that," I said, and
draw him out added, "He'll get over that
more experience. He gets his work in a little

crooked, does he ?"
occasionally; now yesthurday I was mad enough
um. Faith I did keck um
pinted a burd to the forrad of um, and was as
purty and as sthiff as a poker. Ah dear man, you should
ha' sane um. 'Me fine misther quail,' says I, 'I'll just sand ye
a little on the groun'; it'll make Fagin thrue on his pint.'
There's no betther way to make a dog thrue to his pint than
to kill burds fur um on the ground," he assured me. "Well,
I was luckin for the burd in the grass about six yards ayant

"He does

at

um

to keck the stuffin out of

He

too.

!

his pint, dye' think ?"

its

spectacle

When

gets

with

man) bagged behind, while his new game-bag
wealth of netting and fringe bagged in front. A
Man, gun, and dog, all in a row on dress parade.
There was blood in his eye as he returned the amused stare
of the passengers with a deep frown, and in stentorian tones
warned the shivering cur at his side not to stir, on pain and
penalty of death. As the train passed on he deftly threw his
gun to a position of "right shoulder shift" as his features relaxed into a smile of recognition of me as an acquaintance
whom he was was glad to meet; he spit on his hand and extended it, which I did not affect to see, but approached him
and indulged in some exclamations of surprise at his sportsmanlike proclivities, which he assured me were of no recent
growth. I shortly said

1

Beneath the midnight moon

The lonely lake in beauty lies.
And mirrors back the starry skies,
And echoes to the loou's weird cries.
The laughter of the loon

!

for a heavier

:

Tue cliff by eagles' pinions fanned,
Dark forest moonlight tinted
Shadowed by rocks, storm hewn,

"Ah does he?

in order to further

when he

the dog's nose; and blast me but the thafe flew from
in unther Fagin's belly, and scairt the life out o' me, and got
away too," said he, bursting into a forced laugh. "An'
didn't the blackguard dog turn round and luck at me as ould
fashioned as ye plase.
Will he get over that cruckedness in

the character he had assumed at all hazards no joke intended.
Tall and angular, with shoulders stooped, his coat (made

With wild deer ioot-tracka printed,

cold bosom stirs

sounded shrill in the morning air at our destination.
Alighting on the platform I was much surprised and no
little amused to see standing near the station a Son of Erin
whom I had known as a city friend of the farmer with whom
we were going to make our headquarters for the day, and
who lived about a mile from the station.
Our Milesian friend was bedecked in all the paraphernalia
of the natty sportsman.
A canvas shooting suit leggins
and game bag too. A speckled mongrel setter, who looked
as though his mother had been scared by a Dalmatian dog, sat
in the mud at his feet.
His firearm was a muzzle-loader, and its age not quite in
keeping with the new style of his garments. He looked altogether, as he stood dramatically leaning on the muzzle of
his cocked gun, as though he were determined to dress and do

The curving beach of moistened sand,

The lake's

19, 1877.

—

them more ?

"

show you where
for to

thramped
find the burds I killed
I

"Oh, undoubtedly, he'll be all right when he gets up to his
work. Does he charge ?" I asked.
"Charge !" said he, his eyes flashing as though that was
a piece of work he was in the habit of enforcing upon the
attention of the dog.
"Oh yis; but sometimes he don't
charge as he shud. Now yestherday, I tuk um up to a thicket

where I drew some burds into, an' I towld um to charge
but divil a fut would he stir in. Well, I'm too ould a hauler
of dogs to let oney one of thim git the besht o' me.
So I
tuk um be the neck, an' I dragged the beggar all through the
!

brush, shoutin' to um to charge the whiles, an' be'gorra
me gun caught in a faggat an' went off as I was pullin' um,
an' came near shutin the farmer's boy, who was followin' me
to carry the game. But that's no objiction to the dog, as

I'm towld them pure bred setthers in this country don't like
to charge through briars like the pinter.
But in an open
field the curse is all right man
When the gun goes off in
an open field the devil wouldn't howld um. Sure there's not
a field but he'd charge all over it than less nor five minits
whin the gun goes off! An' he's the buy that 'ud- have
the air filled wid burds quicker nor tin min cud shoot thim.
Til show you what a dog he is if you stay out wid me
to-day." He looked back and saw Optics trudging his
weak and weary way through the mud, and said, "Who's yer
frind that walks so slow ? he's a callin' for you to howld on.
Sure he's no hunter."
"Ohyes he is," I answered; "he's a famous wing shot; and
he's a very distinguished surgeon too, and opthalmologist."
That word had a convincing effect upon him. "And moreover he is ambidextrous, both as a surgeon and sportsman.
Can make the most delicate operation on the eye with the
scalpel in either hand, or kill his bird neatly in the air at
long range; throwing his gun to either shoulder gracefully,
as suits his whim or convenience."
"Well, well! he's a decavin fellow, aint he now?" said
!

Corney

"He

at this.

indeed," I replied; "and by the way, his gun is one
of the finest I ever saw; get him to show it to you. He's
not very well to-day, but he has good wind and will keep
is

going."

Quail

§hootinQ

(^xtmordimrg.

"/^VPTICS, come in! You are the very person I want to
V^ see. You said you wanted to go quail shooting.
Now,

if

you are

of the

same mind, meet me

at

Depot

to-

morrow morning

at 6 o'clock with about fifty or sixty shells
loaded with No. 8 or No. 9 shot, and I will take you where I
know there are two or three bevies of quail. I am going to
Work a new dog I had sent to me, and can't therefore promise
much sport, as 'Pat' is untried on quail, so far as I am concerned.
And 'Larry,' my reliable, is laid up with the distemper. Your dog, you tell me, is unbroken, and we, as a
matter of course, will not wont him to spoil a day's shooting
by taking him along."

"All right,

my

boy! I will be with you, although I'm
be disgusted with me, fori am somewhat indisposed, and unfit for a day's tramp."
So we agreed.
True to our appointment, we boarded the train the following morning for a twenty-five mile ride on the railroad.
The morning was hazy, threatening cold, and the
leaden skies unpromising, but we were hopeful, as "Old
Prob." had been consulted in an early edition of the morning
paper, and assured us there would be no rain that day.
Wo bowled along rapidly, until at length the polite conductor informed us that the next station was where we
were to alight, and we gathered our traps as the whistle
afraid

you

will

"Fagin's a droll name for a setter. Is he of pure breed ?"
to ask; quietly observing that the object of my
attention was a rather thick, heavy set dog, with ears somewhat short, hair thick, and sprinkled with liver upon a dirty
white ground: head large, nose short, tail long and much inclined to curl; but innocent of feather; a regular nondescript, with a suspicion of the setter in him, and a stronger
suspicion that his ancestry included dogs of many kind and
degree. He was covered with burrs, which he continually
tried to rub off against the fence-boards as he ran along.
Any space that was uncovered with burrs was supplied with
mud, which was in streaks, as though he had been held down
by Corney and beaten with a muddy stick for some real or
imagined unsetterlike behavior.
With a confident and assuring air he answered, "Pure!
indade is he
He's out of the purest stock of setthers in
Ameriky. He's a wee bit durty now, " continued he apologetically.
"I bate the hay then in the road up there, and cum
near smudtherin' um in the mud, for a euttin' me wid his
teeth when I tuk hum be the ear fur barkin' at the farmer's
hogs."
"Is he pretty well broke? and does he point well and
stanchly ?" I asked.

I

ventured

!

"Well troth now," he replied thoughtfully and cautiously,
with the air of a man whose principles would not allow him
in a moment of calmness to overstate facts, "he is purty
well broke, an' he pints fairly- fur a young dog. But he's not
intiTely larned to it yet, fur he 'pints purty crucked sometimes."

"Has he good wind ?" repeated Corney, recovering some
wonted self assurance and wit. "Thin he'd betther
swop some of his good wind fur a dacint pair of legs whin
he goes a huntin' wid ye. But sorra, if he shutes like
you say, he'd kill plenty th' day if he'd thramp a little
fasther.
Is his dog a gude won? I don't like the luks of
of his

um at

all.

"Now, Corney, don't run down that dog, he's mine. Although I've never worked him much, yet he's an Irishman
like yourself, and a decent enough dog," I answered.
'•Well now, I'd take the blackguard for to be an Irishman
sure for didn't the bugger begin fightin Fagin as soon as
the baggage masther chucked um off the car
Is he broke ?"
!

!

he asked.

"He worked on chicken
never tried him on quail" I
"Chicken!" said

he,

he'd niver

replied.

"chicken! thin Fagin's the buy to
I've seen him stan' pintin a chioken

work on chicken. Sure
fur more nor an hour
charge,

pretty well in Iowa, but have

in

rist till

my

yard,

he'd tear

it

an' if I'd tell

um

to

to blazes."

"You've had a good deal of experience, Corney, with setters have you?" I said.
This flattered him somewhat, and
he assured me he had, and had owned and bred some of the
finest stock of that kind in Ireland, but since comiug to this
country the business of contractor had so engaged his life
that he was rather rusty on matters pertaining to dogs and
field sports; but he was going to give his old and favorite pastimes more attention, and suggested that wo should hunt a
good deal together. I inwardly determined wo should— not.

a
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lime wo had reached the farmhouse, and were
shown to a room, where Optics and myself put on our
shooting clothes; while Corney bethought liim that the buBinu is that, had taken him to the station had been forgotten
by hrn
md s xeuso 4 .himself, with assurances that he
urn soon and join ujs
bo the field that had the "two hundred
birds in it.
We saw many signs where they had roosted,
and Tat challenged occasionally; but the birds having been
driven to the woods and adjoining thickets, there were poor
3ts lor much sport this morning. The birds hopelessly
M-d would not gather till afternoon, but would then be
all right
ning shooting.
give Fagin and his master a wide berth if
h
I.,
b anting the fields thoroughly, we hunted
up wind through the adjoining woods without success.
Iptics," I then said, "let us go down over that run and
beat that cover on the hillside yonder, for a pheasant or
two."
"No, my dear fellow, I'm too sick this morning and will
hunt about here until you come back, I can't follow your
this

i-'.y

1

i

I

H'

ill

i

••'.

anyhow," answered

he.

down the hill we go; crossing the icy brook
Hie on Pat
in (he hollow, over the fence, and we are in a thick slashing
that covers about twenty acres on each side of a spring run;
just the place tola lew 'pheasants, but a little too close to a
barn on the hillside above. Pat is ranging in a very handsome, stylish manner, keeping within gunshot, when, as I
a
from a fence he suddenly challenges; then roads
cautiously forward, and comes to a point; the first on anything bet prairi( chickens since I. owned him. He is standfcht £ Ige of the thicket in front of a log heap, through
''
Struggled some thick undergrowth of hazel and
".' Ho
boi
be careful, now !" said I, when
whir-r-r-r from the opposite side of the log heap rises a fine
iii
old co'
phi
the gnu is up in a twinkling, and bang
Hang Hall! too quick as usual, and
foes the right barrel.
ird not covered with the lift.
However, he is cut down at
foOjn forty to fifty yards, but ho is not killed; he falls into a
iein the run, and is making the water fly with his
"Charge
bing wings.
Pat, you scoundrel I'll cut the
hide oil' you if you dare to stir," said I, as the dog evinced
uneasiness at heiu-ing the wounded bird fluttering and
floundering in the water.
"Down! charge sir! I want no
lri.-:l charging here."
Slipping in a couple of shells, and «ning up to Pat, and in a kind voice commending him for his
.no behavior, 1 went on to where the bird had fallen in
n.
All about was feathers, but the bird was mm est.
I finally found him away up under a log, which projected
into the run, and from beneath which the water had washed
I poked him out with a pole, and found him
tjie earth.
dying, piping blood from his throat.
"A lung wound has
fixed you, my poor bird, " said I, and showing him to Pat,
m, shook his head, and sneezed with delight
approval
expectantly
for my
and
of the. success, looked
orders.
I bied him on, and beat the remainder of the cover,
ledwB had secured the only specimen of Fera
contained worth the sportsman's effort.
n
and of these shots had imigorated Optics, who
braced up and started in my direction. In three-quarters
of mi hour, on taking tin, back-track, from the objection of a
farmer, who was willing I should shoot rabbits and squirrels,
a,
but a
ph asant on his farm (and I here take oc.ve;,.-: respect the objection of a farmer,
,
casion to say
!

.,

i

i

:

!

:

.

1

!

!

'i

I

I

I

found them

a rule,

liberal in

their

courtesies

sportsmen, and in this instance the objection
in the ground that he had promised to keep
the birds undisturbed for a couple of friends of his own),
lino
I ran
Optica again, and we started together up a
." of fche surrounding country, and
Select
toe
a that promised shooting for the morning.
udf-way up Optics gave out, and declared he would
have o return to the. house, as he couldn't keep up, and
With
Wouldn't spoil reiy sport by having me wait on him.
eegiaU
parted t
Him, and was soon over the hill out of
.: agingnv course now somewhat, as I heard
and
Corney a hall mile away in the valley, running,
yelling and cursing, throwing his arms wildly about in the
]ui
Anon there
in. when he broke shot*
be two little puds of smoke emitted from his gun,
followed b\ the n port of "double shots;" then would follow
,ii: charging ('.'), dashing back and
.e air. and Corney vociferously swearing
forCl
leaping in
and tearing after him'— overtaking the unfortunate brute;
stamping, and pounding him, while poor
Fagin's rolling, tumbling, retreating form, emitted dismal,
piteous and heartrending yells, in fearful discord with the
iicctablc

ci

[j

I

I

and grinned and sneezed in admiration when he
struck a point staunch and true. I returned him manv compliments while he, with staid and solemn dignity, stood
riveted to earth in a trance, magnetic, grand and beautiful—
a feast to the eye and a stimulus to thclieart.
It was now growing towards the middle of the. afternoon,
and Corney, hearing the reports of ray gun, came up at last,
his face red as a turkey-cock, and reeking with perspiration.
Poor Pagin! the burrs' all pounded off him, was now covered
with yellow clay and loam; and skulked shy, lame and worn,
to Corney's heel.
Pat made for him at once, swelled with
the pride of his recent success, among the. quail, and Corney
punched him back with the muzzle of his cocked gun, which
to shot

exci ted my apprehension to an unwonted degree.
Finally, by
accident, he punched poor Fagin instead, and this was considered by Pat a signal to go in, and he did, much to my
horror and dismay. He had poor Fagin by the neck in a
twinkling, and was rapidly wiping up that comer of the buck-

wheat patch with him, Corney punching them both with the
muzzle, of his cocked gun, varying it with reversing thegun and
chopping at them with the butt. The air was thick with the
now hoarse curses of Corney, the piteous cries of Fagin, and
the victorious and savage growls of Pat, as he shook his unfortunate victim. The uncertain movements of the infuriated Comoy and the liability of his gun to go off any
moment, kept me dancing a cfoisi back and forth to keep its
muzzle directed from me.
At length he punched them apart, and aiming a tremendous parting kick at Pat, accompanied by a fearful oath, he
missed the dog and lost his footing at once; his heels flying
in the air, he fell heavily on his back, stunned; his gun 'flew
from his hands, striking the ground, both barrels going off,
fortunately for me, in an opposite direction. Gasping for
his breath I helped him up, and Pat coming near, the sight
of the dog revived him, and he kicked then to some purpose.
Knocking the breath out of my dog, ho tried to jump on him,
but I pushed him back.
After this excitement had subsided and Corney had, at my
request, refrained from recharging his gun and to encourage him in this I took my own charges out, but slipped them
in shortly after I assured him it was time to go home, as
the birds were all hopelessly scattered. I then asked Corney
what success he had met with down in the creek bottom.
" Oh, " said he, "I killed more nor a dozen down there,
but can find none of thim. I think it's becos Fagin got himsilf overhated and couldn't smell thim."
"I heard you making it hot for him down there, and supposed that would be the result. We'll go to the house that
way, and see if Pat can pick them up for you."
Ho showed me just where he had stood and blazed away
at them and killed his birds dead, and just where he saw
them fall, but not a feather could be found. He comforted
himself by assuring me that "them quails were the buggers
to hide away," toad said he'd often known them to run a
mile or more after they were knocked down.
Returning to the house I found Optics much improved
by his rest, and much pleased at my success and the good
account I was able to give of Pat's behavior on this his trial
hunt; and although I regarded the bag as rather slim, he
declared it was more than fair under the circumstances.
However, the object of my winter holiday was accomplished in so far as testing the qualities Of my new dog was
concerned, and moreover, had I not been regaled with some
novel hints and observations upon dog handling, etc., etc.,
that were valuable to— avoid'
But'by no means had I afforded the sport I desired for
my valued and genial friend Optics, but may the fates
kindly decree us another opportunity when we ar j both in
trim tj hie ourselves away to the pleasant fields in autumn,
where with staunch and well-tried brace of setters and
plenty of birds, spend the swiftly, yea, too swiftly, passing
hours of a bright October day, amid the thrilling scenes of
pointing dogs and rising quail, and the soul-enchanting
music of the booming and reverberating guns.

.

.

;

i

i

i
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blasphemy of his infuriated master.
keeping that two hundred quail out of that field at
of labor to himself, thought I, not to speak of
mi -iind'-rhtaiiding between poor Fagiu and hii n:
tlie
ned my steps away to be out of ear-shot of the
toil alii y, and struck for a corner of woods to my left, where
ni
ai
u
buckwheat patch. As I entered, Pat,
who was r aging rapidly down wind towards me, flushed a
bevy of ruafl with a whirr, and, startled, they came right
,
nt'ui separating rigid and left as they passed. Pat
dropped to wing, ashamed of what he had done, but sheepi-hl
niia
thi air in the direction of where the. birds rose,
winking his eyes with becoming humility as I rated him.
tin nral as they passed, and gave them both barrels,
hut in hi an at baste missefl with my right, covering and
i

i

i
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i

I
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i

i
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in a satisfactory manner with my
left,
Quick ly recharging and bringing iu the bird, I allowed
Put to smell it as an incentive to better behavior, and admonishing him, hied him on after taking him around to
heel, in order to gi re him the wind of the birds I bad marked
down in the woods adjoining. Pat was now much excited,
and had to be brought in once or twice for disobedience in
ranging too for. Oornfly was now heard banging away,
jftat at the foot of the hill, and bearing closer to me I was
[Jutting

my

down

bird

should come up with me: then
d-li; : iu
ma in;- in comfort, thought I.
_
Is and ministers of grace defend' me from this evil
spirit; this loud-mouthed desccrator of God's fair fields;
this murderous pounder of an innocent, uneducated, and
imiorlimalelv ill-bred dog; this reckless prodigal of powder, shot ami" safety
defend me for one sweet half hour,
now that 1 am iu this very Eden of the sportsmen, and I
Hubert!" Whirr-r a stop
I homage to good St,
nit, to this soliloquy by the rising of a quail from
Ujddi ii';,
a my veryfi et. I turn bio iiim over at about thirty yards,
retting

a as, lest
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and Pat crouches down

moment

the Bound of the
to "hold up,"aud
;,: uv workfoi
'< -[
"'half an hour as
a
my good fortune in mijev. Point after point
,,
-.a,
anal,, succession until they
te in
shots and seven
annul)
ight,
Idedini
,li indulged in mutual admiration.
knocked down a bird he, like a sensible dog, dropped
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satisfaction they produced pipes, and helping themselves to
our tobacco, intimated by idiotic gestures their intention of
remaining and "making 'a night, of it" with us -which by a
strict party vote was seconded, as their arrival in our camp
was as welcome as a stern-wheel circus in a country village.
cannot relate the many incidents of the night, but it is
sufficient to say that story, song, and yell was in order until
early in the following morn when by sharp attention it was
ascertained that not far distirut timber-wolf could now and
then get a howl r. Then we slept— or tried to sleep— but
some of our yot lger boys we ru up to all manner of mischief
much to the d icomfiture of our Englishman and to the
annoyance of others. Early the next morning our guests,
the "Chips," silently stole away, taking with them a few

—

We

—

South Foek.
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horses properly cared for, and 6VETJ one in good spirits in
anticipation of sport or adventure.
The first thing to be accomplished was to obtain fish for supper, which
camp readily volunteered to do; but we concluded that we
could only spare a couple for that pleasure, aa
plenty of work in camp for tin, others. How natural iris for
every one the moment thev go into camp to start, off directly
on a fish or hunt, expecting the others to pitch tents, do the
cooking, etc., etc. Those of our party who were, so inclined
were unanimously selected as a returning board, with
power to investigate the fish question and scale, clean and
count in a suitable mess for supper while ono rare youth,
who had already started into the brush with gun at right
shoulder, was recalled, and promptly made chairman of the
fish committee.
He modestly declined the honor in a suitable speech, but at last yielded to the urgent solicitations of
the entire camp. It seemed wicked to catch more fish than
we needed but soon after supper, while the pipes were being
relit for the second or third time, an incident occurred which
aroused the camp as well as keeping the fish from spoiling
on our hands. This was the unexpected arrival of several
"
aborigines of the Chippeway fflj ly, who had been gathering
cranberries in the swamps ami rare en route to the river
settlements to dispose of then
They were a hungry and
noisy set of "varmints,"
.d a Turkish bath would have
wiped them out of exist.em
they were the most unclean
rascals we ever saw by a large _.
ty. Some of our fellows
had never seen an uncivilized Indii
before especially our
English friend, who, upon being
d that his auburn
locks would not be appropriated for ornamental purposes,
made their acquaintance and begged them to "stop and sup
a bit." The invitation of our hospitable friend was not in
vain, judging from the manner in which everything eatable
upon the premises disappeared. After having grunted their

AMONG THE
is incredible to suppose that a
IT sport
and adventure, knowing

PINES.
jolly party in search of

of a chain of beautiful

abounding with fish and fowl, could long resist the
temptation of a few days' sport upon their attractive shores.
We certainly could not, and after a hurried preparation were
"Nine procious souls, and all agog to dash through
off.
thick and thin." The complete pleasure of an excursion of
this kind is somewhat marred unless you have congenial
companions, and in this respect we were particularly fortuOur party consisted of several young southerners full
nate.
of fun, a young English sportsman fresh from the "tight
little isle" (entirely unacquainted with the ways of American
youth), and an experienced hunter, who was thoroughly imbued with frontier customs and manners and an excellent
hand to "rough it" on occasions like this. At early dawn we
drove out of one of the most picturesque villages in the St.
Croix Valley, if not in Minnesota; and an interesting drive
of several hours through dense forests of pine and lonely
tamerack swamps brought us to the shores of Forest Lake;
the first and most beautiful of the chain. Among the
numerous lakes we have visited this one BBeffled especially
lakes

interesting, situated as it is in the heart of a dense forest in
We have spent hours in silent
the wilds of the Northwest.
Contemplation of the moonlit charms of Italy's twin jewels,
Como and Sugano; caught our first view of Geneva, the
mirror of the Alps, as we came from the frozen passes of the
Simplon; and have studied the beauties of the Irish and
,n,i
ay point; but bright and beautiful
Scottish chan,
as they all are. thev f lilcd'l.o impress us as did this obscure
In the former, the practical delake in the wilderness.
,

The shrill
of civilization destroy all sentiment.
whistle of a locomotive or the "wash" of a passing steamboat awakens the poet from his dream, and reminds the
student of nature that the glorious Idiss of seclusion and
solitude is not td be found there. But on the banks of this
northern lake one would suppose the sound of a human voice
had never been heard, so intensely impressive is the silence;
a fit place "To dream o'er the buried past, enjoy the living
present, and build such lofty and enchanting air-castles for
the glorious future." Here the deer is still master of the
forest; the fish as plenty and as unsophisticated as the
aborigines in the days of Columbus; while the speckled
liave a "high old time" in the many sparkling brooks
beau a
-. ,,,
,,,,!,
ah these dense/shades. In many
I

mands
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I

,,-a'a
firm, clear, white
with a liberal sprinkling of cornelians, while at interA few
vals tiny dikes of boulderS reach to the water's edge,
glances ol adm ratios aad Bx,olam tions of delight, and all
turned their attention to pitching camp and pre,,
The staunch batteaux, which served fur wagonthe night,
bed and parlor car during the day, was successfully launched;
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things which were handy (as mementoes we suppose)'
way they have of expressing their gratitude, mud a way not
exclusively confined to them judging from the well-filled
prisons everywhere. After breakfast we packed some supplies into our boat, and leaving four of our fellows in camp
who preferred still fishing near bv, we started for a tour of
the lakes. The scene up the lake that morning was sublime,
and had a decidedly refreshing effect upon our party. The
wind was just rising, and the dark green waves were tumbling
about and chasing each ot her up thu clear sandy beach at our

—

feet.
We improvised a rude sail, which improved and accelerated our speed, and we soon approached a gem of an
island
upon which we bunded, where a rest and some stillfishing was indulged in.
npaniun buried
Our English
himself in geologicid research, and reti led to the boat
cornelians, but
with a peck or more of what he thought wi
which proved to be common pebbles, an upon being inrhile. which was
formed of this he W8S Ll blQQdj land" for
decidedly English. To have joined in the bv
mid haYankee to the buckbo:
re proceeded up tho lake
the shores drew together, and p isently we unturud what
As we passed
proved to be a thicket of lilies and rihlrice.
?ry dip of the
further into it, hundreds of duck

—

:

oars,

and we had good shooting

fo

ii

time

i

thill local-

We

I,-.., OS,
llgll thCHIl
forced a passage for sore
-the heavily laden g
ud the
with every passing breeze. Wild fowl
feasts furnished bv the liberal hand of nature soon become
so fat that they can barely fly.
In feeding they incline their
heads horizontal with the wafer, and with their bills saw
asunder the stalk until it falls, when they can leisurely and
After passing through this thicket
easily get at the kernels.
we entered Boot Lake, the second of the chain—and a charmSoing sheet of water it is— a few miles in oirrmrafi re
lecting a suitablo place for camp, we landed. Spei
balance of the day in shooting and fishing. We :•.,
fine bass in this lake, but too many pickerel, alihou
ten
at our
weight and very palatable. Having left ourr tents
iin.-lly enough,
previous camp we slept in our blankets, and soundly
notwithstanding a complimentary serenade te oh n ,1 us by a
W, arose, bathed,
strolling band of wolves and mosquitoes,
breakfasted, and were afloat just as the beams if old Sol were
dancing on the water. On our return trip ve saw several
manv Indians,
ad :
canoes in a well-sheltered
ii

v.

fields of rice

They seem

who asked

us for tol
eternal y hunting st lethin
dian's life from the ,'radi:

i

I

object

iff

be

to

,ui

ln-

romance pictured the youn
edge as Longfellow's "51

dusky Indian roamed the t
only sound of life upon th

rlreaming with Cooj
turb. d bj tin- shrill
thing and everythin
did not resemble tl
tnre?,

mid

art,

pnrti

shores of America.

and her

tribe,

and

.•

•and Longfellow until we were dieies of the Vagabonds cm shore lor anyI'pon a closer inspection the maiden
beautiful creature which history pican welcoming our ancestors so tho
irief stop, a last farewell to Minnehaha
s

i

were

off,

homeward bound.
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FOSTER,
GANT1C GUIDE.

WHO

and

Hlr/fim,

THE ME-

has visited Lake Meguntic during the last fourteen
years without meeting or hearing n? old FosterV It is
ary to say from whence he came, his ,,
He held a position its
tiei-ntly establishes his nationality.
scout or pioneer in a New England regiment during
unpleasantness,'" but as the job didn't suit him a
"dropped out," and took up hit quarter* Ml Mi
with his wife and daughter
a, I,Spider
Lake, near" the j miction
Rivers, where by hunting and trapping hi
to pick up B decent living •

,

:

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

159

miles from the settlement at the foot of Lake Megantie, we
read ltd the •• Foster House."
Our patty consisted of Borlasr (now a prominent Montreal
barrister), 'Captain Winder (now fespactor of the Manitoba
Mounted PoTffift), and myself. The Captain had been there
the previous summer, and rather excited my imaginations by
dwelling upon the charms Of Mrs F., whom he termed "it

to take jest what he'd a fancy for, and he fancied them
pickles." The pickles wore put" up in Worcestershire Sauce,
and I presume were a little ahead of anything he had been

eU-lieatelv-nurtiu-ed lady of very prepossessing exterior, and
fit to adorn the most prominent walks in first-class soeiaW
And still, hoys, although a lady by birth and education, Bio
The
This wild life as naturally as a duck to water."
fcato 3

SPORTING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

used

S™h

D. Thomas.

to.

Sherirook, P.

Q„ March

5,

THE IMPREGNATION OF SALMON

1877.

EGGS.
Fur Forest and Stream.

EESEtNISCENOE OP 'CUE

WE

enjoying
beheld Mrs.
squatted
the stump of a very black and dirty looking clay pipe, while
"Darwin's missing link," seated close by, clad in hermaphrodites apparel, WBS introduced to me as Miss F., familiarly
•ailed Lois.
However, what the
tan lacked in beauty
oji a log. scantily attired,

articles

winter, when in Florida, after our day's sport we
LAST
used to
around Aiken's cheerful log-fire at night

froni

and

:
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"Nevermind,

Captain, nevermind."
Since then I have frequently had Foster as guide andboatman, and in either capacity have never met a better man.
His cooking is somewhat primitive in Btyle; so that part of
the business hadn't better be entrusted to him. That isn't
hia/oWc, but take him fire or six miles in the woods, and if
you want a bee line made to any particular jioint, Foster's
your man. One. day he left us at Trout Pond, between four
and five miles from Megantie Lake, at 1:30 p. M., traveled
that distance on a blazed line, rowed three miles further to
where our supplies were, broke an oar, made a new one with
his axe, packed a swag, and was hack in camp at eight

The Gkeat Suspension Bridge. The work on the Brooklyn suspension bridge commenced on Jan. 2, 1870. There
were $500,000 subscribed by private stockholders, $3,000,000
by the city of Brooklyn, and $1,500,000, by the city of New
Of the private subscriptions $3-10,800 were paid in,
M'ork.
but this was returned with interest to the stockholders last
year on the assumption of the work by the two cities. The
act of the Legislature now requires the bridge to be finished
by a joint subscription of New York and Brooklyn, in the
proportion from each of the original contribution, the latter

o'clock.

to

"I

guess," said he,
oar at Arnold's Biver,

"I didn't lose much time, broke my
and here I am. What's the time, boys?

Pretty quick work
I felt kinder wilted down thar at the
fut of the hill and tuk a swaller out'n the jug, and that kinder
!

helped me."
The old chap wanted to play "just elevon games euchre
for fun," but as he. had to keep telling about "breaking his
oar at the mouth of Arnold's Bivor," we never finished the
first game.
The last time I met Foster was three yearB ago last September, when he and I arranged to follow Arnold's route from
Lake Megantie to Quebec. We Btartod c.niy one morning in
a small clapboard built boat, but before we had gotmorethan
fili,
stuck in a chide, and that boat was win ist in a
an axe, gun, and a box of fishing-rods, and
jiffy
tramp through the woods struck a road, and
lunieutabout midnight, Foster has ceased to
lc. but every fall ho works his way up from
abide at Mogi
pends a couple of months trapping in the viVermont am
He \
there la ,t fall, but I didn't happen to run
cinity.
oald any ot vour readers visit Lake Meganacross him.
guide if he happens to bo there,
tic let him g
ng ud fishing game than any
He knows m
nth,
gh.-r
man I have u
His "I- u'ticulai
.

i
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pay twice the amount of the former. The cost of the
bridge is given at nine millions, besides the acquisition of
land the latter is estimated at three and a half millions.
VVe put together a few items concerning this bridge
length of river
Construction commenced Jan. 2, 1870
span, 1,595 feet G inches; length of each land span, 930
feet (1,860 feet); length of Brooklyn approach, 971 feet;
length of New York approach, 1,502 feet 6 inches total
length of bridge, 5,1189 feet width of bridge, 85 feet number of cables, i diameter of each cable, loi inches each
cable consists of 0,300 parallel (not twisted) steel wires, No.
7-gauge, closely wrapped to solid cylinder; ultimate strength
depth of tower foundation below
of each cable, 11,200 tons
depth of tower below highhigh-water, Brooklyn, 45 feet
water, New York, 78 feet size of towers at high-water line,
total
size of towers at roof course, 130x53 feet
1'lOxoO feet
height of towei-B above high-water, 277 feet, clear height of
bridge in centre of river span above high-water, at 50 deg.
high-water,
Fakr., 135 feet; height of floor at towers above
110 feet 3 inches grade of roadway, 3} feet in 100 feet
size of anchorages at base, 129x119 feet size of anchorages
weight of each anchor plate, 23 tons
at top, 117x101 feet
total cost of bridge, exclusive of land acquisition, $9,000,000; cost of land, say $3,500,000.— Sunday JVeuw,
;
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A- M.S. r Said »!! ;:
id loi
of pickles disappeared: "If there's one thing more than
admire Andrew Jackson for, it's because he's
'uother thet
I

i

eat

them

pickles.

He. said

you

told

bnu

The
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frequently incredible, which, during the first
being actively engaged here, resulted in
the case of impregnated eggs sent me from abroad (losses of
50 per cent, by no moans were of rare occasion, nay, they
were often much greater), compelled me to apply another
method of impregnation than that hitherto resorted to,
namely, the eggs wero emptied into a vessel containing water to the height of two or three fingers, and
hereupon the milt of the male poured out into the vesBel over
the eggs, the whole then stirred about with the hand, left to
stand quiet for some minutes, and the fluid then emptied
out, and thereupon clean water poured in so long until no
turbidness was to be Been,
This method of impregnation, surely the most natural
one and the one most frequently applied, affords no matter
years

leases,

my

of

for hesitation if properly managed, and will yield good results,
provided the milt is put into the water as quickly as possiThis method of impregnation
ble ami spread oveT the eggs.
is particularly successful with stream-trout, these simdltr
fish being easier to handle.
Whoever has been presont, however, onco at an impregnation of salmon or sea trout eggs, and sees what a length of
time elapses, even with the greatest diligence, before a
serviceable male is found and caught, will find that with
these larger kinds of fish impregnation cannot proceed with
In the
that celerity as it does iu the case of small fish.
first instance, the removal of the eggs with a large fish.
The taking away of the eggs lasts longer, the fish must bo
carefully handled, as it has to be preserved further in a live
.slate, must therefore also first be taken back into the reserFrom
voir before the respective male can be made use of.
the middle of spawning time you have often to put back
spawned,
therefore
haviug
unas
already
three to four males
lit for use, until a fit male be found; this applies principally
Several minto heavy sea trout, often weighing 40 pounds.
utes elapses as a rule, before the milt of the male comes in
contact with the eggs first emptied out, and in consequence
of this, a great part (in unfavorable cases the most) of the
eggs remain uniuipregnated.
Tho egg, as is known, as soon as it is put into the water,
begins sucking in water, and the egg can principally only
be impregnated during the time of suction. If, therefore,
the milt only gets into the water, when the suction of the
egg has already finished, the sperm no longer penetrate
These
into the egg; no impregnation therefore takes place.
light-colored or glassy, germless eggs (known to all old fishbreeders), in the case of slight contact become immediately
She
the water which is bit
white and opaque
coatings of the egg penetrates into the white of the egg and
causeB this to curdle, while the set eggs, even if touched
more strongly, sustain no damage.
Here I cannot refrain from reverting to a thoroughly inncMr.
curato observation of the Norwegian fish-breeder,
some very practical directions
Hetting, whosuppUed
some time ago in tho circulars of the society for hatchasserted
on
that
occasion
that
Hetting
Mr.
ing-troughs, etc.
the bright eggs, as soon as they were brought into a stronger
current, showed a distinct fresh development to germinate,
but that the germ disappeared again as soon as the eggs
returned into sluggishly flowing water. It is impossible
that Mr. Hetting in his observations can have used a microscope, or even a good magnifying glass, otherwise he would
know that there can be no question of any formation of
germ whatever; the germ onco existing may perhaps renever, however, disappear again.
s., die,
main behind,
But of this on another occasion. Hereupon, as the method
mentioned had only led to bad results with all larger fish, I
let the eggs be impregnated in such a manner that first of
all some milt was put into the water, and only then the eggs
were placed into the water impregnated with milt, whereupon some milt was added. This method also only produced
bad results in all cases, when the operation of impregnation
proceeded slowly, owing to the above-mentioned cases.
Neither did the "dry impregnation" frequently alluded
;

i,

to in the circulars of the association yield the desired results,

inasmuch as the bringing together of the milt with the
eggs would not always be sufficiently speedily effected, because the fishermen dealing with the requisite quantities of
water into which the milt was previously to be placed could
not be sufficiently superintended and controlled. In the
case of clumsy handling, I have met with utter failures just
with this kind of impregnation; probably because the fishermen delayed too long, so that the sperm had therefore
already died, and were no longer movable.
Hereupon I altered the above method in the following
simple manner, and since then these bright eggs scarcely
the rise are placed into an empty
even take three to four females
without any precipitation, one
or two males are taken, and the milt put over the eggs, stirred
round with'the hand, and then BOH B Wider quickly added,
eenerally bailed with the hand, and then again stirred with

ever occur:

The eggs

of

vessel, with smaller fishfia;
after one another; upon this,

.1.
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the hand.
utes, are

The eggs having
also

drain,
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listen to his Indian stories, until at times we almost
expected to see the door open and the shade of Billy BowAiken himself was not unlike au Indian, with
legs enter.
up in hospitality, and we
his long black hair and swarthy complexion, though he
hearty supper of fried pork, bread,
certainly would not have esteemed it a compliment to be
mess of new potatoes, for the old
ed her
told it, as he had a thorough contempt and hatred for the
patch of the fr it back
anil had quite
StUm WW aUtJU tati
race.
I shall endeavor to give yon one of his advenwe had whole
of the shnnt'y. Borlase furnished so
tures as nearly as rjossible in his vernacular. I believe it to
a hot punch to asbe literally true, as he was very modest about speaking of
miles aiaFoster was off at
He had a himself
taut, and filed an
"Itwas during the last Injun war; I was one of the cowboys,
along,
bag of trout, caugl
the \ nuance E
I
as they called us, who undertook to light Billy Bowlegs.
for which we gave im #1.50, and which when packed tilled
shut up in Fort Dunn, down near the Kissimmee. along
We had a letter to deliver from was
a sixty-pound buth C firkin,
a lot Of SOldiera and crackers, and there we had been
my friend Brooks, ngaging Foster to meet his party a day with
some time waiting for orders. The Injuns was all about
or* two later, and as the old man expressed his inability to
through the country and we didn't keer to venture fur from
read writing readily the Captain deciphered it to suit, the octhe. fort,
I got might v tired of staying in there eating hardcasion, and we had him engaged do our bidding for SI. 50
tack when I knew there was plenty of fish and gam- Outside,
per diem and found.
There was a creek inly about a mile away chuck full of trout,
Next corning we started for the Spider Lake, where we
and I come to the contusion one day I couldn't stand it no
found Foster s birch bark, which ho and myself took posseslonger, so rsavs. 'Bovs' I says, T've'a good mind to go over
sion of, while the rest of the party occupied an old punt
to the ureek and catch me a bait of fish: we can bekeerful,
had trolling for
which had been left there. What sport
Well,
and if the Injuns comes can make tracks for the. fort.
the Upper Biver
basB in the lake and fly-fishing for trout
we talked it over and three of us concluded to try it, so we
day we had to
But our commissaries gave out, and
We got about
took our guns and fishin' lines and started.
toward
evensend Foster back to the shanty. He
armed
half way, going along very cautious, when we come across
if the ingredients of
ing evidently in possession of som<
some fresh tracks of Injuns made that very morning, and we
id informed ns that
which that punch was manufactured
knowed they couldn't be far off. When the others see those
presence to meet
equn
;er had
signs they stopped and wouldn't go no further; said they
BroKit's party next day, and he must start that night to get
didn't keer so much about fishing, and nothing would do
through.
"But," said he, •' come, ashore, boys, whar thorn
but they must go back. But I had fixed to have some fish
ere white birches is, and I'll map out the course so you can
and I kept on to the creek. I got there all safe, and fixin'
that jug,
Say, let's
git along just as well 'thout me.
my line commenced fishing, The troutswas pretty hungry,
Now, boys, ye're just the best, deecntest feller
and I soon had three or four big ones laying out on the grass,
with, and I'll be darned ef I don't wish I could slay, but Mr.
and was beginning to think about turning back, when bang
Brooks has obleeged me, and I've got to oblecge him. Now,
goes a gun about a quarter of a mile away, and I had just
Jist keep along
just lookee here and 111 niap your course.
time to jump behind a big tree and get my old rifle ready when
the river here, just where I've made this black line, till you
outrun a wounded deer from the hammock and made for the
git here to a spruce tree with a chip out'n it thet I tuk outcreek.
He was badly hurt, and just as he reached the bank
tor a mink trap, then hitch up vonr boat, and when you git
staggered and fell, not thirty yards away, on the other side.
atop the bauk yeil see a blaze, toiler it about'er mile and it'll
I stood still poking my eye 'round the tree and not daring to
take you to the falls, and I tell yer, boys, ef ye don't git all
move, for I knowed they'd bo after him; and sure enough in
the trout ye can lug, I shan't tax ye a cent for my sarvices;
a minute or two there come two Injuns running along on
Gosh, boys it's dry work mapjist fuller my instructions.
the trail like hounds. They saw thu deer and went up to it,
Ye're jist the best fellers I ever see, and
ping. Here's luck
and looking all around to see if there was anybody about,
instructions
and
but
can't;
jist
follow
I'd like to stay
I
my
one of them stooped down and commenced taking the
ye'll git along 'dzaetly as well 'thout me."
insides out of the deer, while the. other stood up to keep
So after one or two more primings, being about that time watch with his gun ready. I didn't believe the Injun was
,./.!, lie went off.
We watched him as in his little birch born that was to take my scalp, but I made myself right
"he laid out a line for a Virginia fence, and with gloomy foresmall be hin d that tree, just peeping round at him, when all
bodings of ever reaching the falls by following his instruc- ut once one of the fish I had caught flopped up on the bank
tions, we started, and fortunately got through all right.
and caught the Injun's eye.
but
if
you
want
all
the
trout
Well, it's no use talking,
you
" 'Now,' thinks I, 'old'fellow, I must kill you,' and I just
care about, running from a quarter to a pound weight, try
'Wagh,'
raised my gun and shot him through the stomach.
above those falls late in July and you'll get them. Near the he says, and fell over on his face dead, and that other Injun
outlet of the upper river in the still deep water the trout
just raised hisself and run off stooping down, without ever
run larger. The Patriarch and myself one September took stopping to see what was coming next. I didn't stop, but
out seventy-four in loss than two hours, weighing over
cleared out for the fort, and when I got most there met some
Several
seventy-five pounds, and this with fly, remember.
of the boys on horses coming to look for me. They had
weighed four to four and a half pounds each. After a day's heard the shooting at the. fort. We went back to where I
fishing on the falls we decided to make our way back to
had been rishin' and followed the trail of the Injun who had
Foster, and had nearly reached the shanty when a terrific
run, until we got to where they had had -their camp, but
thunder-storm came up, completely drenching us. We got
they had left, so we come back and got the scalp of the dead
to camp, aud/o?' fair of roll we all partook of a good stiff
Injun, and the deer and fish, and carried 'em back to the
hooker of "old rye" before changing our clothes. Mrs. F.
fort, and that night we had fish and deer meat for supper.
and Lois had adjourned to the "lean to," and the old ryo re- Speaking of supper, I thought I heard Norah call a minute
minded the Captain of a story which somewhat delayed his ago I reckon its ready. Anyhow, come walk out Cap, you
changing. He had got his under-shirt nicely over his
and Doc Cloy. I know you must be hungry after catching
shoulders when the old woman, thinking she had given lime
them big fish this evening. They ought to eat well
enough, stepped in and went about her work quite unconto-night."
cernedly. The Captain finished putting on his dry clothes,
They "eat" well and so did we, and as we rashly "turned
and then remarked.
in" immediately after supper I dreamed all night that I was
"1 believe I owe you an apology, Mrs, Foster; I ought to catching a big fish and an "Lijun" was trying to take my
have told you I intended changing my clothes."
E. S.
scalp and cut up a deer at the same time.
:

have received from Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian

institution, the follow ing translations of interesting
by Von Haaok, Director of the German fish
lishment at Huniugue, which have just been transmitted

SEMKOLE WAR.

charm was rudely hrokeu when, on sighting the shanty, we
1',

$»#»!*•

tj

that the beUyWltn (he
a
close at hand, then, in
the first instance to pour the milt into the reacting alkalie
,.
fluid, and nfter that, tho water over the mixture.
up to the commencement of the suction of the

again

b(

made movable.

I

had further found

fl'uidof the fish, which escapes
cos, has a weak alkalie action,

ftt

I
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thoroughly lively in their motions, and th, nuked impenetrate into the egg ami impregnate
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The careful draining oil after this 1 have retained, because I fear that with the continued suction of the eggs perchance, motionless might be carried along into the egg, and
a disturbance hereby be produced. Whether my apprehension lie with foundation, I have not hitherto teen able to
it.

,

your indulgence if I have been somewhat explicit,
liui jusrt la:' impregnation appeared to mo to be so important as the fundamental part of the so-called artifioal
that it could scarcely be treated of exhaustively
enough/ I BID firmly convinced' that every one who once
tries the method of impregnation taken by myself, willnever
again apply any other.

Quintal

May 23.

^jistorg.

May

SOMETHING ABOUT BIRDS OF CENTRAL NEW YORK.

VI.

OK XHE SITTING AND BATCHING OT COREGONTJS BOGS.
Already during the Trench administration or management,
attempts were made almost every year with the setting and
of Voregonus fera, with so little success, howhatching of these eggs was entirely given
TheatUp, and they were simply despatched impregnated.
tetapts undertaken by myself also produced almost always a
negative result, at least the arrangements never stood in a
right proportion to the expenses thereby incurred.
As I
had, however, nearly finished in this year the transformation
of our local institution from a mere hatching-place for Carfresh-woter
fishes
almost
all
for
a breeding-place
of Middle Europe, and therefore had more leiauro to closer
observations and experiments, I undertook (being instigated
to do so by an inquiry of the meritorious President of the
German Fisheries Society') this experiment once more.
Hitherto people had proceeded with the setting of the
oa, especially of Coregonux and Wilrimama fera always
theresimilar manner as
with the salmon tribe,
fore salmon and trout, namely, in rather strongly running
water.
As, however, with the nn Ml eggs of the Oaregorms, the
most dangerous enemy of the eggs, the byssus, appears
much more vigorously than with the eggs of salmon and
trout; the spoilt eggs," however, owing to their small Bize being much more difficult to remove, the whole brood was
almost always lost, most likely principally caused by the
confervoid "germ moving in with rapidly flowing water,
aud setting themselves on the eggs not yet impregnated, and
infecting them. I now tried to carry on the setting in
almost quite sttmding*water. The change of water wiib bo
slight that any real current was scarcely perceptible, and
the success was a surprising one. Notwithstanding the
circumstance that very many of the eggs used for this purpose were spoilt on their arrival (the eggs had st«pd
for about 36 hours in a heated Custom House office), I succeeded by means of small pincers, especially made for thiB
purpose, in removing the damaged egga, a formation of
fungus in such quantities did not take place in the almost
standing-water, at least it was not so great that it could not
be removed without difficulty. After the eggs were once set,
a real actual loss did not occur, so that almost without
1 have hatched 80,000 yevung.
This experiment with the eggs of Coregonus has an
importance not to be underrated, as the opportunity is
afforded here to transplant valuable Cortgonus in such
lakes is appear adapted for it, and us the arrangements for
>j:l] everywhere without entailing conhatching-

hatching

ever, that of late the

>

m

I:

Bi^erab^eipeuse
The eggs of (bregmas and Wxvtimanni fera are to be had
in almost unlimited quantities. Our local institution will, it
is expected, be able to supply the set eggs at 2 marks the 1,000
during the next hatching season, later on perhapB cheaper.
What -with the trilling consumption of water, the proprietor
lakes SB already contain Corcgmaii, or appear suited
for them, and which do not command a water-course with
can construct a hatching-place for Con-gottas,
without serious cost of maintenance. A simple hand-pump,
set going morning and evening for a half hour each time,
v
nough to feed ft small reservoir (the cheapest
petroleum casks joined by
il well-cleaned
iriics amply for twelve hours, as the consumpratershould.be so light. Then again, as the little embryos immedjal ely on slipping out are very movable, and swim
about merrily, they may be placed already a few days after
slipping out without any fear that too large a number of them
perish.
The struggle, for existence of course is not spared
also to these little fish, nevertheless a stock of them may at
imy rate soon lie established. As in many lakes, the 0.»rmust be caught during spawning time, as they cannot
r
be taken at other times of the year. The transfer (also as
se valuable fishes, what with their considerable
prolific qualities especially) from one lake to another may
be undertaken in the most productive manner, and without
heavy expense and much trouble.
sul. cieut fall,

.•

i

i
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Bertm, JrUrmry 23, 1877.

Fish COKCTOE xn North Cabolina.—The Legislature of
North Carolina has passed an act constituting a "Depart.;ri culture, Immigration and Statistics," to be under
the supervision of a Board comprising the Governor, State
Geologist and others, one of whose duties will be to increase
.

:

of the

State.

It

is

especially interested

with "the supervision of all measures for the. protection, propai,t culture of
iish in the rivers and other inland
his State, and to this end they shall at once prestocking all available waters of the State with the
brei
Dffiaues, and shall avail themselves
ipro
-

BY

i

Commission of the United States
extend, .and they shall inquire into and
practicability of constructing fish-ways oyer.
and other obstructions in the waters of the State, and
Jar practicable the en operation of mill-owners;
the Fish

iduccd

to

.

dams

proper locations for the hatching and care
oithc young iish, and shall provide the necessary hatching
ho uses' and such appliances as may be needed, and employ
latau a; a a, y be necessary to this end, and they may
agents at such convenient points to aid them in the
a a
distribution and hatching and protection of the ova and
young Iish, provided such agents shall receive no com,.,

HUTCHINS.
'

NOW

Boon pass us. It is only for a few days in early spring, when
nature begins to wake from her long, cold slumber, that we
can see these little messengers of warmth. They flit by us
like phantoms, as it were, and while we seem to catch but a
gleam of their bright plumage as it sparkles in our tardy
sunlight, they are gone, leaving only the sound of their
sweet warble ringing in our ears, like the distant chime of
some tiny bells. Watch, therefore, lest these flitting joys
escape you.
These migrants pass in May. Small and sprightly they
skip among the tree-tops and thick evergreen foliage, feeding on the early insects as they go. Those who would see
them should extend their morning walks to the nearest
grove or wood, and spend an hour each warm day in watching and listening.
Birds seem not to take very kindly to our Central New
York climate, especially the smaller forest birds. Nearly all
of the warblers leave ns in—well, not altogether our glory,
if our peculiar weather be reckoned in— and go further east,
or north even, to spend the summer and rear their young.
Long, cold rains, are destructive to the nests and eggs of
small birds. In June I noticed a Goldfinch (Chryscmilri*
A cold
trislbs) building her neat in a maple on the lawn.
wind and storm came, which continued for a week, and blew
away this partly finishednest entirely but when the sun came

out and nature smiled again, the absent

toiler

my

this may be, when I would collect certain specimens and
hear our finest songsters, I get away to the hills and into
the heart of some bit of primeval forest, still spared from the
woodman's axe. So there, in the middle of May, the Rosebreasted Grosbeak {Uouiaphm ludovicmvi) wdll perch above
my path, and deliver himself most wonderfully; the saucy
fellow seems to know that I don't, care to "collect" him, so
continues to wako the slumbering echoes of the old wood
with his liquid song as long as I will listen to him. But he
is a charming, noisy bird, so I soon get away from him to
another part of the' forest, where, if not beset by another of
his kind, I can hear the delicate warble of the Sylvimlida:,
other little migrants of which I am in search. A few
day's later, when the Grosbeak has ceased to sing, the
Scarlet Tanager (Pyranga rubra) begins his melodious discourse from the arm of some giant elm. The manner of his
song is a kind of imitation of that of the former, but not so
strong and pure.. Then follows the Wood Thrush (Tardus
Indeed, the
mustilittti&y, tee sweetest songster of the forest.
quality of this bird's song is hardly equalled in bird melody.
Its tender notes seem to wake the spirit of the wood; the
from
sylvan
wafted
young leaves are stirred by asolian strains,
depths, that appeal more" to the soul than to the ear of the
In May, this bird sometimes visits our valley for a
listener.
short time, and has even been heard in the orchards, but I
have found only one nest here in twenty-five years; its home
it to
is on the hills, and it requires the deep,_ resonant f
Tin Grosbeak and
der the full charm of its
dy seen in the valley,
Tanager, above, mentioned,
est of either.
where 1 have never found th
He
a keen lover of music.
Mv late friend, Dr. Latrc,
But he
ith a masterly hand.
played a musical instrument
"
pie melodies and harmonies
was" also a keen lover of
el on foot for miles to eatch a few
of nature. He would t
ihed to hear. Indeed, he
strains from some bird tha
cal performance by 01
[pressed less enth
Bull that we onee witnessed together, than I have sometimes heard him at the simple song of the Thrush. Oh, his
was a rare soul for nature, and the mighty Creator of it
Below is a list of birds taken on their passage in 1876.
They are all non-resident in this locality, ob far as my obeuai ying" dates denote the
The
nds.
rv&tii
1

time

1

*e take:
the
7.'— Gsnturus eoroli)

Ked-bellied woodpeekcr
en but two here, both of

November

Have ne^
which were taken on the hills.
fine, large bird.

10.— S/ili/m/.''™ a-aaa-a
Have taken only two here.

October
pecker.

1'ellow-bellied

wood-

May 16. pendroeoa eaervlescens. Black-throated blue
warbler; quite rare. Very few are seen during the migration seasons.
May 23.- JDtndraica Mackburniw.
warbler is also very raTe.

beautiful

Thin

little

May 18.— Panda Americana. Blue yellow-backed warbler;
quite common when migrating.
May 24. Dcudraim cus/aneu, —Bay-breasted warbler; rare.
Have taken but one.
mnadutsis.

May 2H.—MyiodU)des

Canadian fly-catcher; not

,

pensation.
the General Assembly at each
of the operations of the said department,

m

:

port
.

to

jgustions

i

of such legislation us may be
of the Board to prosecute
.

aas.L the

|

laws Which laa/a

I.

a

1

1

.

-3.— Paulas

satr't]ia.

Golden-crowned kinglit; very

almndant while migrating.
PinicJa enwAajtor.

_,

-Hne grosbeak; taken in

_

winter.

V

ery

May 12.— SUtn miuulensis. Red-bellied nut-hatch; a rare
Taken in the forest, scrambling among the
little straggler.
pine colics.
Black-throated green warbler;
is.
Hay y.
:

lainon.

a

shall endeavor to secure the
ei, operation of adjoining States to remove obstruct ions in
ftsh ill those rivers or streams which are
partly in this State and partly in such adjoining StateB."
i

common.

May

November

and they

0.

-V

in winter.
fall.

"

Tree sparrow;

common

Our

Winter wren; com-

in fall

\riliia

familiaris.

Brown

creeper; common in fall.
Cceruliun warbler; very rare:

How Eagles

and Fish-Hawks Feed the Pooe in Florida.—

A

correspondent sayH:
"Passing the cabin of an old negro on the Spruce Creeks
we we're hailed by his daughter, who asked us for fish. It
so happened that having none in the boat we were obliged to
refuse; but just then an osprey was seen passing by with a
large fish in his talons, pursued by an eagle.
The fishhawk was so closely pressed by his pursuer that he had to
drop his prey, which fell close by the cabin, and was gladly
picked Up by the -woman. Thus, although the birds lost
their supper, the hungry negroes gained one, and as the
man happened to be a preacher, he doubtless compared
himself to the prophet who was fed by ravens."

—We have received from our friend Mr. Shclton, of RailJ., a beautiful specimen of an albino robin, which is
an interesting addition to our collection. The bird is not
completely white, having a black cap and a number of dark
feathers in each wing and in the tail.
One or two feathers
of the throat are tinged with rust color, but with the above
exceptions the specimen is pure white. The donor has our
thanks for his kindness in sending us a specimen of so much

way, N.

interest.

A DOMESTICATED PENGUIN.
Editor Forest asi> Stream.
It somotiinas happens that an individual from tho families of aquatlo
birds, distinguished for nothing but their open-throated voracity and
their fear of the hnman species, rises above its nature and gives
some evidences of civilization and the higher glimmerings of what

may be called an intellectual InstlDct The following remarkablo circling tance. never before published, is in proof of this. It isstrlctlys
fact within the knowledge of several living witnesses.
The whalo-ship Uubbaraton, of New Bedford (this may not have beou
the name of the ship, but that is immaterial;, was cruising on the Brazil
banks in 1847. The morning of May 20th had been a tediously laborious
but successful one—it bad brought a whale to his "death-flurry." The
captured monarch of tho deep had struggled bravely— lashed the sea
which was stained with the crimson tide that flowed from
the spear wounds; bnt it was death with which it grappled, aud the
monster, like a huge Bpoil of war, was towed alongside, and secured
by the fluke chains to the ship. Grog was served, as customary on
those triumphant occasions, and a part of the crew retired below
to partake of the two delicacies of a whaleman's larder—bread aud saltinto foam,

A person looking overboard saw a ponguin (Ceiiina;,
commonly called by tho aallora a "Woggin," between the body

juni.

Great northern shrike; seen frequently

or the

whale and the ship. The water was so discolored by the blood of tho
whale that nctbiDg could he seen bnt tho head and flippers ol the now
visitant. He was evidently attempting to get ipOD tho « L Kit s'a back. Ono
of the crew leaped upon the whale, and the Woggin came fearlessly to
insulation it was
his hand and was taken on board. Oi. b ildiog
determined to kill the strange bird aud make a purse of hie akin ; but
one of the number, more humane than the rest, proposed thai ho should
be esst overboard, which was done, and all hands were called to commence cutting up the whale. In » short time the tame peuguiu made
his appearance, aud by its actions expressed ad'.flii'e tolls taken on
::

i

lei
board. It was accordingly done by thec-nmiand of the nipt a
the woggin, in a stately manner, walked ait, and showed signs of inteuse
and contentment. He was perfectly tame, would suffer tho
approach of any one of the crew, and, uj a lew days so far learned his
duty as a seaman that when in Cain) weather he was put overboard to

satisfaction

collect his tnod, which consisted of small fish, he would. BBS
meal was ended, return to the ship to be taken on board. II

general favorite with tho crew, and roeoived the u ami -of "Jack Woggin,"
with which he seemed much pleased, and would respond to s (all with
lush
an nradi alacrity as a flog, It was singular to notice Ills
attachment lo the crew of that ship. When lying by on the cruising
ground for a "jam" (the whalemen's term for a visiting party), Jack
Woggin would sometimes, wheu in the water, approach tho boats of
ail tha attempts of their crews to get him on
board proved ineffectual; he would dive and avoid them, bnt whenever the boats of the Hubliardston came near him, he would hasten to
be taken on board. Oue day, when a perfect calm prevailed on the
aud, in comB ea, Jack had been put overb iar.1 for food and exeroiss,
pany or soino of hia own species had proceeded at
the ship, a squall suddenly rose, aud the snip was driven three or four
miles from its station. All waa buatle aud confusion when it was
alolt were
ascertained that Jack Woggin had been loft behind. The men
in about
a.
ordered tokeepa sharp lookout for this
two hours the joyful cry was heard from the masthead, "Jack Wogglil
With much difficulty, panting from the severity ol hia
is in sight!"
exertions, lie approached the ship and was taken on board. Ho had
regain his
been swimming tor dear life through tho turbulent seas to

other whale ships, but

i

'

post of duty.
,
For three mouths Jack Woggin strutted with a sort of official
himself much above
dignity across tho after part of the deck, feeling
he
aad
had
on
board!
enemy
going before the mast, lie had cot an
Ill
been permitted to see the end of the vOysge It is possibl
wanted aeythiug to
have come in tor a share of the profits. When ho
man at the helm and looked him
eat, he generally walked up to the
request
until
his
do
so
to
Bteadily and wistfully in the face, continuing
and freshened, so that
was graded. He eat beef cut iuto small slices
walk to the waterlittle tasto ol salt, and bread-then would
it

had but

cask for hia drink.

was
But we must approach the catastrophe. One day "Jack Woggm"
freshened
asking for his dinner, and the captain, unable to find any
hour, mil
meat for him, gave h.m some slices of salt-junk, and in two
something amusingly
jewel of a seaman was a dead woggin. It was
lengthened visages
solemn, almoBt like a mock tragedy, lo witness the
tho lifeless
and noiseless step of the crew as they gathered around
for his last
ami
prepared
form,
duo
in
out
laid
Woggin,
Jjck
of
body
sailor
They looked upon him as they would upon a brother,
launch
have gaged upon a
under similar clrcumstauces, or as they mtgtrt
hivniite ship stranded

upon

u rock,

"Whose prow

shall

billows more."

Arrivals at rat; Pmr.ADELi'HiA Zoological Garden
APRIL IKB.-One Lamprey eel,

never port the
KKCliA.
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ISfiurut ear.l.'.«o.«i|. pr. sehted;
presented.
one small Alligator {Mligaltr miautiwenri,),
Aniaua E. Skow*. tieueral 3upt,
i
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boreaUs.

in

Yellow-rumpod warbler.
troglodytes.

faith

building of this nest.
There are several kinds of birds which, though seldom or
never seeii in our Oneida Creek Valley, are common in the
We might infer from
hills that range along each side of it.
this fact that these birds generally resort to the hills in preference to the valleys, if it were not that the same birds, in
kind, are found about the shores of Oneida Lake, which lies
However
a little north, and still lower than our valley.

—a

varia.
Black and white creeper; rare.
Yellow-throated verio. Taken in May,

May lti.—Itendroru miruha.
Was taken on the hills.

came back,

grew apace, to see how stoutly the little creature set about building a new nest in the same place where
destroyed. This time it reared its young,
was
one
the first
while its mate whispered his sweet refrain to every passerI
by, during the many warm summer days that followed.
noticed in this case 'that the male bird did not assist in the

and

— MnioliUa

'inn flabi/rons.

;

-

aid as

P.

that spring is at hand, let lovers of birds be on the
watch for the numerous migrating warblers that will

i

,

I

23.

May9. uendraecu coronata.
most common migrant.
September 26.— Anorthura

mon
J.

Ikndntra striata. Black-polled warbler; aeoinruoii

migrant.

1 crave

of such

i
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INSTINCT?

IT

^oodhnd, <garm and

Pkbc, Oxford Co., Maino, April

a,

I have rend with great Interest tho various articloa in your v&liiaDle
paper upon the subject of "Instinct in the Lower Animals," and having
hod considerable erp' rienco in fish culture, more particularly with the
celebrated Hangelj trout, I naturally have witnessed many remarkable Instances of the use of instinct so-called. One of tneso I will relate.
In the autumn nf 1870 I procured about two hundred trout, and
confined them in the basement of my house in four tanks, side by side,
each being of the same dimensions, viz.: eleven feetin Ungth, twelve
inches in width, and fourteen inches in height. They were so arranged as to have the water pass from one tank to the other, and tbuB
keep up a constant current and circulation of water, as well ns to allow
of the trout passing freely from one to the other. I kept these trout con.
fined in this manner for about two years, for the purpose of studying
their habits and for experimenting in their culture, etc.. These trout
wonld often leap over the partition board* dividing the tanks, and thus
pass from ODe to the other, instead of passing through the connecting
spout which had been constructed for that purpose. This thoy seem, d
to do through mere sportiveness, as I would often notice the samo
trout thus pass through all of the tanks in a few momenta of time,
always stopping In the outside tank .when he might just as readily have
the side of it, as it rose no further above the water than
did the boards separating tho tanks. Had they leaped over this board
they w, uld hove fallen npon the urouud and died. Now, did instinct
teach them to stop there? Some win answer, "certainly," bo 1 will
only reply, that it was a very remarkable evidence or exhibition of it.
But if it was instinct in that case, what was it in this? During the
winter the waste-pipe which conveyed the water from the tanks froze
np one very cold night in my absence from the house, and upon my
return, about nine o'clock p. m., my wife informed that there were strange
noises down stairs among the tront. I immediately procured a light
end went down, and behold the cellar bottom was covered with about
a foot of water, which had flown back from the waste-pipe, and strange
to toll, about half of the tront were out of the tanks and Bwimming
contentedly around tho cellar. To get there and out of tho tanks they
had to leap ovor the board forming tho outside of the tank, and which
thty had never done before. I immediately raised the walls of the
outside tank about six inches, so as to prevent a recurrence of the
thing, and they remained quiet for about a month, when the waste-pipe
frote again, Uooding the cellar, and the trout all leaped out over that
board, six inches in height, aud I found them as before, swimming
around tho cellar. I put them back into the tanks, aud as the « ater did
not freeze again, they never leaped over that board again. Sow, was
it Instinct that told them when thero was water upon tho outside of
the tanks?
Yours, truly,
G. O. Hatfoku.
i

!

Philadelphia, March

and feathers.

Ou

the 13th of September, 1863, 1 shot a line epecitnou (male) at the
comer of Fifth and Slrard Avenue, Philadelphia. For nearly three
weeks this bird of prey had made its home in St. Peter's steeple, and
lived ou pet pigeons.
Every day ho would como rrom his tridieg -place
aud soar into tbo air, aud start his victims into flight; after they had
made two or three circles he would make a dart at the frightened

and never missed his prey; bo would tbon sock his hiding place
and dine ou his feathered booty. On the above named
borrowed a gun from Mr. Eeod.foui gunsmith on Sirard Avenue).
and shot the ravonous bird, and mouuted him in fine stylo, and sold
him to a gentleman lu our city for ten dollars.
Geo. Bouowra.
birds,

•

I

Taxidermist.

NOT ALL AN OYSTER.
Pottsvillb, Penn., April 9.

Editor Fobest and Streak.

perhaps, after

several years to ascertain

all

one's trouble,

Of course several
grafts may be inserted on the largest limbs, and a large number of kinds may be grown on one tree if so desired. Occasionally the stronger growing kinds will smother the
weaker, if care be not, taken to keep the former within
bounds; and yet there are instances where as many as
twenty or oven thirty distinct varieties of apples are growing on ono tree, all in bearing condition, and the owners
sweep away the premiums for the best and largest displays
at every show when they exhibit. Old pear trees, whose usefulness has passed away, may be made to produce bountiful
crops of delicious fruit once more by grafting over their
tops with good kinds; indeed there are plenty of such inthat

it is

not at

all

suited to the locality.

stances existing to prove

how

very valuable grafting
exist.
J. H.

is

where good healthy stocks already

—

El. Gazodor, writes,

The drouth

—Our Los Angeles correspondent,

March

24:

and cattle interest fearfully in this county, and many thousand fine sheep will be
slaughtered for their pelts. Our rainfall has been less than
for twenty years; and in spite of quite a large area of irrigable lands, the year will be a hard one for many.
is

affecting the sheep

—

Succulent Plakts fob Amateuks. These are
known as showy flowering plants, standing our
dry summers well, so that but few notes will be. required.
They can all be propagated from the leaves, forming little
hulblets at the base that soon make plants if not kept too
damp and shady. Any of them can also be raised from seed,
which should bo sown in a moderate heat as soon as ripe.
Fkheveriasfor edging Secunda, Secunda glauea, Pumila,
Atropurpurea.
Echeverias for centers Metallica, Metallica glauea, PachySelect

generally

hot,

—
—

phytoides, Schidigera, Scaphylla.
Eaheuerias far pot culture Bracteosurn,, Pulverulenta, ltoseum, Parinosa, Fulgens, Lingua, Retusa, Scheeri
Pdehyphyton Bracteosurn also makes a good material for outlines in geometrical bedding, and is easily increased.
Kle.'tnia is a Cape of Good Hope genus that includes a few
good species useful for planting out, or for pot culture. K.
rejiens is often used in the ribbon border, but is also very useful as a bracket plant for the conservatory; its blue leafage is
very distinct and peculiar, and renders it valuable for bedding purposes. K. tomentosa is a white, wooly looking plant,
easily grown and distinct.
The old "Candle plant" A'.
articukda is well-known for its quaintness, the other species
are lax-growing plants of no great beauty.
Before passing this group of plants, mention must be made
of the beautiful little trailing Anacampserns. They havo flowers resembling those of the Porlulaca, growing only two or
three inches high, and forming a dense mass; the rosecolored flowers grow in scapes, six to eight inches high, and
open in the sun. The best species ..ire
_;i: ,t.-.-o-ii.'.,m,
Jr,n-,i-

—

Burly in the spring we see its smooth, erect branches
wreathing- themselves completely with clinging spiral folds
of rosy pink flowers. These to a great extent expand and
develop before the leaves appear, presenting a striking effect
amid the surrounding conditions of spring. The beaut; of the
leaves fitly accompanies that of the flowers, and in its own
way affords equal attraction. Curious and foreign looking in
habit, these leaves remind one of nothing else.
They are
heart-shaped, shining, and leathery, Jaud have a layer-like
arrangement that suggests compactness, nurl rounded bushlike forms.
The dark green color is retained throughout the
summer, to be relieved in the latter portiou Ihert of by a
scattered bloom of bead-like flowers, the rosy tints of which
are so difficult to describe.
The bark is a light drab, aud
furnishes another of the fine contrasts peculiar to the species.
Indeed, the whole bush, wheu well developed, has a decided air of richness aud rarity, fully borne out by its other
habits.
The fleshy nature of the roots, increasing" so ranch
the difficulty of propagation, is likewise suggestive of the
above qualities. Apparently obstructive to its general culture,
this rlifficultv speedily vanishes before proper adjustment of
well matured grafts (or scions) to established stocks of America Judas tree
Cercis canadensis).
Seedlings are open
objection of variableness in coloring, while the collection of
the seed is very uncertain from the unpioductive nature of
the plant.
Well rooted, the Japan Judas tree prows quite
vigorously, and readily overcomes a certain sensitiveness
to cold while young that only exists during uncommon seasons.
It really seems that choice articles must be always subject
to many dangers that the cruder aud less valuable avoid; fortunately the reward is well worib the risk.
The proper position on the lawn for this plant is singly about tho house, on
prominent points of shrubbery, or in "open spaces near frequented paths. It is worthy 'of conspicuous positions, and
will rarely by ov.rgrouth obscure a favorite view.
Plants
like this, peculiarly marked for finer quiity, seem always
limited in numbers by difficulty of propagation.
Yet all the
more should we seek their possession, actuated by the same
motive that attempts to drnw about us special friends and
'

(

:

choice spirits.

«»»

Samuel Pabsons.

The Finest Whips

ra Cbeation.— Sir Rose Lambert savs
that he had "coached much in Ireland and Wales before the
era of railroads, and considered himself qualified to judge of
that method of locomotion, but he never saw men handle
their ribbons like these California drivers.
Their teams,
nearly always consisting of six horses, are," he adds, "as
well turned out with regard to size, pace and condition as
any four-in-hand one sees in the Park during the London
season.
The roads were simply frightful, and often so
rough and steep that many fellows would "funk" out hunting.
I am fond of driving, and nothing gives me greater
pleasure than to see good driving. These men I consider
the finest whips in creation, and it is worth coming all the
way to California to learn what coaching really is. Plenty
of the members of the Four-in-hand Club look very workmanlike in their tight-fitting trousers, white box-coats, and
curly-brimmed hats. Their teams are perfectly matched,
and a long purse or a long credit procures them pace, size,
blood and bone. They carry their legs straight, their reins
are properly arranged in the orthodox fashion, and if the two
grooms they generally take behind, elaborately attired in
buckskin and tops, are moderately active, they can get round
a tolerably sharp corner or succeed in doing Hyde Park
much to their own satisfaction. But as to driving, in the
real sense of the word— well, ignorance is bliss, though in
their case it would not be folly to be wise.
Our old coachmen could drive. Between Cork and Dublin and Limerick

and Galway, and before those days between London and
York, there were many real coachmen. French, German,
and Continental coachmen generally are nearly all tailors.
Like most Englishmen, I always fancied that driving was our
specialty, but after going a thousand miles over California
roads and with California drivers, I confess that I cannot bo
much as touch them." Sun Francisco Chronicle.

To Keep Lice

ftiom Sn-rrNO

Hens.— Sprinkle sulphur—

to a hen— twice a week on the hen, when on her
Take tho sulphur in your hand, commence at the
hen's tail, let your little finger just touch the feathers on her
back and she will raise them; move your hand toward her
head, letting the sulphur scatter among her feathers. This
will keep off the coop lice, the bane of the poultry house.
Don't put on the sulphur within three, days of the hen'a
hatching, and it won't hurt the chicks, sure, if vuur hen sits
well and hatches well.

handful

nest.

r

A friend residing iu Washington relates a singular circumstance regarding what might be termed a shell. dsh, and I Bend it for publication, as it may be interesting to the readers of your valuable paper;
"While some men were at work down the Potomac, dredging for oysters,
one of them canio across what ho regarded as mi unusually large, line
oyster, which he concluded to open. As the shell, which was about ail
or seven inches long, «-3s being openod, he pressed one of hie fingers
into the partially opened shell, when, to his surprise, something inside
took a firm hold of his finger, and when he forcibly abstracted it he experienced considerable pain and fouud it somewhat lacerated. His suspicion and surprise were by this time excited, and bo at once opened
tho sholl and was astonished to fiod that it contained a curious animal
several inches long, completely filling the, cavity of the shell. The anim»l very much resembled what is commonly called a 'wat. r-dog,' except
that it haa no feet. The head wis similar to that nr a oat-nab, with large
mouth fuU of fine teeth. Just back of its head were two large lobes,
which gave it the appearance of a small bull-dog. The man who had
hia finger bitten suffered considerably, aud it was much iuflamnd."
This animal, whatever it mayprove to be, must have made Its access
to the shell when small, destroying the oyster it found as tho natural
tenant, growing up to its present aize within tho calcareous prison
usurped by itself.
St-'nRcatBBn.
Dr. Elliott Coues •will be attached to tho American Natuhereafter as editor of the -Department of Vertebrates, an
acquisition to that journal of great value.
ralist

Pare:

Mxnaqxbie xob TVxee Endisg

H.— Three quail (Orlyx itlyghdania). presented by Master Janiei
Few York lily; two ringdoves Iturtur rttoriw), present nd by
Mrs. F. B. Daulels, Brooklyn; ono snowy owl (iVycr,.< nivca), presented
by Mr. Chas. S. Galbraith, West HoDokeu; two fox-squirrels [Sciuriw
mtpinu:), presented by Mr. J H, Flagler, Kjiegport,
Afiui.

P. Kflin,

I

In the

fruit,

of grafting,

Dbotjght in Caltpqbkia.

,

bom

grower should experiment constantly in tho
and thus prove for himself the value
of fruits. In his visits among his
neighbors, whenever a good fruit is brought to his notice, he
should at once procure a few solvers, and wrap them up in
moistened paper until he roaches home, when they should
be consigned to a box in his cellar; this box should contain
damp moss or sawdust, and should be placed in a cool,
moist corner, away from the furnace. Some kinds of fruits,
such as apples and pears, graft more readily than others.
Peaches, plums, or cherries can bo reproduced more satisThe uninitiated in these
factorily by means of budding.
matters should therefore turn their attention more particularly to the first, and after they have gained proficiency it
will be time enough to try the latter.
In testing new varieties, it is much more sensible to own a single limb on an old
established tree than to purchase a young plant and wait for

wnv

of different varieties

13, 18 77.

Thisfolcon is not only found in tho United States, butalso to Europe.
In some parts of the country it is known as the "great-footed," or
"duck hawk," It is noted as a powerful and acrimonious bird, soaring
witb ease aud graco beneath tho measureless sky for hours at a time.
Its food consists of ducks and pigeons,- it descends almost as swift aa an
arrow from tho clouds, in n perpendicular line, and striking its victim
with its powerful wing, catches it in its talons, mounts into the air, aud
seeks some sequestered spot, to feed ou its prey unmolested. When full
growu, it measures from sixteen to twenty inches long, and its plumage Is very plain iu color; its head aud neck are of adark lead color;
beakoue and a half inches long, black and hooked like that of tho
eagle; eye full and black; throat and breast of a creamy-white, dotted
with spots of dark brown; its tail oonaislitig of twelve leathers, barred
•with bluish-grey and black, and its wingB measure from lip to tip
thirty-six to thlrty-eight inches: underneath the wlugs th» feathers are
barred with light-brown. Under each eye is a triangular stripe of darklead color, talons black aud ono aud a half inches loug. Tho peregrine
falcon loves to build its est upon some craggy cliff or gigantic tree.
The nest is mostly composed of twigs, lined inside with coarse grass

iCamtluidromnicirtu*'.,

lence.

VARIETIES.

Poor Bbed Stock. The attention of our readers is called
an advertisement in another column of an extensive sale
on May 22d, near
Dorking, Surrey, England. American breeders can procure
catalogues by sending to Messrs. White & Sons, Dorking.

Editor Fobbbt and Stiieam.

Hecipio atCkntral

EVERY

NEW

of pure bred Alderney stock to be held

(Fnko Peregrimis).

Animals"

GRAFTING TO TEST

to

PEREGRINE FALCON

day,

(§arden.

1877.

Editor Forest and StAka*.

In the cupola
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japonica).

Occasionally seen iu catalogues in Europe, it
seldom appe rs in even the finestornamental grounds of this
country,
And yet its qualities are of rare and great excelel's

..

lunajerle,

.

TV, A.

C"NKU.!t.
.Director

,.-1.

noides, Rtibens,

and

Variant.

3. 0.

fennel.

Valve of Eucomis Punctata as a IIabdy Window Plant.

— I have

a bulb, whose two feet flower-spike opened its blooms
in tho beginning of October, nearly six. mouths ago, and these
are almOBt.as fresh as when first expanded.
The plant is
Eucomis punctata. It has stood the cold of the past winter in
the window of a room in which there has been no (ire. I grow
many of them in pots, the persistency of the flower- making
them very useful, and I should think almost indispensable to
window garden rs Although quite hardy, this plant is more
suited for pot culture.
My treatment is as follows:— Shake
out, divide when necessary, and re-pot iu April, using sandy,
rotten turf and decayed manure.
Stand the pots during the
summer in a hot sunny sitntaion giving plenty of water; thus
treated, iu the early autumn every bulb shows a spike of
flowers, when they are removed to the green-house or sunny
window. The seed-vessel swells in tho centre of the frag mnt
flower withont the petals shrivelling or dropping, which
serves ns a calyx to the pod.— J. M.

The Japan Judas TnEE. — General ignorance of the character of plants long known to professionals may fairly entitle
them to bo treated as new. Many of the most beautiful and
rare belong to this category,
Whence then this want of
knowledge? The answer must imply several causer; acting
variously.
The most common, perhaps, are defective appreciation among nurserymen of the profit to be derived by
growing these plants, and the resultant general scarcity.
Other causes, however, work iu. alter methods hard to define,
such as difficulty ef propagation, curious defects Hot necessarily fatal, aud improper management by those first testing.
Al any rate, from whatever causes, many similar plants
Cimtinuo unreasonably long in comparative obscurity.
An
example of this may be found in the Japan Judas Tree (Cor-

BENCH SHOW NOTES.

THE

and attendance from Great Britain
New York Bench Show promiso to be very
Mr. Lincoln has received, among many others, ale

Hugh

entries

'Club,

large.

and Hon, Hi aen attu of the
saying that he will be here with a

Dalziel, Esq., of TheCountry,

Dandie Duniont

at the

.'

number

of dogs. In the hist issue of 77c Cmtnlry v
dvertisement from Mr. S. W. Smith, one of the largest
breeders of fox terriers in England, iu which he states that
having been requested by several gentlemen to t
dogs to the International Dog Show, New York, hewil 1*

more if desired. Mr. Lincoln is receiving letters from
portions of England where it would scarcely be believed
that news of this show could have penetrated, requesting
particulars and entry blanks.
There is no doubt, whatever,
that could the Committee have secured the Hippodrome for
fortnight later, as was desired, there would hai
still

representation of

several

hundred dogs

i

water.

The

railroad arrangements promise to be very complete,
Letters hove been received already from the manag

following lines, stating that dogs from nil
roads would be carried to nnfl from New York for
Show: Erie Railway, Canada Southe
by,
'. fa]
New Haven and Ha rl ford Raihva.;

Pennsylvania

Railway,

New

Jersey Cento

I

—
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The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway
made a tariff for dogfl (if twenty-five cents for the first

others.
have,

one hundred miles, and tea cents per one hundred mileB
after that.
By this arrangement, owners can bring their
doga even from the far West at slight expense
The picture gallery will be a novel and attractive feature.
he have made paintings of dogs are requested to
communicate with Mr. Lincoln, and the same request is
made of all who may have such paintings or engravings. A
number have already been offered, and should there be
sufficient to make it an object, an appendix will be added to
The garden will be made very
logue.
attractive with its fountains, waterfall, etc., and from the
numerous applications being made for stalls for the exhibition of sporting materials of every description,
in addition to a

I

dog show there was

to

be

it

would

a fair.

been received from Gen. Knollys, Private. SecA
retary to the Prince of Wales, in response to an invitation to
the Prince to exhibit some of his dogs. H. R. H. wishes the
>y success, but regrets that it will be impossible on
so short a notice to send any representatives from his kennel.
We noted last week that Mr. Macdona had written that
the eminent judge Mr. Lort would probably accompany him
from England. The presence of two such authorities at our
Bench Show would not only be of immense value, but would
letter has

add greatly to the telm of the occasion.
Not the least attractive feature of the show

will be the
magnificent display of that noblest of dogs, the St. Bernard.
Mr. Burdett Loomis, of Hartford, will exhibit his entire
kennel, and at least twenty-five States in all have been bespoken for this one breed. There will also be a large exhibit of mastiffs, and one other feature quite new to American shows— that is, an exhibit of toy terriers in glass cages.
There is a joke on the W. K. G, which is too good to keep.
When the Premium List was prepared gold was quoted at
104.
It has now reached 107S, and it. looks as though it
might go to 130, which would work rather a difference in
the premiums. We suggest to the Club to "cover their
shorts" while they can.

CANADA. ON THE

U.

S.

BENCH SHOW.

THE CAUSE OF GUN SHYNESS.
BiiACKSBuno, Ya., April

12, 1877.

I am in receipt of prize list for the Bench Show to be held
at Gilmoro's Garden, New York, under the auspices of the
Westminster Kennel Club, on the 8th, 9th and 10th of May.
The. list, including special prizes, is a very good one I think
the best, without any exception, offered nt any dog show ever
held in this country. The special prizes are exceptionally
good, being composed of not only good, but useful articles
such as guns, fly rods, etc., etc. ; and the cups, Iunderstand,
are sterling silver, which should always be the case for troWith such a
pliies of this kind, no matter how small.
special prize list, and §30 and $20 gold as first and second
prizes for sporting dogs in the open classes, it should be sufficient to please all competitors, if not after, certainly before
For
part, I consider it a
the awards are announced.
most liberal prize list, indeed, and one which should bring

—

my

grand collection of dogs, with Mr. Charles
manager. I have only to say, wben I saw

together a

Lincoln as

the first show I ever attended in this
country, I then made up my mind he was either just
the place or the place for him, I could not

him managing
fitted for

make up my mind which; and after meeting him at several
of the big shows since, I am just as far from coming to a conclusion as to which it is but one thing is sure, a dog show
has no business without him. I also notice Mr. John DavidWell, I
son, of Monroe, Mich. iB to be one of the judges.
don't know what friend John's knowledge of sky terriers is,
but if I have a setter or a pointer possessed of any weak
oblige
me
by
not
allowing
him
to
judge
in
points, please
these classes. I would here offer a little friendly advice to
disappointed exhibitors, if in Mr. Davidson's classes. For
gracious sake don't question him as to the whys and whereloich thai things are thus thusly.
If you do so, just look
Li in squarely in the face, and if'you don't get withered, then
apologize, I once tried it. only once, mv dear friends; I
shall never forget
.n't
it.
w
1 promise yon
will not;
repeat
A double-barrel steel
the expression; t can't describe it.
trap on full cock, and me stepping back for feat it should go
oil', is as good an illustration as 1 can give vou of the picture.

,

mature to breed anything but immature and Weakly pups.
With all due deference to the opinions of others, I beg leave
to say that I differ very widely from them.
I have been
breeding and breaking setters and pointers for thirty years,
and in that time I have had three badly gun shy. The first
of these was from a slut and dog each about 6 years old.
The second was from a dog past 10, and slut about 5
years old. The last was from a slut never bred until past 3
years old, and by a very old dog. I am aware that individual cases count for little, but has Capt. Taylor any other
sort of argument for his view of the case? I have seen gunshy dogs of every breed. At times it appears to be of accidental acquirement and merely individual attachment, but
like all other traits, it is unquestionably hereditary, as was
the case in all the instances I have known. I give sportsmen the assurance that a dog or slut having this defect, even
though perfectly cured, as it very often can be by judicious
treatment, will very often, and long after the cure, produce
offspring in which the defect will reappear. A setter slut
will be in heat for the first time, usually, at from 10 to 14
months old, most frequently in my experience a little past
12 months, and at that time it is far better to breed them
than not. It appears to be clearly established that females
which produce young at an early age make the best mothers,
and it is equally oertain that animals allowed to pass by the
period of puberty for several years sometimes cannot be' bred
from at all, having become barren from desire of the reproductive functions. In matters of tliis sort nature is a tolerably good guide, and it will be seldom that a slut will be in
heat before she is mature enough to breed. I believe there
is no evidence that the whelps of the first btter of young
mothers are in any way inferior to those of any subsequent
litters.
I have, been familiar with the breeding of dogs
from earliest infancy, as my father always kept and bred a
vast number of them, being devoted to the chase, as I myself
have always been. I have never met with a fact or statement
which tends to establish the idea that a setter slut at 14 or
15 months old the usual time for the first litter is too immature to bring forth healthy and vigorous young. If there
be among the highly bred English setters of recent importation a disposition to gun shyness and idiocy, it is not to be
attributed to their having been bred too young, but to too
close inbreeding and the absurdly artificial treatment to
which they are subjected in the kennels of professionals. If
breeding from young mothers would pre>duce idiots, it would
seem that Jersey cattle ought to be the most foolish beasts in
the whole world. I do not advocate a system of breeding
which has for its object the development of precocity in this
respect.
I have some experience in physiology and Natural
History, and much in the breeding of all kind of animals,
and I advise inexperienced sportsmen not to allow any setter
slut to become 3 years old before she becomes a mother if it
can be helped, if she is to be used to breed from. It seems
to me gentlemen scarcely consider the effect of their words
when they speak of a dog 14 or 15 months old as a wholly
immature puppy. As this is a question of high interest, I
think I might venture to ask that if Capt. Taylor has any
statistics upon which his opinion is based, he will be kind
enough to give them to the public. Yours, etc.,
M. G. Eklzet.

—

SETTERS— ENGLISH.

;

I

I

I

wub foolish enough then to think I knew more about dogs
than Mi. Davidson did. I have long since come to the eonTh. very fact
hat I was laboring under a mistake,
that English sportsmen are coming across the Atlantic
specially to see this show, should be an incentive to all the
:. in America to turn out and make such a
show of
shall be proud of as long as we live.
1

•

:

Yours

—Mr.

truly,

Dog Whip.

and white pointer bitch Grace,
whelped .in the' 6th iust. five puppies, all dogs, by the im3og Morn, Morn is a lemon and White dog, imported
in Otero by fi-ov. William Sprague, fif Rhode island, and
strange to say, every one of these puppies was in color and
markings exactly like his sire. Grace is the first bitch he
to announce that he will be
at the "New Yolk Beach Show, and will serve free, the bitch
of any exhibitor, providing she is pure bred, has an authenticated pedigree, and is of any other color than lemon and
...

L.

W. White's

liver

I

i
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"- - ether he will transmit
being to
claimed that the strain has bred true to
Mote itaftde 26 inohej high
color for nine generations
at the. shoulder, and weighs 57 p

TChlte, ihe object

Lis color, as

it

'

|
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Doos Steaung Eggs.— Somebody inquired recently for a
remedy to cure dogs from stealing eggs. A correspondthat by observing the following proceeding a cure
,

will surely

be

;,..
.

.
i

i

effected:

...-I. dog is in the habit of visitand prick into one end of it aliberal
ipper, and all you have to do is to
.. .'• .•are then it must
Hoping that this will prove a
.t!.
PbDBO,
Liueiistia- Fa,
.

I
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[
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EDITOB FOIIEST AHD STREAM.
In a late issue of your paper I find a letter from Capt. J.
M. Taylor, in which he gives expression to an opinion which
seems to be getting very prevalent now and is being apparently pushed to extremes.
Capt. Taylor attributes gun shyness
to breading setters at puberty.
Recently, in correspondence
with the owner of the dog I considered 'the best to breed my
young Blut to, the gentleman expressed himself unwilling to
breed his dog to any slut less than two years old, because at
an earlier age than two years he. thought a setter slut too im-

—

Stratrot, Ontario, Canada, April

Editor Forest and Stream.

SCOTCH,

when the institution of local shows seems to have
stimulated Irish breeders to fresh exertions; but in the exwhich have been made on this side the Channel the
chain of progress has been unbroken from Carlo to Dash
and Palmerston. In the field trials, the Rev. J. C. Maodona has raised its character by producing his Plunket at
Shrewsbury in 1870, after which he was sold to Mr. Puroell
Llewellyn, and took prizes at Vaynol, Southampton, and
Shrewsbury. This dog was very small and bitch-like in appearance, and rather Ught in color, but his pace was very
great, though not perhaps quite equal to that of the Laverack Countess, wills his style of going and bis attitude on
the point were far superior to hers. Ho was bred by the
Hon. D. Plunket. and combines the blood of that gentleman's
kennel with the La Touche and Hutchinson strains. Mr.
Purcell Llewellyn purchased him in the height of his sucand bred sei ml average dogs from hii
ut of Kate
(of the Knight of Kei ry's strain), including Kimo, Kite, and
Kitty; while, another fitter, out of BuckclTs "n,
Mil contained
Marvel, May, and Knowing, less successful thau the former,
both on the bench and in the field. With the solitary exception of Plunket, however, no L-ish setter has shown anything like high form in the field trials, Mr. Pnrcelt Llewellyn's Samson, who is above the average, being crossed with
the Laverack Prince through his dam, Carrie, though both
are entered in the Stud Book as Dish setters.
After a great deal of discussion, a separate class has been
made in Dublin and elsewhere for reds and white and reds,
it being shown that there are two distinct strains of the
The white and
Irish setter, of these colors respectively.
reds stand no chance in the open classes, and yet it was considered hard to debar them from all prizes, especially as by
some good judges they are thought to possess better noses
than the reds. According to my judgment, the rich red, or
blood-red color as it is described,' is made a little too much
of, and I should strongly object to the passing over of excellence in shape because the color is too pale, a marked
instance of which happened at the Brighton show of 1876.
Here one of the grandest bitches I ever saw in shape, size
and quality, who had won several prizes in Ireland, and
moreover of excellent blood, succumbed to very mediocre
animals, simply because her coat was too pale in color,
though very little, if any, paler than tbat of the above-menthis class had been judged
tioned excellent dog Plunket.
by points, the bitch in question would have distanced her
competitors, because she would have been credited with a
full allowance for all other qualities, and could only have
had ten points altogether knocked off for the negative value
of color.
The old breeds of this dog most celebrated are the O'Connor (generally known as La Touche), Lord Dillon's, Lord
Clancarty's. Lord Lismore's Lord de Fresno's (usually called
the French Park), the Mount Hedges, Lord Rossmore's, and
the Marquis of Waterford's. In modern days Dr. Stone,
Major Hutchinson, Capt. Cooper, Capt. French, Mr. H. B.
Knox, Hon. D. Plunket, Capt, W. Allaway. Mr. Uilliard,
Mr. Lipscombc, Mr. C. Brien, and Miss Warburton have
been most successful on the show bench; but, with the exception of Plunket, none of them have proved the excellence

recently,

hibits
2,

AND

IRISH.

H

of their strains at any field trial.
In points the Irish setter only differs
the following:

from the English

somewhat longer and narrower, the eyebrows being weU raised, and the occipital prominence as
marked as in the pointer.
2. The nose is a trifle longer, with good width, and Bquare
at the end; nostrils wide and open, with the nose itself of a
deep mahogany or very dark fleshy-color, not pink or black.
The eyes should be a rich brown
3. Eyes, eir.v, imd lipx.
or mahogany color, well set, and full of intelligence; a pale
or gooseberry eye is to be avoided. Ears long enough to
reach within' half an inch or an inch of the end of the nose,
and, though more tapering than in the English dog, never
coming to a point; they should be set low and close, but
well back, and not approaching to the hound's in setting and

The

1.

skull

is

—

Whiskers red lips deep, but not pendulous.
In frame the Dish dog is higher on the leg than
d tan, but his elbows are well
let down nevertheless; t& ihoulders are long and sloping;
brisket deep, but never wic a and his back ribs are somewhat short-:' thftU thosi f1 is English brethren. Loin good,
"I
upled to his hips, but not very
slightly arched, an
wide; quarters slightly si, ling, and flag set on rather low,
but straight, tine in hone, a: ,d beautifully carried. Breeders
leather.

;

5 and

6.

either the English or blai

;

..

!

THE IRISH SETTER.
has long been known to sportsmen throughTHISoutbreed
Great Britain as a good one, especially in point of
stamina, and a class was set apart for it at Birmingham in
18110, a year before the black and tans were similarly favored,
though,' I think, hardly from so fluttering a cause, and most
probably from the circumstances that Mr. Jones, of Oscott,
who was then a prominent member of the committee,
possessed two specimens of the breed, which he had recently
obtained from Ireland; but, to his disgust, Major Irving,
who judged the class, awarded the first prize to Mr, B. F.
Onslow, of Herefordshire, Mr. Jones getting a second only
with his Carlo, with which dog, however, under the same
judge, he beat a better class in 1861, including Mr. Watt's
Banger, a slashing one in appearance, but, unfortunately,
with a pedigree which was disputed. In 1863 Major Hutchinson brought out Bob, whose pedigree exhibits a strain of
the celebrated La Touche breed, and with him he carried off
the chief prizes at Birmingham, Cremorne, and Islington
in 18114, leading to his selection for the illustration of the
He was. however, not a
article- on the Irish setter in 1865.
typical spe
ien, being too heavy both in frame and head,
overtopped, although otherwise useful, and, I
and obviol
In
to believe, thoroughly good in the field.
away exhibited his beautiful brace, Shot and
GiMiise.'-.vln.h were generally accepted as showing all the
peculiarities of the. breed, and of such a fine formation that
Shot, considered bj me inferior in shape to his brother, obtained the silver eiip for the best setter in the show, after a
warm dispute between the two judges, Messrs. Lang and
Walker, in which the former, an excellent and experienced
judge, stuck to the Irishman throughout, while the hitter
rongly in favor of Fred IL, a well-known Laverack,
and the referee was ealledon to decide between them. Capt.
Allaway maintained his position till 1871, when Capt.
Cooper brought out his Banger, a son of Hutchinson's Bob,
and also straining back on the dam's side to the La Touche
kennel, At length, in 1873, Dr. Stone come out with his
Dash, who was admitted to be almost perfect in shape, and
He took every prize until age compelled
of the true type.
his retirement in favor of Mi llilliard'a t'almerston, who
may now be considered the. best public representative of the
breed. Dash is of Dr. Stone's own strain, which he has kept
to himself for twenty-five years, in color blood-red, showing
white on his head and toes, and also on his neck, with great
quality, and a faultless frame.
There is no reason to suppose that any improvement had
lace in this breed in its native country until very
'

however, going for shra ghl backs like that of Palmerswith flags set on as hit has in the English si. tier.
hocks, well-bent stifles,
,h good
Legs very stj
and muscular but. not beftv
are,

ton,
7.

The

8.

jderatoly hairy between

feet are bare-like,'

the toes.

The

9.

comb of hair,
"beautifully displayed on

with a long, straight

flag is clothed

never bushy "or curly, and this

is

the point.

The

11.

coat should

somewhat coarser than that of the
d-way between that and the black
Both
rrly, and by no means long.
ell feathered, but not profusely, and
nth feather to the same extent, with

be.

Englis

and

wavy but not

tan,

hind and fore-legs

t

are- v

the ears are furnished
bufiio
a slight

t—

Th

12:

-.1-

should be a rich blood red, without, any

in many of the
pale color or occasional tinge of
white on the neck, breast, or toffl
objectionable, and there is do doubt that the
s by
prcpond
iderance of white, o as to constitute what is called
with in some good strains.
'white a id red," is ri

on the ears or along the back,
,

1.

A

a

little

1

•

i

In his Wtrb, the ]"r
quite up to the ave
those who are limitee
His
aid to the gun.
head well up end fa

1

and enduring; his nose
of fast dogs in delicacy, and to
a small kennel, he is an invaluable
setter isfast

L'c

is

)

leg

it

—often,

that he

,

very beautiful, with
free

1

.

..

.

^

steady

is

icent; he 1ms a
brought well undi

action of the shoulde
and a merry lashing

ny

1

the slightest indication of

His advocates contend
when once broken,

other setter

think this posiNeither Plunket nor any that I
be maintained.
seen of Ml Parcel! Llewellyn's 1. reeding, nor indeed
hi have had out in private, have, been
... ,.,.,,
;,..,
n
I fear that, like almost all other setters of
courage, it must, be admitted that he requires
,1
n a state of control fit for immediate uho
in
uad indeed In 3t ticac
with the gun.
lOththe English and Irish setter must yield to the
oe best aUraim
bkujfc and
eiice goes, I scarcely

tion can
]

;.

,

-

I

.

:

.

1

.

i

1

I

least

a double

ta|

1

t'thell

mentioned must

be kept.
.
.

puMieotion of these
articles jn

book form.

.

FOREST AND STEEAM.
Tn Knuparing the three breads Of setters, we should have
to place Countess ami Nellie (EngflalQ against riunkot sohta
to represent the IriBn, while the black anil tons could only

muster Era, who, on a good scenting .day would have stood
no chance witheithei of the three from want of puce, though
on a bud one he could us certainly have taken every point.

—

An entire kennel of dogs, the property of a gentleman
If the
going abroad, is advertised in another column.
Si iik [a what it is said to be, there may be some bargains to

E. W. C, Oermuntown.— My beagle pup (bitch) shows signs of the
distemper. How had I better treat, her ? She runs a little at tho eyes,
audhoa a dry, husky cough; otherwise quite well. Ans. While the
symptoms are bo mild wa should give a Dover's powder, plaood dry on
the hack of tho tongue

A

morning

»urt night.

,

&

Congress Street, Boston.

2d.

We

do uot know them.

Lynn, Mass.—Will you please give the readers of yourpaper
the dimension of the Crecdmoor target for 20(1 yards
range, also the subdivisions as made by the Massachusetts Rifle Association? Ans. Eight inch bull's-eye, 2(1 Inch centre, 46 inch inner, outer
rest of larger.
W'e believe the Creedmoor targets arc now used in MasF,

H.

L.,

in this vicinity

—Mr. 8. T. Babcoafc, of Piermont, N. Y., claims the name
of "Jilt" for his red Irish setter biteh pup, out of Mr. Chas.
Wm, Taylor's imported red
Irish setter Carlo.
H. Raymond's Bonnet Carre, by

A Useful Ojsment.— M»i publishes the receipt for making
"chrome cement," which, as it will not yield to the action of
water, is likely to como iutogeneraluse for mending various archinaware, etc. It might also be very valuable in
making aquariums. It consists of a strong solution of gelatine, to which has been added, for every Ave parts of gelatine,
one of a solution of acid chromate of lime. The mixture
becomes insoluble in water under the action of light, in
ticles of glass,

consequence of the partial reduction of the chromic acid, and
this property is utilized on several occasions in photography.
Prof. Schwarz has been experimenting with it as a cement for
glass.
With a fresh preparation of the solution he covered the
surfaces to be united as evenly as possible, pressed them together, and then tied them together. He then exposed the glass
tu the sun, and at the end of a few hours the operation hadperfectly succeeded.
Boiling water has no effect on the oxidised
cement, and the fracture could scarcely be recognized. Valuable objects mglass, whiehwouldbe disfigured with common cement, can be satisfactorily repaired in this manner. It is
probable that microscopic object-glasses could be better fastened with this than with black asphalte.

sachusetts.

Pedro, Brldgewater, Mass.— How longbefore the "Stnd Book" will bo
published? and how much longer cau we enter dogs in It? Ana. Tho
publication of tho Konnel Stud Book has been delayed until after the
New York Bench Show. At that time there is to be a meeting of the
National Amorican Kennel. Club, when it is hoped that arrangements
will be made for tho issuing of but one book.
8unscRiBEn, Ashbysburg,

Messrs. John H. Pray, Sons & Co., Washington Street, Boston. I, WAdams is the sportsman of the firm, and will take special pains to please
any of our friends calling upon him, or with any orders sent him. Itis
a good, rahable house.— Adv.

§0

No

Taken

Notice

of

(&ari{tsgondmt£.

Anonymous Communications.

your paper same time ago

Maiden Lano,

this city.

am

using Flobert cartridge iu a 15-inch Stevens
rifle, and aa the manufacturers of these Floberts do uot grease them,
will you please tell me how I can make or where I cau buy the article
used for this purpose? I groased some of them as well as I could, and
the result waa increased penetration aud greater accuracy. Ans. Make
a lubricant of one part pure beeswax and two parts sperm oil, in
weight.
I

X. Y, Z., N. Y.—I wrote you some time ago to adviso me about duck
shooting at Babylon, and you answered through the columns of your paper not to go there, but. to go to Sbiun->cock. I have been there, and had
pretty good luck.but want to go somewhere nearer, if you will answer
those same questions, who to address, guide, etc. Ana. Write to Rnbe
Anderson: he hasa house on Oak Island, opposite Babylon, or go to
Babylon aud huut him up. Chargos probably abont $8 per day for battery, decoys, board, etc.

L. H., Jiv, Philadelphia.—"Will yon inform me where I can obtain a
water spaniel pup of pure and choice breed? Ans. By addressing J.
H. Whitman, Chicago, Illinois.

Please tell mo what is the cheapest and beBt book
the dog in the field and where Icangetit? Ans. -Dinks,
price $3. We can send It.

H. H., New York

onmanaging

Maybaw and Hutchinson;"

Chester, Birkenhead, Eng.— The finest caribou antlers in this country
are to be found in Newfoundland. The carrioou there carry very
large and beautifully palmated antlers, aud in many cases have both
brow antlers well developed.
J W.— 1st. What would be a good pattern for a 10-gauge breech-loader
cylinder-bore guu at 10 yards with 4 drachms of powder and 1J oz. of No.
6 shot? 3d. What reputation has Clabvaugh as a gunmaker. Ans. let.
.

2d.

110 pellets.

Very

fair.

A. W. H.—1st. How much does tho newFlobart rifle" cost-thoso
Which have a catch to prevent the hammer from fifing back? 2d.
Would I be likely to find any buy-bird shooting in tho vicinity of Nabant
and elsewhere? Ans, 1st, From $12 to $16, according to weight. 2d.
Tea, in the proper season.

B. BIoO., Elizabeth, N. J.—I have a 0-pouud 10-gauge gun, cheap got
up, twist barrels, with i'/i drachms powder and 1,'J oz. No. 4 shot, at
40 yards, at one half the daily Sun papor. put 42 pellets in. Ib that
good snooting, and are Montou's guns considered good? Ans. Tho shooting was pour, and as Montou has been dead vory many years, your
gun is probably o cheap imitation.

F. N. L., New York.— 1st. Do you know a gnnmaker by the name
H, Fisher? What is his reputation? 2. Do not Fulton, Bodine, and
presume
Gildersleeve belong to the Amateur Biile Clnb? Ans. 1st.
you meau Homer Fisher, the dealer iu rifles. He is now making a muzzle-loading rifle, the reputation of which is yet to be established. 2d.

3.

M. D„ Irwin

Stattou,

Pa.— When yon

say 3>i drachms of powder

ounces shot for a load, do you use Troy, apothecaries', or avoirdupois weight? 2d. Is the powder aud shot gauge made by Capewell
& Son a correct one? 3d. Where could I get Lafayette mixture? (our druggist don't know anything about it). Ans. 1st. Neither; wo mean the
powder measuro marked on Dixon's measures, oue drachm of which

and

1%

corresponds with about 27 grains Troy or apothecaries' weight, and is
therefore about a drachm apothecaries. 2d. We do not know it. 3d.
Your druggist could get it through any wholesale druggist in this city.
C. J. F., Plymouth.—1 have a pointer pup five months old. He is
perfectly well, with the exception of his forward legs, which have large
bunches on them, hard in the middle and lower joint, and after ho has
been out a little while his legs tremble, aud will hardly support his
body. Ans. From the above and the further symptoms you describe
we should say that your dog will never recover sufficiently to be of
value, and if ours we should destroy him. Your diet is correct, but
tho jolting of the wagon would have a tendency to aggravate the

trouble.

P. H. D., New York.— Whore can I find the pedigree of Alfred and
Moll, of tho Marquis of Anglesea's kennel? One of their pups was
brought to this country iu 1854. Can you tell me by the 12th inst?
Ans. We can find no such dogs iu the English Kennel Stud book as
credited to the Marquis of Anglesea's breed. Mr. Lort now has some
of the breed, his bitch, Dip, being out of Darkle (Marquis of Anglesea's
breed), and the grand dam of the celebrated Ranger. Mr. Macdona
or Mr.' Lort, who will be here in May at the bench show, can supply all

the information.

of

We

Yes.
L. S. L., Rockvllle, Conn.— I have a Parker 10-bore, which is about
one inch too short in the stock. Do you know of any one that could
put on a rubber cushion or other attachment that would lengthen the
stock aud save the recoil somewhat, and at the same time look well?
Ans. It can be done by pulling in a rubber butt plate of the right thickness. Parker Brothers could do it for ycTfi
P. H. Y., West Philadelphia —I have a setter dog that ia afflicted with
a jerking through his body and limbs. 1 Buppose it came from distemper. Will yon besokindasto publish a cure, if you know of one ?
Ans. Your dog has chorea or St. Vitus' dance, aud we question if thejjo
is

a cure for

it.

Rochester, Pa. -I have a gun that loads badly. Can you explain the
cause? Ans. X'us a couple of blank charges, that is, without shot, before you commence to shoot, and your guu will not lead. It is possible
that your shells are to short, and the shot scrapo against the shoulder of
tho chamber.

Yon can

get Ely's shells, 10-gnage, np to 3J inches.

F. H., Boston.—Can you inform me where I can obtain a copy of the
of this State ? Also, what are the best trout streams of
this Slate, and the best months to go? Ans. Will send you copy of
Game Laws. The best trout streams of New York are in tho Adirondacks, without doubt. Go in lattor part of May aud whole of June.

"Game Laws"

trout fishing I Buffer from the
bluet fly. Can you tell me of any preparation that I can use that will
prevent their attacks? Aus. Try a mixture of Bermuda tar. sweet
There are many different recipes for
oil, and essence of pennyroyal.

W. H. W., Philadelphia.—When

I

am

_

fly-preventives.

C. S., Savannah, Ga.— 1st. What will it cost to have the locks to my
breech-loader altered so us to make the hammers rebound, and to
whom shall I send them? 2d. Shall 1 send the stock with locks attached,
'-'-':
Ans. 1st. Something depeude upon
or will il
from ?V to $10. 2d. U. C. Squires, No. 1
tho aualttr of the locks
Courllaudt 8treet, will do if, send the whole gun.
:

W. M.

C.

.

Erie,

ily, that lately is

kitteu. highly prised in the famrunning at the nose aud eyes, has a

Pa.— We have a
Buffering with

pot.

Will you
-"he seems very hungry.
he BO kind as to tell me ol en] thin- to teliove it ! Ans. Give ynnr eat a
Dover's powder night anil morning lor two days, placing the powder
tcaspoouful
give
her
a
of
Afterward
dry on tho back oi hui tongue
and liver oil twice a is

cough and cannot swallow, aKhough

breast so
R., Rochestor.—1. Please tell me how to preparo a bird's
won't shrivel up? 2. What aotion on a gun do you like beat? 3.
general preplike a 10 or 12-boro for general work ? Ans. 1. For
would,
aration a taxidermist would use arsenical soap, but an epicure
slices of onions in the dressing;
if the bird was a fishy one, put a few
but you want a thin Blice of pork laid
if not fishy, don't use the onionB,
in a quick
over the breast in either case. Season to the taste. Place
12oven if smaU birds. Not so hot if Urge ones. 2. Top-snaps, 3.

G

it

Doyou

bore.

months old that
0. W. C, Central City, Ool—I have a Scotch pup five
lolling to the right side when he
is very weak in his hind-quarters,
monthB ago,
standB or walks. I brought him out from the East two
and weak, no
and soou after his arrival he was taken sick-grew thin
Your dog.has
appetite; hasu'i grown any since I received him. Ans.
quinine aud iron,
chorea. There is scarcely a euro for it. A tonic of
treatment you can
with plenty of the most nourishing food, is tho best
of nux vomica, two
follow; or one-eighth of a grain of the extract
a pill three
grains quinine aud one-half grain reduced iron, given in
times a day for two weeks.
dog,
C M. B., Boston —I have recently purchased a fine English bull
who seemed in perfect health till within a week. His neck baa beau
unavailing. He eats
been
have
cure
him
to
efforts
all
and
aside,
drawn
Can the trouble with the neck bo
little or nothing, and is very roor.
rheumatism ? Ho has had no cold, and has been exposed to the weather
the loss of flesh be attributed to worms ? His breath

Cannot
tendency to mange. Ans. Your dog is probis offensive, aud there is a
give him first a cathartic,
ably generally out of hoalth. We should
teu grains quinine,
say two U. S. compound cathartic pills. Aftorward
days. If the trouble in his
few
a
iron
of
for
tincture
drops
teu
and
neck should bo well
neck remains it is probably rheumatism, and the
rubbed with soap Uuimeut or opodildoc.
but

little.

Wisconsin on
1. What is the State bounty in
T. L., Darien, N.
?
to inquire of? 2. I
If you do not know, please tell mo whom
bears
abundant in the western
havo Been the statement that hears were very
prevails
enstom
that
a
partof Newfonndland; ia it so? 3. I observe
difference of
among manufacturers of breech-loading rifles to make a
weight and
r between round barrels and octagon, at same length,
~
i
to
*3
whence does this difference
finish, and using same cartridge. Now.
too-graiu metallic cartridge suffiarise? 4. Is the recoil given by a
dozen were Bred in succession!
cient to inflict injury, provided a
2. Not enough
d.,not knew; address the Secretary of State.
more expensive to make andflntsh,
so to prove profitable. S. They are
weight,
4. Not it the rifle was of the proper

Y—

'

—

R.F., New York
1st. Can yon inform me whether a cocker
needs training ? I have been told to the contrary by a prominent dog
dealer. If so, can you rrcomniend mo to a responsiblea.po
would be tho approximate cost? 2d. Can you tell me the pedigr
one of Mr, J. G. Bennett's cocking pups, three months old
auction by Barker k Chase. February 7, 1377 1 Ans. 1st. Certainly, they
require breaking. They must bB taught to drop to shot, to como to
heel, to range close, and to return. We know of no one who makes a
specialty of breaking cockerel perhaps Mr. Wauiuaker would talte lain
see advertisement. 2d. We cannot.
.

i

|

..;

L. W., Indianapolis, and 100 othera who have replied to advertisement iu Forest and Stbeam, March 29th.—I beg to describe the two
Greener treble-wedge, last breech-loaders for sale. Both are new,
handsomely finished and engraved barrola of lino laminated steel: 10bore— barrels, 32 inches; stock, 14 inches; weighl, 9 pounds 11 ounces;
drop of stock, 3>i inches; pi3tot hand, fuE choked; original cost.
selling price, $165. 12-bore—barrels, 30 iuches; stock, 14'.; inches;
weight, 7% pounds; drop of Btook, 1% Inches, not choke-bored; origin
nal cost $225; Belling price, $150. Both guns are perfect ia every particular.— H. J. Warneb, 67 Exchange Place, Room 18.
:

J.

W. W.,

Gilraore'B Mills,

Va.— Ihavo

several valuable

hounds which

have been affected for some time past with what I would call tho ''blind
staggers." When they are first attacked with the disease their legs become weak, they grow thin and gaunt, and their eyes assume a glistening, transparent appearance. As the disease advances, their eyesight
leaves them, and they do nothing but stagger blindly around. I have
done everything I can think of for them, but it seems to havo no effectWould you have the kindness to suggest a remedy for this ailment?
Ans. Your dogs are suffering from some cerebro-spinal irritation, probably due to some specific blood poison. Wo advise, you to consult the
best physician in your place, who can inquire more fully into the history of tho disease.

D. A. H., Ashbysbnry, Ky.— lst.gDo yon know anything of those
watches advertised in your columns? Are they good? 2d. In shooting
20 yards off-hand I generally make a string of 10 to 15 inches, is that an
average or below for good shooting? 3d. I would like to learn something of gun-making; are Ihere any books treating of the subject? Ans.
2d. You do not state how
1st. We believe they are worth tho money.
many shots. 3d. You must be born again aud serve an apprenticeship.
E. B., Brooklyn

TTkikutbteblt one of the best and cheapest stocks of Carpeting?, OilCloths, Matltng, etc, etc., to be found in the United States ia that of

Ky.— Inoticed in

a recipe for waterproofing, and one of the ingredients was solution of
India-rubber. I have tried every good drug store in the vicinity, but
cannot get it. Would you be bo kind as to inform me where I could
procure it? Ans. It was the virgin or native India-rubber that was to
bo dissolved in benzine. It can bo had, probably, of D. Hodgman &
Co., 27

163

i

Exeter. N. II.— 1st. Where cau 1 procure an accurate map of
Muoschcad Lake and the region around it? 2d. I have an English
double-barrel breech-loader with the name "Ward
Sons, London."
stamped on the barrels. Do yon know or anv such Arm, aud do they
make a reliable gun f Ans. 1st. At office of T. W. Riplev, printer, 138

E. O.

be had.

^nswei[S

;

.

Pine Tree, TJtlca, N. T.— 1 Would you advise mo to breed from two
2d. Shall I have my bitch visit
Betters which are brother and sister!
a dog in her first heat? 3d. What would a Parker gun having the best
Damascus barrels, pistol grip, but same locks and finish as a $50 gun,
cost? 4th. Where can I procure a tapering braided silk lleh line? 6th.
.

wish

I

bny a book

to

mctotake? Ans.

of

1st.

you on the dog; whoso work would you adviso
Weshonldnot; if there is any defect, you per-

petuate or continue it. 2d. Wo consider it bad policy todosn. 3d,
Write to Parker Brothers, Merideu, Conn. wo presume tbecost would bo
about $100. 4th. From any of the dealers in fishing tackle advertising
in our columns. 5th. "Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson;" poca.fS,
;

r

C. A. P., Pctorboro.— 1st. What is your receipt for cleaning gnu
barrels that have become leaded? Have read it in Forest and Stream
a dozen times, hut cannot turn to it now. 2d. My deer-hound has a
soft, pulpy lump on the outside of his ear, about three-quarters of an
inch in diameter, which becomes sore from robbing during the bnutuiE
season. Can yon give me the cause and the remedy? Ans. 1st. Benztue and oil mixed, and the scratch brush, but he careful and use plenty
should
of oil with the latter, or you will scratch the barrels. 2d.
draw the lump to a head with a flaxseed poultice, and then cure with

We

salve.

Friend, Brattleboro, Vt.— 1. What are the dimensions or Bogardus'
and weight, also heieht of the bock spring? I thought
might be too cumbersome to send by express. 2. What book ran I
purchase that is the best Instructor on taxidermy, and the price a»3
place tobnyit? 3. Is there any shooting of any kind of game in any
season of iheyearinthe vicinity of Calais, Maine? if so, please state
the different kinds, and if it is plenty. Ans. 1. Length, 30 Inches;
ball trap, length
it

width, 13 inches; height of spring. 14 inches; but the latter Can bo
pressed into the standard, making the height 10 Inches. 2. Field Ornithology. We can send il. Price, $2 50. 3. Bay birds, ducks etc., in
fair quantities.
E. S. 0.,

Boston.—What

the price of

is

"Camp

Life in Florida "?

the price of Atwood's Map of Florida? What is the prio.u of
an Adirondack boat, aud is there any builder nearer to Boston than J.
H. Rushton, Canton, N. Y.? Is thoro any map of tho northern part of
Maine, and what is tho price? What kind of flios should be used for
spring fishing for brook trout in Massachusetts or NYw l.ug'.'i'U
generally? Ans. Price of "Camp Life in Florida" $1.50; of AtW0£
Map, 75 cents. There are builders ofAdirondackboats.it Long lake
and Saranac Lake, but you cannot get them shipped as easily as from
Canton. Best map and guide to Moosehead Lake aud Northern Maiuo
street, Boston. Yon wan
is printed by T. W. Ripley, 138 Congress
black gnats aud cow duns, and yeUow or subhyalino colors for spring

What is

fishing.

take the fly? If so, what
J. F. C. Moore, City.— Do yellow perch
kind arc best for Jnne, July, or August? Can you toll me thehei
What is the '•-- ' d
for bass and weakflsh near New Yoik?
Yellow perch (pcrca
not the eagle claw-trap get rusty in fishing? Aus.
''•'<

frequently when oast tor baaa,
flavescens) take tho fly iu midsummer
The test
but they are not surface feeders, and usually swim deep.
For spring
year.
place for baa» near New York shifts with the time of
vicinity; in fall they
try the Westchester Creek, Little Hell Gate, and
ehore, on word is
are numerous in the harbor near the. Staten Island
known as the Jersey Flats. Weakflsh are taken at the Narrows, and in

Sheepshead and Canarsie Bays

.

The

ea gle claw is of

German

si

I

ver

warm, and he

nose is
G. H. H., Bridgeport, Conn.—1st. My setter's
pants a great deal wh
eals and drinks uo>tt to nothing. He also
hat
time. Please tell mi
the house or after running about for a short
barrel increase the range of a
to do for him. 2d. Does the length of
.Id.
Is a
is greatest.
range
the
which
at
length
the
me
tell
Also
rifle?
Your synipWesson rifle .38 calibre heavy enough for deer ? Ans. 1st.
dog a tablespoon ml
toma ore rather indefinite, but we should give tho
aud a tonic oi quinine ana
of cod liver oil twice a dayior awhile,
of .28 inclos it: n, u m; hi..
iron. 2d. For ordinary shooting a barrel
where a very lar r o>
for the vory long ranges— 1.000 yards—
powder is to bo burnod, one of 30 or 32 inches is better. Sd.
prefer a largor calibre.

not in season
Jons A. N., Syracuse—No, sirs soft crabs are
the winter by col.
Crabs, like the terrapin, "hibernate" during
whore they will not bo
lecting in large numbers in deep, muddy holes,
winter
disturbed by floating ice. They have now left their
DiJiaj
have commenood to wander about in search of food.
every mouth wUUa tho
their crustaceous covering, and coutl inetodo so
warm. They are then called soft-shelled crabs, and may bo

now

I.

weather
classed

is

among

the

most toothsome

of

human

food.

They never

sell for

hard-shell crab

than from 75c. to $2.50 per dozen. By many the
city rairkets at
considered quite a delicacy, and sells readily iu our
inlots where they
from forty to fifty cents per dozen. At the bays and
hundred.
per
cents
eighty
for
Bell
they
takon,
are
less

a net!

is

been captured
H. E. H., Branford, Conn.— Thoro has
largo trout—So/,:
wbitefish in Long Island Sound several
been caught by myTrout of a largo size— two pounds In weight— have
the Sound, whovo until recently t b„ro
self in a stream connecting with
These trout in tb- brook u nyears.
seven
have been no trout for six or
their presence there
doubtcdlv oame from the Sound, which indicates
occurrence-trout iu
In numbers more than a few. Is this a
It la qn.te
Aus
shore?
the
milo
from
of
a
distance
salt water, at a
live miles froo,
common to catch .s'ofmo f,«ttnalU in salt water a mile or
We recently received from the. Sndtbson.au Instiin.
shore
knowdndgmeui of the receipt of aereral specimens in alcoht
In

commm

t

»o
is

in different localities, which we had sentinel
mooted question between the beat icllthyologia

ciughi
a

trout, so oalled, is not in faot a Salmo ftm

..

.

'

''
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reprinted in a number of papers for you know that no one of u» can
claim any patent-right on the cuansela and methods of scientific inquirr- But I may truthfully say that I am particularly pleased to have
It in Forest and 8tbeam. a journal bo largely devoted to the increase
and diffusion of information in Natural History, which rcachos so large
and so cultivated a elrelo of readers who are interested in pursuits tike
mine, and which seldom il over reaches me without containing something that I Immediately cut out and file for future use in my own
writings.
With renewed expression of my best wishes, which you
know you have always had, for tho continued success and increasing
good influence of your very ably edited paper, bolieve me,
Yours cordially,
Elliott Coins,
;

A GLANCE AT THE INSECTS.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
,

:
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Advertising Rates.
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Special rates for three, six, and twelve months. Notices in Editorial
columns, 40 cents per line.
»»* Any publisher inserting onr prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial no-ice oiliui:-; ait.ennoo thereto, and sending marked copy
to us, will receive the Forest and Stream for one year.
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Correspondents.

All commnnlcationa whatever, whether relating to ousuaess or literary
correspondence, mnst be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
lishing Compant, Personal or private letters of conrse excepted.
All commnnications intended for publication must be accompanied with
teal name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaraed.
Articles relating to

any topic within the scope of

this

paper are solicited

We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
rotes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to Become a medium or useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
Ond our columns a uosirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Streak aim to merit and secure the
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Is beautiful In Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
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CHARLES

— On
will

the 1st of

May

be removed back

next the
to

its

office of

IT.

Forest and Stream

original quarters, 103 Fulton

—

What is Thought of Forest and Stream. The Kind of
Modesty won't hurt us, and so we print
Pnlraiift Me ITnn.
the following letters. The first is from J. U. Gregory, Naval
Agent at. Quebec, who prides himself upon having securod
for FoitBST and Stream a club of fifty subscribers among
the leading gentlemen of that ancient city:

—

Quebec, April

12.

Editor Forett ami Stream.
Please send the Forest and Streaji to Hie Excellency, Lord Dufferin,
the Lt. Governor of tile Province of QtreDee. at Quebec. Our Lt.
Governor is a keeu sportsman, and It,m glad to be aide to add him to
Sr.nd him all the
ii( of subscribers, which I hope to increase.
Tours, very truly,
back numbers of the prescut volume.
J. TJ. Obesobi,
!

from Dr. Elliott Coues, XT. S. A., the
well-known nrnithologist, and we are bound to say that the
compliment conveyed in it has more than ordinary signifiletter is

mimed it or gained it gives us pleasure. It
reward that follows persistent endeavor, lightening

cance; to have
is the.

ABOVE

perfect insect or Imago out of the pupa.
The natural classification of insects, Dr. Packard thinks,
the following
CLASS.
ORDERS.
Hkxa coda, Six-footed insects.
I

worms and crabs wo rise into the world of
and find completed in them the jointed (arwhich they all agree. In this class the
body is no longer a mere chain of rings like the worm's, nor
is there a solid head-thorax as in the crab's; but we have a
distinct head containing a larger brain than before seen, a
separate chest or thorax, and behind it an abdomen. The
body-wall of insect's becomes a hardened crust; but it is
Biade up of a large number of pieces, so arranged that motion is not interfered with nor growth stopped. Each ring of
the

insects,

the thorax bears a pair of legs. The leg consists of six
points ending in a pair of claws, between which is a cushionlike sucker, an apparatus that enables the fly to walk on the
The great majority of insects have but three pairs
ceiling.
of legs, and constitute the order of six-footed insects (Hexapods) ; but the centipedes, because they hare more rings in
the thorax, have many more pairs of feet.
The wings of insects, consisting of two pairs, called the
fore and hind pairs, aro simply membranes stretched over a
frame-work of many tubes. Through these tubes the blood
circulates, and as they contain within them air tubes, the
blood is here exposed to the air and recharged with oxygen.
Thus the wings perform the office of lungs as well as flight.

The blood is usually colorless.
The appendages of the head are more numerous and difThe large prominent eyes are compound,
ficult to describe.
that is, they are made up of many (50 to 3,650) simple eyes
crowded together so that an insect can look in all directions
at once, though he can neither move his eyes nor turn hiB
head. From near the eyes spring two long, slender 'feelers"
called aniennce. They seem to be of use to the insect in
directing his flight as well as finding his food, and some say
On each side of
that through them he can perceive sounds.
the mouth you will find the stout jaws, or mandibles, with their
'

sharp, three-toothed edges, shutting together sideways instead of up and down. With these insects cut and tear

onto themore complicated maxfflce just
behind the mouth for finer chewing. There are still other
appendages to the head quite as important.
Tho muscles of insects lie just underneath the crust, and
A flea will leap 200 times its own
their power is enormous.
height, and certain beetles will bear up as many times their
own weight, while others are ablo to gnaw through lead pipes
and iron canisters.
All insects breathe air, or air mixed with water, which entheir food, passing

it

through little holes along each side, a system of intriand valves called travhece, and is thus distributed
over the body. In many insects there aro little sacs in
various parts of the body which may be filled or emptied of
Some, however,
air at will, thus increasing its weight.
when perfect, and others in their larva and pupa stages,
have regular little gills by which they breathe. The way insects grow by metamorphosis, or the change of one form into
another, is very curious almost as much so as the alternate
generations in the development of jelly-fish or Salpa. Take
for example the history of the dragon-fly or "devil's darning-needle," that terror to all peaceful hummers and buzzers.
In laying her eggs in July and August, the dragon-fly
"alights upon water-plants, and, pushing the end of her body
below the surface of the water, glues a bunch of eggs to the
ters

all

Street.

The second

dries, rich and varied tints appear, and onr dragon-fly
proudly into its now world of light and sunshine, a
gorgeous but repulsive being." Before, each of these changes
took place the body of the next form had fully formed underneath the skin, so that we might say, ns the larva hatched
out of the egg, so the pupa hatched out of the larva, and the

the burden of labor:
n. S. Oeologicai. Scrvky,
Washington, D. C, April 13, 1877.

1

{

My Pear Bollock.— Permit me to thank you for lending the columns of
yonr paper to the purposes of my circular respecting Ilia proposed
"History of North American MammalB," as well as for the rordislly
appreciative expressions with which you were kind enough to preface it.
The compliments which We receive should react less upou our self-love,
and our self-satisfaction at anything we may have done, than upon our
Bensoof tho responsibility we incur in accepting them, and should
make us strive to become less undeserving of the confidence our friends
repose in ub. It Would ho idle to pretend that we aro indifferent to
praise, as part of a reward for our labors; but praise finds its highest
and truest office only when it serves as a stimulus to renewed exertion.
circular, published as a "circular order" from the Surgeon-General's office, was addressed osteusiblyand especially to medical officers

My

m

the bonds of corps spirit and
of the Army, with whom I am nulled
sympathy;' but It was designed to have, and I trust it will have, a wider
application; and I beg that each one of my friends, whether known or
unknowu, who may be interested in tie matter, will consider tilmself
individually invited to co operate with me in this work, iu which I am
very much in earnest. I do not ltnow that anything els- hi
Mm "iteration with
to what isstid in the eircuUr Itai U Unl

—

submerged stem or leaf. * * * There must be more
than one hundred eggs in one of the large bunches." You
can easily see this process if you are watchful, but you will
ere long discover that not every fly that hovers over the
water or alights near its surface is there to deposit eggs.
The eggs soon hatch out little beings called lan:a> (meaning a
mask), which is the name given to the very first or youngest

stage— the

empbadiof tho fact that I have much to learn
work all that I wautit to be. I shall probably cause the circular

to

be

babyhood

of

all

insects.

" Caterpillars,

'•

" grubs," " canker-worms " and so fo.rth are common names
AU larvse are perfor the larvse of moths and butterflies.
fect, gluttons, spending their whole time in capturing and
devouring their food. It is at this time in their life that
such insects as Jive upon plants do so much damage to our
crops and shade trees; for many of those terrible pests, when
fully grown, are beneficial to us rather than injurious.

But to go back to our immature dragon-fly, actively
plundering in the bottom of its native pool. It has much
the shape of the adult, except that the abdomen is fatter and
there are no wings worth mentioning. Instead of the formidable weapons we. should expect to find about the mouth,
there is only a broad, smooth mask covering the face. This
looks innocent, certainly, but let some unwary insect come
within striking distance, when quicker than flash the battery
the victim ia
is unmasked, the terrible jaws dart out, and
Beeured.
If now you should put Borne of these larvro into an aquarium
and watch them, you would observe that the skin would
split along the back, through which rent the insect would
But now it is different from
literally crawl out of its skin.
what it was before, and yet it is not a perfect dragon-fly. It
bus become the chrysalis otpupa, and although now considerably larger and nearer perfect than the larvse, there is yet
another change to come, and early in summer tho pupa

'

beforelean make the

Insects.

)

ticulate) plan in

cate tubes

HAL.L.OCK.
Editor and Business Manager.

DON'T YOU FORCET

and

rises

is

:

D«VOTBI>TOFraLD AND AQUATIC SPOBTB, PRACTIOAL NATUEAL HiSTOBT,
iTSU CULTURE, TEj! PROTECTION OF GAJUE, PRESERVATION OK FoltKSTS,
AHT> THE INCULCATION nOlEN AJtD WOMSNOlT
A HKALTHT INTEREST
ra Oct-doob Kbobbatioh akd Stddt

PUBLISHED

"Again tho back yawns wide open, and from the rent onr
dragon-fly slowly emerges. For an hour or more it remains
torpid and listless, with its flabby, soft wings remaining
motionless. Tho fluids leave the surface, the crust hardens

crawls
await

up some plant
it.

close to the surface of the water to

(

The lowest

Abachstda. Spiders.
Mvriopoda. Centipedes.

embraces the
thousand-legged worms that scamper off so lively when you
log.
They have from ten to two hundred
rings, with a pair of legs to each ring, so it is no wonder
that they get away pretty fast.
The well-known and dreaded
scorpion of tho Gulf States, whose, bite is dangerous, though
not always fatal, stands just here next to the true Bpiders,
which constitute the. sub-order, Araneina, the web-makers.
The study of our spiders is extremely interesting, not only
from the large number of species in this country and their
varied localities and dress, but also from the astonishing instincts which they show, and the wonderful webs and pitfalls which they build in order to trap their prey:
of these orders, the myriopods,

upturn a rotten

" Will you walk Into my parlor?
Said tne spider to the fly;
'It's' the prettiest little parlor,
That ever you did spy.' "

They

all

subsist

upon what they

insects which, if

allowed

crops; moreover,

we have no

whose

to

live,

'

kill, and
destroy many
would do harm to our

species in the Northern States

bite is poisonous, so that there is less reason for

our

that comes in our way than many other
I would advise you to read Mr. J. H. Emerton's

killing every spider
insects.
article in

the second volume of The American Naturalist, if you
how a spider builds its web to finding it out

prefer reading
for

Now I have only enough time to merely
seven great groups of six-footed insects, to give

yourself.

name the

you an idea of the extent of this great study of entomology.
They are as follows
1. The Neuruplera, including the dragon and May-flies and
:

other low-forms.
2. The Ortlwptera, or
among which are some

and

insects;

grasshoppers,
of the InTgpst

this noise is

crickets,

and

locusts, etc.,

noisiest of all

made by rubbing

our

their peculiar

wings together.
3. The Hemiptera "bugs" proper, like plant-lice, bed-bugs,
and a great many small, compact forms found in the gross,
all of which have mouths fitted for biting and sucking.
4. The Colec/ptera, or beetles, which are perhaps the most
interesting of all, and certainly the most numerous. You
can find them anywhere in the woods, on trees, in the grass,
in midst of the desert, and cast up by the ocean.
5. The Diptera you are familiar with as flies, but have
you noticed the fact that the various kinds of flies that you
see all agree in having but one pair of wings ? Our common house-fly, the blue-bottle, and flesh-fly, with manyothers,

belong

to the

family Mlsotdce.

and moths, are the
Butterflies are distinguished
most
from moths by their antenna? being knobbed instead of
Most of our ordinary day-time butthread-like or feathery.
terflies belong to the Fnpilionida; but there are other equally
abundant species, especially of moths that only fly at night.
They lay their eggs in early summer, which are soon hatched
by the heat; their changes are then rapidly passed through
when they appear in sudden abundance. With some, like
our little sulphur-yellow butterfly (Volias), there are two
6.

The

Lepidoptera, gorgeous butterflies

striking of all the class.

broods in a season.

The JJymennptent, are the last and highest of
by the bees, wasps, and ants. And they
for no chapter in natural
highest place,
more
surprising
than that which tells the story
is
wonderful ways.
7.

typified

the

insectH,

deserve
history
of their

««•

•

—

American News Company. This agency has, in a comparatively brief period, become one of the most potent and
extensive institutions of the country. Its ramifications extend everywhere, and its usefulness is readily acknowledged
*y those who have been served by it. Probably in these
days success could hardly attend any newspaper enterprise m it

having an immense capital and influence behind it, if it
were not assisted and fostered by the American News Company.
Wo have found the gentlemen who control it to be aB
impartial in their service to publishers, journalists, dealers,
and others, as can be consistent with good judgment sagaciously exercised. It will astonish those who are cognizant
of their small beginnings and upward struggles at Ihe outset

make an inspection tour of their magnificent new buildChambers Street. Such a complete system of accommodation and delivery has scarcely everbcen developed as one
Tho machinery is as complete as that of ourposrfinds there.
We offer our feeble congratulations to those who have
office.
willingly helped to make ns ns strong as we are, and we trust
and expect that TFcboth will continue to grow together, live
long and prosper.
to

ings in

•»•«•

—

In the vicinity of Tampa tliev have corn waist high, and
watermelons and other vines are in bloom.
-Kilt suits for Spring and Snnimur are d'Sfilayei by Baldwin, the
New York and Brooklyn. Hm B iya' Department is the
Prices from ten to twenty per

clothier, uf

leading place of the kind In America.
Exchange.
cent, less than elsewhere

!
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IMPORTED BIRDS FOR OUR WOODS

AND PARKS.

leisure hour-: during
o
author of

Ms
ia

\

-
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:
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'
rorks an
ib tstiBoth
Is) a
regarded as standard authorities oh the Bubjects
a
frequent oon)

peal-! 3

THE

following

latter,

from one

of the

most prominent

It will command the attention of commissioners of public
parks, farmers, bird fanciers and philanthropists
:

Editor Fokest axd Siheam.

me—

way

:

they took root. The two first importations were secret; to
the latter 1 gave the utmost publicity, and the last coiirSi
was the successful one. The principle to adopt is to select a
bird that can take care of himself in such a crowd as there
is in the old world, and who will bo on the ground for the
whole year, working after insects for his food and oar beneSurely such
fit, and singing to make our hearts feel happy.
an object is worth paying for and it is the only way t know
!

of to meet the ravage's of luseets injurious to agriculture.

imagine no live Yankee would wish to be now without
the life and animation of the house sparrow in his great
I

—

They are like gas in a town a sign of progress. I
cities.
admit the bird is a tittle hlackguard, fond of low society, and
full of fight, stealing, and love-making: but he is death on
insects, fond of citizen life, and in every way suitable to be
an inhabitant of the new world. He certainly is a great
attraction to an American city in the eyes of a traveller, as he
shows there must be some kind hearts somewhere, or else the
poor sparrow would not be so pert and happy.
Blackbirds lead better be brought by the nestfull, so as to
get cocks and hens. Starlings can be caught in the spring
Yours,
bv using bird limo.
W. Rhodes.
Qtiebec,

Owute, April

1877.

7,

A Gigantic St.vk Pish. — Bibbey's Oyster Bay in Pulton Street
well known to the respectable down -town business men of
New York as any similar refectory. The quiet, unassuming

—

of the proprietor always obliging but never demonstrative—has won for him an honorable esteem and worthy
patronage, which wo trust has long since provided for him an
easy and comfortable journey down the decline of life. Those
who enter the refectory are always served with the best
selected chops, shell-fish and oysters, while there is always
a goodly display of baskets and barrels of the luscious
bivalves at the portals outside. Last Christmas time Mr.
Libbey commemorated the holidays in the usual way by
making his place attractive with evergreens; and it so happens that he has permitted a five-fingered star, some two feet
in diameter, such as is fabricated from the "running pine,"
to bang outside ever since, conspicuously among the oysters,
clams, lobsters and soft-shell crabs. The point of our approach is this once bright particular star, though now faded
to a pale indefinite green, much like the color of the seaclings to an old spile, or, as the poem has it,
"like the sea-weed on a clam." The other day a rural
visitor who had already passed some interesting hours at the
aquarium up town, chanced to pass the hostelry in Pulton
Street, and saw this time-worn relic hanging as has been
Among other marine, cariosities at the aquarium
described.
he had been particularly interested in the tank of star-fish, or
"five fingers," which ho had been told were very destructive
to oysters; and wlten he saw this star of Lib-bey's stretching
its hugh proportions before him, he paused in amazement.
"Gosh! what a whopper!" he exclaimed. "Why, that
beats any of them up to that aquarium clear out of sight!"
And then he sauntered on, musing thoughtfully. A person
who overheard him had to tell the joke, and that is how we
came to know it all. Mr. Libbey himself recognizes the resemblance, and admits that it is certainly the biggest starl

fish

Philadelphia;

-

•

he ever saw.

,

,

M

W,

spo
never a fish
preserve in any part of the country was visited by Thaddeus
Norris. the owner thereof took good care to advertise the fact

and kindred

as widely as possible."

GAME PROTECTION.
—The annual meeting of the

Naw

HAltrpsmiiE.

Game league
3d

the

Clark,

New Hampshire, was

of

Fish and
held in Manchester on

V. Pickering, Laconia; William C. Fox,
Hunts W.
Nathan K. Perkins, Jefferson; W. W. Fletcher,
Clement, Troy, William Jarvis, Claremout,

Strafford: G.

Concord;

,11*11

V ee-Prosidenfs.
The committee on fisheries reported that the new fishery at
Lawrence would answer the purpose for which it was deA committee
signed, although a test was yet to be made.
of tire wis appointed to consider what changes may be neeessiry in the game laws, and to secure them from the LegislaMassachusetts,
deFish
Commissioner
of
B
oekett,
ture.
Mr.
livered au interesting discourse on the subject of fish culture,
giving some account of what had been done in that State.
Gen. John Mcasiel of Muichester'foUowed with some remarks
In the afternoon
corroborative of Mr. Brockett's statements.
Dr. Edward Spaulding of Nashua delivered an address on
tbesubject of restocking the Merrimack Biver with imimgratory
fish.

—

"The Halloek Sportsman's Association has just been organized at Glen's Falls with the following officers: President, A. N. Cheny; First Vice-President, Walter McDonald;
Second Vice-President, P. E. Banger; Secretary, Chas. H.
Fennel; Treasurer, Geo. B. Harris; Counsel, H. A. Howard,
Esq.; Board of Managers, D. P. Smith, A. H. Fennel, A. B.
Abbott, 3. R. Burnham, John W. Knight, Geo. W. Conkey,
M. R. Peek.

We

much honored by

feel

this evidence of

the

fra-

ternal esteem so often extended to the Managing Editor
of Fokest axd Stream, and shall take an especial and lasting
interest in the prosperity

and well-doing

of this club.

— The Sportsmen's Association, of Danville, N. Y.,

is

Price,

Bart.

o.

Brazil;

to

die Western "astnf California; thence across the continent and homu
again; on the sea a guest of the commander of one of il. M. 's
ships, and on the land feasted by all the clubs from Rio Janei'in to New York.
This was a trip fit for an English lord or
king.
Such was the route taken by Lord Price and di scribed
in his book.
Some of the more entertaining of its pages are
those describing the game and fish which v ere met on the
way. lire author fished at Madeira and St. Vincent, stalked
gnanaco in Patagonia, shot ducks in the Straits of Magellan,
tortalila in Chili, partridges in Pern, wild fowl in Mexico,
and fished for salmon in the McLeod River. An interest tne
feature, too, is the insight afforded into the parlance of an
Euglish lord. By this we must confess we were at first puzzled.
Only by adopting the method o! a well-known college
professor, famous for explaining the text by the context, did
we discover that when the author's "screw" was ''pumped,''
we wore to understand that his horae was Kred out. Lord
Prieealso made some interestfng discoveries of a like nature
among us. He says: "I found that several English words in
America had rather peculiar signification; sportsman, t'orinslance, means black-leg."

Coast. By Gen. James
New York: Sheldon & Co.
This book is the record of a tour of inspection made by
the author some years ago among the military posts of the
West. Gen. Brisling's mission took him over "a wide territory, much of it relnaYed from the ordinary lines of travel,
and his official position gave him unuauAl opportuuilieijfoi
F. Busling.

Woolf borough; Eldridge P. Perkins, Wilton;
Pittee, Enfield;

<

The Great West and tux Pacific

The following officers were elected: -Tolm B,
President; W. W. Colburu, Secretary; Frederick Smyth,
inst.

Treasurer; Marcellus Eldridge, Portsmouth; Luther C. Criteholt,

A

1

,

.

Lambert

Rose

Sir

B. Lippihcptt

Prom England \:in Madeira and St. Vincent
thence down the coast, through the straits, aud up

chanic, he manufactured all hte fishing apparatus, and so
great was the virtue attached to a roil, reel or net made by
h. an knows to offer many
..
Thad' Nona that
times its value in order bo p 38eBB it. Mr Norris always
knowledge to friend
,,,,,]; pleasure it imparting piscatorial
\ if he found him apt and desirous of promoting
01 a!
h
of fish.
Ho made a specialty of trout, and was the
mens of that, fish 'hatched in this city.
Brat to ha
bis penchant for fishing and fish, tie ahIfi
No) n) is!
...a.;
in the
la>rr,h h, .„. of
portal
ieu

pigeoiwjhootmg

J.

I

i

his favorite, themes to suoh magazines as
Harper's and Soribner's. and a valuable member of the
ioademyof Natural Sciences. Being a good amateur me-

is as

manner

i

upon

serial articles

^nblicutions

By

Tut; Tivo Americas.

hid

i

:

cresting to
Mr. Willicott's description
the English skylarks have been destroyed at
Brooklyn, 'as JtBboWB there is nothing in the climate of
America which necessarily makes a dearth of birds, and, as
ease of insoets.
a conseqe
It will be difficult to establish larks, because they arc
valuable a< songsters, for sale, and as an article of food; their
method of singing will attract any gunner, and the bird is
easily shot, bul why should a partial success be given up?
The great difficulty has been overcome, namely, that of
climate. I would advise, as inhabitants of such splendid
parks as there are in and about Brooklyn, the importation of
blackbirds and starlings; these are. local birds. The former
will breed in the evergreen trees, and the latter among the
The
Incuses, in chimneys, sparrow bones, water-spouts, etc.
bird we want is one which will work all the year and remove
from the ground the nests of insects injurious to agriculture,
I have tried blackbirds at Quebec; they did very well, but
the birds gradually got into cages and were sold, and as this
was done by gentlemen, I was disgusted. J do not, however,
see why the importation of birds should be given up.
As an encouragement to importers of birds, I claim to
have imported sparrows into America at Portland, Maine, in
1854, and I had to import them three times at Quebec, before
It is vera- inl

Of the

'/"""

'

:

:

citizens Of Canada, contains suggestions of great value,
based uponahnowledge gathered from study and experience.

%w

long mercantile life. Liu was the
n Angler." first published about

"American Pish Culture," which ap-

,a,| of

Q
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doing

considerable good in stocking the streams of the vicinity
with trout, and putting out grouse for breeding.

observation.
The trip also possesses additional inL rest as
one of the last ever made in the old-t me way of stage coaches
and ambulances, Of the 15,000 miles traveled, over 2,000
were by stage coach and 3 000 by ambulance or on horseback.
The author's pictures of persons, places and things
are always lively and interesting, told in language admirably
adapted to tbe subject, and with a refreshing absence of that
first personal pronoun whose Obtrusive presence has marred
so many books of travel.
The Indians, Chinese and Mormons have each their chapter, the last valuable as containing
the views of ouo well qualified to give an opinion upon
the subject. Down in Arizona Gen. Busling enme across
a veritable sleeping town, of which he gives a charming description, and a tew miles further on is 'the famous church of
San Xavier Del Bac, whose frescoes and Spanish chimes, long
since deserted by the Jesuits, are new guarded by the superstition of a septtdid tribe of Indians. "This church, by the
way, is hut one link in a loug chain of ruins extending" from
Florida to California, all elocpient in their story of Spanish
conquest and subsequent desertion. Here is an excellent

some

field for

research,

of our young writers, which will amply repay
aud which wc hope to see developed.

"The Practical Kennel

Goide.'' By Gordon Stable?, M.
D. C. M. R. N. Cassell, Petter & Galpin, London, Parts, and New
York.
Those or our readers who receive the Fancier, Gazette will be familiar
with Ihe writings of Dr. Stables, a gentleman whom we take to be an
uulhorily across the water 011 all subjects pertaining to the dog, as well
as other domestic animals. His preseut work is unique in one respect,

inthathegoes Into details connected wltbdogs la a manner different from
ikntof any other publ-cat'on on a similar topic. Far insianco, we are
taken, as it were, inside of the judging rin^r aud instructed upon the

of any kind of game between April 14 and October 1. The
kilUng of wild ducks at night, or with the aid of floats,
blinds, or other devices, at any season of the year, is pro-

general management of show dogs: how to get them into health ard
< e
condition, aud prepare them for Ihe ordeal.
are also taught all [he
terms used by fanciers, and the tricks re-orud [O to deceive judges.
The book contains abo the Bench Show points fpr every variety of dog,
We cam recommend
and the why and wherefore of these points.
the book as a most valuable and intorestini one to the breeder and ex-

hibited.

hibitor.

—Alabama has

A most

a

new game law which

excellent law

—brief, and

prohibits the killing

sufficiently to the point

M.tiiLBOHO, N.

A
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April 11, 1877.

v,

Kutfim Forest and Stbeam.
Received box or Florida ,(uail to-day from Mr. Chas. P. Price of Mew
Jerk city, containing one hundred birds, sevimty-five of which were
Mr. Price lias been wintering in the South for tho benefit of his
health enjoying hinrsolf with the rod and guu. The coop was about,
four feet long by three wide, and one foot high. There were no partitions to keep tho birds from massing and thereby trampling each other
rap.
underfoot. WTany of them were injured about the head, ia.i
pose by tho box being too high, giving them room to fly up and bruise
their heads. The feed, which was oats, was placed in a flat hex in one
corner, and it soon became in such a filthy condition that the birds
would not eat it, and I think many of them were starved to death.
gave the surviving ones v.haait and <>ater, and they ate and drank freely.
Will turn out upon my plantation in pairs, male and female, in- h oal rm
possible. I think you have frequently given iustruetions through your
paper for tho shipment and boxing care on transit of quail, etc., fur
resto -king purposes, and yet it appears to me tliey will bare repetition,
as few seem to understand it, thereby causing an unnecessary leas au J
expense. These quail were sent up on one of the Charleston steamers,
and if a proper place had been arranged for feeding aud watering them,
a a-4 a very few of them would have perished. I have my
doubts whether Southern quail will do as woll North as Western birds.
I am inclined to think they will not, yet I believe those turned nut by
theWest Jersey Society, from North Carolina, have done very well.
Wm. J. Conoveb.
dead.

By Frank

fARTRTnon ANB Pheasant Shooting.

Baughraan BroH Frederic!;, jfd.
lit to Mr. Schley, mainly for not leaving undertaken
much ground in bis book. The idea of taking one or two
families of name birds, and gaing thoroughly Into la, air habits, etc., is
an excellent one. In the main the book is a. Compilation from "Baird,
Melil. -y.

J.,

,

ranst Erive in

to cover too

"American Kennel and Sporting Field."
prrso sto.

nit

Mr. Schley will Bud hut tew

Mr.

aa

H

:

dogl

what

is

1

1

tilled to tho like respect. In Ihe main, however, the bonk la carpet,
and will uudoubtedly, as admitting of ready reference, be a valuable
a Idition to the sportsman's library.

'•How to Camp
Arrnstrons

&

By John M.

Out."

Co.,

New

Scribuer,

Gould'.

York.

We

are in one respect indebted to Mr. Gould for bis interettint' little
book, font will, or should, save us the trouble of replying to iunumerable questions. The young camper out will here llud all the information
to detail of properly preparing a camp, as well as excellent
chapter from re. !iinesTiS "Field Ornitholadvice as to walking, etc.
ogy" supplies some ••apital hygienic notes, which are very well placed In

he wants as

A

1

a book ot this description.

1

J".
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atlas of the coast of
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ing inland ten mites. It \ ill bee great Bene tit t:J sour
a per
every bar, marsh, inlet, ai d bay, with their
and gunning; also means 11 aooes 3 aud accuni uodationB
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Death of Thaddecs Nonius, Esq.—ThaddeusNorris

is

dead.

"Uncle Tbad" has gone to his last fishing ground. Poor
Yorick we knew him well. A column of obituary notice
would not suffice to hint at his worth, nor a column of granHo was
ite lift its head sufficiently high to do him honor.
a valuable contributor to Purest and Stream from the begin!

The Philadelphia Inquirer says:
"Thaddens Norris. Sr., a well known resident and retired
merchant of this city, died suddenly, at half-pas! on o'cJ u
yesterday morning, at his residence. 208 West Logan 8 08
Por about a year prior to bis death he had been Buffering
from paralysis of the brain, superinduced by exposure while
pursuing his favorite pastime and study of angling and
fish, but no immediate danger was at any time apprehended
from hifl disease—not even a few hours before his sudden
ning.

Fokest Ftebs.—In Ulster County and other localities in
this State the annual forest fires arc raging south of the
snow line, much damage having already been done to buildFires have broken
ings as well as cut and standing timber.
out at half a dozen places on Long Island, between South
Oyster Bay and Patehogue. The long continued drouth
has made everything very dry, and fires take easily from
slightest causes.
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CoNsvtMi'TtoN Crura) —An old physician rfcinred from active practice
having had placed in his hands hy an East Indian mlsetonarj the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for Ihe speedy and permanent cure
al! Ttreat and
or Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Aathnia, an
Lung affections, also 3 positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility
and aU nervous complaints, after having thoroughly test!
dorful curative powers ia tkotiaanda ofcases, t Bla ilee duty to make it
known to Ms suffering lellows. Actuated by this inoHl a. and aaonscimi1

tions desire to relieve

human

suffering, ha v.aL

S8nd,frei

this recipe, with full directlona tor piepi.ru
Sent by return mail by uddrBBStnu, With stamp, nun,.
ing this paper, Dr. J. 0. Stosk, 32 Norili Filth Street, Philadelphia,
all

who

desire

it,

Pa—Ado.
Savak>-ab, St. Aiiut.wiiNE and N'.i-sau. Murray
enterprise of running a steann r from Savanna

Little Johnny is quite sure the picture of u Spitz dog he
drew on the parlor wall was good, because it made his father
mad.
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—The season

Creedmoor was fairly opened
by the contest for the Remington $300 gold
There were twelve contestants, most of them old
coin prize.
"team" men, but the Scores made were far away from usual
form. Some said it was want of work, and some said it was
the ammunition. Probably both had something to do with
The conit, and the next inatfli will tell a different story.
ditions were: Open to all comers; weapon, any Eemington
Cbeedmooh.

on Saturday

sit,

lust

breech-loader, to be loaded at the breech, with cartridges
supplied by the company; distance, 900 and 1,000 yards; 20
scoring, without, sighting shots; entrance fee, $2.

The

fol-

900 .yards.
81
82

T.L.Allen

Thomas Lamb
L. Weber
T. S.Daktn
C. E. Blvdehburgh

HI
79
78
62
65

-

H.9. Jewell

G.L.Morse
E. H. Raymond

52
61
25
62

N. Washburn

1,000 yards.

7B
77
75
69
67
67
60
70

5t

C.Stiarp
E. H. Sanford
Hoemer Fieber

Total.
159

189
156
188
138
129
126
12i

'69

111

6G
49

107
71

retired.

—

—

New Yobk. The Sixth Division Kifle Association will hold
spring meeting on Jane 6th and following days. Many
improvements are to be made in the range. The markers'
butts will be raised, as will also the targets. The ground at
the 200, 500 and 1,000 yard firing points will be also raised
eighteen inches 01 two feet, and a shed will be built at each
of these points on the side of the range for rise at the spring
and fall meeting. The Association oiler S200 in cash prizes,
in addition to such as the prize committee shall be able to
secure from volunteer sources.
its

—

Ajiatetjb Riele Own. The attention of members is respectfully called to the following resolution, adopted at the
annual meeting of this Club:
••Raolvi, That eight weekly competitions beheldatCreedmoor.cn
such days as may be designated by tie Executive Committee, open to all
members of the Club, distances 800, 9U0, and 1,000 yards; 15 Bhots each
distance; any rifle. No sighting shots, previons practice on day of
match, or coaching allowed. Entrance fee, fifty cents each match.
That the eight men making the highest average in any six of such
competitions constitute the senior team of the Club, and the next eight
the junior team, who shall represent the Oiub in any challenge it may
receive, and that the person making the big!, est average in such competitions be awarded a suitable badge."
The matches will take place on Tuesdays, April 17th, and
24th; May 1st, 8th, 15th, 22d, and 29th, and June 5th.
Shooting to begin at 10 :30 a. m.
N. B. Railroad Tickets at reduced rates tuny be procured
at office of National Rifle Association.

—

—

Oonun'b Benefit Tournament. This tournament has
been in progress for the past four weeks with marked
success, there having been shot nearly 500 tickets. The
prizes are the gifts of his personal friends and patrons, and
are valued in the aggregate at over $250. The following
comprise the list of trophies thus far received: one Japanese
cabinet, presented by the, Zettler Rifle Association; one
valuable gold medal, presented by William Hayes; two fine
opera glasses, presented by the Arnold & Constable Rifle
Club; one inlaid ardito stereoscope, presented by James
Molinarij one fine engraved revolver, gold and silver plated,
large size, presented by Henry Fulton; one magazine revolver, new style, presented by E. Remington & Son; one
gold and silver plated revolver, large size, presented by
Schuyler, Hartley & Graham one fine trout rod, presented
by H. D. Blydenburgh; one fine nickel-plated revolver,
presented by E. S. Harris; one box fine cigars, presented by
Sandy Spencer; three gold-plated medals, five silver-plated
medals, 15 bronze medals, presented by L. V. Sone, J. D.
Blydenburg, C. A. Cheever, C. E. Blydenburg, the total
number being thirty-four, thus insuring to every marksman
of average skill a beautiful trophy, as no one competitor can
receive more than one, but is privileged to shoot as many
tickets as he desires, his best target only being taken into
account. ThiB tournament closes on Saturday, April 21,
and it is therefore hoped, in view of tho uniformly
courteous treatment which all have received at the hands of
Mr. Conlin, that those who have not availed themselves of
the opportunity to help him relit his new gallery will
ow step to the front and lend their aid by purchasing
tickots according to their ability.
The tickets are fifty cents each, and can be had at the Zettler Rifle Gallery, 207 Bowery, where the tournament is
being held, or by applying to any inemberofthecommitt.ee:
L. V. Sone, M. L. Biggs, C. A. Cheever, I>. L. Beckwith, C.
G. Zettler, J. D. Blydenburg, B. Fenning, C. E. Blydenburg,
;

post-office

box

out the country for its superior arrangements, excellent firearms, large collection of shooting records, and as the headquarters for the long-range riflemen. But the work of years
was carried away by the old enemy, fire, in a few minutes.
Besides the above mentioned galleries, numerous branches
have been started. All of these changes have given Mr. Conlin considerable experience in "fitting up" and "running"
galleries, and he has used it to an advantage in building
his present place.

—

lowing are the scores; possible score 200:
Kama.

minus a rifle range. On the. erection of Barnurn's new
museum, his second gallery was built; another fire came
along and ended its existence.
The nest attempt was made at Wood's Museum, when first
opened; from there the gallery was moved to the southwest
corner Broadway and Twenty -second Street; on tho expiration of the lease of the building, B removal was made to 930
Broadway, where "Conlin's Gallery" became noted through-

5529.

—

Conlin's Gaixebt. Judging from the present ••outlook"
the new place Mill be even a more popular resort for riflemen than the last one, which was destroyed by firo on the
11th of last March. Mr. Conlin's gallery is now located at
1,322 Broadway, and besides having "A. No. 1" firearms and
perfect arrangements, two now features have been added.
During the day-time the marksmen can shoot in either

natural or artificial light, an advantage which no other gallery
in the city possesses.
nicely furnished apartment has been added to the establishment, to be used as both a "sitting" and a club room;

Mxley'h Gallery. The Creedmoor tourney at Miley's
Range, Brooklyn, terminated on Saturday night, April 14th,
in the success of Messrs. Dougherty and Onstne* as the
winners of the first and second prizes. The contest was
very close toward the last, as the appended scores show:
W. H. Doughtertv, 291; E. B. Castner, 290: W. LiUiston,
289; A. S. Swan, 286; F. P. Pike, 279; A. H. Anderson, 274.
Among those present at the close of the match were E. R.
Darveau, R, H. Campbell, E. F. Smith, A. S. Swan, H.
Castner, F. P. Pike, and a number of gentlemen who take
an interest in rifle shooting. The points made were out of
a possible 50, and the aggregate out of a possible 300.

Caijfobxia.— The Pacific Life prints an appeal to the
Guardsmen of the State to organize a team to visit
Creedmoor this summer, to compete in the inter-State rifle
match for the bronze statue (The Soldier of Marathon)
donated by the State of New York. It is advocated that the
scores made at the semi-annual meetings in California show
National

a higher average than those

made at Creedmoor, the climate
giving the advantage of practice aU the year round. It is
further claimed that San Francisco can show the best military marksmen in the United States.
A match in which
teams from California and Nevada were pitted against the

men in New York and other States on the same ground
would be productive of great interest, and we trust that
best

the wealthy men of California will furnish the "sinews of
war" necessary to bring a team from the Pacific slope.

—

Canada. The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association has
issued a report of its annual meeting held at Ottawa in February last. Among the most important items of business
transacted was the appointing a committee to revise the. rules
and by-laws; also that the Wimbledon Team be selected in
future by competition in the different provinces under rules
In future the provinces of
to be established by the council.

Manitoba and British Columbia will each be entitled to send
one member of the Wimbledon Team under certain restrictions.
The Association has provided for affiliating with it
Provincial Associations upon their subscribing not less than
$40, and any other Dominion Associations upon the payment
of $20, each to be entitled to a number of memberships.
Each affiliating association receives a silver medal for competition, the winner of which shall be entitled to compete once
for the Prince of Wales' prize- of £100 and badge at the
first meeting of the N. R. A., at which he may be able 'to attend.

Rifle Association op France.

a late hour.

The following are a few of the scores made during the
evening C. E. Blydenburg, 48; M. L. Riggs, 47; J. B. Bly.. r, ti;-. B. Zettler, 45; W. R.
denburg, 17: Charles A
Brown, 41; L. V. Sons, 41; W. H. Smith, 41; L. O. Bruce,
40; J. F. Muich, 40; T. E. Marshall, 38; H. A. Berrien, 38;
Paul
B. O. Brown. 117; 1'. R. Murray, 37;
T. C. Bftflks, 36; H, R. Trayson, 311; D. F. Lcbniu, 36j and
man v
imexouB to mention. As everything was
tran;;
to
new an
hooters, the scores are good,
Mr.
Conlin
v,-as in
iiaramn's American Museum.
iionof this noted* show-house, he was
On tli
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correspondent asked us

of France.

'•

Danger, the President of the Havre de Grace Rifle Association (La Societe Havraise de Tii), inviting all members of
Rifle Associations in France and of "friendly countries"
(des pays amis) to the meeting at Havre at Whitsuntide.
'i'lii.' programme
is not yet published, but we are told that it
will include prizes to the value of 10,000 francs (£400), distributed amongst all sorts of weapons, from the saloon rifle
to military rifles; and it is confidently
every marksman, even of moderate skill, is
sure to carry off a souvenir of the meeting. The remembrance of the great courtesy with which the English riflemen
were received at Havre two'or three years ago will probably
induce some of our riflemen to join in these pleasant gatherings, though their doing so as Volunteers is now wisely pro-

ami the revolver up
asserted

I
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FLAT TRAJECTORIES.
Liraxu.F.,

March

111.,

26, 1877.

Editob Fobest asp Stream.
extraot from
Col. Dodge's work about "Hunting Rifles," in which he says, "The beat
rifle I ever owned was a muzzle-loader, which would throw a ball two
bullet
had a
oi"
hundred yards without, cutting the line
sight, i. t„ the
I noticed in a recent

number

or

FoBBsr

Stkiuk an

a>t>

flat trajectory."
He says, "I drew the same fight at two
I did at ten paces." It seems etrange to me that a
of Cot. Dod;:e's reputation and education should make such a
statement. He evidently knows nothing about gravitation, or he

porfoctly

hundred yards that

man

aBsumea that no one will read his works who does, otherwise ho would
not have matte BUCh a Statement, for any man knows it to be utterly
impossible to shoot a rifle ball two hundred, or even fifty yards,
without the bullet "cutting the line of sight.''
If Col. Dodgo
would read up a little, he would easily learn that a falling hndy
will drop sixteen feet in one second; also that a bullet, no matter
its velocity may be, will drop sixteen feet the flrel
elapses after it leaves the muzzle of the gnu. The earth bsa tie same
body in a rapid, horizontal motion which it has for one
that falls from a height.

what

•

affinity for a

The initial velocity of powder is estimated by some to be sevon thousand feet per second. Admitting that the Cole gun throws a bullet at the
rate of Reven thousand feet per second for ono second, it would fall
sixteen feet, but he shot two hundred yards, a little more than onetwelfth of seven thousand feet; one-twelfth oi sixteen feel
oil
one-thirtoenth feel tho bullet would fall in trarorsSng thatdistanco. But
the initial velocity of a bullet is not one. thousand six hundred feet per
second, and ere one-half second is passed, not overdone thousand feet
per second. If his gun throws a bull tun hundred yards at one thousand six hundred feet per secoud.it would have been in the air six
sixteenths or a second, consequently it fell six feet. But a bullet does
not retain its initial velocity; i.e., its velocity constantly decreases.
The bullet falls at tho ratio of one, three, five, etc., for one, two, three
seconds; sixteen feet the first, forty-eight feet the serond, eighty feet the
i

I

third second, and so on. At that rate, it of conrse falls faster tho
second or third sixteenth of a second than It does the first sixteenth.
This proves that Col. Dodge's bullet must have cut tho lino of sight in
its flight of two hundred yards.
My opinion .is, that he Dr any other
cannot draw as fine a tietui on an object at two hundred yards an at ten
yards, and e bair's-broildth difference on the bead wall mat.e a difference
of sixinches in the shot at two hundred yards. Let any man try sighting at a mark near by, say ten steps, then off two hundred yards, with
open sights, and I think he will soon satisfy himself. If his rifle throw
a ball two hundred yards without cutting tho line or sight, it wonld aa
well have gone two thousand yards, fir to make a flight of two hnndrod
yarda level it must not eousume any time, and it can travel n
''
the world as well us two hundred yards at that rat-,
the !>»
polling force ware great enough. I think Col. Dodge's advice of shootingwith both eves open is good, I havedono considerable, riflesbootlng
at game and at target, and aa a rule use hoth eyes, as the Colonel says,
one to look at the target with, and one to see my Bight with. Hoping
this may meet the eye of Col. Dodge, I am yourB, sportingly,
O. M. Surtax*, M. D.
i

'1
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— The mean mid-day temperature
for the

month

at

of March, as furnished

Xew Smyrna,

at 9 p. m.

Florida,

by onr correspondent,

Major Geo. J. Alden, was 68 degrees; at 7

A.

M. 58 degrees;

66 degrees.

that
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SEASON IN APRIL.

hibited.

—From

Wild Ducks, Brant, Geese,

a history of the English Rifle Brigade j ust published,

seems that when the "corps of riflemen" was first formed
in 1800, a committee of field officers assembled at Woolwich
The principal gun-makers of England were
to select a rifle.
invited to attend, and several rifles from foreign countries
were also experimented with. Theweapon eventually selected
was one made by Ezekiel Baker, a London maker. It was 2
ft. 6 in. long in the barrel, grooved with a quarter turn; it
had a flint lock. It was only sighted up to 100 yards. A
triangular sword bayonet, 17 inches long in the blade, was
fastened by a spring. The inventor boasted that at. 200 yards
22 out of 34 shots struck the representation of a man.
What would he think now if he could see the shooting
done with breech-loaders at a thousand yards ?
it

—Honk!

Etc.

honk!! honk!!! Here they come again, and from

nearly the same old spot. Our friend C. DuBois
came up to the city to-day with a face as red as a full-blown
peony— the result of a week's goose shooting at Atlantioville,

The result to us was a brace of the aforesaid geese, for which
we return our thanks. Atlanticville is situated at'tl
of Shinnec.ock Bay, and the gunners, under whose guidance.
Mr. Wagstaff made his bag of sixty-two geese, were Washing-

John and Tultle Carter, who have a capital
be found able and obliging by nil sportsmen.
The best dtiy's bag was twenty-five birds— that is, geese, for
ducks were not counted.
ton Howell and

rig,

and

will

—

A

here the patrons and their friends can find all the sporting
papars, Fobebt and Stream included,
This room is offered
to all shooting clubs for their meetings, etc., free of charge.
Last Thursday evening, April 12th, was the "opening night."
The attendance was largo, and the shooting was kept up til!

—A

some information regardin g the Rifle Association
The following extract from the Louden
8ertiiee Unzeile will throw some light on the subject:
We have received a courteous letter, addressed by M.

recently for

does not require to be cleaned, as the ball never passes over that crnst.
but is only shovel down to it. Then there is the thin paper wad,
which is shoved down the barrel before the ball, and tales down all
the burned refuse from the powder, and the next shot carries it "IT
again; also can bo used with all those hui
are deeply
cut, and their is no dauger of stripping the rifling.
I 1;
both
lington 10-calibre and a Sharps 40-calibre.
use
of powder for eaoh. When the shells are new th,.y are loo small for
the ball to go in, and are very apt to destroy the paper patch, and I
swedge them out before using; then I can ehovo tho ball down to
the powder without crushing the powder. I weigh the powder as carefully as f can, and for all that the shells are not equally {Mil, and when
the balls are loose they go down to thapowdei without crushing. My
Sbarpe is that loose that the balls wouM fell oat "f the shells, and nothing
can shoot better. I know this by actual experience, and was often
puzzled about my bad shots, but a little study convinced mo that it
was the ball smashing over tho rifling, which was too slippery with oil,
and it would soon wear the rifling out. Tho finer and shallower a
rifle in cut the better it will shoot, and a hardened ball with nine, clenn
paper, like tho rifling— well, such rifles aa the MayBard 'uniting rifle,
must have soft, load, aa tho ball has to cut Its way into the rifling.
Hoping I have said nothing to do any harm, if it does no good,
Tobonto.
Yours, respectfully,

UNACCOUNTABLES,
Tonoxro, March 17, 1877.
ECITOn FocEsr akd Stream.
Your issue of 15th March contains an article on "Unaccountable
Misses with theKifle." Those Creedmoor rifles are cut so very lias Out
the ball will pass over the rifling without tailing the twist or turning;
the lining is neither more nor less than a screw, and every machinist
knows what stripping the thread moans. I hr.vr, bean making
shooting with

rifles

for fifty years, take a great delight in the

l

and am a machinist to boot, so 1 have bad some experience
The breechloader should be cleaned out every shot, particurifteB.
Therels always aorustof bur
larly if you uso a paper patch,
at the breech which the ball must pass over, li it is not cleaned out,
itwill tear the paper off the ball. It should, be taken off with
a hairbrush. Oil is not aogood, as it will glass lhaCn
over it, while water will dissolve it at once. The rifle tlieii wants to
be cleaned out with a clean, dry rag, and 'there should be no oil or
grease of any kind used. A muzzle-loader ifl quite a different rifle, and
i

New Yobk. At a meeting held on the 4th insfc. at the
Orchard House, 933 Third Avenue, a party of sportsmen
organized themselves into a Club, to be called the South
The following gentlemen were
-.tiortsmen's Club.
John Bowie, Jr..
Bafcringor, Secretary; Aaron Wittttt; Paul A
The object of the Club is hunting and
iftgurer.
Sportsman.

—

New.Tehsey. Kinsey's Asldeij JTotuc, lianteiint IM, X. J.,
'ding in the cove
f
AprilSth.— Some thousand g
luring the
in front of this pl.'ii-F, ritnl B
pastweek, some sixty head having heen shot. Brant
plenty until Friday and Saturday hist, when they too] bh
and
the
northern flight. Very few are left,
follow.

Pennsylv.vnuw

';.:."

—Pi

.in

trolling

on,-

i.

others report that
season, though we think

BCaree
i

y

this

opinion.

—

.

FOREST AM) STREAM.
— This is the season when tho editor shouts

A couple

of "brook sports" went through a stream toward the
the lower end of the county one day last week and caught
86 trout; the largest was over eight indies long; others say
they have Caught as high as 50 and GO in a day.
think
that successful fishing, like all other gaming sports, depends
very lunch upon the natural instincts of the individual.
Another fisherman, one night last week, having had two
hoop-nets set in the mouth of one of our silvery streams
which empties into a large, dam, reports two splendid
"hauls;" one net contained 18G good sized cat-fish, and the
other contained 75 chubs and 10 eels.
DomPedeo.

We

printer,

—

—

South Cabolina. Port Royal, April 11.— I wrote under date
March 23d that warm weather was promised. I was mistaken, as we are getting the exact converse. Pierce galea and
heavy rain storms have prevailed up to this day, and we
have, in fact, the latest kind of a late season. Overcoats are
Bay snipe are
still in demand, and vegetation is backward.
It has been too windy for them to move about.
soarce.
B.

—Sfacon, April

Georgia.

Sik.

—This afternoon a hurricane of

and wind unroofed houses and tore up trees in the
twinkl ng of an eye. The thunder and lightning was terrific.
The wind brought into tho city thousands of wild ducks, which
are supposed to have been driven from the coast, soruehundred
and fifty miles distant. They must have made that journey
in about half an hour, and when they struck the buildings
head first, many had broken necks and were easily caught
rain, hail,

after the storm.

A

'

large

number

of grasshoppers, big ones,

were also brought in by the wind. Altogether it was a scene
B.
the like of which I never expect to witness again.

—

Florida.
SI. Augustine, April Wilt.— The season just closing has been a successful one in every respect. The huntiug
and fishing was never better. In less than two months over
600 English snipe have been shot, besides the vast numbers
of quail.
Drum fish weighing seventy pounds and upwards
have been caught - the sheepshead, bass, etc., in abundance.

Tim.

—

Massachusetts. Salem, April KWi..—A pigeon shoot recently
occurred between 0. W. Jones and B. L. Newcomb, 10 birds
each, New York rules, 21 yards rise, ground traps, with the

—

110
110

Speckled Trout, Batmo fonllnalU. Land-locked Salmon—Salmo gloveri.
White Perch, Morone Americana*. Shad. Alma sajiidiisima.

For trout flies in

Teal.

—

—

In our notice of tho proposed removal of J. Walker &
Sons, in our last issue, the types made us say that this firm
would remove from 55 Dey Street to 14 Spruce, whereas it
should have been No. 14 Dey Street. We take pleasure in
making the correction, and trust the public will bear the

number

in

mind.

»•*

LOADING PAPER SHELLS.
Crrx,

m., March

28, 1877.

Editor Pokest and Stream.
I had never seen any satisfactory means in use

salmon trout 15 cents; Long Island trout, $1; hard shell
crabs, $3.50 per 100; red snappers, 18 cents; prawns, $1.50
per gallon.
Oqtjossoc Angling Association. The annual meeting was
held on the 10th of April, and the following persons elected
trustees for the ensuing year: George Shepard Page, John
H. Kimball, Lewis B Beed, Lewis T. Lazell, Dr. F. N. Otis,
James A. Williamson, Adon Smith, Jr., George P. Bowell
and William B. Wood. At a meeting of the trustees on the
same day the following officers were chosen President, John
H. Kimball of Bath, Me. Vice-President, Lewis B. Beed, of
New York; Secretary and Treasurer, James A. Williamson,

—

:

;

of

New York.

Massachusetts.—Mio Bedford, April 13, 1877.—Notwithstanding the cold northeast storms of the past week our
markets ore well supplied with halibut, cod and herring.
A very few shad have been taken thus early. The trout
sportsmen report small fares, although some of the knowing
Concha.
ones have had good luck.

—

Fishing Matters. The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port since our last issue has been 24, 4 from
the Banks and 20 from Georges. Fish receipts about 500,000 lbs. codfish, and 325,000 lbs. halibut.
The fish market continues quiet, with a rather better caU
The stock of cured is small, and it is diffifor Georges cod.
cult to fill orders readily with prime fish, but with better
weather for curing, the supply will soon be sufficient for the
demand, although the quantity in bntts is smaU for the
It would be difficult to fill orders at less than $5
season.
per qth, although we hear of special transactions at 12J cents
Grand Bank cod are in small stock, and
off this price.
$i]
held at
-@4i per qtl. as to quality. The stock of frozen
herring hasTbeen closed out and the fleet are seeking bait
Fresh halibut have been in moderate receipt
elsewhere.
and prices have ruled favorably. The stock of smoked
Cape
halibut is entirely inadequate to meet the demand.

AS

v

'

Advertiser, April 12.

New

confining the charge 'in paper shells for shot guns, I
have adapted a plan of my own. That is, I believe it to be
own. My objections to creasing the shell is that it is
not effectual;* the crease gradually vanishes as the shell is
handled. "While the plan of crimping the end of tl m U
in on to the wad causes the crimped end to blow off, rendering the shell useless for further filling, it also has to a certain
extent the same objection as creasing. Some of ray acquaintances use mucilage, and even glue on their top wads to re-

my

The objections to this method are so obtain the charge.
vious that it will not be necessary to mention them further
than to say that in so doing you present a rough, sticky edge
to the wad", where you should have a smooth lubricated one.
plan is this: 1 stick a common pin through the diameter of the shell close against the top wad, or sometimes I use
two crossed in the center; this last in my large shells with
heavy charges of shot. I choose as small wire as I can find
in the pin, "and after it is placed as above described, I pinch
the head and point off close to the outside of the shell with
a pair of nippers. I have made a simple device for inserting the pin. It can be made by any one of ordinary genius,
and I will give a description of it to any one addressing me
for it,
I would give it here but it would require a sketch, or
drawing, which, of course you could not insert. The only
plan is, that
objection raised by those who have seen
there is danger of' scratching the barrels with the pins. But
I have fired hundreds of them through my new gun and can
see no marks from them. Very truly yours,

My

my

John E. Whebby.
Our correspondent's plan may he a very good one, hut we
trying
it
in
a tine gun. As for
object
to
should
we
confess
his remark regarding the ends of crimped shells blowing off,
experience, and
met
with
any
such
never
we certainly have
;::t\v in our office a common Ely brown paper shell
some eight
Dittmar
powder)
(with
reloaded
been
or ten times, it is true that the charges in crimped tor
ime, particularly
turned in) sheila
earried loose in the pocket, become loose, but one turn of
the crimper makes them as tight as ever.

—lunacy's Ashley
Harvfgat
—Flounders have, commenced biting.

Jersey.

April 8th.
for

29th.

15 cents; herrings, 6 cents; flounders, 8 cents; sea bass,
20 cents; eels,. 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; scoUops, $2 per
gallon; white-fish, 15 cents per pound; piokerel, 15 cents;

Ann

Mound

March

r iesue of

fish,

0-7
match.

Sizes of Shot. A Philadelphia correspondent writes that
Spark's Philadelphia drop shot, number six, containing 267 pellets per ounce, comes the nearest to the New
Castle chilled shot, the difference being only three pellets,
the chilled containing 270 pellets to the ounce.

April, 6

—

Fish in Maeket. The first Connecticut Biver shad of the
season arrived in Fulton Market on Friday last and sold for
Some of them weighed six pounds each. Fresh
$1.25.
caught "Kennebec" salmon, from Nova Scotia, are coming
forward and find ready market at. $1 per pound. Prawns
from South Carolina ore abundant at $1 per gallon. Striped
bass are very scarce. North Biver shad have not been taken
in any large quantities as yet, but largo hauls are expected
Our quotations for the week are ob follows:
this week.
Striped bass, 20 to 25 cents per pound; smelts, 12
shad
cents; salmon (frozen), 35 cents; green,
SI. 25;
(southern'), 30 to 50 cents each; native, do. 40 to 60 cents;
Connecticut Biver, 75 cents to $1; white perch, 12J cents
per pound; Spanish mackerel 50 cents; green turtle, 18
cents; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, S cents per pound:
halibut 18 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 8 cents; black-

but the

Thomas

^ishitifl.

BASS FISHING AT HALIFAX INLET,
E. FLORIDA.
"It in acovratrlo full of havon«, rivor» and Hands of auoh fruitfulueaa n« cannot by tongim ba eitpreasud, ami eo many gortaa of ratios
0»r, y<- may tala th.nu without nut or angle no maiiy a» ye will."—
f«n Hiaault's Tayaft U, Term Florida,, ISS-J.

WE

dropped our anchor on a bank between the two
rivers in tibont three feet of water.
Bariolo waded off
towards the shore, and with two or three easts of his net
secured a dozen mullet, a fish from six to twelve inches Ion-.
bright and silvery, which when cut into three or four
makes the best bait for the fish of this region, except the
sheepshead, and even thev will often take a mullet bait.
Then we began lo cast for bass, throwing out the baited hook
from the reel with a two-ounoe sinker, into four feet of water,
about titty feet from the boat. In a few minutes my bait was
seized with a sharp tug, and I was playing a lively fish, which
after a shot t run shook the hook from its mouth and escaped.
I wind up my line, put on a fresh bait, the other having
suffered from the teeth of the bass, and cast again. Now C. has
one, which ho secures after a long struggle, a bass, as here
called -the red drum of Virginia, or the red fish of the Gulf
coast weighing about six pouuds.
By this time lhad hooked
another of about six pounds, which I saved. The bass taken
here in winter average about five pounds, running from two
pounds to thirty, the large fish being rare at this season. In
the summer and fall they run much larger, sometimes as
heavy as fifty pounds. These over twenty pounds are called
" channel bass."
Holbrook, following tho older naturalists, calls this fish
mrvina ocellatn; the new school of naturalise at "Washington
have given it the name S-:.-,;.
.-."ore.
s
Having little Latin
and less Greek, I am unable to Bay which is best. Under
whatever name he swims, however, the red bass is a game fish,
in habits something like the striped bass of more northern
waters; and when in season, a valuable food fish.
When
dried and salted, it makes a very good substitute for dried
,

10 10—1
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FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL.

TotaL

1
10
R. L. Nmvcomb
There was considerable interest excited by this
There was also a sweepstake shoot by a dozen others,
affair of the day was the first match.

md

£e*

following result:

Name.
C. W.Jonea

is

—

—

of

up yesterday, headed, 'Spring

Insanity, once, unknown among the negroes, lias become a
great and increasing affliction.
To relieve it, Virginia has
established an insane asylum for negroes the only one in the
world— where more than 300 of them are cared for.

District OoiittMBiA.
Washington, April lath.
Ducks are reported to be more, numerous on the. Lower Potomac now
than at any time since last fall, and they are affording excellent sport to those fond of aquatic shooting, though
they are not so plentiful as they were many years ago in the
Chesapeake, when the hands employed at an iron forge at
Havre de Grace, once upon a time, refused to work because
they were fed on canvass-back ducks instead of bacon. B.
Ytkoinia
One. morning last week a
Norfolk, April Wlh.
magnificent flight of swans passed over. It was, indeed, a
pretty sight to see the early morning sunbeams gilding the
pure white feathers that shone out in their matchless purity
from the azure background above. Snipe shooting still in
order. This storm ought to bring more around. Some
rousing big bass and drum in market, last week, James
Biver sending down its quota of sturgeon.
W. H. S.

sent

1G7

the pipe to the

Come,' you can keep over for another week."

—

—

"The poem

trp

ITottse,

Inlei,

V.

J.,

Some

six

boats met with good success Saturday. One New York sloop,
the Hope, has met with great success in the oodfish lino,
B.
taking as high as 3,000 lbs per day.

—

—

Floetda. jY>7<i Smyrna, April 9. The unusual coldness of
the season has interfered with our sport this season, though
have killed the largest bass (30 lbs.) this winter that I ever
Heeured with rod and reel. Sevend others of equal size have
1

been

killed

by

visiting sportsmen.

S.

—

C.

C

—

Washington, April lGlh.
Our fishing
District Columbia.
season has already commenced, and quite a number of fine
bass have been captured in the Potomac, most of them at the
foot of the Great Falls, which is their favorite haunt at this
Beason. Others have been caught in the neighborhood of
the Little Falls, but they ore not so plentiful at. the latter
place as above. White perch fishing near the Chain Bridge,
to which I referred at length in a recent letter, is now excellent: they are biting rapidly, and fine ones are caught
Two gentlemen who went up yesterday7 took over
dailv.
seventy splendid ones in less than two hours. Owing to the
backward spring, this sport will continue this year until
about the 1st of 'May, as the perch have not ascended the
'

B.

river as early as usual.

ViuolNia.— The Legislature of Virginia has recently passed
an act to prevent the destruction and to promote the multiIt provides
plication of fish in the streams of that State.
that during the next six years no fish shall be caught otherwise than by angling in any streams above tidewater. It is
made unlawful to take mountain trout between September 15
and April 1 by any process whatever, and at other periods
only by angling, a similar prevision applying to black bass
between May 15 and July 1 of each year possession of these
fish within the prohibited periods to be prima 1'aaia evidence
The penalty for infraction of
of the violation of the law.

—

._-.,.

•;

codfish.

Three or four more of moderate

size

my

the experienced hands of Bariolo.
It weighed after reaching
fifteen pounds, and was in fine condition.
When fresh
from the water, the bass is r brilliant fish; those from the sea
are silvery in color; those from the mouths of fresh-water
rivers are of a bright golden hue; tbe scales are large and
strong; teeth in the mouth small, but it is furnished with
teeth in tho throat, which are like a pavement of enamel.
C. hooked a small shark which soon cut off his hook and
departed, but the marauder had scared away the bass, and
we left the ground with a score of eight, not, however, until
I had hooked a big sting Tay, Trygon hastata, which moved
off seaward with irresistible power, taking out my whole
line of about seventy yards at one rush, and parting it at the
reel, so that I lost 'it all.
I have several times killed rays of
thirty pounds to fifty pounds with the rod, but when they
get to be 100 pounds in weight, nothing can be done with
the rod and reel; they ore too heavy to be turned; their play
is so slow that they cannot be tired' out as active fish are, by
their own exertions," and something must give way. Ihave seen
one ten and one-half feet long and" five feet wide, weighing 150
lbs, killed with a strong hand line. It is a dangerous tishto.deal
with, on account of the formidable weapon which it carries in
its tail, a sharp bone four or five inches long, barbed along
the sides, and covered with a black slime supposed to be
very poisonous.
The ray lashes with its long tail when
drawn towards the boat, and sometimes inflicts very painful
and dangerous wounds. These rays are numerons 'and very
troublesome to the fishermen in these waters, and would be
more so but that they are the favorite food of their cousins,
the sharks, which eat them up, all but the tail, which is often
found on the beach, looking much like one of the bull whips
used by wagoners on the plains
"I have had enough of tin's, Bariolo,'' said I; "too many
sharks and rays here; where shall we go ?" " I think," said
he, "we'd better go up yonder big creek; the wind is too
strong outside, and we will find a sheltered place under the
mangroves." So we up anchor, and rowed about half a mile
up one of the numerous creeks which cut up the marshy
region on the coast into a thousand islands, covered principally with the red and black mangrove brushes, though
some of the larger ones contain dry hammocks, with cabbage
palms, live oaks, and pines. When we came to a spot where
throe of these creeks met, forming a wide bay, we anchored at
one of them, In another creek, not far off, we saw three boats
" Who are those people? " inquired Mr. C.
with fishermen.
"Some of tho Sneymaites. They have found out this creek
since ,they saw me catch some 'channel bass here a while
ago, but they don't know the best spot.
You'll be likely to
hitch abig one here."
We anchored near the shore where" the
channel was about six or eight feet deep, and the fir,.
was a large salt-water trout, hooked by Mr. C, which was
gaffer] after five minutes play; it weighed seven pounds v. ben
brought to the scales at homo— a most beautiful fish, dark
green or olive on the back, sides and lower parts like silver,
with three rows of black spots on the upper part of the sides,
like the lake trout of the Adirotidacks, which it exactly
resembles in form, except that instead of the small adipose
fin of the salmons, this fish, called by the learned, Oyiwsciou
Carol.inen.iis, has a double dorsal.
It is a near relation to the
weak-fish or squeteage. We caught two or three small b^ss,
aud then I hooked a very heavy one, which ran out forty
yards of line. I had mounted a new one of 150 yards, and
fought for a long time at a distance from the hoot and deep
in the water, so that I could not see the fish, though Bartolo
pronounced it a large channel bass. At last it broke water,
and showed a tail eight or tea inches broad, but appeared as
strong as ever; when at this moment Mr. C. booked another
heavy fish aud we were but playing them at the same lime, I
at the bow, and C. at the stem of the boat; bartolo standing
between us, gaff in hand, ready for action. One of (be other
boats, seeing the struggle from afar, came towards us to
witness the result, whicii soon took place by my iish being
brought exhausted on his back to the boat, where he was

home

nearly gaffed by ,I3a.ri°lo, after a struggle of thirty minutes.
In due course the other fish was secured, and proved to be
a chanuol bass of about the same size, weighing at home
twenty-eight pounds, and mine twenty-nine pounds; it was
forty-one inches long, and twenty-three around the shoulders.
S.

;

the law is fixed at a fine in saeh case of S20 and imprisonment
be paid. Tho offender is also to forfeit his

until the line

boats, nets, or other illegal contrivances in
fish.

The

act is

now

in foroe.

such taking of

were taken, when I

hooked a heavy fish, which took as I was drawing in
line.
It took out thirty yards at tbe first dash, and fought hard for
fifteen minutes, when I brought it within reach of the gaff in

» »

—Mr.

John Blakely

weighing 71 pounds,

C. 0.

of Philadelphia caught a drumfish
Yi.iinnghs River, two miles
in tii,

south of St. Augustine, Florida, the past season. Mr. T. C.
took four druuni
195 pounds in the
aggregate. All taken with rod and red.

Bowe

'
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FEW HINTS AND

A

DIRECTIONS FOR

FLYFISHING FOR BLAgCK

BASS.

BY W, HOLTSEKTON,

A

FLY rod for

black bass should be a moderately stiff rod,
Hot less than ten or moro than twelve feet long such

—

a rod as would be called a rather heavy trout rod. There ia
no necessity of its weighing over 12 ounces, but it should
weigh at least 7 i or H ounces. Such a rod will cost from $7
fur a plain ash and hvicewood (very serviceable) to 360 foT the
The reel should be a
finest Leonard or Norris split bamboo.
plain click reel, to hold from thirty to fifty yards, and costing
l

,

The best line is really the cheapest, and is
$10.
of braided silk, waterproofed, anil tapering toward the

from $3 to

made

ends; this line costs ten cents a. yard, and will last five or
more years. A cheaper article can be had for about fire
cents a yard, but is not reliable after the first season. The
leader should be not less than sis feet long, and made of

salmon gut. Where the fish are large, one fly is sufficient to
attach to the leader; where they are under two pounds, as in
the smalleT rivers and outlets of lakes, two and even three
can be used to advantage.
Black bass, like their more aristocratic brethren, the speckled
trout, are vary changeable in regard to the flies they will
Sometimes the scarlet ibis, particularly early in the
take.
season and on-rough, windy days, is the most killing fly that
can be used, while at others a white miller or a bright Ferguson or jungle cock will be found the thing. The following is
The Ferguson, academy, Holberton, May
a good list, viz.
fly, jungle, dark and yellow: turkey, abbey, scarlet ibis, St.
For
Lawrence, Montreal, grizzly king, and professor.
smaller waters, a hackle, either yellow, red or brown, dressed
on a sproat hook fmm four to six will prove killing. I found
in the St. Lawrence River, Canandaigua Lake, and other
large waters, that a large fly was necessary; a small fly only
took small fish, about No.
to 2, and a sproat hook is by all
means the best. A light rod will not hook a fish well, if the
fly is tied on a Limerick or other hook with a large barb and
made of heavy wire.
flies

:

In casting, the fly should be allowed to sink at least a foot
below the water before drawing it in for another cast. This
As long a line as possible should be thrown, as
is important.
they are a shy fish. When hooked, keep a steady strain on
them, and beware when they jump. Do not let them strike
the liua with their tail or fall on it. Contrary to most anglers, I lift the point of the rod so as to keep the line above
tbim
If in a boat, keep them, if possible, from getting under it, which they will try their best to do.
As to their taking or not taking the fly, I think it ie not
worth arguing. I have taken them for fifteen years with a fly,
and never any other way, and have never seen the water in
which they would not take it. There are some days when
they will refuse the fly, or take it poorly, as with trout; butas
to their never taking it in some waters, "Ihave my doubts."
Black bass, particularly in running water, are a very gamy,
vigorous fish, and afford the most exciting sport. The best
fly fishing now is to be had in the St. Lawrence, among the
T 'iiisaud Inlands, and in Florida; but ne trly every stream
and pond has been stocked in this part of the country, and
this year and next will begin to show the results.
There is
no use in trying to use the fly in water over twelve feet in
depth. The best ground is around the shores of (ho lakes, on
rocky shoals, near old logs, etc.
.

i
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The Eaole Claw.

—This

contrivance is attracting a great
deal of attention, like almost everything else advertised in
our columns. One correspondent inveighs very severely
against it, as notice below. Now, the "Eagle's Claw" is like
a man's hand; it can be put to evil and useful purposes.
For instance, wo ourselves attached a piece of meat to the
trigger of one the other evening, and hung it up on a nail
in rhe wall, so that it swung three inches from the floor. In
the morning we found a rat dead in its grip
The "Eagle's
Claw" will catch anything that it is set for, that is sure; but
as the advertiser does not recommend it as an infernal machine for the destruction of game and fish alone, we must
!

be charitable enough to regard it like anything else that can
to a good use or a bad one, though we perceive that
it is not accepted by our corrrespondent, the "Senator," with

be put
the

irhii

that

it

TUttlesnakes as Fish Bait.— Dr.

I
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H Kimball."

Henry

—Wo

have just received from John Haily, 320 Henry
dozen trout, bass, and salmon flies
of various patterns, tied in the most superb manner.
Mr.

Street, this city, several

Haily gives instruction in the art to those who desire it for
more money than a book of instruction would cost.

little

— The poachers are nt work on Long Island again.
son's trout; preserves at
I

10

Noyac were visited a few nights ago
robbed of about ^00 of his largest fish, valued
to 1 Ouu.
His watch-dog had boon killed a clay
I

I

Thomp-

1

or two previously.

.

occurred

sends
while

'As occasional correspondent writes:—" During the summer
of 1*571 I had some capital sport in the tributaries of the
Trinity Biver, Texas.
On one occasion I started on horseback, carrying a bucket and mosquito-net to catch bait, and
prepared to camp out. The stream of Spring Creek was very
low, but the rocky bod contained numerous large pools full of
striped bats, perch, and in many places those fishermen's
Selecting a shallow, T soon caught a lot of
pests, gar-fish.
small perch with the mosquito-net.
rod I cut itt the brush,
attached an upright trolling to the tip, and adjusted a reel.
I had to cut my way into the edge of some of those pools.
Hooking on a lively bait, I made a cast in a likely place. The
float, a dry piece of wood picked up, was almost taken under
by the bait, but at last it disappeared in a most unmistakable
manner, and I hooked a heavy fish. It required all my care
to keep clear of fallen timber and stumps, but I succeeded in
landing a four-pound bass in fine condition.
I took a three

My

and a two pound

fish in subsequent casts, and then moved to
It being now ten o'clock, and the sun being
warm, the fish ceased running, so 1 selected a pleasant spot,
ami prepared some fish for my dinner.
I strolled down the
creek with my gun. The bass and perch were swimming near

toe next pool.

the surface, and numbers of water snakes moving about. I
shot some very large ones. At one place my setter made a
point at the edgo of the bank.
Looking over 1 saw a very
large rattlesnake just at the edge of the water.
My poor dog
had so many narrow escapes from snakes that he was always
on the jut vive, and would always show me a snake.
" A b.iss split down the back and broiled, with some coffee,
afforded me an excellent repast.
It was too hot to fish, so
smoked and got a fresh supply of bait, until about tour
o'clock, when the fish began to move.
I now had some
excellent sport, taking from three to four in each pool
averaging from one to four pounds. Ther was one ver, deep
pool I had not tried at sundown, so decided to wait for the
moonlight, and in the meantime prepared my camp for the
night, cooked some fish and enjoyed my pipe till the moon
rose.
With great expectations I cast into the pool. In a few
minutes down went, the float, and 1 caught a tartar. My rod
bent almost double, and then, with a straight rush, the line
snapped (foul of the reel handle). Must have been a gar. 1
now put on a gireped hook, lost-two or three baits by Lhu gars,
and then hooked a fine bass of five pounds, which' I landed.
I got two more from three to four pounds, and then a snake
took the bait, and I hooked and pulled him out. My dog, who
enjoyed seeing the fish caught, retired with disgust," and had
a lively time killing it and saving my line from tangle.
The
gars were so troublesome now that I could not keep a bait on,
I placed the rod so that the
so I determined to wage war.
bait just touched the water; soon a large gar came and
received a dose of shot, and with great splashing subsided.
I
served several others the same way, and then, wrapped in my
blanket with saddle for pillows, slept till da
" In the morning I tried some of the old'pools, fairing several more fish.
At one n snake troubled me, pulling the bait;
it at last went to the edge of the water to some fish cle inings,
and I killed it. It was nearly seven feet in length. Alter
br* akfast I returned to my quartets well satisfied with my sport.
I
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BROOK TROUT FISHING AT LAKE
GEORGE.

lam sari: I

tary,

T&trrow

C.

Moral : When trout fishing in the West, look out for "rattlers," especially if you should want grasshopper bait, as tho
noise made by the two animals is very similar, the only difference being that the noise of the rattle is more prolonged
than that made by the insect. After a little experience they
may be readily distinguished.

Editor Foukbt and Stream.

Massachusetts Anglers' Association'.— In the list which
we published last week of the newly elected officers of this
Association, we should have printed George B. Brown, Becording Secretary, and Henry It. Kimball, Corresponding
tray, whereas the type read simply, "Kecording Secre-

H.

which

for the chirp of a grasshopper.

would be by a trapper or intriguerof vermin:

echo the sentiments of all truoaportsinon when I regret that
Mr. Coafc) did not apply Ida ingenuity to some more worthy object than
l ho above.
Are there not. devices enough for destroying game and fiah,
without such a cold-blooded implement of torture as this? With a
very earnest desire for hia future salvation, I cannot retrain from aaying
that I hope he may sit on one of these infernal machines, and then, if
its clawa do not touch his conscience, they will inflict a pang on something moro sensitive, and perhaps remind[hun of the torture inflicted
on its victims.
BBKATOB.

incident,

engaged in exploration in Utah, in 1872.
The party were encamped near the Webber Biver,
which abounds in trout, and one of their number,
a portly disciple of old Isaak, determined to have a day's
one. morning
fishing; so,
he started bright and early,
equipped with everything needed but bait, which he determined to secure on the. ground. Arrived at a desirable
site, he deposited lunch basket, rod, etc., and waited to hear
the chirp of a grasshopper, the bait he intended to use. He
did not wait long.
"Ha! ha!" said he, "there's a rouser,
sirre enough !" and oS he stole, sombrero in hand, intent on
on his prey. Cautiously he advanced through the sago
brush, stumping his toes over stones, the chirp sounding
nearer and nearer, until at last he knew he must be very
near the creature. Then he gently depressed his hat, peering around, and was just about to precipitate himself on the
ground, when he saw an enormous rattlesnake, coiled and
ready to Btrike, almost beneath his feet. He had lost no
rattlers, so giving a yell, he attempted to leap backward, but
his foot slipped, and over and over he went, down a hill until he fell plump into the river, out of which he gathered
himself up, and departed from that neighborhood a wetter,
but a wiser man. He had mistaken the rattling of the snake

To the Forest and

Stream.

Since my letter to you on lake or salmon trout, there have
been hundreds of pounds taken by fishing through the ice.
One was taken the second week in March that weighed seven-

This is the largest trout taken in many years.
was taken with a Bmall hook and bait, such as is used for
taking trout of from four ounces- or upward.
In this letter I was to treat on brook trout, known as the
square-tailed, spotted trout. Many people start out from the
cities during the summer with the expectation of having a fine
time and great success in the country B tehing brook trout.
Here let me say to all such parties Hi t they are Certainly
doomed to be disappointed, Those who wi^h to' enjoy and have
good sport in this line of fishing must be in the country early
in the month of May and June.
As soon as the snow water
from the mountains is done running, the trout make their appearance. La streams where the country isclearedand the snowgets melted and tuns off much earlier than it does from the
mountain streams, they are taken days and weeks before they
are found in the mountain streams.
The people iu the country knowing these facts watch the di
the anew,
audassoon as the spotted beauties make their appearance they
are enticed to become the victims and to decorate the table
of some country gent that lias watched long and anxiously to
Like th
be the first of the season.
taken in
the spring to the oily gent, so is the first mess of brook trout
to the man or boy in the country.
There are scores of Small
streams running into the lake from one-fourth of a mile in
teen pounds.

It

i'

'

.-,

I

length to four mile3 long, four miles being the lougest stream
9 to the lake these each and all have more or less
trout in them. When it is known that a good catch has been
made in one of these small streams it will be shunned
alone for a time. When a party strikes one of these sir
finds the footprints of some person fresh in the earth along
its btodes, he is well aware that he will have but wry little
success that day in that stream. The news of a straam being
well cleaned goes around the country about as quick n&
though a black bear had entered a neighbor's sheep yard and
killed a sheep (which at this day is not a thing in this vicinity
1

;

I

unknown).

Lake George

is

surrounded bv mountains which

are broken by ravines and gorges, in which flow the trout
streams. A few miles to the west runs the Hudson River, into
which innumerable small trout streams empty. Within a fow
miles of the Btiorea of Lake George hundreds of pounds of
brook trout are taken every spring, There is a small lake a
few miles west of Lake George, known as Lake Pharo, in
widen abound enormous quantities of these trout. They are of
the richest flavor and of the richest color of any trout found
in this section of the country.
They can be seen during the
spawning season at the different places where they collect to
deposit their spawn in quantities recorded by the 'barrels. I
have stood on a log lying over
if these beds where the v
ter was from one to four feet dt p, which would be alive with
trout from the bottom to the mrface.
The temptation to
take them is great, but no man
at Las any regard for law, or
the damage be would do in dt troying thousands by killing
one of the female beauties at si h time, will commit such an
act.
Notwithstanding, it is don by a class of inhuman beings
who steal in the night to the sh e by the side of these spawning beds, and with hook baited
..
ith worms or pieces of fresh
meat, take them as they would take fowls from their roost—
steal (hem in th* night.
The brook trout in Lake George come to the streams from
deep water three different times in each season— early in tho
spring, and again in tho month of August, then in the fall,
at which time they ascend the streams to deposit their spawn.
In the month of August they come to the inouth of tho
cold mountain streams and go up some distance.
I have
taken them over one mile from the lake. At this season of
the year they are called silver trout, for the reason that they
are a bright silver color, the spots being like scarlet. The
meat of this trout is of three colors— some are white, some
golden, and others a rich scarlet. They are usually of a good
size, running from a quarter to two pounds each.
A very
clear and cold stream runs into the hike at the head where
it comes to the lake it runs across a wide, sandy beach, and
;

forms a sand bar from twelve to eighteen inches high. With
a long rod and line the angler stands on the dry sand and
casts his fly or bait just over the bar, at which point the
beauties are enjoying the clear and cold spring
the mountain's side. I have stood at this point with a long,
light cedar pole, with hook baited with worms, and when
the bait struck the water it would be taken with that flash-like
movement that no other fish but the nimble trout can make.
The water would be in a boil for a number of feet in circumference by the greedy school that was lying so quiet enjoying the cool water. 'The one that succeeded in swallowing
the bait would be led out of the current into still water, and
as gently as possible up the sloping sand beach on to dry
land. Now and then one would be slightly hookod and as
soon as he struck terra firma would break loose then for
a Missel who was to be tho victor; if close, to the water it
was uncertain as to the capture of the trout, but a sure thing
that yon got wet feet in the struggle, as you would not like
to lose such a beauty, for the largest ones invariably get
looBe.
In the fall of the year, when these same trout come
to nscend the streams to deposit their spawn, they are darker
colored, having a reddish tinge.
They can be "taken after
dark at the month of the streams by using a piece of perch
for bait.
By throwing the bait just over the sand bar and
letting it lie on the bottom, it will he picked up by
;

I

they

com e

in search of the entrance

to the

mi.

mode and time of catching trout is now stopped. But after
they get up the Streams they aw now end then burred up
would steal clot lies off the drying lino if left out
With a hint to some that
good at
catching brook-trout I will close bit
I claim that
itli a rod ten feet Ira
d alim
feet long
from tip to hook and run
through
to near butt of
rod so that you st take
of thalii
draw the hook
up to the tip of the rod
doing the hook can be put
into a hole in this covered
with brush, and
then Blacking up on your
e, let Lhehook into the stream; if
a trout bites, instead of giving a j'erk with the rod and getting yonr fish fast in the"
•e the line a sudden jerk
anil draw the fish up to the end of your rod, and run your
rod back of you until yon can reac
My rule 18, to
go up the stream as far as yon wan to fish it down get into
the stream and ne er lei
B you fin
for co
ii
the water is too deep
this
manner
ven little particles which
you keep constantly going tee
the trout are busily picking up fa stead of lying still and
shying at the first ghmps.-. ,,f your rod or line. You can get
the strea; and tti be noticed by their
at every little nook
sharp eyes. I will let the best brook-trout fisherman (that
will follow tho stream on the bank; have the lead of me and
I will follow him a few rods behind, and will bet him a good
joint rod that I will get more pounds and larger trout than
he does. This I have done many times. At this point of
my writing I was ealled upon by the man that caught the
large trout spoken of at the beginning of this letter; ha
caught him in 160 feet of water; ii
lirty feet,
supposing he had a sunken bush fast to his hook with a
When he found what he had he took
small trout fast in it
it easy; was over half an hour when he got him through the
up that he gave
hole and on the ice; the br-o
up life without a struggle. He says he is the king fisherman
61 Lake George, and he shall go West this fall.
A thirteenpounder was taken the fourth week of March. Any quantity
Tours respectfully,
of smaller oneB are being taken.
The Old Pilot.
by 'such

as
after dark.
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SETH GREEN ON NEEDLE POINTS.
Koe!i!-:sTf.ii,

N. V., April 12.

Eiiitob Fobest and Stream.
Thero haa not been much said lately on "needle points." I bad made
up my mind not t> Bay anything more about them and Itt the people
tnkeboma Binall baskets of fiah. But
seeing a latter iu your last Jamie from "Angler," I thought 1 would
write a raw lines met post all whowlab to be enlightened oh the subjiet.
Ili3Ve. no doubt chat "Angler" la a akUfril ngbevmah, but bis hooka may
unlbuve been ju»t the right benrl. It is a nice thing tog.!
right every
the lirat
one-lourth big]
of
!

them, imd 1 have 0.0 dtoiii
nntilhe geU the righthehd, aael la£e salmon or any other
that will take a fly.
Seta Obites
SetoB,
tu try

..

FOREST AND STREAM,
^achting

the starboard bunks, and as the boat settled on her beam,
the water poured in her Upper streaks.
Her upper planks
were painted black outside, and of course drew the rays of
the sun very hard, and as she had been out of the water for
some time before we started on the trip,
so that it had hardly had time to swell back into position.
But to make a long story short, we had to lish the things
up from the water. Perhaps there was strong language used
then
One or two bags had withstood the dampness, and
things came out comparatively dry. But all our outside apparel was soaked.
We either had got to put it on, wet as it
was, or perch round in our flannel shirts. If you could have
seen us, dear readers, perched on the weather rail waiting for
daylight, you would have seen a funny sight,
About 3 p. M.
Ned and 1 commenced to bail, he with his carpet-bag, and I
the bucket. We thought she would fill before righting, if
we did ease her some way. Captain BilUook the rest of the
erew and got two anchors off on the port side; then they
took the fore and main throat halyards and made fast to the
roads, and swayed up on the halyards until every line was
taut.
In the meantime Ned and'l worked like beavers, and
before the tide turned we had the water all sponged out
above the cabin floor. If wo could only keep water out until
she commenced to lift, the others could help her by taking
in the sack line, so we kept wishing for daylight, The fix
was a bad one, but when you have to pan round in the dark
you feel cross with everything and everybody. Just as day
began to break the tide turned to «ome in, and to work we
went. Charlie was added to the bailers, and did good execution with the bread pan, We were too much for the water, and
kept her free; the others watched the slack and took it in,
took it in too fast, for she fell over on the starboard side before she got afloat, but she was water borne and it caused no
new difficulties. As soon as we got her on her legs, I started
up the fire, and prepared fi a breakfast, "Say, steward, give us

and posting.
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OUR BOSTON LETTER.
Boston, April

Editor Forest akd Stream.
The lovers of salt-water met Fast Day

12, 1877.

City Point, South
Boston, to enjoy lust year's festivity over again." Although the
day was not quite so warm or breeze so gentle, the Mosquito
race proved a success.
Some fourteen tenders put in an
appearance, and very good time was mode by the tiny crafts,
covered with clouds "of canvas. The wind was north northwest, and the bay (Dorchester) was fleeced with white caps;
vrrv iVv. accidents happened, and none of a serious nature.
Maj. MeDonough's "Lizzie" tilled with water, and withdrew
from the race. The '-Way ward's" tender carried awav her
mast, and the Nina's boat broke her boom.
The following
table gives the number of entries, time of starting of each
class, and the return
at

Arrow
Lizzie

something good

Returned.

Started.
h. m.
11 56 a. m.
11 66 a. M.
11 66 a. m.
11 50 A. 1£.

Nataa.

Mary

us up a

B. K,

Started.
H.
12
,12
12

Cbiquita

Hairpin

Name.
Maraquita

Young Turk
Niagara

Returned,
k. m. s.

m
M

time uut taken.
11

U

30

Returned.
s, m b,
12 34 50

time not taken.

.

Third-class— Niagara, first prize, Capt. Arthur
Dean Maraquita, t
id pr
P. Dexter.
The judges were: Ul
»f South Boston Club,
and Commodore P. E. eabody and Capt. P. Dexter, of DorChester Club.
At thi- me of the year a salt-water bath is not
very enjoyable, yet s
e of the participants testified to the
wetness of the water by their appearance on reaching the
.

shore.

The Boston, South Boston, and Dorchester Yacht Clubs
deplore the death of one of their most active, members, Capt.
Capen. The flags were placed at half-mast Fast Day
in respect to the honored dead.
S. J.

i

At the annual meeting of Dorchester Yacht Club, held
this month, the following officers were
elected for the
ensuing year:
Commodore, Frank Peabodv; Vice-Commodore, S. P.
Freeman; Secretary and Treasurer, Frank W. Weston; Measurer, H. Devenport; Fleet Captain, George F. Clarke;
Trustees. 0. E. Poison,, YV. H. L. Smith; N. T. Adams.
The Club added to its already large list of yachts, Paul
Butler's
schooner yacht America
Eben B. Phillip's
schooner yacht Fearless; George H. Tupp's schooner yacht
Betty; George M. Wiuslow's schooner yacht Humes; John
Bryant's sloop yacht Shadow; H. E. Hibbard's sloop yacht
-Efiie May; George Lee's sloop yacht Peri.
;

Thomas Manning, Esq., of New York, has been elected
honorary member of the Quincy Yacht Club, representing the
Club in that city. An early regatta of this Club will take
place in May. Under its present very able management, a
brdliant season is expected.
Kedge.

NOTES.
Boston, April

10.

Editor Fobest and Stbeaji.
In my last letter we lay at anchor in Scitnate harbor.
About two o'clock in the morning I was awakened from a
pleasant dream of home, by a heavy body fulling on me. It
proved to be Charlie. The boat had grounded on the bar
a. d he, lying in the port berth, had fallen out
as she
gradually heeled over, where the tide left her. We had all
slept sound, and if this occurrence had not happened we
should probably have slept on. I awoke with a loud exclamation, thinking some practical joke was being carried out, but

when

I realized the facts of the case

it

did not take

me

long

wake the others, am] appear on deck. Here was a sol
The old Baying, -It's always darkest before light, " proved true.
We could hardly distinguish objects at any distance The
tide was runnings mill-sl ream 'by us. ami tie
boat kept
heeling more ami
fcerleftna.
A. alight Borapto

ing noise, accompanied with a loud splash, sta rtleo at and for
a time we thought some of the pari\ bs l fallen
.
Procuring a lantern, I crawled forward and found that the
fore hatch cover and cabin companion-way slides were r
one
Perhaps there were no invectives used just then. I should
liked to kavehad that fisherman for a few momenta, Em
we
were in for it. We had retired with .scanty clothing on, and
being turned out in such an unceremonious manner
we
ourselves in our excitement', 'wg
thought it about time, however, and went below. V,
Everything had fallen from the port side down into
[

:

§a§timea.

BASE

BALI..

—

The College nines are looming up as powerful rivals of
the leading professional teams of the League and Internaiional
Associations.
On fast day the Harvard College in ue visited
Lyno, and there defealed "Cummings' Live Oak, professionals, by 11 to 3.
On Saturday, April 14, the Princeton College nine took a trip to Philadelphia, and there thev polished
off the professional Athletics to the tune of 24 to 11.
The
same day the Yale nine met the Hartfords, of Brooklyn, at
New Haven, and it was not uutil the twelfth iuuiugs that the
professionals could win, and then only by a score of 7 to G.
On the same day, at Boston, the Harvards met the strong
nine of the Bostons of 1877, and the latter won only by 5 to
game.

3 in a full

—The

Chelseas opened play at the Capitoliue grounds on
April 14th, anddeteateda field nine by 21 to 2.
Thev play
the Hartfords on the Union grounds on Thursday, April 1!».

—The Nameless Club defeated a field nine by 10 to 3 at
Prospect Park on April 14th. Dunne, of the Chelseas, haB
made his debut as a curved line pitcher.

—

The St Louis Club won all of their four games in Memphis, played on April il, 10, 11, and 13.
The seores were
2 to 0, 5 to 4, 7 to 3, and 2 to 0. April 13.

cocked up and covered with canvas until" it is ready to pack
into barrels for market. We made the acquaintance of the
Dixon brothers, who gave us good ideas of the hard work
necessary to produce a good article. We. also received a
package for use on the trip. I was going to take about a
bucketfull, and was surprised when they told me half a
handful would make all the blanc-mange "and ice-cream we.
could eat at once. They rolled us up about as much as you
could stuff into a quart measure, and from that quantity" we
used all we wanted, and I took the rest home and it lasted
almost a year. I found a butcher's stand before I got back,
and for a change got some steak (he had nothing else). Milk
w-as plenty and cheap, and while w^e staid we enjoyed many
a quaff of the lacteal fluid, fresh from the oow.
Our instructions were to proceed to Provincetown if we
did not meet our friends in Scituate. The wind had inoreasedto a gale from the southwest, and the scud was
blowing thick and smoky. The hugh rollers were thundering on the beach. Far as the eye could reach, the angrybillows tossed their heads, capped with white foam, and the.
atmosphere looked murky. How long this would last we
could not tell. Dinner-time came round, and was got
through with, still no signs of mild weather. The wind
hauled into the southard and kept increasing. About 1 p.
M., despite the advice of the fishermen, we determined on
trying to get to Provincetown. We battered everything
down; put two reefs in the mainsail, took the bonnet out of
the jib, hauled up the mud-hook and ran out of the harbor.
If the sea had not been so rough we could have made a lay
for Eace Point, but tons of water would strike her on the
bluff of the bow and. force her to lee'ard, which her small
mainsail could not make up. Ned and I were for'ard slowing cable and anchor, and when we struck out clear of the
headland, and got the full force of the wind, it would almost
take your breath away. Quite a crowd had collected on the
wharves to see us off, and many shook their heads, saying
we would be back before long. The boat was no more than
an egg-shell in such water, and after she had pitched twice
in the same hole and put Ned and 1 waist deep, Captain Bill
thought it time to turn tail. We were not long in starting
the mamsheet, but before she got fairly agoing free of the
wind, she put two honks of her jib under, and the sea came
across the house out over the taf-rail. One moment we
would be up on mountainous waves, the next buried in a
watery valley. We were not long getting back, and snugly
anchored in the harbor again.
Kedge?

— Ike

r

1

Rational

who kindly waived other jobs and tended to our necessities.
The rest of the boys were unsuccessful in finding our abScituate is a country place about twenty-five miles from
Boston, on the line of the Old Colony E. E. There is a very
homelike hotel in the place, and the people generally are
very hospitable. The post-office is combined with a variety
shop. The inhabitants depend on fishing and mossing: the
latter business is carried on extensively by the lower classes.
To a stranger it is interesting to seethe changes of color this
sea moss has to go through before it is fit for use.
At early
morn you will see the fishers gliding out of the harbor (when
the tide permits) in their small open boats. The boats that
are used for mossing are either dorrs or sixteen-feet sprit
sail boats, such as are used in trawling lobsters.
The rake,
with long teeth, is the implement used for pulling the moss
from the rocks at low water. After it is brought ashore the
moss is spread out like hay to dry and bleach in the sun.
When it is first pulled the color is a dark purple, and it
bleaches out to the color you get it from the druggist or grocer.
Much care is used in the process. If the" dew falls
heavy-, or should there be a likelihood of a shower and the
moss should get wet, it is spoiled. Every night it must be

TVinniatt,

The pleasant weather of tie past few days has brought the
yaehtmen out from the winter's stagnation. Painting and oarpeutc-riijj jjv-.
il
,vv brisk, arid the boat shops are assuming their wonted activity. A Mr. Gleason is building a
Mtamoran, on a tested model. The model is five feet in
length, and easily beat an lS-foot Newport boat,
Mr.
Gleason expects to get her round to City Point, May 1st,

—The following are the officers of the Halifax, Novn Scotia,
Association
President. C. J. McDonald: VicePresident, Geo. II. Davis; Treasurer, W. E. Weir; Secretary,
J. E. Townsend; Committee, M. Power, Thos. Spelman,
Wm. Boss, Alex. McDonald, John Eoue.
Bowing

a boat builder, while the rest went to the stage office to
see if the sixth had arrived.
After making inquiries we made
the acquaintance of Messrs. Geo. Lawlev A- Son, boat builders,

sentee,

—

WATER

'

up

12 31 40

Nina started 12 :Gt>, time not taken; Ivy, time not taken;
Our Pet, time not taken; Dart, tune not taken; "Wayward,
time not taken. The prizes were $10 gold pieces tor first
prize in each class, and $5 for second prizes, and were
awarded as follows: First-elass Koslyn, first prize, Capt.
Boss; Arrow, second prize,
Second-class— Sunbeam,
first prize, Capt. W. S. Nickerson; Hairpin, second prize, J.

SALT

was the universal cry. 'Get
Ned; "Iwish I was there

"We will take all the wet bed clothes and toilet articles
ashore, while you get things ready, say Cap." After they had
been gone some time I looked out the fore hatch, and you
would have thought there was to be an auction of old clothes
by the display on the rocks and grass ashore. Every sunny
spot was decorated with either blanket or towel, shirts, pants",
stockings, etc; while the rest of the wet things (animated)
was sprawled out in the genial sunshine. At seven A. m. I
sounded the fog horn to call them to grub, and we sat down
to broiled steak, fried potatoes, hot johnny cake (the homemade article). It did not take long to clear the table and get
things in place after order was restored. Part of us looked

.timo not tsken.

12 33 SO

;

!"

..12 36
-.12 83

m

Started.
11. m.
21 uG
12 06
12 IK

hunt

dish," cried

now."

sKcoNU-01

Name.
SU"bcam

after this

home-made

..time not taken.

.

i

"

:

RmbIjii

—

Newbueqh Yacht Cia-b. This Club will hold its fourth
regai La August -v.
There will be four el;
trance free, as follows:— First, open boats over twenty-six
feet in length: second, open boats over went] two feet" and
not exceeding twenty-six feet long; third, open boats twentytwo feet long and under; fourth, cabin yachts and all yachts
with working sails. Two prizes will be given in each" class,
except the fourth, in which one prize only is offered. The
Newburgh Club also offers a prize of $250 in gold, to be
sailed for on the day following the regatta.
The ovent will
be open to all open yachts under thirty-five feet in length.
The entrance fee is fixed at 8100, and the whole amount thus
obtained will be divided and distributed as prizes according
to the number of entries, the club's S250, gold, being added
to the first prize.
The race will be sailed over the usual
course in Newburgh Bay. Entries to the regatta will close on
July 31st, and to the sweepstakes race on July 28th.
annual

"
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Bowing Association have decided to
in June 19th, the number of races
'ed .-hell,

1

.edrac

as to

— The Louisvilles
Only one

defeated the Eclipse nine by 22 to 1 on
was made off Devlin's pitching

base, hit

—The

schedule of games to be played in the League
championship arena this season has been made out, and 'the
record for May is as follows
:

CO

Clubs.

May
\

J.
1

Cincinnati

a

p

1

g,

s-

f

f

f

Maj

My

May

Mav

May

17

12

19

IB

15

26
22
24
3

"j

8
10

—

j

!

IT
19

6
12
15

8

...

31

"ll"
19

10

6

j

3

"22"

......

5
8

,

Louia

B
10

31

211

St.

&

12

Chicago

Louisville

5"

s

22

a

V

Hartford

x

o

g-

|
Boston

—

o

g.

26
29

1

3

_

6
|

Total....

The

6

10

6

1

games

be those between the Louisville and
be played at Cincinnati May 3, 5 and
None are arranged for Boston or Brooklyn.

will
Cincinnati clubs, to to
8.

first

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock 01

ani
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request* they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.
Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

&

Co.,

and are

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose
line.

&

Co,, of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a

full

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre-

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

and the public are

Jewelry, Bronzes and

th» largest in the world,

invited to visit their estab-

and

be one and a

half unles and return, the others one and a half miles
straightaway.
All the Passaic Clubs give promise of making
lay on the river this coming season than on anv
preceding one.

lishment without feeling the slightest obligation to purchase.
Adv.

Union Square, Nev? Y^rk

,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

170

§hq
'Moat intelligent writer about doge. "—Rod akd

Gtjjj.

gcnttel

Red

Irish setter bitch Mcsic, by "Plunket," out of
"Rosna," a pure Irish bitch. Music was 1st at Vaynol Field Trials, and 2d at Crystal Palace show, is
strong, healthy, and active. Shot over to grouse and
partridge regularly. Price £30. Expenses to be paid

by purchaser.
" Laverack " setter bitch Be&tha, white and black
ticked, good in field, shot over to partridge and hare.
Pedigree; By Laverack's "Prince," out of "Blue
Belle." Purebred. " Blue Belle " is own sister to

"Sam

andLill." Bebtha is a splendid
compact, active, and very fast. Price
£50 (lowest figure). Aged two years.
The champion retriever, Pahis.
Invaluable for
field and stock purposes. Winner of the following
prises: 1st Ipswich, on gamo in the field; Crystal
Llewellin's

RENNKL

GITIDK,

plain instructions how to rear and breed dogs
for pleasure, show and profit.
Tlie work contains additional chapters upon the

"Law on

Dogs," and

"

Non-Sporting Kennel."

GORDON

STABLES, M. D„ 0. M., R. N.
Illustrated. 192 pages. 12oio, cloth, $1.50.

By

T H E3~ I> O G5UG

Broadway, Neiv York.

FIRST

_a_i>JjXrT_T_A_T_i

He is the grandest stud dog that has eve* been at
the service of the public in England, his fee being
£5, 5s. He has secured a great many nominations.
Price, £50. Expenses not to be paid.
Address GEORGE BREWIS, Horseheath Lodge,
Linton. Cambridgeshire, England.
12apl3t

T^OR 8ALE.—A FEW THOROUGHBRED SETTER

E

Pups out of my Bismarck-Nannie bitch Tip (see
Barges' A. K. & 8. F., No. 241), by Neff also a fine
red Irish Setter bitch Pup, six months old, partly broken. Address G. H. T., P. O. Box 85, Indianapolis,
apl!9-3t
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PRIZES AMOUNTING TO NEARLY $5,000 WILL
BE AWARDED TO SPOUTING AND
NON-SPORTISG DOGS,
Prize Lists and Forms of Entry can be had of

CHAS. LINCOLN, Su p

L\ ..0

trial
a

C.J. ttj

Hudson, New

045,

apl 12-1

Black-and-tan terSkye,
sporting Dogs. Maltese cats, Ferrets, <Sc. Medi
cines for all diseases at L. N. MEYER, 45 Great
l ories street. N. Y.
Sept2l ly.

R

E

25th.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB

S a^i cs

N.

J.

'

NEW WAD.

A

The FIBRE

WAD

will give better penetration and
pattern than Eley's wadding. Is elastic and plastic,

will hold the load seodukli is bbass shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box of 250, 25c. for 12 and 10, and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt ol price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Address
CARTRIDGE CO.,

Stnd dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
winner of seven prizes in England. Sired by R.
Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, and from White-

lbs.:

house's celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
Hap stock; just imporsed: Si years old. Fee $3t>
v

WEBB.I

SPORTSMEN

1

for 77 grains of powder.

" T," Fokesi and Streaai

BROOK
any quantity

500

WANTED TO

ACTIVE AGENTS^

Street, Chicago.

Complete

Shooting

CO.. 110
5apl7t

Suit

$10.

$10.

gporting friends that ducks
and geese are arriving in great numbers, and the
prospect for good shooting to now excellent* Live
wild geeae and other decoys, batteries, boats and
prompt attendance at all times.

announces to

hie

WM. N.LANE,

Good Ground, L.

1.
niarS Gt

ONE

dozon assorted Trout Flies sent by mail on
receipt of $1. J. B. Schuvleb, Bloorasburg, Pa.

ap'112, at.

IN FLY TYING.—By an exLESSONSDy-dresser.
Refer to Abbey &lmone,
perienced

43

Maiden Lane.

-treet.

violently they vail, Ihis collar will
Made of heavy bridle
leather with ulckle plated iiinitniugs. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owner on name plate for $1.00.

not choke or injure the dog.

Manufactured by

Tlaoirison Ac Son,
301 Broadway, N. Y.
jan4-tf

TpOR YOUNG COCKER SPANIEL
Stock Irom the choicest breeds innnire of
M. 1'. Mi KOl )N.
Franklin, Del. Co.. N. Y.
dec28 6m

nableSTOC] TO HE TRANS-

The Pennsylvania Railroad

Company

also reach the best locajities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsy]vania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in
a!) the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA,

FORD, CRESSON. EALr/IuN, M)NNEQUA,
other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing, Wing shooting,

and

Still

BED

and

Hunting.

Also, to

TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAT,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned

-PORT AFTER FIN

fdi

AND FEATHER.
D. M.

BOYD,

Jb., Gen'l Pass.

Fhanie Thompson. Gen'l Manager.

Agent.
fet>17 tf

apll9-lt

office.

Fry delivered
Ludlow.

to suit parties.

if

Co.. Pa.

"THE BERMUDAS.'

CHEAP.—AN IRON STEAM YACHT,

68 feet long, 7 i feet beam; speed, 15 miles an
hour. Cabin 20 feet long, handsomely fitted. Double
cylinder engine. 6x8.
For further particulars address P. O. Box 229, Bordentowu, N. J.
2

BROOK TROUT FOR

SALE.

temperature of about 70°.

j&g-The undersigned wishing to close out a partnership will sell his stock of Iry yearlings and two-year
oldB, at low prices.
F. W. EDDY,
Randolph, Cattaraugus, N. Y.

DOCOALL

TOP LEVER. 12 bore; all improvements. Made to order forCol. Bodine; of high
With original invoice, and certificate as
to shooting qualities; at large reduction ftrom original
est quality.

cost.
aplla-lt

H. C. SQUIRES. No.

1

TVTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-LN FUL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the GuJf Stream enjoys an equable
The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camlna," 1,000 tons, lilted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Bcr-uda with
steamers for S . Thomas and West Indies.
For
information apply to A. E.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
full

OUTERBRIDGE,
Dec21-ly.

Cortlandt St.

^gortstnm's ^ontqa.

GllEAT SOUTHERN

FOB FLORIDA.

j,

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

NAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE. SANFORD, EI\TF.RPRI8E,andintermediate
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
In FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and
JJ

Olifjurleston, S.
The South

and the
AND THE

O.

Southwest

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
Gen'l Agent,
JPhlladelpnia and Southern MaU S. S. Co.,
110 South Delaware Avenne, Philadelphia

JAMES,

PORTS,
FLORIDA
EVERY
Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clocLr. P. M. From

PIER 29, N R.
CITY OF ATLANTA. CHAMPION.
Capt. B. W. Locuwnod.
Capt. M. S. Woodhali.
G. W. CLYDE.
GULF STREAM.
.

FOB

Wild Fowl Shooting.
SHINNECOCK BAY.—M. .X LANE

No matter how

:

Address

Price $85.

McKean

Ex-

EXCELSIuR MANUFACTURING

$10.

COLLAR

chambered

i

of

W. H. CEO WELL,

CHOKE-BORED,

Warranted better than any in the market. Sent by
mail for $10.75. 1,000 testimonials on file, which
Bay that " Holabird makes tho best Shooting Suit in
tho World." This Suit iB to beat the cheap trash
Should
in the market, which sell for more money.
yon want anything extra-fine I can make it. Send
for mv Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
mar22-3m
W, H. HOLABIRD Valparaiso, Ind.

a dog, suffice it to say they aie free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive nee of which, in combination with meat and meal io compose a biscuit is
secured to us by Letters Patent, For sale in cases
of 112 lbs. each. F.O.Db LUZE, soleAg. nt, 18 South
William street, New York Special terms to dealers.

cal.,

i.

without failure or injury.

Ludlow
Trout Co.
TROUT FRY FOR SALE IN

celsior Letter Copying Book. No press, brush,
water, or pad used. Copies ou dry paper. Send S3
and we will forward a 300 page book, full letter size,
Inquire of any Commercial
by mail, postpaid.
Agency as to our responsibility. Send stamp for

Dearborn

From the reputation these Meal Fibrine Cakes have
now gained, they require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them io the use of "every one who keeps

smooth steei

The lines

,

.

RIFLE FOR SALE.— «

PEABODY

States. These line, being ONT1NUOU8 FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; avoid the difficulties and dangeis of reshipment, while the excellent cars run oyer

FISH CULTURE ESTABLISHMENT FOR SALE.

GENUINE

_C

band and whistle; 20 months old. Applv to Capt.
Taylor, Bollefonto Nottoway Co Va,
apl 19-2t

The undersigned desiring to open a new establishment at a remote point, offers one of the largest
and most profitable Fish Culture stations in the
United States for Bale to a good customer. A large,
modern Btyle, new house, and three acres of land go
Fbank N. Clabk,
with it. Address,
Nohthville, Mich.
(26 miles from Detroit.)
ap'U2 4t.

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes

TI1I8

Scotch Rotriover. A powerlul and magnificent animal;
good-tempered; broken to letch and carry on land,

Muzzle-Loading Shot Guns can't be beat for
bard shooting. Guns bored with new style of
in best manner possible, and warranted. Price
$3.00 each barrel. Address
J. E. HOLDEN, Box 117, Sherborn, Mass.

circular.

gpratt's Patent

FOLDING BOAT FOR SALE.—A HEGEMAN

,

Sxip erior Facilities
afforded by their lints for reaching most of the TROT(NG PARKS and RAG*. COURSES in tho Middle

PORTED

Portable Folding Boat, for two persons; two
sets oar-locks; two seats.
New and perfect in all
respects; UBed but once; cost $80; will sell for 540.
apllft-3t
Dr. Up de Graff, Elmira, N. T.

COMF1

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

the

confi-

dence in calling the attention of intending purchasers
to the very unusual opportunity afforded by this sale
of acquiring stoofe descended from the nioBt famous
herds in the country, and which will be sold entirely
in consequence of the farm being overstocked.
Descriptive catalogues will be published in due
time, and may be obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorking, Surrey, England.
ap'U25t.

A

THE PENNSYLVANIA

Wdmington, Delaware.

ATTENTION

(FOR POINTERS.)

DOGS CANNOT SLIP

twelve or fourteen

Choke

Farrar,

MAY 22, 1877,

a selection from the celebrated herd, consisting of

close,

FOR IMPORTED SETTEES.
Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Plunket, Carrie,
Kapp and Nell have passed into the above Kennel.
Plonket and Rapp will be used in the stud. For services and pedigrees address

.

TtJESDAT,

FOR SALE,

Co.,

DELAWARE

FOREST CITY KENJVEL

on

tnll-4m

WA1WAKEE,
Hnhokus, Bergen

Sapttf

5apl3m

8.

:J

.

and

,

Mew York.

Box 2832.

3.

i

I

FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR 3ALE-A
Dandy Dinmout, and

May 8th, 9th and 10th, 18TZ.

J.

i
:

Address P. O. Box

'McGregor."

E. S.

GILMORE'S GARDEN,,

W.

-

.

York.

at

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL

M.

Refer to Forest akd Stream, and others.
Address

Wesiminsier Kennel Club,

17 Chatham Street,

'.'

1

Setters and Pointers.

Given under the auspices of tho

ing,

SALE.— AN ENTIRE KENNEL OF SETTERS,
FORconsisting
SALE A GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION. A
FORthoroughbred
of pule Irish, English, and Field
imported coal black, curly-coated

riers,

NEW YORK
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,

Dorking, Surrey, England, beg to announce that they are honored with
instructions from the owner to offer for sale by public auction, at Camilla Lacey, Westhumble, near Dork(of

The Auctioneers have much pleasure and

Ind.

CASSELL, PETTER & GALPIN,

Camilla Lacey, near Dorking, Surrey,

MESSRS WHITE k SONS

Palace

;

With simple directions l'or hie treatment, and notioos
of tho bBBl dogs of the day and their breeders or exhibitors. By " IDSl'ONE." New edition, with illustrations. 12mo, cloth, $1.25.

ALDERNEY STOCK.

hibted after 1871,
stock.

With

TO SPORTSMEN:

PURE FAWN AND SILVER GRAY COWS AND
HEIFERS, AND ONE BULL.

Champion Prize, 1S72; Dublin 1st Prize, 1872;
Champion Prize, 1873; 1st and cup, 1873. Not exwhen ho was beaten by hia own

THE PRACTICAL

^ort§it[tt($ §twtes.

PURE-BRED

bitch,

little

Ja/f

for

TO PURCHASERS OP

PRIZE IRISH AND LAVERACK
SETTE RS TOR SA LE.

J
JL

Address

New York

JOHN HATLY,

328

Henry

Oct 12JSm

FOR
AM

$2.00
HAPPY TO INFORM

now ready

most Complete

Game Bag

S.

(

Capt. Ingrahm.

trowel).

for the convenience of passengers,
vailed on the coast for

Safety. Speed

and Comfort.

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite
and well-known Florida packets DICTATOR, Capt.
Voeel; CITY POINT. Capt. Scott, for FEHNANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, PA-

LATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLE

and

all

points in Florida,

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
^"Insurance to destination ONE-HALF OF ONE

PER CENT.

Goods forwarded
tickets and
ofllceof

Bills of

free of Commission.
Passage
Lading Issued and signed at the

JAMES W. yUINTARD &

the

ever Indented, it baa
capacity for 75 Uunil. Pocket room for 60 shells,
is very tight, weighing but a few ounces.
It can be

CO.,

Agents. No. 177 West Street, cor, Warren, or
W. P. CLYDR & CO., No. Bowling Green.
Through Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points in the Soma and Southwest,
and further information can be obtained at the office
HUNTLEY D. HASELL. Genera) Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner
dec? ly
of Thomas street

The

material is water-proof drill. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price. Money refunded if not
fiend chest measure only.
satisfactory,
W. H. nOLABUiD, Valparaiso, Ind.
please.

marl5-3in

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS TO
the country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Also thOBe having young doge
that they wish handled. For terms, &c, address
;

LOWE,

Guilford, Conn,

HALSEY HOUSE, Atlanticville, L.
A SUMMER RESORT, and

for

Sportsmen

I,
all

the year, will open June 25th.
New house accommodates Fifty guests. Rooms of
various sizes and exposures.
Perfectly healthy. A fine oak grove of two acres at
rear of house. Nearer to and larger than any house
bordering on Shinnecock Bay, Surf and Still Bathing.
Boating, Duck. Goose, Snipe, and Quail Shooting.
References from former guests. Send for a circular.

ap'lM

W. F. HALSET.

Bt.

§portsm<{n$ §oods.

ti

6IUIV

GOLD

OF THE

SHIRT.

ST. PAUL AND ST. LOUIS

Ithamar

Bois,

u

Burlington, C. Kapids and Northern

RAILWAY,

328

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

I

you

§ot$l& and ifcegorts $or^gort$mm.

iltte-

and areunri

Short Line,

MY MANY

friends and customers that I have

Capt

The above steamers have been handsomely
up

crossing and connecting with all East and West Linen
in Iowa, running through some of the finest hunting
groundo in the Northwest tor Geese, Ducks, Pinnated
and Hulled Grouse, and Quail. Sportsmen and their
dogs takou good care of. Reduced rates on parties of
ten or more upon application to General Ticket Office,
Cedar KapidB.
o. j. ives,
General Passenger Agent,
E. F. WrsrsLOW.

General Manager,

ti

Fulton St.,

THE

Popular
ElegantSearfs
From SO

MAKER.

and

Ties.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^gortsmeti'x §aods.

Sportsmen's (§ood§.
Tan

Color,

Waterproof

Vest

and

Leather

FISH & SOIPSOS,
Professional Dead Ball,
The Best Ball Made. Used by all

Jackets

Flannel-Lined.

the leading clubs throughout tbe
United States. Samples by mall,

(Made and sold only by Messrs. G. W. SIMMONS &
Co., Oak Hall, Boston,,! are considered (lie mosi
Bensible protector? ever devised lor sportsmen's wear.
Si '• Jacket, 81&. Measurements rePrice,
quired are
Waist. Breast and Inside Seam of
Mei
and \Ycii>iit.
Sleeve.
ORDER, and is of a perfect
EXPRESSLY TO
deadsniaa Blnde. S. nd for a sample of the leather.

005
:

MANUFACTURED

THIS LEATHER HAS BEKM

Amateur Dean Balls,
by mail,75 cents. Send stamp for reduced illustrated
price-list of all our Base-ball, Fishing Tackle, and
Sporting 0ooda.

& SIMPSON,
ST., NEW YORK.

FISH

NASSAU

13a

ang!7 1y

W. Simmons & Son, MORTIMER

32

to

38 North

Oak

8t.,

aj

Suits

We had

Camp

ter's

W.Simmons &

the firm of G.

is

use yet.

Shooting

gray

in

This suit

in contradistinction

Suit,'

but

service,

known

is

Oak

Hall,

at

Hun-

no doubt, from

demand

local

W. SIMMONS & SON,

G.

U.

in the

S,

by

Bend

THE

<n •n\

o

uTO
,L_I

First Class Shooting Garments,
In great variety.

/

/

^y

V3

GEO.

HENNING,

C.

410 Seventh street.
Washington City.

\

Feb82-ly.

$2

50.
Offer then uoual extensive assortment of STAPLE
are introducing this season some
articles. We call attention to the

Also the "Hold Fast" shell e

Price,

J

This new design of Wathki-kooj? Shooting Suit,

"BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS"

For Sale by

all

gun

W.

HALL,
Lancaster, i*a.
m
B.

all

kinds of GUNS, both

$15 to ?50 each.

"KRIDER'S" CELF.BRATEI) CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND ld.ra!l BAMBOO RODS.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties— Taxidentic in all lis branches.

KPRATT'S PATENT

Repalrin g of

all

first-class

835 "W. Baltimore

Saplly

Founded July

i,

St.,

Baltimore.

1803.

We make a

specialty oi Artificial Flies.

Our stock

unequalled in variety and extent, and unexcelled

is

A SPECIALTY.

in quality

BRADFORD & ANTHONY

$25 Each

received the award of
the U.S. Centennial Commission In 1876 for "Exhaustive Variety of Anglers' Apparatus, especially

HOOK3, LINES. r:<>I.'S. ARTIFICIAL FLIES,
of the BEST QUALITY."

Aebst.

L..H.

*

*

Quality

Special.

35Liberty Street.

HEART, AN1J TIPS OF SPLIT

)p. o. box 1294

BAMBOO.

new yoke.

J

$30 Each

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
(Successors to

brethren of the out-door
it meets tbe
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorsement, as combining he best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necessities of tbe American service. It is a most admirable
and satisfactory contrivance In color, style, waterproof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel

Andrew Clerk

& Co.)

AT REDUCED RATES.

FLIES, LINES, &c,

all

New

TACKLE

FISHING

Of Kvery Description and

lluality.
attention to our extensive asgoods for sportsmen, such as Salmon

We particularly

PERSONS ORDERING FROM A DISTANCE NEED
REND ONLY THE FOLLOWING TO BE SURE OF
A PERFECT FIT:—
MR EAST MEASURE.
WAIST .MEASURE.
INSIDE SEAM COAT SLEEVE,
]N"SIDE SEAM PANTALOONS.

Thos.

W,

Sparks,

hot and Bar Lead
MANIJFAOTTJB ER,

lltiAl).

ADDRESS:

Redditch,

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

In this latter respect."

MENTION HEiGHT AND WEIGHT.

York, London, and

Guaranteed.

COMBINED GREEN HEART
AND SPLIT BAMBOO HOOS.
BUTT AND.TOINT OF GREEN

Ahdkew Cleek.

C. E. Tmbbus.

48 Maiden Lane.

fraternity, because

Bamboo

Fly Rods

Our Illustrated Wholesale Catalogue of Fishing
Tackle will be mailed to any dealer whose address is
Baplit
sent to us.

In the Golden Bute (Rev. W. H. H. Murray's paper)
the enthusiastic editor writes:—
"We were shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which
the attention of

BISCUITS.
marl -ly

Six Strip Split

establishment,

Lefever Breecli-Loaders a Specialty.
REIP & CO.,

moment's notice.

and shore-shooting

DOG

kinds

CONROY, BISSETT& MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.

BREECH

One hundred suits will" be kept ready in stock, so
that we can .irnisb to order any size required, at a

OK

the old-fashioned floats and

BAMBOO ELY RODS from

and MUZZLE LOADERS.
PISTOLS. PARLOR RIFLES, AIR PISTOLS, POWDER, SHOT, CAPS, CARTRIDGES, SHELLS, FISHING- TACKLE, and everything appertaining to a

THE PRICE HAS BEEN FIXED AT $13, TO INCLUDE HAT Or: DOUBLE YlsOKED CAP. D3TAOHABLE HAVKLOCK, COAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOONS.

SS1ZE

of

tbe place

SPLIT

I

NEW GUN ESTABLISHMENT,

every respect.

call

FISHING TACKLE. RODS, RE KL8, LI NES HOOKS,
"ELIES, LEAKERS, SNOOKS ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FLl BOOKS. ETC., ETC.
^"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies made to order.

ar8 tf

Where can be found

The design embraces the best points" of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary requirements for American service. Particular attententiou has been paid to color.
Each snit is water-proofed by a new patent process.
The seams and pocket comers are securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in

Philadelphia.

SINKERS,

taking

have been

Sodon Paper.

Address

dealers.

Sts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

which can be attaohed anil detached at will, without
knotting or tying the line, or removing the bait or
hook. Oan also be moved readily on the line, and
remain fixed wherever placed. These are rapidly

75 Cents.

JOHN KRIDER,
E. Cor Second and Walnut

IV,

PATENT ADJUSTABLE FLOATS AND ADJUSTABLE

ringed sinkera.

beard of in the O.d Country, and that land of sport*
men has sent an order to Messrs. Simmons & Son,
which will doubtless be followed by many others."—

we

NEW

GOODS, and

made, from extra quality duck, has attained such
popularity as to be called for from all parts of the
country, and even from England.
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us verymuch
like sending 'Coals to Newcastle,' but the merits
of tbe

Importers, Manufacturers and Dealers in

Improved Climax Greaser, Loader, Cap-Expellel
and Shell Extractor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder,

EACH GARMENT DISTINCLY MARKED

C.W. Simmons &Son.

1S36.)

at World's Fair at New York and
Centenuial Exhibition.

premium

BOSTON. MASS.,

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

I

(ESTABLISREU
First

and DESIRABLE

^

Jackie.

Sportsmen's Depot.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,
374 "Washington Street,

dealers in

made by

mg

fishing ^schh.

(PATENTED).

Price.

"BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,"

Mention Fouest and Stream.

for Descriptive Prico Lists.

SHOOTING COAT,

'76

all ilret-class

f

"\7"©x*3aa.c3!xxt.

SHOOTING.

Boston, Mass.
Sold everywhere

IN

FISHING- TACKLE,
Mancliester,

UNS BORED FOR CLOSE AND HARD

of its

Boston Shootin Suit'
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

AND DEALER
ef-

Decl4-ly.

i\3A

The

MANUFACTURER OF

Pine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial F.ies,

Boston, Mass.

the 'Boston

as

the garments which are manufactured out west and at

Washington, each of which has a

St.,

kinds of Breech-Loading: Work
most approved style.

good

is

Elm

01i£b!S

fected in the

Exhibition

Centennial

at Philadelphia

has

for

Son,

one of their suits on duty

grown

It

A.11

Waterproof Shooting

successful manufacturers of

Boston.

most

of the

KIRKWOOD,

c&

Ouu find Rifle l>£alcei*s,

Hall,

Boston, Mass.
"Tbe Boston Shooting Suit. — One

Samples of

post-paid, at $1.

LADIES LEATHER VESTS AND JACKETS

G.

171

121 Walnnt, St-, Philadelphia

Office

call

sortment of tint:
Trout, and Blue I; Bass Flics and Snell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cmuhunk and Pasque Islinde
Bass Lines, Water-piouf Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Hod is marked "H. L. Leon
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents." Beware
of 1 iHaiL
Sole agents for the McCord Patent Celluloid Black
Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Hod. Proprietor*
in'

ci Patent Landed and-.
tin ceiclutucil Yd incite
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and
.-

'

Egg-Eyed Needles.

G VY SIMMONS & SON,

jfiiphina gachic,

"OAK HALL." BOPTON. MASR.

CARD.

Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for tb
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.

B.

A.

SHIPLEY & SON.

Trolling

and

Click Reels.

The finest Reels made light, durable and finely
Ask vein ncalei fur tlicin
finished.
E. HAI1T &- Co., Newark, N. J.

GEOKUE

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bam-

Refer to Dr. W. W. Ely, Rochester, N. Y., ant
Dr. J. R. Romeyn, Kecsvilie, N. Y.

boo Fly-Rods.

JnSOtf.

Improved and fluisbed without catting away the enamThe strongest and handsomest rods in the world.
el.

DECOYS.
WHISTLER.

SHELDRAKE.
MALLARD.
CANVAS.
BLACK DUCK.
also WILD GEESE.
These are the new pateni Decoys which come packThe ureal est improvement
ed In lie-its six in a bo::
Erfra of
coy.
the ducks. %vi per doi. price of be geese, ?! each
SON, Oak Hall, Boston, Mass.
G. W. SIMMONS

pc

i

on

',

i

i.i

lar.

,,,

i

:

&

i

i

id

i

FOWLER,

A. H.

COOT.
SPFUGTAIL.

RED HEAD.

MANUFACTCHEllS AND IMPORTERS OP

Private orders solicited for all Kinds of line tackle.
Send for circuKuils scut per express on approval
Ithaca,

McBride

N. Y.

Flies.

Medal and Diploma fom International Exhibition
Philadelphia, 18«, decreed for exceedingly neat wc.k
with solidity of construction. A Hue assortment of
bass constantly on hand.
fli. 8 for irour, salmon mid
Flies carefully selected for any
-linee.
Quods promptly made to order from »ny
locality.
Address SATtA J. MeBRiOE,
Mumroru, Monroe co., N. Y. \V- Qolberton,, Sole
Agent for New York and vicinity. febl6-4m.
twitti'rii

desired.

Fine Fishing Tackle,

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

&e.

Shipley's "Prize Medal'' Split Bamboo and Green
Heart Trout, Salmon and Bass Fly Hods. Reels, Lines.

Loaders.

Floats,

Squids fo

"

SPEOIA

.

Creen Heart Wood.
Amatuer mil makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute 1S-7I, ulld Centennial Exhibition
lS.ti for Ruds. Lines, Reels,!' ies. Ai lalicial Halls, Ac.

for

marl-am

003 Commerce

ht., Fhlladelphin.

H. L.

LEONARD,
Manufacturer of

Pine Ply, Buss, Salmon and Trout Rods
Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved LuM Heels.

of Split

Sold by all principal dealers in fishing tackle throughout tbe United states.

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
VltTIFIClAL FLIES TIEO
Nov83-tf

TO OKDKB.
Bakooi!, iiaino.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

172
gpot[lvmeti8

(ft

Kubbei* Goods, Flannel Shirts,

& PLEASURE
Combine

etc.

BEAUTY

STRENGTH

BOATS.

Fenner's Portable Boat

ing Boats
Fenner's Trunk Boats Sara J.
MoBride's Standard Trout Flies Thad. Norris' Split, Bamboo and GreenhoartBoda; Good's
Moccasins Hoibertou's Fly Books, holding

Meets the demand or sportsmen for a boat which is
light and compact to carry easily and quickly made

;

;

;

;

;

;

flies at lull length.

BLACK BASS.
The Celebrated Ferguson Single Cock, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, May, and other

Every rod

Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Rods.
The Fox Patent Gun, the best an.l cheapest
breech-loader yet off .-red to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Glass Ball Traps, osoh $12 sett.
Three Traps,
warranted.

Dog

Spratt's

25. 1876, Contributed by one of (he Judges of Awards oj
Guns at the Centennial:
This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and

must

&

Anthony's, Boston.
Mvstic River Oi

Address C. A.

Valuable Books for All

CHARMING BOOKS

W ho Contemplate Building.
l-A POINT OF HONOR.

Biscuit,

2-LIFE ON THE PLMNS. By
CrsTlin.

The bust

Illusiratud.

bo.,k

Dmvson,

oi the

BBS

es.

Prices to

as.

Send

W.

Holbertc

P. O.

Frank Good).

Box

108 Nassau

n.

-MARTIN

S.

3 8 Dover, " a. H.

Y

N.

st..

Cottages.

Bicknel ,'s
1;

Pocket Cutlery,

Pistols,

By Theo. Tiltos.

NEW MANUAL
The

II-

reli-

Cloth binding.

2.

Archie Lovell,
Stephen Lawrence,

to Visit

4.

Philip Earnsoliffe,

5.

Leah

Her!

Buildings.
Vol.
809x12 plates of Cottages. Suburban and

Lady

1-

A

Farm Houses, details and specifications.
fh>t-clcisswoik
Bicknell's Wooden and Brick Buildings. Vol.
2; 80 9x12 plates of street and Store Fronts,
Libraries, Halls. School II.. ..-<-, Churches,
Hotels, Railway Stailon-e Stables, Out Build-

900

cic.ctc
These volumes on Wooden ana '.nek Buildla-.- of Indies than
in.'S, contains better

9 00

ammunition

of all kinds.

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FLY RODS.
Kl)ds and Heels for every v irierv o; Fishing
Walc-rpruul silk BraiilB.l Tup..r I-Iy'iAws,
Silk, .Linen, an.l
Artificial Flies and Baits.

Cotton

Spinning Baits, Nets,
Artificial Flies tied to order,

Yeoman

Judith,

"

"

'

"

"

"

etc.

and every

MANTJFACXtJKEUS

article in

fflf

CO. KEVOLVJ2US.

CAP.
AND

Linley Rochford,

Dear Lady Disdain

4.

A

5

Paul Massie,

no bench or table

,t

camp, boat or stand.

in

&

<

:s

pocket Ingtrn.
tor its u.-e, but i

$3
Sen
State whether roi

free by mail on receipt or price.

,L,!J'r„
Wai
18

Price,

Wiy:L Gar-~ aud

, ;?„?. -,
street, In

Lotb's Practical Stair Builder

,

Fishing Tackle

'

Nov. 9 e

8«
'<

"

Fair Saxon.

12mo,

.

By
J

.Mall,
.-pace,

$6

75.

axa:;23

Camp Lounge

inches.

T

•_---

-ei
i;l

88-

By

Folded

Mail, 88.85.
space, 2x7x2-1

SPORTING,
MILITARY. M]

.:[ l.inchto.

SD NOVELTY
A D E
F K K E
CIRCULARS.

llA

I

Ki_-i==E====ss:i^T R

.

SURE CURE—UNEXCELLED.
ea

h

on " ng
Woollett's \
:•

'':-

new

$1.00 or $1.50

40

plates

Homes

or,

of

mfflf£g

California Horticulturist
AND
E. J.

This

the Medico! Profession.

R.

WALLACE.

to

m that
isU to°that"wonderful Wilderness.' A
region is eminently a nractieal matter, and for that
reason 1 regard yoiir "tinide" as an important, useful,
(our

Berison

HOOPEB,

Ang

whom

Rod and Gun Department,

the copyright

10 tf

17

Its

it

Loosing.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
(by

Editob.

the best periodical published on the Pacific

makes

./.

Itislhet/n/y thing of the kind that has yet been published— the very thing that has been so long wanted
aud waited for.—Alfred B. titrea, Author of "Woods
and Waters."
Sent by mail on receipt of price, $'-•

Seed

Chatham

CO.,

now

held.)

street,

N. Y.

Is

Citv.

Time Cometh!

additionally attractive to Sportsmen.

Terms, $2.50 per annum.
Published by

John EL Carmany

& Co.

109 Washington Street, San Francisco.

Vegetable Seeds, and the must, beautiful of Flower
Seeds, aud other Hortlculiural Requisites; il will
be forwaraea free to all former customers, and othera
on application.

CURTIS

5apltf

dfc

L'OBB, recently removed to
St., Boston, Maa..

11 Avon

A VALUABLE

P.OOK.

F-KAIVK SCHLEY'S
American Partridge and Pheusant S/wotinQ.
Describing the Haunts, Ilablts and Methods of
Hunting and Shooting the Aileihcan Paiitkihuk
Qnt.lL-. Ei;pfed Gbouse, Pheasants, with directions for llaudling the Gun. linnting the Dog, and
Liberal discount
Shooting on the Wing. Price S3

any

free, to

and Stream.

to the trade.
City, MO.

Address

I

Arranged and published by John Prescott Whitney.
Season of 1876-77. Issued trom Pathfinder office, Cd
John street, N Y. P. O. Box 822. Send 25 cents to
, Box 524, N. Y.
J. P.
Jan4-tf
.

.

NEWCOMB,
a

pecialty. Collections or specimens rurnished.
Instruction,* given
may25

Tribune Buildings. J4.MEMBRADY, Manager and
Proprietor. Open day and night.

RANK. SCHLEY,

Frederick
febiS-tf

Bound Volumes
OF

Hotels on the routes. St. John's Eiver St. AuThe latest schedules of routes to Florigustine, etc.
Also maps or the st. John's and
da, with maps.
Upper St. John's River, si. Augustine, etc., etc.

with latest improved Newspaper Folding aud
St., 4th dool from

Recommended by

Vnrl/

no

New York Mailing Agency.

Q

ie

Coast.

THE "FLORIDA NEW YORKER."
Published at 91 Park
Is read by everybody in the
tcre.-ted in Florida.
There

Forest and Stream.

Row, New York,

North, East and West

in
foi

SEVENTH VOLUME

NOW

READY.

is no betier medium
alv. ru-ir.L- any Southern properly for sale or rent.
Advertising rules very low. SnhacTipiion price (j
per j ear; single copies, 10 cms.
Every I'loridiau -

First FourYolumesSleacli, Others §3.50.

map and beam

ipplicalion to this office.

11

A complete sot of the FOREST AND STREAM,
seven volumes, bound handsomely in cloth— a valuable
library for the sportsman—can now be obtained on

duciiou whicu.
-places Florida
Li'T
1

SI
to

i

M.-u.-

The Only Complete Guide
the North Woods.

FLORAL MAGAZINE.

TAXIDEHMI8T,

;

E.

utel litaely publication.

for

NO. 7 OIIERHY 8TRBHT, SALEM. MAS3.
Wading and aquatic birds or New England coast

e
B

'.

poi

(111

Gives all possible information relative to
Routes, Hotels, Resorts, Outfits, Guides,
Distances, etc., with, amended railway
schedules, &c.

THE

R. L.

o
{J

N. T.

Whitney's Florida Pathfinder for the
Tourist and Invalid.
POINTS VISITED IN FLORIDA.

W

GfttyfilCHAUPS

STEEET,

Address
Foiusst

tnrl5

.4-

;

CO.,

preliminary

named books mailed

address, on receipt of price.

TlTlRn

P.

3 00

isj

and Cottages;

>'•
.

T

!.„

The instructions embrace everything that can be deTaking it all in all. it is the most complete
book that has been pu'ti'lMicu im lie- Adirondack^,
not excepting even mv own— Ban J. T .'/ a
1 regard yonf""D«geripD vi sQ iiue"audthc"Appcm!ix"

edition

;.....es

illaa

Containing

All.

Architect,

MUKEAY

8

apii9-it

9 00
3 00

studiea

orwalkCt.

-/^^vrr^
~~—

Woodward's National

All of the above

s^
—

Monckton's Stair Builder
Monckton's Carpenter and Joiner
Withers' Church Architect, u re

bo

BY

"

SHELDON &

4 00
3 Oil
b 00
1 75
10 00
e 00
6 00
15 00

Hallett's Builder-' Specifies!' Ions

RAM M ER
For both paper and meiallic shells. A
mem; requires
efficient

A

Balusters

all

r.t V,v,»r.

sired.

lish'd
.... ...,
.„.i
Bicknell's Village I'.uildei and Supplement.
standard work containing 77 plates of a great
Variety of de.-igus, suited to al! sections of
the country. Large quartos
12 00
Bicknell's Supplement to Village Builder. 20
platen
500
BicKiiull's Oetail Go.tagc ant] CoriKrm rive Architecture. This work has been worth hun.
dreds of dollars to many of our customers.
Wead.ise all who are not supplied, to procure
acopy. 7(1 full 9x12 plates
10 03
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy
5 00
Croft's Progressive American Architecture.
new work of 97 plates of Country and Suburban Hou-es, and a ere it variety of exterior
and interior details. Une large vol
10 00
Cumming's Arcluiestiiral Details
lfl 00
Oummiugs & Millers Archiieciural Details
10 00
Evelelh's School House Architecture
6 00
Copley's Plain aud Ornamental Alphabets
3 00

Guillaume's Interior Architecture
Harney'» Barns and Out Buildings

^«;,a

ADIRONDACK GUIDE.

1

Frank's Monument,, d Designs
Goula'aCarpeuiers' and linilileih' Assistant....
Gould's American Stair Builders' Guide, with
Supplement of
plates of Newels, Rails and

OPTIMUS!

sociation.
1 vol. l8mo, cloth, Price 50 renin.

"

£1.00 or SI 75

8vo,

2.

A

the trade supplied at short notice.

DOTTED STATES ARMS

Lines

1'ish

Riflemen.

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
concerning Ranges, Targets, Scoring, liillos, Shoot
Forms for Organization of Rille Associa
ing, eic.
lions, By-Laws, and a Kifle Associations in America.
Illustrated with .Maps, Sketch™, and Diagrams. By
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Hallock's Fishing Tourist
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sedges, or stealing noislossly through the timber upon the
unsuspecting flocks of wild fowl, feeding in their native
solitudes.

the mountains! aid go
UNTO
In search
S
f.mUnalis;
of

I

tlmo

sonal

—

Then

well equipped with fishing gear,
I did unto the urchin bscliou.

And bade him choose

the

way moat near.

Said he, "I reckon."

Onward he

led. through woodland rough,
TiU every limb and joint were tired
was rather tough.
j

I hinted it

Says he, " Ail-find."

Thus, after trudging half the day,
I Baid, "You've misaed the tract,
With vacant stare the lad did say

"By

jinks

!

know

I

that's s»."

So gave it up and turned about!
"I swow I" said he. "faint where
It's petered out."

getters of

ougbter

it

Thus homeward we our faces set,
He led, and muaing I did fuller.
"Is aught to pay?" Said he, "You
I waut a dollar."

btl

—
T.

W.

A.

^rnvel

Western Experiences— Among the Lakes of Southern
Minnesota— Wild Fowl Shooting Western Peculiarities of Living

WE

— Spirit Lake.

—

arrived at. the town of Spirit Lake, in Dickensen
County, Iowa, situated just across the line dividing

that State from Minnesota, at sundown on the twentieth day
of October, after a beautiful drive over the rolling prairie,

and along the timbered shores of the numerous lakes which
give to the country, in the Indian dialect,

name

of "Minnesota," land and

its

characteristic

—

The sunlight shimmers over the
distant flight

knocking against their shins, or else resting horizontally before them and in a grinding manner between them and the
pommel, was none the less surprising to me. My method
was as follows: A strong russet belt runs over the shoulder,
at which, part it passes through slits in^ a broader piece
of leather to prevent the weight from cutting the shoulder;
thence around under the left arm. and buckled on the
chest, where the buckle is convenient for loosening or
tightening, and where it is tightened till the strap encircles
the body half way from the arm- pit to the waist; at this
point a sliding spring snap catches the ring which moves in
the small steel bar along the side of the breech of the rifle,
rifle so attached, adapting itself to the figure, hangs
with the stock level against the back, up to the height of
the shoulder, while the barrel hangs vertically down behind,
and out of the way if not wanted, and yet in the most
convenient position for grasping for immediate use if
needed. Should one desire to rest the weight across the
pommel, or, grasping the barrel, to rest it over the knee, both
can as readily be done as by any other method. Strange
to say in my travels over the plains and through the Rocky
Mountains I have never seen the rifle carried in this manner.
And it seemed very strange to me that it

and the

irater.

In briefly noting the means of approach to this place, of
which I am about to narrate a few days' experience, I will
say that Worthington is the nearest railroad point to it, and
lies in the southwestern part of Minnesota, on the line of
the Sioux City and St. Paul Railroad. The train arrives there
from the south at midnight, and the traveler must pass the
remaining hours of darkness at the hotel. As morning
dawns, the broad level of a prairie town discloses itself, with
elevated plank walks raised along the shop fronts, and above
that western combination of water and clay, familiarly known
and long remembered as "boot-jack."
For the benefit of the untraveled, I will say that the above
allusion is to the direful mud which accumulates in a
Western town. Those who have been West require no explanation, and will desire that their minds bo stirred to no
The usual monotony of an outlook from
recollection of it.
a Western hotel window on a morning subsequent to arrival
is broken, in this instance, by two broad lakes
fine, but
naked sheets of water, which lie, one on the east, and the
other on the west of the town. Between these lakes there
used to be a famous pass of wild fowl, hut owing to the pernicious habits of those with good Western appetites, the
birds no longer take in the town in their travels, but go from
one sheet to the other circuitously by way of the desolate
but less letiferous prairie.
lake, as if it

Besides our shot guns, which were 12 gauge, 7to 1\ lb. guns,
a Maynard rifle, which was built under my persupervision by the Chicopeo Falls Arms Co., for
heavy work on the plains buffalo, elk, and Indians
perchance.
It
was J-inch calibre, 32-inch barrel, 9
lbs. weight, and shot 70 grains comfortably, besides having
wonderful accuracy if pointed right, as they say. It was a
matter of astonishment to me, wherever I went upon the
great plains, and during my experiences in the Rocky
Mountains, to see how clumsily the frontiersmen, whose
very life may be said to be in the saddle, carried their rifles
when on horseback. My first experience was at Fort Wallace,
in Kansas, and I went around among the hunters the night
before to gather such information as would be of value to me
on the morrow. I learned much about the management of
the fiery little broncho (Indian horse), how to tie the knot
by which the saddle is secured, for no buckles are used in
that country, where, if broken, there would be no means of
supplying oneself with a new one; and many other points of
value gathered from their large experience; but after trying
many ways they had of carrying their rifles, I preferred the
manner to which I myself had been accustomed of carrying
my shot-gun on horseback among the partridge and woodcock covers at home. To be sure they manage to use them
with great nimbleness, but their inconvenient manner of
carrying them, either attached to the pommel in front and
I carried

hired a lad (the path to show),
A rustic free from guile or malice.

surface of the eastern

were the first surface it had struck in its
from the dreary and unbroken horizon, and

gradually the buii climbs up over the waste of land, as at
sea it does over the waste of waters. All that day we
travelled in an open two-horse wagon, across country to
Spirit Lake.
This was one of the earliest settlements, but
in the fate of towns, the magic lines of railroad iron had
dodged it to the distance of thirty miles. After leaving
Worthington, the prairie effects very soon gave way to the

charms of lake and timber scenery, which makes Minnesota
one of the most lovely and picturesque sections on the footBetween,
and
stool.
around, and
sometinieB
even
through these wild and lonely lakes we travelled. Many a
time, our vehicle being of a light nature, we skirted their
pebbly shores, where there was no road, one set of our
wheels being immersed to their hubs, and thus saving ourselves perhaps a considerable detour by the road.
The day was warm, and we enjoyed life in our shirt
At every bayou on (ho prairie, and at every lake,
sleeves.
my friend and I went forward, creeping either through the

so, for in
moments of trouble, -and perhaps
the riders who carry their rifles in these clumsy ways
have their hands encumbered uselessly, if not disastrously.
Therefore, it was no longer remarkable to me that so many
tyros in the art of hunting on.horseback had spoken to me
of having found trouble.
As quite a convincing proof of
the desirability of my method to my companions, on an early
occasion I allowed a fiery and comparatively unbroken horse
to run with me to his heart's content, and it looked very
much as if he were going to brin g me out on the shores of one
of the great oceans, and subsequently plunge and kick and
spring about like a skiff in the chop of the English
Channel; and all without comparative inconvenience to me,
as my rifle adjusted itself readily to every motion behind.
Others of the party who had, on occasions, tastes of this
horsc-pital treatment suffered on account ctf their method,
not only from the blows and raps which their rifles had
given them in cavorting about their heads and shins in
their mad career, but were occasionally unhorsed, throwing
themselves open to the chances of having their mustang
turn and finish them with his heels, if it was a vicious
horse adventure, or of having their "checks cashed'' by the
prompt arrival of some fine old buffalo bull in vengeful pur-

good, Mrs. Crandall being an excellent cook, and showing
great attention to cooking things as we liked them best.
Since visits made in the West in '67-'G8 and '69, wo notice a

marked improvement in cuisine wherever we go. In those
days the bread was always poor, and the meat, although in
itself the best, so

The bread was

poorly serveel as to be quite unpalatable.

generally in small, hot,

doughy

cakes, or as

bad loaves, raised with saleratus, and served hot; the moat
cooked almost immediately after killing, the steaks being
pounded and mangled between patent instruments resembling those of the Incjuisition, and after going through this
process, fried till they resembled the prepared scalp of some
departed negro. With bread and meat, the staple dishes of
the feast, thus set forth, there was always a lively display of
pickles and the most indigestible and choleratic
cucumbers and the like, after which first course
of, in every sense, pieces de resistance, came on the pies,
puddings and cakes of the desert. The pastry of the pies
always differed decidedly from Delmonico's, and led to the
question by one interested party as to whether "these ere
pies were pegged or sewed?" Warner, in his delightful
back-log studies, states the habitat of the pie as follows:
"Draw a line upon your map, beginning at Bangor, Me.,
curving southwardly through Bellow's Falls, and thence on
to Omaha, and you have the isothermal limits of per-

—

petual pie." But throughout this trip North and South
west of the Mississippi, not only in the taverns, but in the

most remote farmhouses, we found light, excellent bread,
raised with yeast, and in many places meat snfficienlly
kept before cooking to be tender, and also not fried when
cooked into the coD.dition of sole-leather. It would seem
as if the past five years had given some abatement to the
rush which pervaded the then comparatively newly settled
country, and enabled people to think a little of the amenities
of life. We hope that another five years will enable a man
to ask for a daily morning tub without being stared
at as a bloated aristocrat or a pampered child of luxury, as
he is now in the West. One man, the landlord of a hotel, in
Gold Hill Camp, Colorado, who looked as if he had not taken
a bath since his infant baptism, expressed to me sincere pity
for the Eastern people, whom he said found it necessary to
bathe and be clean. Before closing this subject, however,
we must say that in certain hotels in which we have been
upon this trip there still exist what used to he a prevalent
fault in the large hotels of our Western towns, namely exhausting their whole force and energy in the printing of
an elaborate bill of fare, with innumerable dishes with innumerable French names, none of which were ever heard of
in French, and totally unpronounceable by the waiters, and
mingled in with matter-of-fact dishes, such as pork andbeims,
fried tripe, and pickled cabbage.
These hotels also luxuriate in the elaborate ornamentation of the table with stiffly
:

should be

starched

peril,

shape of

napkins, most grotesquely twisted up into the
the animals of the. ark, or of all the tombstones

all

Auburn.

There would be no objection to all this
except that there is no force left for the successful and appetizing production of the dishes themselves they are all
equally'bad, equally cold, and all taste pretty nearly alike;
are all served on infinitessimal dishes with microscopic
liberality, so that if a man wanted to get the equivalent of
the honest eighteenpennjT dinner of a London tavern roast
beef and potatoes he must ask for roast beef for ten, which,
when he gets, resembles nearer cold dead man. The small
care dishes receive in cooking among their innumerable companions of pots and stews of the glorious bill of fare make
them all equally poor.
in Mt.

;

—

—

At last, toward evening, we came in sight of the little clump
of buildings with its white village spire the prairio village

The town of Spirit Lake was settled before the time of
railroads in Minnesota, and as chance had it, it lies thirty
miles from them. The lakes are large ami beautiful, and the
surrounding country is the most beautiful that we have been
in in the West. The bayous on the prairies are full of wildfowl in the fall, and the prairie chicken shooting is excellent early in the season.
We started one morning hrightand early from the hotel in a
large double wagon drawn by a pair of mules, driven by the best
naturedof men, known from the first to Us as "Uncle John,"
who keeps the best and most reasonable livery stable. This
genial character amused us throughout the trip by frequent

of Spirit Lake, and, like a ship at soa, our ship of the prairie entered the harbor and drew up at the small hotel.

a stage.

We were rather taken aback by the decidedly rude appearance of the interior of the office and of the occupants, who
were smokingand lounging therein. Mr. Crandall, the landlord, showed us to a small room upstairs, of about twelve
by six feet, in which there were two beds. Everything appeared clean and neat, and after having the inevitable
feather beds removed and straw mattresses substituted, we
managed to be very comfortable. The table also was very

mildly threatening Mr. C
who was crowing over him at
being more comfortably lodged, that he would "up and set
upon him"— an idea which, if carried out, would be so terri-

sail.

—

effusions of that characteristic humor peculiar to men who drive

He made the best of everything, and seemed to
take life as it came. At night, when, after having bestowed
merciful care upon his beasts, and he came to turn in himself,
finding the entire surface of the solitary mattress upon the
floor covered by others, he peacefully deposited his immense
weight upon the soft side of the pine knots of the floor,
,
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hie in its results that, though it amused others in the room,
into silence.
doubtless terrified Mr. C
We skirted along the shores of Spirit Lake till we came to
the farm of Mr. McLeUnd, and in the sloughs and creeks in
the neighborhood of his house we passed the rest of the day
As we drove up upon the knoll of the prairie on
shooting.
hither a fine flock of geese presented themselves to
vih'.v no an opposite knoll some five hundred yards distant.
ig my Maynard rifle, I cTept around under the protection of the knoll rill within about a hundred and fifty yards
of them. end then rising from the deep prairie grass, took
deliberate aim. off shoulder, at the nearest of three standing
together.
Quick aim was necessary, and I pulled the trigger.
The whole dock rose, and it seemed for an instant I
had. missed my aim, but six feet from the ground one droppod back. Wading through the slough, and climbing the
opposite knoll, was brought to bag, after a little scrambling
through the grass, a fine specimen of this splendid bird.
He was shot through the middle of the back with a half-inch
At MeLeiand's we posted ourselves along the edge
bullet.
of the timlx
>n the shore of a large slough, separated by a
narrow em
each had a small
tment from the lake.
Two of the party then rowed
cltiater of
ye before us.
about thru
the reeds in the slough, starting the birds,
and gl\
as they flew over, flight shots, but the good
shooting did not begin till evening, when it was particularly
good, and we bagged thirty-five bald-pate widgeon and
gray ducks, and one mallard "only. The reason that we did
not kill more was owing to our inexperience with the ground.
There was on the lake an abundance of canvas-backs, redheads, and mallards. We had very excellent sport, and
after a good supper of good bread and butter and excellent
coffee, furnishing no real •jroandx for complaint, at MeLeiand's,
we. "turned in" there, five men and a dog, in one room, all
The frightful snores
well prepared for a sound sleep.
ejected through the double-barreled nose of one of "the
great unwashed" was at times, however, a litttle too much
for the god Morpheus.
A sharp whistle seemed to check
for a moment the volcano, but it was a shortlived relief.
Those alone wrho have experienced the delightful companionship of such fellow sleepers can participate in the injured
feelings ol the sleepless.
On the shores of the neighboring lake, "Okoboji," some
Englishmen have built a shooting-box, and after the chicken
and duck shooting in the fall, start from their pleasant
headquarters on the lake out upon the plains in pursuit of
elk, buffalo, black and white-tailed deer, antelope, beaver,
and other large game found there. A Mr. Van Steainburg,
from New York State, also has a shouting-box delightfully
situated on the shores of another of the numerous and beautiful lakes.
The weather continues very agreeable till after
the middle of October, when it is apt to'be~eold and windy.
The climax of the disagreeable is found later in the season
in what is known as the "blizzard" a terrible wind, full of
thick but line snow, which quickly obscures all traces of the
roads, and unless very near a farm-house, which are to-day
eight miles apart, necessitates the prompt encampment on
the spot, and the withdrawal of all parties into the interior
of thb wagon, perhaps for one, and possibly for two days,
The recollections of
till the ferocity of the storm is over.
the people of Spirit Lake are full of the sad instances of the
death of those who have perished in these storms. We had
a Comparatively mild foretaste of the severity of the cold and
wind on our return trip from Spirit Lake to take the cars at
We put on all the clothes we bad, and,
Worthington.
although in a covered wagon, still experienced severe cold,
and finally, unable to endure it longer, we pulled up and
passed the night at farmer Rud's, the half-way stopping-place
to Worthington.
Here we again experienced the good fare
and hospitality of the Minnesota farmer. The cooking and
heating was done entirely with bundles of hay tied up as
tightly as possible. Think of using hay for fuel
It seemed,
however, to burn much longer than one would expect.
Now, since the invention of the Florence oil stove, which
has none of the dangerous peculiarities of other oil stoves,
and which cooks and warms most deliciously and thoroughly,
and totally without smell or odor from the oil, besides being
the most inexpensive system of cooking or beating, thes*
prairie farmers need be no longer under the tiresome, cumbersome, unsatisfactory, shortlived and extravagant necessity
of burning hay for fuel.
The next morning brought us in a few hours to Worthington and the close of one of the many little episodes of our
delightful hunting trip through the West. Let any one who
would derive rest from the fatigues of social or business life,
Beek it in an easy wandering trip, like the one out of which
I Teeount this episode, with dogs and guns and congenial
friend, through the varied beauties of the natural wilds of
the far West, pursuing the deer and bear and screaming
wild-fowl through the lakes and forests of Minnesota,
steadying their pointers over the coveys of grouse on the
limine-,-; prairies of Iowa, tracking up the bayous and timbered bottom., of Missouri, and finally losing themselves and
all thoughts and cares of civilization 'in the continuous and
unbroken verdure of the vast Indian territory, where no
toads or other human impressions mark the face of Nature,
and where for days, save for the occasional tossing upon the
horizon of the distant white-covered emigrant trains, jolting
over their pathless ways westward, they are alone with Nature in her solitudes.
By such experience the exhaustion of business activity, or
the distress of affliction, cannot fail to be repaired, and the
mind and body invigorated and revivified.
S. P. H.

——

I
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i

—
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RANGELEY LAKE TROUT TALES.
BV THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE.

Camp Kennebago, RANoanEr, Me.

THEwas

the writer made to the Rangeley Lakes
in the spring of 73, in company with a number
of gentlemen from New York, to many of whom the imu: use trout were almost a miracle, and the mountain scenery
instant and delightful surprise.
The trip from Boston to Portland, Maine, by the Eastern
Railroad, is one of little novelty to the general traveler,
although the thirty minutes allowed for dinner at the latter
place is of great importance, and in which he takes a personal
first visit

•

Here We change

ears for Fannington, which lies
niles to the i
th, and is the terminus of the railroad
Th
it at 6 p, M.
After supper, at the
ed our rifles, rods, and other
age COttCh, and drawing the boot
s beside the driver for
night ridi
over the hills to Phillips,
At about 9 F M w
.topped at a place, called "Strong" for
fresh re]
am! to lake the mail; then on we
rattled dVBX the road, awaiting the sleeping vil log,
by OBI
songs and merriment, until alter another tie., hours' ride we
interest.
eighty-fi

,

drew up

at the "Borden House," at Phillips, happy to
ourselves before the gTeat log fire in its office before
retiring for the night.
ThebrODk fishing at this place is very
Sb
accommodations are good, and although, of course, not quite
equal to "The Windsor" or "Fifth Avenue,'' of New York
<ity, will satisfy any true angler who thinks more oi hi.- nyrod than his dinner. At 8 A. M. we wi re
stage coach, and with a cheer tothi ttj
the piazza of the hotel, we settled ourselves into our respective places, and lighting our fragrant Havanas, prepared to
enjoy them and this long ride over the mountains to 'Kimball's," at the head of Pvangeley Lake, a distance of eighteen
miles.

warm

I

We were now slowly wending our way up "Beach Hill,"
which is two and a half miles in length, and 3,000 feet above
the level of the sea, from the top of which we obtained our
finest mountain view this side of camp.
Away to the east,
across the Sandy Biver Valley, lay the beautiful peaks of
Mount Abraham, and as we rounded a turn in the road, old
Saddle-back Mountain appeared in sight, its pine-covered
sides occasionally relieved by patches of rock, showing the
effect of heavy snow slides.
In the early summer, when we
have USWOly been over this road, from the loth to (he 20th
of June, we have never failed to find great drifts of snow,
and the sport we have enjoyed snowballing is better imagined than described. But" the top of the hill was soon
reached, and regaining our seats, we clattered on down hill,
and soon drew up at "Kimball's" in time for dinner. "How
are you Joe, and how do you do, Captain Crosby V— have we a
head wind down the lake? how's the fishing?—-how many
have gone through to camp this week?" were a few of the
many questions asked and answered in almost the same
breath. Then came the transferring of baggage to Captain
Crosby's sail boat, the placing of each parcel
just the right
position that the boat might "trim" to satisfaction, and then
we filed into dinner, to which we did ample justice after our
ride in the fresh autumn air. This hotel offers the best accommodations to anglers that can be found upon the entire

—
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route.

The Rangeley Lake is but a short walk from the house,
where plenty of fine trout (and large ones too) can at any
time be caught, while many fine brooks erupt v into it on all
For a ramble beside a most delicious stream, with
sides.
plenty of steep rocks to elinib, and good chances for torn
clothing, recommend us to the brook at the left of the
house, which comes tumbling clown off the sides of Saddleback Mountain.
The village of Bangeley (or the "City" as they call it) is
but four miles further on, where is located another hotel
with good accommodations, and it is from this point that,
with tandem ox-team and sled, they "back it in" to Konnebago ponds, seven miles, which is the great trip in these
regions nowadays. Pushing out into Bangeley Luke we
caught the first bit of breeze, and "laid our course" for the
foot of the lake, a distance of ten miles.
Never shall I forget
first introduction to this beautiful
sheet of water, when, in company with some thirty other
anglers, we met our guides at "Kimball's," and with two of
us in each boat beside the guide, and an American flag floating from the bow of each of the fifteen boats, we kept a perfect line and rowed the entire length of the lake, our oars
beating time to our merry songs. In the middle of the lake
are a number of beautiful islands, while the hills on each
side are wooded down to the water's edge.
At about 4 f. it we reached the foot of the lake, landed our
baggage, and after a walk of two miles through the woods,
reached "Indian Bock," which lies on the right bank of the
Bangeley Biver, just opposite our camp.
had not long
to wait at the "Bock," for soon a boat shot out from the
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other side, and we were the next moment heartdy welcomed
by the Superintendent, Mr. 0. T. Riehiu-dson, whom we
have since nicknamed "Rip Van Winkle," on account of his
long gray hair and beard. By him we were then introduced
to our guides, and assigned to our boats, caul's, and sleeping
apartments, all of whioh were numbered, even down to our
lunch-boxes, for we were to retain them all during our entire
visit at camp.
Camp Kennebago, or the headquarters of the Oquossoc
Angling Association, is situated at the. junction of the Rangeley and Kennebago Bivers (two small streams, each about
two-thirds the size of Little River at our park), which are
easily forded at any time during the year, except for a week
or two in the early spring. At their junction they form the
Rangeley River, and afteT flowing for about half a mile empty
into the Mooselueniagnntic Lake.
The main building is of wood, one hundred feet long,
thirty-live feet wide, and about twenty- five feet to the ridgepole.
It has a piazza which runs half way around it, and
between each rustic pillar are swung hammocks, for the enjoyment of the guests, while on the sides of the house are
wooden pegs on which to place our rods, after the day's fishing is over. This building contains three rooms, the largest
of which is some seventy-five feet in length, and is our
sleeping apartment, containing about twenty beds, which
are arranged up and down the sides of the room in hospital
order, with only small space between each.
At the right of this main camp is another log house of
smaller dimensions, and divided by means of birch bark partitions into four rooms for the accommodation of the officers
of the Association, and is called "Bald Eagle Camp." In
the rear are the guides' camp, joiner-shop, barn, and other
buildings, and I must not forget the ice-house, located near
the landing, nor the graceful flag-staff in front of the camp,
from which float the flags of our country and the Associa-

tion.

In front of the camp the ground slopes gradually down to
t ho water's
edge. Sitting on the piazza of the large earn p.
ono has a fine view of the Kennebago fall,,, and the lovely
bend in the Rangeley River, as if
ontward to the
lake.
Being over 1,500 feet above the leveled' the sea, the o r
is pure and delicious —strengthening and exhilarating one to
such an extent that no tramp in the woods seems too long,
i

and no exertion too great.
Our boats are built with keel, and are heavier than those
used in the Adirondack as there are no "carries" or transportation of baggage frpm one point to another,
The presbappy possessor of a birch
whiol
at c
the stem of each boat is attached a small fish eauf,
at. the end to offer as little resistance to the
water as
possible, and into this is placed every trout that is captured,
so that he aim] [j bftUf ffl his place of residence, and lives in
Each guest at camp also owns for the
the same purr- water.
lime another eauf, four or five times as large as the first, and
into this lo- If.u.siers the success of each day's trip.
These
caul's are generally anchored in some shady nook by the
bank of tie
uup, and as I said before, all num•
i,:'
;:
B]
angler stays one week or two, the
products of the entire trip are kept alive until he departs.
On leaving camp the trout are carefully dressed, hung on
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pointed

i.

j

i
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ice-hOU&e over night to dry. and then each fish is
in birch bark, packed in sawdust and ice. and is
ready for transportation. Early rising is not cons
:uip, but all new: >mers ai
ge
of going dut once before breakfast
It is hardly Bee
.

wrapped

1

!

say that this effort i
Beet with

>.l

the
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degree so that we
breakfast at 8 .v. m., and alter enjoying a smoke and promenade on the spacious piazza, we call oui guides, who appear
with the lunch boxes already filled, then with rods and landrour shoulders, w-e step into our respective
boats and are ready for the day's spore.
Some go up the Rangeley and Kennebago rivers, while
others take to the lake pi
rof
which is some ten miles distant, and is one of the
est spots in this vicinity.
Dinner, the principal
day, occurs at 7 v. m., or after all have ret
the mutual exchange of experience through which
passed during the last ten hours makes >.!,<<• hour ei iyab a
to all.
It is at this time we narrate "big fish stories," which
call forth
applause from some and serious doubts trim

m

.

,

others.
I shaU never forget an incident that happened to me one.
day on the Rangeley River. The first part ol' the afternoon
had been occupied in cleaning my gun and putting numerous other traps in order, but at' i o'clock, the storm having
abated, I called my guide, and buckling on my invincible
•mackintosh wading pants," we strolled up the'stream. We
found "Indian Eddy" was as well patronized as usual, and
at that time many a speckled beauty was leaving
to be soon transferred to the caufs dancing attends!
stern of the boats.
So on we pushed, occasior
ag
fish, until we reached a certain position on the stream.
Oh!
shall I whisper where ?
Suffice to say that it was beside a certain overhanging bank,
near a certain number ot handsome fir trees, and that an old
dead sturnp around which you can just clasp your arms,
reflects itself in the stream, and furthermore, that 'said stream
at this time is about four feet deep: and if by this description
you can discover my secret, you are Welcome,
Getting to the. lee of a "smudge,'' built by the guide to get
rid of the angler's pests, the black flies, whose supply always
more than equals the demand, I fastened to my line 'the most
tempting treasures from my fly book, and made a cast far out
over the charming waters. Thinking the flies did not alight
on the water to my satisfaction, I was about making a back
east when a gleam of silver far down under the dark waters,
a rush, a splash on the surface, and the next moment my
Bj was fast in a pound trout.
Placing my
the hue above the reel, I realized he was firmly booked, and
1 prepared myself for the battle which was sure" to follow.
A
i

:

l

trout is not much to handle with plenty of room, but
take overhanging boughs, a slippery bank and ii wild ruBhing
aDd the odds are frequently in favor of the fish.
The Rangeley River, flowing from the lake of
name two miles through the woods into Mooselucmagnntic
Lake, acquires great force in its descent, and when wading, it
is with difficulty you cuu maintain your foothold even when
only a short, depth in the water. Many an angler hasinistaken
its hidden force, and while wading that stream capsized in its
turbulent waters and risen to the surface " a sadder hut wiser

pound
river,

.

man." So with the fish tugging away at my
only knows how), it required great skill ami

line

(as a trout

careful management not to lose him, or be upset myself. A few wild rushes
up and down the stream, occasionally showing his gleaming

sides near the surface of the water, bending my eight-ounce
rod as if it were a twig, and with month wide open, he soon
lay exhausted on the bank. Then another east, and another
fish of about the same proportions, followed by others still of
l 1 ,,, l 1 .,, and 2
pouuds each, my flies hardly touching the
foaming surface before they were eagerly taken by the voracious fish. Sometimes two or three would spring for the enticing flies at the same time, and my past idea of the delicate
sense of a trout was badly shocked by their selfish exhibitions
of character. For two hours, the shortest I ever experienced,
these trout kept me busy, and sometimes when giving them
the final blow, bending tnv split bamboo three leer, bEUQ v tie:
butt, while my faithful guide stood at l
hand,
transferring the fish to the caul 06
possible.
You who
take no zest in outdoor sports, or
oibles by Eon
stream, and think with the old adage "thai angling is merely
a stick and a sring with a fish at one end and a fool at the
other," what wouldn't I have given to have placet!
denly in my position, and if the blood in your veins didn't
course more freely after such excitement, then you must be
dead to all enjoyment as the Egyptian mummies in the museum at Niagara Falls. But as •• all things have an end," so
did these joyous moments, which were finally brought to a
close in a more hasty manner than I anticipated.
For the last ten minutes tire trout had ceased to rise,
and we hud concluded that we had either exhausted the
pool, or by repeated!
had frightened them away (for we
hud not moved three feet fnen tmi first position during the
whole time), when letting my flies float slowiy under the
big stump, I was immediately reminded that one fish at
least was left to tell the story.
Taking the fly greedily^ !lg
it
he meant business, h,- dashed up the stream with lightning speed. Checking him in his wild career Bj
him the butt," I succeeded in turning his head toward me,'
when away he went, backward and forward, across tie
stream (which is some twenty feet, wide), and then down
into the most turbulent and rapid of the w
reel hum like a buzz-saw.
Now 1 tried to hold him a little,
which brought the tip of the rod at the water's surface now
he would sulk under some mossy bank or overhanging roek,
from which I was obliged to rouse him, until finally he
dashed for the midille of the stream, where he wound the
Plunging
line around and around an immense boulder.
into the water lip to my waist, I touted him from his fortress,
when away he sheeted down stream around a curve- in the
river, dragging my line through the alders and brush which
lined the water's edge, wiiile over the sUppery stones and
through numerous holes 1 followed till tie had
Then 1 finally succeeded
el red feet, of my line.
in stopping him, but against the wild rushing water, which
The guide m,v,
boiled around me, I could only hold him.
hastened to my side, and held my rod, while, following the
line through the middle of the stream, I held it firmly half
way between the guide and trout. Guidethen reeled lip the
line to Where I stood, and handed me the rod, and I conRut it was
gratulated myself mi having gained fifty feet.
only for a moment, for 1 again started the fish, and away he
dashed down the stream, carrying with hi/u tie- Sfl
line I had just gained.
1 was now deter a-'.
all hazards, and "giving him the butt again" I brought him
to bay.
My guide now went ashore, and with net in hand
the
disappeared among
bushes to look up he.
headquarters, while I followed carefully
of anxiety and sus/pi
the line told me 1 had either lost the prize or "Willi
i

;

:

m

<
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;
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FOREST AND STREAM,
secured him for me; the line was free, at all events, and I
Finally, to my delight, the
patiently waited the result.
guide appeared, triumphantly hearing the net with my
treasure safely secured in its meshes. He had captured him
The
over one hundred feet from where ho had left me
trout turned the scales at 2J- pounds, and was one of the
finest specimens of the satow Jiflitiwlls, as regards color and
proportions, that I ever landed. "We reached camp at 6J
o'clock p. m., having been absent only two and a half hours,
half an hour of which I was occupied in going and returning

from camp.
Throwing back into the water r uuruber of the smaller
fish, we weighed the. remainder, which numbered forty-eight,
and they turned the scale at fifty-six pounds. Since that
day I have caught my two, three, and even six pound brook
trout, and have experienced a variety of emotions while enjoying their capture, but I lookback to the time when I
landed with an eight-ounce rod forty-eight trout, weighing
fifty-six pounds, in two hours' fishing, as the most successful
day in my whole experience.
(Tube CQHiiWedJ.
For Forest and Stream,

BASS FISHING IN VIRGINIA.
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A GOOD JOKE.
Hanovek, Ni

J.,

April

6.

Editor Forest akd Stream.
John
One cold spring day we, throe friends, Dr. C
started out to try our luck at
, and my worthy self,

K—

,

snipe,

There had been a heavy rain, therefore the water was
high, and I, being leader of the party, concluded we had
better take a boat, and as the wind was quite fresh, use the
sail. But! alas for us! we little dreamed what mischief that sail
could do.

we had a good run of luck, bagged
birds by wading from one ridge to another,

well for a while

All went
a good bunch of

;

and through all kept dry, which was comfortable, to say the
But when the noon had approached we began to feel
least,
the need of something to brace up the inner man, and for that
important reason prepared
our morning's work.

to return

home, well

lost

guns, which

satisfied with

As we seated ourselves in the boat, John complacently said,
Isn't it good we have kept dry?"
At that moment I took the tiller, but turned quickly as I
-exclaim, "Keep still, John." Br^poorJohn! the
heard Dr. C
sail swung around suddenly, the rope caught him about the
neck, and pulled him backward, leaving his feet only in the
boat. He had his gun in hand, and that soon went to the
bottom, and John's feet concluded to follow his body, so over
they went. But misery loves company, and poor John, trying
11

company, or 'save himself from a ducking, clutched
Doctor by the coat, and pulled him over also. Doctor's gun
followed the other, while John succeeded in finding bottom,
and Btood in meek and trembling submission up to the neck
in the cold water, while Doctor made bold strokes for the
to gain

shore.

" Swim, John, swim! " I cried, trying in vain to look a little
sober and sympathizing, and the poor boy did swim, and the
two companions in peril of a cold reached the shore panting
like porpoises.
T could restrain myself no longer, and laughed till echo answered me; for there stood the two shivering boys, with coat
pockets standing out with water, their whole suits weighty with

the same heavy element, Doctor's hat lust, and botb guns reposing in the river,
"How are those guns to be recovered?" asked Doctor, with

chattering teeth aod woebegone face.
" We must dive for thum, as we would for pearls," said I
as I produced a great red handkerchief, which the Doctor tied
oyer his head, making himself more ridiculous looking than
Then I stripped off my clothes, and went into the
before.

I

recovered after groping

S

is k

As soon as we were once more ready we started
little,
home and reached it this time in safety. Dry clothes were
put on, and we crowded around the lire, laughing and talking
about the accident: and friends, we thought you would like
about a
for

to laugh with us, so I give

you

j&nltmp.
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and mamlatus). The former, a pretty orange-colored fish,
the length of which seldom exceeds six inches, is one of the
most lively animals; almost constantly in motion, it slides
through ail holes and caverns, sometimes swims near the
bottom of its tank, sometimes near the surface, and is so
quick in its observations and movements that it is already
catching and swallowing bits of food when other fishes just
begin to perceive it. But this liveliness is exhibited only
during the daytime; with the beginning of darkness it gets
quiet, seeks its usual resting-place, and keeps there motionMr. W. A. Lloyd was the first to make
less until morning.
this observation, which has since been confirmed by many
persons. Coming after dark into the aquarium and looknumering for the fishes by means of a lantern, none of the
ous goldsinnies are to be seen swimming. Some of them
others upon
are reposing on their belly upon flat stones,
sides
suitable places of the bottom, or leaning with their
toward the rockwork, the head higher than the tail, and tiro
If
the
light
falls
stones.
against
obliquely
directed
belly
directly upon their body they are very slow in getting dia-

move.
turbpd, and only after a considerable time begin to
Sometimes, if the light shines into their eyes, they will
affected
by
so
to
be
less
as
body
their
change the position of
the glare, and if at last they begin to swim, it is done in a

!

In the short dayB of December and
dull, sleepy manner.
January they went to their resting-places already between
three aiid four p. M., and remained there until dawn. There
was no other fish in the aquarium that showed such a diverdifficult
sity of character in day and night; none that was so
to arouse

The race track for the thorough training
for their grazing.
of his horses is one of the finest, one mile in extent. Going
to the stable I saw seven beautiful fillies, now being trained,
Here he keeps
stables, Kentucky.
the celebrated racers, Grinstead and Rutherford, from
Alexander's stables, Kentucky, and they will soon luxuriate
in the Kentucky blue grass aiid timothy hay seed which is
being sown for their express benefit. The wine house is
quite a feature of the place, stocked with the choicest sherries, ports and brandies; but belonging to the temperance
society of Brother Battur'.s Dashaways, I did not indulge.
There' will be no sale for this three or four years, so that
when it does appear it will astonish the natives at home and
abroad.
On Wednesday last we took a most delightful drive over
roads as fine and well macadamized as any in the world,
stopping first near the site where it is the proprietor's intention to commence next year to build.
The avenue running north and south is five miles in
length, three miles of which is planted on either side with
orange, fir, gum, lemon, magnolia, india-rubber, and other
trees, and you can imagine the effect on a bright, moonlight
Here the
night, while elsewhere all is cold and leafless.
golden fruit, lit up with the silver tinselings, nods approvingly at you as you pass, and occasionally drops for your acceptance a ripe and luscious offering. The two ranches together, Santa Anita and San Francisquita, contain about
1(5,000 acres, of which there is about 5,000 under cultivation,
and next year it is Mr. Baldwin's intention to have the most
of his ranch under culture and entirely fenced in. He has
just finished putting in about 100 acres of the best varieties
of foreign grapes— among them 30 acres of the finest raisin
grapes— and he is now ploughing for a large peach orchard.
Of orange and lemon trees, etc., he has about 14,000 already
planted, many being of the finest quality of naval and blood
oranges brought from Australia, also Lisbon lemons. He
has also a magnificent orchard of English waluts, ahnonds,
chestnuts, shell bark, hickory nuts, black walnuts, butteralso eocoanut, coffee, and
i! its, pecans, and Brazilian nuts;
every variety of fruit-bearing trees that can be imagined,
and only yesterday I plucked a ripe banana from a tree near
onr porch.
A knoll of splendid, fine old oak trees, of every form,
shape, and size, stand like sentinels about the spot, sheltering you from the summer's sun beneath their cool and grateful shade, while yon are encircled by the friendly arms of
the coast range of mountains, with their precipitous steeps
and vari-colored foliage; and fronting you, delighting
your vision, is spread out a panorama of matchless beauty
landscape, vale, hill, and valley— while in the distance the
white-crested waves of the Pacific can juat be seen, like a
ilver threading the way to a tropical southern sea.
The land for the immigrant is indeed here; and right well is
Mr. Baldwin earing for the future, of this place, its surroundings and its people. Here, at the depot, of San Gabriel,
were thousands of feet of lumber for the purpose of putting
up a colony of farmhouses, many of which, capitally built,
are already erected; and as we drove through two or three
pretty little villages, with their school-houses, churches,
taverns, and corner groceries, occasionally we hear the
whistle of the steam engine, and the rushing train of the
Southern Pacific Railroad earning its burden of freight, and
passengers to the Colorado River.

are found in the Mediterranean and all along the western
coast of Europe; most abundantly on the coast of Norway.
Eakstroem. a Norwegian naturalist, thus writes of them:

brought from Sauford's

ConsumPtiok CmtKD.— An old phynlci an retired from active practice
having had placed in liis hands by an East Indian missionary the formula of a -simple vegetable remedy lor tbo speedy and permanent caro
of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung affections, also a positive and radical cure tor Kervona Debility
and all nervous complaints, after having thoroughly tested Its wonderful curative powers iu thousands of eases, feels it bis duty to mafce it
known to bis suffering fellows. Actuated by this motive, and ar-ouseiant.lous desire to relieve bureau suffering, be will send, free of charge, to
all wbo desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and sucSent bv return mail by addressing with stamp, namoessfully using
ing this paper, Dr. J.O. SlOHB, 3!) Worth Fifth Street, Philadelphia,

during the latter time.

The wrasses were the most gorgeous fishes exhibited in
our aquarium— the most gorgeous, indeed, of all the fishes
which occur in the northeastern part of the Atlantic. They

!

Mv.
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used to have, permanently, three species of the
family of Labridffi, the goldsinny or corkwing
Cfflero&i&rttSFWpesfris), and two lcinds of wrasses (J

the view and surroundings are exquisitely beautiful. In the
distance the coast range of mountains, " rock-ribbed and
ancient as the sun," with their zigzag summits and tops,
seem as if cut by the hand of the artisan, backed and covered by a bright blue sky and a warm summer sun, giving
every variety" of shade and color to the plumage of the mountains, just now coming out in its spring livery and reflected
in the'loke below in a thousand fantastic, shapes and forms;
while from mv back window birds are carolling among the
bright green trees, tne sheep bells tinkle cheerily, and in
the distance the cheery hum of labor unites with the still,
small voice, of nature to enchain, please, and enchant you.
Think of this, ye that are wrapped up in furs, chilled to
the bone, or up to your knees in slush or "beautiful snow"
in the Eastern cities, or in foggy London, and come right
cm; here and enjoy the ravishing sweetness of this garden
spot of the earth! And as another pleasant item for the
dwellers and guests of his new hotel in San Francisco— strawcurrants, melons,
berries, raspberries, gooseberries, and
peaches, pears, cherries, and such apples will be theirs to
enjoy and demolish.
I have just inspected the "pig-pens," and such a sight I
have never witnessed in any English or American "farm
yard." A hundred head of great, big, fat hogs, fed with the
finest "ccn-n" (for I saw piles of it uneaten), will be on Monday next driven to the Bay City, to be duly slaughtered and
made into hams, bacon, and lard; while from my open door,
as 1 am writing, turkeys, geese, chickens, and such birds
keep up an incessant 'noise. Mr. B. has also some 12,000
head of sheep on his ranch, having the finest pasture lands
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Dos Angeles, March oth.—By rail it is eight miles to the
mission of San Gabriel, thence four to the magnificent domain of Mr. Baldwin. A pair of thoroughbreds, guided by
the hands of an intelligent darkey, formerly body servant to
Stonewall Jackson, brought me to the residence, which is an
unpretending, cosy, comfortable-looking structure of one
story, originally built of adobe, by, I believe, Mr. Wolfskill,
but refitted and remodelled by its present owner with every
convenience and comfort. In front of the cottage is a beautiful artificial lake, where, handsomely-cushioned pleasure
boats always await your orders. As Iwrite, from my window

on this lovely morning

with half a dozen friends last summer for a trip
to Berkley Springs, Va. kept at that time by the wellknown Kirkwoods, formerly of Washington, D. C. Four
of our number I know prided themselves on their Bxpertness as anglers, and a spirit of rivaly induced us to make a
raid on the Potomac River, which was about two and a half
miles from the Springs. Before starting, we secured the
services of one Fitzniiller. the most knowing and experienced fisherman in the neighborhood, who had a satisfactory
reputation, besides being the owner of a pair of horses and
coach. On the second morning after our arrival we started
over the mountain to Sir John's River, and drove up to the
dam some five miles away. At that point wo found the river
quite muddy as we had 'found it below; but in the canal,
which was fed by the dam above, the water was in failsral hours with poor success,
Here we fished
order.
F.arlv in the morning next dav
catching some fifteen bt
over a rough road and high
•we set off for Capon (
Arriving at the
alf the wav.
mountain, walking at lc
it
to work, 'all anxious for the
creek about On
and the hei _. basket. I attached myself to
first fish
look
out
for themselves.
Fitzniiller, leaving the others to
With bail-fish the party caught about a dozen, when my
companion advised me to go with him up to the •'riffles."
We worked our war up the bank of the stream about
half a mile, and then* pitched in, side by side. He fished
with two hooks, while I had but one After catching several,
I ventured to try the fly, which I at once substituted for the
Fitzniiller seeing what I was doing, said "that he
bait-fish.
and his friends had often tried the fly, but could do nothing
unless they added the bait-fish in order to sink the fly." I
said nothing, but commenced to make my casts with a
'rod ibis." In a short time I caught four. Then I changed
from the ibis to a Ferguson fly, with which I had as fine
sport for two hours as any fisherman could ask for. I did
not try the still, deep water as it was difficult to throw from
the banks, which were lined with trees, but confined myself
Ixi the
to the shallow water and to the head of the pools.
time, mentioned 1 caught twenty-eight bass, averaging threefourths of a pound, and more than the total catch of my
this, too, without any trouble or exertion.
five companions
Onee, standing upon a rock, which was fully three feet out of
water, with a still pool below me, in plain sight of the fish,
I made a cast over near the bank, under the trees; I saw the
fish start from his hiding place; just as he was taking the fly
I hooked him, I imagined I could see a look of surprise on
his countenance.
Our total catch was fifty-four. I do not believe that I ever
in such a short space of time had as much sport; and that
day fully pro-ved to my mind that the bass will not only rake
the fly, but prefer it to any other bait. I found the Ferguson
fly the most taking, and will try the experiment this summer
S.
to prove that my convictions are correct.
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"Among the sea fishes, none can compare with the wrasses
in regard to beauty. They are, in this respect, a marked exception to the general rule— that the further one proceeds to
Ho
the North, the more uniform and dull are the colors.
that rows out to fish on the Western coast, and for the first
time sees a wrasse recently taken out of the water, may therefore readily imagine himself transported, as if by magic, to
a tropical climate, and waits, with impatience, for the next

that he may behold another of the paradoxical
that abound in these seas. But the iUusion is
of short duration, for when the line is again hauled in, instead of a fish with colors of the rainbow, a codfish or a
flounder is brought to the Burfaeo."
There is another peculiarity in the natural history of these

nibble,

beings

the diversity of colors of the two sexes. The
male of the variegated wrasse (Zti&rus ntixtus), a fish seldom
exceeding one foot in length, is richly striped with irregular
longitudinal bands of the most brilliant ultramarine blue,
on a ground of greenish-bronze, of a metallic tint. Some
irregular spots of ultramarine adorn the head and gill-cover,
and'border the yellow fins. Thus, blue being the prevailing
that the body of the
tint of the male, it is remarkable
female does not show a single spot or line of this color. The
interrupted in the
orange,
red
are
latter
the
of
parts
upper
hind part by three large spots of deep purple, alternating
with four light rose-colored ones, which give a totally differascertained
ent aspect from that of the male. It has been
but lately that these two fishes really belong to each other,
blue-striped wrasse
the male having been known as the
fishes, viz.

I

:

(I/jbrus Unealus),

the female as the three-spotted {I.abrus

**•»).

,,

.

.,

»„

.

...

lnghdro were
the grey
exhibited. We kept the sea swallow ( Triyla h jnmdo),
gurnard ( T. gurnardus), and the little gurnard t T. p
For the general appearance of the gurnards we refer to the
nearly allied genus Trionotus, several species of which are
found on the New York shores, one of them (Tr. ojroliuus)
being exhibited in the New York Aquarium. These fishes
nearly
are remarkable for the form of their head, which is
square and resembles a box used for preserving a brooch
pectorals, folded
large
very
have
they
Besides,
earrings,
and

Numerous

fishes belonging to the iannly of

when the fish is resting, and giving a bud-like
appearance when expanded. In the sea-swallow they are
edged with a broad blue border. In front of or somewhat
below these large fins, which enable the fish to swim with an
astonishing rapidity, there are three appendages or free rays
They can be
of the pectorals, used as feet, or rather fingers.

like fans

separately, are ever feeling the surface as the fish
glides along, and thus are used as organs both of motion
and touch, enabling them to approuch and discern small animals, such as shrimps and worms, without disturbing them.
They lived very well in our tanks, and became so tame that

moved

they used to 'come near the surface when ft person approached it, stick their heads out of the water and allow
themselves to be touched. The same could be done to some

of the larger codfishes and wrasses.
The fatherlasher (Otffeui sawwus} is a fish of about nine
inches in length, provided with spines and thorny warts, with
a very broad head and an exceedingly narrow tail. It is not
very lively; swims but little, and is ever watching for something to eat. If some small fiBhes or shrimps ore thrown
into its tank, its darts forth from its hiding-place, snatches
Someits hole.
it and immediately turning round retires to
times we received some allied species, such as Cbttus DUfcuHj
mYeniandicus,

and guadfieotfis,

I need not give a description of the manners ot stickleI only mention
backs, everybody being familiar with them.
that besides the common ones we alBO kept the large marine

:

1
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wldch, notwithstanding its
ut tour tunes as large as the three-spined sticlcleV.iu'k, was less active and rigorous than this interesting little
\V Inn kept together it took but little time for the
fellow.
latter to make piece-meal of the cousin, generally beginning
p/o'o),

ii

tail.

le

liesidcs the sticklebacks, the. nest-building of which was
o;n of the most interesting sights in the aquarium, there
Mere kept several other fishes that could be observed bring.•:; eggs on young ones.
ing
parous blenny (Zmirces i-lrqyirons), or, as it is
called in Germany, the •mother of eels," a fish seven to fifiee-n inches long, has a slight semblance to the common
oeJ.
Its body is lengthened and somewhat compressed,
higher than tnat of the eel; its dorsal fin begins close to the
I

•

i

unites with the. caudal and anal fin, thus forming
round the greater part of the body. The
narrow abdominals are situated in front of the pectorals.
This fish brings forth its young ones alive. Previous to my
engagement at the aquari am I had often heard and read of
this very remarkable mode of development, in fishes, and I
therefore eagerly watched the numerous specimens which
were kept in different tanks, intermixed with other fishes.
Karly in April, 1872. 1 observed that one of the larger specimens, which i took for the male, almost continually accompanied one of the others, while prosecuting its rivals, and
ii is nibbed its body along that
a d
iom
of its chosen
mate. Alter having continued this behavior for several
days it was observed that it tried to wind the hind part of its
body round that of the female, and that both of them were
lying immovable for about one minute. The body of the
was in ariy straight, whilst the male evidently made
""in .1
ev.-ry exertion to bend its body as much as possible and to
keep dose to the female. It was not to be doubted that a
real copulation took place, an event which we saw repeated
three times in one day by the same couple.
The abdominal cavity of the blenny being extremely short,
le present id an ugly
appearance live or sis months
afterward, when near the time that the young ones were
hat
To saye these from the attacks of overfishes, we
put the female into a solitary lank, and observed that about
three hundred young ones were bom in two days, each of
them more than two inches long, without any visible rest of
the yolk. Several other females, got at different times from
the sea— they are found both in the German Ocean and the
Baltic Sea— deposited their young ones in our tanks nearly
in every mouth from November until March, and the larger
the parent iishes, the larger were also the young ones, the
length of these varying from one and a half to three inches.
Altnongh fed very carefully with chopped liver and mussels,
only a few of thein were kept alive, most of them dying in

of sixty acres, one mile east of the city limits, and has commenced to dry it up for a regular trout farm. He expects to
put upon it 10,000 trout fry in addition to other fish, and
commence fish-raising on a' large scale. It will be the first
of the kind in this part of the State.
The land is naturally
adapted for a tirst-class fish-culture farm. He will have
two large living springs of water issuing from the bluffs on
the Maguoieta Biver, a hundred feet above high water, and
neatly arranged so as to have a good fall between each lish

and

if

from time

to

race;

the venture proves successful, he will add to
time as the business will warrant.
Bespeetfully,
M. M. Moulton, Marshal.

i^atmal

;

it

j§i8targ.

a continuous edge

i

l

.

i

The newspapers often repeat the story that at last the discovery of the eel's development had been made, but invariatparous blenny has been mistaken for this fish.
Somebody tells that he has found a lot of young eels in an old
one, and to give a convincing argument to his revelation, he
draws from the life a blenny. Even papers of a worldwide circulation, such as the German UtLTierdaubt, made this
blunder. It may be added that the development of the eel
is a secret no more, only the eggs are of such an extreme
diininutiveness that it requires a powerful microscope to
see them.
(7b be cordhmed.)

—

—

Fish Cultobe in Canada. We append hereof fish eggs laid down in the several
sh-breeding establishments in Canada during
the
lB7f'.. as given in the Canadian Illustrated Xeics :
KetecasUe (Out)— Salmon eggs, 1,500,000; whitefish eggs,
Pnooi
with a

andum

150,000: California Salmon eggs, 10,000.
Sandwich (Ont. )— Whitefish eggs, 8,000,000.
Ihdomac (Que. )— Salmon eggs, 1,000,000; sea-trout eggs,
30,000; California Salmon eggs, 5,000.
Gaspi (Quo.)— Salmon eggs, 920,000.
a iSgouahe (Que.)—Salmon eggs, 720,000.
Miranwhi (N. B.)— Salmon eggs, 640,000.

JMfardVU. S.)— Salmon, 1,000,000.
The first practical experiments with
Dominion originated with Mr. Wilmot

fish culture in the
at his private resi-

dence in Ontario in 1865. Three years afterward, when its
benefits were made known, it was adopted by the. Government, and has since been extensively carried on in several

The rapidly increasing popularity of the
of the Provinces.
industry, together with the marked success which attended
its operations, has had the beneficial effect of inducing the
Government to erect six additional fish-breeding establishments (beyond the original one at Newcastle) in the Maritime Provinces and in Untario. The Kestigouehe, a famous
salmon river, dividing New Brunswick and Quebec, had one
built upon it in 1872.
During the following year two more
were erected, one at Gospe Uasin, the other on the iliramichi River; following these, another was put into operation
at Tadousae, at the mouth of the Saguenay Elver.
In 1S75
a salmon hatchery was built at Bedford, near Halifax; during
the same year the largest fish-breeding institution on this
continent was erected at Sandwich, on the Detroit Biver;
this one is especially adapted for the artificial propagation
of whitefish.
That our readers may be enabled to comprehend more
fully the importance of 'this enterprise and the amount of
benefit which has already been derived from it, we give the
following statement, taken from official returns, of the
numbers of young jisli. which have been distributed from the
Newcastle establishment
Consisting of salmon, salmon-trout, and whitefish,
which have been reared in it
5,125,000
There are at the present, time in the several breeding-rooms in the course of hatching out Suing
ova of salmon, trout, and whitefish, and California salmon, amounting to
1,775,000

—

Making

a total from this hatchery of
the other hatcheries in the Dominion, the
young salmon and whitefish which have been
planted in many of the rivers and other waters

6,900,000

amount

9,215,000

Prom

to

There are

also on the hatching trays of the several
buildings in the Maritime Provinces and at
Sandwich, vivified eggs of the salmon and
whitefish numbering
12,400,000
These added together form a grand total of fry
andnsh-eggs if tuenuwl valuable species, which
sen produced at the several fishestablishments for distribution in the waters of
Canada, amounting to
28,515,000
i

A New Taoni PlBM

in

Iowa.— Mr. M. M. Moulton, of

Monticello, Iowa, sends the following information:

Ex-Mayor

C. B.

Wales has purchased a small spring farm

A SHORT LECTURE ON FISHES.
HT ERNEST INGEBSOLL.

f

OP

all the animals composing that great branch of the
animal kingdom called vertebrates, the fishes are the
simplest in structure and intelligence, and are the oldest in
the history of the globe, as shown by the remains in the
rocks.
Fishes being destined to an active life under water.
adapted to this purpose— gills instead
have all their
of lungs, limbs shaped as fins, and si
f hey diftV
of u large head, no
in form, but all have the simple outi
neck, and the body tapering gradually
the end of the tail.
Some have no tins, but generally t
ore present, toc
arranged in pairs symmetrically, or s:
y on the back or
abdomen. Behind" the head are laif
penings leading to
the gills.
The water entering the n outh in breathing, is
driven across the gills and escapes by these openings. The
scales greatly vary, their shape forming one of the characters

by which

a fish is classified!
'I hey are horny plates similar
to our finger-nails, containing minute, polished plates of
color, giving certain fishes a dazzling brilliancy of tinting
that reminds us of gold and silver.
The skeleton of fishes is either horny or made of cartilage, which is a tough, elastic substance, better known as
"gristle." It is composed of a head, trunk, and limb-'.
The
head is made up of a large number of bones intricately put

together, particularly those supporting the arches of the
gills and the gill-covers (nfiercuta), the tongue and neighboring parts, which has been termed the hyokl apparatus. Next
behind the skull comes a chain of bones called vertebra:, extending the whole length of the body. Each vertebra is
shaped like an hour-glass, and is armed with spines and pro-

jections termed processes, some of which, by interlocking,
hold the vertebras more linn ly together, while others give a
strong attachment to muscles. This chain is the back-bone
or vertebral column, which, by its presence in every fish,
bird, reptile, and mammal, unites them into a single group—
the Tartebraia.
Above the backbone runs the
that is the great nerve, which is a continuation backward
of the brain, protected by a bony tube, and underneath it
the great artery from the heart that supplies the body with
To the sides of the backbone the ribs are all attached,
blood.
when present, and upon the spiny processes which project
upward is carried the frame-work of the fins of the back
and the tail. The side fins are supported upon the end of
some flat bones hinged to the backbone, which answer to the
fore-limbs in higher animals, but the ventral or belly fins are
The skeleton in fishes like the sharks
fixed mora simply.
and skates is very different, not being bony at all, but composed entirely of cartilage: hence they have been named
.,

Cartilaginous fishes.

I,

i

I

our bill-fishes and tikes.
To the fourth and highest sub-class belong those fishes
like the sharks and rays dr. skates, that, instead of a bmiy
skeleton like the true' iishes, have one of cartilage. The
sharks are noted for their ferocity and their insatiable appetite.
They abound especially among the coral islands of
the Pacific ocean, where the people Bpend about as much

like

time in the water as on land.

become

to

:

whilst the small males form the rear
swim in general with much noise ii
and near the surface of the water if tt
great,
in general,
but nearer the bottom if the heat
salmon advance slowly, sporting at
y proceed; but if
rapidity of their course
danger appears to threaten tl
If a
becomes such that, the eyi
follow them.
rogri
they make thegreatest
dyke or cascade opposes their progres:
on some
Bestingron
so
rock, and extending
efforts to overcome it.
being
curved,
suddenly
vie
lence
after
thev
and
with
the body
spring out of the water, leapin > occasionally to the height of
fifteen' feet in the air so as to fall beyond the obstacle which
Salmon ascend rivers even to their source, and
stops them.
search in the small streams and tranquil places a bottom of
sand and gravel adapted to the deposition of their eggs. The
eggs are deposited in a trough dug by the female in tneeand;
they are afterward fecundated by the male. The young
:

them and

But

.

so

do they

mreil

usl

;

so fearless, that

laid

-.

it

Island

rj

does not wait for the shark to rush upon him. but attacks
him instead, with only a knife or sharp stick for a weapon,
ally conquers.
Tie si oris
[ed to turn
over to seize anything their mouth being a good ways back
from the end oil the Snout, which gives the swimmer an opportunity to plunge in his knife. All sharks. In rwi
not so large. The ra\s 03 skat.-;, or heir cousin the torpedo,
are also flesh-eaters, but not so fierce as the sharks.
They
are easy to recognize bv their nearly square shape, with the
head at one corner and the long tail at the other, The two
remaining corners are made by the'Very large side fins. The
many slender bones spreading out like rays from the
shoulder to the edge of this fin gives them their first name,
but why they axe called "skates" I cannot tell.
'

.

I

We print this week the first installments of two lists which
;
we are sure, be regarded as ..f great import:.'!
our readers who are interested in Natural History.
The Fauna o/ Michigan is from the pen of our valued
correspondent "Archer," whose graceful sketches are so
well known to the readers of Ebrasr Ann SraxAM.
An old
resident of the State of « !
loolog
fi atur.s he writes,
and a careful and thoroughly accurate observer, his notes on
the animal life of Michigan cannot fail to be of the highest
interest to all.
In this list the nomenclature of no recent
work has been followed, but we prefer to print, it. just as received, leaving to our readers to make any all.
amendments which they may deem needful.
The Birds of Out Cbfeou Sea ProSrtea, by Dr. McOhosncy, is
a most interesting contribution to our ornithological knowlwill,

i

I

and the dates

of the arrival

and depart are

of the vari-

ous species are especially valuable.
What a debt do not zoologists owe to the officers of our
army, whose duties constantly lead them into the wildest,
and most unknown regions of our territory ' From the date
of Lewis and Clarke's expedition to the present time, the
explorations and observations of the army, and especially of
its medical men, have contributed more than any other one
thing to increase our knowledge of the fauna and flora of
the country west of the Mississippi.
The debt which we
owe to the army on this score is a large one, and it is constantly on the increase.
The careful and thorough education which most officers have received, especially fits
them for making observations of importance to science, and

by

far the larger portion of the

work, and

is

work done by

tin to

of the greatest value.

BIRDS OF THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES

OF EASTERN DAKOTA.

BV CHAKI.ES

The torpedo and other

Fishes multiply
fishes possess this faculty to a less' degree.
"by means of eggs, some species producing hundreds of
thousands at a single spawning- -as the dropping of the egg
is called; vet perhaps not more than one in a thousand of
these eggs" ever results in a full-grown fish.
rishes change their residence with the seasons, or
according to their habits, especially their habit of spawnme is iom n irth to south; in
ip to shall
from
water and bi ck again; and in
s and down
igain to the sea.
latt er class i B the
One of the best known e: iphso
of thai rhab ts in
salmon, and I will give yi
r.eli naturalist:
Milne-lv.lw.u
an
eminent.
Pre
of
the words
t tn lops to a jcend
"Each spring it enters the rivers in
I'M
lie s; linon
them, even to their sources, in these
follow a regular order, forming tw<
front, conducted by the largest

are alioi

leave the livers to repair to the sea. whi
*
quit in its turn to again enter the river *
toward
the middle of the summer that follows their birth."
These periodical visits arc taken ad
I by fishermen, and it is then that all the salmon.
cod. and other fishes we use, are caught and cured.
I have no doubt yon will be satisfied if I only mention the
classification, and I hav e little time to do more".
It is a verylarge class and contains four sub-classes— The Jig
true Fish, the ijmmidj, and the Selachians or etirtii..-.
fishes.
The myzontes are so low and shapeless that they
were at one time classified with worms. Many of them live
as parasites on other fishes; some holding on by means of a
round sucker-mouth, like the lamprey eel. The true Fish
belong to two orders, separated by the shape of their scales,
which in such iishes as the perch and most of our freshwater Bpecies are jagged and comb-like along the posterior
edge, while in the case of our friend the salmon
are round and smooth at the edges.
This sub-class includes
about two-thirds of all the fishes, tend are the easiest examples
for you to study.
(A) Ganoid fishes are -well represented by the gar-pike or
bill-fish of the western rivers and the common sturgeon. The
main part of this group, though, consists of fossil fishes,
which are found in the same rocks from which we get. our
soft coal.
Many of these odd fishes who perished 80 long
ago looked very much like small alligators, and others ware

edge,

Most fishes swim with great rapidity, using their tail alone
to get ahead with, balancing and steering somewhat with
Many possess a very peculiar organ, eaUed the
their fins.
swimming-bladder, situated in the abdomen.
This is a sac
filled with air, and so arranged that the fish can increase
or decrease his weight with respect to the water (i. «., his
specific gravity), and so sink or float; as he desires.
The life of a fish is occupied wholly in providing its food
and escaping its enemies; its senses are dull, and it seems
Yet it has a brain,
to be without any remarkable instinct.
abundant nerves, and all the organs of sense. Pishes are
Some have no
great eaters, and nearly all live upon flesh.
teeth, but generally there are large numbers in different
parts of the mouth and throat, which vary widely in form,
number, and position. The horrid set which the shark
The blood
carries is regularly shed and replaced by new.
of fishes is red and cold, but it seems to circulate slower
than in warm-blooded animals, and the heart is more simple.
Some fishes, like the electric eel, have the remarkable power
of producing electricity.
These eels swarm in the smaller
streams of South Africa, and, when roused, can give so
powerful a shock as to kill men or cattle. The natives first
drive horses into the water, upon which the eels expend
their force, then they are easily taken, for they require a rest
while accumulating more electricity.

salmon grow very rapidly; and when they

B,

MCHESNEY,

M.
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n. s. A,

Coteau dos Prairies of 'Dakota evtond
THE"
latitude 4C deg. North, longitude 20 deg.

'20

some hundred and fifty or two hundred miles
east, and have a variable width of from twenty

from about
min. West,

to the

south-

to fifty miles.

northern portion Of this interesting region (in
the vicirMy of Fort Sisseion, late Port Wadsworth) that the
foUowing notes have reference.
This region consists of high-rolling prairie, in the hollows
of which are many lakes, and to these thousands of the
waders and wild-fowl of all kinds annually resort. The
region is very sparsely timbered, and is therefore poorly

It is to the

represented in land birds

:

TurdiH mitjnitorius. Kobm. ThiH bird appears about April LiJtii, In
email numbs™, but the tonality does not seem to be well united tu
Migrates iti a tew nays, to return In larger
its summer real.iea. o,
iuiuiIh.tr about September 'JStb, anil dually disappears for lbs sraauD,
October L'Stb. Dp the approach nj winter.
Mimus eirnlinensis. Catbird. Appears about tbe 1st of June and
remains ivoiil September 3Sth in small numbers; breeds afire.
Appear
Haryrrhj/uclius rufia. Brown tin rub.
mains until tbe end of September in limited numbers breeds lure.

Eastern bluebird, Appears early In October and refew days is seen in small in
seen from September
BI
:.

Sialia. tbdtt.

mains

tor a

Parw

.

atrioayillul

November Utb, in larf
Eitmaphila alpestris. Horned

SS'tb until

remains natal Korombei

-

-

nUl
lal'k.

1

I

Appears SeplejuSer
tiB»*BH

»W«

nuiin:

and
returns

-jstu

rieinSty.-

about the middle of Mareb. ana is llieu found in luge
pany wlui tbe snowbird {Jnur.a hymalii), an
about the same time, April I7ta.

—
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Dendr&ca aiUiva. Summer yollowbird. This bird arrives May 17th
aad remains until September 17th. Is found in largo numbers breeds
;

bere.

Hirnndo horreorum.
Barn swallow. Is found in small nnmbere
from May 26th uotil September 19tb ; breeds hero.
Pelrochtlidim Itotifrons. Cliff ewallow. Appears May 4th and takes itB
departure about August 9th. Very abundant; breedBfaere.
Cotyle. riparia.
Bank swallow. Appears May 18th In considerable
numbers; breeds here and disappears July 20th.
Frame purpurea, purple martin. Arrives Juno 7th in email numbers
aud remains uutil September 8th: breodahere.
I'lexiropluvws luppunicut. Lapland longspur. Appears April 10th to
remain until May 25th; is moderately abundant.
Piectroplmnts pictus. Painted lark bunting. Is found from April 20th
to Mav 25th, in large flocks (from twenty-five to one hundred).
Pltttfophana ornatus. Chestnut-collared bunting. Is found hers
during the same time as the last species, and is large numbers.
Palicradut iavanna. Savanna iparrow. la seen from Juno 10th uutil
June 17th. probably passing North. Kot abundant.
Poocc'Ja pramineus Var. am/mis.
Western grass finch. Arrives
about April 17th and remains until October 18th. Is one of the most
numerous of our birds, and is found all over the prairie; breeds here.
Mdospiza, melodia. Song-sparrow. Is seeu for four or five days from
Juno lOtUin small numbers.
Junto hyemalii. Snowbird. Is a regular winter resident; arrives
about November 14th and disappears about April ICth, with stragglers
seeu until

May

around
They exhibited no signs of discontent, but on the other
baud aeemed to be perfectly satisfied with their home, goftag
and returning at pleasure.
There are two methods used in determining the sex of tbe wild goose.
First, by the female being smaller. Second, by the voice of the female;
His not so harsh and coarse aa that of the male. I now had a desire
to know how long it would lake them to mature, and after four years'
patient waiting my curiosity was gratified by one of them making a
nest on the top of an old, dilapidated shed, which was covereil with
straw, and which was elevated tbofit ten feet above the ground, where
she laid five eggs, but did not briug out any young. The cause, as I
have since learned, was. that the eggs were kept too dry, necessarily
requiring moisture to insure their successful incubation. The next
year I threw up a pile of compost in the' shape of a mnskrat house, on
which the goose built a nest, and this time Bhe brought out five goslings, which were reared. I have another goose which did not breed
until she was six years old. My geese make good decoys, often bringing the wild ones wit'i in a few rods of the house
Last spring one of
the tame geese mated with a wild gander and brought him home,
where, in a few days, he became quite tame, and in one week was as
tameasany of the geese. The tamo geese would ereep through the
fence; this he would never do, he would alwaya.fly over, but would pass
through any narrow passage.
H. H.

*•»
New

To be Continued].

Amiivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden fob Wekk endino Apkil 17th.—Two llousette Bnta iPlcropus onefi'iM), purchased; two
Horned Toads (Phrynosoma cornutal, presented; two young Panthers
(Felis concolor), purchased; one small Alligator [Alligator, nussissippiensii;

AETHun

presented.

send the following note, thinking that

1

Tree sparrow. Appears April Kith and remains
until the end of October; very numerous, aud breeds hare.
Cataiuaspiza.
bicolor.
White-winged blackbird. Appears on the
prairie about July 14th in large docks aud remains until July 24tb.
Euapha americana. Black-throated bunting. Ia found here from
June 9th to July 26th in considerable numbers.

E. Bbown. General Supt.

York, March

30, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.

numorons.

8th; ia quito

RpizcLla. monticola.

it,

may be

interesting to the

foxhunting readers of your valuable paper:
Silo, Oatand Theodore Morrell, all old fox biiHtcrs of Mianus, Conn.,
started on a fox-hunt last week. Two miles north of Mianus. at what
hi known a-* the Pine Hills, they started a fox, and so close were the doss
on him that he climbed a large pine tree, aud when the Morrells came
up they found the dogs barking at. the foot of the tree. On lookins up
tbey spied the fox lying close to a limb some thirty feet from the
ground. Silo pulled up and let, him have it, and down he came, a handsome specime i or a silver and red fox; he weighed twelve pounds. It is
very seldom that a silver-cross fox is killed In that neighborhood. Three
years ago Capt. Oat Morrell's dog Rat caught a silver and red fox at
"York Meadow," a mile norih from the place where this one was killed,
Yours trnly.
F. (i.

[We presume

Asimals Beceived at Cenitial P.uik Menagerie iron Week ending
Apuil 31 si,— Two California quail (Ortyx califm-manus). presented by
Mr. S. Davis. New York city one Asia deer [Axis vantlata). born in the
menagerie; one striped byrona [Uyrena striata): two adjutants {Leptnplilus^rinneni/erus),
W. A, CoNKLiN, Director.
;

FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.
BY AECBEB.
CLASS

Linn.

Fapertilic JYoMboracensis.

Black

V. subulattu.

bat.

Say.

Now York

Brown

bat.

bat.

V.

I

r
.

fmais P. de B.
Tenon. V.

phaiops.

Tomm.

Caroli.

Blarinatalpoides. Gray. Mole shrew. Sorrx talpoiaes. Kich. Northern shrew; iscoullued to a few districts of the Upper Peninsula, hut
even there Is rare. Marina angasliceps. Bd. Short-tailed shrew.
Sealeps

Bach.

Cuv. Common mole.
Condylura cristata.

aquaticus.

Silvery mole.

Aud.

5. argentatus,

&

Ed.

Dearn. Star-nosed mole.
Is rarely seen within the limits of the State, I believe; having seen but

one specimen, aud heard of but two more.
tfrsax

Lynx
Guld.

A

Pallas.

I.

Canadensis.

Bay lynx.

Geoff.

Wild

cat.

Black bear.

Procyon. lotor.

Canada lynx— Loup
Fetis concolar.

Linn.

Eae-

Storr.

Cervier.

Cougar.

/..

rufus.

Panther.

Ca}iu Occidentalis Var. griseo albus. Bich. Gray wolf; also known as
Max. Cam's Utirans. Say. Prairie wolf. Is now supposed
to be extinct in Michigan.

C. variabilis.

that the animal in question was a gray fox
(Urocyon virginittmts), a Southern species not nearly so fleet

our

as

a tree

Deem. Ked fox.
De Kay. Urocyon

V. dcnatsatus.
r.

Baird.

Gray

Groff .
fox.

Gross

fox.

V. argmtalus.

Sab,

FamedctncookLake, March 27, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stk"eam.
While fishing upon Debsceneak Lake a few days ago, I saw what
looked like a sable run along the shore. Starting on the run, I
chafed it a short distance, and when nearinj it, it ran up a cedar Uve
about twenty feet high. To my surprise, it was a mink. Shouting to
my companion, who was fishing a short distance from me, to bi ing me a
rifle that we had wilh us, I soon dispatched his "highness," putting a
bullet through, from ear to ear. Now is this an uncomnon oc.cnrrence,
or do mink climb trees?
Cbas. E. Woods.

***"
tf

—

The Salt-Water Pike? Some time since, as will be
seen by the date of writing, we received tbe following interesting letter of inquiry. The fish in question being unknown
to us, and the subject involving the question whether there
was really a species of the JEaox family inhabiting salt water,
we have made extensive researches, not only of scientific
works, but among intelligent persons in Virginia, whom we
thought might be well informed. Wo regret to say that we
have met with indifferent success. In the hope of eliciting
more positive information we will no longer defer the publication of the letter. We trust our readers will give the subject their attention
Baltimore, March 11, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
;

am anxious

Cuv. Taxidea

Ame.rir.ana,

M

MuHela Canadensis Sch.re.0u, M. Penantii. Erxt. Fisher.
Am,ri.
Both these are rare; an occasional
tOna, Tattoo. Pino marten.
skin, however, fiuds its way to market. Puiorius pusillus. Aud. &.
Bach. P. ciwgnanii. Bd. Brown weasel. Kove>>oraceneis. De Kay.
.

but a variety of the former. Puioriui vison, Bioh.
Brown mink. /". nigrescent. And. & Bach. Black mink. Variety of
former. Gulf, Lascos Linn. Wolverine. Glutton. The last known in
the Lower Peuinsula was killed near the mouth of Elk Creek, Sanitcoe
White- weasel;

and

1878,

by "Archer."

Shaw. Opossum. Is confined to tbe southern
although occasional specimens have been captured

Didelphys Virginiana.
tiers of counties,

know

if

the

common

pike or the Chesapeake Bay

its salt,

swimming in the grass near shore, .n water from
depth, and quite near the surface. They ate often
speared, and sometime^ killed with thot-guns; are exceeding shy, aud
very sudden and rapid iu their movements. 1 have never seen one
caught with hook hy means of such bait as is used in our salt waters,
namely, sort crab or small fish. Tiiev are very plentiful in our waters and
arc certainly very game, and will afford good sport if they will take ihe
to three

Any
by

j

in the centre of the State.

DOMESTICATION OF THE CANADA
GOOSE.
Benson Gbove, Iowa, March 14, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream.
There seem to be but few who have ever reported their experience
In the domestication of the wild, or Canada goose (Bcrnicla canadensis),
in Urn columns of your valuable paper, which I receive through the
kindness of a friend. Having had some experience in this line, I wish
to present it to your readers, hoping that they may be thus further enlightened as to domestication of thiaspecleB.
Iu the year 1860 I found a wild goose nest shortly after incubation
had commenced, and allowed the eggs to remaiu in the nest for two
weeks, after which I transferred them to the nest of a setting hen,
where after one week they were brought out, the young exhibiting no
sign of disconteatin following their foster parent. After they were
two weeks old I clipped the first joint of one wing on each gosling, and
then gave them the barnyard, which contains several acres, to roam in,
and besides this they were occasionally turned out of the yard. They soon
became as tame as kittens, aud grew to be good-sized fowls. But, alas!
in the fall they thought it prudeut to change their abode, and having
found ihe river, which was about sixty rods from the yard, set sail for
a more congenial clime, thus ending my first experience.
My next was three years later, whau I datormiued to make auuther
effort.
I found u nest containing nine eggs, which were brought out in
the same way as the first These were giv,-u tiieir lull freedom and
free access to the door-yard, whero I bad a large trough of water fixed
for them. They became very tame, aad when fledged were permitted to

feel

m

Onr waters now abound in white pcich. Do they take the fly?
aflirmutive information on this subject would he highly appreciated

fly.

our

many

readers in Maryland.

Very

respectfully,

Oao. P. Beale, Jr., Attorney at Law.
Mechanic^' Bank Building, Baltimore.

is

County, October 17th,

to

water tributaries is identical with the pickerel of the northern lakes. To the uneducated, the two lcsembic each other. Will the
pike common to our salt waters rise to the fly? I have frequently

one

Otter.

Mephtas mephUica. Baird. Skunk. Mcles Lahradoria.
Bd. Badger.
SOB-FAMILY JIAUTINU.

red fox, and which not unfrcquently climbs
the dogs. Ed].

noticed them slowly

—StjB-FAMILT

FAMILY MUSTELTID.E
Lutra. Canadensis.

common

when hard pressed by

DO MINK CLIMB TREES?

I

Tulpes faleus.
V. Virginianux.
Bd. Silver fox.

177

fly

The writer, it will be perceived, speaks of this fish as being •very plentiful," and "common in the Chesakeake 13ay
its salt water tributaries;" it is "often speared, and sometimes killed with shot-guns." There can be no doubt, therefore, that such a fish exist, though it does not seem to have
attracted the attention of ichthyologists.
It is not mentioned
in any work that we have examined.
All the additional in-

^aodlmd,

jflnrm

nnd §nrden.

COMMON INSECTS OF

APRIL.

THE

injurious insects in the Northern States have hardly
begun their devastations by this time, as the buds
have not yet unfolded. In April, however, the gardener
should scrape and wash thcroughly all his fruit tre<
to rub off the eggs of the bark lice, which hatch out early in
May. Many injurious caterpillars and insects of all kindB
winter under loose pieces of bark, or under straw, etc., a!
the foot of trees.
The eggs of the canker worm nnd tent
caterpillar, which last are laid in bunches half an inch long
on the ends of the twigs of our fruit trees, should also be

searched

The

after.
Their destruction will effect a great saving.
apple-tree borer should be looked for at the base of tho

and under dark places in the bark where the grub is at
work, and its ravages arrested. Cylindrical baik Ijotpts,
which include various species of little round black weevils,
tree,

and

weevil-like beetles, often causing the "fire-blight" in

pears, etc., are now flying about fruit trees to lay their eggs;
also certain boring beetles that infest the pines.
This is the
best time of the year to destroy these pests, and also the best

time to seek varieties for the cabinet.
The housewife must now guard against the intrusion of
clothes moths, for the warm days bring them into the
houses, and in the orchard myriads of these and other insects are flying about among the opening buds, fulfilling
their own plans very well, no doubt, but working mischief
to the agriculturist.
The common clothes moth or Tinea is
of a light, lustrous buff color, the

being a

The head

little paler.

is

hind wings and abdomen
thickly tufted with hairs,

somewhat tawny in color. The moth begins to fly
about our apartments in May, laying its eggs in woolen and
sometimes in soft cotton goods. Early in June the flattened,
and

is

cylindrical cases of the pupaj
for they are concealed
pillars

become of the

may be found, but not

easily,

by the circumstance that the catercolor of the objects they feed upon,

and are thus not readily discerned. The body of the chrysalis
is curved, with the head smooth and rounded, and spims
along the back. When about to transform, the skin splits
open on the back and is rapidly moulted. Of all the preventives used, none are more efficacious than benzine or a
weak solution of carbolic acid, but each of these leaves a disagreeable odor. All furs and woolens should be closely examined early in June. The carpet moth, another Tinea, is
blackish at the base of the fore-wings, the remainder being
yellowish-white, while the hind wings are dark gray and the
head white. Another obnoxious Tinm. is the grain moth,

which is found flying in granaries in summer. The female
more minute eggs, one or two on each grain of
wheat. The larva hatches in a few days, eats its way into the
wheat, and after it has devoured the interior of one grain,
unites others in succession to it, until it hinds together a
lays thirty or

number

of them.

granaries, or

To prevent

its attacks, whitewash your
A good way to kill the moths
them to suicide in the flames
The grain should also be shoveled over to

wash with

when numerous

oil.

is to attract

of a bright light.

disturb the larvaj at work, for here, as before, it is the young
which do the mischief.
On the other hand, there begin to be seen beneficial as
well as injurious insects in these early spring days.
Such
are the citrctbit.i beetles which prey on those insects largely
hurtful to crops. They are. dark colored, with metallic hues,

and run in the grass or hide under stones, whence at night
they sally forth to hunt for the vegetable eaters, that at that
time are most active. The larva; of some of these ascend
trees to eat the caterpillars lodged in the branches, aud some
of these beetles dig pits, at the bottom of which they lie in
wait for their victims, tearing to pieces with carnivorous
ferocity those bugs unfortunate enough to fall into their
grasp.
It is now that the ants awake from their sleep, and throw
their hillocks in our garden paths, while the. "thriving
pismires" issue from their vaulted galleries, nnd swarm over
the decaying logs and stumps which have furnished them

up

shelter during the winter.

and

formation that we have been enabled to gather, is comprised
Cthe following brief note
Norfolk, Va., March 21.
jitor Forest and Stream.
The salt-water pike Is a rare fish hcie; saw two or three fine specimens last slimmer that were caught at the fisheries off Lynuhaveu, a few
miles inside of the Cape. Have never heard of tboir being caught by
line.
Those I saw were bright, clear, solid fish, Irlm-built, were much
:

more

solid than the fresh-water fish, the color was nearly while, and
the scales clear and bright (devoid of me slime in ihe river fish). Those

I saw weighed about three and a hair pounds.
The salt-wil'er cat-fish
has the tame difference as regards color, compactness, etc.
Yours truly,
W. II SeabUBY.

Staked Geese Eeathees. —There was a yellowish tinge
about the breast feathers of nearly all the five dozen of
Canada geese which our friend G. Dubois Wagstuff shot at
Atlanticville the other day, which, not having been observed
before, led him to suppose that possibly he had discovered a
new variety. The fact was, that the feathers were merely
stained at the tips hy iron or something else in the water
where the birds have been feeding. We have often observed
the same thing in mallards and sprigtails.
—English sparrows, which have been domostioated in
New York, have been introduced into Nora Scotia, where
their services are neodod to exterwintae the worms.

THE VERBENA

DISEASE.

a number of years past it has been a question of
anxious inquiry among growers of the verbena as to
the cause of the disease to which it has been subjected, nnd
instead of any abatement, there seems still a growing interest in the subject, which may he taken as a sign that at no

FOR.

it shall be finally and satisfactorily settled.
But
whether on the side of those who have espoused the insect

distant clay

theory, or those

who

the work of a fungus, yot reon all similar subjects, prebut rather a patient looking
at the facts as they present themselves over the whole field,
so that in the end a complete diagnosis might be written,
from which to glean measures of prevention, or at least
some method by which to mitigate the evil. From the obscurity of the subject, and a want of means to carry on
exhaustive research, some of the views which have been
taken seem to rest upon no aolid foundation. Of those
views only two ore worthy of consideration, and somehow
neither the one nor the other has yet been stated in such a

mains

to

be seen.

believe

On

dilections should have

it

this, as

no

place,

,

way as to be entirely satisfactory.
Those who have supported the insect theory do not seem
agreed as to the particular; species which does the mischief.

Some

believe it is the larva of that fly (callipteris'i which
frequents verbena beds in tho fall to deposit its eggs. But
there must be a mistake here, as the larva of that, insect
seems the one which burrows in the cuttings and young
plants through the early part of winter, and is one or more

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
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More credence

be placed in those who re.
gard the desperado as a mile, but bey are equally Mistaken
in Baying it can conceal itself at. pleasure under the skin of
the leaves or other soft parts of the plants; for we have
i"d their movements under a glass whim surrounded
with tobacco smoke, to which dislike is sometimes shown by
wonderful contortions of body and limbs, which may be regarded as the outward and visible signs of tobacco sickness;
but never yet have we seen them show the least disposition
or ability to burrow in the leaves for safety. Yet from the
fact that tobacco smoke is distasteful to them, it might be
inferred that by strong and oft-repeated doses, they might
by that means he got rid of, or at least greatly held in
lines long.

THE HERB GARDEN.

is to

i

check.

"O EED time eonieth" says

'

cause thereof.
In thus dismissing the insect theory as untenable, we are
by no means assured of being able to present any other entirely satisfactory.
That, however, which regards it as the
work of a parasitical fungus seems more in accordance with
appearances, and in this direction we are introduced to a set
of agents whose power to destroy living organisms is unquestioned—agents protean in form, subtle and insidious
in their attacks. So true is this that under different circumstances they assume appearances so very dissimilar as to
have deceived the greatest mycologists, and led them to
classify and name differently some which are identical as
regards speeific characters. In illustration of this we need
only refer to the species now known as the cause of potato

having been named fusisporium solana, oidium
violacium, and peronospora devastatrix— all of which have
been found by recent investigations to be only different forms
it

of the same fungus. And if, as has been lately stated in another periodical, the verbena disease is caused by erysiphe
vcrbime, we may conclude it to be either a new and distinct

—

species, or one not new, under some other name only
changed by difference of food or other circumstance. This
view is countenanced in Loudon's Encyclopedia of Plants,
where it is stated— "Most of the productions arranged under
the head erysiphe are known as mildew. They are better

characterized

by the plants on which they grow than by

their peculiar differences, which, it is probable, depends
very much upon the former circumstance." But appear-

ances dn not favor the belief that it is an erysiphe at all; at
we are not aware of it having yet been seen on
the verbena in the mildew state, which is the highest stage
of development. The visible effects look more like the work
of a fungus, which seldom shows itself on the outside of the
leaves, and only indicates its presence by the curled and
rusty appearonoe of those organs. This seems also in perfect accord with views held by some modern mycologists,
who recognize several stages of development in fungus
growth, in the first stages of which a given species might releast

being accomplished

isms have the power of most rapid increase by cell division,
and from the extreme minuteness of these bodies, they can,
if either in the

atmosphere or in the soil, readily enter the
vegetable system, there to inoroaae rapidly or otherwise, as
circumstances determine.
Now, without laying claim to any clear perception of this
perplexing question, we advance the opinion that the disease is caused by fungus growth somewhat in the way as
herein indicated, and if ever developed on the verbena beyond the microccus or cryptoccus states, greater magnifying
power must be called into requisition to detect it than I have

command— unless the spheroidal bodies
Which surmount the hairs, and the rusty specks which dot
the cuticle of diseased plants, may be regarded in this light.
But in the absence of positive proof that this is the case,
there is much to warrant the belief that the mischief is due.
to such an agent entering the cellular tissues of the plant,
in disrupting the cell walls and living upon their contents,
and at the same time polluting the very fountain and streams
yet been able to

of

life.

»»

—In

St. Augustine, Florida, they have a large laboratory
for the manufacture of wine made from bitter oranges.

The entrails of sheep are being utilized in California,
where they are manufactured into ropes for hoisting apparatus in mines,

etc.

—Michael Angela, the

sublimest name in art, was wont to say that
tho iiath was tbo cradle which fostered his grandest conceptions. Of
oonrio he knew nothing abont that rluf iCauvri., 3. T, Babbitt's Toilet
Soap, or else he would have had a word or two to Bay about this indis-

PMiMble adjunct.—Aiv.

last

num-

till

gentle spring unlocks his lingers and

bids the snowdrop

and the crocus tell us that his reign is
and that soon our gardens and woods will bo gladdened
by the early flowers and sweet songsters. We are apt in the
hurry of planting and sowing to forget all about the growth
of sweet or pot herbs till too late to be of much service, and
o'er,

even

if

a few are planted or sown, they are generally placed

and time and patience are

ex-

hausted in looking them up when required. Quite a useful
made in every garden, however small, of
the herbs, if they were only brought together and arranged
in order. Probably the best disposition for their culture is
in beds from two to four feet wide, with paths between.
Of course in small gardens one entire bed will not be
needed for any herb, but several kinds can be grown together, such as common and lemon thyme, pennyroyal, and
marjoram in one; fennel, sage, and tarragon in another,
and so on. Mint should have a bed for itself, as mint-fiauce
is always in demand; chervil, again, is much wanted by
feature might be

some

for salads, dill for flavoring ruckles, horehound for
sore throats, tansy for tea (not that nnybody ever drinks it)

chamomile for face ache and stomach ailments; rue for the
gapes in poultry, and many other curious herbs that the
cultivator may fancy. A bed should be reserved for angelica,
as also for borage, an excellent bee. plant, as well as for
flavoring claret sangaree in hot weather.
Again, the herb

garden

is just the place for the orderly and systematic cultivation of all small salading, such as mustard and cress a
constant succession of young onions, a bed or edging of
;

chives,

and the growth of

radishes, lettuces,

endive, etc.,

throughout the season.

Finally, several beds should be set
aside for the cultivation of parsley a plant sadly neglected
in small gardens, Let it have rich, deep soil, use only a

—

good curled sort. Sow thinly, and thin out to a foot apart,
and the vigor, strength, and beauty of result will astonish
those who havo to make small, often dirty leaves do duty instead for flavoring or garnishing. If the garden is too
small to devote one or more beds to parsley, the whole herb

garden might be fringed round with it, and the plants themselves be garnished with its beauty. No portion of any
garden, large or small, not even excluding that wholly devoted to flowers, will afford more pleasure or be of more
service than a herb garden, well furnished and kept.
•••+
The Fruit Trade. We find in a recent issue of The
Grocer some very interesting statistics regarding the fruit
trade of this port. We derive our supplies from the British
East and West Indies, France, and the French West Indies,
Austria, Italy, Spain, Cuba, Porto Bico, Central America,
Brazil, Hayti, Mexico, San Domingo, Columbia, and Venezuela.
The Mediterranean trade shows a slight increase for
1876 over the previous year, while statistics of the West
Indies trade, shows a large decroase both in amount and
value. Perhaps the increased attention paid to fruit culture
in the South may have something to do with this. The
value of the green fruit entered for consumption at the port
of New York, from January 1, 187G, to December 31, 1876,

—

is as follows:

Variety of fruit.

Per cent. duty.

Value.

Grapes...

20
20
20

Pineapples...

30

$1,202,614
998.860
126.088
141,907
403,733

Lemons
Oranges
Bananas
Limes, MautainB, drape Pruit,
Mangoes, Shaddoot, Melons.
Cocoanuts

.

10
10
Free.

Total

Amt. of duty.
$240,502.80
189,778.06
25.210.60
28,393.40
40,373.30

2,364
186,112

236,10

J3.061.603

$634,488.50

they alt died. There was regret on his side and indignation
on his employer's. Under the conditions thus described,
hundreds of young orange trees annually die, and the money
paid for them and for the labor of transplanting is as good as
thrown away. Look at it for a moment. The soil m this
State is light, porrus and sandy not like the heavy land

—

North. It takes but a little hot, weather to rob it of its
moisture, and a long drouth will turn it into a second
Sahara, Fortunately long drouths are of rare occurrence;
but what is a young, tender, transplanted tree going to do
even for a few days, in soil not to the depth of your hand or
more. Its roots are torn, it has borne transportation, and
no longer shaded by its nursery companions it stands in the
dry sand in its appointed place with more room than it wants,
it wants is room to die.
Setting out orange trees is generally done in February,
the new growth begins to put forth, the weather being
moderately warm, with now and then a cool spell. It is the
busy month of the year for this work whose hurry and rush
are all over by the "middle of March. Now and then you

for all

when

meet a man who takes the summer or any part of the year
for this task, but he is an exception, and his ways nndoul itedly more risky than other people's, notwithstanding he has
always a flourishing tree handy to point to as an example of
his remarkable course.
C. D. D.

Warner,
Editor Forest and Stream.

N. H., April 16, 1877.

1 often think of the geniality of a warmer olime, when
reading in your paper about tho early migration of birds in
places further South, "and long to be there." I do not
grudge the pleasure of those more favored, but would gladly
shaTe it with all if I could.
Here, the first blue bird I saw was on March 21st; robins
a few days later; then song sparrows; and from the first to
the 8th of April, blackbirds, rusty grecklc, cow birds, grass
finches, chipping sparrows; and then a few hermit thrushes,
pheobe birds, and I think I heard the chatter of a kingfisher; and hope soon to hear the merry carol of many a
beautiful warbler, one of the loves (for they have many) of
every true naturalist.
The spring is earlier than usual with us, yet our returned
friends must find some cold nights, as the snow banks lie
thick and heavy in many a shady nook; but they are going,
and more than in many cases, we love to say good by. Frogs
have been heard about a week. Taking all these signs together, we think spring has arrived.
Welcome sweet Spring,
Thou herald of pleasure.

Who brlngest the

iweet breezes
Without, stint or measure;
Fold iih In thy lave arms,
A wealth of gold
And lure us still onward
To joys untold.

M.

C.

H.

—

Tomatoes, Wasps, etc. Some say that tomatoes prevent wasps from entering fruit-houses', and a correspondent
of Moore's R»rnl says: "Set a tomato plant into each hill of
cucumbers, melons and squashes, and you will have no
trouble from the striped bugs that, are so destructive to these
The plants can be tied to stakes, and if well pruned
plants.
when large, both subjects can proceed with their fruiting
without detriment to one another."

Different Degrees of Fbagraxce in Hyacinths.— Until
was under the impression that all hyacinths
were equally sweet-scented. My attention being drawn to
this winter 1

the subject, I find the greatest difference among all the
colors; and as we only grow them for their perfume, and
never trouble with the names, I would be very glad if any of
your correspondents who have noticed this peculiarity in
hyacinths would give me a dozen names of each of the three
colors— red, white and blue— among sweet-scented singles.
For those who are overpowered by the smell of hyacinths, it
may bean advantage to know the names of those kinds that
In a pot of three
are" devoid of the. true hyacinth perfume.
reds before me, whilst two pinks are scentless, the perfume
of a third, a rose-colored kind, is delicious, the spikes of all

being in perfection.

F.

•!.

A

comparison of the value of green fruit imported in 1876
with that of 1875 shows a decrease in value of $394,158, and
of duty, $85,583.80.

»—

NOTES ON ORANGE CULTURE.

main

indefinitely before passing into the highest or mildew
stale.
And in the first microccus or single-cell stage, at
which the boundary of vegetable life is reached, the organ-

on advertisement in

>J ber, and it, means hard work and plenty of it in the
garden, for how much is there not to be done in the first
month of spring ? Winter with his icy hand prevents any work

in out-of-the-way corners,

In the absence of positive proof there is some show of reason for believing this mite capable of producing the disease
in question; for. if a mite, the presumption is it belongs to
acaridere— a class of insects, however, low in the scale of
being which yet produces great and important results in
nature. Some are familiar to us, as they are to be found in
old cheese, preserved fruits, sugar and flour. Some live
upon juices of plants; others are parasites, and minute
species have even been found in the follicels of the' human
skin, the brain and the eyes.
The harvest bug is another,
the bite of which gives much annoyance; and the itch insect,
which breeds festering sores; and hay fever is caused by yet
another, which sends its victims to the uplands in harvest
time in quest of relief from their sufferings. This, and more
than all this, goes to show it would be no groat marvel if
this mite were yet to be identified as the true and only cause
of the disease. But then there are facts which militate
against such a conclusion, and which seem perfectly insurmountable, that is, that they are to be found on diseased
plants, and also on others not diseased, while in some instances they are not present on some of the worst cases.
All of which points to the conclusion that at the most they
accompany the disease more as a consequence than as the

rust,

—

;

Mandarin, Florida; April 14. 1877.
that one-half the young orange trees set out in
Florida never live to fulfill the expectations of their owners.
It seems indispensable to success, in nosing a grove,
that there should be some one to care for the trees from the
start, watering them frequently when transplanted, and if
they are on high land, refreshing them in this way during
the dry season for a year or two, until the top root has time
to go deep in the ground and supply the tree itself.
Then
the weeds and grass are to be kept down; insect™ and disease
to be guarded against, and there is no spare time; every day
can be profitably employed, and the perceptible improvement in the grove will repay the care.
Under such circumstances not more than five per cent, of
the young trees should be lost. If you are fortunate vni
will save all, but it will indeed bo good fortune, for the trees
being more or less mutilated in digging up, and often transported long distanees, to lose a few seems almost inevitable.
It is best, when possible, to obtain the trees from some
nursery near at hand. Take them up, dirt and all, and set
them out, and if this is done with care early in the Florida
spring, say in February, and the watering' attended to, the
tree will never know it has been moved.
The great loss among young orange trees is with those
who come to Florida to speculate in a loose way in the enterprise. They buy land, order trees here and there, employ rude
hands to set them out and then go North, when ti
Bather
grows warm, leaving their grove to take care of itself, or, what
amounts to the same thing, hiring
to look after it, While they mentally figure up' pr speoth
profits which they will never get,
Lei me cite an instance of this kind; Tho man employed
to took alter the grove was a carpenter in the habit of job-

SUPPOSE

I

bing out.
ployer,

I will

bftl

l,i

suppose he meant
couldn't let

do right by his emhammer and nails alone, and
to

sawing was his second nature. He attended
after a fashion, but it turned out to be a poor

to
h.

Fees Civen to Jockeys. -The tees earned by a successful
jockey, speaking roundly, form the least portion of his income,' as the presents g'iven him by owners of horses and
numerous "admirers," in the shape of betters, who have
backed his mounts, arc frequent and valuable. Cold
watches, diamond rings, and breast-pins set with rubies;
riding horses, dog-carts, and yachts; as well as suits of
clothes, new batB, boxes of cigars, and cases of champagne,
are frequently bestowed on jockeys who win important
races.
A noted professional horseman of ten years ago received in two seasons as manv boxes of cigars as would have
stocked a modest shop. The'same lad was also presented in
course
of his career— which, although of short duration.
the
was exceedingly suCceBBful— with eleven gold watches (he
always used a silver .me) nnd seven finger-rings set with
diamonds, as well as with other valuable jewels. Monej
gifts to successful jockeys are now, however, the order of the
day, and that such' gifts are often of great magnitude tbtsTe isabundant evidence, to show. It is well-known, for instance,
in turf circles that the jockey who rode Roseberv (the chief
jockey), the winner of the. last Cesarewitch at Newmarket,
was presented by the owner of the horse with a check for
.£1,000; a similar' sum being given to the jockey who rodo
tho winner of the Cambridgeshire, which race was also won

Such sums, large as they undoubtedly are,
extravagant as they may indeed appear in the eye
racing people, have been more than once bestowed for work
Bo Jar back as the year 1821
well done on the race-ccraise.
Benjamin Smith was presented with a testimonial of nearly
one thousand pounds, subscribed for by a number of peradmirable
sons, on the occasion of Mb
riding of Jerry in the
great St. Leger stake,-: at D oni
i
Ten. years ago the jockey
who rode the winner of the sensational Derbv of that period
was presented by the owner of Hermit, the winning horse,
with a sum of a, nun. Another gentleman gave him what in
racing parlance is called a "monkey," which is £690; while a
present of £100 was bestowed by a third person, Numerous

by Bosebery.

:1

offerings of lesser value, as also

some

gilts of jewelry,

were

lit
to the hero of then
ad to have
netted over £4,000 by his exertions ou that one occasion,
which is about double the sum paid to sir Walter Scott for
writing his celebrated poem of the "Lady of the Lake."
Temple' Bar.

.
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oblige ? Ans. There is no work devoted to the art of fly fishing.
Sostt's Fisiug ip, American Waters, Morris' American Angler's Book,
Ecosevclt's Game Fish of the North, Dawson's Pleasures of Angling.
»nd Hallock's Fishing Tourist, all contain a good deal of general ;nforTnation on this subject.
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At the last regular monthly meetBbooht.tn- Yuht Ci-i'h.
ing of this Club, the quarterly report of the Treasurer showed

pensive.
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supplied

be.
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the Trn

•ed

ting a gentlemai

-

mpany th
nited number o
tickets be sold at $2 each for the admission of
whs
which
adopted
and lady, and $1 for a lady only,
Club book will be published this year. The Regatta
mittee recommended a change of the regatta course in order to
accommodate craft of larger tonnage than the present yachts,
and two ladies to thi
yachts on the Jum
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partments are as

—

—The sales in the retail wareroomB of Baldwin the clothier, Broadway and Canal street, have amounted to over seventeen thousand fourhundred dollars in one day, all cash. The Brooklyn branch house has
done correspondingly well. It Bhould be remembered that Baldwin
sella only men's and hoys' clothing, and all C. O. JD.—Exchange.

M ew

Utiblicitfions.

low

j

is to

him a Bufflcieucy of nourishing food and a tonic
quinine and ten dropa tincture of iron per day.

give

five grains

C. h. V., MillenvillB,

of,

say

S Y.—Can you famish mo with a completed list
.

of "Audubon's'' works, either

new

or second-hand; also "Ifcaynard's

Natrcralisrs'Guide/'-and "Coues' Field Ornithology ?" If so, what will
be your price? Ass. We cannot furnish the books asked for. The
price of Audubon, which is very rare, is $100, and yon will have to advertise for a copy. Field Ornithology ($2,50), and Kaynard's Guide ($2),
can bo bought of Dodd, Mead & Co., 751 Broadway.

Rouse's Point.—1st. What is the matter with my spaniel? He
always scratching his ear and often J'brosh him, and when I bruBb.
seems to like it. He appears to be perfectly well other ways,
2d, What is good for lice or fleas? fd. At what age would you begin to
train a cocker ? AnB. 1st. Your d^g haB canker. Dissolve 20 grain b of
sulphate of copper in eight ounces of water, and pour a little in the* ear
ni^ht and morning. 2d. The heat thing we know of la Stead man's Flea
Powder, which can be kadt-f W. Holberton, 102 Nassau Street, this city

W. 8„

la

his ear he

3d. Sii months.

full as usual.

C—

G. S. B,, Washington, D.
1. How can wild game bo treated dt
the
so as to stand the voyage to England?
'2d. Can
stock of * gun bo tent from 1% inoh drop to 2?f inch drop without
injury toit? 3d. Will it hurt the hnnting qualities of 'puppies to let
them s«e and smell partridges that are confined in a 'room—the room is
large and has brash, kc, in it ? AnB. 1st. In very col. weather the birds
will keep wi«hout any preparation, although it mi^h'c be well to draw

This neat aod admirably conducted

Baldwins Monthly.

1

Boat Kaoe at Boston. A well contested and exciting
off at Boston on the 17th inst., from the end
of Commercial wharf. It was between the six crews of the
Bakeman Club, and the distance rowed was from the wharf,
around the buoy (halfway down to Fort Independence) and
back, a distance of three" miles, the whole trip. The water
was by no means smooth. The boats started a little before
7 o'clock, and after a hard pull the boat of which K. 3.
Kelley was stroke came in first; time, 17 minutes. The next
boat. Peter O'Neil. stroke, was nearly even with it, and the
third a boat's length behind. The fourth boat, M. Byder,
the fifth, A. Howes, and the sixth, N. Henry, were only
about a boat's length apart. A great crowd of people witnessed the race.

on the

preserved

comeg to ns this momta with its usually rich and varied
freight. Mr. Baldwin is eminently ju&fcions in his choice of a corps of
contributors, and succeeds in investing tho Monthly with an interest
and variety unknown to many more pretentious publications. The
subjects of whWh it treats are litcrctsre and literary men, art, music
and general topics. It may be said, io fact, that in tone and judgment
the Monthly is the literary illustration of tho qualities which have made
Mr. Baldwin, as a man of business,* success. He gives his readers the
work of the best writers of the time, just as ho gives his customers thB
best workmanship of the day.
periodical

..

boat race came

gives the second paper

Fbiiz, Louisville, Ky.— My pointer has had a bad at taok of distemper. His anppetite ih good, but he has a running at tho eyes and la very
weak: in -walking, often staggers. Ans. The symptoms given are altogether tso meagre to enable us to prescribe for your dog. If hois
recovering from an attack of distemper, the beat treatment yon can fol-

;

of the Club.

though the troubles
The Countess oe Duitbbin. It seem
cease.
Now comes
of this unfortunate yacht would ne
aaster, and attaches
Captain Cuthbert, her former sailin
marshal on board.
her for wages due him. She now ho
it is said to be the
and if she is sold under the attachm
ut dow
Captain's intention to buy her in, alter
her overhang, and make
3h general alterations as will, hi
Then he will challengi
thinks, mat. rialiyiii,. r e L'herspeed.
again this summer for the Queen's cup. The. Canadian
stockholders, for the Ct untess is a stock concern, must bi
tired of their venture.

Piteniv, Michigan.— I Tcad in your paper of prepsred white fish
•spawn, called "Caviare," I think. Can you tell me liow It is prepared,
and whore there is a srtarket for it ? Ans. Cavatre is prepared from the
roe of the stnrgeoa or other fish, by saltiDg them in such a manner that.
they do not easily become fetid. It is nsed over the civilized world,
bat. the principal manufactories, as well as consumption, are in Ilassla.

One volume,

"Austrian Arctic Expedition," the interest of which greatly exceeds
that of the first paper. It is, indeed, one of the most entertaining and
thrilling records of Arctic adventure that has appeared for a long time.
Tho article la fully illustrated. Constance FouimoTc WooIbou has a
story of early Virginia colonial life, that is strikingly original in its Incidents and method. Another short story, by Matilda Joslyn Gage,
entitled " Tho Walking-Fern," is of American village life: It has some
good characterization and unhackneyed incidents. Julian Hawthorne,
under toe title of "The Great White Wall," describes, in his own charao
toristic and effective style, features of the English south coast.
There
is a paper by Mr. Eggleston on the peculiar religious sects in Russia,
derived fretn Wallace's and Hopworth Dixon's recent books on that
country. Mr. GeorgeM. Towlo gleans some of -the best points in Harriet Martiueau's autobiography; Lucy Hooper explains the intricate
laws of PariBian etiquette; and Mrs. Church discusses seasonably the
making of country and city gardens. There are poems by Stoddard,
John Moran, and Nora Perry, tho one by the latter being accompanied
by an admirable illustration from the pencil cf Alfred Fredericks. The
serial "Cherry Ripe! " deepens in dramatic interest. The editorial de-

The Cornmitt

power.

By George Sand.

May

Journal for

receipt* of the total amount of SI. 372. -21: expenditures, $791.Trie Trustees, fchrreagh their
67; balance on hand, S577.54.

Chairman, ex-Commodore Dillon, submitted a report recommending that the Club-house at Gravesend Bi
leased or disposed

Tbtje Love.

•

paper cover, copiously illustrated. Published and for salobyT.B.
Peterson k Brothers, PhlladelpiiiaGeorge Sand has an exuberant imagination, with a very chasto style
"First and True Lore" is one of her best efforts, and
of expression.
will no doubt obtain the popularity which her many other popular novola
have done. Price 76 cents.

07
68

Y.— Will you pletse inform me where I can obbook that will post mc on fly fishing, and the price, and

Albany, N.

'9.,

tiou

Saturday Review have found something In American literature at
which they can praleu without qualification. It is Whit taker's
Custer," published by the Bboldons. The book is proadable.
nounced by them to be eminently lively
says: "Its descriptions of military movements are clear and graphic
and few of the multitude of mlUtary biographi 9 to -which f he war ha
given riaB can be read with so much pleasure,"

HIGH WATEH FOR THE WEEK.

.

last

'Life of Gail.

Dale.

ff

a^a

stuff

them with charcoal. At other seasofie they would keep in
same kind as thosenbw'ussd fortransportinft raafi

vefrigeratars of tho
rid. Yes. Sd. No.

W. L.'HS.— 1st. I have au "English 'gan'istamped "Wllmot, London."
one of note, and can you' r&onunend their make? Sd. Do
you flunk that a stalking kbrWeb'ald be made and used to advar-tage
wHJh docks?
I havr seen accounts of them in an English, work."
3d. TDo yon think that fleer ate'w the increase in the Adirondack* since
itrre Uog ordinance has been, pfeised forbidding hounding?
Ana. 1st, We
Is the firm

^jLtiswe%& jga

So

^or\es^onimi$.

Taken of Anuuymous Con

BTwtice

know a maker. 6J that name. 2d. It might; n mule or goptle
accustomed to 'pa^are In the neighborhood of wheto M» ducks
answers very Wei'. 3d. On tde contrary, quite tho reverse; more
are killed on the unow than are spared by the hounds.
d^,

uoi

'irorse

S. S.

P.— What istt,

understand
equal

to

it is

feed,

reputation of the A. Lancaster (London) gun?
equal to Fape, Dougal or Scott. Ans. First-class, and.

f

those named.

dress tc A. B. B., care this ornoe.

W-

of shooting -are so different, that while the
same faculties of eye and
nerve srerequired in both, it would be as difficult to
discriminate .between t&em as between sculpture and painting. If
we consider tho ap-

—

Where can I procure a copy of the report of
Jersey Fish Commissioners ? Ans. Address D, H. Anderson,
Fish Commissioner, Trenton N. J.
F.
the

K., Milburn, N. I.

„

Hnrus ou Shotgun, Harrisburg.-WiU yew please answer
through.
your pwsr which, you consider the most scientific shooting ? Is
it With
rifle or shot^'jo '/—general shooting
taken in consideration. Wa had
an argument, and concluded to leave it with you. Ans.
The two modes

A. B. 8., Now York.— Will Henry Fisher, who pnbliBhed an article on
browning gun-barrels in our issue of November 2, 1876, send his ad-

New

pliarr.- js used and the mathematical
considerations necessary, we should
Tboct, Greene, N. X.— Is there good trout fishing in any part of Delasay :hat rifle-shooting, as practiced for instance
atCreedmoor, was'tha
ware County ? if so, at what place ? Which is the best for salmon-trout,
m«ot scientific, in the strict application of the word,.
spoan or live bait? What spoon is the beat to use in IroUing for sal_Tj. W., Philadelphia.—1st. What'WiU cure my setter dog of deafness?
moE-trout ? Ans. The trolling spoon in May and June aitd live or
T^e is about one year old and ncA broken. Ho has been deaf for the
artificial minnow in midsummer and fall.
MoHarg, Bnel and Chap j
"iast six months, ever since I have bad him.
Have you ever heard of
man's Bpoons are all good.
setter dogs being born deaf? 2d. Ufa color is dark-brown, spotted with
Fbiend, Brattleboro.— Will you please give me an address of-some
white, trashy tail, small head; what kind of a Better'ls'hc from this des
person or firm that I can send to, to get a price list of artificial eyesfrc
oription? Ana. 1st. We, do not believe, that your dog can be cured of
birds and animals. 2d. Is there any shooting of any kind of game -in
deafness, certainly-if the predisposing eauseis not known. We never
any season of the year in the vicinity of Bay City, Michigan ? Ana. J.;
bavo heard of a dog 'being born deaf. 2d. It would be impossible to tell
Wallace, 10 North William St., New York. Good fish and shootingwaBily
the breeding ofysmr setter without seeing him, but from your descripreached from Bay City.
tion, we shonlfisay that he had colky blood in him.
H. G. B.. Ottawa.— Will you kindly inform mo the charge oi powder
T. F. SI., How York.—What if. 'the value of land in the southern part
and shot (giving No. of shot) that Captain Bogardus now nsestor ducks;
of Tennessee, Bay in the County of Franklin? How long is it before
also what kind of metallic shells he uses for field shooting-'? My gun is
grants of laud are outlawed when no taxes have been paid? I have
same as his, 10-bore, 10 pounds weight. Ans. W'o presume he uses
deeds U" land in that cdanty on which no takes have been paid for
about 6 drachms powder, and Vi ounce No. 4 shot. <Ee uses Hart's
nearly nineteen years.Hs it any good ? if so. where should I go to inquire
shells.
about it? Ans. Aa;ki'"ae actual value of land in the county named, we can
Sive no posltive-rn3 ver; we apprehond.howovor, thatmuch depends upon
W. T. R„ New York.—Please inform me it you h«ro examined Into
the locality and improvements. Matters have boen, so to speak, mixed so
the meritB of the Miller "roooil-check," for guns; and, if so, your
since the wa_, .hat we fancy you would have no difficulty in reclaiming
opinion of it, and whether you would advise <ts attachment to flna
yourlatd. oe would suggest to you to write to the County Clerk of
guns that may have a rathor unpleasant recoil? Ans. "We have not examined it personally, but are informed by those who have that it
3 junty, who can give all information
the purpose admirably.
Pt3 ',ru:, Camp MoDermit, Nov 1st. I have a double-barrel breech.
louliug shot-gun In which I use "Draper's" braBS shells: after firing
A. B., Lancaster.— A's dog serves B's bitoh, the bargain is $111 and
sk'ar eight shots, I have a difficulty in extracting the shell, as the
one pup, and if the bitoh don't have pups.tobo nothing. Now the bitch
ciamber gets dirty from the smoko or burnt powder which gets begives birth to ten puppies, all dead they wore one day ahead of time;
ought B pay the $10 or not? Ana. According to all precedent, B should
~tween the shell and the chambers. Is this the case with all breechpay the $10. His bitch was in whelp to A's dog; her missing mijjht
loaders using brass sheila, and is there any way of remedying it? la
there any means of loading buck-shot that it will not scatter more than
have been caused by bis (B's) negHgetu>9.
four or six feet square at 150 or 200 yards ? 2d. Do you Ihink It probable
E. D. H., Alio ntown.— Can you recommend any particnlEi 0:5-9
of
that I could bocome proficient in tho art of taxidermy by information I
wading pants, boots or stockings, fo; geueral uao in the ronglt, mouncould obtain from books on the subject, with full instructions required
tain streams of Pennsylvania ?
Ans. We have found the modi serviceby a beginner, and what would be the price? What would a first-claBS
able boot to be the ordinary tliagh rubber boot. You or.u, however,
taxidermist charge for a course of instructions ? Ans. Tho trouble is
procure Mackintosh wading srtoctingB. covering the thigh, to bo worn
owing to your shell not fitting snug to tho shoulder of the chamber.
iuaideof army Bhoes perforated with holes, to permit tut. free ingress
2d. You could learn by patient practice and some slight instrucand egress of water, the sho oa protecting tho stockinga from stones.
tions. Cones' " Fiold Ornithology" would be a useful book; il costs
D. F. E., Strasburg, Va.—1st Would you please '1st me know where
about $1.50. We know of no instructor in taxidermy.
the Plympton parlor skate, tbit you mention ia-your paper, can be
obJonah, Selnia, Ala.—Please inform me during what months black
tained, and price? also If tbr-rois any work OB parlor-skating
teaching
bass bite best in Southern StateB, and what 1b tho best bait for them?
the figures, and whore it mn be found, with price? 2d. What is the
Ans. Bass fishing is habitually practised in the Potomac in April, and
name or author of the best latest work on evoquct rules? Ans. 1st. We are
from April to Juno, at which time the fish rnn np the river to Bpawn.
informed that the Plympton skate cannot be purchased. There is an
Wo are not sure but that the 1st of May is about the very beBt timo for
English work on skating, but we believe that no book can instruct in
bass fishing in tho Potomac Black bass is essentially a summer fish.
this art. 2d. Messrs. Peck & Snyder, of this city, have a work on croThey are taken np to November on Southern waters, and in Florida all
quet price 25 cts.
through the winter. But the close season, as defined by tho law of
T. J- D. Gilford
I have a sick dog, be has a sore in his earB; it runs
Virginia, extends from 15th May until 1st of July. The laws of different
some and smells bad. Bis heudisnot sore but feels bad, and I think
States vary a fortnight or so from this date. To find the most killing
bait
hia ears itch for he scratohes'thom ? Ans. Your dog has canker, and as
in your locality you will have to experiment. Try the artificial fly of
you have allowed it to run for over a year it will be difficult to euro
variouB patterns, live minnows, a troll with spoon or spinning bait, If
him. First, wash the ears thoroughly with Castite soap and warm
your waters are largo enough, use a Ball or row boat and a spoon on
water, and after thoroughly drying them, pour In enough to fill the ear
two hundred feet of line, with eight-foot rod and reel, or if small
of the following lotion twice a day Goulard's extract and wine of
ponds throw tho spoon near the weeds with a stiff rod, and draw It
opinm, each one half ounce; sulphate of zinc, one half drachm; water,
sideways from the bow of the boat, or skitter with artificial minnow.
seven ounces, mix.
For still fishing use the tail of crawfish, or bell gramltes, frogs, grassThaddeus, Minnesota.—Tho dsga of Geneva Lake is not a coreaonus
hoppers, beetles, worms, earval and the like.
(family of white-fish), although it was formerly considered snch until
Agcsslzpointedoutthatit wua different. It is a Cisco, called by Jordan,
Unuouetedlt one of the beat and cheapest
I

How

to Baise Fbeits. A handbook of fruit culture. By
Tbos. Gregg. 12mo., folly illustrated. Price, $1. New Tork: 8. B.
Wells & Co.
Wo have arcfully looked over this neat hand.book, comparing many
of the descriptions with Downing's "Fruits and Fruit Trees," and find
it an excellent digest of the experience and practical remarks of our
principal pomologists. The introductory remarks are clear and pointed, the author plainly showing that thB free use of fruit as au article of
food is nut only economical and healthful, but also a profitable occupation to the grower. The first part is taken up with "Fruit Culture in
general," with good, practical directions for preparation of the soil,
planting and after management, while the latter part Is devoted to a
description of those kiuds of fruits which lias-e obtained a permanent reputation, and which are boat adapted to tbu climate and soil of the Mid.

and Western States. While this band-book will moot the requirements of many who wish to know tbB fruits beet suited for their par-

dle

ticular local! ly, without having to invest in more elaborate books, or
wade through a host of names in nurserymen's catalogues, which to
them have little or no meaning, it is also full of valuable hints and

j

'

suggestions to the practical fruit grower. Downing, Barry, Thomas,
liberally quoted, the author being always careful to give
Mb authority for his statements. Wo can well indorse the closing
words of the hrief prospectus sent us: "Its price considered, wo
know not the volume which contains a greater amount of useful information on fruits and their culture, and which is more tastefully
gotten up,"

and others are

How

to Teach Acoobding- to Tempeeament and Mental
DkvelOPJJSKT or. Phrenology in the School-room and the Family. By
;

Nelson Sixer, author
331.

Price

if

1.

SO.

..f

•Choice of Pursuits,"

Now York

:

S. R. Walls

&

12mo. cloth, pp.

etc.

Co.

Appreciative of (lie fact that a proper classification lies at the basis
of true success in teaching, and that there cauuot be this classification
without a correct analysis of the mental faculties, the author of this
new work has entered fnllyiuto the consideration of the mental organism of children, and iliscnBses it apart from, and in association -with,
physical qualities or temperament. He shows how children differ in
uaruational susceptibility, and why, and proscribes methods for the
training of different classes of minds. This is an entirely now feature
in a book intended for the use of teachers, and its thoughtful consideration must prove of great advantage to them. The text is written in a
rnanrj or which must attract every reader, and its numerous and apt
illustrations assist tho text greatly in pressing home the points advanced in BUth a manner as to be thoroughly intelligible to every class
oi readers.

We take it that no teacher who loves his vocation, and aims to secure
the Best results, will neglect an opportunity to read this last well-written
and well-printed contribution to the cause of education.

DoMEsneATKD

Tiioe-T.

Livingston Stone,

TJ.

S.

lo Breed and Grow Them.
By
Deputy Fish Commissioner. 1 Vol., 16mo.
J. K, Osgood &

advertising columns will show that Mr. Stone bus

A reforer
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new and

growing
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trout.

breeding

desires to go iuto tho bus:
il
itonr or country

.

i

.'.
ri
tic book
is alike of interest.
gentlonlaD Who breeds for una
Mr. Stone brings a real tieAdded to a large and increusl
vot.on to his favorite pursuit, a combinatic n which Enables him ro pre?
ct in a manner which fa at. once entertaining and thur...
citical.
The value of Mr, BtoUH i work is now thoroughly ap
bj all fish breeders, and wo can heartily recommend it to all
,
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How

Illustrated. Tinted paper, hovelled boards, $2,50.
Co., Boston.

issued a

;

engaging in a similar undertaking.

:

Ar,jyranm\u duptif.rrndt Sim."

.

It

is

found, according to him, in lakes'

Namahbin, Oconoiuowoc, La Belle, etc, of Wisconsin, and in Lake Tip1111:1
It
makes Its ar^poarance Id Geneva Lake and
takes the fly with avidity for ton days, when it disappears aliogottie
1-

It affords vor t

good sport.

stocks of Carpetings. Oilcloths, Minting, elc, etc., to be fonml in the United .States is that of
John H. That, Sons & Co., Washington Street, Boston. I,
Adams is the spoilsmen of ihc firm, and will take special pal
Messrs.

any of our friend
a good, reliable hou&i

W,

n

en, or with

any orders ecc
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THE DEER OF CALIFORNIA.

The fawns

are. dappled with white spots when born.
These
spots fade gradually into the red, and are entirely lost with
first change of coal.
At the commencement of the rutting season both bucks and does are fat, tho former at their

the

THAT

traditional authority, "the oldest inhabitant," re-

ports that "way back in the early days of California
there were while-tailed deer to be found in the land." How-

WmBam

ever that may have been in the times gone by, the hunters of
to-day find only the black-tailed kind; and around many a
camp fire, in yarning time, men ore found who say that "the

down the rifle for the long bow,
a dead shot, with the latter weapon only. Some hunt-

oldest" aforesaid has laid

and

A
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To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to ousmess or literary
correspondence, mast be addressed to The Forest and Stream Pub
CianiNS CeasPANT. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be. accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published If
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaraed.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot, promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor as with brief
tea of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
Ind our columns a ..osirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
Is beautiful in Nature.
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle
V7e cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, if
money remitted to ns ts lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, II possible.
13?" Trade supplied by American News Company.
;

;

CHARLES

hai.i.ock.
Editor and Business Manager

DON'T YOU FORGET
—On
will be

the 1st of

May

removed back

next the
to

its

office

IT.

of Forest akd Stbeaj

original quarters, 103 Fulto:

Street.

The Hoxters' Camp

at the Cextenxlu, Gkotjxds.

—This

structure, which attracted so much attention at the Centennial Exhibition grounds (the registered names of its visitors

alone reaching 20,000), was donated to the Fairmount Park
Commissioners by the proprietors of Fqbest axd Stream,
erected and exhibited it, and will be a permanent fixture until decay destroys it.
Many illustrated papers, including Harper an* Vrmik CesKe, published engravings of it,
several
have
paintings
been
made. The most beautiful
Hid
of all of them is now on exhibition at the studio of John
Kese.l, artist, 814 Wood Street, Philadelphia, a photograph
of which now lies before us. It is indeed a most charming
study, and a pleasant memory of the great Centennial Exhibition days.
The size of the picture is 24x28 inches. The

who

we would buy it and
hang it up in our sanctum as a lasting memento of the show.
The next best wish is that some of our friends may buy it
for their own pleasure and satisfaction.
prico

is

$200.

Were wo not

BakoeI/EY Lakes.

—We

poor,

print to-doy the

first

of a series of

by Thomas Sedgwick Steele, of Hartford, Conn., on
the great Kangeley trout region, Maine. A series of similar
letters were issued in September 1874, through the columns
of the 3:mht<] Post of Hartford, and, until the article which
recently appeared in Smbwr's, was about the first to open to
articles

the public in detail that interesting locality.

is

two varieties of the black-tailed deer in
addition to the barro deer, and attempt to distinguish them
the
names
"brush"
and "motuitabi" deer: the better
by
of
ers say that there are

Mr. Steele has

been one of our steadfast friends from the first starting of
the Forest axd Stream, and in addition to his reputation bs
a writer in this and other papers, employs his leisure
moments in the painting of trout, which studies have been

hung

in the various Art Galleries of this country, three of
thtiu being now on exhibition at the Academy of Design,
corner 23d Street, and 4th avenue. Mr. Steele is partner in
the firm of T. Steele .t Son, importers, Hartford, Conn.

founded opinion is that they are not distinct varieties, but
the same, and that differences in habit can be easily accounted for by the different conditions pertaining to localiities
for example: in the County of Eos Angeles, Southern
California, within a distance of sixty miles from the blue

—

waters of the Pacific, black-tail deer are found, ranging in
altitudes varying from ten to ten thousand feet above the sea
level, with climatic conditions varying from the semi-tropical plains and valleys perfumed with the sweet breath of
orange and pomegranate flowers, to the pine-clad ridges and
snowy summits of the Coast Kange Mountains. On the
coast-line side of these mountains there are no deer save the
black-tail, the barro being found only on the desert side,
and somewhat rarely there. From the coast line to the main
sierra tho plains and valleys are intersected by short ranges,
ridgy and broken, covered generally with a dense growth
of scrub oak, mountain mahogany, some Shumate and
manzanite, and a great deal of what the native. Californians
call chomisal, a compound of most everything brushy, including sage, greasewood, poison oak and wild plum. These
ranges vary from a few hundred to about two thousand feet
in height; and the first five thousand feet of the main range
has a similar growth and formation. Above the five thousand foot level the character of the vegetation and the nature of the range change. The slopes and the ridges are
longer and smoother, although rocky in many places; and
pine and fir timber, to a great extent, take the place of the
brush, which, however, is larger, and reinforced by the white
thorn, and manzanite in many places maintains its supremacy. The habits of the deer differ so materially in the
successive altitudes and temperatures, that our close season,
to afford adequate protection, should be almost always in exOn the coast tho
istence in some part of the county.
rutting season begins in July; on the highest mountain
ranges not until October, and in some seasons even so late
The times for shedding im tiers, dropping
as December.
fawns, and changing the red coat for the blue, of course
vary accordingly, In appearance the so-called mountain and
brush deer are precisely similar, except that in themountain
deer the blue coat is darker and the hair thicker; and being
seen in a more open country, and often times on high points
with only the sky for a background, they appear taller and
more majestic. In their breeding habits they vary according to locality, as already stated. The bucks in the rutting
season travel further in search of the does, and are fiercer in
When hunted,
fight than those of the lower, warmer lands.
the mountain deer rarely descends or attempts to keep on a
level with his pursuer, but at once strikes for the high
ridges and points, and if followed, shows no hesitation in
leaving his accustomed haunts. He never, unless wounded,
doubles on his track or attempts to hide. Depending for
safety entirely upon good legs, keen eye, quick ear,
a
nose almost equal to that of the mountain sheep, he has
little fear of wolves, but finds enemies enough in mountain
Indian and otherwise.
lions, the larger cats, and in man
He seldom furnishes food for bear, but his fawns are often
taken by the eagle and California condor, in spite of the
efforts of their dam, who, with eager feet, shows light, and
sometimes loses her own life in endeavors to protect the
fawn, but not unfreciuentJy succeeds in escaping with them
The
to thick brush, where the fierce birds cannot follow.
deer found in the brushy hills and plains near the coast
have the same enemies, and more of them, except that lions
are scarcer, and they are very seldom troubled by the condor, which bird affects the mountains rather than the lower
ranges. When the brush deer is hunted, he depends upon
circling, doubling back, hiding, and in fact anything rather
than trusting to his legs to protect him. He will often allow
himself to be approached within twenty or thirty feet in
thick brush if he thinks himself unseen, and attempt to
sneak back behind his pursuer. The country he inhabits is
so dry that he has, except on very damp days, but little fear

md

—

of being followed by scent, and he knows, by both instinct
and experience, that his hope of safety is in the thickest
brush he can find. If hunted much he stays in the brush
all day, and ranges at night; a moonlight night is his especial
delight.
He cultivates fat and cunning, and is, in spite of
the troubles arising from his close proximity to civilization,
a happy sort of a fellow. Like his mountain brother, his

domestic cares arc few; his are the pleasures, not the troubles
of married life. For a month or two he fights and frolics,
does the gallant, beau, and at the end of the season's dissipations goes back to his bachelor haunts to prepare for another campaign. He leaves family cares to Mrs. Blacktail
Doc; she looks closely after family matters, and sees little of
her errant lord until all trouble with fawns is over, and
they are utile to go out on the wide world and shift for theraThe does of the black-tail deer bear fawns in their
BGlves.

The first parturition is generally of a single
fawn, after that generally two, and triplets, although rare,
The fawns remain with the doe until
are not unheard of.
the rutting season, sometimes until she is heavy «
und oases are known, though of anfrcqaont occurrence,
Kici .ml year.

KiMUAiiA: Oo.'s CiGAiiEn'Es.—We nclutowlodge
of a package of fine cigarettes from Kimball & Co., of P,ochFive prize medals have been awarded to this
estcr, N. Y.
well-known firm. Their smoking tobacco is also much
•
onteeined, add the sairs, we understand, are very large.

h.T.'iDd

daughter

ban

i

:

fa

'

as together,

fattest; the does continue in good flesh until their fawns are
dropped, the bucks speedily run down, and at the close of
the season are very poor, their horns soon drop off, and they
loaf around singly or in bands of from two to a dozen awaiting the sprouting of another pair. Their once sleek and
handsome blue (Spate begin to look worn and sunburnt, and
hang all too loosely where they once fitted tight and snug.
This is their critical time of the year; their systems relaxed, poor in flesh and in spirit, they are peculiarly liablo
to succumb to disease and the attacks of their enemies.
Fortunately for them their flesh is of small savor, and the

hunter passes them
meat.

two

In a

month

by—even a tow-head yearling is better
or so their horns commence sprouting;

knobs, appear on the back of
the skull, lifting the skin with them; they grow until four
or five inches in length; they branch, they grow more and
little

grey, velvet-covered

branch more until they ore a

fine pair of antlers

done in

and made out of
a soft, bony tissue, under the velvet. Finally this bony
tissue hardens into bone, the blood is absorbed, the velvet.
cover dries and cracks— begins to have a ragged, rusty look.
velvet; they are quite tender, full of blood,

The horns

at this season are like pliant steel, in the way
they spring back to shape when hent; they itch, and the
finds great relief in rubbing them against trees and
the hard stems of bushes, preferring brush hardened by fire,
which has consumed the smaller twigs and the leaves. This
rubbing, as nature intended it should, frees the horn from
the velvet, cleans arid polishes it, until finally it is perfect
as a weapon and an ornament.
While the antlers have been
growing, other changes have taken place: the old coat of hair
has changed from blue to red, and in the red has faded,
loosened, fallen out, and been replaced by a bran new coat
of blue grey.
To avoid the pain caused by striking his
tender growing horns against the bushes, the buck has taken
no more exercise than is sufficient to supply him food; he
has slept and eaten well, food has heen abundant, of excellent quality; he is fat and strong, and is soon ready for
another campaign among the does, to enter the lists at every
tourney he can find, and hold them, too, against all comers,
to win favors in his lady's eyes.
To this writing these are
perfect doer, but there are others, too cactus bucks and
barren does which, from a loss of procreative power, live
under changed conditions. The barren does are always fat,
generally found alone, and are much esteemed for venison.

buck

—

The

cactus bucks,

homs

socalled from the supposed resemblance

young plant of the cholhi cadi, present
one striking peculiarity: their horns are always malformed,
diseased, and never out of velvet.
It is almost certain that
they are never shed, and are a constant source of annoyance
They grow a
to the deer so unfortunate as to wear them.
gnarled, distorted mass of diseased bone, in almost every
conceivable shape, sometimes one horn, often two, like a
man's hand, a cactus, a Turd's wing, a strangely twisted root,
sometimes on one side only, sometimes growing down over
one eye or an ear, growing back over the neck, or down the
forehead. In every ease of this kind the testicles are found
Tho
to be either injured, diseased, or entirely wanting.
deer are generally in good order, and often fat. In Southern
California deer are seldom found in bands, except during
of their

to the

the rutting seasons. Traditions of large bands come down
tons from "the early days," but bands of thirty are very

and bands of fifty, occasionally seen in the
Tejou Mountains, are regarded as great curiosities. Albinoes
are sometimes reported in the shape of white and spotted
deer, but are so rarely met with that the last, well-authenticated ease is that of a large spotted doe, in the red, with
large, pure white spots, killed by an old hunter at. Agua
Calieute, in lHlri.
Hybrids are very rare, and when met,
with are the result, of a cross between the barro deers and
rare at present,

deer, so numerous in some portions
found in Southern California, only on the
Coast Bange Mountains. In color and in
habits generally it resembles the blacktail deer, but is much
heavier and of a stouter build; its ears are larger, neck
blucktails.

The barro

of Arizona,

is

desert- side of the

and its body much squarer set. Its
larger than that of the blacktail deer, black on
underneath, and much shorter than its ear-, re-

shorter, legs thicker,
tail is

ii

little

top, white

common "blacktail deer" in color and
appearance. It looks like- a now model blacktail deer given
increased sizo, modeled and proportioned somewhat after
the style of a jackass built for speed, and without doubt was
christened "barro" by the Mexicans on account of its general resemblance to the domestic animal of that, an
1869 one, a buck, was shot near- the. Forks of the Mojave
River, by a hunter uf much experience with deer, and by
sembling that of the

him estimated to weigh three hundred and twenty-five
pounds. The average estimated weight of seven killed
within a distance of forty miles of the Mojave in 1870 was
neks, four in number,
two hundred pounds each
and one hundred and fifty for the three does. Of about
thirty head of blacktail deer killed the. same year by the
same hunters, only one would have over one hundred and
fifty pounds, and the average bucks not more than one
hundred and twenty, the does ranging from ninety to one
hundred and ten pounds.
:

—+—
Notice to Spobismkn.— Having received so many communications
asking us lor information In regard to our six-section baa
black hasH, grilse and salmon rods, -wa have prepari

'

which wa small take pleasure in forwarding to any mti
(fa
keep on hand all grades, the prices uf which range roi
Wo put our stamp only on the best, in order to protect our customer!
end our reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor roil with a i»lse
enamel (made by burning and Blaming, to imitate the genuine amelaj,
without batting our customers know just what they are
Ajrc-Ej U Lmbbil, 16 Uaiduu lane.
P. O. Box l,i!!U,— jMo.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
PORTABLE SHOOTING

BOXES'.

Virginia.— The Virginia Legislature has recently passed
seme very important bills relating to fish and game. The
first applies to the protection of fish above, tidewater, and

WE

wish to call especial attention to the advertisement
in this week's issue of the portable houses which,
the Messrs. O'Brien of Y. inkers sre now prepared to construct for sportsmen and summer, sojourners in this country.
The accompanying design and specifications give a very
accurate idea of thai* construction, and the uses to which
they may be put. The Messrs. O'Brien have, had the contract of fitting the rustic work in Gilrunre's Garden since
fchatenb rprise was

initiated.

"We have more than once, brought this subject to the no'f our readers, andfora longtime have labored to induce
firm to undertake their manufacture, for
the benefit of those whose purposes they are well calculated
to serve.
We have ourselves seen these houses put to a vaand knowing their value, have wondered why
riatj oi u&
our suggestions have been so coldly received by those who
we rhengkl would be eager to adopt thern. Failing elsewhere, we think we have at last found the right men in the.
The MSSSTS. O'Brien have obligingly taken our
right plaOB.
views into eonsideration. and after much careful study of
plans, which should combine both convenience and cheapness, believe that thsy can now fill every requirement.
Tli.
idea of portable houses is not new. Dwellings, and
even churches, have long ago been constructed in sections
and shipped to California, South America, and elsewhere,
where they have been put together in a brief space of time.
"Within twenty-four hours villages have occupied places
which were previously waste and unoccupied. With equal
facility they can be taken down, and again removed to other
We can
sites more desirable, if such a change be required.
readily conceive that among a people so restless and fond of
change as we of America, especially those who annually seek:
a temporary sojourn in some summer rural, such a class of
houses would prove very desirable. Dissatisfied with a
chosen location, or wearied after a time with surroundings
tin-

some enterprising

-..

that had become monotonous, or necessitated to remove from
the seaside to the mountain, or seek a change of climate,
no sacrifice of property by forced sale or absolute abandonment would be compelled. Hot even the purchase of ground
would be involved. Hnndreds of choice spots might be temporarily leased which could not be bought. Indeed, advantages various and wonderful can be imagined if not
enumerated. Houses of one, three, or even ten rooms can
this manner, with more or less conveniences and ornamentation, at an expense very considerably
For
hiss than buildings erected in the ordinary way.
summer recreation they need no lath, plaster, or heavy maPlaned boards, tongued and grooved, laid on ornaterial.
mental joists and rafters, painted outside in colors, and
grained inside to represent any wood desired, can be made

be constructed in

highly attractive.
This class of structures,

bill fly is as follows:

Sec. 1 prohibits the taking of any fish in the waters
-, nm m wealth, except bait fish, above tidewater for a
period of six years, by any means except angling with hook
'

i

I

line.

makes a close season for trout [Saifno fontinfdis)
from September loth until April 1st, and for black- bass or
pond bass (Southern chub) from May 15th until July 1st,
and shooting or spearing either of these fish is prohibited.
Sue.

-J

lending sections apply to having in possession
the use of poisons, etc.. and the penalties, the latter of which
is fixed at twenty dollars, or thirty days imprisonment for
each offence. The act. goes into force immediately.
The second act is for the protection of fish in tidewater.

The following

are its principal features:

irohibits the. use of purse nets in Chesapeake Bay
night or on Sunday, or in any of the rivers or creeks of
the Stale, or within two miles of the mouth of said rivers or
creeks.
Pound nets are also prohibited in a like manner,
any of the waters
and the latter nets are also prohibited
of the commonwealth during the months of June, July and
August, or in such manner at any time as to obstruct the
channels. The act goes into operation November 30th of
Sei

'.

I

i

at

m

this year.

In this latter act it seems to us that the framers of the lawhave erred in placing the prohibition upon pound nets during the. month named, instead of the three months preceding,
It is during these
leasi luring April, May and June.
months that the great Northern migration of sea fishes takes
to
induce
these fishes, such
place, and it has been found that
-,.

i

weak fish, sheepshead, etc., to return to
spawning and feeding grounds, in the waters of
Jersey and New York, pounds must be abolished
during the months named. The mischief is all done before
July, and the same, would occur in more Southern waters at
as the blue fish,

their old

New

an

earlier date.

The

act for the protection of

prohibited until after the expiration of two years from the
of the ict.
2 makes a close season for ruffed grouse from February 1st until August 1st, for woodcock between February 1st
arid July 1st, for robins between April 1st and November
1st, and' protects insectivorous birds.
Sec. 3 makes it unlawful to kill or capture any wild water
fowl between April 1st and September 1st, except summer
duck and sora (rail), and prohibits the killing of wild fowd
between dark and daybreak, or the use of any gun that cannot be held at arm's length. Wild geese may be killed
either during day or night" providing reflectors are not used
at night.
Sec. -1 protects wild turkeys between February 1st and

October 15th.
Sec. 5 prohibits the capture of mocking birds.
provides that marsh hens or their eggs shall not be
Sec.
taken before June 20th, or willets before July 20th.
Sec 7 protects deer from Deoember 15th until August 15th
of the next succeeding year. The remaining sections refer

tary,

It is

alike useful
It is

as a lodge for

a complete

game

and comforta-

O'Brien can construct for the trifling sum of SI 35; and when
once made, will last for an indefinite time. It is economy
itself.

In furthering

this project,

the gentlemen

who

.advertise

have been prompted by no spirit, of speculation. They
simply endeavor ro meet what we believe to be the requirements of sportsmen and others whose pursuits make such a,
class of buildings desirable; and being sportsmen themselves of long experience are veil capable of judging what the

requirements of sportsmen

are.

No doubt numbers of these

portable houses will dot the shores of many lakes and mounSeveral associatain streams before two years roll around.
tions have been formed, owning large tracts of territory,

which invite the erection of cottages within their domains;
and what can be more suitable than these, and what more
easily erected in out-of-the-way places where no facilities
We leave the question to the good
exist for house building
judgment of our readers; merely adding that such houses
''

regularly ad•ire in use in Great Britain, where they are as
vertised in the sporting journals as any class of sportsmen's

is as follows:

1

shipped to the ducking grounds along the coast, or be used
by fishermen engaged in seining. It will serve the thousands
who annually swarm upon the ice of the great lakes for

ble protector against the storms which so often make dwellIt insures a good, dry bed, and well
ers in tents miserable.
cooked meals. Such a building, wholly suitable, the Messrs

game

makes a close season for partridges (quails) between
February 1st and November 1st, and setting or trapping is
Sec.

to penalties, etc.

keepers, graziers or herders.

Mih>tesota.— The Lake Pepin Sportsman's Club is preparing for a vigorous campaign during the coming season. At
their last meeting the. following officers were elected: President, G.

W. Lemley;

D.

C.

Estes",

Vice-President, L. S.
re-elected; Treasurer,

Van

Yliet; SecreF. Rueckert, re-

Managing Committee, O. Gibbs, E. A. Patton, J.
McCroden, Chas. Wise, Wm. Morris, Nate Patton and Chas.
elected

;

Sehmuser.

—

Wisconsin. The Legislature of Wisconsin has also passed
a new game law. By its provisions ruffed grouse and prairiechickens are protected from snares and nets, the close seasons remaining the same. Deer are protected by a close
Inseason, extending from January 1 to September 15.
sectivorous birds are protected at all seasons. The most
important section is that referring to wild fowl shooting on
Lake Koshkonong, which we print in full:
•
It shall not be lawful for any poison, at any time or in any place,
tlie waters of Lake Koshkonoug, or Encls River, ill the
Counties of Koc.k, Dane and Jefferson, in this State, to shoot at, witch,
kill, wound, destroy, or to pursue any duck ev other wild fowl, while
bedded In flocks on their feeding or roosting grounds, by the aid,
means, or use of any float, punt-boat, sneak-boat, or similar device or
structure, however known or called, or to shoot aiorpnis.no. by any
aid or means whatsoever, any such duck or other wild fowl, between
the hours of eight o'clock in the atteruoon aud threo o'clock in the
forenoon of the following day; nor shall it be lawlul lor any person to
build, or to use, for the purpose of hunting or shouting duck or other
wild fowl, upon any of the lakes, rivers, streams, or marshes, b ties
State, any sunken or floating boxes or batteries, or any other similar
device or structure, however known or called, or to sail for any wild
fowl of any kind in, or to shoot at them from any vessel, propelled by
steam or sails, or from any boat or other structure attached to the

upon any of

A New York gentleman camped out in Florida last winand they killed 705 quail, 697 snipe, 37
ducks, 63 deer, 10 turkeys, 9 fox squirrels, 1 fox, 8 wild cats,
2 sandhill cranes, 1 eagle, 1 woodcock— grand total of 1,534.
ter with a party,

GAME PROTECTION.
Sev; Yobk.— YVe are pleased to learn that our good friend
Farugan, of the TJtiea llerukl, has been elected President of
the Central New York Sportsmans' Club of that city.

Rhoue

IsnAiro.—At the third annual meeting of the

Rhode

Island State Association for the Protection of Game and
Fish, held at Providence. Wednesday evening, April 11th, the
following named officers were elected for the ensuing year:
e -President, William E.
President, Henry T.
I

i

Taber; Second Vice-President, John Howe; Third Vice-President, Rev. F. H. Hempeii.y, Fourth Vice-President, Br,
Amos 1A- Hawes; Kffch Yice-Pre=idonl, William H. YVitniarth;
Secretary, L. H Cfltler; Treasurer, C. F. Pope; Advocate,
H, B. Whitm&ilj Managing Board, Messrs. Edgar Pratt,
AValterf. Mason, James Patterson, William H, Fenner, Jr.,
Carpenter. Preston E. Day (Warren,
K. Bowing, Jl G.
B. Li J. K. H. Nightingale, and W. P. Morton,

M

.

M

An Ai tiiob'k Home.— Charles Lonnnui, Esq., of Georgetown, D. C, is an embodiment of what is expressed in the
simple words, "fishing tourist." As an angler he is better
known to .$lie generation of fishermen who are rapidly following Thad. Norris Over the border, than to those whPKTC just
now stepping in. He has lishe almost all waters of theUuited
a time When tile venture required more pluck
and hardihood than it now does to go around the world;
when st. ice coaches were, indeed, alnmsf the only conveyin
The material
-. n
.steamboats not fairly introduced.
1

it

and

however, does not call for our
Our desideratum is a cheap building of
especial attention.
in the rough, affording comtogether
rooms,
put
or
two
one
fort only, to be used where the period of temporary sojourn
either as a camp for the
more,
month
or
is to occupy a
angler in summer, or the gunner in fall or winter. It can be

winter fishing.
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He says:
"Had we hunted

deer only, all day long and every day, I
feel confident we could have, kiUed, at least calculation, 175.
But we only killed them as we needed them, and then returned to 'camp. Though the number we have slain seems
large, it must be remembered that the Southern deer are
very small as compared with those of the North. If we
had used even the whole of the spare time after deer hunting, the number of quail could have been quadrupled, and
Turkey hunting requires great care and
of snipe doubled.
patience, two qualities we did not put to the test to any exor we might have killed several more of the noble
tent
birds for there were plenty of them within a mile of camp.
Ducks were verv numerous, and correspondingly wild.
mind that we have wasted not a
Please always to bear
bit of game. T£ we have had at times more than we needed
ourselves we have given it to friends."

m

-Blackberries are

abundant,

now

in season

in

Florida,

and quite

1

1

Which be (hen fished out from the. running brooks, lakes and
rivers of our country, from the S.agitenny to Lake Superior,
writing as he went, had a freshness about it which is not apparent now when the book is no longer sealed, and the
things then hidden have become familiar objects. Much
information has Lannian contributed to the geography and
uatnral history of the country, and it is very creditable to
the carefulness of his observations and the accuracy of his
statements that many of his observations then made and recounted are now substantiated and adopted by our best
scientific authorities.

No doubt, in the present vigor of his ripe maturity, he
would disclaim the insinuation that he was aged, but the
writer of this knew him twenty-five years ago as the "Washington correspondent of the New York Journal of ';>,,»„, ore,"
and he was in the prime of his manhood then. But years
do not always bring stiffness or decrepitude, and Mr. Lana well-preserved specimen, hale, hearty and athletic,
grace the company of H. P. Durell, Esq., of
Morrisania, for instance, who at the age of 82 years annually follows the hounds, or takes his day's tramp with his

man

is

who would

(Inoidenhdly, we may
log! into the stubble and cover.
mention here that Mr. Durell has entered one of his dogs—
black and white setter— for the Bench Show to be held
next month in this city.
Mr. Lanman has contributed to this paper, occasionally,
groin its beginning, and those who know him will be
pleased to read the following description of his abiding
place, written by one of his admirers, which we copy from
a letter in the Cincinnati G't'.zetlc. When those who have
toiled and borne the burden of the day are able to take their
rest and reward with dignity and comfort, it kindles in a

sympathetic brotherhood that fellow-feeling which makes
the whole world kin, and makes us all happy to see it;
"Mr. Lanman's house is a veritable museum. He is a
thorough literary and artistic man, and believes in gathering around him the wonderful and beautiful objects met
with through life, rather than furnishing a homeless feeling
house with gorgeous satin and sumptuous gildings, which are
The walls
too handsome to suggest comfort in their use.
of his attractive home are decorated with beautiful pictures
in oils and water colors, many of them the production of his
artistic brush, while rare old books, and piles of engravings,
and articles of virtu fill up all the brackets and nooks, with
that enjoyable prodigality seen only rarely, and then in the
11

sn

1

1

noes of

men

of artistic readings.

Your correspondent has visited Mr. Lanman's residence
and is therefore able to complete the above descripThe house in question, which is small and unpretendtion.
ing, is flanked by a combination of garden and lawn nearly
"

lately,

an acre in extent, and adjoining it is the old homestead
where the "lady of the mansion" was born— something unusual in this age of transitions. The rooms are small and
always open to the sunshine; fire-places and Franklin stoves
take "the place of furnaces; books and pictures are substituted for rich and desolate furniture; and every nook from
garret to cellar is eozv, plain, and pervaded by the spirit of
home..
Of books there are perhaps 3,000 volumes, among
which are many autograph copies, and an ample store of
travel, sporting volumes, and illustrated works on the fine
arts.
Among the pictures in oil, water colors, and in black
and white which meet you in Bvary direction, may be seen
original productions by such men as David Cox, T. S. and
Abraham Cooper, Eastlake, Holme. Phillip Copley Fielding,
and other English celebrities; some good things by French
artists, and representative productions by such Americans as
Church, Huntington, Dnrand. Ltutze. Eastman, Johnson,
A. Fisher, William Hart, White. Casilier, Oertel, Weber,
Hamilton, Gegrioux, Edmunds, Cole, Sully, G.L.Brown
and others. Of works which have come from the authorartist's own hands, a collection of more than twenty volumes
would naturally attract attention, among which are several
beautifully printed English editions, and packed away in
portfolios are to be seen hundreds of original sketches in oil
of American scenery, ranging from the Saguansy Biver and
Take Superior to the Gulf of "device. The visitor who has
a fancy for rods and reels and artificial flies may discover in
one of the out-of-the-way corners something less than a cartload of such stuff, which has assisted the owner and made
him happy in killing salmon 111 Canada, black buss in the
and various kinds of fish in the waters of
TV, „.-, "\fw:-'.:,-;. T
One particular shelf in this home of
Florida and Alabama.
a hard-working author, which once contained a vast number
of autobiographical letters from Congressmen, and which
were sold for five thousand dollars after the sap had been
taken out. of them for the "Dictionary of Congress,' is nowfilled with the private correspondence of Mi-. Lanman's personal friends, including eminent authors, artists and statesi

men, and among which are many letters of great beauty and
But one of the brightest attractions of Mr.
historical value.
Lanman's home is the presence of a Japanese child now just
,

twelve years of ago, wleve lie, ,10 ion ha is superintending
in this country, who speaks English fluently and whose name
Tends, and as he has for several years been officially
is
connected with the Japanese legation in Washington, he has
not been backward in filling his home with curiosities from
the Far East. Of Oriental books and pictures, choice po

Ume

lain and lacquer ware, swords, shell and bronze productions
and beautiful costumes, there is a rare supply, but perhaps
the one particular thing that would be most generally
three tiny voleoveted is an edition of Japanese poetry,
umes, written only about nine hundred years ago."

m

—Dr. J. Wilis Houston, of Collupicr, Chester County,
Penn., has for sale a unique cabinet of woods, which is comturned
posed of 110 species and 90 genera. The woods are
110 cops, each
into cups for holding mineral specimens
and lid representing a distinct kind of wood. It can
cup
be bought very reasonably.

!
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MEMORIAM.

IN

X
THEThuddeus

of verse and song and story; and withal
selfish,

guild of anglers has lost a master of the gentle art.
Norris,
of Philadelphia, widely known
throughout the country as a teaoher and authority on fish and
angling, has passed away. Suddenly but painlessly he fell
into his final rest

on

the

11th of April, 1877, at his

home

in

this city.

To

those

no words

who enjoyed

him

intimate companionship with

pen are needed to keep his memory
green ; still, a duty remains to ontline, however feebly, some
of the characteristics of an angler whom Walton would have
Soved as a kindred spirit. To attempt to furnish even a brief
the writer can

rrecord of the events of his

is

life

not the

writer's purpose,

well as anglers, in all questions touching the genera, habitats
and characteristics of fish, as well as the best methods for
their capture.

The

charm

special

iu Mr. Norris to his brother anglers

was

and artistic perception of all that is poetical and
beautiful in the surroundings of the angler at his sport, and
his power to portray truthfully and impressively the comfort
his subtle

and delight they imparted to his own physical and spiritual
being, by bringing him into the closest contact with the
wonderful and beautiful creations which the great Maker and
Builder hath wrought in His handiwork, which we call nature.
To some men life in tho woods and by the stream is ff
kind of inspiration. If Thoreau had been an angler he would
have been oue after the heart of our departed friend. And
the reader of Mr. Norris" miscellaneous sketches at the conclusion of his "American Anglers' Book, " especially the two
entitled "Fly Fishing Alone" and "The Angler's Sabbath,"
will in some measure comprehend, if he haB the stuff in him
•whereof (he true angler is made, how closely the writer of

how

noble,

how un-

Dear Uncle Thad

!

!

never

But if this feeble tribute to thy worth and admirable qualifies shall help to lead the younger baud of enthusiastic angleTs to emulate thy example,

by

cultivating the habit of so

using their wanderings in quest of recreation that they shall
grow in useful knowledge, in the spirit of humanity and
charity, in love of God and their fellow-men, then it is fit
that out of a full heart these few feeble words bave been
spoken.
Joe.
TJ ]iiin<k>l,>hm, April, 1877,

will be"sufficient to notice that he

was born near Warren.
'ton, in Virginia, in lsll, and that at an early age he removed to Philadelphia, which waB his home for the rest of
ibis life.
He acquired, as a boy, a love for fishing ; but, to
•quote his own words, he "never became an angler until he
ceased to trust in the flesh"— that is, had abandoned the bait
and learned to cast the fly. But this latter art, oncoacquired,
became a delight of his life; and an experience of over thirtyfive years' practice as a fisherman in one so patient, so close
in observation, and so fair in his conclusions as Mr. Norris,
gave his name deserved weight with naturalists and savans, as
lit

and how warm-hearted

again shall wo take our diversions together, or revisit the
scenes of our former exploits by the limpid waters of the
mountain streams, where our friendship was strengthened to
a true brotherhood

Name.

Lonis Barrere

reveal to those

who

have recently removed to 337 Broadway, where they have a
very full and complete stock, embracing every standard
article or popular novelty connected with the sportsman's
outfit.
They are extensive manufacturers of many important lines of goods, their fish-hooks, lines and tackle
having long been in high favor with the fishing fraternity.
They are extensive importers, and can supply guns and gun
material, powder flasks, ammunition, etc., from all tho leading foreign or American manufacturers. Their new store is
a model of elegance and taste, and sportsmen may spend a
pleasant hour in looking through their really wonderful collection of novelties.

Obituary.—D. M. Boyd, Esq., GeneralPassenger Agent of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, died recently in Florida, where
for his health.
Mr. Boyd was a keen and

he had gone

thorough sportsman, and has always used whatever influence
he possessed to promote legitimate sports and assist sportsin their pursuit. He was always a warm personal

men

friend of the proprietors of this paper,

who

will ever regret

off.

sturdy or graceful forms of the various trees, according to
kind ; the exquisite forms of vegetable life as shown in
the mosses, ferns and lowly growths of the forest and along
the margin of the stream the aromatic balm of the air, laden
with the resinous odors of spruce and hemlock the habits of
birds and insects ; the expressions and colors of the dawn
and sunset ; the changing face of a familiar landscape under
varying skies, with alternations of lights aud shadows— all
these things fed his soul with joy and moved him to the utterance of devout gratitude to God, who thus opened His
storehouse of wonders and beauties to all His children, and

•their

;

;

made His

best gifts

common

summer campaigns, and

in time acquired such great facility

and sneh accurate knowledge of the best materials for their
construction, that his rods and flies, in the judgment of many
experts, had no superiors.
He was ever full of sympathy and
encouragement for every novice in angling or tackle making
who chose to appeal to bis stores of useful knowledge for suggestions or aid.
The boy who loved to go a-fishing always
found tho soft spot in his heart and his love for children was
as remarkable as his success in winning them to love him.
He ever manifested the heartiest sympathy and respect for
the worthy poor, and his sudden departure will be mourned
in many a lowly borne where the dwellers had had their burdens lightened and their hearts cheered by a friend whose interest in their welfare they knew by an infallible instinct was
genuine and sincere..
Without professing any ability for literary work, his accurate knowledge and his thorough appreciation of the subjects
of whioh ho wrote, enabled him to produce one of tho most instructive and entertaining books on angling which has ever
been published, while bis work on pisciculture is recognized
as a standard authority on a subject now engaging wide;

spread attention.
His experience in angling was wide and varied.
lordly salmon to the smallest

From the
member of the finny tribe, he
and in many waters. But after

ruptured many varieties,
all this experience was attained, he was ever ready to confess
that his highest enjoyment from the sport was attained by an
excursion with a congenial spirit to a mountain trout stream
which he could wade, and along which he could wander at
will, taking in due season his "nooning" and rest for the imbail

promptu dinner, made up in good part from the morning
catch, and where the pipe aud sweet discourse which followed
whiled away the time until the afternoon sun lowered to the
proper point for beginning the evening fishing, which was
protracted into the gloaming— this was, in his opinion, the
orownof the angler'a delight How often has it been the
writer '$ privilege to enjoy hc-se scenes with him
Whftt a delightful companion he was, ever cheerful, fertile in resources,
1

!

knowledge in all things pertaining to the craft! What
a droll raconteur
Plow vividly he could depict the amusing
,;,,,,
C* grot
e j lu Lad met, how full
full

of

!

|

|

C.
C.

Total.
Name.
24 !. H. Ladd
23 Sergeant Chas.

Smith
Smith

P

Sergeant Chas. P. Le Breton
Philo Jacoby
William Shew

;

v

'

H.C. Smith

Total.
20
30
19
19

Le Breton

.

I.E. Hughes
23
22 J. W. Matter
If F.
q
22
21 T. N. Carey
«] Frank G. Edwards

...

'

r

,

Philo Jacoby
21 Frauk G.Edwards
Phlln Jacoby
21 .John G. Leibcrt
Sergeant Chas. P. Le Breton.. ..21 T. N. Carey
CaptainH.J. Burns...,
20

Mi

10
18
18
18
18

,

Kellogg Challenge Cup, open only to active members of
the N. G. Distances, first stage, 300 yards; second stage,
600 yards; rounds, five (with two sighting shots), at each
distance; position, 300 yards, standing; 600 yards, any,
without artificial rest, and if recumbent, with the head
toward tho target; weapon, U. S. Springfield rifle. There
were twenty-six entries, fifteen of which made fifteen points
and upward at the 300-yards range, under very provoking
circumstances as to unsteady wind, and of the fifteen, only
five made above 10 points at the 600-yards stage.
The cup was
won by Sergeant Warren, of the Union Guard, Second Regiment, who holds it until the Fall Meeting of the Association,
when it will be again competed for.
The Regimental Team Match was shot at 200 yards by
teams of ten men, ten rounds each. But threo teams competed, being from the First, Second and Third Infantry respectively.
The first named was the winner, the scores
being respectively, 409, 367 and 352 points. As the winners
are likely to visit Oreedmoor to contend in the Inter-State
Match we give their complete scores at the 300-yards range
:

CRANNIES.

FIRST UTFAJtTRT-

Name.
Charles E. Burtons
Corpoial T. E, Carson
Charles Nash

,

Lieut. J. Robertson

Captain Henry J. Burns
Sergeant C. P. Le Breton

ffie.

—

CnEnnMOOK. The regular
was the third and

last week,
Field and

Farm gold medal,

known

durdav's match at Creed moor,
nal competition for the Turf,
Mr. William Hayes, the wellthe successful man, although

W. R. Livorr
J.L. Price
S.

.

r

.

41 D. P.

Sarjeant

S

Bruce
E.B.Bayly....

L. C.

D.

38

Ward

37
;n
96
3G
35
35

.

W. Todd

Leach

H. W. Gourloy...
Lewis Cass
W. Holburton

E.

W. Caudee

B.

H.Keene

,88

—

*Mtley Gallery. The contest at tho Miley Range for the
gold pen prize in the Press match, ended Monday night.
But few contestants entered the lists, and but two took anything like a leading position in the match. The winner 'of
the prize was Mr. Angell, Mr. Chadwick being second on the
lists.
The best three targets in the contest was 45, 44, and
44, making an aggregate" of 133 out of a possible 150.
The
next best, targets were 46, 41, and. 41, giving an aggregate of
128.— JirooUyii Eagle.
'

A

friend in Ashbysburg, Kentucky, writes:
have been reading the Fobest akd Stp.eaji for over a year,
like it better as I get acquainted with it,
I take a great
interest in the rifle department, and, although I do not use
a modern breech-loader with all patent appliances, I think I
can hold my own with the most of the New York crack shots
up to 200 yards off hand. I use an old-time muzzle loader, and
can kill a squirrel four times out of five at 50 yards with it. I
killed two the other day at one shot with it. I have been
thinking of laying it aside and getting a breech-loader, but
have not seen one yet that I could shoot like my trusty
muzzle-loader. They are all so short and light, and above
all. the. abominable single trigger that one has to pull all his
might to get off.
Paddv O'Leaby."
'

'I

and

We

have a high opinion of the old Hawlen Rifle, whose
was tested by Daniel Boone and his contempoand we have seen some tall shooting done with it; but
we think our correspondent will admit that there are better
arms after he has had an opportunity to test them. Eighteen
monthsago, when we wT ere in the mountains of Tennessee, we
efficiency

raries,

—

had a shooting match for "beef," that is, a shooting match
was called; but when the mountaineers saw a Springfield
rifle shoot, they quietly withdrew the "cutter" and drove it
off, spending the rest of the day in examining, admiring,
and testing this new weapon, which they "allowed" could
"knock the hind sights clean off' their long squirrel guns.
Still there are certain indications that for match shooting the
muzzle-loading rifle is about to regain some of its lost
Many of the Creedmoor experts will us
prestige.
loaders in the long range mutches this season.
The question
is one not so much of accuracy in the weapon itself as in the
ammunition.
are

It is

an admitted

fact

that,

•'imaceountables"

more frequent with breech-loaders than with muzzle-

loaders.

4

4

4
4

5

S
5

5

1

5
4
4

Score.
4 5 5 6
4 4 5 4

4

4

Total,

4

1

4
4

4

4
4

4

3

S
4
4

4-45
4-42

4

4

5

4-41
4-41

5
4

6

4

4

4-42
4 4 4-42

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4—40
5-40
4.4-38

8

4

4
4
4

4

3

5
4
4
5

4

3

4

4
3

4
4

5

4

4
4

4
3

4-8!

Total

—The

409

Central

New York

Sportsmen's Club held its annual

meeting Saturday evening.
chosen as follows President,

and delegates were

Officers

J. J. Flanagan
Vice-Presidents, L C. Mcintosh, W. B. Sutton, Dr. Chas. W. Shapley;
Prosecuting Attorney, Thomas E. Kinney Secretary, W. M',
Storrs : Treasurer, John D. Flower Delegates to the State
Convention, Chas. W. Hutchinson, E. B. Graham, E. Z.
Wright, X C. Mcintosh, J. J. Flanagan.
:

;

;

;

f§<w u f?## mid (§nn.

as
38

Walcotl

T.Dyoll
F. Clark

E. Griffin
S. B.

Fisher.

Davids

II. (J.

4

5
4

3
8
3
4

Burke

VV.

4

4

P. H. McKlhlnny
Elijah Linger
J. W. Matter

short-range shot, wa;
his score of 43 points out of
possible 50, was tied by Oapt.
W. Si. Livermore, IT. S. A. Unfortunately for the hitter,
however, his score contained two
ers.
Mr. Hayes having
won the badge on two pre.'
asions (on scores of 42
and 43), now- retains possession of the trophy. The weather
was by no means favorable for good shooting. The conditions wr ere 10 shots at 200 yards, any rifle within the rules.
There were forty-two competitors, of whom we give the
scores of those who made 35 points and over.
Name.
Total
Total.
William Hav
Oavanagh

J,

to all the race.

Possessing great mechanical gifts, he was led on little by
little to essay making his own implements for his spring and

19 Thos. Macauley
19 J. S.Campbell

HenryC Smith

•

;

20 U. C. Smith
20 J. K. Phillips
.-.

Name
Henry
Henry

We regret that Governor Robinson should have vetoed
the bill which had already passed the Legislature, providing
for tho erection of fish passes in all dams in this State.

love them.

For twenty years I was his companion in many of his excursions to the mountain streams for trout fishing, and while
in expertness, perseverance and been relish for luring the
"wary trout to his fly he had few superiors, it was not by these
'that he made a trip in his company one long pleasure.
The
'vista down the stream underneath o'erarehing boughs
the

19
19
IB
13
18
18
18
16

D.W.

Major D. W. Laird
Frank C, Alton
Louis Barrere
J. S. Campbell

Total.
19
19

H. C. Smith
T. X. Carey

21
21 J. K. Phillips
21 Major
Laird

H. C.Smith
J. S. Campbell

how keen was
whioh the woods and waters

secrets

2|
21

E.H.Ladd

•them dwelt to nature's true "inwardness," and
This appreciation of the

Nime.
JohnG. Leibcrt
E.H. Land

Total.
2j

Philo Jacoby
Philo Jacoby

Pacific Life, Challenge Cup, 200 yards, any rifle under the
rules.
The winner in this match shot with a Bigby rifle:

—Barton & Co., who were the concern of Barton, Alexander & AValler, the well-known dealers in guns, fishing tackle,
pocket cutlery and sportsmen's goods of every description,

his untimely taking

CALrpoBNU.— The spring meeting of the California Rifle
Association was held at San Bruno on the 11th inst. The
meeting was in every way a success, and the Bhooting shows
a remarkable degree of improvement on tho part of the riflemen. Following is a summary of the matches and scores.
Military Short-Range Nursery Stakes; distance, 200 yards;
five rounds; position, standing:

MAY

IS

A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

Mb. Dane's Extbaobddiaby Gun,— The gun referred to bolow in Mr. Lane's letter to Mr. Ritzmann, the gun dealer, is
certainly a remarkable tool, but we don't think it would
"shute that-a-way, stranger," if brother Lane weru't behind it:
Mb. Chaki.es

L.

Kitzmakn,

943 Broadway, N. T,

I

j

Dbab Snt—Tho gun you imported for me is the smartest and best
shooting gnn I havo ever seen, especially for long shotB. I have
hilled ducks and geese at 100 yards. I use 6 drachms powder, \% ounce
No. 1 shot I think if I were to put iu 3 B shot, J could kill u goose at
135 to 150 yards, I did not think it possible to make a gun to shoot
the way mlue does, and if a goose comes within 100 yards of the muzzle
of the same, it is as good as dead. Tho first shot I fired out of it I killed
a sea-gull full 150 yards, and 1 have killed ducks out of a boat full as
far a number of times. You can order another gun like this one, and
have it 10-bore, 32-inch, 10;i pounds weight. Have the cbambor bored
to take a 3-inch shell, so I can put in plenty of powdor. Let mo havo
it as soon as possible.
My gun takes the shine off them all.
Yours, truly,
Wiu.iam Lane. Good Ground, L. 1.

Mr. Lane's gun

is

10-bore, 38-ineh, 14

pounds weight.

Woodcock at Quebec.— The Quebec Budget says that Mr.
Portugais, the veteran sportsman, has again succeeded in
raising the first woodcock of the season, on Wednesday afternoon, at Lorctte, a feat he has accomplished for 36 years
consecutively. Lorette is a suburb of Quebec.

New

Jersey— Bed Sank, April 23</. -The snipe shooting in
this vicinity has thus far been a failure.
I have hunted for
them since April 2d, and cannot report any larger bag than
give a few hours every morning, and find from one
about enough to break my dog on. I sent four
Warwick, and he pronounced them to be as fine
spring birds as he ever saw.
"Check Cord" cannot be. induced to shoot a spring snipe.
Whb.
five.

I

to five, just

pail

to

—Our

Barnegat correspondent,
done for the season.

for wild fowl is

in the spring

and

"Shooting
Thecormorantsfthe last

"B," writes:

of the duck tribe in their
migratory flight) have put in their appearance. I
d a few hav birds. Mr. W. E. I). Scott killed the first
willot yesterday.
Mr. Scott, wh< f c
the Museu
of Natural History of Pri.'i
•1., having
done
Florida and our Western States. i>
r stopping c.t
thj New
first

in

fall

"

't'

:

York Club House, engaged in
so far obtained spm
s mtj

1

1

1

lie has
are anviously
show theni-

iuiens.

col
3.

I

looking forward for our fishing 3d
selves here from between May 1
flounders arc still being caught
weak.

.

'V,

Bitterish

and June

7th.

latching a
b;

—
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cating it. It Is their interost to do so, for game birds, especially quail
and grouBe, destroy numbers of insects, and in return for the grain
they eat afford delicacies for the table and sport for their friends. If
there was a redundancy of game in the country it would be well enough
to allow people to shoot to their heart's content; but the time has
passed for that, and unless some very stringent measure is adopted wo

but glass balls and gyro pigeons to shoot at. In
England great care iB taken that the stock s not killed— only the animal increase. If no limit be put to shooting, what sort of sport can
Vkbatob.
one expect to have in the ensuing seasons ?

shall have nothing

i

he

Mmml.

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.
ALTHOUGH

our paper is dated on Thursday, we go to
press on Wednesday morning, the day advertised as
the last on which home entries will be received, but as
the catalogue must remain open until May 1st for foreign
entries, we can see no reason why others should not be received up td the same date. We cannot, therefore, in this
issue give the total number of entries, but there is every
Certainly,
indication that four figures will bo reached.
taking into account the number of litters of puppies, the
individual number of which do not appear in the catalogue,
the total number of dogs on exhibition will exceed one
thousand. A number of railroads in addition to those
enumerated last week have notified the Superintendent,
Mr. Lincoln, that they will carry dogs to and from the show
These
free of charge when accompanied by their owners.
letters are now being reproduced by the photo-lithographic
process, and each exhibitor beyond the city limits will receive a fac-simile copy of the letter received from the Superintendent of the road on which he

is

supposed

to travel.

Mr. Macdona has written to the Chairman of the Bench
Show Committee, announcing his intention of sailing from
Liverpool in the White Star steamer Adriatic on the 19th
inst., so that he may be expected to arrive within the next
Mr. Macdona brings with him the red
forty-eight hours.
L-ish setter dog Kover, whose portrait adorns the currentissue of the

London

MM,

he having been selected by

'"Stonehenge" as the true type of that strain for illustrating
the new edition of his "Dogs of the British Islands."
Kover is own and litter brother to Plunket, being by Beauty
out of the Bev. K. Callaghan's Grouse, and the latter gentleman writes to "Stonehenge" that Plunket was bred by him,
and not by the Hon. D. Plunket, as stated in the Stud Book.
Bover, in color, is of a beautiful rich red, with a frame of
great size, symmetry and substance, with good feet and
He has never been exhibited even in England, so that
legs.
his first public appearance, not as a competitor of course,
Moreover, Mr. Macdona writes to Mr.
will be in New York.

State Badge Presented by Greene Smith, Esq., to be Shot fok

.

r

the Next N. Y. State Sportsmen's Convention at

Sybacdse.

The sportsmen

of Middletown, Conn., met on Tuesday
17, and formed a club for the protection of
and game in Middlesex County. The sportsmen of this
county are beginning to awaken to the idea that laws are of
no use without they are enforced, and this is a great move
in the right direction, as it has been with profound regret
that the true sportsmen of this county have seen the eaterruination of fish and game in this county, simply from taking
them without regard to law or season. They will proceed
at once in the most advisable manner for the protection and
increase of both fish and game in our forest and stream.
evening, April

fish

W.

P. P.

Minnesota.— Lake City, April. 16.—"Weather fine. Ducks
seem to have gone by us thus far this spring, very few being
E.
seen. No sporting news to report.
Glass Bale Teat Shooting. We report the following by
Lake Pepin Sportsman's Club, not on account of the good
scores, but to show that shooting glass balls is one thing,
and shooting pigeons is altogether another. Last Tuesday
afternoon, G. F. Benson, Esq., invited the Club to a bail
shoot, which was new to us all, but very lively and ex-

—

citing.

The following

is

the remarkable score:

Ed. Patton
S.B.Dilley

HcCroden
Charles Smyth
Jaines

Charles Sehruuser

A.Glines
F. Kuckert
E. L. Townsend

1

G.F.Benson

1

CtmrleR Wise
D. S. Grain
D. C.Estes

1

George Lemley

Come

0—1
00000010 0—0
00000000
0—4
01110010
0—2
01000010
00000 0—0
00
10000010
0—2
00000111
1—1
80000000 0-4
001000010—3
00000000 0—0
0—2
01000010
0-4
00010011
1*010110 0—4

this way, Father Bogardus.

E.

far out of range of onr gnns. We sat in our blinds till night-fall without even a Bhot. When the morrow came, colder weather came with it.
the next day came and still cold; not a duck to be seen; one of our
party got so disheartened that he concluded to take the tramp, nine
miles, home. But during the third night it turned warm, and the morning bright, with a warm sun shining, and a smart breeze from the
South. As I was preparing breakfast, we heard the report of a gun in
the woods below our camp, and on looking out, I never saw such a
Thousands of ducks were rising out of the marsh in the woods,
sight.
and hundreds were circling in the air In all directions, and a goodly number settling in a pond not 300 yards from our tent. It is [useless to say
we ate but little breakfast. Two of ns crept down a fence from our
camp as close as we conld get, and then found we were out of range. 1
told my companion to slip back to camp and get the rifle (which was a

and when the affrighted
With this we got one
light 32-calibre).
flock rose and circled near us, 1 raised my Nichols & Larever, and fired
both barrels. The dncks were full sixty yards away, but I dropped
bird,

four.

To use dead decoys

two
feet of water, we take a stick three feet long, sharpen one end, and
force it through the feathers at the breast, pass it up the neck into the
head; push the other end into the mud at the bottom, and yonr ducks
then assume an upright and life-like position. We had prepared our
dncks as above, my friends taking three to the woods below, and I BetThe shooting was
ting out two in the pond where I had killed them
rather poor until near evening, when they came in clouds. They at
fiist passed over me and flew on to the woods below, when the boys
would let loose at them; then they would come back to my ground. I
fust
flrBt occupied a kind of blind between two trees, and they caniB so
I conld hardly get the dead ones gathered until another flock would
settle down. I finally abandoned my blind and sat on a musktat house,
and they came so fast it reminded me of
"Mother Bond, when she went to the pond.
And cried, dill, dill, come and be killed."
We shot till long after nightfall, and when we emitted shooting we bad
to make two trips to get all the dncks to camp. And I found my friends
Our bag conhad got as many as I, if they did not shoot so of ten
sisted (after the next morning's shooting) of 41 pin-taile, 37 red-heads,
After eating au early dinner, we
II teal, 19 mallards, and 2 shovelers.
and
traps and
tent
of
us
took
and
two
loaded our boat with ducks,
floated down Honey Creek to Attica, onr home, while our friend
J. W. Shuxtz.
"footed it" to the same place.

We now had five

ducks to use for decoys.

in

.

.

DUCK HUNTING ON THE NEW HAVEN
MARSH.
HubonCo.,

O., April, 187".

Editor Fobest and Stbeam,
Early Monday morning, March 26, we

started for the extensive marsh
Burronnding the Great Pigeon Roost. The party consisted of four jolly
Our outfli conboys, each armed with good breech-loading shot-guns.

and camp-chest ailed with substantiate. One article
namely, the camp stove, is worthy of nieutiou. It was
eitnplyan oblong buclcet IS in. long, 13 in. wide, 14 in. high, with
two holeB in the top, one for the pipe (3 in.), and one 7 in. hole to cook
over; a bail was attached to carry it when packed. It is simply turned
upside down, and when the pipe is pal on it Is ready for a Are. Our
Ranting ground was a half-mile away from our camp, The Miermometer
falling fast, and the docks were passing over ue hi large flocks, bat
sisted of tent, 9x9,

of our outfit,

WW

TAXATION OF GUNS.
Editob Fobest and Stbeam.
A tax on guns would of courBe be very unpopular, but it is the only
efficient way I can seo of saving our stock game. Every boy big enough
severe
to carry one can get a gun, bo numerous are they, and during a
winter the destruction wrought by these predatory fuslleera is incalculable; not only the animal Increase but the parent stock is destroyed.
Your proposed tax on dogs is excellent, but will ba equally objection ible
to "Dexter." elomne. genus. I shall disappoint birn in the view I take
of formera reserving the right of shooting, by most strongly advo-

"As
Tileston, of the Westminster Kennel Club, as follows:
soon as I land in New York I will give Bover into your
charge until my return on May 12th (Mr. Macdona's return
passage has been already engaged in the Britannic, which
Luring that time Kover shall be at the
sails on that date).
service of American breeders, free of charge, for any English, Irish, Scotch or American bitches that may be sent to
him." The liberality of this offer is beyond all praise.
Mr. Macdona also writes that His Grace the Duke of
Hamilton has informed him of his intention to send one of
Mr. G. de Landre Mc-t
his best greyhounds to the show.
dona sails on the 23d inst., on the Nevada, with Banger H,

Magnet (English setters), Bule, Irish setter bitch by Magnet,
(a son of Plunket), out of Brosna, three Irish setter whelps
by Bover, and a brace of his best St. Bernards, Mungo and
Neva, a daughter of champions Alp and Hospice, in pup to
Prince, one of the grandest St. Bernard dogs in England.
In addition to these, one of the principal of English breeders has cabled entries of five mastiffs, so that it is highly

probable that there will be a fine representation from the

mother country.
We. omitted to mention above that we shall print next
of the London Field's portrait of Bover. The
dogs will be largely in excess of anything yet seen
in this country. In addition to the large class of toy dogs,

week a copy
variety of

Esquimaux dogs, Japanese spaniels,
pugs in large numbers, and many other breeds rarely met
All the most celebrated sporting dogs of every strain
Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strathroy, Canada,
will be present.
sends his entire kennel of celebrated Field Trial dogs. Mr.
Raymond exhibits his Laveracks, and Mr. Morford his
orange and whites. Mr. Jarvis will be on hand with Eleho
and Kathleen, and Mr. Farrer with Plunket, Carrie and
Rapp. But we might go on and name nearly all the wellknown dogs in the country. Perhaps the pluckiest man,
there have been entered

with.

and the one in whose success we take the

liveliest interost, is

Mr. Jesse Sherwood, of Edina, Missouri, who transports his
entire kennel from that immense distance. And yet Mr. S.
B. Dilly, of Lake City, Minnesota, almost equals him, for he

him the great Ranger and his other pointers.
of our readers as are not exhibitors, we would say
that if they wish to see the grandest collection of dogs ever
brought together on this Continent, they should not fail to
brings with

To such

show.
The prize in the champion pointer class for dogs is a
magnificent one—pain ting of game by Case, of Springfield
presented bv members of tho Rod and Gun Club of that city,
and valued at $150. The prize for bitches in tho same class
nianufueis the cup presented by Gen. Alex. S. Webb, and
tured by Messrs. Tiffany & Co. The prize for champion
ten
guinea
Patent"
"Spratt's
English setters (dogs) is the
cup, also manufactured by Messrs. Tiffany ,V Co.
visit this

-«•*the.
-Mr. Lloyd T. Montgomery of New York claims
name, of Dash for his red Irish Better aog P"r "M»fl*lor s
Chas. H. RavmomVsBonnetCr.rre, Hired by Mr.TVm Lay
imported red Irish setter Curio. Lush was, wnelgw 1'ecembor 25, 187(5, and has some very fine points.
-

—
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Mk. Lavt.kack. The Inst issue of Hj6 LqndOO
-mUms mi announcement of the death of Edward
the
Laverack,
king of selter-taeeders. Mr. Laverack had
been almost at death's door for some time, and during that
period he had been kept in ignorance of the bitter controversy wliich had been, and is still being, waged through the
columns of the Fichl regarding the merits of the strain of
Hitters with which his name is so elosely connected, and the
influence their- blood has bad on other strains when crossed
with it. AVe quote from the columns of the paper named to
show to what an extent the. blood of Mr. Laverack's strain is
diffused throughout Great Britain. A correspondent who is
r>i:vrH of
;

'

taking a part in the

says:

tight,

•

'Taking as

my

basis

the

Kennel Club Stud Book,' which embraces all winners at
publie field trials and shows of any importance down to the
close of 1875, I find there are in all 219 English setters, of
which 103 are either pure Laverack, or, at least half-breed
Laverack. and 27 others are part Laverack, leaving but 89
wliich inherit no Laverack blood. Again, taking the records
of 1874 and 1875— I cannot give 1876, for the volume for
that, year is not yet published— it will be found that there
v. ere 69 winning English setters for those years, 42 of which
were either pure Laverack, or at least half-breed Laverack,
whilst 13 others inherited Laverack blood to some degree,
leaving but 14 outsiders. These figures would doubtless
have been still more in favor of Mr. Laverack's breed had
that gentleman ran his dogs at field trials."
The person who, over the signature of "Setter," set
the ball rolling, and who, of course, is either Mr. Llewellin
himself or Mr. Buckle, may be said to have made a "pretty
kettle of fish" of it.
In reply to one of his latest, which is
an attack on both Ranged and Plunket, Mr. Macdona makes
the following serious charge, which, if not disproven, will
probably convince. Mr. " Setter" of the folly of commencing
"From the internal
a newspaper war. Mr. Macdona says
evidence of Setter's' letter, displaying, as it does, an intimate knowledge of Mr. Llewellin's kennel, I cannot help
coming to the conclusion that he may be able to recall the
condition upon which Plunket was sold, that I was to have
:

'

'

his stud services free.'

The

for the fulfilment of this
(foolishly, I

and only application I made
stipulation I was denied, until I
first

admit) forwarded to Mr. Llewellin his

own

letter

which the stipulation above-named was expressly
made. That letter lias never since been returned. Plunket
was then, however, for that once, allowed to be put to my
Brosna. Music, was one of the litter; the puppy I sent to
Mr. Llewellin was another; but 'Setter' states 'it was shut,
as being useless.' I did not shoot Music, but won with her
the Puppy Stakes at Vaynol, and on the field of her victory
I presented her to the gentleman whoso kindly lent his estate
to me, in

for the field trial."

puppy,

at

blood, and the latter n fifteen months
the time she scored her victory.
Aiinolu BmavKs.

Admitting the truth of Mr- Burges' remarks with regard
to the winning dogs from Mr. Llewellin's kennel, it appears

common

with others who take up the cudgels
us partisans in behalf of that gentleman's strain of dogs,
that he entirely overlooks the fact that it was the Lever.ek
cross with the Duke-Rhoebe strain which produced the winners.
That is to say, does lie believe that dogs of equal excellence would have been produced except through the
medium of this cross? Ed.
to us that in

The Use ok Canthauides.— A correspondent writes from
Bridgeport that he has had a sad and costly experiment in
the use of eantharides as advocated by "Dinks." Our correspondent appears to have exceeded the dose mentioned in
the book. We do not»believe that the quantity would of
itself have killed the dog; there must have been some addiHowever, we do not believe in
tional agency at work.
forcing nature, and would never advise such a course.
When asked the question, we merely consulted "Dinks,"
Editor Forest and SibeaI*.
Having read "Dinks' " prescription, viz. seven drops tineture eantharides twice a day until the effect is produced
probably six days— and having a pointer bitch which
ought to have been in heat last February, from wliich I was
desirous to raise a litter, I resorted to the above deadly
poison. Monday morning, April 2d. I gave her eight drops,
mixing the same with her breakfast; evening of the same
day same quantity, and continued giving her eight drops
twice a day to Saturday morning, the 7th inst.. making just
five days.
On Saturday, at 3:30 r. si., 1 let her out to have a
run. At 4 o'clock I left my house for a few hours. Returning two and one-half hours later I found her in spasms,
lying on her side, with her limbs stiff', head and neck elevated and stiff, eyes open, and looking natural. I commenced rubbing her with mv hand, and soon discovered
that when I rubbed her belly it seemed to ease her
pain. In a few minutes she was apparently all over it.
Having a high pulse and body very hot, I took her out of
doors, thinkingfresh air might benefit her. In about twenty
minutes more she was again in spasms. Taking her into my
amis I carried her into the house, and laid her on my own
bed. In a few minutes she was easier, and commenced to
lick my hand while I rubbed her belly.
I eame_ to the conclusion that she had been poisoned with strychnine (as many
dogs have died in this town during the past few weeks said
I took her from my bed and laid
to have been poisoned).
heron the. floor; then gave her an antidote containing one
teaspoonful of ground mustard and one of table-salt, in a
tumbler of cold water, producing no vomiting. Ten minutes
after the antidote she went into her last spasms, dying in
great agony. This is the first dog that I ever lost, and I

:

Philadelphia, April
EdITOT: POP.EST
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1877.

StEEAAI.

The sportsmen of our country will be pained to learn
of the death of Mr. Edward Laverack, the veteran breeder of
the noted strain of setters that bears his name.
I am to-day in receipt of a letter from a bosom friend
ot Mr. Laverack, in v.hich he says;
'-Perhaps even before vou recci.e this von Will have received the sad intelligence of the death of mv friend, Mr. Edward Laverack,
who departed this life April 4, 1877, and was buried on the
7th in a village churchyard called Ash. about two miles
from his residence, Bro'ghall cottage. Mi-. Laverack's kennel of setters was divided between his dear friend Mr. John
It
Robinson of Sunderland wad his housekeeper, Mrs.
AVhitlmker. the latter selling Prince, Cora and Blue Belle
tn a Mr, Bowers.
It was Mr. Laverack's wish that his friend
.J.-.hn E. Robinson should keep and continue the breed pure,
and the method of ins breeding was imparted to Mr. Robinson shortly before Mr. Laverack's death."
Homo.

THE SIRE OF ROB

ROY.

Hillsdale, Mich., April 16th, 1877.

EpOTOK FOREST AND HTUKAM.
"Vaquero," in your issue of the 12th, quotes from a letter
of Mr. Maedc.in's to the Fh-1,1 (London), in which he gives
Blue Dash as the sire of my Champion Rob Roy. I wish to
correct this, as it is an error that may make trouble in these
hen pedhrroe is so important. Bob Roy was sired by
Statter's (afterward Lav„rack's)Fred. heby Pilkington's Rock,
out of Laverack's Belle II. See errata of Vol. 3 English
"Kennel Club Stud Book," pedigree of Poke, Rap, Ruby,
imd Bpse, all brothers and sisters to Rob Roy.
I do not intend to take, up the. cudgels for "Mr. Setter,"
whoever he may be, but I will make the statement, and refer
your readers for proof of truth or falsehood to the three Vols,
of the Kennel Stud Book, that since the first appearance of
the Duke and Rhoebe blood in 1870, the dogs with those
strains crossed to the Laveracks have not only beaten the
pure Laverocks, but have now more prizes, both on the
bench and in the field, than the dogs of any other breed. I
say also, and refer to the same authority, that old
Rhoebe is the dam or grand-dam of more prize winners than
any bitch ever known, so far as we have public record. No
other hitch can show tiureesons and a granddaughter, winners
:'- ''"'-' .»"-'..-.' of the innlerj
'•<!,'eoee -.•ci-Hp, ami
lor
in her ease the sons were all got by different dogs, the highest possible proof of the good quality of the dam herself.
It is but mere justice to Mr. Llewellin, to whom Mr.
Laverack dedicated 'his book, as one "who has endeavored
and is still endeavoring, by sparing neither expense nor
trouble, to bring to perfection the setter," to say that since he
obtained the Duke and Rhoebe blood, bo has bred and exhibited more winners at shows and trials than any other
setter breeder in England during the same time; and further
than this, his kennel has produced more dogs that have won
both on the bench and in the field than have ever sprung
from anyone setter kennel. In proof of this I appeal to
the Stud Book and the reports of the London Field. Disparagement of Mr. Llewellin's dogs should come from any
other quarter than from the owner of Banger, who has been
tunes beaten by dogs of Mr. Llewellin's breeding, viz.,
Laura, Druid, and Countess Bear, all descendants of the
will

•

i

,

i

'.

New Haves, Conn., April 21, 1877.
.Editor Fokest a>-d Stbtjaii
In the lastissneof yonr valuable paper I noticed an explanation, "The
Cause of Gun Shyness in Dogs." If yon And it worthy to publish my
opinion after forty years' experience with all kinds of sporting dogs,
the following in a true account of it:
Greyhounds, after the fourth generation in their own family, become sickly and nerveless, and of no more use to the sporting man.
Pointers and setters, after the fifth generation in their own family, are
worth nothing, as they become idiots, shy, and are unhealthy,
Hounds never after the sixth generation, as above. All progeny from
tbree-yearold dogs and fourteen months sluts are the best. No dog
after ninB years should be used for stud purposes; no slut after eight.
Fine English breeds of every kind of sporting dogs mature— Ihe male
at three, the female at two years of ago, and iu the third generation
must be changed in blood, otherwiso the doga will bo good for nothing.
As good blood makes good quality iu my experience, good treatment
and good handling of a dog makes the best of him, and soinotimfs I
think it is a groat pity that many of the noble aud gentle animals runs I
sufl'er In the brutal hands of a stupid owner.
Yours, very respectfully.
Backwoodsman
.

-».

PLUNKET AND

HIS GET.

:

assure the readers of the Forest and Stream that this is my
first and last experiment in assisting nature with the aid of
tincture eantharides.
Yours, truly,
S. S. Pfase.

Since the above was written we have received the following
letter

THE CAUSE OF SHYNESS, ETC

Duke and Rhoebe

—Mr. F. B. Farnsworl h of Paris, Ontario, writes us under
date of April 15, 1877, that he has just purchased and added
to his kennel the imported Field Trial setter bitch Livy,
imported from Mr. Llewellin's kennel, and from his great
stud dog Dan out of his Lill H. Livy is a blue-belton in
color, tend own sister to the famous Field Trial winners
Leda and Laura, also to Mr. L. H. Smith's Leicester. She
should be in season about the 28th of the present month,
and it is now his intention to have her warded at that time
by his imported Laverack dog Carlowitz, or by Burges'
Bob Boy. Carlowitz has received his visits recently from
the following bitches: Captain Littleton's (of Detroit),
Patsy; William A. Hopson's (of Detroit), Fanny: and J. H.
Caniff's (of Detroit),

Maud.

«•«-

THE PEDIGREE OF COLSORN'S DASH.
New

Vouk, AprilO,

1877,

Enitou Foukst ANn Si-beam.

Some few weeks since, at your request, I gavs you the pedigree of
Mr. Geo. C. Colburn's Dash. Iu giving bis pedigree it was necessary to
allude to the lale Dr. Paul Mead's Dash, he being his gi-andsire. In
your last issue a correspondent signing himself «. takes exceptions,
aud says that I am in error, to which assertion I beg to differ with htm.
Now, Messrs. Editors, I will give you my authority tor stating whatl
Some four years ago, while in company with the Field .Editor of
one of your contemporaries, we called on Mr. Andrew Johnson, then
rusidiug in Houston street, and in course of conversation Dash was
mentioned, when he gave us his fuU history, and here it is: Mr. Andrew Johnson having a red setter bi teh corning in season, he was desirous of having her warded by as flue an Irish setter as he could procure. Hearing that aBritish officer, stationed in Canada with his regiment, had brought over with him a braco ,of Irish setters, and was at
that time visiting a friend iu Albany with one of the dogs, ho requested
hia friend Mr. Kent, who had accompanied him on his numerous shooting trips, aud also bad broken some of his dogs, to take thejsaid bitch to
Albany, which he did, and there she was warded by the British officer's
dog. whose name was Dash. Mr. Kent having the bitch in his possession, and known as the Kent bitch, although Mr. Johnson was her rightful owner, was my reason for calling her ths Kent bitch. In clue course
of time she whelped, one of the progeuy being Dash, the dog in question.
When he arrived at a suitable age, he was offered to Mr. Henry
Marshall, of this city, who requested a trial before purchasing. The
trial took place in New Jersey, on Bnipe, but not proving satisfactory
to Mr. M., he declined taking him. He was then purchased by the late
Dr. Paul Mead, of Brooklyn, the consideration being a sum of money
and some merchandise. Mr. Johnson, hearing that Dr. Mead was so
elated over his purchase, proceeded, or waB about to proceed, to Brooklyn for the purpose of repurchasing, when he learned the Doctor hod
sold him to Mr. Benj. DoPoroat for S200, and who in turn sold him to
Mr. Francis H. Palmer, in whose possession he died. The above statement came from- Mr, Andrew Johnson, who could and would verify it;
but ho is no more, having departed thiB life during the past winter at
did.

hia country seat, Barnegat, N. J. But there are others who knew Dash
well as regards his breeding and his qualities in the Held, among whom

may mention Mr. Robert Robinson, of Brooklyn; Mr. Stephen Putnam
and Henry Marshall, of New York Mr. Davis, a relative, I belli
itfull;
Mr. Johnson, and to these geutlemen I won
hat tin, reddilli red that your
I would also
ipondont
liical error, and was intended
correspondent

I

Editor Forest akd Stream.
1 notice in your
article on the "Irish Setter," quoted from "Stonaheuge," a mistake, not iu the quotation alune, but in the original article
as it appeared in the Field, which please allow ine to correct. "Stonohenge" says Mr. Llewellin bred by Plunket "aeveral averago dogs, ono
Of Kate (of the Knight of Kerry's strain), including Kimo, Kite and
Kitty, while another litter out of Buckoll's Min contained Marvel,
aud Knowing, etc." * * * This latter is an error, for Knowing
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Salmon Trout, Salrno amjinix.
Shad, Alosa.
Land-locked Salmon,

tlaliim <jluMri.

FLIES IN SEASON IN MAY.
Black May, No. 10.—Body, black

Om Jiang,

No. 10

feet, black;

;

and 11.—Body and

feet,

wings, grayish hyaline.

brownish yellow; wiogs,

yellow-gray.

Great Dun, No. 9 and 8.—Body, purple brown; feet, gray brown;
wings, dark gray hyaliuo;~80tie, dark brown annulated with gray.
Red Spinner, No. 10 and 9 Body, bright claret, ribbed with gold tinsel; feet, brick color; wings, gray hyaline; seta), pale brick color.
Yellow May, Na. 10.—Body and feet, pale yellow; wings, pale yellow,
mottled with brown; setro, yellow.
Coachman.—Body, peacock herl; feet, dark red hackle; wings white.
Kingof the Water Same as quoon of the water, with scarlet body in.

stead of orange.
Gold Spinner.—Body, orange, ribbed with gold tinsel; feet, pale red
backle; wings, bright gray.
Captain.— Body, posterior half, peaoock herl, antorjor hall, gray;

white feet: red hackle; wings, gray; setaj, scarlet green
feathers mixed.

aud wood duok

Soldier.— Body, crimson; feet, red hackle; winga, gray.

Kingdom— Body, white, ringed with green;
red hackle; wings, gray, mottled with brown.

feet,

peacock herl, and

Black Palmer, Brown Palmer, Red Palmer and Gray Palmer, are. made
respectively of the different colored hackles that distinguish them.

Fish in Market.—The catch of shad in the North River
during the past week has been very fair, but the same cannot be said of the Connecticut, when fisherman are not
making a dollar per day. Our quotations are as follows:
Striped bass, 20 to 25 cents per pound; smelts, 20
cents; salmon (frozen), 50 cents; Kennebec, 75 cents; shad
(southern), 30 cents each; native, do. -16 cents; Connecticut Kiver, 75 cents ; white perch, 15 cents per
pound: Spanish mackerel, 50 cents; green turtle, 18
cents: terrapin. $16 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents per pound;
cents; codfish, 8 cents; blackhalibut 15 cents; haddock,
ti

15 cents; herrings, 5 cents; flounders, 8 cents; sea bass,
20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; scollops, $1.50*per
gallon; whitefish, 15 cents per pound; pickerel, 15 cents;
salmon trout 18 cents; Long Island trout, SI; Canada do.
hard shell crabs, $3.50 per 100; red snappers, 18
60
fish,

.

i

0l

lit-..

L.oin-Lo.jEED Salmon.

— We

have received

a

line

Seboc

Lake salmon from Mr. Frank M. Ford, of Sebec, Maine, a
gentleman much interested in sport, and part owner of the
on the lake.
little steamer "Bippling "Wave," that plies
This salmon is the first of the season, and a very welcome
friend at our table.
Mr. Ford writes that he will take special interest in promoting the comfort and pleasure of sportsmen the coming
late
season. The hotel will be well kept by Mr. H. B. Wing,

bo reof the Dewitt House, Lewiston, Maine, and will
modeled and enlarged. Teams will connect with the Bangor
ft
distant,
and Pisquataquis Eailroad, four and a half miles
yachts adveris probable idso that one of the safety steam
There is a Newporttised in our paper will be purchased.
lake.
rigged sail-boat and several large river boats on the
The prospect for fishing is better this season than for a long
time.

broken up in the lakes of Maine and New
Land-locked salmon are now biting. 1 routing

—The ice has
Brunswick.
is

reported good in Wisconsin.

—The

aud owned by

art.

MA

FISH IN SEASON IN
Trout, 8almo fontinalis.
Salmon, Stilmo nalar,
Grayling, T/ii/maUus tricolor

;

1

May

was
by Plunkotout of Kate and «<;« out of Mlu. I take the liberty of noticing this since Kitty was imported by mo in whelp to her own brother
Knowing.
Respectfully,
Most Clare.

St.

Iphn's,

"M.

F

—

.

twenty-three g^il
carrying about 4,01)0 men.

'

thirty-six sailing

v'

various ports of thu island, curry

'
'

'

'

;

ice-fields,

Iu nldtt
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FtsBcro Fleet. Tho Southern mackunder way, some seventy-five vessels
number EavB already
'
]',\
fcb.6 last of next' month
the fleet will number
ftbOTlt OIW liiiTulred sail, and the mackerel fishery will lie
iro
'iited.
This business is attended by a large
expense, the seines and outfits being costly, and can only lie
profitable through a large catch.
Some twenty sail of Gloucester Seftrgesineti were nl Edgar*
town Inst Saturday, awaiting bait. On Monday bait was
reported coming in lively,
Tha summer herring fmsiness is comparatively a new inji.1. nl ol'oiir fisliing iudnstrv, but the deuiiind
for shipment
Three vessels have
gives promise of its profitable pursuit,
cleared hence for Xewlbrinilluiid within the past week.
The number of fishing arrivals reported at tins port the
past week has been 5 from the Banks and 83 from Georges.
The receipts have boon about 462,000 lbs. split codfish and
465,000 His. halibut.
The fish market for the week shows a break in the prices
of Georges codfish, the movements for the past few days
being mainly at $lj per qtl.. with a few transactions slightly
Bani eod are in light stock, and moving slowly at
under
In other departments of dry 'and pickled
$.] to i?,l! per qtl.
Fresh
fish, business is quiet and prices mostly nominal.
halibut are in moderate supply, with last' sales at 5 and 4 cts.
per tlx, and shore fish at 2£ cts. for cod and U for haddock,
The shipments of boneless fish remain lurge.'with quite a
margin in prices, ranging from 4> cts. for mixed fish to 8
Maokels. loi prime Georges cod short out and patent pack.
rel are out of the market except in jobbing lots, which are
held at S2:"i pel libi. for mess, 815 to $22 for l's, and $9 for
Kto'

erel

ii

'

ell

fli

i

.

il

.

,

:

.

i
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Aptilib

itenasha, TOi, April 14th. — This is a great
Wisconsin
country for iish. situated as il is at tho outlet of Lake W'mncbago, which is well stocked with pickerel, wall-eyed pike,
rock, black and white bass, yellow perch, catfish, bullloads. Buffalo fish, muskalonge, some weighing as high as
45 pounds, 12 to 21 poundsnot being uncommon; also rocksturgeon, uhich.oe speared in burge numbers through the
ice all winter, besides several other varieties not mentioned.
Time years ago 50,000 shad-fry were put into a small lake,
connecting, and last year quite a number were taken with a
hook and common angle-worm, from two to three pounds
Eels, 4,000 ot tit hich were planted at same time,
weight.
very little heard from.
I have known fifty black bass, three
to tour pounds each, taken in two hours by two fishermen
with poles and live minnows. They also rise well to a fly.
lintel accommodations arc good and cheap.
Game quite
plenty near. This is getting to be a favorite locality for
sportsmen from Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis, and other
S. L. H.
places.

TuoiT-l'isHixo in- Nevada. Those Of our people who go
l,
the Tin ikee River trout-fishing "ill do well to be careful
about their bail, if they wish to have any success. The only
bait with which they can succeed at this season of the year
This worm cuts
is a worm that is found in the greasewood.
a ring around tie- main stalk of the greasewood, and is easily
found by observing that the tops of the greasewood bushes
The trout will bite at these worms when they
are dead.
will touch no other kind of bail.
The Piutes and a few old
i

settlers know how to find this peculiar bait, and are successful fishermen when all ..thers fail.
Tho dead leaves on the
tops of the greasewood bushes show where the worms are,
and all that is necessary to be done is to kick over the bushes
to find the bait, os the shrubs break Off at the point where
the worms have ringed them.
Nevada Transcript,

Land and Water (Bag,) palates the following concerning
a remarkable battle, lasting for sixtoon hours, betweou a
pluck] sportsman and an obdurate salmon, before the latter
waa conquered: "On Friday at four p. M,, Mr. A Crawshay
hooked a tisli below Haughton Castle, but did not land him
till
Saturday morning, the 24th inst., at eight a. m. Immediately after being hooked the fish went down the rivor
taking out upward of 100 yards of line. The water being
strong and the fish determined, it was impossible to get him
back.
A wood by the water side made it equally impossiblefor Mr. Cawshay to follow his fish, and so things remained
until a boat was brought at daylight next morning from
some distance, by which means the wood was passed, and
the fish at last landed on a gravel bed, in the presence of
many spectators, some of whom had passed the night with
the angler.
The lish was a splendid male, forty inches long,
and twenty -two inches girth weight, twenty-five and a half
;

pounds."
It would seem

that, in this case the endurance was about
equally divided.
And it was not so much the actual weight
of the lish, and its unusual size in that river, as the
want of skill in the fisherman in handling a salmon of that
size.
In Maine and various parts of the Dominion they are
nceustoinod to much heavier weights than this; but they are
prepared for them, and being usually far superior anglers to
tin Knglish, manage in an hour or two to capture the most
belligerent salmon.

»•*-

BLACK BASS FISHING

IN TtlE RES-

ERVOIRS.
Washujotok, 1) C, April 14, 1877.
Ebltob FoarST ami stkeah.
Coumetcd with tile aqueduct which supplies the cities of Washington
are two immense reservoirs, one
f'oiomac
water,
with
and Georgetown
or which is known as the receiving reservoir, and the other as the distributing reservoir. Tbefirstis usedfor the Hlorueeof water to supply
the city in case of ft freshet in the river, or when the water continues
muddy for any leugth of time; and the other, located at the head of the
pipe line, supplies the various mains leading to the two cities. Both of
these reoervoira are filled with black bass and it is in regard to the
ran: sport which they afford that t hope to interest the many readers o
Kobbst »ND Stueam. Tile aqiuduct, which is one of the finest works

of the kind in the country, was constructed oy the National Govern.
meat at a cost of nearly $1,000,000 The fountain head of the water
supply is at the Great Falls of the Potomac, sixteen miles from Washington, and from this point a brick condnit, nine feet in diameter, brings
the water a distance of about ten miles to the receiving reservoirs
where it leads into Dalecarlia Tunnel, which connects the conduit
above with the conduit below the reservoir, BO the daily supply of water

enn be drawn directly from the Potomac or the reservoir. From the
receiving to the distributing reservoir, a distance of two miles, the conduit is of the same size as ahove, and extends around the latter so as
to connect with the iron mains leading to the city, and empties the
supply into them in case tho river is clear; but when the water is
all muddy on account of rains, the reservoirs furnish the daily snpplv,
which now averages about twenty-five million gallons, though it can be
doahled with additional mains leading to Hie city from the distributing
The receiving reservoir was
reservoir, a distance of about two miles.
It has been In use about fifteen
first completed and filled with water.
years, and during thai, time the buss have Increased and multiplied
therein with groat rapidity, besides die supply Is annually Increased by
the young ones, which come down the condnit from the Falls, and

easily get through the wire screens Into the reservoir on account of their
diminutive sUe, Many nosi in the water? of the reservoir have been
there twelve or fourteen years, and iu'ihat time Have attained a weight

nf from four to five pounds.

The largest bass I ever knew to be taken
weighed five pounds and ten ounces. It was captured
early una morning in the reservoir, and fought btavely before he was
landed. This resetvolr covers an urea of forty fonr acres, and vanes

in this locality

depth from two to fifty feet. The presence of fish in tho reservoirs
a disputed qnestion, but I believe it is now ircnerally admitted
that they are beneficial to the water as ';bey feed upon the animulculiu,
and tp « -eat extent clear it of insects and vegetable matter, washed
therein by rains from the sorronuding hills, which are cultivated
Some
years since it wus noticed in Ihe spring that the water bad a fetid taste
and smell, and it wns then argued that its offeiifliveneas proceeded from
lish in a state of decomposition iu the reservoi-s or pipes leading to the
Other water-works
city.
different parts of the country had the same

in

was long

|

m

trouble, and the subject was scienlffiically investigated. The generally
received opinion now is, that it. arises from the conferva', which, under
favorable circumstances, are generated iu all reservoirs.

The ball, used for bass in then,!) waters is live minnows, frogs, and
crawfish. Tbey never rise to a fly in the still water of the reservoirs,
though thoy often take It in the Potomac in places where rocks abound,
forming rapids and eddies. The bass undoubtedly spawn in the reservoir*, and for that purpose seek the headwaters in the spring, whcre.it is
not so deep. As warm weather approaches tbey return to thedeep water.
1 have frequently taken them weighing from two to three pounds, and
whoa a bass of that, size is hooked in water fifteen or twenty feet deep,
with no rocks, grass, or snags to catch the line, he affords delightful
sport.
Their favorite feeding time is early morning. I have known of
instances where eight or ten fine ones havo beencaptured from sunrise
to eight or nine o'clock, and after that time no bait, however attractive, conld draw them to the hook.
Trolling for them with minnow
lor bait is often very successful in these reservoirs, especially in An
gust and September. A permit from the aqueduct authorities is necessary to enjoy Ihe privilege or fishing in these waters, hut the courteous
officers having charge of the work never refose such permission to
*
gentlemen whom they know will not. abuse the privilege.

FISHING IN ALABAMA. WATERS.
EDll

1

them to the Lake for JB. It will take about, six hours ride to get
there, or, if they write to the proprietor of the hotel, Adam Riuehart,
he will Ben.l his team to meet them.
take

As regards the fish in the lake, tbey will find pickerel, catfish and
perch. The black bass were only put lu the lake iu August, 1KT-1, by

Howard J. Reefer, ono of the Fish Cotnmlaslonera of our State. J
happened to lie at the lake at the time lie was there. There were only
about fifty small ones put in (the lake), ihe balance having died before
tbey gut there. Tbey will lind plenty or trout streams lu the neighborhood, particularly tho linshkill Creek, mado famous by the late Mr.
Thud. Norris's frequent reference to it in his -Angling in Amerieau
Waters," They will also find good trout fishing in the Hawklll Creek,
Middle Branch and Indian Calvin Bianeh (branches of the Bushkill),
which streams are all within a short distance of Porter'B Lake, and it
will afford good sport tlsblug these streams for those who know how.
I do not think they will find a satisfactory place to camp on the borders of tho lake; can get good board at the hotel for $7 per week, which
will entitle them to tho use of the boats, whereas should they camp out
and have no boats, it is very donbtful if tbey can catch any large fish,
for they are only to be caught at certain places in the lake, which can
only be fished from a boat. My advice as a frequent visitor to the
lake, is to make their headquarters at the hotel, where they will find nice
clean beds aud good square meals, and they will also find Ad. a good
fellow, who does all he can to make his guests comfortable.
If they have made lip their minds to camp out, I would advise them
to go to what wo call the "High Knob," which is about nine miles from
Porter'B Lake. 'Jou take the same cars and get off at Oakland, and
procure a team to take you to the "Knob." I can recommend the
black bass fishing at the "Knob." A party of us caught eighty-seven
large ones in a day, which I consider good luck, considering that some
of them weighed four rounds. There was a party who left the day before we come with one hundred and thirty-throe, having caught them
from Monday at imnu to Tuesday at noon. My advice to any person iu
search of black bass fishing is to try tho "High Knob," but take a boat
with yon.
Respectfully yours, etc.,
Kv.\:< Ebssell.
N. E. cor. 9th and Callowhill Streets.

GAME AND FISH OF GREEN

RIVER,

K.Y.

Stth:

The letter of Dr. Lupton, in which he gave an account of the strange
habits of the catfish caught in Berwick's Bay, bas called up many recollections of pleasant days spent in that, for a sportsman, delightful loIn tho latter pirt of July, 186(1, I received an Invitation to pass
the summer on Fish Biver
with tbehospitablo gentleman of whom Dr. Lupton wrote. Packing
my trips, I boarded the first train that passed, aud after a sweltering
night arrived in Mobile. Late In the aftornoo 1 1 took ono of the little
steamers which ply regularly morning and evening between the city and
points on the bay shore, for the benefit of business men who prefer to
Spend their nights "over the bay," and soon arrived at Battle's Wharf,
where I disembarked, and found Dick, a bright mulatto, in attendance
with a light wagon. In this myself and baggage were soon snugly ensconced, aud off we started ou our nine miles' drive to tho river, reaching the furry kite at night. Next morning I was up before the sun, and
after enjoying a plunge into the briny waters brought up by tho rising
tide, 1 sought the landing to see how wo were provided with boats.
Here I fouud a large sail-boat, a smaller ono with centre-board and
sprit-sail, several row-boats, and a beautiful little skiff, the property of
Mrs. W., just the thing for exploriug the waters by oneself. Here the
:!i!:li
mi
v Hi.
;ii
advantages of both fresh and salt water fishing.
Iu tbe river aud Its numerous tributary creeks and branches are multitudes of perch, aud a species of bass, called by the natives fresh-water
cality.

some tlm with friends who were spending

:

trout.

Berwick's Bay is only a mile below the mill, and in its waters are saltwater trout, red-fish, croakers, sbeepshead, and mullets by the myriad.
These latter cannot be caught with a book, but are easily caught with
nets, and are used for bait. Minnows are not to be had, and cut mullet is used almost exclusively. Only once during my stay did we have a
minnow, and this was voted to tbe Doctor, an old and enthusiastic anWe accompanied him to sea the sport. We went by boat to the
gler.
mouth of a branch where the largest "trout" were wont to lie hid.
After waiting a few mome»ts— as the Doctor explained, for the large
fish which the boat had irigbtcned off to return— a cast was made. A
rush, succeeded by a plunge, followed, and a large fish was securely
hooked. After many unavailing struggles a six-pound beauty was
weariod out and saiely lifted over the gunwale. Another of about the
same weight was captured with the same bait. The only drawback to
our fishing was tbe presence of the gars.
Berwick's Bay, or Wick's Bay as it Is called by the natives, is simply
a lake-like expansion of Fish Elver, where it forms an elliptical basin
some three miles long and two miles broad before its embrocltttre into
Mobile Bay. Where ita waters mingle with those of the bay it is not
more thau two hundred yards wide, aud at this place is a bar, which is
a fine place for Beining. Along the shores of the bay are several
houses, built after the Creole style, with large overhanging roofs and
encircling piazzas. Tbore, standing amid moss-covered live oaks,
magnolias with their dark leaves and creamy flowers, aud the luxuriant
fig trees, rank foliage and purple fruit, form a scene most attractive to all
lovers of nature. The fishing in the bay is at times very exciting, and
at all seasons plenty of game and edible fish reward tho angler's care.
The garB, too, do not annoy one quite as much hero as in the river.
Apropos of gars, one of our party, disgusted by the number of hooks
they had cost him, and the way they had contributed to his annoyance,
determined to catch at least one specimen upon which to wreak his
vengeance. On a visit to Mobile he secured a large hook, and had it
fastened to a light chain about two feet in length. This lie attached to
a long line about as thick as a bed-cord, baited his hook with a large
perch, tied the line securely to the bath-house railing, and heaved
In a few moments his patience was Totbe bait overboard.
warded by a sharp tug at the line, and after a long struggle he succeeded in capturing— not the gar, but a young shark about four feet iu
length. This was all very well, but not the fish that he wanted so he
refreshed himself with a glass of ale, smoked a pipe, and spitting on
bis bait, again committed it to the briny deep. Soon there was a
mighty strike, and a quick jerk fastened tho hook securely. Then fol.
lowed a long and most exciting stragglo, which ended by the gar's being drawn to the surface and receiving his coup de grace from a pistol
shot, lie was an ugly customer, five feet and a half in length aud thick
in proportion, while the hooks found In his jaws told us that at least
one of the wretches that had troubled ub so long would annoy us no

Ashbvsburo, Ky., April 20th.

Editob Forest and Stiieah.
on the famous stream of Green River, Kentucky; that is, oncn
famous for iis lish and the game that roamed at will in the dense cane
brakes and swamps lying along its banks, but which now arc nearly exterminated. The nets and stops worked the ruin of the finny tribe, while
Ihe fast increase of civilization drove the deer farther West. Groen
River is from eighty to one hundred and twenty-five yards in width,
aud from twenty-five to one hundred feet deep from the mouth to Calhoun, diBtunt seventy miles. Lock and Dam No. 2 is situated at
Calhoun, and in May and June one can have tolerably fair sport catching bass below the falls. But of all tbe flsh famous in the waters of
this river is thoealfish; they grow to immense size, and as they suffer
less from the nets than other fish they are still tolerably plenty.
The
water Is too sluggish for trout this far down, as the lucks keep the
water dead in tho summer aud fall.
As to game, I will say we are hard to beat ou squirrels, as the flats
hero abouod in oak aud hickory, and furnish abundant food for the
bushy tail. Squirrels are now in splendid condition for shootiug, as
the young ones are good size aud very fat. I killed sixteen in about
three hours ono day, and could have killed more. We have some
turkeys, and they have been gobbling for some time; they commenced
at least a month earlier than common. Our new game law lorbidB
killing turkeys in the gobbling season, but seems to do no good, as 1
hoard ten gnus the other morning by sun up. Xoung squirrels came
at least a month sooner than usual, aud I caunot account lor it, as ihe
spring is ouly an average one. I have not seen a deer for nearly two
years, although I see a track occasionally. Quails and rabbits are plenty
on tho hills along the river, and would be abundant in a short time if
Borne pains were taken to kill off some of tbe owls, hawks and tiaivnwi s.
I have killed but one phea-ant since I have lived here— five years—and
have seen bnt one or two more. Woodcock are also rare
Ducks, once
so numerous iu the spring and fall, have become also very scarce, ouly
a rew stopping iu their flight.
If any of your readers that see this want to go on a hunting expedition next fall iu a placo where game is plentiful, just give them my
address. I want one or two good fellows to make a party of two
or throe, to go on a trapping expedition next tall aud trap all winter.
I promise good sport and a fair remuneration at a very small outlay.
Paddy O'Lkakv.
I live

.
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Should any of your numerous readers ever feel inclined to explore
the regions of which I have spoken, I can assure them that tbey can, in
the proper season, find sport in plenty, both for rod and gun, and will
Wine.
never have cause to regret their visit to Berwick's Bay.
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and Stream.

Having read iu the columns of your journal of n party making
Inquiry about Porter's Lake, I thiuk I c«n give them the necessary information, havlig been a regular visitor to that place lor a number of
years.

The quickest and best way for them to go from our city is to take
the cars from the Kensington Depot and go to Stroudaburg. An excursion ticket to that place will cost J4.H5. Thoy can get a wagon at
Slrondsburg from W. K. Henry, who keeps a livery stable, aud

will

and the

pttblie

are invited to

visit their estab-

lishment without, feelingthe slightest obligation to nurchase.
"
adv.

Union Square, Npt-

Yr*rk

.

.

:
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PUBE-BRED

setter bitch Music, by " Plunket," out of
" Rosna," a pure Irish bitch. Music was lit at V»ynol Field Trials, and 2d at Crystal Palace show, is
strong, healthy, and active. Shot over to grouse and
partridge regularly. Price £30. Expenses to be paid

Red Irish

by purchaser.
" Laverack " setter bitch BEiiruA, white and black
ticked, good in field, shot over to partridge and bare.
Pedigree; By Lavorack's "Prince," out of "Blue
Belle." Purebred. " Blue Belle " la own sister to
Llewellin's "Sam andLill." Bebtha is a splendid
little bitch, compact, active, and very fast.
Price
£50 (lowest figure). Aged two years.
Invaluable for
The champion retriever, Pauis.
field and stock purposes.
Winner of the following
prizes: 1st Ipswich, on game in the field; Crystal
Palace Champion Prize, 1872; Dublin 1st Prize, 1872;
Champion Prise, 1873; 1st and cup, 1873. Not ex.
hibted after 1874, when he waa beaten by hla own
stock.

THE PRACTICAL

KEN5KL GUIDE,

plain instructions how to rear and breed dogs
for- pleasure, show and prollt,
The work contains additional chapters upon the
» Law on Dogs," and " Non-Sporting Kenuel."
By GORDON STABLES, M. D., C. 51., K. N.
Illustrated. 1M pages, 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

With

T II ES™I> O Gr

With simple directions

for his treatment,

He is the grandest stud dog that has ever been at
the service of the publio in England, his fee being
£6, 6s. He has secured a great many nominations.
Price, £50. Expenses not to be paid.
Address GEORGE BREWIS, Horseheath Lodge,
12apl3t
Linton, Cambridgeshire, England.

with

^A.ISrKrX7^.Ij

NEW YORK
BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,

Thomson

Sc Son,
301 Broadway, N. Y.
jan4-tf

at

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

GILMORE'S GARDEN,

A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

Westminster Kennel Club,

May 8th, 9th and 10th, 18T7.
PRIZES AMOUNTING TO NEARLY $5,000 WILL
BE AWARDED TO SPORTING AND
NON-SPORTING DOGS.
and Forms of Entry can be bad of
New

17 Ohathiun Street,

Box

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by mail, vostpaid.

ARBCA XVT

CHAS. LINCOLN, Sup,

A certain remedy.
en powders, with

York.

for

Put up
full

TRIAL SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE.
FIELD Leicester,
out of Dart. Leicester and Dart
and dam of more winners at field trials
and bench shows in America than any other dog and
bitch, Paris, Maud, Blanche, Peg, Pride of the South,
Clip, etc., are all by theln. aud Stafford is out of Dart.
At the last Memphis Field trials. Champion Stakes
—Drake 1st, Staflord 2d, aud Paris 3d. Braces Stakes
—Drake and Erin 1st, Maud and Stafford 2d, and Paris
and Pride of the South (then a puppy) 3d. Drake is
Dart's brother. Price of Puppies when 3 months old,

DOGS.

_C

St.,

W.

Farrar,

J.

Cleveland, O.
Jkn25-8m.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLFB
(FOR POINTERS.)
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
winner of seven prizes in England. Sirca by R.
Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, and from White-

lbs.:

S.

AM PREPARED TO

celebrated Champion Field Trial
stock; just imported: I T yeareold.
s

For pedigiee aud full pa.;ch-u[ar« apply
WEBB, ? West Fifty-fontlh St., N. Y.

Sjtrfrtt'si

Meat Fibrine

Hamlet and
Fee 835.

DR W.

to

feblo

tf

Patent
Dogf Calces

dec28

Refer to Forest axd Stream, and others.
8.

A

"T7TOR SALE.— A GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION. A
_C thoroughbred imported coal black, curly-coated
Scotch Retriever. Apowerfu] and magnificent animal;
good-tempered; broken to fetch and carry on land,
whistle; 30 months old. Apply to Capt.
apl 19-2t
Taylor, Bellefonte .-Nottoway Co.. Va.

hand and

Trout Co.
Ludlow
TROWT FRY FOR SALE IN
BROOK

Co., N. J,

NEW

WAD.

WAD

will givo better penetration and
The FIBRE
pattern than Eley'e wadding. Is elastic and plastic,
and will hold the load securely is brass shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box of 250, 25c. for 12 and 10, and 80c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on reoeipt of price.
Liboral discount to the trade. AddresB
DELAWARE OABTRIDGE CO.,
Wilmington, Delaware.
5apl3m

The undersigned
at a remote point, offers one of the largOBt
profitable Fish Culture stations la the
United States for sale to a good customer. A large,
modern style, new bouse, and three acres of land go
Frank N. Clark,
with it. Address,
NonTHVTLLE, MlOH.
(26 miles from Detroit.)
ap1124t.

cylinder engine, 6x8.
F6r further particulars address P. O.

Box

dentown.

^^^^^^^^

N.. J.

as to our responsibility.

Send stamp

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

Street, Chicago.

Shooting

for

CO., 110
6apl7t

Suit

$10.

$10.

apiis.3t

Black-andtan tersporting Dogs, Maltese cats, Ferrets, &c. Medl

riers,

cines for

Joae.

ail

street,

diseases at L.

H Y
,

N.

MEYER,

45 Great
Sopt21 ly

Bor-

say that " Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit in
the World." Tula Suit is to beat the cheap trash
8honld
tu the market, which Bell for more mouey.
you want anything extra-fine 1 can make it. Send
for my Circular Price List and Sample of Ooods.

W. H. HOLABIRD

W. Holberton

sole agent in

FOR

New

Valparaiso, Ind.

York.

$2.00

I

friends

the

that I

Game Bag

ever Interned,

it

has

capacity for 78 Quail. Pocket room for SO shells,
very light, weighing but a few ounces, it can be
worn over a bUBines" coat, or can be worn under, es
you please. The material is water-proof drill. Sent
post paid on receipt of price. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. Send chest measure only.
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.
W. Holberton sole agent in New York.
ia

matl6-3m.

Pass. Agent.
foblT tf

ST. PAUL AND ST. LOUIS

Short Line.
Burlington, C. Eapids and Northern

RAILWAY,

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best!
TWO PASSENQEE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

crossing and conneotlng with all East and West Lines
in Iowa, running through some of the finest hunting
grounds In the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, Pinnated
aud Buffed Grouse, and Quail. Sportsmen and their
dogs taken good care of, Reduced rates on parties of
ten or more

upon application to General Ticket

Office,

Cedar BapidB.
E. F. Wrssiow,
General Manager.

0. J. IVES,
General Passenger Agent,

"

Pier

NOT A TRIP MISSED
all

-LN FUL

ia

hours from New York, and being eurrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about "0°.

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
1,000 tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, arc dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, mnkiuc connection at Ber-nda with

North River, foot Jay St.. at 6:00
IN SEVEN TEARS.

33,

'THE BERMUDAS.'
FAVORITE AND DELIGHTTSTOW AWinter
reached In seventy
Resort,

"
Thomas and West Indies. For
OUTEHBR1DGE,
full information apply to A. E
Dec31-ly.
Agent, 89 Broadway, N. Y
'

prinoipal ticket offices. State

rooms secured at offices of Westcott ExpreBS Company,
and at 363 Broadway, New York, and 333 Washington
St.,

Brooklyn.

PROVIDENCE LINK.
Freight only, steamers leave Pier 87, North River.
foot Park Place, at 1:30 P. M. Freights via either line
taken at lowest rates.
D. S. BABCOOK, Pres.
L. W. FILKINS, G. P. Agent,

GREAT SOUTHERN

FOB

JrTLOIlIDA.

-jiiOR THROUGH TICKETS TO PERJD NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, 6T. AUGU9TCKE. SANFORD. ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
Handings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and

Charleston, S. O.
The South

and the
AND THE

Southwest

theace by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
JAMES, Gen'l Agent,
PMladdpnia and Southern Mail 3. S. Co.,
116 South Delaware Avenue, FhlKwleiphtsi

FLORIDA PORTS,
EVERY

Wednesday and Saturday
A.t 3 o'clock I*. M. From

PIER 29,
CITY OF ATLANTA.
Capt M. S. Wooduull.
GULF STREAM.

N

R.

§i)ti[l8

CHAMPION.
Capt. R.

O.

W. Lockwnod.

W. CLYDE.
Capt, Ingrabm.

The above steamers have been handsomely Swe-

ep for tho convenience of passengers, and arcunri
vailed

on the coast for

Safety, Speed

and Comfort.

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite
DICTATOR, Capt.
Capt. Scott, for FERNAN-

and well-known Florida packets

CITY POINT.
JACKSONYJi
DA
LATKA, ENTERPRISE,

Yogel;

rj8TINB,FA-

MELONVILLE

and

A 8CMHEB

the Tear,

PER CENT.

Goods forwarded
tickets and

free

Passage
of Commission.
"Igned at the
,:

Bi

JAMES W. yUINTARD * CO.,
Agenta,Mo. 1W West street, cor, Warren, or
Green.
W. P. CLYDE & CO., No. 6 Bowling
Through Freight Tariffs. Passage Ticket- by all
routes and to all' points in the South and Soothwest,
st the office
obtained
be
and further information can
BENTLEY D. BASEL L, Genera! Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner

office of

of

Thomas

street.

4ec7 ly

for

wiB open June

I,
all

35th.

New house acooinmudateo Fifty guests. BooroB of
varaoua sizes and exposures.
Perfectly healthy. A fine oak grove of two acres a*
rear of house. Hearer to and larger than any uuuse
bordering on SWunecock Bay, 8urf and Still Bathing,
Boating, Duck, Goose. Snipe, and Quail Shcting.
References from former guests. Send for a circular,
«pT13

St.

all

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
reinsurance to destination ONE-HALF OF ONE

md§e§ort&$or£$ort$men.

AtlanticviDe, L.
HALSEY HOUSE,
Sportsmen
BE80RT, and

points in Florida.

TO INFORM MY MANY
T AM HAPPY
have now ready
and customers
most Complete

D. M. BOYD, Jr., Gen'l
Frame Thompson. Gen'l Manager.

"Camina,"

STONINGTON and NARRAGAN-

Elegant BteamerB

Capt. S. Crowell.

Warranted better than any in the market. Sent by
mail for $10.75. 1,000 testimonials on file, whioh

Skye,

229,

gjyortsmen's §ant^s.

WANTED TO

_ soil our Express, brush,
water, or pad used. CopieB on dry paper. Send 83
and we wiil forward a 300 page book, full letter size,
Inquire of any Commercial
by mail, postpaid.

mar22-3m

TUCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.

Guilford, Conn.

SALE, CHEAP.— AN IRON STEAM YACHT,
FOR.BWeet
long, lii feet beam; speed, 15 miles an
hour.- Cabin 2U feet long, handsomely fitted. Double

500 ACTIVE AGENTS*
No
celsior Letter Copying Book

$10.

in

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS TO

FOR SALE.
FISH CULTURE ESTABLISHMENT
desiring to open anewestab-

FOE

A FINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
rOR SALE—
Dandy Dinmont, and

if

and most

Complete

ma.

'--••

lishmont

Dearborn

;

rv-'~~™"

Company

other well-known centere for
Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still Bunting.

the country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Also those having young dogs
that they wish. handled. For terms, i»e„ address

Tickets for sale at

A

—

Fry delivered

parties.

EXCURSION

Jersey.

are sold at the offices of the

the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNKO.UA, and
ail

the time to plant

FOLDING BOAT FOR 8ALE— A HEGEMAN

P.M.

circular.

H

1b

STONINGTON LINE,
FOB BOSTON AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE

WANMAKBB,
Hohokua, Bergen

Agency

"TTIOB 8ALE.— A FEW THOROUGHBRED SETTER
Pups out of my Bismarck-Nannie hitch Tip (see
JD
Burgos' A. K. .t 8. F., No. 211), by Nell also a fine
red Irish Setter bitch Pup, six mouths old, partly broT., P.O. Box 85, Indianapolis,
ken. Address G.

Now

Portable Folding Boat, for two persons; two
New and perfect in all
sets oar-looks; two seats.
respects; used but once; cost »80 ; will sell for $40.
apl]9-3t
Dr. Up de Graff. Elrnira, N. Y.

.

a dog, suffice it to say they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive use of which, in cambinatlon with meat and meal to compose a biscuit is
Becurea to us by Letters Patent. For sale in cases
ofll21bs. each. F.O.DeLUZE, sole Agent, 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms to dealers.

SALE.

FILL ORDERS FOB THE

Price, $2 per bushel. Backs 25e. CaBh must accompany order.
THOS. P. CANTWELL, Brainerd, Minn.
ap26-*t

Setters and Pointers.
B.

Address
Bp26-lt

New

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

WARREN LOWE,

M. P. McKOON.
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

6m

chambered

Offloe.

above Seed promptly.

.

Prom the reputation these Meat Fibrine Cakes have
bow gained, ihey require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them to the use of every one who keeps

cul.,

Price »30.

powder.

WILD RICE FOR
I

SETT Have

10R IMPORTED SETTERS.

RIFLE FOR SALE.—44

New York.

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.

Dr. Goldem'th^s celebrated dogs Plnuket, Carrie,
llapp and Nell have passed into the above Kennel.
Plunket and Kapp will be aaed in the atud. For services and pedigrees address

Rap

Weight 8 aud T»i lbs. As good
Addt6«», for full particuPrice, $25 fc $30.
spKS-lt
L. L., Box 897T, N. Y. City.

any quautitv to suit,
™„!.*>j
to -a.

FOREST CITT KENJVEL

house

W.

GUNNING AND FISHING
—

Price 50

(JOCKER SPANIEL

apae-it

•J.

new.

apr5 2nv

Address

H. SMITH,

Nassau

102

TpOR YOUNG

By

ire the sire

L.

In

for use.

W. HOLBERTON,
o«12

$60.

'

of

also reach the best localities for

boxes containing a doz-

Both the above are recom
Bended by Bod and Gun and Forest aud Stream.

26th.

THE STEATHBOY KENNELS-

Worms
in

directions

cents per box by matl.

2S32.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL

The lines

confi-

dence in caUingthe attention of in tending purchasers
to the very unusual opportunity afforded by this sale
of acquiring stock descended from the most famous
herda in the country, and which will be sold entirely
l consequence of the farm being overstocked.
Descriptive catalogues will be published in due
time, and may be obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorkap'112St.
ing, Surrey, England.

It.

Given under the auspices of the

Prize Lists

The Pennsj-lYania Railroad Company

.

twelve or fourteen

No

Manufactured by

thtTROT-

PURE FAWN AND SILVER GRAY COWS AND

MAY 22, 1811,

the celebrated herd, consisting of

for 77 grains of

matter how violently they pull, this collar will
not choke or injure the dog. Made of heavy bridle
leather with trickle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owner on name plate for $1.00.

Superior F'acilities
afforded by their lines for reaching most of

HEIFEHS, AND ONE BULL.
The Auctioneers have much pleasuro and

TUESDAY.

"T," FOHEBT AND 8TBKAM

DOGS CANNOT BLIP THIS COLLAR

COMP'Y

R. R.

Bespectfully invite attention to the

(of

iNG PARKS and RACh COURSES in the Middle
States. Theselinesbeinc- OSTINfOUS FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; avoid the difficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ejcc-llent cars run over
the Bmooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without railure or injury.

on

ing,

a selection from

PEABODY

illus-

Broadway, New York.

Stf6

Dorking. Surrey, England, beg to announce that they #re honored with
instructions from the owner to offer for sale by public auction, at Camilla Lacey.Westhumble, near Dork-

lars.

12uio, cloth, S1.25.

THE PENNSYLVANIA

L&oey, near Dorking, Surrey.

Camilla

MESSRS WHITE &80N8

as

CASSELL, PETTBR & GALPIN,

PIRST

ALDERNEY STOCK.

and W, W. Greener.
,

and notices

edition,

TO SPORTSMEN:

FINE GUNS FOR SAEE.
FINE DOUBLE-BARRELLED Muiale-loading
TWOBhotGujis.
11 Bore, Made by Wm. Greener

of the best dogs of the day and their breeders or ex-

By "IDSrONE." New

$$ort$nw'$

£«7f

TO PURCHASERS OF

PRIZE IRISH AND LAVERACK
SETTERS FOR SALE.

hibitors.
trations.

.

W. F. HA1SEY.
CROSSMON HOUSE.CBOB3MON

AiBXASDPJA BAY,

mHIS
I

ly

txrr.

Co.,N.Y„

C.

k SON. Proprietors.
HOUSK, SECKNTLY BEBP1LT and oiegantrUBtasHEH, i. uow open lor visitors. It is'

losated in ona of the most delightful piscss in ths
Thousand Islands region, commanding an extensive
view of the St. Lswrencs and the Islands, an* offers''
every facility for the comfort and enjoyment of
guests Oatttts for boating, hunting slid fishing psrStesmsrs for the bay connect atCIsyton irltb
tiss
tho Dtisa and Black Biver Bailroad, and at Cspe Vincent with the Borne, Watetlowu and Ogdensburg
aplMra
Bailroad.

—

—

FOKEST AND STREAM.

187

§poi;tsm$n§ %oodn.

ggypilfsmm'n <£ood§.

Sportsmen's

Emporium,

1U2 Nassau St., Now York.
Camping, Shooting and Fishing Tackle
every

including

description,

"BOSTON

of

Blankets,

Tents,

Rubber Goods, Flannel Shirts,

etc.

Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Class
Duncklee's Camp Stoves
Boudron's
Dash and Fishing Lamps ; Bond's Folding Boats
Fenner's Trunk Boats ; Sara J.
MoBride's Standard Trout Flies Holabird's
Celebrated Shooting and Fishing Suits of
Duck, Corduroy, and Fustian; Good's Moccasins; Holberton's Fly Books, holding flies
Balls
Jack,

;

;

;

;

at foil length.

G

SHI.

BLACK BASS.

The Celebrated Ferguson Jungle Cock, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, May, and other

Fine Fishing Rods, Reels, and
AND DEALER

to fish with artificial flies for Black Bass,

Hand-Made Fly Rods,

oi

the best quality for

Trout and Black Bass, from $7 upward. Every rod
warranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Rods.
The Fox Patent Gun, the best and cheapest
breech-loader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Glass Ball Traps, each il2 sett.
Three Traps,
$30 Balls, $2.60 per 100. Spratt's Dog Biscuit.
Hart'siMetal Shells and Celluloid Reels.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and

Send

for Descriptive Price Lists.

Mention Forest and Stream.

SshhiQ §*chh.
Sportsmen's Depot.

;

prices,

and everything else useful

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

and neces-

Importers, Manufacturers and Dealers in

Outfit
Send no money by mail, only draft or
Discount to the trade.

W

» O.
n Box
„
.
P.
5109.

THE

-

SPORTSMEN.

fapo

ap iia

SHOOTING COAT,

'76

First-Class Shooting Garments,
In great variety.

a
-ma
atcu

Send for

GEO.

Ciicular.

C.

HENNING,

410 Seventh street.
Washington City.

10

JOHN KBIDER,

P. O. order.

H0LBERT0N.

(PATENTED).

Offer their usual extensive assortment of STAPLE
are introducing this season some
and DESIBABLE articles. We call attention to the

PATENT ADJUSTABLE FLOATS AND ADJUSTABLE
SINKERS,
which can be attached and detached at will, without
knotting or tying the line, or removing the bait or
hook. Can also be moved readily on the line, and
remain fixed wherever placed. These are rapidly
taking the place of the old-fashioned floats and

E. Cor Second and Walnut

"KRIDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUED BAMBOO RODS.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties— Tax

idermy

in ail its

branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

Repairing of

$16 to 550 eaeh.

CONROY,

all

BISSETU MALLESON,

Homo

100,000 In u«o by men,
children.
standing:. Bitting or

Used

A SPECIALTY.
11c,

office,

We make a

schools,

Price LUt.-No.l, for Calllreii4lc,6year«, $1.00. No.
No.

for Children 8 to 10, J1.20.

No.

Children 10 to*,
years nnd upward!,
No. 6, for Gentlemen of moderate strength, 81.50.
$1.40.
No. 7. used by Ladios, C
$2 00.
No. 8.
rot Sroelemea of extra strength, $2.50.
Furl set, family
"•e,jL Bach, fl to 6i Two 7's and TwoS's, $16.00. Nos.7»
3,

mi

forLadit

.

Idraii

4, lor

U

ui „u. , i^t.w,, or o, ($5.00),
~
and Health Lift. Sent post-r...... „
Exel'isive Agencies granted in uuoccupiedterritory.
Exclusive right! to sell the Pookct Gvmnnsinm afford
the largest possible retnrns for small investments. Its sale*
are nearly universal wherever it is placed before the public and its merits fuily understood.
For Illustrated descriptive circulars, terms, ic, addrCM,
i

$25 Eaeh

Our stock

specialty of Artificial Flies.

unequalled in variety and extent, and unexcelled

1b

in quality.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY received the award of
the U. S. Centennial Commission in 1876 for " Exhaustive Variety of Anglers' Apparatus, especially
HOOKS, LINES, RODS, ARTIFICIAL PLIES,
of the BEST QUALITY."

*

Quality

;>ru-i;

sent to us.

p. o.

L-.H.

COMBINED GREEN HRART
AND SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.
BUTT AND JOINT OF G REBN
HEART. AND TIPS OF SPLIT
BAMBOO.

Saplit

PRICE $13

The Third Edition of

DOMESTICATED TROUT.
Revised and Enlarged.

LIVINGSTON STONE.
"It is the most complett guide to the art of Trout
raising ever published,"
Springfitld Ripublican, Springfield, Ma»s.

E"The beat book

)

f

p. o.

box iao4

new

york.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
New

JUS TOUT.
BOSTON."

$SOEaeh

Special.

35Liberty Street,

Andrew Clerk

(Successors to

W. Simmons & Son,

CijSrk.

EVKB.T DESCEIPTION.

£tnbliattions.

G.

Andrew

O. F. Imbrie.

48 Maiden Lane.

Goodyear Rubber Curler Co.,
Boi 5,140,
697 Broadway, New York.
RUBBER GOODS OF

Abbey.

o

York, London, and

&

Co.)

Redditch,

Importers, Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

FISHING

TACKLE

Of Every Description and Quality.

We particularly call

attention to our extensive

as-

sortment of tin's goods for sportsmen, such as Salmon
Trout, and Black Bass Flies and Suell Hooks, on hand
and tied to order; Cutty hunk and Pasque IsUnds
Bass Lines, Water-proof Braided Silk Lines, etc., etc.
Every genuine H. L. Leonard's Six-Spliced Bamboo
Salmon, Trout, and Bass Bod is marked "H. L. Leon
ard, maker, Abbey & Imbrie, sole agents. " Beware
of imitations.
Sole agents for the

McCord Patent

Celluloid Black
Proprietors

Bass Reel, and Aiken Black Bass Rod.

of the celebrated Winchester Patent Braided Kods.
Sole importers of Joseph Warrin's Drill-Eyed and
Egg-Eyed Needles.
Parties fitted out with appropriate tackle for th
Rocky Mountains, Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine, Adirondacks, etc., etc. Orders by mail will receive the
personal attention of the firm.

Trolling

of

Material

"An admirable and standard work."
Mining a
m, San Francisco. Cal.
apH6-4t

B.

A.

SHIPLEY & SON.

Manufacturer of

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Trout Bods

ADDRESS:

GW. SIMMONS & SON,
"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

Inlted States

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Noyaat'

Banoor, Maine.

finely

&e.

Shipley's "Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
Heart Trout, Salmon and Bass Ply Bods. Reels, Lines.
Leaders, Floats, Artificial Flics, Bone, Metai, and
Nickle Squids for Sea. River and Brook Fishing.

Green Heart Wood.
for Aniatuer rod makers. Prize Medal Awarded at
Franklin Institute 1871, and Centennial Exhibition
1876, for Rods, Lines
ial Baits, &c.

marl-em

S03 Commerce

Bam-

Private orders solicited for all kinds of fine tackle.
Send for circuRods sent per express on approval

Fine Fishing Tackle,

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

and

Co., Newark, N. J.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Ely, Rochester, N. Y., ant
Dr. J. R. Homey n, Keesville, N. Y.

Improved and finished without cutting away the enamel.
The strongest and handsomest rods in the world.

MANUFACTURERS A

CIRCULAR.

Cliek Reels.

HART &

Dr. Fowiei^s Celebrated Six Strip
boo Fly-Bods.

4§i$hin<i §g8qft1q,

LEONARD

E.

ju20tf.

AND

H. L.

and

The finest Reels made light, durable
finished.
Ask your dealer for them.

GEORGE

Sample

Guaranteed.

*

Our Illustrated Wholesale Catalogue of Fishing
Tackle will be mailed to any dealer whose address is

1

SUIT,

Y.

Fly Rods

Practice.

SHOOTING

St., N.

Six Strip Split Bamboo

omen and

BOSTON

mar4-ljr

kinds.

65 Fulton

Ths Host Oomplets Syitta
Debited fcr

Philadelphia

FISHING TACKLE, RODS, RE 1LS. LINES HOOKS,
FLIES, LEADERS, SNOODS, ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FL\ BOOKS. ETC., ETC.
^"Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies made to order.

GoocJyear's Pocket Gymnasium.

Marked:

Sta.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

ringed sinkers.

AGENTS WANTED.
IMsstinctly

IV,

NEW

GOODS, and

&SPLIT BAMBOO FLY RODS from

Garment

(ESTABLISRKD 1836.)
at World's Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.

premium

BOSTON, MASS.,

sary to Sportsmen.

Jbiach

First

374 Washington Street,

Send 10 cents for illustrated catalogue, containing
Hints on Fly Fishing, Camping, and Shooting;
Boles for Glass Ball Shooting, by Captain Bo-

Standard

F.ies,

Artificial

IN

FISHING TACKLE,

Black Bass Plies on hand, tied for oasting with light
rods. Directions furnished, if desired, how, when,

and where

NIOW RECOGNIZED

03ES.Vi:.S,
MANUFACTURER OF

fe«.,

Philadelphia.

lar.

A. H.

FOWLER,

Ithaca,

Mc Bride

N. Y.

Flies.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia, 1876, decreed for exceedingly neat wc.-k
with solidity of construction. A fine assortment of
Jllea for irout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully self cted for any
Goods promptly made to order from t>.ny
locality.
Address SARA J. McBRiDE,
pattern desired.
Mnmfora, Monroe co., N. Y. W. Holbertou ,; Sole
Agent for New York and vicinity. feblB-ta,

.

AND STREAM.

-FOREST
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§irorf$ntcti's

§aads.

PATENT CAMP STOVES

& PLEASURE
Combine

10x12x14,

COST

STRENGTH

BEAUTY

22 Lbs.

at extra cost.
They a
for No. 12; $1.30 for No. 10.
Factory and office, No. 2,230 De Kalb Street, 8t. Louis, lto.1

SheUB will be made

LOUIS PAT. SHELL MANUF'G CO.

ST.

PATRONS' FAINT COBIFANY are manufacTHE
tlrrtng (lie I.StlVRSOLL UE^JJY-XUXbD PRISTS, anil

13 A VhTITITVrn

Fenner's Portable Boat

JTAJiIN lllNU.

for the water, strong, steady, noiseless, of light
dratifiht. and of the form best adapted to general use.
Fonr sizes made for one to six. men, costing from $85
New "valise" pattern for one man; pacta
to $B0
1l.x-Wx2T inches, and weights 25 pounds.
Can be Been
licemer's. New York, and Bradford
at Holnorton
Anthony's, Boston.
Address C. A. FKNNRK,
Mystic "Over Pi
«ne24 6m

&

&

•

and STEADI-

Meets the demand of sportsmen for a boat which is
light and compact to carry, easily and quickly made

fit 50

i

BOATS.

NESS. The LIGHTEST sporting boat in the world.
Weight, 25 pounds and onward. Will catry two to
four hersons and baggage.
Cedar siding, oak keel,
stems, etc. (do not fold nu).
Also CANOES, weight
45poocd<=
o. H. RUSHTON, Manufacturer. Canton, St. Lawrence Coanty. N. Y.
Mar 9, ly

PACKED,

WEIGHT

Having made important improvements [no
safely recommend them as equal, if not superior,
o any Paper Shell manufactured in this country

RUSHTON'S

NO OOAMP
DIMENSIONS

LOUIS CONICAL BASE PAPER SHELL,"

'ST.

§o;itintj.

SIZES.

BltlTSUICS, ami selling them at full trade discounts, delivering Ihtro freight
paid, am* no money reuuired until tile goods are received— making thciu cheaper
thancventhe material can he nought elsewhere. They are an absolutely pure
article, possessing great, endurance and hrilllnncy, and are giving great satishave a Patron friend who saved enough alone
faction ail over the country.
on Paint purchased to pay his Grange expenses for a life-time. They also sell
HOOF P.tiVT 30 per cent, cheaper than any one else. It••is to the interest of
Frt'nf One /7i* Own
all about painting to write and have sent free their book,
P«i«trr." It wlljMivo much money, whether yon buy their Paint or not. Ad~
KONT STREET
\°NEVIV YORIi.-( ire " The Farmers' Frirnd."}
259 FROST

We

,

LYMAN' 8 PATENT

jjSubltcaUonx,

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR

Valuable Books for All

Who Contemplate Building.

A
Reduced

and

Villas

Woollett's

Cottages.

pleasure boating, and
Tiiis List Comprhes tht lied Selling Moot* on
ttclure. Cariientry and Sudr- Hull'ting

Revolution in Boating.

With this rowing gear the oarsman faces forward instead of backward, puli
ordinary oars. The stroke is longer and much easier than with any other o
The oars cu
effort in steering than in oircctini: his course while walking.
them upon the gunwale of boat or entirely deku-hing thom. This oar is especially

cut of Perspective View, Plate 28.)

is

indispcnsible in

adapted

I

duck shooting.

A rehi-

Modem American Homesteads. 46
idates of Elevations, and plaiiH or Suburban
and Country Huiisej, drawn to scale. One 8

Atwood's

vo. , vol. cloth
Vol.
Bicknel.'s Wooden and Brick Buildings.
I ;
80 9x12 plates of Cottages, Suburban and
Houses, details and specifications.
I

mm

$3 50

M. iddleficld, Conn.

A

9 00

n^t-clseswork
ISicknells Wooden and Hrlck Buildings. Vol.
g: ni'jx12 plates of Street and Store Fronts,
Liorar.es, Halls, School Houses, Churches,
Hotels, Railway Stations. Stables, Out Buildings, miscellaneous details, etc., etc
These volumes on Wooden and Brick Buildings, contain a better class of studies than
shown in any other practical work issued,
and are the cheapest works of the kind published

H.

DUNCKLEE,

L,

Boston.

Box 2710.

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins
thing ever worn by
sportsmen. Not injured by wetting and drying -always soft and
easy to the feet. Four dif-

The

best,

ferent

styles. Price!- to
suit the times.
Send for
illustrated circular

and

i.
or to Prank Good). MAUTIN S.
ilL'TcrilNC-S. P. (J. Box SiP Dover. T*. H.
W- Holberton. 102 Nassau St.. N. Y.. Agent.
i

ii

ESTABLISHED 183S,

OB8IEV BROTHERS,

Main

St

,

"West of Eivsrdale Avenue-

Itiulic

Simmer Hvtwt,
Shipped

Gates. 'Ic. llnill in B&lpKto
parts of the U. 8.

.,,|-

,|.„,t

PORTABLE SHOOTING BOXES.
ami

to ail

i

I

i.
•

'

'::

i.'li

00

Griui

and Rifle Makers,
24

St.,

No

Boston, Mass.

fected In the most approved

Professional Dead Ball.
The Best Ball Made. tTsed by all

un

il
.

<V

post-paid, at $1.

All of the above

on

named hooks mailed

price-list of

all

Send stamp

Samples of

free, te

FISH
133

& SIMPSON,
ST., SEW YORK.

NASSAU

A VALUABLE

4,

180S

any

II

REICHE & BRO.,
Rare A-iiiniiilss,

CHAS.
Birds

jiiicl

Zoological Gardens and Menageries
Chatham

55

Street, third

door rrom Worth William

RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PURCHASED.

Hhnbt

Reiobe,

New York

ERANK

SCI10PF,

BEALER

ALL

IN

L(Jt,S

FOR HATCHING

Now

ready, from

my PEEMICM BIRDS. Brahame,

Cochins, Leghorns, Polands. Sultons, lioiiilniis, Uamo, .que, Curne, Bantams. &c.
Pigeons In
variety. Send for descriptive circular.
.

G. O.

BROWN.

Brooklandville,
mni8

From white Leghorn
**— per
Plymouth Rock.,,

w.--,. t=,

Our twenty-fourth

Thos.

Kitchen

W.

Sparks,

Md!

tf

E_2,

Time Cometh!

edition of the Flower and
Onden Directory, Illustrated, for 18*:, IS
for distribution, embracing a complete List
Best Standatd Boston Market "Varieties of
Vegetable Seeds, Bud the most beautiful of Flower
Seeds, and other Hor.lcoltural Hcqnlsiles; it will
be forwarded Tree to nil former customers, and others
on application.
COBB, recently removed lo
CURTIS

in every
Janll-ly

Montvue Poultry Yards.
CHOICE PUKE BKE1) POUI.TKV,

BOOK.

A'tifiatn PortHdije arid Ph(u.-ant Shoolinq.
Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods of

Seed

Eyes

kinds of foreign and domestic birds, 71 Fourth
avenue, New York. Constantly on bund a larte stock
of cages, eetds, gravel, aqiniriums, globes, gold and
fancy fishes, mocking-birds, talking parrots, etc.
Also dealers supplied. All orders promptly attended
oct5 ly
to

Hunting and Shooting the American P-iKTiunoE
linn.. KtiFFED Gbousb, Pheasants, wilh direction for Handling the Gun, Hunting the Dog, and
Shooting on the Wing. Price $2. Liberal discount
Address FRANK SCHLEY. Frederick
to the trade.
fchlj-tf _
City, MA,
Portable Spooling or Tourist IIouscb built in Secearlier] in a one-taorse wagon, can be put
together without the aid of a mechanic, and are far
superior to tents. Plan as shown is In 1'e-t .-iqinre and
built of narrow pine, oiled inside, painted outside,
a d trimmed with rustic work. Price, S185.
tliigta, Inside. $160.
Wainscot -o
Each hour.,- contains a Stowaway or open little for
Plana for Seaside
...in.
..,.:.., -.ili kinds of Rustic Wort.
see Ban be built mora extensively and
elaborately Ifrayuired.
O'Bbieh Bros., Tonters. N. T.

sale.

Sept. 21.

Founded July

FK^ISK SCHLEY'S

tions,

Taxidermists instruments for
variety.

Chas. Reichk,

Forest asp Stream.

mrl5

Anything

specialty.

lines; in fact every thing that a sporting man
requires for a complete out-lit, can be found at this
establishment at reasonable rates.
Also a line of first class Segars and Tobacco.
LBSSONS GIVEN IN TA XlllF.lt M \

our Base-ball, Fishing Tackle, and

Sporting Goods.

angttly

for reduced illustrated

Address

receipt of price.

,s

from all parts or ihe world.
Fine Fishing Tackle in every variety, such as Split
Bamboo rods and others by the best rankers. Reels

AMATECTt Dead Balls,
cents.

300

-

SCRIMGEOUU& J. W. THOMPSON,

This branch of the business

mounted from a Humming-bird to a Cameo Leopard.
Always on hand a large collection of specimens

the leading clubs throughout the
Samples by mail,

by mail,76
00

Emporium,

tVilllam St., iwo doors North of Fulton.

United States.

12 00
containing 108 plates
Woollett's Villus and foliages; or, Homes for
All. Containing 40 plates of preliminary

address,

j§tc.

and

FISH & SIMPSON,

6 00
Moncktou's Carpenter and Joiner
J5 00
Withers' Church Architecture
Woodward's National Architect, new edition

studies

Or.

ef-

style.

O UN8 BORED FOB CLOSE AND HARD

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

6 00

1-iH

R. C.

Work

SHOOTING.

75
10 00
.

Elm

All kinds of Breech-Loading

I

.

^axidermg,

Decl4-ly.
00
00

11

...

I

I

raarS

street.

MORTIMER * KIRKWOOQ, Sportsman's

i

Hallett's Builders' Specifications
Lotto's Practical Stair Builder

York, 32 Cortland

^atjsnun's <§oods.

5
plates
Blukuell's Detail Co.tage ami Constructive Architecture. This work has been worth him.
dreds of dollars to many of our customers.
Wi advise all who are not supplied, to procure
10
acopy. 7C frill 9x12 plates
5
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy
CrolTs Progressive American Architecture. A
new work of 97 plates of Country and Suburban Houses, and a great variety of exterior
10
and iuterior details. One large vol
,10
Ctimming's Architectural Details
10
Ciimmiugs * Millers Architectural Details
EveieihVSchoul House Architecture.
6
8
Copley's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets
9
Frank's Monumental Designs
3
Gould's Carpenters' and BulldetB' Assistant
Gould'a -American stair Builders' Unide, with
Supplement of 5 plates of Newels, Bails and.
4
Balnatcrs
',l,.M'.i
Interior An
bullion

Harney's Barns and Out Buildings

New

9 00

HtckneU's Village Huilder and Supplement. A
standard work containing :T plates of a (treat
variety of designs, suited to al! sections of
18 00
the country. Large quartos
Bickuell's Supplement to Village Builder. 20

.

RUSTIC BUILDERS.

Office iu

li

do>r;
strain).

irowls.'al. SB
$"..50.

"When in want of eggs
IP Rooks Dickie's
from nbove stock, guaranteed pere, address D. GILPIN, Concordville. Del. Co.. Pa. Correspondents
marl Sir
answered.
cheerfully

now ready
or the

&

tl Avon

St.,

Boston, Mass.

Shot and Bar Lead
MUnJFAOTURER,

TAXiDKRMIST,
NO. T CHERRY 8TRF.F.T, SALEM. MAS3.
Wading and aquatic birds of Sow England coast a
pecialty.

Office

121 Walnut St., Philadelphia

Collection? or specimens rurnlslied.

Instroctions rjfsao

mavsa

—

—

NEW
Sclecltd,

SONG OF BALT THE HUNTER
THERE

was an old hunter camped down by the kilt,
In this water and shot on that hill;
him had no danger nor gloom,
For all that he wanted was plenty of room.
Sftja ho, "The world's wide, there is room for us all,
Boom enough in the greenwood, if not in the hall.
Boom, boys, room, by the light of the moon,
For why shouldn't every mau enjoy his own room?*

Who fished

The

forest for

And still sung the hunter, when one gloomy day
He saw in the forest what saddened his lay;

1

south fork empties into the main or north fork, the former of
is spanned just above its mouth by a rustic footbridge.
To this point we directed our steps and crossed the tottering
structure with eyes wide open and care directing our steps.
On our way thither we met tho agent who had charge of

which

He had been
1

That spring now half-choked by the dust of the read.
Through a grove of tall maples once limpidly flowod;
By the rock whence it bubbles his kettle was hung,
Which their sap often flllad while the hunter he sang,
"The world's wide enough, there is room for us all
Boom enough in the greenwood if not in the hall.
Boom, boys, room, by the light of the moon,
For why shouldn't every man enjoy his own room?"

r

3, 1877.

and who made this his home.
luck with the trout, and was return-

this section of the stage line

He wove his own mats, and hia shanty was spread
With tha skins he had dressed and stretched out overhead;
Fresh branches of hemlock made fragrant the floor
For his bed, as he sung when the dayllgh t was o'er,
"The world's wide enough, there is room for us all—
Booni enough in the greenwood if not in the hall.
Boom, boys, room, by the light of the moon,
For why shouldn't every man enjoy his own room?"

'Twas the rut which a heavy wheeled wagon had made,
Where the greensward grew thick on the broad forest glade.
"The world's wide enough, there is room for us all
Boom enough <n the greenwood if not in the hall.
Boom, boys, room, by the light of the moon.
For why shouldn't e% ery man enjoy hia own room /'

YORK, THURSDAY, MAY

trying his

ing without a single one. He assured us we had as well go
back, we could do no good, the wary fish would rise for
nothing, and seemed rather annoyed that we did not heed
his advice. Having gone thus far, we thought it best to try
it

anyhow.

The waters of the north fork were what

a greenhorn calls
for it
those of the south fork were
Iconcluded to try myluckat the junction
of the two streams and just below the mouth of the south
fork.
I had no idea of seeing the color of fish, however
anxious I was to do so, but putting on my little spoon or
troller, I, for the first time in my life, "whipped" the water
for a "bite." The water came dashing down like a regular
"mill tail," and my artificial bait was sometimes thrown
clear above the surface, and kept up such a bobbing and
bouncing on top of the waves I did not exactly seo how a
fish, ever so much inclined, could take hold of it.
I did
not have to wait long before I saw an active fellow miss it
clear as a whistle.
When he made his strike a receding
wave allowed the spoon to suddenly sink, and he passed entirely over it.
I had the buck ague in an instant.
My rod
quivered like a reed in a storm. I had seen my first trout
and I wanted him and I wanted him worse than I had ever
wanted a fish before.
Directly, either the same fellow or another tried it, and
this time with better success, as he got hooked and I got
him out on the pebbly shore. I won't.attempt to tell how I
got him out. I don't know to this day how I got him out,
but I presume, from the peals of laughter I caused my partner and another passenger w ho had walked up to see our
luck, that I must have been very excited and very awkward about it. But here he was My own, my first, my
lovely fellow I was proud of him. I was vain of the
achievement. The old fishermen who had lived long in

murky—that's my name

;

clear as a crystal.

—

1

He

whistled his dog. and says he, "We can't stay;
I must shoulder my rifle, up traps, and away."
Next day through those maples the settler's ax rung,
While slowly the hunter trudged off as he sung,
"The world's wide enough, there is room for ua allBoom enough in the greenwood if not in the hall.
Boom, boys, room, by the light of the moon,
For why shouldn't every man enjoy his own room?"

r

!

!

For Forest and Stream.
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Jft&hmg

goutmuqsfqm

in

who must of necessity know the habits of
who had first abandoned an unsuccessful effort to
warned me to abandon the chase, was,
him,
and
had
entice
indeed, very much mistaken. He did not know it all by a
long shot, and I should astonish the old gentleman on my
return to the hotel. The "tender foot" and the greenhorn
was too much for him. But I did not stop here; four more
were taken before night, and a snow storm, which drove
<2own the mountain into the valley, combined to force us to
quit, with great reluctance, and seek shelter.
The old gentleman was indeed astonished when I threw
down the five trout at the kitchen door, and, it appeared to
me, a little chagrined that I had met with success where
My companion had simply
failure had attended upon him.
baited with a piece of fresh beef and had not even had a
strike, though he had "thrown in" all around and about me,
these mountains,
this fish,

j^olamdo,

——

K

.

ABOUT tie middle

sundown, as the
winds blew cold ofi the mountains to the south of us,
and a Bnow storm was raging apparently so near us as to
make the party draw their blankets and overcoats more
closely around them, Barlow and Sanderson's stage coach,
drawn by sis Buperb iron-grey horses, crossed the bridge
which spans the north fork of the Arkansas, and drew up for
the night in front of the stage stand kept by a Mr. Bayles
a gentleman who knows how to entertain travelers and does
not care to rob them by exorbitant charges. The coach had
that morning left the pleasant little town of Canon City
which takes its name from its location at the mouth of the
great Arkansas CaQon and had toiled all day long up and
down the steep roads among these wild and majestic mounof last May, near

—

tains with only a short respite at dinner time for the eight
weary passengers within. So you may imagine it was not

an unpleasant thing
"Alight, gentlemen,

to hear the driver say, as

we stay here

we stopped:

for the night."

had not been much accustomed to mountain scenery, and
had all day long been busy looking at and admiring the sublime and ever-changing panorama, but as I stepped out of
the stage and took a survey from this retreat on the banks of
the Arkansas, I could not avoid an expression of delight at
the pleasing scene, and a doubt as to whether nature had
provided many, if any, which excelled it. But it is not
within the province of this letter to expatiate largely on the
scenery of this country. Suffice itto say that old miners and
habitues of the Rocky Mountains, who have spent their
lives amid its peaks and eternal snows, claim that the part
of them which lie in Southwestern Colorado that newly discovered region of rich mines known as San Juan— are the
loftiest, the grandest and the most glorious of them all;
and I have no doubt of it.
As we stepped upon the portico of this mountain hotel, a
fellow-passenger asked me if I would not try my hand with
him at fishing. I had, just before leaving St. Louis, bought
me a rude, cheap rod, and at Denver had laid in a meagre
supply of flies, while, at Pueblo, a gentleman had presented,
me with a small troller. It was quite late to think of fishing,
but as I never lag behind in this amusement, mid as I had
never caught a trout, much less soen one, I readily consented and we at onoe started off. Jnat below the hotel the
I

—

the places from which I had
Most of the fellow-passengers came out
my first effort, and I stepped about
with quite a eonsequential air and feeling. On putting up
my rod and going into the house, the old gentleman was
anxious to see my bait. I showed it to him, and he declared
I replied by
it wouldn't do; it was not the correct thing.

and had invariably
captured

tried all

my fish.

to look at the result of

saying that I thought the correct thing was the thing that
would bring 'em, the thing at which they would generally
strike, but he declared to the last one could do no good with

such a trinket.

Long before dawn

the following morning I crept quietly

out of bed, slipped down stairs and out into the cold, bright
starlight night, rigged my rod and soon stood shivering and
with aching hands at my post of the former evening, trying
They
to entice the wary fish. But they would not come.
were off their feed, or had during tho night concluded to
change their diet, for when at five o'clock the bell rang for
breakfast I had taken but one lone fellow. My pride was
somewhat humbled and I did not return to the hotel with
any great, flourish of trumpets. But the landlady had kindly
remembered me, and had Baved a mice fried trout, steaming
hot, and when the stage horn blew, warning the passengers
to mount, I was discussing the remains of my first catch.
Two days after this, over at Del Norte, in the San Luis
valley, on the banks of the Eio Grande, I was introduced to
a ranchman living about two miles from town, who was reported to be a great lover of fishing. Half upon his invitation and half upon my own, I walked out to his house to
have a trial with him, He lived near tho river, on a small
crook that meandered and wound about through his ranch

in a thousand crooks and turns, and occupied a conglomerate
abode, part adobe, part logs, and part dried skins hung up at
the openings for doors. He was somewhat Mormonish in

—

two wives, Mexican women mother and
daughter— the latter a plump, round-faced and by no means
unattractive woman. These he at once set off to catch some
minnows for bait, while he and I walked off down to the river.
Learning that I was on my way to the mines with a view to
making a purchase if the outlook suited me, and having
some interests there for sale himself, he at once became
greatly interested in me, but not to that extent to flatter my
vanity by allowing me to beat him talcing fish. No, sir; if
there is any one thing which a fisherman won't do, if he can
help it, it is to allow another to beat him on the score.
My luck forsook me. The waters of the Bio Grande wore
not congenial to me. My star was not out. The old fellow
skunked me. I watched him closely. I run my minnow on
my hook, as a boy runs on a worm, as he did; I fished deep
down with a heavy sinker, as he did; I appeared indifferent
his tastes, having

I got a bite or not, as he did; and, finally, when at
gave a tremendous jerk that would have
thrown the intruder whirring through the air the length of
my rod and line and nearly burst him open upon the sward
forty feet away, as he did, when I was mortified by the loud
peals of laughter, at my awkwardness, coming from the two
Mexican women, who sat crouching upon the ground near
by looking on. I don't think I should have been troubled
over the merriment of the old one, but I really could not
get over being laughed at by the young one. " It worries me

whether

last I got a nibble, I

to this hour.

But the season was hardly far enough advanced. The
Besides, the
fish had not come up in any great numbers.
water was not at that time clear enough for trout to rise to
the fly. Later, say about the middle of June, is the best
time for fishing in the main river. At this time I passed on
up the Bio Grande to its source and tried my hand several
times without any success whatever. If others had not had
the same experience I should have suspected after Johnson
floored me that perhaps the fault were mine. But no one
caught fish as we went into the mines.
Passing over the Sierra Madre, I dropped in at the little
mining town of Howardsville, on the Animas Kiver, one of
the most northern tributaries of the Colorado. Later I
moved four miles further up the Animas to Eureka, and
within some five miles of the source of the Animas, which
rises in one of those silver-laden mountains some twelve or
thirteen thousand feet above tide. There are no trout in
the Animas. Two reasons are given for this— one that its
waters are bo impregnated with destructive mineral fish
cannot exist in it; and the other that some great falls down
near the line of New Mexico prevent their coming up. The
former reason would be sufficient if the latter did not exist.
At Silverton, the county seat of San Juan County, and near the
soxithern boundary of tho county, the water of the river is so
strongly impregnated that it cannot be used, and the people
of that town have to get their supply from a small mountain
stream which they bring to them through an ordinury
irrigating ditch.

About the 20th of June two of us packed a burro and
journeyed over to San Miguel Lake, some twenty miles
southwest of Silverton, not far from the line of Utah, and
one of the tributaries of the San Miguel River. It was the
hardest tramp of my life, and were I not writing about fish,
and to a sporting paper, would make a separate letter and go
into details. It may not be amiss to say that the trail was a
miserable one, over a very rugged mountain, the snow
line of which we unfortunately so timed ourselves to reach
at noon, when the crust would bear neither man nor beast.
We worried and tugged for two hours before reaching tho
summit often all three of us nearly buried and floundering
in the snow at once disgusted and about exhausted. Jack
had kept his temper first-rate and had all along responded to
our aid in helping him out, but when we started down the
mountain, and he fell through and stuck his nose, head and
ears under the snow, he felt his dignity insulted, and he abSo, to end the matter, we took off a
solutely refused to go.
wagon cover wo had along for the purposes of a tent, spread
Mr.
Jack over on it on his side, and
doubled,
threw
it down
one taking hold of the sheet in front to pull, and the other
hold of the now quiet fellow's tail to steer, we went down
the mountain side at a good jog until we passed the snow
Whether Jack hud ever had a sleigh-ride before I canline.
not say, but he really seemed to enjoy that one.
The next morning at nine we were at a beauty of a lake,
about a mile long and half mile wide, very deep and, it
seemed to me, clear as water can become. Other parties
had been before us mostly miners, passing this way between
the San Miguel gold placer mines and the quart?.
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mina on the Animas. Wo had mat two who bad spent font
davs at the bike, who warned us in advance not only of the
jftSat difficulty wo would experience in crossing the range,
ie fact that the fcrtrat -were not "on* at the- lake.
bill also o
Bnafl r« rd we had not then turned hack
Vf,

m

Wj

i

cjuI.1 sea the liue fellows by hundreds under and about
our rift A3 we d*ifl
lake, but wo tried every liy ivs
had, tried grasshoppera, tried crickets, black and green,
trio liny Arkansas spoon, but after two days' honest work
we summed up one two-pound trout, hooked in the belly
whil "fhoIiQg around" (which, by the way, fell through the
raft and cleared ontl, and one half-pound trout, hooked
Iv iu the mouth.
To say that we recrossed the mouna lie
tain in extreme disgust but faintly conveys the idea—the
One must have the experience.
ttveyed,
bi
But this li
rifled the mountain in the early morning
;•
fairly set in, and crossed over with comthawing
parative ease.
But it may be well to add that two days after
our departure two friends of ours visited the lake and caught
the finest trout in such abundance as to be actually surfeited.
-

I

I

i

i

.

i

ifi

i

i

1

"

Another blow to my early vanity.
I lert the Animas valley on the 16th day of July, in company with a Swede, to come out by a new and shorter trail.
About, two o'clock in the afternoon we were overtaken by a
must terrible hail storm, which so completely buried our
trail we lost it, became confused, wandered about till nightfall, struck lire on a mountain side under the shelter of some
pines, staked out our beasts, tried to dry the clothes we had
on and those in my valise, and at last lay down on the
wet groun 1, with wet blankets, to'be nearly inundated with
a rain storm during the night.
The next day we reached
the head of Antelope Park, where Mr. Galloway and his
most excellent lady entertain most excellently for that faraway country. Here 1 rested three days and "again tried the
trout.
Galloway's is within a mile of the Bio Grande. A
mile in that country appeal's as if only a few steps. I had
Mrs. Galloway excuse her little boy from milking that evening and got hku to go with me. At this date my recollection
is that, the little fellow beat me iu numbers, while I beat him
But neither one of us had much to brag of.
Iglrt,
isive rains had made the river
did not rise readily to anything.

T

:,i

i

muddy, and

the fish

While fishing here I saw a party camped about a mile
I had heard that some young men—the sons of Mr.
H. B. Olaflin, the big dry-goods merchant of your city composed the party, and had been out some time hunting and
From their constant firing I presume they did a
fishing.
large amount of practicing.
But directly one of them, not a
very robust young man, wearing spectacles, came down and
3d for asking me to tell him the day of the week.
I replied that according to my reckoning it was Monday.
He thought it was Sunday and seemed to have lost a day,
though he had his rod and was growding at his poor luck.
Two days later I saw the same party. They were breaking
camp at the south fork of the Rio Grande, and were going
down to Bel Norte, en route to one of the parks. The same
gentleman told me he had had fine sport in the south fork,
it being clear and the trout rising to the fly and grasshopper
iiiv.
Hi assured me he had caught thirty in that
many minutes. .My passage having been paid there in a
wagon and a stop-over check out of the question, I could
not stop to test my skill. But I fell in lovo with the gentleman's rod, and if this falls under his notice and he is magnanimous enough to make me a present of it, and should
inquire for my address, don't be "mealy mouthed" about
giving it to him. I think I could catch" fish with that rod
in any water.
Before leaving Antelope Bark, in company with an Englishman who owned the ranch at its head, I went ever to Clear
Creek, about two miles distant, and had some fine sport.
\Ve used grasshoppers altogether, catching them on our way
over in the early morning while they were stiff with cold
and could not fly far. An active grasshopper at noonday is
rather hard to capture, even after you have knocked off both
legs and one wing with a brush.
The Englishman beat me,
but not so badly that I cried about it. He was on his own
territory, knew the ground, and I must confess he was not
ish of any information extra beneficial to me.
We
killed near thirty, some of them weighing three pounds.
And this was my last day's sport in Colorado.
It is safe to say the streams out there are full of trout.
But they won't last long. In going along the roads one will
see a willow polo or two protruding from nearly every wagon.
A camp is haretly pitched near a stream before some member
of the party is lashing it with his rude rigging for trout.
But the erection of saw mills all over the country will exterminate the fish sooner than all other causes combined.
Bums and sawdust play the deuce with trout. They can't.
stand it. They either leave the water or get choked to death.
Colorado is healthy almost beyond belief. Its scenery,
anfl especially that in the territory I have spoken of, for
variety, grandeur and sublimity, has no superior, perhaps,
on this continent. The mines of San Juan promise the
most tabulouw results, and the tourist or seeker after health
who can submit to bear a little hardship and be deprived of
some of the comforts of life, oould hardly find a more attractive or more romantic trip than one to the country where
head the Bio Grande, the Arkansas, and the Colorado Bivers.
B. H. P.
above.
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Lake, which affords such rare
SpOJt with the great Rangely brook trout, is about
twelve miles long and four wide, surrounded by lovely,
although J cannot say bold, mountains. Prom this lake
looking to the southwest the White Mountains can be distinctly seen on a clear morning, but one of the loveliest of
the whole number is West Kennebago Mountain, which lies
to the north, and whose general shape reminds one of Sit.
Washington as seen from the main street in Bethlehem,

New Hampshire.
The building of the "Upper Dam," which lies between
Mooselucmaguutie and Moleohiirjltemuuh Lakes (a place, by
if much resort, by BoBtonlans)
has caused a rise in
the upper lake of about fifteen feet, and ft peninsula at the
Kangeley River which divides tb
theCupsi
ui
... ... lUirelv ovarrmwHrl.
forming one targi h idy of water, some eighteen miles in
length, with only a few d
left to tell the story.
Twelve miles from our cu
Foot of Mnoxelucumgum
tic Lake, is to be four
the Kangek-y Troui Hatching
Association and the Oquossoe Angimg' Association, The
..

!...

i

,

i

are at the mouth of Bemn stream, but the hatching
is some two miles above, and tine fishing at this time
of the year can be found in this \icinity.
They will deliver
eggs of the trout from October loth to February 1st, and
young fry from February 1st to June 1st. They charge. $5
per thousand for the eggs, S18 per thousand for young fry,
half pound trout 525 per hundred, one pound trout $1 each,
two jiouud trout $3 each, and larger fish according to size,
and they insure safe delivery of eggs or fish. Their office is
at No. K102 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Professor Agassiz is authority for the statement "that
no other waters in the world produce such large brook trout
as these pure, cold streams in the wilderness of Maine," and
they grew very rapidly in the first few years of their Bves,
but', of course, like man, do not continue in the same ratio.
Many of them have, been liberated after capture with weight
and year stamped on a platina tag inserted in the dorsal tin,
and Thomas Moran (the artist of the Yellowstone), who was
of our party in June, 1873, captured a two and a quarter
pound fish -with one of those tags attached, stamped 1871,
showing that the trout had increased one pound and threequarters in two years.
At, camp Kennebago there is a book in which a record of
all large trout is kept, with dates, place and weight affixed,
so that any time we can turn over its pages and note the
heroes of the association. This book dates as far back as
18G8, at which time, if I mistake not, the association was
organized. A record was recently published of thirty trout
which weighed 181| pounds in the aggregate.
Mr. Page, the president of the Bangeley Hatching Association, some seasons ago took with a fly on the Bangeley
River a brook trout weighing ten pounds, and if the reader
Iuib any doubts of this statement, the next time he is in New
York, if he will call on Mr. Page at No. 10 Warren Street
(second floor), he will be permitted to examine the fish, now
at rest under a glass shade.
One of our party last spring, Mr. R. G. AUerlon, of New
York City, took in two weeks 175 trout weighing 232 pounds,
and among the lot were fish which turned the scales at three,
four, five, six, six and a half and eight pounds.
This gentleman, although a member of the association, has a camp
some five miles down the lake, and near his camxi is a large
spring hole where he keeps all his fish alive during the
entire time he is at camp.
To bo the hero of landing a trout over four pounds is
quite an object at this camp, and to recount the tale of its
capture, to the envious ears of your brother anglers a delight
in which one never tires. It was the writer's good fortune
to land one of these monster trout weighing «V pounds,
June 14th, 1873. Under the shadows of old Bald Mountain,
which lies to the northeast of Lake Mooselucmaguntio I first
felt that magic pull that went liko an electric thrill to the
ends of my fingers. I had been trolling with about one
-hundred and twenty-five feet of line, and had caught a few
small trout from a half to one pound each, but had about
decided that my last day at camp would be the poorest of all.
You are apt to get a little careless when trolling for some
time without success. In fact I was so interested in the
landscape that I had just returned my book to my pocket,
having made a rough, hasty outline-sketch of the White
Mountains, which were in full view. Just then a trout
struck and aroused me from my reverie. Before I had recovered from the first shock another followed, until I had no
doubt of the quality of my game. Theu all was quiet again,
and wondering what had happened I gently reeled up a fewfeet of the line, my guide remarking that he thought I had
But I vervsoon discovered that it was not so,
lost him.
but, thid, his lordship had taken the matter into his own
hands and was heading directly for the boat, thinking, as I
suppose, that our shadow in the water was a lone rock under
whose protection hu might find rest. For a while it was
about an even chance whether the line would be gathered
on to my repeating reel as fast as the fish droppod the slack
of it into the Water, for it was with the greatest difficulty I
could Tetain a consciousness of the fish. But finally, after a
hundred feet of the line had been stowed away on "the reel,
and twenty-five feet only remained, the trout became motionless as a rock.
Now came the time to see which should be
master. Nervously I hold him, expecting some new freak
would start him the next moment, and I had not long to
wait, for the next instant he shot like on. arrow for under the
boat:
"Quick guide, quick !" I shouted, and with a sudden dip
of the paddle we shot out into the lake, the trout coming up
on the other side of us, but not in a way ha most desired.
Before I had reoovered sufficiently from this movement he
plunged for the bottom. I endeavored to check him by
"giving him the butt," but it was of no use, for in less time
than it has takeu to toll it, I had lost fifty feet of line and he
was not contented even wdth that. Slowly again I reeled him
in, foot by foot, inch by inch, and drew "him so near that I
could see'his entire length. Guide said "he would weigh
hard onto four and a half pounds," but never having caught
a trout weighing oyer two and a quarter pounds, I did not
offer
opinion. Backward and forward I swayed the
giant until four feet of
single gut leader showed itself
above the water, and I could see the mottled sides of the
trout, and in my anticipation he was as good as mine.
With

camps
house

!

my

my

head down and his caudal appendage moving slowly backward and forward, he lay, stubborn and obstinate. My
guide dropped a stone, into the landing net to keep it in the
right position, and slipped it overboard, but his majesty was
not so fagged out as we had anticipated, for with another tug
at the line he sought the bottom, doubling in this way again
and again, one moment seeming to be mine and the next
knocking over all my air castles by running fifty feet awav.
Finally, finding all efforts to get It.
-..became
again to the surface, and with a dexterous movement of the
net he was safely landed in the boat. Quickly seizing my
scales I held him up to my guide's admiring gaze.
Immediately the indicator marked six puumls, and passing around
his body a cord he measured fourteen inches at the dorsal
fin and twenty-live and a half inches in length.
Looking at
my watch, just twenty-sis minutes had been spent, in his
capture.
As he lay there in die net still heaving with excitement, his sides spotted with gold and rubies, his giUs
distended, and his dark fins edged with snowy white, to saythat I was happy would but tell half the story, for such an
experience is but one of a life time.
These large trout are not quite so plenty as five years ago;
still, you can perceive that they hold their averageiarge size
well.
But it has been thought that, with their decrease, fish
weighing from one to two pounds have greatly
and such is undoubtedly the ease.
Large trout weighing from six to ten pounds will average
fi
twenty-three to thirty inches in length, and the width
at the tail is from five to eight inches.
They have all the beautiful spots, tints and r
...
peculiarities of brook trjoul sum]
the Inside of the mouth
are no doubt the gelnn

known in this locality. Some epicure will ask
regarding the enste of these large trout in comparison with
those under a pound in weight, and 1 would say that having
tasted of two trout weighing six pounds each and one weighing seven pounds; I see but very little difference, that little
"
favor of small trout.
cge trout are often very quiet and sulky
they strike the hook, and one is often deceived by thinkingha
to a log, but when once they move, they carry
all before them.
The "log drivers" and lumbermen in tins
vicinity fish in and out of season, and a moment's cessation
of turning the windlass used in "booming out" the logs is
devoted to this pastime, and it is for their restriction that
the laws are to • rigidly enforced.
By the way, these "log drivers" are a queer set of fellows,
ana when paddling across the lake., iu their shark-like
bateaus (or "bats," asthey oall them), chanting their- strange
songs at evening, they look more like the inhabitants of another world than of this.
In the spring huge trout Weighing over four pounds are caught by trolling, but at this time
the fly has the preference. Our flies are very large, and would
astonish almost all those who patronize "the Aili:
Some of them are really salmon flies, and have plenty of red
and yellow in their composition, but with a nine foot leader
and an eight ounce rod we find no difficulty in managing
them.
(To be. continuedJ.
trout are not
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WOODCOCK HUNTING

i

:

I

IN CANADA.

ONE

bright day oarly in October I met a congonial
friend of the gun, und the conversation turning to
woodcock hunting, I mentioned having lately heard of '.<„,
Shooting in Canada, and expressed a desire to try that
ground.
"Nothing easier," said my companion, "I have a

Canadian friend to whom I will be glad to give you a bitter
of introduction. I cannot go myself, but have no doubt
will be well received and enjoy a good hunt, though I
am a little dubious about the birds being as abundant as
you imagine; still, you may find some iu that vicinity."
So the next morning found me crossing the Suspension
Bridge, aud the same evening brought me to the door of a
thrifty farmhouse, a few miles if om St. Catherines. My host,
a fine old gentleman, was glad to see me, and soon made me
feel perfectly at home.
In answer to my inquiries about
woodcock, ho said, to my delight, that "the woods Were full of
them;" and then asked, "but what do ,\ou do with Hem
you don't tut them, do you?" Here teas native simplicity
indeed. I hastened to enlighten the household, and descant* d
in such glowing terms about the glory of a properly Cooked
October woodcock that the whole family bt-i-aiui quite interested, and its head declared that the next birds which the
boys shot should certainly be cooked, and no more of them
thrown away as worthless.

you

—

I retired to rest early, but not to sleep.
For hours I was
making splendid snap shots in all directions, and rejoicing
in a well filled bag: but the sharp whistle of swifi wings
gradually grew fainter, and fainter-uutil, after making an
unusually tine shot, all was lost in oblivion. At sunrise I
was up, and after breakfast, having assured my hostess that
she should that day sup on broiled woodcock, I left for the

fields to begin
I tried field

my

hunt.

without

after field

and

success,

carefully

quartered the most favorable ground to no
hot a bird was flushed. I began to grow anxious, and
leaving the lo\y ground betook myself to the woods,
thinking that this erratic bird might perhaps be feeding
I thoroughly exthere instead of in the open country.
plored all the woods and fields within a radius of two miles
without finding the object of my search. A few wild.
gigeons were seen and a solitary snipe was brought to bag.
nly this, and nothing more. At high uoon I stopped, hot,
tired, and disgusted, with a well defined suspicion that cither
I was the victim of a practical joke, or that the truth was not
in the Canadians.
I returned to the house in no peaceful
mood, but the calm and guileless countenance of my host
which greeted my arrival, and his honest inquiry concerning my luck, soon dispelled my distrust. I answered that
it was. my firm conviction that there was not a woodcock in
the Canadian Provinces. He seemed surprised, and offered
to go with me after dinner, and promised to show me a
dozen in less than an hour. He appeared so confident that
Dinner dispatched, we were
I soon regained my spirits.
speedily on our way to*the nearest woods, where the old
gentleman declared "lie had seen several a few days before.
We were just entering the timber when he stopped and
said, "Hark! I hoar one now." Hsp/r a woodcock in October ?
Who ever did hear this most silent of birds make any sound
Out of the breeding season, except with its wings as it
swiftly darted out of sight? Somewhat puzzled in regard to
strange habits which appeared to be developed bj
deuce across the Niagara, I moved thoughtfully on, wondering what would turn up next. After going a few yards
farther the old gentleman suddenly stopped, and pointing
excitedly up in the trees, said "There he is, shoot him quick."
In open-mouthed amazement I gazed in the direction indicated, and there,
shades of Audubon and Wilson was a
red-headed woodpecker, vigorously hammering at an old
dead limb. "Ain't you going to shoot, him ?" said my guide,
Not a woodI managed to say that it was not a woodcock.
crock J
Certainly it was. Bid I suppose they do not know
what o woodcock is in that country? Slowly and sadly I
broke mv gun, and as I replaced the shells in my pocket, I
mildly replied that, was not the kind of woodcock I was
I quickly departed
after, and turned toward the house.
from that uncanny neighborhood, and when I again
Suspension Bridge I had added an item to my store of
ornithological lore, although no woodcock to my bag,
[afterward learned that this was a common name for the
W. h. 0.
red-headed woodpecker in that region.
!
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FOREST AND STREAM,
In the journals of the Jesuits the river is mentioned at
two separate times and under different names. Father
Bressany, a Jesuit ascending the Kt. Lawrence in the year
164-1,
with a party of Huron Indians, wrecked his eanoe
about a league above Three Rivers. Fortunately it was
during fine weather, and being near shore they saved the
contents, but the accident retarded their progress and
obliged them to camp over rught, from which place, they
started in the morning; but owing to cold weather and a
furious snow storm which prevailed, their progress was slow
and they were unable to pass the river "Marguerite," where
the Hurons, having Bred at mime wild geese, made their
lujcrwn to a band of Iroquois, who happened to be
within hearing of the report of their guns, andwholaid in am-

bush behind

a point at the mouth of the river. Impounding
the point Father Bressany found himself confronted by
ttuee canoes filled with Iroquois, at the sight of which he
Led his Hurons to lay down their arms and accept
the situation, considering, no doubt, that under the circumstances discretion would be the better part of valor. The
Iroquois seized the priest and his Hurons, made them
prisoners and took them to their own country, where, contrary to their usual custom, their captors treated them well.
Even to this day Lake St. Peter is a famous resort spring
and fall, in their migrations, for gee.se and ducks, of which
latter there are a great many varieties; but until the arrival
from the Lower St. Lawrence of the Canard d'automne, or fall
cluck, the black duck is to be found the most numerous, and
capital shooting is to be had in the numerous bays of
the lake. Ducks begin to leave their breeding among
the swamps and lakes of the Lanrentides about the
middle of August, and from the first of September until
the heavy autumn frosts good shooting can be had on either
shore of the lake, but probably the best shooting is to be
found among the Sorel Islands, at the head of the lake;
such has been the writer's experience. The immense marsh
lands bordering the lake afford good snipe and plover Bhooting; and no doubt the best woodcock grounds in the
Province are to be found at the south shore, at La Baie.
Thanks to the vigilance of the Fish and Game Protection
Club of the Province of Quebec in enforcing the game laws,
ducks are increasing rapidly in numbers, and if a stop was
only put to spring shooting" when the. birds are on their way
to their brooding grounds, the shooting would be as good as
it was in days of yore.
Wtia reocrtoris d nos moutons.
few miles above the
mouth of the T'Machiche we roach the beginning of the
rapids, the river constantly gaining accessions on either side
from fresh and saline springs. Within a short distance there
are eight of these saline springs, and while making our way
toward the source of the river among the Laurentian hills,
en passant, let us stop a moment and examine the most important one of them, called Caxton, deriving its name from
the township in which it is situated. It belongs to the class
generally denominated saline, and characterized by containing a large quantity of salts of soda; in composition it somewhat resembles the Saratoga water. It contains a great
quantity of carbonic acid gas, imparting to it an agreeable
Some remarkable cures of rheumatism and dyspepsia
taste.
have resulted from the use of the water by the habitants.
It has, however, only a local reputation; 'were it located
among a more enterprising people, it would long since have
become famous. The St. Leon Spring, seven miles west
from Caxton, has lately been introduced to the American
public, and as its virtues are becoming more favorably
known, it is becoming more and more a place of resort; but
few summer resorts possess better attraction, for the sportsman. A drive of six miles through a beautiful country brings
one to the shores of Lake St. Peter, where, in the season,
shooting and fishing can be indulged in to the heart's content.
On the other hand, a few hours' drive through a romantic country lands one on the shores of the lakes of the
Lanrentides, than which no better trout fishing can be found
on the continent; and so following up the T'Machiche, a
short distance above the spring, wo come to the Dalles, where
the water has worn for itself a channel through the limestone ledge, until it is not more than fifteen feet in width,
and through this narrow groove the river rushes for some
five hundred yards beyond the Dalles and to its source. The
river is rapid, and unlike most of the rivera seeking an outlet through the Laurentian range, it possesses no high falls,
although its source is some 1500 feet above the level of the
St. Lawrence.
But of the shooting and fishing to be had at
the sources of the river and the surrounding country, more
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Ton RabItan Frostfiss.—This fish, more properly the smelt
( OsmmtS mordaxj is not ashighly prized as it might be, either
,

for sport or fortho table, although in Massachusetts they are
angled for with much eagorness, as they grow to a foot in
length and afford lively play for fine tackle. Whether the

more northern smelt

New Jersey

is identical with his congener of the
coast is a question that has been raised, although

we think there are no specific points of difference. In a recent number of a Freehold paper (we have lost the name)
Prof Lookwood has an interesting article on the subject, from
which we quote the following:
" From time immemorial the city of New Brunswick has
been famous for the so-called frostfish caught in the Raritan
River, This pretty littlo fish, one of the most highly and
tenderly organized of all the finny tribe, has always been a
Bpring bonne-bouche in the old families of this 'staid old
city.
The scientific name of this bttle. favorite is Osmorus
mordox. This pretty smelt is obtained in the Passaic, Delaware and Raritan Rivers. It is caught also in the Hudson,
and notably in the Connecticut, where it attains a larger
size than does the same in New Jersey, a fact which has led
to the popular notion that they are not the same fish.
But
geographical range has very much to do with the matter of
size and color.
Now, of all the places where our little smelt
breeds, for the quality of exquisite delicooy, in fact for
gastronomic reputation, those of the Raritan River oarry
It seems that a sister State has her desires set
ofi the palm.
upon possessing this piscatorial dainty. For some days
back the Maryland Fish Commission has had a station at
the Albany Street bridge, Hew Brunswick. Some time ago a
number of live smelts were taken from the Puritan and set
free in a Maryland river.
Bnt the venture proved a failure.
The fish were either destroyed, or, what is more likely, they
Went to sea and never returned
The commission are now
raise the fry, and with that they hope to stock the
waters of Maryland
Tin fishermen bring the live smelts to
the hatching-house, where they are taken in han
operator, who, holding the female fish by the nock with r,ho

thumb and

finger of one hand, by a downward movement
from the neck presses the rae.br spawn out with the thumb
and finger of the other hand. The eggs are made to fall
When this box is partly full the male
into a receptacle.
fishes are treated in a like manner; their milt is caused to
fall upon the living roe.
This is gently stirred and all are
thus fertilized. These fertile agga are then set in very thin
layers in hatching troughs of water.
Ere this cold month of
March is Over, the operators hope to have on their hands
many thousands of fry or young smelts. Tiny little chaps
tfiejt are, and they will have to run their chances in the life
race with a vengeance, for the ichthyic gastronomer, which
in the rivers do congregate, are after them with appreciative
and hungry maw. We shall be glad to hear that these Uttle
Jersey fishes are thriving in the waters of Maryland.
Associated with the commission is Mr. Henry J. Rice, a
fellow of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
He is
the embryologist, and with his microscope he is studying the
changing of the embryonic form. He will make an effort
also to determine what the real difference is betwen the
northern smelt and that of New Jersey. When we saw him
thiB week he had not yet succeeded in getting undoubted
specimens from the New York fishermen of the northern
'

variety,''

CARE OF YOUNG TROUT.
Oakland, Bergen Co ., N. J., April 21, 1877.
Editor Forest imd Stkeaji.
It is thought by many fish cultuvists that i^ is a very hard
matter to raise trout until they are six months old. We

Jf

know

that they ar<t subject to many diseases; that they die
with careful treatment as well as careless treatment; and thus
no one has given any rules whereby they can be brought
to maturity with only a small percentage of loss.
Livingston
Stone comes nearest to it of any practical writer on this subWe believe, with him, that it can be doue, yet few have
ject.
the requisite laciltties to do it.
For a few years I have been
engaged in the culture of trout with both good and poor success, but whenever 1 failed could always find a gi od reason
for the failure, and tried to avoid it in the next attempt,
which could not be done perhaps until the next season. To
start with, one must have the natural facilities, viz. a constant flow of pure water of uniform temperature, not liable
to be flooded, and a good fall.
Great care should be taken
that you get your eggs from healthy fish, as many diseases
(I think) of the fry are traceable to the parent fish.
After
you have your eggs placed in yoar hatching apparatus exclude the light, and do all you can to keep fungus from generating.
After the eggs haYe been in the hatching troughs
twenty days or more, take them out every day and wash them,
and clean out the troughs, removing all the dead eggs. If
you discover any fungus iu your distributing trough and cannot turn off the water handily, sprinkle iu plenty of salt and
it will kill the fungus.
As soon as your eggs are hatched remove the fist) to another trough where you have spread a halfinch or an inch of good, clean, fresh earth, with a little salt
mixed with it. As a general thing the fish will remain
healthy until the sac is nearly absorbed, with the exception of
Somea few that are attacked with blue swelling of the sac.
times the fish will all remain healthy uutil after they have
been feeding for a week or two; then, if thoy have notbeen
properly attended to, a few will begin to die, the next day
probably fifty or a hundred, and if lo remedy is applied all
will be dead in a week.
I have never had any disease attack, my fish that a salt bath
would not cure before they began to feed. To give them the
salt bath, shut off the water Trom the trough or rearing box,
and dip the water mostly out; then put in at least half a pint
of salt to a gallon of water, and stir gently with a feather
until the salt is dissolved. When you see the fish begin to
turn on their sides let on the fresh water, and very soon they
If you have not given the fish
will be as lively as ever.
fresh earth every day or two, a little white spot on their head
will appear, which invariably kills the fish.
This disease
never appears when fresh earth is freely used. Again, while
far

the fish seem well and eat well, you will notice a few lying
on the bottom or swimming about slowly, dropping down on
The next morning
the bottom and turning on their sides.
they are dead, with their gills full of fungus, which they
have picked up while floating about. Salt is a sure remedy
lor this disease and does not kill the fish.
Stone first recommended it in his "Domesticated Trout.'' A free use daily of
rock salt in the distributing trough a^id aqueducts leading to
your rearing-box is a preventative. When your fish are
troubled in this way, take them out in a pan or dish and give
them a strong salt bath, and see how soon the top of the
water ia covered with dead fungus from off the fish. The
next morning you will find your fish lively, and no dead to
pick out I also find that a salt bath kills parasites and
saves the fish, aud when salt is used freely there are but tow
of the emaciated or sickly ones all head, with body growing
smaller every day. Iu some of my rearing-boxes, when the
fish have been snpplied with earth and salt freely, it is a rare
thing to fiud a dead fish, and they are uniform in size, with
no emaciated ones against the screens or seeking the slill
water in the corners, but all vigorously heading up-stream.
From my experience and experiments I am fully convinced
that any man who has a taste for fish culture, aud has the
requisite natural advantages, and will start with good eggs
from healthy fish and a barrel of salt, backed up with energy
and perseverance, and a determination not to neglect any
duty, however trifling it may seem, can raise trout until they
Overcoming previous failures
are six months old with ease.
is a sure road to success
B. B. Pobtbb.

—

Caldtoenia Salmon Spawn fob Home andFobeign Markets.
being made by the U. S. Fish Commis-

—Preparations are

campaign on the McCloud River, CaliforSufficient funds have been furnished
Baird, U, S. Commissioner of Fish and

sion for another
nia, for

salmon

eggs,

by Hon. Spencer F.

from the Congressional Appropriation, to enable
Mr. Stotte to take six or eight millions of eggs this season,
if everything is favorable.
Of those, the foreign demand,
which is increasing every year, will probably absorb all not
Fisheries,

needed

for

home
New

Australia,

are

among the

use.

Zealand, Japan, Chili, Russia and France
applicants for California salmon eggs this

70ta:

-«»»
Fisu Goltube in Canada.— Rice Lake, in Canada, which
lies about twelve miles back of Lake Ontario and is reached
by railroad from Port Hope, has been set apart for the
natural and artificial propagation of fish during the space
of throe years from the first day of May next, together with.
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down to the Bay of Quinte, and also that
portion of the Otanobe River, extending from its inlet at the
said Lake to Lock's Bridge, Peterboro', all within the Courties of Hastings, Northumberland and Peterboro', in the
Province of Ontario.
These reserved waters arc placed under the special charge
of Charles Gilchrist, Esq., Fishery Overseer, Port Hope, to
the River Trent

whom application for permission to fiah must be made.
Foreigners wiU be required to pay $1 per diem for angling
permits. There are several penalties- for fishing with other
devices than hook and line.

—

Lobstebs. Some interesting experiments with lobsters arc
being tried at the Cold Spring Trout Ponds, Charles! own,

New Hampshire, under

the auspices of the California Fish
Commission, to see if this delicious shell fish can be kept
alive long enough, under the conditions imposed by railway
traveUing, to survive the journey to California, the intrcduction of lobsters into the Pacific Ocean being a much
wished for consummation.
As our readers wiU probably remember, two pairs of
spawning lobsters were carried across the continent by Mr.
Stone in 1874, in the second California Aquarium Car, but as
they wero in a feeble condition on arrival, having been nine
days from the sea, and as they were deposited in the Bay of
San Francisco instead of the Pacific Ocean it is considered
doubtful whether anything ever came of them, and it has
been decided to make an effort to plaae the undertaking on
a surer foundation. We hopo in a week or two to give the
results of the experiments referred to.

Salmon in New Jersey.— The efforts of the New Jersey
Protective Association to propagate salmon in the
streams of the State are publicly reported to have been
ecessful This statement implies a good deal scientifically,
the natural range of this salmon has not been regarded as
extending so«th of the Connecticut River,

Game

$jfitnml
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OUR WINTER

THE

hairy

For Forest ami titream.

VISITORS.

and downy woodpecker

are so

much

alike in

their markings that, at a distance, one might be mistaken for the other; but they differ much in size, the hairy
out-measuring in length his downy cousin by one-third,
and looking fully twice as large, and his bill is much longer
in proportion to the size of the head. This is the third
winter during which a pair of both kinds have been almost constant daily visitors at our chamber window, so that
we have ample opportunity to observe them.
I nailed up a weather-beaten board at the window, and on
this shelf we fasten scraps of untried beef tallow; to feed
on this come, beside the woodpeckers, and as constantly^, a
pair of white-breasted nuthatches and a pair or two of
chicadees. Now and then two or three blue jays are partakers at our board, the handsomest of all our pensioners, but
greedy fellows, and never satisfied while a morsel of food

remains.

For all their long acquaintance with us, none of the birds
seem ablo to overcome their shyness beyond a certain point,
and are constantly on the lookout for danger. The least
suspicious are the ahicadees, next the nuthatches, and then
the downys. The hairys are very shy, taking flight at the
least motion made near them inside the window, and the
jays are shyest of all. Very seldom are two birds of a kind
on the board at once; of different kinds, never. When two
of a kind do alight there, both keep up a terrible scolding,
departs.
Of the different kinds, the smaller
always gives way to tho larger except iu the case of the nuthatch and the downy, the latter often taking flight on the
approach of the former, but only if the nuthatch comes from

and one soon

above.

Each bird has its own manner of approach. The jay
comes down with a bounce from a branch of locust near by
and falls to at once, making the most of his time. The hairy
woodpecker sometimes alights directly on the board, but
oftenest below, and from thence creeps up to it, or alights on
the window-casing and backs down to it. The female always
announces her arrival by a sharp, short, unpleasant "peep!"
uttered at frequent intervals; the male keeps silent. They
never begin to feed without first making many sharp, susThe approach of the downys is
picious glances all about,
oftener from the under side of the board, the claws grasping
the edge, the head just above it, making a careful reccrhnoisance. The prominent white rim around the eyes of the
female gives her the ludicrous appearance of having put on silver-bowed spectacles, the better to discern causes of suspicion
or danger. The nuthatches alight on the board or on the
window-casing above, and creep down to it, head foremost,
sometimes sounding a few notes of his soft penny-trumpet.
The merry little chieadee alights from a perch on the locust,
or the lilac bush, his small body apparently possessed with
fear of the other birds, for he casts many anxious glances
about, him before he begins to eat.
Sometimes he utters a
faint, lisping note, and occasionally that which gives him his
familiar name, but I have never heard from him while here
his soft, clear "pee-wee-wee, " to me one of the sweetest of
all

bird noises.

H the meat is frozen

or at all hard, the woodpeckers hamat it as vigorously as at the wood in which their
insect food is cased, and with as downright blows do the
jays and nuthatches detach fragments of it, rising on tiptoe and slightly spreading their wings to add force to the
blow in a way curious to see. These reinforcements the.
woodpeckers do not employ, but "strike from the shoulder,"

mer away

holding on with claws and bracing with tail. Yesterday I
nailed a piece of tallow close to the edge of the board to seo
if the support of the tail were quite necessary in their laborB.
With one excoption they have come this side whore the tail
could prop as usual. Once the female downy took two
mouthfule, clinging on the outer edge, but they evidently
were not satisfactory, for seeing the premises clear she then
camo on the inside and ate her supper with relish, It the

.
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all these birds gobble it up like hens, at big
ruouthfuls.
If the large ones succeed in detaching goodsized pieces of it they at once bear them away and hide
them, and return quickly for more. When the pieces are
Bmall, if they wish to replenish their storehouses, the loading
of their freight iB attended with some dih.culty, for when
the bill is pretty well filled, and necessarily well open, the
last lumps fall out; time after time, in trying to get more,
I have seen a hairy fly oft at last well-ladened with a row of
seven or eight lumps "in his bill. The jays seem to fill their
throats as well as bills, and then fly away to hide the booty.
Of kernels of corn, which we put out for them, they will
take eight at a time. None of the other birds ever touch
this except the nuthatches, who occasionally carry away a
kernel, though I doubt if they eat it. They sometimes
carry sway a piece of tallow as large as their own heads, and
sometimes start with one so large the slender bill is forced
to drop it.
The hole the bill makes in the tallow is round
and deep, and is just the size of a common darning-needle.
The chicadees are the daintiest feeders of all, making a meal
of crumbs too insignificant for the others to notice, and
stopping after every mouthful or two to look about them
for their bulkier fellows.
If they detach a larger bit, they
bear it away to a neighboring branch and eat it at their

FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

fat is soft,

leisure.

The nuthatch after taking a bite will often hop to the
edge of the board and peep over. Sometimes, after eating
his fill, ho settles himself on his dining-table for a comforts
able after-dinner rest, not nap, for he does not close his
bright eyes. With his head drawn in, his bill slightly elevated, his tail in line with it and his feet tucked closely
under him, he looks less like a bird than like a tiny narwhal stranded on the shores of Lilliput. The female
downy, too, rests here at times, and so do the chicadees.
The h'airys and jays are always off as soon as they have got
what food they can.
In the spring of 1875 the hairys began housekeeping in a
room they had scooped out for themselves in an old apple
tree near by, and therein reared a family.
During the infancy of their brood the old ones came often to the board
for food, of which they bore away great rnouihfuls.
At last,
the
When
young were nearly full grown, their old man
brought, three of them to the adjacent locust tree, on which
they sat while in great haste he carried them as much as he
could hold in his bill of fat, poking it with violent thrusts
far down their throats, and they, while not receiving food,
keeping up a most discordant yelping.
Last fall, when the first snows came, a nuthatch fluttered
about the window, evidently disappointed that the table was
not already spread. Within ten minutes of the time we
nailed on some pieces of fat, two nuthatches, three chicadees and the female downy visited the board in quick succession.
They must have been on the lookout near by, or
at least somewhat within sound of the hammer.
The hairys longer claim eleemosynary aid than any of the
others of our pensioners, the jays deserting us first, the
downys, nuthatches and chicadees leaving as soon as the
supply of insect food becomes abundant. We part with
them with no little regret, and gladly welcome their return
when "the melancholy days have come," for their daily
visits do much to cheer the loneliness of winter.
Long may
our little Russians hold us as their friends, and claim of us
their daily tallow.
Awahsoose.

BIRDS OF THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES
OF EASTERN DAKOTA.

(Continued).

ORDER BODENTIA.

E.

M'cHESNET, M.

D., U. S. A.

Sciurus mlpinus.

Good. Var. Fox squirrel.
Har. Fox squirrel.
S. niger. Linn. Black squirrel.
S. migratorus. Aud. and Bach. Gray aqulrrol also var. Carolinensis.
Gmel.
5. (Kdotita'amu.

,

S. hudsonius. Pallas.
Sciurnpterus volucella.

Red

.

Mtlanerpu eryUiroQ'ihalus. Red-headed woodpecker. Appears June
Doee not, however, remain in this viciuity more than a few days;

6th.

is rare,

Golden winged woodpecker, l^irst appears June
Colapbts auraiua
Remains nntil October lOib. lam not
Is not very numerous.
sure wnethcr this bird breeds bpre.
The only owl I have seen on
Hulio virginianus. Graal horned "owl
tho "Coteau des Prairies" was one presented to me Beptember 30,
1876, which had been killed that day a short distance from Fort Biaseton. It was apparently a full-grown specimen.
Circus eyaneus var. tiudsomus. Marsh-hawk. Arrives May 2d and remains until October 11th. Is seen in small numbers) breeds here.
Actipiter /uicus. Sbarp.st4h.ned hawk. Is found in small numbers
from May let to October Sltth; brcods herej
Filco communis. Duck-hawk. Arrives April Bth and departs October
30tli.
I- quite numerous during ibis time.
Fulcesparvcius. Spatrowbawk. Is found from April 16th to October
ftkl.
Is al. no ti.ue Very abuudaut; breeds here.
Arrives May 10th and reBute* stoatnsoni. Swainson's buaisrd
mains until Ocl-iber 80th. Is seen in considerable numbers; breeds
231.

.

here.

Turkey-buziard. is found hor« from
in large numbers; breeds here.

iloth

[Te

H

aMtinued],

Bquirrel.

Pallas. Flying squirrel; misscalled PUromys
being none of the genus Plersomys in the V. 9.
Tamias strialus. Linn. Ohipmouk; hackee.
Spernwpkilus triiecem lineatus. Aud. and Bach. Striped prairie squirrel; sometimes miscalled gopher.
Spermophilus franhlini. F. Cuv. Gopher.
Geomys bursarius. Hioh. True gopher. Of the last three varieties the
first was, as are the last two, confined to tho lower tier of counties, but
now may be found as far North as SaginawBay.it following closely
the axe of the pioneer.
Arctomysmtmax. Gmel. Wbodcbuck; ground hog.
volucella; there

Castor canadensis. Euhl. Beaver.
Peninsula in Alcona County.

Jaaulus hudsonius.

Bd.

A few

remain in tho Lower

still

Jumping mouse.
SUB FAMILY MCRIILE.

Mus ratios. Linn. Black rat.
Mus decumanus. Pall. Norway rat.
Mas musculus. Linn. Common mouse.

Ord.

Arvicola reparia.
Filter zibelhicus.

Onv

May

24th to

out seriously interfering with natural laws, and by a little
forethought and consideration as to tho effect we wish to'
produce, there is little danger of falling far short of the object sought.
There are usually more or less waste materials
about a place which can be used to advantage in this way.
Any seedling peaches, plums, cherries or apples can be
utilized, and in fact stone heaps, rubbish piles, old stumps,
or even half-dead trees may be made useful as well as
ornamental.

»-

—

Hints about Flowebs. House plants ought to be stimulated gently once or twice a week. Bain water, so refresh-"
ing to summer flowers, always contains ammonia, which also
abonnds in all liquid manures. If you take an ounce of
pulverized carbonate of ammonia, dissolved in one gallon of
water, it will make spring water even more stimulating to
your plants than rain water. Ii you water your plants once
in two weeks with guano water (one tablespoonful to a pail
of water), they will grow more thrifty. Chicken manure
dissolved in water is excellent. Always keep the soil in
your flower pots loose. A common hair-pin used daily will
stir the earth sufficiently.— Boston Journal of Chemistry.
Ivy on Walls.—There is a popular belief that ivy growing
on a building renders it damp and unhealthy, which is quite
unreasonable; in fact, if a wall, particularly a north wall, be
damp, the best treatment is to plant English ivies al
for not only does the dense foliage of the plant keep out
rain, but its serial roots absorb the moisture already in the

Hesperomys leucopus. Le Conte. Deer mouse.
Hcxperomys michiganensis. Way. Prairie mouse
Rilhrodon Humilus. Baird. Harvest mouse.

Meadow mouse.
Musquash, Muskrat.

wall.
Erethiton dorsatus.

F. Cuv.

—

Porcupine; hedgehog.

ORDER KUNNINANTIA.
Ake Americanus. Jard. Cervusalces. Linn. A tees malchis. Jard. Moose
The moose is seldom seen within the limits of the State. A bull moose
was killed near Alpena in '72. and a cow moose was killed by Robert.
Graham on the Galbrait's Line in Sauitee County, November 23, 1873.
Rangifer caribou. Aud. aud Bach. Woodland caribou; American
reindeer. la occasionally taken by the hunters in the Upper Peninsula.
Cervus canadensis. Erxl. Wapiti or American elk. Is Btill found
upon tho peninsula enclosed by the waters of Lake Huron and Saginaw
Bay, in Iluron and Sanilac Counties.
Cervus virginianus. Virginia or red deer.

Gnowrs-G Tuberoses. To cultivate the tuberose, the most
beautiful of all plants, says an experienced horticulturist,
put the bulbs in six-inch pots, three in each, and use a mixture of equal parts turfy loam, peat and leaf mould, and
place them in a pit. Give very little water at first; and as
they commence to grow freely increase it, and keep near the
glass.
When they begin to push up their flower spikes,
they will, of necessity, require to be placed where they will
have sufficient space for the proper development of the tall
spikes.
These will come in bloom from August to October,
when they will require a temperature ranging from Bixty to
eighty degrees, the latter being preferable.— Scientific Ameri-

Lepus Americanus. Erxl. Northern hare.
tepus tylmticus. Bach. Gray hare; gray rabbit.

THE GRASSHOPPERS AND WILD
FOWL.

[To be Continued}.

—

Dr. Elliott Cotjes, U. S. A. We congratulate this eminent and persevering scholar upon his recent election as a
member of the National Academy of Sciences, one of the
highest honors to which American scientists aspire in this
country.
Arrivals and Deaths at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden for

—

24xh. One Aconchy (Dasyprocta acouchy), Erxl.,
born in garden; two short-eared owls (Brachyotu* palustris), presented;
two young horned owls (Bubo virginianus), Bonap., presented; one
Angora goat (Capra hirous). born In garden.
Deaths. Four bald eaglea; one golden pheasant; one diamond finch;
one guan; one wild goose; two horned owls; one prehensile porcupine

—

(Continued.)

Suspiza amerioana Black-throated bunting, Is found here from June
»th to July 36th in considerable numbers.
Dolichonyx oryrivorus,
Bobolink. Arrives May 19th and remains
until July 24th in quite large numbers; breed* here.
Molothrus pecoris. Cow -bird. la seen from April 17th to October 28th
in very large numbers; breeds here.
Agelausphaniceus. Red-winged blackbird. Arrives April 17th and
remains until October 28th. Quite numerous; breeds here.
JTanlhocephalus icUroccphalus
Yellow-headed blackbird.
Arrives
April 26th to remain uutil September 28th. la found in large numbers.
It will be observed that this bird arrives a little later, and takes its departure long before the other blackbirds do; breeds hero.
Stumctla magna var. neglccta. WeHtern field lark. ThiB is one of the
earliest of our spring arrivals, making its appearance about April 13th;
it remains until October 14th.
Is very numerous; breeds here.
Icterus ballimore. Baltimore oriole. Arrives about May 19th and disappears September 1st. Very rare; it may breed here.
Quisealut purpurens. Purple grackle. This bird arrives April 17th,
and from that time to its departure, November 10th, iB found in very
large numbers all over the prairie.
Corvus arrax. Raven. The only ravenB I have ever seen on the
"Coteau des Prairies" were a pair of young ones, procured by me from
Indians, Julys, 1870.
Comw amrricanus. Common crow. The common crow is a very
rare visitor with us. Ills occasionally seen late in winter and in the
early spring, but does not remain,
Tyrannus carollnenits. Bee martin. Arrives r May 16th and departs
September 9th. Is very numerous during this time; breeds here.
Tyrannus vertical!*. Arkansas fly-catcher. Is found from May 2ad
to Beptember flth in considerable numbers, but is not near as numerous
as T. earolinensis, with whom It appears to bo constantly associated;
breeds btre.
Chordeilci virginianus
Night hawk. Appears May 26th; breeds
here- la found in large numbers. LeavesSeptoinber 17th.

Catliaries aura.

wrennjiB.

'lUKin.v..—bos famiia*

drons were in bloom can testify. Honeysuckles trained over
an old rock or heap of stone look as well, if not better, than
when covering some costly trellis. Wistarias may be trained
as low or high shrubs, although they are classed among the
climbers. Because a plant grows naturally tall and slender,
it does not follow that its form cannot be modified to suit
our taste in the matter. By lopping off a branch here, and
bending another there, natural forms may be changed with,

BY AECHEB.

Week Ending April
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;
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CHANGING THE NATURAL FORM OF
PLANTS.

Pomeroy, Iowa, April

18, 1S?7

Editor Forest and Stream.

now

opened, and I send yon a few notes on the. pros-pect in these parts. To begin with, the prospect for grasshoppers was
never better; every piece of newly broken land is literally seeded to
them, and thoroughly too; the esrgs seem healthy us need be, and two'
days since I noticed Ihe young hoppers for the ilr.-t, as lively as fllea in
August, and jnst as thick. If they are not the most welcome guests tcthe farmers, they will be hailed as manna by all kinds of wild and tame
fowl— grouse and turkeys in particular. The outlook for grouse this
season Is something to be proud of. There was never such a breeding
stock as at present, for the fields are alive with them, and on sunnv
mornings the air is resonant with the sound of their loveinaking-,
this, with the music of other birds, makes a perfect spriog chores, something wonderful when one listens to it for the first. I well remember
some twelve years a»o, when, fresh from thecitios of the Easiern .States,
I came on a visit to Iowa, and heard for the first time grouse booming
on the pra irie, and thought that such Bounds could only emanate from
the throat of some animal, wild and fierce, and was inclined to be timid
abont venturing on the prairie alone, but the information that the
dreaded sounds were nothing more tban arouse "crowing." made my
courage itself again. Geese have oeeu here since January 30th, aud
ducks came about the same time. On the 11th inst. I saw and bagged
the first English snipe, and now they are quite plen'.y aud afford rare
sport: the )6tb in*t. Bartrarn's sandpiper was first seen, Ins familiar
whistle sounding a cheery ''how-do you do." Yellow-legs and tattlers,
kllldcers, etc have been here abont two weeks, and ire plenty enough
to give the tyro good shooting; they are in fair flesh, and mates snltanie
materieUe for a pot pie, that most delicious of spnrtstniu's disnes; and

Spring

Is

fairly

,

VARIETY in gardening does not consist wholly,

as

some

appear to suppose, in the number of kinds or species
of plants obtained and cultivated. Diversity of form obtained by training them will frequently produce almost, if
not quite, as beautiful an effect as great variety, and herein
lies much of what is termed skillful and successful gardenSuppose, for instance, one has two varieties of the
ing.
dwarf double flowering almonds, the white and pink. A
clump of each are pretty ornaments to start with. Then a
change can be made by putting the pink sort in the centre
of the group, and a row of white outside, and in sueh a position that one can look down upon the clump instead of a
Then this order may be reversed, or a long ribside view.
bon of pink and white may be made by planting a row of
each aide by side. A far more elegant shrub is produced by
budding these plants upon peach or plum stocks, and four
A stock may be budd ed in
or five feet from the ground.
August or September, with one variety only, or a few buds
of white almond put on the centre shoots, and a row of
pink on the outside. The white-flowered sort has quite stiff,
upright-growing branches, while those of the pink are long
and slender, and when budded in this manner will bond
over most gracefully when loaded with flowers. Of course it
is presumed that every one who has a garden knows how to
bud and graft trees: if not, they should learn without unnecessary delay. Perhaps these few hints given will net the
reader thinking how other departures from standard types
can be secured; if so, everything depends upon the persistency
Many persons, however, arcof the effort in that direction.
prone to think that it willnot answer to depart from the natural "bent" of the plant; therefore, their climbing plants are
always treated as climbers never as bedding, or low trailers.

—

A

prairie rose looks well

upon

a trellis or traiuoJ

to

,

bat 1b also beautiful wh«u pegged down to the ground to
form a rosy cushion a few inches high. The lovely clematis
jackmanii is unsurpassed when trained in this manner, as
all who have visited Mr. HuunewelVs, at Wellesley, near
Boston, when the rows of

now, while! turn from the
short time

,

quill to the

"Parker" fowling-piece, for a
-

AbeDac

adieu.

Cured.— An

old physician retired

from active practice

In bis hands Ly an East Indian missionary the forof a simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Tbroat and
Lung affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility
aud all nervous complaints, after having thoroughly tested Its wonderful curative powers in thousands of cases, feels it his duty to make it
known tohisBUffcring fellows. Actuated by this motive, and aconsclentloua deBire to relieve human suffering, he will send, free of charge, to

having had placed

mula
of

all

who

desire

it,

cessfully using.

this recipe, with full directions for preparing inn suc-

Sent by return mail by addressing with stamp, namFifth Street, Philadelphia,

ing this paper, Dr. J. C. Stonk. 33 North

Pa.— Adv.

—

Cbeedmoob. Owing to the wretched weather on Saturday
the matchforthe "Marksman's" or "Poppenhusen" badge wub
not shot, The members of the Seventh Regiment Rifle Club,
however, undeterred by the rain, contested for the Morris
medal, which was won for the second time by Mr. G. I.

Merchant of Company L

Amateur Rifle Club.— Members will take notice that the
competitions for places on the Club Teams, fixed lor May
1st and June 5th, will take place on May 2d and June 6th,
instead of on the dates first named

Glen Dbake.— The spring meeting of the American Rifle
Association commences to-day, in their range at Glen Drake.
The programme comprises the following matches:
All-Comers.— Conditions.— Distance, 200 yards; position,
rifle,
any within tho rules. Entrance Tec, SI.
Two sighting shots allowed. Prize,

off-hand;

M

glass.

Conditions.— Distance. 200 yards; position,
hand;

rill-,
'.•/

Entrance

military, 50-ealibre, State pattern,

sighting shots allowed.

fee, SI,

Prize,

Holden

rifjo,

I

Entries not

i>8-

—

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Yo.
irl:

Two sighting

1.—Conditions.

rifle,

—"Distance, 200 yards;

Five scoring shots.
rules.
Entries not limited. Entrance

any within

shots allowed.

*i.
Subscription, fib. 2.
Conditions.— Distance, 200 yards;
sition, any; rifle, State military.
Five scoring shots.
tee,

po-

—

po-

Two

sighting shots allowed. Entries not limited. Entrance fee,
50 cents.
Firing in ahove matches to commence at 1 p. m,
Entries
iclose at one.
On Saturday, May 5th, a special match will be shot for prize
machine, value S75, presented by .Remington Sewing Machine Company. Open to residents of

-;> only,
Conditions.— Must he won twice (not necessarily consecutively) before becoming property of winner.
Distance, SOU
yards; position, any; rifle, any.
Ten shots. No sighting
Military rifle, State model Remington allowed twelve
shots.
Entries not limited. Entrance foe, $1.
shots.
The following prizes will be shot for as soon as possible
•this season.
De Peyster Medal, value, $300; must he won
'three times (not necessarily consecutively) before becoming
property of winner. Distance. 300 yards; position, offhand, Shonnard prize, silver; Wright medal, gold; A. E.
,A. prize, gold, silver and bronze.

Conlin's Benefit,
J. S.
•

of a

—The

tournament tendered

rifle

to

Mr.

Conlin for the purpose of assisting him in the refitting
gallery has ended; it was held at Zettler's gallery,

now

and the success of the undertaking was beyond the expectaThe prizes were forty in number
tion of its originators.
and valued $250 they were all presented as trophies by Mr.
;

and patrons.
The conditions were: Three shots, rifle, 22

>Gonlin's fellow riflemen

cal.,

off-hand,

distance 100 feet at a two-inch bull's-eye, string measurement: that is to say, the total measurement of the three
shots from the center of each shot to the center of the bull'seye.
A: competitor can shoot as many tickets as ha may desire,

but can only win one

prize.

The shooting was kept up with

great spirit, and to win the
first prize was' a victory indeed, for, without doubt, the best
shots in this part of the country were competitors.
The following are the names of the winners:
Chas. Judson, Frank Patterson, C. E. Blydenburgh, J. F.
Murch, Leon Backer, D. L. Beekwith, John Maguire, Wm.
Weigandt, Eobt. O'Donnell, Bobt. Miley, M. L. Biggs, T.
Wildes, M.D., P. Fenning, J. R. Grohmau, J. B. Blydenburgh, A. Ermish, Wm. Klein, H. D. Blydenburgh, Fred'k
Kessler, H. Masen, C. A, Cheever, John Dutil, T. C. Noone,
W. F. Banks, A, Seitz, John Fenton, L. V. Sone, W. Kruber,
W. H. Candee, E. Duff, M. B. Engel, B. Eelse, Wm. Haves,
E. B. Gray, G. A, Schiirman, J. L. J. Kellner, I. Kleisrath,
David Miller, Wm. Eobinson, M. P. Lennon.
The. best target measured 9-16 of an inch, while the last
of the winning scores was only If inches. By this it can be
soen the contest was a olose one, and to win the last prize

was no easy

task.

—

New York. The first match of the Jamaica (L. I.) Bod
and Bifle Association for the champion badge of 1877
was shot for on their range on Wednesday, April 25th. The
following scores were made;
Name.
JohnM. Crane

Wm.

S.

Score.

i

Elmendorf

i

Thomas Lloyd

*
4

John Fleming
Geo, H. Creed
Wm.S. Cogswell
John B. Fleury

6

,

4
4

Qoo.A. Hicks

4

Theo. liogern

4

5*56*556
45355565
54*64*56
444465*6
4455*444
4**544*5
5*4*4544
4*444*4
44440444
4

Total.

5—17

*—45
4—**

4—48
4—43
4—42
4-42
4—40
4—36

Milner, Irish team, has had the rheumatics almost aB
winter.

Weber, American team,

The

riflemen,

Homer

and in

fact

is greatly pleased with California.
everybody, treated him "bang up."

Fisher thinks he has

It is a muzzle-loader.

the gun.

The Zettler Bine Association will
during the early pai't of this month

have, a shooting festival
at Jones'

Woods.

Several of the American team of '76 are shooting in the
present competitions at Creedmoor under assumed names.
California is to be represented by a regimental team to
shoot at Creedmoor this fall.

A match between the Zettler Bifle Association and Oonlin's
Gallery Team will take place
sented by ten men.

May

10.

Each

§>;ime j?## ttnd

MAY

IS

side to be repre-

%tm,

A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

A

Stngexab Beuc.

—We have
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received| froml anj esteemed

correspondent, "Guyon' of Corinth, Miss, pel express, a
percussion musket which was picked up on the old battlefield at Corinth, and being carelessly handled went off one
night accidentally and killed a wolf, which happened to
be within range, three hundred yards away. This is the.
wayJtho legend runs, as stated upon the. cabalistic card that
accompanies tho gun. We believe it. We believe that any
gun which goes off will hit something, whatever that something happens to be— it may be a wolf— it may be a majorgeneral. We are much obliged for this relic. It has seen
rough times during the. war, and no doubt did its duty then.
But whatever its duty might have been regarded at the time,
we consider it much better employed in killing wolves accidentally than in annihilating men on purpose.

—We take pleasure in referring to the removal

of Messrs.

Hodgkins * Haigh to their spacious rooms 298 Broadway,
where can be seen one of the finest assortments of guns and
sporting goods that can be found in the city. The members of this firm were born in the trade, and their fathers
before them; and if long service, strict integrity, and application to business constitute legitimacy, we see no reason

why

this

house

may

not receive a large share of the trade.

—

Lino Island. The regular monthly contest of the Long
Island Shooting Club for the Members' Cup was shot on
Friday last on the grounds at Dexter Park. The conditions
were, '7 birds each, 25 yards rise (the holder of the cup 27
yards), Long Island rules; 17 members participated with the
following result:
fliKoddon
C. Hanoe
Talbot

Johnson

,

Brown

4

Thompson

2

Walton

2

3 Broadway
3 Blake

Blankley
Henderson...,
Appleyard

2

1

Eddy

1

3 Jordan

1

,....,3

Wynn

2

Williams

a

—

Total..

Shroeder

Total.
9

9;

Association, Greene Smith, Esq., to be shot for during the
coming Convention at Syracuse. Our space prevented us at
that time from giving the description of it. which wiB be
found below
The badge is of tine gold of various colors, and measures
7J inches in length; ihe upper part or bar pin is about 3J
inches across, and is beautifully ornamented with the most
minute scroll engraving, on which is enameled in bold
black figures 1877. From this piece hongs a massive medal,
having the arms of the State of New York with the supporters, two female figures, liberty and justice, raised in
a bold and artistic manner. The effect of the different
colors of gold used in the landscape part of the arms is
a very beautiful piece of work The box which contains the
badge is a mini a ture gun-case of silver and copper, the hack
of the case being an excellent imitation of wood, the grain
being worked in copper by a process never before tried.
The
It calls to mind the twist of a tine Damascus barrel.
straps and buckles are a splendid imitation of the real thing.

—

Shooting Tournament. A grand shooting tournament will
be held in Lexington, Kentucky, from the 12th of May to
Nearly S1.0U0 in prize money is offered,
the 19th inclusive.
divided between some fifteen matches. All information can
be had by addressing Major J. M. Taylor, Lexington, Kentucky, or E. T. Martin, Chicago, Illinois.

I

.

make acquainted men

of kindred tastes; to try to improve oar breeds of

dogs, etc.

any gentleman In search of shooting or fishing In this section of
the country dcaires Information as to localities, prices, transportation,
etc., if ha will address onr President (Capt. W. L. Bumgardner, Stannton, Vn.), any lnformillon or assistance in our power will be cheerfully
given
We want people abroad to know what a land wo have here, and
we know that to be thoroughly acquainted with a country implies a little
more than a glimpse from a car window or the top of a stage-coach.
If

.

Asa.

Children are subject to a thousand discomforta that It would be
difficult for a grown person to appreciate. One very effectual way to
obviata their troubles is by using B. T. Babbitt's Toilet Soap, which
has no equal in all ingenious rivalries of manufacturing. In other
words, tho hygienic purity of its components, exhaling without extrinsic aid a delimits perfume, makes it the apex of excellence,
Adv.

»»

THE SHENANDOAH
Staunton, Angusta
Editor Forest and Stream.

REGION.
Co., Va., April 18, 1877.

In reading yonr very excellent paper I find news from the sportsmen
whole country, except this Shenandoah Valley and the
mountains immediately west of it; and yet there Is much game and
fish in this region, and there are many men here who are devoted sportsmen; bnt, nnt.il lately, they have contented themselves with pursuing
their game in their own somewhat primitive ways, without concern
about what was going on elsewhere. There was no conceit and little
sympathy, either among themselves or with men of like tastes in other
localities. Except a few packs of fox-hounds brought from Eastern
Virginia, a few isolated squirrel or coon dogs, of no breed at all, and an
occasional pointer of very doubtful pedigree, there were no hunting
dogs. The fishing was generally done with tho tail-net or the gig,
and partridges (quail) were caught in nets or traps. The rifle waa the
usual weapon, with an occasional single-barrel shot gun. Doublebarrels of any kind were rare, and flne guns of this description almost
unknown. This was the general state of the case, although, of course,
there v. ere some exceptions to it. There were a few good bird dogs,
and there were some fair wing shots.
Within the last twenty-five years, however, railways have come among
ns, and the increased facility of oommnnicatlon has worked its legiti
mate results upon the sportsmen of this lovely valley, as well as upon
Our breeds of pointers and setters are
its farmers, mechanics, etc.
improved and improving, while the coon dog and his squirrel brother are
fast disappearing. Shooting on the wing is now considered the only
respectable way of taking a partridge, and such a thing as a singlebarrel fowling piece is unknown, excepting always the invariable old
ot nearly tho

musket or thrce-doUar-and-a-half single barrel of the colored troops,
with which they wage a never ceasing war upon everything that wears
far or feathers. We have become familiar, by experience, with some
of the best specimens of the breech-loaders of Westley Richards,
William Greener, and other famous English gun-makers, and have begun to turn our attention to the fly-rod and the oiled silk line instead
of the tail-net, the hickory loop hole, and the home-made flax or horse-

A marked era in this happy change, is the formation of Sportsmen's
Clubs in the various counties of the State, with the design of assisting
tbe State authorities in their endeaver to care for the fish and game of
the State, which, nndcr a wretched system— or rather no system at allwere rapidly disappearing. Their influence, brought to bear upon the
Legislature at its last session, gave ub two very good laws, one for the
protection of game, the other for the protection and propagation of
At a previous session ('?5-'~6) they had made a small appropriafish.
tion (85,000) for the purpose of enabling the Fish Commissioners to
erect hatching-houBes, and procure a supply of fish-spawn from the
This appropriation,
Commissioner of the General Government.
thongh ridiculously small, has been most judiciously expended. Two
hatohing-houses have been established (at Lexington and Blacksburg),
and young fry of the brook trout {talmo fonlinalis), the California
salmon, and tho land- locked salmon, are furnished to w hoerer in the
State will engage to turn them loose in suitable streams, (he appropriation being too small to admit of tbe Commissioners making the distribution in any othor way. Black baaa were Introduced into all the
waters of the Potomac and James about 1871-73, and are now begtaniug
At Clifton Forge, in Alleghany County, last Anto afford fine sport.
gnst, I saw one, just caught, that weiuhod four pounds and a quarter.
Such a fish, in a deep, swift running stroam, at the eud of a sixteenounce rod, is no joke. Neither 1b be a very bad joke— at dinner in
camp, after the day's labors are over, and you feel the gnawinga of
such an appetite aa only mountain air and bard exercise for ten hours
continuously can give you,
Our iront are very numerous, but they are generally not large. The
average is, probably, nine inches. Sometimes we take thorn running up
Tho season for catchto fifteen and eighteen Inches, but these are rare.
ing them has just opened. I saw one lot of one hundred and forty-nine
caught by a party of three, and heard of another of one hundred mid
twenty-five caught by one man out of one stream within twenty-five

and Miver

|«r

4

—

hair line.

—

The State Badge. We printed last week a cut of the State
Badge, presented by the President of the State Sportsman's

repeatedly.
fall tbe partridges (quail; were very abundant in all of the
In the wide, open fields of these counties this Bport is delightful.
Think of tramping all day through the
stubble on these breezy uplands, with the November air jnst keen
enongh to be bracing, and the sun shining redly through the mellow,
Indian summer haxe
Why, even if there were no such things as guns,
or dogs, or birds, It la charming of Itself. On such days— and wo have
many such— in such air, one feels the true joy of existence— thankfulness for mere life apart from anything save the bare fact of living.
But I grow sentimental, as I always do when I get on this subject.
To come down to the sober facts of life, our Club, known as the
Augusta Sportsman's Association, was organized about the middle of
March, with tho following officers: William L. Bumgnrdner, President;
H. C Palmer. G. G. Gooch, Tames A. Patrick, Vice-Presidents; C. S.
Arnall, J. H. Woodward, L. Harman, Frank Clemmer, Ex Com.; .1. H.
Scherer, Quartermaster! James Ket, Secretary and Treasurer. Its objects arc, briefly, to assist the authorities in endeavors to carry out the
provisions of tbe game and fish laws; to cultivate friendly relations with
land-owners, lo raise money to purchase more expensive camping and
boating oqnippage than individuals can afford to bring together aqd

Last

Shenandoah Valley counties.

5

Van Staden

—

Island. Providence, April 26th, 1877. At the annual meeting of the Bhode island Amateur Bifle Club, the
following gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing
F. J. Babbeth;
Vice-President, J. H.
year: President,
Crowell; Treasurer, Geo. H. Clarke; Secretary, John Howe;
Bange Committee, F. J. Babbeth, Geo. W. Davison, and
Charles H. Perkins; Executive Committee, Charles F. Pope,
C. H. Guild, C. H. Perkins, Geo. W, Davison, and E.

Thomas.

made

8

9;tSoa!ing

Lcmken

Bhode

Name.

10'Tomford
MSctilieman

Helmstedt
Knebel

one man, thirty brook iront, which weighed a fraction over eightythree pounds. The bait used was live grasshopper. In streams of this
Cowpa«tore tho fly oan be used to advantage, but in the most of our
smaller mountain "branches"— at we call them— it cannot. For baas
we use live bait of almost any description— toads, frogs, crayfish, and
especially minnow*.
( have heard of none being taken in the waters of
the Jamea or the Shenandoah with tbe fly, although the attempt has been

Webster

Bbooelyn. The first match of the United Pigeon Club of
Brooklyn was shot on Thursday, April 26, 1877, at New Lots,
L. I., the conditions being 11 birds each, 21 yards rise, 80
yards boundary, with tho following result:
Name.

milea of Staunton. Later in tbe season wo go further rrom home to
larger water, and catch bigger Ash; e. g., in the Cowpastere Elver, in
Bath County, there were caught last summer, In one pool in one day

FISH IN SEASON IN MAY.
Salmon Trout, Salmo confinis.
Shad, Alosa iapi4issima.
Salmon, Salmo ealar.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo sebago.

Trout, Salmo fontinalU.

%*For

trout flies in a

r Issue of April 28th.

—

Fish in Market. Mackerel and shad have been very
abundant during the week. The first sheepshead of the
season was caught at Wind mi ll Point, North Carolina, and
exhibited at Mr. Blackford's on Monday. Our quotations are
Striped bass, 12 \ to 20 cents per pound; smelts, 10 cent$;
salmon (frozen), 40 cents; Kennebec, 75 cents; mackerel, IS
cents each; shad (southern), 25 cents each; native, do. 30
cents; Connecticut Biver, 50 cents white perch, 15 cents per
pound; Spanish mackerel, 75 cents; green turtle, 18
cents; terrapin, $15 per dozen; frostfish, 8 cents per pound;
halibut 15 cents haddock, 6 cents codfish, 8 cents black;

;

;

fish,

;

15 cents; herrings, 5 cents; flounders, 8 cents; sea bass,

20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 10 cents; scollops, $1.50 per
gallon; whitefish, 15 cents per pound; pickerel, 15 cents;

salmon trout 18 cents; Long Island trout, SI; Canada do.
50 cents; hard sheU crabs, $3.50 per 100; red snappers, 18
cents.

—

—

New York. Lake George, April 25ft, The season for trolling for lake trout has now commenced. Yesterday a man,
while hunting rattlesnakes at a den, was bitten on the hand
Old Pilot.
and is not expected to live.

—

—

The Adtp.ondacks. KeeseviRe, JV. Y., April 25rt. You can
to those on the anxious seat that the ice bridge of
the Garanacs is dissolved, and navigation resumed between
Martin's and Barttell's so says a telegram just received. I
am off soon on my twenty-fifth annual trip to the dear old
J. B. Eometn.
woods.
announce

—

—

Meachom Lake, April 16/ft. Our spring has opened
very early and very warm. The snow is nearly all gone from
the woods, has melted away with the sun. The blue birds,
robins and ground sparrows anived April 1st. Nearly nil
of our spring birds have arrived, and the partridges are
drumming lively. The ice is out of the lakes. Our season will
be full three weeks earlier than any season during the past
ten years. The roads are dry and dusty. My little salmon
and" speckled trout are all out from" hatching-boxes and
tank; they have done very well; I have saved a much larger
per cent, "than any year since I began here. Wo find tho
little chaps feeding'along the shore of the lake in all directions.
They are many of them one and a half inches long.
I feel greatly pleased, and am perfectly satisfied I can keep
the stock in the lake good at a very small expense each year.
This season the whole expense, counting my time and all,
has not been fifty dollars, for at least one hundred thousand

A. B. Fuller.

fry.

be read with much
interest by those anglers who contemplate visiting the Adirondacks this spring. The month of May is eminently the
month for trout. The fish are strong, active and hungry.
[The above

letter

from Mr. Fuller

will

They are
lie in the rapids and swift-running water.
Besides, there are no flies, pungies or mosquitoes
Mr. Fuller's efforts to stock the lakes will be apto annoy.
preciated, while the success which has attended them and
the collateral trilling expense will nttract the attention of
fish eulturists and stimulate them to a prosecution of the
business by the encouragementhis experience affords. En.]
They

game.

—

—

Massachusetts. iVeic Bt-dford, April 21M.— The recent
"spell" of weather has had the eflect of filling our markets
with a "multitude of fishes," cod, halibut, tautog, herrings,
etc.
The trout fishermen in the Old Colony have been enjoying rare sport. One fish weighing two pounds and five

ounces was caught by Frank Washburn. They were hawked
around the streets "of Warehara last week 'as plenty aa
Concha.
herrings,

—
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—

Fishing Movements. The number of fishing arrivals at
this port the past weei has been 24—
from the Banks and
18 from Georges, bringing 288,000 lbs. codfish and 440,000
lbs. halibut.
Georges fish show a further decline, but it is
evident that bottom prices have been roachod, and the
market has been lively, orders for moderato quantities being
numerous. The stock is small, with no prospect of large
accessions, and prices are a trifle better than last year at this
time. Fresh halibut are received in sufficient quantities to
meet the call, and fair prices are realized. Fresh mackerel
have put in an appearance at the South, but the old stock is
too light to be affected by this fact. Haddock aro in fair
supply, but cusk, pollock, and hake are in light stock, and
prices are nominal.
For the first time within the memory of man, the Newbnryport clam flats have refused to discount. The recent
freshet in the river has buried the flats several feet deep
with upland, mud, and the succulent bivalves, which have
been a staple article of food all through the winter, are not
to be "dug." Just such a calamity befell the clam-banks of
Seabrook and Hampton many years ago.
There are but three concerns left in the fishing business
fi

at Yarmouth, N. S.
One of the Newfoundland vessels recently captured in
twenty-six days a cargo of seals worth $126*000, the best
single trip ever made.
Cape Aim Advertiser, April 28.

The Cape Cod Country.

— Speaking of Eastern

a correspondent writes

setts,

Massachu-

:

The Old Colony Railroad runs through what used to be
some of the best shooting and fiBhing country in New England, and some parts of it are still respectable in those lines,
viz:
Plymouth "Woods (the only place in Massachusetts
where deer are now found) which are indented with beautiful
*'

from many of which flow bright sparkling brooks, the
of the speckled trout, and many of the lakes aro well
stocked with pickerel, bass, porch, etc. At Wareham is
found the luscious Wareham oyster, and all down Cape Cod
gunning and fishing of pretty fair quality. At Cohasset Narrows we have excellent stripped bass fishing, and from "Buzzards Bay" may be taken all the varieties of salt-water fish
that love to congregate in our northern waters. At Chatham
one will find pretty good brant shooting at the right season."

whom he had been fishing in the
month of May, and who lost his life from eating a black
bass out of season and when it was a poison.
For sport, or food I think as highly of the black bass as of
the trout; I have caught them in the St. Johns, Florida, on
the Upper Mississippi, in the Great Lakes, and in the St.
Lawrence; these are associated with the most delightful recollections of my boyhood; and hence, the manner in which
they are annually slaughtered on the Potomac fills me with
pain and indignation.
Charles Lanman,
very dear friend, with

Extraordinary.—Mr. H. Chester WilBon,
!\ Flt-Fishtno
who has probably taken more trout with the fly from the
waters of Northern New York than any other living sportsman, has been spending the winter on* the Homosassa River,
Florida, where he has made it exceedingly sultry for the
members of the finny tribe. Mr. W., being a thorough sportsman, makes it a practice to observe closely the habits of the
game which he pursues, andbecame convinced, from various
indications, that the alligator was a true game fish and could
be taken wfth the fly, providing the proper tackle were used.
Consequently he set himself to work with all the ardor which
distinguishes the explorer in a new field to prepare himself
for this Gargantuan sport.
Tying a horse-tail hackle, with
coot wings, on a shark hook, he attached to it a five-foot
leader of annealed iron wire, in links, and this again to a
fine cable-laid salmon line, made of the best Russian hemp.
With this apparatus and a springy red cedar rod of some five
or six lbs. weight, such as few but the Douglas himself could
wield, Mr. W. fished two days, and near the close of the
second was rewarded by the capture of an immense saurian,
measuring eleven feet nine inches in length.— Had and ffww.

ffuchting

home

Germantown

Upper Chesapeake

Telegraph says: Shad-fishermen on the

now hard

at work.

A

correspondent
residing on the Maryland shore thus makes public the fact:
"The men wbo are about to engage in gilling shad have
are

this week moved to their field of labor, full of
expectations.''

<»»

BLACK BASS OF THE POTOMAC.
Georgetown, D. C, April

23, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.

A

Washington cockney rushed up

to

me

this morning,

and, with his eyes half out of his head, told me he had
caught a tremendous lot of black bass at the Little Falls of
the Potomac, and that I ought to go up there before it was
"How did you take them?" I inquired, and his
too late.
reply was as follows: "I tried them with bait, but they
wouldn't bite: and so I borrowed a scoop-net, and I had
splendid luck: took twenty-two fish, and some of them
weighed seven pounds." After the gentleman had finished his
speech, I presented him with my congratulations as follows:
"You ought to be hanged for committing such an outrage;
and as I am not in the habit of taking fish out of season,
nor of killing hens for the table when they are hatching, I
shall not visit the Falls at present."
This incident suggests two or three remarks on the subIt is now more than twentyject of fishing in these parts.
five, years since I began to fish in the waters of the Potomac,
and inall that time I have never failed to try my luck either
in the early summer or autumn. Formerly, our only game
fish was the rock fish or striped bass, the season commencing about the 10th of June. They were very abundant, and
chiefly taken at the Little Falls with bait and the fly, my
own preference having always been for the latter method.
The largest number that I ever took at one time was thirtyfive in a single morning; and while I have never captured a
rock-fish in the Potomac which weiged over twelve pounds,
1 have had the fortune to see much larger fish taken with the
Daniel Webster, Sir
bait by the following anglers, viz.
John Crampton, General W. H. Emory, and Mr. W. H.
Dougall of this place. Indeed, the sport of taking rock-fish
at the Little Falls of the Potomac I have long considered as
only second to that of catching salmon in Canada or New
:

Brunswick.
tiis theme.

But

I

must

not, at present, trust

my

nnd
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main purpose in this note is to speak of the black
baBS of the Potomac. They were introduced into this river
from the vicinity of Wheeling less than twenty-five years
ago, and they are now- very abundant from Cumberland

down to Mount Vernon. They are taken everywhere,
generally with the minnow, and by a few anglers in favorable places with the fly. Although the laws of New York will
allow you to take them thereon the 1st of July, they maybe
taken in this region somewhat earlier say the first week in
June. But the great trouble with which we have to contend
on the Potomac is this, that the fish are taken in immense
numbsrs early in the spring, when out of season, and altogether unfit for sport or for the table. The dwellers on the
;_ >e are generally civilized, and pretend to have laws for
the preservation of fish, but they have, so much to do with
Washington City that they are careless about keeping the
All through April and May of each year foolish boys
laws.
and more foolish men go forth to slaughter the black bass
when passing through their spring sickness, and thereby
commit an unpardonable outrage against the laws of nature.
In my limited sphere I have fought against this custom for

—

Beveral years, and I now recall only two men who have been
converted to my way of thinking. One of them took me to
a favorite locality in the month of May, and while I allowed
him to do all the fishing. I amused myself with the pencil,
After he had secured a basket full of bass and we were about
to return home, I took one of the fish in my hand and
directed his attention to the worms that were hidden away at
the root of the fins. He was disgusted; and then and there
swore that he would never eat ono of those fish again. That
uhs not sensible on his parfc hut his feelings could not be
controlled, for from July to November there is no better
The other conversion
fish for the table than the black bass.
alluded to was that of a farmer on the Potomac who had a

25, 1877.

seen riding at their moorings 'in our beautiful Dorchester
Bay. I find that small yachts are getting to be the favorites
this side of the cape.
Most people here prefer to be yachtsmen practically, and you willfind men of means with'brown
hands and sunburnt visage oftener than usual. The size
most preferred is about 20 feet, and the rig sloop. The shifting ballast question is also receiving its death-blow, and I am
in hopes before the end of the season to see it in its winding
sheet, with a round shot to sink it forever from the yachtsmen's view. A man may have a racer, but prefers to keep
her a family boat to get rid of competing with the horrid
idea of shifting dead weight.
I like to see all the canvas, and ideas of canvas, that can
be spread to give power and speed, but when a man has got
to work like a laborer for pleasure and honor then it is time
to give your boat up.
Yours,
Kedoe.
iss,,

April

23, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.
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Wanderer, Flirt, Arrow, Rambler, Cloohette, and one or two
names of which I forget, air. Frisbee is building a small fishing schooner after the Swampscott Market
boat model that promises well. Mr. Joshua Brown has some
boats at his yard, including the Idler, and others.
His
schooner Alin can't be beat for a freighting schooner. Just
beyond on the other shore we find a new cat-boat, built by
our friend Mr. Packard, and christened the Mazeppa; she
is finished finely, and her debut is looked for with interest.
We also find Mr. Goodhue's Frolic, Mr. Martin's Clitherve,
and Mr. Radford's Myrtle, all good yachts; there is also in
this neighborhood a little million of whitehalls, dories and
punts. Between the bridges near Beverly are sevend fine
-yachts, including the Fleur do Lis, Rebecca, Foam, Dawn,
Latona, Magic, Fearless, Anna and Romance, for schooners,
and the sloops Alin, Sunshine and Narragansett. There is
also a fine nearly new schooner called the Rosedale, here for
sale.
She is a beauty, and btit I musn't covet.
Passing over the bridge to Beverly we find the Rock
Brothers, who build some first-rate yachts; they make fine
cat-boats.
At the wharves in this town are a lot of fishing
and coasting vessels, [presenting a lively appearance. Proceeding to Ipswich, wo rind' the stanch little steamer
Beatrice, in a new dress of paint.
This comfortable little
craft plies between the towns of Ipswich and Dabs on Plum
Island, and a trip on her down the Fire River with a chowder at the Bluffe is a thing not to be despised. In Mr.
Dodge's boat-house, near the steamer, we find the cat-boats
Transit and Vesta, together with a lot of smaller crafts used
on the river. Mr. Dodge has some nice little row-boats for
sale at $15 each; they are very pretty and jaunty, and with
good company (female, of course), one would have a jolly
time in them. Mr. Dodge also builds gunning-floats, and
I would recommend him to parties needing articles in his
line.
Our county includes some famous dory builders,
Saulisbury dories being well-known among fishermen. Fins
model dories are also built at Swampscott. By the wuy.it
won't do to forget Marblehcad, where there are some good
yachts. At Lynn the yachts of the Lynn Yacht Club are yet
in winter quarters, though showing some signs of life.
Yours,
"Teal."
others the
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The Long PsnAND Yacht Club. The Long Island Yacht
at the club rooms, foot of
Thirty-seventh Street, Brooklyn, on last Thursday evening,
and elected the following officers: Commodore, R. W.
Holmes, schooner yacht Playful; "Vice-Commodore, Frank
Beames, sloop yacht Marie; President, Reuben Crelmcr:
Secretary,
F. Miller; Treasurer, Frank Bates; Measurer,
George Crolins. A resolution was adopted appropriating
$50 for a prize for a Corinthian race for cabin sloops. The
day for this and for the annual regatta will be fixed at the
next meeting.
Club held their annual meeting

A

—

The Amabyjxis. This remarkable craft, modeled after the
double canoes of the South Sea Islands, arrived at Brooklyn
week, where she has been visited by crowds of curious
It will be remembered that the Amaryllis was the
craft which beat all the yachts so badly during the Centennial regatta in our bay last summer.
Mr. Nathaniel G.
Herreshoff, her owner, has made a match against time for
$500, to start from Bates' and sail to Greenport, L. I., in
last

people.

hours. The distance is 140 miles by water.
owner is confident he can do it without difficulty.
eight

— The Brooklyn Yacht Club house, now situated

at

Her
Grave-

is shortly to be removed to Bay Ridge, where a
The old location was inacsuitable'site has been selected.
cessible to any members but those owning yachts, and had

send Bay,

become very unpopular.
Mr. R. W. Holmes, owner of the schooner yacht Playwilling to match his boat against any schooner in the
United States or Canada for a cup of the value of $1,000, to
Mr. Holmes is of the opinion
sail twenty miles to leeward.
that, with a smooth bottom and good crew, the Playful can

—

ful, is

—

( Yachting Notes continued on Pruje 200;.

beat anything that floats twenty miles before the wind. It
is rumored in yachting circles that Mr. Holmes' challenge
will shortly be accepted.

—The Analostan Boat Club of Washington has

accepted a
challenge from the Undine Boat Club of Baltimore, Md., to
row a three-mile four-oared shell race on the Potomac River.
The race will take place »n the 24th of May next, and the
course will be from the foot of G street, one mile and a half
down the river and return.

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stock ol

and
sil-

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request they
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prepare special designs for similar purposes.

pen upon

My

Boston, April

Editor Forest and Stream.
The past week has boon anything but pleasant, yet, despite
the gloom and rain, some thirty yachts and sail boats can be

various winter quarters of boats in this vicinity are
showing signs of life. At Mr. Frisbee's yard off Derby street
are various yachts, among which are the Syren, Loiterer,

f§o%tin$

hopes and

—Shad continue unusually scarce in the Delaware and prices
The Gloucester Fishery makes six
are consequently high.
hauls every twenty-four hours, which yield from fifty to
The season thus far has been a'very
seventy-five shad each.
unprofitable one.

EASTERN YACHTING NOTES.

The

lakes,

— The

On motion, a committee of two was chosen to take
proper notice of the death of S. J. Capen, Esq. The club
adjourned to meet May 30th. Yours in haste,
Kedge.

Boston, April

26, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.
The Boston Yacht Club held its meeting at the office of
Treasurer, Augustus Rues, Esq., 15 Pemberton Square.
Daniel B. Curtis, Commodore pro tern, J. J. E. Rothery,
and Commodore Henry J. Flint, of the Providence Yacht
Club, were unanimously elected members. Commodore Flint
brings his yacht Wanderer into the club. He has been very

Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

and are

curacy,

m

the regattas of Narragansett Bay. This year
successful
the secretary was instructed to issue a club paper, a schedule
showing membership, yacht roll, additions and alterations of
club rules from last year, etc., instead of going to the expense of a club book,' thus saving some $250. He made a
good report, showing some $450 on hand from last year, and
$1,000 paid in from assessments and locker rent. On motion
of ex-Commodore Barnard it was voted to pay $500 on
mortgage, of club house. The Regatta Committee asked for
an appropriation of $500 for season, and it was voted to give
them $400, in view of contingencies. The first regatta will
be June 7th; and an outside race, gotten up for the benefit of
The committee aTe in hopes to make this very
larger yachts.
successful, and thus entice the large yachts to make a better

show than

&

Co.,

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose
line.

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a fu

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre

eious Stones, General

Jewelry, Bronzes and

ever.

This race will be followed by a series of three champion
and will be very interesting. Yacht owners
regattas,
generally adopted the resolution of special meeting to back
the regatta and house committees in their worthy work
of providing club days for non-yacht owners, and thus preserving the interest and increasing the membership. It is to
be hoped that class will attend with their lady friends on those
days.
On motion of W. F. Halsall, Esq., shifting ballast was
abolished from sailing rules. On motion of Commodore F.
E. Peabody, the rule to avoid collisions during racing was
added to the sailing regulations. Motion: Any yacht fouling another shall be debarred from the prize.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.
is a list of tho entries in numbers received
Saturday last, and of course does not include the Engdelayed entries,
Class 1 -Champion English setter dogs. Nnmber of entries, 4,
Class i.— Champion English setter bitches. Nnmber or entries, 3
Class 2.— Champion Irish setter dogs. Nnmber of entries, a,
Class 2.— Champion Irish setter bitches. Number of entries, 8.
Class 3.— Champion Gordon setter dogs. Nnmber of entrieB. 6.
Class 3.— Champion Gordon setter bitches. Number of entries, a.
Class I. -Champion pointer dogs, any weight. Nnmber of eutriai, 10.

The following

up

to

lish or other
.-

Clasb
Class
Class
Class

Numoer of entries, 6.
Number or entries,

4.— Champion pointer

bitches.

5.—Imported English

sorter dogs.

18.

5.—Imported English setter bitches. Nnmber of entries, 19.
5.— Imported English setter dog puppies (under 12 months),

Nnmber uf entries, T,
Class 5.—Imported
Number

English setter bitch puppies (under 12 mosths).

of entries, 2.

Class 6.— Native English setter dogs. Nnmber of entries, 61.
Class 6.— Native English setter bitches. Nnmber ot entries, 19.
Class 6 —Native English setter dog puppies (under 12 mowlw).

Number

of entries, 6.

Class B,— Native English setter bitch puppies (under IS months).

Nnmber

of entries,

6.

Class 7. —Imported Irish setter dogs, Nnmber ot entries, 13.
OtiSS T.-Tmported Irish setter bitches. Nnmber of entries, 10.
Class 7.—Imported Irish setter dog puppies (under 12 months).

Number

of entries, 6.
of eutries, 7.
8.— Native Irish setter dogs.

Class
Class 8.—Native Irish
Class 8.—Native Irish

Nnmber of
Nnmber

setter bitches.
setter

IS months),

puppies (nnder

Bettor bitch

Class 7.— Imported Irish

Number

entries, 41.
of entries, 18.

dog puppies (nnder 12 months). Nnmber

of entries, 17.

Class 8.—Native Irish

puppies (nnder 12 months).

setter bitch

Nnmber

of entries, 9.
9. —Native or

Class

imported Gordon setter dogs.

Number

of un-

No. 11.—For the best English setter brood bitch, either native or
imported, to be shown with not less than two of her progeny, 12.
No. 12.— For the best red Irish setter brood bitch, either native or
Imported, to be shown with not less than two of her proger y. 8.
No. 13.— For tho beat black and tan. or black tan and white setter
brood bitch, either native or imported, to be shown with not less than
two of bar progeny, 3.
No. 14.—For the best pointer brood biteh, of any weight, to be Bhown
with not less than two of her progeny, 15.
No. 15.—For the best English setter, dog or bitch, native bred, out of
a native biteh an% by an imported dog, 11,
No. Its— For the best native English sotter, dog or Mtch, owned In
tho States of New York and New Jersey, 7,
No. 17 For the beat setter (dog or bitch), of any strain, bred In the
United Slates, 1G.
No. 18.— For the best native setter puppy (either dog or biteh), either
English, Irish, or black snd tan, or black tau and white, 6.
No. 19.— For the best Irish setter puppy (either dog or biteh), 8.
No. 50.—For the best pointer puppy (•either dog or bitch), 8.
No, 21 For the bast native English setter puppy (dog or bitch),

—

—

nnder 12 months of age, S.
No. 22.—For the best display of fox hounds,
three couples,

Class 9.—Native or imported Gordon
Class 0.—Native or imported Gordon

setter

Number

bitches.

of

Number

months!.

of entries,

dog puppies (nnder 13

setter

7.

Ci.abs9.— Native or imported Gordon setter bitch puppies (under 12
months)
Nnmber of entries, 5.
Class 9 A. -Native black and tan, or black, white and tan setter dogs.
.

Number

i

A..-

Native black and tan, or black white and tan setter
,

Number

of entries,

3.

Class ID.— Pointer dogs over 50 pounds weight.

Nnmber

of en-

tries, 23.

Nnmber

Class 10.— Pointer bitches or B0 pounds weight or over,

or

entries, 12.

Class U. --Pointer dogs nnder 50 pounds weight.

Number

of en-

tries, 12.

Class

11.

--Pointer bitches under 50 pounds weight.

Number

of

Number

of

Nnmber

of

entries, 17.

Clasb 12.—Pointer dog puppies (under 12 months).
entries, 9.

Clasb 12

—Pointer

bitch puppies (nnder 12 months).

Class 13.— Chesapeake Bay dogs (dogs or

bitches).

Number

of en-

tries, 1.

Clas3 14.—Irish water spaniels (dogs or

bitches).

Number

of en-

Class 15.—Retrieving Bpaniels other than pure Irish (dogs or

Number
Class
Class

Number

bitches).

or entries, 5.
16.— Cocker spaniels (dogs or bitches), Number ot entries, 18.
17.— Field spaniels (of any other breed), dogs or hitches.
of entries, 9.

Clabs 18.— Fox hounds

(in couples), dogs or

Nnmber

bitches.

of

entries, 7.
.

—

-j

tries, 8.

Number

Class 30.—Dalmatian or coach dogs (dogs or bitchos).

of

entries, 5

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
bitch).

31.— Shepherd dogs or Collies-dogs. Number of entries, 4.
31.— Shepherd dogs or Collie s-(bitches). Number of entries, 4.
32.—Bull dogs (dog or bitch). Number of entries, 7.
33.—Bull terriers (dog or bitch). Nnmber of entries, 10.
34.— Pugs (dog or bitch). Number of entries, 21.
85.—Black and tan terriers exceeding 11 pounds weight (dog or

No

—

(dog or bitch).

Number

terriers,

not exceeding 11 pounds weight

of entries, 12,

Class 37.—Skye terriers (dog or bitch). Number of entries, 20.
Class 38 Scotch terriers (dog or bitch)
Number or entries, 8.
Class 39.—Dandie Dumont terriers (dog or bitch). Nnmber or

—

.

entries, 10.

Class 40.—Toy

terriers,

Number

not exceeding 5 pounds weight.

—

The Catalogue. The catalogue will be very oomplete,and
extremely valuable as a book of reference.
As there are
doubtless many of our readers who would like to have them,
we have niado arrangements by which we can forward copies
to our applicants post-paid upon receipt of the prioe, fifteen

—

cents.

Class 41.—Blenheim, King Charles
bitch).

Number

or Japanese

spaniels (dog or

or entries, 7.

Class 42.—Italian greyhounds (dog or bitch). Number or entries, 6.
Class 43 .—Poodles (dog or bitch)
Number or entries. 2.
Nnmber or entries, 6.
Class 44 —Miscellaneous (dees or bitches)
Class 45.—Trick dogs (dogs or bitches). Nnmber ot entries, 2.
.

.

No. 1.— For the best setter or any breed (dog or bitch) in the show, 48.
No. a.—For the best pointer of any weight (dog or biteh) in the
Bhow, 50.

No. 3— For the best brace of setters of any breed (dogs or bitches, or
dog and bitch); to be owned and exhibited by one person, 24.
No. 4. —For the host brace of pointers (dogs or bitches, or dog and
bitch); to be owned and exhibited by one person, 10.
No. 5.— For the best collection of sporting dogs, of any kind, not less
than live to be exhibited, and exhibited by one person, or from one
kennel,

10.

No. 6.— For the best English setter stud dog, either native or imshown with not less than two of his get, 9.
No. 7.— For the beet red Irish setter stud dog, either native or imported, to be shown with not less than two of his get, 5.
No. 8.—For the best black and tan, or black tan and white setter stud
ported, to he

dog, either native or Imported, to be

his get.

shown with not

less than

two of

3.

No. 9.—For the best pointer stud drg, over 50 pounds weight, either
native or imported, to be shown with not, Jess than two of
No. 10.—For the best pointer stud doc, under 50 pound* weight
either native or imported, to be shown with not less than two of his
i

get, 3.

—

E. It., Philadelphia.—Will you|please lefme knowlf there Is any person,
in Philadelphia who giveB lessons In tying or dressing (lies V Acs, You
can ascertain by Inquiring of John Krlder, Second and Walnut streets,
Mr. Thad Norris used to instruct,

Ctmions, Fort Johnston, N. O.—In your Issue of April 10th I notico
John Blakely, of Philadelphia,, is reported having caught a
drum-flsh with rod and reel, Willyou please inform mo what flies, if
any, were u«od ?— Ana. Possibly Mr, Blakely will answer, We cannot.
that Mr.

Hell Gate, Now York.— It is said that shad roa Is a good bait for taking spring atrlpod bass, Where is it to ho bought, how is itused, etc.?
You can get all tbashad roo you want at tho markets. Put it
Into a Btrip of mosquito netti lg and wind it around tho hook, shank

— Ans.

all.

in your remarks on rides last
of Hawlon's rifle, Will you oblige ns with further information, as we never heard of such a gun?— Ans. Alas we need an
oracle to explain the apparent enigmas that the printers cause ns to
present to our readers
We wrote "Hawkins' Klfle."

—

all

River Bailroad, which was so much blurred in going through
the copying press that it was impossible to reproduce it. If
any charge should be made for dogs when accompanied by
their owners on this road, if reported to the Bench Show
Committee, the matter will be placed before the road au-

—We

*»
print this

as prizes at the

week cuts

of certain of the cups given

New York Bench
& Co. No. 1

Messrs. Tiffany

Show, and manufactured
is

Messrs. Tiffany

& Co. 's

any breed in the show, No. 2 is the
"Spratt Patent" cup, presented through Mr. F. O. de Luze
for the champion English setter.
No. 3 is special prize No.
setter of

14 for the best pointer breed bitch. No. 4 is special No.
7, presented by Fokest and Stream for the best red Irish
stud dog. No. 5 is special No. 3, presented by members of

New York

City Association for the Protection of Game,
No. 6 is Mr. Dudley Olcott's
cup, for tho best English setter by an imported dog out of a

for the best brace of setters.

native bitch, No. 7
pointer bitch.

is

Gen. Webb's cup for the champion

—

Death op Kathleen. It is with great regret that we read
the death of Mr. William Jarvis' splendid red Irish setter
bitch Kathleen. The sad event happened on the morning
of the 27th ult. In the morning she was full of lif o, activity
and strength, and at night she was dead, Mr. .Jarvis does
not state the cause of her death. We can join feelingly in
hia regrets, as we were to have had one of Kathleen's next
litter by Elcho, but our loss is but trivial compared with his,
for he loved her as the apple of his eye. Farowoll, Kathleen
A- Doo Story.— A correspondent writing from Foxbnrg
Va., under date of April 23d, sends us the following story,
for the troth of

which he vouches:

spaniel bitch of mine had a litter of seven pups— three
Yesterday the four bitches were
and four bitches.
drowned and buried. The dam, as soon as the burying was
finished, dug them up, took one pup and buried it in another
This she
place, digging a hole for it and then covering it.
did with' each pup. I never heard of such a thing before.
Wm. D. F."

dogs

*

»

— Mr. Geo. G. Poyner, of Clinton, Iowa, writes

us that his
red Irish-Gordon bitch, Fan (formerly E. F. Stoddard's),
whelped on the morning of the 20th inst. eleven fine puppies; color, Ted; seven dogs, fouT bitches; all doing well; sire,
Arnold Burges' red Irish setter, Rufus.

—On April 23d Mr, L, B. Cassard's Maggie, black and tan
Gordon, whelped five puppies, four dogs and one bitoh, sired
by Jerome's Shot. Maggie was highly commended at the
Baltimore show in the very good class of Gordon bitches.
—Mr.

S. B. Dilly's fine pointer bitoh, Royal Fan, visited
Ranger on the 8th ult. This will bring the lady in a conwhich will somewhat affect her symmetry during the
bench show, but we have no doubt the judges will appre-

his

dition

ciate her condition.

—Mr.
ited Dr.

27th

R. E. 8„ Newark.—I am looking for a fine red Irish settor dog, pup
preferred. Would tho coming bench show be the place for me to look?
What would bo tho prioo of such a dog throe or four months old?— Ana,
You will undoubtedly find one to suit you at tho bench show, as there
will be a largo number on salo, There will also bo an auction on tha

Philadelphia.—1st. I have a sotter bitch whioh has constant
Will you please tell me in your next edition what
3. What is the best thing I can procure to remove fleas
from dogs. Ans. 1st. If there is inflammation present and the eye is bloodshot and oversensitive to light, apply the following lotion with a small
sponge four or five times a day: Sulpb. zinc 12 grains, wine of opium
3 drachms, distilled water enough to make 6 ounces, mix. 2d. We have
found Stoadman's Flea Powder to be an unfailing remedy for fleas.
0.

L.

J.,

running at the eyes.

E. Fisher's Gordon setter bitch, Border Lily, visH. F. Aten's Gordon dog, Glen, on tho 26th and

3.

ult.

Canine-ioot, Park

There are several of your Hoboken readors who
to hear something in regard to the fish of the Hndtheir habits, when In season, bast bait and books to use, etc. Hope
will give us the desired information in an early number.— Ans. The

A. G. N., floboken

i,

Wo print in this issue fac-simile
tho letters received from the different railways
with regard to carrying dogs to and from the show free of
charge, except that of the New York Central and Hudson

by

.

would be pleased

*«»»

Railway Arrangements.

copies of

or

entries, 19.

Anonymous Communication?,

will cure her!

"A

entries.

Class 3d.— Black and tan

of

Jacobus, Frankfort, Ky.-, Wo notloe

tries, 5.

Class 23.— Greyhounds (dogs or bitches). Nnmber of entries, 16.
Class 21,— Staghouuds (dog or bitches). Number of entries, 6.
Clabs 25. —Deerhounds (dogs or bitches). Number of entries, 6.
Class 26.—Mastiffs (dogs or bitches). Number of entries, 16.
Class 27. St. Bernards (dogs or bitches). Number of entries, 15.
Class 28.— Newfoundlands (dog or bitch.) Number of entries, 10).
Class 29 .—Siberian or Clm dogs (dogs or bitches). Number of en-

Taktn

week you speak

ject.

the

Class 19.—Harriers in conplea (dogs or bitches)
Nnmber of entries, 1.
Class 20.— Beagles (dog or bitch). Number of entries, 6.
Class 21.— Dachshunds (dog or bitch). Nnmber ot entries, 17.
Class 22.—Fox terriers (dog or bitch). Number of eutries, 7.
Class 22.— Fox terrier poppies ;under 12 months). Number of en-

.Votlre

TV. a. M., Chattanooga, Tenn
Your picture la an admirable repre.
sentation of the clapper rail, Ra'Jus tonffirotirtti Wo recognized the
bird at tho first glance, Sorry that we oaa't reproduce the drawing.

and

7.

This promises to be a very Interesting feature of tho Bench Show.
Already a large number
of gentlemen have loaned valuable paintings, and the committee will foel greatly indebted to any others who will conMessrs. Shaw Bros, have kindly offered tho sertribute.
vices of their foreman and draymen, who will collect the
pictures, hang them and return them.
They will be insured against fire. Mr. Lincoln can be addressed on the subPictttbe Gauges.*

cup for the best

tries, 3.

No

I

The

thorities,

entries, 13.

less than

1.

f entries, 16.

Olabb 9
bitches.

comprise not

No. 23.— For tho best cocker Bpsntel (dog or biteh),
No. 24.—For the best skye terries (dog or bitch;, 9.
No. 25.— For pugs, 7.
No. 26.—For Gordon setter puppies, 4.

trios, 30.

entries, 12.

to
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Row.— What

breed of dogs is a West
Pointer? Ana. It is difficult to say positively; probably a
strain from the original "dogs of wai" that were let slip.

you

caught in the Hudson Rivor are shad, striped bass, tom-cods,
weakflsb, lafayettes, young bluaflsh, white perch, sturgeons, flounders
and occasionally herrings. There are trout and pickerel in tho
upper stream. Hallock's forthcoming work on the Game and Fish of
North America will toll you of their habits and modes of capture.
fish

eels

Constant Rkadeb, Nashville, Tenn.— 1st. Is there good hunting and
trapping in Southwestern Colorado? 2d. What animals are there? 3rt,
Are there many streams about there? ith. Are there any Indian reservations there? 5th. Are there many persons trapping there? Ans.
1st. Yes, excellent hunting and fair trapping.
2d. Buffalo, antelope,
red-tailed deer, mountain sheep, bears, wolves, and foxes of dlfferont
varieties, jack rabbits, beavers, otters, etc., with grouse and wild fowl
of many species. 3d. Yes. 4th. There la a reservation in Western
Colorado of 14,784,000 acres occupied by friendly Indians, mostly of
the Ute tribe. 5th. Wo cannot say.

—

light snow of two inches a path
stone wall and along parallel to it
and along beside the wall
alike distance, when it disappeared. The track was as smooth and
about aB largo as if made by a broom-handle. It was (he only mark to
ba seen on the snow in the morning. What made that traek? 2. Do
Bnakes ever leave their beds to pass over snow ? Ans. 1st. It would be
impossible to say what it was without seeing the track. Probably it was
made by one of the shrews. Their feet are so small that the foolmarks
might easily be overlooked. 2d. We think not.
J. F.

B.,Hackensack.—1st. After a

was observed runniug out from

a

for thirty or forty yards, then across the road

—

G. H. R„ Gainesville, Texas.— On the litk I saw a red cockadea
woodpecker IP. borculis) evidently destroying tho nest of the downy
woodpecker {P.pubtsceus). Ho was onlarging the hole so as to get into
the eggs, as I supposed, from the cry of distress and the actions of the
small birds. The neBt was inaccessible. Is this common with that
family ? Ans. We do not know that the woodpeckers are givon to destroying bird's nests. Is it not probable that tho P. borcalis may have
simply appropriated the uost of his smaller cousiu for his own purpo.
seB, and thus not have had any direct design against its contents?
Wa
should be glad to know if the usurper bred in the holo which you saw

—

him

enlarging.

Subscribeb, Philadelphia.—I have a beagle hound, Ave months old
that for the past two or throo days has had the following symptoms:
Vomiting, restlessness, lying down to go to sleep, and then, after a few
moments, getting up and trying another place; he also moans (or
whines), and twitches in his sleep. To-day he seems inclined to hunt
up dark places, and has lost his appetite.— Ans. Your puppy probably
has worms. Give him twenty grains of powdered areca nut iu tbrea
doses two hours apart; three hours after tho last doso givo half an
ounce of castor oil. If you do not find tho mjt in Philadelphia, you

can procure it ready prepared from W. Holberton, 102 Nassau Bfreet,
tbiscity, dividing tho doses he sends,

Kennel, Westfleld, Mass.— Will you please advise mo what to do with
the following oase; Setter pup, seven months old, has a tape-wormi
gave him areca nut as directed, without giving bim any food. After
giving him tha secoud powder he vomited it up; two hours later gava
him tho third; soon after he passed about twelve foot of the worm
without the head. When shall I givo him areca nut again, and what
shall I feed him while dosing him? Will not Roohello salts answer ns
Both tho areca nut and castor oil seam to make him
sick,— Ans. Wb should givo him the areca nut again, but not on an
ompty stomach, nor yet immediately after feeding. The diet should
be laxative without being too much so; say dated Indian meal (corn
broad), You might use tho Rochelle salts Instead of the oil.
well as castor oil?

—

Nemo 1st. What ik your opinion of conical base shell*? 2d. Your
theory in regard to them? 3d. Do Parker or Remington make guns
with two sets of barrels (10s and 12s)? 4th. Whore can I proouro a pup
of tha breed known as "Chesapeake retrievers," and ooBt? 5th. Is
there a plant caUed the Cobra Head? 6th. What is tho proper pronunciation of toe name JuleB Verne, the popular author; is it a nom de
plum* ? 7lh. Are the volumes of Herbert's workB printed by PeterBou
iBro. all bound in cloth, and can you furnish thom at givon price,
75cts. per vol.?—Ans. 1st. We have never used them. 2d. That they
3d. Yos, when bo orsecure more equal and rapid ignition.
dered. 4th, At tho ooming New York Bench Show. 5th. Yob. 6th.
Jules Verno; itis not an assumed name. 7th. No; those sold at 75cts.
write
to Messrs. Peterson
to
will
have
are bound in paper, and you
Bros, for them.

Undoubtedly one of the best and cheapest stocks-of Carpotings, OilCloths, Matline, etc., etc., to be found in tho United Stales is that of
John H. FitAY, Sons &, Co., Washington Street, Boston. I, W.
Adams is the sportsman of the firm, and will take special pniun to please
any ol onr Mends culling upon him, or with any orders sent him. 11 IB
Messrs.

a good,

reliable

house,— Adv.

,

—
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Our advertisers are notified that the competition between
the two papers being at an end, the rates have been fixed
with reference to the existing state of business; our present
rates

we

will,

bo satisfactory, and we shall hold to

trust,

them.
evident that where our advertisers have been running
two advertisements they will now be better served by an
advertisement in the joint journal with its largely increased
It'is

circulation.

ggjpljfjijlllg; -i_

GAME PROTECTION.

"'

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
DsvOTCT TOFlElJ) AND AqUATIC SPOBTS, PEAOTICAi N ATCEAI. HlBTOBT,
CCTLTrp.E, Tai PROTECTION 01- GAiE,PRESERTATI0N0TF0KEST8,
ACT TB3 INCULCATION IN MEN AND WOMBH OF A BBALTHr ISTEKBST
« UUT-Dooa Hbobbatios and Stodt

™«

—

Massachusetts. The following iB an abstract of the game
law passed at the last session of the Massachusetts Legisla-

I

ture:

:

SO. 103

tween September

gubUshmq fgmnpans.
Box

off for

Advertising

Cinbs of Thre

Raun.

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 20 cents per line, outside page, 30 cents.
Bpeotol rates for three, sis, and twelve months. Notices in editorial
colamns, 40 cents per line.

*«* Any publiBlier inserting our prospectns as above one time, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to as, will receive tbs Foeest and Stream for one year.

3IA.Y 3. 1877.

To Correspondents.

ary 1st following.
Wood-duck, black duck and teal may be killed between
September 1st and April 15th following.
Penalty for illegal killing of woodcock, partridge, quail,
upland plover, wood-duck, black duck and teal, twenty-five
dollars ($25) for each bird.
Penalty for killing any undomesticated bird not before mentioned (except birds of prey, crows, crow-blackbirds, herons,
bitterns, wild pigeons, jays, rail, Wilson's snipe, wild geese,
plover, sandpiper, and any of the so-called marsh, beach, or
shore birds), ten dollars ($10).
Penalty for destroying or disturbing the nests or eggs of
any undomesticated bird (except birds of prey or crows),
ten dollars ($10).
Hares, rabbits and gray squirrels may bo killed between
October 1st and March 1st following. " Penalty for illegal
taking or killing, ten dollars ($10).
No deer to be killed or taken (except one's own tame
deer) until 1880. Penalty for illegal taking or killing, one

hundred
All communications whatever, whether relating to onBlnesB or literary
correspondence, mnBt bo addressed to Tab Forkst and Stream Pettisnraa Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All corninunicatlonsintcnded for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regaracd.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
no es of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable Information between gentlem sportBmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
find our columns a uesirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose reined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
1b beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall sorvice, 1/
money remitted to ua i« lost.
Advertisement* should be sent in by Saturday of each week. If possible.
EST" Trade supplied by American News Company.

dollars ($100).
All forfeitures to be paid one-half to the informant or
prosecutor, and one-half to the city or town where the
offence is committed.

Trout and land-locked salmon

may bo

taken by hook and

line only between April 1st and October 1st following.
Penalty for illegal taking, ten dollars ($10).
Black bass may be taken with hook arid line only between
June 1st and December 1st following. Penalty for illegal
taking, twenty dollars ($20).
Possession prima facie, evidence to convict.

.

m

CHARLES HALLOCK,
Editor and Business Manager

NOTICE.
This paper
ton street,

New

issued from

103 Ful-

at

York.

this
'run

week the united Forest and
consummation which we

—a

confidently believe will result advantageously alike to the
paper, the reader, the advertiser, tend the interests of legitiin

well directed,
together" is the

We

are

we

potential,

While individual effort,
"a strong pull
produce effective results.

believe that

best calculated to

confident

any projects
fect

America in general.
is

new

under the

that

for pleasure

or

profit,

dispensation

whether

they

ually or together, whether they be to institute, acclimate,

improve, or extirpate, will

now be

carried to a successful is-

sue through the aid and intervention of our great and minor
associations, with

which

our purpose intimately

it is

to

co-operate.

We

profess to be the organ for the sportsmen of America,

dating back to the spring of 1871— not a long life-time to be
Bure,

but

sufficient

and wisdom.
ent

sportsmen,

months.

Michigan. The annual meeting of the Michigan State
Sportsmen's Association will be held at the Morton
House, Grand Rapids, on Tuesday, May Sth, 1877. The
meeting will be called to order at 2 p. m. All gentlemen in-

to

America,

give

us

the

great

descended

from

maturity

precedence,

country
a

of

paternity

Bbittsh

Ceeebbation.

—An

International

honor of her Majesty, Queen Vicbe held at Petersburg, Va., on May 24th,
under the immediate patronage of Lord Dufferin, Governor
General of Canada, the British Minister, and a long list of
British Celebration, in
toria's birthday, will

Honorables. The various St. George's societies and British
societies generally throughout the country are expected to
participate.
A full programme of the proceedings will be
issued on May 1st, and can be obtained from Jno. J, Campbell, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

af-

the sportsman, the farmer, the game, orthedog, individ-

game

law,

Protects insectivorous birdB generally.
Sec 2. Makes a close season from April 1 to September
1
for prairie-chickens, partridges, pheasants, woodcock,
grouse, quail, wild-geese, wood-duck, teal, mallow, or other
ducks, brant, swan, sand-hill crane, plover, curlew, robin,
meadow-lark, yellow-hammer and bittern; from the first
day of April to the first day of August in each year for sagechickens and snipe.
Sec. 3. Prohibits the trapping of quail and the disturbing
of nests of any birds mentioned in the Act.
Sec. i. Makes a close Beason for prairie-chickens until
September 1, 1879, in the Counties of Esmerelda, Douglas,.
Ormsby, Lyon, Storey, Churchill and Washoe.
Sec 5. Makes a close season between January 1 and July
1 for doer, antelope, elk, mountain sheep or goat.
Sec 6. Makes the penalty for violation of any of the provisions of the Act a sum not to exceed two hundred dollars,
or imprisonment in the county jail for a term not to exceed
1.

Intebnationat.

to you
and Hod and

present

mate sport

Sec.

terested in the protection of game and fish are earnestly
requested to attend, whether members of the association
or not,

To oue Readebs.

We

Nevada.— The last Nevada Legislature paBsed a game
which the following is a brief abstract:

six

office

its

THE "GREAT CONSOLIDATED.'

Stream,

of

—

now

is

A Palpable Ebbob. —By one of those typographical errors
which will sometimes occur even in the best regulated newspapers, or by a process of what Mr. Richard Grant White
terms heterophemy, which we take to mean, thinking one
thing and writing another, in our issue of the 19th nit. we
named His Excellency Lord Dufferin, Governor General of
the Dominion of Canada, as the Lieutenant-Governor of
Quebec. The gentleman we should have named was His
Honor, L. Letellier St. Just, Lieutenant-Governor, etc. We
ask pardon for an error, which, although palpable, would
yet indicate an ignorance which we repudiate.

<»

inher-

of born

New

DrvEBTisEiiENT,

— Our

friend

James Meyer, Esq.,

known among gentlemen sportsmen,

contemplating

well

fended their homes and supplied their

the opening of a delightful summer resort at Pelhamville,
near thiB city, whose pleasures will include trout fishing, as

nal can

well as open-air exercise and garden luxuries. Ho has issued
special cards of invitation to a preliminary entertainment
This resort is destined to befor next Monday, May 7th.

larders, needs an
organ and expositor, and we believe that our combined jour-

the bill to general satisfaction.

Publishers of the

Foeest

The

Stream and Eod and Gun,
American Sportsman's Journal."

A>1>
'
'

come
line,

as

much of

is

an institution as Col. Kane's Pelham coach

by which Mr. Meyer's place
more of this horeafter.

is

readily reached.

We

shall say

Subscribers and
title

i

Advertisers under our new

:4yl<'

and

where the subhftvebeen paid for both journals, the joint paper
be supplied for the full term already paid for.

are respectfully notified that in cases

—

Expbess. The American Express Co. have offered to carry
dogs to and from New York lor the show at ope-half their
usual rates.

Mb. Macdona's Arbtval.—The Bev.

J.

Cumming Macdona

arrived from Liverpool in the White Star steamer
Adriatic
on Sunday last Mr. Macdona was met at the wharf by
some of the members of the Westminster Kennel Club, and
escorted to the Fifth Avenue Hotel, which will be his

head-

quarters while here.

He brings with him Rover, the red
own brother to Plunket, whose portrait appears
our present issue. Mr. G. deLandre Macdona sailed

Irish setter,

in

from Liverpool on the 25th ult. bringing Banger H, Blue
Prince, Magnet, a number of red Irish setter puppies, and
,

several of his splendid St. Bernards.
brings a number of other dogs.

The same steamer

Rahoeb's Victobx.— We had the pleasure on the arrival of
Macdona a cable message, which,
it contained but theBe simple words, "Ranger
has
won all, Lort," was sufficient to afford the most intense gratification to the recipient,
The message referred to the field
(rials which were run at Shrewsbury on the 25th and
26th
hit, and indicated that old Ranger, Mr. Macdona's champion
setter, had won all of the stakes for which ho was entered.
Those who have read the almost bitter controversy which has recently been renewed in the columns of the London Field wil appreciate Mr. Macdona's elation.
In the very last issue of that
journal a correspondent, who has taken a prominent part in
the battle, describes Eanger as a " dead dog, " and says that
"not even the puffing he receives can put him on his legs
again." For a " dead dog " he has done some very lively work
in beating in his old age the best dogs that could be brought
against him. We shall look for the particulars with interest,
and also for the result of the Kennel Club field trials, which
were to have been run at Horselieath on the 2d and 3d
icBt., and in which Ranger was again to compete.
the Adriatic of handing Mr.

although

I

»»
THE DOG

LA.W.

New Yobk,

April 20, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stream.

The

fruits of the fierce attacks

made by

a prominent metropolitan journal on "the noblest friend of man" is now
ripe and ready to be plucked by the executioner.
If this
bill as passed by the Board of Aldermen becomes a law by
the signature of the Mayor, it will never reach the end intended by the journal in question, for their sole war is
waged against the spiteful spitz; but the law as passed by the
City Fathers makes the innocent suffer for the gnilty, and
the latter, as will be shown, will not be incommoded in the
least, nor will they help to swell the City Treasury by paying the tax imposed npon them.
Dogs are "rational;
unfortunately, they cannot speak, or else we might
learn their opinion of the madness in men; but when it
comes to a question of sound sense, or horse sense, as Abe
Lincoln nsed to call it, then we find that they are as much
imbued with that desirable article as the common run of
men. Everybody, no doubt, has heard of the dogs of St.
Bernard and the noble Newfoundland, and where is the
sportsman who will not vouch for the intelligence of the
pointer and setter in the field, who understands his master's
every word and action: and yet, with all this acknowledged
intelligence, these common-sense dogs are to be driven mad
by being deprived of their liberty and made a tow-boat of;
and all for what ? To please a few crusaders who have
good cause to remember the spitz, for spitz is a German
by word for "tight." This law, in the first place, says that
every owner of a dog shall pay two dollars for a license, and
one "dollar for a renewal; that said dog is to wear a bell
punch or collar about his royal neck, and if this was not
disgrace enough, when in the street he is to be held by a
chain or rope, not more than four feel in length, and a fine
of three dollars can be recovered from Fido's owner if he
does not carry those requisite ornaments; and lastly, the
poor dog is be taken out to the public pound, and if not
ransomed a la Italiano in forty-eight hours, he is to be dispatched with all haste to dog-heaven, from whence his spirit
will hasten back to plague the inventors of such a cruel and
indistinctive law. The newspaper which is entitled to all
the honors in this new crusade will not obtain the object
desired, for the spitz will not be touched by the rough hand
How are you going to reach him 7 Will the
of the law.
brigandoB climb into a lady's chamber, where the well-fed
darling is reclining in safety, and snatch him out baldheaded ? Not a bit of it, for there in the castle of his queen
and owner broom-sticks abound, and woe be unto the man
This ends the spitz, and this is just
who attempts the feat
the way the tax will be collected on him. But the good dog

—

!

—"the"

hunters whose childish playthings were the tools that de-

fill

matters pertaining to it, to the exclusion of other
matter in
our regular departments.—Ed. F. A S.]

killed

Trapping and snaring game birds prohibited entirely.
Upland plover may be killed between July 15th and Janu-

2883.]

NEW YORK, THURSDAY,

1st

[Owing to the great interest manifested in the New York
Bench Show, to be held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday next, we have devoted much, of our space" this week to

1st following.

rarnu, Four Dollars * Year, 8trfrtl» In Aaranca
Twenty-five per cent,

may be

Quail

roLTON 3TEEET, NEW YOBK.
[Post Osnras

(ruffed grouse) may be killed beand January 1st following.
between November 1st and January

Woodcock and partridge

PUBLISHED ST
fttrtst *n& Jtfrawf

Noracs to BPOETSMEN.-Having received bo many
commnnicatiooB
asking us for information in regard to our
sii-aeotion bamboo trout,
bass, grilse and salmon rods, we bavo prepared
a circular on the
subject, which we shall take pleasure in
forwarding to any iddrasB.
We keep on hand all grades, the priooa of which range from
$16 to *150.
We put our atamp only on the best, in order io protect our customers
and our reputation, for wo are unwilling to
sell a poor rod with a false
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate
the genuine article),
without letting our customers know just what they
are getting.
P. O. Box, 1,99*.- Adv.
Abbet & Imubie, 48 Maiden Lane.

Wank

first

suffer or

to

pay the

welcome, and foremost to defend"— must
tax.

The

latter alternative,

no doubt,

will

be adopted by those whosehearts are as large and faithful as the
dog he owns. And the collar business is grand, for the little
boys of Mackerelville are waiting in anticipation of reoping a
harvest, and they nay "there's millions in it," while at the
same time they mil be aiding the City Treasury by uncollaring dogs, thereby giving the owners a chance to be fined,
all of which will go into the strong box, while the dogs will
be going into another kind of box. It is fair to presume
that the modern Solons know the much-dreaded spitz is
caressed by ladies, and when the latter get their
dander up the fighting along the line will be beautiful; but
do they know of an instance where an intelligent dog with
full liberty ever injured a child ? They may, if they refresh
AVho makes
their memory, recollect of such dogs saving life.
the best watchman ? A dog. Who is it that will do more
for man than men will for each other aye, even die for

owned and

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

CUPS PRESENTED AT THE FIRST ANNUAL
him? A dog. Who was it that, licked the hand of the master
who stayed him, thereby showing a spirit of forgiveness
rarely met with in man ? A dog.
There are some wise men
who were never children— they happened to be born old;
but then, again, thank God, there are men who can look
cheerfully back to the days of their boyhood, and remember
with pride the companion of their happy hours when sport'
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and ignorant spitefulness. Amend the law so that the spitz
and must be reached, whether in the palaces of Fifth
Avenue, or the more humble abodes of Dutchtown. Do
not tax, but exterminate them as a contagious evil to be
dreaded. But, for mercy's sake, spare the faithful, honest
friend of youth and old age, and the lips of poor children
who love their dumb friends, but have not two dollars to
spare will open with words of gladness, and rejoice in the
deliverance of their speechless companions from an ungenerous and cruel, ill-timed death. There is a divinity that
directs the destinies of dogs as well as men, and to those
people who are in no way superstitious it may be gratifying
to learn that the last official who signed the death-warrant
of man's best friend did not live to see it tested, for he
dropped dead out of his chair. It is to be hoped that our
present worthy Mayor will not meet with any such ill-luck;
and it is also to behoped that he will not sign this bill in
its present shape, but send it back from whence it came,
with a veto message that will touch the tender chords in the
manly bosoms of the present Board of Aldermen.
X.
will

MESSRS. TIFFANY & CO.

Grouse, and a red and white bitch named Flint. Guy and
Flash were mated, and their produce was Cora IT, who is of a
beautiful red with scarcely any white. The dogs of this strain

have great endurance and intelligence, and are capital

field

—

—

A Native Strain. We give this week capital portraits of
Cora and Cora H, representatives of a fine breed of native
owned by Messrs. Manasseh and Everett Smith of
Portland, Maine.
Cora, red and white, was a present from

setters,

ing in the

meadow

or in the lane. Pompey, Nero, Jaok or
Tray was romping by his side, and ill-fared the man who
dared do harm to that happy boy. Are there any such in
the Board of Aldermen ?
so, reconsider this bill before
it.becomes a law, Make a distinction between intelligence

H

the late Cale Loring, whose name is familiar to so many of
our readers; she is thirteen years old. In 1872 Cora was bred
to the imported Gordon setter Grouse, a Crystal Palace winner, combining the Kent and Regent strains.
Of this produce one, Guy, was almost wholly of a beautiful red color.
Subsequently a red and white bitch, Hark, was bred from

peformers. Our space will not permit us to go into further
and a litter of
particulars, but the dogs, particularly Cora
puppies by Guy, will be at the Bench Show. As a purely
" native " strain it is probably unexcelled.

H

*•

A

large

number

of letters

spondents are unavoidably

from "Royal" and other correnext week.

laid over until
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—The

cuts of the Bench Show cups, and also the reproductions of the Railway Superintendents' letters, were drawn

by

(he

Photo Plate Engraving Company, No. 63 Duane

i'he
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Street, this city.
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This is what the Burlington Hawkeye says: "Some twenty
years ago a young German couple named Staninhoff came to
Harrison, Wis., and a year or two afterward a child was born
to them, but it was bald at birth, and up to the present time
has never had a hair on its head. Since then eleven children
have been born to the couple, five of whom— three boys and
two girls— are perfectly bald."

Split Bamboo Rods Conroy, Bissett & Mallison, have devoted their
brains and capital to the manufacture of bamboo rods. There ia an
idea extant that bamboo rods are sometimes made by removing the
natural enamel and substituting a fictitious article. The fact ia, that
the operation would not pay. Nature has done more in the matter
than art can do. There is no money in it. Conroy, Bissett k Mallison
are satisfied with a fair profit, and to remove that which ii good for
that which is coarse would be poor policy. Some manufacturers pretend to have forgotten more than other people know; but this is not
the case with C, B. k M. They are satisfied to make a first-rate article.
which they eeU at a fair price, and for which they invite inspection,
and challenge competition with any other makers in this city or elsewhere throughout the world.

tht Zi*
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>
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New York

Cenijial & Hvnso* Rrren E. B. Co.,
Office or Ons. Pass Agent, Gkand Central Depot,
Nr.w YoKIt, April 10, 1B78.

Thf. following letters were received from various roads too
for reprodi
Grleal Western of
ClieJ

late

.

'

i

i

Canada

is

wsv

of Canada,

i.'.n

I]

y

Ha

.

-,i

58,1817.

J

O. B. Meexeb,
General PassBnger Agent.

.

Ohioaoo, Milwaukee! 4 St. Pacx Batlway.
GER'r> Baggage Agent's Office,

K

<x£/j.
Missouri, KAB9A8 INd TEXAS Rut/wat,
Bfc Lovis, Mo., ipril 27, 1877.
Cftcu. Lincoln, Est}., Fvpt. W«fl r.u-A- £r?ic'»

./iw^K^-

/ti^^O^

lit.

)

tbe Missduri,

by their own-

to

pers.

-

take

plaor. in

.''.'.,:.,

n

-

N»v,

V.-.i':

:-.-,

BeafeotluUy,
i

i

i

-ii

era!

demand or

3d.

Jas. D.

Kk

)

pay from Passen-

;

General order of Nov. 16th

is

rescinded.
D,

M, OHBtSTTE,

nportBLnen of

Passenger Agent M.

)
V

Dog or Gun belonging to a Passenger, nor refuse to receive
of owner or person in charge
suoh owner or person
in charge being at the time n Passenger on this road.

gi-Htvt Etonoll

mrnm

receive

same on request

the Southwest will turnout in goodly numb.
and ebo tbe people of
your good city that they nro out far behind y
gooa
the dog and. gun better than J, and I lake a deep Interest in yoi

work.

will

1,1876.

Train Baggagemen,

gers for tho carriage, or care of their Baggage or Extras.
id. No Train Baggageman will demand compensation for tho oarriago

I

Ml ,'-

No Train Baggageman

to

or caro of a

:

Kansas & Texas— will Iran

Show

funeral Order

1

Show far Dags, Who Tori;

:

Milwaukee, Deo.

/'crt^J.tti

DkabSib.—Tour esteemed communication nf the 13th Instant would
have received attention sooner, but 1 have beou absent on a long trip
y'OUll
In
siting
through Texas; !i.;.ti
to know that
only given me an opportu

ers, or pro]

}

19th. saying
Mx Df.ab Sia.— I wrote Dr. W. S.
there was bo charge on tho road for transportation of dogs when aocompanled by owners with regular passage tickets. Tours truly,

")

Tf-AjiSra.— Ihave to acknowledge tbi roooipt ••( your letter of the
SOtb instant. Ymir request as to the free transporlatie
tended for exhibition at New York, when accompanied by tbeii- owners,
hns beau considered, and for various reasons this company will not be
Hunrcntis, for G. K. M.
able to moot your view*. Vans truly,
CBAG. LINOOI.N, Est}.. B«pt, WWtmtOBtBr Keaue! Club, Box 2,332, N. Y.

-

)

)

K'nnd Club.
Webb, March 15th and

Chat. Lincoln, Esq., Supl. Westmintttr

printed for the na1e

^0-

Browm,

ty.f*<-?

T. Railway.

A. V. H.

^pprnuai,

*?*&

B, S.

General Baggage Agent.
Oarfekteb,
and Ticket Agent.

Gen'l. Past,

Mkbbiu,,
General Manager.

IMPORTED GORDON SETTER BITCH, LOU.
Rover.—We have reproduced from the London Meld the
Mr. Maedona's red Irish setter, Rover, own

portrait, of

brother to Pluuket.

We landed Rover from the.

steamer on

and. are fain to say that he comes nearer toonr idea
of what, an Irish setter should be, barring perhaps the white
on his breast, than any dog we have seen. He is much larger

Monday,

than Plunket, with immense bone and power. Tho word
" grand " expresses his general appearance better than any
His bead is simply perfect. Any gentleman who deother.
sires to see Rover before "the. show commences can obtain
permits from Mr. Tileston at this office.

—

Lou. One of our illustrations this week is a portrait of
Mr. W. M. Tileston's imported Gordon setter bitch Lou,
drawn by Mr. Runge (the artist who drew the dogs in the
in the April number of Scribner's Magazine), and engraved by Mr. McDonald. Lou was brought to this country
when a puppy by Mr. H. N. Munn, who purchased her at
Buxton, near the aeat of the Duke of Devonshire, from a
former footman of tho Duke's, with whom her dam had been
placed to whelp. Lou was sired by Dr. Turner's Prince.
Sir. G. Lowe, Secretary to the Kennel Club, has written to

article'

Mr. Tileston that he will shortly send her complete pedigree over. With the exception of her head, which is a trifle
short, Lou is probably as fine a specimen of the black and
tan Gordon as can be found in the country. Her last litter
all dogs, sired by Squire Smith's Monarch, turned out remarkably well. She whelped again on the 1st inst. fonr
dogs and five bitches, all black and tan without any white,
and sired by Mi-. Marble's Grouse. Lou has been exhibited
fonr times, winning first prize at Springfield, Genesee
imd Baltimore, and the empty honor of a Centennial
medal.

A Challenge.—Mr. L. H. Smith of Stratbroy, Canada, has
published the following challenge in the Chicago Field :
I will show at the Westminster Kennel Club Bench Show, at Gilmoro*s
Garden, New York, on tho 8th, 9th, and 10th of May next, three braces
of English sctUrs of the Field Trial and Laveraok breedB from my
kennel against the same number of nalive English setters, to be selected by tho acceptor of this challenge from the native English setter
benches; no dogs having any Field Trial or Laveraok blood In them
competo on the native side.
I will name my dogs before any judging is done at tho show, and the
acceptor of this challenge must do the same. Should one or more of
my dogs bo out of condition or not be at tho show, I claim the privilege of making up the number of the same blood and breeds at the
to be allowed to

show.
I will make this match for a pieoe of plate or any trophy the winnor
chooses to select, to cost $100 gold, to bo paid for by the loser. Tho
dogs to be judged collectively and by tho same judge or judges as may
be selected to judge the English setter class at tho show; and for fear,
Mr. Editor, that I may be put down as another blue blood blatant, I
accompany thiB challenge with the needful $100 in gold, the acceptor
to cover it with a like amount, and place it in your hands. Tho winner
to rooeive back his money; and the trophy which shall bear a suitable
inscription. This challenge to stand open till May 1st. 1877.
L, H. SMITH.

Why

Mr. Smith should have selected that paper in which
his challenge we are at a loss to imagine; but, howit
mot the eye of Mr.
Theodore Morford of Newton, New Jersey, who, notwithstanding the shortness of the time, has duly accepted the
challenge and forwarded a deposit of $100 in gold to cover

to

make

ever,

by some lncky chance,

Mr. Smith's.

This

is

a veritable

ported.

iii'

trial of

native against im-

^

Bernards.— Through the oourtesyof the Faneiei'g G#we are enabled to present our readers this week with
portraits of two line St. Bernards, Monk and Hedwig I1X
St.

zellx

is ft son of Mr. Macduua's Tifier, the winner of tho
prize at. Crystal Palace, 1874. His mother was imported
from tho Alps" "Hedwig III" emu.' from Mr. Maedona's
a descendant of
kennel; she is from the purest prize blood

Monk

->^^-

>

<rv/iA(ty% i

first

.

MR MACDONA'S RED

IRISH SETTER, ROVER.

;

..Tell."

(Rn\othcr

i'f«r

,el85).

;
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Continued from Page 194.
Boston, takes the lead In

Yachting Notes.

Thb Eastern Yacht Olub,

Boston waters, and it is now getting in trim for a
regatta, and 1» is not unlikely it will indulge In
a second one in September or October. With a full
muster of all its craft, would be some of the leading
yachts in the country—such, for instance, aa Lester
Wallnck's Columbia, Mr. Bennett's Dauntless, Commodore Kingsland's Alarm and Mr. Loubat's EnehantrcBs. Since the close of last season there hare
been several changes of ownership. The Bohnoners
Ariel, Flirt, Jnlia and Juniata have been withdrawn;
the Lydlft has been changed to the Sylph George
Peabody Russell has bought the Ermongarda, which
was built originally as a steamer by Poillon, of New
Tort; C. B. Whlttier has bought the Magic, and
Charles H. Joy has come into possession of the
schooner Bebecca. The sloops' Gauntlet, Iris and
Princess have been withdrawn; W. C. Cabot,
formerly owner of the Juniata, has bought the cele-

June

;

brated centre-board sloop Madcap of New York
David Sears has entered the Siren, and D. Brooks
the Narragansett. The books of the club show the
names of HS3 members, 29 schooners, 12 sloops and U
Bteamers.

The Boston Yacht

annual cruise,
will have a regatta in July or August. Of the old
boats in the organization the schooners Elsie, Juniata and Enigma, and the sloops Oracle, Clitheroe,
Leda, Pert and Ruby have been withdrawn. The
Shadow has been sold by Tucker Oeland to John
Bryant, tint will remain in the club. Besides the
regular regatta there will be several races among
Club, hesldeg

its

the individual members.

THK SDBTrRBAN CDUBS.
probably the largest and most
flourishing club In this vicinity next to the two
already meulioned. The following members and
yachts have recently been admitted: General B. F.
Eben B. Phillips,
Butler, sohooner America;
schooner Fearless ; George H. Tripp, sehooner
John
Betty Jntin M. Winslow, schooner Hermes
Bryant, sloop Shadow ; H. E. Hibbard, Bloop Effle
Mary, and George Lee, sloop Pert. The club now
numbers ninety-four members. During the summer
there will be a long race to Long Island Sound.

The Dorchester

is

;

The Beverly

Club, with ninety-six

members and

August.
The South Boston Cluhhas Increased to forty boats

and nearly

200

members.

The CJuincy Club, uow only four years old, has
members and forty yachts.
The East Boston Club has largely Increased during
the year, and will make its displays on Decoration
sixty

Day, the 17th of June, Bunker Hill Day, and the
Fourth of July.
Now Bedford has only Just turned itB attention to
yachting. The club just organized embraces some
of the wealthiest and most prominent men In the
city.

The yacht owners In Nahant and Cohasset have
organized as the Nahansett Club, and are getting
ready for a lively season, as are also the members of

Lynn Yacht Club.

In Duxbury there Is a lively yacht club of only a
It has sixty-five members
and
year's growth.
twenty-four yachts, and several new craft will be
finished and launched before the Beason is over.
The Portland (Maine) Club has increased since
last season from 15 110 to, and the number of yachts,

which includes two steamers, from fourteen
twenty-five.

The annual

regatta will

come

to

off in

Casco Bay on the Fourth of July.
It Is unite likely that some time during the season
there will be a grand ocean race at the Isle of Shoals
(off Portsmouth, X. H ), open to yachts from all
quarters. These occasions in the past have been

among

out of, or returnod to the same orack. The little
fly-catcher, who bnilt his neat every vear under hia
bedroom window, waa a oonBtant joy to him. He
had also a favorite slow-worm in the churchyard,
which hia parishioners were warned not to kill,
from the mistaken idea prevalent in Everaley
that Blow-worme were poisonous.
All these
tastes ho enoouraged in his children, teaching
them to love and handle gaatly, without disgust,
all living things, toada, frogs, beetles, aa works
and wonders from the hand of a living God. Hia
guests were surprised one morning at breakfast
when hia little girl ran up to the open window of

the pleasantest in the annals of American

yachting.

Charles Kinoblev's Love of Animals.—But to
epeak of his home without mentioning his love
of animals would he to leavs the piotare incomHis dog and his horse were his frends,
plete.
and they knew it, and understood his voice and
eye. He was a perfect horaman, and never lost
this temper with his horse, talking to and reason
ing with it if it shied or bolted, aa if it had been
a rational being, knowing that, from the fine
organization of the animal, a horse, like a child,
will get confused by panic fear, which is only
increased by punishment. His dog Dandy, a fine

Scotch

terrier,

was

hia

parish, walks, attended

companion

in

all

his

at the cottage lectures

andsohool lessons, and was his and the children's
He lies buried under the
friend for 18 years,
great fir trees on the Rectory lawn, with this inscription

on

his gravestones, " Fideli Pideles,"

and close by "Swoop," a magnificent black retriever, and "Victor," a favorite Teckel, given to
him by the Queen, with which he 6at up during
the two last suffering nights of the little oreaCats, too, were a continual delight to
ture's life.
him; the stable had always its white cat, and the
house its black or tabby, and ho never tired of
watching their graceful movements. His love of
animals was strengthened by hia beUef in their
future state— a belief whioh he held in common
with John Wesley and other remarkable men.
On the lawn dwelt a family of "natter jackE,"(running toads,) who lived on from year to year in
the aame hole in the green bank, which the
scythe was never allowed to approach. He had
two little friends in a pair of Baud waapa, who
lived in a crack of the window in his dressing
room, one of which he had saved from drowning
in a hand- basin, taking it tenderly out into the
sunshine to dry ; and every Spring he would look
out eagerly for thorn ot their oluldreu,

who came

§

§ennel

\\t

$h$ fennel

,'MoBt intelligent wri tor about dogs."—Bob

and Gum.

DOQ8 CANNOT SLIP THIS COLLAK
No

matter how violently they pull, this collar will'
not choke nr iniure the dog. Mode of heavy bridle
leather with ntckle plated trimmings. Sent by mail
with name of dog or owner on name plate for $1.00.
Manufactured by

the dining-room, holding a long repulsive-looking worm in her hand. "Oh! daddy, look at
this delightful worm." He had but one aversion
whioh he could never oomruer to a spider, and

Thomson

Ac Son,
30X Broadway, IV. ~Y.

—

was of himself he spoke in "Glaucua," after
saying "that evory one seems to have his antipathio animal I know one bred from hia childhood to zoology by land and eea, and bold in asserting, and honest in feeling, that all without
it

jnnl-tf

BREEDING

;

exception

is

beautiful,

who

yet oannot,

handling, and petting, and examining

after

all

day

long every uncouth and venomous beast, avoid a
paroxysm of horror at the sight of the common

THE PRACTICAL

KENJVKJL GUIDE,

With plain instructions how to rear and breed dogs
for pleasure, ghow and profit.

creations

;

Bat, after

TH

Illustrated.

he watched for the

arrival of the birds

and seemed lees restless after the swallow had
appeared at Eversley.
Hia eyeB would fill with
tearB at each fresh arrival, and again eac'i Autumn as he grieved over their departure. U<:
knew their every note, and was never tired of
watohing their character anb habits.— GJias.
Kingsley, Hia Letters and Memorials.

Ages.— 1688—Robert
Carey, Earl of Monmouth, won £2,000 in beta by
walking from London to Berwick (339J-a milea)
in twelve daya.
1702— May 29, John Morgan, a
Fedebteians

oe Pabt

Welshman, for a wager of 100 guineas, undertook
to walk from London to Land'a End, in Cornwall, and back again (612 milea) in fourteen days,
which he accomplished within nine hours of the
time allowed him. 1750— September 8, Pearson,
a tailor, who was to walk 300 miles in Tothill
Fields, Westminster, in six days, finished hia
journey half an hour within the time allowed
him. 1759— On February 1, George Guest, of
Birmingham, who had laid a considerable wager
that he walked 1,000 miles in twenty-eight days,
finished his Journey with great ease.
It seemed
as if he had laid by for bete, for in the last two
days he had 106 miles to walk, but walked them

much ease to himself that, to ahow his
he walked the last six miles within an
hour, though he had full six hours to do them in.
1765—In July a young woman went from Blento within two milea of Newone day, which is about seventy-two
miles. Robert Batley, of Hutford, in Norfolk,
when an old man, frequently walked from Thotford to London (81 miles) in one day, and back
the next. 1774 Reed, of Hampshire, walked
100 miles in one day at Gosport; in 1787 and 1791
he walked 50 milea in little more than nine hours
on the Bands at Weymouth. 1787—September 27,
Mr. FoBter Powell, clerk to an attorney in London, walked from the Falataff Inn, at Canterbury, to London, and back (112 miles) in 24
hours.
In 1783, July 15, he walked from Hyde
Park Corner to the 50 milestone at Wolverton
Hill on the Bath road, and back to Hyde Park
Corner in less than 22 hours. In 1790 he walked
from London to York and back (400 miles) in 5
days, 16 hours and 10 minutes, having bet that
he would do it in 5 days 18 hours. He afterward
did the same distance in leea than 5 days and 15
hours. 1756— June 17, a man, at 8 o'clock, went
from Biahopagate and walked to ColoheBter and

—

X>

O

<3r

with

illua-

Broadway, JVew York.

worth, walked on Wimbledon Common (44 miles)
hours and 57 .oinutes. 1788—July 20, John

Batty undertook to walk 700 milea on Richmond
Course in 14 days.which ho performed with great
ease. Mr. Batty was in the thirty-fifth year of
1763— July 11, a sergeant in the
his age.

Gloucester militia walked from London to Bristol
1790— May, Thos.
in 19 hours and 35 minutes.
Savagar, a laborer in Herefordshire, walked 404

uneven
1791—
road, between Hereford and Ludlow.
July, a gentleman, aged 57, walked from London

miles in six days, over a very rough and

to Liverpool in i daya, whioh is above 50 mileB a

Thb Union AthlbtiO Club,
their second annual spring

Grounds, Saturday,

A

May

of Boston, will hold

games on the Boston Ball

FIELD

The FIBRE

WAD will give

—

FOREST CITY KENNEL
J?OR

IMPORTED SETTERS.

Dr. Goldsmith's celebrated dogs Plnnket, Carrie,
Kapp and Nell have passed Into the above Kennel.
Plnnket and Rapp will be nsed in the stud. For services

and pedigrees address

W.

Farrar,

J.

Cleveland, O.

and

pattern than Elev'a wadding. IB elastic and plastic,
and will hold the load secdhely in buss shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box of 260, 25o. for 12 and 10. and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt ol price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Address
DELAWARE CARTRIDGE CO.,
Wilmington, Delaware.
5apl3m

Stud Irish Setter.
The Subscriber

offers his imported red Irish
"Buck," winner of prizes at the Centennial,
Louis and Baltimore bench shows, for stud
purpose. Terms. $25. For pedigree and particulars, address C. Z. MILEY,

setter
St.

TTIOR SALE.— One liver and white pointer dog pup
J? seven weeks old, out of "Prudence," dam of
"Pete," by Westminster Kennel Cinb,

8troDg's

"Sensation." Pedigree Al.
West Meriden, Conn.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
(FOB POINTS B8.)
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
Siren by E.
from White-

lbs.: winner of seven prizes in England.
J. Lloyd Price's Champion Jim. and

J.

GAINES

A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put up
in patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price SOcents by mail, uostpaid.

ARECA

JVCT for
Put np

A certain

remedy.
en powders, with

Worms

in

DOGS.

in boxes containing a dozfor use.
Price 60

directions

full

cents per box by mail.

Both the above are recom
Blended by Rod and Qun and Forbst and Stbeam,

W, HOLBERTON,
act 12

102

celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
Rap stock; just imported; 2J years old. Fee 835.
For pedigree and f nil particulars apply to
W.
S. WEBB, 7 West Fifty- fourth St., N. Y.
febl5 tf

honse

Address L.

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STEADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOE DOGS,

Jan25-3tn.

Nassau

St.

,

New York.

s

DK

|tf%S.

FISH CULTURE ESTABLISHMENT FOB SALE.

EDINA KENNEL,
JESSE SHERWOOD,

Proprietor, Ediioa. Knox
County, Mo., breeder and imperii: r or" Sporting Dogs,
Pointers, Setters, Spaniels, Fox and Beagle Hounds.
"Sancho," Lmp. Pointer. Stud Dog fee, $35. See
EogUBhK. C. 8. B.,No 1005. He ia a grandson of
the celebrated "Hamlet," No. 886.
This dog
" Sancho " has won Beven prizes— four In England,
;

The undorsigned desiring to open new establishment at a remote point, offers one of the largest
and most profitable Fish Culture stations i n the
United States for sale to a good customer. A largo,
modern style, new house, and three aorea of land go
Fbank N. Clark,
with it. Address,
NoBTHvriiE, Mich.
ap112 At.
(25 miles from Detroit.)

first at Crystal Palace, 1871, three here.

Sj>ratt's

Meat

JT"it>vine

Patent

No press, brush,
celsior Letter Copying Book
water, or pad used. Copies on dry paper. Send $3
and we will forward a 300 page book, full lettea- size,
by mail, postpaid. Inquire of any Commercial
Agency as to our responsibility. Send stamp for
.

Dog Cakes

oiroular.

Dearborn

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

8treet. Chicago,

Complete

Shooting

CO., 110
Sapl7t

Suit

FOK

From the reputation these Meat Fibrine Cakes have
now gained, they require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them to the use of every one who keeps
a dog, suffice it to say they are free from salt, aud
contain "dates," the exclusive use of which, in combination with meat ana meal to compose a biscuit i.«
secured to us by Lutters Patent. For sale in caBes
of lUlbB. each. F.O.De LTJZB, sole Agent, 18 South
William street, New Tork. Special terms to dealers.

$10.

$10.

$10.

Warranted better than any in the market. Sent by
mail lor $10.76. 1,000 testimonials on file, which
Bay that "Holabird makes the best Shooting Snit in
the World." ThiB Suit is to beat tho cheap trash
in the market, which sell for more money. Should
you want anything extra-fine I can make it. Send
for my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
mai-2a-3ui
W. H. HOLABIRD Valparaiso, Ind.

W.

llolberton sole agent in

W.

New

York.

HOLBERTON,

Sole Agent for N. Y. for

BOGARDUS' PATENT

ROUGH GLASS BALLS.

Price per
Liberal discount to the trade.

100,

$2

50.

SPANIEL 102 Jfassa-uTstroet, N. Y.
TpOR YOUNG COCKER
breeds inquire of
_D

Stock from the choicest

M.
decS8

6m

P.

McKOON.

Franklin, Del. Co., N.

FOB BREEDING, BEARING,
KENNEL
ing, exercising, and training

T.

BOABD-

Refer to Forest ahd Stream, and others.
AddreBS

E. S.

bettor penetration

and "Shamrock." Also Pointers "Phil Jr." and
"King Philip," by "Old Phil": "Phil Jr." out of
Oolburn's Lang aud Wilson bitch; "King Philip" out
ofMaddeu's first prize and champion bitch "Fan,"

TRIAD SETTER PUPPIES FOB SALE.

By Leicester, out of Dart. Leicester and Dart
are the sire and dam of more winners at field trials
and bench shows in America thai, any other dog and
bitch, Paris, Maud, Blanche, Peg, Pride of the South,
Clip, etc, are all br them, and Stafford is out of Dart.
At the last Memphis Field trials, Champion Stakes
Drake 1st, Statlord 2d, and Paris 3d. Braces Stakes
—Drake and Erin 1st, Mauri and Stafford 2d, and Paris
and Pride of the Sonth (then a puppy) 3d. Drake Is
Dart's brother. Price of PuppieB when 3 months old,
$50. Address
L. H. SMITH, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
ap26-tt

26.

NEW WAD.

;

All largo size.

Setters and Pointers.

day.

Knox County, Mo.

Edina,

Pointers and Setters of approved Imported and Native blood thoroughly broken
also pupa of different
ages. In the stud. Imported Irish Setters " Grouse "

THE STBATHBOY KENNELS-

back to Bishopsgato by 8 o'clock the aame evening, the distance was 102 miles, and 15 guineas
waa betted that ho did not do it in 15 hours.
1762— May 24, Child, the noted miller of WandBin 7

WADBELL,

j

12mo, cloth, S1.25.
5i)6

BREEDING KENNEL,
A. C.

CASSELL, FETTER & GALPIN,

agility,

cogo, in Scotland,

:E3

By "IDSroNE." New edition,

hibitore.
trations.

Edina, Mo.

193 pageB. 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

With simple directions for his treatment, and notices
of the beBt dogs of the day and their breeders or ex-

with so

castle in

_

WADLELL,

ages for sale.

The wort contains additional chapters upon the
on Doga,"and "Non-Sporting Kennel."
By GORDON STABLES, M.D., CM., R.N.

all,

of passage every spring with a strange longing,

A. C.

KE1VNEL,

The finest bred Pointers and Setters of Imported
and Native blood, broken > and pups of different

"Law

a bird, ho often
said, was to him the most wonderful of God'B
houaespider!"

;

Urty-four boats, against two-thirds as many a year
ago, will have two regattas in July and two in

the

'

Sapltf

T710B SALE.—A

B.

WANMASBB,
HohokuB, Bergen

Co., N. J.

FEW THOROTJGHBRED SETTEB

Blsmarok-Nanni.) hitch Tip (see
No. 211), by Noff; also a fine
Burges' A. K.
red Irish Setter hitch Pup, six months old, partly broAddress G. H. T.. P. O. Bui 85, Indianapolis,
ken
apU9-3t
Ind.
Jt:

Pups out of

&

nu

S. F.,

A FINE LOT OP SCOTCH,
FOR SALE—
Dandy Diumont, and
riers,

dues

Block-ami tan terSkye,
sporting Dogs, Maltese cats, Ferrets, &c. Medi
Great
for all diseases at L, N, MEYEB,
Sepi21 ly.

Jou* street, N. Y.

BINDERS.

Get jour tine books bound. Art Journal bound uniform 'to London publisher's style. Pictureaque America, Art Treasury of Germany and England, Women
in Sacred History, large Family Bibles, all illustrated
worliB, music aud magazines in Ihe best styles and
lowest prices; done in two or three days If required.

«

WALKER'S SONS,

FOR

66

Dey

Street.

$2.00

HAPPY TO INFORM MY MANY

I AM and customers
most Complete Game Bag
friends

now ready the
erer Indented, it baa

that I have

capacity for »5 Quail. Pocket roam for 80 shells,
It can be
is very light, weighing bntarew ounces.
worn over a busiut-s-* coat, or can be worn under, as
you plea6e. The material is water-ptoot drill . Sent
refunded
if not
Money
post paid on receipt of price.
Send chest measure only.
satisfactory.
W. H. HOLaBIBD, Valparaiso, Ind.
York.
W. Holberton sole agent iu New

marl5-3m,

:

FOREST AND STREAM,

5%
PURE-BRED
4"

figceflmeous.

Broadway, between 81st ana Md Streets.

1,223

egtportsmen' s

My0rt$nt*n$ §oaies.

TO PURCHASERS OP

RIFLE GALLERY,

«ONT,IN'S 1VEAV

201
'

§ottf$8.

GllEAT SOUTHEKN

TO SPORTSMEN:

&

C. C.

ALDERNEY STOCK.

ZETTLER,

B.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
207 Bowery, New

Camilla Laoey, near Dorking, Surrey.
York.

Animals.

E.

Artificial

18

THOMAS,

Eyoa for Birds and

Arch Street, Boston, Mass.

(of Dorking, Surrey, Hogannounce that they are honored with
instructions from the ownBr to offer for sale by public

ing 0n
'

COBCWAY, Taxidermist,

B.

JAMES

Successor to

55

C.

H. ROOJIE.

Carmine

Street. N. Y.

BRENNAK,

91.

OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON & MONONGAHELA,
40 South Clark Street, Chicago.

The Auctioneers have much pleasure and confidence in calling the attention of intendlugpurchasers
to the very unusual opportunity afforded by thia sale
of acquiring stock descended from the moat famous
herds in the country, and which will be sold entirely
in consequence of the farm boing overstocked.
Descriptive catalogues will be published in due
time, and may be obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorkap'1125t.
ing, Surrey, England.

WILD RICE FOR

HART'S
METALLIC SHELLS, NICKEL CONE,
216 Market Street,

the celebrated herd, consisting of

PURE FAWN AND SILVER GRAY COWS AND
HEIFERS, AND ONE BULL.

I

Etc.

Newark, N.

J.

AM PKEPAEED TO

Now

Is

Cash must

for

pamphlet showing aiies of the grain

by wood-cut.

York.

Box

P. O.

LAFLIN &

Sent free by the

RAND POWDER

CO., a6

Murray

New

Street,

A

FOLDING BOAT FOE SALE— A HEGEMAN

Portable Folding Boat, for two persons; two
sets oar-locks; two seats.
New and perfect in all
respects; used but once; cost $80; will sell for $40.
Dr. Up fie Graff, Elnlira, N. Y.
apH9-3t

Ludlow
Trout Co.
TROUT PRY FOR SALE IN
BROOK
any

Fry delivered
Ludlow.
McKean Co.. Pa.

qnantilv to suit parties.

3,308.

Janll-4m

Gemaiiie Haarlena Oil.
30

YEARS.

Beat remedy for bladder, kidney and gravel diseases. WM. WAOH, 126 Canal Street, New York.

etc.

A

& VA*

NOSTKAIVD,

Nos.

and

289

sea.

June

Three stages to and from New Haven daily after
Previous arrangemeuts neceB&ary. House
Address as above by mail.

15.

strictly temperate.

English Sporting Gunpowder.
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos.

7

2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

and

Superior

8.

Rifle, Enfield

and

Col. Hawker's Docking.
W. STITT,
Street, N. Y. Agent for the United States.

Rifle,

Cedar

61

BOLLINGER
CHAMPAGNE.

EDWARD

Sole Agents.

SNIPE.

EYERY DESCRIPTION OF

SportingGoods
GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, and FISHING
TACKLE. HUNTING and FISHING
SUITS, CAMPING OUTFITS.

Send Stamp

Patent Glass

Traps.

Ball

for Illustrated Catalogue. -=K*

WASHBURN &

CO.,

6G Julut atrec

Modern Obserra'ions on

Rifle Shooting,

slate for

silicate

green

(all in

was

use on the range

is the first attempt on the modem
slate and system of score diagrams
are indorsed hy every rifleman who has seen them.
Address the author and publisher. EDWIN A
PERRY, 564 Fulton street, Br"0«ijn. N. Y.

Metropolitan Hotel,
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

May

2m

for

Sportsmen

I.
all

rearofhou8e. Nearer to and larger than any house
bordering on Shinnecock Bay, Surf and Still Bathing.
Boating, Duck, Goose, Snipe, and Quail Shooting.
References from former guests. Send for a circular.
ap'H2 6t.

W.F. HALSEY.

k

Jeff. Co., N. Y., C.
SON, Proprietors.

&

Co.. proprietors of these famouB
known to the old patrons of the
N. Y., anil ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

midway between
anil the
is

The

Capitol and

the
White
location
the
nt convenient
and re-furnished throughout.

ouisine is perfect;

the

service

n

charges moderate.

R. B.

the

In

re-iitted

COLEMAN &

city.

EVERY

Wednesday and Saturday
AX 3 o'clock P. ML. From

PLER 29, N R.
CITY OF ATLANTA. CHAMPION.
Capt. M. s. Woodhull.
Capt. R. W. Lockwnod.
GULF STREAM.
G. W. CLYDE.
Capt S. (.'rowell.
Capt. Ingrnhm.
The above steamers have been handsomely fltteop for the convenience of passengers, and are unrl
vailed on the coast for

Safety. Speed

Burlington, C, Kapids and Northern

R XL WAY.
.A.

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,

crossing and connecting with all East and West Lines
in Iowa, running through some of the finest hunting
grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, Pinnated
and Ruffed Grouse, and Quail. Sportsmen and their
dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates on parties of
ten ormore upon application to General Ticket Office,
Cedar Rapids.
0. J. IVES,
General Passenger Agent,

E. E. Wikslow,

General Manager.

Vogel;

LATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLE and

free of Commission.
Passage
and Bills of Lading issued and signed at the
of
JAMES \V. yUINTARD CO.,
Agents, No, 177 West Street, cor, Warren, or
W. P. CLYDE CO., No. 6 Bowling Green.
Through Freight Tariffs. Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points in the South and Southwest,
and further information can be obtained at the office
of
BENTLKY D. HASELL, General Agent,
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadwav, corner
of Thomas street
dec7 ly

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids i Cinrinnati Short Line.)
Sportsmen who have cast a fly or trolled a spoon in
the waters of the Grand Traverse Region will
come again without solicitation. All other lovers of
the Rod are invited to try these waters, wherein

tf

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chigago

as a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries new enough to afford the finest of fishing.

On and after June 1st Round Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Points In Grand Traverse
attractive train facilities offered to
also, on and after July 1st,
;

and sportsmen

Superior Excursion

rle<l~Free

at owner's risk,

Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and
Families at low rates.

It is onr aim to make sportsmen feal "at home" on
this route. Fnr. Tou'isW Guide, containing lull information as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, fee,, and accurate maps of the Fishing Grounds, send to FonitST
asd Stbba.1! office, or address
J. H. PAGE, d. P. & T. A., Grand Rapids, Mioh.

HOPPE, Eastern Passenger

Agent,

116 Market Street, Philadelphia.

from
and Chicago

to St. Louis,

Kansas

to

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CABS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN

FIRST- CLASS

EVERYTHING.

telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

"THE BERMUDAS"
"TSTTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-LN PUL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
honrs from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm

waters of the Golf Stream enjoys an erjuable
temperature of about 70°.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Die.

STONINGTON

LINE,

FOR BOSTON AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE
Elegant Steamers STONINGTON and NARRAGAN-

The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda" and
"Camina." 1,000 ions, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Bcr-uda with

P.M.

steamers ror
for s.
S.
Thomas and West Indies. For
"
full information apply to
A. E. OUTERBRIDGE,
A
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec31-ly.

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices. State
rooms secured at offices of Westcott Express Company,
and at 363 Broadway, New York, and 333 Washington

.

SETT

leave Pier 33, North River, foot Jay St., at 5:00

NOT A TRIP MISSED

IN SEVEN YEARS.

Brooklyn.

St.,

PROVIDENCE LINE
Freight only, Bteamers leave Pier 87, North River,
foot Park Place, at 4:80 P. M. Freights via either line
.tloi

L,I;ci

L.

ist

rates
P. Agent,

W. FILKINS, G.

D.

S.

BABOOCK,

Prea.

MICHIGAN
Central Railroad.
JETOU,
,

FLORIDA.

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

£'
NANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate
landings on ST.

JOHN'S RIVER and

interior points

in FLORIDA, hy steamship to SAVANNAH, and
thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
JAMES, GenU Agent,
PhUadelpnia and Southern Mall S. S. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenne, Philadelphia

Detroit to Chicago
284 Miles.
An

important link in the

GREAT THROUGH LINE OF TRAVEL
Between the East and West.
Parties desiring to visit any part of the
Ind this road first-class iu

Connections are

made

West

HENRY

C.

will

all respects.

at Chicago with all the

ru Roads.

West-

WENTWORTH,

General Passenger Agent, Cldeago, lUs,
DecI4-ly

numbers.

The sportsman can readily send trophies of his
skill to his friends or "Club" at home, as Ice tor
packing fisH can be had at many points.
Tak- your auilly Willi you. The scenery
of the North Woods and lakes is very beautiful. The
air is pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly
beneficial to those suffering with iiay fever and asthma.
Tlic Hotel Accommoilalions, while plain, are,

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Suail, etc.
Lansaa Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An-

The fish named above, as also Muacalonge,
Pike, and Pickerel, abound.

tirook Trout Season opens May 1st.
Grayling Seaso opens June 1st.

&

office

will find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,

,

Brook Trout, Grayling, and
Black Bass Fisheries
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

all

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
larinsnrance to destination ONE-HALF OF ONE
PER CENT.

SPORTSMEN

->

"FISHING LINE,"

and Comfort.

Close connections at Charleston with the fuvorito
DICTATOR, Capt.
CITY POINT. Capt. Scott, for FERNAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, VA-

and well-known Florida packets

&

Short Line,

guests. Outflts for boating, hunting and fishing parSteamers for the bay connect at Clayton with
ties.
the Utica and Black River Railroad, and at Cope Vincent with the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg
apl26m
Railroad.

A.

CO.

FLORIDA PORTS,

Goods forwarded

located in one of the most delightful places in the
Thousand Islands region, commanding an extensive
view of the St. Lawrence and the Islands, and offers
every facility lor the comfort and enjoyment ol

rjlHE

Southwest

tickets

HOUSE, RECENTLY REBUILT and elegantTHIS
ly FURNISHED, is now open for visitors. It is

Mackinaw and hake

THE METROPOLITAN
House,

febir tf

CROSSMON

Dogs. Gun<, and Fishing Tackle Car-

is

Gen'l Manager.

ST. PAUL AND ST. LOUIS

Guilford, Conn.

A SUMMER RESOr.T, and

tourists

BALTIMORE, Md.
ate well

Gen'l Pass. Agent.

3-2t.

HALSEY HOUSE, Atlanticville, L.

and the
AND THE

points in Florida.

BOYD, Jb„

Frahk Thompson.

the country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Also tliose having young dogs
that they wish handled. For terms, &c, address

Region, and

Carrollton Hotel,
hotels,

ALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

M. A. BOSWORTH, North

1

$1 00

ASTOlt HOUSE,

t<

D. M.

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS TO

tint).

PRICE, entire
The treaties
basis, and the

E. B. Coleman

for

AND FEATHER.

In no other streams east of the Rocky Mountains
is the famous American Grayling found in such

SYSTEM OF SCORE BOOK,
and including

cali-

Charleston, S. O.
The South

SALE.— A Parker Breech-Loading Shot
FOR
Gun, with fine Damascus barrels. 12 gauge, 28
inches, weight 9 pounds.
Brookfleld, Mass.

ALEXANDRIA BAY,

DUCKS AND

ti®-

renowned

CROSSMON HOUSE.

FOR

Bogardus'

in.

to order; a Buperior gun for target or sporting.
S., or call and see rifle at this office.

Address

the year, will open June 25th.
New house accommodates Fifty guests. Rooms of
various sizes and exposures.
Perfeotly healthy. A fine oak grove of two acres at

Kay's Shot Cartridges,

Captain

SALE.— Remington Rifle, 26
barrel, 10
FOR
bre, chambered for 70 grains powder. It
made

apr5

JOHN BURKE,

&

BEAVER STREET.

Also, to

TTJCKERTON, BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAT,
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST

WARREN LOWE,

Dry and Dry Extra Quality.
Ho

other well-known centers for
Trout Fishing. Wing Shooting, and Still Hunting.

Also, complete fileB of Chicago
and Farm, and N. T. Sportsman.
Write for particulars to D. Loraa Bodge, Baid Moun-

SEA-SHORE HOME BOARDING

Washington Market, N. Y.

290

ar

the principal cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED
FORD, CHESSON. RALSTON, M1NNEQUA, and

rare chance.

HOUSE, by
C. F. Hotohhiss, at Short Beach, liramford.Oonn.
Sea food, comfortable house and beautiful view of the

POULTRY AND GAME,

New Jersey. EXCURSION
sold at the offices of the Company in

Pennsylvania and

TICKETS

Field, Turt, Field

tain, N. Y.

KRfAPP

m

if

SALE.— NEW WINCHESTER RIFLE, with
FOR
reloading tools, shells,
Made expressly for
me.

also reach the beat localities for

GUNNING AND PISHING

W. H. CBOWBLL,

required

KNOWN AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

ac-

THOS. P. OAKTWELL, Brainerd, Minn.

ap28-4t

ORANGE POWDER.

,i,-oiO the difflrulties and aangois of reshipment, while the excellent cars ran over
the smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BETRANSPORTED without failure or injury.
The lines of

the time to plant

8aeks 25c.

company

Send

^

1
Unc8 f °r reaching most of the TEOT£y the,r
iNG PABB.H
and RAO. COBBSES In the MiddSe
STXNnOO8 FROM ALL
r??ISfk^^S.%S5SS™K'
IMPORTANT POINTS,

all

SALE.

FILL OBDER8 FOR THE

above Seed promptly.
Price, 12 per bushel.
order.

it.

COMP'Y

Superior Facilities
"S?,"

MAY 22, 1877,

twelve or fourteen

174 South Olark Street, Chicago, HI.

EDWARD

TUESDAY,

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

auction, at Camilla Lacoy.Westhumble. near Dork-

a selection from

JR.,

GUNS, PISTOLS. SPORTING GOODS,

THE PENNSYLVANIA

ME88B8 WHITE fc SONS

laud, heg to

BREWSTER & KSIOW1TOS,
Importers and Dealers in

)

)

OPEN DAY AND EVENING.

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD,
FOR
SPRINGFIELD AND THE NORTH The new

O. H. NORTHAM, leaves Pier
No. 26, Bast River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3
Passengers to North and East at 12 p. M.

Wa make no charge for Guns or other ordinary
japs for Sportsmen. Do?s carried at reasonable
Sua*'

and elegaut steamer,
p M.

NIGHT LINE.— The ELM CITY

at 11 p.m., arriving in
early morning traius.

leaves

New Haven

New York

in time for the

Merchandise forwarded by daily express freight
train from New Haven through to Massachusetts,
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern Now
Freight reoeived until 6 p. M.
York, and Canada
RICHARD PECK, General Agent.

SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
CANADA SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

.

Direct connections at Buffalo with Ne\v York Central

and Erie Railway.

OLD DOMINION LINE
The steamew of this line reach some of the finest
waterfowl and upland shooting .ectloiia in the counConneciions direct for t'hincoteague, Cobb's
try.
Penintrahi.
City Point
Island, and points on Ihc
mountainous
James river. Curricnck, Florida, and
country of Virginia. Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail Tuesday. Thursday, and Saturday- Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Fnli Information given st office, 197 Greenwich street, New
sepiW «/
York.
the

At Detroit, with Mli

1
i

1

I

Railroad.

At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western Bailroad.

DOGS CARRIED FREE,
and given special attention.

THROUGH CARS-FAST TIME

AIR LINE—

STEEL RAILS.

FRANK
O. P.

*

E.

SNOW,

T. Agent, Detroit.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

202

BALLARD

COMPLETE REVOLUTION

RIFLE.
Rifle.

SPORTING GUNS.
W.

"VV.

GUSTS have

GREENER'S CHOKE-BORE

been proved by overwhelming Bvidenoe
to be vastly superior to cylinde» bores for all kinds
of shooting, from snipe to duck. (See the Letters

from Sportsmen in the London Field,
November, 1876, to March, 1877.) Deo. 9
pears from F. Milbauk, Esq., M. P., the

datiliv Ir.un
a letter apfinest game
killed on his

Bhot in Europe. This gentleman has
own moor 760 grouse in one day. He says:
" We went out partridge shooting the IaBt week in
November. Birds are wild as hawks at this season
of the year. Accompanying me were two gentlemen,
both first-rate shots.
All three of us had equal
chances throughout the day. At the end of it one of
my friends had seven brace, the other six brace, but
the choke had 16Ji brace. / advisedly say the choice,
for I am convinced that the gun aione was tbo cause
of my overtopping my friends by so large a number.
I measured that day three successive shots, 65, 71,
and 62 yards, and I have decided to use nothing but
the choke-bore for the future, for I consider the
choke-boring to be one of the greatest improvements
wade on the sporting gun in modern times."

Tile

Champion Triple-Wedge Past Gun

SAFER THABT ANY OTHER.
Perfect Shooting guaranteed by using the

g
J

V

o

-J

c/a

d6

EVERLASTING

STRAIGHT SHELL.

PI

a
tt
w
^
U

03

C

l>*

<L>

S-t

'3

M

1

2

*S-I

1

ONE WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.

SCHOVERLING & DALY,
and
Chambera
84

86

Street,

New

Military,

Target,

W. W. GREENER,

and

o>

£
w
«
p
z
<

|
York.

?

Peabody-Martini Breech-Loading Rifles.

has made the best shooting at game ever known. It
will stand 10 drachma of powder in the paper shell,
and can be obtained in the states at from $150 to $250.

^4
crj

fr*

&O
S3

Sporting.

Mary's Works, Birmingham.

St.

B"

Sportsmen's Depot.
-..-J 1836.)

premium

at World's Fair at Nei
Centennial Exhibition.

Firs!

CEEEDMOOR PATTERN.
WITH FIFTY COLORED PORTRAITS.
Demy -tto,

600 pages, cloth, extra

gilt edges, price

$16

gilt,

2,000.000

beveled boards,

half morocco, $20.

;

servici charges fired from 100,000 of these rifles at our works
'30 000
without accident
from a s ngle gun without injury to the mechanism, or in the least
its shooting.
Centen nal Commission Report on Awards— IVa 1,0 J\ -V.vi
="
:.,:'•
combining strength, s implicity, high quality of workmanship, ease of manipulation,
with accuracy and
rapidity of fire; using
fire metallic cartridge, and ejecting the discharged shell uniiiiinnrlv."
u
fartm 1 Mltl- aIlg ® B,fl B •"carious at the Centennial Snort-Range Match, at
Creedmoor,
o„„f 12,
iS 1876,
1Q ^ ^"?
„ „ yards,
? off-hand? 120 competitors. Members
Sept.
distance 200
of th
111 tin t rei"u
teams participating. Only two Peabody-Martini I;,tles entered, winning Ur
h and gold
medal; and 4th prize, $25 cash and gold medal. Send for illustrated catalogue and{ price-list.

rounds

1

fired

,

'

,

:

Illustrated

Book of

Poultry.

LEWIS WRIGHT,

JOHtf KRIDER,

1.

1

PROVIDENCE TOOL

CO,,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

L

IV,

E. Cor Second and

Walnut

B^~SalmoD, Bass and Trout

U. S. A.

Sla.,

Philadelphia

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
FISHING TACKLE. RODS, RE RLS, LINES HOOKS
FLIES, LEADERS, SNOODS, ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FLV BOOKS, ETC., ETC.
made

Flies

to order.

"KRIDER'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND-.;
J RODS.
Birds' Erl'3 and Birds' Skins in great varieties— Tax-

A complete and practical treatise on the breeding,
rearing and management of every known variety of
poultry, with practical schedules for judging, constructed from actual analysis of the best modern de-

idermy

in all its

branches.

SPKATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.
Repairing of

all

kinds.

mari-ly

Illustrated with

cisions.

CONROY,

FIFTY COLORED

BISSETT& MALLESON,

65 Fulton

PORTRAITS OF PRIZE BIRDS,

St.,

Factory: Foot South 8th

St.,

N. Y.
Brooklyn, E. D.

PAINTED FROM LIFE EXPRESSLY FOR
THIS WORK, AND NUMEROUS
ILLUSTRATIONS.

&

Cassel, Petter
5g6

These shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head Bolid and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
bi-'i-iiJtji ntt
away, thereby
i-fires.
The Cone is made of nickel, and fastened solid in its place,
Neither rusts nor corrodes fast, like movabli
vil made from steel. Th:
n
j
when a cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to
ither in steel or iron.
These shells
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2 -, to 3\{ inch*
Shells and Loaders and Descriptive Prico-Lists can be obtained from all the leading Sportsmen's
Houses throughout the country.
GEOEGE E. HART & CO., Newark, N. J.

York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

1

Sportsmen
Will

find a

SELECT ASSORTMENT

Fly Rods,

FOB BREECH- LOADING- SHOT-GUNS.

Galpin,

New

Broadway,

j

J

1

1

$25 Each

t

Formerly $40 Each,
Quality

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot or America.
Messes. Geobge E. Habt & Co.: Gentlemen— The filty shells I received from you to-day suit me better
than any I have ever used. They are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them iu all my
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,
A. H. BOGARDUS.

of

Fly Rods,

RIFLES,

German

REVOLVERS,
AMMUNITION,
all

Guaranteed.

Beat Quality A»h and Laucewood

GUNS,

And

Bamboo

Six Strip Split

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells,

,

is

invited to our

Mounted,

$12 Each

goods appertaining thereto.

SPECIAL ATTENTION

silver

NEW

Formerly §17.

end for Trade Catalogue,

-ffift

Smith's Patent Revolvers,
Iu fou;

f 22, 32,

38

and

41-100 cala.

This new and elegant Arm combines simplicity,
durability, a perfect interchange of all its parts.
The most critical inspection in process of manufacture, and with its patent improvements, make it the
Most Desirable Revolver in the market.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

Maynard

Eifles,
Send

FOWLER

of

Shot Guns,

Etc.

&

MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial Fiies,

for Circular.

AND DEALER IN

FULTON

FISHING
TACKLE,
Manclaester, Vermonti

300 Broadway, N. I.
Wm. M. Fowler,

A.

B.

Hexbt Fulton.
Bend

for Descriptive Price Lists.

Mention Eoeest and Stream.

fishing

Mc Bride

GEORGE

Fine Fishing Tackle,
&c.

Shipley's "Prize Medal" Split Bamboo and Green
1. Reels, Lines.
Heart Trout, Salmons
Leader?. Float*, Artificial Flies, Bune. Melai, and
Nickle Squid- roi Sea, River and Brook Fishing.
i

A SPECIALTY OF THE CELEBRATED

Green Heart Wood.
fet.,

ISTti,

Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selected for any
Goods promptly made to order from -ny
locality.
Address SARA J. McBRiOK,
pattern desired.

Mumiord, Monroe co., H. Y. W„ Holberton,. Sole
Agent for New York and vicinity. feblB-ton.

CARD.
Dr. Fowiei^s Celebrated Six Strip
boo Fly-Rods.

Bam-

at

Improved and finished without cutting away the enamel.
The strongest and handsomest rods in the world.

Philadelphia.

Private orders solicited for all kinds of fine tackle.
Rods aeut per express on approval. Send for circuA. H. FOWLER, Ithaca, N. Y.
lar.

for Atuatncr rod makers. Prize Jledal Awarded
Franklin Institute 1871, and Centennial Exhibition
1876, for Rode, Lines, Reel »,Flie.s, Artificial Baits, &c.

803 Comnierso

Click Reels.
and

finely

HART

jnSOtf.

Flies.

decreed for exceedingly neat wc.'k
with solidity of construction. A fine assortmeat of
flies for trout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.

m»rl-6'm

and

B.
.fc Co., Newark, N. J.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Ely, Kochester, N. T., ant!
Dr. J. R. Romeyn, Keesville, N. Y.

Jackie.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia.

FISH RODS, MOUNTINGS,

Trolling

The finest Reels made light, durable
Ask your dealer for tliem.
finished.

SHIPLEY & SON.

H. L.

LEONARD,
Manufacturer of

J. B.

CROOK &

CO.,

IMPOBTEES AND MANuTAOTTJKEBS OF

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Trout Rods
of Split Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.
Sold bv all principal dealers in fishing tackle through
out the United States,

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL FHKH TIED TO ORDER.
NovSS-t?

Banoob,

Maine-.

*8

50
Sole

FULTON STREET,
manufacturers

of

the

N. Y.
celebrated

"GBEENHABT AND SPLIT BAMBOO
BOOS " for salmon and trout fishing.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
Long

P. Wesson's

&

Mid-range

THE BEST

203
£p0i[t8men'ii §aodi.

Breech-Loading.

Eifl.es,

Tan

THE WORLD.

IN

Color,

Waterproof

Vest

and

Leather

Jackets

Flannel-Lined.
(Made and sold only by Messrs. G. W. SIMMONS &
Co., Oak Hall, Boston,) are considered ihe most

For full Particulars, Price

sensible protectors ever devised for eporlsmeu'8 wear.
Price, Vest
$10: Jacket. $15. Measurements required are
Waist. Breast and Inside Seam of
Sleeve. Mention Height and Weight.
EXPRESSLY TO
ORDER, and is or a perfect
dead grass shade. Send for a sample of the leather.

List, etc..

OUU

WESSON,
WORCESTER,

F.

THIS LEATHER HAS BEKN

MANUFACTURED

LADIES LEATHER VESTS AND JACKETS

1¥IA&S=

^porjsmcn'g 0oods.

turing Uie [JSUFRSOT.I, F.FAJJX-M1XFJJ FAINTS, and
Lling flic in at full trade discounts, delivering the in freight
y required nntil the goods are received— making (hem cheaper
an he bought elsewhere. They are an absolutely pure
article, possessing gj
endurance and brilliancy, and are giving great satlsfaction all over the country.
try. We
c have a Patron friend who saved enough alone
Paint

W. Simmons & Son,

G.

BRUSHES, and
anc*. no mon

l

paid,

than even the mater

«

on

purchased to pay his Granse
a life-time. They also sell
FOOF FAINT 30 percent, cheaper tJv any oneforelso.
It Is to the Interest of
all about painting to write and have sent free their book. •• Faery One His Own
Fainter." It will save much money, whether you buy their Paint or not. Adrdess, 259 FROST STItEET,
YORK.-( Front " The Farmer" XV lend™

1(12
every

Sportsman's
No 148 William
R. C.

St.,

of Fulton.

SCRMGEOUR& J. W. THOMPSON,

KUSHTON'S

D NATURALISTS.
This branch of the business a specialty. Anything
mounted from a Humming-bird to a Cameo Leopard.
Always on hand a large collection of specimens
from all parts of the world.
Fine Fishing Tackle in every variety, such as Split
Bamboo rods and others by the best makers. Reels
and lines; in fact every thing that a spor'ing man
requires for a complete out-fit, can be found at this

HUNTING

IN

TAXIDERMY.

REICHE &

CHftS.

BOATS.

&

FENNRK,

Address C. A.

ana24

and Rare Animals,

6m

Bond's IinproTett Section Boat.

FOB

Zoological Gardens and Menageries
Chatham

65

Strett. third

door from North William

CHASED.

Hknrt Reiokb,
New York.

Sept. 21.

THRANK

_D

SCHOPF, SEALER IN ALL

kinds of foreign and domestic birds. 71 Fourth
avenue, New York. Constant!) on hand a large stock
of canes, seeds, gravel, aquariums, globes, gold and
fancy fishes, mocking-birds, talking parrots, etc.
Also dealers supplied
All orders promptly attended
'

.

to.

oct.5

Now

PORTABLE SHOOTING BOXES.

Send

The Celebrated Ferguson Jungle Cook, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, May, and other
h with

fl B

artificial flies for

of

g. o.

gray

This suit

in
is

but

service,

known

is

good

the 'Boston

as

in contradistinction

Suit,'

no doubt, from

the garments which are manufactured out west and at

Washington, each of which has a

The

local

demand

of Its

Boston Shootin Suit'
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

SIMMONS & SON,

G. "W.

Boston, Mass.

Black Bass.

the best quality for

Trout and Black Bass, from $7 upward. Every rod
warranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Rods.
The Pox Patent Gun, the best and cheapest
breech-loader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Glass Ball Traps, each $12 sett.
Three Traps,
$30 Balls, $2.50 per 100. Spratt's Dog BiscuitHart's Metal Shells and Celluloid Reels.
Shooting and Pishing Suits all styles and
prices, and everything else useful and necessary to Sportsmen.

P. O, order.

Discount to the trade.

W. HOLBERTON.

„ O. „
P.
Box 6109,

ap H2

E. H.

MADISON,

PRACTICAL GUNSMITH,
564

FULTON

ST.,

BROOKLYN.

Stocks Straightened, Crooked, Lengthened, or
Shortened to fit the shooter. Choke boring, full or
modified, Taper Choke for thin muzzles, and Boring
for game shooting. Pistol Grips fitted to shot guns
and rifles; Long Range Sights fitted to rifles; Shot for

Brahams,

Sold everywhere In

I

flret-clasa

"BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT,"
made by

C.W. Simmons & Son.

This new design
made from extra

of

")

J

Watkkpeoof

quality duck,

Shooting) Serf,
has attained such

popularity as to be called for from all parts of the
country, and even from Englaud.
"Shipping clothing to England strikes us very much
like sending 'Coals to Newcastle,' but the merits
of the "BOSTON SHOOTING SUITS" have been
heard of in the Old Country, and that land of sports
men has sent an order to Messrs. Simmons & Son,
which will doubtless be followed by many others."—
Bodvn Paper.

The design embraces the best points of the English
and French Suits, combined with the necessary requirements for American service. Particular attentention has been paid to color.
Each suit is water-proofed hv a new patent process.
The seams and pocket corners are securely fastened,
and nothing neglected to render the suit perfect in
every respect.

THE PRICE HAS BEEN FIXED AT $13, TO INCLUDE HAT OR DOUBLE YISORED CAP. DETACHABLE HAVELOCK, COAT, VEST, AND
PANTALOONS.
suits will be kept ready in stock, so
urnisb to order any Bize requirod, at a

One hundred

we can

notice.

In the Golden Bute (Rev. W. H.
the enthusiastic editor writes:

Md.

all

EACH GARMENT DISTINCLY MARKED
f

moment's

brown.

by

S.

SPORTSMEN'S GOODS.

that

approximate elevations.

U.

the

dealers in

;

for descriptive circular.

Brooklandville,

uso yet.

Shooting

Black Baas Flies on hand, tied for casting with light
Directions furnished, if desired, how, when,

Gun

Cochins, Leghorns, Poland*. Suttona, Houdaus, Hamburgbs, Dominique, Game. Bantams, &c. Pigeons In
variety.

has

for

BASS.

ly

FOR HATCHING
my PREMIUM BIRDS.

BLACK

Send no money by mail, only draft or

There can be no greater portability without serious defects.
Sportsmen will find
these boats superior to all others. For
winter sport in the South the}' will be found
especial" useful.

Montvue Poultry Yards.
CHOICE I' ORE BRED POULTRY, EGGS
ready, from

at full length.

Send 10 cents for illustrated catalogue, containing
Hikts on Flx Fishing, Camping, and Shooting;
Roles fob Glass Ball Shooting, by Captain Bogakdds.

RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PURChas. Rbiche,

grown

It

Duok, Corduroy, and Fustian; Good's Moccasins; Holberton's Fly Book3, holding flies

Hand-Made Fly Rods,

for the water, strong, steady, noiseless, of light
draught, and of the form best adapted to general use.
Fonr sizes made for one to six men, costing from $35
to $60
New "valise" pattern for one man; packs
llxvi2x2T inches, and weighis 35 pounds. Can beseen
at Holberton
Beemer's, New York, and Bradford

Anthony's, Boston.
Mystic Kiver. Ot

SirtTABLB

Blankets,

etc.

moat

W. Simmons & Son, Oak Hall,
Boston. We had one of their suits on duty at Hun
ter's Camp at Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition
Suits is the firm of G.

;

and where to

Fenner's Portable Boat

&
Bii-tlis

__

manufacturers of Waterproof Shooting

Successful

rods.

Meets the demand of sportsmen for a boat which is
light aud compact to carry, easily and quickly made

BRO.,

Tents,

Shirts,

Hall,

of the

;

Combine BEAUTY STRENGTH and STEADINESS. The LIGHTEST sporting boat in the world.
Weight, 25 pounds and unward. Will carry two to
four persons and baegage.
Cedar siding, oak keeL
stems, etc. (do not fold ud). Also CANOES, weight
*5 pound"
J. H, RUSHTON, Manufacturer. Canton, St. Lawrence County. N. Y.
Mar 9, ly

establishment at reasonable rates.
Also a line of first class Sugars and Tobacco.

LESSONS GIVEN

& PLEASURE

Including

of

Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Glass
Dunoklee's Camp Stoves ; Boudren's
Jack, Dash and Pishing Lamps Bond's Folding Boats; Fenner's Trunk Boats; Sara J.
MoBrido's Standard Trout Flies ; HolabircVs
Celebrated Shooting and Fishing Suits of
Balls

Emporium,

two doors North

description.

38 North 2t„ Oak

to

Boston, Mass.

Nassau St., Near York.

Rubber Goods, Flannel

0c.

32

"The Boston Shooting; Suit.— One

Camping, Shooting and Pishing Tackle

NeV

j^axidermg,

Emporium,

Sportsmen's

H. Murray's paper)

"We were

Eg-

Sportsmen's & Riflemen's Sundries

Rocks Dickie's strain). When in want or egt,_
from above »tock, guaranteed p'?re, address D. GILPIN, Concordvilie, Del. Co,, Pa. Correspondents
cheerfully answered.
marl 3rc

of every style. Madison's Browning Mixture in 50c
aud $1.00 bottles, accompanied with directions for use
Send stamp for replies to queries appertaining to any

(P.

of the above.

SHOT GUNS, REVOLVERS & RIFLES

WALDSTEIN

H.

OPTICIAN,

New

545 Broadway,

York,

Has received the highest award

at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 645 Broadway of
tine

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ART!.

HUMAN EYES,

FICIAL

Portable Shooting or Tourist Houses built in Sections, carried in a one-horse wagon, can be put
together without the aid of a mechanic, and are far
superior to tents. Plan as shown is 10 feet square and
built of narrow pine, oiled inside, painted outside,
and trimmed with rustic work. Price, $135.

WainBcoted 3

holding sporting equipments. &c. Plans for Seaside
Cottages; also, all kinds of Rustic WorkThese houses can be built more extensively and
elaborately if required.
O'Brien Bros., Yonkers, N. Y.

Good's Oil Tauned
Moccasins

Etc.,

Is really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue mailed'oa
receipt of postage of four cents.

ESTABLISHED

feet high, inside. $150.
a stowaway or open attic for

Each house contains

The

1840.

SCHLEY'S

American Partridge and Pheasant lihootinq.
Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods of

Address

Seed

PRANK SCHLEY,

FISH& SIMPSON,
Professional

the loading olubs throughout the

Time Cometh!

Best Staudaid lto«;on Market Varleilos of
Vegetable Seeds. -Mid tlic most beautiful of Flower
8e«*l«. and other Horticultural Requisites; it will
be forwarded free to all former customers, and others
.

United States.
poat-pald, at $1.

niall,75 cents.

prlce-liit of all

St.,

Beaton, Maai.

Send stamp

for reduced Illustrated

our Base-ball. Fishing Tackle, aud

Sporting GoodB.

& SIMPSON,
nassaw st.. nkw vork.
FISH

recently removed to

11 Avon

Samples by mail,
Samples of

Amaxecb Dead Balls,
by

on application.

CURTIS * COBB,

Ball.

The Boat Ball Made. Used by all

Our twenty-'ourth edition of the Flower and
Kitchen Gs-den Directory, llhutrnied. for isr;. is
now ready for distribution, embracing a complete Liet
of the

Dead

aoginy

iaa

aNCENEED
PERSONS OrfDEElfcH
oEND ONLY THE FOLLOWING TO BE SURE OF
'

I

A PERFECT FIT:—
i

PRIZE CUPS.
THE

i

_.J .-I

LI

i:

WAIST MEASURE.
COAT SLEEVE,
J 9BAM PANTALOONS.
SIZE OF HSAD.
MENTION HEIGHT AND WEIGHT.
INSIDE SEAM

Manufacturers' Finest Quality

QUADRUPLE

ELECTRO PLATE.

WEST MERIDEN, CONN.

and

(Successor to Frank Good). MARTINS.
P. O. Box 3b8 Dover. N. H.
Holberton. 102 Nassau si., N. Y., Agent

Frederick
feMo-tf

in this latter respect."

Wilcox Silver Plate Go.

.

aUTCHINGS.
W.

SPORTING TROPHIES.

"Wi

Show and

price Ust.

Hunting and Shooting the American Paktridge
Quail. Rupfbd Grouse, Pheasants, with directions, for Handling the Gnn, Hunting the Dog, and
Shooting on the Wing. Price $2. Liberal discount
to the trade.
City, Mel.

and satisfactory contrivance in color, style, waterproof quality and capacity. The coat is a marvel

-%

easy to the feet. Pour difstyles
Prices to
suit the times.
Send for
Illustrated circular

ferent

we call the attention of all brethren of the out-door
and shore-shooting fraternity, because it meets the
demand of personal comfort and convenience beyond
anything of home manufacture seen by us before.
As a sportsman, we give it our unqualified endorsement, as combining 'he best points of the English
suits, and in addition skilfully adapted to the necessities of the American service. It is a most admirable

worn by

sportsmen. Not injured by wetting and drying -always soft and

A VALUABLE BOOK.

FJKA.1VIC

be»t thing ever

furnished to clubs at wholesale prices. References
from all the clubs of this city. Goods sent everywhere C. O. D.

shown, the other day, a new water-proof
suit, specially adapted for sportsmen, designed and
made up by Simmons & Son, of Boston, and to which

ai

Sales

MAIDEN LANE,

Booms:

NEW

YORK.

All the prises for the great Chicago Dog
try Show were made by this Company.

DECOYS.

and Foul-

RED HEAD.

Liberal Discounts on Large Orders.

REMOVAL.
HODGKINS & HAIGH,

COOT.
SPRIGTA1L.

WHISTLER.
MALLARD.
BLACK DUCK.
also

SHELDRAKE.
CANVAS.

WILD GEESE.

These are the new patent Decoys which come packThe greatest improvement
in nests, six in a box.
Price of
possible on the old style of wooden Decoy.
the ducks. $]» per doss. price of 'lie geese, $$ each.
SON, Oak Hall, Boston, Maes.
G. W. SIMMONS
ed

Dealers, Manufacturers and Importers of

Fire Arms

& Sporting Goods

In General, having removed

No, 298

&

to

BROADWAY,

;

ADDRESS:

G.W.

SIMMONS & SON,

"OAK HALL," BOSTON, MASS.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

2<H

Smith & Wesson Revolving
a E
In offering this
to the Public,

we

anX

3Sff

New

s.

Revolvers

38 Model, with Automatic Ejector,

are confident that

we

Pistols.

offer

them a weapon

are

which has no equal in quality of material, workmanship or

made

of the finest steel, all their parts perfectly inter-

changeable, and the penetration and accuracy of firing

all

that

The

efficiency.

can be desired.

BARRELS,
CYLINDERS,

Full directions for the use and care of the Revolvers will

be found in the cover of each box containing one of these.

AND LOCK FRAMES

SEND FOR SAMPI.B.

ffERMS-OASH.

SMITH

Address,

WESSON,

&

W. ROBIKSOIT, Agent,
TO

CT-UWTCRRS RTTHWT. W.

T.

OPTIMUSI

Capt Bogar&us' Patent Glass Ball Trap
THE BEST FOR PRACTICE EVER MADE.
Any

one

who can

break these

BALLS

come a good wing

Tor

Rifle Practice.

DENNISON'S

m>

AND RAMMER.

successfully can be-

TARGETS,

For both paper and metallic shells. A pocket instrument; it requires no bench or table Tor its use, but Is
efficient in camp, boat or stand.
Price, $2.
Sent
free by mall on receipt of price. State whether for
No. 10 or No. 12 gauge. Liberal discount to the trade.
ONION & CORNWALL, Guns and Fishing Tackle
18 Warren street. N ?.
Nov. 9 eow 6mos

shot.

For Sale

For

ranges from 25

all

200

to

yards.

Manufactured by

Geo. E. Hart & Co.,
B63 MARKET STREET,

MORTIMER c&KIRKWOOD,
Gun and Rifle Makers,

Newark, N.J.
Sole Agent for the manufacture and sale of Bogardnii' Patent Gloss Balls for
trap shooting.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Elm

84
1

at.,

Boston, Mass.

kinds of Breech-Loading- Work
fected in the most approyed style.

G UNS BORED FOR CLOSE AND
SHOOTING.

FOREHAND & WADSWOHTH,

ef-

TARGET PASTERS & SCORE CARDS,
Adopted by numerous Rifle Ciabg throughout the
country, and by the Mass. Militia.

Sold by Dealers in Sporting Goods
On receipt of TEN CENTS we will send by mail
ONE HUNDRED YARD TARGET, with Circular, containing samples of Pasters, Score Cards,
giving prices, etc.

HARD

DENNISON

Decl4-ly.

Worcester, Mass.

<fc

CO., 198 Broadway, N. Y,

bounded July

180S.

i,

Improved Climax Creaser, Loader, Cap-Expeller
and Shell Extractor, with Beveraible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

Price, $2,50.

The above cut represents our Army or Holster Revolver. The
frame of the pistol la forged of the Best Cast Steel, in one piece,
without, hinge or Joint; weights^ lbs. The cylinder has six chambers
using central-tire cartridges.
We make them for the Colt 45-100
calibre, government size; also for the Winchester central-Are, 44-100
(model 1S73). But one kind of a umunltlou Is required for both the
Winchester Rule and this Revolver. If a lighter cartridge is desired,
the Smith & We**son Russian model cartridge will go equally as well
as the Winchester, as tlio calibre of the chamber is suitable for each. The material lu this Pistol is ol
the best quality, and the workmanship and finish is not surpassed by any mater. It is the most simple
in construction, least complicated, and less liable tff get oat of order than any Holster Pistol made in
the country. Thee are only to be compared -with other arms to confirm what we say. We also make
POCKET REVOLVERS DOUBLE ACTION, and the famous "TERROR,' "BULL DOG" and
ANGEL" revolvers, all of the Frames being forged from OAST STEEL.

Also the "Hold Fast" shell extractor.

Price,
For Sale by

gun

all

75 Cents.
Address

dealers.

W. B. HALL,
Lancaster, DPa.

"SWAMP

mar8

Inches.

Hew

Model

Co., Troy,

Breech-Loading

If

88. By Mail, 86.75.
Folded Bpace, 3x5x28

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
M

.

Y

.

,

Tlios.

Camp Lounge

W. Sparks,

and Norwalk Ct

Rifle,

REDUCTION IN PRICE TO MEET THE TIMES.

88.

By

Folded

Mail, 88.85.
spnee, 2x7x23

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFAOTUBER,

SPORTING,
MILITARY, MINING

inches.

'21 Walnnt. St..

AND NOVELTY Office
TRADE. FREE

Philadelphia

"THE BEST YET."

CIRCULARS.

^nblicntions.

THIS

IS

THE

"

ALLEN " BREECH-LOADING RIFLE

Remodeled

it,

and make them for e her

Rim

so widely known.
or Central Fire Cartridges.

We havs

e sporting community to this Arm. It being one
of the
first Cartridge Breech-LoailiiiL' Rifles low nted in this country, ami being so wen known, it needs no special
mention on our port to bring"! t lo ihe notice cf the public Forqualiiyi f workmanship it is not surpassed.
and for Bccurncv oi * homing, which is the pat amount q.alitv of a gun, we will challenge all otht r makers.
make them of the following calibres, viz:: 22-101), 32-JfXI, 38-100 and 44-100. We make a specialty in
ourM-100 for gallery practice, and pinhabl.v no rule in the oumry can equal it for that purpose. Our
CIRCULAR.
prices are very low. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

We

desire to cull the attention of Dealers, and

JUST OUT.

tli

We

The Third Edition of

KeTised and Enlarged.

AND

Address,

FOREHAND & WADSWORTH,

"ST. LOUIS CONICAL
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trap rock in which it is found, but is separated from it by
reducing the masses in crushing mills, and then washing
out the ore by processes and machinery too complicated and
tedious to be described understandingly without illustrative
drawings. Gray, black and purple ores of copper are also
found here, but only in insignificant quantities. The gray
ore is considered the richest. The miners at these mines —
the Bruce and Wellington make about forty dollars per
month, and pay two dollars and a half per week for board.
They are principally Highland (Scotch) and Cornish men,
and seem to be very well pleased with their employers.
While I and some others visited the Wellington Mine and
its washing works, about half a dozen of our passengers remained on the pier fishing for black bass, which swarmed in
such numbers in the bay that two of the anglers caught upward of cne hundred in the course of an hour. All that I
saw were of less than usual size; the local name for the bass
seems to be, "gray perch." Very fine specimens of spar
crystals with variegated copper ore are offered for sale by the
miners, but they ask outlandish prices for .them. For one
specimen not more than four inches square the owner
asked twelve dollars.
I went on shore provided with a
hammer and a basket, and secured a good load of such
specimens as I thought best illustrated the geology of the

OLD CAZADOR'S DREAM.
camp one night on a mountain top,
INSome
angel sent a dream to me
was sleoping a hunter's easy sleep
Beneath a pifton tree.
I dreamed that from a floating cloud
Fair lauds were shown to me,
Lakes and rivers, plains aud mountains
I

—

world we Beldom see;
Steep, wide canons— and lu every canon
Trout streams flowing toward a quiet sea;
Groves of pine in pinon time— the nuts
Hung heavy on every tree.
A wealth of fruit on the wooded mouutaius,
And grass in the valleys there seemod to be.

8uchasin

this

Elk, deer, antelope, bear and buffalo
Were thick in the land, as I could see;
Trails led to every spring of water—

They looked happy and

fat as they oould be.
In every thicket quail were calling;
Song birds flew from tree to tree;

Wild fowl covered the lakes and rivers;
Seals were sleeping by the quiet sea.
In air, clear and bright with sunshine,

The cloud I lay on floated free,
Over a camp by a river, where I saw the
Of Tejunga waiting there for me.

jupenor in

Here I may give a practical hint to the tourist, by
suggesting the previous preparation of a good, stout handbasket and a hammer of good size, say about that of a blacksmith's hand hammer, that is, provided he has not a proper
geological tool. With these he can procure and carry with
him many specimens for which, without them, he might long

spirit
Et,

place.

Cazadob.

WBO.

hopelessly.

BY AECHBE.
No.

TO

At two p. M., or thereabouts, we left the bay and proceeded onward up the river; and here I am at a loss for descriptive powers by which to convey any adequate idea of
the peculiar island scenery which delights, astonishes and
bewilders the tourist all the way from Bruce Mines to within
a few miles of the Strait.
The distance is fifty miles, and
throughout the passage the river is not a river, but a regular
archipelago of miles in width; and the channels are so divided and sub-divided by low rocks, islets and islands,
from a few feet to several miles in extent, that the observer

I.

Lake Superior for health, I took the firsbstep by
stepping on board the steamer Illinois, at about midnight of any night you may please to select in August, 1860.
In the hurry and hustle of getting on hoard I came so near
losing my valise that I fear I lost the date, and I know I lost
lay patience; though I am happy to say I found the former
and the latter in a few days; the date, however, being oblivions, will be better "imagined than described."
My first business on board was "to attend to business," by
securing a room and passage to Marquette. From the many
letters of excursionists which I have read I never could find
any data on which to found a guess at the probable expense
of a trip North. The fare to Marquette from Port Huron
was ten dollars at this time, and I believe still remains at
the same figure; I state this here lest I should be taken for a
'

10, 1877.

visit

ever on the alert expecting to get a glance of the real
shore, but just as constantly disappointed by finding, every
little while, that which he supposed to be the shore resolvis

ing into more and more islands by newly-appearing chanhe gives up in despair, and concludes that
there is no shore at all. And even after arriving at that sage
conclusion, he may entertain the delusionfor a long time before it is dispelled. At length, however, when within about
ten miles of the Sault, the main shore greets the eye, and
soon we" stop at the great raspberry-jam establishment owned
by a live Yankee named Church, who, during the raspberry
season, employs some three or four hundred Indians and
half-breeds in gathering berries, which he manufactures
into jam by the ton for the public markets of the South and

nels, until at last

'dead head, " as I have heretofore taken those letter- writing

who fear to mention what the enterprising
owners of boats are too stingy to pay for advertising.
Next morning at sunrise the writer might be seen— if any
one looked in the right place for him standing on the
excursionists

—

hurricane deck, trying to make discoveries. He discovered
Lake Huron on one side, meeting the sky at a point he
never saw before, and on the other washing a, to him, newly
discovered part of Michigan, the said Michigan lying
lazily along the horizon and bearing the aforesaid ablutions
with becoming composure, though old Huron drifted her
big waves to the work with energy, and doubtless, like good
housewives in olden times, mixed sand plentifully with the
liquid element. He also discovered the Illinois carrying herself steadily along northward.
Many other times during
the day he visited the upper deck, but nothing was to be
discovered externally but the same monotony, till night shut
out even that, and left the boat yet working on her pathless
way. At night, however, at about 11 p. m., the boo-oo-oom
and hoot-oot-hoot of the steamer's puncheon whistle gave
warning^ of our nearing Mackinac. Here we discharged a

company

of travellers from Louisville, Ky., whose unaffected
affability and real gentility left a blank in our cabin, society.

In two hours we were off again, enveloped in darkness and
blankets till about 7 a. m. of the second day, when we
touched at Detour, a place with a wharf and two or three
houses, where boats turn to ascend the St. Marie Kiver.
After a few moments' delay we move on again and arrive at
the Brace Mines at about ten a. m. Here we remained three
or four hours, while the boat discharged such immense

numbers of empty whiskey barrels that one would think all
the rivers of Ohio, from whence they came, must have flowed
with fine whiskies if they had ever been filled. Their red
and yellow ends suggested noses and eyes of corresponding
colors, while their bare sides spoke
of naked feet and
dingy-clothed children. These barrels are brought hither to
be filled with ore, which is shipped hence to England to be
smelted. The principal ore obtained here is the yellow
aulphuret of copper. It is intimately incorporated with the

The jam is shipped to ports on Lakes Erie and
Michigan, and goes to the public tables in our hotels,
saloons and steamboats.
It appears to be of excellent
quality,
but being manufactured in such a wholesale
way, the eater should not allow himself to indulge in conjectures as to the number of creeping things generally found
on berries, particularly those gathered by Indians. Our
Grahamite Brahmins must not indulge in nice analysis with
the article. After obtaining a due. share of jam, we ran up
the river with renewed vigor, passing the Catholic and
Baptist missions on the way. We reached the far-famed
Sault before sunset, and stayed an hour, busying ourselves
with examining the canal, and watching some Indians in
canoes, fishing in the rapids. Since the opening of this
canal the former business of the Sault has declined to a
mere nothing, and the place is now a beggarly, desolate,
dreary, deserted looking spot of squalor and squaws, so I
shall not sully my paper by writing more of it.
Just as we
emerged from the canal we were struck with astonishment,
admiration and awe by that incomparable display of
Heaven's pyrotechny. those inexpressible splendid Northern
lights, or rather the aurora borenliB and australis combined, which have set half the world a-talking ever since,
trying to describe, but only insulting them by vain attempts
at verbal expression.
While our steamer floats out on to the
waves of Superior, and I sit entranced watching those
splendid illuminations, I feel so much like Bayard Taylor,
when in the Hasheesh dream he sailed under the vaulted
heaven of rainbows, that I shall remain here until next
week.
No. n.
East

.

Having regaled myself with watching tho play
magnificent illuminations referred

to

in No.

I,

of those
I

retired

to No. 43, my state-room, and slept a good refreshing sloop,
such as I sought on leaving Port Huron.
Early next morning, on repairing to my usual lookout, I
found that, to the north, Sui>erior's dark surface touched
the sky away far off, as Huron had touched it toward the
east on the first morning of my voyage.
On the south, at a
distance of a few miles, lay Michigan, still sleeping as before, but much increased in size: for now aline of hummocked mountains lay up against tho sky, with a rich evorgreen counterpane of forest covering its swelling sides down
to the top of a bold ledge of buff-colored rocks, against
whose wall-like sides the headlong waves spent their
thundering force. This time, though the waters laved the
sides of sleepy Michigan, there was no sand used in the
operation. The sand was far below
for tho perpendicular
wall of rock ran many fathoms below the surface, and deep
water is found close up to the wall. Such strokes and sounds
make fit music for the sleeping monster. Then come next
;

upon the wall the marks and flaws, like giant caricatures,
which have been named the "Pictured Rocks:" and then the
wall juts out at one place, and a natural channel is worn
through parallel with the wall for some distance, and this is
known as the Arched Bock, neither of them being very
great curiosities. A few miles further and we pass to the
lakeward of an island covered with a rich rugof green. We
pass it at the distance of a few miles, and as we see it with its
perpendicular sides of buff-colored rock, and its undulating
profile stretching along against the sky, it seems so finished,
so majestic, and so rich, we instinctively pronounce it Grand
Island! And so it is called no one could ever have called
it by another name.
It is a grand island, and the most
worthy of its name of any island I ever saw.
Such a morning, too, as this
So fresh, so healthful, the
air so pure, and atmosphere so clear, we begin to think the
Lake Superior region as full of health as stories tell, and
surmise that not half its praises have been sung. Indeed,
had we been gifted with good lungs we might have tried a
warble; but then, who knows a song befitting such a scene ?
The song should be new and made just for that time and
place; but who could word the lines to tell its glories?
After passing Grand Island we continued our course westward parallel to the shore on our left for some distance liefore observing anything ahead but sky and water, as we
supposed. In less than an hour, however, a distant fog,
which had lain unobserved upjon the water ahead, was
gradually lifted like a white veil of gauze, and as it slowly
curled away and its fairy folds showed themselves for an
instant and melted into nothing, Keweenaw Point showed
itself in the northwest, away off in the distance.
First a
speck, and then a low, dark line was discovered as the thin,
airy fog was gently peeled from the horizon.
The point
thus soon showed its connection with the main on our loft
by the low, dark line becoming continuous between the two,
and bounding the horizon on our bow. As we ploughed
toward this distant lino, it gradually rose higher and higher,
and became a mountain chain with undulating profile like
that on our left; and soon its swelling sides and shaded lines
of intervening valleys stood up before us away over tho field
;

!

of waters.

As yet the shore and mountain sides retained their mossunbroken, and no shaven spot of field or farm,

like covering

human

or white speck of

habitation gave signs of the white

man's intrusion. The place toward which our bowsprit
pointed was still and summer-like, and seemed soft beds of

mossy mounds covering the distant mountain side. The
"starboard a
captain's heavy voice breaks the stillness
little!" and "starboard a little it is," responds the wheel.
Our bows turn slightly to the left, and quick tho word is

—

heard, "Marquette! Marquette! Yes, there it is." We strain
our eyes at the distant shore, and there a little spot, with a
few white specks, is seen just above the water's edge, at the
foot of the

sunny

slope: like the little white eggs of a bird's

mountain side.
and persons hurry hither and
and banelboxes, all ready
for a start. They walk nervously from one place to another
on the deck, as if they were actually on shore and at their
They soon find, however, that they got
several purposes.
along just as fast by being still, and so they seat themselves
to wait; but with a fidgety patience, for they only keep still
a minute, and then walk here and there again, and so kill
nest on'a mossy bank,

Then

all is stir

and

it

nestles in the green

bustle,

thither with carpet-bags,

valises

time.
nearer, we find Marquette to be a beautiembosomed in woods, and situated immediabove
the
first
lift of the shore upon the slope of he
ately
mountain, and flanked by hills which are spurs of the
here
mountain,
jutting out on each sideinto the bay to form
the harbor which opens to the east. The harbor is small,

As we approach

ful little place,

I
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but opens on a large hay capable of containing hundreds of
tolerable security, except during B northeast
blow. At 3uoh times tho harbor in the only place that affords
security. At the time of our entry there were sonio fifteen or
twenty sail in, discharging freight, loading or awaiting their
torn to load, etc
B
too, we found the Northern Light,
ii

I

one of the line boats, on her way down the lakes. At this
place X took leave of tho Illinois with some regret, haying
found the accommodations as good as I desired, and the
officers polite and obliging; none more so than the captain,
who, in addition to other desiderata, had the reputation of
being the best sailor on the route. Here I found a fellow
townsman, A
L
who had preceded rne with an object similar to my own; so we became atonce fellow sojournin tine, by virtue of be
ers, fellow sufferers, fellow seekers
innate royalty of the inhabitants of this country by which
the order of Commoners is abolished and every man is a
ting, we beuraie Fellows of the Boyal Society. "The mentilhA
was happy in more anusia than one,
L
for by his kind offices 1 v. as speedily installed in a CO
coojn in a private boardiug-bo use, where was obtained
all the accommodations afforded by a. hotel, without the
style, but with much more quiet, and, as I think, comfort.
"The impression made by the town was more than favora,

—

I

In truth, I never saw a cleaner, more tasteful or more
nrd erly town of its size than .Marquette. There was little or no
drunkenness visible; although the town contained at this
time some eighteen hundred or two thousand inhabitants,
yet there were but three liquor saloons, and I saw but one
intoxicated person during a stay of two weeks.
The merchants and professional men compared favorably
With those of places six times its size. They were generally
intelligent, active, weak-day looking men, obliging, communicative, and well informed on subjects of general interest.
In fact, those thai ii was my good fortune to meet
were nearly all educated men, who' could talk on more subjects than their immediate callings, and seldom distressed
one by dragging in horses or politics as conversational

ble.

themes.
The buildings were in general quite tasteful, and, though
property was held very high, yet thegrounds around private
residences were not. pinched" up or stingy-looking. There
were no shanties and nests of rottenness such as disfigureso
reels of most. Michigan towns.
the mountains at fourteen, sevenIn
i

rcspeetively,

Lee

and are connected

inch the ore from them,
nl tons weekly, is brought in and shipped from
tho
Tho railway, as it enters the town, separates into
the dooki
three tracks, each of which is continued out for a considerable distance into the harbor on raised trestle-work, at a
hcUdit of wentv feet or more above the water. The cars are
into slides, which conduct the ore into the holds of
ing alongside, and though a vessel is thus rapidly
.:. D,
y< t there were from ten to thirty craft all the time
waiting their turn to load. Many of the vessels bring coal,
and the soarser kinds of provisions from tho
lower lakes as ballast; so that those articles were really
cheaper than in most towns on the lower lakes. I will defer
account
of
the mines till next week.
an
No. in.
The Iron Mountain Mi e, the most distant from the town,
Mountain, eighteen miles from
is
what is called Super
Marquette. This mine e iploys about one hundred men, of
ige of forty doll:
whom two-thirds are mil
t

ii

i

,|

i

m

W

and thirl v for laborers. These men
per month for" miners ax
The
or dollars per week for board.
pay two and a quarter
principal ore at the Supe
tperioi Mountain is the rock or slate
if pure iron being about sixty-fire bet
ore, its averi
Marquette, on the railway line, is tin
cent.
A mi
Cleveland Mine, which employs about three-fourths as many

men as

the preceding.

The

principal ore here

is

also

the

slate, but they obtain larger quantities likewise of another
kind known as mixed ore, which is more porous in appearance
than the former, and has greenish sticks running through it.
It is said to be more easily wrought, and quite as line as the

slate variety.

Fourteen miles from Marquette, also on the railway, is
the Jackson or Sharon Company s Mine, at which what is
known as hematite ore i8 found in nearly equal quantities
The hematite occurs in irregular, very s6Ud
With the slate.
lumps, varying in size from little nuggets up to masse- jghJ
or ten inches in diameter. It yields a larger percentage of
iron than any other kind except what is culled granular or
steel ore, which is only found in -mull quantities. A small
Tillage called tfaegaunee -Go-aiead— has grown up around
lr;iiiiMino, and at this place the Pioneer Smelting
Company's furnace and worts are- located. At these works
make pig and bloom iron, which ia shipped from
Marquette in large quantities. The flux used here is obtained froma rerj beautiful and rich-looking variegated
marble, which tS quarried from a ledge six miles nearer to
Marquette, on the railway. This smelting furnace tend another called the ColliuBviile Works, located on the Dead B
p,
four and one-half miles northwest from Marquette, employ
great numbers of men around them in chopping wood and
converting it into charcoal to be used in the smelting operaHundreds of acn s are thus Stripped of their wood,
tions.
but the land cleared will not pay for cultivation: so that
quantities of potatoes end oats are the only articles
bad to an extent worthy of notice.
To the mineralo;.
-ending series of interesting
every hand are found curious
ibjetfl
IS lU-eKOLltCd,
if various mineral
At
and instructiyi
varieties.
era! varieties of iron ore, slate,
aware found
micaesou
hematite, banded, sulphnret. and
granular,
mile north of Marquette is a vein
mixed: anf
ore with which we amused ourselves by testing
U
Opposite the Cleveland Mine
a upon the compass.
iain bluff, two hundred feet in height, with a peri

i

,

'

.

i

most instructive exhibitions of Nature's workings are
tobeseen. Tho placeis about a mile across, but stands "up in
some places nearly two hundred feet above the water, with
of the

the top overhanging the base.
Mr. YVliiUlesev, the then
sheriff of the county, who came hither from Cleveland for
his health in '55, had his residence on the island peninsula,
and with his family lived, like a king of the lake, alone in
the forest on this immense rock.
We found Mr.
a
very gentlemanly, obliging person, who takes great pleasure
in the enjoyment ..f o'tiiers.
He and his servant took us ina
boat ai on, the cliff which fronts the lake, and certainly a
more imposing spectacle and instructive geological lesson
than "was here afforded carvnol tasily be obtained inashorter
time. On rowing out to a distance of eight or ten chains
from the base of the cliff at its boldest front, the structure
and formation of the whole become at once apparent. The

W

is

.

I

I

forgi

i.i

b.

At the Lighthouse point, about a mile north
Marquette, is a place where cornelian is said to be obtained
And all along the north si J of 6hi
in the winter season.
-i o
may be traced, of Varying oi
harbor n. ini
from nearly pue to clayey on the one hand, and ferruginous
,:liaie,.n the other, and from the laticj' lo the common trap
sion, w seating a moat interesting lesson in
rocl oft)
...
geology combined. Then at <'.
ig;
lisle
En
miles northeast from the town, some
,

[1

night.
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trees, soil, and from fifty to one hundred feet of subjacent
stratified red sandstone have been lifted up, one hundred
feet or more, on the irregular, conical top of an immense

volcanic rock, the whole width of the island in extent. At
this, its east side, the base rook has a perpendicular front

ed. and probably an equal depth
downward. The stratified rock lies upon it like a pile of
hoards upon a knoll, as if purposely put there to illustrate
geological teachings.
This rock was at one time an immense
solid mass, but is now cleft in some places by subsequent
extending

volcanic action, or, possibly, fey the cooling process: tor it
shows to the merest geological "tyro that it was once a molten
mass. On the north side of the island the base rook exhibits itself in the form of consolidated streams of lava radiating from tho shore as hill spurs, which descend at various
angles from the face of the bold shore down to and boneath
the water. At this point we found further evidence of volcanic operations subsequent to those which gave the island
its position and form, for veins of different minerals are
here found traversing the mass. "We found a very delicate
vein of sulphuret of f ead galena ore and came upon a place
where a shaft and seventy thousand dollars were sunk at one
time in search of copper! from the excavation we selected
some specimens of yellow sulphuret of iron -"Fools' Gold—"
which might readily be mistaken for copper ore. Indeed,
it would appear that there was never any copper obtained in
this place, notwithstanding the immense outlay.
The owner of the location doubtless had employed a practical
miner to explore, and when he came upon the yellow ore he
pronounced it yellow sulphuret of copper, from which it is
impossible to distinguish it except by chemical tests, of
which the miner was evidently ignorant." Thus through the
want of five dollars' worth of chemistry, they spent seventy

—

—

thousand of gold.
In this immediate vicinity there

is a vein of rock iron ore,
also a vein of asbestos, the material of which the
ancients manufactured the indestructible or fireproof cloth
in which they enveloped the bodies of their dead previous
to cremation, in order to preserve their ashes.
The, asbestos
found here, however, is of inferior quality, having but a
very short fibre and being of a brownish color. Tho vein
has been worked down so low that tourists cannot obtain any
directly from it, and are obliged, if they desire specimens,
It is said that the common red chalk
to obtain in Marquette.
of commerce can be obtained in large quantities a few miles
further up the shore.
After enjoying our trip round the part of the island, or
peninsula rather, which has just been described, and our
.'-ie;ee
Ob i.aiely refusing any compensation for the
trouble we had given him, we returned to Marquette, well
pleased with the visit to I'resque Isle, and a hearty appreciation of the kindness of its Occupant.
He sent his boat and
two servants to take us all the way back five miles though
they had to row both going and returning. And here I may
add a few words on boating and fishing, and tho way to do
both with the least trouble."
There are always plenty of vessels lying idle inthe harbor,
and from almost any of these a boat and crew can be obtained much more cheaply than from the fishermen of the
town. There is some, but very poor, fishing in the harbor;
the general resort, therefore, is the Chocolate, a river four
miles below the town, or tho lakes on the Carp Itivcr, up
near the mines. To reach the latter, the angler should take

and

—

—

an early morning train and go

r.o Negauneo; then'oeit is only
three miles, or from the Iron Mountain mine two miles, to
one of the little lakes where Sahno JanOnUiis are obtained in
''''".
ei ni
A good day's sport mav be enjoyed and
,n time in return b. Ke-gaunee 'and take the evening trainto Marquette, with rmappetite quite commensurate
with a good long string of the speckled edibles. I will say
e
is if the tourist is a "worm fisherman," as our
half-breed calls those who angle with worms, he must pievide himself with the squirmers before starting fOJ
i
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angler's sueeess in landing trout depends very Erev uently on tho quick wits of his guide, and a blundering, stupid guide is worse than none at all, as he will loBe
yon many a fish. We have no Indian guides at camp, so
that little romance of life in the woods is all lost: but our
men are principally from this immediate section of the
country, who spend their winters cutting lumber, or "logging," as it is called, and their summers farming or
"guiding,"whieh latter employment they much prefer. Some
of them are "mighty hunters," and have tramped these
woods in all directions in search of game. The state of
Maine offers ten dollars a head for all bears killed within
its limits, and one of the guides last winter earned fifty
dollars pursuing that exciting occupation.
Deer and caribou are to be found near camp, but the
former are not so plenty as in the Adirondacks. There are
also any amount of grouse and gray squirrels.
When assembled around our big camp fire the variety of
hunting suits is quite noticeable. Some wear corduroy,
others velveteen or moleskin, but, for the vicissitudes of a
hunter's life, give me buckskin, on account of its toughness

A

and

flexibility.

One of the favorite fishing localities is Cupsuptuc Falls,
some ten miles to the north from camp, on the Cupsuptuc
stream.
The river rises near the Canada line and flows
south through dense woods, and finally empties itself into
the lake bearing the same name. The falls are about three
miles from its month and are very picturesque, with high,
precipitous walls of rock on each side, and near the foot is a
"jam" of logs made by the late freshets, and where the bowB
oi' two unfortunate "bafceaus" can be seen protruding, relics
of the log-drivers' veuturesomeness.
The proportions of the large fish vary greatly. A trout
over two pounds can be almost any shape, and the writer
has, among a large collection, an outline of a ten-pounder
which is almost as broad as it is long. To grow old gracefully is very essential to one's happiness in this life, but with
a trout that idea seems to trouble his brain but little. In
some the weight runs toward the head, and in others in the
opposite direction, while the thickness of the back frequently makes up for the length of the fish. I have said
that the color of most of these Eangeley trout always provokes our admiration, and an artist who portrays them in
itana any amount
their most gorgeous colors mils'. \
f these fish the
of criticism,
in Sol
strong red or yellow
color sweeps from above the lateral line, oast tho ventral
fins, and entirely underneath, Leaving none of the white
which usually marks the belly of the fish, while it is not
unusual to find the bright Vermillion spots on the dorsal
The trout in Ihe IJangcley stream
fins.
able for
their silvery appearance, and the flesh is frequently as white
The
as that of shad, but here ig no difference in the taste.
trout often assume a peculiar purple, mid sometimes a steel
like appearance, but this is innch more noticeable as they
increase in size.
In order to give you items of our present daily experience
at camp, I shall turn back to my diary of the past week,
I

,.

i

.

i

commencing with Sunday, September

Uth,

which was

a clear,

bright, exhilarating day,' the thermometer at six a. m. indicaei
,es u greater
ting thirty-five degrees.
part of the day singing hymns, chatting about the religions
topics of the day, and writing letters to our friends at Don
informing them of our safe arrival at camp. It is generally
OUT good fortune to lmce a minister in the company, and
well remember
have a regular service on the Sabbath.
the delightful sermon preached to us last year, by the Kev.
J. 11. Twichell of Hartford, and how in blue ilannel shirts
and hunting suits, from minister down to every member of
tlu- .iingi-ega! iiiu, we participated in the service's.
there is nothing like a. blue flannel shirr to bring nature
down to a grand level, and "biled" shirts are never allowed
at this camp except it may bo occasionally on Sunday,
rods over our shoulders.
Monday, the 7th inst., with

We

We

am

Before leaving Marquette
statistics of the

duced you

now

I will

town

ball
tell

it

in

:

-

yi.u

as

.

that

will

I

was in

give

you some

more

I have already introplaces in the county, and
abifo
the whole population was at that
'00.

1

time onlv about three thousand soul.-,. There were three
nice little church edifices, though but two clergymen. There
was a neat flame conn-house, but onlv two law Vers: four
rhd two drug stores; wMoh latter struck me as a
large complement for a region so vaunted for its healthfulMr Stafford the principal druggist, and still a resiness.
..
tc e
pharmacist, and is both obligdent, isa c
horn he comes in contact.
A
ing and gBB
Lh\ Jones possi seed a very lino private geological cabinet
scientific
Although an amateur in the science,
libratj
and
he proved a valuable acquaintance to those desiring to post
up on the subject; I believe lie is no longer a resident of
Marquette. If Dr. Keeker is still a resident, he will be
1

-!

.

found a skillful botanist, and a willing and able assistant to
any one desirous oi studying the flora of the district. To
the town library may
the mdre exclusive!
-.

|

lie

.-.imposed entirely of banded jasper andiron,
Tritcrlamelliitcd with each other in such curious zig zag and
undulatnyy disposition and varied colors, that one never
admiring its beauties. South of the town are the
an old mill, formerly used for sawing the, marble
a
already referred to, and for 'manufacturing hones from oil
stone, which Is found in a quarry about four miles back from
e h
of the hones are reported as excellent, hut
not pay, and tho works are nov, 3
b1

Ihii bluff

with well grounded fears that our lines will not fall in a
pleasant places in our tour farther north. We leave between
id morning, and lest such ill-timed hours shonld
grate upon the feelings of our readers with more regular
habits, we will imagine ourselves in the same place again,
seeking our state-rooms, and bidding each and all good

easily

made

access! le

I

ivas

fi

eely offered the

use of

to the Ilangoley stream and fveTiTisbagu Rapids,
anticiwere not rewarded with the sueeess
At noun it e.immeneed to rain, which, by the way,
pated.
is the only storm we have had during our entire stay at
The afternoon was spent reading, sketching and
telling stories of our angling experience in other parts of the

WS repaired
bill

ii

I

I

i|

country.

Un Tuesday,

the 8th inst., four of UB arranged

to]

a

two

days' expedition way back in the woods, a long distance from
this permanent camp, our object being fur and feather rather
across the lake
than fin, although we fished all the
our temporary camp at Stony Batter, which was the singular
name of our destination. VVe arrived at the place at nofl
had lunch, and leaving one of the guides to Jilt up
!,.-,
..:
guide,
tents, put ouiselvcB under the -lem-

mi

I

:

loaded our rifles and shot guns, and '.vi-i'r soon deep in tho
woods.
To those who are unacquainted With a bough at orcaBip
I would say for their information that the following U H
simple construction; Two sticks are cui,
eil
mi i.-s. at the top
placed in front iuid notched at
Then other poles some six
of which is fastened another.
feet long extend from these to the ground at the rear, and
OS them are laid boughs of pine and other trees, forming a
pleasant camp in good weather, but in stones notremarkably water-proof unless some additions are made. Qui beds
mposed of cedar boughs (the delightful odor of
B
Be we
which will put life, int.,
Then placing our
laid our rubber and other blankets.
el US houseilaoefl,
cuoking utensils in then tei
keeping in good earnest. Two oi these huts were built, one
-.-.-..
01
for ourselves m 1
ti

rj

,

m

:

it

before having been in fllG place v. only-four hours. Whoever
selected it deserves great praise; and if in this centennial
year the library has grown in proportion as it has gathered
age, and all additions have been as well selected as in former
days, it must be the best in the State: for at that time, both
in 'number of v. ilnmes and the matter contained, it was far
ahead of any town or city in Michigan in proportion to
population.
Marquette possesses one printing-office, two foundries,
one machine, three blacksmith, and three butcher shops; a
i

bakery, one jewelry um hardware, and three geaei tstores,
besides groceries and Yankee notion establishments. The
land office of theSatdt Canal Company, the railwa
offices and shops, and toe offices, warehouses and docks of
There is also a
the mining companies are all located here.
studio of portrait and landscape oil painting and two photographers.
Now, having staid long enough here, we get aboard the
Northern Light on her upward"trip, and leave Marquette
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Were searching in vam
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congregated
in this ric oil
n ribouantj
I
For two long hours we tramped 0V|
in large numbers.
fallen "trees, through, bogs, and down the slippery rocks,
crossing and recrossing caribou and deer tracks, and at one
EU
large fresh excavation B
guide
lOtioed
told us) by a bear and onbaic itieir .,eureh for coi

where
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u tree, and in the distance discovered thu
for which we searched, (he borders of which we soon
reached, and peeping carefully through the high grass which
lined its banks, gazed out on' its placid surface, Out approach disturbed the water fowl, which, arising from the
water, circled in the sir above us and were BOOB lost from
sight,
The borders of the pond wore very marshy, and our
feet sank below the surface at every step, hut dividing our
party so as to command the entire pond, we threw ourselves
on to our rubber blankets, cocked our rifios, and waited
patiently the arrival of the caribou and deer. For six mortal hours we lay on our faces in the hot sun, hardly daring
to breathe, tormented by mosquitoes and black flies (oh
how they did bite), and "the beating of out own hearts was
At one time an immense beaver,
oil the sound we heard."

our guide climbed

pond

which the guide said would weigh hard on to forty pounds,
made his appearance on the scene and beguiled the weary
hours by his pranks iu the water, and then a great blue
heron dropped on the sand, sad Standing on one log cast
dreamy, sidelong glances at our position among the weeds.
I could not help "drawing a bead" on him several times, but
for fear of frightening the expected deer I

lowered

my

rifle.

At one time a loud crushing of branches on my left caused
inv heart to give a sudden leap, as I expected the next moment to see my much-longed-for buck, but he didn't make
his appearance, mid we were obliged to retrace our steps to
camp without him, running across on ourjourney an otter's
trail, and shooting a rabbit which served for supper and
breakfast.
How delightful was that rapper at

camp—the trout, raband other fare which our tramp had secured, together
with the appetites to enjoy the same, made a meal "fit to set
before a king."
Then, after a little exercise of hauling wood to our glorious
big fire before the camp, we lay down to rest on our cedar
boughs, lulled to sleep by the plaintive cry of the loons on
the lake.
Wednesday morning I awoke a. little before daylight, and
wondered why there should be a second lire down by the
lake shore, and on rubbing my eyes to assure myself I was
not in the land of dreams, I discovered that a spark from
our fire had been lodged in an old stump where we had
stuck our fish rods, and in a few moments seventy-five dollars worth of rods would be in ashes.
The time made between our camp and that burning stump would do well to
go on record
After breakfast we tramped back to the pond after caribou,
but without success; and after climbing a high mountain we
returned to Camp Kennobago, to find a welcome from letters
and papers from our friends in civilization.
On Thursday, the 1.0th, a number of us rowed to Cup-suptuc Falls, a description of which I have given in a former
letter, where we captured some three dozen fine trout.
We
shot six partridges while passing up and down the river with
a small Smith and Wesson revolver, and one of our number
had an accidental bath in the stream, which of course added
to the day's adventures.
On Friday, the lllhinst,, oue of our party captured, ainonf,
a large number, the following trout from' a pound and upward, all of them being taken "within an hour: Three trout,
of two pounds each, besides three of eight ounces. That day
one of our number shot two plump partridges.
When we had all returned from our several expeditions at
evening, and as we gathered around our evening's repast, to
which I have so often alluded, one of our party, who had
been so unfortunate during the day as to capture an immense sucker a foot and a half in length (the first one I ever
saw in this region, by the way), arose, and in a most pathetic
tone of voice, presented the aforesaid fish to our best llyThe speech of presentation and acceptance
fisherman.
would have dune justice to any famed orator, for they moved
us all to tears.
Saturday, September 12th, after breakfast, we occupied
two hours in practicing with our rifles at a target six inches
in diameter, and at a distance of one hundred and sixty
feet we placed nine balls in the bull's-eye, which we thought
was fair for amateurs. Then our party divided, some going
to the lake, and others up the various streams near camp.
On the lake we, met Or. Ordway and party of Boston, who
had been camping for some time, on the Oupsuptuc river,
and had a fine lot of trout. On our return to camp at night,
we found the following to be the adventures of the day:
A gentleman from Philadelphia had "struck a fourpounder" (as he should judge) at the mouth of the Bungoluy
Biver, and after a sharp battle had lost lnm, together with
his entire "whip of Hies." Another gentleman from Boston
had landed a five-and-a-half pounder below the dam on tho
same stream, and had "a rise" also from two other trout of
the same dimensions, but these he failed to "strike." Two
trout, weighing each four pounds, had been captured on the
Cupsuptuc Lake by an angler from New York, while two of
our party from Brooklyn had taken fish on the Kangeley
Bake, which turned the scales at two and three-quarter
pounds. There had also been line fishing on the Kennobago
.River, a party capturing thirty trout, eight of which weighed
bit,

'

from one and a half to throe pounds each.
The ascent ol Bald Mountain, in front of our camp, some
2,500 feet above tide-water, makes a delightful dav's excursion.
From its summit three and sometimes four of these
six Bangeley Lakes can be seen.
The average temperature.
of the camp "the past weeli has been as follows: At 6 a. m.,
il degrees to 38 degrees; 1 v, ai., 70tn85 degrees; V i? m.,
51 to (JO degrees. Temperature of the streams is 80 degrees:
of the lake, twelve feet below the surface, 66 degrees.
The above is the daily routine oi life
this C nap, making,
as you see, a great variety of pleasing incidents, and producing in itself a panacea for all ills.
•'.
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TEXAS GOBBLERS AT "PEEP

WILLIAM

BOUTWELL,

Sireajn.

DAY.'

O'

a large stock and grain proTexas, not far from

Huut County,

ducer, living in

Dennison and the

railroad, in a private letter (Match 17th
among other things, says; "When I think of the pleasure it
family to read the interest! l
has given me and
»

my

g

found in Fobest and Stiieam we received of you, 1 can find
no words to express my thanks for them. They were anxiously looked for and read with delight, feeling" that it WBS a
such a nature as to interest all,
* *
Mr. Editor— and without wishing to put
your extreme modesty to a blush your paper carries joy
with it wherever it goes- Especially is this the case when it
finds its way into the household of an old Texan hunter,
whose heart is as big as the bullocks' that cover his broad
acres.
He further says; ''X do not know of anything that
great treat

both old

I

I

.

Now, the

truth

is,

—

will interest you.
Times are very good in Texas.
We
raised an abundant crop last year of corn, cotton, oats, etc.
Cotton bears a good price ; corn is very low for this country,
ami is selling at 25 to :i0 cents a bushel. Otir wheat crop,
which is generally good, was rather light, and wdieat sells at
But the best of all is that peace, hara dollar per bushel.
mony and kind feeliugs prevail throughout the whole broad
ImmiState, and the people are now prosperous and happy.
pouring
like the waves of the sea from every
in
gration is
quarter of our Union, and from abroad also: and Texas is
large enough and sufficiently diversified to meet all their
wants, whether it be for work, health, pleasure or sport. Our
people bid all a hearty welcome— only come with honest
We are now planting
hearts and a will to do good, not evil.
our corn, and the spring is very late. Game is plenty. I had
a wild gobbler for breakfast this morning, which is nothing

uuusual. I can hear them a-gobbling from my house at almost any hour of the day. In the morning, just at the first
crack of' day, their notes are very clear and enlivening, and I
It is more cheerful than
love to bear them from their roost.
the yell ol the Indians, as it once was, but that has

all

passed

away now; but that was exciting, too— only another kind of
excitement. You must know what this is. Though game is
generally plenty I do not hunt, now as I used to, and so I- turn
In
business over to the boys, 'who are fond ot it.'"
Only think, Mr. Editor, of being awakened these soft and
quiet mornings of a Texas March by the clear and sonorous
notes of these shining gobblers, instead of the harsh and
grating noise of the rusty royal dunghills! "Ye gods !'' I
hear you exclai m, " 'tis well as it is, else no dirty types would
bo sot by us, or notes scratched off by our friend to try and
impart some little happiness to others."
I would ask the privilege of aunouncing to your readers
that tbe railroad from near Houston, Texas, known as the
Sunset Boute, is now open to San Antonio; hence all Mm th-

em travelers may now reach this beautiful citybyallra.il.
This very ancient and historic place the city of the Alamo,
the River and the Plain, and justly styled the "Pearl of the.
West"— is henceforth destined to take a prominent place, not
•only in Texas, but iu tho minds of Northern people, who will
soon learn its great advantages for health, etc. This road
passes through the southern tier of counlies nearly, and runs
almost parallel with tho Gulf. All along this coast, and inland also, the game birds of the North mostly assemble to
spend the autumn, winter and spring. The road runs through
eountless prairies and timber lands, across water-courses, etc.,
all of which are well and most graphically described by Col.
Cr. II. Sweet, editor of the TeMa Hem
Yorker, published at
No. 28 Centre street, New York city. 1 would recommend all
persons feeling an interest in Texas to read this March number, and especially the tourist or sportsman who wishes to
post himself up on good hunting grounds for tho winter, etc.
Lest many may not he able to do so, I will quote, but only
"Game
for game, what ho has to say of Colorado County
is plentiful at all seasons of the year, and consists of deer,
turkey, wild ducks, wild goose, mule-eared rabbits, prairie
chickens, quails, many kinds of plover, snipe, eoous, oppossum, the gray and cat arpiirrel, the wild spotted cat, and now
and then a prairie wolf is founds The wild gooso and duck
They beate found in great numbers in the fall and winter.
come quite fat in the large com and pea fields in this county,
and are nice for table use. Fish abound in our rivers, creeks
and lakes iu great quantity and variety, and consist principally of cat, buffalo, gaspergou, trout, black bass and perch."
To this list I will add the sand-hill crane, nearly aB kind? of
hawks, crows, awls, cranes, herons, bitterns, marsh hens,
blackbirds by the thousand, etc., but nut all as game birds.
What applies to this county is about true for all the conuties
along the coast, and with 'some variations only for all the
northerly inland counties of the State, while in tho northwestward counties and among tbe highlands, we add the
larger game, the buffalo, bear, cougar, leopard, ontelojje,
and the lobus; and tho smaller, civet cat, prairie dog, muskFor five years or more this
rat, beaver, otter, mink, etc.
State was my common stamping ground iu the saddle, and I
feel at liberty to speak of almost every part of it, ami with
that full assurance which my observations justify.

—

:

Maj. H. W. Meebiel,
JSaeio
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SAMfONiuNEW Jersey. A. Belvidere correspondent says:
"I notice you quote from the report at the New Jersey Fish
Commissioners a statement that a three and one-half pound
salmon was taken in October last iu the Pequest. The report
does not state this positively, and I am qtdte suro it is an eiror on the part o( the person informing the Commissioners.
If such was the case it would have been beard of here, at the
junction of the Pequost and the Delaware. No authontio evidence has, I think, yet been produced of the return of any of
the salmon placed in the Delaware; still, we are not without
hope.
H. '
1

*•»
Shad Cuxtcee

Young Salmon Entekino
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Connecticut Btveb,— The
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The Grayling.

—George

H. Jerome, State Fish Commisthe headwaters of the Au Sable and
Manistee Bivers to secure spawn for the State hatchery. On
the 11th April, while on the Manistee, he began catching
grayling, which are not found in waters of Southern Michigan.
Some 225 adult grayling were removed to the State
hatchery, whither it is expected to remove from 500 to 1,000
more. From one grayling there were produced 3,555 eggs.
The fish after the operation weighed but nine ounces. A
large one would have yielded 7. "00.
Heretofore the belief
has been that the grayling would yield no more than tho
brook trout, but trout of the size of this grayling would proThe & rivhn.i;s weri
with a fly
dir-tbut L00 eggs
and are very gamey, furnishing fun- sport for the fisherman.
Mr. Jerome pronounces the flavor and quality ol
Ung equal to the brook trout, and intends to. stock three
chigan, a few of them
having been found in the hike-, a fact hitherto unknown.
[We find the above information in a Detroit paper It will

been

at

L^ut

1

and anglers, We shall look with
the results of the efforts to habilitate the grayling
Southern Michigan, and shall hope to receive full re-

interest uur fish culturista
interest, for
in

ports,— Ex., J

CAnrpoBNiA.

— The Yallejo

Chronicle says:

The Taking op Food by Fishes. —When a fish snaps up an
it first opens its mouth and closes its gill flaps, and
gills when it closes the mouth.
When it wishes to

object

opens the

on the other hand, it first, with
closed mouth, opens the gill slits, and enlarges the mouthcavity, then shuts the gill slits and simultaneously opens the
By narrowing the mouth-cavity throughout its
length, it now forces out its contents; and" in doing so, it is
driven a little backward bv the reaction, like a cannon when
it is fired.
If we think of" it a little more closely, we shall
see that, without the gill slits, the fish could not snap up any
object, and so could not eat, because the morsel, if it got
into the mouth-cavity, would, on closing the mouth, be
ejected.
The reason is simply this: On opening, the mouthcavity fills with water after the manner of a pump, and the
morsel is taken in through auction of the portion of water
in which it floats.
It can now be held fast in the mouth
only if the water finds a mode of exit so narrow that tho
morsel cannot escape along with it. For this the mouth slit
is nowise fitted, for if it bo closed, so that a small morsel
cannot escape by it, it affords no easy outflow for the water.
But tho want is fully met by its gill apparatus, which presents a double row of long, narrow sbts, each of which is
generally a good deal longer than the mouth slit, so that the
water can readily flow away without the morsel being carried
off along wioh it.
But, again, if a fish were obligee! to eject
by its mouth the water it had taken up, it -would be driven
backward at each bite, and have to expend force wostefully
in recovering its ground by swimming, which would be
especially disadvantageous
flowing water. On the contrary, however, as the water tlows out backward through tho
gill "slits the fish receives each time an impulse which drives
it;
forward, and the maintenance of its position in rapid
water is thus rendered more easy. From these considerations it becomes possible to explain a number of arrangements found in aquatic animals, as compared with those that
live in air. Still, regarding the finny tribes, we find remarkably large gill slits iu fishes of prey; and any one who has
watched a pike or a trout in pursuit of its p'rey will have
noticed how widely it has stretched its gill slits. 'so as to let
the water flow off us freely as possible on all sides. B' this
were at any moment to accumulate in the mouth-cavity, the
fish's motion would be seriously compromised.
It may with
certainty be said that, all fishes with remarkably wide gill
si its hunt their prey in long pursuit, Thus, among out freshwater predaeeous fishes, the pike makes the longest pursuit
and has the widest gills. As a contrast we might take tho
gently feeding and nibbling plant-bushes, such as barbel,
carp, etc., which have narrow gill slits.
A similar difference
is associated with the streaming of water.
As a fish always
snaps with its mouth against tho current, it receives more
water into the mouth the more rapid the current; and, therefore, river fishes have, in general, larger gill slits than fishes
which live in stiB water. Thus, too, may be explained the
remarkable correlation between tho width of the mouth slit
and that of the gill slits, inasmuch as narrow-mouthed fish
reject a disagreeable morsel,

mouth.

m

gill slits,

and wide-mouthed

fishes

wide

gill

Chambers' Journal.

Rebel Shad.

Hartford Vml of May lith says: "Wu were shown to-day at
Stevens' market a fish that 'looked like a trout, having tho
line of golden spots, but on closer examination it pTOved to
be a young salmon. It was about nine inches long, and was
caught in the large gill-nets used for hiking shad at the
mouth of the i-iver, and was brought up by Clerk Sillov.ay.
It seems that quite a
of the steamer StotG Of New York.
number of these young Salmon have, within a few days,
been caught in the nets at the mouth of the river. Tho
meshes of these nets are large enough to permit the escape
of such a fish, but these that have been caught were
evidently in some way entangled in the net, They were
evidently the young salmon of 1875 that were hatched in
the upper waters of the, river, from the spawn placed there
by the Fish Commissioners, and having spent perhaps a year
and a half at sin. are now returning by their unerring inThai, they are really salstinct, to the river of their birth.
mon and not trout admits of little or no question upon a
careful examination, as theshape of the head and ".-.houhb-r"
and the white belly sufficiently show.

xnt

A VaUejo fisherman informs vas that ho had a shad in his
nets the other day that would weigh at least five pounds.
These fish are very plentiful, and among the fishermen not
a little troublesome, for they have to return them to the
water or lay themselves liable to prosecution. The fishermen say that in another year shad will be as common and as
plentiful as herring.

have narrow
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slits.

sioner, has

mftiinued.)

AND STREAM,

— The Hudson

is

found

to contain

this year

a decidedly inferior sort of shad, called "rebel shad." which
are the work of the Fish Commissioners, who used herring
milt to stimulate shad eggs with, at a time when they could
If these inferior fish perpetuate
not find enough male shad.
ill
themselves, there will have to be a State shad detective
the real "North River" from this counterfeit.—Exchange,
I

CONFIDENCES OF BROOK TROUT.
Beevidebe, N. J., April 23, 1877.
f*
Editor Forest and Strp.ah.
On Sunday, April 15th inst., I had a little adventure with a
fourteen-inch trout which may be interesting to some of your
My wife and I strolled down to the trout ponds of
readers,
a gentleman residing here to see the trout, and took with us
some pieces of meat to feed them. The water was muddy,
having been recently disturbed by a niuskrat, and we could
see but three or four fish in the clear water at one end of tbe
I threw in several pieces of the meat, and saw
largest pond.
them jump for it, and then noticed one large one swimming
I then favored him with the food,
nearer than the others,
and finally reached down and invited him to take a strip
nbout an inch long from my ringers. He circled around,
coining nearer and nearer, stopped close to my hand, retreated, then advanced again and quickly'took tho meat
This he did seven times successively, growing quite friendly,
and coming up within four inches of the shoro. He did not
seem to be at all afraid of either myself or my wife, who was
by my side. During the feeding I called the attendant to see
it, and he informed me that neither tho owner nor himself had
ever fed any of the trout in that way. As we left we passed
along an embankment overlooking the pond, and could sec
our friend at the same spot " asking for more." I had never
fed (he fish before, and had only been to sea them at long inat,
and asked
tervals.
Last evening I met
whether he had tried the experiment. He replied ihathe had,

So I am led to oue or the other
There was something peculiarly seductive in
your correspondent, or an unusually urgeut condii
,H»
stomach in my finny friend,
but without success.
conclusions.

(
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Natural

THE

ON

jjistorg.

PARTIAL MIGRATION
DEER.

OF

IN offering some observation!* on the abovo subject, I wish
X to state at tho outset that I have no theory to advanee
The causes which produce the movements of
these interesting animals, which in my native State of Maine
unerring
and almost as regular as the ebbing and
are as
flowing of the sea, is to the writer the profoundest of mysteries
and although a subject of resonroh and observation since
boyhood, and a fruitful source of conversation, inquiry and
wim.liT, no explanation lias ever been given which is worthy
of belief, and, indeed, the more intelligent hunters never
or suggest.

attempt one. The observation of a recent naturalist that,
'it is probably an exaggeration of the instinct to obtain food,
may bo regarded as an iugenions guess, but there is nothing
in the movements of those in my own State to sanction such
a belief, as the regions they forsake are as well calculated to
furnish abundance of food as those to which tbey resort.
That part of Maine where the deer formerly congregated
in the greatest abundance, and which might be termed, par
the "hunting grounds" of the State, is comprised
in the tract between the Penobsoot and the St. Croix, from
west to east, and from the latitude of Bangor to the forks of
the Mattawainkeag, from south to north, a tract nearly 100
miles wide by 150 long. As the migration in the fall is
always from west to east, the Penobscot River running the
entire? length of the State from north to south, and varying
in width from a fourth to a half mile throughout the region
named, oilers an almost impossablo barrier to the "eastward
migration of the deer on its western borders, being, if
open, tilled with ••anchor ice," and if frozen, partially glare
anil piled high with ••shelly ice," and its passage on their
1

return in May is, if possible, still more difficult, as the
river is then a turbulent and angry flood, swollen by the
i,i from the innumerable mountains among
in

which it takes its rise, and filled with floating logs which
were being driven to market by the hardy lumbermen who
pass their winters in the forest which shadow its banks.
Therefore, from May to December the deer on the eastern
bunk of the river, as compared with those on the west, ware
as ten to one, while from December to May this proportion
was nearly reversed, so general and complete was the migration toward the eastern boundaries of the State. This
migration usually began at the close of the running season,
about the middle of December or a little before: but if, as
was sometimes the. ease, heavy snows fell in November, they
would take up their line of march at once. If, on the contrary, there happened an open December with not enough

snow

to cover tire leaves till

after Christmas, they did

not

on that account delay their annual migration, but by the
the month would be in the full tide of their travel
tntdd]
"to the east." Before starting they collect in herds, varying
in number from three to thirty these representing the extremes- usually, five to seven. One reliable hunter once
counted thirty-three, another thirty-two in one herd, fifteen
being the greatest number the writer can lay claim to ever
having seen in one "drove," as the hunters always call it.
i
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the Union River and stopped there, and those of that river
did in like manner with regard to the Machias; but only as
indicating the manner in which they shifted their ground.
Some would stop after traveling eight or ten miles; others,
winch Kan made their Way across the Penobscot, would winter near its eastern bank, so that no section would be
entirely devoid of deer. As their northern limits were approached these migratory passages grew shorter and shorter,
and in the mountainous region, "in the extreme northern portions of the State, where there have always been a few deer,
ionS
III
led altogether, the deer selecting favorable ,in the sheltered ravines, and remaining in the same localities
the year round.
Of their returning migration it is not so easy to speak, as
it took place at a time when they were out of season for the
hunt, and the snow, on which their movements can be so
easily traced, had mostly disappeared.
Many of the does,
howeier, returned (probably by easy stages) before dropping
tbail fawns, as the writer has frequently caught these when
but a few hours old. And by the middle of June they
would all be back, bucks and doos, flocking on to the
meadows, which they visited dailvtill the latter part of July,
both for the sake of the green and tender grass which they
afforded, and to obtain the benefit of the breeze, which rids
them of their tormentors, the mosquitoes; and here let me
state that the word "meadow" in Eastern Maine is never used
to denote a cultivated field, or grass sown by the hand of man,
but always refers to those natural openings which abound
on the streams in that part of the State, some Of them seven
or eight miles in length and over a mile in width, most, if
not all of them, being made ages ago by beavers, and growing "blue joint" and other wild grasses; while those openings, equally numerous, which have no grass but only a
carpeting of moss are called "bogs," which in my moose
sketch your compositor set up as luuj, whereof arose nonsense, as, although the moose is at home in the water and
can easily swim two rods to a dog's one, he can hardly trot
"on an open bay."
Of the total migration of caribou which took place in 1845,
I will, time end space, permitting, speak in a future number.

..

Penobscot.
Ban l-'mndscn, April

22/1,

1877.
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Winn Gekhk in Confinement.— Our correspondent, "Mac,"
writing from Portland, Maine, says, referring to the discussion in regard to the breeding of wild geese in confinement
"Your contributors, those pro as well as eon, have both been
right and both been wrong; that is, they have been writing
at
cros ['urposes, and a simple explanation of what each
meant by canfinemenl would at once have healed the breach.
I do not believe that wild geese will breed in a cage, or have
ever been known to do so; but it is indisputable that being
•pinioned' and allowed to select their own nesting place undisturbed, and in a suitable place, they breed in a domestic
ie.
In proof of this 1 wiil cite Mr. David Plumber
16
of Scnrboro, Me., a well known breeder of fancy pigeons,
who has for years bred wild geese on his farm in the manner
above indicated. And in Canada any traveler going northward, down either shore of the St. Lawrence River from
Quebec, will find in the farm-yard of every third habitant
domesticated- wild geese, and they all say that there is no
trouble about their breeding after they are. three years old,
and provided they are allowed to choose their own nesting
plBCe '"

In

it is beliovert.they are not destructive to other fishes' spawn
food lish, they surpass any other we havein both delicacy of

ponds, and

Asa

and abundance; and if the fish law can ho rendered effective, in a
few years they will have becoroo more abundant than any other of our
though even now during their run they constitute for many
their entire supply of fresh lish. As to the date of their appearance,
our oldest inhabitant recollect* they were first seen in our river about
fifty-five or sixty years ago, but does not know how or by whom Introduced. He thinks they never go below brackish water, which, It true,
may account for their confinement to certain rivers.
"Semi Occasional."
flavor

visitors,

—

Remarks. There are several varieties of carp in Southern
waters, but they are not generally esteemed for the table.
It is well known that tho carp is ft nati re of Southern Europe,

and its first introduction into this country is claimed to have
been made in 1832 by Capt. Henry Robinson of a Havre
packet, who brought over a lot which he deposited in a pond
at Newburgh, on the Hudson River.
Other lots, however,
may have been brought to other States at an earlier date,
perhaps as long ago as sixty years, as our correspondent
During the last decade a superior variety of German
curp have been brought to America and cultivated, espi eiftllj
iu California.
There are several varieties now at Druid Hill
Park in Baltimore, one of which attains a maximum weight
says.

of fifteen pounds.

The observations of our correspondent are interesting
of value.— Ed. P. & S.

The

.Fees: Naturae op

Vermont.

—R.

E. R, writes

and

from

Ferrisburgh, Yt., April 28th:
Looking over the State Auditor's report of bounties paid, I note what
may iulerest some of your readers to know, that from August 1, 1S7J,
From
to July 80, 1S75, bounties were paid for 39 bears and 3 lynxes.
July 31, 1875, to July 31, 1876, for 53 bears, 8 lynxes, and
panlhor.
Jumping at conclusions from the stalistics of the two years pai-t, one
might say that the bear product of Vermont was increasing: that some
lynx are missing In the chain of feline succession here, and that Vermont is gaining importance in the world of art by prodncing more
great painters than formerly, or, that our State Is yearly becoming more
Learin. I do not know whether these conclusions would be borne out
by comparisons with the reports of previous years, hut if you care to
know I will lookup the matter. Iu these reports, -C. M. Bobbins of
Hancock appears to bear off the palm as champion bear-slayer. H. N.
Fitts of Wardsboro presents lhe Town Clerk's certificate for having
R E, R,
given the panther fits.
I

GREEN-WINGED TEAL.
(Anas

ilisan'a.)

Philadelphia, April, 1S77.

Editor Forest and Stream.

i

~»

one of the most gaudy pluinaged species of its..
tribe.
Its head and neck are of a rich chestnut brown; around tho eye
and sides of the heal rnn a bread stripe of glossy green, passiDg into
a bluish-black across the nape; forehead a dusky brown, and chin of
tho same hue; lower portion of the neck grayish-white; breast and
body "f the same tint, dotted with black flakes, and white crescent in.
front of the bend of each wing; scapulars finely banded with black and
Tii i^j beautiful duck, hi

.

*

grayish-white; some of the outer scapulars and covertB are tipped.with a delicate buff; speculum broad, rich green; the wing coverts It
plain, grayish-brown; crissum black, with a triangular patch ol bully
white on both sides; iris brown; beak dusky slate, one and one-half,
inches in length; feet light lead color. The female is not bo bright in
plumage as the male, and is rather smaller. This duck measures about,
fifteen inches In length, and tWe&ty-turee inches from tip to tip. They
arrive here about the first week in September, and remain feeding)!
along the shores of the Delaware until driven further south by the
keen winds and frost of this latitude. They are killed in great numbersbyour sportsmen from the reeds over decoys. Thcirfood consists
of wild oats and seeds, aud they are considered by epicures to be one
i

Foue Canaries from Thiuse Eggs.— Henry B. Digram of
Kingston states that a Port Jervia canary bird has hatched
four birds from three eggs. The twins are smaller than the
others, but very lively.

i

-Our

When on

their migrations they invariably traveled in paths
or runways, there being what might be termed "trunk lines"
running parallel to esi.cn other from three to six miles apart,
with numerous paths converging into them on both sides
These paths, from years of use both going
ingthi route.
and returning, were nearly as well defined as an ordinary
bridlepath, being, where the earth was soft or scurfy, worn
down several inches; the roots which crossed them being
completely denuded of their bark by the sharp hoofs of the
passing deer. They always traveled in single file under the
guidance of a leader; a tierd of does being sometimes Accompanied by a buck in the first of the season, but the latter never acting as leader in such instances.
This leader
would frequently travel for a whole day without onco leaving
the path, while its followers would diverge frequently to
snatch at browse without stopping in their walk. The distance they would travel in a day was surprising when
viewed in connection with the short distance they usually
go when feeding in their haunts; but when their extreme
nimbleness and celerity of movement is considered, one
will cease to wonder at their walking twenty miles, without
seoming to hurry, in a short December day. The writer
once struck the tracks of a drove of six deer before sunrise,
As scarce an hour had elapsed
after a fresh fall of snow.
since the snow had ceased falling, and they had passed
since that time, it seemed natural to suppose that they
might be overtaken; but after following them sixteen miles
as rapidly as the ground would admit without apparently
being any nearer the game than at the start, the conclusion
was reached that a stern chase is indeed a long one. The
returning sixteen miles are well remembered as among the
longest ever traveled over. It was seldom that the deer
which summered on the banks of the Penobscot traveled
farther east than Union liiver. Here they would take up
their winter quarters, while those who had' passed the summer there in like manner took up their line of Inarch for the
Machias River. About as many left the Cnion River waters
as arrived there from the wcst.'eonsequently their numbers
were not greatly increased or diminished the year round;
but on the Machias the eastern limit of their migration was
about reached; beyond that it was straggUng and uncertain,
and their numbers during the winter season in the vicinity
of the Machias waters almost surpassed belief. Frequently
hunters traveling westward in their paths would meet a
drove on their eastward march; then, if so fortunate as to
shoot down the leader, the remainder of the herd would
bound a short distance to the left and right, and stop apparently bewildered, frequently affording opportunities for
several shots.
The writer, in this manner, once killed four
and wounded a fifth in a herd of seven, with a "double
shooter" muzzle-loading rifle, without moving out of his
tracks.
But if they took the alarm before being seen, or any
other than the leader was shot, they would make a short
detour and again striKng Eheil path continue their flight
,,.
-Imosl always keeping it up for hours, rendering

ATSI)
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correspondent, "Steuben," sends us the following

note from Homellsville, N. Y.
'•Bluebirds arrived March 10th, blackbirds 10th, gulls and
due crane 9th; I got a fine red- tail hawk March 9th; robins
and brown thrash lP-th, pewee and cat-birds 21st, shrike 29th,
Wilson's snipe April ith; not much of a flight yet."

Geo. Bocdwis,

of the finest flavored ducks that swim.

Taxidermist.

l

j

SeaTboot.— "Manhatttan"

writes, April 20th:

I think that most of the so-called sea tron I occasionally captured in
Long Island Sound had escaped from some of lire ponds on Long Island
and In Connecticut. Furman (at Mospefh) has lost, during the lost few
years, many thousand of young fry by tho carrying away of dams, and

probable that the piacicultural establishment at Weslport, Connecticut, and other places on the Sound shore, have had many fish
washed lutu tide-water by tlooda. I think It Is now pretty well settled
that sea trout are only the Sahno funtinalis temporarily lu juriatiug In
I bnve caught them often iu salt water estuaries of little
salt water.
is

ksd-

one Opossum {Didcljihys virginiana), presented}
two Striped Gophers (Sptrmopkitis tridecein-lineaius), presented; two*
Oapromys {Capromy pelorides), Say, born in garden; two Parakeet

[There are no sea trout proper taken south of Cape Cod.
We have heard of an isolated specimen taken near Salem,
Mass., but they are not often seen south of the Bay of
Ftmdy. Their habitat is the Canadian coast, from Nova
Scotia to Labrador, up to latitude 5G degrees. The fish you
refer to are the Sahno fontinalls, or common Bpeckled trout.
Single specimens are often taken off Cape Cod and along
the coast southward to New York Bay, including Long
Sea trout run in schools of thousands together, and
Island.
occur only during six weeks of midsummer. Tho common
trout may be found in salt wator throughout eight months
of the year.—Ed.]
.
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IN VIRGINIA.
Bowunq Ghees,

Caroline Co.; Va.

Editoii Forks t and Strkam.
Iu reply to an inquirer in your paper as to the oarp In some of the
waters of Eastern Virginia, lam glad to say they still abonnd in the
Mattaponi and Paniuukey Kivers, and doubtless elsewhere, but whether
or not they are ofthe same species as theEuglish firdi of the same name
This fish come up the Mattapoul River early in January
I cannot say.
the first spell of very cold
a. luetimcs a little earlier, generally utter

weather. They range In leugth from one to two feet, and Weigh frjom
one-half to Ave pounds. Shape long and flattened; fins arranged somewhat HUu the mullet (freshwater); head and mouth a-e almost identical
with hearts and months of the latter; Ihe mouth being extremely small
and a sucker. They ruu very mm- the bottom, and only take food lying
on the bottom. They bite at hooks baited with orombs of bread or red
worms. In taking the bait they assume a perpendicular position, as it
were standing on t belr beads. Tbey. unlike most migratory fish, do not

ascend the stream to extreme limit before spawning, hut, when the
huuier take* tbt-m, merely leave the J -eper parts of the stream and deposit their spawn un its edges. After spawning most of them retm-n
toward salt water; oomo are found during the summer; they thrive
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Deaths.— One Green Parakeet; one&rayWolf; two Short-eared Owlsf,
one muskrat; one Java Nonpareil.
Aethub E. Brown, General Supt.

^oodland,

M.

brooks on the Long Island shore.

X

Wkek

ghenensis), presented;

V

It

Arrivals ai the Philadku-hia Zoomoical Garden for

ing Tt-F.sriA v.Mat Ibt.— One Bed-tailed Hawk \lluteo bormUs), YJewB
presented; one Striped Hyena tHytma Striata), purchased; one Klnjfi
Snake (Ophibolits boyUe), presented; three Hell Benders {Menoporiia attc- 1

The New

$irm

and {§ardm.

Horticulturai, Society.

\'obk

monthly meeting of

—The

this flourishing society

regular

was held May

rooms, 55 West Thirty-third Street. The president addressed the meeting on the forthcoming exhibition
to be held at Oilmore's Garden, May B9th, 30th and 31st, day.,
'1
and evening, and hoped that exhibitors and menibt
make this year's exhibition even a greater success than last
the
to
credit
to
society
would
be
a
and
and
that
it
season's,
the city of Now York. Quite a number of beautiful plants
and cut flowers were exhibited, and the growing interest iu
latffl
horticultural matters was well seen by the number o
present, and the admiration expressed at the beautiful
flowers presented. Mr. George Such, South Amboy, N. J.,
had on exhibition a beautiful assortment of orchids anffl
azalias; Mr. Wm. Bennett, Flatbush, L, I., a very interesting
and well-grown group of hot-house plants and orchids in
bloom; Mr. John Bush, Tremont, received a certificate of
ihi
merit lor a well-bloomed plant of Ulrivultiria /"-.>
first time exhibited in New York; from Wm. A. Burgess, GlUW
Cove, L. I., came an immense basket of rose-blooms in more
than twelve sorts; from W. O. Wilson, Astoria, a
grown fuchsias; from R. B. Parsons & Co,, Blushing, cutblooms of magnolias, including two new Japanese varieties;
from Isaac Buchanan, Astoria, L. I., a fine lot of eut-blooulS
of orchids and azalias in pots: from John Henderson, Flush1st at their

1

i

i

.

-

I

ing,

L.

I.,

a fine

collection

of eoleus and bronzi

le

pelargoniums, aud from Peter Henderson, Jersey City, N. J.,
a beautiful assortment of out-blooms of Gornmn fancy panNotwithstanding the busy season with the fli
sic-s.
meeting was well attended and was quite an enjoyable one..
I)

;
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For Forest and

iStream.

MAGNOLIAS,

may

bo pinned to a cork,
delicate parts would thus be Injured, they
he bottom of a small box, and thus sent by mail; or while
still fresh, they may bo folded in a pieeo of very thin paper, and placed
:

be crushed in the mail. Every speoimen
of insects aonl should be accompanied by a statement of tbo time and
place of collection, dates of appearanco and disappearance (if periodical),
the kind of trees affected, differences noticed ou particular soils, or in
certain situations, extent of ravages, facts concerning former appearance, measures that have boon tried to prevent the damage, with the
results, and such other facts as may nave been observed.
Fungus growths supposed to be the cause of injury to trees may be
usually determined from speoimeua. Many small coleoptnra live upon
tbo fnngua parasites of trees, and may bo oasily confounded with
those that actually mine under the bark in the living tissues, or perforate the wood. If there be any such growths near the part of the
bark under which the specimens are collected, a specimen of it should
accompany the piece of wood and bark Injured by the. insect.
Communications in answer to thia circular should be addressed to the
undersigned at Lowvillo, Lewie County, N, Y,

box strong enough not

in a

AS

the season advances we are apt to weary for the first
flowering shrubs of spring. The pink mezereon and
the golden forsylhia come first, followed rapidly by the
This recalls the fact that neither
ege magnolias.
the native nor exotic species of the magnolia are half so
plentiful, either in our city yards or country grounds, as their
merits deserve. Perhaps one barrier to their more extensive
been their high price, but this is in some measure obviated by the increase in the number of growers, tending of course to competition and lowering of price, Another
obstacle to their culture is the great fare necessary to make
the trees live when transplanted; not that the operation is
bo very difficult, but certain care is necessary to success.
The roots mast never be allowed to become dry or in the
least shrivelled during the time of removal; neither will it
answer to puddle the roots, as is frequently practiced on
more hardy kinds of trees. Then, again, it is not safe to
i

;

to

Fhankt.in B. Hocgh.

Respectfully yours,

April

1, 1877.
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—The Blooming

Grove Club House

fall, where the wounds made on their
spongy roots, are exposed to cold, wet, or frozen earth,
[N
FISH IN
during the long winter. But if carefully taken up, and as
Salmon Trout, Salmo confinti.
Trout, Salmofontinallt.
carefully packed in moss or some similar material while
Stind, Atom mpitliuima.
Salmon, Salmatalar.
being transported to the place where they are to be set out,
Land-locked Salmon, Sulnio tebago.
followed by good care in planting, there is very little danger
of their dying. The Chinese species are, as a class, far more
r issue of April 26th.
***For trout flies In season in May s<
showy than our native varieties, although they do not grow
Magnolia Cbnso large as M. acuminata, or M. mucrqpliytta*
Pise in Maeket. At this season commences the abundance
,11 is ime of the very best of the Chinese species, its and variety for which Fulton Market is noted. Tho past
flowers being large, pure white, and appearing before it
week has brought along the bluefish and sheepshead from
leaves out in spring, making a grand show at a season when
North Carolina, and the weakfish, pompano aud Spanish
such sights are more admired than at any other. Next
mackerel from Pensaoola, Fla. At Blackford's we noticed a
SmieS M. sQitangeana and M. purpurea, both of the same pompano weighing five and one-fourth pounds; a young
origin, the latter being more purple on the outside of the
salmon caught at Martha's Vineyard weighing oneand threepetals, and later in appearing than the former.
M. norberti- fourths pounds, and a magnificent bass weighing fifty
am, another variety, has deep purple flowers, otherwise it pounds, taken in the shad nets near Governor's Island. Our
is very similar to the parent.
M. lenni is a comparatively
quotations are Striped baas, 15 to 20 cents per pound; smelts,
:!.
i. with
reddish flowers, often blooming freely in the
10 cents; green, do., 15 cents; bluefish, 15 cents; salmon
Among our (frozen), 50 cents; Kennebec, 75 cents; green, do., 50 cents;
fall, and promising to be of considerable value.
native spec
K rand&loTa, of the Southern States, is a mackerel, 10 to 15 cents each; shad (southern), 25 cents each:
supeTb evergreen tree, not hardy in our latitude, but fre- native, do., 50 cents; Connecticut Biver, 60 cents; white perch,
quently met with in gardens in the South of England and 15 cents per pound Spanish mackerel, 75 cents; green turtle,
the Southern part of the European Continent. M, aaumi18 cents terrapin, $15 per dozen frostfish, 8 cents per pound
mla, the cucumber tree, is quite hardy; the flowers are
halibut 18 cents; haddock, Scents; codfish, 7 cents; blackcreamy yellow, appearing late in spring. It is an elegant,
fish, 15 cents; herrings, 5 cents; flounders, 8 to 10 cents; sea
rapid growing, ornamental tree, readily propagated from
bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, lOcents; scollops, $1.50
seed, and is much used as a stock upon which to graft the
per gallon; whitefish, 15 cents per pound pickerel, 15 cents:
more desirable and slower growing sorts. M. imcropkyUa, salmon trout 15 cents; Long Island trout, $1; Canada do.,
the large-leaved magnolia, though also a Southern variety
50 cents; hard shell crabs, $4 per 100; red snappers, 18 cents;
js hardy here; the flowers are pure white, fragrant and very
weakfish, 18 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents, pompano, 75 cents.
It is
large, usually from ten to twelve inches in diameter.
May is par excellence the trout fisher's month. Those
a noble, tropical-looking tree, and well worthy of culture.
who expect the cream of the season, without, the vexation of
31. vinln-IJa is something like the foregoing, but the leaves
black flies and mosquitos, should go to tho stream at once.
and flowers are smaller. M. frazen or awiculata, forms a In many waters the first of June is too late. Do not put off
handsome tree, with flowers, and is quite hardy. 31 glaum, your fishing until then. The trout are now in the swift, runoften called sweet bay or laurel magnolia, is very common
ning waters, eager for the ptvptB and larva} and full-blown
in swampy places all through the Northern States, and is
flics that hatch at this season, and which the spring rains
The flowers are about wash into the brooks and streams with other abundant food.
far too seldom seen in cultivation.
two inches in diameter, pure white, and deliciously fragrant, They are eager, active, hungry, and cannot wait for the angas any one conversant with the lower part of Broadway or
The bungler can catch them now.
ler's most artistic cast.
Pulton Street, where so many are sold daily during the The streams are full— giving a good depth of water throughsummer months, can testify. It should be in every garden, out; neither swollen, nor so shallow as to drive the fish to
and even plants taken from the swamps, if severely pruned the deeper pools and basins, exposing every movement of
when removed, will in time prove a joy and sweetness to the the angler. In the cool air of May, the exercise of rambling
possessor during the whole summer. M. glaucn var. Thompalong the streams and casting is exhilarating; the budding
son!, a supposed hybrid between 31. ifauca and M. tripelala,
spring puts on its new life, and develops its verdure in
is equally desirable, being very like M. jfcsuqo in general apshades of color most grateful -to the eye; the birds are mating,
pearance, equally fragrant, and often blooming late into the
and too busily engaged in nest building to be weary of
fall.
presence so that one can easily study their habits;
human
+•*
besides, the foliage is not so dense as to conceal them, as in
summer time. There js much to be seen in the woods and
fields in spring, and the young blood of the fisherman
Xo Botanists, Entomologists, and Otheb OusEnvEns rs NarnBAi. should leap in his veins as he goes forth, like the sap and
Bistoby.
the vigor that is mounting to the tree-tops and circling
Tho undersigned baa been appointed, under an act of the late Conthrough every branch and twig.
gress, to prepare a report upon forestry. It will bo published by the
This is the month, too, for land-locked salmon, next to the
General Government, under the direction of tho Department of Agritrue salmon the most satisfying of gamo fish. The ice is
culture. Many subjects of observation arise in connection with these
inquiries which come within the proviuce of students In natural hisout of the Maine lakes two weeks earlier than usual, and at
tory, and more especially of botanists ami entomologists: and thia cirSebec and the Grand Lake streams everything is ready and
cular is sent with the earnest request that those who receive it will
awaiting the advent of the angler. Boats and guides are
communicate such answers to the following inquiries as tboy may be
there.
We have already feasted our eyes with the lithesome
able, in tho hope that by a consolidation of the data thus furnished imform of this beautiful fish, and tasted its toothsome flesh,
ant facts may be arrived at. In answering this circular, it will be
BUfllcient to mention Its number and the numbers prefixed to the sevand long for our old-time trips to the hills and sparkling
eral inquiries. Full credit will be given to the authors of any commushores of the Schoodics, but as wo cannot go ourselves, we
nication thatmay be used.
shall generously implore others to partake of these unaccus1. Name of correspondent and post-office address.
Please givo some
tomed delights of which few persons know. Our duties deaccount of the district reported from, mentioning tho general elevation
mand our constant care for a month or more yet. For two
aoove aea-level, character of tho surface, as to whether level, hilly,
pr mountainous, prevailing winds, annual rainfall, general character of
long years we have been preparing a Sportsman's Gazetteer
the soil, etc.
and Guide, by which both the angler and gunner may not
2. What are the principal native timber trees of your vicinity?
Thoso
may bo mentioned in the order of relative abundance specifying those only learn to capture e.very principal animal, bird and fish
in North America; but we have designated over 4,000 resorts
that are particularly valued for lumber, timber, fuel, or other other
purposes. To aid in this inquiry, a special blauk will bo sent upon apwhich he may visit, and having the volume before him, can
plication.
make his own selection. Two hundred pages are now in
3. Havo instances been noticed in which, Bfter a growth of timber has
will be added early in
type, and 400 more
June, by
been destroyed, another kind has come up 2 If so, of what spoclos was
which time we hope to see the book between its covers and
the former crop? aud by what was it succeeded V
in tho hands of every sportsman in the country. Friends,
i. Have facts been observed in your region tending to show that forests have an effect upon the climate, and that changes follow tho clearwe are weary of labor, and await the coming of the end and
ing off of woodland or the growing of trees upon lands formerly
your congratulations at our approaching relief.
cleared ?
In our last April number wo specified the trout flies
S. What experiments have been made in your vicinity in forest plantmonth. For land-locked salmon, tho rayed
of this
ins or the introduction of new species, aud what has been the result of
the lalteri
of the mallard dyed
feathers
deep yellow, and
a
traction of limber from climatic causes,
C. Wiiotil
mixtures of this with black,
are the most killing;
disease, or
-ravages, have been observed in your
also use a red body and grey hackle, and black wings with
vicinity
J
nature and extent of sn.-h injuries if
brown body; for evening mixtures of grey and blaek, a
noticed. Si
rood bark, or other parts injuiod by
heavy fly rod such as is used for bass, with a good reel and a
insects,
,s
well as tho insects themselves. The
ii iu vials tilled with alcohol', and aefathom and a half of gut. casting line, is the tackle you need
boxes; but where the wings or other
for these fish. Now, go it
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The introduction of black bass into the Connecticut
River and the subsequent destruction of the young shad by
them is now given as the reason for the scarcity of Connecticut shad this season.
Tnot-TDta in the Eastern Townships.— Mr. John Kobinson
of Montreal and a friend killed 150 fine trout in Conn's
Pond, on Monday, April 30th, and the next dav they took
17 large trout out of Lake Nick. Several of the last batch
kicked the beam at 3 pounds each, and the majority of
them were taken with the yellow May fly. though the' ice
had only just left the lake, and the day waB cold and cloudy.
Stanshax.
j
Maine. —Head of Sebec Lake, Me., April '2Vh.— The fun which
I had wished you to help enjoy is at its height.
We arrived
here at a. m. found the stream had not been fished this
spring, and that the lanrl-locked salmon had just commenced
to run up stream.
There have been taken to-dav Ivy our party
eighteen land-locked salmon, several of the largest weighing
four pounds, while about as many more have been hooked
and lost by some of our party who are not acquainted with
the fish. The ice broke up in the lake Thursday, a't 2 p. it.
A large amount of the sport for me was in hooking a threepound fish, while sitting in a canoe all alone up the stream.
where the water runs quick enough to be partly white. I
had no dip-net. I held him until he was somewhat, weakened, as he was out of the water several times, when suddenly the canoe broke its fastenings and down stream I
went, part, of the time the fish leading me, and then I the
fish, until I got where T could force the canoe with one hand
to the shore for the dip-not.
I secured him, and he was
cooked by being well seasoned and then rolled in several
thicknesses of straw paper well moistened with water, and
put in tho ashes and coals.
'

Since writing you, on the 27th instant there has
been taken at the mouth of the other stream at head of Sebec
Lake another large lot of land-locked salmon. They were
caught from under a boom of logs lying in mouth of the
Wilson stream, some of them larger than those we caught
April 26th.
F. M. Foitn.

—
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open for

;
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plant magnolias in the

-'.

will be

hers and their guests on the 15th of May, the commencement of the trout fishing season, under the superintendence
of M. Vucassovich.

Movements of the FisHtsa Fuiet. The Southern macknow well under way, and the prospect is confavorable for a good spring catch. The early
arrivals at New York the middle of last week landed gooil
fares, and prices were good, considering the almost, simultaneous arrivals of nine vessels on Thursday and Friday.
The market opened with sales of large mackerel at 12 to 15
cents, but soon fell to 10 cts. for extra large, 8 cts. for large,
5 cts. for tinkers and 3i cts. for flinks.
These prices make a
good commencement and the vessels did well on their first
erel fleet are.

sidered

There has been another break in the
market for Georges codfish, the market ruling at $4.50 per
qtl., although there have been forced sales, where room was
wanted, below these figures. The fleet has been considerably reduced, and are making long trips and bringing in
light fares.
The stock on hand is small, and with the ordinary call of former years would soon be exhausted: but there
is no immediate prospect of improvement in demand or
price.
The number of fishing arrivals the past week has
been 25, viz., 7 from the Banks and 18 from Georges. Tho
receipts of split codfish have been 185,000 lbs. from the
Banks and 210,000 lbs. from Georges. Halibut receipts
255,000 lbs.— Cape Ann, Advertiser, 3tayMK
catch of the season.

— "Grouse" writes
fishers

us from Duxbury, Mass., that the cod
have done remarkably well this season, averaging

pounds to a day's fishing, but prices are very low.
Haddock aro tolerably abundant, but no trout have been
10,000

oaughtyet.

T Connecticut.—Hartford, May 5.—W.

H. and F. Bulkeley
to Berlin on Monday and brought home with them a
string of fifty-five of the speckled beauties, which averaged
about half a pound each.
E. S. Sykes, of the firm of Sykes & Newton, and G.

went

—

Welles Boot, caught 154 trout Saturday, in a neighboring
brook. Yet this splendid run of success was surpassed by
the Bunee brothers, Frederick and Henry, one day last
week, who returned from a single day's fronting* with
nearly 200 speckled beauties in hand.
April 30th an elegant striped bass, weighing thirty-five
pounds, was caught at Windsor Locks.
A salmon weighing seven and one-half pounds was
caught Monday night at Lyme, by Prest. Crittenden.
The catch of shad continues limited, and the supply in
market is hardly up to the demand, the prices ranging in
Hartford from eighteen to twenty-two cents per pound.

—
—
—

T. S. S.

New Yoke.—Henry B.

Ingram of Kingston, sends the

lowing, dated April 25th:

never larger than it
theory and practice.

pound

The

is this

catch of shad,

it is said,

season, thanks to Seth

fol-

was

Green's

Freeman Preston captured an eightmorning at the Steep Books. A

striped bass this

Wall Stroet fishing party went to the Low Woods pond afishing on Tuesday, and returned with a fine moss of fish.
Our correspondent, Henry B. Ingram, tells us that
would-bo trout fishermen had hard luck hist week in the
Oatskills, back of Kingston, N. Y., getting nothing but chills

—

for their trouble.

—

E. B. G., of the Ehnira Water Cure, writes pleasantly of
an excursion to Hemlock Lake, where good fishing can be
found, as well as ruffed grouse and squirrel shooting. Stop
at

"Boss Yauman's."

—

H. O. K. of Albany sends us an account of his catching a three-and-a-half-pound fish by the tail; not an unusuid
oireumstance, however, though awkward for both fish and
K. is delighted with a new celluloid Hart reel that
fisher,

he uses.

—

There is a hitch between tho Oregon salmon canners and
tho fishermen which has delayed operations, and only 208
cases of the new catch has been received here. A cannery
has been established at Collinsville, on tho Sacramento
Biver, which has already sent down 237 cases, each containing four dozen one pound tins. These are now being distributed among the trade, the price to be fixed hereafter.
The Oregon salmon received here this season sold at $1. 75;
d $1.50 and $1.55 is now offer
The
Oregon oanners have sold large q .amities for delivery this
season, and a vessel is already c lartered Up load (torn Oolumbia Biver in May. Pacific cot 5 cents in bundles, and
7 and 7J cents for selected lots in ases; Eastern cod. Semis
to 81 cents; Eastern mackerel are jobbing at $2,25 to $2,50
for No. 1 in 20-pound kitB.
,

i
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TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND THE PUBLIC.
The great reduction we have made this season in tho prices of onr
Bamboo Hods ba« occasioned many inquiries to he addressed ns,
"Are those rods of the same
"How is it that when we last
purchased yon charged u« $10 for a fly-trout, rod, and now adverse

Split

of which we may mention the following:
qnalHy as those yon sold us last yetir5"

them for $95J" etc., etc. Lacking time to reply to these individuals, we
seek the aid of the press to make our explanations.
Those who arc acquainted with the reputation onr house haB always
enjoyed of furnishing first-class goods, an answer to the first query we
have named wosld be superfluous, were it not that reports have been
circulated by dealers, not tn'-invfaclurert, who are not in a position lo
meet our prices from the fact that they are dealers and not manufacturers, tliatthcse rods are of inferior quality; that the enamel has been
sacriBced to reduce eost or making, etc.
To mis we most emphatically reply, that the rods we are now offerins lire of the very i-aine quality, or better if possible than before; that
bamboo itself is the best wo havo had for many years. Tbey are marie
by the very eamo workmen; the mountings are German silver of best
quality (not "brass, nickel-plated," as reported), and the fittings are
perfect in every reFpect. In short, we will guarantee them fully equal, if
not superior, to any maker. Without any exception in the matter, we

challenge comparison in every particular. That this comparison may
be exhaustively made, we have at our store for inspection of all who may
first, the sections of bamboo in its rough state; then the
strips as they are prepared ready fitted for glueing; then the joints after
being glued, and anally the completed rod.
This we consider will covor all the points as to "quality," and we
think even Ihe most skeptical will be satisfied when they have examined
into the matter, that onr rods are as perfect as hands can make them.
Willi respect to the second query, as to the great difference in price—
of $40 last aoason, bnt $25 now— the answer is simple. We ate now
manvfacVurtrs; we pay no manufacturer's profit. All those rods ore
nude in our shop, under tbe personal supervision of the firm. Dealers
wlio charge the old high prices are obliged to do so because uayiug a
manufacturer's profit. Their cost is more thau tbe price we are selling
at. These rods are not reduced lu price, and sold at or under cost— as
a •'leader," as somotitnes is doue-io influence orders for other goods;
they lire sold at what, we consider a fair profit, and we are satisfied with
the percentage they pay us.
Of course we d not make as many dollars and cents on a rod as
formsrly, but oar orders so rar this yeor are ahead of onr whole eal.-.s of
last season.
have no reason to regret fixing the price at a figure
that will place these reds
the hands or the majority of fly-fishermen.
The annexed list will show ihe reductions wo havo made. We quote: jj
Ply-rods,
strip, 2 tips; now $25, formsrly $10.
Fly-rods,
strip, 32 and duplicate joint; now g35, formerly $55.
Black ba-srods, strip, 3 tips; now 530. formerly f5B.
Black bass rods.
strip, 3 tips and duplicate joints; now $40, form-

be interested,

i

We

m

erly 865.

Salmon rods,
These rods are

fj

machinery
II

is

strip, 2 tips;

now

$50. formerly $P0.

iu all their parts wholly mode by hand.
Positively no
used in any part of their construction. Send for circular.
A Jialloson, 65 Pulton street, N. Y.—Adis.
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Yachting and Ranting.
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Boston, April

:

but not to sleep. The wind blew a
gale all night, and the boat rocked and tossed us round as
Often did we wish for daylight to
if we were in a churn.
appear. Four out of our five, felt pretty seasick, which with
our fatiguo of the day made us feel anything but pleasant.
Hedge.
m

supper we turned

CRUISING.
issue of April

tance. But, thanks to an over-ruling power, we conquered the
sins of the flesh and arrived at our ark.
Wo dined sumptuously off steak, fash, and sundries.
After the dinner dishes were cleared away, we all took a
hand in fixing up the boat for our intended visitors of the
evening. Charlie, Ned, and I took the tender after all things
were straightened, and rowed ont to the mouth of the harbor
to Bah for ennners, and we got a nice mess for breakfast.
The surf bothered us some as it broke rather spitefully outside the bar, and tumbled into the harbor in a rough chop
sen.
We fished until we were tired, aud then rowed back to
the "Josephine."
We got everything in readiness for a substantial meal,
hoping the Dixon boys would put in an appearance hefore
supper, but we did not get their company until 8 o'clock.
We spent a very pleasant evening, singing songs and telling
yarns, and it was after midnight when "we. turned in. A
good night's rest, and we awoke with the lark. We bustled
round to get breakfast out of the way, as the morning bade
fair to give us the iiiuch-looked-1'or trip to the Cape/ The
bells were ringing 7 a. m, as we tripped the anchor and
came gliding out of the harbor. As soon us we felt the long
roll of the bay, anew life seemed infused into our veins.
A gentle land breeze from the West southwest set us graduSetting the stay-sail, the old
ally toward our destination.
"Josephine" began to show a "bone in her teeth." Until we
made Bace Point, the sail to the Cape was one of the most
About 5 P. M. we were closedelightful I ever experienced.
to the shore, and the water looked inviting as we ran the
beach as far as Long Point, the entrance to Provincetown
Harbor. The sun had been pretty dazzling to the eyes all
day, but we did not suffer ranch with the heat. We were about
two miles from Long Point light, when I called attention to
a bank of very black clouds gathering in the west; the wind
too seemed to come in pretty hot puffs, and we began to
wish we were in harbor. While the others were talking and
laughing I kept my eye to windward, and soon detected the
Calling
signal coming in a dark streak across tho water.
Captain Bill's attention to it 1 sprang for the stay-sail sheet
and cast it off just in time to save the topmast; we soon got
it in and stowed away.
The "Josephine" was now showing
her stanchness under three lower sails; we wanted all the
canvas on her we could carry, as she was hauled sharp on
the wind, with a lea shore under us, and two miles to go before we could start a sheet. The water began to look ugly,
and the wind kept increasing. Puff after puff would strike
us, and the old boat would bury to her cabin windows under
the press of Bail. One heavy squall struck us, and the cockpit was filled wo slacked jib and fore sheets to let her up;
and Ned and I crawled for'ard to take in the. fore-sail, which
we accomplished after much pulling and hauling. Even
then the old tub had all she could stagger under. We were
not long making the two miles, but the wind kept getting
heavier, and the sea rougher.
•Take in the jib and start your main sheet," sung out
Capt. Bill, as he squared away for the harbor. We went to
work with a will; Charlie and the musician gave her the
The boat was
sheet, while Ned and I stopped down the jib.
now running dead before the wind, and was rolling fearfully.
At every other sea the main boom would slash into
the "water, requiring all the captain's attention to keep her
from jibing. The run from Loflg Point to Commercial
Wharf was all of two miles, and the spectators began to assemble on the pier as our movements attracted their attention.
As we drew near, the sheltering beach to thenorth'ard
and east'ard protected us from the sen, but did not afford
much relief from tho wind; so watching our chance, we
luffed up under the end of the wharf and let go our 751b
anchor. The wharf sheltered us a little, but not enough to
protect us from the sea. It was about 8 v. m. when we were
After partaking of a substantial hot
all snug for the night.

2-ltb.

Editor Fobest and SssBJat:
8th of July still found us at Scituato, with no prospects of getting away that day. As a change of base
soine one proposed taking a stroll up the shore.
We cleared
away the breakfast things, with considerable grumbling on

THE

the part of the cook at washing the dishes; bat I might just
as well tell my grievances to stone posts; it was brewing a
Storm that eventually broke out with mutiny on my part.
The wind was still blowing a gale from'the so'u'west, and
as W6 got no tidings from John, out sixth associate, we
congratulated ourselves that something delayed him as well,
and we should meet at Provincetown.
"All hands tuuible into the tender that is going ashore,"
came the word, and a lively scramble ensued for positions,
as generally the last man had to work an ash breeze. I
place, and it fell to Ned to put in the artislooked out for
tic touches with the blades.
A few minutes' pull, and we
landed on the beach skirting the south side of the harbor.
Making the boat fast to a large rock we climbed the bluff, and
were rewarded with a grand view of Massachusetts Bay. The
huge billows capped with foam broke in thundering toues on

my

the shelving beach, each receding wave sonorous with
tinkling music of pebbles rolling over each other by the 'force
of ma-sive water.
Did you ever feel as you stand watching Old Ocean in his
might, a force you oould not resist, a yearning to be braving
the dangers of wind and wave, ? Just bo were my feelings as
I stood on the hill looking out to sea; far away the deep blue
of the water mingled with the lighter color of the sky, aud
only relieved by occasional crests of 'white. From our starting point the shore is a continuous range of bluffs extending
On passing the second hill we deas far as Marshfleld.
scended to a splendid beach of sand, firm as a floor. Here is
where the mossers have settled and moor their boats. Making the acquaintance of two very fine looking, robust men of
the name of Dixon, we derived considerable information about
preparing the moss, a slight inkling of which I gave you in
my former letter.
They catch many blue fish off at the moorings, and occasionally a shark. During the winter months there are often vessels
wrecked, and the people got many luxuries that they would
otherwise go without.
Not long before we arrived a bark
went ashore, arid altuo -t every one for months smoked cigars
or had molasses cake on the table three times a day,
As it \va3 getting along toward noon, we concluded to give
up going further, and go back by way of the town. Giving
the Dixon brothers an invitation to spend tbe evening aboard
with us, and receiving some of their moss, we parted company. Strolling along through the pleasant country' seats,
the green grass and tempting shade of rose-twined porches were
Blmost too much for human nature, and when some buxom
maiden presented her pleasant phiz at the open window, more
than one was tempted (through curiosity) to claim acquain-

in,

YACHTING NOTES.
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—

May 7ft- The past week has been of groat service to
the Boston yachtsmen. The pleasant weather has permitted
the launching of a large number, and the moorings are
rapidly filling up.
June is to be a very active month in boating and yachting
matters.
The Quincy T. C. hold their first regatta June 2d.
The Boston Y. C. June 7th. The Dorchester and East
Boston Y. 0. June 17th. The Dorchester Club make their
regatta an outside race, the start to take place off Nahatn.
jake rowing regatta is to como off June 13th, if
report is to be credited." All entries are free. As the prizes
are very liberal, and in money, there will probably be a large
attendance.
Kedgb.
I

DtriBTjBv,
sailed.

Mmj

Mass.,

soon be
completed during the pres-

"Ah.— Several races will

A n ew club house will

lie

ent month.

Marcus Winslow's schooner yacht "Hermes," built by N.
Watson of Kingston, hn's been challenged by the
V.
schooner "Scud," of Plymouth, to sail a race for $100. The
Geotjse.
arrangements will soon be completed.

New

Yoke,

May

5,

1877.

On Thursday. May 3d, two canoes, which are at present
nameless, together with the Bambler, the Delaware and the
Qui Vive No. 2, wore launched upon the Passaic River at.
Newark. These boats are all Qui Vive build, and will weigh
about 50 lbs. each. Three of them are rigged with forc-sml,
main-sail and dandy; the others have no after-sail. The
original Qui Vive will probably be put on

the.

river

some

Magua.

time this month.

—

Chimin- BSowiub Association. At the last meeting of this
association the following officers were elected: President,
Andrew L. Soulard; Vice-President, Inott Schwarz; Captain,
Alfred J. Keegan; Secretary, V. G. Andreboy; Lieutenant
and Treasurer, Alanson Wilson; Coxswain, William Knnpp.
The association has a large, handsome boat-house, containing over S4.000 worth of boats ef all descriptions. It has
rowed several races and always been victorious. It intends
entering a four-oared shell at" the annual regatta, Greenwood

Lake.

—

On The Hablexi. Three members of the Dauntless Boat
Club contended a two-milo straightaway single scull race on
the Harlem River on Thursday last. The prize was a single
The contestants were
scull shell presented bv Mr. Ferris.
The start
F. Gillelan, H. W. Peckwell, and H. W. Walter.
(which was made fifty yards below High Bridge) was a very
front
even one, Gillehm going in
after the first dozen strokes,
and winning by five lengths. Peckwell was second, two
lengths'ahead of Walter. The time was 12m. 2st!js.

—The

Orion Rowing and Athletic Association of Jersey

games at West Side Park, Jersey City
on Wednesday, May 30th, at 3 p. m. First prizes

City will hold athletic

Heights,

will consist of gold medals; second prizes, silver

medals.

The programme includes hundred-yard dash, one-mile
walk, running high jump, quarter-mile, run, hundred and
twenty yard hurdle race, three-mile walk, half-mile run,
running' broad jump, one-mile run, tug of waT (.silver
medals). Entries close May 19th, and may be addressed to
David W. Lawrence, P.
Co.ssuiix-iiQs

Coked.— An

0.

Box

2639, N. Y.

old physician retired trora active practice,

hav in g bad placed in his hands by an Kant, Indian missionary the formula of a sini ale vegetable remedy for tbe speedy and permr neat euro
of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung affections, also a positive and radical cure i'or Nervous Debility
and all nervous complaints, after having thoroughly tested its wonderful curative powers in thousands of cases, feets it his duty to make it
known tohissufforlng fellows. Actuated by this motive, and a conscientious desire to relieve human suffering, ho will send, free of charge, to
all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and successfully using. Sent by return mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper, Dr. J. C. Stose. 32 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia,

Pa.— Jdv,
Boston.

May

1st.

The sloops Wayward, Starlight, Effie May, Maraquita,
Sunbeam, Pacer, 'Eva, Rebie, Leda, Violet, Cycle, Clyde.
Agnes, and schooners
Nattie, Ohiquita, Posey,
Phantom, Elsie, Vanitas and Enigma, with fifteen or twenty
smaller boats, are launched and are Tiding at their moorings
in Dorchester Bay. The present week will see many more
can gi
airy .'tiled weather they
afloat, and as soon ; iri

Rational

gnpimes.

'

i

I

will all be put in fighting trim ready for the summer contests.
It is one of the finest pictures I ever saw when all the
moorings are occupied. About 185 yachts moor here, and
most of them are painted white. As they rise and fall
on the swell, they present a grand sight. Some are trimmed
with gay colors at the mast-head, others have their sails
furled in the neatest fashion, with every sheet and line
taut, presenting to the observer a vision of symmetry and

grace.

By the way a yachtman leaves his vessel you can
mine his character. Some aTe neat almost to a fault,

deter-

others

have the grace that betokens a thorough seaman, while
others still, I am sorry to say, neglect their boats, and show
nothing but disorder. A yachtman, to be a good sailor, must
have good ideas of ordei and fashion, because there is ns
much fashion in coiling ropes, furling sails, and stowing, as
there is in rig or models. Bo thorough, and you will be
neat and pleasing; be jaunty, and you Will bo graceful and
easy.

M:v/i.—-Considerable talk of uniting the clubs in this secgrand union regatta, to come off on Decoration
May 30th. Whether It will culminate anything extenIt is proposed to have each club
sive, remains to bo seen.
stand its share of the expenses.
Mr. Gleason's catamaran has arrived, and is a curious
specimen of architecture. It looks as if he had built a row
boat 18 feet long by 5 feet wide, and then cut her in two,
lengthwise, and finished tho two boats. The gfcrai
form the inner portions of the raft, which is firmly braced
together. The space between (four feet) is partly covered by
a light platform. She is built very light and strong, and will
be sloop-rigged. The port boat has two center boards in
The starboard craft is simply
her, one forward and one aft.
an ordinary boat without the boards. She will have the
patent slides on the mast and entry hollow spars. There
is an extended platform carried out beyond the hull's aft,
covered with wire netting. Each boat is provided with a
rudder, and both are worked with one tiller. Both boats are
open, being protected on the outer edges by a small, raised
wash-rail to keep the water out when the lee boat is down.

tin for a

Tobonto Hare and Hounds. —The first run of tho season
on Saturday week was a grand success, and augurs well for
the future of this young club. Twenty-three members met
at the time appointed, and threw off on the hill just north of
the DaVenport road. Atter an exciting run of about six
miles the hares were overtaken within a short djstanei oi
home by Messrs. Hare, (K. F. C.) and Palmer. The country
generally was good going, though several stiff ploughs tried
the endurance of the men, but ultimately all got in safely.
Messrs. V, San key and C. Shaw were tho hares.

—

College Athletics. The tenth field meeting of the Columbia CoUege Athletic Association, in conjunction with the
Princeton Athletic Association, was held on the grounds of
the New York Athletic Club, at MoU Haven, on Saturday
last.
The referee was James O'Neil j udges, Jasper T. Good;

Professor J. H. Van Arnringe; time-keepers, John
C. H. Pierce; starter, John Whipple. Prizes of gold
medalB. The following is a summary of the various events:
ing,

Wood,

Ono mile walk.

1.

1,

Charles Eldrldge;

2,

G. Francis, Colombia.

high jump. J. W. Prior. Colombia; H. Bogcrt. ColomDistance, 5ft. Sin.
Three/trials each; tie.
Half-mile rim. 1, E. R. Colgate, Columbia; 2, 6. W. Hammond,

"Running
bia.
3.

Columbia.

Time, 2m.

6».

Weeks, Columbia; 2,H. Bogert, Colombia.

P. D.

4.

Pole vaulting.

5.
6.

Hundred yaTOB dash. 1, William Waller, Columbia. Time. 11}*.
Throwing tbe hammer. 1, O. Parnily, Columbia; 2, Charles S.

Day,

Bovd, Columbia.

1,

Distance,

7!i

ft.

Dssb 410 yards, 1. G. W. Hammond, Columbia; 2, B. R. Colgate,
Time, 51m. 45s.
Dash 220 yards. 1, W. W. Waller, Columbia; 2, W. R. Stewart,

7.

Columbia.
8.

Time, 25s.
Two-mlle walk— walk over.

Columbia.
9.

Charles Fldrldgo, Colombia. Time,

1, A. Jlast, Princeton; 2, H. Bogert, Co
Five trials. Dutaece, IB frDistance, 120 yards; 10 hardies, 3 feet 6 Inches high.
it. Hnrdlerace.
Columbia, 2, A. W. De Forest, Co.
I, J. W. Pryor,
10 yards apart.

*l(i.

Running broad jump.

Inmbls.

Time.20H
One mile mcc.

InmUa.
IS.

1.

W.

J.

G. Barnes, Columbia;

2,

_
W. H.

Phraner,

Time, 5m. 2!s.
1. E. Merrltt; 3,
•en' race, haiomile ran, elevea -ratters.
,a;iii; C. S. Davidson, W. It. Griffin, A. Vauder,T. Diiffv;
J, 0.
5ncl, J. A, Hood, W, Itoland, C. Fatire^o, E. Lithouer, C. Gouaard.
'tme.im. 11}«.
Princeton.

W

V

running ana hurdles, entire
yards— was won by A. W. Do Forest over two ottwr con-

Tha medic.
eircnitof 8S2
restart ts.

'

FOREST AKD STREAM.
Class 18.—FOX HOUNDS IN COUPLES (Dogs or Bitches).
:'M
O. A. Edmunds, HUNTER SJUDY.H.bl. and vol.. 2 jrs.. B mos.
Drake & Anderson (S. K. C.l
AMIS E. G. 4 yrs.
5B:i. Dr.".kc& Anderson (S.K.C.i. N J.. HUNKI-Vand JULE. 1)1. and tan.
-:;-.. k. C.i.
ISM.
.1., LOU and NED. bl. and tan.
.".'.
MS. ! E Godefli
DRUM & LI YD. bl. tan,«r.& wh. 13mon.
Sufi.
v. .iv K ft DRIVE, wh. tanandblk. 8 vra.
B67, Dr. H. Gardner, N.Y., NFI.LIE anil KATE, N.M.aod w. a yrs.; K.
_ bl. and tan, 3 yrs.
1

I

V

'

'

.

Class 19.— nABRIKRS IK
C65. \V.

Ahrens.

ilil,

COUPLES (Dogs or BUoheei.
BELL & ROSE. bl. wh. and tan, 3 yrs. B

mos.

20.-BEAGLES (Dog or
N. Y. TOPSEY, 1.1. nod tan, 9 yrs
kCo..N. Y., DINAH, bland tan, IKyrs.
T„ CENTENNIAL LUCY, fawn, tan and w. 5
i .;

i|

,

1

..

E. Diehl, N.
.vra.
E. Diehl, N. J. L7S
bum, tan onrt wh. 2 fens,
678, Jesse Bberwood, Edina, Mo., LEE. hi., wh. and (au, 1 year.
Sherwood,
Jesse
Ediua.
llo.,
571.
LILLY, bl., wh, and tan, 1 year.
.".71.

.1.

.

.

i

i

i

:

,

I

.

Class 11,—M.OHSHTJNDS (Dog or Bitch).
575. T. R. Allen, B8« Pine St., N Y., JEFF, w. and tan, 19 months.
576. T. B. Allen. 83'. Fine St.. N. Y.. SPOl wh. and Ian, 19 months.
.

-

.

577. J. M. Powell, Philadelphia. DUKE, fallow red, 20 months.
B78. Pranci »lt -l.
lo:
DBS,
Y„ PUSS, fallow red.
77!., France* Lealer. Box 1695, N. Y.. NELLIE, fallow red, 1% years.
680. S. L. Parsons, Box 111.".
Y.. FKAU, bl. and tan, 3 yearn.
681. A. F. Godeffroy. N. Y„ SUHEY and 1 pnp. bl. and tan, 3 years.
r
5H2. A. E.Godeffrov, N. Y .. BENJAMIN, yel., 1 year aud II months.
BBS. Frit; Gnbnr-r, L.I.. MISS EM. bl. and Ian. 1' 4" yearn.
1..K1N
584. St. A.Don K laHBGnhn"r.L. L.
U.DIXAbl.tan, 16m.
686. Dr. L. H. Twaddcll,
brilliant bl. and tan 3 vra.

N

N

.

W

FRAL

WALDBMANN,

mkin QBBTOHEN.brlt't hl.i-

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

68(5.

687.

598
689.
530.

tun

1

y.*:im,

TOSSES FllLTZ, fellow r.,lya«r and 8 mos.
SCHNAPPS, fallow fawn, 1 year and 3 mos.

ZACKEKLE.

rh-r-tnutaud tan, 3 years.

and tan, 1 v. and 3 m.
Class 22.— FOX TERRIERS (Dog ir Pitch).
C. Walton. N Y.. TRICKSEY, wh. and tan spot. 2 yrs. and 3 mos.
F.
J.. MAC 4th, bl. tan and wh.. 6 yrs.
H. Gardner, X. Y.. MINNIE, wh. br. car and aye. 2 yrs.

691.
6H2.

FRAT7LF.IN

II., bl.

.

(

.!

r

OS,
fi»l.

>

Bossier, Ps»rlst..N. Y. Nt ri I.E. wh.,3 yrs.
I
T. Sonttor, N Y., BISMARCK, wh. bl. star markings, 8 yrs.
J. T. Soutter, N. Y.. DINAH, wh.. bl. star markings, 6 rears.
A. Belmont, Jr., N. Y.. NELLIE, wh. and Ian, 2 yrs. &. 6 mos.
K. Tvnan, N. Y-, NELLIE, wh. with brindlu ears, 1 vr. k 8 mos.
Mr. Darling, Fifth Ave. Hotel. N. V.. DON. white, a yrs.
W. B. Kendall. N. Y. GRIP, white, I yr.
C. W. Grlswold. N. Y., BA8P, white, 3 TTS.
c. W. Qrlswold, N. Y., FLORA, white, 3 vr?.
J. M. F1SKE. N Y., RASP II,. white. 2 yrs,
I.

-

11.

.

CM.
597.
69H.

SOU.
COII.

Mil.
602.
603,

.

U

Class 22.— FOX TERRIERS— (Poppies under
months).
601. It. Hoe. N. Y.. PRINCE, wh. aud br. spots, 7 BIOS.
SOB: J. n. Elliot, FEEFEE. wh.. bl. tan and wh. spotonrnmp, 11 mos
GOB. H. Oderiek, N.Y., TIPS, wh.. bla<-k and tan, 6 mos.
607. P.. Starling. 162 VY. lSth st.. FUSSY, wh. and black spots, 8 mos.
608. A. Belmont, Jr., N. Y. R08E, fawn and blank muzzle. 8 months.
W. Griswold, N. Y..TRIM. white, 9 months; PEARL, white,
609.
9 months; NIPPER, white, 9 weeks; ROSE, white, 9 weeks; JUNO,
white. 9 weeks; OORD, white, 9 weeks.
615. G. deLandre Macdona. England, TIM, wh. aud spot, 9 mos.
.

C

,

FLORA

PUNCH,

632.
633.

yellow;

J.

t'.:n.

years aud 8 months.
Newbnrgh; N. Y.. MAX. fawn. 2years.

-I

B. Miltor,

Geo. Eoper, Eugland, ALBERT Y1CTOR, 2 years and 1 month.
H. G. Foster. England, ARROWLTTE. white and briudle, 2 years.

Class 21.— ST AG HOUNDS

and Tun, or Black, White, and Tan

211

(Dogs or Bitches).

Miss E. T. Pratt, Albany, N. Y., SIR WALTER, brindle, 2 years,
D. G. Hartt, Northport, N. Y., CLIO, bl. aud wh., 2 years.
636. D. G. Hartt, Northport, N. Y., NED, hi. audwh., 6 years.
637. D. G, Hint, Northport. N. Y., CHASE, bl. and yvh.,
yean.
638. J. B. Miller, Newbnrgh, N. Y.. STANLEY, bl. and tan. 7 years.
WD. J.B. Miller, Newbnrgh, N.Y., MADGLE, bl. and tan. 6years.

631.
635.

Class

23.—DEEKHOUNDS

The following awards have been made
our going

tip

to the time of

to press:

3.— Champion Gordon

Dogs.—i. Rupert, black and tan, 4
Rhona, the property of Jcaso Sberwood
Edina, Mo.; 2. Shot, black aud tan 6 years, A. F. Copeland, Boston^
Very highly commended: Kent, by Kerr's Qronse oat of Boydin's HopB,
Class

,

Worcester, Mass.

3.— Champion Gordon Seller Bitches.— 1. Norab, black and tan, ~i
years, by Penrce'a champion Kent, oat of champion Duchess; A. P.
Copelaad. Boston
Norah was without competitors, Lou being not for
competition, and Di being absent.
Class i.— Champion rainier Dogs
1. Snapshot, lemon and white, born
Seplembcr 17, 1609, by Whitehouee's Rap, oni of Price's Jady, the
property el R. O. Lloyd Price, Rivolia, Btihis, North Wales.
Ctassi.—Champian pninfr Bitches.— I. Bell, white and liver, 6 years,
the property of the Columbus (Ohio) Kennel Club.
Class 9.^-Araf)Vc or Imported Gordon Setter JJogs. 1. Sancho, black
white, and tan, 5 years, by Lcavitt's Brush out ot Gibbons' Moll, 11. z!
Leavltt. Netv York lily; g, Robin, black and tan, 2 years aud5 months
by Royal, ont of Rsckett, A. Belmont, Jr. Very highly commended:
Dinks, bhtcuand tan, 3 years, by Duke of Gordon, oat of Kate, H. X.
Munn, No..57 Park Row. Highly commended: Spiero. black, white, aud
tan, wholptd October 2, 1S75, by Dr. Spier's Diek, out or his Daisy, E.
,S. Snnford. Jr.; and Scot, black aud tan. 3 years, by Duke of Gordon, out
or Kate, also commended; Jubi did
This class
_
nounced a splendid one, and everv do.
log
it was commended
Mr Uelmnnt protested ag»n
Iret prize to Sancho en the alleged
ground hat. he is not a Gordo
Class 9.—itatht and Impar
<rdon Setter Bitches.— 1 Belle, black
and tan, SI years, v,
ikeile'
ck, out or Williamson's bitch, G S.
Sedgwick, No. 261'Ilroadwat
)ruam, black and tau, 2 vears and 7
nleullis, by Shot, out Of Mat
ins li- Tillev. Locust Vallev, Long
Island. Aery hvhlv commen
Border Lllv, blt.ck aud tan, 2 years,
by Duke, ont of F.i t, E
kerton. Highly comraeuded: Neil,
bl lok and tan,
yt urs,
Tt
it of Bessie, W. J. Farrar, Toledo,
Ohio
Class 9. — Native or hnpnrtal Gordon Setter Dog p„i>pies, under l'mmtlis.—
1. Res, black aud tau, 7 months, hv Monarch, out of champion Lou,
JI. Gunnel, New York City. Very highly commended: Romeo, black
and tan, 10 months, by Gypsum, out of Daisy, Dr. S. if. Spier. .Highly
commended. Leo, same color, aire, and pedigree, and same owner, aud
Sam, blatk and tan, 8 mouths, by Ponto, out of Witch, O'Brien
Brothers, Yonkers, N. Y.
Glossal.—Native >r Impottld Gordon Setter Bitch Puppies, wider
IS months.—1. Rose, black and tan 9 nonths a;,d 29 davs, by Munu's
imported Duke of Gordon, out of Dream, N. E. Martin. Orange, N. J.
"Vcrv highly eon. mended; Bess, black anil tan, whelped May 15, 1876,
by Jack, ont of Flora, James L. Marvin, Newark, N. J
Highly commeuded: Black Bess, black and tan. AJ- months, bv Walker's Dash
out pl Bennett'.? JlnU, .1, W- Walker, Albany. N. Y, '
Class

.

—

m

.

I

w

.

-

r.

t>Jf

.

,

H. W. R., Paduoah, Ey.—1st. Will flashing powder bofore Bhooting in
choke-bores prevent loading? 21. Cost Dlttman powder per pound?
3d. Best "and surest method of making choke-bores shoot open for snap
and thicket shooting ? 4th. Trobable cost ot a Erst-class C} pound English muzzle-loading, 30-inch barrel gun?— Ans. 1st. Yes, it has been
found to be Tory effective. 2d. $1 per can. 3d. By increasing charge of
powder. 4th. Probably $160.
J. H. T., Philadelphia.— 1st. I see a work and atlas of the New Jersey
coast is being prepared. What will it cost? 2d. What firma make a
business of manufacturing powder flasks in this country?—Ans. 1st.
The cost will be duly advertised when the work is completed. 2d, The

mended; Sport, W. A. Coster, Flathush, Long Island,
Class tt.—Jfflrietini/ Spaniel-: Other Than Pure, IrWi.-l. .Judy. T.
Finns, Bridgeport. Conn. 2. Utile. John Thomas. Very highly commended: Scamp, R. S. Latrope, Baltimore.
Class 16.— Cocker Spaniels.-:. Witch F. H. Hoe, Tarrytown, N. Y.
2, Couut.ess, Raymond & Creed, Jamaica, Lone Island. Vorv highly
commended: Topsey, Drake & Anderson, Newton, N.J, Highlycommended- Flirt. C. Allen. Worcester, Mass. Commended: Adelina Patti.

useof8hellshas60 6upercededt.be old powder flask that but few are
now manufactured, and we kuow of no firm in this country who make
a speoialty of

it.

J. B. P., Mount Holly, N. J.— 1st. Will you pleaso inform me where I
can obtain a yunng cocker spaniel well broke, aud at what prh
i
How much would it cost to have a double-barreled shot gun turned into a
breech-loader?— Ans. 1st. Mr. P. McKoon, Ftanklin,I'elaware County,
N. I
has cockers Tor sale, bat we do not know whether he has broken
doge. 2d. It depends entirely upon the quality of the gun, probably
not less than $40.

E. H. Gillman, Detroit, Midi.
Class 17.— Field Spaniels of Any Other Breed.- 1. Nod, O, II. Andrews, Brook-Haven. Long Inland." 2. Fide, H. Blossom. Very hlehly
commended: Floe, Jonathan Thorne, Jr. Highly commended: Shot,

ti

(i.II.

I

.,

Class K.—FoCtihoundt in Coicp',-9.— 1. Hunter and Judy, G.
BTOokfleld. Mass. 2. Hur.kev and Jule, Drake

&

mnuds North

son. N"Wion.N. J. Hishlv commended: Drum
froy, Neversiiilc Lodge Keiiuels,
York.

A. EdAnder-

andLcad, A. E. Goder-

New

ClasA 1 1.—Hbfrleri ir. Couples.—Bell and Rose, W.Ahrens, Baltimore.
There was only one entry.
Class -20.— Bogles.— 1. New Jersey Fly, J. E. Die hi, Beverly, N. J.
2. Lilly, Jessie Sherwood, Edina, Mo.
Very highly commended: Lee.
same owner, and Dinab, D. G. Hartt, Northport, N. V. Highly
cummetided: Topsey. same owner.
Class 21.. -Dachshunds.—The animals In this class were so nearly
equal that the judses decided to divide up the money hotween three
sets.
The awards were: 1. pied. Spot, T. B. Allen; 3." pied, Jeff, same
owner; 1. fallow red. Funk, Frances Lesley. New York: 2. fallow red,
Nellie, same owner; 1. black and lan, Fran. S. L. Parsons, New York;
2. black antl tan, Miss Era,, Fritz GnLui-r, New-Utrecht.
Long Island.
Commended: Duke, J.M. Powell. Ffatladelphi I, Bern amin andFranlein
Waldina were absent, aud Dr. Twaddell's Btring did not compete, he
being judge.
Class VS.— Foa Tenters.— 1. Tricksey, C. Walton, No. 10 East. Thirtysecond street. 2. Don, Mr. Darling, Fifth Avenue Hotel. Vory highly
commeuded: Mac Fourth, F. CutlUe. Newark. Highly commended;
Flora, C. W. Grihwoki. Fifth Aveiiuc. Hotel.
Class 32
Fox Terrier Pu/jpia.—i. Titn.G.de Landre Macdona, England, -i. Tips, II. Oderiek, No. 107 Front streot. Very highly commended: Fussy, R. Starling. No. 15.' West Eighteenth street. Highly
commended: Nipper. Rose, Juno, and Cord, all belonging to C. W. Griswold. Fifth Avenue Hotel.
ClassSa.— G-rcT/hotinds.—l. Hndibrax, J. Robiusou, Brooklyn; 2. Nellie,
Mrs. M. J. Leonard, No. 58 West Thirtv-third street. Very highly commended: Fleet, J. II. Koheris, Philadelphia, iiud Judy, Julius W.
Porter, No. 58 West West. Thirty. third street,
lliehly corcnieiidtd:
Mai. J.B. Miller, NeAhitrgh. N. Y. Commended: Guv, same owner;
Mouse. A. Vat \ .ehren. Jr.. Albany, and Veser, \V. B. Wc'.nv.re. No.
,. ,.;
Absent Siinne, Jennie, aud Mr. Colgate's brindle.
Class 2i.-Stagfu>unds.-l. S'anley. J. B. Miller. Newhnrgh, N. Y.
a. Madgie, same owner; both fflrmerly belonged to Gen Cusier.
v
Class a»,~D(cr/i an,ds.—l. Brim, Vail Dana, Nu.fi West Eighteenth
street; 2. Oscar T. Medlev, No. 130 Puiadillv, London, luedaud. Very
highly commended; Dagtuar, same owner.
Highly commended.
Muggins. Oakitigh Thome, Millbrook, N. Y.
.'

.

l

Dittu.au rownan.— Please direct all letters tot the above powder
Neponset, Mas*. aud the orders wiU be promptly filled.

to

,

CahlDittmah.

JlrtSawjs §£0 (geornt&Qon&tntp.

No Notice Taken of Aiionyn

s

F. R. G.,Norotou. Ct.— 1st. Do yon consider decarbonized barrels
safe, aud could they he cboko-bored? 2d. What should I put
on bird
skins before mounting ? 3d. Are there any 20-bore guns made In

America?

Orange ducking powder as strong as Orauge lightsafe with a reasonable charge. They can bo
Areomcal soap. 3d. They could be made to order.
quicker, aud in erjyial measure probably stronger.
1th.

ning?— Ans

1st.

choke-bored.
4'h. It

is

Is

They are

2d.

E. B. G., Elmira

—

1st. Where can I procure the game laws of thia
2d. Will you reprint the receipt for cleaning brass akeBs? 3d.
Can you suggestany way in which I can trap a purple finch (Caryodacuj
purpuriui)?—K\\*. 1st. It would bu useless to got the old laws
now. as the now law will pass the Legislature shortly. The Ml
will be printed in this paper. 2,1.
Drop, them into vinegar.
3d. We
can only suggest the old trap cago with which boys
catch yellow-birds, or bird lime placed ou twigB where they are in the

Slate?

habit of

c

S.,Pbiladelphia.— 1st. Would a setter slut eleven mouths old be too
old to spay? and if not, who inPhiladelphia would do It?
Morford strain of setters of any particular color? I know of on to ti
black and white that is called a Morford setter. Do you an

M

,

Do you know

3d.

of any responsible person in PhUadelphia who
takes hunting dogs to board? if ao, what are bis terms?— Ans. 1st. Wo

is?

think she Would be too old. 2d. The Morford setters are orange and
white, yvith black eyes and nose. The one you allude to may have been
bred from some of bis old stock, but uot from the straij. with which
his naine is identified. 3d. Wo do not.
C. B.,PhiladelpbIa.-I have a setter dog two aud a hair years old,
and sometimes there is a slight running from
At times he has groat trouble with his stools, having 18
strain himseir very inucb, as if ho were trying to pass something and
conld not, and then there will boa slight evacuation, som.
hard aud dry, and ut others quite tbo reverse, and mixed with blood.
Ans. You must correct the state of vour dog's bowels by a change of
diet, giving him boiled vegetables, such as carrots And cabbage,
with
mush of corn or oatmeal. He must have also abundant exercise aud
access to grass. The system once regulated, probably his eyes will
get Will,
his eyes are very red,

them.

—

Coniimiitieal ion

J. B. D. O.j Corpus Ohristl, Texas
We catch here in our bay in sboa
water a species of trout while fishing for r?d fish. The custom is to
the bait (crab) lie on the bottom, ij there not a better way or catchIng these bay trout-say with rod, etc, or with a different bait?— Ans.
The fish you refer to is the Cynosion regalis, known as the spotted salt
water trout, spotted silver sides and grey trout. It is a species of weakfish, so-called at tbo north, and when handled
with rod and, reel affords
most excellent sport. Use cut mullet for bait, and fish with a fine line
aud afloat. Or you can take it with atrollitig spoon drawn behind a
moving boat ou 100 feet or line. This fish also lakes the artificial fly.

let

W. E. W„ Philadelphia.—Letter received, aud correction will be
made in the Kennel Register.
E. T. C, Boston, Mass.—Wo learn that Adirondack boats are buBt in
Boston by Frederick D. Graves, whom address at 374 Washington
Btreet, care of Bradford & Authouy.

Jacob.—Who would I have to address at Seaman's Pond, L. I„ in order to obtain infoimation concerning the trout fishing there?— Ans.
Edward H. Seaman, Ridgcwood P. O.
G. W. R.. Elmira.— What would a sis months' old setter pap cost delivered In Elmiraf I should want good stock. I prefer the Irish setter?
Ane. From $25 to 850, according to the strain.

—

Seller

years, by Stokea" Shot, out of

of bait

—

(Dogs or Bitches).

,

B.,New York.— 1st. When and what kind of fishing can bo had ad
HeB Gate and Westchester Creek? 2d. What is the best kind
touso?-Ans. Striped bass in spring and fall; weakfish from
June to October. Use shedder crabs, clams, or saud worms for bait
Shrimp are also good for weakfish. The best locaUties can be aseer.
tained from Mr. Jerolamon, foot of Eighty-fourth street. East River.
B.

the Little

I

ti

610. Oakleigh Thorne, Dutchess Co., N. Y., MUGGINS, ash, 2 years,
fill, H. J. Jordan, New York, MADGE, deer, ay years,
642. MissE. T. Pratt, XV
VALTEii, brindle, 2H yrs.
613. H. Mead. Gulden's
t, yellow lawn, l^a years.
sin. W.J. Gulliver. New
fawn. 3 years.
645. Bobt. Tallant, Carol
'STER, fawn, 16 mouths,
6l«. Paul Dana, New Yo•rly Young Toram) bluo, 6 yrs.
647,
T. Medley, 130 Pl
Lond. n. Eng., OSCAR, brindlB, 3
years; bred by Let- Majesty, the Oui a of England, from the late Prince
Consort's famous breed. £10.000,
618. T. Modley, ISO Piccadilly, London, Eng., DAGMAK, briudle, 3
years; bred by her Majesty as above.

please Inform me the prica
and where lean obtalua book that will post mo on fishlutt, and giving
the different baits to be used?— Ans. Hallock's forthcoming work on
the Game and Fish of North America will give you full information.
To be published June 1st. Price, S3.

—1. Trump, black and tan, 1 year and 6 mouths, by Dash, ontof Pryor's
Belle, G. C. C'olborn, New York. i;. Duke, black and tan, 3 years, by
Dash, oat or Mnllins' Belle, same owner. Very highly commended:
Sunnev. black and tan, 10 months and 8 nays, by White's Dan, ont or
Bess; Dan, by Colhnrn'B Dash, ontof Wuddcll's Fancy, R. C.Cornell,
This was pronounced n grand class.
Chut go.—,Native Slack add Tan, or Mack, WMe, and Tan Setter
Ritchie.— 1. Nellie, black and tan, bv Rodman's Da-h, ont. of Petuz's
Nellie, G. W. Bsfflrf erd. New York, Dr. Spier's Van was absent, and
Mr. Granger's Beauty was protested against, on account of having been
imported and wrongly entered.
Class iO.-Pninter Iieiqs over mPtwnde.—i, Till. lemon aud white,
2 years, by Tiuy II .. out of May, <T Q-. Stvonc. New York. 2. Dud,
ornnse and white, 2} years. E. II. Lathtop, SprlnefieH. Mass, Vety
highly commended. Dan. liver and white, 1 year and 9 months. Nelson
Cornell, West. Meriden. Conn.
Highly commended: Sport, liver and
white, whelped July 3, 1S7S, by Dash, on of Nellie. K. A. Soule, Springfield, Mass.. and Spot, lemon and white, 6 years, by Tramp, out of Flora
II., E. Lenvitf. Jr., New York.
Class 13.
Chesapeake Bav Boas.— \. Trip, C. H. Tighman, Easton
Md. 2L Pride of Ibe Chesapeake, E. H. Gillmau. Detroit, Mich.
Class H.—Ii ieh FF6A r Spaniele.—1. Mac. T. Finn, Bridgeport, Corn.
2. Dash, C. Dubois, Wai'statf, Babylon, Long Island.
Highly com-

"

B„ Mlddletown, Conn.—W1R yon

P. H.

Setter Dogs.

—

23.— GREYHOUNDS— (Dogs or Bitches).
616. A. Albright, Newark. N. .7., CHARLIE, mrrasa color, over 2 yrs.
617. J. Robinson, Bronklvu, HUDIBRAS, red or fawn. 3 yrs. 2 mos.
tile. R. li.Cele.tte. 264 Fifth Avenue,
brindle culr.r.2l: years.
619. P. J. Kelly. Brooklyn. SPR N<>. light brown, 3 years.
620. P. J. Kellev. Broeklvn. JESNY. bl, 2 years.
621. W. C. Gulliver, N. Y.,
McFLLMSEY, fawn, 2 years.
022. .1. B. Roberts. Polls., GUY. bl. aud wh.. 3 years.
623. J. H. Roberts, Phil..., FLEET, dark blue. 1 year and 1 months.
624. Mrs. N. J. Leonard, N. Y.. NELLIE, fawn. 1 years aud 7 months.
625. Julius W. Porter,
fawn, 1 vear and 10 mouths; JULY,
fawn. 1 year anil 10 months.
027. Dr. Wilson, N. V .. FAWN, fawn. 6 years.
62S. A. VanVeokten, Jr., Albany, N Y.. MOUSE, mouse color, 4 years.
629. W. B.Wetrnore, N. Y., HASTY, blue, 4 years and 7 months;

VEXED

CUmi—Native Blatk

is

J. S. B.. Albany, N. A'.— Please give me the scientific
called West of the Rocky Mountains the "Sage Hen?"

name of what
Where can 1

it described aud iUoetnUedf— Ans. Ontrocercuj r/repftujianus.
Dr. Elliott Couee's "Birds of the. Northwest."

find

See

C. D. B., Ithaca, N. Y. -Is the issue of a cross broed between a fall
blood black Gordon setter dog and a full blood spaniel of any account
as a hunter, the sire being an imported dog ?—Ans. We should not consider a dog £o bred ol any value.

—

Phila. Please inform me, through your paper, if yon have a good
book on the Dismal Swamp in Virginia, and what is the price of it?—
Ana. Don't kuow of auy sued book. Forest and Stekaai, Jan, 13,
1876, contains a long and full description of it.

—

Leadee, Covington, Ky. Can you inform me where I can
obtain the following thoroughbred pups bull-dog, bull-terrier, massheep dog? Ans. You wiU hud moBt of the breeds mentioned advertised for sale in onr columns,
.

—

tiff,

—

W. A. B.. Montpelior.— 1st. Are there any weekly or monthly publiNew York devoted to chess': and if no, where published and
subscription price? 2d. What is the usual weight of cocker spaniels?
Acs. 1st. None at present iu existence. 21. About M5 pounds.
cations id

—

I.SQ.11111ER,

London, Kng.— Have you any idea what birds are meant

in

"A Day of Sport in Texas," published in Forest and Stiieam, February 8th, 1877, under the name of "Wet- Weather Birds?"— An?. Not, the
slightest.
have to apologise for having overlooked this uote for so
loug a time.

We

J. L. R.,

Cincinnati.—I have a skyo terrier biteb, about ten years old,

that is troubled with an ugly cough morning and night. She does not
throw anything up, and keeps fat and eats well.— Ans. Considering the
age of yoor bitch, it is doubtful if she can be oured. We should recommend for her a teaspuoufttl of cod liver oil mornine and eveniug.
J. A. B.. Atlantic City.— Please notice In your column of correspondence when the New York Dog Show takes place. Also, 1 have a setter
dog that has had distemper, but bus got over it and has goue blind. la
there auy chance of his being restored to sight?— Ans. Bench Show occurs 8th, ath aud 10th of May. There is no possible cbauce for your

C. C. C

—Where

the best place for blackfish around

is

Now

York?

Is

not the Cribs— au island near the loWer quarantine—a good place?
Which bait is bcBt, small crabs, or shrimp? How large do blackfish
run? How should a minnow be placed on a hook to km
What bait js best, for catfish? What is the proper charge for a 6-pound.
14-gaugegun?— Ans. Wherever there are roofs, or rocks, and sunken
wrecks you will find blackfish. For bait, use crabs, fiddler-crabs, or
clams. Blackfish grow to twelve ponnde in yvelght. Catfish will bite
auy thing. Pass the hook into the month and out at the side, orthrough
the back near the shoulders. The places yon mention are good fishing
gronnds. 2i-j drachms powder, 1 ounce shot for your gun,
|

•I. W. C... Mlddletown.—1st. Will an eight
pound 12-gangegun give as
good penetratiou as a nine pound 10-gauge gun, using luB capacity of
charges for each gun, and No. shot for each, or same sized shot
for each gun, regardless of size? 2d. Does not a full choke in a gun
yvoar away by coiiBlant use in a short time; for instance, the way Capt.
Bogardus uses his ? 3d. Would yon advise a person going to get a gun
for Held use to get a 10 or 12-gauge, and with or without choke, or, as
Nichols and Lefever advise In their catalogue, the right barrel a true
oylindor, and left a choke?—Ana, 1st. Thoorotically they should, but
guns, particularly if cylinder bored, vary so much that It ia impossible
.tosay. 2d. No, not if the barrels are first-elaas. Capt. Bogardus has
fired probably 20,0ti0 charges from one set of barrels, and the pattern
bs 35. good as over. 3d. It depends upon the kind of shooting. If tbara
was to be much duck shooting we should adviBe a 10-gaugo gun with
one barrel full choked; if for general field use we should prefer agun
cylinder barrel, but bored to make agood pattern.

—

Lynn, Mass. I have a dog, a cross betwoen Newfoundland
Bernard, ahout fonrteen mouths old, much troublod by an Intail, ami extending to
the tip. A patch of hair has falleuorbeen torn off, exposing a sore at
the rump. His eyes (where the white should be) are at times fiery aud
red, and when b6 is close to one he emits a disagreeable odor.— AnB.
Your dog has mange, and his system ia generally out of order. Wash
his tail, and iu fact his whole body, well with earbolio soap; after drying well, rub into the parts affected an ointment composed of 4 ounces
basilicon ointment,
ounce of flour of sulphur, and turpentine
enough to mix, repeating the dressing for several days. Give him a
tablespoonful of Koebollo salts, and reduce his diet to aa little meat as
possible, giving farinaceous food instead. Keep him in a clean plaoe,
aud change tbo straw frequently.
J.

aud

M.

11.,

St.

tolerable itching, particularly at the root of the

X

dog.

O. A*, Indianola. Texas.— Please advise me in your paper as to the
best metal shell to got for use in an out-of-the-way place like this,
where such things are not eoineatablo at all times; aud as to how to get
them ?— Ans. Geo. E. Hart & Co., Newark, and the Union MetaBlc
Cartri dge Company, Bridgeport, Conn., make the metal shells you need
fJbonld suppose

yon could get them of Jos,

J.»h8dle.t Galveston.

of the best

and cheapest stocks or Carpetlngs,

Oll-

be found in the United States Is that of
So.vs
Co . Washington Street, Boston. I. \V,
Adams is the sportsman or the firm, and will take special pains to plesse
any of onr frieuds calling npoq hira, or wi'h any orders sept him, Itls
I

to bs,

Messrs.

tt

Mftl

die, etc

,

etc. .to

Jons H. Pkav,

good, reliable house,— A<*!'

&
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THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.—V.

ON THE AVAR PATH.

THE

nppr 36 that playtime is lost time, or
bo
ily a dunce who is quick at basebut kno- re not arithmetic. The child who can eommaud n stretch of conn try over which to roam at 'will is in
is a mista
IT that,
the

following extracts from a private letter, recently received by one of the editors of Forest and Stream,

will lie interesting to

such of our readers as are familiar with
Ufe on the plains and amid the mountains of the West.
The writer is one of those true men with whose friendship

ball,

the beat of

all

No

chools for one. of lender years.

I

faculty is

one strengthened. Who ever knew such a
eggs were in the nest he found in
the hedgerow, or miss his way in returning to it? Who
FW such a girl forget the bank where the daisies
grev- in loveliest profusion? Or who ever heard of either
mistaking the. cry of the whip-poor-will for the croak of the
raven ? We have no intention of suggesting pretty ruTal
We ask questions, the
pictures for tho sake of diversity.
:ry

,.:t

-
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NOTICE^
is

New

street,

York.

overlook any apparent

confusion attending

;

i

week

this

We.

— Our

we cannot do

that

We

its

office

its

our

that

shortcomings,

removal to

intent Promised.

tributors.

trust

at

103 Ful-

friends will

on account of the

new

space

is

quarters

so much, crowded
and conpages next week,

justice to our readers

shall enlarge to twenty-four

and subsequently to additional pages

as

may

occasion

require.
Bie

a

fjleafl&3

see that Seydel

&

Co. 's Pocket or

"Ashantee" hammocks, so highly spoken of in the columns
of the British Army and Navy Gazelle, are being introduced
into this country by the ".gents, Messrs. BloCoy & Co. ""We
call the attention of our readers to their advertisement.

*>»

.
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State Kjgots is Oyster Beds.
vs.

State

the.

of,

—In the

case of McCreay,

Virginia (error to the Virginia Court of Ap.States Supreme Court has decided as fol-

United

lows:
Slate of Virginia can prohibit the citizens of other
from planting oysters in tide-water within her jurispermittrnc her own people to do so. The
vhil
ownership of the tide-waters aud their beds is that of the

The
I

Jietip]

people of the State in their united sovereignty, subject to
tie- paramount right of navigation, the regulation of which,
:peet to foreign and inter-State commerce, has been
I,,
granted to tie United States. There has, however, been no
These remain under
to
ovi r th 3 fisheries.
s ,i,.li grant oJ
.,-•..
which has consequently
i

•-

.,.'...,:,
.-.

1

t

...

,.p,--.priai. its fide-waters and
the right in rsdrjyrt people oa a common for taking
>tol
tteir
ting lish so far as it maybe done without obmi
liou.
Such an appropriation is in
jtrue
...
ilation of the use of the people of
..I
This right of the people
their comrnrm property.
State comes not from their citizenship alone, but ftum their
citizenship and property combined. It is, in fact, a propne'ht, and not a mere privilege or immunity of Citozen-

1

I

i

•

.

,

-

.i

i

i

.-i

of

the tablets

it,

memory

more
The
illustration.

something

which

are,

until erased

attractive.

Grammar

tion of a knowledge of it resolves itself, therefore, into a
mere exercise of memory. We have known a boy who was
able to repeat the first three books of Euclid, and win a
prize for his intimate acquaintance with them: but if the
figure were presented upside down, the problem remained
to him a problem still, and insoluble. His reasoning powers
were never called into operation at all, and his unaided

bore all the strain. The truths dealt with in all
these branches are too abstract for the youthful intellect,
stimulate it no doubt for a season, but having no permanent
hold upon the intelligence, disappear in course of time, and

memory

in most cases long before the intellect has reached a sufficient
maturity to enable it to reason upon and digest them.
The mind of youth must, therefore, be. appealed to in
some other way, and several expedients have been resorted
Objects have been made use of instead of abstractions
to.
in imparting instruction, and, so far as we are aware, with

most beneficial

been adopted by

The Kindergarten system has
and is a vast improve-

results.

many

of the States,

that .which preceded it. In Canada object-teaching has been carried to a very high point of excellence. In
natural history the lessons are drawn directly from nature

ment upon

instead of books and charts. An exhibit in the Ontario Education Department at the Centennial Exhibition revealed
perfection of the system. Let its take botany
first; cabinets were shown containing the raw and manufactured material, from which the child can be gradually
brought to understand tho nature and uses of the plant exi

I

Supposing the object

to

wheat, specimens of

be

bran, flour, biscuit, niaccaroni, straw, straw plait,
straw paper; etc., properly classified and shown, and are
not only useful to teach young children the importance of
common things, but impart auseful lesson in botany. These
cabinets contain on the average 300 specimens, illustrative
llie n.-il.

animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms. The
models for teaching physiology and -anatomy are superb.
More information can be gained of the true position and the
formation of the organs of circulation and respiration, the
necessity of cleanliness, the importance of attention to the
teeth, etc., by studying these models for a few hours than

the

of

—The Missouri Legislature has passed a law by whicb all
able-bodied male, persons between twelve and sixty years of
age are to be drafted for two days in each week during the
spring months of the year to light grasshoppers.

peals), the

appealed to
Take history as an example.
is

however, impressed upon
by time or displaced by
furnishes another
art of reading, writing, and speaking a
language correctly deals with rules and other matters far
above a child's intelligent comprehension, and the acquisi-

the facts presented to

amined.
\Ve

memory alone

presented consecutively, that is to say, a certain
President was elected in a certain year, served his tune, and
in course of time was gathered to his fathers: but events
have no logical seqnem-e. The mind of the youthful recipient of such information is immature, and cannot reason upon

the

This paper
tou

issued from

result is that the

Its facts are
literary

D Stream Prresorrespoudeuce, must be addressed to Thb Fobbbt
excepted,
Personal or private letters of
oisaiNo Ookpant.
All communications intended lor publication moi be accompanied with
not be published if
tail name, as a guaranty of good faith.
injection be made. Mo anonymous contributions will be. regaraed.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solieiteC,
vVe cannot promise to return rejected manuscripis.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor as with brief
no es of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
1 3 become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentle.n sporarneu fro t, one end of the country to the other ; and they will
Ind our columns a .^esirable medium for advertisioir announcements.
The Publishers of Fobsbt and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose regonceennbles them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
la beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base nscs whicn always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous aud good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms and nothing will br admitted to any department of tho paper that

now

The

tions.

and real intelligence deadened.

all commnntcationa whatever, whether relating

T. C.

ii

i

and upon which we would lay most stress, teaching in its
present too prevalent method deals too much in abstrac-

10, 1877.

To Correspondents.

msy

how many

answers to which involve very pertinent facts, and which
enable us to bring forward the statement that, in the every^day lessons of out-door country life there is material enough
for the cultivation of the memory and of the general intelligence. Every day and every hour are. adding to a child's
knowledge of natural history, while all the time it is brought
into closest contact with agencies inexplicable in their opOne can find children with
eration, but of the purest kind.
a perfect fund of information as to the habits of animals and
(he nature of plants, which was entirely "picked up,'' as we
say, and for not one iota ofwhich are they indebted to "poring over miserable books." This, it may be said, is not
history, geography, grammar or arithmetic; no, but it is the
best possible foundation for such studies, as they are
generally understood, and, in another and more correct
sense, it includes most of them.
The fact is, and this is the point which we wish to reach,

:

PUBLISHED B1

•»»

:

ained from books in years of close study. The
system of teaching chemistry is equal to the others. The
science is so simplified that little, children can perform experiments. There is a laboratory for boys and girls, containing chemicals and apparatus to perforin over 120 experiments in chemistry, manufacture:-;, domestic economy, phyStudents' laboratories are supplied
siology, etc.
I

with a book to perform 200 experiments. The laboratories
for teachers and Normal School students contain all the
chemicals and apparatus to perform the ordinary experielementary books on
ments with the metalloids as found
clifmiiRtxv
We need hardly expataate upon the evident
--.. rlheoBL
,f| lissys
,..,',
;
side issues involved in this branch of
,,,.'
.,,..],.:--,,i, -'..a
reform .em in the order of studies,
upon, and we «111 now state in
which v, cannot
the briefest possible terms o .r conclusions so far, that if it

m

-.-

,,,

|

I

:i

,--

po

be preferable to
',.
if an
;.,

•

I

-.

child

something tangible

3insti

:d

...
it,

to

him a

appeal to

of directly, then

we

country the precedence

must be
schools,

!.

-

i

among

.

in

and

for nature that

among

teachers.

we have been honored in our trans-Missouri wanderings,
and by whose side we have hunted and been hunted, traveled,
slept, and starved, over much of the territory between the
Ptocky Mountains and tho Missouri River. Such men are
not to be found every day, and one learns to know them
thoroughly only when thrown in constant and close companionship with them in a country where a man's life depends on his coolness, his courage, and his skill with the
rifle.
Their numbers are yearly growing smaller, and wo
have had recently to mourn more than one cut off untimely.
One of tho bravest and best, a noble gentleman, though
clad in the rough garb of a mountaineer, now sleeps in an
uncared-for grave amid the yellow bluffs and desert solitudes of the Little Horn.

upon his like again."
The writer of the

letter

Dear Charley, we "shall not look
from which we make these ex-

cerpts has, with his brother, been throughout the winter in

command

of a large body of Indian scouts with Gen. Crook
Powder River country. To many of our readers the
modest story of brave deeds, toilsome marches, and dreadful
suffering from cokl will convey no particular idea of hardship, but the few who, like ourselves, have riassod through a
seasoning of a somewhat similar character, will appreciate
and admire. The writer, under date of 14th February, says
We left hereon the 11th of October, and marched slowly north to tho

in the

Running Water; got there on the 20th, and ;laid in camp until tho evening of the 22d, wheu a courier brought as orders to move at onco to
Bed Olond Agency, twenty- ft ve miles distant. We started at six o'clock
in tho evening and went to Bed Cloud, and then P. and I took forty
ofonr men and started for Red Olond Village, which was rorty miles
distant. We overtook Gen. M., who had gone on ahead of in*, and got
to the village at daylight next morning. We captured the whole outfit
and brought them up to the Agency, getting tbero before dark, having
tidden one hundred aud five miles in less than twenty-four hours, without having anything to eat aud no sleep. That was pretty good,
wnan't it?
Well, we went out on the expedition with Ban. Crook. We had one
Bght with the Cheyennes on the head of Powder River, and although
we got their whole village and destroyed everything tbey had, we
didn't get much tlie best ol them in lighting. I tell you, they are the
bravest people I ever saw. 1 don't think there were more than three
hundred warriors In the village, and wo had about one thousand men,
aud wore fighting them all day, yet did not succeed iu driving them
more than half a mile from the village, We killed twenty-flve, and lost
8lX men killed and sevonteeu wounded. Dull Knife, the chief of the
band.' had three of bis sous killed, aud I have a small piece of scalp
from the head of ono of them. 1 wasn't inore than a thousand miles
from where he fell either, but 1 didn't take biB. scalp—had one of tho
boys do that part of it for me. I will send it to you If youwant it.
I will tell you how it was: P. and I lod the charge against the camp,
aud just at the edge of the village was a little clump of willows, which
we had to pass. This Indian, DuU Knife's eon.Tiadruu into the hushes,
and as I was coming straight toward him ho jumped out tn front of
me, about twenty steps away, and raised his gun (an old muzzle-loader).
I dropped my ruins and swung the "old long nine" around, and we
both cut loose. Ho loll, aud I passed on. Some time after P. aud I happened around that way again, and I took a look at him. The shot had
entered his right breast and come out under his let t shoulder. Now,
when I fired, he way in front, and a little to my right, so that I had to
twist in the saddle somewhat to shoot. Of course everybody was shooting, and somebody else may have killed him, hut 1 tried all tho same.
!'. was out of luck this
timo, for 1 don't think he killed a single one
during the fight, but for cool bravery he beatB suythiug that you ever
one time, we were under such hot fire that
, at
saw. Why, G
even our scouts wanted to ruu, and to tell yon tho truth, I felt sort o'
that way myself; hut F. just straightened himself up on the old black
o tuatr is, I will
"The first c
quietly:
said,
very
horse and
kill." They didn't run.
We had som terribly cold weather,
This was the only fight we had
mercury freezing, and ao on. The hunting wa Very poor, and I only
killed one antelope on the whole trip. Only t w two deer, and didn't
out next summer, try
got a shot at either. If yen can arrange to c
We will have lota of fun, and I think lots of
and fix it to go With
.

lighting, too.

[Ah

!

if

we only

could.

Ed.]

Swiss Valley -— The beautiful home of Mr. James Meyer,
Jr., was the scene on Monday, May 7th, of a Jeti chfmpetre.
given to his brother trout fishermen of the New York Sportsman's Association for the protection of Fish and Game, and
his friends of the South Side Sportsman's Club of Long
Island.

Swiss Valley is situated about midway between Pelharn
Pelhamville, in Westchester County. A coach
conveyed the visitors from the railroad station, and the
heartiest welcome awaited them at the home of the host.

Manor and

The New York Z&nessoys:
-•The grounds were gay with handsome

tents

and

vari-

colored Sags, while over the Swiss cottage of the host fluttered the ensign of his native Switzerland. The lake lay
calm under the afternoon sun, only broken by the ripple
made when the deftly east fly of the angler touched its
surface, or by the sudden dash of some luckless trout whoBe
hunger'or curiosity had overcome its discretion. A pretty
brook feeds the lake, which, narrowing at the opposite extreme, passes under a rustic bridge and loses itself in a
slender stream among the rocks. The grounds have evi
dently been laid out with care, and tho view from the knoll
above" the lake is one of great beauty.
"After luncheon the late arrivals go down to the water-side,
and after a careful and conscientious examination of each
fisher's creel, chuff' the unsuccessful men without, mercy.
In tho meanwhile, as the sun goes down, the lish break
oftener, and some of the anglers are. doing fair wo
casionally some lucky nam lands two fish at a time and his
success meets with greal applause.
•••Catch all you can,' shouts Mr. Meyer from
above the lake, where the marquee is pitehed. 'we want 'em
to fry, vou know.'
o'clock a general order is issued to cease fishing
An exline and to adjourn to refreshments.
amination of the catches of each gentleman reveals the fact
that Mr. Wakeman Holberton, the artist, leads the list with
36; Mr. J. Bevmvold eOmej nest with 33, while Henry N.
I

"

—

,

can lay claim to

25,

"Around the lunch-iablc
Wends. Aii
ii

are soon gathered thy anglers and

Goo'. A. Eeerl

those present wejce ex-Senator

.--„:
Thos.- Lloyd:

T)

,

L.

i;

.

i

Damon

39 Beet, B. Floury

JJSfWtn. Dfjrlaud, Jl

v.vell

.

Yourleilerlo. C. M. Snihfe. At. D..is rather hard on Col. Dorlge. The Colonel may be rjgot about ihe trajectory, as tbe English Express Hnntlng
Rifle will come up tn two hundred (200) yards, with a very small deflection. The way Hal tola is act•orapliah«l is by making a very lisiht hollow
ball flllad up with a wooden ping, and from one lundred and twenty
(ISO) to one hundred am!
a-:. Cnriin and Hurvey
I BtrOOR'
est powder, wliicb give« less recoil linn aCreeedmoor forty- four calibre

37

Hicks

Gen. W.

-to

.

Bogota

Ttn-o.

I

37
36
38
....28

.
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events were the match tor the Sharp's gold prize of $250,
md
eighth competition, for the marksman's bodge. The
former is along range match, 15 shots being tired at 800,
The conditions require that the win900, and .1.(1110 yards.
i

ner shall lead alt competitors at each range, and as this
r,v
oceursit eecms pirohahle that the prize will remain
unclaimed for some tinia The following are the scorew

-Ill

Uauttt
W, Holl.ertou

41 N'onklin
40 H. Ilauti

W.V.

Hruns
3G!Gilkam

[This report would havebeen of somevalue
the distance and rifles used. Ed.]

:

son
yds-

Blmoodorrer

s.

88

60
SB
51
55
51

Morse

54
.54

81
BS

IBB

64

172
167
165

Guard

1G'2

153

amateur's competitions which
will occur weekly at Conlin's Gallery were inaugurated at
the old place. The second contest took place last Thursday
eyening, much to the satisfaction of many shootists, as was
demonstrated by a large number of entries and the interest
taken in the shooting throughout the match.
The badges are throe in number, two of gold and one of
silver, elegantly designed; they are to be won three times,
not necessarih consecutively, before becoming the property
The conditions are:
of the winners.
Open to all comers, with the exception of those who have
scon il better than 46 out of a possible 50 at Wimbledon 200
yds. target reduced for 110 ft., and those who have won
first prizes in any of the previous matches at Conlin's Galleries, 10 shots, rifle 22 cal., off hand at 200 yds. Creedmoor
The rules of the N. It.
target reduced for the range, 100 ft.
A. to govern the match.
The shooting was very good; the following are the scores
made above -12:
K. Zetilor.
1-eon Hacker

-

41

Fred Alder

J.

Total, |Name.
PSiT", J.

A. Gates
A. E. Long

i ,.oi

Sri

J.

<J,

first

Name.
Muccb
Jewesson

W.

8S John Rielly
7!) A.
E Look.
86 A. Oats.....
88

Brown

Zbttlek Rifle

Ciatb, 207

tice gallery shoot, 100

ft. oil

Bowery,

at thair

Dntil...

W.Klein,.

udsou
49P. Fleming
-Ian. L. Beck.
JSZimmeriuiil
46iM. L.Bigga

B. Zettler

46' P.

.49 O.

C. Zettler
L. Biol
D. MtlL-r,.

07
K6

93

''.

T

V

aia ol'i-

iM

i

Ti

I

—

—

Massachusetts. Flymoudi C \unly, May 1. Large numbers
been shot this season on the North River,
Marshfield; and on April 16ti: I saw at least one hundred
flocks go over in one afternoo:
Brant shooting has been
almost a total failure, for in on i week I only got three ducks;
cry scarce, and shelldrakes
also have been wild and
The great a
especially so.
mt of rain has put an impassable barrier on snipes, and no one can get to Ihe brooks
for trout without getting w it.
We have had northeast
storms and rain for a month. Yellowlegs are just coming
along, and we hope for a shot >r two during the week they
of geese have

..

fall

remain with

us.

S. K., Je.

"Blue Glass" Match at Pkotidesce.—Another shooting
match took place at the base-ball grounds at Providence, R.

on May 3d, which was a success, perhaps owing to the
fact that blue glass balls were employed.
Three of the Bogardus traps with blue glass balls ware used, and were
placed ten yards apart, the shooter not knowing what one was
The first match was for three prizes, $10, $6,
to be sprung.
S4, each participant to shoot at fifteen balls while tb
rt are
in the air, and to stand eighteen yards from the trap' when
There were twenty entries, and the shooting was exfiring.
Appended is the score:
citing.
I.,

-.

Toial.iMame.

Name.

I., April 13, 1877.

Peck

W. Smith
W. Tinker

B.

Baucock

C. F.

cannot help trying to point ont to "Onicko" a little discrepancy in
on "The Causes of Recoil." Re says: "The explosion of the
powder, when driving the bullet out of the barrel communicates to the
arm itseir a motion which is not perceptible until the projectile
has left ihegnn, etc." Again, "As the point of resistance (the shoulder)
is beiieaih [he line of recoil, the explosion has a tendency to throw the
muzzle up and send the ballet high." Query: How can the explosion
send the bullet high when the recoil is imperceptible until the bullet
has left the rife- banvl J My opinion is, that tbe recoil begms with the
starting of the bullet, and increases as its load is increased by the lifting,

W.Babcock
Horton took the first
George Crandall the third.

rifle barrel.

Toronto, April

"Shot. "

27, 3877.

E.

\V.

pairs of glass balls v<as
$10.

.1

45
.45

....44

Boss....

—The

end of a possible 25 points; the first submatch was won by G. W. Da,vidson, by a score of
23 out of 25 points.
'

'

i

RrPTJB Seootino

—

The

score of the second
match for challenge badges on the range of the Jamaica Rod
and Rifle Association is as follows: the contest is for two
badges, the first for the highest score, the second for the
43! jASiAir.i. L, I,

.

In your issue cf April T2th there is an article from "Onicko." With
yonr kind indulgence, I will give you my definition. The recoil of a
gun is caused and governed by the same law as the bursting of a steam
boiler; tbe expaosion takes ptice In-twixt Ihe breech and ball.
The
It is the BUdden
ball acts as a safety valve giving way to the breech.
generation of a quantity of gas or elastic vapor, equal to one thousand
If the ball was as
(1,000) atmospheres, which is the cause of the recoil.
heavy as the gun. no man could withstand the shock or recoil. Bursting
anything with ivuter is quite a different aci ion. Water, being a nonclastic body, will burst any vessel that il is confined in without any
shock whatever. Von have only to apply a powerful force-pump, and
man cannot make a vessel strong euouga to resist the pressure.
There is no recoil that cun lake place with a gun until the ball leavos
the muzzle. If it was not so, it would be impassible lo shoot so well
with a rifle. There is many a man who will take the head off a partridge
nearly every shot, and if the recoil was to take place while thehall was
passing through the barrel, it would be impossible to hold on so steadily
Suppose a steam boiler of the olden style, twenty feet
to the mark.
long by twenii -two hicii diameter; the common pressure exerted on
..ouid bo equal to live hundred and sixty-four (564) tons
over the atmosphere; that boiler will lie perfectly still with that
pressure, but suppose that, one of the ends gives way, the recoil would
immediately take place— the head would go one way, tbe boiler the
other. The recoil of the twenty-foot boiler issogreatthatItiaveaee.il
one go through both walls of a house and land in the middle of the
street.
It is exactly the same law that causes a gun to kick.
'.

I

{

a

TallrOM
18 H. G. Place
10 W, Heodrich
10; Frank Carper ter
lc .lolm Smith
f William Crandall
9 Georae Crandall
7, George Craudall, Jr
!>

Editob Fomest asij Stkeam.

the column of air and the friction in the

Total'

8;Jitu Tinker
H|AI. Tinker..

E. Pratt
F. Burbank

G. Anthony
W. Horton
W. Herbert

weekly prac-

opening meeting this year of the
American Kifle Association was held on Thursday last. Four
matches were shot, all at 200 yards (any rifle), from the
ehouldor. The first match, for a valuable field glass, was
won by I). F. Davids, on a score of 21 out of a possible 25
points; in the second, for a Holden rifle John Boles won
rffi

,.i

his article

9]
81

the parting address.

Glen DbAKE.

ti

.

Newport, R.

71

l

i

'.

MONTH FOR GAME.

A CLOSE

IS

(§iik.

SHOoxrNG Match at Flushinq.— On Saturday, May 5th, a
pigeon match of an interesting character took place at the.
Hoffman House, Flushing, L. I., between Dr B Talbot of
New York, and Mr. -Charles Hur.cn of Flushing. The match
was for a cup given by Harry Hill of New York, to become
the property of any one holding it for one year. It was first
shot for at Flushing in April, 1876, when Dr. Talbot won it
against thirteeen competitors, and has since held it against
all comers, winning also the present, champion contest.
The conditions "on Saturday were, each to shoot 'at 11
pigeons, from H. and T. traps, 31 yards rise, old Long
Island rules. The result was that each killed all his birds"
As there were no more pigeons on hand, the only way to decide the match was for each to shoot at 10 glass bulls to be
sprung from two of Ca.pt. Bogardns' patent traps, under the
former conditions. Of these Dr. Talbot hit 8, and his
opponent. 2. making the Doctor the. victor;

J. B.

83
81
76

ler Club, left on the
Mr. George L. Petrie, of the Zettle
steamer Weser, of the Hamburg lin
for a three months'
Quite a n riber of riflemen from
visit to the Fatherland.
off.
Captain Blench
the Tritonen and Zettler Clubs saw hi

ii

'_"

;'

hand, Creedmoor target reduced,
4«I,T.

T. Klaisrath

I

-

MAY

and

|j\*#

;

V7.

a
"

~

*/'"

"

.

s
u

.'

],',

ii

I:"*I.>0

Smith the second, and
A sweepstake match for five
next contested, and E. W. Tinker
prize, \V.

was awarded the

Phixtx.

—

Washtngtok, D. C. May 5th. Glass-ball shooting has bea popular amusement here. We shoot from a trap (or
series of traps) that throws the balls in five, different directions: one to the right, one-half quartering to the right, one
driver, one-half quartering to the left, and one to the left;
the shooter not to know which trap is to be sprung.
I give
scores of those of our first matches

come

Editor Forest and Stream.

B. Eugel

made

.

84

possible 50:

M.

1

RECOIL.

.Total.

•!.

si T. J.

It.

;:,

I

\V. Marsiiall

Maguirc.

i

one with

85
..81

is.

J.

ai.a

you sent me more than ayear past, gives entire i-atisf action.
I shot two live-prom;, d bucks (very large deer) In
succession;
The bnckshot was tally
ball, second with, buckshot.
I could not be
1 also shot with bnckshot a very large doe.
60 yards.
iuduced to handle any othct form of gun for deer shooting.
Signed
G. Gdyeh.
Last

the score:

,T. CJ. Adams.....
B. S. Brown

.

calibre,

ili[

Total.
77

!:-'

-

The Remlngton Rifle.— We have been handed the following letter from the Rev. Geo. Guyer of Half Moon, Pa.,
dated April 22d:
E. KBMINOTON&SoNa:
The Remington combined rifle and shot tun, SSinch, 10-gauge, 40

81

7a E. Bryant
PS J. Beitly

J. K. Fitzgerald

35|

I

—

is

,jj-

$nme

81

1

Fourth Competitiox of the Centennial RjmssOmtb. This
match took place at HeUwig Gallery on May 7th. The following
Name.

32

30

8ti

RB]B, 8. Brown..
S5 \v. Marxian
....83 J. Manure
Slid. IS. Fitzgerald....

F. Murcli

r

U

members will be shot every second and fourth Saturday
of each month through the season. The pfbspects now are
of a large membership and an exciting season.
The premium of S5 offered for the best score made in offhand snooting at the rifle range 32 Church Street, New Haven,
'.-e,;.\
t'oet, 1V,'> WCI, l.,y E. A. PokDCi. liy
ill ?! an V lOi
last
score of 97 out of a possible 100. The two dollar and a half
gold piece, for best score with dead rest, was awarded to YV.
H. Layne, on a score of 49 out of a possible 50. Premiums
of similar value are offered the ensuing week.

....91

Adams

86 A. K. Loirs

W.H. Brown
J.

,i

Wale*

11. F.
,rris
J. J. Kinubaw

all

Total.

Jewesson

86 A. Gates

Q Adams

-

Faller

1

CM Nal

popular as boating.
The Willow Brook Range was open on the 29th ult. for
which was indulged in by a goodly number of

Hellwic.'s Rifle Gaixeby,— The Centennial Rifle Club
held their second and third competitions for a gold badge,
presented by A. G. Hellwig, on April 23d and 30th. The
following scores out of a possible 100 points were made:

T.J.JewesBon

..'35

practice,

The. competitions will take place every Thursday evening
with the exception of the nest one, which comes off Saturday,
May 12th. on account of the match for the championship of
gallery teams taking place this (Thursday) evening.

Vf. R. Brown
J. Marshall
J. Tielllv

.34

...35

—

third.

J. E. LaForae
J. Magnile

Kilclne,

35
SB

-

Connecticut. There will be a rifle match between teams
from Harvard and Yale in June. Harvard challenges to
shoot a match with team of six men, 200 yards, Creedmoor
rules: and Yale, although her club has been but recently
organized, and has but few members, has accepted the chalThis will no doubt create a new interest in the collenge.
lege sports and rifle clubs, and rifle matches may become as

Thomas Feu ton
Mr. L. Riggs won the first badge (which had been won
once before by L. G. Bruce), B. Zettler the second, and Leon

J.

34
34
34
31

J

John Howe. Range Committee, F. J. Kabbeth,
Geo. W*. Davison, and Chas. H. Perkins. Executive Committee, C. F. Pope, C. H. Guild, C. H. Perkins, G. W. Davison, and E. Thomas.

43
43
42

mas Wildes, M.I>

Name.

W.

eck
3311. M. Hinckley
35 J. McGillsearv
J

Secretary,

:4a

~

.

Notice to Sportsmen. Having received so many communications
asking us for information in regard to our six-section banibuo trout,
black bass, grilse and salmon rods, we liave prepared a catcufai on the
subject, which we shall take pleasure in forwarding to any adttreBa.
We keep on band all grades, tbe price's of which range Irom $1~> to $150.
Wo put our stamp only <m the best, in order, to pro* 61 our customers
and our reputation, for wo aro unwilling to sell a puor rod with a false
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the geunine article),
itliout letting oar customers know inst what they are getting.
P. O. Box, 1,204.—jUs.
Abbey k Imbbie, 48 Maiden Lane.

.34

E. Guirries

36U. F.

R.I. Amatettp. Kiele Cleb. At the annual meeting of the
R. I. Amateur Rifle Club, the following gentlemen were
elected officers for the ensuing year: President, F. J. Rablieth: Vice-President, J. H. Crowell; Treasurer, G. H. Clark-

44

W, H. Smith
\V. Campbell
51
B Eug»l

L. o. Bruce

Backer the

36\Vm

Fira...

Aoam Daln
W. A. Twombly

,

46 o. L. Beetwtlh

:

shall feel obliged if Secretaries Of

35

37.J.H. L. Darris
37|Vv.B. Perkinn

Poland.

A. W. Robei
O. A. PArkei
M, T RotftM ill..
FulDiere
J. F
K. B Souther....

—

— The

M. L. Biggs

F small

[i

practices.

tl.iii.Env.

Smith &

revolvers, held at this gallery on Annl
with 21 entries, distance 150 feet, each marksman being
allowed eight shots, possible 40. The following is the

W.

wn

Comix's

j

—

had stated

for the

II

serving this particular the Interest of the report to the general reader is greatly enhanced.

Wesson new model

Geo

In the marksman's badge there were eighty-nine entries.
Of this number fifty-three made '25 points or more, and thus
the right to stand on this record as marksmen in the
National

—The match

b

qnickly, anil iho

record:

J!H)

54
62
63
4S

Lincoln's Galleey, Boston.

v. ry

TOUCNTO.

30,

190
193

VZ
(17

Frederick

G. L.
S.

Total.

.2

<i'J

l«
57
52

W-it-re.

1'

AT,

yds..

.,89

eelt.

Hiini.i T"l'.hcr
L. Welier
E. H. Madison
J.

l.ooo

yds.

A ....

L.

I.

two

if it

ell u

power

looses

it.

Rile Clubs in forwavding us reports of the. matches shot on their various
ranges will name the rifle used by each competitor. By ob-

31

;

range

'

We

SB
39
35
34
33

:39

Earle

B. 8.

J.

3mIe. Arkernian

Clark

Van Valon

.

Name.
O. K lllvdenhurg...

Wood

\An Strachitz

yard.-: laiyond that,

off-baud very u

ball will it-scribe a perfect parfthola as to Khoiitinp with both
open. I don't think Col. Docge can mean a in...- a sh-.t gun is
quite a different thing. 1 have been trying lo use both eyes with the
rifle but I must eonf.^s I have gi/l dead beat and ennot do it,.
tli

New Jersey.— The following are the scores made at the
monthly meeting of the Haekensack Ilille Association on the
27th ult, in the contest for the Fream Badge, Mr. Van
Strachitz winning for the second time:
A.

Oi

1,3

rifle will shoot,

c.yen

.Ail riflemen interbuli's-eye target, as well as premiums.
ested in off-hand shooting are cordially invited.

Ckcedmook.— The fine weather tempted a large number of
marksmen t" Creedmoor on Saturday last. The principal

i

.

This Express

ride.

3".

Sm&hg Shootlno EEStarAli. The Newark Shooting Society
hold their opening prize-shoot at their Park, South Orange
Avenue, Newark, If. .T., Monday and Tuesday. May 1 1th and
15th inst. They ofter $115 'rash in 20 prizes on the
ring target; $115 do. on the man target, and $100 do. on the

railway station.

ville

8.

Eyder

41ft.-o. A.

r,v,
.....
Elmeudc.rf

li.'

i

Win.

•

!

M'jtio.

;

Luddiagton, Robert B. Roosevelt, Royal Phelps,
W. Hutchinson, ex-Mtivor of Dtiea, N. Y,: Charles
Bfolldcsk, editor Forks* and Stbe.\m; S. M. Saunders, Dr.
Stephen A. Mmin, 11. N. Munn, D. H. Lawrence. Dr.
Stephen A. Main, Dr. Doaron, John J6S, Develin, Charles E.
loasl
JPbiteboad, II. O. Stephens; ami C. -T. Stephens,
ilrnnlr, speeches made, and the day's entertainment
w.'i\
Bftnelnded with a rattling drive over the hills to the Pelham-

R.
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Geo. A. Reed won the first, and Tkeo.
This match takes place weekly:
37
MJno. M. Crane

host 38 or under.
Rogers the second.

to a lesser

and other gentlemen

:..

fltiti

:

AND STREAM.

F011EST
Munn

—

1st Match.

Conditions,

MoLeod

111

balls each, is yards rise,
0,1'erriek

g
a
a

TTuppan

Mills

O.Keuly

Janseu

Mi

Williams

Match.
7

,

.

Jausen

in|Dcrrick....

Mills

Jlerbous

51

Tappan

1|

Wimsatt

....

3nn Match.
Breech-loading shot gun
Mills

..'5|J'i

Derrick
Williams

,

Fergusou

R A
ffuMexuudtir

3

Alexander

±

1
.4!

Mr. Mills won the gun, making a olean Boors on the tie.
Messrs. Williams, Derrick. Kcnly. Ferguson and Mills are
as pigeon shuts. Sir. Ken ley having divided the first prize, with Turn South of Kentucky at the
Centennial Tournament. I think these scores will be interestino by way of comparison between ball ,n d

somewhat celebrated

sllOOtlng.

—In

SlMUiTSMAJt.

a letter from ,1. C. Dene of La Omsse, Wis., of the
we find that the ducks have jumped that place in
their northern ilight. but pigeons have come in large numnotwithstanding
bers,
a severe, snow storm wasjraging.

25th

ult.,

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

214
ber,

THE WEBSTER SETTERS.
much interest, has been manifested in everything connected with the brace of setters imported into this
country by the great statesman, thai, the following letter,
which has never before been made public, will be read with
interest.
It was addressed by Mr. George W. Blunt, Harbor Commissioner, to Dr. IWler, of Orange, N. J., into
whose possession we believe the Treuper dog passed, and who
bred from him
New Yoim, April 10. 1874.
My Beau Bra:—Bake and Eachel were bought in England
in October, 1839; they were bought by Daniel Webster, who
obtained them through Sir Henry Halford, the King's physician.
They arrived here in "December, 1839, and were
turned over to me, as Mr. W. got them by my request.
Kaehel was with pup and had thirteen pups. " I distributed
them among Mr. w.'s and my friends; the names I cannot remember. Treuper had one, M. C. Peterson one.
Rake and Eachel were the genuine Duke of Gordon setters;
the sire of them by different bitches was Eegent, bought at
Tattersall's by the Earl of Chesterfield for seventv-five
guineas, to breed from.
I had the pedigree, it was equal to
any of the F. E. V.'s. 1 kept the pair until January, 1842.
Mr. Webster then sent for Eachel, she belonging to him,
Bake to me. A pair of handsomer, steadier, accurate-nosed
dogs, superior to them, I never knew of. It was delightful
to shoot over them.
'What became of Eachel I know not, as
Mr. "W. went off with Tyler and took Rachel. I stayed with

SO

my

Rake died at Lake Mahopack in October, 1844,
possession. The account of them in the sporting
paper of March 26th is nearly right. Yours truly.
party.

my

in

remarkably good, and considering the immense numfar beyond the
average. The time allowed the

rule,

Mettml,

ht

Geobge W. Blunt.

Of all dog laws yet invented, that of Hartford is the most
stringent and at the same time the most absurd. By
provisions all Hartford dogs are required, from the

managers for getting the Garden in order was far too short
for an undertaking of such magnitude, and it is only to bo
wondered at that they were ready to receive so many dogs
on the day previous to the opening of the show.
Catalogue of Sporting

Bench Show

Dogs exhibited at the New York
under (he auspices of the

of Dogs, held

Westminster Kennel Club,

May

York,

8th, 9th

and

at

Now

Gilmoro's Garden,

10th.

SPORTING DOGS.
CHAMPION CLASSES.
For
at tiny

either native or imported Dogs or Bitches that have won flrBt prizes
Bench Show
this country or abioad, the Centennial Bench

Show

at Ihlladclphla not included.

m

Class

white. 5 years.

BOBDEB,

Arnold Bnrges,

3.
6

H. Rajmtnd, Morns Tlains, N.
liver and white, 8 years.

Charles

2.

Hillsdale, Mich.

J.

BOB BOY,

FB1DE OF TIIE

black, white and inn,

year*.

MiseJt. D. Wsestaff, Babylon, L.I. BOX, white and black. 4 yrs.
5. G. de L-indre Macdona, F. H. G. S., Hilbre House, Weft Kirby,
Cheshire, Eng. BLUE PRINCE II., blue belton and white, 2 years;
RiNGERll., white and lemon, 3 years.
Class!. -CHAMPION ENGLISH SETTER BITCHES.
7. Theo. Morford, Newton, N. J.
MAT, orange and white, 3 years
8. L.H. Smith, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
HART, blue helton,5yrs.
9. C. S. Westcott, 511 South «d street, West Fhila.
MAGNET, black
and white ticked. 2 veam.
4.

Class 2.-CHAMPION IRISH SETTER DOGS.
Campbell Stewart, 152 Fifth Ave. , N. T. DUKE, red, 4 years.
E.H. I'omeroy, 150 Broadway, N. Y. SOCKS, red and nbite, 4 yrs.
12. J. F. Rathyen. Box 110, Port Richmond. Stalcn Island.
JACK
(formerly known as JJE), red, 2} years.
18. Dr. Wm. Jarvis, Claremont. N. H.
ELCHO, red, born May, 1674.
14. Arnold Barges, Hillsdale, Micb.
RUFUS, red, 5 years.
15. W. J. Farrar, Toledo, O.
PLtTNKET, red. 9 years.
Class 2 -CHAMPION IRISH SETTER Bl TCHES.
10.

11.

IS

W.

27th day of September,
premises of their owners,

17.

or else kept continually and securely muzzled.
And
any citizen has the privilege of killing any dog found at
large without a muzzle. When will people learn to make a
distinction between the curs of the gutter and the well bred
dogs that are but little less valuable and no more liable to
hydrophobia than horses. If anything would make a dog
mad it would be keeping him chained for six months, or
compelling him to wear a muzzle.

19.

Kenneth G. White, College.Point, L. I. LADY, red, 7 y. and I mo.
Nicholas Salttu, Morristown, N. J. LILL III., dark red, 2 years.
St. Louis Kennel Club, St. Louis, Mo.
LOO II., red.
Benjamin S. Nelson
MAGGIE, red, born Jnly 1st, 1869.
Thomas Adcock. JUNO, red. 6 years 11 months.
Class 3. -CHAMPION GORDON SETTER DOGS.
Jerome Marble. GROUSE, black and tan, 4 years.
A. F. Copeland, Boston, Mass. SHOT, black and tan, 6 years.
George C. Colburn. DASH, block, white and tan, 7 years.
C.H.Bowker, Worcester, Mass. KENT.

its

day

27th

of

April

the

until

on

to be either confined

the

1?.

20.
21.

22.

S3.
24.

25.
26.

27.

—Mr. Knox writes

us from Pittsburgh, Pa., that he has

sold his imported Field Trial bitch Livy to Mr.-F. B. Farns-

worth of

Paris, Out.

He

few days. Bella
English game.

is

a thorough performer on

all

kinds of

have been killed in this

vicinity. —En.]

A. F. Copeland. NOR AH, black and tan, 7i
James It. Tilley. DI, black and tan, 5 years.
Class 4— CHAMPION.
Westminster Kennel Club.

—

be excellent working stock.
C. A. Mack's black setter bitch Jnno whelped ten on

—

are by the blue belton Frank, owned
by Mr. Torpin of Philadelphia. The Detroit Kennel Club
lost by death, on the 24th ult., their fox terrier bitch

the 21st

ult.

They

Tricksey, second.

»>•

KESNKLPnoDUOE.— Sylvanus Sampson's imported Irish setUr bitch
Beaoty, dropped an unusually large Utter of 11 dogs, 3 bitches, April 27th
by a noted Boston dog.

THE .NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.

THE magnitude
with which

of this

space

it

show makes demands upon our
is

difficult

for us to comply.

Gilmore's Garden is fairly alive with dogs, and avast concourse of spectators fills the spacious promenades from
morning until late in the evening. Up to the time of our
going to press the list of awards has not been completed, but
we give such as has been madepublic. All comments must,
All
for obvious reasons, be deferred until our next issue.
prominent kennels in the country are represented. Mr. L.

H. Smith, of Strathroy, Conida, is hero with his field-tried
dogs; Mr. Dilley of Lake City, Minn., has his pointers, and
Mr. Sherwood, of Edina, Mo., has a miscellaneous collection
comprising twenty-four sporting ,dogs. The St. Louis,
Toledo, Cincinnati, Baltimore and other kennels are all
present. On Sunday Mr. G. de Londre Mocdona and son arrived in the steamer Nevada, of the Williams & Guion Line.
He brings with him Magnet and Rangsr IX a brace of beautiful setters, sorrel red Irish setters by Borer, a brace of magnificent St. Bernards, a fox-terrier

men

of the skye,

The dogs

and a moBt perfect

exhibited in

speci-

all classes are. as a

POINTER DOGS

years.

(any weight).

SENSATION, lemon and
TOM, black, 11 years.

£2.
33.
34.

SS
34.

39.
40.

41.

white, 3yrs.

Frederick Scbnchardt.
Wm. Fred'k Steele. FLAKE, lem. and wh., 2 yrs. and 10 mos.
St. Louis Kennel Club. SLEAtOBD.
Cohiuibus, O., Kennel Club. snoT, Iiv. and wh., 3 years.
Dr. E. Dyer. BAB, liver, 2>J years.
B. J. L. Price. SNAPSHOT, lim. and wh., born Sept. 17, Lt69.
Jesse Sherwood, Edina Kennel, Edina, Mo. ( iESAR, llv., 2)i yrs.
Jesse Sherwood, do., SANOHO, Iiv. and wh., 5 yrs.
S. B. Dilley, Lake City.Miun. BANGEB,wh.,liv., and ticked, 4 yrs.
O. A. Strong, West Moriden, Conn. PETE, bl., 3 yrs. and 9 mos.

Class 4.-CHAMPION POINTER BITCHES (Asx.Weioui).
Westminster Kennel Club. WHISKEY, hi. and wh.,2 yr. itlOmos.
N.J. MINEOLA.bl., 2 years.
41 L. J. Gains, W. Meridon, Conn. PRUDENCE, wh. and Uv„ 6 yrs.
45. Columbus. O Kennel Clnb, BELL, wh. and Iiv., 6 yra.
L1LLIE. wb. and Iiv., 3 years.
16. J. Addison Smith, Baltimore.
48. Jesse Sherwood. JTJLE,,or, with 4 flecks on toes, 2Ji years,
42.

43. J. J. Shotwoll. Tuttle's Corner's,

,

OPEN CLASSES.
For Dogs or Bitches that have never won a First Prize.
Class 5.— IMPORTED
49.

Wm. W.

50.

B.J. Dcmarest,

51.

The silver strain setter bitch Cora, belonging to Mr.
E. H. Gillespie of Stamford, Connecticut, ba3 whelped three
dogs and three bitches, sired by Smith's Jeff. The silver
strain setters are all white with black points, and are said to

Jesse Sherwood. RUPERT, black and tan 4 years.
Class 3. -CHAMPION' GORDON SETTER BITCHES.
Westminster Kennel Clnb. LOU, and litter of 9 puppies, black

31.

29.

38.

Where are the English snipe this spring ? They gave us a
wide berth, as only one, I believe, was killed in this vicinity.
Notwithstanding, we have watched and waited for their apA.
pearance daily.
[We fancy the flight has dribbled by, as but few snipe

.

30.

37.

Coxxectictx.— The Stamford Field Trial, which was to
come off this fall, is postponed on account of the. Game Club
being nnable to procure the necessary five quail to let go in
Notwithstanding S5 per dozen was offered for
this vicinity.
them, they could not be got, North or South. A very handsome sum was subscribed for the purpose of procuring all
the necessary birds, and had the Club succeeded in getting
them, a Field Trial of no small nature would have taken
place, as it was the intention of the Club to offer liberal and
1878, it is hoped, will see one
costly prizes for competition.
of the largest Field Trials ever held in New England.

red, 6 years.

tan, Si years.

also says that his brood bitch Bella,

by Eob Roy out of Bess, has arrived. Bella's own sister was
the dam of Young Sam, winner of puppy stakes, Shrewsbury, 1876. She came from the kennel of Lord Downe,
England, in whelp to his Duke, and is expected to whelp in
a

and

CARRIE,

J. Farrar. Toledo, Ohio.

L.H.
W. R.

Colket, Phila.

ENGLISH SETTER DOGS.

ECHO,

bl.

and wh. tan, 4 yra.

N. Y. NED, red, 2; a years.
Smith, Strathroy, Ontario, Can. PAKIS, blue belton, 3 yrs.
Irv. Nat. Bank,

M. D., N .Y. BROCGH, Iiv. and wh., 2 yrs.fc 1 m.
52.
63. Chas. H. Raymond, Morria Plains, N. J. MILO, llv. and wh. 6 y.
YOUNG LAYEBACK.2 yrs. and 9 mos.
64. Cbas. H. Raymond, do.
65. A. BUBBell Strachan, M. D., N. Y. COUNT, bl'k.tan.and wh.,2,>£y.
56. A. Russell Strachan, M. D.,Now York. SPOBT, bl'i, 4 yrs.
67. Fred. Gebhard, N. Y. COMET, or. and wh., 3 yra.
58. Fred. Gebhard, N. Y. STAR, or. and wh., 3 yrs.
BLUFF, blue belton, 8 yra,
69. Harry Howard, Glen Cove, L. I.
CO. O. W. Donuer, Brooklyn, E. D. GROUSE.
01. Henry P. Carlson, Inwood-on-Hudaon. SIR FRED., or & wb„ 16m
RODERICK DHU, blue belton, 2 yrs. aud2mos.
62. Dudley Olcott.
GUY MANNERING, blue belton 2 yrs. and 2 mos.
63. Dudley Olcott.
64. C. S. Westcott, W. Phila. PEDIGREE, or. and wh., 2 yrs.
65. Augustus Belmont, Jr., N.Y. BOBIN, bl'k tan and wh. frill. ,8 y.
66. EdwardH. Lalhrop, Springfield, Mass. DICK, bl'k and wh. 4!iy.
BENJAMIN SMITH, o. and w. 13 mo«.
6<>>i. John P. Waters, N. Y.
Class 5.—IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTEE BITCHES.
67.

Gillette,

Erdmann A. Herzborg, N.

V.,

JESSE,

or.

and wh., born

1873.

68. D. T. Charles, Albany, N. Y., NINA, wh., bl'k and tan ticked.
69. L. H. Smith, CLIP, black, white and tan, 2 years.
70. L.H.Smith, PEARL, blue belton, 2 yeara.

P. MoShane, SNOW, lemon and white, 14 months.
John E. J. Grainger, NELLY, red and white, 10 years.
Rnssell Strachan, M. D., COUNTESS, blk. wh. andtan,
74. O. W. Dormer, LA8SIE, black, white and tan, 3 years.
75. J. W. Foster, KIRBY, black, white and tan, 4years.
76. G. H. Vannote, NELLIE, black and tan, 7 years.
77. C. 8. Wosoott, FAIRY II., orange and white, 2 years.

I

.

!

i

,

153.

yrs.

(Under 12 MontbB.)
RIPPLE, Iiv. and wh. tio'd, born July 22, '76.
81. D. T. Charles, BLAZE, wh. and blk., 10 months and 5 days:
82. D. T. Charles, BRITTON, wh., blk, aud tio'd, 10 mos. and 5 days.
83. D. T. Charles, SAFE, white and lemon, 10 months and 6 days.
8l" Barclay Jerrnaln. ROYAL TI, lem. andwb., 10 moB. and 5 days.
85. O. W. Donner, GROUSE It.
8S. J. W. Foster, SAM TIXDEN, lemon and white, 10 months.

0—

t

.

t

176. J.

(Under 12 Months.)
.

M. Fish GYPSKY,
.

liver color, 9 yeara.

CUSS 6.—NATIVE ENGLISH SETTEE DOG PUPPIES.
177.
178.
183.

184.
185.

186.

(Under IS Itqntts.)
Theo. Morford, GROUSE, orange and white, 9 months.
Theo. Morford, QUAIL, orange and white. 9 month.".
Rosenthal,
HARRY, orange and white, 4 months.
Dr. H. A.
months.
8. Fleet Spcir, M. D., ST. ELMO, bl., wh. and tan,
J. J. Pharo, PARTNERSHIP, chestnut aud white, 11 months.
F. M. Thomas, TRIM, chestnut and white, B mouths.
I)

C(U£S 6.— NATIVE INGLIRII SKIXEU BITOT PUFPIES.
(Under 12 Mouths.)
Theo. Morford, BESS, orange and white, 9 monlbs,
188. Dr. H. A. Rosenthal, FLORETTA, orange and white, 4 months.
189. Jas. L. Northrup, MAG, or. and wh., 5 months and 23 days.
187.

Randell Hunt, Jr., DIANA, black and while. S.'i months.
N. Elmorer JET, black, 8 months.
H. Vannote, FANCE, blue belton, II months.
193. M. Van Harlinger, MAUD I., orange and whito, 10 months.
194. Silver Konnol Club, FLY, orange and white, 9 months.
190.

191.

192. G.

SETTER DOGS.
RORY O'MORE, red, 1 yoar and 7 months.
BUCK, red, 3 years.
O. Z. Miley, YORK, red, 2 years.
G. Kneeland, DA8H, red and white, 21 months.

W. N.

Callonder,

193.
H. Dalley, Jr., ROVER, red, 14 months.
800. J. B. Miley, GROUSE, red, 3i years.
201. J, F. Rathyen, JACK, (formerly known as Joul, red 2J years.
IT, red.
202. St. Louis Kennel Club,
203.

Max

204.

M. Von Cnlin, KITE, rod, born April, lo75.
R. M. Lindsay, DASH. red. 4 years.
J. H. See, PLDNKET, Jr., red, 13 months and

805

206
807.

,

red and white, 6 years.

H. A. Davis, LIMERICK,

red, 12

8 days.

months and 8d«ys.

O. H. McCartan, FRANK, red, 6 yeara.
209 W. Autlmordt, JOE, red and white, Si years.
(brother to Planket). red, 9
810. Rev. J. Cummlng Macdona, HOVER,
SirbAji and elsewhero
yrs. Rover has been engraved in Fobest and
is not entered for compeas the finest hpecimeu or the Irish setter. He
tition, and is valued at £10,000.

811.
'77.

Wenxel,

208. P.

6.-IMPOBTED ENGLISH SETTER BITCH PUPPIES.

A. Herzberg, PATTI, blk, and wh. tic'd.born Jnly 22,
83. D, T. Charles, ROSE., wji and bJS., Hfd, JO mos and 5 days.

tan, 5 years.

153K. K. Watson, Jersey City, DASH. b). tan and wb ticked, 8 years.
CLASS
NATIVE ENGLISH SETTER BITCHES.
154. E. F. Meroilliott, N.Y'.. PET. orange and wh., 5 years.
155. E. F. Meroilliott, N. Y., GRACE, lem. and wh., IS mos.
150. E. F. Meieillintt, S. Y., PEARL, or. and wb., 18 mos.
157. Lj-snnder Hodden, Newark, NELLIE, r. and wh., born Oot. 1873.
168. E. M. Quimby. Morristown, LEMONADE, wh. and lem., ly.lm.
159. C.H. Raymond, Morris Plains, BLUE BELL, blue belt..n, 1 y, D tn.
160. C. H. Raymond, Morris Plains, SUKIE, wh. and or., 4,S years.
161. A. B. Strachan, M.D.. N. Y. MAG, bl. and wh., l;.; years.
162. Drake .t Anderson, Newton, BELL II, or. and wh., 2 yrs. 11 mos.
1C3. H. F. Atcn, M.D., Brooklyn, BELLE, Iiv. and wh., 3 years.
164. L. W. Clarke, Brooklyn, BELLE, bl and tan, 2 yrs, 1 in.
105. Dr. H. A. Rosenthal, Brooklyn, FLORA, or. and wb., 4 yrs.
166. Abraham Lansirg, Albany, EI, r. and belton, 1 year and 4 days.
107. A. A. Coleman, 143 Montgomery St., J.C., NELL, or. andwh., 4y.
168. J. L. Northrup, Newton, N. J., DELL 2d, or. andwh., 7 years.
169. W. 0. Waters, N. Y. FLOBA.or. and wh., 16 months.
170 G. B. Raymond, ABBEY, orange and white, 1 year.
pupa, ches't and wh. 3 yrs.
171. Col. Alfrel Wagstair, ZAIDEE. and 4
173. JeBse Sherwaod, WELCH'S DREAM, wh. with lem. cars, SKyia.
174. Silver Konnel Club, CORA, with lit. pups, wh. with bl. pts, Syrd.

ELCHO

A. Herzborg,

Erdman

DASH, wh. and

199.

M. Von Oulin, BELLE, white, black and blue ticked, 17 months.
G. deLandre Macdona, F. R. G. 8., MAGNET, wh. and Uv„ 2 yra.
Class 6.—IMPORTED ENGLISH SETTER DOG PUPPIES.

Class

St.,

Class 7.— IMPORTED IRISH

79.

87.

Gun Implement MannL.2i.i4E. 23d

196. C. Z. Miley,

76.

Erdman

i

,

197.

1H

,

.'

72.

73. A.

:

i

195.

71.

80.

ENGLISH SETTER DOGS.

90.

.

l.-CUAMPION ENGLISH SETTER DOGS.

(For Prmiovs Winners of a First Prize).
L.H, Smith, Etrotbioy, Ontario, Canada. LEICESTER, lemon and

1.

Class 6.—NATIVE

Wm.

Irving Conover, FRANK, chestnut, 8 years.
Charles A. Cross, LARK, orange and white, 3 yrs. 6 months.
91. James A. Benwick, PADDY, red and white, 18 months.
92. Theo. Morford, BRUCE, orange and white, 3 Years.
93. J. W. Barnnm.DAN. orange and white, 3 years.
94. J. W. Bsrnum. ZEEE, lem. ar.d white, 8 years.
95. John H. Abcel. Jr., MACK, black, Clears.
96. Kenneth G. White, DAN. cbtstnnt and tan, Syenrs 1 month.
97. W. A. Whitehead, PA^D, orange and while, 7 year?.
98. Lysnudcr Uedilon, FRANK, orange and v. bile, born July, 1875.
99. W. A. Wbitcbesd, DUKE, red and while, born Jnlv, 1870.
100. Lysarder Hcddon, DAN, orar-eo rmd while, horn February, 1876.
101. Upon RSesel, 1EE, red and white, bom February, 1876.
102. David Bedford, NED, mange sod "hue, bom February, 1876.
!03.-WakemnnHolbcrton,SANCHO, orange and white, 2 yrs, It mo.
101. Mrs. E. A. McCurdy, NIP. white ard red, 1 year 7 months.
105. Mrs; B. A Mr.C'nrdy, TVCE, white aid ted, 1 leUlmoaQn.
100. Charles H. Raymond. DINKS, orange and white. I year 4 days,
107. Charles H, Raymond, RAEE, orange and white, I year 4 days.
J08. George C. Colbmn, SA NE, orange and while,
year6.
109. Robert T. Pabin, DASH, liver snrl while, 3 years 9 months,
110. N. D. Potman, BROOK, orange ard while, 4 wars.
111. Drake and Anderson, QUAKER, liver and white, 2 yrs 8 mo.
112. Ho mbnker and Strsder, FRED, liver and white, 4 year-'.
113. H. D. Pcrrine, RAPP II., red. 2 years 1 month.
114. G. L. D. Vanderhove, SPORT, black, white and tan, 2 yrs 1 mo.
115. A de. Comeaii, SEBASTIAN, white and hiock spots, 3 yrs.
116. C L. Rilzman. SPY, orange and white. 34 years.
117. The Ashcroft Kennel Clnb, LUKE OF BRDGPT, bl. g
116. Edward Malley, COBB, gray, black and tan, 7 .year*.
119. Dr. H. A. Rosenthal, SPORT, orange and white, i years.
120. N. C. MeCormick. PRINCE, orange and white, 2 years.
111. H. P. Cailson, SIR FRED, orange and white, 10 months.
122. T. E. Kltrblng. MILO, liver, 7 years.
128. Guy Morris, PETE, orange and white. 5 years.
1;4. Bandell Hunt, Jr., SNYDER, black, 7 yearn.
125. F. P. Albert, DOC, white a
years,
brack
126. E. H. Saniord, DON, black ai
127. E. S. Waninaker, O.UAIL, black and white, 3 yean.
123. S. F.Speir, M. D.. DICK, black, wLite andtan, 3 years.
129. A. S. Boutcber, DON, white, 3 y
130. Dr. A. J. Colby, DAN, black and white, 2 years.
131. Dr. A. J. Colby, BABY, black and white, 2 years.
132. G. H. Gilderslecve. DASH, white 2nd orange, a years.
133. J. H. Flogler, DOUBLE, orange and white,
134. Dr. J.W. Green, JIM, black and whito, 3 years.
196", John Avery, DASIT, orange and white, 1% yeara.
IBS, H. Oelrichs, DOS, deep red, 3 yeara.
137. J. J. Phnro. SHOT, lemon and white. 3 years.
138. A. HL Allen, DUKE, white, with chestnut oars, 2 years 7 months.
139. H. H.Vannot-i.DOX, bin
110. G. H. Vannote, DASH, white and yellow cars. 1 i- year.
141. W. H. Doggelt, LEE, black, 5 years and B mouths.
142. Col. G. A. Buguey, DASH, white Bndred, 3 yrs. and 11 months.
143. A. Belmont, Jr., SANDY, lem., andwh. feet and muzzle, Syears.
141. Francis Burrltt, BAPP. bine tick, 4 years,
145. 8. T.Armstrong, Delaware City, Del., BRUCE, hi. and wb., 2 years
146. W. H. Kelly. Katontrcvn, JERRY WHITE, wh. and r. ear,8yasr*.
147. E. H. Lathrop, Springfield, Mass., DICK, bl. and wh., 4,'j years.
148. Jesse Sherwood, Edina, PRIDE OF THE WEST.liv. and wh.,2 yrs.
149. Jesse Sherwood. Edina, Mo.. BLUE DASn, bine hi. roan, 2K yeais.
DCKE, wb. andor., 6 yearB.
150. A. E. Cliamberlin, Tovsmls, Pa
151. J. D, Dougla.-H, cor. 37th and Ludlow SIp„ W. Plain WAY, 2years.
152. G. H. Andrews, Brook Haven, L. I., BLUFF, bine belton, 5 years.
89.

Class 7.- IMPORTED IRISH SETTER BITCHES.
EdmnndYard,Jr..FAN,red4years.

MOYA, red and white, 2 years and 8 months.
W>d 3 months,
E. Develin, MOLI.JK, red and while, ?

819 J. B. Develin,
818,' J.

JW«

.

.

.

'

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
A. R.

214.

34:

815.

342. A. R.

F. A. WabtOD, JTJNO, red, 4 years.
N. BaRns, LILLIU., dark red, i years.
Kennel Clnb, CATHARINE, red, born May, 1876.
W. Jarvls, KATHLEEN, red, bora May, 1873.
318. M. Von Oulln, FIRE FLY, red, bora August, 187!.
SB). T. Medley, BELLE, red and white, 3J years.
Class 7.-IMPORTBD IRISH SETTER DOG PUPPIES (under 13 mo).
216. Silver
217. Dr.

.

215

Warner. FRANK, bl and tan, 2 yeara and 7 months.
Warner, KNIGHT, black, 16 months.

487: R: M: Lindsay, Pa.. DOLLY, black aud white. 2 years.
488. E. Orgill. Brooklyn, L. ! , ROSE, lem. itndwh., 1 year.
489. Jesse Sherwood, Edina. Mo., QUEEN, liv. ami wh.," 2>. years.
190. S, B. Dllley, Minn.. MINNESOTA. wb..Uv. aud ticked, 14 mos.
491. II. o. Morgan, Colchester, Conn., VIVEA, bl., 7 years.

.

W. J. Farrar, RAPP, blank and tan, 4 years.
H. Y. Leavitt, BANUHO, black, white and tan, 5 years.
S. SortRwiefc, JOCK, black and tan, 2 yeara and 3 months.
346. F, Baab, TANNER, black. 3 years.
347. F. W, Tatrtcnborst, DUKE, black and tau, 2 years.
348 O. Fawn:-:. V. s GROUSE, black and tau, v
349. E. Dexter, DOBS, Mao* and tan, 13montbs.
D50. F. S. speir, M. !>., GYPSUM, black and tan. 2 rears.
35| . 11. A. Bugnoy, JOCKO, bl., tan and white. 2 years and 7 months,
JIGS, A. Belmont. ,Tr., HOB1N, black aud tan.S years.
353. A. Belmont, Jr., DUKE, black and tan, 2 years and 5 moullis.
851. S. V. Armstrong, COUNT, black and tan, 1 >f years.
965. Jaa. R. Hlley, FRANK, black and tan. 1J years.
356. Jas. R. Tilley, RODERICK, blank aud lau. 1 year and 10 mouths.
338. Dudley Okntt, JUUI.
Cuss ».—NATIVE OR IMPORTED GORDON SETTER BITCHES.
343.
444.

G

345.

G

A Strong, West Murideii. Conn., FAN, bl.. IS mouths.
4U2
Class 12.-POINTFR
PUPPIES (Unuar 13 Months).
493. Westminster Kennel Club. N. V , RAPP. liv. and wh.
491. F. Sr.hurharilt, '278 Fiilb Ave., N. Y„ JIM. bl.. II) months.
495. F. A. Taunerblll. N. v., DAY.wh. and liv. e is, 3 months.
490 A It. Struchiiii, M.U., N. V .,
bl. and tan. 9 mouth*.
497. W. L. Brooks, rjtatniord. Conn ., RAKE. liv. and wh., 7 mos.
498. W. A Coster,
I., DOMMIE, liv. and wh., whelped Feb. 15, '77,
499. J. H. Flagler, N. V.. JIM, lem. and wh.
600. Jesse Sherwood, Ediua, Mo., SANCHO. Jr.. liv, and wh., (J mos.
601. S. B. Dilley.Lake City.Minn.. CIIUM, liv. wilh wh. breast, 4
602. Rev. W. H. H_ Murray. 146 Tramont St.. Boston.

.

DOG

'

221.

Harry Le Grand Cannon,

GUY,

,

red, 8

months.

MUey, Lancaster City, Pa.
E. Develln, KINS ALE. red and white,

322. C. Z.
323, J.

11

months

RATTLER, red and white. 11 months.
D. G. Hani, TEROKE, red and white. 11 months.
St. Louis Kennel Club, BERKLEY.
G. De Landre Macdona, F. R. G. S., RALPH, undei 12 months.
7.—IMPORTED IRISH SETTER .BITCH PUPPIES (under 12

224. J. E. Develln,
22*.

S26.
23?.

CLASS

months).

H.R. Bishop. H. Y„ KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN, r., 11 m. 12 days.
N. Saltns, Morristown, g. J., FLORA, dark red. 7 mouths.
230. D. O Hsrtt, N. Y., FLEETY. r. and wh., 11 months
231. St. Lonis Kennel Club, St. Louis, Mo., BIDDY, red
232. Chas. Trautor, Port Richmond, 8. 1., BESS, red, 7 inos. 2 weeks.
233. Max. Weuzel, Hoboken, N J., DOE. red,
months.
23*. G de Landre Macdona.F.R.G.S., Eng., RUTH. r. wh., under 12 mo.
286. G. do Landre Macdona, F.R.G.S., Eog., RIVER, r. wh., under 12 m.
SSSJJ Jesse Sherwood, Edina, Mo., YOUNG GIPSEY. red. B'.; yeara.
Class 8.-NATITE IRISH SETTER DOGS.
236. W. I. Conover, Marlboro, N. J., VICTOR, red, 2 years.
228.

229.

.

I. Grainger, 32 Broad St., N. Y., FRANK, red, 7 years.
G. R. Grinnell. N. Haven.Ct., BOCK. Jr.. r. and wh., 23 m.
B. BachBller. VailBburg, N. J., DUKE, Jit r., 3 years
K. G. White, College Point, L. I., TOM, r., 9 years, and 10 mos.
K. a. White, College Point, L. I., 8COTT, rod, 18 months.
D. T Charles, Albany, N. Y., PBITZ, r. and wh., 4 to 5yra.
E. E. 8affern, Pier 30, N. R., N. Y., GYP, r., 3 yre. and 3 mos.
A. P. Vredonburgb, Bergen Point, N. J., TIP, r. and wh., G yrs.
B. Lawrence, Flushing, L. I., PILOT, red, 5 yeara.
J. A. Barnes, Hartford. Conn., SNIPE, red, 3 years.

359.

SOU.

301.

242.
243.
244.
245.

246.
247.

248.

H.N. Munn, N. Y., COUNT OF ORANGE, red, 6 yeara.
W. H. Lawrence, Flushing, L. I., SCOUT, red, 2 yrs. and 6 mos.
Lakin, Weatfield, MaaB,, KED, r. and wh., 6 years.
W. H. Gladson, Boonton, N. J.. PAT, red and wh., 1 f. and 4 mos.
C. H. Raymond, N. J., MONTAGUE, red with white.

249. J. A.

250.
261.

262. Dr.

H. Gardner, 50th

at.

& Broadway, N.

JACK,

Y.,

red, 3 years.

M. P., 49 E. 23d at., N. Y., RAKE, rod, 6 years.
W. 3. Marvine, New York, DON, liv. wh. and tan, S years.
A. Taylor, Jr., 66 B'way, N. Y., SAILOR, r. andwh., 1 y. & 3 mos.
H. R. Bishop, Irvington-on-Hudson, DOCTOR,!-, & w., 7 y. k 2mos.

253. A. R. Stractuui,
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.

259.
2(H).

261.
202.

203.
264.
266.
266.
267.
263.

209.

270.
271.
272.
273.
274.

275.
276.

277.
278.
280.

281.
282.

283.

284.
286.

G. S. Sedgwick, 201 B'way, N. Y., BANG, r, -2H years.
T. Morford. Newton, N. J. SPORT, rod and wh., 3 years.
Elisha Shepherd, Bound Brook. N. J., FIJI', red 14 months.
G. Wi Basalord, Harrison Kennel, N . Y.. DON, r. and wh star 1 y.
C. E. Miles. 79 Willoughby St., Brooklyn, FRED, r. and w., I
j.
J. E. DeveUn, N. Y, city. SINGER, r and w., 7 yeara.
H. Dalley. Jr., 116 Liberty at, N. Y. DASH. r. 2 } y.
F. W. Klappert, 328 East 25th St., PRINCE, lir. and w. 1 y. S , w.
J. E. J. Granger, 39 Broad St., N. Y., TEDDY, r. 2 years.
J. E. J. Granger, 39 Broad St., N. Y
RUMP, r. 2 y.
J. A. Backus. Newark, N. J,. FRANK, r. with w. l'oet, 4 years.
T. E. Kitchlug, Box 3321 N, Y., DASH. r. and w., 12 years.
A. W. B. Cram, 91 Halsoy St., Newark. JEFF, r. & w.. 2 y. &4 mos
Everett Smith, Portland. Mo.. GUY, r. and w., 5 y.
R. W. Roid, 86 Meserole ave. Greenpoint, TOM. r. 1 y. & 8 mos.
3. A. Hatch, 2»8 Fifth ave., HARRY, w. & r., 1 year.*". ; months.
J. A. Smith, 61 S. Gay St., Baltimore. SHEPHERD, r.
years.
Oscar Remmey, Jersey City, PAT, r., andw. spot, £ years.
E. A. Hawos, Newurk, N. J. NICK, red, 3 years,
J. B. Ayres, Morristown. N. J., LEO, r. and w
2 yeara.
TV. B. Hobart, Newark N. J., BOSS, r. 1 year and 2 months.
Fisheri Bickerton, Brooklyn, L.I., MTJB1FURER, and throe pups.
C. DuBois Wagataff, Babylon, L. I., DICK, r 3 year?.
J. B.Bergen, Red Bank, N. J., PAT, r., 14 months.
Robinson, 432 Atlantic St., Brooklyn, N. Y., DUKE, r., 10 yrs.
Everett Smith, Portland, Me., BANG, r. and wh. spots; 2 years.
F. H. Oozzens, 29 East Slat,, N. Y.. HUMPS, r. and wh.; 3 vrs
M. T. Eoche, N. Y., PRINCE, r. and wh.; 16 mos.
Class
NATIVE IRISH SETTER BITCHES.
K. G. White, College Point, L. I., LADY 2d. red; 2 years, 6 moa.
8. N. White, CoUege Point, L. I., GRACE, red; IS luos.
,

.

.

.."

.

.

R

8—

287.
288.

Raymond k

Creed, Jamacia, L. I., ROSEY, red, 2 yrs.
Jefferson Cooper, Rockland Co., N. Y., MOLLIE, red; 8 yrs.
201. S. S. Whitney. M. Plains.
J.. BELLE, red, wh. splash; 2y..7m.

289.

21)0.

N

A. Taylor, Jr., 56 Broadway. N, Y.. FAN. red; 2 yrs. and 7 mos.
Drake k Anderson, Sussex K. Club. N. J., ROSE 2d. 2 y., 9 m.
294. Garrett Roach, 624 6th ave..
Y., BELLE, red; 13 mos.
295. C. E. Miles, 79 Wllloughby St.. Brooklyn. JULE, r. and wh. 6 y
296. A. Elmendorf, Brooklyn, BESS, orange and wh.; 1 year and 9 ra
297. B. Peachey, N. Y., FAN and 4 pups, orange, and wh. 2 years.
298. Everett Smith. Portland, Me.. CORA 2d, red, 3 years and 3 mos
290. W. H. Bryant, Hempstead, L. I., BESS, red, 2 yeara and I month
300. S. A. Hatch, N. Y., BLANCHE, wh. and red; 1 year and 5 mos.
301. T.Newbolds, 12 West 2>th at., N.Y., COUNTESS, r., 1 yr., 6 n
292.
2H3.

N

;

;

& Bickerton, Brooklyn, L. I., BELLE, red, 5 yrs.
Lambert, St. Nicholas ave., 130th St., N. Y., PEG. red.
H. Coziens, 29 East 31st at., N. Y., KATE, red and wh.; 3 yrs
W. Anffinordt, Hotel Brunswick, N. Y., CORA, red; 3 is yrs.

302. Fisher
303. J.

304. F.
305.

Class

8—NATIVE

IRISH SETTER DOG PUPPIES (Under 12 months.
Shaw, KQ4KMAN, rod and wh.. whelped Dec. 19th. 1876.
K. G. White, Jr., College Point, L. I., BRIT, red, 9 moe.
E.G. &P. LaMontagne, N. Y., DASH, red and wh. ,914 mos.
P. Noel, N. Y., BEGOBBAH, red, born May, 1876.
S, Thorne, N. Y.. REX, red, 8 mos.
O. Steward, N. Y., SAM, red, 10 mou.
W. Curric, N. Y., BAGE, red and wh., 8 moa.
Dr. J. B.Gilbert, N. Y., ROGER, red, 4 moa.
W. P. Aaten, N. Y., PRESTON, red, 6 mos.
W. P. Aaten, N. Y., BARON, red, 6 mos.
G. W. Ba8sford, Harrison Kennel. N. Y., DASH, red, 6 mos.
H. Oderick, N. Y., COUNT, red, 11 mos.
J. D. Smith, Stamford, Conn., REX, rod, 6 months.
C. 8. Keller, Washington, D. C, PILOT, red and wh., 9 moe.
Everett Smith, Portland, Me., OALE, red, 3 mos.
H, Beckett, N. Y., JACK, red, 6 mos.
Jesse Sherwood, Edina, Mo., SHANTIE, red, 1 year.

306. F. D.

307.
308.

309.

310.
311.
312.

S13.

314.
316.
316.

317.

318.
319.

320.
321.

323.

8.—NATIVE IRLSH SETTER BITCH PUPPIES (Usosn
W. B. Lawrence, Flushing. L. I., DIANA, red,9moa.
324. A. Taylor, Jr., N.Y.. BANCHIE, red, 6 mos.

Class

12 Mos.).

323.

JESSIE, N. Y., wh. and red, 9 mos. and 17 days.
W. Baasford, Harrison Kennel, N. Y., GIPSEY, red, 6 mos.
N. Y., TOPSEY, bl'k and tan, 4 mos.
828. P. H. Morris, N. Y., IRENE, red and wh. Hi mos.
329. Everett Smith, Pertland, Me., BOUGE, redand -wh., 3 mos.
330. Jesse Sherwood, Edina, Mo., CARBIE, red, 2M mos.
331. Jesse 8horwood, Edina, Mo., CARRIE H., red, 8>J mos.
Class 9.—NATIVE OR IMPORTED GORDON SETTER DOGS.
336. E. 8. Sanford, Jr., BPIERO, bl
wh and tan, whelped Oct. 2, 75.
336. H. G. Scudder, GRANr. black and tan, 4 years.
337. Jerome Marble, SHOT, black, white and tan. 1 year.
338. H. N. Munn, DUKE OP GORDON, bl. and tan, 12yearB,
339. H. N. Mann, 8C0T, black and tan, 3 years
810. H. N. Munn, DIKES, blaok and tan, 3 years,
325. H. R. Bishop,

326. G.

827. J. Gillelan, Jr.,

,

. ,

.

tan,

5W

yeara.

blaoli

and

tan, 2 years.

& Bickerton, B'klyn., BORDER LILLY, bl. and tan. 2 yrs.
James B.TiTley, L. I.. RING, black and tan. 1} years.
JamesR. Tilley, L. I., WHIP, black and tan. 1} years.
James R, Tilley, L. I., DREAM k 6 pups, bl. k tan, 2 yrs, k 7 mos.
James R. Tilley, L. I., GRACE, black and tan, 1 yr. and 10 mos.

372.

373.

Class 9.—NATIVE

519. E.

OR IMPORTED GORDON SETTER DOG PUPPIES

3119.

400.
404.
405.
400.
407.
408.

409.
410.
411.

Class

—

mos.

S.U EAIili, EodgO.

ill-,.

.

.

v

;

THAN PURE IRISH

.

— COCKER SPANIELS (Dogs on

Bitciifs.i

.

529. F. H. Hoe, Tarrytown, N. Y., WITOH, liv. and wh., 2 y. k 11 m.
630. F. H. Hoe, Tarrytown, N. V., NELLIE, liv., 4 years.
531. Raymond k Creed, Jamaica, L. I.. SAM. liv.and wh., 3 years.
532. Raymond k Creed, Jamaica. L. I.. COUNTESS, liv. and wh.,2y.
633. Drake & Anderson, Sussex (N.J.I Kouml Club. Tiil'sKY. bl., 7y.
534. Drake k Anderson, SussoxIN. J.) Kennel Club,JUDY,liv..ly ,t4m.
635. Drake & Anderson. Sussex IN. J.) Kennel Club. Nil', hi. 10 mos.
5.16. Drake .V. Anderson. (Sll <sex K Club!. N. J.
IF. liv. 10 mos.
'"
6:17. T. Coir ::ie, s.,. nth .1... S V
538. J. lUmmon, Windsor Out .11
639. C. Allen. Worcester Mass GRIP liv andw 5 v. and 8 mo"
640. C.Alleu, Worcester ^lu— FLIRT and pup liv' aud w
ii
vears
511. V.'. A. .osier. Blatbush.L I I'd. ''.
.-:.
512. A. B. Purdv, Union Clnb, N. Y. TOBY. liv. and w. 18 mos.
643. A. B. Purdy. Union Club N. v.. PUNcll. liv. and w. k tau Is mos
544. Col. Alfred Wagstaff, Univ'tv Build. X. V. l.V'K. liv. \ w. 7 mos.
515. Oil. Alfred Wagstaff. Uuiv'ty Build. N. V.. JILL, liv. & w., 7 mos
646. W. Hunt Jr., Box. 1046, La.. PEG, liv and w.. whel. June 1876,
617. E. H. Oilman, Mich. ADELINA PATTI, liv. -V w.. ticked, 2'.. years,

PUNCH

.

I

i

.

I

'

and 10 mos.
and 10 mos.

.

OF ANY OTHER BREED

Class 17.— FIELD SPANIELS.

"

(Dogs or

Bitches).
548. Jonathan Thorne. Jr., 76 Gold at., N. Y., DUKE.o. and w. 18 mos.
519. Jonathan Thorue, Jr., 76 Gold St., N. Y.. FLOE;
aod wb„ 2yr£,
360. Phoenix Romsen, Babylon, L. I.. BLACKEY, bl., 4 yeara.
551. J. F. Bathyen, Bil 110. N.Y.. DASH. liv. and wh.. 3 vears.
552. F. O. DaLuzo. N.Y., SANKEY. liv. and w„ 1 year aud 2 months.
553. W. A. Coster. Flatbush, L.I..
NED. bl 7 vears.
654. H. Blossom, 58 W.O'MSr., N. Y., FIDO, lem. and wh. Iff yre.
565. H. b.ossom. 58 Yv*. 33d St N. Y., NULL, lem. and wh 2
years.

A.—NATIVE BLACK AND TAN, OR BLACK. WHTIE AND TAN.
SETTER BITCHES.

BLACK

.

,

412. G. W. Bassford, N. Y., NELLIE, bl. and tan, 2 years.
413. ,7. E. J. Grainger. N. Y., BEAUTY, bl. aud tan, 2 yrs.
414. S.F. Speir, M. D.. N. Y.. FAN, bl. and tan, 18 mos.

1

,

,

5:50.

Class 10.— POINTER DOGS, OVER 60 lbs. WEIGHT.
F. Schuchardt, 278 Fifth ave., N. Y., NED, wh. suot'd bl., 17 mos.
J. W. Coffin, N.Y.. RAKE II. wh. aud lem.. 2 yrs. 11 mo B
Nelson Cornell. W. Meriden, Ct.. DAN.liv. and wh., 1 yr. 9 mos.
H.Y. Leavitt, Box 3iUo, N. Y.. SHOT, lem. and wll.,3 yrs.
O. W. Donner, Brooklyn, N. Y., FRANK, liv. and wh., 5 yrs.
A. S. Clark, Brovblyn.N. Y. JUNIUS, liv., 7 years. Imported.
The Ashoroft Kennel Club, Conn., MORN, lem. and wh., 3 yrs.
H. B. Beach, West Meriden, Conn.. DUKE, liv., 2 yrs.
«. G. Barker. Box 709, Boston, Mass., PHIL JR., bl., 18 mos.
W. L. Brooks, Box 234, Stamford, Conn.. BINGO, liv. and wh.
Luke Corcoran, Springfield, .Mass.. MACK. liv. and wh., 4 yrs.
R. A. Soule, Mass.. SPORT, liv. and wh., whelped July 3, 1875.
F. K. Leavitt, New York. SMOKE, liv. and wh., 7 years.
E. A. Uawc-s, Newark. N. J., NED, liv., 3 vrs.
T. G. Stcpng, N. Y., TILL, lem. and wh., 2 yra.
432. Win. Hepslev, Jersey City, BOSS, liv. and wh., 4 vra. and 2 mos.
433. Col. Aided WagslalT. N. Y., KENO, liv.and WD,, 4 yrs.
434. Abram Kirkman, :N. Y„ DUKE, liv. aud wh.,
yoarB.
435. F. C. Mollcr, N. Y. SPRING. 1,1., 8 veara and 7 mos.
436. E. M. Childs, Inwood, N. Y., ROVER, liv. and wh., 1 yr. 8 mos.
437. E. Leavitt, Jr.. Box 3,32a, N. Y., SHOT, lem. aud wh., 6 yrs.
433. E Leavitt, Jr., Box 3.025, N. Y., MAC, liv. trad wh., 5 yrs. 4 mos.
459. Jesse Sherwood, Edina, Mo., BAKE, liv. and wh., 2 vrs. 6 mos.
441. S. B. Dllloy, Lake City, Minn., DON, by Ranger, out. of Queen.
442. A. E. Chamberlin, Towanda, Pa., ROMP, wh. and liv., 4 yrs.
443. Oscar Willigerod, N. J. FRANK, liv. aud wh., 3 yrs. 4 mos.
444. Nelson Cornell, Conn., DAN, liv. aud wh., 1 yearand9mos.
415.. ». T. Hammond, SHOT, Mass., oram>e aud wh., 2 yrs. and 6 mos.
446. S. T. Hammoi
months.
id tvhlto, 2 yr«
147. W. H. Manu, PRINCE, bver and white, i vears.
4474. E. H. Lathrop. DAD, orange and white, St years.
416.
416.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.

'

1

8 1 ANIEL8, OTHER
(Doos OR Bitches;.

ii

9

a

WATER

—RETRIEVING

Class 16

C. Oolburn, N. Y.. DASH, bl , wh.and tan,7yrs.
C.J3olburn, N. Y., DUKE, bl., aud tau, 2 yrs. and 10 mos.
G. C.Tlolburn, N. Y., BOB, bl. aud tau, 1 yr. aud 9 mos.
G. C. Oolburn, N. Y., TRUMP, bl. and tan. 1 yr. and 6 mos.
Elisha Shepherd. Bound Brook, N. !.. DUKE, bl. and tan, 14 mos
G. W. Bassford.N. Y., CHUISS. bl. aud tan, 2 years.
11
F. B. 1,1
Boston, Mass.; NED, bl. and tan, 2 vrs. 4 moa.
J- Howard Hand, Conn., DASH II., bl. and tan, 3 years.
F. S.Fisli.N. J., BILLY PATTON. bl.and wh.. 1 yr. and 8 mos.
E. Dexter, Boston, Mass., DORR, bl. and tao. 13 mos.
H. F. Speir, M. D., N. Y.. JOE, bl., wh,and tan, 18 mos.
E. S. BaoJbrd, N. Y.. SPEIRO, bl., wh. and tan. wuelped Oct. 2.'75

C

and wh.,

624. H. Mencken, Astoria, L. I., DASH, liv. and wh.. 6 years.
625. B. 8. Latrnbe, 144 St. Paul St.. Baltimore, SCAMP, brown, 6 yrs.
620. T. Finn, Bridgeport, Conn.. JUDY and four pups, liv., 2 j ears.
627. John Thomas, 103 J.iv at.. B'klvn.L. I., UNIE, br.and yel. 2
v
628. C. T. Pierce, Brooklyn, L. I.. VAL JEAN, liv., 11 m. and 8 days.

Cuss 9A.—NATIVE BLACK AND TAN OR BLACK, WHITE AND TAN
SETTER DOUS.
393. R. C. Cornell, N. Y.. SUNNEY, bl. and tan, 10 months aud 8 days.

398.

bl.

PRIDE OFTl [111

H. Oilman. Detroit, Mich.

..

Class 15

'

.

Ml. G.

VENUS,
VIXEN.

do.
do.

W

(Under 12 Mouths).

Westminster Kennel Olub, N. Y.. PRINCE, black and tan, 7 mos
380. M. Grinnell, New York, ItliX, black aud tan, 7 months.
881
F. W. Maullin, New York, CONN, black aud tau, 9 months.
382. 8. F. Speir, M. D., Blyn., N. V., ROMEO, bl. aud tan, 10 mos.
383. S. F. Speir, M. D., Blyn., N. Y-, LEO, hi. and tau, 10 months.
384. S. F. speir, M. D„ Blyn., N. Y., REN OVA, bl. and tan, 10 mos.
886, O'Brien Bros., Yonkers, N. Y., SAM, bl. aud un, 8 months.
386. E. H. Gillman, Detroit, Mich.. POWDER, bl. aud tan, D months.
Class 9.— NATIVE OR IMPORTED GORDON SETTER BITCH PUPPIES (Under 12 Months).
387. N. B. Martin, Orange, N. J., ROSE, bl. and tn., 9 mos. and 29 dys
3S8. Jas. L Mir-iu. Newark. lil.SS. 1,1. and tan, wLclpcd Mayla, '76..
389. Dr. H. Gardiner. N. Y., BELLE, bl. and Ian, 8 months.
39U. J. Addison Smith, Baltimore, DREAM, bl. and tan, 10 mos.
891. O'Brieu Bros.. Yonkers, N. Y.. JULE, bl. and tan, 8 moe.
392. E. It. Gillman. Detroit, Mieb.. SHUT. bl. and iau, 9 mos.
392>j. J.W. Walker, N. Y., BLACK UE8S, bl. and tan, 3.'.j mos.
379.

391. 11. F. Aion, M, D., N. V., GLEN, bl aud tan, 2 yrs.
3.'5. J. w. waik-r. N.Y., DASH. bl.. tau aud wh., 2 yra.
396. T. S. Shepherd. DUKE. bl. and tan, 4 yrs.

do.
do.

Clakt 14
IRISH
SPANIELS (D..gs or Bitehesl.
520. Vf. A. Coster. Flatbush.L. I.. SPORT, liv., 10', vears.
521. T. Finn. Bridgeport, Conn.
MAC. liv., :i vears.
- :!
522. C. Dnliois Wagstaff, Bab] ton, J
u -'i
r
823.
.Fitchtenberg, 76 Fultonst. N. Y. FIDO, dark browu, 4';. years.

375.
377. K. Watson, Jersey City Heights, BELLE, black and tan, 8 years.
578. James D. Dougherty, Pa,, MIDGE, black and tan.

,

,

and

bi.ie!,-

Fisher

1

.

1L,

1'.

Emerson Foote, MAB,

369.

371.

,

QUEEN BESS

Dallas,

M. D., FAN, black aud tin, 18 months.
Spelr.M. D., DAISY, black and tan, 2years.
308, A. Belmont, Jr., MAUD, black and tan, 15 years 2 months.
ffl. S

do.
do.

Le Grand Cannon, 311 flthav., N. Y., LELA. liv. and wh., 3m.
510. F. A. Tanuerhill, 42 Bond St., N. Y.. NIGHT, black, 3 months.
611. A. R. Straohan.M.D., 49 East 23d st. .BELLE, liv. k w., 11 mos.
512. c. w. Preston, 632 Leonard st., Greenpoint, L. I. (HP, liv. 10 mos.
513. W. A. Coster. L. I., DO IHESS, liv. k w.. ticked, whel. Feb. 16, 77
514. J. Behlier, Newark. N. J., JESSIE, black. 9 months.
610. Jesse Sherwood, Edina, Mo. QUEENH, liv.and w.. 6 mos.
517 8. B. Dilley. Minn. FLEET, w. liv. aud ticked. 7 months.
Cla,- 13,— CAESAPEAKE BAY DOGS (Dogs or Bitches).
518. C. H. Tilghmau. Easton. Maryland. TRIP, sedge, + years.
609. 11.

S. F. Spoil,

3ti«.

370.

2*0.

507.
503.

Mlio Seagars, NELLIE, 3 years.
Mild SeagtTBi FANNIE. 20 months.
364. G. S. Sedgwick, BELLE, black aud tau Gordou, 2} years.
363.

237. J. E.

239.

m

W. H. H, Murray, 140 Tremont at., Boston.
Class 12.— POINTER BITCH PUPPIES (Unukti 12 BIostbs).
603.1,.. It. M. Lindsay. Soranton, Pa.. SNIPE, bl., 10 mos.
504. Westminster Kennel Club, N. Y.. EILEN. lam. and wh., 2 moo.
505.
do.
MINNIE, loin, and wh., 2 moa.
do.
do.
600.
do.
do.
DUCHESS, lem mid wh,, 2 mos.
do.
503. Rev.

362.

286.

241.

L

Raymond & Creed, JUNO, black and Inn, 3 years,
W. J. Farrar, NELL, black and tan, 6 years.
W. J. Farrar, FAN, black and Ian, years.

MB. W.

POWDER,

.

657.
658.
569.

560.

Jesse Sherwood, Edina. Mo..

FLAX, wh. and lem., 3 years.
G.H. Andrews. Brook Haven, L. I., SPORT, wh. aud liv., 6 mos.
G. H. Andrews, Brock Haven, L. I.. NELLIE, liv,, and w., ISmos
G.H. Andrews, Biook Haven. L. I., NED, liv. aud wh.. 18 intii.
G. H. Andrews, Brook Haven, L. I., SHOT, liv. and wh.,fi years.

.

contimijilitm of Bev:h,

(/•or

WHOM

TO

t

IT

Show see Page 211).

MAY CONCERN:

New Tonic, May 0, 1877.
In regard to my patent rough glass balls, I uudarsiand tbat there aro
Instances where they have been ordered and smooth balls'sent in their
place. All parties ordering will find none genuine unless they bear
lettered on each ball tho name of "Bogardus' glass bnli, Patented April
10, 1877," and furiher, that George E.Hart & Co. of Newark, N. J., aro
the sole agents for the wholesale trade for the glass balls and traps. I
also take orders wherever I shoot. I have shot two matches of 1,000
balls each, and in Ihe first I had to shoot at 1,136 smooth balls to break
1,000, and at Ihe seeond I used my patent rough balls, breaking 1,000
out of 1,028. 1 know, bv experience, that the shot will glauce off from
the smooth balls, as 1 have hit them with three or four No. 8 shot without Breaking them. Respectfully yours,
A. U. Bohaudus.— Adv.

,

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

Importers, have always a large stoek ot

and
sil-

POINTER

ClabsIO.—
BITCHES (o( ;0 lbs. weight or over).
448. Frcd'k Schuchardt, FAN, black, 5 years.
449. Oliver B. Gray. LUCY, liver and white, i yrs and 3 months.
450. C. L. Austin, BE
11 months.
h
451. F. A. Tanuerhill, HOLLY VARDEN, liver and v, hi te, 4 years.
432. Edward Bagot, DIDO, lem. aud white.
453. Philip Rogers,
white and! Ivor, 24 years.
454. D. G. Uartt, JUNO, white and liver, 5 years.
455. Albert Philips, MAY, white and liver, 2 years.
456. Luke Corcoran, BESS, white and liver. 4 years.
45". J. L. Nortbrnp, FLORA, liver, 7 years.
L PAN, white and liver, ticked, 18 mos.
458. S. B. Dtlley.
!

1

MARYLAND,

KOYA

459. S. B. DIUey, DELL, white ami liver, ticked', 4 years.
460. R. G. Hamilion,
FRANCIS, liver and white, 3 years.
4H1. Rev.
H. H. JIurrav,
Tremoni street, Boston.
Anderson. FORD, 0. and w., two years, 10 mos.
461}. Drake

LADY

W.

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,
racing and other sports, and on request, they

prepare special designs for similar purposes.
Thei^ timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

and are

\K

&

Class 11.— POINTER

DOGS

(under 60

lbs.

weight).

RANGER,

liver and white, 13 months.
462. H. E. Jones,
463. D. B. Fuller, SNIPE, liver aud white, 8 years and 7 mos.
464. J. J. Shotwell, N. J. BUSTER, bit. and tan, with wh., 18 raoa.
4Bo. A. B. Sl.rachati, M. I)
N- Y.. FLASH, bl.. i yra.
460. G. S. Floyd .ToueH. L. I.,
ET, liver and white, 13 mos.
467. R. P. Lnnnsbery, N. Y.,
or. and white, 1 yr. II mos.
468. D. G. Hartt, N. I., TIPPO, or. and white, 2 yeara.

&

Co., are

also the

agents in America for

,

RACK
PUNCH,

469. A. Swuouey, N. Y-, SNOW, black and white, 4 years.
4T0, J. H. Flagler. N. Y„ NED. liver aud white, 2 yrs.
471. W. Mvcks, N. J., BEN, light tau, 23 months.
472. Rnfas Prime, N. Y„ PAN. black, 3 years and 7 months.
473. E.Orgill, N. Y., RUSH, lemon and white. 1 year.

Class

li

— POINTER BITCHES (under
Y

50 lbs. weight).

474. Westminster Kennel Clnb, N.
., DAISY, liv. and wh. 1 yr. S mo.
475. Westminster Kennel Club, N. Y., FLIRT, liv and wh., 1 yr. 6mo.
476. C. A. Collins, N. Y.. DORCAS, liver and white, licked, 14 mos.
477. D. B. Fuller, N. J. QUEEN, liver and white, 7 yeara and 3 moB,
478. E. Leavitt, Jr., N. Y., 3 UNO, with
pops, liver and wh.
479. A. R. Strnehau, M.D..N. Y., DAI81 lemon and n bite, 1 year. '
480. O. C. Colburn, N. Y., BELLE, liver and white, 8 years and 10 mos.
481. H. 8. Mau'iaw, Md., HEART, and two pops, liver and white 4 yrs.
482. W. W. Skiddy, Oonn., LILLIE, liver and white, 3 years.
4S3. F. Bchuchardc. N. I., FLASH, liver, 1 year.
484. W. L. Brooks, Conn., JULIE, liver and white, II yeara.
485. J. H. Flagler, N. Y., NELLY, lemon and white, 21 years;
48«. Theo. Krtwsa, N, y., NBLI., orange and white, 5 years,

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose
line.

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated watches they have a fu

Their stoek of Diamonds and other Pre

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

the largest in the -world,

I

,

and

the public are invited to visit their estab-

lishment without feeling the slightest obligation to purchase.
A4T<

Union Square,

New

York,

,

.

N

'

.

!

FOREST AND STREAM.

216

f

//jf

§mnel

Wh

Beimel.

4°* §*k-

•Moat intelligent writer aboutdogs."— Rod and Gun.

§yort§tncn'§ gautes.

TO PURCHASERS OF

TO SPORTSMEN:

ALDERNEY STOCK.

THE PENNSYLVANIA

Camilla Lauey. near Dorking, Surrey.

DOUS CANNOT BLIP THIS COLLAK
No matter how violently they pull, ihis collar will
not choko or injure the dog. Made of heavy bridle
leather with trickle plated trimmings. Sent bv mull
with name of dog or owner on name plato for "§1.00.
Manufactured by

Thomson

Sc Son,
301 Broadway, N. Y.

k-

jan4-tf

Spratt's Patent
Meat .JTibriiie Oogr Cakes

THE PRACTICAL

KENNKL

GUIDE,

lQBtmictionfl how to rear and breod doys
for pleasure, show and profit.
The work contains additiou;:l c-L;ipters apon tho
Law on Docs," and " Hon-Sporting Kennel."
By GORDON STABLES, M. J>., CM.. K.N.

With plum
••

PETTER & GALPIN,

Broadway, New York.

THE STBA.THR0Y KENNELSTRIAL SETTER PUPPIES TOR SALE.
FIELD Leicester,
out of Dart. Leicester and Dart
By

more winners

Memphis

Field trials, Champion Stakes
—Drake 1st, Stafiord 2d, aod Paris 3d. Braces Stakes
Drako and Erin 1st, Maud aud Stafford 2d, and Paris
South
(then a puppy) :id. Drake is
tho
tit
Dai t'e brother. Price of Puppies when 3 months old,
$50. Address
L. H. SMITH, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.
apae-tt

At the last

_V

From the reputation these Meat Fibrino Cakes have
now trained, ihey require scarcely any explanation to
recommend them lo the use of every ooe who keeps
a dog. suffice it to say they ate free, from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive use or which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit is
secured to us by Letters Patent, For sale in cases
of 113 lbs. each. F.O.Dk LTJZE, sole Agt nt, 18 South
William street, New York. Special terms to dealers.

KS1IVNKT.

WADLELL,

Edina, Mo.

;

ages for Bale.

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It, is put up
la patent Ilexes with sliding pepperbox top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50ceuts by mail, postpaid.
for

Worms

W. H0LBERTON,
102

Nassau

New York.

St.,

EDINA KEMEL,
Proprietor^ Ediua, Knox
County. Mo„ breeder and importer of Sporting Dotts,
Pointers, .Setters. Spaniels, Fox and Beagle Hounds.
"Sancbo." Imp. Pointer Stud Dog; fee, $35. See
Englieb K. O. S. B.,No 1005. He is a grandson of
This dog
the celebrated "Hamlet," No. 836.
" Sauehu " has won seven prizes— four in England,
three here.

to
point, off, rs

offers his imported red Irish
"Buck," winner of prizes at the Centennial,
Louis and Baltimore bench shows, for stud
purpose. Terms, $25. For pedigree and particulars, address C. Z. MltET,

The Subscriber

Knox County, Mo.

Pointers aud Setters of approved Imported and Naalso pups of different
i.yr bloi id ttoroughly broken
ages, lo the stnd. Imported Irish Setters "Crouse"
and "Shamrock." Also Pointers "Phil Jr." aud
"King Philip," by "Old Phil"; "Phil Jr." out of
DOlburn's Lang and Wilson bitch; "King Philip" out
ofnladden's first prize and champion bitch "Fan."
I

;

500

SEEK

ACTIVE AGENTS

celsior Letter Copying Book. No press, brush,
water, or pad used. Copies on dry paper. Seud S3
and we will forward a 300 page book, full letter size,
by mail, postpaid.
Inquire of any Commercial
to

our responsibility.

Send stamp

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

Complete

Shooting

for

Suit

FOE

$10.

$10.

$10.

ei

'

"i:..!

.

:

-

I
:

,

1

l

i

:

i

.T

.

TT<OR YOUNG
Jj

COCKER SPANIEL

Stock from the choicest breeds inquire of

dec2S

M. P. McKOON,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y-

6m

BOB BBEBDIMG, REARING.
KENNEL
ing, exercising, and training

BOARD-

FOR
AM

Enter to Foukst ahdStbeam, and others.
Address

E. S.
uttplti"

P0

WAN MAKER,
Hohokns, Bergen Co., N.

R BA LE— A FINE

J.

LOT OF SCOTCH,

Stye, Dundy Diutnout, and Black-Mid tan

HAPPY TO INFORM

and cu-iomers
I
most Complete Game

MANY

that I have now ready the
friends
Bar: ever Indented, it has
capacity for 7a <1 mill. Pocket room for »0 shells,
It can be
is very light, weighing but a few ounces.
worn over a business coat, or can be worn under, es
you please. The material is water-proof drill. Sent
postpffidon receipt of price. Money refunded if not
Send chest measure only.
satisfactory.
W. H. HCLABIBD. Valparaiso, lud.
W. Holberton sole agent iu New York.

A

NEW WAD.

The FIBRE

ter-

sporting L'i..»s, Mai ese ears, Fe.rtets, &c. Medi
tines for nil diseases at L. N. MEYER, 45 Great
street, N. Y.
Septal ly.
riers,

Jones

$2.00
MY

marl5-3m.

Setters and Pointers.

SALE a Pointer Dog ten months old. For
particulars, address E.J. Rebbins, Wetherafd Ot
10-2t

May

Traps

antH

der, also a (Choke
J.

WAD will give

better penetration and

pattern than Eley'; wadding. Is elastic and plastic,
will hold the load sKOitnv.t.Y is brass shmj_,s.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.
Price, per box of 250, 23c. for 12 aud 10, and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt of price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Audrr sa
DELAWARE CARTRIDGE CO.,
Wilmington, Delaware,
5apl3m

and

RAILWAY.

Mass

Dlttmar Pow-

Balls,

Bore: Beiiiiogton Breech-

LEICHT, Burlington,

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
crossing and connecting with all East and West Linos
In Iowa, running through some of the finest huntinR
grounds iu the Northwest for Ooese, Ducks, Pinnated
and Ruffed Grouse, and Quail. Sportsmen and their
dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates on parties of
ten ormore upon application to General Ticket Office,
Cedar Rapids.

Ii.-vya.

SALE.— NEW WINCHESTER RIFLE, with
FOR
Made expressly for
reloading tools, shells,

O. J. IVES,
General Passenger Agent,

W inflow.
General Manager.

ti

etc.

A rare

Also, complete files of Chicago
Firld. Turf, Fitld and Farm, and N. Y. Sportsman.
Write for particulars to D. Louis Bont«„ Bald Mountain, N. Y.

me.

chance.

SALE.— A Parker Breech-Loading Shot

"THE BERMUDAS."
ATdW

Good Shot Gun and a Pocket Rifle, in
WANTED—
exchange for Books aud Pictures. Have among
ethers,

1

ij

1

eiauii'S

ot a

'e

01

k

HEATH,

give good trade.

ponulae

A.

FAVOKITE AND DELIGHT-

J_S

fantetl

m suiuh

iu)u

y/uuU

16 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, O,

10-lt

FTJL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New "York, and being surrounded tiy the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.

The

elortant,

British Steamships

"Bermuda" aud

"Camilla," 1,000 tons, lilted expressly tor tho passcnare dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortniglulv, making connection at Bermuda with
Thomas aud West Indies. For
steamers for S
full information applv to A. E. OUTERBR1DGE,
Dec21-ly
Agent, 20 Broadway, N Y

tter travel,

.

W

ANTED—A

first-class Double Barrel Breechloader Gun, 10 lbs., 10 bore, 32 inch barrels,

.

improvements aud tools, made oithor by
Purdy, Grant, or some other thoroughly first-class
Address, J. H. S., Hotel Brunswick.
maker.
all

ith

May

10-2t

§vhk and ^esartH

H

ALSEY HOUSE,

far Jgyarttitfu.

Atlanticville, L.

I.

A SUMMER RESORT, and

for Sportsmen all
, will oueh.June 25th
louse accommodates Fifty guests. Booms of

i

i

i

ap'U2

XV. T.

5t.

HALSEY.

Three stages

to

and from

New Haven

.FOR FLORIDA.
-i

daily after

,

U

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO PERNANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSIS KTERriUSE, and intermediate

TINE, SANFOHD,

JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and

landings on ST.
iu

SEA-SHORE HOME BOARDING HOUSE, by

e.'iim.M.

in Warred !i ,st,.r y. large I'a-.uih 11, Men. all illustrated
works, mriato radt igusfrsf ta Ihe best styles and
J da;
equit
istp
j lee

PAKTIES WISHING TO SEND THEIR DOGS TO

Guilford, Conn.

10-lt

BOGARDUS

foM7tf

Short Line,

Feb22-tf.

IOR

_

Pass. Agent.

Burlington, C. Eapids and Northern

Address SPORT,

"CMSfHING Pants and Jacket (Waterproof) tor sale.
Jj Nearly New, cheap. Address M., this office.

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
JAMES, Gen'l Agent,
r/ii'mMfinia and Sovllwrn Mail .5. *'. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

CROSSMON HOUSE.

1

:

WARREN LOWE,

TION.
One share in above Association for sale at a very low
The best. Oarne Preserve in America. Trout,

i.

Trenail;--,

D. M. BOYD, 3k.-, Gen'l
Fkank Thompson. Hen'l Manager.

ST. PAUL AND ST. LOUIS

0. F. HOTcuinss, at Short Beach, Bramtord.Conu.
Sea food, comfortable house and beautiful view of tho

FOB

2m

CBOWELL, Ludlow.
McKeon Co. .Pa.

BINDERS.
.uueu

tlie country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Also those having young dogs
that they wish bandied. For terms, i-c. address

parties.

Vf. H.

boaltty. A fijoe oak grove of two aoresat
fa. i:
rear of house. Nearer to aud larger than any bouse
bordering on Sbiiiuecock Bay, Soil and Still Bathing,
Boating, Duck, Goose, Snipe, aud Quail Shooting.
R-ferences liuiu former guests. Send for a circular.

A vf

AND FEATHER.

delivered if

to suit

Warranted better than any in tho market. Sent by
mail lor $10.75. 1,000 testimonials ou tile, which
say that " Holabird makes tho best Shooting Suit in
the World." This Suit is to beat the cheap trash
Should
in the market, which sell for moro money.
Send
you want anything extra-fine I can make it.
for my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.
Valparaiso,
IIOLABIKD
lud.
W. n.
mar22-3m
aeent
New
in
York.
W, Holborton sole

Get your fine books bound. Art Journal bound uniform 'to London publisher's style. Picturesque Am-

S»VLE.— One liver aud white pointer dog pup
seven weeks old, out of » Prudence," dam of
Strong's "Pete." by Westmiustor Kennel Club,
"Sensation." Pedigree Al. Address L. J. GAINES
West Meriden, Conn.

Also, to

SQTJAN, andooii'tsoniho NEW JERSEY OuAST
renowned for SALT WATVlll; SPORT A1TER FIN

IN

price.

P

and

Hunting.

bekch haven, capk mat,

ttjckjerton,

Trout Co.

Junll-4m

still

CO., 110
6apl7t

Street, Chicago.

All large size.

apr5

the time to plant

is

B LOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIA-

May

St.

BREEDING KENNEL

required

open a new estabone of the largest

lishment at a remote
and most profitable Fish Culture stations in the
United States for sale to a good customer. A large,
modern style, now house, and three acres of land go
with it. Address,
Frank N. Claek,
Noro-HviLLE, Mien.
apT124t.
(25 miles from Detroit.)

Dearborn

setter

Edina,

Now

TROUT FRY FOR .SALE
BROOK
any quantitv
Fry

FOR

The undersigned desiring

L}

Agency as

WADDELL,

Trout Flailing. Wing bbooilng, and

TpISn CULTURE ESTABLISHMENT FOB SALE.

circular.

Stud Irish Setter.

GUNNING AND FISHING
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
TICKETS ar sold at the offices of the Company in
all the principal cities to RANK, RKNOVA, BED-

Gun, with flue Daaraseu-i ban-els. 12 gauge, 28
inches, weight 9 pounds. M. A. BOSWCRTH, North
May 3-2t.
Brookfield, Mass.

%oiii[en.

lbs.:

JESSE SHERWOOD,

Company

Railroad

also reach the best localities for

E. F.

certain remedy. Put np in boxes containing a doBen powders, with full directions for use. Price 50
cents per box by mail. Both the above are recom
aiendod oy I!ml and Gun and Forest and Stream.

oct 13

DB

The Pennsylvania

FILL ORDERS FOR THE

above Seed promptly.

loader.

DOGS.

in

(FOR POINTERS.)

A. C.

AM PREPARED TO

May

A Bane to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
Stud dog Sensation; lemon and white, weight 60
n inner of seven prizes in England. Sired by R.
J. Lloyd Price's Champion Jim, and from Whitehouse, s celebrated Champion Field Trial Hamlet and
Baustoclt: just imported: 3} years old. Fee S3b.
W.
For pedigree end full particulars apply to
febl5 If
S Wiif.13, r West Fifty fount st., N. Y.

K0K

~>

other well-known centers for

SALE.

this office.

A

.

The finest bred Pointers and Setters of Imported
and pups of different
and Native blood, broken

first at Crystal Palace, 1874,

confi-

dence in calling the attention of iuteudingpurchasera
In 111- very unusual "]'>"" r.uaiiy eureil.si ;,j ,1 v< -ail,'
of acquiring stock descended from tho most famous
herds in the country, and which will be sold entirely
in consequence of the farm being overstocked.
Descriptive catalogues will be published in due
time, and may be obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorking, Surrey, England.
ap'H25t.

Black Bass aud Pickerel fishing.

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STBADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOE DOGS.

AREOA NUT
A. C.

PURE FAWN AND SILVER GRAY COWS AND
HEIFERS, AND ONE BULL.
The Auctioneers have much pleasure and

Lriicllc»v

—

BREEDING

'

'

.

Price, $2 per bushel. Sacks 25c. Cash must aoorder.
ap26-4t
THOS. P. CANTWELL, Brainord, Minn.

at field trials

and bench shows in America than any other dog and
bitch, Paris, Maud, Blanche, PeR. Pride of the South,
011i>. etc.. are all bv thorn. and Stafford is out of Dart.

Superior* Facilities
afforded hy their lints for reaching most of the TROTTING PAKKs and I1AC (a U'i:s;:s in the Middle
10 t,,i,ir
" rs >'
: TI
ALL
'"vee ,, ;
fif ,n- •„•!.
IMPO
KTANT
POINTS, a.oid the difficulties and aangetsof rcshipment, »v title- he excellent cars run over
the smooth steel track- enable STOCK TO IIETRANB1

the celebrated herd, consisting of

twelve or fourteen

I

for hie treatment, and notices
of the best do«s of the day 'Bud their breeders or exSew edition, with fflushibitors. 11 v "insl'ONE."
12roo,
cloth,
$1.26.
tratious.

of

MAY 22, 1811,

TUESDAT,

a selection from

compauv

With simple directions

dam

Camilla Laeey,Wosthnmble, ooar Dork-

it.

ZE2

:.d

ing, on

COMPY

FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, JIINNEI-iUA,

T H _3D O G506

lic auction, at

WILD BICE FOR

Illustrated. 192 pages. 12 too, cloth, $1, 50.

CASSELL-,

(of Dorking, Surrey, Engannounce that they are honored with
instructions from the owner to offer for sale by pub-

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

MESSRS WHITE & SONS

land,) beg to

ALEXANDRIA BAY,

Jeff. Co., N. Y..

O CROSSMON

& SON, Proprietors.

THIS
ly

HOUSE, RECENTLY REBUILT and elegantFURNISHED, is uow open for visitors. It is

located in one of the most delightful places in the
Thousand Islands region, commanding an extensive
view of the St. Lawrence aud the Islands, and offers
every facility for the eoiutort and enjoyment ol
guests. Outfits fur boating, bunting and fishingparmem for the bay connect at Clayton with
Si,
(i.-u
the Utica and Black River Railroad, and at Cape Yincent with the Rome, Watortown and Ogdrnsburg
ap!2-6m
Railroad.
,

Metropolitan Hotel,
WASHINGTON,

D.

C

;

Carrollton Hotel,

BALTIMORE, Mb.

hotels,

"

N. V„ ami ST.

NICHOLAS, N.Y.

THE METROPOLITAN
midway between the Capitol and the White
House, And the most convenient location in thi tsitj
It has heuu re-fitted and re-fnrnished throiiglioui.
is

is

MJRTU.-The new
KoRTHAM, leaves Pier

and olegaut steamer,

C. H.

No. iB, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3
Passengers to North aud East at 12 p. M.
p. m.
NltjUT LINK-.— The ELM CITY leaves Now York
iu New llaveu iu time for the
at. 11 la Mi, arriviue,
early moraine; trains.
Merchandise forwarded by daily express freight
-v.Hares through to Massachusetts,

Vermont. Western Now Hampshire. Nortborn New
York, and Oauada. Freight received until i p.m.
RICHARD PECK, General Agent.

&

ASTOR HOUSE,

perfect;

the

service

regular,

charges moderate.

R. B.

HARTFORD,

Til E

OLD DOMINION LINE.

Co.. proprietors of these famous
are well known to the old pal

R. B. Coleman

Decl4-ly

NEW HAVEN,
FOR
SPRINGFIELD AHD

COLEMAN &

GO.

aud

The etenmers of this line reach some of the finest
m intbeconnwaterfowl and u ptanc Come
hincoteague, Cobb's
trv.
Peninsula.
City Point
island, and points pn the
James river. Cuiril.ucl;, Florida, and Ihe mountainous
country of Vbgniia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail" Tocsda'y. Thursday, and Salurday, Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Full information given at office, 197 Greenwich Btreet. New
sep28 ly
York.

FOREST AND STREAM,
tgjparfsmcn' s

rPHE "FISHING LINE."

GREAT SOUTHERN

and the
AND THB

The South

Southwest

FLORIDA PORTS,

102 Nassau St., New York.
Camping, Shooting and Fishing Tackle
every

(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
Sportsmen who have cast a fly or trolled a spoon in

Grand Traverse Region

American Grayling

the famous

3

A.±

o'clock

J?. JML.
29, N R.

PIER
CITY OF ATLANTA.
Capt. M. S. Woodbull.
GULF STREAM.
Capt

Fi'om

W. Lockwood

O.

W. CLYDE.
Capt. Ingrahm.

S. (trowel!.

The above pteamers have been handsomely
np

for the

fitte-

convenience of passengers, and are unri

vailed on the coast for

and Comfort.

Safety. Speed

Close connections at Charleston wilh the favorite

and well-known Florida packets IiK'TATOIi, Capt.

CITY POINT,
DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST AlK JUSTINE, PAJLATKA, ENTERPRISE, MiiLONVILLE and all
Oapi

Vogel;

fur

Scot;,

itrook Trent Season opens May 1st.
Grayling Seaso opens Jane 1st.

at full length.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
^P~Insuranc-.e to des-tinatinn ONE-HALF OF ONE
PER CENT.
Passage
of Commission.
tickets and Bills of Lur'tins is-ned mid sisnod at the
JAMJW W". IMJINTARD CO.,
ofliceof
Agents, No. 177 West street, cm-, Warren, or

Goods forwarded

free

&

CLYDE & CO

Bowling Green.
Passage Tickets by all
routes and tn all points in ilie Smitli and Som.liwen,
In
n oan lii oblainoil a! Ihi
and further ml 'i
EE.NTLEY1) 1-IASELL. Genera] Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 31T Broadway; corner
dec7 ly
of Thomas street

W.

P.

Thronah Freight

,

No.

very beautiful

la

RAILROAD^

Kansas

to

from

Louis, and Chicago

St.

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

warranted.

sary to Sportsmen.

,

,

Send 10 ceuts for illustrated catalogue, containing
Hints on Fly Fishing. Camping, and Shooting;
Rules for Glass Ball Shooting, by Captain Bo-

HOPPE, Eastern Passenger

Agent.
1)6 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Send no money by mail, only draft or
Discount to the trade.

$xxidcrmg, J§tc.

P, 0.

US William St.. two doorsIVorth ofFnlton.
SCRIMGEOUR& J. W. THOMPSON,

f

ent styles. Prices to
suit the times.
Send for
illustrated circular
price

W.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,

"

::.:

t,..ver,

:

St.,

-. K.

N. Y., Agent.

Professional

in every

Janll-ly

variety.

The Best

Ball

Dead

Used by

Made.

all

the leading clubs throughout the
post-paid, at

Samples by mail,
$1. Samples of

Unitod States.

BOSTON

Amateur Dead Balls,

EDWARD B. CONWAY,

Taxidermist,
Successor to JAMES H. EOOME,
6B

Canniue

by mail,75

cents.

price-list of- all

Street, N. Y.

Send stamp for reduced illustrated
our Base-ball, Fishing Tackle, and

Sporting GoodB.

KNAPP & VAN NOSTKAND,
augWly

13U

SHOOTING

& SIMPSON,
NEW YORK.

FISH

POULTRY AND GAME,

NASSAU ST„

:

SETT

leave Pier

33,

North River, foot Jay St., at .5:00
IN SEVEN, YEARS.

NOT A TRIP MISSED

P.M.

Tickets for sale at

principal ticket offices. State

al!

press Company,
tcntt
rooms secured atom, and at 363 Broadway, New York, and 333 Washington
"

i

St.,

Nos. 589 and 290 Washington Market, N. Y.

CHAS. REICHE &

Brooklyn.

CHASED.

the

Between the East and West.
Parties desiring to visit any part of the

West will

Bnd

this road first-class in all respects.
Connections are made at Chicago with
ern Roads.

all

OPTICIAN,
545 Broadway,

Fulton St.,

THE

SHIRT

IPopixlar

MAKER.

G.

York,

Has received the highest award

at the Centennial
Exposition for his flue Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. Hie display at 545 Broadway of

From 5U

TELESCOPES. FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN

PORTABLE SHOOTING BOXES.

PRICE $13

EYES,

Etc.,
illustrated catalogue mailed on

ESTABLISHED

ERANK
kinds
avenue,

Direct connections at Buffalo wifb Now York Central
and Erie Railway.
At Detroit, -with Michigan Central Railroad.
At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western Rail-

and domestic

birds, 71

Fourth

Constant)) on hand a larsie stock

York.

of cages, seeds, gravel, aquariums, globes, gold and
fancy fishes, mocking-birds, talking parrots, etc.
Also dealers supplied . All orders promptly attended
octs ly
to.

SPORTSMAN'S ROUTE.
CANADA SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

New

1S40.

SCHOPF, BEALER IN ALL

of foreign

Guns or other ordinary
Do^s carried at reasonable

fiHontvue

Sample

Poultry Yards,

variety.

Send

G. O.

BROWN,

Brooklandville,

DOGS CARRIED FREE,

FRANK' E. SNOW,
O. P.

<fc

T. Agent, Detroit.

From

11,

Md.

whit e Leghorn tfowls. at $2
E^«^-b.c-,
Si-l^per doss rivmoulh Rocks, $2.50.
iP. Bocks Dickie's strain). When in want of eggs
from above stock, guaranteed pure, address D. GILPIN, Concordville, Del. Co., Pa. Correspondents
marl 3d:
cheerfully answered.

gg

CIRCULAR.

Tourist Houses built ill Secne-horse wagon, can bo put
r

for descriptive circular.

t

of a

Oiled

and given special attention.

AIR LINE-

Material

FOR HATCHING
Brafcams,
ready, from my PREMIUM BIRDS.
Cochins, Leghorns., i'olaaiita, Buttons, lloudans, Hamburghs, Dominkiue. Came, Bantams, &c. Pigeons in

Now

:.

STEEL RAILS.

of

CHOICE PORK BRED POULTRY, EGSUS

road.

THROUGH CARS- FAST TIME

BOSTON."

Cents up.

Is really wonderful,
receipt of postage of four cents.

for

W. Simmons & Son,

and Ties.

Elegant Scarf?

fine

General Passenger Agent, Chicago, lUs,

craps for Sportsmen.

New

Bois,

11

328

WALDSTEIN

H.

the West-

WENTWORTH,

make no charge

Henrv Reiche,
New York.

Sept. 21-

GREAT THROUGH LINE OF TRAVEL

Ithamar

Chatham Street, third door from North William
liARK AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR-

55

Chas. Reiche,

Detroit to Chicago
284 Miles.

Wo

SUIT,

FOB

MICHIGAN

C.

GOLD

Zoological Gardens and Menageries

Central Railroad.

HENRY

BRO..

Birds and. Rare Animals.

PROVIDENCE LINE

An important link in

OF THE

1

Freight only, steamers leave Pier 37, North River,
foot Park Place, at 4:30 P. M. Freights via either line
taken at lowest rates.
L. W. FILKINS, Q. P. Agent, D. S. BABCOCK, Pres.

Distinctly

Marked:

Importers and Dealers in Artificial Eyes for Birds and
18 Arch Street, Boston, Maes.
Animals.

LINE,

Garment

JEIach

Ball,

BREWSTER & KJfOWbTOS,

General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ills.

FOE BOSTON AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE
Elegant Steamers STON1NOTON and NARRAGAN-

Eyes

sale.

ii.

r

Holberton. 103 Nassau

SPORTSMEN.

and
MARTINS.

(Successor to Frank Good).

FISM& SIMPSON,

Segars and Tobacco.

LESSONS GIVEN IN TAXIDERMY.
Taxidermists instruments for

list.

::

thing that a sporting man
can be found at ilifa

out-tit,

IN.

Outfit

ip'tii

The best thing ever worn by
sportsmen. Not injured by wetting and drying -always soft and
-- to the feet. Four dif-

TAXIDERMISTS AND NATURALISTS.
This branch of the business a specialty. Anything
mouuted from a Humming-bird to a Cameo Leopard.
Always on hand a large collection of specimens
from nil parts of lire world.
Fine K'sr.ma Ta kle in every vatiety. such as Split
Bamboo rods and others by the beast makers. Reels
fact .ove.ry

Standard

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins

R. C.

lines: in

P. O. order.

W. H0EBEKT0N,

Box 6109.

Emporium,

Sportsman's

inable

find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

OW RECOGNIZE D

prices,

asd SxRBAM office, or address
J. H. PAGE, G. P. k T. A., Grand Rapids, Mich.

recoil

will

N

Hart's Metal Shells and Celluloid Reels.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and
and everything else useful and neces-

i

nnri

the best and cheapest

breech-loader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Three Traps,
Glass Ball Trap each $12 sett.
$30 ; Balls, $2.50 per 100. Spratt's Dog Biscuit.

Excursion

»

p Cars for Fishing Parti

A.

Every rod

Bamboo Fly 'Rods.

Leonard's Split

The Fox Patent Gun,

ill..
la
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel " at home" on
this route. For Tourist-' Guide, containing lull ioi.
Hotelii. JViats, Guides, tee,, and accurate maps of the Fishing Grounds, send to Forest

EVERYTHING.

STONING TON

Trout and Black Bass, from $7 upward.

Dogs. Guns, and fishing Tackle Car-

Jen

TING SUIT.

Black Bass Flies on baud, tied for casting with light
Directions furnished, if desired, bow, when,
fish with artificial flies for Black Bass.
Hand- Made Fly Bods, of the best quality for

Round Trip
Grand

Markiiiuw and Lake Superior

BASS.

rods.

as a rule, good, far surpassing the average in countries new enough to afford the finest Mushing.
Kic-nrsion
On and after June 1st
Traverse
Tickets sold to Points in
Region, and attractive traiu facilities offered to
tourists and sportsmen ; also, on and after July 1st,

Tickets.

BLACK

and where to

Accommodations,

r,

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

SPORTSMEN

The

.

'I he climate peculiarly
air is pure, dry, and bracing.
beneficial to those suffering with bay fever andasthma.
while plain, are,
Tlic Hotel

No

Chigago to

North Woods and lakes

"BOSTON

The Celebrated Ferguson Jungle Cook, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, M y, and ether

scenery

Tariffs.

& ALTOK

CHICAGO

readily send trophies of his
or "Club" at homo, as ice for

pack ing fUli can be bnd at many points.
Take y.mr lamilv wtlli you. The

t

points in Florida.

;

;

found in such

The sportsman can
skill to his friends

of the

CHAMPION.
Capt. K.

;

;

.

Wednesday and Saturday

etc.

;

numbers.

EVEHY

Shirts,

of

Blankets,

Tents,

including

Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Glass
Balls Dunoklee's Camp Stoves
Boudren's
Jack, Dash and Fishing Lamps ; Bond's Folding Boats Fenner's Trunk Boats Sara J.
McBride's Standard Trout Flies Holabird's
Celebrated Shooting and Fishing Suits of
Duck, Corduroy, and Fustian; Good's Moccasins; Holberton's Fly Books, holding flies

will

come again without solicitation. All other lovers of
the Rod are invited to try these waters, wberein
The fish named above, as also Muscalonge,
Pike, and Pickerel, abound.
In no other streams east of the Rockv Mountains
is

description,

Hubber Goods, Flannel

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
the waters of the

Emporium,

Sportsmen's

Brook Trout, Grayling, and
Black Bass Fisheries
OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN, VIA

C

Charleston, S.

^paqfatttqu's <$ood§.

gfa^ismmn §aads.

§ffortSttfen's §otttt[S.

$£oiti$s.

217

.

.

mechanic, and are far
a la 10 I'e.-t square and

eisule.

pain ten outside,

ADDRESS:
I

G
I

W.

SIMMONS & SON,

-OAK

(T

ALL. " BOSTON, MASS.

«

)

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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HOLBERTON'S IMPROVED FLY BOOK.

gpoftsmen'si §ood§>

PATFNT CAMP

STOETS—t

SIZES*

^

3

CAMP

NO.

•

s-

r

COST

E3
CTQ

fcj

o
Z
O
o

10x12x14,

WEIGHT 22

o
o

X
r

5
t-i

PACKED,

cp

»

5-

DIMENSIONS

03

Lbs.

*00

$11 50

o
>-d

PI

D

£

GO.

It

«

< K
*'
>
>

?
a
J

5d

bJ

K-

3
n
r
171

*>

r»
cr>

in

O

»rj

W
O

2
°

CD

o

<J
CD

CQ

3

2

W

i-3

S>

i>

•-3

(

o

»-i

B—

2
•-3

Philadelphia Fishing Tackle House.

Z%^

Holding Flies at Full Length, Bound in Fine Russia Leather.

Holding One Gross of Flies, each

A.

SHIPLEY & SON.

B.

COMMERCE

$8 00
6 00
3 60
1 60

Soft Russia, holding Eight Dozen Fliea.
Short, for Bass or Salmon Flies, holding Three Dozen
Plain Leather, without Fly Holders
Sent by mail on receipt of P. O. order or draft.
Ma y 10-"

P. O.

BOX

5109.

W. HOLBERTON, 102 NASSAU

ST., N.

Y.

PHILA.
Manc-paotueehs of PINE FISHING TACKLF.
503

ST.,

A Specialty op the

ItHUSUKS, and

Celebrated Green Heart Wood

RODS, REELS, &c, REPAIRED.
Shipley's Self-Hooking Elastic Snells,
Ash that bites." Send (or sample.

DONCKLEE,

H. L.

Box
For

2710.

sale

by

MANUFACTURER OF

HOLBERTON & BEEMER.

Pine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial

T.

CO.,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

aud Muz/.le-Loading BUot-Gune,
Sporting Equipments, and'

Ammunition

of all kinds.

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FLY RODS.
for every variety of Fishing.

Waterproof Bllk-Bralded Tapor Fly Lines.
Silk, Linen, and Cotton Fish Lines.
Artificial Flies

and

flneBt Reels
-

.-;.:,,

u

made
,'..:.

light,
,

..

,

,

HART

"\7"©:rxrx<>:n.1;.

Send

for Descriptive Price Lists.

Manufacturer of

Fine Ely, Buss, Salmon and Trout Rods
of Split Bamboo, or any desired material,
and Improved Light Reels.
Sold by all principal dealers in Ashing tackle throughout the United States.

Sportsmen's Depot.
CONROY, BISSfcTU MALLESON,
65 Fulton St., N. Y.
Factory: Foot South 8th
I

Brooklyn, E. D.

St.,

Six Strip Split

Bamboo

Rods

B^ly

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

JOHN KRIDEK,

,

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.

etc.

Banoor, Maine.

Nov23-tf

McJSride
ARMS

Mention Forest and Stbeam.

Stftiw jgi»{%

LEONARD,

Baits.

Spinning Baits, Nets,

TJXITED STATES

TACKLE,
FISHING
Manoliester,

durable and finely

.

UEOKKE E.
«fc Co., Newark, N. J.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Ely, Kocbester, N. Y., ant
Dr. J. R. Romeyn, Keesville, N. Y.

H. L.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Rods and Reels

,

CO.

REVOLVERS.

Kay's Shot Cartridges,
FOR

DUCKS AND

SNIPE.

HAIIT'S
METALLIC SHELLS, NICKEL CONE,
216 Market Street,

Flies.

Agent

for

New York and

vicinity.

N. E. Cot Second and Walnut

$25 Each
Formerly $40 Each,

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Philadelphia. 1376, decreed for exceedingly neat wc.-k
with solidity of construction. A fine assortment of
flies for trout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selected for any
Goods promptly made to order from s.ny
locality.
Address SARA J. McBRlDE,
oattern desired.
Mumfora, Monroe co., N. Y. W. Holberton, Sole
febl5-4m.

Hallock's Fishing Tourist-

Etc.
J.

This work

E. THOMAS, JR.,
GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174 8outli Clark Street, Chicago,

New York Mailing Agency.
with latest improved Newspaper Folding and
Hailing Machines
lUSprun, .St. ,4th dorrfrom
TriburieBulldingb. J AMES BRADY, Manager and
Proprietor, (Jpeu day nod uinUt.

III.

be of great service at this season to
anglers selecting localities for fishing, either for Trout
or Salmon.
For sale by Harper & Brothers, or at
apl8 tf
the office of Forest and Stream. Price 12.
will

Genuine Haarlera
KNOWN AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

Oil.

30

YEARS

Best remedy for bladder, kidney and gravel diseases, ym. WACH, I2C Canal Street, New York,

silver

and Trout Flies made

to order.

"KRlDKR'S" CELEBRATED CENTER ENAMEL
SPLIT AND GLUED BAMBOO RODS.
idermy

Birds' Skins in great varieties— Taxbranches.

and

in all Its

SPRATT'S PATENT

rtods,

JEPl-y

Philadelphia

FISHING TACKLE, RODS, RE BL9. LINES HOOKS,
ELIES, LEADERS. SNOODS, ARTIFICIAL
BAIT, FL¥ BOOKS. ETC., ETC.

Birds' Egt's

Best Quality Ash and Lancowood

Bts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
ion, Bass

Guaranteed.

Quality

German

Newark, N.

Flies,

AND DEALER IN

Pocket Cutlery,

Fishing Tackle, &c.
JSroecli

The
i

Click Reels.

ju20tf.

Importers aud Manufacturers of

Pistols,

and

Trolling

&

BARTON
Guns,

ORVIS,

'Fn n

Bt.ston.
102 Nassau street, N.

337

at full trade discounts, delivering thein freight

NEW

Olias

SEND FOE CIRCULAR.

them

1

"catch every

For Tront on gut 10c. each, 76c. per doz.
For Bass on doable gat 12c. each, $1.00 per doz.
nifihest Premium at Centennial, 1878, and Franklin

without oven, weight
I make a Kit similar to No.
These sloven arc durable and nive
59 lbs, cost ?!0.
universal satisfaction. Withiu three years over.1,500
of thee eaniD stoves have been sold.

selling

money required until the goods are received—making them cheaper
than even the material can be bought elsewhere. They are an absolutely pure
article, possessing great endurance and brilliancy, and are giving great satisfaction all over the country. We have a Patron friend who saved enough alone
on Paint purchased to pay his Grange expensed for a life-time. They also sell
ROOF TAXtfT 30 per cent, cheaper than any one else. It 1» to the Interest of
all about painting to write and have sent 1'reo their book,. ' JZverif One His Oirji
1'ainh •/'." It wilTsave much money, whether you buy their Paint or not. Adrdess, 259 FRONT STREET,
YORK .—(iVom "The Farmers' Frlend."J
paid, anc* 110

in Sets

Repairing of

Mounted,

J. B.

$12 Each

all

DOG

BISCUITS.
marl-lj

kinds

CEOOK &

CO.,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Formerly $17.
GST Dealers send for Trade

Catalogue.

"S»

CARD.
Dr. Fowicr^s Celebrated Six Strip Bamboo Fly-Rods.
Improved and finished without cut ting away the enamel.
The strongest and handsomest rods in the world.
Private orders solicited for all kinds of fine tackle.
Rods sent per express on approval. Send lot circular.
A. H. FOWLER, Ithaca, N. Y,

fllllli
.

ft

50

YAGKU,

FULTON STREET,

Sole

manufacturers

of

the

N. Y.
celebrated

"GREENHART AND SPLIT BAMBOO
RODS 'i,for salmon and treat fishing.

,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
<§£«/

^tlverMemmis.

§£$ort§nm(s

A

Splendid Muzzle Loader Double-Barrel Rifle,
made by Billinghurst of Rochester, N.T. It
was made to order for a prominent sportsman in the
West, now deceased, at on expense of $150. It. is
in perfect order, and is a remarkably good atiooter and
"— -inn ftCFi

TWO

Innnlr.,

POWDER ALLMILLS
MANUFACTU BERS OF

Brace of S11.VSH Stbain Setter Pupa for

GLASS BALL TRAP

PICTURESQUE AMERICA FOR

two balls, so that the
shooter can ilro at single or pairs of balls; will
throw in any and every direction without moving
the Trap and can be easily ohangod to move fast or
slow, as desired, from 20 to 10 yards. Weight of

perfect, hcauiles

;

;

ORIENTAL

In Press, and will be Published early in June-

lsTo~w Ready,
A NEW

while with black points.
Warranted to make good working dogs the coming
Fall. Address R. H. G. Box 199, Stamford, Conn.
Maylfc-lt.
sale

(Btniyowdcr.

$nblication$.

TO SPORTSMEN!

IhlS

lit

<§ood>>.
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K N'DS

F

I

IPORTMAN'S lAZETTEER

,

SALE.

;

emu
H.B.DERBY,

OS

COKIiIK'S

NEW

HIFL.E GALLERY,

Broadway, between

1,222

Superior to any other in the market.
It

cost. jJ3i. will sell for $15.
48 numbers, complete
Zell's Atlas or the Wotilti. complete; handsomely
bound. Cost $lff, will sell for $$.
'"
Broadway,
ny, N.Y.
May 10-lt.

wUl throw

C. C.

Trap, about S lbs.

& B. ZETTLKR,

GUN WANTEdT
A New or Second band Breecb-loaader, in exchange
Address,
for Cigars at $30 to $90 per thousand.
with description,

Lock Box

W.

PATEST APPLIED FOR.

BOX

P. O.

May

&

Co.'s

Minine and Blasting A. &

B.

BRANCH OFFICES.
J. G. Monro, Agent, 19 Exchange St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Cobb & Wheeler, Agents, 9 State St., Chicago, 111.
C. J. Chapin, Agent, 218 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Agencies in the principal cities in the United State*.
Janfl-ly.

Pocket Hammock.

H

"Weight only
lbs.
Bears l,300lbs., price $4.
mostlnxurioni Couch, Seat, Swing, &c.

A

BOSTON.

The "Oriental" powder is equal to any made; no
expense is spared to make the best.

TRATED WITH MAPS.

BY CHARLES HALLOCK,

NEW YORK.

6109.

10-lt

Seydel
1,

Sole Aljcill.

NASSAU STREET,

102

So.

82,

Hartford, Ct.

10-lt

DIRECTORY TO THE PRINCIPAL GAME
RESORTS OF THE COUNTRY; ILLUS-

W. HOLBERTON,
York.

Als °

In Shooting, Fishino, Taxtdebmy, Woodcraft, Etc.

Complete, with Pins, each $5.

ST.,

FALCON DUCKING.
WESTERN SPORTING
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.

COPIOUS INSTRUCTIONS

31st and 32d Streets.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
207 Bowory, New

May

THE GAME ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISHES OF
NORTH AMERICA: THEIR HABITS AND
VARIOUS METHODS OF CAPTURE.

;

OPES DAY AND EVENING.

BnOAD

Offlec-13

GENERAL GUIDE.

either one or

NEW YORK
'

FOREST and STREAM

"

MANUFACTURERS OP

Titan

f^ortsmctfs %ood$.

Powder. Dualin, Rifle, and
Shot-Gun Powder.

WASHINGTON^,

175

GENERAL CONTENTS.

if^f^flfflmNVKiMiirtV^W

POWDER WORKS

DITTR8AR

:

PUBLISHING COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

The attention

McCOY &

to theRifle

CO., 134 and 136 Du;

eSt.,

PART

N. T.

Eastern Coast Fishes.
Northern Inland Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the West and Northwest.
Pacific Coast Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the South and Southwest.
Southern Coast Fishes.
Dogs used for Sfort:
Their Different Varieties: TrainiDg and Management Diseases and Remedies.
Forest, Field asd Prairie:

JUSTOUT.

Wilcox Silver Plate Go.
Manufacturers' Finest Quality

QUADRUPLE ELECTRO PLATE.

The Third Edition of

DOMESTICATED TROUT.

WEST MERIDEN, CONN.
Show and
All

try

Sales

the prizes for the great Chicago

Show were made by

this

;

Game

,

Company.

LIVINGSTON STONE.

Branch Offices:

THOMSON & SON,
JOHN P. LOVFJJ,

Broadway, New York.
SONS. W.ahin
St., Boston.

301
,v

mm

CLARK.

4th and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati.
CO., 110 Woodward Ave., Detroit.
A. M. E3DAILE. 17 Common St., Montreal, Canada.

W.

A.

JOHN

E.

LONG &

The Hazard Powder

J

and other Devices.

Ocean, Lake, and River:
Art of Dressing Artificial FlieB; Instruction
Rods, Lines, and Lures
in Fly Fishing
Hints and Recipes.
Sporting Boats and Canoes:
Rules lor Sailing Boats; Useful Suggestions
in Buying, Repairing, etc.

Co.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

;

Liberal Discounts on Large Orders,
"It is the most complete guide to the art of Trout
raising ever published."—
Springfietd Republican, Springfield, Mass.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

The Dittmar Titan Powder and Dnalin, for blasting
and mining purposes, are now iu general use, and
stand at the head of this kind of explosives. Mar.29tf

for Different Kinds of
Hints and Recipes for Gunners De-

;

coys, Blinds,

YORK.
Dog and Poul-

in rapid firing, this powder is unsurpassed.
If this powder become* wet by exposure, it can remain so for any length of time without injury, It
beitig just as gond after drying as before.

Guns and Auimuuition

Revised and Enlarged.

Rooms;

NEW

MAIDEN LANE,

21

I.

Game Animals of North America.
Game Birds of North America.
Game Fish of North America:

jffublicxtions,

THE

of Riflemen and Sportsmen is called
and Shot-Guu Powder which Mr. Dittmar
has succeeded in bringing to a state of perfection.
For cleanliness, pattern, penetration, range, uniformity, little smoke, recoil, ieport.aud heatiug of barrel

may be had by addressing

Circulars

Gunpowder.

Woodcraft:
Expedients in Emergencies; Hints and Re-

SportingGoods
GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, and FISHING

HUNTING and FISHING

TACKLE,

cipes for

"An

admirable and standard work."—
Mitring and Scientific Press, San Francisco, Cal.

Bogardus'

Patent Class

Traps.

Bull

ETERVTBreS REQUIRED BY SPORTSMEN.

S3" Send Stamp

for Illustrated Catalogue.

WASHBURN"
John
New
6G

street,

E. R.

~©J

CO.,

<fc
Yorls.

MADISON,

PRACTICAL GUNSMITH,
564

FULTON

ST.,

FKANK SCHLEY'S

Seed

Time Cometh!

Repairs of Every Description done in an Honest

on application.

CURTIS

<fc

COBB,

of every style, Madison's Browning Mixture in 60c
and SI. 00 bottle-, Hoeornpanienl with directions for use
Send stamp for replies to queries appertaining to any
of the above.

SHOT GUNS, KEVOLVEES & EIFLES
References

Goods sent every-

St.,

Rifle Practice.

TARGETS,
For

all

to

for

Riflemen.

THE
AND
HOOPER,
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DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANY REQUn.'Kn GRAIN OR PROOF MAN-

UFACTURED TO ORDER.

88 Wall Street. New Yovlc.
Orange Sporting Powder.
OBANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos.
to 7, packed only iu sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breecn-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

^nn^owdnr.

John H. Carmany
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for

pamphlet showing sizes of the grain

& Co.

York.

P. O.
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CO., 26 Murray Street,

New
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OBANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the flBest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 13+ lbs.
and 6i lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and | lb.
All of the above give high velocities and leas resifia
um than any other branda made.

BLASTING
SHIPPING POWJ
DER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR M
25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
'

APPARATUS.

English Sporting Gunpowder.

DIAMOND GRAIN.

409 Washington Street, San Francisco,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nob. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6i lbs. each, and in canisand 5 lbs.
.

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

Terms, $2.50 per a
Published by

Ganltl

AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

8TJPERIOR MINING

tint).

561 Fulton street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

RAND POWDER

Editor.

•Vdopted by numerous Hide Clnbs throughout the
country, and by the Mass. Militia.

CirCards,

silicate
(all in

by wood-cut.

floral: magazine.
Coast.

of Pasters, Score

Rifle Shooting,

ORANGE POWDER.

California Horticulturist

This

of 35

FFFG is also
12i, and 6* lbs. and cans of5 lbs.
packed in 1 and J lb. canisters. Bums strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite branda
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
Is the standard Sifle powder of the country.
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TARGET PASTERS & SCORE CARDS,

cular, containing samples
giving prices, etc.

YORK,

PRICE, entire
$1 00
Tho treatise is the first attempt on the modem
basis, aud the elate aud system of score diagrams
are indorsed by every ritteman who has seeu them.
Address the author and publisher, EDWIN A,

sociation.
1 vol. 18mo, cloth, Price 50 cents.
Sold by all booksellers, or mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price, by J. B.
CO., New York.
iu29

E. J.

I>t

NEW

SYSTEM OF SCORE BOOK,
and including

yards.

Sold by Dealers in Sporting Goods
re
of TEN CENTS we will send by mail
JSS. 5S
ONE
HUNDRED YARD TARGET, with

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

'

lishing Co.,

New

Rules for Practice and Competition. Practical Hints
concerning Ranges, Targets, Scoring, Rifles, Shoot
ing, etc.
Forms for Organization of Hide Associa
tioua, By-Laws, and a Rifle Associations In America.
Illustrated with -Maps, Sketches, and Diagrams. By
Major Geo. O Starr, Secretary American Rifle As-

ranges from 25

20O

Florida.

CI1ATHAM STREET.

FORD &

DENNISON'S

and

"Duck Shooting."

Nos. ! (line) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6J and 124 lb. kees. Burrs slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
negation. For field, forest and water shooting
inks any other brand, and it is equally service* •
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

Pnblished by Forest and Stream Pub-

Modern Observations on

ATTENTION RIFLEMEN!

.

For

Hazard

Boston, Muss.

The "FOREST & STREAM"

Hand-Book

A tine

recently removed to

11 Avon

Sportsmen's & Riflemen's Sundries

H lb.

1 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters am
grain, ipiicl: and clean, for uplai a
Well adapted to short gum •
prairie shooting.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,'

No. 17

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."

1j

Ganp

to 6 (coarse).

1 (tine)

kegs.

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

Our twenty-fonrth edition of the Flower and
Rite-hen Gatden Directory, Illustrated, for 18<"<. is
now ready for distribution, embracing a complete List
of the Best Standaid Boston Market Varielies of
Vegeinble Seeds, ami the most beautiful of Flower
Seeds, and other Horticultural Requisites; it will
be forwarded free to all former customers, and others

this city.

Dealers' and Outfitters' List.
Index.

American Partridge and Pheasant Shooting.
Describing the Haunts, Habits and Methods of
Hunting and Shooting the Ajiekican PARTRincE
O.D1U.. Ruffed Grouse, Pheasants, with directiont for Handling the Gnn, Hunting the Dog, and
ShootiDg on the Wing. Price $3. Liberal discount
to the trade.
Address FRANK SCHLEY, Frederick
City. MA.
fcbl5-lf

1 (fine)

strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Nos.

A VALUABLE BOOK.

BROOKLYN.

furnished to clnbs at wholesale prices.

Nos.

A Sportsmen's Directory t the Principal Resorts
for Game and Fish i North America.
May 10-lt

Stocks Straightened, Crooked, Lengthened, or
Shortened to fit the shooter. Choke boring, lull or
modified. Taper Choke for thin muzzles, and Boring
for game shootiog. Pistol Grips fitted to shot guns
and rifles; Long Range SighLB fitted to ritics; Shot for
approximate elevations.

Gun

from all the clubs of
where C. O. D.

Hazard*! "Electric" Powder.
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Camp aud

Instruction in Taxidermy.
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Superior
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Col. Hawker's Ducking.
W, ST1TT,
Street, N, Y. Agent for the United States,
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& RAND POWDER
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Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebra

ed ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER, aecom
mended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
'Champloa Wing Shot of too WorhJ."

N

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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BALLARD

Paper and Metallic Shells

RIFLE.

Recoil One-half that of any Other

I Rifle.

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Mannf actured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE
SAFEIS

THAN ANY OTHBR,
^\J^^

EVERLASTING

Perfect Shooting guaranteed by using tun

(0.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN

STRAIGHT SHELL.

THE STTJRTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
e;
;
ei
THE BEEDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

Do

the exploded caps.
e.j.-.ie

SCHOVERLING & DALY,
Chambers
and

84

W. &
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Street,

New

York.

& SON'S.

SCOTT

C.

.

,

BROWN

ONE WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

FOR CATALOGUE.

MOTfl

;

Hoblis' paten- waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by nil that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS. -By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPEH SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
lnqnire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the LI. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
det-23 tf
Not sold at retail bs the manufacturers

First Prize Medal

and Diploma

awarded Centennial Exhibition, for e
celleuce of workmanship and material
in their Premier Quality and medium grades. Their New Patent
Triplex Lever Grip Action and Com-

pensating Lump.
sportsmen

of
j

new

action.

is

Its

The

attention

requested to the above
superior streogth and

imparl greatly improved shooting powers. Hard bitting, being the
desideratum required, is obtained by
this powerful gun. Prices of the New
Triples Lever Grip, $175, $225 to $100.
Marked the Triplex 10-bores extra. Our
v.

1.

'

;

i

highest grade Is as usual n avked the Pbemier Quality,
Extract from Forest a d Stream, Aeiu York, December

26, 1870, Contributed by one of the Judges of Awards 0;
Owns at tlie Centennial:
This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and

must

who test its merits.
X.TTMP. Strongly recommended.

rapidly secure the favor of

on

Choke-bores,

medium

or

Tbese shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid and much thic
'
than any shall now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving thr<
-e-.; eel
ita place.
The Cere: is ueate :::' -lee/: a em!
sorih'-'inV lUViiv. Ltn.rebv cansiiiet miseehres.
-»fast, like movable anvil made from steel. The Nickel Cone also prevent.
-j
These sheila
shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either iu steel or iron.
when a cap has been left
inches.
to 3
le any length ordered, from 2
are finely finished, and n
and Descriptive fVi.-e.-LiatH an bo obtained from all the leading Sportsmen's
Shells and Loadei
GEOKGB 15. HART & Co., Newark, N. J.
,ntry.
Houses throughout the

and should be ordered
Our guns to bo had of the principal

It is invaluable,

full.

PREMIER GUN WORKS, Birmingham, Engl ard

>
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who

can break these
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come a good wing

For Sale by
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From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

find
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SELECT ASSORTMENT
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Wind

Vernier Sights.

Balls for trap shooting.
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NEW GUN

CO., Newark,
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Peabody-Martini Breech-Loading Rifles.
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Sporting.

.
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335

Improved ttlimnx ttreaser, Loader, Cap-Kxpellc!
and Shell Bxtrartor. with Reversible
Loading nnd Creasing Cylinder.

S2

50.

For Sale by

i

the Centennial Short-Bango Match, at Creedmoor,
Members of the American and all the foreign
org
entered, -winning first prize, $100 cash and gold
r illustrated catalogue and price-list.
t
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all

gun
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Shot Guns,

Etc.
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FULTON,

300 Broadway, N. T.
Henbi Pdxioh.
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In General, having removed to
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PROVIDENCE TOOL
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Firearms & Sporting Goods

from 400,000 of these rifles at our works without accident. 30,000
of
to the. mechanism, or in the leasl iiupuji-rag tie accuracy
mlitary a
Report on Awards— Peabody-Martini Rifles: "
quality of workmanship, case of manipulation, with accuracy a
high
ity,
discharged
shell
v mfaiUngly."
the
ejecting
aud
cartridge,
fi.-u
nn
tallio
..f
fired
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Eifles,

FOWLER

Dealers,
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HODGKIN3 & HAIGH,

CREEDMOOR PATTERN

Sept. 12, 1S7G, distance 200 yards, offteams participating. Only two Peat
medal and 4th prize, $25 cash and g

22. 32, 38
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W. Baltimore St., Baltimore.
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Lefever Breech-Loaders a Specialty.
REIP & CO.,
6ap lly

i

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

Maynard

'.!

SHELLS, FISH-

re";

and

ATTENTION

ture.and with its patent improvements, make
Most Desirable Revolver in the market.

J.

GUNS, both BREECH

kinds of

1

i
I

goods appertaining thereto.

Smith's Patent Revolvers,

ESTABLISHMENT,

ZZLE LOADERS.
-ere,

SPECIAL,

all

This new and elegant Arm combines simplicity,
durability, a perfect interchange of all its parts,
The niost critical inspection in process of manufac.

MANUFACTURED BY
UEO. K

And

In four sizes of

Metallic Shells.
5n20-cf

Target,

REVOLVERS,
AMMUNITION,

CREEDMOOB

Trade.

TRADE SCPPIilin.

shooting.

of

RIFLES,

Newark, N.J.
Sole A«ent for tliemnnufneturo and sale of Bogardus' Patent Gin
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of America.

GUNS,

sh/>t.

lone-Ranee,
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Sportsmen
Will

Manufactured by

S4.000.000
rounds fired fl-
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Messrs. George E. Habt & Co.: Gentlemen— The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better
than anv I have ever used. They are stronger and better in every respect, aud I shall ttso them in alt my
A. H. BOGAKDUS.
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,

successfully can be-

Geo. E. Hart & Co.,
363 MARKET STREET,

Military,
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THE BEST FOR PEACTICE EVER MADE.

1
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Capt Bogardus' Patent Glass Ball Trap
Any

.-

i

.

Neither

all

flOMPEnlSATING
oveTy gun. UoatX about%ilelt™

Hart's Sportsman s Favorite Metallic Shells,

FOR BREECH-LOADING- SHOT-GUNS

HALL,
LANCASTER,

No. 298

BROADWAY,

pA.

4,

1808,

COMPLETE REVOLU T IO

SPORTING GUNS.

U. S. A.

W. W- GREENER'S CHOKE-BORE

Hew

Model

Breech-Loading

GUNS

Rifle,

have heen proved by overwhelming evidence

'

'

to be vastly supen r to evlindes hores for all Uinda
(See the letters
of shootintt, from snipe to duck.
from Sportsmen in the Loudon Field, dating from
November, 1STG, to March, 1877.) Dec. 9 a letter ap-

REDUCTION IN PRICE TO MEET THE TIMES.

pears from F. Milhauk, Esq., M. P., the finest gam?
shot in Europe. This "eutleman has killed on his
own moor 700 grouse in one day. He says:
" We went out partridge nhootini-,' the e- ,e
|3
November. Birds are wild as hawks at tliis season
of the year. Accompanying me were tv.All three of us had equal
both first-rate shots.
chances throughout the day. At the end of it one of J
my friends had seven brace, the otber bie lie
the choke had 16K brace. / advisedly say the cltolee,
for lam convinced that the gun alone wa
of mv overtopping my friends hy so large a number.]
I meaanred that day three nn
\

t

1
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or Central Fire Cartridges.
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f'OREHAND & WADSWORTH,

"Worcester, Mass. _

G2 yards, and I have decide,!
the choke-bore for the future, for

and

Tlios.

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFA0TUBER,
Office 121 Walnut

St.,

Philadelphia
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choke-bonug to be one of the greatest improvementB
mode on the sporting gun in modern tin
Tlie Cliaempioii TjcipU-tVedse Fas» Gun
has made the best Hbooting at game ever known. It
will stand 10 drachms of powder in the paper shell,
and can be obtained in the States at from $150 to $250.

W. W. GREENER,
St. Mary'a Works,

Birmingham.
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Devoted To

%t=doov J&urtniim and &tnih.
Game Protection, Fish

Colttjrk,

Natural

NEW

Tea Cents a Copy,*r-\

For Forest and dlreatn

THE TROUT BROOK.
it flret near the dusty toad,
"V" \v heree th«
farmer
his

through an orchard gnarled and
Where iu BpTiug the dainty buds unfold
Their petals piuk aud white;
The apple blossoms so sweet and pure,
The streamlet's smiles and songs allure,
To Heat off on the ripples bright.

To

salute its smiling face.
thus, half hidden, it ripples along,
its

Bummer

Making glad each arid

17, 1877.

some who attempt the feat fail by giving way
to the cravings of hunger, and others are reported to have
starved themselves to death. Having dreamed of one of the
one,

is then to obtain the skin of that
from which he manufactures his medicine bag. There
be performed, with regard to which

are other ceremonies to

the

manner

of proceeding

medicine bag

is

is not always the same.
This
not designed to hold medical plants, but to

become the repository of innumerable odds and ends of x'erhaps a thousand different things which are supposed to
have a magic influence over disease, and not only disease,
but over men and things in general. These talismanic objects are different in different bags, and depend in great
measure upon the conjectures of the individual medicine
man, although there aro some few things which they appear
to regard as necessary to form a nucleus.
I forgot to mention some of the animals from whose skins medicine bags
are made. They are generally quadrupeds, as the bear,

old,

It winds through the meadow scarcely seen,
For o'er it the flowers and grasses lean

And
The whole way si nging

YORK, THURSDAY, MAY
also, so that

designated animals, he

stops with
heavy load
At the foot of a weary hill;
There the mossy trough it overflows,
Then away with a leap and a laugh it goes
At its own sweet, wandering will.
.

It flows

Preservation of Forests, Rifle Practice, Yachting, Boating,
Kennel, and Sports of all Kinds

IIiBTony,

tr».

song,

beaver, otter, etc.

place.

Their contents

are.

stated as various, as

a boar's tooth, the tip of the ear of a deer, the claw of a
Just there, where the water dark aud cool
Lingers a moment in yonder pool,
The dainty trout are at play;
And now and then one leaps in sight.
With sides aglow in the golden light
Of the long, sweet summer day.

beaver,

and other metals, various kinds of small stones and

fish, small bits of wood,
from different trees and quadrupeds; these are
enough to mention as illustrations. The filling of the bag
may not be completed for years, for the medicine man fills
it by adding to it during his whole life, there being but
few things in it when he first sets out in practice. The

to their shelves those books consign,
look to your rod and reel aud line,
Make fast the feathered hook;
Then away from the town, with its hum of life,
Where the air with worry and workis rlfo,
To the charms of the meadow brook.

waking.

For Forest and Stream.

tfimtitWd from

May

WBO.

10ft. 1

WHEN

daylight broke after we left Marquette, there
was nothing to be observed in the character of the
scenery more than we had seen on our way from Grand
Island, and the weather being somewhat disagreeable we remained the greater part of the time within the cabin. We
had for a fellow-passenger the Rev. Mr. Shaw, whose acquaintance we had made in Marquette. He was the Methodist missionary to the Indians at L'Anse
pronounced Lonce
a village on a bay of the same name, which is an extension of
Keweenaw Bay. Having seen in the medical journals that
an attempt made by the United States agent who distributed
the annuities at L'Anse this year had failed to draw from
the Indians any information regarding the medicinal properties asoribed by them to plants— they regarding it as an
attempt to rob them of their religion I deemed the opportunity a good one for informing myself on such subjects,
and accordingly devoted my time to Mr. Shaw and an Indian on board who could speak English freely. Mr. Shaw
was quite oommunicative, and having succeeded as he believed in converting some of their "medicine men," he had
in his possession some three or four of their medicine bags
or talismans, which they \ise much in the cure of disease.
From him I received much interesting information with regard to the superstitions of the Chippeways. The Indian
dh board was not inclined to be communicative at first, but
after a time I encountered him in a quiet place all alone, and
on making another attempt, prefaced by a few segars (I'll
say nothing of a dram of iskidewiulxio*), I found him tolerably willing to converse. From these two sources I obtained
the following account of their sytein of medicine:
Medicino and theology with them are inseparable; the
medicine man is a priest, physician and a philosopher.
The common Indians suppose that their medicine men are
familiar with all the healing virtues of every plant that
grows; but it is not likely that they know much more of
those things than some of the laity, for thoy receive little
or no tuition from the older priests on anything like Medical
Botany, their admission to the fraternity depending more

—

—

—

—

upon

their performance of certain ceremonies, by which
to have their spiritual qualities more fully developed. When a person desires to become a medicine
man his first step is to obtain the consent of the other

they are

members

of the profession; but that for several reasons—
prominent one being the avoidance of a superabundance of
doctors—is not easily obtained. If he succeeds, however,
his next step is to offer sacrifice, and this is done alone in
the wilderness. He is to lie and wateh his sacrifice until he
dreams of some one of several animals which are named to
him by his teachers. During this watching he must fast

*lBUdcw»ubot>—lire-water—general s

e for liquor,

etc.,

we may call it, the conferring of his
course accompanied with what they conimposing
ceremonies.
sider
Their manner of treating a diseased patient is generally
first to give him infusions or powders of such medicinal
plants as they think will be beneficial.
these do not
effect a cure, the doctor administers more of the same or
other kinds, and uses incantations to promote their efficacy.
One thing indispensable is, that the Medicine Man shall eat
during the whole or the greater part of the time that the
patient is being medicated. Eor this purpose the patient is
obliged to furnish whatever the doctor desires to eat or asks
for; and in doing this, the patient frequently disposes of all
the little property he may be possessed of to obtain the
edibles which the Medicine Man calls for.
Occasionally, in
severe cases, a consultation of these medico-priests is held.
After examining the patient, and ascertaining that the more
ordinary modes of procedure have proved unavailing, they
may decide on subjecting him to a psychological course of
treatment; in other words, to cure him by their united
powers of conj uration. For this pxirpose they form a ring,
and place the sufferer in the center; they then walk around
the circumference of the circle, and using certain incantations, point their medicine bags at him, and, after a time,
perhaps effect a cure. You may smile at the thought of a
cure being thus wrought, but it is not the less true that,
by their magic, they sometimes produce wonderful effects;
thus, by merely pointing their medicine bags at a patient
standing in the ring, they can render a limb powerless, or
perhaps make him fall as if shot. The immediate cause is,
of course, the patient's owe imagination, but as that cause
would not have been so excited without their performances,
it is only common justice to regard them as the producers of
the cure when it results, as it sometimes does. An Indian is
an imaginative and superstitious being. Two years since
(1874), while in a billiard-room in Elk Rapids, two of us sat
down to a card-table, and soon caused the phenomenon
known as "table-tipping." Some Indians stood by, but
when we left the table and it began to follow us, they bolted
for the door; from that time it was impossible to get one to
shake hands with us but a half-breed asked my friend if he
could not cure him of rheumatism, to which he jokingly
said, placing his hand on the victim's shoulder: "There, now,
just toddle off and fill up with iskUhiamhoo, and I guess you
will come out all right !" The fellow did as was told, for he
procured whiskey enough to get drunk, and between his
faith and the whiskey his rheumatism was cured, much to
Truly, faith works wonders
P.'s astonishment.
As an instance of what may be generally expected of them
in any disease of an obscure character, I will relate an incifinal

Cadi,

in

shells,

the claw of a crab, vertebra of a

fur,

Aud

gupmor

pieces of entrails, or

viscera of various animals, a crooked nail, pieces of copper

O hack

^ahe

certain parts of a sturgeon,

After some time he conjectured that he was bewitched, and
he clandestinely applied to a medicine man. The latter
took his magic diagnostieator (which was nothing more than
a colored pebble), and after looking through it, he gravely
informed the patient that he saw two worms and a stone in
his limb. This confirmed the patient in his belief of the
skill of the doctor, and thereupon engaged him to removo
the foreign bodies. After a long course of medication and
conjuration, the doctor could only extract one of the worms,
and the patient being but little better he despaired and
demanded counsel. Two other medicine men were accordingly called in, and after proper deliberation the oldest and
largest took the stone, and looking through it examined the
diseased limb. Horror of horrors
He discovered the remaining worm, three stones, and a large piece of iron
No
wonder the poor fellow was lame. Each of the other sages
in turn examined the limb, and of course they would not
acknowledge blindness, so each confirmed the statement of
the "big man."
!

!

—

Then came the grave question the probabilities of cure.
The big man having given such evidence of ability, was the
one to decide the point, and on his expressing favorable
hopes the patient was turned over to him. After a trial of
Man succeeded in removing
one of the stones, but the remaining two, with the worm and

a few weeks the great Medicine

piece of iron, resisted all his attempts at extraction. A
united attempt by the whole fraternity was therefore resolved
upon, but the interference of Mr. Shaw terminated the wholo
affair.

initiation, or as-

No. V.

of

Though I intended to have your readers travel with me
around Keweenaw Point, and along the coast to Ontonagon,
visiting the copper mines and discussing the natural
resources, physical peculiarities and social attributes of the
country and its inhabitants, I find my notes in such confusion that I have abandoned the idea of arranging them for
the present, owing to lack of time. A little later they shall
be forthcoming; meantime, with your permission, I will
take the Fokbsi and Stkeam, its readers and myself, back
some sixteen years and write you a couple of winter letters
from Marquette, the material for which is culled from old
letters of your humble servant.
Tourists seldom winter in the Upper Bake region, but I
found it conducive to health and not disagreeable. Of the
doings I refer you to the letters:
Makqoette, Lake Soteeiok, Bee. 22, 1860.
Mil. Edxtob
I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year Alittle in advance of the time, indeed, but you will
find it in good time enough, probably, before it reaches you.
We have to do such things in the Arctic Itegions a little be-

degrees,

is

K

;

!

dent communicated by Mr. Shaw. His interpreter, a converted Indian, was taken rather suddenly with a pain in his
thigh and consequent lameness, although no cause could be
assigned for the disease, and no lesion could be discovered
by the eye. Mr. Shaw supposed it to be a rheumatic affection, and advised him to use such remedies as he (Mr.
Shaw) thought beneficial, but all were without the desired
effect.
Other means were employed, and weeks passed
without amendment, though his health continued good.

:

—

!

fore the real time; this is "taking time by the forelock" in
order that the sentiment may get thawed out by or before
Bid you ever hear of words freezing
its arrival with you.
so that when men stood on the street in conversation their
words congealed, as uttered, and fell at their feet to such
a degree that after twenty minutes' conversation a man
might be said to be up to his knees in his own eloquence ?
Well, such is about the condition of things here, and has
been, with the exception of about oighteen hours, ever since

here last month. During all the time —nearly
— the mercury has been down to, or below, zero.
Even now while I write I send you but a very small letter,
yet, by the time it reaches your more temperate climate the
heat will have so expanded it that the wrapper will be open at
the end Now, friend Hallock, be so kind as to put the compositor in a cold room while he sets this up, or you may
not find room for it after its dilution. This would he "a
capital place to send some of the old puritanical scrmonizers;
I returned
five weeks

—

—

!

their long-winded expositions would, in this temperature, become concise discourses. This would be nearly the only
appropriate part of the country to send for perusal that
Alexandrine work 'lite Qoasi Survey. It would here become
a mere two-and-six-penny duodecimo.
Wonderful, indeed,
is the condensing effect of cold illustrated up this wayi
At
Portage Lake, where the temperature is a few degrees lower

than here, its effects are visible on Old Father Time himself.
This week has been so contracted that, as I am audibly informed, they have no Sabbath left, but still adhering to old
forms, the people yet devote a seventh part of the week to
"killing time !"
When here last August I was in love with the place; and
that must have been true love, for its course, it is said,
"never did run smooth." My voyage here on the "Planet,"

month, was forcibly illustrative of that adage. Buring
our passage we had to throw all our froight overboard to
appease tho hungry sea, and even that did not satisfy the
monster, for on his own account he took possession of both
our smoke-stacks and a part of the upper cabin, We barely
escaped his capacious maw by thus sacrificing to him some
thousands of dollars' worth of provisions. The steamer
Cleveland, which was in our wake when tho storm commenced, had also to throw over her deck-load and part of
that in her hold.
Everything looks dull here now, there being nothing but
wind upon the lake, and the cars having stopped running
on the roailroad. There are but few horses here,
tiyely, aud you will not wonder when you know hay is
last

i

'

worth sixty dollars per ton. The mines arc wrought, during
the Winter with about the same force as
summer, but no
ore is brought down.
The miners are seldom h ore, there
being stores, hotels, saloons, etc, at Negnuneo— the village
We get a mail once a week through by Bay
of the mines.
deNoquet. The lumbermen of Bay de Noquet have shanties in forty miles in this direction," and there is a road the
greater part of the way from here to the shanties, so that
with the exception ol some sixteen or eighteen miles, I bete is a kind of road for the mail Carrie*, whl uses a
horse and jumper or p'.auj; that part of the route where a
horse is not available dogs and toboggms are used to carry
the mail-bags.
It takes letters about, twelve days to reucn
ns from Detroit. Notwithstanding, the apparent dullness
of the place, the people keep up considerable social activity
in the way of parties for dancing, parties tor euchre, parties
for fishing trie finny tribe being caught in Dead River
through holes in the ice— and lectures before the Literary
ilific Society, not to mention the excitement of
Old
riding down hill on hand-sleds every evening. At the latter
item you may be inclined to smile, out if here, you would
see not merely boys and girl,, but lull-grown and married
ladies and gentlemen indulging in the sport.
There is a
long hill, up which the principal street runs its whole length,
about three-eighths of a mile, and fox two or three, hours
ning you may see the excitement, in which in your
younger days you may have worn away the amplest part of
your lndispensables, and indulged in with many extras and
keenest relish; and why should we not romp and run, and
dance and shout, and feel like school-boys once more?
by ourselves, we have none
e world, and
ud financial pa
which trouble you to
make
r hearts he
If we have
light.
only enough to last till spring,
need not borrow trouble.
Let the money panic shake d
the heaviest houses in
Detroit or New York, what ear. we even it they De our
creditors? They cannot send
their processes and thai)
drummers to compel n- to tab
ssignments, or to take
away our means before spring; ami spring is afar oil. We
are clear of your sheriffs and your duns, and your bwn
What care we If the political panic throw
bliUiff's till then.
stump orators into spasms, or give statesmen the colic, or
the States themselves such an emetic that they throw up the
Constitution? You cannot call militia from here before
spring; and we don't care a fig for the fuss, bat think that
as likely as not the whole trouble will be over before we tiave
anything to say about it. 'thus, perched upon our handsleds, we sweep down upon and past you, shouting
"Clear
whew !''
—look out for your shins
lire away
& y what you like, we" are the nearest to philosophers of
any n Michigan, and like old Palstall'. we say, "A plague on
this trouble, it blows up a man like a bladder; clap to the
doors, hostess!" Shut out trouble, shut out bill:
bauiffs
and recruiting sergeants, and bring on the hand-sleds
There are more ways than hand-sleigh riding by which
men get capsized among you of the lower world. I'd rather
from it hand-sied any day than from a political
hobby. And oh, what a tumbling there is going on all over
the Union at present among the holders and seekers oi the
,i fishes! Some of them go quite as much hoelsover-huad in the gutter as we do in the snow banks. We,
indeed, wear out a part of out pantaloons, but in many of
s the destruction is carried still further, and I fear
the coat skirts will not hide the damage. After sliding
down we scramble back again to the hill top, but they, poor
The people here talk
fellows, have taken their la-.t slide.
politic-, of course, but there does not seem to be any great
concern about the matter. In fact, 1 think the Bui'Ch divorce
The Repub-i-d more talk than the political panic.
licans h.-re are, I suppose, like those of other places, silently
rolling up their sleeves for a plunge into the official dish.
is- i>i
a iud of fusion ticket,
n'e.r
...dy giving up the name: they can hardly be said
any polities lit, but ore Ufa old Mayor B
who
some j ears ago, "out
est," ran as an independent candidate. During Iris canvassing tour, while making a stunipwhat, are
omeone in the crowd called out, "L
-
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polil

••Gentlemen," responded the Mayor,
"No polities !" rejoined the other.
"No, gentlemen," s:dd he. "not a d
mocrats up here have become
Talking of the nps and downs
white snow banks, and tumbles from
i

prompt-

-

tdil

i

and

politics."

Yar
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(Co, itiiu'fd from, our las' issue.)

Camp Kennkbago, Rangeley, Franklin

Co., Me.
small part of the superintendent's daily duties at
camp is to alter
the wants of the "inner
man," and a dozen or mor anglers whose appetites ore
sharpened by this
(sphere will give "steady cniplbyment" to one so situaten
Most of the trout, which appear on our table weigh from
one to three pounds each. If, in capturing a trout, he is
not "badly hooked," as we say, he is immediately placed
alive in our cauf's and will so remain until our departure,
but about, half are. killed in landing, and from this
In addition to the usual
is derived the supply on our table.
way of broiling and' Irving them, a favorite method here is
to boil them in cream, which to my taste ha- exceeds all others.
"We have occasionally longed for a fry of little trout, three to
four inches long, so common in our native State, and we
have frequently satisfied ourselves, as they can fee caught in
abundance within a stone's throw of camp. Provisions in
The best of
tins part of the country are decidedly cheap.
mutton and beef costs eight cents a pound, butter twentythree cents a pound, milk four cents a quart, white clover
honey twenty-five cents a pound, while eggs arc only

this
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,

,

thirteen cents a dozen.

Mayor

like

v,a-. no disparagement in my
yes, as 1 am noted for my antiquarian proclivities; the organ of veneration is naturally
....
,,,
ol course, it's true] in the head's
,,,.
.,1 oi,i l.i,
progenitors; and we inherit that jn
.'
;.,
-i.teotigh perhaps we beat them a
:

i

'

i
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i
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I

large excepts.,.
of
and we eb'ng with affection to an old hat, coat
llyforco sad, reasons), or pair of boots,
blessed with corns. But to
in the. latter ease if we are
tender points and recur to our vehicle. I really
whip
The cutter was long, and
outfit highly.
livery
man had evidently misThe
was short— a mere stub.

he

itll,

i
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latter.
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my

i

a lawyer, and given mean opportunity to id..
.-'
,.il
habit of "making points;" for at each
ship fell short of
the mark, ami I merely "made a point" at him. He appeared to understand the matter, and took it coolly, merely
taking a, jig-jog gad. and pointing his caudal attachment at.
in,. ,,s 1 pointed my whip at him.
We got through tend be...
in
sum, but I could not endure the indignity offered
he easy-mannered animal; so, bending reverenmean") upon my knees in the front of
ngel'uliy.
1 'proved to him
that I could apply my points at
Away he flew like the wind, I applying tl
times.
si

ii

,

I',,

nil

r

i

i

1

i

i

tergp until

having given him what 1 supposed sufficient im-

petus to carry him and me home, 1 rose; the cutter bobbed: I
soused info my seat, and carried seat and back over behind
Ihting on for dear life, and called to him in acRepealed entreaty, coupled
cents of earnestness to— wdioa
with expressions of the powerful attachment which bound
him to the vehicle, and the cords of affection which I held
..acioiis grasp in my hands, eventually prevailed
ft
upon him to suddenly slacken his pace. A moment's retieci

i

I

.I

1,

.

si,

and

a

most pow-

erful conviction of his heedlessness must have at once possessed him; for he not only stopped going forward, but
is .is ( s-.i. suoh rapidity that my head, whiah
o.-iu-ii
had before nearly touched the ground, now actually collided
with it, nry heels being yet upon the back of the cutter.
snge of the, conscience-stricken animal backward,
i
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variety.'

Two and

down the lake on tho east side, is one
complete camps (every house is called a camp
be found jn the entire trip, built by Mr, J.
of Boston
The house is two stories high, containing eight rooms furnished with sets of French furniture,
and all the luxuries of a comfortable, modern home, and
many a friend of Mr. Whitney from the. "Hub" enjoys himo

llii

.

a half miles

-.:

-

in this region) to

Whitney

1'.

self at this place.

The

on the west, oilers few specialties of picturesque
Ihe "primeval wilderness" extends down to the
but as you reach the landing at the Middle
Lam, the extended view across the lake to the south is reuiiu kably fine.
We occasionally met, parties camping out
along our route, who fired us' a salute from their small
armories as we passed, which we acknowledged bj
coast,

ge,

s a consisted of tour wooden houses, or,,
of rough, unhewn logs.
On top of one of the
i:
which is rang at meal times to call the
The buildings contain nine sleeping
anglers on Hie lake.
,,,
addition of our party made fourteen to
occupy them, so some of as engaged favorite corners on the
The principal room is low, smoky and greasy, a stove
Boor.
!,.
s
a '-.-Hi
pans,
ad other household utensils
,!
... isi,
on the sides, while across the beams over our heads

built

is

.si ... Is
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;ud numerous

The meals were clean
fish rods.
and good, although the man who waited on the table divided
"i about equally betrwet o ourselves and a big pipe
tie
is -sii'
s
in
and the" numerous empty whiskey bottles
ii

'
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,

in ilis '
rde:

ni

.-:

I

man

.wed too plainly the taste of

.1:

i
I

with
ith

its

the pur,
pure, exhilarating
effect of its atmosphere, can desire to farther
liquor, is more than the writer can imagine, but 1 suppose
after the clean, wholesome and temperate quarters at Camp
Ketuieuago the contrast seemed greater. After supper we
bid our guides good bye, and their four boats were soon lost
in the distance on the' way back to camp.
that desires can stop at this •Anglers' Retreat."
per week. The fishing is good and within a radius
of half a mile,
After breakfast, Thursday morning, our baggage was put on
I
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in this region,

all

-
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The

the country Oh a hsi.ing ami hunting trip, ami bail been
it. from 11.
pi
a up cjal
troduced to Camp Refinebagi
iation.
G. Allerton, Esq., secretary of the n
added to our caui to-daj sixteen trout, the largest of
which weighed one and three-quarter pounds.
This (Wednesday) morning we. have packed OUJ
and propose to return home by the entire chain Of these
liaugi ley lakes, a trip upon which very few of the riaito]
camp ever venture. Oh how we regis t parting from these
pleasant scenes and delightful friends, which we have enin-
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above,

nils

I

Lake
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We

I

I

the lowest of the Bix Range-ley Lakes,
above the- sea level, while Rangeley

is

1256 i"i

,.

,

i

OupsuptUC

,,,

i:

i

,

Is

i.doki n

.-.

and Molechunke-

1,48(1 feet,

The scenery

l,45ti feet.

:-:

beau-

is

but not. equal to the other lakes.
From Lake Lmbagog we passed into the Androscoggin
River and were soon at Errol or Lower Dam, and then a
On inquiring about the
short walk brought us to the hotel.
tiful,

!

two weeks past. But business calls, and we must
to Stand
respond. So, shaking hand:, with our frc-mls,
grouped at the end of t
loye.d for

ms

w

uampjxeuui
fusty cheers, we bid farewell
Alter bidding our friends good bye, we placed onr
gui
B s,
aboard our small row boats, and wii
Soon passed down the bang, ley stream, and ihi-n oul into
Oup i.; sue LaJte, througn the narrow.,, into
,.
HUBS
lueinieguutic Liike, from whose wall
big trout, during our thre-e seasoi». mil.
si
misty morning, "and the vapory clouds hung t "- on In
BOH]
ttd
the
haze
we
but
through
of the mountains,
then discern old Bald and Kumebugo Mountain:.
we waved a parting adieu. Across Mooselucmagnntie Luke
we pulled, and reached the "Upper Dam" at 11 a. at. The
annual booms of logs having all passed these dams, the
-

I

h-arned that in addition to the
yesterday captured in Dmbogog Lake

fishing in l!i
trout, a gentleman
three ]»e!:siel

:

,

men
trout,

of season for

lake.

thi

i

nrri

penses of those men!
time will ran np the el
ploti ly id!

.i,

l

pool iu

l

-d

1

1

last

year for fishing out

and revenged themselves by putting
We all offered to pay the funeral exIn

probability the pickerel in
is s snd destroy com-

all

:
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making (as I have mentioned
o
,| n, utiy opened,
before) u difference of fifteen feet in tne height of
for within an hour after shutting these gales (at any time
the water will rise four feet. This resulted in our being
ii

,

homo, over the mountains
,i
miles through the celebrated "Dixville Notch" to
Colcbi-ook, thence by stage fourteen miles to North Stratford,
and next day by the Girmd Trunk Railroad to Grafton,
for

F'-d

,.

,::,.,
uncord, Montreal
and White Mountain Railroad.
one of the pleasant, st trips the writer has ever
(

,

is. s

to this,

the greatest of

untie ui( leader, put

I

all kroui

my

gioe
Hies away in my book, unDtongel&y Trottl

pet

,

obliged to transport our trunks and boal
be mi
across the carry to the Alolcehitnkemunk Lake.
(real
of conveyance was singular indeed:
made on the grounds), to whiol tvil
On the
est kind of harness were attached a pair of oxen.
sled the several trunks wire arranged, and on top Of all
aid s
were placed our boats. OVerthi tre
two feet high, the oxen dragged the load, swinging their bodies from side, to side and gazing at us in their
usual meek way, while with rods over our shpuli re
imilSll
traveling-bags iii our hands we walked by is c
There areto ourselves at this new way of transportation.
one or two low wood houses at this placi
which is kept by a comical old Frmchmim nyd

m:

ioinr

—

.

i

I

t

fl

rod apiece from our baggage,
the several lakes, and in crossing

the

this last,
trout. bO

one w«"had been SO fortunate as to land
laki
which number we added on the oil,

five fine

-.1

the "Boston

the landing, on

is a

very comfortable

Club Camp," whll,

Molechunkemunk Lake,

is

s

a

,'>V»-',,[)it.

consist-

si

ii

hours from Port Hope to

tv.o

ml;,

i-l
-ii.
impatient.duck hunters, but at last we reached
Our destination by train, and pushing our eanoesinto Pigeon
treamby moonlight,
eleven miles
.
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rather tired (md
things warm For duck
here at thai
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df-pai.f elevo
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I

moj Ding

it

i

dui

1

I

on the morning anil
evening flights, and our chance for ducks was very slim until
evening again, we concluded to paddle down to Floods Bog,
is further, and try our hand utsnipe, which we did.
h
,1,1 to push out of
imp, which we reached about
,
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,
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in t"
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principally
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Despatching
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I

camp
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TW'ENTi

half-post five.

I

dum
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troll alL

At the opposite side of the
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wav down
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We retained" one
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SHOOTING ON PIGEON CREEK.

I

I,,

.

of Philadelphia,
year.
B

BeJoti

-

a succession of falls ami rapid-,, over which a boat posses
another conveyance (this time a horse and wagon), and
with great difficulty. The guides aw armed with poles
hauled four and a half miles down to Eapid River, while we
twelve feet in length, which terminate in sharp iron spikes,
a behind.
What an enjoyable tramp that was
with which a secure hold can be had on the rocks below.
Up this lovely stream we ascended, rapid after rapid, fall through v,,the woods.
Avon
we,,! in --Indian His" with our light baggage and
alter fall, until we readied the Scrcwaugcr Fall, when all of
s.
laii-.l,"
UT should
ig the --Marsh from
us were obliged to throw ourselves into the water up to our
We stopped for a moment's rest
to which we all kepi
p
waists and help the toats into the deep, still water beyond.
of Boston, then
On our return, some one suggested a race. First one was ariis-F
,alter
nmp,"and
a row of one and
on we trud
ahead, and then by some slight manoeuvre another got the
advantage and shot beyond hint, and when we came to -a half m'dea down the river, passing over one lovely fall on
the route, we went on board the "Steamer Diamond," and
shallow places we sprang into the water and almost carried
'I:
ideiiees
lira
witnessed
for
the
oi civilifirst
K
the boat bodily over them, for what, cared we for getting wet,
zation.
A large number of .other sportsmen from various
In this way we mad
so long as we 'won the. race.
points in this vicinity, with ,dogs, guns, and fish rods, came
miles that day on the river, caught soiue twenty trout, and
aboard, and the little steamer, shout fifty lest long (which
all the- better health
returned to camp at night tired, hut
we found could run on two feet of water), pushed out into
for our excursion.
Major Gilbivth, United Slides Army, arrived, and at night Lmbsgog Lake.
This boal runs to Frrol Dam, Magallowuy Elver aud
Badger,
-\.
H.
Mr.
our number was further increased by
.,
s Tuesdays, Thursdays and .Saturdays, and offers u
editor of the Main,.- tbrmtr, who came iu company with
ii
s unity' to enjoy excellent fishing without much
o]
Pi
Ott, all of Engorn fc
Baron Hayes and M -. rs.
trouble or expense, although, of course, it is not equal to the
iustarrivedin
three lost-named gt
land.

i

_,

Mr.

a

,

On Monday, the 1-itlr inst., a party of us ascended the
Kennebago River, a distance of eight mdes. The river has

i

somewhat

1

our huts. We reached the "Middle Dam"' on rVelqkenebacook lake at 4 p. m., and our landing was for a time disputed
by two largo bull dogs who made the
Ives remarkably
"numerous." But soon the landlord made his appearance,
and, driving off the dogs, welcomed us to "The Angler's Re-
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THE RANGELEY LAKE REGION.
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I

when

L

led to (he 1
.,,
transferred our b:
pull of
finishing our dinner, embarked again on a
eight miles (o the "Middle Dam."
Mount Observatory at the head of Molechunkemunk Lake
is one of the finest bits of scenery in this vicinity, and on
this occasion heavy clouds floated across its sides; but peeping through
ly blue cone, the light and shade
making constantly changing pictures of great beauty and

;-..

and had a Steed caparisoned and attached
Old
what had once been an elegant cutter. That It
,

|

|

d politic."

'1 wrappers
rman, I repaired to

alt

would

s

no

of tumbles from the
the "White House,"
uutol'i ttmble "in real life,"
ly
to ride out some

-.

as I undi
sis mileBj

"1 have

my legs were doubled over my h. ad. so that my ten inferior digits pointed heavenward; and I w.th fast being not
merely everted, but even in the way of being retrdverted.
Whether man was ever intended to assume this position
when ho wished to decide with preternatural rapidity, or
whether the fire which flashed from my eyes illumined my
course, or whether the pr
of the cutter against
suddenly expressed my seutii ents, or not, I shall leave
Certii n it is, however, that I inphysiologists to decide.
stantly adopted the proper cot so at the proper moment;
and with all the breath that was left mo. and all the. emotions excited by the occasion, I
plored the animal to proceed; at the same time relaxing my hold upon the lines
if seeing the matter in a new light, he sprang quickly forward; and when, after disentangling myself from the seat
and the robe, and I had made an exchange of position between head and toes, I caught a glimpse of the hinder part
of the cutter as it disappeared like lightning at a turn of the
road about, sixty rods ahead.
Seeing that niy letter is already of a reasonable length, I
shall lei other matters remain intact for this week, and « isb
Akcheb.
you a hearty good bye.
and

m

your

1
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tiue nicely settled an
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But onget-

hour before dusk, we were chagrined
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FOREST AND STREAM,
from Smith
having
"
IliDj
dpi
noon found out by no
coming in of iiny account, our pile being throe black
dtogcther.
ingfiv.
ducks, two wood duekk o,. one Leal, n
We then prosen tin Whole party.
back to camp, very much discouraged with our first
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snow-shoes, which rendered him a clumsy
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LETTER FROM GUYON.
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M stepa av, liv. if ii nl nl ia rie.d il'tei
but the snow was so soft she almost burio.l herself
Step, while Jack walked on the surface and escaped.
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nut.

i

should it be butthe Doctor with a friend, come to try his
former preserve. Nov Ebt ret, iati..n! 1 watched them as
they came down to the spot where the log is usually fastened,
and can imagine their look of disappointment as they discover the log up the pond witha long-legged urchin balanced thereon. "Ah!" Doctor. I think lo myself, "how
many times within the past two years have I traveled along
by on my way up the brook, and watch d you on the log
with the' saino feeling that is now passing through your
mind." Soon the Doctor's voice, rings out: "Hello, bub,
Just then I have a strike,
ain't you coming in pretty soon ?"
and alter playing him around the log a few times I hold up
a lovely half-ponnder, and halloo back: "No, I haven't but
cast, when again the
another
just come," and prepare for
Doctor's voice breaks the stillness: "Bub, what, will you take
to let us have the log?"
"Couldn't think of it," goes back
from bub. Then from the Doctor: "We'll give you a.
i

Nexl morning we draw slakes and started further

down

ross the floating bridge, and
loo
lieiivBi
after an lionv'ssteadj paddling pulled up at theTwis [glands,
in
on Lake, pitched our lentB and were
our
old friend Bill 'ikylor, the
tg a quiet Obit irith
Indian, whom we olianced to meet there, when Bill's hawk
"
ducks coining up the lake directly
pied
lot
them
until they got opposite our
We
watched
toward us;
Island, when they sailed into a, little hay ami all came down
with a splash, Without any fear whatever; a very unusual
circumstance, as Bill said, for black ducks, as lie y generally
Bill then voltake a circle, or two around before alighting.
unteered to examine the marsh I'm- our benefit, ami noon returned with the information that lots of ducks had too ted
knew huu to
scarcely
ever
then the. night, before, and aa we
make p aoisl iki
concluded toshoot there in the evening.
down the lake,
b iw U-iug ntiout two i', m. we Btarted
one on each side, paddling in and out of the little bays,
killing a duck now and again to pass the time until the evening flight. Having paddled down about three miles we
concluded to return, and paddled back to our shooting
ground for the evening, which we reached about five o'clock.
,.,-.
bed patiently for half an hour,
Selecting out }•
. h ii we were rewarded by seeing seven wtfod ducks sailing
r
.i,ugot rive With
in, but as they were rather seal
four barrels, ami as the ducks were flying in flocks from two
to about live rind rather scattered, it was necessary to single
The birds then
nl em, bird at a time 01
gel
D aie at all.
.
our time
as
haven jeanee
too
acedfl
in.; i.i
ridges iu our guns, and it was a continual "bang,
bang," until too dark to see, although we could still hear
you we had enough
yhizzing around us. 1
hooting for one evening, for shooting lour drachms of powili
iutof a seven-pound gun for two and half hours steady,
shakes a mnn'np pr b! I weU
up the rest of our ducks we pushed hack to camp

OoBflrm, Miss., April 20, 1877.
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Lord, thntnhr us up to if plmighin' mulch;
Lord, peurten de hoein' fas':
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Day's mightily in ile gras?, grass,
Dcy'a mightily hide gmss."
—ftm&s Jim's Bai'ltet Rrnval TTyinn.

i

1

:

"Fifty cents." No reply. Then
quarter." No response.
the Doctor disappears, and presently his face slews itself
oil. bo ,,< on the shore just, opposite me, as with a
whoop T land n beauty that will tip the scales at twelve
ounces.
Then begins a confab in which the Doctor does
moBtof the talking, and is conducted something like an
auction, the bids for the log finally reaching three dollars:
"but mi; tooney can't hire that log to-day. Doctor." Then
:-.
and abuse, and finally discounigement, and
i,
:r and his friend are about to depart, I volunteered the information that there is good fishing up the
brook.
What a magnificent string I toted home that night, right
down through the main street no cutting across lots, and

Nor is this the burden alone of Uncle Jim's song at this
time.
His white "bred ren" tire mightily in de grass on t„e
count. of the continued w.-t weather having stopped all work
The weather is what ti young lady I once
in the ii. Ids.

:

i

knew would probably call "excessively moist." She was
walking home one evening, with her Adolphus by her side,
when they mistook a small pond of water for a smooth
stretch of sand, and iu they "plunged boldly, no matter how
iiit
knee— well, I wasn't there,' and don't know
exactly how deep. Catching her breath in little gasps, the
charming creature cried out. "Oh dearest, it is so

i

1

.i

!

moist."

Well, this weather is excessively, exceedingly and eminently moist. The fishermen can't go a-fishing on aeeount
A pteiosaurtw, ieUu/osawus,
of the muchness of the waters.
or any other kind of asam-us. might disport in the spring
brunches hereabouts at, this time. We can't go gobbler
hunting on account of the game law in this. State, and the
7' ,o,essee„.;;,9 is some distance away.
Some pari."
ties— I want it distinctly understood that I was not along went to MoNairy a few days since, lo a plane where the
gobblers were so' thick— according t,c the report of a reliable.
gentleman that you could stir them up with a stick. They
found one old gun-shy gobbler that the oldest turkey
"only
hunter in North America could not have called
Yes, they did sec three deer, all
this, and nothing more."

I

I

—

the badc-garden fence, for fear some one would
holler, "Fritz, when's your tish '." and when I told the
boys that night how I had beaten the Doctor, there was great
joy among us.
But the dam by the old mill broke away long ago. and the

home over

now feed 'where the trout sported then, and one by
one we loose our old "stamping grounds," but we can rethem in memory, which is one great comfort. Fbixz.

cattle

.

,

visit

—

Jjs// §nltop.

up—

.

that we had forty -three black
ducks, twenty-six wood ducks, eight pin-tails and live teal
eighty-two in all. besides losing a good many wounded
unt of the rioe being 80 tall all single shots

and found

our satisfaction

to

—

—

fclloWS.
A friend, who lives in Tennessee, twelve miles from this
He has
place, baa bagged nine fine gobblers this spring.
:ii
eii
miles from home after some old fellows,
o'
thai
buh shv and hard to call up, and generally
e- e e .e.
little

after the first live killed.
nil .,i ,n
After a few hours' rest we again drew stakes ami
our fifteen-mile paddle back to Omemee, which we v
liy daylight next morning, just in Lime for an early train.
home, well worn. out, but oii the whole very well satisfied
,

I

with our two days on Pigeon Creek,

For

Forest

and Kln-am.

A GOOD BEA.R STORY.
years
FOBa tinny
man by

there lived in the town of Brighton, Vt„
name of Beiieco foster. Although a
the
no more than medium size, he possessed the most
wonderful physical vigor and endurance. No exertion or exposure seemed to impair bis health. Mr. Foster's son Jack
inherited ranch of his father's strong constitution and elastic
frame. One summer dav .la. k Was out hunting iu the viPond, lie tramped long and fur, hut-with.cinity of Islam
out success. The woods seemed destitute of game. Finally
he became discouraged and Btarted homeward, Oa his way,
as he. was passing a dense thiekcb he saw two bear cutis
TUey lay partially on theiftides with nose to nose.
asleep,
From one direction it Was easy to reach them. He knew he
could kill them with his gun, but lie would like to capture
them alive. The cubs were large enough to show tight, and
perhaps their dam was within call ready to interfere. Jack
(icered cautiously about, and not seeing the mother bear, decided to risk the attempt. Placing his gun in a position
where he could swing it under his arm after he bad secured
his prey, he crept, softly to tie- sleeping animals, and suddenly grasped each by the ia.se. He. expected iu this manner
h, v could not squeal.
One of
to hold them so li.ghlbj thai
holding hi that maimer, but the other
1 hem he succeeded in
Nothing daunted, Jack caught him
slipped from his grasp.
by the hind leg, secured his gun]" and started ou the run for
home. But the end was not yet.
The cub, not liking to be carried by the hind leg, set up a
loud complaint, and the old bear immediately replied she
Jack heard her crushing through the
lose at hand.
bmsh otter him. and lie knew now that success depended on
was fifty rods to the clearing, and
ins speed and muscle.
he had not more than ten rods the start. It was a case of life
ir
alh, uulefw he reliuqiriBhed the cub.s, and he was not the
man
do that. Encumbered as lie was he ran likea hound;
nit the bear gained on him, and when he approached the
edge of'the woo, is Mrs. Bruin was just at bis heels. Jack understood his peril. There was a high log G ice [usl at the
edge of the clearing: fortunately a large h.,g lay aside the
With one U'ememlons bound Jack leaped on th< log;
fence.
another muscular bound carried him over the fence into the
The bear was on the fence as soon as Jack struck the
field.
ground. Bui she hesitated a moment about following him in
ths
u]
finally
the open field, and he sped away so
turned b.tek into the woods, ami Jack escaped to relate bis
exploit, and verily it by the exhibition oi bis captive cubs.
On another occasion Jack was in tl.e woods, ou his way
where lie had been boiling maple suLean- hnai -,ap ia
The snow was mx feet
It was a mild day in March.
gar.
deep, and ho warm spring air hud softened the surface so that
no one could walk on it without snow-shoes, a pair of wlrieh
Jack had on his feet. He was Unarmed. As he walked on he
came to a fallen tree directly in his way. He stepped Upon
a large bear ro.-.e up liehiud it, and
it, but just as he did so
The warm air had roused
in led 'at him with open jaws.
re ituie from her winter sleep, ain't she was furious with
thi
hunger. Taken Wholly by BUI prise Jack gave a tremendous
,.!
el. carried Ivi
mUsI nice of ten feet from the truuk
of the tree.
But he sank deeply into the snow, and the hear
was upon him before he could extricate himself. Then the
battle began, man and beast rolling over ami over each other
As often us the bear tried to seize
in a desperate straggle.
him with hi., teeth, "or overpower him with the fatal hug, Jack
would stive himself by kicking heron the nose with his
Finally, "with one fierce plunge of claws and
a, '.v-.dn.ies.
.e
e
and failiugto hold him,
teeth, to

man

of

I

i

I am not. one of those who bein getting them.
hat spring hunting alter gobblers will ever materially
lessen the number of turkeys In ti country. It is only the
-.el v fewest number of sportsmen who can call up and kill a
gobbler.
If the hens and young ones were not shot and
killed out of season, the finest of all game birds would never

succeeded
t

.

e

I

be exterminated.
Quails have not paired off yet. and there seems to be a failsupply, notwithstanding the hard winter. The day before
yesterday I drove out six miles into the country, and let my
dogs follow to get a good run. They found four full coveys
along the roadside, although I was driving at a good, slashing rate, and they did not have much time to range. One of
the. bitches made one of the prettiest points imaginable.
She was going full speed, down wiml, when she got the hot
scent from a covey, about fifteen feet away, and nearly behind
her.
The scent seemed to strike her just us her fore feet
came down, and she was whirled round as the boy said
about the horse, when he was turned with his head from the
manger with her head where her tail ought to have been.
Her front claws actually tore up the. dirt in the road, so
sudden was her headway 'checked, and she stood immovable,
pointing square back down the road in the direction from
whence she was running.
ie
a, turkey-call, made from the thigh bone of a puma,
with a small eaiie "inserted in one end through a wooden
plug.
It was given me by my friend Doctor P. of this
place, who is perhaps the best turkey hunter in North
Mississippi He knows more about the "human nater" of
the turkey, as the darkey says, than any man I ever knew.

—

—
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THE OLD PORK BARREL,
VTO doubt
l_N

many of the readers of Forest AMD Stream
who were born in New England or Northern Newcalling to mind about " these days some oft-

York are

visited brook or pond near their boyhood's home, where Saturday afternoons and in vacations they spent many a happy
hour; and were nearly certain of securing a nice mess of
How well I remember a favorite haunt of mine,
trout.
about a mile from the suburbs of our village, known .anonsly as the "Forge Fond" and "Old Salter's Pork Uairel.
deriving iUs names in the one ease from the ruins of an old
u by, and in the other from the fact that from its
Ebrgi
depths old S. was accustomed to procure supplies. It was
artificial being a mill-porld, but nevertheless beautiful, surrounded' by heavy timber; the waters were clear and vary
cold from "innumerable springs boiling up at the bottom;
here and there an old stump reared itself from the surface,
the nooks and holes among their roots making innumerable.
hiding-places for the speckled beauties; and for means of
navigation there was an old log about four feet through,
steady, which
witha few sprawling roots at one end to keep
Uncle EU who lived at the Mill House, kept fastened with
padlock and chain, and occasionally leased to the boys at
.Vuat happy hours have I spent
twenty-five cents per day.
upon that old log, when there was just, wind enough to sing
through the pines and make a light ripple on the surface.
and the trout all mad because hey could not get hold first
A worthy doet or from our village leased the pond and
privileges 'for two years once, and had exclusive control oi
the fishing for that period; and how George F.. my fishing
chum, and hated him during that time. He moved away
the winter of the second year, and George and
from town
During
I took possession of our obi "(Stamping ground."
the spring the Doctor eaine back on a visit, and the next.
Saturday after his arrival, early morn found me tramping
.veil-known road to the pond, with a heart hm light
n lie
as the birds among the trees, prepared to spend the day.
After interviewing Uncle Hli and securing the key, I soon
overcame the res- "inertia- of the old log by means of a long
pole, and fastening it to the top of a projecting stump, com,',i
The air was so still that tiny bit slowly at
casting,
Fortulore off almost all his clothing at a single swuop.
ripple camo
first, but soon alight breeze sprang up, and a
nately just at that moment he hit the tip of her nose wilh a
Alt rafted by a
diamine' over the pond and the fun began.
mo /powerful kick. A blow on the end of the nose :
drive up. The
carriage
light
saw
a
looked
up
and
noise,
I
a
as to disable a bear for a time, and it had that
rods in their
The brute gave back a little, and while horse was fastened, and three persons with
ease.
nc hurrying down toward the pond, and who
o was wincing under the pain, Jack regained his feet and
it.
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West MeSTDBH, ft., May 1, 1877.
Editok Fokest and Stream",
Perhaps you may remember my protest against the indis-

y

t

criminate stocking of our waters with black bi
published in Forest axd Stream nbout one ye
to be a g»
which I stated that I believed,
place black bass in ponds or streams which
I
well stocked with good and thriving fish.
following article, taken from the Hartford Tin
be of interest to those who ilelight in the slice

which was

is,

and in
mi, lake to

r ago,
U

it,

were already

you the
which may
our fish

send
is,

ss of

cultu
the belief of some persons who have given attention
the Connection
ubjeet that the introduetii:
lack bass has had

It is

of shad this year, and also
bats.
mber of the aslripe
iember, the Commissioners
ss.
This is a well-known
sport to the fisherman in
Cked with this variety of
Luke, in Litchfield County.
here the black bass, once
t-

to lesson very materially the n
three
.,.
»go, if we re

Some

1

.'

stocked the river with black
game fish, whose capture afford
those .waters which Save beer
fish-as the beautiful Warane ii]
and other landlocked waters,
introduced, multiplies rapidly, ad exterminates most other
iclieve, he does not succeed
kinds of fish. The pickerel.
Since
r fish suffer.
the pc
bulldi
hi.
new quarters
ad multiply
he has had time to g
to show the
be
in the Connecticut, th
•ourge, for the
effects either of the bh
1
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A NEW FOE OF THE SHAD.

.

:

-..,

great as

alf

at

io

black bass

/Ie

hundred, so abundant

.1
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el

g
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r the be
1, the supply,
the Connecticut, fanio
minished this
for some unknown car
th new shadof the
year.
Owing to the s
ice—and with
spawn, above the Holyoice uam, aiew year
pplv of Conthe building ofan apron on the dam— th
•d, find the fish
nectieut Kiver shad lust year greatly inert
were bigger and finer now there seems to be a sudden fallThe voracious black bass,
ing off, tie vend the usual run.
though very destructive, is not their only enemy the young
shad are exposed to wholesale d.-i miction even in the gertnth.ul, that return in April and May
form, for the up-eom
irs of tins old river to spawn, are
to the favorite upper
followed by a silent army of eels, who devour all the spawn
way up. The
that is dropped along the river bottom
ailed by a number
young shad that are bom are promptly
ever seen and alof deadly foes, some of whom are scare
The burbot is one of
most unknown even by lie a.n e
geiier, the eel, is a great
these and his more prolific ee.ng.n
'i mother and
To let loose upon the hunl
destroyer.
pounds
ae many as the
still more destructive foe, who da; S as
is certainly rather hard
erected off the mouth of the rive
upon him and if the black bass i the offender, he threatens
...
to exterminate the most delicious of all the fish thai
One victim of the rapacity of the black bass is said to be the
slriped bass. This is a very line table fish, which lee
times been caught in the Connecticut llivi v near Hartford,
weighing upward of 70 pounds, f lis ordinary weight, when
caught here in the river, ranges from about i'ight'to twenty
pounds Stuffed and halted, or simply boiled, he is a dee
and he is guile as good boiled, with pn h
licious fish
;

;
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;
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lie is

when

baited.
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Ileal
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.i
the shad, has been more decil
is time, lo do whatcanb
the black bass,
atjapedh isi
the bass -for fle-y are not as good' a fish as th
nor nearly so good as a nicely broiled shad."
Now, if the black bass are so destructive to shad and
striped bass, is it not reasonable to suppose that the salmon

this line

fish, like

1

it;

.

I

(with Which our river has been stocked) will also be deaOHie
Perhaps FomcsT \No Stream will give u
stroyed?
light on this matter, for should the above prove true, it will
Vox
G.
ndeed.
scriou
be a
exam-liiatinu of Ui<soi>iiiicin3 glvon ju tho United
Note.— Aftora.
r,e iiegeiiH ten- 1872 o 3. wo find that the weight
States n,ii Qomui
.
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is, anna not
oluiougti
B, ml
diet of nfiadroa and fingsrl
(orayaab, douaona aud tb.e like) ure the
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Crustaceans
baaa.

He

—

"

minnow, though he
most anything eatable. We think

will forage for those always in prefereuce to the
will take

nab (or a change,

or, iu feet,

We

Bbould hositato about
rutting bim Into confined water? along with other fish; but in a river
as wide and long as the Connecticut, with the whole ocean at its mouth,
ve cannot coucei re how the bats can do the injury that is charged to

much

oiu is oborgi>d to tho blaok baas.

Aein. unless tbey shenid swarm iu such counties* numbers, like the
ilueflsh and other pelagic rovers, as to (111 the rivor basiu from bottom
The scarcity of ahari is to be accounted lor by tho faet that
his comings aud goings are intermittent, juat as are the movements nl
all anadromous Hsu to a certain eiteut. The present year is probably bis
your off; next your we shall see him in greater abundance.— l£l>. F. k S.
.o surface.

Shu>

in

the Saceamento Kiver.— We have been favored by

Prof. Bftixd with the following extract of a letter, dated April
18, from Mr. Horace D. Dunn, well known as an eminent
discoverer and scientific observer on the West Coast. It

mist Satisfactorily settles the question as to the introduction
and maintenance of shad in tho Sacramento River, as the result of their transfer from the Atlantic coast:
"The young shad are now becoming so numerous that
many of the salmon fishermen complain that it gives them
trouble to replace them in the water when taken, as
the law directs.
The business of canning salmon has been
Bscominehced on a large scale near the mouth of the Sacramento River, the first shipment of 180 cases having been received in San Francisco."

much

—

Canxed Salmon. All reports from the North Pacific coast
show that the business of canning fish is constantly increasing, and bids fair to become far more important than at

New 'canneries," as the factories are termed, are
springing up, and even the Chinese are going to Washington
Territory and Oregon to engage in the business. There is
so much put up, indeed, every year, that home consumption
and the trade of the Eastern United States uses only about
twenty per cent, of the annual crop. The remainder goes to
Europe, the most of it being contracted for by English
houses long before the fish are caught. This splendid result,
aud the cheering prospect of its infinite continuance, is no
doubt due, almost entirely, to tho wise restrictions which
have been thrown around fishing in the Columbia. Perhaps
no other river in the world has been protected by such an
intelligent policy.
If the Connecticut, or Hudson, or Deleware, or a dozen European streams had received a similar
far-seeing protection, the toothsome fish might yet be common on all our tables. But in that case there would be little
demand lor Columbia River salmon. "It's an ill wind blows
present.

•

no one good.

g^atawl §islorg.

—

The Clam: Dissected. At the last session of the Sumner
School of Biology attached to the Peabody Academy of
Science at Salem, Massachusetts, the first lecture was upon
the common sea clam (Alga arenavia), its habits and anatomy,
which were pleasingly illustrated by Prof. Morse in his usual
enthusiastic manner. At the close of the lecture the class
repaired to the laboratory, where they found a quantity of
the bivalves to work upon. Each student being provided
with scalpels, proceeded to open it by passing the scalpel between tho valves and severing the adductors or powerful
muscles which connect the valves. A valve was then removed,
and the various organisms exposed. The heart continues to
beat and its pulsations may be readily seen. The parts most
readily seen are the sipons with their strong yoke of
muscles, the gills or brancliiw, the palpi and the mouth;
they then proceed to clip away portions of the mantle and to
trace out the course of the alimentary canal, the nervous and
muscular systems, and to make drawings as they proceed.
After working upon bivalves a few days, gasteropoda, insects, crust&ceous starfishes, etc. are taken, and the student
learns to compare the various organs in a few typical forms,
thus obtaining the key to more extended investigations,
which may then be carried on without the aid of a teacher.
Two interesting lectures were given by Prof. Morse upon the
Evolution theory, and the work of American students in
,

its

—
"
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relates that ' while gunning some years ago near Princisetter dog
pe's Furnace in Cecil County, Maryland,
came to a point in some bushes near a pine thicket. I was
standing on the railroad embankment some ten or twelve
feet above him at the time, and called up the party who was
shooting with me. Before we could get to the dog a hawk
darted out of the pines and took one bird out of the covey
not three feet from the dog's nose. The look of astonishment that poor Dash gave as he turned his head to me when
the covey rose from fright was so comical that I could not
shoot either at the covey or hawk for laughing. Again, three
years ago, while shooting in Tuckahoe Neck, Talbot County,
Md., four of us in a party, with four dogs, were beating a
One pointer came to a
large field near a magnolia swamp.
stand about forty rods ofi, and the other dogs drew up and
backed him. While we were advancing, a large chicken
hawk flew from the swamp and took a bird out of the covey,
but I was too quick for him, and stung him so sharp that he
had to drop it. The No. 10 shot I had in was not sufficient
The quail was not much hurt, as it
to kill at the distance.
got out of the way fast enough. In neither of these cases
had a gun been fired until after the attack had been made.
-».»-

He

my

'

—

The Shjc-Spetsiso Fish. There is a mollusk the pinna
of the Mediterranean which has the curious power of spinning a viscid silk, which is made in Sicily into atextile fabric.
The operation of the mollusk is rather like the work of a
wire-drawer, the substance being first cast in a mould
formed by a sort of slit in the tongue, and then drawn out
The mechanism is exceedingly curious.
as may be required.
A considerable number of the bivalves possess what is called
a byssus, that is, a bundle of more or less delicate filaments,
issuing from the base of the foot, and by means of which
the animal fixes itself to foreign bodies. It employs the
foot to guide the filaments to the proper place and to glue
them there; and it can reproduce them when cutaway. The
extremity of the thread is attached by means of its adhesive
quality to some stone; and this done, the pinna, receding,
draws out the thread through the perforation of the extensile
member. The material when gathered is washed in soap
and water, dried, straightened, and carded; one lb. of coarse
filament yielding about three ozs. of fine thread, which,
when made into a web, is of burnished golden-brown color.
A large manufactory for this material exists in Palermo.

—
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parties

many

and botanical

excursions in the
and formed a

objects for study,

pleasing feature of the session.
We are glad to hear that they propose to hold another
session the coming summer at Salem. It will commence
July 6th, and continue six weeks. Lectures will be given each
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Eriday, at 9 A. M. each
Wednesday will be devoted to a dredging trip, the remaining
time being given to laboratory work, demonstrations and
excursions, making the course a practical one, that teachers
may learn the methods of studying and teaching Natural
History. During the coming session entomology, the study
of spiders; Crustacea, and the anatomy of vertebrates will
receive special attention; the preparations in the museum
;

Will

be used as

submerged by

Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., assisted by Messrs. J. H, Eincrton
Mr.
J. S. Kingsley, will give instructions in zoology.
John Robinson will lecture upon botany, and Rev. E. C.

Bolles upon microscopy. The admission fee will be $15.00,
or to lectures alone $5.00. Names of applicants should be
sent in by May 1st. Information may be obtained of Dr.
A, S. Packard, Jr., Salem, Mass.

The

Audacity, of Hawks.

— Apropos of

the experiences re-

Frank Schley's book, "American Partridge and
it is stated that the writer had
dart upon and carry off birds he had
before they had fallen to the ground, tho Easton Free

lated in Mr.

Pheasant Shooting," in which
often seen
killed

hawks

Press has the following;
••Mr. I. N. Mills, a veteran sportsman of Wilmington,
Delaware, says he has seen some rather audacious things
done by the pigeon hawk, but nothing to watch Mr, Schley.

Pottsvillb, Pa., April

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.
( Continued).

CLASS AYES.
osnun BAPioBEa.—FAAtrLr STBiams.
Cteuus Strix.
SlrUpralincata. Bonap. American barn owl. Seldom seen eleept In
the couuties of the southern tier.

Genus
.

SOUTHERN NOTES.
Randolph Macon College,

Va., April 18, 1677.

Great grey owl.

Is

a rare visitant to the

Hoot owl; barred owl.

Syrnium nebulosum.

Gray.

Nyctalt ricliardsonii.

Bonap.

Genus
I

Peninsula.
Nyclate acadica.

Jfyctale.

Blchardeon's owl.

Confined

Sawwhet owl; white fronted
Genus Scops.

Bonap.

to TJppar

owl.

'•

Scoptasio.

Screech owl; mottled owl.

Bonap.

Genua Bubo.
Bubo

Bonap. Great homed owl.
Swain. Arctic owl.
Gray. Snowy owl. Very a

virffinianus.

var. jlrctici«.
N-gclea arclica.

Genus Sur/iiu.
American hawk owl.

Gmol.

Suridu hmUonia.

Genus Fatco.

Fako

Gniel. White gerfalcon. A singlo specihas been taken within the limits of the State, so far as known

fHieroJalco) candicam.

men only
by me.

Fatco (Hierofaico) uibralora. Aud. F.lack gerfalcon. Hava never soen
one. I give both this and the preceding on the authority of the late Dr.
G. B. Wilson, F. s. 3.
Fatco communis. Gmel. Duck hawk. American perigrino faloon.

Fako I JE salon)
Fatco

Gmol.

Ulhofateo.

spanerius.

{'finnuncultu)

Pigeou hawk; American merlin.
Linn. Sparrow hawk; American

kestrel.

Genus Pandion,
Pandion

Gmel. Fish hawk; American ospray:
Genus Naneteriu.

carolinensis.

Naucltrwforficatus. Eidg. Fork-tailed kito. Not common.
times breeds In Southwest Mict.igau.
Genus Elanus.
Elanus leucurus. Vle-U. White-tailed kite. Ancidental.

Genos
i

Wila.

Ictinia mississippiensti.

Some-

Ictinia.

Bine kite.

Rare.

Genos Circus.
Marsh hawk.
Circus hudsonlus
Genus J\'L-us.
Sharp-shinned hawk.
Nuuifutcut. Kaup
Mim coper i. Bonup. Ceoper's hawk.
Genus A-tliir.
Linn.

.

American boss hawk.
Genus Buteo.
Broad winged hawk.
Buloswaintorti. Boup. Baud's hawk. Swainaon's hawk. This is a
rare bird. A specimen killed in Genesee County Is now In tho museum
Astur atncapillus

—

Migration" of Ktsoblrds.
I saw on May 1st a very reWhen
flight of kingbirds ( Tj/ranmts carolihensis).
first observed they were flying high in the air, and at first I
mistook them for robins. I estimated the flock to contain
at least two hundred; they were flying in a wavering and
When diuncertain manner, coming from the southeast.
rectly overhead a pair of the same kind of birds (that had
established themselves in my orchard for a week) set up a
after
flying
around
sometime,
the
flock,
lively screaMny, and
settled in the treos.
I have never heard of them coming in
flocks before, and have never seen more than a pair at a time.
They usually
I have not seen a scarlet tanager this spring.
Gvxon.
arrive here about tho 23d of April.

markable

Aud.

Lower Peninsula.

Field.

—

;

Genus Sy.nium.
Syrnium cinereum.

i

kuown among

Destruction or Ocb Birds. Mr. H. D. Minot, of No.
4 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass., is writing a paper in
which he wishes to present some figures about tho annual
destruction of our birds, particularly the game birds. He
asks for any trustworthy estimates, facts, or references to
articles in periodicals applying to the subject, and we gladly
refer him to our readers for assistance in his investigations.

Glut,

Lobs. Lesser horned owl; long aarod owl.
Steph. Marsh owl short oared owl.

Olus wilsonianu-s.
Otui brachyolus

naturalists? It
seems to argue a reflective faculty, great as in the beaver, that
the mole should prepare a prison in which worms can be
alive.

2, 1877.

have read with great interest "Boomer's" valuable article on the
habits of the osprey, aa well as several other notes which you have published on this interesting subject. In answer to "Bonner's" query in
reqaid to the incident narrated by me, and which appoaied in your
valuable journal or February Sth, I would say that the fish showed
rnarkB of the talons of the hawk, and that when it fell Into the wuter it
came to the surface, and while struggling around iu a circle the bird
made his second plunge, taking the nanus fish. The flsb, I should say,
exhibited no shot marks.
Doa PEimu.

is

kept

common

very

I

ficial

habit of the mole generally

it ia

EMTOB FOBEST AMD StSEAM.

arti-

embankments, the mole ia not infrequent, although he
regarded by the occupiers with great disfavor. In addition to his ordinary sin of making the grass-laud difficult
to mow, he has an ugly trick of boring into the river walls;
aud, by loosening the sods which hold these walls together,
imperils the walls themselves. Mole-catchers are therefore
iu great request, and a few minutes spent in company with
one have taught me a lesson on the mole's history which was
quite new to me. March is the mole's breeding month; and,
iu preparation for the appearance of young ones, stores of
fresh meat, in the shape ot worms, have been laid up under
hills,
larger than the ordinary mole-hills, but in the open
marsh, which an experienced eye readily recognizes. The
mole catcher (in whose company I found myself accidentally)
is employed to poison moles, and the food in which he puts
Sooner than spend
his poison is the common earth worm.
his time in digging for these on the upland, he had come
down to the marsh to rob Lhe mole's larders, and be hit on
these with the sagacity of a terrier sniffing at a rabbit's
burrow, and did not open a hill in vain when I was with him.
He choso the largest nil s which were on the highest spots cm
the marsh, and opening one in my presence, he laid bare a
round cavity, the si^es of which were beaten hard by the
mole, so as to prevent the worms from attenipiing to pierce
their way out. Inside this there was nearly a quart of flue
worma, quite free from any admixture of soil, each worm
apparently tted up in a coil or knot, yet all alive. TJpon
being dragged out of the place in which they had been stored,
the worms began to wriggle away; but the mole-catcher put
them into the box he carried, and took away his prize. Is this

this eagle is very rare here,

FISH?

*«

iu Norfolk, which lies below
which is therefore preserved from being

Though

traveling.

DOES THE OSPREY EVER TAKE DEAD

tract of meadow laud
the level of a tidal riv«r, and

illustrations.

and

was

ou the Eastern Shore. Last Jauuary 1 round the nest of a pair of whiteheaded eaglss in Gloucester County. They were sitting. I did not
disturb them. I read your paper with much interest.
Jesse T. Littleton.

Moles and Their Worm-stores.— In a

behalf.

The dredging
vicinity afforded

saw two or three goldfinches, or yellow birds, putting on their semmer
They were not m full plumage, but seemed to be just half-way
between their winter and their summer dress. This morning, very
early, I heard the first whip-poor-wilt ( AnnaUmva voci/cms).
He did not
whip-poor-will as Hist nor as lively as ho will in a week or two. He just
seemed to went to let us know that he bad come from his winter home
to enliven our twilight hours.
1 also saw to day. for the first time this
season, apoor, lone, cbimney-swallow. He looked lost.
While speaking of the events or today, let me mention that I saw to-day tho first
bald eagle that I have ever seen at this place. It was a young bird and
I

garb.

.

Wlla.

WUa.

Bitten pennsylmuicxs.

of the Flint Scientific As.ociatiou.

Butsolineatus.

Buteo borealis.

Red-shouldered hawk.

Gmel.
Gmel.

Bed tailed hawk.
Genus Arehibulco.

Sinus
Ayuila canadensis.

Linn.

Not common.

Rough-legged hawk.
Gmel. Hlack hawk.

Archibut&jtagopus. PennArchibuUosanclijoliaiinis.

Rare.

Aijaila.

Golden

eagle.

Genus ffalmtus.
Bald eagle.
American eagle.
Linn.
In
nalioilus leucocephalus.
M'lca gives Balitaus
the Geological survey of Michigan for 1860, Dr.
Washinglonii. Aud. Washington eagle. For my part I know of no such
species. I have always supposed II. leucoccphalut and B. Wathinglont
the same. Will some one enlighten me upon this subject J

EDITOR FOBK9T AND SlKEAM.
Seeing something in your paper about the breeding of tamed wild
geese, I would like to add a little to what has already been Baid in Forest
and Stbbam. Two years ago, in Ouancock, Accomac County, Va.,
a gentleman owned a flock of Canada geese. Two paira of these bred
every earing. The other*, since they do not breed in captivity uutil
they are three years old, were too young to breed. I myself huve seen
tho old birds sitting on their eggs. Another gentleman in Ouancock
owned throe nalra of this species that had not bred when I last heard
from them, tboegh they made their nest. This gentleman used his
geese aa decoys, lie used to tie them by their legs with long cords
to a stake, driven down into the aand of some s:tnd-bar making out Into
the bay.
lie gave them cord enough to allow them to swim in the bay,
or to walk on the sand as they chose. At convenient range from the
geese was a blind, where the gunners lay concealed. The tamed geese
would soon honk op some of their wild brethren if any were abont.
1 have licen observing the arrivals of the birds that come from the
South in spring. Ou April o:h I Haw the tlrsi brown [rush (Karporhyn-

cAim rujasj.
since, until

He sung feebly the first day, but has Improved every day
bow he is unrivalled by any bird about her*. Ou April Mtll

JHiinoon/phue aura.

Genus Bhinugryphut.
Red-headed vulture.
Genus Cathurlsla.

Linn.

Catharisla atrata. Bart. Carrion crow.
captured near Monroe, Michigan.

Turkey Buzzard.

Black vnlture.

Specimen

BIRDS OF THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES
OF EASTERN DAKOTA.
BY CHAJiLES

E.

M'CEESNEY, M,

f

D.,

U. S. A.

Continued.)

Zena-dttra caroUncnsii. Carolina Dovo. Arrives May 17th, and reIs fonud in considerable numbers.
Paiiaccta phasianellm Var. OAuttijidnui. Common sharp tailed
grouse. Resides here throughout the entire year. Is »t nil time

maiusnntil September 30th.

numerous.

—

—

;

—

"

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Pinnated groure. Stria bird is Just making its
appearance in this auction. It remains t.hrouehmi! the year. I" not

Cyidomn. cupido.

Stptakmln hdnrtk*. Blook-belU'Od plover. I have not noon this bird
here during tho Bpring niieraiir.ns. It appeara daring tho Southern
flight about Octuher 2'5th, and departs November 1st. IB aeen in ooniderablo numbers.
Otaradritu firtmu, Var. vtrgiaim*. American golden plover. Is found
here occasionally ditriug the spring and Bomraer montbB, bat occurs
in considerable numbers from Sapteinuer 23d to October 20th.
JSgiaUtit vaafira. KilMear plover. Arrives April 13tb and remains
until September 1st, and is during this time found in large numbers:
breeds here.
Strtpitlat nUttrpra. Turnstone. Daring tbo spring migrations of
1876 1 observed six or seven tornstones on two or tbree different
occasions (May 26th to 39th), This is as yet, I bnlicvo, the only record
of their occurrence in Dakota.

R-carfirostm ttmcricana. Avocet. Arrives May 4th and is found in
small numbers until October DOtb. 1 believe, however.lt breedB a little
farther north, possibly leaving this vicinity during June ami July.
S[cgan»/nta uriUoni. Wilson's phalarope. Is found herefrom May 17tb
until July 2ith, when it departs southward. Is seen in large numbers
and breeds here.
GixUinngi) wiUoni.
American snipe. Wilson's snipe is seen here only
during tie spring migrations (May 1st to 6th), and then only iu small

numbers.
Maerorhamphus griseus. Ked-breasted snipe. Occurs bere in considerable numbers from September 20th to October 30th.
Ertvnelts jrniUlm. Bemi-palmated sandpiper. Is seen here in very
large numbers from April aoth until June 13th, when it disappears,
none being seen until July 3d, from which date to November 1st hundreds can be seen at a time aronnd the shores of any of the lakes.
Tringa minulilla. Least sandpiper. Shares much the same habits
hereae the preceding. This species certainly breeds here. Is very
abundant.
Tringa Bairdii. Baird's sandpiper. This sandpiper appears April
28th and remains uutil June 13th, after which date none are seen.
During toe time of its sojourn here, however, it is quite numerous. Its
habits seem to differ greatly from its near relatives.
Tringa. maculiUa. Pectoral pau.lpi per. Is found here from July 13th
to August 1st, in considerable numbers,
Tritigafuscicolli*.
WhLt,--riimpt,l sandpaper. Arrives May 5th and
departs June 13th. Ik seen during this lime iu considerable numbers;

seems to share many of the habits of its little congenitor, T. Bnirdii.
Limosnfedoa. Great marbled Godwit. Is found here in groat numbers from June lttu until September 22d, with stragglers as late as the
middle of October. This bird breeds in great numbers, just off the
Ootcau to the east, in Minnesota.
Totanvx xemipalmatiis
Wlllet. This bird arrives April 23th and remains until September 13th, in considerable numbers; breeds here.
Hi seems to feed to some extent on fish and Its flesh; is not par.

tiou'arly desirable as food.

Totanusjlavipes. Lceser tell-tale. This bird arrives July 13th and
remaiua uutil October28th. At first seen in small numbers, but as fall
comes on its numbers increase greatly.
Spotted sandpiper. Is found here in limited
Trivgaidrs maadarius
numbers from June. 21st to September Hth.
Actiturus tiarlmvx ius, Bartramiau sandpiper. The nrland plover is
abundant
here
from
May tilth until August 26th. .Breeds all over
very
tire prairim in great numbers.
.

Tryvgileit rufticm;. Bull-breasted sandpiper. This strauge sandpiper
seen here a few times each year. Ou May 22d, 1870, while Ont hunting on the open prairie, a flock of twenty or thirty passed near me,
from which one was secured. Two or throe others were taken ou aa

is

many

different occasions.

J\~yx-tiard*'a grisea. Var. navia.
American night heron. Is seen
in considerable numbers lrom August 10th uutil Octobor 25th.

here

{To be Continued.)
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ABBIVALS AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN FOE

Week Ending Mai 8, 1877—Eight summer

ducks (Aix spansa), parch-ised; one Macaque monkey rJtfBcaeiW n/nomolaus),
pte-ented; six red foxes (Vvlpes flaws'), presented " one
mnnkcy (Maeac>is iiemest/rianus), born in Garden; one black

The Japanese Persimmon
date of

Loomfe

14i

constricted), presented.

Akthub

fjjjlaodlund,

E.

Bkown,

^arm and

Gen'l. Snpt.

garden.

if

of good sorts, flowering

asters

and zinnias

away into the

late fall

months;

are excellent; marigolds, both French

and

African, should have a place with marvel of Peru and
balsams, toward the baek of tho borders, while mignonette,
.-i

..

:i

.

]:,,-.;,

in its

many

bright colors, candy tuft, sweet alys-

etc., that do not grow so tall, will do duty and flower
well all summer, more toward the front of the borders.
Larkspurs, snapdragons, dwarf convolvulus and many
other sorts are all worthy of a place, while a few dollars
judiciously expended on gladiola, zonal geraniums, monthly
roses, lemon verbenas, and such plants will keep not only
the garden but the parlor vases beautiful all tho season.

Bum,

—

Magnolia Halleana. This beautiful hardy magnolia was
introduced from Japan nearly twenty years ago, but still
continues to be but little known, indeed hardly recognized
in the country at large. The cause is principally in the difficulty of its propagation, though all who have seen it are
delighted with its beauties. The first impression made is
of intense individuality. It ro unds out and matures into a
complete bush of symmetrical form and solid wood, and is a
true member of the shrubby type of magnolias. The same
excellence appears also in the unrivalled beauty and earliness of its flowers. These somewhat resemble the water lily
in the translucent whiteness of the narrow petals, and they
Surpass all others in their delicate and subtle odor. The
leaves are of a rich green color, neither large nor small, and
are in agreeable keeping with its general habit, while the
effect produced is that of a noble and exquisite plant,
D.
»i »
The Japan Judas Tbee.— This most beautiful tree, mentioned a week or two ago in our pages, is now in full bloom
in Central and Prospect Parks, and its lovely purplish pink
blossoms, clustered us they are so thickly on the stems, quite
throw our native variety into he shade. P has
vantage of blooming at least a week earlier Ihui the latter,
and at the same time is much brighter in color, perfectly
hardy, and a lovely match for the golden forsythia, the white
spirea thunbergii, or the deep scarlet cydonia japonica,
I

.
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Tlollister writes

L March, 1S77, from Santti Barbara, to Kev.
has been for sometime this season at Mr.

Henry
Trum-

Sansome street, San Francisoo, Cal., selling
inmber of grafted trees of this valuable fruit) as

bull's seed store,

follows:

••Seven or eight years ago I purchased of a Mr. Van Reid,
of San Francisco, half-a-dozen Japanese persimmon trees in
pots or boxes.
Two of them Kvod, but, for four years, from
neglect or want of proper care, did not do well; or perhaps
being kept too long in the boxes in which they were received.
After being put in better position they gradually reaovered,
and for two years have done well, l" can scarcely express
my surprise upon seeing the magnificent fruit of the last year,
when the trees had proper care. The fruit is, I tbink, the
most beautiful of all the fruit I have ever seen, and it is
most delicious to the taste. You can judge of what an improvement it is upon the old sppcies of persimmon of the
States, when I tell you that I carried four of them to San
Francisco last fall, which weighed three-quarters of a pound
each.
This variety is seedless, and can of course only be
propagated by budding or grafting. The frtn't is of a rich
golden color, a little deeper, approximating toward a Ted, and
seems move ILko a ball of wax than a fruit. It is simply
splendid.
I understand you are introducing this fruit and
other varieties of the persimmon into this Slate from Japan.
May good luck attend yon. You can do no better thing for
California.
I think it will be the
greatest acquisition to our
Stale in the way of fruit ever introduced."

Another communication concerning this fruit is from J.
Grey .lewell, M. D., late U. S. Consul at Singapore, dated 21st
March, 1877, to the Rev. Henry Loomis, and is as follows:
|'In reply to yours of yesterday I have much pleasure in sayinjr, that as regards the Jap mese persimmon, so called, I
nave very pleasant recollections. During my residence in
the East Indies, as U. S. Consul at Singapore, it was my good
fortune to have the opportunity of frequently partaking of
it
It came to us from China,' packed in plaster of Pari«,
to prevent the hot climate of the tropics from affecting it.
There are generally two kinds or shapes -the round and the
oval, or egg-shaped. Both have about the same flavor, and
in size compare favorably with a medium-sized American
apple. Those which came to us were apparently seedless. The
seeds and core appeared to be absorbed, at least so that wa
conld take the pulp from the rind with a spoon, and to onr
lasts it was delicious^not at all arid, like the American persimmon. It is, as I have met in China and India, when
properly cultivated, an excellent fruit, and I believe it can be
raised here nud soon become a great favorite and a very acceptable addition to American fruits."

—

T. Howard, Pa.— We mail to-day schedule of N. Z.
Q.
Horticultural Society. See special premium offered for November next.

^»

Analysis oe the Onion by Messrs. Wellington and Bragg,
under the direction of Professor Goessmanl at the Massachusetts
first

simple method of increasing the size and inducing the
earlier ripening of peaches is given by Mr. Riviere in a
pamphlet, iu which he describes a method practiced by
M. Chevalier of Montreal for producing these effects. The
method consists in making a slit in the flowering shoot from
below upward iu March (i. e, beginning of spring). The
slit in question extends half way through the shoot, and is
an inch iu length, so that the operation is exactly like that of
The theory of the sue ess of the operation is
layering pinks.
that the downward current of nutritive sap being thus forcibly arrested, the fruits above the mouod are proportionately
increased in size as they would be after ringing."

Mass ob Paraguay

Tea.

— Among

the novelties presented
was the Mate,

at the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia

a decoction of the leaves of

th<>.

Mate

tree (Ilex paragwtytnsia).

This tree grows wild in the forests of Brazil nud the Argentine Republic, especially upon the various tributaries of the
Parana and Uruguay; it is also found in the valleys of streams
join the

Paraguay

to

the northeast.

The

tree

sometimes approaches medium-sized apple trees in height,
but the leaves are gathered mostly from smaller shrub-like
plants.
It is stripped of its leaves and branches almost
Several varieties of this tree are menevery othor year.
tioned, especially two, the mild or choice, and the stroug. At
the Exposition a pamphlet in Portuguese, French, English
and German, written by Br. Antonio Joaquin da Macedo
Soares, presents the claims of the province of Parana, which
export j mostly through the port*; of Paranagua and Antouia.
Tho exports of the fiscal year eudiug June 30. 1870, amounted to 31,777,408 pounds, and rose the following year to 36,The home consumption iu Parana is almost
073.713 pounds,
O.iHin.Oili) pounds per annum, and iu Rio Grande du Sol
nearly four times as much, not including large quantities

consumed by natives without having been marketed. An
arroba (32.39 lb. is estimated as .sufficient for the consump)

tion of a single individual about six months, if taken three
times per day, and this would cost, about four dollars per annum, whereas an equivalent of coffee or of black or green tea
would cost much more. It is claimed that the Mate beverage
It is prepared either from the powder of
is very nourishing.
dried leaves pulverized, or from the leaves themselves by infusion. It needs intelligent experiment and observation to
develop the real qualities of the plant, but it has become the
favorite beverage of a laTge portion of the people of Souih
America. It is less exciting than either tea or coffee, as it
contains less of essential oil, while its larger proportion of
resin makes it abetter diuretic, than coffee, though it is less
rich in this element than either green or black tea.
It has a

pleasant aroma, and when taken with milk and sugar it is a
good substitute lor either tea or coffee. It slightly stimulates
the nervous system, but not to the point of sleeplessness.
It
contains as much theine as tea, and double the quantity found
in the same weight of coffee grains. It is sold in Rio Janeiro
Report nj the American Depariat about ten cents per pound.
uUure

<<»
PjnWKSvma TrMBER. -The improvements in saturating
wool and timber, invented by Mr. II. Sainsbury, of Paris,
consist in employing a solution formed in the relative approximate proportions of water, 1,000 litres; alum, 16 kilos.
sulphate of copper, 1G kilos bromide of sodium, 1 kil.; and
iodide of sodium, 1 kil.
For the purpose of the invention
he prefers placing the timber or wood to be treated in a close.
vessel, from which lie draws off all tho air, and in which he
injects
the
above-mentioned
liquid with a presirami li taly
sure varying from 15 pounds to 150 pounds to the inch,
ttts
;

wood thus injected not only acquires thereby a
considerable degree of hardness, whereby it in better fitted to
resist wear and tear, friction, exposure' to the atmosphero
and deteriorating causes, but it is also rendered completely
slated that

incombnsl

i

ble.

Buildtf.

Agricultural College chemical laboratory, being the
authentic analysis of this plant on record. 1000 parts,
'

air dry, contain

W«tnr

SM. 000 Lime

Orgsnlo mutter

KM.BSRMnfiuoBlo

Nitr.isen
Total sih

Scientific

0S.il
o.lilfl

O

2.1:10 Irun IF* !
i .302 I'Uniplioric

3)

acid
1.680 Sulphurio aold
0.083 Silica

Potash
Sedn

—

Birmer.

0.027
S«i)

1.151

0.U5

<»

Rainfall at Santiago.—A register was kept at Santiago
from 1824 to I860 to record the number of minutes and hours
during which rain fell throughout the twenty-seven years,
and the average of a year's fall was 215 1 hours or nine days.
Seven-ninths of this fell in tho four months of May, Juno,
July and August, while in the whole five monfcs of November, December, January, February and March rain fell only
for seven hours and a half.
The whole twenty-seven Januarys would only have given fourteen hours' rain had there
not been an unexampled fall of forty hours during tho January of 1837. June and July, by tar the wettest months,
only gave four and a quarter days' rain between them.
"Over the Sm mvi Mir Away."

Rational
The Game of Polo.— Rules
1.

"A

DISEASE.

•fas, L. R. Cincinnati, 0.
The Japan Judas tree was sent
out by Parsons A Co., Flushing, some years ago, and we
think can be had of any nurseryman who keeps posted in
really good novelties.' The ICticow is punctata is an old,
much neglected plant, rarely seen except in old collections.

—

tention:

VERBENA

Editor Forest and Stream.
I have just seen the article on the Verbena disease in last
number, and make out from it that your correspondent is
yet undecided whether or not an insect has anything to do
with the matter. If you will run over some, day 1 will show
you the. "varmints" crawling about as lively as erickets on
plants that are affected by rust, while you' may look your
eyes out in the endeavor "to see them on healthy subjects.
Why it should ever be questioned by any one having opportunity to see, is a quandary to nu\ "
P. H.

Hint to Peach Growers. The following is sent to us by
Mr. Oscar Speitzer of San Francisco, and is worth careful at-

whose waters

—

Annuals. Now is the time to sow annuals ere the hot
weather sets in and burns up the young seedlings before
they get proper roothold. None, perhaps, gives more satisfaction than phlox drurnmondii in its various colors, showy
and useful for cuttings; petunias also are very ornamental

W.

who

;

snake (Bascanion

— W,

Again.

ga§time&.
of the California Polo

Club.—

The goals shall be two hundred yards apart, i« according
number of runs to be made.
2. The bull shall be three aud one-half inches in diameter*

to the

the sticks not to exceed three and one-'ialf feet in length.
taken from an opponent, but
3. Sticks may be hooked and
no stick cau be hooked either under or in front ot » horHe.
Any player catching an opponent's arm or horse, or
-t.
holding his stick in front of an opponent's horse, in
ordvrto prevent the horse's advance, or hitting an opponent's
horse to drive him over the ball, shall be declared out of
the game.
5. If it cau be shown to the umpire that a run his been
made by a foul, it shall be the duty of the umpire to declare
it a dead run.
8 Two decisions of foul runs shall score oue run agarnst
the offending side.
7. Iu case a ball is hit beyond the goal but outride the
flags, the ball shall be put ou the line through which it
should have passed, and bota sides drawn up behind the
goal, the party defending the goil shall ba entitled to a hitoff
S In case the ball passes outside the side limits, the ball
shall be placed iu the centre ot the course opposite where it
left the course, with each party on their respective sides facingthe bill, aud shall be started by the umpire.
H. The game shall be started by the umpire, either by
word or dripping the flag. The apposing parties to face
each other thirty yards from the bell, the two starters to stepto the front of their respective sides, and to advance at the
signal.
10. Any party losing his stick must either dismount to recover or pick it up foom his horse. Any party receiving his
stick either from a fellow player or from" a spectator, shall
have a foul scored against him, or by an order from the umpire shall throw Ids stick to the ground aud recover it himself.

—

Smtler's Health Lift. Dr. Smilrr, says Max Adeler, had
a large tank placed on the top of his house from which to supply his bathroom and so forth w th water. The water had
to be pumped up about fifty 'ett lrom the cistern in the ynrd,
and the doctor found it to be a pretty good-sized job, which
would cause him constant expense, So aftei thinking the
mailer over very carefully, one day an idea struck him. lie
"
built a room over the cistern and put word " Sanitarium
Then he concealed the pump machinery
over the door.
beneath the floor, and he rigged up a kind of complicated
apparatus with bandies and hinges and a crank, so that a
man by standing in the middle of the machine and pulling
the handle up and down would operate that pump.
Thou the doctor got out circulars and published advertisments about "Smiler's Patent Heidth Lift," and he secured
that
testimonials from a thousand or so people who agreed
the health lift was the only hope for the physical salvation
Pretty soon people began to see about
of the human race.
them out to the "Sanitarium"
it, and Smiler would rush
and set them to jerking the haudles. And when a customer
had pumped up fifty gallons or so, Smiler would charge him
a quarter, aud tell him that three months of that kind of thing
would give him muscles like a prize-fighter.
The thing became so popular that ho had to enlarge his
tank and put in a smaller pump; and he not only got all his
pumping done for nothing, but the people who did it paid
him about SI, 500 a year for the privilege.
One day, however, Mr. Maginnis, who had been practising at the health lift every day for months, broke the board
upon which he was standing, and plunged into the cistern,
and just as he was sinkinsr for the third time Smiler fished
him out with a crooked nail in the end of a clothes prop.
A few days later Maginnis came round with a lot of othor
Smiler's servant girl, and
patients, aiid cross-examined
learned about the truth, and then they went home mod. A
consultation was held, at which they resolved to prosecute
obtaining
damages
and
for
money under false prefor
Smiler
It is thought by good judges that, by the time the
tences.
oourt gets through with Smiler, it will be about the unhealthiest lift for him he Vfas ever interested in.— Science American.

:
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Massachusetts.

—We have received a copy of

the by-laws

Amateur Kifle Club of Walpole, Mass. They
up anew their range with two first-class iron targets, after the Creedmoor style of pits, etc., and everything is
in good working order for 200. 500, 000, 800, 000, and 1,000

§mne §<tg mid §tm.

of the Walpole

have

—There was

Ckeehmc.oi;.

moor when

a time in the history of Creedmention that Col. Iiodino or Maj.

the inure

tilled

~

a long range match was sufficient
hope of victory on the part of the new miners, but grit and persistence are characteristics of, our
American riflemen. The youngsters kept on "banging
nl
with system and judgment, noting with care
whatever of valuable, advice dropped from the old reliables,
until on Saturday it was shown that, some folks are
some others, if not B great deal batter, and the boys walked
away up among the "possibles," leaving their elders doing
Ostensibly it
very fair mediocre work far down below hem.
match rules belit under the International
1'ovj
twaen teams of six from Brooklyn and New York respectively,
captained by Maj, H. S. Tewi II fin the part of the cross-river
men and Col. Gildersleeve im the part of the Metropolitans,
but really it was a Senior vs. a Junior team contest.
Among the veterans were Gildersleeve, Bodine, Fulton,
The. younger generation of
Bruce, Coleman and Stanford.
shooters included Allen, BUdeuburgh, Itathboue, Weber,
When the
Jewell, v\ j t 1j Gen, Dakiri a, hoary end man.
match was ihst proposed on April 1st last, opinion was in
favor of the New Yorkers. But the Brooklyn boys went to
work with a will, drilled and organized, and for weeks past
have been again and again on the field putting themselves
in trim, and the result justified the importance which has
been placed upon method and team practice in contests of
The day was lair, though toward the close the
wind became shifty, but from the word "go" it was a clean
walk away for tie- lads. At the 'lose of the very first
im.l from that, on it was
round they wen-

yards, shooting.
This is the original rifle club of this State,
it being their fourth season ol ihorl range and third year at.
long range. They are now preparing for a Lie rangi
match with the Massachusetts Kith; Association, to take place
the 30th of May.

in the list of scores it
the New Sorters,
era '' se
poorest Brooklyn score, that of Gen.
will bi m
Col.
Dakiri, tb still inadTauceof the best New York scoie.
GilrlerslBCve was indeed suffering from a swollen eye, but
soon a are what might be expected
of fresh sprin" marksmen. The Brooklyn record, on the
lv good, and would do credit if
,'
m ,,, :,. ri is.. •,,:,. Va 1 lays when a summer's drill
has brought hand and eye and brain into harmonious action.

I. G. llcyward
George Allen
H. G. Stevens.....

Fulton Were

to shoot in

to destroy all

;,!

:

,

I

I

i

I

—The Lawrence (Massachusetts) liifle Club had a practice
shoot at Merrimack Bange. Saturday afternoon. Weather
Out of a posfine, but wind too changeable for high scores.
sible 75 at 500 yards the leading scores were; B. F. Sargflut,
72: A.Richmond, 09; O. M. Jewell. 07; C. L. Austin, 07;
II. F. Lord, 02; A. B, Derby. 59.

—

Gkoiuua. A match was shot in Bryan County, Georgia,
on the 2d inst., between teams of local riflemen. The guns
used arc Remington, Sharpe, and Springfield rifles, distance
200 yards, seven shots each. The following scores were made
Name.

Total.

T. Williams

II.

,

Compared with previous long range team shooting, the
work of the Brooklyn shooters is vr. e fine indeed. In the
Irish American match of last fall the totals were 1154 and 1165
-'
so res on the first day's
respectively, and taking the MS
shooting for the Intermiiiiiieil tiophv, the totals show
Am-rica. !'.'C. Ireland and S.-otl.ind. 1202 each. On no other
,,-:
do we i-emcmbei anything passing Saturday's score
of 118G. and the others were fall scores after a season's drill.
h shows that while the "old 'uus" may step down
and out, we have a group of experts ready to take their
places and even push them to the wall by making superior
<'

•

Name.

I

24
gi

W.

It, VVeb'i
St. 3. Jefvcv

21,St.

E.

JJ.Sparkmau

!'.

S.

I'.

W.

.T.

1'.

19
I?

16
15

Kiulocli

1!)!
Tolal
GBOIHJIA IIUS6AKS.

Toiab

Name.

There need be little fear that when again called
defend and retain the International prize our men
will be ready to score another victory.
The full scores in the Brooklyn vs. New York match are:

scores.
upon to

BROOKLYN TEAM.
Name,
lie

1

!,

900

800
yds.

yds.

L. Allen
T,.
Weber.
K. Kuthb'iue
Gen. T. S. Dakin

1.

73
70

Total.

'!"

ii'i

lie;

72
67
67
65
65

68
60
02
59
59

191)

.

09
71
....68

.

198
197
196
lili

1,186

Total

NEW YORK
B

C. Coleman
Col- John Bndine
f'jiiir, L. O. Bruce

TEAM.
63
so

.0
7i
65
66
6D
53

Kent. Col. B. H. Bamtotil
Major H. Folion
Col. H. A. Gildersleeve

59
57
56
ii
48
53

6'i

66
Ml
6H

19-3

190
181
]ril

177
167
1,091

Total

RIFLE NOTES.
C

E. Blydenburgh made the first score of 200 points 'at
the long ranges this season.
The "running deer" target is quite a favorite.
The members of the American team which was victorious
over the Canadians in the Canadian International Match of
1S75 are to receive gold badges to commemorate that event
in a few days. They were W. B. Farwell, L. L. Hepburn,
Geiger, J. 8. Conlin, L. C. Bruce, F. Hydo
11. S. Jewell, L.
and A. V. Canfield.
Creedmoor looks better than ever. The range is in excellent condition, and the greenestof grass, dotted with field
H. S. Jewell has
flowers, gives it a very pleasing aspect.
'

changed his position.

an original one.

It's

Julian Schley, possible 35
.1. W. McaIicii. I-

McA. While

30 S.

ens.

-

Mcvlpiu

I;

Broadway.
The. interest in these weekly competitions keeps

still

una-

bated, and there is no small amount of strife for the
supremacy among the competitors, there being 20 of them
A change has been made in
in number in the last contest.
the conditions which allows each competitor to two entries,
his high score to count.

The following are. some of the best scores made during the
evening in the competition (3d): P. Fenning, IS; M. L. Biggs,
Leon Backer 17: M, B. Eugel, 47:1.. 0. Bruce, 17: Thos.
Wildes, Jl. J)., 47: Fred Alder, 40; C. Von Geriehten, 4fi; N. B.
Thurston. 45; B. Zettler, 44; J. Houig; 41; M. F. Cahill, 44:
B. Buff, 43: M. JDeMott, 41; Judge Smith. 41; W'm. Klein,
Seventeen contestants averaging
41: A. F. N-wkirk. 40.
48;

,,;,,

.i,

Broadway the
m 200 y

,,,.,
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;

I
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I,
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yja, red.:

I
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bledon, wl
ber of 7

'
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Hereale
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1
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orthein

25
83

iiS,W.F.JftB«ton
8BI
38]

275

Tolal

SAVANNAH VOM'NTEEK C.UARDS.
Name.

Total,

G.b. Anplcton

W. T. Thompson,

ill

filially

.

won,

.

.

'

,).

-

'1

;

,

.;

A correspondent writing from

complimenting our appearance,

21
IB
12

24)

228

Total

—Milwaukee Bine Club practice
Wauwatosa on

Soldier's

on May

11th,

Home Grounds,

shooting across the Menominee valley. At the 9QC yard
range the execution was scored as follows: Bangs, 32; Turner, 40; Welles, 40; Fielding. 30; Yale, 27; Meunier, 37;
Practice at the 1,000 yard range— possiHill, 45; Drake, 30.
ble 25— also resulted in very creditable scores in view of the
unfavorable weather. The tally was: Fielding, 15; Turner,
18; Johnson, 18; Bangs, 18; Yale, 12: Hill, 10; Meunier, 18.

Houston, Texas, April

Editor Forest and Stream.
1 wish you could prevuil ou somo

27, 1877.

of those correspondents of yours,

who have been choke-boring us one week and

I

years past there have been thousands of ijuail shipped north
from this section of the State every season: butourLogi latn
has passed a law prohibiting their exportation, and we hope
to see the iniquitous practice stopped."

— The Nashvilh-

h'»nt! Sun.

Thursday

Dog and

proposes to open a

Gun department.

THE GUN

TAX.

At the present time, when riflj clubs are
springing up everywhere, amateurs who havo not an opportunity of
consulting exports find themselves at infiuito loss in selecting a proper
long rango rifles at present on the
numerous
the
Among
weapon.
market, and all claiming to be the best, one cannot help suspecting that
some at least are got up with a more immediate view to sale than good
target practice. At any rate, 1 do not think that a little gentle criticism
could do the manufacturers any harm— it might stimulate them to renewed exertions; and hy furnishing purchasers with the means of
lodging a good gun, you will do the world a service by running worthless competitors out of the market.
I do not wish to disparage our choke-boring and cylinder-boring
friends; on the contrary, they Bra just the men we should like to hear
from; their general knowledge of firearms is so good that their opinions
on this particular point could not fail to be of value, and they might
help a any in the selection of a rifle who cannot afford to buy their
knowledge in the school of experience. I am not opposed to choke-

boring myself, and have, indeed, an invention of my own in this lino.
I meant to keep it a secret, but for the benefit of science I let it go, and
for the edification of your readers I shall try to describe it, as it obtains very considerable favor among the knights of the trigger down our
way. Mine is what may be called au extreme choke-bore. We win take
a champague bottle as a simple exiruple, it being wider at cue end than
Incredulous as it may appear, we use a liquid
the other—you see ?
ammunition, aud when the piece has got the proper elevation and a
sufficient charge, it never fails to kill anything anywhere; and so far
from alarm iug tho gams, it exerts an attraction on thorn which very
few can resist. With this weapon we challenge all comers, men from
Jersey uot excepted. And forgive me for adding that the man at least,
one side and then the
if not the gun, has a positive side-action— first
other. I now conclude this scrawl, which may prove, pcrhapB, that I
am not a practiced letter-writer, but I hope at least I have made my
wishes clearer than those of a brother sports man who wanted an axe
'• hen-coop " for his
dog."
White.
to •• saw " a barrel to make a

Kkoeptionv— The last grand military reoeption and dress
parade review of the Twenty-second Eegiment was held at
The Mayor and other city
the armory on tho 8th inst.
officials were present, and Gilmore's immense band furnished some delightful music.
OtiK SrrnsCRiMSBS.

—The consolidation of the two papers

brings us such a largely increased circulation, and so materially adds to the business of the office, that we are forced to
defer increasing our paper to twenty-four pages, as contemplated, until we can make such arrangements regarding the
mechanical portion! of it as are necessary. Many correspondents whose communications have not yet appeared will
b sir that, fact in mind.
.

.»•
believed that turkeys were introduced into England
sea by William Strickland, lieutenant to Sebasl ian
the time of Henry VH. Franklin alwa,
wild turkey should have been the emblem of the United
., ilii- log cabins of (l,e pioneers of his day being surg
is

my

on taxing guns, stales lhala
tux on dogs: would he equally objectionable to me, and nil or the Bame
opinion. I have owned dogs nearly all my life, ar
spent an hem- !;oing areriel in the rain tu find my heuud. who had run
away or been stolen. Most wiiliugly would I pay ft tax that, would
make dogs on a par with guns, so they could ho considered personal
property. It is unnecessary to say more about taxing guns, since I
have your opininu, which i3 all tho authority necessary, as V. admits
his plan would be unpopular.
Spoakingof grouse, I consider the fox and skunk ila wore, mi.,;
-i.i
as frennnnt bunches of bones and fV-atlur in it In the «
,i
Man has little chance with them in this vicinity, unless a
shot, lor they rise wild, and Hy like tho wind. Generally they abide iu
swamps where the underbrush is so thick one can hardly turn
around, let alone shooting them. The quail have all left this section
long ago. I never saw but one, and he was feeding leisurely on a blackas guite tame, aed oDly about twenty fPet
berry, so If- ft lieu: he
-,
protect our parent stesk is to enforce the
e::y
from me. The
.'>-- ii'i.l other vermin whi.-h
-.,.,,-.
the
game lave and est ir nl a;
prey onthe-birds, lam alios approves the idea of farmers prohihKing sportsmen from si ooting on their ground, and trust the same
spirit of self-denial will i lep him from destroying game in the wholee sportsmen. Thanking you. Mr. Verator.
sale manuer indulged by
nterest in tho protection of game, and yon, Mr. Editor, for
DEXTXtl.
e iu the case. I remain, yours.
"Vuimtiir," in

ills

iinswor lo

arliidS)

who
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GUNS THAT BURST-FAULTY INSPECTION.
Cincinnati,

ch other from the

'

May

10, 18??.

Editor Focest and STREAM,
S.ii: R. Price, in ••TheTwo Americas," relates the particnlars or the
bursting of a double gnu in his hands at the ririui; of asccoudBhot at
grouse, nnder cirenm.-tances which makes it seem loan American not
a lillle singular that he should have taken no action beyond the plebeian
one of accepting another gun from the builder, jiist as a laborer would
take back to a shop-keeper a garment which had proven shoddy. He
states explicitly that the gun "went to pieces," literally and destructively, and that his escape with his life was marvelous; that there was
no apparent cause, but that on examination or tho fragments, the builder
declared that it was due to the negligence of a drunken-foreman in
boring the extractor. This maker, a fashionable one, tolerates a
drunken foreman, and then permits his death-traps to eo oui without
rigid inspectiou-withont any inspection we'd better say— and a wealthy
and influential sportsman, a nobleman at that, allows the damnable
thing to :;o unpunished fur a paltry bribe of another forty or sixtyguinea gun! Savoriug or this same milk-and water-policy was the conduct of a man here, owner of a fashionable rifle, which sent its charge
into the face of the shooter. Luckily, he escaped with two sound eyes,
and "compromised" with the. principals, through whose rault the rille
had been sent; Out. by accepting a simple return or his money. This
looks entirely too much like an acknowledgment ihat we arc ready, for
a paltry hnndred dollars or for fifty pounds, to hold at arm's length a
loaded bombshell wiih its fuse lighted. No; builders who, hy reason or
toleiating drunken or worthless Inspectors, condemn to death innocent
users or their infernal machine^, should be held answerable to the attermost; for— "ili final per uliuw"- he who through another docs a thing,
does'it himseir. Prompt publication, in .-ui ..I. <., l .jiving names,
would check the inclination or some careless or conscienceless makers to
U. K- Dcjcaign-b.
send out uninspected pot- metal.

LIGHT CHOKE-BORES VS.

HEAW GUNS.

ti.vnvEsTON, Texas, April,

EuiToa

I'or.EdT

1.877.

ami Stream.

Alter a season' 6 duck shooling on Hie Texas cpaal, using an 9-pound,
IZgauge, choked HOT! gnu. with an old eh. .re rmixgle-loader, made
by Westley Richards, ten years ago, I used the IU gunge in presence,
and got better spoit. lu Tact, most ol the time tbc ti-hore was slopped
ducks wwunded
at the uitjpks, and when it was used there were more
uurebit,
tuau brought to bay. Villi the cln.ke ilic gun killed all that
may
the ducks falling to the water like cannon balls. •Blatk-hcnd
say the choke-bore is a humbug, hut, wiih Mr. Greener, 1 say ho must
havo had bad luck in ordinary gnus, or else some dealer has been selling
him German guns with an English maker's name on tbero. Choke boihs
may not throw the shot where held, hut 1 have yet lo shoot a cylinder
SIv choke bore shoots high, lint I conthat, has uot the same faults.
'

good fault. If theysleiol, lo the right or left, it SpOrtSinao
American guns vary less than
It out and be governed by it.
hud tie
I
English, therefore I pronounce Ihern the lest
:.
Lerever one duy lurtMoek, and found it d
using a Nichols
guu as the best by Etialish makers. Their rastcuei
decidedly an improvement on eiih.rihe top or side lever. The comIts the wants of many
It
id if the luq
perjualor being in tin
:1LU tr ul "
II
a shaky gun,
ook to their laurels, or Messrs. Nichols and Lerever mast.
them. There may be soue-thing in confined gasses, but to set
sider itS

must Hid

&
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:

birds,

April J". 1877.
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Enrron Fouesr and Stkcam.

cylinder-boring us the

nest, to relinquish their pet theories lor a minute, aud turn their atDown here
tention to what I consider a matter of more importance.
we want some light on the subject of target, rifles, more especially on
Aud, by the way, this name
the so-called Creedmoor long rouge rifle.
seems to bo applied to all rifles capable of hitting a target (when properly

—It

Charlotte, N.

saj

"A sportsmen's club has just been organized here, which
we call the •Charlotte Bod and Gun Club'. We woe ipro
teet, our lords and fishes, and see that the laws recently made
by our legislature for that purpose are enforced. For many

I

Total.
51
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Conlin's Gallery.—Last Saturday evening, May 12th, a
number of the amateur "gallery" shots in this city met and
competed for the amateur badges at Conlin's Gallery, 1222

eenters or better.
In the old gallery of 930

-

Lu ,.i.
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pointed) at 1,000 yards.

1,01)0

yds.
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A pigeon match between two sides, repre.:-, rs, look place yesterday
They shot at five
flats, near Snake Hill.
ntj
m yards rise. The clerks won by the.
following score: Qlerkfl BtcbbilM
Wldtmore,
ITotal 10. Brokers--! >gd,n, 5: Kemp, i:
2; Walbert.
Bratvv,,U,
Wall, 0.
;...

-'

on the
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A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.
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'he choke will not

WOO atrial, but. I used four-ounce powder
want a wad hair an inch thick, all the
ii

wild

..

i
.

east of Pennsylvania, and in that State tie
the mountainous regions, and are few_and_far dietween.

iN
J

useawBdooneisteetituor an inch thick.

Till then

too intelligent to

B-B.B.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Elk Htotino.— An Englishman is
and the kind of sport ha ia ha7ing nmy be surjuised from
hunting

this
'

Colorado,

in

extract from a letter to Z7w Field:
BBonn eveniiig vas a red-letter one in our

hunting

-'I'll

We

laden aottmlj with meat, but
antlers of o giant
Wi
rei
tralMng abreast, a little apart, on
wapiti.
the summit of a ridge where forest was open, when two
and
jnmped up from their lairs in front .1
"'I Cot a moment, then trotted pfl 1"
tt'ftes
tin
:.'
"!
i'h . hi
r
Uhe brnnehei-,
sides.
W
"t
bullets
Lito
tilL they "touched their
I
Jack and I rushed on with our knives; T gave onegl
career.

returned

to oanrp'

we had secured the head und enormous

II

i

'

i

-

[i

:

i

I

t

I

he
b sag hunting knife.
roy and then lay do-wn to die

her,

i

,

ounderj

i

i

i

I

ofl

not an easy tiling ti
trawpin sis to kill 10

kill

is

I

much

It lakes as
i'
snipe, butfoi le
:

b

i

;
.

'

let-.

'

i

and there is nrucb more meat for the RinmTOiitioi b
'
n
a.lan.v man
The labor b .-<• :n
<.r parte who kills one by fair hunting through tho forest in
."

i

>
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September may bo proud.
p..t-hunters
I

who

an

wait
aid a

till

thi

-

hffi

i

i

much

for the
snowed out of their
dleys in winter in

Twill-nol
I

<
.search of pasture, when (bey mri
down like cattle. The biggest stag
tun d LG hands :i in.
high, girth 6 ft., antlers with fourteen points. 9 in. round
the burr, and )r, in. in length.
They are not much bigger
than
best sambur head; but the 'extra points make them
'

•

<

i

my

look bigger."
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Onon Fnojr E&BBPI&A330N. The uupleiiiunt odor produced
by perspiration is frequently the source of vexation to persona
who are subject to it. Nothing is simpler than to remove
this odor much more effectually than by the application of
such unguents and perfumes as are in use. It is only
eary to procure some of the compound spirits of ammonia, and
place about two tablespoon! ills ^U a basin of water.
Washing
the face, hands and arms with this leaves the skill as clean,
SWeet aud fresh as one could wish. The wash is iierl'ccffy
harmless, and very cheap.
It is rei.ommei.ided on the uttlliorityof an experienced physician.
i

i

N.vrmi.u. Beauty.— All our moral feeling
are so interwoven with our intellectual powers that we cannot affect the
one without, in some degree, addressing the other; and, in
all ideas of beauty, it is more than probable that much ot the
pleasure depends on delicate' and untraceable perceptions of

and relation, which are purely intellectual,
,;
arrive at our noli]. -t
s
%a1j.iI i^
called intellectual beaot
beauty axe among the noblest wliieh can he presented to the
mind, invariably exalting and puiifui.g L m --.>:
;:.,
And it would appeal that we are intended by the
decree.
Deity to be constantly under theii influence, because there is
not one single object fn nature which is not capable of conveying them, and which, to the lightly perceiving mind, does
not present an incalculably greater number of beautiful than
of deformed parts.
Reads.
litness, propriety,

and through which, we
commonly and rightly

i.'i,

,

.1

i

i

1

;

1

r

—Oregon has adopted

r

,

i

the ingenious

device of requiring
liquor drinkers to be licensed, and making it a penal oi
to sell to on unlicensed person.
.

*—

H. Thompson, eaahier of the Erie ludlroad, has
sent us a largo part of a museallonge which he received "in
bulk"' from Mr. Chas. Grossman, of the Grossman House at
Alexandria'Bay.
The fish weighed thirty pounds, we are
told, but are not informed whether it was net weight or
Our thanks are due to our friends.
catch weighl.

-Mr.

II.

Salt Water Pike.— We have some most valuable
in type on the salt-water pike of the Chesapeake B
we shall use next week, the space for the eurren
our paper being occupied.

I

author as Sir Rose Lauibart Price. In bin "Not-" oi Men and ManiuTB."
aud his references to religious and political institutions, if uo great
profundity is shown, there is abundant .•viden.e of uupo jnei, led obafcrvati m and English cominou-aeuae.
Wo prefer to dispose or this
part oi the volume lirst, in order that we may afterward enjoy without
interruption the "Accounts of Sport and Xravol." In speaking oi
American corruption, the author gives expression to at least oue-opiuion
in wle.l. many Americans will concur,
lie atinlma >s it to universal
ghmcaga, I" which "all the existing ills in all o-.ist.nK republics dislo.elly .a', be traced." Very naturally the author prrtors tbo British
form of government. Ho finds conflicting inn.
which must eventually prove fatal to the Union, since

tive.
n;.-

Insects, giving

in

a

ithor

is

loud in his praises of American hospitality, of our beautiful women;
and of tho military men he met ho thus vigorously sums up bis opinion
"Of all the good fellows iu the world, I really believe the U. S. A. oflicerB
to

.

'you ere seeking in a Splash of rain-water that
did not exiet yesterday, am
dry to-morrow.' 'Well, 'lie sung
n
oat, with a grunt of dis
I replied,

i

I seed qui.!'

The

sport Sir P.

,,

lions

i

|

l„i'r..'

"

shooting at
cent. - Though unimportant in itself, tho day's shooting
porfent discovery, yisr.,j that banana peel is
first

tail

I

g%

Viu-

St.
.

,

.

your own

Massachusetts law cannot extend over Vermont waters.

State.

C. Oami>, Georgetown, Col.— To obtain full information about tho
fanning lands of Northwestern Texas, seud for tbo Heetu Nan Yorker,
No. 2a Centre street. New York City, and write also to the Texas and
ZanBas Emigration agent of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad.

Mo

Sedalia,

A. a. K., Brooklyn.—Can the Eagle Claw bo called a snare?
Would
the taking of game with it be illegal, when tho lnw prohibits tho use of
anything but the hook and lino or gun?-Ans. The Eagle Claw Is a trap,
snare aud "devieo" within the moaning of the law. If yon use it illegally you ought to be prosecuted.

0. S. I!.. Albany, N. Y.— Can you inform mo if there is any trout flabingin the vicinity of this ettjrj— bab. There a»o several streams in the
vicinity, but too notch fished to afford good sport. The best waters
easily accessible from Albany are those about Prospect and Trenton
Falls, on the Utica aud Black River Railroad.

Texas.— Which do you consider tho best impleCan the same be equally as well used
1st, There are such a varioty of loadors
for us to decide which is the best. 2d. Somo can.

Sueli., Galveston,

ments

for loading paper shells?
loading brans shells?— Ans.

par

it is difficult

SrJBSORrnER, Baltimore.—By your last issue

abouttogive usa treat. When Will
of North America" he out, and whnt.
is in

press, partly stereotyped.

I see that Mr. Hallock is
work on the "Game and Fish
be the price ?— Ans. Tho book
in ike tiOl pages, aud coat, prob-

his

will

It will

etc?—Aus. The tront regions of Northern Michigan, reached via tho
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad. Send lor their circular.

scientific news, proceedings of societies,

scientific serials.

We

welcome with much pleasure the second number for
doing good
work, and it has really bocome a necessity to every ornithologist. We
cannot but hope that it will receive the pecuniary support It so well
deserves, aud that before very long we shall be able to welcome it to our
table at more frequent intervals than we now do.
The first article in the present number is a startling one. Dr. Coues,
who is, we must tay, rather given to such performances, demolishes
in a few words the old genus Sriurus, and at the same time the specific
he three species which belong to it; so now- wemustsay
and write Stunts aurwafiflus, waaiias and molnciUa, instead of those
ether names, so long familiar to every ornithologist, aurocapillttJ, m>this year of the iVuttolt Bulletin. Certainly this periodical Is

iwbnracmsis aud ludovicij.nus.
We wi.-h that we had the space to notice at length the most valuable
articles on tho Breeding of tho Black Torn, and on the Wilson's Phalarope, by Messrs. Roberts and Nelson respru-tively. They are both extremely interesting, and contain much that is new. In this number,
too, Mr. Brewster describes tho nests of two Western birds hitherto

Carpvlacus purpursus yar. cali/aniieuH aud Peucaea rttftcrps, and Dr. Brewer comes bravely up to defend his list of New
England birds. We shall wait with interest his critic's reply.
The general notes are as usual very interesting— that oil the capture
of the Egyptian Goose on Long Island especially so. The bird must
have been an escaped one, we take it.

unknown,

viz.:

ScienBi

This is the longest article of this number of the Monthly,
tho most interesting. As briefly as possible the lecturer
gives us a vast amount of what will be to most readers novel information coie-eruing our clothing and its relations to ourheaiih aud comfort. Prof.SamnelLoekwood, iua brief article on Audubon's Lily Rediscovered, strikes a blow for tho greatest artist-naturalist this counIt is too much the fashion at the present day to
try has yot known.
sneer at tbo work and the workers of earlier times, and we are glad to
see a ward said in defense of one of them.
The remaining articles are numerous and interesting, though ns a
whole tho magazine seems to us a little more technical than it is wont
lobe. Prof. Tenney writoe of the Plant Eaters of North America,
mentioning, however, only tho ruminants of our country; Ira Remson
whether chemistry is a science or an art;
.;= question as to
Mr. Merriman tells us of World Creations, and Prof. Geike, F. R-SClothing.

and

it is also

of the

Accoutrement

of a Field Geologist.

We commend especially

and F.H.— Is

$orqeBpond$nt$,

there a newspaper in

y<rmt and Stn am

.1.

&W

H.

1).

f—Aus.

London by

the

name

of

No.

Worth Manchester, Ct.—You can prevent your gnu from
leading by fltst liriug a blank charge of powder in each barrel.
.

M.,

Kcw York.—Yon

will find full Information in

Halloelt's Sportsman's tiaielter iu

A Reader, Cleveland, Ohio.— 1st. Do you soak snells and leaders in
warm or cold water?— Ans. Either will do; warm water is the best.
2d. Canyon tell me the nearest point from hero where an old gentleman can go and findgood trout-fishing, easily accessible, rate ol beard,

S.
Boston.—1st, Where can I obtain a copy or the rnles of
National Association of Amateur Oarsmen. 2d. Whore can I gel.
fi-bim.' near Boston, Mass ?- Ans. 1st. Address Chas.
S. Foster, Sportsman Office, this city. 2d. There IB tmod black hasg fish
ing nt Jamaica Plains, Arlington, aud many other places near Boston.
The waters of Massacliussctts have been pretty thoroughly stocked.
IS.

!•:

,

the

some black buss

S. A.,

New York.— Is there

any place in Pennsylvania where tho uont
Adirondack*, and do the tront attain a
do in this?—Ans. We have seen largo

fishing is superior to that of the

larger size in that Slate than they

tTont in both States, but don't think the fish will average more than onefourth of a pound, as they run in either. There is as good
parts of the Adirondack* as there cau be fonnd anywhere.
I

Montpelier, Vt.—Is there a law in N<
k State allowing
people who are forming cabinets to shoot in an
on for that purpose?— Ans. The law reads as fellows, referring to the prohibitory aecC.

H.

tions 9

S..

aud

HI:

"The

last

two sections shall not appl,

who

shall kill any bird for tho purpose of studying
or having the same stull'od and set up as a specim

to

any person

its habits or history,

A

person de-

tected insoshooting will have to prove his object,

W.

North Manchester, Conn.— 1st. Where can

a copy of
Baird'a Ornithology? 2d. Is Prof. Baird getting out a new work on
.Ornithology and if so, vvheu will it be ready, where to be had and
price? 3d. Is there any work on the subject yon consider better than
Baud's? lib. Ibis Mr. E. Wanmaker returned from the South yet, and
Will yon give mc his address?— Ans. 1st. Of Settle, Brown
Co., Bosdo not know of Prof. Baud's getting out anything new.
ton. 2d.
3d. No. 4th. lie has returned. For his address see advertisement on
15.

II.,

I get

—

&

We

another page.

Dick, Rochester.— Do you know of a place nearer here than Brainerd,
Minn., where I can get a small quantity of wild rice, aud how expensive
would it be delivered in Rochester? Is there good trout tiBhing in
Potter County, Pa.? What is its reputation, if it has any at all?—Ans.
You can get wild rice from A. V. DeniO, Harwood P. 0„ Rico Lake, Ontario, Canada. The price, we think, is ?2 per bushel. Tboro is good
trout fishing in all tbo branches of tho Sinnamahouing River,
try
Kettle Creek, which is reached by tho way of Condersport, on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Ralroad.
•I.

F. B.,

Now York.—Last Sunday

aftornoon, in strolling along the

bank of a stream running through the western edge of Tassaic City, I
noticed thousands of what seemed to be bits of twigs about an inch long
and of the thickness of a lead pencil. They were laying upon the tops
of the stones lu tho brook just as thick as they could well be without
touchiug each other. Susp^e me thai, the innocent pieces of twigs were
more than they seemed from the position they occupied, I fished one
vlule grub full three-qu:u-rers of
up, broke it open, and I.iii.! i,
an inch long. May 1 ask you what they are? Ans. Probably the papa
i.

.:

;.

—

cases of the caddis-fly.

Trout, Pennsylvania.— Which is the best way to fish a mountain trout
stream, up stream or down? and which is tho best day, clear or cloudy?
—Ans. Up stream or down depends so much upon the charactor of the
stream to be fished hat no general rule can be given.
Don't attempt
to fish against the wind is generally the best rule to follow.
In fishing
down stream the greatest ohjection obtains, that in playing a flah he
disturbs a portion of the water below that has not boen fished. Aa to
the mere matter of casting, down stroam is most convonient and satisfactory. Cloudy weather is the best for anglers.
1

So Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
Field,

—

1

Please direct all lottcrs for the above powder to Noponsel, Mass,
Capt. Bogardus and Ira Payne, nowin England, are using my powder.
Carl Dixtmak—Adv.

$0

W.. Newark, N. J.— Is there any law to keep anybody from shooting
small birds to stnfi". I am getting a collection of birds and birds' eggs,
but do nol want to get into any trouble o i that account. Also, what is
the best monthly paper or book about such things? Ans. Yes; you can
shoot for scientific objects.
Williard's OologM, published at Utica,
N. Y., is a good monthly.

.

to

our readers Prof. Langley's First "Popular Scientific Treatise,"and the
discussion of the Ball Paradox by Mr. Crane. A lino portrait of William Crookes, tho discoverer of the radiometer, adorus tho first page
of tho Monthly.

E. K.

i

—

Subsobibeh, Brattlebaro, Vt
Will you please inform me If fishing for
trout up the Green Biver, if not posted, is not all right?
It empties
into Deorfleld River, Mass.— Ans. You must begovernod by the laws of

ends with a digest of recent

The

icb iu the precious metal
ho might, whenever he saw quartz, find gold .lao. "Shortly alter, and
working back, I found him paddling about in
splash of rain
which
had
water,
accumulated in a slight hollow on the mountain side.
'Hullo 1' I shouted, 'what arc you doing there? It's getting too late
for dawdling.'
'I be a-looking fill
gold,' was the answer.' 'Why,

you muff,'

Interesting results of a variety of experi-

and the contents of current

aithor of the advi

Indifferent sport, be took to prospecting for
attendant, Martin, that as the counb
...

—

T. R. O., Philadelphia
There are no tront in Maino as large as tho
trout, save tho "Sebago trout," whioh are really the landlockod salmon, or a species of lake tront. The Maine tront are no
larger than the Adirondack trout, averaging a half-pound in the beat
waters.

Ran geloy

ably 88.

^nstvu^s

the sporting

Here be is buslnei
end ma ter-of-fact,
aud is not above stopping at times to relate a
following is a tairsaiupiei While out shoot)

North Manchester.—Canyon Inform mo where I can get
plan directions for building the Barnegat sneak-boat?—Ans. Refer to
back files of Fonesr and Stream, in whioh they have oppearod repeatedly, with diagrams.
II,

ments made by him during his investigations on this subject. Mr.
Barber M1b us of the Aboriginal Funei-al Customs In the United
States, and Mr. C. S. Minot contributes an illustrated paper on the
Sleilge Microtome. Next comes an extract from Prof. Huxley's lecture
on the Study of Biology, followed by Prof. Groto's paper On the Peopling of America. Capt. Howgate's article, entitled Tho Polar Colonization Plan, is very interesting, and wo are pleased to believe that Ihere
Of the Deis a prospect that some of his suggestions will be acted on.
part uieul of Recent Literature, Mr. Packard's illustrated review of the
Qeograuhlcal Distribution of Animals is, of courso, the main feature.
The notes oa botany, zoology, anthropology, geology, geography, and
exploration and microscopy are, aa usual, attractive, and the number

are about the boat."

And now wo may turn

tlio

we

DITTMA.R POWDER.

the other hind, our

W. B.

that

for April

Xfdi'.rnli.-il

I-ishc

i

On

t

find much that is instrucMr.Trouvolot contributes a valuable paper on the Use of Autea-

In the

ir.l.,

for liberty."

.

Monthly for April opens with one of
on spontaneous generation. It is entitled A
Combat with an Infective Atmosphere, aud details in a most attractive
style the author's struggles with tho impurities of the atmosphere
while experimenting on his pot subject. Following Prof. Tyndall's article is an abstract of a lecture by Dr. Von Pettenkoffer, Professor of
Hygiene at the University of Munich, on the Relations of the Air to Our

of Sport and Travel
With Notes, ol Hen ami Mime-in iu North aud Smith America, By
Major Sit Ro.so Lambart Irk... lint., 1\ I!, a. S. With illustrations
Philadelphia: J. li. Lippiccott & (Jo.
Thi6 agreeable work belongs, as its title reveals, to a class which has
or late years increased with a rapidity which would In. alarming were
it not that every now aud again a contribution Is made bv -in h an

and two democratic

.

classics.

The Popular

An Account

toward disruption
eventually become

.:

:

Prof. Tyndall's lectures

^itblicdttans.

Jfcu/

The Two Americas.

nnterial

227

the conventional vine-leaf in the cooliing of quail. The sea fishing at
the sanio place was exciting but barbarous. An amusing description
is given of "an hour's fair shooting" at a patriarchal goose in Patagonia. "The old story of tho jack snipe," says the author, "who lasted
a inau two years, and was oventually killod by a friend to whom in a
weak moment he afforded a day's shooting, and Puneh'i Frenchman,
wnose woodcock remained to him for tho season, rose vividly in my
mind as shot after slmt was tired by H. aud myself at this invincible
old bird, who received our fusiladn with the most extreme Indifference.
Altrr each di--. marge he simply dived, swam a linudred yards or so
under water before n-ing to the surface, and tln-n, with the most in*
;;.t-d his wings in seeming derision of our efforts
before quietly settling down as if nothing had happened*" One is
;.
to learn that at last a cartridge from the Captain laid the
tough old warrior low. A great deal of interesting sporting matter is
woven into the narrative or the voyage along tho Pacific coast. We are
toll) how albatrosses are caught with hook aud line, how the boll-lights
of Limn are conducted, and how Bleeping turtles may be caught near
Cocoa iBlnnd
T b» latter process, as practiced by the author, was very
exhilarating, ami at the same Una. very simple. Slipping quietly Into
the water he swam noiselessly to where his intended victim was sleepin;: in fanoiad security.
Tho turtle awoke, but being a slow Btarterhis
it drew tip level add caught him by the bind flipper.
Then catuo
ir.
It was, aa we are told, a rcgnlar ease of "pull devil, pull
baker," the devil— or rather the Baronet— ultimately winning by turnin!; the turtle on his back.
Ono of tho moat interesting parts or the
book is devoted to California, and for a desenpti
>1 salmon fishing In
the Sacramento w-e must rerer tho reader to the work Itself. We can
M.'M.iuh
n io
e.i a-,
he narratlvo of
one of the best typo of a sportsman. Sir Price has bis, peculiarities
or both language aud sentiment, but these, although occasionally objectionable, iu no way detract from the value of a volume which will
mate s most acceptable addition to a library boasting of nothing but
Frank Forrester, .1. Cypress, Jr., and a few others of our American

regard to
advertisement in another column.

Yellow Leo, Boston.—A party of four wish to enjoy a fortnight's
"maish bird " shooting aud trout fishing. Wo have been advised to
go to Nova Scotia. Can you direct ns to a suitable place? At what time
of tho year should we be there? Had we not better get our ammunition
in the Province? Would we find better sporting by going to Prince
Edward's island?— Aus. Take stage from Halifax for Liverpool and boyond. Theroare twenty good locations on the route for tront, salmon
and snipe. Chester and Indian River, forty-five and twenty-five miles
from Halifax, are excellent spots, with good tavern accommodationa.
Buy tackle and ammunition at Haliiax. Prince Edward's Island is an excellent place. Go to Rustico, on tho north sirto of the island. Go at once,
if

C -In what number did the article entitled "The Rangeley Lako
Region" commence;
Canyon supply them?— Aus. No. 12, April 2f,th.

you prefer.

F.

We

nan supply

Hi >ro

Undoui-.ti.ih.v one of the test and cheapest stocks or Carpetings, OilCloths, Matting, etc ,en..,io be found in he United States Is that of
i

L. Ii. S., Philadelphia.— What is the price of a tent that would comfortably hold two persons, and where can I get one in Philadelphia,?— Aus, Get an A tent of Pitkin & Thomas 71 North Second street,
Philadelphia,} price ?8 to $15.

Messrs.

Adams

&

II. Prav, Sons
Co., Washington Street, Boston. I. W.
the sportsman of the lirm, nnd will take special pains to please

John
is

any of our friends calling upon him, oc with any orders sept him.
a good, reliable lionse.— Ailn.

It is

—

—
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FOREST AOT> STREAM.
look for more general topics will not fail .to find entertainment in every line, which his pen produces. Mr. Obey is one
of the rising naturalists of the day who is destined to occupy
a prominent place hereafter.

«•
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the result of the recent

BASS.

ntroduction of white fish
-CA_ into Otsego Lake, an interesting controversy has
arisen between the champions of the renowned Otsego buss
and the more enlightened of our fish cultnrists, the former
objecting to their being put into the lake, chiefly on
economic grounds.
Mr Fred. Mather, of the New York Aquarium, has written for the Aquarium Journal a very intelligent article on the
subject, which we are glad to endorse at his suggestion, and
in doing so, we may be pardoned for publishing a paragraph
from Halloek's forthcoming book relating to the subject in
question. Messrs. Roosevelt and Green, of our State Fishing Commission, both maintain that the Otsego bass is a
true white fish {aoregomts), and Mr. Mather, in giving his
endorsement, very truly says that any variety of fish bred
in an isolated lake will, in time, divest the local peculiarities.
In so saying he. strips oil the mystery that has for so long a
time seemed to becloud and embarrass classification or identification, and the tendency of modern scientific investiga-

\

tion

is

entirely in the direction

i

which

this theory, or rather

While generic diversity in fishes is
hum an race, the fact remains
than students have supposed, the features and physical characteristics (not structure) varying
greatly in both families, and to so great extent in man
that scarcely two persons look alike, or have limbs, heads,
hands and feet of the same size or proportion. Imperfect or
superficial study is really the secret of our ignorance or misapprehension, and lack of careful or sufficient, study is assuredly chargeable to very many scientists whom the public has
been taught to accept as a'nthority.
Returning to our original subject, we copy from advanced
sheets what Mr. Hallock says on the bass question:
Otsego Bass: Otsego shad-salmon. Cortgomis otsego.
Although called a bass, this is a true whitefish. It belongs
to the family Bslnionidie, and not to the family peroid*.
We append the description following from Be Witt Clinton:
postulate, suggests.

more extended than
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To Correspondents.
all communications whatever, whether relating to noBlne.ss or Uterar>
S"rr»»pondence, mnst be addressed to Thb Forest and Stream PtrtPersonal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published If
injection be made. No anonymous contribtitiona will be regaraed.
Article? relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
no os of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlem sportsmen fro-» one end of the country to the other ; and they will
4ud our columns a ..ceirable medium for advertising announcement*.
The Publisher, of Forest and Stream aim to merit and seenre the
puronageand countenance of that portion of the community whose re8ned intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
lg oeantifnl in Nature.
trie legitimate sports of land and water to those base useo whicn always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or hnsiness notice of an immoral character will bo received on any
terms and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
m*y not be rend with propriety in the home circlo
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, If
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements sbonldbe sent in by Saturday of each week, If possible.
I?" Trade supplied by American News Company.
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HAL.I.091K. Editor.
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OUR NAME AND

STYLE.

AS

confusion soems to ltuve arisen among our patrons as
to the title of our consolidated journal, and some misapprehension in directing the letters and mail matter, we
will endeavor herewith to define our position
Our united paper is known ns the "Forest & Stream and
Eon & Gun."' Intending that it shall continue to .be the
representative organ of Field Sports, Natural History, and
Fish Culture in America (out most prominent scientists and
literatenrs having pledged themselves individually to ita support), we have chosen to apply to it the qualifying sub-title
These designations
ltd."
Of " The American. Fportstrwfs Jl
But inasmuch as we are working
appear on the cover.
under the charter of " The Forest and Stream Publishing
Company," which publishes books and pamphlets as well as
this journal, it is especially important that all letters, not
private, should be addressed to the " Fwesl nvd Stream Puli:

i

that

it is

Body elongate, sub-cylindrical, compressed; back arched; scales
very small; lateral line distinct, straight. Month small with a protubersnt bifid upper lip. No teelh in the mamillaries, intermaiil'ariee,
vomer, palatines or pharyngeal*. Dorsal fin with nine (?) rays, three
of which are imperfect; adipose filamentors a. the tip; candal forked.
Color, dneky above the lateral line; silvery beneath it. Dusky lateral
stripes, as iu the Labrax Hn*atut, or striped bass; these are about six or
Opercles silvery,
eight in number. Pupils black; irides silvery.
spotted witli yellow. It spawns in autumn.

The small-mouthed black bass
does not
to

biter at the hook, the Otsego

bass scarcely ever takes the
hook. It appears to be peculiar to the Otsego Lake, just as
the trout of Wiunipissiogee Lake are peculiar to its waters.
It htis been taken in seines by several thousand at a time,
but. was rapidly decreasing in numbers until the year 1871,
when the Fish Commissioners began their artificial propagation and the restocking of the lake.
In Mr. Mather's letter he shows what fish, having the
second dorsal fin adipose, belong to the family of v
also shows that true bass must have spinous rays in
the dorsal fin which the Otsego bass has not.
One other statement Mr. Mather makes, incidentally,
which some people are quite incredulous about, namely:
To substantiate his
that whitefish are found in salt water.

and he

statement we will mention a fact which must be well known,
but which has never been published, namely, that the following familiar fishes, comprising fifteen different varieties,
and included in nine different families, are found at certain
seasons every year in brackish water, and that as far as experience has tested and investigation discovered, all of
them will live equally well in salt or fresh water, according
as they are debarred from one or the other
:

Peradce.— Striped

distributed under their appropriate heads.

the Tropics.— Last November, when our
old Florida Commissioner, Mr. Ober, sailed for the French
announced
that he would remain two years
West Indies, we
Fred Beverlt

in

in the tropics in pursuit of natural history subjects for the

Smithsonian Institution. We were glad to embrace the unusual opportunity thus afforded to secure letters from a
r'gion of which so little of scientific value is known, and at
Two letters
1 his services as our correspondent.
01
from him have already been published, one from Bermuda,
and one from Martinique, both of which were merely casual
v.
To-day we present, however, the first
of his legitimate series; and as these will be continued at
intervals for a long period, they should be regarded with
that estimation which their real value entitles them to.
Our
scientific academies will certainly scrutinize them with that
inch a new field always awakens, while those who

enforcement of the game laws.
Their circular states that
they intend asking of the Board of Supervisors a small appropriation for the purpose of a trout-raising establishment,
by which means every stream in the county can be fully
stocked at a very trifling expense to each town.
With
streams well stocked with trout and the law enforced for
their protection, they think that thousands of people who
6eek the wilder parts of the country as a summer resort
will be attracted to Greene County.
An important suggestion is that owners of lands bordering on trout streams
should preserve the trees and bushes along their banks, thus
preserving the, land from washing out by freshets, and affording a cool retreat for the fish. It would be desirable to throw
into deep holes old stumps and bushes to make a refuge for
the trout against illegal fishing.
They also propose to procure a quantity of quail and prairie-chicken for stocking
suitable localities, and snggest that a bounty be offered for
This, in the long run, would
every shade tree set out.
probably be a profitable investment, as tending to prevent
the drying up of the springs and the droughts which occur
where "a country is stripped of its trees. AVe wish the society
success.
The officers are: President, Andrew Breasted ;
Vice-President, P. H. Vanderhoof ; Secretary, Frederick

now

Hopkins

;

Treasurer, P. V.

Van Orden.

Esor.irftv.

t

— Pike,

$almo>uda:

gar- fish.

— Salmon,

,,);</».— Herring,

—Tom cod.

fjfti

ritm idee

salmon,

trout,

smelt,

shad.

— Sturgeon.

Besides mullets and eels, there are many others that
might be mentioned. Striped bass (the simon pure porcus
Shad
St. Louis.
lineailis) are found in MuroV
have been taken 1,400 miles from the mouth of the Mississippi,
Land-locked salmon, carp, sturgeon, garfish and smelts are
found in fresh water that has no access to salt. The pike,
white fish and black bass are found in salt water, in which
the tide ebbs and flows twice daily. This interesting subject
"..-

|

will bear extended examination.

—

A sportsman here informs ns that the quail fold stock) of
Connecticut are one-third larger than any of those reported to
We were not aware of this.
this State.
New

York, May

6, 18:7.

In regard to my patent rough glass balls, I understand that there are
instance* where they have been ordered and smooth balls seat iu their
place. All parlies ordering will find none genuine unle*s they bear
lettered on each ball the name of "Bngardue' gloss hall. Patented April
in, 18,7," and further, that George E.ilart * Co. of Newark, N. J., are
the sole agents for tho wholesale trade for the glass halls and traps. I
also take orders wherever I shoot. I have shot two matches or 1.000

and in the first I had to shoot at 1,130 smooth balla to break
and at h.i second I used my patent rough balls, breaking 1.00H
glance off from
out of 1,03$
I know, bv experience, that the shot will
the smooth balls, as 1 have hit them with three or four No. S shot withA. H, Bocaedds.— .tilt).
out breaking them. Kespectfnlly yours,
balls each,

1,000,

I

May

8,

:S77.

and Stream.

Ata regular meetingof the Dansville Sportsmen's Association, held
Friday, May -1, the annnal election of officers was held, resulting as follows:
Prcsldent.il. ,T. Fanlkner; Vice-President, John Hyland: Secretary,
H. W. DeLong; Treasurer, L. Knbn; Finance Committee, Jan. Faulkner, Jr., B. T. Sqnires, and A. B. :Van Nuys. The club is In a very
protperons condition, and during the two years of its existence has
done much good work in protecting and propagating the flsh and game
of onr beautiful villey and surrounding hills.
notable feature of onr last meeting was the presentation to the association by one of the member* of a large case of mounted specimens
of Blorfda beasts and birds. The gentleman, by the way, is a skillful
taxidermist, and the epecimens were all collected and prepared by him
during a recent sojourn in Florida. Thoy show great painstaking and
study: and we are justly proud of our case, which is Boch a great addi-

A

tion to our rooms.
Vishing the -Great Consolidated" every success. I

H.

W. Db

am

yours,

Lono, Sec. Dansville

S. A.

—

Michigan. The Legislature of Michigan has killed the
Game bill prepared by the State Association, and it will
now be two years before any eluTnges can be made.

— "Ricardus" notifies us that a club

has been formed in

Fall River, Mass., under the name of "Woods'and Waters
Sportsmen's Club," for protection of birds and fishes. "We
have nine mile of lakes abounding in pickerel, perch and

black bass. The bass were put in Watuppa Lake eight,
years ago, and we have had very fine fishing, but the laws of
our Commonwealth have not been respected; the fish havo
been gill netted and seined during spawning season: the
club has taken the matter in hand, and are now offering rewards for conviction of persons fishing unlawfully. The
club starts with sixty members. Rifle shooting is proposed,
and we hope to show good scores for amateurs."

—

Michigan State Sportsmen's Convention. The annual
meeting of the Michigan sportsmen was held at Grand
Rapids, May 8th, five clubs only being represented. Presilie said that, the
dent Holmes' address was an able one.
efforts to procure the enactment of a more efficient game and
were
good for the
prospects
far
failed
still
had
so
law
fish
;

fish

land-locked

—Carp chub.
.

Dansvili.e, N. Y.,

Em-ron, Forest

passage of

whitefish.
Gaditkr.

t

Pbotectton in Greene County,— The citizens of Catskill
and neighborhood have organized the "Greene County Association for the Protection of Birds and Fish," for the better

The necessity of making
more stringent laws.
the whole people interested in the preserving of game and

bass, white perch, .black bass.

Strfuridfl?.— Catfish.

Oypritweke.

quondam compeer, both working together for
their inutiiaJ good and lie benefit of all. The correspondence
find letters from sportamon of the "Hod and Gun" will be

it

is itself locally known as the Oswego bass, betAveen which
two proper names there is quite a similarity. While the
Oswego bass or black bass is a voracious feeder and ravenous

dress

its

{Micropleiw.? salfiumidce-GiU)

all, although there is great liability
with the Otsego bass, from the fact that it

this bill at

fill

confound

lishuxg

bjhors with

in the

less

—

—

1

tompamt" and we enjoin upon onr friends to so adthem.
The "Bod and Gun" paper has been incorporated into the above eompany; but while it is a component
part thereof,' its own individuality will not be lost, and its
old friends, who may be jealous of its prestige, will always
see its name prominent on the cover, joining hands and

much

GAME PROTECTION.
State Sportsmen's Convention. The coming Convention
of New York sportsmen at Syracuse is in an advanced state
of preparation. Tho use of the State ^armory has been
granted for the combined fish and dog show, which is to be
held^imnltaneously with the Convention. Mr. Chas. Lincoln, who has been superintending the great show at the
Hippodrome in this city, will have charge of the dogs, and
Mr. Henry H. Porter, Superintendent of the Island Pond
Hatcheries at Half Way, will superintend the exhibition of
fish.
The committee on birds report that they have con tracted for 20,000 birds, the largest number ever procured
for a State shoot.
It seems probable that they will all be
needed.

was urged upon

all

sportsmen.

He hoped

efforts

would

be made to organize local clubs in every section of the State.
E. C. Nichols, delegate to the National Sportsmen's ConvenW. C.
tion, made his report, which was full of interest.
Colburn, of Detroit, was quite caustic in his denunciation of
the National Association, declaring it inefficient and worthless, and that he was in favor of withdrawing the State AsThis created considerable dissociation from its support.
cussion.
It was resolved to continue the membership of tho
The Treasurer reported
State in the National Association.

The next meeting will be
the society financially sound.
held at Battle Creek the first Tuesday in February next.
Rover.

Ilunoib.— A correspondent writes from this State aB follows: "Our wise Solons in legislature assembled failed to
see the necessity of passing astringent law for the protection
of fish in our waters, and the bill has been defeated, causing
to the friends of this much-needed
measnre. Most of the fish at present exposed for Halein our
markets are unfit for food, being filled with eggs— their
destruction being the destruction of thousands of fish.
Many of our streams are fast becoming depopulated, and
something must be done to stop this wholesale destruction
Roves."
of the finny tribe.

much disappointment

A brilliant farmer has petitioned tho Legislature for a bill
song birds, and such a bill has passed the Senate,
but the joke is he has named the quail as a song bird. The
whistle of bob-white is music to a sportsman's ear, but we
don'twant them protected quite bo closely.
to protect

—A
there,

Texan writes in sorrow that they have no game law
most of
and that his fellow citizens shoot
"
ground and in any season.
t

FOREST AND STREAM.
CAMP LIFE

Geohoia Game Association.—We have received the bandBomely printed constitution and by-laws of the Georgia
Game Association, enclosing a copy of the game law of the
State, and judge from the tenor of the society's platform
that they are in earnest in their resolution to prosecute all
An annual
violators of the law, which is none too stringent.
athletic festival and game supper are provided for in the
will
not
have
been orconstitution, so that the association
ganized for naught, if no rascals are to be caught poaching.

Long wood,
Editok Forest and Stream.

Fla., April 25, 1877.

Florida has at last a semblance of a game law, but it is
However, it will do, I BUppOse,
only the ghost of a thing.
beginning— a sort of ABC.
I am well pleased to see
many of our citizens (denominated "crackers") taking an
interest in the law, and expressing a determination bo live
up to all there is of it, with the hope of a more perfect one
in the near future on the other hand, I am sorry to see
some who style themselves "sportsmen " (visitors all) taking
advantage <Sf every occasion to violate it, by obtaining permission to hunt on the lands of some newcomers. Western
for a

;

newspaper business, and
when I get my lines well in hand, shall do all in my power
to help
to 6$op this sort of thing, and do a little— all I can
along the glorious work of my favorite journal, the FobEst
Fbed. L. Rodebtson.
and Stream.

men.

T shall shortly reenter the

—

Tennessee.— A codlBcatlon and rearrangement of the Tennessee
Gatnu and Fish laws are much needed, and onr State Association should
take up tbe matter at once, and bring order onr, of chaos. Hetetofore
tie different conntlea have each acted (or themselves, and in many cases
without much judgment; so that one might he well versed In tportlng
legalities in one part of the State, bat if he should presume upon his
partial acquirements and jump the county line, he might soon discover
that a little learning is a dangerous thing. To be safe, he must carry on
hfK head at least half a doson "legal caps."
For this County (Montgomery) and several adjoining ones, some tinker
had so fixed H LhaL we could not shoot a bird after February 1st. The
consequence woa that we were deprived the pleasure of snipe nnd plovor
shooting entirely, for these make their appearance here only between
February 20th aod May 1st. Nor is there any leason why we should
slop shoottOE partridges iqnail) before Much 1st. They do not, pair off
here before Slay 1st, and the weather freqnently prevents us rrom shooting themto any extent all through December nnd January; henco wo
should be allowed one more month for the sport.
Under this detestable state of the game laws we took it upon nu r
Individual self last winter to make the laws conform more closely to Hie
"eternal fitness of things," and in accordance with our suggestion,
•Judge (.-has. (t. Smith, nor gentlemanly representative, Introduced the
necessary changes, and the law stands an follows for this portion of the

orit

OWN

Partridges (quail!, rnffed gronse (pheasants), snipe, plover, etc, all
birds, may be shot between October 1st and March 1st; and snipe
and plover until Mny 1st.
Doves are not included iu the law, bat I see no good reason why they
should not be protected also. They are a delightful bird for the table
when young, and afford very pretty sport In August and Sepieinlcr
when it is too hot for active exeieise. The following is our mode or
shooting them: In the early morning and latter part of! he afternoon
the gunners take positions under certain trees or near wheal stacks,
which be birds have been observed to frequent, and a boy on horseback rides around the corn and wheat fields and keeps them on the
wing. They fly invariably to the same trees and afford fine wins shots.
the evening to drink before going
They also frequent certafu ponds

game

i

m

to roost.

according to the interpretation of our County Court, is
briefly as roltows: Persons are not allowed to fish in any ruuning
stream in any manner except with book and line or trot line, provided
that in navigable streams below the point of navigation fishing with
seine or net mt»y be practised, except in the months of March, April, and
May, and provided the seine or net. is not at or near the mmiih of any
flsh law,

Btream emptying into the navigable stream.

This refeis to ihe whole

State.

Another matter deserves the attention of our State Association. The
owners of valuable dogs are eutirely at the mercy of every vagabond
who sees fit to throw poison around loosely. The only resort afforded
by the law is to bring an action for damages, while no damages can be
extracted from these impecunious wretches.
I wonld suggest that every one wfio has a valuable dog be allowed to
register it and pay a reasonable tax.
In return Tor this tbe law should
protect it, and the killing or injury of such animals should be made a
misdemeanor with flue and imprisonment. Impecuniosity would not
then prove such a blessing.
The need for some such provision has lately been Bhown in this place.
Mr. W. H. Drane's Field Trial setter bitch, Belle, was poisoned by hie
cook, because she (the dog) barkea ai the Eomeos (colored) who paid
moonlight attentions to her colored highness. And yet Mr. D. restrain! d himself so wonderfully as not to afford a case of "bulldozing"
for ihe investigation of an immaculate Congresssional Oommille.
Accept congmml.ations upon the consolidation of Rod and Giin with
Fuhest and SiREiK. The combined force should he able to afford the
best results in the way of a journal Tor sportsmen (please do not allow
your correspondents to degrade the name to 'sports"), and we are benefited by receiving in small oompass tbe cream at a smaller price.
Edisto.
'

PobtabIe HotrsES.— Gentlemen contemplating a protracted
sojourn in the. country this summer will do well to refer to
the advertisement in onr columns of O'Brien's Portable
Houses.
A comfortable shooting-box can bo had for $135,
and a charming cottage for double that sum, either for mounWe shall print some pretty designs soon.
tain or seaside.

—There were 599 bears killed in

Maine during the year
county, 99; Franklin, 11; Hancock, 12; Oxford, 1G: Piscataquis, 70; Penobscot, 157; Somerset, 22; Washington. 212, on which a bounty of $2,995
1876. as follows: Aroostook

was made.
Novice to Sr-onTSMES.—Having received so many communications
asking us for Information in regard to our six-section bamboo trout,
black basa, grilse and salmon rods, we have prepared a oircular on the
subject, which we shall take pleasure in forwarding to any addreea.
We keep on band all grades, tbe prices of which range from JIG toJ150,
Wo put our stamp only on the best, in order to protect our customers
and our reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor rod with a false
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine article,
without letting onr customers know just what they are getting.
Abhey & InrnatE, 48 Maiden Lane.
P. O. Box, 1,294.— Adv.

SatKEspEAEE slanders

life

when bo makes Macbeth

stigmatize

it

as a

tale

" Told by au Idiot, full of sound and fury.
Signifying nothing."
Life ia pieasaut. used properly. Bnt be careful to use B- T. Babbitt's
Toilet Soap, for it i.i tbo pleasau teat and purest of things for the toilet
»nduath. If yon don't believe H, try H.—Aa>.

TROPICS.

COKItKSrONDE.N-T.

First Letter.

I throw open the shutters
THIS bright March morning,theas light
of early day, I look

my

of

Shanty and

let in

out upon a scene of loveliness that
day's journey to enjoy.

it,

were worth many

si

the mountains behind me, east, the sun
has climbed a little way until he peers through a defile in
the mountains, and arift in the. cloud masses nnd floods only
& narrow pathway down the surrounding hills, their northern slopes, a bit of the gloomy valley miles below me, and

From beyond

bursts upon the calm Caribbean Sea with concentrated glory,

A sail,

floating on that sea, drifted hither and thither by
strange mysterious currents (which has come, perchance,
from Martinique or Barbadoos to the sonth, or from Guadeloupe or Montsewat to the north), is ablaze with light which

on fire. No sound comes
up from the valley below nor from the surrounding mountain sides; even the rain frogs and the nocturnal cicadw have
closed their concerts and have left it to the birds to UBher in
the matin hour and they are singing in low, sweet strains
far down in the gloomy ravines below, and in the thickets

gives

it

the appearance of being

;

bordering distant glades.
My first duty is to examine my thermometer. It registers
That recorded, I step into outer air and refresh
68 dog.
myself with such ablution as can bo enjoyed from a small
calabash of rain water. Soon a little colored maiden appears
bearing a tray with my coffee, with perhaps a cup of milk—
ot'tener without.
A cup of coffee and a slice of bread, or
couple of crackers, is my only refreshment until noon, when
I return from

my

in the forest.

When I first came to
me a bright colored

valley I brought with
fondly hoping he would be of

this

mountain

boy

as aid,

preparing

tramp

my

birds, as well as in

much

assistance in

the culinary line.

But,

in either profession he was singularly deficient, and
save in th e preservation of cooked provisions in other words.
"to keep food from spoiling," he was of no use whatever.
After thro..- days passed in his society we parted. There was
also a question of abstraction between him and Jean Baptiste

alas

!

—

my humble cot), relating to a few small
one night disappeared. Now, J. B. short for
.Toon Baptiste— was highly incensed that such a thing should
happen within the limits of his jurisdiction, and made such
a row about, it that I concluded that it were best that
"sonny" and I should part, with no regrets on my part,
none expressed on his— for the laboring class of the West
Indies, as a class, accept stoically whatever fate, drops to
them as their share. The salary I was paying him was
''
princely, being sixpence a day (twelve cents) and "found,
while the usual remuneration for such service as he afforded
nie was Mm' pence, and if "found" it was usually after long
(the proprietor of

State:

Our

PHOM

THE
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articles that

'

J. B. accepted the expression of confidence that
mine implied, and took me at. once under his
protection and care: hence it is that the little maiden aforesaid appears in the morning with my coffee, at noon, when
I return weary from the hunt, with a dish of eggs fried in
oil and "yam .mvragt," and at dusk with the same, varied

search.

ibis act of

with a plate of mountain cabbage, or salad from the little
wattle-enclosed garden on the hillside. The cabin of J. B.
is not far from mine, and my wants are early supplied when
the hour arrives for meals, even almost anticipated. But
there are many things connected with the attendance of my

cook and waiter that in the light of my early education
seem, to say the least, queer. For instance,
the knives and forks require cleaning, their surplus
coating is removed by being brought in close contact with the
I say i/anneiil, and use the word in the
skirts of her garment.
singular advisedly. The spoons also are cleaned in the same
way, and were it not that my eyes had beheld the process of
polishing, I.should not believe, as they nestled innocently together on the rough table, but that they had been subjected to
the treatment, customary in more civilized communities.
My tin camp cup, which has accompanied me in all my
camp life, is often the object of her attention, and at that
time it is doubtful to me whether she is washing the cup
with her lingers or rinsing her fingers in the cup. At any

little

in

New England

when

shows a laudable desire to have my table furniture in
good order, and I do not murmur; but there is a cake of soap
and a towel that I keep concealed from her sharp eyes,
that, when not observed, I bring into frequent use on those
same object* of her devotion. One day I was incautious
enough to peer into the culinary department— a palmthatched structure, black and grimy with smoke, winch
escaped from the fire on the ground as best it could through
the roof. Only once; I did not wish again to view those
ancient pots and kettles, the refuse of preceding feasts, nor
to fight my way through the drove of hogs that trooped
about the open door.
Occasionally the thought obtrudes itself, "they do not
have things like this in the States." This often makes me
sad, but I raise my eyes, perhaps, and look out over the
rate, it

green slope,

down upon

the valley bursting with palms,

and beyond the hills to the peaceful sea smiling in sunshine:
and I exult in the thought that these enjoyments far outweigh the little annoyances that I have described. And I
take down the. thermometer and find that it records, if morning. 68-70 deg,, if

noon, 7odeg.,if evening, 70 deg. again.
"they can't show oil these in the States

And I again reflect,
—in Match."

But to effectually escape the train of thought that these
observations might, give- rise to, I take my gun, ammunition,
game basket and note-book, and plunge intooneof the lateral
ravines that feed the huge gorge below. It is morning.
The breadfruit, mango and limes that thickly stud the slope

above are glistening with dew, and the low shrubs that lino
the ravine, as well as the taller trees that darken its recesses,
I am followare dropping copious showers of heavy drops.
ing the dry bed of a stream that shows, by hugh rocks disits size
been
have
what
must
excavated
banks,
lodged and
and force in the rainy season. Ferns, lycopodiums and
every
make
matted and tangled roots conceol the earth and
footstep a doubtful one, and the loose stones and rocks,
with dark holes beneath and beside them, suggest most
But I am
forcibly the possibility of the presence of snakes.
looking for birds (and snakes, also, if they come in ray way),
and do not give them the attention that once I thought I
should,

when hearing

tales of their

As

character in these islands.

snakes Bhall be

left for

abundance and venomous

this is a search for birds, the

some future

chapter.

It is well known that each species of bird has its own
peculiar haunt, where it feeds, sings and sports itself. It
has, also, a different haunt for different portions of the day,
and the birds of the morning which we find in ihe ravine

in the evening feeding or singing on the borders of
open glades, or higher up tbe mountain sides. At mid-day
you will find all under cover of the densest shade, and silent.
It is in the morning that they may be found in localities
The first bird that greets me on the
characteristic of them.
edge of the ravine is the humming bird, as he dashes here
and there, from flower to flower, scattering the dew drops in
tiny showers, and reflecting almost prismatic hues from
breast and back. There are three kinds here in this mountain valley, the smallest of which has a lovely crest of
metallic green; the largest, with a length of five inches and
stretch of wing of seven and a half, has a gorgeous crimson
throat, purple velvet back and wings, and tail of metallic
The prevailing hue
green, reflecting most delightful hues.

mny "be

of the other species is green, with a throat sometimes groen,
sometimes blue, varying, I think, with sex and age. The
names of species of these birds, as well as of all others that

come within my reach,
friend. G. N.

many

birds,

will be

determined by our learned

New York, who has named
many books, and whose fund

Lawrence, of
written so

so
of

ornithological lore is inexhaustible.
I leave the

humming

birds for

my

little

chasseurs,

who

me all I want with bird lime. Of them more anon;
us plunge into the ravine. A movement in the branches
I look up: see nothtall, slender tree claims attention.

catch
let

of a

ing.

The broad,

glossy leaves vibrate again,

and I discern

above the lower branches a bird the size and shape of our
brown thrush; he has a long, stout beak, a yellow eye and a
glossy brown coat. He hops from twig to twig, feeding upon
the coffee-like berries of this strange tree, silent, engaged

morning meal. But, however intent
upon securing those white berries, the husks of which he
my
head, he does not forget to stop
upon
almost
drops

in the gleaning of his

every few seconds and shake his wings and jerk his tail in a
most comical manner. A hop, a quiver of wings and tail;
a skip, with accompanying shaking all over: a jump, with a
convulsive shake, quivering and spasmodic twitching of head,
wings and tail. His movements are as interesting to watch
as those of our American blue jay, whioh latter bird I used
to think the handsomest, most interesting and liveliest of
birds; that was when I was a youngster and first handled a
gun. As 1 watch this interesting bird I am conscious of the
presence of another, and of several others also, which, when
they meet, go through the most laughable of series of bows,
quivering of wings and caudatory vibrations. Well has this

bird earned the title (universal, I believe, throughout the
West Indies) of " Tremblevr."
And now, the trembleurs having been attended to, I push
on till I reach the brink of a precipice. A little stream that
falls musically over the rocks and stones suddenly loses itself over the brow of this wall of green on the summit of
which I stand. Cautiously clinging to the trunk of a tree,
The sight nearly makes me
I look down into the valley.
dizzy, for there, 500 feet beneath me, I see tall trees as little
shrubs, bananas and plantains as small plants, and huge

boulders as pebbles. The roots I am standing on overhang
theprecipice, and the tree shoots out far overthe dizzy hoight.
Above the sighing of the wind in the tree tops, and the music
of the birds, and the creaking of branches, is a roaring of
water falling from immense height a roar that drowns
every other noise and deafens the ear to every other sensaWending my way along the brink, clinging to roots
tion.
and trees, I soon reach a point where I can see, half way
down the perpendicular clifi, a sheet of foam; a hundred

—

yards further another, falling from a lesser height, yet
neither less than one hundred and fifty feet the. higher
over two hundred. They are lost in a sea of green, reappearing further on as a united stream, which 'rushes and
roars over rocks, through gorges and at the base 'Of mountains, through gardens of tigs and plantains, beneath towering, feathery palms, through green fields of cane, at last to
reach the sea.
It is while carefully balancing myself on my shaking support of matted roots that a sound comes to my ear through
the roar of a waterfall— a sound strangely sweet, solemn
and impressive; a mellow, organ-like note, clearer than any
flute tone, more thrilling than the solemn chant of sacred
song in groined cathedral. It was repeated. I stood entranced, listening to melody that had never fallen on my
The cause I could not at first ascertain, for the
ears bfcforo
notes seemed ventriloquial; and indeed they were so, for I
searched high and low, the leafy branches above my head,
the densely clustered ferns at my feet, and the shrubs at
my back, for many minutes before I found the source of this
!

Balancing airily on a le.nco-likc bamboo,
music.
that shot out twenty feet beyond the brink of the cliff, poised
in mid-air, with half a thousand feet of space between him
and solid earth, was a daintily-shaped bird, clad, save a dash
of rouge beneath his throat,' and of white here and there, in
mysterior.

,

sober drab.

Unconscious of surrounding things, animate

—

—
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and inanimate, he was devoting

Or, as one other night,

when my slumbers were

his powers to the production
of that wonderful music. In the short spare I here allot
Ddysein cannot describe the different notes, and must leave.

bottle.

other time. To say that they were, flute-like
would be to slander the bird, for surely no flute ever produced such mellow, liquid tones. It was music of mi-

they come, for everybody who sleeps alone in a strange
house), to find another crab veviug his soul in vain endeavors to shin the broom handle. It may be surmised that
Isoon informed my corps of naturalists that I could dispense with their services, and now I am again a lone investigator, dependent upon his sole endeavors.
In the afternoon
I sit down by the. loop-hole that
serves as window (where,
by raising my eyes, I can at tiny time look off upon the
peaceful (larribbean Sea), gather my birds about me, and
after noting their measurements and other data necessary to
aid in their identification, proceed to skin and preserve
them preparatory to their long journey to the "States."
liis near sunset wheal this is finished, and after supper I
climb into my hammock, or sit on my threshold, watching
the sun go down behind the mountains.
If I were a little
further to the north I could see. him down clear to the sea;
and, in fact, I often climb a spur of a near hill, where are
buried the ancestors of the present residents of Landat,
and watch the sun as ho dips below the sea, just gilding with
his parting rays the rude crosses that mark the last restingplace of those buried beneath them.
But what I have been most disappointed in as the sun sets,
is the absence of that prolonged twilight of evening which
makes our evenings of early summer in tho North so delightful; when, after the sun goes down, there remains
that blissful lingering of day with night, when the softened
light fades so gradually away that we cannot tell at what

for Borne

'!

ni

Bweetness, thai on u
•& never would he forgotten
between the notes a long iiause, that made them most imi.v

''

pressive,

the melody,

kfarl

i

ait

t:

iretoliear the continuation of

ill

«rg

n

Dllgh 1

(I

discovered

late:

bird had a song), but simply the utterance of
Soon ii ceased, and the bird flew into Die near
forest, where I soon disco 1 red it busily feeding Upon the
i.i; shrub, tot •
borriesi
ndaa! branches of which it
was clinging, now and then dashing at a fugitive bunch, apparently as intent upon this occupation as in his melodious
lay of a few minutes before.
Soon lie ceased feeding, and
commenced preening himself upon a naked limb; then,
after smoothing himself out as it were, and drawing in and
stretching out his neck— probably to accumulate "power"
he suddenly dashed at a single berry, swallowed it to clear
his throat, and recommenced to trill.
He had uttered but a
few liars when he silently ilew to a dead branch; a few more,
and he winged his way to a swinging "liane," where he hung
suspended above a little ravine, in which is sunk a tiny
Stream, whose tinkling waters made music, though not so
sweet and liquid as his. Then ho disappeared in the dark
recesses of the forest, where it would be useless to follow
him, but whence came at intervals the ventrilonuial music
that seemed to float over my head and around me, thougl
the bird was afar.
This bird is called by my mountaineer
friends, who have a name, and an applicable one, for every tiling
in the forest, the- 'Sifflenr Montague" or 'Mountain AYhistler."
I afterward had one in captivity for several weeks, and the
notes for his behavior, song and food wculd till a column of
type that my readers might think could be put to better use,
but which would be valuable to the ornithologist as the first
a irds, I think, of an intimate acquaintance with this species.
But lei ns go on. T will leave the deep valley behind me, with
the roar of the waterfall gradually falling, first toa monotonous hum, then ceasing entirely, and climb the bed of another
the

that

little

a few notes.

•

i

.

\

'

now dry, waiting for the summer rains. Soon
I emerge into a glassy glade, surrounded by mango, coffeewater-course,

resembling the live oak. The mangos are
bristling with spikes of blossoms —white with them but not
a bird nor a butterfly is hovering above them, though the surrounding trees and shrubs are alive with them. This is a
fact I have long noticed, that the mango is ever deserted,
though adjacent trees may he vocal with bird music. What-

and

trees,

trees

—

ever the reason. Heave for others to ascertain, though 1 may
be able to declare it later in the season. But, flitting across
this green glade, now bright under the rays of an ever-

brightening sun, are many birds; that is, many for this
island, for it is not abundant in species nor in numhers

humming-bird.
T
There is a tree full of warblers of strange species of ,S »sugar-birds—a bird resembling our yellow warbler,
several of the more strictly fly-catching birds, and a few
Sparrows, grosbees and blackbirds. The three species of
humming-birds are well represented, and dash hither and
thither seeking their favorite food, indulging in mimic
I push on, after an hour's
but lies and amorous caresses.
stop, perhaps, over a rugged trail made by the half-wild
cattle as they travel from glade to glade, and crossing
another stream, climbinga hill, and descending into a ravine,
I climb the steep slope of the hill on which my cabin is
perched. Everything is as I left it five hours hefore. The
door, which is merely kept from blowing open by a stick
braced against it, hasnot been opened; but Ifindon the floor
a clusterof oranges, a branch of fragrant lime flowers for my
humming-birds, and a tastefully arranged bunch of roses
from one of the girls. While I am putting the finishing
touches to my bird notes the girl comes in with my lunch,
ami my little cjiasxriirs arrive with their collection of
humming-birds. They only hunt at certain times of the
day. when I can be near to attend to the little captives, acerr.ling to my instructions, for they have a cruel way of
tying them together if they keep them long. Each boy is
in himself a study, had I time now to give him attention.
II
is clad simply in a shirt, ragged and rent, and if his
picture were taken it would not bo necessary to write beertlr it, as we read is necessary in some old painting, "This
j

ither, save of the

—

crler or

They are finding some new things every day, and
is a boy."
BBtliej have got the idea that I am collecting everything in
shape of bird, beast, insect and reptile, they bring me the
Sometimes

a snail, a fat
caterpillar, hideous in its slimy skin, a butterfly, a beetle, or
a spider. At one time, from an incautious remark that I
ro the effect that I would like a specimen of. the cutjonsj
results of each day's "find."

i

it is

sequenoe was

i

my

hot

place was soon overran, with Bhefl-

ugly red and yellow crabs— as large as a man's hand,
and from that to the most diminutive. One of the girls in
a mischievous mood brought in a crab with a family of
little ones—over a hundred— just large enough to be seen.
|

them loose on the floor. Through some open window
while. I was absent some giant crab would be dropped on
This was not done in a spirit
hi
Loor to await my arrival.
and

Let

of mischief, but from an earnest desire to aid
1

as J. B.

precise

robin

a mysterious rattling, and I awoke thinking that,
hud prophesied, the "jumbies" had come for me (ns

moment

or

fills the. air

how

me

in

my

left ns,

and when the song of the

with melody, that

many

other of our birds

keep up in the

fields and orchards till late at night.
There
none of that here. More than once I have said
as the sun hid his face behind the dark ridge of mountain,
leaving tho trees sharply outlined against the clear sky
more than once I have repeated: "Now I will take my pipe
and sit in the doorway and enjoy the twilight." But. I had
scarcely found and filled my pipe, and settled myself comfortably in doorway or hammock when twilight was gone,
and the fast gathering darkness had hid the valleys, and was
t

!

climbing the western slopes of the mountains. The stars
wore already out, shining with a liquid brilliancy that causes
voir to forget the absence of dusk, and you give yourself up
to the contemplation of the lighted heaves, losing
5
in thought, wandering perhaps in meditation back to the
land you have left, over which the same aky.atretchoB and
stars gleam, but not with the clearness of the one, nor the
soft brilliancy of the other, at least not at this present season. There is none of that vesper song with which our
Northern birds hail tho evening to be heard here. The few
birds in the thickets sing or chirp a little, but with no song
peculiarly characteristic of evening. The only sounds that
come to my ear are the cries of frogs and grasshoppers from
the borders of the forest. There is a frog here that ever repeats
in his cry the word "Oharaib Charaib !" as if lamenting the
departure of the Carib from this place, his once peaceful
abode. Like the cry of one in distress, that plaintiff wail
breaks the stillness of night from dusk till daybreak.
And, speaking of Caribs, this brings me to say that my
next move is into the fastnesses of tho mountains of tho
'

:

,

!

Atlantic side of the island, where exist tho last remnant of
that once-powerful people. They live secluded from the
world, holding no intercourse with other people; naked,
they wander at will, without houses; they sleep on the
ground, on a bed of leaves; if a stranger appear in their

country they fly still further into the forest, and return
only when he has departed. Such are the stories told me,
and my curiosity has been excited to such a degree that I
This, therefore, wall
start for their stronghold next week.
be the last opportunity for writing for at least two months.
The pictures that I now have of the magnificent scenery of

be supplemented, by those of the
have never been yet obtained. I shall be
much disappointed if ray researches do not prove valuable
to both Professors Henry and Baird— in ethnology as well as
ornithology; the field certainly is new.
this island will, I hope,

drills, such

as

In reading over this letter, it occurs to me that my readers
he much disappointed that there are no perilous adventures; no encounters with wild beasts, or even descripwill

But, while I assure,
tions of a day's sport with game birds.
my life alone in this tropical forest has not been
devoid of stirring incident; that I have climbed mountains,
scaled precipices; have in my collection serpents, centipedes,
scorpions, wild-cats— in fact, a goodly list of foes to man—
object was
at the same time I would remind them that my
of camp
to detail only B day's duties in the every-day run
I have in my journal already
life as I have commenced it,

them that

accumulated much material for

them the narration

id'

letters that

may seem

to

unreal or fictitious events, but that

merely the frequent experience of a sojourner in these
To plunge at once into jungle and unknown forest
wilds.
best
before I have obtained a knowledge of the mode of life
would be a
suit td, or have become in any way aoclimated,
to
attempt
To
prevent.
will
I
hope
folly that experience
luxuriance
describe the beauty, grandeur, and overpowering
are

mountain forests in a single letter would be absurd.
sums
"Therefore." as the good old country deacon generally
letter more aboundup, pardon me that I have not made my
ing in exciting events. If my next are not perfeotfliteBerauav
terrible enS-JW*e("SO to speak") of hair-breadth escapes',
to the country,
counters, etc., etc, the blame must attach
thermometer
But a glance at the
climate, but not to me.
of these

the

ileus.

could not Rtirwithoul coming in COntcxrald not put my foot out of
bed without a shudder of apprehension. Of nights I would
be awakened by a rattling of lie
discover that some crab had got thirsty during the night,
ii':.

tuotwUka

it

is

.

land-crab which abounds in the ravines and rivulet banks,
they conceived the idea of supplying me with the crustacean
just mentioned.
Each boy and girl on the place resolved to
be the first to furnish me with the ooveted crab. The con-
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sckgof a

fonnel.

broken by

time bo retire; that is, about nine o clock, for
i close the door, fasten it with
just 70 degrees,
the candle, and tumble into my ham'anguish
e
which somemock, surrounded by solitude and darkness,
of a home.
.
times— I say sometimes—make a fellow think
Fred. JReveislt,

shows
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THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.

TO

say that the dog show held in this city last week was
a success would but poorly con voy an

andfor the

'

B

icl

Itwasa magnificent triumph

result really was.

projector! of

il.

ihov

fife

on

for the

kion if

:

dogs

on any

pravions occasion has tie ro e
t n
u bled in this city such
number of people at (ine time, and representing so much
of the culture, wealth and fashion of the town. That such
;<

i

a

a collection f
ee
WaS
t gotten together before in any
country we very much doubt, for.
n
may have
beaten us in point of numbers at one Lime in London, yet in
-.,;
quality our show
ahead, torthe reason thai in the
sporting classes our entries far outnumbered those of any
The actual entries, including the Specials,
other show.
numbered 1,195, and allowing for puppies and collections
oovered by single entries, there were probably 1,300 animals
on exhibition. In our account of the show we must ask he
indulgence of our readers, from the fact, as is well known,
that Mr. Tileston, our general editor, was a member of the
1

I

-.

:

-

I

1.

.

1;

i

;

|

,
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Committee of the Westminster Kennel Club, and having
direction of the details of tho show ess Unable to give the
necessary time to studying the dogs. Hence our report will,
lack that criticism which it is our custom to provide.
There
were so many "lions" ami soman;, good dogs in the show, that
to begin.
it is difficult to tell where
Probably nothing was
more interesting than one of the earliest events of the show;
that is. the appearance in the judging ring of the ri spectir.e
kennels of Messrs. Theo. Morford of Newton, N. ,1., and L.
H. Smith of Strathroy, Canada, to decide the bet of oim
hundred dollars foi beauty. The fiat of the judge was
against Mr. Morford, and we certainly did not envy the
former his task. Ten handsomer setters were probably
never in the ring together, and in addition to their beauty,
it is well known that both kennels turn out as good field dogs
any in the country. The champion classes did not fill
iis
quite as well as we had expected, and I'ride of tho Border
being absent, the contsal in Class
was narrowed down to
Loh&'s Ranger II, the
Mr, Smith's Leicester and .'!>former winning. In the bitch class Mr. Smith was Bgfti
successful, taking first with Dart, the other two entries being
highly commended. In tho champion Irish class. Pluukct
having been withdrawn from competition, the prize lay be1
tween Mr. Surges' Bui'us and Mr. JoSvis Elcho, the former
winning a judgment in which we do not concur. Both
dogs were, in splendid condition, Elcho particularly so, and
in coat and color as near the highest standard u il is possible
for
dog to lie. 'the class was pronounced a good one. In
Tho dethe bitch class L6u H. had almost a walk over.
cision of the judges in the champion Gordon class surprised
fine
dog, has not the quality of
many, as Bupert, although a
Mr. Copeland had a walk over with
either Grouse or Shot.
Norah, as Lou was not entered for competition; and Di,
although an excellent brood bitch, was scarcely up to Bench
Show form in that company.
The champion pointers were a splendid lot, and although
we by no means concurred in Mr. Maedona's decision at
first, we are fain to admit, that on looking carefully over the.
dog afterward ho was not far wrong in placing Snapshot first. The dog was shown tinder every disadvantage.
He had landed from the steamer but the day previous, his
color is an unfortunate one, nrj being ticked with lemon
of tuff ing with thejnange, which
'he had the nppeunm
I

i

:

:

;

i

e

ffisil Bftd,

Lot

!

are rather light,

the quarters.

and he

We

-I

is

i

ne.

-i

I

are perfect;

.-tern

iii

tlegi

short, although very muscular, in

predict that if he stays, in this country, as

trust he will, that his progeny will be found an
winners both on the show bench and in the Held, although
he is eight years old and his days of usefulness almost over.
Sensation was decidedly the best of the lot, barring perhaps

we

Snapshot,

Little

Flak*

veis

handsome

looking as

as

a

and it is unfortunate that there was not a class for
small-sized champions, when he would have swept
The bitches were, as compared with
as he did at Baltimore.
the dogs., not a remarkable chess, the Columbus Kennel Club
winning with Belle, a handsome liver and white.
-to postpone a reThe demand upon our space om]
view of the open classes until next week, when, as our paper
the subject more
give
is to be enlarged to 24 pages, we can
picture,

i

attention.

There have been many lessons learned by this first New
York Show, among them the necessity for a better marking

To accomplish this,
of tho dogs when they tire received.
next year ear seals will be dampen on the collars with iin-lal
It is also ro be hoped that a better
cheeks to correspond.
fldants will'be provided on the next occasion.
e
i

control, Mr.
-.ei-. however, with the limited
it
Lincoln did remarkably well, and has received the approval
>'••

..-,

!

<

•

li

of the club.

The following is a list of awards which were not completed
up to the time of our going to press last week, and were
omitted in that issue:
Champion EmUskSeltcr Dys.—]. I,etMen lemon and whit?,
Cifcnl
sin
oir,
years by Llewellm's Dam, nut or his tiill It.; L. II. Smith,
|,i
V M t) lOiL"""' '' >"IO" ",'' l,.m..»> tunnr, hv \l ilrili HllC-l

'",

.',

"

,

House, West Kirb.v, Cheshire, England.
Ctaapfon English S'etUr Bitika.—l. Dun, blue Bel ton, 5 years
Clou
by Llewellin's 1'rL.cc, out ol Dura; L. H, Smrti, Strati
year*, by Joe. out of
V It. C,! May. niiiuce and white, i-.:
Ma^iet. le.uk iuel white ticked.
dote Morford, Novum. N..T. 11.
l'hiludei|Mia.
;. years, by Victor, out of Daisy; C. S. WbbcoU, West
CZomS.— Champion Irish StUztVagt.—t. Hufus, deep ted 5 yrtrs by
l«dale, Mich,
Trench'* Shot, nut, nf Treuch'a LimCe Mno1
'
',,
out or Nell; Dr. WilUam Jarria. Clermont,
y n.c: Ms
C) y.sirs, try Milo, out
X. U. II. 1'.; Jiaik ilora.erlv known u« Joe) net,
otMollie; J. F. Uaihven, Port ltichmmnl. siulea Llaud. C, Duke,
Avenue.
red, 4 years; Campbell Stewart, No. 152 Fifth
CUm 2.— Champion Irish Setter Sitcha.-\ hoo II., light red and white,
'.
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Fmotisb mlior slnd dorr, eiibev native or imported,
loss ihan tVTO ,,r bisect: Foi- pneiil, shot gnu,
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Spy. orunce and white, 3} years, IJ I.. Kil-/.niun;
Olnnks' Ilisiiiurck, ,-iit id tiilrierrslctive'H Flora.
A. b. l'„,i. ;,.-:, ,, Ku-|.,ii, I'a. Hun. blue Indtou. '! veiir«, hv Purki r'.»
bpi'ri. „
N.-iiio. t;
mi
Tiirl
n.i
"
II.
I.
and onmL'e. 5 veins, A. E. rini'iiliorl.-iiit, To .I'undu, l',i. ('.: Wiiil, oraoge
l.l d while, hv l'.iile ol
the P.urder, mil ol Iddei-dceVe's Nellie, J. II.
DouglaSS, Went Pfiiladelphia
1

I

seined bv the American

.

'

hi

linn, wliii,

Lhe jiulilii-: lit reply to the datnap;ino ceporta which have been eirculatptl rcspuutLug the qiiBlity
of nut- sjilil. lidiiliiin I'ihIm. by "iloalovs" who WB unable lo
o,uii|,oto with tin nt mil- i-oilnood prices, WB have issued a
circular which in- shall lm pleased I,, mail to any address,
proving the lalsity of Ihoir aBsertions.
CoNtiOY, UlBBBTT & MiLlESON,
Munufacturers, 115 Fulton Street N. Y.

.

,
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:-;
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i

will

—

Tn our customers and

and Lefever, of Syra-

i

•>

:i

Rose and ltush.

any kind, breech-

I

years, by ,1 no, on of Nelly. 'I lieoin-unco ,mtl whim,
vw„ bvili Alan's

oi-iuo-o faiat,

OrgilT,

r im
Irish set.fr slnd dorr, eilber nulil
S07.
,ib not. less ihan two of his eel: silver cup, prepnrtei
to bi
senlod by the FunEs-r aso SntEiM Publishing Co.; Arnold Burgee,
Rnrns.
No. 6. For Ihc best black mid Ian. or black tun ami white seller Bind
wo of
d,,o,
ilh, r uaiive or Imporli ii, to be snow ll with not less than
,,-. ',
„,
,„l
.m.s.iiiw: by M.nsr- J. P. Crook it
,,|,l
Co., Mo. 50 Fiilum Street, N. V. Geo. C. Colbiirn, Dtlsh uml bis gel
fill
pounds S'.veietil, either
No. V. For tiie best pointer stud do,;, over
shot
native or iinponed. lo be shown wiih not less ban [»i, of Ills e,,
oil by Messrs. E
Remington .t Sons, N. io, Jo-:--

.

v, ill]

Kdmund

Leicester,
For Hie best, red

York.

T

s.jo.

I,

ii

0.: Hrure.%>l|llc

II.

iii.-lavi

Ol

shonn

lo be

and
r

ClailB.—PfaKW Kngliili. Setter Wntjl.- I. I, uric, din k oriole and while.
wars and month.', by I'hil. out id Dido; Cliuiics A. Cross, No. TTO
3. Sancuu, dark iirauc'c and while.
years and
Urnad Sir. v,, N ,;,'.irk
11 mouth,,, by s. lliirlbiirt'sOnt,.. muni Flirt; H alti-rann n ..M.,
•A

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS.

best brace of pointers, dotfa or bitches, or dou' and
yi.iltniil hv one person; II v rod. presented ny

loadini; shot enn, presented by Messrs. NlChOW
K. Y.; Jes.-n Sherwood, with collection-.

Haider,

tlic

llin

l'or the best COllnctiOh of -poi'tinu: doge, of

r,,

cuse,

!

'

pi-,

..,'

'

'

Fur

4.

Frederick Shuchardt, Esq., value

Safe, White ami lemon. 10
1>
T. lliiirlop, Altninv. V.
n
In •:• -'I
•
Kitity.
Incu, Kimr aci-,
flrfl

I.

'

,,

lo-icr, Ijceidjiirg.'Vi
and owner Be Sato.

i

ITIOtub.

.luck,

Helii. rod. B

i

'

S,i,u. Til.K-n. I'-iinc,

11. ('..;

,„

.rmm,

:

DoB

Setter

ni\

f>

I'

Juno; Thomas Ailock. Valley

Pliuikett, one "I
mont.lis ami

by

C.: Mugglti, red,

El.

Lone

Flutlillsli.

231

Trout. SiUvm

t'i'iilhi'ilis.

,

Sulnidli Trout, Stilmo ronJi„i.<.

:

i

.1

|,

,

I

6:— iVflltM Kn.iUsI, Safer nikhct -1. (I race, lemon and white. 18
by Siorlotd's Don, out ol' oyvni
Mereilliot. 8> Abyear, by Yutliie Liiver.-ick, mil. of
orilllL'c and while isnlnlll,
Dido, o. B. Raymond. Jlornsiowti, N. J.
V. 11. '.'.: Snkie, white and
in:-'. In- sir un:. -,.'• .l,,e. O.
utausje.
H. Raymond, Morris Plains,
•
,--.-.
--. bv
*.,!. II" l\: IV;
Sum. out of licrlliit.
:.,,. and I'd, ,d,-|. oral ._- ami while (mi.lll,
years, try Yoiitlj;
II. F. Mere,
Liiverutif, QUI of Otrlo, Abrall un burning, Albany, N. Y.
Class

inuut.li*.

I

bey, dark

1

'I

i,

,

.-

I

,

IS

I

.,;.,'..
,"..,/
1. St. Elmo, liliu !;, white
Class G.—Xalicc Eiiylisl, .'.
i.e.,. II months, by Ti ill.- of
in,
be Border, out ot Jessie, S. Floel Spier.
V.II.C: Trim, eliuatrmt nmi white, unoyihs, by
IM.li., Brooklyn
I'nde of the Border, on I of Jessie. V. M. Tlmnip-mi, New York. II. (.'.:
iliousH. orange and white, 9 moulhs, by Joe, out of puss. Theo. Morr,,nl, Newton, N. J.; i), ml. same color, ags, pedigree and owner, and
Harry, orange and whim, imonrtis by Spurt, out of Flora, Dr. U. A.
i

I

Rosenthal.

—

—

1.
Pi-sf, oratlfrtt nnd
EttgHth fttter Bdcli Ptlpjiin
Willie, (I nionths old, bv Joe, nut, or Puss, T.MoHord, Newtmi, N. J
V. U. <'.: Flore' la, ni ;,,-, un.l while. niiilllbs, by Simrt, out, of Flora.
Dr. 11 A. Ko-einli-il
JIk. Mriinee and while, r, niotuiis ,n,d 'J.H d»vs, by
Pcle. oul of Hell, James L. NorUirup, Newton, N. J., and Jet, black, S
inouths, N. Elmore, Grunl.y, Conn.
i',.

,v,7/;,i,-

.

I

;

7.—lmpiHfi

O'More. deep red, 1 year
ami? months, bv Knfus. out or Friend. W N. 'Salleuder, Albany, N. Y.
M
mi Culm. Duiawaie
M. Kile, red. by Flunked, out ol Kathleen;
Cilv. Del,
V. II. 0.1 Dash, D years, by jlony. 0111 or Judy, Max. Wenzel. llobukeu. N. J, and Dash, deep rod, bj I!ub, out; of Fan; R.M.
Lindsay, Scratitou, Pa. II. C. York, iieep ml, a years, by Thimu. out
id Hoiii, c L. I'.ilev, Lancaster- Citv. Pi.: G mis,-: r, d. bv G li,,™ of
i. It. Wilm.
,
i:. „i
New Y,'.l;; Fleliol.. red, by Jnoia' Elebo. out of
!e,,.., s
Konm Club, St. Louis, Mo., and Limerick,
A. Davis,
red; 12 months ends days, by Plunlo.ti, out of Junn. H
Cllnu

'

ltnry

Irish Setter Baffi.—l,
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;

i
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i
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I

,

,

new

patent, traps ami .MHl ela-s balls, prc-ciiled by l.'upt. A. II.
r
©khttrt, ML; W". -\ Steele, Flake.
For the best linelish seller brooil bitch, eilher icilive
tiorted. to be sboo-ii with not less than two or her piogeny: Bu.irli.-b sole
leather sportsman's trsveline trunk, preseuied by Me-sis. Thomson ,t
See, ,i!i Brnadwayi L. II. Sm\tli, Dart.
:;,,. IS. I'm lbs best red Irish setter bi-oud bile, eider nativo or Ira
el. own Willi
mil less
hull two of her proRcny; il.bnuk,
'.. Devolln
Moya hr nod.
presented by VVokeman Ilolbertou, Esq
Joll
Mo 18. For Hi bee) blick and tan. or black. Ian and white setter bitch,
ibau two of her
1, ss
eilher native or imported, to be shown wi. h
progeny; ily-to,l. presented by Wessre Conroy. Blaaetl & Mallosbu, No
',,-, 1, \
,;„ laud, Nurab.
A 1-.
.;
No- li- Foi the best, pointer brood bitch, of any weignt, to be Shown
wi'U 11, les- hail two of her progeny; sdvei cup. prescided by Col. Lu
Grand B. Cannon; J. Addison Smith, JLilMv.
No. 15. For the best English setter, dog or Mich, native bred, out of 11
native hiich and bv a" imported dog: iiiver cup, presented by Dudley
oh cut, K.-11,: Mrs. R.A. McCurdy, Tuck.
Ho. 10 For tile best'natirc F.ng.ish setter, dog or bitch, owned in Ilie
Stales of New York and Xe v Jeisey; a case of stulleil NorthAmeiic.au
came buds, presented by Justus Von Leugerke. Ii.-ip; Theo. Moil'., id,

nl'ibe

IS
1.

I
I

'''
or r.iosmi ; T. Mediev'.
S. Fire Klv. led. iw
V. II. C: Juno. F.
Clliin. Delaware City, Del,
..,
;;. Y.
II. C
M»va, red and wb; e. '2 years
it y.
J. E. DevellO, New fork
iimi bs, by I'utn, out of Nell

years-, b,

\:

•

U

e

.

,l,

:

:

,
:

'Dos Pupplat.— l.Guy.rei $ months,
,
V. n. C: BerkLoo I.; St. Louis Kennel Club. St. Lonis, Mo.

;- tmi

ret

byPltrato
ley, red, by Klcho, out of
r

,

,

.
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,
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;
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Imparted Irish Bitr/i Puppies.—1. Ivnbtcen Mavournemi,
f Vi.« 7
bvPlunketl. oui of Mova; H. II. Hi-lioi). Irvinston on ilie TTud*,n. V.
t;
Ilidily. by Erin," out of Wuiiford's Erin: St. Louis Kennel Club;
11
Eoyer, by Rover, out or Mona, C. do Landre Macdona.
.

;

r.

'-,',•',

i

8

.

trie?!

Uouf.—h Duke,

Sft/er

Jr.,

3 years, by

red,

•:.
Snipe, rod, by
of hello: IS. Balclaller, Yidlsburf, N .1.
'dime, out of b is Nellie; J. A Pal lies Hurl ford, Conn. V li.C:
Pilot, bv Dun. out, of K. Lewis's
I)
T Cluu.es, Albnuy, N. if

Duke, out

-.

,1

1.

Count ol Oranne, red, 6

;

ve;,rs,

,.

.

,

i

;

nut .".M;,

,-'.:

li-rpm. 11

J. P.'

llaok.'x.

.1

.l'.;'a;.d II

ii

nip's,

red and while;

L

id. Hooker, out of bis Juno, K. G. White, College Point,

,.... -1. Kale, red and

.,,.: -.;,,,,,.
by Frank, om of Nell: F.
,

oi.lol'Kodm;:-.-..
led, gl re.,,,,,
llos.li.

'

i.'

white, a yeais,
-Till.-, li years, by
Rodman's
t>.
B. Miles. Bro-.klyu. Y. n.C.: LaiU-II.
of Lady. K. (i. White, College Point.

II. C"/.-'.ens.

tmm.

,

:

'.

L.L; l;.:,-.-i.
ana, L. L: Fa

idifn

I,,-

-.,

ri

& Creed. Jam-

Kaymond

..

out or Jallray'slllux. A. Taylor.
by Tom. out. of Bess, W. H. Bry1.
1
year and 13 monihs. bj Duke,
red, Uy Tom, ont of Lady, J. LumI.

V. H.

Preston, red, 6 months,

C:

Brit, red, !l months,
Point. L. I ; Begnrrab,
riiJIeudin fai's Bess, P. Noel,

lr., Colleire

of

t

II

.
.

red.

<i

..Smith, Portland, Me. H. 0.: Ba
W. P. Aefen.

red,

>y.

1. Giosev, red. II months.
Jtilch Puppies,
Itiissfonl, New York. Yr . n, G.: Ilone, red
lolbi irn's Dash, nut of Vard's Faunie. P. II.
bite, li monllis. oy Guy, out of CoraTI,
Carrie, red, 2{ moulhs, by Stoddard's
/•

C:

abeiwood.Edina, Mo.

Pete, ou^ „r Fuller'a

in, y's

II. E.

C.

H.

Jones.

cbo. Jr.
No. 91. For lhe best native English setter puppy, dog or btteb, under
IS months Of aeej case ol gun cleaning liuplemeuis; Cap!. J. W.

No. IK. For the best display of fix hounds; eny, presented by lhe
Ke-.me: CIiid; Drake aod, Anderson.
WtmlnStl
No. S3. For the best cocker spaniel, doc or hired: gnu case, presented
by Erdmarm a. HensUerg', Esq., T. H..Hoa, Wiich.
J5o. g.|. For Ihc tiesl skye terrier, dog or bitch; silver collar, presented
by Mrs. Gen. AR-x. S. Webb; Mr. Dnolittle. Punch.
best pug dog or bitch; handsome sih-er
Re:
.ter puppy:
revolver, presented by C. E.
. .
or lhe second silver dog cllur, also priseiued
M. Gunnel, Rex. 2d. Dr. S. Fleet Speir,

W

;

.

.
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The Svii.H!tisE Bench Show. A dog show will be held in
Armory at .Syracuse in connection with the annual oon-

the.

of the State Sportsmen's Association, on the 5th,
and 8th of Juno, providing it is not found expedient
There is no reason to toticipate a
to change the date.
reiictition of last year's liaseo at Geneseo, and we expect to
The Westminster Kennel Club
sen a fine collection of dogs.
give two cttps, and will send Sensation and a number of
ri iitiim

6th, 7th

their other pointers.

Messrs. Wngstaff, Granger, Tileston
of this L t y will send their kennels, and
Mr. Charles Lincoln will ably fill the office, of Superintendent. With some omissions and a variation in amounts,
the prize list will be modeled very closely after that of the
There will be four champion classes,
late New York show.

and other gentlemen

;

dotrlli- Printer Bileha

and Gordon setters and pointers, with a
prize of $50, divided between dogs and bitches, in each.

V.

l:r,,.,t-|,ii.

C:

II

<

Nell, oral,-,

G.'a. Htro'ne.'wesi

Kiaiio.-. Brooklyn; and Fan, black. 15
e.e,
II. 0.: Minn, sola, while,
I

Mou-

:

OlaelU.— Pointer Hog J^uppietnnder ISi m»0u.—t.
while,

in,

nulls, by Sue, avood's

Sanclio, Jr.. liver
Jesse.

our of bis tyieen

Sanelio,

;

Sheiwood, Hdiua. Mo. V. II. C
Snipe, black, lb uioMlis, by Pete, oul.
of 'lYhisky; K. M. Lindsay, Scraiiton, Pa.
:.-- rYanfc, Bttoh. Puppies under VJ months
1. Fleet, white, liver
and licked, inotitlib, by Ranker, oul. of Fail
S. B. Dilley, Lake
't|.y,
Miun.
:

i

,

,

We

rlo

wto'lc I'm-

ItHuiufr

,

not print the nwarils in the fomaining clfjeses this
til.' lv-.toiui lliol. t|,,.. WeStmiuBtei!
Kennel tllnb nfe>

having the

J n,

them

'.;-'

in

The iolluwing

1

I

1

-

>okfi

ti

pamphlet
is

a

list

aixefull-y aopiod,

1'omi.

and propose pub-

•

of awia-ils of special

premiums:

For the best setter, of any breed, dmr or biicb. in the show. A.
I
and ruaiuii
b
leaari. Tulauy & Co.: L
Smirh, iMiin.
For (ho best pointer, of any weight, dor or bitch, in the show.
4
SO,
lo -I
nor. aim; presented, by
led, i- ,II. C. Srpnrcs, No. 1 Houiilmil Jstreei, Nov York; s, B. Dilloy, lloyal
Fan.
d Betters, of an ? dreed, dogd or bitches, or
•So.:;. L'o.i
b
dog and bitch
a silver cup,
,,,,,„ f 0C t,be Piotec'lon

No-

silver cup, presented

i

Needless

i,

1

;

'

,.

Ilaxl,

West Braeldey.

BF.VEBExn Sin:
You will have heard by cable from Mr. Lnrt the result, of
Shrewsbury; Danger, li.'R, P. Solms, granddaughter of the
champion, won 3d (£20) in fine style, winning all her
The champion Ranger went dp-vm first with
heats; Id ran.
Lord Down's, Dan, winner of the Derby last oar. and beat
hint three very line points to nothing: next heat John Armstrong's id. 11110 Sam, winner of the. Setter Pupjiy Stake last
year, and beat him also two points to nothing; next Mr.
lash It., winner last year in a very short trial, could
wi
notgo with the champion. Hanger also got the prize for
1

J

1

,

condition.

Danger I., £10: young Sam, '2d. £20: Dash IT.. 3d, 610.
In the champion plate, Banger boat Maud without giving
her a change, pointing birds and hares in grand style;
second boat Ranger beat Lord Down's Bang: Ranger then
bent Ll,-,, Uin's ?\,-o.-a, bj Dan. four grand points lo noth1

neTM

i

11.

-

Bangep's VicToitr.— By the kind permission of Mr. Maednna, we print below the letter from his broker, Elias
Bishnp, who is also u prince among brokers, dose, [bi
his quaint way Bangor's great victory at Shrewsbury:

nd ticked. 14 months, by

-

Shot. CHIC of Oouuiess; R. B. Ddley, ILnke City, Minn.: Dream III..
,„,d white, a years nnd Id months, by Pbli, out of Dream
Drake
& Amlersori. N'ewtou, N. J.

and

There will also bo the following open classes: For imported
English setters or their progeny of the. first generation, with
S20 each for dogs and bitches, and S10 each for puppies;
for native English, imported red or red and white; native
red or emss-brod. native or imported Gordons, and light and
heavy pointers, each with an equal amount of money in. prizes.
There arc also classes for retrieving and cocker spaniels,
fox lounds and fox terriers among sporting dogs, each with $15
and $10 prizes. Among the non-sporting dogs there are
classes for mastiffs, St. Bernards, Newt'oimdiamls. coach
dogs, collies, pugs, black and tan terriers and skve. terriers,
--.-.
each with $10
5
The premium Ests 'and entry
jrr now being preparer!, and can be hud by address.an
ing Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, Syracuse, N. X.
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nder ISO
Fluke, out n! Li
year, bv Sleele's

by
1

D*. B.'

y,

I

and wbile, 1 jeai,
lemon and while,

Qneen,

by Riieket. l.l
L. I. O,: Pun,
tutu? p, me.
ii(T over vvuh/bt.
1. Daisv. lemon
il, JI.D.
4. KOHl,
hs,

in

out ofBoooty J. B.8. Floyd Junes,
black, 3 years and T mouths, ny Jet I;
A iitinibnr of doffs of this elms were

ing,

giving hei the slightest, chance in any Way,
roi'l oil

i

by

W1111

-in-

ei

in

in id;, .e;

May

e of April 3tJth.

see u

bri]

'!

()i

un

I,,

•-
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I.

o

;-j,l

IS

to 20 cents

icon, do.

n

;ifd

for the past

511

week

are as

per pound; salmon

cents; California, 15 cents:

each; shad, native, 30 cents; Connec-

50 cents; white perch, 15 cents per pound;
Spanish mackerel, 75 cents; green turtle, 18 cents; terrapin,
815 r
dozen; frostnah, Scents per pound; halibut, 5 cents;

ticut River.

hnildoik. 7 cents; codfish, 10 cents; blacklist,. 15 cents; heii-iii.;-,. 5 conn;
fioitnders, 8 to 10 cents; sni bass, 20 cents;

10 cents; sheepshend, 25 cents;
15 cents per pound;
trout, 15 cents; Long Island trout,
Si; Canada do., 50 cents; burl shell crabs, $i per 100; soft
crabs, $2.50 per dozen; rod snappers, 18 cents; weaklish, 18
cents; ponipano, 75 cents.

eels,

IS

lobsters,

cents;

iii]

;

50

niillon; whttefish,

|e

ii

1

'

j

salmon

—

New Jbbsex, ICimey's.jlshky TTrMtsfl, Jinnmjul, foayWlh. is off month for game end fish, and consequently nothing of interest to record in that line, except probabilities for
approaching season. Blnefish last year n-.ade their appenrmice May 2(lth. one wee!; later than he year previous. Some
herring and bunkers, which had been found last week on
the beach, had evidently been roughly handled by bluefiSb,
The iirst sheepshend was taken last year, June 10th; in 187S,
Jane 12th. The best fishing recorded was luring the third
week in .Tone; Iirst black bass May- 1st: sea bas.s May 1th;
weaklish late, about July 28th, and scarce.
Mr. W. W.Seott,
formerly of Pemberton, N. X., has purchased and refitted
the well-known Mullen House at Barnegai
Mr. George
Pitman has leased the Clarence House. Mr. Cook has rented
the Hopkins House at Ware-town, and our gonial little
Tommy Taylor, formerly- of the Idle HotlT, Jersey CiD,
bus fchfi co/.V Centennial. Sheriff Parker and Brooks' are at
Forked River, while Kinsey remains at the Ashley House,
on the fishing grounds, Barnegat Inlet; Uncle Charley
Martin at the Cedars, and Ridgraan at the Club House.
Aquia.
I

1

—

Massachusetts, Sew Unlfon!, liny 12th.— The month of
eminently the month for trout, and our amateur
is
fishermen are improving it to the full extent. Last week,
on visiting some of our most famous brooks, I found them

May

literally sentineled from rise to mouth.
Among those to
fine baskets was the veteran fisherman, Waterman;
also Messrs. Hathaway and Lucas, the latter showing one to
turn the scales at 1.1 pounds. Our markets are glutted with
marine tish of many kinds, and at extremely low prices.

show

Cokcha.

\X

The Ant rostdacks. — After an

'

I

li

intermission of several years,

Adirondack fever is likely to break out afresh the coming summer. Everywhere we hear of preparations among
sportsmon to spend their vacations in the North Woods.
Rev. ilr. Murray has written another book on the wilderness, and the perusal of that will of itself give a renewed
impetus to the movement in that direction. After all. there
are no places that vye wot of that combine so much that is
aboriginal and primitive with so much that is luxurious and
modern, giving purest air, choicest spjort, and rejuvenating
exercise and health:

the.

Lake

FraSASiut,

May

9.

Two weeks ahead of the usual time, but, not much ahead
of the fishing. 1 arrived here safely by the aid of Beuo Willard's comfortable stage last evening, and have, reveled in
trout and Bermuda onions. It's well I have them to fall
back on to-day, for winter has changed its mind and is giving us one more little snap; and to-day we sit by Steve.
Andrews' big fireplace and imitate Ik Marvel and Parson
Murray reveries and big fish stories.
Tbe'lakers" are not yet rising to the spoon, nor the fonteuales to the fly, but No. ti Kinseys, well baited at the
anchors, have seduced a fine lot of the former from the
depths of the lake, and a goodly number of quarter and
half pound brook trout have yielded to the worm. After
this cold snap is over I guess the fun wiU begin.
As the extent of my fishing so far has been but the capture
of about fifty small trout in a brook near Welles, while
waiting for the. singe, I will only tell you this time a little
story of a bear a story which upset some of my preconceived ideas as to the natural history of said bruins, and
one whieb is fully confirmed. I believe that there is a disputed point as to whether bears hypernate in winter, living
by the absorption of their fat, or, as some say, sucking their
own feet (I never did quite talco that in), or rerhain lively.
One bear that I know of did neither.
Lust August Mr. Daniel Cochrane of Welles captured in a
i'
whic.li was kept chained and got quite tamo.
In November tin: oul,, then very fat, refused food
The
owner dug a trench three feet deep, eight long and two wide;
covered it with boards and twm feet of soil, and led the bear
to the entrance, and the latter willingly entered and refused to come out. A quantity of hay had been placed
the den; the next day this was found outside in several
small bundles. Two' days after, however, the cub had

—

1

1.

mind and carried it nil in again. The cab rethe den until a week ago.
During the winter he
frcij iieiitly and never found to lie asleep.
The
slightest pull on his chain would be met by B pull back; he
was always lying uu his side awake. At oiie time a heavy
snowaud cold spell formed a solid ice cover over the enchanged

r.ucki-ll.

ted on in v success bv all.
Lord HiUond
Mr. Cot'kwright were the judges. Loi'dHtUjlldgutl hli
m
-,--.,
Dion plate foi Lord Cuuibt-Tiu-i'iT, who j ml
.en offto Linton to-mort'OM morning with th« champion of champions, who is now on the carpet at my feet,
and.Ro!
ing very well indeed.
ElB
1

season

-i

1

Rae.net, liver

1

Miiv

Cannon. Hay.
No.au. For the bevt pointer punpy, either dog or bitch; revolver,
presented by tue Westminster Kennel Club; Jesse Sherwood, S.m-

for English, Irish
't<pi»'cs.—l.
i.

I!

I,

Nu. 1(1. For die best Irish Better puppy, either dog or bilch; opera glass,
presented by Messrs. T. Steele & Son of Hartford, Conn.: D. LcGrund

I

s

I,

No. 17. For lhe best setter, dog or bilch, of any -train, bred in Ihc
Celled Siaies; black buss rod, presented by i,Ie.,srs. Abbey & ljubrie.
No. 18 .Maiden Line; Dudley Olcott, Guy Mann, irlog.
No. 18. For lhe I), si native setter puppy, either d-g or hitch; either
English, Irish, or olaek and tan. or blnck, tan aud w..iie: revolver, present, d by Messrs. Barton & Co., No. S87 llrimdwiiy; Theo. Moifjrd,

bv

'..
II.
Mum,: Seoul, ,,-ri, ! fears and -u ildhs, l,V
"Tom, nit rd bis Ludv, \V It. Lawienee. PlUetiitlg
It.
I, I.; Teddy, deep red, by Jullrev's Ned. J.
J. Graineri; Rump,
same cior. a.-,.. ..I
D rj iwner : Jeff, red and white, n yews, by
imported Bans;, out uf Cora, A. W. u. tram. Newark; Pat. red and
JCT bj by: Boss, red, 1 year ana J months, by

I'-i,.

Kenneth While

in

M.uiKKT.— Our quotations

pickerel, 15 cents;

.

Lnwreiiee,, Fluslnnir, L.

Btsii is

,

1

May

i

.

li.

,*For trout Hies
,

:

,

Fritz;

Juno,

I

I

,;;

M Vol)

A. VYm-

Sidmon, SiIim.iiSw.
Shad, Alosa sapvlissima.
Land-locked Salmon, Saltno tebaffO.

11.

.

Providenee,

1
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No,

urn.ind

its
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wan visited

trance.

This was not at

first noticed,

and when
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was presumed that the bear was dead, but after three weeks
of this shutting off of fresh air, b.e was dug for and found to
he as lively as ever. When taken out this spring he was
fed some tamarack bark, of which he ate about two pounds,
and then refused food for four days, after which his appetite
generally returned.
During this long rest ihU bear, •whatever others may do,
had not absorbed his fat, for he was fat when he 'went in,
and equally so when he came out.
I made a mistake in a letter I wrote you last week as to the
days upon which the stage loaves North ville. I put it as the
post-office guide had it, Mondays and Wednesdays.
I find
that the true dates of departure are Wednesdays and Saturdays, 9 A. M.
PlSECO.

Tabmanian Trtoux.— The following is an item of February
fly-fishing in Tasmania:
"Mr. K. M. James, who has been
spending a holiday in Tasmania, returned to Melbourne in
the steamer Mangana yesterday, bringing with him one of the
finest specimens of the English brown trout yet seen in AusThis very handsome fish was caught by Mr. .Tames iu
tralia.
tbe river Derwent, opposite Charlie's Hope, the residence of
Mr. Thompson, about four miles from the salmon ponds.
The fish measured 2ft. 7Sin. iu length, was 19in. in the girth,
and weighed oxactly l<51b. Spinning bait was used, with the
native fish callad 'jolly tails,' about the size of the whitebait.
The taohle was an ordinary salmon rod, used with a silk salmon line. Mr. James had tried the Derwent, the Clyde, and
Shannon for several days with very indifferent success, owing
to the stormy state of the weather and the rivers being flooded
with snow water. The fish was hooked late in the evening, it
being the last trial of the day. At first from the weight of
the fi<h Mr. James thought he had hooked a salmon.
The
trout made a gallant fight of it, but after three-quarters of an
The capture of such
hour's play he was secured with the gaff.
a Bpleudid fish created great excitement among the fishermen
On the same afternoon. Mr. W. G. Weaver
in Hohart Town.
caught a hue grilse in the same water, which, when cooked,
had all the appearance and flavor of true salmon. The trout,
after being cleaned and the inside filled with charcoal, was
packed in snow and brought to Melbourne."

ing ara of tho very samo quality, or better if possible than before; that
bamboo 4taelf is the best we have had for many years. They are made
by the very same workmen; tho mountings ore German silver of beat
quality (not "brass, nickel-plated," as reported), and the fittings are
perfect iu every respect. In short, we will gnarantee them fully r qnal, if
not superior, to any maker. Without any exception in the matter, we
challenge comparison in every parlicnlar. That this comparison may
be exhaustively made, we have at our store for Inspection of all who may
be interested, first, the sections of bamboo iu its rough state; then tho
strips as tticy arc prepared ready fitted for glueing; ihen the joints after
being glued, and finally the completed rod.
This we consider will cover all the points as to "quality," and we.
think even the most, skeptical will be satisfied when they have examined
into the matter, that our rods aro as perfect as hands can make them.
With respect to the second query, as to the great difference in price—
of J40 last season, bnt $25 now-the answer is simple. We are now
manv/aeturers; we pay no roann racturer's profit. All those rods are
mide in onr shop, under the personal supervision of the firm. Dealers
who charge the old high prices aro obliged to do so because paying a
manufacturer's profit. Their cost ia more than the price we are selling
at.
These rods are not reduced in price, and sold at or under cost— as
a "leader," as sometimes is done— to lnflncncc orders for other goods;
they are sold at what we consider a fair profit, and we are satisfied with
the percentage they pay us.
Of course we d not make as many dollars and cents on a rod as
formerly, but ot,r orders so far this year are ahead of onr whole sales of
last season.
have no reason to regret fixing tho price at a figure,
that will place these rods in the hands of the majority of fly-fishermenThe annexed list will show the reductions wo have made. Wo quote: ^
Fly-rods, G strip, 2 tips; now $35, formerly $40.
Fly-rods, 6 strip, 3f and dnplicate joint; now $35, formerly $55.
Black ba-s rods, 6 strip, 1 tips; now $30, formerly $58.
i

We

Black bass rods, 6

Salmon rods, 6
These rods are

strip, 2 tips;

and duplicate joints; now $40, form-

now

§nchtin$ and §oaiin#.
HIGH WATER FOE THB WEEK.

are very
divide with the Adirondacks a portion of the

Sebec Lake also offers new attractravel this year.
Greatly improved hotel accommodations and road
facilities have been added since last season, while for fishing
there are no opportunities better anywhere. There is a
•water system in the interior of Maine greater than that of
the Adirondacks, which can be traversed continuously by
canoes with but few portages. One can enter Maine by the
Penobscot, and pushing northward, strike the upper St.
John Biver, and following it down reach the Atlantic again
at the Bay of Fundy, making a trip of many hundred miles
or less, at option, taking to regular lines of travel at a score
of different points en route, if the voyager should tire of his
canoe journey.
By the bye, we have been unwittingly directing our friends
to a Boston printer, who published a Moosehead Guide and
Map two years ago, hut does not now, it seems. What
trouble we have made for them Ave can only estimate; but
new is what the Boston man has to remark by way of com-

New

Boston.

summer

York. Charleston

Boston,

Editor Fohest and Stream.

May

4,

1877.

have been considerably annoyed by applications for guide and mail?
to soma representation in yonr paper mat
1 could furnish same. It is a mistake; I have neither maps or guide. If
yon will please so state irfyour columns, it will greatly oblige.
1

to

Moosehead Lake, owing

notwithstanding, that Mr. Charles
year published the very complete
A.
Bangeley Lake guide, has now in press a map of Maine,
which will he issued, he hopes, within a week. Our friends
will be notified by his advertisement.
J.

Farrar,

who

May
Mav
May
May

1"
18
19,..

.

20

Habvakd Scratch Packs.— The Harvard College scratch
came off on Saturday on the Charles Eiver, the Holyoke
crews winning both the four and six-oar races, Goddard, of
the class of '79, won the single scull race.
races

East Boston Yacht Cr-trs.— At the regular meeting of this
May -1th at th ?ir club house, it was decided to
all the useless members and commenco anew.
On
motion of Capt. W. S. Nickerson, a committee of seven gentlemen was chosen to procure a charter, and have the club
incorporated
act this year as an
body.
club, held

weed out

The representation

of yachts in this club

Napoleon

sloop, 87
slooo, 26
sloop, 30

.

Tony
Violet

state,

last

—

S. Kneeland, Jr., formerly with D. T. Curtis & Co. of
Boston, is now located at North Cohasset, where he is prepared to entertain sportsmen on short notice. This is one
of the best points in the State for tautog, cod and smelt
fishing, and coots are plenty.

—

A correspondent writes that sturgeons are frequently
caught at Kingston Point, in the Hudson Biver, in the shad
nets, although some persons have been
deploring their
"entire" absence from the river. The fishermen call the
young sturgeon "sharpnoses, " and take them in large,
numbers.

Fagin the Jew..

are so scarce in the vicinity of Bridgeport, Conn,,
that a local newspaper is moved to say that there haven't

South Oa&ohkta.— GrartHsvffle, May

now

on !"

W. —Black bass

fishing

excellent, the average weight running from four to
pounds. Wild turkeys can be found within a short disOur correspondent pleasantly adds, the
tancefrom Unio
country is now in nil summer dress of green. Forthe'past
month we have had "-eon peas and now are having delicious
strawberries and new potatoes, all from our own garden
is

Bix

•

'

too.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND THE PUBLIC.
The great reduction wo have mads this season ui tho prices of our
Bamboo Rods has occasioned many inquiries to be addressed us
which we may mentiou tho following: "Am those rods of the same
quality a» those yon sold us last year?"
How is it that when wa last

Split

or

••

purchased yon charged us $40 for a fly-trout rod, and now advertise
them for 4'25?" oto., etc. Lacking tiiuo to reply to these individuals, we
seek the aid or the press to make our explanations.
Those who are acquainted with the reputation OIW house has always
(UinleMng tirKt-class goods, an answer to the first, query wo
have named would be superfluous, were it not that reports have been
circulated by dealers, not manufacturers, who are not in a position to
meet onr prices from tho fnct that they are dealers and not manufacturers, that these rods arn of Inferior quality; that tho enamel has been
sacrificed to reduce cost of making, oto.
Xo this we most emphatically reply, that the roda we are now offer.

!

Teeth Set
and

;

•

;

Filed.

!

This part, of the Cape ia very good ground for shooting
sand-birds, plover, etc., and in the fall many coot, ducks.
and geese are killed. The haTbor is a winter rendezvous for
the fishing fleet. Two years ago this last winter many
vessels were frozen in and badly damaged.
After seeing
all the sights and wandering around
to our hearts content,.'
we sauntered back to the hotel, and enjoyed the cool shade
of its protecting piazza. The wind had gradually died
away, and at noon the weather was hot and sultry. A few
thunder caps could bo seen in the West, and every one expected a shower.
The sand absorbed the moisture so
quickly that after a heavy shower you would hardly believe
any rain had fallen. From the position of our Im
we felt no uneasiness about her. Towards 1 (one) p. it, the
squall broke in all its fury, lashing the sea into foam, and
blowing the sand in clouds. After it was over we found the
dishes covered, and the forecastle and companion-way littered
up with the loose material.
did not like the way the
weather cleared up, as it showed very poor signs of settling,
and our fears were realized before the next morning. The
wind shifted round to the northeast and blowed a living
gale.
Vessels lying under the lees (offered in the harbor)
dragged, their anchors, and were compelled to get out double
riding-lines.
Buffered no in convenience (being made
fast to the wharf), except from the dirt and sand that blew
off the pier down upon us.
We retired early, but I could
not sleep much from the howling of the wind through the
rigging, and the rat-tat-tat of the halyards on the mast.
I
have often crawled out of a warm berth to hunt for the line
in the dark that is making the infernal noise.
The tiller,
too, is very musical on such occasions, and we have to tie
that up to give us a rest.
Daylight again, but no signs of the storm abating. After
breakfast we all proposed going up into the cupola of the
town-hall to get a view of the ocean on the hack-side of the
Cape. Such a gorgeous view we found bnt we did not stop
to admire long; the thing rocked and shook so much that
we had to retreat for fear of our lives. But tho little we
saw gave us an idea of the fury of the storm. The Atlantic
was white with crested waves, and only here and there a
vessel to be seen, scudding under close reefs.
We got back
to the boat all safe, only to find u new trouble awaiting us.
The warm day had driven a number of the younger portion of the population out of doors, and of course they were
attracted by the sight of strangers roaming round, and when
their curiosity found out we wore from Boston, they of
course wanted to know how we came to the Cape. It did
not take them long to find our yacht, and the way they hung
to us put you in mind of the little fly that buzzes around
your head but never bites. They congregated so thickly
(and they were mostly girls), that "out of patience I threatened to douso them with hot water if they did not cease
their questions and bothering.
Their ages "varied from ton

We

schooner. 95 ft

keel.

center hoard.

Uda

cat. 25 ft

May

sloop, 23 ft..

Lena
Favorite
Ivy

to grief.
Just as I had a nice dish of stewed tomatoes in my hand,
a. cupful of gravel came down
through the fore-hatch and
spoiled tho whole thing, and a shout went up from thoso
Amazons that would have answered for a rebel yell. Out
of sheer desperation I was compelled to go inside"
shell
and pull the hatch cover over. The boys made a sally out
of the companion-way with buckets of water, and a iively
race ensued to get at a safe distance. They saw we meant
business, and gave it up.
We partook of our dinner in peace
and quietness. John took hold and helped me clean up,
the first one that offered, and I made up my mind that the
other should assist before we got to Buzzard's Bay.
swept up two or three seoopfuls of sand, and still we felt
gritty.
The boat was sifted Jull of shifting ballast, bnt not
in the shape we wanted it.
Kedoe.

keet.
keel.
keel.
uiter board.
_

my

ntor board,

keel.
keel.
er board,
keel.

Lillian

sloop, 26-7 ft

Sunbeam

,, ..

schooner, 22 ft
sloop, 30 ft

Willie

Quiiaper
W. B. Kori.

We

keel,
keel,
keel.

sloop, 35 ft
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O.K.
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Tiffany

others that could not be obtained that
evision of the clubs at a later day.

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

and

a general

will

&EDGE.
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CRUISING.

[Conlimud from
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Boston,

May

racing and other sports, and on request they

—

Were you ever in Provincetown that little crooked place
that lies on the crooked arm of Capo Cod? All you can see
Sand here, and sand there heaps of sand— hills
is sand.
and valleyB of sand. The people of this place claim historically the first landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, and the townhall is erected (if I remember correctly) to commemorate the
When those venerable men climbed the hill where this
spot.
building is located, and looked around on the desolation,
stretching as far as the eye could reach, I do not wonder at
their wanting to get where they could see. a little loam for a
change. In the words of the Scripture, "It is better to found
your house upon a rock than on the sand." It proved so to

—

Thus, Plymouth Rock

is

sil-

5.

breakfast at the hotel, a rather plain, home-like building.
There w« discovered John on (Sth, taking it easy and looking
jolly.
After a hearty hand-shake all around, and many
inquiries, we found John had been waiting just one day
for us, and that was the day that we were weather-bound at
Scituate.

Importers, have always a large stock ol

ver articles for prizes for shooting, yachting,

Editor Forest and Stream.
All night we pitched and tossed off Commercial wharf,
Provincetown harbor, and suffered all the nausea of seasickness.
The night seemed terribly long to those that could
not sleep. As soon as the first streaks of dawn appeared in
the East we got up into the dock, where we would ground at
low tido, thus getting good protection from wind and wave.
Considering the stirring up we all had to undergo -we took

them.

and eighteen years, and they would sit on the
cap of the wharf with their feet hanging over like schoolgirls, and chatter like a parcel of monkeys.
If I did not
reel inclined to answer their questions, a'handful of gravel
would suddenly bring me to a recollection of the duty due
them. If they had been boys I should have been tempted
to push them into the dock and thus cool their ardor, but,
to the contrary, they were women.
Take heed never got
on the wrong side of the milder sex, unless you want to
to seventeen

come

center hoard.

t.f

.

—Trout

Saw Dentist.

!

ft

Eugenia

Alice

State exchanges contain notices of sporting parties in all parts of the State preparing to go into the
soon
north woods as
as the weather permits.

a decent lie

very good,

tor board.
keel.

ft

sloop, 25 ft
sloop. 30 rt
sloop, 30 ft
sloop, 25 ft
sionp, r.atr,
cat, 25 ft
sloop, 25 ft
sloop. 26 ft

Gael

Emily

—Our Kew York

been enough caught "to found

is

and for uniformity in size, rig, and models are unequaled
by those of any club this side of New York.
There are about thirty yachts enrolled this year, and a list
of forty-one members; thus the members that belong to this
club are actively all yachtsmen and owners. The following
-'list will give some idea of the size and

Actress
Sea Snipe..

T. \V. Eiplet.

We are happy to

"Prof. Flukeb,

!

tions.

plaint:

:
;

:

We

$50, formerly $°0.

in all their parts wholly made by band.
Positively no
machinery is used in any part of their construction. Send for circular.
Conroy, Bisset & Malleson, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.—AUi'.

Maine.— Jtangeley Lakes and Moosehead Lake
likely to

strip, 3 tips

erly $65.

that claimed my attention was an original sign, planted in
the front garden of one of the little cottages on the main
street (I should say lane).
It read thus:

doubly commemorated.

prepare special designs for similar purposes.
Their timing watches are guaranteed for ac-

now very generally

used for

sporting and scientific requirements.

Tiffany

curacy,

&

Co.,

and are

are also the agents in America for

Messrs. Patek, Philippe

whose
line.

&

Co., of

Geneva, of

celebrated -watches they have a fu

Their stock of Diamonds and other Pre

cious Stones, General
Artistic Pottery

is

Jewelry, Bronzes and

thA largest in the world,

and the public are invited

to visit their estab-

Tho

lishment without feeling the slightest obliga-

with ynu, you would he compelled to get into some one's
front garden or doorway to allow it to pass. The first thing

tion to purchase.

streets in Provincetown are very narrow; for instance,
if a wagon or cart should happen to be on the same street

AdT,

Union Square,

New

Yorif.

1

.

:
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THE STRATHROY KENNELSFIELD

TRIAL SETTER PUPPIES FOB SALE.

By Loiceater, out of Dart. Leicester and Dart
are the sire and dam of ruoro winners at field trials
and bench shows in America that, any other dog and
bitch, Parm, Maud, Rlaucbe, Peg, Pride of the South,
Clip, ate are all by them, and Stafford ia out of Dart.
At th« laKt Memphis Field trials, Champion Stakes
Drako lot, 8taflord 2d, and Paris 3d. Braces Stakes
—Drake and Erin lat, Maud and Stafford 2d, and Paria
and Pride ..r tho South (then a puppy) 3d. Drake is
Dart'* brother. Price of Puppies when 3 months old.

SALE.
FOU
The Gordon Setter Dog "Nero."

years old, out of
Craft's importod Gordon bitch Fannie, by Doreett'*
"Jack," thoroughly hroknn on Huffed Grouse, Quail,
and Woodcock, perfectly stanch, excellent retriever,
Bold foruo fault; flrat-claas Beld performer! boat of
reference InrniBhed. Price, *60.
Address NERO,
Peekskill, N. V.
Mav 17-lt

Flit SALE.—Clumber Spaniel

—

12th,

L.

May

;

Pups, wholped April
both Imported, and

CLUMBER,

this office.

old, price J.25, or will exchange both lor a
broech-loader, pistol grip. Address,
'mi

JESSE SHERWOOD, Proprietor, Edlna, Knoi
County, Mo., breeder and Importer of Sporting Dogs,
Pointers, Settera, Spaniels, Fox and Beagle Hounds,
'•Sancbo," Imp. Pointer, Stud Dog
See
foe, $35.
English E. C. S. B , Mo 1005. He Is a grandson of
;

May

:

:,i-;...;

.,1

May

EDMUND

J.

149

Uuiou

FI8HER,
St.,

Brooklyn, N, Y.

<ffc%*.

The Subscriber offers his imported red Irish

BREEDING KENNEL
WADDELL,

r

Dearborn

Knox County, Mo.

Edina,

Pointers and Setters of approved Imported and Native blood thoroughly broken ; also pupa of different
ages. In the stud. Imported Iriah Setters "Grouse"
and ••Bbanirock.'' Also Pointers "Phil Jr." and
"King Philip," by "Old Phil"; "Phil Jr." out of
Oolburo'B Lang and Wilson bitch; "King Philip" out
of Madden's ^flrst prize aud ohampion bitch "Fan."
All large size

PARTIES WISHING TO SEND TREES DOOS TO
thB country during the close season can find a
very desirable spot. Alao those having young doge
that they wish handled. For terms, ic, address

2m

WANTED— A

llrst-class Double Barrel Breechloader Guu, 10 lbs., 10 bore, 32 inch harrels,

with all improvements and tools, made either by
Purdy, Grant, or some other thoroughly first-class
maker.
Address, J. II. s„ Hotel Brunswick.

May

Shooting

May

gers of reshipment, while ihc excellent cars rnn over

Atlantic City,

BINDERS.
WALKER'S SONS,

B.

FOR
T AM

55

Dey

HALSEY HOUSE, Atlanticville, L.
A SUMMER RESOP.T, and

A PINE LOT OF SCOTCH,
FOR SALE—
Dandy Dinmont, and

Black-and tan terSkye,
sporting Dogs, Maltese cat.B, Ferrets. &c. Medl
ciuea for all diseases at L. N. MEYER, 45 Great
Septal ly.
Jones street. N. T.

riers,

W.
W. Holberton

H.

Bole

W. r. HALSEY,

ap'112 at.

$2.00

H'LABIRD. Valparaiso,
agent in New York.

ferred and of about equal value, a nearly new Maynard Bifle and Shot Gun with iuterchangsble barrels,
silver plated mountings, ceutral fire, and all latest
improvements, iu perfect condition.
An elegant
white oak. velvet lined imbedded case, 100 metallic
shells, complete set of reloading tools, cartridge bells,
etc., etc., included.
Kit complete in every respect
and original cost $140.00.
Also lor sale two thoroughbred English Fox Hound
Pups four mouths old, blaek and tau, and dog and
one bitch, price S15.00 and $10.00 respectively, imported stock and the finest blood iu the State. PediAddress,
gree by mail if desired
May 17-lt
H. B. RONEY, East Saginaw, Mich,

Manufactured by

Tliowison Ac Son,
301 Broadway,

IV.

Meat

The FIBRE

Dog Cakea

Fibi-ine

NEW WAD,

A

jan4-tf

Spratt's Patent

WAD will give

Comprmv

in

Hunting,

Still

Also, to

SOW

ST.

BEECH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,
on the NJJW IBBSEt COAST
T
D T AFTER FIN

points
:'/•,

!

I

D. M.

I

deductions from regular rates.
pamphlet, with terms, &o.
liberal

Jb., Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Gen'l Manager.

febl7 tf

ST. PAUL AND ST. LOUIS

CO., N.

T„

attached. Travellers will find this place as healthful
as it is beautiful, with no mosquitoes or chills and
fover; cures hay fever aud catarrh; while to the
finest scenery in the world are added the attractions
of Boating, Fishing, Hunting aud Bathing, as well
as Billiards, Bowling Alley, Croquet Grounds, 4c.
Accommodations for 700
Cuisine second to none.
guests. Parties taking rooms lor the season will Cud

O. G.

BOYD,

Frank Thompson.

LAWRENCE,

ALEXANDRIA BAT, JEFFERSON

Send

for

STAPLES,
Alexandria Bay, N. T.

Short Ldnd.
Burlington, C. Eapids and -Northern

RAILWAY.
Quickest, Cheapest, and Best!
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY,
crossing and connecting with all East and West Lines
in Iowa, running through some of the finest hunting
grounds in the Northwest for Geese, Ducks, Pinnated
aud Huffed Grouse, aud Quail. Sportsmen aud their
dogs takeu good care of. Reduced rates on parties of
ten or morn upon applkuliou to Geuoral Tiekot Office,
Cediir Rapids.
0. J. IVES.
General Passenger Agent,

Winslow,

E. P.

tf

C. F. Hotchkiss. at Short Beach, Braruford. Conn.
Sea food, comiortablo house aud beautiful view of the
sea. Three Btages to aud from New Haven daily after

June

Previous arrangements necessary. House
Address as above by mail.

15.

strictly temperate.

CROSSMON HOUSE.

ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff, Co., N. Y., C. CROSSMON
4 SON, Proprietors.
THIS HOUSE. RECENTLY REBUILT and elegantFURNISHED,

is

CO.,

CLIFF HOUSE. SUA CLIFF, L. L, OPENS
SEA
for the season 1877 on Mayl, at rales to suit the
times.

May

-LM FTJL Winter Resort, is reached in seventy
hours from New York, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf btreum enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70°.
The

"Bermuda" and

elegant British Steamships

"Camina,"

the passenfor Bermu-

1,000 tons, fitted exprcHc.lv for

ger travel, are dispatched from

Now York

da fortnightly, making conn c.tion at Ber-uda with
steamers for S
Thomas and West luriiea. Vm
full information applv to A. E. OUTERP.RIIXIE,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y
Dec21-ly.

Special aiTaiigcuients for lamilies.
E. RICKOORDS.

17-tf

WASHINGTON,

D. C,

Carrollton Hotel,
BALTIMORE, Md.
Co., proprietors of these famous
known to the old pinions of the
N. Y., and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

FOR FLORIDA.

,fc

hotels, are well

THE METROPOLITAN
midway between the Capitol and the White
House, and the most convenient locution iu the city.
beon re-fitted and re-furnished throughout.

is

It has

cuisine is perfect;

R. B.

the service regular,

COLEMAN &

OR THROUGH TICKETS TO FER-

">
,

and

charges moderate.

4or Ja/f

„THE BERMUDAS."
TVTOW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHT-

Metropolitan Hotel,

The

Wilmington. Delaware.

for visitors. It is
delightful placeB in the

.

ASTOR HOUSE,

Price, per box of 250, 25c. for 12 aud 10, and 30c. for
8 bore. Sample sent by mail on receipt of price.
Liberal discount to the trade. Address

now open

located in one of the most
Thousand Islands region, commanding an extensive
view of the St. Lawrence and the Islands, aud offers
every faciliiy lor the comfort and enjoyment oi
guests. Outfits for boating, hunting and fishing parSteamers for tho bay connect at Clayton with
ties.
the Utica and Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the Rome, Watcriown and Ogdensburg
ap!2-6m
Railroad.

pattern than Eley's wadding. Is elastic aud plastic,
will hold the load securely is biusb shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces.

DELAWARE CARTRIDGE

EXCURSION

Jersey.

other well-ltnown centers for
Trout Kiahing. Wing (.hooting, and

renowned on

aud in tho immediate vicinity of the far-famed
Thousand Islands, will be opened lor the reception
of guests June 1st, 1877.
This house was erected in
'73, and enntaius all the modern
improvements.
Rooms single or en suite, with bath-rooms and closets

E. B. Coleman

EaplSm

New

sold at the offices of the

ar,

the principal cities to B
L BEDFORD, 0HBS3ON, RALSTON, MJNXEO.UA, and

all

Thousand Island House,

better penetration and

and
.

TICKETS

AND FEATHER.

.

Y.

Pennsylvania and

in

TUCKERTON,

THE

ly

Ind.

TO EXCHANGE for a first-class new or
WANTED
second-hand Double Shot Gun, iu case pre-

leather with nickle [dated t
with name of doe; or owner c

GUNNING AND FISHING

I.

Sportsmen aU

SEA-SHORE HOME BOARDING HOUSE, by

mar!5-3m.

COLLAK

for

tho year, will open June 25th,
Now house accommodates Fifty guests. Rooms of
various sizes and exposures.
Perfectly healthy. A tine oak grove of two acre* at
rear of house. Nearer to and larger than any house
bordering ou Shinuecock Bay, Surf and still Bathing,
Boating, Duck, Goose, Snipe, and Quail Sbootiug.
References from formor guests. Send for a circular.

General Manager.

_L friends and customers that I have now ready the
most Complete Game Bnjj ever In-cnteil It has
capacity for 75 Quail. Pocket room for 60 shells,
is very light, weighing but a few ounces.
It can be
worn over a bnsinos- coat, or cam he worn under, ss
you please. The material is water proof drill. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price. Money refunded if not
satisfactory. Send chest measure oaly.

J.

Company

The Pennsylvania Railroad

Street,

HAPPY TO INFORM MY MANY

WANMAKEH,

-

Without ralluru or injury.

lines of

also reach the beet localities for

$10.

Did.

iraeksenablcSTOCKTOBBTKANS-

-

i

PORTED

Situated on the

Oat your tine boohs bound. Art Journal bound uniform to London publisher's style. Picturesque America, ArtTreaaury t.f Germany and Enuland. Women

Setters and Pointers.

-

Sitiles. TbeJe linos beina- ONT1NUOU8 FROM ALL
IMPORTANT POINTS; awed the dillieulties and dan-

Jersey.

fatek and Resorts for gporfinqn.

in Saeretf History, laree Pftmily Bibles, all illustrated
works, muaic and magazines in the be8t styles and
lowest prices; done in two or three days if required.

l)OGS;CAN.\OT SLIP THIS

New

The

Suit

marW-3m
W. H. HOI.ABIRD Valparaiso,
W. Holberton sole agent in Now York.

COCKER SPANIEL

Refer to Forest and Stream, and others.
Address
B. S.
Hohokus, Bergen Co., N.
Bapltf

at Atlantic

GARVER,

17-tf

Sixi>ex*ior Fsaoilitiow

Guides and
from Phiadclphla.
For accommodation, call or adPacific aud Virginia Aves.,

CITY.

Stools always ready.

L.

COMP'Y

R. R.

Respectfully invite attention to the

sdioided Dy their lines for reaching most of the TROTTING PARKS aud HACl COURSES in the Middle

Good shooting can bo had
Jersey, 60 mileB

NEW

THE PENNSYLVANIA

JERSEY.
Ciiy, New

RIVER

$10.

$10.

M. P. McKOON.
Franklin, Del. Co.. N. Y.

6m

Street, Chicago.

CO.. 1111
6apl7t

Warranted better than any in the market. Sout by
mail for $10.75. 1.0IK) testimonials on Die, which
say that "Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit iu
the World." This Suit is to beat tho cheap trash
in tho market, which sell for more money.
Should
yon want anytbinl extra-fine I can make it. Send
for my Circular Price List and Sample of Goods.

Stock from he choicest breeds inquire of

dec28

10-2t

ABE FLYING
BAT BIRDS AT
ATLANTIC

FOB

Guilford, Conn.

TpOR YOUNG

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

Complete

•

WAKKEN LOWE,

aprC

Ex-

celsior Letter Copylne Book. No press, brush,
water, or pad used. Copies on dry paper. Send 83
and wo will forward a 30U page book, rull letter tize,
Inquire of auy Commercial
by mail, postpaid.
Agency as to our responsibility. Send stamp for
circular.

or

10-1

dress

Irish Sutter BilCh "Moselle,"
whelped June 15th, 1876, out of B»lle, by HamilJD
t..u Thompson's Di.k, full brother to his champion
Duke. Reason for selling have no time to break her.
Will be sold at a. reasonable price,

Stud Irish Setter*
setter "Buck," winner of prizes at the Centennial,
St, Louis and Baltimore bench shows,, for stud
pedigree and parti
purpose. Terms. $35. For
*
ttlLEY,
fare, address C. Z. M7'

TO SPORTSMEN:

others, 20 copies of a woi k popular in South, aud would
give good trade. HEATH, 10 E. 4th St., Ciueiunati, O.

T7>OR SALE -The Rod

May 17-at

first at Crystal Palace, 1874, tbreo hore.

1.1

318 Eighth .t„ Jersey City, N. J.

17-lt

Addr«S*,

JJ

a Pocket Rifle, in
Pictures. Have among

:

months

EDINA KENNEL,

A, C.

Good Shot Gun and
WANTED—
exchange for Books aud

I7.lt

SALE.— A well broken Setter, price $08, or wilt
FIR
exchange tor a breech-loader
also a pup 11

H. SMITH, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada.

ap26-4t

of Floe

Address.

of the purest bred.

Address

$50.

by Duke, ont

7

CO-

NAND1NA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGU8INK. SANFORD, ENTERPRISE, andintermedlale
landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points
in FLORIDA, by steamBhip to SAVANNAH, and
jj

'I

thence by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L.
Gen'l Ageut,
PltUaddphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia

JAMES,

FOB/TABLE SHOOTING! BOXES.

WILD BICE FOR SALE.
I

STAMPED

it.

From

the reputation these Meal Fibrioe Cakes have
now gained, thev require scarcely any explanation 10
recommend them to the use of every one who keeps
a dog, snfflce it to say they are free from salt, and
contain "dates," the exclusive use of which, in combination with meat ami men! to compose a biscuit is
secured to us by Letters Patent. For sale in caseB
of 112 lba. each. F.o.De I.UZE, sole Ag nt, 18 Squth
William street, New Tort. Special terms to dealers.

Fleas, Fleas! Worms, Worms!
STBADMAN'S FLEA POWDER FOR DOGS.

A Bane to Fleas— A Boonto Dags.
This Powder

is

guaranteed to

kill

fleas

on dogs or

any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price SOcents by mail, 'lostpaid.
for Worm* In

ARECA NET

A certain remedy.
cn powders, wltli
couts per box by

Pat up
full

totr.l-

in

DOGS.

boxes containing a do»-

directions for use.
Price 60
Both the above are recom

mended oy Bod and Gun and FonurfT and Stkzam.

W. HOLBERTON,
eel IS

103

Nassau 8t„

Now York.

am: prepared to till orders for the
above Seed promptly. Now is the time to plant
Price, $2 per bushel. Sacks 26c. Cash must ac-

company

order.

ap2G4t

THOS. P. CANTWELL. Bralnerd, Minn.
Decl4-ly

Ludlow
Trout Co.
TROUT FRY FOR SALE IN
BROOK
any quantity

required

Janll-lm

Fry delivered
Lndlow.
Mo.Keau Co.. Pa.

to suit parties.

W. n. CHOW ELL,

JERSEY AND NEW YORK K.ULWAY.
NEW
Ohmiit'cr* street
New York via Erie

l.cirye

1-Vvrv, loot
m., 1.00, i.U, 5J5,

For Hackeu8acU-L45, 8.16 a

if

For Nanuet— 7.15, 8.45 A.M., 1.00, 4.15, and S.lSp.Vj
For Spring Valley—8.45 a.m., 1.00, 4 16, anil 5.:,'i

B LOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIA-

For Haverstraw and Stouy Poiut— 8.45

TION.

Fur Now City— 7.46

price.

Sundays, 8.46 a.m. and C45

share in above Association for sale at a very low
The best Oarae Preserve in America. Trout,
Block Bass aud Pickerel fishing. Address SPORT;

These trains leave JH.i street as follows
7.45, 8.15
Sundujs, 8.46.
a.m., 12 45, 3.45, 4.45, and 0.15 p.m.
aud 6.45 P.M.
:

old.

May 10-ilt

F

IOB BALE Bargain.
A One English Breeohlooding Express Rlflo, with implements iu case
May 17-lt
plete. Address M. D 0., this office.

ITIOR SALE.— NEW WINCHESTER RIFLE, With
*
Made expressly for
reloading tool*, shell., etc,
A rare chance. Also, complete files ct Chicago

A. M.

Portable Shooting or Tourist Hi
tions, carried in a one-horse
together without the aid of a mechanic, ai d a.-o far
superior to tents. Plan as shown la 10 feat sq g re aud
built of narrow pine, oiled inside, painted outside,
and trimmed with rustic work. Price, $135.
Wainscoted 3 feet high, inside. $150.
Each house contains a siowaway or open attic: for
holding spi-rtiug equipments, ,vc. Plans for Seaside
.

me.

Turf, Field ami Farm, Mid N. P. Sportsman.
Write for particulars to D, Louie Boogk, Bald Mountain, N, Y.

A. M,, 1.00, 4.16 and 0.16 p. M.
p. at,, stopping at all

statious.

PeKS-tt.

For
BALE a Pointer Dog ton montha
FOR
particulars, address E.J. Bobbins, Wethersf d Ct

it.l.Ot)

i

4.1S l

Oue

thisoffico.

ind

G.30 V, U.

lies

-Field,

elaborately

if

sail

be built more extensively aud

required.
0'Duijk.k Bujii.. I'unkura, N. Y.

Theatre Train ou Saturday night oni.i- at 11.45
p.m., from 23d street, aud la Mid. from Chambers
street, which goes through to Stony Point, stopping

A

at

all

Btatious.

Excursion Tickets can be procured at Erie Ticket
Offices, foot of Chambers at.
All trains leave the Erie

Depot in Jersey

Commutation Tickets, at low rates,
Company, Pavonia Ferry, Jersey
Time Tabh-a.

City.
at Ihc office oi the
City. ScePocait

Until further notice, tho Trains of this
not wait for the 23J street boats.

May

17-tf

L- D.

Road

BRUYN,

will

Supt.

'

:

.

.

I

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

234
Syartsmm

GREAT SOUTHERN

'&

§ont^s.

rpHE "FISHING LINE."

Brook Trout, Grayling, and
Black Bass Fisheries
OF ffl)RTIlERN MICHIGAN, VIA
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.

Clnn^leston, S. O.
The South

Southwest

and the
AND THE

FLORIDA PORTS,

(Mackinaw, Grand Bapidsfc Cincinnati Short Line.)
Sportsmeu who have cast fl Uv or trolled a spoon in
tbe waters of the (Hariri Traverse Region will
'..:!,:;
Without, solicitation. All other lovers of
the Hod nre invin d tu try these waters, wherein
Tbe hsh named above, as also Hmcalonge,

en-Mi

Pike, aud Pickei el, abound.
In no other streams east of the Rocky Mountains
the famous American Grayling fouudinstieh
numbers.
is

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clock

I».

PIEK 21),
CITY OF ATLANTA.
Capt. M. S. Woodbull.

M. IFroni

readily Send trophies of his
skill to his friends or •Club" at home, as Ice for
packing fisll can be had at roanv points.

R.

JS

CHAMPION.
Capt. R.

GULF STREAM.

O.

W. Lockwood

W. CLYDE.

Capt 8, < 'rowel).
Capt. Ingrabm.
The above steamers have been handsomely fit'enp for tbe convenience of passengers, and are unri
vailed outbe coast, for

and Comfort.

Safety, Speed

Close connections at Charleston wilh tbe favorite
and well-known Florida packets DICTATOR, Capt.
Vogel; CITY POINT, Capt. Scott, for FKRNANDINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. A II 1UST1NE, PAI

LA'PKA. KNTKRPR1SE,

MELONV1LLE

and

all

points in Florida.

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
tagr-Iiistirance to destination ONE HALF OF ONE
PERCENT.
Qoode forwarded
tickets and
offlccof

Passage
frea of Commission.
Lading issued mid signed at tbe

Bills of

JAMES W. O.01NTARD &

Trout Season opens Mar 1st.
Grayling Season opens .rune 1st.

Jii-ook

ORVIS,

Oli^js
MANUFACTURER OF

The sportsman can

CO.,

Agents, No. 1T7 West Street, cor, Warren, or
W. P. CLYDE & CO., No. 6 Bowling Green.
Through Freight Tariffs, Passage Tickets by all
routes and to all points in the Sonth and Southwest,
and further iniYomiuinii can be oljuiined at the office
BENTLEYD. HASELL. General Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadwav, corner
dec" 1y
of Thomas street

Take, yenr lamily whli you. The scenery
Woods and lakes is very beautiful. Tbe

Fine Fishing Rods, Keels, and Artificial Fiies,
AND DEALER

of the North

The

"

e

Accommodations,

'

•

On

1

.!!

le

e
111..
Hi,
J-iouud Tii)i Kxcnrsion

,:.;..

June

iiud alter

IN

FISHING TACKLE,

air is pure, dry. and bracing. The climate peculiarly
beneficial to those an lYen ne with iniv fever and asthma.
Ilolel
while plain, are,

1st

Hend

Descriptive Trice Lists.

for

Grand

Tickers

sold to Points In
Traverse
attractive train facilities offered to
tonrists and sportsmen
also, on and after July 1st,

Mention FOBEST AND BtbEAM.

Region, and

;

Mackinuw and Lake

Superior Excursion

CONROY,

Dogs, Guns, and n'isliing Tackle Carried Free at owner's lisk,
Camp Cars for Fishing Parties and

65 Fulton

Ill

:-.

i'l'E

I!

S

$25 Each

o
5J

Formerly $40 Each,

DO

3

B:

116 Market Street, Philadelphia.

SP0RTSMW8

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Ghigago to

iT)

ROUTE.

from

DOGS CARRIED FREE,

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IX

FIRST-CLASS

STEEL RAILS.

FRANK

And splendid shooting on the

&

G. P.

line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, hrant,
Connects direct, at. Ksusas City with the
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great Buffalo and An-

Retei

T.

Ag

III. 1-leti,

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Slrip Bainboo Fly-Rods.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Logs for

Sportsmen.

Chicago,

Ills.

STONING'J'ON llNK,

FOB BOSTON AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE
STONINGTUN and NABBAGAN-

Elegant Steamers

8E1T

leave Pier

P.M.

SOT A

33,

North Kiver, toot

TfllP

Tickets for sale at

.lav St., at r.:00

MISSED IN SEVEN YEARS.

all

principal ticket offices. State,

rooms secured at o dices of Westcutt Express Coinpau v,
and at3G3 Broadway, New York, and 883 Washington
St.,

Emporium,

No 148 William St., two doors Norlh of Fulton.
SORIMG KOURct.T. TV. THOMPSON,

General Passenger Agent,

Brooklyn.

PROVIDENCE LINE
Freight only, steamera leave Pier 37, North River,
foot Park Place, at 4:30 P. W. Freights via either line
taken at lowest rates.
D. S. BABCOCK, Pres.
L. W. FILKINS, Q. P. Ageut,

Central Railroad.

This

branc.li id the !m-ine.«s a

speendiy.

An

iii.i-t.'o

18360

at World's Furr at New York and
Centennial Exhibition

preminm

Firsl

Tbe

Ktroneest. and handsomest, rods in tbe woild.
Private orders solicited for all kinds of line tackle.
Rods scut, per expi ess on approval. Send lor circullhaca. N. Y.
lar.
A II.

el.

FOWBRB.

phia Fishing Tackle Hoase.

Anything

a Cameo Leopard.
mounted from Humming-bird
Always on bond a large collection of specimens
1...

11

JOHN KltlDER,

all parts of ihe world.
Fine Fishing Tarkle in every variety, such as Split
Bamboo rods' and others hy the best makers. Reels

from

LESSOAK UiVKK IN TiXtDKR.MY.
Taxidermists instruments for sale. Eye? in every
Jaull-ly
variety.

EDWARD

B.

SHIPLEY & SON.

B.

A.

508

COMMERCE

PHI LA.
pFINK FISHING TACKI.K

JAMES

Celebrated Green Heart
for

Amateur Bod MaKers.

Wood

Bod Mountings

FlsiliXnTAi-WI.E. bods, [IBKLS.IjINBSHfJoKS,
K, AltTIFICIAL
I'l.IKS. I.HAMKIC. SN
i;.\i
l-'i.v l;. ioic-,. kit.. F.'i'C
Shimon, llass and Trout Flies made to order.
i'.

i-l'

CICNTER l.'NAMKL

•MCltlllKK'S" CEI.I'BlM'TKi)
SI-1.1T
Bird-' K •-. -

BAMBDO BODS.

ASDCI.ri'.ll

.;reac

varieties— Tax-

in Sots

for TGc. toJfi.Ta.

Shipley's SelMIni'iiin- Elastic Knolls,

ROOME,

n.

ST.,

RODS, REELS. &c, REPAIRED.

t'OSWAV, Taxidermist,

Successor to

Pbtladelpbla

h'ln.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

MAi>

BREWSTER & KSOIVLTOS,

(or siccoml nudWnlni-t

rV.E.

requires for a complete out. lit, can he loutid iit this
establishment id res- a ; .:'-.
Also a line of first ciass Bfgars and Tobacco.

flsh tliat bites."

65 Canuilie Street, N. Y.

Detroit to Chicago
284 Miles.

ts

R. C.

Importers and Dealers in Artificial Eyes for Birds and
18 Arch Street. Boston, Mass.
Animals.

MICHIGAN

td

o
p

Sportsmen's Depot.

Improved and finished without cul ting away the enam-

Spoilsman's

JAMES CHARLTON,

.

o

H
H

$1.25 per Doz

OABl).

^Hx'uhmw,. }%tc.

telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

to

5
Ml

SNOW,

E.

o

X/X

r—

2
^

f5o

;

Jd

2

MJKK

THROUGH CARS-FAST TIME AIR LINE-

EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN will

CO

CJ

and given special attention.

|

r*-

<5

CD

pp

FLIES,
FINNEGAN & CAIJIANE'S

road.

o

M

1

w
53
>

Custom-!¥3ade

Louis, and Chicago

St.

o

H

Guaranteed.

Quality
Direct conueotionsat Buffalo wilh New York Central
and Erie Railway.
At Detroit, with Michigan f>ntral Railroad.
At Toledo, wilh Toledo, Wabash ami Western Kail-

to Kansas City,

fed

•-3

Fly Rods

CANADA SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
CHICAGO &ALT0N RAILROAD.

!>
>

o
o

-\etUt,

''.I'M'll-lT

(I I'll

I

Brooklyn, E. D.

St.,

Six Strip Split BiUubuo

Guide, contaiui
i*
to Hotels, Duals, Guides, Kx„ and accuof the Fishing Grounds, send to Eorkkt
SlHF.tji office, or address
J. H. PAGE. G. P. & T. A., Grand Rapids, Mich.

maps

asd

S3

*

»

N. Y.

St.,

Factory: Foot South 8th

formation as
rate

*=l

BISSETT& MALLESON,

Tickets.

For

Tumi

Send

on gn(

K.NAFI* & VAtV NOSTKAND,
POULTRY AND CAME,

Highest

Premium

every

••catch,

for sample.

10c. eacli. T.'c. per doz.
12c. each. $1 .00

For Bass on double gut

J. B.
per doz.

CROOK &

CO.,

IMPOUTEES AND MAXPFAtlTIIKERS OF

and Franklin

at Centennial, 18T6,

Institute, 1874.

SHIM

Nos. 289 and 590 Washington Market, N. Y.

Importaut link in the

GREAT THROUGH LTNE OF TRAVEL
Between the East and West.
Parties desiring to visit any part of the

Bnd this road

West will

all

the West-

C.

We

make no charge

traps for Sportsmen.

ATEW

HAVEN.

for

CHASED.

Fon Sale.— Mandarin Ducks. Golden and S'lver
Spur-Winged Geese, Egyptian
Pheasants (Chins
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, lied heiidi-d Ducks, Brant
Geese (Europe); Wood Ducks (America).
Henry Reiche,
Chas. Reichk,
New York.
Sept. 81.

Gnns or other ordinary

SPRINGFIELD,

IN WHITE MOUNTUNS, MOUNT MANSFIELD,
LAKES MEMl'HREMAGOli AND WI1.LOUGHBY,
MONTREAL AND QUEUEC. Shortest, quickest, and
niOHt pleasant route, steamers U. If. N..UITIIAM and
leave Pier »li, East River, daily (Sundays excepted), at 3 P.M. and 11 P.M.. connecting

SCHOPF, BBALEB IN ALL

ERA.NK
kinds of foreign and domestic
avenne,

New

birds, 71 Fourth
York. Constantly on bund a large stock
ritrms, globes, gold and
iqi
rsi

of cages, seed
Fauci'

11: lie.-,

|

mne'iiij

Alsodealers supplied.
to.

_J

1

-

1

.
.

.

..
.

:

.

n:

1

,

e

All orders promptly attended
octS ly

CONT1NKN PAL

t

Ne'

Haven

:

above

Montvue Poultry Yards.
CHOICE PUKE BRIT) POULTRY, LGOS

FOU HATCHING

Tickets sold and Eaguago checked at No 91-1 Broadway, New York, and No. 1 Court Street, Brooklyn.
Foil particulars at office o n Pier.

Old Dominion. Line
The steamers

ers sail Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday: Delaware
steamers Monday and Thursday, 3 p. m. Fall Infor,'-!:!
reel. New
mation given at office, 197 Greenwich street.

York.

sepftly

from

my PREMIUM BIRDS.

Roily

Sold

iv all ;a iiieti:

:!

I:

.:.

:

iii

r

In

.:

e

'

..i

'
,

a

out the United Mitres.

Every variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.

Sole

mamafacturers

of

the

K. Y.
celebrated

"GEEENUA.ET AND SPLIT BAMBOO
RODS " for salmon and trout fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO OKDEIt.
Nov23-f

Banoou, Maine.

McBride

Fiies.

Medal and Diploma font International Exhibition
lSili, decreed for cwedmsly neat vvc-k
with solidity ot const ruction. A line assortment of
for trout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also casting-lines. Fhe:- carefully seh cted for any
Goei:l> promptly made to order from -nv
locality.
Address SABA J. McBKiOE,
umreru desired.
Mnnil'oril, Monroe co., N. Y.
\V. llolbertou. Sole
Philadelphia.
flies

Aeent

for

New York

and

vicinity.

febBMm.

NEW FLUTED

SKINNER'S

BAIT.

Brahams,

Cochins, Leghorns, Polands. Suttona, Uoudans, Hambnrgbs, Dominique, Game. Bantams. &c. Pigeons in
variety.

Send

for descriptive circular.

G. O.

some

of the finest
waterfowl aiid upland shooting ^ectioiis in the counConnections direct for Chincoteague, Cobb's
try.
Peninsula.' City Point
island, and points on the
James river, Currituck, Florida, and ihe mountainous
country ol Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steam-

of this line reach

Now Teady,

Salmon and Trout

H:>ss,

of Split Bamboo, or any desired maicriai,
and Improved Eight Keels.

from Morth William.

;

Ills,

Dcxjj carried at reasonable

HAKTIORD.

Street, third door

Chatham

FULTON STREET,

50
Manufacturer of

Fine Fly,

Zoological Gardens anil MenagerieF.
S5

BAKE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR-

WENTWORTH,

General Passenger Agent, Chicago,

L.

"ISO..

Birds and Rare Animulss.

first-class in all respects.

Connections are made at Chicago with
Roads.

cm

HENRY

CHmSTREICHE &

BROWN.

Brooklandville,

Md.

The best 1i nit used for Bass and Pickerel Fiebinu.
Pickerel size, $1 each, by mail,
size, 75 cents
on receipt of price. Eagle Claw, for eatl b
ing Fish aud Game, samples by mail, 35 and 76 oer.ls.
Send slamp for illustrated price list of Fishing Tackle
and Sporting Goods.
Bass

;

and

Trolling

Click Reels.

post-paid,

Rocks Dickie's strain). When iu .._
from above stock, guaranteed puro, address H. GILPIN, Concordvilic, Del. Co., Pa, Correspondents
marl te
cheerfully answered
(P.

& SJMPSON,
13!J NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.
FISH

The

fine:-'!

finished.

.,

Kids made
.,

ClIOHt. H E.
KeferU. Dr. W.
Dr. J

.

It.

JnSOtf.

il.

i

Komeyn,

I

,

Usht, durable and finely

to

HAKT *
W.

lily,

Keesvilie,

llielli.

N.J.
N. Y.,ant>

Co., Newark,
ltochester,

N. Y,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
M$ w M^ver ^§ enmt ^KINSBY'S ASHLEY HOUSE,
The only HoUBe near

the

Rarnrgut

Km

<-clfiirnt.-.l

s

§iyort<!mci\
N. Y.

Inlet,

1

BbeepBbead, Black Fish, ami Sea Baas grounds.
Address, for engaging yachts, circulars, or notice of
rehoMe good Ashing. KINSKX Ashley House, Barne-

&

Seydel
No.

1,

Co.'s

Weight only

235
§nn}foivtler.

^nblititiions.

(ffioods.

Pocket Hammock.

ORIENTAL

In Press, and will be Published early in June-

Bears 1,300 lbs., price $1,
Seat, Swing, &c.

If lbs.

A most luxurious Conch,

POWDER MILLS

gat.

Access—New York, via N, J. 8. 1!. to Waretown;
anil from Philadelphia, Tuoltorton B. H. to Baruegnt.

May

MANUFACTUffERSiXJF

Inquire at depot for Klnsey's Ferrymen.

17-t.f

PARTIES

SEW YOKE CENTRAL.

AttBIVrNO BY

GUNPOWDER

sportman's|azetteer

Hudson Elver, and Glovcrsville It B„ at Nortb.New York, will ho carried to Lakes Pisco,
Pleasant, or oilier Trouting localities lu tho vicinity
iu comfortable style and rcisrimitde prices, By
villo.

BHOMI

OHlcc-13

GENERAL GUIDE.

Van Abnam
Lawton,
who can be met at Northvillo Depot.

BOSTON.

ST.,

,v.

By previously communicating Van A. £

May

17-lt

BEiBDSLEE.

L. A.

U. S. N.

EXCHANGE— Wilson
Bonaparte's OrnithTOology
good copy forester's Field Sports.

CO.,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

337

Refers by permission to " Piseco."

&

BARTON

L. will have

carriages to m*,et ears.

J..

tuis office.

May

SALE.-Eight very .dark
FOB
Pnpples, out of Biddy, hy

17-lt

red Irish Setter
Pat fat is oul of imported Pat and Biddy, and Biddy nut of dog and
bitch imported by John A. Brai.de, of Ohio. For particulars address, o. s. RElIalEY, lul,'.; Montgomery
street. Jersey City.
May 17-lt
;

Guns, Pistols, Pocket Cutlery,
Fishing Tackle, &c.

Silk,

aud Baits.
Spinning Baits, Nets,

Artificial Flies

COO pp.

•

Madison's Browning Mixture in 60c
and $1 no bottles, accompanied with directions for use
Send stamp lor replies to queries appertaining to any
of the above.

furnished to clnbs at wholesale prices.

THE

References

Goods sent every-

city.

SHOOTING COAT,

'76

(PATENTED)
First Class Shooting Garments,'

FABT

Emporium,

Sportsmen's
description,

inoluding

Rubber Goods, Flannel

of

Blankets,

Tents,

Shirts,

etc.

Captain Bogardus' Patent Boughed Glass
Balls Duncklee's Camp Stoves ; Boudren's
Jack, Dash and Fishing Lamps Bond's Folding Boats; Fenner's Trunk Boats; Sara J.
LIoBride's Standard Trout Flies ; itolabird's
Celebrated Shooting and Fishing Suits of
Duck, Corduroy, and Fustian; Good's Moccasins; Holberton's Fly Books, holding flios
;

for Oiicuiar.

GEO.

The Fox Patent Gun,

the best and cheapost

;

TARGETS,
to

ranges from 25

200

y ni-ds.

TARGET PASTERS & SCORE CARDS,

Hart's Metal Sholls and Celluloid Reels.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and
prices, and everything else useful and necessary to Sportsmen.
Send 10 cents for illustrated catalogue, containing
Hnras ox Fly Fishing, CamPinq, and SnooTrNo;
Rules pon Glass Ball Shootino, by Captain BoSend no money by mail, only draft or

Adopted by numerous Rifle Clubs throughout tho
country, and by the Mass. Militia.

Discount to the trade.

Sold by Dealers in Sporting Goods

P. O.

OENNISON

&

Box

Score Cards,'

The

ferent
1.0

Market

best thing ever

worn hy

sportsmen. Not injured by wetnd drying -always soft and
easy to the feet. Four dif-

a'lITCIllNfiS. P.

S NIPE.

Street,

Newark, N.

\\>.

BmnoGRAPiiy. 1
Deai
D OOTI
Indxx.

iiiiliier.oii.

().

suit the times.
Send for
illustrated eircnlsr and
Frank Good). MA KT1N S.

Box

3t>8

Nfws„ti

108

Dover.

st...

Pf.

.

as

1

II.

A Sportsmen's Directory to the Phinctpai, Resorts
for Game, and Fish in North America.
May

10-it

JUST OUT.

space,

BssM inches. Camp Lonnue
a. V., and Norwalk Ct.
Lounge, Pillow nnd Mosquito Bar Canopy in

Bach Case.
By

S.8S,

SPORTING,
MILITARY, .MINING

mches.

AND NO VB L T Y
It

i''

.

LA

1:

LIVINGSTON STONE.
'It is tho most complete guido to the art of Trout
raising ever published."—
Springfield Republican, Springfield, Mass.

Maun fact urere and Importers

Caulniii

lSngarilus'

Patent

removed

of

to

BROADWAY,

respectfully solicit a contlnuanoe of the patronage

heretofore extended.

/.-//((

[Kivvder of the

country.

(Jlass

Bull

83T Send Stamp

We can

de iro nothing

1S»

66 .Jolm

H.

more."—

are! Scieniifit) Press.

E

&II. T.

ANTHONY &

York,

siun

GOLD

San Francisco, Cal

FICIAL

HUMAN

EYES,

Etc.,

ESTABLISHED J8«V

oa

with very

at

Vienna and
3ec2g

OF THE

SHIRT.

ORANGE

328

Bois,
«5iJtiIRX

J?oi>xilai*

POWDER,
all

ordinary unlooses.
bcin
the flncBt.
fi

Packed in wood aud ineta
and 6J lbs., aid
All of the above ai-e hivl
r..nd.am than nnv <,:
•

r

3B lbs., 12, IhB.

and

1

lb.

- and le«s reslon

1

DER OF ALL GRAUKs AND

WOOD

Ol! MK'l'AL KHi;s

AND

FL'SIO

APPARATUS.

LAFLIN &

El.

til'
1-ii

PACKED IN

KlZK.s.
;, I, Its.

-TKICAL BLASTING

RAND POWDER Co..
26 Murray St., N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celehra

ed

ORANGE

brand

GliNl'OWDRR.

of

Recom

mended and used by Capt. A. D. HOGARDUS, the
"
'Champion

W im/ Shot of

the World

ORANGE POWDER.
for

pamphlet showing

York.

P. O.

sizes of the grain

LAFLIN &
New

Sent free by the

RAND POWDER

Fullon St.,

THE

KIl-t.L

best for rifles and for
PF.g, FFh'.i!.

I'.:;.

by wood. cut.

u

siigtrt recoil.

ORANtiE DUCKING POWDER,

CO., oOlBroad-

premium

Nos.

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of fi} lbs. each, aud in canis5.
ters „r 1 and 5 lbs.

Send

Box

CO., 26 Murray Street,

2,308.

English Sporting Gunpowder.
CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.
Nos.

2. S, 1. 5, 6, 7

and

8.

Superior

Rifle,

KnBf Id

and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. 8TTTT, Ct
OPrTur Street. N. Y.
Agent for the United States.
Riile,

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE GLASSES, ARTIIs really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue mailed
receipt of postage of four ceuts,

[leneti'dtiou

Stei

Materials. Awarded First
Philadelphia.

Powder made.

cleanest.

BLASTING. MINING, AND SHIPPING POW<

Frames; Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photo"
grapliicTraesparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic

OPTICIAN,

at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 545 Broadway of
fine

ORANGE LIGHTNING P0WDEK,

scopes

WALDSTEIN j thamar
New

Street, IVew York.

li

street,

Has received the highest award

88 Wall

Orange Sporting Powder.

SAFIITY

Traps.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compa
ny's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office

The

Mining

WASHBURN"New &
CO.,
York.
545 Broadway,

& Sporting Goods

In General, having

the Bltiudard

Sizes

7»

E B

HODGKINS & HAIGH,

No. 298

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
'-Sea Shooting" PQ, in kegs of 28
Fb'FQ is also
131, and t>i lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed In 1 and ) lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
TbeFFPO and FFG are favorite brands
motet,.
forordimirv spm-miL'. and the "Sen Shunting" FO

FFFG, FFG, and

FOR SALE AT "FOREST & STREAM" OFFICE.

An admirable and standard work."—

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

S

REMOVAL.
Dealers,

1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burrs denoly and very
clean, shooting remji ably close and with great
rnetrution. For field, forest and water shooting
ranks any other brand, and it is eq.ially serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.
tj}

to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breecn-londing gnns, giving great

.......

Fire Arms

H lb-

d and

•

(line) to 5 (coarse).
In
aud 12J lb. kegs.

1

The Mrongett ami

T

3xr,x33

vo., Troy,

U

gun>

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
Nos.
and

Trout.

Revised mid Enlarged.
BY

Getmantown Telegraph, Philadelphia, Pa.

SUITS, CAMPING OUTFITS.

CIRC

to short

The Third Edition of

11.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, and FISHING
TACKLE, HUNTING and FISHING

86, By Mail, £6.75.

TR AD B

Well adapted

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPKCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANY REQUIRE!) i-:KA1N OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

List

FABT

Magic Lanterns and Stereo jiticaus.

171 South Ciark Street, Chira

Mod

A

prairie shooting.

Is

Prices to

styles.

,1.

GDNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,

I--.

am

1 (coarse). In 1 lb. canwtcre
1 (fine)
line grain, quick and clean, for upla.

kegs.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

Etc.

JR.,

,..;,;

Woopchai

piac-ft

METALLIC SHELLS, NICKEL CONE,
216

Rules for Sailing Moats; Useful Suggestions
in Buying, Repairing, etc.

P. O. order.

Good's Oil Tanned
Moccasins

FOR

THOMAS,

Ocean, Lake, and Rivku:
.Art of Dressing Artificial Flies; Instruction
in Fly Fishing
Hods, Lines, and Lures
Hints and Recipes.
.SroKTiNc Boats ano Canoes:

apll'2

Kay's Shot Cartridges,

E.

;

domesticated

5109.

CO., 198 Broadway, N. V,

DUCKS AND
HART'S

Hints and

coys, Blinds, and other Devices.

W. H0LBERT0N.

^

On receipt of TEN CENTS we will send
ONE HUNDRED YARD TARGET, withby mail
Cir-

cular, containing samples of Pasters,
giving prices, etc.

:

for Different Rinds of
Recipes for Gunners' De-

;

breech-loader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus'
Glass Ball Trap each $12 sett.
Three Traps.
$30 Balls, $2.50 per 100. Spratt's Dog Biscuit.

DENNISON'S

nil

;

Guns and Ammunition

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

and where to

Rifle Practice.

For

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Unsurpassed in point of
1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
strength aud cleanliness. Packed iu square canisters of 1 lb. only.

N08.

Eastern Coast Fishes.
Northern Inland Fishes.
Inland Fislies of tho West aud "Northwest.
Pacific Coast Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the South and Southwest.
Southern Coast Fishes.
Dogs tjseo foe Spokt:
Their Different Varieties: Training and Management Diseases and Remedies.
Forest, FrELD a so Pbaibie:

rods.

410 Seventh street.
Washington City.

For

Gunpowder.

Game Antmals of Nouth America.
GaMK BlIlDS OF NoitTH AjtEBICA.
Game Fish of North Amektoa:

Game

Co.,

MAOTPACTURERS OF

I.

:

BLACK BASS.

Black Bass Flies on hand, tied for casting with light
Directions furnished, if desired, how, whon,
fish with artificial dies for Black Bass.
Hand-Made Fly Rods, oi the best quality for
Trout aud Black Bass, from $7 upward. Every rod
warranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Bods.

nENNiNG,

C.

at full length.

The Celebrated Ferguson Jungle Cock, Holberton, Turkey, Academy, SI y, and .ther

In great variety.

Send

The Hazard Powder

:

GENERAL CONTENTS.

;

SHOT GUNS, HEVOLVEHS & RIFLES

&

AMEKICAN NE

style."

this

Cobb

FOREST and STREAM " PUBLISHING COMPANY,

etc.

Camping, Shooting and Fishing Tackle

from ail the clubs of
where 0. O. D.

J. G. Mnnro. Agent, 19

Price $3.00.

NEW YORK

UNITED STATES ARMS CO. REVOLVERS,

every

of every

BRANCH OFFICES.
Exchange St., Bnllnlo.N. T.
Wheeler, A'jcnts.
Kline St., Cliicaeo, 111.
C. J. t.'hapin, Agent, '-'IS Locust St., St. Lonls, Mo.
Agencies in the prircipul cities it the United Slates.
Janll-Iy.

taper Fly Lines.
Linen, andOotton Fish Lines.

102 Nassau St., New York.

Sportsmen's & Riflemen's Sundries

B.

TRATED WITH MAPS.

BROOKLYN.

ST.,

&

A.

any made; no

to

BY CHARLES HALL0CK,

of all kinds.

dim

Stocks Straightened, Crooked, Lengthened, or
Shortened to ill the shooter. Cuoke boring, full or
modified, Taper Olioke for thin muzzles, and lloriug
for game shooting.
Pistol Grips titled to shotguns
and rifles; Long Range Sights fitted to rifles; Shot for
approximate elevations.

Minins and Blasting,

The "Oriental" powder is equal
expense is spared to make the best.

for every varietv of Fishing.

Walsrpl

PRACTICAL GUNSMITH,
FULTON

DIRECTORY TO THE PRINCIPAL OAME
RESORT8 OF THE COUNTRY; ILLUS-

A

PINE SPLIT BAMBOO PLY RODS.
RodB and Reels

564

with

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Guns,
Sporting Equipments, and

MADISON,

E. H.

A,3 °

In Shooting, Fishino, Taxidermx, Woodcuatt, Era.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Ammunition

§oad$.

§l>oit?;mi[n'H

FALCON DUCKING.
WESTERN SPORTING
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.

COPIOUS INSTRUCTIONS

Importers aud Manufacturers of

k.

for

TUB GAME ANIMALS. BIRDS AND FISHES OF
NORTH AMERICA: THEIR HABIT8 AND
VARIOUS METHODS OF CAPTURE.

ElegantScaifs
I-

rem SO

Gemaiaae Ha.ar3.ena Oil.
KNOWN AS SYLVESTER'S OVER 30 YEARS
Beat remedy for bladder, kidney and gravel (Ub.
WM. WAOH, 120 O&nal Street, New York.

oases.

:

FOREST A^TD STREAM.

236

BALLARD

Paper and Metallic Shells

RIFLE.

Recoil One-half that of any Other

roH

I Rifle.

Breeeh Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

SAFER THAN ANY OTHER.

;

S
5

Perfect 9hooting guaranteed by using Uie

DNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

S^

EVERLASTING

C0.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

STRAIGHT SHELL.

THE STURTEVANT 8HELL8 are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT
ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT 8I1ELLS, new model, with
Hobos' patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
TAI'Lli SHELLS- Dy repealed experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery' made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant onr
PAPER SHELLS equal to any Imported. They are sure
fire, and will not hurst in the gun.
Inquire of any of_ the dealers in sporting materials for
•

Do

MOVABLE
1

~

ONE WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

SCHOVERLING
& DALY,
and
Chambers

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

B

86

84

Street,

New

York.

BROWN

?

th

dec23«

& C. SCOTT & SON'S.

W.

First Prize Mrdo.1

and Diploma

awarded Centennial Exhibition, for a
celleoce of workmanship and material
in their Premier Quality and medium gradeB. Their New Hat.nt
Triplex Lever Grip Action aod Compensating Lump. The attention
of sportsmen is requested to the above

new action. Its superior strength and
Bolidity impart greatly improved shooting powers. Hard hitting, being the
desideratum required, is obtained by
this powerful gun. Prices oi the New
Triplex Lever Grip, $175, $225 to $-400.
Marked the Triplex 10-boreB extra. Our
is as usual marked the Premier Quality.
Contributed by one of the Judges of Awards o;
Extract from Fokkst a>t> Stukam A<w York, December 26, 1876,
Guns at the Centennial:

highest gTade

This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines

must rapidly secure the favor of all who

in the

highest degree strength and simplicity, and

test its merits.

T TTIW1P Strongly recommended. It is invaluable, and should be ordered
Cost? about'jlOextrT Choke-bores, medium or full. Our guns to be had of the principal

dealers in the trade only.

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Birmingham, Englard

Capt Bogar&us' Patent Glass Ball Trap
THE BEST FOR PRACTICE EVER MADE.
Any

one

who can

break these

FOR BREECH-LOADING- SHOT-GUN
These shells are easily loaded, md the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid and much thicker
solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
than auy shi.ll now made, giving
springing away, thereby causing lias-fires. The Cone is made of nickel, and fastened solid in its place,
Neither rusts nor corrodes fast, like uovaole anvil made from steel. The Nickel Cone also prevents miss-lire
few da> s. which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These sheila
cap has been left on shell foi
are hnelv finished, and made auy length order«d, from 2>£ to 3\£ inches.
leading Sport
Shells and Loaders and Descriptive Price-Lists can be obtained from all the
'
irk, N.
GEORGE E. HART
Houses throughout the country.
From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot oT America.
Messes. Geobgb E. Hart Si Co.: Geutlemen—The filty shells I received from you to-day suit me better
than an r I have ever U3ed. They are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my
A. H. BOGARDUS.
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,
1

]

1

nnunrHCATinn
ou eV°y gmi

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells,

BALLS

LOUIS CONICAL BASE PAPER SHELL."

"ST.

^

Having made important improvements

in

our Shell, wa

can safely recommend them as equal, if not superior, in
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured in this country or
in Europe.
Among the advantages claimed for these Shells, ate A
saving oi 25 per cent, in the use of p .wder also the great
decease in recoil. The sizes made are No. 10—3J,, 2«.
and 3 inches ; No. U-Vi, Vi. and 2% inches. Longer
are not mailable. Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of $1.15

successfully can he-

1

;

come a good wing

For Sale by

shot.
Shell!
for No. 12

the Trade.

;

made at extra cost. They
$1.38 for No. 10.
office, No. 2,230 De Kalb Street, St. Louis,

Factory and

Geo. E. Hart & Co.,
303 MARKET STREET,

Mo.

LOUIS PAT. SHELL MANUF'G CO.

ST.

mfactured by

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.

Newark, N.J.
Solo Auont for the manufaetut e and «ule of Bocardu*' Patent Glass Bulla for trap shooting-.

TRADE HUPP

I.

IBD.

Manufacturers of the

CENTRAL

Peabody -Martini Breech-Loading

Rifle

s

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,
FIRE, SOLID

Used bv the Army and Navy of the United
Special attention paid to

Military,

Target,

States

and several Foreign Governments.

KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.
orders for TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.

All kinds of

and Sporting.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
Is,

N. t. @8t|.

COMPLETE REVOLUTION

SPORTING GUNS.
CREEDM00R PATTERN
W.
3,000.000
rounds
its

fired

aorvice charges fired from 400,000 of these riflea at our works without accident. 30,000
of
a single gun without injury to the mechanism, or iu the least impairing the accuracy
Centennial Commission Report ou Awards— Peabody-Afartlm Rifles: "As a military arm

from

shooting.

" accuracy and
simplicity, high quality of workmanship,
fire metallic cartridge, and ejecting the discharged shell unfailingly.
>

rapidity of

fire;

using a central

Centennial Short-Range Match, at Creedmoor.
Members of the American and all the foreign
120 competitors.
Sept. 13, 1876. distance 200 yards, on-hand
teams participating. Onlv two Peabody-Martini ItifleB entered, winning llrst prize, $100 cash and gold
medal and 4th prize, $25 cash and gold medal. Send for illustrated catalogue and price-list.

The Peabody- Vartini Mid-Range

OREEDMOOK
and

Gauee,

Wind

tons-Ranee,

Rifles, victorious at the
:

;

PROVIDENCE TOOL

CO,,

PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.,

U

S.

A

Vernier Sights.

Metallic Shells.
MANUFACTURED

FOREHAND & WADSWOHTH.
Worcester, Mass.

FAY0RITE

SPORTSMAN'S

RART'S

OEO.

HART &

B.

BY'

CO., Vevrark,

Si.

J.

]o2fi.tT

Improved Climax Creoaer, Loader, Cap-Kxpellef
and Shell Extraclor. with Reversible
Loading and Creasing Cylinder.

Price.

$2

50.

XV.

GEEEXER'S CHOKE-BORE

CJTJiVS have been proved by overwhelming evidence
to be vastly superior to cylinder horua for all kinds
of shooting, from snipe to duck. {See the Letters
Horn Sportsmen iu the London field, dating from
November, 1876, ta March, 1877.) Deo. 9 a letter appears from F. Milbank, Esq., if. P., the finest game
shot iu Europe This gentleman hag killed On bi»
own moor 760 grouse in one day. Ho says
'• We weui out partridge shooting the last week iu
November. Birds are wild as hawks at this bbAboh
of the year. Accompanying me Were two
both firBt-rate shots.
All three o( IU
chanees throughout the day. At the end of it ono of
my friends had seven brace, the other six brace, hut
the choke had 16^ brace. / advisedly say the choke,
for I am convinced that the gun alone was the canae
of my overtopping my friends by so large a number.
I measured that day three successive shots, 65, 71,
and 62 yards, and I have decided to use nothing but
the choke-bore for the future, for I consider the
choke-boring to be ouo of t»ie greatest improvements
made 00 the sporting grin in modern times."

TUb CUarupion Triple-Wedge Pu.l Uun
made the beat shooting at game ever known. It
stand 10 drachms of powder In the paner Bhell,
and oaa lie obtained in the States at from $150 to $250.
has

will

W. W. GREENER,
St. Mary's Works,

For Sale by

The above cut represents our Army or Holster Revolver. The
frame of the pistol la forged ol Die Best Cast Steel, in one piece,
without I.. " '- or joint; weight S>£ lbs. The cylinder has six

mar8

all

gun

Address

dealers.

W,

B.

Birmingham.

OPTIMUSI

HALL,
LANCASTER,

P A.

If

ij

We make them

for the Colt 45-HKi
calibre, government size; also for the Winchester centtal-ure, 4440u
(model 1S73). But one kind of a urnunition Is required for both the
and thla Revolver. If a lighter cartridge Is desired,
Winchester
the Smith <t Wtwson Russian model cartridge will go equally as well
aa the Winchester, as the calibre of the chamber 18 suitable for each. The material in this Pistol Is of
and finish is not surpassed by any maker. It is the most simple
in construction, least eoniplleaurl. and loss liable to get out of order than any Holster Pistol made in
also make
Thcv are onlv to he compared with oilier arms to confirm what we say
the iviuutry

ruing central-lire cartridges.

KHe

We
POCKET REVOLVERS DOUBLE ACTION, ano the famous "TERROR,' "BULL DOG "arid "SWAMP
ANGEL" revolvers, all of the Frames being forged from OAST STEEL.
MEND FOB PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.

NEW GUN ESTABLISHMENT,
Where can he fount! all kinds
ami 31UZZLL LOADERS.
PISTOLS,

:

DER. SHOT,

of

GUNS, both BREECH
AIR PISTOLS, POW
SHELLS, FISH-

«*fiS,

I.N'G TACKLE, anil every thing appertaining
flrst-claaa establishment.

to

a

Lefever Breech-Loaders a Specialty.
REIP & CO.,
Saplly

335

W. Baltimore

St.,

Baltimore.

AND KAMMEfi.
For both paper and metallic sheila.
ment; it requires no bench or table

A jMJcket

instru-

for its

Price, $2.
Sent
efficient In camp, boat or stand.
free bv mail on receipt of price. Stale whether for
otlM-trade.
No. 10 or N<
G'jr.„ and Fleijtne Tackle
r
Nov. J-eow 6mos
?.
IS Warren street.
:

ONION & CORNWALL,

N

;

.

NEW YORK,
For Fore&t and Stream

<i"d

Rod and Gun,

FRIENDSHIP.

quantity what

KSQ.,

BY GEO. BOUDWTN.

They endeavor, however,

margin.

large

Now we

PEDICATED TO HIS FRIEND JtOBBRT GRAHAM,

THURSDAY. MAY

is

to

24, 1877-

make up

in

lacking in quality.

news which, like the Connaughtman's brogue, has " never been made but brought in
the open market."

While

WHEN,

at Hie fall of Adam's race,
Our BOd withdrew His light divine,
One ray he spared this hapless sphere,
one Heavenly beam vouchsafed to shine

He

;

the world the Eternal spark

Its destined course, lite lightning, ran,

Kindling a flame in every heart.
Binding more close each man to man
The glow that owned a living tire,
All creatures hailed its sweet caress—
The Joy that gilded happier hours,
Their Hope and Solace ta distress.

purchase, wears

by Angels shared—

the
are

And leaves him harmless as the dove
The bond of Peace :— the golden link—
The brother's right— the stranger's claim;
i_r welcome be the hand
That clasps onr own, ta Friendship's name,
Tl,uadelj:hi„. Aprafi. ISTT.

even merchants wear them on
their business, as the

that the paths are

Where they 3hovel
piles of snow

ankle deep.

a pnre, unselfish lore,
That calms the angry lion's wrath.

;

and from

up the track so quickly

fills

A warm,

seldom

less

wind
than

snow off the walk, and
some cases as high as
eaves of the houses, so that from the windows the streets
completely shut out. On the roads the snow is so deep
it

down, the

when teams meet

that

it is

the

are in

frequently necessary to unhitch

and separate the horses of one team, unload the sleigh and lift
it out to one side, then shovel away a place to lead the horses
into, off the road, and thus allow the other to pass by. Almost
every team carries one or two shovels for this purpose. To
turn out and give part of the road is dangerous, for the horses
flounder and fall in the snow, almost invariably so injuring or

-

}

gnperior in I860.

two to shoot
It is too costly here to keep a horse that is ill, hay
being eighty dollars a ton, and scarce at that, as it is

straining themselves, that it is necessary in a day or

them.

(Continued from our

snow shoes

the streets in going to

tramp

Jp//*e

fell to thirty

have frozen ; but unfortunately no one there observed the
thermometer.
We had about five feet of snow on a level then we had a
fall of two feet more.
Nest came two days' thaw, which reduced the depth a little, and then another snow storm, which
gave as an additional twenty-six inches. Every one who can

dear Friendship here on earth,
to warm and cheer

Celestial light

mercury

to

Our stating hearts

Around

the

degrees below zero, and the following night dropped three
degrees lower. At the mines, where the temperature is usually
eight or ten degrees lower than here, we suppose the mercury

That, in the deluge of onr woe,
A Bow of Promise might appear,
left

was frozen up one night

I

now

last issut.)

brought from the Lower Peninsula.
At Portage, hay
to be even
higher than here, commanding one
hundred dollars per ton. No less than nine valuable horses
have heen lost in this vicinity up to date. In addition to this
all

Marquette, Lake

ON

Stjpbbior, Feb. 29, 1861.

seeing my effusion of the 22d of Dec. in print, I am suddenly recalled to the urgent duty of savingmyself from

premature death.

I sea that

ever since writing that letter I

have left rnyself standing in the cold some five miles from
town. On reading I became sensible of my long exposure,
and shall take myself home as quickly as possible. * * * *
Having overtaken my "Got/tie " steed, which some one had
Stopped and tied by the roadside, I drove home and thawed
Thanks to the preservative powers of frost, I have not
out.
yet suffered from decomposition. As I thaw, however, I am
of course covered with moisture like a beard, and as the
liquid oozes out it drips from the point of the pen, making
the black marks you see as I travel along. This zigzag, scribbling trail is the track of my thought as I come back to real
life once more.
Did you ever think of so slight a thing as

thought making an impress on matter as it flits aloDg that
it eau be traced, like a deer, by its footprints ?
Is not the
;

writing of

How

mind?
a

little

man

the track of his tbeught and the

can

we doubt

the ability of

better perception than

we

mould of his
a person who, with

enjoy looks back

to

our

and calls up those footprints of mind from all the
parts of matter which have received and retained them? How
can we doubt his ability to tell our lives and actions as if they
were before him in pictures?
Not to see and know in such a
case would be a greater wonder than to see.
The duty on iron having been increased by a late net of
Congress, or rather the ad valorem duty has been superseded
by a specific one which is so large that but little English iron
earlier lives

will be imported.

As

far as this locality

is concerned the
They, the residents, will reap the
benefits lost by the agricultural and con
ist.
This
consideration and conviction that, "Whatever is, is light"
will compose my nerves. Here they are peculiarly interested
in the development of home manufactures, and invest their
all in the enterprise.
They do it with a will, too, for in the
two articles of home production which we furnish to themselves and others, we consider Marquette unrivalled;
They
challenge any other place on the continent to compete with
them in the amount and toughness of the iron, and the news
which are here produced.
In the latter article the manufacturers followed their predecessors in the iron business
they,
the latter, sought to make the toughest iron as being the most
desirable but the succeeding manufacturers have failed somewhat in combining those two qualitiesin the new(s) material.

change

very desirable.

is

;

:

They

though toughness in iron is an index of duranews, the principle only applies where there is a

find that,

hilily, in

is

said

catalogue of accidents, three persons have been frozen to
death, while five more were so badly frost-bitten that death
supervened in a few days thereafter. Such a mortality in a

population of three thousand speaks of cold. The bay has
thrice been frozen over, aud twice divested of its covering by

During the stay of the ieo each time, and as I now
bay is dotted with merry parties of citizens, young

the wind.
write, the

and

both sexes,

old, of

to use their skates, oft

who

are delighted with the opportunity

times to Ihe detriment of their already

bruised craniums, resulting- from (be action of a

law laid

down by NewtOn; and

1

The

much neglet ted

might add, Willi the addition

of numerous stellular systems presumably

philosopher.

unknown

attraction of glaring ice

for the

to that

human

much enhanced by the invention of skates.
have been making observations, and intended issuing a
this interesting exercise
but I have given it up,

occiput has been
I

volume on

many more, to none of which could
Whenever a man's noddle— in accordance with
the law before observed— is gently caressed by the congealed
slipperosity with which he is trying to come to an understanding, he forthwith gathers his wits— if any remain— and his
limbs, and proceeds to issue a new volume, "Imp. 4to."
I
but the subject will bear
.

1

might

but that in writing and printing such
customary to use so many dashes between the first
and last letters of words, lam constrained merely to say it
was all d— ash.
Truth requires that I should add that there
was frequently a good deal more than "dash" in the expresthings

sion.

transcribe,

it is

I

am

also pleased in being able to subjoin this evidence

of the candor of the people.

Whenever they spoke thus they
seemed to be most unmistakably in earnest. "In emphatic
language they spoke their feelings." There is an ice-boat on
the bay also, and last week we enjoyed some pleasant and exciting sailing.

Money matters are much
wrote. As it is impossible to

if civil

—

case in this light has led a great
to turn it to account, and, accordingly, the banker lias
been supplanted by the saloon-keeper. The latter is now
dally and hourly drawing draughts which should be at a
premium, as they are drawn at siglit&nd cashed on presentation,

many

What

irrespective of indorsers.

a ghsrious approximation to

We surely live in

the millennium.

''

those latter days!"

ever before could write that drafts were cashed at sight

!

WhoOne

advancement is owing to a principle
inaugurated by the members of the bar and brokers of exclum-rje,
viz.: that in all measurements, solid, liquid, concentrated,
etc., they would adopt as a universal unit the dollar.
Now
great reason of this cash

all

things

come

worshipers to
Notwithstanding all
now anxiously

to this for a test of merit, as

the shrine of Mahoniet or Confucius.

these advantages, the citizens of Marquette are

looking for spring with a feeling akin to that of our juvenile
dread of a school examination we wished it past, but did not

—

want it to come. If it must come, however, we want it to
come more quickly than of late, and not be forever "coming
come," like Punch's mother.

to

am pleased with
the people who attend. Most of
go for the sake of individual benefit, and not for
example, as I have heard many people assert as their reason
for such attendance.
Such examples are of questionable
utility, for, though there are instances of attendance at church
they are likewise examples of deception. Were I a el
man, I would invite such standing examples of sanctimonious
hypocrisy to stay away. The church which needs such questionable assistance must be poorly off indeed.
Within the last month a reduction has been made in the
force employed in the railway shops and foundry, amounting
to one hah'.
The greatest want here next summer will be
facilities for shipping ore, there being yet such a quantity of
grain in Chicago and the West that all the vessels of the lakes
will be employed, and consequently ore will have to pay a
higher freight, and even then will not all be slu'pped. The three
mines employ at present upwards of two hundred miners, beI have visited each of the churches, and

the apparent earnestness of

them seem

sides a

number

terest is

open

to

The smelting infurnaces are expected to

of teamsters, laborers, etc.

on the increase.

in the spring, also

Two new
two new saw

mills.

There are already

four mills in the settlement.
I

do not think the people here have

much

as those of

difficulties are

the

solved

felt the hard times as
Lower reninstila, and if the political
by the time of the opening of navi-

may escape the panic uninjured. Even shoidd the
troubles continue, the people of the Upper Peninsula will not

gation they

feel the effects so severely as their brethren of Southern
Michigan, as the increased duty on iron must give them an

During the winter many fishing excursions to the 'small
and those between here and Bay de
Noguel, have been made by parties of gentlemen who, for
lakes in the mountains,

pleasure aud health, club together and go out for a week, ten
days, or more, at a time. They go to the lakes on snow shoes,
accompanied by dog trains, and camp out sometimes in the
;

snow sometimes, in deserted camps. I have already participated in one such excursion, and the, to me, new experience of
snow-shoeing I found to be but a few degrees apart from the
miseries of an introduction into the art of skating.

If,

with

my

present experience, I were forced to do one of three
things, viz.: to learn to skate, flounder through the mysteries
of snow-shoeing, or break a vicious colt to the saddle,

my

candid opinion

is,

that I

would wrestle with

the latter as the

least of the three pleasurable (?) evils.

This Indian way of
rusticating, however, is found to be very healthful and invigorating.
The fish caught are speckled trout, which are
captured through holes in the ice. Did you ever hear of a pole
being used in such cases ? Well, it is done here to considerable extent,

and I assure you demands no little skill to manipAlthough the trout were abundant, I am
abundaut as in former years but the

ulate successfully.
tighter here

than

when

I last

obtain exchange, debtors have
been obliged to send currency to meet their obligations, hence
money has become scarce. This scarcity will increase till the
opening of navigation, when an improvement is anticipated,

even

This state of things has realized the
the draft of Lazarus being as good

Viewing the

as that of Dives.

;

that is as far as the public is concerned.
Since that desire
took possession of my mind I have been down to a louely spot
near the docks, and investigated not only the subject, but all
its literature.
I found many volumes had already been issued,

1

than promises to pay.

idea of certain politicians

turn to some of the

war should overtake

us.

All drafts being refused,

able as well as speculative operaters are unable to give

more

told they are not as

reason

is

;

unknown

The

general health has not been as good this winter as ia
former years, owing to the prevalence o! diptheria. which

made

its

first

appearance in the Upper Lake Region

last

During the whole winter this fell disease has continued to occur sporadically, as also has erysipelas, and fee.

autumn.

!

! ;

FOREST AND STREAM.
ly in connection with it.
It has taken this terrible
scourge diptheria two years to reacli here from the Lower
Peninsula.
It is about lour years since its invasion of
Is it not
the Eastern States, so it has traveled but slowly.

—

—

nga that though the

government derive; millions of
dollars of revenue from luxuries which forneut disease and
subsequent death, they never think of appropriating a few
l:i sands toward the investigation and prevention of this or
Similar ravaging diseases ?*

Commerce und manufacturing, money and minting-,

are each

the United States, but. the lives and happiness of
izensare not worth a bare thousand dollars. The government has been censured for recognizing property in men.
'

Do

we

not see that in so doing

•citizens

it cares more for them than as
Now, government spends almost unlimited money

?

ia investigating the causes, prevention and treatment of diseases In cattle, though it leaves its exposed to diseases in
filreir

most obscure and unmanageable forms.

now
t£a count:
their lost
:•

Jus letter

clad

in

and oxen

preservedto them?

it
|

tin

mourning throughout

stieep

one

I

Would

have

tb an

But enough

ready too long.

i;

May

—

186L

TO.

P. S. Yesterday the ice broke up and drifted out of the
bay, as if to leave room for a boat, but the latter failing to out
in an appearance, the ice is returning to-day.
The Vfinl
is
slowly retiring, and for the first time in "over rive months
leaving her footprints in sand and mud. What a relief it is to
see the bare ground once more, as it shows itself in spots,
dissipating aur ft ars that the world has been snowed under,
•tind lost forever.
once more greet cur mother earth, end
realize the affectionate attachment she retains for us.
She
clings to our very feet, and they to her nay, she even envelops us to our knees, and thus holds us to her bosom with a
motherly fondness, which we would willingly dispense with.
To-day we have had the first cars on the railroad from the
in tains.
They will not run regularly, however, for a
week or more. It is anticipated here that the shipments of
ore will lie confined to the months of July and August ou
account of the scarcity of vessels. There is also a mail- bout
to run between here and Portage during the summer, n ninji
tug having been engaged for the purpose. Another bi 8
ply between he're and the Chokolay, four miles down tbi
Several new buildings are in course of erection, but times are
dull, and money has become very tight, there being nothing
but Western bills in circulation now.
i

We

j

May 22, 1861.
before last, just after midnight, 1 was
aed by the firing of a gun, at the same time my ears
•were saluted with the most infernal din ever concocted by
The yelling and screaching was so terrific I bustled
mortals.
on my clothes and rushed from the house. Boat Boat
P. P. A'.—Night

!

!

Boat

B-o-o-o-o-a-t

1

!

!

B-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-a-t

!

B— O—O—O—O— O—O— O—O— O—O— O—A—T

!

!

I

!

!

!

!

!

1

!

keys and voices; treble, soprano, alto, contralto,
countra-bass, double bass, tenor, and shrill falsetto, were
I assure you
to be heard From as manv varieties of throats.
I was relieved to find it' was only the long expected boat.
the noise and trampling of feet I thought Gabriel must
have put in an unexpected appearance. But it was only a
and her red and green and white rights were seen
By daylight she had made her
twinkling down the bay.
way through the ice. and tied to the wharf, allowing the
in

all

distracted "community to retire to their homes and finish
the slumbers which had been so summarily disturbed. After
discharging enormous quantities of freight, the Planet proceeded up the lake; but this morning found her back again,
She is now dischargbeing unable to get through ihe ice.
ing her upper lake load for the next line boat to take, as
she returns this afternoon. I have packed in}' traps, and"
propose to make my appearance among the " world's
-people once more, and with renewed health, my winter's
sojourn proving far more beneficial than I had dared
hope. Take it all in all, the winter has been a pleasant one.
and I bid farewell to the Upper Peninsula and its inhabit" Quorum pars magna fuV Ahem.
ants with regret.

Arches.
For Forest and Stream and Mod and Gun.

LASSOING A GRIZZLY.

THERE

were four of us, well mounted on horses that savvied a rope as welFas any vaquero that evei
a saddle or threw a riata. We left, the ranch house about an
hour before day, and riding through the Arroyo Hondo,

leached the big mesa, at the foot of Rattlesnake Hill, when
the morning star was brightest.
Two nights before a big grizzly had killed a cow in a little
canon opening into the arroyo at the foot of the mesa, and
the day before we had dragged what was left of the carcass
about half a mile out into the mesa with our riatas. A riata is
a plaited rope made generally of four, sometimes of six,
.strands of raw -hide, with a hard rawhide head, or loop, at
one end for the rope to play through when used to catch
anything. These ropes become very pliable with use, are
kept carefully greased with tallow, and out of the wet and
reach of rats and coyotes. Ours were the best kind six
strands and sixty feet long when the noose is fast on an
animal, or anything to be dragged, the other end of the rope
is retained in the hand, and a turn is taken in the horn of the
;

;

saddle.

We had
wood,

to

left Chapo, an Indian vaquero, hid in a cottonwatch the place from which we had dragged our

as showing the reeling of the people at. the time. Then
disease, whose nama alone people feared to utunder their breath, homing physicians of high and low degree, foreign and native, the educated and the charlatan alike the very
mi dlptheria was a aynonym of ihe death which so frequently snper*

I

insert

diptheria

tills

waB a fearful

ter, except

;

was no literature upon t.ub Bubject; all
profound ignorance of either its pathology or treatment.

jrened, for there

were In
But govern-

alike

ment could publish, at an expense of thousands of dollars, elaborate
-worts on the diseases of caltle, which, like all government publications
•were, then as now, huddled into the cellars and outhouses of M. C.'s to
for ineae honorable gentlemen are too lazy to
to the in la rubbish, by the more act of addressing to those who would
appreciate, or their pockets be replenished ihrou;U the purveyors of
hops by their sale as waste paper.

bait,
He reported thai early in the night, the big grizzly had
ihe mountain and followed the drag, and that he
had heard another cross the arroyo some distance below him
Within half au hour. We waited for daylight, smoking eigarrilos, eating t.umnks. and telling whoppers of bear stories in
-pers, wilh man} ncarajo saiga
thrown in
as wadding for want of aguadien
Pelipe, Juan
de Dios Valiente and I, sometimes called El Stiero, and old
Chapo, who took a horse and riata we brought him. All had
riatas, knives and pistols, and Chapo had an old English
musket half full of powder and bullets, When the "first
Streaks of light colored the gray uf the morning, and the quail
commenced calling, we tightened our cinches, and deploying
along the mesa at intervals of about forty paces, advanced
abreast, riatas in hand, towards the carcass.
We were between our bait and the mountains, and hoped to drive the
bear into attempting to cross a wide open, free from bushes,
on the other side of which was thick monte. We rode first
at a walk, then sobre. pam, a pace between a walk and a trot,
peculiar toSpanish horses. As we reached the short sage brush,
we put our horses on the lope then on the run. Daylight
came quick over the mountains. I had just passed the bait
when I saw the bear straight before us, going at a shambling
lope, and apparently not much in a hurry.
Felipe yelled at
him; he stopped and reared up,my horse sheered off totheleft;
[passed him, and in a breathing we were all four around
him, circling, turning and twisting; every horse, on the keen
jump, all of us ready to take the, first chance to get a rope on
a hind leg (hind legs ilic best hold).
He looked awful ugly,
and was too full pf light to run, but stood doubled up, orreared up, making short lunges at our horses as we dashed in to
try and start him.
Nobody wanted a foreleg hold, and it
wasn't very easy to get, for he tiling his arms about iikc a
boxer, and it look the spurs to get a horse to run dose by
him. Pretty soon he got so he'd chase the horses twenty or
thirty vards at a, stretch
lie was clean crazy with anger, and
at last as I dashed my old buckskin bv him, star!
race in good earnest.
We fairly burnt the wind the mesa
i
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i

i

;

;
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held his own— almost was gaining,
when the boys reached him. Felipe made the first throw,
went for a forefoot, lint was hot aud excited, caught bead and
leg together in the loop, which pulled tight across the neck,
chest aud
under a
foreshoulder.
No horse could
hold such a hold, and Felipe dropped the riata. Valieute
tried for a hind leg, und missed it.
Juan de Dios caught both
hind feet and slopped him.
As hedoiibied back and grabbed
for the riaia, I dropped my rope on a forefoot, aud stretched
it with all the fence my horse could put on the riata.
Lord
how I would like to have seen old Chapo and his musket for
a minute. I knewthat with bear's head and one forelej Erei
he'd soon get niy tightly stretched rope in his mouth.
Then
t

bare, but he

!

good-by riata.
There was some tall twisting and struggling.
Juan held on as coolly as if it were only a bullock lassoed
for the butcher- Felipe, reaching down from his saddle, picked up his riata, but the way it held could help but, little. I
was thinking of slacking my riata, and taking chances for both
forefeet.
Loosened it would slip from the forefoot I had,
and with both in my rope I thought Juan and I might hold
him, when all at once his loose foot struck Felipe's rope,
dragged it up to his mouth, and, like a flash, it was in two
pieces
Just then Valiente got the loose leg. His rope caught near
the shoulder; under the strain and it slipped gradually down to
the ancle and held. He was a thoroughbred grizzly, but we
had him. Lord didn't he hate us, and show it. He looked
murdering crazy, and tried very earnestly to get his mouth
on the riatas with which we stretched his'forelegs as far apart
as wo could get them.
Juan kept both hind legs stretched straight out Eromthc
moment his rope tightened. About this time Chapo rode up,
riata in hand, with the old musket, tied on behind Ids saddle,
and told us he had had a sharp race after another hear, bet
warned OOr bear
was afraid to tackle hit single handed.
for a bull and bear ti
and with the help of Oh
as
,
started to drag him
ikwards across the mesa but, he was
so heavy and savage,
d made so much trouble thut we held
Chapo was detailed
a powT -wow, and deb
lined to kill him.
for this purpose.
Untying his old Queen F.ess, ami carefully
shaking in a panful of fresh priming, he left his hi
ing, with the riata taut on the horn of the saddle, and walked
around toward the head of the bear. Chapo is a little pot-bellied, bandy-legged fellow (he doesn't rend English) and was
awfully anxious to massacre a bear. In the midst of ashower
of cautions not to shoot a horse or cut a riata, he held Ihe old
cannon about a yard from the bear's head (I declare I felt
sorry for the bear), and pulled it off.
There was a puff of white smoke from the pan. After waiting, it seemed tome a full minute, Chapo moved to reprime.
The butt of the gun had scarcely left his shoulder, when
there was a roar like a caisson explosion ; the gun [lew up in
the air, and Chapo, doubled up in a triangle, rolled under my
i.
Kola shot (and Valiente swore there were two
handfuls of pistol bullets in the gun) had touched the bear.
had braced ourselves for a possible struggle, and it came.
Frothing and foaming at the mouth, grinding his teeth, and
howling with rage, there was something awfully like a raving
were
human maniac about that bear. Our blood was up.
all excited, and we remarked in most emphatic, Castillian, that
we wuuld take that bear to the mission if it took all (Jay. After about an hour's hot work, with the help of a hide which
Ohapo got from a near-by ja.nl, we got him to a clump of oak
near the arroyo, and spread-eagled him out between some of
the largest trees.
He was, apparently,. stronger aud fiercer
than ever, whilst, both ourselves and horses were beginning to
tire. Fastening the riatas securely by winding around the trees
and tying, we Bent Chapo to the bouse for an ox-cart, chains
and some aguadiente. Juan and I rode down to the water to
first mouthful, when Felipedrink.
I had stooped for
called loudly for us to come— " Pronto Pronto '' Thinking
hail left the
a rope had failed, we went on the keen run.
bear on his back, legs extended, head free, and there he lay
as we left him. but stoue dead— dead of rage, not an uncommon occurrence with lassoed bears, but, in this case, someEl Cazadoe.
what disappointing.
I
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i
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We

son Lakes, Moose River, from

s the Canada
aud several times to the Pleasant Ridge Ponds— my exyou see, having all been in
tine.
In the early part of September of 18W my frieud B
(an
ardent lover of "chucking the bug ") and wife, and self and
wife, left the nub in the morning train, ticketed for Mount
Einco and return, but not quite sure where we should stop. a0
our ''objective point" might be changed if sufficient inducement should offer.

line,

M

perience, as

We

thought seriously of making a short

stop' at

Monson.

Maine, when we started, but our hopes were almost dashed
when we were approaching Portland, and had just lighted our
pipes in the smoking car, to be informed by a gentleman who
was enjoying the same luxury, who was visiting Maine for
the same purpose as ourselves, that 1st, there were no trout
Monson, aud 2d, that they were not good for anything if
there were
and 3d, that they could net be taken with a fly,
all of which tended to make us think our original informant
(who fishes entirely with a gun) must have been mistaken.
After parting with our friend (on short acquaintance) we
concluded to "stick" to our original plan of campaign, no
matter what stories we might, hear. Our conclusion was sadly
shaken many times before we reached our destination, and -we
came to the wise conclusion that the waters of Maine had a
varied reputation, even with the residents and lovers of sport
with a 10-ounce rod.
We spent the first night out at the "Exchange," in Bangor,
and after a good night's rest, breakfast, etc., proceeded to~the
depot of the Bangor and Piscataquis B.Iu, and were shown to
near attached to a baggage train, which gave- promise of a
long and tedious ride.
In answer to our inquiry of the conductor about the time
to make the Irip, he informed us that; " When he
Went, he went," and we fully agreed with hint' before our
arrival at the end of the road.
At that time the employes of the road (so we wes informed)
sold peanuts along the line, and would stop any time to sell a
pint, and it seemed to us that the story was true
Stat they do
much better now, as a strictly passenger train runs frver the
road in the sporting season.
arrived at Monson in time for dinner, after a pleasant
ride of fifteen miles in the stage from Guilford, and devoted
the first hours of the afternoon in getting our rooms at the
hotel in order, so that our ladies "could" be com f ..liable in
our absence, and make us comfortable when we returned.
About four v. w. the male portion of our party started out
to deliver our letters of introduction
to a gentleman who
in

;

i
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We

could "tell us all about it," and were sadly taken aback when
he informed us he had not caught a fish for twenty vears but
before we had quite recovered from the shock, he" informed
us that he would introduce us to the postmaster, wio Wu3 the
"boss" fisherman of the place.
On our way to the post-office he informed oe t'.it "Ed."
could catch them anywhere, and if he couldn't assist us we
might as well move on.
We found Mr. Haynes a very pleasant gentleman, and
kindly disposed to render us any assistance we might require, but cheeked our enthusiasm by informing us that trout
could not be taken with a fly in the waters of that vicinity,
as it had been tried oyer and over again without, success,
except in the case of one little fellow about four inches long,
and he was thought to be too small to know any better.
We, however, decided to give them a chance to, refuse
us at once, aud proceeding to the hotel, strung our rods,
and at just five p. jff. were in a boat on the lower part of
Hebron Pond, just opposite the hotel, say ten rods away.
;

My

friend insisted upon taking the paddle, and mv string
of flies were soon in the water, without much the'.ught of
striking a fish in the lower end used as a mill pond, "as we
",
v..
re told there were none there, and my companion was
using bis paddle freely, forcing the boat rapidly through the
water, when a fine fish rose at m\ fly which I tailed lo strike,
and before I could cast again the boat was upon him, and I
tble to raise him again.
This gave promise of adding something to the little fellow
before mentioned, and our spirits were raised several degrees
Again starting for the pond proper,
in a few moments after.
I struck a fish, and after a few minutes sharp play landed a
tipping the beam " at \\ pounds. During the handling of this fish, we shot into the pond proper, and the wind
being off shore, we put our boat broadside to, and both comIn a moment another greedy fellow
menced i
contest of about ten "minutes
had my fly, and a

my

1} pounds, and we were
had commenced raining,
with enough for supper, havand at j
would rise to a fly, and about
ing demonstrated
seven o'clock we s
kg si meal of fried
trout,
baked pi
a e of what was to coaae.
We made up our minds not to work too hard, and to take
things just as easy as possible, so the next morning we did
not get 00 lo the pond until about nine o'clock, am

second

was

fish

in

>

it

1
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t

I

I

inquiries

of.

tbepostna.

ter,

tbougl

where the trout were, and were QOtdisappoi
horn tooted at twelve M. for dinner, we
running from 1;; pounds to 2 pounds 'Ji ounces, almost tilling
my landing net. And we settled one thing very satisfactorily,
viz., that they would only take a very largi
fly, as B. insisted upon using such as he" had a
Richardson Lakes, and for a large portion of the forcuo&a
would not accept any from my bonk, but he soon came to it,
i

and made good use of them the balance of the time,
The people of the town were rather astonished, the postmaster with the rest, and he went out in flic afti
did our ladies, to see how it was done, and had a chance to be
my
id aize.
satisfied, as we added nine to our Cat
We spent, three weeks at this place fish
We
weather would allow, except Sundays, and our ami
da pond
Some days
for any day was twelve.
where they were small, runningfro'ma quarter to a pound aud
quarter, we would catch at least a hundred.
Every day we had many things to remember, aud which
would doubtless prove interesting, but I will only relate one
experience, and then begin where I
For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.
giving you the information indicated.
IN
We bad become quiteintimate with "Ed
one. of the. jolliest fellows we ever met. and one morning lie
Pond to show us where tie
OFTEN see an inquiry in your valuable paper from some started for Monsonnot
being in the rlghl
I sportsman, asking where good trout fishing can be had, found. Ihe fish
through the W0i
l«,a
easy of access, and propose giving you the benefit of a trip I small pond rarely visited, and where he verj
took in the fall of 1874, and from which I derived more a flj had ever been cast. We had been at w> q
hout a Sign, when I saw a break
d beauties,
pleasure than any previous search all
aud proceeded to put my flics "wlm
although I had previously visited the Middle Dam, llichardlie at least, as I thought
but
!
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From where we

lidilli

I

Ill

ma by
hada

at surprised

after l>.
the fish,

irLly

only weighing two pounds.
rise near him, and at once ptit

md

and with a
same condition as mine.

over

fifes

in the

,

lowbut

He

'lash

li

rad was

also saved his fish,

which

Monson Fond, there was nothing
After returning wo Btrung new

Our spare rods being

at
li™.

should conirneni e using the fly,
to do so, although we thought
titti. J everything being
ready, we shoved from the shore, ami commenced our sport,
our ideas,, heing jnst right. When perl]
eighth of a miie from shore the wind ceased instantly, and we
Ed.

and

finally prevailed

upon him

1

I

at once, when llie air seemed fall of
ion the surface of the water.
Almost

home

to start for

Lba pond seemed full of flsh, jumping out, in all
'"'in I uever expect to see again.
b. a
struck them right and left, and lauded them as fast as
de, and the mouth of eveiy fish was full of these black
Our guide caught
Hie«., about the size of out common hpuse-lly.
his lirsl fish, and lie will never catch one' that; will give him
more play, and tax his skill more than that one did. After the
carefully laid the rod dowu with the re
murk that, "He would paddle us just where we wanted, as
he had had fun enough for one day, and more than iu all the
He has made two hue
fish lie had ever caught with bait."
aombeam Ay rods,'''' and can now hold his own with any one.
Within a radius of seventeen miles there are. thirty two
ponds all full Of flsh and right here I wish to say thai the
Lian any 1 have ever seen.
darefi
trout h
do
Hebron, .Monson. Spectacle,
The names of the ponds are
Bog Stream, Bell (3), McLan,
Bunkei (»)
North Moors, Bear. South Seni ir, South Junior, Meadow,
Meadow Stream. No. 18, Grindstone, Buttermilk. Benson,
Long Hedgehog, Big Indian, Little
gliip
Theeountry is mountainous,
Indian. Herring and Greenleaf.
affording some of the finest views possible, and anyone loving
mnol help being pleased by a visit, to that section,
nature
instantly

i
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ot fishing.
especially ii eorhhined with the, ani,
I am informed from perfectly reliable authority that Ship
1,

.

Pond contains land-locked salmon in abundance, but cannot
am reserving that pleasure
speak from my own knowledge
:

my

for

finals,

in

greatest drawback

The

Monson

is the lack of suitable
readily overcome, and I would
there to obtain a birch or a light
or near Bangor, or at Moosehead
:l1

difficulty can be

which

recommend any one going
boat, which, can he had at
Lake.

Anyone calling upon B. K. Haynes, postmaster, will derive
what information they may require, and make llie acquaintance of one of the lust fellows to be found, ready to meet a
brother sportsman, and assist him on almost every occasion.
NliOLAM.

Bustox, March

IT, 1877.
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ACROSS COUNTRY IN FLORIDA.
Maxiiakik, April '-'T, 1S77.
ahead in the wood, with a greeting
extending around both flanks of his bronzed face, audi
reined up for a few minutes' chat.
inu know bow the roads are between this and St.
Augustine?"
to drive over?"

SAW Farmer T.

I

T.'s countenance assumes an expression of good-natured,
friendly interest, ami he proceeds:
il
Well, the roads are pretty bad, and you'll have to go
ain lately, and you won't
Tiitre has dot lie
slow,
ik-tler look out 'for bears,
haVe much trouble at, th lords,
xe along with you."
though, and you want to
,\ere bad, with a full consciousness of
When he sal,'
what bad roadsare in Floi la, I felt a rifle discouraged, fori had
want to wear out the one
a good h.M'Se and buggy, ml did not
and smash up the'other. When be spoke of fords I mentally
but when bears were mentioned, it
forded" and fell chilly
question within between inlimidationand unbelief, with
the chances in favor of the former: for I knew T. was an old
:i

t

1

1

;

:

1

stager on the route.
I experienced a partial relief, however, when he advised
taking an axe along, and inwardly commended his caution.
\VhatV-lse could it be for but to kill the bears ? But why not a
"
It; woukl be much more agreeable, as well
rrmiiusti
1!

at a convenient distance—
to
ad -shoot the bear, than to go up an
Bill then T was
on the head or chop at him vigorously.
no sportsman. 1 doubtfully asked at. length what the axe

as

more sportsmanlike,

I

I

I

,

.

,

1

:

1

hi'm

was

for.

want

,n

to

if

chop

fallen trees

out of the road."

always take an axe f" I continued.
" Always,""

"Do you

" Ever bad occasion to use it f
" Well, n no] /haven't yet, but then?/"" may."
"

I

see."

"You

want

to start

about

five iu

the morning: that's what

I do,"
-•

What time do you

get,

there?"

"About, six at night.' 1
" How far is it?"
"Thirty-eight miles."

"Why, confound

it,

leans— only

Hint's thirteen

three miles

an hour'."
friend with a few more questions, and the next
armed with a map of the road, which he kindly
.-I'
For ten miles or
a seven o'clock start.
fm-nish'ed
more the road runs westerly toward the ocean the old King's
ill" and St. Augustine is then interKoad
,

morning-,

,

'

i'

,-

!

sected, aufthereoi

thelonj

I

srapli

11

polesand deeply
eity.
The roads

tm
Human hands
generally, are born, not, made.
not to smooth their ruggedness or direct their
all probability the cattle first surveyed it aud
and somebody's cart wheels followed the narrow
When any
thenceforth became a settled road.
too miry or rough for the native's cart
part becomes
or some fallen tree blocks the way, a .switch-out, is made
over more advantageous ground, aud the switch becomes a
leave the prosperous
permanent section of the road.
farms and groves of Mandarin, plunge into the ever present
pine woods, with the trees stalking about, us as if engaged in
a huge cotillion. When we slow down to a walk the measure

woni n

in Florida,
toiled
In
course.
lined it, out,
path, which

have

We

tl

light
md then we
the Inevitable M branch " at
again to resume the mazy dance with our high
friends, and stop lo view the land once more when we think
they have jigged it long enough.
We pass one farm after another, the distances between
gradually increasing, and the rail fences making crazy lines
beside us.
Often, exiled cattle are staring between the rails
with wistful eyes, and undoubtedly empty stomachs, at the
us going on within, and'ere the harvest be gathered
some of them will softly lift the rails With their horns, throw
them uuder foot and skip over lo sample the crop he farmer so
carefully tends.
Out then will come the dog, perhaps several
of them': angry barks will fill the air; the fight grows hot,
but the cattle will hud intervals in it forrefreshing bites at the
vegetation, keeping eyes and leans dogward, ami giving frequent tierce hinges at the ermines, who' speedily retreat under
the charge to return again as soon as safety permits.
The
farmer's Form appears upon the scene, and the curtain falls on
cattle hastily running for the woods, farmer laying up his
fence with that complacency born of long endurance- of such
intrusions, and discomforted dog. the only angry one iu the
party, at, his master's heels, looking sullenly through he rails
towards his retreating foes. Bine orange groves grace many
of these farms, and the farmer's humble domicile, with its mot'
below the glistening tops of his orange trees, stands in the grateful shade.
profusion of rose bushes, flowering pomegranates,
oleanders anil crepe myrtles are scattered about, mulberry
trees are specked red with their ripening berries, and an air of
The
thrifty, contented indolence pervades the whole scene.
dog fiend, invariably present, arouses at, OUT approach and lifts
his miserable howl at US without waiting to see that we shall
not enter bis domain. Long alter we are by he keeps up bis
noisy racket, which each succeeding moment rentiers fainter
as we speed along.
The sun is half way up the sky when we enter a labyrinth
It is
of shade, which marks the approach to our first ford.
Densely shaded, inky water, and a
also our worst, one.
varying bottom, over which great roots are stretched, making
"
This is Rooty Ford; probably
the jolting most unpleasant.
named after its most obnoxious feature. The waters have
laved countless swamp plants into crowded existence by its
borders, whose full flowering season has hardly yet arrived.
Other eyes than ours must look upon their perfect glory a few
weeks hence, when the air becomes less bleak and the waters
grow warm. ~\Vo splash into the ford and bump along over
The present, bump is nothing, however it is the
the KDOtS,
continual expectation of the one to come that awakens our
caution and unstrings our nerves— the dread in wailing and
not knowing how formidable will lie the jolt nor what, moment
Every moment we brace up our minds for it,
it will arrive.
in an interval of involuntary
hut all in vain; we come upon
relaxation, and are bouticed over iu a demoralized state of

trees are sol

;

,

,
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I
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;

it.

mental unfitness.

The deepest, part, of the ford is suddenly reached by a short,
sharp descent, steep enough for the roof of a house in a very
rainy country. The horse stops but, not caring to gel out,
or to remain long afloat in a craft in which the water comes
leaking through the bottom, we spur him along, his head
uplifted and the top of our wagon-box within an mch or two
of being overflowed.
From out the black waters the arcs of our wheels rise like four
red rainbows, with the improvement on nature's of being neatly
lined with black paint. Our wagon seems a li' inting chariot, surrounded with its rainbow superfluities, and with a little more
imagination we might, fancy our submerged steed a swan. It
But
is only a slight impediment that he is red aud has ears.
Away with « man
shall fancy be put to flight by such trifles?
(or woman) who can't, fancy a red swan with cars. Let the
mind just, grapple first with the redness of the swan, and
having successfully digested this peculiarity, the ears will
Trv if.
come about with le'-sdilivulh
The passing glance WC g n about us reveals the embowered
stream on either side, stretching away with winding course
within its cool retreat, beneath whose vaulted roof of livinggreen the smooth, ebonylike floor moves softly along iu
know not whence it comes,
never-ending continuation.
but whither it goes we know, for its name is Julingtou, and
Encouraged to leave
it joins the St. Johns near Mandarin.
the scene, our red swan drops the role imposed upon it, develops the quadruped of its nature out, of the- watery depths,
and pricks up his ears with lively satisfaction at land travel
;

,

We

Thus we pass this modern river of Styx (or roots),
and rising a slope, cuter a nourishing colored settlement: all
South Carolina' darkies, who after the war found things so
lively at home that they performed this pilgrimage in colony
shape, and gained a peaceful abode by the homestead process.
Here, unmolested, they can swing their hoes with all the recklessness, if not, the grace, a violinist gives his bow, lure the
again.

,,

irn

,1

to

fasseled

height,

grind

its

:i

Here, also, resides the colored preacher-, who makes the
tive.
journey on Sunday to hear the professor preach to the white
people, and goes Home after a vigorous -'cramming" to fill
his own pulpit and win mark, d distinction among his own
race.
We can imagine the unction with which he must hold
forth, and the ravs of genius an. problems ot religious learning, showered too thick and fast, and I fear, also, loo tangled
up for comprehension, upon his open mouthed, sable congreI

gation.

leave the black settlement.; it is an appropriate
background for the black stream on whose bank it stands,
and -when a couple of miles away, curve into the old,
Until late .years a stage perroughly-worn King's tioad.
formed what passenger traffic there was over it between
Jacksonville and St. Augustine, and although the journey
over its forty miles must 'have been wearisome, and the jolting something- long to be remembered, it was probably as
desirable a trip then as the route, up the river from Jacksonwooden
ville, by slow, wheezy boat, to Tocoi, and over the
mule
rails on the wretched" truck of those days, drawn by
power. Now, however, the business of the King's highway
speed the
is gone, and the fast, comfortable river steamers
travelers to where the wooden track and all its
throng
appurtenances are supplanted by iron rails and the well
appointed trains, and where the steed with coat of mail and

But we
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fire

the King's

road then

is

Sul

Dili
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is to prevent the fires in the woods froin
industrious labors end in smoke.

takes the place of the time-dishonored mule.

making

all

of

1-1

From Ham's house some

twenty-three miles of road lay
before us, antl not a sign of human life did we see in all of it,
except an humble pedestrian, who, on being hailed, tlew the
African flag; was out one day from Jacksonville, bound to
St. Augustine; all well, and said nothing about, being reported. From a sense of kindness, however, I here report
him, and doubt not that at the rate he theu carried sail he
made a timely arrival.
The country seems higher since leaving Rooty Ford, with
occasional flat depressions ending in sluggish streams, winch
cross our mail, a marked example being the watershed to
Durbin Creek, a tributary or fork of Juliugton. Here, for
the distance of at least a mile, aud a breadth as far as v,
see, the land falls at an angle of about fifteen degrees, with
the even flatness of a shingled roof, and terminates in the
narrow, deep stream, which offers our only remaining ford of
consequence.
By the roadside on onr journey we see
heather aud blue and pink lubius in bloom;' iu the low pine
lands are the paw-paw and carnivorous pitcher plant (sarac-aiiit), and
in the swampy glades are beginners slraighlly
climbing the bark of the pine and cypress, yellow jassamines
iu a tangled snarl among the azaleas, the bright blooms of the
dogwood tree, the shining leaves of the magnolia, and low
down ou the ground the pure white petals of the swamp lily
and unopened buds of the calla. The sandy road is full of
the footprints of animals, some being of the roving cattle and
Some of deer, bears and smaller kinds, whose names we are
more or less uncertain about, and the wild turkey, with the
rest, comes out and puts his foot down iu the sand for the
"What they all are doing that they
interest of the passer by.
do not show bodily form to us we cannot tell, but are afterwards partly compensated for their inattention by the sight of
four dollars' worth of dead turkey hung to the saddle of a
butternut hunter, whose face is turned toward the city of
antiquity aud hotels.
As we near St. Augustine the cattle have a more thrifty
look, doubtless in some measure due to the odor of the salt
air which the sea breeze wafts to our nostrils.
Four miles
away groans old ocean; we can hear his inulllcd roar, and
above the sandy ridges soon spy the white shafts of both old
and new light houses, whose "pillar of fire by night. dJ
'Down from
cloud by day" we are right glad to see.
the pine woods we turn on San Sebastian's sandy- beach,
where whole armies of "fiddlers" are scurrying to
their holes aud marvellously disappear while we are looking
at them, vanishing as huge raindrops when they strike the
Having only one claw apiece all round, who can
earth.
blame them for getting away so quickly out of danger.
When we leave the beach it is after passing two or three
line residences and to gain the shell road, where houses are
dotted about, and a new palatial structure lowers above them
The voice of the billows ou the far beach become more
all.
sonorous; ocean's expanse, specked with the sails of tiny craft,
stretches beyond tbe-light houses as far as eye can see"; Fort
Marion's dark outline is on the left, aud straight befon
stand the isolated coquiua gate-posts Of the ancient city.
Many approach its strange old precincts by rail, some by
billowy sea, and but few come dowu upon it as we did— by
0. D, D.
the old highway.
'

gritty grains to

hominy, aud then, with nature's grinders, grind again until
the whole be bolted.
We are. eight miles from home, but yet not in a strange
land, for do not these dusky denizens come to US for hire, get
up in "de cool" of the morning and do the distance in time to
begin the working day for those who hire them: shoes carried
under their arms, for economy's sake, or in a handkerchief
hung to a stick over their shoulders, aud their black skins,
horse's fetlock, going with the action of a locomohard as

lungs oi

strike

house to be seen
,,,! thai
one is but a mile or two away from us. OtU map Baj
Davis, Little Davis, Sam Moran.
Now, we looked hard
seethe habitation or person of both Big Davis aud Little
Davis, the latter being doubtless the sou of the former, but.
the dwelling of Sam Moran greeted our view without, our
having seen any sign of the Davises, and we concluded they
had moved their houses back from the road and were busy out
of our range.
We found out afterward, though, that two Insignificant brooks were denoted by these names, and regri
that we had already embalmed in our memory the, stalwart,
venerable Davis, senior, and his more deminutive descendant.
Sam Moran, before alluded to, is a colored man, who has
whatever pleasure there is in living miles away from any
human being. Doubtless he is contented. Whenever he
feels a desire to see others he can go tu them
and when he
wants to be undisturbed and let alone, not a step from boine
has he to go to secure these important blessings. The woods
teem with game, and he is probably not a stranger to the way
of obtaining it.
For the rest he can look to his field for
lotatoes and hominy, and an occasional tramp to the
store will yield bacon.
Enclosing his plantation we see a
well-developed earthwork, and arc lost for awhile wondering
what foe this defence is erected against in a country where
peaceful times prevail. Could it be that he has a mother-inlaw, from whom he has vainly sought refuge? At length,
when we came to where our road is ablaze with burning
grass, it dawns upon our understanding that his embankment
-

,
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HISTORICAL SCENES AND PLACES AT
flAGARA.
Niagara
ALL around
but seldom

are grounds historical, some of which
visited by the tourist, and stranger, aud yet
are
which are quaiutand beautiful places. The traveler who only
looks upon and is absorbed by the mighty falling of the water,
and theu turns away and retraces his steps homeward, has left
many scenes behind which would have charmed him, scenes

very familiar to every angler in the neighborhood. I
snow file reader these places and pub out favorite

too,

intend to

I

spots for angling, well

knowing

1

am

that they will enjoy the scenery

and

guiding only sportsmen,

aud be thankful

for the

information.

Coming

we

out,

from

either the Cataract or International Hotel

Wc

keep the margin of the river .•mi
turn to the right.
up against the stream, for our way lies east. We pass

beat

the rapids and the head of Goat's Island, leaving the, turbulence
and noise of the rushing waters behind us. The river ahead
Sail boats are skimming the
of us is running smoothly on.
Not yet a hall" mile from the hotel, and opposite to
waters.
us across the river is one of Gen. Scott's battle grounds
Chippewa. Here within ten minutes of the Falls is a favorite
in May aud June black buss and pike are
fishing place,
abundant, and standing here on these canal piers the lover of
This is the "Old French landthis Sport may enjoy himself.
ing."
Just above us is a little island called "Grass Island,"
whose green shows bright in its home of blue.
Still keeping by the margin of the river, about a mile farther
Built
on, and we are on the grounds of old Fort Schlosser.
,

:

,

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
first, the fort, was also burnt by Minn in
wnn. Two years thereafter
by Capt. Joseph SchlQSScr, of the British army,

by the French at
i.

i;,i

ii

iM.ni tin- riviiisii in

rebuilt

who wns

Some

afterward promoted to Colonel arid died here.

below when' we are now standing, rises an
which the French built, theirliarraeks.
lire a few
apple trees, the remains of the pioneer
it
orchard of those now world-famed Niagara County apples.
Opposite to us, and lying near the Canadian shore, is Nayy
Island, held by the French in 1750, where their reinforcements were lauded during the seige of Fort Niagara. Above,
and east, of this island, lying very" closely together, separated
iv a small creek, are Grand and Buckhorn Islands.
At
the mouth of this creek the French burnt the two vessels that
brought them reinforcements, and ever since this Creek,
bay, lias been known as Burnt Ship Bay. This place in the
Ing teems with perch, and all around the bars of Navy
These places are the favorite
bass arc abundant.
fifty or sixty roils

old stone chimney, around
ii

i

'

of Buffalo people, more so than the Falls themselves.
-,'
sles, sloping to lire water, these creeks and bays
indeed beautiful. Here one rests, that constant jarring,
roaring, rumbling water is below us, restrained and softened
the sound reaches us more like distant music.
AVc are out of
the whirlwind and storm, into smooth, calm harbor.
.Inst above this old fort where we are standing are two
lands, Gill Creek and Stony, beautiful too in their
summer foliage of green.
pass on a few rods farther up.
and we eome to the remains of the old Store-house, once th«
ding-place of the tourist, before the network of railroads
spread out over the country. Only a few piles nov
remain, to which little skiffs are fastened, whose occupant
||
busily enjoying the quick jerk and steady fight of th
plucky little rock bass. Another island Corner's— in ou
front, invites our eye with its cooling green and undisturbed
Three miles above us is the village of La Salle. Toreach
quiet,
we pass through one continuous orchard of peach, pear
Ll
and apple trees. Here was built by La Salle the first vessel
thai floated on the tipper lakes.
It is now the latter pari, of
April, and along the banks of this creek that empties its waters into Hie river area hundred boys, ragged, rosy-cheeked,
boys, with large strings of bass, perch and sunflsh.
One half of the number are true Niagara sportsmen, too young
yet to haul seine or shoot game out of season.
Here too they
have a novel way of taking the black bass. Sailing a boat
close to the shores, layinglhe edge well down to the water,
they crowd the fisli who, Tor want of room, turn, leap, and
fall victims in the bottom of the boat.
Forty odd, 1 believe,
lias been one successful evening's sport, in this way.
lielurning we cross the Suspension Bridge and pass to
Chippewa, once a thriving place in the direct line of travel,
but now a "deserted village." with fine brick blocks crumbling and wasting away.
Nearly every building is a ruin.
Boarded up windows, rotten lintels, and fallen stoops give
one a subject for thought. How truly the lines of commerce
make or unmake us. No wonder we make a manly fight
rather than have these lines run around us.
This is one of
Scott's earliest, battle grouuds.
On the morning of the 4th of
•Inly, 1814, General Scott was ordered forward from Fort
Lrie to attack the British commander at Chippewa. He was
followed by Gen. Porter's volunteers and other reiuforeeinents.
Only Scott's brigade was actually engaged in the
battle, some thirteen hundred men.
The British force numil
about three thousand. On the morning of the 6th,
about 5 o'clock, the action began. The Americans were attacked by the Canadian militia and Indian allies. A brilliant
bayonet, charge by Major Jessup in the midst of a destructive
lire from the British troops ended the battle, and the victory
was with the Americans. The Americans lost in killed,
wounded and missing, three hundred and twenty-eight.
The result of this battle was very gratifying to the American
people.
This is the latter part of May, we spend the afternoon here,
and have not done extra well unless wr e have at least two
i

We

ii

—

hundred perch each to show for our sport.
About two miles and a half below this battle ground, and
be Falls is the battle ground called Lundy's Lane. It
is more often visited because of its near access to the great
hoi els, and towers here are erected for the sight-seer.
Few
look upon it as the scene of a great battle, but, think of it as a
mere skirmish ground. It was, however, before our great
rebellion, the most sternly contested bit of ground in America.
It. was four o'clock in the afternoon
of the 25th of July that
Scott, led his brigade from camp, and after a march of two
indes and a half came up with the enemy posted on this

They had

ground.

a position

of great strength, defended with
nine pieces of artillery.
Around this battery the battle raged.
After Col. Miller's "I will try, sir," the battery was capt mcd.
The British made three desperate charges afterwards to regain
The last struggle for mastery was
their guns in the darkness.
fi :n fill
laud to band, friend and foe iiitermiugled, but the
Means were determined to hold what they had so desper',iiiied, and the. British were again forced to retreat.
Dg the night, the Americans were ordered to fall back :
they were unable to take the captured cannon with them, and
:i| left the smaller pieces down the* hill.
In the morning
the British recovered their guns and claimed the victory.
Seven miles below the Falls is the village of Lewiston, opposite to which stands Queenstown, during the war of 1813 a
fortified British post,.
The ride to Lewiston along the banks
of Hie Niagara is superb.
Below you in the deep gorge rolls
Niagara; every minute the waters and banks are changing.
There is a panorama passing before the eye, and every painting is a picture ou a grand scale, and when on the brow of the
mountain you pause, what a grand sight breaks on your
view!
The river like a great serpent in view for seven miles,
the lake beyond. At your feet the spires and homes of Lewiston look like minature toys.
Rich agricultural lands with
their fine, orchards and happy farm homes are stretching away
for miles.
You have been at Niagara and yet. not, here per*
li.il',
have gone to Europe for such a set ne as this, which
nowhere in the world is surpassed. During the war of 1812
Lewiston was occupied by the " Army of the Centre " under
Gen. Van Rensselaer, and under him on the 13th of October
Eoughl tie- liattle of (Queenstown Heights.
Capt. Wool,
alter several desperate charges, succeeded in carrying the
ligl
and driving the British down the hill. Soon after
lien. Crock arrived aud attempted to gain the heights again,
but his troops weie rbiven back in great disorder, and he fell
Again the Bril ish returned to the charge,
mortally wounded.

are fine, and it is a quiet, pleasant drive.
You pass through
the village of Lewiston and behold one of those quaint frontier

towns of " ye olden time." All the. years thai, have broghtu
us up to our Centennial has the village slept, and decayed like
Rip Van Winkle's gun. Perhaps there may be another story
and a different one to tell when we come to our second Centennial.

Ipposite to Port Niagara, which is now garrisoned by one
of L'. S, troops, are Port Mississmiga and the village
of Niagara, the latter an older settlement than any on the
American side of the river.
newspaper was published here
as early as [795. in 1702 the first session of the Parliament
of the Upper Province was held here.
It is a beautiful location and quite a, summer resort.
inileabove is Fort George,
now a ruin, at one lime during the year 1813 captured by
Scott and his followers.
Here are bass and perch in abundance, and also at Lewiston,
and when the herring are running there is business for all,
they will fight a good battle and must be handled with care
on account of their tender mouths.
Hiijam E. GniFFirrr.

am were

they driven back reinforcements having arafternoon they renewed their exertions
the Americans were almost exhausted with fatigue; their
iltion mostly spent, and their reinforcements refused to
.tush the river to their aid. and a surrender was all that was
left to the brave men.
The fine monument across the way
was reared to the memory of Gen. Brock.
Still farther below us and seven miles from Lewiston, where
the river joins with Luke Ontario, is Fort Niagara,
The roads
,i

'
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;
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Baird from Louisville, Ky., taken in the Ohio River
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BASS AND SHAD IN THE SUSQUE-

HANNA.
SOME seven years ago a party of gentlemen interested themselves in the stocking of the Susquehanna River with bass,
and by their exertions raised three or four hundred dollars,
with which they purchased at the Potomac river, about the
same number of black bass, and introduced them into the river
At the same time a law was passed by the legisat this point.
lature prohibiting the catching either of bass or Susquehanna
ssdmaii (Lutiop&rca anwrimna) for three years.
From the expiration of that time the catch has been abundant, increasing
with each year. The bass has become the monarch of the
stream, devouring or extirpating most of its finny rivals.
In 1878 the State Game Association presented to the legislature a general game law which was passed, but in the transcribing of
the word " out-line " was inserted, and the bill in this
shape was signed by the Governor without this change being
discovered.
A large number of both bass and salmon has been
destroyed by this means. Last year this defect, was to be corrected, and other amendments to the general law passed, but
it,

month earlier than usual the bill
Next year it will be changed without

the legislature adjourning a
fell for

want of time.

doubt.

There are several points on the river where bass fishing is
Clark's Ferry Dam, Dauphin, Cove,
at, others.
Middletown and Conway's Falls are among the best.
On a good day from thirty to sixty pounds can be caught by a

better lhan

Pockrille,

skillful angler.

Last winter there was an immense ice gorge in the Susquehanna above Columbia, and when the thaw came if forced its
way through the dam at that place, on the York County side.
making a break at one place of two hundred feet. Through
this fish way he shad have passed up the river in large mmibers.
t

The water has been too high

for successful

fishing;

but

at

Sills.

EXPERIMENT "WITH LOBSTERS.

A

Chahiestowx. N.
asd Stream:

FonF.sT

i

If..

May

lo, 1877.

On Thursday

the PJth of April. 1877, I received from
Young, Boston, thirteen full grown living
lobsters in good condition.
They were immediately placed 'in
a tank containing thirty gallons of ocean water.
The water in the tank was kepi agitated >un\ tcrated by a
constantly revolving wheel.
The object of this experiment
was to ascertain whether lobsters could lie kept alive long
enough in close confinement and away from the ocean to survive the journey to California.
The results of the experiment were very gratifying. All the lobsters lived ten days,
and six of them lived fifteen days. As the journey to California requires only seven days this leaves a very encouraging
Messrs. Johnson

&

margin.
I give below the daily progress of the experiment.
April 19, first day.— Lobstersarrived at noon at die Co'd Spring Trout
Pond-, Charlcstown, New Hatupehlre, anil were placed in a lank containing thirty gallons of ocean water.
April 20, second day.— Lobsters doing well.
April 21, third day.— No change.
April 22, fourth day.—No change In lobsters. The waicr tias become
somewhat discolored, riueed some tlsli and beef in die tank for the
lobsters to feed upon.
April n, fifth day.— Lobsters appeared a little weaker.
The water
agood deal discolored, and has a strong odor of asphaltum, with which
the Inside of the tank is coated. At noon took out fifteen gallons of
the old water from the lank, and replaced It with the same quantity of
fresli ocean water.
Removed the rteh, which 1 found the lobsters had
not touched.
April 24, sixth day.— Lobsters seem stronger and livelier, and even
in belter condition than when they first arrived.
April 25, seventh, day.— Lobsters stronger than ever.
Pot in four
gallons of fresh ocean water. The lobsters, u" taking Ihe actual journey
to the Pacific coast, would be due to arrive ai San Francisco to-day at
5:30 r. X.
April 26, eighth day.— Water looks quite tool to-day, and lias alight,
milky tinge. One large lobatet climbed over the side of the lank today. Returned him to the tank, ami added two gallons of fresh pecan
water.
April 28, ninth day.— No change.
April la, teuthday
ak and fall1

iug to-day.

Gave

al

in

e

April 30, eleventh
-The lobsters appeared to have ben lighting.
Six of Uiu larger lobsters were dead, all ol' which wcie found 10 be
more or less injured by having been crushed by the claws of the others.
Water had a foul odor to-day. Found Unit they had not eaten any of
the beef which had been giveu them. Removed the beef and gave them
eight gallons ol sea water.

May 1, twelfth d.iy.— The remaining lobsters arc Id good
May 2, thirteenth day.— Lobsters weaker.
May B, fourteenth day.— Lobsters weaker.
Hay 4, fifteenth day.— Lobsters still failing.
May 5, sixteenth day.— Only one ur two lobsters with any
Mav

B,

seventeenth day.— Lobsters

all

condition.

life in tueni.

dead.

Newport, on the Juniata, thirty miles above this point, the fish
have been arrested by another dam, and have, been caught, in

Lll INoSTOX .SlONE.

great, quantity.

Newport,

at

the time

when shad

fisheries flourished,

of the most important places on the river.

shad supplied

all

came a valuable

the

demand they were

article of

commerce.

was one

After the fresh

salted

down, and be-

The people along

river are greatly interested iu the revival of the fisheries,
the catch at

Newport

this season gives the greatest

and

encourage-

struction in the river be removed.

A

committee of the legislature were in Columbia

inspecting the fishway that

by the

State.

was constructed

The committee has

conclusion thai the fishway
that the shad

is

a

several years ago

pretty generally

failure,

it

come

ice,

but

he fishway another trial. They
water bailiffs to watch the fishermen

(he commissioners will give
efficient

to the

being evidenl to them

had come through the break made by the

have appointed

week

this

I

who

have been in the habit of shingling the fiver
below the dam to frighten the shad and drive them back into
their own nets.
The bailiffs have made a number of arrests,
and the Offenders will be tried. The break in the dam is
the only way for shad that has been successful since it
at

Columbia,

has been constructed, and the test of this is that they are never
at Ibis point or above it, unless there is a break or

caught

DESicntrcriox of Fish bt Poi.mjteo Waters.— Our corres" T. Films," of Alleghany City, Ta., writes, under
May 7th, recording an instance Of destruction of fish

pondent,
date of

by

polluted water, quite serious in
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With a varied and
whose natural

States

South.

I

impute

rich fauna there

history is so

is

little

i'Ia.,

Feb.

IS,

1STT.

no part of the United

known

as that

of

the

this to three causes

I. That our educational system looks alone to the study of
the classics and the higher mathematics, without reference to
the ultimate end of both— Science.
11. 'that to a singularly
acute perception, the Southerner unites feeble powers of acIII. The want ol' a great
curate and close observation.
journal like the l'"hi:-r and Stuea.m, which unites til
I popular mode ol
stating facte, with the unerring dciiuelio
pe
I must add, also, another reason tor this deficiency in recorded facts in natural history iu the South, ft has l»rn a
hard struggle with us all to keep the traditional wolf from the>
many a
door. Many a fact would have been recorded
pleasing "wood-note wild," horn accomplished pen-, would
have enriched the pages of journals like yours, hut, lor the
hard toil necessary 10 procure even ihe noee.-sari.-s of life.
Oanoantejlorestiw.
About the lime when you of tlie North Land think of
putting on another overcoat; about the time when you heap
ihe glowing grate high with sparkling anthracite about, the
time "when you draw close about the cheerful blaze and call
for that Old, old iimphnid; when the mellow light dimci-s iu
Ihe darksome halls of the cobwebbed bottles— say ni
of February, some soft, balmy morning— we, of Ihe
first,
South Land, are' awakened by soft, plaintive notes thrilling
upon the lambent air.
These eome from the throats of a little lady and gentleman,
dressed iu the prevailing fashionable color -deep blue null red.
"The blue birds have Come, papal" isthe gleeful announcement from several Utile ladies and gentlemen, "who crowd into
my bed-room to render me fully certain of 11 fact of which 1
have been lazily and dreamily conscious for the hist half hour.
Yes, the blue hints have fiOhJCj »ml wilh ihciu come blue
skies and soft airs, which have stolen their fragrance from isles
deep set in far-oil' seas, whose sweetness Ihe robber— wind -The hist, business of the blue b
could not all steal.
us is te make himself a special policeman, for he is a pugnacious bird.
certain territory is allotted to each
when they hud that bluejays, shrikes and jorces arc much too
plentiful for safety and comfort, they call 'in the neighboring
pairs, by a process similar- leaving out tlie blazing cioss— to
A messenger is seal
that, which they adopt in (he Highlands.
Usually a female, to bring in all the old detective hi
Ffyuohc-like reputation.
They come and range themselves
along the line of fence inhabited by the felon birds.
These,
as if aware that they are to be routed in Ihe most II
manner, skulk under the bushes; and the chief villain among
t

,-

;

ScsfjcEiiAXSA.

freshet.

SOME SOUTHERN WOOD NOTES.

the

Public opinion on the subject will demand that the ob-

ment.

I

;

,,

,

to Prof,

character and extent,

"Last week the plug was drawn from a large tank of ammonia water at the gasworks at Little Washington the fluid
;

ran slowly into Catfish Creek, killing quickly countless numOne boy discovered thirteen under one board
bers of fish.
As soonaa the effect was
the largest nine inches in length.
ascertained, a man was sent to have the water shut, off, which
was done. Only two feet had been drawn, while six times
It is believed bat, every
ibal, amount, remained in the tank.
fish in Cattish Creek was killed, and all, or nearly all, in Oharliei's Creek for half a mile below the mouth of Cattish.
The same thing was done a number of years ago, when wo or
three boys lost their lives, it is supposed by swimming in the
il
waler.
Suit is to be entered immediately, we
understand, byt.he Fish Commissioner of this city against, the
;

I

I

,

gas company. The streams iu this country were Stocked unThe gas company plead ignorance of
der his supervision.
This may palliate their
the etfeels of ammonia water on fish.
Offense so far as the public sentiment goes, but WiJl be no defense iu the eyes of the law."
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DWARFED MASKALONGE.

perching hiin

twig of n wild cherry tree, from whence he can dart
upon sparrows, now hides in the tall grass. A. grave and
solemn old blue bird now makes an animated speech, as long
In u few
of Ben Kill's, and gives the signal of battle.

moments

feathered rascals go wildly c,
lie fields, pursued by the blue coats, who. 'if they eraill their adversaries, at least can strike a wholesome awe
into the robber crew.
1
am sorry to record that the blue bird, usually so tenacious
of his own rights, and scrupulously averse to larceny oi any
kind, yet. has his moments of mental aberration, when his no".
tions of nv !</?», tt tiiuin are sadly mixed.
TJje house-martin, another pugnacious bird, comes about a
house is usually
month.' later than our blue-coated friend.
provided toi the martin. Among the well-to-do, this house IS
for birds, with
LXJll
painted and fn
ipleni, in front of their cabins. It
gourds
Among Hied;
dornil the domicile of Mons.
Martin.
wiih holes cut in th
martins so happy, some
The blue tajrds Beei
them away and take possess)
of their
bine together to ilri
homes. The while boys shoot the blue fellows wit
but the darkeys roll their while, eyes at their little friends, and
lib solemn scnlentiousncss, " Ef you can't tight, Martin,

elond

a

of

i

A

-'

i-

:•

you have

to git I"
bird, whose time of arrival

Another

and departure has been

You cross, for
noted, is the snipe {OaMnaga ioitwnH).
together, a piece of marshy land on your way to shoot
Some,
quails, and y 'iir dog never shows, any sign of a point.
day. however, wheii you have readied the. high land, you look
back and see " Dolly Yarden " turned into stone. You re"
Scnipe BCaipel" the well-known cry
trace your steps, and'
salute's your ears, and. as a cloud of feathers floats down the
,,u recognize the fact that tin' snipe have come.
Thai the snipe have regular laws governing their migraThat they have in the
tion in the South 1 do not believe.
North 1 feel equally as assured. Du Quoin, Illinois, the v
of that great
,all ganu
paradise
of such a character
Male. Thci
little

weeks

'

'.

i,

i

,,

i

lie

comes with
leaves With
a mystery

ke.

about the
n

Me ,reh, and
comes is

GrOUm

t.hut

b iddi

lr.ih of

a
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Another bird, eotigt-nei of the last mentioned, a shy, wild
That the woodcock
bird, is but little known at the South.
breeds in the South; that it breeds in some localities in vast
numbers, is so well established that it is unnecessary for me

No longer ago than last summer, while cutit.
the vines on the banks of the Ogechee, in order to
me room to fish for bream, I found a nest with six little,
wee woodcocks. The mother, with great round, amazed
eves was squatting under a chunk, within three feet of my
She happily believed heiself hidden, and I did not
hand.
1 doubt, indeed, if five hundred braces of
disturb that belief.
woodcock are killed one year with another in Georgia. Their
habitat is impenetrable swamps, marshy thickets, and the
wooded banks of streams. You shoot at the whirr of the
wings and the stream of feathers coming back to you is the
Shooting
only indication that your shot has been successful.
Some use
"iitirely nl short range, No. it shot is the best si/.e.
No. 13." No. (i is duck shot, under fifty yards.
About the 15th of October in our latitude, when some very
Blight frosts have tinged the trees with gold and red, you
wake up some tine sunny morning and determine to have a
to dwell

ting
give

upon

away

day with the woodcock. Quail shooting has become monotto bring
It, does not require any great degree of skill

onous.

a lazy bird which llies in a straight line, and which is
Ah what a difference
so fat that "he can scarcely fly at all.
Then, they fly as if possessed by the demon of
in December
Then if
swif'lness. and in all sorts of zigzags and curves!
vou can bag your double bird after the covey is up, you can

down

!

!

shoot
Well, you wish to have a day with the woodcock. You
Not.
take the shortest gun that you can find and the lightest.
less than 13 in the bore, for you wish to shoot 1 J oz. of No. 9
A gun that will drive her shot
It must be a good gun.
shot.
clean through the woodcock, for you rarely, if ever, retrieve
the wounded ones.
You use the best powder, Ely's wads and caps. You go
into that thicket which skirts the road, and your dog, who
looks at you disdainfully, as being out of your mind in coming to such a place for quails, now pauses, as she " snuffs the
You walk up to her and give her the word.
tainted gale."
vision of an enormously long bill, a large, bright eye, two
short, vigorous wings, accompanied by a wild effort to fly
over the tops of the flushes in complicated curves, and you
pull trigger! lunt it is done you know not, hut in less than a
i-nute you have in your h.v.i.1 a 30ok bird of full weight.
You congratulate yourself,
pierced, back, brain and heart.
for you shoot alone, on being in such good nerve this mornYou go deeper into the thicket, where the dog-rose and
ing.
the honeysuckle are mingled with the bamboo-brier and the
K&'buehes. Ha the dog is down. You kick the bunch of

A

!

briers and, as

Burns

says,
" By

theL—d,

fire!''

full grown woodcock careen wildly towards the
skie's, and you put in both barrels and never touch a bird!
Your dog looks mournfully and reproachfully at you. You
By
-unci; smitten, and your spirits fall below zero.
way of relief, you kick the dogi and tins act of justice having
been done, vou proceed. With much bad shooting and some
exceptionally good, you make up your bag, and by nightlall
you have a couple dozen birds, bagged under more difficulties

Yes, five

i

than vou can imagine.
Another remarkable feature about our autumn shooting is,
male birds,
that
ring to the
Whet
i

the North at

i

hi

,

or whether

the
thr

Wii

prom

i

.

FOBEST AND STREAM.

:mI,

ir<

North, full
of the South.

i

til

T

,al

:

Cleveland, Ohio, May 5; 1877,
Editor FohSst and Stream
I semi lo you by express a cast in plaster or what appears
to be a lull mown fisli. that weighed 'H oz.
It may be a
:

dwarfed maskalonge (7iW mubilby), or pickerel (E.hinutj),
I cannot determine positively which.
The colors resemble
those oi the yearling (or ISmonths fry) of both these fishes,
but the first was free from anv spots or burs common lo
them, even at this size or age. The cast represents the side
of the fish laid open so as to expose the roc and air bladder.
The former was fully ripe, and contained about 2,000 eggs,
the moat of which were readily pressed from the abdomen.
With respect to the early development of the roe (first part
of April) our fish here resembles very much the pickerel,
wdiich deposit their eggs some weeks before the maska'

longe, but

seldom,

it is

ever, these

if

last,

named

tail darker than the back al the tip; hair on
of nearly the same color as the bad; instead of white
P. wlmella. This species is quite rare in lliis part of the"
country.
1 think thai it
lives in ttests altogether, as I have
thi

:

Feel

as in

'in.'

ii

hollow lives.
Ii
has more of the habits
than the preceding, such as running a

in

'!'' -'quirnis

I

ii-

ii

,,:id

common

i<

jumping from one

red squirrel.

'

Reply.— "With all due
we are compelled to

similarity between the

say that

two

fish

we do

not recognize the

which he speaks

For-

of.

tunately for the success of our testimony, we have within
ten days had both the maskalonge and several pickerel in

our possession, which afforded every opportunity for comWe find in the first place that the head of the
maskalonge measures about One-fourth of the body that of
Dr. Sterling's plaster cast a greater length of head in proportion. The opercles or gill-covers of the two specimens
arc of quite different length and shape.
The fins are
located differently on the bodies. The dorsal fin of the
pickerel is subquadrate ; of the maskalonge rounded
tail
of pickerel deeply forked
maskalonge, lunated, with
rounded, lobes.
In color the maskalonge is a dcepish
brown, pale on side, and his characteristics are—numerous
rounded distinct pale yellowish or greyish spots which,
parison.

;

(G'/'linimf),

varying

in

color, as
to

are often

size,

confluent,

much

as the trout

Swain.

blackish on back and head

They

with red.

;

others greyish olive
;

the under

BUB ORDER GALL1N.E.

Una.

Mebjar/ris ijatlopttm.

"

1

I

SontU as the Saublo.
IJENCS PEDIQMCETKS.
J'alin'cctts plm-sinwilf*.

All oeoasloua

;

GENUS CCT'IDOXIA.
Cup,;/,,,, Uteu-piilo.
Baircl. Prairie chicken Or lien. Pinnated grouse.
Confined to the two lower tiers of counties from which it is almost exterminated. Formerly afew were seen along the St. Clair Kiver,
St.

m

county— a few may be still left. More rarely it is seen m Senessee
and Kent. Counties. Seems inclined to follow civilization, as was never
in any of these latter localities until after clearings
were made.
Clair

seen

Ummm

iimbMuts,

Steph.

It ulfed

grouse.

GENUS l.AGOPCS.
Willow grouse, white tarmigan. is found
limited numbers upon the mountains of Upper Penuinsula,
family PERDiciD.i.;.
Latioinis albiis.

Aird.

in

SIJB-FAMILV OUTYGIN.H.

GENUS ORTi'X.
Oi'tiix.

Bonap. Bob White.

I'irmiiianui:.

Quail.

OHUElt INSESSORES.

FAMILY TUUMUJ1.
GENUS TURDUS.

rwAiiidoHiw,
TwdtafuSaiMua.

;

Sharp-tailed grouse.

Kit.

Lower Michigan

more frequent in tlie Upper Peninsula.
Pedeacebea cohimbiamis. Burnt, Columbia sharp-tailed grouse, confined to the eastern snore of Lake Michigan; even there is
extremely
Visitor to

others

even in the same waters. We have seen spawners not over
six inches long
trout the same, in small brooks, where
they seldom attained a maximum weight of a quarter of a

Wild turkey.

FAMILV TKTBAON1U.K.
QBNUS CANACE.
"
.tmitiritxix.
Linn. Canada grouse, spruce partridge, Upper
PeniuBula and Pine Lands of northern part of Lower Peninsula, aB far

tinged

;

fins

They vary

Mlgra-

lory to Michigan.

blending into each

are not always reticulated.

Passenger pigeon; wild do,

GENUS ZENAIDUUA.
Bona]). Cornmou or Carolina dove.

The pickerel varies much in
does, some dark green, varying

golden or yellow olive on Ihe sides

c.m uNumi.'i!.

'mrisTKs.
£rl„pi.ilcs mitjraturi

Zenaiilura carolinensii.

Fins whitish yellow.

other.

RAS1KK8.

(llWeii

familv

;

;

i

of the

BTJAB0HE8.

respect to our learned correspond-

ent,

it

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

A

;

ma

on its haunches and curl
back; a thing I never Baw P,

its tail handsomely over its
voluaelbt.do.
Of its breeding habits I know nothing. I
captured a specimen of this species that had about an inch Of
its tail creamy white; probably a freak of nature,
as it is the
only one I ever saw so marked.
Chas. V. QoopHUB,

met with under live and twelve pounds weight, containing
spawn ripe and ready for the spawning bed.
The specimen was taken in the Mauiuee river the Oth of
April, and sent to me by Judge Potter, of Toledo, who
mentioned also that numbers of them had been caught for
some time, part by the fishermen in that locality before he
was able to procure the one represented. They were noticed
swimming in pairs side by side in the shallow water alone,
the river margin, with their snouts cutting the surface after
the manner of the maskalonge when approaching their
spawning grounds.
single specimen of this pigmy fish
might easily have been passed by as something only a little
ewrtous, but from the fact that [so many were seen and
caught. While conducting themselves after the manner of
aged and respectably grown fishes of their kind, would it
not be worth while to give them further attention.
While
waiting further developments on theMauinee, willsomeone,
believer in the survival of the fittest, give, his opinion.
Yours truly,
Dk. E. Sterling.

another, in the

t.o

It will also sit

fishes are

Tvr.hi*

,1

Cienel.

Stepb.

Balrd.

//,•/„..

Wood thrush.
Fawny or willow

thrush.

Alice's thrush.

Tunhi.i tmoonson i. Cab. Olive-backed or Swainaon thrush
y'linhm puiluni. Cab. Hermit thrush.

TwdiU migrotoriut. Linn. American robin.
in Michigan, as far North as Saginaw Bay.

Occaaioaally KinleM

pouud.
Uurpurhynchvs

—At Holberton's Sportsmen's Emporiu m, 102 Nassau street,
can be seen a pair of interlocked buck's horns, which are indeed a great curiosity, although the like has been seen before.
They came from Colorado, where they were found with
bones of the disjointed skeletons of the combatants

the

eking

f

Oca

portions of State.

.anally

Department of Osteology
Haven, Conn.

at

the Yale

Very common

in southern,

North as Sanilac County.

Ca.i>.
Cat h
FASIILYSAXIC0LIB.B,

visitor to Sanilac

Hi

and

cli.

GENDS SAXICOLA.
The wheat ear. An occasional aritumnal

St. Clair

assistant in the

New

as far

@aleotico2rt£a ctj/rolin^nsift.

lying-

Peabody Museum,

«en

thrasher.

bit.'.

COPIES.

Saxicola m„<»th>:

—Mr. Geo. Bird Grinnellhas been appointed

Brown

Cab.

)•»/««,

Mimits Puli/yhUim.

loose all around.

Counties.

GBNTJS SIALIA.

Blue bird. Appears in February or early In
Clair and Eaton Counties. Iu 1871 arrived in latter couuty

Sialia xialh.

March

in St.

Baird.

Jauuary W.

A WORD ABOUT FLYING SQUIRRELS.
(Pkrmnys

ERHAPS
PER:

Yohueella

Re0lm Mttapa.

none of our animals

jTple

id

most pa

rnal in habits';

Where they

n to peoi
for the
•nly they
.bundant,

as the flying squir

found

are

but

SUB FAMILY KKCU

BENDS KEG CLI

and Hudson/us.)

C

at all

nearly every dead tree having its fan
They are somewhat local in their dis
woods may contain large numbers, a 1 in others v ithin a mile
not one is to be found.
The most common and best known 3 (Pteromi/H olueAla) the
common flying squirrel of the Easter
about nine
ip of tail;
and a half to ten inches long fix
p of
color, light yellowish brown at
bene
tny white;
kauri full,
the hair white, to the roots, ears lar
forefeet nearly always white, allhoi
there is a faint grayish timre.
This squirrel inhabits hollow trees deserted woodpeekera'
nests, and sometimes constructs a n st, of fine bark of Ihe
birch and dry grass in a thick spruce or hemlock, though not
often.
The young are brought fort! the last of May from
ban- to eight at a birth
thej are born blind, and with little or
In about two weeks they (ef so strong as to climb
hole, but do not leave it u) dess disturbed until the
Off tht
apr
I think but one litter is produced in a year.
I think.

Golden

Llchf.

ned ringlet or wren,
vned ringlet or wren.

Kuby
GENUS i

Pnvtulux viil'Midtda.

Licht.

PoliaptOa axruleu,

Sclat.

nine ;ray gnat-catcher,

(To

be

c

ntinued.)

BIRDS OF THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES

OF EASTERN DAKOTA.

;

,

BY CHARLES

M'CHESNEV, M.

E.

I).,

C. 8. A.

(Cmlmu.d.)

;

1

efully

of flying membrane.
Ir. is nearly
the satne color
the preceding; beneath white, with the

tip

plumhous

hair

llatanns minor. Aaicricau bittern. Is found here From May 1 until
October l. It is not at ftny time numerous. Breeds here.
Clrw amwicctm. White crane. Is seen only during the spring and
fall
i;,

migrations.
ua canadensis.

I'onuim riinlimt.

Brown

crane,

Carolina

rail.

is

Is

but rarely seen on the Cotcan.
found here iu ntual! numbers

;

llldbet-

there

•essary

ter give all the measurei
that would establish a g
admit; but that there

and

all

the

willingly and cheerfullv
who love nature with a
f
3 than the humble writer of
deeper and more loving
>r boasting, 1 deny.
these papers, without ai
U ivfei snpe to well known Northern
I shall give some fact
birds that will startle your readers.
Clair.
,J, W. St.
lost

i

Arrivals IT GMUMN oi' the Zoologica Society, Fairmount Park,
for Wi:r.K ENDING May ISTu.-Four rabbits, Upua cunicuhd, presented; one great horned owl, r.ubavirgimanvx; one short-eared owl,
one woodchuck, .-Ulani/s mvnax;
Ladtm'hu, palustris, presented
Arthur B. Brown, Gen'l Sapt.
(me English thrash,
i.

J

;

.

About April 1 this goose commenced
North, and thousands are daily seen during
y few remain and breed. About the middli a
arrive front ihe North, and by the 1st or Oct.

,

•aps baited
habi
day.
d, (suddenly falo
•yard direedown nearly to the
kof a tri
Hon, alight on the t
drty yards
from their starting point
id, climbi
e top, the
(light
ed.
uiy as fast
Ii this way they will fn
i can run.
as a pe
Pteromy* hudxoiuvs, northern flying squirrel, or the Severn
Kiver flying squirrel of Pennant, is from fit. to 12 inches
in length, and from 8J to 9 inches in breadth, measured from

after a

warm

iw goose.
;1

,'

found hiTc from September 23

I

and associated Willi In:
during spring migrations.

era,

i

;h

The account

I

of the

last.

snow goose

will a

Anus

bosohas.

Mallard duck. This duck appears tooater this region

6.1

—

:

3TTT

and remains until October

6

I

a

BlougtlB.

3D, breeding sparingly in tho
.ii
numerous,
Tbls iluck arrives April s, ami remains

i

.

i

.

.

Ptotoll ddok.

October

nnr.il

Breeds

23.

small numbers

in

.,,.'.

1

..

it is

under Bus
thr ai deep n d
uppi
Una
gn
blue with yellow rim; numerous dark streaks on body producing a reticulated appearance.
i

.

I

The

rerj abundant,

Is fouml here

duck.

iv> .ill

'

.

until '"-

in the early

in this region,

spring, ami also flaring September im.i October
c/j.i.'

'

FOREST AND STREAM.

from April

8

and other
TJ.1S;

Here.

'

fin-ray formula for the inland pike, as given

Killers this region April 22,

and the greal et majority pass in a few 'lays farther North, it Is prolibreed here, Returns September m, frnni
ableaverj tc«
which ilate until October unit is very abundant,
Arrives April 24 : reAugust, and re-

teal.

from the North

rna

i

nin

iiiltoat.

,

Breeds here.

>er In.

Is at all

early

:

Appears here

luck.

follows the same course as the preceding.
numerous during the fall.

Upes'
nlier"

Marguerite

"

Dom-

Anna do

fi

pun bast d all the roses on the list I did not have, and after
m\ Beasons, having purchased until now, niylist comprises one liinnlrt-d varieties. If I should have to make a selection of twelve, it would be the above.
The list was diSsemias much as possible, and I believe it, has given a
sin. i.e impetus here for the cultivation of the 'Queen of
I

"Qon'l Washington" and "IiaReine" prove intra ctable al
on my grounds; they rot in the bud.
My soi
which,
clay,
with plenty of manure, seems

seasous

;

Mantlarl

WBgula
gold pile

K

docs s

i

,-

isarlts

''!!'/,'

one pair

Ha

Jf

wid

imalea

/"'fit,-

three

-Stillll

-v-',',..
-.

'''

IMIlc.

four pair

\-ulatn

(

f

red-headed pochards.

.»«"', •pejtelope; three pair of
3,
pair o silver pheasants, /.'"/
cranes, Te ni] hrnx i mti'iisrtt: one
vultures.

lliree
.y

ulala;

to M IT

Tin following

15.

and

&

bring oni nry flower in all its glory.
I bene1
town, given the same variety of roses, could compete
successfully with any place in the United States.
i'or persons wishing to make up a baker's dozen, I would
add •'Souvenir de Win. Wood," the darkest rose I know.
It'llie above is considered of .sufficient interest to give it to
the readers of FobEst ami StkeaM, I may have some more to
say about roses and hyacinths.
Geo. C. Eyeiuh.
to

little

[Our readers

however, much more

Is,

'tun"
N'eill"

1

a trial "1

igh Messrs. Chas. Relche
April 19,

isetl

"Geu'Uae

Color and description nearly as given above.
Alius w.s atCuab. RtilOOE A. Buo's, 55 Chatham Stkkkt, N. V.. to
Jliv IB.— Five full-grown Anubis baboons, Vynocephulus anuMs; eight

m

This duck is found here in large iinmOctober 30. Breeds here.
Ate frpoMa, Summer duck. Is an exceedingly rare duck here.
Anion.' many thousand ducks killed by the keen sportsmen of Fort
1 have seen but oue of Ibis species.
PuligrUamarila. Greater swamp duck. Arrives April 19, rests a
few days, ami then icsumes Its long northern flight. Tteturns about
in
October in considerable numbers, and dually disappears
Lsl of

propi

loan Hoppei

Arrives May 1, and remains
times abundant.

is until

number

uk Muss

iselle

Shoveller.

ita.

April

iii

i

i

i

mains!

ii

i

I'...,,.

•I

linronii

authorities, Is as follows

P, 16

M ii.,
Rural to the
"Perpetual White" Moss

by DeKay

much

will feel very

indebted to this corres-

pondent) and will hope to bo favored again.

Ed.]

Reef-head duck.

October 80.
here. From the middle of September uniil the end of October
abundant.
(To be continued,)
16,

aud remains

Arrives here April
Breeds In considerable numbers

until

A

is

— In

Pike.

the

body

be

an editorial in last

of

many

ally that

ffaatlhmh

if

One

acclimated..

of these

is

waters of the Chesapeake Hay, although generally regardst Hotly fresh-water species.
Some who have been

salt

ed as a

cognizant of this fish have maintained that

it

THE ROSE

TEE

distinct

seems to be no doubt of its identity with
the inland pike, and wo find it referred to as SsqX reticulata
'Lesueur, t tnl,) aud E. bimis ( Mitchell), in the Reports of
the Maryland Fish Commissioners, the most valuable work
Our extended investiof the kind that has yet been issued.
gations show that these fish spawn in the Patapaco, Magoty,
njptauk and Annapolis Roads. There
are few caught below the Choptank, and scarcely any above
They are taken every day in the year,
the Sassafras River.
the largest, quantity in extreme cold weather, when they arc
brought to market by wagon loads. At Norfolk they are not

variety, but there

of Blacksburg,

Prof. Ellzey,

Virginia, says that

they were very numerous six or seven years ago at West
where they were caught in seines in February

River, Md.,

and March, but during the past few seasons only occasional
specimens have been taken, lie volunteers the opinion that
they might be taken with the fly, which was a question asked

by

a correspondent some

weeks ago.

Prof. Beal, of the

Iowa

known of their being taken
through the ice in winter with a hook.
Mr. S. 11. Seoggins, a veteran market man, of Baltimore,

Agricultural College, says he has

claims these pike are essentially a salt-water fish, which do not
go into fresh water. He says, " I have been among them for
thirty years, and never knew one to be caught in fresh water

hud strayed away from the school and was in sickly
Possibly they go into fresh water to spawn. The
condition.
following letter from Prof. Beal will throw additional
unless

il

on the subject

light

Ames,

la.,

May

1,

1BI7,

Wksbbs. EniTons
I nonce In your issuo of April 20 a letter from Mr.Beale, of Baltimore,
with regard to the salt water pike or pickerel of Chesapeake Day.
While residing at Annapolis, I bad several opportunities for examining thisiisb when fresh from be water, and should pronounce it ideu:

I

on fresh-water pickerel {Esox reticulums) oi the
color and markings upon ihe sides are Hie same,
as nearly as we can tell, without specimens "I each for comparison,
and heir lndiits of lying in Shallow water uear the shore and in bunches
of weeds are also similar. It is possible thai a specialist in ichthyology
might discover ihirerences. bnl tliaj are not apparent to the eyes oi an
ordinary student of nature. The water of the creeks and Inlets abopt
Chesapeake Bay are but slightly sail, aud but little affected by tides,
the coi

rttu

Tue

Eastern Statoa.
i

and are Unci about the shores Willi patches Of weeds aud rushes,
forming just the sort of places that Hie pickerel loves to inhabit, I see
U" h is. hi for supposing that the pickerel should uot live ill suit water
if the other conditions were suited lo Hs habits, as they so evidently
are here. The common eel 'Anguilta bostoatensia) lives in both salt and
fresh water, and in Eastern Masaaclutsetts the brook trout pass down

is

upon

this

that

waa
is

1 1,.' only way that
by the seine and by

5w of these salt-water pike being taken
through the ice m winter, precisely as
F. E. L. Beal.

i

done for

We

picker.!; at

i

are very glad to be able to state that

we have

been able

examine and [compare these

Kotris, of

Sain-in

fish

strolls

now

the First .National Bank,

Bent us five Splendid specimens

We took pains

fly,

out for a

which so often blasts his hopes by curling up a
some favorite bud and eating away its centre.

leaf

He

notes of the best roses he has seen last year, and
by selecting only the best varieties, to make his
He, however, is apt to err by
collection as good as possible.
selecting those that grow too weakly ever to make good
plants, and fine though an occasional flower may be, he is
Vigor of habit is more essential to
sure to be disappointed.

has

made

resolves,

more especially as our rose season is of
Another very necessary qualification
good disis fragrance.
tinct and pure color, strong growth and erect habit, want of
This is not as
fragrance is often thought of no importance.
the point should be brought more prominently
it should be
forward, and it would be well for our horticultural societies
to offer premiums at their exhibitions for the most fragrant
roses both of the Tea and Hybrid Perpetual varieties. By far
the most useful roses in this climate arc the Tea roses, blooming as they do all Summer and late into the Fall— indeed, the
buds that comes in the cool nights of September and October
are much richer and finer than even those ot the first crop of
secure a good show,

such short duration.

If the roses possess first-rale form,

the failure of similar plans in the past,

and the expense of such an undertaking. But lately
has
been more favorably received.
The [Legislature, some weeks
Samuel B. Ruggles, Robert L. Stuart, and William B. Dodge, arid such other persons lis they
may associate with them, empowering them to establish a botanical garden in

preparing

amount

Probably the most fragrant of these is JJeconieiiMs,
most lovely light colored rose, and altogether too little
crown. Soil Setine comes next, then Mad. Bravy, Catherine
Mermet, Mad. Mertot, Duchm of Edinburgh, etc. Souvenir de
Elfee, the most lovely of all the Teas, has a most distinct aud
peculiar fragrance like that of fresh tea, and though not so
pleasant us the first named, yet is equally sweet scented.
)farerhal Nell and Triomphe He Jlennes possess a large
amount of perfume, while Mad, W'ilkrmoz reminds one of the
most delicious fruit, and though rarely grown in perfection,
Chth of Gold is also very
unrivaled.
is for sweetness almost
sweet scented, and Rub, in and Gjevntmtr d'un Ami delight
you with their perfume as well as charm you with their
form. In fact, all the above named Teas are good in every
Of
sense, and rarely, if ever, fail to bloom early and late.
June.

Hybrid Perpetuals

it is

of this class possess

difficult to

give a

list,

ii.ii.ugthe

as the majority

may be
General Jacque-

most exquisite perfume; a few

iwever, that are remarkably good.

dark roses,

is

pre-eminent for perfume, and

Abel Grand, too, is a most
France among the light.
fragrant rose, and that charming little rose, Boule de Nettie,
has a most sweet and distinct bouquet. Beauty of Wattham,
among the light, crimsons, is very fragrant, and Comptaar dn
Modem Furtada is a
Chabrillant among the light pinks.
l.a

Le Fcbre, the grandest

This imperfect
will

for its perfume, and

Charl,

s

of dark roses, is also very sweet,

given in the hope that other growers
and thus make an opening for another

list is

supplement

it,

election of rose?, viz.:

"Those

celebrated for their perf tune."

it

The

this city.

and fully

cost of arranging

estimated at from $300,000 to $850,000, which

it is

will be necessary to raise, in a great part,

vate subscriptions, and of which, part

The design

of the gentlemen to

much

granted, is to use as

is

whom

by

pri-

already sub Cribed

the charter has been

Manhattan Square,

as possible of

which, with the adjacent unoccupied properly that they can
secure, will give ample ground for all purposes, aud be of easy
access

from the Central Park.

N. T. Hoiaiotji/rt'K.u. Soi'iF.i v.— Let us again call attention to the contemplated exhibition of plants and flowers to be
held by this flourishing society' at (iilmore's Garden, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday
ises to

This meeting promof next week.
be tho best ever held by this society, and we cannot do

better than to advise

;

thai,

Baltimore,

averaged some

:ii

THE CHOICEST ROSES FOR

J.

who

or

who wish

to]

see

interested in horticultural [natters,

all

what the

New York

competing against one another,

florists

can do,

when

go and see for themselves.

to

./. H. Patterson-.— Yonr plant is [,h
meadea L.,
or American cowslip, a native of rich woods— Pennsylvania
and westward. It, makes a lovely plant for the mixed border,
and the white variety is equally beautiful, ft is called Shooting Star in the West.

—

St. Louis.
The typical Viola ptdala, or Bird's.
P. Davis,
foot Violet you send specimen of is not at all uncommon, and 3
. most beautiful spring flower.
have seen a few spec*.
Your other plant is t |le
me" s fHlre v, n ' Ie DUt ,1l, 'y are
' J ' co ' 01''
' ue two upper petals of which are deep Vj„j ,
var
as it were, velvety like a pansy.
AVo have uot see ..
section '
i

We

tm

'

>

'

.

|

+^

tW

Wukn to Pkune.— On
siderably,

doctors differ con-

this subject the

kindley, speaking for England, says the best time

mid-summer. Renwich
would do heavy pruning between the coming out of frost in
spring and the opening of the leaf, moderate, pruning in June
for pruning

or July.

usually

is

Downing

mid-summer

winter or

thinks that, practically, a fortnight before.

by far the best season, on the whole, for
Northern or Southern States.
Cold gives
preference to June, duly or August for moderate pruning,
and considers the spring as the worst season. Barry says
that in Western New York they prune apples and other hardy
be end of
fruits as soon as the frost is out of the ground at
February or beginning of March. Thomas, in the Im
Fruit Guitarist., takes almost unqualified ground in favor of
pruning

is

in the

I

winter pruning.

GRASSHOPPERS AND GROUSE.
Editor FoKESl \Su

Si

REAM:

A

nonsensical uproar has beei ra
e<
hoppers, many men of good common sense falling •'inline"
and asserting' that shooting off the birds in the
Dr. Codes, In Chi ago Field, helped
the hopper plague
the matter all lie could, and in au article on the subject
spoke of the sharp-tailed grouse, or Wixttm ynmhnpper bird;
c dwellers in Ihe West have never known.
A
being called the "Western grasshopper bird." Because a
should be called a
bird will eat hoppers is no reason why
grasshopper bird, tf-so, every Western bird is entitled to the
name "all the same." The prairie grouse eal a few " hoppers,"
so do fame fowls around a tum
and any One who bus
observed a well-trained Shanghai or Cochin-China playing
circus with a lively hopper, can form an idea hoy,
pers a grouse will' capture in an hour.
Grouse will leave a
country that is infested with hoppers, almost entirely. In 1.S75
fronted north of Crookston, fou the Red River of the
w<
Norlh grouse were their in myriads, and very few hoppers.
Last fall on the same ground, under favorable circumstances,
fi

I,

Jackson, Miss.,

Editob Fojbsst and Stream usd Rod akbGdn
SolllC

i

i

doiieiil

i

having

i

body 22J£ inches; headfi inches.

il.

CULTIVATION.

to

the slightest variations as to finrays

rest variation

'

inches in

measure each separately, and found
and general strucwhile, the color is identical with that of the inland fish.
ilii' formula
for thejwo specimens which showed

length.

Flu system: D. IB; P.

igo

May

indies; bead

V.9; A.

6%

Inches.

Fin system: D.

IS;

P

(Iqnot
'

15

;

C.SO.

Color: Back, deep green

;

sides, olive

yellow; belly, white--

imily
lmitv

is

roses

WO

15.

:

Mw»i Rura&New Yorker requested twelve
name a list of twelve roses for parties
.<

imbet- only, saidlist to comprise twelve
o color, from white to the darkest, and
through the season. The lisls scut in
comprised sixteen roses, which iiiian:

their bl

i

ii;

to

ago, granted a charter to

that his bushes have fairly

among them, looking

against

with our fresh-

through the kind considerations of President

ii.'s,

.

ture,

,,

owing

.

to carefully

but

growth,

weak grower, but celebrated

considerable
that, will live

the.

Museum of Natural History at Central Park, should again
warmed into life. The project, at first, met with much

opposition,

developing bud on some new rose added to his collection last
season, or carefully picking off that little maggot of the rose-

i

common.

mul 0nrdm,

THE GARDEN.

IN

enthusiastic rosarian,

started

was a

fitting

il;

the pike,

be exceedingly abundant in the

fish are ascertained to

Jfjarm

thrive equally well in

species of fishes will

water or fresh,

salt

which

seems

Horticultural Society,

project of establishing a botanical gulden in connection with
Ihe

Water

rJAT.T

week's issue of this journal the statement was made incident-

New York.— It

Botanical Garden fob

that after the resuscitation of the

phel.e, /'.„
stcr, Palin

.

._
consideration tin
,,,^ ,...„.,....-......—
iu.mi.,_ into
dcrful, taking
wonucitui,
have, and the individual taste ot twelve men

l

!,

:

wfi failed to find birds enough to
plant;
us
blade ol

have any sport, bul
prass.

and party, of Worcester, Mass., hud
same ground.

u

31r.

like

Jerome Marble
pi

eni

T. P, C.

—

;

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
DepabTMBST of Fisheries,)
BiifaOB,

May 15,

187?.

343

>-'"

mtd Miver

Jiu#
C&

f

I

cut the enclosed frum

ii

paper

morning
winner of both the Dixie
this

No forest ri res. Party
five days" (ji
ool
Shall try the BuckhiU tcT-fno
Broadhcad's creek Tuesday, and L'ittle Bushkill Wednesday.
Use the tiy exclusively.
K.

" The famous race noree Yigil,
luid Breckinridge stakesat Baltimore last Fall,

broke

down

in

Jerome Park Sunday."
Does " breaking down " here imply simply lettHjg down
of the whole system from overwork, or does it imply also
eg ot any other part going wrong?
How old is Vigil?
What is the sex, nwre or stallion ? I would like a pe
one that I can experiment on.
Caul procure Vigil? lam
.severely affected by that most, cussed of all diseases, " imwould like to pasture and pet Vigil for a
two, and then make him or her my favorite saddletraining at

I

Tnmt.
:

,

Sfitm

Salmon

OfnOtta

.....,.

.,

snafl,

biuiii-luei-eil

E.

Saw Gbovks op Giant Trees. —It

grove, but a forest,

a

less

than

I,

season

m-oiii flies in

i

straight in grain, slitting freely, even enough in
grain for furniture, and far superior to oak in its keeping
qualities in positions exposed to alternations of moisture. The
(Sierra Sequoia does not throw up sprouts from its stump as
dues il,e Redwood; audcan, therefore, be felled out more
It was wise in Congress to make reservation for
readily.
pleasure purposes Of the Mariposa Grove, which is near Yosemite, small and conveniently accessible, to tourists by the
present routes of travel but the Tulare-Fresno forest— it is
all in those two counties— cannot bo converted into a public
Numerous saw mills will be built emits line, and
reservation.
Humes will carry the lumber down to the consumers. —BUn

Redwood,

:

bass,

¥12 per dozen:

lb lcock Roots Adapting Themselves to tiieik Pkopek

some

thirty years ago.

In a garden

first

directed to this

at Pontefract, I

made

several alterations, one effect of which was to disperse and
bury, 12 inches under the surface, a bunch of snowdrops. At
their usual season several of them duly sent up leaves and
As soon as the foliage began to decay I took them
floWferS.
I was,
up, with the view of planting them again in a cluster.
however, surprised at finding that the old bulb at 12 inches
deep in the ground had entirely perished, except the skin and
Upon the latter a new bulb had formed about 4 inches
stalk.
under the surface of the soil. This proved to be the case
with all that I dug up. The circumstance had escaped
memory until last year, when (thinking I should leave
tulip roots.
I found
present house and garden) I dug up
that some of them, had been raised above their proper depth
The latter
in the earth, aud that some were upon the surface.
tap-root has
showed a skin the size of two wheat corns.
struck down, from which, at 4 or 5 inches below the surface
Thomas
of the earth, strong healthy bulbs obey this law.
Al'Naix, in the Plw riium-uticnl Journal.

my
my

my

A

—

Put on the war-bridle, and place yourand
!"
"
Come here so as to be distinctly understood. Give a
say,
sharp pull on the riff war-bridle, which will cause him to step
towards you. Then say, " Whoa '." and caress him, which is
the same as saying to him that he did all you desired of him.
Change from side to side, repeating the movements until he
answers the word of- command without the pull on the cord
he will soon learn your desire and act accordingly, and you
must be satisfied with even a step towards you, aud be sure to
Repeat this from
pethini every linn l.e :m^v rs your call.
ishside to side until he will follow anywhere you desire,
ing his mouth at any lime with a light yank of the war bridle
if he stops 01 refuses to follow you when you start off and say,
" dome on, sir 1" In this way, if patience, carefulness and
perseverance are practiced a colt may be taught to follow anywhere the same as a dog, aud to mind your word of command
the same as an ox or yoke of oxen.
Leadinc; a Colt.

self at the point against bis hips, but six or eight feet out,

;

j

"

—

in Towns.
In the formation of new
streets, and on the eve of the contemplated widening and alteration of old ones, it is to be hoped that an effort may be
made to provide for the planting and establishment of trees
wherever practicable. The pleasing appearance of verdure in
summer, and the agreeableuess of the shade afforded by the
foliage to pedestrians, arc benefits to the inhabitants well worth
Whoever has visited the boulevards of
the effort anfl. cost!
continental towns, or even the squares of London, can testify
to the advantages of verdure as offering pleasure to the eye
and gratification to the. mind. Moreover, from a sanitary
It has
p. .int of view, the benefits are of incalculable value.
been asserted that the aggregate surfaces of the leaves of well-

Value or Trees

e

Elm, Lime, and Sycamore trees, with their six to seven
million leaves equal about two hundred thousand square feet,
and these are almost constantly absorbing
or about five acres
ami digesting the carbonic acid and various exhalations given
!B Of animal and vegetable matter, and, as
off b\
such
support,
if grateful for
return into the air pure oxygen,
which re-invigorates and renews animal life Trees thus remove poison from our midst, and to be without them is an
be
had
can
winch will exist, with
Trees
oversight.
Why not. willi all tin
tion, in any part of the city.
i

in

•
|

i.

bef re us, have

them

week arc as
pound; salmon

per

California, 40 cents;

;

turtle, Hi cents:

per pound

frost fish, 8 cents

i

—

i

ti

The largest specimen caught weighed
The fishermen report that they cause

il

Ii

loin
|

great annoyance by cutting off the hooks from their lines, and othei wise mutilating

terrapin,

halibut, 15 cents:

.

Large numbers of black bass are continually being caught in
Monongahela and Ohio rivers; the work of
r, daiion
being carried on to within the very walls of the

the Alleghany,
ile;,

Thkba

City.

j

porgies, 10 cents

sea bass, 15 cents

:

;

eels, 18 cents

lobsters,

;

10 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; scollops, si 50 peTgallonj
per pound; pickerel, 15 centJ..i

while-fish. 15 cents

Canada

hard shell crabs, $3 50
per 100; SOft crabs, $i 75 per dozen; red snapper, IS cents;
weaktish, IS cents pompuno, 75 cents.
land trout,

fil

:

do., 50 cents;

;

—Salmon

fishiug with rod

For New Brunswick,

now

height

is at its

Nova Scotia.

in

Harrlsfyj/rg,

ITtairs.

May lo.— There

are in this highly coltivai
of streams, which, iu
opinion, contain
better Iroul than can be found in the same area anywhere
within his Slate, and with any care and protection on he
part of the owners of the land through which these streams
flow, could be made to furnish fishing thai would latisfi
in;

ed valley

a

my

number

I

I

fisherman.
Whether on account of the peculiar e
r
the water (all limestone), or from other causes
am not able
to say. the trout in these Stream* are much larger and finer
than those of our mountain creeks. From Newvilh
|

Our friend, A. G. Wilkin
Washington, D. C, who wrote
few weeks ago, is
packing up his split, bamboo rod, and proposes to try it again
next June.
lie is going to the Lower St. Lawrence.
lie
son.

July

1.

Examiner of Tatents

at

to

so pleasantly of salmon fishing in Sofibner a

says his rod has been in use since 1874, and

new.

Perhaps he will be willing

as tli»ru

so

is

much

intertst felt

lo tell US
at

is

good

as

maker

is,

just as

who

the

present in

rods of this

material.

— Messrs.

Abbey aud Tmbrie

are

going to

the

fish

York

River next month.

— Holabird,

i

month

is

going

for trout

and grayling.

my

;

:

;

i

New York.— Pinecu

May

—

iitji.
Letters from guides
open, the lake sad, brook
from snow. Piseeo is eight
Pleasant, which is twenlyeight miles by stage from Northvillc, which is two hours by
A stage leaves Northvillc
railroad from Honda, New York.
a. m.
Leave city le. nun a.
every Monday and Wednesday,

state that the

Lake,

Lake Piseeo

is

now

trout biting, aud the roads free
miles by good road from Lake

Good accommoing express, can reach Piseeo that night.
dations good boats and guides.
May 12th> Caught 23 pounds of speckled trout, including
three of over two pounds in weight, and abotu 30 pounds of
lake trout, since last Wednesday.
Miiy 14th.— 1 be fish are not yet rising to spoon, but biting
It is probable that over 400 pounds have
well at anchor.
Pjtstsco,
been taken.

—

;

y New

— Kaf/h's

—

Nest, May 21si.
I do not wish to sfe
would like to slate, as a slight sign et
in the Adiroudaeks this year, that I havo
just received a siring of speckled brook trout from Charley
Bennett, of Indian Lake, Hamilton County, N. Y.. fifteen in
number: total weight, llhrty-one (31) pounds. The largCSl
was twen'v-onc inches long
weic lied our pounds two ounces
I hope soon to be in
andfiveii lies road forward of back fin.
aters, and shall not forget you while there.

Youk.

sportsmen wild, but
what may be found

ii

i

" Xnl) Bt'NTLINK.'

.

New
now

r

Your;,

May

Kingston,

19*ft.

—Chubs

arc

:

very plenty

Esopus stream near Kingston. Fishermen go out
morning and return about 10 o'clock A. M. with fine
Ira Traphegan and Pod Van Luven caught 27 lbs at

in the

the
messes.
in

the fording place in about four hours on Wednesday morning.
A sixty-pound striped bass was caught iu the Hudson River,
off Limestone Rift at Lylewood. near Kingston.

Onn

New Jf.uskv.-

Hai/fidd,

Mai, Vlth.— The streams

Ibis section are in better condition for fishing this spring than they
have had no heavy
have been for a number of years.
in

We

water

is

and sparkling, and

clear, bright

om

1

this

u

Messrs. Chapman and Tyler were out Iryinn t.hc stresuns on
On Ihe
the 9th and 10th inst, and met with very fail- luck.
9th they brought to bag 23i pounds in two hours, and all of
them were perfect beauties" running in weight from one-half
to one and a half pounds.
On the 10th the sami
excelled their catch of the 9th, fishing R a leu
and t<
pounds. This catch did not average so large in size, b
few of them wire much larger than those caught the first day.
I send herewith a diagram of one that weighs three po
and two ounces. The trout was laid upon the paper and Ihe
pencil run round, so as to give the outline of the tisli ns be-

upon

EXnuy't

Man mi,.— Blackiisb

l_.il

AmM

iiisr

iron

us,-.

H.utnv.

Vamegat InM,
Parker

if-

:

ik

3

1

on

Nosheepsslaekwater, running from pne-hal
iund
!
Conf bait tor them.
head yet; professionals re|
roy. Kissel A Malleson, 65 Full
bulletin board, when parties can see daily quotations 4 catches
^Ir.
T.
Taylor,
of
Capt. Hill Preihuore aud
in that vicinity.
Warefown. have just taken the first bluel'tsh. by squid. They

Many

his side.*

size are an exception, but
three pounds are taken b
and Tyler report that on

persons

may

think thai Bsh

it is

th

of

ih fri

Chapman

isrs,

10th

run

this

trucl

gone and

all

nplete
to leave for
These gentlemen are
loks to put in the water.
ild,
ed brook trout fishermen, and they claim that
such large fish for stream" fishing, and
t with
nany hooked fish and had their tackle so der lost
was on this occasion. I think the secret of
moralized a
.is ibis: for the last three years, through the
these large
i
(sman's Club of Buffalo, the netting of Iroul
efforts oft!
:s on the lake shore and in the streams ba
under the r
cnfinly pn libited, and we are now beginning to
their tackl

l

I

benefit of the

K.

'lance.

* [This fish measures 11U inches. It is really enormous,
and one can only judge of what a three-pound trout weighs
by taking or seeing his dimensions. Et).]

—

—

Advic IS from the Magdalen Islands to the 14th announce
00 British md American vessels engaged in herring fishiug.
The fish are destined for European
All expect full cargoes.
The island sealing vessels have not vet arrived
•kets.
from the ice. Fears are entertained that large qui
drift ice are in the Gulf, north and west of the island.

—We

happy

arc

to call the attention of the fraternity- lo

up

fitted

F

James

the establishment of

where he has

125 Nassau

Masters,

a fine store,
,,.).

and slocked

street,

with a large

it

ining to hi

Br Kiklynasail ealerinfishb
and we may say

in

every

class establishment, give

we mistake
age.

He

.ti

hi

not in bespca tin

offers the youi

er article us tally

whereby the young
a rod in the rough,

aspir.

lit.

and* el

aspired to by the skilful,

in

found

in a fiisf-

n a Strong h >ld on the public, and
for him a arge share Ol pafoo
maleur fish ng rod makers cv< ry

r

advantage, in supplying gOI ds in every

tage Of 1IM

for piseatori

i

hi

!!!

can

.

way to il at pcrfeeli
knowing how to make

up

lal-.c

ds

own

their

rods, just to suit.

1

:

I

i

WISOOKSW,

laid

— Banger, May 15. — I

was at Sebago the 2d May,
We look' a
old friend and colleague, Mr. Stanley.
boat and fished at the mouth of So'.igu River. 'The wind was
blowing a gale weather very cold, obliged to fish with overHeavy sea on, and dared not venture outcoats and mittens.
side the piles— serves as 'a breakwater for the steamers and
First fish hooked by Stanley
canal boats entering the river.
judged to weigh 12 pounds, or over. In attempting to land
him with a net. he was too long, fell out of the net. caught the
hook, broke it, and escaped. Next fish by myself, weight
pounds; next, ditto 7i pounds; next a pickerel, 3A pounds;
next a 2 pound trout by
next, a 5 pound salmon bv Stanley
Stanley, and then we left'for (ire and food. But Sebago Lake
is wmr by explanation and investiLrationbv men like Prince. The
flavor of those Sebago salmon cannot be equalled by any 8aimo Baler that ever swam. Now is the time to test' it. Take
the Portland aud Ogdensburg R. R. for Sebago at Portland;
there take lire steamer for Sougo Lock. Dillingsborn will furIt is some four
nish you with bed, board, men, and boat.
miles from Dillingham's to the mouth of (he river by boat, and
in
Tie and a half miles by land, and a very pleasant walk
smelt
for
bail,
off
the
Troll, with a
sand bars at the
at that.
moul Us of the river, if the weather will permit. Better chance
for fish here than on the Rea.tigOUC.he, aud a prize you will re
all
life.
member
your
B. M. Stii.i.wm.l.
"l

I

i

"the Waterproof Man,"

of Indiana,

to Michigan up the Jordan for trout. J. L. Stockton is thinking of taking a Lake Superior trip.
W. D. Tomlin, of
Chicago, is going to the Manistee and An Sable Rivers during

the next

>

Derry, w-e have Dig Sprint;, Do orl
lilver E nil
l!un ami Spring Creek, all of which (although fishi
eath
contain trout the size of which will make the angler's heart
glad,
uAxxA.
I

Lawrence, June 20

,

t

,

i

I

.

take the loth oT June; for lower St.

i

;

I

the past

for

cents

18

do., 60 cents

\|irtl 26.

i

haddock, 7 cents; kiugfish. IScenIs; codfish, 8 cents blackfish, lo cents: herrings, 5 cents,- flounders, 8 to 10 cents;

with

— My attention was

to

15
i

Maine.

the Eakth.

j

in M,rr

Fiso ix Matuvkt.— Our quotations
follows: Striped

I

in

Sitfii

Spanish mackerel. GS cents: green

seventy miles in a northwest and southeastward direction, with
a width in some, places of ten miles, and interrupted only by
the deep canons which cat across the general course of the
forest.
Different persons have traced the forest from tin:' basin
of the Tule river, in latitude 311 deg. -JOmin., across thosfiof
ewenh and King's, to that of Ban Joaquin. The elevation lias not been carefully measured, but is supposed to vary
*
liiU i'eet.
from 1.
Fnlike the groves furtbe;
this forest consists mainly, and in some places almost exelu
sively, Bf the big trees', and there are also a multitude in
all ages ol growth— some just sprouting, and others saplings
only 3 or 3 feet through. The largest standing tree as yel
measured is 40 feet in diameter.- a charred stump — the tree
it
feet aeross.
A tree
itself having disappeared— measures
24 feet in diameter, 4 feet above the ground, is precisely the
same thickness tin feel higher. A fallen trunk is hollow
is large enough to drive a
throughout its lei ;th,
horse and buggy 72 feet in it as iu a tunnel. The wood is
similar in general cbara tei T the Coast Sequoia; or common

Depth

*\ Alleghany City. May 17, 1877.—The brook front fishing—
which we obtain in our adjacent mountains was Oponei I til!
with due eclat, by two of our prominent lawyers; they
were absent about ''half a moon." and returned ladeneii
were, wilh their booty, 'siring of t WO; S
weight, ninety-live to the quart.
The other day. a gentleman scnl a flutter through our piscatorial circles, by capturimr lour di.ir-lish in fhe Monongahela.
Two of ihe fish were spotted and Bptki
ac b
a
presenting an appearance rare even mifo our oldest fishermen.

—

I

;

.i

i,

Salmon,

mackerel. Into 15 cents each; shad, native, 25 cents; Connecticut River, 40 cents; white perch, 15 cents per pound

has been supposed thai

extending for not

tisli,

_

M. Siillwell.

the Kierra Secpioias, or big trees of California, arc confined to
a lew small and isolated groves,
It was discovered last summer that a body of big-tree timber in Fresno County is not

properly

01

00

:

V?o>'

,

horse.

[

Ashing excellent.

of Hirer lefty, aterd
ten nice fish last evening.

FISH IN SEASON IN MAY.

:

VunademU. Ma,n,

PifflN85ri.VA-MA.—-Albert's Ilotrf,

May SO/A.—Trout

Eimou FoBEBT ASd Stkkam;

FISHING FOR
*

DRUM
Washington

FISH.
crrv,

May n

ri

i

Editor Fokest ano Stream:
Iu your "Answers to Com-spoudents « j,i y ollr number for Mu.y 8, observe that you can not say what Hies are used in taking Hie ,lr
Permit me to say for you tliat the fish in guestton Is a deep water ii-li,
llo9 at the bottom in similar rooltj places witli i.lie sltceplieriij, and l.liu
one tisli is sometimes laken while ftshlng for the other.
They are boih saltwater fishes, and are abundant in tin- waters ol tne
Potomac, near Puiey Point, St. Clement's Buy, JJluekstonc's Island, and
Our markef Is welt supplied
oilier localities of that neighborhood.
with them in the months of July and August, aud they are usually IKhed
1

,

tor by the denizens of tlielocaliiiee

EarlJ inorning

is

adverted

to

ihe time fir Bahlng for them.

a

Willi

The

he- difficult to

'hand-line."

halt used is the

crab, clams and other erusiacca.
The writer has seen them of eighty pounds weight,

which

It.

would

handle wilh rod aud reel; but when of less el:
llu-y eutild he as easilj managed as any

teen to twenty live pounds,

Other 11 sh.

i

They take the name of drum
thai.

tisli

tiom a sound which

ttley

make

oVlieailtifadiuui.

A.

to

our correspondent for his favor.

II.

like

C.

I,

1

1

i

I,

two pounds.

B

bligfed

question he refers to seemed to us so ridiculous
i
,,,
swered it in a spirit of banter, as we

tl

The

FOREST JAND 2 STREAM.
CAPE COD NOTES.
!i

Fobest ahd Stbeam:

,

On

recent trip to tbe Cape in search of the sen-fowl,
to eoaat along its shores at this seafco
that they lied at Hyaunis, nrmmd
Clerk and Bishop's Shoals, daring the winter," and about the
Southwest winds bring them into
ISfli of May start North.
tin- shore and give good shooting to the gunners, who string
o?at their hoata 100 yards apart in desirable fly-ways.
Stopped at C'obasset Narrows on the 7th of May. and went
down the Cohassct River into Buzzard's Bay, passing Monument P.each. Toby Island, on which there is the prolU Clubhouse of Air. Toby's old Shooting Club, and anchored oft
Pocasset Headland. There was a scattered Hying all day, and
quite a number ol'loon passed us, but the wind was not strong
rouse the beds, and but a small bag rewarded our
labor.
Saturday, the 51 h, there was a large flight of BeaJowl,
owing to a strong west wind, and quite a number of boats
were out and large numbers killed. The tautog fishing near
the mouth of the river was very fair.
The two interests of tbe town of Sandwich, of which Co
The
basset Narrows is a village, are lite oyster and herring.
catching of the hitler is restricted to "the waters of the river
At tow'nfour miles above the village of Cohasset Narrows.
catcher is appointed, and every voting citizen is
allowed each a barrel of the catch by paying 30 cents, the
nominal cost of catching. They begin eliciting about tbe 15th
of April.
The tish are thrown 'into barn-Is wilb a little salt,
a

which are known

their

way North, we found

We

i

forming with their own moisture a pickle. After packing
runs on sticks run through their eyes, and last for
i

The

a year.

fishing lasts

till

Androscoggin and Bins Rivers, with line mountain views all the
way. There ore no tiresome lul'n Do Mil? route fur lion-us to climb, the
road being level as a floor, ami the stage ride Is In no way (aligning.
[teaching Andover at Blgllf o'clock in the evening one secure? a comfortable nigh i'u rest nl ihe Andover House, one
hotel!
the
the lake counlry. The scenery also from An. lover to tHe lakes is very
line, the road
passing through ihe celebrated Blaok Brook. Notch,
which furnishes some of the mom romabtlc views to be met with in
Maine. Al the arm of the lake the traveler embark? ..n the Henry B.
Simmons, and sails across the two Richardson Lakes for nearly their
entire length, landing at the Upper Bain. The Richardson Lakes have
been called by competent judges thp gems of the Raugcley chain, and
are considered by many to be equal to any sheet of water in Europe.
Crossing a short carry al the Upper Dam, yen take the little steamlaunch Oquossoc, and sail the enure Lcngl-Tl of Uooselucmognntic
Lake, and up the river to Indian Rock, arriving there early in the aftcrTiuis

ii

lishing begins.
On the 115th of
May the striped bass are caught from the bridges which span
the estuaries of tbe bay, shrimp and minnow being used for
.bait.
By the middle of Mav also tbe seup fishing begins. By
the first of June the squeteflgue, so-called, are taken with pole

and reel. Blue fish at this time also put in appearance, and
are taken with lead and trail from the shore, or after boats.
The boat peculiar to this locality and well adapted to i' iknown as a flat-iron skiff, and has" a flat bottom, which is of
litis
the characteristic shape of a Hat-iron
a centre board, is
111 feet long by 4eV beam; 32-inch side: carries a movable
mast with a 1 0-yard sail ; draws 3 indies of water, is very difficult to upset, and floats in any such emergency.
For the
Inland shallows of the estuaries and the stronger seas outside
in the bay it serves well, and from its roominess is comlortaleasure purposes, and practical and useful when used
ble
as m - sler barge.
Such a boat can be built by local workmen, complete with sail, for $30.
Abner Ames, a young fisherman of the Village, or more
especially an ovsterman, carried us out in such a craft, and is
an cNeelienl sailor. Of the oyster interest he said that every
citizen was allowed an acre of the public waters for an oyster
bed, and from the restricted waters in which the oyster grows
in natural profusion they gather their seed.
It requires about
t, 000 bushel of seed, or young oysters, to start on acre-bed ;
luce years gives an average good growth.
All the oysters of
the locality 'grow a scalloped shell, which is peculiar to this
locality, and exists nowhere else.
The oysters are celebrated
for their flavor
they sell for $2 a barrel in shell, or $2 a galion solid. The price has not fluctuated for years. From September they are undisturbed, in which time they are in bulk
and shooting their spawn. The first appearance of the young
oyster is a black spot he size of a pin-bead in nine months
The interest of these
he size of a ten-cent piece.
towns and the novelty of their sandy, treeless appcarance, make a pleasant- change for a few day's diversion.

who

-1st

1

visits

Indian

Rockbyway.it

Bryant's Pond and Andover, crosses tbe three principal
lakes of this beautiful ehain. besides obtaining the finest combination of
ol Car
lake
Ion and Phillips yon onl;

issihe

Rangolej Lake,

and have a two-mile carry to
Indian Rock. A pleasant trip, how
for the ilrst time, would be to go i.y way
and return via Phillips and farininglou.

i

Rock

I

>
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run:
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Atlantic Yacht Club.
son wassailed mi Tuesday

—The

FIFTY MILE SCULL RACE AT CHICAGO.
Chai lestm.
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— A, general

meeting of

this club

W

held on Thursday evening. May 17. Commodore Kane
the chair.
The linutesof tin prevtoui
tinir v
ad and
approved.
Eleven new mei
elected,
them
the Messrs. Hitcucoc.lt, Igdit,
idWaltei .angdoii.
Ihe steamers Ocean Gem, Ru
Alfred Orovirn, for twenty-seven years a member, was elected
an honorary member.
testimonial was voted (and a committee of three appointed in connection therewith) to he presented to Commodore Dickinson, of the Madeleine, in recognition of his signal victory over the Countess of DuiTcrin in last
Summer's races for the American cup, the same to be presented on board the Commodore's flag ship during the
Summer's cruise. The yachts will rendezvous on Tuesday,
ihe ?ih day of August, probably at Glen Cove.
The meeting
having adjoined, ihe members were invited by the Commodore
in partake of an elegant eolation in the club rooms.
I

•

i

of their assertions.

i

C'ONKOY. BlSSETT & MAIXESON,
Manufacturers, 65 Fulton Street, N. Y.

NOTES FROM THE LAKE REGION.
Axdovek, Me., May 5, 1877.
Editor "GbeAT Consolidated."
Tlio little village where lam now located—Andover— in, as you aro
probably aware, the nearest town to Hie two Klcliardson Lakes, and on
the great central route to the Katgeley Lake region, the romc via
Farmingtou being i lie upper one, and that by Betbei the lower. For
brook trout fishing, the locality about Andover cannot be beaten, speak
ing from u personal experience of several years. The brooks are all
within easy walking d.staDce ot the hotel, the distance to different
brooks varying from Iwo to five miles. Black Brook, Sawyer Brook,
bid Maid Brook, and Frye's Brook are some of the best, and a day's
i

these streams will furnish from one to live hundred

trout for a catch, the dah weighing from one-quarter to a pcnucl each.
The greater part of the banks of these streams are favorable for fly
fishing.

From Andover

to the South

Arm

of the lower Rtchardeou Lake (Wclokenebacook) is twelve miles; the first three miles of the distance it
the regular country road; the last nine miles lies through the wilderness, tills or itself being a great charm to a stranger. Five yean ago
this

wood

road, or lake road, as

it

is

called by

lite

natives,

was decid-

edly rough, but, this epring there has been raised by private subscription and the town of Andover 1600. which, judiciously expended, will
make as good a road as one would care to ride over.

The new and

beautiful little steam-yacht Henry B. Simmons tha
appearance last summer on the Richardson Lajtee, Is
being put in complete order for the present season's travel, and will
commence her regular trips about 1 he last of May between Echo Land
ing and the South Arm, and the head of Hie upper Richardson Lake
(Molcctuinkaniunk), stopping at the Middle Dam, Metallic l'oint, Mosquito Brook and Upper D.iut. This is ihe finest boat in the hike region, thoroughly and substantially built, has double englDes, steel
boiler, nice cabin, large standing room, life preservers, and is tilted up

made

her

first

in a

Parties

who

intend visiting indan Kock

this)

season will lind the

route by way ni Andover preferable, on some accounts, to any other.
One can take a parlor cor on the Boston and Maine Railroad and ride
to Bryant's Pond wlthoul change 01 cars, where connection is made
with tirst-ciass Concord coaches for Andover, arriving at Andover two
or three hours earlier in the evening than they would at Philips if iney
went by tlieFarmlngton route. No prettier stage ride can betaken
iu

New

nv.tci

i

England

culling as

Mum
It

that between Bryant's Pond and Andover, the
decs (or the entire distance up the valleys of the

the- Chicago Association of Scullers.
In his first contest
with Curtis, several years ago, at Grand Haven, Michigan
two mile race, he won the match. He is a much smaller man and weighs considerably less than bis spirited competitor. The match was for no consideration, as Mr. Curtis
never rows a match or takes part in athletic sports for
money. The weights were as follows
Barnard's own
weight, 140±, sculls 8, shell 314- pounds, the shell htinf
Curtis' own weight, 175, sculls 8*
paper, Il}x26 in size.
shell 33J- pounds; boat of paper, 12x30.
Capt, A. o!
Douns, of the Fafragut Boat club, was chosen referee. 4 he
first seven miles of the nice the men rowed side by side
After that Barnard gained on bis competitor. At the end of
the first fifteen miles Curtis was compelled to stop, owing to
a severe pain in his side, caused by a severe accident arising
from an injury received last summer while participating in
athletic games, held at the ball grounds.
After a rest of
fourteen minutes he once more started, but had made only
three miles when the intense pain caused him to give up the
race.
At this time Barnard was a mile and a half ahead.
The course was a stretch of the river a mile and a half in
The following is Mr. Curtis' time
length.

of

lirsi

S:2Q:20
8:20:30
3:20:83

fifty

.

23
OT

He- challenge pennnnl
course.
The race was a drifting match al Hie Start a line
breeze al the scratch down the bay, with all the wind the boats
could stagger under on the return,
Summary
.Name.

Ohicago, Illinois, May 14, 1877.
Forest \nd Stbiiajh:
mile rowing match took place on Saturday last on
the Calumet river, fifteen miles south of this oity, belween
W. B. Curtis, of this city, and C. A. Bar j, mi, of Nil L 5
Michigan. This being the second match between these two
nihlct.es, considerable interest was exhibited m ihe progress
Barnard is a noted sculler, and is a member
of the mulch.
Kiiiioe

A

yachl race of the seaafternoon. by the cal Imai class for
held by the Lapwing, over a 15 mjlu

Nomad

A

in a

:

:

Time,

Distance,
.Miles.

Boston, .Mn\ 17. 18717.
Mr. Glensou's ealamaran has been
died, and already proves a source of trouble for those who
keep racers.
They begin to ask if "that thing will be
allowed io sail with respectable boats?"
Why not ? if some one ah ild come along with even a huiiher rail, and look Ihcconceil
n of my racer,
should try and
build a raft, thai would beathi
if I believed in raeini: only.
s by legislation, rather than by
are too apt to take pr
fair
When
npetit
ng ballitsl was the rule in these
I

We

.-

i:i

:

25:ilil

I3-.-1S
15M5

6

12:55

X-.w.
61:40

i:i
.i,i
I**)
W:S6

''>.

14:115
14:05

f eld a urns
last.

SUCO

iu'i

Therewere three

Single-scull race.
In the ili.i
ro barge races and
barge face crews from the Academic Classes of 78, 79 and '80
were entered. The oou)
frji
this and all the other
acei
over two miles' distance, one mile ami rctin
a

i

bnrgesreceivedtli.-sitjualtogo.

AH

purl

At the

l:4tl:im

14::m
'

2:H(i:00

i:.n

,.,„

S

8i48:45
3:02:00

On his fifteenth mile stopped fourteen minutes,
Barnard continued the race, making a record he can truly
In- proud of, placing him foremost among scullers.
The
following i:; his time:
Time,

Hist:

,,

||

Total

:.

13:ii(l

13:00

12:ii5

25:05

'eh

Sft«

12:-15

61:30

D

1S:35
.

!§*::

I::i2::i5

12:55
13:20
14:30

161.?..

IS: in

Is

1:18(35

I

in;,..
..
15

...

.

.

j jo

<

on Saturday

III

28:45
15:50

U..V

an- iis must bitter opponents
uli is previously.
You who are far
re its. ni of so sudden a conversion.

The Yale navy

1:05:20
1;18:4B

:

•

tha]

ike Saltonstall,

13:01)

liil'ii

la.v.

have been in Boston forabi months,
gs have been held in business cirul out there is a Golden Rule, or
icv lake unto themselves another
kind of a boat.
Lead push* d up to windward basbeon done
principally in open crafts; an 1 ihe man thai was Foolish enough
to gel a comfortable yacht, « ith ;il in anil living.-, had Io eonlent himself as a fixture in re _'al1a times.
fjnless In chose to
pull his boat all to pieces to compete with ihe highflyers, he
musl look at prizes, and not
The Nahasseii Ynehl Club
ill hold three
regattas ihe cmingscason. The first will beheldofr the .\..nh Sleue. .luh
14; Ihe second. Augusl 1. off the South Shore, and ihe third,
Five
.1
new members and two
the North Shore.
ii'-u yachts have recently been added to its roll-call.
There are
now in the club forty-eight members and thirty yachts. The
club is in a very prosperous condition, being wealthy in ihe
services "i a very enterprising s< cretary.
At a Special Committee meeting of fin- lias; Boston yacht
Club. Inld in their elub rooms on Border street, Tuesday even
ing. .May 16, the regular documents were signed for procuring
According to requirements a new election of of£
a charier.
cers will be held, as there is some dissatisfaction expressed at

Vai.k Ukoatta.

.ni

*H

:

the present management of the club, and the active members
look forward to better times.
Kbbbb.

Total.

miles.

1

l.

IX

IS:

i< 111

1

»

Zhutthni.

;

To our customers and the public:—In reply to the damaging
reports which have been circulated respecting the quality of
our split bamboo rods, by " dealers" who are unable to compete
with us at our reduced prices, we have issued a circular Which
we shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving the falsity

14s"

The second event of the day was a four-oared race between
graduates and undergraduates, 'i his race was looked upon as
a sure thing for the graduates. Ihe crews being made up
jg
follows

1

|

BAMBOO RODS.

i

'fhc graduates got the best of the start, jumping away with
Al tbe half mile, however, the youngsters wtir
u good had.
fully two lengths ahead, and increasing this steadily, won
,,.
race by a dozen lengths in 5m. S5&., the graduate making the
mile in 6nl. itis.

i

SPLIT

Coi.t.Muu (i iSS Uai -. The rowing season may be said
have been inaugurated on Saturday last by the regatta of
Columbia College Rowing Association. Thelirsl, race was
mile heats, between the Jnmor, Senior, Sophomoreand Freshman Crews. The first named contended in theflrsi heal
The Fresbmen had
Juniors winning by a length in 6m. 51s.
no difficulty in disposing of ihe Sophomores in 5m. 40s; and
they won also the final Beat by any number of lengths in 6m
to

pr

ol

i

I

round tlje turning flag in 8m. i fail got around in 8m. 8£s.
Ransom, after turning, losl his chances by pulling mil of his
The race was dearly Donaldson's on the last half
mile, and he crossed the line in 15m. a»$a; Han second, in
Him. li^'s.: Hansom third, in H'mi. 39As.: and Edwards last,
coming over the line in Kim oils, a barge nice between the
Is completed the days spoil., the former
law and medical sol
winning in 13m, S'ljs.

course.

:

Magail

;

l

;

i

Pond and Andovfcr,
The Middle Ham CRtnp, situ-

of Bryant's

ated on the lower Richardson Lake, has changed hands this season, and
Mr. AlddHfla Br.n.ks has leased ii this year instead of U. K. Godwin.
lues of II
Anglers' Retreat."
Mr. liioeks is well known to ihe
and will no ibiulu give general sulisfiiotioii in his new position. Mr.
Lewis T. I'.rown. ilteaireni of the lierbn Mill-, is Iiiiviiil' the si. inner
luaiii'.n.l.

magnificent spurt, passing the winning-post in lie
lime, unparalleled in several years, of l-'ini. 03-Js., elm ri>
...
r8in Hint, its's. The time of '80 was 13m. 14s.
In the single-scull the contestants were: VV. A. Kaus
"thG M. Edwards, '79; H. 11. Donaldson, 79 W. T. Hart, "78.
Going up all save Donaldson kept .-lose to the western bank,
while Donaldson hugged the eastern.
He was the first to

a

the

est,

uiiiig

the 1st of .lune.

On the 1st Of May tautog

win be seen that the sportsman or

'>•

I

i

mile lurrtitig, '79 went around first in Oni. 40s., 78 in 6m. f Is.
ami '80 in Oni. 46s. Coming down the last hair mil
WHS intensely exciting. Up Co within twenty rods of (lie finish
it was dilfiouit io gay whether 73 or 78 would win.
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W

heiM

into

stonped seven

uiinut.es.
t f.iiue.ti anil tea, fifteen minutes.
iiiiimi-s aiiil sevc-nteen
f stupped seven
i

Sl..|.|ieil

accrnds.

seven ml

hoped that Mr, Curtis nay soon recover his
wonteii health, for he is will kn
man who
li

tie

.

i

.

takes a deep interest

in

everything ptrtaiuing to the eleva

fiouof athletic spoils,
(

I'... '.

-'•'
i
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Anonymous

m

!(

the address oi
n

Bl

muiilcatlons.

1

W. W. G., Albany, X. \._ f have
.,
|(|ll
earfride'o
breech loading shot gun, weighs 7 lbs. S oz, barr.
It considered a good gun ? What are about the nor
"" "I
mpl sty IIS!
in
tie
Albany, wins
nuM be
seosl to tut
it
Iter
to
ol
lire?
Ans. It is rather old fashioned, and we presume

the bflnc.ips

.,

.

!

1

John B.
1

1

i

1

it

li

Id

i.ol

n:

t)t

au.v

is

oil

this

ill

May20Hb

spayed,

is

New York.— What

Bass,

Bl >ck

:

law

Llll)

Littlestowu.— About, what age should a bitch puppy be
ins. It la before tho littoh is ten weeks old.

K. L. P.,

before sue

Ans.

:

:

Urn

It

I

bi

11

urgnl

1-

Greeuwoad Lake, without

lit

at which black

late

Barlli

11

1

violating the Jaw,

if

Westminster Breeding Kennel still In'cxistence, and wliat
price oi a black pointer pup? Ans. Yes. Address ttie
Scereuiry, r. 0. lux 8332, this city.
11.

_] 8

Hie

would be

Hi'-

;

hat Mr. Arnold Burges's dog lCuCtis took
Syracuse— How is
prize when he was not entered for competition; Ans. If you

J, N.,

it.

I

a first
look lit the catalogue you will acu Ihat Rufiis iris entered for oomputltion.
J.

Y.-Whn

N.

I!.,

he

of

is

Condon

I'm;

"Stonehe.ngc," the English authority ou dogs,

I

mine

A

friend of

is

Mr. Walsh, editor

in-

FiW<(.

Atchison, Kansas.— The

B„

II. li.

is

sec mentioned in your paper?
Mr. Staodona. Aus. " Btonehenge"

and « hose name.
ftal

Wflsott's snipe, an

The plovers have
L, It.lt,

1.

98

18

fere those of

]

lesser

:.

:

Ua

II

nit

0,

larger, rounder heads, and are

shorter, thicker bills,

V

I

has been the result

V

J.— Can you or any

franklin, N.

your correspondents

of

tell

have fried several days in Now
buj Marina Gtve.
York, but cannot tilid any for sale. Aus. Will some of our eoi-respondBrt
We cannot devote time tb special inquiry.

Yicksburg, Miss.—I have a new minuow
le, and write
you can tell me of any preparation that 1
make it waterproof or prevent its rotting? Ans. BLssolve pat
naphtha or benzine, and soak thoroughly or take half a pound
of lend and half a pound of powdered alum, dissolve them in a
of rain water, and pour off into another vessel and steep your s
to it, letting it soak thoroughly.

GOUvemcnr, X.Y.— Will you answer

aflmlsalouot'cliSB

your next paper

in

:

I

John B. Sage, Secretary,

ply to

Buffalo.

Philadelphia.- 1 have a setter often (spayed) three years
never sheiks her coat on the back, her sides and head shedding
How can I remedy tutor Ans. Give your dog a ball of tar
the size of a small hickory nut three times in the course of a week.

W.

f.

s.,

old, that

regularly.

G.

A.— Will you please

inform

me whether all

kinds of

game may

be.

the time the new
law takes effect? If not all kinds of game, can deer be killed until
thai lime;
Ans. Wu published the whole law in our issue of April 2G.

killed in Virginia until July

1

next, as 1 believe

that, is

0. s.— Will you tell me what bait is best for pickerel— spoon, imitation
Can any fishing be had olf the docks at Harminnow. 01 live mi
lem at this sea-son of the year 7 Ans. We regard the baits you mention
.

We

as equally good.

hear ol no Hairing

at

present off the docks at

Harlem.
J. C. W., Inoianai'olis, Intl.—I have a small black and tan pup, Just
taken from its mother. What feed is the best to raise it on? Ans
Commence with fresh milk, slightly warm, and afterwards mix with it
baked Indian meal, continuing this diet until the dog is old enough to

eat the scraps from the table.

New York.— 1st.

me where

can get a good mnz1112 pun, cheap.
2d. What is the price of II. Fisher's muzzle
ogrtfle? Where can I get some good books on shooting-' Ans.
any of the dealers advertising in our columns. 2d. $100. 3d,
From this office if you send us their names.
0. N. L.,

a.

Please

tell

I

New

Ans. Scott, Greener, Pourn, and in fact all
the leading makers. The double grip almost universally used is a posiFor address see onr advertising columns.
tive action.
ot (Irat-olaaS

makers only.

worms in dogs.
GKunsE, Duxbury, Mass.— Please send me
They are about an iuch long, and seem to keep the flesh down. The
Aus. Arecanut, powdered, and
food consists of Spratt's ttbrine
given in three doses of twenty grains each, two hours 'apart, and followed by a dose of eastor_oil four- hours after the last dose, will rereceipt for

move them.
S, U. Si., Pittsburgh.—Can yon give us any information through the
columns of your paper concerning the hunting and fishing
.

1

1

1

1

1

1

e river in t

.

.

on

any Inquiries in regi
complete description
covering six column!

his

London,

friend of
twist,"

lit

whether this is a go™ gun or not?
uauie slumped upon them, but could
1

friend's

in

will llnil a

1

l,|,

ceil

-

''

i

H

r

Hng

'

ol all kinds, trap,

ducks, etc.?

be done, we should recommend a 10 gauge. 2d. Yes.
precarious way of getting a living, we should say.

''-I

-

made into a pill three times
made up in the same pill.

phate of iron
80I, arsenJc

S„ Mlnne
Imported two

gnu without seeing

it.

It is

Erie,

my guu,

a day.

V

i

go.

lie

'

.,,

,

oft
,,,,

Irish

;n

is

,,

.

St

1

.:

1

1

membrane

the mucous

n.,

1

j

il

.

Minnesota.— I have a very valuable

J.

rhe lower

of

.10.

and othei

witter,

effee

His

health arc good.

le consult yon as to

would suggest yo
a small sponge th

st
r

water

-aituti.

11ml g

rather depleting thin

W.

•T.

Rather a

the

-iil

make

to

six

clphla.—I

sctterdog

h

two months has bee

years old

2

some kind

1th

tMI-O
'

;

,n

His eyes are inllauied

give me a remedy.
give him one V. s.

iwels

;

,

i

compound

then red

freely,

act.

tyl

,n

.,

e of the following pills three

acid gr.

1-20,

ext.

;

EXQTJI

The puppies would probably be

11.

Isit ahealilifnl

-

cannot d

Minn.- My red setter bitch has a sore eye, and deit Is steadily getting worse.
The eye itself is clear and
from discharge, even water. The skin around the eye is very much
swollen, hair gone off, and of a mangy and dry appearance; have frequently washed with soap and waier. She is otherwise in good condition? Ans. Anoint around the eye with carbolic sa'.ve, and keep the
dog on a low diet.; that is, feed as little meat as possible.
C. B., Shakopce,

bette

1

•

to take

thai

rove Park

Blooming

free

$1.50 per lay. 11 safat ge

has kept increasing

aud

size,

in

is

now

iful la

coma

is n<

1

•

hii

dies fr

1

Li jkawtixe

.111

New Y ork.— 1st.

Trout,

as large

Whet eonLt ng

2d.

inst. for

is

Is

dug good on bong Island
est place to go OH

tl

and won

day's 'trout tug?"

!

3

the prope

Clei

ami where en,
use? 6th. Does the

ably AwiV. cah-a, a very ravenous

so

fish,

1

Would

Ith.

"Windfall" po

ttd

told that "Willis

Ha'

1

be as good a place as any

1

30

I'ii

The

Vus.

out, for three months?
marshy and desolate to

ent place

1

W

here conld we obtain some CaliBeresfoko, Volusia Co., Fla.—
salmon fry, and at what price, and would they thrive here in our
ake Beresford is, properly speaking, a bay from the St. John's
River. The bottom is sandy, and it is a noted place as a spawning
ground for all kind3 of fish— shad, bass, bream, perch and others. Ans.
The State Fish Commissioners, of Pennsylvania. Maryland aud New
York, can furnish them. Address H. J. Reeder, Harrisburg T. B.

ing privileges iu Ids ponds for

fornia

$3, limiting tin

ight or

The last editiou of Wallace's G
to be taken.
not auswe^as to the Adirondack ponds you s

1

—Undoubtedly one of the best an
found

cloths. Mattings, etc., to be

number n

icksof Carpel

chei

N.

Yy—1st. Be

Princess Bay.'

kind enough to give

2d. I

1

me

directions

have a gun marked "Tllos.

if

how

Phillips.

I

to

Lon-

>

Olc

Igi

til

1

W. Adams

I.

pains to
sent him.

I

plni,
I!

.1

.

1

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE
COMING WEEK.

maker there was one in Mew York,
volume, but iu the second there would

Ion

iostou.

Co.,

g,

ethei bou
Yanderbilt banding aud take cars. 2d.
ml.

F.1

eau-

states is thai oi Mesari

ii

Washln
is the sportsman of the firm, and wi
our friends calling upon him, or wi
reliable house.—Adv.

John U. Pray, SONS*

1

We

the best,

is

;

-

ashing

lor Irani

v miles iron
tnlsi ity, Dj
on bong Island is at Ridgewood, aboi
H. Seaman nrtl
ard youthe South Side Railroad. Think Mr. I
over night, although not in the habit of takitng boarders, lie. lets fisu-

man's Gazetteer.

1

lasi

Uli

','

1

amp

Habitat, Vermon! to Mississippi river. We have deThere is also a lawyer
scribed this fish at some length 111 tins paper.
in the great lakes (Lent maeuXoseiy, which swims at great depl hs, and is
taken at forty fathoms and more. See Bullock's forthcoming Sportsilog fish, etc.

W. W. w„

?

1

of a pe-

iof«Lawj
ls. Prob
known as lawyer, mud llsh,

culiar yeUc

lake7

CI

lore,

ed ghii
;,

"penml

a

!S

Will ye

Vv.\

ith s

011s hotel,

-te,

,

lot s

soft,

which

-Vssociati

ud pike. I'.
abounding
in the vie nitv. a ud se\ en other
Highest knoti, 1700 feet. H Is read
Hi,
hilly, but not, uin mtaii 011s.
It Is eight miles
the Erie and Tl lawa c and L ikawanna railroads.
lie lloiiesdale branch of the Krie road, and
from Kin ball's u.atioi on thO

Mass.— About six weeks ago t noticed a small
bunch on my setter's throat; it was very soft, ami did not seem to
trouble him, as he was just recovering from the mange, aud thought it
it it

CI

on a beau

F. n. S., Westfleld,

would go a
as an egg.

r

vantages for con ifort a ml enjoy
July and Vugust
lw in to

valueless.

spite all care

1

01

1

of a skin dismise.

le does not care to eal

;

it.

or..,

otherwise,

P., Jr., Phila

last

,

not.

;

'iigth.

,1. A. Ik. .Manistee.
Michigan.— Having a good
ed Irish s
will soon come in for first time
a friend 1
bred pointer, which he is anxious to put to her.
mid it he polic
do so, and would it harm her for future breeding
vise you nil her to shoot your bitch than to breed her to a pointer
nor
would we advise you to breed her to any dog the first time of coming in

seasi

We

,\ns.

red, but does not spread niueh.

.1. S. B., Philadelphia.—I am the owner
Bay dog. He
has been complaining with his throat, and has a lump about the size of
a walnut on each side of his neck. Can you give me a remedy? Ans.
Your dog has an enlargement of the gland!
apt to become inflamed and enlarged after a sore throat or cold. Win mi
not. advise any interference at present, unless some fodide of Iron. Say
the syrup, ton drojis three times a day.

which

do for him.

to

ounces mix. Should thai
of nitrate of silver 5 grams, distilled water 1
11.
The diet should be Bl

2d. Is the

3d.

whal

trying the following lotion, lobe applied in
fMirhnmsa day: Sulph, zinc 12 grs.

of a Chesapeake

nothing about the quality of
probably a. common grade of

What would he

.

1

1

Parker breech louder considered good? 3d: Could a good shot make
anything shooting game in Iowa, Illinois and other Western States,
shooting for the market ? Ans. If mnch trap and duck shooting was to

mine has a shot gun with "W. W.
id on barrel.
Could you say
Ans. We have met gnus with that

Pa.— 1st. Where in New York can I have the left bara Clarbruttgh, bored so as to shoot close, also the cosl ?
the probable cost of a week's gunning after ba.vtie iatter part of August, ij
treet, will choke bore your
Ans. 1st. H. C. Squires, No. 1 fort!
guu for so. 2d. About $35, which in
$3 per day for boatmen,

W. MeC.,

rel of
Zfl.

i'

\

it

1

p

gun.

1

1

produces a redness ol the eurine;,
Sivealso two grains of quinine and >n

to ten, unless

il

1

ji

tell

n

1

very

country iu our issue of J.r

1.

him?

rille 4-1 calibre,

he paper.

siir.sciutiEtt, ttosloi

Forsyth,

cn-asing

Ferguson, Baltimore, or Seth Green, Rochester.

p.iVH

n

If.,

(

1

Orleans.—What other English gunsmiths, besides
E. L. P.,
Tiougall, make positive action breech loading shot grins? The addresses

get

Ane. Give your dog a tablespi
,,,
with fifteen drops of laudanum in it. Be careful with his d
three drops of Fouler's sol. of arsenic three times a day, grad

Brattleboro,

O.-,

1

propi

Welbersh'eld.—I have a seller dog thai had tin
and has cveraince had sore eyes with little pimp
them, and also has now what look like boils. Ho you thiol

Vt.— 1st. What is the best length and weight.
from 10 to on grains of powder, for olf hand shooting ? 2d. Is the Phoenix rifle, manufactured by the Whitney Arms !o»,
a reliable gun? Aus. Mr. E. n. Sauilford won the "Sptrij of the
badge
with a 38 inch barrel jftom this to 38 incite 1- igoofl
Length, weight 1(1 lbs. 2d. The PhnerilX rtfle is a cheap weapon, fair
enough for short distances.
c. H.

for

1

1

A

other.

1

K. J.

if

;

any

last winter,

to

1

as well as

would beat. oz. powder and '„ oz. shot. You can
"',
dealei intWBoity. it would cost san to 525 to have

ct

1!.,

make

I

thetlO Initiation feeof the StateSporlsmansi onvcutiou forthe
longer. Ana. Annual. Ap-

licr

11

1

i:ni c.

W.

S.

-i

1

1

of that

it

M. W., Williamspnrt.— 1st. What gauge would von recommend as Ihe

me Where lean

SOBS

determine whether the

will

guns

varies in

that will help

:

-

tell-iale.

Bethlehem, Pa.— Will yon allow me to Inquire of your
readers, through your columns, whether any of them have
lie h'angcley Lake Region to escape the " Hay Fever

t«

F. At.

time

short

ask you

otherwise different.

numerous

A

oil.

'.

11

L. M. K., Baltimore.—] have a tine seller dog with a very stubborn
cough. We try to keep him us quiet as possible, as motion seems to
aggravate his cough.
He expectorates a lime.
e is unite ileal.
Bis appetite is good, and his bowels regular and in
We should recommend for your dog a Hover's i.owdi
jug for two or three days, and twice a flay B Ulblesp

curable.

Adb.

V

ii.

1

Syracuse.

\f» York.

l.ttcnvnE.

,1

1

early part of Jnno next 7
I want
to write him.
Ans,
Maty. Buffalo; or Green Smith, President, Vati.e u

in the

No Notice Tiikcn

!"

glvi

£ivic,'Jftoncli'iif.';.
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May 24.—Racing:

Thursday,

Maryland Jockey Club,

1;

icufi

Trotting: Point Breeze Park, Philadelphia; Poughday Spring Meeting, N. R, A.. rei

Ky.

Louisville,

Lewis, iUS AND I arky— There
hunting a id trappi g expedition,
form us ii what pai t of the count
Two of us have nee 1 trapping beb

keepsie, N. Y.

Rille: first

1

1

ting Tournament : Plattsburgh, Nebraska. Pigeon Match: bona
iBfand Shooting OInb, Dexter Park, I„ I. Base flail Buckeve vs llarlnbus; Boston vs Tecuioeli, at London, Out..: ffivai
at lnuj-,1 ill.;
star of Syracuse vs Maple Lear, 111 lielelph,
s I.o
d vs Manchester, a' Manchester Orange vs En

SI

:

:

11

i'

found

lie

111

Arkai

;

;

round Alaska vs Chelsea, at Union Ground ; M
at Allegheny 25, Memphis Reds vs Standard, at \\
Keystone vs Defiance, at Twenty-fifth and Jellei.-ou
;

please inform me, through
Sec. U. & R. C, Cambridge.— Ci
rfie re
rifle range at Springyour correspondence column, wheth
held, Mass.; and, if there is, from whom could I learn if the Harvard
and Yale rifle clnbs might shoot thereon, or near the day of the boatrace (next June) between these two colleges? Ans. 1. Yes. 2. We are
authorized to say that the clubs can have the use of the rauge on the
day named.
L. L., Brooklyn.— Please inform me whether there has been a bnllmasflff at the bencn show, or whether there have only been mastiffs?
A, bets B. that there is no difference between a masiill aud a bull-

Ans. There was no such dog at the ehnw, and there is no
such breed of dogs. A mastiff might be crossed with a bull dog, as a
pointer might be crossed with a setter, lint the produce would be a
mongrel.

mastiff!

•

have a guu made by Robert, Gardener, 200 Picmaker of any reputation? 2d. Will you give
me the address of F.deB., fthaca. New rorte 3d. What was the entrance lee at the late bench show of dogs? By answering these questions you will oblige. Ans. 1st. We know there is such u maker, but

W.

W., N'yack.— 1st.

cadilly,

London

know nothing
Two days, $2.

;

is lie

I

a

as to the quality of his guus.

2d. T)o not

know

it.

3d,

Mkuico, Maj fluid.—I have a bitch pup that 1 wish to spay, will yon
do me Hie favor to describe the manner of operating? Ans. The operatiou consists 111 making an incision and removing Ihe orras, but we
could not undertake to describe it so that it could be done with safety.
We would rather suggest to you to wrlle to Horace Smith, care of this
with a person who makes a
office, who will put .you wc
of

It,

id

Nottoway counties,

iu Virginia,

-

;

,

A. C, Newark, Hi J.— 1st. I h,i e a setter dog, whose hair comes out
e of a remedy ?
2d. is
ontinually all the year round.
there any way to keep dogs from jumping fences when off the chain ?
Ans. 1 Give your dog three doses of tar in a ball abant the size of a
large pea, allowing two days to elapse between the doses. Afterwards
ulng for a few days. If the dog
egg night and 1
2d. Not. without mechanical appliances,
skin disease, this will help h
Training properly will make him " ware
of which we do not approvt
J.

Allegheny, at Allegheny, Pa.
IMS,
Racing Maryland Jockey Club, Baltimore I.onisifle: Beconfl day Spring Meeting, N: R. A., Creedinoor.
Iud a
ive Oak of Lynu vs Tecumseh, at London
Indianapolis; Hartford vs Buckeye, at Columbus; AthI.

heny, at Allegheny, Pa.;

P.,

in

A.

J.,

.

Harrison, N.

Fond du Lac.—

per, at least

I

live nioni

ttiiuk
lis

larged and ae?i

I,

X.

;

at. creed. nnor.
Parade o3
ei Is
vs Harvard, at Kern .1 LI e
Centennial Ground;
Hobokci
at

Live Oak o

J.:

J.

v,

'nil

tn
is

i
;

,i.n

h.Ofl

tobjeswi
quite lively, and has

totreal

the iivii. in.

ingmof

II

B

Ideofhis

thegttndson
tht

.1

Ii

log
n-:n

distem-

Willi
,,|

Lynn vs Maple

burg; Tecumseh vs Lowell,

As

yet the
11

,
1

ago ippetlte. [ can notice nothing else
pup is
wrong witli linn besides the above. Aus. Give your puppy a Davis
powder night and morning for two days, placing the powder Op the
back of the tongue. Give the dog n nourishing diet without too much

v.-

ii

1

1

-:

1

1

nhiii.

He

.

.

.,'(,..

nnii,

:

Lot

Le Poy, N. S.;
tn
Y.; Ambler Park, Pa.
'.'

at

N

30.—Ti fitting as ibove.
Haven. Match
9

Mot!

:

Rille iSSOolatlOI

Rev

tl

!

td

ii

liasu Ball

vs Lowell. at Boston,

jiMj

i:\ ,..,

a

In

:

Fleetwood Park,

I

Moss

at

t'.er-

Plu

Ky. Base Bull Live Oak of
Boston vs Star, al Syracuse; In. minis
Hartford vs Allegheny, at Pitts

20— Trolling

tfrti/

,1.1.:

ir,.,.

al

Bosl

vs St. Louis, at

isville,

at Guelpl

Lynn vs Maple Leaf,

...

;

Pittsburg.

apolis; Hartford vs Alloirhcny.

.in, .1,.,,,.

eyes run some.

I

rertou vs Plainli.
Leaf, at Giu-lph

,'raeuse; Indianapolis

,.

Iroal are-ouite en-

>i

1

apolis vs St. Louis, at Indiana]

distemper

old:

Park

Prospect,

at,

Rule: third day Spring
hlng Clou ":. Y. city.

A.,

lie

1

Maine?

trout do.

pup

Memphis Reds vs Standard,

lay Ifi.— Racing: Louisville, Ky.

Y.— Please advise me of the largest assortment,
could use to advantage for lake trout fishing this coming
Ans. Your question is a difficult one to answer, as
the lake tront is not really a surface feeder. Only in spring does this
trout rise to the surface. They can then be taken with fly, more especiIu the fall they also go into shallow water
ally at the outlets of lakes.
ormed by the gravely bars at the mouths of Inlets to spawn, and they
will then often take a fly or troll. They take the same flies that brook
G. C.

;

;

fence" at the word.

of flies that

i

<l

.

autumn

.

1

n'.i

'!,,

lOl
.

1

n,

1

'

n.

'

kmmal Spring Games N.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE FUTURE OF PERU,

whether they will make the deserts
"bloom and blossom like the rose ;" whether
they will develop new life in the people, and will be a new
source of wealth to the people, remains to be seen. We can
only hope so, and that before long the splendid table-lands of

esting basin of Titicaca

;

of the coast to

up
THE waking
wasting

of the people of Peru to the fact that they
time in not availing themselves of the civi-

are

lization of the rest of
late dispatches to

the world, which has been indicated by

the daily press

mind the wonderful

from that country,
and lends a new

calls to

history of Peru,

interest

the Andes will be easily accessible to sportsmen, tourists and
health seekers.
Tire la Peru !

to the story of her ancient glory

and almost romantic ruin. The
re-development of her very great natural resources, and the
the
world
opening to
of her inland riches and glorious scenery,
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Lake Titicaca

24, 1877.

lies like

To Correspondents.
communications whatever, whether relating to business or literar.t
lenoe, must tie addressed to the Forest anti Stream Pes
Personal of private letters of course excepied.

i.isniNo Comi'anv.

Names

ante as a guaranty of good lanli.
lislted

if

any topic within the scope of

v'.aUii!* to

be pub

will Dol

So anonymous contributions will be re

objection be made.

paper are so

this

intending exhibitors from thai sole,
perhaps, considering the short time
minster Kennel Club

brow, the

government south as far as
Chili, north beyond the powerful kingdom of which Quito
was the capital, and from the Pacific on the we3t to the dense
forests of Brazil on the east.
The area of their empire was
equal to all the United Stales east of the Mississippi. It was
diversified by every manner of scene and climate, from the
snowy peaks and bleak uplands of the Andes to the arid sand
deserts abng the ocean and the vine-tangled, tropical jungles
whore the Amazon took its rise. People living under such
different geographical and climatic conditions must necessarily
have greatly varied
tics, and thai the small tribe to
which the rule of the Incas was originally restricted should
have been able to leave Iheir little valley, and not Only conquer hul also hold together so wide and various a commonwealth, i.- very wonderful. Bui from the m
their architecture we are able to get a bint of the means which
they employed, for there is an absence of written documents,
and the chronicles of the prejudiced Spaniards are not a Iway
trustworthy.
We can trace enormous fortresses guarding the
passes of the mountains, and holding in subjugal ion the dis-

to favor us with brief

l
-

Mefuland

aim

tin-

i-

:;

oi

tlii>

>etwcen

reflable tnfonnatl

from one end ol lite country to the other; and
win Bnd our columns a desirable medium for advertising an

tin-.v

tnents.

The PnblUners

FOKEST ash Siueam aim

of

to merit

,.:

patronage ami countenance of that portion of the communi
ol

1

i

all

tant
received on any terms; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may noi he read with propriety in the home

frontiers,

connected together by splendid roads and

elaborate bridges.

Much

of this wide extent of country

was uninhabitable, and
extraordinary means were used

narrow fertile valleys
economize every inch of soil. The ancient inhabitants
on arid slopes of hill, among rough rocks,
and walled up their dead in caves and clefts, or buried them
in the

each week it possible,

•ir.iay ol

car Trade supplied by American News Company.
ll\UI.i:.S JIAI.I.OIK, F.iliK.r.
<
T.

c

present to our readers this

week our much promised

enlarged paper. To-day's issue approximates to something of the style, system and perfection which we had anticipated for our issue of May 1, the date of the beginning of our
but mechanical obstacles have intervened
joint enterprise
;

to issue a journal sufficiently faulty

which compelled us

and

conspicuous in its shoTt-comings to provoke a stream of reminders and complaints in person and by mail, which were
the more distressing because we were ourselves blameless and

good health and

actual sufferers, through detriment to the

We have now

once more assumed
the direct control of our own printing office, and hope henceforward to "go on and prosper." Every line of type of the
integrity of our journal.

present issue has been set up anew this week under disabilities
that would have discouraged offices with greater facilities for
in,

and

at last

we

we can

feel that

present a clean

sheet, which will prove to be but a sample of
be expected and pledged for the future.

and creditable
-what

may

."- —

—

«visit

the

wilds of the Catskills, will be glad to know- that an u- Oi atjon
of leading residents of Green County has been Drill

zed for the protection of birds and

fish.

charged with
—Robert Bland and MichaelofGregory,
Mr. Masury. owner of

steal-

the
ing trout from the premises
clubhouse property at East port, Long Island, have been held
ten to appearbefore the next Grand Jury of Suffolk
County. Mr. Masury lost about -1,000 trout.

Nones

'.

inj

i

Sportsmen.— Having received so many communications
Ion to regard to our six-section bamboo trout,
Inforn
a
i

-

ire

ii..ve

prepared a circular on the

subject, wil

lopayfordo

pill

univ on tin

ip
:

lion, for

we

arc

order to

i

am

enamel (made by burning and staining,
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customers
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amounted

ince fees

to

carell
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pay it rather than to cause disappointment to any intending exhibitor. And these rales have,
been paid on the dogs of Messrs. Macdona, R. J. Lloyd Price,
A. A. Brown and others, and would have been paid on all
dogs sent ewer. There were entrant
gi
tved En an three
each, the -Club preferred to

other English owners, which, upon the dogs not being forthComing, were duly returned to thenb We trust that
temporary, the Fanciers' Gasette, will make a note of this fact.
Mr. Price won the champion pointer prize with Snapshot,

and Mr. Brown, of Liverpool, won with his mastiffs, so that
these gentlemen, at least, have no reason to be c
Considering the magnitude of the show, and hat. it was the
I

New

one held in

first

York,

seems scarcely

it

pon

'

The

ing press.

imwar-

just thai

by the English sportMacdona to come

it

invitation extended to Mr.

over and judge was a compliment paid to the whole English
sporting fraternity, and we have
el'j
oil to believe that
t

\

•

gentleman is fully satisfied with the treatment he has received at the hands of American sportsmen.
We have before contended that in bench show judging, to
that

the average spe

Lata

;

lass

ill

i

rtah

and who v

s eye,

have every reason, however,

with the English
rather disc

1-

even noticed.

ere not

Mr. Davidson,

to believe that

did his duty most impartially, but

.-nor.-,

le'spreei

ha,1

_

ly dispelled as the;

a

of a hat.

picked out a numbej

';

judg

liki

We
is

would be about as

at,

ic

a

draw the names of the dogs out

to

vere on

The

occasion,

bi

it.

lived ideas so rudefact is there

were too many dogs to be judged in the limited time alii wed
and we hope on another occasion to see not only more time,
given to a careful examination of each

An

bul

class,

possibly a

important question arose in the

They excavated 'great areas in the
deserts until they reached moisture enough to support vegetation, and then brought guano from the islands to fertilize
these sunken gardens.
Tiny terraced up every hill and

i

mountain

side, and gathered the soil from the crevices of the
till the platforms.
Perhaps China and Japan alone
can show7 a parallel to the extreme utilization of soil for the
cultivation of maize and quinoa, which obtained at the time

rocks to

But this was intended for the support of
The poorer population lived in dense masses, in
huts of stone, or frail houses of grass and bark, practically
slaves of the quality of the empire, although the humane
of the Incas.

the nobility.

policy of the Incas forbore to put an actual yoke of serfdom
upon any native's neck. Mr, Squier tells us that the present
population of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, which constituted
the ancient Inca empire,

is

about

this

number

What

of inhabitants.

it

commonwealth would have

not vanished before the Spaniards,

interesting conjecture.

The

is

a.

subject for

improvements were

Architectural

then in progress everywhere.

it

is

now.

vice, a purer and more useful religion than
Peru has ever seen since.
Pizzaro swept the couulry of its
precious metals, drawing fabulous sums from its mines and
treasure-houses.
Potosi is about exhausted, but the mines
about the Cairo do PafiCB, 18,000 feet above tin bi
ill
yield silver abundantly.
Gold is not liberally distributed in

Peru, hut tin, copper,
ilvei a ml coal are to be obtained.
Other sources of revenue are the guano islands, the birds and
:

seals Upon which the Incas protected, aware of the value of
the excrement as a fertilizer; and the precious chinchona. or
Russian bark, from which quinine is made. To develop

projected an extensive system of railway

building more.

Sancho was not

Whether

tin
aj

iirneit
t

tin

a

Gordon:

c

hi

decision bd
to

We CO]
bad hoped
Gordons in this country of CM
mixed breeds one that would eliminate the
bite
much
eonsumation which is dispelled, oral least postponed,
by this decision.
Another circumstance which caused considerable
was the fact that in several instances dogs were entered in two
classes, and having been judged in
.,
etui ied
v.

i

i

i

-

t

i

which they were found, were nei
toll
found in a stall corresponding with the number of the second
entry.
This
on, orwhatei ritmighl
occurred more particularly in the Gordon classes, and was
partially the fault of the committee through Iheir decldirj
ir.ilar premium list was printed, to have an extra
class for black and tan dogs.
It seemed at the time, how ever,
the stall in

i

effect of either entirely throw-

ing out, or else forcing into the nativi

and
i

,

One class for native

olutely necessary.

and imported Gordons had the
tan, or black, tan

Take

bred.

and white dogs

for instance the

that

gel.

class,

bt

were

in

aH black

any degree

of Mr, Colburn's Daafa

they would have

his exl ra class

igl

I

b(j o

Ei

(
i

;

sd into the

would have had nothing
to do with them, or else been debarred from entering.
We
might cite as one instance of what we have alluded to wit!
Dative English class, where the judge

lugs being entered
Fleet Spl

ir'8

in

This

bitch Pan.

i

case of Dr.

.

:
i
i

.

S.

:i-A.

bi
ord's Nellie and Mr.
iy.
Beauty was at once disqualified as being
Fan, having been entered also in clocorresponding with her entry
Oon-

the only other entries

imported.
in.

the stall
iy Mr. Bassford's bitch had
i

ly the fact, that

Fan was

Mr. Macdona, calling b

in

another

a

walk-over.
stall

fl

oi

yii

n

most

a

i

I

in

Mr. B

claiming the money, and rather
Doml

gold, prize

Subsequent^

was discovered, and

i

unqualified decision in favor of Dr. Spoil's bitch.

pri

these efforts will

bul

want of evidence as

s

Sancho's not being a Gordon.

There were

pauperism and

is

that

to see the standard for

material progress of the

better facilities of intercourse and the pursuit of happiness,
better protection, a wider agriculture, more manufacture, less

prise

ground

that this

the future of this great

been had

and that when
more than twice

five millions,

the Spaniards landed they found something

the

the judge was upheld. Owing

dd him the $30.

mom

I

they are getting.

iMiuciK,

the rate

at

this

Gordon class, when Mr. Eeavitt's Sancho, a black and white
dog, with the slightest tan markings, v
pi
Brst over Mr,
Belmont's Robin. Mr. Belmont protested againsl th
ward on

these great, resources, or redevelop them,

Wi

Although

trip.

triumevirate of judges.

country was far in advance of what

=men who, during the summer months,

round

for the

would be
B pound

that dogs

i

ENLARGEMENT.

WE

Onion Line,

built their dwellings

ble soil for agriculture.

JiusincssTfanager.

Manager.

Wc:-t-.tii

i

to

in irreclaimable sands, in order to save all the scanty cultiva-

8.H.TDBRH.I,

BASKS,

denied that,

hi-

at their disposal,

in

ried on the steamers of that line

;

getitlenicn sportsmen

cannol

it

York Bench
journals frtmj

\

&

agent of the Williams

i

.

erred

in English

mvitlng en ri
Britain.
We arc aware, however, thai they had bei
certain Eaeili iesas
ai u ge of dogs; but it si
on the part of the Steamship company, such dogs should
be accompanied by their Own) r&
A cable dispatch
as il
upon sent over and an answer received from Mr. Ramsdcn,

From

plateau in the Cordilleras, where

a jewel on the mountain's

native emperors had pushed their

All

communications which have appeared

i

The Iuea empire was

iheir dominating central

NEW

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.
T) EFORE continuing our remarks on the Nr-w
-U Show if may not he out of place for us to

1,1

Inside paces, nonpareil type, 35 cents per line; ontsWe page, in cents.
illto lal
tfofloea HI
Special rut<:
ml
Ive month.*,
columns, SO cents per line.
nsertine Mir prospectus us above onetime, wltll
ml sending marked copy
n;t:si inii Stueam for one year.
'

no doubt, lead to a future prosperity, of which now only
a few of her citizens have any conception. The best days
that empire ever saw were no doubt those of the Incas, when
she was governed by her aboriginal kings with a linn and
kind rule which commanded both the respect and love of all
the subjects.
Every resource of the empire which their skill
could develop was brought .into use, and the "Children of
the Sun "were a move respectable, comfortable, happy and
moral people than they have ever been since.
Our old interest in this really noble country and in her
grand antiquities has been revived, and our memory reinforced by reading Mr. E. George Squier's charming book of
incidents of travel and explorations, entitled " Peru," a finely
illustrated edition of which has just been issued by
ic Harpers.
It is astonishing to be reminded of the vast extent of
Peru at the time when the despoiling hand of Pizarro was
laid upon it ; and it makes om 'i bj "I boil yet to think of the
fearful atrocities which those merciless gold seekers perpetratwill,

Maiden

I.

,

bringing a large agricultural people to the high table -lands of
Peru, the Thibet of America, and to the ion
h
|

We
i

i

the

;
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GAME PROTECTION.

judgesiB subject to a revision by the eontraattee, and hi this
plainly could have willield the award,

The

Maedona

display of red Irish setters, Mr.

finest lie

quality of

has ever sees, and in fact tin:- Whole show, in the
tlic dogs
in attendance, and in order and general

he characterizes

results,

Way

aai

as being ahead of anything ever held

of Haverhill, Mass.,
,

Merrimack

Snapshot. Mr. Lloyd

Price's pointer. Will remain here a while longer.

magnificent

St.

Bernard Brought over by

Milttgo, the

G. do

Mi*.

Lam

such

is dead.
Neva, the St.
Bernard hitch, was sold to Mr. Leroy Z. Collins, and
II. and Magnet have both been sold in this country, the former
jentteman of Pittsburgh, Pa., and the latter to Mr. Conner,
The little few terrier puppy which took the prize,. Mr.

Maedona very generously presented

Park,

to Mrs.

in court

ted

fflio

sails On
Saturday in the. Britannic, of the White Star Line. And so
winds up the greal New York Bench Show-, a show unparallel-

case,

and Sned

each,

—

Kivcr Sportsmen's Club,

of Pulaski,

shoot.

The State CoSYESTIOK.—It

is

probable that the conven-

tion of the State Sportsmen's Association,
at Syracuse, will be held

commencing, probably, oh the
a very extensive scale, ami the

which is to be conduring the third week in June,

18th.

The preparations are on

affair will

doubtless he a very

enjoy ab Ie

THE ANGLING WATERS OF NORWAY.

universal, long drawn, heartfelt cry, "preserve

In the following letter the writer makes a point which
of most thoughtful consideration.

Mikeus Ranohe, San Diego
Mr:.

Editor

From

all

1 sincerely

"""THE
J-

rivers

and

German and Trench

sort of British.

when a new
word comes

Scandinavia have long been the

fiords of

season has but

anglers,

re-

hut now.

opened, the diseouragin,

fairly

no longer a productive one for the

that the field

is

the rivers of

Norway

profession.

Almost

all

are noble streams, that flow

down from and empty into the sea at the bend of
The lauds on the banks of these streams bel

rapidly
fiords.

habit of setting fixed nets.

long

them have been in the
The result, which might have

various proprietors, and nearly

of

all

been predicted from such an avaricious course, has already
Come. About, ten years sufficed to exterminate the salmon,
and now the rivers not only do not furnish any fish to the

con-

templates running an excursion to Syracuse during the State

if this

demand

flic

is

ii

found

The means

in lime

if all

for its

i

I

;

a habit, not a taste— a habit of yielding to a brutish propensity which is strengthened by an unreasonable pride in excelling some one else, or having something to boast of.
The
man who smokes twelve cigars a day has not, a whit mote of
true enjoyment thuihe wdio confines himself to six.
The
former yields only to a habit.
Gentlemen, I say in perfect sincerity, try it. Limit yourselves for on,: season to a reasonable number per day, and See
how it works. This will be an easy matter where 'there are
clubs.
There can be no question as to its effect upon the
game, and 1 verily believe the effect upon yourselves will ho
equally si
Excessive killing cannot be justified on
anygron
u sense, reason or decency.
I should
like to hear the yjew of others on this subject.
T. S. Van Dtke.
is

Fatal RatxukSxake Bite.— Our Lake George correspond-

"The Old

ent,

game!"

judicious advice, of friends,

accomplishment will surely be

those interested will keep the subject in

and, above all, put their own hands, as well
tongues and pens, into the work.
It is not my purpose to
most effective means for the attainment of
this end.
Hut there is one means that I have not yet seen
mentioned, which in my humble opinion would be, to say

agitation,

instruct as to the

the least, quite as effective as heaping maledictions, however
richly merited, upon pot-hunters, farmers' boys and other
pests.
That is, for every spoilsman to abstain from butchery, and confine himself to a rational and moderate indulgoting game.
For a man who only at long intervals can tear himself loose for a day or two "from the chains
of business, it is perhaps excusable to kill all lie p
in the very limited time he can snatch.
Hut can this lie said
of him whose time is his own. and who hunts for sport as
Often as the pot-hunter does for profit ?
Are uol lens of
thousands of birds annually slaughtered merely to swell
tlready reasonably large, beyond the " bag " of some
friend or rival, "or else to furnish foundation for an evening's
boast at the spoiling rendezvous?
1 know sportsmen, gentlemen, capital companions, and splendid shots, who during
are in the field tit least one-half the time, ae.d vet
always make il a point to kill every bird they possibly
When they have shot 3d or -10 pinnated grouse, y « So
quail, or 13 or 15 woodcock, etc., they have no more idea of
stopping than they had after the first'shot. It never enters
their minds that they have for that day had as much sport as
any rational creature should desire, and that further shooting
is mere murder.
is the more reprehensible, the man
who is at heart as true aspoitsman as I am, who hunts only
for sport, but is by poverty compelled either to sell his game
to pay for time and ammunition ; or I, who can afford to hunt,
but kill three times as much as he does only to give away?
On what principle do I denounce even the mercenary wretch
who sweeps the land of game professedly for profit, while I
do the same to give, or often, to throw away ? Now, this is
not so noticeable in the East, where there is little danger of
any one making a very large bag; but in the West the waste
ful destruction of game by genteel but thoughtless murder is
enormous. I say "thoughtless, because the class to whom I
refer are generally high minded gentlemen, to whom il is impossible to impute any motive but thoughtlessness.
Now if
all sportsmen would set a reasonable limit to the " bag " and
leave the field when it is reached, they would have quite as
much true sport as in excessive slaughter, and would certainly contribute far more to the preservation of our uoble
game than they ever will hy showering invectives on pothunters. And their denunciations would then come with far
better propriety than they do now.

quaintance

landowners find that they have cheated
themselves out of the income which they formerly derived
from the rental of fishing privileges. Thus we see repeated
nets, but the

the history of our

own American

for this ruin of the

whole stream

near the mouth.

It

salmon are hatched

does not

at

The

rivers.

lies

suit

the head of

responsibility

mainly with the farmers
them to believe thai tin
the river, and they insist

upon

their right to take evervthiug passing theirland, refusing
to
til
ighl to BS
Dr rent it at a
Now, BB b reeeat writer in the Lotion /'V,,',7 has said, there
:

kw

i

|.

-

.

very important fact to be borne in mind with reference to
ilmon in Norway. They are by no means so prolific as
in other countries further south, perhaps owing to the early
freezing of the rivers and the great quantity of ice
but, whatver he the cause, it takes but a short time' to alter the char;
red 'fishing river.
So that at the present day. high as rei
are in Scotland and Ireland, a larger return, judged by t
a

is

:

i

v.vight :f the fish caught,
in Norway.

ictobegotby

the Britah angler

home than

Moreover, there seems very little prospect of a remedy. The
English flyfisher knows how discouraging has been the history
Of salmon legislation in Great. Britain, and the same element's
of avarice, ignorance and selfishness, multiplied four-fold, arc
to be contended aTainst in Scandinavia.
Nevertheless, it is to
be confessed that sturdy attempts have been made by a few
intelligent men to secure fish-laws which shall he effectual in
restoring the salmon to Norway's locks and streams, or. at
least, in staying the insane ravages which tire now going
In the river Moselle. France, ten years ago, salmon had
on.
almost entirely disappeared; but now'- they arc again quite
abundant— the result of artificial stocking. The original extirpation was caused by the same reason we complain of here,
the dragging of the river with seines and the use of all kinds
of nets, etc.
These are now prohibited.

—

Quack. ScoTWdeeusm, We have had several letters from
eminent sources complaining of the advertisement referred to
below, of whose character we were wholly ignorant.
One of
our firm took the trouble to call at the so-called doctor's

room with two
The "doctor" himself,

"office" in Philadelphia, and found a garret

women engaged in preparing labels.
we need hardly say, can never be
not encouraged

from our columns at once, and, as maybe supposed, will never
receive a cent of pay for it.
We hope the scoundrel may be
unearthed and punished as he deserves. We regret to have
been

made an

accessory, although

we

plead entire ignorance.

Toxkkks, N.
F.DITOK FllEEST

AND STREAM:
the FOREST AM)

I regret to sec- tliat

STitE.vvr,

s>n<

Y..

May

IB, 1STT.

of the 1

other papers, are. inadvertent!; assisting to swim
Sbj publishing among jour reading matter the advertisement at
stone. He is simply a scoundrel, who ' borrows the livery ot

Vi[i?

p

Dr.

(?)

Heaven

to serve the devil in."

his receipt,

To make sure before writing

which eonhtins some

I sent for

articles not usually kept, especially in

country drug stores, costing, say Bftj cents. An in- Knows they cannot
he obtained easily, and, as he says, not tor less than S3 60, "he feels
I

quote, '-willing, ami considers l| ins duty to benefit Ms fellows in tiny
and every way he can," and thus add his humble mite toward carrying

out the blessed doctrine taught in the Snored Volume and practiced by
Ttim -'who went about doing good," and then offers to send in mailto

any "fellow sufferer" the drags for *:i. Should mi,
and hypocrite be allowed to -advertise
I,

sacrilegious scoundrel
P&pert!

q

,

In

n

re-

ScusiKiiiti;.

«»

—The
for the

mean mid-day temperature
month Of April, was T.S dog.

Walked all over his farm,
inspecting his cattle, sheep ami horses. Being a little costive,
he .was advised by friends to take a good dose of pills: consequently, before going to bed, he helped himself, and took
as many as he wanted.
Before daylight he was taken with
cramping pains, Which grew worse and worse until he died,
which was between eight and nine in the morning. He walked the house, lay on both bed autl floor by turns, and finally
died in terrible agony.
He had been told not to take pills by
the physician, and his family kept him from so doing, being
aware that it was a most certain death if he did."
finely.

wm

ipe.

THE SCIENCE OF SHOOTING.
BFLLET discharged from a firearm. an arrow from a bow,

A

a*

a stone

flight

from the hand, or an v projeel
ivhile in its
air, is submitted toaud controlled by the ac-

through the

tion of three forces.
First, There is the power which drives the missile along
second, the gravity, or weight, which keeps constantly drawit toward the earth
and, third, the resistance of the atmowhich has a tendency to stop its progress.
Although these forces are universally known to influence

ing

.-

sphere,

the projectile while in the

the extent of their control

air,

neither understod nor appreciated

a large mi

liy

i:

at
;

New Smyrna,

7 A.

i\i.

65

dfio

Florida,
:

month, B47teg; lowest, 00 deg.

,

.

is

,,.

ing men.

By

asking what

is

mean! by the point-blank range of a

ri-

it
is
safe to say two-thirds of the answers from riflemen
woidd convey the idea that it was the range or distance the firearm could throw the bullet in a straight line without do-,

fle,

ii

from the

line of sight.

"Webster, inhis

"big dictionary,"

jivi

the follow -ing definition:

projectile

is

'•.Point-blank— The point to which a
supposed to move without a curve."

After a careful research, it has been found that the dictionary and the standard books on shooting do not exactly agree

on this subject. To point where the line of sight is intersected by the trajectory, when approaching the ground, is Ihe
point-blank range of the gun. which

may

ing or depressing the rear sight, and
shoot point blank at. 300 yards range, it

be varied by elevat-

when
is

a

rifle is

to give the

said to

informa-

"hold up" at that range and hit the mark by
aiming directly at it. The term is generally applied to "opeiisigl le 1" rifles, where the sights are not movable, and
which
tion that

it

will

It may be said that this idea is Utopian.
It certainly is, so
far as imposing upon sportsmen any binding obligation is
concerned, and has not been mentioned with that view. But will sh >ot at the certain range, whatsoever it
might be, with1 think its fulfilment by aid of the native, sense of propriety
out ai ling above or below the mark.
«f all true sportsmen quite an easy matter. I will state my
MojorG. L. Willard. V. S. A., in his admirable, book on rifle
own practice; not by way of boasting, for it is no more a shooting, tells us that the point-blank range of the 1". S. rifled
ground for boasting than ordinary temperance is, but only to musket (1862) with the sights down, is 100 yards;
and exshow that it is possible to enjoy to the fullest extent the' di- plains that, to hit a man in the breast at 100 yards, he
should
vine pleasures of the field without being immoderate.
ii
ins breast; at fifty yards, aim at his hip
It
at one hunwould be difficult to find a bigger lunatic on the subject of dred and fifty yards, aim at, his throat at two hundred
yards,
hunting than 1 have always been, from the earliest days when at his head, etc.: and adds. •' that the number
of points[ practiced on my
grandfather's chickens and pigs' with a blank can be increased by the use of the raised sights."
piece of lead pipe pounded shut at one end and touched off
Nothing having Weight can move in a direct line when thrown
with punk, up to this very day. Few persous have kid
the atmosphere, unless, of course, it is hurled vertically. Beawake more nights over a prospective hunt, spent, more time cause, even without the air's resistance, the attraction of
gravin fondling a favorite gun, lingered more lovingly around the,
itation would not permit ii.
Begar.'dess of the bulk or density
window of a gun store, or felt more of that' indi
otiles. or the veloeitv which may be imparted to them,
burning, yearning sensation that in autumn crawls with red
our works on natural philosophy teB us they are continual!}
hot feet through all the recesses of one's soul, and which I and instantaneously influenced
by gravity while in the air.
call the. sportsman's fall fever, than I have.
And few have
bullet can be thrown with such force as to no in an
appreserved so keen and unimpaired, through oilier attractions parently si ra ight line, its direction not.
being sensibh ai
which tend to weaken it, their relish for the sports of the for a short disiaitec, but, in all cases, a. certain
deviation from
chase.
And yet f find my enjoyment in no way diminished the hue of fire will be found to exist.
letation of which I have spoken.
To prove tin- constant controlling influence of gravitation,
On moving
West some ten years ajo, 1 soon lost the foolish pride I had the following experiment has been tried The barrel of
a gun
always felt in making a "big hair," and which, in my native \vas placed in a perfectly horizontal position
on the lop of a
State, New Jersey, 1 had, lor obvious reasons, rarely been
high tower. This would make the line of sight and the line
able to gratify, ami have ever since made it a practice to Stop
of tire parallel to each other.
shooting at a reasonable number.
Time and again, in MiuneIn discharging the rifle, without regard to the initial vcloaitv
itB, 1 have left the field wilh
15 or 2(1 prairie chickens. 10 given to the bullet, it was found thai Ihe ball would
Strike the
12 woodcock, or 13 or 16 quail, whtin 1 could just as well ground in the same time which would elapseh, dropping
from the
ive doubled, or sometimes even tripled, the number, and felt
muzzle. II a number ol guns should he loaded, using differjust us much satisfaction as if I had dene so.
Even here. ent amounts of powder to each gun, placed in horizontal
pathough surrounded by thousands ol quails, hare
id lired, those having the largest charges
would give
nothing to do but amuse myself , and with all shooting con- more velocity, and thus greater ranges to the'
bullets; all of
veniences at my nod, l have always limited myself to go
Which, however, would strike Ihe ground at the same moquails a day, and have only overrun'this number when going
ment.
out with some of the sportsmen ami tourists who conic in
This proves that the prejt tit
n it on by gravity fl
>m
«nd
the very instant of leave
I find mysel
[usl
\
fj. oin
[p \
;

;

m

A

'

:

i

"iighest for Ibe

advised him to take a cathar-

:

i

found: consultations are
Of course we took the advertisement

by him.

Who

who

Our correspondent says
'Burton was getting along

tic.

-

greedy

Pilot," recently mentioned the ease of an ac-

arises a

kept alive,

the end, so desirable to every sportsman, will eventually be
attained.

spoilsman's

true,

who was recently bitten by a rattlesnake while
breaking up a den at Lake George. The man has since died.
although it is believed he would have survived but for the in-

Co.| Oal.

American sporting world

hope ami believe that

The

murder.

il.

is

:

quarter? of our

wholesale

iot lie in ihe men; killing, any more than
mere eating of game. It lies hugely in the amrDgs ami attendant circumstances, in a hundred attracnature too extensive to mention
excessive slaughter

-ne

i

worthy

i

pleasure as in

The accused
from which they

ed as
success, and which did more
to elevate
tin dog into the firm position in which he is now placed in
this country than all the shows and writing that had prcit

in the

made and provided.

Buhpteiias have been issued for a number of persons who
have violated the game laws at Concsus Lake, this spring.

vened

prize-winning toy terrier was poisoned. Jet, the bin
terrier, returned with Lover.
Mr. Maedona himself

have been

well satisfied in leaving the field with hundreds of birds all
around mi;, and twenty in my pocket, as I would be with myself and horse loaded down with them.
I follow the same
practice with all game.
Now, I am satisfied that sportsmen who will fairly try (his
plan for one season, will find that they have just "as "much

rau

—The Salmon

dona, and sold to Mr, Lester Wallack.

W.

river for the purpose of catching shad, contrary to
in

of mastiffs returned at the same time.

1877.— Wro. Kimball and George

Constables Allen and ITunt charged with setting nets

he water.

Old Rover went back on the Nevada lasl Tuesday week, but
wc shall have his Wood here. Mr. Brown's magnificent team

dt/i.

i

\>

,

im

\

t

:

FOREST "AND STREAM.

S4g

[ng short," the line of

must necessarily cross the

fire

line of

Bight.

By
i.

taking these furls

ni..

lo

i;

in consideratiofi

can

it

lie

overcome "Mr. ciravity's-objectjons"

that the
to

is

make

the line of fire cut the line of sight, find, to a certain extent,
According to Galili" greater lie angle the greater the range.
\e\
id
ileo's theory, the range is greatest when the angle ol
i

in
resisl
:e of Ihe air essentially modifies' tllis
to no small extent, tlie path of a
calculation, it was found that with a hall, tired
with an initial velocity of ;i,2iii) feet per Bceond, and tlie atgravitation, alone lo influence il, the range
traction of
range would be 20 miles, with the same elevation, but through
Ihe air's resistance, the projectile would come to the ground in
less than two miles.
To obviate the high rajectories. disadvantageous alike to
soldier and huntsman", the projectile is given increased initial
velocity, on the principle that the sooner a ball reaches the
mark aimed at. the less chance or time it, will have to tailor
It is an easy mailer to lower the
,1 bv
the wind.
if a rifle, and it can be done by reducing the weight
oftliebii.il and increasing the charge of powder for any distance up to 800 yards; bUl by so doing, the long range would
The combination of
lie lost, as the bullet would fall rapidly.
weight, very flat trajectory and long range in a ri-

nonelusion,

ami governs,

By

Indict,

I

.

,

an impossibility.
According to Greener, the smoothbore has a point-blank
If the same barrel
tango of 50 yards with a spherical ball.
should be rilled the range is increased to about 8.3 yards, with
a similar charge of powder, and is tolerably flat up to 180 or
drops suddenly. To get
800 yards, but after that distance
a longer range the bore must be reduced, retaining the same
projectile, consequently the ball must be elongated,
as ii would then offer less resistance to the atmosphere, and to
keep the long bullet point foremost it must receive good
spiral motion." Some experiments were tried in England a few
vears ivj-o wilh the Enfield, Enlicld-Snider and Whitworlh riThe fols and lads proved very interesting.
ill's.
i o| the items:
[owing an
iflo, 185B pattern, tired from a shoulder-rest,
The En
at and Hie rifle being live feet above the level
the poind
Of tie ground, with the sights for lttO yards: the average of
J
the shots struck the irround 27T yards off.
The Whifwoi-ih rifle, 2ft. Oin. barrel, 480 gr. bullet, 75 gr.
powder, under the. same conditions as the ubovc, struck the
lle,

is

it.

;i

,

ground

yards.
the Enfield was put perfectly horizontal in a fixed
rest wilh "no elevation." 4 ft. lOins. from the ground; the
average of he shots si ruck 188 yards away.
A Snider long Enfield, under similar conditions, three feet
hi. he ground, threw the shots on an average of about 103
at :I2I

!

,

When

1

,

I

presented by Mr-is. Fowler a union, 3H0 Broadway, New
;:-.
r M'nteri
In Mr.
an allium nil.
New York, value 512; -lilt prize, rash,

a revolver,

."-

'

:,: '".
'•
prize,
-'1
SStlBri.:e twin,
prize, a badg.

Homer Piaher,

s>™

fin;

Mli

m—" Lkbob-Gct"
Open

-

Hatch
Amateur

iT a bullet from the long En field-Snider at 100 yds.
inches at 125 yards, 1S ins.: at 160 yds., 20£ ins.: at

The

at

200

at 200 vds.. 10 ft. Sins.; at 800 yds., lift. 5{ins. at 400
yds., sit. 2','uk: 450 yds., 4ft. lOins.
The Express rifle is claimed to have the lowest trajectory,
and its principle can be explained in a few words: light bulfftns.;

;

OHICKO.

and large charges of powder.

Creedmook.— The Spring Meeting at Ckeedmoor tospring meeting for the season 1877 will

May 24).— The
open at Creedmoor. Eight matches are provided on the
programme, and it is intended to occupy not more than two
days in their completion, and with the use of the new wing
on the range this can doubtless be readily accomplished.
The prize list includes $350 in cash and four badges, two
revolvers and a flag. A moderate prize list indeed, but probably as full a one as the directors are able to afford. The
Directors' match for the gold badge of offi :e will be fought
for the fourth time, the previous winners being G. W. AVingatc and Major Henry Fulton (twice). Last year it was
There are enough good marksmen
make this a good match. The other
mulches are well varied, though we think that an aggregate
prize to include competitions II, III, V and VI might wisely
The military men have enough to occupy them,
ted.
while the small bore experts will find in the Leech-cup
m.Ui h an opportunity to show the results of their spring
it would be almost safe to hazard the opinion
practice,
thai the winner will not he an international team mau. The
running deer match should for convenience sake be kept
open during the meeting. The full list of matches stands

taken with 31 points.
now in the board to

as follows:
M \T<n I-- Director"

Match.— Open

only to Directors anil Honorary

N

«
rton, standing.
ja.u-.iM"
Bi,„i,.

Budge, shut [or™
M -,.. a Il-sni.

&'
:lt.

I

i

I

l

,

.-ear.

i-iui

.

;.-in

r.n'iL'.-.

.

,

.

;

i

;

Creedmoor has had

busy week since our last issue.
to the range may now feel pretty sure

Strangers and visitors

a

of finding shooting going, call

when they

The

will.

militia

have three days per week set apart for their u-o, Monday,
Thursday and Friday, and under Jhe liberal interpretation
men fire, once and over again until by a liberal application of the doctrine of chances they
manage to qualify.
We predict a marked increase to the
number of marksmen for 1877, and a very marked advance
in the ordnance, general's bill for ammunition furnished the
men. The amateur club men arc working away on lues
days at the. problem of separating themselves into a senior
and junior team, though the only merit to the plan is in the
practice it affords.
Wednesday, the 16th, brought the first
competition, for the Van riicle.u prize of a shot gun, and but
few marksmen took the trouble lo attend it.
.Saturday last
was a general field day.
The second competition for the
Remington $300 gold cash prize was on, and such is the disgust of the experts at being lied down lo the conditions to
factory filled ammunition, that it was with great difficulty
that the requisite quorum of ten was found to constitute a
There were oilier long range men shooting on admatch.
jacent targets, but they preferred using cartridges of whose
Uniformity they were assured. As it was, two of the len
retired from the match after less linn a dozen shots; but
spent the day shooting on in an intelligent manner With
given the shooting orders,

own

their

The

aiumuuition.

Mr. ,T. V. Waters..
,. H. simford ....

1000 Total
75
113
70
lib!
\-ffii

US

n

scores stood

Total

...

I. L. Allen
A. Anderson....

i

made any mark.
ZKTTLEn'sGAi/LEUv.-The

Zetller Rifle. Club held their
weekly shoot at 207 Bowery. May S. Conditions, 100 feet,
off-hand, Creedmoor tatget, 22 oil. rule, possible 50 points:
Name.
Total.
Name.
Total.
T. KleiitraMi
40 E. A. Moore
10
i!. 1..

Zettler

at

as

<..:-:

eighth competition for the Spirit of the Times medal,

300 yards, offhand, was called aty f. m., with between
and forty en tries, E. H. Sanford winning with 37, in

at

thirty

the possible 5U, the scores running

Name.

Total,

i

37
SO

I

E. H. Sanford
'illlain Farrow..
William UoL.L-rt-ion
J.L. Piico
11. W. Gourlev..
A. Andes

.

M. Iiiuel

I

35

W. Price

E.

M. M. Mall
N. D. War.

W.

II.

.

Mm

3-2

I

I

Ilolton

-r,

•:

Mr. flcllwig:
points, with a

I

1

JB

W.

Holland
G. Dnminict

F.

Harpe-

ill

Carman

Le Botnelller

3H

I

ty

is

L. Kel.ingdr

Hi

W. LinUm....
W. (J. Cla.fc
E. W. Candee

11

|

(Retired)

The Irish-American Bifle Club held its first match for the
season during the afternoon for an elegant gold badge of
unique design, presented by J. S. Conlin. The conditions
were— Distances, 209 and 500 yards position, standing at
the former, and any, without artificial rest, at the latter
;

Seven storing

ranges.

at

each distance, and the scores

P. F. Mlllen.

500

5 5
4 3 2
4 5 2 3 5

200
511(1

.

4—20
5-1K-49

|

I

|

Yards.
400
5U0

3

54 43

3

|

I

004356

Totals.
2 3

10

3 4 4
5 4 5 4

5—21

3—21—42

Major Dull v.

i

200
500

3 2 4 4 4 4
4 4
4 3

4—27
0- 15-42

M. O'Toole.

Lieutenant Murphy.
200
500

:

Colonel Burton.

I

Totals.
4 3 4 3 5 3 4-20
5 4 5 5 4 4 4—31—57
Captain Hreoiinn.

Yards.
20(1

4-24

1200

3—21—42

|

500

2 D
4 2

3 3 8
2 2 3

W.
.T.

0-ln

come

off at

of the

al

Creedmoor

A., has arranged a

Yours

il.

...III

Willi wiii.ii tie-

.,.,,,,,

l>i

n

„.|,

or

I..IH

,

.>

oi an]

lii.-iri<.ii.

iini.

Slat*:,

or

«i
!

in

a"

oj iit<- regulat
artificial rest

.e.i'i..:i/.-i ii..i-

l-.'ti ••iii-

.

i'l

a- many
prise, cash, |S(>;
'lit'l

ii.ai

ycrrnan.

r:

'i'i'

ist

I... it.,-

:.s

I

hey

elioo.se.

2d prize, cash, $25;

:;.l

(Ciinon ) -Open to all comers, W«oinstance, ami yimls. Second class tartrets, ivtlli 11-ineli
anvritte.
iii.li
Uouuila, ten. Position, any,
n in centre (counting six),
1st prize, cash, $30
8d prize,
Without artificial rest. Entrance fee, si
'''m'i'h'

*i

VI- Individual m

\tcii.

,

;

T. Jew. S5cn
891 A. Oi.ls
Si
(J. K. Marshall
1

lying

in

down

S3
s..

position

respectfully,

A.

C

al

100

a

feel

lIciaAvto.

:

I

|

Mr. OiUs

91

I

Majru re

.1.

58
hi

:.

Lo.gin lying position.

liellwig has a cash prize shooting tournament now in progress at his gallery, 200 chances, ten shots each, 100 feel offbaud.
Prizes from $10 to ijl cash.
at the gallery.

Association held

207 Bowery,

their

May 15th,

weekly team shoot

for three gold medals,

open to members

only, off hand, 100 feet, Creedmoor target
reduced for distance ten shots, with two sighting shots, l'oslible, 50
scores, below -1(1 not counted.
M. B. Engel
50 B S. Brown
45
;

I

l).

L. Bai;K with

19

Femitmr

48

K. O'Uonnell
I

»iB.Zettier

M.

-17

lim.s
B. (J.Z.ltkT
I,,

.IT

Zimmerman

47

•r.L-utl

46
40

-

I

t

45
44
44
4a
43

M. In.tTler
u. A. Schnrman
W. K'ein

W

F.
L.

I

45
45

D.Miller

T. Kleis.-i.th

.

Fa.'.nrius

A. Beatcs

I

—

Com.itv's Gallbry. As the number of competitions for
the "Amateurs' Badges" increases, so does the strife to become be winning men grow more and more earnest, and,
(luring ihe 4th inst., which took place Thursday evening,
May 17, there were many exhibitions of skill which were
datlcriug to the contestants and interesting to the spectators.
The following are the len best scores made during the contest, with the names of the makers:
i

Name.
M.
VV.

Total.
4S

KlRg«
M. Farron

L.

47
47

P. Fanning
L. C. Bruce

Same.

I

Frert.
|

i

40

Total.
45

Aider

c

ffouiu.

.7.

N.

B.ThuMon
Von Gerh

O.

15

liteu

4.1

B Eugel
40 Leon Backer
11
Highest possible score, 50.
This is the second time Mr. Riggs has won the "first"
budge, and, according to the conditions, if won again by
him, it becomes his property. The tilth competition will
lake place Thursday evening, May 24.
We have received
for publication ihe following letter from Mr. Conlin, relative to the late shooting tournament, instituted for his beneM.

I

:

COM, INS

ISIJOOTING U.U.t.ETlV.l.M'J

New
Ukktlemeh— 1 beg herewith

UIWAV,

P. I'.n

York, Maj n,

acknowledge the

to

I

1811

receipt

boing tlie proceeds of the match so kindly iDBlitutcd for my benefit.
will consider it a ravor if you will express my gratitude to those who
participated In the affair, both, to the frieucu whoso liberally donated
ihe prizes, to the marksmen who bo generously came to the front, and
to every individual member of your commit tee for the rouble taken by
therii. which resulted in the great success of the tournament,.
Ouee
hanking yo'
i yours truly,
James s. Conlin.
iharje of the -Conlin Benefit Tournament."
I

1

1

!,

During the month of March the Zctrler Blrte
from a pany ol gentlemen who IreipiEait Mr.
t» gallery ma. oh on the following cuu.liiioiie:
.is per man, string tnenaurtmen , 100 feet, offhe championship ol 1&77. In
Thursday, May in, wijs the day fixed upon, and

meeting of representative leums during the conun

-,

her of on
tent
Mr. Conlin.

:i

jl

present impossible to say. There ifl little hope oi seeing «
team from either of the transatlantic countries, though it may
be- thai. Canada will favor us with a delegation of her small-

lie-

Conlin selected an ex.-. ilnnt learn, amt
Zettlor t.-am wini.i'i..
present and tnjoyed ihe hospi.

marksmen were

taliuc-B of

ZiTTLEK TEAM.
M.

we have much less "stage shootine" than is common on the
Wimbledon range.
Whether or no the International Trophy will call out a

foi
, pli

M.G.Engrl

us.

the palm of general superiority is now to be given lo the
best average score in a number of competitions.
The application of Tliis rule has been thus far but sparingly evident
at Creedmoor, where its necessity is the greater, in" so far as

al

lliil

IIeu.wki's Rifle Gallery.— The firth competition of
badge presented by Mr.
Hellwig was held Monday, May H. The following scores,
out of a possible 100 points, were made
Name.
Total.
Total.
Name.
W.R. Brown
31 W. Marshall
9S

Creedmoor on Saturday afternoon, the 86th

Council of the National Rifle Association of Great
Britain in its arrangement for the July meeting have acknowledged the justice of having aggregate prizes for the
In place of giving the highest honors or
best marksmen.
the rank of champion to a winner in any particular match,

l

possible

ti

the Centennial Rifle Club for a gold

maleh

— The

;

done

out of

;e

X R.

open only to members of the Slock Exchange; 200 yards,
The winner to wear a gold badge, and the
off hand, any rifle.
loser's pocket book, with contents, to lie given piecemeal to the

front any company, iroop, "
nriNi.ii.ni
Hounds,
pisimii -...in. ilir.i-.

is

hits,

I

Nairn.

I

9.1
.

range.

inst.,

other compel

41

:

.

heir long range sport.

— President Stanton,

-Ml!

rifle

11. Hi-own
Q. Adorns

This shouting

fit

Tuesday, inspecting the range and watching the amateurs
l

41

Rosa

besl .scores are

J. .Muauire

?—J6—20

Gen. F. F. Millen, the president of the club, becoming
the first winner, and celebrating his victory by a brief season
of liii-h hospitality. The General holds the responsible post.
of rifle editor of the JVet/i Ygrfc Herald, and in combined
knowledge of the theory and practice Of rifle shooting has
lew superiors at Creedmoor.

at

K..i

Their

Wesson

Limp

A. K.

11.

11.

,T.

|

P.

Seen

sir,

id

F. A. Dliuro
.1.

45
45
4:
43

G. A. Sclinrnian

47
47

J.W.Todd
I

BI2J.-S

.IIeixwk.'s Kifle Gabbebv. 0!io Sixth avenue. New York.
-The sixth competition of the Centennial Rifle Club look
place Monday, May 21st, for their irolil badge, riven them by

t>.

31 (T.

31

T. A.
J.

.

.

.

J. U.Teael
F. F. Millen

33
33
33
3z

.

Irwu

E.

.1.

:u
3i

an

£ DnlTv
D-jr. Liavuls
H. Flsh.-r

:;.-.

.

11.

.iT,

,)7

M. Howler
B. S. Brotvn

.

F.
.

Total

Carey

Holland....
A. (i.-e

j.
,1.

45

L,

Beck
W.Klein
IJccrue Connor
T Zimmerman
11. 1,.

-17

Ii,, iir.jii

h".

Zettler

M,

is

4s

Miller

Ii.

It.

4-

:

Name.
J. C.

3ii

O.F. Bobbins

to

III-.

4U

P. Kenning
J. Until

The shooting was done
liJOH

G. L. Morse

I

i

i

i

I

Cnder the very excellent, compromise rule
bore experts.
adopted by the ST, R. A., if it he hut there should oci ur "
lapse in the progre-s of the match for this year, the
lions will hereafter he of biennial occurrence.
If the etuinenlly proper suggestion of our foreign friends that, the
match should occur" on neutral ground and not on the home
iiy of the competing teams should be adopted as
a part and portion of l.he condition of the trophy, we know
Of no better blitlle ground than France,
There would be no
dillieiiliy in getting the proper accommodations there.
The.
trip would be delightful.
The Americans would be heartily
welcomed; the Irish men, everybody knows, are three quarters French, and all the teams would timl n clear, sunny sky
under which to hold the battle of the butts. Buch an invasion might lead the native Frenchman into the idea of
long range shooting— a sport in which, as yet, he has not

Zi.tti.ei: liiFi.E

The

last

lit

rj

it

nationality.

.

lUld Mil pi
:

eh

aiisptc

President Lerdo, of Mexico, and suite were

iinilt«..

Bill,

ei

m iri-ii vnr— i,tnni>;o iiKKi. m ,.
..
nail comers. Distance,
Iniyaols. rosilii.tt, staudnm. Au v "to
si-lu - t.. i.i
conn
r
the barrel. Five consecutive runs. Each competitor to be allowed
four entries, but onlv llir burliest score to lake a prize. •» vents for
each entry. A line of HI cents mil be imposed for— 1. Firing ill the
fleer wWle out of bounds ; & Sot firing at all; n. f inline n
Ihe haunch. Such lines to be etpiallv divided arming the Ht
liters, making the three best scores.
1st prize, rash, si 3; 'jd prize, .'ash,
$IU; till prize, a badge, value *">.

'

; itie

Hie

pri»

9tli

yds.. 51=1 ins.

height of the bullet above the level of the axis of the
of a long Enfield Snider (577 bore), was found to be, with
..
elevation— at 20 vds.. 3ft. «i ins.: at 100 yds.. Oft.

.

I

:|

;

:;r,;ins.:

lets

Ih

MATCn.— Under

1

held by the winner during
value $5(1.

The
hi .re

7th,

i..-

without an

fall'

lo

i

ith.

.

Rlrii Club.
thi
to nil native born pitta
n
iml all resident members of ihe Amateur Bllli Dlult, regardless
Position, anv,
ami
var.ls.
Distances, BOO,
ui. -in
rest.
Rounds, fifteen 61 eachdisio
v about sightIM!.' .shots.
Weapon, any rule within the rules. Kill ranee fee, $1 for
members of A. It. C. ami il for all others. Prize, in. Leech tup to in:

8

of

i

yards away.
'

i

.

I,.

ltlggB

4 15-10 inches.
a 1-J.10

VV. KI.-nT

P.

Dntil

.1.

i.

e.

Kl-eratl
(-,

Zettler

1. lllr.i

JUdBOU

C.

i

I

13-1(1

(.:.

I

ieimiug

D. Miller

Total

«

S-1B

tl

11-111

6 15-111
7
1 01
7 13.10

9
6T

2-16
1-10 inches.

CONLIN TEAM.
lie. mchf-s.
C. E. Blydeuburgh. 3
s u-10
U. A.Cheever
L.
5 14-10
Bruce
J. B. Blvdcnhnrgh. G 3-10

I

I

I

|

F. Kcssler

H.

1).

L.

llaekir

1'.

Alder

J. P.

6 14-10
lie.

7

Biydenlrargh T

ii-iii

g

616

M. Richards.. 9

1-10

Totals

OS 14-10 inches.

A

The NonTitwKSiEitN Rifle Association.— meeting of
the NoilhwcMteru Rifle Assoeialion was held al lb
Pacific Hotel on the lolh insl, at which seven clubs wire.repreIt was decided to hold sin o 8 once a month by the
sented.
different clubs, members of the Association, on their own
ranges, commencing dtiue 13, and on the second Wednesday ot each month thereafter. The Association hold a final
meeting in October, at which time contests for a grand
prize will be held; also coutests for highest individual scores.
silk banner, appropriately inscribed, waa designated astho

A

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
The aggregate score anrl
highest itidividu -d score at each monthly meeting will fee
furnished ihe secretary by telegraph at Ihe close of each
meeting, nd Ijybiw sent to each id Ihe contesting clubs.
The
iot, will be 800, 900, and t.OOQ yarfls,
fifteen shots at each distance, do sighting shots, Creedinoor
After, the traosaeiion of some further
to govern.
routine business the meeting adjourned.

grand prize of the Association.

i

NEW

Wavprly, Ma? 13. The "Amateur" Rifle
and 'ihe waverly Rifle Team shot a reRange," iiiiTlmisday, May 10, 1877.
turn in.'
Tlie. distance shot was 800 and 1.0(10 yds., ten shots at each
distance
A more unfavorable daylora decent score has

•

Team

York.

of Rochester

i-i

:

I

AH

Mietifi Loader
(J. E. Rider
"
GeorgBSClllsiin,
"
,Jame»Brown.
A. B. Smith. "Maynard
s. A. soivis. Muzzle Loader
B. rates, ltenuugton

son

-i.niM)

yds.
33

y lis.
25

&

13
fiO

88

IS
2S

ft)

101

370

(fcs

li. t>.

1

«"i

"
"

ate,

Fish.
Kitni.p.

-It

88
"*
S7
83

W. B Uampoell,i<
A. llildebranil, Sharps

•231

Waverly

SS
32
31

Total.
73
73
69

2tt

«l

2S
88

65

1S3

414

73

winning the match by 35. Let me say, not
this little "Granger"' club has never beeti

leani

boastfully,
beaten.

1O00
Tils.

ills.

Remington.

\\ nil".

W

G

B0

TKAM.

Name,
K. 1\

U

38
2i>

sno

T..I.K

68

4!
aa

2IS
IOFI.K

Total.

38
3ft

WAVK1M.V

that,

Veiuuek.

'

OoHHSoTroi "t.— The. Stamford (Conn.) 'Amateur Hide
Club had a field day Wednesday, May 10, at the Water'Ihe first prize was ft valuable telescope, ofBide Range.
fered by I. Gall, a well known Union square (B. Y.)
It was won by Mr. R. H. Kcene, by a score of 39,
optician.
Last season IttH prise 'Was won twice in succession by Mr.
V. Smith, on scores -of 37 and SO; The following is the result,
detail, Of Wednesday's shooting
Tolai.
Total.
Name.
Name.
39 C. Minor
33
K. it. Keen*
3n
ss ii. Dewing
,t. ir. Swauwout
;->
37
W. II. Suniim)
E. H. Sanloid
.... .... lu
30 B.B.Leeds
•r p. smith
ttj
W. w. SkUdj
The distance was 300 yards, two sighting and ten scoring

m

"Why

do all waters advocate coarse powders,
It is quicker, and will kill
a shot gun, fine- is better.
far! her.
The professional hunters here, who shool thousands
Of ducks for the markels annually, use V. V. F. Q. powder
exclusively, and would not be persuaded to change it for the
coarser brands. It is all nonsense paying one dollar per pound
for powder, when that which can be bOUghl for ih'u'f.v cents
will shoot just as well in a shot gun."
Wonre inclined to think -thai Hie nonsense is all the other
says

A quick

way.

same penetration is
gun quicker, produi es jreatei
on
gun.
As
for
buying powder al $1
the
harder

powder does

:

I

|

,

not give the

;

opt lo spoil the pattern, fires the

and

is

per pound, that

\TKIlt 1IIM.K TIIAAI,

is

A

useless also.

'ducking" brand, can be bought,
pound, and is quite good enough

The

Flight

<>f

Shot.— A

gofjd coarse

for
I'nr

powder

from

writing

•

l

—

:

:

guns

if

,

,

We

the im-

arc of

—

E

.West, our quondam correspondent at Newbeme, North Ca'oliiui, since our paper was first issued, has
pulled up his stakes and removed to Yankton, Dakota TerI.

:

Letter from the fact of the open or bend-sight bemgSOOOu,
Strueted as to lie solid mi its base independent of the globe or pinPail Sight thereby obviating the possibility of moving the bead out.
of line in raising or lowering the globe."
Is

1

make

lime would

Ihe

better results would be obtained from most
were hardened somewhat. En.]

much

the sho

—Hon

"Antler" sends good diagram of target counting 09 as the
possible, at 4-inch blills-tye, 10O yards.
The sights on the
weapon he describes as of his own make, as follows
" The globe is similar to the Beach combination, but 1 think it

some one having

similar experiments, using chilled shot.

pression that

RIFLE NOTES.

that

ritory, -where
ises to

renew

he

is

engaged in the practice of law.

his contributions at an early date.

He promlie

writes,

May 0th, as follows
"I saw on my route

here, after reaching Missouri Yal'.ey
Junction, a point near the Missouri river, large numbers of
wild ducks, prairie chickens, and a species of plover resem-

bling the kill-deer, as

we

call

them

East.

The

little

ponds

along the railroad, and even the ditches by the road-bed were
filled with mallard, teal, and a small duck with bill like a
crow called in North Carolina the Blue Peter.' I understand
that in the small lakes a few miles North East from this place,
immense nuiihers of wild fowl arc found. 1 hope to prove
the truth of the assertion soon."
'

Wilmington, May is, 1ST".
Editor Fokbst and Stkkam
Having seen a discussion in your columns on the subject of recoil, 1
desire to say a few words. 'Shot's" suggestion is well made. It had
already occurred to me. "Toronto's" illustration abont the boiler Is
:

good,

he

hut,

make

the correct application. He is wrong when
thai, can take place with a gun until the hall
The recoil is felt at the moment the ball starts in
Suppose, when the gun is fired, the ball could be held so
fails to

he Bays "there

is

the Barrel.

it could not move, and the barrel sustained the pressure of
the charge, there would be no recoil, because, as in the boiler, the
pressure is equalized, and the contending forces would be in a state of
equilibrium. Now, suppose the hall suddenly "gives way," and starts
down the barrel. The "give way" of the ball corresponds with the
give way of the head of the hoilcr, and the recoil occurs at the same
instant. This would be the case were the barrel indefinitely prolonged
and the ball never left it. The above illustrates just what occurs in the
The highest velocity a ball can acquire is when the powder Is en.
rille.
tlrely consumed before the ball moves. Becoil depends upon the pressure ot the charge and the suddenness of the give way, and is simply
the reaction of the gun in its effort to eject the ball. The fact that the
recoil comes with the moving of the ball is important, as otherwise we
would have no contra] over H; as it is, we have, and in my next com-

sightly that

-

GUNS, LIGHT

no recoil

leaves the muzzle."

munication I will endeavor
of reducing It.

to

show

the causes of recoil and the

means
Dklawake.

(§mnt t§m\ mid 0att.

Editor Forest and Stream :
Some weeks ago Iiecapper had a
effect that the most of the sportsmen

AND HEAVY.
letter in the

Bod ami Gun Willie

of the present,

day overweight them-

selves with metal. I thoroughly agree with bis views in this respect, and
for the benefit of those about to purchase guns between now and opening of the shooting season, give a rough table of weights best adapted
to guns of different bores. I must, of course, begin by saying that f do
not expect guns of from 20 to 16 bore to be used for wild fowl shooting,

or asked to perform as well as 12 to 10 bores. For all shooting in land
where the sportsman has to carry himself, his own gun and ammunition
the great desideratum is the least weight combined with the greatest

amount of power. A first-class walker, in half training, can carry a 7
pound gun and a few cartridges, and cover 4y. to 6 miles an hour for
6 or S hours, while a 9-pound gnn would choke him off In 2 or 3 hours. I

am speaking from the experience of a friend of mine, who, last, summer, could be relied on for 5 miles an hour up lo ten hours. Of course
he was a good walker, and when stationed al the Cussagle was considered the best walker, and one of the first, steeplechase riders in the
United Kingdom. He it, was who talked me into trying llie Sohnltze
and fJitfmar powder, and in anything connected will! either pcdrsi nanism and horseflesh his authority is excellent. In most of Ins lales of
|ronr«eli
English, Irish and Scotch moors, the burden rail the Bauie, gt
in best fettle and carry as little weight as you can help, if you want a
bag. Another friend of mine, in form a giant, built like Miller, the
wrestler, and 15 years ago as good a man (for example, he whipped
Heenan like a is-year old school boy ten years after the great Bayer's
" He
fight), weighing 2s» pounds without much superfluous flesh, says,
will be shot if he wants to carry more than S or 9 pounds at the outside."
What is gained in weigtit and strength Ot a gun, beyond a reasonable
amount, only tends to make the aim of the sportsman slower, and ihe
man using a gun above his weight and strength, will have the pleasure
I

A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.
Stoddaho's Capteidge Loader. — Anew advertisement of

MAY

IS

B to di lard's cartridge loading implement appears in this issue,
have one of these complete and
size No. 10.

We

announcing

office, have seen the various operations
performed, have examined its construction, considered its
size, neatness and prepossessing appearance, and do not hesi-

ingenious tools in our

pronounce it a success. If it is desirable to the sportsmen to have a single tool most, simple in its construction, one
that can be carried in the pocket, performing all the possible
operations on shells and in a eat Mac to ry manner, then we
tate to

think that

it

will not be amiss to secure this implement.

We

a successful combination long needed,
and is worth the price. We do not see how it can be imWe are told that not a single instance has yet ocproved.
curred When it has been shown to the sportsmen that it has
met with other than favorable consideration and a lender of
ire.
We have no reason to doubt the statement, and
,r
predict a sale of 10,000 of the implements.
We
know 0. J. Stoddard A: Co. to be reliable in every particular,
think

,,

il tills

,

the

land shooting, as

i

,

will be attended to in a

prompt

much more

1

',

J

Of

10i

,,

.,,!

;.

m

r.

Miii.kly perceived.

I

As

what yon order.
tlie'aotiona

lo action

u"i one

neatest looking,

am

as Invalid and easily tired

and

bos!

is

purely a question of lasle nmsi
sale,tl
ch some are \rerj

bill

am

c

',

for

be used, but the difference in
rather amused at J. J. E. so

championing the muzzle loader. If he has not already got
one I beg to advise him to make a heavy loading rod, to be attached to
button hole on land, or lie beside hnu ,u canoe. With such lie ran
ohli alronsly

scud his charges home with one thrust instead of losing time with a
a ramrod. If the we&thet be line, and the birds do not conic too fust.
be cold and wet,
c
the M.l* is ftBgooBastheB.Ii. Bntifthe wea
the caps tu be put. on with lingers that arc moisi, and .pel haps ihe gun
unsaturated with u aier that it can't, be made explode, then the B. L.
heaths to shine. 1 have still several muzzle, loaders, relics ot bye-gone

,,f

ornite

old positive lever and double grip,

ii„-

.eresl

it

now made being

Fnrehoieel prefer the

1

m

a

tnusi

and think

if,

hundred will Bgrei with me. At I
end m., letter by conveying my

wishes for prosperity

kevu ami Hon AM'

new eomulnallo

to the

lto\.n.

GtUN.

SHELLS.
Editors Forest and stream

H.,

May

)7, 18U7.

:

your issne of April as, my
experience with shells, such as are need in the breech-loading shotgun, and I hasten to respond. There are several items of Importance
to be considered in couoe'-'tlon with the proper use of shells, and I sliall
eudeavor to specify some of them. In the first place, the chambers for
the shells should be constructed with great, care and accuracy, andfwlth
as pettecta circle and finish as any part of tho barrels, fn the second
place, the length of these chambers should correspond with the length
of the shells to be used. Then, as the outer diameter of these shells
is larger than the bore of the gun, It becomes necessary to starts
conical taper from the forward end of the chambers, and extend it up
Ihe barrels, some distance, until it conforms exactly to the calibre of
[lie gun; special care being taken to make a perfect, cylinder, and with
a perfect polish, just as I have recently reccommended for the. process
of choking guns. The shells, whether paper or metal, should ail ihe
chambers as closely as It is possible to insert and extract the fame
with ease. The rims of the shells should also exactly fit into the sockets of the barrels and extractor, so that, when the barrels are locked,

Your correspondent, A.

IS.

in

U., 8011011*,

the case of the shells shall rest, firmly against the breechplate of the
gun. The gan-e of the shells should also be the same as that of the
gnn, so that the charge may pass out of the shells iuto Ihe barrels with
the least possible obstruction. Whcu both paper and metal shells are
used In the same gun, this Condition is somewhat, contravened ; for it
is well known that the giugoof the metal shells is nearly one size
larger than that of the paper shells. To counteract entirely this discrepancy it would be necessary to have the thickness of Ihe paper and
metal, of which the shells is made, precisely uniform. It would not
be. advisable to reduce the thickness of the paper shells lo conform to
the metal, because it would impair their strength ; but it would seem
preferable to make, the metal shells conform to the paper. An approximate n to this result may be obtained by carefully cuustrneilug the
above-mentioned taper. It, would seem to be best, in view of what lias
been said above, to have the breech loader constructed to use only the
nie'Ol shells, such as we now have; for in this case the chambers
would be less, and the taper therefrom much more gradual. This may
seem like "splitting hairs" to some, and I do not place much stresa upon it, nevertheless, I consider this, and all the other considerations I
have presented, as contributing something toward the best results, if
we would prevent, the escape or waste of gas, lessen the recoil, protect
the shells and gun from the injury, and, in a word, accomplish all that
a sportsman's heart conld desire, then, all the items I have named must
claim our recognition. The gun is like any other machine, the nearer

adjustment ot its various parts, and
workmanship, the longer it will last, aud the better will it
functions, if duly supplied with materials for Its work, and
skillfully handled. I come now more directly tomy experience lu loading and u-.tug shells. For metal shells, I use over the powder one of
Eley's thickest aud best wads, two sizes larger than the gauge, aud a
thinner one, of the same size, over the shot. For paper shells, I use
the same kind of wads, but one size smaller; partly to conform to tlie
smaller gauge, and partly to avoid the enlargement of the shell, and It
may not be amiss to slate here my reasons therefor. The crimping is
done to prevent, the charge from moving, and in order to do this, the
part of the shell turned In mnst reBt upon the wad over the shot. Thi3
crimping machine can only turn in a certain portion of the shell, about
one quarter of an inch. Now suppose I wish to load my shells with
different charges, as I often do when trying experiments at targets, or
in shooting various kinds of game, how can I apply this process successfully to meet all these requirements? Perhaps some one will say,
cut Die shells off, and thus make ihem conform to the required standto perfection are its fittings, the

the entire

perform

Its

who is willing to incur all this labor "and trouble
say the leas', a very slight advantage ? But suppose
chamber of 'he gun— much or littfe— for this is done In all cases where crimping is applied, a space is
left at the eud of the shell, in the chamber, larger than its gauge, into
which, when the gun is discharged, the charge will ins'autly expand,
and then as quickly contract, in order lo pass along its destined course.
In this case, will there not, be some friction, some recoil, some injury
to wads and shot, some diminution of force, and some depiecialion of
the best, result? So it seems to me, however others may regard this
matter. As pertinent to this subject, let, me say, we do uot apply our
necrimping machines to our metal shells, and why not? Is it not
cessary
apply this process to keep the charge secure in the metal
shells as It is in the paper shells? It seems lo me so; for If one shell
more
than
another,
it
is
the
metal
requires something to stay the charge
r8ther than the paper shell. Whether to use one or two very thick wads
over the powder, such as Ely's best, is still a mooted question, and
equally
divided
on
this
question.
If two
sportsmen seem to be about
are used, it is maintained we increase the force of the powder: or, hi
other words, the firmer you confine the powder the greater will he its
udonhtedly
ii, v
This
that a eorixplof
lielher the former
^sponding recoil of the gnn will r ult thercfrr
shot-gun, I have
ill more than offset, the latter, v
r 1 intend to test
ly doubts; at present I give no
ard— very well
for

a fancied,

you make, the

;

but

or, lo

shell shorter than the

m

t

i

i

V

.

t

the powder should prove to b

prefei

:

trouble

rhich

n I will add hei

than can be found in any one it
and rewriting, but I beg to be e
I hope A. B. It.
in the future.
F S.-l
tilling

w-oiUii

up the

u'.ii

shell to

tetj

1 omitted to
forms a ring

irad to n

in

two

consid-

:

in

either

charge to overcome— greater
article demands remodeling
this once, hoping to do better
,

1"

:
i

i
i

all

l

'"',i/nii.-;,v,s/,' i -;.v.' f/..";if,i

iat It

,.'

insert
If

all tilings

lickness

i

1,6

expense.

of the.
r

as the tasie and strength of the
a fair rule is half

sportsman may fancy for fowl shooting. For charges
a dram of powder to pound weight of gu
'

(I

.,

gun

8 lbs; for

in a

I

as he likes, hut is uot fagged and wearied by carrying ii over
rough ground. My table of weights is viz.: 20-bore, r> lbs. 4 lo fi oz.; 16bore, s lbs. lo oz. to 6 lbs.; 12-bore, 6 lbs. 12 oz. to i Ids. 8 oz.; 10-bore,

a

tliein to

I

of being slow t.n his birds, anrl shooting behind all quick crossing shots.
Shooting pigeons from a trap is no criterion, as a luini may use as heavy;

bill, is

and the orders sent, to them
and satisfactory manner.

To sum up

Mancuesteh, N.
correspondent

" Placing screens of ihbi paper in line with each other at 30,
30 and 40 yards, respectively, from ihe muzzle of the gun. the
centres eoverinir each oilier exactly, and Ihen shooting the
charge brought hem all, 1 found that the pellets of shot did
not fly in reirniar divirging lines, but went more like a lot of
oystersheHs than anything else 1 can compare them to; hoi
only curving down, which might be expected, but up and in
every direction, apparently crossing and recrossing each other
in llie most remarkable manner, in one ease giving a Im-iot
pattern at 40 yards than at 20. but generally falling off in
The targets made on the screens, in
pattern considerably.
circles proportionate to the distance— that is, 15 in., 231 in.
and 80 in. were 115, 187118 pellets (1 Oz. No. li sparks 388
This is
pellets, actual count): 3| firms. Orange Lightning.
The larger sizes of shot go better,
an average Of several shots.
particularly in regard to the railing off in pattern, and the
This wild flight, 1 (hink, must be
smaller sizes much worse.
caused by the shot being deformed by passing IhroUgU the
barrels.
Some that were picked up had one side ground
Smoothly off, as if cut by a knife, which must have been
caused by Ihe pellets rubbing on the inside of the bore in passthe new breed of birds — viz:
I have tried
ing through it.
glass balls— and think they are very good practice, though
they do not. give you much lime, but keep you wide awake.

[We wish

generally lend

I

from 40 lo 60 cents per
ordinary Shooting.

Philadelphia thus describes his experience in determining the
Bight Of shot

do, tint

cartridges.

of the

-

shots.

as well as worn! aud iron can
some of my punters, to save theft It. L.
few words, the mtlZZlC-toader is a gbod and
faithful servant, but the breech-loader is u hm.-i luxurious one
As lo
adi
ror
Et. I,.,
the scale of charges l have given above, theg •• a
and are slightly beavy for muzzle-loaders. The Btyte of borinj
order
a gun tO be mnil.i
tlSJOU (ilUl
now heroine B lucre piece Ol
I
of any desired degree of class or open shouting, and be sure in getting
lo L'ive lliem Iheir due, shoot

,i

Fine Vetjsvs CoABSBPowrnsK.—Duck Hunter, Sacramento,
Cat,

recoil,

never been known en Hie range:

249

1

1

again.

L

searching, a saiisa. <;. Dous.

y!."'is^

;

use

I.

line-,

other article for the sake of

accommoi

western rainier, to whom "Ihe grasshopper has become a burden," sill 0th upon his front door slep and tin nrnfully chautelh, "Now, Oh where is the prairie chiekin'''
While from the pot-hunter at the settlement below- oomelji up
O "\
the sad refrain, " Gone to the Eastern, land."

—The

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Railway FaBBS roc Docs.—

^ht Mcnnc).

<

we turn
The gem

>nee .nore

familiar theme of railway fares for dogs.

to the old

we must

alacrity with which the railway companies responded to Mr.
Lincoln's letter asking for free transportation for dogs to and
Special Meetink of the N. A. E. C. In response to :i from the New York Bench Show, is Worthy of the thanks of
call by llic president (at the request of several members) for a the entire community, and wc are happy to state that, with a
special meeting of the National American Kennel Civil), a single exception, the orders issued by the superintendents were
meeting was held on Friday, May 11th, at 10 a. m., in New strictly obeyed by the employe's of the roads. The exception
York.
Dr. Jarvis was appointed secretary pro Urn. Dr. we allude to is the N. Y. Central & Hudson River Road. NotHowe, in a few remarks, as editor ami representative of the withstanding the letter of the superintendent of the road, which

—

Chicago Field, tendered the pedigrees published by that paper
fur the use of the club.

After a thorough discussion by several of the gentlemen
present, in regard to the publication of a kennel register, which

would be regarded as authority and national in its character
by the sportsmen throughout the land, Mr. Raymond subthe billowing resolutions, which were voted npon and
unanimously carried
AVheceas, In the opinion of this meeting, it is desirable to
expedite the publication of a Kennel ClubTiegister, under an
authority that will both harmonize all fairly conflicting views
and command the respect and elicit the cordial support of he
n throughout America.
I

Resolved: That the tender of the pedigrees and kennel histories published and possessed by the Chicago Field for the
use of the club lie accepted with 'thanks.

was published in this paper, and in which it stated in the
most unequivocal terms that there would be no charge for dogs.
the baggage-masters insisted on being paid.
Mr. Farrar, who
came all the way from Toledo, -was treated shamefully. On
both trips he was mulcted, and in going home $15 was demanded from him for his dogs. Perhaps Mr. Miller, of Newburgh, was treated even worse, as his dogs were not even allowed on the train, and he was obliged to send them down by
barge.
We have yet to hear of any person who was not comAVe would suggest to the committee having in
pelled to pay.

carried, further

While on

this topic there

is

W

Gr vox's

"

Kate."— We

Stud Book.
Mr. Smith, of Canada, desired all
viper rivalry to be done away with;

week a

portrait of the

that the National

fine pointer bitch

of the opportunity to reproduce her portrait, as

were, along-

it

stud book, should be free

side of dogs born in the north.
The cut. is enlarged from a
any pencil sketch made by her owner, and we await his commensection
of
country,
the
or of any newspaper; and lie dations of our artist's efforts.
kennel or
ight that unless such was the case its birth would be its
Mr. Latlirop thought the gentlemen present were
death.
proof that the club was not sectional in its character.
Mr. Raymond moved that a gentleman from the West, one
Albany, X. Y., May 15, lStT.
from the East and one from Canada compose the publication
committee. Mr. Lathrop moved that Mr. Morford, of N. ,1., Editor Fouest and Stkeam
In referenceto the sweepstakes trial (Special class 1 of last Thurabe placed upon that committee in place of Mr. Bulges with
ay. when after a most close examination and inspection of fifty-five of
Messrs. Smith and Sterling, it being understood from Dr.
le finest setter .logs, both from tills country and abroad, two of the
Rowe's remarks that Mr. Bnrges was willing to yield his place raises
:apt. Taylor, decided in favo of the
elf),
upon the committee to an Eastern man, so as to remove all red Iri
ith's) Pari
Both these motions, tosectional and newspaper jealousies.
a taint of suspicion of being in

the interest of

AN EPISODE OF THE BENCH SHOW.
:

)

j

f

gether with the amendment that Mr. Marford's not being a
It was
present member of the club be waived, were carried.
carried that the secretary protein, send proceedings

of the meeting to the sporting papers.

further business coming before the meeting, on motion

of II r.

Raymond

was adjourned

it

sine die.

—

We learn that Major Oeorge E. Alden has sold his fine
young orange and white setter Clyde, by Mr. Foreman Taylor's celebrated

Savannah, Ga.
bids

fair to

Sancho, to Capt. Joseph E. Alexander, of
Clyde was bred by Horace Smith, Esq., and

be an exceedingly good dog with proper care.

—William T. Evers claims the names Al. P. and Con for a
brace of red Irish setters, from the kennel of Mr. A. S.
Sired by C. Z Miley's imported
Phillips, at Trenton, N. J.
red Irish setter Buck, lie by Hon. Ed. Moleyns Ruby out of
Fanny, by Luck dam A. S. Phillips' imported red Irish
;

setter bitch

Maud.

—

.

—Mr.

Jno.
v

C.

-».

—

iri

nit.

O'Moore

gracefully.

—En.

—One of the attractions of the late bench
the case of Greener guns exhibited by Mr.

show
II.

of do

C. Squires, of

This was the same case, and contained the same
guns as were exhibited by Mr. Greener during the Centennial
this city.

at Philadelphia.

It contained, also, the silver cup won al the
various trials by this well-known maker. The caseahd con-

tents remain at Mr. Squire's store,

No.

1 Cortlandt street.

EDINBURGH DOG SHOW.
Since 1377

shows

in

[From out Speeial Cor respondent.]
commenced we have had large and good do

all

"Ve

three kingdoms.

the

merrii

which place the Bandit <•
were the pieee di frBsfefcwwse, no less than 85 of these
vaimint little demons, that K;ott has made immortal,
putting
in tin appearance, the show being the first ever held
tinder
Carlisle opcr.ed the ball, at

terriers

the

The it.-iiii was as follows: That If there were two cups,
oriftne SlSOcup us. atones Instead, lit- would divide It, hut on a
eU
technical points he decided in favor of Paris. His chief point in favor
of Paris waa thai
spina] cerebrum was a little better developed
than in Kory. Dr. Sinuis afterwards confessed to me that he was not
ware that Rory was but 20 months Old, and supposed him at least as
-. and he also said that he still lacked a
ild as Pi
year's developcmi-nt. or nil her that ho would continue to develope tor another 12
month, and that his developement would then be in full perfection.
Von arc aware Unit it is an unusual thing to find so close a competition
especially between the Irish setter (where color cannot be considered)
and the Laveraek. Not does it seem right to bring them together, but
von will find the above facts correct. Tfory O'Moore was also, as you
are aware, winner of the Drat prize in class 7. I am uot especially seeking a notoriety for my dog, but f um proud of him, and tin
tie, and if you will make some mention of the above, as it is both deserving and worthy, 1 will be obliged to yon.
W. N. Cat.i.ende

Moyn,"
at

Clare -

Dinmont

Club.

Otild Ireland

fol-

tewidclose on Carlisle, with a show almost exclusively made up
of Irish dogs, fewer specimens being sent across the channel ban
The Irish setters were the
at any Irish show I have visited.
I

most attractive
lot

they were.

Dublin show, ami

classes at the

now

Scotland has

re-established

a

Very grand
character

its

and dog-loving land, which was in some
no show of any size having been held in North
The fact, however, of the land having lain
Britain last year.
fallow for a season has proved beneficial, as the show superintended by Mr. Brown at his Royal Gymnasium. Edinburgh,
as a dog-producing

danger,

last

week, was

try

far

one of the largest and,

in

quality,

much.

the best of any hitherto seen in Scotland.
The entries numbered close on GOO, divided into 43 classes,

which were, with a few exceptions, excellent Mastiffs were a
strong class for Scotland, where they are not so much kepi or
bred as in England. The winner is a fine, massive animal,
pretty well ribbed home, large in bone and straight on his
legs, a great desideratum, these heavy dogs often getting a bit

era

I

i

L

es]

hocks becoming, as the "Maister

ecially in their

English writer on dogs— so well ex" Colonel." the dog
unto an ox".
we are describing, is also good in head, having a large and
broad skull and is neither too bullv nor too blood-hound-like
Dagmar. by Clue ipion Granby, out of Champion
in muzzle.
good head, and is altogetbj
Countess, has, as u bitch,
kepi
grand fronted bitch, but her croniprag leeks
gi.v h-ii, 'J;m cid 3,
je
the prize list, althouzh she cur can
dogs three-quarters of an inch in skull.
The St. Bernard class was a bur one. a usluonably marked sen ol
Champion Thos. takimr premier honors over Oesler, who is one of
.,.
Ti, v,
m
tradition
the true to* but wa
wore good The winner, Mr. Howard .Map:
i,_.
,:iychap. of a rusty black
in,
the

fQj

of each dog.

it,

oldest

"erompyng

like

'

i

,.

I

"

:

'

i

.

Strong) consented to act as referee, after the

consent of both

,,
of which
A. dozen deer
at least nity, which is little
to
creditable to the land of their birth tlinf all the prizes went
Enslish exhibitors. Fred Gibson showed a young Gobah in
rrahatn
statue, in n ten months' puppy by Ca
"
dinner
at
out of Bob Nickall's magnil
Alexandre.-! I'alaee, Maidsione, Crystal Palace, Cork, and all
our best slows. The puppy Juglesidi stands nearly 31 mches
of
none,
id
shoulder measure, tl£ inches fron

parties interested had. been oblaineil,

course watched

and

111

reply to the above, our

of the fact that
;

auspices of the Dandle

presses

it

was by

Kennel Editor says

his request

that Dr.

that in

view

Straehan (not

:

Devclin's red Irish setter bitch,
the kennel of Dr. William Jarvis,

Mil.,'' at

more

'KATE."

print this

"Kate," the property of our correspondent
Col. Rowlings Young (Guyon). of Corinth, Miss.
"Kate" belongs to that rare old breed which has been in the possession
sectional prejudice and of southern sportsmen for so many generations, and wcare glad

On

count in his favor as much as anything else, linn O'Moore
has one of the handsomest sterns we have ever seen on u dog,
and -we certainly never saw a dog, out of the field, onj-y it

one other point to which we

&

dis-

cussion took place in regard to the committee on the compilation and publication of the National American Kennel Club

moved and

agree with Mr. Callender that

that road.

G U YON'S
resolutions having been

its

We

was very hard on his dog to be judged against an English
setter, a dog of so different a type, but we do not see why
color should not have been marked in his favor.
Color is a
distinctive mark in the Irish setter, and perfection in if should

y\v

-

from even

about dividing the prize.

charge the Syracuse Bench Show that they look into this matotherwise there will be no dogs from here, at least over

We

American Kennel Club, likewise

to

in justice

it

ter,

would like to allude. That is the fact that on the D. L.
Uetolved: That the Fokest axd Stream be courteously in- R. 11.. the fare for a passenger from Newark to New York is
vited to submit, for the purpose of such publication, the records
from
15 to 20 cents, and the company is responsible for damage.
of pedigrees in its possession.
while the fare front Newark to the Eric tunnel for a dog is 25
Unsolved: That such publication by the club be' made by
cents,
and the company are not responsible.
ask. why is
some prominent and respectable publishing house other than
one connected with any of the sportsmen's newspapers.
this thus?

The foregoing

won to 20 points against 16, and
remark that whatever may have been said
the owner of Rob Roy, nothing was said to the committee

the committee was that Paris

peelings

with great

interest

be of
AT*

bur paddles'.

-

1

,.

il

number we should have bad

al

is

proportionate throughout.

Greyhounds, another dozen
ongh-haired

FOREST
UghjUSlB

Of A.V0

'

STKEAM.

AJNL)

with ({anger, the working of Ihe two dogs being magnificent
but Ranger leads when they race for their casts', ami he finds,
or when Dash II. finds, he 'backs him across a forty acre field.
The spectators think Ranger is first, Dash IT. second, and
one of the Sams third, but Young Sam settles his father, and
the judges place—
Mr. (J. de Landre Macdona's bk wl d Ranger, by
Quince— Judy, (i yrs
I
Mr. J. Armstrong's bk w t d Y. Sam by, Sam— Bess. 3
Mr. G. Brewis's bk w I d Dash II., by Blue Prince-

Mdrioiuhuk gates

;

heavy in tlie sho
tlieywer&all of a good and workman!!]
irk,
Mr, Lorl judged them well, ignoring In a
great extent color, which has at many of our English Bhows
been allowed to influence decisions too much.
Champion
setters formed a group of English, Irish and Gordons, delightsportsman— Dash, Flora,
f\tl and refreshing to the eye of a
\ Vimis iiuJ DuU
ai Benga
u all had to lower their
colors to tin' Irish champion Dick, a dog with about as good a
head as Palmerston, better in chest, rich in color, and good all
over: bis name and some of his progeny are well kao
many of your readers, Gordon setters were nine), above an
average. The winner was a splendid specimen, well made
bout—fine, long and well shaped skull, long muzzle,
with well developed !
n!i';;ns, a
nice carriage in
moving—a proof of synunetry; his neck and shonl
light and elegant, the latter nicely sloped: hi' is Well ribbed,
and his quarters and. sickle hocks unexceptionable. Bitches were
also good, and Dot one shown was unworthy of commendation.
In a fair class of Irish setters the defeat of' Mr. O. YV\ Gordon
MeHaflie's well-known and really .superlative bitch Minn,
by a young aspirant to fame, created quite a small sensation,
hut Mr. Lort was. we think, quitd justified, Qtouse, the
winner, being an oxecptionidlsl ugodogod.
He won his fain
at Dublin, where- he look fir y ruler Mr, Lort.
He was thene
claimed before entering the ring l>r [the represemaiive of
The Country, and passed into the" hands of Mr. Fletcher, in
whoso keeping he has wonderfully improved, In the English
trifle

>

i

:

i

i

.

class ihe Laverock strain was strongly represented.
readers will regret to leru'n we have lost that veteran
iii breeder, at the ripe old age of 78 years, bill his name will

setter

Your

'imeetiou with one of
and
the best and handsomest strains of sporting dogs the world has
lniii'i- classes of wavv-coatcd retrievers have
l'".'v.
ever been Bhown—old Hull's blood coming out verv showy
think Bavker. Irj Wvndliam out of Young
d.
Bounce, about the best in the class.
can recommend this
blood alike for work and good looks. Curly-coated relievers
were, generally speaking, coarse spaniels of different, kinds.
!'il
together, a large number of clumbers appearing
Lord Haddington exhibited a nice team of this breed, including
four teu-months'-old pups of the true clumber tvpe, but at
present looking rather leggy.
They were priced at XT! and £7
Irish water spaniels, of which
each, which was dirt-cheap.
there were several fine specimens, had to appear in the variety
last

Kate
3
Ranger has been rained and wanked for this event by E.
Bishop of Newton, who got the condition prize for Ranger
also, so lie does Bishop immense credit.
I hear by telegraph
that this extraordinary .seller has also won the Champion Cup
beating Mend, Nora, Noma, Bow Bells, and Bang, so he is
now fairly in his old position as the champion setter of Engi

land.

We

Pom Peduo.

—

any persons who were awarded premiums at
Bench Show, and have not yet received them, they
can be paid by applying at this office.

Coming now to the smaller and mostly non-sporting classes,
a disgrace to Scotland, being composed of
"lang-ltiir'd." half-bred setters— they were not worth criticism.

Bhcepdoga wen-

Bull dogs, although tew, were of the first water.
Yen. Shaw's
-•.•. considered by competent judges
Smash. .the best
young dog of this breed we have seen for years. Second
lion-- were divided between two good ones, and Kit was
really very highly commended, although by accident omitted
from the official prize list. These are all of the true tvpe as
Mr. Shaw swept tin.gnized by the bull-dog clubs.
n
in bull terriers, large and small; he has in these two breeds
perhaps, the best kennel in the world.
Bedlingtons. mostly
from
"Coaly,"
Newcastle,
were
hailing
a tine lot.
These are
a class— if 1 may judge from the schedule of flic New York
Dog Show, just received here— you do not encourage in the
Slates, but they are worth importing; second cousin to the
Dandie on higher legs, with a dash of bull judiciously hidden.
They are courageous and enduring, and make rattling vermin
dogs.
They numbered 27 here.
Black-and-tan terriers, with the exception of the rcdoutable
Belcher. Surprise, General and two smaller ones, were inferior.
Fox terriers, especially the dogs, were better than usual at
Scotch shows, andDandie Diumonts and skye terriers literally
swarmed. Mr. James Locke, an experienced breeder and successful exhibitor, judged the Bandies single handed, and out
of the 50 selected the best for honors.
Edinburgh is noted for
skye terriers, and the prick-eared class was a large and good
one: but there was one prevailing fault, namely shortness of
Locke
Mr.
back.
Mr.
and
Dabjial judged and gave prcttv
Of the remaining classes there was
general satisfaction.
nothing worthy of special comment, except Italian greyhounds,
which was the largest and best class I have ever seen'. There
were a few good pugs, but the class did not, do justice to the
breed
In the small-sized variety class ware wire-haired fox
terriers, white English terriers and Dachshunds.
In closing my remarks, may I lie allowed to say there arcmany regrets 'expressed here that time was not given to
English exhibitors to send some of their specimens to the New
York show, and it is hoped by many that a really international
show may yet be held and should the Westminster Kennel
Club essay such a venture. I am certain they need not lack
hearty co-operation on this side the Atlantic.

If there are

;

The Shuewsburx Field Tbiam.—Without

having space in
which to give an account of the various events of the above
meeting, we cannot refrain from printing from Bell's Life,
the graphic account by the representative of that paper, of
the gallant

manner

in

which old Banger won

Meeiin-g of the National Kennei. Or.ru, New Yoek.—
We are requested to insert the following: "Will you please
state that the annual meeting of the National American Kennel Club will be held at Syracuse, N.Y., Tuesday. June 10th,
instead ot

June

"X. Rows,

5th.

Pies."

—Mr. Franklin Sumner's field trial bitch, "Diana," by
" Leicester," out of " Doll," whelped on the 2d inst., 7 bitches
and 3 dogs; one bitch has since died. They were sired by
Luther Adams' dog "Drake."

quite one of the cracks Of the day.
Then Mr. Llevvellin's
Sam beat Mr. Lonsdale's Spanker easily, followed by Mr
Lipscombe's Bill defeating Mr. Fontleroy's Pound, who was
unfortunate. Then came down champion Ranger witli YT Dan
and the old dog in racing for the lead, got it just as he pleased!
and when going forty miles an hour bis keen nose drops him
on birds in his old form, and of course they are there. In
seven minutes, over a large space of ground", he takes three
points to Dan's one, and very soon the Hag goes up for him
Then he is given a turn with Y. Sam, and lie steps away from
icing up by the side of the fence, and
him with Hi
down be is again on birds. The next point isin the middle ofthc
Held, and Y.Samheiv let shnes o back himnaturally, and as every
fault must go against such cracks as these, he is turned out
.
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the
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and

mis

trials of life,

there

is
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harrasse.l
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relief in

the H

Hands Iw the

'

we:

th'!:"ar, "fill
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Who
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"

"t
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e

grandeur of the mountalnR about him
over'I"' ni.rht whispered to
"
"'
him Hue
something btticr limn the ,|,-,, s s ),,. uus
wornhinlng. The

Didn't

s

il

:'\\"'
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we

,

'"•'

think, the best of lliese si,,,,..

who

-(,
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i

KnowlMuoh-mu.-h-ihal is-ofthe knowtateeta be lea.-.
woods, could p„n
,„ ir ...J, ^oot
Iran.

heoamopoi-feeteii

the elements,

in

T
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in towns, Hut who, in the

nemo

!

,'i

~- ^'-^IX

amid the smoke and Hame of

,

a

I

a bin-hire.-

rhar.

e

and

p

'.'

steam

.,--.-,,,

v

finally'

m

'

„

i

i,

'"»-" ';'"," of '"'
severa shorl,,- sketches of Adriondaek
travel, told in the usual humorous an.t i.i. j s .\ loot the aulhor. We
learn, with pleasure, that tins is
the beginning of a promised
series.

TueFi.irt, by Mrs.

tl ray.
T. B. Peterson A Co., Philadelphia.
Thisis
" Peters.. a's s.erlirig Hories," the lisi of
which eomprises
.eh better hooks than the present
volume. The plot of is no
utHcacr, nor the took ofmrn-i, merit, it
belongs, however, to
those mteiisely sentimental books which
are devoured wl »«„«.„„, i, v a
certain class of people, and among that
class

.-He ot ihe

om

will

no

do.n.i rind "-.-neWi

acceptance,

-ii

"' 1!

1

-eti.iiiiiv.iii.-,-

thepHyaieal wel-

honored than Ihe geniuses whose spe-

lie
ll

*

in in like II.

who

T. Hal. bill,

.levotes

himself to making that most necessary of articles,
soap, then, is to be
admired and honored if he camifacture an article like P.. T. Babbin's Toilet Soap, which is the
perfect of all toilet
am.-!.

:

—The

known and

well

responsible

^

Schieffelin

&

Co., Wholesale druggists,

house

W.

of

II.

have become agents for

the sale of Hclmbold's medicines.

—It

proposed by the Coaching Club to have a
parade of
on May 20. Thcv will meet in Madis. ,n avenue
street, at
c. m.
The route will be up
Filth avenue, along the west side of the Park to Stetson's
,-c
turning by the east side, clown Fifth avenue to
Washiu'erton
is

U

tacmg twenty -third

Please tjiroRt mi letters for the above pawner to Neponsct,
Mass.
Capt. Bogardus unit Ira Paine, now in Ellglaud, are ttSing my powder.

square,

and back to Madison square.

Carl DittjtaB.—-A iv.

from page

{Continued

Cement for Ieok and Stone.— Glycerine and

214.)

single-scull shells, f'our-oarred shells, pair-oarred shells and six,
Entries must be advanced to Edward Smith, N.

oarred gigs.

on or before the 30th

J. City,

inst.

SCHUYLKILL NOTES.
Pnn.vrvELi'HiA, .Uny 20, ISIT.—Tlie I. oa ting season on tlio Schuylkill
lor this year seems to promise comparative quiet. There will he no
open spring regatta, and the local navy regatta does not as yer awaken
a decided interest, although the event is near at hand. On Friday, a
week ago, there was a very pretty race between undergraduates of the
University of Pennsylvania, the crews t.eing from the University Barge
Club and the College Boat Club. Tliey pulled over the national coarse
one and a half miles, the lattei -club winning by a little more than a
length. Time, 9m. 32 '.,s.

The
both

On

litharge

stirred to a paste hardens rapidly,

Rctherfokd Park Regatta.— There will be a regatta on
the Passaic, at West Rutherford Park, on Wednesday, May
30th, wheu valuable prizes will be given for pair-oared gigs,

and makes a tolerable cement
surfaces, and especially for
fastening iron in stone.
This cement is insoluble, and is not
acted upon by strong acids.
Cloth can be cemented to polished
iron shafts by first giving them a coat of best
white lead paint;
for iron

upon

iron, for

two stone

being dried hard, coat with best Russian glue
dissolved
in water containing a little vinegar or acetic
acid.— Iron.

this

Stkaggleks ix on: Stceait.— The above is the title of
a
paper contributed to Appleton's June number by
the Hon.
Robert B. Roosevelt.
It is written with his usual vein of
pleasant humor,

and must prove as great

a

bonne

the anglers of the south side of
malelott.e of ells

to himself.

is

Long Island
The article is

Utwlie. to

he

as

tells

a

full of

curious
information as regards the fishes of that district,
and should Inread by all the game and fish preservers of the island,
as

poses the devices Of the pestilent poachers

who afflict

ii

ex-

that fair

land.

result was a surprise, as the College crew seemed inferior in
and shir.
the Saturday following the Undiue Barge Club celebrate.! its

Tiffany

st.rengl.il

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

and Im-

the following two
eight-i

which had beed selected

shell c

-

respeetiv.

thet

have

porters,

always a large

itroke:

stock of silver

ALBION,
Bright,

-uke.

stille.

Roberts-, No.
Middletou, No. 8.
Heililtscll, No. 4.
Smith, N... s.
Scarborough, No.
Goil.luril, No. T.

stroke.

C. Barnes,
Iiart,

No.

No.

articles for prizes for
2.

Cat. eeli, No.

Colallan, No.

<;.

Stale's crew Crossed
the Albion's stern about

t.

and other

.5.

sports,

6.

M Iv, No. T.
Wilson, No. S.
Gillnigham

Chest. »n. No. s.
W\ 0. Brown, of the Or

shooting, yachting, racing

3.

T. Lennig. No.

special

designs

ter boat lapping

t

After the race
on a charters
3 at the Falls, wher
ud yearoftheorganiz
feet.

and on request they prepare

for

similar

purposes.

Their

lembers with a

i'iends,

raer repaired to
lie

and feastmg

Timing "Watches are guaranteed

for

accuracy,

Sculls.

and are now very generally used for sporting

setter

columns that Hanger was the best setter in the world. The
stake opened by John Armstrong's Y. Sam making a great
example of Mr. Statter's Frolic, as he ran round him and
took two beautiful points, in very grand form. Y. Sam is

,'-,'':

ever ready to tend, those whoare but willing
to receive them. The moral
miming through Ihe nook is that f,,r
,,
.,,

their coaches

DITTMAR POWDER.

his victor}-.

" The Shrewsbury Stakes brought a wonderful lot of
aged
dogs together, including Hanger, Dan II., winner of
the Field Trial Derby last year; Y. Sam, the winner of the
Grouse Stakes in the Highlands last year; Rake, the winner
of numerous trials; and Sam, another big winner; besides
Dash 1L, last year's champion, who cleared everything out.
Probably it is the best field Ranger ever met, and 'the ofd dof
never acquitted himself in grander form, or proved more effectually, to the discomfiture of those who have abused him
that they were wrong, and that I was right three years ago'
after he beat Hector in the fashion he did, in saying in these

1

•

the late

.-.--.

—

J

,'

<

correspondent in Pottsville, Pa., sends us Ihe
following account of ihe manner in which a resident of thai
place saved his dog: Dash, an imported Kndish setter, belonging to a gentleman living in the suburbs of this town, was
cnjo\ ing a repast the either day, when he miscalculaleil Ihe dimensions of n bone which became securely wedged in his
throat.
For ten days the poor animal could' not cat anything,
and was about dying from starvation, when his master and a
friend went to work with a sharp knife and cut a slit three
inches long in his throat, pulled out the bone and immediately
seweel up the slit with some black silk thread, and to-day the
dog is as sleek, fat and happy as if his throat was never cut.

T '" G °lde0 R °le ^"Sbing Company,

-

longest and,

A

EUvUp.

We

'

MUMay
i!osUu,.'

Mte welogme this book as a contribution
to that too limited pim«
r
literature winch draws Its Inspiration
/r„m the pure and
in
atmosphere of the woods an.t mountams. The
'
boot is n ritt
m, *"
enthusiasm for thellfelnlhe woods depleted
in its usees snrtev
'.'"„
^sevi.leneeofan appreciation ofihusHesiln'-"
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FnKKsr and Stueam.— A meeting of the stockholders of the
PonEST and Stream Ptjbmshihci CokpAhy will be held ou the
14th day

.if

Company,

June, 1877. at 3 o'clock cm., at the office of the
No. 103 Fulton street, in the City of New Yr ork,

at.

to consider the proposition to increase the capital stock of the

Company from

Baled

New

the

sum

York,

of fr2,>,000 to the

May

2,

sum

of $50,000.

UlIAS. H.M.LOCK,

/

VYm. C. Hakkis,

,

„,

are

scientific

also

Patek,

lnistc, s

the

TIFFAJST

requirements.
agents

Philii'p-e

&

in

America

Co., of

for

Geneva,

'

&

CO.

Messrs.

of whose

-

1877.

*-*+

and

:

—A gentleman took his little boy to a model farm to seethe
wonders of the place. After they had been there a short time

celebrated watches they have a fall line.
stock of

Their

Diamonds and other Precious Stones,

the

little fellow ran crying to his father, being at the same
time pursued by a big turkey-cock, which was trying to get a
" What, my boy," said the
piece of bread out of his hand.

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery

" are you afraid of a turkey ? Why, you ate part of
one yesterday." "Yes, papa," responded the little fellow,

is

father,

wiping his eyes, "but- this one

isn't

cooked."

Tenacity.— First North Briton (on the Oban boat in it rolland dirty weather) " Thraw it up, mon, an' ye'll feel
the better!"
Second ditto (keeping it down): "Hech,
rnon, it's whuskey!"
ing sea

:

the largest in the world, and the public
are

invited to visit their establishment without
feel-

ing the slightest obligation to purchase.

a'

Squarej

New

York.

Union

FOREST AND STREAM.
f¥

Wlic fennel.

EWINA
SKEW WEI..
SHERWOOD,

I'hockietok, Edina, Knox
JESSE
Conul v. Mi) breeder ami importer of Sporting Bogs.
Pointers, setters, spaniels, fox and beagle hounds.
"Sancho," Imp. Pointer, stud dog; fee, $30. See

Stud

Irish

Setter.

1

This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It is put \>p
in patent boxes witn sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and elllcaeioua.
Price 50 cents by mail. Postpaid

NUT FOR WORMS

AttECA.

IN DOGS.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
Put up in boxes containing a
fall directions for use.

dozen powders, with

'

;

AT

Rooms

K

chills

and fever

cure- hay fever

:

a

ml catarrh; while

trt

dug.

t'lih

find liberal d

a

Seud for

regular rates.

CJ.

liefer to

Fokkst

Stream, and others.

:n

WANMAKER,

E. S.

Hohokus. Bergen Co., N.

SALE.-A

)R

fine

lot.

Motir/;;.

Will be
Address,

POTATO

u,

vw>

OUR PEST?

iept21-ly

EDMUND

14S

Union

Chigago to

*BUG,cabbaoe

to

Teas
apr5-2m

Jan ll-*m.

M.

W.

Fry delivered

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

market, which sell for more money. Should you
want anything extra-fine I can make it. Send for
my Circulai
Sample off Goods.
W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.
mar22 3m
W. Holberton, Sole Agent in New York.
dig cards

BALTIMORE, Md.
I!.

B.

Coleman

with

Co., proprietors of these famous
10 Ihe old potions ol Ihe

.V.

known

holds, are well

ASTOll HOUSE, N.

and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

Y..

Meat, Fibrine Cake*
scarcely an explanauseof every one who
y they are f.ee from
xclnslv
eat
inealt.
pose bii,cii,t, .,- '.cuivil to us by Letters Patent.
>or sale in eases of 114 lbs. each. F. O. De EL'ZE,
sole agent, IS South William street, New Yurk.
Special terms to dealers.

R. B.

COLEMAN &

CO.

.

May

For pedigree,

13th,

W.

E.

HUDSON,

W.
The

N. Y.

F°

P. I1AI.SEY.

liarnegal

Grouse.

setter

JOSEPH 11ASSETT,
P. O.

BOX

21,

Foxboro, Mass.

maylT-tt

Spaniel Pnps; Liver
_f
and Liver and white, all hue; from the best
Btocb in the country. Price, $15 each; if not satisfactory, monev refunded.
Also the. following, all healthy and sound stoak
Orange and White Setter Bitch. 1" months old, not
been bred; goo.l for stock purposes. Price, $15.
All Liver Ficii Spaniei hitch, 2>5 years old; good
worker and line ictriever. Price. $211. All Liver
Cocker Bitch, 17 months old, by Witch, winner of

T7H>R SALE.— Fine Cocker

.

New York Bench Show

prize,

first

Price,

$30.

Liver and White Dog, one year old, by Captain,
All Liver Dog, one year
litter broth r to Wltcli.
old, bv Captain, liner brother to Witch. Ail Liver
Bitch, one vear old, by Captain, litter brother to
Witch. Price $25 each. Tins Is not a weedingoutsale,
but a general sate to make room for Keunel building; 11 discount; boxed and delivered on cars per

Express tree

at

mv

ritk.

Addre

Impure

Co

liass

N. Y.

:

secretary, care this

1

fllce.

iuayPMt

may

Ki

I>.

ANDItinVS,

....

Good accommodations,
t..e

house.

may24

SEA-SHORE HOME BOARDING

vr.

P.

A

TTKiR SALE.
muted.

Pi

4'JI,

Baltimore, Md.

few well bred Setter Pups; war-

1

M,

mayS4-Jt

O Box

-Wanted
POINTER BITCH WANTED.
inter bitcii about
season.

Address

Mayn-lt

'

\V,

pi.

M. TILESTON,

to

pur-

coming

this office,

n
many friends and ensready the most Complete
ever Invented. It ha,. cip.ieitvTor 10
Pocket room lor 50 shellB. Is very light,
weighing hula few ounces, Tt can be worn over a
business coat, or can he worn under, as von please.
The material is water-proof drill. Sent postpaid on
receipt of price. Monev refunded if not sattsfar ton
Send chest measure only.
Bafi-

ALEXANDRIA BAY, JEFFERSON CO., N. Y.
ProprietorsCROSSMON * SON,
M-HIS DOUSE. RECENTLY REBUILT AND
-

13,

L

It

is

-

elegantly furnished, is now open for visitor-.
located 111 one ol" the 100s; delightful places In
'.

ii

iv

i.i'theSt.

Lawrence and
I

!

foi

1'licaa'nd

b.

a

Black

:.

i

lie" Island's,

En

hut
;

njoy-

iing

Rai

CI. it'll', L. L,

Ol'ENS

on May 1, at rates to suit
Special anaugemeiits tor families.

..,.

V. C,

&

E.

HICKCORDS.

M. ZETTLliK,

(JO* UN'S

ii

1,282

NEW

New

mar!5-3ui

Y'ork.

FOR FLORIDA.

ItlPI-K UALI-KltY.

Broadway, between 31st and 324 Streets,

OPEN DAV AND EVENING,

Semi stamp

as to our responsibility.

EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING

for circular.
110 Dearapi'17-5t

CO.,

born Street, Chicago.

SALMON

FISHING.—A gentleman having

POR THROUGH
*-

TICKETS To EERNAXDIXA

.TACKSONVTLLE,

BT.

,

AUilLSTINE, BAS-

FORf), ENTERPRISE and intermedia
on ST. JOUN'S RIVER and Interior points lu
FLOUIDA.by steamship to SAVANNAH, and theiic:
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.
Philadelphia snu Sautluirn Mail S. S. Co.,
410 South Delaware Avenue, Phila,

the

lease of a Salmon River, in Canada, wishes a
for the month of July. Would prefer an
old trout fisherman who loves camp life and wishes
to try salmon fishing for the ilrst time.
Particulars

exchanged by
stkeam oillce.

Address

letter.

J.,

Fokest and
mayll-n

LINE."

Brook TroritjGri-ayling and
Black Bass Fisheries
OF XORTUKRX MICIIWAX, VIA
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, Grand Rapids & Cincinnati Short Line.)
Sportsmen who have cast a fly or trolled a spoon in
Ihe waters of the

lirnnd Trnverse Region

will

come again without solicitation. All other lovers of
the Rod are Invited to try these waters, wherein
The liah named above, as also ftfuacnloiigc,
Pike and Pickerel, abound.
In no other streams east of the Rocky Mountains
is the famous Amorienu limyling found in such

"The Bermudas."
A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,

AND

DELICIITEL L

reached in seventy
Is
hours from New Forte and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70 deg.
The elegant p.ritish Steamships " Bermuda," and
ger

limok Trout Mcnann opens May 1st.
(JrnvlioK Season opens Juno lsl.
The sportsman can reda:iv>eud trophies
skill to his

packing

friends or -'dub'' at

Hsli

can be bad

at.

home, as

many

Take vour inmily with yon.

of his

lee.

for

points.

The scenery

of
'he North Woods ami lakes is very beautiful.
The
air is pure, dry, and bracing-. The climate peculiarly
bepedcial to those nulTenng with hay fever and

A BUFFALO HUNT

asthma.

The Hold Accommodations,

while plain, are,

1

t u ca.s..ii 1S17,

mayn-ti

Holberton, Sole Agent, in

numbe-s.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
207 Bowery, New York.

male.
Dr. J. K. HOtJSEL,
Ewensville, North 'd Co., Penn.

chase a well-bred

C.

"bove by mail.

....

trii

HOUSE, by

tf

F. 110 TCI1 KISS, at Short Beach, Bramiord,
Conn. Sea food, comfortable house and beautiful
view of the sea. Three stages to and from New
Haven daily after June 15. Previous arraugemeata
Address as
necessary. House strictly temperate.

A

ayi'4 It

PROPRIETOR.

boats,

'

Russian Setter, seveu yeaTs old, a
peiformer, and remarkably lair
Will be sold cheap. Address

jug ly

rpHE -FISHING

guides, and good
be caught
Special attention and
accommodation for ladies. i-ake Pleasant. Round
several
others,
Piseco
Lake,
and
with good
Lake,
lake irout Belling near by. Term- r, asonable,

wi bin a mile from

Drake's Belle, she by Column's Dash and Mullen's
Belie.
Fine retriever, ami under good control. Admay24-lt
dress MORTIMER, this office.

F

,-lt

Three-pound brook irout can

fishing

Serter dog, eleven
old, by Horace Smith's .Monarch, out of

1011 SALE.—
giu.d ncld

1

CO., N. Y.

ANDREWS' HOTEL.
8,

SALE CHEAP, Red

EURmouths

WWandPAILV..
West

East

companion

W

CROSSMON HOUSE.
,

PUPPIES FOR SALE The WestminKeunel Cub offer for sale One liver and
white dog puppy, by Sensation out of Prudence, (the
dam of Pete), price $40; one black speyed bitch
puppy, by Sensation out of Whiskey, price $50. Adster

at depot for

SAGEVILLE, HAMILTON

s

Franklin, Del.

POINTER

-

1

HOHERT WALKER,

mayZ42t

1}

Inlet,

EY, Ashley

ruayll-U
pups, out of
1st., sired by Jerome Marble's
Lor oariiculais address

E.V'lf

Agents wanted.
Kneeland Street,

Excelsior Letter Copying Look. No press, brnsh,
water or pad used. Copies em dry paper. Send $s
and we will forward a aim page boo');, full letter size,

House near the cch-braled

mil.!

iea

Gordon

in

teturn
work in the

500AOTIVE AGENTSl^'

Bathing, Boating, Duck, G01
Shooting.
Retcreiic.-s from former giu

KINSEY'S ASHLEY HOUSE,

SALE.— Four
FOEiiueeu
Bess

Lines

and connecting w.th all
I. ova. running
through

bv

W. H nOLBERTON, Valparaiso, Ind.

North Manchester, Conn.

inay!7-lt

_.

CHEAPEST ASD BEST!

PAKSRNGKI; TRAIN'S

For $2.00.
my

W.

-

four mouths old

QUICKEST,

TWO

.

;i

description and price address

—

printed,
No better

Burlington, C. Rapids & N'rthcii

quail.

;i

"T710E sale -riiinkett-stella Red Irish Pups.
Jj Three red IrMi setter pups by Plunkett out of

hlr "

Paul and St. Louis
Short Line.

ero-niiig

Boston, Mass.

Game

charges moderate.

y.

haml-omclv

mail for 1 lie. and 3c. stamp.
world at any price. Trv them.
Circulars, 3c. W. C. CANXON, 46

THE METROPOLITAN
midway, between the Capilol and the White
Honsc.nnd the most convenient locution in Urn city.
It has beon re-lltted and re-furnished throughout.
The cuixine is perfect; the service regular, and

name

your

Is

Stella,

$10.

in the market. Sent by
mail for«10.7!>. l.Oilu testimonials im tile, which say
that "Holahird makes the bust Shontim. Suit in tinWorld." This Suit is to beat Hie cheap trash iu the

Carrollton Hotel,

1

'

(

St.

FOB

S10.

.

Metropolitan Hotel,

ClIAPJ.TOiY,

General PasaeiifiGr Agent,

Warranted better than any

"§atel§ nntl ijRtsoiis fov $jjprtimci(.

JAMES

Ludlow.
McKean Co Pa,

Complete Shooting Suit

FROM

Sportsmen.

any

.

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

Spratt's Patent

And splendid shooting on the

Liberal arrangements for traustpart of Bogs for

in

required.

if

CBOWELL,

H.

McKOON,

P.

will

this road; prairie, chicken, trce-e, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
Pacific. Railroad for the great Euilulo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

CO.

TROUT FKY FOR SALE

IJItOOK

quantity to suit parties.

dec28-Gm

I?/

EVERYTHING.
SPORTSMEN

to ihe country .lut iutr the close season cau hnd
Also, those having young
a very desirable spot.
dogs that tbty wish handled. For terms. An., ad-

COCKER SPANIEL STOCK
FORtheTOITNG
choicest breeds, inquire of

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

IpoTson.

LUDLOW TROUT

Gmlford, conn.

from

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

Kansas

FISHER,

WARREN LOWE,

St.

quail, etc.

street, Brooklyn.

PARTIES WISHING TO SEXD THEIR DOGS

tf

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.

SNOW,

dne of

rcnsonable price.

ar a
J.

si II

niayl7-2t

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

301
jau4

E.

T. Agent, Deirolr.

<fc

CHICAGO&ALTON RAILROAD.

of the

1

her.

Son,

1».

THE ONLY DIRECT KAU.KOAD

A Safe, Sure and Cheap Destroyer

J.

Dandy,

of Scotch, Skye,

Thompson's Dick, full brother to his Champion
Duke. Reason tor selling, have 110 tune to break

&

FRANK

guests.

ilton

Thomson

AIR LINE— STEEL, RAILS.

Cuisi

&<i.

SALE. -The lied Irish Setter Bit.-h "Moselle."
I^ORwh,
Iped June lSth. ihlii, out ol Belle, by Ham-

SLIP THIS COLLAR.

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME

as well as

Manager,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

F

matter now violently thev pull, this collar will
Made of heavv bridle
not choke or injure the dog.
leather null nickel-plated trimmings. Sent bv mail
nf dog or owner on name plate for $1.
n.iuic
wife
by
Manufactured

DOGS CARRIED FREE
and given special attention.

O. G. Staples,

Address,

No

Railroad.

pamphlet, with terms, Ac.

Dogs. Maltese cms, Ferrers, Ac. Medic
tii-easesat L.N. meter, 45 Great J
N. Y.

DOGS CANNOT

Direct Connections at Buffalo with New Tork
Central and Erie Hallway.
At Detroit, Willi Michigan Central Railroad.
At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western

single or en suite, win bath-rooms and
closets attached. Travellers will find this place as
healthful as it is beautiful, with no mosquitoes or

E

5apl-tf

NASSAU STREET.

102

Mo.

Co.,

Jr." and "King Pnillp." by "Oil Phil;" "Phil, Jr.,'
King
out of Coltmrn's Laug and Wilson hitch
Philip." out of Mad.leu'a tlrst prize champion bitch,.
"Fan." All large size.

HOLBERTON.

W.

Knox

Edina,

LAWRENCE,

ST.

CO., N. Y.,
in the immediate vicinity of the far-famed
Thousand Islands, will be opened for the reception
of guests June 1st, 18IT. This house was erected lu
'73, and contains all the modern
improvements.

Pointers and setters ot approved Imported and
Native blood thoroughly broken; also pups of different ages. In ttie stud, Imported irish Setters,
'1 irons.-" and "shamrock."
Also Pointers. -Phil.

Price 50 cents per Box by mail.
F.oth the above are recommended hyRoDANoGuN
nud FOltKST AND STRKAM.
Oct IS

AVADDELL,

A. 0.

RIVER
nud

miEEDINC KENNEI.
Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAX'S PLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas— A Uoou to Dogs.

Sportsman's Route.
CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, JEFFERSON

MI LEY.

!/<?» fas.

'.','

Situated on the

The. Subscriber oilers his imported red Irish setter
••Buck," winner of prlssea at the Centennial, St..
Louis and Baltimore bench shows, for Bind purpose.
Terms, »25. For pedigree and particulars, address

O. Z.

§llpltillll'tl

r

Thousand Island House,

,

English K. O. S. 11., No. ,(«)!>. He is a grandson of
This dog
the celebrated " Hamlet, " No. BBS.
"Sancho" has won seven prizes— four in England
first at Crystal Palace, 18H), three here.

mil Ihsottsfor §^wrtsmeii.

T)ofals

Mm*?-

llshiug.
new enough to ai;
On el i.-r June 1st Hound Trip * xcurxion
Ticket* sold 10 Point- in Cruiid Traverse
Region, and attracllve train laciluaes ollered to
also, on and after Ju'v 1st,
tourists and sportsmen
lUuckinaiv and Lake Superior Excursion Ticktries

il

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

ets.

Dogs, tiuns, and Fishing Tackle Carried
Free at owner's risk.
Camp turn for Fishlug Parlies nud Families
our aim to make sportsmen feel ''at home'' on
For Tourists' Guide, containing full inand accuformation as to Hotels, Boats, Guides,
rate maps ol the Fishing Grounds, send to Fobest
a. Mre
uitloo.
J. II. PAGE, G. P. A- T. A.. Grand Rapids, Mlob,
A. HOPPE, Eastern passenger Agent
It is

this route.

KANSAS & COLORADO
SPF.CIAT,

Market

Street, Philadelphia,

ATTENTION TO

SPORTSMEN.

Ac

}KS

Fe

Road.
THE NEW ROUTE FOR

;

tickets, and general information, apply
..1
NIIT'l'INlI, tircat
Eastern

For maps,
to

I..

II.

lew Vork,

:

A

:

TOKEST~XN]T STREAM.
£>£(rrtsmtit

Mouiri:

.v

Conroy, Bissett& Malleson
65 Fulton

TO SPORTSMEN:

New

Street,

Enamel
lines for rtiacttUut most of tlie
ami RACE COUKSF.S in the
These lines linliis CIlNTlSloR

llioir

Middle

Slt.lfS.

FROM ALL IMPORTANT

POINTS, avoid

the difficulties and dangers f reshipmcnt, while the exccllent ears which run over the smooth f-teel tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED without failure
or injury,

best bait used for Bass and pickerel Fishing.
Buss size, it. cents; Pickerel size, £1 each, by mail,
post paid, on receipt (if price. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish ami Game, samples in mail, MSand 76 cents.
Send sunup foi ihu-draied [nice list, ol Fishing Tackle

FD3H & SIMPSON,

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND PISHING
New Jersey. EXC1 88IOH
TICKETS are sold at the ofli. es o'l the < 01 inv 01
all the principle cities to KANE. KK.Nuva, REDPennsylvania and

Custom Made
FLIES,

Fine Fly, Bass, Salmon and Tront RoJs

FORD, CHRSSON,

M V\

i:\l.-ToN,
other well-known centers for

Trout

I

A

K';l

alio

.

Reduced

WiiiR Snooting, and
Hunting.

FisliiuK,

FIXVEGAX & t.VUUNE'S
MAKE,

iN.oud points on he NKrt JERSEY CoAs-T
renowned for SALT WATER' SPORT AFTKP

I Oitl

PETITION

AND FEATHER.

D, M. BOYD, Jr GenT
Frank Thompson. Gen'l Manager.
,

N EW

IS

T »"'

TAL

Bamboo, or any desired material,
ami Improved Lighi Keels.
principal dea'ers in fishing tackle throughout the United States.

Every Variety of Fishing Tackle
always on hand.
ARTIFICIAL FLIES TIED TO ORDER.
Bangob, Maine.

Medal an

CROOK &

J. B.

CO.,

Jebl7-ti

FULTON STREET, SEW YORK,

50

Ma:

McBride

1-IFE OJ? TUAJJE.

Pass. Agent.

SPRING FIELD,

II

all

Nov28-t

I

I

Makes the Immense Reductions.

Fishing Tackle
SM

For Uackenaaek—1:45,
ami 11.30 P.M.

Nauuet— 7:45,

a. m., 1:00, 4:15,

ir

M Id -range

Rltle.Shaips,

dres*

II.. 107

Tremont

street, Boston.

OR SALE.— Bargain.

A

niayvt It

English Double-

fine

Breed -loading Express Rule, with imAddress, M. D. C, ihla

plements in case complete.
office.

inav ith,

BLOOMING DA I.E
One share

in

O Ri YE
i

PARK ASSOClATt

IN.
at a

above association for suie

price.
The best Game Preserves in
America. Trout, Black Bass and Pickerel tishlnir.
Address SPORT, this office.
febSSWt

very low

Iu
•

0I< SAL£-A- Parker Breech-Loadine
Shot-GtiD, with uue Diuia-cus barrels 12
28 inches, weight 9 pounds. M. A. BOSNorth Brooktield, Mass.
m)\M-lt

gauge,

WORTH,

Pants and Jacket (Waterproof) for tale.
Nearly New, cheap. Address M., this office.

PREMIUM BIRDS.

ILtverstravy and Stony

4:15 r,

and

SM

M., 1:00, 4:15,

and

5:15

Point— S:45

A. M., 1:00

A.

M. and 6:45

.Sundays—8:45

1:00, 4:15

jr.,

P.

M

and

5.15

stopping at

,
.

House.

ti pe doz.; Plymouth Rocks,
(P. Ricks lb eke'.- strain).
When in yaut ol
eggs from above stock, guaranteed pure, address D.
GILPIN, Conordville, Del. Co., Pa. Correspondent

A. B.
503

York City— 7:15

all

station*.
a T wenfy-tuird street as follows
1<
S:I5A. m,1
davs, SU5 a. M and 0:45
A Theatre train on
iljr at 11:45
)•
and ]') Min. from
m from Twenty-Hi^

Ttiese trains

BROWN,

G. O
Brooklandville, Md.

fn.ao.

>i

.For .New

Braharus,
llondaus,

Suttous,

I'olatids,

llamburghs, Domiuiqno, Game. Bantams, &c.
Pigaous in variety. Seud for descriptive circular.

5:15

1:00, 4:15

M„

8:45 A.

For Spring Va!Iey^8:45 A.
F

it-class

FISHING

Flies.

Diploma from International Exhibition,
Philadelphia, lb7H decreed for exceedingly neat work
with solidity of eoustrociion. A line assortment ot
files for trout, salmon and bass constantly ou hand
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selected for any
locality.
Goods nromntly male to order from any
pattern desired.
Address SARA J. McBKlOE.
.Mnmford. M0U|O3 Co., N. Y. W. Holberton. Sole
Asrent for New York and vicinity.
febl6-tm

EOR HA'ICHING

street

and

10-St

MaylT-lt

C.

barrels, and au exnci duplicate of the one
col. Bo.diue
Shooting guaranteed. Ii.
'
1 Cortlandt Stteet.
maiit-lt

en

or.,,-

I,-,

SQUIRES,

In Press, and will be Published early in June.

CHOICE PURE BRED POIU.TBT, EGGS

PHILADELPHIA

Eror

m-l't

tint or F. w,, s -oil's make.
Also
ou nine, a good l.ionble Breech loading Sh
Gnu
No. 12, 8,V lbs., or will trade for merchandise
\0-

1

Now ready, from my
Cochins, Leglioms,

e

E. ifh St,

lirsl.-class

Montvue Poultry Yards.

16!

Trams 01
mediate

»

may

barrtl

Dealers send for Trade Catalogue.

CAPE MAY.

11AVEM

ill

lloublB Barrel
loader Gun, to lbs., tit bore, 32 inch barrels,
ith all
imprmeiiiciits and tools, made either bv
M'i'., limm. or some other thoroughly first-class
nker. Address, J. 11. s., Hotel Brunswick,

of

of Split

Sold by

Dozen.

Siill

Also, to

TUOKERTON. BKAjCH

$1 25 per

to

HLA'l'll,

t

H. L. Leonard,
Mann facto rer

The Pennsylvania Railruud Company

NEW TOKK.

ST.,

duality Guaranteed.

llueBof

'i'he

NASSAU
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.

may

w

"ANTKD-A

and Sporting Goods,

Each,

o

Cincinnati, o.

The

preserved on Hie

F0RMK1UA

.

in

all

$25

TKOlTING PARKS

eopiis

-2»

and would give good trade.

Bamboo

tlie

Wxnfett.

w

lg others,

d.

Brooklyn, e.

afforded by

Fluted Bait-

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

THEPENNSYIA'AHIAB.B.CO.
Respectfully invite attention to

New

York.

SHIPLEY & SON

COMMERCE STREET, PHI LA.

Manufacturers

PINK

A

Special

Celebrated

G

ri

Amate

for

TACKLE

FISHING

of

Wood

Heart

Mountings

hi

in Sets

cheerfully answered.

BREWSTER

Importers and Dealers in ArtiUcial Eyes for Bird.and Animals,
IS Arch Street, Boston, Mass.

EDWARD

fori

7:15,

CONWAY,

B.

Successor to

Tnxideniiist,
H. EOOME,
66 Carmine Street. N. Y.

JAMES

REPAIRED.

,

THE GAME ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISHES OF
NOR1TI AMERICA; THEIR HABITS AND
VARIOUS METHODS OF CAPTURE.

COPIOUS INSTRUCTIONS
In Shooting, Fisbin3,Taxidermy, Woodcraft, Etc.

together with

A DIRECTOR TO THE PRINCIPAL GAME
SORTS OK THE COUNTRY; 1IJ.LSTRATED WITH MAPS.

RE-

BY CHARLES HALLOCK,
EniTOH OF "FOREST AND STREAM ;" AUTHOR OF THE
"FISHING TOURIST," "CAMF LIFE IN FLORIDA," ETC.

"catch

mii'IIs,

IStJc

ANP

GENERAL GUIDE.

marl-3in

KNOHLTON,

Sfc

Sportsman's Gazetteer

Price $3.00.

COO pp.

,

Chambers
slipping

street,

gn to stony

which

Point,

at nil start -us.

Excursion Tickets can be proou

Chambers

Otliccs, foot .d

f-Jc.

d at Erie Ticket

ml,

street.

i

each,
,-,i,

sj

ih.l

per loz.
Franklin

All trains leave the the Erie Depot In ,Ter

Commutation Tickets, at low rates, at
of the Company. Pavonia Ferry, Jersey
Pocket Time Tables.

It. C.

Elegant
at

BOSTON AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE:
Steamers STOMXGTUN and NARRAleave Pier Wi Nori h Uiv.t,

NOT A TRIP MISSED

P.M.

5:

font

.Inv Si

IN SEVEN

YEARS.
Tickets for ?ale at all principal ticket offices!. State
rooms secured at oitlcs of Wesic tt, Express Company, and at 383 Broadway, New York, and 333 Washington St., Brooklyn.

PKOVTDEKCE LINE.

SCRIMGEOUlt iB J. W. THOlieSON,

Tills

A

assortment of flies for Trout, Salmon and
Files
Bass constantly on hand. Also casting lines.
crefully selected
for
any
locality.
Goods
promptly made to order from any pattern
Address SAtlA .1. McBRIDE MTJMFORD,
desired.
Monroe County. N. Y. W. tlolberton Js Beemer, sole
agents for New York and vicinity.
fine

t

ig-bitd to

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated six

establishment
Also a line

Strip Bain-

:,t.

i-easouable rates.

ol (irst-eluss

sale.

Zoological Gardens and Menageries.
Chatham street, thiid door from N rth William.

CHASED.

Rod Makers,

For Sale.— lifaii'larin Ducks, Golden and Silver
Pheasants (China); Spnr-wluged Cteese, Egyptian
Geese (Africa) Widgeons, Red-headed Ducks, Brant
Geese (Europe): Hi.
,,.;: u ,
m
Cuts. Reicue,
Uenuy Rbiche,
;

i

.

New York

Sept. 21.

li.m-K

ser.-e,-

and

udrm Baj and the

Will find a select assortment of

r

Solid

lakes,

Linen Line, by mail..

ltd,

;

25

Guns,

I71RANK SCllOPF, DEALER IN ALL KINDS
or foreign and domestic birds, 71 Fourth Avenue, New York. Constant!; ou hand a large stock
of cages, seeds, gravel, aquariums, globes, gold and
fancy fishes, nmckinu-bjids, talking parrots, etc.
Also dealers supplied. All orders promptly attended
to.
Octi5-ly

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND
POULTRY AND CAME,

Rifles,

"
"
Ciitlie Hunk-.
GOO "
8 00
Black Bass Flies (something new) per doz
2 50
Large variety of Troul Flies for MairtS and the
Adirondacks; prices, SI, $1 Ru, J per doz. Brass

Revolvers,

Ammunition,

Nos. 289 and 290

iir:i-s Keel-, multiReels, plain, She., iSc, £1 each.
plying,*! V5, $> •:,. :si 50, fM.iff, :t .-ii.
It libber Click.
German Silver ClioK, and tunlttpi] big
Is
lac*

SMITH'S

m

Our Neyv

Complete

PATENT REVOLVERS,

outfits

c.

four sizes of 42, 32, 8s and 41-100 cals.

Thia-new and elegant Ann combines simplicity
durability, b perfect interchange of all its pans.
Tintuve.

si

aid

critical Inspection
n-uli

Sins; Desirable

us paldii
Revolver

m

pr..ce>s ut

mijir.ivi'Uii nls,
in

nianufac-

make

il

(j.

ae
i

low as consistent' with good
to all

parts of the TJnitea States

J.

F.
125

MARSTERS,

Manufactueek,
NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

the

the Market.

Send for Catalogue- of

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

MAYNAED

RIFLES,

SHOT

GUNS,

frj>ortiig

Goods.

ud.

BROADWAY,

Wk. M. Fowler,

Art Journal bound

N. Y.

Hknrt Fulton,

E.

WALKER'S SONS,

55

Dey

York,

at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 045 Broadway of
fine

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ART!--'

HUMAN

EYES,

Dogs Used for Sport

street.

and Southwest,

Their

:

Different Varieties

Mmageuient; Diseases

a, id

Training ami
Remedies.

;

Forest, Field, and Prairie:
Guns and Ammunition for Different Kinds
of Game: Hints and Recipes for Gunners;
Decoys, Blinds, and other Devices.

Ocean, Lake, and River
Art of Dressing ArtiUcial Files; Instruction
in Fly Fishing; Rods, L.nes and Lines;
Hints and Recipes.
:

Sporting Boats and Canoes
Rules for Sa ling Boats
in

Baying, Repairing,

Woodcraft

:

;

Useful Suggestions

etc.

:

Expedients
cipes for

in

Eineiveijo'iee; Hints

Camp am!

ami

Bibliography for Sportsmen.

PART
A Sportsman's
sorts for

II.

Directory TO the Principal

Game and Fish

in

i;

e.

North AmbbiOa,

Kay's Shot Cartridges
FOR

DUCKS AND

SNIPK.

Caudichaum

ARE FLYING
BAY BIRDS
AT ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY.

f^(lT>TRACTtf

ESTABL1S'

l.'e-

Cruise.

Instruction in Taxidermv.

Etc.,
mailed on

is really wonderful.
Illustrated catalogue
receipt of postage of four cents.

FOWLER & FULTON,
NO. 300

New

and Northwest.

iuth

I

May lo- It

Has received the nicheet award

FICIAL

BENDERS.
ETC.

Seud for Circular.

545 Broadway,

Fi.-dle

t

of

Southern Coast Fishes.

N. Y.

OPTICIAN,

I

and Canada

WASHINGTON MARKET,

I

Fishee

Dealers' and Outfitters' List.

iLWALDSTEINj

-2

,..

Invited to

it

Pacinc

Index.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

goods appertaining, thereto.

I.

Eastern Coast Fishe:

Northern lula

in every
Janll-ly

RARE AMERICAN ANIMALU ALWAYS PUR-

SPORTSMEN

PART

Eyes

CHAS. REICHE & BRO.
55

Guides. Kings, Tips, Uivl

is

J

Game Animals of North America.
Game Birds of North America.
Game Fish of North America:

Birds and Rare Animals,

German Silver and Brass End Mountings ready
made and to order nfniv own manured ore. Ferules,

Special Attention

:

GENERAL CONTENTS.

seaars and Tobacco.

variety.

away

cutting

TO AMATEUR

Fishing-

In

Camel

LESSONS GIVEN IN TAXIDERMY'.
Taxidermists lustrumeuts for

boo Fly-Rods.

Old Dominion Line.

all

'a

Always on baud a large collection of specimens
from all parts of the world.
Fine Ashing Tackle in every variety, such as Split
Bamboo rods and others bv tiie best makers. Reeb
and liuea; In fact every thing that a sporting man
requires for a coinpleic eui-ht, can be found at this

Inland Eh

CARD.
Improved and finished without

Of

thing mounted
Leopard.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition
Decreed lor "Exceedingly
Philadelphia, 16TC

*

Freight only, steamers leave Pier 37, Norlti River,
Ran Park Place, at 4:30 P.M. Freights via cither
line taken at. lowest rates.
L. W.F1LKINS.G P. Agent, D. S. BABCOCK, Pres.

And

YOlUv

AMURICAN NEWS COMfANV,

ISTS.

IcBride Flies.

S<

neat work, with solidity of construction.''

GANSETT

No. 148 William St., two doors North of Fulton.

NEW

"FOREST and STREAM" PUBLISHING COMPANY,

ilte:

t

City.

L'ntil farther nonce, the Trains of this Road wl
not wait for the Twenty third street boals.
L. D. BRITYN, Supt.
May 17-tf

i

Sportsman's Emporium

/\?a?>
id.

Good shooting can be Had at Atlantic City, New
Jersey, no miles from Philadelphia.
Guides and
Sioois always read v. For accommodation, call or address
L, UARVER, Paeitle .„„] Virginia Aves.
utayn-tf.
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

SANDALWOOD

FOREST AND ST^eAm.

Bf&

JAMES MEYER,

Mtyorf.'jiii en's (floods.
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Captain Bogardus'
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almost instantlv the
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Shooting and Fishing

folding
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when, and where
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GUNS REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING.
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK.
Pin FireGuiiscliaiiffed to Central Fire.

and the business

;i'-r.;GTSTS.

|.

,.,•,„•„,;,„

",'ia/i..,v .v.., ,„,,,-,
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v> gal.

JAMES JIEYKR, JR

Wholesale bv
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red

TZ- Thk GntONDtN Drst
Hog Show, writes a letter
-

'Sirondln
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1
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A VICTORIOUS INVENTION.
The Eagle Claw.

Slant .-

An

ingenious device for

purpose of catching

lite

all

Animals, Fish and Game.

inen.
for

Send lOcenls

send no money

i.y

combined
r

i

CAPTAIN

-THE

kiuds of

1n|

its peeuliai

mai

r;.i

First-Class Shooting Garments,

££NrZ]

place it when set. it may lie buried
.ded from the limb of a tree, or, when
_
"'•'•'•...red with grass, leaves or other light
thout in any way impairing its certain operation.
It Is adapted for bait
any u. » n Iption. and, when, set, no
Animal, Fish or Bird that touches tile bait, can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or injure its victims in the slighest degree,
nor need they be handled to free tliem from the trap.

mail, only draft or P. O. order.

SHOOTING COAT.

'76

(PATEHTED)

ithod of setting the Eagle Claw,
the simplicity of r
g us nct'm

ill

LV FISIHNO, OWTPINO, -II'
Gu\B3 B.M.I. SaOOTUTO, «*"

|
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A most
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Hammock.

Co's Pocket

only 1>.; lbs,; bears 1.300 lbs.; price J4.
luxurious Couch, Scat, Swing, Etc.

weir-lit

l,

'

'

.

Halt's Metal

...

No.

Baltimore.

St.,

for illustra ted Catalogue.

l

" Yours.
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i

to Urea..!-

Sneider,

i

Bog

Sportsmen.

loader yet offered to

fNNKr.s.— Mr. Chas. Lincoln. Superintendent of the Baltimore
Meyer & Co., m whi
found it an ex. Hem
n- Dog Sho, r
and I shall..
mend ii ro all shows where I m>
Chas.Lix
r
mure Bench Show »
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Seydel

to tish

Trout
Every rod warROUS.
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Clark
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"')' for

occur.
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"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen-

214 W. Pratt

Black Bass.

artificial ilies for

•

t

iinrivjlled for the dressing of offensive
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al.X.-lv'Vi'rk. clc.

iL

„,

„

reasonable prices.

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

mntaglou, and neutralizes

Black Bassllies
<"^- Directions

Hanfl-Made
and Black; Bate, from St upward.

The Fox
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agio Oopt, Holba/ton,

The Celeb
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i
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;
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in liuish, symmetry of outlines and materials
to the hnest English Guns, and at more

sating Features of Action."
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Equal
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length.

BLACK

.

Lever Action

bounder with win.

'..ni

Its merits arc i
nity, Public Insti

-
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...

Tod

to 16 bore,

TheSnelder Reboiindiuj! bock used, the only Re-

.,'

..n

Dash and

[;.

from 6

Sizes,

THE MOST EFFECTIVE, POWERFUL, AND CHEAPEST

-

positive

Self-Closing

IN TO* WORLD,

DISINFECTANT AND DEODORIZER.

iok
...

on

Double-Grip

I

i

piles;

The only

Giron&in Disinfectant,

NASSAU ST, NEW YOKE,
Snooting ami Fishing Tin
_
Blankets,
enta.

r,

(6 noils.

THE 1TNEIDER~GUN.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
102

Sportsmen 7,

JR'S.,

Em

•)

In great variety.

O/
GEORGE

v

DENNING.

C.

'

410 Seventh street,

i

W. HOLBERTON.
ap!12

p. o.Boxstoa.

Feb 22

New Gun

1-RItE LIST:
No.

-For

1

and

fishing

eatcl.i. g Mink. MusUrals, Raccoons, large Game.
Ac
,75 ccnts
Uocky Mountain «ianr, for cal
Panthers, 4c. Can be ensilv set bv a boy. ami will stand a
strain of several hundred pound-. Weight, 10 to IE lbs.*10.
All goods soul,
ii,
a
to anv address on receipt of price.
Address

P-j

Fish,
?,. or

i

r-3

330 Fulton

fc
P. 0.

p=i

<
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1

Box
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ST£XXi.\
illNU.
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l

L. Coate,

both

Powder, Shot,
ana every|,

,
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335

W.

Baltimore

CO.,

St.,

Baltimore.

peller and.Shell Extractor, with Reversible
Loading and Creasing CylinderPKICE $3 50.

214.

pathosts' paint compAHnr «rc
^^^
taring tHe 1SOMRSOI.1. llKADX-MlXbJJ

BUNS,

...

Improved Climax Creaser, Loader, Cao-Ex-

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.,

la*

REIP &

«.»«..&<:.

JUf.YK, m.d

For sale by

than even the material can he bou«ht elsewhere. They arc an absolutely pure
article, possessing great endurance and brilliancy, and arc giving great satisfaction all over the country. We have a Patron t:i. .. who s red enough alone
on Paint purchased to pay his Grange expenses for n life-time. They also sell
HOOF jP.1J.V2' 30 percent, cheaper than any one else. It is to the
interest of
all about painting to write and have sent free their book. •' 7-'cer// Our- Hit Ouu
JJ(/inter." Il will snvc much money, whether you buy their Paint or not. Ad1

iio'J

I

_
.

paid, an<f

rdeas,

cam.

thing appertaining to
first- lass
-.tablishment.
Lefever Breech-loaders a Specialty.

BRUSHES, and selling them at full trade discounts, delivering them freight
no money required until the goods arc received— making them cheaper

00

be

can

'

aps.

apla 1y

AGENTS WANTED.

s 6
u <

;

.':-.
i

City.

Establishment.

.

.

Chas.

o

H

;;

35 cents

No.3— For
No.

©8

all

sent bv mail

en

B-a

game and animals

kinds of small

Washington

ly.

PKOJiT STREET,

all

gun

VT.

dealers.

LANCASTER,

,

NEW YORK.—(Jflratn '<Zhe Farmors'

Address

B, HAX.I,,

marStf

P.\.

Fiiend.")

THE WHITNEY
BlllttftSjr*

^BJSAT SOUTHERN
/Pass'nger

Freight

SpQ^tiia^, ^•yt a tiafj

CREEDMOOR

Line,

Long-Range, Wind Gau^e and

Breech-Loading

VIA

Rifles.

Yernier Sights.
HART'S SPORTSMAN'S FAVORITE

Charleston, S. G.
For Acrurucy, Long-Range, Penetration, Simplicity of Construction, Durability. EaSG of
3lniii]iul;ilii:.n. Materia] and Workmanship they arc unsurpassed.
Pliosnix Sporting Rifles and Shot Guns. Revolvers of various sizes, desirable in all respects.

The South and the Southwest
AND THE

Send

ELOEIDA PORTS,

for Circulars.

WHITNEY ARMS

Wednesday and Saturday
P.

At 3 o'clock

M.

OF YTLANTA.
v...
.ant a
GULF *TK F.AM,

f'TTT

From

Pier

'

•

NO.

:1

i

'

Safety,
,,..,„„

Speed and

„

,
,

,

i

'

.:

.i

In general, having removed to

-

Comfort.

Barb rtoB wlUi

Tin-

i:.-i..i

.

.Man

'atl

.'-:..'

NO.

MELoNVILLE

and

RUSIITON'S

Riflemen's Sundries

all

of every style. Madison's Browning Mixture in Mr
and J1.0U not 1.-.-, aeeompi ni<
h
din
I'u- replies Jo queries appertaining

AT REDUCED RATES.
ONE
^Insurance todestmanoniiNE-UALF OF
tor'-ar.lcl

free id

commission.

BROADWAY",

ravortte

KaSIO^'wCKBTS
foods

298

Honest

i

Sportsmen's and
ENTERPRISE.

lItKA

J.

FIRE ASIIIS
SPO RTIWO aooss

coast for

tin-

ii

.

N.

Dealers. Manufacturers and Importers of

FTJLTOH STREET, BEOQKLYN.

Sill

Stories Straightened, Crooked. Lengthened,
r Shortened to tit the shooter.
ChokeTiorinsr, full
'.!"
modi "
thin muzzles, and
orir.g for gl
ips fitted to
in
'-ins titled to

*

'

Shells.

MANUFACTURED BYHART & CO., Newark,

H0DGrKINS~& HAIGH,

Gunsmith,

Gnn

tosiatap.

i"'

TUpaboTC

E.

REMOVAL.

MADISON,

E. H.

CLYDE

G. NY

CEO.

Haven, Conn.

Practical

QHAMPIOW.

'

Capt, S.i

New

Portable Shooting Boxes.

R.

29, N.

CO.,

Metallic
jniuif

il

1

II

fi

'

i

i

"^

Passage

SI

01

furnished to clubs at wholesale prices.
in.

Portable Shooting or Tourist Houses built in Seein a one-horse wagon, can be put togeiher without the aid of a mechanic, and are far
superior to tents. Plan as shown Is Hi feet square,
and built of narrow pine, oiled inside, painted outPi
side, and trimmed with rustic work.

REVOLVERS AND RIFLES

: SS,
.

.ii-

..

rod

References
Bent every-

HUNTING & PLEASURE BOATS.
Combine BEAUTY, STRENGTH and STE \DI.
NESS. The LIGHTEST sportine boar in the world
Weight, 2f, pounds and upward. Will carry two to

four persons and baggage.
'..'."

Cedar siding, oak keel

c
up).
Also CANOES, wvicht
EUSHTON, Manuiaeraren Cau.

;* pounds. J. u.
ton, St. Lawrence

,l

County, N. T.

Jlartly

I

Th'rmiBh i.

c.'dit Ta.r.il:,.

oUsoouJern
of

Thomas

Passage Tickets by

Freight Lme, 3,1 Broua,

street.

"^'

a

1

Wainscoted 3 feci high, inside, J 16(1.
Each house contains a stowaway or open attic

,,
_

,

holding sporting equipments, tic. Plans for seaside
rutaee-; also, ill Kinds of Rustic Work.
These nouaes can be built more extensively and
i

MuKic Lanterns and ^tereoptieans.

E

It.

,„
N

T MTTHOSY &

Y^opposit.

CO.,

f.91

Broadway,

elaborately

if

required.

O'BRIEN BROS., Y outers, N.

:

E.

TUOlHAS,

Y.

Breech

111,

Shot

Guns.

..;-! and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qnalities first-ciass.

ML'ZZLE LOADERS CuNVERTJiD TO BREECHprice

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPOUTING GOODS,
Philadelphia.

suFACTUiinri of

Same

.III.,

171 South Clark Street, Chicago,

CHAS. GHEEH,

for

action as

list,

octs-tf.

LOADERS.
new guns, send

for circular

and

No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, H. Y.

Fenner's

Portable

Boat

Meets the demand of sportsmen for a boat which is
light and compact, to cai ry easily, aim quickly
made

lor the water: strong, steady, noiseless, of
light
draught, and of the torn,
">ueral use
Four sizes made for one to six .•:..-„, costing irom id
to iuii.
New "valise' pal t.-rn for one man packs
1X2-2.W7 inches, and weighs .<:. pounds. Can be seen
at Holherton Ar Bemntr's, 'sew York, and Bradford
& Anthony's, Boston. Address, O. A FENVEP
Mystic River, Ct.
aug2Mm
i

-

,

..

•

1

'

:

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Highest Honors

Sportsman's Depot.

AT THE

(KSTAELISHEO 1836J

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

urn

FAIR, 1876.

New York

Fair at

a: Worlfl'i

;

Centennial Eihll

SHONINGER ORGANS.
HiPfi Sportsman's Favorfte Metafffe

§'he(.fs 8

FOR BREECH-LOADING SH O T-G-XJ NS.

JOHN KRIDER,

These shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted from inside. Head solid and much
thicker than any shell now made, giving a solid scat tor cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving
through or springing away, the
The Cone is siade of nickel, and fastened solid in
P-llrea.
its place.
Neither rusts nor corrodes last, like movable anvil made from steel. The Nickel Cone also
prevents miss-tire when a cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel
L
oriron. These shells are finely finished, and made any length orderInches,
-«»-Shells and Loaders and Descriptive Price Lists can be obtained from all the leading Sportsmen's
Houses throughout the country.
GEORGE E. HART .V CO.. Newark, N. J.
;

N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts„ Pliila;

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle. Rods, Reels. Lines, IT
Leaders. Suon-.ls. Artiti.-lal b'ait. Fly Books.

,

:

«T

spi-mrs Patent
Repairing of all kinds.

jH

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

Best

!

No. 12 ; $1.30 for So. 10.
Factory and office, No. 2,230

and

3

Instruments.

St-

an extract
"The B. sllONISGEH ORGAN CO.'S exhibit
as the best Instruments at a price rendering them
possible to a large class of purchasers, having a combination of R^eds and Bells, producing novel and

&

C.

;

street, St. Louis,

Orange Lightning Powder.
Mo.

The strongest and cleanest powder made. Nos. 1 to 7.
Packed only in sealed! lb. ca> isters. The coarser sizes
(hisher numbers! especially are recommended to
owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great

SCOTT & SONS.

penetration with very slight recoiL

Orange Ducking

is

First Prize

Medal and Diploma.

a: nic Centennial Exhibition.
for ex.'ellriiec of workmanship and ma-

awui-,li/'i

Orange

,'nr.nk. swell ov split."
THE ONLY
ORGANS AWARD ED THIS RANK.

The

Paehed
and 6?<

llllILLA,

BEST ORGANS

B/SHONINGER ORGAN

CO.,

"This action
:

to 123 Chestnut Street,

97

NEW 11AFEN,

CONN.

PURVEVOK TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE

to

HOO.

extra.
;

Quality.
and Stream.

e

the favor of

all

who

GOYERNOH-GENERAL.

Massed the TriplBx 10-borea
Our highest grade is as usual

rifles

and

for

ordinary purposes.
_ the finest.

al*

FFG at d FFF'
wood and metal kegs

in

lbs.,

and

hi canisters of

of 85 lbs.,

and

1 lb.

ja^

lbs.

lb.

*s-

BLASTING. MINING AND SHIPPING POW
DER, OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES. PACKED
LN

rorfc,

WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF

lbs.

-15

test its merits.

COMPENSATING LUMPevery gun.
dealers" ii;

Now

December 26, ists. Contributed by one of the Judges of
Awards of Guns at the Centennial:]
(The Triplex Lever Grip' combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and must
sst

Powder,

Bifle

best for

FG,

Sizes.

This Medal and Award was granted after the most
f.vere competition of the best makers, before one of
rh
mast competent juries ever assembled.
"Jew stvles and prices j mm issued, which are in acu-dance with onr rule, the
for
the least money.
We are prepared to appoint a few new Agents.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed, postpaid, upon application to

JPotcder.

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos.- 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6}£ lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5 lbs.
5.

pleasing effects, containing many desirable improvements, wul stand longer in dry or damp climate, leas
liable to get out of order, all the boards beiug made
nut together so it is impossible for them

•e

mar4-ly

No. 12— '•':-,, 3'.,, and !',-; inches. Longer
inches
Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of $1.15

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

W.

F Their comparative excellence is recognized by the
Judges In their Report, from which the following

De Kalh

F.iscuita

Orange

e nat mailable.
r

Dog

Sporting Powder.

advantages claimed for these Shells, are : A
saving of 23 por cent, in the use of powder, also the great
'the

^

and

in all its branches.

ade Important improvements in our Shell, we
recommend them as equal, if not superior, in
any Paper Shell manufactured In this Chantry or

t

to Order.
Split

Slued Bamboo Hods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skius in Great Varieties—

Base Paper Shelf."
i

Made

Flies

Celebrated Center Enamel

-Krider's"

Taxidermy

St. Louis Conical

Etc.

Etc.,

E»~ Salmon, Bass and Trout

FROM CAPTAIN BOGARDUS, CHAMPION WING SHOT OF AMERICA.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co Gentlemen—The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better
than any I have ever used. They are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,
A. H. BOGARDUS.

Costs about sin extr*
-tie trade only.

Strongly recommended.
Choke-bores, medium or

Invaluable,

It is
full.

Our guns

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

IN «

Li.FI

and should be ordered on
to be had of the principal

RAND POTYDEB

CO.,

88 Murray street, New York.
Sole proprietors and Manufacturers of the celebrated ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom'meuded anil used by Capt. A. H. EOGARDTJS, the
•Champion Wing Shot of the World."

Birmingham, England.

English. Sporting

Gunpowder.

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

mm

DIAMOND GRAIX.

wmrmm,

Nos.

«, 3. 4, 5. 6, T and S.
Superior Rifle, Enfleld
and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, 61
Cedar street, N. Y. Ageut for the United States.

Rifle,

Wholesale and Retail

TeaT)eaIer, Grocer, Wine and Spirit Merchant,
IMPORTER

ORANGE POWDER.

OF

Japanese Curiosities and General

-China and

Send

for

pamphlet showing

sizes

of the

Warehouseman,
11

and

12

JOHN

grain

Street,

QUEBEC.
No.

'2-6m.

COGNAC

O RV I

Chas. F.

by wood

Rand Powder

S,

York.

Sent free by the Laflin

cut.

P. O. box 2,308.

MANUFACTURER OP

GENUINE HAARLEM

Fine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial Flies,
AND DEALER

KNOWN

for descriptive catalogue.

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

And

1868, 1864, 1862, 1860,
1855, 1849, 1835.

1870,

1858,

Metallic Shells, Nickel Cone, Etc,
216

Market

Cap

in cases containing either 1-2 bottles, S4 pint
or 4S half-pint flasks, verv suitable
for Hunting or Excursion Parties, of
the following vintages

XTO. IO

KOW HB&DT.

1870, 1865, 1858, 1835.

THE SPORTSMAN'S FAVORITE BRANDY, BY

Haviland
& Co.,
45 BARCLAY STREET.

branded on the casks, ctses, and
All goods delivered only from U. S. bonded
warehouse?.

The vintage

f
iiorfcs.

T. N.

Dealers in Sflorflng Goods,

Length, 4J inches.

,„JPt of TEN CENTS
TARGET
will be sent by mail,

shell.

C. J.

Send postal order or check

STODDARD &

WVHOLBERTOS,

of

>ew York

Handy

Convenient and
Attaching
Case*, and

:

C.

DENNISON &

City, has Samples.

198

-

;

.

i

;:

Broadway, N.T.

BoLind Volumes
OP

Forest and Stream.

DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE. ^5

Our Cigarettes are as One as can be produced. Only the best French Cigarette paper Is used
Which is Lee from mineral and other injurious sabatancesE'AMERIQCE— A new Cigarette of Perique nd Vanity Fair, quite equal to a cigar.
,
;
rn rided with mouth-piece, to avoid direct contact with the teeth and tlie mucous
others
HlKbeSt Award. Vienna, 1STO,
cheeks with the lobaooo, aile the eutire quantity of tobacco la consumed.
anu Centennial. 1ST6. Samples 20 cents. Our Peerless and Plain Fine Cut Chewing are unsurpassed
I:

CO.,

for

of S s ^rrsnicn's
of your

all sort^

\y

FOE MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES.
<m-

lOO-YARD

a

with circular and

C0.< 198 Broil way, N. T.
1
|

CO.,

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

40 South Clark Street, Chicago.

DEXMSON &

to

Lock-Box 192, "Washington, D.

BEENNAN,
OLD KENTUCKY BOURBON A MONONGAHELA,

samples, by
1

PRICE, $e.
Circulars sent on application.

M.

DRY AND DRY EXTRA QUALITY.

any

EXHIBITION.

Agent.

BOLLINGER
CHAMPAGNE.

Weight 10 ounces.

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

Janl8.

C.

Nickel Plated.

All the operations are perfect, and suitable for

is

DWYER,

J.

Yd. Mange.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
sold jsr
v

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter,
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

Expeller,

Newark, N.

street,

Demon's Tarpts
From 25 to lOOO

CARTRIDGE LOADING IMPLEMENT
COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

^ flasks,

TEARS.

MART'S

Mention FoBEST and Stream.

STODDARD'S
Offered for'sale in bulk of the following vintages

OIL,
3U

Best remedy for bladder, kidney and gravel diseases. WM. WACH, 126 Canal street, N. Y.

IN

FISHINGTACKLE,
MANOHESTER, VE8MOHT.
Send

1372,

..

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.
First Pour Volumes, $4 each,

Others, $3.50.

:

•-,

EDWARD & JOHN BURKE,
40 BEATER STREET.

&

New

26 Murray street,

Co.,

Sole Agents.

WM.
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

(5

S.

KIMBALL,

PRIZE MEDALS.)

Rochester, N. Y.

Acomplete

set of the

FOREST AND STREAM-

seven volumes, bound handsomely in,
iTtsmuu— ean noil
on application to ttiis office.

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

E56

Recoil One-half that of any Other

*£>

Rifle.

£33=338

WM.

SAFER THAN ANT OTHER.

K
t
=

Perfect

Shooting guaranteed by using the

EVERLASTING

SCHAEFER,

R,

Manufacturer only of

STRAIGHT SHELL.

first-class

Breech-Loading Shot-Gims.
And Dealer

In

GUNS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Guns bored to shoot close and hattl, warranted
Gun stocks— bent, crooked or
straight— warranted to stay. Constantly on hand,
Hunting Suits, and shoes for land or water use.
Soratt's imported Dog Cake. Also the Is
Improved Ballard Rifles, for long r,r short raage.

EVERY TLME.

Trolling and Click Reels.
The

finest Heels,

finished

made

ti.

&

Mortimer
•U

and 86

CHAMBERS

ST.,

Y,
NEW YORK.

?

Elm

No. 61

St., lioatoii,

corner Dock Sqbare

'

Founded July

HART

GEORGE

GO

SCH0VERLING& DAL
84

Jk Co., Sewsrlr, N. J.
E.
Refer to Dr. W. Vf. Ely. Rochester, N. T., and Dr.
J. R. Ronieyn, Keesville N. Y.
ju20

SBSD FOR CATALOGUE.

durable and finely

light,

dealer for them.

A sk your

.

ONE WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

1808.

i,

Peabody-Martini Breech-Loading Rifles.

Kirkwood,

Military, Target

A>D BIFLE MAKEKS,

and Sporting.

ELM STREET, BOSTON MASS.

All Kinds of Breech-Loading TYork effected iu the most approved style.

GUNS BORED FOR CLOSE AND
HARD SHOOTING.

CREEDMOOR PATTER>.

Decl-i ly.

2,000,000

A NewWad.
The "Fibre

"'

wad

will give a better penetration

and pattern than Eley'fl wsoduig. It is elastic and
plastic, and will hold the load securely inbrase shells.
ii ice per box oi
Will no: til250 25 cents for No, 10 ajid No. 12, 30 cents for No. 8.
Sample sent bv mail on receipt of price.

LIBERAL DISCOT NT TO THE TRADE.

charges fired from 400.000 of these rifles at enr works without accident.
20,000 rounds fired from a single gun without Injury to the mechanism, or is the least impairing
the accuracy of Its shootlnir. Centennial Commission Report on Awards— Peabody-Martini Rifles:
"As a military arm comiuuiiig strength, simplicity, high qnalltv of workmanship, ease of manipulation,
with accuraev and rapidity of fire using a central fire metallic cartridge, and ejecting the discharged
;

shell

unfailingly."

The Peabody-Martini Mid-Range Rifles, victorious at. the Centennial Short-Haoge Match, at CreedMembers of the American and
moor, Sept. IS, 1S76, distance 500 yards, off-hand
120 competitO'S.
Only two Peabody-Martini Rifles entered, winning llrst prize.
all the foreign teams
participating.
$100 cash and cold medal, and 4th prize, $26 cash and gold medal
Send for illustrated catalogue and

Providence Tool

MOCCASINS.
worn by

best thing ever

spo
drj

,]

itfrerem
suit

i

f,
"

HT-j cniNGS. P.
W. HOLBERTON,

O.
102

Prices
stales.
the times.
Send
circular

illustrated

>r
.

Frank

Box St>5,
Nagsan

'Hjol.:
Ji-ver. x.
St.,

MAKTIN

n.
N, Y., Agent.

I.,

U.

S.

A.

&

Shot

Sparks,

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

lO^l^iS'

©APT.

GOOD'S OIL TANNED

Providence, R.

Co.,

W.

Thos.

;

price-list.

COMPANY,
DELAWARE CARTRIDGE
WILMINGTON. DEL

The

service

Office 131

PATENT GLASS BALL TRAPS

Walntit Street,

"THE BEST

Philadelphia.

YET."

The attention of Pigeon Clubs
generally is
Sportsmen
called to this Trap. Amateurs
will find it the cheapest and
safest method of making a crack
shot on Ihe wing.while they will
and

get from

it

the cheapest and

most improving amusement In
match shooting.

Trnps

SHIRT,

GOLD

Breech Loaders,

Fox's Patent

MANTFACTOlFD HY THE

U

ITHAIAR

AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY.

BOB.

--

!

150

gun with

oi

pond.

328

Fulton

"THE

SHIRT

St.,

E

S

.

MAKER.

Popular

.

(IHENCY OF

HARRIS,
SllARI'3' RIFt.E

COMPANY

Charles

L.

Ritzman,

)

HAS EVERYTHING IN GUN, RIFLE AND PISTOL LINE.
Cartridge Sheila loaded

Elegant Scarfs

Bs&

From 30

and

Ties.

to'

order.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

Cents np.

AWARDED FOR

BARTON &

STEAM LAUNCHES.

CO.,

337 Broadway, Neiv York.
Importers and Manufacturers of

GO'S, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY,
FISHING TACKLE, Etc.

943

BROADWAY, ABO
HOTEL
FACTORY,

(WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

ST.

111

GERMAIN.

CENTRE STREET.
Fishing

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Guns,
Sporting Equipments and

Ammunition

of

all

rasiiis

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FLY RODS.
Rods and Reels lor every

Shiioting

i

ma's Moo-

kinds.
:

Hog

-

Hi.-

-

variety of fishing.

LIBERAL

Waterproof Silk-Braided Taper Fly Line".
Silk. Linen and Cotton Fish Liues.
Artificial Files and Baits.
Spinning Baits, Nets,

^

etc.

ggfy,

Artificial flics tied to order, and every
Uie trade supplied at short notice.

CO. REVOLVERS.

ESTABLISHED

SAFETY STEAM FOWEH
30
GIVE

Baltimore

CO.

:
<

:

.

Cortlarult Street, J^eu'York.

GCNS. RIFLES, PISTOLS fc FISHING TACKLE,
HUNTING AND FISHING SUE
OVTi
Captain Bogardiis' Patent Glass Ball Traps.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OF

.i?

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,

' All the latent and most improved

51 S. Calvert St.,

r_-r

Sporting Goods.
N. Y.

1843..

BHBECH and
»nd PISTOLS
MUZZLE L
Also, the -best SPORTING AMMUNITION and
fiHOOTLNG TACKLE in the cl:y.
AI EXANDEIt McCOMAS,

>

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

article In

MANUFACTCBERS OF

UNITED STJATES ARMS

Disi

in en
flncsl illustrated cufal"gue published.

Guns taken

And

will furnish them complete in
Boats, Fishing Bonis. Ship's Tendmodels, drawings and moulds to part

_
ill

prefer!'

_

Swift Racers, Fast Pleasure Boats, Partj

supply the

build their

ii

own

.MACHINERY,

com;

boats.

SEJSn FOR. nESGRIPTLVE eiRCXJX,AR.

lete.

Also

J

required byspoi

Siamp

for Ibiihiia-ed Catalogue.

CO.,
WASHBURN &YORK.
6C

JOHN' STREET,

SEW

!

;

!

3P1

THE

AMERICAN

SPORTSMAN'S

NEW YORK,

THURSDAY. MAY
For Foi

JACK'S VISION.

31,1877-

eat aft

Twas

the sky

stilly night,

The sea gave back each
I

me snug

stowed

And soon

"

SVae tyrannous and strong

was bright,

starry light;

beneath the rail,
wan and pale,

made decision,

1 beheid, in truth, a vision.
stood beside my mammy's door,

yellow

waying

fields of

grain;

Then, rattling round the square, his car.
Sweet Sue, in witching moruing dress,
Bat blithely milking brindled Bess:
And when I caught "her bonny ee,"
Sue kissed her tiny hand to me.
While near and far each barn-yard crew
before

I

my

feasting ey es.

steak that Shatn'd "old horse;"

The grace was

long, I thought it queer,
yarn just parted here
And left me— all my dream a wreckDim gazing o'er the moonlit deck.
What should I see 1 Pray do not ask.
Slow rising from the "harness cask,"
Methought 'twas sure the steed of death,

my

'

For

icy horrors froze

.

if

the devil's to pay.

mouth sepulchral

a

foul,

a neigh, and half a howl,
swear the rhyme
Beat Baalam's ass of olden time.
And thus the goblin said—if not,
I wish I may be hung or shot—
"Alas ! alas like thee, I fear!
No good this night hath brought n e here;
It spake, I heard, I'd

:

s this

O'e
a hill
In dust arid thir

many a year.

i

With kicks

nds'
.

MO

10

..I

II-.

Xom salted lownfor sailor's fuse..
Atliumvh srness. hoofs and do,,.*.
Sent off to sea for whaling crews;
llorse-pow
iJown m salt toke

Fur busme
Took from

lie brine bvrarrv paws,
Boiled in a "O Wi-iii hieI--.
Served up no soith in wooden tub.
Then cans eued bv the inline o! "grub
The sailors e u with Ji-daln,
Tnej take if up with grief] 'tis plain;

do

ii

-

TheThey

look
fling

Insult and blackguard to

my

face

hy the fact that the native
and parallel to each other

all

close in shore,

lessened

Yana-fun-e.

and

were

was forced

Curses and marline

He

fled

wad

<piK.es were sued;
hirieo.is muttering moans

scurvy purpled bones;
he went— who'll dare to as]
Heaven save us from the • Harness en
I've told the vision, every whit—
Perhaps nor inspired like liolv writ
Well told or ill —I sadly fear'
More truth than poetry is here.

Rattling

h-.s

We

T

us,

made

it

was

we were

short-handed in the crew.

something worse was soon to follow.
and the light on
that evening, and kept our course about East.

late

the entrance of Kii Channel

still

rising

and a heavy head sea coming up the channel,,

we were glad to leave it astern and get into the rolling Pacific
The steamer, a long, sharp iron screw-boat of about 1,000
tons, formerly a Calcutta and Chinese opium clipper, clove the
crested seas like a knife, while the water ran aft in tons on
her flush deck. The prospect was anything but pleasant, and

Capt. II

hard work

j

who, stripped to
the buff, with every muscle strained to its utmost tension,
were apparently gaining but little headway toward the vessel.
I had started out with a thick overcoat, top boots, and was

|

I

I

I

,'

quietly remarked, after finding the barometer

had fallento 28.20, that " we were in for it." There was certainly no sleep to be thought of then, so laying in a handful
of cheroots and seeing things safely lashed in my cabin, I
went up on deck, and, stepping cautiously upon the ladder
leading up to the bridge, ascended carefully and took my station beside the first officer and the captain, who were engaged
in earnest conversation.
The wind had now increased to a
heavy gale from the N. N. E., and orders were given to have
the two men at the wheel, lashed, and life-lines stretched
along the deck, which was imperatively necessary in face of
the vast volume of water continually pouring on board.
Precaution had previously been taken to have everything
snug aloft, an operation which was happily gone through
when the weather was less threatening. I soon descended
from the bridge, and, after being well soaked, succeeded in
the difficult task of getting back into the cabin again, which
I was heartily glad of, as it was no easy matter to keep on
one's legs on the bridge of a ste»mer pitching and tumbling

I

clad

M

we

felt as if

made

Oosima

for even the four stalwart Japanese scullers,

and comparatively comfortably ensconced in the
cabin of the boat upon a pile of mail bags, endeavoring to
take matters as philosophically as possible, and wondering
whether we should reach her before dark, as it was now
getting well on to six o'clock, and the days being short,
night soon sets in. A small boat, however, in a heavy head
sea, is, perhaps, not the most satisfactory place for reflection,
much as we might feel so disposed, and what few thoughts
were passing were suddenly checked by an exclamation from
one of the boatmen, and a green sea breaking on board, filling
the little cabin and drenching the mail bags and myself thoroughly. Crawling out and not understanding the gibberish,
as it then seemed to me, of the boatmen, who were now quite
excited, I -pointed first to the steamer and then to land, but
no answer was deigned me, and they continued with
unremitting vigor, puffing and blowing, to keep the boat's
head pointed for the steamer. It was decidedly quite an unpleasant position to be placed in. Every wave washing us
from stern to stern, and thinking it might be advisable under
the circumstances to do as the sendoes had done, I commenced to strip, leaving nothing on but a light undershirt and
an overcoat, thrown loosely about me, for it was a question in
my mind whether we should ever reach the steamer at all.
After an hour's work the
was reached, aud as it was

if

The land at this time was scarcely discernible, owing to the
almost impenetrable blackness of the night, and as the wind

to

pitching and rocking in the bay with steam already up.
About a mile from shore the wind increased, coming in fitful

which was against

and

;

looked and

belonging to the agents of the steamer,

gusts, while the sea,

;

tc-night, off Oosima,

The afternoon was in a measure a repetition of the previous
The clouds were ragged, and the scud flew low; the
wind was squally and with heavy Qawa everything in fact

M

to reach her I

man

morrow morn."

one.

and groaning as they unwas anchored

The

incoming swell.
off the shore,

craft

rose the

shall get it strong."

especial occasion, as

for safety's

into a seething sea.
I

Turning

in standing, I endeavored to catch a few moment's
but soon found that this was out of the question. At
midnight the wind had increased, and it whistled through
sleep,

j

I

the rigging with most doleful effect, while the creaking and
groaning of the vessel, and the noise of the rush of the mighty
waters above and around us, were anything but pleasant

sounds. The pitching caused by the heavy sea rendered it
impossible to keep in one's berth, and to make matters still
worse, a small iron safe, which was used by the captain to

almost dark we shouted lustily for help. The gang-plank being down the mails were pitched to the quartermaster, and I
might truly say, myself likewise for, benumbed with cold
from an almost nude state for fifteen minutes, my limbs refused motion, so that I was in some way pulled on board,
taken into the captain's lower cabin, rubbed with hot flannels

stow away his papers, etc., broke adrift and came crashing
through the drawers under my berth. To try to be still, and
have this thing, weighing about a ton, dancing about like a pea
in the cabin, was not to be thought of.
So, after a desperate

and plied with stimulants by incomparable celestial servants,
and after half an hour's application of this son of thing I
came round again. Captain 31
was quite surprised at the

with fright,

;

And where

sadder and a wiser

except the steady fall in the barometer, which is not a pleasant thing at any time at sea, and more particularly so on this

sendoea.
As the mail bags had
been placed on board the boat and entrusted to my care, and
everything being in readiness, we pushed off from the hatoba,
with a heavy ground swell, toward the steamer, which was

warmly

!

And tell ns

A

I replied that everything seemed favorable enough to me,

which was propelled by four

or elBe a mare's,

1

do we

the morning, in the afternoon increased in violence, and had
a portentious look foreboding nothing good, and which was

moored

pros-

,

—

not at

when

the sky

some rough weather outside

to sail for Yokohama on Monday evening, the
The weather which had been rainy and blustering all

use a

my breath;

Broke stable door, wilh malice fell
from hell.
What Jonah's son I'd like to know,
Hath waked its welcome watch below;
Thou demon fright, what brings thee here
Alas alas no good I fear,
Pray ope thy month, if goblin may,

Then oped
With half

live in this

some pretty bitter experience, life would
happy nor enjoyable.
Be this as it may, I fancy that there are many who would
willingly dispense with some of the incidents connected with
their career, could they but have a foretaste of that which

inst.

and accordingly post-

The anchor wa3 hoisted on board, and steam being already
up we left Hiogo anchorage, and with a moderate breeze
steamed down the Suwo Nada for Kii Channel. "We had fanweather until noon, during which time we met many junks,
which were all evidently in great haste to make land.
" TYe have made an untimely mistake, Dr. Topin, in leaving to-day," remarked Captain M
as we paced the deck
"and," continued he, " I am rather afraid that we shall get

neither be

easily rode each

TJp through the harness cask

!

one born to

sake, their grass hawsers creaking

That rattled horridly and dread
Tis wondrous that I am not dead
More hideous demon, develish fright
Ne'er mocked a luckless mortal's sight;
Of purple scurvy's livid hne,
Exceeding ulcerous fetid dew;
Those pale, green eyes, blood-shot and sore:
I roared aloud, "All hands to prayers.''

!

said that every

some two miles

A ghostly goblin, lean and bare—
A ghastly bag of bones they were 1—

A horse's ghost,

"

which was

Sweet Sue stood pouring out the batter,
The cakes were smoking on the platter;
For then

the better part of valor,

was clear;: the wind had in a
measure subsided, and to all appearances the weather was all
that could be desired.
Alas, for the snare and delusion—

interlarded with

pies

Fresh wheaten loaves that were not coarse,

And gravied

was

his departure until the following morning,

The morning dawned,

they are afterwards destined to pass through.
In February, 1869, the writer, who was then at the newly
opened port of Hiogo, Japan, took passage on the steamer 31.,

Bawled many a coek-a-doo-dle doo.

When lo

is

N. Y.

pects of better weather were anticipated.

world has a
certain amount of hardship, suffering and trial to go
through before he or she can cast up their earthly account,
and were it not for the fact that our existence is frequently-

IT

plain,

The beach, the cove, the crescent bay.
Long Bridge and Trumbull's, granite gray.
'Twas morn— the dews lay freshly round,
The birds were up with merry sound;
The milkman's horn I heard afar,

What johnny cakes and pumpkin

discretion

Wttn sloping masts and dipping prow—
As who pursued with yell and blow
Still treads the shadow of his foe
And forward bends his headThe ship drove fast, loud roared the blast,
And southward aye we fled."

He

As oft in boyish days of yore,
Ana scanu'it the prospect, hill and

And

wings,

poned
"

Ere
I

the storm blast came, and he

He struck with his o'ertaktng
Aud chased ns South along.

the stars grew

But scarce to doze had

Aud then

St.,

an anchorage, and were out of harm's way. Instructions had
been given to sail that night, but the captain, taking into consideration a falling barometer, a pitch dark night, and the
very threatening aspect of the weather, wisely concluded that

—

just fonr bells it n
, it grieved me
quid y
The ted
s nig
waning slow,
Loud snored the
watch below.
Out bark lay loafing on the SOW,
With not a lazy zephyr's breeze.

My

Fahou

time that any boat should have put off that afternoon, as two
hours previously all the small craft in the bay had made for

J tljjithoon off the jnymwse %pknt.

?
5HpWAS

(No. Ill

managed to clear it without loss of life or limb, gain
main saloon, and beckoning to two celestials, half dead

leap, I

the

iuizzenmast,

who were trying to steady themselves
we cast a rope around the fractious

and securely lashed

it

agaiust the
bit of iron,

to the mizzenmast after a great deal of

-

.
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Ji

sion,

i

In

-i

ii,

port bOW al 8 o'flwk, but the sea was still too heavy to think
or making m. ne rapid progress; so, after having beala new
ri'vsarl. we lav quietly to during the greater portion of

the mortlfrjg Utilise and eoufuivie
me.
Sill.
il,e
nds mid wallowing like a log iu
Mas si iiiiavliiii under Control. " Water!" 1 yelled
I tuie til Una boys. '• Where is the drbikiug

dock

>

now on

water?"

But

In

description,

baffling

MwiHier,

..

all

her

to

,

-.-

.

.

i

i

:

no purpose

tailed

I

rn.'ii
n! eould
iju
bart-lj
[J
sale," which no doiili waS mntvd ft] inn iii
,

i

any thin" but a Ship-Shape COBthings in order, but at 8
to gel
o'cl Ck on the morning of the' third uay%ut we bore up for
Suruga Gulf whieh was on our port bow, and in the after.
'!"ii'ii.
along in comparatively smooth water
with thai, grand ariH peerless- >!d sentinel Fuji" Vi,
us with s snow-capped dom^glikeringlikea huge diarnondin
the sunshine. With the exception of a snow Barry whieh lert the
atmosphere clearer and moie bracing than before,
grad wily made our way toward, Yeudo- Bay, passing 'large
quantities of v. racked .stuif, the remains oj unfortunate junks
who bad fared tBUCh worse than ourselves. At 10 o'clock in
the evening Boob Island was just abeam, and steaming very
cautiously up redo Bay we passed, I£aii-on<-aaki light early in
the morning, ana at !) o'clock dropped anchsr among the shipping at Yokohama on as glorioco a morning as one could
wish to see, after having passed through on« of the heaviest
typhoons ever experienced on the southern caast of Japan.

Situation bv castins a. dull, flick ring aud sickly glimmer
about the wrecked cabin,
After an age of torture as it
seemed and being unable to c-oinmunieatc with any one,
even if such a thui!: weie p-ssible, the cabin appeared to be
possessed with a dull, gray gl"om which was. c.vid-nily dayCarefully working my
light or the nearest approach to il.
w"av up the companion-wav I peeped out of the window and

ll

and stove deck-houses, and
riiii ,ii.
It took some' time

>

i

'

1

1

looked forward, and what 'a sight met my eyes! Tnc Steamer
seemed env loped iu a thick shroud of foam blown iff the
waier.
The boats were tmue, davil* twisted, the bridg. had
Sails
disappeared, (op-yards ann masls were broken off
which were so carefully and ueally Furled the afternoon previous were now In shredw and ribbons, No mortal was to be
seen on deck. The smoke funnel seemed bent, t->isb-d, and
the
tilled with unsigh'ly holes and encrusfed with salt
bulwarks were broken, stove in and splintered. Everything
moveable on deck had been washed away. The steamer lay
On ler beam cuds, aud in a state of perfect pandemonium.
Tlie wind had increased to such au extent that it ma It! u impossible for the sea to rise, and the water was actually olown
from oft the surface of the waves, charging the atmosphere
with n fins saline spray, which rendered respiration a matter
of much difficulty. During a lull in the storm, for the duration of a half hour, the spoon drifts subsided with the wind,
;

;

an.| hose seas rose
tions.
One moment

and came tumbling on board

in all direc-

>

!

in

\

For Forent and

Strrsam

TURKEY HUNTING

and

Bc-d

do you think of tryioEthe 'old
keys this evening? Bill, Wilkinson

VV

8.

was

1

speedily ready &tr the foay.

in the trees.
had left the
a I, and
complete!? turned around,. and alter pushinathrough
and vines until we came >ut into an open" spot we
fad not. before seas.. (XSteen, woodman though he was,- ac-kiuowledged hims".'l(i lost. Fortunately at this- juncture the
moon arose, giviug us the points ofi the compass,- at-w-e had
e
entered on the
$£ the «wauip. and after cliinbing.
deeaytd logs, and wxrking our way, through pools of water
that "auggvsled mon-.i ri-. we struck the oenal; when, giving a
Shout, we were grati'ji'il liy a halloa, which evidently proceeded from. Wilkerson in tlie direction -ol' our camp.
minute* walk now brougttt us to the edgftof the swamp, whence,
ate.Jiort distance-, \v> beheld our eommde's Stalwart fisora
under a live oak tree, engaged in feeding a blazing-tire heehad.
kindMl He had seen no turkies, but Sadbt-ard us shvab. .and.
said Lie "knowed from the noise it made it was that new
tVme.ed. gun without -., ramrod," and. he ""reckoned .%it had
fetel »-d. something."
-"Yes." said O'S'een. '"if I had th&tgun,
she :-*-.nild never shoot nothing but buckshot, and no„money
Ilaviiag thus Btspreeaad himself, he liuriig-the
Bouldibuy her."
•lies

•

for tur-

•ei a stout sapihig. aud jiroceedrf to iuvestecnte- the
bag ef provisions we had brought lor ,<,.[ per. WilkeiBCntCol.

a cord of wood to keep.^tb* fire going all. night,
to peel and eat ;., sour
infinite astonishment., assuring, rue thai, he
After supper aad some re min i scences•'splendid."
fxi
Q-'Steen of the kUliagof bears, dcaest etc,, we replenished
the ti "i- and laid down s?2o\md it to sk-ep.
The othsrs-swere
soon ;-i.ni (k-ep .slumber, Lying on the-b-tr«'!groiind. but "ahi.ugh 1
blanket d(*v.n with my.'bOots for apillcw, Mor-spreadithe
pheus.dasefted me. One side would fateae and the oths>r roast,
and jctt as I would get irtoa doze I rw/uld have to ttimnover.
to waBm the cold side, f.ndieool the wurm side, and woakl be
eyes for. some
resolutely, dosed
effectBaiiy awakened.
time, -vbma strange noiscmademe opeathem with thy tlojught
that perhaps- B wild Cat W*S trying to teal the turkey,, 'An owi
videntlyata
tins
ilknb blinking" his big
ilv veuring his aatonishto understand
nl..I ar
mentin.thecn
d drove hint .eevtiy and,
,9ibout

and soatkeg himself, cidnly proceeded
or.mgci-

'

liked

O'Steen

ami though now ahoked

we breasted these watery hills scemmgly
Die clouds, and with a suddenness that made one lightbeaded; the next, with a heavy lurch, the steamer would sink
into a valley of blackness, as if never to rise again, while
towering mountains of water seemed to eucompass her on all
With tottering
-sides with a roar of indescribabl* grandeur.
limbi and bruised body, 1 worked my way by a side door
first officer
into the captain's cabin, where both he and the
were for a moment, after having been by the wheel during
understood

By
the Greater part of the night.
all, as
him to sav that, "it was doubtful if we got out of it, at
This was not at all pleasing,
•we were" now in the vortex."
position
and it would be hard to conceive a more precarious
Our only hope was in
to be pjaeed in than the present one.
of her BU^nes,
the staunchness of the vessel and strength
should
which had stood au extraordinarily severe test but
chance for lite
they break down within the coming hour our
little use to look at tinof
was
It
indeed.
slim
w„,
like tin- pendulum of a cloi „
Btet which was swinging about
knew we were in a very trying predicament, and the
The sei.s were terrible to
vet to come.
i'
of fiends yujarlook up
ist helpless craft that
ail'.
11 ate
'as a Straw. It would reel
died
PI
>ower to give the faintest
qui
'
Iwhich a man is about as
delineation oi so B««
Those
S of the. elements.
powerless as a mouse l
,;.i r
n,
can perhaps rethroe
passed
have

its

by

gum

findiTz.mva.-U
of the !iv>^ Oidc

man had

once been there. At intenvals groves- of live oa&s were seen,
id having reached ons of these in. dose prcitimity to the
swamp, we concluded to, camp there, and deposited the giuu
blanket and provisions wit had brought.. We then decided on
ed along the
our plan of operation. Wilkerson was-- to, pro—"'
edge of the swamp about a mile,, and- rem ai
bank
while I'Sleeu and 1 w ookl at onceenter, ami t
down
of the canal, proceed Seine distance, when we
and listen. We accordingly left Wukarson whs. having taken
flask, was not as keenly alert, as ft turkey
•al pi
ttnd stealthily entered the swamp, the broad
erviag as a pathway, though at times huge
rest ating some distacles to our progress.

--.

beautiful

I

gi-oaiid»

'

1

:

,

feelB

call the innate insigniii
gisDCl s. utterly helple.-

••

miner such circum-

ol during taa storm to the port
the steamer had a heavy list in this
„,,„,»ibie to ligh' her now. we weie
during the rest of the
f'a-e.-d to remain in Ibis condition
their topsa'rlore had long ago cut oil
The cargo had been

-

;

.

and as a conseqw

As

direction.

it

The native
last despairing
a sign of having given up the
Others were Chanting
hope and bring ready tn meet death.
so
stupefied with
were
others
thetr death soiigs, while still
moving or even speaking, but lay
f, at- as to be incapable of
si
„- jj
io-s wherever they bad fallen, in a
made its
Kzed condition',' A large quantity of water having
„ ..igine, and being eonway into the furnace
clung of the vessel, caused
staiitly pitching about by
the engine hatch, which
great volumes of steam lo
The edgt,n we wei,, in.
added only to the dea rial
ienVert'mu'-h dirticultv in keeping the tires
n-ers also experienced
tliemselves, all destokers
act
as
to
forced
were
and
alive,
vanishing with the commenceor
nendeiice on the native nrenieti
-' aj, These plucky fellows and two Chinese
n, ntof tb
bravely and
rs snick to their po-st and worked
safety was in
to their unflagging efforts our ultimate

tvoiioou

knots as

..

•

m

-

m

well,

and

*

in sharp puffs from
In ih^space' of an hour the wind came
warned us-of our approach
ever? point of the compass, which
Twenty minutes later it
storm.
to the inner circle of the
bee mv.v contused
blew with redoubled violence, the Bsa
For three long hours
and boarding us from all quarters.
hove about
we battled with the elements -pitched, toss. I and
wrfl-ls and waters, while
like a cockle-shell by the restates
perfectly
was
purposes,
ami
intents
all
to
our condition,
though still fierce, blew
At; about noon the wind,
helpless.
gradually settled into a heavy gale from the

"leadier,

and

our great relief the S ea became more
north/tat,
At four o'clock in trie afternoon a faint, rift in tlie
regular.
few moments.
Hlorm-d-iven clouds revealed the sun for a
out tb, it we had drifted
and by a liasty observation We made
by the t iree
oiuieima
Onuna
of
southward
the
nearly ninety miles to thethe coast.
.art ot tl
off this «rtfl(
Current ,.ptt
and strong current,
ofthe
the wind, sea aud
Of

anfmach

to

Ml

^-JW
\{^^Z^$*m^niM,

The cloudDh,v.a, tCfigWjU

l

'^^f^ t

we made land on the

wMe

1

ventionof

->wis

,,

a

TOW

in.

_-!,i

ri-solvedto

g

on the

Se and

lay

;

c

Bfflat last, for I was- startled
mt-to-put on my 1 m»ts- and. get
.iiftnim gleam in 'he East wai-

rose andLtola
e-eng.
(vas
.-'

-

!

we

here

uti.l

.

--.,!-

deparni.TU the crash of

.

t

V'ustoppedjand

ml an hour high,, but
ning I" s.'tlle over the thick *
sound broke the stillness BBVfi th
asi uoDytlie cry of the 11'
and
still

m

1

t

must have dropped

1
-

as

fb

11;,

weir, back, thr,

1

ti„. vwMds at such
dossfuta think of tie- sswogeoes* if b-^in^
an. Hour; to kill that turkey. ov«,r:igain^ and to wish I was

:

y,

,.

.

asieap,

ab,

Betened Ls a lurk'
the neighborhood.
j

squirrel" that, safe
Yes,
er our heads.
le -the music of the
1 caused us to think.

i

:

-

-ore

1

,

-i.'ei,

tree falls, if

r.iiel.il

ill

ai
<ure emnmji. -«e tear one ftunileofll
Leading .Wilkerson te itatte aidLferent
j of t Ul- swamp.
times
>»ute we seized out guns aiid..Ttarte4 at a quicS.walk,
My gobiginToa lr, as the nrhey. would call ^jtiiiu.
emiied
-,'u,i
slut is over
bler seemed like- nothing as.
Ii
was
my shoulder, hfe. neok in. nvy left lisuid.

hootim! of an owl,

t

'

I

who

dark Uve, oaks.
me a maatstof coals, wit.'i here audi
ng up sufficiently to s'Ati a. light

disturbed us here.

Wi

where we eould have

;n

.:

n 'in

assl show thfe-old gobbler in. the haote.
on tie sletping mc
the shiTd3i.barrels-of.osiT guns, re*TUg.at thetlu-ew.- aa«& the light
vimoon and
fool.of one of the huge tot
insects
BfeMBge to m;
lire Mtsone DC the other trill lphed.
1

-

'

;

We

:

_

^

aat

•

stopped out from tluu shadow
BFBQOch as posable from
Dunoon shont-olear audi
lustre on the- leaves-of.
['ul'. relief the loug_ flsiyniosa-

[Hired the seen-.
Th'.

^

1

i

my

H

debris, stdl,

banks, showedi the kaniiof

my

to

'Jt

m

long previous to the was, and it was now abaeu&oned. All
signs of civilization had. gradually disappeared!, excepting a
canal that, flowing from an immense- inwarup. intosecled it in
the regular lines of

The

4iot.

«wi»™

m

several directions,

position for a

jagBbout looking, up

'

and Wilkerson scorned tlie blanket, andithe lattcrrtook enough
"mountain :dew" with him to keep out the damyoess and inspire him with sufficient courage to face the nuwt ferocious
The- "old tieida," distant
died.
gobbler that ever lived
some three or four miles from O'Steen'j-ranche,. had formerly
been an old plantation, but the house had been, burned down

by

a

in

A &w

wants to go,
though I'd sooner he wouldn't; but; I think to are bound to
rim against an old gobbler down titers-,, and we ean lie out all
night so as to hear them calling at daylight in thee morning."
As O'rfteen said this I felt like gobbing a turkey myself, and,
equipped with a gum blanket to keep off the dew. my breechloader, and a plentiful supply of cartridges loaded with buckshot and No.

was not

coiuiiiwiMi

we

could not dislodge, and concluded it had token-flight
at my shot at th» gobbler." Shouldftring the kilter, CVSteen led
the way toward stamp, but a dilemma speedily arose. Inmov-

and Gun.

fields'

wi

:

my

other

IN FLORIDA.

\ T THAT

m

and

Tojin,

April, 1877.

to

gre-.t effort I

'

i ;

-

>i

il

,

.',

i

,

"

'•

km

time
m lei
ill
ugh and n complete wreck.
Tie racks over flic dining tabh s, containing the glassware of
the steam, r. were hurled about proiniM uously during every
lurch.
Tumblers, Kino-glasses, CecanterS, 1« files of Worcestershire sauce, condiment,., elc
were wh'Zz'uig about iu
dangurous proximity to my head, and swelling the a'.ready
large pile of debris o'i the floor.
The scene, notwithstanding
our critical position, was ludicrous, and I could
mppi
a smile when glancing into the paniry, lite door of whieh had,
in thr- early part of the storm, become unhinged an) bn
I noticed plates bv the dozens, and table service of every
description mttling'down like a shower of peas, and breaking
Without apparenl noise.
v as almost, an impossibility to keep one's feet at all, and
it is quite surprising how insensible one 'becomes to knocks
and bruises under such circumstances, which, if happ ning at
any other time, would be counted as quite severe accidents.
The night seemed as if i', would never end and as the cabin
•clock had Ions since left its proper station and become a thing
-of the past, 1 could but vag-i ly
al
he time, my owu
watch having stopped through having its owner jarred and
tumbled about. Alt the lights were out or broken, with the
Bingie exception of a swinging lantern, whieh seemed determiied to remain in ils place aud add to rhe bororof the
at Ibis

i

the night, "And having induced, l.y protmscs*of speedv return
to laud and exmi wages, the still terror stricken crewt&tui
to and rl^sto* the eareo;'tae steamer was soon pot on a level
keel and full bend of Bteam turned on.
The decks were
heaped wiili tangled and In-,,
r.ggiug. smashed sliyli^-hta

his lips
phrase, *' iSTo
reply
Tu6 e bin
kh*i

1

flltfa»lia\ through whif'i, to oteen iujuifdiatdjf plunged, -tortdnately striking a sli.-u'.-wv -.pet, and seizing tkoi,urkfty in- tri*
tinn-h, rejoined me a few mttnuteH afterward.
A noble bird
wns. Weighing, S*we Bubsi ".nently a«eerntaeteea pounds,
Uts pliunftge.i
golden
=ritn the meet delicate purple,, and- 1 thought
to tbe iWMnest, as I stroked. Ins breast feathery that 1 had
anything mure hci.ntr.ful. But night
never si.
apprcaeh'ugvand *E HBtily henl 01irst8t» to the trees w 'tctv O'Steen,
bad located tlie two hens. Although he hud carefully noted
'be spot, w- atramefl onr eves iavaln for some time, endeavoring to see them., as the foliage was quite thick. At length
our movement* drove one of
til
but toy gta snapped,

,

storm

l..::m-.

"

I

*

]

.

1-

iiile the little sandr
tV<* what a
oiilv. as We stopi',-1 Tor a tiniue.u!'.. rest thai 1,
inliS quiet, insinuating way. ;: ce
e^ijiything
« ere v„- ,,f
was SO .,i'o hi:
wei'eUt he
though a conunission appointed f
Al a ngih >ffi were,
game w- w.e-i-e idiet
but" the
a
mosi
control
to
have
seems to me the aenie of Belt
EviiV-ntly be >j,i4 not yet
appaivnllv. "in el-.se proximity lo.it.
D your neck alter a preliminary hum, and not sla;
tihghf
We were passing througl
growsafi palmetleft bis roost.
as tit Ivere's ' 'o'.i: bat 1 didn't slap him 1 was hunting turl
tPSS whose de;n! leaves lliifOn the groutul tiitik'uig. 't aimost im_'
movement would have caught he kee:
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oiupnnioj.vgljili.-,!, around aidover ileni, seatvely
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an ass ot-myn
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and should certainly
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he sinipJy remarked,
lie laid the
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1 killed, him on his
jeen a hundred yards.
ri;u ;
Gather,„_[.,,}, «
two birds were- a Study for au aj-tist.
home-, being shortly
$ our ? ens we started for homo,
jgg , hL
on a hunt
-j,,fIUH i ), v wilkerson. wlio uow proved his nsofttl.neSiS
sling'iug both birds over Uis broad shoulders and carrying
J,
without a sviuptom of fatigue until ST« readied tnS
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watching was in vain, when O'St.-eu approached and said:
bed now, and as soon as the gobbler
Ashe SPOfee, the sound
in iting the h'it was heard, and to our surprise
i.
Hew Uie\iappeared flying directly toward us.
be hen that had called so persuasively iu
ion and SO well had he located us that he flew into an
A projecting limb altree immediately overhead.
valed htm froinView, aud to get a shot I moved out
tree,
a little vhen "fluff] fluff!: fluff:::" he flew out of the
The gun came to vuy shoulder,
g a beautiful mark.
there was an indi-inel vision, through
and as
the smoke, of ft huge mass of birdfuUing oi flu

hi

his
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sure; w,
'-Yes." Bald :.
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acteme, what caul do;

turkey

old gobbler. .My
heart is almost in my throat, for fear he should make a falsi
lose
turkeys to '-^
many imw^o
called too
iuuujmij
mis uiuu
burner has
old iiuiuer
nut. tne
the oio
but
note;
ti,, e
In vain,
his nerve, and the tones ring out clear and true.
however; the old CQCk has liens with him, and thinks "a bird
all his
in the hand worth two in the bush;" but he struts with
might and gobbles again and again, though still invisible. Moiouing tne'to remain at mv post, O'Steen slowly rose, aud wilh
ing up a por-ad. stole off. gently into the swamp,"takiug
The sun had now set, and still
fifty yard? away.
in
I was begiuning to fear our
the game did not" show itself.
io his
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the
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THE

reader has doubtless read of canoe trips, all over
Europe and the United States, and as " variety is the

'

,

,

spice of

life " I

now

propose to

tell

you how a party

of four,

—

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
"Dave/' fhowu and the

"Toasty,"

of

They were

rather green at shooting out of a bark canoe in a
rough sea. Our friend Madden shot rate which sunk like a
stone before be could irct lo ii.
He killed it too dead, aud
blown with wind. This was
till if got
Should have driven
small a compass as possible, to be handy for portaging, and
the only one killed by our party out of five deer which the
afterwards learned that a settler had
dogs ran in to-day.
Btarted frpm Lindsay, om., Hie terminus of tiie Midland
Railway. Some on., is always behind l.ajn Twiili liis prepara- got, ou. of them. A young trapper named Cowan came along
in the evening and camped with us.
found that he was
tions for u trip of this killtJ, and the town clonk was just
going thirty or forty miles farther north. So "Toasty" and
giving' warning that it was time to rest from the labors Of tnfi
" Dave " and Brown elected
day when we slipped into our canoes, one double and two 1 decided to accompany him,
single, bark.
pleasant puddle of eight miles down the to remain with the larger party, not caring to undertake the
Scugog River brought us to Sturgeon Lake, a renowned place liardet work on the larger portages farther up stream.
made an early start with Cowan, and after a pleasant
f .r r-jfiKslongi anil black bass fishing
( A rammer hotel has
puddle through the" early fog op the lake and four miles up
just, been created on Sturgeon Point—1870— and if any of
your readers want lo tind a pleasant spot to spend two or the river, came to Guil Kiver Bridge, or Minden, a small
backwoods
Procuring
settlement, and the last on the ronte.
three tyceks with their families iti midsummer, where they
etm have a lair amount of sport and at u very reasonable a further supply of groceries hen-, nut of the very best, we
price, they might "go farther and fair worse."
Our route continued up the river about two .miles to the long " portage."
"
"
This
is
a
carry
of
two miles over a bush road. Considerlay across the bead of the lake, between Hall and Sturgeon
able time was lost, in gcfliug a settler to take us over ou a
points, to the mouth of Fenelon IiiVef, ivlWre vre pitched
''
our tent, about 11 P. m. of a lovely moonlight Sight, having " jumper willi an oxftcam, aud as it. was just about dark
nnd
raining
and
tolerably
sixteen
miles.
a
rough, rocky road, even for the
made
We were up at daylight, paddled up to Fenelon falls and back country, the less said about it the better perhaps.
-\ller a good night's rest, a lovely morning and a hearty
found WO eonJd portage up the limber slide, which saved us
a " carry " of nearly half a mile.
Cameron's Lake, a beauti- breakfast made us forget, the previous evening's experience.
This is eaie of the benefits of "roughing it." "Mountain"
ful sheet of water nearly round, and about three miles across,
Lialce, about two miles long, surrounded by mountainous,
calm and bright as a mirror in the early sunlight,
crossed, then foil.
a and a h ill' tip Bala
River, the rocky bluffs, is well studied with salmon trout, and empties
into Horse Shoe Lake, from which Gull Kiver takes circuitous
rapids (which are now
a.byi
nt lock) called Be edale just as bourse of some five or six miles to the point where we had
log forth all our skill and muscle, we j
left, it, to make the long portage";
By this "carry" we save
the sleepy inhabitants were rubbing tl
let 'in the
)
about, eight miles, included in which is about three rules of
daylight, and finding Balsam Lake perfectly
in we made
short carry past tl falls at.
for Big Island, which contains about 400 acre:
ml lauded at impassable rapids and falls.
the bead or north end, at a famous picnicking
MUld.
Here the head 0l Mountain hake, which is four miles lorn
i enter
we found a party of acquaintances from Mou il and Limi- leave ii a mile from the north end, ou the west side,
hit tie Bush h'onk Lake through a narrow and roi
iabout
say, who had come for a deer hunt.
So we d
ted to spend
channel, which looks like anything but the proper course.
We were roused out the
the day with them.
'Ibis
lake,
which is only about, half a mile long, is soon
4 o'clock to take our positions at the watc
The hunter or guide having already got he dog! crossed over, and we pass under a dilapidated government
deer.
bridge on the Peterson line,
if this road had ever been used
started back of the camp, fortunately for fl
" Big Bush Konk " Lake, a
did not lift until he was swimming, and he was seen by one it sltowed no traces of it then.
line open sheet ot water about five miles long and four wide,
of the Montreal gentleman to pass Ship Island and laud on
is tin- receiving basin of three separate chains of lakes.
shear. The "recall" was tired, and we got dfrmer
The
t lie east
mid packed up. The two parties united, and now consisted east branch coming in about a mile up the east shore, the west
branch almost directly opposite, and the north branch at the
of seven canoes three bark, one baaswood board, ami three
very light butternut log canoes. The latter very long and extreme north end of the lake. Our course look us up the
east branch, or Grass Kiver, which, is very shallow, in some
sharp, being the racers of the fleet.
We got away about 2 >>, u.,wilh qfiijte a strong westerly places almost impassable for a loaded canoe at. this season of
he year.
About a mile up stream we made a short portage
wind, corning out of West liny, which made it rather lively
for us with our loads when in exposed places between the past the ruins of a saw-mill which probably never had been
However, we reached the inlet, Gull Kiver, with completed. Another mile and we enter Beech Lake, which is
islands.
short portage takes us into Maple Lake.
nothing more serious than getting: our blankets wet from the about a mile long.
There is one settler living on I tie north shore, with, a squaw
white caps occasionally breaking over us.
Two miles of pleasant river paddling ami the classic village for housekeeper, and an acre potato-patch. He evidently
Made a short portage past the saw- gels a living, as do most of the settlers in this region, by
of GobOCftrik is reached.
trapping and hunting. At the point between the two lakes
mill, and alter two miles more of river, which teemed Lo
put up our
have been cutout of the solid lime-stone rock, we entered wo found Oowau, Sr., and his wife camped.
Some deep fades at the foot, .if tent near by aud had a hearty meal of venison, off a buck
"Little Mud Turtle " Lake.
lulled by Cowan the day before.
And now for a little extig Mud TurtU
the sh'-'rt but rapid thaat fran
l..e.;e
perience.
Our boots having got pretty well soaked with
"c bass fishing with
cannot be surpassed fo
rod and line,
i, is very
much better than trol- wading up the shallow rapids on Grass River— to save the
which, in my humble or.
lake the spoon eagerly.
ling for them, though
AVe bottoms of the canoes we put them, 11s we thought, at a safe
tin
distance from the fire to dry out sonic, but in the morning,
st shore of "Big Mud Turtle"
pitched our tents on
the fire having run in the leaves and moss, had "gobbled" up
water, about three miles lone',
Lake, another lovely she
the leg of One of my boots.
inklcd about here and there.
So 1 was left with one boot and
with small, rocky islau
miles
to-day.
Got to bed early and enjoyed a very poor substitute for a slipper rather a bad lookout in
Made about ten
the woods and thirty or forty miles from the nearest shoesuch sleep as can enly be had under similar circumstances,
Some of the party were out early in the morning and maker. We paddled leisurely up Grass River, "Grass"
brought in some very fine lnaskalonge for breakfast.
One hake aud "Pine" Lake to "Cranberry" Lake, found the
water very shallow aud the portages long, so turned
of our Monacal friends gave us an exhibition of his skill in
They having decided
lauding a ten-pounder into a single bark canoe, immediately down stream again to Cowan's camp.
to trap up the north branch, we started with them the next
in front of the camp, which nearly resulted in him and the
" lunge " changing places
day down to Big Bush Konk Lake, then up to its head. Here
lie succeeded in taking the fish
we found a river a quarter of a mile long, nearly all rapids and
in, but not until be had uearlv taken a plunge-bath and half
got under way about o'clock, portaged
a fall of about sixty feet.
found the portage over the hill
filled bis canoe
ovcraticck of land at "Perkins" into the river, half a mile up rather tough work", but were amply repaid when we launched
stream and another short portage at McLaughlin's mill a our canoes on " Hall's" Lake, which is one of the most beautiful lakes in the whole chain.
found an excellent campquarter of a mile, and we have a lijtmvr at. the Natural Dam,
which, as its name indicates, is a dam in the river, forme. by ing, ground ou the land beach at the north end, which, by the
way- are rattier scarce and difficult to tind in this rocky eouuan ancient upheaval af the rocky bed, forming a fall of about
Hidf a mile and we come to Elliott's Palls. There try. Early the next morning Mi*. Cowan put out one of the
five feet.
dogs on the east shore and "Toasty" the other on the west
is a good water-power here, with a fall of about twenty feet.
portage of about three hundred yards, partly up a sleep shore. About 7:30 the latter brought in a fallow doe, and
bank, and we are ouce more on the gently flowing stream. while " Toasty " and 1 were after it in cauie a rousing big buck
These portages make lively work with a large partylike ours, from the east shore. Not seeing the Cowans in chase,
"Toasty," leaving inc. to look after the doe, started off at about
there being a. general rush to see wdio won't be last! A steady
sixty to the minute after the buck.
IE anything in the shape
pull of foar nulcs gives us a rest after the four portages, and
we enter " Moore's" Lake, which is the beginning of the of sport, that can be had within reasonable reach, can equal
Salmon Trout waters, and the last lakeou the route- in which the pleasurable excitement of a chase like this I have yet
The buck struggled hard and was near
A. short portage at Moore's
to experience it.
Maskalonge have been caught.
Falls aud we are into Gull Lake, one of the largest lakes on getting away, but finally gave up Hie battle after the third
round.
We got both deer to the camp at 8:30, in comfortable
this chain, being about eight miles long and four or live wide,
with seveu or eight islands in it. Guil Rock is a conspicuous time for breakfast. In the afternoon we cleaned up our
guns, reorganized our loads, and got ready for a start for
spot near the middle of the lake, aud " Miners Bay," on the
east side, l he scene of a good deal of misplaced energy. The
home, the Cowan family going further north for the fall and
Salmon Trout fishing is first-class here in September, and up winter trapping.
Tlie downward trip occupied about five days, as we stopped
to the commencement of the close season, the loth of October.
to lish occasionally, .and shot a few ducks on Cameron's aud
fn September it is necessary to troll between tin islands and
Sturgeon Lakes and Scugog Kiver.
arrived home in good
in deep water, with about half a pound of lead
the line,
lime, IVelingall be better for the trip, ami as an evidence of
but later the fish will be found just off the spa
>ig beds,
the way that kind of a holiday agrees with the wrtter who
wo or three rods from the shore, aud little or no~
is cooped up in an office most of the year, the scale beam
((iiiretl. The very best bait 1 have used is the No.
by Delany of Orillia, who being somewhat showed an increase of thirteen pounds avoirdupois in the
red inside, n
what is wanted. His tackle has one decided fifteen davs.
of a sport kni
G.
virtue, it is f
g and neat. I fancy 1 sec some of the read- \
sr and Stkeam turning up their classic
ers of' the 1
Illinois.— The bill for the establishment of a Board of
nasal
organs
at
the
ii
idea
of
catching Sail
Roman or
Fish Commissioners to increase the product of fisheries by
ids.
when they a
Let me exartificial propagation aud cultivation has been defeated in the
season actually
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Fori t few days

plain.

bcl'o

pawning

a rare thing to catch a female fish the]
nudes apparently coming on the beds first, and it is
they have rubbed the upper surtaees of the stones
When tin
the female fish deposits her spawn.

begins

The

if is

when
v

that

vning

height I have known one good sj
one night, from dark till 2 a. m„ and ranging
to twenty-six pounds weight.
Fortunately, this
wholesale slaughter is now being rigidly put, down by the
But to resume—we
numerous government inspectors.
camped on the east side of the lake at a nicely sheltered inlet:
had a heavy rain in the night, which prosed our tent to be
season
kill

is at its
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fish in

from two

Our Lindsay- friends put out
water-tight and comfortable.
Two deer came into
their dogs and we helped to watch.
"Toasty " had a shot at one
the lake, but got away again.
of them as it was going out, but apparently did not hurt it
much.
Another

beautiful, fine,

again out ou the watch,

warm

The next day we were
Have and Brown both missed a deer.
day.

Illinois Senate.

The Chicago Times thus pointedly speaks

:

" The proposed Board, which the Senate so valiantly refused
upon the people, would have consisted of three gentlemen of wealth and culture, who proposed to stock the livers and lakes of Illinois with valuable Ebod fish, pro bono pub-

to inflict

ticp,

entirely at the owner's expense.

liant refusal of the Senate to

inllict

The
that

reason for the va-

Board upon the peo-

—

was that there was ' not a d cent in that
been a measure to transfer some more earnings
bill.'
of the people to the pocket of a new lot of oflice-bolders, all
The above
Hades could not have prevented its passage."
comments certainly have more truth than poetry.
ple presumptively

Had

it

Rovek,

— Summer tourists Will board at the best Niagara Falls hotels
this season for

$3 50 per day.
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ABSTRACT OF THE NINTH ANNUAL
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS
OF FISHERIES OF THE STATE OF
YORK.

BETWEEN

May 21st and June 27th 1,027,000 shad eggs
were taken and artificially impregnated, and 1,850,000
young shad turned loose into the Hudson a few miles below
Albany. In proportion to the number of ripe fish secured,
these results compare favorably with those reported last year,
and, so long as the mature shad are denied an occasional free
passage to their spawning grounds, a larger showing cannot

The cause of the diminution of the
spawn manipulated is due to the great increase of
Dumber of fishermen, who are engaged cither in fishing

reasonably be expected.

quantity of
the

for the market, or in taking supplies for their

neighborhoods, to be salted

A

down

own

families

and

for future use.

fewr years ago and the shad fisheries of the Hudson were

being abandoned

;

as the yield

was increased by the operations

were resumed and new ones
were established, so that to-day there are nearly ten times aa
many nets in the river as there were six years ago. The result is that, although the general catch was much larger than
of the Commission, the fisheries

heretofore,

the actual

number

of ripe fish

which ran the

gauntlet of these obstructions and reached the upper waters

was diminished.

This will be a self-regulating operation,
alternately increasing as to fish or fishermen, until a weekly
close time is established to permit a proper proportion of
breeders to reach their accustomed spawning grounds.
It was not deemed desirable to continue the operations with
salmon in this State where the streams are so utterly obstructed
wiih dams, nets and weirs, till the results of previous attempts
had been obtained.
California salmon, like those of the. eastern eoa3t, remain in
fresh water about a year, aud are, while in the condition of
fry or stnolls, often taken in the nets and weirs.
After that
they disappear, undoubtedly going to the sea, and in a few
instances, perhaps, passing all obstructions ami getting there
but as yet it cannot positively be said that any have returned.
In confinement they seem healthy-, but, unlike the Eastern
salmon, when in that condition, the males are smaller than the
females, never exceeding about half a pound, but they produce the milt or mule fecundating fluid. This has been used
to impregnate the eggs of the brook trout,
The experiment
was made in the fall of 1875, and about one-quarter of the
eggs manipulated were fertilized, thus showing that either the
conditions were unnatural or the spermatic fluid was not, vig
orous and healthy. The fish thus produced are probably
mules and incapable of continuing their species. They arc
growdng well, and in their appearance show the evidences of
their double origin.
The parent males were two years of age, at which period
theyr develop their milt regularly, never afterwards increasing
in size, whereas the female salmon produce no eggs when
kept in fresh water. This is equally- the case with the female
eastern salmon, while the male eastern salmon, which attains
the same size as the female, does not even produce milt.
The young of this cross have been retained at the State
halching works and are growung finely, being by February' 1,
1877, about four inches long.
There can no longer lie any question of the success and im;

portance of fish culture as a public undertaking,
All connwhere proper steps li
the right means
give one and the same reused to increase the supply of
cti as migrate for example,
With many varieties
sponse.
liately visible, but in smaller
the consequences are not so iui
is a simple one.
The uuniand confined localities the rirol
depeiids upon the number
her of fish taken out of such w
Any waters can
put in, either by artificial or natural
be stocked, and the commissioners feel assured of most gratifying and satisfactory returns from their operations with
1,

1

brook trout. The public take a lively interest in these beautiful and valuable fish, aud will keep careful watch over them.
Nearly three millions will have been distributed by next
spring, aud of these a large percentage will grow, mature, aud
afford both a healthful recreation for individuals aud food for
the public.

Many rivers and ponds which have been exhausted will be
replenished, aud the labor and expense will be repaid a hundred fold.

Through the instrumentality of the New York Fishery
Commission, since its creation in lStlU, manjr millions of fish
of various varieties have been placed in the waters of our own
country and several shipments have been made to Kurope.
For the purpose of ascertaining if any appreciable improvement in the fishing had already resulted from the various distributions, a communication was sent to parties who had received installments of fish, asking for information on the following points
1. What number and kind of fish have been distributed in
waters with which you are acquainted ?
2. What has been the effect of the fishing ?
3. What is the character of the waters as to bottom, temperature and so forth ?
4. What general suggestions can you offer for the improvement of such fisheries?
hat is the ordinary yield of fish ?
5.
tl. What has been the largest yield lately?
The replies to these questions uniformly testified to an interest in the subject exceedingly gratifying to the Commission ; and, although sufficient time had noi elapsed to record
any- practical returns from the dispositions made in many
localities, from others, wdierc the waters had been less recently
These, howstocked, very satisfactory reports.were received.
ever, without exception, strongly condemned, and the Com
missions join in the condemnation, the use of nets and seines
:

W

during the spawning

s

—The

forthcoming report of the Canadian Fisheries Commission will show an increase of exports of Canadian fish to
Europe. Mackerel are entering more into the supply for domestic consumption in the fresh state, and are sent to Europe
Herring are extensively shipped to
in the same condition.

Sweden and Germany, the
within a year.

latter business

having grown up

—

i
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PEOTB0T1N8 Shad in thf, Sosqukmanna.— The Joint
Legislative Fish Commission, who have concluded an examination of the fishery at the Columbia Dam, are generally of
the opinion that the State lias expended enough money on
such useless experiments, and that the most feasible way of
inducing shad to ascend the Susquehanna River beyond Columbia is to destroy the dam and substitute for it an incline,
extending along the stream a few hundred feet, -which would
insure a sufficient depth of water to enable boats to puss to
sub-eonunitleo has been appointed by the joint
tidewater.
commission to consult the officers of the Heading Kail road
Company and ascertain their views of the suggested device.—
PhOa. Times.

A

Fisu TJnmt! Blue Class.— Prof. H. D. Butler, the SuperNew York Aquarium, lias placed Blue glass
some of the tanks containing the lower order of animals and vegetable life. The blue glass has now been in position for several weeks, and Mr. Butler says, that from what
intendent of the
sides in

lie himself has observed it has benefited the creatures very
materially; that it diffuses and softens the rays of sunlight
and conveys a mild color to the water similar to the natural
marked peculiarity
light beneath the surface of the ocean.
was, that when the anemones began to bloom or expand their
tentacles they invariably leaned toward the side of the tank
having the blue glass, and the hermit crabs and other shell
fish \vere oftener found next the colored side of the tank, and

A

against the glass, than anywhere else.

nearly

act.

the exceptions, Mr.

was unable

to get

Jerome stripped
any milters. Onc-

and nearly
by
of the size of the egg of the brook trout. After she was
stripped, Mr. Jerome weighed the fish, and she weighed exactly nine ounces.
A brook trout of the same size would not
have yielded over four or five hundred eggs, thus demonstrating the fact that the grayling can be cultivated ten times as
easily as trout.
They made the further discovery that this
fish inhabits some of the northern central lakes of Michigan.
Mr Jerome and his party reached the city recently, having
in their possession 285 adult graylings, "which, they took
to the hatchery at Pokagon, where they have found a home
and will soon be joined by about GOO more, which Mr.
Jerome will add to the groun as breeders. It is also his purpose to place 10(1 of these fish in each of three streams or
rivers and lakes in the southern part of the State, and demonstrate, if it is to be demonstrated, that these splendid fish can
Mr. Jerome
live as well in our southern waters as anywhere.
ascertained the time for spawning, the probable yield of ova,
and the practicability of their culture in the waters of our
lakes.
Mr. Jerome says he regards the grayling as the
gamiest fish on the American continent. It fights its captors
with greater ferocity than the trout, and in flavor and quality
ar excels that favorite fish.

MICHIGAN SALMON.
&

Niles,

21,

isn.

:
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Winn thing ia this: Not yet four y«ars4gp tfceir embryonic parents
were transported by "lightning expreHT" from i..>. nil he Sierra Nedeanort in theciysvada to Mlohigan, and now a gentle, bealUry i.r
Many we Hie witnesses who will
h,,, ,,,.,,-uli,,.- waters (if the Mate.
attest to the fact that tiny are genuine— "to the manor bora "—no
qo most humbly assure you. The
bogus Cunningham affair is tnis,
ft

.

i

i

April 13th.

v/

A few weeks since, the Eqprm in an article on the State
Hatchery at Caledonia, published an extended list of the various fiBU distributed by the New York Commission in the ditduring the presl'crcnt lakes, rivers and streams of this State
Dp to that time 58,000 salmon brook trout and
ent spring
of young fry
and
total
a
distributed,
been
had
eggs
whitclish

1

"wee darlings "-i has christened by unanimous voire- an- fa outline
and feature and shading the very counterparts of their imperial proto-

as follows

,J

80. (I00

5

Dutchess county
Suugcrties Creek, Ulster county
Creeks in Ulster county
South Oyster Bay deck, Long island
(idles in Westchester county
Cold Creek, and others in Alleghany County
Orange county creeks
Baldwin Creek, Chemung county
Twelve streams, tributary to Sai.dbaiik Creek Tioga

county
Streams tributaryto Cohocton River in Steuben co...
Vauscoys. Tusca'rora and Goodhue Creeks, Steuben
countySaratoga county
Creeks
Lutes' trout brook, Saratoga county
Creeks in Greene county
Beaver Creek, Oneida county
Creeks in Cayuga county
Greeks in Montgomery county..
Logan Creel;, Monroe county
Davenport Creek, Lewis county
Caledonia Creek, Livingston county
'three creeks in Steuben county
AlUn's Creek. Monroe county
"
"
Bullion's "
Boosevelt Creek, Long Island
Creeks on Long Island
Lindner and Little Mill creeks and Sponable brooks
Livingston county
Wadsworth Creek, Livingston county
"
"
Spring Creek
'tributaries of Allen's Creek, Genesee county
lielvnutt and GMloway Brooks, Wayne "
"
Tributaries to Allen's Creek, Monroe
"
"
Harper's Brook
-Mary's Brook, trib. Allen's Creek, Monroe "
"
"
Culver Creek
Creeks in Rockland county
White Creek. Livingston county
*
"
Spring Creek, Monroe

of

sahuo

eailglil al
--U.-.-.— ~l"ul

vi.il,

a purest

t

The

.e.l. IIU.I

:

-"-"""
1...0U0

>5,000
'292
5,000

8 '228
15,000
10.000
I'i.onO

5,000
jT.OOO

PROPAGATING THE BLACK BASS.
^Etutor

oO,t)iio

0.1)00

B,wQ
5,000

am

I

NW\ yokk, Maya, isr?.
Fokest Jan Stkka.u and Sop ano his:
10 see in your last issue a warning against the introduction
hass into waters Utted foroftterand more impoitaiit ilsh.

irlail

ruge for
blaclt Lass, Which, like every other "infatuation wlii.ii takes possession
of our impulsive nation, threatened to destroy so many tout streams
or brooks which once were and eouhl be again stocked with trout.

Bome years

ago, with several

ot hers, I

protested against

00

35,000
0,000
8,000
0,000
10,000
5,000
3,000
3,000
5,000
l*.

,ll

>

11

us the Connecticut and Delaware caiiI know thai such large rivers
e to see the
I 1
alone,
trn
not he given up
land-locked
sense Of storking rivers with shah ami Salmon—
salmon— and then putting in the most proline and destructive Ilsh to
cat up the young fry. 1 know Ihe gamiucss of Mack hass. hut they are
t

i.

worse than pickerel

W

"clean oul

" 9

si

ream

of every living thing; lor

sluggish stretches
pickerel arc limited by their habits to the muddy and
very pools and
of water, but black bass lie In and thrive nest in the
fn time .the hass will
rifts frequented by trout and young salmon,
"pervade and Invade" every tributary anil stream running into the
above named large rivers, even up to their sources, and Itout will cease
to be.

3,000

bass (hauled with such
I was informed the other day that Ihe black
Ul-advised labor aud some hardship some winters ago) introduced
••cleaning
into Racipieite Lake had begun to show themselves; so the
as in Beach's,
Out" of the trout, ill lids the largest lake in the woods, as well
Some
nuilltime.
question
of
only
Is
a
etc.,
blue
Mountain,
Forked,
emiis guide had already placed piokcrel in Long Lake, and BO Ihe trout
ml ,, Bacquetto I'.iver has gone. Now, had the .New York Commissioners of Fisheries introduced these blank bass to Long Lake, so
the pickerel, anglers would have rejoiced, hut Hacquctte
,st.,eii
and the other ponds named are the highest waters in the Slate, and
Buttermilk Kails from Long Lake, up which the pickerel
bv
separated
,

»!

riir.AN

George II. Jerome, the superintendent of the Stale
went with a party of six to the head-waters of the
Au Sable and Manistee Rivers, pitched their tents on the
Manistee, and on April 14th commenced fishing for grayling.
They immediately made catches, and handled the fish with a
view of procuring the ova, but found that they had all, or

,

;

n.,1

go.

t'oinl as"l

So these ponds Beamed

am

ol

black bass,

trout or to go SSO miles to the

i

am

picked out for trout preserves.

mil prepared lo place

Adirondack

to

them before

catch them.

—

Livingston Stone, Esq., Of Chariestown, New Hampshire,
operations in
has gone to Oregon to superintend lish culture
thill

wooded

West and South are yet In be found numbers
of them, and they constitute a leading feature in the expectations of the sportsman who visits the deep forests and mountThe bear is omnivorous in
ain fastnesses of those districts.
portions of the

his tastes, and will eat acorns, corn, crayfish, fish, insects,
young pigs, and is remarkably fond o£ the acrid bulb of the
arum or Indian turnip. Settlers on the frontier not unfrequently lose their young porkers wandering in the woods

and bruin very justly gels the
told concerning his attacking

credit.

Extravagant sloriea ar

man, but

in

ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred they are to be taken awn grime salis. It is
true that when wounded the bear will savagely attack his

and the female will fight furiously in defense of
her young, hut ordinarily it is disposed to run away. When
the bear climbs he does it by clasping the trunk of the tree,
and consequently he cannot climb a sapling or very small
tree— a hint which the inexperiuueed Nimrod may keep in
persecutor,

his bear reverse positions

and have a

race.

Although the bear is not remarkable for graceful movement,
and Heems rather clumsy, he can run faster than man. He is
a good swimmer also, delighting in an occasional bath, and
In
when water is not convenient he rolls in a mud-hole.
walking, the bear uses the whole foot, and is consequently
His paws serve him well for overturning logs
aud rocks for the insects under them; and overturned stones
are good indications of his presence.
In captivity, the bear, if taken young, makes a not disagreeable pet, though the surliness of an old one has passed
They produce from two to six young at a
into a proverb.
The hear does not build a den
birth— oftener three or four.
or dig a hole unless Nature has already formed a place parplantigrade.

adapted, when he will pull the leaves together for a
In the extreme North he hibernates profoundly, seeking some log or hollow formed by the uprooting of a lice,
and on the approach, of a snow-storm, curls hiinsel up, and
When in this position he is
gets snowed into a warm bed.
often caught, his situation being betrayed by the melting of
the snow above his nose. A popular error is that during hiberTin's is a. mistake, caused,
nation the hear sucks his paws.
doubtless, by the fact that he does use his big paws to cover
the naked tip of his nose to keep it from becoming 1'rnslrd,
Like all hibernating animals he goes to his winter's imp
loaded with fat to keep up life, and he devotes the autumn
lie will frequently
months to rooting for acorns and mils.
make long journeys from a district ill adapted to his wants to
It is an interesting sight to obsei vc n
one better provided.
polling the bushes
blackberry
patch,
bear on his hind feet in a
toward him with Ihe disengaged fore feet and picking ripe
But perhaps he is louder
berries, neglecting the green ones.
of honey, and will go any length for a bee trie, or overturn a
hive anil rob it, with thousands of angry bees around him,
while he enjoys the combs with perfect inmi'hubiMe. In confinement he is extravagantly fond of sugar and molasses.
When hunted, the bear is game in every sense of the word;
and when set upon by dogs can wipe them out. .me after
another, by a XAow of his strong paws; and it takes an uncommon amount of Shooting to put a final quietus to bis
Among the many errors that fasten on the public
vitality.
mind through misrepresentations of natural objects is the
representation of a bear light, so often found in Our school
books, in which a bear is represented as standing npiigbl on
his hind feel, while a man with a drawn knife is lunging ill
How utterly silly is such a proceeding needs only a
him.
If any reader of the Fouest and Stheam ever
trinl to veriiy.
attempts such a foolhardy feat lie will never read another
How ALU Sin i.ki:.
article from the pen of
bed.

I'

HOW THE OYSTER BUILDS HIS SHELL..

tlie

I

1000
~

coui.i

fisheries,

ihe fresh

in

I2,UO0
9.000
5,000

GtiAYLlNG.— The grayling has only of late
years been introduced to public notice, and with that introducSeveral weeks ago
tion has at once, sprung into general favor.
Mr.

:

ISO.OOO

mission is a laudable enterprise, and deserves the success that
appears to meet its endeavors.
'

was;
am!

It

tail lius

It is limp
ought Into II
Ihe 1'okmion hat. h

thc<il..,../.ii/..'.

nia

rJ.ouO

434,500

»

Hi. use.

sulmon-eolorotl

'22S
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Salmon Trout
15,000
Canadice Lake, Livingston county....
The distribution of brook trout only fairly began last, season, and already favorable reports have come in from most of
H,, streams winch were re-stoeked then, as well as Irom the
The fish Oomvarious lakes and other waters in the State.

!

suae

of the

»>

m

Mn

to the contrary notwithstanding— newer even than
Gbo. II. Jbikimk.
Pieuse tally one for Michigan.

King .Solomon

the books.

«6.°0Q

trout

Since that time 434,500 young brook trout have been distributed swelling ttie sum total of the latter to 980,fi00. Ihe
following list which is handed us by .Mr. Monroe Green, will
show the streams where distributed, and the number of
young fry contributed since April 13.
Brook Trout.
20,000
Oquoquo Creek, Broome county
Roq Head, tributary to Kstlklfl .Mountain Creek,

Titv.

limn salmon, indeed! You will search the authors and fauna
in vain to llml the spc.ies, for this is something new under the

MW£po

aSfcut

Brook

ii;.-l,

records
sun,

:

AVhitetish

In the

in the Eastern States, it is nearly extinct.

tially

types.

'

"

hear, or Ursus amerieanus, scientifically speakouce roamed over the entire United States, though now,

The black
ing,

mind when he and
May

Editor Forest and Stream and lion and ion
None
What! Mirhiijan salmon; Yc- mi. verily. .Miehiiran salmon
of the common, cheap son that dwell own Bast and uwu.v out West thai
in: read about, tun the pure, luscious production "f the jure, Eresti we
lers ihui bubble from the valleys and gush Xi-ointhehilisuks.il Michigan

THE WOE3C OF THE NEW YORK STATE Elsn COMMISSION—
A LIST OB THE KK-STOOICED STUF.AMS SIM'K

GOSSIP ABOUT THE BLACK BEAR.

actual count, 3,555 eggs, ripe, perfect,

!

RE-STOCKING THE STREAMS.

¥lnttm\l Wfetoty.

the female fish stripped— a fish of about the average size

ol'

yielded,

—A

laTgc quantity of black bass and other fish have been
destroyed in the Jackson River, Alleghany County, Va., bA"
the workings of the Lawmore Iron Works having been turned
The company will be prosecuted under the
into the river.

Of

spawned.

all,

three ripe female fish, but

Editob Fotiest and Stream

.

»-.•—«

-Mark Twain and the Rev. Joseph Twiehell, of Hartford,
Conn., have gone together on a fishing excursion.

Eod asuGi

n

;

For some.
is born with his two shells upon him.
reason he always fixes himself on his tint shell, ami
only
grows
ill
he
but
to
grow,
begins
fixed
he
being ouce
summer. Inspect an oyster shell closely, and it will he seen
aud yet he

unknown

that

it is

marked with

distinct lines.

As the rings we

obsci ve

of growth,
in the section of the trunk of a tree denote years
yews he
so does the marking of an oyster tell us how many

has passed in his "bed " at the bottom of the sea.
Suppose an oyster was born June 15, 1870, he would go on
growing up to me first line we see well marked; he would

in the summer of 1H71 he would
then stop for the winter,
In 1872 he would add to tills
more than double his size.
In 1873 and 1874 he would again go on building lill
house.
he was dredged up in the middle of his woik in 1875, when
he would be live, and a half years old. The way in which an
I have wnicln d it
oyster builds his shell is a pretty sight,
The beard or fringe of au oyster is not only his
frequently.
breathing organ— *. e., his lungs— but his feeding organ, with
which he conveys the food to his complicated mouth with his
When the warm, calm days of June come, the
four lips.
oyster opens his shell, and by means' of his fringe begins
This bedoesby
building an additional story to his house.
depositing very line particles of carbonate of lime, till they at
and exeeclnicU
last form a substance as thin as silver piper,
then be adds more and more, till at last the new shell
fragile
•

oyjiteis are growing in their
as hard as the old shell.
as the new growth
shells they must he handled very carefully,
and a wound on a linger
glass,
broken
cut
like
will
shell
of
is

section.

axt>

The body of an oyster is a poor, weak Iblngi apparently
incapable of doing anything at all; yet what a marvelous
house an oyster builds around his delicate frame! When an
oyster is first horn he is a very simple, delicate dot, as it were,

When

from an oyster shell is often very troublesome.
Osoab Spjtzeb.
San FBAKOISOO, May 7, 1S77.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE ENGLISH SPARROW.

the streets and eating Offal with our
this. Ills

slid

is

The
:

time to time been

sparrow question hoa from

die-

and altiiough
now abundant bird hav

these columns at considerable length,

in

i

and enemies of this
wrangled over him so much, no observations have been recorded which have settled pie point in dispute.
The following correspondence from the Boston Trmtortpt
is of great interesl aa bearing directly upon the point at issue,
aud as coming from those whose opportunities for observation,
have bi'i'ii exceptionally good. Dr. Brewer has been from the
toe

friends

first,

saving

iii

rouhave.no

untrustworthy and worthless,

are, therefore,

seen those oft-repeated accusations, all of wiu.il are contrary Hi
experience. Desiring to know whether I am right or wrong in mV
that you limy corlake the libortj ol appealing in y
usions,
am wrong, and confirm me wherever I may be right.
iv.t in •. it
Was the Introduction o( 'be Sparrow attended with any marked effect
•

ui, i,

I.,

in>

.1,.

.

I

I

Bpstpn, In the destruction of insects injurious to themiiagcof our
oruaineniai trees on the Common ami elsewhere in the ii> j
[lave you any reason to believe that the sparrow is still bencllcial to
in

.

'.is?

iiiju
I

•

lie

defence of

ii

Have

Mm

ii

iiui'il

any deorease

that visit our eiiy in the

summer

season

its

other bird or contend

own

nest or box

1

numbers of onr native birds
and if so, of what species?

the

in

J

tire

Our correspondent, W.

here of but
\V.,

of Brooklyn, in

tin article in

the

Argil*, has recently discussed very pleasanlly certain facts

We

the writer to

and
lie

known adverse

tu

aotion ol the Bpar-

Daily Advartt&ir recently asserted as a positive, indisputable fact
shows a particular animosity against the robin and the

that the sparrow

Have
If this in- true, it cannot have escaped your notice.
you witnessed, or have any of your men reported to you, any instance

not drive

away

have been WlOCgUt into

thai

sparrows,

the

birds,

oilier

own knowledge where
neighborhoods.
cannot reproduce

We
it

lie,

:t

too, insists

HEMS

they have lived pleasantly
is

Oi

ClTT ITA
Sir— I an
Youi

BOSTON', April

,

23, 1S7T.

to answe
right in supposing that
n befoi
'1th the habits if the span
dune
ml thus
Boat
ihei
.nt opportuniiies to notice what they do.
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tiit

l

n
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i.
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Their introduction into Boston was immediately attended with great
beyond all calculation. The trees on the Common were
infested with a nasty yellow caterpillar which destroyed the leaves and
bods ol the elms and Other trees; and Ihese insects increased very
rapidly, In spite of all that my men could do to destroy them. And, at
the South End, the elm trees were eaten every June by swarms of
canker worms. Both of these pests have been pretty nearly exterminated, and the trees, many of which would otherwise have died,

benelll, almost

Bumrts lisioriioittrs.
<

many

of

liuds

the

Wll.il

a

xiitiaii,*
cab. Short-hilled marsh wren.
western part of State.

;/,s

Of tothorus paltuitria.

TitaintiUii varia.

rfare visitant lo

it

does,

who

raised a hue and
Instead of that they we

eating the buds
instead of being thanked for the good the;
abused. I believe that the wages of all
of the spa
e Bi
a for the 101
Mill.
I
,i|-,l questio
!

t

the
eating the
cere doing,
ry that

m men would

i

I

,

i.

the spar*

rat
ist

ml

it

:

my men

.-mi.'

impossible for

All

to

litis

ver witnessed anything

of the kind.

numbers of any kind of bird,
I have not noticed any decrease in the
The
s kinds.
on the contrary, a very marked
last s
ner than ever
the
robins were more numerous
us, and seems
before. The little ehip-sparnj
bit of bread.
to be very fond of the sparrow
but,

i

i

i

The small martins have very
tal
of the number of boxes. The e they ha
ever they want one, and drive the
Noall.
owe came ther were no blue-bin
quite common, and often treat the sparrows very

n account

(

of

s

when-

Ihe spar-

I

bf;coinln»

ing

In

away

arrows

from them their 'boxes, and breaking up their nests,
course show light, but the bine-birds arc always to.
all

ol

for them.

tli'-'.'

ii

Worm-eating

.nap.

li,

swamp

warbler.

I

southern counties.

UcUnintlwjdimja ceUtta.

Orauge-crow ned warbler.

Cab.

'Tennessee ivaibler.

GENUS
Bonap.

J-arula amerieama.

BIRDS, ETC.
May

Nn-nville wnrbler.

Balrd.

Bair.l.

/>erej//'//i«.

1'ARUI.A.

fitue

yellow-lmckcd warbler.

GKNTJS 1'ElilSSOGLOSSA.

Cape May warbler.
GENUS DEXUKOll'A.

IS, IsTT.

Vellow warbler.
Dmdraiea emmata. firay. Vellow-rnmped warbler.
Vendroiea mdmtnaa, Balrd, Blaok and yellow warbler.
/>< e Frotel ...
......
Baird. White-throated blue warbler.
Dtndroioa /./,. .;/,.., ,.;,.:.
Balrd.
orange-throated or Blackburn's
Dondroira

Like your London correspondent («' Inquirer," London, England), I
puzzled to know what your en 'respondent from Houston, Texas,
meant by -wet weather birds," mentioned In your issue of February
s, 1S7T.
From the habit of McCown's bunting (I'la-truphan.* M.-Cmnti)
frequenting flat lands in immense numbers, I have surmised that it

am

might be the bird refered to. While collecting eggs this season three
Instances of ants destroying eggs have been noted. In one instance
the bird was incubating while the ants were eating the albumen wlii.-.h
was escaping tldtt^ a hole in the bottom of Hie nest. The other
nests had each ^^^Rird's egg, and were likely abandoned. Is this

Very rare.

Balrd.

Balrd.

irattoa.

,

A

Baird. Yellow-throated gray warbler.

VMdTotca-dominiea.
ipeeiinen of

single

dominion, has been taken within the limits of the State.

l>.

Bendrotoa Pennsylva-nia

Baird.

Cliostuut sided warbler.

1

common J

G.

ll.

Kaqspah,

IH

OF EASTERN DAKOTA.
K.

M'CUESNBY,

SI.

D., C. S.

A.

Two-

HI

my.

Clair

:.

BIRDS OF THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES

Black-throated green warbler.
l>,',idi;,;,-a idittis.
Baird, fine creeping wnrbler.
DenuVofen kirdimdi. Baird. Iviiitaml's ivarbler. This is doulillul.
latalogne II on the authority ol Rev. H. Charlier.
DeMfoicafialmarurh.. Band. Yellow red-polled warbler.
/., ,,,?,..,.,. diaeMoY.
Baird. Prairie warbler.
.

,.

.

./..us.

Baird.

and

owned

Sm

cd water thrash,

Loi

srinniA novOioraemmg.

I

.•.•iurus hidi,i:iL-ia,ms.

Balrd.

Qporomi* «gUt>,

I

i

other hand testimony to the sparrow's idleness and

general incapacity in what is supposed to be his particular
department, conies to us from Indiana in the following note
Indianapolis,

Editor Forest and Stream

May

11, 1ST7,

A tew years ago the English sparrow was Introduced here for the
purpose of worming" an.1 " bugging,"
From less than a hundred they are now become thousands, and still
"miller"
the eatlcrpillar swings its nest on the elm and pear tree. The
evening lamp, [n fact, It is
aits in undiminished numbers about the

I

believed that these "foreigners" are

mere scavengers, alighting upon

Rare.

Kentucky warbler.

Knxe.

middle Of October.

,,

oildypisirtnhuielplda.

GENET ICTElUA.
/./e/,.i I'u-ens

uiiiie.i

Duek. Puis iu ins appearance iprll
iteturilb about the miijtUe ol September
II, and in a few days departs,
tu remain until October 22. during whlch|iinie it is quite abundant.
Eriiaiuttura rubida. Ruddy Duck. A few specimens of this. he kin
ft is, however, rare.
full plumage have bien taken here during June,
Merijua mertuinjier. Merganser Duck. At any time from April 10
until October IM this duck can be fuuud here iu large numbers
breeds here.
Meryus nirutlatus. Ilooded Merganser. Is seen for about a week
from April UI, aud then passes north, to return October 1 iu small
numbers, and disappears October 31.
fv.'iviturm irarhi/rhi/uL-hu.*.
White Pelican. Arrives April 20, and the
gieatur majority pays north. A considerable number, however, spend

ny of the

Yellow-breasted chat.

Baird.

1

give

Ibis oc

late Dr. Wtllson.

summer here. Dnrlug the fall migrations it again becomes numerDeparts October SO,
Oraculus dtloplius. Double-Crested Cormorant. Is found here from
April is until October bo in considerable numbers; breeds here;
Larusaiyeniatii.ivAr.Smit/isu.iianun. Herring Gull. Is found here
from April s until October 30 in large numbers breeds here.
I.urus {Chrnwiihulas) atricOla. Laughing Gull. This gull makes its
appearance Aprils and remains until October 30. is very numerous
breeds hen
Arrives
Lio-iis (.Crcmphalua) Franklimi.
Franklin's R ay Gull.
here April S, and remains here until Oct.. '.'s. .Not quite so nuiui'ioun us
the preceding breeds here.
Porster's Tern. Arrives April 20, and remains nutil
Sti rna fot*teri.
October 1. Very abundant ; breeds here.
SfeTna hniindu. Common Tern. Iu found herein largo numbers
from April ffll mini Oct. 1 breeds here.
Hydrbehelidon tari/nnnls. Black Tern. Is very abundant from April
201111I1I October 1
breeds here.
Cali/mbu* torqvatua. Great Northern Loon. Is seen here in small
numbers from October l to October 31.
Podilymbu* podi'cejis. Pled- Hilled Grebe. Arrives May 1 and remains

Miiindinrt.'s

And. Hooded waii.ler.
Bonap. Green bltiek-eapped dy-cateher.
Ami. Canada tly-caicucr.

mitratus.

MiiinJi, „•(.* in/silfits.

llyioilloctes ini-uaSensit,

Seiopliaga rutUiUa.

Pinijm'

American red-start.
family hirunwnidji.

Swain.

Purple martin.

Balrd.

sitbis.

OENUS PETIlOCUELlOllN.
GENUS

GENUS
Sfi v./..,'.-.'.'/.

.

'../«/,'

.

Breeds here;

Is

abundant.

swallow; eave swallmv.

i

Iparia.

em

.

i>

..»'.•:.

STETGIllol'TEK\ X.

Balrd.

Kough-wiuged swallow.

Bunk swallow, sand martin.
To I'f continued.)

Bole.

(

A GAME BIRD INDEED.

;

;

Clill

IttUUNllO.

Binuido horreorwit. Ittiion. Barn swallow,
Uiruudu bimlur. Vieill. White-hellied Mvalloiv.

the

;

Balril.

Petrcchetidon hmi/r.in.*.

ous.

until October 21.

Maryland yellow throat.
Baird. Monining warbler.

Calian.

Qml/ilyple tricluvt,

Biiille-llead

;

:

thrush,

water thrush.

Connecticut wnrbler.

Baird.

(i ,.„i,r.es.''..i.i....<»s.
J

Takes its linal departure on October 30.
Golden Eye. Arrives April 15, and soon passes
livi-i'iihala clcmguTo.
on to the uonh about tho 1st of October. Ketones iu considerable
numbers ami remains until Oct. 30..
luu-i-iihala isluiidu-a.
Barrow's Golden Eye. Is seen here for a few
days Iroiu April 15 in considerable numbers.

Gul

Nutt.

Bouap.

Swain.

-.'.;.,.,.-:.... e...-.i ; ///...,.

callilmcria. Canvas-Baclt Duck. This duck arrives Aprl
think 11 probable that a very few remain hare and breed, hut
the greater majority continue on their northern llight with little mure
than a passiug notice of this region at tins season, ltd urns In the
early part of Septemher, and gradually Increases in numbers uuttl the
Fulitiiila

IS,

;

I

e to prejudice
myth
would b
people against them or permit their destruction.
John Galyin, Superintendent.
[Signed]

On the

Pipit.

I

WET WEATHER

liiu-e)ihaia utbtnia.

the robin or bluebird, oi
summer long they are to.

ani

American

GESCS llEI.MINTHOl'HAGA.
Belmintlwpnagd chrytoptera. Cab. Golden-winged warbler.-*
IfekniTUkoptmga rwficapiUn. Bain], Blue-winged yellow warbt#.
trequi-.ni visitor to Southern Michigan.
Has been seen as far Soiili

(Condndtd.)

.

verythitig

I

Tit lark.

Black and while creeping warbler.

Vieill.

Jl.hiuth.iiis •BwTHfwjes.

Helmintliopliaya ruficapilto.

BY CUARI.BS
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a gveal deal

be

to

(iKNCS AN-rnrs.
Lieut.

.

(heir IQSS, and

Seems

marsh wren

g

'onsen.. lently the foliage, instead of drylni
mid do nothing. The;
but for the sparrows, was
had no wings like the sparrow, who could cling to the
oing, there
all t
th em
good, but
prejudiced against it and who can see

be done without

hilled

FAMILY MOTACU.l.tn.K.

al.eti

ii

fot

(

rows do not molest or

Long

Bairn.

AmtJats htilovHrUmus,

Ucliniittliopltaya

of

by

soon

sparrows

7m//„,

,

c.miiiie.l to

•

have been saved.
The sparrow is still of great use. But for it, these insects would reand other pests would attack the trees. Last spring (IsTfi)

were attacked

Obtaiued at Gross Isle,

Winter wren."

Vieill.

,'

turn,

The

Extremely

Prot. Wox.

/.//.",..../«.

PeriSioglottHa iigriiut.

erfccly willing

!! V.

'/'/.

Troglodytes

.

J fully.

pe

specimen front Nile*, Mieltigau.

Wayne County.
if, 1ST:.

opinion appears to prevail regarding the habitat of the common
ami from it I am led to believe that they are only found in waters
and close proximity tu the sea, or rather where they may return to salt, or brackish waters for the purpose of spawning. These
i.leas are put forth in one of the New York State reports on rasheries.
That I know what an eel is when I see it 1 will only aver that I was one
of those boys who went "bobbing for eels" nearly twenty years ago.
Since then l have found eels in lite Grand River—a stream which empties into Lake Erie from the Canada side near Port f'olborne.
They
were liikeu at llrantford in the old canal just below the lock gates, this
being some sixty or seventy miles above the Wellaud Canal. Surely,
'ill
Illdid
lalt
the Wellaud t
the Niagara lliver. 1 have also taken live real eels
e
ml
from the
winter on the Conejos ltiver, one of the Sources
lielng upwards ol a thousand miles from the Gu
being taken near there in summer at. the mouth of
construct ing the trout ponds of Mr. Baker in We

GAIxsvtr.r.E, Tex.,

He

ci

on VI

GENUS TKOGI.OllVTkS.
Troglodyte* adon, Vieill. House wren.
iil<«i/i/,:: iniirr;,;ii in.*.
And. Wood Wren.

An

contrary. Yours, very sincere!;

Thomas M. Brewer

A single

!

Bonap. Great Carolina wren.
Bonap. Long-tailed house wren.

Thryotharm, bewitUi,
lire.

..

'rui'.YiirnoRUS.

.,<yi«s.

.

.

iu direct

said animosity v
In this matter, with all my own warmly-interested feelings in sympathy for and in favor of the sparrow, I desire a full and candid statement of your convictions, drawn from yonr own observations, whether

I'Ui

genus

Eel,

apply of which

Brown

EAMIl.V

in

here.

II

Iled-bellled nuthatch.

Bonap.

Gertlcfa anteticana.

mixed
lung that we

so

Mf'lTA.

While-bellied nuthatch.

Lath,

Liuu.

serious in-

that they do

East Bay, Mich., May
Forest and stream and Gun and Rod:

II

I'orst.

a

FRESH AND SALT WATER EELS.

I

Ami.

and gives instances within his

regret that the article

occasional

I'Alll/S.

Linn.

//us.

,'.,./.,..

In one respect his statements vary largely with

against

An

Eaton and Harry Counties.

plentiful in

Black capped titmouse, Eastern Counties,
Southern or Carolina titmouse.
Hudson's Bay or brown capped chickadee. Found abundantly in tipper Peninsula ,'nnd around Mackinac.
More rare in tower Peninsula. Occasionally seen iu St. Clair and
Lapln Counties; possibly-further South.

ol

my views or the

..lii.Vin vi-.'v.

ettTolinmtis.

bluebird.

they be in support of

alt

oanatteiusis.

iliciiiuiii

Rtinv.K

Pima

Punt*

B.

Ulaefc fronted titmouse.

UENUS

Sim

the usual opinions

W

wen-

In lanj

Visitant

.miu

and

a value

is

i.

I.oiiloeil \NES.

llonup.

tricolor,

sincerity

and kindly observer, and there

in his hints.

know

loplkihairm

Puraslnidsmucus.

value.

little

{GmtirweA
KVMll.V IM

BENDS

1

and no you attribute any decrease
'I'lie

and opinions

fancies regarding the sparrow.

,

basis, inn

BY AUCHETi.

are mosl necessary for the settlement of the question, and that
theories

close

Boston. April s:i. isvf.
.Mm Oaloin, Esq,, City Forester : DearSir -Having taken a deep interest in the Introduction into this eountri. ol the House sparrow ol
Europe, and white bolding my own convictions, based npon careful Dbsei vat
s, as to Hie value 01 Ibis bird, and as to the troth "r falsehood
of thearoiisuiious madergainsi them.;! lake the liheMyto ask you a few
questions. I do this because 1 well know iliat your previous knowledge
nt the habits of this species, and your dally opportunities ol a closer
observation of them than any one else can enjoy since their iiftrodueii,,n inn, Boston, give to yonr evidence an Indisputable imporian.o, and
turn your oouclnsions far outweigh the erode and liasty opinions ol
ortunitlee as yonrpersons « im have urv.-r had the sainprejttdU

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

than

ask earnestly for furl her evidence on this subject, but
would remind our correspondents that observations are what

that he could in its favor:

all

And more

pigeons.

fellows have driven an uy

We

S most ardent defender of OUT immigrant andhaS been

zealous

little

birds.

Will your readers in Boston. New York,|Plnl;elelphiii and other Eastern cities please give ils, through your paper, their observations in regard to those pirates ? If they corroborate those statements, I am in
favor of utilizing these usurpers as they do in France, where they are
sold by the peck for pot-pie.
Aisnuv,

A HlTISAWCE?

a KrjBSStKa OB

tin

common

Unit these bllligeieul

most of our native
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Piiii.Aii£i.i'iiiA, viai
Fi.I'l'lilt

I'.ulKST

AND Stueah

r.

i.:;.

:

While Mr. Miles, of Cape May Conn
a swamp recently, he observed two ea
log them fall to the ground apparent!.

together, lie inn to tins
'scaping from the claw.;

.- ,•
the other, took to his wings,liul the other atlai ked si ii.
huuselt withiL club, alter some ditlleulty felled il to lie
v, ho, iii i, ling
ground. Mr- Stiles thinks that il' lie had luu! aeor.l with htm he could
have taken it alive, but as be had no means ol seenring bv, h. was
forced to kill it. It was sent to me. The eieie is now tit Mr. John
..(

i

I

Krtder's,

bead.

who

says that

it

has the largest talons be ever saw on a

W.

L,

t.iil.l

Auuorr.

:
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FOREST -AND 1 STREAM.

AoottM'iTntG Pobi [Rs BibdS.—AI the last meeting of the
American Acclimatization Society, on Friday, Messra lingerie
Schieffelin and Jolm Avery were appointed a committee to
purchase foreign birds and animals. The society has already
imported a number Of English starlings and Japanese nightingales, which will soon be liberated in Central Park.
They
have also bought a lot of English ipiail, which will be turned
out. in Blooming Grove Park, Pike County, Penn.
They intend to import a number of English bares for the same place.
\t I'imn.u,

AimrVALS

—One

Tmtlv.

robin,

I'hk M

i

xr.v.mi:

:<

v,m

kf.k EndiniI JI.u JO.

\\

presented by

„>; ; ,,„i, ,,;„.-.;

.Mr.

Edward

liieruau,

cityTwo red-laded lian
Bulm
presetted tQ
New York char, one gray stratrrei, smurtu itwpresented by Mr. J. L. Edmonds. New York city. One
Huullnluwn rum, Olds arks: presented to Mr. Lewis S. .Morris, New
Vorki'iiy. One Passerine parrafceei, Psiitacula ,:-..,.., presented
by Mrs. Karrel, Yonkers. Two California quail. J
presented by Jlr. S. Davis. New York city. Sonr pi airte uroives, On
w. -A. toNki.is, Directt
idiraiu: bred m me Menagerie,

Xew

York

Mr. r.

i

1.

'

.

.

•.

Sot-lmgeour,

.

olincmsi*;

TOE Pwll.ttl El.lHH

AltKIVAl-S AT

GARDEN

ZoOLOI.lCAl,

loll

WEEK

s-i.— Two beavers,
Qastvr mnadmste, purchased; one
buzzard, Hvue bomdis, presented; cue common pigeon, pre-

Exdenu Mat
rofl-tatled

sented; one sparrow hawk, Tiimuneutws sjucrrnrim, presented; eight
... born
in Gulden: one
striped gophers, Sjirfmujilnlu-,
reed bird, Dnlieliauijx aryzLcurus, presented.
;

Ahthck

E. Bkijm-.v, General Superintendent.

CANINE THERAPEUTICS AND PATHOLOGY.—No.
I.

BY AK<

TBlBRAPETTTICS,
"I

rapeita,

uTBE

TJ&rapcLa,

By

core."

from Thrmeant the applica-

Tfwrapeutiea,

term

the

is

tion of

remedies for the cure, alleviation or prevention of dis-

ease.

Taken

alone,

and

widest sense,

in its

many

only medicinal agents but

it

includes not

In con-

surgical operations.

nection with materia medica. the meaning of this term

is

limited

to the application of medicinal substances for the purposes above
indicated.

It

is

with hesitancy that

taken in Us

articles, for if

I attempt this series of
sense Therapeutics embraces

fullest

SO wide a range of subjects that

stow
that

a 'due

is

almost impossible lo he-

consideration on ihe whole, and

treatise

ll

it

on the science

in its

more

it

is

very evident

limited sense, namely,

otTtetlupon to treat.
Without an accurate knowledge of these
points we Shall fail to effect a radical cure, however successful
may prove in alleviating for a time the severity of
the symptoms.
consideration of the diversified causes in which certain
disease* have their origin should teach us the necessity of minutely examining into each individual case, and of adapting our
remedies to 1 he cause, as far as that can be ascertained.
It.
should, further, teach us to receive with great circumflpectil
remedies which from time to time are paraded as specifics
" almost, specifics." The practice too, of treating 11 disease a.
eliding to its name without minutely cxamiiimefinlo each particular case and adapting the appropriate remedies to the
several indications which present themselves, can not be too
strongly reprobated.
In prescribing medicine;-: for Ihe removal
Of disease il should ever be borne iu mind that nature lends, in
Ihe majority of cases, to repair injuries inflicted upon Ihe body,
and to remove morbid or deranged conditions of the system
This instinctive healing power— the " Vis MedieMtriv jVa.tara"—
is undoubtedly capable, when aided bv a judicious system
of
hygiene, of effecting the cure of disease, particularly when it
is of mild character, without the assistance of any
medicine
whatever. When consequently a disease presents itself for
treatment, in which hygienic means alone offer a fair prospect,
of success, they should always be employed in prafeienceid
medicines, it being always best to restore health by be most
simple means.

our efforts

A

medica
would be very incomplete and defective.
In these ehai.leis, therefore, some of the most, ordinary remedial agents, which properly belong to surgery, as
Mood letting, issues and setons, will receive notice, as being
alone, as applied to canines,

inseparably

connected with the former class of Therapeutic

Lgcnl
,.

;

.

ulics

;

each. Other dial
Bftlly
I

It is

and pathology are so intimately connected with
unless the latter be well understood, theoreti-

as well as practically,
ill

therapeutist, hence

true

that,

I

occasional empirical practice

fecting cures, but he
ctf

almost impossible to be a. sueshall not not neglect that: branch.
is

it

who

alone

is

may

succeed in

ef-

well instructed in the science

pathology can administer remedies with a hope of anything

uniform or permanent success. By the term pathology is
meant a thorough know ledge of disease, its causes, eharacterisiie signs and symptoms, the morbid changes which take place
in the several organs of the body, and an intimate acquaintance
with morbid anatomy. But this does not comprise all that is
required to form a sound therapeutist, fie should be thoroughly acquainted with the medicines which he employ's, their
natural history, their chemical composition, then' physiological
like

effects

on the healthy animal, their modus operandi in morbid

and their manner of proshould add a knowledge of their iu-

conditions, their effects in over-doses,

dueing death.

To

this lie

and eontn. -Indications, as well as of those combinations which diminishorincrea.se the medicinal activity of the
Such an amount of knowledge is only to be
various drags.
diealions

ed by

obi

v. ni.

logy which

have been made

01 late

years by ihe aid of chemistry and the
rfgri ss has been made ia the science as

microscope, but little
applied tei our canine friends, and that little is largely the results of experiments made, in behalf of the former; hence
many points yet remain involved in deep obscurity. Of Ihese
hydrophobia may be taken as a prominent example. When
.at and nature of now
we have ascertained more ;<"•
obscure diseases, which can only be done by more extended
anatomical researches, and when the modus operandi Of medicines on the canine frame is more thoroughly understood we
Shall doubtless be enabled, by attacking the cause .1 the disease vvltb. appropriate remedies, to at once eradicate it fromthe
system: but ill Hie obscurity which at present hangs over our
knowledge of the history of various diseases, we must, initially
instances, content ourselves with playing, if I may so express
econdary part by attacking the symptoms which present
themselves 111 the course of a disease and he will be the most
icoesaful HllO does not allow the smallest of Ihese symptoms
t(J pass unheeded but, directs his efforts to their removal and
It is not only on the bold, prominent symptoms
alleviation.
Which arrest our notice, bat. attention should be bestowed, but
it is upon, the small, perhaps in sign ifi cant symptoms that the
iperienced Will setae, and from which bewail oftimes have 10
draw deductions, to serve as a guide in regulating his stlbsoSuch minor symptoms must he
tjuent treatment of th6 case,
Bought for or they never will lie discovered indeed, it should
be iaid down as a. rule in practice that there is no such thing
as a trivial symptom, for even the smallest may be fraught
with deep importance to the experienced eye of the intelligent,
Paradoxical as it may souml. it is undoubtedly
pieseriber.
(rue, that in some diseases the very absence of an ordinary
\-

,

,,

..

\

-,.

.

,

,

;

I

..

:

of itself sulfieieut to constitute one.
These observations are not intended in any degree to detract from the vast
importance of endeavoring to ascertain, by close and vigilant,
csaiitiuation., the source and 'origin of a disease which we are

symptom

is

S

P.

-

m

see
yourissue that a correspondent losl
a dose ot ttncliueol eanlharides.
J ran mil.
of eidiainist. rimj the il.ru.;
I

dog from

1

The

credit which is really due to Ibis natural healing tendency
too ollen ascribed to some drug which Ihe patient may happen to be taking al ihe period of improvement or recovery, and
is

thus many medicinal substances become endowed with reputed
powers which they really do not possess, ft does not necessarily follow because a case recovers under a certain remedy,
that recovery is due to that agent.
In illustration of the fallacy of any such deductions 1 may mention a case of my own:
Having seen il mentioned in the Fockst axd Stueau that
areca nut was a certain anthelmintic, I determined to give
a
it,

the

trial at

first

Opportunity.

Short.])

afterwards

a.

friend apprescribe.

plied to me to examine a favorite setter and
liiving him some powders of Ihe nut 1 gave the necessary directions as lo iheir administration.
day later, liaving occasion to visit one of bis family professionally, 1 asked regard-

A

ing the dog, ana was informed the remedy had acted lTke a
charm, and al the termination of Ihe call we passed out to the
Stable to see the animal.
Inquiring as lo bow he administered
the powder, my friend answered Ilia!, he had not given it himself, but had delegated the administration to his hired belli. <>n
being called the latter ackdowledged thai the medicine bad not
been given at all, it, having been forgotten. Now observe, had
the medicine been taken as we supposed, and Intestinal worms
passed a few hours later, as was the case, what would have
been more natural than to have ascribed the benefit lo the
remedy employed r whilst, in fact, it was entirely due to the
unassisted powers of nature.
It
is necessary that, medicine

amount of benefit before we are warranted in attributing to
the power of curing or alleviating a disease, or in other 'words
in endowing it wiih the character of a valuable remedy.

In connection with this subject it may prove neither useless
nor imi nst motive to my readers to oiler' a few remarks on the
use and abuse of new" medicines.
Whenever a .hitherto unknown remedy is brought, prominently forward Ihe periodical
journals of the day overflow with accounts of the wonderful
cures performed by its means.
It would almost, seem that, the
grand panacea of the old philosophers had at. last been discovered and if we are lo believe it to lie endowed with all
the wonderful and varied powers which its advocates ascribe
loit, we might wilh one swoop consign all the old articles of
the Materia Medica to the sea of oblivion.
Novelty is always
pleasing, even in medicine, and the nervous of hysterical
woman who reads or is told of the wonders effected bv sonic
newly discovered medicine, is seized with a desire to test its
:

virtues.
Her faith is increased by the report of he unexampled
cures of cases similar to her own': and Ihe medical man himnot uninfluenced by the pleasure of novelty, without intentionally desiring lo deceive, holds out a hope* to the patient
that a remedy has at last been discovered, which promises to
be more successful than any which had been previously ml
ministered.
Tims given by a sanguine medical man to a confiding patient, particularly when ihe latter is laboring under a
nervous or hysterical uil'c'ction (a elas< of maladies much more
common than is usually imagined), it is not very surprising if
improvement take place, and the supposed cure is. in turn,
added to swell the list of wonderful successes: not that the
remedy, perhaps, is devoid of medicinal power in certain cases;
indeed, it may be a very useful medicine, lint its capability of
curing all diseases, many of them essentially differing in character, should be received; to say the least of it, with extreme
caution.
One of the most Striking illustrations of modern follyis Ihe Blue Glass Mania, and from the window in Iron! of
which I am writing count no less than five sashes of " I'lensontou's humbug," and from which the owners are deriving
benefit
and no wonder -four of the invalids are hysterical
and the fifth always derives benefit from every new tiling lhat
comes out. and yet is always ailing. But I have forgotten that
canines ami not hysterical human beings form the subject of inv
article; and. thank Heaven
we are not roubled with hysterical dogs, nor do they demand Ihe chemical nihilities
which
would puzzle a Bacon, a I.iebig or a Faraday lo elueidale. lint,
docs not the modern journalist and reporter) of blue glass.
From Ibis il is not to be understood lhat. I am Opposed 10 the
introduction of new remedies ; on the contrary, 1 believe thai
he who discovers any new means, medicinal or otherwise, for
Ihe alleviation or cure of disease, whether in man or be t.-aud
stales Ihe same to his fellow-laborer's in the field of medicine in
an open, fair and honorable manner, deserves the best thanks
of the profession and the public.
1 would also urge that every
medicine which holds onl a fair promise, either from ils chemical composition or from its known physiological effects, or
winch emanates from a. respectable source, should receive a
lair trial: but it should not be received with credulous simplicity, be employed in diseases of extremely diversified character, nor be expected to act in turn as a Ionic, depressant,
Vet such is the way that a
stimulanl, sedative and diuretic.
new medicine is too often received, and when it tails to fulfill
all the extravagant hopes which have been enteilaiiie.l of ii,
ceremony
is
hrown aside as a failure. In
without further
1

self,

I

1

1

il,

I

manner 1 am convinced many really useful medicines have
been discarded,
Being satisfied that Ihe medicine in question
possesses real medicinal virtues, it should be. employed cautiously, noting with care its physiological effects and the amount of
has siioocded, in a
benefit derived ill each ease. 'When
large number of instances, iu producing uniform benefit, il
may be classed as an established remedy. Nothing is more
fallacious than lo call a medicine a remedy for a disease on the
strength of one or two occasional successful terminations which
have" taken place uuder its use— terminations, perhaps, due
solely to Vh Medkulrix Naturae.
this

il.

who
,'„

sai/s
.•

.',

...

to urUicipate

nature ixjuruieuius.
Cnnlhnridcs is very uncertain as a medicine, and when given
doses sullieient lo produce aphrodisia [sexual excitement is almost certain to act as
an irritant poison, causing imlammaliouof the intestinal canal.

m

I

of the urinary

and genital Organs, and engorgement
with Wood, and consequent death.

of brain

—••—

.

Tun Svi:m
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Bench Show.— .Judging from

sr

the

reports

we receive from Mr. Lincoln, who is now installed at Syracuse in his usual energetic prosecution of ils details, the dog
show to be bled in connection -with the annual Convention Of
the Slate Spoilsmen's 'Association promises 10 He a very brilWith the exception of the Hippodrome, no place.
says Mr. Lincoln, has he seen which is so well adapted for the
liant affair.

purposes as the Annory

which
amount
given in each of the sporting classes being $25 for dogs and
bitches respeeiively.
The date or holding the show has now
been definitively fixedat the 19th, SOlh, 21st, and 23d of June,

we have

before printed,

The

at Syracuse.

on a very

is

prize

list,

liberal scale, the

just one day too long for the health or comfort of the dogs.

The

and regulations

rules

are.

the

same

which per-

as those

show in this city. Hie special prize list is
handsome prizes, valued at .fab each,
have' already been donated by the iVesminster Kennel Club.
to lie awarded to the best English. Irish, and Gordon setter
dogs m- bitches. Entries close on June 14. and must beadtained to the bench

not yet out. but three

dressed o Charles Lincorn, Superintendent. Syracuse. N. Y.
I

—

Another
Tennessee State Scoetsmex's Convention
f)oo Show.
The Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association
has decided to give, as the champion stakes for the fall dog

—

exhibition, for braces and single,

$350

second, and $100 to the third.

In

to the

pup

the

slot) to the

first,

stakes,

$150

will

be given to the owner of the first, $100 to the second, and §50
to the third.
The shooting tournament will occur during the
last three days of the week, three matches being had each day.

Dog Foisoxeiw.— A

correspondent writes us from ifliamus,

as follows

Within the last ten
at work here.
live as good hounds as ever ran a fox have been poisoned,
two owned bv Silas Morrell, two by Lew Morrell, and one by
Theodore Morrell. Is there any law that protects owners (if
dogs in this State? The dogs 'were nil kept in kennels and
Whoever poisoned
chained, near the house of the owners.
them was obliged to come on the owner's land. Hoping you
will throw a hot. shot at the dog poisoners in your paper, and

The dog poisoners

are

days

confer a favor on a fellow sportsman, I remain yours,
If the clog poisoners could

be caught in the

act,

F. G.
or even

if

there could be sufficient evidence procured to convict them of

the poisoning,

it

would be

sufficient.

It is

an exploded idea

'1 he
that dogs are not property, and can be destroyed at will.
penalty for killing a dog would be as severe in proportion to
cow,
or
any
killing
horse,
a
a
the value of the animal as for

domestic auimal.
Pbiisonai..— Mr. Geo. De Forrest Grant, of the Westminster
Kennel Club, arrived from Europe on Saturday last by the
steamer City of Berlin, after an extended tour through IndiaWhile in England Mr. Grant, looked at many line pointers,
and the kennels of the club will be reinforced within a few
weeks by some of the best blood iu England.

The Home
committee

Doos.— (in

koi:

the last

day of the dog show the

the Westminster Kennel Club found themselves

oj:

iua rather embarrassing position. They were notified lhat their
lease expired at 1 3 o'clock on Thursday nigh!, and yet there was

no opportimfty of removing
Ihese circumstances an extra

Iheniselvcs of
it,

all

was decided

it,

dogs by that lime. Under
day was inevitable; but to relieve

their

suspicion of a desire to

make money

out of

to donate Ihe extra day's net proceeds 10 the

Hence the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelly lo Animals.
correspondence which we print below:
Westminstkk Kbnnel tin;, Sew York, May 21, ISJT.

Uemrv

JJkkg

;

M11 ttear ff#

:

!

ahiah

11

to tlw contrail/, the pmeli.ee

<

it,

hat of including the principal articles of the materia

I.

:

It

was resolved

:

At a ppeetul meeting or the Westminster Kennel Club,
fast the net proceeds accruing to Uie etuli bom julHhnwof ilnu's, hehl ic. Gttni.iie's Suytett, on May

ttilgsiOfls in tlie l.fiieh

Htiould he donated to the Soeletj for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals as a nucleus for a fund to provide a home and hospital lor
dud nick dosw. As President of the 'Westminster Kenuel Club I
have much pleasure in handing yon herewith the cheek of Che tieasurer
or Hi,' clan for H.MU.SS, us per following Statement
11,

lost

urns- receipts, Kralav,
I'uiil aitcndams, etc'

lhlance
Kent of the

May

$2,7911 50

11

PHI SO

.'

...S-J,5Wf,u
i.inr.ten

Shook— viz., one

fo- that, day, as per
half ol net proceeds

agreement of Mr.
....}1,295 2a
$1,-295

Balance
Trusting that,

k

this small amount will lie sutnci.mtiy Increased by further donations, bo as to enable you speedily lo carry out the object for
which it is intended, 1 remain, with respect and regard,
At.FX. S. Webu.

In his reply ueUnowledging Ihe check Mr. Berg says
This stciety has long regarded the subject 64 the removal from the
reels 01 vibrant and ensemble dogs in one worthy of the intelligent
Hie city authorities, us well as 01 tender cow flera ion ill
leg!
the public, and it has always held its., If ready to co-operate with ail
liuniane and r .,aBonable measures iu that direction. But, liehevuuc
:

st

:,

i

licit no diuuillcd and eltectnal meaus have hitherto ljeen adopted, It
Inn preferred lo bold Itself aloof therefrom, In the hope that at no disthat day the uity fiovenrmenr would upprove ot the plan repeatedly
propoaed by this society for lire decent, abatement of the evil, la a
moral point of view alone, lie community Cannot afford to tolerate a
.

1

cruel System of slaughter of any

dumb

creature,

more

especially the

aud companionable dog. It Is beit that the nutin.11
entertain Has subject also with a reference to its permanency; and it la
not a lutlo surprising tliat, yvhile evils of less magnitude have appropriate bureaus of administration, tills oue has been loft to a tltful and
rnillifiil

1

uuavatliug procedure,

—

—

.

—

:

:

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
The Bum which you have so generously appropriated
ing

for the found-

u ••nrolccrive home," hail be safely guarded until, through the
of Uie friends ol thai loyal race of animals whose Improve-

<>t

liberality

ment.

It [3

the province or your uucceBsful c 'ub to cultivate, the

amount

thai] lure attained proportions adequate to the realization of the wish
Which inspired the donation. II is to be hoped that our aide and excellent Chief Magistrate, Mayor Ely, will view with favor the addition

sum

of the already respectable

realized front licences, etc., to that

yn

have provided, and, along with what may be added thereto
by a empathising potato, hasten the approach of a better state of things

which

Names Claimed. -The Westminster Kennel Club
names

263

claim Ihe

lemon and white pointer hiloh, by Sensation, out of Lilly, and Minnie, Dutchess and Vixen for
lemon and white pointer bitches, by Sensation, out of Whisky.
of llegalia for a

Lakoe Litteu.

— A correspondent, writes us

from Norwich,
dropped

Corln., Ihal Mr. R. E. Ringer's pointer bitch recently

a

litter

Next

of eighteen

dogs ami

puppies, live

fliirtecn bitches.

Mi.

miner

I

I.,

Rev.

Celtic, of

veniug before

i

While Star Line, on Saturday last.
a- farewell dinner was tenby the Westminster Kennel Club

the

departure

Iris

Landre Macdi am, Esq., and the Rev. Viol or Macdona, sailed
on Tuesday in the steamer Wisconsin, of Ihe Williams &
Gniou Line. We wish those gentlemen prosperous voyages,
and trust that we shall have the pleasure of welcoming them
to our shores again next year.

—Mr. E. 11. Lathrop, of Springfield, Mass., advertises in aneohmm a line pointer for sale. Mr. L. sells this dog in

other

consequence only of bia kennel having been increased by the
receipl or a. beautiful bitch puppy, by Boss out of Oosey, the
celebrated strain of our Friend Ethan Allen, of Pomfret CenMr. Latbrop has also been the fortunate recipient
tre, Oonn.
of a puppy by the held trial winner Pralte out Of Mr. George
Delano's Diana.

-*.•»

Information.

From an examination

—

.1

New Work

on the Dog.

—

of the proof sheets of Mr. Jltilloeks'

forthcoming book, entitled the SfORTStfAS's Gazetteri: ami
(Ihxeiim, Genu-:, we are eonvineed and feel bound to assert
that that portion relating to the " Caw and Training of Dogs;

and

Ihrir Diseases

Remedies!' will be perhaps the

With

the sportsman and the most, valued.

most useful

to

that thoroughness,

and completeness which characterize all Mr.
1 hillock's literary ami editorial efforts, he has enlisted Ihe aid
of eminent physicians and physicists who are thoroughly
and the result is
versed in canine thereapeulics and training
shown in a work of instruction which must supersede all old
and long time standard books on the dog, now rendered obsoThat portion of the
lete by modern study and information.
work relating to " The Care, Training and Management of
Dogs" comprises the following sub-divisions, namely:
care, accuracy,

j

Choosing a Dog the Kenuel Feeding; Feeding Puppies
Tails; Spaying: Breaking
Dogs: Backing; Retrieving: Flushing; Baking: the Puzzle
Ihe Force Collar r^tpparent Want, of Nose: Gun ShyIV a
ness
Wide Banging: the Check Cord: the Whip— its Use
Throwing Back: Transmissible
and Abuse; Breeding:
Faults, Defects, Imperfections, and Diseases; In-breeding;
Breeding at Puberty Breeding for Kind Plurality of Sires.
The chapters on Canine Therapeutics are equally full, intelIt is subligent, and important, to the student and breeder,
:

;

;

Age: Muzzling Dogs: Docking
:

:

:

j

divided as follows:

Thread Worms; Tape Worms— three varieties; InflammaColic
In
the Bowels; Diarehcea and Dysentery
flamed Eyes; Oplbalniitis; Cataract: Shedding Hair: Mange;
Alteration of S e ere lions
Purpura
Scabies;" Bing Worm
tion of

:

;

:

;

Distemper;
Lung Fever; Splenic
Caninu; Pneumonia
Convulsions; Chorea:
Hydrophobia;
Fever; Epilepsy;
Hernia: Tumors; Bronohoceie Vermin;
tanker; Coughs
Gnawing the Feel Emetics
Disinfectants;
Tender i'i et
Sevcutv-one Prescriptions and Formulas; Scale of Doses of
Dogs of Different Ages.
The portion of the Gazetteer devoted to dogs alone com;

;

;

;

;

;

hundred and twenty-five pages.

prises one

In Mr. Hallock's book are given the latest researches in
pathology, and the. endeavor has been made to bring the treat-,

men up
i

to a level with the present-progress of medicine.

Pathologists have done

171!',).

more

is

come
use,

when

only

till

so far as possible,

subject has been

anii

Stukam:

:

it,

DjvTi:oit, Mich.,

May

Editor Fokkst ami Stukam and Ron ami Gcn

to

have been put into practical

in this book.

thoroughly ransacked.

technical terms have been avoided

its

The

literature of the

We

We

finely.

On May

loth L. P.

4 dogs and

1

bitches,

Belton Mell whelped 7,
black and while. Two of them arc

whin and tan, and marked the same as their sire. Rob'
Roy. One >f the whelps has since died. The remaining G
are getting ilong finely.
John Davidson, the veteran sports man of
lroe, paid us a flying visit, on the 'illh inst,
The
boys say Ik looks as happy as of yore, but does no* look as
fleshy as usi ml.
0. E. Mason, of this city, while in the woods
near Tawas M., a few days since, killed a black bear.
black,

Mo

Maxn.
Svuacise, N. A'., May 15, 1S77.
Editor Fokest and Stbeam:
1 send you two items about Ihe Syracuse Dog
Show.
The
prize lists and forms of entry are now ready, and can be had
on application tome. The progress of Ihe show is going on
very satisfactorily
all the leading railroads have been written
to. asking them lo convey dogs free of charge lo and from Ihe
Show, when accompanied by their owners. "The State Armory
will be splendidly fitted up for Ihe show: the benches will be
raised 30 inches from the ground, and the stalls made from
;

clean dressed lumber.

H. Smith,

A

space of three feet will be allowed for

Esq,.; of Strathroy, has'

sented *30.ut) in gold, as

a special' prize,

very generously preto 'be given in any

dog or bitch in the show.
The United States Express Co. have sent the following

lo give

it

lo Ihe best, poinler

Ciias.

'.

•

writes

US that

Basto, out of
l-'ahui a-stoti,

bis imported

I'ppcrville, Larmier Coiinly, Va.,
red Irish setter bitch Norah. by

Ruby, whelped

on

May

three,

puppies to Gen. Milliard's

39.

.1.
,
& il. M. Nesbitt of Cambridge, Mass., who
Dock Iron.) tljoSt. Louis Kennel Club, have
purchased the field trial bitch Dora, originally imported
by Luther Adams, Esx., from the same club.'
i.

i

recently bought
ip'ii

Was

;

as giving Or.

the foreign gentleman at the time probably the Imppy possessor

judge's catalogue, which contained the original uud
winners?
Dr. Twaddell, who deserves Ihe highest credit for his judging, has
some, excellent dachshunds of the smaller breed ; but the more he will

Punk and

breed after the shape, and style of
improve this already good breed.

[The judge

in the

more he

Nelly, the

will

Cam Iuon.

dachshund

class derided that

I

here were

daeh present, and with the consent of
commiltco so decided, awarding three first and three
second prizes. The ribbons were originally put up correctly
three distinct types of
the

and in accordance wiih
book.— F,o.|

numbers marked

ihe

in

the judge's

§¥M$*>
THE INTERNATIONAL MATCH OF
On Monday morning

Mr. George

last

S.

71?

GoV

'•

Geo. 8.

Sdtmn&'hom,

1S77.

Scliermerhorn, Jr.,

Secretary N, R. A., received the following cablegram

:

Jr.

National Rifle Association will send a United Team to Greedmoor this .year.
E. St. Jons Mildmav.

Captain Mildmay
Britain,

and

is

Secretary of the

the telegram certainly looks as

N. 11. A. of Great
though Ihe Inter-

national trophy was not to enjoy the quiet which promised to

mark

The Iclegram made

the season of ISTt.

rpiile a stir in

ride circles
all were glad at the prospect of a contest, and all
were equally certain thai victory would once more perch with
" We'll "whip 'em again," was Ihe first
the American eagle.
remark of the majority on hearing the news, anil if the team
;

be selected with the propef care

we doubt

not ourselves that

our American shooters to bring about
it is impossible to say what arrangement had been made on the other side leading to tins determination on the part of the British N. 11. A.
Mail corn sthere

is

such a

ample

result.

Jtr

>

Livcoi.N, Supt.

-

Ktiv

Ycatl,,

M&y SB,

1S77.

Editi

Tin
aiber >f the (Jli toagi) /''<< contains a remarkable account
dachshunds exhibited at the late New York Hunch Hliow. Tin
writer seems to have taken great pains In examining all the different
" teekels," bnt how is it that such a good Judge entirely passed No. BT8
i.ud 5?», two fallow reds, exhibited by Mr. Francis l.eistcr, N. Y.V
lie
also marks litem only, Punk 2d, whsreas It Should have been emit: 1st,
nt the

lie farther asserts that if Or. T.waddfcU'adticllaluimi liad
and Nelly
been there fur com pel lien also, thej would have laketi till prizes.
Here 1 like lo differ with the writer.
Br. Twaitdeil very properly made different classes, and there should be
i

At,

present

1

1

THE STOCK EXCHANGE BOYS AT
CREEDMOOR.
Amory
of

herewith a sketch of (he personnel of the. Stock
shol at Creedmoor on Saturday

is

a lieutenant

:

in the

Creedmoor— knows every

sing

all

and. in

Genl. Supt,

truly,

DACHSHUND.

•-'.],

skill in

clear that up.
As amatler of fact and record,
ihe original conditions of the match do not recognize any
" united teams." but distinctly calls for national teams, specifying Scotland, Ireland. England, etc., as nations, to be invited.
It was only in the perplexing stage following the misconstruction of our invitations last year which led .to the
agreement on the part of the Americans to accept a mixed
The offer was not, then accepted,
British team for that year.
and nothing was said aboul its continuance for another reason.
If Ihe British N. K. A. think by the Offer of the above to cut
representation
from
Scotch, Irish and English
off a separate
marksmen, should such bft offered, they are in error; but if
the plan of a united team is put forward with the idea of
economizing effort and concentrating material into a stronger
team, the oiler will no doubt be accepted, but, not to the exThe only safe
clusion at any future time of separate teams.
grounds on which the Americans can stand is to adhere to the
.r. big
h" M>c-tiu,i of a unite] team
original trophy P-ru-:.
to the decision of those composing it, and standing ready lo
'
By
recognize any separate team which may present Itself.
our next issue we hope to have fuller information from tho
other side, and shall Ihcn speak on the important Cpiestiofi ef
the selection of the American team.

tip-top

Ciias.

it

of

the

Field rerers.

oft.be then lost

1877.

dress coat,

—Mr. Robert Neville,

whom

Exchange boys who
May,

2(1

A.'Dk Witt,

Yours

supposed to be limited.

entertainments in this city.

to

let-

to the point of transfer at single rates.
fours' respect fully.

— -»._

''

real prize

We print
Copy.)
82 BaoAowAV, New Yokk,

an inflammalory character arc scarcely treated
upon, for the. reason that they arc dangerous for non-medical
hands; and this book is not written for doctors, but for ihe
general information of those whose knowledge of Iherapcu-

Kennel Club has adopted
uniform
somewhat similar to that, of the English Kennel
Club, and which was worn by the Messrs. Macdona at various

foreign gentleman

'

ter:

To Charles LinnAn. Ks'i
Yours of Ihe 25th inst. just was received. We
Di'.ak Sufi
do not run our express to Syracuse, bill we will transport dogs

—The Westminster

am. an he
both sides of the ocean, " he

pondence will

W hitman's blue
all

pleased to notice the extreme caution used in recommending
medicines and their application, and the use of cold effusions

fics is

"ii

)

arc

in diseases of

experience with these dogs

knot

j

over their stalls.
Now, t like to ask how the Field, editor or the " foreign gentleman
could agree with the lodging-, an long as Ihe f'e'M gives a Wrong account,
aud Ihe ribbons were wrongly displayed during Ihe show ?

Wm.

;,

At the same time

far as possible.

great,

Twaddell praise rovh!s(tn fact; excellent judging, must have been balldozed somehow, as the ribbon- weriMvruugly displayed ill several ln^
Fiancee, fie no paid Dr. Twaddell a rather poor compliment, as it was
only Corrected on the lust day nt the abOW. blue and red ribbons were
given to a couple of white dachshunds with tan spots- a color that Is
never seen in a thoroughbred dachshund— and as I understand, by mistake, as none of these were awarded a prize. There were also some
other dogs which were awarded prizes, but had no ribbons displayed

21, 1877.
:

Ihe 12ihinst.., 1 paid a visit to my friend George Carpenter, of Owasso, Mich., and to take's look at the setters
that he has been handling during the early part of this season.
Tlie first on his list is Katv. property of' J. N. Podge, of Ibis
She is lemon and white, and out of
Mason's Bell.
undei
bv Lcic
but is a clipper in the
Mr. Carpenter
field.
,-e her a
whirl while I was there, and
I tell you she is a pert
race horse.
Second on his list is the
blue Helton Maud. OW
1 by J.
H. Canniff, of this city. She
is now in whelp by Ca
>\vitz. and is a very handsome animal.
Third on his list is the bin Bell on Mell, the property of L. P.
Whilman. of thil
in whelp by Hob Boy.
Mr.
Carpenter has thoroughly handled Maud and Mell during the
time they have been carrying their whelps.
Fourth and last
on Ihe list (but not the least is his black and tan setter Fred.
He and Katy were turned out in a Held together, and he works
beautifully.
He is not very fast, but is fast enough, and works
his ground very carefully.
sal on a fence to take a rest
while he ordered the dogs to work the field, which they did

On

the deductions are collated that they be-

These appear

valuable.

couple.

The"

Last weekal a meel ingot Ihe llallockSpoilsmen's Association,
Mr. D. P. Smith, one of the members, was accompanied by
bis seller dog Sep.
Aboul 10 o'clock the dog, who had been
sleeping quietly at: bis master's Beet, arose and walked several
times, rather uneasily, between his master and the door as if
he desired to gc-j then turning his attention to the hats
on a table ho snuffed them over, apparently not finding what
he wauled, Ihcn walking lo Ihe .loot of an adjoining room, on
the knob of which Mr. Smith's hat hung. he. after smelling of
Ihe hat. look il. carefully in his moillhand delivered it into 'Mr.
Smith's hand, the pleased look on his face and the wag of his
tail plainly showing lhal Nep wished to be excused.
Mr. Jno.
\V. Knight, another member present, related the
following
story of a dog he owned
The dog was a large Newfoundland,
weighing 148 pounds, and was very much attached to adiminulivc black and Ian terrier belonging ton physician in town.
The terrier was poisoned and Ihe body taken 'lo a small piece
near the house of Mr. Knight;
Soon after the
death of the black and Ian. a son of Mr. Knight .with other
lads, accompanied by the Newfoundland, Hover, were wandering through ihe said woods and came across Ihe remains of the
terrier.
Hover seemed lo evince as much grief as a. dog t
Id
at finding his small friend and protege hail departed this life,
and with difficulty he was called on by the boys, and soon disappeared only to return after a lime wilhhisfaccand legs showing
traces of moist black earl h.
Thinking he had been digging
for a wood chuck or other small animal the boys returned and
found the body of Ihe little doggone, but the marks of Hover's
paws in Ihe soft earth: and a small monad newly made, solved
the mystery, for under a slight covering of the "soil was found
ihe body of the terrier.
Hover had performed the lasi sail office for his little friend, and had been grave digger as well as
chief mourner.
Mr. Knight has since had to perform a like
office for faithful old Rover.
Is
instinct or reason?
Won
nostrum est tantas amiponere Utcs.
GflJENS Falls.

L.

il

Fokkst

Er.iroi:

for

the dog than has ever been supposed, in their vivisections, and

I

I heard a remark of Col. Skinner, who acted as judge and awarded
the different prizes at He Centennial Beuch Show to Dr. TwaddeU'a
dogs, that there were no more, perfect pair of dogs on exhibition, and

mglit

All

works on diseases of the dog are behind the times.
Maybew is of no value whatever. His modes of treatment
.and deductions arc things of more than a century since, and
he shows himself to be completely ignorant of the first prinYoiuttt. and Blaine are every way his
ciples of pathology.
superiors, and the Conner is first.
No progress seems lo have
been made in veterinary science as applied to canines for the
Almost everything in Maybew is found
last, hundred years.
in an old work, entitled " A. Sportsman's Dictionary." pubexisting

lished in Edinburgh,

"INSTINCT OR REASON."

returned to England by

dered bira at Delnionico's.
an event so perfect in its details, and so thoroughly enjoyable,
G. De
thai it will long be remembered by every participant.

Yai. cable

doubt whether n «-cll-po»t<:d judge could have
been found chut would have preferred auy dags to the above-mentioned

has a

Camming Macdona

.T.

.

Therefore

Nelly.

that he had never seen their superior either here or abroad

!

than has yet prevailed.

— Tin;

In future always two masses
ami small "i, rlo: -.''
However,
there were no dogs of this breed on exhibition, wiueli .cue np belter
to tho real German Idea ol a iii.-7nii-iii.red dadc-hnml than l'lmkuiul

Seventh Regiment, an habitue

target there;

was

there

practi-

is one of the
the day of the match", and is a good shot,
boysoi the board, as he is of this list; has a keen eye,
fact, docs a " Kcan " business, and is hard to heat any;

where.

W. C. Domlnick is also a lieute
practicing will prevent it he will no
he did not lire a shot on the day of
lie used a Hein'm-fon military 'rille,
Meigs never shol. a. match before
with the rille, but asks no odds wi
his time in a regiment, and his nam
top of the list.

iii

I,

the Seventh, and

ten be beaten,

if

although

mutch before the

score.

nd don't pretend much
a shotgun.
Has served
ill probably be neat' the

Kimball never shot al B target before, but probably did his
popping over clhpmuncks and woodclutcks in his
!•
is something of a .sportsman, but his forte.
younger days.
share

I

is

wilh

a fly-Tod.

UOW member of the board, and is not so well
known. Judging from his complete rig, he must make some
hoi.
What he don't know Cary,
pretensions al he'imr a g

Dewing is

a

I

•

with his carpet -hag, is wilhu"
B. Doiniuiek is a brother of W. C. and has served his seven
years in the Seventh, ami. like VC C, is one of lln
I

I

—

.

:

FOREST MNDTSTREAM.

204
Hf

ot
In

board,
He had bad hick in this match.
hismily getting 17.
Heisa goodsbot.

I'M

i

You

uausl not

mi old Tweniy-lhirder and knows how to handle
doesnlt he oug&t to.
If
a
BMppatd is one of the good fellows of the board, but never
i'wln.mi

ifi

villi'.

in-

in'ini

:

Be

before.

i.'iv.LMi,

,-i

and

persevering,

is

he makes

if

mind

to shoot, look out for him.
one of the handsome men of the board parts his
is an old fancy stock raiser; 1ms otteij hit
luiiv in the middle
iln hull jn the eve.
lie is a very quiet man, and you can't
him.
IVs Morels is an ey-offloftr of the Seventy-first,, and he is
ippointed that he didn't make a better score.
IliUfhes is a Seventh veteran, and to him more than any
nihev is ilue the credit of getting np the match and giving the
;

Drake

is

:

;

i'

'ii

i

noon, May 30, llteio'is to be a match imder Ihe auspices of the
'J'Ik- maieh willjOegin al in oVIool,
Club, open to all comers.
Distance, 200 yards, two sighting and seven scoring shots.
Knlrance fee, *1. The prizes are three iu number -lllln
first. *7 to second, and *B to third.

MaSSacmi skits.
augurated

—

'f'he Massachusetts Rifle Association in1.000 yards range target at Walnut Hill,
possible aggregate being

new

its

Woburn, last Saturday afternoon, the
US, The following was the score:

17

34

4il

16

i!»

J. A.

Lowell

A.

Clark

1*.

86

21

•

is
IS
ai

Il

William Herrteh
Klrkwoo.l
,1. McniV-s, Jr

36
SI
H6

]).

n

w. Poland,.

t)Oy& a goi'd day's sport.
id and ij.uick are lioth

members of the Seventh.
is Ui< handsome man of the board.
Jn his earlier days
wass crack shot with the crossbow at Albany. He rides

.

41

W.

i

2S

95
S5
85

ii'i

si

26
35

rii

12

76

7J

i

'

('hit
in

Twenty-third streel cars, lie was at Crcedmoor
day and had made 23 up to the time of the match. J le did
You will see him again.
well in ihe match.
shooting at bulls'-eyes. If it had been
( ceil is not used to
a Star's eye be would have scored every lime.
Stanton was the biggest toad in the puddle a good fellow
lie made good shooting all over the
captain of the hoys,
1

:>•

1

nt

<

1n-

1

I

—

range, and some excellent
ii/ie and Biuras
\

rulings.

propose to pool their shots here-

.i

i

in

(.'owing

a lieutenant in the Twenty-third and

is

slim. Iniijie didn't tiud
Belter luck next time.

the target until the

is a

good

match was

over.

Nimv 1,011(1, 500 and; 300-yard targets will be set
soon as Ihe work can be done, and then this range will not
have ft peer except in Crcedmoor, over which Inner it. however, has advantages, as the liring points are about Hilii pards
apart, and the targets are backed with natural hills of line
sand.

The first spring meetunder the auspices' of he
Associalion, will lake place .Monday and
Tuesday, June 18 and 19j The matches are: 1st. Directors'
match. 300 yards, -M. All comers, 300 vards: 111 prizes: value
ss:M4.
3d. Opeirto Massachusetts nrilitia, 200 yds., Spring4th. Longrange, all comers, SOU vds.
field or I'.-abodv rifles.
rounds] IIOII vds.. H rounds: 1.(100 vds., Ill ruunds: II prizes,
5
value 4175.
5. All comers. 300 and 500 yds., 1(1 rounds each:
nriz.es. A2o7.
6th, Challenge match to teanis of 5. from any
club in New Kngland, 200, 500 and 1,000 yds., any rifle; 10
rounds per dist. 7th. 300 yds., "consolation." T.L.Stevenson acts as executive officer, and a good meeting is anticipated.
MASsACTit-si'/i'Ts Rifi.k Association.--

ing at Walnut
Massachusetts

near Uoslon,

Jlill,

m

and participate. We hope to send an a team to compete in the Interstate match, to bephot this year at Creedmoor. I think the learns
should Consist 6/ eight men, ul east six, instead of four. Out of
twelve or tlnrlemiot your yiins that are here, lenof them have made
rcores of over 2i>0, and one ol the others ISS—the ottn-Ts have not been
use,
The (clubs arefnDW soliciting prizes to be shot for; that, is,
donations from our Irieu.ls here.
One of the jewelers .here has
ordered (rom New York a very handsome cup.
Others will do as
1

0. C. F.Vbhal-fl
II. .l.lt'kson

festival, lasting lluce or tour d;iys. in which we will havea long range
competition for a suitable prl;-.e. at which time we hope lo be able
Induce the long-range clubs of Houston and Galveston, to visit 119

I

liille

much.

—The

Hon. B. II. Hill was a guest of the Savannah Rifle Associalion at their regular practice at the Hermitage last week,
and made a score of V, out of a possible 15.

—A

rifle

club has been organized at Woodstock, Vt., with

M. .Marsh

(-'has.

— Al

as secretary.

meeting

(if the Fislierville, South Cayuga and Selkirk
teams, held at Selkirk, Ontario, on the24lh inst." a team match
held, resulting in the following scores for the several
squads:
Fislierville Amateur Rifle Club— George Nablo,
('apt., scoring l!5 points: J. W. Holmes. Sec. and Treas.. 17
points: .1. Oftermnn, 25 points; (i. Held, 27 points Peter Xahle. IS. points; N. P. Finch, 37—total, ISO points.
South Cavuga Hille Team— W. Wisincr. 22 points; D. Pashwood, 18
points; J. Fathers. 20 points; J. Wismer. 17 points: O. Fathers. 33 points
.1. Clarke. 17— total. 122 points.
Selkirk Hide
Club.—W. Saunders. 2ii points; B. Beyers. 25 points; J. Armstrong, 2S points
J. Smith, 17 points
J. Boyer, 22 points;
W. Harper, 19 points- total, 132 points.

a

was

;

;

:

;

'.)

li.nr Association held their weekly shoot Colgold badges. Tuesday. May 33. with the following
Target, Crcedmoor. reduced fur 88 van Is. possible
On
50 points: rifle, -S3 cal., off-hand, two sighting shots.
Jinn' 14. the third annual shooting festival of this association,
the medals will be awarded as follows: The one making the
points since .January, Jt-77. first badge; One for IjeSt
average uf centers (any one missing a weekly shoot declared
'i
mi'
badge; highest score to take third badge. Seven
mill lie on a full score for this badge:
i:

i

;

u

li

.

,

ml

fanning

r. o.

'../.. iii.t

I

num

i

\. Si

<:.
l:

IIUIIIKIU

down

ti

45

V. boss
A. K. Mourn

46
44

opening
held at their park

4.i

nier. of

47

SI, L.

46

11.

41)

II.

M.

cone

t

ing mi'

1„C.
i'

'-"in:'.

ii

.mi

i

off

45
4,'>

44

W. M. farrow
Mlluy

Amateurs'

The

34.

follow-

al "ii
hi

Bruce

0.

Ij.

at

llr.T. Wildes

.13

13

May 14 and 15. At ring target, Win. KlamNewark, came out bead with 03 points, Wm. Hayes
At the man target W. Klein won with 38 points.

-l-'i

J.

Uonig

ai

43

H. Fuuke. Jr

41

al,

The

Amateur Clubmen was held
The morning was fine, but at noonday a

regular shoot of the

si \tli

,iic

inst.

'.".'d

]

went to G, Schalk,
I

N.

The

Klein.

of I'ollsville,

May

.1.,

prize for most

I'a.

IS

and

The

10.

first

prize

Wm.

00 rings; second prize by

Zcftler,

(.).

b.

Klein, with 05 rings.

—

New
New

W.

Jersey, has
Adjotaiit.-Oencral
A. Slrykcr, of
York, of the
notified Adjutant-General Towns.nd, of
intention of the First Brigade, N. (4. S. N. .)., to send a team
to the inter-state military -match at Creedmoor next fall.

-The Crescent City Hide Club were out on

the

no sighting shots; no
23d, shooting for the Lillienthal Cup
The day
coaching: fifteen Shots, 800, SIOO and 1,0110 ) ards.
was very hoi, bermotneler 88 in the sliade; wind very light,
'ihe folshifting from eleven to one; the sun very bright,
lowing are the scores \
j

I

Slower

!',

m.n

fell,

not strong enough, however, to drive

I'i'iimtlie firing

range,

points.

Joliu

I:

sl

800 yds.
Bfl

900 yds.
OT

64

7(1

'I'.

Al|e>
il. Ma.tlsoll
Ii. I.amll

m
67

•I.

S. Ii.ilon

66
6»
67
58

1. I,.
!•:.

the

Tlie scores, fifteen shots at each

Jewell

II. S.

all

Kallitpone
... 1,. .Motse
IlolulT Fisher
It.

64
64
60
62

1,000 yds.
72
69
86

BUS
106
188

56

1K/J

66
04

FOI)

T'l

58

1H4

54

na

52
52

175
174

,.4
5

96(1
1,001)

.....6
3

4
5

900

follows:
ir.o-.l, P
s,

46

.M. I'Mli.'. S.

..-.-..42

It

tie...

(den, a.
,1.1...

M

lt.-e.i.

•Iheo. Kogers,

42

II

Wm.
.Ino.

norland.
ts.

Jr..

Fieui.v.

U

41

3~

Jan. Ryder, M
Steph Kvder, II

37
;u

33

purchase a rifle gallery would do well
The
to Inquire at Bliley's (uuder Haik Theatre, Brooklyn).
is owner i.sgoingiuto other business.
[See aiU\rf<.« 11,1 id.
to

m

,

,

,im

ThaStomford Amateur Rifle Club held

,.

i

its

third cotnpei.il ion for ihe Williams' Challenge Badgeonthe
JfJO yards, ofT-hand.
Distant
afternoon of the loth inst.

The previous winners have been
Skiddy.
•r.

n.
.'

\V

i,'.

The

smii.ii

Oewlajf.
II.

.

II.

Samllord and W.

W.

score on the 10th Btoodi
r.

-i

II. Will'.-iius

\\.

.1

i

-i

I

S1111I011I...1 3

-i

i

a
'I

i

r.

5

'

•!

i

II

I

1

4 i-sr.

-I

i:

s— 2i
I

-S!5

.M-i)

W.

.

W.hkiii.ly

.3 3 4 s 4 a
:i
:i
;;
b
:;
:t
-i
;;
5 'J
•.:

:;

11

i

4

.1

;-;

3

4—

<ti

s_*i

»— 211
S— 20

annual tne< ting of the club was held on the evening of
The former -president, Mr. K. II. Sanford,
day.
th«
liaving declined M'.v iciucianiiy, at a re-election the followr
Skiddv;
in- omccrs were chosen; President, Mr. W. \\
ii.,

mm,

.

Keene; Sec. and Treas., fitr.
Executive t'omnii.iei
Messrs. J. II.
Schuyler Merritl.
r.v.ar'uvoiii. ('lark Dewing, W. II. Sanford. A. T. Swords and
Walton Ferguson. The club is in a prosperous eoudilion, and
is proposed to extend the range to 500 yards, which will add
il
to the variety of the matches and to the interest of the mem,.

.

I'm

Edeffl

ir.

K.

bers and their friends in

11.

rifle

—

shooting.

55544

4

6—8j
5-6-S

3-67-197

3

3

5

5—61

5—70
4-64—195

5

5

4-63
4—68
4—59—190

Julea Piffuul, Kern. Creed.
800

2
4

9110

1,000..

3

5

James
.13

5
4

9(10
9110

«

5

S 5 3
Buckley, Kern. Creed.

4

5

a

4

2
5

5
6

5

3
3
3

3

S

3

,

1,000

5

fl

B

a'B

4
3

4
5

4

2

3

5

55

K. T.

5

Still

9110

.

lfi,0'.'...7.'..

'..'..

8

.

....4

6

II

5
4

5
5

4

3

K

4

4
4

40665

5
4

4

4—«3
4— 6i
6— JS— 1S3
5—57
U-ffll

345

4—54-180

3

4

3-43

Manning.
4

4
2

4
A

5

3'

4

4

4
5

4
4

5

S

5

3

5
5

4

3

3

5

5

5

4

4

6-Btl

0-60— lf,3

Messrs. 1'ilTaut and Manning's scores were their first effort
been the opinion heretofore that
It. has
the long ranges.
Mr. Pjffauts being
d:uk-e\ e.l men do not make good shots.
In your last, iu Speaking Of
black will contradict that belief.
the maieh between the Brooklyn and New York teams, you
say that. l.lSo is Ihe best score made by six men since the Insh-

at

You were no doubt, led into
year.
hat error by not having seen the score, made by Hie Crescent
City Kille Club's Orsl competition for Sharps' hifleCo.'s prize,
Conditions of the match: IS
shot on 201b of January last.
SbOtS at each distance, no sighting shots and no coaching;
winner to lead at the three ranges. The following are the
last

scores of the si.\ highest; .John Glynn", 306; Win. Arms, 305;
B. 6. Eyrich, 301; Dr. Geo. fiowe, 200; James Buckley,

The Crescents now
104; John K. Kenaud, 101-total, 1,197,
r
begin competitions for places on the team to go toCreedn
in'Seplember

On Wednesday

fore*

to

compele

Nkw Oui.eans
Ihe New Orleans
made

by him
siiots

the

3. ii- Sw^rtwiiut.
c. ^\'. Minor
II. A. liiiolelt

664

I

IIB

Juo. Fleming.*

"
Geo. A. Hicks, M
4->
ii
w. lioim.ii, M
.las. 11. Oukio, 1;
41
Wnl.8.0ug«we)l. B
jM, Mayna.d; K. liemtngton; B. Ballard carbine.
ii, siiaips;

—Any one desirous

•>

5455034555B56
555 5465665
4445554484565
Wm. Arms,
425
554554425
4435565545
45
6334
45546454
43454450 553
434 2544556

Ameriean match of

K

5

4

1,000

:

Jamaica, L. I.. Ron and Rifle Assoi iai ion.— The fifth
challenge badge match of Ibis association was shot on Saturday. May 30. 'The challenge badge was won by Gen. H.
The score was a..
I: the lis badge by John Fleming.

5

44

Hera. Creed.

.

range match.

llenauil, Eera. Trued.

1C.

5534545586445
48555 545454

R. G. Eyrich, Item. Creed.
SOD
900
1,000

(-00

—

Sixth Uifi.e Association. The second spring meeting of
the 6th Division Rifle Association will be held at thftJUast feyraus.
TJie proranges, on June 8tb and succeeding days.
gramme of matches is the largest yet prepared by the associaThe
tion, the cost of prizes aggregating over $1,300 in value.
1st. Directors' match.
3d. 51st Hernmcni
competitors arc
mutch. :;d. Short-range, all coiners. SOOy'ds, 5 prizes: $58.01).
4th. Sixth Divisiun. K. Of., malch for teams of 7. 5th. C'avalry
mateh for tennis of f>. Bth. Teams of 6 for each company iii
Tib. Open to officers of Slst Kegt.
8th. Open
Gth Division.
Open to members of 0th
Otis,.
I., line
officers of ofth Regt.
10th. All comers, mid-range, match.
11th. Long
Division.

best targets

In

a,

at,

Bii-i.e

in Ihe inle.r-Stalc

match.

Wokk. — Mr.

O.

S.

GijSSlE.

Eyrich,

one of

long-range experts, sends Samples of targets
1,000 yards, (58 points, and at 000 yards 74,

ranging 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 6— 74t ,he
we believe yet shown at Ibis intermediate range.

letter

accompanying the diagrams, Mr. Eyrich

May 10;
bend you by Huh day's mall cop1e« or

says,

under date
1

lliilili:

Ithaca,

.liiuuar.v

So,

for

Sliui

i»h

Hifle

my

targetaat boo and

Company

toi'-u.

i.umiyur.i-, no

l.ooo,

Colldltionu.

Blghdng

;o, eaoti range, son, ouo, ami
1 send you tnesse, as 1 conand no pievious practice on day o( match.
Je and cumiot llnd any record where 11
xider lh,e 000 yard score very
lias been made before in an iudlvidual score where Ooaohing was prognus,
liliiiU'd. All of our good snooting has neon done with Remington
and our boys swear by them. .Mr. Dudley Selph having twice made a
Inst.,
ncore ofSOS, lias excelled Ills previous work by making, on the 6th
214— 13 at SO.', 13 at 9)0, and OS at 1,000— fifteen stmts at each range.
Some time ID June Hie Crescent City Klfle Club propose to give a

Flfteuii s!ioi»

11

t-hota,

King

writes very approvingly of a], new

vfc

Montgomery.

rifle

he has

re-

He says
ceived.
1 Have neglected to write you anything with reference to the "Ballard
bong Hange Klfle," purchased about, a month since, because I warned
to give Ihe gun a thorough trial before saying anything about It.
I
have given It several trials at loo SCO and 1.' no yards, and am sallsileil
Unit here is uOitilng liRe it. 1 have competed wall the Sharps and Mitt
Itetnlngtou long-iange rltles, and beaten them both upon every trial.
Ariel besides, tlie recoil With itiy rule is scarcely perceptible, while wllh
the other two mentioned It is a source of groat, annoyance. My rifle
has been examine and admired by a great many persons since it
ea oe to my possession.
i

I

L»_

~

ORANGE JUDD'S RIFLE EXPERIENCE.

Shooting Society held their opening prize-

v

il

Greenville,

was won by C.

|i'i:.icm..oi;.

un

J

Ihe bnll's-eve target

bull's-eyes

shoot

Newark Schutzen Society was

shoot, of Ihe

King, of the law firms of

Merrill,

B3.

—The Jersey
.«

now won

lias

and

the evening,:

M. C.lltggB
I/miii Hacker

the first badge twice, as was
the case with Mr. M. L. Jiiggs last week, and if either
Iciueii win il again it will become the winning man's

Mr.

;

— The

making

made during

-

Iln^il

1;

«

limns

Durrlor

Thursday evening. May

best scores

iir

41.

The, fifth competition for the

la-4.

[jl'uoc
.lull"

I!.

;ji

40

M. Bagel

ii

'

I

o. .Hudson
J.TJntil

47

Mil"!'..

monthly contest of the ITackensack,
Association for that society's badge came off on the
The result of the competition was as follows:
35th instant.
Ii. Hanoi,
II. L. Rums, 40; W. Solberton, 40: A.
89; .1.
W..0.1, 87-; B. S. Erie. 07; C. W. Vauderbeck, 86; .1. M.
Van Valen. 36 j M. 0. Uillbii.m, 35; B. Van Slracbwilz, 84;
l'I.
AV. P. Ellery, 34; J» ConUJiu, 33; .1. M. (iamewell, 2!)
Ael.erniiin, 38.
In shooliiig off the tie Burns beat, llolberlon.

Is

K'i'l.-io III

LI
i

T.

.If.I'Sev.— The

J.. Itilie

49
48
4T

,

Nkw

N.

RIFLE NOTES.
Mr.

Mimn.F.TOWK, Conn., May

Editor of Foiikst and

Si

beam

20. 1S77.

:

" Wiiyle," of Houston, Texas, in your

J ournal

Of last wecK, ape&kti
of a matter of considerable importance, viz.., the dlltlcully ol Uecllbug
aa to what rille to purchase by the nu meroos riile clubs aprinitiug up
everywhere, without having to buy thelrknowletlge in the costly school
of experience.

m

If In each of 20,000 towns of our country
I believe in rifle clubs.
have an average of twenty-live men, who, from practice, would be able
and
at least one shot In Are at half a mile or more, we should have a constant ready force of half a million men, who would be expert cue. cm
to warn off or strike down all the invaders the combined world could
send against us. It would be a wonderful economy, and add Immensely
to our national strength, if our general government- should Uin.-haige
ten regiments of regulars, and expend the money they cost ($8,ihhi,c.oo
to*lo,000,OOo annually) in promoting local rifle clubs, by furnishing
trainers and, if need be, aaimunitlon, and even ranges and guns, and
badges or medals to be competed for as siimulants.
My own observation is, that rifle clubs are promotive of good morals.
The people will have amusement of some kind. Every rifle shooter is
aware that the use of liquors and tobacco units him for good markmanship. I know a case where a man was fast becoming a continued
toper, but on getting interested in shooting at a club, where he was
ambitious to excel, he laid aside bis cups— to the great gratification of
his friends aud neighbors. The tendency of rifle shooting is in this
Any one giving attention to the matter will be surprised at
tlirectlou.
the absence of drinking, profanity, low language, bickenug, etc, at
the rille range gatherings, a3 compared with horse racing assemblages,
and even ball playing. In ball playing and boating only a picked "nlim,"
At the rille
or six take part, and nave the benefit of the exercise.

to send njOBtof their bullets within a three-foot ring at forty yards,

i

club,

however

large, all take

pan. In the former two, especially

in

luiii-

playing, the exercises consist ol short, sadden, straining spin ts. Iu
rifle shooting, the continuous gun-cleaulng and the gentle reaction ol
the uon supply just enough of appropriate exercise, while tne study of
the effects of aravlty, wind, light, barometer, thermometer, eto., are of
an educating and elevating character. Many have died from direct or

and there are to-day in onr country
thousand men and boys with broken angers or Other in-

indirect injuries in tho ball Held,
at least ten

o twll-playlug. In all therilte shooting in the whole
country there have prooably not been a score of accidents, fatal or
otherwise.
" belief In rille
I think the above reasons are enough to justify my
Blubs ." More could bo added if need be. 1 have personal reason.- b.r

juries incident

I

Bpeskiug well of this recreution. From malarial disease contracted m
ihe Volunteer Sanitary Commission JService during the campaigns of
was more or Iobs an invalid lor a dozen years. In the
summer of ISIS 1 procured a "Creedmoor rille," studied up the " prin-

1B8H aud IbW, I

my college mathematics thirty odd years ago, aud, by reading, picked up »h..t lufoi motion l could fioin recent improvements and practice. During nearly two
years I have, weather permitting, spent a few hours each Saturday
afternoon at. a rifle range, and on as many other days as business w.eiiri

ciples ufjgnnuery," as (aught pretty thoroughly in

sometimes an hour or two dally
from bun
have better health aud more
business and writing than In a dozen

allow,

chief exercise anil diversion
result,, I

ihe

rille.

I

ining— making Mutiny
;ht and care.
As the
ngtb and vigor, aud do more

prior to taking up

can hut speak well of the bridge that carried

'

from

To your Texas correspondent, let mo say that morel from chance
than otherwise, my first Creedmoor was a " Itemington." It has been
myself and a friend about 8,O0U tunes, and baa never been bacK
other shop; it has had absolutely nothing done to
except to change the rear sight* from the grip to the heel, and to
take out the fly or deiant from ihe tumnler. jo as absolutely tu prevent
" pes. live intention."
In all ot these gunu
its being llre.l except with
fired by

to the uniiiufactory or
il.

ot recent make ihe fly is omitted. Andyet thisorlgiual plain em. she,, i
"
'•
Jud as well lo-.lay us when "bran new,'' or belter. (I have inslguia
enough lo show how mil it always shoots). 1 want no better gun, aud
don't expect to want any other until they get us up one tostinot a mile,
which 1 hope they will soon do— say a 13 or 14 lb. gun carrying a .60-lno
or .10-100 bullet, U need be. I think 1 could handle such a gun nee
.

.

.

FOREST AND. "STREAM:
I began shooting I had to have help to carry and clean a 10 lb.
gnu, mvl could only (Ire eight or tea 30 grata charges without b61nt»
now I can carry my Rim one to three miles, clean it myprostrated
self at every charge, and fire, without stopping, llfty or Hixty, or mor e
00 <i grain charges, and enjoy tho pleasant jarnug sensation, coining

When

$riWcp

265

STOsoiMMSR, t'olunihus/oliio.— Please give a snre and simple, receipt
for making a lire escape rope, quilc (ire-proor, and bow lo apply the
same? Ans. Soak in a concentrated neutral solution of
soda, diluted with about one-third of water, and then mixed with
per
cent, of phosphate of soda.

to (fjVTc'Jfwndciif.'i.

i

i

;

No

Taken

Notice

Anon vinous (oinmnnicnlio

rff

;;

tome

retreehed by the exercise.
So mueli for my gun. T life the Remington gun, because the makers
are ihi-uiselves Ingenious practical men, who give constant personal
attention to thalr work, an.l utn a personal interest in it that mere
salaried employes could hardly have. Hut there are doubtless uthcr

"CtpedDjooTB,"

g.ni.i
I

will any lo

shooi alongside

i

"Whytc" and

target.

III rt

i

i

varus

at l.flDU

;

poor ammunition has quite as

much

to

do with poor shooting, at

long range, as has the quality offhe guns In general use.

-

•- —

n

summer months

llic

tins city.

Ans.
of,

yds.

yds. T'l

yds.
?2
HI
70

BB-ffli3
81— 196

|
I

yds.
73
T. S. Dakln
I,.
Morse... .M
57

\n.

67—19a U. Slgher
|

isttler

A.

J.

Connecticut along the Sound
buy tile St. bums conical

lu

Where can

1st.

Yes.

There

2d.

Mass.— Should a

1

uo agency

in this

Crecdmoor

target

is

third-class

end or on the side, that is, six feet high and fuiir feet, wide,
and four feet high?, Ans. It should stand on end su
high and four feet wide.

stand
feet,

known

of

in this country as the cockroach,

any way
which

to destroy the

bog

vety had on clothing,
Ans. l' t c a solutlou oj
is

etc? They are very numerous in our store.
alum or Pans green also, Persian insect powder.

Barnegat and Greenwood lake?
Which ure Ihc best places to stay at, in both these places? Ans. The
Ashing le exectlctit, at both places. Kmsey's Ashley House, at Uaruegal, and Brandon House or Windermere at Greenwood Luke.
Ilsliing

good

at,

Plymouth, Mass.— In last issne of FOBBST anu Strkam you
make ihe close season lor black bass from Dee. 1 to June 1 which, I
think, is the old law on them, and should be from December 1 to July 1.
Aus. You arc right. The close season is from Dec. 1 to July 1.
0. V. H.,

;

^Anti.kk, South Bend, Ark.— Where can I get a good duck dog. and at
what price? What is the best breed? Ais. The Irish water spaniel,
or Chesapeake Bay dog would answer your purpose, but we kuow of
no way yon can get one. but by advertising.
S.

I'.

Yds. T'l

si

57- -1IIM

HI

fiH- -1K4

69- -179

"Providence, R. I.— Please give tic close season for black buss

"R.,

lonth; in

Vc

iM-i;

F. L. D., Gihsonton Mills, Pa.— riease sa
breech-loader, 8 lbs., 12 gauge. 90 inch
oz. shoi, 30 inch circle, id yards? Pleas
o. 4,
and Sshot! Aus. One-half the

what,

is

rri'l,

It

a good pattern for

1

;,

drachma powder,

name number

>.,

i

umber

pellets for

of pel!

Au ounce of No.
is a good pattern tor a cylinder lioregun.
shot contains respectively 138, 21s and 399 pellets.

charge

and

3

4, 6

Dakin, Gen. Staler, Col. Gildersleeve, lien. Write and Mr. George s. Schermi rhorn Jr. of
md
the ex-fa uniniUeo N. R. A., met last Tuesday a terni
Messrs. Sclioverling & Daly and
from
accepted niters of pti/.es
from Hi" /'"/;/', VMlaTtd Farm. The former will lie for a
$(m inid-raug'e Ballard rifle, open to till comers, at .300 yards,
IS rounds, no cleaning of rifle and no sighting shots, any rifle
becoming personal properly;
1:0 U8 won three times before
one-half entrance fees in each match to be distributed lo
three hiirliesl scorers.
The new Turf, Field awl Farm Budge
will be under stun,- conditions as last, except Unit Messrs, Collin; nnd |iayes. the winners of the previous badge, will be
barred mil, from a sin in winning. Tho cablegram from the N.
II. A. of Great Britain was then taken up, but in lack of full
was resolved to
information of the intentions of the senders,
await, informal ion by mail: but the Committee were unanimously in favor of providing n learn to meet the United Kingdom team referred to in Ihc telegram, and that the competition
be for the Centennial trophy, if it can lie done consistently
with Ihc action heretofore lakeu and in fairness to the former

Mvstic, Boston.— Can you inform me where I can get a book or
hooks that will show the way to Instruct poodles to tricks for the stage?
Could you tell me of any reliable man that trains dogs for the stage?
Ans. There is no nook giving the Information yon desire. An advertisement in the New Vork Clipper will bring y ml the man you want.

competitors.

expect some aport, and oblige a constant
reader? AnS. Would advise a trip t« the Ft Ing Banks, down the
Take the steamer sun LOW. TiojKst*,.$l, to be had of AUG,
bay.

Stanton, Gen.

,

;

it:

issue.

It will

Philadelphia.— Can you tell me of any private boarding
Arkansas Hot. Springs, or or any person to whom 1 could
write lor information? Ans.—There are plenty of boarding houses,
hut WC do not know who keeps them. Address G. Ransom, 11 West
Twenty-fifth street, New Jfork, Wbohfls lived there. Good hunting and
C.

<"'.

1...

houses

at

be of service for reference in the future.

DITTMAR POWDER.
to Nepnnsct. Mass.
Please (Ureal ail lotters for the above powti
Capt. I'.ogatdus and lia Panic, now in IChglau'l are using inv powder.
Caw. Un-riiAii.— Adv.

-don setter doj
D.H.M., Boston.—Mj
lip, which have made their appear

tills

nrtis

aside of I mouth, tend
growing larger. Will yon he kind BUOOgh to inform me what
Will
lean do te remove them? AAs.—Painting wiih tinctured
probably remove them; II not, have them touched with iiilrute of

under
tire

daily

I

silver.

J.—If Decoration Davis

K., Milburn, N.

W.

F.

from

New

Viet

not too early in the

to

-,

Foster.

W. S., Milwaukee.—AVill you give in e the address of some one who
husa good breed of bengle hoinnls? Ans. 1). G. Harlt, NoTtlipOrt,
Suffolk County, N. Y.; J. E. Dielil, Beverly, N. J., and Jesse Shei WOpO,
Kdin.i, Mo„ were exhibitors Of UCagles at Hie late New York Bench
Show.
Gins, lletlilcheiu.— 1st. What reputation have euns nianufuctiired
I»" ih-vt mii| arc favorably with sura
CO., London?
v.. m'. IfillyAmakers as Btott, Greener, etc.? 20. l>" you knew ahythlrlgasto the
Ans. 1st.
cpiality of My rods made by Dlngee Borijjner, St. Johfli N. II.'.'
They rank with the very heal makers, 2d. Excellent.
o. edarvitie, (iiuo.- Please Inform me, through your columns,
T,
lo

Jlnr
Casuius

Hiniis

of Prkv.

IhibliaitiotVi.
Ly

lly.

U.

Vornor.

Dawsou

Brothers,

Montreal.
ure pleased to learn that the first edition of this valuable anil
Very many copies have gone to
beautiful work has been nearly sold.
England. The price of the book has been reduced to $12 In American
currency.
There are thirty photographs of species. We have noticed
it is unquestionably a valuable addition to
ibis i.ook before ai length,
the scientille literature of the country. We have been interested to
know what Mr. Vernor had to say upon the much vexed subject of
-Osprey's Taking Dead fish," and, upon turning to its pages, we are

We

rewarded by finding the following pasRoge on pages SS and

S9

:

"Wilson

t

sweetest that the Lord ever made,

sence of hog
tions in ihc

li

suckers, which had been caught early in the day, .and started for Newborough. These llsh remained floating on the surface of the water, and
Hardly
their white bellies and red tins formed cou-picuous objects.

had our canoes got well under way again when three llsh liawki- Hew
directly to the spot, recounoltercd the floating fllsh for a few minutes
and then without more ado descended, and each bore away a prize. I

have never, however, seon a tainted lUli so taken up, altlioigh each
were heating for days when fish hawks were numerous."

to

make

woodsw

:.v

is

patata

n

ers the original lil;t;cral

ii

?

possible thai

requires the es-

it

other words,

lu

la

Ml

the no-

ase give yonr readunnatural? Will yob
nieauinu of the word scrolula?

Jons, Sctauket. -Tin- ownersof

•

hawk will descend after a fish when lie
-li
supported by f,ict. The
has dropped" it— which he seldom does, however— aud takes good care
He will even conthat his second grasp is more secure than the llrst.
descend to pick up a stray lish, wounded or dead, which may happpu to
atlracl his keen eye, as It floals, while side uppermost, down Hie
On one occasion, on cleaning out our canoe after a day's
stream.
of large
li-iiing in Mud Lake, on ihe Uideau, we threw out a number

i

.

as to the size and color oj Capl lk>#ardu$' pateiil glass balls; also, if
they can be sent by express with safety. Ans. The baits an- about
throe Inches- in diameter, of a bottle green color. They are packed in
as [retgiit.
barrels, ami ran be sent with safety, olthet bj express or

goos so far as to slate, It is singular iliat the hawk (tisproy) never
descends to pick up a fish which lie happens to drop, either on the land
or on the water. There is a kind of abstemious dignity In this habit of
the hawk superior to the gluttonous voracity displayed by most other
birds of prey, particularly the bald eagie, whose piratical robberies
commuted on the present, species have been already fully detailed in
treating of hia history.' But, alas, for this 'abstemious dignity!' it is not

D.U.

L.,

Brooklyn.— Will yon please Inform me whether the wholu

New York Bench Show is to ha' appropriated to ahonie for lost dogs, or whether the net proceeds of a certain day or
days 1 Ana. The net proceeds of the last, day only, and was so approprlated because the club desired to be relieved from any Imputation of
continuing the show beyond the advertised time fur any money-making
purposes.
net proceeds of the

W. S., Watertown, Wis.--Mv dog has b eonstani sJiakmn ol lie Head,
k.
toannol Sudan] onion ids
causing the ear to flap against thi
cars, but plllllng his ear., or striking bird sc-ius to hurt hnu
11,
Have tried l'.tirges's rentedy of Lici. Pluinlii and aqua tliht.il, but
Mud no relief. Ans.— Try 20 grains of sulphate of copper dissolved ill
ounces of water. First wash and dry the car thoroughly, aud inject
some of Ihe wash in the ear night and morning.
I

i

,n

ijoining

oti.irmio go on with Uje necessarj repairs,
tiie.ost iioin ihedeiin i,iieiii proprietor.

lun.l.-.

ii

ie

i

inuiintaiu

and charge and coliecl

half

:

i

.<

I

•

M. A.

I

It. A. s., Brunswick.— Please inform me what measurements are
taken and what is this formula used by the principal clubs in this coundetermine the time allowance i,,r sailing jacbts. Be particular to
state if water line or overall measurements are taken. Ana.—TBoal
lowanee and mode of calculating same vanes with different eliitis.
Some have a regular table of allowances, based upon an alien
a
length, which is found by adding the length on water line to thai Over
The general allowance in open
all and dividing the product by two.
boat sailing is two minutes per foot.

try to

J. A., Kdenburg, Pa.— I have a valuable pointer, and he seems lo be a
"under the weather." Last spring he had the distemper, but. f
thought lie was thoroughly cured, yet ever since he haadune alitllu
coughing, and his throat appears at times to be stopped up. When
He rubs Ids la-ad and nose all the
sleet, tug he shakes and sneezes.
time, us If they were itching. Please tell me, If you can, what 1 am in
do for him? Aus. Try a Dover powder night and morning lor iwu or
little

three days.

Fhank,
aJTOi

I

Mass.— What kind

Springfield,

viceable to

me

in Florida,

a breech-loader.

of a

gun would be most

premising in the

What

I'-..

11.

t

in

1.

Count—1st.

Pleas,- ml, urn

me

If

LltCl'G is

good hunt-

Ans—

Excellent hunting lor
ing wiihiu'iiity miles ,'t Kichiiiotid. in.
nui\. 2d. In what pun ol
quail within twetic miles on the Chics
E*robabl] in liu-i
Virginia are ihe best hnutuig grounUS? Aus.
tain region, though there is fine Uecr shooting m-Bruuswick anil flinwiddie. 3d. Please give nic Ihe address ol some reliable shot-dealer.

'

gun would you advise? Could I get a good, plain, Ber> cvable
muzzle-loader ror $30 ? Also, please give the charge tor such agon?

You could gel a se \ iceable
weighing s pounds, with 8u inch barrels.
muzzle-loader for the price you game. The charge for such a gun
would be about 3;<t drs. powder and 1>C oz. shot.
X. Y., Milwaukee A. bet, B. that the Alerts would beat the Athletics
to one 10 both games. In ihe tlrat game the score stood 4 to 4 in
llic Alerts beat the Athletics s to 0,
A. contends that ho
has won me bei, because on both games the score stood 12 to 1, which
B. couteuda that he has won the bet, because 111
is more than a to 1.
one of the games the score stood 4 to 4, which is not equal to a to 1?
Aus. A. loses. The bet was on the games, not on the total score ol two

two

;

Ihe second

games.

Amherst.— 1st. What and how obtained is the preparation
making canvas waierprool? zd. Near which of the coast towns
Connecticut is mere good woodcock shooting? Aus. 1st. Buy the
lugrcUieuts required youiself. Take of sugar of lead, aud powdered
alum ol each in tae proportion of half a pouiiil to a bucketful Of rainwater, dissolve and pour oh into auotaer vessel. Steep the canvas
thoroughly in the solution, and let it remain some little time; hang up
to dry, but do not wring It. Ud. We cannot say that ihore is good
shooting anywhere, but you will Ami some woodcock near all oi Ihe
E. U. P.,

for
of

u

me

ud.

s

Cait. DuCAiONK.Oiuoiunatl, O.—I noticed some time since In some
ol the papers flint one oi Iwo gentlemen had had the barrels ot
their guns severely "shortened " (unintentionally) by too deep clinking.
Cau jou give me address of a person having good barrels, etc., even as
ad.
Do "your folks" (K. and 6, branch)
short as at inches, for saic?
have copies ot the J. Cypress' "Sporting Skelehes" lor sale now If so,
at what price? a. The " Winchester'' people were talking of gelling
machinery moo position tor making lor their arm a new cartridge
(more powder anu lead). Are they ready to supply them? Aus. 1st.
Address any reliable guumuker. ad. Yes. :;,l. The new Winchester
gun using iU grains ol powder was to be ready iu Juue.

one

;

K. 11. li., New \ork.— A parly of us (four gentlemen) wish to t;U;c a
pedestrian excursion lor u. few days, walking twenty miles per da;,
Ui!l cany along usliuig lacklc lo real out^ehes with occa.-ion.ili>.

Please mi'ora toe whether the trtp to Delaware Water Gap would bo a
If jou can llnlik ot
lmhvi on,, or not, ami what Mil',' .1011 won:,, lake

am

Can we procure a map ol

tins

Greenwood Lake, and

foot

pleasanter rpute please mention it

nut.

or yon might lake MontOll

from (here. The
Walk up and boat

pousaioillc

Lolton, ITS William

si

il

down.

lo

a delightful pedestrian roate,
boat lo head waters i,.* rail.

Vi

Se

reel, publishes a

r

map.

—Undoubtedly one 01 Ihe best and cheapest slocks of Carp,
tinted

cloths, .Mattings, elc, lo be lonn

.Ions 11. I'iiav. SON8 4
the
is the sportsman

m

our

iricn.ts calling

reliable

''" Was

Sillies

street, Bostoi

upon nun, or

y

house.—Adv.

the guii-dealers advertising in our

columns deal a so

in

tin".-. Oil-

is lll.n
.

e special pain s to

u

klu.H

,

-.

A, hum
plea se any of

1.

v>

orders sent urn. Iti >a S

—•—

.

—Mr. John

Davidson's field trial bitcn Doll 1ms been bred tp
The same owner's Fl0r# 11. lias beuu bred [.,
blue iiiicli Nellie has been bred to Charm, are
Wliat a I" of puppies fAOfttj
Within two days of each otbi t.
Davidson will have cm his hands ai one time:

his Dasli 11.
clie.-ter, uiul

liis

1

Ana—Any Ol
shot.

barrels,

ser-

cannot
and we glit

tn-t place that

size bore, length ol

of

it

sesKx. t'oiin. -- Photographs of tin- successful competitors at the
Whal '"" ktm names 01
the -tie, is. " is tlilaso?
dog show are sol
fo.-sate?
the suocossfnl ones -those so tUstinguislied? tta« you any
..,....— u'c pregin? Wliat is Ihe price
il mil, wlieie, aii iln-y be
Hue tie lirsl paragraph referred to the portraits (?) in the iauatratan
papers Ihe week followmg the show. We have portraits „i many oi
the dogs on exhibition which Wfl sell lor 26 cents each.
j.1

B. M., Philadelphia.— Will you please inform me or some bonk that I
can buy in order to receive instructions in breaking a seller dog? fiog
Has been broken a Itlto
is nine months old, ami a little headstrong.
and not Ihoioiigtil)? Ans. "Dinks, Hutchinson and Muyhcw" Is recognized as standard authority, llallock's new " Sportsman's Gazetteer,"
to be published next mouth, Is very lull of dogs, the care, training,
diseases aud remedies.

lie

I

flshiu

too far

UtT The condensed report of the Crecdmoor spring meeting,
crowded from our columns this week, will appear in our next

or

,s

;

(pfBKCfB.— Is the

O. J.

W

them.

K, New York.— Give

uc- a list of the books lhat. treat of breeddog} My Object is to gat a work
works Ihai treat largely on Ihe seller Fiibjecl, or solely on it? Ans.
"The Setter," by Edward Laverack, is the only book which treala
solely of the setter, but you will tind furtner Information to ' Stbnaheuge," and "Dinks, Mil) hew and Hutchinson.''

A. A.

ing, raising, poinis, etc.. of the seller

i

La.— Do you know

Inatciiktociies,

season of

yo>.

To describe bow Hie Held trials arc managed
We must refer you to our hack num-

2d.

or,

or six feet loug

I

Jewell... HI
IIS
Allen
Waters. ...TO

bo shot

ill.

:•

nre aware

in

we

F. Y., Boston,

J?.

:

— fudge

T.— 1st. Can snlpo

N.

Hnii'B,

Creedmoqb.—The seventh tegular
the AtiintiMir KlttV Club was held at Crei-ilin.ior on Tuesday,
The leadinst.. willt a puffy six o'clock wind blowing,
EOrCB slood
900 lono
9110
soo
SOU
WOO

II. S.

WhCtlttl

lie-

Bast Railroad slrcet, Syracuse, N. v.. a. reliable gntiWe do nut know of any guuiuaker in Syracuse by that

380
Alls.

count. y.

tilts

would lake up too much space.
bers, containing reports of

i

UUIh
i

1

McAllismicroscopic
II.

.

shoo!, of Ihc

1.1,.
J. P.

S..

at a

or vary the sight if the bullels vary. It Is of the greatest
ante to have the bullets eveuly and uniformly patched, and lo
hive tiiein go Inlo the shell with no marring or orinkllug of the paper,
and to just lit the shell well, otherwise a slight defect on one side may
readily give the bntlei a wrong direction as it leaves the barrel. A
careful lad weighs my powder, but I allow no one to insert the bullet
in the shell for me.
I don't like to get everything else all right for a
bull's-eye, and be in doubt as to my ammunition. But I have stretched
tuts ni'tnbliug, after-snpper scribbling out too long already. Some expert ought to give a full chapter on this subject of preparing ammunition properly. My observations at the 'few ranges l have visited is
it

JTOU

A.

,1.

nisi

makoi?

base shell

i

Hi

Aiicram.— Please advise

t

T.

D.,

II-

York Bench Show? 2d. Please describe how the English field trials in o
managed? Ans. 1st. Docking a dug's tail Is not a bar at a bench show
in

glufi at

city that

same weight,

cull

I obtain the publications
Ornithology ana Zoology? j\ns.

,i

1

.1

striking

time to secure uuilormity, keep it in lightly closed
cans, pour It directly upon the scales from a tight flask, ami weigh to a
fortieth ufo grain weight. The bullets I wet with saliva, and Stand
thorn to dry, to shrink and laden the patch, then weigh them all and
lots of the same weight, and mark tlicm as 640, IW8,
s-ort them nil
553 grains, when they differ, and use on the same day those of the

powder

we

Venn.— w "here can

M. r.. Krunklin, N. .italll flarinG
lie
n
ter's Nassau street, ell. v.
It Is used in
slides.
I'l'iee nbUUt 50 cents per small but He.
P.

grain of

the ammunition.

the weight of a »0 grain bullet
grains of powder weighed on a

Una aj)6u\ the same effect. Again, at!
dry day and left in the scale over night, or until the air becomes
damp, will weigh down 91 to 93 grains, lience. I buy not less than in
lbs. of

II.

A

is

Information Lit regard

full

Vidirondaok etude,'' which

ChuiitinooL'ti.

II..

Incites difference in the

siJtjgralns In

nnd

will

v

in
of no- Smlthsonlon fnstilnl
From itoiM ,v. Mead, lis (Jroailwiiy.

during

But more Important still, If possible,
powder below ;r, grains makes s to 12

Ohio.— You

m

A.tifotelsrks

furnish you.
II.

good guns, and

with equal nerve and steadiness on the part of the shooter, a great deal
depends Upon Ihteillgout study uf itae conditions or light, wind, thermometer, and barometer, etc Cooler air and high burometer— not
usually lakeu inuclt -Into account— indicate a condensed atmosphere,
offering Increased resistance, ami a slight increase or diminishing of
resistance, has a decided effect upon a bullet when its force is
weakened, us it is after dying WO to 900 yards. A change o£ a single
luoh in the barometer will sometimes make eight or ten points difference In the elevation required, equal to IS to 10 feet at the 1,000 Jard

•

C. J.P., Paluesvllle,
totlio

that prove that.

some

others, that with equally

lloboken.-Tn several Instances 1 havo out the ends of my
sellers' tails. Docs Ibis injure a dog's chance for a prize at the New

M.

;:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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NATIONAL AND STATE ASSOCIATIONS
FOR THE PROTECTION OF FISH

AND GAME,

V.

It

is

expected

tlial

Fresce"

The New

everything indicates that

The

DKTOTKDTO

FiKt.n and Aquatic Spouts, PftiCTICAt. Natural HrsToiir,
KlsHl-ll.rrHE.THK I'KOTKI TIOK UK (J A MB. i'KKSKKV ATION 01' KOKKBTS,
IS Mp,S AND YVO.MKN OK A llKAI.THV iNTF.KKSl

AMITHK INCILCATION
in Ottr-DooB

F.I.ISHKI)

Rarest and
NO. Ill

(old

No.

[Post Oitice Box

Connecticut.— Ihither an inleivsting case of infraction of
game laws was tried recently at North Windham, Conn.

Twenty-five per cent,

—

»•

.

all

the old historical

Stone House broofo and was indicted for
The ease cxciled great interest throughout the counand when it was brought to trial a large concourse ,,f per.
sons had assembled.
The cage WR9 clearly proven, but the de-

same.
try,

-

1

Advertising Ilntci.

was

fense
Ike,

grand success, while the cxhibition'of living fish in aquariums
will add additional attraction, it being the first attempt of this
description by the association.
Another department bos been
arranged for manufacturers and dealers of sportsmen's, goods,

ADVANCE.

Clubs of Three or more.

oil for

—

tin

seems that prior to Ibe expiration of the close season Albert
Church had ivpealclly taken Irout with hook and line from

It

to place on exhibition their consignments.

bombshell.

perfect

a

Mr.

Church

and

testified,

proved, that he bad taken the trout for the purpose of stocking
other waters, which, under the statute, he had a perfect riwht
to do,

and was acquitted.

—An

the superintendency of Mr. Chas. Lincoln, promises to be a

2882.1

TERMS, J'OUK DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN

most successful.

trap and target, fly casting contest and bench show, aggregating several thousand dollars.
The bench show of dogs, under

PULTON STREET, -NEW VOHK.

lit:;)

will be

their headquarters at No. 8 Laurel Block, where
conimunicalions Should be directed desiring information.
Valuable prizes have been obtained for compel il ion tit,

IIY

j.hibli.ihing ^owjjihuj.

<§trc;tiii

it

cated

Reobeatioh ami stupt:
I'l

their convention

lii.iin-

poinled

Smyrna.

the

boM

clubs, the Onondaga and Central City, haveapExecutive Committee, consisting or Messrs. Greene,
Smith, John A. Nichols and Francis E. Carroll, who have lo-

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

and

prolific,

ielent of the

I

(Jniofl. -will be rcpEe,
importance to the association will

June, comfliencrog Monday, the 1th, and

in

extremely

is

every State in the

vita]

'lock Siuic Association will

week

life

Kenwortby), and Major G. A. Alden.
"Hallock Game Protection Club" of

C. G.

fJJr.

i

New

be acted upon.

in the lliinl

climate of Florida animal

opportunity to resuscitate, propagate and multiply.' Florida
owes its game law mainly to the persistent efforts of "Al

The National Association will bold their annual convention
on Tuesday, June ... al the Vanderbilt House, Syracuse, N.
seated, as mattersof

warm

protected by tlsjimglesand wilderness swamps, will have every

law-observing,

enthusiastic

spondent,

who

grime-protecting corre-

president of a large

is

game

protective club at

(Ben's Fulls, wrilcs:
" I hope next winter that a bill will be
passed .proliibiliajr
oil spearing, as the people, if allowed
to spear suckers pick-

spear bass.
.My first attempt at ratehi, ex lawbreakers was not a sue ess. After waiting for hours on he
shore of the Long Fond with an officer and another member
of the club for some men to come ashore (they had the
only
boat that had been put into the water at that lime), we
found
they only had suckers and nick.
1 sprained my left hand falling in the dark, and the men were so frightened that
1 doubt
il
Ihcy ever spear a sucker again this year."
This is worse luck than P. P. (Poor Pickwick had when
erel, etc., will

I

Inside pages, nonpareil type, 26 eents per line outside page. V< rents.
Special rates for three, six and twelve months. Notices in editorial
columns. Be cents per line.

Alldealersih sportsmen's goods and material are requested to
forward a case of goods, enclosing a large placard designating

publisher instiling cur prospectus as above one time, with

their firm, which will be placed under the immediate supermtendeney of an experienced and capable manager.
Quite fortunate were the sportsmen in obtaining the us

:

'.*

\ii.v

marked copy

brief editorial notice railing alt enfioii thereto, and sending
to us. will receive the FOREST ano StkKam for one year.

NEW

YOKK, THURSDAY,

MAY

the State

81, 1877.

Armory

To Correspondents.
AU communications whatever, whether relating

to business or literary

correspondence, mnst be addressed to the FottEST and Stukam. 1'i'isushtnu Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication mast be accompanied
with real name as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be publislied

No anonymous contributions will be

objection be made.

If

The building

for exhibition purposes.

180x85 without a post or

pillar to

is

obstruct the view, with a

large gallery the full length of one side,

and ante-rooms ml
The bench show, lish aquariums, and sportsmen's
libitum.
goods will be exhibited in Ibis mammoth hall.
The ground for field sports is located about four miles from
the cenlre of the city, on the line of the Central Railroad.
Trains will run every half hour.

what a supply of pigeons

.No fear

is

t

he went shooting with Mr. Winkle.
miserated, should be encouraged.

President— Dr. E. S. Holmes, of Grand Hapids.
First Vice President— E. C. Nichols, of Battle Creek.
Second Vice President— John K. Long, of Detroit.
Secretary— Arthur J. Holt, of Grand Eapids.
Treasurer— A. B. Turner, of Grand Rapids.

anticipated but

will be obtained.

— William

Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are so-

BTRDS OF PLUME PROTECTED TN
FLORIDA.

licited.

We

'

11

who

advertisement or business notice of an immoral character wil
received on any terms; and nothing will be admitted to any departof the paper that may not be read with propriety 111 the home

circle.

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the. mail service, if
money remitted to ns is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Sat unlay of each week if possible.
EB " Trade supplied bj American News Company.
IIAT.I.OCK, Editor.
S. H. Tl'BriJLL-,
T. C. BANKS,
Western Manager.
Business Manager.

We

CHARLES

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Westminster, >td.;
Freeport, 1U.; Fleetwood Park, N. T.j Ambler Park, Pa. Base Ball
St. Louises. Cincinnati, ai Cincinnati; Chicago vs. Louisville, at Lonls.Marshalmwn vs. Clinton,
vllle; Boston vs. Star, of Syracuse. ,r Boston
Tecumseh vs. Manchester, at Mam Hester; Indianapoat Clinton, In.

hay 31.— Trotting: Le Roy, N.

Y.;

;

;

Allegheny, at Allegheny city IlornclU vs. Eric, at Hornellstor. dr.,
ville, N. Y. ; Auburn vs. Maple Leaf, al Auburn: Knickori
vs. dasper, al Manhaltanville; Buckeye vs. Rochester, at Rochester
Live oak of l.wm vs. Rochester, at Lynn; Mutual vs. Fairbanks, at
Chicago; Athletic vs. Hartford, al Hartford.
PriSOB, June 1.'—Trot'itng: Freeport, III.; Fleetwood Park, X. Y.;
Ambler Park, Pa. Base Ball: Buckeye vs. Rochester, at Rochester
Philadelphia vs. Indianapolis, at Philadelphia ; Athletlcvs. Hartford, at
iiii'r
i: Star VS. Live Oak, at Lynn; Tecumseti VS. Fall Elver, at
lis vs.

;

;

Fall River; Indianapolis vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia.
Rifle
Saturday, Jmu 2.—Racing: Jerome Park, Cincinnati, o.
Shooting Cxeedmoor. Base Ball Live Oak of Lynn vs. Rochester, at
Lynn Indianapolis vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia Buckeye vs. Auburn,
at Auburn; Athletic vs. Providence, at Providence Metacnmet vs.
Taunton, at Taunton; Star vs. Lowell, at Lowell; Tecumseh vs. Live
:

:

interests of scientific collectors, but designed,

law as follows

Assembly, do

.:.

JWU

at Prospect

Cincinnati, O.

tr-B

Park

;

Osceola

vs.

Trotting: Belmont Park,

Rochester; Mutual vs.
eket vs. Maple Leaf, at limghamton TeFairbanks, at tjhioafl
,-en; star vs. Manchester, at Manchester1
cumseh vs. Yale, at N
Tndianapolls vs. Boston, at Boston.
rwsilni/, .hmr. r,. -Racing: Jerome Park, Cincinnati, O. Trotting:
Belmont Park, Phila.; T'ittslleM, Mass.; Hudson, N. Y. Utica. N. Y.;
Medina. N. Y.; Muskegon, Mich.; Dutranue, la.; Maryville, Mo.;
Parkville. L. L; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mystic Park. Boston. Base Ball :
Hartford vs. Boston, at Boston; Buckeye vs. Auburn, at Auburn.
Spring meeting of the Sixth
,/nnt ik— Trolling as above.
-in
Je,N. Y»; Amateur Rule Club team
Division Hide
Phila.

Base Ball: Bl

Rochester, a

vs.

I.

;

;

;

'

1

1

.

>

MC-spiv'..

,

I.u

iM'ii.ln.'-'iu

All. II. (iilericlc

dug second prize
i

II. "is

'

!

claims

ilic

at

last

Hit:

put of Nettie by Tips

nm.'l,

STew

for bis fox
name Tips
New York bench show).

I.,

J

I.

botli imported

terrier

Tips

by Mr. Oderiek.

-

Oak

There does not seem to be any exception or exemption
granted by the law, as above presented. But if natural history suffers, it will he for the public good.
It was high
time that some restriction should be put upon the indiscriminate and senseless fusiladc upon the herons, water turkeys,
linkins, buzzards, parrots, pink curlews and other birds of
plume, which one has been obliged to witness every winter
from the decks of the passenger steamers that ply upon the
rivers of Florida.
Travelling will bo more tolerable in
future seasons, for the present
and nervons invalids will
now be induced to take a trip for health, which their former
experiences have deterred them from repeating.
In an economic point of view the provisions of the law will be worth,
at least, $50,000 to the State, promoting travel throughout

now

a good

game

law.

permits the winter

It

visilor to shoot at pleasure, but will

not permit him to ex-

game out of the State.
Now. if it would only
making them just and reasonable,

It

fosters legitimate

shooting only.

define its close sea-

sons,

so as to prelect

i

>

21.

W

Au-

open stubble and grass, except on very favorable days.
The open season tor ipiail is changed from October

November

I

nyd January

I

and February t—a wise measure, 1 think. In slioutinir
Iwo-thirdH of the quail I found were until to kill, flue Cluea-o
market showed the same slate of affairs in October, a large share of
the birds being unlit for sale or consumption while, oil the other hand,
to

I

;

W

the extended time
February will have no eilect on their breeding,
unless in the sonthern part of the State. I Hushed an unbroken covey

near Decatur,

in the central part of the' State, the first of
al.

any

lime,

May. IS'o
under heav v penal-

ties.

Summer woodcock

shooting

is

abolished, the opening being set at

September 1.
The opening for deer, turkey, and rulTed grouse
The laws on waterfowl remain about the same.

is

set for

Ihey

1

1<

Si,",,

toher

!rn,

being uncertain and migratory
ares', to

is the prim-ipal eji.se.
The
or imprisonment in default of payment of tine.

n la.

penaiii

">l think Mr. Greene Smith will experience as much diinculty
gelling his prairie chickens, as a correspondent of the Chicago Field
thinks He raaj stool all he irinaea himself, whiicany of his friends wlro
are resident* 01 tin state ma] ship them anywhere they wish. The aot
in regard lo this reads:
"It shall be unlawful for any person or persons who is or are non-residents of the State to kill, trap, etc., for the

m

'

purpose

n[ selling or

shipping out of the State,

etc.,

am

Bran-la

i

lUeto

.

not stop the shipping of game out of the State. The business
will be carried on by dealers the same as before, while any one so disposed may become a citizen under favorable circumstances and kill and
If will

ship his game or get aresidem of the State to do so for him. Large
of prairie chicken wintered m this part of thi State, md
Heir booming is distinctly heard these line spring mornings. The
heavy rains we are having is very detrimental to them at this lime.
tjuail here are gone. In a ride of .seventy miles across the country I
did not hear or see a single Bob White. The deep snow last winter
exterminated them in places. In the central and southern part of the

the great caravansaries from eating sick meat,

il

will greatly

extend its usefulness and widen its sphere of reform.
But this killing of plume birds has been even more serious
than most of the best informed have imagined. Not only in
the interior rivers has the destruction been

among

the

Keys and on

been almost depopulated of their

rife,

State, wheii. iiu

hi

;n in

i

Ib

less severe,

lite

Micklcs and other hotel hunters from shooting deer in April
and May, and does after 1st of February, ami the guests at

but the breed-

Mexico have
cormorant and pelican fttthe Gulf of

Nature adjusts her laws to carry out certain
and with the destruction of so much feathered life
th rules of compensation become disarranged, and the conntry suffers— generally from a Sanitary standpoint.
The law
does not specify the period during which the enactment is to
remain in force, but we hope it will continue three years.
At the end of that time there will be birds enough. In the
;

Mav

numbers

her territory.

ing islands

Ills.,

gust was late enough certainly tor the opening, espei iaih tn the
em half of the State. Even in the norttiera b»M thej are often ,„
such packs by the 1st of September that they will not lie to dies In "lie

;

Florida bus

Pj.hk,

Illinois State Game Laws have passed
both the House and Senate, and now only Uidt the Governor's signature to in .iime a law.
Without doul.t the Governor will approve it.
The principal changes are as follows: The openiug day on prairie
chicken is extended from Augasl r
BEptenrtjar I, The Ism of

snaring, netting, or trapping of quail

Section 2. Whoever violates the provisions of this act sball
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be lined
in a sum not less than ten nor more than twenty dollars, at
the discretion of the court.

habilants.

i

n

—^

AND STREAM:
The new amendments to the

EntTOlt POBEST

last fall

said State.

ends,

a. Ti. Raymond's native English setter Wtch Abbey, orange
year, bj Young Laveraek out of Dido, has passed
and while,

print the

Section 1. From and after the passage of this act it shall
not be lawful for any person or persons to wantonly destroy
the nest, eggs or young of any sea bird or bird of plume in
this State, on the land or coast, or in any seas, buys, rivers,
creeks, or harbors, or within a marine league of the coast of

i

;

competition. Oreedmoor.

;

-

...

.'

We

i

port or carry

Putnam,

VS.

;

stranger,

eniirt as follows:

;

Oak, at Lynn; Uerui
Orange, at Orange 1
Nameless, at Progpec

sup-

Chapto! 3,643.— [Ho. 07.]
An act to Prevent the Wanton Destruction of the Nests, Eggs,
and Young of Sea birds and birds of Plume in this state'.
The people of the Stale of Florida, represented in, Senate and

;

;

and

we

either destroy wantonly, or shoot to supply feathers for

text of the

ment

Thursday,

made to the law in Florida, which
was approved March 3d, 1877, affecting Very serious-

the market for decorations for ladies' attire.

No

sia

addition has been

pose, especially to reach gunners, both native

il

W. Hulst, of Beresrord, Valusia County, Ha.
" Our club is the only sporting club, I believe, in VoluCounty, and has completed its organization. A. Rossitter
Jr., President
D. M. Adee. Vice-President; and your servant, Secretary and Treasurer."
says:

»- .»•

AN
ly the

The Publishers of Fdke-t and stiik.vm aim tomeatanftsepuK
patronngeandcountena;:'-!' of that portion of the c immunity irhost
lined intelligence enables them to propeilt appreciate and enjo,
that is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes,
pervert the legitimate Bports 01 land and water to those ha e
icons and g
which always tend to make then) unpopular « t »<

though com-

friend,

MioiriGAk—The following arc the officers of the Michigan
State Sportsmen's Association for the coming yean

carded.

cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor ns with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this
betwee
i:iii.t i" become a medium of useful and reliable information
gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to Hie other; and
ii By
will idid our columns a desirable medium for advertising

Our

they arc quite plenty.
Toit Tkamp.

—The New York boofcbindery of JE. Walker's Sons have
removed to No. II Doy si reel, where hey have four line lofts
and an abundance of room for their immense business. The
tirni was established in 1836, and have the well earned reputation of doing good work.
The firm pay faithful attention to
al) orders from distant customers, and when Hie c\m
binding desired are specified the very best materials and
I

i

'

hip are guaranteed.
As a curious instance of lite
confidence reposed in the sldlj, care and fidelity for which this
bindery is noted we will stale that after the only existin M
of the New York Jminuil of Cmnii'-rre i.eovennsa period of
fifty yearsj had been terribly damaged by the late lire, they
were sent to .Messrs. K. Walkei s as far us
8 to be restored
vi

il

is

d

This dillicult job is now in progress, and
possible,
ii- well as human skill and patience can pi
corn]
i'i

work received

will

be

a gold mei
back as ls.,i. jit the Crystal Palace Exhibition, and sliver
medals and diplomas have since been repeatedly awarded to
p

'

bi

CI

'i

I'll,

""

"i

fairs.

FOREST AND STREAM.
NEW

RESPECTING

DISCOVERIES

that

EELS.
i-

it

ascending, not descending the rivers in the spring.

« Efy&ESC AMI Stream
through you the
1

my

If

:

results of

I -wish to record

•with these curious apodal creatures the Bote,

mistaken,

all

received theories

:is

my experiments
tor. unless 1 am

to their habits are errors,

and

knowledge concerning them n delusion.
The accepted opinion of their method of reproduction goes
on the idea tiuit they deposit their spawn in the suit water
during the winter or early spring months-, that the spawn
hatches in the months of April and May, and that the young
asc.jnd fh,e streams in May to find some suitable mud-endowed
All
pond where they can live, luxuriate, eat ami grow fat.
out' entire

contrary to the habits of every known variety of fish,
and was only approved after considerable investigation and
this

is

on what seemed sufficient evidence, but there was always
more or less doubt about it, and it required the confirmation
of the actual taking and hatching of the eggs under those,
conditions.
These eggs, however, were never found in salt
water, nor for the matter of that, anywhere else and I too
:

Have not found them, and consider it possible that eels are
Certain it is that the
viviparous a-Ud produce living young.
oldest fishermen assert that they have never seen eggs in eels

anywhere or at any season but unfortunately, fishermen,
both the oldest aud youngest, are like the rest of the world,
and never seem to see anything even when it is perched on
the ends of their noses. The man who can see what really
;

man, and great men are
He is a Bierstadt, a Selh Green or an Agassiz, and
hence if the fishermen have never seen spawn in eels, that is
very little evidence that spawn does not exist in them.
1 um slow in drawing conclusions from any one experiment, but my experiments this year have been so conclusive
that I cannot refuse to credit the inevitable deduction from
them, contrary as it is to all that I have supposed heretofore to be the truth as to the manner and place of reproexists before

him becomes

a great

duction of these creatures. This year I built two small
preserves below my trout pond on Long Island, leading one
main
into the other, and the upper one connected with the
pond by a wooden trough. In the lower pond I had nothing
but afterwards some trout of from one-quarter to
In the upper preserve were
one-half a pound in weight.
placed six hundred California salmon from those hatched by
at

It was seeing them
way Which had conhad convinced others, that eels were

first,

Mather in the New York aquarium, aud the trough was
thousand trout
arranged with sand and gravel to hatch a few
These arrangements were merely temporary, as I had
eggs,
Nearly
satisfactorily.
great doubts about their working
hatched beautifully by
10,000 irout eggs were laid down and
.Mr.

The sac was rapidly
the loss being immaterial,
At that
absorbed until by April 17 the fry were very lively.
lady's hair pin, passed
than
a
time a few young eels, not larger
semiwere
They
troughs.
the
seen
in
were
and
the screens
came from the pond.
transparent, evidently just hatched and
our
escaped
some
and
killed,
These grew rapidly when not
During my temporary absence I was informed that

April

notice.

I returned on April
they were eating the trout fry, and although
been devoured. In moving the rest
17, most of the. latter had
it filled up with eels, from
found
and
sand,
the
up
I had to dig
inches long, which had buried themselves
|,Wp inches io six
wholly out of sight. There were
in it and were hidden away
wire netting in the trough one at the
fine
of
three screens
Now that the
the foot, one between the two.
;

at

were to be seen in myriads
sand was gone the young eels
the trough and thence into
passing from the main pond down
salmon had grown so large that they
the first preserve. The
the lower pond were now
in
and
would occasionally eat one,
eels.
the large trout and few or no
eels could have come up stream
It was impossible that the
from the lower prefrom the salt water bay, as the discharge
grated, and with a two feet fall.
also
pipe
a
through
was
serve
the trough; m black masses
BesideB we saw them descending
to get through the lower
they settled down and endeavored
By April 26,
upper one.
screen, never seeking to pass the
screen, they were being taken out
as they collected at the lower
of mospurpose)
the
for
(made
net
by millions m a small
Most of them were so young that the heart
quito netting.
were
rapid,
which
pulsations,
could be plainly seen, and its
noted under a microscope.

I could find nothing of the supmagnifying glass may not

posititious heart in the tail, but

my

clays after their first ap-

few
have bad sufficient power. In a
translucent color and became
pearance they would lose their
delicate aeration, or reticulation
the
with
opaque
and
black

Towards the

last

of April

on their sides, of the perfect eel.
and we almost cleared the
the supply of young diminished,
there never were more
trough and upper preserve of them;
May 19 they were
than a few in the lower preserve, but by
screen in the trough
lower
the
as
and
ever,
more plenty than
upper preserve in myrhad been moved, they poured into the
'

Now, none

of these eels

came from the bay; they were

all

have hatched or
descending from the pond where hey must
up stream, but,
been born. To be sure they kept their heads
do that, as
invariably
stream
it
descending
in
fish of all kiuds
knows, and for the reason
eveiy one who has watched them
regulate
can
and
danger,
that 'in that way they cm escape
Salmon descend rfipids, and shad go
descent,
I

their rate of
down our rivers head
Hell

present conclusion

course.

It is true

they would oc-

swarm back up the side of the preserve, into which
wormed their way with so much persistency, but

casionally

they bad

up stream, and so docs every kind of

left to its natural

when

is

right,

it

accords with the practice of

all

migratory fish, and brings eels into the ordinary catalogue
breeding in fresh water, and growing in salt.
It seems
There were very
to me impossible that I could be deceived.

[PEOM OCB SI-EM At, CORRESPONDENT

\

few

the main stream into which the preserves emp-

eel fry in

more

tied; scarcely

in

through which

the lower preserve,

alone could they obtain access from below to the upper

lire-

they existed in millions, their numbers
immensely about May 1, when the lower screen
trough
was
removed:
in the
and in the trough they were also
found in solid masses of wriggling life. Eel pots were set during this time in the main pond and caught some large eels,
but none of these contained spawn, and 1 have no knowledge
whether they are viviparous or oviparous, but I am firmly
persuaded that the supposition that they produce, their young

serve

in the latter

;

increasing

]

BIKDS fOTINO IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA— THEIR HABITS,
TIMES OF ARRIVAL AND- DEPARTURE, ETC.— THE GREAT

FAM.8 FISHING

of

CI.UI1.

Washington, D. C, May

18, 1877.

SPORTING

matters in this vicinity have been remarkably
dull this spring.
Usually we have had very good white
perch fishing from the middle of April to the latter part of May,
but, frequent rains this season have kept the river very high and

muddy.

The water now is as yellow as a pumpkin, and will
probably remain in that condition a week or two yet, even
though we have clear weather. The cold northeast storms
which have

prevailed so

extensively destroyed

snipe

nil

shooting.

In the neighborhood of the city, upon suitable low
lauds and marshes, these birds are often plentiful in early
spring, when the weather is favorable
but I have not heard
;

or deposit their eggs in the salt water

is a mistake.
This ci inclusion has been reached only in the last few
months, and even now I read an article of my own in Appletan's Journal which was written before I had this knowl-

which contains the old error; but, us I have said,
although opinions which are hastily formed are apt to be misedge, and

taken, this appears so firmly established that I submit

it

One unaccountable event; took
which in fairness must be mentioned: all the young
disappeared out of both of my ponds about May 22,
" leaving not a wrack behind," and giving me no idea whither

the criticism of your readers.

eels

They were then mostly

they had gone.

have

too large to

passed either the screen above or below, and as there had been
a rain during the night the eccentric scamps may have wriggled
directly over the sides and dams of the preserves into the

main stream, or they may

be buried in the sawdust at the
Last year they were in inky
lines of countless numbers in the main stream,
They had
probably sonfi down the fish-way which is placed in the dam
This year they discovered the new and more
at the flume.
feasible passage of my breeding trough and followed it, none.

They

bottom.

still

are a wise race.

so far as I can ascertain, having recourse to their

A

of descent.

few were seen

former method

at the outlet of the pipe

which

supplies the hydraulic ram, but so far. none,

comparatively
stream below the pond or
have been an effectual eel trap from

speaking, have beeu seen in the
preserves.

which

I

The

latter

have sent thousands of

eels

to

other parts of the

country, and which have proved an effectual exterminator of
wdiat I regard as the most fatal enemy of trout in Long

Yours, very respectfully,
ROBEKT B. RoOSEVELT.

Island waters.

—

Omrr.VKY. Hon. E. H. Rosekrans. late Justice of the Supreme Court, died at his residence in Glen's Falls, on Tuesday morning, May 1. Judge Hosekrans was born iu Waterford, N. T., October 16, 1808, and graduated with honor
from Union College before he was eighteen years of age;
studied law with hiB uncle, Judge Samuel G. Huntington, of
Troy, and practiced with him two years after he was admitted to the bar in October, 1S29, when he was barely twentyone years old settled in Glen's Falls in 1S31 was district
judge of the county court from
attorney from 1835-45
judge of the supreme court, two terms, from
1847-51
1855-71, and was honored with LL. D. by his alma mater in
Judge Bosekrans was an ardent sportsman, and one of
1867.
;

;

;

;

the most promising clubs in the State, organized for the pro-

and game, had its origin in his office. Among
and especially in his family, his superabounding
good humor and pleasantry made his presence ever
enjoyable, and turned a dull hour into a season of sparkling
joy.
In the death of Judge Rosekrans the bar of Warren
County has lost a valuable member, and the community a
tection of fish

his friends,

,

and genial

much esteemed

A Contemptible
is

Action.

—A

letter written in

among our correspondents

confidence

we

regret to say that

is

either ignorant of,

or else has willfully violated the obligation wdiich is supposed
Some time since, a Mr. Dunham,
to exist among gentlemen.

of Leeds, Mass., wrote to us for information regarding a parly
of this city,

and

in the desire to

ed frankly but confidentially.

when

do him

Our

a service,

we answer-

surprise can be imagined

the party referred to presented the letter

which had

been forwarded to him by Mr. Dunham, and asked for an exWhile there was nothing in the letter of wdiich
we are ashamed, or that we will retract, the breach of trust is

planation.

bo glaring that

we

cannot refrain from giving

it

publicity.

Notice to Sportsmen.—Having received so mauy communications
asking as tor information in regard to our six-section bamboo trout,
black tiass, grilse and salmon rods, we have prepared a circular on Hie
we shall take pleasure in forwarding to any address
We keep on hand all grades, the prices or which range l'rom*Sl5 to J160,
We put our stamp only on the best, in order to protect our customers
and our reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor rod with a false
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine article)
without letting our customers know Just what they are getting.
Abbey &, iiiBuiE, -13 Maiden Lane.
P. O. Box, 1,294.—Ado.

subject, Which

friends of Hon. Charles W.
Hutchinson, of Utica, will be grieved to learn of the accident
While trout-fishing in the Worth
wdiich has befallen him.
Woods, a few days since, he slipped from a log and broke bis
He reached home on Saouday
leg short below 'the knee,
night, and judging from his letter, while undoubtedly suffering
great pain, maintains that equanimity ami esprit which is so

A Sad

Accident.— The many

natural to him.

bagging of two or three birds, where eight or ten have been
killed iu an hour or two in previous years.
SPRING AND

The welcome
bright and

AUTUMN

VISITANTS.

warblers of every description with their

little

gaudy plumage, which usually make the woods

and thickets so lively with their chirping in spring, have been
kept away from us this year by the backwardness of the senson.
I have noticed but few arrivals thus far, though I have
watched carefully the places which they usually frequent. Iu
a recent letter 1 mentioned all the game birds found in this
locality, and a brief mention now of Hie warblers, thrushes,
tly catchers, finches, and other small birds which are spring
and autumn visitants, while it may not be of much interest to
the sportsmen 1 hope may be to Ihe student of natural history.
Though the number of birds which are resident throughout
the year, and those which breed here is considerable, they are
few in comparison with those which pass through during their
spring and autumn migrations and remain for a longer or

The number of species indeed is
not greater, but the individuals of each are very numerous. It
is on this account that for a month or so during the spring and

shorter time each season.

autumn

the colleclor is amply repaid for his pains, while at
other limes omithologizing, except for some particular birds,
is hardly worth the time and trouble.
The great mass of the

birds which pass through the district in Iheir spring migrations
do not stop to breed before reachingat least the New Eng.States,
and many go still further north, spreading through the Canadas into British America to the region around Hudson's Bay.
In mentioning our spring and autumn visitants, I again quote
from the perfect list prepared by Drs. Coues and Prentiss.
Of the fly catchers we have four species -trails, least, acadian,
and yellow bellied
the latter is a comnnn summer resident,
and the only one that breeds here in any numbers. The least
fly catcher, Empidonax minimus, frequents exclusively
the
;

margins of small streams, brooks and briar patches.
thrush family

Tardus

we hive

six spee'es,

known

as

wood

Of the
thrush,

musteUnus,

hermit thrush, Turdus ptllasi, tawny
thrush, Turdus futeeicem, olive backed thrush, Turdus swainsoni, and gray cheeked thrush, Turdus alicia, the latter being
a variety of the Swainsoui. The robin, Turdus migratorius,
also a

member

few breed

;

of this family, is a permanent resident and a
the greater part, however, prpceed north in sumin winter.
They are found in all localities, and

mer and south

many nest in the parks about the capitol and President's house.
The hermit thrush arrives earlier than the others, and immedibecomes very abundant. They frequent chiefly open
woods,
The tawny thrush is the rarest of the species. It re-

ately

mains here but a short time and is shy and solitary, frequenting high open woods, but keeping near the ground.

The

long,

generally supposed to be sacred, but

one. at least,

favorite haunts

olive

citizeu.

A careful hunt of their
on one or two occasions has resulted in the

of a dozen being killed this year.

to

place,

1,

head one

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER.

was probably due to eel-perversity.

climb perpendicular flood gates in that
vinced me, as no doubt

M
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backed and gray cheeked thrushes do not remain here
and none breed in this locality. The ruby crowned

kinglet, Iie.gulus calendula, is usually very abundant, but

none

They frequent orchards, thickets, copses, cedar
patches, etc., but are not often found in high woods.
They
are abundant in fall, and in full song before they leave.
breed here.

The

spring migrations always embrace a

number of both sexes with
There are twenty-two species of

the head perfectly plain.

Dendram found

in North America.
Of these, fourteen have
Not, one is a permanent resident.
Three
pinus, Ae.stim, discolor, breed; one, D. coronata,

been observed here.
only,

/>.

is

a winter resident;

Of

these, seven,

D.

nine others arc spring and
rirens, Canadensis,

fall visitants.

BlaeMumim,

Pennsyhanica, Striata, Maculosa, do not

Castanen,

differ materially in

numbers, habits, or times of arrival and departure. One,
D.
pirlmarum, differs iu times of arrival and departure, and
very
remarkably in habits
one, D. suprrciliosa, is an accidental
;

h

Visitor; one, 7). Ugrina,
exceedingly rare. Most of these
warblers are found in high open woods, except the Dendram
palmarum, yellow red poll warbler, which frequents old corn

and buckwheat

fields, associating with various species
of sparrows, differing in this respect from all others of its genus,
and
resembling the Oporornis agilis, Connecticut warbler. Trochilu*

ruby throathed humming bird, is the only humming
found here, but is abundant in the fall. It frequents ex-

colubris,

bird

clusively the gardens in the city, patches of wild flowers,
etc.,
and breeds plentifully in the high woods. Tyrarmus caroliiumxt\ bee martin, breeds plentifully here,
but the greater
number go further north. Sivrui uiirieapillus, golden crowned

wagtail, is a

They

summer

resident,

and exceedingly abundaut.
and for about two

arrive about the middle of April,

;

:
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weeks keep

perfectly silent, hiding in the thickets

ahd

laurel

visitant, is exceedingly abundant from April
25th ill (he middle of May, and a Tew breed.
They inhabit exclusively high
open woods, and are usually seen in the lops of trees or at the
I

brakes, BO
first

that

.aneeofthe
species.

keeps on

It

are not heard until

lie

t

when

and mora retiring

ground rustling among the dry leaves

soms.
is

to the nearest

flies

common

quite

is

tree.

in

bers.
Oporcwit-forrnoiuS, Retuuckytrtahler, is a i arc. vist.
taut, and is found chiefly in low woods with thick undergrowth, ravines, etc. It is very silent, hut not shy. A fewbreed here.
Jle/noVieriiK rcrmicorux, worm eating warbler, is

a lather

who

This bird

wagtail,

uncommon at

generally considered rare, but

is

May

may always

it

all

From

certain seasons in particular localities.

of April to the 10th of

'ili

not at

is

be ob-

tained, by an acute collector, in the. dense laurel brakes which
border the banks and fill the ravines leading into Rock Creek
and Pinuy Branch. It is usually very shy, darting at once

into the most impenetrable, brakes.

made by

chirp, like that

striking

has also a loud and melodious song.
start, is

woody

note

Its

is

a sparrow-like

two pebbles together; but
t^elophngo

ro.ticilhi,

it.

red

exceedingly abundant in spring, and is found in all
swampy skua! ions. It has a habit of running along

or

(

little

twigs, sideways, and has a note very similar to that of

pnoga

uncommon summer

SALT WATER.

winged yellow,

a

resident,

Mimvs

(estiva.
is

exceedingly abundant, and

patches, along fences
less in
'

caroRnensis, cat bird, a

concealing

its

is

summer

found in all briar
seems rather care-

and

in thickets.

nest,

but very solicitous in protecting it.
is found on low moist

It

Pusscrculus savanna, savanna sparrow,
meadows and watery savannas, from

Match IS to
November 10.

the

firsl

May, and from October 10 to
It is shy
and is always found on the ground. (brturnicnIn* paSst ri.inix, yellow winged sparrow, inhabits exclusively
neadows and fields, keeping closely concealed in the grass.
Cot'trnicuhi.i heuslon-i, Hewsluw's bunting, is a summer resi-

week
nud

in

retiring,

but exceedingly

dent,

throated sparrow,

Zonvtrialdd

rare.

chiefly a spring

is

albfcollis,

and autumn

white

visitant, but

numbers spend the winter in sheltered localities. They arrive early in October, and are. exceedingly abundant during
Ih it month: and become numerous again about the 1st of
They frequent
April, continuing so until the middle of May.
ebiiifbj briar patches, hedges, roadsides, etc., in fall and winleri but, in spring, are found on the ground in open woods.
Xpizclla xociali.% chipping sparrow, a

home

doiuestiealed like the

wren.

summer resident, is semiThey breed in orchards,

gardens, shrubbery, and about porches, but are especially fond
oT building their nest in small cedar bushes. PoliopUla ca-blue-gray gnat-catcher, a

rntfii,

daut,

it

frequents

swamp

/.npiia. palvxtri*.

tinm

resident, is very

On

and breeds in high open woods.

early in April,
,1/.

summer

tall

its first arrival,

trees on the sides of streams.

sparrow, are chiefly spring and au-

very abundant in the

visitants, but

abun

fall.

The} -

are-

very

eluded and retiring in their habits. Passerelh. iliuen, fox
colored sparrow, is also a spring and autumn visitant, though
some spend the winter in shellered situations. They are abuns

dant from November 1st to :50th, and during the month of
March, and eminently gregarious. They inhabit thickets and
the denser briar patches and laurel brakes, and sing just beEuspiza americana, black
None breed.
fore departing.

summer

resident, and inhabits open
abundant, especially in the spring.
is a rare summer
It is round in high open
visitant, and seen only at intervals.
woods, generally in small companies, but is shy and difficult
tiw'raca crrrulea, blue grosbeak, is a summer
to procure.

throated bunting,
fields

is

and meadows.

a

It is

Uiiinim Ivdoviciana, rose breasted grosbeak,

resident,

and rather

rare.

It

breeds in

much

the same places
At other times it is found in

as does the cardinal grosbeak.
more open situations— orchards, sparse woods, etc.

Agelains
red winged black bird, is a resident nearly all the
year, but more abundant in spring and fall, especially the latThey breed in this locality, and commence to flock over
ter.
They arrive in flocks
the marshes and cornfields in August.

plwiniccxiA,

Icterus baltimore, Baltimore oriole, is chiefly
a spring and autumn visitant, though many breed. It arrives
the lirst week in May, and remains until the latter part ot

early in March.

September, frequenting orchards and high open woods. Icterus spurius, orchard oriole, is a summer resident, and not unIt arrives the first week in May, and remains till
the latter part 6f September, frequenl ing orchards, meadows,
and high open woods. Vireo oUmeeus, red eyed vireo, is
found in all high open woods from April to September. It is

common.

the most abundant
vireo, is a common
dard in the city.

summer
summer
It is

Vireo gihus, warbling

resident.

resident,

and

is

especially

abun

very seldom seen in the woods with

other vireos.
Vireo tolitariut, blue headed vireo, is the rarest of the
and inhabits high open woods, associating with

vireos,

the red eyed and yellow throated members of that family.
Vireo ftavifrons, yellow throated vireo, is abundant and fre-

quents high open woods.
vireo,

is

mocking

also

Vireo nvveboracensis, white eyed

found in great numbers.

bird, is a

Mimus

summer resident but rare.

polyghttus,

It arrives

about

about the middle of September.
the 25th of April, and leaves
Uarporhyclais rufus, French mocking bird, is a summer resiThriolhorus ludoririanus, great. Carolient, and abundant.
lina wren, is a

permanent

resident, but

most abundant

in the

breeds in thick shrubbery about gardens. It is
eiridis, yellow breasted chat.
very shy and unfamiliar. Teterta
breeds very abundantly, and frequents ex
resident,
a summer

summer.

It

and impend rable briar patches. The males
are exceedingly shy and difficult to procure until the females
when they are quite the reverse. Parula
incubation,
commence
nuttrimna, blue yellow back warbler, a spring and autumn
clusively dense

;

worm

eating warbler

Poroli, Pet

Cero. f^'flnmn

FI.1FS

'i
I

;

;

;

;

Anlrostomus eociferiis, wl lip-

Vlwrdciles popettte, night

;

hawk;

Cyanosplza^ynnea, indigo bird

;

Ihalmus, towhe bunting

;

:

oleyon,

Ciryle.

cnjlhroph-

l'ipib>

Doliclionyx oryzirorovs, bob-o-link

:

feet, dark red hackle; wiugs,
Governor, Ho. 10.— Body, peacock's licrl
of the darkest purl of the bittern's wing or brown hen.
Green ]>rake, Xn. T.— Body, white posterior, lialf rlbbe.l Willi black,
green yellow, mottled with brown; setae, dark brown.
Brown Drake, Ho. ",—Body, feet and wings, a golden yellow brown;
:

Ituir,,, \„. II.
IIV.-h

-Body,

ciferv.%

;

AcbxlrouiJis mmu.tilla.,

least

Ereumtis

sandpiper;

Pig, Ho,

feet and wings black.
9.— Body, cluy yellow feet innde from the scapular?
wings and actio, mottled widgeon.
;

feathers of tnc English wren or qnail

;

Fish is Market.—The present ashing season is a peculiar
one in many respects. About ten 'days ago the lirst bluelish
were taken on the North Carolina coast, and lo day (hey are

New Jersey, Long Island and as far
Newport, K. 1. The salmon season opens twnity days
his year than last: he first of Ihe rcsl igouche catch were
received in splendid order by F. G. Blackford, Follon Market.
They came through in 48 hours from Ihe nels of the fishermen,
being caught along the
east as

earlier

t

t

;

Cowper bird; Quiscnlus versicolor, purple
Vharadrhts rirginicus, golden plover; Aiginlitis eofildeer plover: Actodnonos mocolaOi, grass snipe,

Mobit/irus pemris,

grackle

wings,

•

swallows; CotyLeScrriprimis, rough-winged swallow
I'rogu,.
purpurea, purple martin Myinrchus crinilus, great -crested llyc.atcber Hoyornis fvsevs, torn tit; Cimtopus rireris, wood peMelo turpi s erylbrnrephtilvs, red-headed woodpecker;
wee
pool -will

-,

made

;

kingfisher

biaek.

wings, luteoas.

;

;

aad head,

:

Mywdioctrx canadensis, Canada fly-catcher Pymngn rubra,
scarlet tamtger; Pyranga oviiva, summer redlurd
Hiranda
horrtwum, barn swallow; I/irundo liuiifrons, cliff swallow;
llirundo bimbo; wliite-liellied swallow; didyle ri.poroi, bank

chimney swift

Jl'NE.

feet

j

.

;

.

black

line.

in.— Body, rinpcrt alternately Willi light gray and salmon; feel, dark ginger; wings, the mottled gray of ihe mallard; and
the mottled of the woodcock mixed aeWo, mottled woodcock.
.Vo. 10.— Body, peacock's hurl
feet and irjsgs blaeK.
Dark Stone, So. S and. a.— Body, dark l.rown; fed, yellow brown;

;

Clitc'ura pclnsgia,

,

-V'i.

;

green black-capped By-catcher

SEASON FOR

I.N

1U—Body, shining

ZTnweftstn, So.

;

MfyfodiotsteS pnriUvs,

rctjule.

Savhl fn-lantt/fi.
Kmyllsh, Meulii in ».

Hoililo.

and Helm)'nthophaga pcrcfrtntl, Tennessee warbler, are all found here, though they are
somewhat rare. A few breed in this locality, Mr. Kidgway,
of Hie Smithsonian Institution, having recently found Ihe nest
of the golden winged warbler near the Little Falls of the
Potomac.
To mention at length the habits, time of arrival and departure of the many birds which are found in this vicinity durthe spring, summer and fall, would require much space but
among the numerous families noticed there may be fcund
Poms enroll riensis, Carolina chick-a-dee MuiotiUa taria,
black and white creeper
(Hstothorns palnstris, long-bilied
marsh wren : C'istotfwrvs slelkiris, short-billed marsh wren
Troglorlytes irdon, house wren
MyuitUneU* ioi(r<Uos, hooded
;

I'fl-cll.

I

Yellow

p/oigo rufioapiUa, Nashville warbler,

warbler

Itomislinnmlna.
Mnrmii- am-rirtum.

lliiss,

Wcakflsh, Cynpsrion rrjta/is
t'.liielisli, T'omafmiva mltnMx.
Spanish Maekercl, ijliium maruta-

IblminUoj-

j

Arrhomniio, prubulo-

Striped

While

in its

;

Dendrceca

Hum. Mirnp'r

and breedB sparingly

Mrariwu

.Sliet'lMhrwl,
i'.

movements. Ilelmhithn.
winged warbler; Htlmintkaphoga

c/in/sopf.rrj^ t^oMi'ii

piiuis, blue

Jf'whiiiQ.

SeaBiiKs, Ctntropristri*

Itliiek

resident,

slow and sedate

is

mid $iver

FISH IN SEASOIvf IN JUNE.

Maryland yellow throated warbler,
abundant summer resident, and breeds in great num-

Geot/ih/pi* trichas,

a very

spring and fall, and breeds sparingly. It is eminently aquatic
BWauyjj thiek«is, thick gloomy woods interspersed with puddles, where it associates with Rbyncoppbilus solileirivs, solitary
taller, are favorite resorts.
Kiurux ludovkiwmt, large; billed
r

,3c;t

eMi-cmities of the branches, in the tufts of leaves and blos-

disturbed,

Siwu-i Tiomboraocnm, water wagtail,

.

the

the moods, gWfttly to the annoy-

(ill

collector searching for rarer

insects, and,

for

loud, harsh notes

its

when they

of Mfiy,

pusittus,

semipalmated sandpiper; Sytophtmia srmipalmata, willct
Totamt siutlanohrtca, yellow shanks plover
To mwjmpes,
smaller yellow shanks plover; Totanv* soUk rius, solitary
Triagoidcs nutculorivs, spotted sandpip er
latler;
Actitiiros

and for symmetry, brilliancy and flavor, are unsurpassed by
any fish in the world. Sheepshead are very plenty in market,
from Windmill Point, N. C.
'the shad season is about closing, and all along the coast the
report is that it has been the most unproductive in years.

Our quotations

week

for the

arc as follows

:

;

Striped bass, 15 to

cents per

~<)

salmon, green, oO cents

;

pound

bluefish, 10 ccnls;

;

mackerel, 10 to 15 cents each

;

shad,

;

hortroo

Bart ram's taller;

vus,

billed c irlew
rirgioioiiiiK,

:

JYnmetthis

hog

rostris,

Hollos elegant, fresh water rnursl

Virginia rail; Poreama Carolina,

Cocygus aincricuhus, yellow-billed cuckoo, and

long-

hen: liallvs

common

rail;

Coccygas trg-

THK GEKAT FALL* FISHING CI.TJB.
of this organization, which has been in existence for the past eight years, have removed their headquarters from the place heretofore occupied by them near the
Falls to the Douglass Farm, about two miles this side of the
The organization is now in a very flourishing condiFalls.
tion, and the members are anticipating some rare sport this

The members

Potomac, adjacent to the Douglass Farm,

one of the best fishing places on

the. river.

'Ihe.

is

scenery in

;

;

SIS per dozen; halibut, 15 cents: haddock, 8 cenls
8 cents; blaeknsh,

18 cents; codfish,

fish,

15 rents;

cents

eels,

soft

;

121

;

king-

cents; her-

porgies, 12 cents: sea bass,

18 Cents; lobsters. 10 cenls; sheepshead, 18
(id cents per |100
pickerel, 15 cents

clams, 30 to

;

;

Long Island
crabs,

flounders. 8 cents

cents-,

rings,

throphUtalmus, black-billed cuckoo.

season, as the

Connecticut River, 50 cents; white perch, 15 cents per pound;
Spanish mackerel, 05 cents green turtle, 15 ecu's
terrapin,

Canada

§1:

trout,

$3 SO per 100

;

do.,

;

Wl cenls; hard shell
dozen ; weakfish,

soft crabs, jfl 50 per

18 cents.

Akglino

in Ovstei:

Bay— Oi'exing

of the Campaign'.— A

party of jolly anglers, nine in number, including Mr. S. D.
Phelps, of Chicago, Kut Schuyler, Mr. Braiucrd, Abbey,
Charles linbric and others,

all

under the pilotage of the Bald

is very attractive, and there are numerous eddies
with bass. Mr. Nat. Saido, an old fisherman and a
genial companion, now presides over the organization, with
Mr. Theodore Friebus as Secretary and Treasurer. The membership, limited to ten, consists of Messrs. Jacob Schieflley,

down to Oyster Bay on Tuesday last
to tost the new method recently invented by Abbey & Imbric for taking weakfish with rod and reel and the pearl squid,
They round a tine run of Squolcague
so successful last year.
" drifting" in the gut, and
in the bay, and tried for them by

Samuel Strong, L Oppenbeimer, Nat, Fugit, John Hancock,
Melviu Noyes, Dr. Smith Townsend and Dr. ltalph Walsh.

every other way, without securing a bite. They then
dropped anchor on the "Cinders," mid had exceedingly line
between two anil three hundred fish, of which
more than one hundred and fifty were sea bass, averaging 1,'
pounds but several of them, by actual scale weight, ran over
The party were taken care of by the far famed
live pounds
hostess, Mrs. Dominy, and did ample justice to her excellent
On their return they found the
larder and culinary skill.
waters more crowded than ever, with fly nets, gill nets,

that locality

filled

They

liave five excellent boats at

their

club-house, together

with an immense line box always filled with minnows for
bait, besides a seine for catching the minnows, perforated
buckets for their transportation, etc, A competent caterer
furnishes meals to the members and their guests at reasonable
prices, and the Club is about as well equipped for the enjoyment of the sport as any similar organization in the country.
Mr. ifipenheimer, who is a very successful fisherman, probably has taken more bass than any other person fishing the
Potomac. Last fall he. captured" Ho in three days, many of
tic is passionately
the*! Weighing two aod three pounds,
fond of the sport, and there is hardly a desirable fishing spot
on the river iu which his line has nut been dipped. Luring
the mouths of August and September he has been very successful with the fly in rapid waters, but his experience is that
the bass will not rise to it at other times.
i

Decoration
ceremonies.

Day was

observed yesterday with appropriate

All honor to Ihe brave

whose career exciled Ihe wonder of two hemis-

pheres, alter having been eleven times incarcerated in insane

asylums, resumes his old business, associating with himself

mime of the Helmbold ManufacCompany. The plucky little Doctor asserts that he is
sane enough to satisfy his friends on that point, and he has
lie expects
both their good will and substantial co-operation,

other gentlemen under the
turing

to speedily

— It

is

double the already large sale of his great diuretic.

unlawful to catch black bass

Jersey before the 1st of July.

was

off

on the 20th

of

May.

The

in

sport, killing

;

!

pounds, fykes, nnd other infernal devices for the wholesale
slaughter of fishes.
As regards the weakfish, the particular object of the expedition, they predict a large

moment— a

prediction

and New
New York

in Virginia

State law for

run into

which

will

New York Bay

warm

at

the heart of

any

Pop

Keynohls and other anglers of the Jersey Club.
Advices from Mr. C. T. Richardson, the well known Superintendent of the Oquossoc Angling Association, under date
of lOthinst., state that
order to receive guests.

!

HrXMnoi.Tj. — Dr. H. T. Ilelmbold, Ihe famous manufacturer
Of Buchu,

Eagle of Currituck, ran

first

Camp Kennebago was

thorough

in

As four years have elapsed

landlocked salmon were put in these waters

since the

it is

antici-

pated that in addition to the attraction offered the angler in
the shape of six, seven and eight pound speckled trout, this
famous member of th« Sahno gtoos will be. captured in con-

Gentlemen desiring to visit Camp Kensiderable numbers.
nebago will please address Geo. Shepard Fagc, or L. B. Reed,
Lake Point Cottage,
Vicedi'rcs't., 10 Warren street, H, Y.
the beautiful camp of Theo.
at the outlet of Raugeley Lake,
May
12th by the owner.
opened
was
Orleans,
New
of
Base,
L.
He will occupy it with bis family and friends until Oct. 1st.

A

gentleman from
GokSbOTIOTJT.—Bridgeport, May 14.—
River that
here caught a trout last week in the bhepang
wended 2 pounds and 8 ounces. Ad the countiy is wild on

V'

that fish.

<i. 11. J.

m

FOREST AND STREAM.
Hartford, May 36.— Some- remarkably large shad have boon
taken in In' river near Norwich Ibis season.
One was caught
the other day which weighed eight pounds; two others is liiu
same haul weighed neai'ij BeveU pounds ill II.

BASS FISHING

ON SHARKS AND OTHER MATTERS.

LAKE GEORGE.

IN

i

I

—

11' in.

have gone

A

Henry B. Harrison and

kis

!< the

Maine.

Bangley Lakes

Conut clicul

Cdughl

in line of

sent to

New

Balaton

river

in

nephew, T. B. Osuora,

weighing twelve pounds-was
yesterday.
Il was

die ponds at Snybrooh.

York.

English herring are being fished far successful lj near Watch
One haul ol a .-inn- there filled forty barrels, ami is

TTill.

considered one of the largest ever

made

the

Pawcatuck

Lack

from a ten
and all my

iu

river.

NBW

ii

TOBK.-

a&0»

Lake, "M»J

.Tnst

33.-

days' trip, with over a hundred pounds of trout,
Di
[hborsare feasting. My biggest take neighed 10| puuads,
and my hoss speckled trout, two pounds three ounces,
dressed Trolling just tairly started on Piseco and LakePleasi

ant.

Pisf.i.-o.

Wnuldlcould make

Adihmdacfa, Magi®.-

a cast;

hi

A

you as lilna speekled beauty, and land yen herein the
Adirondack*, dear old woods! where the sportsmen love to
meat. Tims far his year none of the old guests are about, save
a few who for years visit here and cannot be tempted to go to
Maine. It is a fixed fact that traveling here is growing less
inviting, owing to the inroads of civilisation—and no attempt
made to chock violators of the law. At Martins ['find registered Mr. S. Arnold, Mr. Mason and family, >r. Corrigun and
party, Mr. Hundley, Mr. Gregg and son; at Barltett's Sports
men's Home, .Mayor Thatcher and family, Vice-President
Wheeler, Dr. Rtxneyn, Mr. vv. H. Snow and wife
at Paul
Smith's, Dr. Triidean and family, Mr. Titos, etc. etc. A few
days ago " Paul " eame near being liurned out. The woods
have been "generally on lire," and approached bis house;
but sixty men came to his aid, and after bard work saved ils
i

I

;

destruction.

Trolling

ibis

season

in

Tpper aud Lower

the

Siianar has linen excellent.
Dr. Hoineyn, last week, took in
two hours one U out weighing 111 pounds and one weighing
13.J pounds, and others, making Lis catch 40 pounds in three
brtUrfi

j

but Ibis was

cxiraordinary.

To

the

disgust,

of

the

lummpathtd steamer plies on the upper
and black Hies have made their appear
anec. and for six weeks will reign in all their vexation.
The
hotels ba-e are all ad nimbly kept, the guides faithful and
obliging, arid to the Inie sportsman and lover of nature no
Tivn parties are on Kaqueltt) Lake in
spot is more inviting.
Smith.
camp.
spi a isincn a small
lake.
M isipiiloes

Johnstown, Miy 28.—] was al Canada and Caroga and Piseco Hakes last week, and took fifty pounds of front
weather
J. M. P.
unfavorable for good fishing.
;

—

Win.

Kimball, the manufacturer of the celebrated
Vanity Pair tobacco " nt Rochester, is going to try the Landlocked salmon at Sobcc. from thence to lite trout of- Moosehcad. and after that, salmon on a famous river in New Brunswick.
s.

•

Pennsylvania.— Lewis' J,,,/,-,;— This lake cannot be surpassed for a place of resort,
it is situated on the highest
range of the Alleghany mountains, accessible by railroad to
Money, then by cjach twenty miles up the mountains— one of
The place lias not been
the most delightful rides imaginable.
very widely known to the pleasure seeker until lately. List
fall" live cottages made their appearance, one built by a gentleman of mean* from Philadelphia, Pa., one from Milton. Pa.,
and the remaining three by citizens of Muncy, one of them
being a very eminent physician. About one dozen more will
be erected the coming season. Two boarding houses have
been in existence for a number of years. The lake covers
about three, hundred and fifty acres of ground, and contains
brook trout, lake trout, and a. number of other species. The

>•'

•

brook trout fishing is to be fouucl iu Hie many small mountain
streams wnicu head close by, but the rarest sport is the duck
shooting, there being always an abundance of them and very
easy to get. Afire is veiy comfortable in the hotest July eveCom'mv.
nings.
GiriYiriW', Mai/ 25.
The Hon. Ben. L.
Pen's'syivani \.
Hollidaysburg,
SI
Commissioner
at
and wife,
Hewitt,
ate Kish
together with President. udge, of this County, A. MeDcrmitt
and wife, were giie.ts of A'. G. Pacaard, of Inis place, to-day.
Mr. Hewilt gave us a go id deal of useful information on pisaud, by
ciculture, also on # tlie hunting of setters and pointers
the way, 1 would he gratified to see Mr. Hewitts idea of the
B.
same in the Fores r jsn Sikk.'.m &md Pou) and Sbs.
We would warmly second the desire expressed by our friend

—

—

I

;

No

B.

doubt the Judge can give us

much

information that

ViBeonAv—Nor/otic, May 21.—Fein coming in lively now.
Saturday there were so many thousand tailors (medium sized
blue fish) brought to thai they could not tic disposed of except
Saw one gray trout [squeteagV4) Wedfor the compost heap.
nesday thai weighed HU pounds, and was :ti V inches long.
Round beads (king lish; are coming in fair quantities. None
taken with hook and line yet.
One large woodcock was picked up in the west end of the
cily last week that had llown against a tree and broken his
very unusual to see them here so late.
A beautiful
skull
specimen of the large legged avosets was shot a short time
Some few
since on llie Hats a short distance below the city.
ortolans, reed birds, rice buntings or bobolinks (any other

*C

—

Many of the
ha- them that yon km >w it": ) still here.
migratory birds are very late passing through this year.
Glass ball shooting is the only thing iu order now— some
very good scores made; none cleaner, however, than your
correspondent made last week, each of his shots being scored

names

i

D.

misted,
48 AlAltiEN

Lank,

New

Editoe Fokkst and Stueam and Hod
I

see in your

goinj* to

lisli

York,

a.nd

Grx

May

21, 1STT.

:

number ul His dale that •' Messrs. Abbey A- Imbrie are
Hie Turk tuver next month." Your friend, Mr. A. U.
t

do so, but my partner und myself have no
Mr. Shiikiusun is as agreeable a companion us he is
sut'U intention.
a writer (ami we believe linn to tie even more ho), there is reason lor
n.- to He soriy that your projibevy has no dunce of being considered
StllikluSOll, Will JirobBDlV
If

canonical.
The truih of the matter is that poor Aliliey must forego salmon Ashing this seai-ou for business. 1 shall do'what little T eun lor the .Sad-,,,.
UD the Grand lilver. As 1 ttliull he in llie eompany ol Sejmtur
Edmunds of Vermont and Mr. Andrew Clerk, 1 think there is a lair
.,., tor pleasant evenings as well an pleasant days. 1 know llie
Kokkst asi> -Sthlim anh Hon and Gun tries to tell the truth, bnt there
"
"
seems always to he L-reat difficulty in lelliue, a fisb story correctly.
Chas. F, Iubbib.
Yours very siuceieiy,
i

I'na

I

Our
est,

I

himself; invariably

in

such distances be

him

requited to raise

strength

tears the Hesh,

and his lightning motions tear
If time is taken, when he takes a run,
under a firm', steady, and even strain,
take a circle. In doing this you can

large,

free:

will gel

pull close

which
sidc.
lirsl,

line

enough

to

it

to drop

the.

boat

large

baited hook into

—

,i

In this

found she will again place herself

manner millions

hi.

1

If

the otl'cn-

ill

jeopardy.

of bass are yciuly destroyed.

the laws for the protection of bass

I

Among

in the waters of Lake.

George not one act has been sufficient; the penalty is not
enough, Hie and lime prohibiting the hiking of them i[sn
The lima should be of siillieien
never beeu long enough.
length for the vouug to be of sufficient si/.e to get out of the
way of perch and rock bass. While the female is living no
other fish dare approach the bed or molest their young when
Id be from ihe lirst day of April lo
The time 5
hatched.
The penalty should be both line and
Hie first day of AUgai
id fifteen days iu the county jail for
imprisonment, $IS tii
within the lime specified,
each and every bass
taken yearly, by men who fish for
Thousands of has
All they fate for
the hotels, that will not weigh lour ounces.
I

!

edgun.

i

remember

also having read an account in some book of
voyages of a boy falling overboard, and n sailor jumping idler
aud saving him.' The boy was sab-ly hauled up. but his gal r
hint rescuer, when, soiue sis feel onl of the water, wis cut in
1

to oct heir money, whether the lish arc lit to eat or lint.
Iu this case the hotel keepers areas much to blame as the
It they would not buy such small fry they would
fishermen.
not be caught.
The catehiig of bass in Lake George is confined to the
Summer and first fall months. There are one or two places
in the lake where they can be taken very late iu the fall, und
have been taken in the Winter through the ice. Those taken
There is a
at this time of the year are usually very large.
reef of rocks that comes within about eighteen feel of the
on one side for some distance the bottom is covered
surface
wilb a Tine, long, green grass: on the opposite the water is
person has got to know the spot to a smail
very deep.
The exact spot wu
boat's length iu order to get them.
known by only two or three men for some years, and is nut
known toy very many at this day.
The reek bass.are not very good eating fish. The meat is
soft; they inhabit Ike rocks, aud are invariably filled with a
They have a very large
small, dark grub under the skin.
mouth and use it to the best of their ability. They go for all
If they have a few seconds
kinds of bait, small and large.
work, the hook will be out of sight. In order lo get Ihe b
is

I

wo by a shark.
Put a well authenticated proof of the voracity of the shark
exists in Ihe dining hull of Chris:'- Hospital —better known as
the Blue Coat School in the city of London— where any visl

itor mayysecn an
oil painting, representing a ship's boat.
and crew' rescuing a man who has fallen overboard, and is
minus a leg, which had been amputated by a shark. The hero
ol ibis misadventure afterwards became Sir Brook Watson, a,

celebrated naval cciisiruelor, during the close of the Inst cen-

;

tury.

A

grand-uncle of the writer, on Ihe maternal side,
of Sir Brook, and finalwith a large fortune, hence my knowledge of ihe hisThe following anecdote may not be mi.
tory of Hie painting

A

great

named Joshua Manger, was a partner
ly retired

interesting to Ihe readers of FouKsr ami Sice \m"
The aforesaid grand-uncle lived in great style in London,
seat near Lyniiugton. a then fashionable

aud had a country

watering place in Hampshire. He had a daughter— an only
child who married a general in the Hriiish army, u .son of a
Peer of the realm. They had no children, and she <h ing lielore herhusbiind. made a will in his favor. The gencrai. on his
demise-, left all his property to his relatives, 'memtung two
splendid life. size, half-lenglli portraits of .Mr. nrnlMrs. Manger,
by that celebrated painter, Sir Joshua Reynolds. Jly grandl
father having, through an old friend in 'Loudon, ascertained
he then owner of the porl rails, staled bis auxieiy to become
possessed of ibem, and aci ing under his advice, called upon ihe
nobleman, and haying explained who he was, he proposed to
purchase Ihe porl rails, and give his lordship any reasonable
sum. This, his lordship politely declined, soiling th„t thon|
the porl raits lormed no part of the family gallery, he prized
them as works of art— as masterpieces, ol the great painter.
j\ly grandfather was not a little chagrined at this rebuff, as he
would willingly have given a handsome sum lor them. His
uncle had left him the greater part of his massive plate, bis
splendid china dinner and breakfast sets, every piece of which
had his coat of arms engraved or beuutifully'painled thereon,
a considerab e sum of money and handsome' legacies to all his
children, yet his heart yearned for the paintings, as life-like
likenesses of his deceased relatives.
He relumed to Jersey,
and had nearly forgotten his disappointment, ,\hen, after a
lapse of some months, he received a letter ftoni the. agent of
Ihe Southampton Packets, advising the arrival of two large
ORSes, and enclosing a letter, which', on beinir opened, proved
to be from his Lordship, begging his acceptance of the porThe old gentleman's surprise could only be surpassed
traits.
by his delight at thus becoming possessed of what he had long
considered a lost heirloom. This princely gift proves that the
"
donor was a right Noble .Man
Pmuac Yibkkt.

—

Nothing is more annoyihe stomach will have to be opened
ing to the sportsman when fisning for the Oswego with a nice,
lively minnow, ban to have his float disappear and give the
l

time to get Hie hook well down, and then find il deep in
one of these red eyed gormandizers. They take Hie lly also,
good tidi,
t have been trolling for Oswego and fastened lo a
and while handling him have had one or two of these useless
things fasten to the other flics on the leader. They are a great

I

destroyer of young fish. The young fish seek the crevices
ii
ig Hie rocks for safety, and become food for the rock
bass.
Jf these fish inhabited all parts' of the lake there would
Their abode is among loose
not be much sport in fishing.
rocks along the shore, and under sunken logs and tree tops.
Strangers not accustomed to fishing often gel where these fish
are found and enjoy their good luck at, catching such a
quantity, but they find when they return to the. wharf that
" when they see 'he man that has
••
all is not gold that glitters
charge of Ihe boat throw the fish overboard. They might
congratulate themselves if they were aware that they had
been the means of destroying a large, number of fish Cannibals
sometimes they da not find out their mistake, and go away
thinking that anybody can go lo Lake George and catch as
many lish as they choose.
in order to make a sure catch of Oswego bass it is necessary
The bait that
to be supplied with various kinds of bait.
minnows, grasstakes well one day may not do the next
hoppers, black crickets, young frogs and angleworms are
used.
I have had as find sport with nothing but angleworms
The hopper and cricket are best late in the.
as any bait used.
It depends much on the weather what kind of bait
season.
The more, cloudy the duy, Ihe
to use, especially in trolling.
more bright ami lively should lie the fly or spoon used. In
The trolling spoon
trolling lor bass a very small fly is best,
should be of the smallest kind made. 1 have never seen one
The more dainty the outfit, the quicker they take
too small.
o
Tun Old Pilot.
;

;

,

!

SPLIT

BAMBOO

RODS.

r

ready July

1st.

.

i

l'o our customers and the public :— In reply lo the. damaging
which have been circulated respect ing the quality of
OUT spjit bamboo rods, by ••dealers" win arc unable to compete
With us at our reduced prices, we have issued a circular which
we shall lie pleased to mail to any address, proving the falsity

reports

i

Lmar's Guide to Hangely Lakes is now published byMessrs. Lee A Shepard, Boston, and 0. T. Lillingham, BroadThe map and guide to Moosehcad Lake
w;jy. New York.
will be

-

urged his remaining on shore, but lo no purpose.
He hoped he might live to be lauded in llie "island of Jersey, his native
Put he died a fortnight idler
place on our way up channel.
leaving Messina, and we consigned his body to Hie deep, between Cape de Galla and Cape Palos, on 'the coas| of Spain.
days previous to his dealh. a large shark followed
For S
the vessel, and was daily seen by all hands; bill, si range to
say, be did not put in an appearance on the d:iy 6( the Burial,
though we were becalm. (1 all the morning,
two days later,
as we. were Hearing ttibrallcr. with a light air from the eastward. I pp.iposcd to the new citpiiiin lo give the white streak
a touch'of paint, to make the old craft look shipshape. No
A ladder was slung over Ihe side with
sooner said than done.
a board on Ihe rungs, forming a safe scaffold, and another
young main and myself went to work, due side was finished,
and we had only the porl quarter to paint, when a man in the
main lop shouted in an excited tone, "Alongside there:
Halloa:
Look oiil, the shark is close lo you:'' I turned
round quick as thought, and. lo my inexpressible hurror.
beheld the huge monster, for he was twelve to fifteen feel in
length, within six feet of us. evidently about to make his deadly spring.
Shouting to my companion, I dropped a large
paint 1, aish overboard, and sprang up the rope which held ihe
ladder. and gained the deck. As I write, I fancy 1 see the leering eye sol thc nionsterin anticipation of a glorious feed.
The
stage wasabottt two feet from ihe water.
The man in Ihe top
said thiii the moment I dropped the brush the shark followed
it.
Sony it did not hold a few ounces of arsenic orother deadly poison.
We finished our job nevertheless, the man in Ihe
top keeping watch, aud ihe captain on the quarter with a
ai

;

is

in time.
greatly surprised to learn,

ly

picked up to be carried away ami dropped oulWhile so doing llie lish is hooked if not captured the

time, she will very soon return to her bed.

bespoken

members of my mother's family, which sailed from Messina in
bound for St. Petersburg. The Captain was far
in consumption.
The doctor who attended him and had
kindly taken him to bis house during our slay in porl
stfi

hook
.m

if

Sicily,

bed they
llie

this flintier In-

my

calm, slid

in

and u

to a bass

,

An

slowly gather iu tine.

a small

heavy

Perec, QltebtM

1 have been
through your valuable journal, that a doubt has ever existed as to sharks being
men-eater.-., not haters.
old superstition exists among
Hriiish seamen, flint sharks will follow in the wake of a ship
having sick persons on board, when at the point of death. Jle
Ibis as if may, Ihe following fads, which are fresh in
memory, would go far to confirm Jack in his nautical prejudices,
In February. Is'23. I was on board of a vessel owned by-

makes the hole

will be

sive thing

all

in

in

by your

aru

i

Oiispe Dasin,

llie

;

pole,

h

i

|

give him more line, but
which will cause him to

worms; whin they come

to

..
ve, deing beinir fully authenliealed— and. us i
coy birds can thus be easily procured— a few, no doubt,, from

:

prowl along the shore

home

my

ply very rapidly were it not for the spearing done during the
spawning season, aud another mode of destroying them, vi/.
when the female has selected her ground for a bed she cleans
off all the loose dirt with her tins, and forms a basin, varying
when completed the sand
fi'iiu otic to three feel in diameter
and gravel looks as clcau an if would if washed by man; she
will lake in her mouth aud carry off any small slick or si one
Vagabonds who know Ibis
that is dropped into the bed.
habit

10, 1877.,

have been read with so much inter-

issue "f llie 1st inst.. that
communication on the breeding of wild geesij has led to no
less hail three ilber cases of extensive and successful breed-

;

weal her, with a stout

.

Kebnmry

a--.

Phillip Vibert, wbpsi

:

Never attempt to lead him into the landing net until he gets so
he can be seen to lie flatwise iu the water even
There are
then it is necessary to avoid all quick motions.
hundreds of pounds taken every year, the largest of them
weighing between five and six pounds. They wnole mfllG

covered with

Sends us, from his

stallment
1
am pleased

or shake the hook OuL

tired that

genial correspondent, -Mr,

regarding dog*, etc

i,,tes

,

fish

readers to good purpose.

would serve our

*~rT HE bass in Lake George are of two kinds— the Oswego
Jand Hock Bass. The Oswego is he most, gamey fish
It requires an experienced angler to
that swims iu the lake.
Capttifl} one that weighs over half a pound, unless the fish
should be so deeply booked hat he could not Lear loo.se if
suspended iu mid air. If after several attempts by jumping
out of the water and shaking his bend lie cannot gel. free, lie
will go for the bottom and continue to struggle for liberty
Sbmlild the atlglei
jel
fivei
until be becomes exhausted.
anvioiis lo force him to the surface, he will leap and shake

of their assertions.

COS COT, BfSSETT

&

M.YLI.ESO'

manufacturers, 65 Fulton Strtpt

89Sn1

a
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FISHING

IN

NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

habit the McCloud and Pitt Rivers, in the upper portion of the State,
are being transported here hy our energetic Fish Commissioners, and
will be a great acquisition for us, as

EMTOH FORK8T AND STREAM

our native brook trout In the more
southern portion of California average no more than about a quarter of

!

If your readers will take a good map and trace the many watercourses that mark this section they will notice what an extent of country is drained by the Cheboygan Hiyer. Lakes and rivers abound with
there a
fish, with scarcely any Inhabitants surrounding, save here and
party of us had been left by steamer at Cheboygan on
few Indians.
We made arrangements
a quiet Sunday evening at the end of August.
that night to 90 up the river by a small steamer as far as it was possible
Monday morning found us at breakfast by 6:30 also a party of
to go.

„ pon
„„„
a

n(5 -

e. j.

t^^^^^^^t^^=^

§nuu §ag

noopgR.

§mu

aiul

:

Chicago Ufllm and gentlemen, who intended to go up about twelve,
miles to fUh fw baa*. A small steamer was watting for us above the
dam. The whole party, numbering about twenty, was soon aboard,
and we quickly left the few scenes of civilized life. The river winds
through graud old forests and lagoons, from which our puffing little
boat scares up many ducks and cranes. These scenes are new to ns.
The changing forest, touched by an early frost. The crisp air is quite
a relief from the heat of bricks and stones of a parched city in mid
August ; but we are aroused. Away before our boat is stretched a monster lumber raft drifted across the river. The little steamer pulled and
tugged In vain. There was no way to get through. After an hour's
hard workthey landed us, and said we should And plenty of flail while
they returned to the mills for a lumbering tug and crew. The party
divided itself into three companies. Two boats had been left for ns to
Myself and a young lad from Pittsfish from, so to llshing they went.
burgh found a small point up the banks of the stream. Hods wensoon jointed, lines rigged, when to our disgust we found our bass Hies

back with the boat.

had gone
party caught a few miserable

We

against us sure.
aaid:
VncleP

Well,

we

little

things,

Some

tried for sunllsh.

tried 'hoppers-Ash,

of the

bones. Luck had gone
but caught nothing until

all

and get some young frogs." We
soon had about twenty the size of a fingernail in our pockets. So, rigging up strong tackle, we tried with frogs. I dropped into a school of
bass about fifteen feet from the boat. The frog had hardly sunk a foot
before my rod went down and the reel began to whiz, while the bass
began to rush this way and that; after playing him about ten
minutes we carefully drew him to the side of our boat, and, taking him
by the gills, lifted him into the boat— a beauty weighing about four
'• S
said
I've got him,
pounds. A few minutes after young P
and a buster, too!" So it was— larger than usual— a tine itsh. that
fought hard for life but the boy was a cool hand, and knew low to
handle big bass. Need I say they were soon dead and cleaned, cooking
for dinner, for the whole party were hungry. We caught about siv of
these line fellows before we were aide to proceed on our journey. Perhaps some lovorsof the art. w-ill lift their hands in horror that a disciple
of Izaak should thus degrade our gentle sport, but if they wanted Hslt
as badly as we wanted those bass they would excuse us. We
caught anything worth cooking and dry bread or crackers make a

"Here! come

:

,

:il

;

Often during these

warm

days

wc

the city. The tlies are ready, the rod stands hi
the corner waiting, and the spring of our Orvis trout-rod sends an electric thrill through all our system; lite youngster by our side catehca

away from

long to get

he infection, and worries us with, "Papa, say, papa, when arc j 011
going to start for Michigan •.'" We only wait for some comminuiiieatlon from a trapper friend to join him in llshing for grayling En the
Manistee and Au Sable Rivers; while the memory of our romantic
trip up the Cheboygan River will be a bright spot in our life for years
I

come.

Its

were— abundance

advantages

;

The birds were winler killed in the winter of
and notwithstanding they were since protected by
legislation, the winters and springs were against them,

dergrowth.
special

and up

to last winter they
pet cent, of their former

had

not recovered to within eighty
numbers. But reports from wellinformed spoilsmen and fanners through thissectiorj slate that
last winler did not destroy the quail
that the wheat and rveare
better, and the quail niore plentiful than they have been for
years; that the spring has been unusually propitious for breeding, and that the prospects for good shooting in these two
States are more fluttering than they have been for an interval
of eight years.
;

—•.—
PIGEON MATCHES.
.

1

to present to

you and your numerous

readers a very satisfactory report of the sport enjoyed by the followers
of the rod In two of these lakes this season. Owing to the dryness ol
our late winter and' spring, the water in them has become ve y lowso low that before the next rainy season we are rather in dread of a
water famine in San Francisco, as the supply of that uecessaiy element
winter. It is probable,
is likely to fall before the beginning of next
I

think, that this small quantity of water in two of these large reseivuiro
Filercitos and San Andreas— is the cause of the Ashing iu
them being so good, as the catch of trout in the one, and salmon in the

— Lakea

other, la almost unlimited. In Pilercltos one would have no difflcalty
In bagging 1«0 trout in twelve hours, and in San Andreas, before a restricting law was passed by the directors of the club, fifty salmon » as

no uncommon number to be taken. Another reason why the fishing
has been so successful, is, of course, that the young fish or chub, and
other food that the trout and salmon have subsisted on, have been diminished in quantity, mak.ng them more eager to bite at any bait or
The fishing has, indeed, been too good, as is well known,
artificial Hy.
readily and easily are never so
as things which we can obtain very
much prized as those which require more time and labor to make our
own. The new rule is that a single angler shall not be allowed, in one
salmon in San Audreas, and fifty
day's fishing, more than twenty-four
brook troat in Filercitos.
about one pound in weight, and
In San Andreas the salmon average
about eigbt inches in length. This, to be
in Pilercltos the trout are
great sport, but it is somewhat resure, Is rather small as to size for
m_ui1 by the number that can be taken. All these fish are iu

gamey, and excellent for the table.
caught ten salmon In San Andreas in three hours,
from a boat, having to row and handle the
trolling with a small spoon
rod at the same time; that is, I was alone iu my boat, and with my
the oars, dropping the latter when
foot on the butt of my rod 1 used
This is not near so pleasant as having two in
a fish Berzed the spoon.
boat—one to row while the other fishes, or for each person to do both,
capital *B<!Uion, are very

The other «ay

I

a

AlAssAcutisiTTs.— The Spoil siuen's Clui of Spencer, .Mass.,
have purchased one nf Bngnrdua' glass ball Imps, with 2011
They purpose to try their skill on Memorial )uy, WedI

nesday,

May

30.

Nevada.—The following are Hie scores in the last monthly
shOOl between twelve members of the Virginia Shunting Chili.
Conditions: ten single rises at 36 yards, lies to be shot rive
double rises. 'Jhewmd blew great guns, and the birds very
inferior.
Referee, Mr. flalsey; Judges. Messrs. Billon and
Loynncban
H.Jackson

D.

;i

G. K Wiser
T. !>lamuud
\v. thinner

r

(J.

a

J. Mmiaulev
tieo.

n

NohoneinauB. Reb.nson
Conroy

5

,

H. I'urker
J. S. Kaiieen

trade winds, which blow more or
is exposed modi to our
through the spring and summer here but Lake Pilercltos is iubills and mountains, clothed in lovely vegetation
wild flowers, and is thus well
of trees, shrnbs and brilliantly colored
defended from the high winds at the llshing seasons.
Lake Merced, one of our trio of lakes, and the nearest one to the
or River Truckee trout, avercity, contains many large Lake Tahoe
aging now about three pounds, some of which Have been taken whose
weight has reached nine and a half pounds. This lake has also been
furnished with young salmon, but ihere ia no place in it where, tiit-v

the angler

;

closed with beautiful

can successfully spawn, therefore thev are becoming scarce, and this
•e of water needs a speedy replenishment 01 young lish of the
V

'

...r.

.

8

s

Rrysou

5
u
7

Duv

;

birds being scarce, Messrs. Kobinson and MrtCnuley
agreed lo shool nil' al some future lime for the stakes.
Iii.imus.
The members of the Q. I'. S.
111., shot a match for a medal mi Ihe Dili
the mutch, single and three double, rises
following is the score

(

'.,

of I'hampain,
Conditions of

E.

It.

A

1111

1

(iillman

J. V. D.

_r,

^enus of several varieties.
""'-'e species of brook trout, averaging two pounds, which in-

Eldridje

10 10-11

1

«-

I

number

of sweepstake mulches were shot on the same
day.
During the medal shoot the wind was blowing almost a
gale.
The most of the birds were good, Btrong birds, bill
were very loth to leave the traps when sprun;:. and -"i... Ihem actually walked from rive tb ten yards from the traps
before rising.
Some of the shooters had rises thai would
measure every foot of forty yards, so he v did not do such
bad shooting after all.
S. V. W.
I

Shoot

T

and

II

Hurlingham Park. Ilamtiatnick. on the
traps. 31 yards ri.se and 80 yards boundary: ten

at

.

birds each.

Class shooting.

H. Glllman, captain.,

B.

1

^H-Turriu
C.A.Mick
Ed.

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1—10

1

1

n

i

1

1

1

u

1

1

1

88

1

1

11

1

DarOonr

s.

1

1-9
01111-111
1—»—
1111111
1—9
011110
111—
1 1
l-S-25
1

t

(Joll sieiuone, ouptaio
J. V. D. K dridue

1

THE STATE SHOOT.
Inen's Convention 10 be held at Syracuse in June, and that the eon
lee have contracted for twenty thousand birds (pigeons) to
be Shot

al

by the spoilsmen attending the convention. For tile informalum
or
your numerous readers will yon please, in your next issue, jrive us as
near as possible the number of pigeons destroyed to obtain Die twenty
thousand for the gentlemen sportsmen to amuse themselves over, at
Oils, their annual gathering, audobiige,
w. S. J."

[We

regrel

we

that

cannot supply our correspondent with
In fact, we believe that as the

the information he desire*.

the 18th proximo, the birds
freedom over the trackless expanse of Hie
they are captured we shall have to refer
our correspondent 10 the committee having the mailer u
charge.—Era.]
still Hying
North Woods.

are

in

If

i

THE MASSEY CARTRIDGE CRIMPER.

The

birds.

!

May j8S,

M.wivi.Axn.

1877.

:

Cooler

11

*

1

in)

T

n— in

11

11

11-11

in

Fokkst and Stream

Etmtoi:

11-

11

...1
.

ii

11

11

on

ID

1"

1

1

..'

1

1

1

I

iii-i.i

1—

1

11—

9
II

NBw Yoi:k.— The following scores were made al a sweepstakes shoot of the Wayne County Sportsman's Club at
Clyde. N. V., on the 8th instant, Ul glass balls, liogurdus'
trap. IS yards rise, tell birds guoh.
L. A. Dayton
7 M. .1. -Mclntyre
4
Cell Catchpole
ri
J Al. Curvtiy... ,.
4
.1.
Beo.Wrlile
M. Ilurclidurf
4
c. (.. Kiliuti
7
J. M. Sireeicr
r.
:;

K.Comp.on

II

7
:s

Hob Catchpole
money, Dayton won second
of seven, and Catchpole took third.

u. A. llelrner

C'ompson took
off ties

-llu Dauiewood
J. York...

to
5
t

JakeWuns

The members

1

in shooting

first

Long

of the

Island .shooting

Park assembled

Dexter'? on Saturday last 10 shoot for their champion cup.
he conditions were seven birds at -'o pards rise, the previous
at 27 yards,
The following is the result
I 1 1 I 1 1 1—7
llauce
II 1 u
—2
W Wytm
1— H Appleyard
1
1
Edwards
_i
n
1-5
Wallers
-»
1 1 1
uroadway

at
1

winner to stand

.

1

1

1

ti

1

1

ft

11

111)110 —4
10 111 —4

Ausioii

Madison
Weilar

—

01110

lteddee.

1

1

.....0

Time

shoot— 1 hour,

:t

—3
—

« 1 u

110

Jouuson
of

1

11

Yates
Williams
Heudeisoy

_o

11

Hone

—
—

i

As I have derived both >"
your pages, 1 am induced, for the
a little implement in the sporting li
in which
have no pecuniary inien
to supply a want of those who use
1

—

I)

Duniop

1

II TO

1
1
Stephen Lamberson
Dunlop's fifth bird fell dead outside.
Following this was a sweepstakes. $:j entrance,
each, with seven entries.
1

S.

Lamberson
Wnnir

Hint

lames Vanbrokel
.lames Lamberson

1

1

1

1-3
1—8

John

1

1

1

1— a

H. A. Duniop

1 1
I

1

Cort

1

1

I

1

011

8.

Lamberson

Cart Warne,-.-

1 1

II.

A.

P:ei

1

I

10111—
I

I

1

:l

1

1

I

1

1

1

1— 3
0—
0—

and more
is

invented,

desired

believe, within

I

charge of powder, is often so much expanded that it will not
bold the bullet true and firmly in position, when reloaded, unless the mouth or portion of the shell seating the ball, bo somewhat reduced in size. It must be compressed or crimped, so
as to hold Ihe bullet firmly, with its center line, from base lo
point, exactly coinciding with the axis of the bore of the barrel.
This little implement will meet this required exactness, and us
is believed, with as little trouble and expense as any
device.
It consists of a pair ol pinchers with javvs formed to fit the
and a cylindrical tongue, or pin between them, over
which tongue the shell is placed for crimping the tongue having a slight depression in one side, into which the jaw compress!
o shell, by a projection in the jaw, the opposite side
lining the diameter of the shell, preserves it s circular form
-!'.
intact, while the end of the tongue acts as a gauge e
when sufficiently crimped. The shell will remain "ui lie
tit which the expansive power of the powder gave
it,
except
so much of the mouth as the bullet
a mere rifle at the mouth to fully admit, the patch of ] aper or
muslin il reduces the shell all around with perfect uniiormity.
The bullet is therefore properly held, and starts straight on its
course.
•

>

,.-

I

>.

w shells, it is well known to Creedmoor experts and
other observing riflemen, that Ihey often do not exactly til lie
chamber, and those which arc trregtUar in shape 11
uniform shooting. The Massey Crimper appears to e
this want, and to correct or remedy these defects very satisfactorily,

ii.

St.
St.

1

John Pierson

0—2

1

—11

1)

The champion
by the

best

makers

May

4, 1877.

wedge fast gun has beaten 102 guns

London gun
game ever known.

at

S.

Mast's Woeks,

Mary's Square, Birmingham,
triple

the

the best shooting at
of powder in the proper shell, 'and
Slalcs at from $ 150 to iJSiiO.

lie.

Si.

Warne
1
Kirst money divided between Stephen L11ubers1.11 and Coii
Warne. Second divided between II. A. Warne and \\ A.
Duniop.
I

it

1

11 0—2
1 1 1—3

James Vanbroekel

Thiol

S.Limberson

which

the
past year, but as yet little known. It appears to answer a went
which has not heretofore been satisfactorily supplied byarw
oilier cheap device.
Its simple form and practical value will
interest those who wish to do fine rirle shootiog in the forest,
or at the range.
shell
that has been used but once or twice with a heavy
A

three.

1—3 James Lamberson

1—

whatever, which appears
ireech-loaders,

rifle

1

0—9

1

three birds

son

Warne

1—a John Pierson
1—3

Ill-:;

use tight

Massey Cartridge Crimper, and may be

thus described, having been

1—

Tie

Lamberson
Warne
James Vanbroekel.

s.

who

is tire

and instruction from
of others, to refer lo
recently met with, bui

letit.
.

ii

:

A.

especially those

nl

;

'i

16 minutes.

Isf.w Jehsev.— The members of the Midway Shooting Club.
of Matawan, N, J., mel on Thursday, May 24, at Morgan's
Station, on the line of the New York and Long Branch Kailroad, to witness the contest for the club badge, an exquisile
piece of workmanship, and as appropriate an emblem as the
The conditions were ten birds each,
sportsman could desire.
21 yards rise. II and T traps, l T oz. shot. 80 yards bounctarj
between Wni. A. Dtmlop. present holder, and Stephen LamAnnexed is score
berson, challenger.

W.

I

shell,

.second tie.

The

less all

Ties at nine.

Cook Cousins

convention igpbstponed until

The

alternately.

angling Is at all equal in pleasure to river
1 do not consider this lake
so much interesting, grauo, ami even
or creek fishing, where there is
with a continual change of views.
enjoyed,
be
to
scenery
romantic
scenes arouud San Andreas Lake are rather bleak and barren, and

9
6
«

K. Cristy

1

valuable journal on the subject of angling in our sportsman's clubs'
lnkes. In the vicinity of San Francisco, giving you some account of the
salmon and trout taken in them by the members and others. Accon ing to the rules lately made by the club, only the members an those
residing at some distance from our city are permitted ti dsh in these

my power

11.

correspondent writes from Poiigltkccpsie as follows:
"Iu your paper of May IT, you notice the meeting of the State Spot ta-

in

Editor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun:
I have, I believe, for these two or three years past, addressed jour

in

JI.

i

A

balls.

Kill

FISHING IN LAKES SAN ANDREAS
AND FILERCITOS, CALIFORNIA.

now

v. D.Etdridge
c. Mallborn

.1.

9

.

Hull

<V

It Is

E. II. Caiman
K. c. Nichols

:

5
9

1808-69,

1

waters.

of turds,

and open cover for shooting. The land is chiefly limestone
sub-stratum, rich and highly cultivated, wheat, and corn being
the staple crops and the timber is remarkably free front un-

Norman.

Yours, respectfully,

made

are scores

Long
Cook Cousins

Quail.—The valley south of the Blue Mountain range and
canning west through New Jersey mid Pennsylvania was,
prior to 1868, not surpassed by any territory in this country
for quail shooting;.

Deli'nif Gun Club had a shoot for State
J. E. Long, on their new grounds,
Hurling Park-on' the Pth hist Wm. Clark, of Toledo,
referee? S. K. Whitman scorer, and Wm. Hart manipulated
the trap strings behind a blind; English rules. 80 yards
boundary, 20 yards rise. live ground traps, eleven birds 'each.

—The

The following

A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

IS

in

;

poor dinner for a party of ladies.

JUNE

MiruioAN.— The

medal, which was held by

J. E.

A

to

S

.

Coil

1

rials,

ami

It will stand 10 drs.
can be obtained in the

GB8BNBS,

YV. ^Y.

Mary's "Works, Birmingham.

rn-rsBrBGU, May

.

1.

EniToit FOltEST ami Stream
observe 111 your issue of Z8th ult., your correspondent "J. .I.E."
quotes from Jas. I). Dongalt'a work on "Shooting," el c, in reply '" '"''
:

Same

Day.- Sweepstakes.

Conditions same,

with

eight

entries.

James Vanbrackel
Con II. Warue
11.

A.

Warm:

W. A. Duniop

James Vanbroekel
CornJI. vyarna
U. A. Warne

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1-4.

AbeTenEyck

1—a Stephen Lamberson
1—3 K. oisbrow
1—3 James Lamberson

Tie 0111 lire.
1-3 W. A. Duniop
1 1
til ' -\i.e r.-u i;mK.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1—3

Hiepbeii Lanioersou

Second,

James Vanbrackel
Cort U. Warne

1—3
0-S

1

1

1-3
1-3

1

1

0—

I

1

in —I

A,

Warne

iiis
u-nie iin relative merits of "breech" ami "muzzle"
which "J. J. K. .says "11111!. the writer of lie
acknowledges superior durability and shooting of the muzzle loader,
rapli
id
ol loading ami ttrinj
s
loiulei isoiey anollsel towards those oilier qualities 111 mUSWCli
Now, T Afn not. going I
h
ly that. I cuunol liiid in the work referred to anything that would irarroni such a
conclusion in h« matter, in Ihe last edition ol Ills work on "Shooting "—London, 1SI6— at page T-l Mr, Pongall says, "Possibly the inveu-

Unibellua "
loaders, in

ll

'

1

1

1

0-2

10 —I
1

—

1

—

tie.

)J.

'i

I

.,

1

1

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
lion 01

''ii

i

quickness

in

loading tlniuiounv other advantage

:

v

and

i

onetime have Held such an
opinion, as many others did, when tin- lai-eeli-loader was straggling roc
existence, hut 1 think the above qttotatjona show that he does not hold
W. C. M.
them to-day.

muu

Mr. Doug&ll

S.

Mi
i",

:•

similar dimensions."

E.

lot

but irlieth

breecb-loadeTB bat e only to be made upon sonnd mechanical principles
to gain a manifest advantage on muzzle-loaders in rev// renpaelj" The
iiaiies, ire mine.
Again, on Huge 75, "ii their meifflbuiaal litl
Bi
ilieyinnsi surpass in shooting powi
i.iciers id
til
at

Hi lbs. shut,

iuji

II.

36 min., 55 sec.

271

The lush jump

fieyelin, "77; height, -1 ft. !> in.
"Putting
7!l; distance,
lit
II.
:.'j
in!
II. II. I.ee.
jump. C. A. Gurrie, '77; distance, 17 ft. 6 in.
(,.

won by

Running broad
One mile walk, Win. N. Johnson.

'78: time, 8 min. 25 sec.
Ilurdlcrace.il. L. (ieyelin, '77: time. 15| sec.
Throwing
base ball. II. II. Lee. 'Tlh distance. 354 ft.. \ mile.
Bun. won
by Bertram Hughes, 's»>: time. 56 sec. Running hop. step and
jump, C. A. t'urrie, '77: distance. 86 ft. l()i in.' Mile run, A.
L. Church. '78: time. Ii min. Ill sec.
Tn the graduate's races,
A. 1 lew sun, "10, won 11)11 yards dash in 1 sec, and { mile run
The referee was Mr. J. Albert lodge, of Harvard
in "isi gee
II gi
Judges, Messrs. W. 1!. Phillcr, '75; W. P. Blight,
Time keepers.
'7Sj Saunders Lewis, "70, andC II. Castle, 'SO.
Warner Yaidley '77, and. I. Douglass Brown, '70.
Hi

A

of BouthBoston Club on union regattas and festivities.
cordial invitation was extended lo tlie East Boston Club by
Commodore T, A. Huchinson and members of the Duxbury
Club lo participate in the dedication of their club-house on
Saturday, June 2.
cordial invitation was extended to tlie
bib by Commodore Kilcy and South Boston Club to participate in the regalia on Decoration Day
and their festivity at the
'
club-house in the evening.
Yours.
"Keogk."

A

i

YACHTING

1

I

^hisfimcsj.

£i;itioiuil

<

.1

i

Be inn da
tnii. I:u

Hwt Club.—The

thus describes

1

1

ic

last

Royal UmebU Island of Bermeet of Lite " Bermuda limit

Club:"

The

May—

season was on Tuesday, 1st
From, street, Hamilton, presenting quite an animated appearance as the Hunt, by twos and threes, arrived in front of the
Yacht Club, which" was the rendezvous. Ten minutes law
mid we jogged off to Hie head of the Harbor, a large held.
including some holies' taking advantage of a line day to see
the last hunt of the season. Jumping a small stone wall out
of the road and over the grass for a short distance, Hie scent,
turning
the right, earned us over a wall, which prove, a
stumbling block to three or four, and we headed for the south
shor:.
Three pair of heels (two, at least, Of which were shod •with
iron, "ii the holding side of the next fence made a man look
"nowhere,'! though it is said that as he rose he gasped
' ubiipic. " Now the pace was checked a bit; we crossed a
road, and climbing hp a steep and rugged hill, got a good gallop along sonic crass, over some small stone walls and into a
bit of country tha. required some doing.
A big and stiff bit
of timber wits now negotiated
luckily for some' there was a
way round, which was taken advantage of by a few. but a
little further ahead I wo more stiff p. ists and rails'apijcared. alone
of which some grief was seen, for at il a flighty "fairy "fell.
along the shore close by a little creek we saw the paper
lying.
"Don't foul'er," cried a soldier bold, as his mare, rising.&l a wall, was cannoned against
Koiraid on, forrard a
Koyal Welshman leads the way. the Master in the van, two
South Devonians racing side by side sand and spray, civillians, soldiers, sailors mingled in a cloud.
Over the Saud Hills and .far away, along the coast, what
crossed the line but a bullfinch, big and blind as blind could
be it was a case Of both arms up as we charged the thorny
fence.
Now over tin- South road across a valley and some
small walls and we came upon a wire fence right "in the line.
'•Ware wire," shouted the Master, and we made a considerable detour to get on the scent again. 'Tis said that one eslayed to jump it, taking his coat off and hanging it on the top
wire, his horse, however, did not seem to see it. or probably
did see it but didn't like the look of it.
ring round, twice
in and out of a road, through H wood, along some nice galloping ground, brings us close to the finish; two fences more and
we shall be in the finish field, Still, for many this was not to
be just yet, lor at a big stone wall which now faced us, it was
n regular case of heels up. heads down— What
is Bomba
down ? No, it cannot be. yet struggling on the ground we see
the gallant Chestnut roll, three oilier hunters, meu and all,
make a melee fit for any lighting men a fifth now swells the
surging mass.
Quo fast a'.gloria dtieunt. Men of science now
looked on and said that heaps of living flesh began to heave
and swell, and as the horses one by one got up and men felt
down their battered limbs, then regained their seats, the heap
was scattered to the winds (represented on this occasion by a
rail followed the fatal wall, and
pleasant mount close by).
then three pretty jumps on the grass gave the ladies an opportunity of seeing some fencing before the good things Mr.
Harvey had provided for all were attacked.
I have often thought how sad it would be if the pretty
smiling faces at these pleasant reunions, when all is joy and
jollity^were made to quail, grow sad and pale at sight of
broken bones. But no, that most never be.
Yoicks over, Polly, Oh, Captain, Captain, play at ducks and
drakes, but spare that little gosling's bones
Ruby, Ilnby,
won't you jump till Bomba comes? Paget, true and faithful
to the last, knows how to take a post and rail, but tha "seventeen hands horse " jumps sticky as of yore.
T-heFairy
last tneel of

the

m

1

i

;

Now

.

The parade

of the Coaching Club on Saturday afternoon
the largest display of the kind ever made in this city,
eleven four-in-hands turning out.
A very large number of
pi
'iii'
assembled to witness the display. The coaches formed
inline on the east side of Madison Square, and at 4:30 c. m.
the signal to start was given.
The route was around I he south
cud of ibe square and through Fifth avenue lo Central Park.
taking the west drive to Mount St. Vincent; thence homeward down the east drive, through the Scholars' tiate and
Fifth avenue to Washington Square, then back again to the
Hotel Brunswick. All along the. route the procession was received with hearty plaudits from multitudes of spectators,
The line was headed by Colonel Jay, then followed in the
same order as named: Messrs. Perry Behnonl, Fainnan
Rogers, Augustus Whiling. Frederick itronson, T. A. Havemcycr, Hugo O. Fritsch, Frederick Neilsou, W. P. Douglas.
Flancis l(. Divers and Colonel Delancey Kane. After the
parade the members of the club and their guests, including a
number of ladies, sai down lo a grand banquet at the Hold
Brunswick.
It is only four years ago since the first drag was
purchased; and but two years since the club was formally organized.
It now numbers sixky members, and counts seventeen drags.
—

was

—

In Brooklyn. Cable's coach line is likely to prove a great
success, as the attractions al Coney Island, its terminus, are
very great.
Passengers are booked at the Pierrepont House.
in Montague street.' and make tlie eight-mile run to the Island
in one hour.
Fare, for the round trip, $.'.

:

;

:

A

!

CRICKET XOTES.

—

The Ottawa Cricket Club, of Ottawa. Ontario, have invited the SI. George's Club, of this city, to visit Ottawa about
June 20. The invitation has been accepted.

—

A

—

Wellhtnau says he's got a " nag," look out. The Doctor's
sure the gray will jump. The runners say good-bye, but they

would like another finish at Mount Pleasant. The farmers
say, " Tomatoes, ride through them if you will, they don't
pay as for the boxes in New York." The paper baskets in
the Barracks say they cannot bear the strain. The little birds
say, " Don't stop yet, we want the paper for our nests." The
ladies say, "Oh dear! Oh dear!"
The soldiers know they'll
miss the chase aud yet the. season ,s done.
Talia' Ho.
Hamilton, May 3, 1S?7.

—

A

Pi.ea top. Wai.kim'..— Dr. Howard Crosby, in the Okrtilian Union, entreats his fellows to go a-wulUmg.
He says'
"Our country wilhin 100 miles or so of New York city offers
picturesque regions for such a summer foot excursion of a
week or two. Bide to Port .Jervis and walkthrough Sullivan
and Delaware counties, where the bears are.
>r strike south.
ward from fort Jervis and visit the rare beauties, sylvan and
nominal, of Pike County in Pennsylvania.
Explore he Catshill region— a world of loveliness :' starting up from Saugcrlics
aud so up the PlattersUill Clove, or from (jatskill Landing and
so up the Kauterskill Clove.
The railroad traveler is an ignoramus. He learns as much geography at night in the sleepThe walker learns the people- as well
car as he does by day.
as the topography, and comes from Iris journey a wiser as well
as a healthier man."

17, 1877.

I

have established a yacht club

in Jacksonville, and at its
sin-cess.
Permanent officers will

incipiency it is more than a
be elected on next Wednesday week.
After the election 1 will
L'ive mui a description of the club for publication*
We propose ejecting a hoai-house aO by 80 feet.
East night I proposed your "name as an honorary member,

and you were unanimously elected.
Al'Fkf.sco.
[We wish the Jacksonville Yacht Club every success, and
can only express our pleasure at the honorable compliment so
kindly bestowed. Ed.]

IIamucko Imekxatioxal Regatta.—We have

received,

through the courtesy of Mr. Win. C. Brown, Secretary of the
Schuylkill Navy, the prospectus of our International Regatta,
lo be held at Hamburg, on July 7th, to which a cordial invitulion to

compete

following

is

a

is

list

extended to the clubs of this country.

of the events

The

|

Hammonia-Preis, eup, value 75 guineaB.
fours with coxswain.
Entrance fee, £3.

For outrigged-

1.

3.

Alster-Pokal,

miles with a turn, every boat rounding

The committee
made in regard

its own buoy.
NT B.
most Happy to comply with all requests
above programme. Entries to close on

will lie

to the

Friday, the 22d of June.

—A

Undines and A.n.\i.osta>.s,
four oared shell race beHvcen the I'ndine Bow in."; Club, of Baltimore, and the Analostau Boat Clul), of Washington, was rowed upon the Potomac
on Saturday last. The course was one mile down the river
aud return. The Undines had the lead at the start, but catching the wash of a passing lug were passed by the Analostans.
who kept the lead to the finish, winning "in 11 minutes 5a
seconds, the Undines being !) ; seconds later.
The following
are the names of the crews
Undine B. K. Cross, boyv E.
J. Whittlesey, No. 2: Dr. J. D. Eglehart, Ho. 3; J. H. D.
Watts, stroke. Analostan— O. D. Hall, bow; E. S. Munder,
No. 2; J. B. Marshall, No. 3; J. R. White, stroke.

BASE
Pi-ri-snrucr,

May

20.

BALI..

of Brooklyn, heat the
3.

Haven, May 20.— The Yales beat the Harvard Uni-

versity Club by a score of 5 to 0.

—

May 20. A game played by the Athletics
and Philadelphias here to-day resulted in favor of the former
by a score of 8 to 1.
Philadeu'IIIA.

Cincinnati, May 20.— The Chicagocs beat the Cincinnati*
to-day by a score of 12 to 7.

hej-e

—

Syracuse, May 20. The game here In-day resulted as
lows Bostons, 2 Stars, 0.
:

fol-

;

Amherst. May 20.— A game here to-day between the Amherst and Weslcyau Clubs resulted in a victory for the former
by a score of 14 to 2.

—

—

;

-

—

'

—The Hartfords,

Alleghanys here to-day by a score of 6 lo

New

;

An exchange says that the students are not giving up boatnt Wesleyau, but are selling their six oared shells, and will
use four onred ones.
They will have a spring regatta if three
crews yvill row the whole course, and if the money holds out.

ing

—

The Excelsior and Zephyr Boat Clubs, of Detroit, Michipan. have their six-oared crews in active training for a match
hold the championship of the river.

to decide yvhich shall

The Nereid Boat Club held their opening reception nt their
hoat house, in Brooklyn, on Monday evening.
Many leading
The

citizens participated.

affair

was very

enjoyable."

.«.^.

—

Forest and Stoeam. A meeting of stockholders of
Fouest and Stream PpBusiiix-ii Company will be held on

tlie

the

14th day of June, 1877. at 2 o'clock p.m., at the office of the

Company,

at

No. 103 Fulton

street, in

New

the City of

York,

to consider the proposition to increase the capital stock of the

Company from

Quitting uud gonfing.

the

sum

Dated New- York,
Ave- Turk:

Boston.

of $25,000 to the
Ciias.

May

2,

sum

of 850,000.

Hallock,

rr„, = .„„ n

I

1877.

Charleston.

—

Queen flies o'er (or through) timber stiff, aud Dandy pulls
and vaws in vain— Old Dolly (how she led the field and jumped that four foot rail), has gone, they saj^, to get a wooden
leg. and Skinner's sold his mount for twelve pound ten— Meg
Merry-legs has got new feet aud legs.
A dark-eyed mare o'f
gipsy strain has had enough to carry, and says she's glad the
season done. Bomhadjer's to Europe hound for change of air.
A silly canieL doesn't care, he says it's all the same to him. A

May

Jacksoxvh.t.k,

We

:

The St. George's Cricket Club played their second match
of the season on their grounds at the wesl end of Ninth street.
Hobokcn. N. J., on the 30th inst., the visiting club being the
Union, of Ardmore. Penn.

:

IN FLORIDA.

Editor Fokkst asp Stream

Tiffany

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

always a large

have

porters,

and Im

stock of silver

articles for prizes for shooting, yachting, racing

Skawaxiiaka Yacht

Ci.cb.

— The

seventh Corinthian race

of the above club for second-class schooners aud

ond class
June 10.

first

and

sec-

sloops, yvill be sailed over the usual regatta course

on

The committee, in pnlilleliinit the programme, call attention to tlie
success of former races, anil express the Unite that the efforts of tUo
clul) to promote seamanship will l,e recognized anew iiy all yachtsmen,
and encouraged by a large entry lor 'ins nice, which will be open lo
yachts of any ilaly recognised club. Three prize-, in all, are offered—
which tw,i ..r mere vac his si art.
Ct.ASsiKiCATiDN— Sehi.oiier.s— Alliiniler'nliietv feet, mean length.
Sloops— first cla»s, all over flftv feet in mean length second class,

utie for enclf class in

;

all

of

fifty feet

or less

mean

length.

Entries— Entries must be made in writing, and will be received by
M. Roosevelt Sennvler, Chairman ot the Regatta Committee at 8-2
Pine sireer. until 3 r. m.. of Thursday. June 14.
Crews— Yachts must he manned by amateurs exclusively, and each
owner, upon entering his yacht, shall submit a list of the names, occupations anil addresses of his proposed crew, which list shall be subject
to the revision of the Itegatu Committee, whose decision shall be dual.
Yachts will be allowed one man for every live fee or laiiatb on deck.
and one for any additional fractional part el live feet. This number
shall uoi include the owner. A sailing master or pilot, cook aud steward maybe carried, bat none of ibem shall ill any way assist in tlie

and other

sports,

designs

special

and on reqnest they prepare
similar

for

purposes.

Timing Watches are guaranteed

Thoir

accuracy,

for

and arc now very generally used for sporting

and
are

scientific

also-

the

TIFFANY &

requirements.
agents

Patek, Pmr.irPE

&

in

America

Co., of

for

Geneva,

CO.

Messrs.

of whose

t

I

University of Pio.nsyi.vania. - The Athletic Association
of the University of Pennsylvania held their semi-annual contests on Saturday. May 2cith, ou the private track of Mr. Hubert Steel. Philadelphia.
There was a very large attendance of
spectulors, many of the lady friends of the contestants beiuir
tempted out by "the line weather, and the promise of exciting

The 10(1 yards dash was won by Horace 11. Lee,
10J seconds. The standing jump was also won by
Lee; distance, !» ft, 7 in. The 3-tnilc walk was a walk-over
contests.

'79; time.

Each varlit. shall be -sailed, and, as far as possible, steered bv her
owner. "Anyowner violating this rule forfeits his cheni to the prize.
Sails -Schooners will be restricted to headsails, foresail, mainsail and
working-gaff topsails. Sloops will be restricted to headsails, mainsail
and working-gulf topsail.
JTotwo headsails

of

same name

to be carried at the

same lime.

of
—At the regular meeting
on

the East Boston Yacht Club, held
club-rooms
Border street, in the Island Ward. May
a committee was appointed by the club, with full powers to
from the necessary demands of the Legisprocure a charter,
ture a new election of ofliocrs was expedient, and the follow-

celebrated watches they have a full line.
stock of

Their

Diamonds and other Precious Stones,

in their
7,

was chosen: Commodore, 8. 8. Goodwin,; YiccCommodore, W. S. Ducketsom Fleet Captain, Win. McCoring board

Recording Secretary, P. Golifl: Financial Secretary,
mttck
E. Burnhani: Treasurer, F. Brown; Measurers, C. C Cooper
and J. II. Pierce; Trustees. G. Palmer, C. C. Cooper, and
Il was decided lo call the club the East Boston
J. H. Pierce.
Yacht Club, and by a unanimous vote: the constitution and bylaws of the old club were adopted. Adjourned to May 38.
ittee
committee of live was chosen to confer with like co
:

A

;

mm

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery
is

the largest in the

world, and the public are

invited to visit their establishment without feel-

ing the alighteat obbgation to purchase.

Square,

New

York.

Union

.

'

.

n2

FOREST AND STREAM.
(7>

licmnl.

gf/ty

KDSNA KEWSEfc,
JESSE SUBR«'OOD, PuovKraTon.
County,

Koox

Bdina,

breeder Mini

tin porter of Sporting Dogs.
Pointers, so.tiers, spaniels, fox and beadle hounds.
"Ssnolin." Imp. Pointer, stud a&g; fee, *35. See
He is a grandson or
KiiglVsli K. C. S. I',.. No. 1,006.
-'Hamlet," No. 836.
Tim ring
tin- celonri.lod
"Sancho" lias won seven priy.es—fonr In Kuglaud
first at Crystal Palace, 1874), three here.

Mil.,

/

Iff,,,,,-/.

A

and
VT Shot, a brace or Gordon puppies, brother and
sister,
inoiithK old, by Dexter, out or Nell, both
prize winners.
Wry handsome, and ready to go
into trainer's hands.
Price Cor the brace, $80. Address W. M. TILESTON, this dllice.
m V :il l|

POTATO

iiiuil,

1"2

CO.
mtOOK TROUT IKY FOR SALE in
Fry delivered

quantity to suit parties.

any

Ian

11-4UI.

which,

mow

oat

n

A BUFFALO
—ON

Patent.

s

und iU-uvh;

I)K

LUX!?,

ew

Vork.

happy

fur 3poi1yiiini.

tinners thai
quail.

tiow violriiily iliev pull, this collar wil
Made id lnavvliri.ll
iiijui-i- tin- ii«ir.
Sent Ivyjnai
lcatlter with luckel-plnicd trimmings.
with name ol tWg or owner on name plate for $1
Manilla. tiled by

R. B. Coleman

GREAT SOUTHERN

lias

uiosl

ilie

beou re

The altm.M

is

convenient locaiion

R.

COLEMAN &

'and'

WHiite

Hog.

Price, &'.
by Captain,
Liver Uog, one yai

oue year

k

Express free at my

*'<!>'. --S

'".

'"'

ROBERT WALKER,
•

inuy'i-t-St

hill

j-J5.

Mlr/EY.

All

huge

-New

Etlina,

Knox

Co., 3Io.

size.

and Sea

,1,

H AMIL TON

SAGEVIL.LE,

*

u.

clydw.

vv.

crowell.

s.

Loekwooil

Capl. Ingnihni.

The above steamers have been hiiudsomely
fin- the coiivemenee of passengers,
valled on the coast for

House

MELON VILLE

LATKA, ENI'ERPRISE,

haviug young
For terms. Ac, ad-

and

I

Passage Tickets by

BENT LEY

1).

HASHLL, Oeneial Aeeu

Great Southern Freight Line,

RECENTLY

IIOI'SE.

one of
e

Tallin's,

Ilie

is

GO., K. Y.
IVnpibiloiS'

REBUILT AND

now open

most

ill

lor

llglilfi.l

Thomas

F"

Lin

1

s'^b,;',
the limes
niavn-i

I

the Islands,
and enpiy-

Irt

IFF HOUSE, SEA CLIFE,
ic

season
Special

18J7,
ai

f

/

liver Willi

li

N V. Bench Snow, out „!
Address FRED. H. HOE, Tarrytowu, N. i.
may btlt.

of Mrst prize

at.

the

FOR

r,

POINTER

my

orange
pointer ••Dan," winner of second
oiler for sale

and w u ite
New York Bench
Show, No. 5,74a lie is two and a half years old,
uud a .'.mil henl dug nil lulled grouse, quail and
Is thoroughly
snipe.
woodcock. Never has hunted
yard and field-broken, easily handled, handsome
In ntfe red tor sale because I have
initiate.
more dogs than I can use. E. H. LATHROP.
prize in large no inter class at

i

fjpiiUgUeld, Mass.

L. L, OPENa
at rates to suit

.

Broadway, corner

dully.

«iy a l 8*

'TO

FRRNANDINA

General Agent.

mul

S:uilli,-,n M.o'Z g.

410 South Delaware Avenue,

Cn.,

S'.

Pliila.

"The Bermudas."
AND DELIGHTFUL
NOVv* A FAVORITE
WINTER RESOHI, Is r.aiehe.l 111 seveuly
Hours from New \"..i k, und being sin romi.led by Ilie
warm

ill r si ream enjoys an equable
waters of tne
temperature of about 7U ( R.g.
The elegant Hrltisli Ste unships "Bormnda." and
1,111111 tons, ill tule vpressly for the passen"CJiiiulmi,
ger 1 ravel, are disp it. n. .1 from Now York for Dei1 i

•

ll

+

inol

tw

il.if

oiiillinnllnlV at.

(

".

.

I

1

n

(

I

:L

Black Bass Fishei'ies
XOflTEIEItX MICIllftAX, VTA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.

SPORTSMEN

Rod are invil
The fish nam
Pike and I'lckoi

the

Will Hilda select assort incut of

Guns,

langenieiils lor fiunilies.
E. HluKCOIfDS.

Rifles,

Revolvers,
He.

Tin

ill

<

Thousand Island House,
Situated on the

ALEXANBRIA BAY,

,1

EPPERSON

ami

eoi.taiiis

all

the

nin.'ern

iniproveuienls.

single or rh strife, wtih baHi-nioms and
e.osi is attached. Travellers will llud lllis place as
healthiul as it is biautil'ul, with no mosquitoes or
while
chills and fever; cures hay fever and i-atarrn
to the llnest scenery in the world are added the atiraellolis of l!...nine, Pishing. Iluntiiie ami Bathing,

Rioms

;

Ae.oinodatioos for
Glilsine second to none.
Pari ii s takiqg rooms lot lie season will
guesls.
deductions from regular rales. Semi lor
pamphlet, with terms, &o.

&U.
I.ll

can

lie

had at

lin.iily vvitli

Woods ami

he North

CO., N. Y.,

"

l

find liberal

O. G. Staples,
Manager,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

AmmLUiiUon,

1st.

lakes

manv

And

you.
is

very

Special

The scenerv of
The

Alt.cnl.I011 is

1st Hound Trip I xi nrsioii
10 Point" in Clullil TrnvelHC
Region, and attractive train facilities otiered to
tourisis and sportsmen ; also, on and after July 1st,
Mnckliiuw anil l.nke Superior Excursion Tick-

On andtfter June
sold

This

new

Invited to

of !S, 83, S8

si?.es

elegam

and

ttinl

Arm

iu\w".

Mosi Deail'UUle Revolver

A OOMPLKTF.

111

Hie Mai ke|.

YSSOR'l'.MENT

Guns, nnd Fishing Tuel.lc Carried

lings.

i

<

Tisi

ars tor Flsliiug Parties nail Families

MAYNARD

at lu»' nites.

Itisouraiin ii laite S|n tstiieii feel ''at home on
For Tourists' Guide, containing lull information as to Hotels, Boats, Guides, Jtc.. aud accumaps of the Fishing Grounds, seud to Fokibt
and Stkeasi office, or address
J. 11. PAGE, G. P. & T. A.. Grand Rupids, Mich.
A. IIOPPE, Eastern Passenger Agent,
JI6 ilarkot Street, Philadelphia.

KIJS,

f\-

em, dupes siiniillcitv
:,ennill.ly, 11 perieci
•vclopige „| all
1 he most critical tnspeciioii p, process „t
manutae
|ii|-e, and Willi d- pap in
iiuprovemcids. make 11 Die

ets.

Cei

Onr New

PATENT HEVOI.A

SMITH'S
In lour

Tin- Hotel Aeemiiiiioilii'ioiiN, while plain, are,
as a rub-, good, tar surpassing the average in countries new enough to afford the lluest ol' liahing.

Cnuip

goods appertaining thereto.

l.eantiflll.

asrhina.

Ticliefs

all

points.

air Is pure, iby, and bracing. The eliiuale peculiarly
hetietleitd to lliose pufrenug Willi hay fever gild

in the immediate vicinity of the far-famed
Thousand Islands, will be opelied lor the reeepllou
This lion e wms erected in
ol guests June 1st, IS77.
'":>.,

li-.li

Tube yimr

LAWBENCE,

ItlYElt ST.

May

re.btiiv semi tropldes of his
'('lull" at home, us ice tor

niebiuK

and
.

— When

FOR SALE —I

1,

Nellie.

eight Weeks old, six puppies
out of lliv blue bellou setter Mel', b\ Bob Roy.
Two of tneni are blfjcK,
'I ii. -v are black and white
wtnie and inn and are almost, perfect linages ol
Fur' pari leiibiis, address L. F. WHITtheir sue
niyii-3t
i-iiv noli. OeWoll, Mien.
J.IAN,

SALE

on Mav

THE

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

dccM-llm

THROUGH TICKETS

1
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, SANPOKD, EN'I'ERPIflSE and intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and Interior points 111
011
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, aud thence
by railroad or stciunbnut, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

(Mackinaw. Crand Rapids 4 Cincinnati Short Line.)

Guiilord, conn.

KOK SALE.— A dog pnppy,
CUICKKU SPANIEL
mouths old. by Witch, winner
wliite,

FOR FLORIDA.

Brook Trouit, Grayling and

vlsnor-.
places In

OF
e St

lit;

street,

npilE -IflSIUNa LINE"

'I'll

lelbty l„i

nil

and

ot
of

CROSSMON HOUSE.

WARREN LOWE,

K YOUNG cocUER SPANIEL STOCK EROM
Inquire of
lie choicest lilceils.
M. P. McKOON,

sip SSly

all

lo all points in th.- souiii and Soiilhwesl,
further iuloi illation can be oi.iiiiiied at, the o mo-

rotiies

slr.cily teiuperaie.

legantii'itiriilidi.-ii,

ami

septai-ly

noes that they wish bandied.
dress
apr5-2iu

vork.

Florida.

its in

MEYER,

to the country .lining
Also, those
a vdry desiiaole. spot.

Colib's

Close connect inns at Charleston with the favoritism! well-Uuown Florida packeis Die: 1'ATOIi, Capi.
Vogel; CITY PllINT, Capl. Scotl, for PKKNANf)INA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AHCI'STINE, I'A-

Through Freight

I.

line lot of Scotch, Skye, Ddti.ly,
lliuiuout, ami Ulaek-aiid-taii Terriers, Sporting
inlgs, Maltese Cats, Ferrets, &c. Medicines for ail
45 Great Jones street,
ni-easesai L. N.

THEIR DOGS
PARTIES WISHING TOtheSEND
elo D e season can Und

New

Comfort.

(foods forwarded free of commission.
Passage
tiekels ami Bids or Lading issued -iml .,i-iied ai the
JAMES W. (JlIIN'I'A RI Jr. O..
ollieeof
Agents, No. \V West, Street, cor. Waneii, or
W. P. CLYDE .tCO, No. r, Howling (.'recti.

Sea food, eiiuiforlahle Inn,
_
view. .f the sea.
Three BUibca to an.
riaven daily after June l.V
Previous h

KALE. -A
I7I0K
i

N. V.

r

sl.'amcrs sail Tuesday, 'fliurs. lav" ami' Wtu'rday;
Delaware sleaiueis Monday, Wednesday ami Friday
P. M. Full informal ion given at ..dice, 1117 Green-

wich Sr„

JiiiliiiMplaa

and

Speed

Safety,

lllle.l

and are unri-

up

I

WAN

Address,

1

lllilieoleaglle,

Peninsula, city Point,
li.rida. and the mbnutiitn-

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
fiTIiisuraiice to destination ONE HALF OF ONE
PER CENT.

S|
Lull

ateomiui.dalb.il for ladles.
LUke, Piseco Lake, and several
lake uout lisbitig near by. Teriui

1>U]S

MAKER,
E. S.
Holiokns, Bergen Co., N. J.

('apt. It.W.

;:ulf s'I'ukam,

I

,

iiisipssiiry.

u Stkkam, and others.

Cant. M. S. Wooilhull.

may r

I'KOJ/KlUTOIt.

Piei-

CHAMPION,

CITY OP ATLANTA,
GapC.

ANDREWS' HOTEL.
ANIIKKIVH

S, II.

.

r.„pl-if

II

CO., N. Y.

AI.EXANIJKIA BAY, JEFFERSON
V. CKHSSMON ,V SON,
;
i

of the linest
the e

II

11

rpOR.

,

Waretow

York, via N.

3 o'clock P. M. From
29, N. R.

At.

KI{!sP',! Asli

to Itarueg

nOove bv mal

to PoituOT

In

8. R. to

BNNEL FOR BREEDING, REARING. BOARD-

Refer

IIALSE\

llalliegal

Pish,

Itiul'k

wi bin a mile from the house.

Pointers and Setters nt approved imported and
N.nivc IlloOrtlborjiugldV broken; aisu pups of .liil'-rIn the stud, impiiried Irish Sellers,
eui. ages.
"Grouse" ami ",-llanirock." Also Pointers, ' Phil.
,]r" and "King Puiltp," by-Old Phi!;" "Phil, Jr.,'
King,
out. of; Ooliiiirn's Lang and Wilson bitch;
iMihp." out ot Mailileii's Urst prize champion bitch,

*

IIOISH,

^'-s^^fSSlltal

fishing

OP

i

ASHLEY

(,ll

for eireul

P.

Oonil

lUlHtUUNM KKVNKb

••Pan,"

W.

nun Philadelphia, Tuckerloii li. K.
ue id depot for Klnsey's ferrymen.

For pedigree aud particulars, address

W.VDDELL,

from former guests. Scud

Fish,'shcepshea.l,
'ii':-

cess

Setter.

O. Z.

A. C.

Goose, Snipe, anil

Iluek,

Ileal nig,

NSPA'S

K
•.in.

The Subscriber oilers Ins imported red Irish settci
" Puck," winner ol prly.es ai the Ceuleuulal, St..
Loins and Baltimore bench shows, for stud purpose.

Teems

ing,

Ri lerenees
2-5t

tpl

i,.uk,iu,uu.v.i,N.Y,

Irish

(

FLORIDA PORTS,
Wednesday and Saturday

,rn

Stud

Tnpcka,
Kansas.

)

•ville, L.

l.lvel

All

>

brother to
Wncii. Price fa:> each. This is not a weeding mil, -a e.
but a general saio to make room for lvenuel building; no disunion; b.iveo and delivered oil ears per

Pass. Agent,
Ticket Agent,

It

old,

All
litter bruth r in Wiicli.
Cap lain, Inter brother to Witch.
old.
v
Hii.ch,oiie year old, by Captain, litter

of

i

The South and the Southwest

I.
A S
mei
inieuall the year, 'wil

IIOI'SE,

's

and poiub
.mines mvei, urrniiek,
Island,

Charleston, S. C.

CO.

New York Bench Show

prize,

Liver

n Af.SEY

information, npplv
Eastern
Agent, -lU

gei.ei'iil

Ge'ul

Old Dominion Line.

VIA

aud re-fnrnislied throughout.
perfect;
the service regular, aud
filled

15.

tickets, iinu

NPCIIM;,

II.

Pass'nger Line,

A

in the city.

charges moderate.

i.lnieouutry.

L.

Tin-

D

*

Freight

the White

Capitol Slid

the

ATTENTION TO

wl'ECIAT.

SPORTSMEN.

I

New York.
T. J. ANDERSON. Gen.
W. K. WHITE, General

lae.iiirv, iiiuiiev

lirst

shells.
It emi be

FOR

Uol'TK

KANSAS & COLORADO

Broadway,

of these famous

Co., proprietors

fc

midway between

It

flanker Spaniel Pupa; Liver
all line; fruin [lie best
Price, $15 euch; If not satisrefunded.
ft.hu che f.iiioa lug, all healthy and sound Steele
Orange mid White Setter Bitch. 1? moutliH old, nol
been in i'il; good fur slock purposes. Price, J15.
All L»cr Field Spaniel Riieh, 2!i years old; gone,
worker and line leiriever Price, flu. All Live.i
Cocker Illicit, li uiouiiis old, by Witch, winner ol

Baer ever
room lor i,u
I'd. k.-l
but a few ..unices.

BALTIMOKE, Md.

House, and

— Fine

Complete

to

THE METROPOLITAN

and Livqr aud while,

the nios
Invented. W has c
leaily

For maps,

i*

tf

now

Carrollton Hotel,
known to the old paiiotis of the
ASTOR HOUSE, N. Y„ and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

Son,

THE NKW

lo lUfor

nave

wtigliiiig

hotels, are well

RKUADWAV, NEW YORK.

I

IIUJNT

'IHK—

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway.

WA8IIIJS10TON, D. C.

SLIP THIS COLLAR.

No maker

-ai.e.

brefch-loading shot-gun in exaiange for the Giiiieisleeve hitch Judy, orange
vhite, with black points; sire,
Twailileli's

a

is

it.

urn eln.ke or

iii

;

vvjine,^::';-,,,.;

'•l contain

Game

1

eight-shot
Repeating
Also repeating shot-gun also double exbreech-loader. HOWARD, this office.

§iwrtim en 'a ponies.

Metropolitan Hotel,

Ijiiii:

Price, $45

it.

(

Zjofcte

sioofe

use

elln of correspond!!
Carver's Harbor, Ma

io.

a;

For $2.00.

join

breech-load-

i.een shot aboiit Hit)
shells. Reason for

to

,

uo.

HOLBERTON.

&

no time

the gallery.

ANTED.— A

Ludlow.
McKean 1,0 Pa.

FOR

NASSAU STREET.

Thomson

w

quired.

ri

If

W. H. CROWELL,

pO-ellb,

301

has

es-

Park Theatre,

at,

rioulile

ild/.eii

owner

.F Rille.
press rifle

LUDLOW TROUT

oiu tip. rc-pitfaiion Uioy Meat. Fibrlno Calces
From
have no gained, they re |p4i-e scan-eiy an explanatiou to r
recommend them tojthe usuof every oue who
keeps a dog. suilleo it id any the
"

DOGS CANNOT

uinler

l^OR SALE.— Handsome

dogs.

i

W.

SALE.-Hrilev's old

sie.l

i

Complete Shooting Suit

m

direction! lor use.

.

FOR
range,

For particulars impure

Bruoklyn.

1'osipold

nit fou worms

Price 50 rents per Box by moil.
lie iilmve are recommended by KoIiANoGtJN
and FiiuKST and Stukam.
Oct 14

GALLERY
K1PLE
lablislic.i
rule

SALE. A Remington
barrels,
ing siioi-gnn,
:ipoison. FOR
nines. Also m ee
brass

Put up in lioxes containing a dozen powders, with
]'„.lh

*? ug j cal;mge

sS^r

A CERTAIN KEMRDir.
full

of the

selling,

This Powder is guaranteed lo kill fleas on dog? or
II
is put up
iniv oilier annuals, or money relumed.
In patent 'iiixi" wiursliding pepper box top, whicli
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and eltlcaoioua.

Price SO ccnis by

Cheap Destroyer

OUR PEST^

Spi-attV lAivoTLt
Meat Fibrino IX>y Calces.

STEADMAN'* FLEA POATDER for DOGS.
A Rime to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.

ai:k( a

Safe, Sure and

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

gar $hU,

Moticc<;.

"lOUnoN SETTERS for BALE,- Powder

RIFLES,
Send

SHOT

OP

GUNS,, ETC.

ror Circular.

:

this route.

rate

FOWLER & FULTON,
NO, 300
WM.

it,

UUOAUWAY,

F0W1.SB.

K

Y.
HKNHV- FLLT0N,

^

:

.

m

FOREST AND STREAM.
Sporf.Hineti 's Zfoufc'J.

$}wrl;,mnt'.<j Route's.

LONG

TO SPORTSMEN:

SUNDAYS,

4:0(1 v. at.

Respectfully iuvile attention t" the

For l'aU)ho B ue,

Superior Facilities!

Vm

afforded I'V ihclr lines for reaching most <.l the
la.UilM'i PARKS and RACE i-oCliSEs in the
Middle Suites, 'ihese lines iitmn I'liMlMlirs
'I

FROM ALL IMPORTANT PulNTS,

avoid t
difUcullies auu iluu«i rn -f iL-j.hi|iiu. ut, while the excelleutcars wtiii-li run nver the smooth steel tracks unable STOCK To UK XK.ANSPiiKTEDwitboutfailure
or iujury.
The Hues of
li._-

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

New

Tl( KET.-t are sold at the
all the principle cm

in

.,-.:.;..

\i

Enamel

9:30

0:30 p

a. m.,

0:42

1>.

oilier

Troi

HAVEN

SO.UAN.aud

CAPE MAT,

NEW JER-iEY COAS'T
WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

points on the

Unowned IorSA.LT

AND FEATHER.

FARMER, GenT

P.

I..

Frank Thomson.

Pass. Agent.

Gen'l Manager.

fell IT- 1(

HAVEN, lIAUTEoHD, SPKTNtlFIELD,
NEW
While Mnuniuius, Mount Mansliold. Lakes
Memphreuiagog and

Mom real

WUIoughby,

ami

Quebec Bhortest, quickest and most ohmsani
route. Steamers c. II. nokTIIAM mid CONTINENTAL leave Pier as, East River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3 p. M. and It e. a., connecting with
trains on wharf at New Haven fur above ami intermediate plaees.
Passengers taking 11 p. h. steamer (execpl Saturdays and Sundays) can reach White Mountain,
Lakes, etr. next afternoon.
Tickets sold and baggage checked at >.'o. 941
ilroadwav, New Vork. and No. 4 Court Sireei.
Brooklyn. Pull particulars at oiilee on Pier.

JERSEY
N BWLeave
New

AND NEW YORK RAILWAY.—

Yi rk via Erie Ferry, font ol Chamb.
street
F.or Hackensack— 1:15, S:45 A. M., 1:00, 4:15, 5:15
ami li.au r. M.
:

For JNauuel— J:

m„

4:15

and

6:1ft

1:00, 4:15,

and

6:1s

For Haverstraw aud Stony Point—S;13 A. M„
l:Wj
M
For Hew York City -7:1B a. it., 1:00, 4:15 and

1:00

8:45

15,

a.

For Spring Valley—S:43
an,

a.

si

1:0.1,

.,

9:00. ll ; 30 a. si.,
4:24 P. si.
9:15 A. St., 1:30 P. II.
For Far Kockaway, etc., 9:00, 11:30 a, si 2:f0.
3:30, 4:24, 5:115, T:00' p. si.
SUNDAYS, 9:15 A. si.,
1:30, 0:35 P.M.
etc.,

Quality

.Sundays—S:45

a.

>i.

and

0:45 p. m., stopping

i

14:45, .1:45. 4.45,

and

0.15

5.

tjt

1 f.

'

DHL YN,

at

leave

STONING TON
Nori

It

and

River,

YEARS.

Tickets for sale at

nil

St.,

i„c

Van A.

St

Fishing Tackle

ESTABLISHED

PREM1CM BIRDS. Brnhams,'
Polalids, bullous,
Houdan«,
Haniburghs, Dominique, Game, Uuntams, &,c.
Pigeons lu variety. Send for descriptive circular.

Now ready, from my
Cochins, Legliorus.

G. O BROWN,
Brooklandville, Md.

ls45.

0

DEEK.MAN SIREEI,

jif.

Manufacturers

Y.

FISHING

FINE

of

A

TACKLE

Specialty of the

Celebrated Green Heart. Wood
for

Amateur Rod Makers.

Rod Mountings

Sets

In

REELS,

shipb-c.

s,]f-l

REPAIRED.

Etc.,

king

.lav Si.

IN

SEVEN

UltiaVsTKK

i&

marl 3m

KNOWLTON,

Importers and Dealers In ArMUcial Eyes for Birds
and Animals,
IS Arch 8treet, Boston, Mass.

Elastic

Sm-lls,

KDWAKll

-catch

-

U.

ONHAV,

«

XH.vi.lerii.lhl,

H'nccKSSoK to .IA.MES

(Tiiihlc.

56

ROOME,

II.

Carmine

N. T.

Street,

Sportsman's Emporium

O
o

No.

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bainboo Fly- Rods.
Improved and finished without cutting away the

p-i
CD

>-«
P=4
P^)
!=^

o

Paul and St, Louis
Short Line.

MS Williti St.,t»udoc>r» North ol niton.
ppRWJGEOUfl&J. W. THDALl'SUiN,
III

1

C.

It.

TAXIIiKRIIISTS .ISO NATU1UI4S1S.
This branch of me business a speciality. Anything mutinied from a llumining-bnd to a Camel,

Leopard.
Private ord

world.

I

PROVIDENCE LINK.

solicited for all kinds

tackle. Rods sent
lor circular. A. II.

of

line

express on approval.
iVLER, Ithaca, N. Y.

Send

Always on hand a large collection of specimens
from all parts of u,e wot Id.
Fine ashing Tsekle in evoiv variety, such as Split
llaiubno rods and ollleis by, the best tuakeis.
h'ce.'a
In fact every il'iiiig that a sporting luau
quires for a coniplele oiii-ni, can be found at this
ciablislluicut at reasonable rales.

and lines;

h

r<

Cfi

LESSONS Gl\ E.N "iN "I'AxiDEKMY.
TaxideiuiiMs lusirtiiueuis Tor sale. Eyes m every

r1

~

P=£1

Varn-iy.

r

.10

-r

P=£J

a

t—

J,inll-ly

chas7reiche & bro;

CO

fc=^

Birds and Rare Animals,

CLO
-=ci

N'rtli'i -n

mid Menageries.

Zniilogieitl (Jin-dens

^

2&ailway-,,

cheerfully answered.

,

b.r JSo. In $8 76.

K'HiS.

eggs from above stock, guaranteed pure, address D.
Del. Co., Pa. Correspondents.

GILPIN, Concordvllle,

COMMERCE STREET, PHIL A.

503

"

Twines and Lines; 1,8011 kindu on hand. Flsherineii a twines, hue. and nets ot an kinds.
Also hammouks lor spurisiiien. Samples ot twines rent Tree
on appncaiiou or by man.
myai IL
Afi.'sliiuy

SHIPLEY & SON,

A.-'B.

& Son.,

P. Travers

J.

NAERA-

CHEAPEST AND

0r.

FOR HATCH li\U

House.

wi

L,

feblS-rm

Montvue Poultry Yards.

Uepot.
ting,

from any

to order

vicinity.

CHOICK PlRE BRED POL l.TRY, ECUS

PHILADELPHIA

Brooklyn.

QUICKEST,

York and

guxidcviinj,

Rods for Trout and Pass Fishlntr. SIB
Ash and Laucownod Rods for Trout and Bass

Fishing,*;

principal-ticket nrtlces. State

Burlington, C. Rapids &

St*

LAWTON,
lie

iireviousi

Freight only, steamers leave Pier 37, North River,
font Park Place, at 4::iu p. j|.
Freights via cither
line taken at lowest rale.
L. W. l-'ILKINS.G P. Agent.
D. S. BAIK OCK, Pre*.

St.

for

carriage*
Refers by pel

rooms secured at offices of West,; It Express Oollll.auy. and at ;hu l!ro,,dway. New York, aud Si'.a Washlugton

Goods promptly made

desired.
Address SARA .1. McBhlnk,
Mlliuford, Monroe Co., N. Y. W. Ilolbertou, Sole

Agent

(Irccnbeart
to $an.

TRAL, Hudson River and oloversville R. K, at
Northville, Nov York, win be carried to Lakes Piseco. Pleasant, or oilier trout ing localities in the vicinity in comlorialiic siylc and reasonable prices, by
By

Flies.

Makes the Immense Reductions.

out

Snpt.

fool

NOT A TRIP MISSED

P.M.

5:

Pi.-r :«

Fun

CARD.

R EDUCED PA HE
Elegant Steamers

GANSETT

the

.

Pocket, Time Tables.
Until further notice, the Trains of this Road will
not wait for iheTweuiy-thii.i street boats.
I).

McBride

Medal aud Diploma from International Exhibition,
Philadelphia, ISTh decreed for exceeding!* neatwoik
wiin -oddity ot construction. A line assortment of
flies for trout, salmon aud bass cuistanily ou hand.
Also casting-lines. Flies can fully selected fur any
locality.

EDLTON STREET, 1SEW IORK,

PARTIES ARRIVING BY NEW YORK OES-

,

L.

CliOOK & CO.,

J. B.
50

pub-

the mirth woods. Is
mule, in hewed logs, aud Die main building has
siituigand dining-rooms, kitchen, iwo bedrooms below aud lour on second story, all timslied in a nice
Manner. Cellar, ice house, boat house, and an eve'rliviug siream f water on premises.
Inquire or address GRAV es Bito-., is, pnuviiie, x. Y.
nival at,

:

aud 0:15 p. si.
Theatre Praia on Saturday night onlv a
p. it
from Twenty-third street, and 1-2 Mid. from
chambers street, which goes tin ...u^n to siouy Point,
stopping at all stations.
Excursion Tickers can be procured at Erie
unices; foot of Chaiubeis street.
All trains leave, the the Erie Depot in Jersey City.
Commutation Tickets, at low rales, at the unlet
of the Company. Pavoiiia Ferrv, .K-rsevCity. See

17-tf

I'ltAUI..

all

A

May

ol

i

at

Tills is

1S77.

19,

LIFE OF

(.OJUI'JSTITJON 18 TflF.

in

Sun

AI.

I'.

June
camps

Co.,

sod

be

he premises on fourth lake

llej.-ktii.ur

'

lia\
,,ve

Tne.se trains leave Twenty-third street as follows
,

so-called,

all nuihlitigs, lisheiies, etc., will

sale on

all

pattern

'pIlE "SAM DIJNAK1N CAMP."

the most desirable

Bamboo, or any desired material,
aud Improved Light Keels.
principal dealers in tishiug tackle throughout the United States.

of Spilt

Sold by

Dealers send for Trade Cuiiilogtic.

Broadway, 942 Broadway, Grand Neutral Depot,
42d at.; in, Brooklyn. 333 Washington St.; in
Brooklyn, E. D., 7:1 Fourth street.
By purchasing tickets at any of tha above,
offices, baggage can becheckudtrom residence to
destination.
mv31 3m

lic

NEW YORK.

& CALHANK'S Every Variety of Fishing Tackle
MAKE,
always on hand.
Reduced to $1 25 per ARTIFICIAL Jrl.lKsl T1KIJ TO ORDER,
NovM-t
Banoou, Maine.
Dozen.

Thirty-fourth street only.
Ticket offices in New Yolk at James' Slip and
34th street ferries, at the offices of We-tcott's
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 785

Chain,

ST.,

Fine Fly, Buss, Salmon and Trout Bods

FINNEtUr*

Fenyboats leave James' Slip, N. i'„ thirty minand Thirty- fourth street. E. P.,, riftoen
minutes before each train. On Sundays, from

X

NASSAU

H. L- Leonard,

Guaranteed.

Custom Made
FLIES,

utes,

stations.
7:45, S:15 A. M
davs. s:45 A. M

PISH & SIMPSON,
132

EACH.

Manufacturer of

For Flushing, College Point, Whitestone, Great
Neck, Garden City, Hempstead and intermediate stations, see small Tune Tables and Time
Cards ai all principal hotels and under-mentioned

ivliocan

I-,

I

*40

P. si.

ticket offices.

Also, to

TLCKERTON, BEACH

Each,

FOHMEKLY

SUNDAYS,

;

and Sporting Goods,

$25

it.

etc., 8:44. 11:30
ai.

preserved ou the outside.

all

best bah URed for Pais* and Pickerel Fishing,
j-uss size, ori cenLs
Picket el size, rl each, by mail
post-paid, mi receipt of price. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish and Game, samples by mail, liliand Tacenfs.
Send slump for id list rated [nice list of Fistuug Tackle

,

any

i>

FORI), CKEnSON, ltAl,STu\,
well-known eeuiers lor

SUNDAYS.

si.

For Locust Valley, Glen Cove,
a. si.. 2:00. 3:Mo, 4:24, 5,05,

I).

III 1QBS,

P.

6:4-2 r.

E.

Uamboo

H. SUNDAYS. 9:3d a. m.
For Northport, etc., 10:00 A. M., 3:30, 4:24,8:05,

5:05

York.

I'.rooklyn,

gtreet,

Sth

3:30,

jr.,

SKIKSTER-S
New Fluted Bait.

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

SUNDAYS

J.

..jr..

M.. 2:00, 4:2-1,
H:13 A. it., ti.35 p. m.
FV.r Port, Jeifernan, etc., at 10:00 A.

New

Street,

SoinMi

etc..

For Rockawav Beach,

(SUNNING AND FISHING
Pennsylvania and

65 Tulton
Pftclory— Pool

2:00, 4:15,

St.,

at 7:30,8:44,8:03. 11-30 A.
4:45. 5:23, C:03 v. ai.
SUNDAYS.

9:30 A. m., 6:30

also reach the beat localities for

in

Uabvlon,

9:15 a. m.
at i):t,3 A.

etc.,

(Tiirlilv.

Jfirfiii(!t

Conroy, Bissett& Malleson

Trains leave Long Island City as follows
For Qreenport, Sag Harbor, Tiiverhead, and
intermediate stations, at 8:14. 11:03 a." m., 3:30,
:

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.

;ul:lc.

Jfi'ilunii

IsLAMI K Ml.ltOAl).
MAY H, 187R

Ki

g

(.

hiilliiiin

^lieet. Ihi.d

RARE A.MEKlCAN

door Doili N

ANIMAI.ll

CUaSED.

VVnlmm.

nil

ALWAYS

PUR-

Sale.— Mandarin Ducks, Golden ard Si v, r
Pheasams (China); Spur-wiugeil Geese, Egyptian
Foil

BEST!

Afii.-U)
Cej-.se

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WaY DAILY
crowing ami connecting wl m a
Kast ami West

;

Wingeous,

Rial.

headed Din

Wood Ducks (Amel

(Europe);

ks,

Brant

'«).
.

Hknh.v Rriciie.

||

Lines in Iowa, running brunch sono- of Hie Uuesi
hunting grounds in the Nor'hwest lor Geese. Ducks
Pinnated and Rutted Grouse and ouuii. Sportsmen
and their dogs take, -or,,! care of. Reduced 'rates
t

li

pa

leral

TO AMATEUR

ipEASK SCHOPF, DEALER

Trolling and Click Reels.

Rod Makers.

Fishing:

The

finest Reels,

made

durable and finely

light,

Taney 'li-hes, m,
Also dealers supplied.
,

Ask your dealer for theut.
<JE«»1U;E K. HART
Vo., Newark, N.
to Dr. W. W. Elr.Hncnester, N. Y„ aud

Qiilsbed.

&

J.

Refer

K. Koinejii, Keesville N. Y.

J.

CHICAGO

&ALT0H RAILROAD.

c-woo.1

Chigago to
to

from
leel,

St.

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

C,,,^

Superior

o

will And splendid shooting on the
llneof this road: prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant
quail, etc.
Connects direct at Kaueus Cily with the
Kansas Pacinc Railroad for the great Buffalo and An-

$i

Lass Rods, ,,t in
bods suitabr

r.n.

f:i

•/.-,,

o

\

Li, u

.

u

j

: i

own

v

su, fa to

j

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ills,

-20

25
50

$

,"

Hunk,

••

't

Eirst-Class Shootiug ilarmcnta,

no

''

i;lain,

:

"

"

-;
"'

f.iic.,
.--'

:

'-c.

::„., si

-

1:

"

j,,,,^

,.,,,..1,.

1

n

S'lspti

GEORGE
ilu

Heels, iiiulti-

Feh«B

HnbberC'lck,
minnpli ing reels lor black

f»

F.

MARSTERS,

Washington

1y.

Nn». ass and sun

H.
545

washingtom makkkt.

n. y.

WALDSTEIN ^

Broadway,

City.

New

York*

Has received the highest award at the Centennial
hi
tor his line Glasses, especially opera
., .,>, Broadway of

floe

.

l

TELESCOPES. FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ART
I-

FICIAL

HUMAN

EYES,

^

W A1KEE'S

SONS, 14 Dey

street.

Etc.,

I

Is really wonderful.-,; Illustrated catalogue mailed
.receipt of postage of four cents,

ESTABLISH

Id-

-

,

all ended
lei l.-el.y

KNAPP A^AN^NOSTBAND

;

i.

(

urompny
'i

street,

Get yonr tine books nouml.
uniform to London publishes' style. Piciuresuue
Mlieiicii, Art Treasury of Germany and England.
1
Women iu Sacred History, large Fatuily Bihes.u
Illustrated works, music and magazines In the be.t
vies ami lowest prices done lutwo or three day*
,
f lequue.

Y-ORK.

Send for Catalogue of Sporiiiig Goods,

All orders

,

and Field Glasses. itUsjllipiaj

MANUFACTtiBEit,

NASSAU STREET, NEW

KINDS

",

,,,.

OPTICIAN,

HE N MING,

Art Journal bound

125

,.,,

,

Circi'Mii

C.

Seventh

BINDERS.
J.

,,,,:

,

In K^eat variety.

I

•;/

S2tKf,$3fo$6ea<-h.
k

•

i,

*

IZZI'IIlZII

"•s (something new) per doss
-2 5(1
rge varieiy of Trout Flies f,, r Maine
and the
omlacks; prices. $1, si r.n, f. ,„. r do/., brass

s

SHOOTING COAT.
(r iraNTED)

I

1(|

i

POULTRY AND CAME,

'7(1

laVfi/
QIUJ
Ciillie

M.

THE

and Colorado.

Liberal arrangement* for transport of Dogs for
Sportxinen.

11

,-,-jr..
*

by mail
"

fllae,

,','

„

«.*

SPORTSMEN

telope range of Kansas

,,.,.

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IX
EVMRYTHim.

black

r.fiuirA

around New York,

inn

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

and

li,

lufai-tiuv ,p.
:

Dr.

IN ALL

of loreigu and domestic lures, 11 Fourth AvenUe. New York. I'onslanUv on hand a large smck
of cages, seeds, grave!, aqimuuiu-. globes, gold and

on

•

-.

:

;

274

FOREST *AND STREAM.
§^o\ku{m''s

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION

(goods.

The Eagle Claw.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
NASSAU

102

ST.,

NEW YORK,

including Tents,
Goods, Flannel Shirts, etc.

ingenious device for Ihe purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing tue victim, are among its peculiar
advantages.
It is immaterial how lo place it when set.
It may be bnrietl
flat iu the Kronnri, suspended from the limb of a tree, or, when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without in anv wav impairing its certain operation.

Rubber

Blankets,

SOLE AGENT IS SEtt^YORK FOR
Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Glass Balls
Duncklee's Camp Stoves ; Boudren'a Jack, Dash and
Fenner';
Fishing Lamps ; Bond's Folding Boats
Trunk Boats; Sarah J. McBride's Standard Trout
Flies; Holabird's Celebrated Shooting and Fishing
Suits of Duck, Corduroy and Fustian Good's Moccasins HolbertotVs Fly Books, holding Hies at full

Ir is LOiapie,; f.'n <n|-,,i
;1M ,
description. «UM», when, set, no
Animal, Fishor Bird that touches the bait, can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or jnjtite lta victims in the si tgfiest degree,
nor need they be handled to free them from the trap.

;

;

I-

BLACK

BASS.

Trap each $12

set.

Spratt's

$2.50 per 100.

Three Traps, $30

Dog

Biscuit.

Chas.
S30 Fulton

FBED.

J.

instruction

Proprietor.
la

nw ppen

far

aud practice.

Thorough Horsemanship,
Riding, Driving;, Training,
Pedestrianism, Fencing. &c-

PERFECT RACE TRACK, ONE-EIGHTH MILE.
Comfortably heated and ventilated.
For time, terms and privileges, address, FRED J.
Metropolitan
Riding Academy.
lur.l Ave. r,:->l and t'-jrii >:-., >\
Y.
Notice.— The Central Park Riding School, Sales,
Exchange. raining ma Bom alls
tables seventh
Ave. and 5Mh St., still continue under the same

LNCELHARDT,
'I

i

management.

ydm

1Y

Zoological Garden.
FAIEMOUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.

L. Coate,

Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds and Reptiles.
Admission 25 ° ents
children under twelve, iu cents.
jaM ly
•

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Highest Honors
AT THE

AGENTS WANTED.

"

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S
Sportsmen' & (§oath.

g'ii)iwr.'j.

Pistol.

FAIR, 1876.

SH0NINGER ORGANS.

Sheila

The Champion Air

.Second Ave.

St.,

ENGELIIAROT,

This magnillcent Temple of Sport

Box !14.

P. O.

Hart's Metal

and Celluloid Keels.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and prices,
and everything else useful and necessary to Sportsmen.
Send 10 cents for illustrated catalogue, containing
Hints on Fly Fishing, C.oipinu, and Shooting
Rules fob Glass Bali. Shooting, by Captain

Third Ave., C3d and (Uth

AdetreBS

Balls,

;

(Ftc.

and

I

all kinds of small game and animals,
sent bvmall
35 cents.
No. 2— For catching Mink, Musknns, Raccoons, large Game,
Fish, &c
.....75 cents.
No. 3, or Rocky Mountain Giant, fur catching iie ar 3. Wolves,
Panthers, Ac. Can lie easily set bv a boy. and will stand a
s rain of several hundred pounds.
Weight, loto 151bs.$10.
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt 01 price.

The Celebrated Ferguson Juugle Cock, Holberton,
Turkey, Academy. May, and other Black Bass Flies
on liand, tied for casting with light rods. Directions
furnished, if desired, how, when, and where to fish
with artificial Hies for Black BBSS.
Hand-Made Fly Hods, of the best quality for Trout
and Black Bass, from $7 upward. Every rod warranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Bods.
The Fox Patent Gun, the best and cheapest breechloader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus' Glass
Ball

RICE LIST:

No. 1-For fishing and

;

lengthi

Sj torts

Athletics.
METROPOLITAN BIDING ACADEMY,

An

Camping, Shooting ami Fishing Tackle of every
description,

Jl unit eii! ettis,

Turf

COGNAC

;

BOGAimrs.
Send no money by mail, only draft or P. O. order.
Discount, to the trade.

W. HOLBERTON.
P. O.

Box

apH2

5109.

Shoots darts or slags 60 to 75 feet wltli
Can be loaded by anybody with
Recommended by Gen.
also by G. F. Lynch, Esq., of
the Australian Rifle T
tccuracy.

safety and ease.

Shermau,

Block
.eg 00
^Nickel Plated
..6 00
" Rosewood Ilandlu.. 7 OO
I

PRICESt

(

GOOD'S OIL TANNE

For sale in New York at the following stores
Peck & Snyder, .1. P. Moore's Sons. Spies, Kissam

M0LTA8I5S.

<fc

&

Simpson, Chas. L. Pitzinau, Scharles
Bros.. .I'jliu Dickinson.
Seut by express (!. O. T)., or by mail on receipt of
price and an cents additional for postage.

Co., Fish

.

and price
S.

Seydel
Mo.

1,

102

circular

illustrated

(Successor to Frank flood.!
P. O. Box 36S. Dover, N.

list.

HFTCHINGS,

W. HOLBERTON,

Nassau

St.,

MARTIN

FAVORITE CIGARETTE

„

II.

the following vintages

:

1870, 18G5, 1858, 1885,

Nickel.

Gold.

Haviland
& Co.,
45 HAItCI.AV STREET.

1 00

$1 oo
1 25

corks.

smokers.

$4.

snt

by mall on receipt of price.

POPE MANUFACTURING
47 High

Valine

I

CO.,

TROY,

N. Y.

C'or»
for Travelers
Spun-.,,,,,,, Vncliinicn. ;llim-r»

and Soldier*. 1'iHut- an<l .l/.,.s./,o7„ /;,,,in Each Com wiUit^ety Ifupge tfoil ("t.
Lo U *i E

c,ut>i/>!/

?... By Mall. S-.-, 75.
Folded
iuelles. Weight, iUJlbs.

fildriSa

= --—

(Fluent Applied For.)

is branded ou the casks, ciees, and
goods delivered ouly from 1J. S. bonded
warehouses.

All

DWYER,

T. N.

CO.,

ououri) 'and

(ni.ilieis.

The vintage

BOLLINGER
CHAMPAGNE.
DRY AND DRY EXTRA QUALITY.

EDWARD & JOHN BURKE,
40 BEAVFR STREET.

TBfS

-ss«!S^^5~S ....

""""

ft. 4
wide.

6

it

in.

folds

Sole Agents.

long and 2 ft.
Price Sio.

to genthe
very beat full length
portable bed. Postage

on this cot

vet offered. Will throw one or
direction, and at any desired dis-

Every Trni> -varrnntei'.
1 1 ice or rate of speed.
llnbber bands per dozen. 75 cents.
P.-foe each, $5.
for Circular.
Ginea balls per 100, $2 SO.
Box

is

SIGN

OF THE

GOLD

<HIBT,

Sole Afienl,
102

5,109.

Nassau St

BARTON &

,

N. Y.

WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL.

IF

of

all

SHIRT

IuIh'Ih

of
I

NEW

HAVEN, CONN

nnd wrappers, which

be printed

my

have

^s

in

in

Portable Shooting or Tourist Houses bnilt in Secone-horse wagon, can ba put together wilhout. the aid of a mechanic, and arc (ar
aanerior to tents. Flan as shown Is 10 feet square,
aud built of narrow pine, oiled inside, painted outPrice, 3135.
aide, and trimmed with rimtic work-.
tions, carried in a

to

be sure and

Kel Ihe genuine, prepared by Ibe

MAKER.
II.

for every variety of Ashing.

J^J

Elegant Scarfs

Wainscoted 3 leer high, inside, flsii.
Each house contains a stowaway or open attic for
holding sporting equipments, etc. Plana lor s t aside
collage-; also, ail kinds id Rustic Work.
These houses can he built more extensively and
elaborately if required.
O'BRIEN BROS., Yonkers. N. Y.
,

1IELMB0LD

T.

$>

liANTJFACTUKEBS 0V

CO. KEVOLYER8.

C.

M-

Caudichauds

and Ties.

jMunufaetiiriiuj

From 50

UNITED STATES AKMS

CO.,

to 123 Chestnut Street,

kinds.

Waterproof Silk-Braided Taper Fly Lines.
Silk, Linen and Cotton Fish Lines.
and Baits.
Spinning

my

trill

inuiiiiuii-.,

The Public are cnnlioncd

THE

Artificial Files

Baits, Net., etc.

changed

counterfeiting

and on

St.,

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FLY KODS.
Bods and Reels

various

receipt

BOB.

Fulton

Popular
Ammunition

to

oi.-iKinul

eARJVJIISE IJMK.
328

97

BUCHU.

future

ITHAMAR

SHONINGER ORGAN

Portable Shooting Boxes.

Owing

337 Broadivay, New York.
Importers and Manufacturers of

B.

Si. 25.

CO.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY,
FISHING TACKLE, Etc.

BEST ORGANS

money.

are prepared to appoint a few new Agents.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed, postpaid, upon application to

Compound Fluid Extract

for the woods. As a bed to
Get the
carry in the hands there can be nothing equal to it
Those who require a full length bed should get the
cot.
Best Lounge and Cot. to same person, SI* tor
both. On sale in New York by Holberton, Peck Ik
Snvder, Schuyler. Hartley & Graham. Squires, Ritzruau, and the spotting trade. Boston: Win. Head .V
sons, and Bradford * Anthony. Liberal discounts.
H. C. Squires, No. I Cortlandt St., wholesale agent
lor N. Y. City, and will supply Ihe trade at our best
discounts.

Send

W. HOLBERTON,
P. O.

OMd

TUK
ORGANS AWARKKI) THIS RANK.

who want

LOUNGE

The best Trap
tW) balls in any

CO.'.S eshibit

This Medal and Award was granted after the most
severe competition of the best makers, before one of
the uinst compel cut j.ii-tes ever assembled.
New styles and prices just issued, which are In accordance with our rule, the
for

We

Recommended

tlemen

SIIONINOKR ORGAN

at a price rendering them
possible lo a large class of purchasers, havin" a com
binatlon of Reeds aud Belts, producing novel and
pleasing eflecrs, contaiiiini; many rle-initile iiupiovemeuts, will stand longer in dry cr ihimp climate, less
liable to get out of order, all the hoards being made
three-ply, put together so it is impossible for them
to either shrink, swell or split."

the least

H.T.Helmbold's

:

_

"The B.

Instruments.

as the bcsl lustra incuts

.

TTwr^S

IMOUSLY AS TUK

Best
iea

Agent.

Boston, Mass.

St.,

CAMP LOUNGE

PURDT'S
Glass Ball Trap.

:

18(54, 18G".\ I860, 1858,
1855, 1849, 1885.
And in cases containing either V! bottles, 2-1 pint
flasks, oris half- pint Husks, very suitable!
for Hunting or Excursion Parlies, of

18(iS,

THE SPORTSMAN'S FAVORITE BRANDY, BY

& Co's Pocket Hammock.
l'i lbs.; bears 1,300 lbs.; price
luxurious Couch, Seat, Swing, Etc.

1870,

1872,

KOLLER.

N. Y., Agent.

weight only

A most

Offered (or sale in bulk of the following vintages

BEENNAN,

NO. 30

Com pun y,

PLATT

OLD KENTUCKY BOURBOK & MONONGAHELA,
40 South Clark Street, Chicago.

NKW YORK.

ST.,

SANDAL WOOD

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

275

$ttn$ow&tr.

gtullsi,

ORIENTAL

PECAP" (LiifiLu^i»i«' RECAP'

POWDER MILLS
MANUFACTURERS OF All:

K

N DS

I

F

AKD RAMMER.

GUNPOWDER
BRANDS— DIAMOND GRAIN'.
FALCON DUCKING.
•WILD FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPORTING.
The

" Oriental "
la r pared

powder

MANUFACTURER OF

equal to any
the best.

is

make

to

BRANCH

made

;

no

Fine Fishing Rods, Reels, and Artificial Flies,
AND DEALEU'lN

FISHING
TACKLE,
MANCSESTER. VIRMORT.

OFFICES.

J. G. Munro, Agent, 19 Exchange St.. Buffalo, N. Y
Cobb a- Wheeler, Agents. S State St.. Chicago, III.
C. J.Chapin, Agent, 218 Locust St., St. Louis. Mo.
Agencies In the principal cities in tne United States.

'I

STODDARD'S
CO-

GUNPOWDER.

C

;

1 (line)

id

to 5 (co,irse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
ISjj lb. kegs.
liuraa slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close nnd wltt
penttration. For 8eld, forest or water shooting, it

and 6X and

tanks any other brand, and it
for muzzle erbreech-loaders.

% lb. c .nisters.

packed

in 1

and

The

FFFG

FFG

and

Bums

216

fcTODDARD &

FG

of INcw

YorkCi

.,

Newark. N. 3.

D. C.

SOLJO

has Samples.

BY

Dealers in Sporting Goods.

is

sample!

DESMSON k

CO.< 198

AWARDED FOR

Brolway, N. Y.
Handy

Convenient and

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

STEAM LAUNCHES.

GOVERNMENT CANNON fi MUSKET POWDER:
ALSO. SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF
ANY
MH OK PJtUOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

street,

From. 25 to lOOO
Yd. Mange.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards,

to

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

strong and

J.

DeiM Targets

SSr

Send postal order or cheek

Lock-Box 192, Washington,

are favorite brands for

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea ^hooting"
the standard Bite powder of the country.

CO., Newark, N.

Market

L'BERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

RTON,

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and " Sea Shooting " FG, in kegs of 2J.
12>s and &K lbs, and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
moist.

,\

i

equally sor

is

HART &

EXHIBITION.

Circulars sent on application.

(fiue)

1

E.

tl

Metallic Shells, Nickel Cone, Etc.,

PRICE,

Shooting."

FAVORITE

HART'S

U inches.

guns.
Nos.

CEO.
Ju20

Paper or Meta

S

Shells.
MANUFACTUIiED BY

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AMI DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

A

"»nck

possible in the manipulation of

HART'S SPORTSMAN

Metallic

Nickel Plated. Weight 10 ounces.
the operations are perfect, and suitable Tor any shell.

.

All

to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
tine fcrain, quick and clei
6H lb kegs.
upland prairie shooting.
Wcrl adapted to shot(fine)

Hazard's

NOW READY.

Performing all the operations
eiit fui Die. c.li-Lf a.1> i.i.

Hazard's "American Snorting."
1

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

Expeller,

NO. lO

to 6 (cosr-e). Unourpae ? ed in point of
strength ami cleanliness. Packed in square canisters of 1 lb. only.

'

COMBINING SEVEN

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Wind Gau£je and

"Vernier Sights.

IMPLEMENT,
CARTRIDGE LOADING
DIFFERENT TOOLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nos.

CREEDMOOR
Long-E-ange,

Mention Fqke st asp STKJLAM.

'

HE

HAZARD POWDER
Noe.

RV I S,

O

Chas. F.

(Oriental Rifle.)

expense

For both paper and metallic shells. A pocket instrument;
requires no bench or table for its me
but is efficient in cuup, boat or stand. Price, $2.
Sent free by mail on receipt of price. State whether
for No. 10 or No. 1-2 gauge
Liberal discount to the
trade.
ONION A- CORNWALL, Ohm and Fishing
Tackle, 18 Warren street, X. Y.
Nov. 9eow 6 nios
it,

BROAD STREET, BOSTON.

Office- 13

<£tc,

TOURISTS'
TAGS'.

for
attaching to Filling Rods, Gun
Owes, and nil surta of SpurUnien'*
Buy of jour nearest
Baggage.
<tati..u.r or Nc-^detdcr, or Wad

10

eta.

for

package by mail

to

I

DEJOTSON &

The above can be had

CO.,

198 Broadway,

N.T.

or dealers, or of the Company's Agents in everj prominent city, or wholesale
at

our

office,

H

88

ALL

§oahng,

FEW TORK.

XTRtiET.

Orange
Sporting Powder.

Fenner's
Meetg

The strongest and
:

i
'

__--.• r

i

cle-mest powder
in sealed lib.ca latere.
I

-,,-,
1

.

'I

i

:;..,..,:

1

:

ii, :

of

Boat

sportsmen for a boat which
carry easily, and quickly mad

New

made. Nos lto7

The coarser sizes
recommended to

owners of line breech-loading guns,
ms, giving
penetration with very slight recoil.

Portable

demand

light and co.npact t ,
»
for
the water; strong, steady, noiseless, of light
draught, and of the loriii i.e.-i adar led to ^eiieral use.
Four sizes made for one to six men, costing trom fo5
to S60.
"valise" pattern for one man packs
11.V22X2T InchSSi and weighs 55 pounds. Can be seen
at Holberton A- I-ieemer's. New Y"ork, and Bradford
Anthony's, Boston.
Jfc
Address, C. A. FENNER,

Orange lAghtning Poa-der.
Packed only

the

:

;

Mystic River, Ct.

ang24-6m

great

RUSHTON'S

Orange Ducking Powder.

HUNTING & PLEASURE BOATS

AND CANUES,
ters of

1

and

Orange
The

U

5 lbs.

Rifle

Ponder.

best for rifles and for

al!

SAFETY STEAM POWER

Y.

30 Cortlandt

ordinary purposes.

FG. FFG at d FFFG, the last being the finest
Packed in wood and melal kegs of S5 lbs., 12« lbs.'
Sizes,

and 6&

lbs.,

and in canisters of

1 lb.

and

**.

GIVE

Street,

36

Murray

New

DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE.

ine as
ler

injurious substance's.

Always Uniform und

DIAMOND GRAIX.
Nos.

%

s, 4,

5, 6,

7

and

8.

Superior Ride. Enfield

t

grain by

wood cut Sent

Rand Powder
York.

Co.,

free

sizes

of the

by the Laflin &

26 Murray street,

GENUINE HAARLEM
KNOWN

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

30

S.

KDIBALL &

Lanterns

Stereopticans.

ANTHONY

A CO., 591 Broadway,
B. T.
Stereoscopes
N. Y., op josite Metropolitan.
and Views: Grapboscopes, Chromes and Frames;

YEARS.
dis-

Law-

York.

^Ky

(INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW YORK,
J
E
E Rfclp^|D^c' R1^8 N'S

LIFE AND ENDOWMENT POLICIES
ON TERMS AS FAVORABLE AS THOSE OF
ANY OTHER COMPANY.
„
ORGANIZED APRIL ler.H |842.

CASHASSEIS0YER$80,0OO,00a

_THB PATHOWFAWT COMPANY

.

OIL,

New

PRIZE MEDALS.)

HEW

Ek

Best remedy for bladder, kidney and graval
eases. WM. WACH, 126 Canal strsst, N. Y.

CO., Rochester,

St,

anufac
TS,

and

goilct -§0,1113

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
VrjrlvnJleu for

llie Col-

'

New

P. O. bos 2,308.

(5

ts«/58, and selling them at full trad<T discounts, delivering Stem freight
making tneui cheaper
tmld. and no money required until the goods arc received—
absolutely pure
than e^en the material can be bought el„e where. Tliey are un
satisarticle, possessing great endurance and brilliancy, and are giving great
•H alol
who
ud
Patr.
We
have
a
country.
the
over
faction all
They also sell
life-tin
for
a
expensed
his
Grange
pay
to
purchased
_ j Paint
"
of
interest
la
the
It
to
cheapr
p
titan
percent,
30
JiOOF PAllfX
m
their book, " Bwry One His Own
nil about painting "to write and have sent fr
whethe you buy their Paint or not. Admuch money, whether
wive milch
rainier*" II will "wive
tend. ')
Partners'
I
"
Ihe
YOKK.-(»o»<
STREET,
FK.ONT
rdess, 259

fil

0RAX6E PONDER.
Send for pamphlet showing

lieliablc.

WM.
PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

Illustrated Circular.

UTUAILIFE

used, which

delicious Cigarette of Periniie and Vanity Fair. Most convenient and elegantly
Highest Award, Vienna, IsTtt. and Centennial 1ST«.
simple's, ir, rents.
ofi-r.,."
Vienna
l»eerie„ and" einin Fine Cut Clieivi»g are unsurpassed. The only brands receiving the

CURTIS 4 HARVEY'S

Rifle, a;vi Cm. BRwker's Ducking.
W. STITT,
Cidar street, N. Y, Agent for the United States.

is

—A

Award.

new

^fiisiii:;iiicc t

^

French Cigarette paper

I 'AM4RTOITE
rotten up
T-u k. al'

Our

English ^porting Gunpowder.

can be produced.

Only the best

for

,

SEND FOR OESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.
FOE MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES.
3"

York.

Sole proprietors and Manufacturers of the celebrated OKANGE brand of GUNPOWDER. Recom.mmc'.ed and used bv Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
'Champion Wing Shot of the World."

Send stamp

H. RUSHT' ''>:, Hann&ctnrer, Offnton,
rence County, N. Y.
J.

^f^MtaS%3^&I^SSmV
compete. *£%>
AIM)
:-;

CO.,

street.

The LIGHTEST sporting boat In the world.
Weight, is pounds and upward. Will carry two perCeHar siding, oak keel, etc., (tlo not fold
sons.
np). CANOES, uttii or decked, weight 35 pounds to
60 lb*.

titled
will furnish them complete in every particular,
'' v the MAGH1J»E11\
Boats, Fishing Boats. Shin'- Tenners, or Ferry l:W
build their own boats.
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring to

And

LAFIJN « BAND POWDER

York.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OF

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,

lb.

BLASTING, MINING AND SHIPPING POW
DER, OF AJ
BS PACKED
IN WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 lbs.

New

CO.

Albums, Photographs of Celebrities, Photographic

Convex Glass. Ptiotographtc MaAwarded First Premium at Vieuna and

Tran-ipurenclea,
terials.

Philadelphia.

d<*23

ter year j of uHcutlflo
experiment tlie nuionfacturcrolU.T. Babbitt's Beat Soap t.a«

,

AGENTS
500 ACTIVE
No
Copying

Excelsior Letter

Boole.

W£

perfected tuxd now
~"—
j to tlio public
World,

press, brush,

water or pad used. Copies, on dn paper. Send *3
foil letter size,
and we win forward a soo J
bv mail, post paid. In quite of any Commercial Agency
as to our responsibility. Scud stamp for circular.
EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING CO., 110 Dearaprl"-5t
orn Street, Chicago.

xxr* No

—

E*io

*(wTe

n."'?. is.Vi.i.iit.
w- - wrtrr Sale by »'l Dnu5gl»U.^«
;

:

;
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(fiuun,

A7>.

1

(etc.

Bifles.

HENRY

FOREST AND STREAM.
W. & G. SCOTT & SONS.

.:

SQUIRES,

C.

:

New

nnd Diploma,

I'AELliHF.D

'

medium

York.)

ed to

tiie

premium

Fits!

.,

1

i3WSS-S!Sx6
Old Reliable"

i

CHOKE BORES.

Strongly recommended.
choke-borea, meOhm or

..-is ah-nt iu< extra,
cum.
dialers ill lhe tiaoe
.

and

simplicity,

and must

Birmingham, England.

:

Paper and Metallic Shells
Breech-Loading

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

CO.,

m

1

Made

to Order.

MUZZLE LOADEKS CONVERTED TO BREECHLOADERS.

are the easiest reload -d
have to unscrew the head nm- iih an ,nvl t„ removr'
'loth
caj
111 E
Mt y\
ANVILS,
1

Flies

Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Rods,
Birds' Ectrs and Birds' S'.cins iu Gr.^at Varieties—
Taxidermy m ail its branches.
spratt's Patent Dog Biscuita
mari-ly
Repairing- of all kinds.

"Krider's"

Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. T.
octs-tf

THE STTJRTEVANT SHELLS
-

Etc.

B3~ Salmon, Baas aud Trout

MAKUPA OTUBBR OF

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE B^IKDAN PATENT Vil'k'ij

Phtlffi.

Breech Leading Shot Guns.

Manufactured by the

;

Sts.,

Fishing Tackle, Sods, Reels, Lines, Ilooks, Flies,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

"CHAS. GEEEIT,

Shot Guns,

I

•

ER,

Walnut

,

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

C. Sqdtbbs, Esq.
••Hir-lt is a pleasure for me to inform von of
my high appreciation of the ten-pound Greener
breech-load, r pure-hased of vou last winter. I coneider ctioked.ormg. It skillful y done, as t!ie greatest
improvement in fowling pieces since the introduction of the percussion cap. It (rives the maker
complete control of pattern, ami [neatly increases
penetration. To prove this. I will give von the performance of thi* gun. The Si-inch, :ij gauge barrel?,
charged with 4.'4 drachms of powder and IK ozt.
Ho. 6 English chilled -iiot, give pattern ranging
from 2S5 to 330 pellets, in 3B-inbn circle, at 40 yards.
The same charge of powder and l"-i ozs No. 4
American shot, gives : (if) to ITS pattern with p-nerrattnn. which kills ducks a* 50 to 70 va ds
ke a
stroke of lightning. It is a characteristic of the
•choke-bore to show lis greatest snoot iority in the
large-sized shot.
What I am shout to say wil
perhaps surprise you as much as lhe peif u. -:,e
surprised me. On trial of lhe l*-gauge, 2S-incn
modified choke-in >re binels, withS'. drachms powder and lj4 oz. shot. I got about the miu
aod spread of shot at 23 vatds as with the full
cboke, io-gauge barrels at 40 yards, with tnemendons penetration. This is just "the performance required of a gun for thick cover, in which you generally find ruffed grouse, woodcock and q-oi.,
birds being killed, with few except ions, ai nun 15
to 25 yards.
Yours truly,
John Bouine."

and

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.

It is invaluable and nhnni.i h. r,-i„,. ,
-ordered on
full
L » r .,'ms to be bad of the
principal

" ttmirLASDB, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1STT.

"Hesbt

New Tort

OHN KRID
Etc.,

COMPENSATING LUMP.
ev.-ry

ai

Exhibition.

ii

aboi

J

^ ^ W^**««* -ngth

16.)

I

World's Fair

N. E. Cor. Second nnd

'"

(etc.

|.///f.'v,

Sportsman's Depot.

tviil'imia: ExhllHllnu,
i-mi. nuti ma-

in-"'

<<«
ilu-ir I'remier ((iialit> ami
grades. Their .New Paten
Triplex lever Grip Action ana Cob
mj. The all in OB

Courtlcniflt Street,

(Tlnnl door from Broadway,

@tto$,

Fir»t Prize Jlnln!

STEVENS' PATENT BREECH- LOADING

mme

L

s,

'nV w model

'

Long and Mid-Range

„, -11 that

ha

PAPER
SllELLS.-Byrc
''inij)

JAPER SHELLS

equal to anv ir
fire, arid will not hurst it the gun.
Inu^iie ol any of the dealers
the li. M. ('. Co.'s Shells.
Not, sold at retail by the matmfsi

Shooting Rifles, Double and Slnitle Barrel Shot-Gnns,
Focke! RiRes, I'ocket I'istols, aiihthenoted Hunter's
Pet Rifles, Send tor catalogue.

i

Rifles

J.

OF JU.L MAKERS.
English Chilled Shot, all sizes. Good English
Breech-Loaders at £35. Complete Outfits for II unt.lng and Camping.

& W.

J.

STEVENS

&

Charles

CO., Chicopee

Falls,

Mass. i

Ritzmann,

L.

Tolley's

FINE ENGLISH

Breech Loading Guns.
MADE TO ORDER OR FROM STOCK.
oele
high class

genntne
and No.

ship

workinan-

SHOOTING

1

POWERS,

,

\
f\

are built in six qualities (or brands). They are now
imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the
Mannfacrarere to

NEW

VuRK

Wat

,

Mo Gold

-

-

-

Paragon,

115
-

140

-

180
225

-

-

-

-

-

00

-

--.

clonal,

i

IiiciJc

h

Without Extra
tor illustrated

1

.,

l.t

1

1

c 'Cllitrv.

-

than any I have ever nsed. They
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,

8EORftR R I1AOT

m—The

e

t

\^,,,,i-

w

Base Paper ShelL"

particulars

A
iig'the advantages claimed for these Shells, are
saving of 85 por cent, in the use of powder; also the great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are No. 10—Hi, i%,
7
12—
and
2
inches.
Longer
'l\,
No.
;
and 3 inches
~'i.
mailable. Sample, 100, seut l>v express on receipt of |l, 15
Ul)t

and

81 William Street,
YORK CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,

Birmingham, England.

for

made

at

BROADWAY, ABOVE

exiracost.

No. 12; $1.80 for No. 10.
Factory and olllce, No. 2,230 De Kalh

HOTEL
FACTOBY,

22d

STREET,

GERMAIN.

ST.

CENTRE STREET.

114

Fine Breech-Loading Guns, Long and Mid-Range
English, American
Revolvers;
Fishing
Tackle of all sorts
Holabird and Thomson ShootingSuits
dark and Fishing Lamps; II. L. Ouncklee'a
Camp and Mining son- Thomson and Good's Moc-

street, St, LOni 9i

;

;

:

Dog

Biscuits; Dlttmar's new Powder;
Pocket Cutlery, Boxing Gloves, Kehoe Indian Cluba

casins;

:

;

Shells will he

943

Rifles;

Am

BRANCH OFFICE,

I

log made important Improvements in our Shell, we
feiy recommend theni as equal, if not superior, in
auy Paper Shell manufactured in this country or
1 to

sheets to our

NEW

<ii

"

Cost.

descriptive

e

lifiy

shells I received from vou to-dav suit i, „.
stronger and better In every respect, and I "shall use them in all enj
A. H. BOGARDUS.

St. Louis Conical

TJIAP SHOTS and others requiring guns specially buUt on
our new system for Lo.i BLE-' uiSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, can have their
wiabes carried out WITH DESPATCH

Send

,

,

sportsmen

-

-

CUnllengc,

JtotttUte §kg[[g.

'

rhicl-er
er

the following prices

(.Pioneer,MTolley,
ndard,

WmoMU

nC
S
S
r
eS ' llr l0 ,,efJ and '"« ca l» easily extracted from inside. Head
solid and much
t
h«n anv i/e
than
shellr now made, giving a solid seal for rone r.r anvil,
which prevents it from driving
hrongh or springing £
thereby causing miss-fires. The Cone is made of nickel, and fastened solid in
Us place. Neither ru
">""des fast, like movable anvil made from steel. The Nickel cone also
prevents rnias-lire whe
cap has
•en left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel
or iron. These shells ...
ihed, and made any length oidered. from •>; to
3V inches.
Shells and Loaders and Descriptive Price Lists
be obtained from all the leading Sportsmen'!
<

These Gons,
5

H)ar?f§ §|3er-tsmira'i

FOR BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUNS*.
Sr

„,,,,

-

,,,

,-;.

,

:,.,.,

.

.:

LIBERAL OISCt'rXT TO THE TRADE.
Guns taken In exchange. Send iiu cents forth«
finest illustrated catalogue published.
je'2'2 ly

Founded July

Mo.

i,

1808.

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

St-

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.
Manufacturers of the

OENTKAL

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,
FIRE, SOLID

Used by the Army and Navy of

the United States and several Foreign Governments.

All kinds of
Special attention paid to orders for

Send for

KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.

Illustrated Catalogue.

THREE BARRELED

Breech-Loading Guns.
A

(TWO SHOT AND ONE

RIFLE.)

Forms a
feature in the Sporting Line.
eight to ten pounds,
viug to sportsmen the very tiling so often wanted
all kinds of shooting.
Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau street,

Slight

new

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Sept. 30:Cm

THE BEST FOR PRACTICE EVER MADE.
Any

W. H. BAKER,

Lisle,

Broome

Co.,

Thos.

Capt. Eogardus' Patent Glass Ball Trap

and compact gun from

one

who

can break these

come

BALLS

^

&

Shot

Sparks,

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

successfully can be-

a good wing shot.

W.

Office 131

N. Y.

Walnut

Street,

Philadelphia.

ZETTI.EK,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
207 Bowery, New York.

C. C. A- B.

A NewWaJ

For Sale by the Trade.
Manufactured by

The "Fibre" wad will give a better penetration
and pattern than Eley'e wadding. It it
plastic, and will hold the load securely in brass shells.
Will not take fire or blow to pieces. Price per box of
S50, 25 cents for No. 10 and No. la, 80 cents lor No. 8.
Sample sent by mail on receipt of price.

Geo. E. Hart & Co.,
363 MARKET STREET,

DELAWARE CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

Newark. N.J.
Sole Agent for the manufaf-ti

I

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

WILMINGTON, DEL,

CO.NLIN'S
1,222

NEW

BIFI.E OALLEBY.

Broadway, between 31st and 32d Streets.

OPEN DAY AND EVENING.
E.
re

and sale of Rognrdiw' Pntent

Gln.«s Balls for trap shooting.

TRADE SUPPLIED.'

THOMAS,

JR.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTfNQ GOODS,
174 South Clark Street, Chicago, IlL

;
;

;

THE

AMERICAN

SPORTSMAN'S

NEW YORK,

THURSDAY, JUNE

TACKING SHIP OFF-SHORE.
w eatl

Thel

el D^satt shivers,

'

And

i

,

.id

the lee shrouds slacken,

nd the

The).:..

Open out

lithe

boom

'I'Uvers,

}» th the coming storui-clm

the Ira'

ruerbow

,

Is the lighthouse ta'l on Fire Island head
There's a shade of doubt on the captains brow;
:

And
I

an ever-changing panorama of hill and valley,
and mountain, river and lake. The south and middle
thickly settled and highly cultivated, but as you proceed towards the north, say beyond lat, 60, settlements gradually become smaller, neighborhoods farther apart, pine and
birch, heath and rock assert more and more their dominion,
until finally is reached the great unbroken wilderness, where
sea. present

Is

The ship bends lowe
As her broadside i;
And she swifter sprii
As the pilot calls. "
silence

it is

all,

As regards

as each in his place,

coils in his hardened hands,
tack and bowline, by sheet and brace,
Waiting the watchword, impatient stands.

the light on Fire Island head draws near.

shout
dy!

No time
And
-As

my

I

niy shoulder stiff to the wheel I lay,
I answer, " Ay. ay. sir! hard a lee 1"

And
'

num-

ber of districts, each under the supervision of a Chief-Forwith numerous subordinates. These public officers are

of these officials

is

not only

on application of private owners of timbered lands, to survey
and subdivide these in sucb a manner that a certain area of
forest every year may be cut down and replanted, with a viewto the permanency of the plantation.
Another duty of these
foresters is to guard that the game laws are observed, and to
make complaint against all trespassers.
Iu the performance
of this duty they are energetically assisted by the Swedish

The society counts

several thousand

The laws enacted
and, what

for the preservation of

game

more to the purpose,
The poacher and market hunter,

are very

are supported

is

by

Mid the

public opinion.

The

out of season, will have a hard road to travel. The game
and the privilege to hunt it in proper time belong by right of

sails are

And now

aback from clew to clew,

is

the

moment

for " Mainsail, haul

:"

She holds her way. and I look with joy
For the first white 3pray o'er the bulwarks

"Let go, and haul!"

And

the headsails

Astern and

to

flung.

the last command,
to the blast once more;

'tis
fill

leeward

lies

law to the owner of the land where it is found, but any wellbehaved man, even if an entire stranger, in search of a few
days recreation by hunting, will seldom apply in vain to the
landowner for permission to pursue the wild game found on
his premises, a permission which often is followed by an inin

shore.

What

matters the reef, or the rain, or the squall
steady the helm for the open sea;
The first mate clamors, •• Belay there, all !"
the captain's breath once

And so off-shore
Little care I

let

how

more comes

the good ship

the gusts

whose house he

become the guest of

will find himself the object

farmer,

the

of generous

hospitality, for that aucient virtue obtains as yet to great exJ

tent in old Scandinavia.

I

And

particularly

if

vitation to the applicant to

the laud,

With the breakers white on the shingly

free.

The following animals and birds are the most common obThe nomenclature is after Linneus or

jects for hunting.

Nilson

:

fly;

MAMMALIA.

may blow

In my fo'castle bunk in a jacket dryEight bells have struck, and my watch

Brown Bear {TTrms arctos),

below.
&*•& Celia Thaxttr.
is

Bjorn. Inhabits the large forests

of the northern part of the country.

stronger and

more

destructive

It is

much

larger,

on domestic animals thau the

black bear of America.

SKETCH, BT

J.

S.

beauty of rural scenery the Scandinavian Peninsula may
fairly compete with the most favored countries in the old
world or the new, while to the followers of St. Hut-hurt, or
Isaac Walton, it offers attractions hardly to be equalled, certainly not surpassed, in any other country of Europe.
Pyramus and Thisbe may here stroll at will over flowery
mead, through verdant grove, along the margin of murmuring rill, while the admirer of the grand and the sublime may
wander through primeval foresls, where the solemn stillness

IN

never was interrupted by the sound of the woodman's axe,
or he may gaze on the roaring cataract as it leaps from cliff
to cliff down the side of eonii mountain, whose snow-capped
summit glistens in the light of the midnight sun.
The United Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway, extending

from

lat.

55 to 72 north, between the Baltic and the North

North Cape. With these people it supplants the
and sheep. Some families own as many as
On that high chain of mountains, which constitutes the boundary between Sweden and Norway, the reindeer is found in a wildstateiu all the higher altitudes, bordering on the glaciers and the eternal snow.
lat.

62

tip to

horse, the cattle

1,000 reindeer.

beautiful of the deer family, has

strict,

And the heavy yards like a baby's toy
By fifty strong arms are quickly swung;

morial the reindeer has been kept domesticated by the Lapplanders, inhabiting the interior of the northern wilds from

part of Sweden, in the forests of which

The duty

allied branches.

!"

rattling of blocks and the tramp of the crew
Hisses the rain of the rushing squall

strictly preserved.

and

members, aud under its auspices is published, since the year
1832, the Journal of the Swedish Spoilsman's Association, a
monthly publication of great merit and talent.

;

thunders the order, " Tacks and sheets

divided in a certain

it is

educated for their profession at the Royal Forest Institute, in
Stockholm, a public institution of learning, giving thorough
instruction in forestry, surveying, natural history, botany

ery part of the country.

topsails flutter, the jibs collapse

And belly and tug at the groaning sheets
The spanker slaps and the mainsail flaps.

is

Sportsman's Associaiion, a society of nearly fifty years standing, with headquarters in Stockholm, and ramifications iu ev-

swerving leap of a startled steed

The ship flies fast in the eye of the wind,
And the dangerous shoals on the lee recede,
And the headland white we have left behind.
The

Sweden

guard and attend to the proper use of the forest of the
public domain (crown-forests) within the district, but also,

to spare
It is touch and go;
the captain growls. '• Down helm! hard down:"
weight on the whirling spokes I throw,

Writh the

its forests,

to

While heaven grows Mack with the storm cloud's frown.

As

—
—

ester

hear,

About!"

High o'er the knight- iea<Js flies the spray.
As we meet the shock of the plunging sea;

And

his

moose through wild pine forests, or if less
dangerous and fatiguing sports are more to his taste he may
scour the moorland, the stubble field or the meadow in quest
of black game, partridge or snipe.

With the gathered

leel I

The modern Kimrod may here take

the hunter.

or the lordly

f 01

Wit

opportunities

the

choice of stalking the wild reindeer amidst glaciers and preon swift sliding snow-shoes chasing the brown bear

>eloi

Stan. I b

diversified as is the scenery, are also

cipices, or

By

And

places

Fallow Deer (Cero dama), Swed. Dof-hjort.
As a wild
animal the fallow deer is extinct, but is preserved in enclosed
deer parks in a few places on some larger estates, and also
in the royal deer-park at Stockholm.
Reindeer (Ceroj,:-randvs), Swed. Ben. Since time imme-

of

mattered order of " Fall and by"
suddenly changed to " Full for stayst"

Till the

quite numerous in all the larger timber districts in the middle
and northern part of the country.
Red Deer (Uero. elephas), Swed. Eron-hjort. Inhabits at
present only two small spots on the peninsula.
It is foimd in
some large beach and oak forest belonging to the entailed estates of the Counts Piper, in the utmost south-east corner of
Sweden, and on an island on the coast of Norway. On both

the Lapplander and his herd of reindeer represents the last

As

at the wheel, and with eager eye
sea and to sir and to shore I gaze.

To

is

1877-

faint trace of civilization.

the pilot watches the hearing lead.

stand

7,

forest

part

Tlie

JOURNAL.

fWolf (Oaipmlupug), Swed. Varg: Is found more or lesd
common in all timbered districts of Scandinavia, and is the
most destructive beast of prey in the country.
Fox {Vulpus vulgaris), Swd. Raf. Is very numerous in every part of the country. In the most northern latitudes, it is
supplanted by C'anis lagopus.

Lynx (FeUs
ous,

and

When

is

lynx),

Swed. Lo.

ient tree.

Was

formerly quite numer-

yet hunted with hounds and killed every year.

pressed-by the dogs,
If

wounded

it

it

generally takes to some conven-

often attacks the hunter with great

fury.

Wolverin {Gulo luseus), Swed. Tilfras. Is very scarce, but
then found in Lapland and caught in traps.

now and

Jloose {Cervus

aloes),

Swed

Elg.

This magnificent animal,

was nearly extinct fifty
years ago, when the Swedish Diet, with a view to its preservathe pride of the Scandinavian forest,

tion,

passed a law forbidding its killing for a period of ten
Since theu the season for huntiugelg has been limited

years.
to

two or three months

a-year, in the

autumn, and

it

is

now

Roebuck {Cero

The season

This, tha smallest but

capreohts).

for hunting

it

is

its

habitations in the
it

is

most
south

not so scarce.

Novem-

limited to October and

ber.

Hare (Lepus timidis), Swed. Hare.
Among the animals
which constitute sources of amusement and recreation for the
Scandinavian sportsman, the hare must by no means be forgotten; in fact,

it

the catalogue.

It is

is

entitled to a very distinguished place in
very numerous all over the country, and

provides more genuine sport than

In size

together.

it is

all the other animals taken
about twice as large as the common

American hare, (missnamed rabbit), and after being started
by the hounds it often makes a bee-line of two or three
miles before it turns on a crcuitous route towards the startingpoint.

BIBDS
Capercailzie

splendid

{Tetrao

member

over Scandinavia,
also in Russia,
ite

:

GALLIXACEA.

Swed. Tjeder.
This
is found not only all
north as the arctic circle, but

urogallus),

of the grouse family
at least as far

Northern Germany and Bohemia.
Its favorand mountainous pine and spruce for-

habitations are deep

ests.

Black-cock {Tetr. tetrix), Swed. Orre.
Is in Sweden
and Norway more numerous than any other species of grouse,
and is found in every part of the country. Its favorite haunts
heath-covered moors audsuch places in the timber and woodland-pastures, which abouud in blueberries, upland-craberries
and the like.
Ptarmigan {Tetr. lagopus), Swed. Ripa.
Inhabits only
the northern and mountainous part of the peninsula
in the
summer the higher regions of the mountains beyond the belts
of spruce and pine, among the scrubbery of the dwarf birch
{betula nana) and the salix varieties, but in winter the lowlands, chiefly the birch forests, the buds of which constitute
It is a mooted question (or
at that season its principal food.
at least was som» years ago) whether there are not in Scanof
species
ptarmigans.
The hunters of
dinavia two different
the north make a distinction, calling one the ptarmigan of the
mountain (Jjell ripri), and the other, ptarm of the valley [daripa).
A distinguished English sportsman who "had shot
ptarmigans on the mountains of Xorway, gave me as his opinion that such distinction exists, aud that the latter variety is
;

identical wilh the red grouse of the Brilish Islands.

The name

Hazel-hen {Tetr. bonasaf), Swed. Hjerpe.

"Hazel-hen " I found given to this little grouse in a Swedish
English dictionary, but if correct, it is certainly not expressive of the bird's habitation, for I doubt very much that it ever
was found among hazel-bushes. The Scandinavian "Hjerpe"
inhabits deep

and wild pine and spruce

common

forests,

and

is

in

such

the northern part of Sweden and
Norway. It is the smallest of the grouse family, not much
larger than a tame pigeon, its flesh, resembling that of the
ruffed grouse, is highly valued for the table.
localities quite

Common

Partridge

in

(Perdix

Swed. Kapphona.
Sweden. History teila

cinema),

Is not. originally an indiginous bird of

that this fine bird was first introduced to the country by order of Queen Christina in the middle of the seventeenth

but probably some time afterwards became extinct,
aud was again imported under the auspices of that very iu,
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"i King, but great hunter, Frederick tin.' lit, about the
'H. ,i,
year
,1,,,!,
me it lias remained a permanent
dweller in the (southern and middle part of the country.
'

i,i

'

;

,

Quail i l\-rtl,r. otumOfi, Bwcd. Vukb 1.
The northern
geographical limiHif this bird is the south part of Sweden.
It is migratory,) arriving It i.c in the spring ami leaving early
in (he fall.
It is a rare bird, not often fourjd by the spoils-

men.

be fore-er.d is bent upwards.
In the middle of the up'I he Swedish
is a leather strap fining to the foot.
As a propelling power
for such a snow-shoe is iMda.
the skid-runner uses a long pole just as the fisherman propels
bis canoe.
In the northern part of the country sue!
shoes are in general use and have been SO from time immemo" <
rial, being oft. n mentioned even iu the old /
Using these implements, they
the most ancient chronic 1, s.
slide over the snow with almost inci'i dible velocity, and running thus through timben d lands it is astonishing o notice
anil

i

per side

name

<>

<

:

I

Woodd

<-'

magnificent

Swed. Morkuka.
Thia
quite numerous all over Scanrlm*.

game

bird

is

In lie most southern part, however, it makes only short
visits during its migrations in he -spring and fall.
It arrives
iu A pit] and leaves in October.
Tbe woodcock of Europe is
via.

t

I

•r than its American namesake.
Solitary Snipe i&y.'lqui.c major), ,Swed.
Dubber Beccasin.
The habitation of this bird is.-on low, -wet, natural mead.
OW3, particularly such as are contiguous to larger water courIt is a tine game bird, much larger than the American
ecs.
jacksnipe, lies well for the dog and is easily shot. Ton seldom linrl more limn one at a time, and it 1b therefore in the

British Islands called the "solitary" snipe.
Common Snipe (Seofopax Qallmqgo), Swed. Bnkel BeeIn habits and appearance this bird resembles verv
much, the American jack (English) Snipe (Scot wQkmm), It
is verv numerous all over tbe country in all suitable
loeahV

casin.

ties.

Smallest Snipe 0coUtpax fjallimiW). Swed.
Salf-enkel
Beccasin, is probably the smallest of all game buds proper,
but nevertheless, a game bird as much as any of them.
It
lies well for the dug and must give a strong scent, for any
pointer or setter will mark them as readily as a wood,.
,

.,

They are ,-ery handsome little fellow's, swift on the
wing, hut not much larger than a sparrow.
It is migratory
like all it3 congeners, and quite tare.
This, we believe, ends the list of what we properly term
"game birds." There is an endless variety of a
which some may, "but we don't, give the rank and
game birds, however acceptable they mar be for the table, or
whatever pleasure tlk bunting of such mar confer on the hunOf such birds may be mentioned
ter.
Two v:. •• - : is
swan, several of the goose, and an endless number of ducks,
the mallard and leal conspicuous among the rest.
Tien there
are two line, -species t-f curlews :
lifttmeniut, arguata and
'.

.,,

in.

,

,

:

"

,

num p/we'iotis ofplovc-is maybe mentioned: Cai'tVtriW apricarux and ear maHneilUi.
Then the beautiful iwnrnroflrii
amcetUi-, and any number of shore birds, tetanus, tringa,
etc., etc.: but as our intention was not to write an Qraitalgia
Bcandinavioa, but, simpi.y to enumerate the birds which a
sportsman may find on the Scandinavian Peninsula while hunting with a setter or pointer, we believe the above will complete the catalogue.
HUNTING.

how

skilfully they avoid sfi nis, slumps and rocks in thoii headlong spec d. The" Lapplanders particularly are very skillful in
the use of these snow-shoes, mounted on which" th' y wage,
all winter long, an incessant warfare against the wolves, which
are the worst enemies of the reindeer.
On sucll expeditions
ihe Lapplander often haves his gun at home, taking with him
no weapon but his pole, one end of which is provided With a
sharp steel point, and used as a sdi ar to dispatch his enemy.
Iu the same manner these daring hunteis often kill the bear.
Bird Shooting.— For burning the different varieties: of game'

birds in the southern and more, open parts of the country, set*
The matet'S and pointers are in general use in Scandinavia.
jority are of Enghsb breed but there is a good sprinkling of
Russian Betters, which are highly esteemed, and jusily so.
r
Tbey arc not handsome dogs, to be sure, nor very dashing
rangers, bul .these short conni gs are more than made up by
their fine noses, steadiness, untiring energy and excellent conThey are natural retrievers and easily broken. As
stitution.
w-tei-ijogs they cannot besui passed, and using tbemondticfs,
seems not to interfere in the least with iheir steadiness. They
cannot be too hiehly recommended for introduction to ibis
country, now when bench shows seem to he all tbe ragi»:
In the northern, mountainous and heavily limbered districts
a quite different kind of dog is used for hunting the different
variety of grouse which arc found here in great abundance.
The dog in question isasmall animal with longhair, commonly
It looks very
black and Ian, fine nose and very swift on loot.
much like a Small shepherd- dog, but goes under the name of
His functions are to find Ihe bird,
"bird dog" (fogel-hvnd).
ilu-b, follow' and tree bun.
The dog then remains under Ihe
tree and now and then gives a low yelp to attract the bird's
The great maattention and allow- his master to approach.
jority of grcuse brought to the market from the north are shot

In former times it was a common practice in S< andinavia to
shoot the capercailzie and the black-cock win n at play in the
The former commences his solitary plav from same
spring.
of the lower branches of some large fir or spruce at break of
dav, and is then easily approached by taking care to move only
hrce or four steps at
while the bird emits the hissing
ip each play, for during those mo.
sound by which he
The
le is perfectly deaf and blind.
nients of supreme
latter, more gregarious am 1 social!.' In their habits, mod at
i plac,
early dawn in great numbei
•tv,
mi ailow, a swamp or field,
y speu
Alt such pla
strut in.; around, playing ai
ad conceal themselves
hun'ers used to dig holes iu
n fell an easy prey to
before the arrival oj
lie hi
But these
ire discontinued since
the ambuscade.
shoot or
t heavy penalty to
long ago, it being forbidden
species
of grouse from Jan. 1,
in any other way molest any
i,

,

I

I

;

rades.

Yelled on the view tile opening pact:,
Hock, glen and cavern paid tlieui back.''

—

Black-game Shooting with Decoys. Late in the fall and
during the early winter the black game often congregate in
numbers 'in the birch-wood, the buds of which serve
them for food. At such times a large solitary tree, or group
of trees, in some adjoining field is .selected, and a hole, large
enough to hold one or more hunters, dug at a eouvenicm distance and covered with a low roof of brushwood. Iu the top
of the tree are then put up one or more decoys, representing
blackcocks. These are mostly made of black velvet, with
large pieces of red flannel over the eyes, the whole a little
After the hunter gets into his hidlarger than the real bird.
ing-place early in the meriting, one or more persons are sent
out iu the birch-wood to drive the birds in_ tbe direction of
the decoys, which is easy enough, as they in most instances
make a bee-line in an opp'osite direction t>om the driver. In
large

After a while is heard the round boom of a smooth-bore, or
the short, sharp crack of a rifle, hen perhaps a loud repeated
call
"See here, see here, see h-e-r-e!"— summoning the dogs
to the track and to renewed exertions, for it was a miss.
After a short interruption the chase goes on with full cry as before.
Again tbe report of a gun resounds, then silence, followed ivy a merry peal of the bugle, announcing to the whole
party Unit the game is conquered" and the chase ended, and
from their several stations they gather with rapid strides to
congratulate the successful comrade. The hounds, generally
not more than two to four brace, are coupled in their leashes,
and the whole party either return home or proceed to some
other locality to renew the huut.
The bear of Scandinavia hibernates in a dormant state from
the first snow-fall in October or November-, until awakened by
the soft air of spring. He prepares hi3 comfortable winterquarters in some convenient cave, or under the roots of some
windfall or other suitable place.
After the first fall of snow
in the fall, every bear-hunter is out looking for the track of
bruin.
This found, he follows it cautiously until by the appearance of the track he suspects that the lair is not far distant.
He then makes a succession of circles around the track
Until he has ascertained that the bear's winter-quarters are inside the last one.
The circumference of this (in the language
of the country called "ring") is then plainly marked out in
the trees with a hatchet for the double object
first, that
he may easily find the place at an intended later wsit, and second, to notify other bear-hunters, that mav happen to come
on the same track, that this particular' bruin is properly
"ringed," and is the ring-maker's property. His right in Ibis
respect is unquestioned and never intruded on.
The ring
completed, bruin is left in peace for several weeks to e*joy

—

I

'

;

his last nap.

Towards Christmas or New Year the hunter, followed by
one or two trusty comrades and a couple of reliable bearhounds, returns to the place. Every nook inside the circle Is
then carefully examined until the animal is found, and most
frequently killed in

its lair or,

if

unexpectedly, the
soon brought to bay and

startled

bounds are put on his track and he

is

dispatched.

Snow shoes.—On

these

and similar expeditions during the

winter the hunters always use snow-shoes which, however,
are quite different from those used in this country. They are
Blade of pine, boards, six to eight feet, lung, live Inches wide.
ai-d. 01 • half inch thick,
The lower side is made very smooth',

this

way

quite a

number of

hours.

birds are often killed in a

few

—

Woodcock-shoot ing. Early in the spring there is most excellent woodcock-shooting for a couple of weeks in the utmost
southern part of Sweden. Returning across the Baltic Sea
from their winter quarters, the flight of birds throw themselves down in the first brushwood or piece of timber they
Thickets of uazelbrusll in low, moist ground are
meet.
their favorite haunts, and the rural population in these parts
therefore call them "hazel-bens."
During^this period they
Having rested
are shot over setters or pointers, just as beret
for a week or two, Ihey go farther north, and spread themselves all over the country.
They are then for a month or
two hunted on what, is called " woodcock passes " (morkullutreck), pretty much in the same way as ducks are shot
this country;
for it is the habit of the European
iu
woodcock to tty over the same range several times early in
Such ranges or
the morning and after sunset in the evening.
passes are mostly found along the edges of Umbered highlands, skirted by low, marshy ground, covered with brushwood.
little before sunset the sportsman lakes a position
somewhere on this range, selecting a place where the timber
is not too high, and awaits the arrival of Ihe birds.
Soon is
heard a snoring, nasal sound, something like "Ort, ort, ort,"
repeated two or three times, and "followed by a sharp whistling.
Now, look out, for very soon one or more woodcocks
will be seen flying just over ho rce-fops, giving a gcod
chance for a shot." In this way, in an hour or two, until
darkness sets in, one has au opportunity to bag several brace

A

t

I

Their (light is always in the same direction, going
of birds.
and returning, and having once found the range you may repeat your visits two or three times a week for amonth or more.
Skall-gang.

the lynx ard the iaz, have committed more serious
depredations on the dona. stie animals of feme district, the
rural popull
is
caH d out y ihe r lib f forcstei lo a grand
bunt for |he extermination of the depredators. Every "rifle,
shot-gun aid old nueki is brought out, eveiy known hunter
is especially invited, Bl d il e n en of the disi'r.ct assemble to
the number Bometimes of several houmnda. Mustered in
companies by Ihe E
itf aed e, nstablcB, eral
guided by the1

rj

t

I

foresters, they-reat
district where Ihe

f

stieh pert of the

are

now

heir

e

|

The men

infested
1 aunts.

led.mto an isosceles Margie, ihe two

i

ivhiel
„ ncrally made somewhat curvilinear toward the vertex, clou are 20 milrs or wore <ach in length,
with a proportionate bose of four oi live miles long. This
base-Hue is occupied by ihe best hunters at short intervals,
and in the intervening spaces are stretched nets,
made for the purpose fjf Strong cords, lo prevent the
inclosed animals from breaking through the line.
All
these arrangements are made the previous evening, and
tbe drivers spend the short summer night at their appointed places. '1 hrse not provided with firearms cany axes,
speai's or sonic oilier instrument of attack and defence.
AI
along the lines fires are kept up daring the night to keep the
intended vict ims inclosed At the break of dayt and at a given

long shies oi

,

signal, Ihe men at the vertex commence moving ttfw&rds ihe
base.
As t he v proceed Ihe sides close in, driving the beasts
them towards the nets. The animals, nnding«rhemsclves shut up on fill sides, often make desperate efforts to

before

breakthrough the lines of drivers, and many a fierce and
bloody comitat is often fought on this part of the haul. ifii Idj
for it is a noteworthy- fact, that although perfect stillness
reigns along the nets, while the wildest noise and tumult prevail everywhere else, particularly on such occasions when
some animal shows itself and tries to breakthrough, si ill the
animals seem to know by instinct where the real danger
threatens, and seldom come near the line of the nets unlil the
last moment.
The hunters occupying the posts of honor on
a the meantime made every preparation.
In the
of the
y.zle-loaders each man was provided with two or
s

and

and the same number of assistants to reload
h spears such beasts as might fasten in
wears on, and the enclosed space every

to kit

As
monie

the excitement increases.
'Hie
how- themselves, but the drivers are so
te isuext to impossible.
The foresters,
and down the lines encouraging the
ay mistakes that may occur. Now' a
she bear with her cubs i lakes a dash on the drivers, but is repolled, then a pack of \ lives tries to break through, but is
driven back : a family of lynxes lakes to tbe trees, but is shot
down from their supposed place of safety foxes are seen every
r
moment: Hitting through the bushes. E
et isquiet at the nets. But now is heard
fie in that
direction, then another and anotb
then a perfect fusilade.
Uer.

beasts

in this way.

Iu the Scandinavian countries the moose, the stag, the roebuck, the bear, the fox and the hare are hunted with hounds.
As the object is to shoot the game thus pursued, it is of more
importance to have dogs with line scenting power and good
bottom limn flcetness of foot. The domestic breed, probably
indiginous to the country from time immemorial, is about the
-until Aug. 15.
size of the English harrier, bul of .stouter build, in color mostly
The capercailzie is sometimes shot at torchlight. The huntyellow or blnck-andtan.
Very few English fox hounds are
the fall, lakes a stroll iu such placi s of the
seen.
They are considered too Fast, and fox huutinsr, as car- er, at sunset, in
forest where capcrcilzies are known to have their haunts, and,
ried on in the British Islands is outof the question in Sweden
proceeding with as little noise as possible, be can easily hear
or Norway on account of the brokeimess of the country and
these big birds rising from the ground and going to roost, the
the frequency and height of the rail fences, and to the damGuided by Ihe
family mostly settling in the same tree.
aging of thclalter, and the trampling down of his winter whole
sound
he lays down on the ground a long straight stick,
graiu by a field of horsemen. The Scandinavian farmer, genbrought with him for Ike purpose, and which he pilots in the
erally a freeholder and a^very independent fellow With all,
supposed direction of Ihe roosting tiee. Blazing his path out
would most assuredly object.
wood, he returns later at night with torches and assistThe tfwdui operandi in hunting'with hounds is about the of the
same as that which is employed in hunting deer in the South- ants, and it is said Unit by following the direction of the slick
the roosting place of the'capercailzies eau easily be found by
ern Slates. The hunters, provided with -shot guns or rifles,
those expcfieiieed in this Ivied of hunting, and if only he
as the occasion may require, take heir stations'": one of their
bird there
number follows the pack, encouraging them now and then precaution is taken always lo shoot the undermost
is nothing to prevent the killing of Ihe whole number, as the
with a bugle-note. After a while a single dog "gives tongue,''
birds, bewildered by the torch -light, do not attempt, to escape
then another; a moment later a sharp yell the game isstarled
by flight, unless tumbled on by some of their falling comand the music in full bins!.
'•

I

—When

the larger beasts of prey, the bear, the

close:

;

'

'

The beasis at last throw themselves
the nets mid are killed
v.iiboui delay.
halt of the driver
now ordered, lest some
accident niav hat. pen. for tbev are
w nearly within range
of tbe riflemen.
After (he firing
ceased a squad of the
best hunters is selected to examine <
fully the ground inside
the circle, and to dispatch whatever beasts may vet have refused to show themselves at the nets. All the "game is (hen
gathered, and sold at public sale for the benefit of the "scalpfund" of the province.
Such a grand hunt is. in Swedc-n, called "Skall-gang."

A

J. S.
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IN PIKE COUNTY.

Blooming Gbc-ve Pawc, May

EmroB

Foc.est

Leaving

Hew

and BibeasI abb Rod asd
York, via

'3*3 st.

ferry, at

fltrs

8:46

13, 1877.

:

a.

m. after a

comfortable ride in the Erie Railway thawing room cur, we
readied La ekn wa x en at 1 o'clock, C( mnecting there with the
ilornsdale Branch train for Hawley
here we arrived at 3
r. \t.. after a charming ride up the
anantic valley of the
Laekawaxen River, passing Mi iville
ation, where the far-

famed Blooming Grove trt
tine team of blacks easv. tmen

e
ers the Laekawaxen.
wa<:
aed pleasant weather
the ride throug
;lnb house delightful.
At the club house Matt is wailing our arrival, and dinner is
soon announced. From Hawley to the Park it is ten miles,
partly on a fine turnpike.
On the way the road skirts the
edge of Jones' Pond, famed for large black buss; They were
placed there about sis years ago at the same time that LakeUiles. at Blooming Grove, was stocked.
Messrs. Atkinson
and Jones have neat fishing lodges on the margin of this fine
sheet of water (Jones' Fond).
found Ned Quick, the veteran bear hunter, engaged in the peaceful occupation of
plowing as we passed his modest home, but he says he will
be on hand early on Monday for a trouting excursion.
Sunday. Warm and sunny, with fleecy clouds: just the
day for a walk-over to the breeding parks. The veteran gamekeeper, John Courtrighf, has quite a model farm there, and
while the ladies and children are rest ing. we inspect the deer
and elk parks. The buck elk has horns in the velvet a foot
long, having dropped a fine pair of antlers in March.
These
animals have begun to shed theirlight colored winter coats, and
will soon have smooth glossy sXins.
They are quite tame, and
eat grass and laurels from tlie ladies' hand's.
They have a habit of contracting the upper lip. grating the teeth and whistling,
More ground has
the only evidence of displeasure they show.
been cleared and will be put in turnips and grass this season to
furnish winter food for deer and elk.
Homeward through the woods we hear the ruffed grouse
drumming. The Park abounds in wild flowers; thousands
greeting the eye everywhere wii h their delicate beauty. Violets
palling from the deepest purple, and more delicate lavender, to
snowy white.
Snowdrops in the greatest profusion ; the
ground nut with its starry white blossoms, millions of periwinkles dotting the green sward: and sweetest and loveliest of
all, the Mayflower, or trailing arbutus, creeping in and out
amongst the rough stones, half covered with leaves and mosses in a charming hide and seek, discovering itself by its own
sweetness and delighting the senses by its exquisite waxlike
pink and white (lowers and delicious fragrance.
The June-beny trees are now in full bloom, with long drooping clusters of white flowers.
The scarlet and green tassels of
the maples stirred by every passing breeze, possess a grace and
beauty peculiarly their own.
Next month the iaiucls and rhododendrons will be in full
blossom along the roads and in the swamps by the trout
streams, making a perfect wilderness of beauty with their soft
pink flowers and giving a glow to the woods, as though the
Betting sun had left his departing glory there. Was ever name
more rightly given or more justly deserved than Blooming

A

make

We

—

1

Grove

•'.

May 14- lo.— After

an early breakfast,

ladies, children,

—

)
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creel
3h baskets and wading boots ana stored in an
9pen wagon drawn by mules, with ribbon's in their ear Kips,
nd
u
Eor the Bhobola River.
A three-mile drive
brings ua to Hatton's Bridge.
Leaving tlie ladies and children
ind .in esoprl with thek tods at tlie bridge, where a dc
„
filled witli troui
ollowcd n
v
IxOai] down the Shobolaa mile before we commenced
01
fev
castS ill Btlll water were unsilcees.-.ful. bill
furthei on we reached the rapids, where tisli were plenty am
hungry. They Herein swill water and in eddies
Wherever
a tVout could Jie there he was, ready for fly, worm or grnb.
Wading the Iwoot about two miles on, 'we. reached the
''Farms, now a descried clearing, with heavy baskets, countin;.'
rr line Ush- few of them weighing less 'than one-quarter
Of a pound. Below the "Farms" there is another mile of good
fishing, -until Lite stream spreads out into, lame still-water
ponds, where the trout Collect in winter.
It.
lias bee
tperieneethat amateur fishermen cannot
j
!

i

|,

,

,i

.

!

I

"'

i

many

land as

lish in

(lie

Woodsman, and whether

same time and waters as the back
amateur whips the stream first or
must admit, that Ned

the

he native has the largest basket.

1

look two fish to iny one, lUtb.0Ugh.in the mailer of tackle
was provided with a light rod and reel and braided green silk
hue, while ho was equipped with an ash pole, and about
elv feel of black horse-hair line made by himself.
It was
hardly a satisfaeiory explanation that he pave thai ii must be
all in the "color of the line."
With wcil-tilled creels, afternoon saw us on our homeward march. We found our party
at the bridge', anxious b> compare notes, for Ihey had caught,
some trout, and are ready for home. And havin.u' 'udde.da basket
si
eggs, a live sucking grimier to our stores we are soon
awns, behind the patient mules, inching the club
house before sunset, where an ample meal is discussed with
that relish and zest that only open-air sports can giVfl.
Oj the following day. only one of the party was in the mood
Ned was ready and impatient io be off for Ihe
fornshing.
Bloomhlg Grove stream. There was rowing on he lake for
ladies and occupation in the house.
There are about seven miles of good fishing on the Blooming
Grove, from Millville. where the stream enters tlie Laekawaxen up to the falls at YVaddell's.
A rough path strikes the
stream above Ihe falls about two miles from Ihe Park, where
one can Wade across and lish down the opposite bank; the
otbei side is rocky and precipitous.
After several mile's of
quiet winding through Westbrook's meadows the stream
makes a bold pinnae ot' about :«) feet over a projecting ledge
falling into one of the lies! pools on the stream.
Ned was
anxious to get down a, id try the pool under the falls before the
watef was raised by the flow from Kleinham's tannery, while I
cautiously dropped a 1ly from above into the roaming pool below.
At the second east, well over towards the opposite
shore, a greedy fellow
rose and
was landed by care.
ul management and some hand-over-hand work at the
top of
the talis.
Then descending over rocks and fallen timber we
lished the deep pools, taking eighl' good sized fish in going
about out! mile. Having secured trout enough with those before captured, and with due regard to future sport for other
members, we reeled up and retraced our way by a good road
to the old clearing at the Falls, where we ale onr'-pieces." and
altera short nooning look the path home. This stream has
furnished many full baskets this season to native and visiting
fishermen.
It will long be a never failing sourc
f pleasure
for trout fishing.
There is dam of about twelve feet high at
Millville. and two high falls in the seven miles, so that what lish
are. in the stream must
have grown in its pools without running up from the Lnekawaxeu.
tew lish. weighing from
one-half to one pound, are ample reward for the reasonable
trout fisherman, and with ordinary protection this fine stream
I

i

:

i

1

-

I

I

11

A

will afford gontFsporl. for many years. With some care, agood
basket of lish may be taken to be city after a few days' fishing, and are a welcome He it to friendsaf home, but, as a rule,
the city sportsman should capture only enongh for present use,
ami be satiffied with sport for sport's sake.
J. A.
I

And though the boys showed coma Brother."
is hardly fair to have their time go on
it
record under the circumstances but they showed conclusively
what they could do under more favorable auspices.
Among the particulars to be noticed, where all were so
good, was the warm encomiums on Mr. Conner, for his admirable style ot walking,
'flic artistic and splendid running of
Mr. Hough, and the feat of Van Loan in making 120 yards
and ten hurdles on a heavy track in twenty seconds.
A notable feature of the occassien not down in the bill) was
the running race of Judge Newbold with tlie contestants of the
one mile walk. After running at the lop of his speed in the
bol sun to the lsl .quarter-pole the erudite judge gave it up in
great disgust, and came across lots to the judges' Stand, saying
(while the perspiration poured from his 'heated face), that if
they wanted him to keep up with the long legs of Conner or
Ihe nimbi. .,ncs,,(' Van r,oan he wanted Mitchell's Holler or
Dudley's 3 minute colt
No more of thai forjudge Newbold.
The prizes, consisting of nine gold and eleven silver badges,
were simply elegant. They were original and unique in design,
of pure metal, and elicited great praise.
The whole exhibition was a great, and very flattering success
to the boys of the Orion, not the least matter of simulation
was the fact thai the club retains three of the prizes, though
having but four entries.
The Scottish-American Athletic Association of New York
with forty entries carried off eleven, showing what superb
athletes Ihey are.
The following received prizes from the hands of Capt Lawrence, bestowed with appropriate remarks, interspersed with

S?tt §nlt'W>

mendable pluck,

;

Pcotection of Fisn CtjLTcniKTs. -Both Houses of the
Legislature of Michigan hare passed a law whose object is to
protect persons engaged in fish Culture, and it is to be hoped
it

music by the band

same

fin,

prize,

American Athletic Club, N. Y.

;

T. A. McEwen. Scottishsecond, Chas. Conner, same

One Hundred and Twenty Yard Hurdle Pace.—First prize,
J. H. Van Loan, Orion Rowing and Athletic Club, Jersey
City; second, VV. P. Meyers,

same club.
Running High Jump.— First prize, John Knox, ScottishAmerican Athletic Club, N. \. second, A. If. Oakes, young
Men's Christian Association, N. Y. City.'
Half-Mile Pun.— Mist prize, F. E.' Hough, Hudson Boat
Club, Jersey City; second, W. P. Banham,' Harlem Athletic
Association, N. Y.
;

Every

Quarter-Mile Run.— First prize, J. H. Ferguson, Yotikers
Athletic Club. N. V.: second, W.O.Wilkinson, Young Men's
Christian Association, N. Y.
Three Mile Walk, —First Prize, Chas. Connor, ScottishAmerican Athletic Club, N. Y. ; second, J. H. Van Loan,
Orion Rowing and Athletic Association, J. C.
Running Broad Jump.— First prize, Geo. McNichol, SeoLtish-Amerean Athletic Club, N. V. second, H. E. Wilson,

who

;

Jacobstaff.

RIDING CLUB.

Mostci.aic. STOCK F.u:m. Orange Co., Va.,

May 30.

Allow me to add my congratulations to the
hundreds I know you have already received in reference to the
great improvements in our favorite weekly.
I have just returned from the spring meeting of the Warren ton Hiding
Club, The meeting was a success, although the entricswere neit
as numerous as we should have liked o have seen. Iu the evening there was the club supper, and a very enjoyable one it was.
Gen'l Payne, the president of the club, graced the head of the
Mi;.

Editor

:

Kingman (U. A.

Merritt (N. Y. A. C), 10J

Potatoe race— Frank Burgess (V. A. O.
Half mile run-T. H. Simmonds Harvard College), 2m.
12s.; J. T. Williams (U. A. ('.). 13m. 18 -|-s.
Three mile walk-O. C. Wokech (IT. A. C), 24m. 48s.
Hop, skip and jump— P. Johnson, 41 ft. 4 in. (best on record
in this country for an amateur).

A.

;

in Connecticut.—
Park River at Hart-

dead upon the surface as

if

drugged,

pregnated with the vitriol, with fatal results to every fish that
came in contact with it. Probably four or five hundred fish
were killed. Many of them are still lying on the edges of the

18 seconds.

Quarter mile run -10. Merritt (NT. Y. A. C.)
57f sec.
Bracket!. (P. A. 0.) 58a
Running broad jump— P. Johnson, 17 ft. 3 in.
One mile run—
F. Kingman (U. A. C.) 4m. 40 js.

d fronting

the

I

The slaughter of the lish was purely accidental.
Several years ago the fish were in a similar condition, and a
number of people were made sick from eating the poisoned

stream.

.;

WARRENTON

BrVBB

&

The jars had all been emptied, but lie washing of
Hartford.
them had not been attended to, and on Thursday a number
Without knowing
of men were set at work cleaning them.
that they had contained dangerous fluid of any kind, the men
took the whole lot, about 100 jars in all, to the river, anil
threw them into the water. Small quantities of vitriol remained in them, and on washing floated away on the surface
The stream being low.it was thoroughly imof the water.

;

seconds.

Pollution of

ible time the fish iu

road in connection with the electric signals. The batteries
were removed some weeks ago from along the line of the
road, and deposited in one of the company's buildings in

of the Boston Baseball Club, on Saturday last.
The following
is a list of tlrPulling the shot— J. G. Lathrop (U. A. 0.), 3l feet 4
inches; P. Johnson, 31 feel.
Standing high jump— J. G. Lathrop, 4 feet 5i inches
0.
E. Come, 4 feet, 2 inches.
One mile walk— J. B. Dermie (T. A. G), 7m. 424s. ; J. A,
KeUehcr(U. A. C), 7m. 56As.
Running high jump— H. E. Ticken (N. Y. A. C), 3 feet 4
inches; Oeorge 11. Carver (U. A. C.i, 5 feet 1 inch
Throwing heavy hammer— P. Johnson (l). A. C). 73 feet 3
inches.

Three-legged race— J. C. Bibber and G. F.

whose
houses

It

Union Athletic Clara.—The annual spring games of the
Union Athletic Club, of Massachusetts, came oil" oil the grounds

One hundred yards run— Edward

anil hatching

has since b n ascerl ained that the destruction was occasioned by the washing of a lot of electric battery .jars, formerly used on the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

Clnistian, Scottishsecond, C. Rowland, same

club.

poach and plunder the ponds

AoCIDENTA
For a conside
ford were fou

James

-prize,

State in the Union should have a similar law,

net,

of fish culturists.

club.

One Mile Run.— First

append a copy

to encourage tbo

penalties should bo rigorously enforced against the miscreants

;

same

We

bill

;

club.

American Athletic Club, N. Y.

"A

entitled

"

II. B Wilson,
second, H. B. Grif-

;

is

lish in

|

club.

Hue Mile Walk.— First

It

the State of Michigan 1"
Section' 1. The Teople of llu Stale ofMitMgan enact. That
it shall he unlawful for any person or
icrsous to kill or lake
speckled trout or oilier tish from any private lake, pond or
stream, used for the propagation of such fish (except by the
consent of tlie proprietor of such lake, pond or stream).
Sec. 3. Any person or persons violating Section 1 of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall pay a' tine' of not less than ten dollars, and not
exceeding one hundred dollars for each offense; are! shall, on
eonvPt ion thereof, stand committed to the comity jail until
such penalty is paid, provided that such imprisonment shall
not exceed three months.
Sec. 3. A prosecution may he brought in the name of the
People of the Stale of Michigan, against, any person or persons violating Ihe provisions of this act, before any justice of
the peace of the county in which such violation is alleged to
have taken place, or before any court of competent jurisdiction
and it is made the duty of ail prosecuting attorneys in
this State to see that the provisions of this act are enforced iu
their respective counties, and they shall prosecute all offenders on receiving information Of the violations of this art.
Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the proprietor of any such
private lake, pond or stream, who is engaged in the propagation of fish as contemplated by this act, Io post or cause to' be
posted, in a conspicuous manner at places not more than
twenty rods apart, commencing on either side of such private
lake, pond or stream where it enters the premises of the
owner sought to be protected and extending along or near
cither bank to the place where such waters leave such premises, public notices painted on boards in large plain letters
that the owner, naming him, is engaged in such business, and
all persons are prohibited from killing, hiking or catching any
fish in the wafers within the limits of such notices.

prize,

Scottish-American Athletic Club, N. Y.

receive Ihe Governor's signature.

propagation of

:

One Hundred Yards Hash.—First

may

of its provisions.

I

<'•),

pfiowil jgHBthteB,

279

fish.

shad, some of the fruits of a deposit
young shad that was made at Knoxville in July

—Genuine Tennessee

S.

of 80,000

G

1875,

have been caught out of the Tennessee River

at that

'

I

on his right sat Gen'l Fitzhugh Lee, a prominent candidate for Governor.
On Gen'l Payne's left was another
prominent candidate for gubernatorial honors, the brilliant
Col. Daniels, of Lyncliburgh.
Then there was Gen'l Robinson, the 1st Colonel of the. Black Horse, 7:! years old, a.s hale
and beany as a man of 25, Charley Payne," Charley Greene,
Slide]) (an ex-officer in the Union army, and a great favorite),
old Sheppard Panel, and lots of others.
Next October they are going to have a fall meeting, audi
want you to come down.
will be able to give you some
good shooting, and I hope a jolly time.
B.
table

place.

Boston, June 3, 1877.
The first regatta of the Quincy 1 acht Club took place Saturday, June 2, off the Pine Point House.
Appended is a sum-

mary

FIRST CLASS ST.VKT— 2:-10 P. M.
Ae. nine.

;

We

^*#*^.

•

Secret, J.

Water

P. Grain, ... la
Wild Fire, fl. A. Kietel.. 1s

I

2

I

Masie, J. U. Staiie

9

Lilly,

Obion Ciam Athletic Spouts.— -The

first

public meeting

I

teemen Robert Packer, John Van Gelder, George E. and J.
H. Van Loan, 0. Hoe, and W. F. Meyers.
The following gentlemen acted as ollicers of the day:
Messrs. M. T. New bold, J. F. Luther and P. \V. Mitchell, as
judges— the latter also as time-keeper. Mr. E. Pluramer, referee.
Prof. Smith, starter, and Mr. James Robottom, scorer.
consisted of contests iu Walking, running,
fine baud was iu attendance.
The games
commenced, on schedule time, 3 p. it., and were carried out to
the letter until 4:20, when a heavy thunder storm broke on the
scene, which delayed matters for an hour, leaving the track
exceedingly heavy— and all know that Jersey mud "stieketh
exercises
etc.

A

V.

u.

si.

l

as 22

33 04
35 S3
50 27

s.

03

1

a
2

07
12

111

1

2-1

47

1

P.

M.

1

Kuiguia, capsized.

THIRD CLASS START— 3
Imp, W. F, Mayl.in.y
Hi
Dandelion, 3. O. Adams. IT
Kad lion, G, w m,, iiun.. Hi

5

I

l

20 20
80 15
2S ot

o

s

1

.12

1

9}£

.

S. W. Meiten ... 17
Elmer, P. ciiiii.onck, Jr. 10
Annie, P. B. Turner
10
.

s

1

43

S

1

-IS

54 11
55 la
in i3
10 14
IT 35
22 35

i

U

53
15

1
1

..',

The first

of the series or championship regattas was sailed
January S by the Duxhury Yacht Club, the yachts being
divided into two classes, the lirst consisting of sloop anil cat
rigs and the second of sprit-sail yachts.
The breeze was very
strong from the southward.
Summary of the time
;

time.

Cor.

Name.

Owner.

Hour

h.

L.lt. Keith
T. A. lluteliius

Clara B
Motile

J. II.

'.

The fishway is flic largest and most thoroughly couEngland States, and. taken alio
',,,,
ed Of any intUeKew
probI. w,l
United States.
«ether is superior to any in the
important lishways l.erealter to
most
the
of
type
the
ably lie
country --Brngm Wag,
i,e constructed La the
kins

FIRST CLASS.
bile

of Bucks-

Superintendent of the V. S. Breeding Works at that
lish way at the dam at Treat's
place, and the designer of the
Commissioner of Fisheries, with
Fall; E. M. Stillwcll, State
Eaton, the constructing engineer of the works, visited
L
Saturday evening, the tide being at its
the fishway again
Mr. Atkms might, go through and
'.west stage, in order thai
the watei had
examine the entire work, to elect wlueh
was done two salmon ol large
this
When
shutout.
Io be
surprised at not finding Ihe gates
size were found, evidently
jumped into the
A srentleman living near the works
open
out, wei-lnug some IS
fishwaVand lifted one of the salmon
thought best to restore him to his
or 'Jo pounds; but it was
pursue his way to the head
native element, that he. might
them, f,
Mr. Atkins and Mr. Stilhvell expressed
water.
ol Ihe structure, having had,
ellicaciousness
i,.,l with the
,,;.,..
ocuha demonstration that tish passed through.

H

M.

Nattie,

New

The

la

Cor. time.

u. s.
OS S3

h.

in.

.

Rowing and Athletic Association, since their consolidation, took place on the 30th ult., at the West Side Driving I'urk, .Jersey City.
Tuatil was a grand success, [he enthusiastic expressions of
favor of the large, audience-composed of Ihe best citizens (a
large number of whom were ladies "1 the cit\ and country
amply testified. Full delegations Were present from the principal athletic clubs of
York City. Great, credit for the
admirable manner in winch the arrangements were carried out.
is due to the genial president of the club, Alderman Prank 0.
Fry, Executive Officer Captain D. W. Lawrence, and Commit-

jmnping,

Ft.

Binney
23
3
2
SECOND CLASS START—2:50

t'u.lluc,

oT the Orion

Examination op tub Fishway.— C. Q. Alkins,
port,

:

Ii.

s.

Mm

51 40

Kimomls

1 03 20

SECOND CLASS.
Little

Charley

Cook

Rohm

HaiUe C
Gladiator

..:

Hornet.
liriihil

n'rciifli

Meteor
Dexter

fC.Ttiuismii

l

39

•''

Austin Keene

Nut taken.

n. p. WiUouusuu
P. Brumes

1

a.m. Watson

l 23 54

In mi"

Ii.

S.

I'jr.

Smnirgler
Naotiius

R.A.Wtaaor

Zephyr
Annie Clark

\v. J.

G. A.

w.

2:1

1 28 29
1 29 IS
-

oft

Page MO.)

1

25 20

1

27 BO

£cb

I

^

' '
Hctu,ht Ii five years 'ago out of he North Fork
Sp out
hook and put if ml o his spring, and has
o the Holston with a
Its
special pet ol if ever since.
kept it there and made a
and from lour to six wide.
about twenty inches long
,

Xot token,

Green
Wright

Itansoui

(Regular VacUiiuj Matter

1

i

1 25 20

llicharda

Geo. Delano

Irrimwi says that Mr. Joseph Sprouls, near
perch in his spring, and
lr.uf a very large black
He can go to the
years.
he has had in there tor five
watrUige. pick it,up, rub

—The Abingdon

Mendota,

25 211
l 25 5S

"

—

—

;

LAKE TROUT AND WHITEFISH
HATCHING IN WISCONSIN.

GENUINE WHITE SHAD IN THE OHIO.
Washkgtos, May
Bdepgh Fobbbjt and Stbbam and Kod and Gin

now

15, 1877.

:

pleasure in informing you that I received to-day a line specimen of a four-pound genuine nAiti:

have

1

very

taken at Louisville, Ky., a few days before, and forwarded to me by Pack. Thomas, Esq., and Mr. Griffith,
>f

Kentucky Fish Commission— a

the

direct result

from the

made by the U. S. Fish Commission, in accordance with
a law of Congress, to stock the western rivers with shad.
You will observe, by referring to the Report of the U. S.
Commission, that in Jane. 1S72, Seth Green, by order of. and
at the expense of, the U. S. Commission, planted 90,000
young shad in the Alleghany River at Salamanca, N. Y., and
in the Mississippi Hiver near St. Paul; and that in
Julv Rev. Mr. Clift, of Poquonnoc, Conn., also in behalf of
the" I. S. Fish Commission, placed what he estimated at 200,000 young shad in the Alleghany at Salamanca, and a small
number in the Cuyahoga, as well as a supply in the While
River at Indianapolis, 2,000 being carried asfar west as lilts
Platte, at Denver.
In the following year, 1873, about 100,000 shad were
placed in Greenbrier and New rivers, in West Virginia, and
aliout 5".,000 in the Monongaliela fn Pennsylvania, and the
Wabash in liidiana; and these may or may not have conThe lattributed toward the supply met with at Louisville.
ter is possible, if the assumption of a four year period be
If five vears lie required, then we must look to the
correct.
stock of about '-.'lib. 000 in 1872, exclusively.
In view of what is now believed to be an anxiom, that fish
elf oils

>

always return for the purposa of spawning

to the places

whence they started as young fish, it is to the Salamanca and
White River supply of 1872,.and perhaps to that of tributaries
01 the Ohio, just, mentioned, or between four and five hundred
thousand in number that we must look for the Louisville

&

According to the reports of Messrs. Thomas Griffiths,
for some considerable time forty to fifty shad have been taken
daily at Louisville by a drag seine, said not to exceed thirty
or forty yards long, and that, in the shoaler water of only
three or four feet, while the regular steamboat channel is ten
or twelve yards deep and two hundred and fifty yards wide.
I do not overlook the fact that the Tailor shad. Pouwnlbus
uudincris, is a native of the waters of the Mississippi valley,
us it is to those of the Atlantic coast ; and have more than
oneo been disappointed in the receipt of specimens from different parts of the West, believed to be the genuine white
snarl, but which proved, on examination, to be nothing but
the miserable Tailor ; and when the announcement of the
present transmission was made from Louisville, 1 hardly dared
expect to see, as I did, the genuine Alow zapidissima.
It is extremely probable that this stock of shad may be detected higher up the river, and it is to be hoped that special
inquiry will bs made for them toward Salamauca and in the
Very truly yours,
hilO River.
Spencer F. Baikd,
fish.

W

Commissioner.

[The capture of these shad by seines, and the destruction
and annihilation of such bountiful promises, cannot be too
highly deprecated and those who have been guilty of the
act should not only suffer the legal penalty for the crime and
;

but be

folly,

and

made

to eat every one

of the fish taken, bones

Ed.]

all.

Wisconsin

great,

s/uitJ,

•

:

SHAD VERSUS BLACK
FLEA

NOT

:

BASS.

GUILTST.

MlDDtETowN. Conn., May

18, 1877.

ErnTOB Fouest and Stream and Eod ash liis:
Permit me to say a word in your columns in reply to the ariele on page 223 of Fouest axd Stream copied from the
Hartford Time*.
In the fiTSt place, it is not true that the Fish Commissioners
have introduced black bass into the Connecticut River. Their
1

_

tell

entirely to ponds hi different sections of
as appears from their reports, made annually to the
they got into the Connecticut, no one can
latum
One thing is certain, the Commissioners did not place

them

there.

work was confined
tlie Slate,

How

Fi.-u

IIatcuekv. Mit.wi.TJKBB,}
111,

1877.

/

my

experience in
I wish to explain to your many readers
hatching the lake trout and whitefish of our lakes.
It has been the practice of a large portion of the States entheir
locate
hatching
establishments
gaged in fish culture to
contiguous to some springs, using the water from the same
for the purpose of hatching the different varieties of fiesh
water fish, and especially those above mentioned. You are
probably aware of the fact that the temperature of spring
wrater is usually from 44 to 48 degrees, Falir. The ova of the
lake trout or whitefish placed or kept in water of that temperature would invariably hatch at from 80 to loo days' time,
and, after the absorption of the sac, the young tish would be
planted in the waters of the lakes intended to lie stocked.
Now, Mr. Editor, let us suppose that the spawn of the lake
trout or white-fish is taken in the early days of November,
brought to the hatching house and placed in a Holloa trough
or box, the water turned on, at a temperature of Mdegrees, and
that under such a temperature until the fish are hatched, say
in 100 days, would we not have them on our hands as early
as February ?
And if hatched in 80 days would we not have
them to dispose of in the month of January'/ Would it then
be practicable to plant them in the lakes still frozen over with
ice?
jNow lam satisfied with my experience in hatching lake fish,
that in hatching them in 80, 00 or even loo days we make a
very grave and serious mistake, and also that it is not in conformity with nature, which, I contend, we must follow as
The young
closely as possible to insure a genuine success.
feed for a time wholly upon the
fish, especially whitefish,
animalcuke contained in the water, and, as it does not exist
to any extent in water while frozen over, I have but little
faith that young fish deposited at such a season of the year
would be able to find sufficient food to sustain life.
I will give you my experience in hatching the two varieties
spoken of in the natural water (namely lake-water) during
the season now drawing to a close, so that you will be able to
judge of the truth of my remarks and the virtue of using lake
water in hatching the different varieties of fish of our lakes,
especially the trout, and whitefish.
I was employed by the tish commissioners of the State of
Wisconsin as Superintendent of the State Hatching House.
The rooms are located in the basemen! of the engine house,
or, as it is called here, the Pumping Works of the City of
Milwaukee, which supplies the city with water from Lake
Michigan, and which also furnishes the water for the iishhatching department direct from the lake.
The first lake trout eggs of the season were placed in the
house on the 20th of October, and nearly every day from that
date until the 10th of Koveniber eggs were each day placed in
They are now all hatched out, the last of them
the house.
batching to-day. Now supposing those eggs that were hatched
to.day were the ones taken on the loth of November, Unit
being the last dav that trout eggs were placed in the house, we
There
find that the period of incubation has been 182 days.
was also a large quantity of the ova of the whitelish placed in
the house between the Island 36th of November, the incuba140
days,
and
that
it
to 100
requires
tion period ranging from
at least the same length of time to hatch the same species deposited naturally by the parent tish in the lakes there can be
our
in
we
by
using
Therefore,
find
experience
no doubt.
water of the same temperature that the tish live, breed and
prosper in, that, it takes from 145 to 170 days to hatch the bike
trout, and from 135 to 105 days for the. whitefish or thereabouts.
Now, what I claim is this, that lake waters are the only
proper waters for hatching lake fish, and that a long period of
»oo
incubatiouis most essential and necessary to prodtti
Also, by hatching the ova in water at a low
healthy fish.
temperature, and the consequent duration of incubation, it
when
the
the
spring
months,
brings out the young fish in
bright, warm days of April and May have removed the icy
coal from the lakes and streams and the waters every day
increase in warmth, and when the waters abound in sufficient
food for the maintenance of the schools after they have absorbed the supply nature has provided them with. Under
syond a douht. This
such conditions their survival
r (o
is my experience of two successive seasons in hatching lake
The average h ipt rature of the water
fishin lake water.
from November 1, 1H70, to May 1, 1S77, was ;;fi 1-20 degrees.
l

from its belly were two hands with five fingers, and almost as
perfect as a" human band,
In its mouth were found sis or
eight small fish, and the probability is that the monster was
taking his dinner when Mr. Tweedy hooked htm from his
native element.

—

Tame Wild Gef.sk. More information on a subject which
has interested many of the readers of the Forest aSd Sire ot
is given in the following clipping from the St. Loui
lien

n

who returned a day or two since from the
part, of the State, mentions the following curious
fact in history. He gives the statement on the authority of Mr.
W. K. Smith, a leading farmer and miller living near Morley,
Dr. Lankford,

southeastern

county, Missouri.
About a year ago Mr. Smith Captured two young wild geese, and raised them with his domestic goslings.
The wild ones became L quite tame and took
kindly to the changes of civilized life." They adapted their
habits to the ordinary delights of the barnyard, and swam in
the pond with the tame geese, without showing a disposition
to go on a v\ ild goose chase.
At length, about the 4th of
November, the weather began to change, and after being domesticated some eight mouths, the wild fellows, prompted by
an instiuct to seek a more sunny elime on the approach of
winter, spread their wings to the breeze and started on a migratory tour, flying southward.
Their departure was natural
and to" be expected. After an absence of two months, early
in January, great was Mr. Smith's surprise ta find, on gi
ins
up one morning, that the two wild geese had returned to
They not only returned, but
their old haunts on his farm.
eleven wild geese came with them as visitors, whom they piloted safely from some southern bayou. The newcomers made
themselves at home, and were fed and fondled by the childThey come to the mill at feeding time to get their raren.
tions, and gabble, all together, and put on all the airs of civilized geese who have had a good moral training.
in Scott

1

tV

A

•

1

1

Legislature, the owners of three pounds have made special effort's and incurred meat expense to be ably represented in the
House and in the Senate-, and thev have succeeded in getling the law so altered that they are now virtually without reFormerly they kept close time, and the
straint or regulation.
had tree access into and up the river from Saturday night
until Mon day morning. The season of fishing has also beenproand now the" pound men have it all their own way
li pjvjerl,

Milwaukee

8c u Unci.

Wisfom.

htiu'itl

old

German work

50 to 60

ass,

;

:

30 to 50

;

1

elephant, loll to 200 years

fox, 15

;

rel, 7;

lion, 00;

bear, 20;

sheep, 10; hog, 20

;

toise,

A

A QUESTION FOR ZOOLOGISTS.

be abandoned, and the shad of the Connecticut lie among
come as
the fish that were. This is no fancy picture it will
sure us the season returns, and we tell the river fishermen if
out for
look
can
one
no
themselves,
look
out
for
not
will
they
R- G. PIheiu.
;

May

Leesbdbgj Va.,

100

;

duck, 25; the alligator and crocodile, 100; torcricket, 10 spider, 1.
pike, 40
carp, 100 to 150

vation by

;

;

American

made upon a
naturalists,

A SBKAHOB

Fish.

;

more recent

basis of

would be

-The following was

obser-

interesting iu con•'•

M,

T.

W.

[Will some of our conchologists give us their views on this
point.

Ed.]

THE RUBY-THROATED HUMMING
BIRD.
(Troe/iiiua colubris.

Pnii.jDKi.ruii. April, 1S77.

Editok Fukest anh Stub ah:
Tills sprlghflj lull.- bird

and is a summer iiih&hipull -a ffevt England. II arrives lure
about the tenth of May, and u seems to un- thai they come ou in pairs,
have often watched tl
im tan si
tu h other about
irtiae
the second week in May, us t rambled through tl"- Bi
leoting specimens fur my caiinu-i. AS Boon as they trtsli our gardens
tribe,

m

a.s I

ile-y

commence

The

building.

nest

is

composed uf

i

a

down

and |b covered entirety wit-h lichens which are clued un
with the saliva el the liu.v lard. The arue
Its ttoat is about an inch ami a halt in diameter, and nearly tin? same in
lowny Biiuatances from dying seeds. The
oi
lined cit.1
ilcjrjtfi
eggs aru two in rmmber, pure white ami nearly elliptical in shape.
Hteinsi.r ferns,

15.

clipped from a copy

of Nov. 13, 1858, ami as it describes a fish
we never have heard of, piscalors arc requested to give us
what information they may be able to, in relation to it.
.Spirit,

KlCI/k'A.

A

1377.

0,

Enrrort Forest axd Stream:
Dr. Morse, in his first book of Zoology says, speaking of
snail-shells: " Left-handed shells {aperture on" left when spire
points up) are not so common." Now, my little boys collected some shells for me. and all tire left-handed.
Can it be
that latitude has any effect on the way the snail puts mi his
coat, in Massachusetts twisting to the right, in Virginia to

;

of J'ortiTs

-,

;

squir-

;

to 7;

similar statement,

— The

i

camel,

;

;

Search
the earliest times, ever 'allowed continuous fishing.
the oldest law books, and you will find close time provided for
under heavy penalties. And yet never in Connecticut lias
The ultithere been so little protection to the fish as 10-day.
mate result can easily lie foretold. The river fishermen suffer
his ear— the pound fishermen next year, and ultimately the
spawiiers will be so scarce at Ilolyoke that artificial hatching
will

the Mouth.

;

wolf, 30;

cat, 18

;

nection with the above.

;

in

—

bull, 30;

deer, 20;

horse, 20 to 80 ;

cow, 20;

ox (draught), 10;
dog, 20 to 2S

The

quail,

in

Young

the left?

—

rJun.uTox of Life of Animals. The following tabic, of
the duration of life in certain auimals is translated from an

hard work and money of the pound men effected their object,
and the result is beginning to appear. The river fishermen
were fairly warned of this but they did not. believe it, and so
No nation, even
[ailed to co-operate with the Commissioners.

l

Stipt.

efficient

drawing light drafts?
eape to get into the river at all? The Fish Conuuissiuneis
have si niggled against this condition of things, and they have
been seconded by intelligent men throughout the State, but the
are

W. Welshi-u,

II.

it

;

its

I

'

Of birds -parrot, 110 eagle,
goat, 10.
hare, 7 to S
100; swan, 100; goose, 50 sparrow hawk, 40; canary (if it
breeds annually), 10; do. if it does not couple, 24; nightingale and lark, t0 to 18; peacock. 84; turkey, 14: hen, 10;

and more numerous, and
any wander, that river fishermen
Is it not a wonder that any fish es-

with pounds larger, more
with :>om: ..rue UetJBS is

that REARS

Fisit

1

Chromis paterfamilias has the gills disposed in simple laminais unprovided w
apparatus for retaining the
id yet it brings up about two buneggs or the young
aud gills. It is always the male
dred voung in tin
us of incubation.
that performs thest
After the female
depression of the sand or between
has deposited thee
the tufts of ihe ree
ualc approaches and takes them by
inhalation into tin
nty of the mouth. From there, soma
movement, the mei
of which we have not been able to
observe, sends them In ween the leaflets of the gills.
The
pressure exerted on the 'ggs by the branchial lamiiue suffices
to keep th
There, in midst of the organs ot restitration, the eggs undergo all their mctan
'I he
young ones grow rapidly, and soon appear much Inconvenienced in their narrow prison. They leave it— not by the
but
by
through
the
opening
which
gills,
the branchial cavity
eoiuinunieaf.es with the mouth.
Here, they remain iu great
number, pressed against oue another like the seed in a pomegranate.
The animal's mouth becomes so distended by the
presence of this numerous progeny that actually the jaws' cannot meet. The cheeks are swollen, and the animal presents
the strangest aspect.
Some of the young, arrived at the perfect state, continue to live in the gills.
All have the head
directed toward the buccal opening of the father; the prod clue: cai ifcy of which we have not seen them leave even for a
Though
numerous,
moment."
so
they hold their ground very
firmly, but how they do so we have not discovered.
Neither
can we understand how the nursing father avoids swallowing
his progeny
we are also ignorant at what period of their life
the young" ones leave the paternal mouth to Jive in
ently.
Popular Science Monthly.
it

I

We

1

1

;

i

May

V

'

1

)

twenty-five pounds. The head was similar in griapi
rim of a man's hat, the body resembling the body of a codfish.
On the top of the head, about sis inches from the snout, were
two eyes as large as a cent, while just beyond were two small
The mouth of the
horns", surrounded at the base by long hair.
monster, set around with shai: t© ;j. was of sufficient capacity
to take in the head of a child six of eight years old, and its
great tongue seemed to be covered with little prickles.
It had
no gills, ami the only breathing apertures were two holes in
the snout.
On each side were two great tins, while protruding

i

n the second place, there is not a particle of evidence that
the black bass has had any effect to diminish the shad this
year, 01 any other year. 'It is sheer guess-work to charge
ilu-ni with a'uy such results; the observations of the United
States Fish Commissioners and the experiences of the Connecticut commissioners have led them to no such conclusions. Indeed, not a single reason assigned in the Times' letter is probsay
tie cause ot the apparent scarcity of shad.
ably
•'apparent" because we have reason to believe that if the captured shad could be fairly counted this year, the number
would be quite up to the average of the past seven years. The
river fishermen have not caught as many perhaps as usual
but tin- pounds have caught more. It is not generally known
that during the past two'or three sessions of the Connecticut
1

1

—
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singular looking monster oT the deep was captured the
other day by Hiram Tweedy, a boatman at. the foot of ChrisMr. T. was in Ids boat a short
topher street, North Hiver.
distance from the pier; when his attention was attracted by a
In an instant he
monstrous bead protruding from Hie water.
seized his boat-hook and succeeded in capturing ihe tish
which was found to be about four feet iu length and weighed

i

;ga sboul it. Inch, ana breadth abohl .:u iliuli.
Thej raise
tmt one brood in the season, The rood of ttic tuuuniiuti nir-li .1
entirety composed of. Insects, although urban keptln conflnemom hi -,
will subsist oa sweetened water for a few
On the sill of June, 18T3, while ou a visit, to my brothers, in )laifliiml, it being very warm on the above day, I strolled down •.
tream
toigtl

,

t

I

Hi

the una uf the

bull tree,

field to

and after
tn

I
'

i

.

heath tie- shatlaflof a gigj
ami liat. listening to the rippling of
i.i
different feathered minstrels, ami as

recline

doffed
ii

my
ii'.

-

coat,

Bol was smiling down with his males!
When suddenly I heard abuzziujjaoumi lite that of a

ul.l

bee.

In an instm^

:

FOREST "AND T STREAM.
lnn.l in

Innvi.-il

;i

minute

my

head.

iiiinriful little creatines darting around
After WUWIling tin.' .linviviit liuiiicin
oueol the binls alight on a hougli ins!

m

Ttiera

Iil It was
two weeKfl old. I severed
home, itud mounted the
downy nest. They now grace

tUea
[tall-

of young

my

nrize
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exhibition of this flourishing society was held ut

Giltnore's

of last week, aud

The

proud.

Ked-eyed Greenlet.

lioniip.

Philadelphia Greenlet. Very abun-

C«3s.

-.

MiiiiwcOeru part of State.

i,

WurbllugjGreeiilet.

COSS.

GKHU3 LAMV1KKII.
tttmrtua.

bamirirvd
Apiil

in'

May

occasional

.

gam

AwpetfH txdroruAn.

Cedar bird. Southern
FAMILY I.A.NIID.K.

lid.

FAMILY TANA0nin.1I.
i'vhanci.

urartra

PyMmga.9V.1iTa,

Vieill.

Scarlet Tauager.

Pi/ranga tmtfaa.

Vieill.

Summer Red

FAMILY

Bird.

l'lUNOll.LIO.K.

1IKNCS 1'l.NlCOLA.
Pinic.ula cnudentur.

fine Grosbeak.

Cab.

stoma oakpooacos.
Carpodaeus pucpunut.

Pnrple Finch,

Gray.

GENCS cnnYSOMITalS.
Yellow Bird.

Bonap.

QhryKomMriKtri&tia.

B

CUrysOMltrifpitlus.

m:ip.
11

I

Sim-FAMILY r\'RGITIN.«.

Uuuse Sparrow. Introduced from

Ohio and England.

GENUS PASSKROUnUS.
Y'usw , -cuius saranua. Bousp. Savanna Sparrow.
GENUS rOCO.ETES.
Bd. Bay-winged Bunting.
pm-ca-tes gramlneru
GENUS COTCRNICIU.US.

ron and

Saudac Cuuuties near the
Bonap.

..,!»«;«.
„,..

.',.

,,,,,,,,

..•..

.

Grass Sparrow.

Bonap. lfenslow's Bunting.
Yellow-winged Bunting. Abundant

.

In

Hu-

late.

.-,,.-,„ ,,„ .;/!,(.
aonatia,

variety of the bread

Mc

.

linc.ihii.

..»iii:if

M^M/iizupalttstrU.

swain. White-Crowned Sparr-iw.
Bonap. White-Throated Sparrow.
GuNoa JUNCO.

Bd.

Bd,
Bd.

the best plants seen in

New

act as feeders to this

grown plants, in their several classes. The principal premiums were awarded to Jolm Henderson, Flushing Peter

will be very large.

Keid, 1280 Broadway, carried off

all

-..,..•.,•,.

,;

n

.„„,,

i.

Swain. Rose-Breasted Grusbeak.
Swain.
Black-Beaded Grosbeak.
i.IiuUih.

iemus.

',

Au-

la

nvc
i

i.

Swain. Bine Grosbeak. Rare visitant to the most
Qtilrac.a ctsrvlea,
southern puita ot the Siate.
GENUS 0VAN0SPI2A.

Good La vers. —John

f ;/an-m),izuri,nil,-a.

Bd.

lir'Nl IS 1'AIIOINAI.IS.

Red

Bonap.

CanlinaUs licjlniuniin.

Bird.

Cardinal Grosbeak.

Ac. ideuml.

GENUS
/'.,.,7.)

,ciithru[,htl,ih,iua.

AKKlVAt.S AT THE
-i-.i.

PIP1I.O.

Ground Robin.

Vieill.

{To

IMilvo Ma\

Pllll.

in all the classes as well as for the best collec-

.

Cheewink.

be continued.)

ZnoiJIGKMI.

IIEI.P11IA

s.-ven Ma.

.iipii'

fine collection of

Japanese Maples,

tifully colored leaves, others

more

or Linden, than veritable Acers.

many

of

them with beau-

like the 0;tk,

Tulip

OAKHKN

Foil

WEEK

monkeys

(.Win «•».< ,i,n»i„ol(iv«),

Akiuuk

B.

pnr-

2,

AtlKIVAI.S AT CENTIIAI. l'.AliK MB*
1ST?.— Two brown hyenas, //;/rc„. «

ins' .1 Hi.- spi clas ever In
hi.-htitU* iiihi.-". presented
in
throe Lous, h\ 11
I

Brown, General Supt.

ii.K

Week Ending June

oruiuua—tab. souili Africa— the
diiscoumn: one collared peccary.
bv Mr. Jnim M. West, Petersburg, Vs.";
iiieinenacerie; two wild geese, IlernMa

ncnaiierie
live cygnets,
Innrnls lietweeu
bucciaator, and Hooper swan, Vygnu* ffruti,
sitting of prairie chicken egg», presented
;

inpeterswan. Cm
bred In ihc menagerl
by Mr. Wallace Gild

ie

DeDalh County,

111.

W A. Conklin,
.

Director,

—

1

'.

THE ORCHIDS OF CENTRAL AMERICA.
Nkw Yoek, May
Editor Forksi' and Stiikam

28, 187i.

;

In an article on orchids, in your issue of Feb. 1, the writer,
in referring to Capt. Dow. has, from tnperfect knowledge of
that gentleman's held of operations, assigned him to the 'trade
between New Turk and Para, und credits South America
with being the place where he made his collections of those
interesting and curious plants.
Capt. J. SI. Dow, to whom the writer undoubtedly referred,
has'heen for twenty-five years and more connected with tin;
Pacific Mail Company on the Pacific, and is now ihe company's general agent
Central America. It was on the
l'acilie Slope, and in the interior of Central America, that he
made, in leisure hours, his collection of plants and animals,
and also gathered front the waters along the coast, from t'aiiania to Mexico, those other valuatilc contributions to natural
history, which have made his name familiar to men of science throughout the United States and Europe.
E. K. D.

'Why Plants Should Not be Kept in Bedrooms hy
Nioht. About one-half the dry weight of plants is carhuu,
and this is all obtained from the carbon dioxide— or cabonic
acid— of the air, which constitutes only .0001, or l-'.'oOo of its
volume. It was once scientifically, aud is still popularly be-

—

The most deserving of notice were fine
Dracaena Amabilis, Splendens, and Hendersopi,
jfaranta, Makoyana, Regalis and Roseapecla CroUm Irrcgulare, Weismanni and TJndulatum, Dieffe nbacuia Battsie, Pandanus Veitcliit,Ananassa Sativa Variegate, Arena Laitescens and
Rubra, Cocos, Weddeliana, Thrynax Argenten, and many others.
He was closely followed, however, by John Bush, Tremont, who, though he has only lately started growing plauls,
shows his love for their culture in the masterly way he manages them
some oi his Dracaenas being marvels of horticulHis collection, though not so large as the foregotural skill.
ing, contained pretty much the same assortment, and was deservedly awarded a special premium.
Like awards were
also given to W. C. Wilson for a- neat group, including the
new drooping Phegopteris, from the Sandwich Islands; to .Tas.
Riddle, gardener; to Wm. Elisha Brooks, In wood, K. Y.,
for a large vase made up of thousands of growing plants, very
artistically designed and neatly executed, a lovely group of
Caladiums, another of Palms and 1'oliaged plants, and one of I
staged.

;

radiatus), purchased.

mother, Mrs. Emily Brooks, of Bridgeport, Conn., has
three pullets, ^batched after June 25, 1870, which had laid,
up
May !), 1877, '-'00 eggs, and one was then sitting which has
come off with 1 chicks out of 13 eggs one having been
broken iu the nest. Yi'ho has any better pallets

since

m

tree,

These Maples, being decid-

uous and therefore perfectly hardy, are destined to be a
wonderful addition to our list of hardy shrubs aud trees.
A
special premium was also deservedly awarded to William
Bennett, Flatbush, for an extraordinarily line croup of
store and green house plants.
This exhibit filled one of the
large tables near the fountain, and as usual, were finely grown

and well

B. Brooks writes from Jacksonville,

29

My

garden was made by Messrs S. B. Parsons. & Sons, and R. B.
Parsons <fc Co. , Flushing. This consisted of line specimens
of Rhododendrons aud hardy, or Ghent, Azaleas in full bloom,
the plants being taken from tbe open ground, and the roots
carefully matted up.
Of the former, the plants were large
and thrifty, the colors varying from the palest pink to the
deepest crimson, while among the latter, every shade of this
season's fashionable colors could be found, from red and
crimson to bright yellow.
S. B Parsons & Sons took the

premiums

May

to

plants of

IlldigO Bird.

summer.

Florida.

the honors in the classes

Ornamental Evergreens.
The same firm also were
awarded special premiums for a collection of hardy variegated
shrubs and trees, another of new aud rare Conifers, and for a

CENTS EUSI'lZA.
Black- Throated Bunting.
Bona
GENUS UEDYMKLES.

,

;

tion of

Swuln. Fox-Colored Sparrow.
GENDS CALAH0SFIZA.
While- Winged Black Bird.
Bonap.
Lark
CaltmaavfZQ Umlat.
BiiuUuu. Several specimen' killed m L'atoii and Calhoiiu Counties,
lslo, by" Dr. Kemp and myself. Never, before seen in the State.

—

Estimates from numerous other roads which
and the Delaware railroads have not
been received, but the quantity of berries sent over them
this

Henderson, Jersey City; H. Reynolds, Flatbush, W. C.Wilson,
Astoria, and William Ball, Spuyten Duyvill, while. Walter

first

Swaolp Sparrow.

.

week and next the strawberbe in the prime of their abundance and quality.
Several stations on the Eastern Shore Railroad of Maryland
are expected to ship to market from six to ten. carloads daily.
It is estimated that there will be sent over this road, which is
only 38 miles long, more than 3,000,000 quarts of strawberries
will

for many years.
The premiums offered for Zonal Pelargoniums, double and single. Tricolor, and Show do., Verbenas
Primulas, etc., brought out a number of competitors and well

I.ilicOlnV l-'mcll.

lutstm-clla iltaca.

Kuaviza amtrieana.

».

STr:.vwmsEi:iEs.—During this

ries

York

Bong Sparrow.

lid.

appearance, good shape and excellent keeping and cooking
qualities.
The other varieties were "Centennial," "Improved Peach Blow," and "Superior," sent to Bermuda two
months ago, where they were planted and returned in a lit
condition for the market.
\y. ,L D.

Astoria, L. I., showed a nice group of Avell grown plants, and
was awarded the first honors for the best single specimen Orchid, in bloom (a fine plant of Vanda tricolor), the best 3 Orchids do., and for 12 Agaves. He also took the second premium for a new and rare plant, with a curious little herbaceous
plant from Brazil named Penguicula orchioides. The premium
for a group of stove and green-house plants was awarded to
Charles Zeller, Flatbush, for a small but well grown collection,
while that for G Ericas, or Cape Heaths, and for the best single
specimen of the same was taken by Edwin Symes, gardener to

.

I)

Sons, 34 Barclay street, for their new varieties of potatoes,
the " Snowflake " attracting special notice by its fine, white

for the best new and
Mr. Isaac Buchanan,

Wardian cases, Ferneries and hanging baskets. By for the
showiest, however, and perhaps the most admired exhibit in the

Tree Sparrow.
Bonap. Field Sparrow.
Bouap. chipping Sparrow or Chippy.

.uvfiticnin.

brown leaved
first premium

for

Lark Sparrow.

Sclater. Snow Bird.
'„,„.. !ih,)„u!ii.
,,„,: ,,.««3 Sclater. Oregon siiuw Bird. On the authority of
Prof. fox. wiiu obtained a specimen at Grosse Isle, Alich.

Ua

tree— which took the

Mrs. Mitchell, Tarrytown, with

GKNtlS FYlitilTA.

r

all

skill

rare plant, never before exhibited here.

americAwt. Bd. Red Crossbill.
tewopfew. Gemel. Whlte-wlnged Croasbill.
GENTTS.EGIOTUCS.
MfcUsJjnortft*. Cab. Lessor Red Poll.
Mealy Red Poll.
-.
Call.
Suppositions
Ttldj. Brewster's Linnet.
J-iji.ith-UK btewstoA
BlJ
as it asboeiates with .7.'. linariua, which are abundant.
GENUS PLBCTItOPHANKS.
Meyer. Snow Bunting.
iniualis.
yVrt'fn.jdnm.s ktjrpoiiicvs, selby. Lapland Lonjspur.
IHatrufihaneti piclus. Swain. Smith's Bunting, or Paluled Long

Cufurniculua pa

on the

cannoni, a reddish

fruit

I.uxiu

Pgrgito iometttea. Cuv. European

;

;

the prizes in roses, his Mareohal Neils being especially fine.
Mr. Thomas Hogg was awarded in this class a certificate of
merit for the new Japanese Magnolia hypolenca, which
all

clean and well grown, and reflecting great
and perseverance of the exhibitors.
promises to be a great acquisition.
In the competition for the premiums offered by the society,
In floral designs the principal premiums were awarded
to
the principal prizes were carried off by Mr. Taplin, gardener
Fred Gordon, 20 Broad street, for the best basket of flowers; to
to George Such, Esq.. South Amboy, X. J.
It is needless to
A. McConnell, 733 Sixth avenue, for hand bouquets to J.'o.
say that Mr. Taplin's plants were all grown and staged in perBechamps k. Sous, Eighty-fifth street, and E. River, for defection, though the fine collection of Pitcher plauts he exhibsign in cut flowers, and to Mr. W. ,1. Davidson, 258
Fulton
ited last season were missing and often inquired for.
He took street, Brooklyn, for the best
funeral design and for six tititfirst premiums for the best 10 Orchids in bloom, the bcstsingle
ton-hole bouquets.
specimen ditto., 6 stove and green house plants in bloom,
The grapes on exhibition would have done credit to the rail
single specimen do., 10 variegated leaved plants, single speciseason, the premiums for the best six bunches, two of a kind,
men do., 12 varieties of Ferns, single specimen do., single going to Finn,
J.
Tremont, and that for the best two bunches
specimen Ixora, 10 Palms and Cycads, etc. The most notable
of any variety, first and second being awarded to
JohuEagan,
plants in his collection were Allauianda schotft, Phoiniium
gardener, to Mr. Gurnee, Irviuglon, for noble bunches
of
teuax fol. var., Axalia crassifolia, andElegaatissima. Anoble
Black Hamburg aud Chasselas Musqtte. Edward Duckies,
plant of Anthurium scherzeriauum and another of Adiantum
West Mt. Vernon, took deserved honors for forced peaches
farleyense, 8 varieties of Cyprepediums, including the rare C.
aud nectarines, and S. Henshaw, New Brighton, S. I., for a
Stouei and C. Lowii, a number of Orchids, over 12 varieties of
fine dish of figs and a beautiful brace of telegraph cucumbers.
well grown Ferns, a number of finely grown Paints, and ArtoA certificate of merit was also awarded to B. K. Bliss &
carpus
the first time,

Thistle Bird.

Pine Goldtinch.
EN US LOXtA.

i.t'zui

Spur.

was exhibited was fully up
standard—Peter B. Henderson, Jersey City, taking the
for cut flowers and Pansies
R. B. Parsons & Co.,
for Azaleas
William A. Burgess, Glencove, as usual, taking
to the

;

Wax Wing.
Wax Wmg.

Gi out Northern Shrike, or Butcher Bird.
Bd. Whlte-ruuipud Shrike, or Western Log-

Collaria hnrenlis. BJ.
Cu/iurm cfciiWwm'i/i's.
gerhead.

large as last season, but all that

premium

,

UFNC3 ASll'ELlS.
Bjliemmn or Northern

Linn.

and Thursday
Which the society may justly feel
was well

with sweet music, beautiful llowers and gay promeuaders, the
scene was one in which there was a decided predominance of
brilliant and pleasing things.
In sonic of the collections were
malty rare and beautiful plants, some of them exhibited for
credit

Yellow-throated Vireo.
UKSOS VIBEO.
Bonap. White-eyed Vireo.
FAMILY AMFKL1D.E.

lid.

H».

'

n>

An

viallant.

Lanioirei) ilaci/roiu.

„,,,

Blue-headed Greenlet.

lid.

of

interest taken in horticultural pursuits

exemplified by the large attendance, especially during the evenings, when the garden fairly put on its summer aspect, and,

FAMILY VIKEONIII.F..
atoms viiieosvlvu.
>(»-.

was one

like

;

SO-

THE spring Garden, ou Tuesday, Weduesduy

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

i

William Ball, Spnyten
awards for -a group of bedding
plants, a good plant of Hoza Caruosa, Caladiums, and
Petunias
P. Roenbeck, Bayonnc, N. J., for a group of
seedling
Begonias of the "B Rev " section; to John Cfldne'M, Flushing, fur a group ofl30 plants of the new while Hydrangea;
"Thos. Hogg," one of the most showy and interesting groups
in the exhibition: aud to John Henderson, Flushing, for
groups of Pelargoniums of various sorts, Pansies iu pots,
Liiiinnas, Coletis, and a fine collection of Verbenas.
Owing to the extremely dry and hot season the supply of
but llowers, and consequently of floral designs, was uot, so
Duyvill, also received

CIETY'S SPRING EXHIBITION.

aud replaced them again in their
COlrinef, and are considered unite a curiosity.
Geo. Boiidwi:;, Vat

l'flir

Adiantums, or Maiden Hair Ferns.

§;udm,

.miilnl turds' uesta.

i

lilnla, al)OUt

uust Irnni Hip limn, ami carried

llii'

IVcwdlmtd, Jfitrm unci

iLi.niiii'i'.

.1
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.

lieved that plants, in respiration, reverse the process of anithat is, they inhale carbonic acid and exhale oxygen.

mals

—

rue that vegetation as a resultant of its processes
does evolve oxygen and absorb carbon dioxide, but
consequence of respiration. Plants, like animals, inhale oxygen and yield up to the air a nearly equal volume of carbonic dioxide, this chemical decomposition is performed by all the growing cells and at all times alike. Iu addition to this, the chlorophyl cells have the property, under
the controlling power of sunlight, of absorbing carbon dioxide
from the outside air, of decomposing it into its constituent
elements; of appropriating the carbon for the building up of
tissue, and of liberating the now free oxygen.
This is a process of assimilating rather than that of respiration.
The formation of carlton dioxide at the expense of the atmospheric
oxygen, like our breathing, goes on continuously aud gently.
..'bile the reverse process analagous to Ihe feel'iin>- of 'animal
fife, though continuous and powerful uuder the influence of
fight, ceases instantly when that is withdrawn,
During tha
1

1

of

is

quite

I

life,

this is not in

—

—

.
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day, the assimilative process by which carbon

is

A

Man tidy for

February.
•

—

interest

Oil a. Gpke tob Scale. Here is an item of gnat
Especially our Floridian and Californiaa
to many.

friends,

who

find the Scale insect

Common

Qdestion.

-While

Council of our

own

such a pest.

years ago 1 had under my charge, among others, a verypippin apple tree on a wall facing the south,
which somehow or other got. so affected with scale that it ceased bearing fruit, and afterwards almost gave up producing foliage.
At this tune [ was visited by an old gardener, who advised me to paint the tree all over with whale oil.
I thought
at the time t lie cure an extreme one: however, I had it painted
about the middle of December, and waited patiently for
the result, when, to my astonishment, by the following autumn
the tree had much more healthy foliage than it had borne for
il years previously.
The second season the tree was covered \sith fine healthy foliage, and made shoots from 6 to Si inches long, and there was not a trace of scale to be seen, and
the tree afterwards continued to bear fine crops of fruit.
Two
years ago we received into our nursery 400 standard apple
trees from the South of England, which were literally covered
with scale. On discovering this I had them planted in "a quarter
by themselves, and every one of them painted all over with
the oil. as above, and I must confess they were a shining lot.
However, this process cleared them wholly of scale, and the
second season after the above dressing a healthier set of trees
could hardly be found. Some months ago I received from a
gentleman in this neighbourhood a few camellias of a prettjT
large size, but not in very good health, and to my surprise T
found them very much affected with scale. I confess I had
my doubts about applying such a remedy to such plants, but
at length I made up my mind to either kill or cure them, and
I set a young man to paint the stems and branches all over,
but he went further than I had bargained for, as he painted the
foliagealso, audi must say they have bad rather a sombre look
all-winter.
I had them placed in a gentle heat for about four
weeks, and I find they are beginning to push out young wood
as freely as the others, which gives me hopes that t have cleared them of the scale without "killing the plants. Should any
one be tempted to try the above remedy, care must, betaken
that it is not any kind of mineral oil that is used.
John Downie, in Gardener's Chronicle, London.

Many

large Kibsfou

'

;

— —
BAMBO
*»,

.

SPLIT

i

RODS.

—

In reply to the damaging
To our customers and the public
reports which have been circulated respecting the quality of
our split bamboo roils, by '-dealers" who are unable to compete
with us at our reduced prices, we have issued a circular which
we shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving the falsity
of their assertions.
:

C'ONBOT, BlSSETT & MaLLESON,
Manufacturers, 65 Fulton Street, N. Y.

attention to
for a license

war upon every variety of the canine race." In Boston it
proposed that all bitches, whether muzzled or not, shall be
killed at once when found at large.
Why this distinction in
sex should be made, wc are at a loss to imagine. Probably the
city fathers have some remarkable ideas on the
subject of
is

and are bound to exterminate the race. In Connecticut matters are even worse, and our correspondent
Von (i.
writes us from West Meriden as follows:

heredity,

The excitement

here

intense in regard

is

to dogs, and the
to shoot every unnnuzled

police and constables are ordered
dog found running at large.

Of course

perfectly right that people should be protected
against mad dogs, and that the owners of dogs should be compelled, by heavy penalties, to take care of their pels, but it
seems as though the authorities might invent we are a very
inventive people) some thing or means by which the poor
brutes might be killed without any unnecessary torture.
I read in a paper the other day how they do'it in a town
near
by.
In the rear of the lock-up the dogs are gathered, and a
clumsy fellow, who probably never handled a revolver before
in Ins life, fires, or rather practices, on the poor animals uutil
they are dead— cutting off a toe in one instance, and often indicting painful wounds before hitting a vital part.
What a field for a Bergh
It may be necessary and perhaps it is soothing to the nerves of timid and sensitive people
to see man's " faithful friend" slaughtered in the streets;
but
it was, nevertheless, a painful sight to see a large,
noble looking Newfoundland dog staggering down a street in Hartford
tbe other day, the blood flowing from his mouth, caused by a
it is

(

!

policeman's bullet.
Tbe poor dog, weak and dyiug, trying to reach home, finally
fell

down and

died.

Complaints are made about the dead dogs
the streets, and the papers
remove them.

arc calling

authorities to

a

of pedigrees

Von-

received for registration in the

was

lying about

left

upon the

Kennel Uegistkp..— Following

Tiik

is

list

Kennel Register

sin,

.
i

G

i,,,

|

published;

last

SF.ITEUS.

Name.

Color.

Owned

Spiero-i:,- ;
':"'»> t.H.

I

wii.

n •(,.-.

i:

||.

I

|'„

i

Hash

Lemon ami

1'syehe

Liver una
Orange >u
do
do

Kockford
Mayflower
Juniper
a"

winic

i-M'a

,,i-.1

n

win,,,

ur. 8. J. Coyne.
E..J. I'.obbjns.

Flirt

Had Kttltwhite
a
Orange and white ..John K. Iteybnrn.
White and black
Andrew orRin
orange and white,
harles a. t'.riggs.

n

•

I

Carolina

tied and wh. tinned. Dennis Blakeslee.
and wh. tieked..\V. It. Bernard.
Black arid white....
do
Black and tan
A. O. litiigham.
'IieMiiu: and red
Y. Dunham.
Red, wh. breast .V ILL. Dimock.
,
Blood red
I.
,:,,,.„.,: F,,..„
Black ami tail
do

Don

Bik.

Dash
Mollie

,i.

Mack

'

Koyal Duke

I

Flirt

do

; .

do
do

Belle

Bet)

Moselle

Blood red
Black and tun..... ..John

-I'-l

I:

'

-.

,1

',

:,l

Knapp.
111,11,1.,

I.,

of Dogs,

promises

which

is

now

in

— although wanting in

— to be a local success.

It

has shared,

how-

most previous shows, in finding the managers
unprepared on the opening day to receive visitors, the carpenters being, as usual, the black sheep upon whom the blame is
On Monday morning, when the show was to have
to be cast.
Opened, the preparations were still so far incomplete that it became a necessity to exclude the public. By night, however,
everything was in readiness and the capacious Howard Hall
thronged with interested visitors. As no list of entries has
been furnished to the press, we are unable in this issue to give
The show is, comparatively speaking, local in its characit.
ter, there being but few dogs owned outside of the State enThe judging was not complete at the time of our going
tered.
In the sporting classes, our correspondent writes us,
to press.
ever, the fate of

the entries are only fab.

The

pointers are probably best repre-

few fine specimens.
The same remark applies to the red Irish, of which there are
of fox bounds is
display
fair
entries.
The
dozen
scarcely half a
sented, the English setter class showing but

good, and, strange to Bay, the non-sporting classes are, relaThere is
tively, better represented than at any previous show.

Newfoundlands, bull-terriers, etc., and
among them some remarkably good dogs. The show was to
have remained open until to-morrow, and in our next issue we
a large exhibit of

will give

list

of awards, etu.

Names Disputed.—The

W- M.

T.

following letter has been laid on

out table:

New Yoiik-, June 4.
EniToit— In vour issue of last week I saw that the
WeslmiiisLcr Club claim the name of Dutchess for a liver and
white pup out of Whisky, by Sensation. I make a prior
claim, having claimed the name of Dominie and Dutchess for
Chama dog'and gyp, liver and white, out of Dilley's Dell and
pion' Hanger, whelped Feb. 15, 1877, and accorded to me
through paper. 1 have forgotten date.
W. A. Costeb,
I am, with respect,
.Mi:.

,

Ked

Be'le
torn
Colonel

Ited

Major
Roger
Hal

.

ao
E. Yard, Jr.
John I ill elan, Jr.
:

Dr. Gilbert

:

Quail
l-red
Jlollie

,

Roach.

...Garrett

do
aud while
do

Tan

Wanmalter.
tan..A.W. Oore.
do
k. s.

Wh.

n

black and

do

Sleaford

POINTERS.
Liver and white
Dr. Tiawlings Youug.
Liver
(leorge Pierev.
Liver and white. ...si. Louis Keiinel Club.

Jack

Lemon and

Kate

Hover

We
June

Black and

Bess

Lemon aud

while. .George Ponnall.
white. ...George W, Martin, M. D.
white'.

',

.

special correspondent that

the 18th of

welcome

to

-

Canadian roads, Pennsylvania Central. Rome &
Watertown, Oswego it Syracuse, Syracuse it Binghamton,
Michigan Central, and, in fact, all roads have responded favorably to the letters from headquarters for free transportation.
The greatest annoyance at present is the supply of birds,
which seem loth to nest this season. The association have-

branches

;

number of parties out who are using due diligence, and
encouraging news was received from Wisconsin that they had
nested but took to flight again, and must settle soon, as they
were dropping their eggs.
quite a

be given in connection with

it.

IN PUPPIES.
May

Vali-akaiso, lud,

20, 1.-77.

Editou Forest and Stream :
'there are so many sportsmen who are ignorant concerning Hie diseases of flogs, that I am prone to give you my experience of
I had a beautiful litter of pups out of my Bismark -L-avara.-k
bitchby Barges' Hot, Koy. They had done so well and were doing ro wi-I
About two weeks ago we had as,:'
1 dreamed of no danger.
of temperature, peculiar to the lake regions. Next morning found the
pops shivering with cold. I removed them to a warm place, and
thai
.lay discovered in the stools the presence of worms.
I also noticed thai
the pups were dumpish and gave evidence of pain, lac* of appetite, etc.
|;

concluded of course that I knew the difficulty, aud administered to
those who appeared worse V% grains of santonin, repealing the
flpae
Four hours afterward I followed It with a tablespoonful of
in S hours.
castor oil. Both pups died in a few hours, apparently in great pain, as
they moaned and were very uneasy. No evidence of distemper nose
hot
pulse quick and Irregular; no stool after the oil was given
them.
;

;

Two mire were down, and

I thought I would try "areca cut."
I gave
half tbe powder prepared by "Stedman," which I had recently received
from "llolheniin," repeating the dose as directed, and following,
aa
directed, with eastor oil. Result— pups died that day. Symptoms
same
he oi hers. At he urgent request of my family physician we
had a
01 the resnlt I cannot give you medical names or

U

I

I

-

terms
the result, so that air,
arume and
something of t:,e cause Of death in his "kennel.-'
The intestines were perfectly healthy; no signs of inflammation, which
'

do

'

•

but will try and

tell

,

tell

>'...r.:.l

be ,e..:re,

found

BEAGLKS.
fstumah

from our

learn

will find everything in readiness for a royal

sportsmen far and near.
Nothing definite has been received from the Central & Hudson R. a. R., yet, the association are assured that orders will
be issued for transportation of dogs free, when accompanied
by their owners.
The Erie, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, aud all its

I

,)„
II.

Orange and white. X'.K. Ci.iliii.
SluJt
do
John JO. Ri
Buff
do
no.
Dnke of Orange. ...Or. red and white.. Theodore A. Fowler
Lively

THE RHODE ISLAND BENCH SHOW.

i

-

i

Guy

to

foil,

no doubt,

PNEUMONIA

Theodore Obrig.

Dash

Tills,

,|„

•-,

Black aim tun
lied

thu.-y

New

A i'o., of

show.

baly.

Patrick

Bang

m

Foster
;'< \r

,i

It.

£
Helle

Pete

dim

York, Have jusl Written saying tiiey
be given to the. Lest setter dog or hitch in Hie
will cause a. spirited competition.
F. O. de I.nze, agent for Spratfs Dog Biscuits, has very generously
presented a handsome silver dog whistle, manufactured by Tiffany *
Co., to be given to the best Dative Eugilsh setter dog or bitch.
Cha?. H. Raymond, Esq., prize to be.glven as per letter.
The jadgee for pointers and non-sporting classes have not yet been
appointed.
Everything will be done to make the show a success, and in retnru
the committee hope to receive a large number of entries, as Syracuse j
so centrally situated that a large show should be held here. Entries
Yours truly,
close June 14.
Cbas. Lincoln. Snpt.
1

silver cup, value

and pistol shooting will be contested for, and
the pigeon shooting tourney postponed until birds can be obtained, at which time a tournament, open to the world, will

v,„.|

...,'.

..Dr. vV.

:

Syracuse, Jane i, 1SJ7.
Editor Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun:
I send yon copies o[ letters which have been received from various
railroads, all of which will carry the dogs free, when aecomnanied by
their owners. There are several additional special prizes, ilessrs.

In the event of not obtaining birds, the convention will perits labors.
The bench show of dogs will be given, fly

White anil ml
e jiesier
Orange un.l whin-. .in r ,\t Colleton

Dash

pany

casting, rifle

E. 8. Siurtord, Jr.
••'"

'

Young Sauk

'

progress in Providence, R.

have received the following letter from Mr. Lincoln.
Superintendent of the coming Dog Show at Syracuse. Wc
cannot afford space for the railway correspondence which be
refers to, but the companies named are the Pennsylvania.
Michigan Central, Eric, and the United States Exp;

form

K

|'JU

Kent

attention to detail

We

by.

Orange ana white.. Pat Quinlin.
James M. Ciirrv.
5*
""
N. Houghton.

Kearney
L? un

Border Lily

The "National" Bench Show

THE SYRACUSE BENCH SHOW.

the Mayor and
have had the ef-

the dog increases in value in the eyes of his owner;
yet, in
other cities the authorities appear to have become affected
with a species of rabies themselves, and are wasting unrelent-

*~*

EASAsta Hats. —C'arludoviea palmata, the young, unexpanded leaves of which are so largely used at Jloj obamba and
Guayaquil in the manufacture of Panama hats, is called a
palm, but it is more properly a screw pine. It has no stem;
the leaves are long and on slender petioles, springing from
the ground They are about two feet long, fan-shaped and
so that when
four-parted, each segment being again ten-cleft
folded in venation, each segment on its own rib, there are
eighty layers in a young leaf. It occurs only on the slopes of
the Andes.

fto-action of

city appears to

make owners of dogs pay some
them, inasmuch as when even two dollars is paid
fect, at least, to

less

»-»

Whale

The Dog

absorbed and

oxygen obliterated is bo powerful as to mask completely the
gentler process of breathing, but at night, when assimilation
i,
respiration may he. easily detected.
For this reason,
number
plants by day purify, and by night vitiate the air.
of experiments made by the French scientist, Bousingault,
prove that as a final result of vegetation, far more oxygen is
liberated than consumed.
[Mrs. S. 77. JTerrick, in Scribner'*

.,

.,,„

,

-,.,

I

the d lit crenoe ineolor:

,y

iro

a quantity— but they did not cause the death.
healthy, but the right lung was tike a piece of titer,
,

i

luugwas

said the doctor, "is the trouble-yonr pups have

all

The

left

"Here,"

died of 'pttei-

The New Yoi:ic Besqh Snow.— The Committee of tbe
Westminster Kennel Club have prepared an official report of
the awards made by the .judges at the late bench show in llus

Now, during the tune they were sick, I was visited by all the owners ol
sporting dogs in our city (for tbe papa were much admired).
The geuerai mipi essi„n was that they died of worms, mid the

contains the names, not only of the prize winners,
but of those that were in any way noticed by the judges. It

of quinine.:

City,

It,

makes a pamphlet corresponding

in size

with the catalogue.

Conies will be sent on receipt of twenty-five cents, forwarded
to

Win. M.

Tilcstou, at this office.

—Mr. Wm.

J. Connor, of Marlboro, N. .)., claims the name
of "Ole" for his red and white setter puppy, by Echo out of

Flora.

SviLvccsE

Bench Snow,— Mr. Charles

II.

Raymond, im-

porter of 'Pride of the Horder" and "Fabry" and one the mosl
liberal and judicious amateur breeders of fine dogs in ibis country, offers a double eagle as a special prize for the best native
bred setter at the Syracuse Bench Show.

examination

.

was made.

\.

,

:

.ei

times

,,

..!
,-

your pup or

,i,,m

.

,.

,

,!:,.

i

-,,,,,-.

|

--,,.-

we

a

l

..,,,.

M

iggai
,'

,,

,

-

remaining pup

ti

bi

,,

i,

prove.

jtri i.

I

I gave a grains
followed ft up

}fy advice

is,

when

,n health, ii-o .in of dosing and. vomitand salt, give a 2 or grain i,u,:,
bill, follow it uj, at regular intervals, and 1 am sure you will meet with beel of results.
attention
My
was called a moment ago to
Blandae," the mother, ot
these pupa. She was in mj van! still as a stick, pointing something
line.
I watched her a long
She never wavered, f slipped a shell intomy gun, ami, stepping out to where she was, discovered a large rat,
which I shot.
\V. 1J, JlOLABIRD.

ing with

,

t

oil

t

1

As worms tire so almost invariably to be found in puppies.
and, except in rare cases, without inju»y to the dogs health, as
far as immediate danger is concerned, it would have
have ignored them for the time being and treated the
puppies for cold caused by the sudden change of lempera-

ter to

ture.— En.]

—Mr. S. J. Bestor's female Cocker spaniel, of Hartford, Ct.,
presented him with seven pups, on Saturday, of which Dumber two only were dogs.
The dogs sell for 100 each, and the
females for $26 each, making (he litter worth $333,

—Mr. A. D. Warren, of Worcester, Maes., has purchased a
Blue Betton setter, from an English breeder. The dog is a
full brother of James Gordon Bennett's dog, which took the
first prize in its class at the recent New York show.
It is expected to arrive about June 20th.

Not a Bap Idea.— The

following

is

not a bad idea, particu-

dog kept "for a friend to use"
hunting dog that had a rather
season, went down to'a tinshop one day last

larly adapted, in fact, to the

:

"An

intelligent Burlington

busy time last,
week and had his hind-legs find back plated with sheet, iron
And now, when he sees Ids master looking ai the gun he smile
and remarks that he is ready to hunt in front of the best fancv
shot in Burlington."—Burlington Ilawkeye.

S
FOREST AND STREAM.
THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW.

THE

Qg purposes they must he classed with the dach•!,

following

coming from one of the most distant
the latti show, antl moreover from an unim pleasure, as giving the frank

letter,

exhibitors at

,.

.

of

looker-on

ii

i

That great interest would He taken
....

I...

the bench

hi

by the large number of

forei id
I

entries,

!
ii
ma of
ni everyone.
Avflrv fvne
the anticipations
ii.

l

r

.

i

r

!,.•;

i.

.

show

of

but the re- II
,r. i'a
Gilinorc's
I

1

1

,.

q
D was literally thronged with visitors each day and
j
i.f tii'- show.' and the large proportion of ladies among
in dogsis not confined to sportsill. .in showed Mi
Indeed the sporting, dogs received rather more
mi from the ladies than any other class—the settt
pointers apparently appreciating and enjoying the many
.':•'! upon ihem by
he fair ones, although some
dogs muSI liave suffereil wilh headache, if being patted several thousand times daily would produce it.
Wady" of the owners of the more favored dogs wit!
with jealous eyes the affectionate attentions, eveukisses and
embraces, bestowed upon their pets lie Ihe ladies: and in
dog," longed to re"Love me, love
,,,!

:

i

.

,

'..i

.

i

I

my

:

l-ausposed to "

Lnvc

my

love

ilo^.

me."
was

'.in- in no small
To the liberal |>atrona<;e of the ladies
measure Ihe success .1! Ihe show financially, for where Ihe
ladies go for amusement there will all the world go; and bench
shows promise to be a more fashionable resort than the opera.
he precedent just given in New York.
"if one in
No doubt there will be some improvements made another year.
bin ihe managers of the New York Bench Show are to- be
oi mi lulatcd upon the perfection of arrangements obtained at
this their first exhibition, especially as Ihe dogs were in their
respective stalls, and the rloo§s opened to the public at the
,

1

1

time— Tuesday morning—after

but iwenty-four
at \\\n Hippodrome.
Ike primary
however, v. as Ihe fact that the exhihiwas given by gentlemen whose games alone »ere
M
both
the
and the
exhibitors
guarantee to
sufficient
public that everything connected with the show would bias it should be and no one had cause 10 be disappointed in

advertised
linns lime
of

,

preparation

f.ii'

success,

3

Of course absolute perfection was not
their expectations.
reached in every respect, but much praise is due for Ihe near
approach to it that was made.
As is usual ihercwas a certain amount of grumbling among
those interested in competing dogs, and
there were a few awards made upon Mich apparently iiiexpli,1,1,
T lunch as to givi color 10 some of their complaints.
Yei'no charge of "unfairness or favoritism conldbemade,
Ihe judges discharging their onerous and extremely difficult
If there be cause for
In a most Commendable manner.
heads. 1 feel that 1 might lie included in llial class, for 1
s. hi
with entries in. both special and
hem was awarded a prize-, and
regular classes, vet not owl- of
why should not I, as well as any one else, believe hat my own

the exhibitors ancl
._

,

I

I

will, however, ackoowdogs are superior to any others?
Unit there were liner dogs on exhibition, although no one
would expect me f> ihink thai am in the same class wilh my
own wore finer or more worthy of winning a prize.
1 think that nearly all of the awards were very just ones.
although in some instancesdiffering from the judges in opinion
OH pohlt&of which 1 feel competent to speak. 1 think it n©
! ir launching forth in condemnation, nor for Tanking invidious remarks which are likely to be unjust, but ascribe
such variances to errors of judgment, either of the judges or
In the larger classes of sporting dogs parlicularly
myself.
were the duties Of the judges most difficult, as in a class of
fifty-five dogs there would he many deserving ones. 1 ought
the one selected by the judges from all of
,t complain, thai
these was not the most deserving, simply because not the one
Only the owners of sporting dogs and
that best pleased me.
those who have seen them in the field know their real worth.
Adogmaj show well on the bench and be comparatively
I

i.

.

,

,,

worthless in the field, or a fine field dog be worthless for exhibition or breeding purposes.
Still the chances arc greatly in lavor ol the well-bred dog
proving the most useful one. the difference in qualities being
ii
is with horses or other live stock. The
•is •n-c;n with dogs as
high-bred animals renders possible the
ll; ;,,!..,• intelligence of
development of qualities never attained By (hose of more common stock. There may be some striking individual exceptions, but they arc exceptionsonlytowhat is a well-established

dogs exhibited at Gilmore's Garden
Among the many
were some thai might cause the beholder to wonder why they
were exhibited, unless if were for contrast. An apropos reply
" Do you call that a good dog?" asked in regard
to Ihe query.
" Jl depends lor what
to one of the sporting dogs, was that
purpose you wisli him. 1 should think he'd be a. very good
watch rlc-B."
None of the few retrievers that were exhibited would
compare very favorably with the fine specimens that,
fine

were exhibited at the Centennial Bench Show at Philadelphia in September, 187(5, on which occasion there Was

a

line

display

class of dogs, especially of
Irish wafer spaniels.
There

of this

Chesapeake Bay dogs and

the

were

quite a large number of cocker and field spaniels exhibited at
the Hippodrome, but there was not one thoroughbred (Jltuuber
spaniel

among

them.

Indeed

this latter

breed seems

now

to

be quite scarce; the only ones I have seen in America that
rou.e up to the standard were those owned by the late Benj.
Smith, Esq., of Nova Scotia. This accomplished gentleman
and sportsman had a kennel of thoroughbred clumbers that
were very well broken, and the writer has hail the pleasure of
Can any reader of Forest and Stp.eam
shooting over them,
tell

has become of Ihcse dogs?
purchased by Mr. Walters, of this city.—Ed.]

me What

[One was

283

Busy little fellows they wen-, and when in cover wilh hem,
Having line noses, not
(he woods seemed to be full of them.
would be overrun. Al.lhe sound of the gun they would
bird
a
Ionic to heel to awaii orders to retrieve, and if the shot, had
" dead bird'' hi
been tired by their muster they would not seek
Much sport may be had shooting-snipe over clumbers
vain

dogs, once a fashionable breed, "there

The

poorly represented. One
of them was entered as of the same stock as "the dog that
was presented to the Prince of Wales:" but if that refers to ihe
same dog that attracted so much attention whenever exercised
ashore hi Charge of a mariner at the time of the visit ofihe
Prince of Wales lo the United States in bsfif, the specimen exhibited is not n credit to his noble ancestor.
There were a number or collies, or shepherd dogs, exhibited,
and if the "Little Boy Blue' had kept one of this us fa] bn id
of dogs the sheep would have been minded while he was 'under the haystack fast sleep."
Manv persons have had cause lo
regret owning •sheepdogs," but their dogs were of the tnUttOnmaking breed and not collies. There was a dog entered in Ihe
miscellaneous class a
n
u ,en a St. Bernard and Russian setter."
This provokes the question, what is a Russian
setter?
There is a well-known class of setters, of headstrong
dispositions that will repeatedly rush in upon the game at the
sound of the gun, if not before; wide ranging rabbit. chasers
hat are almost, unci wit 1v.JU1l1le.and these might be appropriately
termed f$u»Mng setters; but there is no recognized breedof setr

<

i

i

.

l

ters peculiar to Russia.
In noticing n,e dogg entered among the champions, those
classes being of especial interest. I would mention Snapshot,
the winner of first prize for champion pointei dogs.
One
might well ask why he was given the preference over Flake or
pshol is a powerfully built dog, but throat v; and
was entered as lemon and white, but the color is that of a decayed Icmoit, being decidedly brownish. In the same class
was a ,li ig of quite a mastiff like appearance. In the class for
imported English seller puppies, the prize was won by Safe, a
beautiful while and lemon dog. with dark eyes, pink and black
lips and nose, and hue form and coal.
Rose, an own sister lo
Safe, won the prize in the same class for bitches, but sin- was

white and black ticked. They were entered as ten months
old, hut are very mature in form.
In the native English setter class, he curly-haired orange
and white dog Lark, won first prize. In this 'class there was
a large setter of a rare color, it being an iron gray.
I allude
lo Blue Dash, of Ihe Kdina Kennel, entered as '•blue black
roan." There were several fine red dogs in this class, their
brilliant color being much more beautiful titan the very deep
Irish red. The bit eh Kate, winner of first prize for native Irish
! a similar shade of red. and a beautiful color il is.
hitch
One might think Ihe bitch Belle, in (he latter class, to be the
result of a cross witli an owl, from the length and profusion of
hair on her feet
In the native or imported Gordon setter class, the black
while and lau dog Sancho was awarded first prize. This
award was protested On Ihe alleged ground of his not being a
Gordon setter. Sancho is a '.
.g. with a pinched or
docked tail. In the class for native black, white and tan
bitches Nellie, of the Harrison Kennel, was awarded the prize.
Nellie is a black bitch, with rather curly hair and spaniel-like
form, the little tan color upon her being' very dull.
She was
out of Rente's Nellie by Rodman's Dash, the she of so many
red and white .setters. This award was. however, won without
competition.
Docked tails were considered no detriment, and
there were a great number of pinched tails— even among the
champions.
l

'

There

room

improvement in classification. As the
avowed object of bench shows is not only the improvement of
breeds, but also the important one of instruction for flic public
''"

is

respect

t.i

for

the animals exhibited, the respective classes for

well-known breeds should be exclusively for pure-bred animals. Until this isdone.the uninitinlcd beholder is likely to form
some erronei ms opinions. Some of the finest dogs are cross-bred,
and for them there should be suitable classes.'ljut they should
not be admitted as representatives of a class of which they
have but one half, or, perhaps a quarter blood. Tin- progeny
of a pure-bred Gordon setter dam and a pure-bred Irish sire
should not be exhibited in the same class with either parent,
however great the resemblance might be. I would here ask if
tan is a color recognized iu England as belonging, in any depure English setters:-' ]t is a" legitimate 'color
among the •Blue Belt ons." and under the name of this modern
variety, are entered setters of various crosses that have a good
proportion of Gordon blood in their veins, whether the- blood
be "blue" or "red." In the class for champion English setter
bitches, the first, winner, Dart, is white with black ears and
black aud-tan ticks.
In the imported English setter, the first
prize for dogs was --won by Paris, white "with black-and-tan
ticks, while Nina, first of ihe bitch.-, is white, black-and-tan
ticks, and the head marked with tan. The unprecedented success of ihe N. Y. Bench Show proved the. increasing interest
iu sporting dogs, not only wilh sportsmen, but also the pubgree, to the

lic, generally.
As a class, there are no flogs of greater intelligence, or more amiable disposition than the setters and pointers, and therefore arc they desirable as pets.
Much credit is
due the committee for the vigilance exercised in preventing
thefts of dogs, there liming been an organized gang of dog
thieves, who endeavored by various methods to carry off liv-

ing plunder, but were thwarted.

Axiicrs Oaxiim.

LETTER FROM CAPT. JACK TAYLOR.
Bellekonte, Nottoway Co., Va., May 20, 1ST7.
Editor Forest and bTr.Eist and Rod and Gnu
Will you allow me Space In your journal to express ray thanks
through you lo the members of the Westminster Kennel Cub, anil my
steward, Mr. WngmulT, of Bubylon. L. I., In particular, lor Ihe kiail
and courtecma attention I received from one and all during the many
hours of arduous duty iu my oiticiut capacity lis one of the judges at
the recent grant] New York beach show.
John. II. Tayloi:.
i

owed

of these

origin to

ils

member

a

and of course he was supported by

but private family affaire obliging

of the kennel

his fellow

members

Air.

I

are

lobe revived, and autumn

trials will again become n
year in connection with Ihe Shrewsbury Society: and there is every likelihood
that the Kennel
Club will hold a meeting next October in the
neighbor!,,
Swansea. Field trials are therefore on the

fixtures, to

commence

this

rise in England
and considering the demand there is for
good dogsforfhe
moors there is every reason why they should
increase in importance, its it is now generally acknowledged
that the only
good dugs to be found are those bred specially
for field trinLs
The shows have done much to spoil pointers and

many

setters

iii

good stud dogs have neve,been
at, and it is
well known thai
the work which is especially
associated

particulars, as really

broken, but kept merely to look
if

dogs are not used to

with their kind and

instinct

tion in a generation or two.

they will lose the latter
qualificait is that we bear
of go many

Hence

disappointments-as regards the Laverack

The pure breed has .been

setters for instance

few hands,

in a

an.l consequently
the
Like most high-bred an

price tor whelps has been very high.
imals, also, they are difficult to rear,

and

the possessor of
One
that has come to maturity has so prized his
acquisition that he
has not dared to let him go into a breaker's
hands-, „• hardly
into afield, bit-fear of

a

show dog

will,

some

any

us,- in

accident,

and

the resnli has been
no more idea of hunting than a
tame monkey

Bitches reared in the same
theu it is wondered at that

tin-

They

the field.

way

sort of

mated

are

him and

to

puppies cannot be broken

are kept iu turn,

however

shows, or exported to America as pure Laverack.
fereni was the old breeder, Mr. Laverack,
to those
endeavored to copy him as the exponents of
his

be

'to

for the

Very

dif

wno have

He

breed.

only kept a few, and these were thoroughly
broken for his
shooting, the old gentleman being only too

own

imxiotts that

-my
dogs and lie

who came to see his kennel should try his
was neve- tired of descanting on the peculiar
field nieril
"Blue Dash," "Blue prince," "Pride of the Bonier,"
-J -.,,
or "Cora." and I know from personal observation
one

he did

that

not exaggerate their worth in

the

slightest

degree

was

It

always safe tobreed from his and
dogs, and it is vc n
easy to perceive their success in comparison
with
H
called Laverack,
Old Blue Dash gol no fewer
than ten.55
trial winners, and Blue Prince is Ihe sire
of the day
therefore,

-

wmmng

as regards

stock.

Pointers were somewhat, in
advance of set
Mr. Whitehouse and Mr. Samuel
prjce Th
possessed the stain which obtained the
greatest str-ns or
the
show bench, and they never feared to let the
best specimen
theh kennels produced go through the full
ordeal of breaking
or fie d trials and for ordinary use to the gun.
'

thanks

ters.

to

.Ye

££

fijKl

,

fore, that Mr. S. Price's Bang has won
ten prizes on
the
bench without a single defeat, and likewise ten
Meld
trials ol

of fifteen stakes for

house's Hamlet

champion
and there

which he has

won

three field

t

,

and Mr White
and twice as nrim-

started,

trials

'

prizes
is

on

Ihe bench.

nothing the

This is j ust as it shoul(I
be
surprising to find the best
poi,,,'

least

CM Of the

day are descendants of Bang or
Hamlet
Setter
breeders have been coming round to the above
idea also dining the past three or four years, and the
consequence is thai
the most marked improvement has been
visible in U]r
ranks, more particularly in the Spring Field
Trials of tLe prt
al season.
Such a lot as appeared at Shrewsbury,
the oldest
sportsmen declared have never been seen
together before a
COM one. and when pedigrees were examined il
was seen thin
breeders bad evidently made a close study of
field trial
form
and show performances - ,s to get

^

,

,

I

i

h,p,, v combinations

;

Mr

r

Dasiril'LrwE;:n

h

I^Ut: ^m,,"^™

:a

".'.

Hrf.T

i «'»''

,"

',

and, he credit of breeding, his |% is due to Jh^rn
M? dwini
Armstrong. These brothers owned the firsi field
trial
rity, namely, Duke, a black and white
dwhvffir^^'i;
,r,h.;un,I)u k ^oat-fSirViucimCirtaiUm'^i^ll
this dog to Mr. Barclay Field, and after befog
r n ",-\„
Shrewsbury, he was mated to Mr. StaUer's Phot,

™Sr

-,

.|

,

,

heBuS

being the extraordinary number of nineteen puppies
or
which were kept on the bitch, and they were s,,jd i„- At ,en
2,
terfor 1,000 guineas. The annstrongs unknown
one. however, kept a sister to Duke, a' bitch e-d!,,,i
tr", ?
K
they sen, her to Mr. Laveraek's old 111,,,/
Dash "h "'"h,^
only one puppy from Ihe alter, namely ic,,,. n
.«
,.
turn, was senn;, Blue Prince, and the
induce w ^
Brewis' Hash II., and Daisy.
Naturally after
*
°
brace, the Armstrongs sent Kate o
[![„,. i\-\T,,.',

MrV

Um^^''

the result
bury, but

was Dash

the
only half broken.
111.

besi

lo,*i„,r „,
This is me'iv'v

n
'

•

1

.,'

-

;./'

,:

"'I;

,"'

'

U1

'

1

c

f '?'f

,„

I

Where the birds are so plenty thai dogs arc useful only for flushThey are superior to the cockers in
ing ami retrieving.
Mrem'tli and endurance, and their straight hair is better adaptThere was an excellent exhibit of that
ed lo'wet dirty work.
but unless Ihe daclis
recently imported breed, the dachshunds,
rted here they will prove to be of little rise
it
be
in hunting the festive woodunless
purpose,
for shooting
line couples ol beagles and harcuuek. Then- were several
fellows might afford sport in winter in
riers and these little
are abundant, and at a time
where
hares
States,
hern
Von
the
when "there is no other game in Season. There was a fine exhibit of

fox

terriers, a

known

:

Hi

'

In

"

'

-

although

fo,

THE SETTERS AND POINTERS OF THE
SPRING FIELD TRIAL SEASON IN
ENGLAND.
[liV

is

difficult

A CORRESPONDENT.]

to obtain a season of

IT for the purpose of field trials,

any length

ii-nig.vithVotMieloItaiiili

^
^A^iulmi
"
it

reached, whilst John Armstrong wa.s°„noo „
'•
first trial, but still the answer was,
N,

In breeding between the

Dash

III.,

".

",

,

&

it."

j

r

"™

as

\°r

.

,°

',"

s

Annstrongs D„k ''1
^
the l.avcracks, it was a case of combining
snze and una H
I
Duke was a very big dog: so is his son, Mr. LlewelhWfW
certainly the large,! setter in England, and
so D,s
tr
.

in

England

as the crops are nol forward

enough to afford sufficient cover until the second week in
April, and Ihe birds are lusting in the first week in May.
These three meetings could be held every- .spring, and just for
one year, 1874, such a series of meetings occupied ihe attention of English sportsmen, namely, the Devon and Cornwall,
the National trials al Shrewsbury and the Kennel Club trials.

;

Chappel Bodge the
member in question, to abandon he honorable secretaryship of
the Devon and Cornwall trials, and no one coming
forward to
take them up, Ihey fell though ere another season came
round,
and for the last 'two years there lias only been the
meeting at
Shrewsbury and the Kennel flub reunion at Ilorseleaft.
There
will be a considerable influx next year, as the Devon
trials

The class of Newfoundlands was

..

first

club,

were but

five entries.

,

being twice the size of iheir sire Bine
P-L
easily accounted for.
The Laveracks, on theeoiitrarv
small, arc full of quality, arid there never was
a hanni
binal ion than thai which is seen in Dash II
Next i h?
j"
Armstrongs, 1 think the Bishops have he.Tbej owned, some six years ago. a seller alsv, cubcV Moi'-'i'
but go. by Don out of Bess. )v sir
Dn-deii'sl
Bishops Nell, by- Sir Richard Garth's old champion'
°/
Jlus dog Duke ihey crossed with a bitch called Doss a
Gor
don l,y Lent, and the produce was Judith, a winner
of
i

-

|

H

£?&

.seveTal

-

FOREST JAND? STREAM.^
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and chosen by the Bishops to cross with the Laverocks, their chosen sire being Jock, by old Blue [Dash, and k>

field trials,

him Judith produced two puppies— Brackley and Belfast., both
extraordinarily good ones in the field; the latter getting second
This season. J. Bishop brought out
in the field trial Derby.
two beautiful puppies, l)y Brackley in Bonny Gal, a Brave
ml as soon as Mr. Barclay Field saw the performance in
the setter puppy stake al Shrewsbury, he gave i'100 for them
i

own shooting in Scotland, so they must, lie
out of the common. Mr. LleweU'm's'N'onia is a
beautiful bitch, bigger than her Laverock dam Nellie, but
witli he same quality and style of going.
Danger is a small
hitch of no great pretentions to look at. and she strains to the
Ranger sort, being a grand daughter of the champions out of
a bitch by Major.' It is curious how Sir Richard Garth's Major
is ninuecled with most of the best setters.
He wasbyBishop's
Major, son of Lord Barriugton's Major. A black and white dog
was Major, and he was a Held performer, as he ran at Stafford, and he was also the champion dog of his day on the
lieucli.
He was the sire of Madge, the dam of Quince II., the
site of Ranger, American sportsmen were vorv ;'r.r mate lu'."-iting Pride of the Border, as nothing in England is better than
his Clesceildatits, through Blue Prince, as shown by these
Spring Eield trials. Amongst the best breeders in England at
the present time, are Mr. George Brewis. with his Dash 11.
oid hat gentleman will not breed from bitches unless
they have won at field trials. Mr. T. B. Bowers is another
breeder of good ones. Mr. Daintry Hollins has the best stud

specially for his
i

nettling

England. The Kt-v. J. C. Macdonu with his
Bangor and Laverack bitches, Mr. T. Pilkingtou. the breeder
ol
Joels arid Bock, and the Bishops and the Armstrongs, as
to v., staled.
There are others, also, such as Mr. Llewelliu,
Major Piatt, Mr. Statler and Mr. Cunnington, who go in for
field trial form entirely, so that in future there should be no
scarcity of good dogs, only there is such a demand for them
on the eve of every shooting season.
Turning to the
pointers, the season litis not been quite so productive of good
ones as previous years, for some of the best kennels appear to
have been unfortunate in rearing puppies last season.
Mr.
Wbitehouse had only three, and'thev were too backward to
Weak-; and Mr. Lloyd Price, with' all his stock of young
Drakes, could not bring one to the scratch, but was obliged to
rely upon a purchased one from Mr. S. Price's kennel, by the
champion Bang. This Bang sort is the hardest pointer strain
in England, bar none.
They are a bit harsher in their coals,
are all of them noted for their tremendous bone, and they are
all hardy constituted dogs, capable of standing any amount of
w.nt. Someof the pointer families, such as Lor*d Seftc-n'fl
and Lord Derby's, have been so jealously bred lor the last fifty
years that, they' have been got a little too fine, though they are
kill full of pointer character, and out crossed now with the
noii- sort fwrdch is really Edge of Slrclly's sort, through
Broektoa'8 Bounce) we shall get the moat perfect pointers.
Mr. Ediie, of Sfrcllv, had his breed of pointers for lift y years.
They wore big, powerful dogs, ati liver and while ticked— the
liver ticks were a characteristic of his breed, arid they were
-very much esteemed.
Mr. Edge was one of the most noted
sportsmen of his dav in England, and the hardest rider over
Leicestershire.
A. famous hunter belonging lo him ..nee at
traetedthc attention of a well-known dealer, who. commencing at 41 m sovs., kept endeavoring to tempt Mr. Edge, until he
"It most be for a tremendous swell," said
reached 1,000.
"it is for a crowned
"Yes.it is." was the reply
Edge.
--you can tell his Royhead. "Sell them." was the rejoinder
al Highness that I can afford to keep a good horse as well as
he can."
kennel
for
the future will be
mosl likely pointer
Hi.
a.1 oi
Mr. George Pilkingtons. if Soncleigh. Lancashire. He has
been for the last two years carefully buying up all the Sefton
bitches that he could find in the inan;et., some of them at
tremendous prices, and he is now going to cross several of
them, as I have mentioned above, withMr. S. Price's Chan
pion Bang. By doing this, lie will beat such a kennel as Mr.
Stutter's, for instance, as they want new blood, though t.be kilter gentleman has some very pure Scftous.
The best puppy, in my opinion, that has been brought out
amongst the pointers was Mr- Pilkingtons Garnet, by Lord
Garnet was
Sefton's Marquis, son of Mr. Statter's Major.
dead amiss at Shrewsbury, or he would have beaten Bow
i

i

week

are as follows

-.

pound;

Striped bass, 15 to 20 cents per

|

cents

;

.shad,

blueflsh, 12 to 15

salmon, green, 50 cents mackerel, 12 to IS cents each
Connecticut River, 50 cents; white perch, 15 cents per
;

;

;

kiugfish,

20 cents

codfish, S cents

;

rings, 6 cents; flounders, 8 cents
15

cents; eels, 18 cents;

;

blackfish, 15 cents

;

;

her-

porgies, 10 cents; sea bass,

lobsters, 8 cents;

shcepshead, 15

cents; soft clams, 30 lo 60 cents per 100; pickerel, 15 cents;

Long Island
crabs, $3 50 per 100;

50 cents:

trout,

fish,

Canada

do.,

;

:

i

<

Bells.
I have no doubt that English sportsmen will take a deal of
interest, in your field trials to be held nest autumn in Iowa,
and provided stakes are thrown open to them, it will not
surprise me if several will take the trip over, and take their
dogs.
The English do not believe for a moment that, you
have had (lie best, of their representatives at your trials yet,
and they would like to see some of the setters that were seen
at Shrewsbury mid Horseheath take their chance over your
The great London dog show this year
line prairie grounds.
under the auspices of the Kennel Club, will be held at' the
Agricultural Hall, where Weston has been of late performing.
It: is
expected that nearly 2,000 dogs will be exhibited, or
The dates are the 3d, 4th,
the largest number ever known.
i

i

nth of July.

1*7*

and §iuer

<gi<;hwg.

SEASON

IN JUNE.

"FISH IN

soft crabs, 75 cents

—Weakfish of

$1

;

hard shell

large size are being caught

now

at

Lower

—The Alexander' House at. Goose Isle, I'ourlcen miles from
Detroit, can be reached by rail or steamboat several times a
The house has every modern convenience, and is much
day.
The fishing for bass,
resorted to bj sportsmen and tourists.
perch, pike and pickerel is excellent. There is also good
shooting for woodcock, snipe, quail and ducks of all kinds in
season,
Svi.mon FisniNG.— A geDtlcnian having the lease of a salmon river
Canada wishes a uompu.nioii fm- the month of Jutf. Would prefer
old trout fisherman, wUo loves camp life, iiud wishes lo make Ills
For fall particulars anurous 1)., care
first attempt .at salmon ashing.
FOKEST AMU STREAM FllblMllDg Co.- .!(/(..
in

aii

I

Swett, of JlancrofCs Messciif/er, San Fran-

his.

sportsman, as well as bookseller.

--The cod

on the northern

fishing

,
reported prosperous.
than for twenty years.

'

Oil'

'RaNOElkv Lakes. —A

pune

1,

lettei

shore, of

Eogu

111

e

Newfoundland

prospects are

better

from Upper Darn ('amp. dated

says;

have commenced rising finely to a My, and about
fifty fish have been taken in that manner in the last twentyPart of these were taken at the mouth of the
lour hours.
river below the Upper ham, arid part at the head of the upper
Richardson Lake. Quite, a party of sportsmen returned to
Boston to-day via Andovcr. They carried out three hundred
trout. The fishing at the Upper Dam, and in fact all through
this region, has been splendid for the past ten days, and will
he still better in the next three weeks, as part of the sluice was
cut away to-day, and the water has commenced running
Han'Geu.
through the dam.
—The billowing parties are at the liaiigelcy Lakes:
Messrs. Hood and Jcv Holds at a private camp on the eastern
shore of L'pper Richardson, 'above lie mouth of the river.Messrs. Broker and Haines, Col. Henry Smith and T. P.
Jordan, Esq.., oil Boston J. p. Whitney and party are at Whitney's Camp, Upper Richardson Lake, at Mosquito Brook.
Camp Keunebago at Indian Lock, and the Mountain View
House at Baugeley Outlet, have- all been well filled for the
past ten days." The steamers on all the Lakes are now mak-

The

trout

I

I

ing their regular trips.

|.

,<!<<
i,

FoiiEST

AND SXBEAM:

enlarged, irnlilnl and unrivalled weekly is a welcome
The season opens finely. The old
Indian Bock.
time " ijoi'lt. philosopher and friend," Mr. C. T. Richardson,
still presides as boat at damp Keunebago, giving to every new
guest
or stranger, a cordial reception.
comer, be he member,
Among the visitors are' Messrs. Hull, of Boston, and H. B.
Harrison and nephew, of -New Haven. The former had an
exciting experience with a monster brook trout vciijldng over
.Several have been
seven pounds, which he safely landed.
taken weighing over live pounds— indeed an unusually large
number forso early in the season. But the largest capture
yet recorded in these waters, famous as the home of giant
Siilmn j'uiilinoUx. was that of a two yea/r old mouse to-day,
while .swimming across Cupsaptue Lake.
lb- also was "safely landed," ami then libernlrd near Camp
Proctor Knott (you forget voursi-lf Knott), the romantic
•J.
woodland home of ilon. Win. P. Five, of Leuisfon, Me.
The latter gentleman is now here* enjoying Bie rest be so
nobly earned during the recent long and' exciting session of

Your

Congress.

Hon. H. O. Stanley, commissioner of fisheries, arrived yesCue half
terday wilh 10,000 lively young landlocked salmon.
were placed in Raugeley Lake, the balance in Keunebago
Stream, near the camp. This consignment mokes the number
deposited in these waters within four years nearly 50,000.
Several have been taken weighing from one to four pounds.
A large proportion of the young were from the eggs of the
Sebago Lake landlocked salmon, that attain a weight of tirmly
Visitors lo Camp lsennebngo two or three years
pounds.
hence can anticipate as royal sport as is afforded upon the
famous salmon rivers of Canada.
After June 20th the hospitable regulations of the Oquossoc
Angling Association permit the reception of gentlemen nnd
ladies without the necessity of a letter of introduction from iiu
The "latch string always hangs out" for
oilieer or member.

and the members of your

stall'.

WabMSS Street, New York, May 25.
Knnon Foiikst ami Si ukam ami Bod Afro GtJN:
A eoi respondent in join- issue of the 24th, "L.R. M.,"of

u rUB mliulofiVSI.

see

mm of May

31.

Eisii ra Market.— The first salmon of the season were
brought into Fulton Market last Monday. The run was twenty
days earlier than usual this season, and the price demaudnl
The fish were taken in the Resfigouche Rivtr,
is very low.
near Oamhellton, by Mr. Blackford's agents, and reached the

market within forty-eight hours after their capture. These
arc known as green salmon, and are intendeil for immediate
use,
The demand lor salmon is very large Outside of the city
this season, the Grand Union Hotel at Saratoga having coc-

and weighed 2 pounds and

girth,

Bethlehem, Pe»n., inquires ''If any of your leaders have
visited the Umigelcy Lakes to escape 'bay fever':"" In reply,
permit me to say 'that "Camp Keunebago," Indian Kock,
the headquarters of the Oquossoc Angling Association, is
visited annually by gentlemen afflicted with that distressIt gives trpls&s
iomplr.mt, mil il\v;ys with benefit

the largest, of

the hospitalities Of "Camp Kenuelmgo" to "L.
who desire to exchange
It. M..'oranv other poor mortals
"hay fever" for a genuine clr/lit-poiiod brook, trout fever, at
any time between June 20 and September 10. By communicating with me by let.tei or in person 1 will give- them a let!,, r
of introduction to our Superintendent, Mr. C. T. Bich.u-dson,
which wiU assure to them the same attention and accomnio.umbers, at a charge for board of
t'3

ounces.

—The

week our

past

have been very successful. Dr. Sweet hooking
pounds weight. Blnensh have arrived in
Pasque and Cuttyhuuk are
-en .v.

1;;

quantities, and the clubs on the
preparing for the bass season.

Movements of the PiBHING Fleet.— Sixty fishing arrivals
have been reported at this port the past week. 5 from the
from .«,; i'.i.ii.
.,-p. n
Banks. 45 from Georges,
,...
from Magdalen Islands with herring. The receipts have liecn
000.000 pounds Georges codfish, OO.oiio pounds Geo,,,
halibut, 430,000 pounds Bank halibut, 1.550 ban-els mackerel
and 500 barrels herring. About 05 vessels are engaged in fishing on Georges Bank and the neighboring shoals, and ttboill
25 on Cashe's, Jeffry's and others.— Caps Ann
June t.
'

«.)

-

.

,

,

;

,,

Canton, N. Y.— We have had some very fine n .ul-li.s|,;,,,.
on the head waters of the Grasse and Oswegatehie rive. ,
N
iug the past two weeks.
.
J. ];, pp.

V

t

\ Kingston, May 23.— Truman Preston had

,

in

Trout fishing has been very lair near llornellsville. g,
has just returned from a Four-day trip lo rim'.
Creek, Potter Co., Pa., and brought back about a bushel
from { to 1.J lbs weight.
(Stsoben,

O. Jilson

'

—Commander

L. A. Beardslee returned last week from
Piseco Lake, where he had fine sport fishing. In his two
weeks' catch were a ten-pound ami a six-pound salmon, and
several magnificent " brookers," weighing from two and a
half to three pounds.

— Messrs William G. Stimson

and S. J. Barry recently hid
fine trout fishing at " Powley's."
Air. Stimson eaueht
Ferris Lake a handsome "brookcr" that weighed thiee
pounds eight and a half ounces.

some
in

Palmer and Frank Burgor had
" Powley's."

C. J.
fishing at

luck

fine

wet k

last

NjswJbbsst.—XedBaMh,tf8jf2<>.~ HeMjrag
l
fairly opened.
The hhielish are on the beach. Small mes ...
,

.

Several share*

In Black

Him

Hawk

Clab Lake, Koshkoaong, are advertiaed for sale in another column. The club has a Hue houselocated on
the ilueBt eauvas-tiack iluck shooting grouurts In the West.

^

,

I

<,

PISECO'S BIG TROUT.
Little Falls, N. Y.,

^

May

38,

is;;.'

and Stkkam:
you that I had captured a fontinalis this year
which was nearly up to our Adirondack standard of perfection, weighing when dressed, two pounds three ounces.
want to tell you haw I caught him, and in doing so. gratuitous

Editoj! Forest
told

I

1

ly advertise a little of the virtues of the prettiest

canbinalion

of ash and lance wood 1 ever saw or handled— my Orvis No T I
promised when you sent it that y. >u should hear or its first wo'rh
and that for your rod you should have a line, and fortune So
favored me that I can keep my promise, and not indict upon
your readers the ordinary and twice thousand told tale of
how he dived and darted, and how I gave him but etc All
those things happened and more, and it is about 'the
more

which I will tell you.
Hiram had lifted the

gates,

and Piseco Lake was emptvine

in a perfect torrent over the daui's foundations, and
the
of the big pool was boiling and foaming with
ihe
amber-hued masses of solid and snowy summits of broken
water.
At the north side there was an eddy perhaps fifteen feet in
diameter, where the water, set back by a bend below, whirled
and tumbled like a witch's caldron, and great spruce and hemlock logs that had passed through the 'sluice and failed to
strike the channel were circling and plunging about in a
way
that seemed without method; but there was u method in
their
madness, and well for my success it was that I found it. m,
lar could they come and no fat then here they could
sLool
end first with speed, then roll over and over, preparatory to o,
fresh dart in the other direction.
I had walked three miles that morning to fish that pool,
.mil
as I heard the roaring Of the flood I put away my hopes' lor
their foundation was, 1 thought, gone.
As f stood on the bridge, full sixteen feet above the pool
and watched the great giants come plsnging through, f gave
up trouting, nnd whit led.
"Yer might try if, Cap.; 'twon'tcost much if you don't get
one," said Hiram— and 1 thought 1 would.
sA Up my rod
and sent a couple of flies skipping over the troubled poof with
itself

south

part,

I

I

no response; but

it

Was

capital practice,

and

I

kept on

rain disappeared to attend to some oilier business
Left by myself, I tired of tiy-fishiug, and, rtJtrcrt
Hies,

I

till

II.

.

,

put on a small kinsey

dropping

I

'

_

,

i

at his stand

the Ulster Market this morning, a bass that, weighed 88
pounds. It was caught in a seine in the river abreast of Pell's
dock, Esopus.
L. Gr. Dimmick brought down from Dry Brook, town of
Uardenburgli, the other day, a fine mess of brook trout.
The
largest one measured eighteen inches in length, and weighed
one pound ten ounces. "Plenty of just such'specklcd beautii 8
coming from Dry Brook now.
Two Ellenvillemen have caught during the past week about
a dozen copperheads, a hissing adder and several black and
green snakes, all alive.
Oub Haii.-y.

i

are to

'Pitts,

Several salmon have been taken in the Connecticut river
during the past two weeks. Besides the 12 pounder mentioned in Eokest A*n Stream, three more have been cSujrhl
in the shad nets off Lynn, and their weight was 8, 12, and 112
pounds, respectively. Of course many are taken that are
never reported.

Visitor at

Ranoei.ev.

of Trout Flic* in season for Ju?

Geo. SnitrAjiD

Connecticut— A fine trout was taken by Mr. Geo. E. Mer
in the Bantam river, Litchfield Co., Ct., a few days
ago.
The trout measured 17| inches in length, 10 inches In

of bass (striped) have been caught trolling.

HKAmjiAtriEXis OQUOS300 Anolino Assoc.
)w
Oamc Kexneisago, RahgeleX, Me., May 20, 1877.

Hlilioi:

rever."

rimau,

j

:>.

"hay

,

II.

taken Greener choke-bore, his Remington title- and
He is a good
fishing rod, and gone East for the summer.

has

cisco,

of conclusion, that gentleKeunebago'' must not

"Camp

•MASSACHUSETTS.— Aon Bedford, May.

Quarantine.

—Mr. Erank

way

I will add, by
to sojourn at
possessed of a

per dozen; weak-

10

lint

lie

trout fishermen

you. Mr. Editor,

For

necessarily

10 cents; Restigouche salmon, 25 cents.

...-cracks in

i

fS per day.
men desiring

;

pound; Spanish maekerel, 50 cents green turtle, 15 cents terrapin, fta per dozeU5 halibut, 15 cents; haddock, 8 cents;

l

I

Our quotations

tracfed for about 20,000 during the season.
for the

my

and a pair of split si
worm-ed hook into the eddv, audleltie,

i|

.,,

got into business almost instantly.

romances were gone through
frantically for

Hiram.

All of the ui
with, and in addition I shouted
at last heard my shouts.

His wife

rotn my actions what was wanted, and s
earni
running to the rescue. Fortunately for me the trout sulked
and, keeping just a little spring on him, I let him lie
nuietlv
while waiting.
Assoonas possible Hino.

FOREST
hatidlG

to

ii

his

creamy foam which
1
slid, "Now, Capl"
a

muiI

hold

If

treated fairly.

once failed to lead him
had never once cause to wish

My little eight-ounce Ol'vis never
and eddies, and

clear of logs
n tiling

weight

would

1

Willi an eleven-foot pole of same
that Lroul, and with flies alone he
EisKOO.
have remained unalhired.

about

dill'erenl.

it

would have

I.

lost

A.

:,.,
11,

niv

swelling alone,

Montreal, May

Pa.— 1st. Dan you please inform mo when Hie
gronse expires In this State? 2d. Where
procure a copy nf the new game law of this Slate v
\n
The close season for quail expires in Pennsylvania on October t5; tnr
grouse, on October I. 2d. Yon can procure the game laws of all the
States in "Fur, Flu and Feather;" to be had at this Office
F. s. s., Pittsburgh,

close season for quail and

1

it

is

answered

In

our Issue ur

Jilay 21.

n

lei

could

will disappear of itself.

N B.—1st, Can you give me die address of a firm
manufactures or deals in musical instruments I 2.1. Can i obtain
work (at auy time) entitled" Birds of North America?" 3d.
Shall you publish the schedule of base ball games to be played during
the month of Jnue as you did In May ? Aus. 1st. Batchliug & Co., 17T
Bowery; II. W. Moeuing, BOS Bowery; or E. A. Zoebleh .! Soil's,*!
Maiden lane. 2d. Published by Robert Clark 4. Co., Clnciuna.it, Ohio.
3d. Probably not
A. p., Boston.— Will the forthcoming "Sportsman's Gazetteer" give
a
description ot game birds SB to markings, etc., so that It novice can
tell what he has shot—that Is, If he should not be familiar
with the species shot? Ana. Yes, the book gives specific information m regard
to
more than two hundred varieties of game birds. Price $3.
E. D. W., Dover,

mandrake.

me

inform

if

Dr. Jasper's

Montreal.—Can you or any of your correspondents kindly
the writings of Mr. Barton Wallop, who contributed some

spirited sporting papers to the

87, |6tT,

EelTtiK FoKEST inii Sti:k,ui ami EDO ami to S
Large catches of trout are now being made hero. Last week Satmn
alts oT three and lour pounds weight wen- Lakes from Lake .Mick,
Hopp'a Pond, aud from other small lakes iu the same vicinity. The
:

Waterloo Fishing Glub are now In camp on Broiupton Lake, and will
report catch When they return. To parties wlio intend visiting the
TJppet Connecticut Like, I would advise them to go by the Sawyerviite route, us there Is now a lair wagon road from that place lo Within
n Short distance of the lake. The way lo reach Sawyervllle Is by the
Grand Trunk Railroad to either Shorbrooke or Reiiuoxville. P. <,>.,
thou take the afteruonu train on the Mcgantic Railroad to r.irehton,
then Mage (or three or live miles to either Mallory's, at Eaton Corners,
or iluwiiiu Taylor's Uoicl, Sawyervllle, where mine host will rig you
out With a team, ele„, tor a drive ol twenty miles to the cud of the Toad
near trie ike. By the way, don't go to North Branch, for last summer
the writer caught there one afternoon over ISO line trout, so [here may
lie none left, though if you are fond of seeing a beautiful liflle river
hat rambles round amid deep, dark woods, and Hows Sparkling and
babbling over bowlders, stones and short rapids Into pools and
stretches ol clear transparent water, occasionally bridged with huge.
Old moss covered logs— ihe pleasure of beholding such a si ream may
repay you tor your Irouble in visiting It hut don't expect to get many
trout unless you take your rod and tackle with you. A medium darkStansteao.
bodied Uy is the best to use there.

American Turf Ittojititer many years ago,
have ever been published In a comiectod form?
One of them was reproduced in " Frank Forester's Field Sports."
Ans. We cannot learn

;

D.,

I.

Y.— Would you please advise mo what food In the best
on which to feed puppies about ten weeks old? I have two pointer
pups who refuse all kinds of foo except meat, and as I have fed them
rather sparingly on that, diet, hey have become very thin. Ans. Feed
ou thick mush made of maize or owmeat aud shin soup. See if the
pups have worms.
0.

E. D., N.

London, Ontario, Canada.-Can you inform me where and at
e 1 c

wish

I

1

i

l.v

- 1'

?. There is a patent sporlstnau's kit,
lurnished by the Union Company, Syracuse, N. Y., price $17.

11.

T

Si'

linn, and are always admitted to he equal to the
Mr. Leonard has manufactured a great
been sold by leading tackle Houses who have
or dealing in superior goods, He has recently
pital to his business, and lias greatly extended
,ds at Bangor, Maine* not only making wojksuiius -lone before, but adding Important improveich secure greater strength and more uniform
estimouy to Mr. Leonard's workmanship is Ids

most extended re
best, even by rival
rods that

many

K'-rs.

111

a reputat.l

earned

ad. led considerable
in fa.

his n

thai

pertnr to

meats

lams.— These rods have loug had a

Fi.v

II

W., City.— Probably from tire middle of this month to the latter
part of August Hie bay will tie swarming with weakflsU. Catches of
tiny and eighty hare been of frequent occurrence. The best baits are
shrimps aud soft-shell oralis. Take Staten Island ferry at foot of
Whitehall street to Vauderbilt Landing (fare 10 cents), thence by
Staten Island railroad to Princes liiy station (fare 30 cents), thence a
ride in a nice-cushioned wagon down to Win. Sanbeg's at the beach
Beats, $1 a day.

Fish about; BOO

feet

oil'

In

elasticity,

haudlwoi

§imv&t[S to gvvreniwmkntz.
Notice Talten or

Anonymous

1

.'

,

Btul

Other patent devices.

C. s. P.,

of the

I',,

Boston

will

1

i

J. M. E., Luke Oily, Minn.— I am desirous of obtaining a plain, comprehensive work On taxidermy', can you give me name and price of
•• Naturalist's
Guide," at
souie good work? Ans. Get C. J. Mayimrd's
the Naturalist's Agency, Salem, Mass. Trice ft 50.

W. EL H., Aurora— Please send me game aud llsh laws of the Slate
New York. Ans. If you ..rder it we can send you "fur, Fin and
Feather," containing the game laws of all the Stales. The price is.'.u

or

until

itotl

October

1st.

Johnstown, N. Y.-I have a pair six months beagle, hounds;
has a swelling over ins eye ami under his throat. What
"Me cmse of the swelling, Ihe genMf.
lliml
condition of ihe dog. etc. .and we shall be happy lo prescribe for

.f.

one

M.

P.,

..i

tlieia

shall Id..

eral

f..r

him.

W., Philadelphia.— 1 see the word "gyp" frequently used in your colto designate a female dog. Can you give me the authority for Us
Aus. There is no authority fords use beyoud a desire to soften
a word that has become a synonym for something lull 'fib.,

use?

W. W.

li.,

Louisville,

Ky.— Please

me

give

the directions of Ihe fol-

lowing papers: told a..-. Wn. ,, r „,!,i-,,, Gaziile and Thomas ManAns. ITS fleet street, London; 135 Strand,
ning's "Yachting Circular*
London, and No. Ills Broadway. Has cily.
1

.-

uotelronj the [few York dailv papers
B. P. S-, tawrBnce, Maw
an account of NIaj 11. s. Jewell's, Champion long-rang.' score. Please
informmc.lt convenient, the kind ol rule he use. IV Ans. Remington
i

.

l

n

cal.M.

nlin.i'.r rifle,

IUv Fever.—For the beneflt of "L.tf. M.,"who asksinyour last
issue about "hay fever" at the Kangetey Lake region, I will say that
two years ago I escaped it entirely at Moosehead Lake. With that exaud wo seasons passed in Colorado, I have been an annual
victim for about twenty years.— W. G.

ception,

1

OuEitONUN, Portland. Oregon.— Where caul get tafonnaUol
asm size anil build f (he yacht Amaryllis, ot winch you gave a
notice on page HM? 1 would like lo l.e able to get dclalls sullhsieni to
buibl one like her, If cost was not too great. Ans. By writing to Messrs.
llerreshnll Bros., Bristol,, It. I. jou can get estimates and all particutail

lars.

Glee.

St. Paul,

her on a

tocri

,,

mine
cross would it

Minn.— 1 have an imported

spaniel; a friend of

good pointer. What kind of a
..f the n. camel
kind, li you can do no betsei iso
iol la Held dogs from su<5h a
wb

Ans. A niougiel
We nave

make':

ter try a setter.

-

i

but do no' advise
Q, E.
1

T).,

,n

\-i

It

New York.—IV..1.11
issue whether the

lac
make
,,a,,

,

a collection for
.

well-

ireti

M.,

if

a.

1

-

12

a

1.

to be lup
1

enough

.

to

inform me, in

game law

me

group

spaniel

allows flic shooting or all kinds
tor a taxidermist who desires 10

birds')
;

if

whether he cuu procure a permit

not,

HsaOsllc.l

the proper aulhorili

'
'

I
I

'

'

I

'

t

Ilia

thn

hltt

'

spawnm fresh

water.

I

mend northern Michigan above most

feel,?

SI irt. j

1

rod.

3d.

A German

silver or nickel plated click reel holding 30

yards

K„

castor

oil.

W. W. A., Brooklyn.—1st Is there any lislilng at Fort Hamilton; if
what kind? 2d. Is it time to catch blueftsh at Canarsie; if so, what
kind of bait must I use? 3d. Is there any shooting near Brooklyn?
Ans. Yes; in a few days there will be good weakltsh and bluettshfug^
these fish Have made their appearance at Bamegat, and will soon be
here. Troll »
squid mthe bay and out or the bay. The boatmen
will nil you where; they provide lines and squids.
Good snipe shoot-

so,

it li

il

ceptllllipi

fore the

is

Bethlehem, Pa.—I have two liver puppies of the pointer
breed; one is very fully coated and sleek, while the other's hair seems
as though washed whh resin soap, and is of a sickly, dirty yellow color,
and seems sore to the touch. I do not think this should be, as both
puppies were the same at eight weeks old; they are now twelve. Ans.
His probable thai the puppy has worms. Give him a piece of garlic
two or three times a day for several days, or three doses of Ave grains
each of areca nut two hours apart, to be followed by a teaspoonful of

other places.

lapolis.— Will

there

J. 2.

correspondent a'ks for, hut we fear if lie goes to hunting too much
iluringthe next three months, as he proposes, he wdl lind himself in
limbo, and not in a "Paradise" at all. For fishing we would recom-

si

him, or wi
as before?
York, and

reca nut. whole and

done.

ibjeelions.

oat from growing out
'orth

Til

each?

.I.E. S„ Simbury, Pa.— hav
dog mid pointer bitch) that see

pnp three months old (from a setter,
have some disease of the eye. The
there is a continual discharge of water from them, which fear may end iu some permanent disease.
He
seems to see well enough, bin within a day or two have noticed a sort

u

1

not

Wo

Ans. 1.
2. Yes.

ou ineutio

I

of

'.'

Ans.—The necessary information might, we

think, lie obtained by addressing the Ontario Education Department, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
If such inquiry proves unsuccessful let us know. 2. Twenty years ago
Ihe wagon trains made their three months' journeys across the plains
to the trading and tnr posts on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, but the day of the white-tilted Conestogas has gone by since the'

Msynu

lleid is reliable.

1 with
wo sets ot barrels, 10
and 12-gaiigo, 2S and 30-iuch barrels,
lo-gauge barrels to be full
choked, the 12-gauge bored after the
cribed In Foukst ajnii S-rnE43i of Dec. 28, would there be any advantage in having the 10-galige barrels male 32 inches long instead of SO
inches? 2, Would the increase of two inches In length of barrel make
any or much difference iu the sporting qualities of the gun? 3, What
t

would be the cost of one of W. W. lire. aler's nest guns if bought in
London where there' is uo duty to pay on it? 4. Is there any possibil.
ity of the duty on guns being removed within the next four or live
years?
Ans.— I. We should prefer the heavy 10-gaiigc barrels, 32

The

shooting would probably bo better for the reason that,
as larger charges would be used, there would be more metal
which
to turn It. 3. We do not know Ihe Loudon price
probate,
2.

m

;

the corner of one or his eyes.

Hex, New Hamburg.— 1st— I have a valuable setter dog 1hat has
been sick some little time, aud don't know what to do for him. He is
seized with conghiug spells; when he coughs he gags; sometimes
raises froth and sometimes not. How shall I treat him? 2d. Can you

C. S., Hock Island, 111.— 1. Iu your last issue you make mention (in
your editorial on education) of laboratories, etc., for object teaching
displayed at the Centennial by some Canadian. Cau you tell me
through your columns who to write to to get further information con-

cerning llieni
2, Tin you know if the descriptions of Western scenes
given in Mayue Keid'a novels are true to nature? He tells of the
"praint: traders'" going back and forth between St. Louis aud Santa
Fe. Are there any such trains of traders going that way nowadays?

scum ever

I
should he very sorry lo
loschiiii, as he is good stock and very promising.
Ans. We cannot
agree yvllli yon as to the value of a dog bred from a pointer and a setter, but wc would suggest to you to try the remedy recommended
to JJ
S. in our last issue.

n.

railroads have superseded them.

to

It

B, Web
lass.— In issue of 2d instant, you assert the use nf
"One puwtler"in shot guns to tie "nonsense; also (lie coarser grades
"-am;, on, -, .Harper pound. What make is the Ducking brand and
mark, that you r.a
inciid as "good enough for ordinary shooting, at
411 to tin cents per pound,"
Ans. Fine powder is generally loo quick
lor breech-loading shot guns, causing the shot to scatter too much,
l-iupoiu's Duelling can be bought by trV-lb. can, or keg, at the price

;-:..

at

of linen line.

F. W. D., New Y'ork.— I wish to leave the city for the next three
months to go lo some locality where there is excel leot lislilng, and
gunning for duck, geese, partridges, and especially deer. If there is
such a hunter's paradise known to you, please inform me of some one
living there to whom a letter can be sent for particulars ? Ans.—
There are very many localities which afford the pleasure which our

,1
'

g ins in
liable

•

"'

'

;

inches.

pic kerel.
r

veland. Ohio.— I have an Irish setter dog whose coat Is very
>''
is very poor; his appetite is middling good;
appearance of worms, as his breath is not at all offensive.
bo appearance
u him areca nut, but failed to see any signs of worms. He
has plenty of exercise,
good, clean bed. Ans. There is no doubt
but that your dog has
is.
Try Ihe areca. nut again, following it
with a good dose of ca
Change the diet entirely, and give him
il.
a raw egg night and morning for
J. II. K., Menomone.—1st Where cau Scotch coolies alias shepherd
dogs— whelps or grown dogs— be obtained of pure breed? ir grown,
the dogs should be trained. 2d. In fly-fishing, should tin: reel be habitually carried on the upper side or under side of the rod ? Cd. Which
is the best reel for brook trout, llshiug?
Aus. We know of no one who
deals ill collies; yon will have to advertise. 2d. In lly-rishing it Is customary to have the reel behind the hand, and on the underside of the

A Reader, Schenectady, N. Y.— What would be the probable cost per
man, including out lit, to a party of four or five proposing to make an
overland trip on horseback, from Oinah'i to California, via Salt Lake
City; and could the outfit, including horses, be procured at Omaha as
well as at auy part east of there? Aus. An overland trip would cost
you a dollar aud a lulf per day for man and horse multiply the sum
by your rate of progress. Horses call be bought for $10 from Indians
and traders, but are more expensive the farther East they are pur-

II

-

••

an.

Westminster Kennel Club have had prepared a pamI"'i from the judges' books, giving the
winners,
by the judges ill each class, making an official
icsliow. The pamphlet, which is prepared to correspond
id with the catalogue, may be had, postpaid, on sending the
ts, to Win. M. Tileaton, at this office.

cost, 25 c

1,

umns

a

maker sofa

Tin-

lllj

AqcA. Troy, N. Y.— Will yon tie kiud enough to give your opinion
whether striped bass would live in fresh water lakes if placed there
when small? Ans. Striped bass of all sizes and ages are found In the
rresh water lakes aud the tributaries of the Mississippi River, as far
from Salt. Water as St. Louis, notably at Aforedock Lake. They are the
genuine Xr.cemt Uneatve, and apparently never go to salt water.
Al

COOKBB

ase icii'in
i| yellow-togged snipe
yo
nnd cools nrc prole, ml by law in HUB State! Ana. They are not, ej&
ceptonNiinday. Co.,is come under Ihe head of wild fowl, which are

New York.— Will

k„

y.

i

1111

to know the names and addresses
u-sof prizes on coach dogs at the bench show In New

1

the light-

C. f. II., Boston.— 1st. Can yon furnish information as to how and
when Hie lroul: peculiar to Lake Winuiplsstogee cau be taken with
hook and Hue? 2d. Also, iu selecting from a litter of puppies, would
one that partook of the color aud markings of the father be more likely
to partake or his qualities than one of the same litter that partook of
color, etc., of trie mother? Ans. The Winniplssiogce trout is caught in
great quantities with hook through the ice iu winter. 2d. Yes.

!..

i

gun

New
SW Haven, Conn.
Conn.-Idei
-I desire

w

York:'

chased.

— Where

be likely to Had Ihe best beach
Shooting in either Maine or Massachusetts during the first pan of August? Ans. on Cape Cod, at Plymouth and lo'nasset,
E. B.

are the bes
r

1

Couiiuimienlioiis.

E. K. -Please let me know, through yonr paper, where the spoiling
Ans.
paper /v, irWAiinlut is primed m Germany; and in what cay
Al Gohlis, Leii.sic, Prussia, try Fr. Yon Ivemols.
good
the
decuy
(ducki
hi
patent
any
there
Mass.—
Is
A. B. H., Lynn.
market, and il 'so. what Is it. and what price aim Where! Ans. HerBoston, Mass., Sell metal decoys
man Strnlcr & Co., SttdbWj itrei

2d. Isthei

logs noticed

striped bass

No

ar 3 ponds m tli t rout, ba

Pa.—1st Wb
Win

York,

11.,

nufaotiu
to get out of order, and
be relied on for aceurac
3d, Whose make of rides are generally used
York? Aus. 1st, Decline to answer. 2d, f).
Ballard, Wesson, Stevens, Allen and Settlor's

W.

(fare 10 cents).

A.

country!

this

house.

Tub Leonard

New York,

through your paper.

d fishing nea r F •anklin ir Do
sville.
d? Ans. We can not sjiea kfroi pc rsonal
ml ve know tlia the trl mtan es jf the
HlVl r contain ma
trout. and that with-

ltivcr Department, this issue.
is

nn.v

tun

An

led.

I

J.lLS.,Brooklyn.-WiU you please inform

IT. B. S., Chestnut Dill, Mass.—1. Please give mo the address of any
person you know of ihiitcan tell me anything about the headwaiern of
the Connecticut River, and whether there is any lislilng? 2. Is there
any such tiling made as a "pressed tin camp kettle," and price (not a
preserving kettle)? Ans. 1. See letter from Stanstead, in Sea and

which

We

Hughs

They can probably be obtained from any of the pa
larger cities; lit all evems Re toll c Bros, of Chatham street,
could get them for you.

I

1

I

have been pub listed iu hook form.

that they

.

Unit

Some worms come from

Inm. He seems a Utile
better, 1.111 does not take hold of the food as he ought.
Please let me
know what to do Tor httuV Ans.— Give three times daily a pill or one
graiuor sulphate of (liitulae, one grain of sulphate of iron, and three
grains extract of dandelion.
Dil anil

1

1

l».

H. L., Greenville, Mich.—I have a hoiinil pup that will not cat. He
has got very poor; was never a very hearty eater. I have giveuhim

iKQcriKER,

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS OF CANADA.

.1

!

— Your query

Ans

new

hail na-nverr.l

.

pup had

pigeon'C Ogg,

Btl'engtb, l"tl lit last led him into the
foam, and directly ovol Hiram's gall. One upward jerk and
the trout impaled was in our power, and from the well-worn
lUilfc in his )aw tell out the Utile kinsey, So sure to Look and

WhO

285

Dayton, Ohio.— At ihe age of about, three weeks my pointer
n
ale the neck which grew to the size of a
11
With this swelling Was a slight running from the eyes,
Imthe was not otlienvise affected. What treatment would you udviso?
\V

the side of the mill,

shoaldjudge, he lowered
there covered a quiet
Stirred up my captive,

splicrid pristine, I

;iini

into

(•i,in.-i,

down

anil clttitbin";

c.nll,

ll>8

i

•j;;iir

'and;: STREAM.1

tell

at

me

whether Webb's amended game law has passed toe Assembly
Is there to be any change in the game law, or is sumto be continued or abolished? 3d. What la lie

Albany, and

mer woodcock shooting

i

close season for black bass in New Y'ork State? Ans. 1st. Give him a
Dover's powder night ami morning for two or three days. 2d. The bill
as amended, has passed, and only awaits the Governor's signature.
The close season for woodcock expires August 1, except on Lung
Island, where it remains as before. 3d. Expires May 20.

Walton, New Sort*—I understand that there is alaw in is. a
forbidding the catching of fish iu any of the waters of that; stale, except by a book and line and T am informed that New Jersey lisbermen
have spread their nets upon the Staten Island shores 01" Hainan n,
and at or near Princess Bay. They have taken a few weakflsh al
ready. 1 desire to ask whether weaklish run up in our waters to spawn;
if they do, Ibis pound and fyke Ashing must
make a serious inroad
i

i

;

upon

their numbers if it is continued. Is there any reason why the
taking of game flsh by pounds or tykes, in salt water, should not be,
prohibited by law! Ans. There is no such law as that you mention
nor are the weaklish that come into the estuaries to spawn protected iu

auy manner, except in certain localities. In Barnegat Bay,
stance, pound and drift net fishing have been abolished by local
iiienl, mid the result is a great increase In the number of llsh.

1

—Undoubtedly one of the best and cheapest stocks of Oarpetlngs, oilcloths, Mattings, etc., to be

found

Joun U. PHAr, Sons A,

Washington street, Boston.
aud will take special pains

is
.

Co.,

in the

United States is that of Messrs.

the sportsman of the firm,

.ur friends calling

upon him, or with

ia.

am

e.ii.-i'«

I.

W,

to please

a. " him

Ada.'. is

any of
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE INTERNATIONAL TEAM SELECTION.

Gordon L. Ford, Horatio C. King, and a large numwell-known gentlemen, occupying two passenger
which were run over the road and back in quick time.
The whole excursion, including the delightful steamboat sails
on the lake and the dinner, occupied but seven hours. The
sail was enlivened by pleasant addresses,
in which all the
President

:

bci of other

cars,

IT

nitty fairly

be assumed at this time, before the arrival of

complete mail explanations, that the Inked Kingdom
will be snob in nature as well as in name.
In private
correspondence preceding lire receipt of the cablegram the set,

team

tlement of a basis of Operations by which the Scotch, English
and Irish small-bore men were to unite their forces in
grand effort to overthrow the American experts, was foreshadowed, and upon the completion of the negotial ions the dispatch was no doubt sent. Tbe aim and object of litis journey

be the triumphal currying off of ihe Centennial trophy, and
checkmate litis move to treat their friends (lit..', enemy) to a
square repulse by mere force of good marksmanship is now
Ihe task before the American long-range men.
If everything goes on smoothly without hitch to either side
onot l>c fur from a nip and tuck match.
The winners
should be such merely " by the skin of their teeth." The imperial cam will contain the cream of a dozen or more renowned
will
to
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TERMS, FOTJB DOLLAB6

.A

exoe-11 even our American made weapons.
come whetted to their work by Ihe reeolloc.
uniform run of luck which the young shooters of
America h ave thus far struck. Those, defeats have been lessons,
bard, sharp hints that the victors possessed methods or menus
Team shooting to the British marksmen
Which they did not.
meant- merely the working simultaneously of a number of individually expert shooters. To the Americans it meant the merging of the individuals into the compact organization of tbe
learn.
In place of relying upon chance-help from his fellows
each member of an American team was one of a bundle of fagots
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communications Whatever, intended

All
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anil be

It yvas-to this

Dollymount

history in international

movement than

is

mutual helpful?

alone due. There never

rifle

shooting was a more

shown by the visiting team
upon that Irish sand-bar range.
Our success next fall, if we
are again to meet it, is to be gained by a strict adherence to
the team idea.
It is not enough that the best men be picked,
but they must pull together, must shoot in a bunch, with no
weak member laggiug far behind, a dead weight on his fellowsThe foreign shooters have learned our secret of success,

perfect team

To

ils

wbicii

special

that

mention of the attractions of the lake
of the delightful country through

surroundings, and
ibe.

railroad runs) occupied, as

many gentlemen

residences of

York.

Willi such

New

tlement of

it.

is,

with the beautiful

transacting business

New-

in

mmiagemenl ns has been shown
company bought Ibe railroad, suburban setYork business men is much encouraged and

since the picR-iii

liberal

The policy adopted by the managers must prove
facilitated.
remunerative to ihe company
while the company will cer;

tainly contribute much to the wealth and resources of
the
region through which the railroad runs. It is a sort
of mutual

benefit association,

whose advantages have been

from the

felt

beginning.

One

of

the future resources of this company is the crystal
water of the lake, which will afford an Inexhaustible supply
of purest ice on

demand.

THE YALE EIGHT.

uniformity of work

YEAH, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

Twenty-live par cent. uU for Clubs: of Three or more.

Ailveiiis.iii.iii-- sli.iulil

men who have carried oft honors before the butts for a
Their drill as individuals has been purthe competitions through which they have fought their
Their arms are well tried, and for
keen and exacting.

ranges;

FULTOS STREET, NEW TORE,

103)

made

speakers

and

lu
after

summer or 1.873, Cook, the Captain of the Vale crew,'
much discouragement, and the encounter of dilliculties.
man with less determination and will power
the-

before which a

would
No;

have

quailed,

succeeded

in

bringing his

crew

in

out of thirteen contestants.

a'o|. only this, but the
Ihe single sculler, both using his stroke.
their respective races with great ease.
The Following
1

Freshman crew, and

won
year

at .Saratoga can-te the

tinforlunale foul between Yale and
Yule at Ihe time thereof, was leading, pulling quietly tit their long 32 to the minute stroke while, all about her
86, 88 and even 40 was being pulled.
Well. Hie two boats

Harvard.

came

together, go!

smashed up. and

in a

few momenta

lai ward

I

pulled away, leaving her rival crippled and helpless, while

Columbia

stole in

been battling

for.

and carried away the prize the two lions had
Harvard came in second, beaten by 8 sees.
1

By

the foul she lost 31 sees.
In '75, Yale was badly beaten,
outrowed by six out Of twelve colleges.
Poor '. inn,
poor food and lack of sleep had done their work upon the men,
and the day of the race found litem weak and out ol condition.
Then came the withdrawal, and in 1876 Yale beat Harvard by

I
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
t,

June

J

— Troi

I

tog

:

Parkvllle, L.

1.;

Pittsburg, Pa.; Mystic

Park, Boston; Pottstown, Pa.; Dayton, O.; Belmont Park, Philadelphia;
Piltstietd, Mass.; HudsoD, N. Y.; lltica, N. Y*.; Medina, N. Y.; Muskegan, Mich,; Dubuqne, la.; Maryville, Mo. Base Ball Cincinnati vs
Chicago, at Chicago; Louisville va St. Louis, at St. Louis; Alleghany
:

vs Haitford, at Union Ground; Clinton vs Marshalltown, at Marshalltown, la.; Tecumsch vs iloohestvtr, at Rochester; Buckeye vs Cricket,
at Bl'nghamton; [ndlanajiolls vs Lowell, at Lowell; Auburn vs Mem; his
Beds, at Auburn; Eoterptise va llol.oken, at Jersey city; Mutual vs
Keystone, at Brooklyn; Washington vs Hudson, at Prospect Park
Red Caps vs Fair bank, at St. Paul; Athletic vs Boston, at Boston.
m 8.— Trotting: l'arfcville, L. L; Pitt.-burg, Pa.; Mystic'
Park, Boston; Poiittown, Pa.; Dayton, O. Base Ball Athletic vs
Boston, at Boston; Harvard vs Princeton, at Cambridge; Indianapolis \s Manchester, at Manchester; Buckeye vs Hornellsville, at.
Hornellsville; Springfield vs Cincinnati, at Springfield; Chelsea vs
.
city; Mar of Syracuse vs Hartford, at Brooklyn;
rprfl
Aobtirn vs Fair-, at Auburn.
..—Trotting: Dayton, O. Bowing: Morris and
Scion a, Plttabnrg, Pa. Base Ball Cincinnati vs St. Louis, at St. Louis;
Louisville vs. Chicago, a! Chicago; Boston vs Hartford, at. Brooklyn
Indianapolis vs FallRivor, at Fall River; Hoinells vs Buckeye, a
Hornellsville, N. T.; Enterprise vs Randolph (late Starr), at Newark
Keystone vs Uoboken, at Jersey City; Whitoka vs nudson, at Brooklyn;
Teclminseli vs Star, at Syracuse. Regatta of the Sohuylhlll Navy at
.

'

:

i

'

-.

i

:

•

;

Philadelphia.

June 11.— Regatta

Atlantic Yacht Club.
Syracuse, N. Y.; Chatham Village, N.
Massilou, O.; Beacon Park,, Boston; Kalamazoo,
Mich.; Cedar Rapids, la.; Chicago, III.; Peru, Ind Regatta : Brooklyn
Louisville vs. Chicago, at Chicago; CincinYacht Club. Base Bali
nati vs St. Louis, at. St. Louis; Boston vs Hart lord, ot Brooklyn.
...

'..

.

-hni-j

Y.; CatBkill, N.

VI— Trot ting

:

.

Y'.;

:

1

IB.—Trotting an above. Regatta. Devil's Lake, Wis.

SwiMiiisn Cm.i,Ki tmks.— We are again obliged to warn
our subscribers, and advertisers against paying money to unauEhprjzed persons who represent themselves as our collectors
and agents. We are victimized so constantly, and to suoh a
pecuniary extent, that the losses wo are obliged to hear are
more than serious they are embarrassing.
We wish our Philadelphia patrons could be made to understand Unit the consolidated Pokest and Stream and Rod
an d Gin journal 1ms no Philadelphia office, and no Philadel;
nt.-.
Our business manager, T. C. Banks, Esq., will

—

.

this

with

i

week wait upon
us.

all firms in

Philadelphia

who

advertise

but to them, accustomed to single-handed efforts, the yoke of
team drill and discipline will sit at best uneasily: but the bouse
team must have everything reduced to clock-like certainty as
respects method in the match.
With the acknowledged general superiority of our rifles, handled ;i3 they are "with henvy
charges of carefully made up ammunition and with a scrupulous regard to cleanliness in use, with a perfect loam system
and with marksmen, individually not one whit less skillful
than those to be brought against us, the victory is ours.
But there is a world of work to be traversed first, and upon
the first movements made will depend whether this path of
labor be agreeable or otherwise.
The team is to be a representative one, American, as we understand it, and not sectional.
The N. Y. Amateur Club have not been challenged, nor
have tbe National Rifle Association.
The fixing upon Creedmoor as the place of conflict does not carry with it the entire
c6ntrol of the match by the local organization governing and
owning that range. Not only is the fighting team to be chosen

a clean furlong

at Springfield.
Then Harvard wenl to Saratoga
Cornell, and would have done so too, the best
judges say, had the course been a iiillc longer. The world attributes their defeat to the poof stroke they used.
Well, now
the thing is going to be fairly tested.
Both crews are pulling

and nearly beat

the same stroke.

Colli crews will use the same boat, made by
Waters, of paper, anil built from the same lines and measurements, and the men will be prt n evenB matched in physique
.,

Now we

are to see

which

two, Yale or Harvard.

is

Ihe belter bottling

of Ihe

college

The English

stroke was last year so
splendidly vindicated thai no one can further cavil at "it, partieularly as the Harvard men were as line physically as were
the Yale men.
Tbig year, then, is to see a tremendous contest, a meeting of Greek and Greek.
Two great universities,
the one smarting under defeat, and the fact that she has not
won a race for years, while her rival has won six (I wo univerT

Friday, by invitation of the president and officers of the Jlontclair and Greenwood Lake Railroad Company, an excursion.

freshman race and two single scull races), and the
other jttbiliant with satisfied pride, and determined to mainlain her position at the head of American college boating (did
not Philadelphia place her there ?.), are bringing their every
resource into the field to defeat each, other.
Suehu
be done as will far surpass anything ever witnessed in American waters. Yale men have been disposed this spring lo be
very confident over the result of the coming r.
in
their men are doing finely, have been apt to look upon it us
already theirs.
A greater mistake could not bi made. 'J hey
should remember liiat with lew exceptions I larva rd tiaf oevei
been badly beaten. She always dpes well.
Even las!
went to Saratoga, and in a measure retrieved herself. A tdnnce.
at the list of men making up hereighl will show the excellent
material, backed by real pluck, which she has in her boat.
"Old" Bancroft, with his bull-dog tenacity of purpose, and
gritty, bard set face, is again stroke, and his presence alone
to ensure Yale that after last year's lesson she must
not expect another walk over.
The Vale crew is a younger and less muscular one lhan that
What they lack in strength, however, they
of Last year.
more than make up for in good form. They are rowing
finely together, and tbe boat gels through the water at a very
lively rate.
Of course Ihe loss of such men as Oh!
nedyand Kellogg is keenly felt. It is a loss which cannot
be remedied. Cook's mind is as much missed from the boat
as his body.
Yet, though by no means gigantic in size, his
back and loins were unapproachable. Kennedy was the most,
powerful man that ever pulled in a Vale boat. Kellogg wasan unusually wiry fellow, closely knit and nervous, and was
always looked upon as the baldest worker in the. boat. The
new men are Unit, Livingstone, Hyde and James. Though
not as good as their predecessors, they are fine oarsmen and
rank with the rest of the crew.
Collin, E. 0. Cooke, Wood
and Thompson, all of whom rowed last, year, fill up the boat.
At a distance Of a couple of miles from New Haven there is
a pretty little body of water called Lake Whitney, from the
fact that the celebrated Eli Whitney's first factory derived
its motive power from it.
Here the crew took their boat
about, four weeks ago, and have kepi it there until three or
four days ago, in order to avoid the rough water of the harbor.
Cedar eight oars are very expensive arliel s, and it is a
very simple matter to ruin one by taking it out into a rough
It becomes " twisted," anil immediately loses all stiffsea.
ness.
It then is practically valueless, and though it maybe
"'
a pretty thing to look at and sentimentalize over as
the
ilear old thing so many jolly (?.! hours have been spent in,"

party was run up to the lake, where they were most hospitably

etc.,

from tbe
agement

best skill the country can afford, but the entire

man-

of the match should be equally representative. There
abundance of work to be done outside the actual team men,
and Ibis preparatory and secondary labor should be diffused as
far as may be to this end, as time is not pressing.
It would
seem a wise initiatory step for the gentlemen to whom the intimation of the visit has been sent to invite a meeting of repr esentatives from the several clubs, or ranges, where long-range
shooting is practiced, or from where help may be expected, and
allow the body so convened to assume entire direction of the
interests of America and American riflemen in this match. TLc
meeting might be called at St, Louisor any other central point
within ten days; invitations by letter or telegraph having previously been sent out. Practice could at once oi icn upon ihe
several local ranges over the country, and upon Creedmoor, the
best and oldest range we have, the final tests could be applied.
It seems very wellseltled now that the selection of the entire
team by competition alone is not wise, and the fixing upon the
selection of the nominated members would be one of the imis

The raising of the necessary
portant tusks of the commillcc.
funds, the reception of the comers and the thousand and onewould give ihe united committee ample opportunity for
displaying ils efforts. Of course with the advantages possessed
by the marksmen of New York and Brooklyn a lion's share of
the places on be team would fall to hem, but this should nol
lead the N. R. A. lo cither ignore Ihe other growing associations of the country, or in a perfunctory manner as the self-appointed spokesmen for American riflemen generally to call upon long-range shoot is to come on individually and try their
luck in a g
crumble for places at Creedmoor.
Upon the
first step «
ml whether we shall have any thing like the
Ailing which marked the choice ol previous
growlinga
titans, and
ven to this day has not been entirely silenced
details

l

I

c

in the hurt

r

American

successes.

The Greenwood Lake Regatta Cocese. — There
to be

some

fine spott

on

this excellent course

during

I

is

likely

lie

sum-

mer, as preparations for several events are being made.

entertained at the Brandon House.

Last

The party included Rev.

Dr. Hall, of Holy Trinity, Brooklyn; Hon. Erastus Brooks,'

Cyrus

W.

Field,

the President;

Remington Yeruam, Vice-

sity races, a

i

it

is

worth

1

I

little else.

Luke Whitney, aside from its advantages of smooth water,
was a very good place for the craw to work, inasmuch as
they always had the stimulus induced by the presence of the
fair sex to incite them to do their prettiest.
.

«

FOREST AND STREAM.
lus llinn this cannot lie imagined.
The coach is UOSpariDg of
his criticisms, and, as at tins lulo period most of the faults
are apt to be those of carelessness, men arc less liable to tic
guilty of them when hey ore rebuked before strangers.
This
is wliy il is so desirable that the college men should frequent
the boat house in greater numbers in (he al'lei noon, that their
presence may encourage the toilers of the sea, and in a measure lighten their labors by tin- feeling that their best efforts
are seen and appreciated.
NoV that the paper shell has
come it is kept at the boat house, where it is daily used by
the crew in the shelter of the inner harbor.
When too rough
to row tin re ihe men go to Lska Whitney and use the other
one.
The lungraws liftVO not yet begun, lot Ihe reason that
high winds have been Ihe rule so universally this month Unit
not one day has gone by when a row to tin; lighthouse and
back woulil have been a possible, much less a safe, achievement. Mr. Cook, of last year's clew, is studying law in
lie is coaching the crew, and is doing it very
town.
I read in Monday's IhrtiUl the very vernacular
thoroughly.
sintemaut (hat his position is '• a tremendous grind.'' So it
is.
Lot him wdio doubts it pass a half hour by his side, as it
has been ray fortune to do, and listen to his patient iteration
and reiteration of the same directions and corrections, dozens
of limes over, till the outside listener even becomes weary
of hearing him, and marvels at the patriotism and esprit de
corps which can sacrifice so much time and care to such a
The course of the- race will be the old
thankless position.
one at Springfield. It is Yale's choice, Harvard having' made
This latter place
a decided stand in favor of New London.
its accessibility from
Ofil hunly has one great advantage in
York by boat. If the race were rowed there hundreds
of men, who otherwise could not afford it, would witness the
The affair would become more national in its character
race.
thau it has ever bceu or ever will lie when pulled inland.
Still, the constant rough water on the Thames is an objection
in the eyes of Yale men, which no amount of argument can do
iiwuy with. It must be owned, however, that the broad,
deep river Stretching miles inland without a bend, affording
such a splendid opportunity for steamers to follow the race
front Start to finish, is a great .temptation to one disposed to
look only at the surface of things, without weighing the possible contingencies of interrupted practice, owing to rough
water or ;f crowded course. 1 think the Yale boys have
chosen wisely in pitching upon New London. One thing is
I

New

certain, however, if the.C'rinisou should once more come to
the front this summer, Harvard will go to New London next
She being the victor will be the challenged party, and
year.
Of Yule's
will thus have the right to name the course.
chances in the coming contest I shall say nothing tin's I
next letter. I will give the crew as they sit in
leave till
The weights are
boat, with their weights anil ages.
tin
rather stale, being the ones which were tak.en four weeks
I will give them again in my next, when I will give
back.
of
men:
the
also an extended criticism
Weight.
Age.
e and Position.

GAME PROTECTION.

DEER SHOOTING OUT OF SEASON.

BUTCHERING DEER IN THE ADIRONDACK REGION.
we published the following note, which has
an answer
An Albany correspondent sends us the following letter
IH on
well-known Norihwoods guide, for wdmse veracity he
It is lime that
vigorous measures were taken to
vouches..
slop the wholesale slaughtering of deer out ol season. In ibis
instance there could have been no difficulty -whatever iu obhiiiioig evidence, and the matter should be brought to the
In February

just called out

:

;i

notice of Ihe Legislature:
t.nsii i.akk.

Februarys, H77.
'tin- snow is very aeep in tItcAiriroiutaetts.anci thinking that perhaps
von wn uii be glad to beat how we are. getting along, thought! wonid
drop you a line and ,.i you know. There is nothing
do
notice of those that claim.' to buguhtBS. Some of the first
ate navtaga very nice-time Killing deer on unci feel ol snow, among
whom are Mitchell Saubatles, Charles Saubaties, J. D. Plumly, Alba
Cote, Justin Carres and several others. Now, If yon sportsmen wish to
have the deer ai! killed oil mi snow shoeB and oul Of season, I have
nothing to gay-. If not, please publish them in the sporting papers. I
is my Toques] that you Should do so.
The Saboaties and J. D. riumry
kilted twelve in two weeks, and tor proof please address L. Hall, Long
Lake, Hamilton, Virginia.
1.. M.
II.
i

;

The communications which follow

raise

i

an interesting ques-

tion of veracity

between our correspondents, and while we do
allow any controversy to be carried on in our

not pi oposc to
columns, we should be glad to

know who

is

to be believed.

K.u.i, i:s Nbst, New York, May 16, l-^TT.
Fohkst and Sl'RBAaf ano Rod and (It
As a subscriber and frequent contributor to the llov and
respect fully ask a place in your paper for the enclosed
Qtns,
communication from Charles 11. Bennett, one of the trustiest
guides in the Adirondack region. 1'know all the men of
whom he speaks. Personally and especially well do I know
Bennett, Plumly and the Sabbaties family, aad I vouch for
the truth and honor of those I have named.
Yours faithfully,
E. Z. C. Jddsok.

Kditoi:

.\
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8*M FiiANCiscn,

and concern, Eta
of Maine (during which

"

the besi pun of a halt century in the State
he most expert limner w., ul. as soon think
t

Bl
B in July as November), and, as the
Writorof theariieie m
Id, not only caught a huge bur* In
the lal
-i ioouiii on snow shoes, urn also
had ample time previously to perfect
Himself in ihe use or them, it is evidrul that a fearful
change has
over the climate Of that state; and, unless means are at once
lukcn Io
rescue Its unfortunate inhabitants, they must all ultimately
perish. As
,

i

i

it is

well

New

of

known

that all the commercial enterprise, erudition and
wealth
Knglau.l culminates In Boston, I would suggest that an
expediall the modern appliances for supporting life in
the

tion, provided with
Arctic regions, be

stale,

out immediately io proceed to that desolate
few inhabitants who rue fooling around there
and the writer alluded to above should he chosen

litted

ami remove

among me

liie

loebergs

;

as

its leader— the courage, fortitnde, and
endurance displayed in his
wonderful deer hunt folly qualifying him for thai position.
The great Agassiz visited thai region a few yoars before his
death,
greatly interested in a remarkable moraine
(culled by downick") wt Ich extends for miles In that vicinity,
and
>f theati ongest evidences he had
ever seen of a formcr glacial period but if c en that eminent scientist hud predicted
that
the State was soon to retur n to that frigid uondltioo from
which ages
ago it emerged, the idea wo nid have been scouted. It is Idle to
speculate
on lie possible causes which have produce!
tremendous efforts of the llriiish cxpedtt
reach the north
;

i

i

pole
loosened a glacier which has descended upon the
haplOE
may be that they found the north pole, and, actuated by malice eugenibi-ci tjy tb e battle of Bpuker Mill,
brought II down ami stuck- it up in
the Vicinity Of .Mllfor.|-ln Argyle. just across the river,
probably, as the
ofiness of the soil there renders it well adapted to
receive it.
In reading lie- article,
was particularly fi
1

nnniinity in refraining from squirting a cba
ce." Noble youth

Where but

I

Bow—CJ.

No.S—H.
NO, 8—F.

W

K. Ih.l.

Cooke,
"I

i

No.

r—N. W.

'19,

SO

A.C

4,0
'TS.A.O

79,

.

Nc-,4—W.K.J&MC8,
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s.s
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Hart,

Uvlugstou,

ii.m,

.-,,11.

Collin,

'

i,

Ill
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I
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.

'
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Law

IlicCaluc

<•!

killing

bj

ni.ir.v

i

May

;..

mon, the pride

of t he liostonta
New England, are six or seve
and trusty sno w shoes,
ai

vender of
1th

:

>"'-'

i

hat as

kiiinii:

nl

-

linn us a wilful

-

still

i'

.Milri.'ll,

cox,

-7H.

A.C

...

'

tus

ana malicious slander, or

his

own

in

common

brotherhood of publishers the death of one so prominent
and so long known among them as Fletcher Harper, Esq.,* the
house has long been known
the world over, we must not fail to recognize the prominent
publications
his
in disseminating
part he has taken through
a taste for travel and out-of-door recreation, and in giving
•with the

sole survivor of the noble four whose

They an-

invention.

disposed oi within the limits ol the season provided •>! law fortho silling ..t deer, and they also assert thai II »n* not for the preservation
nl game bat Mr. Halt made the statements, but ii was through sottish
motives.
Tlnrie is a suit of rivalry among guides, as in all other vocations, but
the statements so largely circulated about the wholesale butchery of
deer during the months pi January, February
March have been
greatly exaggerated, although there arc some who arc unable to kill
ve whei
Ml
helpless
rende: s i.luu

and manhood to our people. It was at his suggestion
At first, a venin 1851, that Harpers Magasme was started.
ture, the new periodical was issued only after long hesitation
on the part of the elder members of the tirui. But the Monthly speedily became an assured success, and has maintained
best known of all
its position as the most widely read and
Making for itself a field by gathering spicy
our magazines.
Harper's
soon became the
adventure,
and
travel
of
narratives
vigor

recognized

medium

for the writings

ture a taste lor healthful out-of-dour recreations.
has a circulation of 140,000.

was

at the

urging of Fletcher,

also, that, the

It

now

—The

earthquake in South America on the 10th of May,

said to have risen over sixty feet,

_^»»—

and most pleasant route to the
New Haven
White Moimtains, Newport. Vermont, etc., is via
equipped steamers, for the convensteamers. These elegantly
city, comthe
of
the
upper
part
in
ience of travelers living
mence landing next Monday at Twenty-third street, E. H.
Peek Blip can reach
Passengers taking the It e. M. boat from
shortest, quickest

any point in Vermont

or

New Hampshire

tqppln;

early next evening,

.'iruey.

II:

I,

mainiug deer

in

i

lake, bat in Hi-

I

ft

the Adirondack!!

in

first article, it is strange hedid-not
nformation from
iyOung,"and, iu Ihe interest of Ihe few reMain.
to be hoped that "Jove & Co." entertain
i

young man

Tknnf.sskk

m. re ttacquei

i

poudsaad BigTallpei Lake,
grounds

for this

a B

i

affection.

Penobscot.

Game Law. — A

"My

correspondent says:
lonniiuuicalion on the subject of our game law, published
in
your paper a week ago, turns oul Io be a little precipitate.
It
was based upon information received front our representative
but since the acts of the Legislature have come out it
seems
thai the bill did not pass the Senate, through some mistake.
The law as to taking fish was correct Iv reported, but the close
season [organic birds extends from February 1 to September
1
We shall niake another effort at the next session to have the
matter arranged."
•

e-li.v

fully

i

tusobjeei to preserve game, why
ago than last fatl; her.- Hue.
docs he violate the game law? Verily, Judas betrayed bis Master lor
circulate unpaltry gain, and the same motive induces Mr. IIu.ll in
founded rumors detrimental to Ids fellow guides.
if

i

.mi proof

or allot

ilicni.

Is

required as

is

it

to'tlio

.1.

l>.

above, refer to either Mitchell SabAlba cole or Justin I.amas,
CI. II. Iiksnktt.

I'lmniy,

Yours respectfully,

Hahtfori), Conn.,

Messrs. Editohs
1 heartil.v

ti

May

39; LSJT.

indent iu San Diego Co., Cat.,
but the theme of his letter
subject which cannot be too

yow

'.,

action of a party I met in the Adi[I rtrtt og eonlvast to this was the
rondack.-! last year, who repeatedly put aside their rods ouch day when
there was a snfnciencj of fish caught for the nc.vi day's consumption,
although the trout were breaking the surface of the pond in all direcbirds of bright plumage also fare in like manner, iin.l vlsFlorida are often pained io see the wanton destruction made
banks of the beautiful Ocklawakii and St. John's rivers.
With the incoming of a taste in this country for lib- in the woods,
let us
•::• " at ton,
k- nv 1"
cither iueiilcut.ed by a love of nature oi

Came, and
..

••

I

It is

with great

regrel that

we announce

that,

necessity for rest and recuperation, we lose for a
time the services of our Associate Editor, Mr. Wm. M. Tileston,

who

hot

weather.

lie

.-

one and alt, as we tramp forth through the fori Bis of lie Aflirondacfcs
or Maine, see rliat not a ash or bird is captured but lieu, is put to good
uml let
use. Cod's creatures were made for us to enjoy, not to abuse
be our sole desire, as lOversol the gnu and rod, to elevate these sports
preservation
of
oiuy.-t
whose
is
He
Interest
he
papers
ol
ana further tfie

a vacation of a month or two during the
Mr. Tilcston's address will still be at this

will take

;

olasp hands wit

althougn a stranger and many mi
in your issue of a fortnight ago, t
often alluded to in your valuable paper. While in the Rangeley Lake
regions caiiiiiiug, in IS7-I, 1 wiluesseU the useless destruction of three
lbs. i-aeli, although
hundred and tlfty brook trout, weighing from -, t" 1
thsparly was cognizant Of a superfluity of Coodln camp at Uietime,
and i have known ol like occurrences Iu other lisliiug regions iu the

along

Peiwosvi.

owingtoa

tions.

—Florida water has always been a desirable toilet article,
the hot. weather.
and at no time in more request thau during
(Ids week,
Escalantes' Florida Water, advertised in our columns
of years, and
number
for
a
preparation
standard
a
has been
can be found at all respectable druggists.

thus avoiding any

- Wli

livoll

;

which destroyed the towns of Ig.uia.ue, Arica, Tambo de
was accompanied
Moro, Antsfagasta, Ho and Pabelion dc Pica,
by a tidal wave which, among other freaks, took the wreck of
carried inland
which
was
Watered,
steamer
the United States
of 1808, and floated it a
a couple of miles by the tidal wave
some
places is.
mile or two further up the coast. The sea in

—The

n.iiiii

lias so basely misrepresented
other well-known guides, alio
was lumsell who stocked the v
years since, and by so doing <i<

rj

of the sonsof the Original members.

me

thai the Hist part of last

Ivertlses in his

flowed with

Which they derive a

baties, Charles sabbaties,

Jlamr and

The income from the three is now
Weekly were started.
about $400,000 annually, while the. house has a capital of
$2,500,000. The finnstill bears the name of Harper Brothers,
being composed

I

i

of intelligent travelers

and tourists, and by its illustrated sketches it has done more
than any otherpublieatioii to illustrate the physical scenery and
resources of our own and other lands, and to inspire and nur-

It

i

class ol ruthless

lying before

written by an inli.
winter
Thai ataoiu
thegro Id
.Idle of January.
three fe.i ,,f -now in two sioiius, with only one
day
named perfe.-tb light, increasing iu depth by other
fcs, during which time
-a deer could go further in
•st hunter in the Slate
could get on snow shoes In an
Here then came a rain storm creating a tremendous
deer were helpless ; and that the deer spoken of
t time— that is, after February 15.
But the severe
:d region has evidently turned (he writer's
brain.
ng young hunter has transferred ids operations to
)f Painineilumcook bake, on thewesi branch,
and
nquiry, wonderful in one so young. As there isn't
le bat knows that a mink ean ctinib a tree
with as
ml as his companion was probably the distinguished
is

which states
n

i

Fletcher Harper— Pfivmcd.— In lamenting

write, a teller

the

i-i

inn of ha\ big been interested in the killing of several Jeer for the market last iiuimmi, bill have receipts In BhOW dial the* were killeil and

Sun., ClarX, 'TS.A.C.*-

I

In that vicinity,

deer, an.i

ill

(captain)

he will

does for ti
lock-up, v d be favorable for the Writing of " My Second
Deer." And.'
;>:••
de-regard of mie and pla.-e. he can .late nfr.uii
the

i

law tor Hie

bj

In jail, Mil

issue- of your paper

<

ill

a

bright iiiorn-

greater than they were
is interrupted,

his 9port

time

various well-Known
few statements and
nl Milohell Nibbalies an
.1. |l. I'lon
ihe charge-vf killing any deer since n

make

all the rest of
his faithful shot gun

lem some

1^77.

i-misi " io

snow

••

the mode]

Spartan 1. y can hereafte
of the climate that he will nc
but let him no despair. Coin
Tin-

I

Average
I'.

ItttiOH

like in

171

ffi

:;>.
\.<

130
tto'i

2-1

,\.e

•;:.

'Jo

AND STBE.
I have hOtfued an article in one ol
bearing the signature of one L. flail,

I.akk.

in

.\Ile-l

i

Blue Mountain
M> Ron AMI (lis

i'ollt-ST

Klllllli:

1S7T.

of catching a deer on

1

V

0,

your i^sue of March 29 is a communication dated
North MUtortf,
Nov.ail, which has exCtted in my breosl the
liveliest feelings of alarin
lii

;

my

1

May

Cal.,

Mn. Editor:

oflice.

Obliged to Stop Advertising. —Mr. D. Louis Bodge, of
Bald Mountain, N. Y-, writes as follows:
Balu Mountain, N.
Yokrst and Stkbam Pub. Co.

Y.,

May

S3, 1877.

:

Please discontinue my "ad." My troub'le is the letters of inquiry!
They arc pouring in from all quarters, and I could sell a score of guns
if 1 hud them.
I never knew before what muHltiidcs there are
In want
of a Title, or the excellence of your columns as an advertising
medium.
Km I Have been convinced now. Enough ! i'lease stop it ere my ream
of "commercial note "gives out replying to applications, and 'accept
the thanks of
D . Louts BoncE

H»—
TnE Forbst ami Stukam and Rod and Gun, which
•

sportsman's journal of a high character, appears this
an enlarged and very attractive fovnu—JESoening Post,

is

week

May

a
in

34.

I

;

ii

i

I

Isnoi n« pure, exhilarating
onr game ana. fish. Another thonghfi i
effect of no- nunospUere, tai lovejy cascades, the gorges, and other
btaut.iiui btts ei scenery Whtoh we sportsmen alone witness in our
meanderiagB through the streams ami forests sufllcient nHm-iUant to our
bodies wiiiioinauv other nililitiou to our Camp etmipageU We thins
T. MiUiiVVICK STEELE.
3
lt
.

|

Notice to Spobtsmen.— Having reeeh
asking us for information in regard to (

Mao*

bass, grilse

any communications
eetion bamboo trout,

and salmon rods, we ha

which we shall take pleasure m forwarding to an;
keep on hand all grades, the prices of which range from jto t,
our stamp only on the best, In order to protect our oaeti
and our reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a
rod with a
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine ai
Without letting onr customers Ijnow just, what thro are gelling.
I'. 0, Box, i,«M.— .trtii,
Abbhv & fsiuRiK, da Maiden I.a
subject,

We

We put

[.

.

:

.

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

2S8

ten shots, went to Gen. T. S. Dakin,
cations, as follows:

inc.

with 53 points and four

cisely the terrible crime which, in the eyes of the N. R. A.
direr tots, was sufficient to deprive ihe Forty-eight
team of the several prizes won by them at the last, fall
men iug. Then it was an offence, now it is an improveI

T. S, Dakln,

— To

the mmiH-h/ri: rrrtcks
till

mho go down,

to

their shoulders

Creedmoor

a. Sanrorrf,

F.

executive officer, while Captain Story, in the staMajor Korean
tistical line, was exact if not extra rapid.
Morris, Burgeon of the Seventh Regiment, was duly quartered in a hospital tent, with yellow flag overhead, waiting
For
for what luckily did uot come a call for his services.
the opening act in the two days' shooting drama, the thirty
targets on the range weie set for third-class practice, the
id shoil-raune matches opening simultaneously
In the first named there were thirteen entries,
at 200 yards.
of the "Grand Moguls" of
i;il turnout indeed
The only remarkable thing about the match,
the range.
beyond the free antl easy way in which it was fought, is the

—

good scores shown. Only two of the directors actually managed toiniss the target, ami the prize goes to Sanford over
two tieing scores only on the arrangement of shots. The
i

Lt. Col. K. 11. Sauforcl, Rem. Sport
Ben: I). D. Wjlie, Sharps Mil

8

3

4— 17

2

4

3

3
4

3
2

3—16
4—13
3—13

6
3
5
.4

4

Woodwind. Hem. Mil
N. I'. Stanton, Maynard

lion.

4
4

3
3

5

II.

S. Seheruierlinni, Jr., Item. Sport

G.

5

4
4

4
o
4

5
4
4
5
2

5

story, Item. Mil

<;.

.1.

J.

5—22
5—22
3—22
4-21
3 4—20
4 4—20
4 5-20
3 4—19
4 4—10

4

4

W. WuniaiB, Winchester

(i.

The short-range match was

for all comers, with any rifle,
ami it will be noted, with 118 entries, was not won with a
better average score than that of the winning director, who
appears here as the fourth prize man, I. L. Allen, of longraoge furne, showing himself as well a proficient at shortrange by inking first, place. Eight prizes were won, scores

standing:
LL.AUet>.B«

5
4

S

5

5

Si.il-rl,
S. sergeant, S

5

4

S

J.

4— 30

4 4 5 4-30
5 4 4 4-30

I.e. Clarke
A, lb-l/.m.i

irp- -port.

5

Le B

in.M.1

4

.

4—31
4—31
4-31

5

4

c.Siinrooni

6. II

,1.

,,

.j

.,

o

s

4

g

r,

(1

f,

II

4

6

6

4
5

6
6

5

5

fi

6

4

4

«

o

o

5

6-52

5

6—5'.

intiUle

4

4

4

4

4

6

5

6

3

of the meeting was very nearly a dupliso far as weal her matters were concerned.
The Leech-Cup match, for the championship of America
and the cup, was the only competition called, and its shootiug occupied the entire day. Thirty-five entries were

squadded over seven targets. The 800 yards firing had an
unlucky experience, aud over three hours were spent in its
Completion. Several hard showers came down, the marksmen getting the best protection possible from the canvas
sunshades erected over each firing point. The posts, however, were, not deserted, and the filing kept ou when the
targets could be distinguished through the maze of drops.
The wind during the day danced about. Irom the 11 o'clock
to 2 o'clock quarters, but during the 1,000 yards firing kept
very steady troni 9 o'clock. Candor compels the assertion
that the shooting as a whole was poor, very mediocre, indeed, excepting of course the two leading scores.
Before
the 800 yards firing had been half completed, the match had
narrowed itself down to a competition between Maj. Jewell
aud Col. Sanford. At the first distance they were lie on the
v.ry excellent run of 71 each.
At 000 Col. Sanford passed
his oppouent a couple of points, and the 1,000 yards work
was watched by all with the keenest interest. S&nford on
one of the inside targets received such coaching as Col.
Gildersleeve, who shot on the same target, was able to give
him, while the Brooklyn boy, Jewell, went it alone. It was
nip and tuck, until Sanford lost his chances in a miss.
Amid the rush of counsellors he omitted to note the change
of elevations wdiich comes with the change of light as twilight approaches, and scored a miss, while Jewell, giviug
all his attention to the work in hand, changed a point and a
half, keeping on with pnly the lapse to a centre, and coming
out wilh the magnificent score of 213 points in the possible
235, better than which has never been shown in an individual
match at Creedmoor, nor, so far us the official records show,
at any other range.
Higher scores have beeti reported from
private practice, but never iu match shooting
but a few
days before (Tuesday, May 23,) Major Jewell had virtually
accomplished the same feat, though from lodging one of his
bulls on the wrong target but 209 was scored.
The third Leech-Cup match was witnessed by a good
number of spectators. Fourteen of Ihe competitors fiudiug
their scores running low, preferred discretion to fight aud
backed out. In the case of Ralhhonc the retirement was
compulsory, he having been taken with a chill. Some of
the old experts were about with Other distinguished visitors,
among them tiie Count liallardiuo, Duke tie Vonkcrs, who
encouraged the " dear boys " with points aud hints on how
The leading scores stood
to do it.
H. S. Jewel', Kern. Creed.
800
5 5 5- 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 3 4 5—71
:

4

.5

1,0110..

E.

.tch at 200 yards opened at once upon the
learn
Thirteen teams
of the Other off hand competitions.
were in for the three prizes offered. Ten of the teams were
drawn from the National Guard of the First and Second DiG. S. K. Y., and three from the companies of U.
vision,
Volunteers and
S. Engineers stationed at Willett's Point.

The

5

1,000

6 5 5
Sanford,

5
5

6

5

5
5

6

5

5 5

5

4

5

5

6

4

5-71
6-71
4 4-65—207

5

,

5
G
4

4-03
6—70
5-59—197

4
4

5
5
a

5-69

3

5

36332555545

3 5—65
6 4—64

5

3

5

5

4

5

5

4
5

s

4

.'.
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4

5

4

5

L. Allen, Item. Creed.
5 5 5
5 5
5 5 5 5
5 5 o 5

S00

5

i'OU

5
4

1,UU0

445503
04355555455

..44355
3

5

4

8—6i
0—65—190

4 4
5 4

3

5

5

5

4

— —
ij2

800
9U0

.552546 45335
65

4 5

.

5

5

5

5

5 5
3 3

5-63
5—69
0—54—191

4

5

2

1,0.0

5
4

3

5

5

564445
343540
s«S.
5648583434
3

wm

3

4

505455445055
45654463
50U5
5536550
M.
4401563444
533450464644
55544545035
H. Madison, Rem.
5445554
2245
5420545445
434434554463

1,000..

U. Fisher, Fisher

o

V
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A
u

23

lteg-t

121

Hii;

VeH'i

Co. A,
a.

<

i

;,

122

CO..

119

.S.JS

U9

OO.J.TO1 Key't
Co. 1, 14th Keg't

II

Hill!

4
3 2
E.

800

HO

9il"

i:-9

1,000

5
5

800

4

94

cavalry match at the same distance, but with careasily won by the Washington Gray team, and
with three misses in their score, as follows:
* 3 4 4 4 4 4-2T
Fuller
u.
A.
Sergeant
5—23
2 2
it D. Wilson
3—23
3 4
Private E, Pasco
3—21
1
3
Mcllngn
J.
F.
Kergeont
5—18-112
^
Miller
p.iviae

Team

,iry

95

Separate Troop,

First. Division:, 74

This closed the "IT hand shooting, and after luncheon 20
targets were found iri place, ready for the military and car-

The

lies.

military contest, as before,

was for

learns

all the teams coming from the National
(luard, and all using Remington .50 cal. rifles. The poor
..ogive some idea of the poor character of the
The Scotch lads from Co. D, Seventy-first Regiment,
day
carried off the first money, and, with the second money in
failthe morning team match, they managed to make a very
day's work. Their scores were

of fi«:

men

each,

:

11 Co., TlBt

Priv Robertson
erlv Stevenson
MiiY Clark
imlsaV
Priv
Priv'. Pyle
.'

'

I

.

.

H Co.,

Bee**.

4— IS

4 a

1—18

»

4

S

7th Eeg't.

35 2—20

4-20 Capt. Price
3-19 Priv. Price

• I 3 i
3 4 5 5
4 2 4 4

5-5

Sergt. Holland
Priv. Waterman
Sergt. Le Boatillicr.

5 6
3 2 8 a
2 5 3 2

2 8
.

.3

3 4

4

,,,,

4-17
5-17
0-13
4-11
IT

SO
,

i'.e't

70
...it.ei.iu)... .7'.

.....69

A

55
Co., 23d Reg't
41
Co., lltli Keg't
ICo., 7h Iteg'l (jnnior team)... 33

I

was somewhat oi a novellr, but the carton count prevented what
with
inisht have been astnng of ties at, this easy mid-range
my rifle allowed. At the last meeting where tins match
wasOIl Major Jewell carried off first with 50 m the possible

The carton match drew out 54 marksmen.

5

4

It

cartpn match, however, with a possible 60 in the

!!.

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

4

..3

4

U.F. Lordi-Kemlngtcni

3

5

14

5

5

J

W

4

5

:

I

1,000

B

56

4-5S— 179

4

530545456

Wes

oil

61
54
46
23

a— 07
0—53—172
Total,

900
54

1,000
S3

56
69
eo
47
64
26
37

BO

Vb

hfl

159

5

S

'J

5

2

1,000:

a

4

3

5

it
SI
S3

144
41

3.

1"»

46

MB

IM

,1

(Remington

.50 cs
sight to have the Bbonlders or the leaf (the part whieli la
raised for long-range shooting) cat. away to within one-eighth ol 1111 iueh
from the base, so as to permit the bar to be lowered to that extent

The rear

the bars of

the

iejf

to be

correspondingly

lowered.
steps of Ihe rear sights to be altered into an Inclined plane,
so as to permit elevations to be obtained without putting anything
2.

The

under the
8.

sight.

of

be marked upon the rear sight.
shouhleis of the rear' sight was pre-

may
tlie

1

r,

5
5
3

6— 4s
S—43

5
s

6
5
4

3

5

r.

4

1— ?.7

a

5— 39— 123

4

:;—:u— '.20
'1—40

beating the weighty Hartford cham-

pion by three points.
The champion mid-range badge, 500 yards, was taken by

',',

:

..

,.ii; :|l

_...

i

.

:

H

;

4

:,,n-|.-.

1

n-.'i

...

:.

.

N. Washburn, Item. Creed
Orange Jiidd. Rem. Creed
Henry Woodward, Shurns creed

s

5

B

5

it

(
4

1

15

5

1

t

1

',

.'-

.,

:,

4

4

4

5

5

0*4

5

4
6

08455544

4

1

S

5

3—45
1

1

4—14

0—14
4-41

Bad cartridge.

*

Sluilley took the oOO-yiitds all-comers' badge for
of any weight or trigger pull of .40 cal. or under.
variable and lish-taily, and at 1,000 yards a
shower of rain fell.
Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele, of Hartford, donor of the " T.
Steele <3c Sou Silver Cup," wdiich was won by Middlclown
last year and will be contested for some time, during Ihe
present season, was made an honorary member of the association by a unanimous vole.
rifles

The wind was

Tiik Am.vtecr Kii'i.F. Team of Hoi:.\-ki.lsvm.i.k. — 'Hi Mon
day a rifle team was organized at Capt. Shunt's rifle gallery
OttBroad street. The score was very tine. The distance
flred was sixty feet, the center of the target being threeB. Fellows hit Ihe center
quarters of an" inch in diameter.
ten times in succession, aud all of the shots can be covered
with a dime. Possible 100. The following is the score
97 II A Todd
9S
Fit Loornls
1

It

9S
OS

Ilawtey

Rolenson

(17

100
97

Kodjrers
Spuipirl

J

II

II

K

A

nuruharn
llackeu

FA

::,
i'l

no
'.'9

Stuliii.:,.

—

Hidoewood, N. J. The championship badge at 200 yards
was competed for by members of the Ridge WOod Sporting
Club on Wednesday last, the scores running
4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 4—48
G.W.Jones

14

4

4

5
4

3

4

5

F.J. Walton
N. A. Calkins
C. W. Walton

5
4

5

3

4

4

4

4

3

5

JamcsGiyler

2

2

3
4

3
4

)

14

3

4

3—10

:

:)

4

1-17

i

i

i—37

of the competitions

to
llBC
CAr.iFor.MA.— In the first
marksmen to send to Creedmoor, held at San Bruno, Cal.,
score of 160
28, Sergeant EL Hook won the match by
was
in u
Corp.
Nash,
whose
157,
O.
score
over his competitor,
possible score of 200. and the number of -.hots flred by each,
>

the

May

11

•10.
r

rg,

N.

J..

June

1,

May

1877.— On

30,

fDecora-

tion Day, a few members of the Ogden
visited their long range for the third time this season lor
the purpose of decorating their target from a dirt..:.
The followingyards, Creedmoor rules, 15 shots per man.

named

rifles were used and scores
ReminKton Creedmoor. ..5 5 5 5 5 5

Ballard

"

"

made

>

...

....

"

...New

style, Btraiy

5

3

1

5

5

5

4

5

5

..Bottle-neck, shell,

down

Scales of any kind

The lowering

5
3

r,

Pitle.
4
3 S
4 4

:

lfiti

fMirrf— -V. Anderson, Henry Fulton, J. E. Holland, A. D. Hodgniaii,
AieGleiiie), 1. A. Hodgman, V. pusenoeny. Jr., John P.udiue,
Wsllaee Uunn, .1. C Kingman, F. Sbonjufrd, G. W. Vale.
N. Y. Statk Abw Imi-hovkmest.— Circular No. 5, from Ihe
Practice, S. N. \.,
Office of the General Inspector of Rifle
permits the following changes in the rifles used by infantry

The opening between

2

E

4-52

Bal.

59
6J
54

1

a

5
3

B Fellows
DCarduer

L.iMuise, Kern. Creed
U. G. Woleott, FiBlU C
0. E. Overoangn, aharpe Creed
H. F. Clark, Rem. Creed
\\ rn. Hayes, Hal
Geo. Waterman, Sharps creed

r,

4

1

910

sllll

F.

Waters, Rem. Creed
W. Davison, Pea. M

r,
:i

1

5455

s

4

4

N. Washburn, Remington

O Fellows

II.

GG2

800

B

J. B.

261

149

ua

—

J

6

35

l.o
103

192

3—62
6—60
5-49—171

800

V)

Totals

6-4S-17G

.'.'50545555065

Hi;

34

(inn

1

Wn.i.owr.r.ooK, May go. The semi-monthly shoot of the
Connecticut Rifle Association at the Willuwbrook range:- today was a successful gathering. Shooting opened at. 11 a.
ST., the principal matches being the second contest, for the
champion's loug range, Is;?, at 800, 000 and 1,000 yards.
The top scores were
Orange .Tudd, Remington Ttltle.

3

M. Farrow,

on
6J

214

4

5

ir,

i-i

S4

5

5

47

44

181

5

4

Total.

siffl)

40

Totals

5

3

4

of ihe

37
4i

37
44

5

6

summary

•sin

Lowell

I

3

.0

F. Wesson,

A

H Jackson
A P Clark
William Poland..
CCflibtmrd

4
5
2

4

a

is

H tSSAOHUSKTTS.

4

.

3K55565544443
54344524445
\V.

G.

4-56— ISO
5-65

Rem. Creed.

3

->•'

match

5
3

3

The following

15 shols at 1,000 yards.

45553

5

Total.
40
40

:,,-a

.

'The friendly match between teams of the Massachusetts
and Walpole Rifle Associations took place at the Walpole
range on May ;j0. The rules allow each member of "the
respective teams ten shots in firing at sod ami !MXi yards, and

5

5

-

!

—The dates for the spring meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle
Association have been definitely Hxed for Monday and Tuesday, June 18 and 19.
There w'ill be seven nial'li
programme, three of which will be open to allcomers. One
will be confined to members of Ihe Shite miliiia.
The tofeU
amount of the prizes will be nearly $1,000.

5—54
3-66
3—56—176

..'10

1,000..

3—65
4-59

L.

John A. Lowell, Pea. M.
,.S

1.

Total

5

4—50
5-66
4-60-1S2

Creed.

4456

..2

1,000..

was

,

5

T. S. Dakin,

101

this, loo,

I

3

5

5

1,1100

The

bines,

5

4

c. E. Elder,

800

12s
115

:.hl,.'g't

I-'':

I.S.E:
I

4

2

-

4-20
2—25
4—20-127

Bjw;t
CO. B, 83d Eeg'J
Co. G, list P.en'1

C. l.

A.

Sec.

H. A. Gildersleeve, Sharps Creed.
BOO

5—28

im co g,aaa

Go.D,*isi HeR't
Co \ nth iteit't

.mi

40

49

I

llll

Names.
Austin—Sharps

Total.

Sargent— Mavnarl

R. P.

C. Smith, as follows
C, Smith, Sharps Creed

Frank Hyde, Sharps Creed.

I,'""'-

4'

Name?
H. H. Brann— Mayiwrd
O.M. Jewell— llaj-nai'd

The iMiddletown sage

H. Washburn, Rem. Creed.

at

500 yards the best scores were:

at

1.

:

First Prize, Co. B., United States Engineers.
4 5 3
Private
4 4 3 4
Lieutenant li. A. Gritliu
* ,
Lees
Corp. .1.
i i
.1
4 a i
I'rltalle
Private O. It.
3
8 3 4
Miller
Private A. M.

Benneii

(.'.

—The Lawrence, Mass., Lille Club had a prize ahool
Merrimack Range Saturday afternoon. Out Of St pi

5

.

<

;

Ellis, Captain.

.

44435K55455

l.llljj

5—13—213

4

I

BlvUenhurgh. Item. Creed,

345545

son
900

5

5

Hem. Creed.

5

55545035555

5

C. E.
5
4 5
2

.

regulars were thus pitted; the Springfield army musket
It was a close rub, but
..iv Remington Slate arm.
score of 137,
to B !o. U. S. E., fell the first honors with a
The
or a little over 25 points per man in the possible 35.
engineers were highly elated over their success; their first
team victory at Creedmoor, where, they are frequent and
welcome visitors. The scores stood

5

11.

SIM..

-HO

4—30

5

—

Statex Island. The Rossmbre clubmen were out 011
Huguenot Heights, on Wednesday, the oOth
and enjoyed a very good day's sport, a large a
blage of ladies and gentlemen overlooking ihe sport* Sherifl
B. Brown, won the Wright Medal, making a score of 22 at
200 yards, mid a like score at 400 yards. The contestants
were: Messrs. 11. Mn-0,1. Jr., George W. Kllis, W. M.
Wright, J. R. LeRoy, W. T. Elliott. (' C. Ellis, .T. Segwine,
G. C. Dean and S. Ellis.
The rifle badge was wpn by II.
Mason, Jr., and the lieutenants' bin ire by W. T. KHi.-M.
wilh a score at 200 yards of ill. Mr. George W. Ellis won
the cup by making the best aggregate score during the day,
counting 74 out of a possible 125, The chili grounds will
be open for shooting every Saturday. The present officers
of the association are: Mr. Henry Mason, President. .1.
Rutgers LeRoy, Secrclary and Treasurer, and George W.
nit.,

first

finish

N

4

S
6
6

Fisher, M.L
The second day

.

4
5

,1

5

r,

;

JUjor H. Fulton, Moytiunl
Coi. G. D.Snmt, Kern. Mil
Gert. T. 8. Dakln, Rem. Bporl
Major J. Holland, Sharp* Mil
Oeu. A. Stisler, Sharps Mil
Col. tf. A. Gil'lerslfeve, Italian]
fin pi.

m

i_.o\veo, i ,ju,

cate of the

ness-like

Geo,

4

..6

)..-,.

II.

1

meeting on the Oreedmoo,
range, occupying Thursday and Friday last, was a success
ol
prize list, but a failure conthe
standard
by
the
gauged
sidered in the light of what, should be expected from the
National Rifle Association, with so many years of experience in its aid. Nothing venture, nothing have, is true
almost beyond a doubt in the management of rifle meetings.
Liberal prize lists make long entry lists, and the reverse
holds equally true. The first day opened with poor weather
promise. Soldiers in uniform were glad to slip into their
overcoats, and officers drew their cloaks close about their
bodies before they had strolled about the range much.
Ruin showers came and wentat irregular intervals, while the
wind from the 9 to 11 o'clock quarters blew gustily, making
altogether a wretched shooting Jay, and accounting for
the rai Iter average shooting done. Gen. Wylie made a busi-

col.

:'l

5

their rauge at

•

CisGKroTooi!,— The spring

scores stood

f<

Win

are sore:

Came, reserve your "hols ami listen awhile
To H nice bit of news Hint, will make yon smile.
Last Saturday, haw baw yon must think it strange,
For tuere were hears aDd balls at the 9.00-ynrdfi rnufrc.
Contending tor Bold, our president the donor,
In the mutches to come, " look out for a corner."
I

Rem. creed. s

.

5—74

—':

—C4
—71

the range from firing point.

Wind strong, nearly
The club has but pccetSfly poma

,

:

:

1

:

:

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
ELeUjWto's Rifle G\i,i.r:i;v, 695 Sixth Avenue.—The
Centennial Rifle Club held Iheir eighth and last competition
for the gold badge given them by Mr. Hellwig, June 4,
1877, Mr. A. K. Long being the lucky winner the third time,
making the badge his personal properly.

New

FjtoQMOOE,

There wasa

good attendance of the

Orleans, May

marksmen

long-range,

Frogmoor to-day. A new rule was adopted

',;.

regard totnark"
ing at the targets, if the shot did not count, the location was
shown, tlu'lmysihereforebad to bring thcirwils to work. The
day was not a favorable one.
Before the completion of the
800 yards seore B rain rami: np, anrtafter linishingat this range,
instead of opening at (too yards, they retired to the house to
At. this range the- wind was very
beil 1000 yards score.
fluctuating from
11 to 1, going all around
troublesome,
The following are the leading
lite dial.
Mai. Wm. Anus.
ni

in

-

i

8«l
tin

4
4

S

5
5

4
o
2

6

a

4

4— J"

5

6

9

5

-15

5

:t

;.

5

4

r,

8

i

;.

r,

•,

3

5

5

4

5

6

5

4

4

5— 5«— 19»

6

5

5

5

5

5—71

5

4

5
6

4

S

5

5— (16

5

4

5

rn

r.

John K. Renanil.
S00

3
i
3

91)11

1,0011

4

5
5

U

I

S

5

5

5

3

4

4
5

55440406534
John
434 55546S644
4

W0..,.,
1

,oi.o

a

5

BOO
900

i!

4

l.lJlXI

5—55—103

Glynn.

Col.

5
5

5
»

o— GS

4—05
4 5 4 5 S 4 5 a 4 5 5
8 S U B B 8 4 5 8 4 S 6 3—04—1ST
:t

R. S. Erricli.
4 5 6
5 5 5

4

2

2

4

5

4

5

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

5

4

3-Bfi
3— 04

!

5-51—171

3

4

a

II

3—58
0—50

4

2

5—09
5-tw
3— 37— 171

4

5554555354

3

S3

5

James Bncklny.
Kltu

S

5

A

it

000
1,000

4

3

5

U

3
3

5

3

S

3

4

'i

"

3

1,000

S
4

33

5

4

6

4
4

3

5

4

5

5
5

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

B, Daponta.
4 3 5 4 3
4
5
5 5
5

5
5

4

4
6

SOO
000

3

Manning.

454444322
il

4

5

II

.(

Dudley
3

S90
:>«>
i.n

4

4

4

'.'3355444

1,','OU

6

5

52

2

2

8

."

5

4

4

3

5

3

3
5

3

3035

5

4

3

i!

Selnli.
5 I. 4

5

55

5
5

5
5

5
3

4

2

5

58—161

5— 4T— 15S
4—58
5—69

5

—40—Wl
GcatiE.

—

The GleH Aloeb. Our Rifle Assoeiation of Ifarrisville,
Michigan, was organized on May 28, and elected officers as
follows
McGregor. President: Geo. "W. Colwell, Vice PresiJ).
dent; Dr. 1). W. Mitchell, Secretary: K. E. Roberts, Treasurer.
Our Range is called "Glen Alger," in compliment to
General R. A. Alger, of Detroit, who gave us the right of
They expect to have their
using his land along the coast.
short-range, and running deer targets" erected by the middle
"
of July.
D. McG.
Milwaukee, May 05.— The club were out
at '00 yards, making scores as follows

day

I

i

and shoot much closer than the modern
blunderbusses.
01 course pot-hunters and market-hunters
would prefer the large bore shot-gun, whereas a sportsman
who is truly a gentleman would rather kill one duck dead at
forty yards, than half a dozen at 85 yards out of a flock.
The statement 1 wish lo make is, that a 10-borc, properly
loaded and held Straight, will kill a duck as far and as well
as a 10-borc, and my experience as a hunter has pi
me over and over again. Borne of yout readers may doubt
lies perhaps, but in the fall of 'i'.O I hunted prairie chicki
autl ducks in Edgar county, 111., with n little 10-bore, and I
could not have been more successful, and your Western
sportsmen know what November prairie chickens are. Of
course many statements in this article may seem
many American sportsmen, for as a general thing they are not
as well posted as they ought to be on gnus and game oul8ide
of heir immediate seel ions.
But. there is nothing in this
article except what I've learned from years of exp
field sports.
It's true I prefer, and am more accustomed of
scatter

much

!

years lo that noblest of all sports, big game hunting with
the rifle: but yet I'm also an ardent lover of the dog and
shot-gun.
late

Now,

few words lo "Recapper," whose admirable artidone much to render interesting our papers. I
with "Kecapper's" opinion of snap-action

a

hav

s

I also agree
as a rule, they are an abomination.
with nil
hat the only 'breech-loading shot-guns that will
last like Ihc old muzzle-loader are guns with r
But I must find fault with " Bee ippec." In an article which
at.

I

appeared a short time ago, though advocating small-bore
guns, he makes a sort of compromise by saying that if he iuteinli d using a gun oh such game as woodcock, swipe, etc., he
would get "a 14-hore, but for general shooting a 1&-borej
thereby implying that for ducks, etc., 15 is too small, which
is a mistake." A IG properly loaded will kill the biggest wild
goose that ever was shot, and as far, too, as one was ever
killed by the 10 or 8-borcs of the gunners of the New EngIt is a common mistake to Ihink
land or New Jersey oast.
that because a large bore carries twice, as much powder it
lu shot-guns the rangewill kill twice as far as a small bore,
Again,
is by no means proportional to the charge of powder.
1 think "Recapper" is in error about the weight, of shot[ agree with Bogardus that a man win
8-Ib.
fell,

§

i

iu

at the

bad better stay at home. The recoi
" Recapper" sneers
vv gun than in a light one.
'all work, but some of the best shots I ever knew
•'

in.. S to S:j lbs. weight, loaded with 3 drs.
and Ijozs. shot, is the gun tor all shooting,
wild goosi or partridge (I mean the paciSouthern sportsmen, Orti/.r rirginiuiius, not the
the North) to a wild turkey.
Bonnie Bi.ce Flao.
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5
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2

2
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Jolluslon
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Huunler
Yale

3
II

fielding

>

WellCS

2

Drake

3

3
3
5
4
3

5
3
3

3

-I

2
5

4

3
5

15

2
5
4

5
3
3

4
4

2

4

5

4

5

5

4

5

4
3

8

5

4

2

5

4

3

5

s

4

4

4

5

5

II

5
4

2

8

3

4

5

3
2

2

3

4

4

5

4

4

2

5
4
4

5

5
3

3

3
5

5—114

4
6

5—01

5

3—SO

3

2
3
4

3
6

3
3
3
8

4
3
S
4

3

5—00
4—50
5-01

4

5—IS
R—

It

3-SS

S

It is understood that the club and the Chieagoaus are soon
The Milwaukee range is one
to test their skill at the range.
of the most dlficult and treacherous in the United States.
They shoot across a valley from one bill to another, and the

valley sweeps down to Lake Michigan and is the sporting
ground of every wicked breeze that old Michigan stirs up.
In all matches at the club's own ranges, the Milwaukee's
have rather a hard row' to hoe.

80

cr

practicing to-

.

Turner

less

rdially

5—00
4—51

3335350524

.5

power of a

i

4-3*45583054

4

E. T.

an advocate of large shot.
The effectiveness or
projectile is in rlirecl proportion to its. direfer to spherical projectiles), all statements in modern American sporting books to the contrary notwithstanding.
For the same reason that 1 believe in large bori
cal bullet for the bunting rifle, I believe in large shot for the
shot-gun, which can be better used in the small bores, as they
I
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to a

LiXoOlk's GallKBY, Boston.— The match fcr the Smith

Wesson new model

each marksman being
The following is the record

feet,

II.

Rem

K small, Bern

B. H. Spofford,

Wesson

Kem

3S

S. E.

King.

31

LH,

Cttiv&tli".

MO

J.F. Fitmore. Wesson
II. ii. Uixoy, Wesson

J.
J.

fr>

38
S3
S4
84

Kern

Rem

A. Brown,

A. Nickersoii, We-son
E. BesKCTT.

35

Clyde, June 2, tsTT.— The following scores were made at
a sweepstakes shoot of the Wayne County Sportsmen's
Club, at Clyde, N. Y., on the 2d inst., at smooth glass balls,
Bogardus' traps. 18 yards rise, 10 birds each .st'-'O to first,
SI 3 to second, *? to third.
9 C 8 "Van Ostraml
8
F \V Dunham
9
10 J M BniRhdurf
LA Bavinn
tti'in
gnu-hook'
II K fiiantsnn
;

The Remington Rifle.— The

following

lias

been received by the

Jlessrs. ltemington

Cbeeiimoot!,

Hon. X P. Stanton, Presi-hnt
At a meeting held this r. m.
L:\rliiiiiu-i'

lotle

As -ocitinou,

New

York.

May

20, 1S77.

Xation.il ftirf,' .1 swMativn :
by an- members ul ihe New

-,i

York si„ek
the undersigned were appointed a com-

mit tee to es press, Hip .nan vou to the National KtuV Assoeiation. their
appreciation of the wuii'-i-.-s exteieted to them on mis their first visit
co-.lueet.ors, lien. Shaler, Col. Alat (ree.iiiioor, thaukm- von and
futd >:apt. Siorv ami Mr". Geo. crouch, for the kindness and attention
received at their hands. Also our sincere thanks are tendered to
Messrs. E. liemingion k Rons for the gratuitous and liberal pi
of rifles and ammunition luiui-hcd the i-ompet.itors.
Committee— J. M. Ainory, A. A. Drake, I. \Y. Hughes.- Adv.

wf

(fyumc iQiiq

and §un,

IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.
ADVANCED VIEWS ON GUN CALIBRE—
SMALL-BORES vs. LARGE BORES.

JUNE

Silas

Oeleass. La., May 3, 1877.
exists, even among good
shots and ardent sportsmen, about their favorite weapon. It
has been the fashion of late years, especially in the States
north of Mason and Dixon's Line, for sportsmen to use shotguns of large sizes, 12 and 10-gauge and even larger and
amongst the most common errors about shot-guns prcvalen
amongst northern sportsmen, is the idea that a 10-gauge sholfarther than a 14 or 10-gauge.
3gun will kill a wild duck
Whenever I hear an assertion like the above 1 am satisfied
It has been my
at once of the ignorance of the speaker.
fortune to have traveled a good deal over this globe, and to
have hunted in many different countries, and 1 have noticed
is

surprising

what ignorance

.found.
2. In France, Spain, and generally outside of the Englishspeaking nations, nine-tenths of the game killed with shotguns is killed by guns less than 14-gauge, In Brazil, for inStance, I found that most of the guns used for shooting wild
fowl ducks and geese ) were less than IS, some being as" small
is considered large, and French sportsIn France.
as 30.
men have often told me they considered the large sizi
only for bad shots, who had to have a gun that scattered to hit.
3".
Sixty years ago us much game was killed as now, yet it
was mostly done with lt\ -0 and less sizes. The Latin races,
" ul bore shot-guns will;
[md al
i

H

T

Dayton and Damewood divided first money.
Ties on nine for second monev— 2\ vanls,':, balls.
Uonipson

1

1

1

1

l

l

l

i

Second

1—5
1—3

Dunham,

•I

i'

to

above

s s

newet

litis

t

,\l

II

money

;

Van

LA

10
1

Mo.Nillly
'.inks

9

Dr F Derrick

8
*
IS

T.i'lltly

la

at 10 balls.

Leech

10

5

CittMAN-Towx, Pa., June 2.— Summary of trial shoot at
The gentlemen pi
glass balls, using Bogardus' trap.
were highly pleased with the working of the trap, while the
swift Bight of the balls puzzled not a little the gentlemen
shooters"
The introduction of glass-ball shooting is destined to revive much the lagging interest in trap sport in
Fifteen single rises each at 18 yards, with the
this section.
following score
Hoop
5
Prossel
11
Emory
11 Karsner
i

fi

—"We were favored this week with a

call from Mr. Schaefcr
sou of the celebrated gunsmith, of Boston, whocarne over
Old Colony Line with bis mother and sister en route lor
Europe.

,Tr.,

the

Beats Bogabbtjs.— On Sunday, May 20,
champion shot, in the presence
more than a thousand astonished and enthusiastic wiim
more than carried "ui the following programme:

Bogakoi

s

Cincinnati, Ohio, the great

nt

of

—

to break fifty balls in live
First Match, at 11 o'clock a., m.
consecutive minutes. Balls to be sprung from Bogaidus'
Talent Spring Trap, one ball to be sprung at a time, and
broken in the air to count to use one gun and load it himself.
Second Match, at L3 o'clock, Noon.— To break fori]
balls out of fifty, eighteen yards rise, one ball to be sprang at
a time.
Third Match, at 4 o'clock p. iff. Twenty-five double balls,
OT will shoot a match with any man, and give him twenty the
I

;

11

—

broken balls in filly-.
Fourth Match, at 5 o'clock

m.—One hundred

p.

glass balls

Conditions same as in

in ten consecutive minutes.

first

match.

TEWKS3SJO&— GiarkswUe, May 31.— While
raising tb< ir
Is for qui fall shoot'mg, we

the birdsan busy
arc amusing ourselves and cultivating our skill with Bogardus' Glass Ball
Trap, which affords really fine practice tit a small espi n
The balls lly much more like quail than do the pigeons from a
'1
trap, and, consequently, are harder to bit than pigeons.
hcy
givc a target, about the size of a quail's body, and if sprung at
IS yards will reach 30 to 40 yards before shot at.
The scores
published in the papers show that the work of breaking tin in
is by no means easy.
Poor wing shots should begin by standmg 'id J aids from the trap.
At our last meeting the best scores were as follims: Two
r
tied on 7 out of 10, three on ) in 10, and the dozen others
sprinkled all along down to 0.
After shooting off ties, Ave
allow the foot hoys to practice on five or ten halls fas tlny
cau't hurt, them much), so as to stand some chance of turning
somebody down next lime.
Edisto.
•

i

DITTMAR POWDER.
Please direct all letters for the above powder to Se
Capt. Bogardus ami Ira Paine, are using my powder. Uaiji.

—Adv.

I

DrrauM

According to Shakespeare: "To be honest, as this world goes, is to
be one roan picked out of ten thousand." Eare as honesty is, you may
believe in the claims made in behalf of B. T. Babbitt's Toilet Soap,
that it is the absolutely highest possibility in toilet soap. Made of the
purest and best elements, and exceedingly agreeable to the sense, it
flits all requirements, not only for babies, bnt for those that
beget

them— -til

tt.

fjffttfmg.

WATER FOR THE WEEK.
\cw York.

Boston.

Mi

Dayton

10
4
s

9

Damewood and Compson

June..

Jane

7..

s..

.tune..

divided

money/

first

r

"\V

;

urts

..

June., in

..

•inn".,

..

ii

June.. 12,.
Jlllll'..

;

first

j

five

double

rises,

11

11

11—9

U MIIelmer....ll 10 01
money, Dayton second money.

00

On—

II 11 til 10
00 10 10 ll

10—7
10—5

Van Ostium! .... 10

'

,1

Sec.

as.

Wayne

M.

1).

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB REGATTA.

Helmer, third money.
Third sweep So to first, S3 to second

(

rer.Y,

11

Sec,

Co. Sportsmen's Club.

Poet RntiMOND, June 1, 1877.— send you the scons of
some sweepstakes shooting we bad In our town on the
I.

Decoration Day, at, glass balls. Although they arc
better to practice at than the Gyro, still I am Apposed to
them, as I consider tha broken glass dangerous to both
ca lie and dogs. I should never allow a dog of mine lo run
in a field where they bad been shot at, and moreover 1 think
a person makes himself liable for tiny damage that may
30th

it!

Ties on 19

Nelson

15
11

Suiton

J It Vtiiilips

1«
15

I!

14

to third.

took second money.

Damewood
Van Ostiand

WJ

QiuhihiQ and

HK Oomr.'«in
E.nj CUilehpole
OM Heliuur

H

Jake Wurta

champion gluss

Oslrand, third

$p to second, *3

litsl,

•t

S

i

:

JM Hurglidurf
F W Dunham
M sweeter

18 yards.
L A Dayton

lit

18
1?
is
IT

llobniiRh

111G11
s!)

;

as

—A

Lon Silnson
M E Camp
John U uiigit
John Holmes

lt>

W

D Deinv

and our.
C'ompson

1

2.

110—2

Buighduif

of Albion, second"

money.
Second sweep
Conditions same
Sila« Damewood

rule
,1 F Nelson
V Leech

yard?, miss

tie, 21

Dunham.....

;

that the use of the larger bore shot-guns was confined generNorth
ally to the English -speaking people of British and
America. I would like to call the attention of the advocates
of large bore shot-guns to the following facts
1. The United States is not the only portion of the world
where game is shot, and where first-class sportsmen are lo be

Jake Wurt.s

to

Dunham

New

It

DamewoorJ

June

Greenville-,

;

;

e. P. Smith,

&

May 31,

revolver, belli at this gallery on

with 9 entries, distance 150
allowed 9 shots possible 40.

T'kn.svyi.ya.ma,

shoot was had on Thursday among the members of the
Sportsmen's Club. The prize w as the club's gold badge.
Below is the score, each contestant 20 balls, 18 yardsrise to
ball

till:.,

occur.

The yachting season was well opened by the Atlantic Yacht
Club on Decoration Day, which time it has for many years
celebrated by its first review and informal regatta of the fleet.
At a meeting of the yacht owners the yachts were placed at the
disposal of the club for the day, antl invitations issued to all
the members; besides them, there were a few guests, probably invited to speud the day on the water.
Orders having been issued by Comnodore Thayer, the billowing boats, nt 10 a. m„ \verc at anchor off the Club HotlBe
at the foot of Court street, brooklyn :
ii. (.ommodore Thayer;
Peerless, J. Roger Ma.\iveT; Mettt, Mr.
I

oops.— Orion, yioe-Cominodore Cooper; Kaiser Wilhelm, Rear
Field; liophm. J. v
Warr.n E
Nimbus, L. B Btgi
ema, Mr i'lsk,-- \'ljra. ( J [TV
.bom-m II,-,,.- y
,„
\ r „'„,;,
m -,,, \,
Opea Boats—Nomad, Mr. B «in»: Wind, Mr.'p.et"; L»'DwmS See
Morgan; Louise, Tretis. Know -'- Barbara rietctlie, ir lihouea'

Commod

iirei'iileal

......

i-.:

'.

.,

i

,

rich; Lizzie L. Or.

,

-.-,,

,

1

Match
Rathyen
conroy

at r, balls each for price or
1 1 1 1 1—5 Pjlmer
1—3 Johnson
1 1
1

Johnson
1 1 1—3
Same as last match.
1

1

1—1

Contoy

0001 0—

Ttathyen

1 1 1 1

Same
Palmer
I'ourov

1

1—2
1—4

11

1

(I

1

1

1

1

t

1

1

1

1—3
1—0

1

1

1

l

1

.'•aimer

Johnson

1

1

as previous.

1-5

111-4
1 0—

-J

Rath
Dlsoawaj
Uale

1 I 1—1
Johnson
Several outside malclies took plac
sport wtis occasioned.

I

!"

1

1

1-3
0—3
0-3

1

1

',

As it drew near the hour to start, which had been set for 10
upward of one hundred and fifty members and guests
were speedily conveyed to the different yachts y the yachts
in readiness.
Sails were hoist ed, cables were shortened and
all stood by for the orders to "go."
The ynchi Mvslic, or lite
Brooklyn Club, and the sloop Peerless had uccepicd lie invia. m.,

!

0—

1

1—3
1—2

1

1

at 5 balls each, $2 entrance.
11
I
2 Palmer

Couroj
Ttathyen

I

;

o«

Match
Ttathyen

same.

and quite a
Meet v
1

little
i
1

1

tation to sail with the club for the day.
The orders issued were that the open boats should start at
first gun, and after turning buoy No. 13 on the west bank
should go into Graveseud Bay, ami anchor off Bath lima
First in to take the time of all boats, and report to CoruUludore.

the

That the

rest of

the

fleet,

upon

signal of gnu. BihCuW

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

290

for S.
.•ifter

W. spit buoy, and then return to Gravesend Bay, and
time taken by timer all yachts upon same signal should

still keep to the practice of shifting ballast, consequently many
took advantage of the weather, and thus derived a decided advantage during the race over those who disprove of such business.
The first class comprised all yachts measuring 25 feel
water line and over, with separate prizes for centre-boards and

home.
No prizes were offered, but the rivalry always felt by yachtmen waa sufficient to make a contest, and the fact that the
opea boats had just had a race for the champion penDant, under Kiiver.se circumstances as to weather, excited more than
sail for

usual interest in that contest,

if,

Nomad, Louise, Lapwing and Barbara F.
Ten minutes afterwards all" were off. The Orion

the

got a good
off. and passim: the -\lyra, soon took the lead, which she
kepi.
The Genia, Hope, Lizzie L., Mab and Nimbus closely
following.
The Meta lead the schooners, followed by the Triton.Peerless,
These last four were a long time reachSadie and Dolphin.
inn Bay Ridge, and the Peerless getting her centre board in
some considerable time, but by noon the breeze
hoped for had arrived, and all the boats flew over the water in
The Triton, having passed the Dolphin, Sadie
fine si vie.
and Peerless, went for the Meta, which by this time had
Off the West Bank, the
lead of about fifteen minutes.
a
were met, having rounded their buoy, and were
The yacht Wind
making easy speed for Gravesend Bay.
'VMS well ahead of the Nomad, which was about the same distance ahead of the Louise, which was very much further
from the Lapwing. The Barbara was somewnere astern. The
Wind winning the race, leading the Nomad some two minutes, and the Louise about four minutes, not counting time
The yachts now
'a hich was in favor of the winner.
were skimmlnc over the water in beautiful style to the S. W.
spit, which was turned (by all but the Myra) as follows

send

i

:

Time,

Name.

™

Peerless

Hope
'.'.

'.

.

i

£S

|

3:fl6:50

,

S:ll

r

Sadie

?:fin:50

Triton

Time

Same.

i

.fcSO

DO

M

class for schooners, but

prizes

t

Nn'-iiMiK

I

..8:12:10
'2.-13:30

n

v»*

-:::::::: 1

Oololiin
Mat.....

::J-

I

Squaring away before the wind for Coney Island point anil
Graves laid Bay all kites were set and the sight of fifteen
yachts in a line pressing on each other was a beautiful one.
The
The Triton passed all but the Orion, Meta and Genia.
Myra, which turned back, having anchored under Coney Island
do k. the Orion, Etna and Genia came there to anchor also.
But the flagship Triton, Beeing that the open boats had followed their orders ;md were in Gravesend Bay, off the Bath
Hotel, continued her course to that place, when all the fleet
soon followed iu about the same order that they passed the

The temporary separation of the fleet was a mistake that
could have been'avoideil by more explicit orders.
Tim better way in such matters, it printed orders cannot,
is often the case, be provided, is for the Flag-officer to
write his orders on a single sheet, and by a messenger, send it
*n each yacht to be read or signed by the person in charge.
Then no excuse of misunderstanding orders can be made, for
file Commodore will have at hand the evidence that ithad been

us

read.

However, the mistake was of little consequence, and after
an hour spent at dinner the fleet started, upon signal, for
The Meta, Triton and Peerless on that
homeal H o'clock.
order, got off, and for a mile the bowsprit of one lapped the
stern of the other till when they arrived -off Fort Lafayette,
he Peerless had fallen a little astern, but the Triton and Meta
squall of wind and rain coming up
each held its own.
drove the small boats to anchor, and caused all to reduce sail.
The Meta dropped her foresail, and the Triton, which carried
t

for yachts under 25 feet, with

There was a separate
none answered to the gun the

draws

We

as

follows:

Bast the finish.

The time

Pluck Mid Luck, 4:30:10

:

1:5s v.

-t

6

HI

1

9

31

Trituu,
Erin,
Gael.

keel,

Emily.

"

•'

n

J

Capt. foster

4

16

30

C'upt. Jlefnriiiiii'k

-t

15

I'D

Cap*. MeSIsnus

1

Sfl

51

"

I

8:14 r.

: -

Ptiniiiey.'

4

-II

•

MeKee

-i

u

V

"
"

•-

Nicholson

4

47

33
00

"

1'oinl

(';ii.!.

•'

••

"

••

Niagara, centre-board, "
"
"
Eugenia,

I

W. S.»lekers<m....4
Chambers
4
Dean
-i

West

keel,

Clitle,

'•

Webster

i

43
43
50
50
49

I

o

no

Hr

.

,

-1

I
,

id

hereby offer
BO

feel in

Brooklyn Yacht Club

on

1

Cricket,

regatta "ol

was greeted with applause. The Regatta Committee deemed
it inadvisable lo hold a regatta June 7 for the large yachts, as

open vachls. betwe
day of June,

them would not be ready. On motion, the race waa
accepted for June 7, lor second and third class boats. Commodore Cheeney notified the committee that he would present
The House Comthe prizes to be sailed for on that day.
mittee notified the club that he first picnic would be held
June 23, and asked for an approat Dowries' Landing,
priation of §125, which was granted, lo defray expenses.
The meeting adjourned
Several new members were elected.

many

pi

'

At

ol

irii

.'

IS

1

2«

1

29

1

34

1

1

So

1

So
40

:j<s

I

1

The yachts crossed

l

the line as follows

1

3

Class 2...
Stella, Class 2

3
...3

Colombia, Class 1

Handsome

'

prizes

ttnd the

iss'.

I

istest

us.

1

..

,

:

Lillie,

coqnetrc. Class 1
Kioiistou Goddard, Class

r. it.

31
35'

3
3
3

1

M

40
41

y,

62

c,

54

were presented to the 1st and 2d boats of
Geo. W. Basson Challenge Cup to the yacht
time over the course the Minerva winning
:

3(1

i

anm

Regatta on Saturthe Schuylkill, the cob. re being from Laurel
1 [ill to Rockland,
1 mile:
The doubl scull race between
Venture— H. Hutchinson and II. M. Kvi as: Village Vaggle—
C. T. Godshall and II. ,V. Peacock, wa;
by the Venture
in T: is.
The Bingte sculls had the Vision, W. B." Wood Vox,
A. L. Beck; V. W. II. Conrow. This procession was won
by Com-ow in the slow lime of 10:38. The double scull gig
race iei ween the Vamos T. H. Dougherty, <;. s. James ana
W. J. Kerr fox and the Vim— K. M. Scott. Harry Kue and
Thos.
nds- hi Cox
was won by the former in 8 minutes.
lie- closing one of Mr- regatta, and the moSI prominent
out- was the four-oared shells.
The entries wen
Victim
Corson. F. B. Evans
II. Hutchinson, bow: W. T.
M
Viper—.!. IS. Mengus, bow: J. B.
Evans, stroke.
The Victim finished by
T. Godshall, II, W. Peacock, stroke.
about two lengths in 7 minutes.
Viper's time 7 minutes, 4
Si clls.
second

Vespc

Club held

tl

their

til

;

—

i

i,

i

1

i

1

!.

—

.-

:

1

1

1

.

— The salmon fishermen on

the Cohmibia River, Oregon, in
the height of the fishing season, demanded fifty cents for every
.salmon taken, and the owners of the canneries wen
Iversix hundred boats, it issaid.
to accede lo their demand.
are now employed in taking salmon along the Oregon front of
the river.
(

Forest abb Stream. A meeting of stockholders of the
Forest and Stream Pdblibring Company will be held on the
14lh day of June, 1877, at 2 o'clock p.m., at the office of the

Company,

at

No. 103 Fulton
the

sum

street, in the

of $25,000 to the

New

City of

sum

York,

of $50,000.

Chas. Hallock,

Dated New York,

May

rn- j
HAKKIS,f T,UStCeS

\V«. C.
1877.

2,

I

-

&

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

and Im

always a large

have

stock of silver

shooting, yachting, racing

articles for prizes for

and other

sports,

and on request they prepare

special

designs

similar

for

purposes.

Timing Watches are guaranteed

for

Their

accuracy,

and are now very generally used for sporting
and

scientific

TIFFANY &

requirements.

are

1\\ti-:k,

agents

the

also

Piiii.iitk

&

in

America

Go.j of

for

CO.

Geneva,

Messrs.

of whose

celebrated watches they have a full line.

Their

Boston, May 30. 1877.
was held under the aus-

Bedford,

Mass.

— the

sensation of

fair,

'

feel

Diamonds and other Precious

Stones,

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery
is

the past

length,

the largest in

the

world, and the public are

week

something on the mode] ol
iu
common whale-boats, but ten fee) shorter, He, at last report,
had arrived at Chatham, Cape Cod, and is staying then- tor a
few days to arrange his cargo for his final departure.

twenty

stock of

Kudge.

li

New

has been the departure ofThos. Crapo and his wife on their
foolish attempt to- Bail across the Atlantic in a amah boat of

the season

Yacht Club. May 30. The day was
and the hopes of many were dashed, as
the hour of starting drew near, at the lack of wind. This club

1

1

Nina, (lass 1
White Wing-, Class 1

Minerva, Cla-s

sec.

I

pices of the South Boston

very calm and

it

,

If more than two boats start the second boat
per boat.
All entries to be made and money de
her entrance money.
po ited with John' M. Sawyer, No. 85 South street, by noon
ft is my opinion that my yacht, the
el Saturday, June 9.
William T. Bee, can, under favorable conditions, outsail today any boat of her size in the world. It is not my habit
to race my boat for money, and I am, therefore, averse to
accepting challenges for large sums. The sum here named
will suffice to pav the crew, leaving a balance for the purc iase or a small cup or other memento of the race.
Cha-s. A. Cheevei:,
Room 32 Tribune Building.

The second

1

sodilanl.

enqueue. Class
1'banmm, Class

porters,

Boston Yacht Vluh.— The meeting of the Host on Yacht
Club was held in their club-house, City Point, May 30, Commodore Arthur Cheeney in the chair. Treasurer Aim. loss,
Esq. announced the payment of $500 on mortgage, which

elflh

:i

Will. Tell.l-l.'^sl

Columbia, class

Tiffany

away, was won by half a length in 6m, 30s, by the
Neptune crew, composed of C. A. Prince, stroke: P. Seabury,
A. B. Ellis, J. E. K. Hills, bow;, and D. Smith, coxswain.

Yop.k, June 4, 1877.

cot

n

1

52

2.— The Union Boat Club races came off hero
The single scull race for the championship,
two miles with a turn, was won by J. H. Houghton iu Kim.
The four-oared shell race, .with coxswains, one mile
17s.

:

to sail a

length,

m.
»9

1

this afternoon.

is fair.

EmroR Forest aud Stream

:

t

h.

38

Bod'in, June

of ar-

the following challenge from Mr. Cheevany considerable number of competitors,
lie "good for sport and a very lively race,

New

i

Above Smith's
The boats

together.

51

I

wind

Minerva and So

;

Pluck and Luck wins the club pennant for being the
in, and also the prize in the second class.

|

the

all

S
to

Taking the lightness of the wind into consideration, the
race was a success everything passed off pleasantly, and the
occasion wound up with a dance at the club house. As this
is the inauguration of Union Regattas this season, we hope
that many pleasant occasions will greet brother yachtsmen.

A Cnii.i.RXOE.—If
if

with the others

Minerva., Class 1
Utile, Class 2.
Stella, Class 2

J

Leila, centre-board,
Git
Ivy broke her topmast.

yacht

ipted by
jiet will

first off.

at 10:30, the

Island the Kingston. GoddardandCoquettefouled.
rounded Chester Buoy in the following order

Company from

straight
fiie

being

was made

start

to consider the proposition to increase the capital stock of the

>r.

keel,

centre-l,r,iir«l.

Snubeam,
.Unknown,

4;

first

-

I

The

—

M.

Com. Babb

"

Rebie.
Posy,
Nattie
Imp,

:

fleet

stahteh

-i.ass

second class Started

Wii-liamsbhrgh Yacht Cllb.— The 7th annual regatta was
Took sevfive classes; thirteen entries.
sailed on Tuesday
bring the

i

Magic, centre-board, Capt Neal
Lillie,

m

i

KluiMon

nasT

4, 1877.

Minerva. Nina. Phantom. William Tell, and White Win-.
Second
oi -adits between 20 and 30 feel water
line— Gypsy, Sam i
laltl
Third Class.—Open boats between 20 and 30 feet— Ella.

feet aft.

The gun that started the first class was to be the signal for
the second to get into position, and we got nuder way.
The
wind kept growing lighter and lighter, until we hardly had
steerageway on, but after some time had elapsed we managed
to get into line.
had hardly got her head payed off and
the spring taught when the word was passed that all were
ready. The gua was fired, and we felt a little provoked at
the hurry, and almost determined to give up and go
back to* the moorings:
but we
felt
strong-heart cti,
and kept on.
When the balloon jib sheet had been
properly trimmed, we overhauled the rest of the fleet
ahead, 'composed of the cat Eugenia, sloops Imp anil
Nattie, cat Hippie, and sloops Ivy, Kebie, Posy, Unknown,
Glide and Sunbeam, and cat Niagara in the rear." The course
was to lee-ward round Cow Pasture btioy, Dorchester Bay,
leaviug it on port ; wdien we got there all in a bunch, we ran
into a calm.
The fire t boat to get the wind again was thei U
Eugenia, and she seemed to lly away from the buoy after she
got round; she was followed by the Nattie, Kebie, Imp, etc.
Every one. was carrying their balloons flat aft, and skipping
along pretty fast.
Tiie 1st class had now got round No. 7 so'-east of fort Independence, and were close hauled for Sculpin Ledge; no material change was noticed in the position of yacht's, with the
exception of the Triton being a little nearer the Lillie.
Again the wind fagged out on the second class, ami left some
of the boats still; others were getting the cats'-paws and slipping along towards No. 7. The Eugenia still kept the lead,
anufgot round the buoy followed closely by the Kebie, Posy
and Imp. From this time until the finish, there was very little
difference in positions.
The Magic won the first prize in her class, and the Triton
second, beating the Lillie on allowance.
The Oael took first
prize for keels in the same class, only one prize being given as
there were but two competitors.
The Posy won the first prize in the second class, on allowance from the Kebie, and the Kebie got second. The Imp
took first prize for keels iu the second class, and the Unknown
got second prize, from the Sunbeam on allowance. Appended
is a summary

The Atlantic Yacht Club has never gone into a season
better conditiou as to number and size of yachts, character of
It has no debt, has
its members, and financial condition.
property, without an encumberance, of about $3,000, besides
over si, 000 in Treasury.

eral tac ks to

(5

Philadelphia, June

od annual spring regatta of the Quaker-City loot:
place on the Delaware to-day. Starting from moorings opposite Shackaniaxon street wharf, sailing around Chester
buoy and return, the course being eastward of all islands
except Windmill Island, where the course was optional.
The
turn was from west to east.
The entries were
First Class.— Cabin vachts between 30 and 38 feet water
line measurement— Columbia, Coquette, Kingston, Goddard,
:

City
Point.
The shops Magic, Li! ie, Triton, Ei'in,
and Emily, immediately got inlo line. The wind
was about S. BE., and very light. At 1:58 the gun was fired
to start: anchor-lines were cast nfj and springs hauled aft, to
give the proper point for the buoy. The Magic was the
Bret to show out clear of the crowd, with her balloon jib drawing finely. The weather just suited her, with her large spread
of canvas and light draft.
The Lillie was second, and
looked a thing of life. She was closely followed by the Triton and Gael: the little Emily was bringing up the rear.
Her play was in a strong breeze, as she is a keel boat and

Three of
In all respects the day was delightfully pa-sed.
the yachts had some ladies on board, and it would be pleasant
Decoration Day hereafter, would invite, with
if the club, on
The subject was
its members, the laches of their families.
much discussed, and as the Atlantic Club has always, on its
cruise, had the wives and daughters of some of its members,
year will see this suggestion carried
it may be that another
out.

as

were withdrawn.

Gael,

her three lower sails, passed her and arrived home first, at
about half-past five, followed by the rest of the fleet. The
Mantle, Mr. Huntley's yacht, which he had expected
would be there the day before, arrived during the day.

was

was

At 1:45 v. M. the preparatory gun was fired from the
schooner Welcome, which was anchored off the club-house.

A

rival

class

prizes for keels and centre-boards.

Just before eleven o'clock, with a very light wind blowing,
lie signal the open boats flitted by, and before reachingBay
ck the Wind lead, followed at different distances by

at

The second

keels.

as it proved, the breeze should

be favorable.
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invited to visit

their establishment without feel-
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ing the slightest obligation to purchase.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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with the herring— the shad
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conslructed as to take care Of
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If

you are going
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^"Spratt'rS Patent \
Meat,Fibr£ae Dog Cakes?

to raise shad, plant

them

in roes.

yeat locusts arc swarming in
portions of New Jersey, and on the Port Stanley railroad in Ontario, Canada, the caterpil-

numerous asto

so

—The

Russians have

pondent "Guyou''

lias in Mississippi.
Spring
shooting for turkeys may be all right, but
when one goes after the breed they raise
around the Golden Hum, hedon't bare to
yelp much.
\y. H.
<

We

have received from the Smithsonian Institn"Part Third of the Report of tlie imitt
Fish and Fisheries for toe years 1879.
The (tat pan of the report comnriBCs
an inquiry into the decrease of the food-ashes, givg

|

,

resuttt o1 the Investigations at Portland, Me.,

-i"

in 1813,

and

at

Noank, Conn.,

m

The second

is;-!.

The

food-fishes,

euixiiie

A Uane to fleas—A Boon to ])«<js.
This Powder is guaranteed to kill ileas on dogs or
any other animals, tn monej returned. It is put.np
In patent *ox
slid a
pepper box top, which
souple and efficacious.
Price 50 ceniM by mail, Postpaid
.-,

I

-

II

Pur up in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

W. HOLBERTON.
102

NASSAU STREET.

Stud

perfume ami adjunct

to

the tiath.

Irish

'.

-

i

0. Z. All

LEY

and looks to the

m

foot.

No.

je" 11

"THE

1

S 10,

for shipment.

SQUIRES,

COUTLANUT

ST., N. Y.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BIRDS AND BIRDS' EGGS.

is

This magazine, the favorite ..f ainntiur mnltholoIsuow m iis thiol volume. It is up. etc with
all that la new or recent iu Ornithology and Oology,
and publishes important paper; on the rarer of our
birds and eggs, ft is just the periodical lor those

SAGEVILLE, HAMILTON

WIL.LARD
St.,

&.

CO.,

Address,

E. S.

.

If. T. ANTHONY
& CO.,
N. Y., opposite .Metropolitan.

F. IIOTCIJKISS, at. Short, lleach,
Conn. Sea food, eonifortaiile house and beautiful
view of the sea. Three stages to and Iroin New
Haven daily after June 15. Previous arrangements
" House strictly temperate. Address aa
s byr
ill.

.'91

dceSS

SALE.-A line
of Scotch, Skye, i>audy,
FORDiumont,
sod Elaek-auil-tau Terriers, Sport
lot

pair-"!,) barrels

"Hawker," -Whitehead's
i,

i

Dogs, Maltese Oat.-, 1-Vn els, Ac. Median,-., 'to,di-easesat L.N. MEYER, 4a Oivat Jones street
S. Y.
sepc.'1-ly

the cnoicesi bieeds.

Inquire ot

M.
dec'JR-tim

FOR
MAN,

P.

,-.;

II,

car

Phtla.

parties can be accommodated at a
s residence, an hour's stilfiom city
and Uve minutes' Ironi lauding guOd boatiug, tisliingand shooting, with nse ol Hi
of fruit and vegetables on the place; terms S3 to IB
;

:

Address "TEAL,"

tui3 otllce.

handsome his
moroughbred.

pair of

thoroughly broke.-,

W.HL.MPURE^S,

je. It

Proprietors

Fulton sf„

ai

oily.

(fk.

dightful

lis

Montvue Poultry Yards.
HOKi: PtltEBKED PM LTBY, EUW.S
Olt IIaKIUM;

I

I

E.

jeTUt

igeons iu

1

1

',"

PI:

'"''

n-iy.

be

1_

and tever; cures bay

<

8hot,ji

&

IIKEWSTEU

llel. Co.,

65 Carmine Street. N. Y.

•gular rates.

Send for

No. 148 William sr.,t».,dooi» North oll-ulton.

U. C.

SDEIMGEOUR &

Manager,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

Leopard.

Always on hand a large
from ail parts of be world.

Bamboo

RIFLE GALLERY FOR SA1K—MOey'g
tablished
Brooklyn,

K
rod"

i

i

""in",

house, boat, hour-c,
iter on premises.
luquire oradBS P,KO^., P.i.e.ueville, N. Y.
liiySt it

teliiir. ice
'

PAU'lTES AHKIVlNi; |tv NEW YORK CEN'IHAL, Hudson River and Olover.sville R R at
Nortliville, New Vork, will be carried to Lukes plscco, Pleasant, or

other troutiug localiiies in the vicininii
iih
prices, by

VAN AUNAM

,t

to

nit HI

Remington double breecu-load-

" Piseco " (LA. Beardslee,

myii

am

'

l"'"'

this office.

SALE. -Handsome

EN IN

,':i\

ttus oitlce."

fowl for sale

-

single cocks,

f7 50. carefully
express odlje.
»i
G

boxed ami delivered at
NASON, Orange, C. ]]., Va.

]«8t

exchange a new *JS Sharps* mUt -ranee
WILL
rule tor a 1-i-gauge Parker,
price.

carver's Harbor, Maine.

IV'tPie'siia^',^

D

m

Birds and Rare Animals,
-

5a

It.

gun of corresponding

.'

everj
'.lanll-ly

I1KALKK8 IN

HOWARD,

EAUT.FV YOUR LAWNS.-Pea
p
UfiPer
pair, Sic;

:CU-

,

T;\'xi'l";'ii'MY
Bale.
Ejes

CHAS. REICHE & BRO.
IMTOKTEKS ANU
ALL KINDS OF

eight-shot

Repeating
Also repeating shot-gun; also double ex°

rule breech-loader.

"

n He b. nil. la; This

,

LESSENS

Remington or Fox
Address box 199
uiysin

Zpologleal Gardens and Menaaeilea.
Chatham street, thiid door iron, N.nh Willi, n,

HARE AM EUICAN ASIMALU ALWAYS Pn":
(

F H
LF:
and Silver
^ J,arlJa;: ; "i'^'Ks, Cllen
PI ,: ! ;.
Pheasants
(china); Spiir-wno
iii-ese Ftn-nri^J.
Ueese (Africa) Wnigcons, lled-hcaded l>,u-kXl!
iutl
oeese (Europe); Wood Ducks (America).
:

'

-,.,',

;

'

CHAS.R.ICUE,

UEKB^Rll,.^,

New

M
PHANK
l
oi
_

Vo

HOPE HEALER IN ALL KINDS
.i„,i domestic Dims,
Avc'" '! on hand71a Fourth
large stock

loitu;,

S"rB

PARIi ASSOCIATION.
.';,:'

-
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n.pianums, globes, gold and

WMU^-AH^erifelS^end^
LJ

will

lo'lh

yarlery -
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I

.u'l'i'e'i"
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LAW'TON

whocan be uiet at North vllte Depot
By previously communicating, Yan A. &
kave carnages to meet ears.
Refers by permission
U<B..«i

pte.s.s

old es-

shot-gun, steel barrels, been shot about loo
Also three dozen i.rass shells. Reason for
owner has no lime to use it. Price, fir.

FSS
lude.

*'

am1

TaxidermisL- instruments tor

A

Address A.

^lofivc.'S.
so-called
«nli
-I all buildings, nslnaies. ere., will be so'd at public sale on the piemises on fourth lake- ot
the Fulton
Chain, Hetknner Co., Ju
re
the „
the
mail e
„-„ ami the u ,„
ne and dinlng-roorae, kitchen, |wo bei
n
bi
and lour on s.-coud story, all linished in a nice

collection of specimens
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rifle
range, under Park Theatre,
For particulars inquire at the gallery,

SALE.-

times.

NAKlN CAMP,"

AnyCamel

thing muuuttd from a Humming-bird to a

i

M*k,

Jfo>-

selling,

T

W. TUOJli'SON,

J.

T.CVll.ItUMISTS AND NATFRALISTS.
This, branch of the business a speciality

by Rob Roy.

cash.

Dt

mlu-am

B. CONWAY, Taxidermist,
SuccEssoK To JAMES H. BOOMS,

fee

pamplilet, vviih lerms, Ac.

For:
ing

q^HE "SAM

Pa. Correspondents

^

KMIVVI.TON,

Importers and D.alers in Artiilcial Eyes for Birds
and Animals,
is Arch Street, Boston, Mass.

O. G. Staples,

and
brace ol Oordon pnpples, brother and

fowls at

When

'

Sportsman's Emporium

MoKOON,

/"1ORR0N SETTERS FOR SALE.- Powder

Bralmtns,
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EDWARD

closets attached. Travellers a
healthful as It. is beamiiul
«
chills
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From white Leghorn

„, ^
GILPIN,

CO., N. Y.,
the Immediate vicinity of the far-tamed
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Brooklandville. Md.
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SALE— One

(Fn;videriiw,
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city Hall, Detroit, Mien.

jellt
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Reiiiumrfoii, Winchester, Ballard,
essou Rifles lor sale, clnap, at

\\

tine gun, first-class maker,
for pre-Kenistioii: two setsol
biurets, one tor spumng and light shooitn»,
thu
other a set of rule oarrels, with a sabre, t ost
t36U'
alio case with tools; will sell very cneap. a,m,
ess
c. P. i., this otllce.
7 it

i
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SALE.— A very
FORmane
especially
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Franklin, Dal. Co., N, Y.
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REBUILT AND.
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FOIt YOUNO COCKER SPANIEL STOCK PROM

I

— A breech-loading
WANTED.
change for the Goi,-,-,.
Twa.idell Bros

Double Express

WILL

USE,

tig
all
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•Everglades," "Cypress"' Sporting Sketcl
bought, sold, exchanged.)

Whitney and

7

CO., N. Y.

-

;

New

by Rciliy, Louoou, 3 u

dAEsiERS.mN^n^re^NrY:'''

IT'OR

Situated on the

JESSE
PhofhiiWOB. Ediua, Kuox
County, Mo., biceder and importer,,] Sportin" Do-s.
Pointers, setters, spaniels, fox and beaale hounds.
"Saucho," Imp. Poiutcr, stud do;;; fee, f;i5. SJee
English K. 0. s. Ii., No. 1.003. He is a giaudsou of
the celenrated "Hamlet," No.
still.
This dog
"Sancho" has won seven prizes— tour in England

Broadway

Wanted.
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SON,

R1TER

Stereoscopes

Philadelphia.
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HOUSE, RECENTLY
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Handsome
FORRideSALE.—
and implements,

Good accommodations, boats, guides, and good
fishing.
Tluee-pound brook trout can be caught
w'ohiii a mile from the house. Special attention and
accommodation for ladies. Lake Pleasant, Round
Lake, Piseco Lake, and several others, with good
luke iio.Lt li-biiig near liv. Terms reasonable.

EBEWA
KEKNEE,,
SHERWOOD.

1

and Views: Graphoscopee. Cliiomos and Frames;
Alhums, Photographs of Celebrities, Phofograplilc
Transparencies, Convex Glass, Photographic Materials. Av.ai led First Premium at Vienna and

Carthage, Ohio, wants
HEATH,
andlocks;

IT-tf

Thousand Island House,

Co., N. J.

Magic Lanterns and HtereOptieans.

Et

may

9 or

*-- "-a

'

McCaJJTNJtV. Muleni

J.

SALE.-18-gauge, barrels SO Ins
JL
double Poll, leather case, nickeled implements
lricetauu-. For particulars address W.
A. CoSTKR,
I.
je ,
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WAXMAKEE,

Hohokus, Bergen

N. V.
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-

-

m
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Flatou,h, L.

CO., N. Y.

CROSSMON HOUSE.
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tV

1'ItOPHIETOIt.

Refer to Fokkst and Stiikah, and others.

s

Oneida
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ANDREWS,
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setters fiwromrzuB

Thej are b.ack ana wane
tag descrlpUb
A
eggs ot new and rare species.
Tkkms—Forty cents a year, m advance. Specimen copies and prospectuses only on receipt of
stamp. Add ess,

L.

Barnegat.
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c t it

j

'
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Waretown:

I
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good ashing, KINSEY, Ashley
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ft, rta N. ,!. S. R. to
a Philadelphia, Tuekerion R. It. to
at dejiot for Kuisej'a feiiyiuen.
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U,,.; ; -:;..
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S Lli '~,' r> 'J ""«'il brc. ell-louder, special
n,
quaUty
m..de to outer, ln-iiute. HI men barrels
weignt » n,s„ wuii celebrated lockfar,t action,
case, with implemenis complete, g
as new

N.B.- Will warrant gun

ALE XANDRIA BAY, JEFFERSON
Co.,

S3 in. bbl
pistoi grip, Vernier n u
i.iu"
ride case, can ridge Ct.se, hley

"b-'htf,

se^cKce^

ami training

gisis,

jet
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checkered siocK,
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l
lorparticutars
au.'rcsa S.
Columbiana Coumy, Ohio.

Urst at Crystal Palace, IsMl. tince lute.
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BREEDING, REARING, BOAKD-

Pol;

nig, exercising

.

Bapl-tt

Will throw balls indifferent directions, and with
us much force as desired.
Nothing at, nil to comthe market. Can be set with the
pare with it

C.

of

1'"

K ENNEI

TRAPS OF BOGARDUS.

Packed ready

ln-c„l.,

jhe.s ,Io..diug wow,
II. fc. CRcesr, ir\
centre street, N. Y.

Now

GLASS BALL TRAP,

HENRY

Rooms

gnests,

urn acres
p
and larger than atlv
eek Bay. Surf and .-till
loose. Snipe, and Quail

and Setters o] approved Imported and
thoroughly broken; also pups of dilierIn the stud, imported Irish Setters,
and "Shamrock." Also Pointers, *• Phil.
King Philip,'' by "Old Phil;" "Phil, .Tr.,'
lourn's Laug and Wilson bitch; " King
it
I Mid. leu's urst
prize champion bitch.

New

balls,

double-bolt

lump,

io.I

IT.

N. Y.

Something

300

J-

,,

50 Maiden Lane,

c '""l'cu=auug
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T710R sALE.-a.nyuard New Model R.ile,

A Summer

I.

,1,,.
,,.,,,.
will
the
year,
will

ial

Lancaster, Pa,

.

WADDELL,

WHOLESALE AT

viitli

,i

o

BREEDING KENNKI,
A. 0.
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,

;

C. 0R( JSSMON

PRICE OF TRAP,

L.
II
all

O

Setter.
I,

HOT WEATHER.

In efficiency

*,,«

CO.

OEA-SHOKE HOME TiOARDINO HOUSE,

The Subscriber oners his imported red Irish setter
"Buck," winner of prizes at the Centennial, St.
Louis and Bnltiinoie bench -hows. !r stud purpose.
Terms, ?2">.
lor pedigree and particular-, address

VERY REFRESHING

BXOttANGE.— Scott

T°,

may-2-l tf

KOK MOSQUITO BITES, SUN BURNS,

Equal

COLEMAN &

fifty

NTJT FOi; WORMS IN DOGS.
A CERTAIN REMEDY.

AKEGA

^

1

Atluuticville,
HALSEY Ilol'SE,
.on! lor Spori

i

-

FLORIDA WATER,

$12

-

STEADMMTS FLEA POWDER for DOGS.

•

It

leT-lt

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

N

I

F^hoti^drto'^r!

convenient location in the city.
Btted uud re-funiished throughout.
the service regular, aud
perfect j
i

re
is

i

I

R. B.

SHOULD USE

ASK YOLTR DRUGGIST FOE

Co., proprielora of these famouB
to the old patrons of the
N. Y., and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

known

£ r

Tourists

also as a delicious

pleudul eamas-lmck
inline house.
Shares,
secictary, Englewood, HI.
,

i.

keeps a dog. Suffice it to savthey are f tee front
salt,
and contain "dates," tlie exclusive nse of
which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit, is secured to ns by Letters Patent.
For sale In cases of 112 lbs. each. F. o. De LUZE,
sole agent, IS South William street, New York.
Special terms to dealers.

ESCALANTES'

And

jel_

e-.i,

''

From the reputation these Meat Fibrlno Cak09
havenow gained, they require scarcely an explanation to recommend them to the nseof every one who

i

is an exhaustive report on the propagation of
with a great variety of interesting and
VBloahlo matter in connection with that subject.

part

Summer

i

has

ii

STAHrED

Ao'iUr

nawk Cub, Lake

Black

III

'..

tioi:

CotumtsSiorj
4
'"

.1.1,1 -.-.

-

less trouble iu culling

M.A. BOSWOU'l'U,

midway between the Capitol and the White

bj

cl

Europe than our cones-

in

,

Hds

THE METROPOLITAN

—A, S. Koreeley, editor or the Columbia
Herald and Mml. nas been presented wjtli
one of the feet of a large bear recently cap-

up the gobblers

Parker Breeeh-Loadlns Shotc„n to,f
e7
Gun,
w ih Hue
Damascus bairels. IS-gunne SB

'1

B. Coleman

P..

hoiels, are wall

ASTOR HOUSE,

travel.

lured near Auburn, Arkansas, after a
five hours' duration.

F

D. C:

BALTIMORE, Md.

impede

seriously

WASHINGTON,

A

Carrollton Hotel,

— Seventeen

lars are

Jfar gale.

gffar^mn(.

lienor/.', for

Metropolitan Hotel,

,,

itself.

and

291

OcvlS-ly

knapp^vanInostrand
POULTRY AND GAME,

KOS. 2S9 and 290

WABHINQTON MAEEET,

N, J,

5

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

'293

^pon'.'urn

Fe

Railway.
NEW ROUTE FOR

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

U

to

NUTTCHH,

H.

Broadway,

New

and c«'l information, applv
Gen'l Eastern
Agent, a34

York.

T. J. ANDERSON, Gen'l Pass. Agent,
W. F. WULTE. Gea'I Ticket Agent,

11:03 A. M., 3:30,
9:15 a. m.
at 9:03 a. m., 2:00, 4:45,

SUNDAYS,

For Patchogue,

SPORTSMEN.
tickers,

intermediate »tatioua, at 8:44,
4:06 p. M.

etc.,

1
f

Topeka,
Kansas.

Old Dominion Line.

at 7:30, 8:44, 8:03, 11-30 A.
if., 2:00, 4:24, 4:45, 5:2a, 0:03 p. jr.
SUNDAYS,
9:15 a. K., 0.35 p. M.
For Port Jefferson, etc., at 10:00 A. ai., 3:30,
5:05 p. M.
SUNDAYS, 9:30 a. »i.
For Sortliport, etc.. 10:00 a. m., 3:30,4:24,5:05,
0:42 P. 31.
SUNDAYS, 0:30 a. m„ 0:30 P M.
For Locust Valley, Gleu Cove, etc., 8:44, 11:30
A. 31.. 2:00, 3:30, 4:24. 5.05, 0:42 p. jr.
SUNDAYS.
0:3(1 a. ML, 6:30 p. M.
For Roehawav Beach, etc., 9:00. 11:30 A. M.,
4:24 P. M. SUNDAYS, 9:15 A. M., 1:30 i>. it.
For Far Rockawav, etc., 9:00, 11:30 a. m., 2:00,
SUNDAYS, 9:15 a. m.,
3:311, 4:24. 5:05, T:00'p. it.
1:33, <i:oo P. M.
etc.,

it.

-i-cmcrs Mowlav, Wednesdav anil Friday
information given at office, 197 Greensep2Siv
New Vork.

Full

wich St.,

FOk FLORIDA.

THROUGH TICKETS TO FEKNANDINA
FOKJACKSONVILLE,
AUGUSTINE,

SAX-

ST.

FORU, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER ami interior points In
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

Ferryboats leave James' Slip, N. i'., thirty minand Thirty-fourth street, E. K., fifteen
minutes before each train. On Sundays, from
Thirty-fourth street only.
Ticket offices in New York at James' Slip and
34th street ferries, at the offices of We-teotfs
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 785
Broadway, 942 Broadway, GniLd Central Depot,
42d st. ;"in Brooklyn, 333 Washington si. ; in
Brooklyn, E. D., 7J Fourth street.
By purchasing tickets at any of tha above
iffices, baggage cau be checkod from residence to
utes,

Middle

Sautes.

FROM

t

Iliese

lines

Philadelphia an

TRANSPORTED

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company

i

NE,

COPIOUS INSTRUCTIONS

KENOVA,

HEll-

M1NNEO.UA, and

>.',

anil

Still

BEACH HAVEN

CAPE MAY,

NEW JEffKV

SCJUAN.and

points on tnt

renowned

SALT

WATER SPORT AFTER FIX

L. P.

FARMER,

for

AND FEATHER.

CtiAsT

HAVEN, HARTFORD. SPRINGFIELD.
NEW
White Mountains, .Mount Manshehl. Lakes

etc,

i

ggagc clmckeil al. No. 944
and jNo. 4 Court Street,
,

on Pier.

lava at office

RICITAlil)

For Uackensack— T.-ka,

principal hotels and ticket

at all

.sale

New

PECK,

Sup't.

\

S:45 a.

m„

A.

1:0J, 4:1S

and

0:1s

4:15,

aud

5:15

4:15,

1:110,

5:

.Jnlv

l

to Sept..

Murray

ot

GEO.

I..

-I.

laya— 8:45
J7-3t

a.

eomJo.-tahle

'

Their

A. M., 1:00

r.

ntlay

5.15

m., stopping at

all

night only at

ll:4.->

and IS Mid. from

reet.

Spouting Boats and Canoes
Rules for Sailing Boats Useful Suggestions
in Buying, Repairing, etc.
:

;

through

!

procured at Erie Ticket

Woodcraft

Depot in Jersey City,
rates, at the office
Ferry, Jersey City. See

Instruction

to

Stony point,

1

Ocean, Lake, as'o River:
Art of Dressing Artificial Flies; Instruction
in Fly Fishing; Rods, Lines and Lures;
Hints and Recipes.

:

Expedients in Emereencies; Hints and Recipes for Camp and Croise.

lie

and cheapest loute for

Training and

:

Decoys, Blinds, and other

9

low

SPORTSMEN OK PLEASURE SELliEES

;

Hon for Different Kinds
id

and

c trains lenv

ALBANY.

:

Different Varieties

Management; Diseases aud Remedies.
1:ih),

a. m., 1:00, 4:15

m. aud 0:45

People's Line Steamers

The most

Gauie Fish t
North America:
Eastern Coast Fishes.
Northern Inland Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the West and Northwest.
Pacific Coast Fi?hes.
Inland Fishes of the South and Southwest,
southern Coast Fishes.

I

New York City— 7:15

NEW YORK AND

I.

America.

Mi

f

1

I.OVI5I.U, Aseiiti.

A.

Geu'i Pass'r Agent,

DELIGHTFUL

At,,

Haverstraw and Stony Point—8:45
an.

Btreet.

IIOROEN
CONMOK,

Game Birds

Dobs Used for Sport
S:45

For Spring Valley—8:45 a.m.,

York Daily

at 5 r. M. (Sundays,
Inclusive) irolil _'S North lliver, loot

steamers leave

:

AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

North America..
Lakes,

unices.

AND

Price $3.00.

"FOREST and STREAM'-POBLISHlNGCOiMPAJST,

GENEEAL CONTENTS.

For Nanuet— 7:45,

Is reached in seventy
boors from New York, and beine: surrounded ny the
warm waters at the Golf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70 deg.
Tie elegant British Steamships "Bermuda," and
"Camma."' 1,000 tuns, fitted expressly for thepassene dlsjl itched front New York for Bermad» fortnightly, making connection at Bermuda
wilh steamers for St. Thomas and West Indies. For
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBRIDGE,
Dec211y.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N.T. _
.

AND STBE.13T ;" AUTHOR OF THE
"FISHING TOUKIST," '-CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA," ETC.

NEW YORK

id IS.30 r, «.

Tickets lor

RE-

EflTOIi OF "FOHEST

COO pp.
tebii-tf

MAMMOTH PALACE STEAMERS

A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,

TOGETHEK WITH

A DIRECTOR TO THE PRINCIPAL GAME
SORTS OF THE COFNTRY; ILLUSTRATED WITH MAPS'

Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Thomson. Gen'l Manager.

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.

.

In Sudor ing, FTsaiNO.TAXiDEKMT, Woodcraft, Etc.

BY CHARLES HALLOCK,

Also, to

TUCKERTON,

limudu'iV'

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

Strut/urn Mail S. S. Cc,

" The Bermudas."

THE GAME ANIMALS, BIEDS AND FISHES OF
NORTH AMERICA; THEIR HABITS AND
VAKlOTfS METHODS OF CAPTfEE.

also reach the best localities for

GUNNING AND FISHING
Pennsylvmia and New Jersey. EXCl'ESION
a of the company in

in

Delaware Avenue, Phila.

410 South

GENERAL GUIDE.

i'ONTINI"OL"S

l.eing

1MPOETANT

ALL
POINTS, avoid the difficulties and dangersof reshipment, while the excellent cars which run over rue smooth steel tracks enable STOCK TO BE
without failure
"l- injury.
The lines of

PART

River Line,

Fall

igent.

I

Sportsman's Gazetteer

^Facilities

TKOITING PARKS

3m

rny31

destination.

be Published early in June.

by their lines for reaching most of the
anil KACE
Cd RSES in the

affoiiled

ticket offices.
..': n
i\

-will

Keapectfully invite attention to the

For Flushing, College Point, Whitestone, Great
Neck, Garden City, Hempstead aud intermediate stations, see small Time Tables and Time
Cards at all principal boteia and under-meutiouetl

8

In Press, and

THE PENNSYLVANIA E.K. CO.
g-tLg©3?iQi?

For Babylon,

Ihibliarfioiis.

TO SP0HTSMEN:

Island Oily as follows

5:23 p.m.

KANSAS & COLORADO
For mips,

Long

lsTt.

14.

For Greeuport, Bag Harbor. Riverhead, and

Atchison, Topeka and Santa
TITF.

MAY

Trains leave

THE—

^aristiim's §tmfe$.

isl.AND RAILROAD.

LONG

A BUFFALO HUNT
—OK

gicuhh

".-;

ilonier;

^fioifyiiu'ii V;

Taxidermy.

i

.

The Thousand

Lake Geotge, Lakei

iiaiiipkmi,

ird street boats.

LINE."

Brook Trout, G-ra jiing and.
Blaclc

Bass Fisheries

above-named places.
Save one day of vour va

OF XORTHHRX MICHIGAX, VIA
Grand Itapids and Indiana Railroad.

lor ail the

(Mactinaff. Grand Rapids

41

Sportsmen who have east

A:

a

Cincinnati Short Line.)
By or trolled a spoon in

Hie waters of the Grand Traverse Region will
come again without solicitation. All other lovers of
the Rod are invited to try these waters, wherein
The Bsli named above, as also Aluscaloiige,
I'ike and Pickerel, abound.
In no other streams east of thp Rocky Mountains
is Hie famous American Grayling found in snch
nuinbe-s.

iiniok Trout Season opens JHny

Gruyliug .season oi>»ns June
The sportsman can redattv send
skill to his

1st.

1st.

North River, every week

L,-

kill

;i"

II

to those

suffering with hay fever .and

asthma.

The Hotel Accommodations,

;

i-

-

'

and Families

ii

For Tourists' Guide, containing full information a- to Hotels. Boars, Guides, Ac. and accurate maps of Hie Fisliine Grounds, send to Forest

UOPPE,

A.

Eastern Passenger Agent,
I1n

Market

street. Philadelphia.

Sportsman's Route.
CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,
Direct Connections at Buffalo with New York
,.i Erie Railway.
with .Michigan Centra! Railroad.
iietrolt
Al Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash aud Western

M

Freight

DOGS CARRIED FREE
and given special attention.
THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME
AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

FRANK
l,-.

P.

&

E.

SNOW,

T. Asraat) Detroit.

taking the

Row

Pier

Meals on

si.

"I

•'•

'-•

'

y Pass'nger
VIA.

Charleston, S.
AND

liUCYN, Snpt.

»l

:.:

a.

NOT A TRIP MISSED

P.M.

C

Tickets for sale

rooms hi ma

.1

at

at all principal ticket offices, state

We-tc

offic-s of

pany, and ai 3f.:i liroadway.
iugtou St., Brooklyn.

,tt

Express Com-

New Y'ork, aud iii

Wasli-

:

Paul and St. Louis
Short Line.
& N'rth'rn

H^iiway-,

THIS

QUICKEST,; CHEAPEST ANP

BEST:

M.

P.

From

Pier

R.

29, N.

CITY OF ATLANTA, CHAMPION,
('apt. R.W. Locksvood
Capt. SI. S. Wooilhull.
G. W. OliYULO,
GULF STK LOAM,
Capt, s.

dwell.

The above steamers have been handsomely

lined

mid are

uiirl-

in, the convenience ol passengei-s,
valled on the coast for

Safety,

Spee

close connections at. Charleston with the favorite
and well-known Florida packets DICTATOR, Capt.
Vugel;CITI( I'OINT, Capt. Scotl, Tor I'KRNANDINA. JACKSONVILLE, ST. AITCCST1NE, PA-

M EI.O.N VI LLK

and

all

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED HATES.
prMuStlrsnee todestlnation ONE- II ALF OF ONE
PER CENT.
1

.amleil

In:"

ire

upon application to General
C. J. IVES,
Gen. Passenger Agent.

"1

'

a

'"

H'li.

I'

1

i

i

neroriutere-tihu ,ke:cl.W ofhr.ui ing and Oshiug
adventures, and a vast fund of useful information on
Held sports and angling that renders the work indisIt is, in
pensable io all who Qse either gun or rod.
fact, a complete

i:-'-.a;:i'

tickets and link of Lading issued and signed at the
JAMES W. t,lUI.N'IAItL) i CO.
office of
Agents, No. ni Weal Street, cor. Warren,

W. f. t'LVDE .v. CO., No. r, Howling Green.
Through Freighl Tarnffa, Paasage Tickets by all
routes and to all points in Hie Souin and Southwest,
in no nun,.:. r JB i.e. ...ihiiueri at the office
BEN! LEV I). IIASLi. I., General Agent,
of
Great Southern freight I.uie, id, llroadway, corner
UecTiy.
of TUomas alreet.

and no matter how much or how Httte recreation
you take in the woods and along the streams, >nu
will llnd Fur, Fin air! Fcitht,- Worth many tunes its
price to you. ft Is a bi-monthly (every two muuihs)
publication ot from 170 to 9(18 large octave pages, 51)
cents a number, or $3 u year.

GHAS. SUYDAaI.
14H

Je7 It

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD
Chigago

to St. Louis,

from

and Chicago

to Kanstts City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS IN
EVJUiYTWXU.

will find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chic ken, ceese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas 'ity with the
Suail. etc.
for the great Buffalo and AnRailroad
lansns Pacific

Mosquito

Kansas and Colorado.
Liberal arrangements far transport of Dogs for

telope range or

Sportsmen.

and further

General Paeeenger Agent,
Chicago, Ille,

Pt-BLisiiEi:,

New York

City.

& Black Fly Repellent.

and cooling piupettiea free from all grease. Cerand instant cure fur the lute or stiugof insects,
mosqalCoea, Hies, wa«ps, bees and oilier insects, reall Inflammation, neutralizing the poison
and allaying the swelling at once.
taih

moving

D

I

K EC T

I

K

S

.

Via repelling files and mosquitoes rub the SapOnoi.lon cue exposed parts frt.-if with tin
pplieation to the sting or bite of the trisect, in moot
casey, is certain relief.
I

Sold iu collapsible tubes, mailed to any address
receipt of Ml cents by

ou

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

JAMES CHARLTON,

^

St.,

Tills Composition contains no ingredjeuis injurious
to the skin, is saponaceous and removed at once by
the no plication of wafer, possesses great healing

SPORTSMEN

i

Chambers

SAPONOID.

CHICAGO&ALTDH RAILROAD.

Comfort.

l.ATEA. ENTERPRISE,
poim* in Florida.

i

,

tapids.

capt. ingraiuu.

up

GAME AND GAME FISH LAWS
of every State In the Union and the Dominion Provinces, and also gives a description of all the best
lie United Slates
;,i:i
[ftig autt Ashing in
i.
.....:, 18
Is how to reach them, and what kind
.ii„:
ot accommodations vou will llnd when yon get there.
It tells you what kind of lackle to use for the various
kinds of fish, aud where the best can be procure.!,
aud also where you can get the best of every de-

Hunting and Fishing Directory

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clock

FUR, FIN and FEATHER.

I.TNE.

Burlington, G. Rapids

FLORIDA PORTS,

Sportsman's Directory to the Principal Reboicts for Game and Fish in North America.

Mayl0-4t

Freight, ooly, steamers leave Pier 37, North River,
.;n
p. ,vf.
Freights via cither
foot Park Place. ,,
line taken at lowi-st rates.
P. Agent, D. S. EABCI UK, Prcs.
[,. W. KILKINS.G

Line,

A

IN SEVEN-

YEARS.

St.

Outfitters' List.

Dealers'
INDEX.

LINK,

FOK BOSTOS AND ALL POINTS EAST.
REDUCED FARE:
Elegant Steamers SToMXGTON and NARRAGANSETT leave Pier Mk North River, foot Jay St.

PROVIDENCE

The South and the Southwest

Good-

KiiUrottd.

'

:

STON1NGTON

i

this route.

anp Stream office, or address
J. II. PAGE, G. P. 4 T. A.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

nt.inii liy

.Jay at <; v.
! ''

i:

GREAT SOUTHERN

Fishing Tackle Carried

Itauip Cur- for Fishing Parties
at low rntes.

ii"

jcT

ets.

i

Hi

while plain, are,

as a rule, good, lar surpassing the average in countries new enough to afford the finest of Ashing.
On and after June 1st Hound Trip Excursion
Tickets sold to Point- in firand Traverse
Region, and attractive train facilities offered to
tourists and sportsmen also, on and after Jn'y 1st,
Mackinaw and Lake .-superior Excursion Tick|)0g3, Guns, and
Fi-cc ut owner's risK.

|il

smoke, cool rooms, good beds, refreshing sleep.
s. E. MAYO. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

trophies of his
friends or -'Club" at home, as ice lor

packing fish can be had at many points.
Take rour iBinflv with you. The scenery of
The
•he North Woods and lakes is very beautiful.
air is pure, dry. and bracing. The climate peculiarly
beneficial

tw

PEOPLE'^ EVENING LINE STEAMER,

L. D.

.May n-tt

The While

ami rauo.c.u .Uoiini an,.-, s-.tian lui,
Trenton, Niagara, Sharon and
Richfield Springs, Cooperstown (on Otsego.; Lake),
or any of the favoiate suumiei rmre- North or West.
The commodious steamcis, UKEW aud ST. JOHN,
make close connection at Albany with express trains
t

rpHE -FISHING

for Sportsmen.

Trains of this Road will

Islands of the St. Lawrence, The
or Adirondack Wilderness,

Gnat Northern

37* Washington atreet, Boston, Mass,
e.|4C

;

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
$8hw$

giichk.

Jf'iuhini]

£;icl;h\

§{i0rf'jiiicit's

o

Conroy, Bissett & Malleson
65 Fulton

New

Street,

Factory—Foot South

102

©

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON THE
annexed Hat

Tiie

We quote

OUTSIDE.

show the reductions we

will

^

M

fi

strips, i

K(i;ls.

(i

St.it[i.

Tips

plicate

f.

$40

Strip, 2 Tips.

>

6 Strip.

Tips

are. in all their parts,

BY HAND.

1'o.sitivoly

35
SO

05
80

40
50

WHOLLY .MAPS

uo machinery

used lu any

is

^

S

2

g

grade of these

Rods— the

best in

l'HILADEIPHIA

;

w

BANGOR, AIAIXE.
Manufacturer of every variety of
RODS Tor SALMON, BASS and

FINE

TROUT

FISHING SPLIT BAMBOO RODS a specially. A
great reduction in prices. 'I rout Rods, full mounted,
$3 formerly *r>u; other rods ni propoittou.
Evtry Hod bearing my name is six strands from
liu t to extreme tip, and mounted with my ' paieui
waterproof ferrule," aud wai ranted agauist Ituperleoiionsp. material and workmanship.
Any style of finish, hexagonal or rouud, as may
be desired.
i,

503

SHJPLEY & SON,

COMMERCE STREET, FHILA.

Manufacturers

A Specialty of the

for

Amateur Rod Makers.

RODS,

KEELS,

Wood

Rod Mountings

gets

io

REPAIR HP.

Etc.,

Sell-Hooking Elastic Shells, "catch
every fish ti.nl Piles.s. nd for sample.
For Trout on gut. Inc. eaea. ,,.e. i er doz.
For Bass on ,i,,niile gut, inc. each, SI per doz.
ii'iin) ;ii Oentetmiitl, lSTti, and Franklin
Shipley's

CROOK &

J. B.

MADE TO ORDER.
awarded a MEDAL and DIPLOMA

Full line of

:

ONE-EIGIII'll MILE.
au.l ventilated.

address,

l..ees.

FRET)

.T.

BASS.
Eolberton,

Zoological Garden.
Cpi

and Black Bass, from <7 upward. Every rod waraids Spin Bamboo Flv Hods.
ranted.
The Fox Patent Gnu, the best and cheapest breechloader yet offered to Sportsmen. Bogardus- Glass
Three Traps. {SO; Halls.
Ball Trap each %U set.

A.&MOTJNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
everyday. A large collect ion or Living Wild
t,

Birds and Reptiles.
Admission
children under twelve, 10 cents.
Ri-ftM!.,

'jr.

cents
jam; lj

;

Hart's Metal
$2.50 per 100. Spratt's Dog BiscuiL
Shells and Celluloid RoeLs.
Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and prices,

aud everything

aud necessary

else useful

Highest Honors

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

FAIR, 1876.

SH0NINGER 0EGANS.

Spons-

to

Seiid lo cents for illustrated catalogue, oonlaiiiing

Hints on Flv F'ismini;, Ca.mpinu, v.np Siukhim;;
UOTjSS con Glass Ball Suootinu, BY Captain
BOOAliUL'S.

Send no money by

mail, only draft or P. o. order.

Discount to the trade.

W. H0LBERT0N.
P. O.

Box

apllt!

5100.

GOOD'S OIL TAXNE

at the

M0CCAJSI8S.
The

best thing

c

sports!

FISHING TACKLE always on hand.

Send

for circular

and price

list.

JeT

SKISHER'S

OF TRADE

.'O.YIt'ETlTfON rS Till-: LIFIi

was

priv

ENGELllAIGi'l'. Metropolitan
biding Academy,
Third .We., ilii.l and li-itli sis.. N. Y.
Notick.—The Central Park Riding School, Sales,
Exchange, raining and Boarding stables. Seventh
Ave. ami SSlli St., still continue under the same
jam; iy
management.

.,

Centennial for my Split Bamboo Rods.
Also man.! factum- of Flue Salmon and Trout
Reels, the lightest, strongest and handsomest Reels
ever imide.

tute, IST4.

ii-i

j

<

T

Comfortably healed

For time, terms aud

Turkey. Academy. May. au.l other Black Bass Flies
on iian.i. tied for casting with light rods. Directions
furnished, if desired, how. when, and where lo fish

Rods of Green Heart Ash
or Lancewood

TACKLE

FISHING

FINE

of

Celebrated Greeri Heart

Riding, Driving, Training,
Pedestrianism, Fencing. &c.

PERFECT RACETRACK,

'I

BLACK

;

A. B.

I

1

LEONARD,

H. L.

House.

Hails

Duncklee's Camp Stoves Boudrcn's Jack, Hash aud
Fishing Lamps; Bond's Folding Boats; Feiiuer's
Trunk Boats; Sarah J. >IcBride\s Standard Trout
Flies Iiolabtrd's Celebrated Shooting and Fistiing
Suits of Duck, Corduroy and Fustian; Good's Moccasins Uolbcrton's Fly Books, holding tiles at. full

fly Rods, of the best quality for Trout

the market.

Fishing Tackle

•

i

and praclice.

iiistruclion

IV. til

OC2

1

Thorough Horsemanship,

IN

Tho Celebrated Ferguson Jungle cook.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

We have but one

Third Ave, Gftd mid
b sit., Si-ei.lid Ave.
FEED. .1. LNdELIIARDT, Proprietor.
This magnificent Temple of Sport Is
pi
a

NEW>-ORK VOIt
Captain Bogardus' Patent Roughed Glass
AGENT

length.

part oi tUcir construction.

1ST

Rubber

Goods, Flannel Slurbs, etc.

QO

n

every

of

Blankets,

;

$ii5

65
50

Tip3 aud Du-

G Strip, S

J.. inr

These Rods

W

and Duplicate

3 Tips,

Joint

Salmon Hods,

liave

Now.

Formerly.
Roila,

Black Bass Rods,
Black Bass Hods,

id
'3
-

Flv

Tents,

:

:

FIT

including

Athletics.

METROPOLITAN BIDINC ACADEMY,

NEW YOUK,

ST.,

Camping, Shooting and Fishing Tackle
description,

soil:

QUALITY GUARANTEED.
made.

NASSAU

and

Turf Spor&s

1

©

P=5

D.

(Fd:

rlniniciiiciits,

f>LiO(l'j.

Sportsmen's Emporium.

y

W

York.

Street, ^Brooklyn, E,

Stn

293

New

and price

Fluted Bait.

S.

(Successor

list.

HUTCUINGS,
W. HOLBEKTON,
1-.

o.
10S

Frank Good.l 11AKT1N

to

Box

Hover, N. II.
St., N. V., Agent.

ill.-.

Nassau

CO.,
Dnni',,

FULTON' STREET, NETV YORK,
Makes the Immense Reductions.

50

Greenhesrt Rods for Trout and Bass Fishim-. $15
Ash aud Lanc-w rod Rods for Trout and Bass
Site.
Fi-hing,s7lo .!;.
Everything else in proportion. Goods Befit
O,
D to all pints of the United Slates and Canadtis.
tn

best bail used ror Bass and Pickerel Fishing
nnss size, 76 cents; Flckeiel s.ze, fl each, by mail,
post-paid, ou receipt of price. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish and Game, simples bv mail, 35 and 75 cents.
Send stamp for illustrated pi ice list of FisliiDg Tackle

ED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

H.T.Helmboid's

FISH & SIMPSON",
NASSAU

1B2

locality.

Goo'ds promptly

NEW YORK.

ST.,

IcBride

"The

made

made

oi

the

durable and tlnely
them.
GE<l«i;E K.
At Co., Newark, N. J.
Refer to Dr. W. W. Fly. Rochester, N. Y., aud Dr.
J. R. Romeyn, Koesville N. Y.
juMti.
for

HART

Strip Bani-

B.

New

York,

to

various cnunterfVliiiig

original

receipt

changed

my

of

s

at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 545 Broadway of

FICIAL

ready

—
ESTABLL""'

Solid

A
:

si B0, Si 95, {a

::.

j

_

_

r,n,

.

'

in to
lu.

-

(i!5.

$

25
60

"
"
"
«
«
75
"
"
CnttielTnnk.
«
a 00
Black Bass Flies (somrtiiiug new) per doz
2 50
Large variety oi Trout Flies for Maine and the

300
BOO

Adirntidaoks;
b
"

•

rl.'i"

'

fmg,t

'

i5,

prices.

its,
t

..-.

-

.''..

"v.

'ienuail Silver

f'.':.e,

'lick,

and Pi
Complete ootdte

'...--

.

-•

-

and

.

.,-„.

COGNAC

CARMINE

INK.

The Public are cautioned

to

be sure and

,.,.,„. k

.

MU..V

bass, [rout,

mar. -rial and

aud Came.
J.

iro:

F.
128

Send

as consistent with good

I.

BOUtCvO.

.

parts of

tltc

United states

.

MARSTERS,

(^^^^{^^ot^c^

get the genuine, prepared by the

Etc.,
mailed on

II.

T.

HELMBOLD

».

Safe, Sure and

Offered for sale in bulk of the following vintages

Cheap Destroyer

of the

Company,

Jlanufactut'iiifj

POTATO V5ta^ JUG, CABBAGE

OURPEST^^pvsIPOISON.

ilAXtriACfnnEi;,

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

for Catalogue of Sporting Woods,

1872,

And

1870,

1868, 1804,
1855, 16411,

30 PLATT

fur

ST.,

:

-is

1870,

CAt

'

i'i

'.

DRY AND DRY EXTRA QUALITY.

EDWARD & JOHN BURKE,
40 BEAVER STREET,

Sole Agents.

186S,

Haviland

p.o

BOLLINGER
CHAMPAGNE.

half-pint flasks.

Caudichauds
cowipofjwof

IT

)

s

,e v

'j4

pint

suitable!

1858,

;

1835.

THE Sl'UKTSMAN'S F.VYORITE ItKAXDY. BY

NliW TIIKH.
i

1858,

Hunting or Escursion Panics, of
the following vintages

tisnper to plants,

'itkJL&iJESi UJ

1800,

1863,
lS:i."i.

in cases containing eiili.r i. bottle?,

nasks. or

No.

Brasa

,l,,z.

,,1,,,,

WEN, CONN.

Z'iqtwrs.

future will be printed iu

Keels, luilllii,

ivniir reels for

11

and preparations, I have

u,

-'
.

«

'

NEW

lab els aud wrappers, which io

$6, SS, si".

ion ieet Superior Linen Line, hy mail

CO.,

97 to 123 Chest r.ut Street,

and

.sil

bays around Xeu- Vol*,

HUMAN EYES,

Is really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue
receipt of postage of four centa.

•'critics,
!

money.

Has received the highest award

TELESCOPES, FIELD. MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTI-

Eod Makers.

Fishing*

(..:

arc prepared to appoint a few new Agents.
Catalogues mailed, postpa .1, upon ap-

SHONINGER ORGAN

my

flue

TO AMATEUR

r.'el.

styles a' d price- just issued, which a
rule, the »i->t tn<<..\\>

the least

We

OPTICIAN,
545 Broadway,

Of

i

illl'I'H'

i

New

Illustrated
plication to

WALDSTEIN^

light,

Ask your dealer

<-o.'s eMiimt

iiki in men ts at a price rendering ilieiu
large classed purchasers, havmg ucoui

I

cordanee with our

Owing

finest Reels,

•siiomn<-i:k oik; \n

ma

BUCHU.

from any

to order

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six
Ix.o ITv-Kotis.

Trolling and Click Reels.

it.

liesi

ssibie

Flies.

CARD.

H.

the

.»
..

Compound Fluid Extract

Addiess SARA .1. McBUIilK,
pattern desired.
Mumford. Monroe Co., N. Y. \V. Eolberton. Sole
Agent for New York and vicluiiy.
febl5-lm

The

Instruments.

and Sporting Goods,

C

Iniislied.

Best

f

EXTRACt°

SfVRDflLWOO^

15

The vintage

&

Co.,

BARCLAY STREET.

branded on the casks, c ses, aud
corks. All goods delivered only from U. s. bonded
warehouses.

T. N.

C.

is

DWYEIo, Agent.

M. BRENiSrAiNr,

OLD KENTUCKY' BOURBON & MONONGAHELA,
to south Oiarlc Street, Chicago,

FOREST AND STREAM.

29^

PAEKEH BREECH-LOADING

SHOT-GUN.

SIMPLE IN CONSTKITCTION,

DURABLE AND EFFECTIVE IN ACTION.
Have Rebounding Locks and Interchangeable Parts.
te $?©,
Bamassn Saraste, $75 to $30©.

All

Twtet Basils, $S©

parker

SEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR.

bros., ir;rj;r;;,r N

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION
The Eagle Claw.
An ingenious device for Ihc purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are among its peculiar
advantages.
It maybe
It is Immaterial how to place it when set.
fiat in the gronnd, suspends! from tin: limb of a tree, or, v,' lien
occasion requires, covered with grasp, leaves or other light
material without in an v way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bair of unv description, and. when, set. no
Animal, Fish or Bird hat touches the bait, can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or injure its viciims in the siigliest degree,
nor need they be handled to free Iheur from the trap.
1

JAMES MEYER,

1— For fishing and

kinds of 6mall

.

JR'S„

IS

THE MOST EFFECTIVE, POWERFUL, AND CHEAPEST

DISINFECTANT AND DEODORIZER.
fs, when diluted, with from live to nine parts
not injure any objector material it, may be a]
almost instantly the most offensive odors, vapoi
wounds on men or animals.
Its merits arc indorsed by a host of proraiueul
nil v
Public Instil minus, Railroad Companies, Car Lines, Hotels,
and Charles Rice, Chemi,-l, liellevue lie
,

SOLD BY ALL
game and

animals,
35 cents.
sent by mall
No.S— For catching Mink, Sluskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
75 cents.
Fish, Ac
No. 3, or Rocky Mountain Giant, (or catching Bears. Wolves,
Panthers, Ac. Can be easily set by a bov. and will stand a
i
Weight, Into 181bs.$10.
\
strain of several hundred oouiels.
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt ol price.
all

Y

Girondin Disinfectant,

1-ItICE LIST:
No.

.

w.ns
wfian

la quart and

pint bntllm a, id
barrel o/ilO aalluiiH ; burnt of .10

;

'1

ore fluid Inodorous, Colorless. Does
to destroy contagion, anil neutralizes
ivalied for the dressing of offensive

l'r

HE PRINCIPAL

i/vart or pint
Im.i-.bnid er'OO qallinu.

'i>-„ujr,hn

hidtlr.',

P. O.

BROAD

85 ASP 87
STREET, N. Y..
for full circular containing
ials,
"-I iiiiunnu.-.,
official
la
a one
•PUREST AND SI i:K a

BOX325T.

i&~ Send

;

10

r/n(. Iviji* ;

iIEYER, JR., 1c CO.,
Manufacturers in U.

VVhnlesi

Prop

tole

AND
-i

IB

uilDEltl-NG

half.

S.

GOODS NAME

'

Address

3SO Fulton

'

P. O.

St.,

(Potent Applied For.)

;

CUNS to EXCHANGE
MUZZLK-LoADEIW

BARTON &

or SELL.

our own make.
weight 4-8 lbs., tf-incli bore.,
globe and peep sights. A splendid snooting guu

One

for

very Ions distances,

f.ie,

cost $10.

Pixum-saii complete,
Other Rides from $15 up.

sights.

Silt.,

worth

$30.

THESE AUK NEW GOODS. FULLY WARRANTED.
Wewillsellor exchange for double breech-loading shot-guns, or single breech-loading ntlo or shotguns. Cor respond em v solicited.
Enclose stamp to ••CI N WORKS," Bondville, Vt.

JeMf

Complete Shooting Suit
,10.
Wii

.llted

ail loi

Will throw one or
any direction, and at any desired dis-

best Trap yet offered.

tance or rate ol speed. Every Trap warrantee!.
Price each, $5. Rubber bands per dozen, To cents.
100, {2 BO.

Send

heller

.

Dial" llolabird ii
World." This S
marker, which
want anything e>

Ilia

Box

6,109.

CO.,

Nassau St

ew York.

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY,
PISHING TACKLE, Eto.

WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL.

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Gnns,
Sporting Equipments and

Ammunition

of

all

kinds.

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO FLY BODS.
Hods and Reels for every variety of fishing.
Waterproof Silk-Ui-alued Taper Ply Lines.
Silk, Linen and Cotton Fish Lines.
and Baits.
Spinning Baits, Nets,

Artificial Flies

etc.

UHNUFACTtJRERS OF

UNITED STATES ABMS CO. REVOLVERS.

Seydel & Co's Pocket

Hammock.

ned with rustic work. Price, J135.
tro.uccou-d .1 leet Injrb, inside, $150.
Each house contains a Mow-away or open attic for
holding spurting ipupiu.-uts, etc. Plans for st aside
Collages; also, all km.!» of Rustic Work.
These noti,es can he built more extensively and
,

Circular Pri

if

required.

O'BRIEN BROS.,

N. Y.

RUKHTON'S
HUNTING & PLEASURE BOATS

I am happy to inform my uiaDy friends and customers that 1 have now ready the most Complete

AND CANOES.
the world.
The LIGHTEST spoiling boat In smallest
size
pounds ami upward. The

Cedar siding, oak See,
will carry two perrons.
decked,
(do not fold op). CANOES, open or
elc
pounds to oO U»«. Send stamp for now
35 P
weiizht
e
RUSUTON, ManufacJ.
H.
Ili uftrat7a Circular
Y.
County,
N.
Lawrence
Cantou, St.
turar,

Dog Show'

$10.

any in Ibe market. Sent by
cliliiiilUHM on flic, which savin- be-l S'lOOIilu: Suit ill the

For $2.00.

We 5*t|25

as far as the

Portable Shooting Boxes.

elaborately
,

taltilling,

Importers and Manufacturers of

far Circuliir.

102

remedy,

r
JS

W. IIOI.KEKTON, Sole A«ent,

P. O.

excellent,

i

•

my

337 Broadway,

of

tine Target, rtnle,

One Sporting Rule. 24-inch barrels. 34100, rosewood strict, plslnl Klip, home |ieep, and Wind gauge

Glass balls per

an

shall confidently recommend it to all shows where Igo.'
Ciias. Lincoln, Supt. Baltimore Bench Show.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED^

PURDY'S
Glass Ball Trap.

in

it

Box 214.

-

The
two balls

of the Baltimore

s.—Mr. Chas. Lincoln, Superintendent
A Co.. In which he says:

L. Coate,

Chas.

ever Invented. It has capacity lor 7.5
Is very light,
Pocket room lor 50 shells.
quail.
weighing but a few ounces. It can be worn over a
business coat, or can he worn under, as you please.
The material is water-proof drill. Scut post paid on

BINDERS.

Came Bac

receipt or price. Money refunded ifnot satisfactory.
Send chest measure only.
vV. H. UOI.ABIRPJ, Valparaiso, Ind.
W, Holherton, Sole Agent in New York. marir>3m

Yonkers, N. T.

GENUUSTE
KNOWN

HAARLEM

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

30

OIL,
YEARS.

Gel your fine books bound. Art Journal bound
uniform to London publishers' style. Picturesque
/.merica, Art Treasury of Germauy and England,
Women in Sacred History, largo Family Bibles, all
illustrated work-, tangle
Styles and lowest prices

,

if

m
;

ifi

mil !8

E.

In

the beet

done intwo or three days

required,

WALKER'S SONS,

H Dey

street.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

295

(Bttnycmdcr,

Melts; giit

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS
KINDS OF
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL

GUNPOWDER

CREEDMOORi

BROAD STREET,: BOSTON.

Office— 13

Long-Ban ge, Wind Gaue;e and

BRANDS-DIAMOND GRAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.

FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPORTING.

•WILD

Vernier Sights.
DART'S SPCKTSMAK'S FAVORITE

)

MANUFACTURER OF

(Oriental Rifle.)

Fine Fishing Eods, Reels, and ArtificiallFlies,
AND DEALER IN

BRANCH

uooo x wneeier, Agentw, senate m., uuiuayu,

in.

Send

C J. Chapfn, Agent, SIS Locust St., St. Lnuii, Mo.
Agencies in the principal cities In the United StateB.

for descriptive catalogue.

CEO.
jtrM

TACKLE,
FISHING
MAriCKESTEB. VERKOHT.

OFFICES.'

Shells.
Metallic
MANUFACTURED BY
E.

HART &

CO., Newark, N.

J.

tf

MART'S
Metallic Shells, Nickel Cone, Etc.,
216 Market street, Newark, N. J.

Mention Forest and Strbam.

.

I

Laflin

&

Rand Powder

No. 2g

3IURR vv st„

Co.

v.

y.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

STODDARD'S

taiiisoii'sTarpts

IMPLEMENT;
CARTRIDGE LOADINGDIFFERENT TOOLS,

Yd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLO BI

COMBINING SEVEN

Cap

Orange Lightning Powder.

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

Expeller,

No.

1 to 7. strongest and Cleanest matte, in sealed
1 !b. cani ters. Higher numbers specially are recomfor breech-loading guus.

WO. IO

mended

Orange Ducking Powder,

AWARDED BOTH

The best for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
Sizes, FG, FFG and FFFG, the last being tne finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs.. 12}, lbs.

Circulars sent on application.

C.

sam

DENMSON &

W. HOLBERTON.

Platinum Fuses.
Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
cut, sent free on application to the above address.

of

Sew York City,

CO.,

)

DENSISOJJ & CO.,

Rifles,

Revolvers,

AWARDED FOR

CO.

Ammunition,

STEAM LAUNCHES.

And

1 lb.

(coarse).

6&

Special Attention

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed In square canis-

This

3 (coarse).

A

is

Invited to

New

Our

PATENT REVOLVERS,

new and

elegant

Arm combines

simplicity

irability, a perfect Interchange of all its parts.
ic most critical inspection In process of mannfacre. ami with Its patent improvements, make it the

only.

1 (fine) to
lb. kegs.

goods appertaining thereto.

In four sizes of 22, 32, 38 and 41-100 cals.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

all

SMITH'S

Hazard's "Electric Powder."
1 (fine) to 6

te

N.Y.

Guns,

GUNPOWDER,
ters of

package by mall

Will And a select assortment, of

MANUFACTURERS OF

strength and cleanliness.

eta. for

198 Broadway,

SPORTSMEN

has Samples.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

THE

Nos.

N.T.

Handy

for
and
SirrtuCilin^ IO /'V.Vn','jr/ Rod*, GltTl
I Casta, and all fort* f.f Sportsmen's
3 Bapgage. Bay of your nearest
">"*
~
.-idoner or Newsdealer, or

,

HAZARD POWDER

CO., 198 Broadway,

B Convenient

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

ofallkmdson hand and made toorder.
Safety Fuse, Frictlonal and

a 103by mail, with circular and

of
will be sent

by

S©«

C.

YARD

TEN (IESTS

receipt

pits,

Send pontal order or check to

STODDARD &

J.

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

POWDER

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY

MEDAr, AND DIPLOSIA AT CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION.

PRICE,

and 6% lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and a lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS,
the "Champion Wing Shot of the World."
BLASTING POWDKli and ELECTRICAL BLAST-

On

TARGET

Xickel PlatwL Weight 10 ounces.
iiiehcs.
All the operations are perfect, and suitable for any shell.

Powder.

Rifle

Paper or Meta

ch-Loaders.

Length, 4|

each.

Orange

KOW BBADY.

Pcrfoiniitigall the operations possible in the manipulation of
ells for lire

For water-fowl, s'rong and clean. No. 1 to 6 in
metal kegs, ey lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5
lbs.

From 23 to 1000

In 1 lb. canisters and
quick and clean, for
Well adapted to shot-

fine grain,

upland prairie shooting.

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

guns.

Hazard's

'«

MAYNAED B IFLES SHOT OTNS

Duck Shooting."

Send

(fine) to 5 (coarse).
In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
6}f and 12^ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration-.
For field, forest

ETC.

for Circular.

Nos. 1

and

FOWLER & FULTON,

—

rankB any other brand, and

NO. 300

it

for muzzle orbreech-ioaders.

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG,

BROADWAY,

N. Y.
Henbt Fulton.

Wit. M. Fowler.

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
in kegs of 25,

12K and 6=4 lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG Is also
packed in 1 and X lb. craisters. Bums strong and
The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG lfl
the standard Sine powder of the country.

Jtfit.itmtncc,

moist.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAJJJ OR EEOOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDEa.
The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every prominent city, or wholesale

atom office, ^

Y.

tt.

SAFETY STEAM POWEH

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,
m

WALL STREET, SEW YORK.

(DHL.
a w
^°,ro p, e in every Particular, fitted either as Swift Racers, Pant Pleasure Boats, Party
™ V™ th ? shl
NEW YORK,
F^rv
P T niIt «-,
"Ms.
Or will supply the MACHINERY, complete. Aiau
m
^1 moulds
m„H»i'.
i~w?r
f parties preferring
————-—JJ F.S. WIOF
odels, drawings
and
to
NSTO N PRESI DENT.
to build their own boats.
Bo

f

r,

'"'

>'

S,

f>,

7

and

8;

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCUSUAR.
LIFE AND ENDOWMENT POLICIES
ONTERM6 AS FAVORABLE AS THOSE OF
ANr OTHER COMPANY.
APRIL
FOR MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES. „ ORGANIZED
|S42.

SENTJ.

i

Superior Rifle. Enfield

Col. Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, 61
street, N. V. Agent for the United States.

p|

is

DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE. ^5

our Cigarettes are as due as can be produced.
free from mineral and other injurious substances.

y

Only the beet Freni* Cigarette paper

is

used, which

IAAMARIQUE.— delicious Cigarette of Periqne and Vanity Fair. Most convenient and elegantly
fiettennp. Onlifce. all A
otUera. Samples,
Itur PeerlcaH and Plain bine t lit Chewing are unsurpassed.
The 01.lv brands r< ni.iiitc the Vienna
Award. Always Uniform and Reliable.

SHIRT,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

S

_

(5

8.

KIMBALL &

00., Rochester,

New

diet $oapit

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
-

York.

D

JiJRUSHMS, and selling tlieui at. full trade discounts, delivering them freight
and no money required until the goods are received— making them cheaper
than even the material can he bought elsewhere. They are an absolutely pure

BOIS.

article, possessing great endurance and brilliancy, and are giving great satisfaction all over the country.
have a Patron friend
saved enough alone
on Paint purchased to pay his Grange expenses for a life-tiine. They also sell
30 per cent, cheaper than any one else. It is to the Interest of
painting
write
and
have
sent free their book, <• Every One Ills
all about
to
Painter." It will save much money, whether you buy their Paint or not. AdSTREET,
rdess, 259
" Xlie farmers' Friend."}

We
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Fulton

THE

SHIRT

Popular

St.,

who

ROOF PAINT

Own

NEW TORK^fiw

PKOST

THE

MAKER,

76 SHOOTING

COAT.

ESTABLISHED

(PATES TED)

Op°D\
•

g

r~l 1

5ju

I

f~~l

I

arid Ties.

The

largest variety of

Shooting and Sporting Garmento,
In the World.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
__

Feb 82

ly,

GEORGE

C.

HENNING,

Washington

1

Unrivalled for the

tot-

PRIZE MEDALS.)

ufactairerof B.T. Babbitt's

paid,

'HAMAR

Elegant Scarfs

CASH ASSETS OYER S 80 000, 00ft

OF THE

WM.

GOLD

OF.

IETh

«S"

and

SIGN

,

Rr App ROVED DESCRIPTION
. i£ .!Y£
S

SS

CURTIS A HARVEY'S

Cedar

S,'

,

*

DIAMOND GRAIN.
2, 3, 4,

INSURANCE

lfl

.

English bporting Gunpowder.

Nos.

UTOALLIFE

Cortical dt Street,
York.
GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OP

,

86

Rifle,

CO.

Few

30

City.

J.

P. Travers
46

„
.

For

Best Soap

perfected

lias

and now
pubUc

. offers to trie

Flneat Toilet Soap In the Work!.

T7«e In the Nuraerjr It hi." rVo

Eqnnl.

m

Iroifh ten times Its cost to every motner'anrl timUy
ClirtatSample box contaUiras a cakes of o oaa. each, &ent IVea

Bndom.

.

:>_'-

"-V- Address B. T.Bnhbltt, New York <PUy.
" O-For 8al3 bv a'J DrnEirista.rf»
•

-

Bound Volumes

& Son.,
N. T.

kinds on hand. Fishermen's twines, lines and nets of all kinds. Also hammocks for Bportsmen. Samples of twines sent free
on application or by mall.
my31 tf.
l.sou

'

1845.

BEEKMAN STREET,

Twines and Lines;

*~^

-r-

The

Forest and Stream.
SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW HEADY.
First Pour Volumes, $1 each, Others, $3.50.

A complete set of the FOREST AND STREAMjven volumes, bound handsomely in cloth— a vain,
able library for the sportsman—can now be obtained
on application to this office.

~»

-

:

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

296

<gm<ts,

SCOTT & SONS.

C.

&,

<£fc.

iliffc-i.

Flr-t Prize

ADIROTTBACKS

:i

wauled

u-;.

tie

i

;

.:i

:

i

H

['
i

,

,

:

,

;

i

for excellence ol workiiiuiislui, and
tenal in their Premier ijimlit*

.
i

,

COMPLETE ODTFITI CAMFIN&

(ESTABLISHKD

grades.

ing

gtc.

Sportsman's Depot.

,

nva.'-

ami
Their New Patent.
Triplex Lever Grip Action and Com-

medium

$$&

§nn$,

Medal nnd Diploma,

Lump.

1336.)

The

attention of
requested to the above

superior

Its

NECESSARY ARTICLES.

strength

mpart greatlv improved
Hard hitting be-atui
.-Till;

red,

.

Pri«

Triplex Lev,

SHARPS, and

. .ip,tT.-,,d the Triplex 10-bores
highest grade is as usual

others^

with cartridges and reloaders for same.

COMPENSATING?]uLUMP.
extra.

of

to

$10.

supply the

I

ihe

be

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Birmingham, England.

Birds' Eggs
Taxidermy in

Paper and Metallic Shells

discounts.

t

have

Breech-Loading

size
Of
to order.
all

spratt's

MA.SUFACTOren OF

The strongest and most durable Buap action made.

(0.,

Shooting qualities

LOADEKS.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not nave to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
mule of -tee: wire, will not bend or break.
THE BKKDAM PATENT SHBLLS, new model, with

enough to hold up 1,300
and can be mea in
camr or on the lawn at

homo.

Uobbs' pa tea- waterprool pi ire rs. u.'U.-r miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
outlay lor improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose. « e can now warrant onr
l'.W'El: SHEJ LS eqaal to any imported. They are sure
fire, nnd will not hurst it. the gnn.
Inqnire ol any of the dealers In sporting materials for
the L'. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

My

Same

nrir.e list,

No.

:-;

seud for circular and
Kochester, K. Y.

new guns,

action as

West Main

street,

6cts-tf

STEVENS' PATENT BREECH-LOADING

i

blading -hot-guns

most eomplr-u.- of any r.i
this city. Agent for W.
prize
Greener's
Vf.
guns ai.d Ihe English
No one
chilled shot.
Bhould go to the woods
without one of these
far-killing guns, with
goodsnr>j:v

i.I

BROWN

ammunifor

breech-loader

Shooting Rifles, Double and Single Barrel Sbot-Guns,
Pocket Rifles, Pocket Pistols, auh the noted Hunter's
Pet Rifles. Send tor catalogue.

&

STEVENH

J.

and some l.'it'mur
powder. A good Eng-

tion

Charles

far,.

in the United States can a more
be procured for so little cash. Sena

outfit

first-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CON VERTED TO BREECH-

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Drink-

lbs.,

ts- Nowhere

H>ar4-ly

kinds.

Breech Leading Shot Guns.

Manufactured by the

HAMMOCKS, fefefifij

complete

and

branches.
Patent Dog Biscuits

CHAS. GUEEIT,
;

lish

all

Split

Birds' Skins in Great Varieties-

I

all its

Repairing of

Shot Guns,

UKION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

,

an.

FOB

sary, and pack
prlsingiy mial!
pass, andean be,
in the hand.

ing Pants,

Etc.

Etc.,

Salmon, Baas and Trout Flies Made to Order.

"Udder's" Celebrated Center Enamel
Glned Bamboo Hods.

campat Company's

Camp
* Stoves. K',;*
i

tw

^

ira, ic with these indispensable articles for

Ptaila.

Sts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Fliea,
Leaders, ghobds, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

Strongly recommended. It is invaluable, and should be ordered on
Choke-bores, medium or full, our guns to be had of the principal

every gun. Costs about
dealers in the trade only.

Lounges and Cits, $5

Walnut

N. E. Cor. Second and

w

from $10 to $30 a
suit. Coats $5 and upwards.
etc.,

A LARGE STOCK

JOHN KR3DER,

marked the Pkemiek Qcai.itv.
[Extract from Fokkst and .Streak, Now York, December M. 18T6, Contributed by one of the uu-geaui
Judges of
Awards of Guns at the Centennial:]
"This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines In the highest degree strength
and simplicity,
"
must
J ' and
" """"
*
rapidly secure the favor of all who test its merits.

IIUNTISO AND All styles of canvasFISHING SUITS, (tack, moleskin,
linen,

CO., Chlcop.e

Falls,

Mass. J

Ritzmann,

L.

for catalogue and particulars.

HENRY
1

C. SQUIRES,
CORTLANDT ST., >'.

Y.

Bmtfs Smrtsmm's Ftvorit©

Mfetattte Shells,

FOR BREECH-LOADIN& mmSHOT-GUNS.

inside. Head solid and much
These shells are easily loaded, and the caps easily extracted
thicker than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving
through or springing away, thereby causing miss-tires. The Cone Is made of nickel, and fastened solid In
like
movable
anvil made from steel. The Nic el Cone also
its place.
Neither rusts nor corrodes fart,
prevents miss-flre when a cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel
u Unshod, and made any length ordered, from 2'4 to :JVf inches.
or iron. These shell" -i-i
Lists
Descriptive
Price
can
be obtained from all the leading Spo"nmen's
Shells and Loaders and
GEORGE E. HART i- CO., Newark, -N. J.
Houses throughout the country.

FROM CAPTAIN

BOGARDTjS, CHAMPION VfINQ SHOT OP AMERICA.

Messrs. George E. Hart A Co.: Gentlemen— The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better
than any I have ever used. They are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my
A. H. BOGARDLS.
shooting hereafter. Yours truly,

943

BROADWAY, ABOVE
HOTEL
FACTORY,

46

St. Louis Conical

Base Paper Shelf."

23d

STREET,

GERMAIN.

ST.

CENTRE STREET.

114

Fine Breech-Loading Guns, Long and MIoVRange
Fishing
English, American Revolvers;
illes;
Tackle of all sorts UolalilnJ and Thomson Shooting
Snita Jack and Pishing Lamps ; 11. L. Duncklee's
Camp and Mining so.\ e Thomson and Good's Moc;

Having made important improvements in our Shell, we
superior, in
can safely recommend them as equal, if not
this country or
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured in
the advantages claimed for these Shells, are : A
savine of 25 por cent. In the use of powder, also Ihe great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are NO.10-8K, i%,
Longer
and 3 inches; No. 12-2,';, 834, and 1% inches
Sample, 100, sent by expresB on receipt of $1.15
not mailable.

\m ng

THREE BARRELED

*

Breech-Loading Guns.
Shells will be made at extra cost.
8 for No. 10.
for No. 12 $1.30

(TWO SHOT AND ONE BIFLE.)

;

Forms a
feature In the Sporting Line.
light and compact gun from eight to teu pounds,
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often wanted
In all kinds of shooting.
Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau street,

A

new

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Sc^orV

d°omc"2,230 De

St-

Lisle,

Broome

Co.,

LIBERAL DISCO I' NT TO THE TRADE.

Guns taken in exchange. Seud 25 cents for the
)e'i21y
finest illustrated catalogue published.

Fonnded July

**,!».

i,

1808.

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.

N. V.

Manufacturers of the

FIRE, SOLID HEAD,

CENTRAL
The Champion Air

street, St.

;

powder;
Biscuits; Dittmar's new
Pocket Cutlery, Boxing OIovoB, Kehoe Indian Clubs;
Foils and CoiiibRi .Mvords, etc.. etc.

Dog

•

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

W. H. BAKER,
Sept. 30:6m

Kalb

;

casins

BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

Pistol.

Used by
J and Navy
' the Army

Governments.
of the United States.and^several Foreign
of KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.
I

AH kinds

Shoots darts or slags 60 to 75 feet with
accuracy. Can be loaded by anybody with
safety and ease. Recommended by Gen.
Sherman, also by G. F. Lynch, Esq., of

Team.

the Australian Rifle

«

-(

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

4

»5 OO
6 00
Rosewood Handle.. 7 OO

(Black

PRICES

Special attention paid to orders for

Nickel Plated

"

|

New

York

at the following store?
Peck A Snyder, J. P. Moore's Sons, Spies, Kissam A
Co., Fish A Simpson, Chas. L. l'.itzman, Scbarles

For sale in

Bros.. John Dickinson.

Sent by express C. O. D., or by mail on receipt of

price and in cents additional for postage.

Tlios.

THE BEST FOR PRACTICE EVER MADE.
Any

one

who can

break these

BALLS

come a good wing

^

successfully can be-

Silver.

75

|1

100

:

POPE MANUFACTURING
High

St.,

Boston, Mass.

w Geo. E. Hart
U
283

Sent by mall on receipt of price.

t

Philadelphia.

&

1,2-22

Co.,

New

Yorfc.

OM.IN'S .NEW BTFiE GILLEEY.
Broadway, between 3lsr and

32d. Streets,

OPEN DAY AND EVENING.

MARKET STREET,

Newark N J.
Solo Agent for the manufacture nnd sale of Bognvdnn' Patent Ulass Balls for trap (hooting.
,

CO.,

Street,

20T Bowery,

Manniactnred by

Soli

Nickel.

Walnut

ZETTLER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

For Sale by the Trade.

Practical

and appreciated by

No. 1.2K inches long... 50
'•
...65
Wo. 8.. 3*

Bar Lead

C. C. i&IB.

smokers.

17

Office 121

ROLLER.

d.

U

8parks,

MANUFACTURER.

shot.

.FAVORITE CIGARETTE
WCompact, Simple,

W.

Capt. Bogardus' PatentGlass Ball Trap Shotlcfe

.

TRADE SUPPLIED..

E.

THOMAS,

JR.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174

South Clark

Street, Chicago, IB.

;

;

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK,
UNDER THE

SOD.
boyhood,

A-'s

BY KECAPFSOS.

"CVVREWELL to the setters, s j loved in my boyhood,
-^ They have " dropped to the charge " that death ca!l3 to us all;
O'er their graves thelUiwers bloom, by the edge or the wlldwood,
They have

left

me

for aye,

I still

mourn

o'er their

ill.

then so happy,
childhood's old

hall.

the meadows aud river,
The winds whisper low of the days that are flown
Under the sod MoiA and Nellie lie sleeping,
While 1 am left mourning to wander alone.

I

mourn

for the friends that

It is but the will of a merciful

have

left

met

God—

Our cares all are ended
we arc s)eep!ng auder the Bod.

Farewell, then, brave dogs, ye but rest from life's labors,
I shall see you n-i more iu this life's fitful dreaji
when wandering in thought through fond memory s chambers,
Ye shall live with me then until death ends the scene.

But,

for Forvsi and Stream and Rod and Gun.

jj grip hike

it. rgorh of

member

of the family, too, attending
stile

of poisonous

whiskey

was by no means

growth, form and foliage. Some ominous-looking clouds had
been gathering around for some time, aud at length a sudden
storm arose, quite rare in these parts of California. It had
quite the character of a hurricane for a brief space of time.
the breeze approached, the leaves

as the

A rest for the wjary."
When

paternal

<g£mf&

cigars),

:

As

Under the so 1 Monk and Nillie lie sleeping,
Never more in ttls life will they route to my call
Under the sod must v:c had our resting
From the cares and the sorrows that weary us alL

Then why should

The

deep growl of the old she-bear in the

a person to be sneezed
over six feet in height, one-eyed, and generally very
colossal.
We continued our journey through Anderson Valley, through groves of beautiful trees of great variety of
at

From far o'er hi!!-top,

"

the maiden by the

to things without (inelnding the

Monk and flee: Nellie, you live bat in memory.
Yet how much of the past your old names now recall,

my

14, 1877-

lady through the aforesaid aperture; and the musical voice of

and Chinese

Brave

That have passed from the scenes round

THURSDAY, JUNE

of the fond
mother, who.through an opening in the wall,surveyed the crowd
with maternal suspicion. The effect of a smile from the
daughter was quickly dispelled by the angry frown of the old

kitchen.

tali.

meads the snipe sails at pleasure,
From fleld and from forest the quail pipes his call;
In ilie thicket and marshes the woodcock is feeding,
But they fear ye uo more, you have done with theui
O'er the green

Of cheerful companions and hours

JOURNAL.

was our pleasure marred by the overwatehfuiness

mened in

Re#jMct/vllt/ dedicated to a .favtrite brace of setter*,

SPORTSMAN'S

wind

became agitated

commenced

;

our arrival at the

little

How

Hotel.

great

to crack,

was the

relief

;

for

after nearly twelve hours of almost uninterrupted staging over
an exceedingly rough road, and partly in darkness, who

am

indebted to

my

friend F. B. for a graphic des-

Being one of the actors in the comedy,
can hardly be considered a judge of the manner in which

this wayward and bucking beast aud I conducted ourselves.
The scene was laid in a small open spot at the edge of the forThe surroundings consisted of wide-spreading oaks and
Madrionios, whose branches hung, unfortunately for me, very
low.
The miserable brute's nltimate intention was, no doubt,
to dash my brains out against one of these limbs.
The buckest.

ing part of the performance took place immediately in the
midst of a confused mass of overhanging branches, to any of

which, Absalom-like, I might have been suspended, but that
my hair lacks the growth of that King David's Son. B. described the scene as one confused heap of branches, horse, rider,

rifle,

etc.,

which were

Which

then,

and the
branches to wave, until the storm burst upon us with alarming force, prostrating quite a number of the smaller trees and
one of gigantic growth, uncomfortably near where the stage
was.
The lightning became intensely vivid, and the bursts
of thunder quite grand.
A heavy shower of raiu fell, refreshing the air, which, until then, had been very sultry aud oppressive.
The storm passed away as suddenly as it came,
and soon the evening was clear aud tranquil. Darkness set
in, and passing through the tall aud dense redwood forest,
one coidd barely distinguish the stems of the trees. After a
terrible bumping" the rumble of the wheels over the bridge,
which crosses the "North Fork " stream, announced to us
increased, the limbs

I

tion.

cription of that scene.
I

assuming no definite shape. The thoughts
my mind, were these

hastily flashing through

fate shall I

choose ?

charge of

rifle,

;

Decapitation or concussion from

the trees, explosion of cartridges in

my

belt, accidental dis-

kick from horse, or broken neck

me

?

None

of

and as at this
moment the animal made a dash for a huge limb, under which
he alone could have passed, I deemed it prudent to spring
from his back, breaking my fall with the butt of my rifle,
which unluckily broke off at the stock
However, beyond a
bit of a shake and a few scratches, I was unhurt.
As I fell,
the horse, in kicking, struck the sole of my boot with great
force, but without, in any way, hurting my foot.
The animal escaped into the woods. B. proceeded home on his horse;
I followed ingloriously on foot, and after passing on a mile or
so, we heard the horse coming through the woods at a gallop.
We had no difficulty in effecting his capture, and arrived
these appear'ng to

as sufficiently enticing,

!

home

shortly after dark without further mishap.

would not gladly welcome the termination of such a journey.
At the Little North Fork inn, where we arrived at 11:30, we

The next day, B. and I having secured the assistance of an old
hunter,proceeded down the river for about three miles, and then
ascended a tremendously steep gorge. Thompson, our guide,

found Mrs. Averill, the hostess, ready to receive us for we
had taken the precaution to advise her of our coming some

showed us
two deer.

the wilds of Mendocino, accompanied by my uncle,
e., 5:20.
E. J. Hooper, and frieud, F. B. I rose early,

days before. After disposing of our numerous packages, B.
and 1 taking one room, and Uncle another, and, after wash-

game.

wagon conveyed us with our guns, rods and baggage to
steamer "Donohue." We much enjoyed the trip along

ing off

;

ON

the morning of Tuesday, Aug. 29,

1876, I started for

;'.

_

bay of San Francisco,
invigorating breeze

for the

to

morning was

refresh us.

the

with an

bright,

Arriving at

A

the

Donohue

Landing, 35 miles from the city, we found the train awaiting
us, which carried us up the pretty Sonoma Valley to Cloverdale. We arrived at Cloverdale, distant from San Francisco
90 miles, at 11:30, and there at the depot mounted the coach
which conveyed us to the United States Hotel, quite an
important establishment for so small a country town. There
we took lunch, and a very poor apology for a me A it proved,
being much out of keeping with the importance of the surroundings. After several i«effectual attempts on the part of
our pet " buck grinders " to masticate the meat placed before
At 13:30, " All
us, we fell back on vegetable diet and fruit.

full or not full, the word pleasant, as applied to stage travel, is
Our first stopping place on the road was
rather inapplicable.
"Whitehall," a small roadside inn, where we took our dinner.

This establishment can hardly be considered as possessing any
great attractions in itself, or the building for any architectural
beauty. But how can I pass by without a word or two of
comment upon, at least, one of the inmates of that lonely

pie, or

more slice of

only /Wf'acup more of that refreshing

if

we

much

did not rise

before 8 next morning.

that day, the 30th of September, Uncle

and

stream, capturing a few small trout, but

we found

We followed the stream for

I started

On

up the

the water

a mile, then proceeded

The next day, Uncle on
horseback, B. and I on foot, ascended the same hills, aud sit-

ting under a fine grove of

oak and Madronio

ed an hour or two to sketching.

B.

made

trees,

we

devot-

a study in water-

group of oaks, while I sketched B., with Uncle
under a big tree, with an umbrella over them to modi-

colors of a
sitting

fy the light for drawing.

In the evening, B. and I repeated

our climb on the open

hills along the edge of the woods
this
time riding on horseback to the edge of the forest, and there
tying the beasts to trees.
Once more our hunt proved " no

We

saw two or three

:

deer, but

entirely out of range.
unhitched and mounted. My
horse, from some unknown cause (unless from natural devilment), commenced the most frantic circus performance, buck-

go,"

On

only

that nice apple

I

But greatly

I

tea.

journey,

shot, but apparently without effect.

I

not help lengthening over that meal,

brief description of the Madam to whose tender care we committed ourselves, our guns and our rods during our stay at the
North Fork. Requiring a good night's rest after our long stage

trail through the wood, ascending a range of bald
which proved extremely steep aud hard to climb. That
evening we saw but two deer, at one of which I got a long

and iu an outlandish
place like the little ion in question, one expects no more. But
how wT ere our hearts gladdened by the sight of a damsel of
Her
most surpassing loveliness to wait upon us at table
raveu locks hung carelessly on her shoulders, her bright, rosy
cheeks betokened the full bloom of youth and robust health.
The laughing bright hazel eyes, which peeped from out those
flowing tresses, were well calculated to impress the traveller
with admiration for the country maiden. And greatly as we
desired to get through the fatigues of our somewhat wearisome

we could

—

hills,

truly acceptable,

to ask our fair waitress for just one

cellent supper, prepared, like all

enjoy an exthe meats of which we partook
to

under her roof, with excellent taste, by our good landlady. A
most indefatigable, energetic lady, she came unmistakably
from a New England State always on the qui vise, head level, eyes always open (I shouldn' i wonder, too, when asleep)
she seemed to possess that extraordinary faculty peculiar to
few, of being able to attend to everybody and everything at
the same time, without distraction or confusion.
Such is a

of deer.

dwelling ? Our little waitress, a girl of about IS, is the one
whom I allude. The weary traveller greatly needs refreshment by the wayside inn, and a few drops of interest, of

journey,

we descended

along a

to

sort, are

of the stage dust,

sluggish and disturbed a good deal by the wood-choppers,
whose camp is situated about three-quarters of a mile from
the hotel.
I managed, however, to kill a beautiful trout of
fully a pound in a deep pool near the logging camp.
B. took
his gun and brought down a few quail for our supper.
At
about 4 o'clock, he and I started on foot for the hills in search

aboard" was the cry of the stage driver, Mr. Getz, the proand one of the crack whips of the countr}-.
stage was packed a little too full to be pleasant, indeed

prietor of the line,

The

the right

some

returning to our horses,

we

ing with such violence as to cause
ability to

me

greatly to doubt

my

remain longer in that elevated and precarious posi-

day or two previous, he had killed
found bears had been feasting on the remains,

a spot,"where, a

We

there being bear signs in every direction.

We saw no

large

We

then returned to the hotel, packed a few prowith us a horse, riding in turns.
retraced
our steps, but followed the creek down some four or five
visions, taking

We

While tying the horse on the ground we had selected
that night, we saw a magnificent buck and doe
walking slowly up the distant wooded hillside. Thompson
threw himself down to get a rest, exhibiting great excitement
In the meantime the deer passed behind
for so old a hunter.
some trees, and were lost to view. The countrymen around
there seem all to prefer firing with a rest, indeed, seldom
We separated, B. and Thompson
firing in any other way.
going in different directions with their rifles, wliile I took my
fly -rod, and fished down stream, killing a dozen fine sized
trout.
The stream generally at this season about these parts,
is sluggish, but here and there there are some pvetty pools and
eddies.
At dark, B. and I met at camp, and lighting our fire,
awaited the return of our guide. He, however, worked his
way through the forest after some deer, and finding himself
The spot
close to his home, remained there for the night.
chosen for our camp was just above 'the creek, in an opening
a very pretty place, but too cold and damp at
in the woods
night to be agreeable. We contrived to rig up a fairly comfortable bed, consisting of a large heap of " broken ferns,"
with our blankets above. A great part of the night wa«
taken up in endeavoring to keep the fire alive, as the cold enWe rose next morning extirely prevented a lasting repos*.
tremely early, and after a cup of hot coffee, proceeded in opSoon after leaving camp, I
posite directions with our rifles.
saw a large panther darting off, but not affording a chance for
a shot. Although we worked dilligeutly, we saw nothing of
any large game. In my ramble, I passed through several exwith the most prolific
tremely lovely valleys,
rich
undergrowth, and covered with masses of broksn rocks,
around which clung a variety of ferns aud mosses. We returned to camp, and for a change, I took my fly rod in hand.
miles.

for our

camp

—

B. mounted the horse to ride over the trail. He had but turned the bend of the stream, wheu he came suddenly upon three
deer drinking. As ill luck would have it, the beast wouldn't

One of the deer darted up the hillside, about
fire.
where I stood. I was. at the moment, above my knees in a
deep pool, my fly-rod iu bund. I made several plunges to secure my rifle, which was on the bank, and had a snap shot,
staud

—
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effect, and uo wonder, considering my position
We soon after met Thompson. He and B.
water.
continued to hunt, while ] captured two dozen splendid trout,
following the stream to the point where it flows into the main
Navarro Kiver. Apart from the sporl my tlv rod afforded rne I
greatly enjoyedlhu beautifully wildand romantic scenery. The
vegetation along the hanks of the stream is very lovely. At
every bend of the stream some new peep, some'fresh attraction presents itself to the view, and on that day the bright
eunfight played thiougb the branches. The pebbles in the
shallow ripples, glistened, and all nature in that sweet sylvan
landscape was calm and tranquil. Thompson, during the
day, killed two fawns, Which we packed on the horse. On
the way home that evening, B. and Tbompsou being in advance, I on horseback in t .e rear, a line doe and fawn, frightened by our approach, left the bed of the stream, running up
the aide of the hill on the opposite bank. Thompson fired
and missed. B. then had four shots, killing (in splendid
•tyle) both the deer.
My horse became almost unmanageable
from fear at the firing, and I had no small difficulty in keeping the animal from bolting over the cliff into the river.

God gave her to love me. No
all oy my life to me.
shall ever come nigh her, if f can prevent it. and if you
don't love her before every thought ov your life and relation,
T
an' know after calm thinking that you can lend every Say ov

but without

She's

iu the

harm

(To

your
"boy,

and

.

OLD CAZADOR'S PEARL.
STOP, my

boy, I've got something to tell you.
She's a girl any man might he proud of, my little blonde
Won't smoke, eh? Well,
darling; but I ain't her father.
take a seat on that chair, and out here on the veranda I'll
No, she won't come out, for she told me to
reel the yarn off,
This city ha9 changed since I've
tell you don't be restless
knowed it. Gas lamp was scarce here in 'GO. an' we mostly
depended on moonlight an' what lanterns we toted.
Bears
name ? why of course she does, an' she's welcome,
for she don't know abetter to cany.
T'was in August 1 just had returned from the desert, an'
Iliad
the shade ov these gardens and orchards was pleasant.
sold all my cattle at Prescott had considerable money had
friends here, and wanted to settle, but had no particular reason knowed the place, liked its people and climate hud no
life bed been
kin in the world for to bother or love me.
rough, more like fighting than quiet. Sometimes I felt lone:

I

my

;

;

;

;

;

My

some an' tired, an' I thought I would settle. So I bought me
this orchard an' vineyard, an' for a while thought I w-as perfectly happy, but somehow 1 found that a man kud get lonesome with plenty an' quiet jest as easy an' more so thau out in
I got into sorter bad habits, used to
the rough on the desert.
hang round saloons an' card tables, play poker an' monte

maybe more'u 1 bed
One night I was
street was then

What my dear
keeping hers holy an happy
bless you!
You make an old man's heart very
She's in the little room at the comer, our darling,
any day, after to-morrow, come and hang up your lull
:

life to

I

God

in

El Cazadob.

oiu "hallway.

LAKE TROUT FISHING ON LAKE

JERSEY.
:

Editor Forest and Stream:

sp'ort

with wild pigeons perhaps worth

relating.

It is Of

the

to gee these beautiful swift flying birds in
Tourists on their annual round of pleasure seeking in their rarest occurrence
passage through Lake George admire its magnificent scenery this part of the State nowadays. Many years ago I am told
and clear waters, but seldom stop, except at Caldwell, where. by ptd sportsmen, wonderful tales of their" abundance pnd the
great amount of shooting they afforded, during their usual
perforce, the peculiar arrangements between the landlords and
steam boat proprietors oblige them so todo. Sportsmen traveling migrations. Occasionally" in the northwestern part of the
State a few scattering birds or flocks may yet be seen in the
this thoroughfare to and from the Adirondacks, occasionally do
stop at the principal fashionable resorts, where the fishing is spring, stopping long enough to rest and feed in their northern
flighfto their nesting-grounds.
But to my story. I was inof no consequence, and they test it long enough to become disTherefore, it may cause surprise to some to state formed that the birds were feeding upon a" wheat stubble in
gusted.
considerable numbers, about five miles from my home. 1 must
that Lake George teems with trout, both lake and speckled, of
At times, on a soft, confess I did not credit the story, thinking my informant had
the finest quality and extraordinary size.
mistaken doves for pigeons. However, if the" former is true,
still, hazy May morning, immense numhers of Lake trout,into
process of schooling, trill break a large surface of the water in- they give the finest wing practice, equal. I think, to Captain
foam wth a noise H;e the falling of a roller on the sea Bogardus' glass balls, and I therefore resolved to try it at all
beach, so loud one
can hardly hear his companion hazards, jf consulted with a friend and a very enthusiastic
speak; then they sink, and not a ripple disturbs the calm shootist, and it was not long before we were en route for the
expanse until The same or another s -hool suddenly break scene of the anticipated sport. We arrived upon the ground
at 1 o'clock p. m.. and what was our delight to see a large flock
again in their mad sport.
I well remember the ecstatic thrill
of the biggest doves we had ever seen alighting upon a tree
that struck to my very marrow when first my eyes saw and
r
eld
This fact satisfied us at
But, alas, the cast of the fly "wins no re- full leaf, in a distant
cars heard this.
once that they must 1
doves scarcely ever alight
the dantiest hues bring no speculation'to those eyes;
sponse
leafless deadwood.
Our
monsters roll their graceful forms on every side, heedless of upon a tree of this Id ad. prefe:
•
imsli houses."
'•blinds." or as ue call morn
D(
must now be arall efforts to ensnare, 1 never knew them to take the fly. With
ties, likely to give us the
exception of still fishing at baited buoys, which is" always ranged in the most desirable localities
more or less successful, if one cares for that method, these most shooting, a matter reejuiring no •mall amount of good
judgment. I conducted to make my •house" near the tree
'•lakers" can he caughtonly by trolling— scientific tiolliug, not
from whence the flock had flown upon our stealth; approach,
the happy-go-lucky way by which the careless urchin, with
clumsy rig, snags the fierce and voracious pickerel, but one and which was the only one in a largi field. I had to go a
suitable bushes, and the ground being hard
straining all the knowledge and skill a sportsman can boast.
:ime and haul wort to get them tt sta
You must suit the humor and understand the freakish habits
My friend selected his position upon an
of the gentleman below, for be is a finickey fellow, and will
side
of
field, near
of deachvond, and
oppositethe
have things just as he wants them, otherwise he metes out
not far from a pine of standing til
Prom two o'clock
quiet disdain to the unskillful angler and his clumsy contriv"

;

:

until

ances.

goiu' home late" from Dona Tomassa's.
only a road, an' well shaded, while over
there in the bend ov the zauja war quite a big thicket of mlceda
and yuaUiit'iU. I kept the middle ov the road with my sixshooter handy, for in them days it was not very healthy to
walk too much in the shadow- clost to the hedges. I was passing the thicket when ther' kum a rush through the bushes, an'
She was crying
a man an' a woman ran plum up against me.
an begging, bare-headed, an' es he. struck at. her with one ov
them long knives the Mexicans calls machetes, bent over as if
to purtect somethin' she was totitf wrapped up in a serape,, I
shot before the knife reached her. an' the blade stuck in the
sand half way to the handle. At the crack ov the pistol she
it seemed like neither ov them seen me, bein'
fell at my feet
He war shot: through the neck,
lookin' only at one auulber.
ea dead es dead timber es for her, I thought she bed fainted,
till stooping down to raise her I found her dress was all bloody.
After considerable calling (.1 didn't like for to leave her)C'hapo
came down with a lantern. She was cut. perfectly sicknen,
in the bosom, an' bed a stab in the back 'tween the shoulders,
which last didn't seem to be bleeding. I made Chapo fill one
ov my boots with water from the zauga, an" started him of!
'

;

;

While he was gone 1 batiii dhei
for the police and a doctor.
coat for a pillow, an' tried
face, raised her head up, folded
to get her to swallow a mouthful of water, but couldn't.
Young fellow, I never saw a face more beautiful, in spite oy
a pallor, which by the light ov the lantern I could see war
Wrapped up in the serape war a little girl baby,
increasing.
sleeping es peaceful in spite ov (he jacket es if it war home in a
Haiti thur faces together, an'
cradle by the bed ov its mother.
when hat lit lie bal iv, hull' waking, ne.-tled close up to itsmother,

my

t

drawing one ov her'long yaller curls crosr a check like a blossom,
I fell mitey soft-hearted, an' kivered
it slept quiet an' happy.
them up with the serape to keep off the light ov the lanterns.
Several of the boys kum down with the doctor, and, sending
to the house for a mattress, we brought mother and child to

She moaned once or twice es
that little room at the corner.
we lifted them up, tho' the boys was tender and careful, but
must a died on the way, for when we turned down the coverlid old Chapo bed laid over them, only the baby was living.
At the inquest next, day we found they was strangers. Nobody knew them. The man an' the mother an' the baby kum
down on the last steamer from 'Frisco staid one day at the
hotel.
The register showed the name ov Odon, but, at reThe next da}' rented rooms
quest, it was wrote by the clerk.
in a doby. The mother gave the name of Almona; said she
Odon was her
was Spanish
enme from Tepic, in Sonora
husband, the child's father, but she was in every way per;

;

fectly Lnglish iu ways, looks an' manners, accoi cling "to the
old woman, who swore at the inquest that she swept out thar
rooms and went errands that Odon didn't act much like a
husband and father, an' wanted to get rid ov the child, ofEs fur
feriu' the old woman fifty dollars in silver to steal it.
being its father, Odon was neatly es dark as old Chapo, while
the child— well, the child is es fair es white lilies. On the
day before the night ov the murder, after a long time of cryhad wT rote an' burnt up
ing, she commenced writing letters
two or three when Odon, comb' sneakin' into the room,
looked over her shoulder, read what she was writing, grabbeb
:

;

the letter, pen, Ink an' the rest ov the paper, threw everything in the fire, cur; ed and swore and went on lil a a mad
asked if she wanted him hung and her hanging with
inati
him; said site could never go back.
Here the old woman got frightened, ran off an' saw them
no more till the inquest. With their things there was no
scrap ov paper toshowwho they were, where they came from,
no old letters nor nothing. There was a small sum of money,
a knife (the knife and a pistol which was on him). In a
trunk with her clothing, an' somethings ov the baby's, was a
The
eopa! prayer-book, with the name-leaf lorn out.
book lays in there on the tabic. There wus no wimmin's
I did all I
tr'mkets nnr jewdry— not even a weddin' ring.
could to find out who they were found the place they stoppBjj al two days in 'Frisco, giving the name of Chabolla, from
Cadiz. There the trail broke short off, an' I've nuver sence
struck it.
Young man, Pearl wur that baby. She nuver knew all ov
this story till to-night, when she told me you were coming.
;
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Last summer, about the lust of August, I had an afternoon's
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;
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hay

sure and health.

happy!
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nds the width of the take, from Rogers Slide to
Point, and Hague lies on the westerly
1 cannot but 6 el that the opthOSB points.
portunities ot this region Lave been much neglected, and I deBiretoadd this to the contributions made through your sheet
by sportsmen of the many places where one can obtain pleaNililiiilli

midway between

•he

is

generally
reiio

in

the

ina3

i

i

g.

for

made
1

the flight.
ourselves

soon found

A

nd
the same- field.
.on after a flock of
d
pigeons eai
swiftly by
I took the
jOl cl range.
head one with the first, ban-el, and it tumbled out, and the
second barrel followed in quick time, and I found three fine
ful, large wild pigeons to gather up, and one dove the result.
Alt.' here is where the breech -loader stands
Of three shots,
Quickly inserting my cartridges, which were
pre-eminent.
handy by my side, and glancing over the bushes I saw a large
flock'of "pigeons coming like lightning from the timber almost
I must say just here this is the kind of
directly for my tree.
I was
shooting for a lazy mini on a warm summer afternoon.
in mv glory. Situated upon an eminence
could set and enjoy
_"
friend.
I vrss disappointed
all the shooting of
a shot at the large flock, but thev went down by him. and he
killed several of them in tine st'ele.
How keenly your eyes
scan the- horizon in every direction, and if, perchance, looking
one wav too long you rind a good ''shot" has escaped .you on
In your eagerness
another side, how you are chagrined.
and excitement, how easily the smallest flying in--..
My friend said he was
pitied into a bird of wondrous size.
annoyed by the incessant flight of potato hugs, w hich he miswas certain he wasted contook for pigeons or doves.
It
I was fortunate enough
siderable ammunition at something.
to have my place in the shade the" most of the afternoon, and
took il coolly, and did not get excileel.
made one very fine
'.'killing two birds with each barrel out of n passing
flock of a tlozcn. 1 have a pair of these elegant birds mounted,
and I love- to look at thein and look bs fc upon the time ensuited out
joyed in gel
ine 'i'ii!
i

tgle

i

1

my

I

i

:

;

i

o'clock

il'iilh

line

and steady, usually, to know feiuateiy wtiere your 'bait is
running, a thorough knowledge of the hot loin- and familiarity
with Hie changeful habits of tl •se trout are ibe requisites to
secure a strike, and then if yoi don't handle things well, that
is as far as you will get.
These lake trout (those of this lake) are as tricky and sullen,
as ugly and unmanageable as any Sabuo /•juthn'iM that ever
spoiled a fly, and the man who strikes his gaff inside
three-quarters of an hour is lucky— that is, into a large
one.
You quick'y discover there is a sentient being
the
matter
"end
who
Understands
other
at
the
quite, well enough, and although he won't leap, yet will
Like the
try all the known, and some unknown, dodges.
should you try it.
fisherman, he won't stand much snubbing
yourself and tiny hooks or lead'r mtickly part company! he
must and will have his own sweet way, and wdien, as is occasional, he gets tired and concludes to go into the sulks in some
fifty or seventy feet Of water, you have taken a
Then is the time to relight your
Considerable magnitude.
cigar and take a long breath, still mindful, however, of possible breakers.
With fresh determination you send word by the line down
friend to come Ijp, but in stern obstinacy heswimsback
aal in sullen hearing
w fee
and fort
an ugly toothache. Ai
down jerks,
I

five

Everything being

Two trolling rods and reels, one hundred yards of small
braided ran silk and leader for each, ami, with swivels, gangs
of four sets and a lip of the truest houks, put together in the
most artistic manner, leng sinkers having holes at smaller ends,
weighing from one ounce to half pound, to be fasten, d to the
main line with short lines attached to them so as to swing
The
cleat, and a gaff complete the implements of death.
huge shiners caught at Ti, the lowerend of the lake, make the
best bait, and next, brook trout; 01 in lieu of these, large minother
nows. Von use only one line for surface fishing and the
deep. A hand line is qui teas successful ns the rod. but don't, of
The gi
is hooked to the bait so as
course, afford the sport.
loving tlnough the wal
to give it a slow rotary motion
the practical
The proper management of the
boat, very slow
ed c
fisherman, preserving the prop

I:

:

;-.

__ Dray squirrel. Being
andhnngry, the feast of peaches and watennclons we
had on the wnv back was like "hat inv friend. Judge Vansvckle. says of shooting, "that the man" who fenOWB nothing
about it losses one half the pleasure of living." I must add, I
fervently trust the worthy sportsmen of Michigan
-• wild pigeons are so
ruthlessly deal toyed in neet-

I

thirstj

m:
ill
be eminently successful in putting a" Btop '? the
s
M.
concluding to try his barbarous practice.
fretting
for
he surface with
fortune in ib
is he supreme moment
the rapidity
Those
hat of feeling.
—the higher
ii
il
graceful fish.
waters are as
old contributor, C. L. J., has been hunting turkeys
toll and Coax him
and lends radiance to ids beauty. Y
with eminent success in the "piney woods " of Trinity
within re ;h, and your hand slowly settles on the gaff; but. be
gleaming eyes will catch your quick motion and he County, Texas. Ill some places the noble birds were to be
careful. 1
Let not a heard on all sides of him, and he had abundant chance to disyjll disappear n> the i-.'.Vn .'iuli slur in "the lirmimetit.
You have play his " turkey -generalship," nerve and marksmanship.
Strike?, and strike sure!
lerve il ike *' muscle,
he is in Ibe bout! The lace Hushes and eyes beaui ap- One old gobbler in particular bus defied the efforts of a whole
district to secure his scalp, nnd had thus acquired a reputaEou Forget you arc a sinful man and concei
iroval
Von tion for invulnerability similar to that which the late G.
lelfaGod. You at c the very incarnation of triumph.
After weighing,
Washington had among the Indians some years ago. Him
are rich in possession of a priceless jewel.
measuring and generally admiring you gently and tenderly de- our correspondent especially sought, and, after an hour of awful suspense, waiting for his turkeyship to come within range,
posit him in his box.
when in the was re warded by shooting him dead in his tracks. Although
It was just one year ago today (May 36)
'
in poor condition, he weighed 33 pounds, which is certainly a
oriiing I drew up la-fore I'lnenix Hotel, Hague, Lake
very heavy turkey.
__id received a warm greeting from Rising, the landlord, and
C. L. J. is kind enough to send us a circumstantial account
BS soon asuiy slomaeh cried •'enough" to Ihe trout and Other
of his exploits on this expedition, but our space will not aldelicacies on" the table 1 took my seat in the stern Ol
and Clifton the oars, and away we glided over the calm surface low us lo print more than a single one of his adventures, as a
of in- lake.
The air was soft, and pure, and as my eyes foved type of the sport he and his friends had during that eventful
from tie- topof Anthony's Nose along the range 01 mountains second week of April
After listening B few minutes to those gobbling all abouj
dividing Ucorge and Chaplain to tho summit of Black Mountain, ftudr then caught 'the ripple of the water, broken by the
trout in their playful circles, 1 forgot the past, felt heedless of
me in the 'delight S ed the present. Not being well,
in
i.
caught live when we sat down with our hacks against a brace of trees,
fished that day only five hours, in which time
three, seven pounds each almost
and I began to call. He gobbled and strutted extravagantly.
lake tTDUt, "lie of one pound
.Nearly two hours passed
Here we wailed an honest hour, but he did not come. J sugto an ounce, and one of ten pounds.
and We drifted before a light breez/-, suddl nly sprung up more gested to Will that I crawl to a knoll just in front of us and
That day 1 saw a gee what he was doing. I did so, and looked. There he was,
than a mile before the largest was safe.
w-ighing sixteen pounds, perfect in all respects. in full strut, apparently the size of a ' buggy -top u Three
trout can gl
hens were with him. 1 lay prostrate upon the ground and
These trout in this lake are more delicate and finer -a! oj
watched them, with what interest and anxiety one can only
the opinion of competent judges, than tie Speckled trout. The
ne was a splendid bird, with his full,
feel from experience,
best lime of fishing is from now, May --I, to la«l week in June,
and is fair still later, even to middle of July. The surest black, shimmering breast gleaming in the rising son. his large
,
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FOREST AND STREAM.
rust red tail spread to Us fullest tension, and Iris heard, a tool
The
grass at his feet.
in length, dragg
liitc saiip on tlic top of his head seemed like a ball of
'-'
the dark mahogany
Cotton when urought plumage of his
be b mteri and performed his vainglorious gyrations among the heps, inviting Iris overtures and
out my 'call' and began a series of
yelpings.
He would go offal first, then sway forth and back,
09 if undecided whether to come to me or to remain with the
hens, and kept this up for some time until Within range of
my rifle, when, all my endurance failing, I drew a bead upon
him, as he stood quartering in full .strut, and tired. He fell
to his breast, fluttered along a few feet, then got upon his
I

I

:

!

wings and started in a difficult flight in the direction of Will,
Whoby this time had crop.; around the hill and was Opposite
me. The gobbler was within fifteen feet of his head, flying
with both legs hanging down, when Will tired one barrel and
missed.
The turkey, already mortally wounded by my rifle,
eame to the ground as Will pulled the other barrel and" broke
his wing. On examination we found that his back was broken
liinlv in two by my bullet, whieh paralyzed his lower extremities, but he could still get along on lie wing for a little
way. This was a noble bird, and we were greatly pleased
i

I

with our capture."

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE OHIO
STATE FISH COMMISSION, FOR THE

FIRST

YEAR

AND

1875

1876.

WE

have been in receipt, from as many of our friends in
Ohio, of no less than six different copies of this highly interesting and valuable report, but have been unable beThe refore this week to publish a summary of the same.

which

port,

model

a

is

in its

way, makes up au attractively

printed pamphlet of nearly one hundred pages, and comprises
the report of the Commissioners, which is followed by a sup-

plementary paper by 3u.pt. of Hatchery, Mr. E. D. Potter.
History of the Toledo and Sandusky fisheries occupies a
dozen pages, and the remainder is devoted to a catalogue and
Scientific Description of Ohio Pishes, by J. H. Klippart,
The scientific descriptions are taken from the forthcoming
Report on the Zoology of Ohio, by Prof. D. S. Jordan, and
the letter press is illustrated by admirable wood cuts of each
thus enabling any person to readily identify
fish described
any fish caught. The course pursued in the preparation of
this report cannot be too highly commended, nor can there
be any doubt as to the advisability of thus popularizing scientific knowledge by distributing it in an attractive form among

A

;

The

rhe masses.

work

first

of Ihe

Commission was

to estab-

hatcheries, one at Cleveland, one at
Sandusky, one al Kelley's Island, and one at
There were placed in the Toledo hatchery, in Dec.,

four experimental

lish

Castaliu, near

Toledo.
;.,,

r,i

i!

;oi),000

;

The

Island.

from

eggs

i,000 Whitefish

and

very

a

from

yield

:

.Northvillu, Mich.,

at

Cleveland,

considerable

r,l

10,000

number

;

at

brought
mil-

young fish, which were Safely planted in the lakes.
enough to bo captured in pound nets, the estimated value of them will be !J20D,0QQ. Prom information,
ostensibly reliable, though not officially received by the. Commission, there were upwards of 10,000,01)0 of whitefish fry
deposited in Lake P.rie and Detroit River, early in 1876. Belions of

When

all

large

that for the scarcity of fish in our

waters have been strengthened and obstrucremoved, destroying the

fish as well as game recedes before Ihe march of civilization.
Fishes must have cover as well as game, and when the while
man destroys this he must not expect either to remain with

him long."
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Eggs— A Choice RbsionfOb Spobtsmks.—Mayor Green of
Lower Soda Springs informs me that he has procured about
from the native trout of the Met loud
These trout average in weight about two pounds, and
The egg is peculiarly transparent. You
in eggs 1,200 each.
Can Bee the Shape of the fish from seven to eight days after the
egg has been placed in the hatching-trough. After nine days
8,060 eggs this season
River.

more the eye of the fish can be seen. They arc a very hardy
fish, Mr. Green having only lost about three per cent, of the
number he has taken. So far as heard from, all the lots shipped by him are doing well. Ho has sent some to the Sandwich Islands, one lot to Professor Baird, and another lot to
New Zealand. Mr. Green within the past week has taken a
few thousands eggs from Sacramento River trout at Lower
Sotla Springs.
The Sacramento trout do not average' in size
those of the MeOloud River, but they are a very gamy fish.
Some of them weigh over two pounds. Mr. Green intends
nuking a specialty of taking Dolly Varrien eggs next letobcr,
and parties wdio would like to try their hands at raising the
finest trout in the world can procure the same by communicating
wilhMr. Mvron Green, United States Fishery, .Me- Cloud River,
He will charge $10 per thousand for the
Shasta County.
The Dolly Vardens. when fully grown, will weigh from
(

pom

if
fish at Berkeley is likely to receive a
check, 'in consequence of the scarcity of water, many of the
streams in the Contra Costa Mountains being perfectly dry.
On the 20th ult. men were engaged in removing the young
trout from the aquarium, at the, L'ni versitv. to San Leaudro
Creek, below Lake Chabot, where water will be supplied from
the reservoirs. Among the rare fish which Mr. Throckmorton,
the gentleman in charge, lias on band, is a golden trout, found
in the streams in Utah, which grows from the spawn, in one
These trout
3'ear to six inches in length, and is very prolific.
will be utilized to replenish the streams throughout the State
in which the trout have all been caught out, and will be an
important accession to the tine food fishes of California. Mr.
Chabot, President of the Contra Costa Water Company, is raisins' European carp, which, next season will be placed in Lake
Chabot,
As these fish feed almost entirely on vegetation,
their presence will have the effect of purifying the water.
Son Francisco Pacific Life.

m Rax»ei.ey Lakes.—Aland-locked

salmon weighing five pounds was captured at Rangley Lakes
on June 2d below the old dam on the "outlet." it is supposed thai this noble specimen of the salmo family made his appearance in these waters in 187$, When the Couuui.s.- inner of
Fisheries, Hon. Henry O. Stanley, first introduced the young
His growth has been marvellous.
fry.

New
hi

Hamcsiiike.— Land locked salmon have been placed
Bocky and Long Ponds in Hollis, and in the Penuiehuek

Ponds. They were a gift from Mr. Brackett, one of the Fish
Commissioners of Massachusetts, to Dr. Edward Spauldiug
Smells have been introduced into Mink Pond,
of Nashua.

near the islands.
For the propagation of black bass and other spiny-firmed

Wisconsin. The Fish Commissioners of this State, in compliance with the request of Senator Barden, sent to this city,

what Was once a limestone quarry on Kelley's
given, where the parent, fish are to be placed, and

on Friday last, some 40,000 Mackinaw or Lake Trout, 24,000
of which were deposited in Silver Lake, aud 10,000 in Swan
Lake. They were sent from the Milwaukee branch of the
State hatchery ("the main institution being at Nine Springs,
near Madison, and they arrived here in capital condition,
scarcely one having died on the road. Of course the placing
of these tish in the lakes named must be regarded in some
degree as experimental. That the lakes themselves are admirably adapted to the growth of lake trout need not. be
doubted. Their waters are clear, cool, of great depth and
But the}' are also tenanted by pike, pickerel,
perfect purity.
bass, etc., and they will convert just as many of them to their
own use as they can possibly dipt ui e. How many of them
they can gobble is the unknown problem many of them they
all of them they can hardly expect to
will surely swallow
capture indeed, we do not think they can destroy a very
large percentage of them, and so we shall expect, to see good

species, he use of
t

Island

is

fry will be shipped to all parts of the State,
During Ihe summer of 1870, the Commission, having decided
Upon Toledo as he most soil able place for a permanent hatch<ay, erected, upon the grounds of Ihe wafer works of that

whence the

i

hatching house, after the model of W.
Clark, of Noribtield, Mich., and with a capacity of 30,0

city, a substantial

of whiteiish.

The .principal other work

planting of over 500,000 shad eggs ami

of the year
75.000

W.
1

was the

salmon eggs,

which had been furnished to the Stale free of charge by the
United States Commissioner of Fisheries. These were distributed among the Cuyahoga, Maumee, Ashtabula, Groud,
Sandusky, Miami, Huron, Olcutaugg and Sciota Rivand Castalia Springs.
ers, Sandy Creek
The. capture
of Shad of mature size has been effected in the lakes;
and at Cedar Point, near Toledo, in October, 1870, a salmon
was caught which was thirteen and a half inches in length,
and was presumably one of those planted in the liver Raisin,
These facts may go

Mich., in 1871.
cies

may become

There were,

habits.

at

six millions of whitefish

them

in

to

so acclimated as to

the time Of

prove that these spetheir auariromous

the repott '(Jan, 1877),
all of

healthy condition.

In the supplementary report of Snpt. Potter, the writer
When the waters of Lake Erie are properly farmed, they will lie found as beneficial in the production of

cheap Toed

much surface of the best agricultural
The stocking of Lake Eric with salmon

as so

lauds of the Slate."

;

both feasible, -and, as the wilier thinks, only a question of
For the interior streams of the State, however, the
" The scarcity of fish in the
prospect is not encouraging.
upper waters of our streams has by
the erection of

dams which

prevent,

;

lake trout fishing in these lakes in about three years, when
they should have attained a weight of four or five pounds

Mihwmkn

Illinois.

— One

StiUincl, Mill/ 20.

preservation of

many been

attributed to

them from 'running up.

:

tish.

is

most useful

bills

which has passed

the Pratt bill for the protection and

The

provides for the restocking of

bill

our almost depleted waters, and makes the taking of food fish
by any other method than the hook and line a misdemeanor.
Such a bill has been wanted for a long time in Illinois.

Association for the Advancement of Science."
see that

new

societies of

number, as

in

it

—The

We understand that nearly all the army ofFort Walla Walla are members Of the sori
and the selection of 'one of them to be its first president
shows the esteem in which they arc held for their ability aud
interest in such matters.
No .other body of men, perhaps,
has so much unemployed talent and, we may add, unused opover the land.

all

ficers stationed at

portunity for scientific inquiry as the officers of the army,

report of the Canadian Commission of Fisheries for

year ending Dec. 31, 1870, shows that Ihe. gross value of
produce of Ihe, fisheries for 1870 was $11,1 47,500, or

$061,917 in excess of that of Ts75.

May

From

the Toronto Globe,

we extract a part of the abstract of the report:
There are now seven government fish breeding establish-

ments
castle

w ho,
7

they will take the proper means, can add largely to the
stock of scientific knowledge, and reflect great credit upon the
if

corps to which they belong. There are probably few of them
whose official duties do not leave much time at their own disposal

— time wdiich might be profitably occupied in the investi-

gation ^of the fauual and flora of the regions where they are

They may make themselves

stationed.

excellent and trust-

worthy observers, and do much toward silencing the reproaches sometimes thoughtlessly brought against them of
Wc believe that the spirit
their uselessness except as soldiers.
of scientific inquiry is surely,

if

slowdy, spreading

gentlemen composing this class, aud trust that
the rule rather than the exception.

it

among

the

may become

BV

31,

in the

Dominion, situated as follows In Ontario, Newin Quebec, Tadousac, Qaspe liasiu and
in Nova Scotia Bedford, and in New Bruns:

and Sandwich;

Restigouche

;

ItM.
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[oO.MZMfNIOATED BY DR. coues.]
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Bonaventure

Montekai., Canada,

Dear Dr. Oouei
received a

1

.

May

St.,

1,

(

1877.)

:

circular from

the Medical Department V. S,
"1 1 isl ory of Norl h Amer-

Army, relative to the prcparat in of a
ican Mammals," to be published by y
i<

tent.

We want

au of the United
a book on this subject, and the
imonwealth, and,
States deserves the best thanks of'
irivaucing human
indeed, of Canadians, for iheir libei
science,
knowledge in the various branches
this province. I
In regard tc the mammals occt
send you Ihe foil.
Alee americana). I have 110 positive knowledge
Moc
of
Ottawa,
cics ranges north
bill in the wild
how far il
pts northwest of Ihe latter city they are abunwoodland
jceurs north of Montreal, and during a resinam. lit
irsin the city of Quebec, I did not see nor
having been killed in that part of ihe province.
a of the St. Lawrence, that is to say between
:

<

—

—

auibou {Hanijifcr caribou). This deer tip
to replace the tnoOte on the north of the St. Lawranges from northeast of Montreal to Labrador and
Newfoundland, where it. is more generally replaced b\ a form
called, the Barren Ground caribou, and it is said thai an 0Chot in the Jan/in (fes cai-iof the
ast of Quelle.
Dur ig
lideneeof Britire becoming scarce
Canada, mo

pears to

me

rence.

It

t

1

8

.if

the

deman

ind

snow

shoes.

The

the contract to supIndians of
that this demand is
ply these
less, Ihe animals have had a chance 10 increase, and in a lew
prolific and abundie.,, re yearf, 1 have no doubt, they will be
In regard to the existence of two distinct species, 1 have
ant.
some doubts. There is, however, a great difference between
the form of their horns—the main branches of the woodland
being round, while those of the liarrcn Ground are pahoated,
and it is said that the latter animal is much smaller in size.
J

of

Wc are glad to

this character are rapidly increasing

indicates a healthful spirit of scientific inquiry

ety,

nn

the

—

We have received, through
Walla Walla Union of April 14,
1877, containing the sound and sensible inaugural address of
Surgeon George M. Sternberg, U. S. A., delivered on the occasion of his election to the presidency of the " Walla Walla.
Natitkausts in Uniform.

Dr. Coues, a copy of the

Wc

of the

the Illinois legislature

the

Jjjisforg.

NOTES ON MAMMALS OF CANADA.

—

is

time.

QntwHl

)

states his belief "that

j

i

—

Bach.

;

;

Newcastle were 10,000 of California salmon ova and 150,000
white-fish.
The total distribution of ova that would be
hatched in the spring of 1877 would amount to close upon
The California salmon are to be placed in the
14,000,000.
river Escoumain, about twenty miles east of Sagueuay, once
aicd as a salmon river, but which through the want of
I
protection for many years does not contain a single fish.
It
is there well adapied for the experiment of acclimatizing the
salmon of the Pacific to the Atlantic waters. The necessity
for further measures beimr taken for the preservation of the
and lobster fisheries is strongly enforced by the
03 -i.i'
Commissioner, meantime the efforts made for some years
past by Mr. Wilmot, and persons trained under his direction
to replenish the rivers of Canada by means of artificial fish
culture have been attended with a very fair measure of success.
The parent establishment, fortius purpose, under the
immediate superintendence of Mr. Wilmot, lias uow arrangements and appliances of the most complete character. The
additional number of grown fish returning to the spawningbeds every year is a proof of the. gradual increase in the supply of fish obtained by Mr. Wilmot's labors.
In the fall of
1870 no less than 200 salmon entered Grafton Creek at one
run.
Salmon were also found in the stream at Bowmanv'dle,
in DuHin's Creek, and in the number, Rouge and Credit
Rivers, formerly favorite resorts for these fish, but for many
years entirely depopulated until restocked by the agency provided by the government. Between four and five hundred
grown salmon wen. caught in Lake Ontario last, season, the
rish being in line condition aud from 8 lbs. to 18 lbs. each in
weight. The prospect is held out of the salmon fisheries in
British Columbia attaining increased importance,
Fresh energy aud capital are being applied to this important branch of
industry, for whieh the supply of fish is practically unlimited.

Lisbon.

lose,

eggs in the Toledo hatchery,

deposit oi vivified salmon ej
to 1,500, (HID; at Tadousac to 1,00(1,(11)0;
1,000. 000
at Gaspe to 920,000
at Resin he to 720,000
and at Miramichi to 040,000. Added to
these at Sandwich are 8,000,0(10 of while-fish eggs, while at,

ie amounted
Bedford to nearly

at

ach.

were also
hatched at Toledo 0,000 eggs of the land-locked salmon from
Maine, and OO.OOO eggs of satmomku: Of these 10,000 of
the fry were placed in tire Maumec Bay, 10,000 in the Sandusky River, near Fremont, and the remainder in the lake
sides the very successful culture of whitefish, there

The

Miramichi.

wick,

i

Drains and ditches
have been made all over the Slate, drying up the swamps and
small streams, the natural breeding grounds of most of our
* * * It has been found everywhere that the
river fish.
aiding places of the fishes.

Laxp-Locked SALMON

Kelley's

was an aggregate of over two

Many

tions to the rapid transit of the water

Casta

at

toese, including 300,000 fry

There arc causes behind
streams.
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Ihiiii;

more abundant

in

1

Cu/v'i-

the

—This

Province of Ontario.

Its

species

is

northern

—

J

FOREST AND STREAM.
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range terminates northeast of Montreal, and it
the Lniireiitian mountains north of Quebec.
.

M

he south Hide of the St.

i

is

net

l

in

II 0CCW8 Jn the
Lawrence adjoin-

ing the State of Maine.
's".w ru? mV/< r).— Not
found north of
Tlic northern range of the black BqnirA grgy varei terminates in the woody region near Ottawa.
When
riety is abundant in the township.-; smith of Montreal.
ronto a number of years ago, 1 remember havIi

Black

Sqiui:i:i.i

Montreal or tniebec.

'

is the common
150 miles north of Mon-

'-.

I met with

species in the north.

0eottnd Squirrel (Tamias

it

stritdus),

prouOunced excellent, a commendation of which Mr. Vmuor
...... outs and descriptions were, m the
large majority of cases, from the personal observation of the
author. Cm one point one of his critics decides against him, the
balance of the evidence being decidedly on the side of the former. Mr. Vennor states that there is no authentic record of the
occurrence of the barn owl in Canada. The reviewer quotes, per
contra, a paper of Mr. Bowdier Sharpe on the 'Geographical Distribution of Barn Owls,' published in Mr.Kowley's Ornithological MiseeUany, in which it is stated that the British Museum
contains a specimen from the neighborhood of Toronto, collected near that city by Mr. James Whitely, who has resided
there for some years, and has sent many interesting birds to
There is no doubt, therefore, that the barn
this country.
owl has been seen in Canada, but so seldom that Mr. Vennor
may be excused for not having heard of an authentic case."
We should much like to hear more respecting the distribution of the barn owl in the northern United Stales and

— Common,

curs as tar north as forests extend.
Flying Somur.EL (Scinropierus whteiUa).—This
lily in northern range,

and ocprovince

©bound Hog or N'oom nt'eK ArcUiwya monax).— This animal is found far north in this province. I met with it in
Labrador.
There are two varieties, one being black but
i

This
(Castor fihrv ).— Occurs north of Quebec.
animal has been greatly destroyed Q1 late, on account of the

demand

for its fur.

Music Rat Fiber vtbetltku*).— Plentiful along the water
in it h of Quebec.
white variety is met with occaIt is not an albino, as the
sionally in the vicinity of Quebec.
eyas are hazel.
Isonii/si- Numerous on the
,,1-v; MdnSJi Zai
i

A

i

Island of Monl real, abuni
It evidently enjoys gras
northern rivers where the
of stUbtod growth. "Win
have frequently caught II
Poitoprrsn (Erethteon
north of Quebec _ It exti
is eaten by the people of

w

Is

my

net.

'and along' Vile
igs ire surrounded with trees
ting butterflies in Labrador I

is

in

is in

— Abundant

the woods
Southern Labrador. Itsflesh

W).

in

i

ommon Hark

(

us).—Abundant everywhere

/,-.

|

the principal flesh food of
3
as far as forests a
They produce two
winter.
the people of Ln
young ones on the
ground.
Ine large specimen was
(F,Hs
This is the only record of
lulled north of the
the occurrence of this animal in Canada.
Black Brae (Ursus (mneriamuf). Common in the mouutains north of Quebec, exlendin g into Labrador, i here they
Abundant on the Isla id or Ahtieoati. wh< re it is said
are rare.
ied
there are two verities, the whit, BOSCd and the nil
Seasonally
White I'oi.aii Be.m: (Uh ItS iiulriliit' a:,
Hand.
seen on Labrador and .\
Wolveiunh OR (ii.rrro\ (0 ,//,. hums).—This animal inII
s met with
he mountain rcdoii; not ib of Quebec.
The Indians •all it Carin the Jardin (lex Cn-Hnam in wi liter.
eajou or Indian Iievil. They say it is impossible to t
in the neighborhood where it occurs, as the "Wolverine follows
the trapper and cunningly ejects a fluid oi leaves its fjeebmenia
either on the bail .or around the Ir.'ui, preventing any other
animal from approaching it. Its fur is valuable for sleigh-

fMi.

Ci/aimm

Dead

Ospeets Taking

Fton".

—Many

thanks to

GENUS PEKtSOBECS.
Canada Jay, Moose

Bonap.

t'Alin.Y

issue of

Cab. Great Crested Fly Catcher.
GKNUS SAVIIRMS.
Bd. Peyvee, Plueoe.
Sayomw mt/us. Bd. Says I'ewee. Authority, Prof. Fox.
GENUS CONTOPUS.
Conlapus borealia. Bd. Olive-sided Fly Catcher.
Cimtojw virens. Cab. Wood Pewee.
GBNC8 EMPIDO.NAX.
i;„ n .i.l.„u,x trailli.
Bd. Traill's Fly-catcher.
K„ipi,:»na.r miniviiiS, Bd. Least Fly-catcher.
Empiilunaji ac-wlii-us.
Bd.
Small greon-coatod Fly-catch,
ftauurnUfusri's.

"Dom

Little

r,

Pewee.
Bd. Y'ellow-bellied Fly-catcher.
FAMILY AI^'EDNIDvK.

Kinjiiduuax jkmvntita.

Cn-yU' al-tjun.

GENUS CEIULK.
Belted Klug Finher.
eAPitiMuum>.«.

Bole.

i'amila-

Bd.

CliunteiL'xpu))cLiu\

Night. Hawk.
GBNOS ANTROSTOUUH.

Boonp.

W'ldp 1'oi.r Will.
PASIILY CVI'SELIIl.E.

AntrustuMtuteurifiruH.

Forest

GENUS Cil.ETUR.l.
Chimney Swalldw.
FAMILY TnOCHILLD-B.

I'laiclum pelauka.

Bd.

Ti

Linn.

_»_

BLACK BASS AND OSWEGO

1YKANNID.B.

Bd.

Mj/iurchus crinihm.

[For some information on the other side of the question,
however, we would refer "Roamer" to Yennor's "Canadian
last,

Whiskey

GENUS TTKANN03.
King Bird, Bee Marten.
GENUS MYIAnCHCS.

Tyranmui caroliilishiis,

Pedro", for his succinct reply to my queries, and I regret very.
that "S. C. C." should have thought them captious.
My interest in Ornithology, and the desire for further informa'Dom Pedro" says
tion, solely prompted me to make them.
in regard to the rare incident he observed of an Osprey retaking a fish that bad been dropped into the water, "that when
it fell into the water it came to the surface, and while strug*lin« around in a circle the bird made his second plunge, takHaving studied Ornithology from the
ing "the same fish."
standard works, as well as from nature. I was desirous that any
hitherto unobserved incident should be verified and recorded.
"Dom Pedro's" explanation corroborated my surmise that the
Roamfj:.
fish was not dead when taken.

Birds of Prey," pp. 88 and 89, reviewed in

Bird,

8UB-0HI1EE CI.ASfATOTlSS.

much

and S'ibeam.— En.

lilge Jay.

Syvaln.

iristata.

Periiorem ca/aadensSi.
John or Jack.

Canada.

t

•

::

i

raises.

gGHdS I'ioa.
Bonap. Magpie (Ameiicau).
GKNCS CVANOKA.

1

ii

Hf.avt.r

Frequently seen in Hie

Fiah Crow.

Wilson.

neighborhood of the great

.

'

srpnrrels spotted with white.
I
ing
::-..,!.:
huilxonhix).— This

ii

'

BASS.

i,

ii

Ruby-throai KiimnilugBint.
OltPEB fCANSoKFS.

tolubrU.

(tue

(

—

i

l

,

)

i

i

Sicisk
fMMca ).— Common throughout the
The IiabitunU make
Province, bul doI found in Labrador.
pels of this annual, in fact they domesticate if for the purpose
Thesceut
of destroying rodents frequenting their out-lioiises.
glands are ut out it is Ihen tamed for the above use, and it
lie more expert and superior to a cat.
Plentiful, but the black and
1!eh F'jS
I 'uljx:i futcus).
gray varilies are only lobe met with in prime order in
'

;

i

i

—

('

,!,i
[ori Newfoundland "and Antieosti.
Annie Vox I Valprs Uigoptix).— Occasionally seen in Labrador, Newfoundland, and on two occasions on Antieosti, which
island it reached probably on ice.
VV onCnnU It/pint var. ocridentalh). The Province of
,

—

i

Quebec is not much annoved by wolves. It seems curious
thai Newfoundland is greatly infested by wolves of large size.
1 suppose they have increased on account of he Government
destruction.
It
laving ceased to pay the reward for t
rarely "met with in Labrador. During my last visit to the
saw the skin of a large w ilf "which was killed at
South 'oast
l

t

i

I

animals, yet the pelage presents so'greal a difference that the
value of the north shore skin is worth at least two of the one
taken on the south shore.
ii
MtmUla amsrkaiia).— The best marten occur in
is reputed to be a good hunting ground
for this animal.
It is found in the woods north of Quebec,
but thev do not attain the large size of the specimens found on
Labrador or Antieosti.
u-iEi:
Latra aim rictma). —Not common, excepting in the
More abundant
•wild mountain lake region north of Quebec.
Rare in
in the vie'mily of the lakes in Southern Labrador.
Autioo-di.
Its fur has been very fashionable for some years
I

(

Labrador, but Antieosti

(

4,

1877.

i

i

so many disciples of the rod fail to dislinguish between the black and Oswego bass? their differences are
marked both in shape and table qualities. I wish the Ambrioan Spoeisme.s's Jodexai, for the benefit of our doubting
brethren who hold that they are identical, would describe the
points wherein they differ,
is it

[The specific characteristics of both fish are fully given and
We
compared to Forest and Stream of Feb. 38, 1874.
Ed.]
will endeavor to republish Ibem Shortly

We

a very good run of black bass this year, thanks to
which' protects them from .May 15 to July 1, and
the good effects of which we already sec in the increased number and size of the iish.
might be improved In1 think it
putting the el, ,,. season a wick earlier, but ib does very well
as it is.'
The-Spawn are already hatching, and the beds arc
black with little bass.
Ine offender; caught with a bass in his
possession, wa- brought to lie rack a week ago through the
influence of the Sportsman's 'bib, and paid bis tine like a little
man. Others are under surveillance, and terror reigns in the
ranks of the law breakers.
Hike should have taken the spoon two weeks ago l,o have
verified the old rule—

ygu

....

(Mltstela

I'l-iiii:

pettntf).

—Uncommon

in

.

family piciii.e.
GENUS P1CUS.
Linn. Hairy Woodpecker. Large 3npsucker.
I'L-u-i piibexcim.
Linn. Downy Woodpecker or Lesser SApsucker.
GENUS PICOtBES.
Picoidea ttretUus, Gray. Black-backed Three-toed Woodpecker.
I'kiiide.imiiin.uiiua
Biclnn. White-backer] three-toed Woodpecker.
The former common to tipper Peninsula, occasional to Lower.
I'iaia vtBottu*.

GENUS trHYRAFU

had

Uphycapinin varius.

'

I

I

it is

Condi/In ra

fw/«tol-ffc have

found oecassionally

lit

Quebec, but

I

'•

li

.

.

Wli

Cilaptesmiratvs.

but they didn't, and won't even now in anv numbers. Thosr
that are taken are small, and the largest 1 have seen this yeai
was a three-pounder, caught by your correspondent. " Avvahoose." The season is very dry, and the water low in consequence, which, perhaps, has something to do wilh it.
But
few are being caught in seines.
Vuttu Mont.

AUDACITY

HAWKS.

IN

),

KDITOlt FORRST ANTJ

Til.,

WEEK ENDING JUNE
-One crow blackbird, Quixfuhia oertimlor, presented by Mr.
N. Y. City one purple gadiuule, iJalluada „utrtini:a,
presented by Mr. Samuel W. Tiuslaw. Jr., il>,v on board of steamship
City ot Houston, while In the Oulf of Mexico, on her trie to this city
two English pheasants, Phtm'amis eotehiens, presented by Mr. .1, din
ouo mocking bird, ,i/i,.h.v /»,%/„mii, preSutherland, N. Y. Cily
senled by Dr. Stephen Kelly, N. Y. Cily ono ringdove. Turin,- riuuria,
1S7V.

.Sutlicrlaud,

;

;

;

ihiI

Yours

not common at
truly,

This species

is

19, 18T7.

inst. ail article on the auilaeityot'
my testimony regarding tlie incoiaWhile nnail sliooiing in ii'toriila last
wiateriuy dog had last come to a point. 1 walked iu, gelling a right
and left. The l.ird which t dropped Willi my left-hand barrel was a
long shot— full forty yards. However, almost before it had reached
the grouud, ami before the smoke had fully cleared away, a large hawk
swooped down ami quietly carried lilm oil to a BfelgUborlDg tree.
111
inglJiokm "to heel," and changing my No. SB ror an Ely's No. 5,1
thought I would settle with that hawk, and so, creeping cautiously
along. I got within about, sixty yards, aDd hrougDt down the robber
and the quail with him. Hawks art
numerous in Florida, ami destroy large numbers of quail, as de the negroes, who pot them on the
ground and irap them summer and winter. Yet with all this war
waged against them thev thrive wonderfully. I could leave camp anv
day and go iii any direction and be sure of Hading four or five coveys
in U.'.^h ihan half an hour.
Fi.okiua,

liaraWe cheekineasui"

1

Maltese Cat

iliul,

hiol.

I

I

BY

.

i

l
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1

:
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'

he seieutitic press in England. The accounts of
the habits,' as also tho descriptions of the various BjWCifcB are
.,

I

t'r

nt'< Ihi s),

presented;

I

Siren

iM'rtoi

talmluta), presented.

Arthur

— Mr.

ii.

Uucrtiuu), presented;

.

E.

T. Ilelnibold has leased the

Brown,

new

Clen'l.

Supt.

store corner of

Broadway ami Seventeenth
the ex-millionare Daniel

drug store

Cow

Bird,

We

inductive method, are nt least Baconian in this system.
all supposed to trace down from "the grand old gardener

are

and his wife," and therefore have an inherited tendency towards flower shows. The man who docs not love Bower
shows, is like Shakespeare's wretch, who does not love music.

Cow Blackbird.

lted-w

ieteroftphalia.

r

Bd

Swamp

The

Black Bird.

low-headed

Black Bird.

Bare.

love of flowers

Swain.

higher things.

I Sturnella neylecta.
with,

Aud.

deal to

Meadow

or Did Field Lark.
Western Lurk. Occasional specimens

met

'

GENUS
1,

tfrus hulthuure.

[OTEttUS.

Bonap. Orchard Oriole.
Hand. Baltimore Oriole, llaug Bird, U.ilden Kobiu

1'AjltLY C0RV1O.B.
GENUS COKVnS.
Cormts eamioortts. Bart. American Raven,
(orvna vtnerioamu. Aud. Comruoo Croiv,

is

often the finishing grace of n

noble

Given the
character, the redeeming virtue of a debased one.
love of flowers, you may iu the long run work out the love of

many

.LA.

Btmmlla magna.

suppose that a garden affords the most innocent and
Lord Bacon thought so, and unwho never trouble their heads aliout the

perfect of pleasines.

OBNOS X1STUOI
Kanthnceplialvx

finest

faotlkmtl, rffnrm ;mtl @;trden.

WK

Shore hark.

Vieill.

formerly the residence of

philosophieal people,

FAMILY ICTKIUDjK.
oksus noi.iemiNyx.
Swaiil. Keed llird, Kice Bird, Bobolink.
OEKDS MOLOTUUCS.

Stvain.

Agehfia phanicau,

street,

Drew, and intends opening the

the world, on the 1st of July.

FLOWER SHOWS.

(ContinitrJ).

lloie.

in

AKCiiEP,.

KAliriV ALAIDID.B.
EBEMOI'UIl.A.

Icterus spnriut.

'BET.—The Ti ironto Mail says "Mr.
cent work, cni.il led 'Our Birds of Prey; or. The
Eagles, Hawks and Owls of Canada. has been very favorably
if

We

Hoi

Laud Tortoises {Tcilmlu

I

II

Zoological Garden for

\

litlSCS

:

i

l

torn, rffco>,

IV

i

Capuchin (Cehvx

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

Sloltitfirwipecoris,

"Wm. Coupkr.
P, 8.
may as well stale farther that the following animals
do not occur oil the Island of Antieosti Caribou, beaver, por\olf laeeideulali, lynx, squirrels.
I am informed thai
nils reaching the island from wrecks generally die shortly afterward. Whether hey are destroyed by other animals or not.
it is a fact that a
hoiigb thousands of "the European rat have
Beached the island, not one has been seen in any habitation,
W. C.
nor anywhere else.

(FAU

Conki.in, Director.

I

abundant

Quebec.

W. A.

bred in the menagerie.

Seeing in your issue of Iliel9tli
hawks, I tliouiflit I would {jivgyou

DolU-hunyx vrtjzieorut.

Srrr.KW Moi.e (Srttltr/isiH/uatkiiti).

;

STKEVW:

is

rare.

be continued.)

Arrivals at the Puilauel™
Ending Tuespay, JuNEOth, tsiJ:

May

Flicker.

lligti-h.ilder.

To

AlCEIYALS AT CENTRAL PARK MBNAGEKIE FOR

fl,

lUile

Swain,
(

John

Ibis
it

S.

Bd.

i

Ertittijplrila aljfxlrls.

-in More
annual here, and

I

Yellow-bellied Woodpecker.
GENUS nVl.OTuMUS.
UylatomxtapfleiUiu. ltd. Black Woodcock. Log Cock.
GENUS CENTUKUS.
oarolinus. Bonap.
Red-bellied Woodpecker.
OSNCS MKLANKRI'IS.
lUetaMrpcs pryihrocephalvn. Hwaiu. Red-lieaded Woodpecker.

our law

the Province

of Quebi

GENUS COCeVGLS.
Bonap. Black-billed Cuokoo,
Bonap. Y'ellow-bl Hod Cuckoo.

rgttumpthahmis.

,

e,„ ,,:,,:,, iiM.-iiniiiiu.

I

past.

pi

Why

I

Sheldrake River. This is the only hist; nee of its occurrence
One was once seen on II a Island of Antieosti
<iii Labrador.
about eight years ago. but it is suppose) to have reached the
island on an' iceberg from the ncighborhf xl of Helle Isle Straits.
The
Mm* fvtori*sviso7i).—Pound thn
high price a fe
years ago.
fur of this animal demanded
.Now, it is out of fashion. The price paid for skins depended
(I mean as regreatly On the locality in which il was taken.
gards our market.) For inslanee, an experienced fur-col lector
li. inline the locality in which the animal was taken,
"
Is'orth Shore Mink" would sell for
on tanning he pelt. A
twice the' value of a "South Shore" skin. Although the St.
Lawrence is the only barrier between the habitat of the two

i

FEt'insmiio, Vermont, June

\5f

EorroR Forest axd Stream

Moreover, these (lower showB do a great

cement and elevate provincial

life.

The

general ten.

be metropolitan, or rather cosmopolitan, and every
thing thai adds to the vigor, healthfuhtcssand independence of
Country life cannot he spared in these days. Of course people approach the matter of flower shows from various points

dency

is to

some are terribly in earnest aboul Ihe prizes. Indeed there is a fashion much to be reprobated for special culti
vations, which shall earn monetary prizes and paragraphs in
of view;

—

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
newspaper,

the

while

o

&

b>

a.

in

senleuct

LtOU

ol

'

mini,

she baa

[ud

i

tJnquestionahly there

classified.

which he' cut
rle

al an eye at joint, in the
$ a quarter of a
atm
here have long known tl
toi
to
-i
materia), but a still greater waste of
lime, and we never do it unless in part icular cases thai very
1 might mention scores pf similar operations",
rarely occur.
which are performed abroad in a manner which seem to us as
primitive as this.
oi

is

on roses and geraniums, on

show

of azaliaa,

lantS

agood

cut.

deal of honest criti-

flowers and designs, and

and the multicolored

orchids

always a strong point

is

Moreover, there

at

turist," is so

homely

Vies, and even non-seioutilie eyes can view with suggeslStill, as one
eoinplacenoy, giwn peas mid. early potatoes.
watches the gay crowds promenading the. paths, or sipping

ices,

or listening to

I

lie

music,

it

is

for the intelligent study pf

who

fresh variegated toilets, for count-

are present

and discussing those

who

It is a matter of general congratulation if one of
our friends has succeeded in winning a prize, or we praise his
kindness in sending ferns, palms or orchids to aid in the ornamentation of the scene. From what we can learn the forth-

are absent.

coming exhibition of the New York Horticultural Society at
Gilmore's Garden (Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of
1his week) will he by far the best ever brought before the public of New York, and we trust the Society will be encouraged
by the increased attendance and the interest manifested in the
beauties exhibited, lo renewed efforts to make their June and
Fall exhibitions oven more of a success.

HYDROPHOBIA.
IiaUemumina. or canine madness,
a disease of a uervous
order, natural to the dog family.
Consequently, wolves, foxes,
hyenas, and all the canine tribe' from the least to the greatest,

taken from the "American Agricul-

article,

is,

we have much
Mr. Henderson
and here he brings his

pertinent sun! to the point that

we

the publicity

it all

would not be himself,

if not, statistical,

from our

awakened much attention both
furid profession.- -Ed.

in

can.

We

bear with unusual force.

receive a careful perusal

are occasionally subject, to attacks of this fatal
malady.

it

just as

has already

and outside of the

THE PRICES OF NURSERY AND GREEN
HOUSE PRODUCTS ABROAD AND AT
HOME.
BY VETEB HENDEESON.

much

.-

Some lime ago

a copy of General Pleasonton's book came
into the hands of Mr. Spenee, of Coventry Bank.
It so happened that Mi. SpettCC was erecting vineries al the time, and
he resolved on satisfying himself as to the effects of the blueviolet ray. Mr. Spenee's vineries are built, against a lofty wall,
and have a tine southern exposure. There are two forcinghouses, each till feet by 15, separated by a transverse section
of about the same dimensions running out from the wall. This
construction necessitated a modification of the American plan,
and Mr. Spenee has, by an ingenious arrangement of the glass
at the top of the wall, made sure of the violet ray travelling
over all the plants. One of the houses— the westmost—is
glazed in the usual fashion with white glass the other is tilted
up with rows of blue glass, casting a violet, ray in the manner
described by General Pleasonton." 'With the exception of the
rows of colored glass, the two houses are exact lv the same in
every respect. As to soil, itmavbe mentioned that in the course
of the summer Mr. Spenee look a large quantity of turf off his
lawn, which was allowed to rot, and in the fall" Of the year il
was appropriated for the purpose of vine growing. It Was
placed in both houses, and in both cases bones and: bone-meal
from Rosemill
J loth last
the two houses were stocked t
equal age and of
the same variety— Black lla
the same day, in
order further lo lest the iuflue
le-violet ray, potatoes were planted in both boo
Tin
s and potatoes were
litii
the color ray excopied.
These operations were gen aboi it with the advice
ami under the superintendence of
Law rie, an intelligent
and experienced gardener. 1 leal wu put
in both house's on
February 8, and the temperature
ce then been kept
equal, the white house from poshim liming if anything the
advantage.:; On visiting the vinerii a we found the potatoes
which have had the advantage of the blue light bath' standing
3 feet, above the surface, and BO vig irons is the growth, although carrying the full strength of Ihc stem, they will require to be suikcd.
In the whit house they stood Only 3
feet high.
The vines, again, which ire bathed in violet, have
grown 3 feet. -H inches, and have a st oug vigorous look. Those
in the white house, on the other It uid, are only 13 inches.
Those acquainted with vine culture .'ill be able to estimate the
different, results by the following del.; ils.
regular note of progt ess has been kept, and the results
lows: At first the progress made mi ler the color rav averaged
lully an inch every twenty-four hou s.
On March 8, exactly
a month from the 'date of forcing, tin potatoes under Ibe white
glass stood 14 inches above the g
d. while under the blue
glass thev stood 25 ineia
Tli
es, again,
at same date.
had only grown 4 inches nder the
the blue they lard altai
heighl
fill inches'
Asa further
ice of the stimulating ml!
ace of the ray
may be nieutinned that a camellia was poh
d out to us which had been
removed into the 'blue 'house
sadse oj the sickly look, but
which in its new quarters had
)W).l 3 inches in "two days,
Mr. Lawrie, who has had a lib
mg experience, says nothing
like it hits before come under 1
notice.

from one-third to one-half
country than in Europe, nearly all the

the price of labor
this

in

is

products of the nursery, greenhouse, or garden, art' sold lower
here, than there— not merely lower, but in a majority of cases
stock, 1 have the aual less than half the price, "in nursery
thority of Messrs. Elhvanger & Barry, "of Rochester. N. Y\, for
statins that, in many leading articles in fruit trees, the diiferIn
n.
in prices in favor of this country arc as follows:
l.ieiand, "Standard" apple trees are quotedat *lts per 10(1
Dwarf pear
the same quality are sold here at ftl&per 100.
Standtrees there sell at $3S per 100 j here, nt $16 per 100.
i

average
England flB-per
ard pear, plum and cherry
100; here $15 per 100. Apricots and nectarines arc sold for
about the same price hero as in England, but peach frees
which are sold here at an average of |Jr70 per 1,000, are there
The general assortment of ornamental
sold at $150 per 1,000.
trees and shrubs show a corresponding average in favor of
lower prices here. In greenhouse or bedding plants, the difference in favor of our lower rates here is even greater, both at
ltoses, for exampt
Wholesale and retail,
er ill Europe than almost anything else, <
the s tune quality averages
I'd at less than $ 15 per Kill: here
#12 per 100. Carnations, or pinks, whii _'h are quoted ill England as specially low at $20 per 10U, are sold here at sfri'J per
00. sire offered at .fTJ there;
Ferns sold here a] $8 p
100.
sold here at $4, sue quoted
tuberoses anil gladioluses that,
while to lake the
there at least double Hi
9 plants, that may average here $10
bedding or greerih
ion io the trade, are offered to us by .the wholesale Eng
houses us specially 1 w. at »18 per 100.
last summer, nearly
Owing to the unusually dry we
d, so that we had to iraall our stock fuchsias were deslo
wae $8fi per 100, the. very
port, from London-, the price pa
In prices at retail,
tOO.
same quality that we sell at $18 f
38paid in Europe are fully
particularly for new plants, the p
four times wore than what we el
„ here. For example,
in

trees

'

si

new

when

rose,

first

offered,

is

sold in

London

at

£1

Is.,

the

here the first sales of the same are at from $2
New fuchsias or geraniums are rarely sold in
London at less than §3 each; here we think we are getting
In addition to the
well paid if we get one-fourth of that sum.
greater price paid for the article itself, they invariably saddle
us with the expense of hoses and packing, often no small
If we add
item, which here is rarely charged by the florists.
per eenC
duly, which our govern
to these, our 30
for
perishable
these
wisdom exacts
its
nient
in
commodities, it may well be wondered that Europe
can ever sell to us at ail, particularly when it is known that at
least one half of the imported plants are lost by injiu'y sustained in transit. The question arises, how can our nurserymen
and florists sell so much lower, and make the business pay?
for that they do make it pay quite as well as European growThe answer to this is the
ers do, here is but little doubt.
known fact that the high COSl of labor, has long ago forced us
louse our ingenuity in simplifying our work. What WO do
with the plow, the English gardener still thinks it necessary to
do with the spade. What we do with our horse or hand cultivator, he still does with the hoc, and often a very primitive
plant, about iSO
to $8 each.

:

i

M

i

hoe

Where we

use stakes and labels that are
they, in many eases, yet make them by
single one, actually, costs sis much in labor as

at that.

made by machinery,
hand, win n a

do a hundred when made by machinery. When it comes to
the manual operations, necessary in the propagating and growing of greenhouse plant*, the same waste ol labor is apparent.
Our averairc propagator will lake off. make, and set in bench,
1.000 outturns per dav; al the rate saw the propagators of two
1

of theleadlng estahlishments in Londi n working, when there
doubt if the average was 2110 a day. and
a few years ago,
when we tell them thai some of our crack workmen can place
10. (100 rooted cuttings in pots in 10 hours, they honestly think
it false, for probably not more than one-third of that number
has ever been done "in the same time there. I do not wish to
ui
d that the English gardener can nol moveasrapui
ra
idly as the American, but custom there clogs his hands wiih
unnecessary wa'k to accomplish the object desin
Pile
Other day a man of -10 years of age pivsenl.nl himself to me,
with credentials from a long established Edinburgh linn, slnlve experienced propagator and cultivator of plants.
hii capabilities. I handed him a lot of rose cuttings to

-

A

tt

it,

comparatively of rare occurrence
of the dogs now hilled purunder that difficulty. Dogs
having worms, pups getting second teeth, and some casts of
distemper in the early stage!
attended with tits or spastnsf

.

i

a disease

aud but a very small proportion
porting lo be rabid

really labor

and sometimes the animal

s

affected

will

run about

in a

bewildered condition, froth
If seen by peisons

ho mouth, and excite general
icqoainted villi the symptoms
hydrophobia, at once the hue and cry is raised "mad dog,'i

111111111.

ol*

unfortunate cur is dispatched (which is the only safe plan
where the cause aud symptoms are not understood), and the
is treated to an artie
the newspapers detailing the
horrors of this disease and its iivvali-nee.
The saliva of a
healthy dog is among the most ii nocuous agents that urn heapplied to a wound.
It is his own panacea for every injury, and
I

public

human bei OgS has been regarded salutary
eiirliest history of the world.
Recently there
has been conveyed, through the public print, the idea that the
bite of a dog not, suffering with rabies is capable of communihis licking of sores of

from almost the

Oneniighl just as well say to shake hands
had not the itch will give the itch, or 1:6 scratch
not. charged with vaccine virus will produce
and to argue that a man bitten by a well dog if
abid six months after, the man is liable to 'be

cating that disease.
that

a point

kine pock;
that, doi,

-

tacked, is

at

preposterous than witchcraft.
It, is
true a
lIs from other instruments,
nay lie the means of causing spasms,
rich inav s
rabies
need; but
exist in

wound from
trismatic

tit.

•

the dog in
the dog havi
a short time,

and

i

being more
mi-

with

poriunuy

the

thii

to

ote the

il<
aptoi

just,

s

surely

than large ones,
eral dogs labormil had fnllopOi e was aSonlrli

a setter, both
logs, greatly atached to he family, aud under good subject iorZ The sympere as near alike in them as they arc hi any disease that
ollier

I

mankind,
Tin

symptoms

for the

lirst,

twenty-four

lo forty-eight

hours

are not constantly chained to a kennel, quite marked
gof the salivary glands, which no doubt, are the lirst
organs- of the system that sulfer.
On the second and third
days they seem languid, their eyes have a weak or liquid look,
mouth slightly parted, tongues protruding a little, a very
short, dry loll; if they move during this period, itiswilha.
tired or sickly droopiugof the head and tail, and the first quiet,
at.

place they reach they throw themselves down, always with
'
ihort panting.
About the latter part of the third day,
they begin to grow restless, becoming easilys
tl will
•al
or "imaginary Hies
will often get up suddenly :iu
he
room to eaicb or snap at them, aud, if naturally ilh
li'edwiit
snap at persons if teasted generally cat and drink
usual v
obey their masters, and, if accustomed to hum, will
keaueffort.
But their behavior will
either
at home
About, the fourth day they
place.
willbeco
ho restless, that, if no! secured, they will leave home
it
iout, bite other animals and occasionly persons
if
tied are mor -'inclined lo bite.
During ibis period the saliva
begins to tlo w, sometimes copiously, at other limes sparingly;
they remove
from their mouths by violent shakes of the
head,
yum
pears ropy, at others frothy.
When
the saliva la
Ho they are unable to swallow liquids,
and often s
hen they attempt, to swallow anything
solid it is ret
ivily coated with ibis ropy saliva, which
seen
that, prevents the swallowing.
1 have
1 till
iptiug to drink start back wilhasorl of
lb:
which ascribed to drawing the tough
Have thrown water over them, which
ich causes hem to shrink away, hut 1
it pr .luce convulsions.
By ibe fifth day
'.iu.
jod-ahot and deliriour
mouths
.,,
ad frothy, extremely restless,
at everything
within reach;
II the
cue aggravated
to the highest pitch, xcept a v iy slight hack o: oough, which
they have at (he eo
it
of the disea e, and which
subsides with the lien
In this eouditi
the
until they become ex
isted.
ble to fii
throat from Ihcaeeui
impeded, the brain and uervous centres irritated or congested,
convulsions ensue, and by the seventh or eighth dav death
Closes the scene.
The first dog 1 saw with rabies, to note any
of tlie symptoms, was a bull terrier owned by a .Mr. JaaDurie
iu IS5.J.
Probably on the third day of tlie disease, while
chsiincd, this deg bit Mrs. Durie through the bare hand, also
during the same day bit a pig and a cow, andwas killed em Ibe
fourth day without having reached convulsions.
.Mrs. Durie
escapriltludisea.se, bill the pig aud cow went mad inside of
two weeks. The. Second Case was a Scotch terrier owned b\
myself.
This dog was extremely good-natured for one of i,i" M
species, was accustomed to hi
ressed mid tended by conipnralive strangers, and was a great
t with acquaintances.
About,
the lOihofMiiy. 18(11,
obser d he was a littl,- indisposed,
and on faking him up I found
largemcnl of tbe paroted and
subiiiaxilary glands which 1 in
ibed to cold, and a smell eoiisidcrably .strong for a dog that vnf loose and was kept with
tolerable care,
fie always slept, in the house, and during the
night could be often heard tracking around on flu- dining loom
oil cloth or digging in the corners of Uu- mom.
During the
;

:

I

country

understand that we arc likely to have a

summer from

in the course of the

visit in this

Dr. J. D. Hooker,

president of the Royal Society and director of the Royal Botanic Gardens

Kew, London.

i I.

1

He

will be accompanied by
summer, and who was the
widow of the well known naturalist, Sir William Jardiue.

his wife,

sit

whom

Dr. Hooker's
ical labors,

he married

first

whom

last

wife, his coadjutor iu so

he

lost a

many

of his botan-

few years ago, was the daughter

of the celebrated naturalist, Professor

Henslow.

—

Lnouirer. The plants received are a small specimen of
Trillium granditlorum, the large flowered white Wake robin,
Mitoella nuda, the smaller Mitrewort or Bishop's cap, and
Ribes aureum, the Buffalo or Missouri currant, remarkable for
the spicy fragrance of its yellow blossom in early spring.
The oilier three plants received later—next week.

JapOHIOA, A. N.— Divide the crowns after flowerand plant them in rich, sandy loaui. They require plenty

Sr-ii:.e\

ing,

of moist ure when growing.
In Holland this planl is grown in
great quantities for foreign markets among their hyacinths,
icu
ad
in r

™

Tub

-

J.kiinahd Sim it

IUhroo

Fi.v Rues,— These rods have lone had a
always admitted to lie equal to toe
Mr. Leonard lias manufactured a great
rods that tiave been sold by [ending tackle houses who liave

most extended reputation,
best, even by-rival maters,
iiiaaj

earn.-d

a reputation

nail are

for dculiug In superior gondii,

lie tins recently

added considerable capital to Ills business, and tias greatly extended
liis manufacture ol
rods at Bangor, Maine, not only making work superior to any that he has done before, but adding important improvements In ferrules, which secure greater strength and more uniform
elasticity. The pest testimony to Mr, Leonard's worktuiiusblp Is hie
handiwork. <AJk.

I

,-

:»

— We

I

I

was

if.

'

I

sort of

that the poison is taken up by absorpUntil the introduction of the spitz dog

tion into the system.

fortunately

.

1

and

j

wounds, or otherwise, so

i

;

WHILE
more

is specific in ils chat
so us diphtheria, small pox, vaccinia, etc.

when it, is developed in human beings and other animals, it
generally communicated lo them by bites, or the lodgment of
portion of the vitiated saliva of the suffering animal upon

hortlcul-

J

M
wis roi; Visas.—In these days of scepticism in
the horticultural world as to anything good originating in this
it
is refreshing to come across the following endorse*
mem of General Pleasonton'e theory, copied from the Dundee
(Scotland) Attaerttier into the pages of the Garden
The effects 01 blue glass on vegetation are prettj
cfe, London.
well known to physiologists, at least BO far as. laboratory experiments arc concerned, and they are not yd such as to induce a practical man to grow his plants under a blue ray.
Numberless experiments must be tried, ranging over a series
of vears, tocouvinee the sceptic that, the excessive grow lb alleged to have taken place is that of nature, which' results in
well-ripened wood, well-colored grapes, and a sound constitution,
Here is What the Dundee Jdrc/tmr has to say on the
matter, however

The

disease, without the slightest doubt,

trust his article will

readers, as

eo, miry,

•'

giinmiL

i

'

easy to see that the people

who come to the show, really mako up the largest part of the
show itself. It is the opportunity for friendship and flirtation,
ting up our friends

i'

giving

statistics to

§he

>

B

foli-

a spring llower show.

scientific interest in

great deal of

is a

i

[The foregoing

i

the

to idi

i:

mated nature, there are those which honest* Goldsmith never
cisih

prepare, every one of

approved

i

::m.ii

(

is

Aiiuiehi's

use ."
vim a
Tbesweel UumijniOSOa in their white and
blossom at our (lower allows. Amid the beauties of ani-

given
red,

entirety

:mil

Such gardens ore imlike

The final

have been

"I

us,

beauty

general

the

-ii-gaided.

Cor isaude's.
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FOREST AND "STREAM.

following
under chaira etc., and during the
night was again restless.
Tie- third day was worse, and on an
old and intimate friend snapping his lingers at him lie jumped
now chained him securelyin a horse stall
and tore his rest.
in the Stable and barricaded the stall.
Convulsionou the latter part of the fifth day, and he hung himself across
the partition of the stall the morning of the sixth day.
This
dog had pups horn to him on the 37th of June following, and,
so far as we knew, developed the disease spontann In August, 1868, a little mongrel Mack and Ian dog a me
my office and seized a tine, well-trained setter dog I had lying
under a settee and hit him in the nose. I was nearly sure' the
cur was rabid and followed him around a block, when a nummally killed him. Mydog
was scratched a little iutlie bulb of the nose, being saved from
a more severe wound by a wire muzzle.
1 washed tie- nose
with a solution of chlorid of ammonia, also wiped him all oyer
with the same, and gave him internal prophylactic treatment,
aial kept him well muzzled.
In October, seven weeks after. I
On the third day the symptom
noticed the symptoms.
so manifest that
concluded to shoot him, and Took him down
to the meadows with that intent.
On letting him loose hi
once struck out for a hunt, and in five minutes made as line a
point on an English snipe as a man Ever saw.
I shot at and
missed the snipe, took the dog home, cleared out a bed-room,
put downa heavy doubled rag carpet lor him lo lie on. chained
him to an old settee frame and concluded I would be sure lahad rabies, but on the morning of the fifth day of tin- disease
he had a convulsion. Afier' the convulsion, though he was
obedient to me, he exhibited signs of derangement .and would
have bitten a stranger without doubt.
1 killed him with
strichuine.
And this killing wit li slrichuiue developed a fact
that 1 had not before observed and that was, that the dog did
not swallow at all at this stage of the disease.
At command
he came the length of his chain, and took it
IUOUth
Hat piece of iron, on which I placed 1e
grains of the
drug; in twenty minutes
gave
grains more,
and after again 'waiting twenty minutes I g
liini another
fifteen grains, and from the lime he took the first dose he lived
two hours, seeming to grow better under the influence of
the poison until within a few seconds of Ids dealh.
The drug
was good, and after death the dog's tongue and
i3

i
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ENGLISH SPORTING AND KENNEL

handsomer, the aui mill used

NOTES.
FRoM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

i

ll

;

I

ll

I

mouth were white with

it.

Mild dispositioned dogs

that

have a master to

Whom

they ore

warn them of their danger by
snapping short— their masters being the last things they will
respi
and they will often exhibit a regard for them until
They are not very much inclined to attack
neerrlyunconscioiiB.
;-on> in the street if undisturbed.
Dogs in the
,,., stage ol rallies exhibit their likes and dislikes
will bite
one person and not another will go some distance rol rji
to
bite
way
one animal and not another. Their sem c of smell
continues until tin. disease is far advanced.
Persoi is owning
dogs should secure them on observing the feverish sn tell, swclling of the kernels or glands in the throat, sliorj lot languor,
drooping of the head and tail, and easy disposition
noyed by the buzzing and sight of Hies and when hey become
tuni Ha' saliva begins to tlow no time should be lost in
n
destroying them, as delays are dangerous.
There is no season
of the year, or climate, where dogs arc exempt from
I and lam told in Hudson's Bay, in mid-winter, the finhunters are annoyed with their dogs becoming rabid.
The
dogs used there are large and intelligent animals, and not in-

greatly attached will often

•

-

:

1

1

j

-

i

1

,

;

il

I

-

clined to bite those with whom they are acquainted until the
disease is well developed.
la this 'climate- there is very little
difference in the number of the .n-.i ,-.,.. e ;iii , ej.-',-.,.,
the seasons.
The impression lm- _
broad thai more ocx-min summer; but the records of actual eases where pel
animals have been bitten and developed the disease, will give
the preponderance to cool weather
Straight Bom:.
,-

:

i,
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THE WEBSTER SETTERS.

SINCE

I sent you an account of the large and excellent
bench show held in the Scottish capita], we have had a
busy time of it on thisside the "herring pond," about a dozen
shows, a good many of them importanl ones of 300 to 400 entries, have been numbered with the past.
Add to this our annual setter and pointer field trials at Shrewsbury and
under the auspices of the Kennel Club at. Horseheath, Cambridgeshire, and it will be seen there has been no idle time for
exhibitors, breakers, judges or reporters, and the sporting
British public have had their choice of treats.
As 1 think it more than likely that some one of the numerous friends of Forest ,\.nd Stream more capable than I am
have already sent you an account of the field trials, I will confine myself to brief remarks of a general character
them.
These two sets of trials are conducted in different places
which has caused and stilll causes much wordy war.
The Kennel Club adopts the plan of running in heats or
rounds as in coursing. This plan is staunchly advocated by
numbers of sound practical sportsmen, who argue that it is
in the highest degree improbable that a faulty, imperfectly
trained dog, or one indifferent in nose, range and style,
should get through a stake undefeated. No doubt this is
true as far as it goes, but at best it is but a one-sided view of
the question, for, on the other hand, the two best in the
stakes maybe drawn against one another in the first round,
when, as a matter of course, one and through ill luck it
I

—

—

once Tion tie combat, f remember a
of this at a Waterloo coursing meeting,
where Bendimeu and Bed of Stone, both public favorites for
the cup, were the first couple drawn, and ran there undecided, when the noble owner of Beudimen drew him in favor
of the little bitch ; and at Horseheath we had a glaring instance of the injustice of this rule, where Mr. It. Purcell
Llewellyn's Norma, a first-class puppy that ran up to Banger
at Shrewsbury the week before, was, with Ranger, the first
brace down, and her chance put out in a trial in which both
performed well under the great disadvantage of little or no
scent.
Now, under the system on which the dogs arc rim at.
the Shrewsbury trials, Norma's chance would not have hee-u

may be the best
notable instance

is at

She would have been put down again with another
competitor, and if she performed well might possibly again
have been run with Danger, At Shrewsbury' the dogs'
merits tire reckoned on a scale of points originally drawn up
by Mr. Erailsford, and are as follows: Pace and range, 20;
obedience, 20; style in hunting, 15; merit, in backing, 10;
game finding, 20 style, in pointing, 15; total, 100, and the
winning dogs are placed in the order merited by their average
for instance, if a dbg has run three times,
performance,
making totals of 70, 80 and 90 points, he would be credited
with 80 points. This system, too, has the advantage of permitting the judges to call out and run together any brace
whose individual performances have been so near that it is
desirable to pit them against each other, the better lo compare their style and general merits.
Of dog shows, as I have already observed, we have had
quite a platter, and it would be wearisome to more than briefly
refer to the principal feature of the best.
Swindon is anewaspirant to lame, but the Wiltshirotown promises to become
popular. Although we have been at the game of dog showyears
in
this
country,
we are still a long way
ing for many
from perfect and it is very noticeable that whenever a show
is started in a neighborhood new to it, a large proportion of
rubbish makes its appearance, until the owners -of the mongrels learn, by repeated failure, thai, it is needless to showhalf breed curs— and many of them very wisely go iufor good
ones, finding them quite as easy to keep and much more cred-

put out.

;

\Ve print with pleasure the following letter from our old
Ethan Alliu, regarding the Webster setters. Perhaps

friend,

another valued Connecticut correspondent,

throw further

light

" Scuex," can

on the subject

Pom titT

Cexikb, .May

less

:

of the 10th of May
I notice a letter from George YV. Blunt, in regard to the 'Webster setters, Rake and Pachel.in which bespeaks of them in
glowing terms as something superior and desirable. Nowy
what 1 have to say is all in reference tu RacheL Rli

my possession
M1848.
field

I

on q

game were

through
ugh the shooting
shooting seaso
season of 1S47
iiiundance of opportunity
had abundance
OppOJ mi"
to test he
-"li ick and ruffed grot

A

prut

Idaat here.
The
tie, that
Mr. Blunt uses, 1 can appreciate; but what he
by the
term steadier, as applied to Rachel, 1 cannot fully understand, unless it is that she hunts diligently, with nose raking
thfi ground, and steadily flushes each and every bird she is forum hi- enough to find, without showing the least inclination
to point them.
1 never saw her make" but one point during
her stay with me, and that one on a bevy of quail, when she
stopped, and gave a long, anxious took before springing iu on
them, lean imagine a well-bred setter becoming unsteady by
bad usage, but 1 never saw what was originally a lirst-elass
dog, however badly he had been managed," but that would ocforget his wildness and make a staunch point.
1
have seen plenty of fox hounds, without a drop of either
pointei Dr »ttei blood in them, that would make more decided points than Rachel, and make them oftener on quails
than she woidd.
Either Mr. Blunt is not well posted on the requisites of a
good setter, or else Rachel must have deteriorated rapidly
after she left him.
I bred Rachel to a steady, staunch dog, and her progeny
did not compare with the, sire, and not until the second or
third laoss did her stock prove of any value.
had then
several native setters far anead of either her or her progeny. My
present kennel has a slight admixture of her blood, but I do
not attribute any of their good qualities to the Webster cross.
1 go in for first-class field totalities, and if a dog does not possess these qualities, it. matters not by what titled nobleman he
was bred ur how ancient his pedigree. 1 want none of hi*
bbiud.
li is
h t hi get up a reputation on paper than
The former may have a short run, but the latter
in the field.
is of tin- only public value.
Thirty years is a long time to
look buck on, and very few arc now living: that can testify to
the field qualities of the original Webster dogs.
Yet, I am so
fortunate as to be able to prove the above assertion
witness.
Ethan Axjjn.
then

;

We

i

companions.
Thus, at, Swindon, one-half the exhibits were utterly worthbut Swindon is in its infancy, anil will do better— even
now we had such an array of bloodhounds as, I venture to
say, was not to bo seen at the great international at New
York. The winner here ( Rival) is by the famous Regent, out
of Sylvia. As in all good dogs of the breed, his splendid
head attracts the eye and commands our admiration his high,
domed skull, deep jaws and capacious nose; his thin, deep
flews banging down below the under jaw, while round the
deep set eye the plentiful supply of loose skin lies in wrinkles
and 1he long, thin cars and abundant dewlaps fall far below
his ample throat like folds of gracefully arranged drapery.
Hival is not, you must understand, our best bloodhound
he would not stand a chance with Brutus, Rollo and others.
Still he is a good one, and his head, although truly grand, is
not to lie compared with that of Mr. Kay's St. Hubert, so excellently portrayed by Mr. Baker, the artist in The Fidd of
May 12. St. Hubert's head far surpasses that of any bloodhood I have seen. It is simply magnificent
Wolverhampton, situated in the heart of the "black country"— as the mining districts of South Staffordshire is called—
is a very old anil favorite show, and one of the best managed
ones we have; but there was an unaccountable falling off.
both in numbers and quality, this year. Above all thing's visitors were disappointed by and could scarcely realize the fact
L ull dog mil a v e.ry common lot of
that there was only t
eJ; ss beiuir
-,
I may
indigenous to
bull terriers— the latti
f Birmi Rihtmi, Mi Godlree and a
Jim 1 li
the locality.
success! uf breet ers Of this variety,
the
Mt
few others being
an iled the whole a mi; Of Fusses, Vieand from them have
itable
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Editor Fobest and Stkkam
In the issue of the Forest and STREAM
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tors, Princeses, etc.

;

incomplete without 1
box.
The fighting dog, poi

r, the Staffordshire miner is
ind he must have one that can
•xcellence, is the terrier— with
gc and endurance, and not too
ie appears and destroys their

enough bull dog
much, or the truncated muz
2st taken by the miners
punishing powers. The gre
and ironworkers in these dogs is shown iu an exaggerated
fashion in the story of the Dudley man who went to tlornal, a
I

neighboring village, to inform his brother of the death of their
mother, when he saluted him with "Ah, Bill, fond woman's
And then, as a happier and more important thought
de-cad."
flashed across his mind, he added, "An', by gosh, lad, bitch
has whelped nine on 'em, and ne'er a Dudley faced un." It is
not thai dog lighting has ceased that there was a paucity of bull
terriers at Wolverhampton

more

carefully bred

:

but the fact is the

deb

Our show hull tea
in the ring.
rting in courage, hut rather too full of it, and
of th in are uncertain in temper.
Among other special clubs lately formed here I may name
the Bull Dog Club, the Daudie Dimnonl Terrier Club (of
which 1 have the honor to be oue of the secretaries the Skve
Terrier Club, and last, though not least, the Fox Terrier
Club.
These have been each and all called into existent
the highly unsatisfactory awards of prizes, each judge doing
what seemed right in his own eyes, and consequently indulging in absurd vagaries and contradicting each other and them
selves after the most approved fashion.
To remedy this evil
these clubs have drawn up a standard of excellence and valuation of the several points of the breed they take under their
protection, and as the club's description and points may interest American readers I give it.
This club held a special show of fox terriers in London on
the 2d and 3d of May, when over 800 of he best of the breed
in the world competed, and Ihe whole affair was a sreat success, the grand challenge cub, a truly magnificent trophy of
great artistic merit, executed by Elkington
Co., being won
by Mr. Benbidge's uuapproached Nettle. This cup is of £50
value, and will become the absolute property of the fortunate
exhibitor who wins it five times.
Our great summer show- will not be held at the Crystal
Palace this year, but a month later than usual that is, the
first week in Jury— at the Agricultural Hall, late th
ol
the match between the American pedestrians, O'Leary and
Weston. It is sure to be a large affair, but it will not, be so
popular with our country cousins, who are large supporters of
our London shows, and who glory in a week iu that nearest
approach to fairy land, the Palace of Crystal and its beauti.

i

i

in this

no chance with him

I

show

is

so much

and reared, and, consequently, bo much

:.

I

&

—

ful grounds.

In concluding this rambling letter permit me to say that I
will be pleased to give information through yT our columns to
any of your dog clubs, or on any subject connected with kennel matters which lies in
power, and
facilities for
gaining information are great" as I am in constant communication with a great majority of otil most noted breeders and
exhibitors.
Permit me to say there has been a widespread feeling of regret among English exhibitors that the short announcement

my

my

Show at, New York did not permit them
send specimens, and 1 feel certain that should a great intershow be held next year, and transit facilitic.
would be largely supported from this country.
H. D.

of the International
to

national
it

The Providence Dog Show.—The
the prizewinners at the

Mr. Tilestou judged

following

is a

list

of

dog show held in Providence last week.

all classes.

—

Providence Bench Snow.— Repobt of the J took.
Glass 1.— Champion English setters—No entries.
Champion Irish setters— Thomas Adcock, the only
entry.
Glass :!.— Champion Gordon setters—No entries.
Champion pointers-Isaac Campbell, the only enClass 4.

—

try.

Glass 5.
first

—Imported English

sellers or their

progeny of

fchfl

generation*—No entries.

C&wr6.—Native

English

sellers

—11

M. Randall, 1st
Win. Tubman, highG.

it. Hedlc-y, 2d prizeBitches— 20. T. Aldrich, fst prize: 31, \V.
Wales. 2d prize. Puppies— Wm. Tallm.m, best dog pupbest bitch puppy.
Win.
Tollman,
py;
Clam 7. —Imported reel or red and* white setters ortheirpivi.
geny 49, C. A. Davis, 1st prize; SI Johu Sec, 2d prize p60,
Thos. Adcock, very highly commended. Bitches- S)
Smith, 1st prize; puppies"— 1110, (I. W. Ur, 1st prize."'
Glass &.—Native red or red and white setters—54, W. II.
Sheldon, 1st prize; 50, P. E. Day,' 2d prize.
Bftl
L. H. Cutler, 1st prize.
Black and Tan, or Black, Tan and WMti
Class 9.
Setters— No awards made. Bitches— W. Tallmau, 1st prize
Frank Gay, 2d prize.
GbUS l6. -Pointers over 50 pounds weight— 20, W, W.
Austin, 1st prize; 15, Gordon Bold, 2d prize-. 8, II. C. RusM, Frank Carpenter, highly
sell, very highly commended;
commended- 13, C. E. Hart, highly commended; 11, A.
Mason, highly commended; 10, T. Aldrich, highly commended. Bitches— R. Eaves, 1st prize.: 2, H. ft. Gardner,
2d prize.
Glass 11.— Pointers under 50 pounds— Dogs, no entries.
Bitches— 10, W. T. Start, Isl prize; -^ .}_ \\. Cox, 3d prize,

prize: 45, T.

41',

commended,

ly

If.

—

;

L

(

'lass

12.— Pointer puppies.

28,

It.

Finder, prize for best

Dog Puppy.
Glass
Irish.

13.— Retrieving and Field Spaniels, other than pure
(HI, Thomas Miller, 2d
2. Arthur Gardner. 1st prize;

prize.

Cocker Spaniels.

Gltmli.

E.

W-

Davis, 1st prize.

T.

Aldrich, 2d prize.
Glass 15.— Fox Hounds- 75, Charles Burlingame, 1st prize.
Mastiffs E. Carririgion, Jr., 1st prize.
Glass 17.
Glass IS. -St. Bernards— C. D. Wiepcr, 1st prize.
-Newfoundland—3. Clancy, 1st prize. 90— Win.

—

—

Clancy, 2d prize.

O&ss

20.

— Coach Dogs. —Joshua Iloylc,

1st prize;

D. Cur-

ran, 2d prize.

Glass

81.—Scotch Collies.— 114.— I

115— J'. Hoyle, 2d Prize.Clam 24.— Skyc Terriers.— W.
Class 25.

—

.

W. Snow,

B. Mathewson,
Yorkshire Terriers.— E.
Hiiger,

F

1st,

1st

1st

prize;

prize.

pri*

Gordon, 2d prize.
Glass 28.—Bull Terriers.— 12S— Mrs. L. A. Davis, 1st prize
132, Josh Hovle, 2d prize.

;

MiscEiXANF.or.- Duo.-.— The judge suggests thai
given to this class be divided between Mr. H. Phillips, for his
remarkably fine greyhound, Rover; Mr. James T. Potter, Cor
his Japanese bitch, Bijou; and Mr. A. J. Hopkins, for his
greyhound, Ned.
Sreciax Phizes.

The Smith & Wesson

revolver, presented for

the

ileal

show, is awarded to the red Irish setter Limerick,
The fly rod, for Hie- best pointer, is
C. A, Davis.
awarded to Dan, owned by W. "W. Austin.
prominent sale made is that of the Irish Better
Limerick, owned by H. A. Davis, to a n embei of ihe Westminster Kennel Club, of New York, for $300. Lite
Air. Grant, ol the Westminster
be sent to Syracuse, N. \".
Kennel Club, offered $500 for Mrs. L. A. Davis' thoroughbred
English bull terrier (Goldsmith stock), hut the dog was "not
Ned, the St. Beruard-Newfouodlai Ldi
for sale."
by the Adams Express Company, who is only thiii
old, is a very valuable dog.
He weighs 160 pounds, ami is of
tcr in the

owned by

'

—

FOREST ^AND STREAM.
the celebrated "Chief" slock. He was purchased by the comfor $250.
Two new features of Che 'exhibition are the
Peg; $500 has been offered during
the week for the former and refused.
She is a native. English setter.
Pen is an imported setter and a line animal, and
took the first prizes at the Springfield and New York Bench

cents; salmon, green, 20 cents; mackerel, 10 to 18 cents
shad, Connecticut River, 00 cents; white perch, IS
dents per pound
Spanish mackerel. 25 cents: green turtle, 15
cents: terrapin, SI 2 per dozen; halibut, 16 cents; haddock,
cents: king-tish. 20 cents; codfish, 8 cents; bjackfish, BO
cents; herrings, 5 cents: flounders, Scents: poigies, tOoents:
sea bass, 12 cents; herrings, 5 cents eels. IS cents; lobsters, 8
cents: sheepshead, lo cents; sofl clams, 30 to 60 cents per 100;
pickerel, 15 cents; Long Island trout. Si: Canada do.. 50
cents: hard shell oralis. S3 50 per 100;
perdozen; weakfish, 12 cents: fr _ igs,
j per pound.

pany

f.invin-

now

is

printed,

report of the

official

dog show at Giltnore's Garand can he had at this office upon receipt

K —Arthur

of the price, 35 cents.

-E.

—Our

which

loader,

is

advertised as usual.

sent us

anew

not as ornamental

Tt is

»—

and very useful.

Yon tnix's Foeqe

"1 would like [p express fhrongh your paper niTsraiitlrarlon in using
in' Mr. Von Cntin's spike collars. I saw them advertised in your
paper and sent for one. and am very uiueli pleased wiUi the working of
it.
.My srUti i.iuli. which would Jiot retrieve, now not only retrieves
nicely, but seems to enjoy it. Tours respect fully,
JAMBS VVicht."

—Mr. Gjias, F. Bancroft, of Baltimore, writes us that on
the 30th ult., he received from the kennel of Mr. John M.
Niall, Killaloe, Ireland, the red Irish setter bitch Lilly, in
whelp to the world-renowned champion Irish setter Palmerstem, the litter being due on the 23d inst.
Lilly is 22 months
old, thoroughly trained, mid in color she is a deep rich mahogIn appearance she fully comes up to my expectation.
any.
and exceeds by far Mr. Niall's description of her. She arrived
in splendid condition on the steamship Caspian f Allan line
ULly is by Capl. Leigh's Flash (1st prize Crystal Palace. London oui of his Luna Lima by Marvel, out of Brosna Marvel by Plunket out of Min— all in the E. C. 8. B.
i.

•

:

—Mr. P. H. Morris has purchased the Laverack bitch Mag
from Dr. Strachan, He has also purchased from Mr. L. H.
Smith two I. eiseester Dart puppies, a dog and bitch, marked
like Parts, for which he claims the names of Startle and PocoMag lias been bred to -Air. Cross's champion Lark.
hontas.

^^©.^

More Doe

Snow.-..

— And

now

Cincinnati is to have a dog

Our correspondent writes us from there

show.

that a sliow

will be held on the 01st.

22d and 83d of this month, and that
Over 80Q entries 1
» -en made.
The place in which
the show is to be held has n
et
selected.
;

u allenoe.

—

I

match

my

crossbred red Irish setter
bitch Irene, six months old, against any imported, native or
crossbred Irish setter, dog or bitch, iii the Syracuse Show,
under seven months, for fifty dollars ($25 a side), color not
to lie taken into consideration.
If match is accepted, money
to b placed in Forest and Stream before Saturday, 16th
inst.
To be judged by Judges of Irish class in Show.
P. H. Mobeb, T2 Duane St.
.\

(

No.

2 of

—Three red
sale

'•

I

will

Canine Therapeutics " in our next

lri.<k

Gordon

setter

issue.

puppies arc advertised for

by Mr. Geo. E. Poyneer.

—

Mr. E. J. Bobbins, of Wethersfield, Ct., claims the name
of " Mii-ah" for his red Irish setter bitch by imp'tel " Buck"
" Flirt " out of ''Bonnet
and out of imp'td "Floss."
Carre," and by Salter's " Dash " visited my " Pat " May Co.

My

—At

Detroit, Mich., J.

whelped eleven on June

H. Canniff's blue belton bitch Maud
5 dogs and 6 gyps. They are by

%,

Cariowitz.

A GOOD SUGGESTION.
"Mabvsvit.ce,

Kditou Fohest and Stream

last

2U

Cahada.—Bromptfln Lake, P. 7?., June 0.—The Waterloo
Fishing Club report that they have had tine sport at Bromptou Lake. Four of their number MUetLsixty "silver lunge"
lake trout) in one day.
Weather hot, and dry. Streams low.
Fine salmon are sold here on the market at 15c. per lb.
;

Ooli.aii.
We have received from the
maker one of these necessary implements for dog breaking, of
which a correspondent in Rockland. Maine,

i

good luck

street, hall

the bay. succeedof the" following
dimensions: Length, 24 inches; girth,
inches
Mr. B. feels Justly
13| pounds two hours after being caught.
proud of his achievement, having brought to basket this fine
fish with a light rod and reel after nearly a quarter of an hour's
hard play.
J.

of Hohokua-,

friend Dudley, of Poughkeepsie, has

Boyce, of 45 Whitehall

week off the wreck of Black "Warrior, down
ing, among other fry, in landing a black fish

N. .J., claims the nnmcof
Leaf for his red Irish bitch puppy, horn Jan'}- 13, 1ST?, by
Dr. Goldsmith's Phmket, out of W. E. Hudson's imported
Wantmaker,

S.

May

31, 18i7.

spring.
I hear the Doliscy

Club have

a

;

Oin- correspondent has our thanks for his very proper

good company, and fish Quite
Geo. A. Boai::-i

— The Newfoundland seal fishery for the season has resulted
in a catch of 413,000 seals.

—

—Messrs. E. M. Bunco and Samuel G. Dunham, of Harthave just returned from a two weeks trip to Moosehead Lake, Maine. They report the fishing as fine as they
have ever had in that region.' Largest number of brook trout
taken in one day by one man twenty, which weighed 30^ lbs.,
the weight of the heaviest being three pounds.
Flics used
the greater part of the time were the Bed Ibis, black and
brown hacked. The weather was clear and very warm, the
tormenting black fly more numerous than ever. Fly fishing
on the lake was interrupted the last week by a thick scum
which arose to the surface, either produced by the working of
the water or the buds of elder and other bushes.
A number
of large lake trout were also captured, but no brook fishing
was had on account of the logs.
ford-, Ct,,

'*
Massa. ih use i is.— Kern Bedford, June 8, 1877.— The trap
and pound fishing in this vicinity this season has proved nearly
a failure, but our waters are now filled with bass, bluefish and
the usual summer species.
Five hundred and thirty two bass
were taken at the Vineyard at one sweep of the seine last
week. Yesterday " Capt. Lafe Sisson" took a party of Boston
merchants down" our bay aud came back loaded with bluefish
of extremely large size. Our markets are filled with fish, at low
prices.
Concha.

—

The fine schooner G. P. Whitman, Captain Jerome McDonald, arrived at Gloucester on Monday from the Banks,
with the largest fare of fresh halibut ever landed at that canny other port, weighing off 140,000 pounds.
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and

was taken on

!
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'.'ax June.— Mr. Arthur N. Hollister, of Hartford,
Affirm
Just back from the Adirondacks, caught, among many
other fish there early last week, one lake trout that weighed
between seven aud eight pounds. He was standing on Ihe
shore of Lake Delia, and caught the fish on a minnow, but
with a seven ounce fly rod.
;

'
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Mt nticimt6 nebutosus.

of Trout FSes enseastm forJv,ne

see issue

of May 31.
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Mabkkt.— Salmon

are

now

Blackford received from England,
English soles aud

tuiiiot,

very abundant.

and we noticed

E. G.

Tuesday, some

last

also

fine

On the slabs of

Fulton market, two Scotch salmon.

Our

qotaltons for the
i
.

i

week

are as follows

'its

per

pound

;

—On

Mom lay last Mr. Wm. f. Boulden, at Locust Point
on the Klk River, Maryland", caught a sturgeon measuring twelve feet in length and weighing 390 pounds.
It was
not the fish usually known as sturgeon in those waters, which
are properly "mules," but the Uu'c sturgeon, such asfrequent
the Delaware.
They rarely enter the Elk
fishery,

a.—Ko rfoli; June

4.

1877.— Saw

a good,

plump

Spanish mackerel last week that came from Lynn Haven.
lave you ever tried a bcuita steak? They are prime. These
fish arc now coming in from Back Biver."
W. H. S.
1

— A fine
in the

salmon, weighing about nine pounds, was caught
Delaware Biver, off Bobbin's Wharf, opposite Bordcu-

town. on Saturday.
v<

May 20.—We

Fi.or.iriA.— Haiifa.: Inlet,

have

been

lately

taking two species of fish in the river,. which are not found
here in the winter.
First, the Vavalli, or Crevalle— the first
being the pronounciation of the Minorcan fishermen of this
coast the name signifying iu that language "horse," derived
'iililv from the aciive habits of the fish in question.
Its
generic name in Gill's catalogue is Corrinu>is—Ceira>j.r dof Cuvier. It seems to be allied to the dolphins and mackerels
to the former in activity and brilliancy of color, to the latter
in solidity and richness of flesh.
Size, from one to ten pounds,
vary game fish when hooked, very predatory in habits, takes all kinds of bait, either on the surface or at the bottom.
Second, the ladyfish, named Alfalfa amarkynchus in Gill's
catalogue, which, as I have nor seen described', I will give the
following from 8 specimen
S inches long, luken by me.
Body slender, somewhat rjundrangulaT in shape: head 1-5 the
Color of back, daik blue; sides and belly, siltotal length.
very; scales small, head greenish.
One dorsal, soft raved,
about midway of the back
tail deeply forked.
Eyes very
large, black
fins, silvery yellow.
Mouth large, teeth small.
Labials long aud large, xvith tine teeth on the edges.
All the
tins soft rayed.
P. (6, V. If!, A. 10, D. 18.
The ladyfish grows to the length of three feet, takes any
bail, either at the bottom or on lie surface. Is very voracious,
and as game as a grilse. Like that fish, as soon as hooked, it
begins to jump, and is half Ihe time iu the air when beiug
played on a rod. The membranes of the jaws being thin, the
ladyfish often escapes capture by shaking its head after the
manner of the black bass. It is little esteemed for the table
being bony and soft of flesh. They would probably in stuumer, when they come in shoals to feed on the small fry, take
the spoon, perhaps the fly.
Those I have killed were taken
wi th cut mullet, while fishing for red buss.
S. C. C.

—

"

I

:

I

;

;

1

SPLIT

BAMBO

RODS.

To our customers and

the public :— In reply to the damaging
which have been cireidated respecting the quality of
bamboo rods, by " dealers" who are unable to compete
with us at our reduced prices, we liave issued a circular which
xve shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving the falsity
repi rts
"in-

spU1

of their assertions.

CoNP.oy, Bissett

&

Maixeson,

Manufacturers, 05 Fulton Street, X. Y.

*

New

Jeksky

—

—Kinsey's Ashley Home, Bamegat J nhi, June

Blueiishimi past weekonly middling.
11- 0. Patterson
&
Samuel Bussed
Co., 39
Middleton & Co.,
Co., Phila., 30
40 hlacktish; I). L. Ketter A Co.. Philadelphia, 14; Captain
9,

&

;

;

McWin, 36; Same day other hoats from 10 lo SO. Some
Sheepshead were fa&en in the lower bay. We are expecting

:

bluefish,

1(1

jJiuhting

and §wting.

to ISA-

HIGH WATER FOK THE WEEK.

something unusual for them to be taken in the river, but it
said that on account of the low water this season, the salt
water extends further up the river than usual.

;

-on
'

$'1,500.

is

the Gth inst.
at the Falls at Pautucket, in Bhodc Island.
It was a female,
and the eggs were about the size of a No, 7 shot. Pautucket
is at the extreme head of tide water iu Naraganselt Bay, anil
at the falls the Blackstoue River comes in.' The river was
first stocked five years since!
It was taken in a scoop net,
such as are used tor catching shad and herring in the holes 01
The captor reports he had a very hot time of it
the rocks.
for a few minutes.
Fisu Commissioned.

£

'

'''"'

Excursion tickets at 401 Broadway.
Park apply to Geo. A. Beed, Scev,

83.

is

—A salmon weighing W\ pounds

FUESn WATER.
[mo

re-

CoHSBoncuT.—-Hartford, June 13.— A number of bluefish,
rem five to seven pounds each, were caught in the
between Saybrook and the Lynne bridge. It

salmon, large and small, hover about the mouth of Connecticut river in schools, the Kennebecker's come, down in
their prices, and their tine salmon are retailed here I ir v. e rtyfive cents a pound.
T. S. S.

Sen and Biver

"

;

Haw-

river, yesterday,

arc being caught in abundance off Saybrook,
are especially numerous at Plum Island.

FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE.

i

M.

—

Movements of the Fishing Fleet. The number of fishing
arrivals reported at this port, the past week, have been 89, as
follows
9 from the Banks, 51 from Georges, 28 from ruackereling trips, and 1 from Magdalen Islands.
The receipts for
the week have been about 1,122,000 lbs. codfish and 100,000
lbs. halibut from Georges, 50,000 lbs. Bank codfish, 500,000
lbs. Bank halibut, 4,000 bbls. mackerel and 500 barrels herring.
Cape Ann Advertiser, June 8.

As

'I

xt.

to visit the.

Bow, Boom

P.

leave

.xr.;

i

—

Maine— Mt. Kineo, Moonehead Lake, June 8. Fishing began earlier here by two weeks than before, in nine years" anil
has been better than usual. So much for the game' lav,- tlut
has been enforced during the last two years. "Fly fishing is
beginning to be good, and whoever comes here any time "before the 10th of July will have their fill of speckled trout, and
as many " lakers " as they want.
Trout are running large.
K.
The Mt. Kineo House at Moosehead Lake. Me., is now
open tor the season, presenting its usual attractions. The
former guests of this favorite resort do not need any recommendations from us.

k

and 4 Bluefish

timely, suggestion.

1

m., 3:05 p.

0:45

The most, profitable seining ground on the Delaware is the
Mantua Creek fishery, about ten miles below Philadelphia.
Several persons have retired on fortunes made at this fishery.
The yield there on two days this season was respectively 2,400
and 2.000 shail. worth when taken at wholesale rateS nearly

j

;

.salmon

a.

For permits

•ini

mon were

'

'.'.

i,,,

ley 8

37 Park

Stan-stead.
MHlh'ini, Nmm Brvmwok, June 4, 1ST?.— In May the salnot as plenty as usual. There were, at least, fifty
fishermen, and if they could not kill from one hundred to
two hundred each day. why fish were very scan;.'. To satisl
fishermen at the stream, they expect a fish to rise mosl every
throw. Now, however, they arc very abundant, every fisherman having as much sport as they could ask. Salmon more
about than for several years. Perhaps our Fish Commissioner. Mr. Atkins, should be thanked for our supply this

v

plenty.

Lackawaxen 8:45 A. it, 10:15 A, ST.,
Lackawaxen 0:00 a. h., 4:0-1 r.

—

:

'

for

turning, leave

:

The inimcrons illustrations wliicli have appeared in your valuable
pm»-r of spurting (Iors have proved of great interest to me, and, I have
no doubt, to allot yoar sabsc.ritiers also who are interested in dogs.
But their value won i n grca [j increased if with each plate (both in
the paper and the forthcoming •• Kennel Register "i you would give the
i"- log O i'resented:
1. Eye to end of nose
following " .i'"':i-- ii." "
lengih of head; 3. nose to root of tail; 4. length of tail; a. girth
Of ear; 7. height at shoulder s. weight. AV'itharouiit". '!'
pnt these dlmenatoiis the picture is of comparatively little value.
Very truly.
A. C. Bingham.

1

York

;

of the Judges at the late

w.'i ills

offers rare attractions for the sea-

It affords good trout aud black lass fishing,
duck, ruffed grouse and hare shooting, and fox and deer hunting in their seasons. Trains via Erie Railway leave New

son of 1S77.

;

—.». —

The New Yobk Bench Snow.- The

A

den

—Blooming Grove Park

each:

1

.

SOS

them every

day,

B.

—The

weather for the past fortnight,

at least for

yachting

puposes, has-been in strongcontrast with that experienced during a similar period last year. Then each club had for its
all the wind that was required, and in some
more; during the.present season the regattas have
been but little more than drifting matches. The Corinthian
regatla of the Long Island Yacht Club was held on Fridav,
The Jersey C ity Yacht Club'held its regatta on
ihe 8th.
Thursday, the previous day. It was cloudy aud rainy, and
the weather was wholly unfavorable.

annual event
cases even

— Atlantic
week

Yacht Clvb Beoatta.— On Monday

the Atlantic

Although not

a a

of this

Yacht Club held its twelfth annual regalia.
success from a yachtsman's point of View,

in realityit wass mosl delightful excursion for about 500 friends
of members of the club, mostly ladies, for whose transportation
the fine steamer Americus had been provided.
Indeed, the
annual regatta of the Atlantic' Yacht Club has come to be
looked upon by the ladies of Brooklyn as the most enjoyable
As the steamers Wm. Fletcher, carrying
event of the season.
the judges and reporters, and the Americus left Jewell's dock
the weather seemed anything but propitious, the last end of
an easterly storm still bl 'V Log, mdtfle sky bemgi ' reast. As
the day advanced, however, the wind hauled to the southwest,
with not enough of it to enable the schooners and first-class
sloops 1 round the lightship and make the rare within the
The entries and dimensions of the yacht
prescribed lime.
follows:
'.

1

;

FOEEST AND STREAM.

Bta

Nome.

Wean
W,

Owner.

com. G, A. Thayer
Maxwell

Triton
Peerless

J,

Agnes

W.

-

H. Vcrniilvn

length,
In,
9

h.h. Humi.v
WWiftra Cooper
SECOND CLASS SHOOTS.
W. H. Fluid
J. G. Johnstm
,
T. P. FlsKe

OrJon
EniiK t
Ll/vac

Wtlhrlm
L

Oema
Hope
'
'

W

,vt

u

a

r,o

10

'

40
SS
34

3

lifi

5

944

!;

The

start was fromolT H:iy Ridge, and the course, for schoonand Brat class sloops, to and around the S. W. spit, the
Bandy Hook Lightship and home. The second class sloops, after
founding the spit buoy, proceeded to a stake, boat in Gcdncy
Channel, and thence to tile-starter's point. The yachts, having a living start, crossed the line as follows
Peerless, lib.
Kim. 35s. i Agnes, llh. Dm. 423.: Triton, lib. 18m. 31s.;
Orion, lib. 25m. 40s.
Niantic, lib. 25m. 22s.
Genia, llh.
23m. 10s.; Hope, llh. 24m. 30s.; Kaiser, lib. 20m. lis.;
Nimbus, lib. 20m. 10s.
Lizzie I.., lib. 24m. 5s

ers

:

;

;

j

Tin- wind was light, but still fresh enough to make the conThe Peerless held her lead of the other
test, interesting.
schooners, while the Niantic was fast gaining on them, and
Several tacks were necessary to
leading the other sloops.
enable them to make the first stake-boat, the yachts going
Agues, 12h. 55m. 40s.; Peerless, 12h.
attiund as follows:
53m. 15s. Triton, l2h. 57m. 55s.
Niantic, lh. 4s.
Orion,
Genia, lh. 7m. 12s.
lh. 5m. 53b.
Hope, lh. 25m. 21s.
Kaiser, lh. 16m. 38s.
Lizzie L., lh. 24m. 80s.
Nimbus, lh.
:

;

;

;

30m.

;

15s.

The wind hauling more to the eastward again, the lightship
was now dead to windward, and the second class sloops also
had a beat for the Gedney Channel stake-boat. The wind

now died out almost entirely, and with a flood tide it seemed
impassible lor the yachts to reach the lightship and return
within the eight hours to which they were limited. The
Triton and Orion did eventually succeed in getting around,
the one at 0:0:12 and the other at 0:16:12, but as far as the
Bcboonors and first-class sloops were concerned it was declared uu race.

The second class sloops went around the stake-boat in Gednev's Channel as follows :— Genia, 4h. 56m. 30s.
Kaiser, 51,.
:jOin. 40s.. Lizzie L, 5k. 20m. 46b.; Nimbus. 5h. 22m. 35s,
and having a fair tide homo, succeeded in making he course,
Their times were as
in 'ill. 43m. 50s., the Genia winning.
Genia, 7h. Om. 0s.
Kaiser, 7h. 44m. 32s.
fellows:
lizzie
;

I

:

32m.

L., 7h.

9s.j

Nimbus,

7b.'

:

I

We

Su

Mellaril Arnold

;

to Sculpin

On rounding

j

B

II
.11

K. c. swan
L. H. BlglrtW

;

chances for a prize. Our
Was 8. S E., and we made it corthat buoy we again came in sight of the
kites
Violfit,
drawingsplendidly OUTS, too, was
doing the business for us, and apparently wc had neither Alined
nor lost on the Violet after she had got round No. 6. Again
Ihe wind lightened, and he Violet vanished, like the Hying
dutchman, iu the mist.
could hardly see the* others, they
were so far astern
but, we made nut Rebie third, and the
Posy bringing up Ihe rear -the catainoran had given up and
gone back. The course we wore now sailing was north by
west, and that, we found out, was not enough to make the

course from

wbichhad her

FIKST CLASS SLOOPS

Mantle

of our navigation lay our

face

rectly.

i

70

buoy. The course from the chart is N. N. \V., but we gave
her "a point to windward for lea set of the tide. Every eye
was strained on the lookout, aud if ever a buoy in our harbor
was scanned Tor more closely than No. 7 I want to hear from
it.
We were sailing against odds and had got to make all that
was possible to beat the boats astern, on allowance; besides
the wind was light, and the centre boards skim in such
weather. About ten minutes more mid the Violet, and No. 7

were sifted up to windward. Wc had made too much leaway, and were compelled to take in the balloon jib and beat
up to the buoy to sot. round. The Violet was rounded with
her jib top-saii thrown over the slay and piling for Cow Pasture buoy No. 6, Dorchester Bay. Again she left us like a
vision, and all was bleak.
What a lonesome feeling. Imagine
yourself in a small circle of space, the only objects in view
your boat, and^companions, and an ugly black can buoy with
a big 7 painted on it in white.
You are struggling to get, to
windward against a strong flood tide, and it seems almost as
if the. buoy would beat you.
You know nothing about your
competitors, how near or far they are.
Well, to' make a 'long
story short, wc got round the buoy, leaving it ou port, and
squared away from No. 7 for Cow Pasture, and where we supposed our friend the Violet was. In j ibing around we always
have to throw the balloon jib over the working jib stay, as' it
would not set properly without. The wind seemed to freshen
as we got into Dorchester Bay, and we were soon bowling
along with our lea rail down and
•eryfhii
handdri
some as a picture. On our trip up the ha<
ihe little
sloop Mignon, which had the hardihood'
vc the imeertain to find out how Ihe race was progress
She followed
us up to the buoy and over the rest of Ihe
Our usual
luck of former "buoys! The Violet and No. 6 (Ci
Pasture) was
discovered at the s;
lli
home track and the buoy
piife
a lillle distance
Violet,
nd,
but the
had
be
W.: lock in Ike big jib and ^
de<

Actual.

lionise

Finisli.
ssiu-.m

I.-.'

tl:Hs:-ai

:<:I'l:>o

3:4u:»n
3:41:01

l::js:MS

4.5:i:n:i

6;20:2j3

3:4I:U1
5:15:18

t.izzlcL....

....ll::-.;r.:M

fc»:ll

6:29:80

5:2i>:31l

11:3G:S4

S.48:l«

to'tu;

0:01:50

Win. L.

1

Arrow

Correctea.
3:3ti:40

:i:?,:l:'.3

0:i>3:eG

t.-23:i3

C.:ie\r2-'

Ettte

11:34:52

<S:U>:S>0

Coinct

U:BT:68

5:5

Gsletle

11:33:23

6:3t!:35

6:4H:is
6:12:58
7:01:13

6:13:15
7:03:54

Nialliie

i

5f>

B:t3:lill

The sloops Susie S-, Schemer, Arrow and schooner Comet
are the winners in their respective classes.
The event was in reality a match race in each class between
two yachts of wide reputation for speed, and between which
an intense rivalry has always existed. In the schooners, these
were the Estelle and Comet: in the first class sloops, the Arrow and Niantic; in second class sloops, the Lizzie L. and
Schemer, and in the third class, the Wm. L. Lee and Susie S.
Between the last two there was a wager of $300 a side in addition to f he contest for the club prize.

Regatta of the Boston Yacht Club.

—

Boston, June 7.
Yacht Club took place off
The weather was very
Stormy, with occasional squalls from the northeast, thunder
being heard in the distance. Despite the mist and gloom,
four or live of the more courageous owners placed their boats

—The

first

regatta of I he Boston

the club house, City Point, to-day.

committee for a regatta. After consultation on board Commodore Cbeeney's yacht Fleur-de-lis, the
at the disposal of the

Commodore decided to present two of the prizes to be sailed
for.
The judges were: Thos. Dean, Esq., Copt. C. W.
Jones of the Stranger, and A- Claxton Gary, Esq. The Regatta

Committee decided

(after conferring

with the owners

making but one class, with
Every now and then the fog
Ey
regular time allowance.
would shut down thick, and things would look gloomy

that wished to sail) to handicap,

Precisely at 4 v. St. the centre-board sloops Violet,
Rebic and Posy, and the keel-sloop Sunbeam, with the little
catamoran, were sent off to windward with a fresh breeze,
The course was down the bay to buoy No. 6,
still northeast.
leaving it on starboard; thence to Sculpin Ledge buoy,
leaving it on Starboard, to buoy No. 7, southeast of Eort
Independence, leaving it on port, up the bay toward Dorchester, leaving Cow Pasture buoy on starboard to judges'
boat, passing between that and llag boat. Being one of the
contestants we had an admirable chance to follow the different phases of the race, aud of course give the incidents more

enough.

we had a dead heat
minutely.
to windward, with quite a steady breeze, and wc found we
held the centre-boards very well. Although (here was hardly
wind enough to make US point with them, we slid through
Tho
Hi. water a little faster, and Ihus made lip for lee-way.
Alter leaving the judges' boat

F

Peabody, took the lead from the start,
little distance ahead of the Posy,
Onpl. llersey, with Sunbeam third, and Capt. Jns. P. PhinCapl. Gleasou's calamoran was occupyncy's Rebie fourth.
ing a modest position in the fear. From the start we were
noxious to know how the double boat would sail, but soon
discovered that on the wind she was not a success; oil" the
we lost
wind she skimmed like a bird. After rounding
Violet, Coin,

and rounded No.

E.

quite a

.

of the Violet the fog bad shut down so. linimerii-lf ly
WCnt below and got out the compass and chart, lor on the

sight

;

;

;

l-0i39J,
,

;

,-

;

:

:

;

Thk Moubis ScnARFF Rack.—In

much

the

mile single scull race on Saturday, June

anticipated live

between William

9.

Scbarff, of Birmingham, Pa., and Evan Morris, of Pittsbu rgb,
for the championship of America and a purse of ,-j;2,000, Scbarff
was heal en. The race was rowed over the ilonongahela
course in the presence of thousands of spectators.
Morris,
who bad been the favorite for some days previous, took the
lead almost at the start, which he maintained until be passed
the winning line.
Morris turned the buoy in 20:54, Scbarff
following in 21:28.
On the home stretch 'Scbarff labored to
close the gap between him and his rival, but the latter spurted
and maintained his advantage, passing the winning point, according to the official time announced by the judges, in 36m
45s., live to six lengths ahead, while SpharfE's time was 37m.
In the race last year Scbarff won by less than n boat length,
but no official time was taken. It is now expected thai -Morris will tackle llaulon, the Canadian.

—A

Hai:lem Riyeb.
one mile race took place on the Harlem River, ou Saturday afternoon, between selected crews
from ihe Oharlier Rowing Association, Columbia College:, and
the Polyuenian Literary Society.
The race was started at,
4:30 o'clock, the Oharlier crew taking the lead ou a '-spurt,"
and maintaining it easitj to the end of the race, which they
won by fully Ave lengths, in 5m. 55s., Columbia coining in
second.
The winning crew were-. E. Lktauer. stroke- A
\V. Payne, No. 8
C. Gaunaurd, No. 2
N. B. Eustls' No
1, and W. Clarke, coxswain.
;

;

The

race for the Beacon cup, between Harvard OolItsM
students, was rowed on the Charles liver Saturday moriiiiia-,
Goddnrd, class '80, anil Harriman, class '77 coulis'iiug. The
race was won by Goddard in 14:52.
The distance was two
miles.
-

—The Corinthian regatta of the Long Island Yacht Club
was hold on Friday, the 8th. The Jersey City Yacht Club
held their- regatta on Thursday, the previous day.
It was
Cloudy and rainy, and the weather was wholly unfavorable.

;

the splendid combination regatta of the Brooklyn
Yacht ChiUon Tuesday, the hour of our going to press permits only a summary. The following table gives the start,
finish, actual and corrected time:
Sfisie a

;

F. F.

;

:
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Length
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59 33
23
1

1

II.

51

I

1

31 02
111 21

—It will be remembered that two years ago, on the occasion
of the ocean yacht race off the Isles of Shoals, one of the
buoys marking the course for the larger vessels waB missing
ou the. day of the race. A few days since the mystery was
cleared up by Mr. Charnock of South Boston.
He says that
on the night before the great race, it being foggy, be moored
his yacht to one of the buoys marking the course, and that
daring the night the yacht drifted several miles with the buoy
in tow.

—Butler's America will probably be under sail by June 15.
will be commanded, as usual, by Captain F. "Keed, and
engage in some of the leading races of the season. Her
owner will, it is said, make an extended trip in her in Au-

She

will

gust.

Navy Regatta.

I'lalailtlpliiii,

JtineW, 18T7.—

The

arrancenienls of ihe COmmitlOG, except as to policing
the course, were excellent,
Gornily won the singles easily, rowing all about the river,
vainly hunting for smooth water, while pji asontoii, who has
no "go fast" in him was. as usual, a had last. The Philadelphia pair had Ihe racg all their own way; the Undine's
Btroke crabbing almost at the start, and growing wild, dropped

The

foiii'-oined shell prize.

The nsull makes a

beSt.

disappointment of

The secretary of Ihe Germantown
"Cannot come on. Match Off,
Cannot

lovers of crickel.

Club telegraphs

:

This seems very remarkable, 88 theteappears
no difficulty in getting an eleven when the visit is the
oilier way.
The St. George's Club has never broken an engagement, and last year went on with seven men and played
two matches. The match was made three weeks before
the
secretary found that be could not get iu (own.
The St. George's Club has received a very cordial invitation
to visit Ottawa, Ontario, on or about the 20;,h iust., to play a
match with the Ottawa Cricket Club, and the Secretary Mr

get.

an eleven."

to be

members asking

English Foot Bam,.— To the uninitiated onlooker, the game
of foot-ball is one of the most mysterious performances
which
it is possible to contemplate.
It would appear to be called
foot-ball, on the lucus a -non luemdo principle, because the
ball
is hardly ever kicked.
After the first " kick off" it is seized
by one of the players, who runs with it in his arms as
as far as ho can. His opponents forthwith set upon him, and
if possible, knock him down.
Then there is a general struggle for the ball.
Of course, the possession of it lies between
two or three men in the centre of the throng-, but all the rest
close around them with the exception of certain ones w ho, appointed for the purpose, with bands on knees intently, watch

Every one in the main body pushes and
the "seriiiiinage.''
struggles as vigorously as may he, and the outer ones put
down their heads, and butt like goats against their friends.
There, is nothing to he seen bul a writhing, swaying, conlused
mass of humanity, Rom which a column of steam rises into
the wintry air.
At length, those in the centre are compelled
to drop the ball, and after innumerable kicks at each other's
shins, it is pushed out of the little forest of legs, Whereupon
one of the outside watchers makes a snatch at it aud carries it
a few yards, when he is in turn set upon by his eu
and the same scene is repeated.
Tinsley,

—

and most important contest of the day was

for the
pretty general redistribution of 'ii'opliii'S.Gurinly being the only contestant holding
over. The presentations were made by Commodore Kriunbhuar,
at the L'ndine House, iniiucdinlcl\ after the laces.
last

many

to the

is off, intieh

Talbot, has issued a circular addressed to the
for volunteers.

Kedok.

Sciti yi.kiu.

George's, of this City,

I

display and gave us some ideas of dead reckoning.
fully s"atis!ied wilh the result.

Name.

niin-

The Sunbeam keel
h. 50m.
This race to as was of great importance,
the knowledge of navigation we could

e., 1st prize

h. 51

CiiKKi l'.— The match which was to have been played
tween the Germantown Club, of Philadelphia, .and ihe

were ahead of he

e

bad gi
11 sect

Unit

id

— For

Nclieiui'l-

F. -M. Hartley, 2
W. J. Thomas, 3
Frank
Cobb, 5 W. B. Cobb, 6 W. J. Barr, cox.
Crescent Club.
Geo. Young, stroke; C. D. Tatalah, 2
0. T. Collftday, 3: H. D. Roberts, 4; H. W. Kidgeway. 5; Jos. Wiley, 0; J. II. Harper, eox.
2, 11:05|.
/:>,,
Oared Maits. -Crescent. U.K. Uincbman, stroke;
J. M. Harper, 2;
II. W. Terry,
3; C. E. Steel, bow
1,
!);0!lt„
Quaker City. C. R. Adams, stroke; S. Gornily, 2;
F. llenrleison. 8; J. D. McBeath, bow
2, n 16^.
University
Kdw'd Waen, stroke; Frank iUdille, 2: H. Worrell, ;i
J.
M. Holsman, bow; 3, 0:3!).
Sculls.
Street. A

37m.

We are indebted for many
the Regatta Commit tee, comprising Messrs". F. T. Peet, H. S. Manning and
G. A. Weber.

Stan.

stroke;

nerl,

—A.

Hart

&

'

Van Ingen & Co., played tt,
Greenville, N. .1., on Saturday last.
The former only plilyi rj
wilh eight, men.
Score
A. U. Hart & Co-, 22
E," II. Van
II.

Co, and E.

II.

;

i

&

Ingeu

Co.,

8.

SrMMAKY.

D1TTMAR POWDER.

U

Schuylkill Navy Regatta, June 0, 1877, National Course,
miles Straight SWay
Water high find lough, wind, S. W. aud
strong. Prizes, championship and Presentation Flags. Umpire
and Btarter, Commodore Alex. Krumbhaar; Judges, E. B.
Snyder, Malta: Dn A. S. Roberts, Undine.
,SV«yfc gftdfa, -Gornilv,
Qlishei!
I„
City.
lim-8, 12:25;
Thomas, I'enusvlviinia, 2, L&8$h 1 loll man, Cniversity,
UhUlj; Pleasonlon, Quaker Or v, 0, distanced.
/'••';•
(Mint Mirth.
Philadelphia. Club. O. V, Granl, stroke;
Bonsall Taylor, bow;
11:00,'.
I,
Undine CIul)
R.
C<
Barnes, siroko; p. f. Ooddard, bow; 0, distanced.
11. F.
DoubkticiiUs.- Orescent Club'.
C. E. Steel, stroke
bow
claim
foul
Winner,
of
1,
allowed.
Quaker Oity Club.
F. Henderson, stroke; J. D. MelJeafh, bow; I).
Four Oared Qif/s. Pennsylvania Club. W. A. Rerjnert,
stroke; F. M. Hartley, 2; Jas. W. Bare, 3; MaS BcllnriU, 4
Frank Eappes, COX.; L, l";bl'.. Univ. rsily Club. 11. II.
Brown, stroke; Ed. Law, 2. B. A. Crenshaw, 3; W. w.
Fisher, I: Dallas Saunders, cox.
2, 10:2:!',.
Quaker City
Club. s. B. Rinson, stroke; Oscar Wust,3; J, p, Fergu a
3; :'';,
Lj Si &. W. I'al'kei-. COX.
3, 10
;
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Detroit, and W. W. fitinott, of Fort Wayne.
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THE SUMMER RESORTS OF LONG

and a narrow isthmus leads us to Eaton's Neck, on the outer
point, of which stands a light-house.
The walk is delightful,
and still keeping to the left or west, the shore of Huntington

ISLAND.

Bay is reached.

has been made, regarding New York,
TUB remark
advantages, and
of its

that not

easy to leave

The

it.

to the enterprise of

observation

our

men

tliat

least, is that

lite

if

perfectly true.

is

of busil

one
so

is

Thanks

lboats are ply-

ing and trains whirling in every direction, and
the citizens of New York can he in the cnjoyii

hour

itbin an

of rnagnift-

it

cent scenery, and of a complete change of air and temperature.

It is

unfortunately characteristic of a targe proportion
to undervalue the. resorts nearest al hand.

of city residents

literal meaning of the phrase, "Distance lends
enchantment to their view " of a desirable summer resilience.
Their usage has accordingly been to make a considerable

In the most

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
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A..ii,.rlh.-Si-01iTS,

I'll

iCTICAI.

NATURAL HlST<

yearly sacrifice to leave business entirely for a short season,
and having enjoyed their brief rest to return to the city for

what might remain of the heated term. The rule operated
badly in the case of those who left and returned early. They
left before the heat had produced its enervating effects, and
returned at the dullest and most oppressive season.
To these and others less prejudiced in favor of distance, Uic
advantages of Long Island are well worthy of attention.
There arc many places between Fort Hamilton and Montauk
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National Sboktsmks's Convention.—The fourth annual
convention of tills association was called for June 10, at the
Only six delegates appeared,
Yniiderbilr, HouBe, Syracuse.
I,,:

[I

required fifteen
il.l

_

Island

City,

town

may

be

Uly

in.

lie-

silual.,
l

1

Ne

York.

delegates to constitute a quorum,
Alter listening to the an-

he u" regular meeting.

gentlenual address of the President, Mr. Gr< as Smith, the
men present adjourned. The next meeting is appointed at
ii!
barre. Pa., the first Tuesday in June, 1878.
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if is

in the full richness of

reached aftt

among

Wooded

rest,

hill

Northport

on the

right,

a churminj

ilk

i

oods clad at this seabeauty. Apart from
r of repose seems to
can enjoy anywhere the

v

heir vcrdan

I

undulating ami varied character,
upon the whole region, if a man
is

surely the place.

and almost two miles

Across the
the

off, lie

Turning to the inner shore, a few small
ship-building yards give the feeling of restfulness only uu adwaters of the sound.
ditional fullness

,

from Lo

quietude, within an equal

fectly sheltered inlet,

lie

Running Meeting, al CJcvcch Show ol Uogsmid Pigeon
Meeting oi the Richmond

who have

only a brief annual

Montauk

railroad system to

Point.

Nothing has been hitherto said directly of Long Island as
the ground for a pedestrian torn-.
It is a pity that
uch OJ
cursiuns arc not more in fashion.
All the places mentioned
might he visited on foot with pleasure. Pew fields would
belter repay the pedestrian than that, extending
from
Hay, or from Hempstead Harbor lo Northport. The

COW

distance

in a direct line or

an almost

by

limit, less

but

rail is trilling,

extent,

by a great number of
ontories or neeks

inlets,

in a great

is

stretched to

by one determined upon peering

the beauties of the winding coast.

inli.

may be

The shore

broken

is

and the scenery along fin- prommeasure a sealed book to those

are unused to the most ancient friend of locomotion.

RECENT DISCOVERIES IN PALEONTOLOGY.
TN the

"American Journal of Science and Arts"

No-

for

J-

vember, Prof. .Marsh pOntiuueB bis series of papers on new
Tertiary nntmituils, and describes lour new genera from the
I'iocene.
Considerable attention lias recently beeo attracted to

by the remarks

the Stale collection

of prof.

Huxley, and by

tin- f.-n-t that that learned gentlemen drew
a large part of the
material for bis lectures or, Evolution from the
fossllf K in,
he examined while at New Haven. The interest, which
seems
I

to b

rally felt in these matters, al

;i<

duces us

to give

the present lime, inbrief description of a few of the
won-

some

derful forms of auimal life

from the Tertiary formation, since
most of Hie discoveries that have recently been made are
quite

unknown, except among

we shall endeavor to keep
ters,

their

scientific people.
In future
our readers posted on these mat-

which are interesting, not only in themselves, but from
bearing un the great and miw universally discussed

Nor

question of Evolution,

we

shall

selves to the Tertiary epoch.

hereafter confine our-

The Cretaceous

litis its

wonders,

less

I'erhnps

the most, striking fossil described in the
paper to
which we have referred, is what Prof Marsh has called
Bohippui (the dawn or the horse). This animal, which was about
equal in size to the red fox, differed from ils nearest ally,
the
QtdMppug, and thus from all horsciike animals hitherto

Imown, in the character of its teeth, and, what is still more
striking to the unscientific mind, in the.
number of its toes.
While he 'v, ,,,,., , he most remote ancestor of
the horse
known up to the time of this latest discovery, had four
I

i

toes

in front
ther,

and three behind,

and has four

bustling activity.

by

freedom from anything akin
A pleasant road leads along the hill
their

to

from which we look across to Little Neck, the narrow
intervening bay doited with a few boats or sailing craft- We
pass the ruinous jetty where a steamer formerly landed its
passengers 'from the city and intervening ports.
Occasionally a yacht puts into the bay, and by Ihc beauty of her build
and trim rig, breaks the monotony of the life of Hie test
shore,

dents.

toes

Eohlgptis goes back one step furon the hind loot as well as in front.

anything

a short distance

luxury of

oi

the Case 01 lln.se

to the northern shore, the pleasant- little

drive along a road winding

sou
its

L,oi

Show

i

holiday of a few weeks' duration.
The latter can, however,
it should
be thought desirable, venture to. a greater distance and explore Shelter Island, or even venture beyond Hie

if

We are told, besides this, tied there is some evidence to show
that it had perhaps the rudiment of a fifth
toe, both before
and behind. Wo have thus a horselike animal, the met
of
which probably resembled those of a lapir more nearly

to find a retreat so cosily

closed
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else,
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art.

ness.
We must leave much to the imagination of the reader,
and return refreshed by the strong ocean breeze to Babylon.
To what has previously been said of its attractions must he
added the trout fishing and shooting. The former is to a

win's,
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time.
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none the less exhilarating. There is no need to expatiale
upon the enjoyment of a sail when waves have just sufficient
•oil to relieve the pursuit of this form of pleasure from tamc-
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o informed

dragging of the finny monsters from amidst the rolling surf is
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and which any one in quest of a summer residence can visit
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special advantages and numberless attractions.
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show how perfectly ho can realize bis wish. It is nol likely
that it will lie considered advisable to travel more than the
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The top

sagittal Brest, fur

of the skull supports an enormous

i.iu- :iit.:H-.iinii-ni.

of

the biting Druscles, a&xl,

although the skull was large, the bruin, as
mals, was very small.
iJri/phiibni, the last of

the lately discovered

remarkable order, Tillodontia.

anil

ago, the characters of
are united, anil
like

the animals described, belongs to

which was announced by

this order,

I

anything known

the order arc

J'rol'.

Marsha

several dilVercnt groups
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in all
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short turn;

mammals

of

are thus ipiile un-

it

day.

at the pt'osenl,
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All the genera of

in mind a locality on the banks of the Hudson, not many
miles from the heart of New York Oily, a spot noted for its
A very few ye
fores!
n « and plcturcstjue loveliness.
was the abiding place of many of out most ntclod'ious song
il
birds.
The wood thrush sent his metallic nott
r1
Igins fr an
the tail oak and hemlock, the rohins, scnrhtl taring
oriole
and a host of others, made ihe woodRring with theirsongs,
plumage.
or enlivened tic scene with flu
brilliant
The English sparrow, ovei flowing from the city, made his
ill-oineiieil appearance:
witlliu six months, Ihe harsh nevcrceasinc chirp tilled the air from morning until night, and Our
The
native birds bt
to be heard and seen in loss numbers.

have

diameter at the alveolus, or point Where
they emerge from the jaw, not less than an inch and a quarter,
"tfliese monstrous teeth extend hauls through the jaw
under three of the premolars.
in antero-posterior

then, that the paleontologists have at last

discov-

ered the four-toed horse, the existence of which was predicted some years ago and we may confidently look forward to

t

mm

We

have brought, and arc

new forms,

ol

had

how

see, too,

the unremitting labors of years

bringing to light an infinite variety
which no conception was

still

of the existence of

they were discovered.

until

Standing, as most

Sttahge creatures,

TfteSG

seem veritable
monsters: but we may feel sure that, as the knowledge of
the vast subject which we are discussing becomes more and
more extended, each of these wonderful animals will be found
to have his place in the system of life, and that finally the
of llteru

do,

still

alone,

" missing links " having all been supplied, the grand plan of
nature will at last be clearly revealed.
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They prefer

to build their nests in .small

boxes placed fifteen or twenty feel, above the ground on trees in public
Mie.ss, watts orgrouiids.
When asiujlficnl .number of these arc not
tdthey win build in hollow cointecs, biactcis, winnow eips, or
on projections ol' any character 011 the walls, or under lie evesof houses
—always selecting the front, or most public exposure. In these
localities they, from their noise aud droppings, often, become great
sources of snni yani
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shaded purple
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sparrowr

lins tlie sole represontattve ot tlte teieiicred fumily, to
cheer the winter landscape and enliven by their plaintive monotonr;

tim greatest to.ubletliilt

American

Boeifity for the setting at liberty a large

number of common
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result,

fans

greatly from :Mr.(;alv!ti and, ntnera regarding the peaceful propensities
or the sparrow.
think (lite following will
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THE STARLINGS
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Willi!

a not distant day

Eocene.

winter feeding by their eonstantpreBenueane vigilant search for
aud lawns adjacent to the pluc.es where rood
supplied ilicm.
12. I am able lo roiillrmlhe observation
Ivin.or Mosl
concerning the habits of Ihespurroiv in lloiliug
"'' IwUl in-i" ", Him attack the apple, pear, cherry anil other fruit,
" "••
BrSl thought, that they were destroying the Iruit eei t,e.
When alluthei'idnls have, migrated to more genial ami sutmy climes

aililleiallv

is

1

T
the numbers of out othcryearlj visitants,
the neighbors soon vented itself on the useless usurpers and
they were, by being killed and having their nests broken
en itp, soon driven off, aud at the present time, two yews
.since ihe banishment of the English buds, the native and abtiny ever
original avi-fauna of that region are as plenty (IS
were.
The sparrows breed nearly the year through, and their
rate of increase is equalled by that of no other bird*.
Can noisome Stops be taken lo confine the in to the cities where alone,
if anywhere, they tire needed V
K.vaiox.

j

when we shall I.e. introduced to a five-toed
equine which Shall form the immediate link between the first
ol the horses and the tapiroid perissodactyles of the earliest
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hirvitniid gi'iilisou trees
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from persistent pulp like those Of the rodents of to-day.
These teeth in DraT/UK^cm are of enormous size, and measure
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Superintendent of Central Park, gives
us some interesting facts respecting the habits of this bird,
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an old barn ..n Ihe window frame, a:., ,111 thirty led, rroiu the ground,
and are nude:- a tight roof. 'The theory is they do it to get away from
crows and birds which steal heir eggs and young.
Kliu AVinc

I

truly,

the

v
'„ -y,'- Instance of robins building
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a pair which have mi II their nest on the crossbeam of au unituIslied, roofless hoaae near here, and laid Hoar eggs.
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do not wish to bore y
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unduly on the sparrow question, which
Isclf, but your Indianapolis
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which we present

may

Eng
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parks,

destroyers tiinn the sparrows, which ha.ve certainly not made
a good retold for themselves since their introduction here.
They are vastly more amertaining and rrterestiog in them-

weight
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of crows
sound of other
learns rendib
o speak and sing.
to repeat the L rd's Prayer with-
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out missing a word.
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It is a very sociable bird,
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this account.

Wild
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birds!
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as a testimony to convict or defend, as
incline the jury to decide.
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the

head of
UieapBFbirds of
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Editoh Fokest and Stkeam:
We wish lo add our mite to the much mooted "Sparrow
question," which was brought to our notice in the last issue of
your patter. Having had ample facility for jndgingof the
merits ami demerits of this bird, we would say a few words
tending to prove the inadvisability of allowing them to increase
in such a ratio as has taken place since their

first

oJ all

n daylight, arid eooliiiiie
ii

guest of

fi .oil.

iliuust incredible

it,

until the

sun

-1.
They are great COT
amounts ol vegetable.

I

lie

wrow not extent.
11.
1

director of that

introduction

to this country.
As a eilv scavenger and destroyer of some classes of the noxious insect's which infest the shade trees of our public parks,
they do very well, for 'tis best, perhaps, with this object, to
forego the presence of what few of our native birds were formerly accustomed to live in these noisy centres. The verdict
of Mr. Galvin, of Boston, to the contrary notwithstanding, the
fact still exists that where the English sparrows eongregitie or
numbers, there soon our native birds are" wanting.
1 treed in
have time and again witnessed the fierce pugnacity of the
imported birds. 'Among themselves Ihcv arc" exceedingly
quarrelsome, but let a bird of a. different genus but show himself, and the fury of the whole sparrow community is turned
upon the helpless interloper; they chase hint hither and thither,
giving him no rest, until be is banished from the neighborhood,
The sparrows pn ter the city streets, where their repulsive
food is plentv, and select the public parks for breeding, but
their marvellous increase has driven hordes of litem out. to
the surrounding suburbs, where their presence is not, needed,
the numberless insectivorous and worm eating natives generally being there amply sufficient to cope with the vermin.
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Thomas M.
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and Stuisam

in your issue of

June

Brtiavim.
4, 1877.

;

May

31 for evidence about the

The objections to them
They have no personal attractions except their
They are practically useless, and are no longer

English sparrows in this country.

lameness.

they can

t| l(l1

CAJvinnixiGK, Mass.,

are these

"iou»

rn-vnsi.

without doing that which

.-

1.
2.

needed, fn Cambridge, those trees -which are properly tarred
have no canker-worms on them, because the female moth is
wingless, and, if prevented from ascending the trunk, can-

not lay her eggs near leaf-buds.

Many

others of the elms
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but I have not seen an English
one canker-worm, though both the birds and
caterpillars are abundant.
The birds may have been useful

here are largely stripped,

sparrow

eat

from Europe, but they are too much
be so now, at feast to any satisfactory extent. il.

ou their

arrival

first

pampered to
They destroy

fruit-blossoms.

They

4.

are

often

quarrel-

some, and sometimes drive away other useful birds, as
positively testify to from my personal observation.

I

can

H. D. MtSot.

t'pp,

Imosl laid in terror by the above-mentinned St. (i
i,
who have been violating the game laws
for the past years, and etill the District Attorney maintaining
nothing
that
can be done.
They are the same gang that the
Ifoyt and Komeyn party had the trouble with 'in Jiay 1K70.
and Who fired rifles «t the VV heeler party, presuming they
were tiring at the former. What course ought to be pursued
Section 19 is very explicit tome, but perhaps
brains are
not as legally able to comprehend as the above Disrict Attorney.
Can you not enlighten him? And will you not bring
the matter to the attention of the state A.ssoriuitou for the
Protection of Game, or to its attorney ?

my

Yours

truly,

N.

S. S.

—At

Protection,

etc.,

Canada.—The new

of salmon

set

the meeting of the Norfolk (Ya.,) Game Protective
Association, held June 5th, the following gentlemen were
elected officers for the current year
President, S. K. White
First Vice-President, E. V. White: Second Vice-President,
W. H. Seabury; Secretary, J. t). Adkisson Treasurer, N.
liurribs
Attorney of the association; Judge T. S. Garnett
:

bass regulations for the four northern counties of Nor-

and

thumberland, Kestigouche, Gloucester and Kent require that
persons who desire to fish for salmon shall furnish the local

memorandum

overseer with a

writing, setting forth the

in

length of their nets and the places where they intend to set
them, at the rame time paying, in advance, a tax of three
if they set their nets before complying with
cents per fathom
;

the above the nets will be seized and they themselves will be

;

:

Fxecutive Committee, Fred. Hardy, Jos Hobday, L, W.
Tazewell, John P.. Corprew.
Captain VY. B. Taylor, from the Committee on Game Laws,
reported that, the Slate had adopted a law answering in all
important points the desires of the Association, ami asked that

Committee lie discharged.
The foil wing cefi a
(Vas interpolated

the

in the President's

address.

Bass fishermen are required to register their nets and pay a
dollar for each net to the district overseer before fishing.
These regulations take the place, so far as the tax is con-

take pleasure
recommending to our members Forest
and Stiseam, a high toned paper devoted to those principles
which it is oar object to promote, besides giving valuable in
formation in Natural History and pisciculture, together with
interesting sketches by flood and field, nearly all of which 1
have found worthy oi perusal. This paper is unquestionably
worthy of our patronage and support.

These new regulations are an outgrowth of the opposition
to the old mode of levying this lax,. and are a questionable

National Ei He Association
Directors
THEhaveBoard
shown more than usual promptitude
of the

of

r

tin

in

and issuing of the call for rillemen to fill up the American rifle team of 1877.
The prospects are lhat we shall have
a tough fight, and appreciating this, the programme, makers
have sought to elaborate sucli a scbi me as should bring out
the very best working eight our country can produce-.
plan, as expressed, is metre cumbrous than it will turn out to
be in practice. Of course, all are invited, hut to start only
aration

with such as are reasonably certain to gain a place; cut lies

:

:

obliged to pay fines and costs.

cerned, of those issued in lwT.j.

1S77.
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GAME PROTECTION.
Fisrt

§¥Bfl?>
THE AMERICAN TEAM OF

m

I

who

are limited to those only

have passed the easy point of
be made on their bomi

tests to

180 in the possible 235, the

The managing committee,

range.

1

There

limited to three.

is

bear that some formal

a strong pressure brought lo

was

•

<

should be made
nition of the
iu the composition of this committee, hut while all are ready

Amateur

Rifle

Club of

this city

M

tin
acknowledge the position of the Amateur Club
from among its memnow furnished four victorious American teams, its
claim to a portion of the managing power would only inter-

to

li

ing small bore club of the country, that

bers has

advancement of the National Kille Association to
what it, by right, should be, the central representative body
American
rillemen generally, without distinction of pi*
for
This committee will need lo be most caret till
or section.
None but Ihose above reproach should be chosen, and
lectud.
fere with the

...

improvement upon that system.
There is mueh complaint among the Oaspereoux fishermen
of the prohibition of Gaspereoux seining.

THE SYRACUSE CONVENTION.
HURRIEDLY

drop a few

I

and

arc very favorable,

The birds

lines.

are the only

despatches from agents

trouble at this hour, yet the

CLOSE SEASON FOR BLACK BASS.

the asssociation

is full

They

of hopes.

have a quantity of birds, but cannot state the amount
from the west, which are momentarily exs gelling on finely, and the
f do
Tim bench Bhi
peeled.
will

New

York, 145 Broadway, May 30, 1ST 7.
Editok Forest anh Stuk.am ma Rod and Gray:
Enclosed find a communication from Fish Commissioner
ghotwell, of New Jersey, which please note and give com-

W.

ment.

Pattway, N.

0. AIclJoWEU,.

J.,

May

until the arrivals

:

Till

many

the fact that

30, 1877.

Mr. W. O. Mf Dowei.i.
Dear Sir—-I notice with some surprise that Forest and
Stiieam says black bass fishing commenced in Greenv
Lake on the 20th of this month. If that is the New York law
onflivts with ours, and besides that, it is all wrong.
The
it
now spawning. 1 hope the Greenwood Lake Spoilsman's Club will do all" they can to prevent fishing for black

i

1.

Can yon inform me
bass alter

May

New York

the

if

law allows fishing for

SO?

May

close season expiring on

which

20,

at

is

the

the fish are either spawning or watching
The season should remain closed until the

New

as it does in

Jersey and

wood Lake, which

many

The

serious personal difficulties.

Its

signature.

In Green-

other States.

is likely to result Id

objects of the laws

waters

new amendments do

not,

seem

Mon-

will not arrive before

The novelty

and

feature,

tive,

of an exhibition of fLh will be quite an attrac-

Pond

Island

Henry II. Porter, of
goodly number have already been

well in hand by Mr.

is

hatcheries;

A

many

other

the Stale, there are special provisions which apply,

in

making the close lime end on July 1st, which is fortunate. It
would lie belter to wipe out all provisions of local application,
and make the law common to the whole State.- Ed. J
Since writing the Governor has signed the

,:

received and are

—The

by telegraphNo. 8 Lamed Block, Syracuse, N. V.
Sportsmen throughout this section would place Ihc association
under obligation by sending in birds to the above headquarters.
to Greene Smith,

taining a supply.

The following gentlemen are appointed judges: Division
I.— Sporting Dogs, John Davidson, Monroe. Division U.—
Non-Sporting DogB, Geo. de Forest Grant, New York.
Ft:o.\i dUB Special Repoktek.

—The

enterprise of Parker Brothers, manufacturers of the
celebrated Parker gun, can be seen by the large advertisement
they have in our columns.
They have shipped their large
Centennial c >se, well filled with tine guns, for exhibition
of the New York State Association for
at. the convention
Protection of Fish and Came, to lie held at Syracuse
week, and will
idoubtcdly win as many laurels for hard
he contests. '1 he Parker Pros, have
shooting as u
s a s]n cial prize for the bi
donated a go
score iti the
at the Syracuse State Association

game laws

us.

are nullified, or rendered

So long as there'
null, by Ibe decision of the district attorney.
laws that we now
is no disposition or effort to enforce the
supererogatory and useless to waste time every year
on amendments or attempts to effect changes which may bring
no practical results. For this reason our Governor, and Gov-

have,

it is

ernor Tihlen before him, have not thought fit to complicate
and mystify that which few can even now interpret, compre-

hend, comply with or enforce.
The first letter is acomplaiut served on the District Attorney:
House, L'itek Sakakac Lake,

1'iiosrr.er

Ma?
...

j,

,

FnmUin

'

B

"

'

'

yone

a

15,

set-i

I

against

gill

rthsr,

Beta, to a «r- at extent,

and
and witnesses Edwin OHs,

They make

there is
Jem Corey.
Torrance
them. Now, I am (lame Constable or Hairiettstuwn, unci
people wish them to oe put through to the extent oi the Ian
of
them.
whole
lot
the
slieiilf out anO arrest
Yours, etc.,
Geo. W. Wakk.
,„,

mi law

I

their

t.rai; that,

Sieamec.s.— It

bet

New York and Albany,

ween

universally conced

is

shutting

the District Attorney of Franklin

on the back of the above letter

N. Y., indorsed
and returned to Mr. Wake, is
(Jo.,

fini

lo

li

a,

trip

1st
the a
iu attraction

i

i

In eilhei can- the

ties.

ci

an mosl familiar, finds the
from Albany, an indispensable part
sail oil the. Hud on
'!'!
mi.
LIUIUIIH ti an
of the pro;;!:
r.irio a part that it will be solfieieiit to men.
ji urn
Hon those to Niagara, the "West, the St, Lawrence, Montreal.
'". hahlacks, the Catskills,
humph. in, tie. Adi
I.ul •
Saratoga and the White ^fountains. Albany is an inevitable
point in the route of both traveller and sport sirum, and the
most pleasant way by which to reach, and letive ii is by the
maeniticcnt sleauiers of (he People's Line.
,,,

I

-,-,.

'

"

Yours,

S.

etc.,

A.

Ban an.

,,,

ii.

hoi

i

-

The Woods, May
Editor Fouest ash Stke.\m:
v
.

.

in the above, reply is
,
to it and receive

36,

be.

shot will bear but slight influence against the fact that he has
It
will receased to hold his own against the new comers.
quire a pretty general concurrence among judges without ihe
committee, to allow any departure from a siraiefit ortli r ol seThe clause permitting of a vacancy
lection by scores made.
in the team " Tor cause" will, no doubt, remain rather a balance agiiinst poss.ble contingencies than working rule, 'the
$200 clause will not, in all likelihood, be availed of by many,
As it is. it removes Ihe appearif any, members of the team.

ance of havvig the team a paid, or professional" body. Oh
the whole, despite the wretched English which marks the programme, as presented bv the Special Committee chairman, a
it, and
fair, honest representative team may lie selected under
with the close s -runny, which every move of team and committee will receive from the writing experts on the professionanything but
al and daily press, it is not at all likely that
eand o'peii-hinded counsels will prevail. Ihe scheme ol
'

selection in its entirely leads as follows:

FUOOBAMME FOR THE SELECTION
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TSB AMI'
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ISTJ.

A united team, representing Great Britain anil rrehmfl, has
oug-i
been entered to compete tor the American
Trophy and therluiinpioh-ililp Ol No world iu a match, to be shot at.
Creetlmoer in BepterolH iom and
ii/irnvn,

i

:

The impel lance ol this runt. -li d> aciuUs Mai theiiei
'
the country can produce tie selected to Orf end II
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T.Duryea

Rev, Joseph
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:
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-in

is

the Adirondacks to
accompanied lo
nd
I

make

the Doctor feel

at

home

itttlo

iMiu-ii

la

many

trout.

the prlceH of which range from
only ou the besl, iu onlei- to prelect our customers
and oar reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor rod with a false

Weteep on aancl all gnulea,

.

tthig

,,,

i

i

burning and
our customers

staining, to imitate
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genuine
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the duly of carrying on!
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roiiimiiniearious

regard to Our six-sen Inn bamboo

rods, -we have prepared a circular on tie
ttestiall take pleasure in forwarding to any address.

m salmon

I

tcato fthall ooosVst of aeaptaiu,

to ilinsli a srorr or n

at all.

Siiii!T?micn.— IliiMiie received" no
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lie

will doubtless
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i,_
it

week-,.'

who
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I
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i

shall he referred
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theConnui

Mr. Savage,

i

I
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'
,

or

whoia
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i

A commit lee
R.A
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shots, or prevlon
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tiers or
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native horn

and
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two competitions or
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a
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BUO, 900

distances ol

3

between April
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Jul}

26,

such compel

of

f;n

me iram to n.'staw'. Open lo
states, who Iu any Iwo stated pr:u
!inj

sin, Is at

"

'

'

ami
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,,i,s oi
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rniiKe,
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Crecdiuoor, .July

I

<

I

'

t

I

I

eiuiiini anaiie bj

mine, and 1 desire
your n-ply, Tile

to

is

two days. The election of the two final member.; of the
team will provoke, we dare say, no small amount of
near.
It is
choice draws
of
discussion as the day
more than likely that the next two men in order of merit will
rely upon it, that
fill these posts, and riflemen generally may
the mere fact of a candidate having once- been a prpmini

i,

We put our Stamp

19, 18TT.

The double
extended over

tediously long.

not.

m itch finally

the

!

..

" Referring to the game laws you will perceive that the District Atrefiu 10 Hum any private
lornev run ilo »'"> ""'re about the maun'
->»•-"',«""'"»' fwHcta&fc
"

and

luck,

test is apropos, as

i

Notice

the following:

mere

the chance of

day

himself

una
out from some of tin: most picturesque andiraposirj
can scenery. 'Ibe sail is. therefore, well worthy, ol w in tal
likely,
It
is mueh more
en as an independent excursion.
however, to be marked out by the traveller as apart of a more
extended tour.
It proves both a delightful opening and a siilslying clos It.e- win Is lb appetite lor In- more distant grandeur, to bo found in the west and north; it comes as an impos-

i

May

is

to Stop

From

the confidence of all, the third member of the Committee
might be chosen from without, the immediate ranks of rifle
some citizen of prominence, whosname and influence would work well in giving prominence to
The shooting tests for the leading nun of the
the movement.
team seem to strike a just average, severe enough to cut out,

shooteis and managers,

cd that in point of beatify the noble Hudson excels all the rivers of Etu'ope. and that the tourist wdto fails to make the trip

iug

by

influenced

I

People's Like

by boat

they are not

testimonials that

furnish similar

i

,i

Germain, Levi st, iicrmain, Moses .St.
Germain are catching trout out of the

t'n

'

ii

i

:

v.:

St.

St,

i

i

Upper Saranae LaKe with
he proved

Co.,

Payette

•j'uke notice that.

jr.

it

pecuniary or other considerations in their fatherly offices towards rifie practice. With the Pres. N. ft. A. at the head
of the committee, and Col. Giiderslecve as an expert holding

I

meeting.

bill.

b'llowmg correspondence has been placed before

be seen that the

armory embracing many

the

ci

All bird trappers can find ready sale for birds

ing;

The
It will

the links in

in

and valuable spi

to

however, change the

In Like George and

black bass.

Close time for

tin-

I

pects at present are encouraging though not positive of ob-

of duly,

A

ilit

they ar-

until

.

young

1st

new game bill has passed both houses
be wholly defeated.
of the New York Legislature, but still awaits the Governor's

H

step from

very time

their

partly in both States, the incongruity

lies

laws not only makes confusion, but

of the

.,.,.,,

tliis

They do not care how many are left over as they desire to obtain enough for the c invention at all hazards, and the pros-

tion of our law governing the close season for black bass, the

i.

a

day.

rare

Yours truly,
J. K'. Shot well. Com.
[Our readers in this State and conscientious anglers generally, havu been much distressed by the peculiar misapplica-

when

have tab

01

i

bass before July

fry.

•ailas

red toattend the convention, an

i

9.1

P istponed until Monday,
an iippi.rlui.ily to

date of closing the entries has
18th, which will give

June

enter their dugs

seems to us in rather questionable
required " carackters " from would-be members of the is.
proposed committee lo
it might be well for members of the
as the board have,

,

I

Sl,

,11

the pel Hie.

1V.I.IIOU1

'

lUlttee.

The team and reserve

shall

be ChO

albnot the competition aUmomHerac
ii

nil in

the order Oj

mere

M

teSP

rled

as
'

threeof their

sis, P--

Uuj the llrst place, au.l so on mail
Tlieeiimiiiilleeorthr.--eie-riiui.ro.
shall, by a Joint urajoriiv n.te.eieci
to constitute

una,

:(

the team, beln

I

n

•

:

-

I

Il

h,

\,Ui

-

'

'

upon

S

FOREST AND STREAM.
deemed advisable nnd necessary for the strengthening of the team, to
make their selection from among riflemen or known skill who may nut
have shut

nil

ill

The reserve

or any

the competitions.

r,f

twn men next highest In order of

shall consist of the

merit in the competition

to

taji u
those already in the team. As
team and reserve shall, by a majority
shall appoint an adjutant to assist him in his
1

tieable after their selection the
vote, select u captain

The

dnties.
lie

t

captain,

who
when

have the
government and prool

selected, shall

earn and prescribe the rules for

I

management

Its

Ice.

of

pledge m.v word that 1 will shoot in Uie match, and will in addition pertorin such practice and submit to such discipline and -government as
the captain of said team shall direct."
Competitors uol members of the X. Tt. A. will be furnished with metnSuccessis admitting them to the range during the year 1ST".
ful competitors on the team and reserve will have heir expenses hat are
approved by the committee having charge of be match refunded to the
extent of $200joaclL lu view of the national importance of this match,
competitors It-ill be required to ruinish to the committee having charge
of the tiiaichsatisiiicloiy references as to their character from Hie localities they represent, orthe Bide Association or clubs to which they
".:..
belong. AUJ person -who may have been selected In accordance
with the foregoing regulations, may for cause he removed by a two111
thirds vote or the members of the committee having char?
i

I

I

I

i

match aud

The American Rille Association will have a special match
and subscription day on June 2:|d, at their Range near I.'cllFirst match prize. Reminghamville, Westchester County.
Conditions, 500 yards, positon sewing machine, value, $75.
tion any, 10 scoring shots. 2 sighting shots, military rifles alentrance fee. SI enHighest- score'to win
tries unlimited.
Second match, subscriptions same as the

lowed S points.
foregoing

follows

so as to ensure the
-

in

.

marksmen

American riflemen and
;

t

cam

ca n only

lie

compete

no.,

...4

1,0110..

,..4

Team,"

is

to

had by competing logct her aud upon the range where

l.e sliol.

will

it

National hide Association earnestly recommend that the various localities having riflemen competent. In their opinion to win a place upon the
team, should make such arrangements as will enable them not only to
do BO but to remain during the priteti e,

The Team Men's Plan

'.inn

of Hf.uiotion -

As

a niotlcl

concise wording, mid as giving the views of a group of

of

rectors;
1S77.

The snb committee representing the American Team ot islO, Hi"
present holders of the trophy, and to whom was referred the m
s.clectniL' a team to contest iii hehall of American riflemen agates! the
world lor the possession of the Centenuial Trophy in 1817, beg respect
fnllj to submit :
The competition for places on the team lor 1377 to be held at Creedmoor and open to all comers who are native-born citizens ol the United
stales or Territories; and that an address be issued, and published
llrrough the press, inviting all long-range riflemen to participate. Six
general competitions to be opened as soon as practicable in each
competitions 15 shots to be tired at each range, SOU, 900 and l.oou yards,
without sighting shots , coaching or spotting by auy person other than
the competitor, and previous practice on the day of competition, together with the giving and receiving of information, is forbidden. The
I/.-stdiifs making the
highest aggregate in any four of said six
competitions shall form the team aud reserve, in case of any vacancy
after snch team be selected, said vacancy shall be filled by a majority
vote of the remaining members of the team and reserve. They will
then elect a captain, not from their number, but one who is judged a
competent rifleman. The contestants who are selected for positions
on the team are honor-bound to submit to the terms and the rules governing the team, and any member vitiating the same shall be liable to
expulsion opon a two-thirds vote of all the members of the team. We
deem it Important that a surgeon should be in attendance at all ttte
competitions and practices of the team. No member shall be allowed
to withdraw or retire from practice without the approval of the surgeon, under penally of disqualtfleatiun.
The committee would further recommend that the assignment of
targets for the competitions be made by drawing lots on the tirst day,
the squading a) made to remain unchanged the squads lo occupy the
targets in rotation, and so arranged, if possible, that each squad will
not be placed at the same target inoru than one day during Uie compe:

;

1

!

of which

is

Sub-Comtnittee from American Team,
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44
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or Marksman's

109
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Radge has been

finally won froai the list of open matches at Creedmoor,
being" taken on Wednesday, the <ilh insi., for the third time,

by A.. B. Van lleusen, of the. Twelfth Regiment. There
were about forty competitors out ol the last competition,
though a stormy afternoon did not give promise of such an
The leading scores were as follows
attendance.
:

Sim vards.
T'l.
4 5 5 4 4-52—12
6 4 6 4 8—80 H
6 4 3 4 4-211— 39
4 5 4 4 4-tll— 3S
4 4 4 3 4— 19 -US
3 S 3 3 5— 1I-.17
T8—33
2 4
5 4
6 4 3 5 S—33-8(1
2 5 4 4 9—IS— 36
4 6 •t 1 2,— IS—SI
.11
2 3 3 4 »— 14
2 5 3 3 3-d6 -S3

300 yards.
11. Vuli lleusen
H. (Inihliolll

A.

F.W.Price
il.

I.,

W.

.n.

4—20

4
5

4— 19

chrarie,

-21

3

4

4

5
4
4

4

4-17
3—J9
3—20

3

4

4— IS

4
4

ii

3

3

4-14
4—17
3- 111
1—20

3
5

I

Lewis Cuss
M. 11. Furr
11. O
Chan

4—

4

A. Pile
I).

4

4

;...5

D. Hobart

W

5
3

3

'J

Wail

Gee

A.

I.

3
6

3

Greye

F. liullnuiii....

.1.

4
5

Jr

cev, Jr

W.M.iman'
W. C. Clark
Ceo. Waterman
G. w. Hasi.rouck

4

3
S

3

4

4
2

4
4

4

4
4
4
4
u

4

4

4

4

a
4
4
4

IS

4

4

3
4

4

3

4—18
2 4 -U
4 3—19
4 4-19

2

3

3

4

J.L.Price
A.G.Scrantou

3

C. II. Ilowa.d

4

3

4

W. Linton

I".

3
3

4
2

0—

4—19
4 4 4 4—19
4 3 3 3—16
3 2 4 2—14

Harper

f.

3—

3

2

5

4

2

8

I

I!

5

5

9

3

5

4

2

0—13—82
0—13-32

4

3
5

4

4
2

5

4— 9'i— 311

4

2

3

0-11—30

4— 0—25

2
4
3
3

5— IT

4.

3

2

4

3—14-30
3—12—26
4— 9-20

2

This match was a very great favorite among the military
men, its competition being restricted to State model arms.
Mr. Poppenhausen could not do a more popular act than setto its immediate replacement under precisely similar terms,
being the previous winner. We shall be happy to publish
a note

from him announcing the

match

is

shown

The record of
match winners

the

200 vds. 500 vds.
21
20
21
24
.21
21
23
19

T'l

offer.

in the following

list

of

—The

very strongly upon the iron target slabs at
Crcedmoor. The superintendent during the last week of
May reported live slabs as disabled and valueless. These were
all of American make, while the slabs imported from England
is

telling

It was resolved to
are showing admirable lasting qualities.
put up additional targets of stone. Otic of this material is

in use as

tt

mid-range target, and

is

doing excellent

ser-

sent from the interior of this
It. is a brown sandstone
and is about six inches thick. Its demerit consists in
unwieldy weight, making transportation charges upon it
very heavy, and requiring a large force of men to put it in
They are, however, stationary affairs, and once in
position.
place seem capable of any amount of snot battering.
vice.

State,
its

:

Van Hi usen, Twelfth Regt
Seventh Kegt
Regt
wn, Fortv -seventh Itegt
l'nvale V.m Ileus. m, Twelfth Kent

24, '75, Private

June

July29,
25,

7, '70,
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Will etn.au. Seventh

I'lival..;

'7ti.

Captain

T.,

.'i,

i

Caption

"711,

Aug.
Sept.

f.ro

[(til

.in,..

u,

i.ieu

.

Priv.

77,

The Shakm

18
20

..113

22
20
20

ltogt

«egi
Vim lleusen, Twcllth Regt

i,i.-c,

41

55
42
23

SO

!«f..
Mil. o,

r.igiiui

si

dt

22

42

— CnKiinmrnn. — The

Cn.

4th contest
for the Sharps Ritle Company prize of $350 in gold, was held
at Creedmoor on the 9th inst., with a good line of entries, but
with no very great showing of fancy superfine high scores.
Major Jewell, as usual, led "the held with a score of 303, his
run nt 900 yds. being remarkably tine. The scores ran

I.

K.

Pjtiza

of the troops when visiting Crcedmoor for target
In forget that they are under orders as much so
as if on a public, parade, and, instead of shifting from point to
point, a* the shooting progresses, in a military maimer ami
according to tuetical"movements, drive about pell-mell more
While this dislike a lloek of sheep than of drilled soldiers.
regard for appearances is so general, it is not, universally so.
and here and there a line officer may lie found who has sultieient
pride to appreciate a correct regard for military usage, and enemy tnouirh to put his ideas into practice at the parade of deOn Thursday last Cap!.
tachment s'from the First Brigade.
Smith's company of the Tweuiy-second Regiment wa? conspicuously remarkable for the orderly and systematic style in
which ihev fell back from range to range.

practice seem

S00 .yds.
TO
Tl
70

L. Allen
Fishor

Kathbone

900 vds.

'-3

If.

IS
is
16

IS
10
8

41

40
39
JO
34
23

The short-range match, 200 yards, drew out a good list of
owing to proxy shouting, protests were entered,
and the bogus sco'tes thrown out. In this -,\ay Gemge W.
he scuc attributed to Col.
Chase's second prize was lost
The
W'. Yale was made instead by Captain Rirehmeyer.

entries; but,

r

l

.

scores, as recorded, stood

George White

A.

31

G.w .Chase ipi'i-xi). .1
31
.Limes Kowiey

Ii.

:

Tnompson

II. Si

I'.

2S

adorn

Chas. Tallatlay
K. G. Winn

Geo

Col.

25
25
Van Gun. er
Capt. D
lhiuniiig.24
24
llaj J. F. Petit
capt. J. A. Njclu
c. a. Clcmuitag
22
21
Capt, line.uu

27
27
27
27

James Lurneu

II.

M

llugeniii ..27

Willard Kuowltou...27
V-,

i

.

'

m

'.

3

'

A. WrigtH

Tln.s. Stullord

T.E.Lauib

C.E Biydeulmrg

71

A. M. Farrow
F. Hyiie
('. K. KfivmulH

05
69
72
OS

B. L. Hepburn
J. P. Waters...
S. G. Perry
H. D. Fredericks
A. I). llodginail

ITS
172
137

F.

II.

T'l

203

59
01

197

.'.9

195

59
59
55
61
53

191
191
lliu

lh2
IS!

62
50

182
177
Lis

llolton

J. A. Hatty
G. L. Morse.'

107
102

Col. K.GridlD.19

20

l.lelll

20

M. Kelly

28

Lieut. Col.

.

is

Matining.17

2S

Forty-ninth Regiment, Auburn.
SOD yds.

Kowiey
McCarieu
Pnv. F. A. Wright
friv. Tadaday
Pro. J. ballades
Pnv. .1. Cook
dipt. 1). M. BlinuiU!;
l*i

1

v. J.
J.

Capt.

hergt. Major George
l'nvale U. G. Post

While

Sel.-eani. L. L. Il.lltus
G.iptuili A. Cuius

,

Port

i

I.,

uitli

35-270
48
42

21
IS

21

fiat Blinker
Col.
Col.
ol.

Col.

3 8 S
4 5 2
I
3 n
4 4 4

F.Cook
Erueldiug
schoedcl
Campbell

4
2
3

4-17

4-17
3—13
3 4—19

Col.

B— IS

Bromley
lskv

4 9 3
4 2 2

14

Chris.
c. V.

Winters

Major Wollzel
4 3 2—12 Uet Col. Miller
2-13 Cut. Bogy

3

Cant. Bngert

2 2 4 3

Capt.C.c. Meyer

-i

t

-t

:;— la

32—275

21

1

'-'11

Tlionisou...
Ml. Iigary

;

2'l

2T-26S

....12

viton
hr.-i

,

e,|

so

Nichols."]'.!
r

-

Meyer

..10
11

Private KoDert Lmer.cK
Sergt. W.L. Lyiuau

14
4

s

9

each to shoot at 2U0 and oB0
was very excellent, running

111

3—

8

2

a

S3 )
is—a

:

J. II.

Maj. C. Buckley
Cen. H. Briuker
Lieut-Col. S. S.

Eddy

J. Standenuiie

capt. Allen

lohn Hoda
Lieut. Boyd
11.

F. Hart

dipt. Schindler
Col.

Bromley

'

21

Col. Campbell,.--.

21

dipt. 11. .Meyer
Capt. lless
col. Miller
dipt. Wngner.
Capt. Pteifer

2ti

20
31
19
19
19

is

is
18
17

.'

.

22

13-173

out but two (cams of five men
The scoiing heie again
ards.

The cavalry match brought
y
;

Yates Dragoons, Syracuse.
mil yds.

ahOjnlB.

13
15
Serge C. L.'.Mmanl
Separate Troop, Twenty-fourth Br.gade, Oswego.
19
23
Serecant A. A. Wellington
15
20
Corporal Frank Havens
15
12
Private George Mieldou
Lieut.

C 3. Newell

5
11

15

Totals.

26—191
42
35
27
20

14—133
3
Corp. Samuel Beusou
A company team match made for the 0th Division militia
men. brought five teams lo the front, pretty ntarly matched,
as the foliowing close scores will show:
Company 0, Forty-fourth Regiment.
Lieut. A. J. Blakeley
Private Jaiues Lurueil

Thompson
Chas. Vauoideu

Private

McCart en

G

23
IS

!U
21
21

.llder

17
IS

Corp. Mtclinel Boisey

Company

IS
15

Totals,
45
43
34
35

34—190

E, i'oiiy-uiinh Ke-itueiit.

Private PatricK Shillord
Pi tv. Michael Keiley
riv. i.ciuy Vail

21

20

19

Company
J.

500 yds.

21

211

Pnv. Fred Uo'uies
Captain

iiOOyus.

21

Pri yule a. 11.

?3
22

43
13

Is
IS

ss
35

16

31—194

B, Forty-ninth Regiment,

Piivate C. Talladay
Private James Kowiey
Private J. L.M0I3
1'iivaleF.A. Wiight

22
19

19
is
2U

19

IS

40
4o
39
37

PnvatuJ.Cook

»«

13

33-189

al

First Team— Company A, Forty-eighth Regiment.
Ill
21
Sergeant C. A. Barton
Lieut. J. S.

Sanon

Sergt. L. L. Barnes
I'm. K.G. Post

James Hardin

Team-Company

The
owing

Special 51st Regt.
to lack of cult its.

10

K>

-'1

4ii

IS

19
17
15

315

19
19

Private James P. Hall
Private 11. G. Calkins
Private r. T. Perkins
Private F.auk Waisou
Co l[i. L.L. Miller

2 n
5
3 n i - s

8

cant, PuelnB

Another match followed with results as below
Brown
22 Col. Cook

:

40
39

23

11.

Second

to directors of the association

si

21)

Private i'leu tlolmcs
loipoiai Chas. Van Onieii

I'diy-

36

10

luiioii, llin^liinnlou.

Lin

BlaKelJ

.1.

it

12
41

40
3S
88

82
20
22
19

17
19

James Lamed

Lieutenaiil M.

W

Totals,

Oswego.
22
19

Lieut. Colonel c. V. HoukIiIou

dq.t. A.

20
20

21

Sergeant C. A. Barton...

Private

21

21
17

is

Barton

J. S.

Si

SO
23
IS
IS
19

lforiy-eigtith itcgitneut,

Dent.

vds.
23

5011

21

Prlv. J. L. Mills

Sergt.

135

—

Rochester, N. V. The 7th Division rille range near
Rochester was opened on the sth iust. with a couple of
matches, the first being limited
here the scores w etc. at 200 3 r ds.

25

J. L. Mills
Wui. .M. Kirl.y

2-,

Col. J. E. stroke

11.

Col. Vale (proxy). ..2s
2s
L. L. Barnes
2S
li'red Holmes

I

tnoo vds.

71
04
00
00
60
04
57
60
58
69

..IKS

He

t

—Some

COIN. Giumuaeh

T'l.
41

ytlB.

20
19
17

'.

U.S. Jewell

IS76.

practice of the military at the short

M. Auer

St— 14-83
4— 111—33

2
5

209

i

58

Mi
69
59
31

yds.
21
23

81!

Lieut. Col. .las. Manning
Col. J. Dean Bawley

5— 61)
4— 03— 202

5

6

4

1)

tin

The Poppenhauseu Medal,

5

f,

1

20 Lieut. Col. ttn use. .15
J.MeCarieu
J. 11.
The best shooting of the meeting was in the learn work.
The first of these matches was open for teams from any
regiment or battalion in lite Sixth Division. L'our learns
cuteied, and Scored as follows

"— SB
4—SI—30-1

5

5

liC

G. L. Mnrne, B.

.1.

Oft.pt

F.gary

5—74

5
4

64654
4554 533
5
5

05

fisher, F. M. 1
A. J. lleuuion. Jr.,

11.

II.

Rifle Hotes.

now

Creed, rule.

5

respectfully submitted.

L. 0. BliCCE, Secretary.

raDge

4-6S— 213

:

titions.

A

Rem.

Allen,

,

5

5B6

5

56544453 14535

5

1,000

l(.

York, Junes.

5

4

I

New

L

rifle-

mi n us lo how Uie selection of nn international lettm Should
be conducted, we give space to the following statement of
It will be useful for reference,
(lie aid team men's views.
and for comparison with the scheme as adopted by lie in-

5

4—72
5—79

R. Ralhbone, Bern. Creed ride.

y cotn-

fill

in

»

dipt. Taul Hu-ijhuHVer

Nichoisou
29
29
M.J. Blakele?
29
8. WfcStover
Paul Btrchmeyer. .29
Chas. Van' Orden... 29

Creed, rine.

056565666

...5

1,000

winch has already been earned by

further, that, as the selection of the sl.rongcsl

be necessary for competitors to attend at
Creedmoor-. that the conditions have been made with a view' to accommi
lie as much as possible those living at a distance, and that the
the match

Sim

Rem.

Jewell,

5S555
5S555555
63486865555

I.

for places npoli the team,

selection of a truly •National
the reputation

sustain

to

S.

—

Lieut. rol.Hhesa Gritlln
Lieut. Cnl. 14. N. Ciou e

M.

:

...3

i

tlicm to selid their best

marksmen

club

amateur

—

n.

Entries for competitions may be made by letter to Uie Secretary of
the N. H. A. up to the evening of duly Hi, and in person, on Uie range,
up Id HI A. M. on July 17, 1877. Those desiring to compete are requested to notify the secretary as early as possible. All entries lnnsi be accompanied iy no' certificate of eligibility shore provided for.
/.Vi'idc'. That the secretary be directed to issue a circular to the various rifle associations and clubs throughout the rnited states, urging

0.— The

June

brought their series of eight weekly competitions for the
selection of senior and junior teams to a close last Wednesday, Major Jewell (or II. Stuart, as he -chooses to disguise himself) for the fifth time leading the field with a tine
of the Leech
score, beating even his champion score
Cup day 813, with a bad bullet miss— is Little short of extraordinary, and this, too, when the closing dozen shots
were tired through a lively rain and mist, giving the bull'seye the appearance of a dark, cloudy mass across the target
face. As it was, 37 bull's-eyes in -15 shots is a feat which we
Ih ink has not yet been accomplished on any range here or
abroad. Mr. Isaac L. Allen was not far behind with a score
of 71 in the possible 75 at 300, but he "tumbled "at the
longer ranges, and got only a paltrv 204, also with amiss.
If Mr. Allen cannot do better he will have to fall back
among the "has-beens." The score ran on the 6th. as

team and reserve.

of the

JosKPfl H. Pokteb.

Secretary A. R. A.

Okeedmooi:,

Tiie SYnAcrsK Mrktino.— The spring meeting of thtt
Sixth Division Rille Association was a complete success,
judging from the scores made. Fine weather was enjoyed.
The programme was interesting enough lo draw competitors from many outside pi aces, including Oswego, Auburn,
niiignaintoii, Xew Voik, and other rifle-shooling centres.
Competition 1 the Directors' Match was closely fought,
and won only on a tie count. It was with Remington State
The scoics sieotl
model rifle or carbine for a. gold badge.
as billows. Captain Paul Binhmoyer, who hold it last year,
came within a very close shave ot holding it, again, but an
unaccountable miss in the lust shot demolished his chance:

—

j

;

cut ranee fee, 5Uc.

;

EttfSh

person entering fur the competition shall subscribe to the following:
-I desire to compete lor a place on the American Riflo Team to represent IheU. S. in the Centenuial Long Range Rifle Match of 18TT for
the Centennial Trophy, and hereby agree to ounrorui to the conditions
If 1 am successful I hereby
pres-i'ril.ed for the selection of said team.

309

07

34—137

A, Forty eighth Regiment.
21

.---17

W
17
10

S3
-.5

H
18
14

43
42
39
33

30— 1S7
matches did not turn Out very well,

the closing day of the meeting, the long range and specmatches were fought. The Duncan Badge match was cou-

On
ial

It has been won once by Sergt, 1...
icsted for the third lime.
L. Barnes, of Oswego, once by Sergt. Maj. George While, of
and by Lieut, jU. J. Blakeiy, ot Binghainlon.
The scores were
;

16
10
15
15
14

James Larued

Lieut, M. i, Blakeiy
Sergeant Major George White
Colonel C. A". Houghton.
!'••

m

41

W

.-1

14

84
32

14

Sergt. L. L. Barues

14
13

c.

Major Weltael

12

(L.

J. Kuselt
J. B. Snider

12

Sergt.

12

The mid-tange match fell to the, same fortunate Binghamton man, with a perfect score. The small bores wen

Tlios.

Bivens

C.F. Winters
Col.Bc&oeffei

1-J
.

11

Holmes
Van O. den
H, Thompson

F1e.1i

J.U.F igary

HO
20
'0

19
13

IS

II

K

21

3

li

:\>

.

—

:

FOREST. AND. STREAM.

310

inated against, ami put at
ing as below

yds.,

7011

M.J.

coi. c. v.
Sextrt.

r,.

RongutotUi
Barnes

il

Mills

o. u.

BmlUi

-iidin

>'•

v:i

IS
IT

Pelt

Thompson

U.

A.

I.,

Rod and Rifle Association.—The

i

Bfrchmeyer

-apt. P.iul

Dr. Jaine.s Robinson
Joseph oifford

!0

!

r|

}d

Fisher. Fisher ride...,

II,

K.

33
so

Yates, Item. Creed

1!,

E. B. Yates, Rem. Creed

Homer

Fisher, muzzle-loader

Geo.T. Stnlsou

-'6

A. R. Smith, muzzle-loader
.1. A. Nil -hols, Nichols.*
O.Q.Jones, Sh. ween
M. Waruer, muz/.a'-Keider
Major .M. Alier, Sh. Crecdllinor
Dr. C. E. Eider, muzzle-loader,
E C. Smith, llaumrd
(i.ioper, Keni. Creed...
M. li. Nicholson, sn. Creed

30

,,

f.efevcr...,

,,

M

!l

,

59

No.

57

withdrew.. 4-t
withdrew. .46

—

23

11

34

The Isteb-State Military Match. —The special com
7
appointed Iz draw
v
mitU'iuf the K-nrdiif Du-ect-rs,. N I
up n sel of conditions lo govern the hit r-State Military Match
xactly similar to
The competition

standing, and 500 and GDI
each range. The 1st y
will
59 highest agj
strictcd t
Stage will be
compete on ei ml terms
T b first pri
as before.
grand gold medal, val
$50 cash, and 3d,

m

prizes, valued at

regular

i

4

4

4

5
6
4

3
5
3
4

2
4
3

•1

3

5
5

4

4

3
4

4
4

I

J.

Fred Alder..

..47

M i; Eugel...
MLKiggs...

..46
..is
.,43

Ohio.— West

2-27

3

3

No. 2

n for the amarsdav evening,

honor of Champi

with 93 and

Milha:

Wesson

it

Next Monday the club

ride.

will shoot

98,

for a prize

off-hand.

Xf.-.y Orleans.— The Crescent City Rifle Ciub are setting
to work in good time lo put a 'strong team in for the
On Sunday, June a,
International match at Creedmoor.
the first competitive test match was held al the Frogmoor
The wind was
ranges, with ten men out, aud shooting.
changeable Very much so— but otherwise the day was a
good'one. Mr. li. G. Eyrieu led the field with a very fair
score of 195, the next nearest score dropping to 187; the lull

Zettleu Rifle Club weekly shoot for the gold medals
came off on May 39 at the gallery. Creedmoor targets re-

scores running

C Jadson

duced for distance
M L Rices

jKeylea
J Duill

5

5

S

5

r,

4

5
3

5

5

5

6

5—61

4

5
2

5
5

5—OS

3

5—65

8

i
1

5

5-0!)

5

4-50—187

5
4
4

4—68
5-52
3—52—181

5

5

3

5

3

5

2

5

II

i

i

6

5
3

G A Schurman
L Bird

third annual prize shooting of the Zcttler Club will
be held at Jonas' Woods, Both street and First avenue, Thursday, June 14. They invite all lovers of the rifle to particiThe shooting will commence at 9 A. M. and close at
pate.
Cash prizes are offered on the various targets, and they
im.
yards,
will have a Creedmoor (or Pool) target, distance 100
this
the proceeds to be divided on the buffs-eyes made on

— —10B
(J(i

J. li. Ketiand.

..5555555655045

f,
44
44
44

—The

3

5

4

5

300

..4425454

1,000

5

2

John Glynn,

4

4

5

1

5— .55— no

5

4

5

5

5—59

5
2

3
3

4—60

ble 70, doing

3
3
5

2—50
4—55
3 5—52—152

3

5

5

4—58
4—63

Jr.

5

3

3

5
5

5 4
2' 4

5

3

2
3

4

3

4

4

4

3

2

even work

3—48—167

The scores stood,
at "both ranges.
souyda.
600 yds.

SOU
000
l.i

4

4

5

3

5

5

4

6

2

3

2
2

2

3

2

..350

+

603

800.

„S

1)00.,
l.O.id..

..3

6

14
4455553344
555000025
6

4

2

4

3

5

4

4

5

2

5

4

2
3

2
5

5
4

4

5

5-56

2

4—42—107

0^9-152
4
3

5

4
2

3
4

5
5

504

L. B. Hollingsworth.
II
2
2 4 3 4

91)0

3

IJPUO

5

5

5

5

4

'2

2

5

Squire

and doing an amount of egg-making, which

Isine
the success of an oological collection.
goose -eggs in ten shots is rather loose work, and yet many
of tTncIo Sam's showed themselves capable of it. The scores
LIEUT. ADAMS' TEAM.

Lieot, Adams
VV. Biuualer
],.

s.
J.
i;.

Cobb

J
8

I

Fiizinurli
8.

*

J

s

J
10

M. Henderson

7'

10

he.ilisns

Gray
H. Florence"

27

2

is

S

Dnpre
H. Marks

?o
11

9
4

Qotm

li.
11.

—The

6

rifle

Score.

Baker
N. Raker

2
12

E.L. Muhen

6

Jj.

Barriuuer

3.

M- Harvey

8
2
10

Sergt..
II.

ZeiL'ler

B. Michael, Jr
N. A. Yates

Black

Eggs.
6

4

at

the late State

fair,

f"
"!

f.
**

J}( a
I
rcnrcu

r*
-4

.

"
«

«

«

*
iX

41

37
85

gl
"£

"

f*
36

Anderson

representing
The scores of the first
possible 400, which
eighty shots, give a total of 339 out of a
50.
possible
over
of
42,
average
is°m
spring
-The United Shooting Societies held their opening
N. J May 88, 29
shooting at the Union Hill Shooting Park,
The meeting was largely attended and the shooting
and 30
experts were
Quite a number of the long-range
was good
shooting.
present and participated in the off-hand
Ring Target-tst prize, M. B. Engel,
Grounian,
3d, L. K. Carr, 67, $20 ; Ml), J. K.
66, $16

-1st prize.

Targi

$16: 3d.

&.t

'"_,

Kest, Bun',

-

Mott'buil
Senalk, $8;

4th, P.

M- B. Engel,

43,

;^ "otn'T
t>6,

»is,

oW,

\\.

on

wn

stop this wholesale

to

power

constables, with

to arrest violators of the

Mishe Mokwa.

be carried out.

Ogdexstjukc, N. V., Junes, 1S77.
Editor Fobesi jnh Stream axo Ron axo Gos:
secby yourpaperof theTlhinst. you give Ogdensburg,
A,
Jersey, credit tor the scores made by our club on HerniaI

-

Day.

I'lcase correct iu

your next

issue.

Jaiieb Ives.
Defiance, Ohio, Jane

7.

i

,,;,

EuiToit Forest «a> stream
lu reply to " W. P. M.," In Fokkst ami stream of May risi, allow
me to say that f you will look over Kod and Gun of Feb, SO, 1-76 yon
will And a review hy the editor of •'Shooting; its Appliances, Practice
*
and Purpose," by James D. Dongall. In it you will Hud eerbutim what
:

i

quoted before, and I think that the name of Mr. Humphrey s as editor is
guarantee that the review was not an illusion nor a phantasm.

sufficient

J. J.E.

{For rigeo-n Shoots
11ISTOKY has essayed

kinds of

all

see

Page 305.)

liZBd

man

as the clean

man.

This

and distinctions as besum up the civi-

deli

teuile

-

a recent

•,

s.

washing aud bathing makes

il

exponent
artlcli

lis velvety

supra

tonoh

in

n be trust-

„:,!

ed as the purest thing in use. B. T.
uljti'iii to the man or woman
,,n

|

&

Tiffany

and Im

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

always a large

have

porters,

stock of silver

articles for prizes for shooting, yachting, racing

and other

sports,

and cm request they prepare

designs

special

similar

for

purposes.

Timing Watches are guaranteed

for

Their

accuracy,

and are now very generally used for sporting

and
are

scientific

also

the

requirements.

agents

in

TIFFANY &
America

for

CO.

Messrs.

lY*eV
najes,

$20- 2d, John Rasohen,

43,

Patek, Philippe

&

Co., of Geneva,

of whose

J

>,'/ Mu'r, !o"deg 'i if c!'koegel,83 dcg., $!C;

'I'"

I

Kteiu, *i;

„.....n,

Hi

ll

si

r

2d, \\

$10:

eye,

W.

Z
Creedmoor Target, possible 25-lst, Gen. T.
22, S3; 3d, Capt. MaUuiaD, 20, $5.

S.

.

Hayes, 88; 3d, G.

Klein, SI;

Bakln,

22,

last eye,

$10;

celebrated watches they have a

full

line.

Their

(J.

2d, It.

stock

oi'

Diamonds and

other Precious Stones,

Faoer,

General Jewelry,

02

near Galveston,
he Houston Club of 550, and for the
resulted in a
Galveston Club of 403, out of a possible 900.
- A
shooting tournament came off al the Exposition
Grounds, Kansas city, Mo, June 5, 0, 7 and 8. The cash
prizes amounted to .-2,050, and a gold and silver medal for
championship of the west for teams of three from any or all
off
score for

I

children*—Adv.

three, gentlemen

Mau

or

:

«

Alder

10
11

match between the Houston and SalTeston

Clubs, which came

with the trigger

Winn

J

Total

...137

Total..

Goose

Eggs.

Score.
1»

"

^«

SEBGT. BAXER'S TEAM.

Goose

skill

F Sheldon

F

4-30
4—54
4-45—123

would insure
ran:

game

way

word

appoint several trustworthy guides

to

is,

say a

like to

law anywhere in the State. Several influential men here have
promised to see to it, and it is lo be hoped that the plan will

•*
*"

.,,

Eaiiwat Rifle Club.— The members of this club had a
preparatory
practice shoot at their 200-yards range, June 9
Ritle CIuo, June 12.
for their contest with the Hackensack
The following are the best scores, which give evidence ot

5—46-

While the long-range meu were busy great sport was in
progress at the oil-hand range, two teams from the Washington Artillery making lively work at 200 yards with their
Bpringflelds,

W.G.Benson

considerable
BVail

4

344040
5438535
63333
350532 2354
40

5

4

H 10

-^
•«>

F F MUlen ".nor-ng rule

Bethel Burton

5— 5a

E. T.

4

BOO
900
1,000

Xo'

E.Duffy

5-60
4-53

5

2 2
..25635835
Manning.
II

,.

F.Fariey

Jules piffaut.
,,B

of but one

1S77.

7,

GtrrS:

several articles

,

..27

X.D.Ward..
4

as State

would

week

iouhl

were
Thf. Iiush-Amep.ioan Rifle Club.— Our alien citizens
Medal
out for their regular weekly contests over the Conlin
shots at 200 yds., and 7 at
last Saturday, firing, each man, 7
500 on military cutis and 000 yds. for sporting rifles. Serg't
the possiM. D. Ward of the 9th Regt. led with 04 points in

3

know

I

it.

I

this

target.
-

'.Ml

your issue of

I notice in

46
46
40

A"J?f
ctiasvollers

June

i'tica, N, Y.,

Edh oi: Ponr.sr AXD Steeam and Rod and

tion

CG Zettler
MBJSuxel
M Border

47
47
47
40
">
46
46

US Brown

It.

S

possible 50 points.

DMmer

:

8

;

P Fennlna

—

G. Eyricli.
o
2 6 5 S 5
4 5 4 a 5

HtrstrEB.

slaughter, and that

and
Mr. T. I. Jewerson had it once with 93. The shooting was
done in lying position, at a distance of 100 feet, with a

of entries should be very

2

occurs.

it

—

about

AH

...6-S

twice with 93, Mr. A. Oats had

it

number

;,

Kansas. Oira/rd, June int.— Enclosed vou will find a
photograph of two setter pups five weeks old": the dl
call Sport, the other Nop, and expect lo get some good hunting out of them this fall on quail. There will be tiny amount
of them this year, and plenty of chickens also, but they will be
a little late, that is, the mast of them, on account of the farmers burning the grass off.
Some of them are at
yet, and I
am satisfied from the young chickens I saw the cither day
that there have been thousands of them destroyed; I think
is a shame.
Their excuse is to kill the grasshoppers,
My
opinion is, there ate none in the old grass, and all that
hatch out are on ground that hns been plowed, or on bare
Ceo. W. CnUMFoKu.
ground.

" deer butchering:" and

Lon°- won the badee with the following three scores
Mr. W. R. Brown
of a possible 100 points—90, 93, 94.

S., |hc

<

,

it,

ir.

great.

,

it,

VV R Brown..,
J Q Adams...
J iUairutro.....
Wilson..

..02

,:ll\

,_ O
this will
fJ iio the

Alexandria, June 5th, 1877.— Small game is
plenty in this section of the country. Quail, rabbits, squirrels,
ducks and pigeons (in season), and occasionally a woodcock.
The former are more plenty this year than ever before known,
owing to the law prohibiting their destruction for
which was enacted by the. Stale Leaislalun m thel'all
l^i".
The law will expire this fall, when'aniateur sportsmen anticipate a good time. There are no noted craek -.huh- annuel
here, but we have several very efficient marksmen who, in
course of time, will undoubtedly prove experts^
tion of organizing an amateur shooting club is being agilated
with indications of success. A pigeon match laranged to take place here in a few weeks to test the -kill ,,
our wing shots. Will let .you know the result of the match
i

Leon Backer..
SKobiuson
PFeimtng
J cuddy

,.89
,.s9

fj.

5

when

I

of the

We

'

6S*

before entering in t

he winner in

4

;

,

!

4

Lloyd, as the best score.
B. Fleury, under the rule, as the best 38.

weapon w

Marksman

4
3

Rochester, Minn., June 7, 1877.—At the annual meeting of
the Rochester Sportsmen's Club, the following officers were
elected:
Hon. J. V. Daniels, Prcs.
Br. B.C. Cross. Vice
Pres. ; L. E. Crane, Sec and Treas.
E. J. Graves and Henry
Kalb, Exec. Committee. Last week the club senl a member
to the State Fishery at Red Wing, with an order for 2,000
salmon, which came safely and were placed in our si reams.
Millions of pigeons are roosting about IS miles north, and our
xecutive committee are making arrangements for a 'series of
hoots on the 1st and 3d Fridays of each month.
have as
good a range as there is in the state, and propose to
sport in that line before chicken season La-gins.
Alkiit.

:

:

of

4

5

4

Hellwig's Gallekt.— The seventh competition in lying
position, of the Centennial Ride Club, took place on May 28.
Distance 100 feet, Wesson rifle. The following scores, out, of
a possible 100, were made

Championship,
cash 2d prize.
list

5

4

4
4
5

eighth competition for the badges will take place
Thursday evening, June 14. Open to till comers.

iry

staaesa

4
4

3

4
4

The

armed. In the sec
military rifles of \
chose a weapi
the ranges to liable
rifies

4—43
4—43
4—42
4-41

3

4
4
4

!

There is no
ets.
iny one company
be at 200 yards,
position, 7 rounds
(50, and the next
The 2d
|5 eaeli.
the above 60 m
o yards. 7 rounds

eitlie

4

6

The folio ing are the best scores made
closely contested for.
during the evening, Mr. Alder w lining the first badge with the
splendid score of 47

will be open to
id military com-

ra

4

3
4

4

4

4

Coslin's Gallery.— The sen
badges was shot at the f
June 7, and was very interest!!

3

i

4

4

tears'

which has been

limit to the muni" . ,,i ,,
The tiring
or command.

4
5

.-,

Wimbledon.

,

be fougl
all bona fide meml
panics in the U. 8.,

3

5
4

5
4
4

—

61

53
47
40

A\ill

4

3

1-45

According to a Canadian paper, Gordon B. Pattee, of the
Metropolitan Rifle Club, Ottawa, made (13 points out of a possible 70, at 90(1 and 1,000 yards, on Monday of last week, with
Who
a small bore Kemington, shooting from the shoulder.
can do a similar feat among the JJreedmoor company ? Even
at any position, shooting such a score would be very fair.
Mr. Pattee ought certainly to study up a good position and
join the next Canadian team that may visit our American

SO
73

12
3

pfc

4

5

4

won by Thomas

1

won by

81
81

SO

reported
al lire next, fall meeting,
adopted, providing a competition aln
that for the Queen's Prize at Wimble

4

4

4
8
4

82

27
withdrew. 41

lias

5

4
4
4

4

5

31

B

6

5

4

T'l

W

5

4
4

1000 yds.
SO
3o
36
41
33
23

-

4

4
5

The final match won at Ions rafige was fought under most
The scores were
favorable coadit fonsof calm and light.
BOO yds.
40
to

5

6

sh

r

6

15
U)

•>;>

Mavnard
Muynard

K. C. Smith.
J. K. Pattee,

W

4

5

seven hundred yards.

Dr.C. B. Rider, M. L
M. Conner. Hem. Creed
leo.r.s in,.u, m.

4

5

J»
13

Lieut. J. H.FiKii-y

56

L.

doming

James burned

O. a.

Wm. Van

36
86

Blafcely

Van Orion

Onus.

L.

match for the Challenge Badge was shot for on the
range of the Jamaica Bod and Rifle Association, on Saturday
afternoon of last week. The following is the score
sixth

Five hundred yards.
Lieut.

Tue Jamaica,

EoH Qgt.pl scores be-

Ik:

I

:

JUNE

I

iu
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Mine §;tg and mm.
A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

PbshSTEVAOTA.-kmvn, Jnne 6,
"Woodcock are more abundant
.

1877. -Good time comere this season than tor

short run
Mr. H., Mr. O. and myael gar* WJ dogs a
lento fifteeniW*, ^andw«
the. other day, and they found from
.ucer>
young
he
I
ground.
favorable
did not pass over very
his fad.
Good show tor quad and grouse
years.

is

Bronzes and Artistic Pottery

the largest in the

world, and the public ore

invited to visit their establishment without feel-

ing the slightest obligation to pnrehasc.

Square,

New

York,

Union

!

!

I

FOREST AND STREAM.
4Jciv Mdvciih'cmmt!.

JJlcii

J^dvcitiucmcnfs,

311

Wwhd.

getpitl

f/jrc

DUDLEY'S

Pocket Cartridge Loader. Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms
STl.ADAr.VX'.S FLEA POWDEB for DOGS.

Pat.

Carriages

HANDY! AND GOOD!

f'HEAF!

A Bane

II performs t
3 work of live ordinary machines in
withdrawing a d loading metallic or paper shells,
and does it as
rfectly as call be done by large.and
i:

ROAD WAGONS,
UNEQUALED
«{l

Reing ir

'

•luted

_

I

i-

i

IN

,

|S

PoughksepBfe, N. Y.

I'O..

.V-

Address

rade.

lit

DUDLEY'

..

......

r

,

liockei knife, mid sure to tie npprcA sample will be. sent (post paid)
to? on receipt of one

n;.;j.-i

AUTY, FORM, COLOR AND FASHION.
AI.I.

impleme

costly

gat
duck

winch we have applied 10 raoru than six hundred
and received Uie Indorsement otTjiir mofil
customers.

to

Secretary, Knglewood,

BEAUT. FY YOUK LAWNS.— Pea fowl

Co.,

1STII 8TS.

MEERSCHAui'
Segar

TIONS.

check-red

Sei

MABSTJBB S,

Ilr
i.nvuv. '.poo.-t
Astor
r ... and "-. .71 Nassau, nor J dm St., M. V.
Send fur an Illustrated Price List for pities, to>liueco ele,, by inclosing ::.. .slump to P. O. Box 91,
New York.
1 1

j

.

©lags 3i*_U
3QO GLASS

One

185

V&ftfr*

ca.

i;,l;

m

i

Street,

-

niMiiY

i.>

New

1

breech-loading shot-gun and a

line

t

SALE OR TO LET.— A valuable
FORstocked
wiih laige specked troni.

Pond, well

worth

III.

JM'J,

R. B. Coleman

The Snbscrlber
winner

offers his

hotels,

ASTOR

midway between

is

at

Hie Centennial, St.

MILEY,

G. Z.

LimcasfeP,

jell if

Petfeel

hours' ride from Huston, with dadv mall facilities.
For km ms. eic, .|.| r s- i.. n. ll.\ i FORD, Canton,
v.. W...II refer to II. O. sundry, Esq., Commis-

of the br
Price verj

;

r

.

nf Fisheries, Dislleld,

jeU

Maine.

slallds
ir.ii

/iiooseiiead lake, .we,

A

delightful

as above, or

W.

dress

WADDELL,

('.

Knox

Eilina,

Co.,

I\Io.

and setters ot approved Imported ami
Native blood thoroughly broken; also pups of different ages. In the stnd, imported Irish Sellers,
"Grouse" and "Shamrock." Also Pointers, " Phi).
Jr." and "King Philip," by "Old Phil;" "Phil, Jr.,'
out of colbnrn's Lang and Wilson biich
"King
Philip.'' out of Mi. ldeo> lirst prize champion bitch,
"Fan." All large size.
l'ointers

CHENEEY,

L.

I'.hi

_^/Spratt's Patent\ „
MleatlFibriiie Dog^Cakes.
YoENTrtNE

K1NSEYS
N.

II.

H SE,

Inquire

a N. J. S. R. lo Warelown :
I'uckcrto.'i II. R. to llarnegai.
soy's torrymen'.
tuayiT-if

al dd]

SAGEVILLE, HAMILTON

CO., N. Y.

ANDREWS' HOTEL.
D.

....

ANDREWS,

Hood accommodations,
'"

f.'b.

,
'

-

PROPRIETOR.

boats, guides, and good
.-an be caught.

Three-pound brook injur

fishing.

1

" 11

I'iscco

for

laiie-s.

l.ak,-

Lake, an.! several

—

*

,

with good

MtaySttf

'sTAJlr^Ep

-

gland and massive in appearance
For full particulars, adSCHUYLER, Hloonisburg, Pa
JeU 31
I;

'From the reputation these .Meat Ftbrlno Cakes
have now gained, they require scarcely an explanation to recommend hem to the nscof every one who
keeps a dog. Sufflce it to say they are free from
salt,
and contain "dates," the exclusive use of
which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit. Is secured to ns by Letters Patent.
For Bale in cases ofl 12 lbs. each. F. O. Db LUZK,

Conn.
Sea lood,
[oriable house a...
aiitiful
view of Ho- sea. Three slag-s to and If .In New
Haven daily after June 15. Previous arrangements
House strictly temperate.
Address as
above by n lil.

I

sole agent, 18 Sonth William street,
Special terms to dealers.
-

——__^

New

I!liAl;[)lNG HOUSE, by C.
at Short lleach. P. ram ford,

HOTOlIKlss,

V.

Round

Pleasant,

oilieis,

i

York.

DOCS FOR SALE

CROSSMON HOUSE.

ALEXANDRIA BAY, JEFFERSON
C.

CltOSSMON"
H

T

SON,

'

-

RECENTLY

.

CO., N. Y.
Proprietors

REBUILT AND

e

piaci

i

BLOOD;
Mi BANG,

l'Ol

Nial.ds,

"TjTOU SALff— The

retriever and dnck dog
1
F'anuy. For price and particulars, Address J.
ALLEY, Middlebury, Elkhart Co., Iud.
jeU It
tine

X

ITiOR SALE.— A

line

lot of

Scotch. Skye,

enjoy-

i

ing

and

liau.lv.

Hi
and Hlai'k-aiid-tau Terriers, Sporting
Dogs, Maltese Cats. Ferrets, Ac. Medicines for all
L. N. MEYER, la Great Jones street,
N. Y.
sepiai-ly
J.

9

:

dweasesat

jeuat

:

S'
the

CLIFF UOUSI SEA CLIFF', L. I„ OPENS
the seas. ni 187 .. on May :. al rales to suit
mgements tor families.
E. BIOKCORDS.
,

n
tin

•

mayl 7-lf
Ihe choicest breeds,

Geologist

lnquir.

M.
dec2S-6m

book of

-III.

.

T

J.

J

reasonable.

tiuail

References from former guests. Send for circular.
w. I'. IIAI.SEY.

OEA-S1IORE HOME

stands 28 inches a Die shoulder'
The sire is of a glossy black color'
lbs.
Inches at the shoulder; will weigh over
condition. Doth are splendid specimens

It

.1.

ami

uipc,

(

apl re-5t

S.

f'

State street

Huston Mobs

The Pocket

.

Duck,

;

ijcmicl.

OF THE YEKY BEST FIELD TRIAL

for Hie sportsman. Hunmtc
Trout fishing stood now. I'o
A. DESHF.N. Superintendent

resorl

.

:t->

Hi-, in

of 111 r> acres
er than anv
Surf and bllil

hot

Bathing, Boating,
Shooting.

It

MOUNT K1NEO HOUSE,
lc.iirist or invalid.
.re.,:.|is. ad,h.-s ().

m

weight

I

si

health

•

ot

Oillce.

have a few large and very handsome St. Bernard
from a beautiful sea! brown bitch,

puppies, bred
well trained;

i.

.

.

A.

aud»

CO.

no

-i:y

J,A,

BREElYMCi KENNEL,

Whitney mnzzleand a hard hitter

Bernards.

St.
I

tn lease the cxolusivc riirlit lo lish the best stocked Iroin ]ior..l in
.Maine: slocked Willi the celebrated Ran&Oly iront
sitiiated in the Town of IVru. Oxford County, Me..
About twelve
an. known as llauord's Troni I'ond.
:

COLEMAN &

R. B.

11

-_%

.

P.

Island House,

McKOON,

Franklin, Del. Co.,

N.T.

BELLOWS FALLS.VERMONT.
y,

jyi;iKrE;RAi«si

mil white.

J'wo

MAN,

5 City Hall,

pure nioumaln air

of

and are almost perfect Images ot
F,
HIT-

W

'

I'llAKI j:s

jell:;,,

TOWNS,'

Fiii.piaKToi;.

Del

Thousand Island House,
Situated on the

BITER

A

Special Offer
TO THE READERS

F°oV
Barges' champli
each.
For fhll
jell

II

ISAAC

SALE- A

1011

1TSKI-;.

Woi

LAWRENCE,
CRSON CO.

and in the li
Thousand Ish

pedlglV,
(.En. K.

W.
I

ST.

ALEX AN III

N. Y..
ir- famed

eeepiloll

for the

efl

icled

me

OF THIS PAPER.

bia.-k

III

Betters,

Ml 'Hi; Li's

Ill

perfectly broken red (Kennel Kegis-

ter) seller biich, two years old
I.'
piobablv in heat
"'llHesd her on fial. Address E. J. Roilo'.'s
JHNS,
Welhersiield, l.'onu.
jeU 2t
;

1

:.

Ma.i and

Judy.

Both

„..„

Yort Bench Sbow. For juice and particulars adTHOMAS ll.w, Lndgeport, Conn
jelllt

qresa

Mm

dog

Sir

(a
ltcd number)— Stud
I while, handsomely
marked,
cs and grainldains were in
f M. Henri Du Pom. Tliia

Guy, _._

Sire and dam, gram
the celebrated keune
dog took a prize at

mende

ma
This

i» ...lit

taiii llil-

This

ONLY Ol'POKTUNITV

iVmililul

i.n-i

oH'ar will hold

in.

!:.,.! Eoi

1

>....r.li[*T UNCI'.

!

al

.

..

Westminster ('In
pupped in A

inches;

patlielilars, address
S.62S.
York.

New

W

HI Fl

.ly; .stain.s

or furl her
'.
0. Box

JeU

I

Wli.l. EXCHANGE
h„»
burgh,
Pa.

a brace of setters for a small
Breech-loader.
A. LOCKFAST, Pitts-

>jei*«

'

the White

the service regular,

Pi)

lb.

SCAIP, This

Capitol and

the

cuisine is perfect;

k*l

,

,t

THE METROPOLITAN

imported red Irish setter

of prizes

Louis aud Bull imoie bench shows, for stud purpose.
Terms, »25.
For pedigree and particulars, address

family knitting machine,
ior a good seeoud-haud breech-loadbarrels,

D. C:

Co., proprietors of these famous
are well known to the old patrons oT Hie
HOUSE, N. Y., and ST. NICHOLAS. N. Y.

j(;7 4[

sti-ei

u

WASHINGTON,

charges moderate.

Address

Price, $20.

Sportsmen

A veTy r$.re opportunity is offered

for 3^oifiinet(.

Carrollton Hotel,

Cortlandt

York,

Attention,

jttcsort'J

Inquire of

EXCHANGE.—Scott

ing shot-gun.
Also tor sales 10-gauge, »J_
loadiua shot-gun,
jel*

;md

Metropolitan Hotel,

The

ryo EXCHANGE-A new

sqi'irks,

C.

fe!.'.'-2.tf

imedouoie-barrel muzzle-loading shot-gun; also
fly rod, with reel, line, and a "book of dies for
sale cheap. Address LOUIS KAISER, Jr., 3111 Hudion avenue, A lbany, N. Y.
jell It.

A

:

BALTIMORE, Md.

Setter.

Irish

VALENTIN

halls
dinvr.Mii directions, and with, as ranch force
as desired.
Liberal di-C'.uut in dealers. Send for
.

SALE— A

oilloi

i

a due

X

Throws two or more

Class.

K3E.N-ITE.£.S a

Stud

ROVE PARK ASSOCIATION.

Lllglewoud,

B.A_T*,Z*S.

;

House, and the test convenient location in the city.
It.
has beoo rc-litted and re-furnished throughout.

ne

]

dc uble-bolt
rebound
it
locks,
compensating lump, iu-cal„ 9 lbs., cost
$2ffi for same ipiallty 12-eal. 7 lbs. U.
E,

FOR $IO.
Brsl

Vlnal Haven, Me.

bove association for sale at a
best
Gaiue Preserves in
ek Bass utid l'ickerel tisliing

sl

low

very

'no

Marshall's Class Hall Trap is acknowledged as tlie
best now before tin- [mollis. It is made nf best ash,

And everything

FOR

" Itinlc,"
77,

Winchester, Ballard,
sson Rules for sale, cheap, at
iau street, K. Y.
it\vt_

BLOOMIN

I7K>R

a

Factory- am! Salesroom-ail Fulton, through
Si., third door from Nassau Si.; entire building.

St'OUKS— No.

loug-rnnge ride at a bar-

BOX

Address SPOUT,

Ann

It

or three parties eon be accommodated at a
gentleman's residence, an boor's sail ftom city
and live minutes' from landing good boating, fishing and shooting, with use of dogs and boul plenty
of fruit and vegetables on the niece; terms JS to ?9
per week. Address "TEAL," this office.
je7 2t
J.

i

sio'ck, pistol

It

Ameri

i

JAS. MEYER, JR.'S
Glrondin Disinfectant

TpOllSALB.—Maynard

Pr1c.-5.j11

1-if,.

tiiiugton,

Holders,

JeU

rpVYO

2) of el?

wholesale by James Meyer. Jr., £ Co., 85 and 87
Broad street, N. Y. P. O. Box 3,278.

SALE— A Sharps'
FOR
gain. Address

AND

I

for sale.—

case, cartridge esse, tiftv
perfect order. Pine .«.
treet, N. Y.
jeU It

AMREK. «OOD* OF
Ail, DKKCRXP-

.

New York.

GUN

Tins is lie most effective and cheapest disinfectant and deodorizer for the kennel. Is indorsed by
the medical profession, the business community,
public institutions, railroad companies, car Hues,
hotels, undertakers, etc. Sold by all druggists, and

JeU

pounds;
double

10-gauge, Sd-iii., lamllialed, pistol
grip, li'v pounds, neatly new, or for cash if price is
low. Address, until July 1.1. clvii s full particulars,
w. P .are Wakeman Holbet-lon, ii« Nassau sireet,

NASSAU STREET.

10-2

Tuff. Fi,
number missing. Price $i nil.
tion. HBO. W.loelek. Gi

JD

PIPES,

barrel rule the

pistol grip, 2- in ;>o in., a io 9
extra line Clabiongh

;

"il.ler,

!'

.us for use.

Field, Vol.6, -i 85:

(it

F. Julius Kaldenberg,

sfiot

r,,r

exchange for an

in

'

III.

Pet pair, sin,; single cocks, $7 50, carefnlly
boxed ami delivered at express olllee.
A. G
NABOB, Orange, C. If., Va.
j«j at
Bt,

(OB IJROOME STREET),

oel JS

ot

other

i

VALENTINE,

It.

$51).

vehicle?,

HROA11WAY, 1TTH

.'i-i i.

W. HOLBER.TON.

AXLE,

jeU

in

Price 50 cents per Box bv mall.
Both the above me recommended by Run AND
and For.EST ash Stiieam.

g.ih.

e.u.sio,ouong, i.i.-eousm, splendid cauva^-lt-iel;
shooting an. ha-s ilstung; line house, shares

jl

&

DOGS.

A CERTAIN REMF.DY.
Put up in boxeB containing a dozen powders, with
full

KITTED WITH THE

Brewster

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN

jell it

Rubber Cushioned

critical

to Fleas— A Boon to Dogs.
This Powder is guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. It Is put up
in patent boxes Willi sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and omcac.loua.
Price SO ceuts by mail, Postpaid

A double gun, either muzzle or breech
WANTED—
loader,
approved make; one

K

,:

SETTERS ffl H f OIKTEItS
Refer

to Foi

Address,
rmpl-tf

s'D

E. S.

WAN.MAKER,

Alexandria
J.

EDIKA KEMHEL,
Edina.

Send

fur

O. G. Staples,

Hohokus, Bergen Co., N.

JESSE SHERWOOD, Pkoikiktok.
Mo, breeder and Importer or

County,

deductions from regular rales.
pamphlet, with terms, Ac.

find liberal

STREAK, and others.

Knox

Sporlinir Dogs.

Pointers, setters, spaniels, fox and beagle hounds.
"Sunclio." Imp. I'omier, smd dog; fee. f:..".
See
Euglish K. C. S. H., No. 1,01153 He is a grandson nf
the coleorated "Hamlet." No. s:ai.
This dog
"Sancho" has won seven prizes- four in Eugluud
first at Crystal Palace, 1874), three here.

PARTIES ARRIVING

Manager,
Ibty, N. Y.

NEW YORK

Bl

TRAL. Hudson Rivei .md
Norths 111.-. New Yolk, wi

CEN-

Glovergvllle

I;,
i;.. at
•allied lo Lakes IV, co, Pleasant, or other tronting local
s
evlclit
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U
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'
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win. can be
B.

in,

i'
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previously

have carriages ti
Refers liv pern
V. S. N.

Northyllle Denot
inilieal.llg.

I

'

Van A.

A-

L, will

to " Piseco " (L, A. Huardslee,

myll

Jivj

:

^jjorisinen B Ihutca.
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Fe

Railway.
THE NEW ROUTE FOR

KANSAS & COLORADO
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

SPORTSMEN.
TTING,

SI

II

I..

and

tickets,

informal ion, apply
Eastern
Agent, 234

intermediate stations,

SUNDAYS,

-ii.

h.,MUp

A.

!i:::i)

Glen Cove,

--t Valley,

a. m., 2:011. 3:36, 1:24, 5,05, 6:42 f.

Broadway, New york.
T. J. ANDERSON, Gem Pass. Agent,
WHITE. Gcii'I Ticket Agent,
\V. F.

1
,

Topeka,
Kansas.

it.,

8:30.

M. SUNDAYS, 9:15 A. M.
For Pateliogue, etc., at 9:1)3 A. M., 2:00, 4:45,
5:23 P.M.
For Babvlon, etc., at 7:30, 8:44, 3:03. 11:30 A.
SUNDAYS,
M.. 2:00, 4:24, 4:45, 5:23, 0:03 P. M,
H: 15 a.m., 6.35 r. it.
For Port Jett'orson, etc., at 10:00 A. M., 3:30,
5:05 r. M. SUNDAYS, 9:3d a. m.
For Noi-tb|iort, He,.. 10:00 A. M., 3:30, 4:21,5:05,
0:12 v.

elc.,

THE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.
afforded by their lines for reaching most of

The

Peiiusjlvimi

m

SUNDAYS.

,

1:30. 0:35 P. M.

Cards

at all principal hotels

and ululer-ineutioned

in

FLORIDA.
FOR
THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA

*

FOR

JACKS0JTV1LO1,

AUGUSTINE, SAN-

ST.

FORD, ENTERPRISE and intermediate landing*
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in

FLO RI DA.ty

steamship to

SAVANNAH, and thence

by railroad or steamboat, apply

W.M. L. JAMES,

to

Is Shooting, FisaiNO.TAXiDKr.siY, Woodcraft, Etc.

Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
EXCURSION
are sold at the offices of the nuipaiiv in
the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED-

TICKETS

(

FORD, CREsSOM, RALSTON, AliNNEQIJA, and

Wing

Shooting,
lluuting.

uud

Still

Also, to

Ferryboats leave James' Slip, N. i\, thirlyruinand Thirty-fourth, street, E. 11., fifteen
minutes before each train. On Sundays, from

TUCKERTON,

Thirty-fourth street only.
Ticket offices in New York at James' Slip and
34tn street ferries, at the offices of We»lcott's
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 785
Broadway, 942 Broadway. Grand Central Depot,
42d St.; ill Brooklyn, "333 Washington St. ; in
Brooklyn, E. D., 79 Fourth street.
By purchasing tickets at any of the above
offices, baggage can be checked from residence to
my3l' 3m
destination.

AND FEATHER.

TRATED WITH MAPS

BEACH HAVEN CAPE MAT,
NEW .!EUs|-;\ riiAsT
SALT WATER sPORT AFTER FIN

BY CHARLES HALLOCK,
editor of "forest and steeam ;" AUTHOR of the
"FISHING TOURIST." "CAMP LIFE IS FLORIDA," ETC.

S(|LTAN, and points on the

reoowned

for

L. P.

Agent

.

cTno

NEW YORK

•110

S.

,?.

NEW

I1ASEN, IIARTFO
While Mountains, Mini
Memphreiuugog and Willoi

GENERAL CONTENTS.
PART

Eastern Coast Fishes.
Northern Inland Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the Wed and Northwest.
Pacific Coast Fishes.
Inland Fishes of the South aud Southwest.
Southern Coast Fishes.

roK
R1C1IAR1) PECK,

South Delaware Avenue, Phila.

MAMMOTH PALACE STEAMERS

Docs Use

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.
The best and most direel route to the Fishing and
Hunting resons of Cape Cod, and Kaugelcy, and
Moosehead Lakes, ex.
Tickets for sale at all principal hotels and ticket

*'The Bermudas."

New

York Daily at r. ji. (Sundays,
to Sept.. 2, iuelusivc) fruni 26 Noi Hi liner, tool
street.

Steamers leave
of

!

.",

Murray

For Hackensiic,k-T:4.:.,
and 6.80 r. ST.
For Nanuel-7:la, S:45
P.

S:45 A. m., 1:00, 4:15,

5:15

1:03, 4:15

and

5:15

1:00, 4:15,

and

C:15

A.

jr.,

M.

For Spring Valley-S:45

A.

St.,

waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about TO deg.
The elegant British Steamships " Bermuda," and
"Camlna," l.OOO tons, fitted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Ber-

fortnightly, making connection at Bermuda
with steamers for St. Thomas and West Indies. For
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBRIDQE,
Decvilly.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.

muda

_

L.

Sundays— SMS

CONNOR,

GenT

warm

Black Bass Fisheries
of xouTUERy mich to ax, via
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw. Grand Hapids
Sportsmen who have ea«

'

Saturday

ained above,

is

the fare

,

(jrnylliis Seitson

Going to or returning from
The Thousand Islands M the St. Lawrence, The
Great- Northern or Adirondack Wilderness,
Lake George, LakoChampluin, The While
and Francum.i fountains,
Trenton, Niagara, Sh.run and
Coopers-

ai
orauy of tin?
ro
The commodious siean
make close connection at
for all the above-named

i

Take jour family with
Wood-

you.

The scenery

an.

PART

Until further uotide, the Trains of this Koad will
not wait, for ihi;Tweuty-tuiril street lioats.

May

L. P.

17-tr

H HT 'YN,

Supt.

GANSETT

u by takiuglin
HEU, from Piei
Meals ot
ic,
no dust oi
hing steep,
longer Agent.
r. it.

MAYO

E.

;i:i

North River, foot Jay

NOT A TRIP MISSED

Si.

IN SEVEN

Tickets for sale at all principal ticket, offices. State
rooms secured at offices of Wi^ie it. Express Company, and ut 883 lln.ndwav. New York, and B33 Washington St., liruokljn.

PROVIDENCE LINE.
Freight only, steamers leave P ier 37, Norlh Kiver,
Freights via cither
foot Park Place, at «3U P. M
line taken at lowest rate".
I). S. BABL'OCK.Pres.
L. W. I'll, KINS, G P. Agent,

Paul and St. Louis
Short Line.

St.'

00L0GIST,"

A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BIRDS AAND BIRDS' EGGS.
This magazine, the favorite of amateur ornithologists, isnow in its third volume. It is rep'eie with
that is new or recent in Ornithology and Oology,
and puonshes important papers on the rarer of our
hirds and eggs. It is just the periodical lor those
m king collections of turds and egg. lor scientific
examination, as its columns are constantly furnishing di scripltons of the eggs oi new and rare spec les.
Terms— Forty cents a year, In advance. Specimen coi.ies and prospectuses only on receipt of
stamp. Add ess,

all

WILLARD &

S. L.

'

VIA

Charleston, S. C.

"THE

STONINGT'ON and NAIiRA-

leave Pier

P.M.

5:'iu

EAST.

.

Freight A « Pass'nger Line,

II.

A Sportsmin's Directory to the Privcival Rkbokts for Game and Fish in North Amehica.
Je;-4t

STONiNGTON LINE,
FOR BOSTON AND ALL POINTS
REDUCED PARE:

1

PEOPLE'S EVEN UN G L
North Hlver, every we

The Hotel Accommodations,

Burlington, C. Rapids

& N'rth'rn

Oneida

jel

St.,

CO.,

Utica, N. Y.

FUR, FIN and FEATHER.

The South and the Southwest
AND THE

while plain, are,

as a rule, good, lar surpassing the average in countries new enough to alt id the finest of ashing.
On and after June 1st Knund Trip t.xcumion

in Grand Traverse
Kecrion, and auraciive train facilities offered to
tourists and sportsmen ; also, on and after July 1st,

Murkiimw and Lake superior Excursion

Tick-

Wednesday a
At 3 o'clock

m

For Tourists" Guide, containing full inlo Hotels. lioats. Guides, Ac. and accorate maps of the Fishing ciuunis, send to Forest

P.

29,

ets.

Dogs, (inns, and FiobiitK Tackle Carried
Free at owner's risi,.
Camp lar. for Fishing Parlies and Families
low races.
It is our aim to make sportsmen feel "at home" on

QUICKEST,";

FLORIDA PORTS,

Point-

to

1

I

asthma.

soil

cipes tor

Pocket Time Tables.

YEARS.

41

of

lakes is very beautiful.
The
air is pure, dry, and bracing. The climate peculiarly
beneficial to 'those suffering with hay fever and

the North

:

Expedients in Emergencies; Hints and ReCamp and Cruise.

Stony Point,

iNSTCrCflnN IN TaXU'EIOIT.

at

D

UTn

Woodcraft

:

RlBUOGJUruT foil SPORTSMEN.
M ,.;:.<' AND OUTFITTERS' LIST.

Elegant Steamers

We

Northc

et

fi

Grt

1st.
The sportsman can redatiy send trophies of his
skill to his friends or •'Club'' at home, as Ice" for
parking fish can be had at many points.

Tickets

Springs,

also

op-ns June

to

SPOKTSMES OK PLEASURE sJbEKEBS

GREAT SOUTHERN

Urnok Trout Sense

:

1

ihe European plan, bed
smoke, cool rooms, good

as

niglit only a' 11:45
1« Aiid. from

route for

JeT

a

Ocean, Lake, and river
Art of Dressing Artificial Flies; Instruction
In Fly Fishing; Rods, Lines and Lnrus
Hints aud Recipes.

all

ALBANY.

The most comfortable and cheapest

:

Forest, Field, and Prairie:
Guns and Ammunition for Different Kinds
of Game: Hints and Iteclpes for Gunners;
Decoys, Blinds, and other Devices.

and

street,

1

goes niroiigli

s.

Rod

the

stopping at

v. ai.,

BETWEEN

NEW YORK AND

Sport

Sporting Boats akd Canoes

People's Line Steamers

Richfield

Brook TroLit,Grrayling and

and CMS

a. m.

1:00

5.15

j7-3t

Pass'r Agent.

-

rpHE 'FISHING USE."

'

For Ilaverstraw and Stony Point—S:45 A. Jt„
and 4:15 i\ >t
For New York City—7:15 A. .«., 1:00, 4:15 and

lIOKfili.N Ss l.OVEl.I., Aacnts.

GEO.

-VTOW A FAVOTtlTB AND DELIGHTFUL
IN WINTER RESORT, is readied in seventy
liours from New York, and beint. surrounded by tlie

*

ers street

ofllees.

July

I.

Game Antmalb of North Aheiuoa.
Game Birds of North Amecici.
Game Fish of North America:

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

Co.,

:

AMkKICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

General Agent.

PUlUuMphia and Southern Mail

Price $3.00.

750 pp.

"FOREST and STREAM" PUBLISHING COMPANY,

lehli-lf

River Line,

Fall

TOGETHER WITH

A DIRECTOR TO THE PRINCIPAL GAAIE RESORTS OF THE COL~NTRY; ILLUS-

other well-kuowu ceutei-8 for

Trout Fishing,

ticket offices.

utes,

COPIOUS INSTRUCTIONS

Company

Railroad

also reach the best localities tor

all

For Flushing, College Point, Whitestone, Great
Neck, Garden City, Hempstead and intermediate stations, see small Time Tables and Time

THE

THE GAME ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISHES OF
NORTH AMERICA; THEIR HABITS AND
YARIOl'S METHODS OF CAPTURE.

GUNNING AND PISHING

For Far Rockawav,

Old Dominion Line.

make

publica-

Sportsman's Gazetteer

the

lines ot

A. m.,

etc., 9s00, 11:30 A. M., 2:00,
0:15 a.
3:30, 4:24, 5:05, 7:00 p. to

to

GENERAL GUIDE.

11:30

SUNDAYS,

k.

FoiKoeunwav Beach, elc, 0:00. 11:30
4:24 p. m. SU SJJ A is 0:15 A. M., 1:30 P. M.

—

the

tion of

Respectfully Invite attention to the

m.
11,

IS:

la r-niistquencf of wkling 150 pages
Work thoroughly complete: The

:

1:01! P.

gcr.'l

Gcn'l

8:14, U:03 A.

at,

jlitblivaficiiis.

|?(i;,/(";.

TO SPOILSMEN:

TraiDS leave Long Island City r 8 follows

For Greenport, Sag Harbor, Kiverhead, and

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

For mips,

f^0r/S/HC/r'.S

ISLAM! UVIJROAU.
WAY 11, 1sII.

LONG

HUNT
A BUFFALO
—UN THE—

1.1

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

312

N.

CITY OF ATLANTA,

GULF STREAM,
Cant

s.

From

Pier

F.A'II

WAY

R.

DAILY,

crossing and connccling with all Kasl and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of lueflnest
hiinting groundsill he N'.irtliwesi f"rG.
I

Pinnated and Ruffed Gronacand yuaii.

Sportsmen

It. du, ,,| rat. s
anil their iIoj;h lak.-n Kppdoareor.
on iiariies of iui ..r moreupon application loGeneral
C. J. IVES,
Ticket (lilliv, Cedar Uapids.
i

CILVMl'Ii »N,

Capt. M. S. Unodhull.

this route.

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS

Saturday

M.

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

('apt. It.W.
Li.

CLYDE,

W.

crowed,

Lock wood

Gen. Passenger Agent.

E. F. WiNsi.ow,

General Manager.

'"»

tf

capt. Ingralnm

GAME AND GAME FISH LAWS
of every State tn the Union and the Dominion Provinces, and also gives a description of all the best
places for .dunning and fishing lu Hie I'niied Stales
and Canada, tells how to rea. h tln-m. an. what kind
..: a.,:.. mi
Litmus you will liinl when vou gettbere.
Ii tells urn whin kind oi tackle to use for the various
kinds of tisii. and where tin Pest cau he procured,
an al-o where yon caD get Hie nest of every deI

I

her ql' interesting sketches of hunting and fishing
adventures, and a vast fund of useful informatiou on
field sports and angling that renders the work indisIt is, in
pensalile lo all who use cither gun or rod.
fact,

a complete

formation a«

AM) STREAM office,
J. H. PAGE, G.
A.

HOPPE,

or address
P. & T. A..

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Eastern Passenger Ageul.
If, Marker. St
em, Philadelphia.
1

,

Sportsman's Route.
CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
'.'.

Direct Connections at Buffalo with New York
Iilml and Erie Railway.
Detroit, Willi Michigan Central Railroad.
.!.

i

nv.i...i..

..Mr],

Ti.L.,l,i

U'hIi-.isIi

«n,l

Wi

DOGS CARRIED FREE
and given

special attention.

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME
AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

FRANK
I*.

E.

SNOW,

P. <& T. Agent, Detroit.

The above steamers have been liaudsouiely
up for the convenience of passengers, and ate

fitted

unri-

CHICAGO&ALTON RAILROAD.

valled on the coast for

Speed,

Safety,

and

Comfort.

close connections at Charleston with the favorite
I'AT >K, dipt.

and well-known Florida packets KIi

i

M ULON YILI.E

anil

all

points lu Florida.
i
I

i

HON TICKETS AT 11EDUCED RATES.

Bar-Insurance to destination
PBfi CB

to St. Louis,

ONE-HALF OF ONE
i

Goods forwarded free of Commission. Passage
tickets and Pills i.i Lading issued and sinned at the
JAMES W. uIIINTAKIi A CO..
office of
Agents, No. PK Weal Street, cor. Warren, or

W. P. CLYDE A (I., No. li Howling Green.
Through Freight Tamil's, Paswiige Tickets by all
routes and to all points in tin- smith and Southwest,
lamed at the office
and further information can in
HENTLEY U. IIASEI.L, General Agenl,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, corner
dec7 ly.
of Thomas street.

and no matter how much or how little recreation
von rnlr« tor the
and along the streams, you
If
.:
K -til many times Its
will find /•*!!
w months)
-vei
price to yoi
'

WITHOUT

'-"-

i

>

latge octave pages,

5i>

0SAS. SUYTJAM, PmnjsMBB,
jel It
IJSf

will find splendid shooting on the
brant,
line or this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks,
Connects direct at Kansas City with the
quail, ete.

SPORTSMEN

Pacific Railroad for the K reat Buffalo and Anrange of Kansas and Colorado.

Kansas
telope,

.

.

11

eeutsa nun

CHANGE OF CARS.

FIRST-CLASH ACCOMMODATIONS
EVmiYTIllJsG.

'

i

puliUcalion

mid Chicago

to Kansas City,

CITV

I;

LATKA, PNTERPKISE,
t

Chigago

from

:

POINT, Capt. Scotl, lor PERNANDINA, .lAoKSONYILI.K. ST. AIIUl STINK, PAV

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

Hunting and Fishing Directory

l

Liberal arrangementsfor transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
CiUcaao, me,

US Chambers

Bound

at,

New York

Cily.

VoluuiUTS

Forest and

Stream.

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.
First Four Volumes, $i each,

Others, $3.50.

A-cmnplere sel ot the FORKST ANII STREAM
seven volumes, hound hanJsomely in cloth— a valu.
able library for ilia sportsman—can now be obtained
on application to this office.
•

.

I

FOREST AND STREAM.
J'i:huH\ (r

ftubliatdoiil.

MS

'

Bt T-

OS

t.KH

DOG

HIM. K

lion

11-

HOLMES,

3".

JH4

65 Fulton

line

London

Art, Treasury of
in Sacred Ulstcry,

Women

pel

ENAMEL ALL PHBSBRYED OH THE OUTSIDE.

1=1
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t=-

SONS,

14

CO

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

dermany ami England,

WALKER'S

8th Street, JBrooklvu, E.

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

large Family Bibles, all
illusdratefl work--. music and magazines in Ihe best
81 vies and lowest prices ; done iutwo or three days
if required.
E.

Dej

The annexed

will

list

We quote

made.

Pi

CJQ

show Hie reductions wo have

p=^l
flO

f~

Now.

p=^l
*-=\

:
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,

Fly Rods, (IMrins, -'Tips

$25

$41)

Fly Rods, r, Strip,
Tips, and Duplicate
Joint
MS
BlacKBass Rods, 6 strip. 2 Tips
on
Black Bass Hods, c. Strip, Tips and Duplicate J„in'
65
Salmon Rods, tt Strip, Tips
sn

ft
CO

'A

t6

o

t*3

:i

BUCMU.

— <

J.

Formerly.

Compound Fluid Extract

a
r-l

tfg

H
M
H
Q

street.

$tt.

^iiiii;A'incnf.'J,

H.T.Helm

©

pa

York.
D.

Factory— Foot South

Pieun-csipio

paiilisliei"' style.

New

Street,

i«

it.

Arl Journal bound

hooks bound.

II

lo

America,

§rugB,

!=i

Conroy, Bissett&Malleson

BINDERS.
nniforrli

(i~;nhh.

lli

;

ml eulniged; -inn
Mailed
r. aires.
i.

D.

fishing

trlilc.
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:i

Turf Sports
METROPOLITAN

and

Q8d ami 64th

Third Ave.,

EKED,

Athletics.
St.,

EN'GELIIARDT,

J,

This magnificent Temple of
instruction and practice.

Second Ave.

OT- SEND

We have but one

Proprietor.

.Spurt is

WHOLLY M A OK

now open

for

FOR

is

f—

Hods— Ihe

Fishing Tackle

Manufacturer of every variety of
for SALMON,
BASS and

li.Mlrd and ventilated.
For time, terms and privileges, address, FRED .1.
.Metropolitan
biding Academy,

MsiiiNc;

i-

1
1

en tmdei

i

it

i

SPLIT liA-MBOO RODS

;

,

a specialty.

in

QAEMISXCTe IMK.

A

m prices, 'trout bods, full mounted,
formerly ;/.n-. otlu-r rods in proportion.
Every Rod bearing nn name is six strands from
butt to extreme tip. and mounted with my " patent
waterproof formic," ami warranted against iiuper-

A. B. SiUPLEi & SON,
50? COMMERCE STREET, PHILA.
Manufacturers

FIXE

of

A

(or

collection of Living Wild
Reptiles.
Admission
h
1(1 cents,
jane lj

The Public are

t

Shipley's

Self-Hooking

sm-lls.

Elastic

cnnlioi.ed to

<

lie ailrc

and

Ms,

a

Ihe

b.v

.

MALE TO ORDER.
was awr.rdtd

I

Prepared

hexagonal or round, as may

(Inish,

MEDAL

Centennial for my Split

-catch

a

kci the geniiiiie,

Rods of Green Heart Ash
or Lancewood

in Sets

Em, REPAIRED.

KEELS,

worKm

material anxl

iii

Auyttlyleof

Wood

Rod Mountings

7.1c. io |i] IB.

RODS,

[eciions

TACKLE

FISHING

Specialty of the

Amateur Rod Makers.

lor

A large

DIPLOMA

and

at the

Bamboo Rods.

ol

inaiiiiiaci'iirci-

II.

IIELIBOLD

T.

Manufacturing Compan y.

Salmon and T

l-'me

Reels, the lightest, sirougest ami imudsouiest Reels

ever made.

Highest Honors

Lull

FISHING TACKLE

f

I

end

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

lnh els mid wrniipcvs, v.hieli in

be printed

1

ereat reduction

Celebrated Green Heart

for circular

alw

u

No.

hand

30 PLATT

ST.,

aud price

NEW YORK.

FAIR., 1876.

SHONINGER ORGANS.

my

ha r

Jin.

Thit

--Mi

my

I

TROUT

PINE RODS

ENGKLBARDT,

AiEhCUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.

changed

futiiro will

of

counteri'eii in«

receipt and lirepuralions,

BANGOR, MAINE,

House.

;ii'h.

Gpj t. c\ erv day.
Ik-aria, Birds and

LEONARD

H. L.

vuiious

lo

originnl

best iu

PERFECT RACE TRACK, ONE-EIGHTH MILE.

Zoological Garden.

w

;

CIROOIjAR.

grade of these

PHILADELPHIA

Riding, Driving, Training,
Pedestrian ism, Fencing. &c-

ling School, Sales,
ig stables, seventh
e under the same
janij ly

Owing

used iu

the market.

Thorough Horsemanship,

;

g

to

li

These Rods are, in all their parts,
Positively no machinery
part of their construction.

BY HAND.

RIDINU ACADEMY,

COMPETITION

OS TRADE.

IS TIIK I.IFK

CROOK &

J. B.

Mmmmj

ew

CO.,

Fluted Bait.

TaamjbE»

FCLTO.S STREET, NEW YORK,
Makes Hie Immense Reductions.

50

A

Everything else

In

proportion,

(lends sent; c. o.

to all pails of the United Slates

and Cheap Destroyer of the
at

V^^

JOG.CABBAGE

iF'PESTl

I

Fishing, PI io tia.

D

Safe, Sure

POTATO

Greenhonrl Rods for Trout and Buss Piohfna 116
Ash an. Uncjvy.oil Ru^s lor Trool and Bass

to $:«>.

GENTJINP; HAAULEM OIL,
KNOWN AS SYLVESTER'S OVEIi SO VEARS.

F1SII& SIMPSON,

and Canadas.

NEW

132 NASSAU ST.,

icBride
Medal and
illl

il.

-

Flies.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

1)
t

Philadelphia,

U

VOIIK,

II

j^i^^rT-n':;:;;;;;;;,;";

MllidltS Ul
for trout.

:.v

.1.

W.

.McliiMiH-:

Uolbettoli.

Sob

fcbiri-411

SAPONOiD.
PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

Best

Mosquito

& Black Fly Repellent.

Instruments.
(CELLULOID PATENT.)

Trolling and Click Reels.
The

finest Reels,

finished.

durable and finely
Ask your dealer for them.

GEORGE
Refer
J. R.

made

to Dr.

Ii.

W.

II

light,

VUT

ju20

D RE
1

As Co., Newark, N. J.
and Dr

\V. Ely. Rochester, N. Y.,

Romeyn, Keesville N.

CftODJC
mosquitoes, Hies, wa-^ps. bees and ..(her insects, removing all Inflimmatiou, neutralizing the poison
and aUaying the swelling at once.

Em- repelling

Y.

,,

97

to

CO.,

123 Chestnut Street,

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.

WALDSTEIN A
OPTICIAN,

545 Broadway,

New

W.JS,

Ah viindna

lin.

and

I

h'c-

l-ik.-i

'

SID,

inn feel Superior Linen

"

"

3(10

"
"
Black Bass pitcs

600

S7i

Lin,-,

"
"
Cutlha Hunk,
(soin'etlpiig

by

mad

{.

'

&

"".'"..'.'.

new) perdu/.

3

tin

'.'

60

York,

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN

EYES,

Etc.,

Is really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue mailed
receipt of postage of fonr cents.

ESTABLR"''

*

'40.

streel,

Strip

Bam-

boo Fly-Rods.
Improved and finished without ciilting away the
The strongest and handsomest rods in the
Private orders solicited

hi.

In

Rods

vie.

lor circular.

ESTABLISHED

J.

IS.I5.

P. Travers

WOOD

& Son.,

STREET,

goudiifi,

Boston, Mass.

iicmei.

M BEEKMAN

1ST.

V.

RUSIITON'S
HUNTING & PLEASURE BOATS

AND CANOES.
The LIGHTEST spoiling boat In the world
Weight, 26 pounds and upward. The smallest sine
will cairy two persons.
Cedar si lug, oak ke. I,
etc., (do not fold up).
CANOES, open or decked
Weight 36 pounds to till In-. Send sunup for new
Illustrated Circular
.1.
II.
RltSilToN, -Mauuracur.-r. Canton, St. Lawrence Couafy, N. V.

Complete Shooting Suit
FOR

:

kinds on hand. FisherAlso ham
,,( all kinds.
men's wines, lines and
mocRs lor sportsmen. Samples oi twines sent free
iny:U tion application or by mail.

Twines and Lines;

'':Z.:

i

taistenl

,!

with good

i--:;;a

F.
I9S

MARSTERS,

1,80(1
u.-is

mMOouvcl

and Canada.
J.

on

SflNDftt

ANTHONY,

CARD.

Sl|

ii

••

ii'

Washington

iV-

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated six

Has received

the highest award at the Centennial
Exposition fur his fine Classes, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 545 Broadway of
line

iii.

BRADFORD

German silver ami Brass Rod lUonntises rearlv
mad,- and In orderol ml nivti ll'villl
"Ke-nl.-C
lire
Guides, Rings, rip,. Keel Bands Screw and stand
Holloms. Iloul.le 1-ittlllgS
Also' superior \s|,'-II,
Lancewood Ply and Black ila-s i,-,,.|. ,,i ,',,» ,',„,,
..-,, |.
manufacture.
M „' 1: o,i,- ,.,,. n,,.
Trolling Rods lor

H.

IONS.

old in collapsible tubes, mailed to any address ot
eiptof mi cents bj

Fishing Rod Makers.

SHONINGER ORGAN

T

uosqnitocs rub the Sapofreely wilh the hand. One
bile of the llliiel, iu mogl

ti.

TO AMATEUR

B.

m

Mantttactuber,

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Hoods.

DENK1S0X &

CO.,

198

Broadway, N.Y.

no.

$w.

sio
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FOREST AND STREAM.

RO
PAEKEH BREECH-LOADING

SHOT-GUN.

simple in Construction, Durable and Effective in Action.

Have Rebounding Locks and Interchangeable .Parts.
m®mmM £8jO t© $?QV
lamag^its ©aarr&te, $75; to $3@Q

All

^wisi

t

B

(West Meriden, Conn.

SEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR.

'7 197

($IMS, gti,

(Ijuvidcrmij,

.§ynii.<Jiiieii 7;

(£ic.

CHOKE-BORE

102 NASSAU-ST.,

EOR HATCHING

Now ready,
x-liin

i

,

from

my PREMIUM BIRDS.

Lcehoni:-.

I'ul.unls,

bullous,

Brnhams,
lloudaus.

llambnrghe, Dominique, Game. Bantams. &c.
Pigeons in variety. Send for descriptive circular.

MATCH.

(t. o. brown,
Brooklandville, Md.

NEW

Street, N. Y.

Kiquors.

COGNAC

Montvue Poultry Yards. Sportsmen's Emporium,
CHOICE PURE BRED POULTRY, EGGS

Chambers

(§00 its.

YORK,

Camping. Shooting and Fishing Tackle of every
description,

Tents,

ittttlntling

Goods, Flannel Shirts,

Blankets,

Rubber

etc,

SOLE AGENT IN

NEW VORK FOR

Captain Bogardus1 Patent Roughed Glass Balls:
Duncklee's Camp StOVES BoUdven'a TaoS, Dash and
Fishing Lamps Bond's Folding Una:-:; Fanner's
Trunk .Bouts; Sarah .1. McBrtde'B standard Trmit
;

;

W. GREENER begs

inform Ills numerou
prurons ;n America that his gnn has again come 01
victorious at the great match of Chokc-Bores v^
Cylinder Bores, lit the London Gun Club, on May 2!
beating seventeen of the best shots in Great Britai
Who used guns by lite best London makers.
AY.

(See London Field,

May

20, Editorial

"Mr. Chnlruondley l'ennell. th
Purdey'a massive 50-guioea cup,
ozs., f.ir the highest
killing

all

his birds

i

Flies; Holabird'a Celebrated Shooting and Fishing
Suits of 1)
'a Mo.

to

yard.- with the lirst barrel,
a full choke, by Greener, of
lit of the irial nerved to show
choke at the long-range, Mr.
a his birds in a marvelous

I1KEW.STKK

it

KN(l«l,TO^,

The Celebrated Ferguson

Importeis and Dealers in Artificial Eyes for Birds
and Animals,
IS Arch Street, Boston, Mass.

EDWAH1J

CONWAY,

B.

Successor to

Taxidermist,

JAMES
B5

1:0

II.

Carmine

ROOME,
Street, N.

T.

Sportsman's Emporium
No. 14S William

BARTON &

R.

C.

UN'S GIVEN IN TAXIDERMY.
-Is Instruments foi sale.
Eyes i
Janll-ly

Silk,

and

Linen and

i

\>\

etc.

1858,

1858, 1835.

1870, 1806,

THE SPORTSMAN'S FAVORITE BRANDY,

&

Haviland
13

The vintage
arks.

BA'

Co.

,

BARCLAY STREET.

branded on the casks, Oses, and
All goods delivered only from IT. S. bonded
is

DWYER,

Agent.

DRV AND DRY EXTRA

Q1IALITT.

Birds and Rare Animals,

ton Fish Lines.

Baits.

9p«

1800,

CHAS. REICHE & BR0.

Rods and Reels for every variety of fishing.
Waterprool Silk-Ursulcd Taper Ely Lines.
Spinning Baits, Nets,

100.

815

1864, 1863,
1849, 1885.

BOLLINGER
CHAMPAGNE.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Artificial Flies

Trap each

1666,
1855,

ISTOi,

In cases containing eilher 13 bottles, 24 pint
flasks, or Is halt pit. r ilasks, very suitable;

T. "N.

Breech and Muzzle-Loading Shot-Gnns,
Sporting Equipments and
kinds.

And

Jams.

Importers and Manufacturers of

all

.Jungle Cock, Ilolberlon

a rehouses.

GUNS, PISTOLS, POCKET CUTLERY,
FISHING TACKLE, Em

of

Offered for sale in bulk of the following vintage

loader yet offered

S2.50per

SCRIMGl

337 Broadway, New York,

Ammunition

i'u

BASS.

Turkey, Academy, May, and oilier lilaek Bass File
on hand, tied for casting wil h light rods. Direction
furnished, if desired, how, when, and where to lisl
with artificial tiles for Black Bass.
Hand-Made Ely Rods, of Ihe best quality for Trou
and Black Baas, rrom -; upward. Every rod war
ranted. Leonard's Split Bamboo Fly Rods.
The Fox Patent G
Ball

CO.,

FINE SPLIT BAMBOO ELYr RODS.

at

1872,

BLACK

Remarks :)

winner of Mr.
dirhiug over 91
onderfullv well.

'

a Fl,

length.

»

Gardens

Zoolo£,u'iil

Chatham

55

street,

iinrt

.ticnatrories.
N rtii William.

mini door Irom

RARE AMERICAN AN1MALU ALWAYS PURCHASED.

1SASCFACTUKKBS OP

For Sale.— Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver
pheasants (China); Spur-winged Geese, h'mptiai
Geese (Africa) AViogeons, Red-headed I'm I..,. Ilua
Geese (Europe) \\ ood tnicks (America).
CHAS. REICHE,
illJ-NHV RRICnE,
Sept. 21,
New York.
;

UNITED STATES ARMS CO. REVOLVERS.

;

'

CUNS to EXCHANGE

or SELL.

tTVRANK SCHOl'F, DEALER

IX

ALL KINDS

of foreign and demesne birds, 71 Fourth Avenue, New York, constantly on hand a large stock
of cages, Seeds, snivel, aqual onus, globes, gold and
1

MI'ZZL
globe

am

Also dealers supplied.

-All

to.

orders piomptiv attended
bctlS-ly

KNAPP & VAN N0STRAND
FULLY
*

We will

POULTRY AND CAME,

VVAI1-

or exchange for double breech-loadnngli ireeeli-loadjng rifle or shoiing shot-gnu-,
sell

Noa. 589 and 590 AY A Sill KGTON

MARKET,

N. Y.

The

Magic Lanterns and Stereoiiticuns

guns. Correspondence solicited.
Enclose stamp to "uUN WORKS," Bondville, VI.
JeT-ti

an. I

SPORTSMEN wishing good woodcock shooting on
the 3d and 4 til of July will do well to address K.
AY

OWEN,

.eUlt

Princes Bay, Richmond Co., N. Y.

View,: Gr. M .i,osc„p,-,,

i

hi. .mo-

and drying—always
and eas.i !o Ihe le,

soli
i.

1

dilleient sides.
1'riees
suit the times.
Send
illustrated
for
circular
to

.

Convex i.iass, Photographic .MaAwarded First Premium at Vienna and

Transparencies.
terial?.
l'lnlitdelphia.

best thing ever worn by
Noi injured by Wel-

srueu.

Uee2S

to

Frank Good.)

MARTIN

FOREST AND STREAM.

315

(Timyowder,

(Qooda.

3iwif.';inci( 's

CAMP LOUNGE

ORIENTAL

CO., TliOY,

K Y.

' onuses 'and
Cos for Travelers,
Campers, Sportsmen, Ynchtinen, Miners
and Soldiers. J'i'low on^l Mo^tuitr. /tor Canopi/

Valine

POWDER MILLS

in Each CiSl u-ilh tfety t.ounje

and

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Cot,

By Mall, 85 T5.
d Space, 8X5X20
b. Weight, 3«lbs.

[fl'Kia'iYJ'Hi
BUOAD STREET,; BOSTON.

Office— 13

BRANDS-DIAMOND GBAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPORTING.

^ORVIS,

Chas. F.

The "

powder to equal to any made
spared to make the beet.

Oriental "

expense

Is

BRANCH

Fine Fishing Eods, Reels, andFArtificiaPFlies,

no

AND DEALER

.

&

Laflin

Rand Powder

N«. 26

MURRAY

ST„

Send

Mention FobeST and Stream.

STODDARD'S

Co.

Orange Lightning Powder.

Cap

Expeller,

1 to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in sealed
oanl ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

No.
1 lb.

mended

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, CutterJ
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

lO

STOL

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
lbs.

Length, 4$ inches.

each.

Orange
best

Sizes,

FG,

rifles

FFG
wood

Packed
and 6X

Powder.

Rifle
and

tn
lbs.,

Circulars sent on application.

of

C.

BLASTING POWDER and ELECTRICAL BLASTING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER

kinds ou hand and.made to o: der.
Safety Fuse, Frlcttonal and
Platinum Fuses.
Pamphlets, showing sizes of the graiu by wood
cut, sent free on application to the above address.
of

THE

CENTRAL

Hazard's "American Sporting."

From 25 to 1000
Yd. Mange.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLO JBY
Dealers In Sporting Goods.

On

receipt

TARGET
sam

FIRE, SOLID HEAD,

pies,

TEN CENTS

of

will be

100

a

sent by mall, with

clrci

by

BENMSON & CO., 198 Broadway, X.T.
Seydel & Co's Pocket Hammock.

of the United States and several Foreign Governments.
All kinds of KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Special attention paid to orders for

fine grain,

upland prairie shooting.

Dennison's Tarffets
C.

Used by the Army and Navy

In 1 lb. canisters and
quick and clean, for
Weil adapted to shot-

3 (coarse).

to

,

BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

Hazard's "Electric Powder."

A

CO

Manufacturers of the

1 (fine) to 6 (coaree).
Unsurpassed In point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters of 1 lb. only.

(fine) to
lb. kegs.

STODDARD

LOWELL, MASS.

CO.

GUNPOWDER.
1

J.

©e«

Send postal order or check

but is efficient incxtiip, boat or ftand. Price. $2.
Sent free by mail on receipt of price, state whether
Liberal discount to the
for No. 10 or No. 13 gauge
ONION .V CORNWALL, Guns and Fishing
trade.
Nov. 9eow 6 moi
Tackle, 18 Warren street, N. Y.

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

Noe.

6K

shell.

For both paper and metallic shells. A pocket instrument; It requires no beuch or 'able for its use,

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
W. HOIBERTON, of New Yorkfity, hits Samjiles.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nos.

any

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

ali

HAZARD POWDER

Weight 10 ounces.

EXHIBITION.

frice,

and in canisters of 1 lb. and yt lb.
the ab'-'ve give high velocities and less
residuum than anv other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS,
the -'Champion Wing Shot of the World."
All

Nickel Plated.

All the operations are perfect, and suitable for

all

DECAP"iUt^^^«i RECAP "
AND RAMMER.

AWAEDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

ordinary purposes.
and FFFG. the last being tne finest.
and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12>< lbs.

for

81.25.

:i

MOW READY.

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to S in
metal kegs, 6^ lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5

The

this cot Is

l.OL'NGE for the woods. As a bed to
the hands llierc can be nothing equal to it.

discounts.

IMPLEMENT,
CARTRIDGE LOADING
COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

Y.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

,rry In

Those who require full length bed should get the
cot.
Best Lounge and Cot to same person, S14 ior
both. On sale in New York hy Holberton, Peck *
Savder, Schuyler, Hartley .V Graham, Squires, Ritzman, and the sporting trade. Boston Wm. Read &
Sons, and Bradford * Anthony. Liberal discounts.
H. C. Squires, No. 1 Cortland: St., wholesale agent
for X. Y. City, and will supply the trade at our best
:

for descriptive catalogue.

V.

on

IN

TACKLE,
FISHINGMANCHESTER. VEBMOWT.

OFFICES.

Sfc, Buffalo, N. Y
ctateBt, Chicago, TIL
C. J.Chapin. Agent, 218 Locust St., St. Louii, Mo."
Agencies In the principal cltlea tn tUe United States.

AW'

Cobb

f

J

Monro, Agent, 19 Exchange

f J. G.

•i

MANUFACTURER OF

(Oriental Rifle.)

r

uuge.
This cot folds 3 in. x
x 24 In. ; spreads
ft. 4 in. long and 2 ft.
Price SIO.
wide.
Recommended to gentlemen who want the
very best full length
portable bed. Postage

s lu.

guns.

Hazard's

«>

Duck Shooting."

to 5 (coarse).
In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
lb. kegs.
Burns slouiy nnd very
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it

Kos. 1

and

(fine)

6X and 12^

ranks any other brand, and

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

equally serviceable

it is

for muzzle orbreech-loaders.

packed

in

inoiet.

The

and

1

y, lb. c

misters. Burns strong and
are favorite brands for

FFFG and FFG

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
the standard Rite powder of the country.

FG

Guns,

STEAM LAUNCHES.

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25,
12X and 6% lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG Is also

SPORTSMEN
Will flud a select assortment of

AWAKDED FOR

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."

Rifles,

Revolvers,

Ammunition,
And all

IS

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

Special Attention

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO. SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF. MANUFACTURED TO ORDERv

This

is

Invited to

Our

New

PATENT REVOLVERS,

SMITH'S

In four sizes of

The above can be bad of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every prominent city, or wholesale

new and

22,

32,

and

3S

41-100 oals.

elegaut Arm combines simplicity
interchange of all its parts.

durability, a perfect

The most critical inspection in process of manufacand with its patent improvements, make it the
Most Desirable Revolver iu the Market.

^

at our office,

goods appertaining thereto.

ture,

88

WALL STREET. XEW YORK.

A complete ASaqJKTMfiNI OF

English bporting Gunpowder.

MAYNARD &

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

DIAMOND

IFLE3

NO. 300

BROADWAY,

Wm. M. Fowler.

SIGN

OF THE
iiURT,

ETC.

FOWLER & FULTON,

Nos. 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 1 and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield
and Col. Hawker's Ducking. W. STITT, 61
Cedar street, N. Y. Agent for the United States.

Rifle,

GOLD

GtWS

SHOT

Send for Circular.

GRAIN".

IT.

Y.

SAFETY STEAM POWER
30 Cortlandt

N. Y.

Henry Fclton.

CO. Kay's Shot Cartridges

Few

Street,
York.
GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OF

DUCKS AND

SNIPE.

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,
fnsuqmqe,

Xna

ITHAMAR

If

328

Fulton

THE

SHIRT

Popular

will furnish them complete in every particular,
nt ted either as Swift Bacers, Fast Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fishing Boats, Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boats. Or will supply the MACHINERY, complete. Also
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring t build their own boats.

BOIS.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CXRCUI.ARSt.,

UTUAtLIFE

FOE MEERSCHAUM AND CIGAEETTES.
«T DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE,

MAKER.
is

our Cisnrcttes are as fine as can be produced.
free from mineral and other injurious substances.

pllKOMffl
OF NEW YORK,

.gj,

Only the best Frent* Cigarette paper

is

used, which

J

I.»AMARI(}TJE.— A

Elegant Scarfs
Froin

and Ties.

delicious Cigarette of Perique and Vanity Fair. Most convenient and elegantly
gotten up. Unlike all others. Samples, 15 cents.
Highest Award. Vienna, 1873, and Centennial, 1876.
Our Peerless and Plain Fine Cut Chewing are unsurpassed. The only brands receiving the Vienna

Award.

Always Uniform and Reliable.

WM.
-5

tents up.

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

(5

8.

KIMBALL &

PRIZE MEDALS.)

CO., Rochester,

New

York.

LIFE AND

ENDOWMENT POUCIES

ONTER^AS &VOgABLE
ORGANIZED APRIL

i4&
I2T.H

THOaEOE
[

8 42.

I

"WXWW

a

:
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FOREST AND STREAM.
§mtM,

&

W.

gtc.

giflets.

SCOTT & SONS.

C.

Sportsman's Depot.

/or excellence of ivorkrruii
in their Premier ({unlit? and
-

terial

medium

grades. Their New Paten.
Triplex Lever Grip Action and Compensating Lump. The attention of

sportsmen

SHARPS, and

others,

with cartridges and reloader* for same.
All

styles

of

canvas,
duck, moleskin, linen,
etc., from $10 to $30 a
suit. Coats $5 and up-

I

A LARGE STOCK

of

Lounges and Cits,

$:,

to $10.
I supply the
trade with these indispensable articles for
ihe camp at Company's
be t discounts.

marked the Premiek Qu.
[Extract from Forest i

These Stoves have

Camp Stoves.

" This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength
rapidly secure the favor of all.who test its merits.

COMPENSATING LUMP.

and

in

Of

Breech-Loading

size

I I

Al
jni

W.

Greener's

Base Paper Shell."

St. Louis Conical

Jish breech-loader for
tHU.
in the United, States can a more
little cash. Send

Having made Important improvements in our Shell, we
can safely recommend them as equal, If not superior, In
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured in this country or

Complete onmt be procured for so
•for catalogue and partlculais.

C.

(Patent Applied for.)

M

goodsupplvof am
tion and some Di'tnmr
powder. A good E <g-

,n

SQUIRES,

CORTLANDT

PUHjDY'S

Class Ball Trap.

BROWN

prize

shot.
No one
should go to the woods
without one of these
fur-killing guns,

1

tend for circular and
foster, N. Y.

i

guns a d the English

HENRY

Same action as new gnus,
price list, No. 3 West ;-i
octs-tf

easiest reloaded.

.

chilled

t&- Nowhere

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shootiusr qualities tirst-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH-

not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. TB
n
.uOV" ABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or bre3k.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbe' patent watorproofprirners. never miss fire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.-By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS eqtrnl to any imported. They are euro
fire, and will not. burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the ff,
C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

Agent for W.

this city.

to Order.

LOADERS.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the

Do

to hold

Mv stock of breech. loading shot-guns is the
most c.'.miilete of any in

~"

Made

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

up 1,300
lbs., and cau be used in
camp or on the lawn at
home.

C
9

Flies

CHAS. GEEE1T,

Shot Guns,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

HAMMOCKS, Z^\nT U&
C"_>»W

Birmingham, England.

Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuits
Repairing of all kinds.
mar4-ly

Manufactured by the

Stockings,
Fishing Pants, Drinking Caps, etc.

enough

Etc.

"Krider's"

roB

the hand.
all

Etc.,

S&~ Salmon, Bass aud Trout

*

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Phila.

Sta.,

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines. Hooks, FUes,
Leaders, Snoods. Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

Strongly recommended. It is invaluable, and should be ordered on
Choke-bores, medium or full. Our gun
,.,

to order.

,

Walnut

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.

uij,™iu«»
and must

simplicity,
f

Paper and Metallic Shells

al

cooking utensils neces*
gar?, and pack In surpiislngly small
compass, anil cau be carried

JOHN KRIDER,
N. E. Cor. Second and

every gun. Costs ai.ont. $10 extra.
dealers in the trade only.

1S36.)

is

wards.
>

(ESTABLISHED

requested to the above
new aetion.
Its superior strength
and solidity impart greatlv improved
shooting powers.
Hard 'hitting being the desider-ituin required, Is obtained by this powerful gun. Prices of
the New Triplex Lever Grip. $175. i'-a
to $100.
Marked the Triplex 10-bores
extra. Our highest grade la as usual

NECESSARY ARTICLES.

HtNTISG
A N D
FISHING SUITS,

gtc.

awarded

COMPLETE OUTFIT! CAMPING

R

§ifa$,

gun$,

First Prize Mcdnl and Diploma,
at the Ccntenmal Ex'idctium

ADIRONDACK

Europe.

Am ng the advantages claimed for these Shells, are : A
saving of 25 por cent, in the use of powder, also the great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are Ho. 10—i¥„ 1%,
and 3 inches ; No. 12— 2>i, 2Ji', and 2 7 „ inches. Longer
mailable. Sample, luO, sent by express ou receipt of 41.15

ST., N. Y.

St-

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing'Company.

Capt Bogardus' Patent Ciass
and R ough B alls.
These Traps and Balls patented by Bogardus and HSJd by him
thousand times, preves them to be just what is wanted by all

Ball

The best Trap yet offered. Will throw one or
two balls in an; .Lrceiiou, and at any desired dis-

Trap

tance or rate of speed. Every Trap warranted.
Price each, 35. Rubber bunds per doz^n, 75 cents.
Glass balls per bo, $2 so. Send tor Circular.

W. HOLBERTON,

Bos

P. O.

5,109.

^^

many

Founded July

flea

Sole A*eut,
102 Nassau St

,

IN.

Y.

1808.

i,

BPOKTSMEFS CLUBS AND AMATEURS.
only Ball that will break sure
Patented
by shot. Use none but the best. Every bad marked,
Traps, March 13, 1SJT.

THE PATENT ROCGH BALL-The
when
April

THREE BARRELED

Breech-Loading Guns.

hit
10,

1877

;

Geo. E. Hart

NEWARK,

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)

A new feature in the Sporting Line. Forms a
and compact gun from eight to ten pounds,
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often wanted
in all kinds of shooting.
Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau street,
New York.
light

& Co

,

N. J.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

VICTORIOUS INVENTION

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

The Eagle Claw.

W. H. BAKER,
Lisle,

Sept. 30:6m

Broome

The Champion Air

Co.,

N. Y.

An ingenious device for the purpose of catching all kinds dl
,'
Animals, Fish and Game.
,
...
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are among us peculiar

Pistol.

"ins immaterial how

(

Chas.
,.

.

f SSO Fulton

P. O.

ROLLER.
Practical,

smokers.
Gold.

Nickel.

No. 1, ?% inches long. .50
"
" ...65
No.8,3J£
.

Sent by mall on receipt at

High

at.

,

$1 00
1 26

75

1 00

price.

POPE MANUFACTURING
47

v

FAVORITE CIGARETTE

and appreciated by

Boston, llaaB.

CO,

W.

Thos.

&

Shot

Sparks,

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

~

**

a

TiTm-r-vrn

St.,

C. C.

SEW

PliiiadV.pliia.

O-NLIN'3

1,222

Bowery,

Sew York.

NEW KU'LE GALLERY.

Broadway, between

81st

and 32d

Streets.

OPES DAY AND EVENING.
E.

THOMAS,

JR.,

GC-NS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174 South Clark Street, Chicago

.

1

1.

AGENTS WANTED.
TILE 76

are muiiufco-

£B"^K*«jg<

trade discounts,
.lie goods are received—making them clieapei
pure
than ei'en"lie material.call be bougllt else where. Tl.eya.e an absolutely
and
brilliancy, and are giving great satisgreat
endurance
possessing
article,
have a Patron friend who saved enough alone
faction all over tii.o.u.try.
sen
They
also
life-time.
for
n
Grange
expenses
hi*
pay
to
purchased
on Paint
one else. It Ultd the Interest of
HOOJF rAIXT 30 per cent, cheaper than any
• to;/'' °" 1 U !" ".".'
all about painting to write and have sent free their book.
not.
AdPaint
or
'
bn>
their
whether
you
money,
much
wilisaTe
II
Milliter
TORK,--( i'Vow »J/.ci'«rmm' iriemi.V
rdess, 250 FKOST STREET,

We

Street,

ZETTLER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
B.

307

(

Box 214.

THE PATRONS' PAINT COMPANY

«ml selling ...em a. full
%£&&&?
n.iid anc" no money reiruired until

&

L. Coate,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Walnut

Office 121

;

i

» Compact, Simple,

it

No. 1-For fishing and all kind3 of small game and animals,
....35 cents.
sent by mall
No 2— For Otttchii g Mink, Jlnskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
75 cents.
Fish &e
Ho. 8, or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Panthers, 4c. Can be easily set by a byy, and will stand
151bs.»10.
fe
a rain of several hundred pounds. \S eight, 10 to
'
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt 01 price.

f For sale In New York at the following stores
Feck A Snyder, J. P Moore's Sons, Spies, Kissam A
Co., Fish & Simpson, Chas. L. Rltzman, Scharles
Eros., John Dickinson.
Sent by express C, O. D., or by mail on receipt of
price and -10 cents additional for postage.

%

buried

PRICE LIST:

85 OO

Black

lo

It

'

Shoots darts or stags 50 to 75 feet with
accuracv. Can be loaded by anybody with
safety and ease. Recommended by Gen.
Sherman, also by G. F. Lynch, Esq., of
the Australian Rifle Team,

I-

when

may be

place
or, when
flat in the ground, suspended from the limb of a tree,
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without inauy way impairing its certain operation.
set, no
when,
and,
description,
It Is adapted for bait of any
"
fw Bait urn possibly escape.
Animal, Flail
slighest degree,
It does not mangle or iujuie its victims in the
trap.
the
from
them
nor need they be handled to free
s»t.

Q
O
—
i

1

SHOOTING COAT.
(PATENTED)

\.

•

r

C~l
rHD
r^j

j
I
I

The

largest variety of

Shooting and Sporting Garments,
in the World.

Send/of THiutrnhd Cat tejuc.

GEORGE
FebJSly.

C. UENNING,
Washing <uCi7.

;

;

;

!

;

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK,
For Forest and Stream and Hod and Gun.

WESTERN WILD FOWL

SHOOTING.'

SPORTSMAN'S
THURSDAY, JUNE

JOURNAL.
21,1877-

many miles, and but for a Solitary trail nothing to
human beings traveled through the valley. Extenhave blackened the trees and eaten up the under,
growth in parts oi these great forests, causing a most desolate
appearance. This, however, is only found in comparatively
limited spaces adjoining the logging camps.
The next day Uncle, B. and I traveled up stream, uncle on
horseback, we youngsters on foot. We walked along the
trail as far as a solitary farm house (ranch) where lives
queer old specimen of humanity, known as "Uncle Mo," a
Having consented to act
regular old " Pike " from Missouri.
as our guide, he conducted us along a wild mountain trail to
point on the stream where uucle tied his horse and proceeded to fish the creek (where we afterwards found he took
eleven good sized tvou ). Uncle Mo, B. and I then ascended
the ridges in search of deer. B. got one snap shot, but without effect, and beyond this we saw nothing.
We visited a
bear-trap and saw the remains of a monster black bear,
killed ten days previously.
On our way back we had occasion to walk along the most extraordinary ledges of rock,
creeping under low-growing boughs, and generally following
our guide over places which none but venturesome hunters
lization for

show

that

sive fires

BY
"ViTAST

J.

YAK DYKE.

8.

the scenes that deeply, keenly thrill

"-* The sportsman's bosom, as o'er dale and hill
With throbbing heart and tingling nerve lie bounds
With pointer, seller, or the ringing hounds.
But few more grand and wild emotions raise
Thau oue that oft is seen in autumn days,

When first

the surly blasts begin to howl,
heaven's smile to change into a scowl.
droops the wild rice its once stately head,
And rush and reed and flag are sere and dead
When withered leaves ride swift on whistling gales,
The wild fowl for their journey spread their sails,
But pause awhile around some favorite place
Ere starting on their long and weary race.
At such a time and spot our stand we take,
Close by the borders of some rice-fringed lake.
Wondrous and grand the scene tliat now unfolds,
And the astonished eye enchanted holds
From every quarter of the great blue dome,
In countless throngs the wild fowls swiftly come,
Circling, rushing, darting, wheeling, dashing,
Towering, settling, in the water splashing.
High in the air, with stately, solemn wings,
.Slow sail the geese in long converging strings.
Still higher up, with proud, majestic pace,
The sand-hill cranes float by in easy grace,
While far above, in dignified array,
The swans are drifting on their southward way.

And

When

I

Froi

y side

That make tn

The
The

stle of

As
The

U'tl,:l!'

t

ru's

ted

aw nwei

Tfie

falls

ampettl ai
the night, they fl

wood duck's squeal,

Lloth

airresoundet'n w.tii their steady

peal

hum.

But we've not come to idly stand and gaze,
fast and sure spouts forth the deadly blaze.
With rapid b:izz the broadbill by us whirls,
But In a trice hU Whistling pinion furls.
lu vain the blue wing plies his Whizzing wings,
The deathful hail across his pathway sings;
The lovely wood duck, with his plumage bright,

creature, having

marked

our tent upon a spot formed, as it were, b3r nature
camping ground, surrounded by a belt of large redwood
grouped as to leave just sufficient space in the centre
for our large fine tent. Having hitched the horses, we set to work
to level off and^clear the ground before pitching our canvas.
We then worked hard with hatchets, cutting the tender youug
branches of redwood, which proved a capital foundation for
trees, so

our sleeping berth.

This honest servant brings them to our hand.
lake is cold ; its edges fringed with ice ;
But still he flounders on through tangled rice,
Heedless of comfort or the wintry Mast,
Toils shivering on until he gets the last.
Then to our boat, and down tile-moonlit stream
We glide to camp, and soon the Are doth beam.
From drift wood piled on high, the cheery blaze
Shoots far and wide, and o'er the river plays
And soon we gather round the festive hoard.
Laden with viands that would tempt a lord
Then round the Bre comes h ; sic al smoke,
The song, the story, or the spicy joke
And then to sleep upon our bed of reeds,
While fancy pictures
tu-m n nVs deeds.

WE

t°

the

.-

'

Sfrth

S

ark °f

(Continued from June \Uh.)
arrived at the inn shortly after dark, truly glad to
get our supper, for we had foolishly taken a Tery

scanty supply of food, and had been moving almost incessantly on the hills and along the creek for fifteen hours.
The
scenery along the North Fork of the Navarro River, as.I have
said before, is exceedingly wild, there being no signs of civi•Between wild fowl shooting

in the

with our rifles in search of deer and bear if they should come
in our way, B. and I together, the rest in other directions.
r
e had not gone far when, descending a deep gorge, I saw
three deer ascending the other side.
I fired several shots, and
B from another position dropped a young buck fawn. We
were conscious, from the motion of one of the deer, that she
was badly hit and, though we followed and saw quantities
of blood, and a small bone shot out of the leg, we did not succeed in overtaking our game. A little further along the ridge
B.. dropped a fine doe at the first shot.
We returned to camp
before dark.
B. and one of the others then started with a
horse, and brought home his two deer.
Mr. Sweet also
bagged a doe. So we had three fine deer hanging in camp the
first night.
Next day we all hunted the woods in different
directions, but failed to bag another deer.
Sweet's shotgun
kilcd a number of quail (which were very numerous in
those parts) for our supper, and greatly did we relish our
meal after our long mountain climbs. Our table (most admirably fixed in true carpenter's style by Mr. Rector's brother) was spread with venison, quail, fried potatoes, apples,

W

I

§'W

The camp being arranged according to
we all sallied forth

the most approved style, towards evening

j

M

one magnificent succession of monster forrisiug'one above the other in nobility beyond description.
is

for a

The

West and on the sea

coast there

peaches, coffee, etc., etc.
sat

share.

;

After

encircled around the cheerful

supper

each

blaze of our

evening

camp

we

fire,

smoking our segars and pipes, and telling each his stock of
yarns and anecdotes. And many were the hunting stories
told by the Messrs. Rector of their experience in the early
days of California.

Next morning

(Sept. 6)

we

all started

forth after the timo-

my

In

hill.

ordinarily 1 should have

stay

We pitched

its fall,

my

my

—

eye could reach

Bounds through the reeds, however thick or tall
Although they fall where man could never stand,

'

in a long deep pool, in which, during

North Fork House, I daily indulged. That night a
camping party arrived from the city, consisting of Mr. Rector,
of Oakland, and his brother, and Mr. Sweet.
To M Re ctor
I had a letter of introduction from a friend in San Francisco,
who had told me of his intended visit. Accordingly next
morning I presented my letter^and, with B., was cordially
invited to join the party in a camping expedition to Ihe ridges
of the adjacent hills.
So, having all things in readiness, we
bade farewell to uucle, leaving him to enjoy the sport afforded by the trout stream, and taking two pack horses we started
for a spot well known to Mr. Rector, he being an old hunter,

The distance
camping ground is about four miles. The ascent up
hills was very severe.
The spot selected is just
above a fine spring of water on the top of the ndge, commanding a marvelously fine view over the grand mountains
of red wood a panorama not easily forgotten. As far as the

!

to that time, I

contributed

down

at the

ests,

was naturally considering it about time that
I was the first to leave the camp,
and entered the forest all alone. The rain had been falling
fast during the night, and still continued, thus improving
one's chances for a deer.
The leaves and twigs, which, in
dry weather, warn the quick-eared deer of the hunter's approach, were that morning silent, and therefore I was able to
creep along comparatively unheard. I had not been out of
camp more than ten minutes when, standing in an open glade,
I perceived a fine doe situated about fifty yards from me,
looking earnestly and inquiringly at mo but as I raised my
rifle to fire, she, with one spring, darted down the valley out
of my sight.
I sprang forward, and seeing the way the deer
had gone, I considered it prudent to make a circuitous trip
rather than follow the same trail.
As I paused on the side
of the hill, I beheld the doe with a large fawn standing on
The doe then ran forthe opposite side.
I fired and missed.
ward, and in so doing exposed her neck. Again I fired
(distance 200 yards), and that shot was instantly fatal.
The splendid creature fell dead, rolling some fifteen or
I

delicious

the bold

faithful clogvetrieves each fallen bird.

The trusty

swim

and enjoyed a

to our

Whirls struggling down into the shades of night,
The watchful goose, that cautious.threads the air,
Droops neck and wings, as if in silent prayer,
And downward plunges with impetuous crash.
In vain the mallard, with his wary eye
Doth seek, with vigorous "quack,'' to climb on high.
Too late his care Too late his skyward dash
He downward thunders with a sullen splash.
Waiting with patience till we give the word,

Our

We returned to the little hostelry,
bath and

all returned to breakfast at about 8 o'clock
without any bag to report. Having myself done no execution

up

twenty feet down

dare traverse.

familiar with that country in every direction.

And

1

11

rous deer, and

intense excitement I rushed

the steep incline, leaping over great

this occasion I

trees

fallen

which

had great difficulty in crossing. But on
thought no more of these giants than had they

Down

been mere twigs.

I went with frantic speed, and up

the opposite bank, fearing lest the dead deer might run away,

and thus deprive

me

of

victim the fawn sprang

my

victory

As

1

and had

up,

I

I neared the fallen

been

doubt would have lain beside the mother.

less excited

But

no

foolishly I

thought of nothing but seeming the doe, so, after hurriedly dis.
charging my rifle at the retreating fawn without effect, I
turned to survey the body of my first deer ! There she lay
quite dead, the bullet having passed through her neck.
And

what had that gentle beauty done that I, a savage hunter,
should have thus assailed ner
These are thoughts whic'i to
many a sportsman must occur while looking into the sweet
and peaceful face, and at the graceful tapering limbs of the
fallen beauty.
The deed was clone, and could not, even had I
!

regretted

it,

be undone.

I therefore raised

my

big hunting

my game.
On hearing the crack of my rifle, Mr. Sweet left the camp, and
answering to my call he kindly ascended the hill, and offered

knife and

commenced

the usual

work

of cleaning

which to me was most acceptable. Shouldering
I marched in triumph to camp.
A heavy burden
would have proved under any other circumstances, but on
this occasion
mere trifle
I marched into camp waving my
hat and cheering till my very voice gave out.
Many were the
congratulations offered.
The Rectors, though old and experienced hunters, had, up to that time, bagged nothing. After
my exertions I was ready for a hearty breakfast, No. 3. I
felt as though a great weight had been removed from nvf mind,
for B. having been so successful, and I having up to that time
killed nothing, I had begun to be rather disheartened, fancying luck was against me.
That afternoon B. left us on Ms homeward journey, his
business duties calling him back a day or two in advance of
me. He packed one of his and my deer on one of the horses
and started for the North Fork. That afternoon I took a new
route all alone, descending the ridge and passing down a stupendous valley. I. saw two or three deer, having a shot at one
without apparent effect. Although I killed nothing there was
his assistance,

game

the

this

ft

!

great excitement to

sound

attracting

me

in creeping stealthily

perpetually on the qui

splendid forests,

my

attention.

tesque-shaped tree-stump to
the

first

moment

a

And many

my excited

living object.

we,

among

those

the slightest

a time did a gro-

imagination appear for

Upon

thinking over

my

adventures, of the difficult and dangerous climbings, the ex-

ground traversed and the many obstacles overcome, I
seem to wonder wliile writing this in my calmer moments in
the city how I succeeded in accomplishing so much; and yet,
so great is the enjoyment of the sport, that I anxiously look
forward to and shall not be satisfied until I enjoy another outing of the same kind. But to return to our camp on the ridgeThat evening a Mr. Call arrived from the city to join the
Rectors and Mr. Sweet according to agreement. B. met
him at the North Fork, and that evening conducted him
along the trail, pointing out our position on the ridge. Next
day I hunted alone. While passing over a trail to the northtent of

"

'
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FOREST AND STREAM.

ward

I could distinctly bear below me in the ravine
a bear
tearing the bark from a tree in search of worms which are
found thereunder.
>ri returning to the, same trail I fonnd
the bear had made
havoc, during my absence, of a tree bv the Bide of the trail,
but I had no opportunity of catching even a glimpse of him.
That morning I left the trail, hunting in an entirely new sec<

(lie con airy,
crossing over the roughest ridges.
T
Caught sight of a duple of >1 Eer, but no chance was afforded
of a shot.
The day wore on, and in my wanderings a valley
of wondrous beauty appeared before me. I descended the
hill, coming upon a lovely stream, surrounded Und partially
covered by overhanging trees and shrubs of great variety.
The minature pools of crystal brilliancy were surrounded by
beds of the most beautiful "ferns, mosses and grasses, while at
intervals lay the massive trunks of giant trees by force torn
up by mountain storms and hurled into their last restingplaces in the valley beneath.
In all my wanderings in the
beautiful valleys of California I have nor. seen a rival to t-hat
Which I have endeavored to describe. But while deeply ap
preciating this scene in Fairylaud the extreme loneliness' and
tranquillity of the spot struck me that I had imprudently
traveled into unknown regions.
I sought to retrace my steps,
but no trail was to be seeu, and nothing before me to indicate
my position and that of our camp. Time passed on, and I

tion of

'

seemed

become more and more entangled among the forest
trees.
As I ascended each ridge I hoped and expected at the
summit to be able to discover my position. Things were
looking not a little serious, as I hail never been upwards of
five hours lost in the woods.
True
is
L had
with me my
ride and a goody supply of ammunition, and if the wor.'l
came to the worst I could have lived on squirrel's meat and
Other small game. Towards afternoon T ascend-d a high
to

it,

my great satisfaction. I discovered far awav on
hills the open ground near our camp.
On
arriving at the tent L was agreeably surprised by a visil from
Uncle and our excellent hostess of the North-Fork Inn, wTlo
had ascended the hills on horseback. The'many little attentions shown by Uncle to the lone widow seemed greatly ap
predated by that lady, and she must have greatly i-ren-io-']
our departure from under her roof. The following day we
broke up camp and returned to the inn, and the next, day the
camping party pit (bed their tent on the banks of the stream
near the junction with the main river, where we heard afterwards th v killed among th
twelve large deer, and a gival
quantity of large trout.
Uncle and 1 enjoyed a quiet day oy
the creek, taking with us a horse and riding in turns. I did
iioexecution with my rifle, but Uncle as usual brought home, a
splendid basket of trout, some taken with fly and some by
baiting with pieces of chub.
Our last day at the inn was spent
in complete rest.
I took my sketch-book and made a picture
of the inn, bridge and stream, and also of a sodti springs situated u mile away,
Passing over the same ground on our return home libera is little mora to be added.
arrived safely in San Francisco after an excursion of great and complete enjoyment.
P. F, Hooper.
ridge, and, to

another range of

;

m
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BAY BIRD SHOOTING

IN

NEW JERSEY.

Editob Forest and Stream:
Three o'clock was the time agreed upon for the " meet " at
the depot of the N. J. R. R.
Destination, Townsend's Inlet,
on the Jer.-ey coast, midway between Atlantic City and Cape
May. Object, a week's shorn ing at bay birds. Uponsumming
the
at
the appointed time we counted Soule, Frosup
number
ser, Kitchen, Roop and Karsner, six ardent votaries of the rod
and gun.
pleasant two hours' ride brought us to Seavfllo
faro $1.90.
stage ride of 10 minutes, costing 3.1 cents,
luggage included, and we were at Oftpt, Bill Sutton's, who
warmly welcomed us in person. Right heartily indeed did
we grasp bis proffered hand, for we had been doubly assured
that the captain was thoroughly reliably and scrupulously just
in all his dealings
in no manner whatever connected with or
related to that bind of pirates so generally found at seaside
resorts.
The house is a large old-fashioned farm dwelling,
having plenty of room, and better than allbesides, an excellent
well Of water in the yard.
general air of comfort and
pleasure seemed to pervade the very atmosphere in und about
the old place.
wi
•eablv
formed that there
Was no dressing for I"
farments being
admissible every whe
iCe'ii
ie were allowed
to come and go," but i
iangerif wornal'tera fifteen
a
minutes' residence,
Bupper on bluefish and oysters,
only out of the salt fl
few hours, an argument upon the
action of breech-loa
uns (the ''Lefever" coming out
first best), a few ga
hist, and early to bed.
Awakened
at.daylight the following morning by the report of a gun in
the vaivl, and hastily jumping out of bed we beheld Roop
through the open window, alternately hugging and targeting
his " Purdy ''(?)
"Ain't she a jewel?" "he exclaimed, hold
ing up a target! that looked like a tine sieve.
Breakfast being
soon dispatched, the party paired off for the day. Soule 1>
very prince of gentlemen sportsmen— one of the best amateur
wing shots of our city, together with Howard Hie- M
man and guide, were soon aboard our craft,
"Got everything, Howard? lunch, water
d bushes for
blind?" inquired "Soule.
leeessarv." he
"Yes, sir, every thi
replied as he shoved Centennial off Iran il
hore.
Afloat
upon the principal thoroughfare, we were soon heading for
the lower meadows. Casting our eye upon ihe surrounding
scene we beheld a beautiful stretch of waste meadow land.
extending eastward miles away, north and south, as far as
the eye could reach, t hrough the midst of which ran small
creeks or thoroughfares in every conceivable direction, losing
themselves upon the wi Id desert waste in the dial
the eastern boundary loomed up upon a gentle aeelivnv Ihe
white sand of the ocean shore, while beyond, and
over, lay old ocean, in all its restlesness and grand. mi,.
The
intervening meadows were fresh and green. Ilea
looking smooth as floors, sloping away to the wa1 rs
Hero and there could be seeu remnants of "blinds " relieving
by their height and their deeper green the extended surface,
it brilliant Sun and cloudless sky beamed brightly over all,
a
a.
most beautiful scene, at once soft, gentle and

A

A

;

A

We

1

'

i

i

:

:

Charming.
Notwithstanding the picture

i

;

weather was uncommonly warm for that season of ths year.
In consequence-, the watl r was ns warm as it usually is in the
middle of summer. Mr. Pierson argues thai the "fish being
weak from spawning, easily succumbed to the wan a
the low watt r.

flowing with withering rebuke, upon our convulsed friends,
endeavored thus to annihilate them— but, strange as it may appear, they didn't wilt worth a cent.
We consoled ourself
mentally with a linn resolution to fill the next bird so full of
shot that it would sink when it struck the water, and thus by
one fell stroke retrieve our lost laurels. At this instant a fusilade Opened at our nearest neighbors' "blind" (Burroughs
and Florence, of Philadelphia,) which was followed by a
a lively cotillion "on the green." as they gathered up the
cripples',
Being now in a desperate mood, we tried our hand
on a wisp of* robin snipe at very long range, which our

DELAWARE RIVER SALMON.

i

I

'

I,

«.

»

-.

New Hami'Suike.—Fish Commissioner Hayes of Milton, has
slocked Tri Echo Lake in Milan, and Lovewells Pond in
Wakefield with land-locked salmon, and Policy Pond in Salem.
Wash Pond

and Province Pond in Wakefield

in Ilamstead,

with black bass. And many other lakes and ponds will be
stocked this season with the best varieties of fish by the commissioners.

'

friend's " Scott "

had

failed

to

reaeh, bringing

down

three

with the first a--d two with the second barrel. At last we had
,.,
the key no, ,a our possession. Our choke-bore
Nichols
Lefever was sure papafl the way up to ninetySo said Howard, wdio retrieved the birds, countone yards.
aces to the nearest one.
ing the
With this assurance we
proceeded tP "unhook" at all distances the balance of the

—

Massachusetts. The long vexed question of the Lawrence
way has at length been settled, since shad and salmon
have been known to ascend above the dam this season, showfish

ing that there

is

no mechanical

difficulty in

&

L.imbbrtvuj.e, N.

Editor Forest and Strkam

Our next

was

a fine flock of bu'l head plover.
They
made a splendid dart at the decoys, and catching them just sis
they bunched, we added largely to our bag
and a few mogood
ments later a remarkably
double shot for both completely restored our equanimity.
The different parties of sportsfly

nv u were now all ensconced in their hiding abodes, and the
engagement became general, and as the birds came thick and

how

thankful we fit for our extra provision of shells
and our easy working breech-loader. "What a splendid hot
corner to Wean off one from his old muzzle-loader." remarked
Soule, as we hurriedly slipped in shell after shell.
MBrrUy
spun the time, and grand indeed nas the sport throughout the
entire day, and not until the "sun's latest rays" did "we pack
up our traps and away to the boat for a delightful sail heme.
enjoying all the while the rare beauty of a summer's eve at
the seaside with its invigorating bre'eze and refre-hing fragrance.
As day succeeded day, we drank to fulness of health and
happiness with our every breath. Furiously fast, indeed, did
that relentless despot, " Old Father Time." drive his tireless
steeds during our sojourn, and now that but one day remained
to us, it was unanimously agreed to do the thing " bang up,"
by pitching in for. high" boat, Captain Bill and your humble
a,
ng -'booked" to beat the field.
"Accordingly, so
be it done," said the Captain, ns we made sail early in' the
" It is my will and pleasure," we responded.
morning.
'

,,,

i

;

,

;

:

A

sail, and we were at I, odium's Sound, where
pari of the day.
Kn route we bagged
put in
a jack curlew, together with several grey-backs,
A desirable
point was selected in the sound, and we were soon banging
away as fast as we Could push in fresh shells until noon, when

short half hour's

we

propose,;! to

-

couti p vealed the fact thai we weredoomed to another disappointment, as we only stood second on the list, Soule and
'
Ulnar beating ns by a score of 71 to 00.
Messrs.
a
of Bah., taking third place with a score of 54—
Paid
large birds only counting.
Thus euded one of the most pleasant" week's sport that has ever fallen o our good fortune.
Having commenced our narrative by stating railroad expenses
we .opine that it will not be amiss to savin conclusion, that
the rale for board is only $1,50 per day.
barge for boat and
man, ;
which is customarily efhared by two gentlemen, thus
ihaking the individual expense >'2.o0 per diem. Our 8£ lbs.
gun, right barrel modified, left, full choke; was deemed by all
the party a model weapon for the sport, its massive breeches
thoroughly protecting our shoulder from recoil, while its etfi:
-and handine-sof action wereall that could be desired.
a,
a b1
,f
this as a gentle 'hint to brother sportiselection of a gun, as we saw several shoulders
badly used up by excessive recoil from light breech guns.
'•

i

I

'

(

.

J.,

June

11, 18TT.

:

tions glyen Ivy several indiyidnals who saw ii, the decision that a was
one of he California saimon planted in the Delaware was arrived at.
This forever sets at rest the question .so often asked, " Will they return
I

fn:

•cdii

'"

'

l!

'

tug with hoot ami iim-

r.

«

i

I ha'

have been caught by troys,
a
Pa., from six to eight Inches in
lu the upper Delaware by me for
,-

-.

,

I

igton,

length, which were of those placed

the N. ,1. Coram salon in March lSTB. Doubtless large numbers of them
are taken in this way by persons who are ignorant of this species, never
having seen them before, thus, in a great measure, frustrating the efforts of stocking this river with this variety of BSfi.

Tours very respectfully,

A. A. Anderson.

HATCHING APPARATUS FOR AQUARIA, PONDS AND STREAMS.
New Tokk, May 29, 1877.
Editor Forest and SjIssam:
Will you please give the subscribers of your interesting
Journal a simple diagram of a trough by which laymen will
be able to hatch the eggs of different varieties of fish.
The eggs can be procured by the thousand, with little exand, with proper information, our small and large
streams and lakes or ponds will be sufficiently stocked so this
generation will receive some benefit.
The present slow mode
of stocking a lake of 500 acres with 50 to 100 black bass is
discouraging.
Yours, etc.,
T. E. Pobteb.
pense,

We would be much pleased to favor our correspondent by
reproducing for his own and others' instruction a series of
articles which were prepared for this paper in the year 1875
by Dr. Xahum E. Ballou, of Sandwich, III., giving full
instructions, with designs of hatching apparatus and dia-

tl

ight
ling.
We reached the landing as the moon towered aloft and tinged, the surface of the waters -and meadows
with exquisite rays of burnished silver, -ftilR taking a last lingering look upoti the many places made familiar during our
ii-k, turned our faces homeward.
We found our
jovial companions all in a state of anxiety concerning Onr bag.
<

of their

m

;

fast

way

Please mention
your paper the catching ot a nine-pound salrnoB
near BordentowS, n. J., on .Time 2, in a stud setae, and presented to
Capt. Jog. Yanl, of Trenton, N. J. lie said it graceil bis table, ami was
admired and eojored ny lilmself anil friends. From minute descrip-

]

day.

the

passing in large numbers.

i

'.-?,

'

.

1

Doc.

grams

for laying out

but the matter

would

fail to

is

ponds and constructing hatching houses;
and unless given in full

too voluminous,

give the information necessary to accomplish

the object desired.
Besides these, we have published diagrams of hatching apparatus for aquaria, prepared by T. B.
Ferguson, Esq., one of the Fish Commissioners of Maryland.
The entire subject matter can be found in the following num-

bers of this paper, to wit: March, 11
Sept., 23,

aud Oct. 7 and

PilOGRBss of Fish CfLiruK

new

bill

to protect fish

herewith

;

April, 8; Sept., 9:

14.

in

North Carolina.— The

and encourage

fish culture is

given

— The

General Assembly of North Carolina do
enact That no person shall place or allow to remain in the
Catawba River, between the South Carolina line and that
point on said river nearest to Old Fort in McDowell County
nor in the Yadkin (or Pee Dee) river from the South Carolina
line to Patterson's factory in Caldwell County, any obstruction whatever to the free passage of fish (unless such obstruction shall leave a free and open passage for fish of not
more than seventy-five nor less than thirty feet at any one
point, or in case it may be necessary to have more than one
such pass-way in the same dam, then all openings not to exceed one hundred feet; and where there may be such obstruction on both sides of any island or shoal belonging to the
same or different persons, then the opening of said dams or
shoals shall be as above prescribed in both channels) under a
penalty of $50 for every day that, such obstruction is allowed
one-half to the party suing and the other to the
to remain
school fund of the couuly where suit is brought.
Bee. 2. The owner or owners of any dam shall construct
such fish-way as may be described and required by the county
commissioners, and on failure lo comply with such requirement the said owner or owners shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be fined $100 per day for
every day that said, dam or obstruction is permitted to remain
without such flsll-way.
That if any person or persons shall place any impediment in or near such fish-way that may hinder or obstruct
the free passage of fish, such person or persons so offending
shall i>e Seemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on o
,ii 0.
lined Dot lees than $100, nor exceeding $500, or may
be imprisoned not exceeding thirty days, or both, in discretion of the court for each offence.
See. 4. That any person or persons who shall take any
scaled fish from the waters of sa'id rivers, by any a
From
cept hook aDd line during the Spawning seas, hi to wit
the Hist day of Slay to the tenth day ol Juneof each and every
year for the period of two years, shall be deemed 5
misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be fined not less than
?100 nor more than $300, or may be imprisoned not exceeding thirty days, or both in the discretion of the court, for each
Section

1.

:

;

Tire

I'isii

Which so
i

Mop.xai.itv in

fatally affected
a

,

die

New Jersey.— The

the fish of

reservoir
'I

at

fish

epidemic

the Passaic river, was
Cpper Longwood, Lake

the streams in the various locali-

The bottom fish only
seem to have been affected, such as suckers, suufish, perch
and catfish. No black bass, pickerel, or trout bavs been affected.
The cause of the mortality must therefore be sought
at the bottom of the river, aud may he due to some fatality
aetc., on which the fish feed, or
t]
tocea, ia
ties,

twiniy or thirty miles apart.

•

we could not help thinking
desolate and unattractive would this broad ejp
pear deprived of the presence and tuneful voices of those
Rightly in Joed do we as sportsfeathered warblers, the birds.
men associate these graceful creatures with our sense of
beauty ever do they seem to us " like flowers, the gratuitous
offsprings of nature. "
At length a landing was effected at a
choice spot, a temporary blind constructed, and stools arranged
temptingly Upon the edge of a small salt pond. Scarcely were
aied when Howard's acute ear detected a bullhead

how

plover's whistle, which he soon succeeded in calling over the
decoys from out of the very sky. Now, from the time when
that bird appeared to us "no larger tl an a bumble-bee up to
the instant of its death, we had silently determiner]
tonish our companions with an artistic exhibition ol OU) kill
But alas for " cherished hopes and fond expectations: " the
bird Tell to our friend " Scot I," we being a moment too late.
A merry twinkle in Howard's eye Wild plainly that he rather
enjoyi
our discomfiture. Congratulating our quondam opponent with as much grace as possible under the circumstances,
wet urn' d our attention to the many flocks of buds now on
the wing, alarmed by the report of the gun.
"Down, elose! whispered Howard,"" here comes a pair of
callieo-baeks." Ah, now was oar chance : how finely they
Came! what tremendous pare! Hardly an instant elapsed
are upon us.
Glancing hurriedly along our gun
barrel at one of the birds imagine our chagrin to discover it in
the very act of falling to Soule's gun." Changing our aim
nervously to the remaining one we. " fouled " in the blind and
scored a clean miss. A loud laugh from Howard, mingled
with the sharp report of our companion's gun and the splash
of a dead bird striking the water, brought us to our feet instanter; and turning our "wiped eye" now filled to over-

to poisonous gases that,

from beneath.

have percolated

The warmth

or turbidiiy

through the earth

would not cause the

i

i

,

destruction of the fish.

The most plausible theory advanced regarding the epidemic

He exthat of Fisli Warden Pierson, ot Morns county.
presses the belief that this unprecedented destruction has
There have
id by the peculiarly warm spring.
ale.
been lew freshets, and the waters have been unus
warm and stagnant. During the early part of Inst month the

is

,

offence.
Sec. 5.

That whenever any person

shall

decline to

remove

;

:

FOREST ANP STREAM.
the obstructions which prevent the free passaged fish on
said rivers on account of any claim to the ownership of the
bed, ci- chftnne] of mid rivers', and it, [or any cause, th
eannot be purchased from the owner at arcasonai.
the County Commissioners of the comity wherein said
owner's laud is situated shall condemn the same.

htturnl

Widow
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two bKuds of muscular fibres piissim: over on eithei side of a
body which probably would develop and form tlie valve in the
and ate eoimc'cicd with it by QbrOUS adhesions extending forwards they tinile at its upper border forming a single
muscular band which becomes inserted into the upper and
inner edge of the hyoid bone,
'these fibres have no analogues
in moil,
l/ndoribe niisoroseope the structure forming this
adult,

absorbed
pcar.

the size of a small horse-bean j was
mostly of fatty tissue with n moderate proThis body which would form the
'
he doe and wry: adin ato yin thefemalc
.it.
ainper pointed out that Ihe female reindeer is without
Cil
this organ on the larynx, and also that il is not present on the
male fallow deer, and from a specimen exhibited il was seen

found

to consist

ai'.inulur cells.

rti

i

I
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NOTES ON THE CARIBOU.
Abstract

o*

Head

Papec

a

Br.r.

pbi

I

-m

I

n. (n

.'..:-

i:v

3,

said'thal

prighi

bt

to

tlie

"Fauna

rroniSirJoIin Richardson's

ii.o

I

Virginia deer.

hock of the caribou there is a patch of hair of
!igh
id somewhat longer than that which, covers
the skin in its immediate neighborhood and Ihe skin under this
uightlj thicker than that immediately around it.
This
spot is usually called a "gland;" il iscauscdhy an enlargement of
of die

fj

'.Mi'

li.

AlbRRpW
MR.following
quotation

>'.

...

a.

i

tfAXCUAIi SotKNOB, II.iM faj,

.

ol tides, has a very strong smell, and' in the caribou is a
scenl •gland.
The niat.1 er pn idueing this scent is entirely differi

Americana," pages 250 audial. Mr. Hjitchiite mentions
" that ho buck caribou has a peculiar bag or cyst in the lower
the
neek about the bigness of a crown piece, and fillet!
pari of
With line flaxcu hair neatly curled round to the thick ni
o
There is an opening through the skin near the head
inch.
not
cyst,
but
Mr.
Hmehins
does
offer
a
conjecleading to the
ture as to its uses on Ihe economy of (lie animal.
CMuper
.ii

l

j

.

:

found a membranous cyst on the reindeer above the thyroid
have met with no
Cartilage, and opening into the larynx, but
account of a cist with a duel opening externally like that described by Mr. Hmehins, and, unfortunately, I was not aware
of his remarks until the means of ascertaining whether such u
exists in tlie barren ground caribou were within my
Site
I

reach."

Mr. Morrow had several times looked for (he cyst, without
do so tor the sac. and in order to
ch points, he went to the woods iu
obt lin some in
I>ecember last n 50 a led in killing,a large buck, the result
al
n !
of the examination of which and dissection ul ' a
female, made since, he would place before the Institute.
But
first he thought if necessary to give Camper's' description of
the membranous sac from a reindeer ''four years old."
Camper says* " that as lie did not know the reindeer and as
the imperfect account. Which Valeutyu gave of Stenon's dissec
lion in 1072 did not give him much light, he was forced to
proceed with caution (date June 17?lj. He had often ob:.l on the bucks that when this animal swallowed all the
larynx rose and fell in a peculiar manner, and seemed to indiHe theu removed the
this parr.
i.-it'e something singular iu
skin of the neck with much care. The muscles being raised
in the same way he found a membranous sae which had its
He
origin between 'the os hyoides and the thyroid cartilage.
then discovered two muscles winch take their origin from the
lower pari, of he os hyoides, exactly where the base of Ihe
These muscles were tint
OS gi'aniform and the oonitia meet.
and thin at their beginning, bul widened towards their junction willi the sac, and certainly s n e
il.
Afte he had
to expel the air from it at the Will
inderthc base of
opened the (esophagus from behind
idh -i _
the epiglottis a lanrc orifice which ad
Tins ori bee spread and formed u
ly.
success, but always forgOl to
l

1

i

•

i

I

-

ween the wo muscles already mentioned, terminatConsequently the air drawn from
ing in the membranous sac.
the lungs info the larynx full into this",sae and necessarily
bet

I

i

caused a considerable swelling."
Mr. .Morrow gaic that wdi
bad oi seen the*

shot th

•

buck alluded

ho

fr

1

men

(night ithcrwise.ua-'.. b.
it of th
animal, the cyst of
througl
does not

isnot therefor
Examining the oul

Mr. Uutehins will "an
exist, but immedi
sub-trian-oil

hess

if

i

,r

''

o[i

skm

i

ByB or valve

was

me

on

nla)

|

roundish

uskthe

on cutting
ound to be a

ileee." a id

en

a.

or the " bigcellular

erl sac hav
membrane this ' v live" is
ithwhatn iay b
peculiar lining mei limine, a i.lclos ely pad
ihl
called loose hairs ol a flaxen color i
Btyo
sebaocous matter; at the same time, however, the hi
hair
of
the
same
quality
growing
inane is covered by
tamper in his account
rather lightly attached to it,
scribed this valve as if it were Ihe sae, and his drawii
only the valve, which the larynx., exhibited by Mr.
The muscles which Camper describes
plainly shows.
>w*s necting the sac with the os hyoides in Mr,
do not exist, but their representatives arc probably lie
found in the larynx of the yoimg buck by Dr. Somer
,ohyoi
h the
Tin valve is connected
later
1

Mom

'

ent ftom that contained in the tubes; if appears to be a highly volatile oil and resists suit, for a long lime after the rest of
the skin has become saturated; when dry it collects on the
outside of tlie skin in the form of very small scales, Such as
would be left by minute portions of varnish. Although Mr.
Morrow did not see the animal use the so-called "gland,'' yet
his Indian hunter saw a doe caribou use it in this way:
When she had voided her urine (she squats in doing SO almost exactly Uke K sheep) and as soon as she bad finished, she
rttbbed these glands together, leaving the scent, behind her
for a short
distance.
When creeping moose or caribou,
this scent, floating in the air, had often been xvith
a subl
ject, of inquiry, and he had very little doubt but that this was
at least one way in which these "glands" are used, and iu
confirmation he mentioned that the dogs at one time openly
used for hunting moose did not often take the scent of that
animal from the snow, but by standing upon their hind legs
as if if had been rubbed from glands as described.
The point

Mm

was merely mentioned in the h.pe tin it some gentlemen prewould be able to throw some light upon it, or keep it in
mind when an opportunity offered for observation, confirma-

sent

tory or otherwise.
little further down the leg, on the outside, at the hair
parting, ho showed the "metatarsal gland," which had been
looked for during a long period by Dr. Gilpin, Mr. J. J.
Egftn and himself, ou answer to an inquiry from the lion.
:..
Judge
This Was the first they had ever seen, aud may
probably be taken as a mark of adult age ; it was afterwards
found on the old doe, but not so perfectly marked, possibly
because the doe was killed in February, the buck in Decem-

A

I

I

I

ber.

Attention was also drawn to the tubes in the feet of the
caribou, which first attracted the notice of Dr. Gilpin, from
inquiries made by Judge Caton.
Dr. Gilpin as well as others
thought that they were only to be found in the hind feet, and
the discovery of them on the fore feet of the caribou is due
entirely to

1 >r.

Bommers.

Camper says, speaking of these tubes: "In addition to
the peculiarities of the reindeer, of which I have just spoken,
1 have discovered besides something very singular on the hind
feet of this animal— that is to say-, a deep sheath between the
skin at the place where the dew claws are united together, of
the size of the barrel of a quill, running deeply as far as be
point where the dew claws are articulated with the bone of
These sheaths were Idled internally- with
the metatarsus.
long hairs, and a yellow oleaginous mutter proceeded from
them, the odor of which was not very agreeable. I have not
found these sheaths in the fore feet. It was not possible for
me to discover the use of them, iuasmueh as the heat of the
summer obliged me to remove the flesh from the skeleton."
And further on he says that iu another reindeer he found no
tube on the hind foot, but one very apparent on the fore foot.
And again, he found tubes on the "hind feet, but none on the
fore, "so that I am not able to determine anything veiy exact! v on this subject."
In the skin of one of the hind legs of the old buck, the
bones of which had been removed for the purpose, the tube
was shown (the tube of the other foot had been used in experiments), and also a number of other specimens of tube from
the, caribou one from the Virginia deer, and a hind foot, of the
moose containing a tube. In the skin of the fore feet of old
buck caribou, also exhibited, there was no appearance of the
tubes— they had been absorbed. By many, Mr. Morrow
said, these "tubes were considered to be" scent "giands." Camper evidently did not think them so. although he mentions
that the skin of the hind as well as the forefeet "were sprinkled
I

I

towards their insertion
mper has evidently taki
us sac, but is in.-. «pa tterl

muscle

The

idbOi

I

to be the
lies
.Kb its ante
ids and is attached
the true s
from
the
extendi! ig longitudinal f
hyoid bone to
the has
e thyroid curtilage, llo 'much further it may cxnot from the aperfeel state of the specimen already
fend (
and
at
present
determined,
the
v,
be
would
mentioned
only call if an organ of voice. The slit or orifice exists as
Camper describes, but opens into the laryngical sac which lies
above the valve that- is next, the larynx. The dimensions of
this larynx areas follows:
Length of larynx, from base of epiglottis to base of thyroid
cartilage. 6 indies; circumference of larynx, 11 inches; inside
diameter of larynx. 2 Inches.
May it not lie possible that Camper was in enoi as io th,.
the muscles described by him
age of the animal he dissected
taken in connection with those found in the young buck "make
this very probnble.
Mr. Morrow said that be had made every exertion to obtain
a more perfect specimen of the larynx I'rotu an old buck, but
without success. A small buck 8 months old was sent to him
and dissected by Dr. Somers, Dr. Gilpin and liimself on Ihe
37tb of January and a female e.iif fl months old and an adult
doe were put at Ms disposal hv Mr. .1. .1. Kgan, and dissected
February Hub. Mr. Morrow grees on aca nil
the dissect ton
of these three animals, akeii from the notes ol Dr.Sonimers,with
illowi
reference to the larynx. ver\ much abridged. itwaSfl
In the ,\'oimg I'tiek the organ existed asjdeserilu.-d a thi Ltli
animal, but hj an iimnalure state, il would probably he develof
Ihe
animal.
The
grou
th
muscles
were
not
oped wilh the
found as in the adult animal but, iirisimr apparently from the
'
ilj
on
base of the epiglottis on oithet
u
h
iu
aryleni'-ipigloii
thyi'O-epigroliideanaiid
the
va

outside

walls
to the

ner wall

.if

1

;

;
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in
in*
to protect the I
f against the snow."
Prior to Deecaiiiti lost, Mr. Morrow said tha' he had paid very little attention tO these lulies, and had the question been asked him,
SCunt glands, Ihe. answer would have been allirmative, but. after a careful examination of the animal while warm
he had come to the conclusion that these tubes are not glands
His first view, that the lubes were for the
properly so called.
purpose of si rene't hening the bones of Ihe feel of this animal
in its spring, from further examination Of a number of
fresh tubes, and from the observations of Dr. Sommers, does
not appear to be tenable, and for his own part, he had to adopt
statement, and coidd not sav what was their use.
ii
pei
but hey are not scent glands if they were, il seemed scarcely probable that as the buck comes to maturity, he would be
deprived of Ihe means of leaving see,,! from his forefeet al the
time when he most required it, wit html taking into consideration flic fact that l|ic tube only exists in the fore led, of the
male (up DO an unknown age), or in the female in a rudimentI

;

I

ary

state.

The waxy matter

contained in the tubes of thehind feet of
the tubes on Ihe feel of the Virginia
The tubes of the caribou are raIher wider in Ihe mouth, and of more equal diameter to their
tower end than that of the Virginia deer, which, at their opennarrow aBd wider toward their centre.
ing, an! somewhat
The moose, which, contrary to preconceived ideas (and this
shows iio-A little our animals are studied), also has tubes on its
feet, fully developed in the hind, rndimontary in the fore
very different shape from those of Ihe caribou
Uf. a
Fool
and Virginia deer, being in the hind feet, very wide at the
mouth and gradually tapering toward their lower extremities
those, from their shape, can retain but little, if any, waxy
matter.
Iu <j;cut ral terms. be buck caribou, when young, has the lubes
in ih" ion feet iua rudimentary form, which, instead of passing
upward .and. backward In ihe skin close jo ihe (few claws, as in
Hie. developed lube of the bind feet, lie between and nearlv
"'
"" tbejare gradually
iriVl! Chi
paralli
oi (tlW
is

the caribou, and in
deer,

owing

all

to their shape.

;

'.

:

I

:
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they entirely ois.,,.also perfectly developediu the hind,

of Ihe feet otl.be does.
In the old doe. lie tobeSj although
small, are slill plainly to be seen.
A young moose in pi
sion of Mr. .1. )V. Stairs, has the lubes in all its feel; those in
the hind feet are perfectly developed, and pass as in the caribou, between the phalanges.
On the forefeet, they are as in
Ihe caribou of the same age, only rudimentary, but at what
life they disappear in this animal, or whether in male
or female. Of both, cannot, owing to our prohibitory law, at
present he decided.

body (which, was about
f

until, certainly in Ihe adult male,

The doe has them

and rudimentary in Ihe lore feci, and it is a question which is
vet tube decided, whether these lubes ever entirely fade out

;

Mr. Morrow said that it h id been shown that the caribou
aud moose have the tubes developed in the hind, and rudimentary in the foiv feel. An examination of a wapili or elk
(Gaftrusw/naderws), [Plains of the (beat West -by Col. K, T.
Dodge, page 164 and 166.] skin with feet attached in Mr.
Egan's collection, presented the fact [Confirmed by Judge Caton). thai Ihisaniinal has no lube in auy Toot, and that its
feet arc of a different shape from those of the moose, caribou
irginia deer, and that the phalanges are very much shortr in proportion to the size of the animal iu the specimen referred to than iu the caribou or Virginia, deer. From the metacarpophalangial articulation to the point or the hoof they
measure seven inches, while those of the young buck caribou
measured seven and a quarter inches, Of the olddoe seven and
a half inches, and of the old buck nine inches.
The gentleman already referred to informed him that the wapiti is a,
natural trotter, "he, however, can and does run much faster than
he can trot, but it is a labored effort, and soon tires him out."
His run is an awkward, lumbering, rolling gallop. A few
hundred yards of this gait tells. It is said that an elk will
trot at an equal speed, "without stopping or nagging, for
twenty miles.'' The Virginia deer has a tube in each foot,
fully developed, which led him to inquire the gait of this
animal, his impression that it would prove to be a running
deer being confirmed.
The inference, he wished to draw was
this, that the number of tubes in the feet of the different
species of deer will point oul the gait of the animal.
Those
which have a tube fully developed on eaeh foot should be
bounders or runncrs.while those wanting the tubes or having
them partially developed on the fore, and fully in the hind
feet should be trotters.
This point, as far as he was aware,
had never been touched upon by any naturalist, and as it
coiddnot be pursued here, he mentioned it in the hope that it,
may be examined into by those who have access to a number
of different species of deer.
Returning to the tubes, Mr. Morrow stated that as his notes
upon them were only those of a hunter, aud therefore of very
little scientific value, he would use those of Dr. Sommers, as
i

follows

:

" In the observations here annexed I have endeavored to
furnish an accurate description of the so-called ' interdigital
glands which exist iu the feet of the caribou, by subjecting
then: to very careful anatomical and microscopical inspection.
The conclusion at which 1 arrive relative to their structure and
functions is that they are nut glandular in the correct meaning of that term, an opinion which coincides with that which
you previously expressed.
" This organ presents the appearance of a fleshy tube, with
thick walls and a rounded blind extremity like that of a small
test lube flattened on its posterior or under side, convex on
its upper or anterior side, about one and a half inches in
length below, somewhat shorter above, its circumference being
about three-quarters of an inch. In the young buck it
tapirs slightly towards its termination.
When viewed in
position if bears a slrikingresemblauce to the human "mold."
The surface exposed by dissection exhibits a structure consisting of rounded or slightly polygonal spaces, resembling very
large cells: these are convex, of a deep red color, and united by
paler interspaces.
The whole organ has the appearance of a
body constituted of immense cells, united by their thin cell
walls.
This, however, is deceptive. These spaces are the
rounded terminations or bases of the bulbs or follicles, from
which the hairs inside of the sac grow.
The resemblance
to cellular interspaces arises from the pressure of a vny
delicate layer of true skin upon which they rest, and which
been
has
pushed into these interspaces by the growth of the
hair follicles. The same structure can be observed ou other
parts of the skin bypssectiDg <>ff the. true skin, which is underneath, from the epithelial layer which covers it, and gives
origin to the hairs: but here the spaces observed are much
smaller since the hairs aud Iheir bulbs are more crowded, the
space occupied by each bulb being less than in the cul-desac, or organ under notice.
The organ in the fore differs from that in the hindfeet by
being very shallow-, measuring not over a quarter of an inch in
'When dissected from the surrounding tissue it
depth.
presents all the characteristics of the organ in the hind feet,
yet it differs iu position relative to the phalangial bones,
lying on the same plane as that of the anterior wall of the
Web, its own anterior well being incorporated with the under
surface of the skin-bone, thereby shortened to about one quarter of an inch in length. The posterior wall, however, remains
distinct, and measures from the blind extremity of its termination somewhat over an inch.
The microscopic examination of this organ proved it to be
of epidermic origin.
Sections through the thickness of its
wails showed an external layer of flattened prismoidal cells
with small nuclei, a deeper o"r internal layer in which the cells
'

'

Were more rounded and filled with protoplasm (this difference on the Uppermost and lowermost, layer was brought out
by the staining process), and it is in these only that we find
the line of demarcation, flic intervening layers merging gradOther structures" observed were the
ually one into the other.
hairs and hair follicles, with their accompanying tissues and
some fibres, representing no doubt the true skin,vvhich is not
developed in llfs a'.:i:i« b> any considerable extent. The
two layers of celts correspond to the same parts in man,
namely, a horny layer external, but of course internal ou the
1

a mucous layer external when the sac is dissected
surroundings. The changed position of these layers is
to the circumstance of the sac being an innovation of
the epidermic layer into the true skin.
Regarding the functions of this structure, various and contradictory opinions are
expressed, that of its being glandular being most prevalent.
in
il
is
said
have
no
the
wapiti and moose,
Attain,
to
existence
and in the fore-feet of the adult caribou. The fact of its existence in lore and hind feet of Ihe Virginia deer being well
understood, its presence in this animal Is said to be for the
purpose of leaving a trace or scent on the ground, and in this
.•til-,/, -,vir ;

from

its

owing

way

serving the union of the sexes at certain seasons but if
this is the case, we may ask why should it, not exist in the
wapiti and be fully developed in the caribou and moose. since
be fulfilment of the conditions
it must be obvious to us that
whifch obtain in the Virginia deer are required also in the
;

I

—

More

f

(in tin: occasion

the caribou

we know that a true scent orpin in
on the inside pf the heels or garhbtils.

tbiui this,

iliou is situated

i

of

my

buck lawn,

1

dissection of this structure in
expressed the opinion that it would
first

though
perhaps more rudimentary and a subsequent examination of
:n ndull doi lias fully continued this opinion, since i found
11
developed as in the yoimir animal. I
UCta
now feel more than ever convinced that it exists in all our
,nd

also in

the

fore-feet

of 6Be adult animal,

;
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A QUEER CASE.
East Saginaw, Mich., June B, 187".
Editor Forest and Stream
Being an old subscriber of Rod AM) Gun, and lately of Ihe "cm
:

solidated,"I take the liberty of forwarding this article, limiting
interest some of your readers

They show

U'l.'iige.

kitteni

1

between the phalangial bones, containing the
nialpiuhian and horny layers of the epipermis, and carrying
with it a very Ihin layer of the true skin.
kiii- follicles and hairs growing from }ts internal walls
II.
ii' through its opening, these being also epidermic
or of epithelial origin.
HI. The absence of glandular tissue, excepting the sebaceous follicles, which accompany the hair follicles or bulbs
over (he whole integument of the animal (" this exception is
made for obvious anatomical reasons,"; nevertheless, the senafollicles were not observed in the specimens examined
with the microscope.
LV. The examination of the mailer filling the tubes in the
Yir-inia deer, and present in much smaller proportion in the
caribou, showed it to consist, in principal part of desquamated
epidermis scales and oil globules: microscopically it resembled
inegma from the skin of man, or, perhaps closer still, the
•vernix caseosa" from that of a recently delivered infant. Remembering that the epidermis in man and in all
shell..')!
nou-vascular tissue, that, unlike our oilier, tissues
oil' from the surface, we can readily account for t
mated scales being retained here in a narrow
which they could not be easily discharged. Retrograde changes
in these cells, sec ret if ins from sebaceous and sweat glands in
adjacent parts will account not only for the oily matter seen,
tile viscidity of the substance, but also for the odor which if
possesses, the. latter being no greater than that of the general
nlegument. and arises from the Same cause, rime, U tie piti
pi ration. But in this respect tbey are nol ttoftny degreecomparable. with the glandular collection at the hooks before mentioned, which will retain the peculiar odor o! the animal lor a
Q»g period after the removal of the skin.
In presence of these facts, we must conclude that this organ
only rudimentary having no function which is obvious to
us. U is not a secreting organ, since it lacks glandular tissue,
the opening in the dorsum instead of the sole of Ihe fool,
would point alsH in this way-, it does not serve to give
strength or firmness to the foot, having none of the toughness
mid elasticity of Ihe skin in other pints without comparison
with the tendons, etc., which are provided for this purpose.
instances of organs without useswi re also given,. From
an indmdiial point ot view. Inking in all the circmurtiinees
,,,'lto. there appears to be only two ways of accounting
-in mre: it is either an aborted "ungual follicle.'' or
otherwise it Is a riil-ile-siic. representing 1 lie suture formed by
coalescence of the skin from side to side in the foetus. Its
Structure would convince one of the Brat conclusion, if the animal had rudimentary toe bones in the same position, inclicathree-tOEd ancestor, but, all observations relative to
1)
the morphology. of the foot are opposed to this view, since
the outer bone's and their appendages are aborted in all animals of this Idndj WB are, therefore, compelled to adopt the
Other view, which can only be settler! satisfactorily by examNevertheless, knowing the
ination of Ihe part in the f.cius.
difficulty of substantiating any theory connected with ils supposed origin and use. stilfmorc the ilillienlty of ridding one's
mind of a theory once entertained, my faith in cither of these
is held very loosely.
The paper concluded with some general observal ions by Mr.
Morrow, and a conversation in which a number of the memthe Institute took part.
skin, in vacillated
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The flifljerencos here given are only a pari, but so marked
can mistake ihe Ems. tetuailMus lor the Ksox c*lor.
Truly yours,
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Our correspondent

that,

We

published some important information recently respect-

ing the pickerel (or pike rather) thai, inhabit the waters of the
Chesapeake Bay. We have now something to add which
gives the matter much wider scope and increased interest.
Our thanks are due to our correspondent. If pike are found
in salt water

and along the eastern coast of Maine and

waters of the Chesapeake,
more southern points ?

why

in the

not also at intermediate and
Calais, Me., June

2, 1ST7.

Editor Forest and Stream:
la relation to pickerel living in salt or tide waters, 'l will mention n
In this section. ]t la now about fifteen years
since the first pickerel was put luto the St. Croix Lakes. A few years
alter they were noticed to be quite abundant in tidal waters, and more
or less have beeu taken tn the weirs and hy the hook eveiy season
since. They have been taken some six to eight miles below the head
They do not
e water iB at all times quite salt.
of tide water, v
alt. water; in fact are not nearly so plentiful as
seem to lni
They seem
irs after making their appearance.
during the lirst few
Those found in salt water
r fresh waters also.
to have decreased u

few observations mode

are usually large.

Yours

Frank Todd.

truly,

PIKE, PICKEREL

AND MASK ALONGE.
St. Josetb, Mich.,

Editor Forest and Stream
in reading

May

your reply

to

was quite

June

!. 1577.

:

Dr. K. Sterling in

surprised

the

Forfst and Stream

your description given of
a pickerel (Etta reticulatus) of Xew England or (lisvx luetoidee) oj Ihe
jNori hern and Northwestern lakes, the latter growing quite commonly
from twelve to twenty pounds, and occasionally one is taken from thirty
to as high as forty pounds.
Jlaskalonge are taken here in Michigan and lakes of the Northwest,
ranging from two pounds to thirty pounds. General uverage, iveive to
thirty joccasiouaJty from sixty and even one hundred pounds.
A year ago last winter I speared with decoy, one day, three maskelonge out, of one hole In the ice, one thirty-four pounds, measnro
M
inch in length. One twenty-two pounds and one roml
ol

'24th,

I

at

t

,, ,,,

:

pounds weight. Same day, out of the same hole, three pickerel,
pounds each.
A maskalonge is not an "overgrown pickerel," as some ssy, bin as
different as can be. A maskalonge has shorter head, nearly straight

plai

long lace like tl
foot has a long
Ihev will chuel

no one

like

r

whine

What

•ell.

The
i'u a wide nose like the rat.
ihe coon, the toes of a longl h 'ike the. out.
like ihe young ol ihe ro.ni. then mew like
r four weeks old. and huh ml and kilsap.

terminating

on.
I

shall

tins

new animal be

a rac-cato

called,

caiooonY

Aue

07.

due
Fokest asd Stream
which he criticizes. The point of the article was to prove
that Mr. Sterliug's fish was not a dwarf muacallunge, but a
common little pickerel. Prof. Gill and other careful students
of the modern school recognize but three of the family of
1. The muscallungc (E. nobiUor), Gill; (eslar),
EsocicUe, viz
will permit us to ask him, with all

respect, to refer again to the article in

The Item
credit

if

is

clipped from the

Saginaw

Coo.ri

Kcspeetfully yours,

necessary.

and the

cat belongs to one family of animals, the Feltdic,

[The

raccoon to the Urn'riv, or bears. The amalgamation wqpld be
an unnatural oni irtainly. We cannot account for the freak of
nature. --Ed.]

EELS OVIPAROUS.

-.

Cuvier.

Pike

2.

(E.

luaius),

the

big

Western waters, aDd the more golden-lmed

black

fellows of

fish of the

East

and 3. The little E. reticulatus or common pond
which seldom grows to a foot in length. The two last are
constantly confounded with each other, but neither of them
Ed.]
is likely to be mistaken for the first named.
pickerel,

Sxakk.— One

of your correspondents writes

of the killing of the rattlesnake

hy the common blacksnake,

BsfAKB Eatiso

have not myself seen, but in
numerous and large, it is
universally believed that that they are killed and eaten by the

as witnessed

by him.

This

I

Florida, where the rattlesnakes are

large blacksnake, called the pinesnake or gophersuake, iron,

St. Johns, S. B., June \
Editor Pouest and Stream
That the eel is oviparous T have not the least doubt, and 1 have arrived at this conclusion by having caught two eels on tile Wit li of May,
They were not within forty miles ot the
185?., which were full of ova.
,

:

sea.
I saw, in February last, two Frenchmen engaged in spearing eels In
small clear stream at the head of one of the Tantrainar lakes. In
about four hours they speared two barrels, the eels apparently being
knotted in clusters under the elder stumps lining the brook side. The
salt water from the Bay of Fnndy runs up into the lake. Tile lake
level is about ten feet below the brook where the eeis were speared.
a half torpid slat e.
The eels when first caught wi
I have seen lamprey eels i iceudiiig the Hiver linria in Ri
countless numbers. They an there taken in large ijusntitli -. sail
dried, and form anile a cumin rcial commodity.
Whether the lamprey is viv iiiroiis or oviparous 1 eiinn
,i

its

habit of occupying the hole of the gopher, or land tortoise.

We
word

from the mouth of three witnesses every
be established, and I have that number to establish

are told
shall

them fells me that he has twice seen a
and swallow a large rattlesnake, lirst, howAnother time
ever, biting off the head, which was rejected.
a rattlesnake was seen to crawl through the fence into the
Soou after a
up
on
a
tree.
it
was
killed
aud
hung
yard, when
gophersuake came through the fence, trailing the other along
the ground like a bound, followed the trail to the tree, and
wh.iiil saw its dead enemy hanging there it departed. .He

One

his fact.

gophersuake

tells no- that
:-i

of

kill

he

a;--,,i'

be house,

i

n

Hii'igis these

iM-

yan

I

excellent

blacksnakes to live

vermin

killers:,

driving

,i, !,,
ail tabliits, which do much mischief in house and
garden. Tt.ey themselves are harmless, except that sometimes they Bteal eggs and poultry, and perhaps now and then
On one occasion a large black
a kitten mav be gobbhd up.
snake fwhich grows to the length of eight or nine feet) took
a Kitten, and finding it td his taste came for another, when
the two house cats attacked anil killed him after a severe
I

hai tie.

ouly the.rattlesnake which

If is nol.

is

killed by the blackeating'all other ser-

snake, but it has the habit of killing and
pents which it can overcome, which it, does by strangulation.

Tins

is

perhaps l'iv.wphi*

<ii<l<tii<l<neus

of Holbrook.
s. c. c.

Quekb

Fisn.

—A

singular creature

was recently taken out

of a Bradford county oil well, Alleghany city, Pa., at a depth

whichever it may be, is a
It has four
It has no
an
eel-shaped
tail.
legs, with bird-like claws and
eyes, and just where the eyes should be is located what seems
to be a pair of lungs, the action and Working of which can
of 800 feet.

The

fish or lizard,

In color it is spotted somewhat like a
on the back, while the stomach is of a red and white
hue. It har. to be kept in the most hitter salt water. T. P.
be plainly perceived.

trout

[This

Like

is

fish

i

H.

faitululiy,

B.

<::.

that,

singular specimen of an amphibious animal.

PICKEREL IN SALT WATER.

Wil

it

:

It u
a .Mall

W.ni on tins and tail. Head and side blackand color of the water) dotted With irrcgulower partOI gill covers cream colored spots,
wiih Iwoor three olcircinnuVx shape; scales much larger than a mas-

uncinate bars

i

i

u

hack ami slues: black back; skin of skies, belly unit lower part, of t.tiB
operates silver wnite (very brighl in young tisli) anil spots of steel
mi, m large Bah); the spots brown on caudal
bmje over tiemi.) dorsal Una in yonnfrusn- All the blue or black spots distinct when
ilisi, taken from the water.
The fins are redish; bars or reticules
small; wei. very iliin tail very forked, like a mackerel ; tins sharp
pointed; scales eery line.
A pickerel— black hack, slightly round; tail less forked, points
romped; tins, points rotnUletl; bars mid web tinge and thicker; color,

il.e, not excluding the wapiti, although.it may lie larger
in some lhan in others, an immature living moose in possesMi. .1. \V. Sttrirs being provided with it.
ion
'I'lif lo] lowing summary of ilshist.. logical relatives will aidin
,i,i
Hi correct conclusions relative to its importance.
the
I.
It is a growth, or offset, from the epidermic layer of
1

;
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probably a Menopoma nUtglianimgis or hell-bender.
aud] other creatures found in dark caverns, they
Ed.]

lose their eyesight.

Euitob Forest
I notice an article

Str
in y

r

ture of Kobt. B. Itoosev

would hereby Inform
Jeot, that if

in

,

W

f

made

1

Dg

t
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When young

eels.

occasionally wou'd land

1

s<

which flowed a small stream, well
was fond of taking them with a "l>,:,

me quite small.

stated I frequently found

spawn

hut never found any

In eels

fish,

tlrijlits,

il',',

over seven

ol

Shi

UU>h.efi in

il

length,

JONE

BIRDS.

Editor Forest and Stream
plenty at present.

i,,

Nfeb.,

i
I

:

Many

plover,

varieties ol

!

.,

geese and cranes; and I believe; more plenty around Cherry 11.11
than anywhere else I have been. 1 shot, a few-days since, a bird of a
variety I never killed before. I think ilia what your Texas correspondent calls "wet. weather birds." lean give but a meagre description, as I took no measurements, but sent it away to be set up. It was
apparently about us large as a common tame pigeon, hot wings, tip lo
tip, measured fall thirty-six inches, and probably fifteen Inch, s lip of
bill to end of tail,
lis bill was about l\ to 2 inches long, dark red to
brown in fcolor, shaped like a pigeon's; head black, with in
surrounded by a white ring about a quarter inch iu well!
top of wings a fawn color; breast and under portions a very delicate
piuk; legs small, s'ender and medium length, dark red eoMr, three
front toes web-footed, one back toe, or a ghost of one. Some of Hie
long feathers iu the wiuga were considerably spotted with black.
!an
,

,

,

:

i

,

I

you name

it

A German

?

told

me

them

they called

iu his country.;/,,,,,

my

aquarium a fair specimen of Ihe
interesting butrachlau, the hellbender (Menopoma allcghanicmis). He
was sent to rne from Warren, Pa., on the Alleghany Kiver, and is
sixteen inches in length. His actions are just as narrated by Mr.
Grate and quoted in Forest and stream of Dec. 28, 1876.
Since he
has been in my possession he has twice shed his 6kin, and in the mauuer there described. The queer faculty he has of doubling upon himself, and his apparent ability of tying himself into knots, obtained for
him, no doubt, the elegant appellation of hellbender, and although he
is to most persons lather repulsive upon first eight, yet he iuproves
upon a.qtiaiutauce, and becomes rather attractive. In regard to his
amphibious habits, 1 will state that Heft him in a pan of fresh water
one night, Willie making some change in the aquarium, and found him
next morning on the lloor and under a bullet in my office. His ski
was diy, but he was quite lively; indeed his motions were much
quicker and more decided on laud than iu water, though not nearly
so g acelul— be had probably been on the Hoor all night. A singular
fact in eonu.ci.ion with this specimen is, that although he seems quite
heailhy aod well, he has not caieu anything, to my knowledge, since I
have had him The day afler lie airived I found a partially digested
ciawli-h iu the wa'er, and acting upon this hlut, I have constantly
kept several live ones iu the tank, none of which, however, have been
but every few days I llnd claws, skiu, and other
af.proprialed by him
parts of ei-iiwiish, as ted as though cooked, aud this morning I discoveied a biiuch or wad of Sycamoi e leaves, a tree which does not grow
These suiis'auees -.ue disgorged or defecated by him,
in this Olitnate.
and evince a rather peculiar digestive organization, as it is at least six
he swallowed them, tor tae crawfish I placed in the tank
There are some snails la the aquarium, and
are still there, aud alive.
Should I observe
it is possible he has been dieting on snail spawn.
any farther peculiarities in this member of the " bender" family I will
Ocononowoc.
make a note oi the facts, aud report.
;

,,
i

.,,

ti

meant sea dove.
There are numbers of birds of

varieties never seen here before,
brought hither by our "full protective" law I suppose. Prairie chickens
are nesting, and prospects are now fair for a greater Dumber of them
this fall than was ever known.
Yours.
R. G. Cahtkb

VORACITY OF SHARKS.
JCNES,

:
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[THE HELLBENDER.
Editor Forest and Stream
For six weeks I have had in

-,..

In those of the slz-

similar to that

WET WEATHER
Game is

-

n

|e

Hi of April

afar.

o

,,,i

with

ovi

;ine

m

in doubt about eela spii

etiesof fish,

'.

small-sized eel* — from live to Si
and May, Ihey will be no loi
Iresh waters, the sain- as other varie-,,.
«,,iii„ twenty years ago.
f wns

they will ex

length— during the

paper, issue

on the subject of lteprodueiieii ol Eels.
aud all others Interested In thesul-

foosevclt,

1617.

Editor Forest and Stream and Hod and Gck:
The Imentlon by Mr. Vibert iu your paper of May 81, p. 2Cg oi a
picture In the "Blue-Coat" dining-room, mmurating an event
in i),e
life of Sir Brook Watson, recals some anecdotes I..M by
U y father
,

many

years ago, apropos of the picture and Its hero, who did
overboard," but bravely plunged in to rescue a hoy, who, aware of
the
shark's vicinity, was paralyzed by terror, and unable to help
himself.
The boy was saved, but his gallant, preserver lost a leg ils he was
getting into the boat.
A picture of the BCcne— doubtless the same which your correspondent mentions— was painted by t'opely, father 'of prelate Lord ku,,-|.

When on

hurst.

sailor

made

exhibition, the painting was much »dml
the criticism that the artist could hardly have seen a boar
full of people, all on tie

Ihe one he had painted, though
to the escaplug man, remained on
for

,

i

.

,<

,„

Watson, who, if I mistake not, became Lord .Mayor of London,
II
sshl to have been a man of very stern aspect ai
latedthathe was once accosted in Hie Btreel lv a n
",,
leave to ask "one quesiiuu." "Tes, and let It be bat one."
i,
you lose your left, sir?" "It was bitten a«." Tietioor
heard soliloquizing as he turned away, "o dear 1 whh I h
;,

,,

„.,.,

'

:

,i

1

Tui-AC.

A RAINBOW FROM THE MOON.
East Bat, Mich., May ty, 1^77.
Editor of Forest asd Stream:
Is a raiubow produced from the moon's reflection
a common
phenomenon? Never having met any person who
bet
scene.

1

am

led not only to ask concerning

it,

bm

to offer

abi

ofonelhadthfi pleasure of viewing from the basin of tieSan uis
Valley, in Southwestern Colorado. Ou the night of
Angus;
187a I
left Del Norte, In company with a friend, on a ducking
tfip down 19 the
I

-t

—

,
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marshes of the Alamosa.
fore night of the seoon'l
o'clock when we carnped.

Belug anxious to reach onr destination bewe flrctve bits—1 believe It was nine
JuBt as we had began the preparation (it

flaj

our supper, oneof those sodden, violent rushes nf wirnl an<l rain euinc
upon ns, drenching our entire outfit, and compelling us to seek shelter
beneath our wagon-cover. The sturm was brief, hut fierce, and

swept away to the west, the bright rays or the
in he heavens above the crest of he Sangre rje
I

foil

spread

silvery light on the pheet of falling waters,

it=

moon

Ollrlsto

I

and

(Just h iiug

Mountains)
pro.ltir.cil B

lackiug iu (plot from being identical with thai.
scene was matchrea
owl bv the sue. Ti.u beantyofl
held through an al Unisphere of i>rl»tine purity, Willi its moon und
petrebl ralabow^oniy

moTiutalus, cloud and storm, the silver bow (ironing the heavens above
thai world of silver. 'I'lie fir-lanca! San Juan lent a halo to the hopes
the toiling thousands

of

who seek

their fortunes iu those treaBure-laden

GOBDON Land.
[Lunar rainbows are not very u-r^dmuion phenomena.
We
Ed. J
a several iu OUT life-time.

—

Tbe female sea lion in the Brighton (England) Aquarium
hasrucently given birth to a line young oim. Thecal

much interest among naturalist's, as

ciles

it is

on record or the sen lion breeding iu
Journal,

the

first

frii

'

:
I

captivity.— Pusimi

was pronounced excellent by the judges.
Bowe, Cornwall on Hudson, N. Y." was awarded
for the best and largest collection with

premium

Russia also

Mr. E. P.

flavor

isuot bs

line lot of

thirty-eight varieties, closely followed, however, by Dr. ttexho second premium was
amer, Newcastle, N. Y., to
given.
The first premium lor best, leu varieties, one. ipnrf of
."
each, wasawardcilto Peter Hemlersoti, Jersey City. h" a

whom

,!

-a

!

'

:

E. Biiowif,

ffoodlmitt,

^nrm

md §;mtm

bui
:

[all

—

where the cut is raadii, luvvc it more stealing than otherwise,
and h clean oat. Tin- slips may then be planted pretty closely
boxei L'Uitie oi four inches deep, leaving one or. two eyes
above the surfai e, in a soil composed principally of good clean
sattd, Ereed
n
salt, to which a.small quantity, savour, fourth,
of loam and leaf mould may be add id.
Water well to settle
the soil close mund the base of the slip and the boxes may
Frost must Be
the
then be placed in a cold frame for
winter.
i

i

rigidly excluded

heat,

ft

as

well

ns

any undue excitement by suu

temperature as -nearly 40 degrees as possible during
If auy commence to grow befoye
is about right.

the winter

the base of the slip has formed a

hope of

its

ever miking a plant;

sap stored in

lie' slip

g. .oil
it

keeps Uealive,

leaf,

farewell to all

callus,

may grow

as long as the

will then die.

Towards

i

I

i

salt hay or other material neceso keep out the frost may ba gradually removed, and
and licat gradually admitted, uutil a nice growth is se-

cured,

when

the slips should be carefully taken

up and

either

placed separately in small pots in a good rich soil, or about
two inches apart in boxes, and the frame kept close and moist
for a few days to previa their willing.
After being gradual-

hardened off they may he planted out any time after the
middle of April, will give a few blooms the first season, and
make plants double the size in fall of those propagated

ly

will

during the winter or spring from the young or green wood
in the greenhouse.
If the amateur wishes to increase his stock of a new rose of which he can only spare a

ami raised

few slips or
good strong

may be resorted to. A few
growing lose being secured ami

eyes, root grafting

roots of any free

out into about 4. inch lengths, a single eye of the rose to be
propagated should be inserted near the top of the root as in
side grafting, or if the root stock is largo enough as in cleft
grafting,

the junction covered with grafting

whole then treated as recommended for
need nut gel discouraged if success does
the

first

time,

WO have

seen

'.)!)

per cent,

slips.

wax and the.
The amateur

attend his effort

grow one year while

THE

Rose and Strawberry Exhibition of this society was held at Gihnore's Garden on Wednesday and
Thursday of last week, and proved, despite prognostications
to the contrary, a great success. The members and exhibitors
are the more to be congratulated on this, as thp earltaess o(
compared with that of last year, compelled (hem
Im
to hold their meeting a week earlier than was anticipated, and
some may therefore have been disappointed iu competing.
The show of roses and strawberries was particularly fine,
more especially of the latter larger, more richly flavored, or
special

i.

—

better colored berries having never been before exhibited in
New York. On approaching the tables on which the slrawm
lirst drawn to several
he.rrie.s were, arranged, the a": u
lihii.es -if monster berries, accompanied by a plant in fruit, exhibited by Mr. William (Smith, Morrisania, IN. Y., of his new
the
President
Lincoln,
largest
seedling named
measuriq
eleven inches in circumference, anil those he entered for the
heaviest ton beriies weighing over one pound adv.
Mr.
(smith took four premiums with this variety alone, and its
;

[s

grown on

and
u

,

al

.

de-

is

mil

.

Mandaki:^, June
in

t

FoKl

i.

1
1

r

'

'

1,
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The

of June finds the southern summer well advanced.
Orange trees have OHpkeiiod up wi Ii new leaves of brilliant
green, and vegetation generally is well advanced under the
iieat incut of hot sun and frequent showers.
The average
orange grower finds the insects on his trees alive and kicking
this warm weather, audn.. end ot anxiety aud also of industry is his portion.
There is such a cheerful, willing way in which the trees
put oi.il for their owner, as though they were going to serve
him with theii ..
lat one hates to see an, a-

i

-:

lirst

:'

i

'

'

,
,

,

,

of good flavor.
If the Judges on

Emits had their bunds full, those on cut
flowers and floral designs had no easy task Lo decide the suThe. disperior merits of the exhibits in the Various classes.
play of cut roses was simply gorgeous, and their aroma pervaded the whole building. For the miscellaneous collection
of cut flowers, Mr. Peter Henderson was first with a rich assortment, a large croup or pansies of all shades and variegations, from pure white to deep black, and tastefully arranged
Mr. Zcllcr, Flatin flat boxes, being particularly admired.
letsb, was second with a nice group, well arranged and eoliair. William A.
Joirie rare and beautiful flowers,
Burgess, Glencove, was first, as usual, with a magnificent disKeller and
m' Marechal Neils being especially fine.
This
been Day Ridge, followed closely a good second.
younVand enterprising firm also took first premiums for the
"best twenty-four Hybrid Perpetual Roses named varieties,
and for t.lic best six named Moss-roses. The best sorts in
irdiei
\
their stand were Triomphe do ('Exposition, VictOl

prompts

bier that

''

1

:i

;

one to brush tha hies from his horse ,,r provide him a net for
that purpose.
So
on see the. erove proprietor out
with his scrubbing-brush and suds.
You see him cutting
away afl'eel.id twigs, bringing out, his magnifying class and
eo
Hie insects look bigger, as if they were not already
big enough.
My friend Jones says there, are seven different
kinds, and proceeds to hunt for the interesting seven.
He
finds two varieties, turns them over on their hack's for some
more magnifying, and chats about what they know about
orange groves, which is a great deal.
Iuquiry and examination of this subject is painful, not to
say exasperating. So long as Ave knew little we were happy
,
but when we learn of the many different kinds, their multiplicity, rapacity, audacity, tenacity, voracity, etc.. no oi
o
rest until he is hotly waging a war of extermination against
them, and botly enough, too, when the thermometer is rangabout 90 deg.
What are things corning to when farmers
have to turn scullions about their trees, using that housemaid's implement, a scrubbing-brush? I go down to call on a
hieiid and find him up iu a corner, one eye shut and a hundred wrinkles in his face as he squints "through a glass at a
few insects he has got on a twig, and squints so persistently
that ho do
notice my coming.
My next, frieud will be
doubled ii
a inverted
A. with his waistband at
[he- apex, scrub
eof the tree; and over
i" anothi r lol ril
mi one whom we cannot identify by reason of his head being lost to view in the foliage of the" tree
lie sits on a stool, straddles the tree, and is "exploring, penOlfi
afy branches oi in
in hand, the
Mill,
even: old. I
want to salute, him, but give it up for fear he inav not be the
person I. think he is.
There is a confusion of soap suds, sal
soda, carbolic acid, tar, wax, etc.. in the country, and the insects' days arc surely numbered, for this season Jenkins went,
down lo spend the day in another part of town, and came.
a
rjversnadowc.il with the gloom of scale insects which his
friends were busily lighting.
"Why," said he, " I've got a
month's work lo do at my trees," and he hasn't had a happy
day since.
"Why don't the birds come down and attend to this sort of
business
Here is
d enough for all their gtdlets, and good
,i

-

.

,i

'

Alps, OoQtjrjtte desBlnues, Blisa I'.oelle, John Hopp
Appert, Prince Camille de Uolem, Mud. Alfred de KouffeAnd in Moss buds,
de Sansal.
mont, and Caroline
Lirxembourg, White and the English Red, Gloivc des
i&Co.,
R. B. PffTs
MeBsrs,
Veitch.
and
Jauies
ilosseux
Flushing; were first for a fine collection of 80, named IT. P.
Their principal varieties
roses, s,. |;. Parsons i Co. second.
Messrs. R. B. Parsons
.,, ii v much lho.se -named above.
...
.

i

&

Co. also' took

second for 2

first

named

I

premium
II.

1'.

for best 13 II. 1'.; John Hopper
and. special premiums for

rose.-.-,

Ghent Azaleas, and late flmvcrmg
e „!
ndrons. the plants being taken from Ibe open ground
mdthi rool carefully matted up. Mr. Aug. Dejonge, New
Dii'diion. S. L, a most enthusiaslic amateur, look first honors
for the best 13 H. P. roses, one new dark variety, Annie Wood,
being especially admired, and for the best 13 blooms of Faul
Neron and Jules Margottjn, Forthebesl 12 of any varietyMr. H. Carmohn, Silver Lake, S. I., was first witb Bm b :>om<
of lliphetos, a pure while tea rose -I immense, substance and a
mg arow ing
splendid winter bloomer when workefi on a
The most
variety like Gloire de Bijou or Marechal Neil.
showy exhibit of all was made by Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry.
Rochester, N. Y., who filled a large table with a magnificent
!"

:

:

-

,,

,

,

,i

]

tn'as,

,

,

.

-a

1

display of 00 named varieties of pteOnias of all conceivable
shades of color from pure white to the deepest crinis. m. I
were deservedly awarded a special premium and a certificate
Special premiums were also awarded to 11. Faddy,
of merit.
Brooklyn, for four seedling roses, to the C. L» Allen Co. for
a large plant of CaacMa Andrcjouski (Syn. Anthericum), a
very pretty, hardy liliaceous plant!, and to Isaac Buchanan for
(i
orchids in pots, and a collection ot roses ami rjKomas.
Several other gentlemen made a good display|m this section, Mr.
W. Bennett filling a large space with cut roses, backed up with

my

....,•.
../..so
;,,,,, ,,,
small plants of the Variegated Calia \
in bloom; S. B. Parsons ASons. a tine collection oi cut blooms
.sale,
of hardy shrubs all named, of great service ;,, „,
chasers, and R. B. Parsons Ov Co. for a large number ot cut
be
blooms of the large and fragrant Magnolia Macrophylla,
/

,

,

!i

!

.-

i

.

:-

I

!ood for their little gizzards. We give, it up.
"only
don't trouble them.
We are obliged to the ladyhea-. f,.r ih -r.-ovrhl help, and to the black ants also, but tha
increase >t the scales is too fast for these to make any perceptible. impr.-.-.si.,u on the number.
But, then the farmer has
spare time nii.il a
':is season, if a farmer ever can lie said
to have spare time, for just, such work as this, ami there is a
eiauiol soisi,,, I,..,,, in seeing the hordes of these shell-fish yield
,. u,'and pet -:,
a
e y brush.
Such wholesale sla'ugha
ii
is seldoui man's privilege to deal, and at the end the
orange tree will deck itself in m-w ajjd abundant bright
glossy foliage, and you may read its gratitude every time you
Well, ibis is what e are means.
»1 it.
This i's one feature of it. I looted upon a small grove the other day, where the
trees were full thirty feet high and yield four or five thousand
pfanges a piece, and the good housewife said: "I don't,
think there are atty finer trees' ahoul here, and it's because
they've had good care. It's a hard tree to make crow.'"
C. D. D.

We

or

know they
.

I

i

i

i

1

I

I

premiums for floral designs were well contested, and brought
forth some unique ami very tastefully arranged pares, and
were awarded as follows: For the best table design, to Ekirch
A Wilson, and Fred Cordon for the best basket, of flowers,
for the best, desii'u
to Fred Gordon and Ekirch & Wilson
;

:

formed of cut flowers, to the C. L. A Hen Co. and -I. R. Sutton,
Babylon for the best vase o| (lowers most naturally arranged
!,,, amateurs only), to James Riddle Inwood and N. Ilallock,
,

,,
i

r

,

!

i

o,

..

For-theiiest pair

o

of

band bouquets,

W.

to

0.

[ui t,
Wilson and William Brower, and for the best bridal
h
Corsage boui]uet and wreath, lo Mrs. W. .1. Davidson, ti
Special premiums ware
lyn, and \V. Brower. jNew York.
aj'go awarded to .1. McCullouirb linvood, John Finn
and 'Waller Reid, IS. Y., for lar-e floral designs; to ;tHs. .1.
Milton Ferry, Babylon, for a large vase very lastclully arranged, and lo Messrs. W. C. Wilson, Peunock Bros., Philadcl].hia; Miss E. Bennett, Fhttbtish: Rechamps & Sons, I>.
Brooker, New York, and others for designs contributed to

Natiio.al

help to make the extumtidh one of
enjoyable ever held by the SQi lei

the

most

succei

ifui

anil

JMecrra:

017 Ci bmSbs
it Chicago.— The annual meeting of the National Curling Club of America
held in Chicago on the lyth inst.
Delegates were presirjfc
from the New i ork Ciiy clubs, tllnvelaud, O.; OgdcnsburoMilwaukee, Wis.; Albany,
York j Vonkers, jN'ee
a
I'eo.ei,,
a,
and the two Chicago clubs. The
p
report of the treasure!
howerl thai tbe receipts frrum the

Mew
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telle;
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Caledonian,

w

Ni

pieces.
ii,,
Phiia.— See article on Roses in to-day's issue.
0. L.
P. J. You can propagate the clematis either by layering
or grafting the eyes on pieces of clematis rool as described in
to-day's number for roses.
This latter is the best process, if
you require quantity ; but the former will give you. a limited
number of strong plants iu a shorter period.
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,

Thistle,.
.Ionian, of Brooklyn,
Thistle. Rrookiy
,i

:

W:

...
a,
Alt
|M
ewark.i mpire Jei
iiy
(.aid
Manhattan, New York, umpire

VS.

I

|

.

,-

vs.

,

io

h, ,,,

|

vs.

<

New

Yonkers

York, umpire, Tlustie. New ^ ork Ivanhoc, Patterson
VS.
I'm, rson, umpire. Newark: Troy vs. I'tica: mujnre, \ll,ai,
,'i,
'gdensbi ah
..ti ,,, a umpire; granite, Detroit
Pour Broth, rs,
Irchard Lake vs'
:

.

<

I

i

Thistle, 1'elroit, umpire, (oraniie, Detroit: PortageCitv
vs'
Thistle, Chicago, umpire. Millwaukee: iMiilwaukee vs"Cl,V
''

'

Rortage City

;

Cleveland

vs.

Joledo,

owanm-

ahilomau, Rull'alo, point contest unless Syracuse
joins
International Curling (Unix
The above games will be
as! the coming winter, and the winners will
receive
m. dais from the National Club.
In the matter of appeals, the points under
dispute were
auncably settled.- It was moved that all rinks East and
West
i,
a
privilege of playing for the Gordon medal whenever
iio

i

the

i

.. e
Themoiionvvasconcuried in
were elected for the ensuing year"
Johnston: Kirst Viee-l'resi.leiit, John'
son; Second Viee.President,, Pel
and Treasurtsr"
mid

who

the following officers

Tup: Maddki: Plant.— Versmann states that them lie
In
plant has been cultivated in Holland for more, that thn
dred years; France (especially the neighborhood of Avignon
now produces about oncdialf 0$ all the madder consumed, to
the value of about 4:?0b.ono per annum.
Turkey and South

...,-

;,,

.

umpire

STorS vs. Ji rsey City,
i

Nisi

i

The cruciferous plant looks like imrlurlinn. IaInquirer,
custre grey, and the liorriiginous plant like a tueiu-nsia.
Could you. send larger and better specimens:' It is hard lo
make out plants not natives of this section from such small

..,,

,,,„,

,

rued

1

—

.

!

'

I

THE NEW YORK HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S FEAST OF ROSES.

».

;-

I

not GVCU 525 per cent, would reward our efforts at another;
but He cause was traceable lo neglect, not. to the system.

,,-

'J

j

plants are

1

;

not,

purple, besides

iofl

Ii

the
»

1

sary

a

<

that

NOTES ON ORANGE CULTURE.

i

spring the heavy covering of

a

srj
'

land.

'

I

sharp knife soai to mike a. clean cut notapah* of
It dpea not matter
which bruises the end of the slip.

a.

.

i
1

dud

j

i

1

pvj

I

thisistlie b
red
rived from the tact

roses trim the old wood is-thi*: As soon as thejeaves
out the slips into pieces of about or g eyes each, using of

eoiirs

Turkey dyes good red and

that of

fas',:

iw.ee supplies the market with two
"losie,,' lidin their dyeing beautiful reds

J

called

;

•

the most easy and at ibe same time the most
SsaTul methoil of propagating hybrid, perpetual and

d and purple, hutllic

i
,

li

l>r.

i

PERrlAPS

,

not

very
'

i

PROPAGATING ROSES.

,

is

tics,

;

Ar.RtvALS at ZOitoOiolt. Gardes ditkino week ending Jc:.k 15,
1STT.—Two Vervet. monkeys, CeivopH.lieois Inlnwli!, purchased; one
peruana, born In garden: one white-eared parrot. Comrua
''. presented;
is, presented; one alligator, A Mijiitur m/sss«,; 7 a. "
one Iguana, fiftiana tu/xireulata, purehased; two barred owls, ,s'.,c -,.;
imreliased: one pennants parrakeet, Pi ]«tinanti, pari
Olmsed; one yellow patiot Oo>»n« Mews. On dune 5 two panakeel
hillandim, born in garden.
(Otkatuos,

,

life

i

i

I

llcxamci being second. Mr. Henderson
also took I'u si honors for otic quart each of Champion, Jueuuda,
The following gentlemen also
Setb Eovden and Wilson.
premiums, viz.. E. B. Sutlon, Babylon, L. J., lor
Agriculturalist
Geo. Herbert, Peekskill, for Blai
.mil I.: Mule's White
H end J. C. Williams, Moulelair, N. J.,
for Downer
Prolific} Charles Downing, Duncan and Monarch
of the West; Eraser and Edwards, t<>4 Barclay street, for
Col. Cheney
and John Eagan, gardener to W. S. Gurnee,
Esq., Tarryfown, for Triomphe da Gimd. all magnificent bertoo! first premiums
Mr. En it, n j
ries of the various sorts.
for the best three named varieties of foreign grapes, two
bunches, if each, and the Lest Black Hamburgh and Muscat
of Alexandria crapes, the latter being wonderfully tine
bunches for so early in the season. The premiums for forced
peaches were curried off by Ed. Duckies, West. Ml. Vernon,
N. i., and for cherries by Geo. Marc, Woodside, L. 1. Special premiums were.also awarded in this class to John Finn,
Eo
He
to Gi
Trciipyit for a new- seedling strawberry
do.
and to Mr. Durand, Irviugton, N. J., for collection of
twelve new seedling strawberries, all large, well shaped and
selected lot,

lifiil

supply considerable quantities of high quality,"
will dye red, but not purple, and the color

The Dutch madder

the highest

ti

President,

!

J.

i

i

D. Poulls.
Hi

aexj

annual meeting will be held

in

New

y.s

.

,
.

.

.

.
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tiers of the National Club gave the visiting delegates a banPoisoning Doos.— The very idea or depriving even a dog of
quet at the Sherman House, wliere a general' gooiltime was life by
the secret, stealthy adminstrat ion of poison causes a,
had.
To-day, the 14th, the animal quoiting gam,* of" tlio National shudder of horror, and the man who would poison his neighCurling Club took place. The attendance wasr good. The bor's dogs deserves to be classed with tho infamous Borgias
pluv began with twenty-four players on a side.
The twelve and Tjuelausof a former ago. Amannamed Edward Shelton,
winners were theu divided, six playing six. The six winners
of respectable position in society, was arraigned, tried and conwere in turn paired off, three playing three. The victorious
three were Shaw Stuart, of the Thistle Club of Chicago; A. victed in the court, of a neighboring city for sectetly dropping
Dairyniple. of the St. Andrews Club, New York
and Robt. pieces of poisoned meat in the streets, whereby a number of
Lorriuier, of the Thistle Club of Chicago.
Stuart and Dni- vafuable dogs were destroyed.
The court imposed a fine of
rymple then played, the former winning by 21 to B points. !f')0 and costs on each count. An appeal to the
Superior
Stuart then played Lorrimer, winning again by the same Court has been taken under bonds of $300, Brmvillier
tlu
score, and was awarded the prize, tho Bclf'modaf.
Lorriuier great poisonei, commenced by experimenting on dogs.
and Dairyniple Iheu played for the second prize. It was
awarded to the former. "
Kovbb.
Cumber Spaniels. in a letter from our correspondent
"Amicus Canium," published recently, we were somewhat
surprised to observe the statement that there was not, one

York Hippodrome. The writer evidently whs well ui
ami Dandled it with intelligence. He error], however,
referring io the spaniels, that " there was not oue thorir

!.

no class tor Clui ibers, n
ueh, but amons the " Held spannan cocke s" was a brae
illiberal lis and 549, and a litterof i„,p very liai risoute and fu iy up
the standard both in apart breedin g.
The brace wa S III ui Wales, the dog from the
s

m

.

,

c,

adh

Burl

trom the Clumber
don Fi f«,sajs of (fhe Clumrr lemon and white.
lgth
body, the extreme
me), for bis compar-

;

1(01

Ins

—

i

should he

j

l

to

the club responsible for the correct publication of

md

his

To

in book form.
registration, we

satly

i

originally paid us a fee for
that the same will be returned to
printed) sent to them with the
amount already paid deducted from the cost of same.
are moved to this course from a recognition of tho fact that
it is all-important that but one stud book should be published,
and doubt not that in foregoing what would have been in
itself a pleasure and a satisfaction, we are serving the best interests of breeders and owners, and shall receive the commendation of our friends.

when

color, coat, etc., are s6* different

We

iels as to distinguish

them

from any other breed

Liver and wliite
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lied
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Red and white
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314..
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Hod and

wliite

—

and very

strong.

— The recent decision in the Nashville Court, in
Johnson

Ashcrof t, shows that

vs.
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lanesville
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Stamford, Co un

Charms Tre Rouge..
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Smith
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K

Me
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L
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W
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Otis Fellows
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are, in

THE KENNEL REGISTER.
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Von Onlin

A

the case of

Tennessee dogs

in

law, regarded as property, though no longer taxed.

Luke City
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Smith....
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I

I'unch
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Red
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.
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—Mr. S. B. Dilly's champion pointer bitch Royal Pan
whelped, on the 10th inst., five puppies, two dogs and three

May

mi tan

Is felt

;

SAKaye

d.-iNov 13, 1S7S
b.jMiirch, 1S7C
d.JJuly 2-1, 1S70
b.-UMarch 5, 1S70....

Interest

Atoll II
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Red
309.
310.. Dull
311.. Dixie

know that

some specimens— rare even in EngAmicus vkeitatis.

;

OO DOGS ENTERED

Topscv

Glen

1S7I1

11,
10,

cred."

—

bitches,

Pride uf Border. Dimity
.lack

Orange ami while...

::

1

and he
and not
and

briars

The Westminster Kennel Club pointer bitch Daisy
dropped a litter of eight puppies last week, by Sensation
live bitches and three dogs, lemon and white and liver and
white all doing nicely.

Since writing the foregoing wo have received the following
valued communication
Editok Foeest and Stheam:
Deak Sib;—TUe last issue of your valuable paper contained aa interesting letter from " Amicus Canium," regarding the Dog Show lately

ABSTRACT OF THE PEDIGREES OF THE FOURTH

301.. Gleu....
802..: Fannie...
308. t'uu

of span,

at once.

admired,
lie pleased to

country, and that

».

trio

judge, as well as our correspondent, could have passed them
over, we are at a loss to understand, as their characteristics in

who

those

would say

them, or the hook,

r

lej

iuin" will

Duke of Newcastle.
unfortunately died, hut the remaining brace
was exhibited by Mr. Thorne Jit Gilmore's Garden. How the

same

the

less,

straight

i

the bitches at Clumber, the estate of the

it is our intention during the
One of the
do the same, with ours, holding

office,

Syracuse

at

tier

c dese if
They were evidently unfavorably
e snow, eince t
e over ookedboth by "Aimeus Cauuui i" and the judges. Forh id they been s eeu they would cer-

— We print this week an abstract of

pedigrees received at their

ads or

esoratcin

i

COmJng meeting

his large long head,
xaggeratefl mua.de.

general!
weight; t

lion to

branches,

late New York
Bench Show. Our surprise arose from the fact that to our
knowledge there were at least two present, exhibited by Mr.
the Fourth One Hand*
KHgreesTeceived at (bis office Tor
Jonathan Thorne, Jr., that were not only pure specimens, but
'enrollment in the Kenn
Hex.
kity corrections or alteravery famous at that. In September, 1876, Mr. Thorne bueught
tions necessary will be
upon our receiving notice of the
to our office three Clumbers, two bitches andadog, that he had
same. It may not be
place here to mention that as the
purchased himself in England, after patient search for the
editors of the Chicago Meld have handed over, unconditionally,
true breed.
The dog was bred by Sir Talbot Constable, and
to the Committee of the National American Kennel Club the
Kf.gi.siki:.

e,

varies

tdd long,

thoroughbred Clumber spaniel present at the

Thk Kkxnki,

(•}'
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FOREST -AND STREAM.
CANINE PATHOLOGY AND THLl
PEUT1CS.-NO.
BY

ALL

Of the

ment
As

AEC1TEU.

first

we have examples

muscular

which

ulcerations,

to

Which

act di-

dilates the pupil,

The second

etc.

and

class

comprises by far the larger portion of medicinal substances:
one example may sullice For convenience I will specify the

perfectly inert*
a general rule it

is

inadvisable

to

i

thai

it.

at in its

it is

operation than

lulion.
either of lb*' ingredients used to its formation.
Here we have
thoroughly understand
to call client airy to pur aid in order to tliorotu
hat the coiuthe changes vh'ieb take place, and to ascertain
pound resul ng from the mixture is. Having certained this
thing is to find out with what
point, the ni

cause being re-

n

moved

the effect ceases, and the alkali thus indirectly cures
the neuralgic affection.

Many

udowed.

direct share in the changes taken place in the animal's body.

unohcuiieal CO
iin:lli
erties
For instance, "yellow
"y
highly useful and valuable. .For
wash,"
compound resulting from a. mixture of corrosive sublimate
aud lime, water, or black wash, that of calomel and lime
But of all unchemical combinations, perhaps the
water.
most signally useful is that of opium and sugar of lead acetate
of lead).
These agents react, chemically On. Oaeh. other, tlie
acetic acid of the lead combining with the morphine principle
of the opium, producing acetate of morphia, and the meconic
acid of the opium in turn combines with the lead to form
meconate of lead, yet experience proves the combination to be
one of the highest value in hemorrhages and other diseases.
As I cannot teach chemistry in this connection, I advise all
who are ignorant of that science to consult some one to whom
no
it
is familiar before attempting combinations of which
shall
knowledge is possessed. As for as lies in my power,
giv* the incompatible of each remedy when it is under con-

When

sideration.

it

Liebig proposes to divide all medicinal substances into
orders: The first (which includes metallic prisons) consists of substances which enter into chemical combination with certain parts or constituents of the body, while
three great

the vital force

to destroy the

is insullicient

|

compounds thus

formed. The second division, consisting of the essential oils,
•camphor, antiseptics,! etc., possessing the property of impeding or retarding those kinds of transformation which.

when they take place out of the body, are usually designated
by the names of fermentation and putrefaction. The third
•division

is

composed of bodies, the elements of which take a

I

introduced into the system they augment the energy of
the vital activity of one or more organs. All of them pro-

duce a marked

effect in a comparatively small

J presume some of my readers will say: "What do we
care about chemistry'/
We want something to cure o.ir animals!" Very true: but it is best to work uiiderstaudingly
and intelligently; if not, you are as likely to kill as to cure.
If the gentleman that lost his dog by the use of cantharides
had possessed a work giving the native of the drug, its mode
of action, etc., he would never have administered the drug
Kemember that by guess
for such a purpose as lie did.
Work you are as likely to do wrong as right; and in these
days of valuable and imported arurnate, few can afford the
Moreover, the old motto of
costly experiment of guessing.
"What is worth doing is worth doing well," is well to be re-

dose, and

many are poisonous when administered in larger quautity.
None of the substances in this class can he said to take a decided share in the nutritive process, or to he employed in the
"organism in the production of blood, partly because their
is different

blood.

membered.

A therapeutic

arrangement of medicines, on the groundwork thu3 proposed by the greatest chemist of the age, would
have mauy advantages over those now in use.
The circumstances which modify the action of medicines
are very numerous. This modification or alteration depends,
in some instances, on a peculiarity on the part of the animal j
again, on the character, form or period of the disease in which
the medicine is administered, on the combination of tnedicines employed, on the proper regulation of the dose, etc.
These, and other points connected with the efficient operation
of medicines, merit the attention of every practical man.
Many animals are peculiarly susceptible to the action of

No

'certain medicines.

treme

reason can he assigned for this ex-

susceptibility, but of the fact of its existence in indi-

have known
'two grains of calomel to produce poisonous symptoms of a
•dangerous character in a dog three years of age. Another
died with all the symptoms of mercurial poisoning from the
external application of three drachms of mercurial ointment,
which he could by no means have reached with his mouth.
vidual cases there can be no reasonable doubt.

A postmortem examination

I

of the animal corroborated the

suspicion.

The female sex

are

more

susceptible, as a rule, to the ac-

when in a pregnant state
remedies that are ordinarily harmless.
Great care is necessary in administering irritant purgatives,
particularly castor ojl,± during this period.
Acids, turpentine,
and other remedies, to be hereafter considered, must not he
given during lactation, being extremely pernicious to the
nursing young.
in old age and puppyhood the same doses are not as well
borne as in the ages between and much nicety is sometimes
necessary in regulating the dose. Habits and mode of life
likewise exercise a powerful influence.
Dogs who have
tion of medicines than males, and

many

not hear

-wall

[

A

;

;

May hew denies that ergot lias any effect upon trie canine
Farther on I shall show why ana how he is an error.
"

utei us.

A

term applied to any substance which has the power
+ Antiseptic—
of preventing animal maiter lr.uu naming Inn. a state of putrefaction,
'

'-

i

'.•':'

t Castor oil

Ditches.

Mi

.1

is

nu

1

•

i;<

i

hiji

irritant

'.

:>'jj

•
i

l

1

1

-,
.

.
I

I

.'

u l.l]j,

purgative tu doga, particularly pregnant

in fact, which excite the awe of the
when visiting our breweries.
To become as learned as our English cousins are in dogology
we want here in this country an aeclimatizationsociety like that

ignorant

of the Bois de Boulogne, near Paris.
At this institution they
take great, care to breed every known variety of dog in the utmost purity. The surplus stock finds prompt and ready sale,

and
ing,

We

this canine branch of the society is not only self supportbut pays a handsome yearly ribute to the common treasury.
have not the slightest doubt that a kennel on this plan,
I

where every known variety of dog could be purchased, and
located within easy reach of New York, would prove a most
profitable cnterprize.

—The imported Irish setter bitch Floss, belonging to 0.
of Lancaster, Pa., whelped, on the 1st "jime, six
puppies, three dogs and three gyps.
They are by imported
stud dog Buck.
/. Miley,

"Tue Onlt HLrsTBATED.'"— The

dog

ugliest

North

in

is owned by a Chicagoan named Whitman.
It is an
water spaniel, and its portrait is given in one of the absurd sporting journals. In the background is an immense
tree which has broken through a monstrous fence, and is
about to fall upon the unconscious brute, Avhile two Ohicagoans arc firing upon him from a boat.
Courier Journal.

America
Irish

NAMB Waived.—We

have received the following

letter:

Editor Fokest and Stbbam:
The Westminster Kennel Olub yields the name of Dutchess to Mr. W. A. Coster, and will claim for their pup the
name of Beauty of Westminster.
W. S. Webb, M. D.,
Sec, and T reas. W. K. 0.

—A

dog on shipboard is thought a good omen.
used for a mast-iff necessary. Buffalo Express.

— Mr. Jerome
ble

Marble, of Worcester, Mass.,

young Gordon

setter Shot, June 13th, by'
late dog show iu

Shot was on exhibition at the

Almost every article in the materia -medial operates differTartar
ently when given in a small and in a large dose.
emetic, for example, in (loses of from 1-1-fth to l-30th of
a grain, acts as a diaphoretic and expectorant in doses of
and if carried
frOJB 1-lOth to l-8th of a grain, as a nnusenut
;

He

can be

lost his

valua-

dog distemper.

New

York.

—

M. Von Culm's ('Dele.warc-Cily, Del.) Fire Fly, by Champion Unfits, out of Friend, whelped, JunelG, eight^dogs and
seven Ditches, sired by Elcho.

;

to the extent of a half or three-fourths of a grain, it proves
few drops of turpentine acts as an irripowerfully emetic.
tant to the kidneys and gemto-urinary organs, while in doses
of half or three-quarters of an ounce, especially if combined
with olive oil, it operates freely upon the bowels without
producing any renal or vesical irritation. These are but a few

A

examples out of many which might be quoted, but it may be
observed generally that most ot the medicinal substances,
Whose operation is mild and beneficial in small doses, may be
converted into powerful poisons by being administered in
large quantities.

There

a source of error in regulating the doses of fluid
medicines, to which, tmforti mutely, but little attention is paid.
is

allude to the differences between the minim aud drop.
Thev are too often considered as identical, both being regarded as the 1-C0th part of a drachm, whereas the truth of
the matter is that the different medicines vary throughout the
scale from SO to lull to the fluid drachm, varying somewhat
according to the size of the opening from which each may be
poured. "The minim, therefore, as affording a certain standard of measurement, should always be employed iu preference
to the drop.
This is easily done by purchasing an English
minim or drachm graduate. 1 say English graduate, because
these are more reliable than similar glassware of American
manufacture, the former being graduated bv measure, anil
the latter (usually) by the eye of the workman.
One of Dr.
Squibb's (of llrooklynj drop tubes will answer every purpose.

—

James L. Marvin, of Newark, N. J., claims the mime
of Bess for imported black and tan Gordon setter bitch, second
prize winner at New York dog show, by Earl of Glasgow's
Jock out of Flora by Mr. Tennant's Di.

—

Temnessee FruLD Trials. The Nashville Sural Sun says:
"TheFor.EST and Stream does not seem to understand
what we intend to have here next fall. It appears
Ave are simply to have a dog sh&U) and uot a dog
nessee inaugurated the
"
tend to keep them up.

Now

I

N. B. While thus generalizing, the dose of any medicine
that may be mentioned must be taken as applying to a large
animal like the setter or pointer, for these are the animals 1
liave in mind, aud iu whose behalf, mainly, these articles are
undertaken.

as

it

field trials five

was through

to think that

the influence of Col.

Ten-

trial.

years ago, and

we

in-

John M. Taylor,

then Kennel Editor of this paper, that the Tennessee trials
•e initiated, we think that we do know what our Nashville
friends are to have on the 30th of
ileased to leara

November

We

next.

the prospects for a successful

trial

are

arc most

The number of dogs will probably he double
year. The purses in champion stakes for both set-

neouraging.
that of last

ters and pointers, $500, to be divided—$340 to first, §150 to
second and $100 to third. In puppy stakes the purses are for

S300; $150 to first, $100 to second, and $50 to third.
Every
provision has been made to insure a supply, of birds, aud all
arrangements are iu the hands of competent commutes.

—^»,^

.

Notice to Bportsslen.— Having received so many eouimnnications
asking us for information tu regard to our six-section bamboo trout,
and salmon rods, we have prepared a circular on the
we shall take pleasure In forwarding lo any addreas.
on hand all grades, the prices of which range f rom $15 t,a $150.
We put our stamp only on lie best, order to protect onr customers
nd our reputation, lor we are unwilling to sella poor rod with a false
uamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine article)
ithoul letting our customers know just what they are getting.
Abisbv & Imiskie, 4S Maiden Lane.
P. O. Box, 1,29-1.—Ado.
ilaelc

bass, grilse

subject, wliieli

We keen

;

barely a sufficiency of food, and that of mixed character, will
not bear the same treatment as the pampered, over-fed lapNeither will the same remedy apply to the animal Unit
•dog.
has plenty of exercise, and the poor brute that is chained to
his kennel day and night. All these points must be taken
into consideration.
judicious combination of drugs is often more effectual iu
its operation than a single medicine, however well selected.
This is particularly the case with diuretics and anthelmintics,
and it is an object of considerable importance that the prescriber should make himself well acquainted with thuse several combinations, which either increase or diminish the action .of certain remedies. Most of these combinations will be
mentioned farther on in this place, therefore, a few examples will suffice to show the influence which this circumstance
exercises.
Fox-glove, or digitalis, frequently fails to act us a
diuretic until combined with the sesqui-carbouate of ammonia or with squills. Jalap, colocynth, scammony, etc.,
are rendered more efficiently purgative by the addition of calomel. On the other hand, the violent purgative action of
castor oil is rendered milder by the addition of a couple of
drops of fluid extract of ipecac: less .griping by fluid extract
of hyoscyamus, while it is modified by ths aromatic oils. In
some spasmodic affections the operation of a cathartic is promoted by a combination with opium and, lastly, this drug
renders almost inert the action of iodide of potassium. In
forming a combination of medicines, great care should be
taken to avoid combining drugs whose action is directly op-

dog was brought back to this country aud became the founder
of that, race of huge pricked eared curs far more formidable in
appearance than they are

i

from that of the blood, and partly
.because the proportion in which they must be given to exert
their influence is as nothiug compared with the mass of the

'composition

Butler's mongrel was taken to England and exhibited to the
Queen, who, " Clod bless her," is a great lover of dogs, not as

a bloodhound, but simply as a monster dog. The great dog
seller was too shrewd to attempt to deceive John Bull.
The

•

often Uappej

subject suffering from neuralgia, depending upon
acidit3' of stomach and digestive apparatus, in which carbonated alkalies, like bi-carbonate of soda and carbonate of am-

The

inn

same

prescribe in the

i

human

monia, are given to correct the acidity.

fulfil

formula ingredients which arc chemically incompatible, unless
Uic resulting compound be the one which tfopreBctiber wishes
to administer.
Thus, if the citrate of potash is to be given, it
may effectually be done bygivrag in one draughl eitricacid
sad the bi-curbonaie of potash in solution. These mutually
decompose each other; carbonic acid is evolved and the
It
does not. necessarily follow
citrate of potash is obtained.
the men
tally incompatible, the.
that, be
:idered
'ii the contrary,
(ft:
resulting era ipoundi
may

rye on the uterine

of

in the ergot

fibre ;* iu belladonna,

in eausties applied

those

class, or

Sforeovar, do not attempt to

many indications at one time, or il isnol improbable that the
remedies may antagonize each other, and render your treat-

2.

medicines act on the system either directly or

indirectly.
rectly,

posed to eatu other

32;:

About Dogs m Gexkii.u. and the So-called Siberian
Blooduocno.— While we undoubtedly have here at. home as
good judges of setters and pointers as can be found abroad,
must be admitted that a majority of our people are lamentably
it.

ignorant of every other variety of the canine race.

Our

ideas

are anything but clear and distinct as regards spaniels, cockers

and

aud very few of us can distinguish with certainly a mongrel from a thoroughbred in cither class, and so
with terriers and the numerous sub varieties of that useful
breed of vermin killers. How few of us. for instance, can distinguish a Daudie Dinmont from a Bedlinglon, a Yorkshire
from a Skye, or a fox terrier from his near relative the English terrier.
Most of us, iii fact, are indebted to the British
writers rather than to actual experience for what little knowlwe
do
edge
possess of all the breeds, save pointers and setters,
springers,

hence we fall easy victims to the misrepresentations of unscrupulous dog dealers.

One

of the most successful impositions

of American fanciers

Dr. Francis Butler,

upon the credulity
was that practiced by the late eccentric
whose canine emporium was at Peck

Slip.
He related the circumstances himself with great, glee as
a pleasant illustration of human gullibility.
In the course of his business he became possessed of an
enormous mongrel cm a perfect canine giant, with more or
less of the Uhn dog in his blood.
This nondescript, of no
particular color or characteristic save size, ho forwith dubbed
a Siberian bloodhound, aud exhibited him as such, though he
did not resemble a hound in any one respect, aud was as much
the opposite of the majestic bloodhound as he well could be,
-

,

in color, shape, form, scenting

power and

all

other qualities.

m

I

—We have, received from Messrs. W. Haley and S. J. Atwood, of Wintcrport, Me., a beautiful stereoscopic view of a
ruffed grouse sitting

by mail

is

on her

35 cents.

nest.

The

price of the, view

_

—

The large hotel at the Jordan Alum Springs, in Virginia,
now open for the season under the management of Mr. J.
N. Woodward, formerly of Rawlcy and Orkney Springs, who
is

They are delightfully
is well known in that connection.
situated in the northeast part of Rockbridge County, in a
most picturesque portion of the moimtains of Virginia,
between the North Mountain
on the east and the Mill Mountain on the west. There are

nestled in the beautiful valley,

two flue springs of chalybeate water in addition to the farfamed alum waters whose medicinal virtues are so well known.

— [See

ado.

—Theinean inid-day temperature at New Smyrna, Florida,
for the

was 77
It.

month

of June, as recorded

by Major Geo.

J.

deg., hicheat 87, lowest at 7 a. m. 71, lowest

Alden,
tit

9 p.

OS.

—The

Barnegat House has opened for the seasou under
promises to make it a -first-class

new management, which

and as it is easy of access from the city
should be well patronized*—\8ee ado.
resort for sportsmen,

—

—
.

I

FOREST AND STREAM.
r

32J:

$m mil giver Jfo#%

feels quite proud of Mm, as he is one of his pupils.
is an old baud at the rod. and is one of the most
He is called " Great, Hook."
fishermen in the club.
lie has taken more pounds of ftsh than any othei
Mr. Dunlap may be put down ns " high hook" since no one
quailed him in the weight of a single fish, which was 60
pounds. Miss Chapman has put some of the lazy fellows
she handled and took an 11 pound bass with as
to the blush
much ease as if she had handled the rod from childhood,
which, 1 believe, does not date back very far.
The tish are weighed as each party comes in from his stand,
and the weight of every tish is registered in a book under each
member's name, in the order in which he takes them from day

and

land,

Unole Peter

[

;

skilful

FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE.
WATER.

l-'KESU

I

•'

BA.IT
;

;

Salmon, Sahno salar.
lana-Iucked Salmon,
•
Black Bass,
.1

n

i'i

:.

i

i'n.

A\f.,..l-"1

1,
Weakflsui,

,.

.

I.

..,,;....

probate

Irchi

txrikabm.
Vi

i

....

.

usnead

n

|

...

i'

'

.'

n

,

,,

.'..

.

I

....

.I.i.

-,i.

-

na,

i

Yellow Perch, Perea

For

list

to day.

in season for June, see issue of Man 31

of Trout FUei

fjnclePetcis the Acelcs of the island, and when he rises
from the breakfast table to take a. look at. the indications of
the wind and weather, careful observers, by sure prognostics, may foiled a run, and the oracle announcing " 'I'lurr are
fi.ih to-daft, ffentkinen," every man springs for his pole, and the
Mi
rods gives warning of the day's toil.
It is a good
You will see him
lesson to watch Uncle Peter on his stand.
cast his small, keen sparkling eye over the surface of the
waters, and then hear him say to his "chummer" Charley in
I

:

i^Harket.—Our quotations far tin

in

:

'

Striped bass, L5 to 35 cents per pound; bhiefish, 10 cents;
b
shad,
Salmon, green, 18 rents; mackerel, lOtOlS
Connecticut River, 60 cents; white perch, IS cents per
;

pound; Spanish mackerel, iScents; green turtle, l'j.V cents;
cents;
halibut, 10 cents; haddock,
terrapin, $12 per dozen
;

king-Ash, 80 cents;
herrings,

5 cents

;

codfish,

-

oente;

:

15 cents ;

bteckfish,

flounders, 10 Cents; porgios,

10

cent

lot

iti

;

lisk,
\

10 cents

;

frog legs, 40 cents per pound.

—

lliihi/ilfi/.
June 16, 1877.
Maixi:.
C'ninp A\ a n. hir/n.
Anions the gentlemen visiting Camp Ivomiebago, within a
fortnight, wen- .1. W. Broulv, It. W. Emerson, 1'hineas

Pierce. B. P. Adams and V. O. l'anii, of Boston; I L. A. Richardson, l). R. Baker, Daniel Reed and J. B. Taylor,, of New
York: A. 1>. Loekvvood, of Providence; J times Dempsey, J.
B. Stow. John B. Cotton and Hon. W. O, Erve. of Lewiston,
Me.; .I. II. Kimball and Clarence Worden, of Hath, Me. A
gbbdly number of large trout have been taken. Tiieo. L.

Page secured a magnificent seven pounder,

May

SO.

PlANOEI.ETT.

Boston, Jum 10, 1877.—1 forward you
i-'il
containing an account of a trip
the Bom
written
E. R. Morse, Esq.
Ting
to the Rangeley Lata
arrived there the 16th of May,
1
as my forty-second trip.
and commenced fl suing on the 18th and Bsbed fourteen days.
during which time 1 caught L4S trout, only ten
weighing less than a pound one weighed 0'., wo (i, four 5
la
pounds, and the balance l'roi
Yours respectfully,
N. D. SWATH".
y

Lakes,

.

:

hat rock :" and, in about fifteen or twenty minutes,
will observe fjnole Peter bending, twisting and squirming as if he bad an attack of gout in the stomach. Y'our
Whole anxiety is that, you have no bottle to go to his relief
and as you approach him nearer to view, you perceive his rod
bent nearly double and striving as if he was trying to lift one
of the boulders from the bottom; and all at once you hear
something go "whiz! whiz! whiz!" his rod straightens out,
I

you

;

ers,8 cents; shecpshead,
15 cents; soft darns, 30 to 00 cents per 100; pickerel. 15
cents; Long Island trout, $1 Canada do., 60 cent
shell crabs, $3 50 per 100; soft crabs, $1 50 per dozen; weak-

bass, 15 001115; eels, 18

a low, gentle voice, as be well knows that, he has got a coining
ond witli. " Now, Charley, curl right in that eddy,

and everything seems still and calm again. In another minute another spasm seizes him, and the belt of his rod seems
embedded in Ins abdomen, and hifl whole, frame trembles from
stem to stern. Then such a lashing and foaming of the waters,
and a long, silvery streak Hashes in the sunlight as the tinny
monster darts off again on another run. The line smokes
with the heat of the friction, but the bend of the rod brings
the stubborn fellow to ids mind and Uncle Peter winds in the
slack with gentle caution, and prepares himself for another

it

is

I,

!'i
Trnj Pk
The mackerel Beet
fares, and prieesrat
low for the
receipts have been considerably in excess of
At this time last year the market
those, at this date lasl year.
was lively at $8 to $1 per bbl., while at this writing holders
find it, diiticult, to place them at $5 to $7 for medium and
The arrivals the past week have been 41. and the
large 3s.
The early appearance of mackerel
tpts about SjOOQ bbls.
in the Bay of St. Lawrence points to a more successful season
than that of 1876, and it is probable that tfuitea fleet will enSome attention will also be given to
n the Bay fishery.
the hook and line fishery on our own shores, with the hope of
securing a better quality of mackerel anil realizing more satis.
y prices than are 'likely to rule for fisj) of the ordinary
large fleet continues in the Georges fishery, the
grades.
number of arrivals since our last issue having been 05. with a
catch of 130,000 lbs. codfish and 1,500,000 lbs. halibut. The
number of Bank arrivals the past week has been 10, bringing
500,000 lbs. codfish, 040,000 lbs. fresh halibut and 140,000 lbs.
The market, is practically bare of pickled
iietehed -.halibut.
Bank cod, and the stock of dry cured isconiined to small lots,
i

cok

chief business of the

lie

and the eye, and

to

to

please

1

.i

A

Georges cod rule a trifle lower than last
held at good prices.
year at this time, but other grades are higher. Cape
Adverti.ier, June 15.

Ann

\X,

—

This club is composed of gentleof middle age, and mostly married men of quiet, n.ud retired habits, who, with their families, resort to Pasque Island
Its members are from all parts of
for health and amusement.
In looking
the country, and some from the Island of Cuba.
over the roll, I recollect the names of Peter Balm, A. S.
Hatch, Win. II. Gnnther, Thos. .1. llavemever, Don Egbert

PaSQDB Island Club.

men

Edmund

DePesfe-e (of Cuba), 8. T. Brown, Bolero
Humphrys, A. B. Duulop, Frank Herring. John O. O'Donobue and brother, John L. SI. (tiniiis i-f Cincinnati). AY. A.
sioL'g, A. T. HigginB, W. 11. CJhopman, Dennis Brown, II.
Harbeck, Thos. K. Tripler, A. T. Higginsaud James L. YallThe mention of their names will give
veton, its president

Guernsy,

you an

The

idea of the character of In. club
island is about tin ecu miles oil of
i

New Bedford,

be-

tween that place and Martha's Vineyard, and belongs to the
club.
It comprises about 1,000 acres of land, and is famous
lor the variety of its fishing grounds.
The laud of the island
is quite rolling, and from some of the bluffs you have a varied
mr,
and extensive View. They afford magnificent r
cottages. The island is susceptible of considerable
The club is supplied with vegetables and melons from lis garden, and the wild strawberry and cranberry grow in great
profusion. You can have surf or slid bat hing, as it suits your
The ladies have a vary fine and commodious bathing
taste.
ground, where they can enjoy the water at all boms of the
in complete retirement. A creek runs meandering through
the island about a mile, where he young people sail and row
with perfect safety. The club house is a long, two-story
wooden building, in the shape of an L, with p
sides, and offering a splendid promenade.
The walks about
the island are varied and deb'ghful, the land in
of bills and dales.
The members and their familiei »attu
here in the largest number in the month of July, just before
The. bltte-fish,
lake are
the Fourth.
abundant, and those who are fond of boat fishing can have all
The great fish of the island, however, ami
h
they desire.
the scientific sportsman prides hhnsell in capturing, is lire
stripped bass, which are taken with the rod and reel in
]:.< average
milliners, ami sometimes to a prodig
re quite oftet taken as
run is from 30 to
heavy as 45 and 50 pounds. Mr. Ynllveion was over two
inl
bass, and he handled him with all
the skill of an adept, although it was his lirsi large fish.
Click Peter says that he will make the best hook on the is-

When

'•

pleasures to the eye and palate meet.

That cook hasiender'd

Ins

work

complete.!'

ail the arts of
' Bj JOVe snoh cooking
as if .lnno hud la-pu sick, and lie her doctor.
His mime should imj enmll'il Willi thai of A|ih ans
- liook, arid his gridirons should lie framed of gold.'
;

!

1

i

Samcei..

Connecticut. Tfarlfuvd, June

:

i

I,

fishermen
or the

in this

game

clubs

—

Mr. Henry Anilrus. of Hartford, and R. B. Cone, or
Willi ngtoii, on Saturday, caught in the streams near Bast
lladdatn 115 trout, which together weighed over 35 pounds.

—The engineer of the Silver Star brought up with him, this
morning, a striped bass weighing 55A pounds, caught by a
man named Spencer, a lislierman at Goodspeed's Landing.
T. B. S.
v
14.— There has been a
Ailiroioliir}:*,
New York,

IT.

;

Y.,

&

;

1

PesnsyiyASIA.—The State Fish Commissioners arc busy
slocking the streams of Lehigh and Jefferson Comities -with
brook trout fry. Large pike lire caught at W'aterford Lakh,
in Erie Comity.
party of fishermen from YYaterford recently captured three, weighing respectively Ls, 24 and 45
pounds.

A

Stkkams of PriNN-svi.vAsiA.— An obliging correspondent has furnished the following valuable information,
which answers in extenm queries constantly plit to us.
In Potter County, Pa., there is a. creel; called the Sinnema honing, and at a siuall hamlet, put down on lite comity maps
as Wharton Mills P. O, it divides; or, rather, the East and
First Forks of the stream here unite.
The village consists of
a few scattering houses, but does not boast of either hotel,
store or shop.
The waters of the creek are crystal clear, and,
as yet are unpolluted by tannery or factory, and the East
Fork is even free from saw mills. Here, in my opinion, in
to be found to-day decidedly the best trout fishing in the

tf'Ti;onT

State.

About a mile below the forks is an old mill, and under Ihe
dam a dark, deep pool, where you can always depend on taking a string of tish. Luring the day. deep bail ti-hing is usually successful, but at sunset he surface of the poof and of
the rapids below is broken in every direction by swarms of
the speckled beauties
and there the By, in skillful hands,
does its work. Both the First and East I'm
muiful
streams, and afford excellent fly fishing with plenty of room
to east, while for those who prefer to use the bait, Nelson
and Freeman Buns. Birch Creek and Ihe headwaters of East
Fork, all within an horn's drive from headquarters, cannot be
1

;

,,

excelled.

Trout are unusually plenty in these streams this spring, and
of warm weather is all ihat. is needed to insure glorious
The tish range from one and a half pounds down, and
average a good size.

week

a

sport.

out the other night, and showed them
four in an hour. About three weeks ago I caught a huge
bear just on the other side of the lake, Where 1 had left a dead
cow the first of March. I came past the place and found old
bruin feasting on the carcass. I set. a trap for him that, eight,
and the next morning had him. He had a splendid hide, and
Balsam.
I intend making a robe of it.
took, a party of ladies

—Four brook

pounds, were recently
taken by Messrs. James Lyon and O. T. ffichordson, of Oswego, at the rifts in the Oswegalchie River, one mile above
Cranberry take- The largest fish weighed fully seven pounds.
They are on exhibition at Butler's drug store in Off

—Rev.
.

!

dom

trout,. weighing sixteen

!»r. S.

i

.

i

II.
i

i

Coxe, of Utica ("Amateur," of Fu:k-.t
caught a ~'l pound speclch rl troll
Adiroudacks, where one- is sel-

m

i

ii

I

N umber Four,

Beaver Lake,
caught.

A Fn

Pocsri Mrsk-jiUiXGE.— A monster tmiskelonge

rv

ft. 8 in.,
(muskinonge), weighing 50 pounds, and measuring
has been sent to John Cuinmings, of Utica, by Sydney Adams,
Cananoque, Ontario. It is one of the largest ever caught in
the St. Lawrence Liver.
It was taken on a hook ami line,
and occupied the attention of the angler and Charley Lasha,
his boatman, for over three hours.
-I

— fishing

now excellent in Cayuga Lake. Tie 81 cesf
nice of the net an
Islands, have already been rewarded by an unlance of lish theie this "season.
is

i

the

Thousand
it

—Fire

Island,

N.

Y.,

cable communiThis will prove S valuable ac-

has established

cation with Kew York City.
The steamer Surf is
cesion to thill popular summer resort.
now making regular trips between the psland and Babylon.
Good fishing in the bay.

I

.
I

To

reach this arcadia, trains leave the West Philadelphia
every evening at 11:55, exIt. Co.
Siunemahoning Station at noon the
From this point a stage starts
following day
fare, $8 35.
on arrival of the train, each Monday and Thursday, for Wharfare,
ton, distant about 18 miles, arriving in time for supper
^t. 50.
On other days private conveyance can be ohlaincd at
,i cosl of $5 for a team
to carry two to four persons.
Excellent accommodation and bounteous fare can be had
with Mr. M. T. Seihert, whose house stands at the head of
the valley, just, at Ihe forks, at a ridiculously small expense.
If desired, .Mr. Seihert will meet a parly either at Sinncnvihoning or Cameron fa station a few miles above on the railroad, and a shorter drive; but in that case he should be notified a week ahead by letter addressed to the care of P. \\'i 1ton, Sinnemahouiug P. 0.
Guides, one dollar per day; brrtil grieves me to have to record
that some of these nativesindulge in pernicious and reprehensiWhen a rise occurs in the stream, and the fish
ble practices.
tire Tunning arid jumping the dam, boxes are set tor them to
It is
fall in, and'even' umbrellas arc used for the purpose.
said that over 500 large trout we. e captured in a single day
Set lines are also used,
last year in this way by one person.
but still the fish are not sensibly diminished in numbers.
Ought not; these things to be stopped?
By the way, I would mention two articles I have used that
One is an india rubber stocking, reaching
pleased me pinch
o the hip, overwhich a stout brogan, well studded with nunir's nails, can be worn— tin almost indipeusnble comfort when
The other is a small landing net, snspeudbe water is cold.
ld by a rubber band around the neck and carried hanging down
the back. By its use, when in the middle of the stream many
\V. it. L.
lish may be Bayed that would otherwise be lost.

Depot of Penna. R.

cept Saturdays, reaching
;

:

June

The

world Of trout fishing near Trenton's flNo. 4) the past spring.
One man lias taken more than 125 pounds about here ami over
He has been
at Stillwater, where he fished about a week.
(Hope he made good use of
here since the second of Mav.
them.) The Kev. S. H. Cox, X>. I)., caught in Beaver Lake
Parties who have
a trout the other day that weighed 2j lbs.
S. B. Edwards'
visited Smith's Lake report good fishing.
guide has started a house at Smith's Lake, and is living there
at present; but 1 hope he will not make it pay, for there are
Deer are quite plenty,
too many hotels on the lakes now.
notwithstanding so manv were slaughtered last winter. I

.•

'.

—Trout

—The shad season is about over, and people living in boarding houses rejoice with exceeding great joy.

.

.

If).

Shite must put aside their rods after July
will be alter them.

:

t

palate

William seems to have studied

The

m.

the

render food easy of digestion for the pur-

pose ot nutrition,

continue to bring in good
i

N.

bend.

j

dash of his foe. But, as he hauls him closer to view, he sees
that he has not yet recovered from his exhaustion, and he
brings him slowly and geutly along the stand, where Charley
stands ready to "ply the gaff. Among the other hygienic
pleasures of the island is its good, healthful food and good
cooking. Good cooking is as conducive to good health as exercise and temperate living; and, for Ibis reason, particular
Since
alien! ion is given by the club to the tie re culinaria.

I

Movhmehts ot

Beiren, N. T., in one hour. 43 blneflsh
H. E. Neill,
38 shecpshead
Wm. Ackers Co.. Pliila..
Some of our captains as high as 40. Sea bass, and
blacldish only middling.

Chas.

hili

t,

June.

17.
Bheepghead are getting quite plentiful, and e
A
catches have been made during the week.
Blucti.-h seem very plenty, hut only
quids arrived to-day.
take the squid by spells,
Among the catches this week are

Illinois.

—Our

correspondent "Thco." of Huntley,

Illi-

nois, sends us an account, of three days' fishing in Fox Lake
about the first of June, which yielded a goodly number of
This lake also contains
pickerel and a large amount of sport.

and baas of three

ke,

He

varieties.

says:

"Fox Lake

is one of a small chain of lakes situated on the
is 3J.or i miles
Liver, in Melleury and Lake Cos., Ills.
long, j to 11 miles wide, and one of the finest resorts for the
Two line
lover of the rod and gun to be found in the State.
club houses are already built, and there will be
as the place and ils advantages are more widely known.
akes in the fall arc full of wild rice, and wild ducks are
In

Fox

;

mi

abundant."

—

Michigan. Detroit, June 9.— Two young lads look a run
the river on the Tth insf., and during the afternoon made
K. \V. Beynolds, Wm.
a .string of nearly one hundred perch.
Christian and Albert Hill were down the river on a fit hL 2
The first afternoon, in a short
cursion June 0th and 7th.
The next day they
time, they made a string of forty-six.
stalled up Oiir creek, and when opposite Fighting Island their
yacht (Sweepstakes) struck a snag, making a large hole in
It made the boys dust around lively to stop the leak.
her.
They used every thing handy, bill the water gained on them 60
rapidly Ihatuncof them doffed his pants and put them over
the leak and stood upon them, while the other two bailed for
dear life. Nevertheless, the water gained so rapidly that
they were compelled to run her ashore. Slate Pish Commissioner Jerome passed through this city, on the 7th insl.., with
50,000 young eels, which are to be placed in livers in Ihe vicinRevere Gay and a couple of friends
ity of "Monroe, Mich.
were down the river on Ihe 7lh, and made a string of :!| black
L. F. W.

<(

down

•

June

'7,o/.

.

7,

1877.

—FisMng

1

i

ft

b
1

.

and

pit

"

:

P

I

arriving

parties are

went up the river afLong and Bass

a largi parly

This mornin

everyday.

'

"

t

tevei

J

i
1

'

"»"
baa
".
finely in -Mi' h
Indiana R, It. to
DeLittle, madea trip up the Grand Kapidu
hundred
Mayfleld, a few days since, and returned with jive
as the result of two days'
ami thirty 'in
Parlies are going from here
fishing in the Boardman River.
almost daily, and all report, the trout more plenty than ever before.
I shall he with them in July, and will let you know
Wfe Western people can't see why, with such line
the result.
fishing, reasonable charges and good accommodations, we are

:ii;rn,ol

opened

/.'

!

'

i

'

'

i

'

l

.

&

ted
1

t rv

by more EsSern sportsmen.

see in yo'iir issue ot June 7, vou advise a correspondent to
You are
Northern Michigan as a paradise for fishermen.

—

FOREST AND. STREAM.'
himself by making a

itisfy
'."

H

h

I

i

pid

[ndi

ms

i.

ti

trip

'

scAtr. Kingston.—"When will the articles on Florida, by " ai Fresco,"
promised last fall, be published in the pspert
as rairin

entby takiDga

of our corre$j

the representations

in

Michigan next month

trip to

"J

June 11.— A. couple of men made a
Splendid haul of lish a lew days ago near the Columbia River
bar.
They went out ut three o'clock A. >f., and returned
about 6:80 a. m. During the three hours and a half, the men
captured 131 salmon. They receive 50 cents each for every
rkli caught
The Getting was done almost immediately on the

i

let me know in y onr paper if it hurts a young setter
in woodcuck when not .broken on snipe!
A
broken on woiuk
k he cannot be equally well trained on
snipe when yon require him for that work.

years and

r„rt.l<tii<f,

would

T

him

vertise

in F.

Pa>—I have a verj

had him

owl. I

larg,

him.
Can you tell me when?
and perhaps someone will buy the

like lo sell

and

S.

-

fa-am the author, Smithsonian Institute,

i

','

Pacific Railroad, between
are said to be quite plenty there.
i

They

Kalamaand Tacoma.

There has been some irVlil.OOO raised among the fisheries towards starting a hatching bouse on the Columbia. Professor
been consulted as to arranging the necessaries appertaining thereto, and the buildings will be put up this seaIJuird has

sou.
It is said that Capt. Thompson, of Upper Elk Creek. Douglass County, this Slate, recently killed a deer which had but
one horn—which projected from the centre of its head, having
fourteen prongs, one of which extended in front in the shape

of a crescent.
Three elk were killed one

day

week near Blossom's

last

Lagging Damp, in Coos County.
Harry Spreddeu found the skull of a mammoth bird, on the
beach below p.iint Adams, recently. The bones measured six
inches across the forehead, and twelve inches from the crown
Occidental.
don't Harry send the skull to the Smithsonian Insti-

head

Of the

[Why

to the point of the beak.

Ed

tution.

J

SPLIT

BAMBO

RODS.

md-

:

CONBOV, BlSSETT

— [Adv.

&

THE DITTMAR POWDER.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Comraunica

,,

,

,

Y.— Now

that the Legislature of this state has

adjourned will you please inform your readers how the game law bllj
Ans. We have official notice trial
stands which was before that body.
the new game law has been signed by the Governor.

Jox, Clearfield, Pa.— What is the fastest time for a rniming horse for
one mile up to present time 1 What horse, when and where? Ans. 001.
Kelly's celebrated horse Eclipse is said to have run, as near as we can
now recall, a mile In one minute on the Epsom Downs. Cannot specify
date exactly, but as near as memory serves about 17'JT.
H. Van S.. Newport.— Can you inform tne what lias
Clumber spaniels that you reported the arrival of hist tail in on.- oi the
numbers of your valuable paper! Also, whether h.-i hue bred,
any of their progeny can lie obtained? Ans. Two..! ihemare now in
1-,

;,

i

I

i

possession of the importer, the third died. The pair had a niter of pupsFor particulars address Jonathan Thorne. Esq., Til Cold St, this city, care

Dice. Rochester.—-Is their any way to prevent, a dog's hair from corn
.,.
logout? We have a large while dog at home win- e h
fury so that he is an awful nuisance. Ans. Yonr dog is in all probability
sheding his coat as all haired and furred animals do at the return of the
vernal season.
Have him thoroughly groomed every morning and yon
wdl get rid of the nuisance of which you complain.
,

,

N., New York.— Are ihere any streams 'or lakes containing
and black bass within a few miles of New Bedford? Ans. Yes,

II.

but the best trout streams are

by mail.

line

For

lish

known only
and game

to the initiated. iflave sent

e,

can give yon no information about Brooklyn

N.J,

It

C, Boston.— 1. Where can
Amateur Oarsmen?

obtain

I

see Hillock's '-Ga-

parts of North America,
to California.
all

rules of the National As-

lite

Where can] get some good black
Address Fred J. Eiigieh.r .h, I'mni
Ave. cor. Sixty-third St. 2. Go to Lyinuield Lake On the Dannrs and
Newburyport branch of the B. and M. R. H. Fine bass Galling also in
Lake Cochickewic. North Andover, reached via B. and W. R, Ii.
bass Jfshing near Boston?

Ans.

2.
1.

San Francisco.— I was trying

to

raise

some white Leghorn

chickens, but they are dying off very rapidly as soon as they get about
four to live weeks old. Have had no trouble with them until they arrive to that age. Will you be kind enough to let me know which is the

Aus. 'See editorial page

?

litis

law up

in

N. Y. State and

week.

inform me where! pan gel maps of (lie upper
and of lower pari of Canada? Aus. Of Colton,
York.

Annam.— Please

0. P.,

Bart of Sew York
172 William

si

.scan:,

New

reel.

Cambridge.— 1. Will yon have

\V.,

t

lie

kindness to

toll

me

in

what

there any law against
nanfl in \t union. .Mas-., I can timi IMW8.J 2.
Ashing for bass or other lish In Spot Pond, Arlington? Ana. I. Impure
residents. 2. We cannot answer.
ts

i,

.

New Haven.— Where

the best place to stop for a day's trout
Ihaiuigonthc Ciilral and Union Pacific Railroads, without going far
from the railroad, and without Incurring much expense? Aus. Stop at
Ogdeti, Utah; and fisll In the WeherRivcr, or at limo, Nov., for the
S. P..

.
.

is

ee River Ashing.

me where

good plover shooting
on the COOSt of .Maine, during the latter part, ol July and the month of
„,].-,..:.. .Hooting ai Princeton, Washington Co.,
„,,

Boston.— Can you inform

8,,

,.-

.

can

I get

...

,

I

i

.

Fk.vnk, Southfleld, Mass.— What kind of a dog would lie of most service to me Ui Florida? or would a man get on as well without any? Are
pointers or setters, either, good for anything as watch dogs? What kind

the best? Ans. A setter Is prefi rabl
all
gh in many localities one does not absolutely need a dog. The pointer makes Hie heal
It is a matter of fancy about tin- setter.
Just now
walch dog by far.
the red Irish are most in favor.
is

Jones, Syracuse, N. Y.—Can you give a recipe that will prevent the
and burning by the sun of the face, neck and hands, when
one uot accustomed to water occasionally goes out for a day's lishing I
Ans. The only preventive we can suggest is the havelock worn by
soldiers in tropical climates. The best remedy for sun-burn Is cold
cream. Your hands may be partially protected by an old pair of lingerless kid gloves, but lishing, shooting and lighting are best done •' with
blistering

gloves off."
C. J. G., Lebanon Springs.— 1. Will conical base metal shells do as
Will
good shooting with less powder than the canunou metal shells?
not the single barrel breeeh-loatUuf -hot-gun, manufactured by Hyde.
witl any gun made, considering
Shattuek * Co., compare [at
itj
4. Are the
price? 3. When a riile -kicks'' does it impair its shooting.'
rifles manufactured by Forehand h Wadswoitb, oi Worcester (Allen
patent) reliable tirst class rirtes? Ans. 1. There is a diversity of opinion
3. No.
4
regarding that question and we cannot decide it. B, Yes.
_>.

reached bj European and N. A.

It.

P..,

or by rail

Am\teuii, I''ishervillc.-F.vety spoilsman has
could uot
,i,

hi.

Many

The shells you
induced to use anything but the V. M. C.
„.,
,.,.,;
have been perfectly sailed lo the chamber of your
lie

i

,i

I

fromEastport

his lavorite shell.

i

i.'

tei

:

'i

-

'a

'<•
i

I

^pringfleld.—Would theopciainai

F. E..

"i

|.

.-.-,

ne-

iujure the bunting

Should hue to know the elTecM Aus. Mot ii the anIn u., adult case u usually enervates the
py.
spayed while a
animal and ol course impairs its usefulness. The operation should be
qualities oi a BlnjB
.

i

i

3 only

by a

JaS. Kot, Sharon.

skillful operator.

Pa— The close season

for black bass in Pen
of the Chenango river which

I,..!,] to July 1. That pan
divides Chin from your State can bo flshed On he Ohio side at any time,
black bass ashing.
Its has no law regulating
W. M. E., Cambridge, Mass.— We should recomuicnd a boa; m E bj
Weight, 2.-. lbs cost, J3.>.
nit. N. Y.
J.H. Pa I,,,ist,:-40.
For paper canoe, address
i

,

1

-

Waters

&

.

;

,,

Sons, Troy, N. Y.

Decatur
C. W., Indianapolis.— 1. Are there lake rrout caught near
properly c'alled trout? >.
Ala., which resemble brook trout? or what are
lowhul part of a lake is the best, lishing to be found when the wind is

Yes.
To.Ni.EV, Berlin, Wis.— 1. Is there any difference between buEheads
and cattish? 8. Are there wo species of cafiish? Fishermen here on
the Fox River claim thai (.notwithstanding arguments which, I think, I
have seen in your paperi the bullhead will average about one pound
each, while the cattish weigh from ten to thirty pounds. Please enlighten? Ans. Tn.-i-e a,-,- in
West, the common mud-cat, a small, worthless tish, found iu ponds, and
.
the lake or channel cat, which ,,
waters 01 Hi! appej
in the Sooth
Mississippi, grows to weigh even one hundred pounds,
and southwest there are seven varieties of catfish. The mud-eat is
often called a bullhead.
i

>". and S?
Ans
coming from the NW„ the lake lengthwise) running
b'rates saf.ii.jii/es.
2. The wind will make
1, They are the black bass,
i

I

Hi

lo

'.-..,

i,

,

E.G.

.T.

J.,

Danielsonville,

Conn.—

U

Ji

-

gn

i

I

spend

Mountain region during &ugu
bo
p
to advise inc. throng
Hi
bl
papei
be likely to lin.l in and about bake \\ inn,-,, isseo"

fliesfor that locality?

Canyon recommend

a

few weeks
v,.u

iron

in

be kind

3.

Yes.

a

tl

bi

i

.,.

•

,.,

,
|

1

i

1

any res

of

.i,

ii

,,i

„o.
ie
i'"
s
r DC in
r
id
-; ui.
'J iui'il query we decline
to answei
di-criminate between our advemsers.
i

.

o.i,,.t

i.

i

-

bl

nhar and fatal Bharsj
pi
The principal symptoms areas follows A hacking
ina- in this village.
cough, stoppage at the n..-ini
Khicti compels the atiiinal
moiiiii. Rimniiigati
It the
»yi
a fierce glare of tie
Feverish condition of the system and a vapid shrinkage of flesh, a valn or belonging to H. J. Run von. Esq.. is dying to-night.
I have
two valuable setters anil fear they may become victims. Aus. The symptoms are such as ordinarily indicate the presence of worms,
',,-t n
Ige the worms and so will areca nut. but the latter acts by inflaming the bowels. It is not remarkable that the disease should be
ui, at.
Where the method of transmission is known we might explain

Babylon.— A

J. B.

i.

•

,

,

-

.

I

I

I

I

I
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i
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i
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Wllj

is Iiol.

it

F. A. T., Cincinnati, Ohio.— 1. Which is the better material for a fine
breech-loader (shot-gun), laminated or Damascus steel ?
2. is it true
that a 10 bore will shoo! stronger and closer than a
bore gun ? ::. is

u

too heavy for a 12 gauge breech-loader for general use— to shoot
every kind id game you come to— at all seasons ? .|. is it any sign of
canker in the ear that my pointer has a great deal of wax or secretion
In Ills ears ? I wash them out and apply sulphate of copper in solution,
but the secretion quickly accumulates again. The dog has no other
nker. He shakes his head when the solution Is put in. 5.
Does feeding meat, this season of the year promote canker iu the ear?
Ans. 1. Damascus steel. 2. No ; either can be bored to shoot close. 3.
No. 4. No. 5. No.

C—

i-'.
Will you please lei me know what bait is best r..r sea bass?
4 a good nine for them ?
Can you tell me how to gel i,. >, -i.eand the Cinders? In what depth of water do weakilsh run In this
"
"
'"
Should they be lished for with a float? What size
eai I
book should be used for sea bass? ABB, OySter 6a] i- re,
SohteSlde Railroad from Hunters Point.
Sea bass are ,, season m)w
and will he all siiinnier. The Cinder bed is about two miles east of Fira
Island Light
the great South Bay.
Weak lish in the above bay are
found in the channels; generally there is so much current running thai a
float cannot be used.
Your lishing tackle dealer will post you on honks.

Is ,lu

i.,

.

,,

:

.'

'

,

m

C. M., Niagara Falls.—We have a very valuable mnckiug bird which
has diseased feet, caused probably by the perches and bottom of cage
not being kept clean from ihe droppings. Would you please say whatto do for him? Aus. We have seen a similar ease cured by nutting a
fresh sod in ihe bottom of the cage every morning for two weeks.
Scnrf can be removed from the legs of fowls by soaking the legs in
warm water and then applying sulphur ointment, or the olnliuenl, of
green iodide of mercury. This scurf has been examined microscopically with great care by Dr. Jloxen and Mr.Tegetmeir, who have ascertained that, it. depends on the presence of a minute ana-tot allied to the

human subject. Another recipe is: sulphur, 2 ozs. ;
oz.
train oil, enough to paste ; apply with
haul, rubbing well lu. Allow ii to remain three days, then wash
off with good soap suJs, repeating the dressing as often as is necessary
itch .used, iu the

charcoal, pulverized,

8,

t

;

G. A..

New York.—Will

irs-meli barrels. 12 bore,

yon pleaso tell me whether yon consider 20 or
capable Of giving satisfaction as a general e in.

would get a Baker 4-barrcled gnn for? If 28-ineh barrels
would give good results, whole gun would only weigli about 8 pounds,
and
would not want it heavier, unless necessary to get good shooting.
,,,
As applied to trout Hies, whal color do yon mean when yon S]
al.Mie? Also lo what pari do you apply the term seme ? Also what
I always
part do you call the feet ?
supposed Ihe feet was the bristling
pall. and. as I understand it. seine means bristly.
Is Ha lock's "fja,

in

,

i

,

I

'.-

f>

Ans.

ready v-r?

i.

An excellent gun for general use wpii

pounds and 3S-inch barrel. The Baker gun would
er.iMe if you had much use for the rifle, as in the Rocky Mountains, or
in Florida. 2. Hyaline and sub-hyaline are shades of that indefinite
color -en in the wings of the ordinary housefly. The definition lo hyaline Is -alassy," '•crystalline." 3. Setae are he I,,,-;, liall
DI
can include the feet among thetn, ir yon
body, and you
lie
please. Thefisn will hardly notice the technical difference. 4. HalIi is a
look's "Gazi ::-• i" will probably be ready in three weeks.
work
oi iiiu.il magnitude, and wiU repay the disappointment can:--,
itlon.
month's dela] in Its promised
i

8

i

1

I.

I

W. H. JIili.eb, Sterling Run.—I have a setter that has been out of
condition for a year or more. Appetite poor, coat rough, dog poor iu
flesh; Often howls, making a very dismal noise while apparent
asleep. Eyes disciiargc a dark, thick matter. What do you think
would be good tor him?

some of

1

would

numerous readers

Hie

art ol shooting

on the wing, as

some

like

instructions from

you or

of FoitEST a.nu Stiie.ui in regard to the
have read several books on the subject,

1

r;
Some say shoot with both eyas
Sane say throw the guu to shoulder
head Of the bird, Mjrt lire just as soon as the breech of the gun
touches the shoulder; others say throw guu to shoulder and follow the
bird up until overtaken. As I am just learning [.o."shoot on the wing I
would like to shoot right. Will you please answer plainly so I cannor
i\e your dog areca mil, or otherwise treat him
be mistaken. Aus.
any doctor in your
fot norms, lien tonics, such as quinine and iron
p is n,
vicinity ciiu led you lie quantity to be giv.-n.

and each one has a different tl
op- n. and others one eye shut.
ii

i .;

;

i

I

to Instruct

,

any one hen to shoot living.

Rumuaker, and

a

-

ntulo

Mr. Dalziell Dugall, the great
on fluid sp.rrts, insists that one

show wuii ho
yvneu you drive a nan n-iii a hammer you take aim at the nail ;
one eye shut and you yvill tin that you will freqii-iiiiy mi.sa
ii,
bongali contends it, is the same iu shooting birds, ami «.
wilh him. The best shot we ever B8.W shot from the hip without
hi ,i one eye. In shooting II ring the best iuiiil- is deliueiiii ,;,
to attain this go out yvith an unloaded gun and snap caps at the birds
should

,

-

-

-

.

i

•

1

.

.

.

,

i

-o.o,i.

try

it

yyith

I

.

you conquer the Hurry so natural

to tyros In

uidthi suitable

od ••'.
Wiunepisscog.s- do not lake the
a concl

'.,

lie-

i!i

—Undoubtedly one of the best and cheapest

sio.-ks of

Cm

Aus. 1. The lake trout of Lake
Brook trout, can be caught in the v-ie.nety.
Better send yourordet
any tackle dealer in Boston or New York ii you want an outfit of flies,
ill
2. The best information on angling and fly-hsluiig in Ain,
found inHallock's Sportsmati'silazetieei.lor sale M this office and bj all

Washington -,
Boston
W. Adams
will take special pains to please any
..I the flriu, and
is the
of our friends calling upon him, or wilh any orders seut him. It is u

booksellers after the middle of July.

good, reliable

fly.

to

cloths, Mailings, etc. lo
•Ions'

w Sons
sportsman
11.

l'n

i

ing gunmakers.

oi

','.

For the saute amount of money how do
compare with English and French makers? An

.-

-

until

1

I

fishmg?

.hllerei.ee.

changed
H, G. C„ Indianapolis .— l. Can the angle of a gun stock be
I have a line Dougall the stock of which
by •• steaming and bending?"
or one inch.
8. Ii so what will it cost?
is too straight by three-fourths,
he change be permanent? Aus. l. Yes. 2. Ask our advertis3. Will

I

the Willie

enough
will

re plenty!

,

;

i

of setter

,,,

,,

,.

coi

of this region?

,u

foryonug poultry? Any other advice will be thankfully reAns. The food is all right try change of ground.

Snipe, New York City.— 1. Can Barnegal Inlet or its neighborhood be
readied lo, sreuiiiboat now? -2. is Mi. -re -in\ snip,- sliooliug there at
this time of the year? 3. Is tli-o
:.
ages
Shi
B. L. gun, formerly advertised in the I\ii:i-:sy ...no .-t.ikim, hi this .ny ?
Ans. l. No. 2. Somewhat late. B, N. W. Robil aou, 19
bamberf at,
I

W, H. C, Brooklyn.—When is tlie woodcock

shol

,,,.,

i

i

1

localttiea

contains over 5,000 of them, in
from Labrador to Alaska, and from Florida

zerteer."

p,,i,

piac

-

C.

Thome, MeFarhme 4 Co.

youa

t

i

i

shol

,

Ii

'i

C. A. D., Sing Sing, N.

ceived.

lions.

',

...

trout

use for

Tor general

|

map

a

n

-

New York.— We

S. B.,

P..

au.yoii inform

i

'

eal

,

the proprietor's death.

best food

to (Correspondents.

h

m

J. P.,

Please direct all letters for the above powder to Neponset, Muss.
Cupt. Bogar.lus and Ira Paine, are using my powder. Carl Dittsiar.

.,,

toj

'

sociation of

Manufacturers, Go Fnlton Street, N. Y.

^lunvcrn

setfcej

J.

F. S.

MaLLESON,

Philadelphia.— My

s,.

P.,Goshen.— Will yon kindly inform me where I •mi
Bttl
,-r's mange cure? It being Sent to me by a friend I have lost the address
of the place where it was purchased and wish lo obtain another bottle.
Ans. We do not know who makes and sells P.uller'.s mane ii •-

of their assertions.

1

!

,,

'srHseianKii," Philadelphia.— Ho. is u hurl a young setter dog to hunt
him on woodcock before being broke
Ans. As the mode of
Snipes
hunting the two birds is quite diuerent we Bjjould
Una)
trained first oh the species which be is to generally hum.

T.

—

In reply to the damaging
our customers and the public
reports which have been circulated respecting the quality of
onr split bamboo rods, by "dealers" who are unable to compete
with us at our reduced prices, we have issued a circular wdiicb
we shall be pleased lo mail to any address, proving the falsity

To

W.

P.

powder and

;

recommend

ui ,

probably grow as

,

,

iiuigtoii

Washing

Ma«.— Wi.

,

',ou

liei

m be procured

,

for

ov

:ii,
isl two days, otherwise he is web: what ouu be done for hnu?
[oi
Ans. Give him a mild purgative, say of east. •roil, ami feed him lightly.

I..

S, G. Heed, J. C. Ainsworthand W. B. Blaekwell returned
from down the river last, week wilh (97 trout tone day's
They were taken
eaieli), ranging from
to 2 pounds each.
in a small tributary of the Dechui.es River, on the line of the

L.

gnn

Adi

will nor

01

I

-

•

E

id

,

i

T. U, s.. rharlestown,

for three
Alls.

...-.

,

i

They

;i.

,

Ivei

a

true.

tal

i

in their uai

I,,

G. n. R-, Gaiusville, Texas— Where can I get a copy
Report or Texas birds? Ans. canuol say. Betterg
bookseller to hunt. Dr. Cones' Pirds .-i 1,,

bar.

Kinney Bro.'s fishing boats eaptured about four thousand
salmon one night, last week. One of llepbuin & Gee's boats
wiw carried over the bar a, week ago Sunday night, and was
picked, up at sea by the barque Forward, 40 miles from the
Mi
The men and part of the net were saved, and brought in
all right.
The idea of drifting 4U miles from mainland in a
small open boat, is not very comfortable; and that these men
Should have escaped a watery grove is strange, but. yet it is

be

•

bul if

C. s. j., Meshoppeti,

ouraelf.— Ed.

;:

i

<

|

W.—Please

W.

In the

lu
da Ki
-and Gal. salmon I:.
me of our small lakes in
Ihis vpjinity and we are anxious. Ans. Expcrti
illfornla

— probably In September.
C.

salmon from California propa-

ill

and

iiiforuia

,
i

not,

«

i

small inland lakes iu Wisconsin, and will

,,,,,

i

and stopping a few days amoiig the Grayling trout,
terel and oHier denizens of the beattfifttl lakes
and sparkling streams of our northern shore.
Valley City.
l'.-iiKk.-v.

[ULMAi:E.--"U r e shall show onr faith

S2f>
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num.

Co.,

house— [-1 dr.

I

in

the

I.

uited Slate,

is

tha
I
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:
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and stream.

LADIES OUT-DOOR COSTUMES.

sight- or

selves

IT

may

safely be

assumed

which many

that even in this age,

people are fond of calling mercenary and prosaic, there are
nun, generally young in years, to whom WOllien appear as they
did to the

young

forlorn Teulolsdrockli.

Of him

is

it,

recorded

that "As yet he but saw them flitting past, in their many-colored uiigcl-phituage: or hovering unto and inaccessible on the
outskirts of iEs the tic Tea; all of air they were, all soul and form;

whose hand was the
invisible Jacob's ladder, whereby man might mount into very
heaven." It is this " many colored angel plumage" which we
intend here to examine, and in regard to the ariangerncnt and
disposal of which we have a few suggestions to offer.
It is
not, however, to it as it appears "on the outskirts of ^Esthetic
Tea" that attention is to be directed.
There are indoor and outdoor costumes, and it is the plumage
seen on the race-course, on the j'acht, on the mountainside
and at the butts which will mainly engage us. There are fashso lovely, like mysterious priestesses, in
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pose exactly,

peared to obviate the necessity of skirts.
The extra fatigue
thereby entailed is very considerable, and there are at- least two

worthy of the consideration of those who intend to seek
the hills and forest.
The first of these is the knickcrbocker,
Styles

which may be modified

into the zouave.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Tlntmiay, June 81.—Trotting: Madison, Ind.; Elmira, N. Y.; Albany,
Runft, v.; Tinker City, Pa.; Akron. O.; Grand Rapids; Dover, N. H.
ning Meeting at Cleveland. Base Ball: Chicago vs. Hartford, at Brooklyn St Louis vs. Boston, at Boston Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia; Cincinnati vs. Cricket, at Binghamton Mutual vs.iRed Caps,
at .Janesviile; Buckeye vs. Manchester, at Manchester; Hobokenvs.
Enterprise, at Centennial Ground ; Quickstep vs. Jasper, at Manhattan
Keystone vs. Witoka, at Capitoline Ground. State Sportsmen's Convention, Bench Show of Dogs, Pigeon Shoot and Rifle Match, at Syra;

;

cuse Bench Show of Dogs at Cincinnati Eighth Annual Meeting of the
Richmond Ritle Association, at Danville, Canada.
Dover, N. H. BaseBall
Frkliuj, Jnne 22.—Trotting Grand Rapids
Harvard VS. Yale, at Cambridge; Osceola vs. Mohawk, at Stapleton
ttsfield
Flats, S. I.j Howard vs. Broekton, at New Be.
tennial Ground
eye, at Pittsfleld; Enterprise vs. Fly Away
;

;

:

;

Convention, as
Stt e Spi
Blar vs. St. Louis, at Syracuse.
above, at Syracuse Bench Show of Hogs at Cincinnati.
Saturday, Jnne 23.— Base Ball: Star vs. St. Louis, at Syracuse;
Witoka re. Osceola, at Capitoline Ground Metacomet vs. Brockton, at

l

pants have been adopted by some, but iu point of appearance
such a costume is far inferior to the others.
In any case a
round hat, or a Dartyy simply trimmed will be both comfort-

The

able and' appropriate.

plaid or plain.

;

New Bedford; Quickstep vs. Harlem, at Melrose; Germantown vs.
Rivingtou, at Rivington, N. J. Regalia of the Seawanhaka Yacht
Club; State Sportsmen's Convention, as above, at Syracuse ; Bench
Show of Dogs at Cincinnati.
Mum/ai), June 25.—Base Ball: Teeumseh vs. St. Louis, at London,
Can.; Buckeye vs. Auburn, at Auburn; Enterprise vs. Delaware, al
Port Jervis.

June

rvesiUu!,

la.; Jacfcsc

Running Meeting
Regatta of liana
tue Frontier Kli

Louis vs. Chicago
ville vs.

Ran lord

;.—Trotting: Catskill, N. Y.; Hhaca, N. Y.J Marshy IIY
i, Mich-; St. Petersburg, Pa.; Fleetwood Park, N.
tttUocUeBter, Regatta of the Hudson Yaclit Club;
and Columbia at Springfield. Annual Sleeting of
Association at Durham, Canada. Base Ball: St.
S
at Chicago; Cincinnati vs. Boston, at Boston Louisat Brooklyn.
;

1

;

,

s

27.—Trotting as above

;

Running Meeting

at

Eo-

Chester.

—Col. F. C4. S., formerly Field EdLtor of the'.Turf, Field
and Farm, and now on the staff of the consolidated Forest
and Stream and Rod and Gun, has gone to Cincinnati as
and correspondent, Col. 8. proposes to
visit the springe of the two Virginias, where no douht his
many Mends will give him a warm welcome. The season
over, he will extend his travels into Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alahama, and possibly Louisiana.
their special agent

—Among

other valuable features of Hallock'fl forthcoming

Sportsman's Gazetteer,
ties in

it

coutnius over 5,000 specified local-

North America where sportsmen can go and

directions

how

to get, there.

fish,

with

material for a dress

may

be cither

The- most artistic

is that- which best becomes
the wearer and harmonizes best with the place when; it is to
Possibly lite most, important item of all is the boot.
be worn.

Those with cork soles and low heels will be found the lightest
and coolest, and it is fortunate that those long in the foot arc
most fashionable. This change has, in all likelihood, arisen
from the increase among ladies of a propensity for out-door
exercise which demands a shoe, roomy, but, not too large. The

on the

be carefully avoided, as a boot wliieh moves

inevitably produces blisters

foot-

names of the outdoor amusements
The poet's discriminating praise,

in
it

which

ladies in-

observed.

will be

demand consideration, and should we

be found to lack the other qualities necessary for the proper

we have taken upon ourselves, we have
form of experience which consists of ample op-

fulfilment of the duty
at least that

portunities for observation and comparison.- As a last prewe would point out to our fair readers that while we
do not like seeing them reduced to helplessness when out of
doors by reason of absurd costumery, still we have no wish to
see them hideous if such be possible.
The styles we uphold
are those in which the graceful is combined with the useful.
We. do not remember a season when, taking them all in all, the
styles for ladies' costumes were prettier than they are for the
present summer.
We congratulate them upon the fact, and

liminary,

—

made

also congratulate ourselves since our task is thereby

much the more
THE

AND POLO

We give these the preference,
either place are hut a slight
It is

displayed.

On

A gentleman,

because the styles suitable for

remove from those worn

at

home.

the race-course ladies are conscious

when from

their carriage seats,

tliat

they

and under

The excursion extended over three weeks,
and yet not a single lady had mi ire laggage than she could carry
in a Shawl strap.
The trip was most, enjoyable toall concerned,
and one part of the moral may be said to lie, never leave home
without a shawl strap!
According to the old idea a mountain
1

of Saratogas was essential to a lady-traveler's dignity and hapThis may In:, bul.it was none the less a bugbear to
have gentlemen companions, be they brothers or friends. The
result v*as that it was impossible, for ladies fully to accompany

piness.

gentlemen; that

is to say, to go wherever Ihcy went, and with
the same facility, and the more sensible soon rebelled and began to regrcl that they too could not step iuto a barbershop
and emerge renovated. The general rule now is, the less baggage the better: a black silk will always remaiu a standing fa-

among lady travelers. This season there is a novelty.
Some man of genius invented "bunting," an all-wool fabric

vorite

good

either for the road or the seaside, for wet- weather or dusty
weather, and possessing every essential property of summer suit-

ing.

comes

It

back to the bottom of the outskirt was a row of white plat tings
which gave the costume an almost startling effect. The bonnet was of white straw, with a white feather and scarlet rose.
Another costume almost equally striking consisted of a white
[.earl oi-.ty striped -ilk, trimmed with white lace beaded
.iti.l
witli scarlet ribbon, and having scarlet cord laid along the
Scarlet .and yellow roses and autumn leaves decorated
seams.
a neat hat of brown straw, and the parasol was black, lined and
edged with scarlet. In a third the skirt was a plaited tulle, and
the overskirt and basque of white open embroidery; the while
straw hat was gracefully turned up in front where it- was lined
with blank velvet and mixed leaves and flowers of green and
white, and further ornamented on the top with white silk and a
fawn colored feather; the parasol matched the feather and was
covered with white raised work. These three will answer output-pose in giving an idea of the extent to which gayety of cos
lume may permissibly be carried on such occasions. The wile
if rule there were, appeared, to be to employ the colors best
suited to the wearer's style and complexion in producing the
The favorite hat Mas a gra Ci fill -imost, effective contrasts.
There
jaunty while straw, decorated with a white feather.
were, however, several of unquestionable beauty ami taste in
si raws of various colors.
T1IIC MOUNTAINS AM) woods.
The present, is the time for monnlaiueering and exploring
the recesses Of the WOOds, before the grass lias been scorched by
the sun of summer, 01' the .leaves take on the hues of aultumi.
As we turn to these forms of exercise, suggestive as they are

and beauty, fashion almost sinks out

of

two

skirts,

and are certainly the best.
Cotton and lisle
much worn. The latter, with three or

four buttons, areas expensive us kid,

and useful for summer wear.
eral other very useful materials,

but,

are

more com fori able

Besides bunting there are sev-

few

things surpass all-wool

and camel's hair cloth of light quality is a conThe primary qualification is that the material
shed dust. Although the costumes for other purposes may

serge, or rep

stant favorite.

and carefully as though an evening reOn Saturday
last the display of beauty and finery at Jerome Park was
simply gorgeous. The Club-house bluff resembled a parterre
One
of flowers, from which we cull one or two specimens.
lady's dress was of dark blue silk, with upper skirt of white
From the neck down the
blue satin and trimmings to match.

brown, green and other shades
consist either of poljacket and simulated vest, in
The round hats of various styles are tinblue,

The costume may

thread gloves are very

will

of health, strength

dark

in

both light and dark.

onaise and skirl, or of

The movement seems now to have culminated, which induces them to appear to the best advantage, ami to study
their dress as critically

fishermen, lately described

of ladies.

Hie excitement of the sccasion, they look across the "turf."

ception or the opera were their destination.

kuown among

well

wluch he and several others were accompanied by a

a trip iu

number

niest popular,

GBOTJNp.

probable that in no previous season were such costumes

are seen at their best

It is

being paid to shape, in which alone beauty con-

is

the Breton style.

pleasant.

P.ACE-COtTRSK

and soreness.

TBAVEl-ING.

i

;

In cither ease the

weight of he skirt is entirely done away with, and the wearer
enjoys the most perfect liberty Of action.
The blouse and

the stanza suit our present pur-

the substitution for the seasons in the last line,

these things imperati very

so

;

is

make

demi-train is manifestly out of place on the croquet ground,
or the river bank. "We have now reached the season when

we

Western Manager.

Business Manager.

required to

is

A

whatever, intended for publication, must be accompanied with real name of tie writer as a guaranty of good fait h,
and lie addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Names will not be published if objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.
Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money
remitted to us is lost. No PERSON whatever is authorized to collect
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
undersigned. We have no Philadelphia agent.

al-

sists.

based upon the fact of the adored one's dresses not only becoming her, but being fit or suitable for the season. The first
aim, therefore, iu choosing an outdoor costume is fitness.

To Correspondents.

that

most say the majority, who prefer the ordinary short walking
costume to any of Ihc more daring innovations which have ap-

some regard

in her attire doth show her wit,
doth sowed become her;
every season she hath dressings lit,
For Winter, Spring and Summer."

Love

It

is

AU communications

is

wauled are

we might

comforting, however, to find that the old mistake of deeming
a small foot necessarily a pretty one, is disappearing, and that

dulge.
21, 1877.

are

lathes,

latter fault is to

of the

YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE

What

There are many

F,,r

NEW

perforce adapt them-

les

general sentiment

handsome does."

that

compliment, could be paid to a woman than that addressed by
an anonymous poet to his mistress:

pos-

No advertisement or business notice of an Immoral character will be
received on any terms.
".*Anv publisher inserting our prospectus as above one lime, with
brief editorial notice calling attention thereto, and sending marked copy
to us, will receive the Forest amd Stream for one year.

sn

forth.

circumstances,

and keeps her eye upon " the eternal fitness of things, " will
achieve the greatest- triumphs. In point of attire no greater

sible.

town,

appears

to

"Handsome is

be gay in color,

it is

advisable in selecting a traveling dress to

choose something dark and quiet Ui tone, lightened, if thought
desirable, by trimmings of blighter tints.
Dresses arc worn

high iu the neck, and collars and cuffs are linen, the former
close and high.
Dusters are of linen, cut. either in the Princess shape, or to resemble" the Dlster, long

and belted

at the

The main object to be kept iu view is that the suit
such that the lady can as nearly as possible dispense

waist.
shall be

with baggage.
RIDING,

As a consequence

of the increasing attention paid

by

ladies

within the past few years to riding, a closer attention has also
been paid to equestrian costumes. A handsome lady seated
on horseback is in one of the most fascinating positions she
can assume. Riding is, moreover, recognized as one of the
most healthy and exhilarating of all recreations. Next to

being able to ride well
simple reason,

much

gives as

we

place the art of dressing well, for a

viz., that the

amusement

is

one of the few which

pleasure to the observer as to the fair eques-

AU the grace possessed

by a lady is inevitably
the dress and movement demanded by riding.

trian herself.

brought out in
In regard tp costume, the question has reference rather to what

most elegant than to what is most fashionable. Taste haB
been remarkably coservative upon the point. A high standard was set up a very long time ago, and though may be modlias never been Surpassed jn any change of the essentials
ified
is

it.

il

Alterations to suit personal requirements are

of the habit.

quite permissible, but they have only been slight.

ing skirt

is

made narrow, gored and

devices formerly
required.

Dark green

The basquethroat,

I

resorted to for

The Bow-

nol over long, so that, the

keeping

it.

down

are no longer

cloth, or velvet or black velvet, are used.
fit Hug and should be high at the
and with long flaps behind like those

requires careful

ight in the sleeves

of a coat, decorated with buttons variously arranged. Another
style

of

basque

chemisette.

low cut

It

dresses.

is

open in front and is worn with a linen
from the prevailing fashion of
silk hat and sash is always in fash-

arose probably

The high

"

"

FOREST AINU STREAM.

i»i all
ie pn Iter Lire smaller and uitatoi joektov
Others weai Hie SilinslwrDII^I, ilWQ which there is n

hat,

to»riding eoBtumc, although ttsopcnfacwraokcs

it

ii

i

Au improvement,

method

Any summer material may be used, but, with
ist, we would give the preference to white.

of carrying the dress lias bfeeifeffeeted by the introducand a cord, by means of which it (tan be pulled tip
any height tiud held before mounting and after dismounting.
Gold and silver plated buttons, or other kinds in Contrast with
tion of rings

to

The

the material;- embellish the costume.

ranged

Willie as

Wliite

hair should be ar-

most Simple fashion and with an eye

in the

With such

to theavoid-

uaseetfljj accident.
Jewelry is, as a rale, to be
avoided, although solitaires in the ears produce a tine effect
with a dark costume.
Chatelaine ehauis are useful on a long

al

is

it

STATE

eft side of the skirl,

Hum
inji

Hie

<|ir;!\

wine."

would

require

them occasionally

led last week by
New York m-xlfHes. The
navy blue
made in the Breton style with jacket vest andtwf
The vest was ecru bunting, and the sa ne shade wa
Skil'CS.
used, for abroad sailor collar.
The trimmin; were of thi
body material in both colors, and a profusion of pearl buttons
the
flashed
ornamentation. The skirt was short and narrow,
verj beautiful yachting

one of the
bunting,

i

au

1

had two rows

The

upper

knife plailings in blue edged with ecru.

of

skirt

a

liad

but

narrower and
round and trimmed with both

like plaiting

was

The

similarly edged.

bat

shades of the dress fabric. Such a cos! ume is simple, useful,
very picturesque and exceedingly appropriate for yatching.

We give this particular

description merely as au illustration, and

i

the great novel-

and

rictly

simple costume.

nils in air.

New York

in

coming

to the wearer.

uathtxo.
Rver since Aphrodite rose frpm, the foam

more or less intimately

woman

associated with the sea.

ing to Holmes, the gods sold out their frippery
ing Jew, Venus

came
JEM an

of M-aso
will prir
will obli

We

the very best, witness against law breakers.
the address in full next week.
Our crowded space

is

c adoption Of be Secretary and Treasurer's reports,
clubs were admitted to membership, viz:
The
Long Is nd Shooting Club, of Brooklyn: the Amsterdam
Sportsm 'S Club, of Amsterdam
the Lewis County Sportsiciaiiou, at Low vi lie, and Borne Sportsmen's Club,
M-e:: ;. It was then voted to hold the next convGtttionat
Buffi
under the auspices of the Forester Club. The followofficers
were elected
ing
Dr. It. V. Pierce, Buffalo, Pres't
John .1. Flanagan, of Dtica, and Hon. John Vanderburgh, of
Clyde. Vice-Prcs'ts; John B. Sage and John B. Green, of Buffalo, Secretaries, and S. M. Spencer, Treasur
resolution
Section 5 of the Constitution was

After
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ing
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many
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frccdoi n

may answer

it

Another

water.

At

of a long coarse
altogether inadeitSpU!

isof a

dj

to the

and banded at the bottom. A third style was br<rought
more recently, and consists of a tight fitting wooler
it;
was not generally adopted. The object of all
npede

make swimming

possible, tq

A

the punctilious.

and

feasible,

combination of the two

styles presents itself as the best solution of the difficulty,

last

t.

e.,

have the upper garment as loose as is consistentwith perfect
freedom, and to have the limbs encased in coverings tight
to

enough

to

permit of their unrestrained
SIIOO'I

From
shade

is

A'phrodite-

we

AXD

IXG

turn to

use.

FISUrXG.

Duma

Yi-Atrix.

Liuen of any

probably [the best general material for the above pur-

poses, or at least

when Diana

is

inclined to

whip the stream.

In cool weather dark camel's hair is the tirst to be recommendLinen has the advantage of always being amenable to
ed.
the cleansing processes of

ttie

laundry.

Gloves arc desirable

to keep the liands from being tanned, and a broad brimmed
may here safely
hat will be required to keep off the sun.

We

be guided by their own judgment. For shooting, the mountaineering suit will be suitable, although it is
caimble of being improved by the substitution of a short jacket,
cave ladies

to

and leggings or high boots for knickerbockers. The urgency
for any novelties for this purpose is not very pressing.
AUCnEKT.
" Who can deny that bows and arrows arc among Ike pretlest weapons in the world for feminine forms to play with?
They prompt attitudes full of grace and power, where that
tine concentration of energy seen in all marksmanship is treed
from associations of bloodshed. " Such are the opinions of
We are far removed from the olden times of
George. Eliot
bow-and- arrow warfare. Although at Chevy-Chase
" Our English areliers

Then
At the

•

Wild

tew

week,'

lure, a

to
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Uuiv/ersity,

took a bold a

jo,

he study of hi

who

is

re*-

teacher of ccimparativc anatomy, and'

of Cornell

•.vorile

the idea of anato

all that,

same character

of Cambridge,

id

opening lee-

in his

enthusiastic position as;

and deprecated
argued that there was nobat they
.j..u nwdu
must <Ii.VVH.JO'
""-,) luugy
always.

specialty, inatomy,

being dry.

He

such bins
.~j bon<
u in nat — __ dry
be regarded as covered with complex tissues endowed
with:
vital power.
lie spoke of the dissecting room as a, means
t»
the end— a place for study, not recreation—a place to be reI

._.._.,.._._,,

..

by idealizing the cold corpse and looking forward to the*
end in view.
He argued that there is a Science ofanatomyas well as an art
of anatomy, that the science of anatomy
comprehends the idea.
of n. comparison in structure between different
animals and a
vered

great

a study of the relationship of homologous forms as they arepresented in animals thai saioncs cannot take in the idea
of
any one species without knowing the relation of that of other

The art o! anatomy is the intimate knowledge of anatomical structure which forms the basis of the science
of anHe graphically pictured the use of
know]edge, and in urging the necessity of Hie slat idy of
comparative
species.

atomy.

anatomy fora

m

correct tinders-,
jiiig of any one species showed
that the study of one single species might lead
to positively;
i-oneous ideas as to the nature of partioul ar points
of strnc-

tore,

because no anatomical fact could be „..
ixamined without
it linked to other, facts which
proclaim great truths and!

finding

lira, is

were

lirsl llit'til,

of

It is only by pushing the researches;
domain
tnpa
u&tomy that we gain confi;e in the omnipr
rder and ha mony in the
dopment of organized structures,
iled to erect
upon solid ground the whole editiei
science in

Which

ankles,

yet, to satisfy
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Sioneer

Prof. B. G.

lectures are of the
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In some cases human anatomy, considered alone, not only falls short of the whole truth, but

,

lient ilieir
gfloilttiiit

hows,
true;

arrows seal,

full fourscore Scots tliey slow,

'

8|)n

problem of
never be
tomy. lie
ere persons always ready

showed that hum
understood without a knowledge of c nparative
In short, he

life.

with propriety

blouse belted at the waist, with pantaloons reaching

as

garded as the

is

lale Prof.

principles of anatomy.

he might have sup-

devices have been tried.

quate to the occasion, although

little

tli

into the

not with an example,

some places abroad the dress consists simply
blue flannel gown and oilskin cap. This is

action as

readers of this journal will be interested in

as those of

1

plied the ladies of to-day with a

it

many

the

concerns his welfare-,

be positively misleading.

lathing costume, in
•ipliou,

still

the National Medical College to fill the vacancy caused
by the greatly lamented death of Dr. Win. B. Drinkhard, and.
is a valued contributor to FoitKsr axd Stream
I am sure'

as he

;

loo scanty.

lite

has yet to be invented;

my in

may

Possibly the Queen appcare
poet, vouchsafed a

in

A

adopted.
The following clubs

so (rest! au.t jaunty,

event had the

ladies are bathing in

:

losell ?

lia,l slie

W

loo1

all

by numerous works acknowledged as standard author.
by to-day. Dr. Cones was recently elected lecturer on anato-

strated

from November

last.

•'Poor Vol, us: what

The bathing

has been

When, accordto the Wander-

many prominent physicians and
The thorough manner in which he has developed

his subject shows deep research and study.
He has been repeatedly complimented by gentlemen who have been honored
for years in the scientific world and who recognize his
standing as a scientist, as well as his ability as a. naturalist,
demon-

State

1 to February 1, and recommended that
K bob cogniseant of infringements of the game and fish laws
who did not inform against offenders, he expelled from the
local organizations.
He said that game laws should not he
made solely for the benefit of wealthy sportsmen, but for the
purpose of increasing the amount of game and fish so that they
within the reach of all. The bird or fish taken out

quail

in the National Medical College of this

the large class of students, but

Association ami Mr. Setb Green.
lie urged that sportsmen
should secure the passage of a law making the open season for

:

lie laid
down. A very wide scope is alchoosing the style most appropriate and most be-

because no rule can

lowed

anatomy

scientists.

In choosing a materi-

to the exertions of the

on: SPEOIAI oumiEseoxDKNT]

have attracted much attention, and the learned Professor has been listened to with marked attention not only by

SPORTSMEN'S CONVENTION
AT SYRACUSE.

twenty years, owing

flu,

i;v

Washington, D, C, Jmiel. 1877.
admirable course of lectures on zoology and coinparaanatomy, now being delivered by Dr. Elliott Cones,

i.rof

to. I.

While as die whitest lily ou a BtropJNi
might be worn a colored sash anil the other
si

LianiacH

District,

oriiriTO.liiijr sail,

h,u iloats

f];o\l

;

A

ice the deck.

t

a eloml

Anai'o.m'i

live

-*-

law be passed prohibiting the shooting of ruffed grouse, snipe
or duck before September 1
wild pigeons should beprotected
by law until August. He stated that there was more fish in
the waters of the State to-day than there has been for the past

Should the above saying
ways be hue, woman can a|
least best soothe the unlucky flshe
an who has waited in
vain for a bite, and lighten the dis
loiatmcnt of defCSt in
the race.
The sport is more impor
t now than it was some
years ago, and is noble enough to descrv
So
eve a special dress.
many ladies' names arc bestowed uponn yachts, that courtesy
alone

;ts

gleam

"PIIE

New York State
Game, convened
Sumner Corps Hall, on Monday eveuing, 120 delegates
being present. The President, Mr. Greene Smith, called
the meeting to order and delivered an address that was
heartily endorsed by the meeting.
He recommended that a

:

i'

lie

I

r
,

at

i

Fa

Comcacativk

Ei.uott Cotes.

The nineteenth annual convention of the
Association for the Protection of Fish and

At in mi.

been said thai ""Woman brings luck to the fisherman
and Victory to the yachtsman, and certainly the passenger
list is incomplete without
nl sprinkling of
lias

-

Zooi.oov axd

•-•-?

enp or other necessary article, and can bo
dropped with the attachment into a large pocket made on the

'

dresses

well to keep graceful draping in view.

ride for attaching a

v

,She.

a dress

accessories ol a

ancebf any

It

and power.

I

the

in

altitudes of grace'

blie

Gwendolen at
he bulbs very tastefully in a, dress of white
cashmere with a border of pale green, a thin line of gold round
her neck, a hat with a pale green feather and an undescribed
jacket.
Presuming that there arc a few ladies who love a rehcry lor its own sake, the Object in dressing ought to be to
leave the arms free, and to have no super Hn< ais or tlyingAnery,

ISl

pretty alternative.

regard to

in

nrc long and stron-.

would make a

OUR WASHINGTON LETTER.

Even sunn a moderate fcal cmildnardlj be accomplished in
our time withoul am iliii'
tigc lOliot is strictly right

Mm wind or on a gallop. Tin- g1 nvs
FOt the throat n black luce tie is very
becoming, and is, in Riot, admirable with almost any costume.
The boots are high and buttoned, and pantaloons are hsed,
which come dow -a to i.lic lop of ttic boot. The .zouave style
ra
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The arrangements for trap shouting, fly-casting, rifle and
pistol shooting during the coming week are iirsi class in every
respect, and the list of prizes offered are larger and more valuable than those offered at any previous meeting.

The New G-amb Law of New YoeK.—At last, Gov. Robinson has signed the new game law.
Its chief amendments to
the old law are as follows :—
Moose and wild deer can be chased and killed only during
September, October and November, and their meat can be
sold only in those months and in December.
The killing of
fawns in spotted coats at any time is forbidden. It is unlawful
to pursue dcr.r w.th dogs at, any linn; and any person is authorized to shoot a dog in pursuit of a deer.
The killing of a
deer in Suffolk county, Long Island, is forbidden entirely for
five years.

The killing or selling of wild ducks, geese rid brant, is forbidden between May 1 and September 1, and at all times between sunset and davlight, or bv the aid of artificial light.
The killing or selling of woodcock' is forbidden between
January 1 and August 1, except on Long tsland, where the
shooting may begin oil July 3; of black and gray squirrels
between February land August, L, except in Franklin and St.
Lawrence counties; of quail between January 1 and Novemof rabbits between March f and November 1, the use
ber 1
;

of ferrets lo catch rabbits being entirely prohibited,' except
that owners of nurseries may trap thein at any time within
their own territory.
The trapping, netting or snaring of partridges or quail is
irbidden.
Any person may sill or have in his possession a
prairie chicken or quail between January 1 and March 1, and

partridge between January 1 and February 1 without incurring the penalty of the law, on proving thai, they were
killed within the period provided by law, or outside of the
State where the law did not prohibit such killing.
The catching of speckled trout, except in private wafers, by
any means but angling is forbidden, as well as the setting or
drawing of any net in any stream or other water inhabited by
black trout and any person may destroy such a net if it i"«
found.
Speckled trout may be killed, sbld and held in possession only between April 1 and September 1.
No person is
allowed to take any fish by means of a pound or trap in Great
South Bay or Lake Erie. Offenders to lie guilty of a misdemeanor mid to be liable to a fine of $100 or thirty days' imprison
;

nicnt.

The use of any machine or floating battery in shooting wild
fowl
the waters of the Stale, or of any bougluhouse more
than twenty rods from shore is forbidden ; but nothing in this

m

section applies to

Long

Island.

•an

then referred to the fact that the
us that stumbling block of ancients as' well
as
moderns— that execrable conundrum—
Jxrfo?
What is the
use of all this study into details of the lower animals?
They
to repeat to

<M

can never be made of practical service. As well
might wo retort, -What is the use of a baby?"
The lecturer took the
ground, without qualification, that the theory of evolution
is,
true and that its application is universal;
that is to siy, it includes man, his physical origin being directly
and exactly according to the relation of parent to offspring with
ape-like
forms of animal life.
Truth is always worth knowing,

and

we are searchers after truth. 1 Ie argued that, according
to anatomical and zoological facts man is a mammal
of tie- same;
order as monkeys, from which he is a lineal offspring,
and the
researches of the anatomist prove it in the most
convincing
manner. The lecturer thought that if any exchange of
ameni
ties were required we should pay our
compliments to our Simian ancestry and congratulate ourselves upon their
success.
The converse cannot be maintained. AVhy should we fear
the

induction?

we
we

It canuot change us in any way.
We are whit
and cannot be reproached with ancestors oyer whom
could have had no influence. Rather be proud
of our high

are,

He argued that this belief cannot clash with faith,
is above reason; when we begin
to reason about faith
no longer faith.
" My soul's my own, and
I will

position.
for faith
it

is

need

ledil

be, for

my

fail

if

bin God."

He

then diseased briefly the topic of Science
m. Beligion
and argued that scir e had no business to teach
matters of
faith, which were en
ly beyond its ken and scope. It is the
part of honest scienc
recognize limitations of
)
son, and faith

is

science could be

not

mad

tatter of reason.

He

human

rea-

then showed

how

the antagonist, but the most efficient
of true religion, since it affords auun-

it

and noblest liandmaii
broken series of anal
_ es tending directly toward the proof of
some oflhe grandest conceptions of religion.
He argued that
any faith which science could destroy was not
worth having
Science

is the strong ally of true religion,
audits every method,
every purpose, every plan can he made
to subserve the

and noblest

highest;

trims to which a rational human
being can aspire.
Science does not degrade the body, but
redeems it from the.

3
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He argued

i

wondrous

that anatomical science bore directly

the iHeury of cvolutiou, for the evolution of species

is

upon

the de-

yelopmcnt ol toe!* structnra,
••Evolution is true, and in
preaching the doctrine of evolution, which I now give notice
shall do on all proper occasions, I shall tell you the truth, nothing bUt the truth, but not all the truth, for vast truths are yet
I

In these days of unnrccedented activity cernutated in which anatomists are largely
the solution of these problems the anatomist's research is the fountain head of biological Wisdom
When say that evolution is true, ! do not imply that the doctrine in its present shape is the whol
truth, or is entirely free
to be learned.

tain great questions arc

concerned, and

in

1

i

it.

error, but

,11

1

we haveacquired

do say that every item of exact information
respecting fhe'origin of species tends to eon-

firm the probability of the general proposition that the relation

which

!::

:-|>

;:

'vill.ua

j

:n

simply the relation of parent

mental

evideilct' of

11

vl

1

1

u:i

1

s.

sustaint o each other

to offspring,

this has accumtililitd

and

till it

direct

tenders

is

I

u

cannot be logically entertained. The contrary can lie honestly
maintained only in ignorance of the premises or by false reasoning that leads to irrational conclusion.
Those who really

any price have nothing to fear, for truth is
itself.
Those who want only Siifch trill b
as ha|ipens to salt them have everything to fear from the revelations of anatomical science. To desire any particular truths
to the exclusion of any others is thoroughly unscientific and is
a conviction of prejudice which is unworthy of recognition as
a respectable enemy. In science a man lias no business to have
any -wishes or wants respecting the upshot of any problem he
may investigate, for the simple reason that his emotions do not
effect the facts, while hey do influence the judgment; nor has
the desirability of any given theory anything to do with the
tacts. In the special case of the human species neither horn of
the dilemma ispreferable to the other, and if one of the horns
is more agreeable than the other, Unit has nothing to do with the
question which Is the right and which is the wrong horn.
What we are. WO are, whether created by miracle or by law.
It does not detract from our intellectual pre-eminence to know
aat we have no mental attributes, the possession of which in
some degree can be denied to brutes; and if it did the fact would
at

never at variance with

I

t

Again, even if we make the nobility or igremain the same.
nobility of our conceptions respeoliugthe origin of man the test
of l.lu.-ir truth, the biologist has still the best of the argument, for
evolution, or the making of animals to make themselves, is a
COnl

prion worthy of the highest possible ideas of creative in-

i

telligence, while the contrary implies constant tinkering.

we admit

that a single species

whole ease

species, the

hypothesis

is

is

may develop from any

If

other

virtually conceded, and this simple

susceptible of as direct and complete experimen-

proof as any proposition can be outside of mathematics.

tal

when

birth

all

consider whether every

Species are born to die as inlividvals are born to die, and the
struggle for existeucc is continual: it is a question of the surfittest running through the whole course of nature.
strongest nations overcome the weaker, as good governments are more stable than unwise ones, so even down to the
lowest forms of creation, the best suited to their surroundings

As

The rocks

structive evolution,

of ages bear the impress of this de-

ated different, species,

embryonic growth in the same individual. There arc
not wanting those wlto admit in a general way the truths of
evolution for plants and brutes, but stick at man, making his
origin miraculous, and himself a pivotal point; around which
the universe revolves, chiefly for his accommodation; but emIn his ttVj Sterious journey in
bryology teaches us differently.
the Womb, man begins asa minute massbf protoplasm without
form or structure- -a moner if you phase — exactly like one
from the egg stage he takes
of the protozoan auimaleuhe.
some short quick steps in which be resembles the adult of valie.

..I

rious lower animals.

With

,u

,

the

first

appearance of a primitive
a.seidian.
He next

backbone, man somewhat resembles an

struggles into a tish-like creature, still falling short of a liab,
having, like the auiphioxus, a back bone, but no skull or brain.
Gaining tin se, he passes through a fish stage, and with the development of the amnion and allanlois becomes a reptile.
Birds, in structure, are so much like reptiles, that, cmbryoloh
ioally speaking, to be one is to be the other, and the next step
mamma), of man. as soon as that characteristic inami,l,i. is .lev. I,. p. d.
At his stage he
... str.i.-ime. \\\>i„'.,<.
ntute man is absolutely in.lisi ii.-j.uislioi.b- b\ any test (rpimmv
mammal, and it would bo impossible to say whether the
.-.,,,,,.
i. alure
was going to be a nun. a dog or a rabbit. At
nine months of age man casts aside the temporary organs,
lie parent
first acquiring the ability to live separately from
stem, and at this stage his general configuration is indistin.in thai of an ape; nor is it
until about two years.
Jo
vh'e-h time the hind limbs grow mora rapidly than
other part*, ol the body, thai he armvestft tbeerecl attitude,
di tin lashed from the arjihrop "'
teri tic at
el
Ids ehii
apes. The entire withdrawal of the lour limbs from the olliees
ol mere locomotion and the perfection of the structure of the
band hi; di'iuiLoiishedirom the foot makes the hand rii instrument of the soul" and signalises Hie final triumph of nature in
.i

I

I

i

i

:

t

I.,

;

.

.

,
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of morphology, homology and teleoi trv and many others were
lie proceeded to ask, eh of the classification of
elucidated.
the animd kingdom, selecting he spi lies man to classify, show
ass. aud sub-kingdom he
ingtd what genus, family, order,
belongs, defining all these groups B ,d using them in illustratiou of the principles of cla-siliealioi equally applicable to all
the rest of the quarter of a million species.
Jn elaborating the
characters of the gre.it sub-kingdom vertebrata. he took occasion to-fully describe and illustrate the morphological idea of a
vertebrate, and continued with a rapid outline of the animal
kingdom, beginning with the very lowest animals, Mouers,
Gregar'uuis, Uhi/.op ids and Sponges.
In one of his lectures, referring to the doctrine of Evolution,
lie said," Grid speed the day when the glorious truths of evolution shall be preached from every pulpit in the laud in place
of illusory traditions that now dim the perceptions of the people—when such truths shall be preached as a means to the
intellectual, moral and spiritual advancement of the human
race, and when the religionist, the artist and the poet shall be
made sharers in those triumphs which now cause the breast
of the scientist toswelf with conscious pride."
I

i
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from Dublin,
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MATTEBS AND SCOUTS IN GENERAL MAiltIB I.EACIl'S
STRATEGIC VICTony— IRISH VOl.CXTKERS To THE fRo.NT.

WFI.K

Dtuu.iN,

Editor. Forest and

As

I

Stream

promenaded Graf ion

May

12, 1877.

:

street Uiis afternoon, I

had the

riflemen,
the.

most happy of speech -makers, Major Leech. Alter
what could be mora natural

usual formalities of greeting,

than to inquire of this irrepressible rifleman what he intended
this year with his famous team, and wdio were to form
The information given was such as might be expected—
team would carry out us own programme in Ireland
aud England, but that its members were at present unknown.
of
course, supposed that those who have made their
It was,
names known throughout both continents would still keep
their old places, but it was also inferred that others might
loom up whose names as riflemen are not as yet enrolled on

doing
it

':

that the

.Strange hopes arc entertained

the scroll of fame.
Elclio Shield

year,

that the

grace the Mansion House or Rotunda this

yvill

aud that the

Irish

will again prove their right to bear

This assertion about bearing arms reminds me that I
hat Major Leech has won a splendid diplomatic
and has almost achieved what no Irishmen, not even
the mo3t gifted aud influential, could achieve since 1783,
This is n0 less, ,/,• fiUltO, than the right to shout for the
Queen's prize, Now, as that prize can be shot for only by
volunteers, it. follows that if the Irish are permitted to comarms.

have heard

t

contest,

pete for

it.

As

they must organize volunteer corps.

this is a

privilege heretofore denied tbein.il is certainly a great victory
to

obtain,

especially from the

most ante-Irish

ol

govern-

,

mm

|,

,

,

1

ments

—that of Earl Bcneonsficld.

which Major Leech moved on the enemy
showed that he is an aide strategist, and belongs to the same

The mode

in

1

school of military tacticians as General

—

of organized beings. There is a. profom
n ived from stmc
niiieai.ee in the steps by which fch« bodj is
tureless protoplasm to be the medium of relation between th
inner man and the outer world; and especially significant is in.cliniigeat. birth, when with the casting off of now useless Organs that formerly bound him down, man enters upon his new
i,.

.

...

in. -oi

YWileiir-toin

and others; for when he

purpose by a

direct assault he resorts to flanking.

existence assuming far wider and higher relations
The lecturer earnestly begged
with the world around him.'
those who might flout at science, or defy it. to pointer ou (he
wonderful analogy between such physical birth and another
,

.iiial

fails to

accomplish his

would be

same

as if a
dozen of them were to challenge the whole of the British
kingdom. If the prayer of the petitioners is granted, this
most unjust discrimination between the different sections of
the empire will cease, and the Irish must then stand on their
own merits as riflemen. The efforts of .Major Leech in this
matter should he seconded ov all lovers Of shooting in both
countries, as
is by all just, men; and for the sake" of ihose
men who have shown so much pluck and perseverance, let US
hope that his struggle will be crowned with victory.
1 am sure that no persons would be more pleased to bear
that the Irish had obtained such privileges as would enable
them to compete on more equal terms than their late aud
most admired Joes, the riflemen of America. During my
rambling around town I met Mr. Edmund Johnston and Mi.
Wmi Kigbj in their places of business. The killer keeps a
shooting gallery in hise.Mahlisbmcnt, but, in comparison with
a similar institution
the United Stales, von might sav that
it was scarcely visited, owing to the paucity of the number of
persons who have the time, money and inclination to indulge
in such pastime.
During my sojourn here heard no intimation of the international contest between an all-British and an
American team, so if such a movement is on the carpel it
must, it sic. ns to mi , have originated in England. There
certainly was an impression, prevalent in one quarter, thai if
such a team was organized it might be able to win the laurels
now worn in New York, but the idea did not seem to have
assumed definite shape. I, for one, hope such ft contest will
take place, as it will prove, in quite a satisfactory manner,
the superiority of the different rifles, the various systems of
loading, aud the best positions for shooting accurately.
That
the result would be in favor of America is, I apprehend, the
opinion of those who have paid close attention to the matches
that have been held thus far.
As I am writing from this "dear, dirty Dublin," which
It

just the

it.

1

1

Lady Morgan loved so well, I may as we'll attempt to give
some idea of the outdoor amusements to be seen hero almost
daily.

At the head of the list may be mentioned horsc-racinc.
Enter Phoenix Park at any hour in the afternoon and you will
be sore to see groups of ladies and gentlemen galloping
wildly over the green and elastic turf, or engaged in
friendly races with rivals of other groups.
The number to be
seen at one time will not of course compare with that of Rotten Row during the season; but one thing maybe said in
favor of the Dubliuites, and that is, that alf are good riders,
whereas the grooms claim that honor in Hyde I'afk. Did the
Dublin gamins see a man ride badly' tln-v would chaff him
most, unmercifully, and suggest to him to gel inside, straighten
his back or reverse: his position, so tliat playing the cavalier
there becomes a matter of no small uiomeul, unless one is
actually a cavalier.
Ladies are treated with moie courtesy,"
but even they do not always escape
j
./. re, though
good-humored, criticism. The race courses around' Dublin
are better attended during the season than those in any other
portion ;t tfe world, in froporli n tc populeii it
b.it TV.t
greatest tun is the hurdle and steeple-chasing.
When the
coursers approach a six loot wall, and there is danger of the
entire group of steeds and jockeys breaking their necks, then
is the enthusiastic native in the region ol bliss.
As the flying
horses skim over the seemingly impossible leap, they receive
a true Irish cheer, loud aud long, while those that come to
grief are regarded with a feeling of pity not unmixed with

contempt. As the "toppers'* bound from the obstacles ihey
are recognized immediately, and the involuntary comment's
of, "There goes a Galway "man!" "That's a Galway mare'"
or, "That's an old blazer!" are made aloud.
None of the

prurient curiosity which Punch attributes to the Irish gentlemen who go in search of the "staggerers " that they may be
present when the horse and jockey become corpses can be
seen, so that the clever skit was merely intended to show the
tremendous ellorts the Irish horses must make to clear the
walls and dykes.
Polo is also very popular in Dublin, and
the military matches always draw audiences as socially mixed
as those to be met in New Aork.
The polo clubs are composed exclusively, I, believe, of army officers, and as they have
the Park to play in (hey do not demand admission fa
auditors.
Cricket is also very-popular, and clubs, each surrounded by a heavy group, may he seen scattered' about in
every direction.
Yachting is one of the very ele..
turn's of the Dublin people, and few sights are more
interesting than to see their fleet put out from Kingston dui'mtr a Stiff
The yachts, as a rule, are not so large as those, bebreeze.
longing to the New York Club, but thev scorn more homelike when once you tread their decks.
They seem 1,0 be made
more for comfort than display, being solid, rather broad, and
having a good hold of i.he water. They are by no means
mere racing shells, willi sky-scraping spars and canvus
enough to run an old 71 -gun frigate.
Boating is also a favorite amusement with the young men,
though it does not seem to be as popular here as \n Eie.hun!.
One reason may hit tle.t the people do not support it, so
cordially as they do other amusements, and its
lovei
art
1
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ship of the clubs in existence.
Military reviews are another great, attraction to the
The Irish seem very fond of martial pomp and
pi this city.
parade, hence all musters and reviews are toady attended
These generally occur in Phoenix Park, so that this piece of
rolling plain is the scene of more manly exercises than tiny
other spot of equal area in the world.
Here may be sclii, at
one lime, cricket, polo, loot-racing, di-plays of
and mimic war, while the groups of cut bust;, s.tie lookers-. .11
would prove most conclusively that the Irish are e.\e, lied by
no people in their love of athletic sports and outdoor recreation.
jilouiiMEC K'r.cey.
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Stoddahd's Cactrioge Loabixt; 1miu.emf.xt
No,'
time to send for No. 10. The sooner you possess yourself of
soon will you appreciate what it is to bare a convenient and handsome implement for prepariuj

" grooved lube." as
forward.

.

During my runs up and down the Lilley, from
Bridge to the North Wall. 1 did not see over two
crews out at, one tune, and ihev, fr. in their cut and style,
were evidently flmversiiy men.
In mentioning this fact I
tun, ol course, speaking from mete observation. ,,
made no
support.

Oai

be seen what, the natives of
I

,

I

therefore, compelled
its

That done, he received the signatures of the

leading noblemen of Ireland, and closed the

,

;

,

In this in-

and got him to sign a
be allowed to compete for the

stance he went, to Lord ISelmore

i

,

Grant, Hannibal,

:

t

but taught to use them.

m

Ita assemblagi of individuals as agree or differ but slightly in
their zoological character, but always with the clear understanding tjiat such as3emblagois derived trom sue!
sembbiges which did differ, and thai such .iil.i
maybe-, Constantly varying, in other words splitting up into
yet. other species.
When a set of individuals acquire any recognizable ditierences, yvc call it ;i variety.
VVheo the difference proceeds a little further, and the connecting links are lost
or destroyed, we call the result a species. Ndbura rwiifaeilsalt.ii.s
nature does not take leaps her mutations are gradual,
ufl.cn imperceptible.
If we look at, the geological periods, Silurian, Devon an. Jurassic, etc., we might think from the classification and illustration in works on that science, that the different Strata were the result of entirely distinct eras, whereas
they glide imperceptibly into each oilier, the end of the one
and beginning of the other being difficult to determine.
During the course Dr. Coues took up the various points of
comparative anatomy, illustrating them in the light of such
principles already advanced, adopting the synthetic mode of
teaching, by progress from the simple to the coinpli
the rational method
•self had
built up 850,090 species.
One of hi lectures was mostly upon
the large number of definitions in
inch the anatomical ideas

.

I

resent Ireland except in the most remote manner, and they of
course must feel that they cannot compete with all England
and Scotland, where men arc not, only allowed to
i

lecturer claimed that even in man. the highesl on rted
bei
found defective arrangements, as forinstar.ee the inguinal
us! which has not being sufficiently remodelled to suit
the altered requirements of the erect, posture; consequent ly a
i-i
:
" nra-eof the human race suffer hernia.
1 n defining
he term species, the lecturer said, it Was formerly
held that a species was a natural entity, and represented
a distinct creation.
The teaching of biological science and
comparative anatomy bud changed the old notion, that an as
semhlage of individuals, winch bear to each other the •elation
ol parentto Offspring, and Which reproduce each after their
kind with little or no variation of zoological character, e. ul.l
be
rnieil specific.
While retaining the convenience of Classification, vve know that species are no more natural integers than
genera or order, are, lull depend with them upon relation of
parent to offspring.
Practically, for convenience in nomenclature, we retain Hie term -p. cies. but give it a new and na.ti"

pleasure of meeting, face to* face, that most enthusiastic of

loshow that man has actually creby submitting eggs of one and the Same
ccies to hatching under different artificial conditions of temperature, and instanced the case of the German naturalist
who hatched two sets of butterflies from the same brood of
lie claimed
clil's, by varying the conditions of heat and cold,
thai man might represent different species at different stages
lecturer proceeded
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over three years ago a general theory among
rifleiUemyJW thai only the large, broad-shouldered men
COlild iviT eXpecl to amount So anything as long-range shots,
for the reason that only the '-strongly built" could endure the

brought to bear on the human system
through the continued jar caused by the rifle's recoil during a
day's shoot.
This favorite belief seemed quite feasible and, to
look at the physique ol' the members of the first American
team, it can be seen that there -was good foundation to cause
rain

i

which

opinion to

is

be.

entertained by the riflemen.

compete With their strong,. r brother •knights of the trigger."
and Ihe above theory is one of the past.
A p'he iii hi of the recoil of the long-range rifles has not
Caused this revolution of things: they are still muleish and
"kick!' fts badly as ever.
It has been brought about by the
improved manner of holding the rifles and nothing else; an explanation of this is not very difficult and can be done in a few
words. Here is the secret,
When the lying-down "head to
ipjet' position was in general use, at.'eacii discharge of the
lie shooter's body would receive almost, the entire force
pioCi
of the recoil, and a, strong, solidly built marksman at the end
i.

I

i

say of forty-live 'shots

I

is liable to liikl

himself

"used up" condition; caused, mainly, through the continued jar which, all who have experienced it will agree, is
very exhausting.
But, now, the posit ions generally used by
the" long-range marksmen, especially by the Americans, are
such that the shooter's body receives but liltle, if any, of this
troublesome and demoralizing jar, most of it being caught by
the hands ami arms.
As instances of the success of the " light weights" as longrange marksmen <\ E. BlydunhuTgU and Hi 8. Jewell are sroixl
in

a

Both of these gentlemen are rather slightly built,
examples.
but have made extra n-dinary scores.
Mr. BlydenuurgtVs good shooting is too well known among
the hirers of the pastime for further repetition, which may not
be the case, however, with the position which he use.?. It has
but few equals, and many who are "posted" think it is better
than any of the othere.
The' position Combines the good points of both Fulton's and
Harwell's maimer of holding the rille. being similar to the former Willi the exception of the "left arm's hold." the head's
place of rest and the use of the second finger for pulling the
ei
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pliments for his nerve in putting
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little effect

on them.

Major H. S. Jewell's position, judging from appearauces, is
not as good as a number of others in use-, tint, by his excellent
Scores, making 213 in a possible 325 in a match— without
coaching"— is sulticieat proof that appearances are deceptive
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There are limes when the hunter finds it to his advantage to
crawl Op within range of bis game and slioot while in a prone
position, and on such occasions a, knowledge of the various
ways of shooting in lying-down posit ions would come in use-

The gentlemen who never can see any practical use
may discover a little if they ever go

ful"

jn» down to shoot
stalking.

in ly-
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omooi;, .luce 10.— Saturday last turned out rather a

day at < reedmoor. The rai n and the extra attractions
ol'yachl race and Jerome Park races kept many away, but
those who did attend enjoyed a very good match am! a finish
as exciting in its way as any home stretch of a trotting track.

dull

the Times match was on at 300 yards witli
about 88 entries. There was good shooting all along the
line, Sanford running up 41) in the possible 00, and flattering
was once more to go into his pojseshimself that the lmd|
£eie is h td s core of 36 and one shot to
Eion, but Mr. B
g,
a bull's-eye would give him the match; anything less
would throw him down among lie-general throng, it is nice
work ui best to hit an eight-inch bull's-eye at 300 yards, but
to do it with a crowd of rivals at one side, shouting all sorts of
suggestions simultaneously, and in general doing all it is
possible, to do to upset that shot, the task becomes greater
"Take it easy,:' sham's one, while with same breath
still.
another v.auns him against delay. " Don't lire till you're
sure you've got it." very wisely counsels a tliiid. " Get the
edit' target,'' and So on through the multitude of counsel<>uee Mr. Keene lowers his rille, not quite ready to
ors
touch off the trigger. Again he raises the piece, and, aftei
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challenge the Creedmoor Irishmen will
them a knock down in a friendly way.

be

happy
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ninth competition

44
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for the

.42

Milton
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badges will take place on

Thursday evening (tonight), Juue 24. Open to till comers.
Rifle Shooting at Jones' Woon.— The third annual
prize shooting of the Zettler Rifle Association took place
14, at the above range.
Several clubs were well represented, and some excellent shooting was done, as the
scores will show. The Zettler Club appeared in their new
uniform for the first time, which looks neat and comfortable
upon the marksmen.
This range being only 10o yards, the
targets were reduced in proportion, and the'oenlre ring (one
inch in diameter) only counted 18 points, consequently only
54 rings possible, instead of 70, as at 200 yards.
Kin? Target— 1st arize, $25, It. Fnher, 50 3d, $20, VV. Kloin 43 3,1

June

;

T. Kleisnttu,
Were tak ° U
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3.

Sin. P. Penimei, is; r.rn, sin. Mix Kn»e 4s^
7m, s<, .(. Until, 47 runes.
Three List m,V"-s'
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Honor (open
wen us

Wui. Klein,

to the association only).—The prizes of
follows: I, C, Zettler, is; 2, .Max En el 41!
4,;;
i'Vninny, I.v 1;
Ketiunihin 44- u'
Hcckwitli, -ul; n. Miller ":-,!)• Eahariiis (<!•

40; 4,
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.Most Bull's-eye- (,-,r cartoons).-T. Klelsratli. gold
medal and .A20 •
second
1^ Fcuning, $17; ttiirdtuost, H. Faber, SI0; first and last
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The Mid-Range Champion Radge,

1,000 yds.
41

Total.
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10 shots at 500 yards,

was contested for by a considerable number, and was won
this time by Mr. King.
The following were some of the
i, Mr. Judd coming next to the head in this
class
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There

ere ovc-r 100 contestants, and a large t - ul Of spectators
at the long-range malch, with 7 shots at 800, 8 at
000 and
10 at 1,000 yards.
The leading scores stood
:

sooydi.

000 yds.
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37
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James Wemyss, Jr
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Davison are members of the Massachusetts Rifle
In our next issue a full report of the incelino-

All save

Association.
will appear.

New Orleans,—There was a very lar^c atthe grounds of the Orescent City Rifle tm
the
s the second competition for
places on
Ihe team.
Thud;
of at all favorable, as there was
a
lish-tail norther li
Pinch required close watching and
constant changing of wind-gauge.
Mr. Dudley Selob.

—

hi

having been presented with his old gun (with which he has
such line shooting) by his company of Washington
stepped lo the front again, and [ have no
doubt

de

he will retain that position in future.
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KoeiiKSThn. K. 1.— Ou June 13 a picked team
from the
isenalk
it,,
mo mel -iiuilar team In, in the Rochester
Amateur l^j"- '- '"u. at the grounds of the latter club.
man lired lo shots, and the scores generally were very Each
good.
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— Undid-

date of June IS, "fjussie," our Xew Orleans
rifle correspomleut,
writes eneouragingly of lung-range
prospects there and says
:
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" Brookly.iue," says
" .Major Jewell has the best record
as
marksman; next conns McYi It ie, theu Mr Sclph Ocn
Dakiu is fourih, etc." No doubt, the 2V/reditor tias not
kept any reeor.l of our shooting, or he would have done
justice to one of our be- 1 shots, fir. ileo. Howe who made
the following score fbr Ssoofer r.ullVeye Tropin Oct
S
no coaching allowed
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the prize with
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June

the land oJ ih
Lh,
al.galor his future borne.
F„|| juslice having lieSn
,e to
the viands, and the crackings of
be rille for/ot ten amid the
poppmgs ,,t corks, Mr. Join, .i,,;„o v Adams, ihe
president of
ihe club, in an eloquent and tuno/iinch
,1
"The health and prosperity of our ,i, „
friend and
her," which was feelingly responded
to by Mr. Bryant.
Speeches were afterward delivered by Mr. B. S.
Brown,
Vice-lresiden
Mr John Mureh, Secrelarv, and by Messrs
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Jonx Howe, Seen- fury.
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Connecticut State Rifle Association.— Thelhird semimonthly contest for the Cong-liange Champion LiaiVe lor
1877, look place at Willowlirook, ou Saturdiy, Jiuie 9.
There were some twenty competitors, aud though the daywas dark and showery.'wilh changeable winds, "very .r„od
scores were made.
The following were the four highest
scores, Mr. Judd (editor of Ihe Amerlettre Agriculturist
of
this city) winning the badge the second time

1

Sdmdnv

he members of the N. V. Centennial Rifle :|nb
met at
Uellwigs Gallery, Fortieth slleef and Sixth a venue, or the
purpose of competing for a handsome prize. The
fmtinmte
winner was Mr. XI. ,S. Ilrown, who succeeded in
rarryii
ff
Ihe trophy on a score ot 4:
i„(s mil of a possible 50,
off
hand. At the termination of the match ihe
members of the
chili adjourned to the club-room, which
had been tastefully
decoratefUyiththe ting, ,,f all nationB, w
'the tables were
laden with the luxuries of the season.
The uieml.ers of Hie
CUID Uatt provided thisenteitainmeut on Ih
-casion of the
departure,,! one ot their members, Mr.
E. Bryt
1.

who

the individ-

artillery,

target, onlv

best average of centres
times by one person (not necessarily consecutively),
when it
will become his property.
Any marksman making forty
points without making a bull's-eye will be paid
the entire entrance money received in lh.it
emnpeiiuon.
J "s
competition will take place Friday, June 2.', m.sl., at

tary,
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Rifle Club held their final weekly shoot for the
three gold medals which were to be awarded to the winners
on Juue 12. The record showed that in 24 shootings
G. Zettler had made 1,103 points in a possible 1
°od"'ui'd
received the first badge, 1). L. Reck wiunino- the
second
badge having won that badge most times, and John Reyola.
third bidg. similar conditions
la, faHjffie^~ s die score
last
of the
shoot, June 12, possible 50 points
P Panning
,|s
LBirfl
....11
.fiKison.."..\\\y.;'..'.;'.'.y.;;'.'.'.;.is

1
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UifleOlub, atllocky Point last Sepieinber, as a team prize,
the following scores were made, the highest angreg.-ue to
win jit 200 yards and 500 yards

to give

MBEnsel

47
47
41;
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20
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Total
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Li; Bruce

411

19

21

liuooi: Isi.amd, Providence,
match for a silvcreiip lhal

;il

Coxlin's Shooting Gallery. The we'eMy competitions
for the amateur badges still attract cousiderabie attention and
strife among the frequenters of the gallery, and unusually fine
scores are made.
The last compeUtiOn was the eighth lit tho
series.
'Ihe following are the names and scores of the Oral
ten competitors, Mr. P. Penning winning the first, and Mr.
M. L. Riggs the second badge for the second time.
PFenninjr
49 e B Webster
w
Fred Alder
C Von Ueriehten

t<i

L Wood..
Q A.Barton
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.
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are anxious to meet a similar
club from any other section of the country, and if there lie
any representatives of the old sod among the shooters of
other ranges, if they will organize a team and send on a

,

3J3

the

in

1

The Irish-American boys

MLRiggs

Total

301

Van Dusen's miss, with which he Ih credited
was owing lo his shooting on Ihe Wrong target.

An; k.n, June 15.— The Forty-ninth Regiment associameeting litre lo-diry biought < in some excellent teamshooting, and the Foriy-eighih mid Tori y-ninib nifU seeril
', c:..
high-team scores, nliieiy lothenisi [1
'Ihe Twenty eighth Ovwcgo hoys had thing.., prciiy na,eh
Iheir own way.
In the. shoit-iange match. I'otiglH first,
Geo. \\ b te,
'go, carried oif'tirsi plai
witl 30
lii
ihe team match the iubums gol only 337, while the Oswego
representatives carried oil' head prize wflu the f oliowins
scores
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Here it will do no harm to offer on opinion that both of the.
above mentioned gentlemen will be on Our next American

M,
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Blf

has

Uarlmd;

Irish-American club held their fourih regular conthe Conlia medal, the trophy going aarain to
Milieu with a good seme of 00 in ih« possible 'id).
He. using
a fine Creed moor rifle, was required to slioot his second
string at 000 yards
others with .00 cal. Remingtons at 000
yards.
The scores stood
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$15, N. Crusins, 49
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Che

in that witti

Keene

It II

I

lidi.iMil,

ulton position, as it is called in this country, the legs
rm with ttie exception of the use of the second linThe left arm instead of
ug the trigger. are used.
going bail', of the head is brought forward and grasps the rifle's
hi Harwell, while the head is rested, with 'the use of
barrels
By looking at the cut those who
U small pad, on the stock.
arc not experienced with the use of the long-range rifle would
think there was a danger of the rear sight "coming back,"
when he rifle recoils, and cutting the shooter. This is not the
ease, as through tbe inertia of the sight it falls against or
toward the breech part of the rifle when the recoil takes place,
thus making it almost impossible for such a thing to happen if
There is one trouble, however,
the piece is held firmly at all.
wMcha careful man will not experience, and that is, if not
"'tending to bis business" the shooter might get a " rap" under
the ear, which is not very pleasant under auv circumstances.
The recoil is caught by the hands and arms which are better
able to stand if tliau any other part of the body, as the "jar"

The result was a deft
however; near eiiough

:

Fniliilti.n.—

Hut ail Ibis has been changed.
At the present time " light
weigh!" marksmen are found who are fully able to successfully

ot a day's shoot

329

a good aim, fires.
Any number of keen eyes nole the ping
of the bullet upon the target, but. nwail the apri
marking disk before ronturiog a guess. At lasi it comes,
white as could well be. hiding Ihe bull's-eve am! Mi Sanford's chances at the same time.
A shout oi approval from
his fellOW-riflemen, and Mr. Keene receives no cud of com-
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yon. rt you )i:ivp over Batlcofl hot water on a stove,
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Our ranee in also very much e.\i"ised to i-irone; winds,
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probability of the
of the teams of the in

iv

wn. -The members of the United Pigeon Club,
Brooklyn, L. L. mustered 00 Monday, June It, at Lehs Hotel, Cauarsie, to lest their skill at
pigeons and

irafiol

e.-n
It is

ai i.'ie.-d
7.,..
in,,,,

glass balls.
There were 1eu competitors. They shot at
eight birds each.
The other contest was at glass balls, and
something new to the club. The conditions were
8 birds
each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary,
and
1^ ozs. shot,
I
rap, and under theirown rule.
Condition of glass balls
S balls each, IS yards rise, 1± oz. shot, using Purdy's trap,
:

making

they will e.ie

r-ix

it

America are residents

of

N

-,v

others a ehanco, as rlio he-^c. shuts of
York, ami, as New Vork Has the making

certainlv shmilil have the conditions uceeptiiblc to all. uf course, 11
will Ilirln for llrst place, with a taint hope or commit in
second. I have read Mr. Orange Judd's letters in vonv paper wil.li
miieh pleasure, and I hope to meet, him next fall and will thank 111:
person.

we compeie we

The

members on

restriction to four

match was

the teams in the inter-

by the N. R. A. directors, -with special
regard to outside clubs who might find it more convenient
Of course the amato scud a smaller than a larger squad.
teur club who will represent the Orcedmoor experts could as
State

fixed

team of fourteen as of four, but
expected determined the
very doubtful now if any change can be

readily, if need be, put

consideration for
limitation,

is

ft

the

a

visitors

H

I

:

and un der Bogardus'

?S^'
on n «
J.?

,

—

California. The Vallejo Rifles had their annual target
The shooting was had at i")0
lintel ice on the 30th lilt.
yards, raid resulted in a tie between Sergt. Powers and Privates \V. Hall and P. Larkin, who made 20 points each out
of a possible 35. Sergt. Powers won in shooting off the tie
with a score of 19. Considering the fact that the guns were
old muzzle-loading Springfield rifles, which have been in
use for sixteen years, the shooting was good. The judges
were Chris. Blank, P. Durne, John Lucey and James

McGinnis.
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Ii/ion, June 4, 1877.
Editor Forest axd Stream:
Your esteemed correspondent, Mr. Orange .Tiidd, of Middletown, Conn., makes some very sensible remarks, pub-

lished in a late issue of your paper, but in

one item,

IOIOIO11-5
u 010111 u-4

at

The man who engineers the manuleast, he is
facture of the Remington Oeedmoor rifle is a salaried one,
employed expressly on sporting goods. No member of the
firm, the secretary, orgeneral superintendent, ever says "do
this, or do that," so and so, to the Creedmoor rifle. Whether
it was by chance or native tact I cannot say, but somehow
they got the right men in the right place ; placed the proper
material, appliances, and men at his disposal, and then,
very wise man once said
very wisely, let him alone.
that one poor general is better than two good ones. Everybody has not yet found that out, or is it likely they ever
will'.
It may be of interest to shooting men to know that
no man, except this salaried one, has ever finished ihe inside

Vanilla Chocolate.—The
gOOda made Iff Walter linker A

A Workman,

higliest perfection

is obtained in
the
received Ihe first award over
ell the world even at tile Paris Exposition. Ask your grocer lor ftilvr's,
and yon will get the very tiesl Vanilla Chocolate in the market.— {.Ulo.

0nmc
L

Co.,

who

t§ug mid §mt.

A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME.

;1F" Those gentlemen who have been in the habit of
shooting woodcock on the 3d of July heretofore, will bear

new law

has been signed by the Governor,

•whereby they cannot shoot until the 1st of August, except

on Long Island.
at

Seor.TsME.N-'s Toui'.samf.nt
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Ties on seven.
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Paul, Minx.— A grand

shooting tournament is to be held under the auspices of the
club grounds on Lake
St. Paul Sportsmen's Club, at their
Oomo, near St. Paul, the 2fllh, 27th and 28th of this mouth.

He answered, "Weil, I suppose It's because! have such grand shooting at alt seasons. I like the free and easy
life, and I like to breathe the pure bracing air of the prairies, and
I must
friends and everything else?"

say

f like the people, though they have
a great many peculiar ways.
Why, John, they beat the world borrowing
The neighbors send over
and borrow all sorts of things irom us. One of my neighbors, last
spring, had some company one day, and would you believe it, she scut
over to my wife, and wanted to boiTim a pie!" That, afternoon a covey
of chickens got up under Andrew, and as he cut down two of them handsomely, lie turned to me and said, "Here's to the pie-borrowers."

i

i

1-3

tie.

1—3 Slane

1—2

1

correspondent does not give the place of the

New York, Buffalo, June 13, 1877,— pigeon shoot took
place between John Cook, Jr., of Denver, Col., and Geo.
Master, of Buffalo, for $50 a side, at 50 single birds each,
from ground traps, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. The
result was as follows

The

Tucidw/, JuitelQ, 1877.—

day opened at East Syracuse this forenoon on
John A. Nichols, where the Sixth Division ritle
The weather was as favorable as could be

first field

the fields of

range

is

desired,

located.

and the attendance equal to the occasion.
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,
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Austin, proprietors of Globe
$100, presented by Dickinson
Hotel, Syracuse
second, Mr. Da3r ton, of the Wayne County
third, Mr. Sheridan, of Seneca Falls, dress
:

Club— cash 875

;

by Ed. F. Rice. Syracuse, valued at $50 fourth prize,
$ 30 worth of powder, presented by Hazard Powder Co.,
was won by Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo. The fields allotted
pattern

;

for trap and ride shooting are first-class in every respect, The
dog show at Armory Hall has over two hundred entries, is
well patronized and considered a success.
T. C. Bajjks.

Wantox axd
of May.

Ciu.mjxal Slaughter oe Deer is the Month
requested to print the following letter

— We are

:

Editoh Fouas'l axd Stijeam and Rod and Gun
When, Item whatever

:

cause, the law is powerless ror

its

Eon 01:

0,

1-19
1-17

game, and to encourage all honorable and
to the censure of all true sportsmen all violaDoctor Ftrber, of New Vork, and T. V. Johnston,
Esq., have requested me to call your attention to what is to me a
shucking fact: That one W. S. Imttiiu, N. W. corner of Chestnut
and 13th streets, Philadelphia, slaughtered, on Moose Lake, eighi Heer
in one week, in the mouth of May just passed.
Having every confidence in my information, I do not hesitate to sign myself
V\ (I. Skinner.

all

kinds of these nesting there,
cool eggs, and others a

number.

mid §oaJmQ,

ffxehting

among which were over two hundred
lesser

vindi-

islallen in the prnlection of

1877.

Plover Of different kinds on their first arrival from the
South afford very good sport. For about a week the golden
plover will almost cover the flats and fresh burnt prairie,
coming and going in immense flocks.
They are hard to gel.
a shot at on foot, but a person has no trouble in approaching
within easy range by driving up with a team and shooting
wagon, and huge bags can he made by anyone willing to take
the trouble.
Few people hunt them much, as they think
them "small fry," but I consider them very line as a game
bird, it taking a good shot to bring them down when on the
wing; besides, they form the nucleus of a very eatable pot-pie,
which may well be termed the sportsman's standard dish.
The grouse season opens in August, when we can reasonably expect prime sport, as the country is full of old birds for
a breeding stock. Any of my Eastern friends wishing a week
or two of relaxation from care cannot fail to obtain enjoyable
sport by coming out in August, on thelineof the I. 0. E. It.,
and stopping anywhere between Fort Dodge and Sioux City.
Since the flight birds left I Lave been doing some Collecting in the way of eggs for specimens, and° have had fine
success, obtaining nearly

own

manly sports— to hold up

HUNTING COLDEN PLOVER.
Pomeeot, Iowa, June
Ponissr and Stream:

mem-

bers of clubs represented, and at the close the prize winners
were-. First, II. Silsby, of Seneca Falls, prize a silver set, value

tors Of the laws.

Oiyde, N. Y., June 15.—The following match was shot
here to-day; Bogardus* trap, smooth glass balls, IS vards
rise, 20 balls each, for $10:
I,

trap-

shooting did not begin until a late hour, from the non-urrival
of wild pigeons, but when it did begin it, went on lively.

:

I I?
10
111

W. M.

J.

The State Shoot at Syracuse,

1

of the Fountain

rise,

,

4
a
2

rules.

A

rifle barrel.

1

and then drive to Ihe prairie* mid shoot till
One day I was walking down ifte road with Andrew
whose house 1 was staying, and wilu whom I shot every day, and I
said to him, "Andrew, how is it, you, an old New Yoiker, can content
yourself in this little out-of-the-way town, away from civilization
lit

:

110111 1-7
0111111-1

1

After the match several sweeps were shot, both at single
and double balls, the result being quite an improvement,
and gave general satisfaction.
Sportsman.

mistaken.

of a Remington Orcedmoor

:

Tomford
1-C Van Staden
0-6 Boliting
1-5 Sonlleman

Painter

[f'uken
JKunsees

full score

Balls.

A

REMINGTON RIFLE BARRELS.

that tne

1

n

:

mind

ii
01

1

Schroder
Knebel
Helmstadt

Helmstadt

Bennett

ing obliged to compete.

in

1

'

—Regular monthly match

—

At the request of the donors of the Nevada Badge, the
Commander-in-Chief of this State has modified the conditions upon which that trophy is to be contested, so as to
allow any company of the National Guard of this State to
compete for it with a minimum number of 35 officers and
men, all the officers and men required for a minimum be-
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brought about.
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The following

rules.

At Pigeons.

o'clock In the afternoon,

dark.

Are BaCOTAH.

IOWA SHOOTING NOTES.

HIGH WATER POK THE WEEK.
Half..

June Hi
June 23
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June 25
June 26
June 27
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Xew York

— The annual

Y.yoiit Club.
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regatta of this

club

was sailed last Thursday, June 14th, with a free wind nod fair
The catamaran Nereid was admitted as a participant
favor.
in the race, and entered in ihe list of second-class centre-hoard
The start was uneven, with alight breeze which
freshened so much at the Narrows that the Peerless carried
away her fortopmast, and nearly all the yachts shortened sail
on their lighter canvas. The race down the bay was t beat to
windward and very cxciliim. the Comet lending, followed
closely by the Active. Windward and Wanderer, with the
Ai'milne a short distance from the heels of the latter.
There
was a fair brush for a while, but in roounding the southwest
Schooners.

spit the

Wanderer

gracefully dropped li

tbelesssheplnckily Uept on, logging off a gooi
record.
At
the lightship the Active led. Comet second,
tie- Wanderer usrain had a mishap, breaking her
ip St.1Vsail, which let the saildown with a run.
The I!
winch
had gallantly picked up her posi, not withstandii
unfor
lunate start.' carried away Uer flying jib-boom
lid not
seem 10 weaken much. The Nereid catamai
lied to
show the points expected of her. the breeze ap
V being
hum. The
too heavy, though this is a com
pnseed
the home Rlakebul m .j:iis -_>i. ihe Comet follow
em. 11.
As the Wanderer and the Rambler wereapproai
the home
stakeboat, the former leading, a sudden heavy sijuall struck
them, and they heeled over, burying their port rails in the
v. av.
There was a momenl of strained suspense among the
speotators, every One dreading another Mohawk disaster, hut
Ihe sir..iiL' racing crews were all at their Stations, every thing
was lei go. and the yachts quickly Ldile.l lu-mseK, a. Ti,e
Wanderer came round in ihe wind and lost her headway,
while Un- Rambler, which was immediately astern; kepi hers
and crossed Ihe line at ft: 10:40, the Wanderer following at
5:17:50.
The Active came in ai S:20:31; and ihe others were
.

devoted to single birds, the last
day to double rises. The prizes offered amount to over $325,
and the shooting is open to all members of regularly organized
clubs throughout the State.

The

first

two days are

to be

STATE Sportsman's Association— Sycamore, June 12.—

practice shoot was held at the Driving Park iu ihe afternoon a business meeting held in the parlor of Winn's
Hotel in the evening, J. L. Pratt, president, in the chair,
'ihe report of the treasurer was read, and on motion adoptArrangements were perfected for the club shoot, and
ed.
the meeting adjourned. On Wednesday afternoon the club
doubleshoot commenced for the following prizes
pair of glass ball traps
2.
barreled gun, valued at ijrioO
donated by Capt. Bogardus 3. A2o-lb. keg of powder, donated bv the American Powder Co. Teams: Audubon
The rules
Chili, Evanston, Chicago, Quiucy, Sycamore.
were 4 teams of 4 from each club, 13 balls each, 3 traps 10
yards apart, with the following result:
-45 Sycamore
31
Chicago CInh, 1st prize
4" Evanston
25
Aiidnoon, 2d prize
3'
Qaiocy, 3d prize
B.
W.
Haworth
in
the
chair,
it
At tin adjourned meeting,
was resolved that the next meeting be held at Quincy, III.
The meeting then proceeded to the election of officers with
the following result: W. B. Haworth, of Quincy, President Charles Kern, Chicago, 1st Vice-President.
;

:

;

A

LA

;

:

;

York, Oswego, June 12.— Our club ("Leather-Stock-

New
ings'

1

;

lake a

my

little

recreation with the glass balls occasionally,
& Lefever gnu ditl the enclosed work In
" Tor the
find in Palladium of June 8

Nichols

and wiib
good style, which

:

yesterday. Skinner, McMatms, Poucher and
first prize,
Shooting off, Skinner, McManus
Mftltby tied on seven balls.

Skinner
Failing took the

and Poucher tied on four, and in shooting
broke four and won the $20 gold piece.
second prize- on Six. There being uo third best
Jwas not awarded."

off this lie,

score, the prize
<-'•

Smxnei:.

Knoxvii.i.e, Marion County,

May

81, 1877.

located in the third tier of counties from the southern boundary, a
in the fifth lier of counties from the eastern boundary of tltu
state, our beautiful little city— Knoxville— is quile a flourishing busi-

ness place.
It enjoys the advantages of two first-class railroads. We
have quite a number of Bportsiuen, some of these owning line guns,
and many owning fine dogs. Tlie game of this part of Iowa, not long
since, mast have been very abundant, as there is a good share still existing.
We slid have two varieties of grouse, wild turkey, the gamey
little Bob White, and in the wildest portions of the county are still to
he found some wandering deer. These are local. Those of a mig.atory
character are the swan, goose, brant and duck of all varieties common
to this latitude, woodcock, snipe and plover, besides two varieties of
squirrel, and rabbits by the million. We. have two large rivers, the
Skunk and Dcsnioiues, traversing the county, besides nctny small
streams. Along the valleys of these rivers and small streams are lakes
innumerable, in which water-fowl may be taken from early sprue; nil
llrst of May.
Snipe were here this spring by the thousand. We mid
some fine bags. We are pleased to note the fact by the columns of
your worthy journal, that Mr. Jesse Sherwood, of the RdlUa Kennel—
our friend—was with you during the bench show, and that he was
fortunate enough to carry ofl two of the tine guns offered. We know
Mr. Sherwood to be a gentleman In every sense of the term. That he
has some tine dogs, no one consulting Ihe columns of yTir excellent
paper can deny. lie is zealously working, not for mercenary ends
alone, but lor the benefit of his brother sportsmen ol the West.
Yonrs truly,
H.
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no! limed.

The following

Name.

is

ihe official record of ihe race:

Start
n. m. S,

Finish
it.

Wanderer
EteBtless

Nellie

28, 1S77.

,

-11.

5 15

Tiimbler

v

s.
15

5

5 IT GO

a

24 53
11 3<) on

>'ot timed.

CUSS- CKNTKE-BOAltn
11.

M. S.

5

Xot timed.

U.

51. S.

5

in 44

SCDOONBBS.

Comet

11

211

Peerless
Nereid

US

11

28 is
38

Vision

1120117
5 0BS1
SECOND CLASS BLOOPS.

d'j

n.

Ariadne
Active

Windward

11

31. s.

M
M

1111

an
11
11 2s 10

n. B. s.
5 41 39

Nor timed.
Not timed.

FIRST CLASS

LOWS, May

Eoitor Forest anb Stream:
1 spent most of last August m the
little town of C
in Kansas,
" chicken shooting." The days were hotter than blazes, and after the
first two or three of the season, I concluded to lie by In town till loar

I

SI.IHIl'S.

u.

-M.

s.

1

II.

M.

C

52 44

S.

Not timed.
I

•_"

.1

Not timed.

: :

:

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
The Wanderer thtia wins

schooners' prize

keel

Hie

by

1

min. 32 sec. corrected time, though it the Rambler's lime bad
been taken from Hie time sin; net null v stalled she would Imvu
won the nice by about nine minutes. Both Of these yachts
Showed unusually good "staying" qualities, and won their
record against great disadvantage.

331

Tut; Atlantic Challenge Pennant.— A challenge race
for the championship pennant of the Atlantic Vaeht Club for
second-class sloops was sailed.
The. Myra was the holder of
the pennant, having won it in a well-fought race last fall.
I'
were four entries for the race— the Hope, (Vcniu, Nimbus and Myra— and the contest, from a tiine-aUowam
point, was one of the closest on record.
The Hope won Hie
pennant, beating the Genia by i sec., the Nimbus by S3 sec
and the Myra by
min. 57 sec.
The yachts had a good sailing breeze throughout, although at the start the wind was a
little siptally and made careful steering necei B«]
1

!

1

I

i

I

ThS CoiiiN'TiitAX Regatta of the Sctwanhakti Yacht Club
was sailed Saturday over the usual course of the New York
Yacht Chile The competitors were the schooners Estelle and
and Peerless; tirst class sloops Arrow- ami Vision-, second
•class sloops Active, Kale. Orion. Petrel, Pilgrim, Ecgina,
Schemer, Windward and Winsome. The start was made
about 11:30 .\. m., mid the vicissitudes of the weather -shower,
calm and sTjuall occasioned an interesting contest. The winning schooner was tin- Estelle. first class sloop the Arrow, and
second class sloop tic- Windward, the Orion befflg first in this
class, mi
being ruled out because she carried a sail which,
though uol exactly a club topsail, was decided by the llegalta
Committee to be something different from the working topsail,
which is the only kind allowed in this race.

—

1

The

'.)

|

elapsed
Finish

Start.

Name.

n.

Ceiila....

Hop!
Nimbus
Myra

a. m.

s.

>i.

1

;.a

•_»•

.".

1

4|)

3d

5

1

«

l

40 08

u

::::

iiiiso

5

sa m;

i

l

official

record of the race

as follows:

is

Brooklyn Yacht Cirn.— .Mr.

izbs

Henry

01

1*3

4

Peerless

Arrow

118*80

Vision

Schemer

5 46 30
1145 00
!
USD CLASS SLOOPS.
1144 53
r> :si 21
114130
6 3531
II 41 12
5 5835

Kst*

11

EStellO

tunc.

Finish.
11.

5

M. S.

)1.

U 52

.1

5 an 33

U.

M. S.
10

:ir.

s 51

,-,i

6 43

ST.

S.

5 :«

4li

a w

.-.

PHtST ct.ass stoors.
5 2!

113

3.1

8 38 88

6 0180

6 5132

54fl ss
5.63 SI

5 i« 29

I

Orion

Windward

lis

3-

Winsome

nil

:>s

Active

ll4.->iMi
1144 Hi

I'ollii

Petrel
I'iljrnhi

in

11

lippim

,..11

611

Not timed.
n -24
r.

81

5 40 S8

6BT84

5 50 24

5-8619

6.0(89

5

been elected Chairman of Hie Board, vice. Commodore Dillon,
resigned.
Mr. Lester Walluck has been elected a member of

5 47

H'.l

«

17

Tie nanus of the winning crews are:
BMsU»-£aptaln,

siiinii

Eiral

j

St. Paul's School, Coxoord, N. II. -A boat race between
the two first crews or the two boat clubs of he school (namely

Shattuck and Halcyon), took place on Thursday. June li',
course two miles, with turn, without coxswains. ShattUcir,
shell of cedar, by Blakie
that of the Halcyon crew, of paper,
by i:. Waters
Sons.
Prize, a silver cup.
The Shattuck
crew won by several lengths in 13 min. 40^ sec. Time of
Haley. m crew not taken.
Philip.
;

flats, .1. P. Walters: Seuond
siate, w. ll. s.-ott.
Crew—Messrs. c. P. Wiiiuuhh. •'. v s oddie. v.
'jn-.tn;,-,.,,. L'ni-ii K.iulke. w. 1). Mnitli. T. Warner, l-dward llr.,\vii. (i.
s. I., isiood, W. A. Potman, T. Bartow, D. Wright, U. Kellogg,
A-l-i-.e.

u.

,l.

Si iiiviKti.i. N\\^ K'eoatta. -In the regatta which took
place on Saturday, the Dili instant, the following boals were
entered: fmir-oared shells Orescent, Quaker City and UniFour-oared gigs Co-scent, Pennsylvania, Quaker
versity.
Six-oared barges Crcscenl and PennCity and University.
I'air-oar shells— rndinen'ud Philadelphia.
sylvania,
Double
Single scull shells— Hoffscull shells— Crescent and Undine.
man, I'mversity Club McBeath. Gormley and Pleasonton,
and Thomas of the Pennsylvania
of the Quaker City Club
Club.

i

Not tuned.
N..I tuned.

.v.i

Id tin

&

i

Potomao RowiNW.
,4/vw— captain, it. Center; Flrsl
Mate, K..M. Cooke. Crew - Mcs-:-.
liam Mirv, M. 1)., A. 11. Stephen.-. J.
F.I.

George

Lelanfl.

HltcficoGfe, J.

Mate, O,

K Cromwell

r>a\ id-o.n.

(i.

£

:

social

:,.D. Wiv.il, WilUouverii.iu- Mums,

.

^eaboOy.D.

S.

Etone,

Thomas

—June

The

18.

four-onrcd shell race
at \Yashington, was

..•./-Captain,

Hugh

l'hilk-r,

M.

(J.

WtllongJlny

I.

Crcw-Messr-.

:

First Mate, Mr Kurli-ia-lit
(ievclinjr, Uibson, Fell, W.

Heath. Middletoii. Wilk-ts.

Filler,

These amateur seamen well deserve honorable mention, as do
allot the gentlemen who participated in the contest. They
do not belong to the school of fair weather sailors.
The Regatta Committee made special entertainment for the
ladies on hoard the fine steamer Americus, and provided a
most bountiful spread: and inasmuch as the Scawanhaka
Club is called upon lo participate in numerous similar events
throughout the season, its liberality is certainly well tested.
This club deserves success, especially as it is educating gentlemen in naval duty, which may be made useful in emergency
one of these days.
I1.\i:!.i.m
Regatta Association'.— The Harlem Rowing
Clubs held their annual regalia on the Harlem River on Monday. The shores, club houses, steamers and barges were
filled with spectators.
The course was a mile straight for all
the races which were rowed on the Hood with a fresh breeze
astern, which accounts for the fast time made.

was called about 2:45 p. M. ll was for
oared shells, and the following crews started
I. Nautilus—Red—W. II. Walsh, bow; T. A. l.evie.n, stroke.

The

first

race

pair-

Columbia— White— ¥.. K Sajre. bow; .1. T. Uoodwin, stroke.
Nassau— Blue— J. li. Hubert, bow; \V. Itobui-on. strok.-.
Time.— Nautilus, 5 in. va';<a s. Columbia, in. -in;., s. Nassau,
si a s.
In the Junior scull race the starters were
Time, 5 m. 34) s.
1. New York Athletic Club—E; Mills, Jr.
9. New York Athletic c (in -bis. Frasor.
I'psct.
I.

3.

'

;

;

a ni.

i

A. B. Slnmd, W. E

;

MeCredv, I.. s. Mack, stroke. Killed out.
L. li. House, W. f'hilds. F. A. Leve2. Nautilus— W. 11. Walsh, how
in, stroke.
Time, 5 m. 16^ s.
3. Columbia -- V, E. Sage, bow; R. It. Colgate, C. M. I'.ovd, ,1. T. Goinlwln, stroke. Time, 5 m. '2U.t s.
The four-oared gig race was the prettiest contest of the day.

K'iwino on the Bahitan.— June IS. Shell race between
the fours of Butgers College, New Jersey, and the Carteret,
three mile pull, Rutgers leading from the tirst and winning by
155 seconds in 20 minutes 36 seconds.

— The

Gasper

John Bowing Club

New

celebrated their

fifth

anniver-

Lake, June 14, and had a most en-

joyable time.
BffiOJJ and Canvas ( anoks.- -A\'e take much pleasure in
refering to the advertisement of J. Darling, in its proper
cohmiiL
We have so many constant inquiries for canoes ihat
we trust the modest advert'isotncnl of DOT friend will save U8 a
great deal of time and trouble in replying.
.Mr. Darling is a
guide of thirty-five years experience inthe norilicriiandcasiern
portions of Maine, and is highly recommended, nol only by

of our correspondents whose letters have appeared in
these columns, but especially by (lemge Homer, of Kimball.
ISai in s & Co.. 35 Bedford street, Boston, who is now sojourning at Darling's house in Kast Lowell, Maine.

v.

Nassau— James

2.

Co umbia

bow

W.

lly-catching lournamcni

limb

thai his

is

11.

;

;

chasing her hotly.

On

—

.

New

Columbia— H. R Iavingtoue, bow; Q. P. Sccley, E. E. Sage, R. R
Colgate, C. S. Boyd, J. T. Goodwin G. B. Cornell, coxswain. Time,
5m.S3&S
New York Rowing Club.— W.
Stewart, bow Gardiner Sherman,
;

:

R

;

id Krl.v:
Hamtioriie. John A. Mcliini. F.i
C. F. Frnthiughnin, coxswain, 'lime fan la.';.
Dauntless.— N. K. Pearl, bow; 1L \\". Pe<kwell. C. E. Knami. W.
ccE. Demurest, W. W. Waller, David Roach, stroke J. Kile. Ji

Jr.. C. 1). Iusrersull. R. B.

Stroke!

:

-.

;i

1

1

,.

"Mrs.

.leniinghain's

Journal.'

Macmillan

it Co.
1'ricc 30 cents.
There are in literature, just as in art, certain pieces of work upon
which the sex of the author is as clearly stamped as if his or her name
he title page. Indeed the experienced critics profess Infills particular powe
I'.'tt
the ui most
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Stephen*.
PhiladelphiaT. B. F
A Pro. Price $l/7&
Those who may have read any ot Mrs. Stephen-. former books -this
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By Mrs. Mackenzie Daniel.
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Crown, bow

the last eighth all three boats
made a tremendous effort, the .New York Rowing slipped to
the front of the Nassaus, and for a moment it looked as if their
how tip would pass the Oolumbias. Unfortunately, at this
vital moment, the bow of the New Yorkers caught a crab, and
amid the hoarse cheers of the collegians the gallant Columbias
dashed by the finish— the winners in .5 minutes 521 seconds
minutes 581 seconds; Nassau, 5'
York Rowing Club,
minutes 59J seconds.
The last race, for six-oared gigs, was also interesting. The
contestants are

-

New York

special

.James I). Foul, Charles E. BadL-elv,
Foster, coxswain.
Charles Kldrtdgc. li. G. Ridubc-k.
Castuer,
G.
coxswain.

Wills,

All caught the water evenly, and the bow tips of all three
were on a line up to the eighth. At the quarter Columbia
led a few inches, and the other two still kept abreasi.
At, the
half Columbia had only gained a half length, the other two
being still abreast. Such close racing is seldom seen. At the
threc-ipiarters Columbia had gained.a length, the other two
still

sclentiBc reference books of the day.

I!ai:i:y.— By the author of

shooting, yachting, racing

and on request they prepare

sports,

;

-II. P.

Edeun, stroke

J. C.

among the

established place

i

Lentilhon, stroke;

3.

lenis.
We cannot speak in ton high terms of the value of tins series,
Its adaptability to the general reading public.
An e.vimhm
i of
Ihe several departments reveals the same thoroughness and comprehensiveness of treatment that have won for the preceding volumes au

and

eminently

W. Hutchinson,

Charles

swain.

W.

list oE the more important sciejiiitic publications of the year, with
notice, and guidance to purchasers, and, what much enhances
the value ol the volume, a mlnule index and analytical tabic of uon-

till— p. li Pi Vi.-ir-j., Ln-.v
hiFu^i ue C. CruGriswolcl, Kobert C. Cornell, si roke ; Robert centre, coxI.

ger,

St.

sary by a regatta at

;

The crews were
"
1. New uuk

are a aeries of summaries of

critical

~>

week, but thai won't prfevenl bis biking the Stump

Dauntless-^I. H. Hates, Jr. Tune, 6 in. Is.
In the diamond-sculls race the contestants were It. "W.
Ratbbone, Athletic Club, and P. C. Ackerman, Atalantas.
A
foul occurred and the referee awarded it to Ratbbone, who
rowed over the course at his leisure.
The fourth race was for four-oared shells. In this Columbia
College's racing four came to the front, as well as a crack J e!ur

tells us,

a

satisfactory

3.

work, as Dr. Baird

tin,

16 min. 40 sec.

—Hon.

:

from'lhc Athletics. The crews were
1. New York Athletic CI lib—A. T". Sliand, boW

features of

progress In the diirereut branches or physical, natural and industrial
science; a series of abstracts and digestsof important papers, memoirs
and other publications, carefu'ly. edited by specialists in the different
departmental* science; a necrology of scientific men for the year,

between the Saratoga and Sue Sheppard,

many

:

Price $3.
This is the sixth valame of the series which was begun in KT1, anil
which constitutes a complete and continuous history of the progress ol
science and industry for the last six years.
The distinguishing

won by the former in 18 min. 53 sec. Distance, two miles.
The race of the same distance, between A. T. Bricc and Don.
nis Coughlin, was won by lie former; time, 17 min.
see.
The four-oared shell race between the married and single men
won by the former in 16 min. 14 sec. The skull race between
Bestor, Barbarian, Gadsby and Bailey, won by Barbarian in
t

Second Mat?, Mr. Fisher.

:

iXDt'STKT FOR 18711.
Edited by Spencer F. Baird, with he assistance of
eminent men ol science: New York: Harper & Bros

,,

;

1(121

other processes of the work of the expedition, makeup the last trio,
and not the least interesting ohapters of ibe book. Here was abundant
material b„
go. d
t, end it has been well employed.
We have nok

&SXVAZ Record of SciEXOE AND

12 5S

mm

:

5 55 13

|i<

all manner of marvelous specimens from t he bottom
ocean; saw more and stranger wonders than ever c
listening Desdemona, and from a Scientific point of view were in
many
of their undertakings highly successful. The summing up of these
results, with the description of the, methods of deep-sea sounding ami

I

T).

the club.
Corrected
time

Elapsed
Stnrt.
Tl. U. S.
US'.) 4-2
it 41 59

,

fished up

t

scnootrEus.

Name.

:

we were

time.
n. m. b.
03 03

U1S

ll

Mil

r,

i

found a single dull page. To slightly modify a good old adage which
used to hear In our younger days "A. book for every place,
and every hook in its place." And this is a book to lie takes into the
country and ead while you u-e lying under the shade trees.

Corrected

time.
n. m. s.
3
::
55 61
4 01 SI

s.

inssitSlo vein.
The route of the Challenei r party \v v
Englnud to the (Jape, thence tn Austral
ip»n, Valparaiso,
overland across the Andes to Monte Video and Ik me again.

TimeSm.

.

H',;S.

In this race the betting was heavy, and the result a surprise
to those giving odds.
T
Prize adjudged to the N. Y Rowing Club because the
Dauntless carried a light-weight coxswain.
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the:

Mr. Newtou mentions 31C species observed by himself,
111 noted by other observers, but
which have eBOttpefl
The notes ml the dates ol arrival in spring and fall, and the
tin- habits of diflereni species are most inleresijng,
Tn sev-

aula ami

hints as

now

for

or

U

instances Mr. Newton describes the young plumages ol certain
species which, although well known to us
the adiill stale, have never
irfoi e been described in their immature dress.
Altogether the lisl is a
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delightful one,
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to

our readers.

Lktt-kkj from the Ciiallemcer.
By Lord G.
Campbell.
New York: Macmillan & Co., 1877. Price

Loci

|2

celebrated watches they have a full line.
stock of

Their

Diamonds and other Precious Stones

50.

No scientific event of

late yeirs has

been so productive

literature as the recent expedition of the

of delightful

English ship Challenger.

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery

The accounts of the voyage by Wyviilc Thompson and others have
been received with

much

favor, not only by scientific students, hut

by the more intelligent reading public, aud among these nunc is
more thoroughly enjoyed than the "bog betters from tile Ctialh ger,
a copy of the.second edition of which now lies upon our desk. Originally written as letters, the author tells us, which were sent home during
the cruise, these chapters are marked by a refreshing abandon, and the
easy epistolary style of a familiar correspondence. Lord Campbell is
a close observer, has an eye for the droll and humorous aspects of life,
and possesses withal the faculty or describing what he sees In the

is

the largest, in the

world, and the public are

also

I

invited to visit their establishment without feel-

ing the slightest obligation to xmrdiase.

Square, -New York,

Union
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— Alive
while

n.iro,

tnoosa was captured a few days
swimming across Cupsuptic Bty,

(C;irri;ipr rJ

§k* M"Wl-

at Rangcley Lakes, by Messrs. Barker and
Haines, taken on shore, and tied to a tree. He
was exhibited to quite a number of gen tic men
from Indian Rock, and was then set free.
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Pointers aril Setters ot approved Imported and
Native blood thoroughly broken; also pups of diffurent. ages.
In the stud, Imported Irish Setters,
"Grouse" and ".shamrock." Also Pointers, "Phil.
Jr." and "King Philip," by "Old Phil;" "Phil, Jr.,'
out, of Oollmrn's Lang and Wilson hitch; "King
Philip." out of Maddeii's rim prize champion Illicit,
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BALTIMORE, Md.
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Metropolitan Hotel,

HOLBERTON.
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vehicles,

BOOK

A CERTAIN REMEDY,
Price 50 cento per Box by mall.
Both the above are recommended by KobANDGcH
and FORKST and Strkaji.

Rubber Cushioned

4:30.

ij.litblicntioii'i.

The Pocket

ARECA NET FOR WORMS EX OOUS.
lilt up in boxes containing
full directions for use.

Sis.

Vailed
tion; illustrated and enlarged; 4'iu page*.
free nn receipt "I (•>. Address I). S. HOLMES, b!)
Jt21 It
FourtU St, Brooklyn, E. D.

!

This Powder is guaranteed to kill [leas on dogs nr
any oilier animals, or money returned. 11 is put up
in patent, boxes with sliding pepper bos top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 50 cents by nm.il, Postpaid
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fool,
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^(hcrtiyrwciifo.
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Depots

Fleas! Fleas Worms Worms
STEA OMAN'S FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A bane to Hens—A Boon to I>ors.
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old pairona
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CAMI<:RON,rrop'r.
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only neceBSary lo say that the

management, will be strictly lust-class, with reduced
terms to meet the bard times.
The hotel appointments are unequalled by any
summer resort in Virginia, comprising all modem
•<•
appliances which characterize, nrst-elalishmcntB— hot and cold water on each floor, gas and
electric bells, with hair mattresses m each room
Mr. JOSEPH N. WOOITW
favorably known at both Rawley and Orkney
Springs, will be in charge as manager, where he will
be happy to see Ins patrons.
For pamphlets or particulars address
•

JOHN W. CAMERON,
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Jordan Alum Spruigs, Va,
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TICKETS TO FKKNANDINA,
JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, S.VNFORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to «*JI. L. JAMES,

SAFE AND LOCK MANUFACTURERS,
Sol

FLORIDA.
FOR
THROUGH

FOR

and 252 Broadway, N. Y.

£™!fs.

H.T.Helmbold's

New

Pennsylvania and

In

EXCIRSION

Jersey.

TICKET.s are

Ferryboats leave James' Slip, N. Y., thirty minutes, and Thirty-fourth street, E. R., fifteen
minuteB before each train. On Sundays, from
Tuirty-fourth street only.
Ticket offices in New York at James' Slip and
34th street ferries, at the offices of We»tcott's
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 7H5
Broadway, 942 Broadway. Grand Central Depot,
42d St.; in Brooklyn, 333 Washington St.; in
Brooklyn, E. D., 79 Fourth street
By purchasing tickets at any of the above
offices, baggage can be checked from residence to
nry31

destination.
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Still
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Also, to

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN CAPE M,\Y,
SQUAN.aud points on the NEW JER-EY f'OAsT
renowned for SALT WA'I F.R SPORT AFTER FIN
AND FEATHER.
L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pans. Agent.
FRANK THOMBON.
I'AV

Gen'l Manager.

fchl7-tf

HAKTPURD, SPRINGFIELD,

I,

Nvv'
M
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River Line,

Fall

General Agout.
mUa'lelphia and Southern Mail S. S. Co.,
410 South Delaware Avenue, Fhila.

Company

Railroad

also reach the best localities for

ticket offices.

HERRING
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GUNNINOr AND FISHING

n,

'i.

For Flushing, College Point, "Whitestone, Great
Neck, Garden City, HempBtead and intermediate stations, see small Time Tables and Time
Cards at all principal hotels and tindor-moutioned

Also awards ol gold and s tlver medals,
assachussetts Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston, 1874; Franklin Institute. Philadelphia, IS74; American Institute,
NeW Yoik, and many others.
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:

KANSAS & COLORADO
tn

gpaet&m&ix

ISLAND UA1I.ROA1).
MAY 11, 1*77.

Trains leave Long J-Hltuid Cny as follows
For Greenport, Sag Harbor, Kivarhaail, and
intermediate stations, at R:U, 9:03 a. m., 3::ii),

—ON THE—

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

The World's Champions."

gioitfcj.

t

LONG

A BUFFALO

&03

Tickels sold and baggage
New YorK, and

Broadway,

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

Brooklyn.

cheeked

at

No.

I'll

No.
Crjurl. Struct,
Full panicular.s al cullce on Pier.
Rti HAI.'li 1'1-h K, Sup't.
i

MAMMOTH PALACE STEAMERS

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.
i

The best and most direel route to the Fishing and
Hnuting resorts of Cape Cud, and Rangeley, and

Compound Fluid Extract

Tickets for sale' at

principal hotels and ticket

aJJ

steamers leave Sr» Yoik Daily
Julv
ol

"The Bermudas."

BUCHU.

Murray

(Sundays,
North River, tout

al 6 ft ST.

2i

stfeVt.

ItniiPKN

&

I.OVIOI.I,,

:

i

S:46

.

Fiir

Spring Valley— S;-|j
llavei-r.lr.iv.-

m

i:o),

;.-,,

:,.;:,

1:01, 4:16

and

rein

A. ji., 1:110, J:15,

aud

v.

m.,

A.

F(ir

i,...,

,

|'

m

7:ir, a.

i

5:15

t—S-^ A. if.,

liOl)

aud

5.15

i:mi, -1:15

,

;

Agenls.

i-'OHM.iii,

Gen'l Pass'r Agent.

reached in seventy
hours from New York, ami being surrounded by the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream enjoys an equable
temperature of about 70 cleg.
The elegant British Steamships "Bermuda," and

".

and -1:1 u p. 11.
For New York City:

GEO.

DELIGHTFUL

AND

A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,

from

lo Sept. u, inclusive)

I

For Uackenaack 7
and li.ihi r M.
For Maiiuet-7:l.j, S:! r,

i

s-sti.-j

m. and

a.

B:«

stopping at

p. jr.,

all

f-3|

is

e.\pre.-,siv tor the passen"Ciniina," t,nuo tons, Uit.i
ger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, inn!. ing connection at Bermuda

only at 11:45
IS Mid. from
Stony Point,

People's Line Steamers

:ht

lo

i.l

Owing

t°

Various

countoiTriling

of

my

MEW YORK AND ALBANY.

with steamers for St. Thomas and West Indies. For
information apply to A. E. OUTERBRTDGE,
Dec -21 ly.
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.

The most

receipt

original

and preparation*,

changed my labels

anrt wrappers,

hnv

I

which

and cheapest route

cumfurlidile

for

SPORTSMEN OK PLEASURE SEEKERS

full

Islands of the St. Lawrence, The
Great.Northern or Adirondack w ddei-ness,
Lake George, bake "Miamplalh, The Willie
and fiat. coma Mountains, Saiatoga,
Trenton, Niagara, Sh.rou and
Riehueld springs. Coopeia-

Trains of this Road will

The Thousand

in

dm

street boats.
L. D. BRUYN. Snpt.

t

fatare will be printed In

rpEE

CikJRnffiSETE

tUfl

to

be *nre and

and Indiana Railroad.

ltapids

(Mackinaw,', Grand Rapt
Rapids & Cincinnati Short Llm
Sportsmen who have east a llyo

NOT ATRIP MISSED

'

waters Of tllC Grand T
vithout soMeatatt

I"

Rod an
The tlsh named abi
Pike and Pickerel, ab

hdadway,

i

PJVIPENCE LINE.
mors leave Pier

such

Gr:

Brook Trout Season ope

Manufacturing Company,

'

GREAT SOUTHERN
D

1st

Grayling (Season op»us June 1st.
The sportsman can redaily send trophies of his
'Club" at home, as Ice lor
piickinR risk can be had at many points.
Take your family with you. The scenerv of
and
lakes is verv beautiful.
Woods
The
the North
nil- is pure, drv, and bracing. The .'limale peculiar],
beneficial to those suffering with hay fever anil
asthma.
Tlie Hotel Accommodations, while plain, are,
as a rule, good, lar surpassing the average in coun-

Freight A * Pass'nger Line,

skill to his friends or

No.

30 PLATT

ST.,

NEW YOKK.

GENUINE HAATJLEM
KNOWN

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

tries

OIL,
30

YEARS.

new enough

to afford

the

litres!

A' I

Charleston, S. C.
AND THE

FLORIDA PORTS,

I

Wednesday and Saturday
At 3 o'clock p. M. From Pier
29,

ets.

UnrlTal-

'

Dogs, Guns, and Fishing Tackle Carried

Free

owner's risk.
Camp Cars lor Fishing Parties
at

and Families
"on

J. H. PAGE, G.
A. IIOPPE, Eastern Passenger Agent,
1

If.

&.

T. A.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

d.iri:,.

'-,:

reel

,

'iitiadulphia.

St.

E.

SNOW,

T. Accnt, Detroit.

& N'rth'm

P.

S.

BEST!
DAILY.

t

Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and their dogs taken good care of. Reduced rates
on parties of len or morenpou anplicniion to General
Ticket office, 'erlai- liajinls.
C. .T. IVES,
E. F. W in-slow,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
General IManagnr. ir*
tf
i

Capt. Ingrahtn.

trowel!.

CH1CAGQ&ALTQNRAILR0AD.
vailed

on the cos

Speed,

Safety,

and

Comfort. THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
I^-Inburance to destination ONE-HALF OF ONE
PER CENT.

G. F.

IOK, Pres.

CHEAPEST AND

QUICKEST,

Direct Connections at Buffalo with New York
central and Erie Railway.
At Detroit, with Michigan central Railroad.
At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western
Railroad.

FRANK

North River,

BABCi

s.

crossing and connecting with all East and West
Lines in Iowa, running through some of Ihe Quest
hunting grounds in he Northwest, for Geese. Ducka,

CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,

AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

37,

Freights via cither

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY

to

DOGS CARRIED FREE

O.

Burlington, C. Rapids

Ckigago to

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME

p.m.

P.Agent,

Paul and St. Louis
Short Line.

Close connections at Charleston with the favorite

and given special attention.

Sandal wood:

St.

VogehClTY POINT. Capt. scon, for FKRNANDIN'A JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUSTINE, PALATKA, ENTERPRISE, MELONVILLE and all

Sportsman's Route.

CAUbfCHAUBS

N.

CITY OF ATLANTA, CHAMPION,
Capt. E.W. Lockwood
dipt. M. S. Woodhull.
G. W. CLYDE,
GULK STREAM,
Capt.

P.

I.

The South and the Southwest

of Ushlng.

On and after June 1st toned Trip excursion
Tickets sold to Points In Grand Traverse
Region, and aitraciive train facilities offered to
also, on and after July 1st,
tourists and sportsmen
Mackinaw and Lake Superior Excursion Tick;

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
T

jciii

at

In no other streams c
is the famous America
mbers.

St.

IN SEVEN

offices of

North Elver, eve
European pi; i. beautiful music, no dust
good beds, refreshing sleep.
S. E. MAYO. Gen'l Passenger Agent.

ihe

Jav

foot

principal ticker offices. State
VVe-rc dt Express ConiNew York, aid 383 Wash-

all

at,

PEOPLE'S EVEN!
11

ihe

1IELMB0LD

Pier 33 North River,

te

OF XOllTIIEUX MJCllIGAX, VIA

Grand

NARRA-

mers STONINGTON" and

Brook Troxit,Grrayli:ug and
Black Bass? Fisheries

genuine, prepared by the

H. T.

EAST.

:

IRK.

The Public arc cautioned
get

"FISHING LINE."

QTONINOTON LINE,
AND ALL POINTS
O FOR BOSTON
REDUCED FARE

and well-known Florida packets DICTATOR, Capt.

points in Florida.

Goods forwarded free of Commission. Passage
tickets and Bills of Ending issued and aiancd at the
.IAMES W. (iLU.N'TAfill X O..
Ofllceof
Agents, No. 17T West St reet. cur. Warren, or
P. CLYDE A- CO.. No. H Bowling Green.
Through Freight Tarnffs, Passage Tickets by all
routes and lo all points in the south and Southwest,
l

W

'and further information au be obtained at the office
BENTI.EY ii. IIASELL, General Agent,
of
Great Southern Freight Line, 317 Broadway, comer
dec7 ly
of Thomas street.

St.

frora

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CABS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN

FIRST-CLASS

EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN

will find splendid shooting on the
line of this road; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
Connects direct at Kansas City with tho
quail, etc
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great. Buffalo and An-

telope range of Kansas

and Colorado.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ills,

:

$shing gucjih,

ftc.

and

Turf Sports

Atlilctics.

METROPOLITAN RIDING ACADEMY,
A>c
magnificent temple ol

.Sport is

now mien

65 Fulton Street,

RACK, ONR-EIGHTH MILE.
address,

privileges,

FEED

S43I5@Q

a)

Q

11QDS,

The annexed list
made. We quote

will

show the reductions we have

i

.

SOJ

i.:

management,

PS

—<D>,
- ©
2"

QUALITY GrUABANTEEJD.

;i,

.

POWDER MILLS

J.

ENGELIIAEIH
Metro
ii; n
A,
I:miii_
v.
Third Ave., Slid ami n-iti Ms., n. V.
.I
Tin
entral Park Riding Scl
I,
Sales,
ii:-". Training and
Exi
Boarding Stables, Seventh
Ave. and 5Sth St., Btill continue (ruder tin same
jnno lj

Now.

I'TiV.

i

Fly Rods, li strips, 2 Tips
$40
Fly Ro.ls. Ii Strip, 3 Tips, and Duplicate
Joint
55
KlaeK llass Roils, Strip, 2 Tips
50
Black Bass Roils, strip, Tips and Du-

AiRMCUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Cptn every dav. A large collection of Living Wild
Birds tuid Reptiles.
Admission it, vents:
children under twelve, 10 dents.
jam; ]v

it

l'o.-i

I

i.e:

part of their construe

G5

have

hut,

h

i

40
50

.80

nn machinery

i-

I

SEND

We

Onict— 13

qo

is

BROAD STREET,; BOSTON.

BRANDS—DIAMOND GRAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPORTING.

J

(Oriental Rifle.)

35
3D

The "Oriental " powder Is equal to any made
expense is spared to make the best.

P

WHOLLY MADE

are, in all their parts.

Beaut!!,

GUNPOWDER

PI

s

§5

.MANUFACTURERS OF ALL 'KIND'S OF

§

:;

plicate Joint.
li Strip, 2 Tips

Salmon Rods,
These Rods
Pi HAN1>.

08

$35

ii

Zoological Garden.

Qhiniwwder,

©

ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON THE OUTSIDE.

Comfortably heated ami ventilated.

For time, terms ami

D,

E.

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

Riding, Driving, Training,
Pedestrianism, Fencing. &o-

uhlt

§,

ORIENTAL

t-i

York.

for

Thorough Horsemanship,

'1

New

Factory—.Foot .South Sth Street, Bronklvn,

Instruction ami practice.

PERFECT RACE

t0sttmg

Conroy, Bissett& Malleson

Third Ave, 63.1 nml Glth St., Second
FRED. J. ENGEL1IAEDT, Proprietor.

ii

'

>

forest) and stream.
rjliiiiiii'mrnf's,

Tliis

m

'

334

;

no

.E
BRANCH

"JE

used in auv

OFFICES.

Mnnro, Agent, 19 Exchange SL, Buffalo, N.T
Cobb,t Wheeler, Agents, S State St., Chicago, 111.
C. J.Chapin, Agent, 21S Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Agencies in the principal cities in the United States.'
J. G.

I.

CIRCULAR.
these Rods— the bestiu

Full

one grade Of

£

£

~

t

the market.

Highest Honors
AT

PHILADELPHIA

TIIK

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR, 1876.

Fishing Tackle

SHONmGER ORGANS.

BANGOR,

SALMON, BASS and TROUT

for

FISHING.

Bamboo Rods a Specialty

Great reduction

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.

COMMERCE STREET, PHILA.

503

Manufacturers

of

A

Specialty of the

Amateur Rod Makers.

RODS.

ri:iL.'

or.

name

i" _-'jx

1

'

J*

for breech-loading guns.

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1
metal kegs, 6>4 lbs. each, and canisters of

to

S in
6

and

1

each.

lbs.

I'n.

Orange

tip,

Powder.

Rifle

The

best for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FFFrt. trie ;as- being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of
J.-;
I2»i ihs.
and OV lbs., ami in canisters of 1 lb. and % lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are reSizes,

in Sets

,

REPAIRED.

awariU.1 a MEDAL and DIPLOMA at the
Centennial for my Split Bamboo Rods.
Also manufacturer of Eaten; Reels for Salmon
and Trout fishing. The lightesr, strongest, and
handsomest Reels ever made.

Iwas

FISHING TACKLE

always on hand.

Send for circular and price

tOM PETITION

mounted,

str-'ml-

and mounted with my " patent
waterproof ferrule. ami warranted again?! imper-

Full line of

list".

SKiJiSTER'S
ew Fluted Bast.

THE LIFE OF TRADE.

CE00K

J. B.

and Cleanest made, in sealed
Higher numbers specially are recom-

to 7. strongest

1

Orange Ducking Powder,

2.-.

Rod Mountings

En

REELS.

prices. Trout Rods, full

i:i

i'.i-li

Wood

Celebrated Green Heart
for

l.'nil

TACKLE

FISHING

FINE

Evi.iv

bott to extreme

Co.

Orange Lightning Powder.
No.

1 lb. cani-ters.

mended

Split

Rand Powder
MURRAY

No. 2G
ST„ N. Y.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers Of

ftlAINE,

Manufacturer of every variety of

FINE RODS

&

Lafiin

L

L.

House.

CO.,

commended

an

.mi:

i

'

used by (Japr.

1

A.H. DOGARDUS,
!

'.

.

'

',

.'
.

:

,

I

.

il

i.

-.

i,

.

;

.

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER
kinds on hand and made to order.
Safetv Fuse, Frictlonai and
Platinum Fuses.
Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
cut, sent free on application to the above address.
of

all

THE

HAZAKD POWDER

CO-

MANUFACTURERS OF

GUNPOWDER.

FCLTOX STREET, SEW YORK,

50

Wakes the Immense Reductions.

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

hail used for Bass and Pickerel Fishing
75 coins; Pickerel size, fl each, by mail
ee
,!
:v.
m ,:,,, lii
![i
m
i.d (.nine, sample- ov mail, y5atid 75 cents.

,

i

,

Best

instruments.

Grconheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishing, $15
to Jim.
A-h and Lam. jw. oil Rouk for Trout and liass
E"ishing,$7to *12.
Everything else
I)

to all

pans

ol

I

rated

puce

,

of Fishing Tackle

list

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarce). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canisters of

only.

1 lb.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

S

in proporiion,
Qoods sent C. O.
he United Stales and Cai adas.

FISH & STMPSOX,
132

TO AMATEUR

Fishing*

Hazard's "Electric Powder."

,t

NASSAU

ST.,

NEW

to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
fine grain, quick and clean, for
fix lb. kegs.
upland prairie shooting.
Weil adapted to shot-

Nos.

YOKIv.

(fine)

1

A

gunB.

Hazard's

Rod Makers.
n

itdy

'•

Duck Shooting."

Ln 1 and 5 lb. canisters
1 (fine) to 5 (coarse).
and 6X and li)i lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shootmg remarkably close and with great
penttration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle orbreech-loaders.

Kos.

Mosquito & Black Fly Repellent.
This Composition contain*

Solid

Hazard's " Kentucky Kllle."
N.w mles

hi.

cordarn:e with our
the ka-t monej.

W"

a • ereper-.l to appoint a feiv II. -w Agents,
lllusirnicd Catalogues mailed, postpaid, upon
pllcaiiou to

B.

FFFG, FFG, and "Se* Shooting" FG,

just lsmicI,' winch are' in ac
lule, the Hl-.sT olM;.\Ns loi

p, i.e.,

,1

1

SHONINCER ORGAN

ap

in kegs of 25,

t>% lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and M lb. c misters. Burns strong and
moUt. The FFFG and FFG a-e 1'avurite brands for
1
FG is
ordinary sportnig. and the "Sea Shooting
the standard Ri€e powder of the country.

12X and

I00 feet

Superior Linen Line, bj mail

$

25

'

EC T IONS.

I) I li

Fur

CO.,

and mosquitoes imbthe

S'lpothe Inunl. One

repcilina: tiles

.ml (iii the exposed parts frtely wiin
piilication to the stlug or bite ol the in.-ect,

inmost

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON A MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF
ANY RE'
OB PdtOOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

v

York.

sfSteht with

The above can bo had or dealers, or of the Company's Agents ln every prominent city, or wholesale
V. oar office,

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

tag reels for black

FUR, FIN and FEATHER.

Washington

374

good

street, Boston,

Mass.

.

GAME AND GAME

FISH

LAWS

F.

J.

Ilrov-

ii

125

MARSTERS,

MANTJFAcrur.E!:,

VIST'S'
,.i>s. ':

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

state-,
it

kind

I

Here.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting; Goods.

SoUleSt
r

PrtBtisimit,

New York

st,,

City.

i<

Art Journal bound
'

it} le,

I'ioturi

sqae

& Son.,
Y.

j,

WALKER'S SONS,

14

Dey

Btreot.

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Agent

for

New York and

vicinity.

en-iu,

::

,

pr.iini'.-

and upnaid.

the world.

in

The

'

m

d

-.-

-i

'"

Cedar sidinu, oak keel,
two persons.
(do not fold up). CANOES, open or decked.
weight 35 pounds i.o 00 Ui-\ Semi .-lamp for new
J. II. RUS1ITON, ManufaeIllustrated Circular
ottr, Cauton, St. Lawrence CountTy, N. Y,
v, ill

.*,i[ v

Special Offer

OF THIS PAPER.
A CenulneSwlss Magnetic Time-

Keeper, a e-ita't

(.v.u

fortvetyU.l

ib.,

i

.•

CoiTiplete Sliooting Suit
Gift.

FOB

ClITC

$10.

$10.
Warranted belter limn any

in tie- marker.
BcttJ by
Luiin lesi imonials on lile. wliich say
•'
Uol.iliir.l makes the l.esi Shooiiunil
World." Tlii- Sail is to heat il
head Hash in the
nu
marker, which sell Cot more money. Stonld
want anything extra-line 1 can make it. Send for
I'rii
List lied S nuple of Goods.

mail lor $RI.T.r..
that

•

W.

Sole

Mir. mi

A

TO THE HEADERS

etc.,

Flies.

Medal anil Diploma from International Exhibition,
Philmleli-ihia.lhW.deereeil for exceedingly neat wmk
"ith soliclitv of construction. A hi"' ussorliueut ol

Superior Rifle. Enfield
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
and Col. Hawker's Ducking.
W. ST1TT, fil
street, N. Y. Agent for the United States.

AND CANOES.

Twines and Lines; 1,800 Uitnis on hand. Fltshernieu'8 twines, lines ami nets of all kinds. Also hammocks for sportsmen. Samples uf twines rent free
my3l tf.
nn application or by mall.

rltOll.

required.

CURTIS A HARVEY'S

-end

>'.Y.

Cedar

The LIGHTEST sporting boat

Mi URIDli,
If

nivir.-:

w

RUSHTON'S

\\

F.EEKMAN STREET, N.

McBride
Gel vonr line books houmi.
iblisiiei
uniform to London

''""i

package by mail

HUNTING & PLEASURE BOATS

Bend

1S15.

P. Travers
li;

Chambers

r...i.-

Kinds of line

FOWLER,

J.
STJYD&M,

all

tackle. Bods sent per expreBS on spprovaL
lilia.ea, N. Y.
lor circular. A. II.

ESTABL1S11ED

in

r

Nos.

awav the

rutting

Private

world.

l

el"

aeUQr,
"

198 liroadway,

Routing,

Eam-

Dr. Fowler's Cfleliraled ' Six Strip
boo Elv-Ki

C1IA.S.

K'l.v

;

> lli!Vtii; v.

Rifle,

Improved and tin
enamel. The stroi

Hunting and Fishing Directory

DENJilSOX & CO.,

CARD.

cored,

FOffff.

English faporting Gunpowder.

beat

e

tFMii STREET. aVKlK

S9

This is a pul. Ileal ion that should he in the hands of
every lover of Bhouting, fishing ami trapping. It
contains the

maras am

W.

li.

iH'i.Al'dl.'li

Hol'jeriou, Suit

Valparaiso, Ina.

Agent in

New

York.

r

ONLY OITIiKTl'MITY

tnin Ihi. bcuutil

Thi.

..Hit will bold

good lor Stld.y..

(r.

Mi-

;
.

FOREST AND STREAM.

335

VICTORIOUS INVENTION
The Eagle Claw.
An ingenious device for the purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are

among

its

peculiar

Immaterial how to place it when set. It maybe buried
inthegronnd, suspended f:om the limb of a tree, or, when
occasion rean ires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material Without inanv way impairing Us certain operation.
It ia adapted for bait of any description, and, when, set, no
fiat

Animal, Fish or Bird that touches the bait can .... ,:n ,|\ ;'.'-:"
It does not mangle or injure Its Victims in the sllgheai degree,
nor need they be bandied to free them from the trap.

"^ORVIS,

Chas. F.

1— For fishing and all kinds of small game and animals,
35 cents.
sent by mall
No. 2— For catching Mlufc, Vnlaatt. Raftcoona, large Game,
No.

'

.

MANUFACTURER OF

I

TScents.
Flsh.&c
3, or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Panthers, Ac. Can be easilv set by a buy, and willstand a
pound.-. Weight, 10 to 15 ltis.*10.
V 8 rain ol several hundred
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt ol price.
Address
No.

I

Fine Fishing Eods, Reels, and Artificial

Flics,

l.

I

AND D 15ALER IN

TACKLE,
FISHING
KtAKCSESTES. VERMOWT.
Send for descriptive catalogue.

Chas. L. Coate,
,_-S SSO Fulton

*

STODDARD'S

ST DOES

COMBINING SEVEN

line as can be produced.
free from mineral and other injurious substances.

Our Cisarcucs are as

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

BTO. XQi

AGENTS WANTED.

AND CIGARETTES.
FOE MEERSCHAUM
NOT BITE THE TONGUE, jg,

IMPLEMENT,
CARTRIDGE LOADING
DIFFERENT TOOLS,
Expeller,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.,

Box a*.

V. O.

Mention Fobest a n d Stkeas:.

Cap

RICE LIST:

1

I

is

NOW READT.

Only the best FrencJ. Cigarette paper

is

used,

which

convenient and elegantly
a d-iicinns Cigarette
of Perinne and Vanity Fair. Most
i
i-»r . fttftnu
,.."''••
L-A)IAK«jU.-Aili'.M
\ward. Vienna, 1ST3, and Centennial, 1S.0.
i,,.-!,,.,,
fas Vienna
n unsu 'pals .1. the only brands receiving
•

7,,, U:, -.".I :i;,-o"i'n-«M ni tii< «i.'.l'
Always Uniform uud Itelinble
VIM. S. KlilTSALL & CO., Rochester,
(5PIZE11 JIEDALS.)
PEERLE-S Tor. \CCO WORKS
"

u'u,

.

Award.

Length, 4£

incites.

Nickel Plated.

Weight 10 ounces.

All the operations are perfect, and so liable for any shell.

VWAEDED BOTH MED At, AMI DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION.

prsce,
Circulars sent on application.

met"

STODDARD

C. J.

to

CO.,

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.
IT.

I'

OH

York.

^0{tnii(cn's (Boods.

§liorfuttei( 's (Roods.

Semi postal older or check

New

C.

Deunison's Targets

C

From 25

1000
Yd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLD BY

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
JiriO>. ol
Tnrlt ( ity. Iras KpihtU?.

»w

LYMAN'S
PATENT BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR.

Dealers

Sporting Goods,

ill

Sportsmen's Emporinm,
NEW

Y0EK,
102 NASSAU ST.,
Camping, Shooting and Fishing Tackle of every
Including Tents, Blankets, Rubber

to

On receipt of TEN CENTS a IOO VARI)
TARGET will be sent by mall, with circular and
sam pies, by
KENNISON & CO., 108 Broadway, N.Y.

description,

Goods, Flannel Shirts, etc.

SOLE AGENT IN

NEW YOKE

PTJ K D ' 8 Patent Roughed Glass Balls
Duncklee's Camp Stoves; Boudren's Jack, Dash and
Fishing Lamps; Bond's Folding Boats; Fenner's

Y

for

Trunk Boats

;

Sarah

McBride's Standard Trout

J.

Flies ; Holabird's Celebrated Shooting and Fishing
Suits of Duck, Corduroy and. Fustian ; Good's Moccasins Holberton's Fly Books, holding flies at full
;

_•

;

&

Seydel

•

Co's Pocket

Hammock.

BLACK

BASS.

The Celebrated Ferguson Jnngle Cock, riolbeiton,
Turkey, Academy, May, and other Black Bass Flies
on hand, tied for casting with light rods. Directions
furnished, it desired, How. when, and where to fish
with artificial flies for BtacK Bass.
Hand-Made Fly Rods, of the best quality for Trout
and Black Bass, from ST upward. Every rod warranted.

Leonard's Split

The Fox Patent Gun,
loader yet

SPORTSMEN
Will find a select assortment of

Ball

Ammunition,

goods appertaining thereto.

65 set.

Hart's

Furdy's c;ias a
Spratt's
Balls, tl per 100.
Metal Shells and Celluloid

Reels.

Send

10 cents for Illustrated catalogue, containing

Hints on Fly Fishing, Camping, ahi Shooting;
Rules fob Glass Ball Shooting, by Captain
Bogakdus.
Send no money by mail, only draft or P. O. order.

'

Hie press to the Patentee,

'

WILLIAM LYMAN,
OFFICE

all

Trap each

ling Biscuit.

Revolvers,
And

Fly RdOfl,

Shooting and Fishing Suits all styles and prices,
•and everything else useful and necessary to Sports-

Guns,
This invention enables an Oarsman to see wlicro lie Is soing. nc sits with his face to the bow.
Every Rower knows how awkward it is when pulling single, or as bow-oar in a crew, to nave to turn and
watch the course. By using this arrangement the Rower is brought into his proper position, anl he can
row as he would drive. There is NO LOSS OF POWER. Send for circular, directions and opinions ol

Bamboo

the best and cheapest breech-

offered to ..Sportsmen.

NEW ..YORK,

EST

Discount to the trade.

Middlefield, Conn.
32

W. HOLBERTON.

In fo

CORTLANDT STREET.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION
MEDAL
AWARDED FOR
STEAM LAUNCHES.

This nt

simplicity

nitrabilit'

us pans.

The most

inanuiaeake it the

Most Desirable Kevolvei

A

("OMl'I.E IE

ill

the Market.'

ASSOKTMEVi' OF

IfMT/nFlFLES SHOT GUNS

ETC.

T. O.

Box 5109.

@las© ©all Tw&w
300 GLASS BAIiInS
v

FOR SIP.

Send for Clrculat

FOWLEE & FULTON,
WALDSTEIN

H.

OPTICIAN,
545 Broadway,

New

apl18

Marshall's Glass Ball Trap is acknowledged as the
best now before the public. It is made of best ash,
and everything first class. Throws two or more
balls in different directions, and with as much force
as desired. Liberal discount to dealers. Smd for
particulars to
O. SQUIR.KS, 1 Cortlandt
Street,

New

HENRY

jeU

York.

tf 4

STEVENS' PATENT BREECH-LOADING

York,

Has received the highest award
Exposition for his

and Field Glasses.

fine

at the Centennial
Glasses, especially Opera

His display at 640 Broadway of

fine

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN

EYES,

Etc.,
Illustrated catalogue mailed on

Ie really wonderful.
receipt of postage of four cents.

K. Y.

SAFETY STEAM POWEE
.W Cortlandt
GIVE

Street.

ESTABL1S"

CO

Weto York.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OP

LAUNCHES AND

THEIIi

MACHINERY,

Sinn win furnish them complete in every particular, sited either as SwiflBacers, Fa-I Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fi.-lnne Boats, Ktnr- timers, or Ferry V. ata
t.r will supply ,„,_. nACllINEit y, complete.
Also
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring t bm u then own beats.
I

j

'40.

Boimcl Volumes
Forest and Stream.
SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW HEADY.
First Four Volumes, $4 each,

Others, $3.50.

setol the FOREST
seven volumes, bound handsomely
ab e library for the sporisiuau—can
on application to this office.

AND STREAM
in com —a valu,

A complete

now be obtalnei

Shooting Rifles, Double and Single Barrel Shot-Guns,
Pocket Rifles, Pocket Pistols, anh the noted Hunter's
i'et Rifles.
Send lor catalogue.

J.

STEVENS

&

CO., Chicopee

Falls,

Mass,

]

"chasTg^hT
MANCFACTtTBEE OP

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities

tlrsi-rlat-s.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECHSame

action as

price list, No. a
octs-tr

LOADEUS.
new guns, send

West Main

street,

for circular

and

Rochester, N. Y

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

336

@ms,

&

git

§ifl*s.

SQOTT

C.

SONS.

6l

First Pr

ADIRONDACKS

awarded
in

in

i

COMPLETE 0UTFIT1 CAMPING

i

HUNTING
AND
FISHING 8UITS,

to

rapidly secure the favor of all

I
I

be

_ __,

„ 04a^a«

T E NTS.
RUBBER.

t

Strongly recommended.
Choke-bores, medium or

It is
full.

invaluable,

Our gnns

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

and should be ordered on
to be had of the principal

Birmingham, England.

discounts.

Blankets, Boots, foats,
Stockings,
Leg-'ings,

E. Cor. Second and Walnut

Phila.

Sts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.
Fishing Tackle, Bods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies,
Leaders, Snoods. Artricial Bait, Fly Books,
Etc..

Etc.

t&~ Salmon, Bass and Trout

FlieB

Made

to Order.

AI.SO

Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Bi3euits
mar4-lr
Repairing of all kinds.

" Binder's "

THE

"ACME" SINGLE

Long

to hold up 1,300
and can be used 1:;
or on the lawn at
home.

enough

The

CHEAPEST

and most desirable single breech-loader in ths market.

camp

14 lt

T.

(J,

COS WAY,

98 Chambers Street,

Send

New

for

list.

York.

Box

5

My
,

stock of breeehloading shot-guns is the
most complete 61 nil] In

Agent

this city.

for

Paper and Metallic Shells

W.

prize
Greener's
a<.d the English

W.
guns

(Patent Applied Kor.)

No one
shot.
go to the woods

chilled

shonld
witbout one of these
far-killing guns, with

Breech-Loading

—
lm
and some Dittmar
A good Eng-

" >;>i
tlon

The best and cheapest trap offered, made of yellowor
pine, and every part warranted. Throws single
double balls in any direction. Traps, each, $5
do*,
solid oak trap, $6.50; extra rubber springs, per

Shot Guns,

-

.

i

Glass
75c; Purdy glass balls, per 100. $-i. The Purdy
almost
Bali is the best and easiest ball to break,
presents a fl.t surface to the shooter. Liberal discount to the trade.

:

|_.

.

i

Manufactured by the

powder.
lish
$35.

Mf

breech-loader

for

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

Vnwhprp in the Drifted States can a more
cash. Send
co'mplete »n ?nf b" procured for so little
for catalogue and particulars.

1

JOHN KRIDER,
N.

BARREL BREECH-LOADING SUOT-GVN.

lbs.,

HENRY

at World's. Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.

al.

Fishing Pants, Drinking Cups, etc.

HAMMOCKS, ou^'Va*

GUNS

premium

e attention of

cooking ntenstls ncces
sary, and pack in surptlslugly Bmall

.

'

(F..-.T.VBLISIIED 1936.)

First

Is

teBt its merits.

-ry gun. Costs about
dealers tn the trade only.

I

These Stoves have

^aiUDotOVeS.
*

Cmn-

camp at, Company's

'he

|

who

COMPENSATING$10LUMP.
extra.

of
Cots, $5

supply the
trade with these indispensable articles for
$10.

ami

extra. Our highest grade is as usual
marked the Pbejukk Quai.itt.
[Extract from Fokest and Stream. Now York, December 2fi, 18T6, Contributed bv one of the Judges of
Awards of Gum at the Centennial :J
" This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity, and must

others,

A LARGE STOCK
Lounges and

.on

TEIPLEX.^S

JU1KAHO,

I

Sportsman's Depot.

ma-

Qnality and
:

requested to the above
Its superior
new action.
mpart grK atl.v Improved
and solidit

with cartridge a itl reloaders for same.
All styles of canvas,
duck, moleskin, linen,
etc., from $10 to $30 a
suit. Coats $5 and upwards.

,

Exhibition,

nship and

-

1

ill

§ifleH, git.

ml Diploma,
al

1

NECESSARY ARTICLES.
SON,

§nn$,
n

Triplex Lt
sportsmen

SHARPS, aid

n Veda]

at

..iv. :

fpr

k-riul

<•(

;

I

C. SQUIRES,
CORTLANDT ST., N.

CO.,

W. HOLBEKTON,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE STDRTEVANT SHELLS are the easiei
head nor use an aw. ..
not have to unscrew
:p!oded caps. TUB PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
of steel wire, will not be
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new mnaei, wiu
t'.ie

•a

Y.

Sole Agent,
Nassau St., N.Y.

102

j e213m

rounded Jaly

4,

1808,

made

Hobbs' patent waterproof urini'.'rs, never miss tire, and are
highly prized to, ail that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
ontlav for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant oar BROW N
PAPER SHELLS eq_u.il to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not bnrsi ir. the gun.
Inquire of any of ho dealeis in sporting materials Tor
t-

« M C Co

I

'a

Shells

anufaclnrers.

Louis Conical Base Paper Shelf,"

"St.

Shell, we
Having made Important improvements in our
superior, in
nan safety recommend them as equal, if not
mannfactnred in this conntry or
ijoality to any Paper Shell
e
a
are : A
\\m-ng 'the advantages claimed for these Shells,
also the great
saving 01 55 por cent, in the use of powder
1,J
ii^
uk.
•".«';>;
Longer
No. \i-»h, Ki, and 2'i wches
and 3 inches
receipt of J1.15
mailable. Sample, 100, sent by express on

fi^

-

—

i

i

i

>

,

;

They are n

THREE BARRELED

j'oiNo. li;$l.
!,

BreeeirLoading Guns.

m

W.
Lisle,

Sept. 30:6m

H.

street, St. Louts,

ThoF.

Mo.

Capt Bogardus' Patent Ciass Ball Trap
and Rough Balls.

Forms a
feature in the Sporting Line.
Hght and compact gun from eight to ten pounds
wanted
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often
shooting.
of
kinds
all
Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau street,

A new

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

De Kalb

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

St-

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)

No.' 2,230

it

Co.,

N. Y.
used by him
These Traps and Balls patented by Bogardus and an
by
thousand times, proves them to be just what is wanted

many

Walnut

121

Office

Pistol.

SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.

CO.NLIN'S

THE

«5 OO
;•"••-•»•
PRICES: -Nickel" PliUed
OO
7 £2
Rosewood Handle.. S
(Black

April

10, 18TT

;

Traps, March

'

13, 1ST7.

& Co

For sale in New York at the following stores
Suvder. J. P Moore's Sons, Spies, Kissam A
p«.lc
Ritzman, Scharles
Bo., Fish A- Simpson, Chas. L.

and 32d Streets.

'76

SHOOTING COAT.

The

largest variety of

r—-j l'

I

(—

J

Shooting and Sporting Garments,
in the World.
Setut/or Illustrated Catalojue.

NEWABK,

GEORGE

N. J.
Feb 22

(

'

C~l\
CBS!

,

31st

AND EVENING.
(PATENTED)

('.

'

Geo. E. Hart

Philadelphia.

NEW RIFLE CALLEHY.

Broadway, between

1,222

OPEN" DAY

Shoots darts or slugs 50 to 75 feet with
accuracy. Can be loaded by anybody with
safety and ease. Recommended by Gen.
Sherman, also by G. F. Lynch, Esq., of
the Australian Rifle Team.

Street,

& B. ZETTI.ER,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERT,
207 Bowery, New York.

,

The Champion Air

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

C. C.

BAKER,

Broome

&

Shot

Spark".,

IV.

TRADE SUPPLIED

C.

UENN

Washington

ly.

I.

N

G,

City.

.v.-

I.

J

n:

'
:

- n

.

,

.

Sent i.v express c. O. D. or by mail on receipt of
price and 40 cents additional for postage.
,

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.
Manufacturers of the

.FAVORITE CIGARETTE

CENTRAL

ROLLER.
Simple, Practical,
and appreciated by
smokers.

5f Compact,

Silver.

No.

1,

VA

Ho.2,S^

.

Scut by mail on receipt of
47 High St.,

*l oo
1 28

15
1 00

price.

POPE MANUFACTURING
Boston, M&88.

,

a

CO.,

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Special attention paid to orders for

T.IEIR

OWN

PAINTER.

50 Per Cent. Saved.

We

FIRE, SOLID HEAD,
BRA.SS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

Gold.

Nickel.

inches long. .60
"
" ..-65

EVERY.ONE

mtxed

are manufacturing a very Bne Pure ReadyPaint,

mixed

in

such a manner

th.it

any ordi-

nary stable or farm hand c;in ymkj a§ good a
In
le
n anting 3" a painterein with pan: rafxi
I

I

ei.
I

Ut.

Thisieheoaiwoonrpaiiii
and thns show mirks of the brash. We
than materials can be binuht in the ordinary way,
and pay Ireight in certain sized orders.
Any gentleman wiping to paint up his bolldlnga
better write, and hive sent
^aixi
tree oni B
Address 260 Front sireet,

INGER50IA FA'NT WORKS.
JeSl

;

;;

;

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK,
For Forest and Stream and Bod and

SPORTSMAN'S
THURSDAY, JUNE

BY WM.

The

H.

CABEW.

August, when the woodcock depart
on their brief annual migration northward, and but few
remain to moult in their old breeding grounds, our regu'ar

at morn to hear the birds
out their matin praises

Hymn

I love the genial airs of spring,

summer shooting

The pansies and the posies,
The op'ning of the tender buds,
The fragrance of the roses—
And more than all the two-lips sweet

few tarrying "shore birds."
Between this period and the regular autumn shooting of
grouse, quail and "fall woodcock," a new phase invites the

That ffomau's

kiss discloses.

I

my

love to wander,

—

the growling king of beasts,

Both times they got excitedProud emblems of the brave and free,
e united.

I love to s;e the farmer's plowThrow up the stubble furrow,

Where all the whistling winter long
The rabbits kept their burrow;
To see at noon the horned yoke

work.

man are
ly known
:

O'er

dreamy earth

common

water hen).
These, together with a sprinkling of the heron and bittern
not
true
game, perhaps, in the full
families, form the game
sense of the word, especially the herons and bitterns with
which the sportsman may occupy his attention and "keep his

snuff to sneezing noses.

gall'tnule (or

—

—

hand in," as the saying is, until the return of the snipe {Scolopax wilsonii) on the same ground later in the season.
In fresh water bogs and wet, low-lying meadows the above

may

with the addimarsh hen) which
All the young bog birds are in
is the largest of the Palidea.
condition to shoot about the 15th of August, but in some
states and counties they are protected until the 1st of Sep-

birds

be found in greater or

less varieties,

tion of the red -breasted rail (or fresh water

her silver light
diffuses,

hear the Thomas cats
Mew to Tabby's mew-ses.
On fragrant beds of catnip green,
They lie like loving spouses,
And spit and purr and pledge their taila
to

Rail are very secretive, and close lying in their habits (with
rail, which prefers flying to

the exception of the red-breasted

and it is
them up without a dog to find them, hence the question arises, which kind of dog is most suitable for this shooting
In m3r opinion, and, in fact, the opinion of all who
have used them in the bog, the cocker spaniel is the
The cunning, lazy rail, rather than
best dog for this work.
very difficult, in fact almost impossible,

lying close),

Inloud a-mew-siug mouses
if no sad cat-astrophies
Could scat-ter their carouses.

to start

:

Tis sweet, as in the days of yore,

To hear the rippling waters,
Where loud the parent frogs discourse
To croakiug s
igUteta.
viug of night,
And when the star-gen
Beyond the vision re

Hove

slink away, dive into

That agitates their

My soul Is

the top of

their

Like truant boys beue.i
bo

life is full of

all

gallinule or

Union Pacific Railroad to the Black Hills
Cheyenne, Sidney, or the North Platte.
six in

all.

It will

marsh hen, he follows, bounding over the bog

tufts

wing, not to fly further than twenty or five and twenty paces,
he presents the easiest wing shot in the world with his slow,
laboring, low flight, dangling legs and out-stretched neck.

—Surveying parties are out, to ascertain whether the branch
of the

Dakota.

out of scent of the dog and

even these swift birds run through their paths,
the tangled wet bog grass, and forces them to take
flight, at the same time calling his master's attention by his
his crisp, cheery yelp, and as the fat, lazy rail reluctantly takes

clings to

— Another mail route will be opened

stream, and there, with only

is

among

love that falters never,
mine in weal or woe,
That death alone can sever,
Through Him who ruleth over all,
Forever and forever.

ter,

little

faster than

shadows dark,

The

making

some

above water,

;

ecnes;

As well ;« pleasures sonny.
Yet far above them all I love

That

liis bill

out of sight of the gunner.
But the cocker will stand none of this nonsense on striking the trail of this skulking hird, whether it be Virginia rail,

the birch

ailed with love for
In nature, grave or funny

For

take wing, will dodge the pointer or setter among the tangled
water grasses, and as Carlo or Don is pointing, the bird will

to hear the owlel

Though terrible

to the

shall start

from

Black Hills soon,

be run from Paddock, Neb., to Cus-

The Virginia
per

;

but

rail

it is little

resembles very closely

more than

its

cousin, the clap-

half the size of the latter.

The

and is easily distinguished from it by the former's curiously shaped bill, which
mandible taperupper
is very broad and flat on the sides, the
gallinule

each other in appear-

poke," by which latter

name

it

is

most generally known.

Their flesh (what there is of it) is palatable, though coarse and
fishily flavored, not being nea'rly as delicate as that of the VirThe herons and bitterns are all distinguished by
ginia rail.
ihe great mass of plumage they sport, but when plucked, they
make but a sorry show. Notwithstanding their size and the

mass of feathers which cover them, they are very easily killed
with small sized shot.
All the bog birds leave for the South about the latter part of
September and first part of October; and I have seen the green
herons during the latter part of September in small groups of
three or five birds flying high in the air, headed for the warm
swamps and bayous of the "sunny south." The food of the
above are frogs and the same kind of Crustacea as

by the

rails.

They

is

favored

the dog like the RaUdea,

will not lie to

but take wing, generally giving utterance to a deep booming
sound, if a bittern; or, if it be a green heron, by a shrill
shriek-like cry, resembling " ke-urk" when observing either
or dog, and fly a long distance before alighting. When
wounded, they will attack the fog which endeavors to reIt is the safest plan to knock them, when
trieve them.
wounded, on the head with the gun barrel, or give them a

man

if the bird endeavors to escape by running, keeping the dog at heel until this is accomplished, for if ordered to retrieve a wounded heron or bittern, his eyes may suffer
from the long bill, whieh all these birds use freely when

second shot

wounded.

The
ing

t

great blue herons have frequently killed dogs by plungenormous bills into the bodies of their would-be cap-

icir

:

This species of heron will oftimes attack man, but its
turers.
bravery is always when wounded and cannot escape by running or by flight, for at all other times they are arrant cowards
and are approached with difficulty.

Along sedgy ponds and sluggish reedy-lined

creeks, these

and a
person passing by their haunts at eventide cannot but be impressed by the dismal, hollow, sepulchral noise which they
birds are found in great numbers, as well as in the bog,

utter.

These birds are not the game of the bog, however, as that
belongs to the ralidea and the Scolopax wilsonii, or Wilbut as the heron or bittern is frequently " put
son's snipe
up" they are, of course, fired at, and sometimes make a valu-

name

tember.

As

American

bitterns, all greatly resembling

ance and general characteristics.
The largest of all is the great blue heron, next in size is the
American bittern, and lastly, the green heron, or "shyte-

;

and the

wi),

I love at dawn, when slow the sun,
Fires up the mountain passeB,
To hear the bleating flocks afar,
And braying Johnny asses;
And when at dusk the milky kine,
Their homeward way are wending,
'Tis sweet to hear their tinkling bells,
With evening vespers blending,
And see the little baby cows
Their mother's step3 attending.

I love

of the bog which is usually pursued by the sportsthe clapper rail (or salt water marsli hen), commonas the mud hen the Virginia rail (Rallus Virginian-

The game

Graze up the clover's roses,
Or 'neath the branches, leafy shade,
Indulge their lazy dozesMore sweet to them are pastures green

moon

dear reader, old in years,

which they love to run.
I shall omit, under this head, "skiff shooting," as it is called that is, shooting from a boat those species of rail which
frequent water too deep for a person to wade through— and
confine myself to those bog birds which may be successfully
pursued on such ground, where a boat is not required ; where
the ground is hardly watered more than an ordinary snipe
meadow, and thereby have the pleasure of seeing your dog

battles unaffrighted,

the

my

and variety of game found in that of the fresh, as most of the
waterfowl mentioned in this article are indigenous, as it were,
to salt or brackish feeding grounds, where the tide receding
offers abundance of food in the shape of snails and other small
Crustacea that cling to the reeds and meadow grass, among

And when the storm-king's thunder guns
Flash o'er the heavenly arches,
I love to hear the forests far
Hesouud like marrial marches.
There freedom's feathered monarch reigns,

And when

Very

of the bog.

but in experience with "dog and gun"— and perhaps impart
some instruction to the young Nirnrods.
The shooting over salt bogs,_ namely, those found adjacent to
the ocean or to brackish streams or rivers, exceeds in quantity

His dainty antlers flinging,
And hear Ihe hounds' pursuing cries
Far in the distance ringing—
While frightened from the dusty road
The screaming geese are shinning.

Than

game

pen, hoping that I

old sportsmen— not necessarily,

I love to see the startled stag

Who fought

the exception, perhaps, of a

has been written on this branch of sport, and I take up
may afford some little entertainment to

little

To muse upon the happy past,
Aud on the future ponder

By

over— with

sportsman's attention, namely, the

Through woodland dense with tangled leaves
Alone

is

the great
occasionally engage the sportsman's attention, are
blue heron, the green heron (Vulgo shytepoke), and the
:

ABOUT the middle of

Tis sweet

^

would be better, perhaps, for the EaMea, but a bittern or heron is often stumbled upon, and then No. 9 tells its own tale.The most common varieties of the herons and bitterns, which

BV FRANK WABW1CK.
hills,

daisies,

daffodils
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SENTIMENT AND HUMOR.

WHEN vernal sunsandhave kissed the

J

is

slightly larger than the Virginia,

ing ovally to a point.

No. 9 shot

is

the proper size for

bog shooting.

No. 10

;

able addition to the bag

when other

birds are scarce.

bog shooting should be the same as that
on the same ground, and the best tiling
used for snipe, as
the
that can be worn in this as in all other shooting is one of
shooting suits advertised in the columns of the sporting papers

The

dress for rail or
it is

They are all excellent articles, the coat
different makers.
having numerous pockets for cartridges, or powder aud shot
pockets in the skirts. The
flasks, etc., besides having game
continued
goods are waterproof, which prevents rotting by
by

wet.

For this shooting, as in snipe and woodcock shooting, laced
For
ankle boots and canvas or leather leggins should be worn.
srouse shooting and also for quail shooting in swampy botdry;
the
feet
keep
to
comforts
with
be
worn,
may
tome, boots
prevent
but in the bog it is impossible in all ordinary cases to
sinsinking over your boot tops in mud and water— or even a

how nice,
fill your boots to overflowing; and
and comfortable you feel encumbered with a couple of
water
your
bags for
off
quarts of water—you dare not take
fear of not being able to get the wet things on again.
But in laced shoes and leggins the feet become wet, but on
the
reaching drier ground the water immediately runs out of
comfortable than if
lace holes, and one feels> great deal more
gle splash will
Tight

one was encumbered with boots half

filled

with slime.

Ou ar-

after shooting, wash the feet and limbs in cold
which will both effectually remove the mud and mudlegdy water which may have penetrated the pants, shoes and
gins, and prevent takiug cold.

riving

water,

home

—
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the dogs flounder with difficulty
but the general Surface W
good, where the spaniels can work with freedom among the
I was sitting in the ligbt -wagon
under the shade of a noble chest- reeds, in the slimv. muddv and watery soil.
Ah there is Jack after something and I see him boundnut, -which stood about twenty-five yards from the station,
ing along, nose to the ground, with an indistinct feathery
awaiting the arrival of the train from New York.
"The Pines/' -where your humble scribe -was "holding form muning swift.lv ahead of him through the tangled hog"Wow, wow!" says Jack, as Ballus rirginianus
forth" for the summer and early fall shooting, is about two grass.
rises in the same manner as did his cousin, the clapper.
and a half miles from the aforesaid station, which is that of R
New Jersey. I had writ! en in Lang Moorston, an old friend, Bang my 12 bore rines out, and this most delicious species
and as thorough a good fellow B5 "ever drew trigger, to run of rail is rum est.
Now the Virginia nus rise right and left for a few modown for a few days and practice on the rail, which were
ments we have struck, so to speak, a flock, and Lang and I
quite abundant in the bayou near the South Shrewsbury Kiver
and it was to convey him home with me that I was awaiting bang away. It seems almost impossible to miss these slowflying birds.
At last the end of the bog is reached, namely,
Hie train.
There are quite a number of vehicles clustered around the where deep water prevents further passage, so Lang and I
fall in together and head for the dry land or the south side,
depot, and as for want of something better to do I am scruti
nizing each and the inhabitants thereon, the welcome rumbling to rest and count our game- This is nearly reached, when
of the approaching train sounds like music to my impatient fully forty yards away springs up, like a rocket, uttering his
Bang! Moorston
deep, booming cry, the American bittern.
ears, the white smoke can be seen floating in wreaths of fan" Try
now the iron horse breaks salutea, but on goes the American representative.
tastic shapes over yonder wood
into the open, and soon is rushing by the depot with breaks him. Frank," Lang exclaims, your gun shoots farther than
hard down, amidst the hissing and bellowing of the escaping mine. Frank's gun tries and" succeeds, for down comes the
steam people- are flocking out, and I look eagerly for the bittern, head dangling down, wings powerless, and strikes
the earth a confused heap of feathers. Jack starts to rejovial face of Lang.
starts to keep him company, but
There he is, gun case in one hand, and in the other a port- trieve, and Joe Lang's dog
With difficulty 1 cram
he. is instantly recalled by his owner.
manteau, and also a dog chain, to whose lower end is attached
the "lengthy" bird in my game pocket.
a beautiful liver and white cocker spaniel. Of course he is
A resting-place is now reached in the shape of a fence, and
looking in the wrong direction for me (for who, on leaving a
seating ourselves thereon, we proceed to talk over the shoot and
train, was ever known to look in the right one), but I immedicount the birds. Lang has three galliunlcs, one marsh hen
ately attract his attention by uttering the shrill treble of the
and seven rail, while Frank has six rail, two marsh hens, one
woodcock. Soon greetings are exchanged— not the lisping
gallinule, and last, but not the least— in size, anyway— an
we must not forget
.,

One September afternoon

holding the reins

listlessly,

!

;

But for fear I may lengthen out my letter too long and
weary your readers, 1 will bring it to a close. If you desire
in some future communication I will give you a description

it,

of the fishing in this section, also alligator shooting, turkey
Cuoke-Bore.
hunting, etc!

[We shall hope to hear again from

_- —

this correspondent.

—Ed.]

NOOSING A GRIZZLY.

!

;

—

—

HT

over the Contra Costa Range east of San Jose, in
California, on a hunting and fishing trip, living high on
crested quail, venison and speckled troul when I came across
two noted native cattle raisers, Don Miguel de Castro and
Pico, who were feeding an immense lot of stock over
in those valleys, aided by fifteen or twenty Indian and half'
breed pedus. I had got acquainted with both gentlemen before in San Francisco, so that il was a pleasant meeting when
I rode into their camp and dismounted at their invitation to
coffee and broiled beefsteak, for they had just killed a fat

Ramon

—
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ickly feathered limbs and si
sweep away the morning dew" and a full expressive eye. Lang
isseated beside me, andl gather up the lines, and we are soon oil
at a rattling pace, headed for the house, and conversing about
what had happened, where we had been since last we met.

Up and down the hills of the dusty country road, broad,
fields stretching alongside; over creaking, wooden
bridges which cross creeks and streams of all sizes; through
woods whose darkness make the afternoon seem later than it
until at last we
is; now and then passing a cosy farmhouse

r^'m-addUaonV^se

liyXsun

that

it is

nearly breakfast time, and feel-

pamfu'Uy conscious of the claims of the inner man, we
Lans exwend our way homeward across the meadows. Lan^
presses himseif well satisfied with the first bog shoot of the
season, aud we both resolve to try to find a woodcock or

™£

two

that afternoon.

REMINISCENCES OF CAMP LIFE IN
FLORIDA.

green

Chattahoochee,

Fla.,

May

26, 1S77.

;

arrive at the gate *aj of -'The Pines"— so named on account
of the number of these trees which surround the place.
Driving down to the stables we surrender our steed to
eld!
the care of the coachman, and, giving Lang'
and gun to the stable boy to carry to the house, we proceed
to the kennel, whose presence readily manifests itself by the
numerous yells of the inhabitants at the new-comer to find a
place for Joe. This being done, aud tying him securely,
Lang pauses to examine the other inhabitants, which consist
of a black pointer, a Gordon setter, and last, but not least, a
black cocker spaniel. Reaching the house we are greeted by
another setter, a white Belton, who is happy in being the
house dog, if the happiness of a dog consists of being
crammed to suffocation by indulgent sisters and cousins.
good wash, then supper, after which we take out the

A

dogs for a run over the green upland field stretching away to
good long chat on shooting after this, and, readthe west.
ing the evening papers which Lang brought with him, we
turn in early, so as to be up with the sun next morning.
Awakening next day while it is yet dark, I proceed to
pound on Lang's door to awaken him. This being accomplished 1 return to my room to don the habiliments of the
1 have hardly finished my toilet when Moorston enters,
field.
gun in hand, in the glory of a new shooting suit and high,
I pick up my breech-loader and a couple
English leggins.
of handfuls of Eley's brown paper cartridges loaded with No.
respective
9, and accompany my friend to the kennel for our

A

spaniels,

just as

the

September

twilight

announces

the

coming day.

With dogs at heel, so as to husband their strength for the
we pass down the avenue and gain the main road then
turning to the right into a little lane, we travel down this unHere a beautiful sight pi
til we gain the meadows.
meadows, stretching and rolling away each side as far
itself
as the eye can reach, here and there show a low, wide, long
vale-like hollow, with its tall, brown-headed "ait tails" and
high waving bog-grass, which hollow is gently watered by
creeks streaming in from the river. These hollows augur
well lor our hunting ground, namely, being the bogs. Away
in front of us stretches the Shrewsbury River, while farther
over still, separated from it by only a thin neck of land, rolls
the broad Atlantic, seemingly from whose depths the rising
sun is emerging. The shrill, hen-like cry of the fish-hawk,
and the sonorous caw of the crow, are the only sounds which
float to our ears in the early morning.
Striking across the meadows in the direction of the nearest
bog, we order our respective canines to " Hie on," in order to
warm them up for the coming work, and amuse ourselves
watching them slowly bee wiing acquainted. How sweet and
fresh the salt air seems, purified by the cool, early rays of the
sun.
••
Quick, shoot!" Lang yells out, and bangs away accordingly into a flock of bay snipe we had surprised in the long grass.
My gun also twice gives tongue. Seven birds have dropped
from the flock, and" the spaniels make merry work of it reThey arc upland plover, as fat as one could
trieving them.
Wish,
moment's more walking and the first bog is reached.
Leaving Mx>rston aud Joe to hunt on that side, I take Jack
and cross to the other to hunt down toward the creek. On
goes the spaniel through the tangled grass and reeds, which
reach to my waist. Now Jack has disappeared from view in
the high reeds, when from a clump of "cat-tails" I hear his
cheery bark holding the gun in readiness I wait. Up she
goes, a salt water marsh hen, hanging heavily on wing; but
something strikes her in the shape of a few pellets of No. 9,
and down she drops. Little Jack soon finds her, and bounding oyer the bog tufts lays her at my feet. We had not yet
reached the exact haunt's of the Virginia rail, which were a
little farther down where the land was more boggy, Moorston in the meantime bagging a gallinule.
On we go. Glancing in Lang's direction I can see his cocker
on the scent, and dashing at a great rate he gives tongue.
At the same instant up goes a mud-hen, with its sharp, cackling cry, Hying away slowly and lazily, and but three feet
from the ground. Tip goes Moorston's gun, a puff
smoke and a report, aud the lazy old "clapper" flies no
botr,

:

—

A

;

more.

"Now,

we

my

are in for it," 1 shout across to
friend, as we strike the bog in every sense of the word—
water and mud, sometimes knee deep, through which places

Lang,

Editob Forest and Steeajt:
Leaving Columbus, Ca-, about the

1st of last November, a
party of four of us started on a hunting and fishing excursion
The trip down the Chattahoochee Hirer to
to Florida.
Kieves Bluff (a distance of about 400 miles) was made in
about two days. Having letters lo several of the resident
farmers—wiffi instruction* to put us Hi mugh—vte anticipated
Nor were we disappointed, as this section of
flue sport.
Country is hunted and fished in less than any other portion of

the Union; and all kinds of game can be found ai a
of the year, and it only requires a visit there to get as much
sport us you want.
While waiting for horses to be procured for us, and to notifv one or two parlies who had the crack bear dogs of the
country, we devoted our first day to duck shooting, or at
hast a part of the day, as the sport became monotonous, from
the ease with which the fowls were killed and the immense
I

Earlv the next morning we were aroused
from our slumbers by the baying of innumerable hounds,
on emerging from our tent we were immediately surrounded
by a perfect horde of lean, hungry dogs— not the fat, wellkept deer and bear dogs that we expected to see, but a miserable, half-starved set "that soon devoured everything eatable
And such a number!
that happened to be outside the tent.
miles had
It seemed as if every man within a radius of 50
turned out, and each had a full packof hounds following him.
Dispatching a bastv meal, we mounted our horses and started
for the 'swampy country, some five or six miles from the river,
Who can describe the
which was said to abound in bears.
sensation'on first emerging from the low river bottoms iu Flothe eye
rida, and coming suddenly upon the finest sight that
Florida— "Land of Flowers!" It
of man ever rested?
Stretching before you as far as
is certainly correctly named.
M see is a perfect carpet of (lowers, every hue in the
rainbow represented. The dew on each flower, as the morning sun shines on it, sparkles and glitters, anil appears like
diamonds set in a natural bed of flowers. But a loud bay disturbs our thoughts, and away we go at a break-neck pace in
order to get a good stand for a shot as the bear passes from

number bagged.

one swamp to another.
In this section of Florida there are a large number of small
swamps, low and marshy, and filled with a low shrub or bush
These swamps are almost impenetrable to a man
called ti-ti.
on foot and quite so to one on horseback and the only way
drive
to successfully hunt the bear is to send the dogs in to
him out, and having taken your stand at some point near
another swamp to get a shot as he passes you. Deer are also
hunted this way but as they are so numerous a party rarely
goes out for hunting deer solely, but they get as many
To those not
shots as they want while bear hunting.
dangerous,
initiated, riding after dogs on a bear hunt is quite
owing to the innumerable gopher holes in the ground, which
your horse is liable to stumble into at every step and many
amusing incidents happened to our party daring the day, one
It was late
notable one which I will perhaps mention later.
in the afternoon before we killed our bear, although he was
shot at, at a good fair ranaa, perhaps twenty times during
the chase. But we had killed seven deer during that time.
aud considered we had hadT a very fair day's sport.
e learned we were seventeen miles
And now for camp
from it aud had we been alone no one of our party would have
knowu'eveuthe direction to take. Seventeen miles through
an uninhabited country, with deep and almost impenetrable
swamps to pass through: and to make matters worse one of our
mule
party, whose weight was 220 Un, Who had been riding a
which stumbled into a gopher hole, had been thrown. and the

yearling:

"Colonel, you shall have some fun after dinner if you will
Don Miguel. " A huge grizzly has
been making free with our stock, and as we traced liim {ohls
nest by the trail of a heifer he carried off, we intend to make
take a ride with us," said

meat

;

;

W

mule getting away from him had left for parts unknown.
However, we had' guides who knew every foot of the country,
aud by frightening our heavy man with snakes, ami occasionally letting him ride, we at last got back to camp, completely
fagged out, but well satisfied with our first day's sport in
1

Florida.
I forgot to mention that one of the deer was killed with
The evening before, one of our
bird No. 1 shot.
been shooting birds, and had a number of cartridges loaded
with bird shot in his coat pocket. Being on his stand, and
not noticing what he was doing, he loaded with one of these
cartridges, and a full-grown doe passing him, he fired, killing
(

1

de id. IJpon examination it was found he had kill
It was one of Scott ec Son's gun, No. 10, Stun.
bird shot.
i

battels.

him between now and sundonn.

of

I'm in for that, especially if you'll indulge
to try my Sharp's improved rifle," said 1.

me

with a

chance

You

can" kill

Don Ramon.

him," said

some fun with the

"But we want

lariat first."

" All right." said

with a

lariat

fun they could have
I, wondering what
on an animal of the known ferocity" and power of

the grizzly.
Alter dinner we rode up the valley about a half mile and
then turned short into a little- canyon 'pretty well grown up
with short bushes and tall grass. Through this a well-beaten
And before we. had
trail showed the course of the grizzly.
ridden three hundred yards we saw the geutleman in a little
bare slope unler a high overhanging ledge of rocks, lying
"
He
lazily by the carcass, half devoured, of his last prize.
raised his head, his red. tierce eyes scanning us as we halted
for Consultation about a hundred yards from him, but showed
eion to move.
••
Had I not better open on him ?" said I. H I can bore him
through and through with my .45 calibre from here."
"It vou dul kill him you'd spoil the fun we want to show
"But uo single shot will ever put
you," said Don Ramon.
him out of the way. He will go over a thousand pounds. Da
not fire till we t elf you."
And the intrepid" Caiifornian, swinging his lariat over his
head, rode directly toward the large animal. When within
forty feet or less, 'the lariat flew out! and in a breath it was
around the neck of the grizzly. With a snort of anger he made
a rush for Pico, who darted toward us for a little way and
then turned off at a short angle, and before the bear "could
check his way toward us the lasso was tight, and huge as he
was the grizzly went over backward.
Now was Don Miguel's turn, and in a second his lariat flew
out and a second noose was over the grizzly's neck. Such
clawing and tearing, and snarling and snort nig [ never saw beThe tough ropes of raw hide were of
fore or expect to again.
immense strength, and though the bear seemed bound to break
away, first rushing for one and then for the other, the two
splendid horsemen turnbled him over and over a dozen times,
or more.
He was now furious, and I felt sure he would breakaway, and
_
mission to put an end to the struggle with my "Old
Reliable."
Pretty well tired, horses and men, my Caiifornian
friends consented, aud dismounting I waited for the beast to
for one second so I could put the ball where I wanted
to.
As they both slacked up their lariats a little the grizzly
gathered himself up as if to pick out a victim, set hiaogiy
front fairly toward me, and I had the chance I wanted ashot,
head on at* twenty paces. That bullet went as fairly through
his thick skull between the eyes as lead could go, and how far
into his body I know not, for we only took his skin— we did
The
n«t examine or want (he meat— Me single xhat Idlkd him.
two Dons were astonished.
i;
I was bom in California andl have seen full a hundred
grizzlies killed, und helped to kill a great many, but this is
the first I ever saw killed with a single ball," said Don
"Colonel, I must have your rifle or one like it, no
Miguel.
matter what it costs!"
But I would never have risked the shot so near had not that
grizzly been noosed.
i

i
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of ihe Present Season— Importa-

— Operations

tion of Carp, Etc

,

Etc.

coreesposdent!
Washington, D. C, June

"ff.om off. special

PROF. SPENCER

BATUD,

F.

mission of Fish and
preparations for the
will leave here

work

about the

chief of the

Fisheries,

of the

first

is

16, 1877.

I".

Com.

S.

actively engaged in

Commission

and
where

this season,

of J uly for Salem, Mass.,

the headquarters of the Commission will be established this
summer, for thepurposeof inquiring into the fisheries of Massachusestts Bay, and the

and Cape Cod.

The

directed this year are

New England

fish to

coast between Portland
which particular attention will be

cod, mackerel, blue

fish,

tautog,

men-

haden, haddock, pollack, sea herring, cusk and hake, and careful inquiry will be made as to the temperature of the water at
different depths, its varying transparency, density, chemical
composition, percentage of saline matter, surface and under
,

ie

,

etc.

The Commission

will also ascertain

from

fishermen and others in that locality, all information possible
as to the distribution of the fish, character of their food, their

abundance, and modes of capture* and to this end a series of
questions relative to the food fishes of the United States will
be freely distributed. These questions relate to the name,
distribution,

relationships,

abundance,
food, reprtd

fish, etc.,

size,

migrations and movements,

ictioii, artificial

culture, protection;

economical value of the var'cu?
and are calculated to elicit full information upon all

diseases, parasites, capture,
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_
these points.

contain them.

I

the whole subject of the life ol food fiahesaud produced these
questions which have been found of great value in collecting
m.

'i

ixpi

'I-'

[lections

,

latter part of "September.

-her.

many

recent conversation with your corresponinteresting

of the Commission, and
•

cation
of

is

the food

etc, was at

lish,

United States, and stocking

When

organized, the headquarteis

species, testing currents,

connected with the work

are proposed for the multipli-

fishes of the

various waters with them.

first

the.

facts

explained at length what had been

what new plans

well as

01

ioi

the

Commissiol

,-

collection of the

,

various

temperature of the water, food of

Wood's Hole

in

Buzzards Bay,

off the

The next year IvLstpoi t, Maine, was
same purpose; the following year the operations
were eoudiieled at Portland. Maine; then Noank, on the coast
of Connecticut.
In 1875 Wood's Hole was again tin: headquarters, but last year the Commission being engaged at the
visited for the

made no collections

of or experiments in regard to

sea-coast fisheries.

ink

v,iij;i;

SOOOttBSPUTj.

The first practical result of the hatching of shad has been
demonstrated this season by the catch of these fish in the Ohio
River at Louisville, Ky.
Prof. Baird recently received a
genuine Potomac or white shad, weighing four pounds, caught
at Louisville, being the

first of the catch at that plane; and he
has received information to the effect that shad httve iCt
-si
C m
catlghl
Indiana and other Western
9, Louisania,
1

1

he river; of which were stocked four or five years ago.
to this season the Commission has been working on faith
.

Up

1

Western rivers. Time enough had not elapsed, nor
were the experiments sufficient to showwhether the waters of
the didf into which the shad descend were suited to them, hut

in slocking

the

work

,

1

coast Of Massachusetts,

Centennial

.

.

y*i.
H"

dtL

1

i

i.M

ni

was kept up year after year
the work would ultimately be

of stocking the rivers

with the full confidence that
successful.
During a period of eight or ten days nearly on^
hundred of these shad were enught daily at Louisville, an 3
it
fair to suppose that quite a large number passed up the stream
and escaped the seine. These fish are the result of about 200.000 young shad placed in the headwaters of the Alleghany
River iu Western New York about live years ago; and it is
thought those caught at Louisville were about two months in
their journey from the Gulf to that place.
This year was
the tirstthat any satisfactory fish could be expected, and there
is considerable rejoicing in the Fish Commission over the result.
It is anticipated that the run of shad in Western rivers
next year will be quite large, and that it will steadily increase
as the stocking of the rivers was increased year after .year.
When Prof. Baird first learned that shad had been caught at
Louisville he felt some anxiety on the subject, having several times previously been
informed that shad bad been
caught in Western waters, but when specimens reached
him he found, to his disappointment, that they were
are
known as Taynot the genuine shad, but what
lor shad, which are foimd in the Mississsippi River a fish
sornewdiat larger than a herring, but not as large as a shad and
much inferior to that fish iu quality. "When the Louisville
specimen reached him, however, he found it to he the genuine
white shad like that found iu the Potomac.
i-ijoi-acation of shad.
An efficient corps of assistants of the fish commission have
been at work at Havre de Grace on the Susquehanna River
this season gathering shad spawn and hitching our the young
By
shall in Connection wiih the Maryland Fish Commission.
the co-operation of the 0. S. Fish Commission and the Maryland Pish Commission greater results have been accomplished
small
amount of money
(by file expenditure of a comparatively
than if the two bodies had prosecuted the work separately.
Thus Ear about nine million young shad have been batched out
the
Commission m
1
S.
and over one million distributed by
Louisiana. Mississippi, Georgia, South Carolina, Kansas and
Missouri.
About 100,000 young fish are now en route to CalA large numifornia to be placed in the waters of that State.
ber have been distributed in Mary laud waters by the Maryland
commissioners and others will be placed in various waters of
Maryland and other States by the two bodies.
The joint labors of the U. S. Commission and Maryland
Commission have been entirely satisfactory to both and attended with great success. The l'. S. Commission has found
it impossible to hatch shad for reproductive purposes in any
stream south of the Susquehanna for the reason that fiv jtn
in.ji.
occurring high, muddy waler in some sections.
clear, low water in other sections, prevented the fish peaching
places where they could be taken: besides in most of the 80 tthii
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eru streams the supply of shad has been so reduced that the
chance to procure ripe spawners has been very poor.
SUA!) IS TITK

POTOMAC

A few years ago about half a million young shad were hatched out and placed in the Potomac, but as yet no increase in
the supply of this river has been noticed. In a stream already
supplied with them ii is rather difficult to discover the first
appearance of the fish when they return to the spawning
grounds, and besides surticeut time has not yet elapsed for any
It ia thought thai many of
ai
uxthesupply.
noriceami
those hatched, out in the river will return next year, though
observations thus far have not been able to ascertain the exact
lish.
It is thought they refor
the
the return of
time required
turn in about four years from the time of first being placed iu
the stream. Of the half million placed in the Potomac one lot
was turned loose near the Lornr Bridge, at Washington, and
As
.another near Cumberland, the headwaters of the stream.
an instance of what the extent of the Potomac fisheries were
forty years ago it maybe mentioned that in 1834 about 150
landings were successfully fished on this river, employing
6 500 men, 450vesselfl and 1,350 men tonavigate these vessels;
1

The number of sh.id taken during the season was 22, .500. 000
To cure these lish
and the number of herring 750,000,000.
995,000 bushels of

salt

were required and 995,000 barrels to
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STRII'ED ItASS.

This

fish, so desirable for Ihe table as well as affoi
for the angler, holds a high place among cd
food fishes, but its presence in most of our rivers lias dirninshed
gradually year by year.
The experiment of hatching them
has been tried by the Fish Commission but the great diuieulty
has been in Obtaining spawners. About four year's
ago some few ripe rock fish Here found in the Roanoke River

sport

N. C, and about

100,01.11) young fish were hatched from
the
Obtained,
If the spawneis could be procured as dean immense business could be done and many thousand
young fish hatched out annually. One of the causes assigned
for thedimiiritiouof this 03
is the fuel that they
are raarthey reach maturity. Prof. Baird expresses the
11
opinion that it would be a very wise provision of law to forbid
the marketing of he fish under any circumstances when less
than twelve inches long.
Ruck fish, it must be remembered,
requently attain a weight of sixty and eighty pounds, audit
has been argued that hey do not spawn Until they attain a
weight of aliout twenty" pounds, therefore, any fish of tins
Species less than twelve inches in length should be regarded
as
an embryo, and it should be made a penal offence to sell buy
or have iu possession such fish.
Sueh a law would protect
them, and the great evil of marketing the young fish would
be remedied.
Although every effort has been made to discover the spawning grounds of the rock lish, so far they have been unsuccessful.
No douht some ascend oar rivers to spawn, but the favorite spawning grounds of the large) fish have not
been
certained.
In Massachusetts it has been found nece ssa ry
pass a law for the protection of lobsters, which ptmis he
s
one having 111 possession a lobster less than eleven inche
length. Of course no national law could be passed to
protect
rock ush. but il is hoped by the members of Ihe Fish Commission, and those interested in the propagation of food fishes,
that the States will pass laws of the nature indicated
to prevent
the further diminution of the fish.
Cast year an effort was
made to obtain rock lish ready to Spawn at an extensive fisberv
on the Delaware. Prof. Baird had a competent person stationed at this landing several weeks, for the pur;
«g
such fish, but he \ras unsuccessful

spawn
sired,
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Tie introduction of carp into waters of the United States
has engaged the attention of Prof. Baird for some months past
and he has alreadv had imported some of the besl
German carp, which are regarded as ihe best in ihe world
-hail of these lish were recently received
by the Steamer Necker, and they have been placed in the p.. mis at
Druid UU1 Park
near Baltimore, Md., in charge of the Maryland Fish
Commission. J hey will be keptfor breeders and soon ponds for their
reception will he constructed near Washington with the view
to obtaining as many young tishas possible
to stock Souther!
waters. The carp does n0t promise to be as valuable
as' the
mackerel, shad or salmon, but it is a lish o:
- -e cnmmcri
importance, for the reason that many can be kept in a small
body if water. They are vegetable feeders and thrive equally
well on breadcrumbs, cornmeal, etc., which can be givento them
in addition to the vegetable matter thee procure 7u the
water
They ot ten at tain a weight of four pounds in two years, and
Ihe warmer the temperature 01 the; water, the heller
the lish
thrives.
It is a fish eminently suited for Southern
si reams,
and n is proposed to stock those streams with them. It is expeci.cd that a large number of young fish will be
obtained this
year from those now in the Druid Hill park ponds, and they
will be distributed in the South.
The meat otthe cam is verv
palatable, free from bones, and as a food fish
it stands hi "h,
though, as above stated, does not equal the mackerel or salmon!
BLACK bass AUTJ BBOOK tiiout.
hel
mUliS ""
baB ^ ivc" "" alu ntio » to the propar
r\?'
V',bass and!'i
gationof
black
brooktroui, tlieeultureof those species
being felt entirely with the variousState Commissions.
These
fish are regarded as luxuries and not as
important commercial
OOdfish.
They are looked upon as holding a similar place in
the fish creation as early strawberries or dwarf
peaches raised
under glass do in the lists of fruits, they are luxuries
to be enjoyed by the few. but not by the masses. Besides black
bass
do not live in harmony in the same streams with
young shad
and herring. The bass, being a carniverous lish,
plays-haVOC
Willi thi
young shau and is not a suitable fish to inhabib the
same stream, every bass of two pounds weight being good
foi
the destruction ot one or two thousand young shad.
SALMON.
An evidence of the success of salmon propagation and stocking rivers with this delightful fish has been manifested
In,
ihe
recenJ capture da nine-pound salmon iu the
Delaware River,
ihe nsh was what IS known Its the California
salmon will.
wmen ihe Ueiaware, f otomtic, Susquehanna and other rivers
were supplied about five years ago. It is anticipated
that they
wall make their appearance in the Potomac soon,
though no
tune can be fixed for their return to the waters in v, hi, 7
were placed when young.
It is supposed they return. in five
or six .years, though diiference iu the temperature
of the water,
currents, etc., may have more or less influence
upon their return,
andmakflttie period longer or shorter. When the fish
do
come ,1 will be with a rush, and no doubl will be
plentiful until lie time for their departure
for dee!, water.
he most importani salmon hatching establishment
is On the
lover ,n California, where numerous eggs are
procured annually and transported Last to be hatched
out and
placed in our waters.
The hale-hint: establishment for Eastern
salmon is at Bucksport o,, the Penobscot, JMoine,
where the
young fish are hatched to stock Eastern rivers, and that
folia clung land-locked salmon is
at eirand Lake Stream near
balms. Maine.
1 he salmon iiaichingestablishmentsthrouirhout
the country are under the direction of the U. S.
Commission
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can transport:, ml have facilities to hatch out, the numdistributer! to various Stales ranging (run, 60,000 to
600,000

tlicj

Im-i

annually.

A large number of

virlli

Carolina

thi.-,

California salmon eggs will be
to stork llleriversof that

Mason

thts. State

Connnisslonershavuig shown great activity in
the propagation of fc inshtss.
Hatching, hoases hare been
erected at the headwaters of seveial .streams in the mountains,
and great interest lias been manifested in lish culture throii"hState,

OUt the State.
The transportation of California salmon eggs, which

are

about the size of a entrant, is a matter of some importani
requires mueh eare.
Heretofore they have been carried in
boxes between layers of damp moss, and the temperature kept,
down by blocks of ice placed on top of the hoses. Last fall
the experiment of transporting them in refrigerator ears
tried and proved stieessfnl.
It will be adopted hereafter iu all
cases where such cars can he obtained.
In these ears a small
percentage only of the eggs are lost. Sometimes the eggs hatch
out in the moss during the journey and then the voting fish
soon die.
Over 400,000 California salmon eggs were sent to
New Zealand last fall for distribution in the waters ot those
islands, and but lew of them were lost «J r<»tt>\ As an evidence
ipace required, for the transportation of salmon ta
i

:

may
els.

i

be mentioned that 5,000,000 of them are equal to 120 busk
and with the requisite packing will till three or four

freight cars.

the object of the U. S. Fish Commission to always
It" is
strengthen as far as possible the hands of the .state Kisli Commissions, and nearly everyreport of the Stale Commissions acknowledge favors from the U. S. Commission.
Thereis no
jealously whatever between them, but all work in perfect harmony.
The State Commissions devote 1.0 eat attention to
hatching shad in their own streams.
New York replenishes
Ihe Hudson, New Jersey the Delaware, North Carolina the
Cape fear River, and Maryland the Susquehanna ; hut none of
them can do anything toward hatching shad in the great
waters which traverse several States, for the reason that the
shad require the headwaters of the streams to develop their
best condition.
Ohio, for instance, could not stock the waters
of that State because the fish would go to the Oulf, and upon
their return eight or ten States would have a chance to catch
them before hey could reach the waters in which thev were
placed; therefore, Ohio would get no benefit from them, hut
the States bordering on the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers between thai State ami the Cull' of Mexico would. The object
Of the t*. S. Commission is not to enrich one State hut to increase the food fishes throughout, the country, and, therefore,
all rivers are stoeked with the lish that they may be taken in
Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio or any other waters through which
they pass ontheir journey to and from the sea.
Over 5,000,000 salmon eggs were distributed last fall, and it
is expected a greater number will be sent out to the various
State Commissioners next full.
The Commission is engaged
during the spring in hatching shad, and the fall is devoted to
the propagation of salmon.
Although the appropriations were considerably reduced
during die last session of Congress, the work of fish culture
was not seriously crippled; more might have been accomplished
this season had Congress been more liberal.
The recent eaten
of shad at Louisvilleshows that the labors of the Commission
during the past five years have not been in vain, and it is to be
hoped that generous appropriations will bt- made hereafter to
carry out the great undertaking of stocking all United States
waters with fish.
The work in the hauds"of Prof. Baird is
pushed forward with great vigor. He is a gentleman in every
way qualified for tie- piv.uion of Fish Commissioner, having
devoted years to the study of fish culture. He is surrounded
by a corps of competent assistants and much good has already
in
11
accomplished with the small appropriations placed at Ids
,

I

disposal.
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year will be continued until the

this

The season probably continued about

six weeks,
weight of the ii-h
000,000,000 pounds or an average of 100,OOl>,000
week.
Tin
,,.. :U
given
by I'mf. Baird after the most careful research and are baaed
upon undoubted authority, la those days shad sol
and herring were in many instances sold for he
merest trifle.
The fish were then cared and used for food
during the whole year
Now the supply has decreased to
such an extent that none are cured, the entire catch of Ihe
season being consumed in the cities as last as taken from the
stream.
Probably a half million shad have nol been captured
in the Potomac this season.
The supply has been gradually
decreasing from year to year as shown by the inspections i'n
the Washington market alone. A few years .1.
lish were inspected annually,- in 1875 about 300,000 were inspected, ami this year the number probably will not exceed
Washington being the largest city on the Potomac
800,000.
or in its immediate neighborhood, it is fair to presume that a
great majority of all the fish taken come to this market.

audit
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little talk, "may it
please your honors," about. Mr. Eel,
Willi him we have just concluded a short, hut very successful campaign, obtaining our supply of 250,000 from "the Hudson at Troy. They were caught iu large numbers with a dip

wire-cloth net, and kept in wire-cloth covered boxes lloating
upon the river till convenient to pack and ship to Michigan.
The period of their "run" lasted only about five days,
during which time millions upon millions filled the waters
;
all headed " up the creek."
The peculiar feature of the campaign was the method
adopted in their transportation. Mr. O. U. Chase, tie
eelist in charge, made experiments prior to shipping for the
purpose of testing what way the eels could best endure the
hardships and perils of then- emigration to the West.
Replaced some in water at a temperature of 76 to 80 deg. Some
in water at a much lower temperature, and some in water at
a temperature between the two extremes.
He tried some
with frequent changes of water; some in water made as
roily as possibly, and some be packed in ice
and still others
he placed in cars with a layer of mud on the bottom of two
or three inches, and filled with fresh cut or pulled
grass, the whole kepi cool and moist with small quantities of
ice placed on the top of the grass.
The eels packed in this
Way he found, after being iu the cars 30 or 4s hours, were by
far in the best condition of any experimented with
apparently as fresh and active as when first placed iu the can.
The cans used were the ordinary fish-depositing cans, in
this way all were shipped, and all arrived in excellent condition, the reports from the various depositors uniformly being
that the little wrigglers arrived iu tip-lop order; scarcely a
dead one in the lot. Some tour or five thousand were placed
iu a ten or twelve gallon can.
The advantages of this
method of shipment are many. The can is not over one-third
as heavy as when filled with water— a ureal saving in freight
no changes as when shipped in water, " Nothing to be done
by the attendant or attendants, except now and then the
putting into the cans small quantities of pounded ice, keeping
the temperature of the can at a little below 00 deg. Fahrenin this way one alt cudant will move more eels, and
heit,
with less labor, than will three by the old method of 111
in cans of water.
As respects the introduction of the eel into our Mich.
waters, our people Seem to he divided into three elu
The red-hot eelist, the stone-cold and the luke-wann. 1
think the red-hot ones are in a very decided majority.
They
see in the eel lots of sport and food fit for the gods.
The
stone-cold class cry at the top of their lungs, "Suaiks," and
think St. Patrick should be invoked to keep the "varmint"
from ever infesting the warbling brooks and silver lakes of
their loved Michigan.
The hike-warm class are quite numerous.
They don't-care " three skips of a louse" one way or
the other, provided they are not asked to row the boat, ami
;

1

;

;

1

"

omitted in the invitation to l.lie feast. Hence this class
und. I think the lied-IIot Church
gathering hi far more converts than the Stone-Cold. Heads
families'
of
of the hike-warm class, I observe, listen with a
feverish sort of interest while being told that eels constituted
the principal diet of the renowned Cleopatra, imparting to her
that poetry of expression and comeliness of form by which
red great Antony. These once thought to persecute the "saints;" now they are of the very "elect." As for
my single self, 1 am not ashamed to be found a-shouting,
" Bless the Lord for eels.''
C4eo. H. Jkkome,
Layman in the Red-Hot Church.
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Lwni-LooicKD Salmon- in New /Hampshire.
Kith.— I DOIlCe in Forest axd STREAM
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interesting to
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Lakes,

'1 "li-Echo Pond
in Milton, and Lovewell'sPond iu Wakefield,
and have divided another thousand between ponds in Bradford and Croydon. We have also brought 25 la -go pike perch
from Canada und put them in Mascoma Lake, in fin field,
within a few weeks, and transplanted black bass from Sunapee
B&Bt Fond, in Wakefield, to other suitable waters
iti different parts of the State
where they were (teemed to be

AVcdonot propose, however, to stock the State
desirable.
indiscriminately with black bass, as we are not convinced of
"heir great superiority to several other varieties of fish.
They
lUug rapidly '-on their own hook," aud thereby
getting in those of others.
in River is becoming well-stocked by those which
escaped ten years ago from Livingston Stone's hatching ponds
at Ohaiiestown, and" those which are continually getting out of
Sunapee Lake and going down Sugar Hiver, sometimes fifty
pir mem having been seen on their navels at the mill ttumeson
the latter stream.
The most important, event, however, which I have to
•In uncle is the arrival
of the first sain, on smee 1847, when
the Lawrence Dam was built.
This gentleman made bis appearance at the foot of Ainoskcag Falls on the morning of the
I2ch last;, and was seen by many of our citizens, who are
now convinced that the fishway at Lawrence, designed by
Commissioner Bracked, of Mass.", is a success. More than a
dozen salmon have been seen in it at different times When the
water has been drawn out for a few minutes ha- examination,
and have immediately started up stream when the current was
let on again, so that "it is probable that quite a number have
;

•

.

come up.
The one found at Manchester was just at

the foot of the wastetakes ofi the surplus water from the canal and
the rocks, when the water was let on 10 the
mills iu the morning and the flow over the waste-weir stopped.
We shall improve the fishway here at once, it being one of
the old "Foster "pattern, put'in nearly ten years since, and
hope to send the salmon along on their way" to the spawning
grounds in the Pemigewasset. These fish are probably of the
lot put iuto the Permgewa8sel as young Fry in 1872.
put in 100. 000 California salmon fry last Dee., and propose to put in 100,000 inure next winter if we are successful
in getting the spawn [mm the St. Cloud River.
.'<-)•, June S4.
The success of the attempt to restore
salmon to the waters of the Merrimae River, his been further
confirmed, since my letter to you of the 17th, by the appear
ance of one, estimated to weigh at least twelve pounds, in
the same pool below the dam at Amoskeag Falls where the
first one was seen; and, still better, by the arrival of another
one of about the same size at the mouth of a small brook, at
Martin's Ferry Station, about four miles above the Falls,
showing that be had passed the fishway at that place.
The present fishway is an old one of the Foster pattern, and
the Amoskeag Co. have decided to build a new one of the
!
Mr. Uobb's, the company's engineer,
Style at once.
went with me to Laurence on the 22d to take dimensions of
the fishway there, and, on drawing out, the water for that purpose, a fine twelve pounder was found about three-fourths of
the way up; aud Mr. Holmes, the gate keeper, told me he
had seen another the same morning. He has seen over thirty
on their way, aud there have probably been ten times that
number come up. The Brackett plan is a success, but the
mouth or foot of it must lead into the main current under the
fall, so that the fish can find it.
The upper end may be anySam'l W-kbbeu.
where above the dam.
-:i

was caught among
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Hill, May 15.—
Frsrr Crn/rims in
Have ju.it returned from a jaaat down the Hue of the Union
between here aud Omaha, and jotted down a few notes:
Estopped at Elkhorn for a couple of days. 1'ouud that large numbers
of caillsh and •' buffalo " were being caught, both by net aud by hook;
also a fair sprinkling Of baas, perch and plko. These latter kinds are
said to be the produce of Prof. Livingston Stone's famous *' plant,"
made In June. 1S73. They are found in large numbers in the small

Pacific railroad,

lakes or ponds. Any one de9lring to visit this section will probably
Uad fair sport for both rod and gun. They should take the Union
MroaJJ to Waterloo, where I am told good accommodations
cau he secured, and the sport Is right at hand, Waterloo being on the
west bank of the Elkhorn SIVer.
While in the Union depot in Omaha, our attention was called to
several small tanks, which we found to contain thousands of young
brook trout. Inquiry elioted the tact that they belonged to Mr. J. T.
Rouilne, a gentleman living near South Bend, Cass county, Nebraska,
about 35 miles from Omaha.
Wc sought out Mr. Romine, who Informed ns that he had purchased
mi, si -iiihl in number, iu Wisconsin, and will put them in a lake on
his farm. If we recollect aright, Mr. liomlue's lake covers about two
acres of varying depth. It if fed by springs, and the temperature remains about equal summer and winter. Last February Mr. ltomine
placed in his lake about 1,800 youugtroi.it, and a similar number of
California salmon. The former are now, at the age of one year, from
six to eight inches iu length, and the latter anont four inchea. Both
Kinds are thriving, and mortality slight. Ills success with ihe llrst
batch induced him to go after more, and he expresses fall confidence
that
will prove a successful undertaking. There cau be no doubt of
it In our mind, and in a few years he will have something equal to a
gold mine, and we wish there were a hundred more in Nebraska who
would follow hia example.
H. G. C.

piilypjiemus) Holbrook.

—A vegetable feed

which are sometimes jointly occuand the rattlesnake or blacksuake. Comes out at
on grass and herbage ; the palmetto berries are
also a favorite food, which it is said to sometimes store away
in its burrow for future use.
A perfectly inoffensive animal,
except that it eats sometimes the early corn and vegetables
possessed of immense strength, a gopher of twenty inches
long being able to walk away with a man on its back and if
it can get hold of a root in its den hardly any force can drag

in depth for its residence,

pied by

uood

it

to feed
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EXPLORATION OF SOME INDIAN
GRAVES IN UTAH.
the May number of Field and Forest appears an
IN from
the pen of that accomplished zoologist Dr.

Yarrow, which

will

article

H. C.

prove delightful reading to the arcluenlo-

In this short paper Dr. Yarrow gives a most interesting
account of the examination of a number of graves of Pah-Ute
and Gosh-L'te Indians in Western Utah, and holds forth to his
readers the hope that before long he will relate facts connected
gist.

with the burial places and ceremonies of other Indian tribes.
Few explorers have had more experience in this field than
T)r. Yarrow, and the collection of cranie sad (tone implements
which he obtained in lh'To in Southern California was probably
the finest ever obtained by an American tnusenm.
in the article to which we have referred, Dr. Yarrow says
It is hardly worth While to describe the road, suffice it to
say that it was the worst mountain trail 1 have ever ridden
over, and so obscure that without a guide we had most assuredly lost OUT way both going and returning; at sonic parts it
was necessary to alight or run the risk of being thrown over
fearful precipices.
Finally our guide made a halt, and we
found that we had arrived at a sort of plateau some few hundred feet below the mountain'Bpeafc. Pointing to a. rod -slide,
composed of masses of stone ranging ha size from a pebble to
ihe enormous boulder, he said, '•There are the graves." At
Aral we saw Only a confused mass oi rocks piled up apparently
without design, but a nearer inspect ion revealed a grave-like
outline.
To reach them we were, obliged to walk over the
osseous remains of many unfortunate horses, butchered to accompany their masters to the happy hunting grounds. It was
not our intention to disturb the remains at this time with a
looker-on who might object, but we removed enough of the
stones from one of the piles to satisfy ourselves that they
actually contained dead Indians, idler which We carefully replaced them and descended again 10 camp, not however without marking the trail in such a way that it could easily he
found again: this task was intrusted to cue of our cavalrymen, who purposely Jagged behind.
The next day were on ihe ground at an early hour, and the

work

of

was found after removof branches was reached upon

exhumation commenced.

It

ing the boulders that a layer
which the stones had been piled, displacing these the bo I.
was perceived resting in a soil of concavity formed by the removal of stones, in all, seven such graves were opened, and
in each instance the skeleton was found lying on the back with
weapons and utensils of different kinds op either side, jn a
grave supposed to be that of a medicine-man were found a
number of articles pertaining to his trade, a gourd rattle, painted truncheon or wood, besides beads, bow and arrows and
various cooking implements.
J n a grave separated a little from
the restaskeli ton was found wrapped in skins and surrounded

Ju this
fashioned rifles and quite a number of brass buttons,
same grave was found the head of a child, the other bones having
been probably dragged out by animals. Tradition relates that
a Chief was fumed at this place aud that a captive Piegan boy
was interred with him to act as his servant on the trip to the
other world, and the discovery of the cranium would seem to
lend a plausibility to the. story. It is hardly necessary to add
that we secured the crania from all the graves, aud such arriticles as seemed to have a certain ethnological aud arch
cal value, after which every stone was carefully replaced so
as to leave no indication that a disturbance of "the bones of
the dead had taken place.
At the time of the burial of the Chief already alluded to as
having been watched by our guide, the following ceremonies
took place: the funeral party, consisting of most of the men
and women of the village mounted on horseback, started at
about dusk in the evening to ascend the mountains; the
corpse was fastened upon a horse like a sack of grain, the animal led by one of the mourners. During the whole of the
ascent the entire party shrieked and wailed in the most mourninformant stated,
ful manner, this noise not ceasing, as
Arriving at the. spot, the grave
until daylight next, morning.
was hastily made, as already described, the body deposited
and shots tired, either to scare away bad spirits or its a parting
cutsalute, after which the butchery of horses commenced
ting their throats.
At the burial or this Chief twenty are
In removing these remains the
said to have been sacrificed.
requirements of poetic and retributive justice was, to a certain
extent, fultiLled, as the baud to which their owners belonged
murdered Lt. Gunnison and his patty on the Sevier Fiver
seine years previously.
In the vicinity of Beaver, Utah, several graves were ex
plored which were situated near the mouth of a canyon at the
foot of a mountain; these were five feet deep aud exactly simiIn one of them was found
lar to the graves of white persons.
'I,
perl ps tWi -/ears, who had sufdid,
B
Be
tOJ D
'' -With the body
fered from a diseasi 3i I be dorsal 'erti
had been buried a number of rude toys and play-things.
In Western Utah a cave was discovered in which the Goshwrapped
skins, and surtheir
d.
ad
in
Ute Indians deposited
rounded with different ohiecls used In life, and another simiNeil her of
lar eu\ e was heard of near the Nevada border.
these wire explored for want of time.
I,

my

%

'
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Salmon and Shad.—Two of the Oregon salmon, placed in
the river near this city nearly a year ago, have been caught
si.
They were hooked, one each, by W. N. Harris
and B. J. Gregory. They measured about three or four
inches in length and were evidently growing rapidly and
Shad placed in the Ten(loins as well as if in native water.

Goph-ek (Testudo

ing land tortoise, from ten to twenty inches long, lives in pine
barrens and sandy soils, where it digs burrows five to ten feet

;

salmon

your readers to know that

besides those mentjoned, the Fish Commissioners of

have also placed

nossee river at Chattanooga and Louisville some two years
auo are bring caught this season in quantities, and are reported to be well grown for the time they have been in these
streams, and as thrifty as if in their' own Eastern waters.
These facts satisfactorily solve the question as to whether or
not shad and Oregon salmon can be domesticated in streams
from which they are compelled to seek the ocean through the
muddy and turbid waters.of the Mississippi. It seems clear
that the efforts of the Government to stock the water courses
of the Mississippi Valley with the most prolific and nutritious
oi the mime fish family is a demonstrated fact, and we congratulate oar Isaac Waltons and our people generally on the
prospect of future sport and feasts.— Jackwn{ Tt/ni,

for the 14th

Statement in regard to the introduction of land-locked

in

:
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It lays three times a year from sis to twelve eggs in the
sand, which are much prized by raccoons, opossums and
bears, the latter of which animals often digs out. the gopher,
and tears it in pieces with its strong claws. The flesh of the
gopher is also prized by the native Floridian, on whose table
it forms a common dish.
host has a couple of hounds
which are trained to hunt the gopher, which when found they
turn over on its' back, thus preventing its escape until their
master ai-rives at the spot. I have, often eaten it, and consider
it superior in richness and flavor to the green turtle.
8. C. C.

My

THE YOUNG OF PH YCIS AMERICANUSStoper.
IlALUMX, N, S„ Jnne S, 1S7T.
Editor Forest axd Stream:
Being informed by u friend of mine that he had recently taken several medinm-sized pollack in the waters of the Northwest Attn, near
having their stomachs well filled with small try of some
kind, I accompanied him In hie boar, on the evening of Jnne H, In the
hope of securing some pollack for the purpose of getting specimens of
this city,

the fry. We Suou caught one iv hteli wits full of the Small gab, bright
and silvery to look at. On taking them home lor examination, ihey
proved to be the young of Phyds amei-iauuis.
Their length was generally 2',i metres, and tUey agreed with tho
descriptions of mature fi.sh according lo different authors, With Ode
exception the ventralB, which are .-.rated to cousibt of oue ray, divided
at its extremity into two fllamenis, are in my specimens composed of
:

three separate filaments, only Joined together for a short distance
above the base. Two of them are larger than the third. The longest
reaches exactly to the origin of the anal, the next to the vent, while
the third

is

shorter.

Silvery beneath.

The

now

Color, brownish above, extending lo lateial line

iu

as Pat would say.

Where can I liu any description or the minute young of
those nnlhors I possess— Oouther, De Kay, Varr.dl. Storer, etc.— fall
to mention tuein J
J. Matthew Jonbsi
I

To answer Mr.

,

Jones' apparently simple question has taxed

interesting subject.

referred his letter, has kindly favored us with the follow-

Possibly Mr. J. Carson Brevooit can add
information. Dr. Yarrow says
ing reply.

Yarrow is preparing a monograph on the "Bnriil Customs aud Disposal of the Dead among the North
American Indians.
II. C.

oilier

^ "The only work I know of which describes the young of
Phycis amerimnux (chuso of Gill;, is Couch's "British fishes,"
and he, I think, describes it as another species. I have
looked over a number of young specimens of P. nmniainux
at the Smithsonian, and in no instance do 1 find the centrals
as described by Mr. Jones. Moreover, 1 am informed by
Prof. Gill that he has not seen them so, from which
imagine that perhaps Jlr. J. may poxtdhly be mistaken in bis
1

identification;
There is a small fish, tee three -bearded rockling {Onos eiim— Gill) which may be the individuals in ques(
tii in, or it may be the mackerel-midge (
'Uinta anjt tttala
Gill).
I should not' forget to state that. Prof. Gill states that no scientific (not considering Couch as authority) description of the

—

young

of Phycis ameriQanua has ever been published in the
I'eihaps Sars may have published someEnglish language.
thing.
Be this as it may, I would strongly advise your correspondent to send on his specimens for iiientilieution, and you
can send them to ine aud I will send them back identified': "

—

Tin: Fkohsu of toe Nobthwest. Mr. Oscar Spitsser, of
San Francisco, sends us the following interesting notes on this
which little is known, We find nothing dehniie iu
the Government reports, nor has inquiry among icle
at Washington availed to elicit anything of importance
"The redfish of Wallows Lake. Cal.. are described as beiinr
blood-red in color, very fat, and weighing about eight, pounds,'
redfish, of

!

i

and are preferred, when taken, to salmon. It is said there are
only four lakes known in the world in which this fish is
.,.
Payette, in Idaho, a lake in .Maine, one in Scottan
low's Lake.
A company engaged in commercial ii-1,
latter frequently bring in a ton of redfish at a haul, with a
Lake Wallows is two thousand leeL
seine of medium length.
deep, and the fish suddenly appear on the Surface iu August
aud disappear in December. 11
i

I

I

\

Albany, June

Editor Forest and Stream
iiiji
said
[s so much

10,

1*;;.

:

I

,,

,

ii

,

of late abont fresh water

HsheBuetne

from tin
to]
m lag e
e
acceptable! Mr. Paul Bert, in experimenttr.g. .says that
salmon plumed suddcr.li m sea nater ,viii ,jte in live or
e
mere
suddenly
sir hours, from which he couclui
to sail water, but enter brackish water where the nde'ebbs and HOWS, and
live there a sufficient time to habituate themselves to the change; thus
accounting tor the frci,io-ut discovery of large numbers oi
Halt in the vicinity of the months 81 rivers which they a.-ceud.
A fresh
waler eel plunged in salt water ,1,'H's t,r,t soeat to be nllected, but If in
handling them any of the slime is rubbed off osmosis occurs in the dee
ntna
nuded porlion aud tie- e-i
xratei
Esh placed 'in
' Iflai Bste, although a little salt thrown in ihe water
resh
re
prolongs their lives. Ills conclusions are that the death of the creature
is not to any toxic action, but is simply a phenomenon of osmosis or
transmission of fluids through the
del to prove Una
the experiii is only necessary to weigh the animal before and after
one third Its
ment. A frog, for example, plunged in si
weight. If only the foot of the trog be introduced the blood
to
leave
vessels
seen
the
and
distribute
themselves under the
can be
skin. In hopes this may bring forth more real facts on the subject,
] am yours expectantly,
Dextek,
in salt water, tie

can,

.

|

may prove
',

Ira:,

i

ii

,

,

li|

i

,

,

,-,

i

.

I

tl

,

.,,,»

—Dr.

whom

Dr. H. C. Yarrow, to

the resouTQps of the naturalists.

we

.

seems to be well established from these observations that
Utah had ho systematic jhethddof burial, but
"We hope bethat the customs varied with each little lund.
fore long to hear further from Dr. Yarrow on this extremely
It

the Indians of

;

'

great abundance In the Northwest Arm, and is, so
I believe, always abundant at tin* season each year.
Tue cod and pollack were greedily devouring the fry while we were out tubing lor
abont an nour, the sut face water iu places literally " boiling wid 'em,'
fry is

,,

..

—

,

:
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Migrator-.- Quails for Vermont.—The 'Rutland (At.)
" Hon. Martin G. Evert? s
'..{ Saturday says
Ipku Messina, in Sicily, yesterday, 200 migratory qti
which he will set Tree on the hills in
Coturm
this town, with the hope of successfully acclimatizin
bin Is, which are valuable both for food and sport on t;,.
These birds closely resemble our native Virgtma
tinetlt.
,1 in general coloration and marking, but are hss brilliant
in color ami not quite so large. They migrate from Africa,
crossinR the Mediterranean to Europe in March and April,
and scatter in colonies over the continent all the way Nortb
Some of tliem breed as far Smith
into Norway and Sweden.
as Italy. In the autumn they return to their winter
They lie well to 'the dog wherever there is rover.
in Africa.
and afford as good Bport according to their size and value as
:

ii

American congeners."
With regard to breeding the native
the Nashville Rural Sun says
" It is very strange, and a thing that

we. do not exactly understand, that birds in our Northern States pair off earlier,
breed earlier and mature earlier, than in the Southern States.
< iur
quails here never pair off till the first of May, and hatch
Very few of our birds
out from the first of June till August

reach maturity by the fifteenth of September, and we have
frequently found birds too small to shoot even in the first of
November. In the Northern States quails are nearly all
grown by the 15th of August, and none are loo small to shoot
bv the first of September- It certainly appears to us that
here the birds should breed and raise at least one month ahead
of Northern birds; instead of this, however, they are fully
We are not sure, however, that the
one month later.
Northern quail attempts to raise moie than one brood a year,
while our birds frequently raise two broods and sometimes as
many as three broods from one pair. This may account for
the difference in times of breeding."

Istatuated Homming-Birds.—The Ottawa (Canada)
"Yesierd <>
31 contains this mt.erestimr story":
afternoon Mr. John Thompson's man (Jules Mather) gathered
the garden in Nepean, as
rge bunch of lilacs from a tree
couple oJ
milk.
lie was about coming to the city to deliver
humming-birds hovered around the hush at the time, and these

TV.isof

May

b

i,

,

A

Strange

followed after the bunch which had been picked.

to

winged creatures came akragwith the rig to the
eit v, at every opportunity sipping the honey from the petals of
of the flowers. At the Queen's Restaurant, for which the (lowers w.av intended, the birds visited the bunch at the door of
The flowers were placed on the table in the
the bir entrance.
dining-room, a faded bunch being substituted at the door, hut
after flying once around the latter the birds left it, and
found "the" others again, entering the room through the open
window. The boarders present were astonished a: the lameness of the birds, which might have been csaily caught if it had
state the little

been desired."
.

,

»—

.

A New Piie\sant.— In a letter dated "Eibuan, Aug. 17,''
Governor Usshesays that he has had great difficulty in gel in
Specimens of the beautiful new pheasant recently described by
Mr. Sharpe as LoSiophasis bulweri. Me has twice sent over
from Labuan to the mainland of Borneo the trained collector

and

who obtained the original specimen, but hitherto without sucAs, however, the birds are plentiful about thirty-rive
cess.
miles inland, lie hopes to be able to get some samples very
Bulwer's pheasant seems, in the north-western porshortly.
tion of Borneo, to be confined to the Lawas River, where, ihey
are not uncommon, but on the Trusan and Brunei Rivers,
lien lie close to, the species is quite unknown to tits natives,
Na&Vire.

1871

tioately

vat

isl

t

these require

if

Such

oilier plants.

Pbcsnix

elegans.

reclinata,

P.

Dactylifera,

..,:•..
.eelsa and (Joi ypha
Chamoarop
had at a moderate figure and will all succeed

shown

greenhouse

when

the Messrs, Parsons,

of Flushing, exhibited such beautiful and well-bloomed plants,
very few are aware that they are true hybrids raised from our
native varieties.
About the year 1825 11. Mortier, n nursery-

more varied

flowers of better form,

and more

color,

This variety so:. n became, known as Azalea Morhaving been raised from various crosses between AzaGllentazauudillora, ponfica, and Calendulacea.
are now propagated i'rum seed, the one year seedlings be

tierana,

.

leas

fit

are planted
for sale.

"The

says:

(~'/,r:>ni'iM

Vervteneana,

Colder.

"
"

,

""

Vr

'

:

'

.,;,,««(

W

born in garden;

flair

cnecqnered

'

There can now be seen at the Boyal
color.
Nurseries, Ascot, some specimens in which the color is of a
Perhaps the moist
bright golden, and most effective
sandy bog of the lacot nurseries lias something to do with the
bronzy yellow

-

..-;,';
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:
.
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We have received several communications from eminent
gentlemen on the sparrow question, which we shall be happy
to print in our uext issue.

CURE FOR POISON
NRW
Editor Fore ST
Not v

the

is

and

iVnr. -T

IS, 1S77.

3tream:

when poison ivy hangs in garof Nimrod aud Isaac Walton

at onr discontent,

s

ainabie iu alienees of the

ootlng ha s at last been
s ago, th as to-day birds

S'

it

killed

ge

in

iv

o.l

usual luck,
not walk.

m >ro woodcock in

Nsu

alone,

York.

1

n Orange

have

like

slid

his

An

Plants fob Isdook Decoration.

— Plants

places in the winter season.

they are

much

much more

For

saloons, corridors, halls, etc

,

effective than flowers, as they associate

better with -the surroundings than any plant in

bloom.

Many of he
it has ample and bold foliage in additionmost valuable pla-nts for this purpose are best grown out of
doors in the summer season, the pots being plunged in the soil
and care being taken that they do not suffer from want, of
water. Alves and Yuccas of various kinds, Echeveria glanea,
the striped and plain leaved New Zealand Flax (ThovMnm
tcnax), Aralia Sieboldii and Sieholdii variegata, Aralia papyrifera, a fine stately plant, Ahutilou marrnorafum, more deli.
C itely mottled and superior to A. Thompsoni, Dracaena indivisa, Draco and A. australis are all useful, while for the early
winter months a few plants of the dwarf er and more higlilycolored Caunas will be found a great acquisition. Palms are,
perhaps, the most effective of the fiuefoliagud plants; indeed,
they are looked on as aristocrats among plants and can scarce ly
be misplaced, as they associate well with other things, and
unless

I

—Prof. Chase, of Brown University, says that Paris green
only sure remedy tor he potato bug. It dots
not affect the tubers, and is easily applied, mixed in [he proportion of one pound to ten of flour or plaster of p a ris.
Care
must betaken in its use, not to bring itin contract with
abraded skin or the face.
I

—Chickens are brought to New Yak from distances hit It;
thought Of by consumers. Two carloads were shipped last
Saturday at Norfolk, Ya., fortius market. They had been
collected in East Tennessee, and Sent by way of Virginia.
is

employed

A

them ioodand water.

to furnish

conditio

In

magic.

CANINE TRAITS.

woodcock shoot

I,

as they are for the above purposes, Ihey are doubly BO f0) forming bold groups in large conservatories, halls, etc., when other
plants, even if available, are too valuable to risk in such

1

ter than any thin

il

convenient

John

U will no: injure you,

:

.-'
ij.

THEanimal

canine, like the feline type,

,

ames.

la.,

speei d effort and object in usiog coal tar, and in this i
iv
entirely sucae-sful ; and, in passing among me a]'.
be

familiar to

is

all.

An

of this kind is the friend and servant of man iu
Vn. i!n- Qri m of the domestic dog,
every part of the globe.
QankfatttiUaris, is involved in an obscurity which may never
be cleared up.

from some

Its descent

iionahle, in the nature of the case.

the

dog

is

a modlfieat!

>fl

rae

:

unqites-

is

whether
domestication of some one

ider

il

feral

Tue question

is,

.

whether various disiiuc.;. canine animals, in difof the world, have not been
laimet).
is gaining iri'oui.d
This view seems most reasonable, and
among the best informed. In aome parts we still Iiavfi d<>gs
whose lineage need be traced bui one generation into lie wild
feral sloefc or

of fine foliage

growth are valuable at any season to tone down
the glare of color and break up the uniformity anil Batftei
which too often prevail in modern flower gardens. Valuable

nds a walnut tree at
int'fi.Guij to 100,000
who share its pro-

I

istlieiies! if not the

man

a successful orchard.
—Dr. W.
ist, as to the value oi sue. king apple trees with coal tar, writes
" I never made il my special business to smoke
as follows;

stately

L',000

i

my
and

III.

\.

.

t

si:

•h:bei:m|.er.,rl're.!ut.
In the Baidar

had giv.n a sum
near Balaklava, iu Hi
years old.
It.yii
nitls, and belongs to five Ta
duce equally.
..:

sometimes attain
mentions
-! plaokof the

iircl i;ci

Co..

I got

Kauffman, Des Moines,

ffoodlmtd, Jfimn mtd {§<*rden

1

\

Yoe.K, June

j
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leasl
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i
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ericl?
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Northern California and Southern" Oregon he passed it l;n G
>-.. moving
Iof parties, including families a
north.
At night their camp fires
inimially from
D
the slage ro..d, and the sight is deseriUeii as being like that of
the early emigration across the plains.
Every steamer is loaded to its full capacity by people who are seeking a country
ivin re crops never perish of drought.
To them, exaggerated
reports of Oregon rains are no longer a terror.
Our "climate,
ihey iiud, is preferable to drought, des- its and starvation."

number

Names of Plants —
No. — Selaginella serpens. No.
— Selaginella viticulosa. No. — Selaginella Martensii varie— Selaginella rnpesgala.
No. 4.— Selaginella apus. No.
tris — the two latter are natives.
The former found in moist
cool places, the latter on dry sunny rocks.
P. H.
Santolina incaua— a useful bedding plant.
2.

Braes a day.

"v

1

production of color. The larger the plants) the better charac
ter diil they appear to possess."

rake one par. ot cue iku-k or nmek spoueu aider; no
water and bod down to one plot. Wash oie poisoned

tortoises.

Oregon has been sneered

111 as
the rainy country by
California, but they are not sneering now.
They are limiting
a country where 'it rains enough, and prefer the verdure 01
Oregon to the. blight aud desolation of California. Persons
now arriving tell us that immense numbers iu California aie
preparing 10 move.
As. rapidly as ihey can thej
\
U
01 K tp
our State. A great many are coming I15 "
tnd.
I n: iiieau jusi' tbroiieli'by the Stage line informs us thai 111

generally represented as having foliage of a

is

.

I

shower.

named

oceidenialis,

;

one of the most suggestive

sights, in the wo.ldis the
C wleof a Califoriiian, who hasn't, befo
i.ough
for a year to h\
&
ut in an Oregon rain
du
with his hat off, and enjoying it ns aquatic bovls do a summer

is

Thuja

And

nia,

doing even belter in the
cool moist climate of England Hem here.
The Q'iwdmer '*

my

>.

.

Oukgos Compliments C'alifokxia.— The port land '>/,,,
-el down as r. judired. Hies di.-'c.oiirs s
in its issue of the 5th inst:
" They are corning from Califor-

.

Thuja Veiiv.eseana.- It seems that this beautiful variety,
which originated with Mr. P. Yeneene, nurseryman, Bridgeport, Conn., about leu years ago,

1

<

which may safely he

.

:

-».

They

ing grafted and treated as-Camellias are.
out in leaf-mould, and after two years are

•

,

(

I

fragrance.

;

Arrivals at the Piiiupklphia Zuoloutoal Garden for Weee
Ending Tuesday, June ill, JSW.i
One Virginia deer, Cm-us oirffiniamts, born in garden; one halt

New

later flowering varieties.
The experiment succeeded. Not
only were flowers of later flowering tendency seemed, but

c*i

;

children, made the clothing for the family, and
yvas coming could Take or load hay.
Our wives want a maid
to lend the baby andaie. tin r todotfce house-work, a toy todo
the chores, and if we keep more than one cow, a cheese laclory
to prevent the milk from spoiling.
It is sate to say that 10
farmer'* wives 10-day cannot do as much hard weak 'as would
two on years a so. As a fanning people we are played out.
It the young
Ilnmpshho farmer who wants a wile
il]
..
him get a living instead
ml pour
u
patent medicines iuio, would jusi -..down to your city aud
find a good, strong, vigorous Industrious
Irish OT
German girl, he would find his farm would pay better than it
n
v, and his children would lie like!;, to be
worth len
times as much us farmers as will beat J 01 Tee next generation
"
of pure bred Yankees.

man of Ghent, conn iv? d the idea of retarding the blooming
of the early (lowering varieties, which- were likely to be injured by late frosts, by fecundating them with the pollen of

;

<

M

In a n laneej.
Onr fathers worked 13 or
hours it day and
never thpugbi of getting tired.
V7o an- ased up when we
have worked four hours. Ourmothersf made butter and cheese,
led the pigs and chickens, did the milking, raised a dozen

the great

the late exhibition of the

in these plants at

Horticultural Society,

One moukey, iTaeanta eynormlgva, presented by Master Mario do
Meudeuen, N. Y. City one red eoatiniiunli, .v„.*,„, nxoidt, presented by
Seiwrius earolisqnteri
r. Alfred H.Walker, N. Y. City; cue graj
(

in a

Hahdt OB Ghent Azu.E as. —Notwithstanding
interest

11

Bttf
hy Master Jolin A Palmer, N. Y. City ; one ell;.
.'uaiwY.eri's, bred In the menagerie; one fallow deer. Varna Bulgaria,
bred in the menagerie one horned owl. -Bubo viegiaianus, presented by
bred m tie;
Mr. F. S. Webster, Troy; five pea fowl, Ptm
menagerie; lwo ev^nets, Va«* o.'e;-, bred in the iiemaseri'ie cue ath...i..,,..',
presented h\ .Mr. V. ii. G-mn, N\ 1.
•fiiUir, a/;.
w. A. Conklin, Director.
catv

P. Bylvestris,
australis may he

temperature.

aboli: lied,

nensiSj presented

however, as Latania.

Borbonica, Ariea lutescens, A. Baneti, A. SapiEi, Seaforlhea

with

:

We

growth and expensive; corns.

varieties,

New Hampshire

correspondent of the Manchester Mirror expresses his views
on (he deserted farm question thus bluntly: "If farms have
run down the people Who Occupy there a;e a long way ahead
in the race.
have got on OUl
J a class of peopie who can cipher through the algebra, play the piano, and
boast of an acquaintance with the fine arcs, but they can't
work. They have got line minds, but their bodies arc ski
puny and weak. To talk the matter plainly, we have bred
the bone aud muscle out of our families until —.
la
50
Id nd of human Jerseys, fine bened, mild eyed, and nice to
look at and pet, and put On exhibition, but so tender and weak
Iter for our climate, our" work, nor our

more warmth for

afforded by an ordinary greenhouse,

that

lands to greet t.i
he thin-skinned diaclples
Tin iks to the
ts " ren >m

-»-

ARRIVALS AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE EOB WEEK ENDIKG JUNE
il-i.

I

the greater part are of Blow

pared with

i

even by nanie.

En for

growth than

their

New York
quail in this country,

Less Vioononrs than Their Fathekh.— A

impart an air of grace and lightness uneqnaled by any other
plants.

[I

their

341

apple trees

hat

were loaded with

and the apples from
moli, while all my appe

fruit,

these tie s were free froai coillimr
crop, with these exceptions, Were tern ley infested with ihese
worms. Procure some coal tar tiom i g is-house put a quart
of it into a p.m
to this fasten a wooden h. mile, so as to gel
take a shaving and a maich.
four feet away from the smoke
and you will soon have a dense stnoke with these i>ass unde.
ihe trtes. and, my word for h. no insects that you ever Saw
will star in the tn
Bv seconds to breathe such au atmosThcstenchof this stnolct: will remain tn the foliagi
phere.
and limbs of the trees for two or three day^ unless wasbed
off by rains, and. so long as it. does remain, no insects will re:

;

;

ferent parts

it.

I

species of the region: witness
mi, half dog, half coyote

:

One or two minutes' smoking under each tree is quiti
"H0]dthepab low enough so as not to burn the
tower limbs, and carry it so as to smoke the entire live. 1
will leave entomologists to tell at whit period the various insects are- likely to enter the trees to commence 'heir depredai;,.u is the time to commence to smoke ihenu iii."-tions, :n,
Prairie Farmer.

'
.

»s ql

1

Tue

Mnlrtf).

this

jackal-

another highly prolnble ancestry. Some
times these various kiuds Of dogs remain as distinct as llieir
several progenitors; but the great mass of dogs must be retike

form of

Asia,

is

girdad as inOhgrels

turn.

sufficient.

certain
1

sulting

(in the zoological sense of

the term), re-

from inter-breeding of
i<l disfrom, t
The dog is. probably a composite as well ns an
.1

tinct stocks.
artificial

The

production.

various breeds or races of the domestic dog differ

;

SPLIT

To our customers aud

aong themselvi

tant,

—

the public
In reply to the damaging
which have been circulated respecting the quality of
eiboo rods, by " dealers" who are unable to compete
mlar which
with us at our reduced pnees. we ie
we shall be pTeascd to mad to any address, proving the falsity
:

:i

unparalleled in

BAMBOO RODS.

reports

structural

In

physical characters to a degree, perhaps,
Less obvious, if not less Impor-

peculiarities are

commonly made

the basis,

not only of specific, but of genetic distinctions. But it will
lie observed that the differences are superficial— hey u iv mati

i

I

j

mammals,

ters of size,

shape and coloration chiefly

;

while

if

they affect

i

of their assert ions.

— [Adv.

OOSSOV, Bissett

&

Mai.lesok,

Manufactura-s, 65 Fulton Street, N. Y.

anatomical parts, as the skull, for instance, they subsist in
mere moulding, not essential. The probability is that all
that is, th t save descende
dogs are generally identical
caniz alone, though several species have doubtless con;

from

:

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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tributed to the result.

THE OPERATION OF SPAYING OR

Ehi
Strong evidence. of tbaaisi
hoy dp
any one particular stock, but to several different
stocks, according, it would seem, to the facts of ancestry in
each individual case. Sometimes when dogs nm wild under
i

that when, as not seldom occurs, dogs run wild,

fact,

not revert

OVARIATOMY.

I

to

peculiar isolated condition.'?, they acquire

ffi

Emtob Fokest and Stream

It Is obviously impossible' to give a diognoaifl of the dog:
nothing short of descriptions of various races would characterize the animal. Take t ho matter of size alone. Full-grown
dogs less than sis inches long are recorded; other dogs cope

with stags and

bulls.

trorsum reeuroata,
zation, for the

journal.

pup should fast for several hours before the opeand be from about four to six weeks old.
The only instruments needed are a scalpel or sharp knife, a

pair of scissors, some threads of surgeon's silk, a soft Sponge,
and some ether to render Ihe animal insensible to pain during
be operation, which should be performed in a warm room as
nearly the temperature of the animal as possible, as ihe exposure of the bowels to the cold atmosphere renders the
liahilily of inflammation ,'pcrilouil is) following more probable.
The little patient is now placed on a small' table, and with
the aid of an assistant the ether may be administered by pouring a couple of leaspoonfuls on a folded napkin and holding
it over
the nose in much the same manner as though the
patient were a human being.
A few minutes will suffice to
I

Color is, of course,
it may be completely arrested;
wholly indeterminate. Form is only less so. Compare the
ages from nil to
Pebte
turnspit, bulldog and greyhound,
oglcal differ-

those of othere which are apish

bulge of the

a

;

ii

ratrast with

cranial part.

effect

Nevertheless, dogs of all breeds share some trails, in varying degree of development— traits which need only be recalled
Dogs attach themas well known things often overlooked.
They arc strongly afselves to persona, as cats do to places.

They
follow their master.
like to eat alone, and bury the remains of a feast, often returning to the board. They eat ineat, and various forms of
they are nauseated by grass.
starch, but rarely herbs or fruit
vomit without, exertion, and often return to eat the <jcc.ta.
prefer to lead rather than

;

Gestation endures about two months; parturition

weak and

the pups are born

plural*

is

blind.

tl

Dogs howl to no purpose at night (obviously retaining a habit
They snarl and growl in anger,
of the night-prowling wolf.
)

yelp in hunger, pain or flight, bark in pleasure, in the chase,
Thejffljenace before attadt, with show
i U va::

13iey droop the

of teeth and bristling hair.

them

fear, raise

in delight.

Some hunt by

upon prey

at short range,

it

down

wag

tail

prowling approach. + or drag

after

not sweat, but are cooled by

They drink with

evaporation of saliva from a lolling tongue.

manner

They endure abuse without loss of affection,
and rarely resent injuries. They are impatient of strange adThey are trained to pervances, especially in sorded guise.
form every service a brute can render to man; their intelliimething
only less than human,
gence may he developed to
noisy lapping.

and

known pitch

They are, finally, subwith them, incurable when

of blind combativeness.

disease, believed original

ject to

be stimulated to the highest

may

their predacious instincts

fully developed, inoculable through the saliva,

one of the most formidable maladies
is

to

and constituting

which the human race

exposed.
the dogs of this country are nearly all the usual

Among

The

aborigines.

Ifewfodndlaiid dog,

as well as to the

swimming

noted

of

a near relative. The Hare Indian dog is a peculiar
by Richardson and Audubon. Most of the
Indian dogs of the West are mixtures, immediate or nearly so-,
with the wolves, their frequent Copulation, not only with the
coyote. b.H with the large wolf us well, is a simple mailer of
powers,

is

rarely, described

notwithstanding their en luring enmity under ordinary

fact,

The opening

just described.

I.e.-

ed up with

The "harries3'' dag of New fflexiw) ami
southward is a curious variety, in extreme cases of which tin'
The animal is
body is only covered with sparse hue hairs.
" fice."
essentially a mongrel of kind known as the
IT. S. A.
Eni"n
Cou.es,
Dr.

circumstances.

at intervals of about half an
iptate the spaces between the
tut

wide and three or four inches

lc

ig,

into

strips

quarter inch

and applied warm.

The little patient will now show symptoms of prostration,
and the operator will in all probability conclude that "the
dog

is dead," or at, least about to die. hut don't be alarmed.
Ci'.ehe, a teaspeonf.il or two of equal parts whisky and
in a blanket, and place her near the
:, and wrap her up
'hen she will go to sleep, and th E next day be ready to
light one of her brothers for the posi icssion of a bone, which
liia starved condition will make her r< gard as a very desirable
iteiat to keeping the
thing lust now. Tl

to see that the plasters have no! been licked'offby i,
arido
ous attentions of the mother. The wound heals rapidly, and

be cut and drawn out, drawing on tbem toward the wound
so as not to fear it apart, first, however, taking tin.' precaution
in replace any loose adhesive straps, so as to give the wound
and abdomen such support as will prevent protrusion (/ternia)
ot the intestines occurring.
The incision in the middle line of the abdomen is the best,
because here no muscles are divided, and consequently no
liability to interfere with the future free and perfect locomotion of the animal.
With your permission I will relate some
first experience in spaying, with some of
recollections of
the attending difficulties, of getting reliable information and
instruction how to proceed.
The advent of a fine litter of pups in ray kennel from
finely bred setter bitch and a splendid field performer, made
li
MB Of having the gyps spayed, at least

my

'

I

— Tnji dog pom.

.

reel

i

nd East Bivar, was lo-

progressing rapidly.

is

T'.encii Snow.— A bench show of does mid exhibition of birds is to he held at Ihe Adelaide Street Kink.
The enterprise is under
Toronto. Conflda, July 4th and 6th.
incut of the mayor and an excellent committee,
and promises to be a success. Information maybe obtained

Tokonto

'I

or

;

\

.«

»

— L.

F. Whitman, of Detroit, Mich., has sold to R. M.
of Racine, Wis., one of his Alell-Kob Roy whelps

Boyd

:

Whitman has purchased

Mr.
J. II. f'annilf.
the- Orange and while setter

one I"

sdso,

Boyd

Mr.

.

froin.Hr. OannifE a

Fannie;

hitch,

of

also,

Maud-'Jarlowitz whelp.
L.

—Mr. R.

ii. Gillespie,
of Silver foi a silver

F.

Whitman.

Conn., claims the

of Stamford,

strain setter pup out of owner's
by Smith's .fell. Also, the, names Pride of Stamford
and King of Connecticut, for his silver strain setter out of

name
flora,

Bess by Jeff
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period ana Usually takea no
the restol thesecujullnes, ua

romliiionof tucflrel

uarturition.

Tee motionless crouch ot the setter, the "eland" o£ the setter ime.
pointer are an artificial piolongatiouortne natural momentary ucttou
lust before seizure of pity.
i

his wife had
the den-tor was
slightly worsted to the extent of getting his shirt torn nearly
off his back and other injuries, among which was an eye that
promised to be a little "off color" before many hours, the
normal color of tins "general practitioner's '" skin bearing a
strong resemblance to a russet apple kept late in the spring,
with the skin bloated by decay the skin in the doctor's case
being bloated by blowing with a brass horn, a whitewash
brush and a blue bottle alternately at irregular hours, or possibly be was bloated blowing dust off carpets iu a professional

:

down."

When did Rube go away ?" I asked.
He answered; "Las' Fall dat nigger
"

bin' doin' bad fo'
some time, and had to leave de town."
I was now disgusted, and about resolved to take the pups
in a hag and throw them oil' one of the bridges into the river,
as I could get no information as to how to proceed
when a
;

me—

"I'll make the operation of ovariotomy ou
as though they were human beings, and I'll 'an
of my professional friends to he present." I accordingly sat.
down and wrote a half dozen notes to as many physicians,
worded as follows:

thought struck

them

i

pleased to have yon present on Tuesday next

si

:u

two

'

.i-i s .if

ovur. atomy.

had determined to operate on four pups, but if I stated
four cases of ovariatomy in the note my friends would smell a
pup, and not come at all but two cases, though extraordinary, were yet plausible, and, like "tolled ducks" the docI

—

;

tors

would come and

sec out of curiosity

what was making

stir.

1 had everything ready, and when the morning arrived, so
did my friends. One by. One the doctors' gigs came up and
hitched to every post and hydrant in the neighborhood.
" Come in, doctor glad to see you. Take a drink." "No,
no; don't drink before an operation. Got any aegars? No!
- well, give me a drink, then. Tell inc about your cases."
" Oh, wait till the rest come. I don't want to tell the history
of these cases over a half a dozen times."
In the general conversation that took place much evasion
was needed on my part, and some straightforward lying, too,
until all got together, when, at a proper signal, a small stand
was carried into the office, and placed before a window. Iu a
moment after a pup was brought in and placed on it, and
when I invited the most successful and experienced ovariatemist in the company to administer the aiia=lhetie lo the patient, the truth flashed on all, and much laughter ami merriment followed, and many good-natured threats were indulged
in against the perpetrator of the deception,
lina was kept up
during the operation on four successive pups, each of which
my guests declared would die as a penalty lor my deception;
but all arc living to-day and full grown, fine animals— and
so are the doctors.
SOUTH Foek.
;

—

A Dor's Sagacity and Tkac-io Dkath.— "D. YV. D. ,"
Washinton correspondent, sends the following clipping from
the Daily Critic, with the remark:
"I send this article that
you may not only have another of the many very many— in-

—

stances of the 'sagacity
learn that superstition

persons

who

'

of

still

the noble dog, but that

holds

you may
minds of many
more sense."
hours of 2 and
o'clock,

sway

in the

are credited with possessing

Yesterday morning, between the
:;
was walking his beat along K street, between Ninth and T. nth Northwest, be Btumbli
upon a prostrate man, nicely dressed, wearing a gold watch and chain,
and near him was a handsome silk umbrella. The man was
unconscious, and laid in the broad glare of a gas lamp.
Standing over the man was a large black dog, who growled
and snarled ferociously at the officer as he approached, and
bit him severely on the leg.
Several attempts to drive the
animal away were made, hut without avail, and ihe animal flew at "the. officer in a rage each time he drew near the

as Officer Heinline

fallen rnan.
Finally, as a last resort, the otficer called the
man in a loud lone, which aroused him, and he arose,
while Ihe dog jumped about with delight and balked joyfully.
The gentleman staled that he had fallen in a vertigo

and could not say how long he had

lain a prey to thieves.
He
expressed great surprise at the action of the dog, ami dei
that it was not his, nor bad be ever seen it before.
The dog,

and stranger went to the station, where after some difdog was secured, and jT esterday afternoon, fearing
that hydrophobia might result lrom the dog's bite, he was
shot, and thus rewarded for his faithful watch oyer a man in a
helpless conciitioii.
officer

ficulty the

;

The doctor responded

1

:n,

.....-.,.

moLhwswa

K

and
White Washing
Carpets Shuc to order.
Galling upon the doctor, I found be and
just gotten through a little argument in which

capacity.

net!. .a

the

i

DOCTOR GLUCKESON
BRASS BAND

:

Alderman Piper,

of

:

ii

of my sportsmen friends for a competent operainquire
tor, without success, lint was al last referred to a gentlemen of
color by birth, who was by assumption a physician, and by
natural faculty a blower on a brass horn, and by trade a
whitewashes and by common occupation a drunkard. The
sign that adorned the second story of the tenement in which
he lived bore ihe antipathetic announcement in similar characters to the Following
]

cated by John Avery, eby surveyor, last week, and the build-

ing

"Where's Bube now?" 1 asked, not being very particular
as to who Rube was. presuming he was Ihe doctor's surgical
assistant or principal operator, and possibly his son.
"I duuno where dat nigger dun gone to. Some un say he
gone down de riber on a coal boat, and some uu say day seed
him up 'bout Unioutown. But when he come I "fetch him
down," he said, assuringly.
I asked him if he knew "where the cuts are made in the operation.
He said he did, but continued " \e sec de old man
handed dc secret down to de boy, 'cos he didn't like me but
Bube can make de cut suahebery time. I'll fetch him

the

the Stitches compli iely

silk.

'.

t

man

to

thr

add

breeds of civilized races, and several more or less peculiar ones.
The Esquimaux dog is lie well-known indispensable beast ot

burthen in northern sections, to the white

•:

looks like part of the intestine.
When the womb is found,
draw it up gently and follow its course transversely to its extremity at one side of the abdomen, and there will be found
little hardish nodular body, about the size of a flattened garden pea, resting like a little knob on the lateral extremity of
the womb as
were.
This is one of the ovaries, and is one
of the two similar organs to be removed in -'spaying.'' Now
put, a silk thread around its pedical, or base, tie tightly, and
cut the thread close to the knot, and then remove the" ovary
'.'
tvith
assora close to the ligature.
Now follow hack the
tortuous w-omb till the opposite side is reached, when the
other ovary will be found, which is to be removed also in the

:

it,

the

by sight, and spring

scent and others

They do

open chase.

in

and

tail

confidence or expectation, and

in

unconseiousut ss.

The animal will now be placed upon its back, and an incision
be made along the little groove in the middle of ihe belly
(Lima alba) from the navel, extending backward an inch ami
a half to two inches toward the crotch,
'flare will be no
bleeding worth speaking of, as no blood-vessels cross the
middle line of the abdomen.
will,
after
cutting
into
eratoT
the abdomen, place the
animal's head pointing toward his chest for convenience.
The first object seen after opening carefully into the abdominal cavity will be the bladder, which will easily be recognized,
and a litth- gentle pressure upon it will expel the fluid from
it through the natural channel, and enable the operator to
more readily search for the womb. A few folds of the intestines may now be drawn out to one side to give more room to
work. The womb must, now besought for immediately beneath the bladder which will be found to he a very small,
tortuous and cord-like organ, lying transve]
v.\ cresi
I,
i,n
cally beneath the bladder, and to the inexperienced pel

They undoubtedly dream. They turn
fected by music.
around when about to lie down (a supposed relic of a wolfish
habit of so doing to press down herbage circularly and make
a soft bed). They trot sideways, but wait or run straight.

They

describe it so that any intelligent sportsman can perby taking ordinary pains and care in the manipulation.

ration,

though

a woolly fleece. There is a wide
ence the long, low, narrow skill

it

First, tiie

nigh universal,

to a curly tail is well

me

Let

form

The Linmean definition, UttJJM
was a shrewd and searching generali-

tendency

:

The desire of "Medico" to obtain information that will
enable him to perform the operation of '• spaying" is doubtless shared in by very many of the readers of your valuable

K ChJB

a broad grin as he turned his face for a moment upon the retreating form of the wife of his bosom as she disappeared
down a basement, in the back yard, and with a wink at uie
with both his bleared eyes, he chuckled and said, "De ole
'onuin's gellus ob me."
"How's that, doctor? you are regarded as a very correct
man, as far as I know," I said to him, assuringly. To Which
he replied
"Oh! Ise krect man, suah. But I had de brass ban' out
las' night playing for a culiud hall, an' de ban' got drunk an'
1 had to cany de ban' home; an' tuk me good "while too.
It
did fur a fac*.
An' dat rowdy. Joe Harbison, got to holleriu'
in de street, an' we all got arrested an' tuk down to de cage
'bout daylight, an' had to 'pear to' de Mayor dis mo'nin'
an'
I jis git home, an' de ole 'oman gellus ob me an' kick up a
row."
"That's the cause of Ihe little misunderstanding you've
just had with Mrs. GluckUon, then, is it?" 1 asked.
"Vasl Dat wench misunstan' me all de time," said be,
filling up with injured emotionComing to the object of my visit I said, "Doctor, I have
been referred to you to get a couple of puppies spayed.
Have you ever done it ?"
" Yas. boss; I git Rube to do it fur you, suah, soon as he
comes back," said lie,

my

greeting with a respectful
He is a very Guestertleld Or D'Orsay under ordisalutation.
nary rireurnstanccs, but was now a little wind-broken at losing a straight heat in a domestic contest, and consequently
appeared to disadvantage.
I asked him if he practiced much nowadays, fo which he
answered he did a little "now and den for de culhid folks."
With rather a knowing smile I said to him, "Doctor, you've
been abusing the old woman, haven't you ?"
At this his doughy, bloated and obtuse features relaxed into
to

Mr. John E. Pevelin's imported red Irish setter bitch,
Moya, whelped, at the kennel of Mr. David G. Hartt, Hbrthport, Ii. I., on June 80, with twelve puppies— si
.

six gyps.
Their sire is the imported red Irish setter flog Elr
cho, "belonging to Dr. Jarvis, of j, ew Hampshire.
At the
late bench show in this city, Moya was awarded the first special prize offeredfor brood" bitches of her strain.

"

Visits.— Some subscribers think it indelicate to publish
visits, " so that we hope to be excused from doing so in fuIn medical cases, where necessity requires, no seeming

ture.

prtulishness will prevent our discharging our
afflicted.

duty to the

;

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
Meeting of the National

Kentnei. Cllii, at Sybaoi*e.

—The annual meeting of the National Kennel

Club was held

at

House, on Tuesday evening, and the. general
Bench Shows and Field Trials throughout the country
were revised and greatly improved. The following officers
wen- elected for the ensuing year: President, E. H. Lathrop,
Springfield, Mass. First Vice-President, Theodore Morford,
Newtou.N.J. Second Vice-President, p. 11. Bryson, Memphis,
Treasurer, LuTenn.; Secretary, C. H. Turner, St. Louis
Executive Committee- Luther Adams,
ther Adams, BosMm.
Boston; L. 11. Smith, Strathroy, Canada; C. IL Kayfaond,
William
New Turk W. A. Wheatley, Memphis, Tenn.
Jurvis, Claremont, N. H.
Hi,;

\

:i

udi --rbilt.

rules for

;

would tend to stimulate and develop the intellectual
acuities of every man.
He Urged the necessity of enforcing
the ganiO laws, and declared that the Slate of New Yorl
th Woods for the pres3 Nc
should reserve the territory
ii-li.
Every man is
ervation and protection of gan
.-mess.
No man could
better for a little relaxation fri
belle place to obtain
live -without relaxation, and ihei
islands in the
health and vigor than in the VW
•n for lie past two
St. Lawrence, where the speake
bad

;

;

"

.

.

citizens.
Mr. Ferdinand Semi, of New
\hibits some very rate and beautiful specimen!
black-and tan terriers, and a King Charles
The exhibition of pet
spaniel whi ;h is a veritable beauty.
•y superior one, and it may be safely said that no
tie or beautiful
lot of dogs has ever been seen by
our citizens. Sonic rare and curious dogs are exhibited by
Mr. HoraoeK. White .if this oily. They are English pugs,
-..; ever seen in this country. In the
and as flue p i;
sporting class the display is a splendid one.
Good judges
pronounced the collection to be as fine a one as was ever
gathered together. At the head of the list in value stands
William 31. Tilesion's l/nnerick, a champion Irish setter, value.! at $500, and Mr. William N. Cullender's Ivory O'Moore,
valued at $g,S00.

nan our

hospitality
Cilv.

York
Bkye

terxix

i-s,

,=
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THE DOGS OF MARGERUM.

division no.

Claps 1.— Champion English Setter

Mansfield,

Pa.,

June

19, 1377.

1.

Dogs.— For

pi

Buff, red
prize.— 1. Lucius Muses, Jlarecilus, N.
Winner ol
licked— 5 years. By Sun ont of Lady Buff
medal for
first prize at Watertowu, also of the champion go!
(Not for competition.)
best seller iii the show.
2. Asa L. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., Prance, orange and
white ticked
Born Sept., 1S75. By Bruce ont of Busy. UK- and
Winner of first prize
full pedigree.
G. D Eoyees' imported pair
First prize.
ii. :,.'iti
.in.l champion and second at vYatertowii.
01
— Ghampion English .Sutter Bitches.— No entries.
M. Illusion, box
mini. tun Irish Seller Dogs.— 3.
n fork. Limerick, red, 13 mouths. Bv Plunkett, out of
Juno. £500. H. C.
4. ,T. H. Whitman, B3 and 0.1 Like street, Chicago, 111., Banger,
rBd, 3 years.
By Barton's Larry, out of Llewellin's Ldl II. Fu\,t

nors of a

first

.

1

Burros Pobbst and stkea-m

in

in

!

Yesterday I made a Hying visit to WashlDgtou, Peon, while there I
on Mr. J. Shan 3largernro, owner of the setter Nellie, win. took
first prize at the Wesslera Pennsylvania 1'oultry ami Dog Iteueii Blww,
held at Pittsburg last winter. Also special for bost hitch, with not less
thau four or her progeny by her side. She Is very handsome] black
and white, ticked, staunch and reliable la r.he deal. Her dam was
Nettle uwno'l by Commodore D. Acumen, U. S. N. grnudduni. Pink,
imported and owned by the Boston Shooting Clnb; sire, Trap, owned
by Gen. Ileal gratidsire. Don, imported and owned by Dr. Handy, of
Annapul s. Nellie has thrown three litters to blue Belton (Fluid Trial),
"
imported and owned by Mr. J. W. Knox, of Pittsburgh, Penu. The prize.
third and present litter consists of sevenjlogs and one bitch pap, one
5. Wm. N. Callender. Albany, N. Y., Kory O'Moore, red, with litweek old. They are beauties ; six of them have the tn-eolorcl Ilea.' tle white on breast and faint star on forehead, 22 months. By
Burges' Kufus. out of E. F. Stoddard's Friend; see Burges' KenI never saw a handsomer litter, and with their dam
like their aire.
made a picture that any sportsman would enjoy. I understand that noil and Field Book. $2,500. V. H. C.
Otasx 2— Champion Irish Setter Bitches.— fi. Wm. 51. Tileaton,
will send you a
Mr. Margernm Intends having their photos take
box 2,832. Sew York, Lill, 111., rod, 2 years. By Shamrock, ont
Mr. Alargernm Is
oopy. The pups are all engaged; none for aali
of Kathleen. First prize.
quite a taxidermist; has a number of specimen
Class 3— Champion Gordon Setter Dogs.— 1. C. Dubois Wags perfectly white,
By
Amoug them I noticed an Albino blue jay. It
staff, Babylon, L. I., Kent, black, white and tan, 2},< years.
Kerr's Gt.ittse, fall pedigree, Boydme'e Dope. Wiuuer of first
excepting a Blight tinge on the edge of prlmar s aad tail coverts
prize at Springfield, V. H. C., New York. First prize.
Albino robin and a traall that was a light fawn color. He says there la
Class 3— Champion Gordon Setter Bitches —8. Win. 31. Tiloston,
a white quail that he hopes to be able to get this fall. Among his
box 2,833, New York, Lou, black and tan, 2>jj' yeaia, imported.
specimen- 1 noticed a very line snowy owl, white heron, summer or
First prize.
wood duck, pin-tailed duck, black hawk, and a very fine eagle that
Class 4— Champion Pointer Dogs, over 50 pounds.— 0. C. Dnmeasured eight feet from tip to tip of wings. All were shot by liim- 'bois Wagstaff, Babylon, L. I., Till, lemon and white, 2 years.
seir.
The ride from Pittsburgh to Washington is a p casaut one— P. C. Winner of first prize at New York. By Guy 2d, out of 3Uy 3Isy
* H. and L. R. H. to Mansfield, then C. V. R. R. to Washington, The by Shot, out of Blanche; Guy 2d by Guv, out of Jot. ¥250.
Y. H. 0.
latter might well be called ''the road of bridges," as in twenty-lwo
111.
William 31. Tileston. Now York, Snapshot, lemon and white.
miles there are twenty-two bridges over ctiartier's Creek, along and
Born September 17. lSUO. By Whitehouse'a Pap, out of I'rioe's
over which the road runs. Mr. Robt, Gales, the conductor of the
Judy. K. C. S. B. 1020. First prize.
Washington accommodation tram, is an earnest sportsmen, and conClass 6— Imported English Setter Dogs.— 12. C. S. Wostcott,
L.
tributed materially to the pleasures of the trip,
511 South Forty-second street, Philadelphia, Pedigree, orange and
white Belton, 2 vears. Winner of second prize at Baltimore and
New Yuri.-. By Victor, out of Blue Daisy, full pedigree, $1,000.
Rent prize
Class 6— Imported English Setter Bitches.— 13. C. S. Wescotts
511 South I'orty-Bccond stroet, Philadelphia, Fairy, II., orange
Louisiana, .nine it, 1877,
and white, 2 years. By Victor, ont of Blue Daisy. $1,000. First
culled
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TO MR. BURGES— ON POINTERS.

Editok Fokest and
I have read many

prize.

des in the old Ameuican Sportsman', the Rod
by Jtr/ISm-ges and others, stating plainly, or ii
it is much inferior to the Better. Now, Mr. EOitO
smuating, that the p<
pointer is nearly universally preferred by Soutl
permit me to say tba
stauncher, steadier and more reliable than tl
ern sportsmen, lit
haru
ate
setter, because he is
,ke a dog that goes over his ground
even the best of set
mse he does not get full of bum
thoroughly. We bk
•'
ir country, and which often disable
and beggar-lice,'' which abound
i.i'1-...-r, I'llU-tllLi
it ill Mli
pain and inconvenience that I have seer
"feathery, heathery" tail, burrs, when the>
them slop to pull out of th
tiding to he
Tin
might
and v int id
trary, will hunt when a setter would be used up froi
water. The statements about pointers refusing to retrieve out of
water, and refusing to face thorns and cat-oriars, are, as far as our
Southern country is coueerueel, miserable bosh.
In conclusion, Mr. Burges, you should have limited the title ol your
book on dogs to tiie North, or else you should have given the credit and
attention to the Sooth, that is due to it, not only from its vast extent of territory and large variety ol game, but on account also of its
having been for many, many jears (and being yet) the natural home of
sportsmen, and everything pertaining to gentlemanly field spi irl a.
gitn, and in your pa

I

i

II

I

'

South.

THE STATE BENCH SHOW AT
RACUSE.

1

We

have the hound, which should stimu-

you to hound down all fraud and corruption, lie was
rejoiced to be present, at this exhibition, yvhich was an honor
lie was glad to find an increasing
to the city of Syracuse,
inherited the proclivities to
interest. In sporting matters.

late

We

fish

and hunt

fl'oia

.

Hem

63.
A veins.

years.

Haydeu,

-250.

our mother country, and the manly pur-

Isaac Weighell,

am

11

,

1

P.

,

and

—6

years.

white^

J.

Class
Syracus

11— Pointer

,:,!,..

oiL
S.

94.

;.i

Hoc

.

I

Pitches over 50 lbs.

rer, i vis.

wt,— 86.

3Y. S-

By Don

and 8 mos.

Barnum,

out of G. Da-

*1D0.

Barnum, Syracnso, Betsey, lemon and white, 1 yr. 2
By imported dog owned in Catskilk out of Dakiu's bitch.

\V.

mos.

"

Absent.

By .Tim, out of Bennett's
95. G W. Dakiu, Juno, liver, 5 yrs.
imported bitch. Not for sale. Second Prize.
Im9l>. B. .Millar. Rochester, Frank, liver and white, 6} yrs.
porled.
$100. Absent.
Class 12— Potnter Doga Under 50 lbs*, wt,— 97. C. Dubois WagBy
st&ff, BahylOti, L. I, Flake 11. lemon and white, 14 months.
Fluke out' of Lily. Full Pedigree. §100, First Prize.
OS. A. Koeh ei, 2S1 Lock street, Syiacuse, N. Y., Fannv, liver,
Bv 1 hxou'a imported dog out of Bush. Second Prize.
13 months.
92. J. Weighell, Flv, lemon. Rochester.
OtaflS 13— Pointer Dog Puppies Under 12 m.— 100. R. M. LindBy Poto out of Whisky.
say. Seranton. Pa. Suipo, black, 11 mos.
,

First Prize.
H. 0.
Class 18—Pointer Bitch Puppies Under 12 m.— 101. G. G. Barker, P. O. Box 709 Boston. 3Iass., Black Princess, black, 8 moa.
Bv Dillev's Ranger out of Giliespie'B Fau. First Prize.
"90. V. H. O.
ings or Bitches—102, E. H.
j D<
Clai
sou avenues, Detroit. 31ich.,
Gilmian
ntlis.
By Jack out of Rose.
Pride oi

§200.
SI).

Wiune
Chis

m

Prize.
103. J. H.
toga or Bitches
;ago. King of the River, liver,
uf exhibitor's Lippey, Ex.
pel

15—iri
n,

93 ax

Vet a.
Bronly.
104. C. Dubois
2'.,

v.

L. L,

.

Imported from Ireland.

Dash,

liver, i

years.

Fir;

Class 10— Retrieving and Field Spaniels, Dogs or Pitches.— 105
Stewart. Jordan, N, Y Slack, red, 3 years. By Rollo out
J.
Y. H. C.
of Lydia. imported.
106. W. E. Brown, 101 Madison street, Syracuse, Dash, black, i
V. H. 0.
vears. Price S75 puppy, §25.
*
107. J. II. Whitman, 93 and 05 Lake street, Chieago, Captain,
ei-. 2 ve.11 s.
By Sinbad out of Queen. First Prize.
li
108. John Hammond, 22 Windsor street, Out., Canada, Prince,
black and white, 3 years. Sin. V. H. C.
100. ITenry Thurston. Skaneateles, N. Y.. Culey, liver and white,
V. H. C.
§20.
5 vears.
110. Peter Ham. Skaneateles. N. Y., Rover, liver and white, 4
V. H. O.
years. S20.
111. P. 3. Brumelkamp. Syracuse, Jack, red and white striped
Imported. By Crossland's Jack dam by Crosstoe,,, 7 mouths.
Second Prize.
laud's Jack.
Y. H. 0.
112. J. Weighell, Rochester.
Class 17 -Coeker Spaniels, Does or Bitches— 113. Morrison D.
Fox, Skaneateles, N. Y-. .Moil, liver. 2 vears. C.
114. E. II. Gillmuii, corner Woodward and Jefferson avenues,
Detroit. Jlieh, Adelina Patti, liver and white, ticked, 2>i years.
AVinner of lirst prize at East Saginaw 11ml H. C. at New York. Imported through Hugh Allen. For sale. First Prize.
Not for
115. J. 0. Luther, Syracuse, Sport, black, 1G months.

W

.

:

v

;

11. 0.
sale.
110. J. J. Saulpiiugh, 15 S. Salina street, Syracuse, Jack, black,
white and ticked, G years. From imported stock. $100. Second

Ti-ize.
... IS -Fox Hounds, "In Couples.— 117. L. 31. Wooden, 119
Powers' Bloek, Rochester, Drumm, black, tan and white, 11 mos.
40.
H. C.
L. M. Wooden, 119 Powers' Block, Rochester, Ring, black,
I 117
0.
tun and white, II months, § III.
118. L. M, Wooden, HO Powers Block, Rochester, Reno, black
and lau, 11 monirn.. Souj hall's slock, uf Yirgiuia. Not for sale.
H. G.
IS. I.. M. Wooden. 110 Powers' Rlock, Rochester, Frank, spotEnglish foxhound, both parents imported. No
ted. 5 years,

Lindsay,

H

Bob, out of loin. -aoO
Sci'ai.ton, Pa„ Dash, red, i years.
Second prize.
47. 31. You Colin, Delaware City, Del., Kike, red, born April,
By Plrmkelt, out or
York.
Winner of second at
1870.

Dy

New

First prize.

Seranton, Pa
*200. Second,

1

.

1

.

.

dass

1

Brume! lei 111 p. Syracuse, N. Y., Snap, liver, 3 yra. Don
out of Dakiu's bitch. 8100. H. C.
V. H. C.
91. J. WeighalL, Bock, white, Rochester.
93. Th.. mas Qouloing, Rochester, N. Y., Di-.sh, lemon and white,
•2
Dam. imported bitch, got by William Crittenden's leinoa
vis.
ii white dog Don, of ttoohester, who was got by imported dog
and bitch. V. H. C.
V. H. C.
93a. C. A. Haydeu, Rochester, Wink, red.
87.

,

Hoosae, Reuseelaei Co., N. Y., Dick, red and
§80. For tale0.
Baches.— oil. R. 31. Lindsay,
in, ui us.
..11,
lb Basto, out of Sal.
15

jr.,

O. C. Potter, Syracuse,
mouths.
Pedigree given if re-

C.
bileh.
Dash-, orange
Si. J. II. Ely, Clvde, N. Y
Second Prize.
c'Mi.
stocks

m

"piunketi, :\eil.
S-Imporled Irish Setter

uths.

Imported

31. Asa E. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., JSita. orange and
By Mac, out of Pitt; f all pedigree For
white, born Oct., 1870.
sale.
First
puppy class.
35. Asa L. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y. Pitt, orange and white,
born AprU, 1,874. By Bruce, out of Rusa, G. S. Royee's imported
pair; full pedigree.
40. 31. D. Fox. Skaneateles, N. Y., Rose, orange and whito,
born .March 19, 1870. Asa Sherwood's sire Dick, dam 1'itt; also
full pedigree.
V. II. C.
Class 7—Native English Setter Dog Puppies.— 31. Entries in

Wm. Brockway,

Mor-

in

First,

¥2110.

<:.

H. 0.

40.

I

II.

Edward Tarda,

Inf.. l:. IV i.'il. Ctina, N. 3'., iVauk, liver and white, 5 yis.
SI.
Imported by Lawrence, of Now York, when a pup. Sire, Bruoe
dam. Like." IT. C.
83, Mrs. Cecelia G. Hudson. Syracuse, N. Y.. Spot, liver, while
and ticked, 2 vein's. Bv Jno, Brandon's dog out of E. Manning s

1

white; 15 months,

Sel

of

Y01U.

Prize.

H. C.
Asa L. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., Fancy, orange and
white, born April, 1874 By Bruce, out of Busa, G. S. lioycos
imported pair: full pedigree. For ale. IT. C.
31. AsaL. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., Moll, oraur-e and
white, barn March, 1&75. By Dick, out of Pitt; full pedigree.
For sale. Fu-dt prize.
32. Asa L. Sherwood, Skaneateles, N. Y., Busa Ii, orange and
white, born April 12, is 5. By owners Champiou France, out uf
Busa; Kusa was H. C. at St. Louis, and seound at Watertowu.
For sale. Second prize.
and
33. Asa L. Shenvood, Skaneateles, N. Y., Jose, orange am
„hito, born Get., 1875. Bv Champion Franco, out of Busa; Riui
H. C. at St. Louis, and second at Watertowu, N. Y. For sale,

Kathleen.

nit

73. See entry above (F'irst prize).
Class 11.— Pointer Dogs over 50 lbs. wt.—79. E. D. Lewis, 7 and
Granger Block, Syracuse, Don, lemon and white— 12 mos. and 2
weeks. By imported Cailo out of Juno. Full pedigroe. First

:;0:

31.

1

8

Class 7— Native English Setter Bitches.— 27. C. Dubois Yi agstaft,
Babylon, L. I., Znidee, chestnut and white. 3 years. Zaideo by
Dr. Gauteer'e Fred. Impoi ted Belle: Belle by Duke of Biohniond,
Don Basil Woods, Belle, Yorkskire. England. ¥150. Absent,
28. L. F. Whitman, 5 City Hall, Detroit, Mich, Mell, blue Belton,
19 months. Sire Blue Belton Jack, formerly owned by Juo.
Davidson, 3Ium-oe, .Mich., dam Spot, imported. Absent.
29. Tnouias Lnkius, Skaneateles, N. Y., Belle, orange and
white, born Oct, 21st, 1875. Asa Sherwood's sire Dick, dam Put.

B.

Ii

,

f..

Neil
hes.— 71.
.

First.

.1

1

•Wl.it

Dogs. -40.

Pnppiaa.— 67. P.
Bene, red and white.

Bitch
.

Syracuse, N. Y., JIaggie, black and tan, 2
72. Jacob Glalin.
years.
By Colburn's Dash, onl of F. PI. Kennedy's Kathleen.
Full pedigree given if requested. Notforsale. Absent.
Tile-i.m.
new York Cily. Shot, blnok and tan, 10
73. Wm. H.
months. By Dexter, out of Nell. First prize at Chicago. Pup.
7 1. ,1. G. F.uii-wortb, Albany, Yubi. black and tan, with white
,.'.
.1
Sued by Dash, he by dog of Sir Wil,,ii,
...I
-i
Scotland, out of J. Anton's imported bitch;
dam Belle. S.-.- American Kennel and Field. No. 51. S'eOO. Second.
s.tter
Dog Puppies.— 75. Jacob Qlahn, Syra10
-Gool.
n
Class
cuse, N. Y., Ben Nevis, black and tan, 9 months. By Jaryia Diok
'
out of Maggie. $200. See
Y., Luke, black und tan,
70. J. (1. Skinner. Oswfl|
ic, out of Doane's Chloe.
Full
monlbeSdays. Sire, Doan
pedigree. flflO.
First.
in
Gordon Setter Bitch Puppie
No ehtries.

First prize.

Setter

First.

black

T., Flora,

quested.

-1

8—

r.

1

1

i'a

till

error in bitch class. First.
Imported Irish
Class

•,
1

imported Irish bitch
Class HI -Gordon

t

2j.,

0. A

Class 9—Native In-h
72 Duane street, Nl
By George Oolbnrn'a ol

South Salina street. Syracuse, Tlio, orange
and white, years, By Brace, out of Busy, G. S. & G. D. ltoyce,
imported. ¥150. H. C.
By J. A.
25. F. It. Dennison, orange and white, 18 months.
Nichols' Sam. out of Giles' Bilob, Bex's Strain. Not for sale. V. ii. C.
Should have been entered in
36. J. Weighell, Don, Rochester.
23. S. C.

fila.

,i;

ris,

Second prize.
Frank B. Klopk, Syracuse, N. Y. Pride of Syracuse, orange

aim white.

Hover, on

0-lb.

N.

street. Syracuse, Grouse, red,
G. S. Charley. $100. H. C.
Dick, red. Second.
Sport, rod, i years. By George

iigti

.

By

Y. Whitney's

1-

Tuesday morning (June 19) at 1(1 o'clock, the bench show
of doirs, under the auspices of the Hew York State Association i'<lr t be protection of tisb anil game, wits opened to the
public.
The attendance was far in advance of the most sanlu the evening fully one thousand perguine expectations,
sons visited the exhibition in the armory, many of our most
prominent citizens being present, taking great interptf iu the
exhibition.
It was noticeable that, a majority of the visitors
were ladies. The dogs were comparatively quiet and beThe tish showed to fine advanhavetl themselves very well.
At 9 o'clock the
s the aquariums were illuminated.
president of the association, Goveri r Alv
.tlicers of the
and
distinguished
association
.n the raised
platform, and the large audiei
stated that
elent Smith introduced Govei
nsmncb as it would be difllcul
se, he would not
make much of a speech. He desired to say that if the community would adopt iu all business relations the names of the
dogs oil exhibition, it would be very much to the advantage
YVe have the pointer 10 point you the right
of one and all.
way, we have the tei never which should teach you to retrieve
errors.

21.

52. Wm. Brockway, Hooaae, BenaselaerOo., K. Y., NellH, tea
and white 15monrhs. Plunked Nell. $300. D,
68. Wm. Brockway. Honaac, Rensselaer do., N. Y., Kate, red
For sale. C
and white., 15 months. Plunkett; Noll. §SU
Class 9— Native Irih Seller Ho--. -55. Greene Smith, PaterEd. H. Giilmanu, red and white, IS
boro, Sladisor, Co. N. Y
be
winner,
but
is
a
prize
he
far from it ia
light to
appearance. From W. W. Tileston, Bonnet Carrie by Saltus Daeh,
bied by C E. Raymond, out of Dimity by Dick, out of Bslle
Dash Saltus Dash.' out of Saltns Drisk by Bobinson's Jack Dick,
out of Dick by Hinkley'd dog Jack, out of Palmer's Bslle by
Putnam's dam.
By
56. Thos. Kimber. jr., Syracuse, N. Y., Ben, red, 3 years.
Imported Bruce. U. C.
Stage, red, 2 years and 8
58. Burghdurf Bros.. Clyde, N. Y
~
-'.75. '"
V. IT. O.
y Currau's Grant. 6175.
the. Sire. F

V.

SY-

[From the Syracuse Courier.]

your past

Class 7 -Native English Setter Dogs.— 15. Fred. A. Howlett,
115 W. Genesee streot. Syracuse, Frank, lemon aud white, 20
Bv Sam, out of Dido. H. C.
17. J. Horatio Earl', Skaneateles, N. Y\, Sport, orange and white,
born Oct. 21, 1875. By Asa Sherwood's Champion, sire France,
dam Kusa. H. 0.
10. Asa L. Sherwood. Skaneateles, Mae, orange and white, born
Oct. 1875.
H. C. at St. Louis. By Champion France, out of

months.

Busa.

City, Deb, Colleen, red. 3 years.
3tilner's Jack, out of Green's

at Crystal Palace.,
First.

,

I

weeks fishing and hunting. Governor Alvoid concluded by
welcoming the distinguished sirangers from abroad to Nyrnsurcd them thai they would meet with a cordial

—»—

a success.

Rose.

I

Mr. Arnold Barges offered bis resignation as a member of
Accepted, and Mr. Tbeo. Morthe Publication Committee.
ford elected in his place.
Mr. Frank P. Kavanagh, of. the Carleton Club, London,
England, was elected an honorary member.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers, and
the convention adjourned.
It was voted that the National Kennel Club indorses the
Iowa held trial, and, as a club, will use its influence to make
it

Winner

l

Von Culm, Delaware
By

M-

51,

suits

;

;

34:?,

I

1

I

price. 'II. f.
119. h. 31.

Wooden, 1 19 Powers' Block, Rochester, Sport, black,
Seeein
tan and wlete, -1 veins, -J".
119, L- U. Wooden, 119 Powers' Block, Rochester, South, black

—

.

n in that line, and
was the cio
two representatives present liatl their time fully occupied
This gun has long been a State favorite,
ing them tip.
and most of the prize winners for several years have acknowledged the good shooting- qualities of the Parker. The Presi-

specimens, and

tan, 2>,j years.
Southall's Virginia stock. No price. Second
Prisa
Y
Tell and Drive, eheat120. F R Murrav, LVrupev Hill,
O.
ISiirli-r'B stock,
foil.
Bvtlm late
r:<.
First I'nzo.
121. J Weifrhell, Rochester.

ami

Wm

N

KO

the

in

V H

-Daohshunda, Doga or Bitches— 122 Andrew Freden-

N V,
H 0.

aan,

V

i

Flora, black. 3 years.

123 Francis Leister, V
Imported. Not for sale.
124 Francis Leister P

Imported.

Not

oat,

1

Terrier*, Dofra or Birches— 188 C Walton, 40
New Yoi k, Tri-1'sey, white and tail spot,
luoulh-. Winner at Centennial, Baltimore and New
York. By Tvke, Dainty. Bnbet Diamond, Young Tr»p, Tiicksey,
Old Tartar, Vernon, bred by Marquis of Huntley. $200. First
Prize.
136 Fred P Avcrr & Mr,.*, Skanesteies, N Y, Larry, white, black
and tan, 2 years. By Kingwboa. out of Violet,, Robin Hood, Buse,
Trimmer BecoDd Nettle. Not for sale. Second Prize.
Class 21— Greyhounds, Dugs ot Bitches—d 28 Robert Aberdeen,
Prfnco, blue and black, 6 yours
Kt), Greeley Bio
Imported nbeu a pup cannot state pedigree. Second Prize.

20— Pox

Glass

and

2 years

4

.'-

j

180 Geo aloijian Oswego, Maud, mouse and white, 2 years
and 3 months. Imported. First Piiee.
132 Jacob .Miller. 21 E ist Washington street, Syracuse, Nero,
Not for sale. First.
black, 1 year and in months,
est. Syracns", Rollo Boyd,
133 Andrei Soya.
yt art.
bfack,
Flora by Francis HendrickV dog
Bruno, both imported. Grandfather and grandmother owned by
John Kane. Ottawa. V II ft
loo
Nicholson, 41 Gertrude street, Syracuse, Snyder, black,
;

-1

-

i

MB

o year*.

..-20.

O.

II

E North. Syracuse. Nero, black,
25— Dalmatian, or Coach Dog

J
Class

13 months.

—

13(1

West Water

Se.

..:

I3S C N Shattuck, 3 and
Btreat, Syracuse, Spot, 1.1 ack and white upot, S years.
stock.
Not for sale. Fil'at.

i

e,

it

:

For

months.

Dogs or Collies, Dogs or Bltohea—139 Goo
NY. Shop, black, tan and white, 2 yeare and B

n

!

Second.

sale.

was won by Rout. Newell. oE tbe Forester Gliib, oEJBuffalo,
with a Parker pun. The Nichols & Lefever gun manufacturers made an original display by Bhuwing all the parts of their
in process of workmanship, also, the several different
its of browning barrels, etc.
The case attracted considerattention, and was a curiosity seldom seen.
The Hemmgton Co. *bs fepresented by Mr. Gomstock, who had three
The ethihition ceased
line guns which were much admired.
on Friday evening, having given genera] Satisfaction.
;

— •»• —

]\Iichioam.

ton

Hi) Thomas Newrick, 3 Franklin street, Syracuse. Jimmy, black,
tan and white. 4 years. Onr. of Fan— both imported. 550. Fust.
Bull Terrier, Dogs or Bitches—142 John Carroll, 85
t. Syracuse, Gyp, white and hrindlc, 18 months by J
Fn-t.
Christian's Billv, imported by dog out of Jenning's Gyp.
Pugs, Logs or Bitches— 141 II K White. 133 .Limes
Imported by owner from
street, Syracuse, Jack, blonde, 1 years.

Dodge, of

Si c

,,

Wm

-

.-

air. J.

The Stale Medal Club held a shoot for the medal yesterMr. J. V. P. Pldridgc won, after a close contest with
WARWICK.
Mr. George Avery, an amateur.
[Note.— Our correspondent is cautioned against using the

nom de plume,
many years,

above

again, as

i.e.

ile

is

claimed by a prominent

Ed.]

,

|

Register to L.

11.

chairman of the club's committee

nml

jfc,7

§$iuer ^idling.

SALT VTATRK.
a Bass, CeRSmpristris atrarin*.

118

Broadway,

il

VH

Imported—8100.

N

I

i.iniil-liiet

hign

M.I -'Ktlliei
I'ikc o:
1

I'l

Y, llosse, silver, 2

t™

C.

151 Ferdinand Serin, US West Broadway,
tatn 2-,-,-i-ar*.
Imported—4100. First.
West Broadway,
i.iaud Serai,
C.
seats.
Imported—$100. V

US

N

Y, Snap, silver and

NY,

Far

of Trout Fb'es inseason for June,

luit

sec

ncbulanis.

imte of May

,"1

Charley, silver, 2

U

-Scotch L enters. Dags or Bitches— 1G0 J D Harris,
atreet, Svraouae, Nibbs, blue and tan, light, 13 mouths.
Second,
Out of Frank Wood's Fan,
U Finn. 130 Townaand street, Syracuse, Kiser, fawn and
1C1
ars— Not for sale. First.

TROUT

ri.tFs

m

BBASta for

.rri.T.

1)

No. 12.— Body unit feet of orange and yellow, mohair and
ght hyaline, slightly mottled; setic, same

i,

'

167 J"F North. SyracnaB, N Y. Rough, fawn, ft months. By imported Scotty Bjv, out of Jessie, she by Dash out of imported Fly.

TH

C.

Bitches— 1(19 Mrs OreverImported by
blue, 2 years.

Dogs

Glass 32— Yorkshire Terriers,
sou, New York City. Haniee silver
Harry Jennings. First and V H C.
170 Ferdinand Senu, lis Broadway, Now York, Billy, blue and
The best specimen wo have
tan. 2>£ years. Imported— ©100.
ever seen.
:— Toy Terriers, not over 5 lbB.— 171 Ferdinand Senu,
lis Weal Broadway, New York, Bex, blue snd silver, 3>£ yeara.
lie

'i

t)

|

ted— i'75.

Second.

or

mixed,

Gtmoniius, black and
ported stock.
17(i Charles

tan, 2 years.
O.
SL.000. V

B

Y,

N

Y, Jesse, white

and

Greyhound from imported stock. V H C.
1SI. Chas. Ooppina, Syiueti-e. Belle, white and fawn, 1} years.
From imported stock. 935. Led
_,-»., ,.,

lemon 5 years

Itali.it;

Ferdinand .Senu, IIS Bi vadway, New York, Charley, black
182.
Impelled. 8150. Fust.
vcars.
and tan,
Cross
Hamilton Child, Syracuse, Lion, fawn, 3}yearH.
1113.

;

IK

~

,-Yilliaiu

Bates. V.

,

H. C.

ed with bine; wings, of the bittern or brown lien ; setie, dark brown.
No. S.—Polly, dark claret feet, black winga, of the brown
;

No 1.—For the best Enghah Setter Dog or Bitch.— 157. C. S.
Westoott, 511 So. 42d street, Philadelphia, Pa., Pedigree, orange,
andbeltou. 2 years. By Victor out of Blue Daisy. W inner oi 2 1
$1,000 hrot
prize at Baltimore and New York. Full pedigree.

;

hen.
Fetid Green,

Fish im

Ho. 10.— Body, feet and wings, a pale green.

Market.— Spanish

The salmon

catch

fish,

mackerel are

now very

plenty.

Our quotations for the week
pound blue-

is falling off.

Striped bass, lo to 20 cents per

:

1C cents per pound;

perch,

turtle, 15 cents;

green

Spanish mackerel, 20 cents;
terrapin, SI 2 per dozen; halibut, 15

cents; haddock, 8 cents; king-fish, 25 cents; codfish, 8 cents;
herrings, 5 cents; flounders, 8
blackfish, 10 to 15 cents
;

cents; porgies, 10 cents;

sea bass, 15 cents;

IS cents;

eels,

lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshcarl, IS cents; soft clams, SO to GO

pickerel, 15 cents;

Long

Island trout, §1 25;

hard shell crabs, S3 50 per 100; soft
Canada do., 50 cents
weaklish, 12 cents; frog legs, 40 cents
$2 per dozen
;

crabs,

;

per pound.

—Au

No 2— Special prize for the best Irish Setter, dog or bitch.— 193.
Ranger, red, 3
J. H. Whitman, (13 and '.15 Lake street, Chicago,
years.
By Barton's Larry out of Llewellin's LiU II. First

being made lo establish a steamboat line between Oswego and Alexandria Bay, making close B0
at the former place with the morning and evening

Pf

trains.

Na 3.—Special prize for the beat Gordon Setter, Dog or Bitch.
—197. C. Dubois WagstalT, Babylon, L. I., Kent, black, white
and tan. 2K years. Kent bv Ken's QrOUBB, full pedigree Boydiue's Hope. Winner liist at Springfield, V. H 0., New Yoik. $200
;

'Nce'l.-For tlw best Setter Dog or Bitch in the Show (donated
bv Tiffany & Co., New York).-201S. C. S. WcstcoU. oil So. 42.
•
sfreet, Philadelphia, Pa., Pedigree, orange and white beltou,
years.
By Victor, out of Blue. Daisy. Winner second pnze at
Baltimore and New York: full pedigree. First prize.
Native
best
ior
DeBuze,
O.
Francis
Prize
(By
No. 5 -Special
English Setter Dog or Ditch.— Awarded to Asa L. Sherwood.
C.Dubois
Ho. 7.—Fur the bsSsI Pointer, Dog or Bitch.— 20(1.
WagstalT, Babylon, L. I., Till, lemon and white, 2 years. By Guy
second out of May. May by Shot, of out Blanche. Guy second by
Guy, out of Jet. Winner first at New York. $250, 11 rat prize.
The dog Bhow was quite a bucccss, but a number of the doga
entered did not put to an appearance.
Asa L. Shea-wood, of Baaneateles, wns awarded the silver

whistle given by Francis O. DeLuze, for the best native Engcollection was a grand
lish Better in the show.Mx. Sherwood's
u tne to the front at any show. Mr.
louand cumin
Sherwood made the lineal individual exhibition, and wasjnstly
lie exhibition ot
entitled to the full credil be received,
sportsman's goods in rebuilding was very hue as far as it
Son, ol sill Broadway, IN. 1., inadi s
Thomson
it.
'

i

&

,..,..
ven p.
whichwere generally at

af": etc.,

.

i

fttja

was

delighted witb

the

the junior member of the
md cordialities re
on
;.
The Patter
Ihe" present.

effort is

—

The proceeds of the New Foundland seal fisheries for the
past Beason have been estimated at §1,500,000.

— A. W. Craven, Esq.,
Friday

the distinguished engineer,

left

ou

a few weeks salmon fishing on the Kestigoucke

last for

Biver,

^ Connecticut.—

',,
..Ml.—The law preventing
Hfl
of shad in the Connection* River goes into effect
The shad, this season, have been
25th (not on the 20th).
numbers have been caught weighabove the
The largcBt, we believe, taken thi
ing seven pounds.
one ounce less than nine pounds. Now come blue
lackerel, bom'tos, and we see English
iisli^salni.ai
tani
luthot and soles arc in the New York market.
a
onnecticul River salmon, weighing fifteen
pounds, was taken in on.: of be shad nets at Bay brook last
night, and was brought to this city and placed on exhibition
;

1

,

l

i

i

i

I

nf

:,

nil

anglers.

There

no doubt that

is

this is a

It shows -a considerable difanecticnt' River salmon.
ference iu color from the markings of the Penobscot and Canada salmon, which have been so abundant iu market of late.
i

Excellent,
field

Falls

bass
i'

ba

tjs

beenh

i
1

i
1

twenty-five

tshfio

i

pounds each

have been taken,

A mammoth

in B net.

Rivei
table fish

1

was cat
dletown last
ei
It weighed over eighty poundsneard of.
These splendid
bass we Ji
i,il uook audline,

striped bass

i

n
ceived from t he numi
Bros., manufacturers of the celebrated Parker breecb-loadmg
!li:rly nHe
'
Shot e

any quantity of the speckled beauties while there. Tried to
preserve a mess for the editor of Forest and Stream, but
they were spoiled before I reached home. I am sorry to tell
you of the death of old Benny Pete*, one of the oldest sportsmen of Ulster County, He died at. his home in Blooming.! de
on Sunday last. While on the Rouadout we tried a~new
kind of bait, to-wit: the seventeen year locust, which are
swarming through here very thick just at present. The trout
went for them like a thousand of brick.
Oitr Habbx.
Malone, June 11.—
are in the midst of one of the best
troitting seasons I have yet seen, and from all points come
basket fuls of the shining beauties to gladden the
of cruel

man in

their delicious crispiness.

One needs travel but few miles on any of our well appointed rood
niuning southerly toward the Ailnoinlacks, to encounter the miniature
cascades tmnibltng across his pathway.
Hitching your team, or, better still, accepting the invitation of an
.- [in til:
granger to "hev your horse pat up," tuck trousets into your
boots, turn brim of bat over your eyes, seize rod and flask, follow the
foaming brook, and the thing Is— well—commenced. Such is the programme of an afternoon's angling in immediate vicinity.
To such of ns as "slip ont for a day," I know of no better miter to
wet line than Hatch Brook, distant eight miles from town.
Suppose we are journeying further toward those towering mountains that ever bid ns welcome, and purpose casting line In fair
then, reader,

if

snch ever he your fate, you will not have lived in vain.
Rising Studley Hill. IS miles from Maloue, a grand panorama suddenly spreads oat and snrro'nnds you, as if by magic; and if our departure
from town is timed to arrive at the summit by sunrise, pen nor brush
can paint the loveliness of this enchanting view of fairyland.
Hut we do not linger, for already— the soul being filled—we "scent
the battle afar," and know that mine host, William Avers, is superintendtug. in bis masterly style, one Of those "Adirondack breakfasts."
through the dispensing of which he has become justly famous.
On a level plateau of one and a half miles— a curious geo
formation tn this mountainous region— our genial friend William has
reared an elaborate hotel, attractive
flic eye on the s&£crlorand
equally so to the inner man wdide forgetting lues sorrows indoors.

The "Imane House"
tlshing

is

destlnefl

o becomi

I

te resott,

:

Good

abounds handy by. and the new Hedged landlord can point out

the best spot every time.

On again— we suddenly pull up at Woodford's— shake a friendly liaml
with " Uncle Henry," who, by the way, has oft been heard in song and
1"
varying but little from the departed "Benny havens
Seven miles to the lake, and off we roll, up hill and down through
dense woods, finally reaching Carpenter Hill, where a halt is Invariably
made fora magnificent yiewof this circular bit of shimmering water.
Banks timbered to the very edge, barely allowing roadway along the
sandy beach to our rendezvous.
Half hidden in a grove of gigantic pines, we catch a glimpse of the
house— a commodious "wing," under which many a time and nft wearied by a day's wading in the outlet, have I sought the downy comfort of

;

10 to 12 cents; salmon, green, 20 cents j mackerel, 10 to
shad, Connecticut Biver, 50 cents; white

18 cents each;

cents per 100;

SPECIAL PBIZES.

—1 have just returned from a two weeks

story,

,

between St. Bernard and Newfoundland. For ex-bibition outy.
—Bed Ribbon
„.
„. „
George Cavford, Boc.be.ster, N. Y., Zipp. King Charles
1B5.
spaniels.
Zt, p was got by Charlie, dam by Beattic, owned by

Kingston, -June 18.

i

Bug, No. in.—Body ot eqnal parts, ot dark-brown, ami blaott
an the Bu«li8h grouje ;
wlta yellow ; feet, o

are as follows

Peterboro,

Ostramler,

11

N

Smith, Peterboro,

King Charles Spaniel from im

A

camp out at the head of the. ltondout and a tramp up the Neversink.
Met Judge Grildersleeve anda number of sportsmen
friends, while there.
The trout fishing is very fine; caught

tippett

wings, cloiilile, the Inner wing black, tlie outer yvlng a yellow brown.
General Hooker, Xo. 9.— Body made of bright yellow aa.l green, ringed alternately feet, red hackle; wings, of the tail feathers of the ruLTeil

West Broadway, New York, Jimmy,
Imported-SlOO. First.

\U years.

94— Miscellaneous— 174 Greene

surprise to every one.
Anglers are patiently
till
the close season ends for black bass.
week
since I had fine sport fly-fishing for shad at the Derby Dam,
on the Honsatonic River. They have been taking the. white
miller fly very well alffngjback— made better than thev did last
season.
g/H. J.

wailing

f

aa wings.

172 Ferdinand Senu, 113

black and tan,

was a general

-Meacbam— blushing, dimpled, shadowy Meacham,

'ilack lite
if.

Bridff/.]M>rt,
June 25, 1877. We are just now Between.
hay and graiu as regards the fishing hereabouts. A few Weakfish and blue-fish have been taken.
Two line salmon were,
caught in the Honsatonic Eiver, at Stratford, a few weeks
since, weighing 9 and 11 pounds, and were sold here for 65
cents per pound.
They were caught in a shad seine. This

ti

FISH IN SEASON IN JULY.

s-iinmn

—

»

We

—

^The publishers of the Chicago Field
-,, iKAjr have turned over the" Kemiel
Smith, Esq.. of Stralhoy, Canada, under ininen the National Kennel Club/.
Mr. Smith is

Register.

ICt'XNF.i.

and

it

standing.

—A

few days ago Mr. Samuel P. Kidder, Superintendent
of Locks, caught in the Merrimac River, at Manchester, at
a salmon weighing eight pounds, the first caught in that river
for thirty years.

N.

day.

VcllOW

Ferdinand Sent

Dodge's Blue Pel

INT.

Rose's puppies.

to

m

I

15,1

J.

the property of

;

., v.

i

i.-and senti.

years.

—

id.

street, Syracuse, Gill, blonde, 4
Bfi
Duke's Kennel. First.
:: iMs. Dogs or Bitches—149 Ferdi118 Broadway, N Y, Jim, black and tan, 2 years. Imported. $150. First.
150 Ferdinand Sunn. 118 proadway, NY, Sato, black and tan, 4
years. Imported,
(50. Second.
Malcolm. Jr,
151
Jogs a Bitd
Imported from
SytM-i
blue, 2\,' years.

-;

21st.,

Rose,

this city,

James

133

Imported by owner

yeaia.

June

hitch

whelped lour brace on tbelBthj three
brace are Mack, white and tan. marked nearly like the dam
the other brace are lemon and white, like the sire, L. H.
Smith's champion Leicester.
Mr. Dodge has procured an
English setter bitch of Mr. J. Gootlcnotigh for foster mother

,

the Duke's Kennel.
155 H K White.

— Detroit,

trial setter

field

writer of

!.

From an imported
'

sli'i',',

dent's badge, the inost valuable, shot for at this convention,

of Fan-

Y, Punk, fallow red, 3 yra
1.905,
Firsl Prize.
Box 1,035, N Y, Nelly, fallow red, 2 yra
1-.
Prize.

.:.

i..i

By Bangor

N

O Box

Tia*t Thirty -second street,

5

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

su

<

'

I

i

i

tt

this

overspreading wing."

As we

we are met by " Lou." our time-encrusted Wend and
and;eagerto have us eat. But, no the mountains
us up already, and we can but feebly say, "^o, Fail-

rein up,

hott, glad to see us

Avers has

filled

1

le r."

Ho, forthe"01d Bridge!" and having taken up onr favored claim
by right of discovery, trout succeeds trout, basket Ulled and severial
we rejoin tbe " little boat" and paddle triumphantly
homeward. Supper announced, and bemg less boated with oxygen
than eight hours previously, we summon our waning strength, and suffer ourselves to be thrust into position at all hazards.
We struggle heroically with the tltml dish of unumed strawberries,
failing voice and gesture to sympathetic Lou that
v. luie we Intimate with
"Doubtless Uott might have made a better beny than the S. B., but.

strings, also,

doubtless lie never did."
After supper, more smoke, and with half closed eyes we
fading rays of a warm day's sun. But why dilate, " Those
gofis love, die early,"

I'm

whom

the

H. E. Castweli,

told.

New Jersey.— Kinsey's

Ashley House, Bnrnegnt J/ilel, June.
Sheepshead biting only middling. For the week the
23.
average would be about 51) per day taken from the grounds.
B.st "catch by one, man, 20. A sheepshead weighing 17y
pounds was caught by C. Grim, and bought by KoY.JEartranft, of Pettu., the largest Csh of the species ever known to
be taken here.
Bluefish are still plenty, hut do not take the squid well.
Chas. On & Co., of Philadelphia, 33, 17 of which Averaged
7 pounds. J. E. Soule and E. C. Prosser, Philadelphia, 38,
B. E. Miller <k Co., "10.
13 of Which average 8 pounds.
Blackfish and sea bass biting better. Wm. Young took
B.
some 30 odd on one slack water.

ft

—

jTlOHfOiir.— (fraud Bapftts, June 33.—A few of my friends
came down the other night with fifteen Hundred brook trout,
The party consisted
after two days' fishing on the Jordan.
of J

8. Keeler, Gen'l
B. MuiHkin, Gr-n'l Sup't D. L. & W.
A.- M. ; Josh Tuttle, a Sagnaw horseman, and live
;

Sup't P.

&

J-

others.

H- P.

—

William H. Holabird, Esq., of Valparaiso, Indiana, returned from the River Jordan on June 22. He reports the
streams alive with trout. He averaged 100 fish to his rod for
each day's fishing.

—

4. Fishi.no tn Wisconsin. A Chicago correspondent, "Rob
rites
Boy,"
Messrs. A. B. Chamberlain and M. Kiley, of the parry
which on Thursday last left the city on an excursion to But'>'

k, on the line of the. Wisconsion Central Railway,
near AabJanrJ, returned home this morning. Durina; one-half

a

,r

FOREST AND^STREAM:
Ironing the two gentlemen

(fey Of

Boss, Philadelphia.— Please inform the writer

named captured seven mus-

C. II. N., Cranston, R.

tin;

emu

Bfllved to

wjti

iBtieil

pay

it

being U

rrtf

I

ft'OUldl

had an recourse

but.

who

Pa.— Your specimen

is

is

Rooky Bomey Lake, reached by

livery

team

i

—

mile from the track, nol in sight, and titled with fair camp anil boat—
Stewart, Supt. of ,\\ B, & C. it. K.,
birch— by the owner of the lake,
who live- at St. Stephen, lie, in company Willi a few friends, fish there
wo it three times in a season, and that is about all the fishing there is
t

10 there.

Incsday, 16th, led lloiilton by stage, at - i. IT., for Mils place, distant forty-two miles, arriving at Celt". The Piesipie Isle House is kepi,
avuinluby George Whitney, a mau of alderniauic proportions, whose

We

has Die [ran
ri-k?
Ans. Look
ciiiiiinns.
Don'i tlimk seller would guarantee.

Sets

Please give
••

me

tne

I'.

I.

nons

in tills

meal forms Die mosl suitable diet.
She mns: be lowered
much so. The front would mu. thrive.
Franklin. Philadelphia.— Please decide the following: Is it not better to keep a setter dug in ihc country during Die summer than
in the
city chained in. a cellar at night, though exercised during Do- day.' Acs.
Certainly:
A dug should never be kept in a Cellar, night or day! Vim
will have a sick dog first you know.
biscuit or oat

in condition, but not boo

oonn.—Whose book

rot

same?

ling
ill

ear.'

:i.

HoUltOu

write again.

td P. I.
Coitr'i. Lor

J:;.

When

Waiii

3oz. powder,

;lre.

r-

Jons

Goci.n.

Wan

ferine from worms,

be muoh obliged
mull, with

I

ii:iji.

aree.i

i

f

i

y

direction!

nm, und may

get

f

and what

it,

is

quinine
grains, lepi
dcrs. Give one threi
dose of castor oil, to

to §arjcsiwiidents.

repeat on

,

No Notice Taken

of

Anonymous Communications.

of

i

eccli-

I

weighi

i".

ing-SJ.f.goM here,
gun of desirable
the proper charge

maker, but from
iras yon could de.
•

first el

ox. allot.

J.,

.ouid kindly forward a

small packet by return
is preferable to the

Ans. The following
any

drnghmise: santonme

la grains

Ml2 and divide inio Direc powday, following ii the ne.vt moraiug by a
tee drops oi turnentme maybe added, if
third and fourth days.

a

a

pro]

Vili

1

W. A.— There

II.

ilrd.

is

no American bird

The Latin name

known

is Frin.jill*

of the

'

Ground.

whether 1 can get good black
J. T. M.. New York.— Can you tell me
bass fishing In Greenwood Lake, ami whether there is a good house at
which gentleman and wife could put up? Aus. pair baas fishing and
two excellent houses.
sportsmen here as to
A. K. V., Sing Sing.—There is a dispute among
when the close season on woodcock and quail win expire. Please
answer deliuiielj. Ans. Woodcock between Feb. 1 and Aug. 1, and

NOV. 1.

New York.— Is there any snipe shooting (liayjiirds) In season
Martha's Vineyard, and if so, what pan. of the island is the best?
Ves, we presume about Gay Head would prove a good locality.

B. H. H.,
lit

I

Eeadek, AttlelKiro.— I have

An-.

T. B. D., noboken, N. J.— Where can I buy a good retrieverpup, a
eioss between a water spaniel and a Newfoundland ? Ans. Best way

just reecived

has some disease 6f the nose,

as chaffinch, which is a

caUbo.

W. «.}. N. Y.— For snipe shooting go to Good Ground, or Groat South
B*y,L.l- Take South Side Railroad to Babylon, Isllp, or Pon Quogue.
William Lane and Orville Wtlcox furnish all necessary outnt at Good

quail tp

e

maker

li

an Irish seller, and
looks Hkn" a great seed

p«s:

find

acetic acid to wart, taking care that

May

does not touch The surrounding
arise from a variety of causes. The scent is not injured
11,

,

,,

.

i

have scanned
an ai

-

LjB Springfield.
"ce

E

ii.

40

;

Plymouth, N.

.

t...

cat.

1;..

.r.o,

-a

II.

2.

&

No.

large nook of
gulls,"

S

The Uemnv

ami Springfield model,

"Boaaparfa

Mass. u.

Springfield,

grains of powder.

Til

eal.

-black heads"

..is.

they

or, as

made theu> appearance here
A farmer killed three of

inn in the tlock.

them, bin unfortnn

shot and Die white feathers

.

were

They only remalnfbra tew hours ami "ue'n'.'c.

fortheliist three y.-ars.

seen agalu during Die year.
as his?
Ans. The speces

Is

to

I

ii

mil unusual 10

ii„,i

mem

win,.

so far inland

|,Dv

found

wing siiei.nng. i. Would it injureits patternoi pen tralo have it Bhortftned to 80 in?:, and would you advise having ii
done? 2. Does it require a larger charge oi shea lorastn-igiu bore man
for a choke-bore in order lo do exeeulion?
Wind, Mould be a proper
charge for lids gnu? -1 In using metal shells, shoi
thi re be one or
wo wads on the powder? s, should there bi
rerz light, medium or
heavy wad On shot for ordinary shooting to get best resull ? B. 'W onld
yon recommend the New fflb
wad as H proper wad on shot in metal
Aus. Probably would Dot change Die shooting: ii
shells?
flid
pecially for
tion

;-:.

ll

i

i

11

trifling

s-l

be

shortened

t

result,

a.

larger than
Dtisl

No.

3.

BeveralguhB hav
drs. powder, \a

s%

calibre

fiportsmen

i

;

We mowoi

expense.

wnn good
shot. 4. One thick wad a size
-wad on shot. B. Some ol our
oe

it.

3

<1.

New

N. V. K..

La.— I

Orleans,

that crawled out of

my dog

last,

inclose
night,

two worms or parts of worms
and I have a great curiosity to

know if they are nol tape worms, or „ portion or one. When they
Orat
came out Ihey were white, flat and crawled quite rapidlv. The dog is
and
"

apparently well, has a good appetite and is in good spi its, l,„t
is not.
verv t.i: which, however,
blamed the fleas for and not worms, although
I have to thank your
1 may be mistaken.
Kennel Editor for his reply td
in regard to distemper in my dog. and by
following
1

his dirco
mas am happy to say that the dog has entirely recovered from
it. Ans.
A case of tin cad worms (Cteffttrtt vermumiarls) very common.
Give tlia
dog au injection and physic Mm with a dose of aloes.
I

1

A. n.. Jersey City.—Do gyps ever have hydrophobia unless
bitten by
Ami does hydt
dog?
una ever resuii ,ta personJs.bu
s

The

question.

spontaneously or not

is

a

a mooted

fa

We

td reveal the nature of the d
iwra-the weighi of evide
though the disease frequent!
gation has revealed
e si
if Fables doe - Igine - ipo
logical condition, (n
eed

do not believe that ii originates
opposed to such a theory— for, ajan epidemic, thorough Invest 1which the animal was inoculated,
ly.the gyp, owing to the paycho-

<le

;

s as
1

1

inld

I

aeemmoai

liable.

reason we imij expeei the bile ol the female to be
the male in about the percentage of 3.07 to 3.

Fora

liko

more virulent than

Agile. rhila.-Please inform me when the time Is up to fish for
black
bass in the Schuylkill, ami where would be the best placet,,
go [ora
day's pleasure?

8. A. friend oi mine lias a setter bitch that
was c;
1! '^ P^er tfte dhstempei
ind has caught cold. As near as he can judge,
ne gol her in this bondition, and did not know it. She has an
abundance
of phlegm in her throat all the time, wliich makes her very
;

Please

am

name some

reli-f.

Ans.

1.

Dover powders have been

relief?

The season

for black bass

s

in drops.

every 4 or

Wajer sufficient' to mate tom
(I

ushmg

tried
.

>seyamus (Squib is
1,1
lespoonful

i

hours.

W. L. S., Jersey Clty.-Can yon describe briefly, in yonr paper to me,
the requisites in Die make-up of a good pointer pup? Mine la liver colored. « ith tan legs and chest, feet large, eyes gray, ears good size,
tail

medium

length and legs medium height? Also, can you inform
mc
concerning Wltttt is. proper food for orioles? Ails. 1. Head moderately
long, tapering from skull, which should not be too prominent above he
"
r deep in lip; ears thin, hanging flat on
"
16B}
dium, body rather inclined to be long. Duel;, nine
iu of the shoulders; no looseness of throat skin, lag and foot well
rounded and symmetrical; muscular, but not great heavy-honed chest
1

:

01

It

;

Lj

hi

,

straight, tail tapering in

straight,

not above the

also, tinely

a

point, set

I

color liver and white.

i

J,

in level
::.

pjgg, raisins,

i

|

with Die back, carried

Weight 30 to as pounds. Bart
hard boiled eggs and rn.sec.tS,

minced, half raw beef.

—Undoubtedly one of the best

arid cheapest stocks of Gorpetlt

found In the
Washington street, Boston.
is Die sportsman of the linn, and will take special
pains
of our friends calling upon him,
cloths, Mattings, etc., to be

Joun H. Pkav, Sons 4

1

1

ill-

1

Co.,

,,

Tjtifhlj

mod-

;

erately deep, back level, inins wide, hips wide and full
r pjuscle, nol
straight in the hock, but moderately bent; stifles mil.

:
I

a

a,

About what tiniedoestlie departure of the woodcock take place?
'2.
Has Die questiou as to whether the woodcock goes
north to lull lops, etc., ever been satisfactorily settled?
I sec advernsed for sale one share of Hloomingdale Grove Park, is Dial
the
Hie Blooming Grove Park?
Aus. 1. The time of the woodcock's departure varies considerably, depending in a great measure
on the severity
oi Die weather, i'hey are usually ail gone by Dec. t,
but someinu
a week or two later about warm spring holes.
We do ma gel yoM
meaning.
WoodcOOK are supposed to resort 10 Die high ground during
August and early September when they are moulting. 3. Yes
C. S. S., Pairport.-l.

1

II

D. S„ Germautown.— Can any kind of. game be shot or fish be
caught in the vicinity of the Bushkiil River in the northeastern part of
Pennsylvania in the mouth of July? Aus. Woodcock July 1st and,
Trout, perch, pike iu season now.

t

well.

acre about

-

Si'DSCBiBER.— 1 have a I.efaurheux action, li gauge, straight-bore,
B.L. shotgun, aaia, barrels, which weighs ;>\ ins., rather heavy, C8

is to advertise.

L.

Aim.

* "

v

it.

nd

i

i.

ss

lie

very dry. By nipping same, or picking, little seeds like come oil 1-sthof
an inch long. There is some running from the nose, too ? Will vi m advise me how to treat its Also inform me Die cause, and if Iheseent,
or nose" is impaired ? Has not been trained J et. Ans. Give your dog
4 drops of Donovan's solution three times a day In teaspoonful ol wa.are that it is notglvqilon an empty stomach. If nausea
ter tal
siipen ene. or the eyes become Injected, reduce the dose. Apply glacial
parts,

t

r.

[hi

'

name

powderv

AlM "'

droopy.
without

can furnish it.

Del.— Can you give me the
F. B., Jr., Wilmington,
of Troy, N. Y.
of paper boats 1 Ans. \\ aters & Sou,

would work

I

lute.

•

mad

Col.— I have a valuable deer hound snfUji told your areoa is a ci tain cure.
should

what would be the best book for me to buy to gnlile.me iu training a set'
ter pup for retrieving ducks and general field use? At what age ought
Itoeomniener tot! LU
An

n. S„ Austin, Minn.—Is there a book printed explaining the different
Uallock's Sportsman's Gazetteer. We
Strain Of setters! Ans. Yes. See

it,

svilie,

G. A., Indianola, Calhoun Co., Texas. I wish to know if cutting off
two iiicii, isoi the muzzle of a breecli-loadinggnn will injure itsshoWing
mine being longer (34in.) than I have been accustomed to handle? Also!

Wilmington, Del.— Can you give me the name of the maker
paper beats? Ans. Waters A- Son. Troy, N. Y.

K. B.

ir

make a U.S. model

the price

you; price

tely finished

A

b

•'»

^nsnera

;

wdi

8. S. J.. Balfimore.-1. What is Iheeal. of the latest, model
C. S. stand
ard rule? i. D"cs Remington A Sons make 11 ? 3. if
not where can one
be procured?
4. What is the weight of ban and how n

Die best ami mo?t instruct-

la

where can

ii

powder and shot

'

i

will

lecessary lor the enjoyment of sport by the
the sport, and ready
; former delighting in
Hotel terms, SI
;s free of expense for time.
oo. Expense of Iravel—Boston to lloulton.

looks as

II.

i

0. A., Wolcutviiie,

""

to Correspondents" in vain for

Ans. Not having made any experiments, and not
knowing of any one
has, we will be pleased to hear from you after you have
triad it
U

are sometimes called,

W

ive mi training pointer ilngs.iind

(

who

of fonror live of the
country. As II is only fili-

Ans Address any ot he following:
ctfy;
E. II. Smith, Strathroy. Out;
Arm. id
M. Von ClUro. Delaware Olty, Delaware;
J. Farrar, Toledo, Olilo; Jesse Bhorwood, Edlna, Knox
".. Wo.
J. S, S., Bloomington, lit—On what dicr should I keep a setter and
pointer bltcli .iusi before and after they « help? Would brook Horn live
iu an artiiieiai pond in this State?
We eel our city water from a welj
and the water is slightly moieral. Ans. Slopsand vegetables mixed with

1

;

-

our advci using

in

'-.:

is fur-

House

so, in

.

Kennel Club,

he price paid ought to be a
at

J.— Were

Uidgelleld, N.

names

the

C. A B., New York. -I have a n
oader, laminated barrels, •-'-'. n
nanufactured b.i Ed. Whistler, Lo
low does Mr. W. rank as a mai
ityle for general upland ami track

That and .-.piaw Lake

B„

nackensaek? If

1

m

it

can procure

I

Hackensaok-; or pnt there.

I

;

Any one slopping

Y.-Canyon inform me where

N.

A. P. p., Helena. Montana.—I wrote you several weelts
ago inquiring
eoneeriiiiigtbo practicability of making
.-,,
by Inserting in

C. B., Shakapee, Minn.— 'lease name the nearest point in orlo this
state where I could purchase a well-bred red Irish setter dog or
pup. and name Die breeder or owner? Do owners or or
lefs of dogthe Eastern States guarantee to purchasers the safe delivery of a dog, or

i

lloullon.

Falls,

,

i

Ans.— Hutchinson on Dog Breaking. We can get for
in the neighborhood of ?;i BO.
Balloek'B new sportsmanStill better, price >;j
SOO pages, maps and illustrations.

ps.

Glens

,'

Conn.— What IS the most direct route and the fare to
Lakes via the WhifeStonntainSS What game is found
there? Ans. do by Eastern Railroad from Boston lo the White
I'';''.' e
so
;,]
Joan Wi
ngton via stage to Got
ham, rail to Di.xville Notch, stage in middle Hum Camp, fare :iu. The
gunning is for deer, cariboo, bears, roses, etc.; geese, ducks, WOodeoek. partridges, pigeons and others,

of It?

in

F..

j

Wesimmsie:

,-..,

Nonetnown-a

:..

,,

Bel hcl.

.i

known.

the

is

there ever any salmon or (rout put Into
what year and where would be a good point to
Which of the following flj id iTO
you consider Die best tor general use: First ami secnm
o... lor greenheart? or first
Joint ash, second hickory,
tip
'
wood or greenheart? or all greenheart? Ans. \v,, pr f r
as i,' W itli
larieewood tip.
We have never heard of salmon being caught in the

;

9. N.. Mi

What

oting-:

-

,

,.

river to lish lor Dieiuv

gree 1s everything.

it.

W.

J.

the

ii

•

Thirl.v miles fr.,m there

1

1

1

Texas.— Be kind enough to tell me the price per
in New York of the English hard shot made at Newcastle, the neatcorresponding; size ol Tathani's New Vm'k shot, and of whom the
English siioi can be purchased? Ans. chilled shot, to be obtained
Erort Ua i; C. Scptirea, No. 3 Curl In mil street.
No. 2 lOnek.i
nd
are nearly the same size price SM.jti per bag.

I

over a good road. Boring the evening two residents came in with the
result ol .me day's fishing—11 trout, weighing ts lbs,aeyeial lurnuig
[cat over t,W0 pounds each. The lake. 1 am iiiloniied, is bnt
Before reaching llouiion. ami between McAdaiu Junclittle ashed.
the best trout fishing
or, and DeoecE, Is a wilderness lake, iaid to ba
A line string id twenty, lakeii the day previous,
in the Provinces.
were seen, running (torn one to four pounds. The lake is about one

,

C.

C. II. 8., -Marshall.

L„

Green No.

(Ely's best

l

a copy of Die N. K. A. rules for target practice.
Also, information lis to
size of CreedntoOT targets and method of reducing targets for
shorter
'• ah-;. v,ii;.ni(jeo.S, 8cmnerhorn,Jr., Sec. Nat, Kule.Ass'n
for copies of Creedmoor rules, targets, etc. Dcnuison
A Co., IDS Broad
way, will furnish reduced targets.

bag

E. E.

II. L„ Aspinwall, Panama.— Why do my shells
a drs. powder, i
07.. shot)
o
sewhenfl t&

thicker shell would likely prevent the aoll ipse.

est,

i

lion of ailmenls.

,

t

1

bugs, etc., etc.

manufacture, was pleasantly and profitably spent. Finally at s o'clock
took a berth in a Puiliuan sleeper, at the Eastern JR. it. Depot,
p. m..
pped on
arriving at Bangor next morning, loDi. ai 7:
ir.ini
ol European and North American It. 1!.. arriving at noon
b wrd
McAdain Junction, on the
at Vanceboro, changing cars alter dinner tor
hue ol New Brunswick and Canada R. It. Thence to Debeck Junction
ami changed cars again for llouton, where 1 arrived at 0:3U r. M., putnng up wiih Plulbrook at the Snell House. A good table, courteous
and attentive servants, and the very reasonable terms of $l.&ti per day

do

K., Staunton,

my gun.

to hai

L.
10,

,

1S7L

27.

Nichols and Tucker, and with the tlrst-naiued gentleman visited the
Braintree meadows to witness the working of 1ns famous pointer
Jack on snipe. A brief hour also at the place of the genial Sohaeffer,
viewing ins alee guns ami listening to Intelligent descriptions of their

recommends

I).

of

it

the length ot the shells Doesii
Ans. The cause is not yet si -

a hemlptcrous hug
to the am
a group which, dwell ehiefiy in the water, though often leaving it for short flights.
They arc predacious,
feeding on other insects. Your specimen belongs ti
Which is widely distributed throughout North America. Some of its
relatives are the ciladas the aphides, squash bugs, ciiuu-idas orbed

auses
miles I propose to go.
two blades of grass to grow where one grew before is a benefactor to
wishes ot brother anglers by
liis race," 1 mend to deserve the good
giving the results of my trip, together With such details as may he
needed. My first stop was, for a few days, at Boston, where at Anthony's and Lovell's I replenisbe,-! my laekle. While at the " Enb » I
enjoyed the society of such sports aid crook shots as Abbott, nunt,

will

but believe

pretty.

13

ft

S.,

J

-

Ya.— A short hne Since I broke the left hand hamwant a new one. Cr.n I get one ready made in this
country?
The gun is a breech-loader. Ans. Send drawing of size of
hammer to any one of the gun dealers that advertise in our columns.
T.

met

maps, railroad guides, and correspondence nun postmasters in .the
backwoods' towns, which lias resulted very happily thus far, and
lauded me BSD mile? from home at this place, where I lay over one
dity to rest and gather more facts and details for the remaining fifty
in view of the principle that " lie

.,

tain a work upon the manner of making same!
Ans. Kail particulars
given in our paper of July 5. lN7o, Willi illustrations. The

Z. MCD.Til., Phillipsbnrg.

tMognUo,

Boston.— Can yon please Inform me of what disease nnd at
what time and place the Lev. G. w. Bethune died? He was the American editor of "Walton's Angler," published by Wiley A Piiiitian. N. V..
JStT.
Ans. He went lo Europe for his health about the year
$
died on Die return voyage. We do not McoUeot what his
diseasi
E. F.

.-,

,

> me so
instructions regarding
Whai -i
would ool best for a para good proportion?
Where can I ob-

Tamer Junction.—Please

the construction of an nipuirium?
ornament.' Is urn lgjfSa Inches

or Maine I was favorably impressed with
of the St. John's, in northern Aroostook, and reIt

II.,

lor

mar

a visit.

or

i

P.

STOOK.
May

;

W

New York,

shook! T write in
,

THE TROUT STREAMS OF THE AROOIsle, Me.,

whom

I.— To

E. P., Philadelphia.— Can yon give me the address of anyone
who
furnishes dyed feat hers and hackles for making Hies? Ans.
Nosuih
petsoh yon will hs
pur feathers ns ynn best can. Jul n
Ki ider can furnish you with some, no doubt, corner Second and
aluut

Ans. The balls

any other city, to kiiinvwhut alligator Inn,
rth,U mulling? Does
Mahrenholz, of New York, buy them? Ans. Atligi
are worth B3. We tliink Mahronhol,', buys Diem?

«».-•..•»

TKESorK

if when shooting at. glass
usual fur the balls to break after beiug

Is

it

while in the air. or when they reach the ground,
must be broken In lac air to score.
hit

m

In looking over the

BOgaidus Iran

balls frotu a

tipped the scale at 105
.vcitihl
for pike and fish of like comparatively small
variety, tliey report that, there is no limit, to the quantity
which in tv 'he taken. Speckled trout are also numerous hi
streams nearer the lake, 25 pounds having been taken during
The gentlemen of tile party express
a half day of fishing.
special cAMi^atiim to Conductor Rhodes, of the Wisconsin Central, and also to H. C. Matthews, station agent at Butternut
creek.
They pronounce the section visited, unmistakably the
the northwest, and I "know how it
paradise of fishermen
I have beentherc, and 1 saw one of our party
is myself."
wrestle with a muskallonge that measured almost four feet in
length, and a wall eyed pike that measured twenty-eight
,:
inches.
You are safe in calling it Fisherman's Paradise"— it
Bob Hoy.
is the befit fishing south of Lake Superior.

As
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STATE CONVENTION AT SYRACUSE.
We gave in our last issue an
convention Of

the

State

The

Smith's address.

abstract of proceedings of the

Association,

latter

we

and of President

print in full herewiih:

About nineteen years ago a few earnest sportsmen met in
the village of Geneva, iu this State, and organized the New
lurk Stale Sportsmen's Ass icialion. now known as the
N'ru

state

Yitrk

Association

Protection of
laws for the prothink, exist in our State, but to-day,
our game laws arc above reproach.
Neatly fifty local iiriRliii/.itlioi].- have budded their laurel leaves
on the wealh of the Stale Association, and our forests fields
and streams bear happy teUtnionj to out labors by the rich
rewards which they offer, not o.,h t..iiic disciples" of Diana
and Sir Isaak Walton, hut tc» the farmer, mechanic, laborer,
and indeed to almost evi rv ituiabitanl of our State.
lur laws
concerning quadrupeds have, itBeems, Leon wisely passed,
our bird laws 1101 80 wisely.
Wc find the ruffed ".Toit.se, nod
thequa'ri,0r more properly speaking the Virginia, partridge,
increasing in numbers, bul we Cannol say as much of the
W IcocU. anil will never be aide |o say it until cocking is
put off until September,
As most of our ducks and snipe do
nol asurule breed "in this latitude, they might with more
reason be shot in the spring, than our aummi r a an
ddenta,
but WllO can deny that snipe and ducks in the fall arc far more
valuable for the table than in the spring, and is there a .spoilsman or an epicure who does not take more pleasure in encountering a woodcock, either with gun or fork in October than
in July?
If it shall he a misdemeanor to bfi in the field, forest
or marsh with dog and gun before the first of September,
many a ruffed grouse, snipe and duck would grace our autumnal game bags in future that now go to satisfy the appetites,
or rather the eyes of self considered epicures minimal urit.y and
leanness.
Summer cocking is. moreover, very apt to be at tended with the killing of young grouse mistaken for woodcock,
especially in thick cover where it is hard to see and be seen.
That the forbidding by law of the wanton killing of song and
other than game birds, at any season, has been" beneficial can
not be doubted, if we will but observe the immense numbers
of insects, injurious to vegetation, that are destroyed by Our
companionable and industrious feathered friends.
It is probable that nearly, if not all, birds are useful to man,
although some of hem take a little pay for services rendered,
in the shape of grain and fruit.
Our wild pigeon, although, perl taps, not a game bird, should
have protection, not onlj* on his own account, but for our
benefit.
It is cruel to pursue these birds with nets or guns as
soon as they begin to nest. Why not give them a chance, as
yve do other birds that furnish us with food and amusement ?
Suppose we protect them until, say, July or August. I admit
that, a late, lot of birds would comprise' a majority of young;
but young birds properly cared for fly well and are excellent
for the table.
A close season for pigeons would necessitate
Ihe postponement of our State shoot until fall; but if we don't
have a close season for them, our Slate shoot will, ere long,
be postponed to eternity.
There are probably more pounds of edible fish in the waters
of the Slate today than there have been at any lime during
the past twenty years, for which fact we should be especially thankful to the Sew York City Association and
to that fishy old patriarch, Selh Green, as well as to our State
Association.
Let me call your attention to this very valuable
suggestion of Mr Royal Phelps, concerning the quail season.
He urges that the open season for this bird shall he from No-

Fish and

Game.

Prior to thai
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TERMS, FOUR DOLLARS

A

Twenty-live per cent,

YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

off for

Clubs of Three or more.

Advertising Knees.
Inside pages, nonpareil type, 26 cents per line ; outside page, 40 cents.
•''-•>
'i
f
i:> '. ax and twelve mouths.
Notices in editorial
columns, BO cents per line.
A'lverliseinents should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if pos•

i

sible.

No advertisement, or business notice of an immoral character will be
received on any terms.
'.'Any publisher inserting onr prospectus as above one time, with
brief editorial uofioecallin!; attciiituii tk'.retn. and son ling
to as, will receive the Fokest and Stream for one year.
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communications whatever, intended for publication, must, be accompanied with real name of the writer as a guaranty of good faith,
and be addressed to the Fobksx ant> Stkeam rtrnrisurNu Coiu-anv.
Names v, -ill not be published if objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be rcg-arded.
All

We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions.
Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money
remitted to us is lost. No person whatkvkk is authorized to collect
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Thursday, June 28.— Trotting Calskltl, N. Y.; Ithaca, N. Y.: Marshalltown, la.; Jackson, J"ich.; St. Petersburg, Pa, Running meeting
at Rochester. Base ball: Su Louis vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Louisville
Bnofce] e vs. Maple Leaf, at (Juclph, Can.; Alaska
VS. Boston, al Boston
vs. Keystone, at .iersey City; Indianapolis vs. Memphis Reds, at Indian:

;

apolis.

Jackson, Mich. ; St. Petersburg, Pa.
Friday, June 29.— Trotting
ball : Indianopolis vs. Memphis Reds, as above; Enterprise vs.
Keystone, at flersej city: star vs. Live Oak. at Syracuse. Regatta of
Harvard and Yale, at Springfield.
:

Base

Juue^O.—Trotting:

Cincinnati, O.; Chicago,

111.;

Monmouth

Park and Long Branch. Baseball: Louisville vs. Boston, at Boston;
Chicago vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; Star vs. Live Oak, at Syracuse; Nameless vs. Osceola, at Brooklyn Alaska, of S. I., vs. Seneca, at staten
Island; Enterprise vs. Orange, at Orange, N. J.; Crystal vs. Winona, at
Brooklyn. Harvard vs. Yale, at Hartford. Regattas: Port Hope. Can.;
Two mile race between the four-oared crews of the
Guclph, Can.
University of Virginia ami the Tot iocco City Boat Club, on the James
River at Lynchburg.
;

Monday, July 2.—Trotting: Cincinnati, 0.; Chicago, III.; Oskaloosa,
la. Base Ball : Chicago vs. St Louis, at St. Louis; Tecumsoh vs.
Hartford, al Loudon, Can.; Brooklyn vs. Volunteer, at Poughkeepsio

;

Mutual, of Janesvflle,

vs.

Racine, at Racine, Wis.

a—

Trotting : PoUgOXeepsifc, N. Y.; Macomb, ill.;
July
Detroit, Mich.; Beacon Park, Boston. Running meeting at Utica, N.
Y. Rod and Gun Club shooting tournament at Burlington, la.

July 1.—Trotting as above; also at West Meriden, Conn.;
Park, Cong Branch ; Albany, X. Y. Base Ball: Boston vs,

.v

Monmouth

Cricket
Cliicago, at Chicago; Hartford vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis.
Match St. Georges vs. Germantown. Rod and Gun Clnb shooting
as above. Bench show of Dogs and bird exhibition, at
Toronto, Canada. Regatta of the Argonauts Eovving Association, Rifle

Tournament

Match

February

law, that

first,

we may

and I sincerely hope that this
secure birds in good condition,
I

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.

Saturday,

first to

may become

without an}' half-fledged specimens, to mar he result q! a day's
shooting, and I feel by no means certain that the open season
for ruffed grouse should not run to the first of February also.
It has been thought by many of our spoilsmen that a list of
dogs, with description and number, should be kept iu books
of the association, to facilitate the recovery of lost and stolen
dogs. Mr. Townsend, of the Onondaga Club, once presented
this plan of the association, and let us hope it may receive due

at Jacksonville, Florida.

consideration at no late day.
Game and fish laws are easily

made but apparently hard to
id must remain so, until our citizens are sufficiently
educated to appreciate the benefits accruing from wise game
legislation.
We ought to use every effort to educate the ignorant, on these subjects, as yvell as to bring offenders to justice.
1 would suggest that we bar from our membership,
any
local organization that has not expelled from its members"
persons known to be cognizant of infringements on game and
fish laws, without, reporting the.
same. If any member
of a sportsmen's club is afraid to ibfdrm against law-breakers,
he does not deserve to be one of the members, and no local
organization should be admitted to the State Association until ii shall liave purged itself of all such unworthy membership
When wc hear of a violation of game law, let us exclaim
with Hamlet,
Haste we to know it—
with wings as su aft as meditation or the thoughts of lore.
••

That

I,

May sweep

to uiy

revenge

1"

In framing laws for the protection of .game and fish, let us
bear in mind that these laws should not he sumptuary, should
not be made solely, or even any- more than incidentally, for
the benefit of the 'wealthy sportsman, but for the purpose of
increasing Ihe amount of game and fish, that it may come
Every American citizen has an inborn
yvilhin the reach of all.
right to fish and hunt, and it comes under our jurisdiction to
regulate, to the best of our ability, the seasons during which
he may lish and hunt, that he may, in the end, secure more
game and in better condition thau he could if DO laws were
imposed. And further, we must bear in mind that a game
bird or fish, when dead, haying been killed according to law,
is personal property, although if killed out of season, is a very
important witness against law-breakers.

A

—Prof. D.

S.

Jordan

is

now engaged

at

Washington upon

the fishes of the Smithsonian Institution.
ity

but

of.

valuable information relating to

taction in a dozen different Slates

laws
i

is in

game
type,

eferxed.

—We are sorry to mention that
of insulting letters

we

are constantly in receipt

from contributors who are disappointed

because their favors are deferred, declined, or curtailed. We
have understood that sportsmen had the reputation of being
always gentlemen. If insults continue, we shall expose the.
ncrpctrators at any personal risk.

supplementary meeting of the Convention was afterward
Recording Secretary pro tern.
The Treasurer submitted a document of the character of a
report, which was referred to a committee for examination.
Ea lance in the treasury. $743. 50; cash in bank to credit of
Dean Richmond Cup, $950,
Col. Wagstaff moved that the thanks of the Association be
tendered to the Committee of the Legislature on Game Laws.
On motion of Mr. Flanagan, (lie motion was amended by
tendering special thanks also to Senator. Wagstaff, lind. then

held, Ool. Wagstaff acting as

pted,
President-elect Pierce offered the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention he and are
hereby tendered to the Sumner Corps for the use of their hall
'iii in
in
mvention.
1.

1

'

That the thanks of

this

Couvention be tendered to

the

retiring

officers

for the faithful discharge of their duties.

Thanks were also voted to the givers of prizes and to the
Onondaga County and Central City Sportsmen's Clubs.
Remarks in recognition of the valuable services which President Smith has rendered to the Association were strongly applauded.
Tiie President elect submitted the following standing committee: A. Wagstaff, Jr., of Syracuse; James Manning, of
Syracuse; Henry Faulkner, of "Dausville W. C. Jaeus, of
Buffalo; W. M." Smith, of Watertown.
Considerable discussion was indulged in relating to the fires
in the North Woods and ilic killing of came out of season in
that section.
A committee of five was appointed to take tin
'"
'
"I'
mil take such action as was deemed
necessary.
The following gentlemen wore appointed: A.
Jr.,
of Now York: Greene Smilh of Pelerboro
Wagstaff,
C.
O. Morse, of Roches! or: I). H. Bruce, of Syracuse
(.has.
Hutchinson, of LTtfcft.
The Convention then adjourned sine die.
:

i

'

'

i

'

:

:

DECOYING DUCKS BY THE THOUSANDS—A FORTUNE TO BE MADE
IN SPOILED MEAT.
Nkw

Emma

FOBEST anc Stkeam
had the pleasure of writing

Glasgow, Nova

Scotia,

Jane 10,

1577.

:

yon Inst, year about the possibility nf
forming a company to establish decoys for taking wild fowl, which
must resort in millions in tue winter on the mat-shea nf the Southern
States. It seems no one has yet given the subject the attention it deserves, when at the present time the European market, as well as your
own, has been anything but well supplied with wild fowl. I cannot
imagine how this proflt able business has been overlooked. The diffiI

culty in killing

them

in large

to

enough quantities

to

make

It

a business,

no doubt, has deterred mauy from trying, and tltey did not know the
mystery of decoys, for the method by which so many thousands aro
annually killed is always kept a secret both iu Holland and England,
and for all, some favored parties are allowed sometimes to witness a
"take." The way the birds are enticed and prepared nobody but the
thoroughly initiated ever know.
I can Imagine no more profitable business than to start a decoy (»r
if a company engage in it, a nnmber of them) in the neighborhood of
some place where the clacks stay all the winter, and the carriage
handy to the principal American and European markets. They send
beef, lobsters, prairie hens, etc., to England, even in the summer, why
not send wild ducks? The price is increasing every year. Last January mallards were quoted at Leadenhsll Market, in London, al 10s. 6tl.,
and teal and widgeon'at. 2s. Cd. per couple, and not to be had at that.
price. One hundred thousand birds sent annually to London would
not nearly supply the place of the numbers that used to be imported
from Holland, where drainage has in a great measure ruined so many
decors, and the comparatively few now left, in England cannot nearly
supply the demand. Tt is not that the birds are any scarcer, but the
privacy required makes only a tew estates in England able to keep
them, and the few that are shot very ee'dom go further than the table
of the person who is lucky enough to obtain them.
The expense of making a decoy with, say four pipes, wonid not bo
great, and of course would depend on the value of the property; bat as
this would be in some neighborhood that is very thinly inhabited it ooultl
not be great. Independent of the land, such a decoy would not cost
over $1,000; that is, building the four pipes. Of course I am presuming the pond to be already there.
1 should never recommend a larger
pond than live acres— the most successful decoys in England are a'
little moielhan one.
Yon will see that any one who owns and iina
complete control of a largo extent of land in the neighborhood of
marshes where ducks resort, could easily start a decoy If he knew
how to go about it, but if he cannot command perfect privacy he bad
better not try it.
Jly idea was, could a company be formed with a few thousand dollars
capital to establish ten or twelve decoys in different places where
ducks resorl, It would be one of the most paying concerns it would be
possible to conceive, for should you ever stock the market with the
fowl, surely good wild duck or teal canned up as the other kinds of
poultry are eanned, would be far preferable to Ihe old cocks and liens
mat they put up iu such numbers in Loudon, and no doubt American
cities as well. Then look at the feathers; what a trade might be done.
with those alone
No doubt some of your readers will think killing them In and establishing decoys will lessen the quantity of wildfowl. I assure yon this
is not the case, for there is no waste as in shooting— perhaps In wildfowl shooting more than any other; for every bird that; is killed aud
bagged ten go away and die, or are rendered useless for breeding.
Tins is partly because parties will lire at birds too far off to kill, and
they usually take such a hard blow to kill them outright, and if not
killed dead are generally lost. The season would last from October
till February, during which time the birds would be In the best condition, and all that arc caught would find a market. "When they are
killed in a decoy they always obtain the best, price, and the skin not
being broken they would stand the carriage bei er.
To give you some idea of the way wild fowl can be enticed to a decoy I will mention the one on my father's estate In Yorkshire, where
wild dncks were quite a rarity and seldom seen to fly over. One
spring I found a nest of eleven eggs; took them home and set them
nnder a hen. In a short time they hatched, and I reared eight. When
1

t

they were old enough, neglecting to cut their wings, tliey flew away
and seldom came back but when hey did, generally brought, others
with them. I persuaded my father to let me go and see Lord Wenlook's decoy, some (en miles away, which I did, and on my return
I

:

hey frequented. During the
tie pond
again and nine wild ones, all the wings
and turned them out again to breed the next spring.
The next winter I killed 25t>, after which the wild fowl came regularly.
the lost
eosgn I killed
1 added three more pities to ray pond, nm
pond when I ceased killing.
7,71)0 head, and I suppose 5, ooD were on the
Previously, the flight of fowl, when they came over from Holland after
but my
they struck the Uutnber, was to follow the Trent and Ouse;
Iu
decoy brought them from their course at least twenty miles.
week Before
fact I have seen birds on decoys in Lincolnshire that a
I hope you will excuse me for
I had with me. a distance of 100 miles.

made one pipe at the end ol
Orst winter I amgbt my own
of

winch

t

t

I cat

troubling you

at.

E.

this length.

''•

O.

is the most singular proposal we
have ever published. The writer's name we decline to give,
that we may not be instrumental in encouraging the procedure.
We will, however, put approved parties in communicaiion

[RbwA-BKS.—The above

It is proper to say that be is a
with him if they desire.
Canadian Came Commissioner, and probably sincere. We
His idea is that the
before.
liiui
with
have couimuniealed
ducks will QOt be diminished, and that Ihe procedure will not
"
A decoy being pricome within reach of the gnme laws
:

vate property and inclosed, males
pond also private property, aud you can kill

tzne

to

the

them

as

yuu

:

:

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
ThiB is so in England wild ducks in a decoy ceasing
bafera nation." Aside from " what they do in England,"
we think it pertinent to ask how the proposed procedure
would be affected liy the laws of the many Southern States,
which prohibit game killed within the State to be exported
•out of the Stab
The caption of the accompanying is our
like.

,

to

:'.'

own.

It

came

and wc confess that we

to us without a head,

are not fully able to see the point.— Ed.]

—We have been honored during the

week

\\

ii

h a visit

from

E. Dolzell, Esq., President of the Pittsburg Sportsmen's
Club, one of the strongest and most efficient protective organand, also, from Erof. Gt. Brown
has recently returned from Bermuda, where lie
accomplished very Valuable scientific work during the winter
izations

in

Goode,

who

the country:

in designating

and identifying,

.baies, Esq., of

logue of which

in

Matthew
Bermuda, a cata-

connection with

NoTft Scotia, the fishes of

we

the Convention

exhibitions at

the

of

tance was 200 yards;

field,

tried for

giving general Satisfaction.

Other

but with

very poor
had a boat equipped with his bow

throwing the

balls,

of powder,

Used, ran as follows
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Geo. A. Reed, sharps Sport

4
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4—83
-61

1

8-81

for the

excursion rates via the Grand Hiipids and Indiana
From Buffalo to Traverse City and
:

Petoskey and return, $24.20. From Pittsto Traverse City
burg to Grand Haven and return, $19.70
and return, $24.25; to Petoskey and return, $26.10. From
points east of Buffalo and Pittsburg the regular rates must, be
added.
return. $22.35; to

:

—.-.

-

—Mai. T. W. Walker, of Vinehtnd, New Jersey, the PresiWest Jersey Game Protective Association, has
Europe with his family for mental rest and bodily

dent of the

gone to
improvement, and will remain

w

s.u.i. iM

11

Virginia Fish and

Game

Richmond, have issued an address
calling public attention to the

to the people of that Slate

game

laws,

and urging the

or-

throughout the different counties and
neighborhoods for the purpose of aiding in the enforcement of
these laws.
The coming State Fair is appointed as the time

ganization

of clubs

for a genera! State convention for an interchange, of views

the perfection of plans for the most

efficient

Brown,

II.

Rem

48
41
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-so

11

Swartwout
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Sri
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KHWillittins
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4
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I

.34444450484483

Mil

Tuackle, Kern Mil

53

"

1'rice,

s:t

"

Itolton
Mitten,

53
52
52
52

"
"

Ward,

"
Minor, Sharps Sport

Price,

Harris, Item

51
54
60

Jill

"
"

Dodge,
Keed.

.4'.'

Barney, Springfield

4—63

The Williams
June
F,

I

1(1,

:

Ui.-mi
11

Bul'tnan,

Hyde. Sharps Sport
Qfie, Item Mil

4S
47
-It

tice of Ihe militia al

I

Hem

10

McMorrow, Item Sport

:«l

Fisher,

35

"

has been the custom in

reedmoor

4»
42
41

Mil

to order

down

the- rill c

a few

prac-

men from

sonic regiment other than the one of practice to act as scorers.

The

scores have been very well kept, but Col. Clark of the 7 th
Regiment protests against the practice in a letter to Gen Shaler commanding the 1st Division, in which he says:
This

la

not a legitimate military duty,

performed

if

al al!

members

In

ol Hie

bill, is

a

clerical

sen

lo

•.

Which

National Guard should be entirely

is

and members

of the National Guard, especially of those organizations
thai labor to excel, is already taxed to Hie uineist. and any additional

burdens which are not. readily and generally recognized as entirely just
and necessary, do great Injury to the sen ice.

200 — 2(1 shots. The lowness of the scores
be accounted for in the restrictions to use factory filled
The scores ran

ammunition only.

H. F. Clark

about through the newspapers concerning the wretched
condition into which Captain R. C. Coleman, of Goshen

F.F.MtUen

Lamb

13S

N. Y., had brought himself by too great a devotion to the
All the paragraphers had been blind iu one eye,
the majority in both eyes, and others added sensational bits

In the afternoon the. Winchester Company match was
fought for the third time, with only four contestants, nobody

Goshen, N. Y.

Editor Forest axd Stream:
Of course the paragraph you mention, and similar ones, have oomo
my notice. I did, some three weeks ago, suffer from a very severe
acuto attack of catarrhal opthalniia, but to in any manner connect It
with rifle shooting is most ahsnrd. In the first place, I havedone very

to

shooting this season; then, loo, the season when T did nearly all
tne rule shooting of my life my eyes were altogether better and
stronger than usual. But I suppose some enterprising newspaper
chap saw iu ft an item.
little

have uow come to
While I have been a good
look upon the matter as quite funny.
The writers of the articles and paragraphs yon mention did not first
before
writing,
or
am
sure they would
I
consult tne or my physician
have published the whole story.whioh, from the view they have taken of
it, must have run about. In this wise.
The first, "evil consequences of
rifle shooting" happening me, as 1 now look back and see if, was apparent in the eyes of two of my little daughters. Not then recognizi ng
the canse. I still occasionally used my rifle, and then became myself
the victim, chiefly, however, iu my right eye. Afterward, using It
again, my little boy in consequence became the next, victim. I suppose
that this state of affairs would have continued until not only all my
family (except my wife, for she never could see what geutlemen found
interesting in rifle shooting), but all my neighbors would Have become
Involved in this misfortune had it not been for the light which the
public press shed into our darkened habitation; for there, for the flrst
time, we learned that these afflictions were caused bj rule shooting.
The doctors, iu their ignorance cf the weapon and lis drift, had attributed our troubles to an Inflamed condition of the eye, caused by cold
settling there, and from the fact that IhH condition of the eyes apStill retaining sufficient eyepeared to be epidemic In onr village.
sight to recognize a bank note at any reasonable distance, I remain,
yours,
R. C, Coleuax,
deal bored about.

It,

I

m

Association

Friday, .Mr. 0. V. Ooffln
a 200 yard range, seven shots,

target,

:

Wii.lowukook, June 23.— The fourth of the semi-monthly
meetings took place on the Connecticut Slab; Ritle Association's range, at Berlin, to-day.
The mid-range badge was
taken by Wallace Gmin, of Bridgeport, with a perfect score,

The btdge was first, won by Mr. Henry
Woodward, of Middletown, who made 17; ('. s. Davidson
was the second winner, by a score, of -hi. and third by II. P.
King, of New Britain, by a score of 48- The badge, becomes
the property of any member win wins
three times.
The
50 iu possible 50.

il

following are the leading scores to-day

:

556556550

Wallace liunn
O. V. Uoflln..

5454.'.
i

:.

;

4

Wo
idge..
The long range match

.'.4
:.

J.I,'

4

5—50

II 5-45
9-43

.'.

l

5 5 5

5-48

1 the greatest attention, and it
was not until the last shot was lired hat tl
positively known.
Mr. Orange Judd, Mr. liunn and Mr. Wii'liam
Parker, of New Britain, had each made L3, when -Mr. Coffin
came up for his turn. With his ninth shot at the last range
I

he had limed Ihe others, and as he took bis place to make his
last shot, the sun was so low in the west thai
he marker's.
quarters cast a shadow just half across the bull's eye.
To add
to the disadvantage, the wind blew in fitful puffs." ITowcver,
he succeeded in making 4, and won the badge. The follow-

ft

li.

136
130

Geo Waterman
Waters

'

F.U.Uolton

'.'.'.'."

,7.

P.

130

VB

known skill of Capt. ,1. E.
Haven, who had taken the flrst place on the
contests. The result of the day's shooting was a
third victory for this crack snap shot.
The" match was instituted by the N. R. A. as a compliment to Ihe Winchester Co.
for their gift, of the running deer and shooting butts.
The result has shown that, as a repeating rifle, the Winchester has
beaten all competitors, Capt. (Stetson and a majority of the
entrants using that arm. The match was open to all comers
distance, 100 yds. ; any rifle ; sights to be on centre of barrel;
6 rims of deer, 3 each way length of runway, 88 feet.
First
prize, $50 gold, to be won three times before passing into possession of winner.
First, competition, Nov. 18, 1870, 8 shots,
caring to enter against the well
Stetson, of

,

ing are the principal
sou yds.

O, v. Coffin
Valla-

New

BCori
its
16; second competition, May 12, 1877'. 28 shots!
10 bils. score, 43— one haunch hit; third competition, June
23, 1877, 24 shots, 14 hits, score, 38— one haunch hit.

Total.
113

SI

first

contest.

The Fourth Regiment, New Jersey National Guard,
paraded for ritle practice at. Tyler Path, Jersey City, last
Thursday. The occasion was the second competition for
the purpose of selecting teams to shoot at Creedmoor with
the First Brigade team. The order of merit, by companies
was as follows: Companies D, A, C, F, If anil E. Serct.
Scott, of Co. B, made 3(i out of a possible 50 at 200 and 500
yards, which

was the leading

of the Board of Directors,

N. R,

A.,

miles east of

in quaij, doves, hare and

of Col. Sanford, Inspector of Rifle Practice for the 1st Division
N. G. S. N. Y., the following was carried

Whereas, The Inspector General of Rifle Practice has authorized certain allciations lo be made in the sights of the
State Model Rifle
Therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Adjutant-General of the State of N. Y.
be addressed by the Board of Directors, H. R. A., requesting
that, all the sights on the military rifles of Ihe
N. G. S. N. y!
be altered if necessary to some standard pattern to be officially
adopted by the State authorities.
;

Canadian Rifle Team.— The Wimbledon Rifle Team, uncommand of Major Aylmer, M. P., and Capt. Casey, M.

der

from Quebec for England on Saturday, June

per steamer Sardinian,

23,

rabbits

deer are also foimd.

;

Sev-

amateur hunters have formed a team of six; and yesterday shot a match with a like team from Sacramento. They
eral

fired

at glass balls, 21 yards rise.
score out of a possible fifty :

The

Sacramento Team.

Todd
A-s-i'iiau

OorbSn

Maaldeo
Vewiylea
Kuhl

following was

I

lie

Auburn Team.
4fi

Orisrnan

45

liiviwn

,44

Tattle
Craig

.11

'f'otal

held

on Tuesday afternoon last, Pres. N. P. Stanton, Gen. O. D.
Wylie. Gen. J. Br Woodward, Capt. Casey and Col. Wingatc
were appointed a special committee to " have sole charge of the
fall meeting and International matches, with full power to
make such arrangements in relation thereto as they shall consider necessary to make such matches a success."
On motion

score.

Auburn, June 18.— Auburn is thirty-five
Sacramento. The surrounding country abounds

California,

1

P., sailed

yds.

meeting this year the badge was won by J. L.
Woodbridge by a score of 127 in a possible 150. It was won
a second and. third time by Orange Judd. of Middletown, formerly the well known editor of 'the .ii//v>v//»,vV. by a score
of 12(1 and 135.
There was considerable excitement over tliis

At the

;

—At a meeting

i,O0i)

42
37

two previous

<

908 yds.

:

8. Jewell
L.L. Allen
0. E. Ulvdenburgh

151
148
143
142

:

itille

Shew badge over

the Dr.

ihe

l

exempt from a.similar burden. All compulsory service ol this
onerous and disagreeable, and therefore demoralizing, and the
practice "I Bonding men lo Creedmoor except for duty under their own
officers should for obvious reasons be discontinued. The tune of officers
incut are

kind

151 in tin- possible

County joker was received

\s>

a meeting of

1

may

about darkened rooms, early grave, etc. The story appearing improbable, we wrote to Captain Coleman, and upon
his return from the fishing excursion he was then enjoying
the following characteristic letter from the dry Orange

2j

2.1

Mr. Coffin.

June 23.— The Remington $250 gold prize was flrst shot
and soon disposed of, Major Jewell coming out ahead with

rifle field.

Williams

II

l:

PC Kingman

41

47
4t
47
45
44

work.

Letteb fhom A Bund Rifleman,—Doubtless many, if
Hot all of our readers, have noted a paragraph floating

27
Zd

-anr.ird

47

3—54

S— 54

and

Noticf to Sportsmen.—Having received so many communications
asking as for information in regard to oar six-section bamboo troiu,
iiiadc bass, grilse anil salmon roils, we have prepared a circular on the
uubjeot, which we shall take pleasure iu forwarding to any address.
Wc keep on hand all grades, the prices of which range from $15 to $l5n.
We put our stamp only on the best, in order to protect our customers
and our reputation, for we are unwilling to sett a poor rod with a false
enamel (made by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine article)
without letting our customers know Just what they arc getting.
.Abbey & liiBuiB, 4S Maiden Lane.
P, O. Box, 1,294.— [J-d*.

1

Challenge Badge was shot for Saturday,
on South Bod. The following is the score
27 J II Swa

Nichols

and the same number of shots at 51)0 yards
a! a Creedmoor largei, making 59 out of a possible 70.
Jlis
competitors weveOrange -Judo, who made 5(i II. Woodwind,
The badge has been won once by
56, and .1. T. Elliott, 50.
the
Dr. Shew,
donor, twice by .Mr. .Itidd. and now twice by

4—54

Burton, Ward Burt
Cocnran, Ballard
•'
Douglas,
Maitby, Sharps Sport
Anderson, muzzle
Warner. ISallaid
Hajues, dr.. Kern Mil
Sergeant, Sharps Mil
Francis. Item Mil
Banks, Winchester

11)

4::

in

3 e

....4 a 4
4 B 5 :s I 2 :i 3 3 3
4 3 5 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 8 2 4

Spriligflild

44

JO

Middliiown

f. Ifoli" Ils.KiUI .Mil

T'l.

20
vii

:<

won

Militia Soorbkb

Protective Association, of

.;

«•/

Midd^etuwn Rifle Association.—At

W.

200yds,

100 yds.
24

Iveene

It II

TSui in,
sswartwout
UBurdelt

Tl'Siuith

until the result is attained.
k. .#.

— The

—

Conn. The third competition for the " Leeds
Challenge 6up" toot place on the CoVe Range dnMondayj
June. 18. The following shows the- scores at 100 and 200 yards,

11

Cllfte. iletziuiill.

The shouting was

Harvards-by a score of 229 to 224.

Si \MioKD.

W

1.'.

the scries.

last of

200 y aids, off-hand, Creedmoor rules.

at

Wimbledon

—The

and

fifth

1

the oars, fully indorsing them as a great improvement over
the old style for general use.

Railroad this season are

Cambridge.— The

vs.

4

Mr. Win Lyman
faced rowing gear on the Creek where the fly-easting tools
place, and a number of the sportsmen present took a pull at
success.

Hakyakd

I

4 5 B

1

tennial trophy.

of matches between the Harvard University and Cambrtdgi
Ritlc Clubs took place last Friday, and resulted in a viotorj

4

Mil

1

Sir Henry Hal ford, of the
United Team, has sent a cablegram stating positively inat
the coming ieam to shoot for the Cenit is the intention of

::

1548444844

;|

followed Ihe
telegram from England about the inter-

1

1

8 6

first

national trophy match, Capt.

4—83

4—59
J4 II 4
6
4 3 4—69
4 a 4 14:11
4 4-68
i 4 5
4 8 8 4 & 4 4 5 4 6 4 8 4 4-68
4

— In response to the letters of inquiry which
receipt of the
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R

4 4
4

.

1

I

.-,

i

I

3

434443535443 4 4
3344445453345
45464544444046

i-.l

Bayly. Ileal Mil
r.ivanagn. .-pnnelield
S. L'ogSweli, Sharps Sport
11. Ii.

Rem

4 4
i

4

44 434,434544444 5—Ik)

Breve, Hum Mil
uuoriey, Kem Snort

<\ itruee,

.-,

4

I

P. Schilling, Soups Siiort
W. fining, fipraigiKId
.).

;;

:l

.

Keen.'. IMi.
.

5 4 5

Hem

.Spoil
lullZZ.e
la-ni SpOTI

Collins.

of ihe

i

Thei.dnie Rogers, Mavtiard
,1.

open to all comers.
Jamaica Rod and
Ihe names of liu- rifles

position, standing;

The winner was Mr. Thomas Rogers,
The scores, with
Rifle Association.

I,

traps were

marksmen used reduced charges

of the

45 and 50 grains iii place of the usual io grains in military
rilles, and corresponding reductions in sporting rifles. The dis-

I..

N. Y. State Sportsmen's Association last week, were the
glass ball traps of Capt. Bogardus, -which were kept in conthe.

stant nse near the

many

J.

are pleased to have.

—Prominent among

—

One of the. best short range matches
Cuf.f.omoob, June 20.
Creedmoor has ever enjoyed was that held as the first contest for the Ballard rifle, presented by Sehoverling ifc Daly.
The match occurred on Wednesday, the 20th instant. One
peculiarity in the condition was the prohibition of cleaning
between shots. To do this with fifteen shots required care,
and lest their arms should become over dirty and liable to
lead,

11.

347

50
47
44
j6

>H

PniweUer

45

Kiilinger

265

Total

41
.'.

^H

Denvek, Col.— The Denver Ride Club contested on the
19th instant for the prizes recently donated the club by Col.
Archer.
It, was one of the
Brsf attempts of the club at long
range, and consequently very fair. Mi', tfoye was unfortunate
in having mixed cartridges, hence his drop at the extreme
range.
The scores stood :

WJFay
N

Spanfder

GBPallerson
J Freeman

CATroat
OGove
HMiner
F Church

88
s2
2S
81
35
43

41
s4
40
SO
33
S5

98.

31

12

Washerman

.

19

Long Island

SB
is

42
43
40

m

12s
IDs

42
50

inr,

to
32
SS
24

»4

New Jbhsky.—The

;«

m

JB
53

Bergen Point (N. J.)
Jamaica
and enjoyed a team match at 200 yards, off-hand, any rifle. The
scores were not up to the usual Jamaica standard though the
day was clear the wind was gusty. The visitors carne out
vs.

Rifle Club paid a friendly visit to the

(L. I.)

Rod and

victors

by 10

range, of the

Rifle Association on the SSdinst.,

;

points, as follows

i

:

_

:

5s
T

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

3*8

BEBGEN POINT
Vredenburg

42
43
40
39

MlflvUle

RatUvcn
Coil. 111

w

Dunne

OliUB.

Schilling

PrOGMoob, New Orleans, June 21, 1377. -The second
competition to,- tl.e Lilienthal Cup look pkceyeslerday under
very imfavurable circtunslances.
Liming the 8O0 yards it
was rainirig constantly, ond during pari of the firing a heavy
shower ivaa falling, v ich, howover, did not delay the shootrng.
Mr. f>flph eaui" i.n li,
,j
oiner, but eoiuiiicnced
tiring with he rest at 000 yards, and
shot the 800 yard score
alter the firing ceased at 1,000 yards.
Mr. Eyrichha ing
forgotten to put a bail in ids sam was scored a
n
his first shot, at '.Hit) yards.
a
sin
aa inasU r
eided lie
had right to take another shot, as the gun waa no
ded
a, vote,
however, overruled his decision, and Ha- s iOSe svas

r.r,

Hickman
Simmomls

30
Si;

Total

3c0

I

JAMAICA
Lloyd

vi

Creed
Ktiiicndnrf

Cogswell

CT.rii.

4<)

Crane....,

3S
sr
87
sr

Oakley
Sogers

87
sr

i

3fi

i

Toui

sua

'I

1'

1

.

rj,

Strmiese, N.

June

—At

morning, the Livingston Sportsmen's Cup, valued at $800, whs
won by the Central CilvClub of Syracuse' by one bird, and the
Dean Richmond Gup, valued at $800, was won by the ForThis being the third time they have
ester Club of Buffalo.
won it, the cup remains the properly of the club.
Y..

Aericiw, N. Y.

—The

28.

;

the State shoot, this

scored.

take the

with the Fair of the Cayuga County Agricultural Society, at
ground at Auburn, N. V., on the 14lh and TStli inst.
Competition I. was a short range contest, open only to
Cayuga County residents, 200 yards, seven shots, any rifle;
The winners were
4 4 4 4—2(1
Fred. A. V,'rtglil..4 4 4 15 4 4—29 James Rowley. ..3

The

their

Cup scores stood
Wm. Arms, Ballard

Lilienthal

80»

S

-™

4
6

,

buOJ

:

:>

r,

3 4 6 4 8 4 4-20 Morris Buries.. ..5 4 4 4 3 4 4-jS
Wesloveu
set, presented by John
Competition IT. was for a $52 Bilv
any rifle, seven shots;
Choate, Esq.., of Auliurn, 200 ear
ng ownership; matches
prize to be won three time
eJ
society. Won by Capt.
to take place as any regular fair of ti
D. M. Dunning, Rem. Mil. Score- 4 4 5 4 4 4—SO.

s '"'

S

,S
0M

I

4

'•

,

James Row ley

4

Joel Mills
F. \. WriKlH

ClmilesTaiiaiM.v

200 yards.
6 5 5—23

4

4
2

-1

5

:*

4

4

4

4-19
5-21

3

4

3

a

r,-2>i

501)

14
16
5
12

yards.
T'ls.
3 1 4—19-42
5 2 5— 21— 40
3

!

2

6—TT-SS

4

5—18—38

*"»

Company

H.A.Van

Oullder
el'.imu

Mjohaol Keliy
T.-,

E,

5— 24-4)
0— lb— 39
4— 19-3S

4
4

1

5
3

4

3

4

5

3

3-21
4 5-19
3 4—18
8

5

3
3

3

3

3—12-30

4

S'allju!

4

E,
5

team No.
4

Yl"rior'-a-\

•

14

4

John

Sc.IT.Va'

4

4

5

4

John Win UTS

4

3

3

3

6
2

3
3
5
4

4

4

3— IS— 39
3— Hi— 35

3

4
4
2
2

4
3
3

0-14-95
5-1S-35

Guilder, 43; 2d, James Rowley,
IumvniCAl. PKtzKS.-lst, 11. A.
(.,.' ;.,
U. M- Uuiniiiie.. ;;•: .-,::•, 'i's-.s ...|,„i I.. Jim.-. 4"; lili, Captain
:i.s;
sth,
•Mnfford 39; litli. Capi. John MeCartm, till; Ttli, P. II. Mallard,
A.lji.
w. M. Ktrby, 35; 10th, John
5. A. Wrigut-, 88; 9tll,

3

5

4
5

6
5

5
5

4
4

5
u
3

P

'°

!,

5

,

tflOa

I

8W
=> ;JI

>

llW

5

5
5

6

4

I

Q

5

t

6

5
3

a
5

11.

.1

5
%

Hem
5

5
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4
6
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,

e
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4
5

3
2

5

3

1

'

4

5

6
4

o

5

4

S

3

4

5

5

4
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5

5
5

4

5

5

4
4

5

4

5

5

3
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5
5

4 5

5
4

4

4

4
8

3

4

4

1
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,

r.\,i

iVm

Johu'McCartm

i, ]/,.'. iv

J

21',

fnliiiiH

20
20
26

'

Rowley

Jll'ruV-.

Win. Clark
,T

U o.

.si

,ii

33
22
21
13
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AOJt. Wm. M. Ktrby
T. Dunnivaa, Oswego

In competition V., open to teams of six from any company
cal., the Oswego
of militia in the State, Remington rifle, .50
Party-eighth boys-came down and just managed to win the
point, and capturing a ijiJSO reaper and
fjrsi place by a single

The shooting was
loams will step down

mower.

first-class

round, and

all

if

some

to Creedmoor in the fall it will
of the
do our metropolitan military marksmen good. The scores

Stood:
Forty eighth Regiment team, Oswego.
Senrt. L. h. Barnes
V ,711

4
3

Si&t HBO. WhlW
t

I

<TWMnd

{;„,

\

,

1''

Ueul:

I-".

lYa'rlon

BartOU

200 yds.
4 4 3
4

4

5

5

3
4

5

4
3

4
4

3
4

4

8
4

3
4
4

50U yds.

4-19
3

3-21
4-18
4-19
5-21

.',,,1-nn

M

.

Is

Cptan,D-.-M.Dunn>ng
Wrigut

Fretl A.

4

5

4
3
4

3
3

4

4
4
4

""

5

5

b llhl)

3
3

6

n

5

4
3
4

5

2

4

2

5

Q

3

4

5
4

4

5

4.3

3

3

4

Hem
3

5

a

ft

5

3

4
2

4
5

5
6

ft

5
4

5
4

5

5

4505

5

5—61—182

4

5

5

5

6

4—61

5

5
2

4 -:,S

5a
4

4

2

2

3

2

2

5

S
4
4

5
S

4
3

*

3

4

4

5

-i
4

5

4
5
3

5
3

4
4

ft

5
4

5

4

4
3

4-5

3

5

5—63—199

5

ft-.',;

3
3

3

3

4

5

4
3

2
2

4
2

6—20
r~9o
4-81
4 5-19
4 3-20

3
3

4

5

3

3
5
3 5 3
3 4 3
3 2 3

5

5

5

4

1

bOuO

5

4555
3

3

Sl '°

82?

MOD

6

5

5

3

5
5
5

5

5
6

55

4

5

4

3

5

554

Rem

5
a

3
3

4

5

4

5

5

3 5.4
0.0 5

5

ft

5
3

4

Colonel John GlynD,
S 111 '

3

'•'"

ft

b'»0

5

4

4

45555

5

4

5

ft

5
5

5

™

Total
TT

Forty -nintli Bcgioienl, team No. 2.
3 3
5 4 4 4 4-21

Van Guilder

A

P •if' Stafford

*

Col Jay £ .BtirM
Sa n mi. Wca-tover

S"K' j
r

joJeplfc o t :

4

4

5

4

3

4
4

5

4

3
3

4

3

3
4

4-21
4 5-20
2 4-19
5 5-16
4 4-19

5

4

5

2

3

3

3
4

4.

4

4

2
2
3

4

5

3
2

3

3

4

4

3—15—36
5-22-43
3-13-33
4-19-3S
4-15-31
4-17-36

m

Total

mid-range match followed in competition VI., and here
Captain Dunning again coming
again the scores ran low,
Four prizes were us follows
in winner.
4 5 5 5 4 2 5-30
n f«l.,TI M Dunning
5
5-2S
2 4 4 5 3
V,.,,[Mocaitin
4
5 5 5-28
D 4
Vnv, U?l\ li. Stafford
4 4 4 3 4 5 3-27
I.. lUirues

A

-:

:

S.rcl.L.

Competition VII. was for the State prize, a hunting case
manufactured by .lull's Jurgenser Copenhagen,
E old watch,
at $13!), to be won three times besolid IS karat, fine, valued
the winner, 200 and 500 yards,
fore lr-oomiii"- the property of
-,,.,:„, - each, any rifle except speeial military and long
Mills, Company B,
ranee weapons, won by Private Joel L.
Regt., with a score of 4 4 4 4 4-20 at 200
yards.
2-20
at
500
5
5
4
4
yard's, and
The last competition was for a Burdick mower, presented
H. liurdielc, of Auburn, also to be won three limes,
bv
military
300 yards, anv position with head to target,
etc
Private Mills again headed the list with a very good
ritle's
5-31.
score as follows: 5 5 4 4 4 4
The officers of the Forty-moth Uegimental Rifle AssociaPresiuenf Adj. W. M .Kirov,
tion are Capt. D. M. Dunning.
•
rsident, and Co). Jny t. .Storke, E

Kb
it

.

;

,

>

ft-7;'.

5—59
5—71—213

Third com-

17.

4
5
5

5

r,

5

5
4

5
3

-1

3

4

3

ft

ft

4

5
4

5

4

6

Jr.,

5
5
4

5
5

5
5

8

5

5

5

5

55554

4-72
5-117

3-CS-207

Creed.
5

4

5

5
4

5

5
5

5
3

5

5
5
5

5
4

3

5— TI
6—S3
8-U9— 202

Rem Creed.
3

4

5

3

5

4

4

5

5
5

4
4

3
5

4

5-69
5-HT
4—64-200

5
5
5

4-C4— 194

5
6

Jotm K. Kenaud, Rem Creed.
800
9«0

.-.5
3
5

1,000

4
4
3

4

4
3

Major
800

n

>

5
4

m

4.000

5
3
4

Wm.

5
4
ft

4

5

5
3

5

5

4

3

5

2

5

Arms,

5

Rem

4

5

5
3

5

5
5

1

5

5
II

5

5.

3

1)

Rem

U.ibbitt,

800

3

5455845

5

900

6

1,00(1

3

800
900

3
5

4

5

4

5

4

4553

II

Creed.
3

3

3

3

8

K T Manning, Eem

1,0»0

5

3

S

ft

4

3

ft-ll.l

5— 53— 190

are just the boats for

Alligators are

numerous

still

At the foot of Hoyan

here.

under the dock, there are two large ones to be seen
sunning themselves every day.
Will MtjEbax.

Massachfssetts, Northampton, June 13, 1S77-— The
Konotuck Sporting Club held lueir fortnightly shoot at
Sprung from traps, the shooter not knowing
which trap was to be sprung, a la Bogardu.-,' rules, wiLh the

glass balls,

following result:
a twenty balls, live balls at a time.
Captain Gabb
11
Captain
Maynnrd
13 Foster
Metcail

Dewey

10

Kust

10

'....'.

13
a
j~~j

Total

34

The club holds these shoots for practice every two weeks.
Will send you result of each hereafter.
J. Xi.

New Jep.sev, Washington, June 18.—The sportsmen of
Washington, Warren County, N. J., organized a game proand shooting" club, and named it the Forest
and Stream Shooting Club, of Washington, K. J.
I have the pleasure of reporting a shoot, of three members
of the club at llorubaker's Trotting Park, situated in one
of the finest valleys in the United States.
Appended you
tective society

following score

will please find the

Ten common

1

Uombaker
K.P. Cummius

•

Bogardus' glass

A. R. Strader

R.R Cummins

1

«

1

1

1

1
1

yams

bulls, is
1

1

1

1

new beginners

are

'

1

l3se, 13

1—

1
1

i

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

I)

!_i 2

j

1

1

1

1

1

1

1—

above scores

are Ihe

;

1

1

n-s
]_7

each.

1111111111,

1

Jao.Horaba.kcr

We

1

1
I

Second match.

average

:

pigeons, 21 yards rise, Sa yards bouu.i^ry.

A. R. Stiader
•/no.

a

fail-

'!

5
5

5—61
2-57
5-50—171

3048 55 53543
4553555304455
4034
4 055
0453

0-56
2—51
4—53—164

5

3

4

3

5

3

5

2

4

3

5

5
5

3

3

14

4
5
2

4

Daponte, Sharps Creed.
8

4

800
900

2

4

3

4
4

1,00.0

5

3

3

8

3

3

2
3

>,jw£

.3

5

3

3

4

5

2
5

2

2

4

4

5-32
3-56
0-57—145

is

a close raontti tor

In

game, exec-pt as to woodcock-,
prohibited until August 1.

in

a.-rtaln

this fall.

OlarMa, June 15.— The Clarinda Sporting Club was orlast evening, with Henry Ucdu all,
'resident: llerI

Mnrsman, Treasurer; E. Stoncv, tSecrelarv, and James
K. Caldwell, George Hair. E. B. Kamsdell, O. A. Kimball,
and John Clisson. The. first regular tournament of the club
will take place on the Fair Grounds, on the. Fourth of July,
with glass halls ami puiJv t.iap.
Prairie chicken's broods are
very plenty and large, numbering often as high as nineteen in
The Beison has been favorable for' hatching, there
a covey.
has been no hail storms or heavy rains to disturb them.
E. S.
iiaui

—The game

law

not being enforced in the counties as yet, though much needi d
around Live Oak, in particular. It* is only three days since
that a party of so-called hunters returned from a trip, bringing with them sixteen deer and large numbers of turkeys and
squirrels.
They claim that, doei are oul of 8eason$n summer,
mi in'
"
all the year round.
Cannot something be
!

1

1

18.

1

1

1

P. Caffey

W.R.Tayior

1
1

C. A. Jlailiews

it

i,

110 1-4

J.

10 1—3

N. Darker

1111—5

1

Five

15, 1877.

Wilkindouble
by one

Club at

eighteen yards

balls,

,
.1.

Single Baila

„

,

P. caffey

o

1

1

1

1

1

1

Double

1

1—t

no

m

1

1-3
1—1
1—5

1

1—4
0—3

1

1

Balls.

—5
_s
—5

10

1

11
in

1111-5

1
1
1

V.M.Elmore
H.C.Davidson
Texas. Houston, June

1

010
111

1

N. Barker
F. Johnson
C. T. Pollard, Jr

11a

10

n

11

1— \-i

11

fl

1-11

n

—6
—4

1»

1877.— A tew members of the

1(5,

Houston Kitle Club were out yesterday ahootihg at glass balls
(which we combine with rifle shooting at long-range) with the
following result.
First match, double birds, under Bogatdus
rules, 19

yards

rise:

is

....

11

i

balls, first

U
n

Brriukaon

11

1—5

11

a—

11—3
10—
•'<

four double.

Muson

n

qi

0—3

your issue of

un

Porter

1

11110-4

"

10 00
10 on

11—4 Errtokbon
01—3

11 00

Second match, 5
Watson

Watson

11 01—11

01 11

W.

T. V.

—Tackxon/piUe, June

i_t_ 12
o-ii-u

1

1

1

—

Juno 19. Our hunters are keeping up
young squirrels.
Quail, grouse, prairie
chickens and wild turkeys promise to afford good shootiug

Florida.

1

1

C. T. Pollard, Jr
W. H. Stockton

their practice on

ganized

1

twenty-five yards, prize nominal.
V. M. Elmore
1 1
1 1—4
!->
a
p. li. w uiaasrai
1 1 1 a 1—4
„ 1 _1
1
10 10 1—3 G.H.Todd
1 1 1 i 1—
1 1 1 a-;;
11. C. Ddvuisau
„o 1
1—
1 1111-5
Jno. L. Cabbs
1
1 u [l_j

li.H.Todd

A

Iowa. —Bloomjidd,

1

five birds,

J.
J.

opportunity for marksmen to test their
f'o., on the 4th, 5th and 0th of
prizes will be three silver plated pistols (Hemiuglon's), a gold association badge, and a glass ball Cap, which
is presented by Messrs. Wellington Ss Glenney.
match
will be shot at. the balls, for a prize.

Blooming Grove Park,

The

1

Club match,
W. L. Reese

rise.

—There will be an

July.

J.R.Cftlley

J.

11111

1

Jackson Lake, June

New York shooting is

skill at

111

miss and out.

llrat

Caft'ey and Todd divided first prize. Pollard and
son, alter tieing on nine birds, shot the balance at
•birds, twenty-one yards rise, Wilkinson winning
bird.
Oilier ties not shot oil, the birds giving out.
Glass ball match, shot by Montgomery Shooting

§ng mid §mu

GAME. IN SEASON FOR JULY.
States.

Ties on fire— 30 yards,

W. D.Browu

.5425543555433
II

Challenge match for the club pitcher, between 0. Spears
J. P. Caffey, five birds each, twenty-live yards rise.
1
C. Spears
1
1 1 1—5 J. R, Caffay
1—5
1

5

3

,.

down to the ground, requiring very quick shooting. lu
the glass ball shootmg very few of the shooters had ever
shot at them before, but I am sure by a little practice our
club cannot be beaten by any club in the country.
After
the shootiug was over, dinner was aunounced, 'and only
those who have enjoyed a good "Southern barbecue" can
imagine what justice we paid to the fat barbecued lambs,
done to a rich brown, the lake fish just caught, and
fluttering as they went into the frying pan, the rich p'igeon
stew, so delicious it makes me hungry now to think of \t\ and
when the engine soon whislled for r 'All aboard " it was 'with
much reluctance we hade gooiPby to the charming place.
It nothing prevents, we will again make its acquaintance 011
J uly

C- Spears
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3
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and

Creed.

5

1877.— The Montgomt ry
Shooting Club of this city having lately put up a club house
on the beautiful ground overlooking Jackson's Lake, .1
magnificent sheet of water, only l\\e miles from town, and
easy of access by either carriage or rail, concluded on Friday last they would chrisieu it by a barbecue, fish fry, bird
Shoot, etc., and so, getting on board the cars, together with
about, twenty or thirty of the fair sex, they soon landed at
Ihe lake, and proceeded in various ways to amuse themselves, some dancing, some fishing, and others si,,,,
the score of which I send you. The birds flew ver
being wet in a shower, and frequently would dart right
18,
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two catamarans.

Alabama, Montgomery, June
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K. R. Eyrlch,
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Dudley Selpn, Eetn Creed.
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scores were
petition for places in ihe team.
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Foity-ninth Regiment team, No. 1.
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Eyricl), Kern. Creed.
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Competition IY. was an all-eoiners short-range, any rifle;
made were not verv extra— 30 in a possible 85
IM
easily— U»e scores standing, live prizes
taftrig
4 5 4 5 4 3 S—30
s.rirt MainrG W White
4
4 4 4 4 4 5-29
Wr-llt Auburn
'v »
4 4 4 4 5 4 4—29
,,a Villi" -Vuljiiru
'"
'.
3-29
5 5 4 4 4 4
Barnes. Oawego
'.-'].
",.
4 4 3 5 4 4 4—28
3eOBC*Paim
20
-;.,|!,,
,,,
28 Lieut. J. ti, liarion, Oswego
;,,
25
2S it, T. fer&Uui, Oswego
y
l'«wns«ud
25
-m-Vm
27 J. A.. Wood, OilVCgO.
lU
24
27 Sergt. M. Barnes, Oswego
s .".;.,;,, w,.-'ti.vi'i'
22
26 Jos. Cook
tiuil.er
v
11
a
'!,', .",'•

If

Creedmoor.
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4

a
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S
5

liT Manning,

-1 '"

about, the city.
It was rjniy Ek
a fine bass of 2(5 pounds weight

The sheepshead fishing at Doctor Lake has been supi b.
have caught some weigning .H pounds. Pass flshin
been good there.
There is to be a rifle match here on the fourth of next
month, distance 200 yards
any rest allowed,
latioi
favor of Frank Kuapp, of this city. Mr. Ohappel, of this

Marks-

Own errors.

James Buckley, Kern Creed.
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Ur Ceo Howe,
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Competition III. was team match open to teams of four
Ihc Forty-ninth Kegifrom any company or from the staff
iudividual prizes were
ment. Three team prizes and
idav
3 follows
given, the scores running up to
Company u, team No.

Mr. Eyrich.

to

consequences of their

mistake not, a shot was lost to the Irish team in one of the
International matches from this cause. It has always been
the rule at Creedmoor to score a miss for a blank cartridge.—
Ed.]

meeting in connection
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I

best fisherman

the

saw him bringing

this river.

[The goose-egg was properly given

men must

Forty- u iuth Regimental Rifle As-

sociation held a very successful

Camp Life in Florida are familiar with, is still living, though
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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T.vjihnt.i Peyerj Bore Throat nn.-i qasppEd nanas are better treated
externally with Cocoa Butter than with Glycerine, and at much ler-9

Wnitpr Batter S Go. prepare

cost

druggists

this art

For

this there
the record

is

Dr. A.
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Tuesday, June 19. There were eighty-five entries in the
amateur shoot by members of clubs represented, ami at
the close the prize winners were
First, H. Silsby. of
Seneca Falls, clean score, prize a silver set, value $100,
pr«*entcd by Dickinson & Austin, proprietors ol" Globe
Hotel, Syracuse; second, Mr. Dayton, of the Wayne County
Club, clean score on tics of nine, cash $75; third" Air. Sheridan, of Seneca Falls, dress pattern by Edward F. Rice,
Syracuse, valued at $50; fourth prize, $30 worth of powder,
presented by Hazard Powder Co., was won by Dr. R. V.
Pierce, of Buffalo; the firth prize, R. P. Flower, recap per
and loader, Geo. E. Haft & Co., value $l"i.
:

Wt&iesday; Jung 30.: -Under Mr. Greene Smith's arrangerpents the shooting proceeded with military precision. Tlie
amateur match, open to all who had never before won a
prize, was the order of the day, and ninety-nine men were
called to the score to take their chalices on the good and
The first prize, silver
lively wild pigeons from the traps.
bowl, presented bv J. If. Cook & Sons, Vauderhilt House,
Syracuse, value §100, was won by A. H. Sheridan, of Seneca
Falls, with a clean score on lies often.
B'J

yards rise, for the

prize:

first

1110—3
...Till 1—8 T. P. Denuison
A
J'. Ftasi-r
1 1 1 1-4
Second prize, French clock, D. Valentine, Syracuse,
donor, value $00 by J. York, Jr., of the Wayne County
Club, with a clean score on liesof nine, eleven compe.lilors;
third prize, hunting shirt, by Kent i& Miller, Syracuse,
value $ii0, by R. 1'. Flower, of VVatcrtuwn, tics on eight,
twenty two competitors; the fourth prize, given by Captain
Bogardus, value $15, by Mr. Heins. ol Buffalo, and the
fifth, a cartridge loader, "by C. G. Stoddard, of Washington,
D. C, by Oscar Morse, of'Yutes County.
We appenil sumSheridan

II.

mary

of the foregoing

:

Ties on nine.

F.H. Andrews
II.

1

C. c. Mors;:

J.

» 1
o

1

A. N. Cowden
fierce
C. .Link
J. P. Fisher
C. S. Burgess

,)r

—2

1

1

1

—I R.V.

w
111M

1

II. Bi'lftitu

I,.

J. York,

w —1

W —1
w —1

l«w

Chisiimre
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w
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n

1

u 1
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York bavlDg made a clean score was declared the winner

w —1
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w —1
w —1

w —
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second prize.
Ties on eight—20 yards.
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....0
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O. F.

1
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Second tr.al— ties on eight.— 81 yards.
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1

C.
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.1.
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.1

1

i

Burroughs

1
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1
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J. It A.opell
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1
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..0 1
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Compson

11. It.

1

1 1
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al-ties on eight—31 yards.
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G. R. Vine
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Fourth trial— ties on eight— 31 yards.
1 1 1 1—1 H. K. Compson

1111-4

1

1—4 G.

E. Vine
Mr. Flower, of the Jefferson County Club,
1
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1

1 1

0—3

was awarded the third

prize.
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Thursday, June 21. This morning everything favorable.
The ten pairs double bird shooting match, begun yesterday
aflernoon, was finished at noon, William CnBstian, of Buffalo,
winning first prize (valued at two hundred dollars), with 17
birds against 9 competitors; P. Gerber, of Buffalo, second
Maybe w, of Utica, the
prize— seventy-five dollars cash

— value,

M

;

Howard

Soule, Jr., of Syracuse,
fourth— value, twenty-five dollars, and A. Sheridan, of Seneca
Falls, the fifth.
fifty dollars

;

OOIWEST NUMBER FOUB.
ten single birds
same conditions as
Single trap shoot
other matches. This match was called at noon yesterday,
and after four squads had shot it was discontinued ou account
;

;

of rain.

FLY CASTING.
L. B. Heyser, of Niagara Falls L. Barber, of Syracuse, and
Henry H. Morse, of Rochester, acted as judges.
;

FIRST CONTEST.

In the all-comers contest in fly casting there were five entries,

who

cast as follows
Distance.
.72 feet.

Wood, Syracuse
A.M. Kenyan, Watorrawn
Ira

John J, MeWram, Syracuse
George Wood, Syracuse
Dr. A.
Fir.il Prise.

Rome, X. Y.

H. Fowler,

Ithaca.
Sr.-aml

7"
-.

Itliaea

feet.

65Xfeet.
01

BG

bamboo

Syriini

—

Fourth P?MB.--$a,lmon line, by Henry Hall, Highland
Value §15, to W. Slallbaum, of Syracuse.
Fifth Prize.— Best lfnenbasa line, 000" feet, and 300 feet
cable laid silk trout line, by Henry Hall, Highland Mills.
Valne $10, to George Wood, of Syracuse.
Sixtli Prine.—T!TOU.l line, by Bradford & Anthony, Boston.

.1

shooting contest at eight and nine hundred and
one thousand yard ranges, O. G. Jones, of Syracuse, took the
first prize, M. Cooper the second. Major Mauer Ihc third, G.
T. Stillson the fourth and \V". F. Belknap the fifth. The. valuable State Association prizes will be shot for to-morrow by
club teams.
rifle

The double- bird shoot was commenced at 5 v. m., and as
the entries were about fifty in number, but a small portion of
them could shoot last night.
At the short-range rille shooting there were nine entries.
Distance, 200 yards; open to all comers; ofi-hand.
Creedmoor rule?, except weight of rifle aDd trigger pull ten shots.
Following is the score of the entries
OO Jones
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4—89
.TVNOIIOU
4-:i!
G White
3
..4
4-39

43444IS448
S6
44453
5 44463.143
4433
444
3
S54B3
444
4
4
4
4

:

B Nicholson

S
3

MAuer
Nielinloy..

11

Yat-s

3

OW Failing

5

4
2

3
4

3

3
4

4

4

4-S'i

4—38
3—85

3

3

t

3

S

S

o— rs

3

3-34

3

9— 33

00344544

4—30
G. Jones, of the Yates Dragoons, Syracuse, took the
first prize, a silver water set, presented by "Louis Windholz.
John V. Norton, of Memphis, the second prize, a rille presented by \V. S. Barnum.
George White, of Oswego, the
third prize, a revolver presented by Fowler & Fulton, of New
York, and G. Payne, of Rome, fourth prize, $15 cash.
Handicap Match Entrance for each weapon for each distance. $3.
Ten shots. Persons allowed to enter in all by
paying entrance fee for each.
Distances£-carbines, 350
yards; military rifles, 500 yards; mid-range rifles, 000 yards
Orecdmoor rifles, 700 yards. Following is the score (when
an individual's name appears twice, he sliot at two ranges)
OOJOne?
S 5 5 5 5 4 6 4—41
4
A H Smith
5
4—43
MAuer
4
4—42
M I! Nicholson
3
5—41
WTTTJlCttOloy
4 4 « 4 3 5 3 5 3 4—40
A B Smith
2
4—31
OOJOUOS
4
2 04 3-31
M B Nicholson.
4 3 2 4
4
4 3 0-29
%

O.

—

;

:

55363544
44453564
55344354
02OS5444
43522

Geortre White

D ji

2

Bnice

3

5

4

2— It

4

02003300

3—14

Mr. O. G. Jones, of the Yates Dragoons, took the silver
water service donated by Patten & Sons of the Empire House,
valued at .$75 (Remington) Mr. A. B. Smith, of Geneva,
the second prize, a hay rake, valued at $45 (Rem.)
Captain
M. Auer, the third, a calendar clock, valued at $25 Sergt,
M. B. Nicholson, the fourth prize, a hunting cap and coat,
valued at $15, and Mr. W. H. Nicholoy, a $7 air pistol, the
;

;

;

fifth prize (Sharps).

The competitions, scores and winners in the Empire State
Association matches were as follows:
Competition 1.—Distance, 220 yards; open to all comers.
No restrictions, 20 shots, string measure seven minute rule;
entrance fee, $5. For this there were ten entries.
The
strings of the winners only were measured, as follows

HR

Inches.

Frazer

a:)

G

82

Syracuse.

Frazer

Value $40,

3

3

Ivenvon.

McBride, Mumford, N. Y.

to A.

M.

Third Prize.— Barrel extra flour, by Jacob Amos & Song,
Value $12, to .1. J. Meldram.
'Fourth Prize. Best linen buss line, 900 feet, by Henry
Value $7.50, to Dr. A. H. Fowler.
Hall, Highland Mills.
Fifth Prfce.—A fine English rubber reel, by Reuben Wood,
Value $5, to George B. Wood.
Syracuse.

—

SECOND CONTEST.
open to all who h&Ve never won a

prize.

Fisher

11

H

BDTJI

dollars.

Payne....

W

II

B
4
6

30

Fowler

The

Eighths.
5

Sixteenths.
1
1

1

1
1

a pair of Roman silver vases, donated by
Frazertif this city, valued at #25. and $35 in cash,
was won by Mr. II. R. Frazer of this city; the second prize,
by
H.
$25,
W. Martin of Rochester,- the third, $15, by Dan
LeFever of Syracuse the fourth, $10, by L. Egglc-ston of
first prize,
ifc

;

BaldwlnsviHe.
Competition 2. -Distance. 200 yards: 20 shots, string
measure. Shot under the rules and regulations of E. S. R. A.
:

11—24—45

n

Jones

Atirlulion Clnb.
10 11-10 11 11 111
00 it 11 11 11 10 11 111—23
10 10 10 10 10 11 10 ol 00 1o 10 11 10 11 10—11—40

n

Onondaga County CInh.

-,

W

it

Gen

has been as favorable as could be desired, and Ihc brisk west
wind helped the birds to take wing very lively. The first
match finished was at double birds," eighteen yards rise, ten
pair each, E. Hudson, of Syracuse, winning first prize, one
hundred dollars cash
G. "\V. Crouch, second prize, value
eighty dollars; R. Newell, of Buffalo, third prize, thirty dollars; T. H. Bex, of Syracuse, fourth prize, twenty five dollars, and A. H. Sheridan, of Seneca Falls, fifth prize.
Next in order was a single trap shoot, fifteen birds each, at
twenty. one yards rise, iu which there were seventy-six entries.
John A. Nichols, of Syracuse, won first prize, valued
at 200 dollars: A. H. Sheridan, of Seneca Falls, second prize,
100 dollars in cash; W. Fryling, of Seneca Falls, third prize,
value CO dollars;
E. Wakemau. of Bat a via, fourth prize,
18 dollars, and Dr. R. V. Tierce, of Buffalo, fifth prize, 15

In the

11—21

11 00 11 10 11 01 10 00 II It II 11 10 11 11—2-2
lu 11 10 10 11 11 11 11 00 11 00 11 10 11—22—44

W C Christian

Wday, June 22.—The fourth day of the field sports of the
New York State Sportsmen's Association, at East Sytjicuse,

28

|

U

;,

exhibition shoot ay capt. BOO

O

u

11 10 10 10 10 10 01 in 11 11 11 in 10
10 11 11 01 11 It 01 11 11 II 10 10 10 11

Forester Club.

FNewell

.There was a fair attendance at Wiet'mg Opera House last
night to witness Captain Bogarilus in bis wonderful feat of
breaking glass balls rapidly. The Captain was more successful than ever before, breaking 301 out of 309.
His longest
run was 104 consecutive balls. Time occupied, 23A minutes,
the quickest, lime the Captain ever made.
The long range ride shooting was postponed on account of
a heavy rain this afternoon.
The dog show and exhibition of
fish at the armory building is a perfect success.

M

Hlcsnntti

HKotile, Jr

di

30

flies

Single-handed

J a

be here elated that distance is but one element in
c-miiialion Of the relalivc merits of liy casting, accuracy mid delicacy entering into the question largely.
ii,

to

Central City Club.

Mills.

II

Opened

organized clubs of this State members of the Stale Associa"
To be held by the winning club each year in trust, to
lie accounted for to the New York State Association.
To be
shot for by two members resident of the county in which the
ciub is located; 15 double rises each, in accordance with the
Knirauce fee, $30,
rules of the New York State Association.
the entrance, fees to belong to the club holding the cup. This
cup has been held by the Audubon Club, of Buffalo, since lust
The weather was fine, and everything favored tho
year.
The following is the Official result":
shoot.
tion.

cuse.

the

inrhes

ail

&

to I>r.

Centennial cigar bolder, by Homer A. OsSyracuse.
Value $25, to John J. Meldram, of Syra-

"Third Prize,
traudc-r,

s6>it

Saturday, Junc 23.— Contest No. (i was called at 8:30 a.
for the Livingston Sportsmen's Association Cup, donated

Prise,—Patent hieMe-plflted rowing gear, by WilLittlefield, Conn.
Value $25, to Ira Wood, of

-e.

2-r,

Chas Fruzer

bv Jas. W. Wadsworih, Esq., Geneseo, N. Y.

rod, by Hoskins
A. H. Fowler, of

fly

L Egsleston

string is less than Mr. Martin's,
more than made Up the difference.

m.-,

:

Value #75,

HWM.otin

J.

feet.
feet.

oil

Dan LeFever
L Egirleston

by Sarah

feet,

8fl

;

feet,
feet.

—Silver mounted rod, by McIIarg & Co., of
Value $75, to Ira Wood.
—Fly book,
and English water-proof line,

SeeoTid Prise.

yet the weight of bis gun

»'-"' feet.

lU

incuts

19 5-ie
24 „

Though Mr. Eggleston's

feet.

Lyman,

liam

AC
1

lootit —1 H. Connors
1 0—3
1 1
CVear Morse
1 10 10—3
tr —1
1
Oscar Morse, who won the fourth prize, is a member of the Forester
County.
Club of Yates
The judges were L. F. Latta and L. C. Davenport; referee, H. Thomas.

third

—

AT! Smith

Ties o n six— 26 yards.
—o J. w. Stewart.....
o 0-w

C.Russetl

Prizes awarded as follows
Cight strip
First Prize.

Waring, Oswego, N. V.

set,

so

13

Ow—

1

Fifth trial— Ave birds.

P.P. Flower

M

Mu.im

II

feet.

7.",

;

1

R.P. Flower
G. K. Vine

Fowler. Illia.n

i.
..;:..' Siason,
Faycttevllle
C. w:'Siuilli, bjl'iictise

our report of the State shoot at Syracuse.
THE I'K0GR4MME.

at rive birds,

It.

Ira Wood, Syracuse
John J. Meldram, s.\ racnse
W. Stanbaum, Syracuse
Georgfi Wood, Syracuse

THE SYRACUSE SHOOT.

Ench

Rifle Association.
In this there were eight entries.
Thfistrinss of the winners only were measured as follows:

Empire

following

entries, with six prizes,

Hi: Frazer

everywhere— [.lift:

We continue

were seven

had of

"-'

'

343

Loililer,.

Gale

G W Crouch
G F Stillson
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Monroe County Clno.
11

n

in—23
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10— 19-43

11 11

The shooting moved along very smoothly and without controversy, ending in favor of ihe Central Oily Club of Syracuse
by a single bird. The team were warmly congratulated by
all, and bore their honors gracefully.
.Contest No. 7 was for ibe Dean Richmond Cup, open to
all organized State clubs mcnibeis of the Stale Association
;
and to become the properly of a club the cup must be won by
that club three limes, and is to be held by the winning club
each year in trust, to be accounted for to the Slate Association
until it is fiuallv won.
To bo shot for by three reptesi uialivcs of each cfub, in accordance with
lie' rules of
the
Voile Association. Entrance fee, $50 per club of three representatives residing in the county where such club is located.
Twice had this cup fallen to the possession of the Foresters
of Buffalo, and twice ihe Central Citys of Syracuse had borne
it from the field, winning the second lime last year.
It was
thought the contest for it this year would be between Ihe
Foresters and Central Oitys, but when the match was called
at about half-past eleven, the JclTerson County and Monroe
County Clubs were represented among the contestants. A.
Kleinman and S. H. Turrill, of Chicago, were appointed
judges, and Capt. A. H. Bogardus, of Elkhart, referee. J.
J. Burroughs, of Seneca Falls, was shot judge.
Following is
the score
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The tenth round had been fired, when Ihe Jefferson team,
seeing thut victory for them was impossible, and desiring to
give the field entirely to Ihe other teams to effect a saving of
time, withdrew.
The shoot was ended at 1:30 v. m. in favor of the Foresters
by one bird— the same lead by which the Central City won
The Dean Richmond Cup now bethe Wadsworth Cup.
comes the property of the Foresters, who have won it fairly,
and who value it highly. The Central Citys have simply exchanged cups, taking what is of the most benefit to them
financially.
Contest. No. 8

New

was for the
York State Associalion
president's badge, presented by President Greene Smith. The
contest was open to all organized clubs which arc members of
the association.
Entrance fee, $50. 'Uie badge becomes the
properly of the club winning it.
The match was shot:
English rules, 30 yards rise, the shooter not knowing which of
five Imps will be pulled.
There were five entries. Mr. J.
A Nichols represented the Central Citv Club of Syracuse,
Mr. T. H. Bix the Onondaga Club, Mr. H. Silsbv the Phmnix Club of Seneca Falls, Mr. Greene Smith the Madison
County Club, and Mr. Robert Newell the Forester Club of
Buffalo.
The match was commenced at 2:30 p.- m., and completed at 7:15.
The following is the gcore
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This match was by far the most exciting contest of the
tournament, As will be seen by the score, Mr. Nichols led
the rest at the beginning of the third ten birds. He was
shooting in excellent style, and it was generally expected that
he would win. The excessive strain which he has been subjected to, however, for the past week, had beguu to tell upon
him, and he was so ill that he was unable to complete ln's
score.
Mr. Greene Smith, the giver of the badge, next passed
to the front and held it nearly to Ihc finish, closely followed
by Mr. H. Silsby and Mr. Robert Newell. It was not till the

was killed that the contest was decided. The most
intense interest, coupled with the best of feeling, wns manifest throughout the contest.
In shooting for the President's
.badge, which was the most valuable of any of ihe prizes
offered at Ihe recent convention of the N. Y. State Sportsmen's Association, Mr. Robt, Newell, of Buffalo, the winner
began shooting in the match with a muzzle-loader, and missed
10' out of the first 20 birds shot ai.
Se then changed guna,
taking his Parker breech-loader, and killed five birds without
a miss, and succeeded in killing 25 out of the last 30 birds
which gave him the victory.
Jftr. Boot. Newell, the winner, accepted the badge from the
hands of the President, Mr. Greene Smith, with a few appropriate remarks on their arrival in Ihe city, which closed the
proceedines for 1877, and after a hearty greeting, most of tho
jubilant ^porUniei] took the evening trains East and West for
last bird
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York, Lowvllle, Juno 21, 1677.—1 inclose a score
tbe Lewis County Sportsmen's Association, June 13,
in a contest For live victor badge, which bas been worn for
the past month by Charles K.. Do';*, Tbe president of the
.association, ft. J. Richardson, carried oil the honors oF the

On the evening
of Jacksonville.
the Metropolitan Hotel, in accordance with notice, and
the large attendance of members ami the enthusiasm manifested siiows that success is assured.
Tbe treasurer made his report, which was b Battering exhibit of the financial affairs of the club.
The land and building committee submitted their report, which included the
plans for a club bouse, grounds for the erection of tbe house,
The rep.-irl was received and adopted. The election of
etc.
officers for the ensiling year resulted as follows
Aslor. Oommorlori
C. J. Kcnworiby. Vice-Gommodore; E W, Denny, Captain
W. II. Bent, Sccrdary A
House ComD. Bnsuett, Treasurer; a. M. Beck, Measnrer,
mittee— W. A. Dell, E. O. Stetson, II. D. lionnetheau. BuildVv
ing Ccir_n:iUs3— S. C'rimct D. ( l-tnki F II "1 Pays
Florida Taobt Club of Jaoksoxviilk.
fith of June the Florida Yacht Club,
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Azalea, lost, ten minutes by not starting till after the second
whistle bad blown.
The interest of tbe rae centered in the first class schooners
and Sloops. The Haley. ii, who for the last four years has
swept oil' the prizes whe ever she appeared, had bad a new
overhanging stern put or by her builder, J. J. Harris, of Port
.|
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Drew, J. Ii. Campbell. Finance Committee— D. G Ambler,
McConihe, (!. B. Benedict. Board of Trusters— \V. Stokes
Boyd, H. Ihsbcc, Jr., E. M. Randall. J. E. Gampb.ll, Dr.
Geo. R. Hall. Regatta Committee— J. P. Childs, K. McL.

n.

management was looked at with a good deal of interest. He:
chief competitor, the Mngie, has c tanged her trim considerably since last year's drifting match, and under the charge of
her new sailing master who bad been so accustomed to show
his heels to the licet
in the coming race, with a strong wind
blowing, was looked upon by many as the winner. Tbe
Foam, as usual, was sailed by her owner and looked remark-

Laughlin, E. B. Kellogg.
The building committee were instructed to erect a club
house, in accordance with the plans submitted by G. Hoover,

—

—

§onting.

§/nchtmg and

M

•

Jefferson,

architect.

The club house, by these plans, will be a two-story building,
seventy feet long bythirty wide, with a gallery all around the
second" floor and, upon the top of the house, an open promby eleven wide. The
The prizes were won by the Halcyon, Fcarl. ss and Way- enade, with railings, seventy feet longwater,
with a rectangufirst floor will be five feet above high
ward, being purses of $300 for first class sch
icrs and $100
lar opening or dock in it of seventy feet long by seven wide,
for<
The ontests beh sen toe Magic in which row boats can be moored, or even small sailing craft,
and Halcyon and betwei
ay interesting. as the first floor will
.ops
Tbe first
be eight feet from the second.
-ll::-!i::"s- f ;i.
pr sent as specta
floor, on either side, of the dock, is to be the receptacle, of the
effect.
sails, oars, etc.
The second floor, which is to
The Halcyon, though .. much known south of the Cape, spare rigging,
he used' for hall, reception room, oath room, etc., will be ten
is a very fast boat, particularly to windward,
though her
nineteen in tbe centre, being surnew stern aids her greatly while running free. There are feel high at the sides and
by an octagon roof, upon which is the promenade
many people around Boston who would be glad to see her sail mounted
before mentioned
and this breezy retreat is to be reached by
wilh the Comet.
X. Y. Z.
a flight of stairs from this floor. 'The boats in the club house.
Quis.iY Yacht Cluis. The annual regatta was sailed on dock can be entered, according to the plan, either from the
June 19th with the result appended:
first floor or from two platforms, each eighteen feet long by
eight wide, situated on each side of Ihe water end of tbe
building.
The club house, when completed, nest fall, will be
an ornament to the river side of the ci'y.
It is the intention of the club to establish a reading room
27 S
|.pao
37 1
where will be found the leading papers and journals of the
25
,.H. A. Nash
country. To enable winter visitors to participate in the advanc.l).fl
J. O. Biuney
38 3
tages of the organization, without the delay attending a nomSEUONI) CLASS.
ination and election, tbe constitution and by-laws provide that
W. F. Mnyberry
211 0>J
C.D.C
upon the recommendation of a member a stranger can obtain
c.O.e
Tl. A. Keith
IS 1
provisional membership and all the privileges of the club from
man class.
the house committee, by paying tbe annual subscription of
I.llv
E. W. Marsh
17 6
C.b.0
fifteen dollars— subject to future" action of the club at its next
e.h.e
Imp
,w.f. Majberry
10 »H
Red Lion
.... e.b.c. ...... G. W. Morten
10 S
meeting. If the provisional member should not be elected
e.n.e
r. c. Ctmbtmck, Jr
l« S
It is the intention of the
ihe subscription will be refunded.
Annie
168
club to strictly guard its portals, so that objectionable persons
Dully Vardeii..
K.
..16 S
Kate
...16
cannot secure advantages offered. The by-laws and rules
josenblue
1. Bracken.
and regulations arc very stringent, and gambling, drinking, or
Annie V
c.t..c
Vcar.loa
16
ungentlemanly or disorderly conduct will result in immediate
The IiYSB Yacht Ci.cn held a regatta off its club house on suspension, if not in ultimate expulsion.
the 20th.
The Judges were Messrs. Q. A. Towns, C. ShuWith a grand river, in some places miles in width, and with
ban and S. T. Downs, and the summary was as follows:
deep water, every advantage will be offered for yachting and
boating.
As evidence of this, we need but refer to the fact
tl KST CLASS.
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that deep and open water extends from the bar to the head of
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Length
time
time
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a distance of over lob miles.
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climate, and one of the best rivers in the country for aquatic
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1 01 50
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sports, we are sanguine that the club will be a success, and
Neal
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MaglC
that many visitors will take advantage Of the facilities offered.
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Skwaxhaka Yacht ClOB»—Saturday, June 23. Corinthian
from Buoy No. 5 and return,

>eean Race, 30 mi'.cs to sea

each yacht to be sailed and steered by Iter owner. Two
$250 each. The conditions barred out the timid, so

prizes,

e first class and one in
there were only tw
(Capt. Thomas) and Idler
The
the second, viz:
Thelattpt. Maxwell. 2.1.
(Capt. Colgate), 1st; P<
tor did not sail, as the rule provided that there must be two
The steamer Cyclops look
starters to constitute a race.
down (he regatta committee and a party of Friends, and the
newspaper reporters. Thejeommittee were Messrs. M. Roose-
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Uaml.ler, therefore, wins, beating the Idler 3m. 30s.,

The

coi reeled time.

—The

schooner yachts Fleetwitig, Osgood, Vesta, Mills
New York Y'acbt Club the TriThayer, of the Atlantic Yacht Club the Madeleine, Dick(i-5f.ii, Brooklyn Yacht Club, and the sloop Vision, Alexander,
have gone on a cruise to the eastward.

and Reckless. Kane, of tbe
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The annual June regatta
Oia;b.
Ckxtral Hudson Y'a
took place on Monday, Ju e 18, over the ten-mile bourse at
New Hamburg. There were three starters in the first class,
Hire.- in the second class, and only one in the third, as 161•

(Mass.— Victoria, owned by J. R. Roosevelt, of Hyde
Park: W. K. Brown, owned by Q. Prank Brown, of Newburgh'; Fidgctt, owned by Irving Gnnnell, of New Ham-
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at the spacious
the steamer Mischief

ried the lair s.x to the

or.

the best citizens of

well conceived, and will add backbone to the club.— Ed. F.
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Boston Yacht Club.—Boston, June

1

1

38 I"
35 00

.
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lliiiLdini

III
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Finish,
H. s.

Start.
M. S.
21 56

.

.

Yacht

19

01 15

ll

the sum-

is

:

r.ost.i

Kstes

1

among

under better auspices, as regards men, means, influences, and

I

following

the

Rorey

H.

W. A

19 00

this club are

Scarcely aver did a similar organization start

Jacksonville.

ii.

Commo-

Dare Devil,

:

of

1

[The members of

OS 34
12 2S
OS 31
14 59
10

11

Hyde Park.

l.

v King, of Newburgb.

.

1

II.

Ni wIm.i

.1

The
marv

1

1

41 07
1 35 11
1

Ci it.— The regatta was the fourth oF
a series sailed there each successive 17th of June, and was tbe
The judges were D. K.
best ever sailed off Marhlehead.
Phillips, L. G. Pitman, Isaac Atkins, M. J. Kiejey, George
H. Brown and S. S. Goodwin. Prizes were awarded to tbe
Triton and Geinsbok of the first, Breeze and Gael of the second, Posej* and Ripple of the third, Helen and Mabel of the
fourth, and Lurline and Fun of the special classes.
The first
and second classes started at 1:58, tbe third and fourth at
2:2o and Ihe special classes soon after 2:30.
The smumaries
are as follows

The M
don-.

1

34 00

1

opportunities.

ranaeater

Gracie

not taken

22 OS
21 02

Clifford.... Bl) 10
Bttsseil
21 09
II.

G. A. Taylor
A. R. Hacker

i.i/./.le

Nymph

owned by

-Mollie,

U. Russel

Otis PecKet

J

Time

ortln

""it

pruperly,

aiulsomKof

to discover the 29l.ho!
rod I
'•'.-ll

.
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b-ltei'

than they

1

,

wfigU's
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again here with the Biuonded
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FOREST AND STREAM.
and
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ige,
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"
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Tit, A.<

24
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l,0
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Wood,

dark,

i

in)

21%

1831-16

!-•'<

JB9

21

a short itilil very muscular man. Hla
re perfect, and he isln every respeef alieauiileal
has never pulled In a race of any Importance, but has

Hart, ot the Scientific School,

—

YesterSiiiVan Lake Regatta. Boston, June 14, 1877.
day, June 13, wil! long be remembered by the rowing frater.nity in the vicinity of Boston, especially by those who witnessed the contest at Silver Lake,
The trains that left the Old Colony Depot were crowded
itlful sheet of water
with anxious ones, proceeding I

1-

A.C

'78,

—

177

ec

muscle and skill. Al''
.'.
s taken l>v the Surging crowd,
thotnih e\ fry a\ -una
of a how oar. He
no distinction of any character was noticed during the entire
much boatiue. ra pel inn.-.e, and Is looked npou as an tniiiicn, J of le day.
\ line band of. music C livened the scene; and those
man. flls stroke is u.-miy perfeel as regarUs style; sometlnteB tie that wished could please themselves dancing. Too much
qODKSulBQ&ra little at Hie beginning ef ttie stroke, lmt he is rapidly
compliment cannot be paid to the referee and slarter, James
pvereoming tliisiuinn. Tins is really abont the only fault he has, au<l
the judges. Messrs. O. O'Brien, John \V.
F. Oruinnd, Esq.
it is not a bad one,
Frazier, J. Dogherty, and J. Flanly, with P. Bibber, Esq.,
Herman Livingston, ol New York city, pulls "two." lie is a beauti- time keeper.
fully built, young fellow, being more gracefully put loget er tlUU WOS!
The lake is a beautiful sheet of water over seven miles i
The
boa lag men. He pulls a .-lean, good stroke, liougli he Still 1ms something
circumference, front ten to fifty feet deep in places.
courses were marked out to give ample opportunity for all to
of his old habit; of jerking a little at Hie end auil hoisting In
liol
He also sometimes melts his oar. lie never loafs in a boat, i currea- see, at any point of Ihe race. The buoys were sunk low in
Every
Ihe water, so that, the boats should not be impeded.
poutleut. writing in one. or the New V..rk .tallies liassaldol tuni, that he
He puis precaution was taken by the Old Colony Road to insure indiis an "earnest, Scry WUl'ker." That Is the eon eel repression.
vidual safety and comfort.
This lake is only one hour's rule
r«
IBOfl
more zeal into his work than any man :n M boat, n
from Boston, and 1ms been fitted up with every possible care
wbicli
onoeoocni
be was hot retained in the
A base ball ground lms
for the convenience of the public.
Ot tllfrerBB
the coaeli fearing that lie would kit himself and a
it is one of flurecently been added to its many advantages
a university race,
before the end «i (he race. He lias iicv r imlted
most desirable places for picnics and pleasure parlies. There
hilt is an old oar, being Champion sculler ol Hie. college.
is a nice little steamer, Lady of the Lake, together willi rowanother new man the forward half of Ihe boat
P. E. Hyde, So.
ing and sailiog boats, that give ample opportunity for those
•
are all now this year;. He is the youngest man on the on nr,
that desire a trip on the surface of the lake.
looked upon as one of Hie sure ones. He has a line, dcopchest and
The single scull race had twelve entries.
good loins. He is so \oung thai one feels s,,|'e prophets] lug almost anyLength
thing of him provided he does pot overdo before he readies Ins uiatunName.
Weight
Weight.
into
ami
m
much
He
i

is

thill

wn-

!.-

'

i

Why, I walked as lofty
How proud was to take him iu
did the first timellml Ella (my wire! allowed me I,, -'accompany her home." I might remark that I didn't feel quite
so
tall" when it came down to asking Ike " old gentleman"
I.

as

!

I

'•

station.

H«l

1I»

81
-'

A.C

C, F. Al.lriel.,ei«,'T9,
Stib.,

i,.

Meadow

164

121

I

L.S.....

-ik,

;

16US

19

(Ol B, TT, A (:
No. «-0. D. Tltotupson, 19, A .«
dollm fi u
i

paper boats; length, 58£ feet
width, 21 inehei
aboUl 240 pounds.
The course *as from Off Hampden Park,
four miles straight away to tie finish, just south of Long
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sume.

my

Well, I

am

off

We planned another html

lor

next day which was to

for his favorite da tight it.

To

subject.

re-

a raid on seine "dens."
"Bill" went to his and eamcover
to help me .after he had killed one and "splattered" another.
dug awhile, and out jumped one
Mine had gone to hole.
half grown, and nwny it went.
Dogs soon caught it, and
while we were rejoii ing, out went another. Dogs did not, see
we
was
il, nor did
quite a way oil".
1
lila/.ed away
until it
lie

We

and turned him a somersault.
Law, man! howl instantly
fell more in
love with that guttl
I could hardly keep !r nn

I

I

I

I

I

;

'
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i
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li.
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wieB ton
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mbersto.
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muscle
the end ; puts too
It,
He vigor of his lealher.
--ni -iiinie. lleis long an. w iry, and pulls
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N.U.Jain
Hi
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absent-minded in
cannot plea}]

i

1

1

We

I
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1

modi
Am your well wisher.
PHrulcum, 11'. Va., May

tie

is,

;-:,

i.

palling it; unless. 1 did 3| foi c it kjWlS a little.
This kind of
is certainly jtisl what, we want.
Won't I flirt the deer'
with it next winter if all is well? This rifle is as line sbooiing
as any I ever bandied.
I did nut expect to '"puff" this gun
when I started, but you know bow nai oral it is to talk of what
we admire and know to be O. E. Let me see; guess I had
just shot a ox a while" ago.
Yes: well old "Frank "went
the hole and brought out the third fox "dead imitl'."
had " lOti of fun " and foxes.
1 am afraid 1 have lengthened this article too much.
I certainly would not make a good preacher, for good ones stick to
llfif texts, which I ha
.ot (ioi
in this.
However, if you
you may publish, and 1 may
think th
give, y.n
n white.
Shin
ly, think I could give you alit-

gun

jv

i

am tola

I

somewhat

lie is

into errors for wtiicll he

lap

ignorance. In his build he reminds me
Keliogg, his strength being of the same nervous, wiry oroarsman*. He. has the same fault as Nos. i and 8. He
'

lbs.

nn

Planted

Johnson

Ckiokkt. — Saturday,

I).

M.

8.

20, 1877.

Twite 28,

— Gennantown

Club of Phil-

adelphia vs. Stafen Island Club, at Camp Wathiil rion, S.I.
Attendance unusually large. The five brotheis II ugi eaves,
despite Jones' swift, bowling, rolled up a score of 105, or 11
more than was made in he total (f the two innings of lite
Sfateri Island Club.
The following is the score
I

Ill

:

laudi'i

Hanlou.

..165

Mr

,

I

nn

in

'

i

•!

ii.

u

i

;m

i

mil

pullB out at the end.
es die

isfi

li

c, throws too

i.

When

wafer,

iiiiieh

B.C. Cook

i

in

i

i

He

mar.

;

is

mass

a

and

of muscle,

much

better than

mttOUnt'M work winch he is putting in and his
hands away unite quloltly enough,

Name.

i

He

,

.li.,.,

i,

Is

rrnliirkahln for his

lbs.
51

Rook in Bros

luil-lO

as

CO

Connelly Bros

152-10

& Maxwell

enough
N,

;

that

to prevent

W,

-

.

:

1

i

1

1

.

.

his

is

captain of the crew.

lie

rowed on

last year's

1

,

1

it.

1

,

1

ii

1

pulling -s"

,,

i

is

in

the

21 min., 40j sec,

1st,

$150.

Brewster...
b. Brewster.

-1

Total

13S.

ISLAND.

hi

lioat.

Brewster
W. Brewster, e. .7. Thurnian.
Joins,

It

I).

Jr., b. It. llai-Ki-.-aves
VV. Stevens, b. Urewsler
li. Oiiterbrhlge, b. Brewster.

li.

E.

Ib.binson,

weaves,

84

fi

c.

5

not on
'
hit wn-kel, b. Br.-wster
e. J. HaiyieaM-s, b. T. ifar-

Biverside

31

100

158

PorUaad

so
32

iso

ni2
tad

ms
150
160

127
149

The Lakeman came home easy winners, in 19 min., 59f sec,
$150. Riverside second, 20 min., 20 sec, $75; Portland, 20
min., 37j sec.
Hedge.

—

b.

a

T. Ilnrereavts- b. Ln-wster
LloH'iinm,

b.

Brewster

" />

1

-l

1.

iwster.
er

!t
:i
I)

35

,,.,,

Erewscer

e.

—A

Michigan. Detroit, June 23, 1877.
six-onrcd shell race
for the champion cup was rowed by the Excelsior and Zephyr
boat clubs, at Detroit, June 22. The crews were Excelsior—
Earl, Telfer, Goldsmith, Campbell, Kimball aud Standish.
Zephyrs— Craig, Dings, Reynolds, Heukel, Keating and Linn.
The, race was won by the Excelsiors in 18:41, the Zephyrs following in 18:49. Distance, three miles.

5,
1

«

liar-

J.

st.

lbs.

3T

yrnket,

hit

8

Biews'.r

b.

J. ft.

ft.

James
Lynn

i'.rewnier

b.

-I
,'i

l),

Harm-eaves

R.

lioat,

Lakeuian

St.

Inning.

greaves

Name

OityPoint

W.M.Donald, b. Brewster...
J. Lee, runout
A Harvey, e. Brewster,
1(.

A.

Weight

Length

it

crew,
...
lie pulls the strongest oar
e famous Philadelphia four.
hi good shape.
He is the heaviest and strongest
in the boat, and pulls
man of the eight, and has gre it staying powe 's. fie is popular with his
.vim
1ldispensable vith the oapmen, and with the college, a
tain of the Crew.
F. Wood, ofNorwalk, isstt oko. He pallet iu the sam e position on
tie winning freshman orewJ f '7tt. A bet let' stroke than o pulls could
uot well be imagined. Ife is an Old oar. ha\ ug pulled coi stantly since
'73. wilh the exception ol '75. when he broke ins leg and
ad to lie by a
of 34 and 361 o the minute.
season. He is now setting
This will probably be kept III
lie throws
uiav go up to Ms.
Collins

first,

-.

alWaysg his hands over his knees quickly
splashing up the wafer with the blade of lii.s

dOA'l

frta

i

fnd, 21 miu., 5+^ sec, 2d, $75.
IBO RACE, PAIR 0A1 «n BOATS.

.

i

:
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ft.

&

Biglin
Max^
Goultin Bros, i

illl

iu

llisuiily fault,

5!
.

.

Weight.

boat.
34

everything he has ever gone Into is good. He was left Held
nine belon going on
io crew, Is a good hurdle Jumper and
:,,.,,
n on (h e Football tcniu last year.
tone*

-

I

prtlefl last

.lnoii.v

is

i

fiecinu!

180-175

Biglin

year n
o
b
iiuniensely powerful ami the most,

pi,,

His record

Weight.
lbs.

a Utile at the flnish.

O. Tj.Titoui:j.-,on

W.

SECOND RACB, PAIR 0AKED BOATS.
Length

tlon't gel his

p.

11.

Johnson's 22 min., 8 sec, and Landers 23 min., 20 sec.
The others time were not taken. First
prize, $1;)0» second, $75.

i

certainly doing

is

start

lead,
31 minutes, 493 SCCondS;

I

Shams,

b. Jc
'Ihiiiiiiuu,
.1. L. Thurnian, Jr.
Byes, 11 ; leg bye,

.1.

was obtained at 2:40 p. m., Plaiser taking the
Johnson second, ami Landers third. Plaisted's time was

i

He

boat.

,

Brewster..
7

A fair

if

only utilize il to its utmost capacity, he would mil > e of the
in the boal. Unfortunately, he is somewhat c. uuisy,
n,i rowing varies somew
in.
...
tie other day he saw Cooke pull as grac

Iii-

80-1

..MS
Kelly

boat.

n,

at

...165
..159

vigor into the stroke jilst'be-

he waxes careless, he swings out of the

Total.

b.w.,b

run out

Total

for Staten Island

9
1
1

Hoffman, b. t;. IUr«reavoa!
Byes, 4; leg hyea,!..,."
fi.

41

Umpires-James Smith,

T. Tfarsreiives. ...
Brewster.

0. J. Ilai-»reitves. b.

;

(I

5
63

,

Daniel Oakley, for Qetv

—The International cricket match, between the Montreal
Club and the St. George's Club, of New York, at Montreal
June 19th, resulted in a defeat of the former by a score of '^44
to 95.
are the greatest men. Thefaet about B. T.
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The foregoing

letter

v,

tils

2Ct.h,

appear

wi

A

visit.

f

ill

as written for publication in our issue

June 21st.— Ed.]

BfepaoH KtvEif Bowifra Association. —Troy, June 23.—
day's regatta was a great success, with wind and
weather altogether satisfactory. The winners were
Tompkins, of thu Vv'ol
inks, won the single scull race iu 1(1 mill.
'

The. double scull race

was taken

.•asily

by the Wolvenhooks

in n

i

sec.

Davey, of the Jlutuals,

won

senior single scull race in

tin

51 sec.

The great event, ol Ihe da
venhooks amid great exciti
',!-«
second, in u min. is u sec.
i-

Nei-ri'KE Rowing Otcrt.— West JVcw LSrighton, S. I., .Tune
—Annual regatta. The first race, pair-oared shells, for a
pair of gold oars, was won by T. K. Keater and 0, T. John\. single-scull for the club badge and the junior chamson.
pionship was won by F. L. Rodewu.il. The "Punch and
Judy" race was won by "Punch." Iii the tub race, which
ended the sport, 11. SiutliwotTh Pratt was lite winner.

23

(VlI.U.MBlA AND IfAEVAP.1)
A the boal race between

—

I

lield, JIass.,

BOAT RAOB AT

Bl'BnjSEIEtD.

Columbia and Harvard at Spri ngwon easily by three lengths,
s in 4j55, 5:20, 5:45 and 5:27,
21:37.
Columbia's time was 21:51)1.

on Tuesday, Harvard

having made tin
and the whole, distant
The crews were: Co

nil'-

a- Eda ad Kelly, bow
Charles
Eldivdge, 2d: G. P.
eyriLs Edsoii, 4th
H. G.
Ridaback, 5th; U. li Colgab
hj E, E. Sage, 7th: J. T.
Goodwin, stroke; Jietirv Cast .•r, coxswain, Average age,
average
weight,
vears
1
pounds.
Harvard—
|
L. N.
21f
Litta'ner, bow; N. N, Brighc
2d; B. J. Legate, 3d; W.
M. Lemoyne. 4th M. R. Jacobs, 5th W. H. Schwartz, Oth:
W. A. Bancroft, stroke, Average age, 21
F. W. Smith, 71 h
average weight, ICGi pounds, Both crews rowed
waters'
;

;

j

;

,

;
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Editor Forest and Strsam
As a few remarks

account of

In Hi e issue of the

The second

403

FOX HUNTING

by Blaikee,
use in the

VIRGINIA.

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

have

porters,

always a large

•w, plrysie.al-

am

.nn

boat of the

x

'.,.

She haa ho

mar-inn.', :n.

ly, i-

&

Tiffany

depth 8 inches [roin slide, a
English eight uvd la-' '..•;:

;

;

m

:

relative to our sport last

may not be out of place, I venture to write.
On hearing Minor and "Bills' " hounds on

week

articles for prizes for

shooting, yachting, ratine

after foxes

the chase, I hast-

ened to a stand; there waited until near noon; music of
hounds had died in the distance, and 1 had about, concluded
Mr. Fox had given them the slip. Aud I guess lie had, for
he stepped out from under a bank and stood within fifteen
yards of me! I can never tell how he got there without my
seeing him coming, unless I was looking at my new gun, a
combination (rifle and shot) just received from Nichols & Lefever, of Syracuse, N. Y.
Now 1 had it all " made up" as to
how I would proceed. Of course I would see the fox eoming.and
if he stopped then I was going to try the inserted title barrel;
if no stop, Ihen with shot. By his slipping up on me he got the
better of me so suddenly I " roostered " both barrels, got ritle
sight, but couldn't find rifle trigger; could not manage this
handful of triggers, and as Reynard didn't care to wait till I
made the selection, he (about the time I had found the right

one) started to trot off. Then where! oh, where was the
shot trigger ? Well, I didn't find it, just then
And away he
went unhurt.
I was much vexed over this, as I wotdd have liked much to
take that fox in with me.
Was so thoroughly disgusted with
myself, to give vent to feelings I told the candid ruth (what
sportsmen don't always do about such things as this) and the
folks had a good laugh at me.
Still I had a hankering after
that, fox, and told the boys I would have him by the hind legs
before night if he didn't look sharp.
So out I went dogs
had him up again. I slipped up on Minor, shook a bush and
boused " him near out of his boots. We took oflr stands. 1
sat there educating myself in the modus operandi of my fowling piece, and had just graduated, when Minor's " heavenly
music " broke the stillness, and here came foxy. His line lay
some fifty yards to my right, and as he was passing I gave him a
dose of No. 1. Those pellels caused him to cut a '"pigeon
wing " then and there.
Then he came nearer toward me.
When within a rod I gave him the coulents of the rifle (never
thought to slip in another shot shell !)
It happened just as
well, as the rifle " curled him up,"
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Square,

New York

Univn-

—
:

Soikktifio.

—Prof.

S.

P. Baird,

Assistant

^Jm

^(UvriticMcnfs,

Il.lUllKE'S

CONC13KT OARDEN,

^ubUintionu.

Secretary of the Bmithsouisn Institute, Wash-

and United States Pisit Coramisionor,
will locate in Salem for the four summer
months. A dredging' Steamer will be in Salem
harbor, and science in this direction will bo
ington,

A Strange

Biro.

—A correspondent

WITH MAPS AND

"Robt. E. Best has received a nondescript

7.30

EtllTOtt

.

r

;"

We
it,

have heard of this bird, or one very
several times within the last year, and

Boxes seating

60 cents admission.

AUTHOR OF THE

"WORMS IN DOGS.
A CEBTAIN REMEDY.

NEW YOBK:

Judge HoltneR, of Bay City, Mich., says: "It Is
Hie best preparation I lei'vc f.iumi in ,ic veics of aeuve
fii qui ik use of guns.*'
T. \i liioadwny. dr.,
writes: "I seep two gnus on bund of a bout on the
salt water. 1 have never been able to keep them
~
your ml, and find or I.,
iseoV
Sold by all principal dcdei.s
The nade supplied by
sole iuanutacturer. GEu. I). EATON, 6TD Pavutila
avenue, J rsey GUy Heights, N. J.

amurican-nkws company, agknts.

Hill,

Tt.

Near Murray

New

St.

Yorl;,

game

N. Y.

commence until after two
o'clock, when, the signal gnu being fired, the capThe shooting

did not

tain of the New York corps led off with the usual
four shots— first, iu honor of the President or
the United States second, in honor of the Governor of New York third, in honor of the Governor of New Jersey and fourth, for the Now

describe* "97 varieties of edible Hsli Slot
be taken with the book; r>u varieties of

M.
Manufactuer
•d,

S7

and Mr. John P.. Groman the right crown and
On the ring target Mr. Feun'tng, a young
member of the Zeltler Club, out of a possible 75
in three shots made 6S. We shall give the results

ueais

5'i

u.tcli

;

nice oues.

ST., RoelH-sle". N. T.

je23 4t

AND RIFLE GALLERY,

i

1

Bowery,

New

York.

wounds,

poisons, illness, aim emergencies

biles,

<>i

Binds f.ir cleaning, repairing, and preserving
every Implement used for sport; for se.leci.ion aud
use of every kind of boat employed by sportsmen
a referouce list of several humlr. d books no request
by sportsiuuu, and a diiectory where to buy outfitting
goods.
II instructs in taxidermy, and tellshowto preserve
aud mount specimens of animals, buds and iisti.
;

;

I

honk

fine

and Wananied in
Cambridgeport, Mass.

urder,

box

double-barrelled

Scott gun,
every particular.

made

to

SALE.— Shares
Black Hawk Club, Lake
FORKoshkonoiitr,
Wi-cnnsin splendid canvas-back
in

;

duck shooting ami buss
t^O

Vil

IV

l.'\:

rlWI,'

can inline from vour advanced shcetd that, vonr
in to sportsmen."
will be i i'icl.'«if,-ii,,i.iuvii
i

(.'.

••

ilslimg; flue house.
<.^,.|.,nF

Shares,

l?n.,lan>.\n^

Tl,

Trour,

ca.

r

li.ucic

Uuss and Pickerel lishiug

tilts office.

po EXCHANGE.—Scott

X

locks,

$2>5 for

feb22.tf

10-cal., 9 lbs., cost

quality 12-cal. T lbs. R.

VALENTINE,
jeT4t

111.

good working

bitch for a double niuzzle-ioading
shot-gun or a sln^io ini-ecli-loader in good condition. Address
WALKER, Franklin, Del.
Co.,N. Y.
Je28 1t
field

roar of laughter

set

the house in a

by transposing two

jou are capamco
need soiiieiliiin

Frank Forester."

-/'.

M.

Beti

C.

J).,

Lake

:

would not be satisa measure done so by tak-

till

he had in

Get yonr' fine books bound. Art Journal hound
uniform to London patjiisben style, picturesque

if

E.

j|7«

WALKER'S SONS.

14

Dev

Geologist

££XI7J2:EtikX.S

Describes World-building,

Elements, Minerals,

the

0. Z.

MILEY,

-Fan."

WADDELL,

Edina,

Knox

THOMAS

J.

cost $2A

;

Mo.

Rubber Cushioned

AXLE,

Bernards.

2s inches ai Hie shoulder,
weight 1«j lbs. The sire is of a glossy black color,
stands 88 Inches at the shoulder; will weigh over
ale splendid specimens
Both
ISO lbs in condition.
of 'the breed ; gland and massive in appearance.
For full particulars, adPrice very reasonable.
Illoomsburg,
Pa.
jeH 3t
SCHUYLER,
dress J.

well

trained;

stands

R

JAS.

to more than six hundred
and received the Indorsement of our most

MEYER,

JR.'S

FOR KENKELS,

(OF

BROOME

to

Pedigree includes
mm aud
i.\ Eas.
JbSS

.!

t

of

J,

]eS8 It

born, Mtlsf.

IOR

F

SALE— Pointers— A

brace,

dog and

bitch,

bred and finely triilned. Aisn their four
ths' puppies; already stand on game.
Ady

SHOTWELL.

Tuttle'a Corners, Sussex
Jeffllli

weeks old, Mx puppies out
SALE, wuen
FOR
of my blue be. ton setter Mell, by Bob Roy. They
eiolit

black aud white. Two f them are black white
and tan, ami arealmosi peifeet imsges of tlieiir sire.
City
For pnrlic dais, addre-s 1.. F WHITMAN,
.

r,

Hall, Uetioit, Mich.

jeSS If

FIR

SALE-Three due pups,
Fottler's Red Hugh, dam bv

red Irish, sired bv
Pilot, he by Jarvln
C. A. bUMNhR,

Dick.
jeiSlt

1

Mdford, Mass.

HARRISON

PRIZE KENNEL. -Irish BMter

pup-

pies for sale— Poor dog puppies, twu tnoillhs
old (weaned), same strain as the pnpplesthat took
lue Westminisall the prizes in their class ul the
all
ter Dog Miow. Color, orange and while
Price, J50 each. Address O. W. BASSFORD,
red.
71 Broadway, N. y., or White Plains P. O., N. Y.

am

PUPPIES FOR SAiE-SHed
F.ELD TIHAL
Luther Afianis' ciianiplim Ileia tilal

by
wluntr

Mr.

Drake." out of " Diena." slio by >' Leleesier," out
of Mr. Geo. Delano's " Doll." whelped May J, r-w.
For price and pedigrees adoiess
STJMjd91
NER, Milton, Mass.
"

Co.,

STREET),

BROADWAY, 47TH
JeH6t

Girondin Disinfectant

customers.

&

ooih very

SALE— English Fot hound dog pups varv
FOR
Mipenoi- blood. Address
E. HOLDEN, Sea-

arc.

have a few large and very handsome St. Bernard
puppies bred from a ocauilful seal brown bitch,

Which we have applied

Brewster

>oli

Kieidar (Ugured by Idstone), Old Tort
other noted dogs. Address J. R. W., Boi
Milton, Mass.

.1.

I

QUALITY, FORM, COLOR ANO FASHION.

.en hincK setcost $100. Very

will

BEERS, New Haven, Conn.

FOR SALE— DeerUonnd Pups.

Co.,

All large size.

St.

ROAD WAGONS,
rjNEQtTALED IN

Centennial, St.

Lancaster, Pa.

Dog

N.J.

Books Veins, Metals, Ores, Carbons, Gems, Spurs,

Limes, Clays, Grits, Salts, Paints, wiT.li their localinice, post paid, $t. Address
ties and deposits,
54
FRED H. SMITH, Civil and Mining Engineer,
fell St
Lexington St., Baltimore, Md. t

at

Je2S It

Pointers and Setters or approved Imported and
Native blood thoroughly broken; also pops of different ages. In the stnrl, Imported Irish Setters,
"Grouse" and "shamrock." Also Pointers, " Phil.
Jr." and "King Philip," by "Old Phil;" "Phil, Jr.,'
out of Colburn's l.uug and Wilson bitch ; "King
Philip," out of Madden'a Urst prize champion bitch,

Camas

imported red Irish setter

of prizes

Louis and Baltimore bench shows, for stud purpose.
Terms, *S5. lor pedigree and particulars, address

cheap.

street.

lnv?w%*8,

critical

Q3F

Setter.

Iris

offers his

handsome dog house;

Rennet

BRBED1NU KENNEL,
A. 0.

vehicles,

BOOK

Stud
The Subscriber
"buck," winner

ter

required.

ALL FITTEn WITH TUE

The Pocket

Irish Gordon puppies out
Irish Gordon Fan, by Arnold
Burges' champion Red Irish setter Ruins.
I'l.rnnce pedigree ami particnlars address
jeu tf
GEO. E. POVNEER, Clinton, Iowa.

SALE— A handsome
FOR dog,
just three years.

'in

ing off his wig.

f$iibUcniion§.

FROM

P. MCKOON,
Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y.

M.

taty,

Single or double breech-loading or ratiazie-lnading
shol-yuns or rifles In exchange for nkw target or
sporting muzzle-loud lug idles of nearly any style
tToni Statu $100. Inclose stamp to GUN WORKS,
Bondvnle, Vt.

my poll," and the house
fied

COCKER SPANIEL STOCK
FORHieYOUNG
choicest breeds, inquire of

letters.

In a very solemn passage, instead of reading
"Shall I lay perjury on. my soul ?" he cried
" Shall I lay surgery on
in tones most tragic

Damlv

Bla,-lt-:nid-taii Terriers, Sporting
Dogs, Maltese Cats, Ferrets, ,itc. Medicines tor all
--' L.N. J1EYER, 46 Great
Jones street,
N. Y.
septai-ly

We

When

—Charles Kemblc once

I

of Scotch. Skye,

ROBERT

tld, •in-.- iliat

ground.

of chloride

exposed to sun and dry air
the leaves become deep blue; when the air is
pinky.
moist they turn

14).

lot.

Three Red
FORof SALE.—
Imported Red

WANTED
spaniel

now

of cobalt.

ratal Palai

first a

SALE.-A tine
FORDlnmont,
and

dec2S-ly

WxM

;

colored with a material composed

JESSE SHERWOOD, Proprietor, Edina, Knox
County, Mo., breeder and importer of Sporting Bogs.
Pointers, setters, spaniels, fox and beagle hounds.
"Sanclto." Imp. Pointer, srud dog; fee, f35. See
English K. C. S. It.. No. 1,005. He is a grandson of
the celebrated " Hamlet," No.
SStl.
This dog
"Saucho" has won seven prizes four in England

rebonnd

donble-bolt

compensating lump,

same

Lugiewood,

Sacred History. lanrc'r um'i';''. ii'i'bi'es, aii
illustrated works, music ami ni.i-a/.lil.',, In the best
done Intwo or three days
styles and lowest prices

—Artificial flowers called barometers are
They are
seen in mauy Parisian shops.

Co., N. J.

—

LOOMING1JALE G IK >YE PARK ASSOCIATION.
I>J One share in above association for sale at a
low price.
Tile best
Game Preseives In

very

TO EXCHANGE-A

Women

New York.

WANMAKER,

E. S.

Hohokus. Bergen

'.'.

—The

iu

A ddress,
5apl-tf

Address
j^i if

51,

Address SPORT,

1 lienor, U. S. A. S„iilli,Mii:„, I ,,sl Ittl/.uil.
—Dr. //.
Your forthcoming book will indeed be a treasure. The labor oi preparation must have been ImClutki; Janutira Polio*. 3,nw.
mense. '— .S\
•• Having oxsmlued
the pm-if sheets ol yonr forth-

KE
Refer to Foeest a nd Stkeam, and others.

SALE, CHEAP— A
FORbreech-loading
W. & C.

Amerl

ENDORSEMENTS.
•'

Tort.

setters mvmmtfiB

or Mule.

contains very useful recipes and remedies for

1'.

New

R. ZETTI.ER,

of the meeting iu our noxt issue.

dock

STAMPED
From the repntatlon these Meat Flbrlne Cakes
have now gained, they require scarcely au explanarecommend themtothensaof every one who
keeps a dog. Suffice it to say they are fiee from
Bait,
and contain "dates," the exclusive use of
which, In combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit, is secured to us by Letters Patent.
Tor sale in cases of H2 lbs. each. F. O. De LUZE.
tion to

Decoy Ductal. bucks and Mal-

£117

apeutlsis.
istrli
It
>el( the most,
net .
tlve,
nd c i.pn
upon the dog aud liis diseases Any pby.
administer tbc prescriutiouswlh perfect confidence
In their safety aim efficacy.
Every Hdentiile poiti.ui of Hie work has passed the
inspection of an officer of the Smithsonian lustitn-

$10.

bark Adolph, from Bremen, lost her
fore and main royal masts by getting them
caught in the storm-wires of the East River
Bridge, as she was being towed up to her

.,

I'ltOIXiMl

;

eagle, which was placed at a distance of 75 yards.
During the afternoon Mr. Albert M. Lemke carried off the middle crown and prize of $20 ; Mr.
Augustus Schaffel, the left crown and prize of $10,

Patent \
Dog Cakes7

'-- street,

&

GUNSMITIIS

;

up their respective scores in handsome fashion.
The targets oonsisted first of the double-headed

NASSAU STREET.

Ifnotiobeioui.d

WEDD,

C.

of

inches lung;

16

MAXIIAi"IAN

C. C.

;

York Schutzen Corps. The ball now opened at
all of th« targets, and the shooters began to roll

102

^'Spratt's

jeSS ly

NEW

jez8 tf
It.

all

lowed.

W. HOLBERTON.
OOt 13

COLLEGE PLACE,

Nos. 11J to 13
where game and lish
found, iu each
idaiiou, and the lies!
les

i

may

Captains Bruce, Harding, Busch (.formerly President of the Schutzen Association) and other gentlemen, and toasts innumerable were drenched in
beer. Between four aud live hundred riflemen
were present, and a goodly array of ladies took
part in the terpsichorean pleasures that fol-

c
a

Mannfacturtr of Aquaria Greenhouse aud Aquarium
Cement, and uch'ki in F.sii food, Gold Fish, Water
Plants, Fish Globes, and aquaria slock of ad deseripnoi.s. ('unarm.-., Cages, Rustic Ba-Uuts, Bird Houses,
Sea Shells, etc., whole-ale. aud retail.

Is a complete, manual f.ir sportsmen :
fives every sport/sin illlike method fur eaptu
every known game annual, bird aud lisli

The book
iog

25, at the Seliutzen

At the grounds the several associations, among
which were representatives of the Jersey City
Schutzen Corps, the Zeltler Rifle Association, the
North American Schutzen Baud, the Brooklyn
Schutzen Corps and others marched at onco to
the banquet hall, where, after being welcomed by
Captain George Aery, all sat down to partake of a
substantial repast. Speeches were also made by
General Dakin, Mr. William Hayes (of Newark),

Price 50
flic above

Both

and Foeest a.vd St

GREENWOOD,

B.

1,000 Copie3 Sold in Adranca of Publication.

otW.

Park, Union

directions for use.

MieatiFibrine

Soho'i^en Corps Festival.— The
annual festival of the New York

June
Hoboken.

full

:'.

"FOREST and STRGAM"PUBLISniNG COMPANY.

Y.

SollUtzsn Corps opened

This Powder la guaranteed to kill fleas on dogs or
any other animals, or money returned. II is put np
In pateot »«jxes witn sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price BO cents by mail. Postpaid

Pnt np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with

and

Ep.]
N.
twentieth

$11.

STRUMENTS.

UN IN F1.0KI0A," ETC.

wish that some correspondent would furnish
us with a categorical description of it. We
venture to predict that it would turn out,
after all, something not very uncommon.

The

fonr,

Fleas! Fleas ! Worms! Worms!
STE ADMAN'S PLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Mane to Fleas—A Boon to Dogs.

Eaton's Rust Preventer ARECA NUT FOR
FOR GUNS, CUTLERY AND SURGICAL IN-

game."
|

gffe gtofflt

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EVENINGS.

ir.r.U-iTRATJONS,

OP "FOREST &MD"STHKAX

t

OPEN EVERY NIGHT IN THE WEEK WITH
GILMORE'S GREAT MILITARY BAND.

Price, S3.

lip.,

"FISUISO TOURIST," "CAMP

feel.

who 'lives at or near Ilearsville. Best has
Stuffed the bird very nicely, and will hereafter
preserve it as a specimen of Ulster County

1

BY CHARLES HALLOCK,

A

The web feet, however, is the peculiarity of the bird, and it was shot while swimming do Cooper's Lake near Little Shaodaken
by a young man, the sou of William Cooper

Y

1,

GENERAL GUIDE.

ns saying:

I

V

.1

Sportsman's Gazetteer

writes

sort of a bird tbat is an exact resemblance to a pigeon with the exception of, its
feet.
sporting man looking at the bird
would be willing to stake his "bottom dollar
that it was a pigeon, and hat Best by some
ingenious device, had put on it a pair of w*b

EA O V

It

carefully Btudied.

like

'

i

FOREST AND STREAM.

352

48TH STS.

the most effective and cheapest dlBlnfeci;n,n atiri rtemionzer for tin- kennel, la indorsed by
medcal nroffssion, the bn-Wess community,
lines,
uublff lnBtltnttons, railroad companies, car
SOhj by all druggists, aud
hotels undcri it in, etc
whole-ssle by James Meyer, Jr., ft Co., 85 and 87
Broad street, N. Y. P. O. Box 3,276.

This

t

is

FRANKLIN

TBAIN
ner.

Delaware

your

own

U

dogs in the most artistic mancircular to M. VON CUL1N,

Send for
City, Del.

Jeal

3m

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
%jotek ami

|hvort

for §iwrt<u,mt.

'.<;

and §e<;or{.<;

fttfelg

Island House,
Broad piazzas, large airy lialK charming walks
ana drives, oeliRhilui scenery, pure mourn:
.......

tiuii--ui'.^>

v.

K^.'

BELLOWS FALLS, VERMONT.

ai

foi[
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3m
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For Port Jefferson,
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etc.,
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at.

oniy necessary 10 say thai the
strictly iir>i-.:laW, with reduced

EOVEI.I,, Agent*.
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of Cluiinli-
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e s street

For Hnekensack— 7:15, 8:45
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For Nanuet— 7:40,

8:45 A.

tickets to
Fnoraa
JACKSOXVILLE,

feunandina,

FLOP.lDA.by sreamship
i

General

to

SAVANNAH,

A.

s:15

13,

JAMES,

4:15,

5:15

ami

6:ir,
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New York City—7:18 A. it.,
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A
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which goes throi go lo Stony Poh

street,

fhilmklphia and Southern Mail S. S, Co.,
416 South Delaware Avenue, I'liiia.

•

1:0,1,

M.

For

and thence

or steamboat, apply to VVM. L.

-aili -tad

u,,

1:110,

For Hayerstraw and Stony Point— S:45
and 4:15 p, 11.

ST. AUflllSTINE, SANFORD, KNTfiRPKISE and intermediate landings
OD ST. JOHN'S IllVER and interior points in
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On Saturday nights Only, 12:111 a. ji.'
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0:15, 9:27 A. .v.. 4:30 p. >i.
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The Bermudas."
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9:15

SUNDAYS,

9:27 A. M., 4:80

QTONINdTON LINE,
FOR BOSTON AN!
AND ALL POINTS

at 7:30. 8:41. 11:30 A. it,
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4:30, 4:24. 5:43 p.
11:00 a.m.. l:;lt>, «:30

1:33,
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M.

P.

5:23, C:03,
0:35 p. M.
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Time Tables.

Until further notice, the Trains of lliis-Road will
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a;,....

Jto Sprlag Valley—8:45

Sunrtays, from Thirty-fourth street only.
TiaioR leave Long Isliial Oily as follows;
For (Jreeuport, Sag Harbor', and intermediate
stations, at S:44, 'J:0:i A. jr., 3:o0, 4;0U P. 31.
SUNDAYS at 1:10 a. m.
For Patchogne, etc at 9:08 A. jr., 2:00, 4:43.
5:23 P. a. SUNDAYS. 0: lo a. m.
For liabylon, eic. at 7:.'»1, (S:41, 9:03, 11:30 a.
M-..2:00, 4:21, 4:45. .V23, (ellii r. M.
SUNDAYS,

For Hempstead,

old patronB

Sts.

K

'i

1:30, 2:< 0. 3:011. 4:24, 5:05, 5:43,
DAYS, 9:15. 10:00," 11:1111 a. m..

To

Yort: Daily nt
p. ji. (Sundays,
to Sent. 2. inclusive) from (M North Hlver, fooi
-it.

1

Murray Mi

K MI.ItOAi).
JUNE 17. 1-77.

frr.m

For Far Rockawav,

ii-iininyineiit

Dcsteosses

New

steamers leave
.Tiily

sh,., ;•;. y., ti,i,| v ra j„.
liiny-i.uii;)) street,
1! ."flttcen
tuiiiiites previous to (l-|.inliive of trains.
Oti

10:00,'

w.

olllces.

of

rot

iiMn.is

ISl.ANII

and

A: 31..

jjfo.

Mount. Manslleltl.
Lakes
Wlllonghhy,
Muntreal ami

.

i.ilken. et

Forrjboals leave JaxneB"

For Iiockaway Deaeh,

fiom Goslien Depot c. and 0. Kit.

SPRINGFIELD,

LBTF-i IRD,

.

P.

;

rocRbridqe county,

.IliR-dCY 11 iA^-T

t;),;-,\

-,

[-

.

A.

JORDAN ALUiH SPRINGS,

In,-

PALA'tR STKAalKL'S

mo^t

I

.

For Merrick,

in

mil;.- s

MAMMOTH

Trains leave New Y- rl.. 8:311 a. m, 1:80 r. n. Oonwiih boat. aud arriveal Ahlngtuu tl:t|U
Leave A
clou. 7 \. m., i::jc p. m.
7:il.1
r. M.
Arrive, New York, B':40 a. it 7 p. m.
H. E. DORWra, suiieriuleiulent.

0:31) A.

forn:

SALT WA'l Ell hl'ORT AFTER PIN

for

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.
direct route to Hi-lloutiuir n^or s of C.ipe Cod, and ftaitgeley, aud
Mooselieod Lakis, etc.
Tickets for sale at all principal hotels and ticket

& Greenwood Lake

2:011, 4:24.

Fight

I

neci

fiind Mill

Bathing, Boating,
Shooting,

k

tralh, rnnnlntt
lain a. m. ou
a'

sr.reei.

For Northport,
tloill

;..

hi

-

I.'.-I'.'jvjk^s

Lilwn.v

BALDWIN,

H. P.
3m

5:05 P. M.
u-

.

at rear

loot

tViontclair

Of

van. mi- sizes and exposuj

CAPE MAY,

points on

renowned

n^;

file hesr an.

utcs,

troi

HAVEN

StiUAN.und

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

GEO.

lil..

11
delishtrni iwuii
Troi
tourist or invalid.
circulars, ad-.
as above, or W. L. CJ3

Still

1

Depots
\lilC,

1

and

me,

New

Raiiway Time Table,

RtfOUNT K8MEO HOUSE,
M<>osi:ili:»t 1

HiCA,

simotiea.
lluuiine.

Wtotft

I'isl.inir,

6:00,

11:05 A. W.J 2:30, 4:35, il:-lj, (1:10 f. '•'
6:lu a. m.
for
Y.irl: at 7:u), -:10, 11:1*
-i:2J
I'.
Jf.
ilondaya Oniy, 6:rJ

A. T.I.
Stages couue.-l :it Mutinn to ninl iVomKeyport.
1.1
sq ,un to and from Point Pleas nit.
in,.

}«S16.E

HOUSE. SEA CtlFF.L. I.. OPENS
SKA]..-CLIFF
at rates to suit
1817, on M"W
tliea 'i-..

who can

.

fi:"h,

Forked
CliAitLES SMITH, 44 West Broad-

River. N. J.; or,
T.
way!

t,

onP,

at

Proorier.-v,

PA.RKEK,

S.

tJ

EXCURSION

Jersey.

AND FEATHER.

New York

for

Leave Red Bunk

1

1

ilress

..

Branch

A. M., 2:li, 4:49, C:ES,

...

I-..

,

,

I'ol

t

Monda\s
..

hi

Trout

rrirtr.

TUCKERTON, BEACH

Lei
only, 5:35 _. _
Leave Lornr

BARNEQAT
it

leave ...

press), 10:

O. G. Staples,

on the New Jer-ej S

l&IT. trains

IE.\

for

pamphlet, with term!

AliaEandrJa

New

Also, 10

U

Send

tea.

.

Corhmencing June SB,

toi

1

1

until laillire

sold at the offices ol tliet-ompaiij in
the principle- cities in KANE, RKNClVA, lil .1)I-'OLU,
i:i->-on. RALSl'ON, »l iN \
and

OABS.

1

\t

guest*

7e0

at-

ilii-.

Hiititlmtund Bathing.

r..-i .iir. l'islniig.

..;

.11-

1

XTCKETj are
i

THROUGH PULLMAN PARLOR

i'-v

i::...

.

v\ It

nil

with no mosquitoes of
crimil caturrli ; while

beautiful,

1-

II

i'-.

l-.D

SUMNIKCr AND FISHIK0
in:Pennsylvania and

Old Dominion Line.

;•:..!

cidae
,-Li

tcel-

.Ydtiiyivnrii Raili'ttad Coitfpftn;
also reach the best mealitles for

i

......

he

I

The Hues or

.'.

.,.

in

,f

TO EEUUX.il'ULI

Uile STOCK
or injury.

REDUCED RATES FOB THE SEASON.

I

dangers.

i.iiii

.

septlon
Thousand Islands, will be .ft]
AID
nl'suesls June 1st, 1877. This tinu-o
improvements.
'73, ant] contains ail t'no modern

I1RSES

£

ALLIMPORTA

t'Hii.M
.

LAWRENCE,

ST.

tl the

Ti-.-speeUiilly Invite

Hallway.
huVte for

."iPECrAL,

j

Fe THE PiNNSYLYAFlA R.R. CO.
attention

Ttru Nt.tv

j§otttes.

THfi

Thousand Island House,

%loutc'i.

TO SPOILSMEN:

JIUiNT

Atchison, Topp.ka and Santa

,i

.

.

ggortstH en 's

fjfioifcj?.

A MFFALO

lo .iiniinii,

Conn. Sea food, com fori ui do house and lieaulll'nl
view of the sea.
Three KSi^R to and frorp New
Haven dally after June 15. 1'rrvii.nn afrftugameuw
Address tin
necessary, llouse strictly temperate.
above by malt.

853

A FAVORITE AND DELIGHTFUL
WINTER RESORT, is reached lu seventy
from New York, ami t»;m L surrounded by the

N

Off

at

eie.,

0:40, 9:20 \

Tickets for

„:-;

I

;i"n'J

\i

\'I

NARRA-

\

1

1

1.

Y.n

St.

State

ticket, r-rtiees.

\Ye-te

New

Jay

SEVEN

MISS
i.tl

f,

3D3 Broadway,

roeklyn.

Pi

I

Norlti Rive

iale
all
tl at offices of

tuiy.

.ngtoii St.,

11,

Express CdUl-

k,

an

J
1

:

vVasii-

.:ia

.

PROVIDENCE LINE.

''

Prelght only, steamers leave Pier 37,

per travel, are dispatched froi
iii'ida fort.Qighrly,

steamer- for St.. Tbomas
informaflon apply to A.

v.-ila

.full

....

-

-'i

'

2:

.-.-;.

la-l -.,:,".

Nonl: River,
Freights via
tiler

at 4:30 P.M.
iue taken at lowest rates.

tool

ma'-:lng eoi

Park Place,

L.W.FILKINS.G

P. Agent,

1

D.

S.

BAl'.COCK, Pres.

1

St.

ai

ji.
Saturday ni-i„s oi,!y|
'
M. SUNDAYS, 9:27 .:. M., C:3() p. ar.
For Flushing, Main street, etc. 0:10, 7:40

STi

I-[e,-

NOT A TRIP

P.M.

5:iii.i

P. v..

For Great Neck Poane.h,

leave

YEARS.

-

.tera of the Gulf Strei
temperature of about 70 deg.
The elegant British Steams
"O.imina, l.mtO tons, fitted ex

EAST.

UEDIU'EI) PAKE:

E'ec-ant Siee.rilers

CIANSETT

Paul and

St.

Louis

1:33. 4:20. 5:40. 0:31 p.

by any

inequallRcl

Tu'

Short Line.

12:111 A.

9-20, 11:03 A.

'pHE FISHING
;

'

12:32.

at.,

1:3.1,

3:111).

1:2!), 5:tio,

r.:ld.

6181.7:04 P. M. Saturday nights onlv,' 12:01
M. 3UNDAYS, 9:27, 10:30 A. ../., 12:43, 2-12

LINE."

Burlington, C. Rapids

'.

:30

ti

p.

ji.

For Flushing

(IJridgn

WtiitOHtone.
'"'"'j
'('

AM

ill Jn"\y\"

3m

ie?1

!:

.Ionian

ItOM^I'miVr.
Alum springs, v-i.

letropofitan Hotel,
"WASHINGTON,

D. C.

N.

Y.,

to

the old pultons ol Hie

and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

THE METROPOLITAN
m'.dwav hetwecn he Capitol and the White
House, anil Hie most coavenieni location in the ciiy.
it
na'- i>"on re-fttteil and re-fnrnished lhron»lioui.
•in.
cuteitu is perfect;
the eervicc regular, aud
charges moderate.
!*

I

R. B.

COLEMAN &

11:30 A. M., l::iu. 2:ili). 3:30,
5:23,5:43,11:03. i::42, 7:00 P.

4:00.

4:21

5

DJ<

XOitTHEUX MICllIllAS, VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana
(MseAinaw. grand Rapid-

,<

<

CO.

Long

Ialao

:

12d St.;

Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and G
their dogs taken good care ol
of ten or mon-iipim. apni
Ticket Office. Cedar Rapids.
C.

and

on parties

:

111

1

;

Brooklyn, F. D., 79 Pourtli street.
By purchasing tioieta at anv of tlia above
offices, baggayo can t.o eheckeci irom residence to
destination.

CHICAGO
mi-

<jg
jc

Sportsman's Route.

:

pure,

Direct Conner: ions

::t

nmrulo with

New York

ir-llei

TIIE

The Hotel

Aceoi-.iinn.l..'

W.

At Del

roil, Willi >.1„„

,'..'01

rmlrnl

1:

ond.
vVesieru

At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabush and
t.
.

.

II'

I

il

QBBUH.T AND

..v open
for visnori..
one of ih" most delightful places in
ii

.

;.

:

:

,ii

and after

Oii

Mill

10

Piiillts

in

inwitl

..-

......

...

BiaCK Ittver

Railrotttl

and at Cape Vincent with the Rome, Waiertown am
apl2-(jiu
OgdeuBbnrg Railroad.

FRANK £. SNOW,
«. P. & T. Aeeut, Detroit.

I

"ilsiiinrr.

.

Ixtuwulon
TriGVrrne

1

ONXY DIRECT RAILROAD

Chigngo to
to

St.

from

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
MVICRTTEINQ.

12V

i-l-.

«:nns,

Doc-,

DOGS CARRIED FREE
THROUGH CARS— PAST TIME
AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

<:,-.-, ,,,

nnd anrai'iii-o u-nin fur. lines oliered 1.0
(..urisi- and ,p -.r-.-ni.-n
:d— on am afiei -July 1st.
tltieiiiii-.iw :m J l.ilhe Superior l-lxcui Hlon Tle.kllrai

Railroad.

aad given special attention.

nile plai

eimimli'to
.1,1 ili'i: iiuesi ..1
.Tune 1st Kiimul Trin

ir.i-i ne-.v

&ALT0K RAILROAD.

-I

nstliuia.

Tiehi'ls
'

CO.,

IT PATLY,

Broadway, 042

.

i

AND BEST!

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EAC

7
P.1.1I;
Place, 78S
Cia.a Iway. i'.ihi ,1 Central Depot,
Brooklyn, 333 Washington st. in
.

& N'rth'rn

crossing and connecting with all
lanes in Iowa, running through a
hunting grounds in the Northwest

:

fHlS

Short Line.)

(15

CANADA, SOUTHEKN RAILWAY,

CROSSMON HOUSE.
AERKASjJRIA BAY, JIWffBBSOM

QUIOKEST," CHEAPEST

Etaihtsad.

linen. nati

On Salnniav

at.

:

BALTIMORE, Md.
known

IE.,

MAHAYS

R. B. Coleman & Co., proprietors or these ramone

ASTOK HOUSE,

etc., C:40,
12:32. 1:33. 3;00,. 1:00. 4:41), 5:2(1 0:00
7:35. 9:15, 10:35 p. at , 12:111 \. n
Si NDAYS, a:0Q, 10:12, 11:43 A. at, 1:12, 3:31). 6:12
7:43, 10:00 p. at.
For Jamaica, etc., 7:30, R.!l, 9:00. 10:00, 10-20

A.

tl-40.

uigllts only..I2)J}] A. m.
4:1(1 :i-15
3n. i; :;.,
0:30. 10:00, 11:00 A. at., 1:30.
Ticket c4fiees in New York ,-u JaniaB.' Slip nnd
34tli Btreet forries, at the offices 01" We-tontb'a

Hotel,
hotels, are well

Cc.Ilego Point and
7:50, S:ll. 9:20, 1P03

Rt, ),

BrookTrontGrayliugantl
Blacl-r Bass jTisshoi-ie.s

and

I'ishinK

Tnrhle Curried

r.-ee atownor's ilsk.
t

iini|i

low

nt
It

I

Ill's

lor

J'isliillK

J'nrlies

and Fiimlllcs

,-:,!, s.

i-iejr a.ui

ii.

ni'tkcspnrisnirn

f.'el

"ai honi
flit

SPOETSifEJV will Ond splendid shooting on the
lino of this road; pr 1:1 e chicken, roeee, (kicks, brunt,
Connects direr) at Kansas oily with ihe
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the great liuffulo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Dogs for

Sportsmen.
PAi.L, G.
&
A.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
A. HOPPE, Eastern Passenger Agent,
J. ii.

P.

11c

'1'.

Market

Street, Philadelphia,

JAME3 CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Uls,

1

zu

FOREST AND STREAM.
Jp i>o it s n ci( % jRo nti'.'j.
i

'

People's Line Steamers

NEW YORK AND
spoutsmhn

i>>^-

©

—

&'/«•

seekers

H

<

O

•Hill;.' li\

if

The w

Iramptalti,

a

bite

and

sii trofl

by taking

•>

tusic, no dust
resiling Bleep.

K'llopeall plan," boiiutlil
smoke, cool rooms, good beds
III":

E.

S.

MAYO. Ge

c3

'assenger Agent.
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a
o

O
Q
Si
c

1

bJ3
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fishing @jnchk.

QO

*t

**

fe

J

LEONARD,

1).

H. L.

delphia, ls74

New

Manufacturer of every variety of
RODS for SALMON, BASS and

FINE

show the

We

we have made.

reductions
quote :
.

FormNow.

erly.
L

f

Flv Rods, C Strips, 2
$40
Tips
Flv Hoda, 6 Strip, 3
tips,

$25

and duplicate

Joint

55

35

so

30

Black Bass Hods, 6
atrip, 2 'lips

Black Bass Rods,
Strip, 3 Tips and
Duplicate Joint...

Salmon
These Rods

ST HAND.

are, in all

SO

CO

Positively no machinery

part of their construction.

&r SEND FUR

is

We have but one grade of
the market.

Centennial for my Split Bamboo Rods.
Also manufacturer of Patent Reels for Salmon
and Trout Ashing. The lightest, strongest, and
handsomest Reels ever made.
Full line of FISHING TACKLE always on hand.
for circular

and price

Orange

H.T.Helmbold's

1

i

mm

REELS,

Sel f-HooKlttg

best ball, used for Bass and Pickerel Fishing
size, 75 cents; Pickerel size, -1 each, by mail
post- pa id, on receipt of price. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish and Game, sample.- !»y man. Maud Taeeuts.
Send stamp fen hH.mtra.eo puce list of Fishing Tackle

Far TO

n gut.

NASSAU

NEW YORK.

ST.,

TUB

CO-HP ET1TJ ON IS

"eaten

doz.
each.

r

1870,

I.IPJE

to* vnrions

original lcceipl

my

changed

of

coiiiiieriV'iiing

anil

$1 per doz.
and E'ranklin

OF TRADE.

Nos.

label* ami wrapper*, wllieh in

FULTON STREET,

50

Makes

Compoi

Tlits

n coutail

is

icuwtw

imi« oj

u.*

The Public are rnmioued

ne

to

Biire

and

DIRECTIONS.

pans

to all

and Cairadas.

of the United States

"

H. T.

ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting"
the standard RiU powder of the country.

HELIBOLD
:,

No.

e7 4t

,DENNISONS

I

Convenient am! Handy
F<.-/n.K>)

te

.ei.irliing

,

s

TOURISTS
DESSISOS &

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in everj prominent city, or wholesale
at our office, "•

NEW YORK.

of Sportsmen's

Broadway, S.Y.

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

KNOWN

DIAMOND GRAIK

OIL,
30

YEARS.

Nos.

^ABM^T'S TOILET

Cedar

SOAP.

FUR, FIN and FEATHER.

u,

nfirn^SfiT!!"u:.Ku,!:

Superior Rifle.'EnOeld
1. 3, 4, 5, (i, 7 and S.
W. STT'I'T, Gl
Col. Hawker's Ducking.
street, N. Y. Agent for the United States.

and

Rifle,

Best remedy for bladder, kidney and gravel ai»WJI. \VAC1I. 1'» Canal rtreet, N. Y.

eases.

Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bamboo Fly-Rods.

WALL STREET. NEW YORK.

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

GENUINE HAARLEM
198

88

English bporting Gunpowder.

fbr

.

CARD.

Fishing Rod Makers.

SO PLATT

ST.,

Buy of your

iBagguse.

CO.,

TO AMATEUR

1

is

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES Fill; KXI'ORT. OF
ANY REQUIKEE mRAlm OR PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Manufacturing Compa n<f

Mass.

street, Boston,

Washington

FG

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

certain relief.

374

(coarse).

r>

Hazard's " Kentucky Klne."

t

Is

Sold in collapsible tubes, mailed to any address on
receipt of 50 cents by

to

FFFG, FFG, and " Sea Shooting " FG, in kegs of SaV
12X and 6J£ lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in land % lb. cmiscera. Bnrns strong and
moist. The FFFG" and FFG are favorite brands for

get the geiiuinr, inepined by the

For repelling flies and mosquitoes rub the Saponoid on the exposed parts frtely with tie hand. One
pplicatton to the sting or bite of the insect, in most
cases,

(fine)

,

ingredients injurious

)

saponaceous auu

the application of water, possesses great healing
ime loan ail grease, cer'miie;
ami cooling r
tain and instant cure for the bite or sting of insects,
mosquitoes. Hies, wnmps, bees and oilier insects, reneutralizing the poison
inflammation,
all
moving
ami aliaymg tin- sweliiLg at once.

Greenheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishing. $15
to $30. A «h and Lancewood Rods for Trout and Bass
Falling, ST to $12.
I,m;:lnie el.-e in proper "ma. Goods sent C. O.

D

.

In 1 and 5 In. canisters
and 6>£ and 12X lb- kegs. Burns slowly and verydose and with great
clean, sbootui
peiulration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle orbreech-ioaders.

GA&.m;w6tm ssvk.

& Black Fly Repellent.

Mosquito

Immense Reductions.

tiie

lb.

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

BRADFORD & ANTHONY,

SEW YORK,

to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and'
keas. A flue grain, quick and clean, for
_ Werl adapted to snot-

(fine)

1

6K

;

CROOK &C0.,

J. B.

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."

h ay

I

iircpniiiiious,

my

Hazard's ''t»uck Sliootlng."

to the skin,

Snells,

.

CO-

Hazard's "Electric Powder."
1 (fine) to 6 (coarse).
strength and cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Nog.

Owing

future will be printed Id

in Sets

REPAIRED.

Elastic

wood

THE

Nos. 1

Wood

Rod Mountings

Etc,

1

MANUFACTURERS OF

The

for 75c. to$iiT5.

RODS,
Shipley's

.

HAZABD POWDER

Bass

TACKLE

FISHING

mlt.y of the

Amateur Rod Makers.

i-

GUNPOWDER.

Celebrated Green Heart
for

i

1

: r
..... a.
a.
Safety Fuse, Frlctioual and
Platinum Fuses.
Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by
cut, sent free on application to the above

BUCHU.

SHIPLEY & SON,
FINE

.

"

COMMIR'K STREET, PHILA.
by.

Powder.

BLASTING POWI1EK and ELECTRICAL BLASTING APPARATUS. MI ITARY POWDER

iOompouiid Pluid Extract

Fluted Bait.

132

A

Rifle

best for ritles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FFG and FKFG, (lie last being the tinest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs , 12« lbs.
and i',e5 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and '/ lb.
\n
mi
imties and less
give
residuum than any other brands made, and are rerouinienilc.! and used by Capt. A. H. UOQARDUS,
the "Champion '.ViugStiot of Mm- World."

SKIKNER-S

New

each.

lbs.

The

je7

FISH & SIMPSON,

of

are reeoin-

Sizes,

list.

and Sporting Goods.

Manufacturers

and Cleanest made, in sealed

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 6 in
lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and 5

fillip,

PHILADELPHIA

503

to 7. strongest

Orange Ducking Powder,

best in

Fishing Tackle House.

A.'E.

1

lt>. caul ters.
Higher numbers specially
meii'leil tor breech-loading guus.
1

metal kegs, ae/

used in any

CIRCULAR.
these Rods— the

No.

mounted,

lull

and warranted agalrij-t imperfections in material anil workmanship.
Any style of tinisli. hexagonal nr round, as may
of
Creel. heart, Ash, or Lancedesired.
Hods
be
wood. MADE TO ORDER.
I was awarded a MEDAL and DIPLOMA at the

WHOLLY MADE

their parts,

Orange Lightning Powder.

CO.,

ANUFAOTCKEBS,

waterproof ferrule,"

rods, OStrip,

Tips

2

40

Jl

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY

No. 26
ST„ N. Y.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

others.

and 252 Broadway, N. Y.

251

Kviry Hod lieariii" mv name is six strands from
bntt to extreme up. and 'immutti! with my " patent

Send
65

Trout Rods,

Great reduction in prices.

many

&

Laflin

American Institute,

AFE AND LOCK

Eamboo Bods a Specialty

Split

;

York, and

HERRING

TROUT

FISHING.

Hat will

'

C.J.Chapln, Agent, 21S Locust St., St. Loni4,Slo.
Agencies in the principal cities in the United States.'

Also awards of gold and silver medals,
assachussetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
Boston, 1874; Franklin In.-titute. Phila-

BANGOR, MAINE,

The annexed

OFFICES.

J. G. Monro, Agent, 19 Exchange S^., Buffalo, N.Y
Cobb * Wheeler, Agents, » State St., Chicago, III.

f

Received Internalioual Exhibition awards:

'

<i

ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON
THE OUTSIDE.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

BRANCH

.»

Conroy, Bissett& R/lalleson

k

Sj

j,

I-?

C/>

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

v

(Oriental Rifle.)

IE

525

65 Fulton Street, New York.
Factory — Foot South Mil Street, Brooklyn, E.

BRANDS-DIAMOND GRAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING. 3
WESTERN SPORTING.

c

h

or

BROAD STREET.I BOSTON,

Offlce-13

5°

ctfo

Minis on

.«.

i'.

tin:

from Pier

Kit,

'miiYiiiai

J
at

o"

ui"ii

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS0F

w

0)

-*m
JAM

^

!

e8

<

«<D?

nutatns, Saratoga,
:a,

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS

The World's Champions."

PI

0)

the St. Lawrence, Tlie
dirnndaek Wilderness,

islands

iia

(§imiwntlcr.

* HERRINGS SAFES

I

Pi

ALBANY.

ti.i'.Asri!!-:

i'ji:

0mm

.v;
I

I

This is a publication that should be in the hands of
every lover of shooting, nshiug and trapping. It
contains the

JGAME AND GAME FISH LAWS
in the Union and the Dominion Provinces, and also gives a description of all tile best
places for shooting and fishing In the United States
and Canada, tells how to reach them, aud what kind
ol accommodations you will rind when von get there.
It, tells von wliai kind of tackle to use for the various
kinds ot nsii, and when- the best can be procured,
and also where you can gut the best of every description of shooting apparatus. It contains a number of Interesting sketches of hunting and Ashing
adventures, and a vast fund of useful Information on
Ueld sports and angling that renders the work indispensable to all who use either gun or rod.
it is, in

ot every State

Rods [or Alexandria Bay ami the lakes,

ing

,.,

i

ESTABLISHED

$*,

$6, 18, £10.

100 leet Superior Linen Line, by
"
"
"
20C "
"
"
"
860 "
"
CuttieHunk,
C00 "
Black Bass Flies (something new)

mail

"

$ 25

"

SO
TB
3 00

per doz

2 50

"

Large variety of Trout Flies for Maine and the

Adirondack; 'prams,

mml,p

bs

,i

n

i

-:,'-,

BO

-'

mu

-

t

125

I

I

5",

rar.ii.
-.:

$2 per doz. Brass
Brass Reels, multi-

m.meaoll.

P. Travers

J.

4C

C. O.

mile

& Son.,

BEEKMAN STREET,

r-

Rubber Click,

McBride

D. to

all

MARSTERS,

]

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

In Uie

ten tiimes

its

Vorwr)

cost to

m

1

H

UqllAl.
•—-'.i-an,M.ui"w
l

over;,' m,,......

SBmplebffXe«ntali

ina

....v.

b u

rtBffiSS^SSSk
--•
-•

World.

i:-,..I a.:

.

>

?a.

XewXorU City.

«<ForSalobva-lI)rai;gteta..ai J

CMUDICHAUDS

Flies.

In

n

-I

.

!..'

I

i

li

I

.

'

,i

.
i

J.

'

.'•

-"i

!;,

Heal

\

1

vL

/ L« " "

New York and

vicinity.

febl5-4m

a complete

will find Fv..

^.

flies

Agent for

fact,

Hunting and Fishing Directory
and no matter how much or how little recreation
von take in the woods and along the streams, you

1,'oii;

A line assortment of
for trout, salmon and bass constantly on hand.
Also easting-lines. Flies carefully selected for any
locality. Good- promptly made to order from any
Address SARA J. McBRIOE,
pattern desired.
Mumford, Monroe Co., N. Y. W. Holberton, Sole
witu solidity of construction.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods.

ii

lT.se

.,;,.. aila.: nil.:

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition,.

parts of the United States

ManttfACtubek,

l%r

tVortti

the

Plne.t Toilet Son

p,.,-..
!>v.
'i' 0,.i

i

and noii'tmlving reels for black

bays Ol New York.
as low as consistent with good

The
Bndom.

N. Y.

Twines and Lines; 1,800 kinds on hand. Fishermen's twines, lines and i.ets of al, kinds. Also hamm-mocks for sportsmen. Samples m m. me?
my3l tf.
on application or by mail.

for/trie

tratfltJ

Goods scut
and Canada.

F.

.-i

""

"
.

an

It,

Complete

J.

I6i

",

Silvei Click,

$1

fl,

IMS.

Sffwowi-

wood

...',

.

mm

..

li 1- a oi-in
nthlv -very two months)
publication of from 17(1 to SOB large octave pages, 5U
cents a number, or $;! a year.

CHAS. SUYDAM,
Je7

1

149

Chambers

at.;

Pitblisueh,

New York

City.

———

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

HENRY

PATENT GLASS BALL TRAPS
The
and

355

SQUIRES,

C.

CORTLANDT STREET,

No. 1

attention of Pigeon Clans
Sportsmen
generally i*

called to this Trap. Amateurs
will And
It
the cheapest and
safest method of making a craelc
shot on the wing, while thsy will
get from It the cheapest and

most Improving amusement
match shooting.

m

|3
.

'.

HARRIS,

E. S.
X

77

COMPANY.)

BIFI.I

AGENT FOK THE

Celebrated Prize Guns
W. W. GREENER.

These mo. have bee" winners in every trial during the last three years, competing with all the flrst.and prices as low as consistent with
make?" in England. The sh oting of every gan isIguarantee,!
keep the t.esr selected <to.k of guns by aljthe
Gaus built m exact order of sportsmen.
o o •., Parker and Fox.
Marshal's
Rera-ngl
Kern
Webley,
ei
Ine Scott, Web
om.,i in tin.
.„ ...tv, Including
other ™Sr~Vn^P
makers to he fo.
less.
A^'eui
A>
lor
all sizes a„..
„.... rpjut.hes

BaOAOWAT, NSWTQRE.
(AOBNCY OT SHARPS'

* H

9 -

clas<

„SSi wort

Ball Trap, $i
Dittmar powder. Com

SEVEN

Cap

Expeller,

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, .Cutter'
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

WO. LO

HOW READT.

outfits for

ete

md

STODDARD'S
IMPLEMENT,
CARTRIDGE
LOADING
COMBINING
DIFFERENT TOOLS,

Nickel Plated.

DOES NOT

1ST

CircnlarB sent on application

KIMBALL &

S.

Hammock, Turf

Seydel & Co's Pocket

bears 1,800

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

C.

lbs.;

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.
TV.

H0IBTBT0S,

of

New York

and

S2)or1s

Athletics.

METROPOLITAN RIDINC ACADEMY,

Seat, Swing,

ill,

Thiril Ave.,

FRED.

City, lias Samples.

nnd G*th St., Second Ave.
ENGEL11ARDT, Proprietor.

G3<l
J.

This magnificent Temple of Sport

Riding, Driving;, Training,
Pedestrianism, Fencing. &c-

STEAM LAUNCHES.

CAMP LOUNGE

TROY,

CO.,

N. Y.

Valise lounges > ami Cots for Travelers,
Canipcrs. Sportsmen, Ynelitmeii. Miners
ami S-.ldiers. K*,' «>w .VoMprito liar Ctxnujnj
in Each Ca*e irithercry Lounge and Cot,

85. By Mail, 85 75.
Folded Space, 3x5x20
inches. Weight, 3>ilbs.
8S. By Mail, 88 85.
" ilded space, SSxTxSB
Keconamenddies.
nded to gentlemen
it the very r
'

"

>

a

TIih cot folds

x
— sa^W^^2=§; ',"•""•
—
sf-p
:

"

IT-

,

1

tdl

*

IW-

B

>V.".

IM -

8 In.

X

spreads

<

lon 8 antl
Price

2 ft -

Comfortably heated and ventilated.
For lime, terms ami privileges, address. FRED J.
ENGELH'AUDT, .Metropolitan Riding Academy,
'third Ave.. OS. and will sits.. N. Y.
Notice.— The Central Park Riding School. Sales,
Exchange. Training am la n-pliug Malik's. Seventh
Ave. and osth St.. still continue under the same
jami ly
management,
i

Highest Honors
AT THE

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR,

I

876.

SHONINGEE ORGANS.

SMI.

who want

tin

erj nest full length
c bed.
Postage

—"

;.,1

."£___.

•h^JL^JSSB*'—

,-1".:

;

1

on this cot Is 81.85.
woods. As a bed to
carry in the hands there cau be nothing eqnal to it
Those who requires full leugth bed should get the
cot. Best Lounge and C"t to same person, S14 for
both. On sale in New York >.v H..ib lion. Peck A
Slimier, Schuyler. Hartley
G sham. Squires, Ri(zman, and the sporting trade. Boston: Win. Read &
Sons, antl Bradford A Anthony.
Liberal discounts.
Squires,
No.
Cortland
1
St., wholesale agent
U. C.
for X. Y. Citv, and will supply the trade at our best
Get

Street,

y "*

-

i,«U Mrnieii

'.

Hi;]

M

»',()•»

PERFECT RACE TRACK, ONE-EIGHTH MILE

rClBED: \]\ .tccmmiendcd to geu-

Cft

L-

-

•

'f

'

..r> rni

»i
i?»««il

30 Cortlandt

now open lor

Thorough Horsemanship,

AWARDED FOR

SAFETY STEAM POWER,

is

instruction and practice.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

H. Y.

York,

^uwicments, £k.

t

to

CO.,

New

CO., Rochester,

(3PIZER MEDALS.)

§0oqteiqm 8 ^ooth.

©6l

Send postal order or check

STODDARD

C. J.

^j,

free

DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

ANI>

offered in the

Frent* Cigarette paper is used, which
laaretteB are as flue as can be produced. Only the best
from mineral and other injurious substances.
Most convenient and elegantly
Vanity
md
I/AMARIQIJE.-A delicious Cigarette of Perion -~ * »—"rd,Fair.
Vienna, 1873, and centennial. lsTti.
The only brands receiving the Vienna
•our 1'reriiv. and I'luiii Fine I'm the ring
Award. Always Uniform and Keliabl
is

EXHIBITION.

PRICE,

.,

AND CIGARETTES.
F0EMEERS0HAUM
BITE THE TONGUE,

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS

All the operations are perfect, and suitable for any shell.

AWARDER BOTH MED AT.

1.1

!''

I

10 ounces.

Weight

„

.1

•WM.
Length, 44 indies.

I

,

.1

,

Engliih chilled shot,
m "
hunting and camping. TV
Catalogue.
Ml entv-uve cents for large Illnstrated

three traps $12.

new Glaus

I.OI'NGK

the-

for the

Jfc

CO

Neiv York.

ids.

.lis.

GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING OF

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,

H.

Ana

will furnish them complete in every particular, fitted either as Swift Racers. Fa=t Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fishing Boats, Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boats. Or will Bupply the
complete. Abe
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring to bulk! their own boats.'

MACHINERY,

SENEI

FOB DESCRIPTIVE

CIRCXXLAR.

WALDSTEIN
OPTICIAN,

545 Broadway,

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION
The Eagle Claw.
An

ingenious device for the purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are among its peculiar

Immaterial how to place it when set. It may be buried
the ground, suspended fi 0111 the limb of a tree, or, when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without many way imp.
ertain operation.
tig
It is adapted for bait 0/ any description, and, when, set, no
Animal, Fish or Bird ili;
ill can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or injure its victims in the slighest degree,
nor need they be handled to free them from the trap.

New

York,

Hae received the highest award at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. Hi? display at 615 Broadway of
fine

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN

EYES,

ESTABLISH

It is
flat in

Bound VoTumes
OP

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW BEADY.
First Four Volumes, $4 each, Others, $3.50.

Ac

1

75 cents.

i,,n:.:. In -Vj.
an r.cu -, Wuiro-*,
ovl
.;
Panthers, Ac, Can be easily set by a boy, and will stand a
8'rain of several hundred pounds. Weight, 10 to 181bs.$l0.
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt of price.
;.

.

:

.

1

1

A, complete set of the FOREST
seven volumes, bound handsomely

AND STREAM-

c'oth— a valu,
able library for the spoi laioftn— can now be obtained
on application to this office.
In

Address

V. O.

^

330 Fulton

Bos

St.,

L. Coate,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

214.

AGENTS WANTED.

Zoological Garden.
AMOUNT

PARK, PHILADELPHIA.

Open everyday. A

large collection of Living Wild
and Reptiles.
Admission 25 cents
under twelve, 10 cents.
janO ly

Birds

Birasts.
i

in their

is

recognized by the

Report, from which the following

mi extract:

•The B.

1IIONINGER ORGAN CO'S exhibit

as rbc best Instrument?

at

a

|.

rice

rendering them

havingacom

dinationof Reeds and Bel's, producing novel and
pleasing effects, containing many desirable Improvements, will stand longer in ilrv or damp climate, less
liable to get out of order, all the boards being made
three-ply, put together so it is impossible for them
ONLV
to either shrink; swell or spilt."

ORGANS

THE

A\VARI»I"I>

THIS RINK.

This Meda' and Award was granted after the most
severe competition of the best makers, before one of
the most competent j 'ring ever assembled.
New styles a- d prices just issued, which are in acfor
cordance" with our rule, the

BEST ORGANS

the least

Chas.
,-*^"

is

udges

possible to a large classed purchasers,

Forest and Stream.

1RICE LIST:

Fish,

Instruments.

Their comparative excellence

'40.

No. 1-For Ashing and all kinds of small game and animals,
sent bymail
35 cents.
catching Miuk, Muskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
:

Best
,1

1

No.2— For

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY. AS THE

Etc.,
mailed on

Is really wonderful. Illnstrated catalogue
receipt of postage of four cents.

We are

money.
prepared

to

appoint a few

new Agents.

rated Catalogues mailed, postpaid,
plication to
lllusi

B.

SHONINGER ORGAN
97

to 123

upon ap-

CO.,

Chestnut Street,

NEW HAVEN,

CONN.

2

X

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

-356

W. &

C

SCOTT & SONS.

glc

£m,i, gifas,

First Prize Medal nnd Diploma,
awarded at the Centennial Exhibition,
for excellence of workmanship ami material in their Premier Quality and

grades. Their New PatentTriplex Lever Grip Action and Compensating Lump. The attention of

Sportsman's Depot.

medium

premium

First

(ESTABLISHED 1836.)
at World's Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.

sportsmen

is requested to
the above
lis superior strength
new action.
and solidity impart greatly improved
bepowers.
Hard
hitting
shooting
ing the desideratum required, is obtained by this iHi'.vi. r/ul trnn. Prices of
the New Triplex Level Crip. $IT5, $aj5
Marked the Triplex 10-bores
to $-100.
extra. Our highest grade is as usual

marked the Pkemikk Qua
[Extract from Forest

Now

Stream,

Awards

York. December 20, 1876, Contributed bv one Of the Judges of
of Guns at the Centennial :]

" This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines
rapidly secure the favor of all who test its merits.

COMPENSATING LUMP.

the highest degree strength and simplicity, and must

Strongly recommended.
Choke-bores, medium or

every gun. Costs about $10 extra.
dealers in the trade only.

THBEE BARRELED

in

It Is
full.

Invaluable,

Our guns

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

and should be ordered on
to be had of the principal

Birmingham, England.

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)
•
A newleatnre in the Sporting Line. Forma a
iight and compact gun from eight to ten pounds,
-firing to sportsmen the very tiling so often wanted
in all kinds of shooting.
Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau street,

Etc.

Etc.,

BT

Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies Made to Order.
ALSO
Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skius in Great Varieties—
Taxidermv in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuits
mar*-lj
Repairing of all kinds.

SPORTSM EN
And

"Will

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

a select assortment of

Guns,
Rifles,

W.
Lisle,

Revolvers,

BAKER,

H.

Broome

Co.,

Ammunition,

THE

N. T.

"ACME"

And

SINGLE

goods appertaining thereto.

all

BARREL BREECH-LOADING SHOT-GUN.

The Champion Air

Special Attention

Pistol.

Send for

desirable single breech-loader in the market.

The CHEAPEST and most
j e 14

n

t. G.

98 Chambers Street,

'CONWAY,

New

Our

Invited to

is

Box

In four sizeB of

2,063.

new and

This

22, 32,

elegant

and

38

Arm

41-100 cals.

combines simplicity

Black

Paper and Metallic Shells

MATURE RIFLES
Send

York at the following stores:
Moore's Sons, Spies, Kissam &
Co., Fish & Simpson, Chas. L. Ritzman, Scharlea
Bros.. John Dickinson.
Sent by express C. O. D. or by mail on receipt of
price and 40 cents additional for postage.

BROADWAY,

NO. 300

Manufactured by the

N. T.
Henkt Fulton.

M. Fowlkb.

New

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

J. P.

CO.,

DennisoE's

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

,

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS
.!.:.

:

made

FAVORITE CIGARETTE
Simple, Practical,

Gold.

Nickel.
I,

2,

iX
3y

'

.

to

remove

....

..'

$1 00

T5

inches long... 50
"
•'
...65

1 00

Sent by mnil on receipt of

Dealers in Sprttog Goois,

BROWN

smokers.

No-

are the easiest reloaded.

unscrew the head nor use an awl

-.

I

of steel wire, will not bend or break.
,

and appreciated by

Mo.

to

'

Mange.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLD IS
I'd.

THE BERDAN PATS.: SHELLS, new model, with
Hobbs' patent waterproof primers, never miss Are, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

ROLLER.
$f Compact,

1

26

price.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

St. Louis Conical

47 High. St., Eostoe, Mass.

Complete Shooting Suit

On

©lag®

market, which

more money.

sell for

•want anything extra-fine

my Circular

Mfci
\TT

I

I
k!

lal

Tir\T A

TJ

Should you

Shells will be made at extra C08t.
lorNo.12; $1.30 for No. 10.

Factory nnd

can make it. Send for
lamp .-(Goods.

PTPn

office,

St.

ValiAQroifli

They

in

our Shell,

~

YARD

Tsap,

Wekll

Marsball's Glass Ball Trap is acknowledged as the
best now before the public, it Is made of beet ash,
and everything first class. Throws two or more
ad with as much force
bails in diffei
as desired. Liberal discount to dealers. Send for
particulars to
O. SQUIRES, 1 Cortlandt.
i

Street,

HENHY

New

Iel4 tlj|

York.

»
ir„
No. 2,230 De Kalb street, St. Lonls.Mo.
,

rounded July

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

Capt Bogardus* Patent Class
and Rough Balls.

Routing,

100

Broadway, N. Y.

198

FOR SIO.

we

can safelv recommend t.lieui as equal, if not superior, in
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured in this country or
in Europe.
\m-ug the advantages claimed for these Shells, are :
saving of 25 por cent, in the use of powder, also the great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are No. 10— 2J», 2%,
and 3 inches; No. 12— 1 ,, 2 3 ;, aril 2Ji inches. Longer
not mailable. Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of »1.15
..

a

by mail, with circular and

Base Paper Shelf."
A

Warranted

TEN CENTS

of

receipt

TAUGHT will be sent
sam pies, by
DENN1SON & CO.,

Having made Important Improvements

BOB

better than any in the market. Sent by
mail for $10.75. 1,000 testimonials on file, which say
that "Holabird makes the best Shooting Suit ia the
World." This Salt IB to beat the cheap trash, in the

Tarpts

From 25 to lOOO
Do not have

„

ETC.

for Circular.

FOWLER & FULTON,

Shot Guns,

Breech-Loading

BOO

" Rosewood Handle.. 7 00

(

For sale in

Peck A Snyder,

its

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF
SHOT GPNS

FOB

85 00
Plated

Moat

its parts.

critical inspection in

and with

ture,
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Shoots darts or slags 60 to 75 feet with
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safety and ease. Recommended by Gen.
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bear up an iron wedge,
coffee strong enough to
" Boullion"
without milk but with plenty of sugarand sand.
pepper,
its composition
learned
experience.
I
new
was a
also

:

Yes, yachting is pleasant, when breezes are
Ami the trim craft bowls gaily along,
With a few chosen shipmates, aie cruising to

potatoes, beef, salt, sugar

fair

in a boat
long for a tramp on the ground.

young

The

are in for a swim.
"lumpy" and " wobbles" your " spoons"

'Or the water is
Just when you stretch out for a "spurt,"
PerJiaps it is jolly to cut up such loons
While the spray soaks the back of your shirt.

In the dust, for a " two-forty spin."

such beguilements I beg to be free,
Yet from
Also "Polo," fox-hnnting and "slch;"
They may each in their turn servo to cure the ennui
all

rich.

But the sensible plodder whose ducats are few.
strays.

Will strike for the wildwood, whose charms ever new,
Are free from conventional ways.
There the shady nooks nestle and limpid lakcsgleam;

W

ii li

startled deer

compound

hastily swallowed, anxious to get

where

I

" Oh, push

should go,

out into the rice anywhere, but no use to shoot for an hour
I fancied I could see upon a stretch of open water the

yet."

Considering there was nothing morally wrong in killing ducks by daylight, I picked out
one of the small clinker built boats, secured the ouly pair of

black heads of a mass of ducks.

—

for half of the oad

(The afghan tucked carefully In)
Some seekers of pleasure are found on the road,

There the trout leap, and
So for jolly good cheer give

feather.

hens.

life-giving

at the ducks, I inquired

And your muscles

lie

mud

run;

me forest and stream,

how fortunate that I went first and
oars, happy over this
pushed out. The oars didn't work first-rate on account of the
mud and weeds, a hundred pounds of which I raked up at
every stroke. One spot of open water gave me a little headway, which, checked suddenly, pitched me forward into the bottom of the boat upon my knees. The position was prayerful, but
the three inches of water was not at all conducive to a proper
spirit. No time to bale out; the ducks were ahead, their black
heads bobbing about. Within ten rods I dropped the oars
and grabbed my firearm for a sitting shot. Then first I comprehended that they were mud hens, every blessed one of
them. I had one of their friends inside of me and did not
Slowly and sadly I rowed and poked my way
care for more.
into the first patch of rice.

a friend, and the rod and the guu.

An

hour's waiting

—a flock of

came circling along at a mile a minute. One barrel
six feet ahead sent me backward into the three inches of
For Forest and Stream and iioc? and Gun.
Didn't feel so wet as it did the
water, now increased to four.
first time.
One duck dropped dead, another wounded.
the
Pushed out, secured the dead bird, the wounded one dove;
the water not deep I could see the ripple of his swimming.
WEEK among the Grundy County, Illinois, chickens, When his head came up I pushed carefully within easy range,
By some surprising deflection
in September, With the thermometer at 00° had not satis- raised an oar and let him have
the blade came not nearer than two feet, splashing me thoroughfied me, particularly the wonderful unaminity with which our
I this, my best stroke ten inches
bedead chickens took on the process of decomposition. The ly. Three times tried
coming desperate, I shoved the boat up near him and grabbed
last week in October Seymour, just returned from the marshes
his
head
off, and with much toil rewringing
ully
vengef
him,
of
the
duck
shooting
accounts
glowing
near Toledo, gave such
The mallard flying in
rice as evening came on.
there that I straight oil repacked my traps and took the even- turned to my
from the Lake circled around everywhere except where I was.
ing train for the city where they " never have the ague."
dropped
him, but he fell in
over
me,
almost
I
came
last
One
at
Ned's,"
up
to
Captain
made
my
way
morning
I
The nest
as he flew past.
As it
who, as 1 had been informed, ran a yacht to the marshes twice the rice one wood duck I cut down
carelessly,
in
more
with many
mallard
came
the
darker
a week, and who had general supervision of matters there dur- grew
then- swift moving wings.
with
my
face
brushing
fairly
teal
a
difficulty.
But
it
was
him
without
found
I
ing the season.
He had on his store clothes, was just starting I banged away a dozen or twenty shots, wishing I had'eyes in
olectlon day.
down-town to exercise his elective privileges, so we had to the back of my head. Securing two mallard and two teal, as
the
day following, when we started off bright many more dropped, but unless killed dead had better not
until
over
lie
and early in the morning, our party including "Captain Ned," have been hit at all. Now dark. I rowed and poked and dug
The others were all in. Found
a little the worse for wear, but with a conscience balanced my, way to the camp fire.
"Young Ned," a twelve-year-old, and that with my seven ducks I was two ahead of the biggest bag.
date;
to
up
not good. Thought so myself.
a young Frenchman, who said he was a priest, or All said that the flight was
preparing to be one, going down to see his brother, who The blue hills and teal a little too fast, the mallard too slow,
was tent-keeper at the marsh. The said tent-keeper was a so that with my inexperience I fired too far behind and too
Changed my wet clothes in the sand
baker, but he had left his alum and ammonia and 2d quality far aheadsystematically.
lamp— great comfort
spring wheat xxx flour to exercise his slaughterous propensities and darkness of the tent. There was a
upon ducks. Both brothers could sing right regally. Around to know it but there was no oil went out to the camp fire,
coffee,
then back into the
and
dose
of
mud
hen
the camp kettle stirring up the mud hens, compounding what swallowed my
spoon fashion, slept
they called "boullion," they would ring out many a French tent, bunked in under the buffalo skins
melody with a liveliness and vigor which pleased me exceed- cold and half awake all night. At four a. m. wc were routed
ingly.
The Marseillaise was their favorite and ours. The out, swallowed our hot coffee hastily, and each man to his
grand chorous of "Marchon enfans," owing perhaps to my boat, pushed off into the darkness.
This time I left the oars and took a hunting pole, a new eximperfect knowledge of the French, ever brought vividly beinto
fore my mind's eye a vast regiment of infants with red night- perience, delightful and refreshing. Jabbing it furiously
vigorously,
caps, el preterca nihil, marching forward savagely with cries the mud until it struck bottom, I shoved ahead
propulsion.
and squalls and cutting of teeth. The wind was contrary; congratulating myself upon this effective mode of
the
with many tacks at four o'clock we reached the outlet of Then with much effort, steadily pulling upon the pole,
Frenchman's Creek chilled through and hungry. A small boat slowly and surely retraced its coarse. The next trial I
to
work
the
learn
boat containing the baker came off and took us ashore. Camp gained a foot, but not for a long time did I
Then I could not
consisted of a tent upon the sandy point— near by two crotches the thing with any sort of satisfaction,
every
with a pole across held the camp kettle. The table, a plank poke upon both sides at once, and the bow would turn at
T.

§pon

W. A.

blue bills

Jgargk

A

;

'

'

;

.

—

;
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with a four-foot high support

at

each end; a bench upon each

side of like formation completed the arrangements for feeding

and comfort and fresh

air.

The camp

kettle contained the

"boullion, just arrived at perfection," so the baker informed

me, and he brought

me

a

bowl

of

it,

which was very welcome,

poke.
It was very tiresome indeed continually changing
the pole from one side to the other— like riding a velocipede,
Others did it, why notl? So in
apparently impossible.
spite of blisters and wondrous waste of muscle I kept at it,

bound

for

Suffice

turtles.

it

to say that being here I

am

not there yet.

o'clock I had worked hack to camp, not having had
a shot, but lots of practice with the hunting pole, though I

At seven
With many a

We chafe at such bobbing about

When for brief recreation

thing,

Black bread q. s. This was our constant bill of fare, It was
always good, only the difference between old mud hens and

There is pleasure in rowing when waters are still,
With a shell boat so taper and slim;
But the catching a " crab" may result in a " spill,"

That troubles the painfully

main

the

All boiled together

And reel off a yarn or a song;

With t he brighteyed young Delia

last,

mud hens,
share,

But when the winds fails us and idly we float,
Becalmed on our way up the Sound,

And

and sand, and

mud, where daylight found me, and
where the ducks found me. Not one of them came near
enough to see What I was after, whether fishing or diggingfor
in the open, fast in the

my last night's

rice patch.

But

alas,

fetching

up

could not perceive that I had improved very much in its manThe baker and Ned, the elder, had eight ducks,
¥oung Ned had three large green heads. The priest had not

agement.

gone out, but had been better employed stewing the boullion
and coffee.
The weather was fine, altogether too much so. Toward
noon the wind was from the south. Making interest with
the baker, we started out together. He said he would take
me up Frenchman's creek to some small ponds where we should
have good shooting. He went ahead, we were soon in the
creek, which I found was a crooked streak of water through th
1 could but admire
the rice, averaging tour to six feet wide.
the dexterity with which he handled that infernal hunting

working on one side only, pushing and steering at the
same time, whereas I worked upon both sides, every time
pole,

turning the

bow

into the

mud upon

the opposite side of the

would call to him to "holdon."
At last overtaking him I requested him to explain "why my
?"
and
straight
why his pole didn't stick
boat wouldn't go
Every

channel.

littlewhile I

mud at every stroke. Said he, "Put down your
with short quick pushes." That, after many trials, I
doing, but my boat never qviite got rid of the
in
succeeded
habit of turning up into the mud. We kept on and on: Frenchman's Creek appeared to be a very long creek indeed, I judged
fast in the

pole

so,

about twenty miles.
out into a

Said the baker,

At

last,

greatly to

sorue. twenty rods

pond
'

'

Bun your

my relief, wc came

long by six or eight wide.

boat into the grass and get out your

an hour there will be
teal come skimming
Two pintails came next, flying rather
along. .1 dropped him.
Cave them each a barrel. One came down dead, the
high.
oth;r with a wing broken fell in the grass beyond reach. A
mallard from below came over the mai-sh straight for me.
Just ready to raise my gun when a puff of smoke from the
baker, and down pitched the mallard. These two mallard from
the same direction appeared to be almost within shot of me,
decoys, I will go to the lower end

lots of

ducks."

I did so.

;

in

A blue wing

them both, but neither dead. Just then a
in it pushed slowly by me and down toand
located their decoys not many rods from
ard my friend,
him. A few ducks came along, but the new comers wore
black coats, and were so conspicuous that none came near.
Three-quarters of an hour went by and the baker came rapidly pushing up to me, pouring forth a solid six-inch stream of
profanity, exhausting the capabilities of two languages, anathe baker stopped

boat with three

men

thematizing the "black-coated blackguards," as he called them.
again undertook the navigation of the creek back toward
camp. When out of the creek we turned sharp to the right,

Wc

and coming to some moderately large patches of open water
I was directed to put out my decoys and push my boat into a
clump of buUrushes, while B. took his stand twenty rods heNot long before a mallard
low.
It was now five o'clock.
came over the marsh straight for me. As he saw the decoys
careful
aim and fired. Not a shot
took
he lowered a little. I
touched him, he began to climb and the second barrel dropped
A black duck came for the Frenchman, who broke
hi m dead.
a wing,

the second ban-el missed,

the duck slanted

down

and with a heavy
thud he struck in the stern of my boat. As it grew dark the
hammered
away, dropping
we
plentifully,
and
in
came
ducks
them in all directions. This was soon over. The wind was
of
the marsh, so
out
now blowing hard and driving the water
that we had a hard time getting back to camp, but we did it,
and it was nine o'clock. Old Ned and young Ned had gone
up to town, the priest was asleep. The fire was out and we
were wet and tired, the baker so hoarse he couldn't swear.

hi

I

r.

Quickly

for

my head.

we raked up

I fired at 30 feet,

the

fire,

ducks— couldn't spend time

ripped off the skins of some
them, and at ten o'clock

to pick

dinner— coffee and ducks and
duck soup and black bread— and first-class appetites. Our dinning room was a little cold, for the wind now blew a gale. It
blew the tent down before morning, where we let it lie, and
At four o'clock the ducks were
froze ice one inch thick.
quacking all around us, the marsh was crammed full of them.
We were dead used up, so we let them quack, and rolling over
p. &r.

precisely

slept until

we

sat

down

broad daylight.

to

Aliqcis.
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PICNIC IN LOUISIANA.

to say (hat every basket contained everything that was good.
An hour's rest and aU refreshed, were ready to resume our

long after my arriyaj En Alexandria before 1 was
told some marvellous stories in regard to the trout and
bass fishing in the many streams tad lakes abounding in the
country.
I listened with interest, but gave many of the
Stories a large granum salk.
During the spring ami early

IT

not,

summer

I tried several of the streams, and, though finding excellent fishing, taking large baskets, yet nothing that would
come up to those immense stories recited.
I joked many of
the "fish blowers," as I called them, but they insisted they

stated facts, and in order to convince me a trip to
the above locality was projected.
Two days before the final
"get off "I sent, forward an escort of eight men with our
equipage,
under Sergeant P., with directions to select a
Camp
camping grourid, and the sequel will show he did it with

had only

much judgment and

tact.

Our party

consisted of Mrs. P. and son, the Misses P.,
P., Mr. P., Lieut's, P. and W., and your
humble servant.
The order for an early start was imperative, having a drive
of twenty-five miles before us.
The young ladies promised
implicit obedience, but wc purposely fixed the time one hour
earlier than was really necessary, having had some experience
in getting the fair sex started on such an occasion, but to
their credit be it said they were prompt, to the minute, though
some of them had a ride of three miles to join us at the house
Of M. L. , Our rendezvous.
The peep of day found us stirriug; baskets, valises, rods
and guns, indeed everything necessary for comfort and
Bport was brought out on the balcony ready for packing. The
hack, as they call it here, a two-horse wagon, with springs
under the scats, was anxiously looked for. At last it came,
but to our disappointment, and in disregard of promises, was
There was no lime to send it back, and with
minus a cover.
Some low, but emphatic growls, wo concluded to make the
Soon our things were packed.
best of it.
wife and son,
W.
and
myself
jumped in, and a ride of a mile brought
Lieut.
US to the hospitable mansion of Mr. L., where we were received with that whole soul, hearty welcome so characteristic
of the southerners.
Here we found the Misses F. already on the ground full of
life and anticipated pleasures.
council was held, and it was decided that as
vehicle
had no cover, all the ladies were to take scats with the Misses
F. Now, we gentlemen did not vote in the affirmative for
this arrangement, but we were set down at once as selfish
mortals, and told that women had some rights which men
must respect, and as the fifteenth amendment is in full force
down here, we subsided, with a sly look at each other to the
effect that we would get even with them before the day was
The adjustments being satisfactorily settled, and the
over.
packing done to give the ladies the mo;t comfort and room,
the effort being acknowledged by one of the fair ones in some
complimentary remarks, the w'ord was given (it looked a
little QuakeriBh, all the gentlemen iu one wagon, the ladies in
the other), and off we started as gay and jovial a party as one

Miss

S.,

,

and Mrs.

My

A

my

needs wish to be in.
How cum I describe that bright June morning? The sun
itself above the horizon, but the brilliant
rose-colored hues, with the long spire-shaped rays shooting
high into the heavens, showed us in what part of the east to
look for his coming. A cool, delightf ul breeze from the southeast, laden with the fragrance of the magnolia and a thousand
other flowers, wafted us on our jourue.y.
fc>oon the sun in all
its glorious refulgenco burst from its eastern bed.
Prom tree,
shrub, flower and grass the dew drops reflected its rays as
from myriads of diamonds. The lovely verdure in all tints
of green, from the deep shade of the pine to the lightest of
the shrubbery, with the dark brown of the tree trunks as a
back ground, gave a variety to the exquisite landscape that
met the eye on every side, constantly changing as we moved
onward over the undulating country. ' How joyous and lighthearted that party
The hearty laugh was constantly heard,
echoed and re-echoed. Suddenly the joyous song broke forth,
led by the fine soprano voice of "Miss P.", soon joined iu by all,
making the welkin ring.
As 1 was not familiar with all the roads, Miss L. assuring us
Bhe was, we put ourselves under her guidance, following the
road she pointed out. A ride of three mUes brought, us to the
Flagon, when I became convinced we were oa the wrong
road, but we were on a " lark," and we gentlemen determined
to go on. The banks at the crossing were rather steep, and
sundry little exclamations from the wagon in rear admonished
us of the state of feeling there. We only noticed it bv asking
if they did not think a division of the party admirable
but,
being safely over, they only replied, "The" horrible things!"
Another three miles, having crossed a small creek by a bridge,
we ran into the doorway of a farm-house— the end of that
road.
"We now requested Miss L. to show us the road out.
She was the picture of distress, and we gentlemen only helped
her out by saying, in under tones, "Two hours lost; got to
go way back; tire the horses out," etc, Wc were now set
down by our fair companions as a mean, impolite set. At
last after having our own ftm at their expense 1 started off,
telling them to follow. Lieut. W. and myself on one of our
trips had been there, and knew we were not far out of our
way, and as you can drive through the pine woods most anywhere, and knowing the direction, we put on a wise face and
started.
Skirting the fence of the plantation, we drove
through the woods, and a couple of miles brought us out on
the main road, very much to the gratification of our ladies,
especially one.
Their anxiety relieved, jollity took the
supremacy.
ride of twelve miles brought us to Clear Creek, a pretty
pebbly-bottomed creek, clear as crystal and cold. The bluffs
on one side were quite precipitous some sixty or seventy feet;
on the other there was a short stretch of bottom laud then
gradually rising to the pine lulls. As it was about, noon a bait
Was ordered, and iu a horse shoe bend of the creek, under the
Shade, of the Grand de Flora and other trees, we alighted for a
rest.
As Lieut. W. and myself had visited this spot before
and caught some fine bass, while the ladies were arranging
things, and I making some very pointed remarkB, we got out our
rods and started up stream, which, being very tortuous, soon
took us out. of sight, of our fair companions, and as I had surmised
I SOOn found out the meaning of these, "remarks," the splashing in the water, and sundry exclamations, proved that,
throwing off all restraint, the conventionalities and immunities of life, they were girls again.
Not finding any fish, we
slowly moved back, but on reaching camp were challenged,
"Don't come here," admonishing us that they were still playing girls. However, wc were not kept waiting long. A silvery
voice called us to lunch. Lunch
Does anyone know what
that word means, or how enjoyable it is, that lias not sat
down to it under just such circumstances ? It is not necessary

had not yet shown

!

;

A

!

Three miles further brought, us to Big Creek, which is of
considerable size, and one of the best flaking grounds to be
found.
We made no halt, but crossing the bridge, pushed
on at a brisk pace, the day being cool, the lovely morning
breeze having kept up with US.
Seven miles further brought
US to l.iille ltiver, which is nearly, if not quite as large, as
Red navigable, and would be all the year were it not for the
spreading out, forming Cattahoola Lake.
A flat boat was OUT
means of crossing, for which we paid the moderate sum of
On remonstrating at this extortion, the
S3. 36 per carriage.
ferryman remarked
"You una are the first that has crossed
here in a month, aud how could I live and keep my boat
without charging at that rate." This was a knockdown
argument, and we growled no more. This is indeed a beautiful stream; the banks are slightly bluff, with the trees and
shrubbery growing to the very edge. The water looks nearly
black, but mirrored with unusual distinctness the surroundings.
Pish w ere constantly jumping, but we pushed on to
reach our final destination three miles further. About 3 P.
M. we drove up to what, in ante-bellum times, was the hotel,
to impure the direction to our camp.
The polite Mr. B., who
,

;

:

r

has a large, well-furnished store at tliis point, came up.
Greeting most of the party whom he had known before, and
being introduced to the rest, he jumped on his horse and
guided us to camp.
mile further brought us to Trout
Creek; at this point a clear, pebbly stream, some thirty leet
wide and from six to twelve inches deep. As we drove into
it exclamations
were on every lip. There were the trout,
sure enough, from the fingerling to the three-pounder, and,
what's more, in countless numbers, darting in all directions
but we bad to restrain our longing to cast a line, and moved
to camp a quarter of a mile further on.
Coming to the bluff,
which the water reaches when high, we ascended, and a
beautiful picture met the eye.
At the further end of an open
flat, covered with a luxuriant growth of long grass, under the
shade of tall pines, stood a large hospital tent, the flaps at
both ends thrown back showing the interior the neat little
iron bedsteads, with their pure white coverlids, standing on
a white paulin, which was in place of a carpet the two rows
of white A tents on either side, not forgetting the kitchen
tent, a little to the right and rear, all nestling under the
shade of lovely trees, the rays of the now almost setting sun
throwing long shadows diagonally across the camp. It was
a sight that drew exclamations from every one.
Soon everything was unpacked and in its place, when cook
comes up and wants to know when wc will have dinner. As
it was all ready he gets a sharp retort, and is asked if he did
not know wc came there to eat fish. No dinner until the fish
came. He chuckled to himself, and we, with rod in hand, a
man for each rod to catch bait, started for the creek, and a
strife as to who would get there first ensued.
Lieut, P.,
being about 200 avordupois, stood little chance, and Lieut,
W. and myself took the lead and arrived about the same
time.
My rod was together in a jiffy, and my man handed
me a " top-water" minnow. Away went the line, Lieut. W.
following closely. I cast for some large ones I sawT but they
were not as quick as some of their younger associates, and
away went the line with a wdiiz, and up comes a fine bass of
about a pound weight. At the same time Lieut. W. sings
out, "I've got him," and landed one of about the sama
size.
Just now came along, puffing and blowing, our 200pound companion, with the remark, "You might wait for a
fellow," but we were too busy to bandy words
too much excited over the royal sport we saw in store for us.
Fish after
fish came up about as fast as we could cast, until " Hold on,"
was cried; "we have got more than we want," and this in
less than an hour (it must be recollected there were seventeen
all told in the party).
With our strings thrown over our
shoulders we wended our way to camp, stopping on the way
for a good drink of the cool sulphur water which came
bubbling up from a dozen springs. Arrived, we found our
ladies refreshed, bright and happy, sitting under the fly which
was Btretuhed in front of the big tent, awaiting our return.
Of course each string of fish was counted and commented on,
during which time cook stood waiting, ready and anxious, as
we had caught them, to show us how he could cook them;
and he did know how, sure. A wash and a Utile fix up, and

A

;

—

;

,

;

we were made presentable, when we sat down to as royal a
dinner as ever did king in his palace. How sweet and enjoyable that meal
The long ride had given every one a
good appetite (cook said if we bad not stopped just as we did
another trip to the creek would have to be made). A constant flow of wit and fun was indulged in, and the meal was
prolonged to some time after dark. The bright moon came
sailing up into the heavens, casting its silvery rays through
the tall pines, from which were cast long shadows that it
would not require a very imaginative mind to conjure into
most anything, creating one of those still loveable quiets.
Music was called for, and those woods were Boon echoing
sounds seldom, if ever, heard before. And so an hour was
spent, when an early retirement being considered best, the
"Good nights," TIappy dreams," etc., passed around, and soon
all were in that sound sleep pre-induced by a long ride and late
hearty dinner, and nothing was heard but the occasional step
of the sentinel, and a singular noise made by the 800-pounder,
to which was given various names.
Plume del Eoba,
I

'

(To

VIRGINIA'S

be continued.)

VALLEY OF ROSES.

manners of Virginians.
Virginians.
No one asks who you ire or when
from) no clerk
takes a mental invent oi
of
sfilnatea its
probable value. Yon can st
week without a
particle of baggage, and not
ill'
mentioned
until you ask tor it yourself
fir.
dollsraaweek
is the price of board.
The bill rjf fare
iveand ratter),
each article being well cooked and the t
Pruit is grown here in groat abundance aud variety, apples,
peaches, pears, plums, grapes, etc., are cultivated upon nearly
every farm in th« neighborhood
as there is but a small market for them, Ihey are almost given away.
The inhabitants of Petersburg and of Mooreficld ( which is
eleven miles from the former place), and of the vicinity of
each, areas charming a people as can be found m,
Many of them are graduates of the fust colleges in the country,
and before the war were wealthy. I think that whoever visits
this .section will say that the proportion of pretty and talented
girls is greater than in any place in the land.
The great pastime here is croquet, and both sexes enter into it with enthusiasm.
Petersburg is about forty miles from the Baltimore & Ohio
Rail Road. To the west is a well cultivated valley running
at right angles with that in which the town is located, extending tlurty miles toward the railroad on the east the mountains Slope nearly to the village, while lo the south they are
much farther off, and through a magnificent gap in them", the
South Branch of the Potomac glides through into the meadows
and by the town into another and far more picturesque gap
about two miles north of Petersburg. This latter ravine is
famous for a "fox and ox" which, through some freak of nature, are plainly visible on the face, of a rocky prccq
e some
four or five hundred feet high. Both of the figures
s formed of yellow stone, and are as natural as though man ind not.
chance, was the artist.
The roads art broad and srnootltie and
as horses aud carriages are to be had for a trifle, the rx untry
for miles can be explored to your satisfaction and pie
The south branch of the Potomac, which I have just, referred to, originated in the couuties of Highland and Pendleton, where also rise the .North and Middle Porks.
They flow
in a north-easterly direction and unite near Petersburg" from
whence it flows past Moorefield, through Hardy and Hampshire counties and joins the North Branch of the Potomac
about fifteen miles below Cumberland.
The south branch is famous, as you are well aware, for its
splendid bass fishing, and nowhere in its course is it so fine as
in the neighborhood of Petersburg.
You enter the stream,
which at this point is about, a hundred and fifty feet wide,
aud abounding in deep pools on either side,, some "two hundred
yards below your hotel, and the fishing begins ai once. For
nearly a mile there are no trees on the river banks and you
could not. have a finer stream for fly fishing, but when it enters the mountain gorge
deepens and a boat is necessary.
If it is a fa\ orable day and the fish bite well, you will not need
to fish more than a couple of miles, for in that distance you
will take from fifty to one hundred and fifty bass—
a good load for three men to carry.
There is no exaggeration about this statement, for one of the best fishermen
here, Mr. George D. Lee (a nephew of the General) with two
friends, caught eighty odd in two hours, and did not go a
quarter of a mile. When the water is clear, in September—
which is, by the way, the bast time to fish here—the bass can
be seen in apparently solid masses of eight or ten feet square,
and when your minnow makes its appearance, the rush is tremendous. Ply fishing for bass has not been tried to any extent, and therefore the trial by some one who knows what he
is about would be of great interest to himself and others, who,
though novices, are enthusiastic ones. Trout streams are
plenty, four or five miles away from here, and trout arc
abundant, as the waters are not much troubled by fishermen.
The streams are not very large, and the trout are 'generally of
rather small size.
In the way of game these mountains and valleys are singularly favored.
The meadows and corn fields arc alive with
quail, and from personal knowledge I can say that they are as
numerous as iu the* moit famous "quail counties" of New
Xorlc.
There is no cover to bother you, and one can hunt for
twenty or thirty miles, if he be inclined to, through corn and
wheat, stubble or level meadows.
Pheas.ints (ruffed grouse)
gray squirrels, wild turkeys and rabbits are on all the mountains by thousands, while woodcock and snipe arc found in
the marshes; ducks in small flocks come to the river in the
spring and fall. Wild pigeons in millions are here, every year
deer, bears, and "sick" are thick in the wilderness, which
extends for seventy or eighty miles cast of here, beginning
some seven or eight miles away. The best time to come here
is iu the latter part of September, when the gunning and bass
i

i,

;

.

in

is

dise but little known and less appreciated by the sportsmen of
the North and East. Porte Crayon, in a series of articles in
Harper's Monthly in 1872,gavc a good description of this region
but there was more humor, romafcee and love-making than descriptive hints of value to thoss seeking knowledge of the coun
try in these sketches. I will endeavor to give my brethren of
the rod and gun a brief sketch of the country, its inhabitants,
its game and fish, and the maimer and cost of getting thither.
In a valley that has but few equals for beauty or fertility in
this broad land of ours, there nestles the charming little town
Of Petersburg, &ran1 county, W. Va. It is the very beau ideal
of a headquarters for one who loves— and what true sportsman does not nature in all her softened, chastened loveliness,
connected with really first class gunning and fishing.
It is a little town of five hundred inhabitants
a broad,
shady street with pretty white collages and more pretentious
brick mansions clustering on either side, each house surrounded by trees aud gardens, aud having a croquet aud flirtation
ground beside it, well shaded by apple, peach or pear trees.
Well kept flower beds are scattered here and there in picturesque confusion.
Roses bloom in great thickets along the road sides they

—

;

,-

i

;

i

it.

fishing will

the Alleghany Mountains,
the western
HIGH upofamong
the State of West Virginia,
an earthly parapart,

clamber in odorous festcons over the porches and around the
windows. They are of almost every color, and their,is endless.
Everybody wears them in the afternoon andevering; Ihey glow amongst the tresse of the daughters of Petersburg In dainty little clusters, from whence they are frequently
transferred to the lapped of some youth's c at, to the envy of bis
Ther seems to lie something pe
less fortunate brethren.
ly favorable to the growth of bis queen of the floral kin
here, and their prolusion is truly wouderful.
About, half way down the street I have mentioned is one of
the comfortable looking hotels, once so common iu Virginia
Its very exterior is suggestive of something good (or dinnersay chicken fried in true Virginia style, with cream butter.
Mine host, Mr. J. D. Gum, receives you with a Country
politeness that will astonish you if you are a stranger to the
.

journey.

was

,
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beat

its hi ight.

And now as to the manner of getting here. Purchase a
ticket to Keyser, a flo risliing station on the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, 200 n

les

line of stages runs

y to

arriving at
is .$5.50.

go

in

,

Prom

a buggy.

If

from Baltimore.

From Keyser a

Mooreficld, leaving at 8 a. m., and
-i.
The fare to the latter place
Mooi
Id to Petersburg (11 miles) you can
rou aye much baggage, or if not, on horseih.i

,

back, the charge
desires to learn more of this lovely region," let
either G. D. Lee, A. S. Norment, J", D. Gum,
Petersburg, Grant. Co., W, Va., and they will answer all inquiries.
If any one coming here is fond of horseback ridintr,
1 should advise them to visit Greenland Gap while in this vicinity.
It is a lovely little village on the road to K,
is most romantically situated.
One of the most famous
sportsmen in the State fives here, and 1 can testify to his great

If anybody
him write to

He is known far and near as "Uncle Abe"
Smith, and celebrated for his humor aud eccentricity.
[We will run the risk of incurring our correspondent's disploasuro by stating that he is the nephew of Elwood Walters,
Esq., our lamented late President of the New York Board of
Underwriters.
His statements are wholly reliable, and we
trust that the four score of friends who have been asking us
for some cool retreat from the coming summer beats wi evince
their faith in them by going to Petersburg.
Ed.]
hospitality.

1

1

—

—
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similarly affected, andthough the
.lies and in"
:!
and nature of the strange fatality
vestigations
are made, very little of a satisfactory nature has thus far been
developed. Its general outbreak is what proves thai
the effect of some despicable means that is SOmetimi
to in the capture of fish, & c, by the administering of drugs or
chemieals.
The journalists from different Joe
reporting fruitless investigations.
It was at one time thought
hat the locusts which have made their appearance in myriads
accountable for this unusual
ill some districts were perhaps
•:.
Hits
iwever, is rather fallacious, for the
oi
affair*
ii"'
''seventeen year locusts" have not made
Be sections alluded to.
A t first only
a few dead fish of the chub, sticker and suufish species were
discovered along he shores. This number lias been
n
creased lately, and the Delaware River in the vicinity Of Eastoit is said to DO literally lined with dead fish that arc lieeom.
The theory thai
inn- a putrid, decomposed and tainting mass.
these fish were killed by black bass was also advanced a.i one
time, but upon examining some of the bodies (loafing upon the
surface, its absurduess was soon made manifest.
Mr. Henry
Vogel, who has endeavored to elicit new information relative
to the mystery, reports that at. Martin's Creek, seven miles
uptherfver, there is bnl comparatively little evidence of tindisease: but below that, point, down to Kiegelsvillc 'nine
miles below Eastern}, the destruction of the members of the
finny tribe is by no manner of means inconsiderable.
In the
waters of the Delaware, none but suckers, chubs and sunfish
have diet. In the streams of Berks county, however, the disease is less restricted, embracing other species as its victims.
An examination of the dead fish revealed various portions
of the, body
with blotches of a whitish hue.
covered
some of which have turned into sores, which on some had destroyed the fins.
Since all these propositions and theories
h avc proved so fallible, your corresponden t will aol venture
an opinion, but would respectfully submit the discussion of
this mysterious subject to the more able and advanced pisciculturists wdio n re bo inseparably connected, with the Fouest
'.
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Booted
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[ueslion

whether

the Datura] habitat of the Eastern salmon extends south of the
oticut River, although

it

claimed that ETtjndriek ITud-

ia

Many interesting facts have
(he oavigator, saw tliem
been published in this panergoihg to verify or disprove the

Bdiii

lent, to

which we might

refer;

hut

present

at

we

are

i

.

THE

ESOCILiyE

(or Pike Family.)

Botlkb University, i.nmakjpolis,

wm

Editor. Fobest ant> Si

lad.,

Jane

ti, ISTT.

:

l

.inn,:'],

..iini'...r,

.

and other carina students of tin
i

ooenra the statement that " Prof.
modern school, recognize

Gill

i

Ksoenhe,"

filially of

the

viz.

Steal

i

"let by-guues be by-gones," and deal only with

willing to

from which we learn that
on and since the B7th of June, 1877, salmon have been found
off the mouth of the Hudson in considerable numbers, aud also
On the 27th a huge hah,
as fur up the river a* Hyde Park.
that weighed 27 pounds, was taken m a gill net off Governor's
Island, by Dave Snediker, and exhibited by Middle-ton, OarOn or about the same day,
Do., ol Pulton Market.
man
Mr. Eugene Blackford showed a 17 pound salmon that was
taken near Btatcn Island. We are cognizant of two others
When
having been taken at Seabright, near Long Branch
we were informed of these fish, and had personally inspected
them to assure ourselves of their identity, we conjectured
that they were the produce of the flail planted some years previous in Fishkill Creek, and referred to by us at. that time.
Our conclusions seem now to have been verified hy the fact
modern and contemporary

history,

;

salmon have since been taken up the Hudson
Now, these fish evidently
at Hyde Park, as we have stated.
Tor their native spawning stream, but having gone as
far above as twenty miles, it is possible that they will continue
that

twO

large

ii

until the

do not

dam

at

like the

water of Fishkill Creek sufficiently well to put.
to open a pass for them to headwaters

we shall have
Adiromb

in there,

iu the

If they

Troy obstructs their further progress.

—

^-».

Maryland Fran Culture. — The Maryland

Fish Commis-

sion, since its establishment in 1874, has been very successful
in the propagation of native fish,

The Druid

and the introduction of valuPark hatching house is de-

Hill

voted to the culture of California salmon, many millions of
which have been placed in the freshwater tributaries of the
Chesapeake Bay. Several ponds for breeding European carp

and other

are also in

varieties

operation

successful

The

chief attention of the commission has, however, been devoted
to the increase of the shad and herring supply, which, owing
the wholesale destruction by seine and other devices, had
been threatened with extermination. The hatching houses
are located on the head-waters of the Chesapeake and Susqueto

hanna
central

Plats,

camp

Spesutie Island and Carpenter's Point.
is

present located in Carrot Cove,

at

of Northeast Kiver.

The machinery

launch boiler and small engine

to

The
mouth

a five-horse power
move a rod and reis

which work on bars connectvolving
ing with frames on the outside, where sheet-iron buckets
eccentric

w-keels,

The buckets have wire gauze or sieve bottoms.
The machinery operates to give a gentle rising and falling motion to the buckets, in which fish eggs have been placed, and
then half immersed in the water of the river. The play of
the machinery is calculated for about sis or eight inches, and
the motion is continuous night and day while there is anyare-

and Stream.

hung.

thing in the buckets to hatch. The capacity of each bucket,
twenty-five of which are now in use, is about: 100,000 eggs.

between the different stations is effected
by a steam yacht, fitted with apparatus of Com. T, B. Ferguson's invention, and designed for the safe transportation of lish
,eggs, in which the embryo may be kept a day or two without

of light specific gravity, are kept dancing midway
The cones are hung in gamluiks
of the vessel holding them.
similar to the rigging of the compass, so that no matter how
violent the rolling of the steamer, the contents of the egg
chambers are never spilled. The great object to be attained

which are

—

secured gentle and continued agitation of the eggs and the
water in which they are placed from below. In salt water
the pump is stopped, and the tank supply furnishes fresh
water circulation." During the past season an estimated aggregate Of more than five millions of shad have been hatched.
of Which several lots of 100.000 and 300,000 each were
turned over to the United States Fish Commission for general
Maryland furnishes, most of the shad fry for
distribution.
the Government Commissioner, in exchange for which are

is

given valuable European and other varieties of food

fishes.

Fistt Epidemic— The epidemic that has destroyed so
It
in New Jersey, has extended to Pennsylvania.
that its origin and cause cannot be discovered.
singular
very
correspondent sends us the following interesting informa-

The

I

\

many fish
is

A

tion

:

an immense number of fish tire dying through
unknown causes throughout this section of Pennsylvania, is
just now attracting meal attention from our Wallonian disci{ found
The reports of dead Qsl
i.d Sel,
the waters of the Susquehanna, l.el •/h. Dehn
ist spr
kill Rivers, have been circulated at
rsl.re
anO even iu our own native county
i. appeal
to hi!
which have afforded BO much nj.ij
First, the
come infected with the onaceoui itabl E disease.
the haul s Of the Irttpehocken
finuy tribe was scattered along
ne the run inrslrom the
creek, in their inanimate
Northkill, telling of Similar ttestt mil. u, and a little while
....• Mai"»=> "»*>~
d'
he '"ai."^
'".
longer, i.ih:
.T
Uen creek. Other streams outside of the county are said to bo

The

fact that

(
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i

In his

(2)

Lhe

IS.

The

four northern species are the (1) Jisox lucita, or
.,,
(3) the K.r,-i;,'„ia!us; ami (.1) the h:.

imbilmr

Thus,

or dmertomau.

;

.

every careful student ot the modern or ally

like

Bun

t.

To

LUidhjus,

Est)

&.

this species

row

most, an
luTei

.'ii'"'

Le Sueur.

Sim,

mis.

This

Baf.

and after much care and labor is about to begin gathering his
harvest.
Over 300 acres of oyster beds are now thriving well
ill the pond, and Mr. Thomasexpects soon to begin transplanting in suitable waters to fatten the bivalve for market.
They
promise to be of superior quality. The pond covers over
1,000 acres Gape Ann Advertiser.

"My

My

;

—

Artificial Ctjltore op Black Bass. Rochester, June 25,
1877.
The question has many times been asked through your
paper why black bass wore not hatched artificially "by the
Commission. I have not answered it because I do not like to
write, and because I thought that some one would make the

—

discovery from actual observation.
As it is so simple, I will
explain.
There are some kinds of fish that cast their spawn,
and the parents never look after them again. Nature has pro
vided the young of this family of fishes with a yolk sac that
furnishes them with food from seven days to forty-five days,
at the end of wdiich time they need food and know enough to
look for it.
The above family of fish do not hatch one fish to
every thousand that are cast in the natural way, and should be
and, if they were not, they would soon
hatched artificially
runout. But other kinds of fish that make their nests, cast
their spawn and take cars of them until they are hatched, and
then take care of their yroung two or three weeks after they are
hatched.
There is no need of hatching them artificially; if
you did, they would not live, as they would need a mother's
care for some days after they were hatched.
They are hatched
with scarcely any sack, and* need food. They cluster around
the mother, and"she takes them where the food is and teaches
them how to get it, until they learn how to get. their own food
—just as an old bird teaches her young, after leaving the nest,
how to get. their own food then she leaves them to take care
of themselves. It would he just as impossible for a young
fish, belonging to the black bass family, to take care of itself
just after if was batched, as it would be a for a bird just
hatched to take Care of itself.
Sixteen years ago fourteen black bass were put in the Potomac River, and now there arc tons taken from it every year.
Within five or six years the Delaware and Susquehanna" Rivers
have had a few hundred put into them, and last year I heard
of sixty being caught with one rod and line in a single day.
In many of our small lakes in this State, where, there Were bid
a few mature fish put in, there will be good fishing this season.
;

—

Seth Gukkn.

Yours,

The

Laoepide.

JSsMl Aiiwri'-aHtis.

5.

ui.jer

salmon was caught in the Merrimac River, at Amoskeag Falls. The fish was going up the stream, and, while it
should not have been taken, its capture proves the fact that
these fish are really able to pass the

—..—
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Lawrence

cope, The little Biiltalo PLko or Humpback Pike.
and jwrfcSIW Ol authors.
and nwtneanus are found chiefly, or only, in the
*i
trearas; hates and nobiltor in (he Great Lake Region and Upper Mississippi Valley aod cyplin and millennia chiefly la the Ohio and
Lower Mississippi Valley.
oJus

'...,....

'

;

Here is a litlle •• key " in the species :
A. Braachiostegula, IS on each side (17 to 19); spots on body flu fleet
than ground color cheeks aud operoles with the lower half bare very
;

;

;

14,

very rarely ic); head and suout

long; K. operates hah" bare; Cheeks scaly; spotted, the spots paler
to 40 lbs—Lutiua.
ban ground color large,
BB. Cheeks and opercles entirely scaled ; color reticulated with various shades ot green, h.\: medium; S to IB lbs.— HetjcuUtiu.
i

M

;

AAA.

Brauehiostegais,

tively short

small

J

.'_.

;

12 (often

13,

rarely f4)

head and snout rela-

;

fcoS lbs.

Back nearly Straight.) sides reticulated.— S«lm<msmi.
CC. Back nearly, straight sides with many transverse curved bars.—

C.

;

Amerieqiiwrn.

Hack " hmnped ;" sides nearly plain.— cypiw.

cot:.

truly,

D.

Comment.—We

s. JouriAK.

arc glad to have been the

humble means of

an authority

as Prof. Jordan,

bringing to the front so valued

Who is now engaged

iu classifying

the ictithyc fauna of the

The paper which he contributes
a very fair statement of the representative forms ot

Smithsonian Institution.
horcwith

is

the Esox family, each of which the editor of this paper lias
admitted anil described at sundry times in the columns of this
Prof. Jordan has probably miscon-

journal and in books.

strued the meaning of the editor iu the article of June 21st,
which he refers to, the editor probably erring in his choice, of
of technical terms

The

avoided.
as

was not

it

which a

better scientific scholar

might have

might also be pardoned,
commit that gentleman or
The position taken in the

allusion to Prof. Gill

his desire to specially

any other recognized authority.
editor's article was simply to group the three

New York or

com-

distinct or

pletely distinguished species of Esocidas in the United Slates,
(there

may

tendency

in

be four, as Prof. Jordan maintains, though
these days

is

the

toward conformity and not multipli-

cation of species), viz., (\)E. netbilior, the 100-pound monster,

w/teremr found, whose characteristics of structure, form and
color are so distinctive that they cannot be mistaken
pike, cither of the
trifling respects

his
erel

West or East

•

(2) tho

some

(differing, to be sure, in

according to his range or habitat) that reaches

pounds in weight and (3) the pick(diminutive for pike) that seldom reaches three pounds

twenty and even

fifty

;

in weight.

With regard

to the pickerel, there are certainly

presonlulive forms," but

and

K

ra.oenelli,

we

many

"re-

care not whether, like E. afmis,

the inhabit tho

warm

waters aud canals of

the rice fields of the south, or, like faseiatus, the streams of

Long Island or whether they swim in fingerling schools in
Lake Uhainpla'm, or grow to larger size in the ponds of Pennsylvania, we maintain that they are still simply pickerel (little
pike) and when we catch one of these little fellows we know
;

;

that he is not of that sort that grows to huge proportions.
For lack of a better name we designate him E. Jteticulntus,
which appelation also refers to the markings on his back and
sides, which often, but by no means always, are reticulated.
For the more minute work of scientific identification, when a
fish is presented for inspection, it is well to have a distinctive!

Latin

name

to give

him

that will instantly inform the learned

whether he comes from Xe w York or from South Caroli na, Iron
Long Island or Pennsylvania but when, as in the case in
question, we are merely requested to state whether a specimen
before us is a dwarfed maskelouge or a pickerel, we. shall be
compelled to reply in such simple language that, men wT ho ara
scholars can understand. As editor of a paper published COi
lie people, we are obliged always to remember that the vernacular of a majority of them is not Latin, and that their interest iu Natural History does not estond to the widest distrii

;

l

bution of species.

As

to the fin system

and markings of trout and pickerel,

we

lumare bold to say thai they vary so muoh (the fin rays
ber, ami the niaikings in shape and color) thai we cannot depend upon the variations, however striking, to indicate spebe same wate.
\\ e have ^v\\ two pickerel taken from
cies.
.

I

an time which, were marked altogether differently
and in counting (iu rays, we scarcely ever find them to correspond numerically, the variation being from one to three. The
same observations apply to pike, both of the Eastern and Westi

Sal)

P

~

selections for themselves uptown,<but they always

go to Baldwin, the clothier, iu

of

:,,,,.;.

...

m

—A

elc,,

orluttW fascuitns, nw,.

neliinl authors.

Yours very

attention to tho matter in our county.
One of the first, to follow was Levi Davis, of Forestville, who has thus far been
very successful. He says
in
raisins
carp
has
success
been good. Last season
I raised 4,044 fish from five, which is an increase of nearly
4,000 per cent. This season I anticipate double that, number
from the same five fish. Last season they commeneed hatching June 10th, and this year May 24th. I attribute your failure to mismanagement. The hatching pond should be as natural as possible, with some brush or grass, or both, in it, for
the fish to spawn on or in. They spawn in February or
March, and hatch in May or June, and then the brush can lie
removed. Your box-ponds will do very well for feeding, but
hatching-pond has some seven or eight
not for hatching.
square rods in it, and is from riffle down to four feet of water,
with a stream of three-quarters of an inch flowing in. If a
large quantity of water is let in, the accruing sediment is liable
As to feed, it may consist of
to cover and spoil the eggs.
wheat, barley, corn-meal, bran, blood, or boiled potatoes. This
for the very young ones, the
is for fish of considerable size
best food is the curd of sour milk, bread made of middlings,
and boiled rice, Carp will cat almost anything that hogs will
e&t^—JPetaluma (Gal.) Argus.

the vmiroaus lugulmaus,

Is

riters

—

California. We believe that fish culture will ere long
become an important interest in Sonoma County and throughout tho State. Mr. Poppe, of Sonoma, who imported some
carp from Germany about three years ago, was the first to give

belong the names Jiniomt
correspondent, "Ago 01,"

ween this and the masketonge.
To this belong the names ujl:,

bet

ir.

—

have

I

There lie recognizes distinctly four lifomithe North, and alludes to the several representative

(np.411, 118).

HI to WO lbs.— XolHtior.
A A. Bnmchlostegals.
[often

PHorAGATiON op Ovsthks. A Fairhaven oysterman about
two years ago leased a salt pond at Block Island and began
operations raising oysters.
He established permanent communication between the pondand the sea by means of a flume,

-[Adv,

Uad

to

lsc.it

nent species Iu
(onus elsewhere.

urge

'

I

Agr. for

cstov;

opinion, the only reference to the species
writings Has been published In the Ref

to Prof. Gilt's

been able

j

o. D. S.

— Mothers make

As

tun.

«.

Itapid" transportation

interruption to the processes of nature, but rather facilitating
"The apparatus consists of a tank supplied with
ithem.
water from overboard by a steam pump, which may be kept
Pipes from
to operation whether the steamer is going or not.
ilhe tank connect with five inverted cones, in each of which
as many as 200,001) eggs may be placed. The water supplying these egg chambers comes in from below, so that the eggs,

,i

Hamhurij, Pa,, JuntrlG, 1877.
.

For the present, however, the object of this writing is answered by the substantiated fact that Hudson-hatched salmon
have growu to mature fish, and are now in the river.

able varieties.

...

I

Brooklyn for boy's

outflta.

ern varieties,

FOREST AND STREAM.
The Pbasori
'

uEhsbttm of Yale College

ompleted, has during

known by

which has reofflrfty

sad experience.
The little Ftuit and grass seed
taken by he spari'Ow as is claimed]] is more than compensated by the vast quantities of obnoxious insects and worms he
destroys.
Upon throwing a chunk of bread in the yard, I
have seen two bodies approach it, and suddenly, as if by
agreement, a champion from each body would aii
almost simultaneously begin an attack "upon each other, both
endeavoring to possess themselves of the food.
When one
champion was exhausted another stood ready to lake his
place, and so the thing went, on until four or live battles had
been fought, when the defeated side, would throw up the
sponge and fly away, leaving the champions in possession of
the food.
I have never seen the sparrow offei: tight with
any other species of birds outside their own iribc— seem to
be family quarrels only.
The wren, bulbird. robin, oriole
and martin are sociable and as numerous as previous to the
advent, of the sparrow.
Each tribe has its respective duties
to perforin in the economy of nature, and if is an undoubted
fact that, if the birds (sparrows included) were all swept off
the face of the earth, man. could not, live upon it; Vegetation
would wither antl die, and insects would become so numerous
that no living thing could withstand their attack.
Spare the

on furnished with

in

I

and a large part of

Cases,

I

various de-

collections in the

flie

partments of Natural History have deen placed on exhibition.
The, line appearance of the building, its great size and the
completeness of

equ

its

I

lledwithpricle the hearts

graduates wliOjwere present at the recent

ment

Commence-

exercises.

Although the
taereis very

r-o'leetions

are as yot only partially arranged

much to

ba seen which will interest the most careThevery fine collection of minerals has been
completely arranged, and the same is true of the zoological
tions.
In geology less progress has been made owing to
LSt amount of material to be worked over, but the wonOtisville Mactodon and the Eichstadt Pterodactyl are
lire to hi noticed by every visitor.
A large quantity of implements and utensil from the mounds and graves of North
America are a striking feature of the Archaeological display.
We hope before long to be able to give some detailed account
ibserver.

ii

i

Museum

of the present condition of the

Note.— In
G.

our

It.

Nebraska as being
" Wet Weather Bird" referred to
issai
about which there has since been some
11
our correspondent will compare
inquiry in our columns.
a of the ""Wei Weather Bird -with that which
he gives of the specimen secured by himself, he will at once
see that the two are very different.
Mr. Carter's bird was
evidently a gull; no doubt one. of the species included in the
enus Chrorcoeephalw, and very likely Larus franklin!.
An inspection of the specimen would at once decide its position.
These comments should have been made when Mr. Carter's
note was published, but, by some error, they were omitted at
that;time.— Ed.]
the,

I

number

their poting and several answers to the question.
to the mark conies from your correspondent, R.

general appearance,
The hatching operation commences lira
in the upper pan of the body, in the throat, and the egga are
retained there as they are hatched.
I have found them in different stages
in one fish about one inch deep of y

measuring from y to | inch, all fully develop! d and lively as
crickets.
The upper end ol ova. next the
ndark color and full of life. Theova
o r.tl bi dy had a different appear;, :nr n enioi asthes ages Of hatching progressed
the lower end at vent having a bright, fresh color!
The lime
of capture -was a few week's before fall run; the nearest lish
to tide water, four miles; the farthest fish taken Irom tide,
'3D miles.
I believe they carry their young to tide water, un
less obstructed by nets or pads, when they may eject them.
Tnos. CiiAuauta.
|TJe\im:k.— This is information we have been waiting for.
Pn.J
Na-iivh.i.k

Notes.

.\<i*lo:il!t

eagle, measuring six feet
killed on 'mid Greek, in

May CU.— A

'J'"i>i.,

.

and nine inches from

Monroe county,

I

I

,

>ubt reference

and in any

has been
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to the highest authori-

Germany.

ties in

was

ih' has

the Bay
the latter.

in

Pundy.

of

HOWS.

June

Pottsvii.i.e, Pa.,

Entrou Fo

BEAM

12, 1877.
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Uered fellows who swarm the streets, and
Li
nb, birds who stay with us all winter, are Subjected
[Ti
I think the, ways
cer persecution than they deserve.
nr habits of the sparrows are but little known to the farmer,
because they incline to stay around the cities and towns. The
ilig the
wifl and night-haw
swallo
i,

,

.

,,

m

i

i

,

.

'id

uai-dia

jflaid

check the increase

>j

insa

;

ie and woodcock protect the
little sparrow is deand battling off our beautiful
'"' scrutiny and observation, I
Hi ve bit
,...,.,...
the sparrow molest noreat any kinda of fruits
nungly unob,..
isposed to pass tin I'l'iiie
rather
served ami perch upon shade frees, or light, upon the ground
have seen the sparrows llcin" a
1'iirfood.
1
,,,'., igsand pick from the walls and weather-boarding bugs
is kinds of worms that chanced to ic crawling Uicrenl v devouring the caterpillar and much
>••'
vi,.
me
v
In ided canki
omi
ori t by these hlrdfl

Ct

lil;

lilt

iv,

!

while tne poor

ruit-di -irnver,
'

i

,

,
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i

i

1
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1

1

1
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Editor Forest and Stream:
qaerj of your correspondent T. \v„ of
he ilea latitude has any effect du the way the snaEI puis no ins

in reply to the

"

Can

it

idea that U'C

•

I

1

i

ireneia of stn-lls lurned to

[rash-water snails of the geuas
ir

tlie left,

and

a largocorrespondent would send nn- a
I'ln/xa,

in.c:-

;o;iie left.

on

ue.ie

will ftjte a

I

i"

//'..f

i-.illv

ml

curtndextratgon.
'-;.',

in

i-

,i

in

ir

few

i

meriottn \'atu/ralfgi for September,

giveH

1-t.i.

Illustration of a reversed specimen "f (Ma
Prof. Morae Informs me thai he hns cmlei
KUfl
Bpecimenaoi m(antko date* several tlmi
cently'I received from Mr. if. E. Call of Mohawk, n. y., a revorspa
Bpecimeuol WefunQwinUara from the Krie Canal ai that place, llo
sajsthafpr day about two per uent.pt Hit- young shells are rrf
versed, hut ol these not.nwre than seventy pcrcant. attain any size."
Uanjother instanoes might be cited, bill space will not allow of more.

an

iremely rare.

:

A 111
Co.,

II

Lit

CliAV.

I'.

S.Y..JP

>17.

:

an Inquiry about "left-handed
aring to S recent anmber of yonr mierestingpaper, and X
words in reply to the Inqntry. Prnt Morse's reft-hauded shells were unqaestlouawyintemied to applj to
moes in which a species normauj dextral or right-handed,
HoSl ol our
utati-al, or left-handed specimen.
have
r gel
luis

been Invited

to

:.

•l'a.

lob

letlll

in the modern subsomewhat commou la must
.

A

few days ago Dr.

\V. C.

house-cat at liome with two kittens.
When he re'turned he
found that the infantile members of the feline family had
none where the good little kittens go, and that the bereaved
maternal relative had adopted two young rabbits, and was
nursing them with all the tenderness and devotion peculiar to
one of her race.
A gentleman named Parks recently caught three catfish
near .lames Perry, which weighed respectively To, 88 and 98
pounds.
In concluding this communication, permit me to congratulate the Forest a xi. Si ki.-am upon its consolidation with the

Ron axu Gun,
journals,

thus uniting

and making

the

it

best

qualities of both
journal for sportsmen ID
I-Y.w,

we

should have taken Judge

I

lie

[Except for the webbed

feel,

ire

Lawrence county

ilankins, of

sterling

Kcruan's bird to be a bittern (linLuurna minor).

The

descrip-

tion agrees almost precisely, except in the point referred

to.—

Ed.]

a of the

u
Bpeeies of ,Vet«<^/a.. aboni
No example of a reversed

reve.us

tin-

eiulinorle

thai

raet

111

soma

in. are reversed or left-handed.

i

uiugt.ainls

I

13

oa record

m

ihis

have liecn kie.wa to prohave one ji.-iu atboldterU ol
heUiana. Thia enter species la
..nnea- than any other iidto In
nails)
1

/,;,. iit.i« my are at

tniamomenl

la.

name

other species that have
ofyeorsago aenta reversed
iim-a-. Auunioi
pio.iin-cii reverse.i s|
Philadelphia, who probably
rcdoata trhvrtnata toD
imwluisltinhis.-olli'oiioii. More recently I have found another re...

iiiury,

-.iiiid

i

i

:

versed Rpirimcn of V. 'ri.urhiala.
There are certain fresh water, marine and land shell? thai are always
Your correspondent who propounded the Inquiry ahoul
the shells of
, -us probably ins speoiinei
in nuna, ami also in some other parts
iyg left-handed,
- probably a right
lef.-h,..
of the
iM.ai.i a Bpecles fiormaUy rtnistral wouldbeusrareaaa
in Africa certain tu-sh water Rficlla, once
rig.
left-handed.

.

A Stkanoi;

Visitor.

— /Ww'Mt', l'a.. May 23.— The wire or

a suburban resident of this city while alone', me day last week,
suddenly had tier attention attracted by a strange "and mystcr-

WWW

are always sinistral. Thoae sinistral African
in the Sandwich
aheaa are now aetaport under thegenua ta»««).
Ol land shells known to
Islands occurs u l.caniifiil and Interesting clasa
Some ( the species are remarkable for pro,,,ii ictora oa AahatiMla.
m an'Mii,i;in-i-einlvsu.,sii-aioi ,l,M,:.l Bpecimens, whUe other species
of laud
is found U cfasa
are all sunstrai or all d.-vtral. In Kurope
.

She weal into their back vard to
natter, and
there found a large, loiiu-ncekcd bird. Ion
and webfooled, making the noise'.
^\\<: atte'mptei
turc it, but.
before she succeeded, the bird pecked her
several times
she was determined, however, and at last gained the victory. The bird is a "1
," belonging to the family
of divers known as Coiymbfdai.
It
has a well shaped clean
head, long black bill, bright black eyes, dark feathers on the
in
tani back, and white breast. The legs are straight, and
are placed SO (at back that it, always assumes an erect position
when standing. These birds are "rapid and powerful divers,
are the fastest swimmers, and feed on fish and veget&bdes
they inhabit northern countries.
Nobody knows where the
captured bird came from it. seems that "it just dropped into
-,

yard and commenced its uncouth music. It is very
vicious and dangerous, pecking at. people's eves when close
enough, and trying to get a mouthful of flesh from any person
who happens to come along.
L)o\i Fbdbo.
I

hat

—

Do.MESTIOATEO Wll.O CeESE B EKlil NO. Sr/ll'u l'\ North
|V/.., June 30.— In your issue of .lime 7, I see a.
paragraph relating to wild gecse^and mentioning, as a curious
dug and coming of the geese. A few weeks ago
when on Uollbs Island, I saw a number of lame wild geese j„
Old Mr. Cobb told me he had tried experiments
the yard.
for the last, twenty years with wild geese, and had for the
first time, this summer, succeeded in raising some
' in
Saw. They were accompanied by the maos,
dcr, who showed tight when approached.
The gander has
sometimes two wives, but not often,
also saw another
goose sifting on eggs, bull
my. It is common
for these geese lo go off On the marsh round the island and reII

,i

known as ClausM*. allot which, l OeJWvo, are ainiRtrai.
Bpeeuaen
Tin- ocourrenue of an oeoaslomiJ leftr-handcii

.shells

•
......
I
those phenomena which m
n
human being has the heart on
aUel to the rare instances In which a
organs iwreesrwutUngly transposed.
the right side, and the other vital
"'« "«' Natm-ai
utums that are in >
i

The subject,
History,

like

ii

ii

i

i

a

in

mii-h

works

flnvDtefl
>

>
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NOTES ON SOUTHERN MAMMALS
OP MAMMALS FOTIND IS NQ8TH M ..MlAMA, SOKTB TUlSStSt'RNTl'.AI. A lil. A.NS.AS.
:-,liT, WEST TE.NNKSSEF. AND
By Rawi.iniw Stomal, M. D.
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a ami Tenaoaaee

Aial

in Arkansas.

Very

I

t

'

much more

iliseuBsious of species.

I

turn at various inCi
bru
thers *
hern, when
they are driven into the goose 'house and have their wings
ipped
Mr, Qobb clips till their wings in summer to keep

many

one of interest, ami

is

...,it,

ampton. Co.,

li

i

,-.

i,

LIST

ti

iclpeckeis, areepeis and clucarunks of trees warblers and
>; blackbirds, crows, thriLshes

it.

Achtftftaltd

Danveksi'Okt, Mass., June

Tin-

;

ANOTHER OPINION OF THE SPAR-

In the genus Helix from China
from tue Sandwich inlands,

every coneliologist, especially

was three or four inches in length and very pointed. It possessed a combative disposition.
When its wings were
si retched it measured nearly four feet.
Thomas Rinc captured a veritable, horned owl. ahoul two

i

M. IIaRVKV.

nnr-

,a

It

heeii

Nova Scotia, and especially
just commenced operations in

to

Ion

thai

deferred till nefcl year, owing tbademand for Professor
Hind's services in connection with the Fishery Commission,
Interesting
in Halifax: hut it will he cai Tied out next year.
investigations will be made into the lower marine life of this
unknown region. Herr Yerkru/.en has kindly promised nie a
collection of the Tarious species he may secure for can- local
museum. He, devotes this summer to dredging around the

knows

and Japan, and the geuas

Editor forest and stream

America.

Herr Yerkruzeu had arranged to accompany ttofessor Hind, ofWindsor, Nova Seoiia. on his projected expedition to Northern Labrador, under the sanction of
Newfoundland,
to examine and report, on
mmentof
That expedition has
the new fishing grounds in thatquarter.

may mention

1

ns

'

Meiiiwh, Herkimer

quail, with the exception that the brown plumage
lighter hue.
It had web feel, with long legs and thighs.

llerr Yerkru/.en;

grey

tip to tip,

a few days ago.

cr from the hanks, which were

liy

reganl to
mistakes Hie meaning of

lie

stiella,

thut left-handed,

is

weighed eight pounds.

\

been identified and named

hetertetropk, or left-Handed laud

in yoni- laRt tsane, in

i

—

—

:

.in

:

I

,

lli

Moi.uisca of Kkwi'cunoi.ano.- St. Johns, iV. P., June
'.M,
L877.
An eminent German conchologist, ilcrr T. A.
Verkruzen, of Frankfort, spent a ]>art of last summer dredging for moll usca around St. Johns.
He did nottind the ground
favorable, the bottom being in most places bare rook, or
Hence the collection he was able to
covered with boulders.
make proved to be small, but it contained many interesting

brought in by the captains of fishing vessels whom he was
I was able to render him some
able to interest in the mailer.
assistance in his various operations: and when leaving he
kindly present! d mewiih a mourned set containing representatives of the different species he obtained here, together with a
This valuable collection I
descriptive catalogue of the same.
al once placed in our local museum which is under the care of
A. Murray Esq., P. G. S., our provincial geologist. It is
the
first collection of Ha- kind
specially interesting as being
evermade here and I trust it will have the effect of stimulating further efforts, and that additions will be made to it from
time by our local conchologists or by collectors who
may visit our shores. In time this nucleus may enlarge into a
complete collection, containing representatives of the various
As all
species ifmollusca in the seas around this island.
naturalists will take an interest in this collection, I forward
herewith a catalogue which 1 trust you will publish in Pokbst
It is thoroughly reliable, as
he specimens have
anli Stream.

:

Editor Forest and Stream
1 uotii-ft in the remarks or "T. W.,"

mal, or rigUt-bauded species, are mit eornmon. Tlie tact i:
species, and even some whole genera, lire normally left-handed. Is well

find a
Roosevelt as

Ii.

we append
New Bedford,

the science of conchology, which

Pedro.

June 20.— I

Mtisx.,

of your paper from R.

—

Revbesbd SnKLi.s. In our issue of June 7th we published
an inquiry from a Leesburg (Va.J correspondent in reterence to left-handed land shells. The inquiry, we are happy
to state, has elicited several replies from gentlemen versed in

.

—Prof. Marsh, of Yale College, continues Ms investigation
"
at Turner's Falls. Lie has opened a new ledge for" lard tracks.
Dr. Field has carried on the work since June 13th.

of

and

I

,v!iji*li

B., and hail he bcenable to save his fish in a tank lie would
have found they were not orijurromt
Eels are viviparous and
hatch the egg or ova in the body. The egg. when fully developed is ibout the aide of a herring egg and of about the same

'"

"

in a late

to eels

Lresl

the island for breeding purposes, and as I said above,
he has succeeded very well,
lie has, also, brant, but has alfailed to raise- young from them.
All arc very tame,
the old gentleman goes into the yard and says
"Uoiiil-uioruing" to his pets, they answer back in a liiosi
Col
is
friendly way. "Mr.
>b
the man to give you information
ild think he' has had as much
upon the habits of will geese.
experience among wild fowl as any one living in this country.
Hoping the. above may prove interesting to some, Iremain yours, etc.,
11. H.

ways
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query

Th

Carter refers to a bird shol recently in

probably

MOBB About Eras.— PiUsJield,

"

of June 21, our correspondent

issue

Don

birds.

as a whole.

them on

i

sre in

kansaa.
e common inthefonr,,,,
ueriouml In Alabama ana Tennessee from "im-

„;,.,,;

I
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,

ported stock.

junk.

7

-,-,-,

especially iu Arkansas.

cry

common

in the

four-named

blatea,
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FORE ST AND STREAM.
sas

lesS

:

seen

Intra canadensis. Very common in Mississippi and Arkanin Tennessee unit Alahntm).

t!u

r-o

in tiio fonr-nameU States.
lii...
Plenty In the four minimi States; very
ivu on the growlDR crops of eorn alonp the lar»e water cuiirsea.

Comtuon

•./.

i

i

1

fd

i,

o

li

,Sw.
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i

idWtt.

I

"i
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IlulluH Virginia na.

common

Very common; have seen
and as early as March 10.

VcupertOio mbulatu*.

Hat.

December

flying as late as

16,

Quite common.

Ha.

I'orzana rtaveboraceneis.

Bit

Fiilim americaiia.

Coot.

Gin.

and Mick.
Pink Mouse, a
its

also

u.

I

be.

Breeds

marshes at

In

species

common

common.

seals (J'luxa rihilina),

to.),

Quite common in all the small streams,
and alnnit the borders or poods and bayous.
The flrst exceedingly
TIakk
:us ami /.. aquations.
uumerooS in Alabama and Tennessee the other not quite so common.
Both quite comiuou in Mississippi and Arkansas.
Orosaou. Diddphgivfrgintana. Common and plenty in both Mississippi and Arkansas; have seen them abroad iu the daytime in the
Mississippi River bottom, In Mississippi and Arkansas. Common in
Tennessee and Alabama.

Muskuat.

one

presented;

Vir-

Fiber zibcihicus.

;

[Our renders ami ourselves have again

to

thank Dr. Cones

mammals

We

Xorth America.

of

feel sure that all

interested in this branch of zoology will

show

who

are

their apprecia-

by forwarding to Dr. Coues any noli:-: of
on this subject which they may buve brought to-

tion of this courtesy
interest

gether. —Ed.]

^oodlmtd, ,$Hfm mid (garden
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BoTjflTIETe,

rows the ditVerent

a
It

is

only a few years since they were first brought into resnd ever since, especially in England, their use has
It is a good plan to la}' in a store of

been steadily increasing.

varieties of

the different

be tied

grasses at the present

in

separate bunches, and care should be taken that they

liotaurus
Mi

Bd. Night Heron.
I'AMILT TANTAI.1D.-E.

GENCS

form

its

when

this is the case,

if

will thus be

the

bunch

its

crush-

and

quite spoiled,

its

All grasses should

Oats and rye While

green, are also very

seldom seeu used, and which form a Charming contrast to
grasses and sedges.
The great, value of grasses is that in addition to their giving alight appearance to a vase, a large phune
of handsome grasses and sedges enables you not only to disHSt
pense with many llo
the
3 but to she
eh betl

(

To

ter at rahtage.

IBIS.

still

pretty in large arrangements, especially ears of black oats, which
are

etlii

Glossy Ibis; Occasional.
FAMILY OnARAIIRID/E.

Bonap.

Tbis ontu.

and

position,

ing character.

RENDS BOTAUKFS.
lenliginosus. Sleph. Bittern Quawk.
GENCS BUTORIDES.
nreseens. Bonap. Green Heron, "Fly up the oreek."
QEJJU8 NYCTIAHDBA.

Xgcliardm gardeni.

ed

I

ibler t, but

,-be

many

tr

this ionnecJ
to the utility of the bio

Oft,

at-

KHldeer Plover.
1.
Ring or Semi-palmate,! Hovel
ping Plover,

Occasional.

f

up

tin

•ct,

flowers and f
trumpet (he grat
ubipted.
Mentipr

GENUS

WepsBa*

,-,.;.

fnterpres.

nigrki.Iih:

Philuhlamin&r.

Cuv.

Gray.

gencs itiiloiusla.
American Woodcock.
GEViUS (1A1.UNAGO.

(MUimgo

wilsonii,

Wilson's Snipe.

Bon.

GmNOS MACHOIUIAMrilCS.
Leach.

merartiamphm Qrisew.

Kod-breasted Snipe.

Law.
GENTS TRINOA.

Linn. Robin Snipe.
Cass. Red-backed Sandpiper,
'J'ri.iga uviawana,
Trim/a itmaiiaia. vielll. Jack Snipe.
Trimiamlwiiii. Nuti. Least Sandpiper.

Bonapart's Sandpiper.

Tringa boimparlii.

Schl.

Cahdris armaria,

llliger.

GBNUJS CALUIKIS.
Sanuorltujr.

GENUS KKKUNETKS.
^.•uji.O-spttviJiratuH.

111.

Semipalal.cd Sandpiper.

GENCS MieltOl'AI.AJIA.
ffieropalama Inmuntopii-s.

Bd.

Stilt

Sandpiper.

GENCS SYMI'UEUIA.
..„,
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.-/•itaii.

Hart.

Willet.

now in their flov
their airy, gracefu
to procure.

tta iiirlamdeuca.

0am tetta ftavipei,

Bon.

Bon. Tell-TalC.
Yellow Legs.

GENCS RHYACOPHILCS.
Rhyaeaph&vi

solltarins.

Bonap.

Solitary Sandpiper:

GENCS TKINGOIDES.
Tiing'iid'i, itiandaru's.

Gray.

Spotted Sandpiper.

gends pniLoaiAoauB.
Gray. Huff. Two specimens ElUcrt by mrHi ve he ard of three or four others, all in Sanilac County.
setf.
genus ACT1TDRCS.
lion.
Field Plover. Bwtrwa's Sandpiper.
Act:!"
Plrllrnicic'ius pugruut.
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Oandidum, Longillonim, Hiilbiferinn, Cohuiibianuni, Martagon (var. Dalmatleum), Philadelphicum (the northern variWe consider L. Humholdtii and Culifomiety), and others.
cuni both California species, and L. Hansoni a Japanese variety, great acquisitions to our cultivated lilies and likely to be
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called there O.iruaiilia -Which grows between the
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fourth and sixth parallels of southern latitude.
Another
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meeting of the Natural
Science Society recently held in Hamburg, Mr. Gr. Wnllis remarked that wax was not only obtained from 1 he berries of
Bueeedmea-& plant which also supplies the celebrated
Japan lacquer, the preparation of which remains a secret—hut
that three other kinds of wax lrom entirely distinct trees are
known to be obtain; d in South America. One conies from

mean

vould steal thither for
shut-up garden.
Alciionsic K.AUP..

an instant at sunset

tailed to gi

Speciosuni section.

blissful

he insipid fruit of the

i

Wax-Yielding Plants.

;

the nightingale and thrushes, which 1 now listen to,
lain the croaking of frogs in their reedy marshes.
land is good, great, noble and generous. There
all things are the reverse of those which we
see every day;
all the treasures of the earth, all dignities crowded together
would be but objects of ridicule If there offered in exchange
fora faded flower, or an old glove left in a honeysuckle arbor.
But why do I talk about honeysuckles ? W'hv am I forced lo
give the names of flowers you know to the flowers of these
In this country no one believes in the
of pt
Old age, death, or IV. getfulii.e aei
Il
of th heart,
Man there equires
An oil
bench is there a fliQUSCwhere: slumbers arc

those of

Thi

Hanson, Brooklyn, a most enthusiastic cultivator of bulbous
plants, with flowers of the following lilies, viz.
L. Condon,
Limbellatum, Ilansoni, Croceum, C'alifornicuni. Humholdtii,

Of

flowers not only

every tree, every plant breathes, ina language more noble than
poetry and more sweet than music, things of which no human
tongue can give an idea. The sand of the road is gold and
precious stones, the air is filled with songs compared

bramble the
absurd to compare

and hard

—During

the.

exhale sweet perfumes but intoxicating thoughts of love. There

tin

trial
villi
.l.e.V'.'

GENCS OAM1IETTA.
'.',<„.;..

across the lofty mountains. In that country

)

Nacrorhaini'hv* srufajKi'rux,

Tringacmiutwi.

The Lovku'sCauokn. -There isa land, a delightful country^
which would in vain be sought for on the waves of the sea or

i

lefulnes:

Black-necked Stilt

Vlcill.

Wilson's Pbalarope.
,;iim hyiu-rlinmis.
Tenim. Xorthern phalaropo.
,,
,,,.,,.,.: ridicartta. Bon. Red Phalarope.
Family hcolocaciile.

mlmnU.

in t

i

Turnstone.

111.

FAMILY rilALAKOl-OMu.1':.
GENUS l'UAl.AROIUS
rlKltaropv.s

is best

s

STKKI'SIl.AS.

FAMILY RECURVIROSTRin^l.
GSKtTS RECURVUIUSTKA,
Nostra mmrkann. rime). American Avoset.
GKNDS HIMANTOrUS.

mmantiyux

For

Cab. Black-billed Plover.
F.UtH.T HJSMAT0I-ODID.B.

into the

ployed

,

lamia Mctlim.

the surface. The plains break down the
eastern border in perpendicular descents of from 400 to 1000
The outline is most irregular. The rainfall on these
feet.
plajns must be great, as all the important rivers of Texas have
their source there.
The canyons of the rivers are generally
heavy timbered, and afford shelter for the Indians and for
game. The surface is covered wilh flourishing grasses, and
lakes and streams of freshwater abound.
These plains will
he the great herding grounds of the future. They will exceed
the pampas of Buenos Ayres in the production of cattle.
'there the powerful and numerous tribes of Comanche Indiana
dwelt.
Their power is now broken. They have warred with
the frontiersmen of Texas until they became weak, and the
government finally drove them to their reservation in the Indian Territory.
Nothing now disturbs the solitudes of these
plains but the herds of buffalo, antelope and wild mustangs.
It is a country to be occupied.

aieno better

Golden Plover.

Bonap.

salts

Man

GENCS CHAKADRIDS.
Charadrius virginicus.

They are often strongly impregnated with
from the rooks and sulphuric acid from the vast beds of

waters of Texas.

gypsum underlying

be dried in an upright position, particularly those of a dropp-

Least Bittern.

Gray.

exilis.

time, for use

opened, each spike will he found to have dried in

value for decorative purposes destroyed.

GEXOS AUDEA.
Blue Heron.
GENUS AKDETTA.

Linn.

Iwi-udias.

Sand Hill Crane.

Terner.

raiuuli-iuis.

Ardttta

much more extensively

vase of lowers that a few spikes of wild grasses will impart.

is

,-ikii

wild grasses can be ob-

employed in flora! decorations than they are, for not even the
most delicate greenhouse fern will give the same airy look to

are not bruised together; for,

A

meadows and

present in

tained in perfection, and they should be

during the winter months, when they cannot be obtained in
the fields. In cutting tliern for this purpose each variety. Should

(ConUmifd).
ORDER GUAI.LATOB1

Cms

at,

varieties of

,

quisition,

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.

gained.

No

;

.

for his thoughtful kindness in sanding us further notes on the

is

the highest point, and the surface slopes gently to the
tributaries Mow into the Pecos from the cast.
The
water which falls on the plains flows eastward, and form
[ii
many rivers of Texas. It is an unknown land, boundless and
endless,
There is a legend connected with the name, ft is
said that in the early settlement o: .Mexico, a party of miners
discovered extensive silver mines on the eastern border of the
plains, and, in order to find their way back, they drove stakes
at intervals along their route
hence the Llano Estacado, or
BCaked Plain. But. little is known of this region, although
many have traversed it, particularly Mexicans, for the purpose
of hunting buffalo, or trading with the Indians.
The gentle
depressions in the plains on the eastern border, increase into
more pronounced valleys, as the traveller pursues his journey
eastward, until the waters have cut their way through the
strain of rocks and flow in deep and rugged canyons, from the
bottom andstdeS Of which innumerable springs of sparkling
water burst forth. These springs form the permanent headis

cast.

Zoological Garden for Week

v

^en

Is

i

That

and Arkansas

Common. Another

from
Cos River in New Mexico, and constitute a large portion
Western Texas. The Pecos seems to have cut its way
through the western border of this table-land. The hills rise
abruptly from the river until the surface of the plain

Accidental.

continued.)

Thick as hops.

M. rausculwi.
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the bad color of the wax, lor
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not a
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drawback

This Staked Plains.— The plains extend eastward

m

Mud Hen.

Purple gallinule.

Lutli.

{To
MlaBissippi

I'llllZANA.

GENCS GALL1NCLA.
C'tstliimlagalmla. Bonap. Florida gaiirnule.
moutli of the Saginaw River. Very abundant.
(Jiilliiiulti hiarliiiii-ii.

11

southern counties.

GENUB FtLIOA.

Seiurus carolinensU and S. lttdovicl(tniiK. First numerous, especially in Mississippi and Arkansas; the other not very com
Soriitin-.i.s.

.„/:,.

in

Sora Rail.
Yellow Rail.

Vieill.

Itaa.

i

Common

GnL. .Mud Hen. Clapper Rail.
Linn. Virginia Rail

Exceedingly common.

Bc&opl aquatleus.

Moi.e.

ina

HALLOS.

Marsh Ueu.

nd.

fialllts crepitans.

ii!'!ew.

I

Esquimaux Curlew.

Lath.

eoits

GEX0S

Brown

great

:

DHg-1
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Ihem

Godwlt.

Hiulsoni.'in

S8*FS NCMENll'S.
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One

bleaching which no process is known. The Brazilian kind La
green, the others rather of bluish or light yellow tints.
Large premiums have for years been offered in lo:
discoverj of a process that will effectually whiten the wax;
they have not produced the il- il id el
Japan they appear to have some process by wliich it, \M
bleached, but il is doubtful whether it has not already been
The Ceroxylou produces the whitest wax;
tried in Brazil.
but rdl kinds suffer more or less from a want of consistency,
which, unless they are mixed with other substances, renders
them useless for the manufacture of really superior candles.

i

i

fair

kinds.

ousted Sandpiper,

i

,i
i

by the darkeys, ami '»'/,.««! by tin
Black Bear. Ursus americamvi. Seldom found in Alabama and
Tennessee; rare in .Mississippi plenty In Arkansas in the omie along
the rivers; very destructive on the corn when in • rousting cur."
Kemalus found in Mississippi.
!).
VtjwiHIA I)i;i:r. Ceewa irtrgimanuH, Very rare In Alabama and
Tennessee ; rare in Mississippi. Ten years ago very plenty. Common
:

361

necessary shade, and

1

walemeeasionally!, notone cutting in 1V\
I! fail in grc
will find this method, quicker and easier than Bui described in your lust issue.
D.

and be

t

THE ESSEX BREED OF SWINE.
BnrroB Foukst ami Stream;

ea?

be mail black breeds of
b are entirely blai
:

Kdopstuekia it is obtained from u dusty coating on the leaves.
In the Myriea as well as in ihe Jlhus sinr.,ihni,ii, il isi.btained from Ihe berries, and in the renminbi:: instance ii ^
taken from the stem, which is clothed with a thin mautle of
wax, and this is scraped otV wilh an instrument made for the
purpose.
Mr. Wallis slated that a manufactory exists in
Brazil for working the wax into candles, of wlUcb h.
[u,
,i

illful

care, to reach such

ling the largo
breeds, but the principal value is fouu,
use as smaller
pigs for the market.
rapidly grow
ll thn
lure in one season that it may be brought lo murk '.
and not as a "hog," is a vei
one, and it is precisely
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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aluable tat far the
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lung inflammation

lias been allowed to progress unchecked,
-I, ing, which under other
circumstances might have been
highly beneficial, would most probably prove iu tl
flegrei prejudicial
If this be true in 'individuals. i„
it iu epidemics.
It is worthy of remark that in the principal
epidemics which have prevailed of late years among our fourfooted friends a remedy which is highly beneficial ,,i ,:i,are ito possess no efficacy at another.
Eiom.the
history of the epidemics
appears evident that those animals
who are attacked by the disease when it is beginning to decline, recover more rapidly and ia great,
thai

..,.

i
:

i

mouth.

Liquids

art
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employod they pro-

i

swine.- thus
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iolence of the di
:m; however thi
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inter-breeding.

-

Nevertheless the improved breed became very popular, and
which the strengthening of the constituby further eft rtf
tion by the infusion of new blood, was made a special point,
ivement was rendered more valuable and satisfactory.
This was done so far by Lord Western. Then Mr. Fisher
llobbs, a tenant of Lord Western, undertook a course of improvement, with these [:-.:, \ \, apolitan pigs,
lie soon produced a breed which Ire called the "Improved Essex," and
which, in figure and points of value, wereverynear like those
of the present day.
These had alt the syntmetry of the Neapolitan pig, with its full bone, small head and "jowl, and besides Ihe lull shoulder, large ham, deep sides, and light offal,
history of the Essex,
which still distinguish it. i'i sari
as we know it, up to the year 1800.
Importations of the
Pi
a
tobhs
b made by Samuel Thome,
Esq-, of the siate of New York, and in a few years the Stock
became well distributed in this country. WJi ere ver they have
been introduced, they have at once become a tavorite breed,
and. Lave been exceedingly hardy, especially in the Southern
Stales, where they relish the summer heat as well as they do
ii

-

Northern winter's

lie

'

I.

:

cold.

They probably exceed the Berkshire's as feeders, although
this will scarcely be admitted by the frieudsof that breed
rf,
there is any advantage in this respect, it must go to
the credit of the Esse:.;.
They keep easily in excellent condition—the largest weight nf the Essex which has
at
m
knowledge, namely, over 600 pounds, with a loss in dressing
in 8 per cent.
The Essex is an excellent family pig,
ana a half-bred animal would doubtless be found one of tin:
most economical for this purpose that could be procured, it
mnv\, well lorcpe.c the caution against using half-breeds
;

I

I'oi

but

i

follow.
A thoroughbred boar, selected with
procured from a trustworthy breeder, should invariably be used for breeding. It is one of the unavoidable cond
orients Of a breed by crossing or carewill inlnllably

care, or

,i

i,

i;

,

,

,

cannot be relaxed withecessary division ol
boi In
ei
this business
thai
men should devote themselves to
s
breeding pure stock for the use of the public, who will riud
that they cannot profitably compete in this respect with those
who have made a study and profession of it. The mention of
a black, breed Of pigs is unite sure to call out numerous inful selection, that care in this respect

hi-

out mischief;

ii,

;
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,
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by Hieing that Ihesc and oilier
less ihau "shin deep," and
is as white and hand-
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"beauty"

are dressed their skin
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proved
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single
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consequence: doses which, if administered under
or in milder cases, would almost

ill

ordinary circumstances,

prove fatal.
A deranged condition of any of the principal functions of
the body modifies and interferes with the operation of medicines.
This is peculiarly observable iu the digestive organs
when these are the seat of functional derangement or organic
lesion, medicines whose operations on the canine economy is
is mild and beneficial other Aise maybe rendered either prejudicially irritant or perfectly inert.
Under these circumstances digitalis and nitre may cease l,o act as diuretics, and
tonics, instead of imparting tone and vigor, are converted into
;

The influence of diet on thc-actisnof medicines is ,-,
siderable, and he who contents himself with merely ordering
certain medicines, aud who doe.s not at the same 'time regulate the animal's diet, neglects to avail himself of a valuahl
auxiliary, aud may be allowing the pr
of at antagonist,
all the benefil, thai
Which in all probability will countc
might, otherwise be reasonably expei ed to
It
frOln his
How, for instance, cat
prescriptions.
ably expect
isa'fullnuibenefit from anti-phlogistic* niedicin
mal diet is simultaneously pursued ? f
at the failure of a course" of tonics, if
anti-phlogistic diet be followed?
sti

be surprised

Fn

•n,

Ju

Osoab

1877.

15,

immh

diet notoriously

;

CANINE PATHOLOGY AND THERA
PEUTICS.-No.

alteratives, particularly iron aud
the action of ton
deed, taken aloi e, they tend in no inconsiderable
iodine
degree
invigorate the constitution, to give lone to the
For this
dtgestiv
us system.
"''W

3.

;

BT ARCHER..

THEanddose

any given medicine, particularly of narcotics

of

should be regulated rather

purgatives,

in

ance with the effect it produces in each individual case than
from published or written directions on the subject not that
to be disregarded, but they should be looked upon
;

rather as guides lo

he dose

I

ble io every instance.

,

i

much

impossible

is

It

m many

The tolerance of mercury,

orbited

i
,

aeraliy requiredthau as applica-

for instance, varies

animals without any peculiar idiosyncraoy
existing with respect to it; and a dose which will act beneficially
in different

e

in another,

will be productive of great gastric irritation, etc.,

and perhaps

salivation.

administered, and Cor a time the sufferer improves rapidly; the

Suddenly, however, from no apparent cause, the reparative
uses,

and the animal, perhaps, retrogrades.

when

frequent experience

mercury and

iodine,

dose requires lo

In'

:

arsenic.
,

a

,

1

Such

is

using preparations containing

Under such cu'eumstances the
-
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1

might othcrw
-

i,

thai

''el

to the

The

lean, light aud airy
dark, ill Ventilated aparinteraets any lieucficid iuflu
which
Mo
3 be derived from ton
uliucss is next to i illii
applied*
as man, and eontribi
and health of tie
litrestered influences, ii
edict

your

tlogs

its

Wi

jratic

is

a speedy effect, the liquid for
sides being the most easily ad

desired to product
preferable, be

rally

ed, or,

the remedy should he discontinued for
be resumed with the original benefil

what is still better,
a few days, when it

_.
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ay

Above

-

all

[age our carries' attention, otherwise the beat elf oris
prove not only unavailing, but perhaps injurious.
In
a-kuiuisici-Liej
;<
,|,
rlhat more can he accomplished by gaiiiing ihe coriliileuce of the animal and
Y force, beatings, cursings, etc.
Firmness and
"
"'
'I'M il,
i,
ii-Mreful avoidance of pain.
When once over with the administration, a few pan aud a
kind word will be sufficient, and if care is used the animal
wall soon look upon his physic as a matter of course.
I have
seen dogs that would take anything at command, because they
kuew no harm was intended,

may

:

,

I

'

1
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THE RUSSIAN SETTER.
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Subscribe tothe remark of "

'

1

iuhis

"Amicus Canium,
well up

We

published in your

letter

"The

" viz.,

iuhis subject,

and

writer, A.

handled

assert that direclly the reverse

the following tak(-'n from
dogs at the Bench Show

last

is

it,

Amicus
("!.,

with

(be

Yerilatis,

eu

I

unce
evinced in

bntelli

fact, as

C's learned article in

A..

"

reply to

issue, in

review of

;

"There was a dog entered

the miscellaneous class as a
cross between a St. Bernard and Bussiau setter.
This provokes the question, what is a Russian setter?
well-known Class Of setters, of headstrong dispositions that
will repeatedly rush in Upon the game at the sound of the gun,
if not before; wide ranging rabbit-chssers that are almost uncontrollable, and these might ba appropriatelj te med nushCng
setters, but there is no recognized bo •' ! i-n as ;"
in

'

'

',

>,

Russia."

None but a novice

tyro could give public, vent to such

or

lamentable ignorance as the above sentence exhibits in canine
knowledge. Why, A. G. either has not road Henry Wm. Herbert's " Young Sportsman's Manual,
commencing actually
'

lib initio,

bert,

or else he puts himself forward as a teacher tl Her-

and us of his day and

school.

As

that noble

and ex-

pert spoilsman puts on record these facts, viz.

"The

only remaining pure variety of setter to be noticed is
the Russian, which is rarely or never met, with in this country.
It is nn admirable creature, docile, good and gentle to a charm.
Enduring, bej/otld &nj other race, cold and wet, and dauntless beyond any other in covert, but more susceptible of heat
aud thirst than the others of his race.
•'
lie is, I think, rather taller than the English or Irish dog,
muscular aud bony, his head is shorter and rounder than that
of this family, and, like the rest of his body, is 80 completely
covered with long, woolly, matted locks, tangled and curly,
like those of the water poodle, only ten tunes more so, that he
can hardly see out of his eyes.
" His color is black, black and white, or pale lemon and
while.
1 have never seen a, pure one,
though f once owned a
half-breed— a most superior animal—in America, nor are they
common or easily attainable iu England.
" I learned to shoot over one in England, which
mitted to take out alone, because it was well known that
iteury could not spoil Charon, and almost everything that I
know of shooting that old Russian taught me.
The full of 1850 the writer had the pleasure of shooting over
two good Russian setters --which, for si/.e, might have passed
for Newfoundlands— -with very long, shaggy hair about the
head aud lace, as curly as a spaniel's. They were a deep rich
Orange color with v rhite markings about the neck and chest,
and stood al nit 89 inches at the shoulder. They were presen ted to Mi MeLn ii. of Ohio, by some English gentlemen at
the end of their spoiling tour.
They were of untiring n
I-., ii.;.'
a-ii 111 action, good nose, staunch upon
styli and
game", and crouched instead of pointed the birds, and were
'"

,i

'

'

I

Mr.

I

lliukle, of the
hat is as

'has. II.

now

half-bred one

I

American Ai/rmilturixt, has a
good on snipe and other game

any dog that can be named There are many othei
-,",:
mdants bf Russian stock, as
pedigrees traced in the stud book and list, published, also in
,,-.'. n tobi given i" ie- !-,'">, ting public.
"
as

i,

i

-

,

',:i-

i

i

1

1

"A ii- n- en. n si "assertion, "but there is no recogbreed of Betters- peculiar t" i;u-sij." we would -assure
him and our sporting brotherhood that the setter strain of
llussia has been bred and kept strictly pure for the past century,
and as a proof of this fad we will cite the following from the
works of an old and Badly lamented friend. Henry William
Herbert, viz.: "Russian sellers have what is called more
They crouch lower, and steal in more silently on their
ooitit.
game than any othei dog, consequently they are the best in
"Old
the world Over which to 'shoot game when it ia wild."
As

to

,

nized

,

thus the action ol
but more effectual
quinine ia rendered not only in
Th.
in substance.
if administered in solution thai
ad to aost of the alkaloids
same remark applies to e irphi
lachc
5 the
Tannin, when intended t m Liu
oE a pill
but if it be designed
Suitably exhibited in the fi
o act quickly at a ili
to enter the circulation, C
al part, the form of a solution
mach on some in
of
is, when given in the form
should be employed Dig
irculatory
i the hear
lt sedat:
system if given iu infusion it acts as a diuretic. Decoction
n
,.
an.
is inadmissible as a form for exhibiting ipc
and some other medicines, their active properties being dissippated by boiling. There are, however, several medicines,
given
liquid
iu the
which, from their insolubility, cannot be
form—calomel and Quevecn's iron for example— these are
in
necessarily given either in the form of a pill or powder,
advaumajority
of
eases,
using tlie'pillular, we may, in the
add cas'lile soup t.o the mass, as it tends materially
;

,

;

appetite increases, and the constitution gains tone and vigor.

a,

Cot

instances to

positive rules as to the quantity of a certain medicine

down

lay

gi

that

•

accord-

-

,

|

lant

with the action of mercurials, whili
the iodides are rendered almost inert by being conjoined will
:es form a large
a diet of which
gulated so as to
The diet si
part.
:if the medicines
promote, as far
the
which are being
I it mutt be seen
that, thkrul
influence the action of medicines
Light, air and e:
ved. They very sensibly promote
more than is gener:

Srri'/.EK.

1.
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1

A

iutei feres
t

.

;

nti.crlv

:l

i'

I

i

1

'I'

.

quire-

-

:

,i

:

.!__
x'~
the openings bi
any particular pr
to swallow the liquid b
things the purity of the medicine employed
I

I

thetc

i

of controlling the
ict
If this b
so— and the hist<
nt the cor .'ctnessofihe staten
it is evident that the period c
lemic exercises a r.
ful influence on the action of met icines, the poin
vhich it is
my object here to illustrate. In individual dise
this influence is often very marked;
a Pre
quently met with blisters, for example, are mos
hi the acute inflammation of distemper after ihe
the symptoms has been subdued by other remi
Opium, in the same disease, is especially useful generally
Another remark before passing
after depletion!
the consideration of other points may not be amiss: Do
st accept
unconditionally the advice of men " acrjssthe Wat
regai,!ing your dogs: and to these gentlemen 1 would
gL'est the
g .Ail
ment admitted to be beneficial in Europe does not apply,
al when imported.
Many canine diseases iu which
bloodletti g is the sheet anchor, producing the happiest results
when the ininial is in England, admit of no such treal nenl
ifered to the Kew World, resulting disastrously;
ndu
•fa ; and the same may be said of the different
sections of this continent.
Certain morbid conditions of the body, or the intensity of
the disease, must, of necessity greatly modify the actions of
the remedy. Illustrations of this are constantly met with. It
is well-known, for instance, that in severe spasmodic affections, large and repeated doses of opiuni are borne without a
.'.•
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,

anil.lrawina'itupand
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"ir.h.
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that a kind oi e
\plliri|l Tiri!)
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which will thi

Jtf Illil!
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;
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raising the
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tl

ill In
-'iiiiiii'iil to say that there arc several prize-winners at
the various fairs, -who possess animals quite equal in merit in
all respects lo those of the Berkshire breed.
The old English
: was originally a coarse, parti colored)
al
bl
-,
Hi.
j
an
shoulders,
pan this stock the
mi Ii ily, was crossed, with the effect of
ga black animal, of rather slender form, of very tine
;i:utio:i, the last bring the result of
bone, hm oi

IWUl Of one

i

duce grades with finer form and more valuable meat, with less
offal than is common in " native" pigs.
In this respect they
As this Breed is nov
Bare rivals of the Berkshire.
in iiie I ailed Stales, and there are several Catfeful
mil iti
isi'ul breeders, each of whom is egjittlly
entitled to
m from the public, and lest invidious
Wall tneriti d on lidei
,1.1
aeirii.st ihe interests of anyone of
comparisons migh n
iderf tvi refrain from giving the Owner's name.
It
i

^;\\

:lTt,

,,,

I

i

b

i

upon the coarser classes

;

Boney," the half-breed mentioned abr.ee,
way. 'as also did those we shot Overin the fields of Ohio

in the

1856,
If these dogs are not true bred, how is jl thi
crouch instead of point"? We have written the ah, >ve without any invidious or carping spirit, but in Ihe defense if a
most valuable strain of sporting field dogs, and in the interest
of a true understanding and proper knowledge of a bl
worthy of the most serious consideration, as a cross on many
of the gun -shy and timid brutes emanating nowaday
close iii-aud-i'll breeding to dogs of a certain strain already
ii you want size, courage and do
Oakonii its.
by all means with the Russian.

iiii'i

|

all

<

.

:

A

VISIT

TO SNIPER.

may

period and form of disease influence the
eery great degree, and the person
disease according to its Dame, without considering

HONEST

character,

The,
,i

:i

,i

,

a

iduaJ

i,.

-.-,'e

ai

'i, ii

'

'

8

Of

e;','l

-.
,

I

rates

i,

,

up

for

hi,
will find bis measures prejudicially violent or perknow that blood lei ing, asageneral
feeiK inoperative.
but the man who, on the
ruleTisa icuiedv for inflammation
ihe fact that he leas an inflammation lo treat, indiscriminate! v employs this evacuant without, taking into ac,

continued daily for any lengl
aperient should occasionally be given to obviate their acc.umu-

,

i

We

;

i,

-press it iu
the concomitant circumstti
the mildest manner, guilty of great mdiBcrotioii. Take for
Benl
an irritation of the
instance distemper, which is
brain and spinal marrow, and is often fatal El
iutlainmation of the lungs. If for several days the
1

m

i

i

m

:i

ie

the intestines.

is endowed with such a tine sense of taste aud
dies uot wiifiuly take medicinal substances,
though many may be made agreeable and administered with
at the top of around
Pills may be
meatorsugar.
piece of wood, or a quill, and thus inserted deeply into the

Thedog

smell that he

I

once Deserved

thai

poetry— a man must he horn to it. The
remark may be applied to dog breaking, Which WI b
vouchsafed
In the multitude
10 very few men.
a natural gift
of sportsmen We have shot with iu the last lilty years we have
met with many wdio handled trained dogs iu the fie]
mirably, but in all the number we have uot seen half a dozen
LI 'tain tlogs to perfection:
but among these is our
-nt "Sniper," of Newark, N.J,

was

tad are

ISAAC

WALTON

like

'

I

I

].

,

* Anti-palDgLstlc. a lerm applied (o tliose
ri
inflammation". Hleeiling,puryiii
puriant part in antl-plUogUtic trea

means wt
«i

ieli

w\v

uaui

iliet

l.u

reduce

lonii au

m

Some weeks

since

we went

over to

Newark on

Sniper's in-

-

vitation,

and passed

it

most charming evening in

his

company

FOREST AND STREAM.
and that of his charming "wife. Sniper owns half asqt
ground in the heaft of the city. On one corner of this
small dwelling, leaving

him

—

is

his

a large vacant space for his kennel

and his game fowls; for he it known, S. is as fond of a good
main of cocks as some of Hie swell hankers and brokers in
Wall street and not, long ago lie beat them in a main, win;

ning

out of ten battles.

eight,

Hydrophobia. A writer, who signs himself "A Friend to
Dogs and Men; "Writing under the date of June 1, 1877, to
the Hartford Gewrant, revives the. ancient theory of worming
us a preventative, of Hydrophobia.

"Nothing new under

ject.

Maud

that;

anil

but four dogs

just,

a reddish faun colored seller hitch admirably trained
admirable in the field, but, she has one hereditary peculiis

the sun,"

which

is

far

Its falsity is sufficiently

apparent from the statement

the patients "kept biting, snapping

and barking exactly

dog;" a symptom which has no foundation except in
the minds of the vulgar and ignorant, and the " lobelia and
vapor bath specific" is almost as antiquated as worming, and
like a

which we do not fancy: When we first looked at her he:
hung so low that we took
for granted she was nursing
But n0; she never has had pups. She equally valueless.
puppies.
has inherited from her mother the passion of philoprogcnitiveSsAr-sHOT.— Mr. Wm. M. Tileston has purchased from R.
ness to such a, degree that she has adopted an orphan pup of
Sniper's and fulfills all the. maternal dues as thoroughly as if J. Lloyd Price, Esrj., his champion pointer Snapshot, winner
of
the champion prizes at the New York and Syracuse dog
were her own offspring.
Maud's mother once robbed a eat
of her litter of kittens and nursed them herself.
The black shows. Snapshot, being by Whitehouse's great champion
Rap, out of Price's Judy (K. C. S. B. 1,020), combines in bis
ii as black as a crow, has fine points and will make a crack
dog in the field; Ids pedigree is somewhat obscured, but his veins the very best pointer blood of Great Britain, and
owner does not care much for that. The fact is. his control breeders should be pleased to learn that he is to remain in
this country.
Arrangements for stud services can be made by
of (lie canine race is such that he can make a good field dog
addressing Mr. Tileston, care of this office.
of any, Ihis with a good nose, a strong loin and good legs.
We were greatly taken with the Skyes, which weighing seven
Nasik Claimed.— Grand Rapids, Mich, June 29.— I claim
or eight pounds are as near the true type of the breed as any
he name of "Rocket" for my all red Irish setter, pupped
dogs of the kind we ever saw. There was nothing at the late
April 81, 1877, out of Nell (brought here by myself from Lock,
show to compare with them.
Our friend Sniper is not a professional breaker, but an ama- port, N. Y.1, a red with white cross— Irish with English
lu bis parlor he has setter bitch, by Arnold Burges' champion Rufus.
teur sportsman in the most liberal sense.
E. S. Holmes.
the finest specimensof taxidermy we have ever seen anywhere.
arity

legs

a

it,

litter of

it,

not excepting even the collection of Hie Cuvier Club at CincinHis specimens are fewT in number, quail, woodcock,
nati.
aud the unfledged of all three and some ducks; so admirably set, up/ are these birds as almost to persuade one that they
They were mounted by a plain Jersey farare' actually alive.
mer, a friend of Sniper's, ami not a pjofessional taxidermist.
We regret that we hare lost his address, but we will say for
him that he is a born artist as much so as any painter who ever
exhibited at the Academy of Design. Any many with tolerable
manual skill may stuff a bird, but it takes a man of the nicest
powers of observation and of true genius to set, up such a, colMay bis shadow
lection as that of our correspondent Sniper.
never be less.
C'OMMITMICATED.
snipe,

—

—J. K. Seaver, of Malonc, N. Y., raises some very fine
greyhounds. He shipped tw o pups on the 25th of
June to Robert Dunlop, Jr., merchant, of Louisville. Ivy;
two to Will J. Howling, merchant, of St. Louis, Mo., and a
very handsome ten months old dog to D. J. Willmer, Esq.,
of Baden, Mo.
Dot, the mother of these puppies received a
diploma at the Springfield Bench Show last year, and we expressed the opinion in these columns at the time that *be
should have been awarded tie first prize. She is a beautiful
Italian

T

animal.

"Pkt."— On May

26, Mr. E. F. Mercelliott's orange and
Pet was on the 26th of May, served by Mr.
T. Morford's Don and Grace, daughter of Pet, was Served
by Mr. Wm. Morris' Pete.

wiiite setter bitch

;

Suicide of a Dog. One of the most singular cases of suicide
we have any knowledge occured this morning in
\\ an early hour, a large yellow dog was seen slowly
walking down the alley at, Ko. '3's engine-house, leading fr
lying no attention
who
Main street to the
he went directly
atoning his rnoverni
of wtiicb

t

,"

caivfidlv stepped in and d
the water and held it there
There was no struggle, a<

determined purprose on
dog put. his bead under
the

vas

d out. but
exposed to ...
In a' few
d the dog floated dowT r the river.
suicide was witnessed witl
prominent, citizens.
This r:
proves that au animal
ins, for causes of which we can form no definite knowlcan' deliberately take its own life.— Jan esvilte (Wis.)
tin

was

life

ine
ten

edge,

Kennel.

—Baltimore, June 26. —My

is

SEASON FOR JULY.

IN

a close month for game, except
a
Lcocl
In Neiv York shooting is prohibited until AugUBt L
i

States.

Tni; Vii'Tonrors FonuESTEi;

Cleu and

arc glad that the Forrester Club,

from the kennel of John M. Niall,
whelped nine, five dogs and four bitchdog since dead) sired by the world renowned Champion red Irish setter, Palmerston. Lilly was warded to P,ilmerston before leaving Ireland.
Citas. F. Bascboft.
Irish setter bitch Lilly,

Killaloe, Ireland, has

;

Lavekack Settbk Gone South.

extinct, a

Atlanta, Ga., informs us

WestCOtt'S Fairy

—

Mi. S C. Caudless, of
a fine bitch pup from Mr. C S.
Pride of the Border, has reached
having been selected and forwarded

that,

II., out, of

him in good condition,
by Mr. Horace Smith.

it

its

of Buffalo,

Tkopbt.

of gentlemen

it.

— We

in

Tf

any

its

vic-

magnificent trophy, andinthehnmlB

is a

who will do

The

honor.

it

following report

from the Buffalo Courier, of June 24. (which was crowded out
of our last, issue together with several pages of otber inti esl
ing matter) shows that the buys in winning the cup found it,
filled with happiness to the brim.
The honors that were bei

stowed upon several members of the club were also well
merited, and we might as well say here, confidentially, about

Bob

Nevrell's badge, that there area dozen fellows ready to
knew well that Newell would win it: and, by
way, possibly if they give him another inch be will be
ready to take a new ell.

declare that they

the

The Buffalo deleg
ok the evening train west
eh
la ed over the
1,,
victorious achievemcni s
i'i
lai
Forresb ra and their
friends held high curniv; 1 throi Ltb the n turn trip.
AtBataviii
they experienced a pica -ant s uprise.
As the train neared
that village the roar of c: nnon iroke upon the night air, and
alighting, they found the Dean Richmond Club, with the Batavia hand, in wuilinsr t<
help them c lehratc
Congratulalions were exchanged, th bam
struck te "Hail the Conquering Hero (Jon
v,
Hi all possible spirit, and cheers rang
out on all sides.
This r< oepu.entirely Unexpected.
A . the c (irs move d away from the depot
the band again pis
d the
Hindered.
And if any thing were i ceded to stre lgthen the Forresters'
remembrance of the kinr
f their hi other shootists of Batavia, a somewhat myste 'ions a ml rathe bulkv package which
had come on board filled in hi 1. It,
as duly inspected, and
cheers for and oasts to ic De in Richn lond Club of Batavia
were in order until the e id oft ie jourm
from Syracuse, and bcin

i

i

1

•

'

,

w

1

When

1

the telegraph hi

to the Forrester Club
Syracuse had oapturefl

men at home that their rep

the grand honors of the > ear, a id whal vas greatest of all, hud
at last finally secured th 2 mag oificent lean Richmond
p
to lis henceforth theundi sputad property of their organization,
they were jubilant, and c ich passing he ur only served to intensity their enthusiasm. until f rcacbei a, pitch that nothing
short of a public demons!
could sat isfy. The train brfnging back the victors and he s|k Us was (
12:55", and
ci
at
before it arrived the Forr sters ii full
rubers, with members
of the other shooting clul 8 Of 1. e city in vited to assist, at the
celebration, were, at the ( 'Ctlf 1 al Depi t with the Qermnnia
band. The train was on time. The de egales were received
with open arms, and a pr jcessii m them formed with the band
playing enlivening airs, and ma •died
Exchange and Main
ere the Dean Richmond cup was received ack ii to its old quarters, this time tO
remain permanently ; the Din m ond Ba< ge was permitted to
dazzle the eyes of a hundred admirint ' guests, and cheers
were given for the three who von the cup, cheers for Bob
Newell who won the bad ge, eb ers for )r. R. V. Pierce, one
if the victorious trio and the
ewlv el icted President, of the
State Association, and cli cers 1 ir every iodv else concerned;
Then Mr. Henry Richiuon dhcin : called u ponfor remarks, made
a little speech in regard to the presentation of the cup.
]

i

i

ii

m

1

1

i

Gazette.

similar to that mentioned above was
The cause of the
number of this paper.
was severe physical agony, the dog having
broken, and having suffered intensely for

[An instance somewliat
noticed in an early
suicide in that, case

had both forelegs
some days.
Although these cases

fall properly within the province of
Psychology rather that, of Natural History (or Biology), they

to all friends of the dumb animals.
are. none the less interesting
Evidence which proves conclusively that the lower animals
ow lias been accnmidated by many a student, and at, present
Eta
there are few who will deny to the dog, the horse, and indeed

almost

all of

our domestic animals the possession of reasoning
high order.— Ed.]

faculties of a comparatively

_^^_

Tmit.ovino the NEWForNDi.ASD Breed op Dogs.— It will
he interesting to lovers of dogs to know that Herr Ver Kruzen
the

German

eminent,

when

naturalist,

recently

passing

Laveraok Stock
10th Cavalry,

)

i

(

cd for then si/.e, beauty, sagacity and fidelity. They are an
improved breed, resulting from crossing the Newfoundland
renowned St. Bernard dogs and the fine Pyre flog with the
These dogs are the favorites of emperors, kings
uese races.
price as high as from £50 to
aud rich nobility, and fetch a
£100 sterling. The Prince of Wales possesses one of them.
Rev.
M. Harvey, to whom we arc
correspondent,
Our valued
" The fine race of Newindebted for this information, says
almost extinct, here but thanks to Herr Ver
foundland
far superior laced of dogs
a
now
possess
shall
e
W
Kruzen,
which, in the course of lime, may become Of much \;
all over the world.
He
the country, as fine dogs are prized
recommends that in time they be crossed with the NewfoundHe obtained
can he met with.
land dogs, the finest that
breeds them. They
these fine dogs from Count Esseg, who

were brought

all

the

way from

the borders of Switzerland

they are but two months old, so that no progeny
can he had for two and a half years. They are placed
nf n person who understands the management of dogs,
At. present,

and he

is

furlough for seven

will

make

her beautiful prairies animate with a

new

life

— will

among sportsmen.

setter up, in fact,

—

Kennel Produce. On the 27th of June Messrs. Fisher A
Bickert oil's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) Gordon setter bitch Border
Lily whelped six, by Dr. H. P. Atcn's Gordon dog Glenfour dogs and two bitches.

—W.

S.

Van Horn's

(Franklin, Ohio) English bitch, second

from import, whelped, on the
by Big Jack.

—

5th, 7

dogs and one bitch, sired

Woodbridgc's (South Manchester, Conn.) black
pointer bitch Noll threw, on Friday, J une 22, 7 pups four
dogs and three gyps six black and one solid liver color.
J.

L.

—

Flatbush,

Editor Forest and Stream
aiiow im: sufficient space ii
acknowledge the courtesy

columns

L.

I.,

to return

June

26, 1S7T.

my

thanks anr
W. S. Webb anil the Westministei
Of Dutchess for my liver, white anc
daa •e registered her before but was oeher mate Dominie, who died from dison the 13th June, 1877.
r

.

i

Washington A. Coster.

THE DITTMAR POWDER.

;

il

furnished with written

iusluKir

,

RECOIL.

Chas. D. Vide, of the
first

some of Raymond's Laverack stock which
he will take back with him to Texas next fall. Texas is foremost us to hounds, but a little of the new strain mentioned

:

'-

Texas — Capt.
now north on his

in

is

years, has purchased

;

through Newfoundland, presented Governor Glover with
young dogs of the celebrated Leonberg
three- very valuable
Wirfembevg breed. These animals are almost world

i

who

Please direct

all

letters for the

Poyurdus and
KV.

Ciijil.

i

above powder to Neponset, Mass
my powder. Carl Dittmar.

ra Paine, are using

I

Newark, N.
ElHTOB FOKEST AND SlBEAM
What makes a gun recoil?

SPLIT

BAMBOO

RODS.

the public :— In reply to the damaging
which have been cireidated respecting the quality of
our split bamboo rods, by " dealers" who arc unable to compete
with us at our reduced prices, we have, issued a circular which
we shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving the falsity

Cowboy, Bibsbtt
"Hirers,

&

Mah,h80n,
InvFnlion SrcM, N. y

May

30, 1877.

This appears to be a question

With your permission we will briefly review somo of the
ideas that have been entertained from time to time, and give
you our opinion, based on careful thought aud observation.
For a long time there bus been two parlies contending as to
whether the recoil of a gun took place while the missile was
in the gun, or after it escaped.
With due respect to those
that contend that recoil takes place while the missile, is in
the gun, we shall contend that the positive recoil that is experienced when shooting cannot take place while iii
is in the gun, and we shall attempt to account for the phenomenon of motion observed by those who have
mented holding the opposite view. What is recoil ? When
have settled this question, we will have a, tolerably clear
field.
answer. Recoil is the arrest and return of unsoent force, in the direction or to the point from whence it
was received, and is a property of all elastic bodies.
In the early history of flint-lock guns, it became nearly a
settled theory that recoil was the result of the touch-hole entering the chamber in front of the breech-pin, or the ignition
of the charge in front of the lire •h-pin.
Aftei
lent ing
upon tiiis theory for a while, without posi
t
crept
under the hair of some phi! sopher that l
of the air rushing into the b; rai ofthogu
the charge, advancing the
perh
tgumei
time, that no gun could pro
look place while the missile
percussion guns, and pate)
the old touch-bole theory ;
of the missile, there is proti
capable of ivs^-r r
the air to get in, will quite I
of vacuum and rush of am.
favor was that recoil came

We

,

;

,

reports

of their nSgei lions,

J.,

:

that has occupied the attention of many able rcasoners and
writers; and, notwithstanding the erudition and observation
bestowed upon it, there appears a difficulty in flndinir two
persons that, will agree.

,

To our customers and

D

have captured

Dean Richmond Cup, because they earned
Other cluh had earned it we should have rejoiced
the

tory "all'c same." It

uerl

bo

m

imported red

lotra

f

Thi

Li.'a

ma

other part of his body

moments

July

i:

Nia

es (one

se.

GAME

mid (§ml

$$<tQ

exemplified by this

hack as 1780 was thoroughly exploded,
dissected, and buried, to be revived A. D. 1877.
Next comes a report in the Sunddp Mercury (Julyl) of
rabies cured by lobelia and vapor baths. We opine the Mercury
suffers for " copy,'' as nearly a column is devoted to the sub-

now, and one
Better puppy, his famous .Maud, with g pedigree running back
to 1H14, a handsome black setter dog and a couple of varmint
blue Skyes, which will tackle anything from a mouse to a lion.

The Sniper kennel holds

which, as

idea,

%mn%

said that there is

It is

Ion— that

of tin
card.

Tb
way

itself,

moves boo,

"How

self to th
dr ve the gu

•ally
1 that it found its
and was hardly questioned except
ids, with whom the old question would
can a gun shoot a missile straight, if it

rks,

i

by a few
intrude

fo

FOREST AND STREAM.

S64

dinnry gun

never be answered by the inertia advocates. Another set of
expert reasonerg have taken the contrary, and have advanced
the theory that iu the passage, of the missile through the gun,
s drawn forward, 1 suppose, either by suction or
r of the missile or separation of the
In: mini suddenly drew the sun bark and kicked
'..mi
Phis theory would have cogency, provid'u
"
sufficiently astoprodrawn forward n
shock at its recovery. In direct opposition to
.there is another class who argue that, the
or is driven back from the time the tail

;

theory of recoil while the missile is in the gun, have
experimented with guns on a level plain and then on
I

and have found the gun moved
pended them by string, or strings, with the .same
plain,

have susresult, and

;

owderso small that
have,
propel the missile entirely from the gui

tiorj

it is claimed by them that this is a
for then' position.
It will be borne in mind, and, really,
reader to hold his finger on this point,

Iwmdd

be thrown back
the bullet has n
pack the air

il

as a

without check there is no recoil, and it
Like the
of force propels it.
fellow who. in attempting lo fly, jumped out of Ihe chamber
window f, mnd it easy Hying, but the alighting played the misIf we place a small quantity of powder on
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the sporting line here this spring.
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main, as they were nesting about twenl_
ith torehefi,
but a lot of men and boys went in the night wit
completely
routed
and
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poles, etUDS,
out.
The ground for about four miles long and two
wide was literally covered with egg shells, making the third
time they have been broke up in this section, which I think
is a good reason why you did not get plenty of birds aDd in
season for your State shoot. We succeeded, however, in
getting a few birds, and on June 'it a few of the liovs bud a
little shoot which passed off very pleasantly, it being the first
All wild pigeons and Btrong
of the season for this place.
dyers twelve birds to a man usual distance, bounding,
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own knowledge, have had very hard usage; b« [hi
vet to hear of a single riuo gun Hint has become the least
shaky. But perhaps Q&itmnged evidence o"
of the top-snap can be furnished by reference o Capt, Bogardus.
Helms used one of Scott's top-action guns for nearly
live years, and during that time has exploded nore cartridges
in it than any amateur sportsman would use in a
and no one, I think, will deny that lie Captain, on many occasions, uses heavier charges than most of us would care to
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1o the former, but that action that most fully combines both
The most ardurabilily and convenience is the best action.
ea a ,!-, cateof positive actions must admit that the top-snap,
as made by .Messrs. -'n nicy. Sell ,v ideencr; is more convenient than any positive-action in use to-day. Then the only
''Are top-snap acl ions durable?" Let
finest ion to deci'ce is,
Mr. James Purdy, of
us look at the evidence on this point.
London, while at the Centennial Exhibition, showed the
writer a little 20 gauge snap-action breech loader that he
bad made for a prominent sportsman of Europe, with a letter
from the owner, certifying that the gun had been tired over
and Tree from "shake" as
20,000 times, and vi
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said

he,

jOexteii Pai:k. Ij. I., June 23.— (irounds of the Long
Island Shooting Club—Monthly contest for the champion cup
of the club; shot for at seven birds each, 35 yards, 80 yards
Long Island club rules.
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placing the stock on some scale that will indicate force, and,
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my one suppose that the recoil of a gun
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Gunpowder is not all instantly consumed in the breech of a
gun, but is burned the entire lenrfb of the barrel with augmenting force as it proceeds. If the powder Spent all its
force suddenly at the breech the momentum Of tl
would lie greatly impaired by friction before it escaped. The
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eorreepandent who was shooting the last winter in
Arkansas and Southeastern Missouri, says
Pot trapping and shooting, the great swamp lands of the
rpasses anyplace I have over before
Bin- Black \lv
The country is one unbroken, level timber region,
Bears,
with innumerable sloughs and bayou-.
wolves, panthers, wild eats, and other large game are very
abundant. Ooons are so abundant as to seriously damage
Is there
the corn crops, and minks are equally numerous.
not. sume one among your trapping friends who would like
to join us next fall and winter ?
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iLLLS-TRXTEH GflOF. TO THE RlOUABBSOH AND RASGfeLET
Lakes. By C. A. J. Farrar. Boston: Lee & Bllopatd.

have heard
injurious to trout?
spawn. Ans. Frogs live ou inset

Paper, 50 cents cloth, St.
The numerous changes lu routes, time tattles, hotels, etc., which
have occurred since this little guide was first published, nave called
for a new edit ion. The hook in Its present form is intended to contain
serve as a comall me latest and most accurate information, and to
plete guide to the Rangeley region. The form and size are convenient
Mines the book
n
tor carrying in the pocket, and the map which a
will prove of especial value. Those who are contemplating a trip to
the Maine lakes should not fall to Becure the book, and avail them-

any great extent.

to

T. H. St.— Will you kindly infonn me If the month. Of Jttli
Ans. If you can Mud
for snipe and b.i.-. tin ton tong Island!
any birds joo are at libertyto shoot them. The law doe-

T.W. -S., Northampton, Mass.— Canyon tell me through your paper,
if lean make a waterproof blanket by soaking calico in sweet 0111
(Then lite same is wet or exposed to sun, will it come off? Ifthia
Ans. Oi the many re. [pes [or watei in
e. how can I remedy it?

;

_-

1

>

1

selves

01'

Mr. Farrar's labors.

Tin-. i'.\N.\o.\N Cribkbtbr's
Ottawa:
Pasl Season,
1'nee 30 cents.

Guide, with a Review of the
The Toronto .News Company.

This manual will be. found a perfect vaie ro*rum for cricket players.
Campbell, both of whom
It is compiled by Rev.T. D. Phillips and B. C.
are weil-kuown throughout the Canadasae expert players and active
champions of the game. The contents comprise a ehort sketch ol tho
history of cricket, a biographical sketch of Mr. Phillips, some useful
United
.is of the clubs of Canada and the
hints oi
the laws of the game with explanatory comments, and a
variety of other interesting; and useful matter.
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to all our readers for his
America and Europe, contributes to- the
important article on The
(J interesting and
June .Vaftu-oKstan extn
variety
Wild Turkey and us Domestication,. The question as to which
.

Ihe deer of North

.'ii

eastern or southwestern, is the progenitor of the barny naturalists, and some of our
yard lurkoy Has be ti eagerly disoussi
mo-i ennneni authorities have decided thai the domestic turkey is descended from Heteagris rjallnpnm of Texas and New lie
observations of Judge Caton, however, lead him to exactly the
of our

t.cid, ihe.

be

tin-

I

trouble.

:

issue of 1-llhinst.,
Mo.— The recipe be- riibberociiioiir. geei
was meant to fasten the prepared sole on to the boot, not to serve as a
You can procure the prepared sole of the rubber dealers
sole itself.

advertised in our columns.

MiNou. Twin Lakes. Conn.— Please state if the law In Connecticut
n
anged allowing woodcock to be shot in July. II has
Ans. The new law Inst passed
s-ai.ll.y a visitor that such istlie fact.
prohibits shooting woodoock prior to Oct. i.

ing
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lie of any service.
powdered alum. Dissolve in .a bucket of rain
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r off

Steep

the Until with the dissolved ingredients into another vessel.
-.n-iiiv. letting it remain a considerable time.
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Huntingdon, Pa.— Could you tell me of any books that
.nfonnafion about building boats? Ans. No book thai
Hallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer "is the most
ructions.

E. C. B.,

a
I..

furnish

it

price

;

$;'.,

Sjh pages.

G.. Mausiiet.l. Ohio.— Which ol the two guns would you prefer
-..: shooting, a Pi-bore, .to.lnch barrel, s or sx pounds weight;

or w-bora, 80-uicb

oaiire:. u

Ans. The is-bore gun.

pounds weight?

W. Vnu li., Slid.lletown. Ct.—Can you inform
dog (pointer) are which are oonsii
.nan

the points in

nt.-li

tongue morning and evening: Powd exclssrpowd borax dr., white sugar
1 dr.,

month powder upon

his

oated alum
powd a dr.

powd myrrh
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SI

dr.,

1

i.\.
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,k.— Please inform me how to remove warts in n d
The watts arc fat back on the
c been there only a lew weeks.
Aus. Touch warts with glacial acetic acid
.uuh and on lips.
In case healthy parts
ig touching sound tissue.

The

Please inform me whal I can do for him and oblige.
fnr him in cat.
Ans. Give iod. potassium 1 grain, tincture quassia y. dr. in tablespoonful Of water :t times a day; also drop a little of the following

ick's Sporlsi

We

i

I

ivel-

query In la!
and disease
pages.

me what

F. F. Bock, Battle Creek.— I have a setter pup mat is seven months
gave him
had the distemper, for which
calomel and quinine as prescribed by Dr. Webb. 1 now And that his
teeth are very much discolored, and gums inflamed so that it is dlmcnlt

Si'BAPY Ukapkk.-I am desirous ol passing my vacation in Aug.al some
place where I can have fitsWdass salt water Ushing, where there will bo

the 10-More for wild lowl.

Judge Catou, so well known
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or hotel or private Ik
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opposite conclusion, lie limis tllSt after several generations
quills become light
tication lie- chestnut tips of ihe tail counts and
before long the decolored like hose of Ihe demesne bird, and thai
scendants of ihe eastern wild turkey resemble in all essentials the ordiNo one lias had better opportune
nary bronze turkey of the farmyard.
i
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Hallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer" is a
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I

good dink shooting?

(bid
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shooting in ihe Slate? Ans. For dueks go
mi. Monro-, or Ihe st. Clair flats near Debit, Jackson, Hanover, or Averill's Station.

and

Indians.
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number are

—Tho Popular Science Monthly

full

and, as usual, interesting.

May num-

began with the

typography with
ber to issue supplements uniform In size and
regular issue. These supplements are to appear each month, and
10 contain selections from the best Scientific periodicals abroad,
matter printed being what would appear in the Monthly were it

the

are
the
not

engU) "f my gun slock from middle of
F. T. H.. N'eei
nil-lies,
i have been advised
to have
Whal do yon Hunk would be the
h.
shortened at le
Ans. ThreeI am seventeen years of age.
proper length fi
fourths ot an inch ought to he enough.
trigger pin to en.

j

C. Y., rialifax, N*. S.— Can yon give me Ihe
noeiiigv Ans. Wc think there mini English

name of any book on caWOHiOn canoeing. Prob-

that containing the adventnres ol McGregor, in the
liubli'.y: welorget the title. The Commodore ol the New York Canoe
.
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is

book entitled "Canoeing." You may ascertain where a
iSing M. Koosevcit Schuyler, till Maulen
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Houston, Texas.— Will a U-gaugc breech-loader (perfect
H '•' snot, shoot ai close asa ID-gauge, modi

>'. .1).,

i

li is tho relative ichoked, shooting same quart
dr.-.
drs. powder aud 10-gauge with
unit ol each 14 gauge with
dr-. of powder is used in each gun. A.
I. We infer from the qnestion
point. As pretrial of the gun- w
sented, it is choke in the one against an excess, (or iBhol in the oilier. Xh. H> is entitled to I ,"ai-10ii oz. shot if Ne
.:.-, eiu.kiug limy make up for this dlfferenoe in shot
has lis due jirog. The penetration should be greatest in No. 10, for it
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to prowder, with 81
i.e loaded proportionally with shot and powder, then the
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There are several capl-

Have be. ti ie.
g hull on iiin.-h and
milk principally, once in a while a little beef broth and a very little lean
Ans. IVe.i wuie of Iron an beef. Give toS drops •• la. novan's Solution" three times aday. Wash thoroughly night and morniug
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rue. an.
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uenccd to run. Thi re have also
the under pan ol his neck two or three
small red-looking sores. They arc not deep and .In riol discharge, lull
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lie holds Ins lual on one side and shakes it
,ml in small red IC'tehes.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
CLOSING THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION.
TF
-L

we

made sufficiently clear the central idea underlying
argvnneut, many minor objections to out theory will
ltave

our

thereby be disposed of. For instance, it might be said that it Is
absurd to desiderate an early life in the country. Can city mothr- send away their children to be reared under Ihe conditions
here required? DO we advocate the establishment of rural nuri

series at State

expense? Nothing of the kind. Let the city keep
it must, and teach them its own lessons. There

own yOungif

ils

are hero exhibitions, arlisli

simps and

.

scientific

and meek

nical,

>AQUA'

iL N'ATIKAI.

1 1 1

parks a d collections of all ki ids of
one of which can te luiiieiltnadvanlat
We have all heard of hrkdil mil intelligent ehildn
.oiulon
who had never seen the CO nlrv. and k
ltliimr of it beyond hearing of its tins. |„ gerows and green fields. It may

-

also

factories,

[Post Office box

Twenty-five per cent,

with physical development, and has advantages of

insistent

own

in the other

We

branches of education.

courage

the.

lessons

would not recall too vividly
crowd out argument, else we might, revert
in mere existence, healthy activity,
infused, the hopes it fostered, and if any of Us

memories

Advertising Hates.

it

failed to leach

us then, they arc bearing fruit in the

has left behind. Here is a picture which suits our
purpose perfectly "My home," Say 8 Hallock's Fhldmj Tourit.

:

Inside pages, nonpareil r.v f»\ 25 rents per line oulsifle pasre, 40 cents.
n
Special rates for tttree, six and twelvemonths. Notices in
;

50 cents per line.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week,
.

an immoral character

of

if

pos-

be

will

received on any terms.

V Anv

publisher Inserting our prospectus as above one time, with
mi

tons, will rec

i

i

.ii
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i

and Stream

iFoi

iii,

a tree-embowered shanty apart, from the farm-house,

and crowning a

.

sible.

No advertisement or bnsiness notice

"was

ist,

and sending marked copy
one year.

knoll, around whose bast; rolled and tumbled a
In time 1 came to know cvery
woridelmek hole in the township, and almost, every red squirrel
and chipmunk by sight. every log where an old cock-partridge
drummed every crow's nest, and every hollow tree where a
inosl delectable trout brook.

;

;

for

coon hid away.

NEW

YORK, THURSDAY, JULY

1877.

5,

to find his family when the young brood
rail
I had pets of all kinds— tame squirrels and crows,
hawks, owls and coons. All the live stock on the farm were
my friends.
rode the cows from pasture, drove a cosset fourin-hand, jumped the donkey oil" the bridge, to the detriment of
both our necks, and even trained a heifer so that, I could fire
my shot-gun at rest between her budding horns. I learned

hatched

To Correspondents.

,

where to gather all the berries, roots, barks and yarbs that
grew in the woods ; and so, unconsciously, became a naturalist
and an earnest, student of botany." The last is the great point
—studying natural history and botany in Nature's own college.

t&~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

BANKS,

S.

Bnsiness Manager.

Editor.

H. TURRILL, Chicago,
Western Manager.

So

we have

touched upon moral education only in an
indirect way.
One of the chief advantages of a ehihl's e.xeinpin attendance at school during the first, decade or more
far,

I

of

its

life,

maybe

ground

thai a

is

sound and abiding moral education.

prepared for a healthy,

As

in the other ease

we
r

took except ion to abstractions, so in this, example is more
powerful than principles. Precepts may burden the memory,
example touches both the intelligence and the heart. Schools
have rashly heen condemned as hot-beds of vice, and denounced
as institutions for the dissemination of immorality rather than

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.

knowledge. There is generally a little reason in the most
extreme view, and we find a good deal in this particular inExample, we repeat, is more powerful than principle,
whether for good or ill.
In every school are boys who exerof

stance.

Thursday, July 5.— Trotting : Lyons, N. Y.; Sharon, Pa.; Poughheepsie, N. Y.; Macomb, 111.; Detroit, Mich.; Woodbury. N. J.; West
Mention, Conn.; Albany, N. Y. Running meeting at Monmouth Park.
Long Branch, N. J. Rod and Gun Club Shooting Tournament at.
Burlington, la. Prize Bench Siiow of Dogs ana exhibition of birds at.
Shooting at Bloomint: Grove Park, l' a. Baseball:
Toronto, Canada.
Indianapolis vsTechumseh, at Indianapolis; Keystone vs Delaware, at

Port Jervis, N. Y.; Erie vs Philadelphia, at Buffalo; Auburn vs Indianapolis, at Auburn, N. Y.; Mutual of Jancsville vs Milwaukee, at Milwaukee; Olympic VB Rutan, at Paterson, N. J.; Enterprise vs Volunteer, at Ponghkeepsie; Rochester vs Star of Syracuse, at Rochester;
Athletic vs Ring, at Cohoes, N. Y.
West Merlden, Conn.; Albany, N. Y.
Trotting
Friday, July 6
Running meeting as above. Dog show as above. Shooting matches as

—

i

—

Wilkesbarre, at Wilkesbarre.
Tuesday, July 10 —Trotting Cauaudaigna, K. Y.; Sodus, N. Y.; Bay
City, Mich.; Springfield, Mass.; Columbus, O. Running meeting at
Monmouth Park, Long Branch, N. J.
i;/. July 11.— Trotting as above.
Running meeting as above.
.July 1?.—Trotting as above and at, Monmouth, 111. Running meeting as above. Regatta of the Arlington Boat Club, at Bay:

.

I.

—Sunday Night Line to Boston.
the Fall River Line are

York

at the

itself

the

ous danger, withoti

segue ice has been

was novel

mon

|iai

<

applioatii

m

same hour

The splendid Steamers

now making Sunday trips
(5. P.

m.) as on

ween

of

leaving New

days.

education

is

nof safeguards agi
against

may' be observed here

there

IS

little

and pupils are, as a

route, to

Oak

Bluffs, Martha's Vineyard,

of this within the range of

and Kan-

ance, energy

let

us turn to such qualifications as persever-

and industry.

These virtues are either inculcated

merely as bearing upon intellectual progress, or ignored altogether in the explanation of results. Hence
must frequently
follow that the youth of greatest, mental calibre, will rest, under

ij.-illi

a.m.

iii

through

the.

tender years

has been specified as a sufficiently early de-

Thus only can a
over the

and temptations of youth, and so issue, in the plenitude
of the glorious strength of early man and womanhood, int<
I

great "battlefield of

With bodies strong enough

life.

mora] sense sufficiently developed
freshness, qualities

1

a

withstand the attacks of

to

be found

temptation, the brain will

to resist

Ihe physique, an

in vigor and

to possess,

which more than compensate for the train-

ing possessed by the victim of the early-forcing process.
Culture is the object of all education, ami incise andcom-

we know none

prehensive definition of that much-abused word,

betterthan thai by Mr.

and

II.

.1.

Long,

A., of

1!.

Canada:

man— the

the endowments of

all

'^The
mental facul-

the moral attributes, the physical powers, the finer tastes
feelings."

EXHIBITION OF SHTP, YACHT AND
BOAT MODELS.

FVERY

who

one

visited the

Government Building

at,

the

Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, will recall

late

the very interesting and complete display of models of all kinds

but of other countries. It
comprised ancient models as well as the newest, of men-ofof sailing craft, not only of America,

war, merchant ships, steamers, hospital ships, yachts, fishing
smacks, fishing boats, boats used by sportsmen, canoes and all
craft, in use by civilized man and savage, from
Greenland to Puget's Sound and the North Pacific Ocean, and
included not only those in long use, but untried novelties of
unique pattern. Without doubt it was the most creditable and
comprehensive exhibition of the kind that has ever been
Its capacity for instruction by comparison of models
shown.

manner of

was

and the

great,

and improvement in maand comprehended by

rate of progress

rine architecture could be readily studied

This exhibition remains

those familiar with nautical matters.

Washington,

in its entirety at

if

we

where

are not mistaken,

it

will be permanently available to the inquirer, navigator, yi
man and student. Its Utility as a school of instruction is ob1

vious.

new improvements and

Inasmuch, however, as

inventions

are constantly coming to light, and especially since the competition

among yachtsmen

constantly stimulating the

is

contri-

vance and construction of racing vessels of superior qualities
and speed, it would be well to encourage periodica

of stiffness

exliibttionsof

models of

may profit by

this class of vesselsin order that build-

And not
rig, but also of fishing
smacks, bay boats, gunning skiffs, portable canoes and the apAlready this has
pliances and apparatus pertainine to each.
been done in England this summer (whether prompted by the
ers

the

knowledge thereby imparted.

only models of yachts of every class and

6«T«rnin«it Iihibition at Philadelphia, or by their own motion we cannot say), and a very creditable showing has just
been concluded at the Fishmonger's Hall in London. TheLord
Mayor opened the exhibition on the 2Sth of May with much
eersmony and a luncheon.
On that and each subsequent day
the hall

was

so well attended that

is

it

evident great interest

Liberal prizes were offered and the entries were

obtained.

numerous.
5,008 gross

One model was that of the steamship Britannic,
tonnage. Many ship building companies were rep-

resented, both

by

sailing ships

and steamers. There were

exhibits of schooner yachts, from 350 tons down.

t

(Venty

In the cut-

The fishing smacks me
mentioned as resembling yachts more than anything else.
The apparatus comThere were several tugs and barges.
ter class there

w ere
T

eleven exhibits.

prised boat dowering gear, life-saviug appliances, anchors, dress
In every respect the show was a success, and
for sailors, etc.

many of the models have heen sent to the Royal Aquarium to
remain as permanent fixtures.
We repeat that it is important to cultivate such exhibitions
jn the United Stales for reasons obvious and supposable, and
we shall hope to
Stkeam hasalwa;

see such initiated next year.
i

in suggesting

Forest amd
means for pro-

moting legitimate sports in this country, and we shall cheerfully lend our aidin thisasin other enterprises when it may be
Besides sailing models we would urge the contribuneeded.
tion of models for boats and canoes of which there arc. in use
If some one more compealready full thirty different, kinds.
tent does not initiate this

dertake

it.

movement

in

due time we

shall un-

ourselves.

it,

the

idea, that

he

is

the intellectual inferior of

many

of his mates

through his ignorance of his own capabilities, and his never
having been referred to his moral failings to find a Cause for his
A defect thus exists for which no remeeh is sup.
mediocrity.
plied, while the exercise of all such virtues should be regularly
impressed upon him as a part of a grand total of moral duty.
i

logical

lerfectb

sequence comes the

to a great

cerned, but

it,

is

result, that in

extent,

feni in force.

trials,

con-

is

the danger of

materially lessened were a more rational Bye.
As Ihe child's parents are its first gum
an

lie

tj

teachings have not only taken coot,
iera}

sending

years are not only

so far as moral education

unnecessarily exposed to

directors, so they should continue

at

.

Leaving aside the vices which are the oppositcs of the BO-called

5p.m., on the steamers Bristol or Providence, and after spending a whole day at. Martha's Vineyard may return to New
following day

operation,

education to illustrate the defects of the usual system.

which would

.1

its

h iaexposed to the risk,- oi
example's sake, one branch of moral

rule, freely

Let us take, for

i

positive virtues,

freedom from vices which
nomenclature of the former. School edu-

in the

cation lakes but,

ii"

many

a negative condition in the

no place

litis

the bad, and the infusion of

and, further, that besides

tucket by the Fall River Line has been opened
Sundays included, at
is can leave this city daily,

the.

It

a dot ;ble process, including both the

a child to school at a very early age. the

for the season.

York

;

it,

any weapon of defense.
The
ay a child, from its mere youthreceived a taint from which it

wholly
holly freed.

in after life
1

the good;

wiisted

—A new

that,

fulness ai d impressibility, ha

Christian virtue,

Monday. July 9.— Running meeting at Monmouth Park, Long Branch,
J. Baseball: Indianapolis vs Boston, at Indianapolis; Keystone vs

side, L.

too tender an age, before

at,

tiny opint ons of right

;

Adams, Mass.

N

Bad examples soon multiply

heir fellows.

and a
has formed
and wr. ig, or before it has absorbed into
more wholesome 1 (Sons of home, is exposed lo a
I

child seal to school

:

above. Meetingof the Athletic Association of American Dal]
Mom. Haven. Base ball: Indianapolis vs Hartford, at Indianapolis
Forest City, at. Columbus, o.; Clipper vs Sunuysidc, at Sing
etic vs PittsDeld, at Pittsfleld, Mass.; Enterprise vs Delaware, at Port .Tervis Keystone vs Ronesdale , at Honesdalc, Pa.
July 7
Trotting at West Meriden, Conn. Running meetting at Monmouth Park, Long Branch, N. J. Base ball: Enterprise vb
ji Port Jervis; Keystone vs Honeadale, at Honesdale, Pa.;
Arlington vs Crystal, at Brooklyn; Buckeye vs Techumseh, at Columbus; Clipper vs Active, at Wappinger Falls; Athletic vs Adams, at
.

of the utmost vigilance, a most, pernicious influ-

cise, in spite

moral educalive

'

'

Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that may
not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of the mail service if money
remitted to ns is lost. No PERSON whatever is authorized to collect
money for ns unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
nndcrsijrued. We have no Philadelphia agent.

T. C.

.

I

AU communications whatever, intended for publication, must be
eompanteil witti real name of thewriterasa gnarantyol gooi fa
and be addressed to the FOREST and Stream I'muscr, OOMFA
Nantes will not be published if object ion be made. No anonymous c
Iributions will ho regarded.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations arc tirired tu favor ns with brief
mi mictions.
notes of their movemi m

CHAKLES IIALLOCK,

heard Bob While whistle to his mate in

I

knew where

June, and

which to

trials

merely give

freedom, joyousness

lo its

Byron's mother

to

to

parture to other influences and associations.
child be fully equipped to meet and triumph

the country the preference, ami

Clubs of Three or more.

off for

is

preceding what

scenes which would

teas.]

TEEMS, FOUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

the besl

ties,

||

FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

103)

home

son.

America, small though the latter are in comparimay be deduced from these fads that, city life is not

It

calculated

little

but in Ihe majority of cases the wholesome atmosphere

cultivation or

its

No.

;

large cities of

—AT—
Ill (old

that in the same vast wilderness of houses the
health and longevity are greater than in any of the

of.

j;v

forest and ^ireauf ^uliJishhiQ jH/mnyauy.
No.

known

lie

chances

BUBUSBHD

woman

tion

of

made

Allusion has already heen

as a

the inroads of studious application upon

i

ores, every

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

ceptions.

rule, to

-

moral guides until their
but are bearing fruit. This

its

which there must necessarily be ex-

—Dr. Helmbold's opening of the Parlor Pharmacy," cor.
17th street and Broadway, which took place on Saturday
evening last (June 30), was an enjoyable affair. As a caterer
-

health, the Doctor surpasses

to the appetites of those, in

his well

known

skill in

;

even

prescribing for the afflicted.

Swiss Valley:.— The Swiss Valley Pleasure Grounds,

at.

Pelhamville, where a parly of ladies and gentlemen were recently so pleasantly entertained by the proprietor, Mr. James

Meyer,
is

Jr.,

now open

are

to subscription.

limited for the present to 100.

admission

to

in

i

sink

The

for the

The membership

subscription fee giving

year 1S78,

$15

is

for the

$g5 for those. "succeeding. The project
hi
of out-of-door sports, and will doubtless meet with a deserved support from that class to whoso
Those int crested should send for a circular tC<
iters.
P. O. BOJf
.lames Meyer, Jr., 8o Rmci si reel.
first fifty

subscribe.;,
a greal

i.,

1

',

.

:

;

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM,
GAME PROTECTION.
td ol

Buffalo in

Ifrotoction,"

we

pre-

week some very much naked for ;iml important infor?m do wcll.to hangup for reference

sent diis

mation,

(;:ini"

•

nfl

(setts. —Abstract "/' (Potm f.i'ir.i of 1877..—'Woodcock iiiul partridge (ruffed grouse; may be killed between
Septemnct and January 1 Following.
and Jtinuan l folQuail may be killed between November
1

l

lowing.
birds prohibited entirely

Trapping and

15 and January
I'filiiinJ plover luay be killed between J.ulj
following.
Wood-duck, black-duck. >">d teal may be killed between
Beptemhei
and April tG following.
I'rn.'.hv Cor illegal killing of woodcock, partridge, ciunj.1, Up.duck, black-duels and teal, twentj nvedallover, «

1

l

lara

$25

.

each bird.

for

Pcnaltj for killing any undomesticated bird not heforemenliooed Cexci pi birds of prey, crows, crow-blackbirds, heroes,
bittern, wild pitteuns, jays, rail', Wilson's snipe, wild geese,
plover, sandpiper and any oj tbe so-called marsH, lunch or
shore birds), ten dollars ($10).
Penalty for destroying or disturbing the crost&oreggsof any
csiit Ucd bird (excapl birds of prej or,- crowd}, ten ool
tlnd

i

1

i

year and the 15th of August following, except by the Indiana;
who are permitted to kill them for time months longer Hum
other persons, that is to say up to the. 15th of February.
\ iKoiMA. -The law provides.
1. That it shull not be lawful for any person to kill or caplure, or offer for sale or boy. any partridge or quail between
the Orel day of February and the first day of Octobor of each
\var. within this Stale"; nor shall It DO lawful to capture
partridges til any lime by means of nets or traps of any kind.
;\
Any person offending against the provisions of this act
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof
in any conn or before a justice of the peace, shall be lined
twenty dollars for eaoh offense, and shall be imprisoned till
The possessaid fine is paid, but not exceeding thirty days.
sion of imv bird or deer within ihc prohibited period lr
Honed in this act shall bo held conclusive evidence of its
hit ion, and subject the person in possession to its penalties
-

-

No dee. t0 lie killed Ot talon (except one'- own lame deer)
Penalty for illegal taking or killing, one biindred
until 1880
dollars Mini
All forfeitures 1.0 be paid one-half to thcinforniant or prose.
cutor, tmd one-half to the city or town win re the offense is
committed,
Trout and land-locked salmon may be taken by hook and
Penalty
following.
and October
nh. between April
1

1

1

for dleiial taking, leu dollars slO).
Black bass uoaj be taken witb hook and line only, between
June i and December following. Penalty lor illegal taking,
(

i

twenty dollars ($30).
'•

Con-

•

evidence to convict.

rrtford,

June

.

Mr, H.

id

was voted that the executive coiu
the game law and publish then;
The finances of the club

State

20.

-The

Game

Hartford

nthusiastie meeting at the office of
Mr.'l.. B. Jewell w:

P. Je
Met
appointed chairman,

it

Bei

B.

ittee
in

It

fars of

(lis

through

nape

•clleni

I

was voted Co expend the money

m

the
condition,

coming months

in the prosecution nt all offenders Of the
ward of $10 is to be offered for ,n for

e

law, and

a

re-

leading to connerally conceded
It
viction of violators Of the same,
,vcre as near perlast lot
that he laws p
fl el as could b
permitted in this State after July 1,
No trout tisl
,11 kinds
of birds extends to October
and the close s
The, law regulating
idlv enforced
fill be
I. which laws
'til Oct. 1st was thoroughly disthe shooting of woodcock
cussed, and contrary view
„ la;
thcllai
pot-hunter) which appear
I

•

which says;

bag,

The

July, and

law prohibiting the killing of woodcoct

nvgi-.uig
and improper. The woodcock is a n'
They breed bere and at the north of us. and pa
If nut killed in Consoutherly as the young ones grow up.

later, is useless

bird.

necticut, they will be in New Fork, New jersey, and Pennsylvania, and the number killed in Connecticut would never
Spake any difference with the supply of the. birds."
The fact of it is that the woodcock is not so much of a mi•oplc suppose, and arc lobe found nil through
gral'-ry bird
The laws of the States
loher and November.
tin months
ut prohibit the shooting of woodcock until
around Com
daome later, except in the case of Long Island,
September 1
mad.
Di
w Inch for 81
i

mch irger than
in- the in, ih
thai their
ulting,
August the
blue birds
iditi.
ought to
until del.
ad
flesh is nc
be inioiher consideration with ;pr.
tec to
ernpo
It was also voted to
re convictions for
employ three detectives or more,
Then
is from the Connect ilation of the game laws.
M-iposi d dog show at
cut State Poultry sock;;
the coming poultry exhibition in
y at the rink, were refeiTcd to the executive e.ommitu
i that the club should
It was the general sense of the
hold meetings monthly.
T. Bperry were apDr G. C.'.kirvls, S.J. Bcstor and
pointed :i committee to report or the ad sability of a city oration of dogs, something
dinancc requiring the police rej
informal talk about hylike the New Haven syste:
thin thoroughbred anidrophobia the opinion was c\pr
nostly confined to miseramals rarely have the dif
are not cared for bv anyble, mangy curs of low degree v
will take good care of
body. The owner of a valuable dog -wlJi
him. The street onrsoughi to be exterminated.
Alter the adjournment of the meeting a friendly di
was had regarding the merits and demerits of the Foeest and
Siki.am & Rod ami (jiN, and it was the unanimous opinion
that the. elevation of field spoils and the protection of tish and
T. S. S.
game could not be in belter hands.
i

t

<

H

,1

l

organized MidFish Protective Association are as

itt'i'T.— The ollicers of the recently

uity

Game and

Vice-Presidents, O. V.
President, Dr. Joseph W. Also]
Had dam; W. G. Buell,
Coffin, Middlelown; Isaac Arnold
East Hampton Joseph Hall, Portli ad Secretary, Major J.
0. r.r.iatch: Treasurer. Captain CI arles W. Harris; Execute-president, ex offl®
tive Committee, the president and
:

:

;

and Samuel

llusseli

and Augustus Putnam

;

Counsel, S. H.

.Robinson.

—The

Hartford garni club ha
conspicuously in ll

violators of the
iail

ember and

game

an

and partridg
Del

ember

:

a

caused notices to be post-

about, otTering a telead to the conviction of
The hunting of woodtrout laws.

which

:

law of Missouri prohibits killing or

game

as follows:

Wild turkey
Deer between January 15 tuid Beptemberl.
between March and September li. PraSric chicken between
and Augnsl 16, or pheasant or mini! from FebruFebruary
Woodcock bet ween January 10
ary
to October 15.
July I. Turtle doves, meadow lark, or plover between Feband August I.
rna'n
The above are the kinds of game which it is unlawful to
is unlawful to kill anv
kill between the days given- audit
Their killsong bird or inseci -eating bird at any lime.
ing is positively prohibited— except Hint the owner of premises may kill them in the act of destroying fruits, grapes or
honey bees.
ll is also unlawful to trap or net, or by pens or pits, to capI

i

1

ture quail or prairie chickens, or to destroy, rob Or injure
Such are
their nests, or the nests of any wild bird whatever.
the general provisions of the law, and apply to all hunters of
all kinds and descriptions.
'I hen come the exceptions to these general provisions, which

are as follows
A person may take the game birds when it is lawful to kill
his own premises for his own or the family use. and
may net quail Or prairie chicken or may trap them for that
The
purpose, but only then and only on his own premises.
law docs not apply to destroying the nest of hawk. owl. e
Brother bird of prey, nor to the person wdio kills a bird for
the purpose of having its skin stuffed '"' for the scientific purpose of studying its habits and bistorj
It shall be unlawful for any person to purchase or sell, or
have in his possession any animal or bird forbidden, or any
fresh pieces or parts of them, within the prohibited perio
And if iu the seasou allowed for killing, any person offers
sell or has in possession any quail orprairie chicken that h.
not gunshot marks on it it will betaken as pr&smfade evidence
that it has been unlawfully killed— or in other words netted
or trapped.
It is also unlawful for any railroad, steamboat, express company, or any corporation or individual to have game out of
season in their possession or to transport it.
The penalty for violation is a fine not exceeding $20 for
killing, robbing nests, having in possession— or any violation
And prosecutions may be had before
of the law, "Whatever.
justices of the peace, police justice, recorder, or any officer,
One-half the
court having jurisdiction in misdemeanors'.
fine goes to the school fund, and one-half to the in
former. It is made the duly of all constables, marshals.
market-masters and police officers to arrest all persons found
violating the act and lake them before an officer. authorized

to try

them.

MisIt is further unlawful for any person not a resident of
souri to take or kill any deer, wild turkey, prairie chickei
pluasant. quail, woodcock, goose, brant, duck or snipe in an
or
removing
from the Stat
count v of the State for marketing
under a penalty of not less than $10 normore than %W,
And finally no person shall enter upon the inclosure of allperson
or
kill
game
of
any
kind
ot hci
without the
to catch
owners consent, under a penalty not to exceed $10,

—

Below is a synopsis of the new game
Illinois Game Law.
Trairie chickens and woodlaw, which took effect July 1
cocks are protected between lite lath of January and the first,
day of September. Deer, turkeys and pheasants are protected between the 1st day of February and the 1st of October.
Quail between the 1st. day of February and the 1st day of No
:

vcmber. It is made unlawful to net. quail at any time.
Wild
geese, ducks, snipe, brant, or other water fowfaro protected
between the 1st day of May and the 15th day of August, it
is made unlawful for a non-resident of the State to kill or trap
in any manner any of the above named birds or animals in any
county or this State, at any time, for the purpose of selling
or marketing or removing the same outside the State.
Ai.ai-.ama.— Alabama
of any kind of

Wisconsin.

litis

a

game between
A very

s
[

ouod
ill

prohibited except

in

the taking of troul

is

October, Novconfined to the

time between April 15th

Canada.— Some

thri

officials violated Lhi

gan

years ago some prominent public
law of Kansas and were arrested
Ulnd
ftrned •.'.nether they wen-

We have not
therefor
or not, but we do know. from the Toronto (Canada) Globe,
that Lord Punraven, who violated the game laws when in
the fine imposed
,

)

game law

prohibiting the killing

April

and October

1st

1st.

preventing the destruction of
birds, was passed last winter by the legislature. Any one kill.
ing a bluchird. robin, swallow, meadow lark, or any insect
devouring bird, can be lined one dollar for thelirsi Offense and
five dollars for the second.
wise. act.

—

Louisiana Game Law. The game law of Louisiana,
which was approved April 18th provides us follows:
Thai it shall be unlawful in that State to catch, kill or pursue with Buch intent any wild buck, doe or fawn, or to have
the same in possession after it has been caught or killed, between the lir.-l day or February and the tirsl. day of August of
each year, under a penalty of $35 for each offense; any wild
turkey, between the Brst day of April and the first day of
September in each year, under a penalty of not less than $6
por more than $35 for each offense any quail, partridge or
pheasant, between the first day of April and the fifteenth day
of September iu each year, under g penalty of nof less than$5
nor more than $35 for each offensej any wtnppoorwill, spamm
finch, oriole, bluebird, swallow, nighihawk or blackbird, exTin-.

follows

cd

— The game

capturing or injuring
1

oi killing, ten dollars

*

—A

very imBritish Xorlinnsi. Territorial.
paased is that for the protection of the

».

ll

MTjssoBHr.

Hares rabbits and gray squirrels may be killed between
r
March following. Penalty Ear illegal taking

Oeioi,

th<-

the main purpose of which is. without depriving the
Indians of their food supply or the market of robes, to stamp
out the vicious practice of wantonly destroying the fast-di
minisbtng herds. It provides that no cull of either sex under
two years old may be killed by any one. No cows may be
hnnted or destroyed between the 15th of November in any
bull

;

when the same shall be de:struct iv, to the fruit or grain
crop, under a penalty of not less than $5 normore than $35
for each offense.
That no person shall rob or destroy the nests or eggs of any
cept,

wild bird whatsover, save only those of a predatory nature or
•'ivoi-oiis bird.:, under a penalty of
npt less thau $5 nor more than $35 for each oil
Timt i"i person shall n! rip ;iei. kill or pmw, with s, ob

intent, or have the sa
in possession at any lime during the
year, any song bird, especially the mocking hud. except domesticated birds, except the birds be entrapped or uctl
the purpose, of domestication, under a penal j of nol less than
:,n |36 for each offense, excepl when Uie bhi io
$5 nor mot
shall prove destructive to the fruit or grain props.
Thai
any animals 'or birds inn ndcil to be
protected by this act, within tbe periods for which their killing or pursuit is prohibited, excepl such as arc domesticated,
shall be priimjneia evidence that the said animal oi bird W$s
unlawfully caught Ot killed anil (he possession ihercol uni

ll

lawful.

That any person exposing for sale anv of the animals or
birds intended to be protected by this act within the peri, id
:'•!
which th.' taking and killing is hereby prohibited, shall
for each animal or bird bo exposed for sale, except such as
are domestical ed, he subject to the same penalty as provided
for Ihe unlawful killing or taking of such animal' or bird.
That the unlawful killing, catching or possession of each
ami e\ei\ urn of the animals or birds intended to be protected
by this ad shall constitute a separate and distincl offense, and
shall be punishable accordingly
and two ormoro offenses may
be joined in Ihe same warranl or indictment therefor, and the
person so offending if convicted shall be fined for each offense.
That no person shall at anv time dining the period lotbidden by this act, kill or take any Of the animals or birds intended
to be protected hv this acl bv means ol any trap, snares or
other like device, under a penalty of not loss than $5 nor cudc
than $35 for each animal or bird' so trapped, snared or taken;
provided, nothing contained in thiB act shall apply to migra;

tory birds or fowls.

That all transportation companies, steamboats, railroads or
other public carriers, of whatsoever charax tef, are bi reby pro.
hibiled from transporting anv game bird or animal mentioned
iu Ihis act during he period provided for IJiC- protection Of such
game bird or animal, under a penally of not less than $0 nor
more than $25 for each offense.
That any person convicted of violation of the provisions of
this act failing to pay the penalty or penalties prescribed herein, shall be imprisoned in the parish
for a period of not
[ail
less than ten nor more than thirty days.
That all acts and violations of Uiis law denominated as
offenses in the foregoing sections, shall be and are herebv declared to be crimes against the Stale of Louisiana, mid it shall
be the duty of all district-attorneys and district- attorneys pro
tempore of the State to prosecute before any court of competent
jurisdiction all off eudere and persons, committing misdemeanors
under the provisions of this act.
This act took effect the first day of June. IS77.
I

Tin: Nkvv Gami; Law fob FlOuiii.v.— The following law
was passed February 37, 1877, and first published on May
Section 1, That no person shall, at any time between tbe
first day of April and the lirst day of September, hunt, kill,
or capture any deer, buck, doe. or fawn, wild turkey, quail,
!

?

:

or partridge, or mocking-bird, nor destroy the nests, eggs, or
partridge, or mocking-bird; and any person so offending
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction, shall be fined not exceeding $20 for each offense, and
in default of payment of said fine shall he confined in the
county jail not exceeding ten days; provided, however, that
nothing in this act shall be so constructed as to deprive any
person of the right to hunt on bis or her own lands, or to
protect their crops from depredations made by said deer,
buck, doe or fawn, or wild turkey; and it is further provided, that this law shall not take effect in any county in
this State until theCounly Commissioners shall have published
the same in such county where the law is to take effect.

California.

—The

latest revision of

the

San

Francisco Pacific Life gives

game law

the

in California, as follows

The close season for salmon commenced August 1 and extends to November 1, Under the law passed at the last
session of the Legislature it is made a misdeameanor to catch,
transport or have in possession fresh salmon during this period.
The penalty for a violation of the law is fr
if 50 to $200,
and this is "divided between the informer, the prosecuting
attorney and the school fund of ihe county.
Every person who, between the 1st. day of January and the
Isl day of September
of each year, lakes, kills or destroys
any elk. deer, mountain sheep or 'antelope, is guilty of S misdemeanor; aud every person who shall lake, kill or destroy
any of the animals herein mentioned, at any time, unless Ihe
carcass of such animal is used or preserved by the persona
.slaving it, or is sold for food, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Any person catching or having in his possession, or offering
lor sale, shad, at any time prior to the tirsl Monday of Dec,
A. o. 1877, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
'the following
counties are excepted from tbe provisions of this section : Del
None. Humboldt, Shasta and Mendocino.
BettiOH ()2ti of tiie Penal Code was amended last winter to
read as follow
Every person who, in the counties of San
Bernardino or Los Angeles, between tbe first day of April of
any year and the first flay of August of the same year, or who
in any other of the counties of this Slate, excepting Ihc
counties of Lassen, Plumas and Sierra, between the fifteenth
day of March and the fifteenth day of September in each
year, takes, kills or destroys quail, partridge, or grouse, mallard, wood, teal, spoonbill, or any kind of broadbill ducks, is
guilty of a misdemeanor.
See. 081. Every person who, between the fifteenth day of
October in each year and the first day of April in the following year, takes or catches any trout is guilty of a misde:

meanor.
Sec. 633. Every person who, in the counties of Santa
lara.
Alpine, Santa Cruz, Lake San Mateo, Monniey. s
ma,
Tuolumne, Alameda, Marin, Placer, Nevada, Pluma, Sierra,
San Luis Obispo, Solano, Mariposa, Mendocino or Napa, «t
any time, takes or catches any troul except wit h hook and
(

line

is

guilty of a misdemeanor.
Every person who lakes, oatchesor kills any trout
us-- of nets, weirs, baskets, or traps is guilty of a mis

Sec. 033.

by

t

he

demeanor.

The penalty

for the violation of the law

is

as follows

:

Except in cases where a different punishment is prescribed
by the code, every offense declared to be a misdemeanor is'
punishable by imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding
\ months or by n fine not exceeding $-">(i(>. or In both.
The Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County, at their
eeting on the first Monday in August, changed the deer law
that hunters may kill deer from the 15th of August to the
1st of January, instead of (as heretofore) from "the 1st of
September to the 1st, of Janurary.

A new
day's

rule of ihe Sportsmen's

fishing taking

Club prohibits one rod in a
more than twenty-four ||oiit iu Lako

.

.

.
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'
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Tok Law

in Tenttessre.—The Nashville Rural Sun says
Of all monstrosities aad absurdities tl _
InwofTennes-

ploits in faking

irries

i

off

and Sir Rose

tlie

'

'.'

We

Philadelphia, Jane

i

the most to do with grizzlies, invaria

Willi the greatest respect,

counties of Sonoma,

l<

I

.

i

.

;

i

speaj

.1 .

can show you in the

I

Lake and Mendocino

(Cal.) at

six

least,

men who have suffered dreadful lacerations of body in interviewing tTrsus hm-ribibX and I do not doubt that the actual
number of hunters in northern California who have, received
injuries in like manner would reach jifty.
Of hunters who
have been killed outright I make no mention. It is, I say, a
matter of regret that so good a sportsman as the author in
question is, should elect to speak so flippantly and disparagingly of the grizzly.
Green "gawks" Who liftve yet to Bring

down their
men seldom

buck, talk iu exactly that way— old sportsThere's Ma.j. Sylvester Scott, for in-

first

rate health. Mitch, to'd ine that the doctt* usee to kill a den- or
anight, floating, or perhaps catch in a nay n arge mess of trout.
then, without any regard to what would become of the meal n ..would propose toonange catnptosonie Dthei apol where he EliOhg
could most easily repeat the killing >.r ..-nieinee. and so game

stance, with

whom

I

hunted

last

October, perhaps

the

-

.

BiinK the year bfeiore—Dr.
He told me one season taat
re, Caleb
b«
has*
employed aim, Loo Weatnersby and,
with him, and that liefore starting, al three told him thai they
heinlendedto kill deer and catch trout to waste. IU
claimed any stioli intention, and they carried a tub and salt wat
lake care nl tlie trout in. The result was not what limy hart exp
ed.

is

I

'!

,.i

•

,ii.i

tiory correspond!

,

d— the

I'll

Britisher,

men

best

teams, and let all outsiders underAmerica and American riflemen tin

the

for

stand, for

I

short,

that

I

stand ready at any lime to "lick
rest of mankind.
Sir Efenrj
rifles

...

.

Xew

tlie

York
...

i

.

fijurt:
',.-

l.i.i.

l

.

Ol

,

had

I.eicesO

,,

,.,,

',:.

,

n

i

'.,

i..i,i

80

II

u

1,

1

pisl

-the

Iftsl

ireeK

in

the

month—al Newuomb'B

irhowae with me -Mr, A. A. Clay, whom you know— to walk
otliechahl lakes and lie about for a few days. We tool; our guns
p
and rods and wenl there, a boy named Henry FarKer accompanying us.
While there for a week it rained every day but one, and the lakes were
so high that deer could not be floated. Br. Todd and his party were
camped on the lower pond, we on one of the extreme tipper ones. The
first day there we found a splendid deer lying in the water, Skinned,
but otherwise Qtterly untouched. It had been shot and not an ounce
:,,,
fron it. A nav or two afterwards I met one of Br. Todd's piety
on the mam lake, and he complained that the wafer was 80 high that
they could get no venison. I expressed my astonishment at tins, as
in be so plenty that people could kill them and let them
deei
" We found a very fine one. whole, m lie pond above." This cut
lie.
short conversation, anil we had no more vlstts from that, party, but the
never
Incident amply confirmed What Mitchell had told me, and I have
had reason to doubt his word on any point before or since. The only
deer I ever knew him to Kill out of season was one killed in February,
lie. Bill Wood, Ransom Calmer, Henry Parker and 1 went after
1881.
The
.,,.. ,,., bd >w S tOes in the country south of Baquclte Lake.
very day thai we hoped, judging by the signs, that we would kill a
,,,,',.
broke up Hie crust and compelled us to
| tremendous thaw
,,„.:

a

,

.

-

1

•

,

On our way we

strike out for Kaqnctl.e Lake.

killed

a three-year old

is,
buck, and thai we were hungry enough to amply justify the
that the five of us, with fuur dogs, ate the
I think, testified by the fact

killing,

who

,;

lisl

[cure that we had—broken the law. 1 never thought that
thai ..ii ii 'King tin ears 6 1 grain on the Sabbath day.
--,.,
raced your Hunter's Camp at the exhibition
,,i
(hat
1

nl

,.|

,-,,,

.,.,

:;

,,.

,,';',
have
,.,-i
u,K from an animal hilled by .Mitchell SabaUis, and I
the hide of the same animal iu a rug in my sitting room. 1 shall not be
reminded by it. of Mil ehell as anything but a splendid hunter, a warm
friend, and an honest, man. I hope you will not class as controversy
these reminiscences, which have only as their object to speak a word
for one who might not have tlie chance to do so lor himself.
,.,-

Cecil Cttv.

Truly yours,

DOCAIGNE BEADETH YE "TWO
AMERICAS"— HE IS REMINDED OF
A PREACHER'S ANECDOTE.
CiNCfNNATi,

May

Editok Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun

18,

1877.

:

sportsman, has at his command
Sir R. Price is a gallant
every appliance and luxury that wealth could command, has
made a magnificent sporting tour, mid recorded his sport in a
hook, which, cousideretl from a literary standpoint, is mediocre
that there are in our
1 stale the simple truth when I say
only.

country dozens and dozens of gentlemen sportsmen, who,
given his opportunities, could and would have produced a
The
volume abundantly more readable and valuable.

own

'•grizzly,"

more

of

an

e. g.,

he slurs most unmercifully, making

honor to slay a grizzly titan to kill a calf.
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His ex-
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at

match
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.
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match

i

tail

,,i

this year,

t

b'esl

The

story in

be was never within

bet,

"The Two

Americas".!!' the elk

with the hunter's horse

tilt

flood Ireland, will be found

a

which jumped

leg?

If so,

left

The National Hide Association took action

this year so soon as hey
were informed that neither Scotland nor Ireland intended to send
separate teams,
H
oowresta with your National
elation, and IwiU ask yon to cable their deoisiau an
i,
to
irtietli
-.

possible.

scud you in a thousand infinitesimal parts in all directions, like
fragments of an exploding buzz-wheel, and yon have my feel-

was jerked about amid the mire and marsh

grass, as

clung to the leg of that deer. Now, when I fasten to anyI
always expect to bold on. * * * I shouted to
Martin to get out of that boat, for I shouldn't bold On to him
I

thing,

much

longer.

sentence.

It

It took

me

about two minutes to deliver that
was literally jerked out of me. * * Now,

my coat, tlie jack had been jerked
and lay a rod off in the marsh grass. * * I
caught sight of Martin, paddle in hand and hunting-knife between bis teeth, loping toward me through the tall, rank
*
* My lingers one by one loosened their hold, and
grass.
every button was gone from

from

i:iioi;k,

H. St.

my head

the deer, gathering all his strength, with a terrific elevation of

mo

bis bind feel, sent

reeling backward, just as Martin, dou-

was about

upon his back. He
missed the back but, as good luck would have it, even while.
the buck was in the air— the deer going up tte Martin came
down the fingers of the guide closed with a full and desperate
Quick as a flash I replaced the jack,
grip upon his tail.
which had not been extinguished, upon my head, and
o
If the reader has ever seen a small boy
interested spectator.
hanging to the tail-board of a wagon, when the horse was at.
full speed, he can form a faint idea of Martin's appearance as
*
*
the deer tore like a whirlwind through the tall grass.
No applause could have got another inch of jutnp out Of the
bled up into a heap,

to alight

;

—

!

it<

Hon, N. P. Stanton,

this,

"You

Kingdom team

are

Whenever,

at long intervals, his feet did touch the

to leave

it

shouted, 'hang on

;

aud more

for another higher

laughed until tears ran

1

I

The

Team.—Sir Henry

E.viiup.ii

coming team,

down my

cheeks.

Hang

your doer.

that's

ground,

aerial

it

plunge.

'Martiu!'

on, T

...

.v.,

receive

will

Trophy."

men,

Halford, captain of Hie
the
appears to be a simple

down what

lays

and easy mode of determining the best shots of Great

He says
The team will consist

Britain.

:

of ten men besides the captain.
three eights from England, Scotland ami Ireland which
shoot for the Elcho Shield, Only 1!), will meet at Cambridge,
July 28, to compete on that, and the two following days-

The

Should any one be uietlue to go to America bis pi,,
be filled by nominations by the respective captains. I have
ell
right to nominate three men ,,,,,,,
re
pete in addition to the above i.wciity-fonr.
Tl.. Iiighi
,,,
scores on two days out of the three will determine
reserve the. tcnlh place for uc
nine men.
I
The eight who shoot iu the match
n
chosen in America. From the promises of support
-I
im. will be very strong.
Conlln's Snoonxo Sat/USBY: The Amateur's Badges,
which have been shot for at this gallery eel |e f.,r llic'hisl,
two months, have been finally won. The conditions under
which the badges were shot
ov.
Each competitor allowed to enter twice
10 shots, rifle .25 caL, of£ranga 100 feet, Bt300-yards.
Oreedmoor target re.r
distance.
the
Oreedmoor rules to govern. The
duced
badges i" be won thtee times, not necessarily consecutively,
befon b icoraingthe property of the winner.
In the ninth
u
competition, P. Penning won the first ba.i
I,.
:ond,
C. Bruce tl,.. third, 4(1, making
Penning and Biggs final winners of their bailees, ami
leaving" the tli rd badge tor further competition between its
winners, who were: L. (J. Bruce, M. Ii. Engel, Leon
Backer. Sherman Smith. Of these competitors Mr. Uugel
proved victorious, making a score of 47, closely foil
,

-

''.

I

III

i

|

i

',

I

—

— —

!

—

was

turning.

*

*

*

—

—
—

The deer jumped

into the

whilo, standing on his head at tie

lake, Martin, the

tion of said deer's

now

perpendicular

...

The guide

tail.

me
not

i.

i

..

—

.

-

-

I

,

,

i,-i.-i

i

i

r,

'

;

The following

Leon Backer's score

of 46.
the winners of the badges

and

L Biggs.

....it!

4o
4S

L C

of

.

fFetuiiug.
M L Kiggs

HI

summary

a

is

their scores:

Bm
Tie— Bruce

rirsi

Save

stay.

At last the knife was jerked from his teeth,
tail, anyhow!'
and his mouth was at last opened. He averaged about one
word to a jump. 'Jump—will—you be-e—deuiuietl. I've-e
I'll—hold on
till
your
ta-i-1
comes—
SOI you
Jump-p— be d-d-damned I've—got you-ul' I saw
off-f.
a pair of widely separated legs swing widely upward, and the
red face of Martin, head downward, and reversed by the somersault ho

...

i;

in a recent communication, speaking of

selection of his

J*,

his

—

N.

I'res.

We

correct.

for Centennial

buck, or another jinch of horizontal position out of .Martin.

was only

J. Jlu.i

esq,

.in.,

to

,

as earl

or not at

remain, your* truly,

I

telegraphed over:
I

ngdom team

i,

.

response

Ln

i.

in.

i

;

head, fancy yourself standing alone on a swampy marsh iu a
foggy night, with a rifle in your hand, and being
twitched about, in and out of the muskral boles until your
whole system seems an the point of a separation which shall

1

I

n m

-

i,

dark,

ings as

'da-

<

ti

i

hind leg, just, above
e fetl ol
Did you ever seize a pig by the hind
multiply that pig by ten lash a big lantern toyotrr

hold of his
and sprang to my feet.
laid

I

uuld have any pretension to

to his leg, and,

tied

bllUoi

1

'

1

"I

Nor do

io.

'

:

\

one

"

creation

all

Dear Sir—I was soinewliiii MirpriBCd jBHterda

Jlfjy

ing

tive

i

thai being,

.

.

have had enough 1Mb season, and now thai, each one
understand every other, let all get at work pick in

who lias killed more ben. twice
old— this is what, ted sty
Why,

years

grizzly!"

I

i

.

.

11

bear hunter in California, and

over than Sir Rose

I

ii

th e ex

1

or never.

i

hurt

SirHeKRT- HADFOJUj'S LiITT.BR.
following letter from Sir Henry Hal ford will wind up
planation and counter explanation preliminary
seem necessary, judging from past experienoi
every miitelimusl.be followed by ever so mai",

saying:
T

i

!.

,

them

M

16T7.

0,

the Adirondacks for ten years, lml

Peak Sir— I have not, been
nave corresponded witii an old friend there—Mitchell Sabav is -and do
-' him accused in print of what I hardly think he would do,
|,n
from what ho was when I last wan retl n the
node ,..i him. as to ins past record I know tins, that when I used
aad
id I
to vis
|,nng [..ike, what lie told me 1 would Have Believed
.1 had seen him shunt a deer, and he denied it, I i
have pill thai deer down as " killed by a special dispensation 0]
eerlaln llr.To.
5 ears ago, m Ye, '59 and thcroahnuts, a
HeWSe
How England, used to goto that cotmtry to shoot and ttsh and re
i

who have had
of

is leu— /e
The hardy front iersmen

that subject,

as great, as that of Sir R. Price.

shot

Mr. Cluulmllolhck:

...

f

hunters whose experience on

when but a short way oil, turned broadside on in order to tie
by his pursuer, is good. As I read itoughl thi n akei
•was Rev. Adirondack
y, and this is what he was

A VINDICATION.
lu

to

opinion of the ease and trilling character of the work of killing
grizzlies is not
tic opinion, by a long shot, of the Western
titties

m*Bflc>

tries to feel mortally

sportsmen seemed

up, ran full

this State.

salmon

in Northern California, were wonderful,
"hurt" because California
doubt his statements in that line. Salmon are not grizzlies, however, and, having but. jn
from the region traversed by our author, I must, say that his

:

<

palm.
In the first place it makes no
provision for the enforcement of the law.
It says that quail
shall not b« taken with trap or net, and then leaves if. optional
with the owner of the lahdto prosecute or not, and without
in:- c msenl
bo one elsecoti prosecute. This, of course, renders
iiii a pari Of the law almost a nullity, for the farmers as a general thing do not wish to rush into lawsuits hy proseeutinrr
,i in iv violate this law.
The law has been violated
With impunity, for throughout Hie past season we could at
any time buy live quail here in our city market. No at
tempt was made,, either, to hide the fact that they had been
taken contrary to law.
Even now, during, the close season,
This
iei
live quail boldly offered on our streets for sale.
is simply an outrage, but there is nO recourse under the law,
Again, the
unless the planter himself will do the prosecuting.
close season for game birds is fixed from March 1st to Septemunder this head. Oh, shades of
ber loth, and snipe im Indi
rasn'l the frarner of (he bill a
the immortal Frank
Shipe is a initiatory bird, and
wise man in his own conceil
does not arrive in our State until after the Oral ol March
Generally they are in our swamps from the loth of March to
To say that, they must not be shot after
tile 16th of April.
the first of Marchis equivalent to savins they must not be shot
at all. This, too for a migratory bird that does not breed here
but simply stops with us for a few weeks, in the Bpring, while
ad on hi -rent lakes.
on his march north to his breeding gl
have yet to learn of but one prosecution under this law.
and this was in the case of an old negro in Maury county.
who shot a quail out of season. No law can be made effective unless some provision is made for its enforcement. We
say to the farmers that it, is now left with them to protect the
game or not, just as they please, and unless they arouse themselves from this don't-care state, we will soon have, no game in
iee
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Leon Backer
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(IvT.i.ERT,
207 Bowery.- The second weekly
eompetitiou foi Ihe gold medal occurred on Friday, June 2!),
luihe first competition it.was
on by 1'. Penning,
won by M P.' Letmon. This badge goes to tho best scon oi
centres (40 points); to be won three times to become bis
This match is open to all every Fridayproperty.
.

.

being at

all

out of breath by reason of these gymnastic per-

formances, pleasantly and without effort, held on to the

tail

when in deep water, killed the deer."
With more of the same sort the parson ends his pretty tale.
The decidedly accommodating elk referred to may have been

and,

an exceedingly distant, relative of the preacher's quadruped.
"The Two Americas" contains a number of breezy sketches,
L'pon the
but his bow is usually not too "long" to bundle.
archi
whole, and as between the two, I think 8ii 1;
Adirondack
scarcely equals that exhibited by U
R.
chronicler.

.
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ticineh, fine
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prize
ore

festival

of

weather, a liberal
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on Monday, Tui
mgh.
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There

alt. n

and a general good time.

lists,

Tin

them
At the ring

of

ding to Oreedmoor rules.

1

target, in

The

SOHtrJ'JfBKPEST.-

Bchu

(.nod:

a

P. Fenninc,

.

'.

i

08;

J.

W.

Schneider, B8;

Uergncr, OS

A..

W. Hay,

;

.;.,!. Ti. bier, (17:
0. Hprney, 67; •!• Dutel, 06; P, Land.. It. 06; L. \
P. Crnsius, 05; \V. Klein, 65; Johl
P. Klein, 65
W. Lewis, 01 V,
man, Oo; D. Miller, CM
A. h'uhndabl. 61
Jlellrig. 01: T. Hi':,
1;
ler. B4; If. Fisher, 01
j

Notice to SpobtsxbN.—Having received so many communications
asking us tor Information in regard to Our nix-section iiambuo tronr,
jrilsc and salmon rods, we Have in-e).ared u
subject, which weshail take pleasure ill forwarding to any address.
We keep on hand all grades, he prices ol which range from S15 m Sl.w.
We put our stamp only on the lies:, in or.
and our reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor rod with a false
.
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W. Klein, 45; VV laves. 41: K.
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iMEKUi, IS 31 a

oil:
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Zeigner, Oi

;

Kllllbel,

just what, tuey are getting.

M. Lewis, 36:

J.

W.

;

S

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
aside from the leader Ketch, are Henry Reddy, of New York
city; 'William Woods, of I,
Wisconsin;
Howell Robinson,bf Pittsburg; iManny Wilson, of Lowell.
Mass.; J. Carter Bol
Hontroal; Wm. Dwyer, of
Oi
Boston, and the brothers John and William Taylor, of Bull'alo.

34; M, Fa.rron, 84; K. Lane, 33
and bull's-eye targets, out of
score;; u t,
CrocdiHoor Target—P.
..

and

.1

rely, Hn

10. respect

W. Hahn,
W.

21: M. Pan-on. 21;

369

1

Hayes, 31
F. Landolt, 21.
Bull'8HI: P. Klein. 180; W. Hahn, 125:
T. Kleisratli. 121; M. Engel, 119; F.
LIS; W. Klein. 110; U. Faber, 100
,1. Hcintz. IOC.
Mr. .lolin 1!. Grohman was the lucky man to bring down
the double-headed eagle, the chief prize, or the tournament,
and hia coronation, in a neat Bpeeoh by Miss
hrist.itie Klein,
a -pretty Miss- of ten years, was performed with
aud honored in innumerable schooners ol' beer. Willi a grand
hop, the amusements terminated late on Wednesday evening.
:

Have

1

i

Ida B.\n(;K— Co. A, of the Forty-eighth Regiment, N. G. S. N. Y., who have twice taken Hi
badge, have very properly sent in a formal protest to Oql.
Church, the trustee of the badge, against any relaxation or

,

;

.

.

i

Chekdmoor, ,hnu: 30.— Fair weather and a good day for
Marly in tin- day Lhe contest began for the
Parker shot gnu presented by Prank I!. Van Biclcn. It is at
1,000 yards, 30 shots, any rifle; open to all members N, It.
A. In May it was taken by C'apt. Anderson, with a seore of
in the possible 150.
To-day, however, it went to
oli
boy" Batbbone, with a total of 128.
While this is
good, it might be bettered, and should be ere the match is
finally won.
The full scores are given as folio v.s

Rossmokk, 8. 1. The Kossmore Kille. Association, of
Statin Island, met lorllie. third time this season at their range
ou Bennett's farm, Huguenot, dime 20, at 200 yards. The,
scores were:
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Katlileme, Ileal Creed...

Rem

In,

Crueil

1«aao L Allen.

R.-ui creed,
rosluT. v -dier
1
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M

M

Win
C

Farrow.
lent
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Creed.

JjiillMrd
Ri in
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m

Henry WIlllMnj,

F V Milieu, Rem

i-m-.i

'

.

,1-is.
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Boston, June 27. -The first of a scries of races between the
Faulkner-Regan and Davis-Landers crews was rowed on the

Charles Kivcr tins afternoon,

it

being a single scull race be-

tween Faulkner and Davis, distance three miles, for $500 a
Twenty thousand persons saw the race. Both boats
side.
took the water well together, and had proceeded about an
eighth of a mile when an excursion steamer crossed their
Faulkner was
course, which caused Davis to lose a little.
slightly in advance, and held his position until the mile was
Then Davis put on a fine spurt and went to the
reached.
Davis turned the mile and a half stake about two
front.
lengths ahead of Faulkner, and in the next half mile the latter
but all his efforts to get to the
lessened the gap to one length
front were in vain, as Davis gradually gained until tbe finish,
Faulkner's
Time. 22:5SA
coming in five lengths ahead.
:

;

time, 23:14.

!.
li

the line and had her time taken on the flying start, closely fol-

lowed by the Echo and Jobnny Sands. The Johnny gave up
the race, and thus only two keels were left.
Ten minutes afterward the third-class centre-boards were
Their course was round "Winthrop Head buoy and
started.
As there was only one boat started— the
return, 7\ miles
Virginia, "Capt. Plimpton— he was awarded the prize for his
pluck.
class centre-board, the Shadow, Capt. Bryant,
was the first to round the buoy, off the Graves, followed by the.
Violet, Com. F. E. Peabody, Etiie Mary, Capt. Hibbard, and
The second class centre-boards were now
Lillie, Com. Babb.
making things lively for the first class boats in the rear, and
first

the Sunbeam, first class keels, was astonishing every one in
the second class centre-boards by her remarkable sailing to
windward, it being a close thing 'round the bell buoy between
her and the first boat in the second class centre-boards. The
Jubie, Capt. I'hinney, was the next boat round the buoy, followed by the Sunbeam, Capt. Nickerson, and the first class
boat (centre-board) Oenone, Vice-Corn. S. P. FreemaD. The
ballooti jibs were now set, the breeze so'-east and freshening
every moment, and we were bowling along, rail down. The
Shadow had now got round tbe buoy off Winthrop Head, and
was standing in to cross the line. Her weather rigging was
The Violet was second.
drawn as tight as a fidtliestriug.

We were quietly watching the Etiie Mary which seemed to
run with remarkable swiftness, when all of a sudden her topmast was seen to swav and fall, carrying the masthead, topThis accident threw Capt. Hibbard
sail and balloon jib.
out of a chance for a prize.
From Winthrop buoy we gradually hauled on the Kebie,
and walked out from under the Vice-Commodore's yacht.
There was hardly daylight between us and the Oenone, and
we bad lapped the llebio, crossing the line. Appended is the
result in corrected time
Shadow
Lillie

HE
V.

K me Wary

Coin.

Oenone..'

Freeman

SECONU CLASS— C.

W

Hiitlle

Niagara

.

.,

H Nicholson
A. Dean
-

THIRD CLASS—0.
Plimpton

Virginia

H.

M.

s.

1

04

1

33
38

1

41

1

51

1

56

20
SS
16
03

B.

J. P. Pliinney

Ki'bic

1
1

45
52

39
06

so

15

sunbeam

W.

S.

E Ch

F.

V.

1

Wtokerton
Preston

1

1

«
40

1«
30

beat the first boat in the second-class eentresec. corrected sailing over allowance, after
astern, and beat the rest of the class very
The 1st prizes in each claaa was awarded to the
badly.
Shallow, first-class C. B.; Sunbeam, first-class keels Kebie,
The Violet
second-class C. B.5 Virginia, third-class C. B.
taking 2d prize in first-class ('. B., the only one given out that
day. "The Violet is sailing remarkably well this season.

The Sunbeam
iiu.

and 3

mm.

5

;

Kkoai-ta of Lynx Yacht Club.—Boston, June 29.—The
second regatta of this club, for this season, look place yesterday,
June 28, off Nahant, and was very successful. The race was open
to all boats, and there was but one class. The course was from off
he Ocean House, leaving
to buoy No. 5, off
,

1

I
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tin

2102
10 06
is mi

F.stes

Klwell

19 00

I

12

111

Nottaken.
1

1001

1

u os

26

:i2

11131

Kedge.

Yacht Club.— A Yacht Club has been formed

called the "Montreal Yacht Club."
of both Sloan and cat-rieged boats.

Commodore, Dr. Brewster, yacht Maud:

comprises

It

The

officers

vice do.. A. J.

Mcintosh, yacht Iona: Secretary,' W. Morkill; Tress irer, D
Sexton; Measurer, R. McGregor. Committee, Win. Cameron, A. Grnssford, C. O'Connor.

The long expected yacht race between the Maud and the
Walenvitch, of Kingston, took place June 33, under the auspices of this club.
The Montreal Star says
:

The start was a flying one, the Maud passing the
by one minute not long, however, did she keep the
;

line first
lead, for

fir-,1, lack the I'pper Canada boat
forged ahead, increasing the lead to over a mile, when the Maui! gave up the race.
Tbe manner in which the Waterwitch was handled, drew
forth expressions of surprise and delight from the large cumber of sped abas who witnessed the, race.
As tie- Maud is
the champion of the Montreal Yacht, Club and was considered
the fastest boat here, Mr. Cunningham's victory is a signal
one. and reflects great credit on him, both as a builder aiid a

in the

yachtsman.

~

Viator.
Schoharie.-- The tallowing gentlemen are at
present officers of the New York Canoe Club
Commodore,
Charles E. Norton; Vice Commodore, G. Livingston Morse;
Secretary, W. L. Alden; Treasurer. S. Grosvenor Porter;
Corresponding Secretary,' Louis F. Zimmerman
Measurer,
A. Cary Smith. The club is in a flourishing condition, and
has quite a large fleet.
:

\

—Evan Morris, who recently defeated Scharff in the match
for the United Stales championship, has been challenged by
Pat. Luther to row for $1,000 a side and the championship.

— The
pay the

Ross-Smith
is

scull race on the Kennebecasis on the
the Halifax men agreeing, if necessary, to

off,

forfeit.

Ross goes

to

Boston on Monday.

'he buoy off Winthrop Head bar, leaving it
OBtta
on port, to the judge's boat. At 12:4.1 lie fll " gun was fired,
to start.
The
At. 1 !'. M. the gun was. tired
luget into line.
el drew nut
r. .::..
sloop Magjcwas the first to get the v,
fleet; but lost it by her topsail giving 00.1

nAEVAKD

BY

yVtNS

vs.

,i

line

appearance, being in V|ew

1

;i

i,

1

,

most beautiful spurt I ever saw was made. The gap
the Yale bow nearly lapped the stern of the leading boat,
But Bancroft called for a spurt, and his crew answered with
a tremendous burst which landed their boat across the line a
winner by seven seconds, by a length and three-quarters of
From start to finish Harvard rowed superbly.
clear water.
She fairly and honestly won her victory. The Yale men were
much exhausted by their terrible efforts. The whole last mile
had been a series "of spurts, and they had rowed with the
water splashing about their feet and aukles. Never did a
erew strive more gallantly for victory. The race throughout
was the finest one ever rowed in American waters; but it
The refeshould never have been rowed in such a seaway.
Men
ree should have postponed it for a, week if necessary.
do not care to undergo months and months of self-denial and
hard work to be forced to pull such a killing race. The work
done by both crews the last half mile was absolutely painful.
Smaller men would have succumbed entirely, but both crews
drove their boats fiercely through the surges, and fought their
"
to
the
wafer
of
wind
and
face
way in the
Nothing can be said against, the course.
finish line.
It is almost always smooth, and above the bridges there are
few days in the year when shells cannot go out. The upper
Id,
course, 'that starling at Chicopee and finishing at, Son,,:
should have been the one selected. The time was remarkably cood when the state of the water is taken into considera-

A LENGTH AND THHEE-QUAKTEKS.

After seven years of discouragement and defeat, Harvard
The crimson floats above the blue,

again comes to the front.

and the joy

Cambridge man knows no bounds. Harwas in '09. In '70 Yale came in ahead of

of the

vard's last victory

through a foul. Since '69 the tide of
away fri >m fair Harvard." Her overwhelming defeat of last summer roused her at last, and she
she made, in fact, the
changed her entire boating system
same change that Cook inaugurated at Yale in 73, namely, the
her, hut

lost tbe race

'

victory has steadily set

'

;

men on the crew in place of the jolly good felformer times represented their college in society

putting of solid

lows

who

in

matters, but decidedly misrepresented her at the oar

and

bat.

Bancroft carefully selected such an eight and came into the
field this year with as superb a crew as ever pulled oar

Both crews were at their training ground
by the 22d of June. Thursday noon, the day
before the race, the college men began to arrive in town.
They came from all parts' of the country; men direct from
college, men in college, and men graduates oE many years
standing.
They all recognized the fact that in the coming
contest "but two sets of interest were on stake, those of their
own college and those of the only college they had ever cared
to enter into a rivalry with.
Yale men came to see Yale beat
Harvard, Harvard men to see Harvard beat Yale. One of
these two results must take place, and each set of men felt
For
that the chances were all in favor of their own crew.
this reason, no doubt, there was collected in Springfield, by
Friday noon, more college men, by actual count, than had
The halls
ever "before been in the city for any former race.
and corridors of the hotel were thronged with the wearers of
the blue and the, crimson, both parties eagerly discussing the
through the water.

at Springfield

their
respective crews in the approaching
Hanbetting was the order of the day.
sent in word that nothing but an accident
The Yale men were
could prevent his crew from winning.
equally confident, so the students staked every thing they had
with the recklessness so characteristic of college men.
Friday afternoon at hall-past four was the time fixed upon
Half-past four came, and the grand stand al lietor the face.
end of the course was thronged with spectators. It is estimated that fully seven thousand people were assembled On the
large crowd was
eastern bank of the. river that afternoon.
collected on the other bank opposite the finish, where by far
Carriages lined
the best view of the crews could be obtained.
the west bank all the way down the last two miles of the
The bridges were crowded with the poorer class of
course.
humanity, who, from their high position, had a splendid view
of the crews for the lirst. two and a quarter miles of the race.
Probably twelve thousand people were collected to seethe
But there was more that afternoon. It ble
race.
wind straight up the course, and a heavy sea was the result.
The south wind is the only one that Can 'make rough water on
the Springfield course, and, as luck would have "it, a south
wind sprang up Friday morning and blew steadily all that day
and the following. The people waited long and patiently for
the race to come off, but their patience brought them no satisfactory result, and at seven o'clock they went 1)8
That evening the Bpringfield club gave a recity iii dl'8gUSt.
ception to the students Of both colleges, and a very brillant
Brown's band, or Boston, furnished the instruaffair it was.
mental music, and a, superbly organized glee club of Spring-

chances
croft

of

field

;i

tion. " Harvard's time was 24:3<i: Yale's. 24:48.
race, both crews went down to Hartford to seethe ball match.
The referee was Prof. Agassi/, of Harvard College; official
time keeper, Geo, Sheffield, Yale '63. Judges— for Harvard,
G. F. Roberts. Haiv. 'II, and P. Tiickerman; lor Yale, Wil

bur Flagg, Yale '73 and Newell Martin, Yale 75.
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FISH IN SEASON IN JULY.
FKESn WATER.

SALT WATBR.
Sea bass, Centn*:
,

Salmon, .Vnoe
Salmon Troi
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Maf.k-et.— On

the 29th

e,
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Mcntwrrm

of Trout Flics inseawn for July,

idt.

nebulamm,

see issue

of June

E. G. Blackford

28.

re-

(aught in
ceived a salmon weighing 16 pounds, which was
Quiti
the nets of Abram Vooreis. at Gravesend Hay.
season
this
vicinity,
in
taken
this
have
her
been
;

Monmouth
I

Height.

al

'78

,

The behavior of (he studentsafler the
selections in fine style.
reception was in tin- highest degree exemplary, and no brawls

if

T9

'»

Heavy

genflomen (the Orpheus Glee Club) sang half a dozen

Weight.
W9JJ

Aire.

Croekur
Brleliam

Bow. A

had

:

1,

till

YALE.

'

I

Al, half-past ten o'clock
a one as that of the day previous.
the referee determined that the race had better lie rowed. The
sen was high and the water utterly unlit for scull racing.
'i:,
big the crews go out in such water was an unjust, illIvisi d proceeding, and was alone sufficient to testify to the
Both
utter incapacity of Mr. Agassiz to till his position.
crews, partieular.'y Yale's, had spent months of careful, con-vi el
is work in
getting into perfect Shape. The boats
they practiced in were shells, yet here they were compelled to
iter in a sea fitted only for the heaviest Whitehall
boats.
Beauty of stroke was at once lost to view. The contest became immediately one of weight and muscle; and in
this contest. Harvard's superior weight and development sent
her to the front. The result might have been a different one had
Tuesday night Harvard
the race been rowed in smooth water.
went over the course al racing Speed, and did the lour miles in
22:08. Yale went over immediately after and made it in 22:01.
Shortly before ten o'clock the boats were in position. The.
press were on the River Belle which this time managed to
keep within hailing distance of the referee's boat. At the
word "Go," Yale caught the water first, and, pulling 3B
strokes to the minute, took a slight lead.
Harvard started off
rowing 35. In a few moments they both came down to 84 to
the minute.
At the old foot bridge Harvard had the lead,
and this she kept to the end of the race. As soon as the old
bridge was passed both crews got, into the rough water. Harvard's weight began to tell here at once, and she drew away
till
there was a gap of a length between her and the blue
caps.
She was atill pulling 34, while Yale was rowing 34 and
35.
"Vale had the outside course:, and in the rough water this
was a terrible disadvantage, as Harvard could seek the shelter
As the
of the shore, while she had to take the. rough water.
crews approached the bend at the beginning of the third mile,
Yale put on a spurt and drew nearly up to Harvard; hut at
tbe bend the gap widened out again", and the two boats went
down the course with a length of clear water between them.
Here was encountered the worst water of the. course. The
whole river below the t urn was a sheet uf white caps, and
Yale's boat, through the absence of washboards, soon became
full of water.
Harvard, notwithstanding her wl
also shipped yvater, but by no means so much as was in the.
Yale, boat.
The Harvard crew wen- pulling very steadily.
putting all their weight on to the stroke, and not going above
31 to the minute. The Yales were working magnificently,
but the water in their boat was troubling them, and at ercry
stroke it rushed back, and striking against the. water-tight
compartment under the coxswain's seat, Checked their headway. At the finish, Wood called out to '-hit her up." The
The stroke rose to 4.0, and the
fellOWB promptly responded.
,
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24th of July

—

DoBCUESTKn Yacht Club Kegatta. The first annual regatta
of this club took place off Nahant, June 18, over a KH-mile
At 1 p. it. there was wind enough to suit the most
course.
The first and second class cenfastidious yachtsman afloat.
tre-boards were immediately started. The Sunbeam crossed

In the
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?
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Not taken.
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HIGH WATER FOR THE WEEK.

Length.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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The Raquettb ash VtemiY

Jim 16.—

-t'l-reaurkh.

that

is

close Barly in July.

the salmon season will

;

i"

bare lust returned to New York wilh a friend, from a twoThe catch has been a good one. both as regards rrUantity and months' stay in the Adirondack region, and especially upon
Raquette Lake. We slopped on the Way, in and out, at Holquality, especially in the Restigouohe.
The Restigotielie fish, land's house at the head of Blue Mt. Lake, where we found comfirst introduced in. the New York market last summer, by
fortable quarters and good fare.
Mr. iUenviu's '' Blue Mt.
House" is one mile farther on up the side of the mountain, and
Blackford, have maintained their- supremacy as regards tlelicommands a fineviow of both mountain and like, Jonas Ordflavor and perfect freshness, and have entirely supway, of Glens Falls, has put. up a large two and-a-hnlf-story
planted the Kennebec and Penohacot fish, so that every fish house on the next point on
the BOutl Bid
below Hollanfi'S.
dealer announces that he has " Rcstis-mene " fish, even it he
We camped on Knquette, North Point, at the lop; house of Mr.
James Tin Eyck. of Albany, with Bysander Hall and his son.
lias nothing but the inferior Miramiche salmon.
Herbert Hall as guides. Messrs. Ten Eyck and Stickney, of
Fish of nil kinds are now very plenty, especially blueflsh
Albany, had just preceded us with the. "same guides, and we
and Spanish mackerel.
met them at the head of Blue Mt. Lake, bearing out among
(heir trophies one lake rout weighing nearly twenty pounds.
Our quotations Tor the week arc as follows
While we were on Raquette one 'was taken of IS pounds, one
Striped bass, lo to 20 cents per pound;
blueflsh, 7
of KiJ pounds, and we took one of 144 pounds— all by trollcents; salmon, green, 20 to 25 cents; mackerel, 10 to
ing.
Ou the outlet of Raquette I took one speckled trout of
nis each; shad, Connecticut Kiver, 50 cents; white £j lbs. on a while ami ibis bass Hy. and this gourmandizer had
in his stomach a sucker seven inches in length, and sixteen
perch, 15 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, 15 cents;
minnows. Also, quite a number Of L! pound each all going
green turtle. 15 cents: terrapin, $12 per dozen
halibut, IS
for this same white and ibis bass fly.
cents; haddock, cents; king-fish, 25 cents codfish, S cents:
leer had been feeding freely on the lily pads in Marion
hlackfish, 10 to 15 cents: herrings. 5 cents
flounders, 7 to 10 Kiver.
Mr. Alvah Dunning sent us a piece, of venison from a
deer that got info his otter trap and carried it off, but was capcents; porgies, 10 cents
18 cents; eels. 18 cents;
tured by him with the aid of his dog after a protracted purlobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, IS cents; soft clams, 30 to 80

prospect
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the full

grown woodcock as he goes

writs bullet speeil

among

the aider stems, or tumble the lulled grouse headlong from
Ills
whirring flight in the gorgeous October woods— miserable pot-huntera
mill belly gods all. intent onl.v un Slaughter and foud, no

matter by what

means
And he whose Highest
!

idea of game quality in beast or end, after its
neas,
that tl should sit still and be ahot at till hit, says, "No
man OUgW to brae' Ol knocking flown wo quail left ami right under the
oniiuaryi-irciuiistunncaof ileal shooting, with a double-barreled shelis

I

ly
i<!hf

:

the'

try
I

my hum

certainly, have, in

Adorn do.
a

They

chance

surely would

shot, nor of hitting

says, furthermore, thai " with

olsa

an

a quail at thirty yards!"
ever hope to be with the

I

;

n

;

modating woodpeckers and tomtits
out of ten, but
It is a pity

I

is

he

the fashion

we

?2 per dozen
pound.

oralis,
pci-

—Our
tured

15 cents: Long Island trout,
hard shell crabs, s;i50perl00;

$1;

pickerel,

frog legs, 40 cents

weaktish, 12 cents;

;

correspondent " Piseeo"lias sent

soft.

lis

a

number

of frac-

lengths and hooks which be recently subjected to

gut.

crucial tests during a leisure hour in the Adirondaoks,

and

as

by guidi
The men charged with

1 note the controversy about deer being killed

suit,

on snow shoes and out

of"s

whom has hunted with
isfaction. Mr. Hall has been
ave no doubt he believed this
these men should themselves
nk, until further proof, Mr.
Id seem as if there was no
call to mix up "Killi, ig sever
e'er last autumn" with "Killing twelve deer in tw weeks
three feet of snow."
Let us
have the facts, gentlemen,
If the
or fall who may.
charge be true, let it be subs antiated and if an error, square-

this are good guides, one al
parties from this place to the

of

It

with me nearly ten years, an
charge when he made it. B
denv his assertions I should
Hall must be mistata n.
ll
i

experimenlB he has drawn the inference that,

a result of his

a length of gut leader lias been once broken

by a

strain,

it

if

I

is

probably worthless throughout its entire length for any subsequent use. The strain that breaks it in one place, injures it

through aud one break in a leader condemns it for use.
no matter how strong it seemed in the first place. We append a memorandum of results, as they may make our postu-

all

;

;

ly retracted,

everybody

tests are

by dead weights

s lbs., third poll.

No. :•. Klrbj hook, double gat—one gut broke at hook, and both at
"! at toibs. strain; the remainder of tiie gut broke again at si.j lbs.,
at the third pull at 2>; lbs.
i.

No.

5.

Limerick salmon hook on gimp, 8S lbs., no injury.
His.; second pull, gut broke at 6 lbs.
gut trout leader, first pull, « lbs.; second pull, 'i

Fly hook broke at 3\;

No.it. Single
tlliVd pilll,

I

lbs.;

II::-

Another leader same size, drat pull, BH lbs, second pull, s
twra pun, iji ibs.
lbs
No. 8. Double gut leader not twisted, after lauding a line trout from
it— first lehgtll, first pull, s lbs.; second pull, :sv lbs. Second length,
No.

7.

Third length, first pull, 11 lbs.
No. 0. liouble gut trout, leader twisted, First length, 11
pull, libs
third pull, 2 lbs.

first pull, T His.

The above
is

lbs.;

second

tests also

show

that

goad medium sized gut, such

sold at the tackle shops, will generally sustain a pull of

it

will be quite sufficient, this

demand

—Our

being

all

that expert anglers

of tine salmon tackle.
friends in

the northern

part of

New England and

New York, and in the eastern townships of Quean obtain from Chas. F. Orvis, Esq., of Manchester,
Vermont, just as good trout (lies as they can by sending to
Now Xork or Boston. We have just received a half dozen
patterns from this dexterous whipper of silk and combiner of
feathers, and are delighted with his handiwork.
Mr. Orvis
says he has tied very many flies for the San Francisco market.
the State of

The

Toronto
says that immense numbers of white
herring and sturgeons are being taken off TalFarmers come a distance of twelve or fifteen
bot creek.
miles every day to get a supply.
White fish sell at 3.',e. per
ad, pickerel and herring at 75c. per bushel, and sturgeons
at 25c. each.
fish, pickerel,

»>-.

-

y

call

it

to tell us

it,

hi.,

le-anees nine times

sport

why

••

hunling with the gun, as

cannot be recommended as either healthmortals who iliink It Is both ought to

Many deluded

ful or pleasant."

be

at once convinced that, their favorite pastime brings them neither
vigor nor recreation, but they will not be without proof or argument.
Does any one believe that any woodpecker sucks the sap of trees ? I

do not. But if any one
hear from him.

really

know

it

to be

a

should be glad to

liter, I

Awahsoosb.

MAHQNlNOTOWN,

Pa., •rune 28, lSTI.

In the July number of Siriftwr'S Monthly is to be found a paper on
•has made, some assertions alto,
in which tn
sutijee.t, which I am inclined to combat. In
at variance with his pi
it he says, " Formerly table o
comforts of the most necessary sort had to
be procured by the ski
luck of the huntsman [Mark the word luck
in connection with pursuing? game as a means of livelihood], "and aa
the game grew more Wai,ry and difficult of approach [he states
elsewhere that now shooting
s«ity invented firearms— that terrib e source of slaughter which has at last reduced shooting to less than sport." Permit me to ask, Did the ueeessity for game bring about th invention of firearms
And I wonld also
inquire, Why it is that he, » ch a thoroughbred sportsman fN. B.—Ha
shoots " everything from a omtit to a hawk or an eagle,".von know.]
should still continue to shoo when, by his own evidence, shooting has
been reduced to less than a iport. Quoting further, lie says : " No man
onght to brag of knocking iwn two quails, left and right, under the ordinary circumstances of Held shooting." Now I appeal to your common sense, don't you think it as much and more to brag of making a
right and letter on quail than to make a "scratch "shot on a lot of turkeys, bunched together, giving one a margin for successful inaccuracy
of about 9 square feet, with a bow and arrow ? I'll warrant he can not
make a "double" on qnail once in three times. I have shot
a good many quail.aud shot at a great many more, and 1 am sure f cannot do it myself. Further ou he says, "The shot-gun will soon exterminate game." Now I do not wish to make any rash assertions,
but. I ask my fellow knights of the trigger is not game plentler, or at
least fully as plenty in England (where the shot gun is used the most,
and the most, effectually) to-day than it was when the fowling-piece

"Sow Shooting,"

gether

i

l

'.'

VOahada.— MatepectuB,

N, B. { June 30.— Salmon rising
freely; fish very large this season.
Mr. Bagster, of Montreal,
was Si hours killing a
pounder. Mr. Brown, of Newburg,
N. V., killed one of 36 pounds, and fish of 25 and 30 pounds
are common.
Mr. Kobinson, the actor, killed four large fish
in one afternoon.
There arc several
York gentlemen
stopping here. I killed
first salmon, a 25 pounder, in ten

«

New

my

minutes.

E. B. H.

&

—Mr.

Charles F. Imbric, of the firm of Abbey
Imbrie,
leaves New York, July 7, for the Grand Kiver, Gaspe, Canada.
He will join Senator Edmunds, of Vermont, aud Mr. Andrew
Clark, and together with them he will cast the fly for the
lordly salmon.
This is the same river lie fished last season
with so much success, and from all accounts ho will find even
better sport this year than last.

Massachusetts,

—

ATew

Bedford, June 27. Trout fishing the
present season cannot be called a success, although some fine
fish have been caught.
At present our Amateurs are having
tine sea fishing of bass, blueflsh, etc.
A party chartered
steamer Glide to No Man's Laud.
Mr. Lissou has returned
with three bass, largest 40 pounds. The Basque and Outtyliunk Clubs are just opening their season, and will n,
give a good record.
Numerous parties from Boston, New
York, etc., are daily passing through our city for the " Seaplrt' islands for a few
fpw day's
nnv'q fishing.
ftqbinir
n™.,.^.
girt'
Concha.

EniTOK Forest and Stream

Movements op the Fishing Fleet.— The halibut receipts
and prices favorable. Very few mackeB
ami stock on band closed out. The number of arrivals for
the week 73, including 3 from he Banks, 60 from Georges.
from ninekercling Hips, and 1 from Newfoundland, Receipts
60,000 lbs. codfish, and 40,00(1 lbs. halibut from the Banks,
900,000 lbs. Georges codfish, 50,000 lbs. Georges halibut, 835
kerel, and 600 bbls. herring,
Capo Ann Adver-

Jum 26,

New

York, June

4,

1377.

:

cannot refrain from telling a

May

last,

t cales, less than, si
ces : it was made to order for
last j ear by Mitchell. >r"v
street, N. Y.; it has a
grip of a foot long, wide
tit
the first joints of three rods,
and eight oun
ds): this grip weighs a little
the first joint of ash, and
under on -quarter of a pc UDd
second oint and tip of Ian :ewood, weight together two

postage

mdam

me

i

m

From the time I first threw a fly, over twenty years
ounces.
ago, I have constantly had increasing faith in lighter rods.
The lighter the rod the harder it is for the fish to tear away.
I do not bother with three flies at a cast, but the weather was
hot, the water clear and smooth.
I had on a black gnat and
dung and had east a number of times without a rise at
the spring hole at the head of tl
r the clut
house, so 1 thought to try a lighter fly, and put on a coachman. too lazv to take off one of the o'tl irs. At the moment I
cast it suddenly clouded over a little, tl are came a slight rippie, and I saw the three fish rise sii uiltaneously.
I don't
know how long it took me to land th m. I forgo! to look at
my watch. I did not sit down and e lolly light a cigar: I
't know what
became of tl
The
I was smoking.
j
rod bent so at times as to lap the braided-silk line over my
wrist, but everything held, and in my opinion, chiefly because
the rod was so spring;,-, but the leader and swells must have
been good stuff too.' At times the flsh would run out twenty
yards or so. but their fighting at cross purposes preventing
their going far.
The fellow at the bottom would not get tired;
sometimes I thought had him, and then 1 would give him up
nd at every suggestive opportunity after that the
1

mock

uld

fo

morning as

plate after plate Of slap-jacks (with
cry, "They 're- all on!"
"Only one left!" "The bottom one is off!"
I've
got two!" Finally (not after breakfast next day, but after
firing those trout)*! got the three fish in line under each other,
and by a quick stroke of the landing net lifted all three into
the boat.
Unfortunately the fish were not weighed, but I
measured them carefully. The sixteen inch trout was also
very broad and thick. In all
fishing 1 never had three
trout On so light a rod, nor on any rod, at one time, and I do
Yours, jubilantly.
not expect such good luck again.

breakfast next
ili

ryrup)

was

tirst

introduced

?

and, which destroys the most quail, shot guns or

tra]is— No. 9's or hard winl era " Again he says in regard to " quail and
pheasant shooting " [mark the vulgar name for ruffed grouse] "These
birds are so similar in their habits that to know one is to be pretty well
acquainted with the other." Huffed grouse and quail similar in their
Let's close the subject, further comment la unhabits! Hear him
:

I

As

far as the subject matte

able.

But when he

is

concerned

it is

well written and read*
it is evident to us

o talk about gunning,

att

politic, have enough slurs cast upon ua
We gunners, as
without permitting sue ha";;" rranily unjust one as this to pass by unAhbisian.

ence.

noticed.

"He

that doth public

good for multitudes

Feels few are truly grateful,"
Not so, however, with 1!. T. Babbitt,
says the old dramatist Marston.
the great soap man, or why do the newspapers ring with the praises of
his Toilet Soap? A conundrum easily answered, for Its excellences com-

mand

instant conviction.— f.li/e.

&

Tiffany

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

always a large

have

porters,

aud

stock of

Ini

silver-

articles for prizes for shooting, yachting, racing

was emptied, liey would

"Now

my

Geo. W.

Van

Srt.en.

and other
special

and on request they prepare

sports,

designs

similar

for

purposes.

Timing "Watches are guaranteed

Their

accuracy,

for

and are now very generally used for sporting
and

Rational

scientific

requirements.

TIFFANY &

CO.

jjjastitim.
are

THE LONG BOW AS A SPORTING
WEAPON.

also

the

agents

Patek, Philippe

&

in

America

for

Co., of Geneva,

Messrs.

of whose

FniausuuHGti, Vt.
EuiTOit Fokest and Stream
In two of tlie leading magaziru
are published a eaper in Bach, by
:

I

:md Soribner's for July,
9 same author, in praise of the long
lolesare well Mitten ami quite InUarp^r't

c learned to fly "
•t

y

and "arc

lat

love

life for

gays:

the sake ol eating "—this wielder of the

"The gunner Is' modern and

lit

realistic; he

wn

opium
and

of the godi
;

A.?

celebrated watches they have a full line.

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery
is

the largest in the world, and the public are

invited to visit their establishment without feel]

ing the slightest obligation to purchase.

a
I

!"

Tliit is

what you are and what you

do,

yon sons of guns,

Their

stock of Diamonds and other Precious Stones

think:

of hia tooth; he counts "how much hia ammunition has cost him,
glances at the newspaper market reports to see what his birds

worth

for

than shooting wild turkeys when
are delicious for the table ;" who

I

I

.

little fish story.
On Tues30, on the lake of the Willemerndc. Club, up in
Sullivan County, N. Y., I hooked at a single cast three trout
measuring respectively sixteen, twelve and a quarter, and ten
inches in length, and weighing certainly over two pounds and
a half, and finally saved them all. This was done in the presence of Garrett Roach Esq., and George Van Wagcnen. of this
city.
Mr. Roacli says I "yelled like an Indian." Probably
The rod with which 1 caught these fish weighs, on a
I did.

I

:i

small,

CAST.

i

Benttett Building,

i

tiser,

Maxdei.i,.

;

of about eight pounds, but a test of three pounds before us

ing

W.

D.

:

;

as

and

;

Yours vety respectfully

day

and

No.

guides,

rejj

THREE TROUT AT ONE
;

:

that

:

::

pall

:

else in

room

to follow

,i

double

at

i

No. 1. Forged Limerick hook, Binglegnt, broke at s iijs., tirst pull
second pull, lbs.; third pull, 2 lbs.
No. 8. Forged Limerick, single gut, broke at 9 lbs., first pull i)i lbs.
i

The

was made.

it

on, should stand together in limtual friendship and self-intei es", for the protection of game and
fish from unseasonable aud illegal slaughter.
Division will
not do it
unity of action and public sentiment can.

late plainer.

The

and as publicly as

should hardly

hail not

now

;

Ida do., 50 cents;

i

II

;

cents per 100;

lead

til

Bung hi claims
o ght to be, there would indeed he little sport in it
—it would be sheer slaughter. Bui the scores of crack shots will hardly average more than three hits in live -m-ihlrda on the wing. A

who deem

it

Square,

New York

Union

:

FOREST "AND STREAM.

372

4Jcw ,3dvnhu>men1r>.

tny Patent Trap fotThrowing Glass Balls,
have
authorized my agents, M
Geo. E. Hart & Co., to proceed
against both manufacturers and

E A

It

V

I)

V V Y

.1

7

<

<

.

id

Wh* Mm<i-

«i men, 3:i loo
[.cstol grip, hinge peep
lor 4»i! yards;
*80,

lion-, rosewood sioe.k,
wind gauge; warranted

L

THE

SANGE,—Sporting

'

rule,

I

cs

all

who may make op sell
A. H. BOGARDHS.

the same.

Sportsman's Gazetteer

Tins Powder

Mnj

GENERAL GUIDE.

ifiOK SALE.— A
1

WITH

MAI'S
HoO

ll,MHTK,VTI0N8,

A1NI)

West

F. u., 135

Thirtieth

jlolt

order, and warranted in every

thkam

Hunting & Fishing Suits

I'

UFK

box

author OF THE
FLORIDA," ETC.

;"

IV

Address

particular.

Cumbridgeport. Mass.

51,

JsBl

tf

BLOOMING- GROVE PAP.K ASSOCIATION.
One share m above association for sale at a

NEW YORK

very

Mvancs

ARECA NUT FOB WORMS IN DOGS.

Game

best

:

Price 50 cents per Box hv mall.
Both the above are recommended by Ron AND Gnu
and Fokest and S&HH4M,

W. HOLBERTON.
OCt 12

EXCHANGE.— Scott

rebound

double-bolt

Ill-oil.. 9 lbs.,
It.

NASSAU STREET.

11)2

In

^/Spi'att's

febsM.tf

tins olllce.

locks, compensating Ininp,
6245 for same quality 12-chI. Tibs.
luglcwood, JR.

bonk is a complete manual for sportsmen
Itglves every sportsm mlike method for oapturng every known (fame animal, bird and llsh in

Preserves

Put np in boxes containing a dozen powders, with
fnll directions for use.

Trout, Black Bass and Pickerel fishing

c.r.

1M)

The

price.

Address SPuRT,

of Publication,

'Pile

low

Amen

"FOREST and STREAM" PU lit IS11ING COMPANY.
1,000 Copies Sold in

on dogs or

kill fleas

A CERTAIN REMEDY.
BALE, CHEAP— A line double-barrelled
FORorceeli-loadihg
\V. A C. Scon gun, made to

BY CHARLES HALLOOK,

HOLABIRD'S

H

equipped Ron Roy canoe,

full j

by as inches.

feet,

street.

guaranteed to

is

any other animals, or monev returned. It is put. up
In patent boxes with sliding pepper box top, which
greatly facilitates its use. Simple and efficacious.
Price 60 cents by mail. Postpaid

Price, §3.

i

Worms! Worms!

Fleas! Fleas!

STEADMAJTS FLEA PO W DEE for DOGS.
A Unne to Fleas—A Boon to 1)oks.

tlso

ill

-

Met M*fc

$£iMhaiionr>.

having come LO my notice
IT that
parties are trying to tnh geon mv Patent Roug ti Gli

Patent
Dog jOake s7
V,

MeatlJhLbrine

,4

"\0KNrjlKE

cost

VALENTINE,
je74t

lloficc.

M.
MANHATTAN

ST

WEDD,

C.

ST., Roebester, N. Y.

je384t

COUNTRY BOARD.
A

gentleman and wife, or two

may

quiet country board,
by addressing a. E,
ty,

ladies,
learn of a plea

(lesirine
it noiui

TaLLMANS,

v.'.

Itocklimd

s.T.

j.,5 4t

new TROLLING

rfect
revolving
Tin- Cestui tlie world. If not to be louud
:i
mi e'.linor uo'kle si ores, mesa spoons will be
I'oi-waided iiv the iiiaiiuiaci.urer by mail. Price, $1

Tl

SPOON.
i

JoIlN

each.

MANN,

11.

Syracuse,

Hew

York.
jeas

tf

York.

—

Dogs, Maltese Cats, ferrets., ve. Medicines for all
diseases at L. N. JIEY'ER, 45 Or, at .tones street,
septai-lj

THREE handsome red Irish setter puppies for
sale. They are trom ibe best imported stock.
For particulars inquire of C.Z. J11LEY, Lancaster,

BLUE BLOODS.

"

TO-IIO

sole agent, is South William street, New
Special terms to dealers.
__„-'
-

SALE.-A tine lot of Scotch, Skye, Bandy,
FOEDlnniont,
and Plack-L.icl-tau Terriers, Sporting
N. Y.

Jprp gUitttel.
'

J^stamped"^
_
__
'Prom the reputation these Heat Flbrlne Cakes
have now gained, tltey require scarcely an explanation to recommend them to the use of every one who
keeps a dog. Suffice it to say they are free from
salt,
and contain "dates," the excluslva use of
which, in combination with meat and meal to compose a biscuit, la seen rod to ns by Letters Pateut.
For sale in cases of 112 lbs. each. E. O. Dk LUZE,

Pa.

jy5 tf

HINTS ON DOC-BREAKING, FOR YOUNG COCKER SPANIEL STOCK FROM
the choicest breeds. Inquire of
in-,

Instructions
puppies, hall

SQUIRES,

C.

No.

Cortlamlt

1

d moniii specimens of animals, birds and
St..

old

shows at New' York, Chicago and Memphis.
miles lor Field Trials and Pencil shows, aud other
valuable informal ion for Hie amateur. Pamphlet of
36 pages, price, postpaid. -J6c. Address

ENDORSEMENT**"

|

i

an nidge from
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that V

Valparaiso,
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Russel & Haydens,
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Winner of many prizes in
C. S. B. No. 1,020.
England and champion nn/.es at. New Y'ork and
terms, $.5. Address WM. M.
Shows.
'IlLESTO\, Pascack, Bergen Co., N. J., or care of
11.
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VAN ARiNAM
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ami

By previously communicating, Van A. A L, wlU
have carriages lo
Refers by permission io "Pisoco " (L. A. Beardslee
,,,
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S, N.

H

no,

ALSKY" HOUSE,
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Bathing, Boating, riuok, GOOI
Shooting.

References from former
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Wpc, and Quail
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W.F. IIALSEY.
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various sizes ale

Syracuse

this office.

Mich., says:
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a

open June '.'5th.
New house aecon-i

"SNAPSHOT."

llsrtford, N. V.

Stud pointer (imported) lemon and white, by
Wliitehouse's
"Rap," out Of Price's "Judy."

P'UR

co, Pi

tl

Philadelphia show,

HIIEa1»LVN,

F.

jyr.lt

,u,

Co.,

r,

sale— Setter

FORthree years

old,

dog Gyp. lemon and white,
bred from Demuth's "Kate."

YorK," broken by W.
Is a last and sulisli
No hand.-, nor ion in America. Refer to
liutit, r.
Fori Dodge,
Nicholson.
iW.
an
Dr.
L.
Inmuili
F
address
etc..
Iowa. Fur price,
J. \V. GIBBS, Blooms
JjMlt
burg, Pa,

by lloo. Jno. V. Letnoyues'
llii,
Li.
Wolsev. I.IIH1I
II.

•'

KINSEY'rf ASHLEY HODS
N.
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The only

Blue Fish, Sheep
grounds. Address,

"
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'

for
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mn.

,

Jeuet

Address

blc.

Ilosu.n, Mass.

1

Delaware

1

Blood red, no white, Irish setter dog pup "Dion,"
months old, ready for the breaker, sired by
who won est 111 his class, and chaui-

ill

.lud-in, n i„."si

BKOOMK STREKT),
BEOADWAY, 1TTH to 48TH STS.
(OF

Price reas

1,1,12.

I"^OR SALE, when eight weeks old, m\ puppies out
of inv bine licllon setter Men. by Bob Boy. Thev
are black and white. Two nl them ate black, white
and tan. and are almosi pel feet linages ,.• thciir mib.
,in.r
irtici
....aims L. F. whitman,
fflty
naU, Detroit, veil.

light

[t,

be found lo o,. ali-eiliueli correct. The price of
the pamphlet, will be twenty-live cents per copy.
A liberal discount lo Bporti mens .'Inle- an. to '."
book trade. A copious index will accompany the
pamphlet.
Orders are aolloitefl by
..

Eaton's Rust Preventer
six

at Crystal Palace,
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critical
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to the trade.

HENRY

M.

W. H. 110LABIRD, a Western Amateur Sportsman.

Large consignment just received at reduced prices.
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I
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sole manufacturer, gio. n. k\i
avenue, Jersey L'ny Ilelguts, N. J.
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and from Phllai
Inquire atduput

|

i

'','aretown:

.

,

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
§cso^isfor §yoik;wi;n.

unci

|/a/V/.<;

Island House,
FALLS, VERMONT.

BELLOWS

S.

l)o(rhl

ai mSBE walks
pure mountain :nr

TOWNS,

PoARlHXi,

A BUFFALO

11OT01IKLSS, at Short Reach, Lirumtord,
Sva food, unifortttbla
three Stages to and from New
r
ism
Previous arrangements
House c,irietly temperate. Address as
Qeoesssry.
••..
limit.
ihiili

ii

i

W

I

I

...

-i

!

i

^por tiwett '&

Itespeci fully invite atleulion to the

Railway.
THE NEW ROUTE FOR

^.aiitcj.

NEW

OF

LAWRENCE,

SPORTSMEN.
mips,

For
lo

DIVISION.

and gen'l

tickets,

Mi'l'i'lMi,

11.

I,.

Ken'J

information, apply

Agent, 284

ISilBIern

Broatlivay, Nesy Y'ork.

reaching most of the

for

TliOlTlNG PARKS and UACF

'"

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS,

I,"-).':

avoid

BETH

i

.,
i

.

Femisylraui

Railroad

-

I

inii

ttlc

cullies and dangers of reslnpiuent, whi - .n
lent cars whlcliTnn over the smooth cteelti
'.Nsl'i Ii 1 io) itr
•thle STOCK TO
,i
or Injury.
The lines of

REDUCED KATES FUR THE SEASON,
or

By their Ones

nlloiiled

ATTENTION TO

Sl-ECIAr.

JERSEY.

NEW YORK ANB LONO BRANCH

STxpcEior: facilities;

KANSAS & COLORADO

Central Railroad

the

.in

I

ST.

Fe TUE PENNSYLVANIA R.R. CO.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Tim

RIVER

TO SPORTSMEN:

IIUJNT

,

,

Pjiopkimoh.

Thousand Island House,

gportsmm'ti §mdt$.

g$ort§me\t's ftoutc;.

110

F.

conn.
I

v.

§cw(.'; fay ,§VO>i')wci(.

itntl

873

in-

nil

l

Company

also reach the hest lucidities lor

SUNNING AND FISHING

iiu

Old Dominion Line.

n Pennsylvania and New Jer-iey.
EXC1 RSION
ITCKBTs are sold at the. oiliees of the iiiiupanv lu
Ihe principle elites to RANK, RKNOVA, l;K|).
FORD, CKI-^SON, R.M.STi in, M NNEtJl JA,
(

all

THEO0GH

cures hav fever and catarrh; while
tcnery in tin; world are added the at-

•r:

atniL',

I;-i;

In.

Hunting

.

PARLOR

PUT.RIUAX

OARS.

I

other

eJl-kni

Tl-om

u

s

for

Mills Shooting,
Jinn ting.

FisliiDK,

ami

Hlill

Also, to

TUCKERTON, BKACH
SIMIAN, and
renowned lor

O. G. Staples,

AND FEATHER.

Manager,
Alexandria Bay, H. V.
2:43, ;::

IT.,

OC

'

i

i

ill-

W.

ess

i

MAMMOTH PALACE

I

H. P.

way, N. T.
]6B1

CLTF B HOUSE, SEA CLIFF,
'-.7. mi May
:, »•
tie
ei

'I-

BALDWIN,

J

.

L.

times
mavl7-tt

OPENS

ror families.

in, ;:is

'

I ,,

rates to anil

i

tilt

RtOliCORDS.

E.

3m

niOOSEHEAII LAKE,

'1'iei

iUB.

7:U5

i:

jeH

V, n

'

jwo

N.

.

I

i

W

JOHN

lm

JeSl

AMEUON,
iroau

Alum

Abington

,

H. E.

Metropolitan Hotel.
WASHINGTON,

a.

7

af„

11:111)

R. B. Coleman

p.

DORWIN,

N. Y., and

NICHOLAS, N.

.ST.

.superintendent.

THE METROPOLITAN
.

etc.,

has henu re-filled and re-furnished throughout.
is perfect;
the service regular, and
charges moderate.
.,,<

COLEMAN &

CO.

V:00

p.

SUNDAYS,

a.

Sempstead,

For
11:03

.,i.,

..

etc., 9:1)0, 10:20,

etc.,

7:30. 7:10, 9:00
L:33, 2:00, 3:00^ 4:S0, 5:00, D.-03,

9:03.

,

nights pnl
„
9:27 A. v., 4:30

a.m. SUM) M.S.
For Flushing, Main

12:01

moneol

tl

theTlion

m.,

a.

d'-ln.

offers ePl
Outtil
ineni. of guesis.
fishing diii I"
,h the Plica
ipe Vineeni. wit

M

12:52.

9:20, 11:03

il-20

jr.

v.;n p jt
7-10
6:10

i.

afreet,

etc..

3:00, 4:00, 4:10, 5:20,0:00,
10:35 ,: in
12:01 a. JI.
SIIN10:12, 11.-43 a. M
1:12, 3:30, 0:12,

Cor Jamaica,

TROUT

:20

\.

in..

.

"The Bermudas."
A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,

etc., 7:30, 8.44, 9:00,

2:00,

5:59,

^'SHINC!

9:30, 10:00, 11:00 A.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

ST.,

4:06,

(1:311,

5 55
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.
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ill.

nil tin* season lish
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a.,[,1«
sportsmen. Between Sllvi
are trout streams, and many o,
reached aloiitr the shore
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i
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hotel »t
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tie

Ashland,

Buffalo

with

New

York

Central aud Eric Railway.
At Detroit, with -Mi.'liiioni Ci-ntrnl llailroad.
At Toledo, wii.li Tuk-do, Wabash nud Western

I

DOGS CARRIED FREE

[I'll.
,v

li-tf

m

G AN,SETT

l.

'.,
i

i,

i

ipecla] attention,

AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

HKKttV PRATT,
General Ticket Agent,
Milwaukee,

FRANK
^

U. P.

lit

E.

D.

BR

1

1:45

See

City.

II

I'YN, Snpt.

NOT A TRIP MISSED

IN

SEVEN

Offices.
i

'!''.

l;

md

road way, Ne-

Slate

323 VYush-

G LINE.
Pier 87, Norlh

uda

Brook Troi.it, Clrayling- and

SI.

D.

River,
Frciglus via elthe r
S.

BABCOCK,

Pies.

Paul and St. Louis
Short Line.

Burlington, C. Rapids

& N'rth'rn

JJIaclv Piasts E'lHheries
\Ol:riJH!l.\'

()/

Michigan; VIA

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
(Mackinaw, (fraud Rapids & Cincinnati

In no other
the famous
numbers.

Short, Line.)

st>

Pocky Mountains

earns east of the

American Ciaivliug found

In

such

QUICKEST,] CHEAPEST

TW0

r>

ASS,' N GKR T RA 1N,s

r

,

,

AND BEST!

EACH WAY DAILY,

r

<: rii5

Seum.ii opens ilfny 1st.
Season op-ii* June 1st.

linn

The

spori.sniau can
skill to his friends or

nueluug

li-,1.

c:i:i

and their dogs taken good care of. ReiUi<:,.,i Vates
on parties of ten or more in.,. u appliraiion
to Oeneral
E.

Brook Trout

•club"

be had

at

F Winslow,
General Manager.

redauy send trophies of
at.

many
The

points.

SNOW,

T. Acent, Detroit.

el

'.villi

la'inns,
•uli',

&ALT0N RAILROAD.

CHICAGO

male
bay

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

vliile

Chigago to

!

trie

,

afld
1st

log.

C.iiin.l
.....
lip
R
Jnandaftei June
TicUeis sold io Point- in Grand T
ItcKion. and attractive iraln facilities ollercd
'1

1

to

;

us,

Caion
low r

mid Fi»liiu« Tncklo Harried

s for FishiuB Parlies

and Families

>r

this route.

make sportsmen f.-el -'at home" on
For Tourists' On hie, emu kming full in-

„...n'

to

-, a .-.. ami accuformation as to Hotels, Boats, Bui
rate map- or Ihe Fishlue (tronuris, send to Fokis'iANO Hthka.m olU'C, 01
J. H. PACE, C. P. & T. A., (iraud RaplUs.Mlch.
A, HOPPE, Eastern Passenger Agent,
It

ue Market

Street, Pltiladeluhla,

St.

from

Louis, and Ouicago

to ICiiDsas City,

and sportsmen also, on and after July 1st,
Mackinrov uud l.oke Superior Excursion Tlot-

tourisis

Gen. Passenger Agent.
><•«'

Ills

home, „s ice for

ng.

-nil-

,,

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME

-mailer DOttSea.

from Ashland too

all

le,

P.M.

5:'i0

YEARS.

rpilK -FISHING LINE."

...

i

!

,

CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,
"ii"-' 'Hoiis at

only at

company. Pfivonia Ferry, Jersey

the

St.

je28

'

stopping at

_

of tha ahovo
eked from residence to

'

SportsmajVs Route.
••

f

kets at any

Ashland
olliees,

Hie Fl:n

DELIGHTFUL

set.
i

,

-'lations.

all

wllh steamers 1...-SI. Thomasand West Indies. For
full information apply to A. E. OtlTJSRBRlDGE.
Agent,
Broadway, N. Y.
Dec ally.

is

Ticket oOiees in New York at JameS' Slip and
34th street ferries, at the offices of Wostcott's
Long [aland Expreat <'>>
7 Park Place, 785
...
ti on d Central
Depot,
m.
'hingtun st. ; in
'

BLTPERIOE.

.

10:00 10-20
4:34, 5-05'

On Saturday
SUNDAYS. 4:40, 9-15'

1-50.

1:00, 4: in

Excursion Tickets can be procured at Erie Ticket

reached
seventy
hours from New Y'ork, and being surrounded by the
warm waters of the i.'ntf stream enlovs au equable
temperature of about 70 deg.
The elegant, British Steamships "Bermuda," and
"Oamina." l.uiiii ions, ilttcii .,xt,ie.,sir for the passenger travel, ure dispatched from New Y'ork for Ber-

m.

p.

m

from Tweniy-iliird street, and 1-2 Mid. from
street, which goes through to stony Point,

slopping at

at

AND
is

,

1:30.

5.15

,«.,

Chambers

.

U

and

A.

M. and 6:45 p.

a.

:

May

3:011.

1:33.

5:28,5:43,6:03.6:42, 7:00
nights only, 12:01 A. m.

5:15

ATheitre Train on Salurday night

|

I

and

These trains leave Twenty-third street as follows
and 0.15 p. jt. Sun-

'

M

A

A. M., 1:00, 4:15,

7:45, s:15 a. m , 12:ir,, 3:45, 4,45,
days. S:45 A. m and (1:45 P. M.

Salurday nights only'
'7

'

9:1'..

7::::..
10,

Qauurg Railroad.

i.,,i,

..

0:40,

5:15

Until further noi.ije, the Trains or this Road wi
not Willi, for IheTweul i. third streei Posts.

For Flushing fllridge St 1, College Point and
Whilestoue. ei.-.. 0: HI, 7:50. 8:41. 9:20, 11:03

and

I

0:40^

4:211,5:00, 5:40J
Saturday nights only, 12:01 a.
9:27, 10:30 a. jr., 12:43, 2-12

0:31,7:04 I'. 5i.
SUNDAYS,
m.
6 :30 P. M.
Ksatml

D-20

SUNDAiS,

M.

A.

Tiraneli, etc.,

9-20, 11:03 a. Hi, 12:32, 1:33,

i

JI

00, 5:40, 7:04 p.

On Saturday

and

Olliees, fool, of Chambers street.
All trains leave the the Erie Depo t in Jersey Cllly.
Commutation Tickets, at low rales, at Ihe' niilee

lin

1:33, 4:20, 5:40. 0:31 p. m.

i

11:30 A.

Sllr

tensive view at the Si.

and Stmlhem Mail li. S. Co.,
Delaware Avenue, Pliila.

41G South

5:15

1:00, 4:15

M„

A,

For New York City— 7:15

Sundays— 3:45

p.m.,

fliihfl.liihia

9:15

1:30, i-.ni. 3:011, 4:24, 5915, 5:43. 7:00 P. Ji.
SUNDAYS, 9:15, 10:011, 11:00 A, m.. 1:30, 6:30, B:85p hi

For Groat Neck

CROSSMON HOUSE.

ii

General Agent.

Chdinb-

4:16,

1:011,

M

7:30. 8:41. 11:30 A

at,

2:00, 4:24, 5:23. 0:03,

It

R. B.

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landlngt
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLO UIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, an. Ulieuei
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. ±. JAMES,
en

M„

S:45 a.

M.

For Spring Valley—8:45

OR FLORIDA.

F

17AOR THROUGH TICKETS TO FERNANDINA,
-E
.TACKSONVILLE, ST. AUOU8T1NE, SAN-

RAILWAY.—
foot of

street

For Hackensack— 7:45,
and li.30 p. m.
For Nauuet-7:45, S:45

A. M., 0:S5 p. St.

Y.

111.
'apitol and
the White
bei .., u
Hour-,-, inn] the no.-.t coiiveitieu:, location in the city.

JERSEY AND NEW YORK
NEWLeave
New Yirkvla Erie Ferry,
-,f

ji.

.

Fur Far lloekaway,

ofthese famous
patrons ol'llie

known

,SE,

'l

i

Co., proprietors
to the old

A.

are well

hotels,

JT-31

a.m.,

4;05

Eeaeli, olc. 9:00, 10:20, 11-S0
A. H., 1 :3d, 4:24, 5:43 i\ rat.
SUNDAYS, 915
10:00. 11:00 a.m.. 1:30, (1:30 p.m.

BALTIMORE, Md.

EOVELi,, Agents.

CONNOR,

L.

m.

r.

For Rockaway

Hotel,

Carrol! Ston

and ticket

Gea'l Fass'r Agent.

Ferryboats leave James' Slip, N. Y\, thirty minand from Thirty-fourth st uet, E.li.rinoen
minutes previous to tlaparlui-,. ...
Sundays, tola Tliirl v-i'.jurth street only.
Trai'us leave Loug Island Oily as follows.Flu iiivein.oit, Sag Harbor, and intermediate

For Merrick,

D. C:

principal Hotels

all

p.

-li

Prop'r.
Springs, V

in

BORDEN &

GEO.

stations, at 8:44, U:(W A. M., 3;S(h l:0(i p. m.
SI Hi 'AYS at 4:40 a. m.
For PatehOEite, etc., at 9:03 A. 3r., 2:00, 4:45
-i
SUNDAYS. 11:15 a. M.
For Eabvlou, etc., at 7:30, h':lt, 9:03, 11:30 a.
ii.. 2:00, 4:24. 4:45, 5:^3, 0:03 p. ji.
SUNDAYS,
9:15 A. M., 8:35 D. )1.
For Port Safferstra, etc., at 10:00 a. m., 3:30,
5:05 p. M.
SUNDAYS, 9:30 A.M.
For Nortliport. etc.. 10:00 A. u., 3:30,4:24,5-05
SUXIIAYS, 9:30 A. M., 0:30 P. M.
0: 12 e.
For Locust Valley, Glen (Jove, etc., M:-ll. 11:30
A. ji., 2:00, 3t38, 4:2 1, 5,05, 0:42 p. jr.
SUNDAYS,
9:30 A. M., Ii:30 p. m.

known

sale

i'.,r

Con-

utcs.

.

,-t-

(!t

JORDAN ALUmT SPRINGS,

at
ho id eh:
in- happy lo n"; u:s pi
l''or pamphlets or p

N^i

STEAMEIts

steamers leave New York Daily at 5 p.m. (Sundays,
July 1 to Sept. -2. inclusive) from is Norm Kiver, foot
of Murray street,.

Sts.

IS77.

SI,

:80 a. m,. 4:30 r. >i.

::.

Leave Abington,
York, 0;40 a. «., 7

si.

New

Anave,

DENDKN,

Muss.

and Desbrosses

toot of Cortlandt

s

COMMENCING MAY

.

JOSBPH

Afrent.
I'eulT-ir

ottlees.

Trains leave Kei
nect with una..-

flellglltlW resort for die spoilsm. ..,
tourist or luvallil.
Trout fishing jfooil now. For
olrenlars, address O, A.
Superintendent,
as shore, or W. L. CllfiN'EKY, 1'Jii Slate street.

A

Mr.

p^s.

Gen. Pass. Agent.

Montclair & Greenwood Lake
Railway Time Table,
Deppl

MOUNT KINEO HOUSE,

ii

Ccivi

Geu'l Mail

i.

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.

en

'.
.

.

Prank Thom

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

Key port,

PARKE
'
i

SEA

from

i

B.

'

,

anil

'

FARM Eli,

L. P.

River Line,

Fall

8:13,11:18
only, fc;M

the
islenl

M

7.-U1.

Mondays

.

i

,

at

'..irk

,',

a.

I-

HAVEN CAPE MAY,
poinin on the NEvV .lEK.SFY CoAVP
HALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
EVEin"TlUXO.

I2f

SPORTSMEN

will And splendid shooting on tba
line of this road: prairie chicken, s-ecso, ducks, brant,
Connects direct ut Kansas city wuh ihe
quail, etc.
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the irreat Buffalo and Antelope range of Kansas and Colorado.

Liberal arrangements for transport of Bogs for
Sport-omen,

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Agent,
Chicago, Ula,

•

AND STREAM.

FOREST,

374

.

§2orf?iiMt(s pontes.

C0LL1NGWOOD
Only

flrst-c.lrtss

m on

at 6 p.

,

leaving Toronto at

o
o

LINE.

ANADA AND LAKE SUPERIOR.
The. Fine UPPER CABIN* STEAMERS of
EVERY TUESDAY
line leave OolllliirwnoJ
FRIDAY,

HERRINGS SAFES

the beautiful Inland lakes of

route

Pi

"
D
o

this

——

1

©

S

The Great Nortb Shore Lake Superior Route and

and

delightful summer watering plat-en in Northern Canada. Tourists proceeda pleasant deing down the St. Lawren et
tour from Toronto to Oouetiiching in five hours on

with Drawing-ioom Coaches, thus
must charming of the chain or Lakes.

train,

EX.CUKHION TIOKKTS
reduced Tales during months of
August and September, may be had from
at greatly

July,

201 Broadway, New Nork; and
AT CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY OFFICE,

Washington

36

Yonge

The " Oriental
expense

p=i

BRANCH
1851 New York
1S53
1867 Philadelphia.... 1870

London
Paris

assachussetts Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston, 1874; Franklin Institute. Philadelphia, 1S74: American Institute,

New

SALMON. BASS and TROUT

York, and

many

HERRING

FISHING.

Split

clieiipem route for

SPORTSMEN OR PLEASURE SEEKERS

Ricbtleld Springs, Cooperstown (on Otsego Lake),
oranv of the favorite summer routes North or West.
and ST. JOHN,
The commodious steamers,
make close connection at Albany with express trains
Tor all the above-named places.
tar Save one dav of vour vacation by taking the
PEOPLE'S EVENING LIXE STEAMER, from Pier
Meals on
41 North River, every week day at 6 p. M.
the European plan, beautiful music, no dust or
stnoke, cool rooms, j^uod beds, retreshing sleep.
S. E. MAYO. Gen'; Passenger Agent.

DREW

No.
1 lb.

HAMMOCKS
KOE LAWNS and EXCURSIONS,

New

for breech-loading guns.

Orange Ducking Powder,
For water-fosvl, strong and clean. No. 1
metal kegs, a if lbs. each, and canisters of
lbs.

to C in
1 and 5

each.

Orange

Camp Stools, Camp Kettles,

Rifle

Powder.

The

best for rifles aud all ordinary purposes.
FG, FEG aud FFPG, the last being tne finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of «r> lbs., 12>4 lbs.
ami 0J{ lba„ and in caniaters of 1 lb. aud '/. lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. U. UOGARDUS,
if the World."
BLASTING POWDER and LLECT1! ll'AL BLASTING APPARATUS. MI ITARV PoW fil-U
of all kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frlc.tional and
Platinum Fuses.
Pamphlets, showing Mzes of the [/ruin by wood
cut, seut. free ou application to the above address.

Rubber Blankets. Mosquito

Lawn Settees, etc.
for Illustrated Circular.

Nets,

Send
G.

WEBSTER PECK,

Manufacturers' Agents,
In

i.-;i:

lilt: ,-.

-.

B"V>

Fluted Bait.

THE

H.T.Helmbold's HAZARD POWDER

CO-

GUNPOWDER.

The best bait, used for Bass and Pickerel Fishing
size, 75 cents; Pickerel size, J3 each, by mail
post-pa id, ou recei pt. of juice. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish and Game, samples by mail, 35 and 75 cents.

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Bass

York.

Brooklyn, B.

Street,

ST., W. Y.,
Manufacturers of

MANUFACTURERS OF

Conroy, Bissett & Malleson
Street,

MURRAY

7,

Sizes,

Tents,

SKIHHER-S

New

Rand Powder Co.

strongest aud Cleanest made, in sealed
cani ters. Iti-'ier nnmbers specially are recomto

1

mended

and 252 Broadway, N. T.

251

&

No. 20

Orange Lightning Powder.

CO.,

fishing §£m;hh.

65 Fulton

Laflin

Sole Proprietors and

je7

jeT

Factory—Foot South sth

C. J.Chapin, Agent, 218 Locust St., St. Louh, Mo. Agencies In the principal cities in the United States:

others.

AFE AND LOCK MANUFACTURERS,

Bamboo Rods a Specialty

Great reduction in prices. Trout Rods, full mounted,
$31). formerly *50; other rods In proportion.
Evtry Rod hearing my name is six strands from
patent
butt to'extreme tip. and mounted with my
waterproof ferrule," and warranted against imperfections in material and workmanship.
Anv style of finish, hexagonal or ronnd, as may
Rods of Greeuheart, Ash, or Lancelie desired.
wood. MADE TO ORDER.
I was awarded a MEDAL aud DIPLOMA at the
Centennial for my Split Bamboo Rods.
Also manufacturer of Patent Reels for Salmon
and Trout Ashing. The lightest, strongest, and
handsomest Reels ever made.
Pull line of FISHING TACKLE always on hand.
Send for circular and price list.
'•

Going to or returning from
The Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence, The
Great Northern or Adirondack Wilderness,
Lake George, Lake Champlain, The White
and Franconia Mountains, Satatoga,
Trenton, Niagara, Sharon and

'

Also awards of gold and silver medals.

LEONARD,
tor

OFFICES.

made : no

Munro, Agent, 19 Exchange St., Buffalo, N. T
Cobb & Wheeler, Agents, » State St., Chicago, 111

Mannfactnrer of every variety of

NEW
YORK AND ALBANY.
The most enmtoriaMe ami

" powder Is equal to any
spared to make the best,

J. G.

f

Received International Exhibition awards:

BANGOR, MAINE,

People's Line Steamers

is

IE

FINE RODS

•)

(Oriental Rule.)

o

Toronto.

street,

00

PS

H. L.

GENERAL AGENT,
2m

O
P

1J

BROAD STEEET,; BOSTON.

BRANDS-DIAMOND GRAIN.
FALCON DECKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPOUTING.

P

street, Boston.

Barlow Cumberland,
Jy5

!>
pa

OIBee— 13

•a

h

§

pi
<1

COOK, SON & JENKINS,

322

8

9 5
-4
Q

Are the coolest and most

visiting the

H

cdo

©8

trie

LAKES OF MUSKOKA

express

I

IMaMI

Q

-

and

arrival of steamboat express

ONLY LINE passing through the magnificent
GREAT NORTH CHANNEL,
LAKE COUCHICHING

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS

The World's Champions."

tn

a

p. m.

1

§uniwwthr.

!*/«*•

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF
CANADA

•Compound Fluid Extract

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coaree). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed iu square canis-

Send stamp for illustrated price UstofFishingTackle
aud Sporting Goods,

D.

ters of

132

COMPETITION

NASSAU
IS

NEW YOB.K.

ST.,

1

lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

PISH & SIMPSON,

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

BUCHU.

THE LIFE OF TRADE,

Nos.

1 (flue) to
lb. kegs.

6%

3 (coarse). In t lb. canisters sua
tine grain, quick and clean, for
Well adapted to sboU

A

upland prairie shooting.
guns.

CROOK

J. B.
\

ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON
THE OUTSIDE.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.
The annexed list will show
we Have made.

reductions
quote :
Flv Rods,
i

'

50

Now.

60

30

05

40

80

50

2

rods,

ti

else in
to all parts of the

Goods sent C. O.
United Slates aud Cauadas.

TO AMATEUR

I

We have hut one grade of these
the market.

manufacture.

Screw

House.

Black Bass Flies

FINE

FISHING

Amateur Rod Makers.

Ro.I

RODS,

REELS,

Shipley's

Self-Hooking

ilsliilu.i mt.->."

Etc.,
send

(soiuelliiue;

$

new) per doz

CURTIS k UARVEl'-S

25
50

H. T.

J.

Rlile,

Cedar

Superior Rifle. EntleMI
2, 3, 4, S, 6, T and S.
coi. Hawker's Ducking,
w. ST1TT, CI
street, N. Y. Agent for the United States.

aud

Manufacturing Company,

FUR, FIN and FEATHER.

with good

NO.

30 PLATT

ThiB Is a publication that should be In the bauds of
every lover of shooting, fishing and trapping, it
contains the

ST.,

F.

MARSTERS,

125

NASSAU STREET,

GAME AND GAME

Maitotactuiieh,

NEW YORK.

GENUINE HAARLEM

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods.

KNOWN

AS SYLVESTER'S OVER

OIL,
30

YEARS.

FISH

"catch
per doz.

LAWS

of every State in the Union and the Dominion Provinces, and also gives a description of nil the best
places for shooting- and flfblngln the Doited States

and Canada,
ol

tells

how toreneb till
and what kind
will Dud when vou gut there.

accommodations you

CARD.

lor

$1

Nos.

2 50

Wood

Snella,

DIAMOND GRAIK

HELMBOLD

and Canada.

TACKLE

WALL STREET. HEW YORK.

S3

English bporting Gunpowder.

75
3 00

outllls as low' us consistent'

REPAIRER

Elastic

The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every prominent city, or wholesale-

get the genuine, prepared by the

material anil workmanship.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United States

Mountings in Sets

sample.
For Trout on cut, 10c each, 15c per doz.
for Bass on double gut. l'-c each.

f-v.-ri

be sure and

:

to $6 75.

t,.r T.-.c.

to

$4,

Large variety of Trout Flies for Maine ami the
prices, SI, ?t 50, $-2 per doz. Brass
Reels, plain. 50c, 76c., $1 each. Brass Reels, multiplying, $1 75, $i i5, $-2 50, $3 to$6 each. Rubber Click.
-r in, -k. and tiiu it iplymg reels for black

Celebrated Green Heart
for

Line, by mail
"
"
"
"
"
Hunk,

25,

and UK lbs, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 tmri v lb. c misters. Burns strong and
The FFFG- and PPG arc favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea shooting" FG is
the standard Ritle powder of the country.

GOVERNMENT CANNON A MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, bPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, OF'
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF. MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

IKK.

$6, ta, $10.

100 feet Superior Linen
"
"
200- "
"
"
300 "
"
600 "
Cuttle

A Specialty of the

n%

moist.

In

Ferules,
Solid

$25.

SHIPLEY & SON,
of

Hazard's " Kentucky Klfle."
FFFG, FFG. and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of

-trn.

COMMERCE STREET, PHILA.

Manufacturers

printed

anil

Trolling Rods for Alexandria Bay and the lakes,
best in

Complete

503

lie

The Public are cautioned

Adirondack.*

A. B.

nv

Rod Mountings ready

lands,

PHILADELPHIA

Fishing Tackle

li

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.-

Lam

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Rods— the

I

labels nnd w-rnppcra, which in

QiVRSIIJME;

oart of their construction.

tar

my

my

of

counterfeiting

changed

future will

used lu any

is

various

to

receipt nnd preparations,

Fishing Rod Makers,
i

WHOLLY MADE

Owing
original

proportion.

Strip,

Tips

Positively no machinery

BY HAND.

D

35

Salmon

Jlti.

Everything

65

are, in all their parts,

These Rod3

FULTON STREET, >EW YORK,

Greenheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fiehln?. $15
to Jan.
Ash ami I.aucewc od Rods for Trout and Bass
Fishing, it to

$26

Duplicate Join'....

to B (coarse).

penetration.

Makes the Immense Reductions.

the

We

stripe, 2

Joint

(line)

1

clean, shooting

$40
Tips
Fly Hods, (! Strip, 3
tins, and duplicate

Black Bass Rods, 6
Strip, 2 Tips
Black Bass Rods, 6
Strip, 3 Tips and

In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
lb. kegs.
Bums slowly and very
remarkably close and with great
For field, forest or water ehooiiiur, it
ranks any other brand, aud it is equally serviceable
for muzzle orbreech-loaderB.

Nos.

and 6M and 12^

Formerly.

Hazard's ''Duck Shooting."

-&C0.,

pro,

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bamboo Fly-Rods.

red,

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
jtjnrtvalleii

Improved and linished without cutting away the
enamel. The strongest and handsomest rods iu the

1.

rri.-.-:.,!.

Mtb. Nil
and djeep-

::

Jartiaelal

Private orders solicited for »U SJnila of tine
tackle. Rods sent per express on approval. Send
for circular. A. II. FOWLER. Hliaca, N. Y.

world.

McBride

Flies.

Medal and Diploma from International Exhibition,

''''
with soliditv of construction. A tine assortment of
on hand.
flies for trout, salmon and bass constantly
for
any
Also casting-lines. Flies carefully selected
ids promptly made to order from any
..'-

:

.

Address SARA J. McBRIDE,
Mumford, Monroe Co., N. Y. W. Hoiberton. Sole
Iebl5-4m
Agent Jer New York and vicinity,
Dtttterii

desired.

B.

Hunting and Fishing Directory
and iiu matter how re
pon take lathe woods and Blong

GREENWOOD,

Manufacturer of Aquaria Greenhouse and Aquarium
Cement, and dealer In Fish Food, Gold Fish, Water
descrip-

Plants, Fish Globes,
tions. Canaries, cages. Hustle Baskets, Bird Houses,
'

.

Sea Sheila,

etc.,

wholesale and

all

In

offers to Mill public

the "World.

Only 1*8 jK<rartt*5«roW<! on

For T«e
I,

retail.

Nos. Hi to 13 COLLEGE PLACE,
je2S
Kear Murray St.
New York, N. Y.

1

The Finest Toilet Soup

mi,

i

:^u

:1:l:.

CIiti;

to

ly

_

— Sr

r

i

.

lin.nv timi J3 its
ltllS>

large ootava page

>

CIIAS.

'.J

address ou receipt ofTficouta.
__
^-tSr , Address 11, T. Ilnbhltt, Ifew
»s-l-(, r 3ale bj »'J Druiacura.^ j-

,io ftnj

(on
t

.

I

In the Sfi
..

Will flUd Fur. Fil: ,:::
price to you. It Is a -n-.
publication of from
cents a number, or #a a .year.

^_ _,

York City.

Je7 It

119

8UYDAM,
Chambers

St.;

I'l

New York City.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

3 5

BROADWAY, NBW TORS,

177

OFFERS
Capt. BoLra-dup' Put on: SlftSsBaH Trap
Bogardua' Patent Kougli Glass Balls

$10 each.

f 3.5(1 per

Plain Glass Balls

parked 300

,..s0 ptK 100,

,

100.

in bbl.

Bogardua' Trap and 300 plain balls for
Marshall's Trap and 300 plain balls for
Purdy Trap and 300 plain balls for

$10

Three of either Marshall's or Purity's Traps

£10
$13

for

MANUFACTURES OF

Orders /<» Bails in forge quantities a liberal dl^ynnit.
Also has in stock a

P.

new line

Webley &

FINE FISHING TACKLE,-

of

MANeHESTER, VERMONT.

Son's Celebrated Breech- Loading Guns,

including those that were at the Centennial— a bcantful lot of

O RV I S,

Chas. F.

GUNS

which

Ve,y strong and durable. Artificial Files, fully equal to any ma de, for tront, $1.50 per dozen; triple
hooks, $3 50 per dozen; for bass, $-2.50 to $4.50 per dozen. Any variety to order per sample.
Refer to Dr. J. K. HOMEYN, Keesevi'le, N. Y.; Com. L. A. BEAltDSLEE. Little Falls, N/Y.

I offer

very cheap.

SEXD FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE. MESTIOS " FOREST AST) STREAM."

STODDARD'S
FOE MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES.

IMPLEMENT,
CARTRIDGE LOADING
SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

@- DOBS HOT BITE THE TONGUE,

COMBINING

Cap

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Xutter7
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

Expeller,

HO. lO JffOW
Foft
i!tf

!

n
i

1 1

all

READY.

the operations possible Id the manipulation of Paper or

All the operations are perfect, and suitable for

any

is

used, whleh

Mcta

delicious Cigarette of Periqne and Vanity Fair. Most convenient and elegantly.
gotten up. Unlike all others. Samples, 15 cents.
Highest Award, Vienna, 1ST3, and Centennial. 18T6.
Our lVwlMs and Plain Fine Cut Chewing are unsurpassed. The only brands receiving the Vienna

Always Uniform and Reliable

Award.

Weight 10 ounces.

Nickel Plated.

.gj,

Only the best French Cigarette paper

Our Cigarettes are as fine as can be produced.
free from mineral and other injurious substances.

JL'AMARIQUE.— A

pinch-Leaders.

Length, 4£ inches.

is

"WM.

shell.

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

PEERLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

S.

KIMBALL &

CO., Bochr,ter,

New

York.

(5PIZER MEDALS.)

EXHIBITION.

Cotton Duck, every width & weight, out to any length,
Circulars sent on application.

C. J.

Send postal order or check

STODDARD &

to

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.
of

New York

Nose Bags

1.

6. Circus

at wholesale,

6.

& Show.

Base Ball,Cricket,&c.

anything and
everything that

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

.7. Sundries.

John Boyle,

ibe

"

AWARDED FOR

Camping.

Lawn and Gaiden.
Camp Meeting &. ChapeL

3.

Lock Pouches, Messenger Bags,

City, has Samples.

<fc

2. Military.

thoroughly harnessed, $10 each.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

W. EOIBIBTOS,

No. 1. Artist's

Slings for disabled

C.

f enl Catalogue*

e AiraBgSBWai of

Oiled do. manufactured by steam power.
Saturated, not enameled,

CO.,

199, 201, 503

of

Fulton St.
S. Y.

STEAM LAUNCHES.

10 feet square, $20 each.

Palmetto Tents,

7J "

"

7

"

C

Boyle's U.

(

ETTZTON

S.

ST..

KEW

^muSementH,

§p0tt$ii(en'8 %0ods.

Tent and

Bag ManuPy,

Mail

<

represented abor.?„

XORK.

jtgfr.

L

THE SNEIDER GUN.
The only
Double- Grip

IN THE

&.- Y.

SAFETY STEAM POWER
30 Corilandt

Street,

Xew

York.

Sizes,

CO

Equal

in finish,
to their

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,

us, and

sating Features of Action."
CI. '"HE SHOOTING.

GUNS REBOKIrD FOR

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION
The Eagle Claw.
catching

all

Clark

&

Send

1

KICE LIST:

Chas.
330 Fulton
P. O.

v"

Box

St.,

Baltimore

L. Coate,

$10.

$10.

Seydel & Co's Pocket
1,

weight onlv lx

lbs,;

York,

—

FICIAL

$10.

Hammock.

bears 1,300 lbs.; price
Seat, Swing, Etc.

A most luxurious Couch,

1

the highest award at the Centennial
Exposition tor his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at 545 Broadway of

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTI-

Warranter/ better than any in the market. Sent bv
mail for g/or.s. l.ouo tes' imonials on file, which say
that " Holabinl makes the best Shooting Suit in the
World." This Suit is to beat the cheap trash in the
market, which sell for more money. Should you
want anything extra-tine I can make it. Send for
me Circular Price List arid Sample of Goods.
W. H. HOLARIRD Valparaiso, Ind.
mar22 Sm
W. Holberton, Solo Agent in Now York.

No.

New

Has received
fine

FOR

No. 1— For fishing and all kind3 of small game and animals,
sent by mail
35 cents.
No.2— For catching Wink, Muskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
T5 cents.
FUh, Ac
No. 3, or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching blears. Wolves,
Panthers, &c. Can be easily set by a boy, and will stand a
Weight, 10 to 16 lbs. $10.
B rain of several hundred pound.-..
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt of price.
Address

WALDSTEIN^
OPTICIAN,

for illust rated Catalogue.

method of setting
the simplicity of removing the

1

St.,

PARK, PHILADELPHIA.

545 Broadway,

Complete Snooting Suit

The

1

H.

Breach-Loaders.

Sneider,

214 W. Pratt

kinds of

It is Immaterial how to place it when set. It maybe buried
nat in the ground, suspended from the limb of a tree, or, when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without in any way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bait of any description, and, when, set, no
Animal, Pish or Bird thai tenches the hair, can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or injure its victims in the si Ighesi degree,
nor need they be bandied to free them from the trap.

AMOUNT

Cptn everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds and Reptiles.
Admission 25 cents
children under twelve, 10 cents.
Jams ly

STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK.

to

four, $3.

Zoological Garden.

Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire.
MuzzU-Loadiiuj Guuh Altered

Boxes seating

BO cents admission.

and materials
at more

"Workmanship, Rebounding L>cks and Compen-

OIR.CXjr!,AI*.

._

of oatlines

TheS«eider Rebounding Lock used, the onlv Rebounder with which nji--ti-ie- will not occur.

MACHINERY,

An ingenious device lot
Animals, Fish and Game.
easy

symmetry

WEEK WITH

GILMORE'S GREAT MILITARY BAND.
SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EVENINGS.

WOULD,
to 16 bore.

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

.ana will furnish them comolefe in every particular, iltted either as Swift Racers, East Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fishing Boats, Ship's Tenders, nr ferry Boats
complete. Also
Or will supply the
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring to build their own boats.

FOR OGSCglPT{\TE

from 6

OPEN EVERY NIGHT IN THE

Top Lever Action

reasonable prices.

iii@l£KIB

GIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING ;OF

KE-Kfr*

iveposit

Self-Closing

HUMAN

EYES,

Etc.,

Is really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue mailed
receipt of postage of four cents.

ESTABLIS"" "

Bound Volumes
OF

Forest and Stream.
SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.

fi.

First Four Volumes, $4 each, Others, $3.50.

A complete set of the JEO.B.EST AND STREAMseven volumes, bound haadsomelv in cloth— a valu,
now be obtained,

able library for the spoitsman— can
on application to this office.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

214,

AGENTS WANTED.

on

'40.

E.

THOMAS,

JR.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174 South Clark Street, Chicago, I1L

FOREST AND STREAM.

376

§ urn,

&

W.

gk.

$ifcs.

SCOTT & SOWS.

C.

1

§tm$,

Medal

rded at the

Sportsman's Depot.

mship and main tneir m-mier Quality ami
•
grades. Tlii'ir
Patent,
i'riplex Lever Grip Action and CoiuThe utteutiou of
eiiMatitis Lump.
iportsmen is requested to the above
superior strength
lew action.
Its
mil solidity impart greatly improved
Hard hitting beihooting powers.
ng the desideratum required, is outlined bv tins powerful pun. Prices of
he New Triphx Lover Grip, sin:,. %•!•&
Marked the Triplex 10-bores
$400.
•xua. Our highest grade is as usual

enai
.

New

'j

:.

i

1

1

1

marked the Pbesubr Quality.
[Extract from Forest ano Stream, Now York, De< imber 2ti, 1S"G, Contributed by one
Awards of Guns
the Centenuial:]

of the

premium

First

E. Cor. Second and Walnut

COMPENSATING LUMP.

Costs about $10 extra.
dealers in the trade only.

Breech-Loading Guns.
(TWO SHOT AND ONE

A new

Strongly recommended.

II

Cln

full.

[ma or

1

is

„...
t&^
Salmon, Bass and

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Birmingham, England.

SPORTSM EN

Forms a

W

in all kinds of shooting.
102

Nassau

street,

Lisle,

Broome

Co.,

Tha

Ammunition,

v« offer la of the celebrated "Sharpe*' pattern, ions renge, en

Itiflft

And

artxUls*s

canboobtBlnedeTerJTrh*re,orMatald.mi.larllliouaandB
Wewtllseudboxof caml.lgearora.lcenta, orabox of metamoshellalorsOcenlBeaire. meuAUKTEDmneriu«iitui»iiua,.>r
reajwet at represented. They eoettonietuiieclnre, t20.ooanr.CE, audltlaowuiKoriWtottae times nndtht.BtrlcKfncT of the money
market, tbetwn are able to offertben) at tblaprtce. WobourbtthjBlotalaABlgliee'BBoIc.aud ibeycaunotbe replaced ataSO.uOaplec©.
Luffordtolettlilaoppori h,
rlile.Bndaa aehaneerorapeculatlon His '-i:!'; vl>u i.oritloa. Yoacara

lhe

iflVE

Rlftt-

•darter.

IkiI

Tiiilr,,;!,

^i

U iliJ,i.Lj;,erliir.-,.:

.;.>d

We .end duplicate eiorei!
Cuts are exact representations. Send Bwiiay bv
it

received.

Special Attention

ROSS, 26 Central

ifc

St.,

new and

This

\> !:'
receipt bv mall to t-r.?i^BaarfiUreil teller or .Money Order.
:

.

•

!

is

Send for Circular.

Shot Guns,

BROADWAY,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

Dennison's Targets
CO.,

From 25 to lOOO

Yd. Mange.
TARGET PASTERS
AKD
Score Cards.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS

are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use .id awl to removi
the exploded caps.
ANVILS,

THE PATENT MOVABLE

ROLLER.

tan

ire, will not bend ->r break.
l'A'l'ENi' SlIilLLS. new model, with
waterprord prhn.TS. never miss lire, and are
highly prized by .'ill that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated eipevim.-ut? and great
outlay for improved materials, aud machinery made expressly lor the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any iinpurf.nl r bey are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire ot any of the dealers in sporting materials for

Hobbs'

smokers.
Gold.
$1 00
1 25

76
00

-

47

C. C.
•

ifc

High

st.,

-lL-i-1

v.

BEI-iDAN

Dealers in Sportlm Goods.

pii.-enl

I

" M.

TARGET
by
snm
DENMISON &
pi. s,

BROWN

Sent by mail on receipt of price.

POPE MANUFACTURING

Ji- hi

THE

Practical,

and appreciated by

1

D Convenient

mnufacturers.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

made Important improvements

laving

New York.

i

recommend them

safely

as equal,

if

in

not

any Paper Shell manufactured in

iihty to

our Shell,

BEMSISOS &
we

atop

this

country or

Europe.

%

~X.

Y.

Handy

for

B 10 cts. for package by mail to

Base Paper Shelf."

St. Louis Conical

B. ZETTLJ2R,

Founded July

and

attaching to Fulthig Sods, Gun
Ca*et, aud nil gom of Sportamon a
Buy of your nearest
fl Baggage.

C. Co.'s Shells.

CO,

Broadway,

CO., 198

Boston, Mass.

207 Bowery,

Fplton.

Manufactured by the

FAVORITE CIGARBTTE

Nickel.

ETC.

N. Y.

Henry

FOWLER,

AI.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

.

all its parts.

FOWLER & FULTON,
NO. 300

Breech-Loading

For sale in New York at the following stores
Peck & Snyder. J. P. Moore's Sons, Spies, KUsam &,
Co., Fish A Simpson, Chas. L. Eitzman, Scharlea
Bros., Johu Dickinson.
Sent, by express C. 0. D., or l.y mail on
receipt of
price and 40 cents additional for postage

Silver.

41-100 cals.

combines simplicity

KAiN^IKIFLES &H0T GPNS

05 on

No. 1, IX inches long. .50
" ...65
HO. 2,3#
"

Arm

elegant

and

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

^Nickel Plated
..V.'.". ...... S 00
" Host-wood Handle.. 7 00
(

^Compact, Simple,

SS

The most critical inspection in process of manufacture, and with its patent improvements, mate it the
Most Desirable Revolver in the Market.

Paper and Metallic Shells

.

j,

Our New

Invited to

22, 32,

durability, a perfect interchange of

.;,;.

wM not appear again.

Boston, Mass. CullMsadvt.outasll

goods appertaining thereto.

In fonr sizes of

three parties for tho Black HlllS

"rroLLARs/ThlaTB^Bmve'iy no swindle or Kmbug!,

will be shiop.d Iha .lay the erder

rm. p

W. TURN
ItNER

G.

Shoots darts or slugs 60 to 75 feet with
accuracy. Can be loaded by anybody with
safety and ease. Recommended by Gen.
Sherman, also by G. F. Lynch, Esq., of
'
the Australian Rifle Team.

wbicb [Lc'Ui

all

SMITH'S PATENT BEVOLVEKS,

;

v !th

r'l.i';,

'

•fljjj*.

Black

Revolvers,

rireajxctfnllyrfl

United SUtea.

N. Y.

.!'

(

find a select assortment of

Rifles,

The Champion Air PistoL

PRICKS:

ill

Guns,

W. H. BAKER,
Sept. 30:6m

uie to Order.

Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Birds' Eggs aud Birds' Skins in Great Varieties—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuits
Repairing of all kinds.
mari-ly

and compacl gnu Erojn ii^m to ten pounds,
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often wanted
Represented by W. Holberton,

in
ALSO

".Krider's"

light

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Phila.

Etc.

Etc.,

invaluable, and should be ordered on
Our guns to be had of the principal

A BREECH LOADING RIFLE for S5.00

RIFLE.)

feature in the Sporting Line.

St..,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.

combines n the highest degree strength and simplicity, and must

Fishing Tackle, Hods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books,

every gnu.

THKEE BARRELED

*

(ESTABLISHED 1S36.)
World's Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.
at

JOHN KRBDER,
N.

Judges of

1

rip)

gk.

gijlcj;,

ml Diploma,

.

among the advantages claimed for these Shells, are
A
ring of 25por cent, in the use of powder, also the great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are No. 10—2^', ly,
and 3 inches
No. 1-2—1%, i%, and 'iy% inches. Longer
not mailable. Sample, loo, sent by express on receipt of |1.15

1808.

St.

No. 2,230 De Kalb

:

street, St. Louis,

198 Broadway,

S.Y.

©lags Mmll Tzm®
AND
300 SIiASS SAX.X.S
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FOR glO.
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CO.,

Marsliaii's Glass Ball Trap
best now- before the public.
and everything Drat class.

acknowledged as the

Is

It

is

made

of best ash,

Throws two or more
and with as much foroe
as desired. Liberal discount to dealers. Send for
particulars to
C. kqcik.es, 1 Cortlandt
Street, New York.
Jell, tf &
balls in different directlous,

Mo.

HENRY

Louig Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

Capt Bogardus' Patent Glass
and Rough Balls.

Ball

Trap
PURDY'S

Class Ball
SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.
THE PATENT ROUGH BALL—The
when
April

Thos.

Yf.

10, 1877

Sparks,

Geo.

MANUFACTURER.
Street,

R

;

Hart

only

best.

Trap.

will break sure
marked. Patented

that

Ball

Every

ball

& Oo-,
(Putcut Applied For.)

Shotcfe Bar Lead
Office J31 v ..Walnut

Use none but the
Traits, March 13, 1S77.

by shot.

hit

KEWAHK,

N. J.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

PMIadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
§0UfillQ,

AND.TCAN0ES,

3m

1,222

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

OPEN DAY AND EVENING.

,....

in

KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.
orders for TARGET PRACTICE- CARTRIDGES.

All kinds of

.

the world.

Weight, 25 pounds and upward. Tho smallest size
will carry two persons.
Cedar siding, oak keel,
etc, (do not fold up). CANOES, open or decked
weight 35 pounds to (io lbs. Send stamp for new
Illustrated Circular.
J. U. RUSflTON, Manufacnton, St. Lawrence County, N, Y.
er, <Jj

and several Foreign Governments.

Special attention paid to

V/
/
)
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mm*
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!^/\\
Y. @ity.
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SHOOTING COAT.

The

largest v artety of

(FATESTED)
Shooting and Sport ng Garment,
in tae World -

I

Ic^7 !^^!
PC.

'76

I

/"
'

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

&

THE

,~-T~p>
I

States

JiEW RIFLE GA1JLEUV.

Broadway, between 31st and 32d Streets.

FIRE, SOLID

Used by the Army and Navy of the United

Sole Agent,
Nassau St., N. T.

102

C«.VI.IN\S

Manufacturers of the

CENTRAL

HUNTING ':&:PlEASURF BOATS
The LIGHTEST sporting boat

W. UOLBERTON,
Je2l

LOWELL, MASS.

EUSHTON'S
'

The best and cheapen trap offered, made ol yellow
pine, and every part warranted. Th tows single or
double balls In any direction., Traps, each, $5;
-s.perdoz.,
solid oak trap, S6.50J
15c; Purdy class balls, per ion. i'i. The Purdy Glass
Ball is the best and easiest ball to break, almost
shooter.
Liberal disthe
flat,
surface
to
presents a
count to the trade.

Send /or Illustrated Catalogue.

GEOEGE

C.

HENNING,

Washington City.

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK,

SPOR

JOURNAL.

THURSDAY, JULY
For Parent

MAKING THE HARBOR

LIGHT.

§cettfs n(

TMTE snow falls thick so yon may not see
ffhe foresail gleam from tie break of the poop
Th<4ong-boat looms like a rock on the lee,
i Jd the drift lies a foot on hatch and coop.

' '

tlie

socially, the

Phantom-like figures grow in the tops,
And the bunts of the furled-up sails are piled
With a heavy freight that suddenly drops
When the good ship bounds to a gust more wild.
the clews of the courses, stiff as a board,
Catch up the flakes inlo bossy heaps,
a flap, and off whirrs the sparkling hoard,
Startling the tars in their standing sleeps.

stoutly onward we hold our course,
Hugging the wind with a bear-like grip,
Holding each inch we gain with a force,
And passing the credit to our good ship.

Still

The helmsman's eye from under the rim
the

beams aglow;
wind to him,

fall

of the snow.

his slouched sou'wester

matters the

little

tunity of witnessing the spring series of steeple-chases, held at

Hand, eye and ear are serving his

soul,

Auteuil, a pretty

He feels the flap of the topsail leach,
And steadily over, watching the roll,
Whirls the wheel

to

long,

dim

alley lis

au arm-long reach.

the fullest possible liberty for enjoying the sport, without

granting any means for indulging in a license that might be

even the tenderest child.
the only one near Paris where
run, and for its purpose it is well
situated, being in the midst of a small, rolling plain, diversified enough in character to display all styles of leaping, while
the jumping to be seen there is quite good, yet it bears no
comparison to the ''neck-breakers" to be witnessed at Punchestown, Ireland, or at the Grand National of Liverpool. There
is no "in-and-out" leaping, and the only dangerous bit of a
"take" is the water jump opposite the grand stand. The
number of horses that compete is also, as a rule, quite small in
comparison to similar races in the United Kingdom, so that
the contests seem quite tame to those who have enjoyed the
large fields, close running and appalling bounds so character-

opposed

calm eye makes,
is all a blank.

swirl,

As under her bows one ceaselessly hears
The slush-covered water part and curl.
With the quiet

flakes

on

his stiffened feet,

Searching his neck, and nipping his eyes,
the spanker-sheet
A youngster, half-dreaming, shapeless lies.

On the rounded coils of
He knows that,

true to his will, his

to the rights of

The course at Auteuil is
hurdle and steeple-chases are

outside

No voice save his on the midnight stirs,
No sound save the flash and swish and

village just outside the northern forti-

was much impressed with the suave character of the people, and the efforts made by the managers of
and
the
civil
and military authorities to give them
the course

Into the darkness and whirling flakes,
Into the heart of the brooding bank,

And the world

little

fications of Paris, I

Grasping the weathermost mizzen shrouds,
As grimly as if it were gript in his hands
Our fifteen lives, and swathed in a cloud
Of sleet-stuff and snow, the master stands.

A

French are excelled by none in quietude, good

they carry, out the mottoes of Liberie, Egolite, Fraternite,

Till

Of

hand

Would promptly answer the master's shout
But his thoughts are far away on the land,
Nor heeds he of any perils without.

English or Irish steeple chases. The races are also
rendered somewhat uninteresting by the absence of foreign
horses, for the prizes given being comparatively small
averistic of

—

dreams of a valley spread broad and fair,
With grand old mountains upon each side ;
He dreams of a red lamp's cheerful glare,
Welcoming ships to the old wharf's side
He.

aging only about fifteen hundred francs

appears occasionally, but

it

hears the voices of olden days,
Before he went as a sailor boy.

for the lack of excitement in the contests,

any idea of the picturesque
cry,

"Ease

off that

has

to

feeling that he
enjoyed a pleasant, though perhaps quiet, day's
The French are nothing if not artistic, hence the
Auteuil is surrounded by luxuriant shrubbery through

which, in places, peer parterres of rich flowers.
this care to please the

eye

to attract their attention

is

that

when a

The

result of

the people have something
race

is

over,

and they are

prevented from manifesting that irritation which is so characteristic of English and American audiences when the contests
do not follow each other in rapid succession. The monde is

seethes at the blutf of the bow,

welcome the well-known path.

roam

8. 0.

C]

I

slopped at a pretty

little

was

cabaret outside the course

rather surprised to see a

body

Garde Republicaine dash up the road,
wheel promptly into line, then deploy by twos, and trot off to
various points along the highway. The commander of the
detachment, with his bugler, mounted on a snow-white steed,
galloped up to the grand stand, and a minute later he was followed by half a dozen troopers, who took positions, without
any apparent instructions, in different quarters of the course.
A battalion of the infantry of the line next arrived and was
marched along the track, and whenever an upright fence post
was reached a soldier fell out and took up his position near itIn this manner a cordon of red-legged soldiers was placed
around the course, and they were as close together as if they
had been deployed as a skirmish line in actual warfare. They
were only dummies, however, for as soon as the people commenced crowding in, the sergeants de ville, or police of Paris,
placed themselves beside their co laborers of the army and
directed the movements of the surging throngs who ranged
themselves along the fence near the winning post. The admission to the course being only one franc, the greater portion of the audience were content to keep to the common, so
few indeed graced the stands, where an extra five or ten francs
were demanded for a seat. These seemed to be occupied
principally by betting men, and a few ladies and gentlemen.
or cuirassiers of the

The former were,

as a general rule, natives of Great Britain,

and they carried the stamp of their profession so indelibly impressed on their countenance that no one could possibly mistake them. They had that air of shrewdness and boldness
combined which specially mark the " horse}^ " character; but
even if that were not sufficient to announce their nationality,
the manner in which they defied the French laws of grammar
and pronounciation most readily would. They seemed to
know in advance what horses would and would not run, and
to perdict in what position the competitors would reach the
winning post. They looked a thoroughly " knowing " lot,
but the French people not being addicted to the American or
English systems of betting they did not find trade very brisk.

As

all

the fun

and excitement seemed

multitude on the lawn or common,

to

be confined to the

moved down

there, and
found I had improved my position most advantageously, for
wit and humor were flying about among all classes, and that
good-natured badinage for which the French are famous was
" You will pardon me, Monsieur le militaire," a
in full play.
portly dame would say to a mite of a soldier, " if I ask you
You
to stoop a little more so that I can see over your head.
are small enough already, yet not sufficiently so to enable me
to see over your shako. You are no doubt a giant in battle,
though small in body, and will in all probability get to be a
general; so I hope, Monsieur le General, you will grant me the
This bit of raillery elicited hearty
small favor I ask."
but, highly sensitive as the
laughter from the bystanders
French are to anything approaching ridicule, the soldier did
not resent the familiarity, and touching his hat he moved to
I

;

one

side.

"Monsieur would oblige if he would move one side," an
would say to a policeman, as he was being pushed forward by the incoming multitude, but instead of clubbing him
as a New York policeman would for his presumption in speaking so familiarly, the officer merely turned around and said
that it would be impossible to do so without breaking the
cordon. Facing the crowd he asked them if they would be
kind enough to move back a little further in order to give the
horses plenty of room. In all this swaying not a petulant
word was uttered by any person, and when one happened by
mistake to push another he immediately lifted his hat and
begged pardon. None were more polite than the civil officers,
and if they made a request it was always with Messieurs et
madames sil vow plait. They manifested none of the growouvrier

over the lawn surrounding

ing, small-apple self-importance of the so-called "finest police

in the world," yet they handled thousands without, the least

at free will

from which the race can be

[I found the above poem quoted in " Sketches of Life in
Newfoundland," by Col. B. B. McCrea, British Army, London, 1869, and attributed to Rer. Walter Mitchell, author of
"Tacking Ship Off -Shore," published in the second volume
of the Atlantic Monthly, and reprinted in your valuable
journal of Jane 7, where it was erroneously credited to Mrs.

When

to enjoy a glass of wine, I

the track, and to place themselves in any convenient position

also allowed to

and a bound the yards swing square,
And the night's alive with our cheery cries,
As before the snow-storm, free and fair,
Merrily homeward our good ship flies.
a surge

Celia Thrater.

and few who have
an interest in

home without

at least

track at

And the helm churns It to fussing wrath
And the strain on the ship and the master's brow
Relax

up, however,

amusement.

free I"

One glare—one flare of a flashing light,
And the visions die with its sudden ray
The lee-braces fly with a circling bight,
And the sheets spin out. as she gathers way.
The water

make

in nature, or take

national peculiarities can return

!"

spanker sheet,

Hard up the helm, and keep her

of

comparatively rare occurrence.
The scenes to be witnessed at the course

And he

When a

coma British competitor
is— or was last spring at least—

The name

pete for such petty sums.

;

Dear, kind, brown eyes, seem his to greet,
"God bless and guard her!" he prays, "His she

— few Englishmen care

to go to the expense of sending their best stock over to

Of a little room with its walls ablaze,
On happy faces, all bright with joy;

With

France " could very well

which they are so fond of displaying on their national buildings; and no person who has miagled much with them can
say other than that they are the most orderly race in the world
when they are not aroused by political or religious agitation.
A dozen sergeants de oille can handle a crowd of several
thousands with less trouble than a battalion of American or
even English policemen can handle a mob of as many hundreds
under the same circumstances.
This is readily seen at a race-course, and the impression it
produces upon a foreigner is highly complimentary to a people
deemed so enthusiastic. There is no crowding, fussing, or
any attempt to intrude on each other's rights; all is the acme
Having had an opporof decorum and cheerful politeness.

And

And

in

breeding and scrupulous attention to the comfort of strangers.
In all public assemblies, except those of a political character,

soft.

t*

No matter how braggart

do those things better

%omu.

be said of the manner in which order and the politest
decorum, combined with the fullest possible liberty, are preserved at the leading race courses throughout France. Politically, the most excitable and troublesome people in Europe,

night,

Capped with a head-dress white and

Stream and Rod and Gun.

a <$m\th ]§wt

-L

Long, glimmering lines of dark and light
tingle in wavy dance up aloft,

AM the topmast-head goes into

'T'HEY

rind

12, 1877-

The people were bubbling with cheerfulness and
and though " chaff " reigned supreme it was devoid

provided they do not ob-

trouble.

struct the

path of the coursers. The way the people rush
about would never be tolerated on American courses, for the
simple reason that an American audience once under headway

suavity,

France one quiet word from
the police or military would check a rushing multitude in a
course,
the
hurdle-loving multitude.
moment I mean, of
The management of even the course shows the paternal character of the government, and the scrupulous attention paid to
the prevention of any excite

the remotest ill-nature.
The
venders of racing programmes were the recipients of many
humorous inquiries, which they answered in the same spirit.
An individual who was selling Vee-yawm turo was told he had
better study English before he yelled out the name of his
paper, as no Frenchman would understand it, aud no Englishman could, On purchasing a copy from him for, I believe,
three sous, T found the badinage was somewhat appropriate.

would be hard

—

seen,

to control, but in

of

all

tincture of acrimony or

FOREST AND STREAM.
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twenty-two miles
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about
our bo;
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opportunity of noticing the equestrianism
ml
In' French jockeys.
tw-3
The m
the "seal" was a- most

liters

would

com-

increase the
the weight of their own purse.

and

i

i

bad seen
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War Foraif
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The

contrast between America
J
illustrated by this incident.

company of United
"free hill." at Jerome Park
g atee soldiers mounting guard
to keep the "deadheads " awfo or a troop of cavalry posted
along the course and avenues t( uevent a breach of the peace
or an indulgence in the pleasun
of political assemblies.
.Hi., nate that though by
Of the throng inside it might
i"'
lasses, yet
no means oeionging to tne ar tocra
dressed, more cheerful or a politer body of pi-oplc <"•
found throughout the world. The-Humber of carriages present was comparatively quite small, and among them I did
i

!

•

i

one bearing American or English occupants. This
is due j
a .'i'"i' measureto the fact that the races are run. on
Sunday, and John and Jonathan do not care to attend the
Lings from conscientious motives.
i

h

i.mc

that one was more hotly
accidents, and nou
which the horse
did the jockey reeei

few

;

.

!

merely

B

ere

ji

Mffia

:-

i".

ixly

i

of a cha

except

all,

\w

than another. Thei
were Berious. The only
fell was the water jump
but in no
greater injury than an abrupt roll,
issed Hie go .mill raiher suddenly.
attended to Immediately after a fall
on duly neai the leap, so that the
ited

of iiu-m

;

--

Both horse and rider we
by the sergmiM cfe offl
former scarcely stumUet
lie
..
bter was lifted proi
seemed to have been tak
to prevent either discomfort or iniiiice to the audit ice, or injury to man or horse, and
:i-. used to the slo yenly and 'often
pom
American courses, this produced a pleasant im•

.

.

i

;

MM

pression.

After the races were over the horsemen who wei
lawn all day took a dash
I!"
in -.e much to
me
amusement of the spectators; and as some of them came
to grief they produced an immense aruoi
The audience after leaving Ihc
Ihc English' speaking portion.
ml rush madly about, as they do in New York, in
along or
in the train, bo
mjoyed their glass of wine outside the doors of the wine
ah
with
shops.
Carting.
•elers,
ons in bhu
.

i

.

I

the

t

N.

.

(3

cuirass

....

and

multitude Of well-dressed people lined the
e railway station or to Pari.-, an
a

scene dn

.n
enough in
Ioj
md individuality jto attract
josHing, rudeaoyi
onward will
the dullest mind. A
ness Or undue haste, 'thought that a little of their quietude
would not be amiss in other lands to which my mind wandered.
1

.
.

.

lonel's

lance

The party

Consisted of

Lieut, Col. Grant, Gen.

W.

..

I

night they did

first

i

did not

an alUn k from

t-xper.t,

lii

I

way to avoid danger was to be
and therefore each man took his
I had the pleasure, en our third dayregular tour of duty.
out, of seeing for the first time the young mallard dui
About 12 si. we camped on top of a high ridge and
spread out at our feet the bed of a lake, of several acres in
We had no shot gun, but taking
area, covered with ducks.
my rifle, thought I might get some meat (which we needed,).
Approaching the lake closely 1 found the rushes and grass
filled with little ducklings swimming around and trying their
we

that the best

tiles,

yet

fully

prepared to meet

fell

it,

I

n. H.

wings. Some could rise from the water a short distance;
It was a most interesting
others had seemingly just hatched.
I presume They
sight, even the old ducks being very tame.
had never been shot at.
I do not think that region of country very good
except it oe wild fowl, although we saw quite a number of
Saw some prairie chickens, and
antelope and a few deer.
large numbers of plover and curlew: but the Indians havedepleted that whole region of all the larger animals. The
country is very beautiful, well watered, abounding
ant grass, bottoms of the creeks filled with cotto
willow, and is splendidly adapted for stock raising
ing, he rolling nature of its surface affording natural drainage.
After traveling some eighty miles westward from the
1.
river, finding ourselves too near Bad River, v,
and gulches, we bore SOUth some ten miles toward the White

;".'.),

—

containing a ton or less of supplies, tent, etc., and a light twoseat wagon for the "tender feet."
Wednesday morning, June (3, found us all on board the
steamer Durfee, urging our way against, the strong current of
the " Big Muddy;" and a look at our surroundings discovered

;

—

army officers and
in the midst of a motley crowd
their families, Indian traders and agents, priests, deacons and
doctors, mayors of cities, gamblers and greenhorns, and last,
but not least, a Chicago speculator, who conversed about operations involving millions as coolly as if it were an every-day
matter with him to make or lose a million or two before dinner.
The blue of the army contrasted in a striking mamier
with the corduroy of the Black Hiller, and rank or station

ii

I

||

An ex-Surveyor
little to do with places at the table.
General* had, as a room-mate, a pilot; a judge found the upper berth of his room occupied by a faro dealer, while the
worthy mayor of one of our most enterprising Western cities
spread his "blanket, on the floor, and successfully wooed the
drowsy goddess, in spite of the surroundings,
Our" destination was Fort Pierre, situated on the south or
west bank of the Missouri River, some 300 miles (by water)
above Yankton, and the scenery, as we ascended, was full of

had very

River, finding
the same beautiful rolling prairie that
Was the distinguishing feat i e of the first, part of our route, and
on the fifth day set our fat
toward (he Missouri t:i
Saturday night pitched our ut near Camp Grant once more.

Sunday morning found
and

breakfast, four ponies
came into camp.

We

interest.

and while preparing

ir,

i

with saddle and bridle en,
mule aud one of the ponies
efforts to make them

rule,

i

caug

the

;

the others evaded cm utn
:li ed long the propriety of retaining the estrays, thinking they might belong to some hovering baud of redskins, who
if they followed up the trail and found them in our
n
might assume that we had stolen them, and, knowing Mr. Lo
was not susceptible to reason or argument, felt uncertain as to
what was best in the premises; but. finally it was concluded
id drive the others info Pierre.
to retain the
crossed Antelope Creek, soon struck an old t.ravics
ing over the bluffs and alkali lands, reached Bad Ril
we forded, and got to Ft. Pierre early in the afternoon,
thoroughly tired out with a week's steady tramp, and BOOB
found owners for our ponies.
camped that, night near the
bluffs, but found sleep nearly out of the question." be
the clouds of mousquitoes that arose from the
broke camp very early Monday moi ing
descended.
changed our heavy wagon for a light one, got rid of all superrage, and struck out over the bottomland
_
;.: *
'o--..
b. :....
which we reached after a
rapid drive abOUl noon.
Some ten miles from Pierre, Nimrod
sprang from the wagon aud dashed like a madman al
object running in the grass. T
The driver, our military friend and the writer all joined in the
chase, finally securing the frightened little fcllov
h lulling cap (after much ground.and lofty tumbling) n.
Chantier (as we named her') was soon secil]
acracker-bos, and, in imagination, already lhi
'.i

i

follow the gena-al course of the river on both
sides, at some points rising abruptly from the edge of the
water sometimes to the height of two, OX even three hundred
feet
their sides, bare and ragged, worn by the deluging rains
of centuries into the most fantastic forms, exposing the varied
colors of chalk, clay, lime, slate, oxide of iron, etc., again receding from the river leaving a bottom covered with luxravines and gulches
uriant grass or the more thrifty willow
penetratiHg the bluffs, Uned with the cotton wood and other
timber native to the region, presented to the writer an eve
varying, changing kaleidoscopic panorama, colored with the
heaven-given tints of the various grasses and Sowers the
whole alternately flashing in the sun's rays or softened by
Our interest
the cloudv shadows that swept over the scene.
in the peculiar geological foimationof the cliffs was much
by the lucid explanations as to cause, etc., by our
"military friend," amy seconded by the "philosopher" both
enthusiasts in geology and rniuerology.
Aboiii eighteen miles above Yankton we pass the beautiful
farm of a Russian colony, or community, known as " Hut-

The

iv:r

1

we

Westward, and while

Hon. M. W. Bheafe and the writer, Commissioners.
surM. N. Huyt, Esq., general business manager, a guide
veyor and teamster— eight persons in all with a heavy wagon

we were

"I Nimrod the
wind camp,

...

Ii

ravine

i

,

I

together as
The country

Beadle,

b u
I

lis

|

;

Wc

I

;

We

—

We

i

i

i

-

Fort Pierre We reached On the fifth day, having been deThis place, formerly
layed by high winds and want of fuel.
a trading post, is now occupied by a few persons who supply
the freighters

a

I

others

whoeonvey

the great stores of grain,

Horn ami general merchandise shipped via his route to the
Black Hills towns of Deadwood, Crook City, Rapid City,
t

Sheridan, etc.
The place very much resembled an
the ware-houBe, where we landed,

army depot of supplies
and the adjacent lots
covered with wagons, grain, agricultural implements, steam
tents and booths made of
id boilers, furniture, etc.
b
:

;

i

I

:.

terisches Gemetue," or Butter Brothers, or Home, or House, as
They are communistic in their ideas
variously translated.
and practices, and, pecuniarily al least, successful. I can
arious tribes of Indians whose reservations bordel the Missouri, but must ex-nrpri.-i.
at the evidence of civilization that everyi,
ii
Sue fields of wheat and corn, large
herds of cattle, wood cut and corded, and, most conclusive of
all. the fact that the " tepee" is being rapidly exchanged for
small but comfortable
g oj board huts.
in ;:, to say that the. Indian policy of the
It might
gove ' "i
pursued for the lust Jewyears, has been a success: but, certain it is, that more has been accomplished tolaation of the great mass, and christianization of
those within reach of such influences, than during the preTo such gentlemen as Bishop Hare, llaj.
vious fifty years.
Gassman, f)r. Livingston and others, must bo ascribed all
praise for the results everywhere apparent on the reservations

'

.

ladjr in

Yankton.

human

Bui

expeetati

f her prison, preferring, evidently,

.

associations to

olci

new.

Chantier Greek possessed anything but agreeable rtcollecworthy .Nimrod, as a few weeks previous to our
_
.,
lemanin his employ, while guarding si
landed from a passing steamer,' waa shot and install
i"we ate
by the Indians will
po
our dinners, ami the vn-. rascals who did il
tions to our
,-

i

,

we

I think

experienced a feeling of relief wfteu we once
top of the bluffs nut of reach of (he murdering,

all

more stood on
devils.

That night, we camped on Willow Creek, ok. the Black Hills
road, returning to Pierre next day.
The ride from Fl,. Pierre to Yankton on our return, a distance of over two hundred and fifty mile*. wh le
special incident, was one never to tie forgotten.
;

Mo

way through

Indian rusei
Noting the marked
good, others bad, still others execrable.
difference between the condition of the late hostiles at Tankton Agency and elsewhere,
5 since gathered toi

lei

and

at

Yaukbat

mtr ..iiIndian v.

irf

•

\\

under Majoi

ItC.,

mm

ml painted, hlauketed. and

I

u

'

with their "hull-dozers," returned Black Hi
the hills themselves); houses and stores of
hotels of

I......

..

i
.

.i

.....

i

.

logs..

,.-

palaces and

.....

..

"Meals ut all flours," "Pol.oes, Grain
"Bakry," ""Grand Central Hotel, " "St. Elmo," etc

signs reading

At

yihirng sr-,-niingly in inextricable confusion.

1

supreme eonttsmpl

.

.

.

rx.

Mele,"

fact thai

I

In

tl

fexclusi'

of

.

sunburned
.

1

fcu

;dce
»f

round

I

is.

hi

fool,

of white

man

has seldom,

Fl

...

.'

over five hundred
but hard
j

up

.

of life.

thi

ess trouble

of ib

"I!
'.

ever before,
Our route lay between
trod the route over which we passed.
Bad River, on the north, and White K.inh River souib. The
earns running into the Bad Kiyer from the
be

mind with

ivh

hi li

.'

We arrived

.

i

.iiiy

1

and the solution of til
this place
I

barked, and, aide'
due west through or over an almos'

P

Lapel at Yankfe
unto ours, we began b
' was being rapii

-.•

Our "Kfimrod" joined us, bringing a heart overflow
kindliness and a' fund of wit and good humor that added very
much to the pleasure of the trip. We remained on board durIrTj
ing the unloading of the Durfee. which thei
ort G orge,
the river to the point known as

I

I

aist

a

by Gen. Sheri100 pouu.

ctioi

lis si

.
.

I

I,

I'
.

hours' ride Oft]

-

fcj

abi

Undlng

ickeys
iners,

.

cga

Grant, in honor

i

:

i

buxom

Camp

j

.

ii

i

_.

good service on more than one r
Ii, and the safety! V
Of the entire parly

ON

"Why

•'

i

i.

tl

dan for

the 4th inst. His Excellency Gov. Pennington did me
the honor to appoint me one of three commissioners to
accompany Lieut, CoL FredD. Grant, A- D. C, to Gen. P. II.
Sheridan (detailed for thai purpose) upon an exploring expedition up the Missouri, having for its object an examination of
the river bank at Fort George, at Fort Pierre and at Ghantier
"
Greek, with the routes from the twi lAftl
ward the Black Bills: and, also, to penetrate the country
from Fort George as far west as' practicable, that 9 suitable
route might be found, if possible, and permanently located as
a post road across the Indian reservation from the Missouri
Biver to the Black Hills mining districts.
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races thai Eollov

iyi
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:

The

felt like

i

'

i

and

,
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their British

kindred,
As soon as the steeds disappeared amidst the shrubbery, I turned to a good-natured sergean
.unl asked
Jam. if the riders were frenchmen. "No." saidlie; "wenave
jockeys in steeple-chases or bun lle-i
" How is that?" 1 asked; "can't you
ail English and Irish."
" Oil yes," was the answer:
train Frenchmen to ride
but
you see we can secure experienced talent from England in less
would
than
it
to train men here; hut besides
take
expense
that, it might be as well to Say thai the French arc not by any
meansas good horsemen as the English. The latter are the finest.
cavaliers hi the world," said he" admiringly, "and we can
never compete with them, " Commenting on the comparatively
easy character of the leaps, I asked him if they had no "inand-outers ?" He did not understand me at first, as I knew Of
no idiom in French that would express the phrase, but by
making signs with mj hands, and putting them through imaginary bounds I soon made him comprehend my idea. "Ah!
la double banquette," said he, with the air of a man who had
not?"
just awoke from a dream, "we have none."
said I, "they prove both the power of the horse and the
"No doubt," was the res]
cleverness of the rider."
but they proved so dangerous here to both men and horses
They are known to us as the
that they" are no longer used.
but as We are not Irishmen we don't care to risk
Irish leap
our necks for nothing except, a display of mere reckless
courage." By the time this conversation was ended the horses
were approaching the winning post, so I hastened in that direction with hundreds of others, but soon found nryself buried
amid carriages. I could neither advance nor retreat then
lady
without much inconvenience to myself and others.
seated in a carriage pointed out my dilemma to her husband,
I must he a foreigner, kindly
and he,
invited me to a place in his Ian iu in order that "I might.be
accepted the invitation,
able to witness the finish. I
a very pretty bit of running
and was fortunate enough to b
ipetitors.
They ran neckbetween three out of the four
and-neek Up the homestretch, and when the Sag was dropped
minute later, however,
it was hard to lell which had'v
f the winner
an
the c anthe board announced the numl:
ment went around " GYsi It chceal Anf/Uus." If
won every race it would evidently be taken a
course, judging by the great leaping powers act
the critics. Although this race was closely rui and gallantly
won, the people displayed no excitement, and when, it was
finished they strolled over the lawn with as mu ih indifference
Deas if no exciting events were on the card for the clav.
Bcending from my perch 1 followed the moving multitude,
and soon learned that the races had vanished from their
memory as if by magic, and that they were now bent on enjoying 'the magmficent. landscape that stretched before them
as far as the hills of St. Cloud, or the loveliness of the park in
which they were loitering, This power to escape readily
from one scene to another seems a strong characteristic of the
people, and must be a source of much pleasure to them if it is
The care taken to
true thai " variety is the spice of life."
prevent, persons from enjoying the sport without paying for it
utinels that
was well exemplified by t
fortifications.
Kb
They
paced up ami down the banqut.
.•alls of the course to
would uot permit anybody outs
unifications, for fear
mount the grassy slopes of the
ich they In
they might indulge in a pleasui
[

cent]

SURVEYING THE DEADWOOD ROUTE.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
TROUT STREAMS OF THE AROOSTOOK.

is,

4, 187T.

by stage to Ashland, twenty-four

hotel kept by Mrs. Smith, and the last public houseon the route north. Rood. table, expense -fl pet flay. Next morning
by sla-e to Portage Lake, ten miles, fara 75 cents. This was my objective point, and a more clear anil beautiful body of water never
nestled In the wilderness.. That afternoon fonnd me on its pebbly

miles, fare 51.se

;

beacb to test the largess of my luck, but not a nibble did I get till the
son hnug lew In the horizon. Then, at once, the fun came last and
furious, and nine iron!, weighing thirteen pounds, were landed in afew
minutes, and— must 1 tell it— baited with a piece of salt pork! That,
or a piece or chub, is the only lure till the water becomes warm; until
then the trout lie around the shores. Later, when they assemble at
the Months of the cool brooks and in the thoroughfares, they take the
By greedily, any and all colors. So little known is this region that very
few come here to fish so few, that there is no professional guide nor
even a boat at all tone?, and but four families living in sight of ihe
Thomas West, living on the west shore about a mile from the
lake.
foot o( the lake, a farmer and hunter, has two grown-up sons who are
i.ihiiui (vtth the Whole region, and if noi
by bum work could
be hired at a low price but they have u
;ept a small dug-out.
For a party of two or more, ah te&u
UWiged at Ashland,
J. T. Mooors, whom
llnarj supplies con be bad at
j

;

-

i

would recommend to parties to con ear
miles long and connects wlththoroqghfn
Bt. John's Uivcr, some 5» miles; all awlb
but here and thei log

I'ortage

1

.

joymont than

Luke

is live

iiU.e

rith

single farm,

the woods

n,

ii

m

full of cariboo,

o greater en-

•nig

broke up

',-•..
Mielr effects,
but the taking of
he boss bci
e more slender in form
n Ush. but the meat is
-.

ef

i

on —

The

lighter-col

Kill)'

:

dored, though a little dry; and on 'the rod they
as the best.
i,:lahland whleh ahauld si r, j is on the hoantiful Aroostook, my route lay inland on the old Mutlawamkeag Road. AtMassanlis. ten miles from Ashland, we again strike the Aroostook at Its
Thirty miles from here up the Aroostook
jiineti in with the St. Croix.
iaa chain of four lakes, called Munsbimgan, (ill wilderness, mid seldom
! tei
lumbei m
accept
Bew too, the waters are alive with
troul.aud the woods with bear, mouse and caribou. This 1 learned
from the stage driver, C. B. Canney, an old lumberman, and Camilla]
• region between Mattawankcagand Fori Kent, 95 miles.
with the w
ol hotel; wonld answer correspondents,
Partes G
v
weet,

,

,

i

gamy

as

I

;

:

,

irtawsukeag, two davs ride,

\;

j.

i'i

miles, fare

To reach

little

$5,511.

it,

The next

leave cars at

uerican railroad, thence
Slop at Patten Ilonse,
ose Hi 1'iy team will take
k liuie over a line road,

Matt:
thirl J

oors.

Not many

irtlier off
l

on

visit the
(vide the sluing
up). Parties

my way

fare from
Corp. Lot Waxfiki.d.

ace to Ilackett
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ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE
FISH COMMISSIONERS OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE, JUNE SESSION, 1877.

WE

itil

cresting report.

Samuel Webber

The

for a

were caught

season in New found lake, according to
the description given of them by the fishermen, who did no$
know what they were but of the 45 put into Sunapee, 48 arc
said to have been speared the next autumn on their spawning
one of the brooks Bowing into the lake.
The introduction of black bass seems to have been a success.
Sunupee, and some of the lakes on the eastern border of the
State, arc well stocked, and there is a fair supply in Lake
Massabesic but the habit of the fish is essentially migratory,
and their fondness for swift wafer has caused them to escape
from Sunapee and Massabesio in great numbers, so thai they
are fast becoming common in tbe Merrimack and Connecticut
last

:

proposed

It is

may

stocking

be prosecuted more intelligently, the board have
of the lakes and ponds of the State, with their

list

prepared a

characteristics, as a basis for operations, and propose, so far
us is in their power, to slock them with the most suitable vaseason.
The shad and salmon,
rieties of valuable fish in due
i,i
in all Ihe rivers flowing from the State to the

have been of late years debarred from returning to
have been built in
these waters by the impassable dams which
One very important branch of the
Massachusetts*
been the effort to
duties of the commissioners, the
husetts to liave siiiiuble
induce the Commissioners of Mi
Lowell and Lawrence o l the Merrimack, and
fisUwayS bulll at
Holyoke and Montague on the Oonnec ieul, by which those
valuable lish might be able to return to their Cornier spawnI,

;,,i

.Massachusetts have shown the utthe matter, and have, during the past season, reLawrence in a manner which seemed to
built fin' tishwav at
with their wishes, notice
be satisfactory; and, in accordance
the owners ol mill-dams at Nashua to conlias been aiven to
salmon could return to the
struct suitable ways by which the
Nashua River, a large "portion of the head waters of which are

The Commissioners Of

in

v.eal iu

Massacl
|

id

i

proper seasons, the hluebacked trout of the Rangeley lakes, tl 3 pike,[pereh, the. Miehigan grayling, the white perch of Ms ine and Massachusetts
ii

"

and the whitclish of the Western kikes.
The. commission recommends a rcvis
to inland fisheries, and their condensa
intelligible form
and with that v'n

the

fact,

that

salmon and other

fish will

of tin laws relating

now

simple and
prepared uu

a

have

to their

own breeding grounds,

m

',

,

I

,

(

Dtoviding the commission with California spawn this
would be placed in the head
veor that 100,000 young fish
,;,,
tei ticut next winter.
,.,
There have been procured from Mr, C. Gk Atkins, of Maine,
through Prof. Baird, Li. S. Commissiouer, live thousand eggs
ol the Massaof the landlocked salmon, which Mr. BracKetl,
chusetts Commission, has batched at the Miissacliusci.tr. hatch
.,

.,

(

.

,

They put

food.

m
but

all

six
eel,

thousand of them. Though they are somewhat disc
they intend to try again.

^isbm

atiirdl

THE SPARROWS AGAIN.

WE

are under obligations to our

;,.
numerous observi
upon the European sparrow, which have assumed such proportions thai we are forced to summarize the
i

mon, known

information
in

A

the risk of offending the writers.

at

pre

an act

ol

;

sal-

l

as "parr " or 'smotts," al any t
id
.,
black bass less than nine (9) inches in length, and of brook
trout less than five (5) inches long.
I

Shad OUI.TDBE.— THaSatsori* WW/,: on the IT,t,U,vi.—Mr.
Monroe- A. Creen with his corps of assistants lias been engaged in shad culture since Mav 17th. The total number of
shad hatched this year was 4,676,000, of which 3,070,000
were hatched back of Shad Island, ten miles below Albany,
and 1,000,000 near Catskill. This is uu increase, of 3,859,000
over the hatching of last year. Of Ihe above number all were
turned into the Hudson with the exception of 80,000 which
were deposited iti Black River, a tributary to Lake (iiu.aiio
The force have had excellent success this "year in obtaining
melters, or male shad, which are often very 'difficult to obtain!
The fish are all taken at nigb.1 between dusk and I o'clock in
the morning, on. the spawning beds on the rocks ai
near the shore.
somewhat singular fact is that during ten
years operations a "ripe" fish has never been taken after 1
o'clock, nor have but two ever been taken during the day

A

time.

Mr. Q. reports very heavy catches this season on the Hudson by the fishermen, the lish also averaging larger than usual.
A great many of the progeny of the cross between the female
Bhad and the male herring have been taken, which, although
not equal to the shad, are far superior to the herring, and
;mi an excellent market fish.
Last year about 20,000 salmon trout were put in the Hudson, of which a few have been
caught by the fishermen this year.

The fishermen continue to 'take lish in and out of season
unmolested, so that there is practically no close season. The
wonder is that the force of the Stale' Hatchery can ever get
the amount of spawners they do after their running the fishermen's gauntlet as they are obliged to do.
The price of shad at Albany ranged this year from $8 to
$10 a hundred. When Mr. Green began hatching shad the
fishmongers laughed at him, and vowed to eat all the shad he
could hatch. The other day, in going through the market,
one of them called out, "Green, stop "this hatching; the ilsh
are too plenty
it don't pay."
On being reminded of the vow
the mau said the fishmen "gave it up- they were beat."
Rochester Express.
;

gen-

Philadelphia writes;

The disappearance

of our native birds is easily accounted
for, as they seek other quarters to rear their young
a
the food they have been accustomed to gather lias bi
sinneil by the sparrows; aud. being migratory, formerly bad
a full supply during their short stay in our cities
such birds arc more numerous in the country adjacent to
Philadelphia.
i

alcly as they

stand,

could compile them.
They also advise the pi
prohibiting the catching, or having in posse.

—The

State of Pennsylvania has purchased Seth Weeks'
fish-hatchery at Cony, with its appurtenances— dwellinghouses, hatching-house, stock of fish (280,800
trout), nine

of pure

and

a half acres of land,

water— for

New

salmon and

and inexhaustible springs

$2,000.

OurBarnkoat CoBBBSPOSraarr writes
of the

!

"J.

R. Shotwell,

Jersey Pish

Commission, accompanied by Gen.
John A. Hall (Gov. Beadle's private secretary) and three
members of the New York Legislature, have been spending a
few days on our waters investigating the fishing grounds,
listening to those most conversant with the importance of fish
protection, etc.

Tour correspondent meeting them

ley House, Barnegat Inlet, found

at

the Ash-

the Commissioner a very

pleasant gentlemen,

and one entirely devoted to his duties.
His suggestions in regard to more effective laws benefiting
the fishing interest, find general favor wilh our inhabitants—
for instance: in winter, parties living at the

head of our bay, in

ice, leave wagon loads of unmarketperch and bass on the shore to perish. Commissioner Shotwell advises a law regulating the size of mesh
order to avoid this wholesale slaughter; also advises legal
enactments prohibiting the use of seines during the months of

hauling seines tinder the
able fish

laws,

—

—

May and

return

the Commissioners
young salmon in the
tor Massachusetts have placed 40,000
head waters of the Nashua River, and have assisted
success,
it we tin judge
eminent
incrthe Penugewassi.t with
from the letters and other accounts received of the abundance
" in the higher waters of Ihe latter river.
"parr
of Salmon
They have also hatched the last season, without charge, 100,000 young California salmon, which Mr. Powers, Of the board,
has placed in the Peinigewasset and Baker's rivers.
One of the board met the Commissioners for Massachusetts
m(i Connecticut in Uosion in January, and the Alassachusetts.
Commissioners gave htm assurance that a proper tishway
would be completed this seasonal Montague on the lonnecti„:,- decided, U the IT. S. Commissioners succced,,,
,|
,,

new

the

one thousand in tho brook that supplies the trout works with
Water, as au experiment, audit, is thought that they are doing
well, caring for themselves.
They will probably save five or

tlemen
i

;

abstract of Ihe laws as they

spawn.

it

'.lining

awn

,

of

notes

to in

jii.r.crrouinls.

most

much

sonic cause eaten

;

copy of

labors of past commis-

the work, exercising at the same time due
a continuance of
caution that fish be not introduced into waters where they will
more valuable varieties. And, in order that the re-

man

Fletcher, of Concord. Stale Commissioner, introduced
this species into "Newfound Lake, in Bristol, in 1806, uml
about the same time, placed some in Suimpee Lake.
Some

fish

to die.

t

The same

writer corroborates others as to the

I

imp oveni

appearance of the shade trees since the advent of tho
if this city, remarks:
Saxon.
bin that I distinctly n mi
It is not so many yi
the
Mayor
when
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l
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little
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itcd, for lie
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cr foliage,

\

sue
.lay

the

clothed

idebted to the Engl

-1.

full

and beauty.

gn

their

tillii

F.

They

::onsideralion.

venue

o

if this

pro

ill

which shade

.,i

seemed as
i

agricultural associations
found thought and sole
tre

it,

by which the ravages ol 61*
Farmers' clubs and
:h-cii the subject their mosl pro
a

spavin

to walk our stre
and gladness."

rarent as to

suffer no other
sertion.
1 knov

,

Per contra, a
serfs that havim
no signs of woi
found in any cut
There never

at J a

some

lissected
is
;

men;

is

OS-

Plains, Mass., as-

thirty or forty birds in

all,

or insects injurious to vegetation were
only grain and refuse.
He says
i

as a more marked exhibition of their utter
of our dreaded canker-worm than hereahoui.s— elms full of t :1 houses and birds, but leaves all
eaten and gone.
less musical and more
inability

to rid

Th

quarrelsome than olhei
least be limited.

rds,

and we pray

that they

may

at

Dr. Cones, in the Field and Forest for May, remarks that
Passer domesUeus, the nuisance, was introduced some year;
after our list appeared, and now these rowdy little
squeak and fight all through the city to our "great diseust
The introduction of these exotics clutters up ornithi log ui
way that a studenl ;!' ;je""-.';.;.li eal distribution may deplore
and interferes decidedly with the " balan re 01 power among
the native species,
whatever may be 3Sid to the contrary
notwithstanding, these sparrows do mol st, harass, drive off,
and otherwise maltivat and forcibly ject and attempt to
destroy various kinds of native birds, v iiich are thereby deplived of certain inalienable rigl
life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness after their own fashii
We understand that in Boston, where th
tremely numerous, the Butcher birds {CbU
oreatts) latel
appeared in force and feasted upon the bi
ntil the legislators, or whoever had authority in the mi
ordered them
to he syslematically destroyed, thus fhwti
s

„

:

i

are indebted to Mr.
this

sioners in restocking: tbe waters of the. State have been attended tv i tli such success that the present board would recommend

seal

Soon.after feeding the liver obtained there, the
Tim) savedbul a few thousand out Of
thousand hatched, and these, ii seemed, had nol

some.

in

front and nil.
flfty-uiue iron;.
was son
s

ana

Dr.

to

in Iherea few J
them up in Can!
visit,

ing-house, at Winchester, and which have been distributed in
suitable waters in the eounlies of Cheshire, Sullivan, Grafton,
Slrafford and Carroll, selecting for Ihe purpose natural trout

ponds.

Boston, July

Burton Fores* ami Stbk/i i
I left PrBsaue Isle, Maine, Maj
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June, when large weaktish are running in the bay to
Attention was called to the violation of the present
is to be remedied at once.
It now remains wilh

which

our citizens to

Commission. Parties sent to look after the fishing inl crest looked out more for voles than fish.
We received but one benefit from the laws passed two years
assist the

teristic human short-sightedness, the first efforts' Nature
to readjust the disturbed balance, of her forces.

think our correspondents lose eight. of the
main points of the case in their zeal to uphold their own side

Theroare few birds which arc. noi, more or
and cereals, yet all, or nearly all, are

of the argument.

less destructive to fruits

an extract from a

give below

York

letter

Times, which presents views

those heretofore published

New

published in the

somewhat

from

different

:

"Let me confess that from tho first I have made the sparrows a study, and it really reflects upon my common sense
when I think how often I have glorified thctu in the papers.
winning ways, their little
n
in winter time have pathetically implored the pub,e':n:
icmber he p
birds
rthi
in
Si|U:
3.
I've
do:
rith
the
ts and
em from ibis day
Noi v, dr n't thin ;la
m with the stale
stor V ab nit thei ibh
tif ul bh'ds and all
the song birds tl at us
squ ires
us. SO
fhat is a matter
prettily described their
loves,
lie

1

o

Ii

and

rei

i-

Sll'e;

tol e settled bet Venn the
b

dm n
The

be
on

;

"counted but."

lily

L'm

parti;

i

rrow because they are infernal little
ad only eason why they were imported at all
s of tilt
terrible worm-pest that destroyed i.lin
persisted iu dropping down on us,
The spur.
as n,
ountry cousins.
As worm-destroyers they were
his.
,nitenl medicine that children ever
But i Jasl Do
member Ihe ancient anecdote

llie'sp;'

I

i

i

i

cried for.

about tbeintrodi iction of bees in the West Indies! The bees
n
went to work au thriftily laid ii their Winter store
But when hey found out tber e was ao v. inter
mined the year round, they Spent thenfor, and that llo\
ar houses, and amused theinleisure days in a id abou il
Wil
selves by stinging "niggers."
S(
very soon discovered licit hey could gel their "grub" without taking the rouble to pick up common worms. I have
passed a good part of the last five fairSu
:oti
Park, ami" have noticed more particularly this year than before
how very common are the caterpillars and how oomp
In the most rural and seem
scarce arc the sparrows.
like the Rumble, just where you would suppose a. bu,'i
i

.1

,

l

,,

.i

,

I

-i

i

I

I

.

I

I

i

BeefLiveu for Fish Food.— Messrs. Feun & Clark, Poquonock, Conn, have met with quite a loss in their fish works.
Some time since they ran short of bed's livm for feeding, aud
the butcher who supplied them seut to Springfield to proem e

We

of incalculable benefit in destroying noxious insects.

Now

ago, that of stopping the use of pound nets.
let us petition for the suggestions of the Commissioner, and go still
further, to prohibit the hauling of all seines in our bay during the summer months, which, benefiting only some dozen
people, gluts the market, destroys the laboring man's hand
fishing, end the pleasure of hundreds of visitors, whose moneys are annually soattered through om Tillages.
Something
musi be done at once, or the far-famed Ashing grounds of Baraegat will meet with the same fate as other bays, which ranked equally as high years ago.

made

We cannot but

.

I:

.

—

:

i
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FOREST AND STREAM.

a bird" would particularly .'delight

to dwell, ther

arcely

asparrow to be sceu. In tin' whole Park there
than a regiment or two, merely detailed to drivi
more delightful and in every way more desirable bi la fuose
lose tothe lunch baskets of the dally pickDickers, hang around StetSQife, the casino, the dairy, the
. here
-house, and
there are
choice crumb and sugar candy pickings. Down town, in
Madison and Union squares, where nurses and children most
do congregate, and in up. town streets, where the tramps beg
at the area doors and immediately and indignantly sling the
bestowed bread and butter into the gutter— these are the
chosen spots for the sparrows, and they fairly haunt the
school houses at lunch time.
The lazy little louts! Catch
them in the way of any work, such as worm rl
ing, wbj n
they can. stuff themselves with cake crumbs, fragments of
French rolls, and like luxuries! And then they do " increase
and multiply" so pre
:id even {he most liberal
construction of the scriptural injunction, and make such a
confounded twittering under the bedroom windows at early
morning hours— such a noise, indeed, as almost to drown the
Comanche yell of the milkman and the fierce notes of the fish,
horn.
Oh it is getting to be too •'intolerable, and not to he
endured." I don't suggest a summary ami indiscriminate.
squelching of the sparrow nuisance, but some plan for their
rapid reduction in respect of numbers would be desirable."
Mr. Brewer believes the sparrow to have been of incalculable benefit to the parks and gardens of his city.
He depre;

STTB-FA5IILT FTLIGCLIN A,
eciax.

imaentatn.

add

I

it

to the

He

A
!

list.

Fish Duck.

GENUS LAKUS.
Brunn. GlancusGull. Burgomaster.
.a:.'..
Brunn. nerring Gull.

Lani* ijhimuH.
.

harm

deicwarmsis.

Opt.

Ring-billed Gull.

GENUS CaiiOICOCEPHALUS.
Linn. Laughing Gull.
Craieasephdtvs franklin ii. Franklin's Rosy Gull. Common in Northern
Wisconsin and adjoining parts of Michigan at certain seasons. Seeuia
C'roirorephahts africilla.

.

i

,

Mr. B. also cites several incidents, well known in Boston,
of the blue birds taking forcible possession of the nests of
sparrows and ejecting the young, which are verified by the
parties on whose premises the actions took place.
He also

when this subject was
while much that has been

opened

we

written

is

Sterna imlscmi.
Stentafre/uUa.

Bonap.
(iamb.

Sterna fosxteri. Nun.
B. WilsOn, F. S. S.

asked

for evidence;

authority of late Dr.

G

.

Very

of the University, I believe.

Young

...

,..-

to reach.

regi

u

nffi

.

paperss
si>j

aud

here,

.

third year of their

aE the

I

p
.

have brought along their lath and kindred, and
intend to stay. They are here unque^

Bex vf.ks.— In

when they arc captured. The Butler 7/</..
Mr. R. Momfort told ns yesterday of a strange
tlio SOili

of April last, Mr. Jackson
Ficklin's mil!, in tie

:how

fight

fight.

On

Kirka
iding in the door
on the bank of
and ran between the

wh
ile

creek and the b

To

water.

animal turned

...

I

him. when a regula

during the

was a very

fight,

large one, weighing fifty pounds.

—

The Singing Sex Sheio,. When the sea shell is held up
to the ear there is a peculiar vibratory noise which children
assure each other is the roar of the sea, however ili
from it. Philosophically investigated the peculiar

GENUS POD1I.T.UBU3.
Law. Pied-bill Grebe.

{To

Mr. John Galvin, superintendent of public parks and
squares of Boston, corroborates Mr. Brewer as to both starling
and sparrow. Of the latter lie says that it has accomplished

the

i.

.-

ii

cal

rals of the g

the beaver, which

Crested Grebe.
Horned Grebe.

Lath.

j

his pole into three pieces

Red-throated Diver.

family podicipim.
GENUS PoniCEPS.
Gray. Red-necked Grebe.
Lath.

-

-Tie- county of Saline, Mo., and a
d to hein possession of the
have thev become. They
ic
corn by
lushels, tral
tigs, ducks, chickiti rally
ire
gobbled up.
The lice,

them.

for

i

of the mill-honse

J'vdinps cormtttts.

!

terrible, their

is

cstruetive

.

calcj

i...

W. H.

.'.-' arquattlB. Brnen. Loon. Great Northern Diver.
-. Lion. Black-throated Diver. Not uncommon
throughout the State.
Have seen it in Eaton, Calhoun, Antrim, Sarn-

Podicefjs yriseioena.

rne'r.il

1

PrGit.isTii!

Linn.

I

with, and must be ap-

tear that they

Gen 61. Rough-billed Pelican. A specifew years since In Sarnia Bay. The only one known,

Cofymbus afptmtriimaUs.

Cruelty to

of

i

their bite

:

is Posse,

i

relicami-1 erythrorhynchus.

men was killed a
la how in museum

...

i.

to deal

not only
they also prey upo

mi

On

...

tbi

—

deep,

GENTS HVDROCIIELILION.
Tlydroclteliaon plumbea. Law.
Black or Short-tailed Tern.
abundant In marshes around Saginaw Bay, where it breeds.

.

light

Wilson's Tern.
Least Tern.
Forrter's Tern.

,

ml

.

i

m

ens. etc.

but mere assertion or opinion, neither of which

upon the question at issue, but rather tends
to obscure and puts to one side the goal which is so desirable
throw any

on

in winter

.

up; aud

jaws never relaxing till the piece seized upon cornea out, had they are post
sessed of a truickx 5
let ao one would espeefrom their heavy, awkward shape. They lay their eggs in
the sand during the warm days of early June, depositing
about thirty or forty, and scratching out a hole about half the
depth of their bodies for the purple. The eggs B
nearly an inch in diameter,
shell being exceedingly thin like transparent paper, and they
are left to hatch of themselv
te summer's
sun.
Snapping turtles destroy and devour some of our finest
trout, approaching them
for that purpose from below,
rising slowly from the
bottom, and looking more like,
some black, rough-barked log than a living creature, till they
are near enough to dart oaf their long neck md big head.
The trout sometimes
.print of the two horny jaws on either side of his
abdomen. Itolert B. R'j/jscrctt,' iii A iipi- km's Journal fir
June.

part of La
rats, so munen

Philadelphia,

"Ole

put him into the

to

i'

..

Animals, and
These fellows a
proached with caw

Rats

Law. Bonapart's Gull.
GENUS F.ISSA.
Jlissa tridactylus.
Bonap. Klttiwake Gull. Frequent
Lake Huron, common around the Straits of Mackinac.

when we undertook

folks,"

spectacle for the Society

to be migratory.

our attention to the fact that

calls

young

which moved
not only decapitab

.

!

time,

..........
than the

—

folks,

I

FAMILY LATUD.E.

says

in Europe, where they ought to know better, in
mauy places the starling is an outlaw quite as much as the
sparrow. You surely have not forgotten when the latter
were introduced how grateful the residents of our cities were
when the measuring worm disappeared as if before a magifew years have flown, and now all our gratician's wand.
Forgetful that what has been once will be
tude has flown
•'.
again without the sparrow:
Beds of the same
nuisance lurk all around us to surely reappear if they have
but a ghost of a chance to repn
igratefhl J or what
we owe the sparrow, like nr
a ;i. Air.
Alinot, they tell us these birds "are practically useless and
are no longer needed."
Such wiU be the fate of tie starling
with the unthinking, the ungrateful and the short-sighted ;
and such is at present its hard lot in Southern Germany, in
Austria, in Italy, and even in some parts of intelligent Switzerland, that it is hunted down as a destroyer of grain.
Living as 1 do on the eel..
aiiaon, with abundant opportunity daily to see and judge for myself, I prefer to
trust my Dwn eyes and ears than the ipse dixit, the inference,
deductions or opinious of any other man. So, when I am
told that a sparrow has been seen to attack a Hue bird, I may
be pardoned for remembering that in
ex] irience, and
in various instances, the blue t>i
been the aggresThere are more native birds, especially robins ana blue
sor.
birds, and more, kinds on Boston Common this year (June,
1877), than I have ever seen before.

object,

weight—drs

wash-boiler of boiling water, with a vie

i

I

GENUS BRISMATURA.
Ruddy Duck.

moment

t

I captured, of quite
sixty pounds
ashore by the tail, ami theti
an ax whiei

|

Bonap.

Mr.rrnia amirieamia
Cass. Sheldrake, Goosander.
Menjus senator. Linn.
Red-breasted Mergansu.
GENUS LOPHODTTES.
Lophodytes eveuttatws. Reich. Hooded Mergansn.

now

no pleasant

i

one

j

;

Camptolcevius labrailoriim. Bd. Labrador Duck. Probably an accidental visitor, as one or two specimens have been seeu in Georgian

JJri.tinatura rulvla.

it is

:

i

'

Bay; hence

advances

i

Then

tilings.

in that parti.

CENTS HARELDA.
Old Wife Long-tailed Duet.
GENUS OIPEviia.
Bd. Lake Huron Scorer.
GENUS CAHPrOL^MUS.

cates the agitation of the starling question, begging to substi-

Just

.

GENUS BUCEl'UALA.
Bucephala islandim. Bd. Barrow's Golden Eye. Common on St.
Clair Flats and Samla Bay in winter.
limxphaln albeola. Bd. Butter Ball; Dipper; Buffle Head.
Bucephala ami-ricana. Bd. Golden Eye; Whistle Wing.
Leach.

li

created

all

arrow limits of an ordinary
boat, and the captor at such a moment wishes he had done
something ...
ten
astoad of being just

<

llarelda glaciali*.

of

the

;

!

tute that bird for the sparrow.

defiant

turtle,

and sharp

glittering,

'

I

ml wrinkled legs, not crawling prone like
but with head extended,
i

an Ordinary

Bd. SeanpDuck.
"'iaris.
Bd. Ring-Necked Duck.
J'Wte a finis. Bd. Little Blackhead Blueblll.
Uterus avtuva.
Aythya americcma. Bon. Red-Head Duck.
Aylhya, vallianerta. Bon. Canvas-back Duck.
'<•?«.

sound

tin

long til
ply pressing a sp
shell, the sound
lars for a

be continued.')

by Bim-

i

EEL SPAWN HYBRIDS, ETC.

Now, what cause
body
a stale
of tension.
Sort
are more on the
particularly thosi of the finger. ]l is
ilievibraif those in ti...
tion of the
communicated
to the shell, it propagates and intensifies them as the liollow
body of a violin does the vibration of
r
aeeoustic ner
ions
m-i
of the leg below the knee are said to vibrate in the same way,
and if conducted to the ear produce the same resul:
i

s

and even more than we had any

"all

right to expect

from

it.

¥e are not at all sure that the new comers, the starlings,

even
they succeed in maintaining a foothold in this country,
which is very doubtful, will not be put under the ban like all
if

of our

own most

New
EniToi: Fi
111

the

&

useful native birds."

Haven, Conn., July

i

I

tt,

ISTT.

.

'AND STKEAir:
History Department of Forest and Stream, of June
iud "Jones " each speak of having found Spawn In eels.
u thai the - at
rtfti md
thes inuttsh? I have
n i
.1

i

THE FAUNA OF MICHIGAN.
BY AECHEE.

r

"wilt please uotfi
C.
are noteels at: all, agreeing fl

Willi occasionally

Trumpeter Swan.

Eicb.

r,

on

,

i

.uimlieM.

Specimens are met

St. Clair Flats.

GENTS
..

A-NSER.

Snow Goose.
White-fronted or Laughing Goose.
Bel.
h this be a species, as Eaird supposes,

Pall.

its.

Hart.
.

it is

common.
Canada GooSB.

Bole.

•Bernicla canadensis.

Bonap.

spring.
The ' we; weu:I:er"

from Torch Lake, aud myaelf captured a wounded one near Iowa
25, lsT6.

LM1LT ANATlN.f.
GENOS ANAS.
Jtwxx hoechat.

1m.
acuta.

Mallard.

linn.

Bd. Green-Winged Teal.
gf.ncs orEBGCEDrr.A.
Steph. Blue-Winged Teal.

QBNOS
Spatula dypeata.

Boie.

Sl'ATCLA.

Spoonbill

GENUS

;

Shoveller.

cilACl.EI.AS.Ml.S.

Gray Duck; Gadwall.
GENUS MAKECA.
Steph. BaldpaUi; Widgeon.

ClMuUlturmua itreperus.
nmininivMi.

I.'.

G. Gaiter fin

t»{

Two

Iepoun

Gray.

OKKC3

AIX.

WEEK ENDING

I'OK

summer Duck

;

Wood Duet

;

two

t

1

same number of
what species it is
1!. T. M.

[In rearing dogs, breeders often find that different varieties

and characteristics by bei
kept in close contact with each other, although having no absolute intercourse, and it is possible that the young of the cat
referred to (which was kept in the same house with the raccoon) acquired some of the features of their mother's companion.
Ed.]

will assimilate in features

ground parr.
mottled oi

Jlr.U.A. Wheekir.

New

I'.neiinm,

Thb Taubt/P or Gueat Turtle.— Bad a3 are his habits
(the pickerel), however, he is not the only nor the worst
enemy of the poor, pestered trout. The great turtle, the
taurup or U
iping turtle of more
refined dialects, is a deadlier foe, for he takes the mature
;

not the mere S
ioh satisfy the pickerel.
is a horrible creature, one of the antediluvians,
cruelty in its eye, strength in its muscle, imperviousness in
neither mercy nor gentleness in
bowels. With equal independence it lives on land or in
water; with equal courage it defends itself from man or
beast,
One of forty, fifty or even sixty pounds, to which
when capf often attain, is no mean antagonist
Uired and drawn into the boat, or cornered, it turns, and

ODI

eagl

A.

c

HewYort

City;

•

Arrivals at ttie PBU-AMSTtPHlA Zoolowcal Cakden for Week
ending Tuesiiay, .lui.v ii.-One woodctmck", Antomys numax, prcreaented; one

mm

owl, .<irU

-

..'.•.,

ed; one red-tailed haws,

Very

|

Amntm E. BBOWN,

New York

present-

/. '.••

truly,

AgrjABicu.— Lust of animals and

«en. Hnpt.

fishes reoeti

Aiiuarium for the past week:
Holies

from Bermuda, spotted

I

12 seals, 2 sea
flshe?, 40

blow

fishes.

among Which

large eollecnon of tropical fishes,
..

together wit

'

I

•

Bi

them buy

are angel,

farlooa kinds natives of iho

i,,

B. T.

a

..:.

i

:.

I
.

......

The taurup

il

i'l

W.

'.i

'.e,

|

fish,

ml

8.

presented by Hon. Angnat Belmont,
one fox-colored sparrow {!••.

t

—

>i
is

not

complete unless the walk have been thoroughly cleansed.

If

nil

I

be surface
I

..i

i

Id

be washed

washed.

If tin
ida.

;

BoJv,

,lDKE

bred in the menagerie.
lenagerie;

>..)
.

i

i

the

a,

:

(f.'a/iVu

"ExperFence woi

Pintail.
TIO.N.

liecora.

ol

fawns

Dusky Duck.

Jenyns.

Jiittion carolincnsis.

difflcult

biMs

are undoubtedly terns, but of

Ilutcin

arenUt. Steph. Brant.
Notwithstanding all that has been
said to prove that the brant does not frequent the great lakes aud
rivers, I must, give evidence to the contrary, having seen several
One shot In Samla Bay, two from St. Clair Flats, two

Point, Kan., in the Missouri, April

30, 1S77

If Go
ailing from tbe
union of the cat and the raccoon, It is certainly a most wonderful event,
and the greatest paina should be taken to preservi
alive.
On the whole it is highly improbable that the hybl
the raccoon, but they may possibly result from the union ri
the wild cat (Lyme ru/us). 11 is very rarely that ever two speefes can produce a hybrid, but if the
mj
have given one, co
effect upon Mr. Darwin should he hear of it. We have in the classification of animals
1. Ranotespceies, in which hybrids are never produced.
.,"!-ei«, which produce an unfertile offspring.
".:, specie*, winch
produce with each other a fertile off-

i

.

1

'

AlHUVALSAT CESTKAL 1'AKK MKNAGE1U2

Ltl

i

cyrjNTJc.

Arnericau Swan.

Sharp.

mat lampreys

eg

body.
brought iwui trj '.Hi.

i.

i

Wateftman.

-R.

GKNCS

.'

I

flhotild also

he subjected to a similar treatment,

The

ceiling

—

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
VALUE OF GRASS.

Woodland, Jgaiw mid §iirdm

Fern Bank, June

A

as,

lierc the

w

nook

a

tot rind

lover of tliegraceful

and beautiful

corner for

or spare

01

hardy fernery. Often, if there is do better place,
id between them and the boundcan be had, a shady
of the grounds, will be found the most
n
The main
i-U as best
fitted for 'lie purpose.
that in this tiny vale, a good effect may be produced

bscjub,

i

I

point

is,

of atones and rock work genthought neceasary to the cultivation of ferns,
banks of impossible rock are by no means necessary, on the
thrive so well on such structures, as in

erally

place as
at

is

here mentioned.

home on lowish

banks,

A

more picturesque

i

,

i,

keep the

to

i

chosen, half-1

are indeed perfectly

the soil be suitable,

it

.

needful.

They

effect

soil

and there are
moist when

secured by a few wcll-

i?

i-chosen

iffl

mes that are so frequently used. Indeed, if the choice
the common style of rocky fernery manufactured
and the level ground, it is much better to choose, the

Judicious planting will conceal many defects, anda
few boulders cropping out, with here and there an old treeroot or stump will give the tasteful planter all the variety
latter.

asosnmndas, struthiopleris
gpidiums, will form the back ground, crown the knolls,
or form the prominent plants at the corners, while the more
growers will find their proper location, here shaded by
larger growth,

Those of

needful.

i

one of larger growth, or these more exposed to the li_
In the hardy fernery it is
characteristics require.
to plant ferns alone, as if they only en-

air, as their

There are many of our lovely native
and shade-lovers as -well as
terns, and b\ planting these among them a much more interresult and a much higher beauty are produced than if
- podium
Such noble
ferns alone are planted.

joyed such

a position.

plants that are wood-haunters

.

in the moist free soil

thtm

and triUium. grandiflorum thrive better
and the partial shade suited for fems
Smilaciua raeemosa, Solomon's

open borders.

in

our native

violets, saxifrages,

and anemones,

lily

seal, all

of the

" iHousthe lovely pyrolas, and partridge berry, " the bluets
tonia), orchis speetabile, and many others of the same family,

the beautiful spring beauty (Olaytonia) and in fact any of our
chaste and lovely spring flowers will associate beautifully with

ems and

lend a high degree of interest at

seasons to this

all

miniature garden.
.».^.

.

Jasminoides.— The profuse flowering
handsome foliage and pretty white

RiivxcosPEHMrM

habit of this plant, the
tlowers, render
,

ii

ii-

it,

one of the best of greenhouse climbers,

still

be grmvn in bush form With
Ii
B wire frame to support i!

if

may

few

a

those plants

one of

is

.

be cut, and their ap-

from which

quantities of tlowers

pearance

wonderfully chaste and elegant in any arrangeThey are borne in trusses, are pure

ment

is

of cut flowers.

white, and agreeably perfumed
is easily

is

It

best

lilac.

It

rooted grows freely, flowering

when

propagated, and

immediately.

— something like the

planted out

POISON
27, 1877.

Bdmob Forest and BtBhAm:

are few count!

Small HABDY Fernery. —There

when employed

381

as a

climber, and soon covers a large space, but being subject to

company

5, 1877.

Euitob Forest AND Stbeam
1 was much pleased with the letter in your issue of the 88tii
ult. from J. B. Ames. lie rives a valuable receipt
for poison
ivy we want more of just such articles on woodcraft
from
m.
Now I would ask through your
:

day with a shrewd, practical farmer,
a tenant here on 3Ir. Short's beautiful manor of Fern Bank,
ution turned upon the comparative profit of growtor pastime, and hay, and the cultivation of grain,
corn and other crops requiring more labor in their production.
Old Wyate, the farmer alluded to, mentioned that on one occasion he lost, by the villainous act of an incendie
barn in which he had stored his winter supply of hay. and
that to carry his stock through until spring he was compelled
to purchase hay at S40 per ton
Such a price for hay, in the
fertile and exuberant West, somewhat startled me, and on
my return to the house I consulted some old files of the
Amfrica.il Wanner and the Journal of Agriculture, and there
found that good, prime timothy hay had averaged twenty
In

IVY.

jRBBe* City Heiouts, July

the other

I

have been both a
satisfied that, with the

dollars per ton for the last forty years

!

I

:

colunuis fur a

-..
the poison of acertaii
ceiled the ttlack Alitor.
I have been considerable
of a ranger in the woods in different sections for
thirty -five
years, five of which as a surveyor and trapper, principally
in
the northern wilds of Wisconsin, and have never been
affected
by these
is, or vines:
but 1 have a
i

commonly

boy who

showing himself

East

tor nature

dermis

is

he

to

be.

'ii

eafl

that

of

his

hardly go wiihiu smelling distance of this

Liaer -without coi

Brand

Ql

is

a chip of the old block in his love
But Ids epi-

and "nature's wood-notes wild."
itly
consti ated
from

far

ace the color of

his head

like a

locomotive reflector.

It

drives he poor boy we
and his sufferings are
excruciating.
By the prompt and repeated application of carbolic acid wash the pain is alleviated after
fatty-eight hours—
i.
c, twq nights— of agony.
Is there not 'some antidote
t

I

cotton and a tobacco planter, and I am
present scarcity or lugh price of labor, hay as a staple crop on
known among our sportsmen more potent— that will act more
land yielding two" tons to the acre, is more profitable effectually, that is,
kill the poison sooner?
If there is, in the
than any other cultivation.
timothy sward, properly man- name of humanity and
the pleadings of a sportsman's s'leepless
sacred from the hoofs of grazing animals.
is, held
WlTe, lei us have it.
Mr. Ames says he uses the wash of
mowed before the formation of the seed, and annually topBlock Spotted Alder" as s,i
ivy>
j 3 thftt
the weaker spots, becomes almost perennial, and
imiiaable alder
have reference tol wonder? and is it
wiil last in full productiveness for many years: and with the
on the principle of the homcepathic system, -'Simitia *;,„
aid of the mower, the tedder, the horse-rake and the hoister,
omtnterr Will a decoction
ivy prove benethe cost of hay making is reduced to a minimum.
ficial to the victim of the alder?
Who knows ?
But there are other methods of using grass, which in cerJacokstaff.
tain sections of the country, and more particularly in the
[We trust the above may bring forth some suggestions from
South, will befound more profitable than any species of cultivaThe Southern people our readers. It is unlikely that poison ivy is an autiii
tion, and that is for grazing or pasture.
are beginning to recognize that the revolution which has
Black Alder, as the vice versa rule is seldom applicable in such
swept over them has been agricultural as well as political, and
cases.
The great trouble is, that those who are susceptible to
the more enlightened of them are anxious to adapt themselves
the ill effects of these poisons usually possess other
to the change by selling off a portion of their lands to enable
idiosynthemselves to cultivate the remainder: but for lack of pur- crasies which allow a remedy to act only in
individual cases.
tasers hey are compelled to bear the burden of vast estates,
lotion made with wine of opium and sugar of
lead—onewhich, though unproductive to the owner, are
Under such circumstances, what half ounce of the former and one drachm of the latter to pint
tribute to the tax gatherer.
Wool growing and sulphate of lime of water— often affords speedy relief. Another excellent foris best to be done ?
(plaster) I fancy will solve the problem, for I have faith in mula is an ointment composed of equal
parts, by weight, of
the Spanish proverb that "The foot of the sheep turns the
camphor, gum, spermaceti, salad oil, and white wax-.
third
land to gold :'' and I know that away from the influences of
is made by adding fifteen grains of dry
powdered white lead,
the sea air, plaster of Paris gypsum) liberally applied will
ten grains of powdered willow charcoal, one scruple
cover almost any soil with verdure.
of merThere are millions of acres in a half-exhausted condition, curial chalk, and 3 drachms of solid extract
of conium to an
extending from the Potomac to Georgia, which may be renois;, and a half of lard, making an
ointment. Again, a chlovated and restored to productiveness simply by grazing them
with sheep, and the annual application of a bushel of gypsum roform and borax lotion is effectual.— En.]
., .
There is.no known process of agriculture which
to the acre.
will so cheaply and so thoroughly cleanse a "worn-out sedgy
The Exioetatiox of Beep.—Who first conceived the idea
and briary old field as the teeth of a flock of sheep, and of shipping beef to Europe ? The
business is now large and
there is no top-dressing so cheap and portable, and of such
profitable.
valued correspondent, Edward C. Dawson, of
easy application as gypsum at the rate of a bushel to the acre.
Sheep are browsers, and will eat the young shoots of briars New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, writes to us to say
anil other growths inimical to pasture lands which cattle
"Fourteen years ago when the cattle plague was had in Engwould disdain. When not feeding, sheep will lie upon the land, and when the Great Eastern failed in her scheme for
the
knolls and higher points of the field where the soil is thinnest,
Pans Exhibition, I wrote to her captain, now Sir James
and. unlike cattle, sheep scatter their droppings evenly over Anderson, suggesting carrying cattle from America.
As she
the land, and finally,should a sheep die, his pelt will remunerwas then just going again to try lo lav tee telegraph cable
he
There is truth in the proverb wrote, ' Should she tail the directors will consider your
ate the owner for ins keep.
"
plan
that, "A sheep never dies in debt to his owner."
As she succeeded, my cattle scheme lav dormant twelve
It may be objected that dogs and vagTant negroes will renyears, but still I claim I was the first to ever think such
a proder wool growing in the Southern States au impossibility. ject would ever be carried out.
The Great Eastern is I beXhil
be true, if sheep are turned loose to shift, for themlieve, fitting out for this trade now."
selves, as has been the custom in those States from time imX
memorial: but why should sheep not be looked after as vigilantOim Forests ahd Streams. —J. I. P., writing from Twin
Mr. Bradford, of Culpepper Co., Virly as any other stock ?
Lakes. Conn., remarks " That the streams are very low,
ginia, has been growing merino wool for upward of thirty
and
years: and, what is more, by folding his sheep at night on the
unless something is done to hold back the snows of v.
fields intended for wheat, ha makes the best crops of that
rains ot spring, not only fish but factories will
be played
grain in his county he never loses any of his, either by four
or two leggedrogues, because, unlike old Nat Macon
North out.' Instead of draining our swamps, as we are now doing,
in our greed for dry land— of which we have too
Carolina, "who stated in Congress that he would go out of his
much—let.
way at any time to kill a sheep, Mr. Bradford holds the sheep them be flooded as reservoirs, as in the beaver-darn
days, thus
i
the most valuable of our domesticated animals,
drowning out acres of hardback and swamp grass, and
give us
and takes care of him accordingly. The multitude of curs is once more full
si real
Ssh food as in the early days
certainly the greatest impediment to sheep grazing in the
Ik has begun the good work in Litchfield County
by
South. The poorer a man is (certainly where I have'lived on
UO 'drng Wo id Op :— a swamp t>l hundreds of acres— and is
the Blue Ridge in Virginia), the greater bis retinue of curs
rewaraeapy unlimited pickerel along the Blackberry that
but all these mongrels might be taxed out of existence, if we
grow tat in its placid waters and along whose shores shoals
could send to theLcgislature men who would ca re more for the
shelter in the rich black
commonwealth than for votes. But while vagrant curs are degreat Agawan pond
structive, sheepdogs are also their guardians and protectors,
swamp, winch semis malarious vapors on every wind that
have seen docks of thousands
both frwn man and beast.
blow s, and thus secure what she so much needs, a beautiful
on the Pyrenean Mountains in Spain effectually
lake, an immense water power for all the lower
Housatonle
of
large
gray
depredations
the
wolves
from the
region, and a place where trout may breed, yachts sail,
and
and the bears, which are quite, common in that region: and old " Monument Mountain
" see himself as others
even a man who would approach sine of hese flocks, unaccomin water colors as no mortal can paint him.
panied by the shepherd would be in danger of his fife.
in New Mexico, abounding in coyotes, wolves and other destructive carnitora. large' flocks are thoroughly protected by
A Goose Fight With a Bull.— heavy-throated bull
Ihedogs even when the shepherd is absentia] several days,
near this village, noted for his fierceness, accidentally stepped
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must never be. neglected during the
and loam in equal proportions mixed
rotted
manure
and sand, make a good compost
well
some
with
for it, and, whether planted out or grown in pots, it must

thrip, the hose or syringe

Summer months.

Teat

have good drains

.

,i

.

I
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BOOT

Manure.—To

\

is

as

iueh

strong

pelargoniums,

growing greenhouse

fuchsias,

carnations,

roses,

eiysuntfiemums, azaleas, solanums, and many oil
stimulant.
A handful of
valuable and eai
tied in a bag and stirred in a three gallon can of vs..

a

marvelous

effect

others beside.

It

on

the plants just named,

all

-

:

it

and on many

induces vigorous growth, and adds freshness

It is better to use it
nice to both leaf and flower.
in small quantities and often, rather than charge
with more carbon than the plants can readily assimilate. For
1

u.

:..,

especially

if

grown

in small pots,

mixture with fresh manure from the cow-shed is desirable,
but this mixture should be allowed to settle before using,
otherwise the grassy particles w'ill remain on the surface of

them an unsigbl

i

which

—

Lick on Cattle. blow
cows and young cattle— of

am

healthy roots require.

all

my herd— of

I to rid

lice,

thirty-five

the lice having been introduced

by purchasing stock a year ago this winter? The cattle that
seem to have few or none, but those that
lick -I rub themselves, so that the hair comes off in
a tlui

arc in the best flesh

,

1

This
mostly from

sing

u

'

snimal

;

ei

where he knew them

free

from

lice.

my

neighiws, ai I among
da
ptiqji
bor's cattle, 1 And lice the rule rather than the
ling oil meal through the winter have a tendency to
rid them of lice, or is warm weather the best time to make an
outward application? B. [Washing in tobacco water or arater two or three times will destroy the pa
tiimal all over,' wherever the hair
Any oil will
fcro;
the lice.
is usually used.
An animal
liei
The Oil kills the BggB as
if exposed to cold winds.

Wesd aandCai

i

i

well as the

i

.

We

t

A

p

i

'

ear sheep in the

South should have

rs.s ur-, e SO the Mexican method
if they cannot procure the
intry, geta young puppy of any
shepherd dog
powerful ana courageous breed, and before be is nine days
old give him a ewo for a wet, nurse. By confining her the
pressure upon the udder will soon compel her to adopt the
pair will soon become attached to each
•r and the
other.
The dog should grow up with the sheep and know no
Feed him well every night at
other kindred* or associates.
sill he sure
the place where you wish the sheep
to bring them there. This training has made the Mexican shepherd dog what be is, audi don't see why it should not succeed
F. G, S.
with any other breed.
We are glad that Col. Skinner has taken up this subject of
at
the
south.
Luder
a
well
wool growing
conducted combi:

on one of a brood of goslings recently which a stately gander
was holding watch ami guard over with great solicitude.
Straightway the gander attacked the bull, and seizing him by
the tail with his beak, his wings lashed the animal's flanks
with the greatest fury.

In vain the bull wheeled about to
reach his antagonist
the gander wheeled with him all
the
while retaining his hold upon the bull's tail, and sh ly
blows with his powerful wings with telling effect up.
:

bull's legs, until

he

fairly roarei

id

terror,

it

the gander, apparently thinking
v had
punishment, let go his hold, and the bull took to his
heals with the liveliest, speed, only stopping when he
reached
the farther corner of the field.— Middlitown (X. Y.) Argus.
lust

i

t

Bufflctenl

|

nation of capitalists, the mountains of the Blue Ridge might

be made far more remunerative
distillation of whisky, which

to the
is

inhabitants than

almost

the sole

wood

cutter near

industry

man were

li

'i

;

01

tin'.'

with parts of the legs and

on of hishead.
•

....

i

'

;

his boots

—-m—

Ttu; Vjmli.h Chocolates of Walter Buker a Co., Boston, are coas,
p i. tiavo been a eeJim
world, ami

Frederickton Junction, Canada',
the only traces foun<

recently devoured by a bear

unfortunate

Ed.]

there.

Mb!

—A
was

I

illicit

»0tl1

Louden,

I

Paris,, Yieuiia, etc.

upmjietitora in thu
Sold by posers evwywlwro,—

OAiiimrouEi-onT. Mas?., ju
Please stop uiv advertisement uuttl 1 eau get a Junk man to carry off
some -j! the letters I have received in answer to it, will have It pat
iu again if 1 do mil dispose of tbe gun to some as ttieai; bar
most of
thorn

want a euu

lor u cent.

Yours

truly,

W/ia, s,a.

A

\ht Hqnn-ql

OF

PROPHYLAXIS

HYDROPHOBIA.

IN

this

connection are the general

they

The comparative danger

number of dogs.

to be

any remission of the same

dogs, without regard to sex, and

m

are absolutely necesshould be strictly limited to such dogs
sary for the performance of certain kind of work.
The aggregate number of dogs is very large, In Central

Europe there

human

is

found on the average one dog for every sixThe total number of dogs in nil Europe
Dclafoade estimated the
at between three and four

beings.

amounts to about twelve, millions.
number of dogs in France in 1840

In Bavaria, according to recent computations, there

millions.

are 300,000 dogs to four

and eight-tenths

millions of

human

is shown hy
#
male constitutes- 86 per cent, of the
number of dogs, there are found ou the average but 10

The

heings.

disproportion between the sixes

the fail that while the

per cent, females.

It

may

of thetaxaliou of dogs, of

be stated, furthermore, in favor

which about 80 per

cent, are

kept

as a matter of luxury, that these animals, from the. very fact
form the vehicles for the communication of various
si.
for the propagation of
and alst
us influence upon the breedi parasites, exercise a delete
.

cattle.

If

registration of
's]
State s ould also provide for a
Hvei
dog should he supplied vith some distinguishunrestrained roaming al out of dogs should be
je should be p irsiied by the police
kundebrdn/wiff).
ases of hydrophobia occur, directions should be
W'l
considerable length
._ id for all dogs to be muzzled for
of lime
they Should either he- led by means of a cord, or
The failure to notify the authorities
else fcept penned up.
of tin- existence of a caseof hydrophobia, should be made a
The regulations just mentioned oughl
punishable offense.
always to be made applicable to as large a district as pos-

T

<

alldu
ing n
preve
and d

:,

.

»,

i

-,

Rabid dogs should be destroyed, and likewise

flogs that

by them, although nohuman being may have
human beings have been bitten by rabid or
suspected dogs, they should lie destroyed, as soon as the existence, of rabies in "them has been determined.
Dogs suspected of being rabid, and also the dogs bitten by
them, should be carefully confined at the owner's expense,
nsideration of the long period of incubation, they
a
The oridnary
should be kept secured for at least six months.
t.erm of confinement, from sis weeks to three months, is man.

oitteu

,

.

.

i

-

i

:

been

i

i

bitten.

If

i

I

ifestly

short.

to.-,

"The obligatory muzzling of dogs at times when hydrophobia prevails as an epizootic, has always, in all localities, been
er hand, it is preOn l_n
attended bv favorable results.
rthe theory of the
tended by some, especially those who
wearing of muzspontaneous origin of hydrophobia, tha
an assertion which
..ji'S the development of the dise
so completely reis unsupported by proof, and which
node of origin of
fined by what is known respecting fch
*
In Berlin, dogs were
rabies, and by various observations
wear muzzles, during
required, for a period of nine years,
It is, moreeurred.
which time no instanceof hydrophot
over, fallaciously urged by the opponents of the muzzle, that,
numbers perfectly
in localities where dons roam about, in large
t

,.

Ohio Fiver,

to

,

,

.

.

'.

1

,

development of
to the enforcement
bia, tonus a poweriul obstacle
..uiai-y measures of this sort, and furnishes here, as in

The

,

,

'.
,

bj

lOthesis

-

I

i

IS

to endother epizootics, a convenient, loop-hole, which leads

The

may

be so inclined.

pi..

But. the Object of this writing

of the pair of grand setters

saw there— Belton,

1

to

is

sired

Hock, out of Lily White, who, by the way,
kennel mate.

to her splendid

Believing

is

m

now

i

.

The

only efficient means of eradicating the disease, in the

these
beings and dogs.
dogs to preventive
All attempt? as yet made to subject
by meaiis'of internal remedies, have proved inetfec,

,

i

i

whelp

knows what

a tine and thoroughly good dog ought to he. since
he not only owns but ran the great dog Banger in the late
field trials in England, and knowing that one of the get of
be shipped back to him in England. (Heremarked to several gentlemen of my acquaintance that Magnet
was the best bitch of her age he ever owned),
was most

this pair is to

I

lo see her action in the field.
Mellon I know all
about, having seen bis magnificent carriage, style ami great
speed, exhibited on the prairies m the hollis'l and I. ..-est
days in August, and I believe to-day In- has no superior either
in bl
or as a StOCk-getter, or in the field, s,, far as America
is concerned.
With such a sire and dam, the get of this pair
ought to he as good as breeding anil training can make (hem.
Of course there was nothing to hunt, but Mr. 1!. kindlv look
them to a largo pasture field and cast them off. It was a
splendid sight and aggravating, too, for just as we entered
the field two fine cock miails Hushed within fifty yards an
disappeared in a rye field, where we could not go.
Still we
saw style enough for one day
heads in the air, right and left
We were all dethey worked to the motion of the hand.
lighted, and when we saw Magnet charge at the raising of
the hand, a hundred yards or more away.
felt, sure that if
Mr. Maedniia's opinion of her great powers of scenl and wonderful staying qualities carry out (and 1 believe they will), I
faying that the litter now promised will make their
am sale
mark whcivv'er they go. It is a great pleasure to know thai
Western Pennsylvania sportsmen have the enterprise and ambition to own "as line dogs as can be had for money; and,
further, il is a gratification to know that these superb dogs
are owned by experienced gentlemen sportsmen, who will
develope the best tield work they are capable of under their
own guns. I predict for Magnet an illustrious career in
America. Belton has long since established himself by his excellent lick) qualities to the admiration*)!' many whose privilege it has been to shoot over him. one of whom is your humSouth Foci;.
ble servant,

anxious

1

nials.

,

;

[l

:,_

is

I

bo

to

iimpb,

ii

dogs are worth money, and are very much thought o
owners, who resolve to see them protected.
It is to be hoped that this matter will be carried to the highest courts, not only for the pecuniary punishment of the offender, but that a legal precedence may be established from

which

Ihere can be

no appeal.

Dog

You make men-

'i'HB
F.\rniFr,i,.
Ttrtvcti CiU/,J\4y 5.—
tion in the last copyof your valuable paper of that

dog

Wash-

in

ington who, in his protection of a helpless man hit .Tpoliceman
whom the dog thought, and perhaps with reason, was interfering with no gOOd purpose.
It seems the idiots shot the dog
afterward tor fear the --cop" miglii die with hydrophobia, it
fairly makes my blood boil when I think of such an outrage.
To slaughter that kind, intelligent animal (I'll wager he had
mere brains than the fools liiat made away with him) for
fear the bile might prove serious to the officer.
Pshaw
Would the killing of the noble creature make any difference
with the after effect of the dentals in the man's system.
To conic nearer home: On the dock here, an Irishman, last
week, prowling around at an Unseasonable hour, was bitten
(unfortunately hut slightly) by the Company's watch-dog,
and now nothing will persuade the son of Erin that he is not
hooked for convulsions and a hydrophobic taking oil' unless
he dog is killed that the end or the dog by violent means will
prevent any tragic result to him. Is there anything more
ridiculous? As the company are not idiots, JHora lives, and
will siaud guard for a while Longer, and prove a source of inconvenience to thehorde of nigh'l prowlers that infest OUT city
throughout its length and breadth.
Jaooust.u-t.
I

1

Dou

I'ojso.NTEits.

;

I

m

—*».— —

.

—

.

DesiercrioN ok DofiS. — On Thursday

.July 5, nearly

las!,

one thousand dogs were drowned in the East River, at the
pound, foot of Sixteenth street, >f all the number captured but
i

deemed worthy of preservation.
The expressions of emotion depicted upon the countenances
of the numerous canines as they were thrown into the iron cage,

thirty were

or as that vehicle of execution rolled b.v the kennel, were
ful in the extreme, especially
distress,

human

when accompanied by moans

No

sound.

like iu

piti-

who

one

of

witnessed the

scene would again declare that our canines are devoid of intelligence or reason.

A m citation

in

Animals.— The Live Stock and Veterinary

We

fractured or diseased limbs, may
ing purposes by amputations.

much

less

lhan in the

human

not.

The

subject,

be preserved for breedrisks

to

he

A

—

Pi.noKY

^.«
— —
Dog.— The Georgetown Count

the statement, that a bulldog fought an
il..

I.

:i

iii

is

responsible for

alligator

was

of an airair which

Baden, Germany, a short time since.
offenborg, and a member of the hunting club
some reason expelled from the club, lie
swore he would have revenge, which was carried out iu a most cowardly manner by poisoning a number of dogs belonging to the members
ot the club. His threats bad previously aroused suspicion, und accordingly he was arrested and brought to trial, where the evidencetried at

A Scotchman living near
of that district,

was

for

though circumstantial— was so strong that he confessed having committed the crime, expecting, of course, that as he was a man of means
his punishment would be merely a line. luthis he was sadly mistaken,
(or the Judge (a very Daniel) sontenced the accused to paj the full
value oi the dogs, ranging from two lo seven hundred dollars each, as
indemnity to the owner, and iu addition, as penalty for the crime committed, that he be eonllned for one year In the penitentiary, [sin'

cerely wish that the above case might, be viewed as a precedes! bj a.
judgeB before whom dog poisoners may lie tried, and that the clogging
iiaiiiiu-!,-- nf justice, who look upon a $10 horse as property, hut not
recognizing a $5u0 (log; may be brought to a realizing sense ol their
incapacity, and endeavor, in an humble manner, to follow the bright
examples set, by the bench in the case mentioned in Forest and
STagAM, uud also that of Baden.
1

-

..

^

__

—

Death Of Ji i.e. Mr. Chas. A. Miles, of Brooklyn, has
been unfortunate with his dogs, losing Fred, aged t? mo.s.,
K.

since.

On

Friday, June 28, Jule, 7 years old, died in accouchment.

Of

of Jnte

(out.

by

J.

Milner's Jack) threa

pups by Robinson's Duke hut two are

rive

weeks

living, being

under

earn of a foster mother.

laic's performances iu the field are too well known to need
eomineut, she was also winner of second prize in native Irish
the X.
Y. Bench Show. 1677. She was the
only bitch ever raised from Rodman's Emma, by Rodman's
Dash.
years she gave birth to forty. one puppies, all
L
if which
now living being noted dogs.
;

sstter class at

taken are

and dogs, particularly,

recover from the shock of such operations with surprising
facility.

—Von G., of West Meriden, Conn., writes

The account published on pagcS22, of Forest anii Stkkaji, ot a dog
poisoner being brought to court and lined lor Ins crime, remind* we

o

journals are discussing the propriety of capital operations upon
see no reason why valuable stock who have
animals.

upward

of

length, in the water of Sampit River, killing and

bringing his opponent to land.

— •—

—

Humiliation. A dog in Meriden, Conn., -was so disgusted
with his muzzle that he pawed it off and then buried it in the.
ground.

—

Boston is developing some extraordinary examples of
canine sagacity. The Traveller tells a story which is strictly
true:
A mastiff in that city, unmuzzled bj his master, resolved to comply with the law ou bis own account.
le knew
that to preserve his life he must have a muzzle.
Early one
morning he stole twenty newspapers from doorsteps, stood On
r
en mi and sold them, went with Hit money to a store where
muzzles were sold, made a clerk understand that he wished to
buy one, and lie fore noon went home muzzled according to
I

i

NashmiUfi Rural Run will devote
"Dog, Gun and Game." In the issue

Dogs as Pbopbbty.— The
column henceforth

a.

of .lime 14th

wo

to

law.

find the following:

PiCUJA, Ohio, May.';, 1877.

Several months ago
count of :1 ftrialoi
killing of the fa
I

wo

1

•-•
\

the r',;mgo FieM a full ac'- tnger- ioi the malicious

>>

istfa

Kent is out
pent.
DgugaU's (Richmond, fad.) Flora, by E. F. Stodard's
Mr. Eastbnm
Dayton, O.J celebrated impoited dog Marr.
obtained a judgment, for slop through the Common Pleas
rencraUy imdcrCourt, Judge Meeker presiding, and
But to
-i
ia1 the time that the matter was finally settled.
he suit, up to the
tin- surprise of many Mr. Swinger carried
he argudistrict court, and the testimony was gone over and
toon
the 7th inst.
ment of the attorneys was patiently listened
by Judges Barlow, JSUott and Binges, and as might have been
,),.
icd the judgment of the Lower Court was co
to
near
ill
now Boot up
£5QQ, and he
Mr Swinger's! xpense
now threatens to 'take it to the Supreme Court. AH right;
the matter might as well he definitely settled by flaslhain and
Qoi Ion

tier d

-

ig

i

—

Villain' v.
At the late dog convention iu Syracuse it will
be remembered that Snipe, owned by it. M. Linslev, of Scranton, Fa., took the oral prize in pointer class.
Sunday night,
.Inly I. seine evil disposed pi rsem poisoned Snipe, by giving him
" doctored meat." Sportsmen will regret the death of this
really fine animal, and it is to be hoped the. miscreant, will be
brought to book.

—J. H.

Cauiil', of

Windsor, Out., has

lost his

Maud,

(Jar-

I

I

As
as by any one cIsb.
this subject, "Air. "East.ham said:
lo prosecute this suit with, far I

Swinger

said in my former letter on
"1 have jus: $1,000 laid by
am anxious to kno
I

Ohio have any right oi
they have been returned to the assessor for tao
has gone we think they have, and

lowitz whelps.

Name Claimed.— I
ter

pup, whelped

Iiowiluey's Major.

far as this trial

..,.!,

added

is

claim

Joii.-r

I

am

inIf

Hi.

name " Brandy"

out

of

for
Belleck's Nellie

Full pedigree in Hon

be name of

S,

Kelso,

Ji;.,

"Fed Rufus"

for

mv

set-

II,by

usdGuh of March
SUmjord. July :J.

my Fed

Gor-

Irish

30, color, deep red; no wj
of Geo. B. Poyneer's red Irish Cordon Fan, by Arnold Burgos' red Irish setter Kufus. J. ~F. GoNODOH, iL :Greyor,Iomi.

Cubtob, Iowa, July 2, iwr.
name of Red Kit for mv Irish clurdon lm.ch, out of Geo
ed Inch "Oor.Ojii fi-to-v Ian she out of imported blaelc-

claim the

:

Hie, by imported red Irish Gordon
Barges' champion red Irian Better Rains.
i

i

i

iliir: sire,

Arnold

(IEO. AT. Vajv \,..

V.uirs, eta.

._*»*_

i

dr.
tn

Swinger has wealth, and it is a good thing he
expenit, for live hundred dollar dogs are

stand

sive;

The

I

1877.-

claim the

March

don pup, whelped April

I

1

of the same opinion.
to
.-;
satisfied, another trial before the Supreme Court.
confirmation of judgment, another hundred or Lwo
to the bill, and he will be a convert to our side, of the

think that Mr. Swinger

'if>.

af-

the sportsmen of
ter

,

of pd
Finally the circulation among dog owners
important symptoni.alhai eoneeraing the. nature and most,
deeira
toms of hydrophobia, as it occurs in dogs, fe exttemely
...
01 tn as
ble, and at the same time
...
which
ideas
erroneous
numerous
the
,,f correcting
as it exists in man and in am.lent, with regard to this disease,

who cole
a moment

rous to suppose for
that a dog, in which may be invested a thousand dollars in clean cash, is not property.
If
ihey are not property, then what constitutes property? If a
man is not lo be protected by the law in this, then why protect, him in his race-horse, his line sheep, or his call

.,

step is also importe'riminatciv in the infected localities; this
mt for the reason that the prevalence of tile malady among
animals forms a continuous source of danger to human

i

I

very fool

i.'

.i

Il

by

Macdona well

.Mr.

whether dog
propert; und lial be >• m
ed therein, or -whether they are simply nothing, and
.'

Syke's Dash, out of Daisy, and bred by Mr. Thus. Blatter, ol'
Manchester, England, and Macdomr's Magnet, sired by English

in " of

,

i

spend an hour or two looking over

,

the front teeth has been recommended by someasa
prophylactic measure against the malady, and it has cveu been
suggested that small, flattened metallic, caps be fastened by a
screw to the corner teeth, for the purpose of rendering the
bite innocuous."
The excessive prevalence of hydrophobia in many years is
mainly attributed to the absence of any sanitary organization
til!
charged with the supervision of veterinary uiatten
wmifof statutory or police regulations, or t
administration, simple points regarding whic
By appropriate and energetic sam
Hies are of one opinion.
numtary measures, the hydrophobia ol dogs, like the gri ater
withm
berof infectious animal diseases, may be easily conhucd
at the very
ba small area, even if the malady

I

of the country air,

snill'

drive of about nine miles over the hills that skirt the

:>

unrestrained and subject to no inspection, hydrophobia is an
unkuown evil. How unfounded tins notion is may he perceived from the fact that, m Constantinople, Egypt, Algeria.
Cochin China, Greenland, etc., etc hydrophobia does occur.
of curiosity, that the bluntIt, may be mentioned, as a matter

25; desiring a little rest

known fellow-sportsmen

somely situated on a bluff overhanging the river, contains
about ten acres, everything about being in good order, and
scrupulously neat, and clean.
The kennels arc neatly whitewashed, and so situated that
the dogs can enjoy the cool retreat of deep shade at auyr time
tell

apprehended from hydrophobia diminishes as the total number of dogs becomes reduced, and the moat effective method
of reducing the number of dogs consists in laying the highest
This tax should be the same for all
possible tax upon them.

well

the kennel of setters in charge of Mr. B.

and we will endeavor to indicate what
drophobia
sanitary regulations me best adapted to contine the spread of
this malady within the narrowest possible limits.
The first important point to be insisted upon is, the reducin animals,

profession ami a

j

for a

prophylactic measures to be enforced by the State against hy-

tion of the

my

company with two

started in

beautiful

view of the unfavorable prognosis in hydrophobia, aba
the complete inefficiency of all the therapeutic agents
•when the disease is once established, it naturally follows that
in all rational efforts to control the malady prophylactic measures must always prove our chief weapons of offense,

Of chief importance in

Keskei,.— On June

I'tTTsniiTiOfT

From the cares of
I

total

!

FOREST AND " STREAM.

382

teen

—

_

.

above, from the

Chicago Field,

is

a

test

case as to

fW-iCA, July

by

my last

4,

1877,

paper that you have made an error la re-.
81, as I received a V". H. C\, and not, an II. c.
white badge. As he ia for sale, by making correction, you will oblige
an old subscriber. Very truly,
C, K, WSKD,
1 see

pointer dog Frank, Class

; ;;

.

•

FOREST AND STREAM.
Field TbiAxs.—It is conceded" tjy all that this
first newspaper in the United States to call tiie

gS

"I

the promoters will

fear that

journal was the

dearly for the imitation,

attention of the sportsmen of this country to the splendid and

with the great good

dog

--port of

,

The

"Honor

to

honor is due," is all very proper as far as it goes. We
do not wish for a moment to take' away from that clever sportsman, Capt. Lightburne, ol Memphis, any of bis hard-earned
honors, in carrying out in a practical manner the. instructions

mould follow
m

ace

11

whom

down by

laid

M

given

i

journal as regards field

this

and

trials,

Lightburne did not propose

Pardon

field trials in

us, hut

starting an association,

5

may

The

of

Capt,

may

Wednesday's judging are as follows

skill

Toronto; highly commended, John Bo we, Jos Brent, Toronto,
very highly commended, Stephen Howard, Toronto; Bertram Spencer, Gueiph: James Kennedy, Toronto.
Irish Wetter Puppies—1st. D C Plumb, Toronto; highly commended, E Langdon Willis, Gait Stephen Howard, Toronto.
Judges—Christopher Kobinson, (J C Edward O Jones, Clarkson Jones. Charles Lincoln.
Gordon Setters— 1st, J D Thompson, Toronto; 2d, Clarkson

willingly sent him.

Jones, Toronto.

an error to suppose that Mr. Horsfall " revised and
remodeled" the English rules, as they were altered in this office
and the State Sportsman's Association and other private
;

matches

to say

Mr. Horsfall

to

masterly activity,
to

sound use

a

the

in

10

do with

torial in direct

rules.

It

field.

is

work was

put

again a mistake to state tbat

FiihU

the then Chicago

—

he published editorial after ediwhich editorials
from Capt. Lightburne and other gentle-

men, staling that they did not indorse the editor's views.
It was in October, 1873, that we first published an account
of

a

dog

field

Since that time column after column of

trial.

devoted

this journal has been

and giving

sport,

this

all

and bringing about

to agitating

we

information

readers, so as to demonstrate,

if

possessed to our

possible, the fact

which

the

is

better, pointers or setters of a club. State or United Stati
At that time we did not. spare labor, trouble or expense in carrying out: this interesting sport but, in order to familiarize the
;

public with these novel narrations, we lithographed and photographed 1,000 pairs of the champion pointer Belle also

—

— which

and papers
were cased and sent free to every newspaper in the United
States and Canada having a circulation of over 5,000 copies.
For all of the above facts see the records in FoBBffr and

printed the points, laws,

etc.

portraits

Vol. 1, pages 100, 396, 313, SIT, 'M 860,377,392,
Vol.11, 0, 20,41, 43,53,71, 134,130, 15-1, 197,

Stream:
39-1,410,
214. 233.

We

here repeat thai

John M. Taylor

Pointers— 1st, George Hare. Toronto 2d, James Chandler, Toronto highly oommended, J McCowey, Toronto.
Pointer puppies — 1st,
C Beddome, Toronto; highly oommended, YV C lioss, Toronto.
Judgen— Stephen Howard. Christopher Bobinson, Q C, Edward
:

it

W

evidence tendc
threw up pigeons

;

Tuesday morning the judging and awarding

of prizes

was

DUE."

IS

;

—

and

Charles Lincoln.

Cocker Spaniels— 1st, Adolina Patti, E K Cilliman, Detroit; 2d.
L H Kobertson, Toronto highly commended, Jeff. J BichTwopenny,
A Phippa, Toronto Cob, A
Smith, Toronto. Mr Laltimer, of Toronto, entered Jtover, a
beautiful cockor spaniel, in the wrong class, the mistake being discovered too late to be rectified.
Field Spaniel— (Clumbers, Sussex, ete)— 1st, Duke, B dc JIanin,
ltose,

;

mond, Qnoeu's Hotel

W

W

{

Dear Forest— While

acknowledge, and Hie world accepts, your

I

1

nceol
you say.' tarongl ittiein
see Field Trials. In your notice
''tin-;
.U- Tm'.
T.
J"'
Cain. .Hi". M. Taylor. ii>
neWo Field Trials were initialed. In In- issi-rion y,« are ^-t-jiiv
"

1

•

'

l

,_li

"

:

-

01his indomitable nu 1. ini.eneli >liiiw and Held trials, and through
Bforsfal
fn- D
gablB energy, and the assistance of one or two
Best
rtne
ttrou
carried
and
initiated
aii'U.W. Alley, he.
the t.rsi a eld trial of
bench show ol dogs ever held ill Tennessee, and
organized hody. "The 1 enneBSi e
dog ever held iii America under an
Association" ami even t.ins association Hire frame.l

YVoaton.

1

H

:

:ed

-

Same judges.
Fox L'en iers

2d, Major,

:

commended— Biugwood, A

highly

Gait;

edith,

J S Mer-

Purse, Toronto.

M

-1st, Vic. Jas

Forsyth, Kingston ; 2d, Tip, Gamvery highly oommended— Sting. John Halhble Geddea, Toronto
Beauty, YV ft Mi figays, Kingston; Vic, John Margan, Torouto
shall. Markham
no name, Capt. Grant, Government House, Tor:

;

;

W B Butler, Toronto

Greyhounae— 1st, Clumo,

MJ

ilisH

2d, Jeff Davis.
highly commended— Little Nell,
;

H

Me.N'ahh, Toronto:

Phantom, E C Kerr, Hamilton. Judges same.
Piper, Toronto
Scotch Deerhouiids let, Lyall, B P Palmer, Consolidated Bank,
Torouto. Judges same.
;

—

NOX-Sr-OROINC, CLASSES.

Mastiffs— 1st, Lion, J Timms, Toronto.
St. Bernards— 1st. Major GE Cooper, Toronto.
Newfoundland— 1st, Lion, John W West, Toronto; 2d, Fannv,
Cool Burgess, Toronto.
Dalmatian, or Coach Dogs 1st, Spot, J A Donaldson, Toronto
2d, Major
P Hubbard, Toronto highly commended, Gipsy,
P Hubbard.
pherd Dogs— 1st, Driver, C G Harston. Davisville
2d, equal, Gipsy. John MiUroy, Bi an U'ord
highly commended,
Boso, 1'McGaw. (Queen's Hotel, Toronto; Jell', W *C Brown, Torrnto; Lad, .TMcXeiu, Toronto; Masco. W A Baldwin, Masquotch.
Bull Dogs— 1st, no name,
Kerr, Toronto 2d, Bull, A McLean Howard, Toronto highly commended, Nellie, James Beer,
Toronto.
Bull Terriers— (large size)— 1st, Jack, John Collins, Toronto
2d. Ben. James Bromley, Toronto.
Boll Terriers— (small size)—let, Matt, J S Meredith, Gait; 2d,
Billy, George Mull, Toronto; highly commended in both elasseH,
J LoveniiL. i. r,.,:i - .,'.-.
,_.-.,,
no name,
Mitchell, Toronto; Julia, T J Harris, Government
Soda, J
House; Boney. W Keid, Toronto.
Pugs- 1st, "Puuch, Miss Maedonald, Government House, To-

—

;

W

;

;

W

;

;

•

W

J

,

,i

,

1

.

:

1

1_

.

1

,

,

.

I

i

M

Black and Tan Terriers— 1st, no name, John Boyle. Toronto
Fred Gaudin, Torouto highly commended, Lady, John

2J. Daisy,

;

Skye Terriers— lsr, howdy,

Jtias

C L Wilkes, Crooltstone Park,
highly comnended, Donald,

Gait; 2d, Gyp, Alex Deans, Toronto

;

John Conroy, Toronto.
Scotch

Terriers— 1st,

Jerry,

A

Booth, Toronto
2d, no
Nellie, Miss Polly
Snap, A P Milne, B N A, Toronto
Newhall, Toronto
Tidy.
J G Evans, Toronto; Pip, J J Evans, Toronto; Jadpio, Charles
Borland, Toronto.

lie

hi

It

:

name, YV Kerr, Toronto; highly commended,
;

Mr. Sin

.11,.,.

a.ny

M. Taylor.

same

Pomeranian, or Spitz
2d, Dufferiu,

111

tin-

H

Piper,

ri

-1

'

Spence, Toronto.

Judges in above Classes— Messrs Stephen Heward,
and diaries Lincoln (Detroit).

:

Tokomto Doo and Brno Snow,— We

arc in possession

ol

notes of this exhibition, but the late hour of their arthan a mere synopsis. The open-

rival precludes giving other

decided success, though the second day

Log on July -lib was a
was the best. The Secretary of the Association says:
"Uui success has been beyond all our expectations, and I
was mainly due to the
have no hesitation in saying that:

D C Plumb

—

of

are

and from
compare
what Mr. Lincoln tells us will more lhau favorably
Itu
purpose
same
in
lor
the
p
with most buildings used
hibition

1!

man

building was perfect in every

particular,

;i

in

1

order of creaC

ia-

to ask

what

IS

1,

,

needlessmut

1

1

:;-.--

this

,,f

illation or,

the net.
All needs are comparative
not necessary for the subsistence
oi

ot

The

flesh of animals is
man, at least in Ibis country,

and by some people it is not so
Yet it would not be denied thai the killing of oxen for
food is lawful. Fish are not necessary to anv one, nor
are
various wild animals which arc killed and sold in market yet
their capt urc and killing are regulated by law.
The words
"needlessly" and "unnecessarily" must have a reasonable, not
an absolute and literal meaning attached to them. As it;
would not be claimed flint the angler, who catches' fish for
pastime, and neither sells nor cats tiiem win
caught is with
in the prohibition of the law. so the marksman who,
'as an exercise of skill, or as a diversion to himself or to others, shoots
ui is, either from a trap or as they fly wild in the woods,
does not violate the essential obje, \« of the act.
When tho
prevention ol cruelly and suffering is concerned, there isplainly a difference between instantaneous and lingering death.
Ihe formers generally, it nol always, painless. Yefin favor
ot those sports which are considered healthful recreations
and
ending to promote strength, bodily agility and
txercises
tourage, the pain which comes Kith a lingering death "in
the
owcr animals is often disregarded in the customs and laws of
humane and highly civilized peoples. In England an act of
Parliament has been passed to restrict vivisection, a practice
which has high scientific ends. Ycl fox hunting which is a
.eruel pastime, would no doubt be upheld by the common
law
JJ is certainly the policy of every government to encourage
those recreations which serve as manly exercises, and
yet
do not necessarily or generally lead to protracted pain
in the lower animals.
The efficiency of the services which
the citizen is called upon to render to the State in exigencies
may largely depend on the qualities acquired in manly sports
and from some of the most, attractive of these a certain
amount of injury to dumb animals seems inseparable
Jn the present case-there was no inundation, or anvthin"approaching to if. The birds were killed in a more humane
way than by wringing their necks, which is an ordinary
method of destroying lite
pigeons, when they are killed
merely with a view to then being eaten. Though we think
that the first section of the act cannot properly" receive
the
construction placed upon it by the appellant, by which
its operation would be confined tg beasts of burden and suimals
ejimlcm gentry we are of opinion that, in the present
case,
-

.1

i

m

there was no violation of the act, and that the appellant's
instruction to the effect that the evidence was insufficient
to sustain the charge should have been given.
Accordingly, the
judgment will be reversed and the complaint dismissed
All
the Judges concur."

The

.

law precedent which

above, furnishes a

is

undoubtedly

L

^^^^.

For Fared and Stream

arid

Bod and Gun

GUN IMPLEMENTS.

THP

invention of

diictio,, of
varied devices,

breech-loader

lite

was not only

the intro-

new gun mechanism

of the most beautiful and
implements as various and beautiful
Probably no one pattern of action or grip for the g,m
itselt would obtain general use, lltongh demonstrably
the best
Men like variety.- things different from til
Of all.
bom iXo one form ,-! action has lis excellence with
pensative lo-s, -, M
-,,,11 prefer one or the
oil,,-,
ilpeculiar excellence or the compensation weighs with
them
quickness and automatic quality
while the grip action claims more entire solidity and
durabil_

also

Inn,

of

i

-.

,

1

:

Small,

dome,

Al.

P. Pedes,

,1.
Man glum, Jr., W. C. BedDr. Valentine, .1.11. .Marsh, J Si
Cosn, D. Walker, T. Met Jaw- \Y c.

Alderman Piper,

A Thomas,
W.

H. 3,
Beddome, Secretary
Bapcrlnlendeat.

;

SPLIT

-

11.

Piper, Treasurer; Charles Lincoln,

BAMBOO

RODS.

I

I

-

'-

QStEOY, BlSSETT

&

I

ity
Jn-i. nsoueor the other of these are
made ihe ruling
quality, will be the choice of action.
The entire displacement of the muzzle-loader by

the breech

loader was shown by the Knglisli guns of all actions displaced
at the Centennial.
All the exquisite finish and costly
median
ism that has characterized their guns for a century
have been
boldly transferred to the breech-loader, as if no risk
were

To our customers and the public :—In reply to the damaging
reports winch have been circulated respecting the qualify of
our split bamboo roils, by "dealers" u ho are unable
irrjpete
with us at, our reduced prices, we have issued a. circular which
\
i-d! in
pleased to mail to any address, proving flic falsity
of their R6S
'

is

meaning

,

officers were
Cornrnittee, Haver Morlerinan Bail, Alderman Close, Alderman Dill, Alder-

il

Mr. Cbas. Lincoln, lb: has labored
must assiduously from the day he arrived in our city, and we
our grat.il tide to him. Our Exexpress
quite unable to
assistance-

ml, as

,

witlur. the

satisfactory lo the devotees of trap shooting.

Greyhounds -1st, Beauty, H C Gibbs, Oshawa.
Mexicans -1st, Jack, J D Irwin, Toronto.
Cross between Russian Terrier and Mastiff— No name, James

1

valuable

how low

to inquire

Hayes, Toronto
highly commended, Flos
J

Toronto;

The Association

full

;

B

2d, Francis

D

Italian

error by claiming that the Tennessee lie
The lirsl trial a
Is stale live years ago.
d the prize lor best seller or pointer wKnight. Tour subscriber, had a good or

ill

A Vn

very

Bruno,

WH

ma

The Rural Sun commits

Wood, Toronto;

Dogs— 1st,

Poddl - -1st, no name, John Bailey, Toronto; 2d, Byron, J
Covle, Toronto; highly commended, John Bailey, Toronto, three
specimens; Topsy, Mrs R Wilson, Toronto.
Japanese Poodles (Special Prizes)—
Bowland, Toronto.

011

hearty support

;

Goodlellow, Toro.do.

li

time, givi

and what wa
Capt. Taylor very prompt

was going

E A

Wilkie, Toronto.

by Cap

Capt. bit

English rules, and wrote
also, at the

1

;

Toy Terriers— 1st, Josie

vised ar

other person, ao
remodeled the English rem

man

The
Abbey Race Track a man

a

at

used.

Judges— Same as last.
Fox Hounds— 1st, Jewol, A Purse, Toronto

''

state Sportsman

e

tl

,i

I

time, and that the defendant, in
iresence of a number ot persons, shot the pigeons in the
air with a gun to show h.s skill
thai the birds dropped dead
when shot; that they were tarnished by the owners lobe
that pigeons like these are eaten as food and bousrhtand
shot
sold for that purpose,
that these wen bo eaten when snot
The object of the act is to prevent unnecessary suffering to
animals.
Human beings are not included under this expression, but with this exception, the act, in its terms, is broad

;

;

like manj others, sometimes
facile ja^wcjisin sporting news, yet you,
iiot!6e in your issue of Jane 21 thatypu Have done
getastray. Tlm.-iy.
an injustice, in a-sumiug
quite
gentlemen
MemphlB
our
of
Beveral
notice
something that does not rightfully licloug to you. I refer to your
relative to Tennesof 11 paragraph-clip from the llural Sun, Nashville,

wo

,

completed.
Water Spaniels— 1st, Bridget, Big Point Kennel Clnb, Chatham
2d, Dash, James Underwood, Toronto
highly commended, Bowdy,
D Walker, Toronto; Nell, James Kennedy, Toronto.
Judges Messrs. Stephen Howard, E C Jones, Clarkson Jones

W

WHOM HONOR

"HONOR TO

,v

-

I

!ii

was through the influence of Capt.
field sports were originated, first

therefore, we
brought about, or " inilated" in this country
think that we were not in error in claiming for this journal
the honor of having introduced them to the public.

for

I

Jones, Clarkson Jones. Charles Lincoln.
Chesapeake Bay Dogs— 1st, E II Cullman, Detroit.
Same judgos.

dog

that,

Obdemy to Animals.— In the case of
a year since gave an exhibition of his
upon the Abbey Pace Track in Ohio,

vs.

who

The question in the case involves the construction of the
act to be found in the session acts of 1874. p. 112, entitled
'•An act for the prevention of Cruelty to animals." It is
nsd that an Offensewas committed under that part of Sec.
lion 1 which provides that "if any person shall needlessly
kill any living creature, every such offender shall."
etc.

Lincoln.

field trials, as

opposition to setters retrieving,

called forth letters

certain

'•

Gordon Setter Puppies— 1st, Clarkson Jones, Toronto.
Judges Christopher liobinson, Q. C, Stephen Howard, Charles

had very

li^li)

in

Criminal

;

C

game, except as to woodcock,
is prohibited until August 1.

shooting

trap shooting

in

and

;

;

due

It is

with his kind co-operation and

that,

great deal of the practical

the kennel editor of

much

"P. &S."

the dogs under the

New York

lu

for

which he was arrested and prosecuted in th
-,,,,.Correction by R. S. McDonald, President of
hSociely for Prevention of Cruelly to Animals, and fined
$50,
Judge llayden has given the following decision, sitting upon
the bench of the Court of Appeals:
State rs. A, 11, liugardm—The complainant in this case
charges that, the defendant "did unnecessarily kill certain
living creatures by shooting them with a shot-gun, for the purdie 'laying his skill as a marksman, to wit: twentj
ligeons, contrary to the form of the statute," etc.
The
defendant was arrested and held to bail on the charge, tried,
convicted, and fined .jtoO, and has appealed to this Court.

English Setter Puppies— 1st, E H (.Ml man, Detroit.
Judges-Stephen Howard. Christopher Ttohinson. Q C Edward
0. Jones, Clarkson Jones, Toronto; Charles Lincoln, Detroit.
Irish Bettors—1st, Cap: l'rince, Toronto; 2d, Robert Se-well,

It is also

SEASON FOR JULY.

IN

month

Capt. BogardtiB,

1

lettera—lBt, T
Jackson, Chatham; 2d, J C Lander
highly commended, HVincsnt Merefl.tb, London.

.

He carried out the data given to him in the. most 6xemp 1
and sportsman-like manner, but the projumtwn came from
& S..," page 136), which is further proved
by a letter in our hands from Capt. Lightburne, asking for
advice,
detailed
information and papers as to how field trials
were worked and organized, which numerous documents wT e
this paper (see " V.

a close

is

States,

be

;

the State of Tennes-

Jury

all

July

W

see.

ran

GAME

and

sport

Pigeon Shooting

results of

Yorliville

nntl §>un.

look for a

As a lover

long.

hope toy expectations

1 sincerely

famf §,HQ

Already gentlemen are

endeavor you

fore

In

have to pay somewhat,
trilling in comparison

gratified.

we

that

repeated credit for the same, the former issues

ti 1111

of this paper will thoroughly testify.

and sporting dogs

at

the

'-.

i'

that is

sure to do.

it is

discussing the propriety of

field trials.

he found below, headed

letter that will

but

38S

in

currcd, as, indeed, there

is none.
Of all Centennial cases
was struck by none so much as
the nmllifnriousiarticles of the Great
Exposition, I have to admit, that what, I left behind
with most reluelaiHv, was a
'70, 10-gauge, :j:i-inch Tolley.
1

like "liecapper.

I

r

case;

and,

ol

all

never felt
donu -the lack of dimes— more
to New York or Kmdand
e, Eriend "KeoapperP
that is not the only thine
ngtees with you ia-your Wfitingj
-;

'!"-'

than

"

I

" 'letting thai,

in

MallKSON,

'

'

:,"*'<>

gun go back
1

'

(3

lane

1

S

.

r

many opinions

of his on minning
The truth

settled in
he sees them

confirmed by you.

workmanship

of those

English guns

man mad;

man
is,

tv

was enough

that one Tolley,
haunt me for years. 'With my Parker y-lb.
shooting, and that Tolley for geese and brant
would have nothlDg more for me to desire in

poor gun

anil

11

to

drive a

pun, will

Hi.

common

For all

alone, (he world
way of shot-

the

guns.

But T started out to write on implements. These, in patlie guns
tern and finish, are as various aa the actions of
It cannot be Baid that flu mere process of loades.
With the breeching with the muazls-loador was a pleasure.
implements
arc so
loader
is.
The shells are so perfect, the
happily adapted, and the cartridge, loaded and in your hand,
is such a finished thing, that the whole process is an actual
Then, it can be taken up on rainy days or at idle
pleasure.
hours at home, trad the whole outfit for a week's shooting can
be put in your satchel, aud in the field you have nothing to
do but insert and fire.
The tools for the different points inj loading have always
had a special interest for me: some for their finish, some for
There is the wooden reversible plug for detheir ingenuity.
capping and reloading the Parks, Optimus, Creaser, Green's,
and others for re-cupping also the Barclay for loading, the
Remington for capping and de-capping, and the Hawkesley
If one can have
for crimping; aud these are but a few of all.
an Implement for each part in the process of loading, he can
have a better tiling, generally, than the same in combination
For
1ml. this entails a number of 'tools and a larger expense.
these separate purposes I have found the Kcmingtoii capper
aud de capper, the Barclay loader, and the Hawkesley crimper
simply perfect nor do I see how they could be improved.
1

it,

nuzzle loader in the parly. Camping over
iii,
they secured upward of three hundred mallards and
gray ducks during the morning flight, along with a Few willet.
and' snipe.
Of the former one hundred and fifty fell by the
redoubtable aim of our correspondent. He thinks tie frosts
of the Northern Slates and Oanadas a great draw back to duck
shooting, especially as equally good bags are made in Texas,
aud advises every body to come to Texas for their shooting,
which we can assure our friends is bard to equal.

;

;

shown

in

the implement, itself is the thing to judge by, after
The creasing, cutting and re-capping parts of this implement are perfect; no single tool for each purpose could do
The de-capper and loader are quite serviceable, and
better.
The
the crimper, with practice, will fully answer its end.
trreat, point, a tool for the field for all operations, is most hapThose who already have single and expensive
pily attained.
implements for home use will probably still use them with a
.Stoddard for the field; those who have their implements yet
will find this beautiful invention sufficient for all the
operations of loading.
P. g.—As an old writer, at times, for the Rod antj Gun, let
me wish the new paper all the success it wishes and deserves.
will read the new with a zest and well-wishing not at all
lessened by the pleasant memories of the old.

By the bye, dear Mr. Hallock, if there be. no business ends
subserved by your joint title, which certainly is a clumsy one,
or when these business ends shall be met, why not give us ol
" Forest, Stream and Prairie?"
the prairie a part iuyour title

former, as none but the smallest birds can he killed

in

this

Again, the biting of the neck causes instantaneous

manner.

thumb

paralysis, while the pressure of the

gives a few seconds

of torture.—Ed.]

Collapsed Shells.

— " On the Wing

"

correspondent in your paper recently inquired, Why
some of his paper shells collapsed when fired? My opinion
is that the cause will be found mainly in the fact that some of
the cartridges are not equal on all sides in thickness.
Consequently the thin or softer parts are drawn in by the vacuum
created by the explosion of the charge.

Pennsylvania correspondent says: " A young man of
Ohio, desiring to cripple, but not kill a small red
loaded his gun, using wet poieder in the place of shot.
gun burst, mangling his head in a terrible manner.

—Our

Flint, Hill,

bird,

The

I

to say that the average of the
of similar
svas very good, and was fully up to that

the score in detail, suffice

it

At two o'clock the
organizations throughout the country.
of the club and invited guests sat down to an excellent dinner, the chief charm of which was a native wine
made of the. Ives seedling grape, which, being without that
foxey flavor peculiar to most native wmes, will compare
favorably with the ordinary run of foreign clarets.
Though the supply of birds was not exhausted, I was
from a
glad to s'ee the afternoon devoted to ball shooting
force,
Trap new to me, which propels the balls with greater
and gives them a more erratic flight than the Kogardus inthat at
vention. This shooting is much more difficult than
cruelty attending
is not open to the charge of

members

birds,

aDd

day when ball
the slaughter of the latter. I hope to see the
shooting will entirely supersede that of harmless doves.
For the information of your readers who do their fall shootnow quite
ing in Ohio, I will state that though quail are
abundant here, the close season for this game has been exeven
tended to another year, a fact not generally known
this State,
" Gloan," the vigilant guardian of game
here.
is my authority for this statement.
As early as the fourth of the month every copy of your
I visited all
sold.
last issue sent, to Cincinnati had been
News Comthe newsdealers and the office of the American
pany in search of a copy, but they bad all sold out. The
it was a great di«ippointto
you,
but
flattering
be
fact may
F. G. S.
rnent to your correspondent,

m

1877.— I have been interesled
Bore Guns. I have shot a
in the 'articles on Small vs. Large
ha\ e touudit la
"Nfo Hi for the past .seven \ ears, and
Of course m dock BhOOHng
for all game from quad to deer.
has m -v
a howitzer would domore execution, but that
Korku

Hill A'. J.,

June

22,

.

to

i'iml'1-jii

I!

;':-i

:

i,:,vr- 1,,-,-n

i!

and hard

The advantages

hitting.

in

known
'.ii

I

in

•

former years, with

'•:'

:

1.

,."
'

r.lieir

per

present

annum,

in

.

,

i

bfTOt-hunfamr
1

gun

at,

a quail

Smai.leb Bore.

!

Our esteemed corDt/OK Shooting on GalvubtON Island.—
respondent, B. B. B., sends us nob
island last,
lalveaton
others
on
rive
by him in company with
in a.
March fifteen miles from town. The shoot resulted also
resulting in a signal
trial, in which all participated,
<

ndlv

ai

"

"'i

!

on

party

shores

the

of

The day was an enjoyable one,

,

.

(i

,

WBarr

'...'.'.

AWOuais

s

H Sewton
JG Avery

.

DC lather

..8

HBrewer
FYV 1'renty
E O Snow

|.-

2

o a

.....'.B

naor.ein

i

8

EM

8

B Draper

"a
i

-p 1'rer.i v

t!

I

"5

BhM

3

of the club also contested for a prize, which
L. M. French, Mrs. .lames Holmes second.

was

',,".','.-The Sportsmen's Club w-as out, in full
I. and made a day of
with their friends on their
grounds at the farm of Curtis Jenkins.
The morning hours
and a portion of the afternoon were devoted to rifle practice.
IT.
Mr.
L. Wesson made the best record of the day.
During
the afternoon several strings of glass halls were shot by members. Mr. A. E. Plympton scoring 9 out of 10, and Messrs. D,
E. Ball and Ward Osborn 8 out of 10.

force July

it,

—A, new sportsman's club has been formed at Fitohhunr,
Mass., with the following officers; "President, John C.
Howard; Vice-Presidents, Charles E. Sheldon and Slfiol ,V.

Henry F,

Secretary,

The

club held

following

Piper;

glasi

1.

Treasurer.

public shooting ton

its first,

balls,

1

i

bin

1

1

S

W Putnam

C.

W" t'ann

7

SiiShchlon

ti

11 1:

7

Newil

,'

-'

.

c,

u'iii',i,ir|i|

''I

,

John 1; Howard
K T Uohie
There were ten other entries with smnlle)

THE DITTMAR POWDER.
Please direct oil letters for the above powder to Tseponset, Mats
Capt. Bogarilns and Ira t'aine, are asiug niy pow der. Carl Dittmar

—[Adv.

RECOIL.

5

A

Bay Ridge, T. I., July 4.— glass ball in n
July-1 at Bay. Ridge, L. T, which was won by Mr. I!
the Owd's Head Kifle Club, who succeeded in breaking tfcn
straight balls, and in taking home the prize, a se1 gf pearl
shirt studs.
The following is the full score
Otto Deinigke
1
1
1
i — in
1

1

1

300

Editor Forest and Stream

Broadway, New York, July

HAlonfori
Jerry Lott

18TT.

6,

I

1

1

1

|

1

7
7
7
5

PSBogart

VvEHope

P¥

1

11 1101 110—8
11101
1—
Dadswprtrj
1

Geo H Hope

:

Please convey to " Siraiglit-Bore" my -hanks for the best article on
Hie subject of " Recoil" which has ever, to my knowledge, appeared in

Kent

.1

1

t

3

Eliout.Jr

3

DrO Meyers

W

a

Xowhsend

...J

print.
I
ill

:

:in

n

have, during my leisure time, for the last two years, been engaged
Have afllie preparation of a work on rifle shooting, in which T
!,;
-'line ideas on the subject of recoil that havo been so ably
le
i

foi

.:

'

'
,

5

;n

,

r..iiv.--

I

liai I

Toe language la which his article was
rand forcible than thatia which
wish you would ask him to give me ticI

in.

:

.

Henry Fr/iTon.

onrs very truly,

Shell Loaders Askkd For.—Is there not a great chance for 1mprovcracnt in the making of oar shell-loaders? Thus far I have tried
niiin,. mil .-rill i- imiay more advertised for sale, yet the»
at a time, and some will
''-in '"id more than one shell
u thelOt
.

,

;

i

ii

he brass ones at that. ?IeiiQe,ii&,'inanwishestoltoad.t,hree
or four hundred for a two or three days' hnnt, lie must necei
face his days of sport by nearly a day of hard work over the shells— unless he buys them ready loaded, which is not easy to do in most locali-

Now. if with proper appliances ail tins work could be done Within
an hour, or an hour at the most, what a happy state of affairs it
And it seems to me strange thai some ingenious sportsman
would be
has uotlong before ill is Invented something thai would Oil the hilt exactly—that is to say, a machine that would charge and load half a dozen
shells at a time, brass or paper, equally well. If such a loader could be
manufactured and sold at a price that would come within reach of most
of the sporting men throughout the country, what a saving ol hard labor and valuable time it would be, and, I should think, p
manufacturer. Of course f do not claim to be posted on all the loaders
made, and there may be, such in Existence and f failed to hear of it,
and would be glad to know from you the fans.
Loader.
Yours for improvement,

FoirsTAiN Clib, July 4.- Pigeon tnsteh at Brooklyn f'rivingPark, L..!L, for the club championship match; fourteen
competitors, seven birds each, 21 yardsrisej 80 yards
,,'..,
Williams
I
1
1
M
i
1
HMiller
1
1
1
1
1
p
—
Josephs
n 1
1
l
-_
i
White
1
fj
1

i

1

]

I

Goodwin
McLoughlin
Bunis
Edwaids
Madlaon

1

1

5

_o
4

Slioridan

s

Baee

r>

1

Cleaver

5

-

—
—

Atkins

.',

Slane

i

I

111101
111110
1110 11

1

Kew Jekhev,
nd the rethe Forest and Stream Shooting Club, "f
Washington, K. J., Saturday, June 30, at ilorubaker's
Trotting Park, four members shooting at twenty-five glass
eighteen yards rise, to be broken in the air.
!!'

sult of a shoot of

1.

Bogardus'

balls.

ties.

half

!

Kew Yoke—Poughketpsie,
in this

1877.— Many sportsmen
section are disappointed because they were prohibited
Jul;/ 9,

from spending the fourth in shooting woodcock but now
that the law is enacted they intend to sec it enforced.
Reports from different parts of this county say that, quail
Quite a number were turned loose near
are quite plentiful.
;

Sedgwicks, at their foundery and machine
here this spring.
'
di
works, are actively engaged in manufacturing Dudl 3
loading tool, for which orders are pouring in rapidly, both
been
they
have
faster
than
from local and distant sportsmen,
ready to fill them.
Parties from here who have visited the New Hamburgh
The late
reef have made very good catches of white perch.
New York dog show has imparted quite an interest here in
sporting dogs, and several parties purchased dogs there.
'

Qood Ground, L. I., July 10-—Yesterday was the " grand
opening day'' of the shooting season here, the snipe coming in
The "captain" and three boys secured over
]nr»e ilocks.
sixty nice large birds, and all the gunners from other houses
Capt.
red rood bags.
shooting has already begun
large snipe on tneOHi
ii.
Gentlemen with their

i

,

,

ms and atleudnnee
Nt:,'a

1

Second sweep

a
5

Ballou

sweep— same

Third

,

ears

Ddroii.—Gims. Bobbins, of Windsor, Ont,,
welve woodcock on the 2d of July. All'
Rovkk.
and friend were out on the 6th and killed eighteen.
Mti mo-vx,

1

1

Moore
Maj berrj

3

a

3

Fourth sweep—Same conditions.
Pnrtor
Ballou

Moore
Broddle....

,

I. ir

1

three

at

lialls,

4

Oriel]

3
4
3

MdKalter

4
3

Baldwin
Mayberry
won by Moore.

11

4

Ties on three,

won

by

Ballou.

Fifth sweep

-fame conditions— 31 yards

Btlllnu

Ties on five

Sixth

5
4

Broddle

1

sweep— same

conditions as

Porter
Ballon

,,

n

last.

S

Broddle

a

Moore

4
4

yards.

\\\ Railway
Graham
Sweepstakes at pigeons, 31 yards rise, so yards boundary.
oz. shot, $1 entrance.

C.N.

y

rise.

Moore

6
5

Porter

ti

Ballon

S

Moore

S

Odell

Mayberry
Baldwin

3

Porter

3

5

Broddle
31

yards,

won by Baldwin.

II.

on

-

30.-

ill

"

:i

If
'

nothin

fit

m<

1

grouse

now

as

;

1

h

itoh

and

d,

1

e

doing well.

week, com-

Who.

a

Moore
May berry

5

i

a,

4

conditions.

Ballou
Broddle

rated

report of

18 yards

— same conditions.

Broddle

birds from

this

ball shooting,

entrance.

Ballon
JSlayherry

Pnrse divided.

1,

:

-

$1

4

lha

few small
mencing July 4 H. C. While, Taber Parker, 2 hours, Julj
4th, S birds;" Taber Parker, J. R. Bergen, G. H. Wild, July
5th, In' birds: Taber Parker. G. H. Wild, July 7li
The birds are full grown, and the finest we have had
7 birds.
f

Jyfy4.— Glass

sweepstakes,

Moore

ogiproi

JbsskY—Red JBank, July 7.— 1 send you
i

Ohicioo, Maywood,
rise, lj dz. shot,

Broddle

Ties at

ecock Bay,

i

,

a

small bore ;,re,lesswe:-lu.^e-.se^e,eso:ammunit.on,mcreased
|uen mcreased range, and, best of all,
quintessence
they demand a true aim. In my judgment the
shot tiprn a jno.
is the throwing a handful of

Total

r.

•

handy

"

is

cents per copy.

Among my sportof an object to the sportsman.
was a
friends my eun— that- Captain Bill Chadwiek said
enviable reputaan
"—has
with
rats
kill
to
thing
little

tion for long shots

chili

the Pair Grounds on July

i

.irv

'

theeoumrv

of

me much

in*'

—A

aj

Noble.

privilege of reprinting his article in

Editor Forest and Stream:
Thanks to an invitation from its President, Mr. George
B. Ellard, your correspondent, was enabled to celebrate the
national holiday of the Fourth in a most enjoyable, manner
with the members of the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing
Club, at the Schutzen Park, near Carthage, where the club
has established a capital rifle range and grounds for trap
On this occasion the annual trap shoot for the
shooting.
handsome club badge was shot for and won for the third
time by Mr. Wm. Caldwell, who thus becomes its permanent owner. Without taking up your valuable space with

Total

Clioate;

lie

Till
aeips
ly by tne various railway compauies wemseivea, ntsuee ua

,r
6, 1877.

10; Mnyniiril
%a Williams

Pomeroj

Won by Mrs.

:

A

rny ideas were clothed,

Feek Bank, near Cincinnati, July

Foster

IS

remarks

:

Prom Die Wabash to the Rocky Mountains lies a region containing more than one half of all the game in our nation, and a
Why not give
large part of vour readers and contributors.
the prairie a place in your title ? That would make it distinctively American. All landBhave streams and woods, ours, only,
Think of it, and then come out to the prairies
prairte.
BoojsS.
and shoot with us.

;

s
is
in
10

Dewey

-t:

[Both methods are good, but we give preference to the

A

buy

We

Damon

Sportsmen's Club held a, chowder
\Y liittemore
Take, July 4,
being enlivened by the presence of numerous lady guests. After the repast
men tried their skill at trap shooting, using Bugardus' glass
balls, string of ten, 18 yards rise, wUhibe following
John Hoyden
a L M French
3
JasHolnies
»
F v.v-bher

wounded

'

to

Cllll)

—

Bums Humanely. Psyche, of Boston, writes:
say the quickest, and most humane way ol killing a
bird without disfiguring it, is to bite the bird's neck
with the teeth.
better way, 1 think, and one taught, me by
that veteran sportsman, O. A. Taft, of Point, Shirley, is, to
take the bird (if not too large, in one hand) and make firm
pressure over the heart with the thumb, thus arresting the
circulation at once."
Killing

"You

.

all.

;,;,U

Capt Weteiil

a

i

inventions to

;

..'

g»P« Rust

i

:

great deal of ingenuity has been

combine these operations even into one tool some of them
suggestive of elevators and grist-mills, and utterly unfit for the
But Mr. Stoddard, of Washington, has hit the mark
field.
for a field tool more nearly than any inventor whose work I
have "seen. The cut in his advertisement gives a g

MassaCHVSKTTS.

glass balls, three traps, IS yards rise.

being Formed at Eastnampton, and thus far
about, a dozen fine fellows ami "i. H
shots have enrolled fcheil
names.

;

A
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s
f
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lareful

about her food,

i
tet, too fat, but she continues as
Her coat looks harsh, aud sheds a great deal of hair,
... „..:k.
and has been shedding for three months, still, to all appearances, she is
as well as any dog, full of play as a kitten, always ready to eat, and I
autpu/.zled to know what to do for her, if anything. Please presenile
forlier. Ans. Feed less. Give rhubarb, c grains
lep
powdered castile soap (white), 2 grains: powdered
tlirce tunes a day, occasional lyadose Of Ro
ja
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Tobyhaima Mills.— 1 have a tine hound about three years
some eight months ago ever since he ap-

the distemper
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his head. After lying idle for a short
pears to have .some trouble,
time lie will, when called out oi his kennel, shake his head, at the same
time sneeze and Bnuff, acting as though he tad ao
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ise in Hie
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head, lie has the unite
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horoughly at less! once a day with tepid water and Caswell, Hazard b
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Fluid
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el form,
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cloths, Mattings, etc., to be

Rowing Almanac, published by Fred

Pr.vv, SONS 4 Co., Washington street, Boston. I. W. Adaffls
the spoilsman of the Itim, and yfill take special pains to]

John H.
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Winslow, X. .i.—I'leuse give treatment fur ruauge?Ans. For
Donovan's Solution turee times a flay in water.
JVdiiit aop-i drops
Hazard & Co.'s.Junlpor Tar Soap.
a day Caswell,
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Van v., Brooklyn.— I have a setter bitch

great pet Witt

old.

pointer, nine months old, has sore ears
C4. C, Jacksonville, FJa.— My
which lie scratches, keeping hem continually raw. Can you give me
He does not eat heartily, refusing Ids food, frequently for
a remedy?
twomeals at a tunc, ans Give tw. ^rinii- of iodide of potassium
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near old Sayorook and Clinton, Conn.? Can blueiish
Are weak-fish bilingat Princess Bay? Alls. No
robins "shot between 1st February and 1st September. 2. Bluellsli,
weaklish and various other kinds ol fish at Saybrook ; also at Princess
i,
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cut

is to

•e can a party of three or four tiud a
II. O.T., Sprmgliehl, Mass.— Where
good camping and Ashing spot on the, coast ofOonnj pficut, or Rhode Islaud? Also please tell me the mat restICgQOd out-fitting p&oe? Ans. Goto
You can camp out
r New Haven.
c. F. Hotchkiss, Brauford, Ct., near
Every faeiin.y and plenty of
luxuriously among the Trimble Is! ads,
Other good places are found most
bass, black fjsh and dinners.
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in Dieliue of the OKI Colony railroad.
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Oswego.— The symptoms you give aro those of chronic piles.
apply an ointment prepared as follows: CamphO
ccurial ointment, l dr.; eider ointment,
dr..
Smear this

jectit
ease has been introduced. Relief will pro
third day, but treatment should be continued some days after the dog
appears well. A day's feed of liver once ortwioe a week is also recom-
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eves the exterior
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"Bead Shot" DOT del 0.
irk.—1. Whe
J. F. BONTECO^, Ni
obiained? 2. Is there any mark on a "Brazier" lock by which It can be
distinguished Irom any other tine lock? 3, What would be the probable
ho
4.
cost ot boring a shot-gun from a No. 14 gauge to No. 12 or 18 ?
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Trolling wit spoon or minuow,
Ontario.
or still-lishiugwitha.1ust variety p) baits.
vet-hill,
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seiiM bitch tad pups the 14th of February,
tin Syracuse show,
est noticed that she was aiming
and to-day a cur lined her.
didn't think it nearttrhe
for her to get In heat, and not time to take a dog.
Isn't it unusual to
come in heat so soon ? Will she have pups? If I should line her to a
selteron receipt of your answer would part of the pups come setters,
and would they be as good as though the cur had not lined her? Ans.
I. No. 2. Probably,
a. Some might show distinctive marks of setters,
btitthe animals would be valueless, as they would probabrj partal
more or less of the traits and peculiarities of the our. See HallocICR
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Reader, Philadelphia.-] have a setter pup apparently suffering with
distemper tage sis months
symptoms: ao app tite, ;ol vei
pi
stools very thin and green, occasionally mixed with
as Ml
head, discharging thick iico
8; have administered ml
phur and aloes, afterward s
dandelion. I have prolpnged iife about three weeks but no cure ef

*

match.
.last

it

foot, -i% inches, at Brooklyn, L.

J
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num. should be added. Give also, three limes a day. a pill composed of
quinine,^ grain; castile soap
septandriu, Jf grain; eubebs, 1 grain
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iiviiaa
Miles and Bast divided third.
erickB divided second,
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Oswego,

S.,

not;

at!

i',

had left yonr hand? ?.. What is the longest throw of a base
Ans. There is no regulation weight in po
The distance you are allowed
run before throwing, or whether v,.u
are allowed to run at all, depends upon the regulations for the special
trial in which you are engaged.
With a running start
is not fair to
pass the delivery line.
2.
Made by John Hatfield- 133 yards,

Give one.
morning, and at night introduce an Iodoform suppository.
grain of septandriu and two grains of powered eubebs three times a.
S.
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Miles

lesion.— Can you inform

W. H. B„ Philadelphia, Pa.— My setter dog seems to be troubled with
What can 1 do for hint? Alls. Use Injections of black wash every

,

Oavon

i

I

:

1
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i

7

Dell

me if

any fishing near or at
Also, if there is any good
[ward, -\. Y., and if so, what kind
hoi el where I could pass the night'.' Ans. Fort Edward is an important
railway station from which good trout and bass fishing can be reached
very easily good hotel.
II..

column.

tins

better informed.

c. F. Torres-dale, Pa.—Will you please answer these questions: In
putting the shot is the regulation weight 10 pounds? What distance
are you allowed lo run before throwing, and whether it is a fair throw
II
the impetus of fheruu should carry yon beyond the [hi

....

.

I

prescriptions given' in
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for piles In
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good woodcock snooting
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with bass

quail,

me- appeared

lot
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falling off of the hair, leaving

Where can
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miles of Pittsburgh?

sportsman, or rattier
snot, wl
l!y discharged" his gun
hat
from the hip instead of trie shoulder? We hat
cases, but have icTCr seen i.l, ,,,.
;,.,, .
:M
he,;,
J
the
We do know suet p. raons,anaiuone oaselnnartloo
isan
excellent shot, though never lifting the gun to the shoulder,

for

IB-bore gun.

Oswego.— Please give a remedy

S.,

.

.

ritch snfTering fro

-

;

dog four roars
old.
Ans. Give three grams powdered eubebs and two grams lepieni,irioiii
Urn 3i 4ay,
ask your chemist for iodoform supposotories,
J.

u nm
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StiuscRiBEK, Tuskaloosa.— In your last
v
n
under date of the 21st fast., yon say : -'The best
from the hip." Do yoi
the shoulder? Have you a personal knowled;

I

Ties on tear
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I

answer to A. Leibring, Tobyl.anna yiie. to
know; some Pittsburgh sportsman wool be

i

JR.—t. Wliai game will I find In Clarion Co., Pa., 01 h
tai
month ol Dotobor?
WlUoS bore would you recommend

It.,

Creek, in
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his get
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°
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and
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as a red spot, followed
looks like proud ilcsh.

within

no woodcock shooting In New JTorS
during July, except on Long Island. In New Jersey you will tiud
;iii:,r, Ked Hauk and Hanover.
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8he nat srerj
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will tlnd complete answers to your queries in the Fokest anp
StrbaHj
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three
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ogBlsmark
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.

of what strain hi
have any valneV

Not anyneecs-

Tex.—IS
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in,
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Che copying of the exoe
dive mottle address ol lie /Wsi Ans. t. WecanBondon, England.

II. R.,
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ice.

.erniul.

I

fourth.

some breeder
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i

i
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o.

20 yards.
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Esq., Wiilhavne. Colvton,

looting qualities between a ten-bore

-

'

the

of 28-ineii barrels and one of :io-ineli barrels? Ana.

gun

ShepattlandH. Simmonds,

C.

,

me

give

Kingdom,

1>.

Devon, England,

is

t-H ozs. shot.

powder,
one weighing

less

than

The hammock
1,300

pounds.

is

reliable.

•

wd

of our friends calling

upon him or with any orders sent him.

good, reliable house.— ;.liiit.
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GAME BIRDS AND SOME OF THE
|

[AGENTS OF THEIR DESTRUCTION.

The Guide Question Aciain.— This

Wo

of personal veracity.

seems to be a question
cannot give space to a review of

which we have made reference already. A\r e
can but think the matter is becoming too personal.
Know-

this matter, to

AT.HITE

and one that has been thoroughly and ably

topic,

canvassed, but which

of absorbing interest to the

is still

We

and gentleman sportsman.

naturalist

shall discuss

the

subject only as exemplified in the eastern bird-game, the pursuit

of the large

game

West being governed by
many who assert that game

of the far

widely different laws. There are
is being "al) shot off," and that

its extermination, through
That
lie agency of the sportsman, is only a question of time.
some of our finest game birds become suddenly much less
abundant in localities previously well stocked, we do not pretend to deny
hut the encroachments of civilization do far
more than the shot gun to clear the covers of their denizens.
Good sportsmen are not very numerous, and banging a gun
i
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woodcock does not accomplish their
He is a sportsman of no little skill who can
destruction.
secure one quail of every two flushed, he it in bush or open.

s.cuv:

§tmw( $ubKs1ung

ntul

Croakers love to talk of the halcyon days of former gamebut the soand mourn the lack of it at present

{jgotnfitttyt.
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plenty,
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called paradise of

No.
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Bos

(Post Office

YOHK.

Clubs of Three or wore.

Advertising Rates.

mid be sent in by Saturday of

eacli

week,

pos-

if

game

exists in the imagination only,

and

good bags are never made without work. Were it not so
half the pleasure of the day's sport would be taken away. The
sections where game formerly abounded are, many of them,
now populous districts, the birds have removed to places as
secluded as their former haunts before these had been colonized by man.
Thus frequently birds disappear, but are not
killed.
The most important agents of destruction against
which our game birds have to contend are snares (most contemptible engines of mischief), vermin and Revere winters.

2332.]

TERMS. FOLTc DOLLABS A YEAR, STRICTLY IN ADVAJJCfE.
off for

or

at partridges, quail

PDBUSHED BY

forest

We all know how terribly the

quail (Ortyx virginiunus) suffer

hard winters. During the extremely rigorous weather
which we so often experience, when the surface of the country is covered with a thick mantle of snow and ice, and all
but the most hardy of our birds have migrated to more congenial climes, subsistence for the quail is with difficulty obtained many perish at such times on account of the severity
Often, too, when caught
of the weather and lack of food.
during the night under a heavy snow, they are unable to free
The few survivors
wholesale.
themselves, and so perish by
in

V Any

immoral character will be

of an

.rice

11

''
1

brief editorial notice e
to us. will receive the

KEW

YORK, THURSDAY, JULY

To

13,

Correspondent!?!.

are finally forced to resort to the friendly shelter of the farm-

yard and stable, there o eke out a scanty living by picking up
what kernels of grain they may find. At such times the cat
forsakes its lawful and normal food, the rat, and varies its
t

i

turn rejected manuscripts.
i

,

Clubs
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•

in

,

movements and

ieir

urged to favor us with brief

iarious are

transactions.

may

admitted to any department of the paper that

will be

read with propriety in Ihe home circle.
toi dereliction of the mail service if money
We cannot)
retained to us is lost. No person whatever is authorized to collect
money for us unless he can show authentic credentials from one of the
nil.
We have no Philadelphia agent.
,

E»~ Trade supplied by American News Company.

CHARLES
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BANKS,
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Western Manager,

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
ruty 13.— Trotting! Bay City. Midi.; Springfield, Mass.;
Columbus. Mass.; Monmouth, 111. Running meeting at Long Branch.

Boe

,

i'.i

ft.Lonis, s

.

sj Hartford

.

gheny,
Btanfti

tlalComi

Syracuse

Pittsburg,

at

theater,

i

at

Chicago, ai

is.

l'.o;

Buckeye

vs.

tester,- Star ol

I

Cincinnati, at Cmcttmati.

vs.

UjlyU.—Trotting

...

On.

at

III.

Running meeting

at

Louis J Hartford
vs. Rochester, at Rochester; Star of
Ml nati;
m age fa, Ui i ;a, at Orange,

:

it

Monmouth.

vs. St. Louis, at St.

Ease ball Boston
Chicago; Chelsea

miii

W

i

Cobasset, Mass.: QuttlCJ Club, off Meat's Hotel,
Qiiiucy Point, Mass.; Dorchester Clab, off City Point, Mass.; scull race
'i.i a Rfley, at Greenwood Lafce.N. *.

Nahasset Club,

ol

tug

,

;

i

,,

.

Bufl'jlo.

I

,

Buckeye VS. Manchester,
lis, ai

Indianapolis;

e

<

I

Baseball-

Long Branch,

at

N. r.; Quickstep vs. U'ltoka, at Melrose;
Kflnmbns star of Syracuse vs. IndianapoRacine, at St. Paul, Minn. Regatta
:

Bed Caps m.

IT— Trotting: Newark, N.
hi,

.

"

b

...

m

hours through the most attractive covers, where partridges or
pheasants were once numerous, and see nothing, hear nothing
of the noble bird—the familiar drumming, the sudden whirr
and the flash of wings as he passes swiftly before us and is
nothing remains
lost in the leafy mazes of the glade, all gone
;

to tell that this splendid

Park

"

Dexter Park, Chicago;

Y.;

Boston.

Bomnngmee

-.

Alaska

vs.

'

tat

»s. OryBtal
Yulunteer, at Pougti-

re;.Orangi

i

i

i'a.;

U

-.-.:

tmrs

Star of Syracuse va. Indianapi
Orange; Chelsea vs. Eric, at Erie,

:

l:
:

jo at

.

cago;

I

:

':

M

lugs as above.

-

Pa.;.
ay,
.

I.

Base

vs. Si. Louis, at St.
at

,:],

in

ange

ball BosLouis; Red
C b

:

I

let

i

JvlyVb.—RunniUit

:

1

1

id r

.Manchester, atlndi
0.'; Star of S.vracns

save the broken brush fence with its deceptive openings.
to whom forest nature is dear cannot but be indescribably
It should be made a felony to capaffected by such scenes.

One

Grouse suffer during hard
ture with snares any of our birds.
winters, but not to such an extent as the quail; for, besides
being more hardy, by reason of the places they inhabit, food
is

more

easily obtained,

Virginia, writes

i

advertisement in your paper is the only one ever remany papers. I
.ii
.". od
spgnded to in my expericin
T. W.
again before September next.."

"My

i

i

—We have received a copy of the Maine Fanner,

conducted

Agricultural papers
L. Boardtnan. It is one of (be best
baa been our lot to peruse, and a credit to New England
S.

it,

then- habits they ordinarily

tridge, is migratory,

and the chief

fault that

we have

to find

with the pursuit of this bird is that it is shot at all seasons.
To kill one bird in March or April is to lessen the number of
This should be remembered. We
fall birds by four or five.
Birds shot in
also sincerely deprecate the summer shooting.
;

they

fly easily

spawning bed.

No

Hall admitted

to be his,

for

it

other

man in the town owns Such and
though he declared the net, was set.
will swear the net was on a

John says he

frost fish.

spawning bed."
Hall,

be remembered, charged John Plumly, the two

will

it

Lamos and

Sabbattes, Alba Cole, Justin

others, with killing

and running them down in Ihe deep
In his letter he states that these men do not deny the
and moreover he cites the names of witnesses who are

deer out of season,

snows.
fact,

cognizant of the fact; and also of several residents and, officials of the town of Long Lake who will vouch for his per-

He, moreover, declares that he published the
in the hopes o[ deterring them from simi-

sonal veracity.

names of these men
lar acts rather

than cause their arrest and

its penalties, which,
being poor men, they would be unable to meet.
With the present condition of our game laws, and the constant refusal of district attorneys to prosecute, nothing can be
done. If the charges are true, it seems strange that guides
should wantonly do that which will eventually take (so to
speak) the bread and butter from their mouths. The decrease

game only hastens the day when the North Wootis will no
by those who now open their pocketbooks
freely in order to enjoy a few days' or weeks'
We cannot but believe there is an error somewhere— a misof

longer be sought

,

understanding—which may be

now assuming

by the parties them-

settled

selves without further breeding of
is

bad blood.

a personal quarrel

compare with the fall shooting. We have, in many incoek shot in July With the down still clinging to
Were the summer shooting
the few feathers they possessed.
entire!) abolished, more sport would be furnished in October,
stances, seen

and

that of a better quality.

of the Wilson's snipe (Gallinago wilscmi)

is

as the

believe,

only time

at

however, that fears of the extinction of species

plenty in alternate, years.
most stringent game laws;

We

birds
are

may become

an earnest advocate of

hey should be properly framed
enforced through-out the length and breadth of the
Game protective associations should be formed in all
land.
sections where they do not now exist, and each member
I

;

all

indiscriminate destruction of game, and

laws regarding

it,

to

Skthnke

Col.

that pertains to

;

This
and, while our columns

all

game

we

protection,

be made a medium for
vs.

can-

strife.

W. H. Dcrro-c— W. H.

Dutton, of
July 9, 1877
I have just returned from an eight weeks' fishing trip to
Big Moose Lake, Brown's Tract, and notice a letter n
Phila., writes,

:

Forest and Stream, of June 21, from Col. Skinner, who
writes that some other persons have requested him
to what is (to him) a shocking fact
" thai one

—

your attention

W

i

;

'.:,.,
Dutton, in one week, slaughtered eight dec:
last."
I
suppose
individual referred to, and, in "reply. I have to say that J have
never shot eight deer on Moose- Lake or neighborhood, either

S.

..

Lake during the month of May

!

one week in the month of May or in any month, or altogether during the wnole twenty years of all seasons in which
I have camped there; and that the statement is the malicious
falsehood of an interested guide, as is well known in the
woods, whose ill-will I have probably incurred from my successful effort to effect a reduction of" wages during this year
of general economy.
Doubtless Col. Skinner means well, but
the storj- is untrue, and he and Ms friends have been imposed
in

upon.

[We
this

take pleasure in exculpating Mr. Dutton and with
again call attention to the fact that these reports
;

we must

game laws seem

of violation of the

unreliable, or arc being

used for personal ends.— Ed.]

The Spimt of OUE Yachtsmen.— Capt. Collin, the redoubtable yachting editor of the World, is deploring the decline of yachting in editorial

comment

;

but

the apparent apathy of the current season as

so deciding.

we do
any

not accept

criterion for

The season throughout has been "cloudy with

rain areas," as the

Weather Indications have

daily informed

usj the wind has been capricious and fitful; sonic of the
leading yachtsmen arc abroad, some are surfeit cd with a long
series of annual regattas or competitions, and arc possibly

temporarily tired of

brine and salt sea

air.
Let them Bee
sky scrapers in the
upper empyrean, and when they have enjoyed the change

the.

like a bird to the mountains,

and

air their

they will enter upon the following season with increased
terest and multiplied gusto.
do not believe tha

in-

We

of yachting has died out in this country

"spirit of

'7(i."

It is

only a

lull,

which

any more than the
prestiges a

change of

weather.

*

—The

Williams College

*

'

>

Scientific

Expedition started yester-

day, July 11th, on their

Rocky Mountains tour.
They go to
Sherman, the Laramie Plains, Lake Conjo, the Or,
Salt Lake, the Jordan River, the canyons and mining
of the Wascoth range, if iddle Park and Pike's Peak.
-

—The Danville Advertiser

tells a

singular story of

tv\

o horses

which were struck by

lightning, when one was found '• standing erect with one foot lifted a little way from the earth, and
the other was kneeling with his nose in the earth, and both
were stone dead, and retained their erect positions until tliey

were pushed

.

ovea

scarce or

,

should strive to do his part in checking

them

not allow

all

excep-

which they are With us is during
their migrations northward in early spring and south in fall.
This is true also of the countless myriads of ducks that in
winter throng our bays from Cod to Hatteras.
Of other of our game birds we need not speak in particular.
tional,

are ever open to

and the sport does

not"

are without foundation, though

— The Principal of Leesburg Academy,

by

and from

escape the perils from snow, to which the quail are exposed.
The woodcock (PMtoMa minor), unlike the quail and par-

We

Paul.

of the for-

est,

The case
i

,

game was once a denizen

July are just from the West

Boston Yacht Club.
July

taking into consideration the mildness of the previous winter,
it is a significant fact, and the inference is obvious.
The ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) is, of all our game

i

vs. Harlem,
N..I.; Indtauapolis vs. Louisville, at Louisville; (,'iocks'ep
Regattas
hi eling, W. \"u.
st. Uelraac ; Manchester vs. Stani lard,
'

j

most difficult to kill, least domestic in its habits and
most particular as to the haunts it frequents. But the " partridge" is easily taken by snares, and of this fact the ubiquitous
pot-hunter takes every advantage. We may now walk for

TUERILL, Chicago,

II.

with the palatable quail

birds, the

ITAI.J.OCK, Kdilor.

Business Manager.

,.

and the dumpy, half-frozen little creatures are carried off one by one, till at spring time the
piping of little Bob White is all that is needed to make the
hey-day of the year what it should be, perfection perfect. It
may be mentioned in this connection that we have not for
years found quail so abundant as during the past season, and,
diet

tributions will be res

:-

i

he saw Lysander Hall fishing with a gill net in Bacquet Lake
or any other lake.''
The guttle Bon: "Join PlUKlIy
did not tee Hall tishing with a net. but he pulled it up off the

;

1877.

mnlcations whatever, intended for publication, must be aeWith real mime of Hie writer as a guaranty of good faith,
anil be addressed to MlC FOllESI 1KB Stream Pr/nusniNG Company.
..!'
:i objection be made.
No anonymous conrfllaotl
p
d«

Nothing

all

;

'

km

fin

'•<•

\

'

AKtlTUE INOOLCATIO!

all of these men either directly or indirectly they have
borne good reputations hitherto.
The guide Hall— whom Plumly has accused of using a net
upon the spawning beds of the trout— semis a sworn affidavit,
which declares that he 'Plumly) " never told any person thai,

ing

unseasonable and
violations of the

NOTICE to Sportsmen.— Having received so many communications
asking us for information in regard to our six-nee DD
black bass, grilse and salmon coda, pre Imve prepared a circular oa the
subject, wlileli we shall take pleasure in forwarding to inj
Idri
We keep on hand all grades, the prices of which range from
We put our stamp only on the best, in order ro protect our customers
and onr reputation, for we are unwilling to sell a poor rod
enamel (made by binning and staining, to imitate the genu
without letting our customers know just wtat they are getting
P.O. BOX, 1,294.-(,1 dv,
AnatiY
i

"
,

'

:

FOREST AND STREAM:
GAME PROTECTION.
Onrn

'•
i

Iowa,

regqr,

ana men of]

adi

'

tear

i

i

idG

b

urn

active iu the

ction.

SIONER.
Pbeh Base, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 22. 1877.
Foeest and Stream:
Though past threescore.
will confess thai it was with" the
jocund spirit, of a school-hoy going home for Ins vacation that
I left your pleasant, but just now rather warm, sanctum in Ful-

Em rot;

I

C«> vkxtion.— The

State BfonTSMB^S

MlSHBSOTA

NOTES FROM OUR SPECIAL COMMISHenry

Iden death of

who was ever

'roti

I

387

first

meeting of this Association was held al St. Paul, on
2Tth, one hundred and fifty delegates being present. The
President, Mr. C. J. Butler, delivered the annual addn
I

lon street for a run through the

West

pursuit of health for

in

you had in New York Jessie: an Irish bitch impaled by Edward Greenwood, and belonging lo Mr. Win, S. Hudson, is a beauty, and can hold her own in any company, and so
can Grouse, an orange colored pointer, belonging to Mr.Huda in
and a white andliver pointer, Joe by name, exhibited by A. II'

belter than

made by

m

h

ipinion

a

"

sport, but as a

Paige and many

i

-

gam

the

fhiil

Davi

Dr.
a

•

-

-

Cincinnati

an oh.

In the course of his remarks

the President said
Jlosl

mind, and

'

butfew

itliin

lien

:

years,

when

our poinds and. sloughs

wen- tenanted by myriad d( svate
our forests were tilled with deer,
I

low

is

Save

it

„„
.,..„. ,„
mote districts grouse are no longa w he
the waterfowl have been persecuted away
and deer s
fiighl iu their migrations in the Farther \Y est,
.

ies

t

i!

of

fast

seful
matti r b
following the fate of all wild creature! a
or hiw beautiful, than can be made to contribute totto jn d
,|
scrupulous dealer who pliesbifi nefarious trade out
..i
...
his ally the destructive and insatiable
,,f s ,..,..
i

i

i

,

,i

..

potbu
::

_..,

,

:,,

,

-

isl

n

""

«>

'

,,„,„.;

avi

.1

I

i

-

i

undisturbed,
occasion to acknowlIt affords me pleasure on this publii
edgethe obligations which weas sportsmen are tndea to Ear
in pursuit
Pornyrself, 1 will say that 1 ctii»r m
mens.
of same without feeling thai I am there by the courtesy of the
., in', and llial
is incumbent, upon me to exercise the greatleave it is with a sense
est care that I do no injury, and when
01 oil igation for a favor enjoyed.
,
.
for the ensuing
The following gentlemen an
vear President, ('. J. Butler; first \ ice-President, L. S. Van
Mor«6.
'Vliet; second Vl<
.

i

1

it:

1

'

.,

i

i

,

ot a lioat

upon us

whiehhas honored us bv

.-.it

:!

Association. This time it is
the following officers

and has

1

game

1

:

President, Dr. L. B. Welch; Vice President. Wan. B. Teliviary, Melville Hayes: Treasurer, L. D. Savers.
1,,\ia.— The
'JSth.

Lansing

Shooting Club

was organized June

anywhere on the continent.
As we gradually descended the
western slope of the mountains and reached the Cultivated
lands we were greeted on every side by great fields rff waving
grain just ripening for the harvest.
The wheat crop even
whereon the route is truly magnificent; of corn there is a good
stand, but continuous rains have stopped the plow and the cultivator, and it is somewhat in the grass.
But of all the rural

already reaped. covered with shocks of grain .standing in
thick serried ranks resembling mounds of pale gold glittering
fields,

in the sunlight.

ors.

We

have received the followKeci-tari.e Game Oli;b.—
ing letter from Detroit, under the date of June 30, whi::
one of many similar complaints regarding the clubs of that

We

i

hope this is an error, or if not, that it may
"
bv the " strong arm of the law
"
improvement on the old game- of -'Presto change

sincerel y

-ted

The

latest

:

successfully played since the advent of glass-ball shooting,
as folio*
half dozen '/lass bails and a miniature Bogardus
placed in the- pocket, the gun tin-own over the shoulder, the
' blue bl tods " whistled up, and a start made for a good glass
The loealitv means ;mv, for this sport is very
bull looatilv.
Kouge, Ponpeculiar, and
V be found on Bell Isle, River
nd is reached, they
ti.ic. or Gratiot roads. When the pro]
ball in the
hide their traps, load their guns, i
the hall is thrown
When al
hand start for a scout.
is

A

i

The

day.

garni

of "the Detroit

:

-

iu-.i:-

-'!

-e-

o be a plump woodcock.
oken in this manner each
placed by the members
of the Solbns who frame

-

Gun Club and by at

I

have made Fern Bank, a most charm-

But with my arrival the ''heated term'
have done little more, so far, than to secure

ing in the evening.

commenced and
you

I

our laws.
" little game
If our L-lass-ball shooters do not let up on this
likewise the numI shall be compelled to give their names, and
Presto.
ber of " balls " (?) broken.

'

r 0.

last

The fact is it is too hoi to
few days Tophet itself might be thought
compared with Fourth street in the

pleasant place

cool,

i

Queen City, and I doubt not that old Cbabcrt, the fire k
and those incombustible youths, Shadraeh, Mesluclt and Abed
nego woidd rather throw up the sponge th in canvass the town
even for so clever a paper as yours.
.!

'

i
i

.

Eastern R. P.— Those intending
tains will find

Si

Bo

mii all

I

:

sides

at,

By tin

the fusion of the

•ay I

rat-

f

Poke tTAXoSTKKAMwilh

ihe Rod and Gun, Your readers here are of the opinion that
you cannot fail with such a combination to achieve an immense
success and to become ihp sportsman's papi ir of the country.
I had a most cordial recept:
my friend and your cor
respondent " Gloan." He hi
it returned from a most sue
cessf ul fishing excursion to Kelley 's Island where the back bass
are more numerous this season than for many years past.

St.

the

"Notch,

GAME PBOSPECTS.

Common report confirms my own observation that nudf are
more abundant in Ohio this season than for many years.
At
Fern Bank, where I am sojourning with my daughter.tbe cheery
whistle of Bob White is heard from morning till night in every
direction, and the birds, as if conscious of immunity for another
season, have become so familiar as to mix with the poultry
about the. out-houses. Tbe great number of quail about Fern
Bank may, in a measure, be attributed to Mr. Short, the Lord
of the Manor and the founder of this charming and picturesque
village. He turned down two hundred brace this spring, but I
learn that quail are equally abundant throughout the whole
State, and for this gratifying fact we must, in justice, give
credit to the wise legislation inspired by that most efficient organization of gentlemen and true sportsmen, the Cuvier Chip,
of which model institution I propose to give you an account in
a future

made

b,

to Animals.— Exgi.and vs. America.
In a
copy of aLondon paper (Telgrnph, wethink a writer who
'•
Cornishman " inveighs against the " Barbarity 6H American trap shooting," and "Cruelly inflicted
upon the birds as packed and shipped by the fowler." We find
iu the Spurting Ua<?iU:, of June 23, 1877, that a favorite sport
).

signs himself

of the miner,

to fasten lighted

is

crackers to

the

tails Of

his

which are then tossed in the air "whoronrs with kughter at the agony of the birds when the crackers e-- plo
burning their feathers and scorching the flesh of he imp less irds."
Do our transatlantic friends need a missionary ? We have a
few we can spare.
».—.
pigeons,

!,

—Any of

.

1

our subscribers having live deer for

address n. Norcross.

Box

77:5,

might

sale

N. Y.

^,*.

—

Si-mmei: TJesoiits.— The attention of our readers is called to
column advertisements, where will be found nunu rons.sum-

the

mer resorts, and how

to reach them.
The variety presented
allows a choice for the most fastidious of those that desire to
escape the discomfort of he cily during the heated term.
We
1

know how

it is

ourselves.

The New Bijandi.—
believe we are right iu saying
that the brandy of Boutilleati fib is the most recent addition
to the brands commanding a sale in the American market.
It

We

has for forty years been known to European consumers, and
was very favorably received on its introduction to this coun-

Of

try.

and exceptional purity, it will be found
trial.
There are, no doubt, people who bebrandy of any kind is an evil, yet it finds its way

fine flavor

well worthy of a
lieve that

into the pedestrian's knapsack, the fisherman's and sportsman's outfit, the yachtsman's locker, and even (under a nma
(k plume, or in a disguised form) into the medicine chest.

may be all very wrong, but it is a fact and
—which we carefully refrain from doing— that

This

;

we

if

the

grant

brandy

a necessary evil, then in selecting from two or three
evils it is always desirable to choose the least.
The Boatille&ufils Cognac, of the vintages of '35, '5S, '05 and '70, is put

bottle

up

is

in cases containing

dozen half-pint

either one or

flasks, suitable for

two dozen pints, or four
hunting or excursion par-

ties.

Let
dices

be understood that we would hurt no man's prejubut since there are instances when the use of brandy is
and wdien it alone has been and will continue to be

it

;

beneficial,

we

used,

which so

discharge a duty by calling attention
justly deserves the high rank

have recently had a letter from my friend "Pious Jeems.
has a paper iu the hands of Scribner on the wild turkey

<§ea

if I am not greatly mistaken, will make a sensation
among both naturalists and sportsmen. He proves a fact which

may

,

Johnshury, Yt.

which,

it

It passes di-

no change being

— G'RtiEi.TV

letter.

strange as

"

late

r

He

and

ton

White Moun-

lo visit Ihe

Ibis line particularly convenient.

rectly through

dozen or so of subscribers.

a

work, and for the

I

in the air, fired at and broken, and
in. for as it is retrieved it turns o
From one to twenty glass balls an

Mr. It. L. Carry's fox terriers
worthy of mention as the truest type of their breed of varmint
breeds which I have seen out of England.
Au reoofr.

t

For the time being

ing place on the Belle River twelve miles below Cincinnati,
my headquarters; going into town in the morning and return-

with H. Breisch as President: C. A. Gardener, Vice; G.

tary, and B.A. Blum, Treas. J. O. Lyttle, Theo.
Mahoncy andB. E. Brockliausen, constitute a board of Direct-

A

\

,

protective organization
ihe litle of Forest and Stream
in Wilmington, Clinton Co., Ohio,

to chronicle a

just in time to give us a

lew of the famous Horseshoe Bend— that great triumph of engineering skill which
affords one Of the grandest and most striking views to be seen

:

—Again we have

it with the smoothness
upon the placid bosom of a quiet lake.
by the night: express and daylight dawned

;

the Westminster show.

I left Philadelphia

.

1

COtt,

to

such su-

Gambrinus and John Barleycorn as myself, was the barley

'

i

in

is

sights the most grateful to the eye of so staunch a desciple of

Tbe result of the effort made in securing belter protection
for game, dining the last session of the Legislature, gave gratifying evidence of the influence we can exert when the members of the clUbs of the State bestir themselves to action.
: groves merit
fnsecliverous birds and the songs
d our protective
and undoubtedly will receive tin " full -.
.-> u-*cli: a-, n tood resource and
i.k.-in,
wild
the
and
attention,
•.-.r-T.jrvi-il. should also receive a
othenrion sufficii tto enable it to pass through its breeding
,

road

°™r-

lirpalion.

,

delightful, for the

solute ex-

'"'

'

on

I

was most

perb condition that the cars glide upon

re

duriug the period of breeding,
>

myself and subscribers for your paper.
The', ride over the Pennsylvania Central from New York

-

lerely as

'

food

!'

'

\

There was but one black and tan Gordon on

I ever saw upon a
entered as an Irish Gordon, bred by II. It. North,
Marysville, Ky. he would have been hard to teal even at

He was

dog.

-

echos were
othi

Esq

Clausseu.

the benches, and he has as perfect a head as

it

to

brand

a

has attained.— [Ado.

nnd giver <gmhing

t

FISH IN SEASON IN JULY.

appear, has escaped the attention of such

,

t
Is the use of Set-Lines a > g lxng ?—'' Amateur "writes us
few
that a couple of Trojans while fishing in the Mohawk a
weeks since demolished a set-line, and being caught in the act

On

were threatened with prosecution.

consulting a

''

limb of

he law," the zealous protectors received little comfort, being mof angling. Though
f orated hat this fishing came under the head
I

t

consider
the questions may be thus construed, we cannot but
The
sel-Iincaas violationof the act, tlefiwto if not tkjure.
!,,
should not have meddled with the line, but
rt
informed the game constable, who would, undoubtly, have destroyed the line and arrested th&owner.
,

,

—Tne new law in
cludes

also

Florida for the protection of game, inDeer,
song birds during the breeding season.

turkey and partridges are protected from the 1st of April to
The destroying of nests or young birds
the 1st of September.
This, with the law passed last
is made a punishable offense,
ea birds and birds of plume, places
game protection is concernfar
as
so
the
rank,
in
front
la
The penalty for violation of the law is $20.
ed,
G. E. D. Jr.
,

i

there no one in Bergen county,
is not
N .T true sportsman enough to see that tbe game lawpresent
/'
has been during the
violated with it,
mrm ,hr Tn a littli wan p that had about a dozen woodcock,
Henry Engle, Jr.,
bird.
all that was left was one wounded
i erry, boasts ol ha ring
B
who lives between Fait vi
permission
killed them, and justifies himself, first, that he had
all the other
of the occupant of the land; and, secondly, that
le thing.
neighborhood tin
a in the
Spobtsman.

New

York. Jtme 1877.— Is

,

i-

;l

Audubon, and indeed of all
that we have in this country two dis
wild turkey.
To sportsmen the paper
will prove of the deepest interest, not only because of the eminence of its author as a leading sporting writer, but because it
treats of turKey hunting, that most thorough of all tests of
close observers as Nutall, Wilson,

our ornithologists

;

it is

tinct varieties of the

woodcraft.

To

stalk an antlered buck, or kill a black be

is

ei

;

t

the consequence was, that there is beneath the
canvas at Highland Lena House a beggarly show of empty boxes.
Then again. Bob was not in luck Jupiter Pluvius and
Jupiter Tonans and Eolus and all the minor gods ruling the
;

BnanigTt

:

/ .-',<,<i!<.„,

Mo

ikerel,

tu.u.

)« xaltatrix

Cubivm
mi'wuln.
n».™mwo
'

Bonim, Sardap
Kmgllsll, Mcntirin-us ncbutoms.

Far

li.it

Fish in

of Trout Flk$ inscason for July,

Makket.—Fish

see issue

of June

of all kinds arc very plenty this

Our quotations for the week are as follows
Striped bass, 10 to 20 cents per pound: bhiefish, 6 to 8
salmon, green, 20 cents
cents
mackerel, 12 to 25
;

;

each;

cents

shad,

Connecticut

River, .TO cents;
white
Spanish mackerel, 18 cents;
terrapin, $1 2 per dozen; halibut, 18

cents per pound;

perch,

15

green

turtle,

15 cents:

haddock, 6 cents; king-fish, 2.1 cents; codfish, 8
15 cents-, herrings, 6 cents; flounders, 8
cents; porgies, 10 cents; sea bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents;
cents;

cents; blackfish,

lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, 15 cents; soft clams, 30 to

reduced to

Canada

quagmire.

But

day the potent hand of the ex
perienced manager has reduced chaos to order, and everything
a

to

as regards the locality

is

in the

most satisfactory condition. But

there are no dogs on the benches; the storm created a
panic and "Sauw qui peat ! " was the cry among the owners of
alas!

the most valuable canines. Still there

were some few fine animals
which weathered the storm. The show of Newfoundlands was

28.

week.

down upon him. and yesterday his majestic tent
was blown down and the whole locality was in a few minutes

elements were

;

i

Bluctisli,

Pike or Pickerel, Vsm !« 'w».
Yellow Perch, ft™/tw.»».

sy work

compared with the circumvention of an old b rded cobbler.
This letter is a day late because T wished to repo the d .g show,
but I might just as well have let it alone, for it
as as tomplete
a fiasco as 1 ever witnessed.
It was organiz 1 and run by
Bob Niles, that genial and popular emprcssario of the opera
house and manager of theatres and hippodromes, but on this
occasion Bob's ambition led him to wade beyond his depth he
did not know that the inopportune time for a dog show is when
he dog, star reigns. No owner of valuable dogs would risk he
canicular heat

Esox noUlior.

MiiskaiiiniRC,

cents per 100; pickerel,

15 cents;

Long

Island trout,

hard shell crabs, So 50 per 100
crabs, SI 50 to $3 50 per dozen
weakfish, 12 cents;
legs, 35 cents per pound.
do., 50 cents:

;

;

60

,$ 1

;

soft,

frog

Coney Island Creek.— The comforts and attractions of
Coney Island have been vastly increased during the past l.«o
and the facilities of reaching the island measurably esen
All oyer the beach there is pow glitter of gaslight

years,

:

i

.

I

—

—

of biHSUng, exhilaration of muse, tumble of surf'and tinsel

flutter

.

of side,

show snilieien 1,1,0 amuse the mass of the public; Iml, if one
Wishes to withdraw from the concourse nnrt confusion of

it.

(Some "weeks ago

and

tin's is

9WN9VU

we

nim several patterns

sent

the report he Renri
1
.

h

i

.mi

1

got

t

:

m

summer days through in thcahade

thulc.

to

gun-

where

satisfy

clumps

the

of PoliagC and

bending willows invite his footsteps, ho will
following the self-same path which worthy anglers and snipe-shooters trod lull thirty years ago; and following this path through a turnstile and orchard up
open door of an antiquated shambling mansion, he

welcomed by

Van

the veteran host

Sicklen,

who

to the
will

In-

;

periodically visit his place to partake of his

adjoining creek for bass.

fish in the

lies,

lie-

Delight fully

will also considerately treat the

new comers who

water arc platforms where one can sit, in the cool of the evening over his ices or cobblers, and let the breeze fan him gently

draws up the winding creek.
And as for eating and
comestibles, what one cannot find in the refectory he can find
it

Van Sicklen has a set, of
cater for, and he would not

across the way..

proud to

is

lose

Ask him to giveyou a supand he will superintend its preparation himself.
Leave
the. matter wholly to him, and when by and by, after a sufficient interval, he approaches your party and smiles benignant,
ly. you may know that the feast is ready and waiting.
Van
study and learn the experiment.
i

That peculiar pantomime be-

Sicklen never rubs bis hands.

who inwardly congratulate their pockets,
attempt to infuse in their guests the substantial
pleasures of anticipation that may end in disappointment.
As
soon as the festive board is reached and the spread surveyed,

longs to landlords
while

ibey

you begin tofeeljto*
parly, but there
if

thai y mi cam*.

There are only four of your

are chickens, beefsteaks, eels, bluefish, bass,

id :s, vegetables, coffee and bread and butter enough for ten.

I

When ydq

have done

and

appetite, determination

that

all

ca-

you begin to look at the waste of viands and
down at the beach who pay three prices for

pacity can do,

pity the multitude

hastily prepared chops
in

I

We

he rush.

and half-cooked clams and nearly starve

don't

know how our

makes

;

that,

invasion.

They

will

ever pray thai prosperity

may

attend his footsteps, and bounty crown his board, and that

whenever nnd wherever
,

',

I

i

m

Sickle in

— "das

harvest

the.
isf.

is

ripe,

he

may

always

"

The bass are now running Up the Creek Utile ones in large
numbers, and the fishermen are jerking them out—more shame
to [hem.
Next month they will run large, and the best advice
we can give to our numerous city friends who ask us for a
day's

fake.the evening cars for

flailing, is to

remain over mghl

sleep well

;

;

dinner,- and return happy.
e,

i
i

how much

pleasure

Van

spend the next day
'J

is

'hoy will

lie

to be found

;

Sicklen's

;

eat a hearty

'

been made under these c
:.able resells under
sun- success the fishermo
first to the middle of Ju
until October.
The fishi
northerly for a. distance (
ing inshore at Conception

I'i'Hit

Pennsylvania, about the middle of last month,
of Schuylkill County, and several prominent,

.limy,

i

and lawyers. They caught "742 on Mom lay
030 on Tuesday 590 on Wednesday, and 480 on Thursday."
Possibly by the following Thursday, according to the foregoing progression, they might have emptied the stream, and
coal operators

at,

forty

To

AxoilEALTn SbekebS.—Bayfield, Lake Su-

To

etc.

fur-

the sufferer from

presents attractions unsurpassed.

it

—

— [See

;w
tackle at Ostell

Importers oi

tts,aing

scriptions always

on

A

Co.'a (late iiriun

taclde.

luiud.

farts* reels, t

P. O.

Mm,n

h
4)4

ftJOstell),

St..

cb, lines, files

.-.

I

:

week

a ud made a stt
Ona- day this week
iu
pickerel
weighed fm im four pounds to twelve poutidse eh.

fiats last

ofp
that

Out.— The Wisconsin

Coney Island

Central B. R.

now com.

is

Lake Superior, from

Milwaukee. As thisline passes through the wildest and most unsettled regions of Wisconsin crossing the beadwatefsOf numerous streams as yet guiltless of the sportsman's hook, and places
Within easy reach, the dense forests ami hunting grounds of the

we

become a favorite route for sportsmen.
while no
Bass, pike, pickerel and brook trout are abundant,
less than three species of grouse, as well as deer, elk and bear
State,

predict

it

will

-,

furnish sport for the gun.

The opening

of this railroad

is

a great event to the people of
Two pages of he Ash-

the northern section of the country.
land Press

i

a

Cue huge

shectj,

is

etrated for the

first

lime to

its

I

occupied with details of

construction and opening ceremonials.

its

Many

anglershave penvirgin wilderness streams, and

columns of the Press are occupied with letters and
paragraphs referring lo tin size and numbers of the trout
taken.
W. H. Tjippincott, of Philadelphia, one of onjrfrequenl
contributors, has just returned and reports the accounts truthful and he fish abundant. Besides trOUt, there are inaskelonge
in the lakes that weigh upwards of twenty pounds.
several

I

for Black Bass in Texas.—Thisin unfm't
Geo. H. Ragsdale, Esq., of Gainesville, County
accompli.
Surveyor of Cooke County, is the man who has gone and done
Fi.y Fishing

.;

,

:

ckerel.

I

KoVER.

McAdam Junction, on the Canada and New
Brunswick R. R., furnishes superior attractions lor the trout

miles beyond

Cojhjectiodt—Twin Lakes, July %,—Now that the bass
is open (closed during June) 1 may
be permitted to
whisper to the readers of the Fokkst axd Stkcam that
the catch promises to he better than ever before— the fish
large-rand more numerous, thanks to the law that lias put B
stop to the spcarsnicn and spawn bed fishing.
Manv tine bass
have been inadvertently caught during the close season by
fishers for cat, perch and pickerel, and put back.
The fish
were never better than just. now. Mr. Harrison Hall, of
Boston, is booked for the season at "Brook 'front Farm.''
Picnic parties are quite common on the shores, and on the
Island campers-out are having a good time, and the owner,
Mr. Edward Rogers, of Philadelphia, only asks that they
tlo no damage by fire or ax.
Trout fishing is done up in this
State for the season.
Sage's Ravine. Schnopp and Bartholomew brooks have yielded some pretty strings, and the
Hole,
Squable
Haystack and More- brooks have paid handsome
tribute to the export fly-fisher the last few weeks.
a.
David O. Saushitky.
season

Sthh-kb bass Fishing— Eiaratc,

Inform mo what

C

Jut// s

-.
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OF LONG RANGE

RIFLES.
e often asked the questloi

cu.vKSiox, Texas, Juno, 1877.
iQSt long rauae
;
•re have improved t!n-.i m
DUgl trial, inn a as regards mode t)i
''.'.

I

i

-i

.

my

.-

Mm

pinion

i

hreecti block

tiou; bat to Amerii-.uii n:iein
gain the day. At, your ivi-ai-e vou can ni
then you can load at the r.iuu'"--. Tin- 1.

In

i-tiy.
I,,

with paper might be iaipruved on. At
tnruitiK lathes, would
proper proportion In preserve,
fur 1,1101) yards'.'
Its bore Is
reach l.een rants, suppose n ,.
pet-lion, and heavy onumjii In
bore, would It, not hold out better well
.14? f say it would, and bavins a breech
plan that pushes the shell liotiie and ho
'

.

-,

is

matter with the striped bass tins season V
tlent y as usual.but, with no Sneqeas
ivi -vi-i
taken at the Bridge with rod and reel, wo
p
tile

«l

A TEXAN'S IDEA

lisp -p.

,,,

:

ii

.

wind, aud throw

,...,.,,

u

-,

,

,

,.,!.,.

..,,

,

wheu

its bolt,

held, evt

In the ponds and hikes good pickerel

and pen

I,

aud

e

B

;:

Kei-onsf.t, Mass, Ju
11

.-,

suppose the poachers will pursue them with

nets, catching them in
their hands, etc., in the same manner practiced last summer. Can you
not try lo convert these demoralized beings? Two of tliem read your
valuable paper, therefore a word or so therein might save them from
''

et

disgrace.

scales.

Martini

ritle

'|.'

nil

.

form

I

'.

Issue that

last.

my

mention Hie

]

two mateht

soolatfon,

'..

i

public that

lie

your

in

as being victorious in
n

the spring

...

I

-,

I

i,

,1

i

lliiakit,

1

good work

povvtler also did

too, bl

i

one third aud one tlfth prize. Several prizes In
in, and as Captain Boe'iruis and Ira PajUeare using il in
met
shot-guns, and many other great sportsmen iu b.,- ri
,i
I tains that I have got It to Bom state of perfection,
BeJ n- this I ehail
lengetl the black powder men to shoot affainst, my pawtlffl iritOOl
first,

,

,

1

ing, bnl

[The movements of striped bass arc very capricious, and
sudden appearance or disappearance puzzles many fish
ermen. After heavy rains the bass take to deep salt water,

seeinj;

-

..

gotten overtaking game and ten when qui ot season. Last month the
w was on bass, but I have heard of several parties [tint not oulv
night them, hut. seemed proud of the deed, Speaking of tflei
tune(?) openly. Now that He: close season for trout has commenced 1

6

Ij

Editob Forbst akd Stbeam:

even

it

..

i

-n

i
.

,---,-

same accuracy

Die

wiped out every lime, while T

this is

:

as the

h

,

wipe

will not

no matter

out,

their

viler

kea

but they return again invariably to the shoal or brackish

water when settled

fair

and hot weather returns.— Ere]

rate iviirn

MovRMtsrs of

the, Kisuixo Fleet.— The early mackerel
be over, and for the past Eortnigbt but 1ew
The vessels arriving from the Magdalensand
the Nova Scotia const report, that there are no mackerel there,
and the prospect for Bay fishing is no
r promising than
the off-shore fishery.
The Georges fleet continne to meet
with moderate success. The prohibition of theriver Bsherj
has tended to prevent, the seining of menhaden in quantities
at Newbury port, and the restriction is felt: by vessels seeking
bait as well as by the porgie fishermen themselves.
It is to
be hoped that some arrangement will be made to allow the
fishery to go on, as it has heretofore since- the law, which has
been enforced tfiis season for the Brat time, was enacted. The
receipts of Bank codfish and halibut, continue light, and good
prices are realized.
The liank fishermen arc troubled to procure bait in refitting.
From May 31 to June IS, 468 fishing
schooners visited St. John's, N. P.. for supplies and bait.
The number of fishing arrivals reported at this port the
past week has been 127, viz.: 8 from the Banks, 11 from
Georges, T7 from makereling trips, and I from the .Magdalen

seems,

in perfeei

tier,

sdfish

halibut
-

ring.

arid

200,000

week have been

lbs.

of fresh

from the Banks, 700,000

i

rges halibut. 700 bole rnt ckeri
Advertiser, Jul;/ ti.

Cape

about.

27o.lll"lfl lbs.

and 175,000
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or
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absolute apour&ey [abo»
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s. T. ri

it

i
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ngouts for the pnwd.
it., Boston, Muss.
Those "i .'
readers who have written to them wllhom
win do me
u re-writing me.
carl Dittmah.
ii

.

,

.
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OhtAETO, Canada. -The annual shooting matches of the
Victoria Rifle Club were held at their rifle ranges
ton, Ontario, on July 3.
The principal (ami,
Dominion Association medal for Snider skooline, at 200. ootl
and 600 yards, and for the Ontario Ritle Ai
tha long ranges.
SOOjaraa—? shots ench, Solder ritle range. .T.M. Qlbion,*!: J.Dartly
S«: J. Adams, H9; S. .Marvel-. SB; Bell, oi Toronto, 'JS; J. J. Mason. 27
500—7 91 his each, J. m. Qibsau, SI: J. Adams, SD: 2
>«
i

I

li.mi-gn

MurtKiin,

500 bbls. her-

Ann

u

'.

powder down with

In-

ii

ill

.,.

i

I,
1

i

Islands.
The receipts for the

i.
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tOl

turooy.

n

weight of Macs pow.

-

i'

'

to

well

the shell and

pari in

....

i

mil when ustal

perform

in

'Hi-'l

have been taken.
cars running through to Ashland,

,

,

1

fisherman

spurt

riAMiiNc,

eg

1

.

St,

TitotT Fishing.— Kilburn Lake, near the 50 mile post, 12

1

.

ol all de-

Box ISi.—lAdv.

-ii

-

5

I

necBS

Paul

-

ii

M ninoAN--/;Detroit, July%- K. \\ tjeynolds, Albert flill
and Will urisi an wei-eilriwn the river in the yaeli
stak
pie of days, and had fine sport, briuginghome
70 pike, 1 mas tlonge and fid black bass.
Jj P. Knight and George Webb took a small boat and went
apt ) Belle Isle lo troll, where they caught a maskeli
weif bed over t.v,,'cutv pounds.
(! Iff Stcnt.cn md J. V. D. Bldridge took B trip to St. Clair

p. 'l.

all

days the cod-fishi

v

...

Fishing Parties coming to Canada will find in

Bay

•nds from Conception

seven hundred miles, the cod arrivBayabout June 1st., and approaching
r for every degree North.
During
f

tions ail esaulmaus pilot, conM beobtainedat Hopedale, lat.
55.27.
The experiment may be tried at once-, inn we expei
to live to see Labrador cod liponlhc Gloucester flakes.
Vaje

adv.']

Canada HI. John, JY. /?., .June, BO.— Good sport is reported from the MatepediaC and vicinity. I intend on my
l,,,iM- in sV,p there and
go for the sabnos.
TV
Jneeilj :r
looks desolate, the business portion of
ne-ie heap of rubbish.
The inhabitants are however full of
pluck, and are actively malum: preparations for rebuilding.

sarj

be continued

mi

simultaneously during
length of a co-i30 min., in one con
7IJ0 statute miles, and it is probable
fishing could b_
c found
.
upon the outlying Banks.
For an experimental trip tic
the char, of Commander Maxwell,
of the English Navy, puhlisl
hshedin London last year, would be
a good guide as far north -ilat. 56.30, which is as far North as there would be any necessity to penetrate on a fishing voyage: and for inshore opera-

!

Si-oktsmt-.n

iu-

grounds from the

.

i

then what a halo of glory would have surrounded the achieve-

perior, is one of the pleasantcst health resorts in America,

To

business.

•

i

August and September,
tending from lat. 47deg.
tinuousline, or more tha r

;

ment

profjt-

ii,

-

:

by the .judge

1

'

I

Point FtKOKiaiN.;,!.— A gentleman Bends a postalcard srtd b
tells of the tmmbera of trout, taken in the Surname!
inir River,

nr-.i.

surprised to dis-

cteek.

plcletl,

Il

!

times.

all

may

nOne of our business, but we feel certain that should the
MOW and Hie buzzard ever be seen loafing around his dining
room, his full-fed friends would muster iu force to repel the
be,

omened

ai

I

old friend can afl'ord so

great bounty at such trilling charges as be

II

For complete instructions ifl bt
with fly, spoon, minnow and Other bait, eb& Hal
" Sportsman's Gazetteer.'"

cus-

fh-ir favor and approbation for all the patronage of the great.
caraiansarios 00 the beach.
lie does not know how to beat
a man uul Of a cent, and he has hada long life-time in which
to

lure

hay fever

manor horn and who know the tides, the baits.aud the
the fishes congregate and bite.
Right over the

tomers that he

~,

embowered

lis when

in the hostelry

NoriTii Labradou FibhWci Guorxos— Newfoundland nad
fleet of four hundred fishing crafts, from eighteen to ninety
tons burthen, which resorted to these grounds lasl year passmg north of Cope Harrison, in lat. t.o4. Ihilihe Newfoundlanders fish inshore, Fn
l^'^'
without, bait, and let ve
outly
which are the great fcedi
rounds of immense
schools of codfish.
T]
isliil
voyages have
a

years ago, Khej are now used with much success.
01 course
bass ,-,,-,, capricious, like other Bsb, and will not take the saine

nishing excellent, boating, fishing,

locatedat the verge of a high bluff at
whose base the ripples of the rising tide makemelody. Bonis
are moored there ready for hire, ami attendants wholmow the

)'

-,

.:

i

i

bounty and

the old homestead,

as

,--.,,

angle

s

A sL-cunii l.i-tnl proved
plete tail
arc glad to hear of the success of Hies in southwestern
In Florida, where Ihoy were scarcely known a few

We

years ago

shook with hospitable warmth the hands of worthies now passed into the shade but not more warmly than the remnant who

are to

tBl

the thirty-three lipping the beam at three-quarters of a pound.
ill grand jury, who
think it a shame t<
worms on such fry. think of indicting Mr. Bridgman for
infanticide— World, Sunday, July 8.

Of dies,

inc

ii

Mils county.

he will only allow himself to

if

his bent inclines, Or

find himself

old habit

-ii

II

b

.

search for some ultima

atlgler, will

wander whithersoever

is

i

hi

looks only at nature

standpoint, as a professional

.'esthetic

the conditions he requires, and

still

,

cant

waters.

,

of the broad piazza.

Tie sportsman who

own

his

ner or

,
.
i

But
and the host changes as often

things here arc modern,

as tbe.guoats do.

from

,
'

Sicklen,
The former is a delightful Bummer resort—a chattn,
iDg oasis of trees, lawn, garden. Hbrubbery and Bowers, ina
desert of Band, where those who love quiet and rest can lounge
nil

-

.

'

M

tire

'

'

i

with tbenii

lal

lira

ace

.-],;,

1

nnd be translated in a twinkling from Babel U
tRa, Letuimwalka few hundred yards back from the beach
to the Oceanic Hotel or the ancient hostelry of mine ho
svtls,

1

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.'
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-0);
i
-

;

llo reeor. -">: I), linueui-.k il
Diaohar, 31; Geo. tied. SO; Heo. Margets,
.

.,.,,,,,,,1,,..,

,

28:

,-.,„...

A.

-iag--,r. M.

(tibsoti, S2; Ben. Toronto, si: J. Adams,
S!
Margeta, XT; A. fame, 72.
Sim yards ,,,
kiod of ride, 7 shots, HeO. Disc tier. Sir ]».
Schwarz.S-1; George Murlsou, S3: J. M.
||.

as Bab
Pexx.— Mr. William H.
rusticated this year in the White Mountains. He is
ardently devoted to Ashing, and Salmo fontinalis is to him
what, horses, dogs and base-ball are to some people.
His usual good luck lin point of numbers} attended him this year,
thirty-three trout having found their way into his creel in
eight hours.
Then weight, however, was not considerable,

Almost
Bridgman

.

i

Adams,

31.

W. N. Cooper,
Aoams.Sl;

Bi

II

—L

I, .ii.i.i..

M.

.

A

M. Gibson,

BB; J.
vi

!

e-iia-.ojj,

snn..il: r.svuw:ir-z,-j5;

:..:;

33; J.

J. W,i-

u>gats,30.
.1.

Cam.-.

Aiiams,

'

I

.,

33!

G. Margets, 32; G. Murl

••.',.

Aggregate. Small-bore—J M. Gibson, OS;
93; G. MuriBOii, 92; A. Bell, 02; F. Scliwarz.

,T.

84,

Adama,

95:

G, Margets

—

n

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
Australian Rtbkb News'.
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The following letter lias been
of the N. Ii. A. from the Net? South
Association.
Acoompanping it was a note conveying a vote q£ thanks passed by the Sydney I'ifiamei
u
courtesies cxteaded La their aipnw--iiintiw:s during their atiiyin
-nl
These urn
-n.
it
will he rethe United Slates.
cann overland from San Francisco. From
the Closing paragraph of the letter it would seem to be the
ripressibn 6f Hie letter-writer that the trophy is to remain
Wales

;

i

..

:

atnuiEanoim,

i

1,'lri.K AsSOl
Sjydnby, May, 2D, 18TT.
I

I

in.:

Rpti.axij, Vt.—Mr,
Oreedmoor, has been up

At the laBt ordinary monthly meeting of tills Association copies
correspondence between yourself unci Mr. Augustus Morris, captain
in
the late International match at Creed moor.
relative to the regulations under which future contests tor the Centennial topBj should be conducted, were read, and it was resolved that
the viewB of Hie Council ol the New South Wales Rule Association
Btiould be conveyed to yon, and 1 have now the Honor to submit the
following Bne.£estious emanating from Mini, body
.

.

o)

how

Nial

ranges

',,-

ii

il

skill

these

1,000 and. 1,100 yards, as

BOO,

than these at which the late match was

!i h
match should not be llred on any ground on which
members or any ot the competing teams have frocjuent opportunities of
practice, as it is most desirable that all teams should meet in the match
any of the competing teams shonld be
allowed to lire on ihe range on which the match is to be fired, for at
least one week prior to the match: any infringement of this rule to
person offending from competing.
of

...

i

11. Sanford
Chan, mines
til. A. Killiuru
N. S. -Marshall

mi

!

,'!'

in .:

I,

should be shot every third year as

ruasiti;

animal or biennial maich of it must tend to debar distant, count
taking part In many of the matches. For instance, there is very little
probu.i,

reonld

;

cither this or next year, but

it

ibletosonda team

bi

Bould possibly be done ia 1819.

I

and

June

while firing

23,

at

S
4

5
3
3

4-45545455655
SS354
5Q56BS
4054.H5 555554
5644605446684
5

4

4

4

4

5

:l

5

5

4

5
4

4
5
5

5
4

5
5

5—

ill)

5

4

3

5

4-65

4

6

5

i

5— (!R

Habtpord, Conn., July

7.

Major Second Hog.

have

ininor clubs bad a

riii

Lli

1'

Chairman,

Vol. Rifles,

day of

it

at

There was individual practice at
the. field three clubs were busy
at work competing for various, prizes. The Stock Exchange
Rifle Olubmen Were holding their first regular match foi the
Noeris Holler medal, presented by a gentleman of the Exchange. The medal is a unique affair. On either side of
a target in enamel stand a bull and bear rampant. On
the side toward the bull is a target with a number of very
liiuh outers, and on the bear side a target with a number of
very low ditto. About the whole is a scroll giving the name
of toe medal, with the monogram 01 'be club and an eagle,

Oreedmoor on Saturday.
loagranges, while

ii

with the legend, "Eicelsior." The cost complete, with
The conditions require ten
pin-bar, etc!" was over s*<2,J0.
contestants, each lo fire ten shots at 800 yards, off-baud, any
rifle.

«

WmBlisli

34

i

i, ii.cv, Jr

40

E.mra

;vj

KJliiuibnll
jN i» Stanton
Phtpard

83
3U

y

i,

Win Weeber
O uregory

20

W GDominlck

W

Sf9

JJIAnory....

SO

RWIJuy
The Irish-American

2'1

'27

i

•200

liurr.s,

FllllffV
p

m

I)

sharps ''iced

yards.

i

«
M

W
26

26
as
SI

20

'

-;,

Ward Burton

M'"

600 yards.

-.24

Mil

lictii

,-'

WiiB
W

Ward, Item Mil

i

made

islj

Williams 12.5 inches (twice) and 13.6 inches. On SaturIS. If. Williams marie a score, of 18. Ii inches, best sbot

II.

E. 1'. Whitney, 31.8; John Carroll, 33.4, best shot 0.5;
O. A. Grower. 24. S hest shot 1 inch.
Hawley, Carroll and F.
K. Williams (six-tenths! took the three half dollars for
1.0;

single shots.

Kew

Haven, July

and other shooters.

T'l.

48
4S
46
46

^
r
i.

43
36

>

*B

in

.US

'il

Nlr.llolls

Rifle

Club

also fired at 200

Daniel D. Wylie, ex-Commandant of the Washington Grey Troop and now Chief of
upon the
Ordnance of the State of Isew York, has determined
in to come off next
m]
presentation of a badge, the first
big
is to he a stand-up ail round,
trophy
newThe
mouth.
since at -iOO and o Jt veils,
lor
scores must not he looked

Badge.— General

(

I

il

i

pretty fair marksmansuip to avoid getting
oiis. has
bet ro tni . gi
:=.
The medal, which a
CommiUeeN. 11. A., and a
been accepted by the Executive
The conditions read
General.
vote of thanks carried to the
" Competition monthly at Oreedmoor, open to members N.
imlN G S.N. Y.; weapon, any military nlle; dOO
is

I

:

:

K A

each distance: rounds

and 500 yards; position, Handing at
stghtmg ,h -: cleaning of
seven attach distance wulioui
Lntrauee h-c .41c. lo
distances.
rifles allowed only between
i.H-'tori:
:-'<- ;:nh n uisecuuvelv
!:<in.
-,,-r.ri ll'i-, c line.,

J

I

.

i

One-fourth of the
nTin" ,-i=o..-il property of the winner.
competitor making the
entrance money to be awarded to the
second hignest aggregate score."
N. Y.— WmerUy Mifk Team, July i, shooting
i

W-iTECLET,
and 1,000 yards ranges

at the 300

for a rifle presented

by E.

using Ihe
Remington & Sons. The Hddebrand Bros., by
aduig scores stood
ke
same rifle, Stepped to the front
two
sighting
shots.
and
distance,
each
shots
Ii

I

at fifteen

800 raids.

g

A iiildebnind

n D Knapp
='

T'l
4<i

19
20
1G
10
so

36
ar

.1

:

600 yards.
il

IT

Clii.-keni
isAi-'DisiiiD
U il Walker
!•

ud
;;;:::;
..-'.••-•••:.'::"••;-

fttr-rrr

«

1000;yards.

T'l.

S
S
»
g

HS

Bradley

15

Wellington
Clarke
Won by Glenney.

Hi

15

M
IB

Allan-,,

1;

ir.

Frank

..

-

1

Glass ball trap, fen shots each; ]iri/,e, pearl-bandled pistol.
Glenney
9 Van Brunt
5
Clarke

Wnn

Bradley

'J

«

by Glenney.

oil-band, with Sharps military

Rifle match, 400 yards,

prize, Association badge.

rifle;

Avery

Frank

11
11

Bradley
Ciarke

s

Atkinson
Van Bfnnt

lis

Glenney

14

retired

6

Wou by AtUinsoii.
The largest black
and weighed

bass was

The

lbs.

:l!

taken by A. H. "Wellington,

table is constantly supplied with
in season.

and other game

bass, trout

6.— The Mil

ily

1W11

layed so late

rds range.
asinc shots

that the

stood

their

,t

shoot on the 0th

put iu some

inst.,

The

was dc-

practice

were

a rapidly

fired in

i

4

5

.

..4

3

4

8

4

1

..5

5

S

5

3
5

4

4

4

»

4

:-,

4

E

5

4

5

2

,1

I

4

S

3-55

5

5

6

4

5-fiT

f,

8

r>

3

:>

8
3
i

5

The Executive Gommittei

o—BO
2
5

a— Br

a

i—59

0—(l9

ed the dates

of the fall meeting at Ore
elusive.
The mulch for the
the British and American teams to

trophy; bet*
Ur'jfland loth

I

occupy

t.ue

September.

compete for places in the Aiucrkau team of '77, the
Milwaukee Rifle Club, while acknowledging Ihe courtesy, are
obliged to decline, as a majority of the members who' have,
attained the necessary skill are American citizens by choice,
and not, by birth, and are therefore debarred, ihe others arc

36

S3

unable_t(y;evote the time requisite for the preliminary contests.

Fkogmook, Nno Orleans, July 2, 1877.— The fifthj competition for plates on the Inter-Stale team look place on
July 1, on the grounds of the Crescent City Rifle Club. A
twelve-pound keg of Hazard powder, presented by the
agent, Messrs. C. T. Birdecker A Co., was also shot for,
and won by Mr. Selph. The following is the score, no
sighting shots allowed

:

as

M
s?

RG

Massachubsetts Rifle Association.— Walnut

..4
5

Hill range,

.

near Boston. Picked teams of the Waljjole Amateur Rifle
Club and the Massachusetts Rifle Association return match.
Ten shots each at 800 and UoO targets, and fifteen at the
1,000 yard target.
soil

JohaALoweli
11,1m

k.son

yards.
44
4H
41

900 jurils.
45
35

47
35

59
49
4S
44

Nathan Washburn

47
46
45
39
41

KSOray
JEManil
'i'Hfcrray

800

147

900
i,ooo.-

-,4H

130

Ht'BUke

li,.

I.

stand

KGEyiich

Ijl

Dudley Selph

127
105

C4

W

uuvison

FJRabbeu,

900 yards.

..4

3

5

5

ft

6

.A

6

6

3

ft

5

1000 yards.

07

in

((7

....us
65

lie

S5

T'l.
105
laj

61

52

lis

—Blomning

Hunso;,'

Co.,

July

:;ra

""-y

y*fW
Wellmgcoi
Won

by

•

J.

rifle,

10

Heavy

%

Glenuey
VuctSBovieh

5

ft

to

r>

ft

5—0T
o-«!)_2ll«

.',

ft

5

5

ft

.,

4

4
5
5

6
5

5— 67

5

4— OS— 20

B
ft

S
4

6

5

5—71

1000 yds.

yclB.

X'L

,61

60
59
53

0;i

five in the five

67
43
82

180
17(1

v,H

competitions

John Glynn
Jno K Remuid

,..1113 2-5
...192 3-6
...191 3-5

now

190

]..,

i-,;

1

-,

GUSSIJJ.

Caledonian GAMES. Selmcken

Union Hill

l'nrk.

E.

1

lIiuiiiiHT-1). C. 'linns,

Sft

II.;
t'l.

w.

Robert-

limes. ,s4 ft.
Ii. limes, 99 fi.Oin

11.

'.1

in.;

1,'.

;

Rum

,p-A. C. Re

;

w.

E.

-,,_j,'|

Illin

'.Ro!

Van Brum

11

10

KlelQhaus

1.1

9 11. 8

Broadsword Dance— First .lames Atchison
Three-legged Race—First. A. c. Heed and
Hop, Step and Jump— E. W. Johnson, 42 It.
Boys'

1»

Pole—W. BobertBon,

Viuiitirn: witii the

Baofc

;

in

;

t501l.

Robert Inn

second,

\Y.

Robertson

iv. Hoi., r ',,11

W.

in.;

Robertson, SB

ft,

Race— First, Alfred McAiiaui second. James Siewart
Race-Firat, W.jRobertson second, A. Bennett.
;

;

New Yokk

Avery.

g
10
is
is

S
B

1

W

200 yards, off-hand; prize, Association, badge.
Bradley
Clarke

5

Creed.

Standing Dlgh Jfimp-E. \Y. Weston, 5 ft.; .\ faster i ft 9'in
Tossing Caber-E. W. .bjlmsou. :i, fi
iau,-s, :a ft.
Klinning High Deap—A. C, Eteea, 5 ft. s in.
Short Race (one lap), 125 yards—First, A. O. Reed ; second, E.

18

Vui

11.

6

4

19

first

f.-J8

6-11— 20S

C. Clarke,

1'

ii.-;;,,.-,,

3

"404

0:S

lliiiinni.'r— 1). C. Eiiss. 102

i.ifihl

200 yards, five shots; prize,

Avery

S
4

K Benaud, Rem

5

of the

5

5

9.

fishing.

4.— OH-hand, any

5

hiiomd Mistimes.

D.; A. H.
Wellington, Mr. and Mrs. John Gibb, Brooklyn; H. Elmer
Gibb, Walter Gibb, T. M. Gibb, Joseph Atkinson Hawley,
H. Kleinhaus, Moses Weelbrook and Herman Frank, of
Blooming Grove; Oil. Smith VV. Anderson, of High Bridge.
The amusements weie prize shooting, black bass and trout

July

ft

3

(

ladies

Commodore Van Brunt, Miss R. L. Baxter, T.
Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bradley, M.

ft

S

5

.

Grove Park, Pike

6

5

JotiBNAt..— A new monthly, to be known as the
"National Guardsman," will soon be issued.
It is to be tho
American prototype of the "Volunteer Service lay.ette."

and gentlemen, members and
their guests, were at the Club House at Blooming Grove
Park on the 4th of July, viz.: T. W- B. Hughes, H. Wolfe,
Louis Iken, Doctor and Mrs. Geo. II. Gleany, nurse and
Children; Mr. and Mrs, John Avery, John Avery, Jr.;

belt revolver, plated.
Glenney

4—«4

New

of the Society of the Army of the
Potomac, at Providence, R. L, Gen. McMahon and Col.
Church stood head in a rifle match fired there, and tins, too,
immediately after a clam bake.

Pennsylvania

3

6

4

Wm Arms

At the recent meeting

The following named

3

:

:

800 yards.

3

iieui creed.

A. 1). Dlihbici
Jules Pi tram, Item Creed

161

I., July 9.— Some of the members of the
A. Riiie Glub celebrated the Fourth by target practice
Wackston range.
The following scores were made
a possible 225

H dwell

J

5
4

John Glynn. Jr., Hon Creed
E. T. Manning, Keni. Cieed

14.1

Total..

at the
out of

5

o

41
49
32

Pbovidence, R.
R.

D

ft

4

m

5S

38

5

Arms,

..0

The average

3(1

5

Col.

I.DE.

46
US
42

5

5

..544443

Tl.

njso
(

4

142

Total

WALl'OLE AMATEUR KIFLE

5—89—211

6

Eyrich, Kern Greed.

Wm.

John

1,000 yards.
53

40
35
»J

S

4

afaj.

MASeACHFSETTS IUPLE ASSOCIATION.

James Shepherd

4

ft

...IS

ft—73
5-1)9

5
4
4

o
4

5

ft

-Ii

a j Fu

m
{

Magazino

prize,

sights;

Avery
Van Brant

'21

VV

;

1

yards.

M

—

it

leaning scores stood

Jliradneek
A Johnsou

VV GelTiSh

standing,

A few of the

as

yards for a specuifmilitary rifle, presented the club, ]\Ir. E.
W. Price taking it with 43 in a po'ssible 50.
\ RrN-v'tKG Max at Cbbbdmooe, Tbel running deer
match died in the most natural way. It afforded very good
but this
snort to such as were able lo tit themselves for it,
number visiting
class were a mere drop in the bucket of the
Oreedmoor. Now the question is how to make the runningdeer apparatus of service to the association and its patrons.
Our suggestion would be that in addition to the deer figure
shots
now in position, a running man be placed on the track,
would bo of service
to be made with military rifles, which
to encourage
easy
sufficiently
would
be
and
drill,
as soldier
remain for use
the poorer average shots. Let the deer
or anything the
against hunting rifles, magazine weapons,
it with the runsupplement
but
use
to
chose
contestants
the course ot milining man as the proper rounding out of
on the range.
tary' ball practice now carried out

WriB

— Whitney liawje. —Foot Guardsmen

Allen

APBlllKe

The

7.

2110

A

and 600

The Seventh Regiment

18

Club shot a second lime for the

FFT.i,
Ii

if

day,

Lie

Rifle

open

yard.-;,

loll

pistol.

tion to
IltllS

r>

P.ui ton trophy, but a general fit of poorness had seized the
members of the club, and some very mediocre scores were
run up, General Millen getting the least wretched, and again
taking the bauble. The leading shots were

Is

In response to an invitation of the National Puflc Associa-

down

Dewlllg

1

1

Titos. 3. Jaql-es,

tors,

match,

Rifle

5-bM

—Franklin Club regular montblv

4

llllBhna

by T. C. Clarke.

for

shoot.
To Joe it. Bawley— "Gen. Joe Hawley" soumis
better and more familiar— must be given a liberal share of
There tvere fiwenty
iota the brilliant record he made.
"
raotiii
was
best recorded in the
two entries, and the
booksol the cluh trine! its organization in January, 18G&
The rcgulai
is, staudirig, oil'.
bam St'al nil's eye eig
500 feet distant.
The
e from the c entre of the bu
-ey to the centre of
the 1
•ed with a vernier sea e.
The shortest
esbolswins. Anyi itle may be used,
-.
General 3. R. 1 lawley bad the

Averv
Vueassovioii

18

Remington

2-6:1

watch chains, as advertised iu another column, are
very handsome and significant emblems tor riflemen.

15
a
21

Glunooy

5— TO

3

,

be j

hr to

Wm. FosKEtt, Sec

Won

:

5

4.

Glenney

i

America

to

4

John Hunt,

—Charms

m

member

of Stamford

Sanl'ord,

II.

!•;.

in Vermont showing the boys there
At a meeting of the Rutland Rifle Club

Ji.

Bred.

Thini, That no

it.

long range, before a large attendance of spectators, Mr.
Simford rolled up a score of 70 in the possible 75. His style
of shooting was carefully watched, and he very generously
employed his time in giving points. The scores stood

:

.

hest to do

at their range at Centre Kutland,

i

ranges arc a better test of

rsrunt
Snii.'v

—

M.vitTisi-IIicNKY Bullets.
The metal, which is composed of mixed lead and tin, after leaving the furnace, is
squirted forth in the shape of an endless rod, as thick
as the intended bullets— these being not globular balls, but
of an elongated conical form.
The rod of soft metal pusses
very swiftly through a machine, which cuts it up into short
pieces, compresses oueendof each piece into a cone, hollows
out the other end, and so produces the completed bullets
with amazing rapidily.

,

SOUTH Wilts

Van

Ii

tlemen.

i

On this poiul v.o doubt not, their
indefinitely in America.
friends in England hold other opinions.
It is not unlikely
that the Australian team may have their next dig at the big
The letter reads
prixc on English soil.

KKW

July 5. Pistol match, 20 yards; prize,
sis shots each.

t.l

:

1

won by Vueasr-mvieh
Magazine pistol,

Tie shot oil by Glenney and Vncassovicb, was

The da)' was beautiful, hut soin.
wind from
in
one side of the range to the other. After the contest Hon.
,i
delivered an address in presenting
ii-ned (o by a large gathering of ladies and gen-

Eifle

1
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eHui

4

Avery
Van Brunt.".
Hughes

10
C

6

il

Dash-J-'i

I

a one. 11

s.

at— John

Si:..._

irtohester, 8.
LI

3

;

Final heat-John

2-5 s.

JameB Frost,

ond, $10

Haven, July 4.—Sum-1
3,

1

Adsetts,

Wellington

Ci.ub, Mott

Ati

red 1

;

0.

third, $6,

Won

V

Y„

Crosslev.

easily.

Paterson,

two

sle.v,

feet

Sf. .7.,

1

;

Time, 10

Si
S

W

H

1

ahead 01

FrankiVrd,

n by a yard.

Pa,.,

Time.

rs, 3 ;
j> dietts,
First prize, SSSj-aecl

Mile

'

li

l':n-i

\v

\

Edward Wilson,

Gait, Ontario, 1:

is,

West,

1

-19 8.

m

three

Hammond,

*

cm

Waifc [letter carriers only)— Jas Foster. Station r, l:
Murrisauia. 2: Jas Arciibntd. .station F, 3.

u -ij:

Half-mile Knee-John K Mannlnsr, llnsiiiu. 1
lotward Wilson, Weft
lUeridcu i'tinns. Coum, 2. Won bj twenty yards. Manning, 2 in. u b.;
Wilson, 2 in. |i>
I,
Tic '
V"
a sre
enf.l n
i WSXS WtgZI 11, Alliion Society,
Kilwanl Mullen, N V; Lester C Dele, New lluven. Conn Jolin
Gonnllng, X V. Of these vViczell and Dole only came out. Both of
ralBd oil for :il eged running. These men will come to-

1

M
Uiplr.

I

ii"'

second.

\\ est
'i

i'

1

Sa and
econd.
••.-.

'e

1

1

1

1

"I

(handicap)— John E Manning, Boston, Mass., -won

440 yarflB

.

v,

i

'mis ended

$.-,.

'insiiiaiicii

-i

was won

>;, wltitdi

"

1

1
1

1

timing,

tin

1

rnoe" tor n
m
by Ernest Geiitz,

;

urtheronsoinonllc

:.:.;

Mile

X

\,

r-in. West

Tune.

•:.

m.

Is

Meftiien Farms, Conn, 1:

B

H Wilson,

W

11' 4 s.: 2

:.

in .

'I

ill!

(

I

,

time',

.

IP,

Won

H

hy
i'miiicr the shot—
shori of the best on record.

"

n

n.i
a

'

4.

— The

The
won bv Brown

ntmisecontest.

first
:

thi

Mc-

,;

ml

tlmi

.

W

one ineh

won by O Fabregon

In

rJauham, l m. 2l« r.;
at O'Brien distanced all coin-

II

55

inches

•1

prize

highest running leap,
reaching 4 ft. 11 in. John Ryan won first ln.nnv
race— one quarter of a mile—in 38| see. John VIosel
and
George Lewis won the three legged race, ami (he
in
boys weie first and second in the Tub rac
(:
The committee added a boat race lo the programme, in
which No.
was (he victor, Schofield tu king first money.
first

t

1

which the bachelors rather got the
the appended score shows

of the Benedicts, as

best,

1

MAKKIEO.
onterbrldge, c Kelly,
Haughton. run out

Seaward,

been exceeded

r

251j

li

3.

The Km

the most interesiing event of

s

which res
In the
I

.

I

Civiiiits.nn; di-nillcu. is

\V

Jl

iTy

nui

a

he day,

p,

[|

,j,.

:

Time, seven hours and a

122.

half.

-Daniel O'Lcary, slarting al 12:05 a. m. July 2d, finished
- walk Saturday, July 7, at midnight, having made
471
miles.
The proposed attempt to excel his London performance of 520 miles in the same lime was therefore a failure.
Ladles' Games. -The ladiesof Brooklyn have formed an
Archery Club, and will piny at Prospect Park. Nogentlemnn
•

J.

—On

July 4th the Ladies' Club of Btaten Island Cricket Association engaged in games, which consisted in archery, lawn
tennis and croquet, and the day was greatly enjoyed iiy both
sexes.
The ladies should be enci
i.

:

resulted

13; 2d. 66.

allowed to join except with a lady.

Rtaten Island.— At Stau-n isiiou a very enjoyable game
was had between the married and single members of the club,
in

a.

tlxinmor-The greatest distance was 82 ft. 11 In., won
by G D Faiinh. tin- heaviesi throw on record while T A McEwen was
i:e

Louis— 1st,

CnicKET at HonoEEN.-The Pennsylvania University
eleven ployed their first Match with the St. George's, of N. Y.',
resulting in victory for the latter.
The university men scored
M'J and -12 in their two innings,
and the St. George's 2U and

for

.

yon

.,

11 in., bnt

ft.

heal

[rd,

tl

w

T
til

nningl

n

-,.

,,,;;

liiial

Burmoyer, 84

in,53jf s.;

i

wm

ips,

d

a.

;:.

i

I'm

3.

Bun— First

Yard

Fiil.\

[second
lourth,

Brillm.

11

::,

b

Four Hundred ami

\.—July

carried out.

ilkiug mutch of one mile,
time, 7:55.
In tin sack race and hitch and kick, Thomas Payton tool, tii.-i
money. as did Michael Lindskcy in vaulting, reaching 7 feet.

James Jlalony took

s.

:-;.".;

Soottibh Ambekas Athletic Cut..—This club met at
Washington Park, July 4. The first event -was a fool race,
two hundred and twenty yards, live heats, won as follows:
olic

tsfully

s

,

•,

Cornelius Sullnan.

Pakk, E.

ere most

I

NV;

Wj

e
ictils

-i

.

i

n.aiiT.— tin July Itli a match was played
between the Peninsulars and the St, Louis, Mo., Clubs on "the
round of the former, resulting in a victory for Detroit.
f
ncdlOO iu the first and 84 in the. second innings.
St.

:

-

'

I,

T

:

.
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SINGLE.
b.

Donald. 6

Sprague

b.

Donald,

?

b.
.stikeia an,

4

Roberts

Foster, c. Spiaguc, b. Itubcrts... 8
Stevens, c. Donald, b. aprague.
Brewster, b. Sprague
14
Wliittemore. run out,
-i
Kvans, b. Spragne
2
Orion,, b. Sprattue
tiouid. not out
Byes, 10; legbyes,7; wldes, %.. 19
.

splendid waiting race, winning

Brewster

s

Brewster

b.

.

'/G

.'.'.'.'.'.'."..

Jarvis.
Peters,

'.'.'.10
Hrewster..'
c. Foster, b. Brewcter. .14
Spragua, c. « liitt-. more, b. Steii

yens
Duer. b. Stevens

Miaw,

and

c.

lias

changed his route, the

Tally-ho leaving Hotel Brunswick for a (inkers, tot
New Hochelle. This departure was inaugurated Monday,
July fith, leaving Hotel B. at 4:30 k it; and returning, the
Getty House, honkers, at 8 A. M.

1

10
16

Brewster

b.

The Taixt-IIo.— Col. Kane

8

Hicwstui

:>.

Kelly, c. Foster, b. Brewster

11

Hodges not out
-Bye

1

BASE BALL.
Sixty-Six games Of base ball were played at Prospect Park,
Brooklyn, on July 4th, between the hours of 4 a. m. and 7:110
T
all over the country made
day.
The professional match at St. Louis on the F
b re
suited in a very closely contested game, in which the St.
Louis nine won by one run only after an eleven innings' game,
as the score below shuws
.I'.-:-,

1

I

MeEwen

mile walk, in which

BIH

'

,

>'ir;. in

iii'i

1

He came

s.

Total

led off at

had a severe .struggle for second posihe end of the third mile when Ariu-

5x

Total

HonocEN.— At Hoboken two

ahead

in far

ii

elevens of the

George's

St,

Club played with the following Tesult, the game being very
enjoyal.ilc from the time "play" was called
:

Casuman's FIleves.
anperb, aisi

.-.

i

•:

,

'm

v. a.-

::'.

—The second an-

meeting- of the Athletic Association of American

field

was held on the grounds

Colleges

New

of the

York

Athletic

31

W O McDonald,
Wbetharn

Dr
1'

\\ esl.l'clili,

Molt Haven, Friday afternoon, July 0th. The atand spectators, presented a noformer years. Of the flfleen colleges belonging to the association, but six were repreColumbia, Harvard, Lehigh Univ., College of the
sented
City of New York. Univ. of Pennsylvania, and Princeton
Amherst, .Bowtloju, Brown, Cornell, Rutgers, Trinity, YVcsleyan, Williams aud Yale were absent. "The experience of
last Friday would seem to show that these games alone cannot
Club,

1

3

5

II

3

I

3

(I

B

6

T

(I

ii

8

10

11

1

II

U

1)

II

II

(I

11

It

0—6
1

—

short of best record.

s.

Ixtlixollegiate Athletic AssociATiux.
nual

Brooklyn
Louis

St.

bQ Giles,

c Talbot,

sr

JxcliHn$ Htul

1

j§ontinQ.

Morrel, b

bWhetham

and Win

I:

tu mi. ...

u

at

Whetham

li

DIGH WATER FOB THE WEEK.

tendance, both of contestants

cTalbnt. b Wheihani

ticeable contrast to the meetings of

b

b Horublowet
iVhetlmui
Iielham, b tlorn•rell,

..13.

st

.

Horublowor,

Whetham

b

that, attaches to the boat races.
a success is, however, in every way
not possessing the interest of the" boat
vs. they are vastly more beneficial to collegians, since the}'
are participated in by greater numbers and are, therefore, of
more general value.
Notwithstanding the small attendance at the games last Friday, several of the events were of special notice as will bo
seen from the summary
One Mile Wall; - niias Eldreilge, class 'T9, Columbia time, 7 m 30 s.
Banning High Jump-H L Geyelin, class '", University of Bennsyl-

TKST T.NNIMG.

That they should be made

n

-.

;

:uii

1

— G M Hammond, class '7S, Columbia time, 2 m 20Hs.
Columbia height, 7 ft 9 in
H Lee, class '79, University of Penn-

7

'7s.

;

Hundred Yards Dash— Horace

(Hi lb.)—F Barkln, class '79, Princeton
distance,
Jump— Horace H Lee, class '79, University of Penn-

Putting the 'Shot

Kuuning Broad
Ivania

Giles

5

AH01

ft

Talbot,

b

1

IV,

_

b Cl

M

F

Hanssling,

e

W Harris, b Giles

ami

I)

asluaaii i

I

Cashman

1

bCashnian

5

b Cashman

1

1

W
W Giles,

Monroe, b Gilbert
J Fanning, b Gilbert

out..

4

u

b Giles
G T Green, not out
Byes, 5 ; wide, 1

and b Cashman

1
1

Total

c

Byes..

34

Total.

Hammer

(it;

Manhattan

vs. tJMON, of Paterson, at Prospect Park,

Cronklyii.

Hnnile Hint— II Stevenson, class 'is. Princeton uiie-. iMile Walk-Charles F.l.lredge, class '7*. Columbia; time 10
-

;

m

Two

F

})—.1

Dufheld, class

74^ Princeton

'76,

b McDonald
e anil
Graham

2
14

1,

c .Mellon,

1,

Meii.uiald

1

Mclioagall, runout
.Mckenzie, h Graham

;

W

HTPley,

c ..rogan. bG-alia
Tucker, b McDonald

K L Kvaus, not out.....

,

..

.

..It

oBaird, b Graham..

m 50 s.

time, 8

;

Princeton

Brooklyn Caledonian Club. — The
were held
sults

at

eleventh annual games
Schutzen Park, July 4th, with the following re-

Total

07

Total

CO

BNION ELEVEN.

:

won by James Melrose, who
threw 34 ft; second, 31) fl s In, James Laird, $3.
Standing jump— William Laird won the silver medal, clearing a ft

Me

;

-.1:1;:

I:,-

1

rp

in

icr.

';i

lone,

-'

in i'.i-

Riiunnig

It.

s> 4

111.

6

...

.ml

-II,

Wm. Laird second, 86 ft 7
Lone Jump— First prize s.a, .lames Melrose,

37

-1
1

1

1

.lace:-.

Mi Im-a-

171^

second,

111.

ft;

.John West, 10 ft.
Pulling Light Stone (14 IbsO-The first prize, S5. was taken by William
Laud, distance m : ,,'"1 the scend oy A.M. Talmie (S3) 33 ft.
.

.n high.
Jamet Mi Irose second, s;a ft,
by John West, ticking B n
mil daine for silver medal aud S3.
'The lirst prize was
!" second ',. \\ llbatll SlllilUn !'-.
!!','''
l.v. die
III!- K".
Tim shoit race around the ring for fa and =3 was won bv Andrew
nil:
Jolin West was second, and William Imn.-innre, third. Time

Laughlin.bHosford

i-'

\V .Morrison, c McDongall, b
4
Greer
..,
R Jennett, b Hosiord
i
.

jM
,1

Giocan, not. out
McDonald, b Hosiord

W

Guthrie,

st

Bxtras—Bye,

S
....

Grei- b
1

;

11 usfurd.. u
leg lives, a
3

e

McKcnzie,

li

Jenkins......

Groin

b

,

run out

bjeukuis
b Greig
b Jenkins
not out,

Total

85

24

110

Donnelly

23

OS

SECOKD CLASS.
C. AT. Choever

22

on

A. AlSer
D. Lord

12

-in

11

00

The wind was from
The Mignon was one

the northwest, and blew only in pulls.
of the last to cross the line." she wans
admirably handled, and walked through the fleet like it racehorse.
The Mignon won the prize in her class, and the challenge
The Ftumiifl took Ihe prize in her class.
cup.
The greatest event of the day was the match race between
the well known Spinaway and Ihe Madeleine, » new yacht
built by the same man that built the Spinaway (Dick Wallin'i.
The match was a ten-mile race, working rig sail, for a cup
valued at $150. The slni't took place at neatly half past two,
The .Spinthe Madeleine having 25 seconds time allowance.
but iu a second she whs
away was little slow in getting off
The
was very puffy, and on a
after the Madeleine.
beam, which did not suit, the Spinaway at all. They kept in
Ihe same position for seven miles, neither gaining nor losing;
finally the Spinaway drew up on the Madeleine, and would
have been on even terms with her had it not been for a puff
that struck her tied shot her a length ahead of the Spinaway,
the Madeleine winning by eighteen seconds Only,
There is much talk of "a match between the Idle Wild aud
SeiNAWAr.
the

at Oswego, Jrn.T 4.— The following are the

winners

in the several clai
Resolute, of Belleville. $56; Mariah, of
First-class yachts*
Oswego. S'35: Fascination, of Iswego, slS.
Second- class yachts.— Fiona, of Whitby, 830; Magic, of

Total

I

'

1

Mlgnon

Y aoiitinc

Byes

.1

':

Luiiiius Brothers
.-..<.'.

:

iii'i

1

I'm-

1

14

1)1

opening regatta of the
Roeltaway Yacht Club took place on the fourth of July.
There were two classes, one for sloops anil another for catThere was a prize for inch class, and be le ml,
riseed boats.
making the fastest time, with time allowance, would win the
Lumiifs Challenge Cup, lately surrendered by the yacht Spinawny on reliring from the club.
The entries were
l-TBST CLASS—JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Owner.
Dimensions.
Name.

wmd

Putting the Heavy Stone— First prize $5,

.

39

.

cariota

SECOND INN1N0.

F.Ienkitis. c Kiicick, b firnliain s

II

ft.

Hnrnlred Yards Dash (Gradita
lime, first heat. 12 s; second lies.
erne Mile Walk— H Beach, etas

.

Lucille

MANHATTAN ELEVEN.

Princeton; dis-

'79,

.

Rockawat Yacht txrn.—The

Hi

FIKST INNING.

lb.)— G Parmly, class

is

Cygnet
Cauuie U

Julys.

li

2-1

2|!

30

1

.SEIIostord.eSavac.,. bGrabam 5
s II Mnkin. b Mclionald
1-t
the

:>

July 17....

I

11

m.

7

.iiilyis..,.
.luh tt

Juti
lull

riles.

M

CMorrel.b Giles

P
Throwing

VI

SBCQKD QJNI.Nn.
lb w, b Castmian
c Giles, b McDonald
]j

.

July 16....

;

distance, in

;

Byes, 2; leg bye,!.... ........... X

;

Pole Vaulting— James 1'rvor. class

::,

b

Though

desirable.

IS..

.Tilly

S7 Total
Wlliriu VM's EMtVEK

the public attention

claim

S

Otiarteslon.

>,,

Giles

;

ns,8

Xew York.

Giles

bGlleS

o Talbot, b

:

ISostnn.

7

'

—

1

—Oswego

vs. Bkllevii.i.k, of

Canada, at Oswego, July 5.

I;..-

ss20: Silver Cloud, uf Oswego, SttO.
Wind, of Port Ontario,
Sail boat race.

Oswego,

—West

:

1

'

1

b

Mills

.„

n
3

11111

,-

:

.

10
1

'

S

He

Alert,

;

II
ii
ii

b

Thomas

;

.in

;i

,,

i

,

i,

Hi

o:

i-!,-,1

Mi

.,

strength between ten
'

11

.

---".

1

8

ft. 8

in.,

members

i

resulted in a victory lor the former,

who

James Mel

$5;

of the club
,1 1-.1

1

pulled

Hi r_-

a

prize

s

...14

Hlghlanil Fling—Prizes $6 ana $3.
1,.
1

a-.'

d

.1

in ih

I

1

re

.ii

-.
:

n

1

jii-l

1

to

u

111

.

i,

,,i

i„,

,.

.

1

41

1

Hummers.

i.cinl

;

,.,

coipj,

;.i

-

I

ii

tied,

tin
c.

ing

'1.
•
.

-", far

illll
,,!

'''

-

'-"

'"

tad bj the

|S and
|,|, "

'

K

{3,

i"

Bop, Skip aud

sack race over hnic

,

Jump—Addison

Young
Jacob

miming

.

Mr. Melrose,

1 in,

silver

medal; West

cues Kennedy.

was

b

«•

1
1

a

Total
Jleleylllle irtu» In

pne

Iriinng.

/.;.

,.

Jul;/
-..

be-.

,

:

niiin

1.— Iu

11

1

ad

I

ii

,ai
s,

the ynelit race at Kingston
the yachts Kathleen, ol 81
yOray, of Belleville. The Kathami the Zitella second.

the second-class.
(IS
11

—

1,1
The first race of the season of the
June. 30.
mil came off in the harbor to-day.
Scot in iiii
Five boa is competed tor the Mayor's prize, which was won
to Mr. O'Brfcn'fl Psyche.
,

21

3

Nova

i

or .li it fiLoviia el Boston.—The lib ol July
turned out a perfect lizzie, with the exception of the
The wind died Out after the yachts
bouts.
started.
Many of them did not get in until the nest morning.
Five hours was the time allotted to sail the race in, and as
r, »nd or ilurd-omssyachtsgotacrossthelinfi
"i

llegatt

1

J7a

King

Port Hope, Canada, July, 2. -In the yacht race to-day the
Oriole won in the first-class race, and the Mocking Bird in

1

is.

i

ssft

23

iiki.levillk.

Malty not out.
Van Patten bBatlev
Sargcul bWrifiht.,
Mills Coiusons 1. Wright

,

S3.

Total

til

opponents over

their

Kenned]
.cm p..

ii
r.i
if won.
Hurdle Kace nuce Around the Ejng-John West,
1

Total
Total both innings

l.'i.Vc-i-oii.
in

h ...

i

:-::

won

leen

ft

a si

"!!:

laSl

ft

iC,

and ten of the

in!

ii

1

1

,,,i,r

.11

/.itella, ol

',

Dull,

«.-,.

row boats.— Doll, I). Hourigtm and Murry,
Poucher aud Fitzgerald, -4.

Second-class
.-s'.l

b Mills

Not out

ii

row boats.— Bennie, Henley ami Sou, $1Q;

First-class

llmve and OokeV,

cTlluuias b Mills
c.Peaden b Mills
e Heaves b 1 houias

ring, open lo all com
in six minutes by
the second prize. So.

$15; Flora,

Oswego, $10.

of

in

:

1

:

e
;

FOREST AND STREAM.
m

that time no prizes were awarded. The-Ionia, Cap
l,i
|.ii
of the fourth-cl; -. _
The Syzygy go! IkI prize
2.1, Alo.
class.
The other races will probably

gill,

Tub Argi

sailed over.

"

I

Ctrns

a

in

wore

he'

:

—

tun.— The.

yacht Cluli or Rochester,
N. Y., which was organized less than thn e months ago, now
has over |00 mambeea, and is one of the Stron t
n]
bs
numerically and financially, in the country,
[ts club house,
recently completed at Summerville, on the beaoh of Lake OnThe building
tario, is a model of com foil and Convenience
is 35xS3 feel, two stories high, with a flat water-prool foofj
overlaid with flooring, over which a variegated colored cloth
tent roof is si retched adding to the whole exterior a pi
appearance.
A veranda eight feet wide extends on three sides
of the building, which in addition to the smoking and promenade flour under the tented roof, affords ample, room for two
or three-hundred people, who may command, from almost any
part of the edifice, an uninterrupted and expansive view Of
lake. Ontario.
The style of the. architecture is rustic, and,
being painted inside and out with a variety of colors, the appearance of the building from the offing on the lake, is most
exquisite.
It is provided with a dining hall, kitchen and
lofts in the rear, witli bunks for the repose of twenty or more
persons.
Among the yachts that comprise the fleet are the
Belle, owned by Everest and Clifton; the Ida, owned by
the
Messrs, Jones and Place thctlem, FrankE. Woodworth
the Rambler,
Hippie, E. M. Moore, Jr., and E. U. YY'illard
George N. Newell the Dana, 0. K. Allen the Annette, Frank
Dodd: the Minerva, Leafless., Genevieve, Watcrwitch ami
Seth Green's new yacht, the Eloi hi sts r, whose name, by the
way. should be changed to Alosa. The officers of the club
are W. Lincoln Sage, president; Frank a. Upton, vice presiE.
dent; J. C. Tone, treasurer; E. L, Willard, secretary

Landei!S

her

•

:

;

j

;

commodore: Frank E. Woodworth, vice-commodore.

Cliftcai.

—

Yacht Race. The aunual regatta of the New Jersey
Yacht Club took place at, Hoboken on June 28, The course
was from an imaginary line oppi 'Site Twelfth street to a stakeboat anchored off the Columbia Club House foot of Fiftyeighth street, the boats to go over the course three times.
The start was a flying one oh a. Hood tide. The following
bouts were firsfcclass Estella, Letitia. Charm, Jessie, Maud.
Second claps Freddie, Areola, Kay. The Estella, of the Hist
;

:

Fay, of the second class, were declared the winThe prizes were a marine glass for the leading boat in
each class and a sel of colors. The Dolly, one of the boats
presented for entry, but not admitted, while sailing round the
course was run down by a schooner and nearly cut in two.
Captain Borlton, the commandant of the Dolly, narrowly escaped being drowned, and only saved himself by clinging to
the shrouds of the bowsprit of the schooner.
class, anil the

ners.

Cm

H K.KOATTA, June 30.— The third annual
/Champion Regatta Association came off
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m, a severe Bquall from the West struck the
The
third-class yachts, capsizing the Oracle, of Port Henry.
Lena, of Crown Point, on going to her assistance was also

About 1:15

e.

Jamaica Pond Regatta, July

A.

— The programme includ-

ed seven races.

— Single

Fi,-»t /,'aiv.

tou In 11

111.

SO

sculls; distance,

1,'„

miles;

won by

I.

H. Hongb-

s.

-Single

- Milt

austreaK, tKtoe-tniarters of a mile,

won by

Frank
Npi

77/

1,1.

If.

w.

Hougllti

H.Bfttns,r<n

For the pairHastings wan ung w
Fourth Roe
ClUl

,1:111111.1':

:— Fo
i,

and

under Wi
broken ih. n-

got,

lengths alieui
„

Bfleont

won

the way to the stake boat, where he
Landers made a wretched turn, and

tenay

M Black Bass at Clayton. Numerous are the inquiries
made of us as to where as many readers shall pass their summer vacation and amuse, themselves with luring the. gamey

—The great two mile race between
the Rives Club of
the evening of Ihe
ngtn. The manning
lows: Tobacco Citv
I.
W. D, Owen. J.
1

the University of Virginia look place
30th ult. The course was two miles in
of the two four-oared boats was as f
Club— W. EL Cudly (bow), .1. S. Marsh
R. Hill (stroke). \Y. C. Langl on e d t).
The Rives Club
.1.1.1
1 dar boat
forty-one feet long a
thirty inches wide.
and the crew were W. W. lYKngle in 0, Charles Steele; .1.
M. Maefarlaud, Dc Coureey W.' Thou Willoughby Waeke
(cox ),
one; all the
Prom the. start (which was a en
keenly conway up to the turning point the race wi
point the
testedj but in at templing to round Hi
Rives lioat had the misfortune to break a thwart, and this
languished their chances of winning, for before they got
righted their rivals were well on their way home, crossing the
score in 14m. -Is.
Their opponents were just one minute behind hem.
1

black bass from his rocky retreat.

Taking it all together, there
few places of which we can speak so confidently as
the St. Lawrence River extending from Rake
Ontario to Alexandria Bay. At the commencement of the
charming Thousand Islands, on the American shore, lies the
picturesque village of Clayton. Of less prominence, perhaps,
as a summer resort than Alexandria Bay, from which it is
are but

that stretch of

1

1

:

1

distant

i

CnAKI.KS Rivt

is

fishing for black

bass, or

known

yet a fact well
v

hethcr

trolling for

3

it

to

for fly

lordly

is iu the vicinity of Clay
n.
Duri
convention of the State Sportsmen's Association

at Syracuse,

lnaskelongc,

we

.rii,

took a couple of days from pigeon popping and ran up to
Our route was by the Rome, Watcrtown & Ogdens-

Clayton.

burgh Railway, via Watcrtown to Gape Vincent, whore wo
took the new steamer island Belle, and accomplished the remaining fifteen miles of our journey in a little over an hour.

;:

July 8.— Race at Georgetown for
the Potomac, championship and a handsome prize.
Course,
The crew in the shell SaraOne and a half miles and return.
toga was composed of Wheat-ley, stroke; Doyle 3, Barton 3
and Boston bow. The Sue Shepherd crew "was Wheeler,
stroke; Schaeifer 3, Cox 3 and Gibson bow.
They got away
•ell together, maintaining their respective positions until after
f the stake, when the. Sue Sh ipherd row passed ahead.
diead n 15m. 35s.
This
and a half 1
Ci.cb,

Saratoga Lake

Black bass fishing at Clayton has been remarkably fine Ibis.
summer. And there is no reason w
aid ever be otherwise.
Nets are unknown, and the
slets with wlueh
the river is completely studded, and the cold.
d, unvarying current form a combination of circumstances
ist admirably
adapted for the propagation of these fish. A
then the fisleing itself; how charming the surroundings
1 how perfect
Surely there are no boats in ie world equal
the accessories

the late boat race down the
harbor the Bart, was the winner in the first, class against three
competitors; distance twenty-two miles. In the second class,
distance sixteen miles, the Minnie was fust, and the Schoolboy second. The Dart's running time was oh. 30m. 37s.

which one fishes, the careful and capable boat men and, above
all, the abundance of fish.
Nor is the place an extravagant
one. At the Walton House, kept most excellently by Mr. S.
I). Johnston, and located directly on the river, beard is but

which

time,

is the fastest or
the famous North' vestert

made by

the place of that

>s

at

v

!

last year.
I.,

July

4.—In

— A rowing regatta was held

at

Flax Pond on July

-J2.50 per day,

4.

then the luxurious arm-chair iu

and the boatmen's charges are scarcely half of

what, they are at fishing or fashionable resorts generally.

was for four-oared working boats, the course
being three miles, and the prizes $50 and *35 respectively.
In ibis race there were three entries, consisting entirely of
crews from the Lynn Rowing Association. The first prize
was won by crew No. 3, and the second by crew No. 1. The
second contest was a dory race by ladies over a course of one
mile, the prizes being $10 and So.
The race was one of great
interest, and the spirited efforts of the fair contestants were
received at, all points by enthusiastic and merited applause.
The race was won by Miss Tarbox, who was awarded the first
prize, while the second prize was awarded to Miss Jones.
The third race was for single sculls, which was won by Messrs.
Buckly and Crowley, 630 and $10 respectively. The last and
closing feature of the regatta was a tub race, all tubs to he.
Mr. Lewis llollis took the f 10 prize,
propelled by plates.
being first; Mr. J. South wick second, So.
first

And

Clayton boats.

to the

Newport. K.

race,

Directly opposite Clayton is a small island, from which a
bold bluff looks up the river and into the broad waters of the

This island

lake.

lias

been purchased by our

late Lieut.

Gov-

ernor Alvord, and here he has built himself a most picturesque

somewhat after the style of an East Indian bungalow,
with every convenience in the way oT boats and boat-bouses.
The governor is a most enthusiastic fisherman, and his average
As the steamer carried us
catches are something remarkable.
house,

away from

—The Palisade Boat Club of Y
made great, prepanitions for an interest ng morning's entertainment on the
Fourth, but were pre 'ented from carrying out their proThe. handicap race for single shells,
gramme by the weiithe
and the four oared shell race had to be given up.
Boston Rowing Regatta, July 4.— The annual Fourth of
July regatta was attended by 50,000 people. The first race,
for "four-oared working boats, four miles, was won by the
Lakeman crew, No. 1 of Boston; time 38:35. The "pairoared boats race, three miles, was won by Blglin anil Euglehardt; time, 33:38. The third race, for Whitehall boats, two
miles, yvas won by Scott and Dailey, of Boston, in 1(3:174,
single scull race, two miles, was won by Plaisted in
Johnson second, Teneyck third. Hau'lon was sev14:34i
enth." The double scull race, ihree miles, was won bv Faulkner and Regan: lime, 33:31; Bigbnand Kiiglehardl' second
The four-oared shell race, lour milis. was won by the Shawmut crew, beating Faulkner, Biglin, Regan and Englchardt,

llh.

— The

races were six

t

1

who

consolidated ;

Tin:

the wharf ou our return to Cape Vincent, the gun
on "Governor's Island" thundered a salute, and the colors
For the wearied in mind and
fluttered from the tall flag staff.
body, a sweet, repose for both can be found at lovely Clayton.
If the sojourner is an angler, or even if otherwise, let him
make the Walton his home, and Weber his guide and boatman. He will be happy.
W. M. T.
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and
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TIFFANY &
America
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Patek, Philippe
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Co., of Geneva,

CO.
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celebrated watches they have a full line.
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1
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1 1. the results of the different races
Six-oared gigs— tlie Kurekas won in 8m. 53s.;
the single scull w-as won by Mills in Shu.; the pair-oared shell
race was won by the Nautilus in 9m. 434s.; the pair-oared
gig race was taken by the Mystics in 9m. 41s. the four-oitred
:shell race was won by the Eurekas in 8m.

similar

for

ti

of

.

were as follows

designs

i

high sp

To the
Sacglkvi;- Regatta, July
tween the Wolvcnhooks, of Albany,
Tomkins. of the Wolvcnhooks, beat, Pid,
iy, and the
A double scull race between the. Ulysi
Wolvcnhooks— won by lb
Iu the
l
entry.
six-oared gig race the' Mutuals, of Albany, were ihe
ijm. 33s.
fourth, a race
d over the course in fim.
The fourt'
They roweii
for four-oared shells, the Saugerties, Mutuals, and Wolcontestants.
Won
the
by
the latter.
Time,
vcnhooks were
5m. 53s.
Newakk Regatta, July 4.— A large crowd attended the
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addition
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prize,

special
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Launch of the New Steam Yacht'
rd

,

it

pick,

still

Flushing. July 4,— Course one and a
quarter miles across Flushing Bay. The first contest, between
the iSereus and the Nassau six-oared gigs, was won easily by
the former in 7m.

Potomac Boat

about twelve miles,

anglers that the best fishing grounds,
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with Riley, because Courtenay hos won fourteen
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front,

straight Reagan had fully ten lengths
the race, an advantage he kept to the finish, winning with the greatest case by a dozen lengths. Time, 33m.
61

ii
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•ithdr.

to

lead for nearly

the

I

from any other similar

—Tlie Coiirtenay and Riley match for the Greenwood Lake
will lake place at Greenwood Lake on Saturday,
the 14th Instant.
Riley is at the Lake Side House, and OOurtenay at the Windermere. Both arc having a good time
training.
Riley's arm is 'now about like a turkey's drumstick,
Courtenay's resembles a bunch of whalebones. The sympa-

ig his lead all

by four lengths.

led

first class, h,

obliged

Landers" held

side,

i

ere,

l.
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Reagan spnried and quickly went to the
leading by three boat lengths at a mile,
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I
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Reagan. -In the Charles River three mile
on July 4, between Landers and Reagan
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H60HB8TKR Yacht
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&f
ei
thai
be
si:-.ed
engines, but after
anticipate presenting ear ceadei
with an
interesting aocount of her performances.
The yaehl In
In
at ' at
o'clock; a, m„ and reel ircd 'the name
"Waukeegan", and we believe she will make it celebrated.

the

W. T. Taylor,
Smith and Man against W.

was won by

Seawakiuk.v Yacht GtUB. The regatta of this club,
which was named for July 4th at Oyster Day, L. I., failed for
md, and has been postponed until September.
Tttf.

Keoatta

held un the Fourth
following way: The singles
the pair-Oared shells by
Messrs,
T. Taylor and R. E. Dunbar.
The Eour-oared shell race was won by Messrs. J.
McNider, C. B. Greene, R. V. B. Schuyler, and G. E. Man,
Their opponents were Messrs. W. E. Caldwell, J. M. Duune,
William Gwymie, and A. Gallup.
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Instructions
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:,ipI simpll
tllnstratlons of celebrated flogs, winners at the
great shows at New York, Chicfijro and Keinphia
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ithei
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30 pages, price, postpaid, 26c. Address
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Holioktis,
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'From the reputation these Meat Flbrlne Cakes
have now gained, they require scarcely an explanation to recommend hem to Che naeol every one who
Keeps a dog. Suffice lt to say they are free from
salt,
and contain "dates," the exclusive use of
which, in combination with meat and mealtocompose a biscuit, lBBeonred m us by Lette
Forsale In cases mitt lbs. bocH. F. O. Db LUZE,
sole agent, 18 South William street, Now York.
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It is in itself the most concise, accurate, Instructive, aenailile and comprehensive work ever written
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dot;
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Any

phyalclau can
perfect confidence

his diseases.

us wh
in their safety and efficacy.
Every soleutlilc portion of the work has paBsedthe
inspection of an officer of the Smithsonian ItistituIs

It'contaius very useful recipes ami remedies for
wounds, bites, poisons, illness, and emergencies oi
all kinds
for cjeaninir, repairing, and preserving
every implement used for spoil; for selection and
~se of every kind of boat employed bv sportsmen :
a reference list of several hundred books in request
by sportsmen, and a directory where to buy outlining
goods.
It instructs in taxidermy, ami tells how to preserve
and mount specimens of animals, birds and tish.
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Deerhound Pups.

P-digree includes
illgured by Idstone), Old Torrunn and
other noted dogs. Address J. H. W., Box IS. ICast
Milton, Mass.
je28 3t

FOR

SALE, when eight weeks old, six puppies on!
of my blue belton setter Mill, bv Hob Boy. Tliev
are black and white. Two of them are hlack. white
and tan, and are almost perfect images f theiir sire.
For panlenlars, address L. F. \\ HUMAN, 5 Cltj
Hall, Detroit, Mich.
je2»tf

I.

TTHELD TRIAL 1T1TIES FOR SALK-Sired bv
Mr. Luther Adams' enampnm llela irlal winut-r
" Drake." out of " Diana." she hv •• Leicester." eat
of M r. Geo. Delano's " Dob " whelped May 2, 1MJ.
For price and pedigrees addiess FKANIvl.JN sl'MNEK, Milton, Mass.
jeSl it

r

your own dogs in the most artisr.- manSend for circular to M.VOIi ri.'I.lS".
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This magazine, the favorlt e of amateur ornithologists, is now ill its thud volume.
It is replete with
that Is new or recent in Ornithology and oology,
and publishes important papers on tinbirds and eggs. It is >-i in- p.- puieal for those
-,:
....-- ;.e
i-.:p.
making collei.
examination, as its columns are constantly tarnishing descriptions ol the egits ol new and rare species.
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Full fl'^tri ption of

Vim

ppn

the prizes in rheir class at

Dug Show.

i

in

ISI1-

I

die. N.-.v

By prcvK
pies for Sale.— Fun

Gel your Due books bound. Art Journal hound
uniform to London publishers' style. Picturesque
Mnorica, Art, Treasury ut lei-mini;- and England,

Women

THAI..

1

N. Y.

I

PAI.'TiLS ARRI1
North!

PRIZE KENNEL-

HARRISON

IfiOK

CO.,

I.K El,

^Tll.f. IIATIIIM1.

pnps, *IOc-aoh.
06, N. Y.

Address,
S.

AM)

HVllV

broken
them nn wnod-

..;--

:

Terms— Forty cents a year.
men copies and prospectuses

3? 1 - lt

§nbUcation§.

W. SvVElTZKI.'. Mnse-

Ite-

a

lerfcc.tly

-

Greener, 10-

Luminal-

00L0GXST,"

W. UOLBERiON, W2

eteef barrels! '.Hie action!
Hassan Street, N. Y.

I.

Sold very Cheap. Address li.
(>., Ileiks Co,, Ptnn.

lein P.

A MONTHLY JOTTBNAL DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO BIRDS AND BIKDS' EGGS.

i

Ariel, 45 feet, long,

TT*OR SALE—The steam yacht

Races ofMaii. Payehhlogie Attr ,eScience of the Me,
,\.l

tion, Fascinalion, or the

ttlon

I

JN«;,

tnres, Uncivilized

....

MiKfllll.l.,
Proprietor.
A lew minutes' walk from the depot and from the
bench, Bathing, boatiojr, Msiiing, yachting. Communication by vacht with South Bench and Fire
151 -'el
A '"-antilul drive to Lake Roukunknoon,
and many other pleasant drives in the neighborhood. Tool aij.l mrv rooiiir, and all kinds ol s.-.i and
couutry food. Rales reasonable.
Jyl85t

COUNTRY BOARD.

"THE

^loH/niifit.

SAYVILLE HOUSE,
SAYVILLE, L.
il.Uil'.K

i

elaware Cily, Del.

L

and ^vwi;tnf'or

'ijatvl'S

SALE— A setter dt)». is months old, nearly
white, out of one-eyed Sam-lm ami Flora (Glidersleeve). Yard broken to down charge ami lo.ho;
has no fault, but owner has m. lime to bum him.
Price $•«. Address J. M. DYi'KMA.N, Hux a, I'c-kskill, N. Y.
Jyl-2 11
ijAOR

r RAIN
ner.

jI.ii

Wh

Sor $*•

>-

.nun

•liking,
purl.
'.!..,

canine therapeutists.
i..

p..

'sTAJtPED^'

_

WANMAKER,

E. S.

Banl-tf

(OF

iug Shot

.,

.

H

Address,

m

i

found, sper
lecallty, the hotel

Which we have applied

,

I'

i-

i'

:

vehicles,

very

I-;

Patent V

MeatiFibrine Dog Calces?

Is

may be

AXLE,

B

NASSAU ST

102

^'Spratt's

KENJS'EI.S;

iiu.il.

HOLBERTON.

W.

JR.'S

1

aramll

1

Rubber Cushioned

critical

docen powders, with

a

the most effective and chcapi.-.eodorizer tor the kennel. Is indorsed liv
Ihc medical profession, the business community,
public institutions, railroad companies, car lines.
hotels, undertakers, etc.
Sold >,• all druggists, ami
wholesale by .Tames Merer. Jr.'. r. Co., 85 and 87
Broad street,
Y. P. O. Box M,8.7r..

QUALITY, FORAi, CO I, OI£ ANO FASHION.
ALL POTTO)

FOR

DOGS.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Oct 13

This

The bookisacompiei

MEYER,

Postpaid

il.

WORMS IN

KOIt

Put np in boxes containing

Girondin Disinfectant

1,000 Copies Sold in Advance of Publication.

IX

\

JAS.

"FOREST and STREAM"PUBLlSilING COMPANY.

ROAD WAGONS,

HOLABIRD,

fl.

jyStf

by

1

i

ARECA NUT

full directions fur use.

in i'ijuuih," inc.

NEW \oee

Price DO

.

i

BY CHAHLES HALLOOK,

Carriages

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
BTEA DM ANS FLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas—A Boon to Hogs.

W, H. HOLABIRD, a Western Amateur Sport9man.

GENERAL GUIDE.

Address

CARL -DITTMAR,
Cveiit;

HINTS ON DOC-BREAKINC,

Sportsman's Gazetteer

band -hooting

all oil
h-i

accoout of
hunting on

TO-HO " BLUE BLOODS.

"

Mm&

m*

§Ite fennel.

NOW READY,

above by mail.

I

F

i.i.-,_--

E.

i,i;i
r

,y

Newsdealers

all

,.ii'.i,

Ut-rti

form
Tim

ifnti.by

*t

WALKER'S SONS,

14 lley s

T7-IN9E1

.SALE— Four black and tan setter gypsITIOR
1
three-fourths Gordon, one-fourth red Irish,
whelped Fob. 2S. Also a No. 12 Parker gun, war-

10

Stud" irish

ami price

Setter.

copies. 50
copies,
on receipt of once, by
(sent postage paid

149

0HA8. BUYDAM, Pi'busheb,
chambers sx„ New YorS City, (« this

S7.i.

For pedigree
Rockland,
jyi2 it

Maine.

A--in.LV

BOUSE,

Barnejfhl
the •

Inlet,

House near

only

Fin

--' ad,

Black Fish, an,

.

"

'

,

Access-New

York, r.a N. J. S.
and tropa Phlladel
inquire at depot for Kin.-n) s i.

MILKY,

Ltti:

i

sepiai-ty

F

mtOR SALE— Two fine sett er

pups, thirtoen weeks
Jj old, by A. F, Copeland'" 'Shut." dam '-Nellie."
by Johu Wilson's Impor'ed EngLsli seiter "Seottle,"
.,-.i,ii,i

E. D.

THREE
sale.

handsome red Irish
They are from the

For particulars Inquire
Fa.

of.

C. Z.

setter puppies for
beat imported slock.

MiLEY,

F

.-i

-

CUAPIN, box
.ii

-.

1,612,

Waret.own:

.

.

i

ilec26-iy

M

.

Bay Shootiag_of

all Varieties.
SHINHECOOK LAY THE best SHDOTISG
CROI.7ND IN THE VICINl-fV OF NEW YORK.

i.

Boston, Mass,

COCKER BPASIfiL STOCK

the choicest breeds.

Lancaster,

ijstl

to

11.

,

X. Y.
C. Z.

cents,

office.

cost

;

JAMES WIGHT,

ILiU

York.

lour

s

J

lot.

New

15 ecus:

s.K.
ol

Dogs, Maltese cais. Ferrets, Ac. Medieiuos for all
o
reat lone» stieet,
o
isc3.it J

form, the Game
just publisho.) in neat pamphlet
York, as amended by the
Xaws of the State of
Price, sinalc
session of the Legislature.
last

list,

of Scotch, Skye, Dandy,
HALE. -A tine
FORDinmont.
ami Blae.k-.iud-ian Teiriers, Spoitin.;

New Game Laws
New

N.

.

price
inquire

ranted perfect,

Donnelley,

Lfikcside Library, Chicago.

Of the State of

i\

iy5 St

PROM

Inquire of
M. P. Mi
Fi-siuiiiu, Bel. Co.,

H, X.

N LANE,

i.ouil

ueese stools

Qronnd SMtnm,

/« upring and fall

L.

i.

shooting.

Live wild
jyis
3ta

FOEEST AND STREAM.
ffaMv

Island House,

BELLOWS FALLS,VERMONT.
Browi piazzas,

large airy

Ueligul

and cuol
jell 3m

icBB

'i

m

I..]

§p oilmen 8

gyorkmen.

;wcl *}e.'wi:t.';for

UHARLES TOWNS,

Pkopriktok.

NEW

OF

charming walks
pun mountain air

JERSEY.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

SPORTSMEN.
THROUGH PULLMAN PARLOR

closets an:
healthful as
chills

and

eltere will

this

iiu-i

with no mbsmtiioesor
.mil catarrh: while

heal nfiii,

is

11

,

;•

Hespectfully invito attention i" the

IS-uperios: X"acili1;iO!^

KANSAS & COLORADO

THE SEASON.

lOIl

Situated on the

.

Commencing June 25,

For mips, tickets, and gui.'l information, apply
NirilNi;, Gcu'l Eastern Agent, •i
1..
11

OARS.

New

IS77. trains leave

n. etc
for

lit

•

ai

.

l:l',.

New

York,

(Express),

a.

:i:ti!i

Viirl; nl G:l», ;:<!,, T:4>

St.,

)

j

Mondays

l

all

&.C.

m.

1-.

New

CHARLES SMITH,

li

West

lii„adje»l 5t

way, N. Y.

York.

tireeu-

»ep281y

BALDWIN,

P.

11.

River Line,

Fall

Com. Pass. Agent*

Vlav

Isf", '11

1, Hi.

arrangements

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

\II.ItO\l).
LON(< ISLAND
.-...
JUNE
it

ElcKOORDS.

Sundays,
Trains

fttOOSEHEAn

I^AKIC,

1:03 A.

For

JORDAN ALUM SPRINGS,
.1X0.

VA.,

BR,

CAMEJIO/v', rro/ii:

If.

l'atcboi.-ue, etc.,

SUNDAYS,

M.

etc..

.

p.

r.

''

Mr. JOSKP]

estabgas and

i',-s;-,-iass city

,.Yi,ichchara.-tc:ixe

-

'

.'•

iloor,

so

Hi',

well

and

and Orkney
favorably known at both Rawiey
Springs, will be In Charge as manager, where he will
l.i,. :'ir,roi
be happj !:>
For pamphlets or partlcnlars address
.-

,,

.-,

JOHN W. CAMERON,

Prop'r.
Jordan Alum Springs, \'a.

1m

WASHINGTON,

D. C;

Carroilton Hotel,
BALTIMORE, Md.
Co., proprietors of those, famous
known to the old patrons of the

Coleman

&.

are well

ASTOR HOUSE,

N.

Y.,

and ST. NICHOLAS, N. Y.

THE METROPOLITAN

I

midway between the Capitol and the White
House, and the most convenient location in the city..
has been re-fitted and re-furnished throughout.
The cuisine is perfect; the service regular, and
charges moderate.

It

R. B.

COLEMAN &

CO.

(.jr., 1:31

... 9:00, 10:20, 11:30 a. m.,
For Far Roekawav
1:30. 2:1 0, 3:00, 4:24.
24. 5:05, 5:43, 7:00 P. it.
SUNli
a. it.. 1:30, 6:30, 0:35 p.m.
DAYS, 9:15, 10:00, 11:00

7XANDUTA BAY, JEFFERSON
OS8MON A SON,

CO., N. Y.
Proprietors

rt

r

etc.,

7:30,

9:00.

7:40,

SUNDAYS,

For Great Neck Draneh,

SUNDAYS,

12:01 a. M.

For Flushing,

Main

etc.,

0:40,

W

Milwaukee.

Dogs,'

eto.,

FOR FLORBDA.

FOR THROUGH

A.M.

1:5

3:00 -1:00 Hi),
;.()
r CO.
ti-40. 7:35, 9:15, 10:35 p. M
12:01 a. m.
SUNDAYS. 8:50, 10:12, 11:43 A. M., 1:12, 3:30, 0:12
13.S9,

-j

,

For Jamaica, etc., 7:30, 8.44, 9:00, 10:00, 10-20
11:30 A. at.. 1:30, 2:00. 3:30, 4:00, 4:24, 5:05!
5:23,5:43,0.03, 0:42, 7:00 P. ai. On Saturday
nights only, 12:01 a. Iff. SUNDAYS. 4:40, 9:15,
0:30, 10:00, 11:00 A.
Ticket offices in

si.,

THJiiKTSTO FKRN ANDIN A.
ST. AUGUSTINE, SANFORD, enterprisk. and intermediate landing.on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thetici
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,

Sundays— SM5

1:00
r..

A. M.

and

stopping at

C:45 p. m.,

in

all

These 'trains leave Twenty-third street as follows

:

General Agent.
J'h!Iwi,-l),n>;-t

,1/1,;

Sn„ll„:;i Mail 8. 8, CO*

416 Sonth Delaware Avenue, Pinla.

*

n

be procured

at

Erie Tic

A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,

34th street femes, at the offices of Westoott's
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 785
Broadway, 942 Broadway, Grand Central Depot,
42d St.; in Brooklyn, 333 Washington at
in
Brooklyn, E. D., 79Eonrtb street.
By purchasing tickets at any of the above
ofiloeB, baggage can be checked from residence to
je28

!

.

.

:*:£"

:

B.

";.'

S,ts.

1,7;.

;

'

DORW1N,

J1

- '

IN

«'

-

'

oi tho Gull .Stream enjoys

rpHE -FISHING

,;;;

SoiiTunny miciiihas,

(Ma.-ki.i-iw. or.,,.,! ItapidH ,v Olriblnnatl short Line.)
Sportsiueii who have cast a ily or trolled a spoon In

eome again witho
Rod are

also

1,1

a rub-, good,

Doss,

Free

ie<

Ag eu t,

1-..

•

a'

principal ticket cftlcs. Slate
WeSIc 01. K.vo: :-S < 'om-

ollices of

:!,;:; l!n-i .dwa.v,Ncw tott,i„,i
Brooklyn.

11.1

1

:;.;.!

Wash-

PROVIDENCE LINE.
steamers leave Pier .'17, North iflver,
foot Park Tine,,., ,n, 4:30 P.M. Freights Ha Cither
Prolglit only,
lino
L.

taken

at lowest, rates.

W. F1LK1NS, G

P. Agent,

1).

S.

BABCOCK,

Pres.

Paul' and St. Louis
Short Line.

Burlington, C. Rapids

& N'rth'rn

QUICKEST, T CHEAPEST

very heaotifuL
The
'he climate peculiarly
with hay lever and

ai

while plain, arc,

eissn,;

to afford th

after Ji
sold tc

I

l.'lll

•

(nil--:

trail
so,

1

M-iirsiou

Giand

Traverse

facilities

offered to

on and after July 1st,
i«- nail Lab a »ui>i 4-ior Excucsiou Tlok;

Cms, and

all

East,

DAILY,

and West

Lines in Iowa, running: through some of the till est
hunting groundsill the N'orihwest lor Geese, Ducks,
Pinnated and Roll, Grouse and Quail. Sportsmen
and then- dogs taken good care of. Eeduced rates
.li parties of ten or more
u nor, applies ion to General
Ticket Olllee, c'e.lar Rapids.
C. J. 1 VKS,
Wtssr.qw,
Gen. Passenger Agent.
;
General Managei
a
,i

1

A ALTON

ti 1

I'isliinK

TETE

RAILROAD,

ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

Chigago

to St. Louis,

to

of IlslliUK.

ml Trip

I'o
;ie:i\ e

att

and sport

AND BEST!

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS EACH WAY
crossing

CHICAGO

1

-oiiii i.i.l.ili ons,

Kansas

from
and Chicago

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
MVERYTKIXU,

I2f

Tackle Carried

ownej-'B
•

p.m. Mealaon
no anst or

Ixr.

l'is

ting

P

1

1-1

ics

and Fiimilicn

our ami to make sportsmen feel "al nome"on
For Tourists' Guide, containing lllM ,,,.
this route.
format ion us to Hole!:,. Ileal s, Guides, Ac. and accurate maps of no: Fisiiiiil' Grounds, send to Fokkst
anu Stream .mice, or address
J. U. PAGE, O. P. & T. A., Gnmd Rapids, Mich,
A. UOiTK, Enmerii Passenger Agent,
li

nsusie,

1

or

I;

new enough

cts.

Faest;n Se r

St.,

send trophies of his
it home,
as fee lor

llellli;:

The Hotel Ar

Mad

iciri-,iiuiB Bleep,

;H..,v

llSllllllU.

sliliKIiRS

On and

1,

Dliucalongc,

h

Till..' rn.ir fu mlv
*he North Woods Old

Region, ami

ay at

-tile at all

and

•

111

friends or

air is pure, dry, a
I,..",-" -ial to lllo

,

oti,.-

the Roekv Mountains
yling found iu such

Am

liacking nsli can be

"

All

fl.

invit.

The tlsh uatiK
I'ike and Picker
In no other strc
the famous

Tl.'l.el-

"

11.:

(>rand Raitids and Indiaua Railroad.

tourls's

iu'1

iiany,

Black Buss l^i^herios

skill to ins

(

UKNl.'V PRATT,

•Picket..

mums secured
ington

LINE."

Brook Tro-a.t,Grj*ayling and

numbers.
Hi-ouk Trout kins
(Grayling soi-uu 4
The sportsman

Superintendent.

most m mioriaule and cheapest
l'!.K\S!

V'kaes.

St.'

Is

hf.twi:k\-

Vshjand, the •t'lie'iuainegon."
inie there !8 accom:• houses.
Steamers from Ashland tna'l Lake Ports.

DELIGHTFUL

ew York, ami

'..

the

;

MISSED IN SEVEN

and conneetinr, with

Dssbrosses
>),

NEW
YORK AND ALBANY
The
."hTr
Sl'ORT.-MKN OH

AND

is readied in seventy
being surrounded by the
an equable
temperature of about 79 dog.
The elegant British Steamships "Bermatla," and
"Oaniina," l.Otio tons, tltted expressly for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Bermuda
lit ".le.imersfoi St Tlioinaa-aad West Indies, For
lull Information apply to A. E. OUTERBRIDGK,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec 21 iy.

hours from

warm waters

:

s'gto.n and XARKAlll River.
f,,..i
J

James' Slip and

at

l''ARE

The Bermudas."

1:30, 0:30, 0:35 p. m.

T

Milwaukee, Wie,

1:0(1,

7-40

bass Ust

masuelonge.

and 5:15
and 5:15

M.,

For Haverstraw and Stony Point— S:40 A. M.,
idi:l5p,M.
For New York City— 1:15 a. it., l:uu, 4:l& and

JAtJliSONYILLE,

tries

the Flambeau and

4:15

A. «., 1:00, 1:15,

i.

8:4:1

it.

6:40,

People's Line Steamers
gnna and

mot— 7^5,

Fo

11s

Iaian.1) for

jt-St

m

9:20 a.

0:30 p.

it.,

The Wisconsin Central Eailroad

&

EOVEl,!,, Agents.

Saturday nitthts only

9:27 A.
street,

9:20. 11:03 a.m., 12:32, 1:33, 3:00, 4:20,5:00,5:40,
Saturday nights only, 12:01 a.
6:31, 7:04 p. it.
m. SUNDAYS, 9:27, 10:30 a. m., 12:43
2'12
6 :30 P. M.
For Flushing (Bridge St.), College Point and
Whiteatone, etc., 6:40, 7:50, 8:41. 9:20 11-03

II.

'.'

1110

City, etc., 7:40, 9:03, 9:20, 11:03
A. M., 1:83, 3:00, 4:20, 1:15, 5:00. 5:10, 7:04 P. iff;
On Saturday nights only, 12:01 a. m. SUNDAYS,
9:27 a. m., 4:30 p.m.

;

t

and

quicke.-l

9:15, 9:2'

,

aMow'r

ones.,

For Garden

\%}„ <

from Chicago to Ashland

Si,

For Spriug Valley—8:45

9:20.

Trains leave New York, S:3'i x. si.. !;:;•) ,•. „. Con _
nee lyltn iio.-.i. an
arrive ai Ablngton 11:00 a. m~

LAKE SUPERIOR.

SPRINGFIELD;

HAIt'l'I'oi.'li,

l\ While Mountains, Mouni Mansneld, l.ak.s
Memphremaitoa and \\ilh.u«hb\, Mouirfal and
'.nicbcc.

"

Depots foot of Cbrtlaaeil and
0< MMFNilNll MAY

TDKOL'CM TO

N

s sl.ri

oi'

TROUT FISHING!

I

CONN'OK,

h.

Gen'l Paas'i' Agent.

,

For Hempstead.
1.

Montclalr & Greenwood Lake
Railway Time Table,

EXCURSION TICKETS

&

HtlRHliN
GEO.

2:00, 3:00, 4:20, 5:00, 0:03, fi:40,
11:03 A. M., 1:33, 2:0i
7:1)4 p. ii.
Ou Sat or
Uts only, 12:01 A. M.

New York

CROSSMON HOUSE.

I

Pass, sc-p.nt.
feblT-tf

1-

I

7:43, 10:00 p. M.

is

MI.MER, Gen'l
1--HANK Thomson. Gen'l Manager.
P.

M\Y,
COAsT

Ai'li:,:

SUNDAYS,

3i.

1:33, 4:20, 5:10, 0:31 p. M.

Metropolitan Hotel,

SP.HtT

principal hole:

at all

SUNDAYS.

it,

.

.11,,,..

NO PEATBEK.

M.

f.

at 9:03 A. M., 2:00, 4:15,
0:15 a m.
at 7:30, K:44, 9:03. 11:80 A.
(5:03

011

WATER

lorsM.T

lloosehead Lakes
.

1:00

thai),

at.,

etc., at 10:00 A. M., 3:30,
9:30 a. it.
For North-port, etc., 10:00 A. M., 3:30, '1:21, 0:05,
SI N 'AYS. 0:00 a. in., 0:30 p. m.
0:1-2 p. m.
For Locust Valley, Glen Oovo, etc., 8:44, 11:30
"•30, 1:24, 5,05, 0:42 e. M.
HUNDAYS,
9:30
at
30. 8:11. 11:30 A. it,
at.
2:00, 4:24, 5
SUNDAYS, 9:15
a. Ht„ 0:35 T
Beach, etc., 9:00, 10:30, 11:30
For Bock
5:43 P. M. SUNDAYS, 9:15,
a. »l. 1:30.

o.On

10:00,11:00

lishments— hot and cold water on each

:,•„.. wue.i

Also, to
I1AVi-;n
CAPE
tnr NEW .1 i;i;-i:\

BEACH

points

anil

„lv.

as folk

ity

i.

'.

G. anil O.

SeUAHf,

spkamkiis

pai,ai:i-:

For Port Jefferson,

]eU6t

ROCKBRIDGE COUNTY,

P.

2:00, -1:24, 4:45. 5:23,
9:15 a. m., 0.35 P. M.

MIC.

Boston Mass.

Goshen Depot

? Island

It..

delightful resort tor the sportsman, summer
Trout, li.shing good now. For
tourist or invalid.
circulars, address O. A, liENHKN, Superintendent,
as above, or W. L. CH KNK1IY, l'.iti State street.

tiotii

ilepa
tv-f
-II. sir,

iThi

tit

lea

For Babvlou,

A

Eight miles

shooiiii

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.

ag Harbor, and intermediate

5:23

MOUNT KINEO HOUSE,

mammoth

IT,

James' Slip, N. ST., lliirlv min
and from Thirty-fourth street. E. B..fiftooi

F'orrvlioais leave
tites.

L. I„
rnt.es to suit

lor families.

E.

B.

H "ing

VIEW HAVEN,

:)m

j'.'Jl

OPENS

SKA CLIFF.

.-E.

1

for

al ollle'c, p.iT

I..

;

also

nation given

in

:

or.

I-.

n.i

A

i

It.

Foil

ivn-h St.,

isarnkgat iioise, on barnegat
VT, one half mile tTom Forke Uiv,r Maiion,
on the N.-\v .Icr-ey .S nitltern Railroad within easy
access oi New York or Philadelphia,
class house near the celebrated gouning and Balling
grounds on the bav. Siipfriur accomm
Titins reasonable.
families or trnusie.nl •nests.
r.
Forked
I'ropr
Addre-s W. S. PAKKKIt,
it

:

t.,l

lliiuiing.

Tin;

River. N..I

to

cities

Kisbiiig,

TUCKERTON,
:;

Manager,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

hotels,

nnn, •:;,:.•

Iu-

Billiards, B.
true second

liberal

1e21

l

Trout

O. G. Staples,

ft

also reach the besl lscalities

Old Dominion Line.
The steamers ot this I. in
waterfowl and upland .-hootm

7u(i guesi.-.

deductions
pamphlet, with terms,

Company

RaUroati

P«nnsylronl

Topaka,
Kansas.

without faiiure

of

GUNNING AND PISHING

(Ex-

«:-'>0, 8:00,
4:S5, 8:13, H:li) r. iw.

2:.'t0,

Agent,
Agent,

,1.

11:45

6:0(1, 7:4S, 9:00,
f.:mi I'. SI.

preas), 10:110 a. m., 1:53. :t:5\ 6:05, S:3o p. si.
only, ft::i5 \. m.
Leave Long Branch for New York at
S:ir>

The Hues

Broadway,

. lor Red Bank, Long Branch,
',:'',

New York.
T.
ANDERSON, Oeu'l Pass.
W. F. WHITE, Gen'l Ticket

TO BE TEAKSPOKTED

able Sl'ot lv
or Injury.

to

traction a oi Boating, 1

uud

THE PENNSYLVANIA It. It. CO.

THE NEW HO CITE FOR

DIVISION.

Thousand Island House,
\
N. V
\I r\
viciuitv of the tar-famed
and in die
Thousand Islands, will be opened tor the reception
June 1st, 18J
uio.ieru Improvements.
•78, and contain- nil ihe
•
baih-rooms and

Fe

Railway.
NEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH
REDUCED KATES

RIYEB ST. LAWBENOB,
W'MM BAl JEFFERSON CO.,

TO SP0EIS11EK:

A BUFFALO HUNT

Central Railroad

halls,
...

circular.

£$oti$mm*a §cmtcu.

iloufcs.

'

S98

is

na Mukat strset,

jfuiiaUeipiiia,

Sportsmen.
,

JAMES CHARLTON,
^Chicago,

BiB,

)

.

3U

FORESTP and stream.
Sparfsmq V;

gmUnq Buhh.

|?a///cv.

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF
CANADA
PI
C0LL1NGWOOD

O
o

LINE.

FRIDA Y.

UPPER CABIN STEAMERS ol
EVERY* TUESDAY

Goinugwood

leave

m on

at « p.

arrival

,

leaving Toronto at

1

ol'

and
steamboat express

TUB Great North Shore Lake Superior Route and

and the

LAKES OP MUSKOKA
Are the coolest and most delightful summer watering places in Northern Canada. Tourists proceeding down the St. Lawrence can make a pleasant detour from Toronto to umchiching in live hours on
express train, with Drawing-i oom Coaches, thus
Visiting the most charming of the chain of Lakes.

EXCURSION TICKETS
reduced rates during months of
August and September, may be had fioui

at greatly

COOK, SON & JENKI
261

July,

l-l

|

08

1

« S

< •Xla
o"
o (do

§5

h

*
o
p
'A
Q

hA

d

Washington

322

2m

36

Yonge

street, Boston.

street,

S

is

3

f

FINE

DOGS CARRIED FREE

MADE TO ORDER.
a MEDAL

was awarded

Centennial for

SNOW,

«. V. A: T. Agent.

TROUT

Great reduction In prices. Trout Rods, full mounted,
$:ai, formerly ino; other roils in proportion.
Every Rod bearing my name is six strands from
hntt to extreme tip. and mounted with my ' patent
waterproof ferrule,'" and warranted against imperfections In material and workmanship.
Any style of finish. Hexagonal or round, as may
be desired. Rods of Greenhearl, Ash, or LanceI

AIR LINE—STEEL RAILS.
E.

,

Df-rt-i.1t.

answer

W. IIOLRBRTON,

New

65 Fulton Street,
Factory—Foot South Sth

my Split Bamboo

DIPLOMA

GUARANTEED.

The annexed list will show
reductions we have made.

The

H.T.HelmboId's
BRANCH

1

Owing
The best bait used for Bass and
Bass size, 75 cents; Pickerel size,

Pickerel Fishing
il each, by mail
post-paid, on receipt of price. Eagle Claw, for catching Fish and Game, samples by mail, 35 and 75 cents.
Send Btamp for illustrated price list of Fishing Tackle

COMPETITION

J. B.
00

35

50

30

65

40

NASSAU

IS

ST.,

SS- SEND

various

to

my

of

rounrevfeiiiug

and preparations,

receipt

original

80

50

used in any

Rods— the

best in

the market.

PHILADELPHIA

Fishing Tackle

linv

my

changed

labels nail wrappers, which i"

CARMINE

IMK.

House.

SHIPLEY & SON,

COMMERCE STREP", P3ILA.
of

A

FINE

Fit

Specialty of

TING

TACKLE

he

Celebrated Green Iicart "Wood
for

Amateur Rod Makers. Rod Mountings

•-

,-iiin

,

REELS,

Etc.,

Self-Hooking

Snells,

and

perfect

revolving

NEW

Greenheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishing, $1 5
Ash and Lance v. oofl Rods for Trou
l;.i.

to $30.

.

i

H.

i

Fishing, ST to SI'-!K-i-ryi lime i-Isi
in prnpi.rio!;.
Goods sent
D to all parts of the United States and Canadas.

TKOl.T

'NO

heat in the world. If not to rr louni
at your Ashing tackle stores, these spoons will jo
forwarded by the manufacturer by mail. l'i cj,$1
each.
JOIIN H. MANN, Syracuse, New' York.
je28 tf

DINCEE SCRIBNER,
Manufacturer of

iylll6m

Iii.

i
.

lbs.

I'

Platinum

Hazard's "Electric Powder."

Nos. 1 (tine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Tacked in square canisters of

Fishing Rod Makers.

30 PLATT

No.

German Silver and Brass Rod Mountings ready
made and to order ol'my own manufacture. Ferules,
Guides, Rings. Tips, Reel Hands, Screw and Solid
Bottoms, Double Fitting,.. Also superior Ash and
LancewooJ Fly and i-dm-n Mass Idds, of my own
manufacture, $3, $5, $a to ssii. Rods suitable for the
bays around New York, $1 50, $2 25, $3 50, $6 to $-25.
Trolling Rods for Alexandria Bay and the lakes, $4,
$

F.

NEW YORK.

MARSTERS,

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six
boo Fly- Rods.

Strii>

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

Improved and finished without rutting away the
enamel. The strongest and handsomest rods in the
Private orders soUoited Em all kinds of fine
tackle. Rods sent per express on approval. Send
for circular.
A. 11. FOW J.Kit, Ithaca, N. Y.
world.

B.

GREENWOOD,

..in
Manufacturer of Aqua n
and Aquarium
Cement, and dealer in Fish Food, Gold Fish, Water
Plants, Fish Globes, and aquaria stock of all descriptions. Canaries, Cages, Rustic Baskets, Bird Houses,
Sea Shells, etc., wholesale and retail.

Nos. 1H to 13 COLLEGE PLACE,
Near Murray fit.
New York, N. Y.

A

kegs.

Well adapted to Bhot-

Duclt Snooting."

'•

In 1 and a lb. canisters
1 (&ne) to 5 (coarse).
Burns doiely and very
(IK and V2y, lb, kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great
or water ehooting, it
forest
penetration,. For field,
is equally serviceable
and
it
ranks any other brand,

Nos.

and

for muzzle orbreech-toaders.

SKiCk

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and " Sea Shooting " FG, in kegs of 25,
FFFff U also
ijj lbs, and cans of 5 lbs
packed

in

1

aim

n. c

'-,

imstra

The FFFU and FFG are favorite hranda for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea SnooMng" FG la
the standard Sitle powder of the country.
moist.

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.
GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRAI'liS Full HXPOllT. OF
ANY REi;,.i .l-L I.'". OH HROOF. MANUFAOTTJHBB TO ORDER.

W.

HOLABIRD,

H.

The above can bo had

Manufacturer of

Specialties in Clothing

Bam-

lb.

Hazard's

Manotacttieek,

CARD.

to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
fine grain, quick and clean, for

(line)

1

guns.

25

NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

lb. only.

upland prairie shooting.

plying, $1 75, $2 2.1. $2 511, fa to $a each. Rubber click,
German Silver Click, and multiplying reels for black
bass, treat, and lor tin- Inns of New Vork.
Compli U outfits as low as consistent with good

125

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."

ST.,

6J£

"
"
"
Cuttie flunk.
3 00
Black Bass File* (something now) per doz
2 50
Large variety of Trout Flies for Mnine and the
Adirondack's; prices, $1, Si 50, $2 per doz. Brass
Reels, plain, r>0o., 75c, $1 each. Brass Reels, multi-

J.

CO-

GUNPOWDER.

Mtinufacturing^Compaiiy,

'

Salmon and Trout Files,
Salmon and Trout Rods,
Casting Lines, Landing Nets, Gaffs, etc.

St, Johns, N. B.

Viya

anil

MANUFACTURERS OF

HELIBOLD

T.

<i.

'.

TO AMATEUR

"catch

SPOON. The

Waterloo Street,

it lbs.,

HAZARD POWDER

Valfjaraiso, Ind.

'.,

,.!,.

.

-.

.

Bag; weighs 12 ounces.

Game

"'(!

.-

'

ii

i

Can be used
shells and T5 snipe

Sportsmen.

offered

coal; ro

-.

n for 50

holabird's

New

.'.:.'(!'

In

ni

or quail

Cartridge Vest, capacity for

titty

i

Money refunded

Aali

your gun

if

A-

Gunpowder.

HARVEY'S

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Nos.

H,

2, 3. 4,

Ride, and Col.

Cedar

street,

ii,

7

and

Ilau-Ker's

N.Y. Agent

Superior Rlfla.
Ducking.
W. STITT, 61
tor the Unlrnd States.

.-.

I

1

1

r

I

..

I

by

;

.

W. n. HOLABIRD.

CURTIS

place of a

eimotiut';
shells- simple and admirable for boat
suits made
ie Linen, "- duroy and Fustian
ntcsiciMc
the neatt
Br.
Dog
on
Hook
niv
cents
for
'send '-ih

;atalogue of goods.

WA LL STREET. NEW TOKK.

SS

English. Sporting

Shooting Suits complete, consisting of Coat, Vest,
rants and Cap, SI0. No. 1 Shooting Coats, waterny
proof and first-class In every particular, sent
mail, post-paid, $s.
Holabird's Sew

of dealers, or of the Comcity, or wholesale

pany's Agents In everj prominent

SPORTSMEWi

jrOR

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods.
The

...f

II..

THE

PULTON STREET, NEW YORK?
Makes the Immense Reductions.

,181

insfciini

1

ING APPARATUS. Ml IIAUV

to be sure

in Sets

REPAIRED.

Elastic

..;"

,

1

Pamphlets, showing sizes of ihu grain by wood
on application to the above address.

for T6c. to $6 15.

RODS,

in ....-:l-i.

;il..l

kegs

m.r.ii

01 all kinds on hand and made to order.
Safety Fuse, Frietional and

The Public are cautioned

600

Manufacturers

'I.-..

i;..

Powder.

Rifle

idles and all ordinary purposes.
FFl-'C, the last being the finest,

for

best

FG, FFG and
looked in wood ami
imi

NEW YORK.

100 feet Superior Linen Line, by mail

503

each.

The

All of the above give high velocities and less
residuum than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. II. 110GARDUS,
the "fhumniou Wine Shot of ihe World."
BLASTING I'UWl'KK ami ELECTRICAL BLAST-

$6, $S, $10.

A. B.

lbs.

Orange
I

future will be printed in

CROOK &C0.,

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 in
metal tegs, en lbs. each, and canisters of 1 and s

Nos.

FOR CIRCULAR.

grade of these

I

Sizes,

THE LIFE OF TRADE.

i

WUOLLT MAD E

We have hut one

Y.,

to 7, strongest and Cleanest made, in scaled
caui ters. Higher numbers specially are recomfor breech-loading gnus.

lb.

get the genuine, prepared by the

Salmon

is

N.

Orange Ducking Powder,

$25

55

These Rods are, In all their parts,
Positively no machinery
part of their construction.

ST„

Orange Lightning Powder.

cut, sent free

Fly Rods, G strips, 2
$40
Tips
Fly Rods, B Strip, 3
tips, and duplicate

BY HAND.

Rand Powder Co.

MURRAY

No. 20

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

So.

Now.

erly.

rods, 6 Strip,
2 Tips

&

Lafiin

BUCHU.

Form-

Joint

OFFICES.

G. Munro, Agent, 19 Exchange Sj», Buffalo, N. Y
Cobb A Wheeler, Agents, 9 State St., Chicago, III.

.J.

C. J.Chapln, Agent, 218 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo."
Agencies in the principal cities In the United States,'

Compound Fluid Extract

:

Black Bass Rods, 6
Strip, 2 Tips
Black Bass Rods, G
Strip, 3 Tips and
Duplicate Joint...

1

mended

the

We

Omce— 13 BROAD STREET,; BOSTON.
BRANDS—DIAMOND GFAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING.
WESTERN SPORTING.
(Oriental Rifle.)

Rods.

FISH & SIMPSON,

'

V.

£rti$8f

SKlIiNER-S
New Fluted Bait.

132

i

Nassau St.,N.

at the

and Sporting Goods,

quote

102

[HIKIUIIYJIHJ

'

and

D.

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

QUALITY

12 00
17 B0

tips

York.

Brooklyn, B.

Street,

:

jyia 2t

je7

Conroy, Bissett & Rflalleson

ORIENTAL

POWDER MILLS

$s on
ill no

inqniries as to quality and
strength of rod, from those who state that they do
not believe good rods can tie made lor the price. I
am happy to say (liar, of all the rods sold during the
past year, I have nor Heard a single complaint. Mr.
A. B. Hume, of Alexandria Hay, killed, on one of the
$S rods, after a two hours' struggle, a maskelonge
weighing 27 pounds. Every rod warranted

Also manufacturer of Patent Reels for Salmon
and 'front llshing. The lightest, strongest, and
handsomest Reels ever made.
Full line of FISHING TACKLE always on hand.
Send for circular and price list.

^tilting §£xqhle.

(^ntiyoivder.

numerous

to

Bamboo Rods a Specialty

Split

wood.

attention.

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME

FRANK

1

FISHING.

Direct connections at Buffalo with New York
Central and Erie Railway.
At Detroit, with lUie-liig-ni Central Railroad.
At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western
Railroad.

and given special

Maunfacturer of every variety of
RODS for SALMON. BASS and

German silver mounted
German silver and capped ferrules
Same asabove, extra middle Joint,
In

BANGOR, MAINE,

Toronto.

Sportsman's Route.

ftfdfc

W, Holberton's Fly Rods

j

LEONARD

H. L.

CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,

S^'Wl

-30

Brass mounted

Nork; and

GENERAL AGENT,
jyo

KIM FIRE AMMUNITION.

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.

w

AT CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY OFFICE,

Barlow Cumberland,

All kinds of
Special attention paid to orders for

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

S
in

New

and Navy of the United States and several Foreign Goveruments.

Hi

FOR TROUT AND BLACK BASS.

M

NS,

Broadway,

Army

Used by the

O
mmm £

of the

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,
FIRE, SOLID

o
a

this

ONLY LIME passing through the magnificent
GREAT NORTH CHANNEL,
LAKE COUCHICHING

Manuf acturers

CENTRAL

M.

y.

LOWELL, MASS.

*

1

F4
The Pine
line

I

not satisfied.

Valparaiso, Ind.

dealer for Holabird's good

The handiest thing out.
It saves time
accidents; looks well; is
not in the wa.
adjusted, ami lits any
dasher. Sent, post-paid
on receipt of one dollar.

Safety Reih Holder
Co., Portland. Jlaiuu,

.

.

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

ITT B

IE*

©A»W

.flk

MT E;

"XT.

0]

all

W YORK,

'ANY.)

Trap

$10 each.

Bogardns' Patent Rougli Glass Balls

$3.50 per 100.

Plain Glass Balls

$g pei xoo, packed 300

to

11

Trap and 300 plain bulls for
I'i'ap ami 300 plain bulls for
Purely Trap and 300 plain balls for
ither Marshall's

in stock u

P.

new

s[0

S10

orPurdyfs Traps for

Orders for
Also has

$i§

Balk

in large quantify

MANUFACTURER OF

FINE FISHING TACKLE,

-'

line of

Webley &

RV I S,

O

Chas. F.

aia

MASCHESTER.

Son's Celebrated Breech- Loading Guns,

including those that were at the Centennial—a beautful lot of
very cheap.

GUNS

which I

^TEEtMOIVT.

Artificial Flies, fnllv equal to any ma de, for trout, $1.50 pet dozenr triple
hooks, $3.50 per dozen; for bass, $2.50 to $4.50 per dozen. Any variety to order per sample.
Refer to 'Dr. J. R. RO.tlEYN, Keesevi'le, N. Y.; Com. L. A. BEAUDSLEE. Little Falls, N.1T.
SEXD FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE. UEXTIOX -FOREST A XI) STREAif.''

Ve.y strong and durahle.

offer

STODDARD'S
CARTRIDGE
LOADING IMPLEMENT,
COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

^mu§emmts, 0c.

§igontsn{m s §ootts.

'

Cap

Expeller,

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, ICutter?
Crimper and Shell Extractor.

BO.
Tcrfoiirii
elle let

t e!1

JLO

THE SNEIDER GUN.

KOW REAOT.

The only

the operations possible in the manipulation of Paper or

Meta

Double-Grip

Butch-Loaders.

Length, 4| inches.

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

Equal

EXHIBITION.

PRICE. ©©«
Circulars sent on application.

Lock-Box

192,

to

of

Now York

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EVENINGS.
50 cents admission.

in finish, symmetry of outlines and materials
to the finest KrigiiHb Guns, and at more
reasonable prices.

CO-,

FAISllOraT PAEK, PHILADELPHIA.

Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen-

Open every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds and Reptiles.
Admission 25 cents.;
children under twelve, 10 cents.
jane ly

sating Features of Action."

Washington, D.

C.

City, has Samples.

four, $3,

Zoological Garden.

Re-

used, the only

Boxes seating

bounder with which mlssflreB will not occur.

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO TOE TRADE.

W. HOTBIRTON.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT IN THE WEEK WITH.
GILMORE'S GREAT MILITARY BAND.

to 16 bore.

The Saeider Rebounding Lock

Send postal order or check

STODDARD &

C. J.

Top Lever Aetlon

THE WOULD,

IN

from 6

Sizes,

Weifrht 10 ounces.

Nickel Plated.

All tho operations are perfect, and suitable (or any shell.

iveposit

Self-Closing

piILMORE'S CONCERT GARDEN.

REBORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING.
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK.
Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire.

C1UNS

GREAT NEW YORK AQUARIUM, BroadTHE
way and 85th street. Open daily from 9 A. M. to
Beautiful Tropical Fishes and Anemones.
Wonderful Horned Cow Fishes and Aseidiane.
Twelve seals, sea lions, 15 sharks, 40 blow flsheB, 8
hell-benders, and thousands of other curious marine
creatures. Prof. YouDg, marvelous ventriloquist.
Miss Lubin in submarine performances. Delightful
orchestral concerts.
Feeding the animals and
fishes and other eutertaiments.
Coney Island Aquarium now open for the summer.
10 p.m.

Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered

&

Clark

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL

Send

STEAM LAUNCHES.

Breach-Loaders.

Sneider,

214 W. Pratt

AWARDED FOE

to

Baltimore

St.,

for Illustrated Catalogue.

BOUDREN'S PATENT COMBINATI JN

Dash

Jack,

and

jyl-3 tf

Fishing

Highest Honors
AT THE

LAMP,
For NIGHT HUNTING Deer
and other animals; SPEARING
FISH. Indispensable on any
Boating, "1'aclitiitg or Camping

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR, 1876.

SHONINGER ORGANS,

Trip-,

Ho

1

aiiected

by Wind, Rain

Burns kerosene
95 Jolting.
safely without
a
chimney.
Throws a powerful light 200

LAMP

feet ahead.. As a DASH
for CARRIAGES it has no
equal.
Fits on any
shaped
dash or on any vehicle.

PRICE.

Jack and Dash

$0 00

Fishing Lamp
C. O. D., -with privilege of examination,.

WHITE
jyiatf

K.

% SAFETY STEAM POWEE
30 Cortlandt
GIVE

Street, JS'ew

Seydel &
No.

CO

1,

8 00

M>E*G COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORT,

Pocket

s

C<> s
weight only H;

Conn.

Hammock.

bearal.380 lbs.; price
Couch, Seat. Swing, Etc.

lbs.;

A most luxurious

$4.

York,

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE BUILDING ;OF

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,
Ana will

furnish them complete in every particular, fitted cither as Swift Racers, Past Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fishing Boats, Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boats. Or will supply the
complete. Also
models, drawings and mouldB to parties preferring to build theft own boats.

MACHINERY,

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

SEKD FOR DE8CRSP*IVE CIRCUI.AR.

HAMMOCKS

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION

"OR LAWNS and EXCURSIONS,
Tents,

Camp Stools, Camp Kettles,

Rubber Blankets. .Mosquito

The Eagle Claw.

Nets,

It

limb of a

e

may be buried
tree, or, when

CAMP

JLOITNGE CO., TROY, N.

mall

game and

75 cents.

catching Bears, Wolves,
lyaboy, and will stand a

Weight, 10 to 15 lbs. $10.
on receipt of price.

cldresB

L. Coate,

380 Fulton St v Brooklyn, N. V.
Bos 214.

AGENTS WANTED.

"The It. SHON1NGEK ORGAN Ci
btt
as the best Instruments at a price rendering them
•<- cli asol purchasers, having acom
=
ui a
bination of Reeds and Bells, producing novel and
pleasing effects, containing iiumv ib-irabie Improvements, win stand longer in dry or 'lamp climate, less
liable to get out of order, ill the boards being made
three-ply, put together ,,o it is impossible tor them
to either shrink, swell or split."
TIIE
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Medal and Award wis granted
of the

Cisco.

,

Agents

Jyl2

B.

SHONINGER ORGAN
to 123

the

CONN.

THE PET CIGAR.
For the

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.
Others, $3.50.

CO.,

Chestnut Street,

NEW HAVEN,

Forest and Stream.
set ot

BEST ORGANS

.

eow

Boumd. Volumes

A complete

most

Illustrated Catalogues' mailed, oust paRl,"upon application to

97

First Foar'Volumei, $4 each,

after the

.ak.n

the

eul Hall Square, Boston
415 Sansoma St., San Fran-

oit:

Calls Tejadillo

ONLY

ORGANS AWARURD THIS RANK.

l

at,,

animals,
35 cents.

Raccoons, large Game,

Instruments.

«"tlt

its

r:

O.

Y,

Vnji

leaves or other light.
certain operation,
prion, and, when, set, no
bait can possibly eBcape.
irus in the slighest degree,
u from the trap.

Chas.

etc.

illustrated Circular.

G. WEBSTER PECK,
Manufacturers' Agents.
110 Chambers St., N. Y.

=s,

g

Lawn Settees,

Send for

e of catching all kin

•n set.

Best

Camp and

Field.

Sent by mail anywhere-

n receipt of price.
,j

Pure Havana, $5.15 per hundred, or
box.
Half Havana, $3.5) per hundred,

$.1

for fifty In

FOREST AND STREAM-

seven volumes, hound Imudsomelv in cloth— a valu.
ab'e library tor the spoilsman— can now be ubtained
on arp.k :! od to this office.

B.

STEIN, 102 NAMAti StUBet,

jyU a

New

Yoee.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

396

&

W.

SCOTT & SONS.

C.

First Prize

§mx§,

awarded
"

'

at the Centennial Exhibition,
" 'ellence of workmanship aud

Sportsman's Depot.
premium

First

marked the Premier Qualitv.
[Extract from Forest and Stream, Now York, December 26, 1876, Contributed by one
Awards of Guns at the Centennial :]

COMPENSATING LUMP.

Strongly recommended.
Choke-bores, medium or

It Is

invaluable,

full.

Our guns

ueallrsTthettadeonly.

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

Judges of

and must

and should be ordered on
to be had of the pnncipaJ

Represented by W. Holberton, 102 Nassau

New York.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Breech-Loading

Sept. 30:6m

Lisle,

Broome

Co.,

Will And a select assortment of

Revolvers,

CO.,

Ammunition,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Ami

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not. have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE AN VILS
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
model, with
waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.-By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWN
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
Are, and will not hurst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for

'

'

Blnek

durability,

The most

aud with its pate:
Most Desirable Revolver

the

Market.

ETC.

Send for Circular.

BROADWAY,

NO. 300

I

N. Y.
Henry Foxton.

M. Fowler.

Louis Conical Base Paper Shelf."
Having made Important Improvements in our Shell,
sat. h re orniuend them as equal, if not superior, in
Paper Shell manufactured iu this country or

Bros.. John Dickinson.
Sent by express C, O. D.. or by mail on receipt of
price aud 41) cents additional (or postage.

Demiison's Targets

ti

Front 25 to 1000
Fd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLD BI

in Europe.

Am.ng

the ad

;

Factory and

Simple, Practical,

office,

St-

and appreciated by

No. 2,239

De Kaib

A

images laimed for these

saving of 25 por d
decrease in recoil.
aud 3 inches
So.
mailable. Sample,

FAVORITE CIGARETTE

IS Compact,

".make It
in the

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF
MAY1UBI RIFLES SHOT GUNS

-

ROLLER.

41-100 cals.

elegant Arm combines simplicity
a perfect interchange of all its parts.
process of manufac-

critical Inspection in

ture,

... «/»

t

Our New

and

FOWLER & FULTON,

OO
IPKICES: Nickel Plated
6 OO
" Rosewood Handle., t OO
For sale in New York at the following stores:
Peck & Snyder. J. P. Moore's Sons, Spies, Klusam &
Co., Itsh & Simpson, Chas. L. IHtssraan, Scharles
i

Tnvited to

82, 38

22,

new and

This

tent

is

PATENT REVOLVERS,

SMITH'S

THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new

•

goods appertaining thereto.

In four sizes of

highly prized by

Shoots darts nr slags 60 to 76 feet with
accuracy. Can be loaded by anybody with
safety and ease. Recommended by (Jen.
Sherman, also by G. F,
the Australian Ride Team.

all

Special Attention

Do

The Champion Air Pistol

maw-ly

kinds.

all

Rifles,

METALLIC CARTRIDGE

N. T.

to Order.

Guns,

Manufactured by the

DTilON

Made

Flies

SPORTSM EN

Shot Guns,

street,

W. H. BAKER,

Phlla.

Sts.,

Etc.

Etc.,

Z&~ Salmon, Bass and Trout

Repairing of

FOB

feature In the Sporting Line.
Forms a
light and compact gun from eight to ten pounds,
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often wanted
in all kinds of shooting.

Walnut

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS.
Fishing Tackle, Rods. Keels, Lines, Hooks, Flies,
Leaders, Snoods, Artiilciai Ban. Fly Books,

Celebrated Center Enamel Split and
Glued Bamboo Hods.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in Great Varieties—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuits

Paper and Metallic Shells

(TWO SHOT AND ONE RIFLE.)

N. E. Cor. Second and

"Krider's"

Birmingham, England.

Breech-Loading Guns.
A new

(ESTABLISHED 1S36.)
at World's Fair at New York and
Centennial Exhibition.

JOHN KRIDER,
of the

" This action (The Triplex Lever Grip) combines in the highest degree strength and simplicity,
rapidly secure the favor of all who test its merits.

THREE BARRELED

$i/fo?, gtc.

Medal and Oiplomn,

Shells, are :
also the great
;

use of powder
The sea made are No. 10—2«, Z%,
IS—(.,„, 2%, and 2% Inches. Longer
'

.

sent by express on

100,

ipt of $1.15

Lon!s,Mo.

street, St.

Dealers in Sporting

Louie Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

Ms.

smokers.
Gold.

Silver.
.

No.

-2.

inches long... 50

Captr Bogardus' Patent Giass Ball Trap

47 High

st.,

These Traps and Balls patented by Bogardus and used by him
thousand tunes, proves them to be just what is wanted by all

Boston, Mass.

Bowery,

New York.

UENBilSON & CO.,

April

JR.,

DENMSON &

111.

NEWARK,

Broadway, N. Y.

Convenient and Handy

I

aiiflching to Fishing

I

Cases, aud all

I

Baggnge.
"

.

r

package by mail

198 Broadway,

CO.,

for

Hods, Gun

&om of Sport/mieu »

Buy of your nearest
or Newsdealer, or amid

I .Stationer

to

5.Y.

FOR SIO.
Marshall's Glass Ball Trap la acknowledged as the
best now before the public. It is made of beat ash,
and everything lirst class. Throws two or more
different directions, and with as much forc»
balls
as desired. Liberal discount to dealers. Send for
(:. SQL'IKKH, 1 CorlJandt
particulars to

& Co-,

Geo. E. Hart

198
I

30Q GL&SS BALLS

only Ball that will break sure
Patented
by shot. Use none bur the best. Every ball marked.
187T; Traps, March 13, 1817.

hit
10,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174 South Clark Street, Chicago,

TAGS.

Jga

THE PATENT ROUGH BALL-The
when

THOMAS,

^^

many

SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.

B.

207

Ji.

by

'TOURISTS

CO.,

ZETTLEK,
GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE G1XLSRY,
<Jk

pics,

and Rough Balls.

by mail on receipt of price.

POPE MANUFACTURING
CO.

$1 00
1
25

15
1 00

...65

••

'•

3.is

.Sent

sam

m

N. J.

New

Street,

HUSKY

JeH

York.

ti

i

TRADE SUPPLIED.

HERRINGS SAFES
"

The World's Champions."

Founded July
Cotton Duok, eyery width

& weight,

cut to any length,

_,

Oiled do. manufactured by Bteam power.
Saturated, not enameled,

JHjK'

Loci Pouches, Messenger Bags,

Noee Bags

y

1303.

Teal Catalogue*

A

Camping.

2. Military.

Lawn and Ganlen.
Camp Meeting & ChapeL

3.
:

;7"

>*f%

^ss=s^gp

^.

^4fi 4.
~

'HMBBiF~; Qj^L^L

at wholesale,

of

No. 1. Artist's

j

81ingB.for disabled Horses,
thoroughly harnessed, $10 each.

Arrangement

4,

6. Circus

1^

anything and

6.

& Show.

Base Bal!,Cricket,&c.
? 7. Sundries.

John Boyle,
"

199, 201, 203

Fulton St.
N- v.

I5&

W.

Trios.

Recelved^nterjiaUonal Exhibition awards:

-r.

,

,,

m

.

Palmetto Tents.

10 feet square, $20 each.
»
«
?
t*«

represented above.

(Boyle's U. S. Tent and
man uaLf, J«duui y, v
]
na&^}Ssss^iil
FVZXOy
ST., XJEW IOSK.

Shot

Walnut

Office 121

rjir

ssaachussetts Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston. 1874; Franklin Institute. Philadelphia, 1s?4:

New

American

York, and

many

;er

L'AMARIQUE.-

HERRING

CO.,

and

-252

Broadway, N. Y.

Only tie [baft French Cigarette paper

is

used, which

injurious substances.

Vanity rair. Most conTenient aud elegantly
Award, Vienna, 1*73, and Centennial, 1S76.
Ire unSUrpassea. The only brands receiving the Vienna

>llciou3 Glaarette of Perique and
Highest.
Samples 15 cents.
rs

gouen up. Unlike all
Jliic I'm Chewing
Onr Peerless and Pin
Award. Always Uniform and ltcliablf

AFE AND LOCK MANUFACTURERS,
251

DOBS NOT BITE TILE TONGUE. ^,

ne us can be produced.

Institute,

others.

TVM.

PEEBLESS TOBACCO WORKS.

(5

KIMTlALLToi CO.,
PRIZE MEDALS.)
S.

Rochester,

New

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

FOR MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES.

Also awards of gold and silver medals.

&

Sparks,

THE

Q

Street,

Philadelphia.

'76

SHOOTING COAT.

The

largest variety of

(patzmted)
/'

•

\Z2 \
ffiBl

/

C3tCZ]|

Shooting and Sporting Garmenta,
in the World.
Send for UlmtratM CalaUgvt,

GEORGE

York.
Feb 2S

\y,

C.

HENNINQ,

Washington

City.

THE

AMERICAN

NEW YORK,

SPORTSMAN'S
THURSDAY. JULY

JOURNAL. ^

19. 1877,
abundant as

putting

ever, as

pale-faced eneniii

its

comparatively lew, and the red

$'u\hom,

life

men

can

|

f
in an easier manner than by pursuing it
amid the snow-enshrouded haunts which it seThe amateur luintei flru
a home.
would bag a large number must therefore leave
1

a

snrJlBtry.

i

THF,;

only spet

i

I

e

Found

|

*yild

he

I

in the Uiiiii'i'

toti

i

i-GuVedliigliorn

-

i

wd that

or mountain Sheep (O&i

regions

which

i
i

confined

geographically
the

i

Range, which pm
States ami territories
Ocean,
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I

u'.Ii

-
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bgtderiilg

U.e

l
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in

mo in
irnvcrse
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No

animal

in the

world

is

of

ill-

perhaps more

approach than the bighorn, a it it
ugly keen of scent, unusually vigilant,

difficult of
1

i

and so cautious that it carefully reconnoitres a,
country from an elevated standpoint ere it presumesto advance toward it. The Ximrod who
would therefore place the heads of many umoug
his trophies of ihe chase must be not only of a
vigorous form, to bear the climbing and ratified
alnmsphere, but he must possess above all the
qualities of patience, perseverance and hardi-

every direction by

irom four to ten
aud it is amid their
American chamois loves to dwell, for not only is it there comparatively safe from all foes, except the red and
fret in altitude

white huuier, but

;

that the

it

also

finds there

and subalpine vege-

leasts in Uie alpine

ot

Owing

tation.

ini'i-

Colorado,

and go

here he will find no cause to complain

luck.

Pacific

varying

chains

.-.'•a

many-shaped peaks

upon

Wyoming and

usually sought,

man-silent,

i

vasi area is traversed in

thousand

tiest

lie

Idaho, OregoO and Washington Territory, and

the
through the

an average distance from the sea of,
and twenty miles'.
b
Ired

at,

perhaps,

This

region lying

the

to

liocky Mountains

in

is

it

is

in

it

v- ;! 'V.
.

to the

hood.

th

but in

i

it

JB

norning or

getting

best time for hunting

Cascades

it

is

late in the

evening, as

it,

it

is

is

the early

then out

irowsing, but in the middle of the davit

range, exoepl in isolated lo-

'.he

The

-

Rocky Mountains,

the
,li

to

rally concealed

nearly as

11

1

TNTIXQ 1JLH

Ji IG Ji

o &y«

among

the

crags,

is

gen-

or deep iu

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

898

feeding hours, when a
sturdy, vigilant male
a
knoll or ruck wMcll
gives
an
Iubj
of
extended view
his
surroundimrs,
and us Soon as he fletects the presence of a foe, or any unusual
Object, he Rounds ;ui alarm and all scamper off to the highest
summits at their best pace. They hound from eras lo crag,
and vault chasms with (he greatest ease, aud, if pressed, do
not hesitate to plunge headforemost into a gloomy precipio
deep enough, apparently, to shatter them into fragments. As
they always escape unharmed, one is apt to believe the tales of
the Indians— that they can leap on a crag a hundred or two
feet below, and, striking it on their horns, rebound to their
feet none the worse for the concussion.
Having never seen
them perform this feat I am unable to vouch for its accuracy
but I can say that I have seen them make, some terrific
plunges and escape injury. "When the scamper occurs, the
lord of the flock leads it, and the young males form the rear
guard.
The lambkins and their dams are marshalled in the.
centre.
During a stampede it is often quite difficult to tell
the male from the female, both having horns alike, the main
difference being that the appendages of a full grown ewe do
not exceed in size those of a two-year-old ram." In selecting
subjects for the dining table, one'nmst. therefore, have some
experience if he would not slay a tough old mother instead of
a succulent young male. The young, winch usually number
from oue to two at a birth, are brought forth late in April or
early in May among the lower foothills
but as soon as they
are able to move about briskly they are led to the higher pinnacles where the vegetation is more tender and there is less
danger from hungry wolves, bears and panthers. While the
dam is quite timid in the presence of man. and alwavs (lees at
thedetection of his presence, she will not for a moment hesitate
to defend her young against wolf or fox. and in such contests
she is often victorious, as her powerful horns are such efl etive battering rams that a few blows from them are frequently
sufficient to cause the most pertinacious of the canida? to retreat with a severe pain in its ribs or. ventral regions.
The
bighorn is an almost, perfect fac-simile of the Asiatic wild
sheep (OaprovU argali), the difference between them being

During

tpices.

— mounls

the

Oil

elevated

au

;

;

merely

technical.

from

tall

We

;

|

The party which

I

miners, a sporting merchant and a captain in the American
The miners were experienced "tramps" and veteran minrods, having often been compelled to depend on their
rifles for food while out on
'prospecting" tours'; so we left
the provisioning of the detachment and the selection of the
route entirely to them.

cavalry.

the hot August sun was becoming disagreeably intense, and it was so late in the morning that we could scarcely
hope to meet any more sheep until the cool breeze of the evenspoils, as

ing appeared.
Oil reaching our caches we made a drag of the heaviest fir
and pine boughs we could break off by our united weigh and
placing the game on this we hauled it down the mountain
without any very laborious efforts.
.

Arrived at camp, those unused

heavv climbing of the
day were sc.on so stiff as to be scarcely able to move ; but the
rugged miners seemed to consider it a mere nothing, and
'< drawing-room hunters."
at
heartily
the
The suclaughed
cess of the expedition had been so great, however, that they
condescended to say that the "drawing-room hunters " were
want any better companions
e seeUent shots, and they did not
I have been out among them
for a day among the bighorns.
often sin n e then, but never did T see such good luck attend a
That evening while discussing' tin- uicri',
party the first da.
ud the contents a
a le of bottles
le princi]
d an adveh-
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badly wounded.
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Rushing from our

we delivered several shots

in rapid

suo

cession at the. now thoroughly alarmed Hock, which were
making for the rocky summit at a break-neck pace; but the
excitement having somewhat unstrung our nerves, the tusilns only one- yearling, Wh1
dazed to
othei 5.
brad awaj
We billowed the ret
nintain side, but we found in a short
time that the old pr< >v
a chase being a long one
i

i

;

I

^

troduction to them.

y,„ Purest and stream, and

mon

tog's

.;,

[

Bun.

an>l

PITY the man who does not know Major Scolopax. I
pity still more the earthly wretch in whom he produces
Often does memory fondly linger
only a gastronomic thrill.
Over the happy hours I have enjoyed in his society, and gives
birth to deep "regret that, the Pacific Slope, so rich in other
game, has nothing tosuppiy his place.
"What is it that makes him so attractive— his fine flavor?''

I

Not a bit of
I would not go a quarter of a mile out of
But drop those
to pick up a bunch in the street.
books or that pen j shut up your desk and skip out of the
bniling city for a few days with me. We will pay the Major
a visit, and you will soon see why his friends are so numerous
and devoted". By the time it is "light enough to see well we
Morning and evening are the best times
are, on the ground.
The ait is cooler and more moist, and
of day to call on him.
The keen ed|
the scent is stronger and lies longer.
tot
blunted hy his stettins heated upas
Moreover, the birds will still be on
in the middle Of the day.
their feeding grounds, or very close by them, instead of being
Stowed away for their daily siesta on higher or drier ground,
tinhh In.
where the number of acres to a bird is mi
Our ground is a piece of swampy timber land, intersected wftil
little spring-runs, but with plenty of tolerably dry laud, and
some low "underbrush. We don't want to go where it is too
wet. as the Major doesn't like ground that is too moist for
it,

!

my way

1

How delightful is the change from the dusty hubbub of the
healed city t The cool, soft morning air is redolent with that
strange perfume We often find in the woods, even when no
flowers are in sight, and musical with the hum of the bees,
already on the wing, the twitter of a hundred songsters, the
bark, or crashing spring of the squirrel, the almost human
the
drumming of the
the upland plover,
of
whistle
ruffed grouse, and the rich, mellow "Bob Whiter", that at
reaular intervals floats in from the neighboring n,
ntrast to the steaming heat of the City, the ascending fragrance of the garbage can, t lie tooth distracting handorgan, and the nasal melody of the soap fat man.
But, see: The dogs are already at work, each on a slow
trot, slackening to a walk as they approach suspicious places.
They travel atless than half the" speed they do when after a
bevy of quail or covey of grouse. They know their business
we do, they know they arc after a bird, whose scent,
But look
is mil very powerful, and one that is easily flushed.
at Don!
He scents one already: see how warily he sneaks
I

.

,

little patch of skunk cabbage; how he stops,
the fragrance that our dull senfor a pace or two with the
of
the midnight thief, then suddenly stops again.
Stealthy slop
How beautiful he looks; his head thrown to One side, one
foot upraised as if in act to spring; his eyes fixed in a wild
stare of expectant hope upon a little clump of skunk cabbage;
he almost holds his breath; his whole body is rigid as marble,
with every nerve strung to its utmost tension, while his tail,
ith excitement.
stiffened "like an icicle, <;
ip

around

thai

delicately

sniffS

nothing

moves cautiously

of,

.>,

Ah!

aims in
ye scu.
why have ye so
nature's fleeting f<
est sight brute
Is
esent?
neglected this, the
hevi
clumsy
reach
pf your
touch?
it because it is beyond the
lie is
hat little rise some thirty yards "away,
Old Fran!;
pointing
He smells nothii
but pointing al Don,
self, but he knows Don don't lie, so he poil
!

'.

I

t

what We

.

,

.

"backing."

call

Do not be in haste, tbe bird will stay there. Don would
Walk in "and take first shot.
not stir a step for the Worldalibi p.
when the bird rises. Be cool, hut also be quick;
Don't b-ih
ately expeditions.
he will make. Banish all such low, 3BnBU0
c fit
also all anxiety to get him bet
I

1

i

"

'.
.

.

want

oil

...

to kill
"

i-

him

but

will

.

ill,

Mate up

pw walk

I

in
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onlv want to see
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and bother yon
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chums." in prospecting for gold, beCompanion, who
ins out of meat concluded to kill some mountain sheep
y other means of procuring it, as there were no setof the country at the time, except
tew
The Indians, Who had' been very trou
miners,
my, had lei then ilohi
this they supposed there that were nunc anywhere near them.
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SUMMER WOODCOCK SHOOTING.
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'• us w«
feedin
to wail
ijJp a h
lei
tn-ei
but the
minutes dragged heavily, and each moment seemed a torture.
Alter
Uy [Or half an hour, though it, seemed
time,
four
sheep
and
treble that
three rains advanced ftbOUt a
hundred yards further, and aa our patience was becominir untheguii
[aveiii
ton to tire.
This was a
ion!
non 'i mil we
Bl liy it.
pi
Each se'ecttal all fired simultaneously.
ed his quarry
When
the smoke cleared away great was our joy 10 behold the males
and one ewe stretched upon the ground, and two sheep leapn

pluo

out

»p-

,..i.,

.
1

1

to the

i

th

I
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four miles,

when they fortunately struck a ciuivm, and into this they
plunged with a suddenness that nearly carried them to the
bottom al, one bound. Along this they ran with renewed
energy, and in fifteen minutes after entering it were delighted
to find that the Indians had lost their trail or had been outruD.
They reached their cabin late in the evening, but instead of
resting they mounted their mustangs and went around among
the miners, arousing them to the danger that threatened them.
Being always prepared for warfare, those daring fellows were
soon armed and assembled at a common rendezvous under the
command of our guide. They advanced against their foes the
next morning, and meeting them at the base of the mountain
dispersed them after a few volleys, which placed one-fourth
tmbet hors 4e combat, without any loss to themThis summary defeat kept the treacherous red men
selves.
away from that region ever after. Tbankiug the
for his story, we retired to our pallet of clay, and early the
next morning returned lo the mining hamlet where we were
received with many congratulations on our good fortune.
I
have had many a day's sport among the bighorns since then,
but none which equaled in pleasurable excitement my first in-
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I

I

,

Bock

-.
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Starting out from a mining hamlet early in the morning, the
evening of the same day found us encamped at the base of the
mountains: and, as we had to be astir before dawn, we retired
to our hard couch on the ground quite early in the evening.
Long before the sun began to appear above' the eastern mountain peaks the next morning we were laboriously clambering
Op steep ascents or picking our way through cavernous precipices, whose gloomy walls' recalled most forcibly the Plutonic
By 5 o'clock we had reached an altitude of four
regions.
lusand feet, according to the aneroid: and there the principal guide informed us we were to remain while he went in
He returned in about half an hour and
search of "signs."
stated Unit he bad discovered a flock of a dozen or more a furongabovl US, and that we Should be compelled to make a
wide detour to get lo their lee, in order to approach them unOur hearts heal wildly at this piece of good news,
detected.
- leas
mine did so we examined our rifles carefully, saw
ey wi re perfectly clean and properly loaded. I was
with a Winchester rifle, Which carried Eourteejn bullets
in the magaZiDe, and I was resolved tQ sbool them all al one
animal rather than permit, it to escape. At the command
ii

tired

:

accom-

panied on the introductory hunt consisted of three sturdy

is

wound-

We

graminaceous verdure, and watered by numerous streams, is
affords an ideal residence for the lordly bighorn
and that its
advantages are appreciated is evident from the large Humbert

unity, however,

.

5
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seasons.

relinfrnlshofl.
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Our experience of the morning having taught us the folly of a
direct pursuit, we stored the game and moved on along the
tad not proceeded more than a
original line of route.
mile before we met another flock but as they were on the
opposite side of a precipice we could not approach them unwereleast
five hundred yards away, and
at
detected. They
knowing we could have little chance of killing any at that,
distance, we concluded to test the range and accuracy of -our
Selecting a huge crag for a shelter, one of
rifles upon them.
the miners fired, but his bullet passed over them.
Another
tried it and he planted the ball directly in their midst.
This
seemed to arouse them, as they all jumped from the ground at
the unusual apparition, then stared wildly about.
Several
more were then sent among them, but instead of attempting
to run away they only began to stare and jump as the balls
whistled over, or tore up the ground beside them, One, at
length, got struck somewhere near the (lank, and that caused
it to think the locality disagreeable if not, dangerous, so it
gave a startled jump, a sharp cry, and dashed sway, closely
followed by the others. As they were moving off we saw a
sturdy ram hastily run up the precipice and bound after them.
c'onld not understand why the flock waited to be shot at
several times, but the unexpected presence of tins veteran
soon gave the proper explanation. It was his privilege, apparently, to lead all movements, and being absent in the canyon,
perhaps for the purpose of allaying bis thirst, his charge" dicl
not know wdiat to do without him but, like all sheep," when
one moved, the remainder followed without, thinking of the
ceremony of waiting tor the commands of the chief. If we
did not reap much profit from this bit of shooting we enjoyed
a good share of quiet amusement, for it was quite ludicrous to
sec- the heavy-horned creatures give a startled jump, and then
gaze stupidly about in search of the cause of their annoyance.
Having been more successful than the most, sanguine could
have expected, we concluded to return to camp with our

;

at

Knowing hail wo

at. random, little expecting any result
from it
bill
we were fortunate- enough to get a splendid male, which wns
This piece of good forhit right on the skull, and one eWe.
tune we attributed more to the numbers of the flock rather
than to any markmanship. so we felt little pride in our
achievement, for no one could tell who killed the animals.

its

:

it

Isour.

We

tie congener, except in
the taste of the flesh. It is, in the first place, much taller,
longer and mors spirited in action thiin the farmyard vitrietv
the neck is thicker, and it has scarcely any tail.
The heavy,
recurved horns which adorn the sexes also make a marked distinction between both species
and instead of soft, snowy
wool it is covered with coarse tubular hair of a yellowish,
brown color which changes to a dull white at the flanks and
on the posterior side of the fore and bind legs. The horns are
quite close together where they arise from "the skull, and so
heavy as to give the head a stunted appearance by contrast
with their massiveness.
The face is narrow and thoroughly
ovine in form and expression the eyes are large, and full
and the legs, which are long and tapering, yet sinewy, are eviThe body, when in good condidently intended for leaping.
tion, is sound and quite broad in the back, and this gives the
animal a graceful yet vigorous outline.
The height of a full grown male averages about thirty-four
inches length, forty-four inches horns, a long curve, twentynine inches face, from base of horns to tip of nose, ten
inches: length of caudal vertebra, about three inches.
When
a ram of this dimension is seen perched on a towering rock
among the mountain pinnacles, vigilantly surveying the landscape, he is a noble-looking fellow, and "one which any hunter
might be proud to place among his trophies of the chase. My
first introduction to the bighorn was in the War Eagle Mountains, a rugged, snow-capped chain that bisects the territory
Being full of small circular valleys that teem with
of Idaho.

that frequent,

ri

by

the manner in which Ihej
d having failed to
discover them among those that escaped, we deployed and
commenced searching in every direction for some trails of
blood.
It being a characteristic of this Species to head for
the mountains under all possible circumstances-, we moved
toward the summit, but after searching for an hour we could
find no trace of them.
then returned to our slain quarries, and cutting them open made a cache in a small fir tree
and placed them upon it, to prevent their being unceremoniThis
ously appropriated by some prowling bear or panlber.
important duty finished, we resumed our exploration for the
wounded animals, and in less t uiu a minute came upon a trail
that plainly indicated the severity of their injury, as the blood
in some places formed a narrow lane,
following that for half
a mile, we came to a deep, broad chasm, and down this we
clambered, or rather stumbled, for we were sliding more frequently than walking. Reaching the bottom, we found one of
the sheep had followed its course upward and another down,
so a party went in each direction.
I was with the latter, and
was fortunate enough to get a shot at a panther that was
quietly preparing to make a meal off ODe of the wounded animals, which it had captured and slain. I don't know whether
I hit him or not, but I am thoroughly sure 1 scared him a little, from the way in which he dashed through the canyon.
He certainly acted as if he had forgotten something lower
down, and was in the greatest possible'hurry to get it. The
sheep on which he was preparing to feast was little injured,
he having had only time to cut its throat before he had orders
to leave.
Making a litter ef two fallen boughs, we placed the
slain animal upon it, and in this way managed to get it to the
upper world. The other party were unsuccessful in their
search, but as we could claim one animal for each member of
the expedition we did not repine much at their ill luck.
Leaving this spot, we moved obliquely to the left aud upward
in quest of more game, and after traveling two or thpee miles,
came suddenly upon a flock of twenty or thiriv. 1'iii
COuldrecOVer from our surprise they were dashing away
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in time to escape a shower of arrows,
all the hideive them a party of Indians
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econd time,
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Without sva Hugtosei
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.and while engaged in preparing them, another flock
suddenly appeared on the opposite side of a chasm near which
-ere preparing
en
an
they were standi]
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sted by the foe
few moments the boiler tin •ew themselves on the srroui
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WISCONSIN FISHING.
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Mr. James Chapman, the acknowledged bead of the sp,
,n. of Bayfield, who received me very cordially; 1

-would

icttei

flog run :,,
bird,

S99

bright anticipations wore

already
half way

Wkyuot!

l"-ookl

iapoilH

ht|

:

There
13

the answer
a rock before lie is
is

i
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back, large, lustrous, expressive eve, set. far back
He looks like a gentleman of tire olden tin
In his head
his rich buff vest, an,.: ::.•,,.;, leas and feet, his odd looking
bill, and beautifully motUi A wings.
And so he is. He's one
uf nature's noblemen, and the "prince of American game
Hon soon luiugs the other two, and on we go. Tn a
birds.
>i!

few momenta Prank is "drawing." there he stops: Don,
too, aud sure as you live on a different bird
lie sees Prank,
too, 1. ui you can see lhat he is on an independent point.
Let
us attend to his first, for Prank wouldn't break his point fOT
an earthquake,
A v. ay goes Don's bird, liotb. guns crack
together, and down he
I

Who

"Thcrel

What

the

hit

him?"

me

A

yours.
couple of
hunters would squabble half an hour over that bird and want
to loss up a ecm for it, and all that, kind of stuff.
But we are
after ,«/;,(,'<'. and not meat, audit makes no difference who hit
or Who bags him.
But see! he fell right in front of Frank,
is only winged, and is walking off too!
Sec old Frank he
looks wistfully ai the wounded bird and then at the place
where his own bird is. and hardly knows what to do.
To ho!
Keep your point, old hoy, we'll attend to the well one first.
Away he spins upward through the trees, with a twisting,
Hight. while both guns crack harmlessly behind
is

diffi

all

liitu

;

him: mark him, hough. We'll find hjm again,

it

I

have been

Bsiblj

I

HAYING

iu

contemplation a business

trip

and thinking that perchance a little good fishing
might be intermixed without detriment, address
inquiry lo the highest authority on such subjects, which

asiptaii sometimes do.
one, so watch him now

always

i's

and we hud him dead, although. it

hit

send Prank fo^tliat wounded
a better retriever than Don,
and knows mote than any dozen ordinary dogs. There he
his trail,
You 806 he don't slop now to point at all,
but walks right in tor bun!
lie knows the difference perfeelly between lie scent of a wounded and of a well bird.
•' Is if possible V"
Yes. All good dogs soon learn that;
bul see how he carries htm by one wing.
lie takes them
sometimes by both wiugs, but never by the bodv utiles
In.;,
hard,
lie takes a short cut to reach us, and when hall'
I really believe he is on another bird.
way Slat 3]
tops,
"W'liat! with one in ins mouthV'' Yes. It is a rare thing,
bul good dogs will sometimes do it when occasion happens.
I have before now seen bin.
point with a dead bird in his
ne. though I presume il is quite
mouth
In.
You take first shot again, and if we kill htm I
as ,i-i
will make frank stand here with the wi amded lird while Don
brings the other.
That is a h
ol
clog's training, but he
wj
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speedily hroughl forth

the,

following reply
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Nbm Yam:, May

35, IstT.

OC FOKEST AMI SjTOTiAM AND 15 01) «S|! ill N
Mv iitcar Mr. L.— i shall set. the example bj going to Bayltela, WiSuan'ln, ami the Apostle [stands. For iui'orniutiou see oui article tins
week. 'Am might take Mackinaw Straits in. We don't ire West
Chas. Hau.ock.
Yours very truly,
enough. * "
(111'ICK

:

'

1 did not get, started till the second week in June, and then
stoppages at different points occupied the best part of two
Weeks before I touched Wisconsin soil at Milwaul ei
Sandusky I lingered long enough lo run over to Pnt-in-Bay
ulack bass. It was, however,
and "put in " a da
d, (bough tAVO weeks before boats
rather laic in tin
sli a day. my luck was indifferent.
had been avcia
ed with the spot, and do
1 was, however,
Jay Cooke
sport is uuequaled.
May and Septe
eat on one of the islands, and the
formerly had a
i

I

boatmen have

es to tell Of the quantities of fish

fa

Mine and dipsie.'
Returning to Sandusky and mentioning to a friend there
proposed to try tlie'lishiug at, Mackinaw, he remarked
lhat
that it was unnecessary to go so far to catch trout, and that
within five miles of that place he could insure me as good fishIncredulous, I
ing or better than I could get at Mackinaw.
accepted his offer, aud within an hour, armed with a letter, 1
was off' behind a fast team for the grounds. TJiei feanj
be used lo catch

.th

1

only a short one, finding its source in several ice-cold crystal
Springs, aud llowing over moss-covered limestone rocks to
!:',,
'j!;: is private property, and a permit is required to
I reached the spot, hastily put on my fishing Suit, adfish it.
•rod and flies, and made the first cast, about six
There was a still' breeze blowing,
o'clock in the evening.
amounting almost to a gale, accompanied with a line drizzling
The man in charge
rain, and I was quite dubious of success.
informed me that I could not -catch anything with that rig;
that I would have to use bait, and that the pole would go to
-,,

pieces with the first fish I took, as some of them were as
heavy as five pounds. Strange as it may appear, it seems no
one had ever tried the fly there.
In five minutes I had my first lish hooked—a noble fellow
of about two pounds weight— and from that, time till nine
Never was more sport,
o'clock I was kept "busy with. them.
condensed into a shorter space of time, and my host respi
ll

i

I

I

"

I

i

I

I

-.-.i

will stand

any of the five-pounders, but i

am

told they

do spear them of

that size.

Milwaukee I was so fortunate as to make the acquaintHenry Pratt, the general tick. a agent of the WisconCentral R. IT, and upon informing lum that 1 was going
to try the fishing, he very kindly provided me with a special
excursion ticket, with slop-over privileges, and strongly recommended me to tarry at Butternut Creek station and
\l

ance, of
sin

The
aire at thai point.
tin
Vshland
les, northwest to
from Milwaukee, 351
lumber of years under conon Lake Superior, and has beei
It was not
st, both ends.
work being carried
ever, that it was cornthe present year,
till June 11 of
,.

it.

As he sun advances the birds get farther back from the wet
ground, and we soon find ourselves in a heavy thicket that
covers a
leading from the swamp.
Here the birds
fsli
are piers
drawing or pointing nearly half the
time.
Now look out for your laurels. You have done very
well out iu the open limber, bul, you have a different task onhand. This is no child's play. There is no time to take aim,
and unless you lire the instant your gun comes lo yourshoulder
you might 'about as well not, shoot, for you will have little
' place.
;
time loshifl ill
"Pshaw! why half he time T can't, see anything but a yard
or two of brown streak through Hie green leaves, how do you
expect a man to hit that?" Wo matter, catch iis direction
is your only chance.
With
and blaze away for ofiimes
practice you will suun do capital shooting in this nay, though
You
not SO gOOd as where yon have opportunity to get sight.
will, loo, always he a'plto lire directly at crossing' shots instead of ahead of them as you should do, if ul any distance:
but even though we miss more, (Ids is better sport, than open
shooting— at least il is for me. There is a satisfaction ill
stopping a whiz/.ing streak with a shot quick as
The
Hash, that I do not feel where
e st), irt.
But let us now
lei -kili required M" greater
- in
It, is nine o'clock, and we
foi
l)i,l the Mi ij H
g od-bj
lir sized bag, and there is
hare had good sport and made
ng, any more lhan in anyno use
To-morrow we will call again' perhaps in the
thing else.
Evening is nearly as good as the morning for birds,
ng.
in
dog's n
thong
no g is far ahead of summer shooting, as
in
C'all W< ode,
a . stronger and mucker, and the weather is
the birds
io,
other
kinds of game are " ripe," and for
the:
cooler
a ,L,l!y pacify a ruffed grouse, or a few
variety Ave
l

ti

I
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,,,

I

il,
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it,

It

igh to the lake timid
pleted and the tirsi train passed tl
through the finest pine
I
great rejoicing along the line.
of the
t the Slate, crossing two
forests and minora! region
Id: and the scenery at limes is
longest iron bridges in it
grand, especially along the Bad Kl
leaving Milwaukee at 1 v. m., I stopped the first night at
Menasha.'a pretty village at the head of Lake Winnebago,
celebrated for its black bass fishing, and tried them alter BUpin the season and
per
ilh live minnows; but it was too late
the settlethe catch was trifling.
incuts -rowing smaller and further apart: we reached ButterHere 1 found boals, men and ferns a waiting
nut at b:'»0 c..M.
me, all provided beforehand through the kindness and forethought of Mr. Pratt. The lake is about two and a half miles
from the station aud is a beautiful sheet ol" water, five miles
'

average of half a mile Wide. The si n.
high and dcusclv wooded, while along the banks n
the lake, affording
lily pads extend a, short, distance into
on
splendid shelter for the fish. There are no settlements
this
the lake, and it has never been fished by white men until
fong

i

;

t

i
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quail or snipe. But since the law allows ii, and as it is a
good time o escape from business, and there is nothing else
to shoot, commend me o summer woodcock shooting. It is
generally known by Eastern sportsmen thai splendid summer' shooting is to be bad in many parts of the West, although
1,.-,
On the Illinois river,
birds are apt to scatter in the fall.
the Mississippi bottoms in Minnesota and Wisconsin,
seen as fine Shooting as the heart of a reasonable man
1 presume good shouting may be found iu cercould desire.
biiii places on almost any Western river bottom or swamp, although the. -la Ore. roue Is v, ill ..an according to the rise or fall
the streams ffhichare generally difterenl in then- action in
You will also as u, general
this-reapeot from Eastern rivers.
thing have all the shouting lo yourself, as very few Western
hunters trouble them at all. 1 know many towns having
plenty of sportsmen who hunt ducks, " chickens," etc., with
Si dor, bui. never trouble anything smaller, except, perPot many years 1 was the only one in the city
haps, pigeojSB,
of Wabasha, Minn., who" ever hunted woodcock, quail or
snipe, although there-were plenty of ardent sportsmen and
many good shots there. At, Henry, on the Illinois river, some
years ago there were over twenty capital shots, and magnificent woodcock shooting within half an hour's reach; but' only
ever touched hem, and the rest used
one pet
wonderas bey saw us going
tolooi at lis with contempt"
I
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The West has
out to waste ammunition upon such tribes.
in n who are splendid Bhots and capital
many gooi
compani ins tm In majority of them like to see at least, one
of meat drop at, every shot, consequently the Eastern
generally have the small game all to himsel
J. S, Van Dykf.,
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Npl entirely discouraged, however, I took au
next morning With a boat pulled t)] s hall breed, 'Henry La
Pointe, and a most excellent guide I found him.
tried the Sioux River, bul it woa very high and discolored,
and the only bites Secured were from the black Hies. We.
wasted the best part of the day here, and it was not till
p. At.
that we got to work along' the rocks,
from that time till
dusk 1 took 17 hue trout, the largest, weighing 'P. lbs.
,,,
lost tWO.
I followed directions implicitly, and" this is the
"rig" 1 used: A Fancy lly. made for the Kaita-elcv lakes, aauiIi
sixLS B shot on the. leader, for sinker, and a trout" tin for bait.
How is that, Mr. Editor, for a fly fisher? In this way trout
are frequently taken Aveighing 11 and 4 lbs., and even largel
and in great quantities when the waters are in proper condition.
1 enjoyed the scenery, which is magnificent, the. running in and out among the rocky coves, and' the novel style of
fishing, exceedingly.
lb'
m ay we bid adieu to Bayfield, intending to fish the
rocks all the way to Ashland, a.distance of eighteen miles
but a
tierce northeast, wind arising. Ave were glad to make our pott,
by aid of the sail, with all dispatch through a heavy son.
"
friend Prince bad arrauged for a day up
Pish Creek
on
my return, aud I found him in readiness.
made rather a,
late start, and had a pull of at least an hour and a half to OUT
fishing grounds, across the head of the bay.
The creek
is navigable eight miles for skiffs, but our time being limited
and the wafer not. in tirst rate condition, we did noi go Very
The fishing is done from the 1)Oav of the skill', as if
far up.
lloafs down the stream. 1 first tried a great, variety of flies, but
could get only one rise, aud that a'small fish, so 1 adopted
the custom of the country and used minnows.
We aoon bad
them coming to the landing net in line Style, and by dai
lb., the largest l
made a good string, averaging
The
lb.
beautiful creek, densely shaded, au excellent lunch and the
line sp>rt all combined to make the day one long to be remembered, but there were trials in store for us.
terrific thunder
storm came up just before sunset, welting us to the skin.
Nc\i it came on tobloM a
tic, and when we reached the hike
the seas were running so that no skiff could live, let alone
make headway.
There was nothing left for us but to pull Up
oiu- boat, hide our bulky and heavy traps, .and foot, it home
around die shores of he bay.
Here was an experience for it
city youth.
It rained in torrents, it thimdred, if lightened, it
blew.
had no light except he Hushes, and quickly lost the
trail, bringing up after blundering around the swamp in the
This wcgotoul of aS quickmil
Of an Indian encampment.
ly as possible as the dogs were savage and made for us.
VVe
bad now no resource but to follow lite shore, which Ave did
for two miles, often wading armpit deep, reaching home about.
i

We
-1

11

,

;

My

'"

We

I

:

;

|

;

A

I

We

I

i

It o'cloek rather Ihe Averse for

wear; bul^we brought our fish

through.

A good hot supper awaited

us, and with dry clothes and a
roaring tire our equanimity was soon restored. Next morning 1
started tor home, regretting inuch fhat.iiiy t.irucAvas so limited;
and in closing this hasty article 1 desire to bear witness b(l the

beauty of the country, the hospitably of the
mdthe
as, apart from the lish, excellent duck and
goose shooting is to be had in the season. I feel partlcoktrli
indebted to Mr, Samuel S. Pdicld, editor of the Ashland /Vow,
for courtesies extended, as avcII as to many others.
Toany
sportsmon coming this way I would say se'e Mr. Prince at
Ashland. He does not ''keep a hotel*'' but knows how io
]

'

|

abundance of game,

care of a tourist in a manner not to be surpassed.
Eli
besides well-acquainted with all the fishing grounds, both at
Provide yourself willi your own
tackle, bring-plenty of warm clothing, as the uights'ajMl mmg
ol the days are \ cry cool, a good landing net and a small
The Hies are not. bad, but the
bottle of "fly mixture."
mosquitoes are lively. If a water route is preferred you can
go bv steamer from Chicago, through the Straits of Mackinaw,
bUt one needs plenty of time, if he selects that course. Prom
either Ashland or Bayfield the far-famed Nepigon River of
It is my intention to
the north shore can lie. readily reached.
revisit these places next summer prepared to make a slay.
In
Ihe meantime, as the country is a new one to most, of Eastern
people, 1 will be pleased to' furnish any information to thOs
contemplating a visit it is in my power to give. Board can
be obtained at si.oo to $3 per day, or $10" per week, and
The sportsmen of the
boats and guides at $3'5Q per day.
country, Mie Editor, are very anxious that you should make
your contemplated expedition, and I can assurcyouof a hearty
lake,

Ashland and Bayfield.

welcome.
Philaddplda, July 10, 1877.

.

H. LipeiNooai.

IVit.

A GOOD WOLF STORY.
Clabi.nda, Ioiva, June
...
Editor Foukst ash ••stukam
,,i
Ql Invln, living .,,|. ."
A friend of mine, by the na
town on u prolrii U
near some timber, one tluy last weoktool Ws
hi Avliere he was glowing, while the horses reft*.
liim tO tin
Dim «
,!, lis
ury will, nail acavy. lie sallied np ttieereek
g nmuil Ill-ill
1,

,

1

,,,

wers

taken by
Ordi-

~

Is

'375 pounds, and the smallest nearly
camp, 1.7 J pounds; but
I was in ll
This lish measured 4 ft.
unfortunately I did not catch him.
1 5 in. across the back.
in
depth,
iu.
9
length,
in
in.
it 12.3 lbs., and there are
A" boat will average on good days al
hooked and lost, which
legends offish 6 ft. long having be(
In my opinion they
su
none
saw
though
I
true,
be
may
it
the 'same as th,
are not real maskelonge; certainly -„
caught at the Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence, but are

My

19.

it

that the streams

,

'

tie dead
ore birds rise as We. come up, a four gun battery
iinmeditttelj opens
tli
a ike chare
away, the air sihowa nothing but feather's! the secondone
top after I missed him with my second barrel; an elegant eyetVipC, that! Hi
Hid in my haste J forgoi to shoot
ahead of him. 1 feni- you have heen imposing; on the credulity
of your rustic friend in telling me yon never shot WOOdi
After loading, Don brings the hird you first Shot.
before.
See how carefully he holds it, and lays it in iuv hand. What
a noble bird, too, for this time of 'year.
See his rich, dark
t<>

had been

lining almost every day for three
were very high and muddy, an
washings had gone into the lake that '"rock fishing"
a
spoiled fur the lime being.
This term does no
dieate fishing for roekiish bs one might suppose, but for speckled
brook trout among the rocks which line the shore of tin v,.
Numerous streams filled with trout run into lin
for miles.
bay between Ashland and Bayfield and beyond, and thei
pass along the rocky shores irorn one to another, v, bile many
of Ihem remain to lake up a permanent abode.
IwaatOld
that do not take the fiy till August,, and my experience
n
kl

I

"Whynotr"

about, this place is desired, I

have no

doubt it will be cheerfully furnished by Mr. Pratt at MilButwaukee, or by Hart, & Barnidgc, the hotel proprietors at
The country is new and rough, ami the accomternut Creek.
modations not suited to ladies, unless they are of the hardy
kind accustomed to camping out.
After three days spent here in the most enjoyable manner,
P. «.,tO
I left reluctantly and arrived at Ashland at 11:20
me by
again find the hand of Mr. Pratt, reaching on before
means of the wires. The agent, awaited us at the depot, and
of
informed us that quarters were ready at the private house
Euecuo P. Prince, a most ardent, sportsman, and the

"Prince" of fishermen in this region. More of his hospion my return.
a
Taking the boat next morning Ave are at Luyliehl m
couple of hours, calling on the way at La Pointe, on Madelame

tality

,

ol the
Island, one of the. Apostle group, formerly a stal em
Hudson Bay Pur Company. If is noted for its chutcn, near
:nn years old, and its white fisheries. Bayfield is a pleasant
OheCHiamogon Bay,
little village situated on the south shore of
v-.r, wis
ft h :s
SapirJ.EI
-.-•'hick puts in here from Lake
hop] the Island House, kept bv Mr. Ivnight, who is Bomehimself and understands the wants ,u
thiri'r of a sportsman
There is also another large
visiting members of the craft.
I had » letter to
hotel not yet quite ready to receive guests.
i

:

•

,,

,

,

i

L li

,

seai',

ou

U ui wolves,

w

Ii

are very plentiful iu

that,

section of the

,

.

,

,

op something in the tall rushes, Not
ran up a litllelilll just
tfitl
Bred into the rashes a heavy charge
t
-ti,.:.
li
tie
Itstancedfi
one hundred yards. Imagine ms surprise
niiek
when
suirnnM
udanded
in
the air and
did delight
tlei
I.
atirely forgot!
Irwin Set to work tu
Horses and plow being
dress his game. Before he had finished, a large hungry wuir rushed on
.'.'
,on, ihe sti'.gni
-"" ut inui hlBBBoond
...I led
i«
mi
>ppi in
Ui thi
s,
He woondad liim, aim oroas
over
trylngto
on
rami
willow lirnsli, the
gave
lutse, iad
teaohliiirtlie ors

till,.

i

being able to sbe wl

was,

it

i

m

lie

il

;i

fi

II

..

i

i

'

i

:

.

1

.,

i

1

..'i,

11

.

'

1

•

i

-

<

t

,

'

i

;

i',i-

footing

"aaiiii-

.ts.

ill,

i'.

i

i,ii,,''t.

-ail.,

lirL'iikiunt.lie -.tort.

We

li-

.i

us,

the «

Men

a

iiis

eo.ti. i.in

,.f

forta

.:.

not

.

ei

lit
llfshlp a ,i I
ullv sutisfleil Avlth hli

.-.iluli;

,

huw

l.lnW,

,

longlt toohlrwui t.
,,.,,
i,
...
m ,.,,., protlr, sun
sternly his neiM
awaileil him. On upeiuua: the auuaal, lie l.aul.l nine lull', t,.
sealpeu
all
lie
and
brought
them to town ul
vnuntt Aviilves.
as.
one dollar hounty ob oacb. The venlnon ae divided among his fi
l'retty good werfi iui one daj
s, S.
BiictsaSB,

ihm'i kirn v
;

,

M.jipm

,

.

,

,

,

i

i

i,

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
littnntl Jjistam
<|f# §ultuw
THE BARREN WATERS OF THE HELLBENDER AND HIS HABITS.
THE GREAT DIVIDE.

>CKING

OUT, Idaho

II..--

Territory, J uue

Foxeubi:., I'm.

1677.

2-1,

heart of the Rocky Mountains, within one
J am localcfl id tile very
Wile ot the summit, ami about 1",000 feet above sea love]. The dividing line of waters is withm one mile of our cabin, and occasionally I
Btroll to the top of the Divide, where one can see the streams Stretching away toward both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Although all
streams m this section uow through mountain canyons for livo or ten
miles before reaching the river bottoms, and with a descent of from
20o to 100 feet per mile, yet their rise was almost invariably in Borne
splendid little lake. In the canyon where I am located the stream at
this season rans a thousand inches of water, and the fall at least one
thousand feet per mile. Yet at its head nestled snugly among the
mountains, and not over 1,200 feet from the top ot the Divide is a
beautiful lake, com prising about twenty-live acres.wlth water as clear as
crystal, and apparently of great depth. Looking from the Divide into
Montana one can see the streams heading in the same way. Not a fish
or auy living thing can be seen in this lake of ours, but the water is so
Ix-autilolly clear that

seems

it

to

me

trout

would thrive

In

They

it.

iy abound in all the streams running through the valleys and
the mountain streams, until you reach the canyons. Do you think
they would live should we place tliem iu the lake?
J. W. B.
ii

up

[Eemaeks.

many

—Although brook

trout are indigenous to very

Rocky Mountains, streams and lakes, in some
found at all, and our inference would he that the

of Uio

they are not

waters are not adapted to their maintenance and propagation.
Trout require something besides pure cold water. They want
larva?, aquatic plants, and varying bottom that is not. all gravel
or rocks. It would be worth while to tiy the experiment. It
would undoubtedly succeed iu some of your waters, and posIt would add much to the attraction of
sibly not iu others.
your mountain region if the waters abounded in trout.— Ed.]

Edjtoh Forest and Stk
In your lasi Issue (June
Hellbender, which spoke
fact, I

think

.,<

A

Aksow in tile Heaet of a Uf.ei:.— Neva
recently killed a deer, in the heart of which was found inline arrow-head.
The muscular substance of the
organ had surrounded the arrow-bead, and became calloused.
Showing it. had been carried for some time.
[Several
similar instances have been reco"ded, bullets
beiug found thus imbedded in the hearts of animals, ami in
one case— that of a bear— two inches broken from the blade
of apoignartl was thus found.— Ed.]

,

iipinl

"Ocouomnw

perieiieein ilshing on the

The SI. Tammany, La., Farmer, says: A curiosity in the
shape of a -white doon, or some sort of hybrid oscillating between old Zip and a canine, was slung into our san- stum is
veteran sentinel of the hen roost.
Ornithological Notes.— "Winthrop

the botti

mud

Farms, K,

hot

habits

of our

c

Camfoiwia Salmon
from

•writing

New

Lake Ontario. — A

correspondent

under the date of July

Castle, Out,.,

10,

says that a 5-pound California Sainton was taken that morning

Lake Ontario. These salmon,
it will be remembered, were hatched in the Dominion government establishment, at New Castle, in the spring of 1874 The
California salmon is larger, deeper in form, and heavier than
the native salmon of the same age taken in Hie same wa iris.
in a trap off Wiknot's Creek in

This

the third

is

taken

ever taken this side of the Pacific slope,

lish

Shad poi: Sotrr
mac waters bus In
and

Mass.,

young

last,

for the

flail

.

:!

.-.:-!

— Spawn

Ml v

taken from Poto-

hatched

at

South lladley,
100,000

ttahoochoe River, 0a., where they

<

jefore this reaches our readers.

young
---- shad hatched
j

i

Port Huron, Mich.

S.lniermaii Started Willi

air.

deposit

been

Waters.

n

w

at

-rle-Grace

will

50,000

have been placed

i:

i

Mexico, Mo., and a

the Salt River, at

niunber in the

like

Kansas River, at Topeka, Kansas.

—Another f.iiir-'pound

grilse, or

yoimgsalmt

eaptm'ed under Rusher's dam, above Richmond,
This is undoubtedly one of the lot of California
out and put into Ike river here by Or. Ro

mi
Iy

.

ence

i.

'

i

u

altl'ornia

i

i,

i

was recently
James Ith

.all,

n hatched

salmon ma

Brown

a couple of ho
that tltej are never seen on

land.
Their food, about which "Oconomowoc " is in doubt, Is pr
inly any
thing that a fish will take, as I have caught tliem indifferently with

1
introduced to the waters of Virginia.
will probably be quite nutni rous in the James, and
trust that proper means will lie ] rovided to enable them
over the dams between Lyu •hburg and Richmond.

salmon, reported lo have weighed nine and a quarter
taken July 1st in the Delaware,
i: said to have been
near Newcastle, which is ihe third specimen captured iu the
[tin three months.

A

was recently taken below
aware baywhich weighed 400 pounds.
+~+
-

A

(iiille

the luoulh of the Del-

referred the question as

to

whether

amphibious to Mr. Mather, and the following
Ed.]
*

(

,

1

.

:

'

!

i

'

'

'

';

fish

the dam,

and as the finny
to breast.,

1

one

ion .no not. so
fill

isted,

if

tl

it

(

T
.

\\'hi--li

th-_y

miles u]
_, or down the
they .->
to get a near Ihe bead of
to find it, also 'prompts them
Journal.
Boston
possible-—
as
bi

i

if

I

—The bill to encourage the propagation of fish in
waters has failed to become a law, notwithstanding it
This will be sorry
,ll,oth houses of the Legislature.
supporters of the bill.
But then
news to many of the ardent
lakes bordering on Michigan,
our
of
some
replenish
we can
iosl.er tins important
where people are uterprising enough to
well
speak
for our own
branch of industry. But docs this
luxsois

Illinois

<

State

R

1

conviviality, desirous that
"-eiiileman rather given to
indulgence should not be noticed
the eilec-is of a slight over
his pony's head for lum to
holding
was
who
oVtheuroou.
lightly into the saddle as to land or, the turf

—A

Vaag

so
mouht,
John, advancing to meet inn wherefie
the othei side.
JSo
" Ecli, sir, 1 hope you re no hurt
lav exclaimed,
never knew the beast to do that
-but

Ob

f^

before

,

?"—liwto"

Hornet,

May

May

10, 1679;

1878,

6,

1870; April 3d, 1S7G.

B,

April

87, 1815;

B8, 1878.

May u. isiil.
May 8, 187a

1S70;

1876;

10,

I,

Bay-breasted warbler, May '22, 1374; Ms,
Chestnut-sided warbler, May Is, 1874; May

:

,-

1

vations of this queer, and to me attractive reptile.
I have known the menopoma for a number of years as most
anglers know him; simply an undesirable customer to get

.

:

1

iii

Golden-crowned thrush, May 9, 1-71; May
Maryland yellow-throat, Mays, 1871; May

upon your hook when you are striving for better things, anil
an ugly fellow to get off without cutting away your book, but
having had the care of several specimens in" tanks for more
than a year past, at Philadelphia, the New Y
and its branch the Seasj
Aquarium, where 1
them night and day
found them of grea
so insensibly have]
sd
like tbem.
A letter from a f
Elk Lick, Pa.,

May

Yellow-breasted chat,

1874;

18,

May

9,

1

.

,

Ma]

,,

1S76.

9,

1875;

May

1575;

13,

1874.

13, 18711.

May 6, 1870.
May 6, 1S76.

19.5;

1S75; .May

1816.

B,

Hooded warbler. May 16, 1874; May 14. 1S75.
Green black-cap warbler, May 16, 1874; May 13, 1S75: May 15,
Canadian warbler, May 16, 1.K74; .May 81,1875; May 21, 1876.
Redstart, Mays, 1874; May 7, 187BJ May 6, 1876.
Scarlet tanager, May 17, 1574; May 16. 1875; May 14, 1870.

i

18J6.

April 21, 1875.

13, IS75;

1S75;

19,

9.

.]

10. 1875;

yellow warbler, May 14, 1874; May
Cape May warbler, May 1.1, IS75,
Prairie warbler, May 9, 1874; May 15, 1875.
Yello.v red-poll warbler, April 19, 1874.; April

have read With interest the articles from "Oconomowoc,"
"Alleghany," and also those from Prof, (irote concerning
the habits of the hellbender, aud wish to add my own obser-

1816.

Barn s« allow, May 1, 1S74; April 30, 1S75; May 2, tS76,
Blue-headed vireo, May 1, 1874; May 5, 1975; May 2, 1876,

m

fj

muddy

bottoms; but on ihe contrary prefer a
is under a. si me anil sees a scl
proaching he gets ready for a spring at them,
In the streams that pour down tbe° Alleghan
there is not mud enough to plaster a robin's liein great numbers.
Re is slow on land, but if y
iug and saw one in six inches of water, I'" wagi
that you couldn't put your heel on him.
now found in the Juniata and Susquehann
Please notice that my correspondent, wl
naturalist, speaks of tin
speed
that he has seen them tl:
but wl
or not does not appear;
lying for he
of
one,

and when one

T,

..

i.l

happy.
Side where

of the

','si.ei

fit.

cove

is

could endure

the dire

if

and therefore

if

that, this

reptile,

at all,

it

1

probably

at.

strip of

way,

'

is

a

implying

:

ni volition

aquarium
"
i

do

the

tlii

.

with a glutinous coaling,
the sun without injury,

it comes out of the
some point well covered, or

pork rind half an iuch wide aud

five

inches

long.

The outer layer of the skin or epidermis is shed wholly
or in part at intervals of two or three weeks, mid is often
eaten by ihe animal.
have never seen it entire as in
snakes, but, only a portion at a time, and tind by microovoid scales, not imbricated, and although when fresh it
appears of considerable thickness, it is exceedingly thin

wheudry.

ri ,,,,,

Ih

preparations.— U<?».

GAME

SOUTHERN WYOMING.

IN

TRAVELED

at night.
I have fed them with beef, fish and worms, and learn
from a reliable observer that one taken with a honk threw

up a

I

"

vere troulteu to one
Tlfey are

haunts

is

—Waller Baker A Co. received the highest awards at Loudon, Paris,
Vienna and Philadelphia for their chocolate and cocoas, Tlie public
indorse this verdict by a constant mid ever-increasing deinan tor these

found

ic is

i,

rf.ii

shelving
lish ap-

is

Matitkb.

back and forth through the Wildest p
I of Colorado, some years ago, in the mountains, through the
dill not
parks, on the plains and along the river-valleys, and
1

months one

see iu three

game animals

flint

And

shown me.

region." they

tithe of the

one week's
yet this

is

who

tell the,

variety or lunulas

..f

Southern Wyominu, has

trip in

same

only Ihe " Oiuskirts of the

know,

are .supposed to

old hunter yesterday.
Start at Rawlins, go through Whisky
"This is untliing.
Hop to the Sweetwater River; up the Sweetwater to the Wind
River mountains'; pass alone flieit eastern base, between hem
Mud lire Big Horn River up to the Big Horn Mountains.
I

Then go up to the western
down their eastern face, and
Laramie or Cheyenne.
.

,,.

:

,

'

side around their northern end,

Tiiru

yon would

part

',,..

.

across the eounlry baek to Kort

way

s,

,

there and shall

to

itlll

til

But

the assertion

prove partially, at least, the truth of

liere

whatf have already seen iu Iniveliimaeii ew Ihe open e.oiinl.iy
from Rawlins, Wyoming, on the Pacific Railroad, to Camp
St a islam ah u ot far from South Pass, via. the Seminoe Mbuu
Whisky (lap-.
Buffalo, elk, black-tailed deer,
tains and
mountain sheep, antelope, gray wolves, coyotes, sago-hares,
is

i

Nantucket Llano- Bay of I<',u,dy, JufyB.— Writing roni
the Bay oi Fimdy, so often spoken ot as the "fog iactory," I
I

will mention that in the last thirteen days here there lias been
only oue half daj oi fog and one rainy day, the remainder heing very fine and warm.
With a sea Lie -,,. u, a
day
one, needs overcoat, and milieus for condor! here
Professor 11- has been dr, d-Jng for cmsos.ties of the deep,
,

.

I

so varied and abundant in this bay, and several gentlemen
have been collecting wonders of the aii and of the land in this
vicinity.
My mission has been to find a breeding place of the
Bonaparte gulfs Laru.s bouupuHu. of Aud.), and in
this have bad opportunity to make some additions to my ornithological iioics and collection.
I have with me one of my
{

them

were hatched,

V

the)

be provided 6

no em'rent
The lish would be sure to tind
the tide.
whatever the difficulty might be.
that brings thsm from the ocean to
is

happy when

May

I,

Editor Foekst and Stream:

tolerably good belli udci
studied "them, and

If 74;

May 18, Iff!
Tennessee warbler, Maj 28, 1-7:..
Summer warbler, May 8, 1874; May 6, 1876; May 0, 1870.
Blacfe-throated greeu warater, May s, 1S74; May 10. 1S7E; May
BlaoK-throated blue warbler, May S, 1S74; May 10, lS7r>; Mni u.
Yeilow-nmip warbler, May 1, 1474; May 1, 1875s Aprlt'24, 1-70.
Blackburnlan warbler, May 10, 1S74; May 13, 1S75; May 10, 18"6,
Mack-poll warbler, May 14, 1ST!; May 13, 1S75; May IS, 1H70.

the reply*—

is

S,

9, 1814;

Nashville warbler,

this creature is

I

Tub City FibBWA'2.— [n compliance with the requirements
- city nf Cambridge is preparing
of the Pish 'nniniissioners, the
..
The towns
Brook in Arlhm
terested in
Mectford are all interes
and
illi
Of Aiiingte
claim thai pu ions
(1 the riparian owners upon it
n of a dam upon it by the. city of Cniubrh ;e in
iu the ered
connection ith the water works, idewives aud other lis! vent
"he tide rises and falls about three feet belc
up freely,
about seven feet in height above
dam, which
Mr. W.
Ba
It is not far from the almshouse.
It
ir, has prepared a plan for the fis.
be of wood. 41 feet in length, !> feet in width and 2 feet deep.
width,
iout one foot.
The enli'in
by means of partitions plen fully provided the course of tli
g character all the way up ovt
will be of the mof

May

thrush, April 24, 1HT(; April

Blue yellow-bauked warbler. May 8, 1874; May 7,
Blue-winged yellow warbler, May 10, 187*? May

minnows, crawfish, worms, meat, etc. They are sluggish in their motions, and although I have tished the river a great deal with live bait.
I have never caught auy on my rod, and have only seen one
.; eto
while on an outline they will take a minnow readily.
Ai.msuuknv,

[We

of the spring arrivals

Rnby-crowned wren, April 34, 1S74; April 16, 1875; April 15, 18TU,
House wren, May 4, 1874; May 7, I87B; Apul 89, 1S7II.
Black and white creeper, April Si, 1874; May 1. 1876; April Bit, 1B*«.

ph

boatman on the Allegheny Ktver

of West

E. Stevens,

list

1875; and 1876, as observed

:

Cat bird,

i

I,

we

sends us the following

Wood thrush, May

t

Monroe and one

at

1".,

common birds during 1874,

by him

I

in

;

setters that I allow to retrieve my best specimens, it being exceedingly careful wilh a bird. Of these usually termed "aume
birds," I have seen only a few of the waders here.
I might be tempted 10 look for July woodcock to obtain a
change of diet, but an occasional day's row of thirty miles has
given me an appetite that actually craves for auks, guillemots,
and lobster ban. (flounders). Such a repast does not tempt a
native, nor would turtle soup or a bottle of cham; .r
my search for knowledge by experience, I often have a 1'eaM
i

of fish, flesh or fowl, that is from unfounded preiinu,, n
ed as unfit for food. July li 1 saw a flock oi redbreasted
snipe, or "dowitcbers." These are the male birds m
tl
ing south from their breeding, i ilaces in the far north,
II
is
but, six weeks since they were Hying north a]. use; ihe coast, of
Maine. I also saw, on the (ith inst.. a willed, two r, db
sandpipers, and a Hock of peeps.
Very likely, they will lie at
Long Island ere this reaches you.
BoAMKlt,

cotton-tail hares,

and— skunks,

perhaps that last Oneia
game and of birds,

but

mil v properly introdneed because he dies

sage-fowl,

;

curlews and plovers,
whose names and lames

sharp-tailed grouse, dueks,

besides an excellent

list,

of songsters

are of ornithological rather than of spoiling interest.

Antelopes, asl wrote before, were very

common

Raw

about

It was a test of marksmanship lo
were wild.
But as. we left there and marched over the
bring one down.
open uplands toward the norlhward, where hundreds of
cattle were gra/.ing, the prong horns became less timid, imd

Uow, but they

would only move
train of

to Ihe

brow

of the next ridge as our noisy

pack-mules moved along, standing there and looking
Whs;
in wonder and anxious curiosity.
sol li.rms, arching necks and shnpel

back at us

;

1

crowned by the

lyre

shaped horns and long

ears,

;ran
he tender opal of the sky! They arethe
having no visible means of support; yet those
capable of tremeudoiis aeiiiei, and Hi

made

against

leplait

i|

llli

1

one always

i

I

ri

'

,;

portant

'

I"

I'oi'estand Sibbam, page 880, are two imerrors which may misinform readers.

typographical

QHlKiIabyiB.

I

ula read

Udix ulUiuuUt.

For

B

reminds

me

of the progress of a locomotive, the play of

slenderlegs resembling the swift and regular

movement

ol

Ihe
Ihe

Their trot is a curious, stiff-legged affair, as
connecting rod.
though theirhcads were checked up as high as possible, causing
3 lost of the does were
mince
their
steps daintily.
them' to
especially anxious

not,

lo

spotted fawns concealed

As we went on
their wildness.

be
in

frigls

they had

11

1

the sage-brush.

the antelopes incre

1

Sometimes we could come

ere,

lozei

aud

lost

ookingfl

:

FOREST AND STREAM.
they would

tiently

a

i

i

ard

ae

.

i

!

Were separate, Uut neither were accumulated asiu the autumn.
So feme were they on the great plains which strel
the Givi
and Bandy Rivers or. the west, and the Ratflesnak

OF

Sweet water, that you realty
frighten thenv—they could not be driven
stoned out front among the
was
actually
"laand
18,

ma!
Near

Pi

1

v

1

Idl)

'1

only one or two.

$

the Seminoe Mountains, 30 miles north of Rawlins,
ue sand dunes which occupy the "bed of an ancient

and where

lake,

east, s nith of the

Ba

i

w "Hi

9i

co lious
elk,

-

-

ids oi

01

a small

I

1

objected that the cultivation of this plant would ofteu prove
unprofitable,

and one situations which may be found in a garden or surrounding a mansion, during summer, Agaves seem to be specially adapted because they enjoy the full exposure, and even
pur hottest weather seems only to add to their growth and in-

by the method of cultivation found most successful this is of little consequence, as the sowing or planting
[a done in May, and the season for lifting and using the tubers
commences in August and terminates in Oct. The follow-

rd

hi

at a

iit-

distance.

luj

1

we approached they increased affording several long shots
without success. Just when we Were going to camp in a grove

of aspens, with dense underbrush, a cow-c-lk got up and crashed
ting
through the bushes. It was dusky, and w - v re
Suspecting she might have a calf
it, so she got Safely ttway.
suspicions,
our
ipper, and soon verified
like
i,,,.
calf about three weeks old, which screamed so
lit was to tight to the tents and tied up, that one

worthy of more general cultivation.
Agave Americana, generally called

all

the time out of

1

days we were, scarcely out of sight, of elks,
and nevei beyond where we were sure of getting them by a
They congregate in the little wooded gullies
little exertion.
at the foot of he mountains, where they can hide their colors, and whence they can sally out upon the plains, or retreat
ter that, for three

1

As

range.

far

near the top of the
however, probably because the country is less
but we expect to find them
abundant when we get up into the Wind River Mountains.
All that we have seen were females and young; the bucks are

to the high plateaus
this,

for them, they are rarer;

rubbing the velvet from their horns

secluded defiles

in

hills.

day— straggling old bullstwo together, weary and tough, hard to kill and harder
them to any purpose. They
chase
to fiat,
We had not time to
Were wanderers from the. "northern herd," which only a few
thronged these Sweetwater plains to such, an extent
that, the The Indians always assembled here for their annual

We

aavo seen buffaloes every

alone, or

1

1

Pass was another

South.

1

ground for them, but
now.
The whole country

ragged

good hunting-ground

is

Rni

saw them only

once,

bib

in

abun-

Such places

splendid pasturage.

is

heads are sure to be

the sheep love, and there their noble,
1

mountain

for

broken granite, where timber grows

hills Ol

feeding

interspersed with small

plains being

dance, anil about which

found.

and then out of range. Seven,

an old rain at then head, his horns coiling on either side
until Ihc size, of his head was doubled, stood on the very
brink of a precipice, five hundred feci, high, and watched us
curiously as we [ilea along below. They looked very noble
tilt* nobles! game I have ever seen- and one would hesitate
Willi

forms a

It

flower spike has reached the height of seventeen feet, and

ae, lest thus he should ruin beyond power of
reparation the inspiring picture of mountain scenery of which

before Shooting

I

Kunkst In«eusoi

sheep made so important a part.

(,,

879 flowers, which, with their large yellow anthers, are odd
rather Hum beautiful
but the rarity of its blossoming should

I)

>
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I
1
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WaliT
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all

desirous of seeing

a very fine plant in the collection

it

bloomed some years

of George II. Stuart, Phila.,

was exhibited

for the benefit of the

Association of that city, w'e believe.

ago,

Young Men's
still

Christian

more be

and desirable than the type, notably A. Americana
StTi
A. An
A. America Mi mi •diopieia
first of these is the more robust and useful variet
landed with ycllic ,v.
is

it

1

ititiful

vai igrttr/,

The
deeply

of the leaves beir ig dark green while the margi
ety also, but

and

Several varieties of this

noble plant, with variegated leaves, are

A. picta might bo mistak
distinct.

lifitc

The

leaves are

lamner of A.
dlsr. losed in the compact rosuiate
They measure from twe to three feet
ia.
do not reach more than two inches i breath, the
centre ol' the leaf is dark bright green, having a broad marginal band of pure white, and the edges are furnished with

rower and not
long, but

1

small red spines.

A, Mextcdna is also a very desirable species, making a fine
growing plant with leaves from two to three feet in

length and about four inches wide, very glaucous green, the

A

plant, of this
somewhat small and distant.
W. W. Burnis now in bloom in the greenhouse of
ham, Esq., 169th street and Eighth avenue.
A. c»m nea has thick massive leaves of an intense deep
green color, the apex being armed with a formidable red spine.
A ferox is a massive looking species, with leaves of a dark
green color, and profusely armed with stout and sharp dark-

spines being
species

.

brown

reddish

spikes.

fact, a veritable JVoiime
is, in
another deep green ami very orna-

It

A. mitrifovinia

;,i,,itiire.

is

mental species with brown spines, and A. lopautha, A. potatorum, A. salmiJitium and A. 1 himlmUUiana are all good, tolerably hardy, and very ornamental.
'

There are a number of varieties that are also very ornamental, though of smaller growth, and that require a. green
house in winter. Fine specimens of the following can be seen

|l(,ril

in garden; nue crow. Curcus .1 nu-ricaniis, presented! tWOllalfl eagles,
Aktuitk >:. ijuown, ucii. Snpt
,;,/,,./!«, presented.

Oiimp EdUKWds.-J.

,i

Ik writes; "Here in the

W.

Uooky Mountains lam regularly receiving the
Purest and SrucAit and ROD and Ut;x, and a very welcome
I think, as a sportsman's journal, your paper
visitor it is.
iil

i

the

beats the world, being at the head of the spotting jou

oal:

oi

Entry."
J. II.
!

D.

C.

L.

If. Rathbun, Esq., South Aniboy, N. J.,
Albany, or William Bennett, Flatbush,
A. AiiplitiuU.ii,, Oelmttna, Filiferti, MaciUata, Vencli-

viz.:
iijfcUii,

not be without your papier for ten times

TyUnacmtlia, Marginal*, Ho-hm

The Yucca (Adam's needle)
flic

many

is

beautiful plants of

riaiui

and

others.

a near relative of the Aloe,

and

its

il is

value.

of

casual observer.

Don't Rob the Bird's Nest.— In the course

of a recent

lecture iu Paris regarding the use of birds, an estimate was
formed of the damage to crops by the robbery of a. nest, con-

"1

eats

Liv-

day.

immense

During the first month each young bird
on an average about fifty-eight Hies or other insects in a.

,

1

and

S. to

make them

fall in

love

The

multiplied by thirty, for the

aggregate,

makes 7,500

insects to every nest.

Every

iiisoct

from blossoms and leaves an amount equaling

-A Texas correspondent writes: " Last winter two copies
,a9 I am
01
.iur paper were taken in lb U
Ol
told by the newsmen, about forty, and this number is steadily
ly HBO Airy to get people to read a few
with

it.

gum, coloring

matter, salts.

—We

received, the Other day,

:

white petals;

They

Peekskill.
the very

covered with

in.'iifslrtmum,

from Messrs. Beach, Son

JMfvm aurolvm, and L.

splendid blooms of

Co.,

grown on their farm at,
nearly two feet long, of

eals

month
daily

weight until
in thirty days

its

was calculated that
each iuseet would damage thirty blossoms, and thereby destroy thirty fruits, and that 7,500 inflects would kill 325,000
reaches maturity.

fruits.

It

J
It will 1« well, therefore, for farmers' sons

i

lamage done

of a single nest.

to their parents

A.

excelxum,

also scut

singular Lilium

spikes,

candidum

curious dilated bract-like

its

specimens of Lilium catutdenxe,
This variety, in its

also cultivated

with from 7 lo 10 blooms on each spike.
native habitat rarely gives

more than 3 or i blossoms on each

stalk.

article of

lowing from a correspondent
Mb. EiM-ron: I

i

July 12 has called out the
Westchester

to reflect

by the wanton robbery

fol-

aimed frequently—-mostly
loison sumach (poisonous
1 apply a remedy
handed
uke the fresh bark of the

Virgm

(

as hot as
Itl
three applications.
I
hundred miles, to a f
b\
1
remedy in the town to stop tl:
I sent the baric by
mail, and received his thanks in a few days as it made a Speedy
cure.
Would it not be well to request those who try this remedy
have no fenrs'of the result.
to report through your paper.
I

Isaac G. DAaiajr&TON.

Poisox Ivy.— A correspondent

made

decoction

in

Washington says

that "a

weed (Hieracium venomm)

of rattlesnake

applied to affected parts will, in most instances, afford'immediate relief."

A

V

Ntiw
akiety of Cotton.—M. Dclcl
spector of Agriculture of Cairo, laid befoi
gross of Amsterdam some specimens of a u
found growing in Egypt. In a field of oott

aiei ie, the

In-

ecent Couttou plant
long which
a cert ain

were found some Bahmiehs (MMieus esmi,
Cheik-el-Geleil of the environs of Chibui-6
in Lower
Ivi-ypt. noticed some specimens of fastigia
quite different to the others, and similar in
mieh or Bamia plant. The stems are about
straight, and with relatively few brunches, a
ing, not spreading as in ordinary cotton pi; nls.
Hence the
planters of that region did not hesitate to
them " Kotn,11
Bahmieh." They collected the
t.illy in onLr
plant them separately.
The f
Jar they Obtained
nearly half a fetfflm (about half an acre)"of
if
t
them,
of which
the seeds were collected in the same way, and
id Egypt
1
this pear.
,

<

f

new

lis

variety of

The first samples which arrived in the market of
Alexandria were distributed among several
d merchants,
r
who
sent them to Liverpool, where they were clagsi
issed above " fair
cotton," and nearly fetched the price of "good
"g
fair."
31.
Delchevaleiic, in a note addressed to the Cong ss, Suggested
the idea that this cotton is a hybrid product!!
between Hi
biscus mtimtm and the Egyptian cotton itsel
___
poses this summer to make some experiments at Cairo, in
order to ascertain if this he so.
if this hibridisation has reidly
taken place between the Hibixr.ux (AOelmoxchux) exriilmtu* and
the cotton, the fact will lie of great importance from a sciencotton.

,

point of view, for it may give rise to other experiment,inartificial fertilization between other genera of the same
Similar facts are not unprecedented in the records ol
tific

family.

However this may be, the new cotton plant i'
than the ordinary cotton. It is ereel and scarceh
branched, with the exception of two or three small branches
the
base,
which
allow of the plants being planted closer.
at
It lias not the shrubby form of the ordinary cotton plant,
which has numerous branches, themselves branched and pro
ducing here and there at flic joints a capsule of cotton on
long peduncl,
otton plant, the
horticulture.

taller

pn
grow

1,A<

!

The capsules
he axils of Lhe
ry stalks.
The
irdinary cotton,
izomally.
And
.

ehtsle

leaves,
roots a

v

tap-shaped thy

whose
what

produces

irfetj

ew

Yucca JUamentoaa, ol "Bear's

Grass," Of the Southern States, now in flower in Central and
Prospect Parks, must meet the admiration of even the most

if

of F.

Son,

taining five eggs.

writing from Corpus Christ], Texas, says:

ing in a glorious country for game as I do,
I am getting up a club for you."
value.

i

Menand <fc

<

Sllllke.

ifsmJ ai/MOi,

I

-

7. 10 of
39 of starch, 14.07 of crystallisable sugar,

;

make

in Lhe collections of

U-TBK erULinBtrSIA. ZOOMtUUAl

A1.11p.Ais
E

oil,

bears sixteen clusters of greenish-while blossoms, comprising

1

—

t,hfl

the analysis of the tubers; In 100 parts there are

Poison Ivv.— Our

"The Century Plant."

he regarded as the type of the family.

stout

Hills, the

r

:

summer

favorite

rare to see a single buffalo there

it is

north of the .Seminoe Mountain!

especially

sheen,

is

water, 38.08 of

are

somewhat sparingly furnished with spines at the edges, but
armed at the [joints with very formidable ones. A fine specimen of this variety is now on exhibition at the aquarium in
It is known to be nearly sixty years old, was
this city.
brought here several years ago from Georgia, and is said to be
The
the second plant that has ever flowered in New York.

1

the

ing

;el

I

ll

among

that death is the

it

being very susceptible to frosts, destroying

0.87 of albumen, 14.01 of cellulose, and 0.89 of

1

l

still

of a flower spike, so

it

the tubers, but

handsome plant in all stages of growth, whether the leaves are
one foot in length, or six or seven in length and six or eight
inches in width.
They are thick and massive in appearance,

its

1

wesf as

may

This

/illo
back surprised a herd
hundred pards from the camp lire. We shot one and enjoyed
in
be
fatter
a month than
will
meal
the
although
3,
Deer
I'.esh. is rather dry and inclined to be tough.
Afis tike it, and neither is as good as nice antelope steaks.

fitted

true in one sense, for

The following make splendid specimens, and

result.

leforc dark we led it back to its lair,
and the lien her cane' and took if away during the night.
Ascending the mountain next, day we came upon tWOOf
1 our way
of
three small comps

1

is

form
completely exhausts the plant producing

i

a half-hour togei her, watching intently
large, dark.

of the species this

the terminal bud, running up in the

lake the ostrich in
when its head was

as

With most

years.

it

tc
anybody approached down went its
into the grass, while not a muscle of its Ungainly body moved.
Plaee n. in a particular position, and it would lie stock-still for

mn

.

altogether hardy, they

1'iwn

:

Agaves are popularly known as Americas Aloes, but they have really nothing in common with the
genus Aloe. They arc remarkable for their longevity, and it
is a common fallacy that they bloom only once in a hundred

from its nest on a tree not far
The young elk was of the dark snull brown color of its
olf.
mother, but irregularly spotted, as are the young of most of

.

be

:i

out the frost as well.

1

all of the Ccrvidir, with yello,vish-white.
Hie soul:, it probably thought itself safe

not.

by persons who have no glass structures whatever, inasmuch as they can be stowed in a cellar, or even in a
In such a situation, however, they
stable during winter.
must be kept, quite dry, and excluded as much as possible from
the light, and for this purpose dry salt hay covered with malting is admirably adapted, as on cold nights they will keep

as

of those birds kepi ansu ering

Though

tensify their markings.

and

rweel

I

of

large conservatories, for the ornamentation of flights of
upon terrace walls, or for the thousand

,

w

tin re

embellishment

the

for

plants suitable

1

steps, placing in vases

[i

Mountains on the

many

the

EscDIKWnjs. Some members of the Central HorFrance are engaged on some cultural and
applicatory experiments with edible tuberous roots of this
sedge.
Some cakes and a preparation of a kind of orgeat
m the tubers were declared by the society to be excellent,
and further experiments were recommended. It had been
ticultural Society of

AGAVES.

I

—

Gvr RHcts

%§oodhnd, <$Hrm and §iirden,

11

wOUld not •veil rise us we passed within fifty
yards of them, hut would .inly lift their pretty lieade
The bucks and dots
ilcade.
ca
wonderinglj
or

-.

|

iOt

cotton plant

ibtained fifteen
he Delta, while

quintals of it for Jhldau, in the ric
the ordinary cotton does not prodni
Delchevalerie Informs us that he

ne.i a

experiments

this

new

now

in

Cairo on the. culti
plant, and he has kindly promised
son the results of his' resesm ae
question.
(lardmur's Gkionicl
at

1

—

of

NkwZkalamd

Ki.a

the different varieties of New Zeala
e, si ton.
To the original type < I'ii
i

added

six-

varieties. 'of

teutix carier/idum

for

its

feet,

beauty.

is

Its

which

live

not only remarl
leaves grow 01

and without becoming

this

series of

collou

due

sea-

important

I

,

New Kinds

M.

quantity.

liage-plants,

ve a leading

have been
I\

-cental.
Z6,

but also

aighi

oi

!

ai tin lij

gracefully at the points.
The edee
The onl
8 v. a
beautiful yellow.
is that it too seldom produces of
/'. Unas > v,
multiplied.
is an
ous variety, the leave- of Which
ling kind, and are of
,

;

I

-

ery vigor1 those of
P. Unax

—

"

The appearance

"T thfsplant

is

very handsome

t
;

lie

long, slightly curved. ;mii strtnted yellow in color!
a vory vigorous one, P. tefrax oookii Is a com.'
pact i>l»ut, the leaves of which ave cdmparatively short, stiff}
This variety, from
straight, and of a variegated yellow color,
i

plant

is

which numerous suckers may be obtained, has

the

of

Fault

it almost always produces suckers thai are
being uK'Hiisiiini
completely green, unci others from whiob the sliglil variega/'. tenax mundersi is a
dwarf and
tion rapidly disappears.
stiff plant, the leaves of which are short, slraighi and upright.
The small dimensions of this variety fit il tor introduction
into small beds.
a
very
robusl
P'. tenant atro-purxmrmimi Is
and vigorous variety, of a fine appearance, which reminds
one of its type.
Its leaves arc very large, not variegated, but
having a beautiful glaucous violel tint, which varies accordThis is
ing to the growth Of the plant, but never disappears.
a highly ornamental and very remarkable plant, Which unfortunately is still uncommon.
The -New Zealand Flaxes require a consistent and rich soil; a mixture of friable and leaf
UlOUld is adapted to Btrong plants; the offsets should be
planted in dry soil, coarsely broken up, that is to say. not pulvcii/.cd.
Waterings, 'which must nevei he neglected, should
be frequent and copious when tiie plant* are rapidJi Browing
,>;,.,. are propagated from off-sets, which produce
j

iid class
lion of medicinal substances;

plains a bed .should, about the first fortnight in May, be made
in Ihc open air or under a frame; this is then covered with
and peal, in which the plants arc placed the soil is covcivd with a good mulching, and it is kept damp with frequent
in the autumn the plants are lifted and ihe offwaterings,
sets detached.
They are then potted and placed in a close
Winn the aphouse, in which there is a brisk temperature.
pearance o| the parent plant IB not si mailer of consideration,
sand,

:

be more rapidly obtained by piercing here aud
ti.i re with The blade of a grafting knife the leaves which form
tin. heart of the plants.
Jtevue Iforlicole.

may

rtff-SUlS

The

cor]-:

been domesticated, or acclimated, or at

tree has

the very least cultivated

Sonoma, California. A resident
growing five trees Which are

sit

that place has succeeded in

now

twenty-five to thirly-ftve feet in height, and from ten to
twelve inches in diameter in the trunk. One costi Of cork,
one and one-hall inch thick, has been stripped off, 'the
seeds were brought ji'om Spain twenty years ago.^Ex.

os Tint Hum:.- Tuo northern slopes of the Alps
and the s; r.ndai y mountains in the south of Gcrmuuy abound
in pines, and the mode -of conveying timber on the Rhine in
gr< al rafts is worth recording.
A little below Andornach the
i

iilnne

1'oi

his a little

bay wherethe pilots are accustomed

unite together the small rails of timber fionted

down

the trib-

and to cousin icl enormous llonis,
ed to Dortrecht and sold. These machines
e of a floating village, composed of twelve
ittls huts on a large platform of oak and deal timarc
frequently from 800 to 000 feet long, and
j
to seventy feet in breadth.
The rowers aud workmen sometimes amount to 700 or 600, superintended by pilots
and a proprietor, whose habitation is superior in size and elegance to in.- rest. The raft is composed of several layers of
one on the other and lied together. A rati, draws
not less thiiri from six to seven feet of water. Several smaller
..

.

om

are attached to it, by way of protection, besides a string
boats loaded with anchors and cables, and used lor the
purpose of souuding the river and going on shore. The donichlic economy canuot be more complete
poultry, pigs and
Other animals are to be found on hoard.
The dinner hour is
announced by a basket stock on a pole, at which signal the
pilot gives the word of command, and the workmen run from
all quarters to receive their messes.
These rafts are uol of
modern invention, and are not confined to Europe. Evelyn,
on the authority of Le COOipte, 80ys lhal the timber merchants of China transport immense trees, or tloats, upon
i\ Inch they construct huts and little cottages, where they live.
—American Builder.
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Mayhew and "Answers
of om papers. All are ope
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me

am, and in an
would p l/./.lc the mOSI
equal degree: and ihc moit
rank disciple of Paracelsu to define the ailment., and the
cause for the selection of tl
prescription given, in Ihe majority of cases.
Who would think of applying to s paper—eveu one edited
by a medical man — for like informal
regarding man, women
and children? None but the moBt a •ant kr.av.
u 1. dare to
lvice for our
prescribe in ihe loose manner thai <
all give
ids, particularly if they are the pi party of our
;„:,j,-cl
ihe nervous
neighbors
)
diseases '
in their ay
u, and so vag
pioins as to
system so rare in
be scarcely ever rec
ibledly a iargi per cenl
o
ft alone, ale through the
the canines hat wo
d by the •• common sense
mistaken zeal of tin
ami humanitarian p
idiew.
ot the humanitar
the author I will speak
farther on.
The an
is not original with .Mr.
Mayhew. M. U. 0.
le by the way, the gentle-

critic
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.

when backed up by the
evinced, can not demand

had no right
profound and inexc
mail,

I

workshoul

that the

Thi- ••commons

•-Mi'.):

tines of the

"The

intes-

il
has no colon
a small appendage.

ilace

The

e.ccuii

;:

thai

ached to Ihe
tube."
This shows a degree of ignorance whie eannoi be nccoiint.lor except llisit the author mistook hc language oi thai
treatise from which he borrowed his
which says on page 49: "The intestb
large and small, approximate so closely ii
qunitiicd with the anatomy of the animal
uld be led to beheve the dog does not possei
without thai necessary apThe assertion that the
id sufficient of itself to conpondage, a colou, is ridicule
a!
deuin The author. If hi
y suspended the stomach to
its collar, he would hac
could then beemptieda id filled at the
hus a world of trouble ie saved but
the colou and left the
with food and medicine ,ith no
Hants.
digested and useless
falsehood of the assertion and exposes his ignorance when he
says: "The Ciccum is no more than a small appendage, etc.."
knows
that the cecum is the blind
schoolboy
Almost every
a

lilt!

i
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May

24 will be found, under the head of

a criticism on Mr. Ilallock's

new

hook, "Sportsman's Gazetteer," to Which, our "Western
Contemporary took exceptions in 4 reply to a correspondent,
which called forth the following in the Field of June 20:
Aiicui-.i: ON mayiii.w.
Editor (Jhiciujii Field— Sir In your issue of June 1) I find
und r the head' of "Answers to Correspondents," Ihe follow-
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..,:
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RlEit, NB\S V..vl:.-I)ii
k .n i<<icxt ti'i'l Strati

value,
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iliai.
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was
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n'ji.

ai.

gives scorn to huvc a sameness thai
so " boggled" that In \ apply to
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pouch or (Ml de sac at the commencement of the colon thereLuckily for the animal he posfore, no colon, no cecum
;

1

sesses both.
The error regarding the cieeum is not so palpable he does
not distinguish between the ca-euin and its vermiform appenThis would not be strange in one ignorant of anatomy,
dix.
as the appendix in the dog is so lar
which
ingiven, it boing to a
litle of intesUn
mil
in.
If so grossly and
.eat extent
with Hit
irk of his profession,
nt
what musi we expect of
.Mayhew
Mow, let us look al his
;

op doses
.. London
le, he adds L. I'.
thai no mistake! may
•cly different preps
from
This is o
Pharniacopu-a.
Allow
i dOutiim" of
the I'. S. I'.
hydrocyanic
to quote from the L. I'.: '*So powerful a pi.
A >
deiitly unsulted for ordinary medical puri
placed on he tongue of a dog killed il in
applied |o Ihc eye ol a (;,! cslliSed desUh
n doses ol
lUr (lilutii acid is a powci ful and direct
!IW:.\S hi
drops two to four, bnl the small
Irop of the
11
at the commence cut.'
of a large
the to
L. P., pi
dilute acid, of tl
healthy dog, toe
I

-lie

Mayhew

Mr.
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rom one
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ihe strength of

I

Eclectics object to calomel; indued to all mineral drugs, yet
they all use them surreptitiously,
One of ihis class, a personal friend of my own, remarked, "
never knew one of our
profession but tried to use calomel, and always obtained salivationas a result." Iodine will salivate; podophyDin produces
ptyaiisui, to which nierciirisii salivsiiion is preferable, yet all
thesedrugs are of the grcatesl value.
The irealiiieni ol lilaine and Youatt I do not uphold. It
was iu accordance with the light of their days, oi .Mayhew
we may say that he advocated a mode of hygiODic procedure
which, though aol original, and extremely unpopular in that
day, and moreover very imperfect, is nevertheless valuable.
n work of'reference flit book is valueless; at tin opitom of
.I.<
1

presume Ihe above is not from the pen of " .Mohawk;.
If
am right
have been led to believe him a physician.
njecture, I have no doubt but that he will beu me
1

I

ihe following "criticism of the critic's critic."
A wrong inference is drawn by the implied assertion
fflrst
Vlayhevi is inferior to YoiiaU. and Blaine iu the trealli, :l
mcni of diseases of canines. This has no foundation on fact,
as ihe writer in the Forestund Stream merely asserts that the
psilhological sciences, which is not only
jlltter are superiors in
Irne, but these auihors sue acknowledged to have laid the
eliminations Of Canine pnlhology, to which no veterinary has
since loiilribuledono jot or little.
HeatnU h is assumed thsil .Mayhew it of value in Ihe treatme ..f canine ailm< nls, lor " ^^'e nave seen Mayhew's reme-
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dies very thoroughly tested,
(VOndci lul cures."
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work

Medicines

Hie ease, there would be no
Alliiieclieinesaeteitherrf/>f^^
iecce.
hose which ncl directly,
lirst. class, or

Wen-

rmedii
CeUy.

and have known

His reputation among sportsmen is entirely due to the pen
ut \Vm. Henry Herbert, who, however much we may adniire
the man, had
unl possess, d strong prejudicos,
that even led him to acts of folly -as preferring thai ins wife
should die through the ignorance ,,f an English quack, rather
than recover under the care of an educated American
physician,
As a c< preseatativc of the " Light

little isle." you will allow
that Mayhew is highly regarded, ot even reCOgThe ulter ineoui
by file best authorities IB England.
pctencc of the author is well kuown and generally acknowlNo one with a modicum Of anatomical and
edged.
therapeutical knowledge could, alter once reading ihe woi'k,
form oilier than the most unfavorable opinion. The sporisiillin who must have this work will find his library references
Incomplete without the sporting adventures of " Baron Mun-

deny

the to

1

ni/.ed,

ChllllM.ll.o

ke up the volume as published
Hutchinson's
to tauli to find.
le to suffer greatly by the asso-

Of the worts tha
n the I'n'u.d

"Dog Bn
"in

Stat

i]

a. a-,
n
"ax to grind,' being
te
f
domg justice, Withall ihcu
bigli medical
Vouattan.l Blaine
authority in Ana rica u
The
hirope; Mayhew uev. r.
former have an inlcllee
and scientific basis, which tho
most vivid imagination c
accredit to the latter in die
slightest ill gree,
ii'ense Will be taki II. OS nolle is
1 Imsi
intended, my aim being
have nol seen Mr. Halloci
ok, oorits proof sheets, htit if
disesiscs il canines, sill should
any new lighl is shed upo
unite in thanking that gentleman tor ins eiions,
mav say that 1 am fortunate enough to possess a copy of
that rare work, tho "Sportsman's Dictionary," and Can verify
the evidence of the critic i:i the Fobksc .usd Strbajt.
Trusting you will pardon my prolixity, I am truly yours.
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Swinger as being on trial. It will bo re*
suit arose from Swinger shooting a valu-

vs.

lhal this

The

ablO seller belonging to Jlr. Eastham, at l'iqila, Ohio.

who, when returning home
Swinger
after a day's sp.'il, allowed the dog to lag behind.
shot ihe dog on Ihe public highway, and was sued I'm- Ihe
.Indgmeiii was rendered sigains! him,
value Of Ihe animal.
latter

had loaned Jim

to a friend,

whereupon he appealed the ease Io a higher court, when ihe
former judgment was affirmed. As a lust resort the case was
tal-.en io ihe Supreme Cdurt which decided adversely to the
{defendant last week.
.Mr. Swinger's bit Of nriliiv has cost him
cluding the judgment of $100,

|002.&7, in-

iu.81

sum

being Ihc

thai,

which

at

dog was valued ami taxed, c<*nsequently his legal value.
constiIi
This is gratifying to owners ul valuable eanmes.
tutes dogs property, and goes far to eusuie Hn-ii protection,
the

ljsi

i

iifinnitar

tl

saved theani

l-'nr.N-.
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rily,

the

ill

isd's

life.

his seller

and

on theneckof Uie bladder;
and in cuuslics appUwl to ulcera-
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hounds are noled

Though very strongly

wolf hunting.

for

partialilj
I

Iowa Knci.i> Tisiais.— The Iowa Field Trials will be held
Hampton, lowa, by the State Sportsman's Association, and
under the auspices Of the National Kennel Club, commencing

at
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peculiarity oi He- bind Is th?l it contains a marked Lupine
Btrsln, the custom of crossing with wolves behnr introduced
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early iii the liiirleenth century.
refused $8,300 for a couple of these dogs.
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to
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coach dog at night in Hi uorning the animal was d< ad.
or approached within one
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yel iii Ihe face of this we lied him rein other places castor oil as si "gentle Ittscative,*
a
[noi tlCi
Insight l'o on and multiply evidences as f.
In the whole w'ork there is not a single hint as to
efficiency.
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Western,
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Paul, and Iowa Central Railroads,

At. Tilcston's imported red [risb setter bileli
(by Shamrock out of Kathleen whelped, on tho itl>
nine ptrppies, Svedogsand four bitches, the sira being
Kleho.
portion of this litter has been taken rom he dam
aud the little ones are being successfully raised on nursing boi-

—Mr. Wui.

l.ill

ETesays;
pages 77 and 107 castor oil is condemned,
"It often does the ill which months of care are needed to
*
*
*
to the dog
efface, even if the life be noi destroyed
This is sill very true to a certain extent,
it is an active purge."
and this information is drawn from the " Sportsman's Dictionary, as is Bill Ol value iu the work that is not taken from
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Central, Milwaukee
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lies in caiitliuriiies,
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a specimen of veterinary tynwanee, •>

treatment, useless; at
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in i.nr opinion, atrial error.
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diseases

all

With regard to Lho doses which have "the mosI possible
upon Ihe system." 1 can only surmise lhal Ibis has reference to calomel.
Mer< urv in any form is a dangerous agent
in the hands of the non-professional man; but its
not more lobe deplore. than s
c others, as antimony, which
.Mayhew uses largely, under ihe name of "grtj powder"
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IoWa Fibsd Tbials. -Tho National A.tnerican Kennel Club
-i eft grand series of events in Septembei
the 4th, at Hampton, Iowa.
Dr. J. J. Leas, of Hampton, Will furnish all infoi
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s entrance,
Mr.
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Oily, Minn,. Writes that on the
Minm-ioln win lpe
Mr. Dilley thinks
d bj Ranger.
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AXP Little. — Two

dogs, belonging to ft Oenffe Square
One
lime with a rat ibis morning.
of the rat by the head and the other by the tad
The larger dog started around the Square, dragging the rat
The little dog, after tugging with
itnd small dog after h.m.
Bit;

u 5

n

it

the. last

recommends what he prescribes for
is founded on abundant testimony

editor only
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first,
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ruffed grouse aud deer shooting in
three.

bass,

will yield grayling,
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big during the
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Au-

and

his faith
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ed

McOantCess, of Atlanta. Ga.,
claims the name of Leila for his white and black ticked Laver.ack biteh pup out, of fairy 11.. by l'rideof the Border, bought
Westcoit, Esq., through Horace Bmith.
by me from 0.

(Claimed.— P.

this

by the recently completed Wisconsin Cen-

easily reached

H". Y.,

June

20, 1877.
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his disposal

Indiana

lu.l a lively

Rata
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come
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to that conclusion after several tent

My

is very painstaking and inuttiiidical In everything tie
lie went to every store and counted the pellets In u mcii'iired
ounce until he found one that approached the English shot, in (lie num-

friend

i,

,.

.

,

|

takes,

His inquiry resulted In

ber of pellets.

this, that

in testing Ihe jhol

count he found a sreat difference in size in sacks of the same
and make. Tatham's No. 7 shot counted urn, an, 36S, 371 pel
to
the measured ounce in four different place- where r was for Bale—
their standard calls for 261 pellets. To verify his cotiut
found that
Mr. G's shot measure, made, by Mr. Dougall, diflere.l slightly frm,, my
Dixon No, 1,1(10. I give this as a hint, to those intending in make Mais
as quite a factor in measuring powder and shot, and that the Dumber
marked on the bag is not an indication of the true size at all, diirjriug
as above stated.
The gun was fired off-hand at a thirty inch circle struck before shootlug, distance forty yards, perfectly calm duriuirtlic scries of
shots
on different, days; counted those pads only that, were fairly cracked to
a two Instaiic
pellet pen .rated all thirty sheets
pa
f nst.fi
5d togetlu rat one corner with a
l

I

i

the tree

fast

•

ink

drive)

through the middle;

Had the pads
fastened at.
shown still better penetration.

the gun would have
elydryand warm.

s

i

English chilled shot No. G ran 292 pellets to the
Tatham's No. 6 shot used ran 273 pellets to measured ounce, all actual
count. He added 111 pellets of Tatham's shot to one ounce, 2(i to
oz., and 23 to lii oz. Penetration pads were made out of heavy,
glazed
hardware paper, 26x30 inches open sheet, 24 of which weigh r.'tb. g ,, K
I send you sample of the pads used. The gunlsa9Ib. 10-botP, made
by E. 0. Green, Cheltenham, England. He used an Eley blockedge wad next to powder, then a greased, real covered wad, then anoi tier
black-edge on that, three in all over powder and a black-edge on top nf
'.:

I

route aioteve-

Jlaps ana Post

d in taking it away
varmint aboul lit ten :.,
from the big dog, and was happy. The scene was an amua
always
";'
fog one. and "e sail -ly 1.
naston era rress,
will auy more than the big man docs.
•

'

'

.

U.M. C. Co.'s paper shells, not crimped. The pellets of hard
came out almost entirely round ; soft shot was smashed nearly tint.
by the shooting.

shot;

(hi.

shot

and His Dmi- Jas. Hogg told an anecdote Of a
which he sold a neighboring sheep farmer. Some little
time afterward, while lending his own flocks, he saw a dog
appear over the brow of a neighboring hill beyond which lay
on laid been sent. It
(he farm to which his former con
trotted toward him till within rec. mi/able distance, and then
1..Id master with a reproachsat down and steadily ivi'iir,'.,.

A

with iiazakd POWDER.

Poi'T

Eight 4

oz. chilled shot.
oz.
"
r.
"
oz.
dr. 1
4
oz. soft shot.
"
t% dr. 1 ;„oz.
„
dr.l i,'o z
6
dr.l
oz. chilled shot.
4
"
4'/3 dr. IV oz.
"
5
dr. 11 oz.
dr. 1
4
oz. soft shot.
"
iy. dr. Mi oz.

collie

Iowa nl him, but the collie
ful expression. The she]
immediately retreated; he stoppei -the dog again sat down
and gazed wistfully at hinl bee ed and whistled— Ihe dog
did not move. He again tried to diminish tile diStanct b
ween himself and his old friend, but in vain—the dog t
and nev
treated in exact proportion to the man's advances
after would he come within speaking distance Of the maste
who, in his canine apprehension, had so lightly valued It
though ev
faithful service as to consent to part, with him
aud auon he would come and gaze from the hillside upon L
former owner aud his early charge.
iei

I

;

I

:

;

JutyQ.—lfig Trip to Colt's Neck.—

New Jebsby—Metaas-k,

was much pleased to receive a letter from my friends Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor, asking wife aud selC down to spend the

1

started on the third, and after a short but pleasant
arrived at Freehold, aud there saw Hie smiling face of
The time from then until we went shooting was spent

We

fourth.

we

trio,

Mr. T.

around the old homestead. Old Sank was my first thought
among the dogs, as I was told he was gone up. But 1 found
him as foxy as ever. I snv foxy, and will tell you why. He
will back out
will never give you a shot if he can help it, and
and wait until Taylor conies up before lie will point, after he
I.e. is, getting old,
not.
st-es vim ai'e coming and his master is
Taybut is yet too young for any dog that 1 have ever seen
old Saul;,
lor has' some fine looking pups running around got by
I think
mil said he had sold the others for ten and fifteen.
they are very cheap. I will stop dog, and
jould wish
I think 1 had as good shooting as ai
shoot.
,.,,

(suit, OE
,,

which of the po .vdei's gave the besti
tho higher priced or the lower grade.
II speaks liurhly of ilie
Shot" in regard toils otet
!P1
oilier with him. I would uot;
shoot it in my gun unless I could not gel a cleaner powder, and have
to see

i:

dog bad hold

l.be

of this place, with English chilled shot and Tatham's slim
course). Mr. G. at tlie same time tried "
tUj

i

taken the lake trip, which if oue has fhc
n rable,
Ourobleotive point hash

clatloealli,

i

:

Noticing Han yen contemplate taking a trip to tlie northern part of
Michigan t.-a ipts te to fop you a line. I, with friends, have ror ShE
hi seae me taken a trip to that section ot the country, which lias
isl
not only proven verj delightful, hut very healthful. We have always
I

made by Mr. John A.

trial

!

which

of hunting and fishing

the varitics

all

1

give you the results of a

I

"Dead Hhof'FU,

Stale and Northern Wisconsin afford, the latter country being

Bcki'alo,

merchant,

certain

lu

1.

—

Editor Fokest akd Stkeam and Rod And C.dn

TName

Below

Adtumsu. Sports is Miciiioan AND Wwoxsin. The fol
lowing information will serve those who propose visiting the
new hunting and fishing grounds in Northern Michigan, wdiieh
are accessible by the Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad. By
a judicious use of one's time, a six weeks' vacation may be
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CHILLED AND SOFT SHOT.

wn.

n ltd

lie

''''•
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"
ubji
In a lecture upon Hie
marked: "if a mad dog were to bite through tlie clothes he
cleaned
would mil. cuvr, because the animal's ti
from poison Ivy rubbing; tliroutru tlie cloth, mid 'there would
...
.,,
,,i results.'
bitten by a dog it
If person
the animal there and then,
was fool
lhaii Linoe he knew of eaaos where men had recovered from
rely by being shown
whiil. was Uioii-I.i

ii.T,i-:ni.

.
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We

hot day.

a

and
1 found I
dorstood—

got twenty-eight birds o

i

i

:

I.

Sniceu.

Indiana— nmhville— Epcros writes that, goo. sport is ex
peeled this fall in bis section, provided the "domestic duties
wiih.
Vary
of Mr. aud Mrs. Hob While are not interfered
low entail were killed in this part of thebaic last all and
pmnsk ,,..-.1 me bill,winter, and tlie fanners took partietilai
inuoe.nis during he ten able cold weather and deep snows.
writui' has besn enjoying line rauirrel inmiim; dur;i,
1

.'.

I

'.\
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ijjij
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i7(i

no
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mi
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thlok, Inthemonth of July last, in live or six days' flshwhen Miey left tlie stream 2,500 trout and grayling, besides
camp. They used the fly almost wholly. What
ill
renders it pleasant la that yon fish from the boat, the guide geuerally
handling flic same with good judgment and skill. The stream is quite
with l,im
wide. To the bait usher I would advise his taking worms
in with
using a large covered tin pail With air holes in the top lining
plenty of earth. Keep it cold, on ice if possible, and the bait will pan
three,

,,

191.6

WITH OEAll SHOT
It

4

dr.l

5

dr,

oz. chilled shot.

I'OWDRII.

Pattern, 212

I

BEino BOO to TOO

out well. I advise Ins as It is almost impossible to procure in that
country the needed quantify, as the soil is very sandy. While there last
and came out at the same time as
August we met a party who went
ourselves, who spent an hoar or so at the dock at. the head of the lake
which they
in securing with their landing nets a. supply of young frogs,
I

m

used to great advantage in the deep pools and log drifts. They had
ihe finest lot. of large trout I have ever seen taken with this bait.

Smiun.

"

•

The

2.

an

20.7 to 181 and 20 to 16.
do not lose their shape when shot against
hence more penetration but less killing power, I venture

shot, In figures,

soft,

pellets of hard shot

oalc tree,

The

to assert.

soft shot flattening paralyses the animal, when fairly hit,

almost instantly.

15.

with one ounce. Penetration, one sheet more
ounce, driven by an additional drachm of powder.
4. In regard to the powder used you will see that tl
favor of the "Dead Shot," penetration a fraction In
"Hazard," hence to people who will put np with a li
would show largely In favor of "Dead Shot,"

i'i

EOVEB.

SHOOTING WILD TURKEYS IN THE
SOUTH.

Practically there seems to bo no reason for nsing
ounce of shot, the pattern avenges 200 pellets, using lit
3.

II

h

,

,

.

1

price of the other.

a remarkable gun at a target.
I knew It to be in the
Held, withal a beautiful gun, On ng
not "made
"madi in London."
Einal
ie,,,, ihe kn
report:
ah a to write
the abo
OOkthC tmilbVn., j',i,e Olil
is

I

1

:

,,,

1

;

nor.

I

do Hot

il"0eadS

cult of f»e ,emostly during the sr-as-.ai of Incubation, by imitating ttie
ammale and thereby luring the male turd within reach of the shot n,
busli.
We Have never km

It

than one

1

pellets

Mr, G's gun

ENFIELD, N. C, July S, 1ST7.
Editor Fokest and Strkam :
The idea seems tnjtte t'ommou among those who write about our wild
turkey that they arc Kilted by the sportsmen of the southern States

19

i

MionjaAN.—Detroit, July 1L—July 9, Wm. Smith, Keverc
Clay and Mark Hytland were out after woodcock, uad bagged

A. J. Rogers, E. W. Reynolds, S. H. Ives, and Samuel
Tichner (a happy crowd of sports) returned to the city Thursday niglil, from week's trip in the yacht. Sweepstakes. They
hroueht home SKI black bass, 12 pike; also 15 woodcock.

15

"
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Average
198.1
is.1
Average of six shells, with chilled shot, right, pattern 2:10.5, pen'n 21
Average of six shells, with soft shot, right, pail.eri, ksj.i pon'u 111
Average of sit shells, with chilled shot, left, p
Average of six shells, with soft stint, left, pattt
What do we learn from this tiial?
1. Hard shot makes a better pattern and has more penetration than
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Yours respectfully.
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1'encf ration, 23
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Jo
Lu
Tin- lake
alternately (the Jordan being the stream).
miles ill length and very picturesque. Arriving at the
the head or the lake, which yon will do in time to afford
iellK
ng that day, you transfer yourself and property to your
River,
Boat, and titer a pull 61 about Bve minutes you enter the Jordan
The
ale,- ,,i which you will llml to he extremely clear and cold.
ihe
Ssliiiie.'ooimdsc.Ntend several miles up. Generally parties go anywhere from three to eight miles up the stream, and then camp either in
bankshaaties or interns, which are very desirable to take with you. A

I

1

Pattern,

17
dr IV

onrth,

the fifth and sixth we killed quite a, number
something I have ato .
,,,,,,:, good brush shot
am not speaking In truth, he mil see
., n
if any one thinks
plenty of proof by going and looking at the bushy country we
mark
suppose yon have heard the hunters cry
shot in.
audi did it every time without the cry when a woodcock got
Hope alt had as good times as I had. lours,
up neat

dr. 1

l.tidr.

Mv Df.au Ekif.np:
Maryland wishes to exchange "A good Better
be all right, or no exchiutge,"
or potato dog, any age; dog Lo
,,,e ,h,ij, $45 breech-loading gun.
ior a 12
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1 read your teller 011 your trip to the shove with much
glad the hoys gnl onl ot school ami had a good limeall bi
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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r

to dispense pellets; jet, let Hie pellets be numbered s, o, 10, and let the
patients be bay-MMs-, and the insknment ol practise a LeieveT, and"

you will drop the

and dose out the pellets like the most homoeopathic man ia them at]
And I aon't blame you. In just two calls t made
upon yon lasl .summer, half of your tune was taken np with making
pfllB

June

St. Louis,

Editor FoBEBT and Stream
Noticing in Fokrst urn Stream a

19, 1877.

determine the merits of the same.

to
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Immau ri&land
aside for dull inertlead. Oh
nds have a woudi
this
And then comes Pros:
gems and jewels, glistening
eyes and under the hands
i,"

,-

THIRTY -INCH

shooting
Well, we both

pads op

<

tons

ST.

Greener choke..

the ideas of his daily

id polished s

long.

hue

iv

2 drs.,

oz.

N. T.

;el

i

S,

2
2

do
do
do

8

&

1

do

1

rto

1

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
no
do
do

Lefevi

open...
choke...
open.
choke...
.

;

open
choke...

open

.

.

Greener choke.

shore; the cheerful companionship, the joint pursuit, the hourly
comparisons, the Joint return and the sleep of the painless. And then,
for the time, the burden of care is lifted, time fliea by as on wi ngs, and
exhilaration almost gives wings to ourselves. Old Horace says
Care scales the galley's deck,
And rides behind the horseman's back.
But here is neither galley nor horse— business nor home, and our trip
is well through before the cankering old fellow has fonnd us out and
straddled our shoulder again. Ob, if a good charge of No. 10 would dispose of him, wouldn't he get ,for pledge himself to let honest hunters
go their way of life undisturbed.
Friend
3. The kind fatuity we are all under in regard to our guns.
Doc, if you should hold out your Lcfevre to Soule for his Scott, or to me
for my rarker. and we should say, as we certainly should, " No, I thank
you," what noble, compassion would Ml your soul! Such infatuation
would be wonderful to yon- passing understanding, in fact, the weak

.

your otherwise esteemed friends.

Just, think of

Just so, friend Doc, you are now just, where Soule and Boone were
with their guns three years ago. Months of use of our arms, where
yours has had clays, wonderful shots a hundred to your one, as yet and
;

hen, not a pin, not a catch, not one single element of our guns derangall this time.
One of Cuvier's students came to him with great enthusiasm, showing
a bone, palpably part of an unknown mammal. " Study that bone two
years, my young friend, and then give me your opinion." Shoot yon
Lefevre three years, dear Doc, and then compare notes with us

ed

and Prosser, there were two elements of
imperfections, in your trip to the' shore: 1st, Boone was not there; 2d,
Tou parted without adjourning to meet Boone on the prairie for grouse
the 15th of August. So mended, your trip would have been perfect

Worthy

friends. Doc, Soule

perfect another time.
1

it

Good-bye.

Boone.

PIGEON MATCHES.
I., July 13.—
$2 each; three birds each, 35 yards
rise, 80 yards boundary, hand traps; $13 to first and $8 to
second. The club rules to govern. This had ten contestants.
On ties miss and go out.

Long Island

Gin* (iin, Beater Park; L.

Classified sweepstakes,

1-3
11 1—3
1—3
1 1 1—3
1—3

•Edwards

1 1

tMHler

tVolkman

1

1 1

Leancake

1

"Ulidersleve

Webster
•William*

(Henderson
• Divided first money,

HI
t

1

1

Murphy

1

1

1-3
1—3
to—

0—2
110 0—2
1

1

Harris
Divided second money,

i

Fell

dead out of

—

Same Day. Classified sweepstakes,; § 2 each; 25 yards rise,
80 yards boundary; $8 to first, $5 to second and $3 to third;
on ties, miss and go out, which had eight entries.

ill
110
oil

Edwards
Miller

Hands

Gildersieeve..,0 1

;

—3

1

SHBTJ..

AYESAMS.

Average of 5 shots

black..

do

Average

do
do
no

a

01

do
do
do
do

2

2
•i

2

black vvad

1

English chilled....

Uo
do
do

do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do

tlo

do

do

,

....

English chilled

'.

'

St.

ions, Wo.. May

Tie on seven

1ST7.

I'.\

won by

Jonx W. Mcnson.

Smith.

apart, so that the shooters could not

SECOND sweep.
Board
Sheridan
Sm'th,

9
7

...

8

won by Board, with

following

is

The

pri7.es

from which trap the

tell

were

$c, ;].

$!),

'

-.;.

4

each—20 yards

Ten

balls

James C Corbet
each— 20 yards rise.
8 A Huisman

Ten

balls

5 J C Corbet
each—30 yards rise.
9 A Huisman

Three

balls

....

,;

'

WniBastrich

IMcKane

s

John Colwell

IMcKane

1

1

JO

10
u

S

1

CO Pickering
j G Gibbous

1-10
ill
,!!
1 1—
111111
110—8
1101 \111J 10—7

1

5

,

THClough

East Syracuse, N.

J

WT Warren

1

J.

G. G.

July 11. —Sweepstakes and prize shoots.
FIRST SWEEP.

Frascr
Sheridan

6
9
iu

'

H Gale
K H Plank
BP.oard

9

Frviing...

Smith
Parker

p

9

7

—

The Jersoy City Heights Gun Club, Jersey City
organized on Friday evening under very favorable auspices
The club comprises sr~
.f the
Hei
the members are chuc
is, balls, and
other paraphernalia In
>»ids leased,
and they propose to
e raftks with

their brothers of the trigger.
The folio
list uf the
officers for the eusuit 3
Dr. John B. Burdett
ideal;
Dr. John Q, Bird, Vice-President; Aul
iV Staples,
tary; Dr. P. TV. Levering, Tres
ink M. Thomson,
Herbert Stout and Geo. B. En
in
ors.
it
Wednesday of each month is tl
til ;..-;.
Thursday as a day for practice.
.1 &.0OBBTA.KF.

s
7
c

'I

EOUBIU SWEEP.
Gale
Parker
Cronch

1
1

1

AHudson
Nichols

1

1

aj

i

the management of S. J. McCartney, of Satero,
First match, 5 balls each, 18 yards, entrance §1.35.

111
111
111
1

1

Connors

1

11

Hollowav

1

11]

Ties on ten, Smith;
divided third money.

ties

on

1

1

1

1

1—

9

1—

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

t

1
1

1

8
in

Stiarpnack

Bioor.

Arkwright
Sharpnack

1
1

1—
1—

1

1

1

1

1—10

1

1

1

1—

1
1

Dine, Board; Gale

7

7
9

and Hudson

DOUBLE BIRD SWEEP.

Second

tatch

same

,-

10
11
11

Smith

01
10
10

11—1 Board
10—4 Gale
00—3

10
10

11
11

11—5
10-4

— Manchester

Gun

Club, Saturday,

June 30;

siDgle balls, 18 yards rise, 12 balls each.
9
2

Woodbrldge

8

White

9
5

Koltn
Looinis

5

Garter

Emery

7

skinner
Johnson

4

G Taylor

L Lewis
White won

1

first prize,

9
6

F H Lewis

Skinner second,

7
8

Double

6

Emery

third.

8
4

Johnson
FH Lewis

Loomis

5

Hudson

s

Carter
C Taylor

7

Skinner

11

5

wio-aoiH

a

8m IP

i

Miner,

?

6
,

1)

7

Skinner first, Hudson second. Taylor third.
Two sweepstakes were also shot, which were
son and Woodbridge by scores of 4 and 6.

balls,

Hilbert

a
4

'

McCartney

'.."2

Gvger
Wheale

7

s

Pattisou
Marshall
Bioor

S

first

S17.SS"; sec-

fourth, $6.25.

8

Arkwright

won by

9
8
'7

money, Men-ill second,

Wheale

third,

Bioor fourth.
Match, 5 balls, entrance $3.
Gycer

±
5

Arkwright.

5
4

Merrill
Pi.'itlSOll

Marshall

McCartney

low

,',

.ne

9

Bioor

,

Woodruff

4
4

Run

3
3

.'

'/iv.

s

Arkwright, first money, $14
Pattison, second, $11
McCartney and Bioor divided third, $8.
Thursday, July 5; 10 balls, 18 yards, entrance $3; first
money, $12.15 second, if 10. 10 third, s7 fourth, $4,
;

;

9
10

Wheale
Merrill

Gyger

;

McCartney.,

End

5
-j

,9 Snellenlmrgb

a

Pattison

s

5

C. F. Wheale, Cleveland, first money; Snellenburgh second, Pattison ruird, McCartney fourth.
Eighteen yards, 5 balls, entrance ifc? first money, $13.50:
third, S5.50.
second, sS
;

won by Hud-

A glass ball shootrag match took place on July
which was participated in byr the crack shots of Meriden
and WalUngford. Three, traps were used, placed ten yards
4,

;

;

Hvde

?

McCartney
Woedruff

Arkwright

Balls.

3

second money.

Bioor

10
6
9

Wheale

C Taylor..

Hudson
Hyde

rise,

O.,

...'.'.'.'.'.'.'."~A

;

third, $9.25

Merrill

—

YYrn.

c

ill

money, Bioor second.
10 balls, entrance §5 first money,
;

money.

first

won hy

first

Arkwright
Buff

Shooting Contest. The Karragansett Gun Club, of Newport, R. I., have received a challenge from the Philadelphia
Gun Club to shoot a match for $1,000 a side, Aug. 18, the
match to take place in Newport. As yet no action has been
taken in the matter by the Narragansetts.

w G Men

5
4
a

Matcli at
ond, ,$12.25

i

Bloor

1

,

Ties for first money, 21 yards
McCartney; W. G. Merrill, Akron,
Same day, same as before.

Arkwright

5

"

McCartnev

3
5

Hope

Arkwright

SECOND DOUBLE BIRD SWEEPSTAKES
Holloway

WuiBioor..

Ohio.

as above.

Hope

Nichols

2

L. B. Arkwright, of Youngstown, Ohio,
Ties on four for second money, 21 yards rise,

1—9
1— 9
1—8

1

I

4

LBArkwright
TMHilbert

3

CHidope
t

,

Onto, Alliance— The Columbiana Count v Sportsman's
Club held a glass ball tournament, July 4 and" 5.

I) fl
1

;,

1

S J McCartney
1

,,

,1

,

A U Sheridan
B Crouch
WPrettle

8

Jlal

1

Hi

ELodder
4
Mr. James Holloway took first prize, an elegant, silver cup,
donated by the clubs, value $40, and $60 cash— total $100.
In ties of nine, Gale took second prize, value $75; ties of
eight, four trials, Jackson won third prize, silver cup, valued
at, $21) and $25 cash;
ties of seven, Board fourth; Fryiing and
Prettic divided the fifth prize.

-

Summary

Holloway
Board

CI

J Hollowav

1

S

T.,

6

8
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T
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York, Buffalo.—The Tegular shoot of the Buffalo Gun
Club, held on the club grounds, July 4, 18??, in a match for
The following score was made at 21
the President's Badge.
yards rise, 80 yards boundary.

WH Price

7

Ties of nine, five birds at 26 yards, Smith out, Holloway
at. third, 31 yards, with four birds.

rise.

New

I

10

Ties on four, Holloway.

Corbet

each— 25 yards

Nichols

..11

A

Sharpnack

7

l~ a A Huisman
0—1 JCCorbet

Jr

Lortder

won

U'H:'

1
JohnColwell
[These are very good scores.—Ed.]
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five straight birds,

THIRD SWEEr.
Board

>

the score in full

9
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Holloway

Ties of nine

would be sprung.
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Nichols
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00
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1

do...'..

N Y

010 10 110-t
010 10 10
—3

Williams

—2 Valkman

110—4
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Several other sweepstakes also took place.
Sbeepshead Bay.— The amateurs held a trap shoot, July
BogarduB' balls and traps, with the following result
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and turquois and lapis-lazitli, no blue like that o
.-ch at«
as the darkness covers the birds and dims the sight, and the gunner hies
him home. And had Boone been of the party, he might lind a word of
fitness for himself, but he forbears.
2. The little account it is to a man, escaping from confinement to nature, from the town to the held or the shore, what, Ms game is provided
it is edible— a bird of wing, and frequent in the locality.
For instance,
my game of the year is grouse, mallard and geese and yet, my relish
would have been just as keen for shooting these hay birds with my
friends, as the larger aud nobler forms I am in the habit of pursuing
Yon have the escape, the freedom, the solitude of field— of forest- or of
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of the first, of a series of trials instituted by Col. C. L. Hunt,
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MicniGAx, Gbninna.—The following score wan made by
three members of the Oorunoa Gun Club, on July 4, at glass
'.
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Medal shoo!
July 9
yards boundary; English rules.
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George Avery
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-oilman won in shooting off ties.
tu a eweepslake shool, seven entries, four birds each, Oill-

with all birds. Second sweepstakes, seven entries,
n birds, Gillman and Hi inn \y took all and divided money.
Third sweepstakes, i even birds, seven entries, Christy and
Long divided on seven birds.

—

LajhSasteb, Pa. On July 13 Alderman Spurrier and
Anderson, lagged sixteen woodcjck near Kinzer's.

—A

Sew Gcn

new gun club was organized

CtuB.
Hrwg House, Seneca

A. LnnanitAN, Alleghany.

II.

Never, unless

,\ns.

i,

,

Falls, N. Y.. July T. with the following
President, Horace Silshy, Vice-President, das. P.
Secretary, J. T. Miller, Jr.; Treasurer, Milton
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Ans. See our advert ising columns.
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La Porte.— Please give a remedy for hair growing on the
of eyelid of a pup!
Ans. Must be removed with tweezers.
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oe very well.
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you inform me of he best, work on the
raising and training of clogs! Ans. Halloek's "Sportsman's fjazetteer,"now ready.
A.

Chicago, Inly 13.
Beater
Shooting for
Ii.lisois,
diamond badge by the Audubon Club, at twelve tame pigeons
to acli man, 'sprung fromfive ground traps, distance 30 yards,
... both barrels allowed; Audubon Club rules to govern.
The badge, of fine design and quite valuable, was won and
T. Johnson carried
held at the last match by Thos. Stage,
:ii
trals match by superior shooting, though hard pressed
by E. Price. The second pri/.e was a twenty-five pound keg
of powder, won by P. J. Abbey.
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:and larger fish?

A. H. a. Mcshoppen.— What: is proper charge for muzzle-loading
eei ago. weight si. pounds. No, « shol ?
Q
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F. w. fi„ Erie, Pa.— Can you inform me at what dale the trout
season closes on Canada shore, Late Superior? Ans. Sept.. 16th.

no more.'

Ans. This

oblige.

E. D.,

Hoag.
Pari,;,

i.iihled.

.

ila
E. M., Neli. — Where would you advi
party of gents to go
mis or next, month where goon trout, nsiUBgean he had, distance not tr»
sxceed i.weuty-fonr hours' n flt n
stern Virginia find;
Pennsylvania IiaVo been mentioned to as,
iron
like
artrom
you? Ans. We should be tempted to rj the streams of the Aroostook,
mentioned in our eorrespondenl's letter last week. Magog, al the head
of Lake Memphremagog, is » good centre; also tin- town of Mini ...

!

Constant Keabek, Rouse's Point.— Where can
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know nothing
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Ilvrliiirihwm Park, Detroit,

best let alone.
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North Cambridge
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Liverpool, as u gunmakor? Aus. We do not.
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Another match took place on Saturday the. 14th hist.
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Brockville, Ont,.— Twenty
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with this disease for nearly a year, at, times badly off, and thee
nearly well of It. Ans. GivBOneoi :
ps of Donovan's solution
in milk thrto
eacth
iVasti
ttoro
hi;
rith Oe
rell
H liard An
Co.'s junlpe
oap. Continue Ihe solution for two weeks after aniimal appear
well.

(.—We do not answer anonymous communications.
iii: Thanks. We have mislaid your tlrst. write again.

S.

;

iatcb for balls, 5 shots.
•- 4 Jus Will runs

Franlc Brnttlev
Walter Fletcher

centre of the cartridge through which Hie powder

lie

MKS. B. H.B., Roekvillc.— Will yon he kind enough
mange remedy fur eats? We have a pel. e:.

Both, equally good.

Y.— Nothing;

LOUIS K., Albany, N.

S

money, Wheale second, Woodruff third
McCartney, of Salem. Ohio, fourth money.

.].

Cleveland, Ohio.— Consult a pUJBioan.
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money, Wheale second, Axkwrighl
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tbird, $Gj fourth, frl.
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R. T. Lakin, Station K.— Are the guns that fire the cartridge By a pin
striking acap In the centre of the shell needle guns; Ans. No, they aro
-eedle guns derive their name from Hi,-.
needla

Jfwsiwtys to (goiirMyottcIeitts.
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Kit, Brooklyn.— Your

first
tliird questions
of the parties. " Fur, Fin and Feather
desired information regarding Virginia.

Santa Fe, New MnSxiOO. — The Fourth of July was observed by trotting, base-ball matches, picnics, etc. In the
afternoon there was a large gathering at the Driving Park to
witness a piireou sho.it.inirmiiteh for a ssoO silver goblet. There
were ten entries, viz.: Taylor, Wheolock and Mezick, who
withdrew al the eighth shot, having each killed but five
birds: Andrews killed four birds, and withdrew at the seventh
shot; Hill killed six birds, aud withdrew after the ninth shot;
Willson and Whitehead withdrew on seven, having killed
Captain Chambers McKibben won the prize,
three each.
having killed ten straight birds.
Massachusetts, Windsor.— The Beaver River Club have
decided to have, instead of their annual reunion and supper in
December, a two weeks' encampment at ),anesboro Pond, five
miles from Pittslield, Sept. 6.
[We. have received an invitation to be present, and are
tempted with the promise of good black bass and trout fishing,
In this
besides woodcock, ruffed grouse and snipe shooting.
locality one gun bagged 150 snipe between 11 a. m. and S

v.—Ed.]

Balem, Juby 13.— Bird calls from scattering shore birds were
heard from four grass birds and one summer bird in Lynn
marshes, the 9th; from one winter in Mill Pond, Salem, Hie
Sth from four summers flying over our harbor the 9th; from
a small bunch of summers in the Ipswich Hundreds last week,
and from some ring-necks on outside of Plum Island. Some
They may have
birds leave been passing over nights lately.
been robin snipes—it is time for them. The various grounds
in this vicinity are in good order, and prospects seem fair for
Glass ball shooting at the Grant
the season soon, to begin.
Club House every pleasant Monday evening, at 5 o'clock.
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W. H. Crocker,

various grades on exhibition.

Manager

for the

American Arms

Co., of Boston.

regard to Spontaneous Generation, Prof. Tyndall
" When in our day I seek for experimental evidence of
savs
the transformation of the non-living, I am led inexorably to
the conclusion that no such evidence exists, and that in the
lowest, as in the, highest of organized creatures, the method, of
in: the issue of antecedent life,''
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no traps, nets,

W. E. C, City.-l'.lark baa flailing can bo had at Greenwood Lake.
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or Kinsej's
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Brooklyn.— Is there good shooting at bay birds this seaN. J.? Does Capt. Bill Sutton keep a, hotel lliere?
can give you no further information than the article to which

Saville,

letter refers contains.
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constable in our town lias a copy of
laws dated January, [STI, in which
is stated that the close
not expire until September 1. Is this corit,
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C. P.. New York.—Wflat time do snipe usually begin to fly about the
eastern did of Long Island, on South Bay? How will I find the snipe
BSootlng lii ere |i
the last of July! Is there good ground about.

|l;
apesl 9
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n ho
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n. AL, Sterling Run, Pa.—Do you know how Capt. J. E. Stetson,
Haven, shoots at the runningdeer spoken of on page S4T, June
stli?
Does lie hold ahead of the deer and shoot when it comes into ihe
Ans. Follows it up.
sight, or follow it up ?
W?,i.

of

New

Host. B, P., Goochland C. II., Va- Please send me a paper in regard to the training of a dog? Ans. We cannot, as the information
runs through so many numbers. Yoo want Halloek's "Gazetteer,"
which contains full information; price $3. We can furnish it.

;

Teal.
The nnderstgued will be at Messrs. Fowler & Fulton's, 300 Broadway,
tor Hie next few days, for tlie purpose of taking orders for the Fox
Fatf.nt Bbhech Loading SaOT Gun (side action). Samples of the
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Hue Infected or nausea
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Porta, TU. BogarduS broke 400 glass balls in thirty-five
When he had broken the last ball,
minutes on July 13, 1877.
s gun was levied on by an officer to satisfy an old execution.
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and running
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yon give me a receipt for driving
Ans. " Phosphorous paste." Chemists

llOuSe!

Insect Pests.— Glycerine and sweet oil, each %% ounces oil of amber, 3 drachms
oil of pennyroyal, 2 drachms; tincture of iodine aud
carbolic acid crystals, each 1>£ drachms.
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A. D., Boston.— I have a Newioundland dog. He is ten months
old.
Should you expect liim lo watch at that age? Ans. Hardly; he
wilt soon learn, however.
.1.

-I.

B. D.

C, Corpus

Christi,

Texas.— Please inform me

of the origin

of the Gildersleeve strain— the difference in character between them
and the Irish, Laverack and Gordon setters, if any also their relative
;

worth, generally speaking? Ans. Address L. It. Smith, National KenChairman of Publishing Committee, Sirailiroy, Ontario.

nel Club,

Chinoachoook, North Manchester.— 1 have a pointer seven months
number of warts on his lips and tongue. Can yon
Have you learned anything more in regard to the
Ans.
Apply glacial acetic acid, taking care
Massey crimper!
not to touch the surrounding pans; but if you should, neutralize at
once with sweet oil. 2. Not in market.

old that has a large

suggest acure!

INQUIKEH, Portland, Conn.— 1. Would not a $60 or $15 Parker gun be
as good as a morn expensive English gnn for one who shoots only a
dozen days tnrough the year? 2. What weight, hore and length of
barrel would you recommend for general Bhooting, choke or plain

bore! 3, How many shells would It be advisable for me to purchase?
Ans. 1. Yes. 2. 7,"-s or a pounds, 12 gauge, 31-inch barrels, plain, s. If

ur friends calling upon him
good,reliable house. -[Ada.

OnTBACiEOfs

i

I

.

nidge,

AssATttT.—On

Satiu'iliiy,

June

W. B.

23,

and three friends, who were
waters pf the 'I've. River, in Nelson
county, Va., were assaulted by a crowd of natives, who rolled
One
rocks down upon their camp from the mountains above.
of the party, Pr.Wm. S. Morris, of Lynch In tig, was seriously,
The attack:
if not, fatally, injured, his skull being fractured.
were
party
Bleeping
quietly
while
the
in
their
was made
tents,
and those who instigated the affair were cognizant of the fact
that the parly were there in the interest of li„[i culture, being
the same that, stocked the stream with California salmon and
Mack buss last year.
The facts, as 'above stated, are printed in thje Lynchburg
Yirginim DvecJDr. Robertson's own signature— a gentleman
Robertson, Fish

camping on

C:.iniinisi"nei.

the hea'l

whom we know well, and a prominent citizen of the Slate.
Noi the mountains of the Blue Ridge alone, bud the great
backbone oi the Appalachian chain from Pennsylvania toils
extremity in Alabama, is infested with a large class of men.
whose chief occupation is distilling whisky and
ing tobacco in evasion of the reve'iue laws. They look upon
;

all strangers, of

whatc
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it le ah
tb ferret out their secret stillsand manufactories,
igeis or natives to penetrate BOm
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lulely not safe for
Our own impression
tions'of these moimiain ranges.
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CARRIAGES AND CARRIAGE BU ILDING

butcher's cart.
A design more at variance with
accepted American ideas it would lie hard to conceive.
In he
Srsl glace it has only two wheels.
The objection Hint the
weight is thus thrown upon Ihc horse's hack is of DO moment

inidilioiml
!

t

THE

changes and reproductions of old styles which are
found iu the fashions of costume are equally prevalent

upon

the

—

The

styles.
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revolution

tmh ing; N
V, Midi.; Beacon Pa
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ance that grave defect. As a proof of this it may here be
noted that an English brougham exhibited at Philadelphia,

and bought by an American, is now undergoing repairs. The
entire panelling warped and gave way, and is being replaced
with the bone-dry wood of American seasoning. The prejudice against native manufacturers will, in this case, as in
many others, probably linger for a time, but must ultimately
break down before the overwhelming evidence of plain facts
experience. A prominent member of the Coaching Club re-

is

two four-in-hands to
which the moral is for all to

building

or

Galium,

lb, nil
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ah, (la.
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.Mats.

[tunning meeting at Saratoga. Base ball: Evansihe't.yr vs. Allegheny, at Columbus,
Rootforfl, mi.; Marion rs, Dixie, m
Aihlclic (lames ul Ilic Albion (society, at Jones' Wood.
aidiltnfl vs. Montreal, at London, (inlavi...
,.-

''M','.

T

'.':

Mii'.Mi " i'.... Mystic
Boston
Running meeting at Saratoga. ISase
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as above.
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July 28.— TrpttJtog as above. Jtuuniug meeting at SaraBase ball: Boston vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; llarifoi'il vs.
-it'ii, :it
in', mm,,
cricket.: Hamilton vs. Ottawa, at Montreal.
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In track sulkk America stands alone.
They are ...
low as 48. pounds in weight, and to catty 140
pounds. The
Earl of Kosebury recently took one home with
him to Engi
land which weighed Gt pounds, and several
others of about
the same weight, and carrying capacity have
been bought by
visiting gentlemen from Great Britain.
It is probable that;
there will soon be a

England.

ith

fashionabl
builders

ii

more equal interchange of other

The impetus
use

en

i,

American

has

The

purpose.

lately given to
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look f

styles

driving as a

upon he
every new idea.
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effect
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c— linerieum— in

place of
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British competitor
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m

the older

had thought

tires are

heafed

arranged in a

circle, by which
There are other innprovements effected
within the
past few years that point
an ultimate superi n-fty of the

secured.

is

I

built carriage

i

In view of

Style.

all

igard to

both mecbanirisin and

t

may

live

console himself with the fact that Br.
continues to turn out the buggy
r associated in the minds;
numberless Americans with many a long
ami pleasant drive,
at the rale of about three per day.

GAME PROTECTION.
The Fisukrv CoiMMisMoNh- The Ilali lax UcntlO
sums tin
the advantages for which the (Jin,
g
round compensation as follows: 1. Theprivilcire
of filhin
and of landing to dry nets and cure iish on the
of he
Dominion.
,]'
',-,
3. The liberty of
Ijmdimr ,.
,t lr1
Islands, where formerly onlv entitled ;,
V-"- ;•!",,, i,„r

towi

«®Z

The

3.

liberty of purchasi

'

f

i

fishermen,

™™|;

transhipping cargoes
md
P ° rl : 4 fh ° lm
f nhrod^'c^'f
f
oosst for drying
nets, catching bait, etc.
'!•
!
5. The
establishment of fishing stations along
3,600 to 4,000 miles of
i

'

nc ExDEWTfON.- The Swedes are preparing to
Arctic expedition under Ihc direction of Professor

Ai;.

aii

1878, goingJfrom Gothenburg!^
Sweden, to the North Cape, thence cast, through, the Polar
Sea, through Behrlng'S Straits, along the eastern and soul hern
coasts of Asia, through fcaeRedSea, Sue. Canal and the Mediter• mim AM .mi
and home again in the autumn of 1879.

ETurdenskjold.

It starts in June,

1

1

—The Editor
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These were copied by
American builders in the belief that they were French havenious.
A short lime ago Mr. Brewster came iuto the possesIt was
sion of a carriage built by Leslie, of London, in 1801.
imported on the occasion of a union by marriage between the
families of Van Rensselaer and Viscber, and has the arms of
It is decorated in thegorgeoo
both families on the panel.
style of thai day, painted yellow, lined with green, stands
high off the ground, has a lofty scat, for the driver, and
It is just the
board and straps behind for two footmen.
one associates with the early burghers of
si vie of carriage
Manhattan, and which one would like to sec rumbling down
Broadway behind a pair of high-stepping grays, slow and
pompous, and bearing the proper servants in livery. On this
carriage appear the identical handle and button supposed to
be modem products of the inventive genius of France.
"While speaking of the older styles we may mention a ca rriage of the same character as the above, made by the first
:.
fiir General Jackson.
r...
It is travel-worn and about

l.ilesville,

and

is

». 0., wrileat

much en j"'
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years old, but

be seen iu the
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mammoth

The old
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least interesting object

establishment of the successors

idea of hanging the

body

of the ve-

was suited to days when roads were
less smooth than they might have been, and the sword case
behind— an invariable adjunct of the early carriage, and still
attached occasionally as an ornament— suggests a time when
travel was more liable to interruption from the Knights
hicle

from

Of the

the

springs

Road than

Among

Hi

This looks
the

of

like a

weighty claim, but a careful
investigation
show that the Only concession for

facts of the case

which compensation can be claimed, is the right
to catch fish
within three miles of the Dominion coast
fine.
,Ye see no
reason for American fishermen landing
to cure fish or dry
nets.
Certainly, the right to land at the
Magdalen Ishnds is
"f "
daadvahtage
Canada, and the liberty oi
r|

i

,

e,

foreign ports for

,! c
,„ Befisaries of life
constitutes no claim"
such being the usage the world over; and
who profil
bythipprovincial shop-keepers, residents of
Canada, or the
United Btates Government? The United
States have thus far
" lll >' 11 ""'
"romd)
mim m,' Labi-ador,
audit is double
tulit thc\ desire to laud for the purpose
,,r drying u
as im te establishment
fishing stafJwis, we
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ports.

With regard to the in shore mackerel fishing, we have
say that Canada fixed a value for this
when lio
establishcd-before the treaty was
Have not our Canadian in

made—at
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cheek to make a claim of .ftl.
:;;)3 annually, after
the
admission of all sorts of lish into the market as „
this very in-shore fishing':'
And that, too, lor n-

'
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About

handle appeared at the same time.

e.

send out

revival.

A

i

.,.'..,

read.

be nothing more than a

n years ago a Parisian invented, or thought he invented, a
button for the lower end of the jointed bracket used
peculiar kind of doer
opening and closing a laudau.

'."

ville vs. l-'aii'L.tiik, ;o iIum.'.j.m;

.

These are

Itiscurious to notice that, as in fashions, a fancied originality

frag, at Saratoga.

;

in

order.

iculiar

Athletic vs. Phi
Brooklyn; Manch

|e;

let,

.

ineinnati

.

-,,,

now

Eng-

mechanism, there is something about the American piano
which the European maker cannot imitate. One important
point is the seasoning of the wood used iu making the instrument, an operation which is never so thoroughly and perfectly done in Europe as in this country.
The fact gives the
American coach builder a similar advantage, and partially
explains h ow he. has been able to combine, to such a
wonderful degree, strength with lightness. As to workmanship, there is literally nothing done elsewhere which cannot be
done here. To import carriages from England is, iu short, lo
guilty of an act that offers no benefit of any kind as a
compensation for its folly. They cannot stand the climate of
America, by reason of the insufficient seasoning of the wood,
and have no superiority of style or mechanism to counterbal-

I eunion and Pic-

mfeliowB'

Indianapolis vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Chelsea vs. Orange, at Orange
Alaska vs, Americas, at West Brighton; Osceola vs. Active (deal mo
i,
Jm; Nameat Jersey City
Upper vs. Lower Floor Prod. Ex., at IS
less re. Lafayette; at BrooKJyn; Star of Syracuse vs. si. Louis, at St.
'.ii'lv
Lynn,
Mass.
of
Bi
Louis; Rochester vs. Live Oak, at
Regatta
the

ii

is

of Tea-cart, of a

-

,''•'."'.

ii'.

This

Of these the four-in-hand is fadle princepx. It
thought that because the model is English, in England alone
can the carriage be built. This is erroneous, both in logic
and in fact. America possesses advantages which England
never enjoyed, and never can enjoy. Piano making and
coach building are parallel cases. Apart altogether from the

•casionnlly proves to

'.'

that the fashion

from England.

is

simple facts of
Mnortetis, at Jersey

mm

certain quarters
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style

certain popularity.

datdcts scarcely require special mention, exqepl
lure, towLicha.il
already been made,

:

So com-

to popularity.
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way

particularly the case with vehicles of distinctively

Brewster

,

then-

Brewster that, although he could turn
out an excellent carriage, he could not build a four-in-hand,
and ordered one for himself from England. The imported
" trap" has already several times undergone repairs, and Mr.

.,..',

nio, a< ,loie

Amodified

mands a

many improvements have

cently informed Mr.
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result is that

there prevails of importing carriages

more

Advertisements should be sent

an!

oak-colored whiteehapel lined with drab.

some and less showy trap is painted

been introduced from England into America, and that styles
which, a few years ago, would have been regarded with cold-

BlDle.

I.'.

bow

The

investigating.

InBiile pages, nonpareil iy;
Special rules (or three, six
i."
..M cents per line.

to us, will

by British builders

heavier styles followed
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ness, are rapidly
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ii

Besides having a pronounced opinion in the
matter of strength the Briton was found to possess certain ideas

2888J

for clubs or

oil'

its

it.

for the display of a great deal of taste in thcpainiing, tit
tings
and trimmings of the whiteehapel. A very " nobby" turnout
consists of a bay horse with silver-mounted
harness and

decided merits.

NO. 103) I'Ut.TON

111 (Old

the massi veness of

all

He

age traggy.
arrangement of the springs is
iple.
The machine is built to es rj fb u pel
and the weight, while adds little to the uorsi
increases the comfort and easiness of driving.
m ,m
There
sons,

indifference, and the carriage still
ornament to his show room.
It represented a
change too radical and thorough to lie accepted as an improvement.
Time has shown, however, that, Brewster merely anticipated the revolution which took place a few years later.

remains

tie,

very far r.
av
exceeding

work was received with

ids
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n

of the

object of the builder was, as a rule, the produc-

springs and investedit with

RISK' l-i.tukk, T
ANDTHE Imoui e
in in t-Boui; lli

the

heavily

tion of carriages which should represent the minimum of weight.
and in proportion to his success iu that direction was the favor
of the buyer. When, therefore, eight or ten years ago Brcwsster, of Broome street, built a carriage upon the model of the
English family coach, suspended it by straps from heavy

PHVOTKHTO FlELT

Sliding frame enables the body r,o be balanced
with the utmost nicety. The b
and the body has an appearance- gj
lovedfrpm the. comparatively Frail son

riiatcv

designing room of the carriage builder. For many years
American carriage -n word in which is here included every
was distinctive and peculiar, Innovation was
ehicle
resented by a public which had become wedded to certain
in the
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session,
ltmv cum minor oJIenders
lavv with any consistency be punished when it is
with imp unity in the presence nf the Inchest function-
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Gami! ProtuotioS IS New MEXICO.—^?e have received a
eppy Of the following order, which sufficiently explains itself:

Mr

HBADQUAMeUS
ir.Miinr

1

Fiikt SSIJJEn, N. M.. June

1S77,

311,

view to preserve, protect nud increase the game
f March, April, May, June, July ami

.-\ym.1i a

i

August are hereby declared close months

fur game of air kinds upon
fluting the six meoitJis specllled above of eueh yciir

nun.

of the law, or 'hasn't a soul large enough to nil lie in
the hull of a mustard seed,' lie isn't, a willful waster. This is
v.
v defense ol
poUhuutingi but to show that*sometinies the
very ones who are loudest, in denouncing this evil commit a
greater one themselves.
" To my mind, much more deserving the censure of true,
sportsmen are they who shoot birds upon their nests, who go to
Uangeley Lake and kill hundreds of trout, more than they can
possibly use and throw them away; who shoot deer because
they are so abundant and leave their carcasses to pollute the
air of a sportsman's paradise; who lie in a blind, sum as death,
refusing all chaiices for win- shots at single birds, till the
v
nl are I. addled by the acre within easy reach of the armory
with Which they are provided, and then blaze away, making
nil heals the recollection of the oldest, pot-hunter,
and then sigh that tbey did not provide themselves with a
Eev iv ire guns.
•'A trim sportsman, we, believe, is one who, while he cn'' S to the utmost
the pleasures of rod and gnu, would do
nothing to make bun a despoiler one who feels no pleasure
in waging a war of extermination- in short,, a man wdio believes that all find's creatures were intended for man's use and
benefit, and who uses them as a being endowed with intelligence and reason should."
spirit,

.i

during the close season.
Why do not those gentlemen prosecute ? Certainly a conviction under such circumstances would haveamort
ihlt at

extenuating circumstances which excuse the latter. A pot
hunter is a poor man who makes use of all he kills, perchance
clothing and educating a, family, and what would
n men do who have those nice game dinners which
we now and then read of in your columns, unless there were
tome pot-hunters V Even though he does not live up 10 the
-

President Haves.
1

the killiug and capturing by any moans of all kinds 01
liUillcd.
I'lsliing Willi neniR or net will not be allowed.
hook and line, or irot line, or In any manner excepting hy Heine or net
'•
.1.1, ueed.
observance of tlio foregoing Is enjoined upon all peraonB
upon this reservation.
W». O. roav,
First Lient.. Fifteenth Infantry Com. Post.
|

I

;

Game Laws.—Alfred
W'c are pleased to learn that the Philadelphia Sportsmen's
Club will hereafter take an interest in the preservation of fish
-

Delaware and

in lhe

assist,

the winter 10 ferret

ill

Game

friends to

much needed

ure lor the
prohibiting

all

deer bounding on their premises, and denounc-

game law

throughout, the Stale to observe the

cock

(except,

On Long

as

Justus" writes: July Fourth inn—the opening of the woodcock
inidiedr
This isa question
has already asked, and is yet tinned to better it. but as the law

When

stands

Island), until August. 1st.

..

11

1

on the

1st
rood of to

now on account

are not there

Of

Chime
is

era.

Thelloboken sportsmen are going to
handed to the next legislature, which

President, have issued a placard, giving in convenient form a
digest of the New York game laws, seasons, etc.
copy will

— A meeting of
held on the

to the President.

Inclose postage stamp.

the South Brooklyn Sportsmen's Club was

2lilh of

June, and the following gentleman were

John
Paul A. Bassiuger, Sec; Aaron
Bowie, Jr., Vice-Pres.
Wittmau, Tress.: Jacob Wallers, Sergeant at Arms. Also a,
vole of thanks was given the late President, Mr. Gus Boyseu,
lor his great, interest ami untiring efforts for the success of the
elected as officers of the club: Geo. E. Lloyd, Pres.:
;

club.

the

—

NorfoVc, July 0.
In your issue of 5th inst.,
misquote the game law of Virginia, as passed at
As your error may lead

VrStfMKlA.
yotl entirely

session of the legislature.

last

some of your readers

hand you herewith a corn
iopj of our laws pertaining to game and fish, as issued
by our State, association for the. protection of fish and game.
S. It, White,
Very truly yours,
inlo trouble, I

1

Pres't.

why

[Then
tight

We copied

?

Norfolk

in thunder don't

your

Game

Protective Ass'n.

papers print thelaw

local

from one of them.]

it

— Ossiumg

writes from Sing Sing
"Your correspondent,
Of,* says, in your, issue of June 14.: 'I fervently trust the
v.Tsinon of Michigan and other places where wild
..'II;

:-:

i

I

-.

I

all

have yet

New Jersey.
petition to be

•

lire]

will

—

Texas.— ttwjw-s Christy June 29. Deer skins are coining
now by the hundred, the carcasses being left on tbe prairie
Men arc shooting youDg turkeys
as food for the vultures.
and half grown quail every day but there is no way of stophave plenty of game now, and we
ping it, without, a law.
ought, to have pleuty alwui/s, and now is the time to commence to protect them. 1 believe the Forest and Stkeam
jlsd Rod akd Gun will do more to educate the lovers of the
gun and rod up to a noble, generous and manly practice of the
same than anv other agent. Then we can get a game law
through the Legislature; now the people laugh at it,
"The
idea," they say, "of a law that shall provide wheu a man
!"
shall go shooting
in

;

We

:

:

:':!
.
!
V'.'i
leef-Vv,
,\
VI
Hi.
10 cliiiIV
g
nently successful in putting a stop to the barbarous practice.'
I echo that sentiment cordially, as 1 would any other that
tends to prevent the destruction of game wantonly or out, of
season: but I am afraid that success'! u bat direction will be
impossible so long as influential sportsmen and 'gome
favor the practice— nay more, send agents to the nestlectors
ing grounds with instructions to procure birds at any cost, and
in any quantity, because the great society of Sportsmen and
game proteotors ol New York want an almost unlimited
number to kill at the Sportsmen's -\vs.„i;ei,.ns when they meet
for thy purpose of having a grand good lime, and devising
methods for the more; efficient protection of game.'
'•These same most enthusiastic protectors are doubtless highly
delighted when they read in their Journal 'devoted to protection
of game and the inculcation of a healthy interest, in outdoor
recreation such welcome intelligence as this: "J'hr association bave quite a number of parties out (after pig on
« tio are
using due diligence, anil encouraging news was received from
Wisconsin iL:. iiv/itac ],i._.-:,i
i„ s nl, but touk to flight
.

The

altered

the signature
of a great many influential citizens.
Clul
lUghoat New
isoii extended
Jersey r should do the same and have the cl<
the idea of one
to the 1st of October.
I here like to menl
of our leading sportsmen, that it would be the best law to
have the close season of all game, as quail, ruffed grouse, woodcock and rabbits from Dec. 15 to Oct. 15. The latter date is
late enough for the first brood of quail and grouse, and it is
no use whatever to legislate for the second or a lale brood of
quail, as you will often find birds on the 15th of November
not bigger than sparrows.
fSTow is the time to act.
United we might accomplish much
before another slaughtering period begins with tbe next 4th
of July.
Justus.

A

on application

sent

lie

:.

the

—The- Hudson Piver Association
ami Fish, Of which Mr. John 1!.

Ncwbnrgh,

,'oodcock.
and up to
yet they

gr.

•ell

win

over the country, as they lind feeding g
cornfields and hundreds of other odd plaei
to hear of a heavy bag iu cither Long Isl

of

i.

'

i

'-,1

'

i',
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Some

RAWLINS

station on the Union Pacific Railway,
two hundred miles west of Cheyenne, deriving its chief
importance from the fact that, the railway has a. round-house
and some shops here, and that it is the supplying point for fb e
Snake River mines in northern Colorado and the shipping station of the ranchmen whose cattle range through the valleys of
Snake, While, Green and minor rivers in northwestern Colorado andtlieadjiieenl parts of Utah and Wyoming. Seventy-live
or a hundred thousand head will probably be shipped this summer eastward from this point, for which three, or four cents a
pound will be received, cash down. The ''round-up," as the
is

collection of each

a

little

man's

cattle out of the wide-spread, miscel-

'

what Iscc from my

,

....

i

When

they do Settle, for bhe purpose of laying heir eggs and
raising their brood of young, how these 'parties' will' scuop
and wbat glorious fun those refined and intelligent
Shooting them! "What nice medals
some of them will win and with what 'honor' some of them
v, led!
Funny, isn't it, that the masses don't, take
ore activi interest in the work of protecting game when
I.

''

'l

1

laneous herd

is

called,

is

now taking

Some

place.

of these

!

'..

1

i

ii

White Kiver

cattle will

no doubt be found

to

have strayed half

way

across the plains, three or four hundred miles frornhotne.
This point is on the very dividing ridge between the drainage of the Atlantic and Pacific, albeit in a valley, and lhe altitude of the town is about eight thousand feel. But one would
ii know himself lobe so high, and least of all imagine
i

.

,

I

was in the very heart of the Rocky Mountains, seeing
him only drab stretches of rolling sage-brush plains, unH
on some higher point he could See beyond, where

hat he

,

il

about,

:,

i

li

••ldoni think much

.-,

i.

,!'..,

pot

who are more
i;

blamable than

.

t|i

I

'

...

;

think, give

1

tent door.

A

idea,

of

are barkless

twigs are thickly covered with thorns and prickles. Frequently
one has nothing else to burn for days together, and bleeding
hands bear witness to the pain with which
is gathered
but
ij

;

burn, well, Hie wood having an oily quality which makes a,
]f you can stand the pungent, medicinal odor
of sage, there is no more enjoyable tire out, of the, pine woods.
it

lev, bright, blaze.

These plants cover the dry and desolate regions, their tap roots
sometrmes penetrating thirty feet to find moisture, and between

them

the white alkali dust is poorly concealed under bulfalo-

gi'.iss.

and

bmstles

and

many

caoti; but

flowers of delicate pattern

hues are to be found everywhere.
the Ordera
Oomfrasitm and Legumtnosm are most numcromly represented.
Along the banks of the few creeks there is even some sort of
brilliant

turf, green as emerald after a shower, hut soon becoming sere
under the blazing sun which shines unclouded during most, of
the short summer.
This season, however, has been unusually

the climate resembling

late,

hat very graphic description of

I

Park given by a San Juan miner whosuid that there

Baker's

they had a "nine month's winter, and three months damned
lutein the fall!"
But the sun shines now, and we are happy.

During a ten-day's stay here I have thus had an opportunity
to see something of the animal life of the sage-brush, although
not, to

study

The

in the least.

it

antelopes are

pastures.

Tbe does

forth their

little

now moving

about rather than seeking the
which to bring
are slowly proceedhaunts, while the bucks are going about

are seeking retired spots in

oncs.or, with

young fawns,

summer
much by themselves.

ing to their

We see their pretty heads and
white rumps above the sage-brush, and usually it is not, dim to get, a shot at them.
We have had pror.g-horn steaks
every day. They are mostly fat and tender al this season, hut
cult,

being shed and their hides arc of no use. They
at all limes, being worth less than
Cheyenne.
Black-tailed d.-er and their fawns are also about, and our
hunter, the famous "Mountain Hurry" Yourit, has kept our
table supplied with this also.
Over on Separation Mountain,
yesterday, I saw hundreds of fresh tracks of deer and also of
elk, which are still plentiful all through here.
Both animals
keep in the little gulches rcachingup and down thesides of tbe
mountains, where tin: pretty quaking aspen forever trembles
its green and silvery leaves, and a rank vegetation of rose
boshes, alders and service berries, with flowors between, are
kept bright by the rills front the snow banks wdiich lie all summer under the browT of the mountain.
Afterward when wo
had proved the elk-tracks to lead out of the place on a gallop,
as though he had been frightened, looking down into the valley from tbe top we saw three men acting strangely, and upon looking closer, with our field glasses, saw that they were
staggering off under as much as each could carry of elk flesh.
They were at least six- miles from anywhere, so that by the time
tlio

hair

OK

comparatively worthless

is just,

forty cents in

they got to the settlement they must have thought their game
dearly earned. I hear llmt several bands of elk were seen from
the railroad traiu early yesterday morning just below here, and
along the open country north of here they arc said to be abun-

dant.

Besides the antelope and sage-hares the only game wdiich can
common hereabouts is the sage-cock (Centroccrm urophasianw), of which one may kick up a hundred in

properly he said to be

two hours.
The sage-fowl are our American representatives of the Old
World pheasants, and the only bird in this country properly
entitled to the name of " pheasint," notwithstanding that the
grouse get. it so widely.
You find them everywhere on the
sage uplands, and their nests are easily discovered, particularly
when tbe mother-bird is sitting, for then she will not rise from
her eggs, which are laid in a rude nest on the ground, until you
have well nigh stepped upon her. T have seen one sit as quietly as
a stone, while I rode by within twenty feel, trusting that her
gray-and-black dun-colored plumage would conceal her by
blending with lhe ground and the bluish Stems of the bushes.

me from her treasures by tricks
and manoeuvres. The eggs are as large as a domestic hen's, and
every instant and fry to lead
are

marked very much

from twelve

to

vim. I]
splendor. Inr ami tush,

Thisgrowfh

of sage-brush

iuasofi bluish
ple in

i

In-

shad.

dies.s,

and grease-wood

warm and misty

The

opinion that

young are

in tlte sunlight,

at.

As soon

up without

The young

its

I.T.U

peep

like

know how

a
to

it is

usual lo see

hi

fifty will

;

v

sage-fowls together,

be flushed

at, once, but
fall they congregate into large II,
has been said that this bird rises from liieground with

the
It

half of June:

first

many

the small flocks will usually consist of those of a single sex.

Sometimes, though, forty or

bare spots on the hillsides, between the
'

a,

trying to escape, or struggling in your baud.

are hatched durning the

season

I

.

.

'

and have

as tbey are born they

,

i

There arc

the nest, and hunters here are of the
least, often lay in the same nest, The

behave and understand the mother's language, running and
hilling iu perfect stillness unlit they are assured of safety by
the parent's voice.
At such times, if yon arc quick enough to
to catch sight of one of the little ones, you may go and pick it

and
and pur-

wo hens.

like those of the turkey.

in

drab, spotted with brown,

barnyard chick.

At, Ibis

clothes the bills

I

twenty

,
,

The bushes

it,

i
,

an excellent

closer view of the sage-brush

and ragged, the Stems split all into shreds as though dead for
is a wonder that any sap can find its way
ten years, and
through to nourish the dense growth of dusty gray foliage and
scraggy twigs which surmoimts the rough stems. The greasewood is even worse to bundle than this shag hark stuff, for its

lift tlieir

Ami sapphire ernsviis nl
lino the air around him."

the}

ii

|i]

••—The snownioniiiiuns

...

urotei

rule, butthereare
-gentlemen sportswho have time and means to visit the most game ahound"iii all the modem appliances of sport, and del.i. v, I,
fjCCaUSfi they eaiue for that purpose v..
'mi they have anv use for
band
they do

people

men

ol

xii.,

discloses a scene altogether unlovely.

I

,

orested with a silver snow-

of the lithographic illustrations in the Pacific Rail-

i

grounds arc rather wet, and so the wooden

Wiltsie,

the 1st of

the solid blue of the. far mountains,
line.

road Reports, volume

pretty

and Millard Ten Eyck.
for the Protection of

On

b; lore.

ye
Although the birds were pit
the last week in June on their

Lathrop

P.

m

It

'

;

Homeyu

si

F(

i

li

Horace Sjlsby; Vice-President, James P. Law,
rotary, J. T. Miller, Jr. Treasurer, Milton Hong,

leal,

Executive Committee, John G. Hosier.

for final adjudication.

l

August, when the lawful time to sboot
woodcock are just beginning to moult,
weak if not weaker than early in July,
whether they are slaughtered" on the 41
ot August, for slaughter iii. v
is Qi
i,iu the entire broods in a
is
la1
d iwt

it

wood-

—The Seneca Gun Club i,,, sheen Organized a! Seneca Falls,
with the following well-], ai
gent
ai n as Officers-:
:.

thai

W'kst Hop.otuw, jN
fulgurates our shoot ii

which poor Frank

V. Pierce, Esq., President of therjew York Stale Sportsmen's Association, has issued a warning to sportsmen and dealstands amended, which prohibits the shooting of

to fish for trout,
vrukibitimr the capture of trout iu
nis is invalid and cannot, be enClub, of Pulaski, determined to
... Qtt red suit agaiosl him.
ver the result, tlie case is to be

carried to the Suprei

slaughter!

ft.

game

understood

ft is

Valley, Oregon, Lave, as a meas-

protect ion for deer, published a card

now

Salmon River

visit "bis pli

forced. The Salmon
bring the gentlet

—

ers in

Perry, a wealthy resident of Redficld,
has been in the habit Of inviting

I

in the vicinity.

it

Y\,

claiming that the Sta
Oswego county fo:

Protective

Theclub employs defectives
out dealers who violate the game laws.

Mohawk

—'I 'he eitfeens of

ing

the West-Jersey

Oswego county, N.

enforcing the law.

1
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1

the speed

grace of a grouse, and the loud whin- of their

aVifi

cho nl

:i

i

i

Hie nerves

iii

Which makes them

al the competitive trials en ',,
Q lo go to Creedmoor.
\Y K are aware that some people bold that provision
ought to be made for what is called a fair representation of
cai
(agree
with
id Scotland
this view.
Wo
We
want to choose the best men, and il is. or ought to be, a matter of perfect indifference whether those best men turn out to
be Englishmen, Irishmen or Scoiehnieii.
No rule should be
laid down as to any particular number of men of each nationality being admitted into the team.
place iu the team
should lie open to any rifleman of the United Kingdom who
shows that he can shoot better than his fellows.

unison with

ihrill in

:

ii

.

il

'i

Bpeciallj rnoditted to suit this soft diet, soft- that

is

for a gal-

a,

;.]„; i.
,hoeo„isc, clc :ui lliisr;i,r.;,„ ndcli-hl
Mi. Taylor is an enthusiastic Bporteman and natgyi
His room abounds in the implements of veneryand
uralist.
ansling, and Hie trophies of the chase, from which, with his
inlelligent aid, one can get a fair idea of Ihc birds and animals
,

Zhtti.hu's BlPLB

'

i

'i

'

1

,

.

i

';,

12

a,

be worthy of the

of the

skill

14.— Saturday

Jul!/

;

p.

ai.

;

Creedmoor, and the riflemen out

at

topic of talk in the protest in

|

prize ot

day of moment

Rifi.e Ci.iui held their Weekly shoot July 10, at
207 Bowery, 100 feet, offhand, at ClWdmnor target reduced,
for a bull's-eye badge, presented by Mr. li. Zettler, A 001 n§
master of the club.
.Most bull's-eyes during July take the

had quite an exciting
Times match,

lilth

competition for Sharp's

The wind was from

$250.

a

Spirti of the

hi

I

Tuesday's weak opened with the
but so puffy and unsteady that

medal.

the 11 o'clock quarter,

were qtdte out
of the. question, and the shooters were compelled to be content with the following record.
There were 10 entries.
Open to all comers; any rifle distances, 800, 900 and 1,000
yards; 15 shots at each distance
no sighting shots or previous practice on the day

of

match; one-quarter of the

the

money

entrance

awarded

to be

highest score, the winner of

the lowest, 73, at

to

he competitor

I

Notice hj Si'OKTSMKH.—Having received SO many communications

W" At Faiixnv,

us for information iu regard to our six-section bamboo trout,
grilse anil salmon roils, we liuve prepared a circular on the
, !.
vmeii we stall take pleasure iu forwarding to any address.

'.
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JJailai-a Oreeii

Bern Cr

.

Klein

59
03

-

i

U00 yds. 1,000 yds.
oil
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186
1*3

61

fiis

Total.
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Pis
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-
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,
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X
7
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F

/.filler
Ifllhariua
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A
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Holler
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CTU.JsOD
PFeni.iDg
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47
47

D

I.Bei.k

B

if,
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a Selmrmao

Beiles
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4
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S
4
3
4
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many

profes-

43
41

M B Euijcl
to K A M
40
West Side Gun Cur.- A firm -class club of amat, m hoc
ing men has been organized on the upper part of the city.
r.

The

list

of

members

',

is a

men, who wish

sional

WaJBSJetreU, Bern Greed

n.rKini;
,

CD

the prize to fead the scores at

each distance:

P'ts

Wm

-class scores

iirst

800 yds.

i

The fourth oompetition rot
comers, look place Friday even-

all

this

i

was

last

in

temperature was 96 deg.. at 3 o'clock

.

II

medal to be won by the best score of
centres '10 points), Creedmoor rules, ten shols each em rei
be won three times.
Il has been won once by M. Lennon.
once by P. Feuning, once by Win. Brown and. last compel inoii, by .1. Miireh, and will be shot for every Frids
EVi ai is
until finally won.

.--»*.
Creeomoor,

;

mean daily temperature, at New Smyrna:
The highest
he mouth of June, was 81 deg. 45 m.

.July Kith;

ing,

;

i

I

o.-lioluy.
Vll

(Uii.kuy.

a tine gold medal, open to

i

i

r-.o

Wii..,, A

i,

•

i'

61

:-

lisconUKi

RJ

mutch at Wimbledon which should
famous American small-bore

to be dillictill to ai range

,

I

si.ills.ni

HP Hart

hi

61

shots.

1

Noooe villi an atom of interest in hunting
of all this region,
can resist the charm suggested by his stories, or refuse to
promise to accept bis hearty invitation to ulfow him to act as
Hi'
nidi al lire first opportunity.
his scribbling can't last forever, much as there is to be
I.-S'dhil
i;i
Tlrip through the game-abounding
ahoul
of Wyoming, a; Iain about undertaking.
More
i, iii.n
in
Ernest Ixgeesole.
anon

T

'

I

,,

that

TEAM

nbwaur tram

i

p'sidei of Fiiiikst and Stimsam, who has the finest
Taylor,
mounted specimens of a pair of these birds that 1 have lately
eis making a special roll-el ion of all he birdsTelatCd
i

and show

close,

:

RDl'HE&TJJR
63 G
oa

SAServls

are glad to see that these visits to and from the rillcraen of the United Slates bid fair to
m miiual iosti
tution.
It,
is, we believe, understood that the rein
riflemen will not he represented in England thin year, but we
hope that in 1878 they will return the visit which Sir Henry
Halford and his men are preparing to pay them.
It ought not

Their flesh is not .good eating.
It is tough
linaceous bird.
and tainted with flic medicinal flavor of the Bage.
When in Cheyenne, the other day, I called upon Mr. Frank

r

came wonderlully

FtTimivn
CE Rider

We

.

:

results

are well mat died, standing
,r

A

I

f,

The

tl

tingle

Their Bight is swift and arrowy,
From the
but not long continued, and they -drop suddenly.
noise of their wings in flight 1 can understand that their drumming in the spring, when they are .strutting about their lady!
i-.i|":-n iin
!".
n ucli louder and more whack
However,
have never hud an
fog than that of the grouse.
opportunity of beating it.
live
altogether on the liutls and leaves of tha
The sage-fowls
and some other herbs, and their digestive organs are

and

:

FOREST AND STREAM.

408

court the publicity of
Park, Nile it;
are E. Schwi ei
Lippe, Secretary.

strong one. including

enjoy Ihe sport, but do not care to
edrhoor.
Headquarters arc at Elm
reel and -Ninth avenue.
Thi

lo
1

!ri

ui

Berber, Treasurer;

l>.

,

J.

II.
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Berges, N J. vs. .1 am mca, [j. I.— The crack shootrangemen of the Bergen Point KihV Association :H i,i n l(
Jamaica Rod and Rifle Association mel for the return match
al Bergen POrul July 10, and resulted in a New Jersey victory.
;

M.i

I.

tell e

!>.'>

c.i..

llil

Isi

EH
K

Aubey

V. 0. Cox, 1,294. - Ado.

&

i.m

iikik, -IS

HKHIiKS TEAM.

h .M

the

the Vice-President of the association, informed the long-range

men

that such

The Volunteer S&fiiim Gazette, the organ of the rifle shootingdnterest in Great Britain, has a very fair editorial on ilie
coming inlernalional match in its issue of June 0, and puts

From

important mieBtione i» a very sensible way.
we quote as follows:

several

Hie full text,

know

thai the Council of the National
tation has this year determined to organize a team
the United Kingdom to go to Creedmoor in
i, i.ie-eiiiing
Septamher^aud there to contend for the International Cbalthat our
li appears to us quite unquestionable
',
trophy,
I, o
to be represented at Creedmoor by the nest possihe little group of islands
i,i,
i,
i;u winch we can draw from
Il

is

satisfactory to

.

I

To others it seems that the
the United Kingdom.
ljujied oughl i" be disunited pro tempore, and that three
,,
luisoI Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotchmen, respectively,
I in ted
States,
Should uphold our marksmanship in the
llie.vcver. Sir Henry llaltord, than whom a more competent
Captain COUld not bu found, is this year about to get up the
Irani he. can Irom England, Ireland and Scotland COIUwe

],',

call

no doubi thai he mac get together a
team Which will be iound hard to beat even by the brilliant
We hear nothing this year of any re
American marksmen.

We

believe thai the Irish accept the leadership of
Sir Henry Halford. and we have uo reason to doubt that the
Jt would corlninly be most
Se.,n h will lollow their example.

strieiioiis.

dent

for the olio-yards

upon the com-

their score

Tin- rule of

t

lie

be referred toljie Executive Committee, who, no doubt,
sustain tin- protest, the case nine almost similar lo the
out. of Van llciiscn in the contest for the Schuyler,
& Graham prize, on August 19th last, by which decision Col. \\ ingate. then using the bogus n one ol Ceo. Wood,
The scores of the ten-shot competition
look the iirst place.
for the Spirit <'fl.hr. Twnes medal, at 800 yards, B
will

I

B
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\
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simiiis S|h.i-i
MiariiH S|iorl
Mnmr, hlnirin N">rl
Kover (.') siiarp- s|„,n...
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W C KetKly, Mem Mil
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M
M

for ihc Irish American trophy took
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Mrs. Wm, Pierce, the wife of a member of the club, made
the following score al 500 yards rest, Reminston Greedmoor
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Frogmook, New Orleans, July ll.—I send you below the
champion score of the world, made by an individual and a
team of six. At a meeting of the Governing Committee, of
v. ici n(. Citv liiflc Club. July 6, it was resolved to select.
H
team ol sis o shoo! for the bronze medal of theN. R. A.,
also that the same six shoot against
,.,i acore to win
that of the
the highest score, on record of six men, which is
international match.
Trish and Scotch on the flrsl day of the last
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day opened
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of the National Ttiile Association, having no funds applicable lor the expenses ol a euteiaiiiil team to America, appeal to

Vekjioot, Rutland, July 16.— Rutland Rifle Club were out
on Saturday, the Utli, practicing over their 500-van Is inge
Flic SDOres wars very fair considering the last fly-3 shots
v.ctt
fired in almost darkness.
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team of the Fortyninth Hastings have challenged the 1 orty-eighth, of Oswego,
to an international rifle contest, the first match to be shot at
Belleville, Canada West, on August ihc 9th, and the return
in Oswego on the 11th.
OOB&EcncvT— Bridgeport, July 13.— lnvitationskoot, with
vs.

the week,

4
5
5
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83

Scott have entered for
the Centennial team pompetitons as the representatives of the
flarylaud Krfle Club.

and Dr.
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meeting thus tar is reported as being
very successful and the shooting in the first stage for the
Queen's prize exceptionally good.
V. Canfield. Jr.,
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Short range match: Conditions— Second competition for
the Sharp's' long-range rifle, presented by the Sharp's Rifle
Company. Distance, Son yards rounds, 10 rifle, any within
Possible score, 50
entries in".
the rules,
40
44
WHJMflcsop
John A Lowell

F

will comprise the above gentlemen, will. Mr. James
Buckley as captain, the latter gentleman acting in hat
capacity in the above match, adding a trreal mntrv points lo
the scores by bis careful watching and good judgment of
wind. They will leave lure uhoui. the irr'.ddii of August Ar
Creedmoor." Why don't, the managers settle the dale definitely when the inter-State match is to take placer
[Date fixed
between Sept. 10 and 13.—Ed.] The following are the scores
made on the 8th.
Col John Glynn, Jr.
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asecond v

pounds.
On asecond Sa'C'thu sam^'day IWloh
struck another, which after a sever,- ;j_i
turned the scales at four hundred and'Tii'li'v n-'ni
ing sword-fish is trow a favorite amuse
n
" "" J
guests of the hotel at the pier
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bsey— Kitmy's Ashley House, Barneaat T„h, ir
Best catch of blue-fish during the past week sf \V y lS'"^
fishing has been fair.
First crab
lu " tlJ)
°
and sea bass biting good.
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FOREST ^AND STREAM.
?

410
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Fi-m.\v..
Mr. A. Boyce, ol No. I". Whiiehall street.,
and Messre. Wjlderand Bcnderson, of. Brooklyn, Lad
fiueflshingon Wednesday, July UtU, oH Rockaway "Shoals.
Whilflthey were almost becalmed, tljey drifted into a school

citv,

of blue and weal Hsu, and caught fifty-two in all, one-third or
Mi. Boyra coughl two weakfishai
woakfish.
a ligbl rod and reel, that together weighed ten
pounds— tlir smallest lish caught weighed 4 lbs., and the largest 1" lbs.
Where the joke conies in: four or five. " fresh young men"
promised to go with tlii'.m andtake a lesson in foiling, none of
Whom were on hand nt the time of starting: it is only necessary to add that the laugh wa.s on those that did not go.

which were
once, on

(TiamsiliN (Y.mu.u. Pabk.— Alderman Cole, July 10, offered a series of resolutions in the Board setting forth that the
"largfl lake in the Central Park has become overstocked with
lish of several varieties to such an extent as to render the water turgid and unhealthy, and to militate against its attractive.
Ei -- ami beauty," anil that " much amusemen! and recreation
might be afforded a great many of our citizens of piscatorial
ii
permitted to indulge, if only occasionally, in the
sport of augling in the waters of the lake under the most stringent rules and legulations to he prescribed by the Park Corn
mtesioners." The resolution concludes with a rcqucBl to the
Department of Parks to "take into consideration the propriety of permitting residents or this city only to Jake nsb by
angling from the waters el tin large lake in the Central Park
near tin- Casino, and to report the result of their dclib.
to this hoard as soon as possible."
mo.
A vole was then taken, but the resolution was lost.
lion to reconsider, however, 'Was carried, so that the matter
in brought up.
•

I

A

what to do with, when, late in the evening, we came upon an
old mountaineer, sitting al tneheadof a lovely pool, fishing
for dear life,
Bo had been hard -it work for Borne three
hours, he told us, and had hut one Iront, one sucker, ami a
small fall tish.
We came plunging down the rough mountain
spur that jutted into the Stream 80 closely as to force us lo
climb, waded the ripple to our ancient fisherman, whipping
the pool its we crossed, landing three fine trout each.
Such
astonishment as was depicted on the Old fellow's countenance,

away

was rare to see.
his question.
to an exclamation

••
Wen' sort o" ha't you got, mister?" was
showed him the collar, when he gave vonl
more remarkable for t-Tsenos of expression
than piety, wrapped his line on his pole, put onhisbrogans
and struck for home. I have had this experience repeated
several times, and the result has ever been the same.
From

We

lish hundreds of times by worm-flshing in this [ashion during
•lunc and .July iu the Scotch and Border streams.
Of course
hot. neither are all windy-.
all dayB in those months are not
but rely upon it that there is no thy in these months on which
the angler with worm will nol till a much heavier basket than
is possible for ihe fly-fisher.
-SeWs Life.

The remarks of our English contemporary apply also to
American waters with slight variation as o season (which maybe said toextend from July 1st to August 20th), "and • a
as to high latitudes, where them,, ml, of June is the best of all
for Hy-Mshing— notably in the .Vpigoii Kiver, on the north
shore,,!' bake Superior,
As to worm-fishing up slream or
down, a good rule to obSBrveJwould be, not to fish against. Ihe
1

wind under any circumstances,
wind being

wise, the

if

be avoided; other-

can

it

fivoral.le, to

current be swift, and up stream

down

lish

stream,

if

Ihe

As between

he sluggish.

if it

wonn-tishing up stream and fly-fishing up stream, the former
the raveno
unmolested h\

would be

of

tr

preferable.

— .-a—

Mr. Henry Dj-er has been testing one of Cunt. White's

nldet
to the wield
iloi
LT
music of the
the trout
s. anon getting up
brook, or the yarns'..!' your hi
to cook just one more lish as y.
ivesyou a pat-tine
reminder, or to refresh yourseJ
decoction of cold
water, sugar nml anything cist
ve handy. These
are pleasant things-, "and the
thai happen to most
of the sportsmen in the Shenandoah Valley not mtfrequently.
rOing to happen to some six of us week alter next
be, 25") up ill the valley of the Cow-past tire- -another of those
Euphonious names— and if von like I will send the particulars:
or, if you ever throw tt line in bright waters, conie down and
will give you a hearty old Virginia welcome,
fio with us.
and show you fine sport.
A.SA.
i

T 1 1

Air Beds, upon which he drilled complacently for fourteen
hours about Long Island Sound, when he was picked up by a

passing schooner and

The advantage

taken to tfewllaven.

of this bed

is Ilia! it answers equally well on kind and waiei
blown up on n steamboat on the ocean, or a lomaQo on laud,
it
is all the same, as loD.g as the occupant keeps the bed under
him.
.

If

•

Itn ii.MoNH V.m.i.ey, S. I.— Anyone desiring a good day's
The fishing never was Letter than
fishing can have it here.
Take boats at foot of Whitehall streel at 6,7,9,
at present
and 1 a, m., or 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 p, M. Stage at depot
!

—The Crossmon House is evidently taking the lead at
The proprietors are very much gratified
andria Bay litis year,
with their business thus far this season. Already they have
over a hundred hoarders, and letters asking for accommodations during the lust of the present month and the first of
Summer visitors to the St.
next, are being received daily.
Lawrence are fast learning that the Crossmon cannot be exceil, -d lot comfort.
Messrs. Crossmon & Son have reduced
the art ol conducting a tirst-class hotel to a science.— \VdterAlex,

'

N.

tw.rn,

Daily

1'.,

—Correspondent

I

G.

W.

D., July 8: writes us of the fine

found in the wilds of Forest, Elk and Jef-

trout fishing to be

ferson counties. Pennsylvania, which are reached hy

wagon

from BrookviUe, on the lied Bauk Junction of the A. Y.
is spoken of as being very
charming and romantic. A good hotel, called the Central
At BrookviUe a wagon can be hirer! to
Hotel, will be found.
The
take the visitor to Marion, which lies in Forest county.

Railroad, along which the scenery

crosses tbc Clarion lliverat the old village of Claringiou.

ftd

r

"noted

good bass and

for its

pike fishing."

Col.

Hunt keeps

a good tavern at Marion, within easy distance of which place
arc three good trout streams called the Big and Little Salmon

and Millstone Creek.
the streams

tried

all

quii.i-

small in size.

Our correspondent and several friends
and caught 105 fish tile, first day, but
The next day two iods took 150. The

opinion of our friend is that all the streams in the counties
named are fished too much, and ought to be rested for two or

He

three years.

adds that deer and bear hunting will be ex-

We

next

cellent

ANCit.iNo rot: Tr.orr wiru Worms. Providence has so regulated the laws of nature that trout take the
By host in March, April and .May: the mitmo.v best m May,
especially in the evenings, and ihe worm best in June and
July, returning again to the Hy in the months of August and
September. At least this is the case generally throughout
North Britain. In June and July, the 8sh having been
fattened by the Hies ol May. arc in the best condition, and
then the larger sized among them look with ct ntempt OU Hies;
they are too tat and lazy to trouble themselves about such
small morsels, hut will eagerly seize a goodly worm, if offered,
Now.
as it provides 'them with a meal in an easy manner.
nothing will ever persuade me that when Providence lias lints
[nttened the larger trout, it is to be supposed that they should
then be left uncaptured to die a natural death, and so be lost
Rather, the presumption
to the foo.l Supplies of the nation.
h.y are' then meant to be Captured, when they have
is that
To do this
attained full size and are, in excellent condition.
effectively and extensively in June and .Inly, the best means
Give up the old-fashioned
iu Clearwater is with 'worm.
on
ven fine
mounted
single hook, and use a Sluarl tackle,
guL Next must com" three or four lengths of thick gut, and
then the reel line, so that a proper gradation of thickness may
with worm the
in casting
ba obtained: for, note, that
throw must be made as delicately as in fishing with fly. Vour
rod must be IS feet U inches or 14 feet long, and your line
fine; the worms well secured, and tough, of a paleplukor
Toughness] infiesh color, which are the toughest colors.
sist upon, as a long line must oEten be thrown, and that occasionally against the wind.
Take the case of two anglers out for a day's Rahing in
ii!.,
one preferring the fly and the other using worm. The
morning is warm, the water low and clear, myriadhe tiv-tisher lias to contend against their attraca:-,, ailoa-. ,:"el
He fishes he streams, we will say; carefully, and at
tions
leas! captures a dozen trout, all of which are small, and by noon
The worm -fisher, on the Other
not another fish is to be had.
baud, essaying first at the bottom of the rough streams, walks
upward, casting his lure first to the edge of thostream nenresttohim, where the water is partially quiet, then i. il.e
water immediately beyond the stream, but still in the current,

-

i

taken, and how man,
These fish were all small, running from
course, unknown.
I wish you could see the "Bamsay's
to eleven inches.
Draft (" it is nearly ten miles from its source to the cultiAll this disvated land, where it ceases to lie a trout brook.
tance it tlows through a narrow gorge, between lolly mountains
T
clothed in maple, ash, fragrant pine and hemlock. L Dlike the
neither
generality of mountain streams, its bed is not rocky
rattlesnakes
and lane
for
harbor
the
laurel,
through
flow
it,
does
o jointed rodsand delicate tackle. For one who does nol like
lo he
i. run rheumatic risks by wading, there is good sport
bad picking the way along the banks. The skill of the scientific fly-fisher is not recpiired, but a light, ten-foot rod, as
many feet of good sea-grass, a box of the much despised angle
worm and a bur basket is all one needs; and, with such equipment, and a Ltttli knowledge of trout, to the fisher who will
•uarantee a full
e >me in April or May to Uu

six

I

.
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where liamcay's Draft touches

r

1

.

1

i

1

•

-

I

old,
bp.trtg takes in Ramsay's Draft, but stalely,
backed" fellows, whose power and weight-will try the strength
Of the best tackle, and the skill of the most scientific angler.
three-quarter
i siw Mir Of them two weeks ago, fifteen anfl
;.m-. lving on a silver salver. Hanked on either side,
by otic of twelve inches, giving symmetry to he picture, which
These three were caught
her element of beauty.
ii,,.
,,i
deep blue pools of the Hull pasture, at. a point
Tin; bail,
urine rises iu the bottom of the stream.
minnow or a (mgerling trout, cut intpstrips and
'these l.ig
pi died on the hook as we tix the red amde-worm.
the dwellers in the mountains, as
f -Hows are a distraction to
There is only one certain way
lisheniieu.
i..,.li l.ait
exam
I saw a htdicrou
,,
taking them, and that is the fly.
I

i

,

-i,

,

,

i

I

n'e of this
t

ii,

the

summer

of 1874, while

was

late in

Aue'
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u -il country, could
i

,
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imrade
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making

a

Mack water and Cheat counties.
n, numerous as they are in
not be taken with live bait of any kind,
anil self wen, fishing down, the Dry Perk "I
,, miii that Hows along the western b a '"

mr, with a comrade, through
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Where tbt iddii
lastly in the rough stream* itself.
rough and deep a larger worm than asnaTmusl be employed
The worm-fiiher meets hjs comrade at noon with two dozen
ami half trout, ol goods':-:-', l am speaking ei
border and Scotch waters, not. of the much-fished English
Luncheon is now eaten, while the. fish are not leedrivers.
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V1.111 Ci.t 1:.— The Long Island Yacht flub
held their annual regatta -Tuly tG, tuo course for three classes
being from off the club-house, toot of Thirty-seventh street,
Brooklyn, to and around Kobbin's reef buoy, theno to intl
around Fori I.afav.-iti and back to the place, of departure
.lioanee of ten miles— to he sailed over twice.
The cat-boats
a, lies over twice.
Bailed
We hive space for only a sumf-i.AM,
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jearched for pearls, pebbles picked up, or the geoloj
features of the river explored. The true, an?;. !
So llifi
eralh lend of all branches of natural knowledge.
time passes until 3 o'clock, and now commences the real test
between fly and worm. The afternoon generally brings a
slight breeze, without which the fly-fisher could do nothing,
for the bulk or the fish have left the streams, andaroswimmiugin shoals about, the shallow pools, lazily enjoying the
Six o'clock Minis the fly-fisher with half a dossen
sunsnino.
mil fish; possible, if lucky, he may have one or two
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the cabin

sloops, beating the
[n the first-class open boats the Susie s.
in

B. 6m, ?8s,
won, beating the Martha Munh Am, ols. In the second das,,
open boats t.ho All levoir w on, beating the Faith lSi... Sis.
ami in the cat-hoiit class the Hi Pi wins, beating the Only
Daughter 1m. 08s, The chiimpioti pennant is won by the
Susie S. as the first yacht in. The breeze was iu every respect
I

favorable.

NtwBrrBGii Yacht :Ci,nn. -For the Newburt;h Bay rewhich takes place AllgllBt 1, four classes are op.'-.i fir
The RVstisfrce to all open yachts orerS
Mi lie sec, in. to all between '33 and ','0 feet in length,
[01
nai the third class Lo all under 33 feet in length
the fourth
ClftgS is for all cabin yachts or yachts with working sails.
All
galta,

yachts.

I
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lomitabi. is the hamlet of Mc~
ider a quaint-looking old bridge
brawling lillle
a the tierce and
" Bull-pasture;'' and wherev on its bunks a large spring can
are many— there you will litnl
he found emptying and thei
have jusl spoken of as
those
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the brook trout.

the foot or the Shenandoah
Do veil, ruuning past -which,
tall sycamores,
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of their assertions.
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Tiiout Notes From Staunton, Va. —I am moved to write
to you once more, even at the risk of being tiresome, by the
quantity of trouting news that has been rife among us since
my last, Our trout s 1 have remarked before, are small, but
Out of one stream near this
.Table.
they are almost
•n by two rods in a day and a
place (30 miles) thci
tray's Draft—there have been,
half 393 out of an
of April, over one thousand
as known to me, sir
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have been circulated respecting the quality of

eports which
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the procedure of the worm-usher, equipped as
lie looks out for lilting slreleh of s.halhave .leseiibed him.
I
u'r,
,,,,.,
water Still to Ihe eve, Inil Cetllly having;, gem.
lienhe nlaei s his hack closely amongst
it.
tbrtmgll
llOV
the hushes, which frequently line me haul,, .. i- lo throw his
e--ea-:s aline ol from twenty' to
N.:-.'.
person into s'.ia.l-.-.
twonty-fonr test straight up the river, then straigbl Up the
centre of the river in hi; current, and. lastly, far Over 10 the
slight, breeze, v,
uppOse,
lie river.
other side ot
"
curls the surface, and the water varies from sis to W'
Soon thu worm is quick!
inches in depth.
best flsll ill Ihe shoal, and a very ircntle turn of the angle
This done, the angler draws his quarry
Wrist fixes the. hook.
ii.
toward him, allowing the fish to swim about as
tc shod of lish will almost,
naturally as possible; and, its
.h
their head! directed up Btream, the fish, with a
to
the
angler's
feet witho
u
drawn
may
lie
care,
tile
lj
ing the others—and so fish alter lish may- he taken without
Next Ihe li-shcrman moves onward two Ol
stirring a yard.
Let hi... wade
three steps, and oasis his line iu similar style.
very quietly so as to disturb the water as little as possible, and
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The first prizes in the lirst, second and third
$75, $50 an,! $30 respectively ; the second prizes
classes will he pieces of silver plate.
|.i a
e in the fourth class fonly oneheiuu; offered in this
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\vill be a piece of silver pis
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Dim

in

Won by the
11
itchii mn crew in 9 m.:;.r.
Second heat—J- B. 'White
and P. Pidgeon, with Geo. H. Oushman, coxswain, and Wm.
Rexter and B. P. Ilriggs, with George Lucas, coxswain.
won by a length Lime, 8 m. 38 s.
.,

1

miles.

two

A.

.silver

Hying start was made

fa

prizes foreach class.
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Harry Moore.

1.

D. Lcary,
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CM.
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Cook

.I.M.Scaver

Helen
Hecate

W.

John Simmons
A.

Ultle Charlie
Nmiiilus

K. a.

.1.

w.

II.

Isaac Sinunfls,.,

pleasant feature of the day
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M. Watson
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msiiip, between Hie favorite
eniwell. the latter a winner by a
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Americus and

yachts,

Entries:

won

in 251, mill.,

lead.

rare fur the championship of the MonYacht Club look place On Saturday afternoon, July 7th,
There were seven yachts started. The YVfrterwit.ch had the lead at the first buoy by seven minutes, which
she kept till the end, with the exception of a brush on the
home stretch. The trophy is a very handsome blue silk flag,
with M. Y. C, and an anchor worked in the ceutre. -l/i

Montreal.— The

treal

Leahy second.

bun 'oared

shells.

Entries:

Ariel

crew— A.

Smith, E. Flanders. L. Stephenson; Neptune
Lynch, P. Htiyos. O. Bogart, L. Booba
Pioneers-Sullivan, D; Leahy, P. Harrington, J. E. Brennan.
Ariels
I'.

1

3.
A',

July 12,*-

(?.,

scull race, distance '_•!
E. Nelson. D. Leahy, A. Stephenson.
Nel-

crew— C.

;

/).

'ii

1

:

in 2-V.

mill

Ni'jii

.

Fred.

Printing
s

Tire text 13 written In a oleSr, condensed style, eoaiprossiog a great amount of valuable matter into the smallest
possible
compass, and thereby meeting the demand for a pocket manual, whloU

shall be complete in scope, while

handy

In size

—

Gausm s J. Winters, J. Romer, T.jHarrington.
won in 23^ into., Califoruius second.
T.

Five-oafed and six-oared barges.
37 una., Oalifornias second.

Pioneers

Five entries.

Pioneers

won in

and form.

—

Courtney who Was to liave
Tire G-beenavoom Lake Rage.
ri iwcrl a match with Jiiley, July 14, on Greenwood
became very sick immediately after taking a class of iced tea
It is alleged that
alter his dinner, and was unable to row.
Riley
the tea was poisoned tit the instigation of gamblers.
rowed over the course alone, making the three miles in SO m.
J
47 s., pronounced ihe shortest time on record. As Courtney
did not start, all bets, except those on Riley's lime, are declared off.
Cheap
It seems hardly probable that the tea was drugged.

I

1

1

Tub Proceedings of the Province of Quebec Rifle AsBOthat" the work 01 the association has been carried on efficiently and
successfully, and that the interest in our prize meetings is on the
increase." The full scores lor the eighth annual prize, meeting held at
the Point St. Charles ranges in

August

The (Jaebec

last are given.

men

stand willing to co-operate with the Dominion llifle Association
sending a team to Creedmoor next fall, but whether any step have
been takeu wo have not yet heard.
in

In Lippincolt's Lady Blanche

Murphy continues her pleasant
"Down the Rhine." This and "Edinburgh Jotby a. S. Olbbs, are the illustrated articles of the number.
Rebecca Harding Davis begins a new atory entitled "A Law Unto Herself," and there are several other stories and sketches of interest.
The
Monthly Gossip has a sketch descriptive of the modes ot disposing of
description of a tour
lings."

the Paris dead, \yhich, notwithstanding its
treated in adecldedly readable way.

The

:

current

number

of Fur,

somewhat unattractive

Mn ami Feather

up

fully

is

to

the usual standard of excellence attained by that useful publication.
latest corrections and alterations in the game laws are given with
the usual eonipeiiiiium of entertaining matter on a variety el ...u'
-.

.

sent us by our correspondent,
ed wdic
it took place, though we untlerad the Pe liusulars were beaten.

-The American cricketers of the Lougwood Club of
Boston visited Siaten Uland, July Hi, and played the Staten
Island Club a lour-uinitig game, the result of which was a
creditable victory for Boston, with six wickets to spare,
(.f.kmantown vs S$T. Geobge—JToboken, N. ,/., Jul,/ 14.—
on by the former, with a score of 100 to 00, as follows

>\

i

The Popi

Monthly ope

,'itll

the

id

1

and

;

dented by a single inning, scoring 113, Paris scored 43 anil
The fourth id last
:ch held at London, Out., July
he Peninsmlars wa
the winners, scoring !).j atone
scored 37
Lone

1

of Dri'i'iatts.— Commodore Gilford, one of
the owners, has arrived from Canada, and proposes to remove
this vessel from the basin at Stiipleton, taking her home to
Canada. She is now being lilted out.

t

and much valuable information, which will he of beneUt to Intending
Florida immigrants. The Hook is published by the Florida Star 'o, New
Smyrna, Fia. Trice ss cents.

pastimes.

CnicK-ET,— The Peninsular Club, of Detroit, on their annual
Canadian lour, played their first match at Toronto, July !).
scores were
Peninsular, 44 and 03 Torontos, 53 "ami
July flth they met the local club at Paris, whom they
55.

.

The Oouktbsb

C

1

'

The

Hew The

at

distance
between the two cities without wheel or screw. She is called
the Alpha, and in outward appearance resembles the tug boats
which ply in the harbor. Her length is forty-three feet, beam
She is supten and a half feet, and depth alMUl eight teet
plied with a sixlecn-horse power tubular boiler, which drives
11 pump.
From the pump to the sunt and bow of the res «
tire, two lines or
pipe which strifce the water about three feet
balow the surface. The pump drives through each pipe a two
and a half inch stream, which enters the water through a.
With sixty pounds of steam the
seven eighth inch nozzle.
pump makes one hundred and eighty' strokes a minute, each
stroke driving a si ream into the outer body of water.
The
invention is the result of many years of Study, ana it is assart.
ed that it can be applied to oceai steamships with success.
ipo'i astern, and but
In rno\ ing lhroo'_rb tin; ^ ocr tli.T. i- n
slight displacement perceptible except at the bow.
By shutling off the discharge from the stern pipes and forcing the
water through the how pipes the boat is backed, and by using
one how and one stern pine she can be turned in her own
ieimt.il.
The propelling power can also be used to steer the
boat, the nozzle being used alternately as levers on the princiThe boat, consumes but a quarter of a ton of
ple of the oar.
cotd per day, and is considered to be well adapted for use ou
the canals.

title

title, is

^niioniil

<•

Star.

the

of a little pamphlet
writ en by Rev.
Q, selleek, or New .Smyrna, and gives lie experience
rathor in seeking and finding a home among the orange groves.
"
The quiet picture of Florida life as here portrayed iscertaillfj pleasanl
i" ".neat,., an ,, the evident sincerity and
eoj
on aense
Hi
writer inspire belief In his statements. There are many useful hints
is

lines second.

'-! clas four-oared shells. Entries: Noptunes—
A. Stephenson, D. Morris, O. West. M. Daly; Pioneers— P. Brennan,
K. Nelson, M. Sullivan, M. Long: California Theatre Club—

Longueuil.

Noypl Crc.vrT.— A little steamboat has arrived
York from Baltimore which was propelled the entire

By

professional.

W

Third-class

:|'.'/^;.',,.', ....,,

of Minekai.s.

Sun Book and Job

This small pamphlet contains la a convtiuieut; form an outline of all
tho esuenllula of geology, aad will bo found of value to
the strident, or

s.

Sax Francisco, July 4.— Single

Kbwpobt A'Acnr Cm n.— July 12th af Newport; course
from Loop; Wharf to Bienton R&ef and niturn four entries—
Sappho, Verona, Tilania and Minnie. The Sappho won in
i

'

'

m. 10

in 7

club house at "YVarnor's wharf.

Potomac Yacht
Twenty mile race for

VJ.,.1

1

t. sn.it'.'

1.68.3

Hum.

P.

(Hilar

Hornet

at

nol taken.

tinifi

1

i.r.M.ia

Bristol

kmg

Girdler,

1
Street.—The Cnrmansville Rowing
a held its summer regatta, July 1-lth, and opened
for four-oared gigs, the course being from the
clubhouse (163d street) to a stake boat anchored off Fort
Washington^ and return. Time 7 m. 10 s.
—For eight-oared barges, one mile dash from Fort
Washington down." Time 4 m. 54 s,
St]
Race.—Three heats between pair-oared cries: won by
Messrs. Kiiai.p ami Gushing, making the mile in il m.
4th Race.— Mile dash in sine:' sctula; won by Mr.
ilson

1.10.10

ill

i
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"MvHoviiiiN Florida"
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Smith. Baltimore:
Establishment.

With the following

.started.

7 in. IS

PAfctSADB Boat Ci.ce- RwiAwa, Jul,/ 13.— Handicap
Single-scull race for a gold medal; live entries: course, two
miles straight-away. Race close between Shaw (IS 8.) and
Jackson, the former winning by about a length. Time, til rn.

!".'.;

H.

;

"

resull

7 m. 36

l.lSH

Hi'

I.'.

bo

time.
U14.34
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C. ller„ov
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c. l). Macomber
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Actual
time

Owner.
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summary:
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Cryna and Nahasset Yacht Clubs,
Distance for tirstn'hts, eight miles; for second and tUird classes, al&

r

1

.a,..'

s ill':
aations." •• The Discovery of
is reviewed by Dr. (I. J. Fisher.
Dr. 1*401
on "Atmospheric Pressure and fa te," aad there are papers ou
the "Material Resources of Life," "The Zodiacal Light, and other subjecls. The department devoted to Correspondence, and that of Fop.
ttlar Miscellany are occupied by a variety of important topics and valuable discussions.
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eminently a Fourth of July number.

St. Ifieholas is

powder"

is

P. Hale has

"Gun-

treated of by an ex-offleer of the U. S. Army; Mrs. Lucretia
one of her lively "peterkiu" papers, telling us how "The

Peterkins" Celebrated the Fourth," and
war" is described
sketch of George t
leading paper ou "
1
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aerated, they are
•

Sccomi

elaborately

prepared pamphlet, descriptive of its numerous and famous summer
excursion routes. This road is noted not less for the perfection ot its

still in
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perplexity

any of the com!
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Tiffany
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or less poisonous matter, to

their color, notably sulphate of copper.
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and other

and on request they prepare
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Ureiir,

.Second Injung.
c Tilleyh ttusfonl
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designs

special

similar

for

purposes.
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Jlonre. Iillosl'aril

Whetliaiu h iinstoru

Timing Watches arc guaranteed

for

accuracy,

all

and are now very generally used for sporting

the principals to the malad,

EdJ

IIathSNB Reoatia.— The Vikimr Rawing Association
opened their new boat bouse by a regatta. July Utu. The
first course beine tluee-l'ourlhs of a mile and return.
1-1 Race.—Single sculls, won by Elliott in 10 m. 57 S.j
this
virtually a

over," as early in the race

"walk

and
5y.es, S; Lb, 2.

w,

'..'.'.'.'.

i

Total

Byes,

four-oared race for a silver challenge
The gig won

,

ape

plat

d for by gig and barge.

ins to

3d Race.— Simrle sculls for gold badge, won by Cook, in
10 m. 38 s., Banned! fainting alter rounding the slake.
4th Race.— This was a scrub race between the barge and
the gig, the former winning. No time taken.

Aklington Boat Cue. -Sea
TV mile, with a turn.

Junior

I.,

t'rauk Pidgeon, 1;

July IS; course

George Tiiomas,

Pidgeon won by five lengths in 3 m. 5 s.
William Rexter, 8 m. 40 s. j J.
15 s,. B. F. Bi'iggs, time not taken.
Rex-
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'o'i\.

Hutchiuso:
won by
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ter
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third was
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2: J. B. White.
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to the lateness of the hour.
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coxswain, and J. Hutchinson and J. 11.
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Central Railroad

VA.,

•

418

,,-,-

i

(

'i

ETEK FIX

a

Fa

:

COLEMAN &

R. B.

CO.

Ferryboats

ALBXASDBIA BAT, JEFFERSON CO., N. Y.
CKOSSMOX & SOX,
Proprietors
THIS HOI'SK, RECENTLY REBUILT- AND
-

elegantly

i'iin,i.'-'ln.-.l,

It is Incited in one. ol

i-

w

ii

iiu'm-m--'

op.ui
„

,i.

visitors.

lor

i,;r„i

places

in

the Thousand Islands region, e.omnutudtug an extensive view of the St. Lawrence r,mi the Islands,
aud offers every fauilitv tor the comfort, aud enjoyment of guests, outfits tor boating, hunting ant
M.-ililUg parties.
Steamers fur
..-..|,.:..,
al
I

with
Ogdenstmig Railroad.
'"

-

I

in-'

ul

I

-

-Koine, Wateriown am
apl2-nm

i

leave,

IT,

1-.-77.

James"

Klip,

N. ST., thirty minutes, and from Thirty- fourth street. E. K .fifteen
minutoH previous to departure of trains.
On
Sundays, Irom Thh iy-tourlh stroet onlv.
Trains leave Lowrlslmid Oily aa follows:

For Greenport,
stations,

Harbor, and intermediate

Mag;

m.,

at 8: 14, !):03 a.
at 1:10 a. m.

8:30,

4:116

p.

MAMMOTH PALACE STEAMERS

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.
I

principal hotels aud ticke

niiii-i

at

SUNDAYS

For Patcbogue, etc., at !>;li3 a. m.. 2:00, 4:45,
m.
SUNDAYS, 9:15 A. M.
For Babvlon, etc., at l-:;l<), 8:44, °:0:l, 11:30 \
K.. 2:00; 4:24, 4:45, 5:23, 6:D3 P. m.
9:15 A. St., 6:35 p. M.
For Port JeflVson, etc., at 10:00 a. nt., 3:30,
5:05 p. m.
SUNDAYS, !) :!ii a. m.
-,
m :,.,.,
,"
ForNortli.n'i. etc..
.;;,
5:23

Laken

BOSTON AND THE EAST.

RAILROAD.
LONli ISLAND
JUNE

CROSSMON HOUSE.
U.

IELT),

le2l_Sm

ill

HOROKN
GEO.

L.

SUNDAYS

RlcilAKI) PE.

J.OVKL1,, Agents.

ifc

ONNOR,

(

tti'u't

PasB'r Agent.

JERSEY AND NEW YORK
NEWLeave
New Yt rk via Erie Ferry,

J7-3fi

g}iwtt'<j.

-,.

,

6:42 P.

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF
CANADA

it.

SUNDAYS.

;

11:30

Por LocuBt Valley, Glen

ai.,

>..

irMU v

(Jove, etc.,

A. At., 2:00, 3:30, 4:24, 5,05, il:42 p.

:

,

11-30

S:-t-t

_

JACKSONVILLE,

"-

LINE.
9:00;

10:20,

11:3(1

SUNDAYS,

Ouly urst-elass rontc to the beautiful inland lakes o

L'tm,

m.,

a.

1:1.1

1:0,1,

p-.l.i,

For Spring Valley— 3:45

a.

si.,

4,

1:iii),

For Flaverstraw and Stony Point— S:45
ST.

ind 4:15

KKN A NDINA
AUOUST1N E, SAN

"C'OR T11KOUGU TlUKLTS TO

ANIl

COLLINGWOOB

S:4i1

|f

SmtUrn

and

Mail s. 8.

and

ST.

0:45 e. m.,

Theatre Tr
St., from Twe

1

1:00

anil 6.15

ran he procured

e

the Erie Depo

Tr

the

ce,

t

m

(My.

Jeise.v

May

f this

EXCURSION TICKETS

4

The Bermudas."

17-rf

Elegant
nt

A PAVOEIT.E
N 3WWINTEIt
RESORT,
New

COOK, SON & JENKINS,

AND

AT CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY OFF!

Barlow Cumberland,

8

Freight only, sic
foot Park Place,
line taken at low
L.

'

purcliaBing tickets at any of the above
baggage can be cbnekod from residence to
destiuation.
)g28

"

Depots foot

(if

(i.rtluipli

and

COlfMENCJNQ MAV

I>eir,.1i.

:i

ne!::

v

,

u ;n;'i:; lr';n,i

Arrive,

""i: av'-

'

1;

';r
1

l

'':::',-:''!

FISHING!

Pi

M.
L).

S.

BAIWYICK.

Pre!

Paul and St. Louis
ShortJ-ine.

~.()!-\<>i;riii:i:\HHiir<:.l\~, iy.i

New VwI.'imh
if.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

i:.

A

::;,

;;'

a; :/:::
».

ir.,

;

,

'

;:

,..

r DAILY,
and We.,i
the finest,

IST7

^'-' ,:::i
„"

Be, Daelcs,
;'

»

'•»-

;

;

-

'v

.

J

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

(iUICKUST,'

i

DcauDosses Sis
21,

& N'rth'rti

Bass Fislieries

Blaclv

A-

SNOW,

T. Affrnt,

P.

rates

Burlington, C. Rapids

Brook Trout, <i rayling and

Montclair& Greenwood Lake Grand Ifapiiis and Indiana Railniad.
(Mackinaw. Grand Kapids
.'imnnnati short Line.)
Railway Time Table,

AIR LINE— STEEL RAILS.

2

..
I

it

W. FILKINs,

rpJllS '-.FISHING LINE."

By

DOGS CARRIED FREE

New York,

PROVIDENCE LINE.

St.

offices,

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME

Broadway,

oklyn.

l.llill)

CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

a ad given special attention.

EAST.

Ri

principal ticke
at oiiuvs of Wentcnti

Now

York

1

lie at all

tons, tilted expressly for the pussentravei, are dispatched from
Vork for lie,afortuighiiv, maRing oonneotipn at Bermuda
steamers for St. Thomas ami West Indies. For
information apply to A. E. OTJTEKtVRiDGE,
nt, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec 21 ly.

SportsmarVs Route.

No'

TRIP JUSSE

P.M.

YEARS.

DELIGHTFUL

i

New

.:;

from

illina,"

UENERAL AGENT,

Buffalo with

li-

ia readied in seventy
York, and hein L. Minoiinded i,y the
m waters of tiie Gulf stream eujoys an eouaiile
[lerature at aoout (0 cleg.
le etegant British Steamships "Bermuda," and
•s

will

.St.

fiANSETT
ic'iO

See

Road

sneer boats.
L. D. BHUYN, Snpt.

il

STON1NGTON LINE,
FOR BOSTON AND ALL POINTS

expi

reduced rates during months of
August and September, may be had from

t

,,.

"

';.,'
'' '"

r»
'•

VI;

"

i;

-

!>'"'

-

'"

E. F.

iioRwiN, SuperintendBnt.

r
"'"''•'

:"dar'i->i

Wissnow,

i

'

General Manager.

i-nnoidit to

People's Line Steamers

LAKE SUPERIOR,
EXi LTESION

snd return

TICKETS from Chicago to

lor i*>

are sold

l

amis', ruin. Madison
Logs, guns
a. so ul low mi- from Mjlwankee.
camp equipage taken free.
The pom's ot attraction to aporlsmen oo
•• |-',m\,i
are Mi
and Stream " r
c.

\l.

CHICAGO&ALTQH RAILROAD.

Asblatu

lark .-licet, oi III.
streel Depot, Chicago
(W

:.I

am

NfW YORK AND

ALBANY.

THE ONLY DITIKCT RAILROAD
Cliigngo to

this

:

to

Island) for bass Ashing; Butternut Creekand Laki
my branches a
lor muBcalongo; tli
it.s ol
the Flutubeau and Chippewa which teem with bass

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CARS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN
EVERYTHING.

I'..

eellent sport.
u hotel at Asblmid, the "I'hequamegou.'
Meantime there is accoui
will be opened In July.

mul

iv-ner's

risk.

FihliiiiK

Tackle Carried

EMsblug Parties and Fainilies

General Ticket Agent,

Milwaukee, Wit.

SPORTSMEN vt\\\

Liberal
siuoks!''

Z ^^V^'^^'^^shiug'^eip?'
MAYO.
S. E.

Gen'i Passenger Agent.

And splendid shooting on tho

line of this road ; prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant
Connects direct at Kansas City with ihu
quail, etc
Kansas Pacific Railroad for the (treat Buffulo and An-

telope range of

Ports.

HENRI PRATT,
JyS3m

i.:in-,

arti for

inn

Steamers from Ashland loan Lake

from
Louis, Hnd Chicago
Kansas City,

St.

FIRST-CLASS

pike and pickerel, never till this season Ashed In,
:.-..
sportsmen.
Ashland ai
arc iroul streams, i.n.l many others can bu uaidlj
reached along the shore from Ashland or liuyile.d
and trolling in the llay affords ex
rock
fishing
while

Kansas and Colorado.

arrangemenU for transport o/Dognfor
Sportsmen.

"

:

page, G. P. & T. A.. Grand Kapids, Mich.
J. H
A. llO WIS, Euateru Passenger Agent,
116

Market

Street, Philadelphia.

:

Eri 3 Ticket

at.

avonia Ferry, Jersey City.

nt greatly

all

y Point,
,9

mty-thl

TROUT

(I

At.,

ml

LARKs OF J0J8KOKA

E.

;.

stopping at

liambersstre.-;
itopptng at all t

Co.,

HICHIKG

.V-

,

A

ONXY
GREA

I'.

5:15

These trains leave Twenty-third street as follows

_

41U South Delaware Avenue, Plilla.

<:.

5:15

and

A.

York City— 7:15 a.m., 1:0d,4:1S

Sun, lays— 8:45 A.

>.

Phiht.iHiiinu

FRANK

4:13,

M.

t>,

New

ror
_

POKD, ENTERPKISB, ana intermediate landings
8H ST. JOHN'S KIVKi: and interior poinls ii
fLOKIDA.by steamship to SAVANNAH, and thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. L. JAMES,
General Agent.

Direct Connections at

&nut,

K,'

RAILWAV.—
foot ol Cilamb-

itr

SUNDAYS,

or.

llackensack— I:4S,

F..1-

and 6.3(1 e, m.
For Nanuet— 7:15, SMS A. u„

:

,§poiteinen '<;

Full particulars at

iklyu".

MlUTll'w-ll'i-'el.

R

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger Apeut,
Chicago, His,

:

FOREST) AND,..
.bUKJ^T/
AJNJJ... STREAM,

414

^Wesson's I Long

'.

Conroy.Bissett&Malleson
65 Fulton

Street,

Factory—Foot South sth

New

&

Mid-range

Breech-Loading.

Hifi.es,

THE BEST^ IN i THE WORLD.

York.

Brooklyn, K. D.

Street,

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

For full Particulars, Price
ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON

i

GUARANTEED.
M. W. Robinson, Agent, No.

The annexed list, will show the
We
redactions we have made.

.

HIHl

New York.

79 Chamber's street,

Received Medal and Diploma at Centennial Kxioliitloa, Phiiadeipuia'

quote

S'shi'm W^tklt.

Form'

Now.

crly.

I

I

WE SSON,

F.

TI1K OUTSfDE.

QUAUTV

List, etc..

gi$Mn$

§nti£oivdcr.

gnchic.

Fly Hods, C strips, 2

T 'l>8

v>-m*i,

sinp
aud duplicate

iii>,is.

ii

lips,

UO

$26

1S5

35

DO

30

65

40

SO

50

ORIENTAL

:;

t;

Joint

Black Bass Rods,
Strip, 2 Tips
Black Basa Hods, ti
•strip,
Tips and

i $
a
r <

t>

i-i

:i

Duplicate Joint...

^

*
A

"

'

'

These Roils

Siiinion reds,
2

>J

Strip.

Tips

are, in all their parts,

WHOLLYMADB

BY

HANI). Positively no machinery
part ol their construction.

Is

used In any

IW SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
have but one grade of these Hods— the best in
mm KefPHILADELPHIA

We
the

Fishing Tackle

(iOMMFRf.K STREET, PHILA.

508

Manufacturers

FINE

of

Heart
RODS,

REELS,

g

*-*

I

In Sets

REPAIRED.

El

Snells,

tie.

rJ

%
H
§
H
Ps
©

Q)

cdo

m

-A

<

.

I-

h
W

N
1

GO

i
§
<

For Uass on double gut, l.-e. eaeh, $1 per doz.
Highest preml
tenteiinial, 1816. and Franklin
I

The

perfect

SIMON, Tne

NEW TBOLLISd
lound

revolving

best In the world.

If

not to be

your lishing tackle stores, these spoons wii: be
forwarded by Che manufacturer by mall. Price. $1
at

£

JulIN U. MANN, Syracuse, New York.

each.

je28 tf

Large

:,

.
1

1

,,;

1
,

lie

$1 5U, S2!5, $3 50. $« I" $^5.

Bay and the

.;::;.

ipeil

10 00
i?. uh

beTu'eei

II BO

"'.

,-:,!

I'oil-l

lilllde lol

'.e

111.-

|.|

lee.

$

25

say that of all the rods sold during the
past year. I have not heard a single complaint. Mr.
A. E. Hume, ot Alexandria Bay, killed, oil one of the
$9 rods, after a two hours' snuggle, a maskelonge
weighing 2T pounds. Every rod warranted.

Waterloo Street,
6m

F.

J.

126

MARSTERS,

Hakotacttoeb,
NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

Rand Powder Co.
MURRAY

No. 28

Sole Proprietors and
,vi.

11

I
1

7. -I

Sees:-

m>

jyiti tf

[l:ee

:.n

!

-'

'

ie

1

I

lbs.

I.

•

-el,

if

I

TO

6.H

Orange

Makes

tlie

INTER-

PA., 1870,

WOHK WITH

NEAT

original

changed

Immense Reductions.

Sole Agent for

New York

"

to

various

counterfellins

receipt

and preparation!,,

my

labels

mf

I

linv

and wrappers, which In

Bamboo Rods a Specialty
;

MABE TO ORDER.

I was awarded a MEDAL and DIPLOMA at the
Centennial for my Split Bamboo Rods.
Also manufacturer of Patent Reels for Salmon
and Trout fishing. The lightest, strongest, and
jauilsomest Heels ever made.
Full line of FISHING TACKLE alwavH on hand,

.Send
Jfl

for

cinu/ar and price

list,

I'r.s

,

I

Pose,

FriottDnal

aud

perfected
I

The

IKK.

Kunterv

It

ters ol

H. T.

Nos.

^'

-/

ManufacturinffZiCompany,
I

7th

Forest and

Stream.

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.
First Four Volumes, $1 each, Others, $3.50.

A complete set ol the FOREST AND STREAM,
seven volumes, bound handsomely in olottt— a vain,
able library for the spoilsman— can now be obtained
on application to this office.

Uurk Shooting."

(coarse).
lb.

clean, shooting

packed in

" FG, in kegs of 33,
FFFi
lbs.
„.^.„. Burns strong and

1

'.,

The FFFG'and FFG

are favorfte brands tor
ordinary sporting, aud the "Sea Shooting" PG IS
the standard Rltlf powder of the country.
moist.

The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in every prominent city, or wholesale
at our office,

©
SS

WALL STREET, XEW YORK.

New

York, July in, 1S77.
Editor Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun
Please say, for the information of some of my
friends who may be misled by current statements,
that I am still on the same powder for all oot-door
shooting, which 1 have used for several years past,
Dever having risked the use of the nitrated powders
I

OP

\'l'A

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRAM'S FUR KXfOtiT. OF
ANY RKOUIRFD '.JRAIN-OU PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

(§nn^o)vdcj\

ha- IVo Eqnnl.

3-For Sale by a'l DruKglsta,^g

to 5

Superior mining and Blasting; Powder.

St.,

and no«

Bound Volumes

'•

In 1 and D lb. canisters
kegs. Burns slowly arid Tery
remarkably close ami
For acid, forest or water
rauks any other brand, aud it is equally serviceable
for muzzle orbreecb-loaders.
(fine)

and UK and

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."

rtbetol-

York
GJty^
«

in square canis-

lb.

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting
12% and 6h{ lbs, and cans ot

offers to the' public

tt^lVew

Pucked

(Bnc) to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and
kegs. A fine, grain, quick and clean, for
Wctl adapted to shot-

1

'

*^:'

Unsurpassed in point of

only.

penetration-.

HELMBOLD

"'
,
Worth t-L-u LlMjf.
.ut.iliCT and f&m\\y tn
tn,.
jtndom. Sample l knee itatnl
catcaoffioa* each, a
sAoaay addross on receiptor 75 cents.

W

1 lb.

Hazard's

are cautioned to be sure anil

get the genuine, prepared by the

; I'm-ture.

In the

1 (line) to 6 (coarse).

Nos.

Nos. 1
Public,

Finest Toilet Sn»p In the World.

F*r Une

1

CO-

guns.

NEW YORK.

SALMON, BASS and TROUT

Great reduction In priees. Trout Rods, full mounted,
$30, formerly J'",n other rods In proportion.
Every Rod bearing my name Is six strands from
butt to extreme tip, and mounted with my '• patent
waterproof ferrule," and warranted against imperfections in material aud workmanship.
Auy style of finish, hexagonal nr round, as may
lie desired.
Rods ol Greeiihearr, Ash, or Lauce-

1

Powder.

upland prairie shooting.

OikEtaEESTK
The

Broadway &

Manufacturer of every variety of

wood.

in

GUNPOWDER.
ot

jylO

City.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

FISHING.

Split

r,

and 3

t;>, lbs,, and in canisters, of
lb. aud 1; lb.
All of Hie ibnve glye Meh velocities and loss
residuum than any other brands made,
commended and used l.v Capt. A. II. BOGARDLS,
the "Champion WingShot or the World."
BLASTIM. 1'tiWDF.R and ELK' "1'HHAL BLASTING APPARATUS. Ml ITARY POWDER
of all kinds on hand and made to 01 dor.

Oil

MAINE,

lor

to

MANUFACTURERS OP

future will be printed in

LEONARD,
BANGOR,

FINE HODS

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."

W umidrd, Monroe County, N. Y.
W. UOEBKRTON,

TtiRK

Greenheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishing, $15
to $30. Ash and Laucwuod Runs for Trout and Bass
Fishing,*! to SIS,
Everything else m pn.pcrnon. Goods sent O. O.
D to allpaits of the Uuited Slates and Cauadas.

H. L.

Rifle

strengih and deanlincBB.

A flue assortment of FLIES tor Trout, Salmon and
Bass constantly on hand. Also Casting Lines. Flies
the different seasons and
waters.
Goods promptly made to order from any pattern
desired. Addtess

CO.,

NEW

No.

each, anil canisters of 1

lbs.

HAZARD POWDER

BUCHU.
Owing

SOLIDITY OF OONSTKXKJTION."

THE EIFE OF TRADE.

STREET,

>

.s|

Hazard's " Electric Powder."

Flies.

Miss Sara J. McBride,
60

',.

Ill

cut, sent free

'

mail, 35 and 75 cents.
of Fishing Tackle

NATIONAL EXHIBITION,
" EXCEFDINGI.Y

York, N. Y.

CROOK &

B.

!'.

each.

and

carefully selected for

J.

In:-.

fib. cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recommended for lireech-loading guns.

-jr.

Stags:

list

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA FROM

1U to 13 COLLEGE PLACE,
IS

l]i,

,.i :.'.'

McBride

Plants, Fish Globes,!
tions. Canaries, Cages, Rustle Baskets, Bird Houses,
Sea Shells, etc., wholesale andretail.

COMPETITION

N. Y.,

The best tor riiles and all ordinary purposes.
Sizes, FG, FFG aud FFFG. Hie last being tne dnest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of
i-j e, lis.

FISH
& SIMPSON,
NASSAU ST., NKW YORK.

ot all descrip-

New

'e-.Ue'St

Orange Ducking Powder,

132

Manufact uerot Aeuaria Greenhouse and Aquari
C.uuent, ami oeaier in Fish food, Gold Fish, Water

st.

1

;

ing Fish and Game, Bomples hy
Send stamp for illustrated puce
and Sporting Goods,

GREENWOOD,

Murrny

sin'

-1

best bait used tor Bass and Pickerel P'ishing
Piekeiel size, :il each, by mail

size, 75 cents

Private orders solicited lor all kinds
tackle.
Hods sent per express on app
for circular. A. 11. FOWLER. Ithaca, !•

our

ST„

Maiiiifaeturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.

metal kegs,

Compound Fluid Extract
The
Bass

world.

Ti

111.

218 Locusl, St., St. Louis. Mo.
citleB In the United Slates.'

Pamphlets, showing sizes of the grain by wood
on application to the above address.

CARD.

Nos.

111,

For water-fowl, strong and clean.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods.

H.T.Helmbold's

Fluted Bait.

&

Laflin
ami forthe bays of New York.
Complete ontflts as low as consistent with good
materia) and workmanship.
Goods sent C, O. D. to all pans of the United States
and Canada.

Nassau SI..N.Y.

102

NY

,

•*

St. Johns, N. B.

Dr. Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bamboo Ely-Hods.
Improved and iinisheil without cutting away the
enamel. The strongest, and handsomest rods in Hie

B.

made ; no

/ BRANCH OFFICES.'
Munro, Agent, 19 Exchange 8L, Buffalo,
Cobb A Wheel,., Agenis, 9 State St.. Chicago,

Safety

1yl2

equal to any
the best.

is

make

J. G.

C. J.OImplii. Aip

jy!2 2t

New

powder

"

spared to

is

AgencieB In the principal

i

am happy to

Files,

expense

lakes, $4,

Manufacturer of

Salmon and Trout
Salmon and Trout Hods,
Casting Lines, Landing Nets, Gaffs, etc.

The " Oriental

bass, mint,

SS 00

W. HOIiBERTON,

DINCEE SCRIBNER,

,.

Black Has

mounted

"

i-V..

el

f

as above, extra middle joint, 4 tips

!.'

;

feet Super ior Linen Line, by mail

In answer to numerous inquiries as to quality and
strengih of rod, from those who state that. they do
I

;;.-.

f

9e:raai: siivei suei

11!..

N 1-wYork,

,

1

Kill

FOR TROUT AND BLACK BASS.
Same

i-i

;

'

(Oriental Rifle.)

Guides, Rings. Tips. Rtei Bands, Screw and Solid
Bottoms, Dpul )le Fittings. Also superior Ash and
idaek Bsss Rods, of my own
Lanaewood PI in
,',

STItEET,;.BOSTON.

BRANDS-DIAMOND GRAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING. £
.WESTERN SPORTINU.

$6, $S, $10.

Brass mounted

Institute, 1ST*.

German Sih er and Brass Rod Mountings ready
made aud to Ol derof my own manufacture. Ferules,

SS

BROAD

Onice— 13

Fishing Rod Makers,

Trolling Rods for Alexandria

W. Holberton's Fly Rods
silver

bait, that,

TO AMATEUR

bays around

F

German

GUNPOWDER

BASS.

dhers for takirje ijliu '. eass. Sample by
The annve cut represents the bate.

s,

Ll

" catch

BLACK

have, after careful study, ot last fonnd a
'xcels all
nail, 75C.

."

PI

for

I

a
o

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

.

THE NATURAE FOOD

CO

ft
ft

si

Wood

Mountings

a

*
a
<D £
m^m
&
< -*fi
o"

TACKLE

FISHING
toil

W
«

House.

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.

<d

except

when shooting

in a «oniincd space in-doors,

the smoke from any regular powder would
produce a smell rather oEt'en sive to some people, and
cause somewhat greater obstruction to vision.
Capt. A. H. Booakdcs,
Champion y tr lng Shot of the World.

when

Warren Powder

Mills,

BLASTING AND .MINING. SHIPPING AND
SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

SPORTING BRANDS-Eureka,

" Border Rifle." Son- Slue, and Wa;r«n Sporting
Cannon and Musket, IJ. S. Standard.
'I

he had of the dealers, or at wiiolesale at
and ol the agents,
2T Doane street. Ilosiun, Mass..
P. l.OVFI.l. A SONS, lorner "Washington, CornhUi and Bialtle street, Bostoo, Mass.

JOHN
jyl'j

"

:

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

415

THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.
Manufacturers of the

BROADVAT, IIEWTORK,

17-7

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

CENTRAL

FIRE, SOLID

(AGENCY OF SHARPS" JHFLK COMFAMT,)

Used by

OFFERS
Capt. Bogardus' Patent Glass Ball

Boganlus' Patent
Plain Gin® Balls

Rough

Trap

$10 each.

Glass Balls

in bbl.

BoganJus' Trap and 300 plain balls for
and 300 plain balls for

$15
$10
$10

plain balls for

Three of either Marshall's or Purdy's Traps
Orders for
Also has in stock a

P.

new line

Balk

gpaitsqen'e §aads.

^jlmti$ementnf

$13

for

THE SNEIDER GUN.

in large quantities a liberal discount.

of

Webley &

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Special attention paid to orders for

$2.50 per 100.

$3 per 100, packed 300

Marshall's Trap

Purdy Trap and 300

of the United States and several Foreign Governments.
All kinds of RIM FIRE AMMUNITION.

Army and Navy

the

The only
Double-Grip

Son's Celebrated Breech- Loading Guns,

including those that were at the Centennial—a beautfnl lot of
very cheap.

GUNS

which I

iveposit

Top

Self-Closing

Lever Actios

VS THE WOULD,
Sizes, from 6 to 16 bore.

offer

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EVENINGS.

STODDARD'S
CARTRIDGE LOADING IMPLEMENT,

"Workmanship, Rebounding Locks and Compen-

COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

SO. tO
J-l-rH
tllf

it

)

[

all

sating Features of Action."
J
(0TING,

STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK.
Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire.

KOW READT.

Sfuzzle-Loadirtu

the operations possible IE the manipulation of Paper or

i

Send

Breach-Loaders.

Sneider,
Baltimore

St.,

for illustrated Catalogue.

BOUDREN'S PATENT COMBINATI

EXHIBITION.

Dash

Jack,

S356.

Send postal order or check to

STODDARD &

to

and

)N

Fishing

NIGHT HUNTING

For

FAffiMTOT PAEK, PHILADELPHIA.
C pen every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds and Reptiles.
Admission 25 cents;
children under twelve, 10 cents.
jam! ly

NEW

GREAT
YORK AQUARIUM, Broadway and 35th street. Open daily from 9 a. m. to
10p.m. Beautiful Tropical Fishes and Anemones.
Horned
Wonderful
Cow Fishes and Ascldians.
Twelve seals, sea lions, 15 sharks. 40 blow fishes,
hell-benders, and thousands of other curious marine
Young,
marvelous ventriloquist.
creatures. Prof.
Miss Lubin in SObt
mrmances. Delightful
Feeding the animals and
orchestral concerts.
entertaimenta.
Hshes and other
Coney Island Aquarium now open for the summer.

rHE

C.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TKADE.

Trip.

Not
or

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL
AWARDED FOR
STEAM LAUNCHES.

affected by Wind, Rain
Jolting.
Burns kerosene

without

saff-ly

a

I

I

j.Vl2tf.

Highest Honors
AT TUB

Deer

and other animals, SPEARING
FISH. Indispensable on any
Boating, Yachting or Camping

four, $3.

Zoological Garden.

LAMP,

CO.,

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

Boxes seating

,

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

PRICE,

&

214 "W. Pratt

Weight 10 onnces.
Jiickel Plated.
All the operations are perfect, ana suitable for any shell.

C. J.

Gun* Alfred

Clark

Meta

In Brf cb-Loaders.
Length, 4£ Inches.

Circulars sent on application.

50 cents admission.

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

GUNS REBOREIi

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, .Cutter.
Crimper and S hell Extractor.

Expeller,

jjf/r.

ILMORE'S CONCERT GARDEN.

OPEN EVERT NIGHT IN THE WEEK WITH
GILMORE'S GREAT MILITARY BAND.

Equal in finish, symmetry of outlines and materials
to the finest English Guns, and at more
reasonable prices.
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used the only Rebounder with which missfires will not occur.

Cap

f~\

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR, 1876.

SHONINGER ORGANS.

chimney.

ThrowB a powerful

light 200
teet ahead. Asa
for CARRIAGES it has no
eqnal.
Fits on any
shaped
daj,h or on any vehicle.

DASH LAMP

PitlCB.

Tack and Dash

$6 00
Pishing Lamp
S (
C. O. D., with privilege of examination.
rti'F'G
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.
jyiatf

WHITE

COMPANY.

Seydel & Co's Pocket
No.

Hammock.

weight only 1% lbs.; bears 1,390 lbs.; price
.nanus s'Airl:, :A"A. di-n.r: A,
A moil

1,

lit

$4.

i;

HAMMOCKS

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY AS THE

"OR LAWNS and EXCURSION?,

It.

Y.

Tents,

SAFETY STEAM POWER
30 Cortlandt
GIVE

Street,

New

Rubber Blankets, Mosquito

CO

Lawn

Nets.

Send

Settees, e'c.

for Illustrated Circular.

G. WEBSTER PECK,
Manufacturers' Agents,
110 Chambers St., N. Y.

York.

SPECIAL ATTENTIO N TO THE BUILDING TOF

them complete

excellence

SHONINGER ORGAN

CO.'S exhibit
at a price rendering them
possible to a large class of purchasers, haviug acorn
binatiou of Reeds and Bells, producing novel and

as the best Instruments

:

.

i

.'

:

,

:

.

,

:

'

,

,

THE

ORGANS

AiVlRltltl) TIISS

K INK.

This Medal and Award was granted after the most
.petition of the best makers he! re on
uetcnt juries ever assembled.
ui prices just, issued, which are in aeour rule, the BEST
for

CIXfeG^JTI-AR.

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION

ORGANS

The Eagle Claw.
ee for ihe purpose of catching all kinds

recognized by the

is

an extract

"The B.

''

MACHINERY,

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE

is

Ac

in every particular, fitted either as Swift Racers, "Fast Pleasure Boats, Party
complete. Also
Boats, Fishing Boats, Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boais. Or will supply the
models, drawings ami moulds to parties preferring to build their own boats.
will furnish

Their

J udges in their Report, from which the following

' :::: n.;i;
...'
,:
,:!:.,.
:.;;
'A
J
tuents, win stand louger in dry or damp climate, less
liable to get out of order, all the boards being made
.......
...
:A
;:!;, |,,
;,
P'V. .A
to either shrink, swell or split."
ON1A"

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,
&na

Best
Instruments.
comparative

Camp Stools, Camp Kettles,

SHONINGER ORGAN

B.

97

of:

to 123

NEW HAVEN,

W.

H.

CO.,

Chestnut Street,

CONN.

HOLABIRD,

Manufacturer of

Specialties in Clothing
JRfOSt
It doc's noi mainrie or in lure

us vsaiias

in tue Kiigijes: iurirce,

uor need they be handled to free them from the trap.

1— For fishing and

No.

all

kinds ot small

game and

V

large.

Game,

75 cents.
Fish, Ac
'..'•,._
5, Wolves,
3, or Rocky Mountain Giant, f'
Panthers, &c, Can be easily set by a boy, and will
S'rain of several hundred pounds. Weight, loto In:
All goods sent, charges paid, to any add reason receiptor price.

No.
{

animals,
35 cents.

sent by mail

No.S— For catching Mink, Muskrds, Raccoons,
.

Address

Chas.
330 Fulton
P. O.

*'

St.,

oar Iran.
A
;trfl rubber springs, per d ox..
75c i 1-urdv glass sails, per W0, 12. The Purdy Glass
Bali is the best and easiest ball to break, almost
presents a nut surface to the shooter. Liberal discount to the trade.
solid

PRICE LIST:

L. Coate,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

,

\V.
je21

3m

UOLBEHTON,

Sole Agent,
Nassau St., N. Y.

102

THE PET CIGAR.

Bos 214.

AGENTS WANTED.

B.

STEIN, 103 Nassau Street,

New

Shooting Suits complete, consisting of Coat, Vest,
Pants and Cap, ,510. No. 1 Shooting Coats, waterproof and first class in every particular, sent by

<w

mall, post-paid, it.
Holabird'3 New Game Bag; weighs 12 ouncesT
The most convenient and coolest garment ever
offered to Sportsmen. Can be used in place of a
Coat ; ro to for 5u shells and 75 snipe or quail • by
!

For the Camp and Field. Sent by mail anywhere
on receipt of price.
Pure Havana, $5.75 per hundred, or $3 for fifty in
a box.
Half Havana, $3.5J per hundred.

Tobe.

SFORTSMEST,

Valparaiso, lud.

:'

Hoi

loi
s

N-w

Ca

•idg<

r

for fifty

shooting
suits

made

W. H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Intl.
Ask your gun dealer for Holabird's goods.

jymr

>

FOREST AND STREAM.

H6

&

W.

SCOTT & SONS.

C.

gwif; §iflK

gk.

t

Sportsman's Depot.
First

(BST.MHJSHEJ1 1536.)
World's Fair at

premium

New York

at

:

nation.

.'

the above
strength

to

vinr

improved

jtly
h

I

JOHN KRIDER,
-.

Now

.

of

GHp)c

,

Walnut Sts„

N. E. Cur. Second and

Yoi

Awards

cngth ami simplicity, ami must

-si lis ui

i

•

."

--

-

-

d

,

-

•

dealers in the trade only.

TITKEE Bi

(TWO SHOT AND ONE

A new
'"

!

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

on

i

EIFLE.)

dfc

Co.. N. T.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the

B. ZETTI.ER,

Do not have

E.

THOMAS,

Bowery,

New

to

Tort.

Ammunition,

And

'.V'll

to

fire,

In four sizes of

.

il

.

A COMPLETE ASSOETMEKT OE

WA7NABJJ EIFLES
Send

BROADWAY,

NO. 300
II.

Factory

si'i'd

assart

at extra cost.

office, No.' 2,239

St-

They

De Kalb

A

the advantages claimed for these Shells, are
saving of 25 por cent, in the use of powdet also the great
decrease In recoil. The sizes made are So. to—2%, 2%,
and 3 inches ; No. 12—i;i, 2?f, and 2% inches. Longer
are not mailable. Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of $1.15
:

Fulton.

Miiisi's Targets
From 25 to lOOO
Yd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.

Europe.

street, St. Louis, Mo.

AOXZ>

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

him
These Trap3 and Balls patented by Bogardus and used by
thousand times, proves them to be just what is wanted by an

Trap

Ball

many

JI

Dealers in Suorttiig Goofls.

Ou

Capt Bogardus' Patent Class
and Rough Balls.

ETC.

N. Y.

Henkt

Fowler.

,

made

ie

GTOS

SHOT

tor Circular.

FOWLER & FULTON,

AmnuR

The World's Champions."

eals.

e most critical inset ctl in
process of manufacand with its patent improvements, make it the
Most Desirable Revolver in the Market.

Having made Important improvements in our Shell, we
can safely recommend them as equal, If not superior, in
quRlity to any Paper Shell manufactured in this country or
in

and 41-100

ss

32,

ture,

Louis Conical Base Paper Shelf."

HERRINGS SAFES

Our New

Invited to

is

22,

and are

PAPER SHELLS.— By repeat'
p »n nts and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the pnrpose. we can now warrant our BM"p\V"N
PAPER SHELLS "equal to any imported. They are euro
fire, and will not hn est it, the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the II. M.C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

111.

goods appertaining thereto.

SMITH'S PATENT REVOLVERS,

remove

'

Street, Chicago,

all

Special Attention

easiest reloaded.

e.r

Hobbs' patent wiHei-proof primer?, never miss
highly prized by all that have used them.

fans-

*

Revolvers,

CO.,

THE PATE VI' MOVABLE ANVILS,
net heilil
tires'!:
,
THE BEBDAN PATENT SHE]

JR.,
South Clark

Varieties—

i

he-.

Rifles,

unscrew the head nor use an awl

the exploded caps.
)'.' e. "i
e'el wire.

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
174

to order.

Will And a select assortment of

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,
207

.

Guns,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

BAKER.

Broome

ie

i

SPORTSM EN

Shot Guns,

Manufactured by the

Lisle,

Plies.
BtlOkS,

1'lv

Hi

il

FOB

SEND FOR CIKCULAK.
Sept. 3<fcSm

...

Birmingham, England.

ii

II.

Bait,

let.-.

i

i

feature in the Spotting Line.
Forms
•'•.
a from eight to ten pound.

TT.

,..:,

'

Paper and Metallic Shells
Breech-Loading

C. C.

.!

Birds' Eggs and Bh
Taxidermy in all its Men;.,

Breech-Loading Guns.
-'

l!f..

Strongly recommentleU It is invaluable. and Should "be orcf.
Qlioke-bores, medium or full. Om suns.to be iwaoltUe

-it.',

Hooks,

Lines,

Eti

el:

LUMP.
COMPENSATING
'>•«"

">

:

PUila.

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

sam

pies,

TEN CENTS

of

receipt

target

&

Broadway,

CO., 108

an!

Senior,.,

10

DEXMSON 4

nearest

or Xfevh.leuu-r, or send
package by mail to

r

ct8. for

198 Broadway,

CO.,

Y.

JJ.

Dny of your

BuEKuse.

^^^
ffcj

SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.

tOO-VAHD

a

mail, with circular

will be sent by

by

DEJijyiSUN

N.Y.

©lags ©all lte&p»
only BaUttatwiu break sore
Patented
the best. Every ball marked.

THE PATENT ROUGH BALL-The
national Exhibition awards:

when

by shot. Use none
Traps, March 13,

hit

April 10, 1877

;

bur.

30O GLASS BAE.X.S

1877.

FOR SIP.

K Hart & Go-,

Geo.

Marshall's Glass Ball Trap
best now before the public.

sssaehussetts Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston, 1874 ; Franklin Institute. Ftula-

acknowledged

It

a? the

II

N. J.

American Institute,
York, and many others.
;74

i

New

NEWARK,

is

and everything tlrsi class. Throws two or more
bads in dlflerent directions, anil with as much force

Also awards of gold and silver medals.

;

HERRING

Cotton Duck, every width & weight, cnt to any length
Oiled do. manufactured by steam power.
Saturated, not enameled,

CO.,

AFB AND LOCK MANUFACTURERS,
251

and 252 Broadway, N. Y.

Arsaagsmail

>

Slings for disabled Horses,
thoroughly harnessed, $10 each.

Carriages

Founded July

1,

1S0S.

Camping.

Lawn and Gaiden.
Camp Meeting & ChapeL
Circus

& Show.

Base Ball,Cricket,&c.

at wholesale,

_;

<fe

3.

anything and
everything that
d
can be made
ofcanvas.

Tsui Catalagaw.

2. Military.

4.

Lock Pouches, Jlossenge

NoEeEags

(jLmnqci

of

No. 1. Artist's

7.

Sundries.

John Boyle,
199, 201, £03

s^2;

Fulton St.
n. y.

:

ROAD WACONS,
UNEQOALED IN
JJTJALJTY,

FOKM, COLOR AND FASHION.
ALL FITTED

•n

1

Rubber Cushioned

AXLE,

j._

10 feet square, $20 each.
"
«
7
7j »

V

jt

FVXTOX

ST.,

&

Co.,

Thos.

Tent and

S.

Bag Mannfy, c

Mail
,
"

represented above.

Boyle's U.

XEW

YOItK.

Shot

Sparks,

TT.

&

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.

Our Cigarettes are as fine as can be produced. Only the
substauces.
is froe from mineral and other injurious

French Cigarette paper

la

used,

which

Philadelphia.

(FATENTKH)

SUMMER SMOKING.
KIMBALL &

CO., Rochester,

The
;

OLEZl
^3.

largest variety of

Shooting and Sporting Garments,'}

nm

In the VForld.

-----

Mixture of Perique and Vanity Fair. Best French Cigarette Paper only
by mail, Fifteen cents. Ask your dealer for them.
S.

Street,

THE 76 SHOOTING COAT.

—

THE BEST (TGARFKTTFS, AND JUST THE THING FOR

WM.

Walnut

Office 131

jq

Jbest

TRY L'AMERIQUE,

BROOME STREET),
BROADWAY, 17TH to 1STH SIS.
(OF

rp_

DORS

customers.

Brewster

j.i.

CIGARETTES.
FOR MEERSCHAUM ANDTONGUE,
r;r
NOT BITE THE

Which we have applied to more than six hundred
vehicles, and received the indorsement of our most
critical

i

Palmetto Tents,

us, J.

New

York.

eyV3

F eb !2

ly.

trated

'

GEOEGE

C

.

Catahyw.

HE'.iSlH

Washington

G,

City.

;

;

;

:

; ;

AMERICAN

THE

NEW YORK,
LEGEND OF YOSEMITE VALLEY.
IT

Is

only a

legend— a

wild, strange tale

trail—

The trail still stretches, but dimly seen,
From the prairie, brown to the uplands green

;

From uplands green

to the mountains white
the Indian's sight,
And Indians murmur in native rhyme
Of Aztec rite3 in the olden time.
It Is visible still to

mighty Missouri rolling by on the one side,
reposing on the bluffs above. The genial
rays of the early sun streamed in through the narrow
windows of our nomadic lodging house, and our eyes were
opened upon daylight and a due realization of the stomach's
wants. The appreciation of the first was glorious after the
satisfaction of the latter.
Daybreak had dispelled darkness.
All signs of the storm were dissipated, and the generous menu
of the Madison soon appeased the gastronomic cravings.
Two
years had been reeled off into the lap of time since last I had
visited the place.

The

The Aztecs came by the southern trail
To the Vernal Fall and the Bridal Veil,
From the Tlascalan Temples and Aztec fanes
That moulder now on the southern plains
From the sun-god's throne to the star-kiDg's bed

fifty better.

And

the Indians gazed on the cortege small,
Passing up through a rift in the canyon wall
heard the peal of the Aztec bell,
The drumbeat's throb and the trumpet's swefl
And they saw the deeds which were done below,
And they heard the shrieks in the mountain snow,
And they fled, like deer from a forest flame,
When the Tlascalan priests and their cortege came:
Three filleted priests with sun-king's bands.
Plumed, jeweled and stained by an Inca's hands:
Three innocent virgins borne to bleed,
To suffer and die by a Pagan creed—
A sturdy band of the Inca's braves,
A toiling throng of the Inca's slaves.

They slowly

And
And
Still

file

from the canyon's gloom,

wearily climb to the highest dome;
the Indians say that the victims' shrieks
echo at night through the mountain peaks.

Two on the

mountain and one below,

One by the river and two in the snow,
Cometh sullenly, sweeping, a vapor gray,

And encircles the peak where the

virgins lay.

In Yosemlte's valley still grimly stands
by human hands
The lichen has burnished the cruel stains
or virgin blood from virgin veins,
And richer and greener the mosses cling.
To the cromlech stone of the Pagan king.

An altar chiseled

Were Druid

rites of the distant

East

Held here, of old, by the Aztec priests?
The convex stone and the sculptured wall,

And the perishing Indian
Are

all

Shall

that are,

awaken

tale are all

a poet's strain
the past to the world again.
till

—San

spread over the irregular line

is

which seemingly have drifted in from the westward
ages, and terminated a somewhat uncertain
prehistoric journey upon the south bank of the "Big Muddy."
History informs us, in a traditional manner, that Rome was
built on seven hills.
Missouri's capital " sees" that, and goes
during past

somewhat a
a sewer

line,

the earth.

Real estate here, in the shape of building lots, is
One can never know where to look for
whether in mid-heaven or deep in the recesses of

delusion.

It is

not infrequent that denudations of the hilltops

people, the dwellers of Cole county, and, unlike Mark Twain's
hero of the Sierras, they never find this state of affairs growing monotonous. There is to be found hereabouts scarcely

any

vestige of former greatness, such as mouldering castles,
Cardiff giants and Aztec mummies you find no traces of an;

musty chronicles of mighty deeds done
by mighty men with lance and sword. No poetic legends
cling around ivy-grown ruins, gloomy and grand.
True, there
stands upon one of the highest bluffs overhanging the turbid
tique splendor and no

waters of the Missouri that dismal architectural affectation,
which the present Missourian's grandfather conceived and ded-

some time in the early part of the present century, to
the use of a law making people, which might be excepted and
rendered classic—placed at the disposal of the relic hunter and
his Vandal hammer.
The Capitol is the hub around which
everything in

its

Paradoxical as it may apturned Capitolward, while the build-

vicinity revolves.

pear, every person's face

is

present their rear gables.

Within the limit of space,
by the corporate bounds of the city, lies the
Capitol's great satellite, the penitentiary, whose influence is
felt throughout the plane of the State's social and political
elliptic; and it is no mean adjunct to the local census.
The
ings

all

as prescribed

enumeration of the indigent unfortunates who are forced
through circumstances, referable to sundry unpleasantnesses,
to take up a temporary abode and accept, with becoming humility, the munificence which a bountiful commonwealth extends to them, must increase the city's population at least two
thousand. The estimated population of Jefferson City is eight
thousand. In the government of this institution the State has

experimented considerably.

Joaquin Valley Argiu.

$h% geart

and Rod and Gun.

of the J£*//a^.

—

EXPERIENCES IN MISSOURI BEMINISOENOES OP ANTE-DBLLUM
DATS— HOMBS FOK SPORTSMEN THE METROPOLIS OF
THE SOUTHWEST.

—

LATE

w ere
T

The

Legislature savants, while

too greatly occupied with the dis-

stormy, blustering April day of

the prsjent year, the westward-bound train, on the Mo.
from St. Louis, packed with legislators, lobby-

Pacific R. E.

emigrants and the omnipresent commercial traveler,
rushed shrieking into the depot at Jefferson City, the capital
of Missouri.
There were a few pleasure seekers aboard the
train, but not many
for at this season of the year there are
ists,

;

few

own per diem, and the investigation of "slush takers," to give the requisite attention needical salaries, the security of their

ed by the several charges upon the State. Many of the institutions supported by the State were left in a condition not

pleasures to be found in travel,

and they are to be sought
for in the woods and along the river bottoms.
But the number of enthusiasts who shoulder their guns and pack their
"grip sacks" with the wardrobe necessary for a ducking expedition, are not by any means named legion.
Our sleeping
coach was detached from the train, and run upon a siding,
while the remaining cars thundered onward in their westward
course, leaving us to quietly sleep

away

the balance of the

like

an

idle

dream."

lum days.

There was a time when Jefferson City boasted of

and her " high-toned
But the devastating hand of war changed
Property and fortune were lost, and the
population of the country unsettled and demoralized. Of
the genuine aristocracy of the South

southern chivalry."

work

the

late,

of reconstruction has steadily revived society

and brought

it nearer to the pristine era of glory.
Many anecdotes are told of the eccentricities of Missouri's free-hearted
governors.
One in particular I recall that was related to me

by an old newspaper man
" There was big-hearted Bob Stewart, and I tell you, Coionel (everybody gets a shoulder- piece in this country), he was
one of the boys. Good wine and lovely women were his
weakness good fellowship his motto. A bright future dawned for him, but liquor got the upper hand and laid him low.
He was a most convivial fellow, and when he slipped into the
:

Governor's chair he made wild riot in the old mansion. But
with all his weaknesses, he had a great heart, and there was of
ton a fund of humor, which cropped out in singular instances.
one occasion, he came across a gang of convicts at work
and questioned each of them in turn as to the offense committed.
The first one said he had been sentenced for robbery, a
crime of which he was innocent. The second one had been
sent up for horse stealing, and declared his entire guiltlessness
of so heinous an offense.
The whole gang were suffering innocents, except one old man, whom the Governor spoke to last.
" Well, old party, what are you in for ?'

Upon

'

"

'

I stole a sheep.'

" ' So, you

stole a sheep,

eh

?'

"'Yes, sir. My family were starving, and I stole it for
them to eat,'
Gov. Bob mused a moment, and then turning to his secre.
tary, who accompanied him, said
"'See here, make out this rascal's pardon immediately.
We can't have him in the penitentiary any longer corrupting
all

of these innocent men.' "

I

had not been

in Jefferson but a

genial sportsman, Dr.

Phil. T.

few days before I met that

Miller, also Maj. J. A.

Han-

nay, of the Versailles Gazette, a person of decided piscatorial

gentlemen both, with hearts that warmed toward their brethren of the rod and gun. To meet them was
to dine with them.
The Doctor is a strong advocate of the
No. 10 moderate choke, and the Major thinks that the pleasures of the forest and stream are centred wholly in the rod,
while your correspondent bases his expectations of earthly
proclivities;

26-inch sporting

bliss in the

we

tarried late over

rifle,

mats ckaucon son gout.

As

an evening dinner, a discussion arose upon

the merits of our respective sports.

"I

tell

you," said the doctor, as he lifted a glass of the

marked with a critic's eye the dancing bead and play of light through the rich hyaline,—" I tell
you that the only pleasure of the gentleman is to be found besparkling "Imperial," and

good, but the folly of many States in attempting to support a University upon limited endowments is fully

hind a good double gun, over well-trained dogs and I ask
nothing better than a Lefever or Scott, No. 10. I never return from shooting in the crisp, bracing air of early morning
without feeling invigorated and prepared for the day's work to

exemplified in Missouri.

follow.

creditable to

school system

the

commonwealth

The

of Missouri.

public-

is

Society at the capital

is

very similar

to that in other States, being quite brilliant, but in Missouri

in the night of a

from them

past, one who is acquainted with the history of the Capitol deduces the conclusion that society, during the sitting of the 29th General Assembly, more nearly approaches the select circle of ante-bel-

icated,

cussion of Retrenchment and Reform, as applicable to cler-

Forest and Stream

Till life fled

Reviewing the administrations of the

;

and a cottage that once reposed upon a pinnacle may be
found, after the phenomenon of a land slide, projected downward upon a cherished lawn beneath. But they are a patient
occur,

in session last winter,

For

" Then all was jollity,
Feasting and mirth like wantonness and laughter,
Piping and playing, dancing and masking,

affairs materially.

prosaic city of Jefferson

of bluffs

And they

26, 1877-

silent city

Yosemite canyons still bear trace
Of mystic marks of a former race—
Of a race that has faded and left no sign
Bat the legend told in this tale of mine,
And a few wierd marks on the canyon's side
That gathering lichens dimly hide.

In the miracle vale of the bright Merced.

THURSDAY, JULY

JOURNAL.

night, with the

and the

That may fade with the vanishing Indian
The trail that the ancient Aztecs trod
To the northern shrine of an Aztec god.

SPORTSMAN'S

it

marked by an excess of democratic ease and freedom more
observable than along the Atlantic coast. The ladies one meets
here are intelligent and beautiful rich types of perfect womanhood. Once every two weeks during the session of the
Assembly a reception is given at the Executive Mansion. The
history of the gubernatorial receptions from early days down
is

—

to the present is

an epitome of reminiscences dear

of every Missourian.

How many

to the heart

;

the full

The delightful companionship of
game bag and the keen appreciation

my

gun and dogs,

of a richly earned

breakfast bring joy to the senses and strength to

mind.

body and

And

apropos of dogs, Eastern gentlemen seem to have
gone wild on the subject of setters, insinuating thereby that
the pointer
find

him

must take second place. I prefer the pointer.
manage and keep than the setter. He

easier to

staunchcr, stands heat better, and his short, sleek coat
suit of mail against burrs."

is

I
is

as a

have been
mapped out in the spacious corridors of the noble mansion!
How many gay flirtations have transpired beneath the brilliant
chandeliers
How many convivial assemblies of bon vivants

" In some respects," I replied, " I quite agree with
you. Tha gentlemen of New York and other northern
States
setter from
adopt the
many weighty reasons.
He is better able to endure the rigors of the cold climate

have discussed the sparkling vintage of the blue grass region
within those hospitable walls! What lovely women have
thronged those halls, and given their exquisite presence to
make a thousand hearts beat happily

and

life

destinies

!

1

chilly waters of the northern latitude than his thinskinned compeer, and his 3haggy coat is a safeguard against
thoiny underbrush.
But I am not prejudiced in favor

of one particular breed of dogs.

1 believe in both the setter

"

!

:

'

FOREST AND STREAM.

418

to

the work and

-

its location.

I

eosero in Iheir society."
I urn with you," he replied.
"I have too much
the welfare of my dogs to keep them kennel
In order lo keep your dog in health he must have
fresh air, plenty of exercise, and, above all, society.
My
dogs run through the house, office and yard at will, and they
are never subject to disease."
" Although we agree pretty evenly upon dogs," I continued,
I am not the enthusiast with the shot-gun thai yon are.
There was a time when I found no greater sport than emptying B double dose of No. 8's into a bevy of quail, but that day
is past
I begin to look upon the shot-gun, with the large
bores and enormous charges now universally used, as a means
!

lor

I

of indiscriminate slaughter.
When you make a distinction
between the man who shoots for gam and the man who follows hunting as a recreative sport, the discrimination in favor
if the gentleman is one of science and accuracy. It is not
true sport to send a handful of shot in thirty yards at a close
flying flock of birds; nor is it, by any means, scientific shooting to launch 500 pellets at short range upon a single bird,
where a difference of three feet in he line of sight does not
diminish the chance of killing. 1 prefer my small calibre
Maynard, sending a single leaden sphere where you aim it,
with the chance of an alternate hit or miss. If I must use the
double barreled shot-weapon, then commend me to a small
calibre bored for close shooting, and increase the range and
decrease the charge. But here sits the Major disconsolately
toying with vacancy, and looking unutterable things at our
monopoly of the conversation. Will you not favor us with
an expression of your views ?"
The gentleman appealed to shifted his feet to the window
ledge, buried his evenly cut incisors into a fresh cigar, deliberately lighted it, sent a cloud of smoke curling above his
head, and leisurely replied
" I do not cast my predilections upon shotgun or rifle,
although 1 may occasionally practice with either/ I am, sir. a
brother of the angle. I live in clear waters, down beneath
the sparkling waves, amoug the finny denizens of the deepin my mind.
Believing that it is only the amount of intellectual excitement we bring to bear in overcoming the inhabitants of the air and water that distinguishes bur pursuit of
game from the herd who kill for gain, I rely upon art to overcome superior force. I choose to exercise my skill with a
single hair and delicate lancewood accompaniment as a means
I

of enjoyment.
Wei), gentlemen," said the Doctor, as he tossed away the
stump of a well-burned cigar, and noticing with admiring eyes
the graceful figures of three fair Jefferaonians walking up the
street, " I shall be pleased to accompany you the first of the
week upon a ducking expedition up "the Osage, where 1
promise you good sport at long or short range, and a plethoric
'

'

game-bag proportionately."
Missouri
tilled

of the State

is

employed,
p yskai •-

from

mouth

another about
Bd one in sight of the
always beer, in the
>w tell the
ad 1 must

its

ball

i

-

briog

;

Piety's

Liery's

low this d'
you have

a

i

ailed

tyof

From Monlrea

lightfnl !oto take the

nboat for
bit b will, provided
a proper telegram beforehand transfer
it off Itape Saute, about three o'clock in
regionof Southern Illinois have hi-i-i., fore presi
[ring, and
that pleasant village you can obtain a
itlewe
and convenient shooting and. Calling groundf
take yon to Ilery's bridge in less than two
lat will
of the Mound City, and this Statute necessarily ci
and that I think the better starting
commotion. Theore-is a, fair prosj
E the St. Louis mmrods
there arc two n rates, and either of them wilt repay the
having t/i look for sport a few tniles further from home, pla,
tourist, or angler; but the best course to pursue Is to go by the
within the confines of their own State.
I was told by Mr. C.
M. Iluson, an enthusiastic sportsman and member of the law river route and return by the other, which is inland. Every
firm of Tarry, Blair & Huson, that the services of their firm mile of the first-named road commands Some object of interest, and While the first seven miles are as smooth as a floor,
had been solicited to test the constitutionality of the bill.
..
t
Early summer and the blistering rays of a June- sun were and lined on cither :-n!
upon lis before I thought of turning my steps eastward. The mansions, the balance of the way presents a continue
the cat Dotages and thatched
superb
St.
Lawrence,
of
the
doles far niente in the sombre Missouri forests was soon to be
habitant
yeomanry seeming to vie with each
exchanged for the cool waters and shady banks of Cayuga barns of the
Lake. The evening before my departure from St, Louis, other in making delightful impressions upon the mind hv their
while the sun was yet some hours high, I set out on a farewell rural and picturesque charms; green fields sloping down to
the
margin
great
stream,
giving place to pretty villages
the
of
ride in the environs of the city.
Down through Carondelet
on the hill-tops, and they, in their turn, when the tide is low,
past the arsenal, and oot upon the bluffs beyond the Jtsffei
rand.
The inBarracks my good steed bore me. Onward I journeyed, nor looking away upon broad reaches of a barren
meditated a halt till the light of day was slowly disappearing land route is equally interest in it, only tliat tnounlain views
in the western sky.
Away in the" distance l" beheld a dark and glimpses of a forest land take the plarf of the grand St.
Law-fence.
At Quebec the most comfortable of vehicles may
bluff towering upward, high above the silent river, and upon
Not so much as be obtained, with accommodating drivers; and those who
its crest a solitary tree.
Solitary and alone
propose to make an extended visit to the Jacques Cartier
a dwarf oak growing near. Thither I turned my horse's head.
Reclining upon the brow of this gigantic bluff, beneath the ought not to omit a quiet talk, respecting ipplies, with the
Russell's Hotel, than whom no n
better unelerlone sentinel, I turned my eyes toward the distant city to per- butler of
ceive its walls no longer 'gleaming.
Far in the distance the stands the art of satisfying the desires of the human appetite.
And now for the accommodations that are to be met with
flickering gaslights are seen, sparkling beneath the dull, leadCartier River,
There are two Cottages at the
en cloud of smoke that hovers over the Western metropolis. on the Jacques
'tile bridge belonging to Louis Eery and Eazile Trepanier.
Up and down the river the steamers' lights are dancing above
.ml adjoins the
The former
•stremthe rolling Hood.
I hear the shriekingof the steam Whistles,
dge, a
ilb its ron
e, around
and mark the echoes far and near. Sitting in the deepening itv of the tn
curious
twilight my thoughts ran upon the past and future of Missouibitarj
family, is
ri.
The past filled with discord; the broad fields, desolated
ft to visit in their
and brothers battling in unholy strife. The present, viewing
ands
on
an
open
the ground over which a fierce storm had passed, picking up
.looking the narrow valiey
rough whii
the. fragments and adjusting them to a new regime.
The fund about 300 yards from the stern extremity oj
ture prosperous old scars obliterated, new men new manners,
he
proprietor
aud
his
famil
like
their
friends
and industry and ambition erecting monuments of progress
An ace! nt took me to this
adfe the hill, being haiiitans.
and wealth upon every hill-top, in every vale.
It is rank
.se originally, and since then it has la
my headquarters
heresy to prophecy anything short of greatness for 'his peopleregion.
in
that
hen
es Several hundred
in
That memorable phrase of one of Missouri's Governors
of good land, ar.
ois.ll the
the early days of the war, that "Missouri will hold to the Union
mtial comforts
a
rosperous
as tongas it' is worth the effort to preserve it.
She cannot be
irs of Canada.
ler,
and
frightened by the past unfriendly legislation of the North, nor
rtuingahoul
the
doi
nts
of the
dragooned into secession by the- restrictive legislation of the
me personally, his
South," is emblematical of the independence of the commonv bent upon making it e
wo ladies who
wealth and typical of a bold, free spirit. Today the pMeraifxff table and
tppy as possible.
Mlum feeling is rarely manifested. Progress is "the word.
iQMagfcwas "tirely given up to'us, who
and old enemies work side by side, burying the animosities of
ts. and with clean beds, nice
cooking, and
the past in improving tkefasematinireippurtiuuticsof the pres:
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a rich Slate.

Rich in mineral wealth, and in a
soil
with decomposing esculent productions that have
deteriorated in the lapse of ages.
Thousands of acres are
silently waiting for the plow to come and bring forth rich
harvests. The country in the southern and western portions
is

herein the brain is
need by a corresponding amount of
care, in order
life and preservi perfect]
msiderable agHation. manifested itself in she, Mini' circles V,t, spring ever the new game
law of Illinois, winch prohibited non-residents of the State
from entering and taking game. The bottom lauds and lake
ing-Ii

mat
think the pointer a more tractable anima
by virtue of his short hair, more cleanly around your
nit my dogs to Invade the interior of my habitation, and

Will say

really beautiful.

Live, energetic

men

are

wanted, who are more intent upon developing wealth and
adding to the prosperity of a country, rather than the many
large land owners to be found throughout Missouri, who do
not cultivate their broad acres, but walk the streets with dignified mien talking politics, imagining Qiemselves statesmen,
and boasting of a past greatness which a growing fossiiism
.... rlvvcumeet With
will forever debar from ,;._
a person of thrift, who is rarely " to the manor born," with
pluck and ambition enough to rub against the prevalent style.
;

When th,e miserly owners of
rritory, rich in ores
and fertile soil, shall have passed away beneath the grateful
touch or death! then may we
less in this country.
Here is the opportunity for thousands of men to make
for themselves beautiful homes without a large outlay oi cexnI

All of lhe cereals can be grown. '< :r:>,,.
abundance, and the country is Well adapted
dairy purposes. In this climate, where Ihe tained blue grass
abounds, cattle can subsist, with but little care the ,-,,,.;
The sporting is good, .and gam:
,,
ml in abundance.
Missouri has taken the question of preserving the game into
consideration in season, and enacted laws for protection before the forests aud prairies have become depopulated.
The
more intelligent citizens sec the wisdom of this procedure
and aid and support the statutes to their fullest extent. If
those who have grown rich from farming in the vicinity of
Rochester and Ithaca, or from dairying in Orange and Cortland counties, were located along the line of the Iron Mountain Railroad, or the Mo. Kansas and Texas route, thev would
find their store of dollars on the increase.
Or if the "laborer
(who finds a scarcity of work in the great cities of the East
and desires a breath of fresh, invigorating air and a taste of
pure water) would invest his savings here in a small farm, he
would soon find himself possessed of a comfortable home and
a life of out-door enjoyment.
St. Louis is the metropolis of the West and South.
The
compromise which gave the domain of the State to slavery
checked its growth materially until after it had passed
through the ordeal of the war. How then it sprung up with
new life all the world knows. It is now a great cosmopolitan
city, rich in wealth and social life, active in commerce, growing and healthy. Looking down upon the St. Louis of to-day
from the high roof of the superb new temple of commerce,
one can hardly believe that the vast city spread before bum
throbbing with energetic life, represents the growth of half a
century. The smoke-tinged buildings and varied architectural groupings, have the aged appearance of some transatlanFrom the bustling life on the levee, that fringes the
tic city.
Mississippi for many miles, rise acres of stalely magazines of
commerce, and far away to the west stretch long avenues
oordered with elegant resiliences. A network of railways
meets the eye, and the hum of a myriad-tougued voice greets
the ear. The city, which stretches for thirteen miles along
the bluffs above the river, with a population of over half a
million, a banking capital of twenty millions, has bridged the
mighty Father of Waters, and talks of contracting the cotton
iron and cattle trade of the South- West. Aye and more;
these " dare and do" people look forward to the day when a
line of ocean steamers shall lie moored beneath the eternal
arches of their great bridge.
They have unlimited confidence
in that indomitable engineer, Can't. Fads, and his
tem, and the possibility of restraining the giant river in this
giganticeuterpri.se. Think of it!
An ocean harbor one thousand miles from the sea
The athletic clubs aud sportsman's associations are growing
Wealthy and strong.
The St, Louisau is firmly impressed
tal.

'

H. L.

ent.

Caffuga Luke, JV. 7., July

2,
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SALMON FISHING ON THE RIVER
JACQUES CARTIER.
of my friends, the wise of their generation, have ocSOME
casionally 'expressed surprise
my fondness for angling.
at

While the phantoms

of their

summer

pursuit have been asso-

ciated wiih conventional life in pent-up cities, it has Been my
choice, supplied with sketching materials and ftsbj
to breathe the pure air of the wilderness.
I have no" desire to

From" (be post.
we were daiiy
Vashmgfon and iNew York papers. The
with
and evenings were devoted to fishing by the deponent, and the noon-fide hours, by all of the party, to scenery
thus divided as '.vas om
hi Dl
Ig and Sl
between matters pictorial ^v\ piscatorial, the weeks Hew rapidly away, and onr enjoyment of the bracing air. the fresh
scenery and the sparkling
,,,
become
moreaoute the longer we remained. Bui now for

W

supplied

;ngs

,

.

,

tj

idea

tics disi

if

lo sketch either withpen or
it, would be impossible
peucD
the more
on the Jacques; < 'artier River )
will confine myself to a space of perhaps three miles, near 'the
middle of
ited Trjepaniefa cottage and l begin

As

all

.

i

combat the prejudices alluded to: but, by way of showing
be seen and enjoyed during a 'single fishing

how much may

through a
lie width of
bend and then Bows
"
'•-'"
'
"!.-, ,„
,,f
wnjeh
when the water is low, forming tiny islands, us smooth and
marble floor. If water sprites do ever haunt this
no)
n
ream ;ho« granite islands most be their midnight
meeting put'.-, emptying into
8 place is a
i

propose to write a chapter about the Jacques
excursion,
('artier River, in Lower Canada,
In lSoil I made a flying
visit to this stream, which resulted, first, in my tnrablingmtc
its pure waters, and secondly, in my falli
lo •• win, rme
beautiful
rivers
continent.
of the most
on the
On several deI

-.,-.

,

L

:

to enjoy

six miles distant,
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was not difficult
upon the board,

it

placed

% Trembles,

I
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'
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fended ray descriptions of the Saguer.ay Hi ver and Lake Mcmp uremia sue, since it was not long ago that two distinguished
American authors, after traveling Tar over the world, first
visited them, aud expressed surprise at their grandeur and
beauty.
I beg the favorite authors alluded to not lo rest satisfied until they have followed me a little further in my
American wanderings, and have finally spent a summer on
the Jacques Cartier.
This river derives its name from the famous discoverer of
Canada, who wintered at its mouth in 1536. It rises in a
mountain wilderness, bounded on the. north by Lake St. John
and the Saguenay River, and, after a winding course nj p. ;haps one hundred miles, empties into the St. Lawrence
twenty-five miles above or westward of Quebec.
its waters are dark, but very pure, and its entire bed and
banks are extremely rocky. Slate, granite and limestone lending their strata to diversify the scenery.
In the variety of its scenery, indeed, as well as in
is probably not" excelled by any other river, and from its Ei iuntain-head lo the St. Lawrence it is made up of a continued
succee
m of small lakes and rapids, deep pools aud falls, with
high aud fantastic hanks, everywhere covered with luxuriant
vegetation, in a state of nature.
The country out, of which it
runs is a vast forest, only intersected by the huutint' trails of
the Lorette Indians, who go there in' the winter 'to kill the
bear and the caribou. Just before emerging from this wild
region, it runs along the eastern ba.se of a mountain ca
fit

Tsonnonlonan or Great Mountain, which, although
feet high, commands a view of about 100 miles of the St.
Lawrence valley, as well as the blue tops of the Vermont and
New Hampshire Mountains. The country lying south of the
Great Mountain is comparatively level and tolerably well cultivated, the population being wholly composed of hahitans,
but the immediate banks and valley of the Jacques Cartier are
everywhere in their primeval condition. Indeed, OS account
of its ravine-like character, it was marked out more than 100
years ago by military men as a natural barrier that could be
made available for the protection of Quebec from a foe marching upon it from the west and it is well known that in 175!>,
the French, after they were expelled from the citadel city,
found a safe retreat on the western side of the Jacques Cartier.
Good fordi ng places are almost unknown, and the localities where bridges are practicable are few and far between.
;

the only bridges uovv spanning the stream being ont
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from Ihe fact that the strata of the rock aud the
outline of the hills converge just a! the point where
jl
and the ides
o funnel
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,

ii
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t

tiver

we come

seems

to

to

have

i

long, cm \
fallen into a

a.

slumber— deep and

profound

peaceful, on one side the o
rising perpenoicnlarly from the water's edge to the height of

haunted by echoes and looking
like the inner walls in ruin of a stupendous amphitheatre,
~ th of Alpine
i the oppc
Qg smoothly
is f natui
t
most sneeffort to please'
And such
mammoth trout as have been, and may Bti
feet,

i

I

whenthewi
the capture

man will ever nun
ot a

brace or two
he river

is

dJ

three-].;,,,,

now beginning

-
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FOREST AND STREAM.
We

to three islands,

iefsland

shall

b >Id

li

it,

On oar friend Trepan

,.,:;.,

i

a—would assemble, pn
alt

sight,

iii

,,i

each

i

il

;

bat foradistanr
ii,
,...
r
tb<
river preset
hi
a, at the foot oi
which the whule
river rushes thro«gh a space uot more than fifteen feel
with a mossy blilff bulging ui> on one side, and on the other
a kind of broad domain of Rattened limestone. Just below
the Trepanier falls the river is spanned by the picturesque
bridge that hears the name of Dery, and in a deep, black pool
y under the bridge,, and almost under a pari of Dery's
garden, hundreds of snlmotf may sometimes be seen resting
themselves before attempting to surmount the roaring torrent
in their pathway Up the stream.
Prom Dery's bridge to a Spot
called the Hospital, a distance nf half a mile, the course of the
river is through agorge or chasm of solid rock, very closely
resembling the MantmorocCY loree, where the rarjids are ter,-,

.,

,i

i

I;

,,

,

I

'

into innumerable caves
one side immediately overhung
with primeval vegetation, a few trees spanning the entire
stream, and the others presenting a kind oi Erdze-work pavebroad, uneven and peculiar, covered with tiny si ream
ipring water, and flanked by forest-covered bills.
The
Hospital is the parag in of salmon pools, and derives its name
Iron, the supposed fact that here the salmon spend a considerable time recruiting their Strength after the toils c.vpericnred
"in their rough
passage from the St. Lawrence some nine
luadi.-

;

away. Passingdown a little further, we come to what
appears to be the mouth of a small but wild mountain stream;
;i second glance reveals a picturesque old mill partly bidden iii
a eleft of the hills, and from which the water issues
and on
entering inl conversation with the worthy miller howill mention the singular cu-camatanct! that the supposed brook which
turns his great wheel is a pan oi the Jacques Oavtier itself
which
journey of amile, having left tin- parent stream some distance ahove the Trepauier
falls,
onward still, fora tew hundred yards, anddlovi
.ailed the Schute reveals itself to view.' it is a sloping rock
Spanning the entire river, down which the waters rush without making a great noise over a long, inclined plan,, until they
tied their level some ten or fifteen feel belOW, and form a line
;

i

I

|

of foam across the stream.
Above this sclnite are two ol the
finest salmon casts imaginable, and below it a number of
Charming pools, with a beautiful island, and e glimpse down.
ward of rough water hemmed in by perpendicular ledges, far
as the eve can reach, all crowned with deep green vegetation
The Everett Cliff, as.it is called alter the proprietor, is the
lust feature that 1 would speoify as coming within the range of
the three miles already mentioned, and it is a titling climax to
the whole.
Itconsists of a slaty cliff, Baid to be two hundred
bet high and perpendicular, more than hnlf a mil,- in extent,
Covered with leathery foliage, out of which ci
gushing
here and there little' si reainlets onlv to be lost in tie- deep,
black pools and wild rapids below
Ai the upper extremity
of this cliff is a Mud of lake-like sheet of marvelously .lark
and still water into which another cliff from the opposite side
of the river pushes its lofty and jagged profile, as if Tor the
very purpose— which if certainly succeeds in of tilling the
beholder with amazement. Grand in itself, it faces a scene
and, indeed, likeevcry other
that is both grand and beautiful
pro-peel on this charming river, after having once been witnessed, cannot be forgotten.
Hut the piscatorial attractions of the Jacques Carticr now
The principal game fish of this river are
deserve' attention.
isalmon and trout, though the black bass and dory, or pikeperch, are frequently taken in some of the lower pools. The
trout always have been, and still continue to be, abundant;
and specimens weighing three and four pounds are no great
few years ago the salmon were even more numerrarity.
ous than Die trout, but the cunning ails of pot -fishermen Or
poachers had well nigh exterminated the race, and would
nave done ao entirely but for the interposition of the Quebec
anglers, who caused stringent laws to be enacted, and now
.see to il thai he river is properly protected.
Judging from
my own experience, ao industrious angler might, count upon
a barrel of line salmon in one month -but how, as a po;-lisheriiltiu mighl sty, can the unnumbered pleasures of a month on
siu'h a river :• compared with a lot of fish swimming in their
brine? In weigh! the salmon range from eight to sixteen
pounds, tin. the season for throwing the fly generally extends
from the twentieth of June to the twentieth of August. As
to the extent, of their Journeys up the Jacques Carlier. ;„
counts strangely differ some of the inhabitants allege that
never go higher up Hem Trepanier's falls; others think
that they go to he source "l the river, but never return (which
is. of course, a mistake'); and Trepauier informed me that he
;

A

l

I

;

ladies-

other,

the

and

ii

two banks of the river,
there happened to be a.

who bad accompanied

their

husbands,

which was oftentimes the

case, Ihe
remenl ol the anglers
while throwing the fly were perhaps more, graceful than usual
success more doubtful
,i,
In all m'v advent n,
not remember a single locality with more pleasure than this
spot known as Dery's Bridge, nor one which, on the score of
scenery and sport, and the refined and cultivated chl
Its visitors, so completely realizes my idea of the golden prime
of good old I/.nak Walton,
would have my readers remember, however, that the
pleasures of salmon fishing in the Jacques Carder are derived
more from the flurroimding associations than from the number of fish captured and many persons undoubtedlj ram
With them from the river more distinct recollections of the
springs gushing from the hills, of a certain angler's cabin, wilh
ns supply of newspapers, and of the picturesque groups occasionally nss, mbled there, than of the "oceans of fish" Which
fori one may yield.
Many salmon, however, are taken, and n
few inoidenls touching .their capture will appropriately conbut, their

six

hundred

in

one

night,

with a

net,

some

1

Ou

one occasion, for example,
saw an army Officer (who
hadscrved with honor in the Crimea), capture, within one
hour, at the right hand cast, above Ihe Schute, no less Hem
three fine salmon, landing them without the assistance of his
habitani attendant.
The only man who can compete with
Trepanier as an angler is Edward Dery, the son of Louis, and
a bolder or more expert, fisherman can nowhere be found.
He it is, by the way, who, in times past, when the salmon
would not rise to a fly, was wont to descend a rope ladder,
suspended over a fearful caldron of foam, and take out with
his galf a few salmon bolder than himself.
lie is about the
only man also who has the hardihood or courage to throw the
Hies directly under Dery's Bridge; for where he Secures one,
after hooking him, lie loses a dozen that rush down the gorge
to the Hospital pool, currying all before them.
One lish that
I saw him hook thera not only smashed his rod, but carried
one-hftif of it a mile down the river in less than five brief
moments. That the excitement of salmon fishing is sonielimes contagious Ihe following incident will prove.
I had
hooked ;i huge lish at a rapid spot known as the Black Hock,
when Trepanier gave his accustomed shout, which caused B
gentleman on tin; opposite, sale of the river to rim down .and
witness the. fun.
After uiy salmon had made his third mag.
niflcent leap and rush, and I was keeping him away from a
dangerous rock, my spectator became quite frantic, and. to
my astonishment, plunged lljto Ihe stream, and, just as TreI

my

my

panier had gaffed
fish, up came the stranger to
side
out of the water, panting like a ''spent swimmer'' as be was.
He had crossed the river kicking a few lish under the chin,
perhaps, as bepassed along simply for the purpose of hav-

ing a look at ray prize. He was a lawyer, just, arrive,: frond
Quebec, and a novice in the art or salmon fishing; and subsequently heard that he has, on more than one occasion,
swam across the great St. Lawrence just for the fun of the
thing.
I also heard that Ihe art he seemed to understand so
well was inherited, and that his rather had saved from drowning no less than a dozen Americans during the war of 1M0.
which kindness an American gentleman reciprocated by putting him in prison.
Though Trepanier's exploits have nol
been as daring as those of young Dery, he kills quite as many
lish dining a season, and, upon the whole, is probably better
acquainted with the river. The very last fish 1 saw him capture gave him a pretty hard run.
He hooked the salmon near
the head of the Black Rook Island, but on the western side
followed him to the fool, of the island, plaved him half nn
hour in a pool at that point, when the fish started up stream
again, hut now on the eastern side of the island, on reaching
the middle of which he seemed ready to give up the battle,
when he broke away and Trepanier made a rush, catching the
salmon in bis arms. The largest fish it -was my fortune to
capture on the Jacques Carlier weighed siMeen' pounds.
hooked him while wading, and after tiring my arms until 1
could hardly hold the rod. he gave me two duckings and car.
ly carried me down a rapid, and then, by way Of displaying
his genius, ran eompletcK around Trepanier's legs, tangling
mv line dreadfully but a successful sweep „f the ga.'I was
so,,., made aad he was landed in
triumph. As to the Hies
that do the best execution on the river, Hair merits I shall not
discuss, because
never knew two anglers to agree on the
subject, and my experience has taught me that strength ami
size are of more importance than coior or beauty.
I

!

:

I

dis-

As to thai locality 1 have myself seen
falls.
them clearing its foamy -waters and passing upwards and on-

wards in high glee, '['he proverb about, the early bird is particularly applicable to the angler who would kill a lair proportion
On that Bcorcmj own zeal was seldom at fault', and
itahnon.
.one gentleman who chanced to liud me at work on his arrival
,u three s U e,,s,iv,morniugB, gave it ilS his opinion thai 1 slept, upon He- rocks all night, and that. Trepanier
was sufficiently foolish todo the same thing. The real truth
.,1" the mailer was this.
usually h ft. my bed a! Hue,' o'clock,
ami never had. to -wait lor my companion; and the walk of
'.as invariably delightlinUtes down to th
On arriving at thai spot OUT Aral business was fo collect
ful.
some drift wood and make a good large lire, not. only to warm
ourselves at the moment, but to dry Our clothes alter having
had a snuggle with a salmon and while waiting For the sun
to rise and the fog to disappear, Trepanier would smoke his
pipe, and leisurely examine my book of Hies, and generally
stopped
went to some convenient place to enjoy a bath
and
fishing usually about eight o'clock and went to breakfast
if, (luring the morning, we hooked live or six salmon and lost
them all lighting one or two of them lor more than an hour,
inly considered the sport aagood; if we actually captured
two fish we were, well satisfied but if We could stagger home
imdi-i ihe. weight >.f four sahn in, two grilse and a Urge trout,
by hilarious, (.specially
as th, writer once ,li,:
one „f ihe beauties happened to be a sixteen-pounder. And
il
when il is remembered thai such a labor of love was usually
rewarded by a breakfast made up of such things as broiled
trout or salmon, slewed pigeons, fresh eggs, rare ettfe an lull,
inch pancakes and maple syrup, and
with
two or three kinds of berries, ihe reader may imagine tied the
"good lime" of philos -p tiers had finally arrived. The middle hours oi those pleasant days were wholly devoted lo Hut
pursuit of the
Indies, with whom ealcche drive-, ,,r walks
picturesque, were enjoyed by bain Trepanier and myself j for
ifternoon nap of thirty minutes, he was always
hand to play the escort with his rough but kind-hearted attentions.
A& evening approached, all the anglers who happened
ongregated at Dery's home-aud there were sometimes
,->f
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;
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;
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF
FISHERIES OF THE DOMINION OF
CANADA, FOR THE YEAR 1876.

A

PArKTIAL abstract of this report, filial portion relating
more particularly to fish culture, has already been given
our reader?, (see Forest smi Stbbam, June l \>. The siatistics which occupj the greater part ol this somewhat volumito

nous document are of special interest now that public attention
litis been called bo ihe subject by Hie meeting of ihe Commission of Arbitration of

The

returns from

i

nit.il

states and Canadian Fisheries.

various

the

fishing

districts

show

that

considering Ihe prevalent depression in oilier branches of
dustrial

commerce,

fishing

the

industry

speaking, in a nourishing condition.

The

is,

in-

comparatively

gross value of the

produce of those fisheries in lst7C> was *11,Mi,5',H), which is
an increase of $061,91? over thai, of the year 1875. The total
exports for 1876 were $5,501,231, of which the United Slates
and the British West Indies received respectively $1,476,380

and $1,348,687.

Of the

total

imports $1,455,851, ihe United

A comparison of the total exports

of lish

and

fish oils for

the fiscal years 1875 and 1876 exhibits an increase for the

year of $120,694? while a comparison for the same year
u he last six months f 1875
were exported to the United States market $999,650; to

shows a decrease of $144,489.
there,

1

,

t

other countries $8,502,550. Hie imports for ihe same period
were, from the United Stabs $337,846 from other countries,
During the last six mouths of 187U lite exports to
$24,072.
;

the

l

nKss

tttlaj

infed States

weie $783>653; to other countries, $2,755,-

from the

being,

I

I

countries, $1 i9,62G

their unfailing

and food;

it

riod

,

suggest:

the. fisheries'.,

i'i'

if,

and from other

ditstrial enterprise

tot be

tonti

their influence as

an iua

popu

ti

ti

their great value as a staple of trade

ii

the
gradually increasing independence of the Canadian fishing iutercsts of United Stales markets, and the growing importance
:

;

of their produce as regards Ihe increase of mercantile marine,
foreign commerce and development of natural

extension of

The

number

toial

of li.-hiug

licenses

issued

Ontario,

in

Quebec, New Bruns
Bi otia was 1,364, the total
Bum accruing as rents under leases of angling privi
ol Salmon Caught by anglers with arti$o,895.
Th,- niitiiii,
ficial Hies was 3,880, and ihe outlay of private persona on the
thirty-two livors fished by these, angling parties was about
i

-tio.oiio.
Ti),- expe.im, tit of shipping whilrlish and Salmon eggs to
(beat Britain, at firsl unsuccessful, resulted in ihe safecOn-

upon their
KensLake to be
ssful. and it is
icly

el

ed iu

<

The

l'l

only

ice

license has
the Sale

led that

tanks, at

l

Hal

ed

,,r,

:<1

the Thousand Isla ids.
ins for the artificially-bred Balm
trap netting has "been fournl
hat the privileges of thus capt
a term of years.

to ihe

waters

lity of

Lake Ontario
as-able, and
is
g these fish be
if

:

d

to

il.

mbraces (he detailed reports of the various fishing officers, wiih the details respecting the quantity and value
of the lish caught in each subdivision of these districts, and
much interesting matter regarding the condition of ihe fishing.
the state of the river, observance of fishery laws, etc.
irl

I'll:

i

s.m

C.\i.n-i>i:si\

mux

in

!.aki.;

We

O.viAitio.-

week

to

letter

from the Superintendent of Fish Culture

the statements or fact contained

referred

last

the following

in

Canada:

in

The ITsumy, Newcastle, Julv
Editor Fohkst and Stream

!

:

:

think 1 have the right lo claim die credit of heralding lo
yourself and your readers the. capture of ihe first California
salmon this side 61 the Pacific slope. One of the most beauti
I'ul and symmetrically formed salmon .grilse, it
you like, that
can be imagined wasiaketi by my men this morning in a net, in
company Willi some ..t Ufa balmO mlmcti, cousins of the ustul.'.ke
Intel .o.
This rara ;«.-.
18
through from back. fin to
belly, and
the scale at five pounds,
,-| aim
this
io be one of a brood
rued out of this Newcastle batohary fn
the spring of 1S74.
If was bred from the first lot of Call
fornia eggs kindly p •seined by Prof. Baird, of the Smith
I

I

i

.

.

.

I

i

i

t

Institute, to

Canadian government, and forwarded

II

mslruiiieutaliiy of Livingston,- Stone from the
the MoOlond River in California.
This
ui,u,;l. or. i shall ,l;,t, him,
will be a
er three years old
,1 from the shell.

thr

the,

:

works on

.

nd
record rein

The

r

ore think he stands imparalelled
itful whether there is any similar

I
to tin

luarkim.

i

\ahm

of thi

iiy fish and the
eautiful.
The

whole contour of
back down to the
Isome vermiculalcd greenish hue.
thence down t
mail, Ihe belly a bright silvery
hade prevailed.
The eye was unusually small, but very
p, keen, and si rikingly beautiful in its brilliant colon Ol
The head, tail and fins were, as
.U and gold.
our native salmon, very much smaller. The bodj Was
•red with small iridescent scales, giving to the wholeflsb
most gorgeous sheen imaginable- in fact, the tm(t ewenibk
liu} little stranger for beauty and
symmetry is beyond demon. The tlesh is very similar in color to Ihe 8atmo
ink of Ontario, inclining to pink, but turning almost white
n cooked.
The meal was unusually fal and oily, b,
extremely delicate to the taste, with a flavor not inilike tr.
ined whin-fish.
There was found in the
hall digested food, as if of small lish and
stomal
Crustacea,
This,
en, adds another proof to my theory, of the easy union or acclimatization ot the salt. ion of the sea to huge
icsh water lakes, particularly when an iihiimhuit
superc.-sary lood is found for their sustenance.
A ,)iies
ie,
what should be done with this novel specimen
ol the
ilmtmfannly? Should he notgo to the projector of his
race, I of. Baird?
Ilns was negatived, for the feelings
of
ostci-paient came uppermost, and if cannibalism is charg.
jawBl one who eats his own propagation, he was caniiiUii
scalped -and hisekin made a trophy of, bb it was mountnd now presents a very fair specimen in death of what the
was when alive; and the flesh was eaten and very auii-li

body wen

the

lelv

pre

lateral line

.

i

•

by your bumble servant,

id

'

Y

t

isii

andSi\\»n

Among

3a.ii

the

many

Wilmot.

interesting

and

in-

structive objects Of study lobe found in the tanks of the
York Aq ia urn, there is one deserving of especial meat;.
cal fishes ami Iheirspawn. Ai pie>, „ -.,!,.
the male and female
[

i

i

fish— me engaged
tho eggs, and tho

in the

very Interesting occupation of batching
try are easily discerned within th.i,-

embryo

senii-tran-parenl covering,

'fh-

movements of

(

i,.,

mil

when waiched

closely, disclose the fact lluit precisely
the
same as in Ihe artificial propagation of fishes, tile principal object is to keep the water pure that immediately snrroun
I

spawn, to accomplish which he covers the eggs with his body
and fans them with his fins, by which means the desired Ob*
ject is attained.

monis of

quciiily attempted,
sults.

was'.probably

Ii

live fishes in the

the art of artificial

suites furnished $692,855.

latter

the imports for

;

These slatemeii

!

t

had once taken
tance above his

3-17

Stales, $434,920,

The

first

act

of

from Observing the raove^
batching their young that

breeding was

and

thing

as

the

first suggested, and
We now know with Buch grand
It

-male

i

lis.:

I

re-

.vera

place suitable to deposil the spawn, which, when ,[:.,
Icii entioie to the care of her spouse,
who digs a hole, to the
bottom of which it attaches the eggs by a kind of cement, and
then, as stated, covers

agitated by fanning

bieai, their

them and keeps the water constantly

with his

fins.
At thee-.id,.! the ninth
fishes are seeu within, and three days later ihey
covering and come forth possessed with all the

day the young

it

.

—

1

For the

playfulness of a Sportive kitten.

from

their sustenance

attached, but -when

it

is

entirely absorbed

or

two

which they

are

week

filst

sac to

tile

by the

fears ago Dor ears wer

fellows

little

very

are.

much

pleased

FOREST ANO

S'lltKAM

:

If yon are correct In your surmises that the salmon lately taken tn
Deis off Staten Island and up the Hudson were the results of my efforts
of a few years ago, perhaps some data may he interesting.
2,000 salmon
In March, 1S71,T procured from Mr. Si ,uel Wil
atoning t
«(fgs, and placed them in Mr. Christie's

i

own

Dutchess County, the headwaters of l laKS
" land-locked salre
fluO Scnrodie salmon, or

feathered songsters.

Fioei.is.

7

welcome ri lit warmly the above graceful contributions. Our correspondents are ladies. Then, too, the lines come
from the direct descendants of that man who, during the
early days of American scientific research dttl perhaps more
than any one before or since has done for the advancement of
its interests.
They come from those living on the spot where
the immortal artist-natura'ist spent some of his happiest

'spawn
and in May, lstl.l
ire then
two spring ponds, a few rods off,
taenia of the youngsters could be easily watched. My Intention was
to keep them there several years, and observe the cflect of good feed
on salmon conlined in fresh water.
TJnfonunalely for the result, of the information which 1 hoped to
gain by this course. Mr. Christie the next year removed from and let
Hutched out soon

|

after,

and 500 Schoofllcs

to

some persons who neglected the wire screens at the outlet
and the young fish thus escaped into the race, and thence
whence 1 caught with hook and worm several
young salmon of both kinds in 1SH; their length averaged five inches,
his place to

years

of the ponds,

The
the,

tall

receive the

C'mo.UiO, July

1

9, 1STT.

•ilnn

dec
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ope

•cry bitterness they

m

They only speak t
The sparrow will be

38.
S.

SVohaveWati
smoky London;
I

in dirty,

scoring satire of their pens.
inseives i" charges of larneni-

s

in

1

green meadows and gardens

1

th

redish spots at the larire end.
Length of
egj5B._l.07 to 1.13 inch: breadth, ft to .63 inch.
They often
vary in measurement. These gaudy birds often wander over
trees in every direction, striking the Lark on hollow or decayed places with their beaks, and thrusting their to
its crevices in search of insects, or their iatvte, on which they
feed.
Instead of a nest it forms a circular hole in the decayed
parts of trees.
The male and female sit alternately. Alter
enjoying their feasts they retire in parties to son:'
ing trees to amuse themselves by gamboling and sportively
chasing each oilier. This bird is frequently invaded in it's
cozy home by the black snake, v. Inch glides' up the trunk of
the tree and enters the aparl im ut, "
Mm.
m
brood, in spite of Ihe cries eml tin
its.
hi
the 25th of June, 1809. while on a visit lo a friend of mine, at.
Gvvyned, Pa.. 1 took a stroll down through the orcimnl,
on hearing the pitiful cries of these hi nls", 1 bl tetied to ui
tree, where, as my friend informed im
one ! the lords had
made its home. On arriving at the. snot. I noliced the female
flying from one limb to the other in a frantic manner.
To ray
surprise I saw a large black snake on the trunk of the (tee, its
tail partly coiled around a small limb, striking at tl
in quick succession.
After watching the
few moments I cut a small sapling, and sfrikii
across the back, it fell at my feet quite dead.
It measured
five feet nine inches in length.
One of its eyes was picked
out by the male bird, which was in the cavity trying
lie
.

mm

ti

young.

its
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MORE ABOUT REVERSED SHELLS.
' xsn.
miii
Editor Fokkst and StorMi
:•:.;,

1

:

attention has been called to a letter In No. is of your joium
••'
this month,
signed
W.. Leest/urg, Va.," contamlni the query
wheliie
i:ie
""
b
ii
aces
itli
suits ral or left-handed
1

,

-

Us aepartun

''

mai

d

Ian

,111

my

In

1

thi

11

Amen

ies.

mrise until dark yet they had five
ade to the nest— always hungrytag to swallow my finger when T
;

sinistral Shells

Thai latitude

but

inm

ic

ul

,

.

;

probably for the reason that hot ami moist

-.

to

1

1

1

1

form of animal

this

1

1

•

mm

in

lighting or quarreling; indeed they

hand

to tight.

;

Ilolyok.

River. Arkansas.

round us While we fed the Chickens, or visited the orohall the time; but the only song we ever heard from
ras a shrill scream somewhere away up in upper C, and
down a "starling's gamut." The cock birds were handsome
and as they came to kuow us, they would come out to the outmches and begin their greeting in answer to our morning's whlsdaring twenty years of acquaintance with generations of birds
Nouma.n.
Br yet heard a starling smg.
-ly

emi mm,.
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your paper concern tag the advisa-

sparrow, biwin it not only a pleasure
bility of cultivating the English
duty, to use even meanslB
to add my testimony against them, but a
the little pests,
Itj
to banish to the
desire
who
power to aid those
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SOUTHERN MAMMALS BY " TISHM AN."
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In a city where the latter will not m.
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his wort to do, but certainly
one ever care to raise '"in
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consider this an imporfaui matter (far
form a part of a history of
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La., July 18, 1877.

Editor Forest and Stkf.au:
A few days ago 1 sent you a short article correcting some
misstatements made by 'Dr. Young, in the last number ol

"nio]
I

HW

'I

'

lor iuliabii ants is

North American Mammals,)

I inclose, a few lines from a
friend of mine, a surgeon in the regular army, from (he same
portion of Mississippi as Dr. Young.
BoNXtE Bilk Flag.
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Cones is writing a history ol the x. a. Mammalia, and i think
he duty of every one io prevent an error or misstaiernein from being
published about the mammals of our Southern eonntry. I am from the
same part of (lie State as the Doctor, and
kuow that deer arecorn-
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iiion In

"'idnood.

purtsof Mississippi.
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individual, thus verifying the adage ttntt
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KagU of July 21 says;
of every ten cases "I suppoBecl hybrid* are tool
ignorance and superstition."
Wfl are glad to have the

reproduction, and

BtTOsilies, etc., for
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Hybrids.- -The. Brooklyn

which our correspondent "Bonnie Blue Flag"
has been referred back to Dr. Young for examination,

known
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"Nine

0111

a constant puzzle

letter to

Hie

theoliange first
the inture Individual. We know

one direction and the same number in a 1.
lily 111 tins primary vital a, lion m
shells.
Almost all the species of shells In which veversed individuals occur are
viviparous and are born wph from one to one and a half whil
•a slight disturbing force, such as might be prodimed by
an overcrow
»,-riiis in the ovisac would allert a

• .Mississippi Bottom,
but also tor black bear.
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Inan inerediDlj short tune not a forest bad was to he
year or so, until the gnus
This was borne impatiently for a
friend to the. birds drove the usurpers
,e lover of justice and
the forest birds hav.
from the place Since their banishment
id the
more their sweet ie
in full force, and once
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species of Parliila P.,
sinistral, the dextral ones tormina the exception.
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severs speoles ol the gnni rs a lit
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FURTHER EVIDENCE ON THE SPARnkv,'

have noticed them feeding contentedly

were too
They 0J from tree to tree,
latbirds and bluebirds are mtting, disturbing none of them and
during this week we saw one taking his morning bath in a
-side some little ducks no larger than Itself.
stlo
somewhat surprised at a remark made in a recent letter. Some
-mem" The tlrst time in my life that I have heard
a thing, though 1 have kepi them, netted them, have had them
that, being loosed from the cage, they have found a mate and
elrneats in the tall poplars on the lawn fronting the house.
i

warm

are

isllanatea

and the generic and

life,

forms of mollusK are more numerous m
occur. This remark more em
•teuera Helix ISulimvi jiartuln ami .•
with uunibers of reversed sir lis, whose noinial type

vith the business in
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shells,
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collection,
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rrom. Colorado.
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—100,000 young shad were shipped from

Having seen several

1

t

of North Amftrinati

When the teinperat ore rises the offal rots, the foul gases are
confined by the surface ice, and young cod and other fry are
thereby destroyed.

ROW

m

marked with

color,

speeitic

—.».

Red

;

;

fresh water spe<

The anchor ice freezes the ollVtl and prevents its
hv marine animals, or decomposed by the water.

Saturday, July 14, to the

li

a Ion-

;

very hard at the point iris dark brown
legs ipiite short and
strong, having four toes, two before and two behind.
The
tail consists of ten hard and elastic, feathers, whirl
prop to aid the bird in climbing; head and neck of a beautiful
rich, velvety red hue; breast and belly pure, white; back and
part of the scapulars a glossy black.
The eggs are five in
number. On one occasion 1 found six. but this is seldom met
with.
The shell is smoother than
any other specn
woodpecker family. They are of a beautiful clear white

different Species of

—Prof. Hurd calls attention to the deleterious effects of the
thrown overboard by those engaged in fishing off

being eaten

:

-'"'m

upper tendoni.

the

lish offal

radpr.

-

the bark

ig

1

Amoskeag Falls, IT. H. The Fish Commis-ionexamined the head waters of Pemigewassef and
other tributaries of the Merrimack in the north part of the
State, and found them thoroughly stocked with young salmon
—fish that have not been seen there for thirty years until the
.

»

» .».

Ked-IIkaueb Woodpeckers —{Mdiinerptv ergllem
is so named from picking holes in the
trees to procure the insects which form ils food.
As there
are so many different species of the woodpecker tribe in
North America, and their habits are so nearly alike, 1 will
not give a description of them all, but will describe the one
above named. The male measures nine inches from point of
the beak to the end of tail, and ten inches
eafc long and straight, om
inches in

—This handsome bird
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ers recent ly

.

rty to print

lib
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te
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on

;

as a denizen of the city and
udy; his habits are those of a
ut, and will often light to the

Alerrimuc at

present season.
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al

[

time.— Ed.]

fend

who
,'S— all fall miller the

of the English

in

we

nave rend with a great deal of interest the letters and opinions of
correspondents about the English sparrow. I cannot account for the
plucky little bird, unless it is that

of English country life

numbers

lived,

1

thought to be inexhaustible.
-

where he

Eiutok Forest and Sthbam:

death.

,»,

those so nearly related to

v.

,

must follow wanton waste or excessive drain upon natural
Ten years ago the Columbia river fisheries were
supplies.

daily seen inconsiderable

and

— ~o»_

Fish Commissioner, is authorized to carry on this
work in connection with the salmon breeding at the United
The fact
States station on the McCloud River, California.
that necessity has compelled this resort shows what dearth

now

does

their gnarled

ye print with a feeling that savors of reverence.

En.]

S.

are

From

the great naturalist, and living

Salmon Hatohiw ox

—Salmon

moan through

winter winds sigh and

a romance will
home with a peculiar charm.

i

Among
Still

But over scenes how strangely changed! Yet
ever cling to what remains, and invest the old

undoubtedly

tiik Cpctmbia.—Tile Cannery men
Columbia River having become alarmed at the very
marked diminution of the salmon in the river this year, have
formed an association under the name of the Oregon and Washington Fish Propagating Society, for remedying the evil by
uncial hatching, and have raised a working fund of twenty
thousand dollars for this purpose. They have placed the whole
matter in the hands of Mr. Livingston Stone, of the U.S.
Fish Commission, who, by special arrangement with Prof.

great life-work, he

dwell his children's children.

pines slid nod and toss their giant tops.

ol the

I'.

still

knottedbraneb.es.

Maxhatta.w

_-*#,—

where, having accomplished his

those grand old forest trees

the land-locked salmon being the largest.
In 1878, 1 could find no Salma salar, and only a few Kchrodles. Perhaps some of your readers can say what has become of the latter, and
srtlctr

;

passed into a ripe old age, then peacefully away.

into Fishklll Creek,

whether they have increased since. The Salnw
dropped over the dam to salt water. Tours,

We

com

are
li

However, under Ihe circumstances,

1
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we

many m

of

the above letters now. trusting to hear from Dr. Young in due
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Baird,
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make, the revision which

the testimony
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may

so that he

who

birds

it.

from our valued correspondent.
We trust that dwellers on the Hudson who have any more
light to shed on this important subject will not permit it to be
York, July

many

and "aks. We little
as any one the impor-

a.i

to receive the following letter

New

"i
pltti

thought when we welcomed as enlliii-.
tally
tation of the sparrows that they would destrn
but sad experience has taught, us
iug them. As they
deemed advisable to
compllshod their work so well in the city, It w
try them here also; why. I know not, as I cat
t
remember that we
were ever much troubled in our locality with th
.-onus and caterpillars that did, I know, infest New York. But out they came in great
numbers, and bitterly did we rue the day. One by one our dear little
songsters disappeared larks, thrushes, scarlet tanagers, orioles, all fell
victims t the quarrelsome dispositions of the little sparrows. Even
flair own against them. For three or four
the robins CO
jreaTswesql
then indignation overE our favorites, and
powered us, and we rose in a body to drive the intruders away.
Ve
have done so almost entirely, and this summer, for the flrat time in
erne,
"m -;. have-again welcomed our native birds, but if we are to
keep them we must destroy the sparrows, as they do most certainly
light and kill all other birds,
bet them keep to the city where they have
Mi' :n-e doing u good work, but leave us in our country homes our

supposed the cattish eat their young the same as pickerel.
R. F; If.

The Hudson Rivku Salmon. —We

with the thrilling

notes of the thrush, the meadow lark, t
found a welcome home in our grand old

they are in a condition to accept food or seek it for themselves.
'They are subsequently separated frotn their parents, as it is

bid
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Barutmi.

the Eldgle for science.
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After

all

there

is

nothing like
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FOREST AND STREAM.
K Pioht Betwsen

Tnocr

A

Water Snake.— AW.

a

a.nd

Coast survey, ins

noti

d .riljes as follows a contest
which he and a brother officer witnessed in 18(17 on the f'utwenty-four miles south of
small
trout
stream
about
rissima, a
/-',..,

the

Snu Francisco
had teen fishing on the stream, and came to a high
water about ten
bank which oTins pool was fringed
feet in diameter and four feet in depth,
small gravel bank.
The
on one side
trout, al first sight was lying in mid-water, betiding up Stream.

4S1

lour years they will nearly all be frozen or starved
two or three

Siwbam

There is a good prospect for plenty of chickens of g 00 d size
Ii of August; the nesting
season having been particularly f&vorUblo the broods came off early.
G. H. Houghton.

il

nine inches in

ied, fully
.mi' (lies

-

.

length,

While studying how to
secure hhn, a novel fishermen appeared, and
angler.

i

to

tpeuded our own to wittrout Was a large waterblack and yellow.
He
up tile p
on he surface until over the trout, when
be made a dive, and by a dexterous movement seized thfi
i.mI
in such a fashion thai the jaws of the snake closed its
mouth. The trout had the use of its tail and tins, and could
drag the snake from the surface.; when near the bottom,

new enemy of the
common variety, striped
This

thorn.

.

e of the

k a la BonwBOiflii— Oalimbva, O., June 36.—
urn from a short drive westward last, evening, and
.

just before nor share of tie.' c\e|oee. ii, crossing a ditch or
run we Startled a woodcock (Philoluila minor) and her brood
of live from beneath the temporary bridge over said run.
Although not an uncommon thing to find woodcocks' nests
Containing live eggs, as we learned ai home in N
this is the first line- we ever beheld a family of five young.
The little ones were scarcely larger thm rails (Panama eard-

ana\ and they had

actually " to climb" to top
which they immediitely dropped.

fence, behind

I

!

no mistake

a

1

.'

ment.

t

I

of
'

ley the 15l

:

Prgctoh ox the Sea Seupent.— In Forest AMD
Aug. 12, 1875, we published a "Plea for the SeaThere have been, since that date, numerous seaserpent hoaxes, as well as several observations reported by
men whose testimony merits at least a n
judgPRO*.

T

here, but, they breed so fast, that in
are quite plenty again.

Prof. Proctor sends

an interesting

letter to Si. NicJtolas

for August, and some of the facts he mentions, it will be remembered, were urged by us iu our article. The Professor

says:

A grew number ol

1.

roollati stories

have

tieen fold

about the aca-

low snake
There was

I
had ample lime, ami counted
the birds and afterward Hear little "long-bills."
The
old bird jumped with a ring, which attracted m
and caused me to check Hie horse. A second thing of interest
to me is that they should be found so far away from home
earesl cover of any respectability being at least a mile
distant -in a road (middle mud-road toCemi lery and Asylum
for Idiots mid Lunatics! so frequently traveled: but " (here's
no accounting for tastes." 1 regret
did not get out and see
if I coUld have Hushed the little fellows a second time, but

the number, as

in

first

-

"- "f its tail by winding it around
every stone or root that it could reach. After: curinj
could drag the trout toward the bank, but, on
it
tail hold
This
letting go, the trout would have a new advantage.
.ml ...I continued for full twenty minutes, when the snake
etil
tail ont of the water and clasped around
manage
the storm was racing with mi
it beat me by a full
length
one of the willows mentioned as overhanging the
The battle was then up, for the snake gradually put and "I did not like to tarry."
pool,
W'iiii esteem,
remain',
Boi rguoisb.
one
each
the
root.
dragging
With
toil after coil around the
When half its body was coiled it un- m
fish toward the laud.
.e lue first hold and stretched the end of its tail out iu
A. Qubbb
Fisu.
I'.
E. Kohinson, of Kerrisburgli, Vt.,
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using both

had

:u uither root, made fast, and
It
the trout out on the gravel batik.
and, uncoiling, the snake dragged

dnu^vd

il

-

upon the bank, and

fish fully ten feel
.

1.

We killed
as we thou

rater,

the

suppose would have

I

snake and replaced the trout Ip

the

him.

1

now
imw

-ved

»

.

lie

liberty

was

darted off. That
unhurt, and in a Ee
d o
the water-snake of our California brooks will prey upon the
young of trout and also smaller and less active fishes, T have
a fish so large or
1, but never have seen an attack on
one more hotly contested.
iitly

.

i

.
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Remarks. We have more than once seen the common
black snake attempt to capture trout. In Pike County, Pa.,
Westbrook, Ms.]., had un octagonal basiu of twenty
:

maguiliccul spring-head, in which
Ice!, diameter, containing
he kept a large number of tine breeders. There seemed to be
colony of black snakes resident in the neighborhood,
ii

.;

although constant warfare upon them nearly wiped them out.
They were constantly on the watch at the outlet, where the

water discharge!
itions.

BCree

a

Very many

Eprmhig a capital base of

i

two and three-pound fish
the cause was positively

tine

peared mysteriously before

disapascer-

tained.

writes

An acquaintance of mine while fishing for trout in a small
in Mast Montpelier, early in June, caught a queer fish,
described as follows: Total length,
inches: breadth of
head, pearly
inch: pectoral 9ns, 1; inches long;
lone, hard Spin! BftbosB fins are so large thai tliej have the appearance of wings); anal tin, 1 inch wide. 9 Short
ventral fine small; first dorsal, 5 spines-, second dors
spines and rai her.short
caudal. 1 inch broad anil rounded is
scaleless and beautifully mottled brown or lisrht vellow, the
dorsal tins the same: yellowish white beneath: tun sum!!.
sharp white spines behind the eves near the side of the head.
If was caught by Lee Harvey, end preserved in alcohol by
Howard Putnam, of Mast Montpelier, in whose possession ii
now is. "Will you give us its name?
[The specimen is doubtless one of the Colloids or " Miller's
brook

-1

;

Do Fish Sleep.-- In answer to a correspondent's
Do tish sleep? and if so under what conditions as

"

either Gotta
ohtioideS (Girard), which
found in Laniville Co.; Vermont,
<;olhl*h„!ro;,hsy<{\r,m\,.
found at Windsor, Vermont. Though, In
ii
making ibis statement, we must say that the fin formula
correspond with Girard's description
is

i,

.

knows exactly how to count fin rays he
number of ventral spines should have bee

place, etc.?" the

Though

Aquarium Journal,

th jnios
the acquaint!
yet the quest
suggest an

const

!,

!

watching of fish in
to determine that, they do sleep,
as of sufficient importance to

hai

H

In reply to several letters ad,ve have received but one which
ethe others simply stated that
deserves spec .a ai tendon st
The single communication
the observer was himself in doubt.
to which we refer was from Professor 1). S. Jnrdoo, of Btttand we give, it in full, as foller'a I niversity, Irvington, Ind.,

lows

Mav

23, 18TT.

'«'•

With

lettOT,

tlie

request that

I

give you

my

views ou

Hair!.

Tttnur
!e

auv special value.

rloDKB tome thus: Its »ve ro downward
vertebrate nervous system, we llnd the
"-•'^

flifleronl

Man and

marked.

the

Iess

!lni1

-a-.-p

idiot the

much

time; inn their as
tlK.seiu

leBS Ollttoaaj

s

verl

hijrh.^i

"wltuoneeyao
less

oiffercnt

from

Ma

anable to distinguish any SB*: 6f sleep
states ol qdlescence ia certain. species, una

i

.

ivolved in

any Important nuts have been adduced to show any real ur periodinoticed them.
cal "sleep," 1 havenot
D. s. Jokdan.
Very truly jonrs,
It

Although wc are in doubt as to whether there are any post
presented on the subject, yet, should any
may be of
reader have in his possession information which
pleased to receive and consider it.
service, we. should be
...
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JufaVS.— In Fokest
.

that

Wasbville.-Kw™

our birds

last,

is

estimated as

is

Animals.— The. duration of
follows by a German author

life

in

of the

The

elephant,. 150 to 200 years; camel, 50 to GO, ass, 30
to50; horse, 'JO to 80; deer, 20; bull, SO5 ox (draught), 19.;
cow, 20; lion, 60 bear, "JO
wolf, 20
dog, 25 to 38 ; fox,
cat, is,squirrel, 7; hare, T to S;
15; sheep, 10; hog, 20
Of birds: Parrot, 110; eagle, 100; swan, 100
goat, 10.
:

;

;

;

who

tile.-..

rtlCU.VBD A.

'uoei

aud other fowls were very susceptible to mesmeric influence,
and so also are rabbits, squirrels, guinea pigs, frogs, etc. Men
have been mesmerized by simply gazing intently upon a bright
surface, as a mirror,

new surgical

instrument, or other bright

reflecting body.

Henbill

places a frog on its back,

holding

it

quiet for

Ranis remains

in

that

with

its

some time;

position

leg and

thoreupon

motionless,

except

The Doctor believes this
but from the fact that to produce this stale
the linger must be held steadily before the eyes of the animal,
and the sleep induced is of ten cataleptic iu character, we must
reasonably suppose animal magnetism,, so called,— to be ,i,
agent.
The papers of Dr. Carpenter, onOdolysm, etc., in
the Popular Sdenre Monthly for June and July of the cm-rent
year, throw much light upon this subject, considering that as
yet. the alphabet of psychological science is not yet
mastered.
be sleep

to

;

;

sparrow-bawd-:, 40
canary iff it breeds annually),
it docs not couple, 24; nightingale and lark, Iff to
;

10; do., if
18 peacock, 34
;

;

turkey, 14

;

hen, 13

;

quail.

Ii

to ?

;

duck,

25.
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Cause or the Fish-like Odot? in Dottkisg Water.— In
answer to the question, "What, cause, then, can be assigned
for this most peculiar odor ?" Prof. Eattimore asserts in the
Popular Science Monthly for August, that it must be due to
the decomposition of some form of fresh water alga-,
lie
draws his conclusions partly from the investigations of others,
and partly from his own observation and experiment. After
the disappearance of the odor from the water he observed that
microscopic algaj, which had collected on the filters through
which water had been flowing for twenty-four hours, exhaled
an odor strikingly like that given off by a blade of early spring
grass, when crushed by the ringers.
A minute quantity of
these alga put into distilled water, and kept covered for a
few hours, revealed an odor which was distinctly recognized
as that which had recently affected the water from the lake.

—An Artesian well in Ventura County, Cal. , which was
bored iu 1871, spouts up, every April and May, immense
The fish, supposed to be trout, are of
various sizes, the largest being one inch in length.
The nearstream where fish are found is twenty-live miles distant.

iot

:

Again he Bays, "Ip
grown by the 15th
by the 1st of Sep-

—We

have received from the General Passenger Agent of
the Kansas Pacific R, R., a circular announcing that this

upon application, to offer special rates
to parties who desire to explore Kansas and the Rocky Motm
tains in the interests of science.
There is no more enticing

company

are prepared,

field for

the geologist than the country through

most

more

I

:i

,

i

~

,

,

;

,,

passes.

Its

luere

left

will

them undisturbed.

be very few quails

so plenty as last year.

though they were
on an average, once in

this tail,

I think,

R. Thatcher has returned

to

England from

his

eonchological exploring tour in the far East, bringhim an entirely new genus, which the London Zoo-

logical Society

A

have named in his honor Thatcheria.

Cat Hospital.— The Tribune

reporter has found an old
Division street, between Essex and Norfolk, who
devotes her whole time and purse to the gratuitous nurture of

woman ou

disabled cats.

—A

She has more than

fifty

on her hands now.

sparrow and a young chicken recently
engaged in mortal combat over a crumb. The sparrow triumphed and Hew off with the prize, leaving the chicken dead
Pottsville (Pa.)

—A

fossil iguwndon, (10 feet long and 18 feet high,
has
been found near Canon City, Col.

which the

cretaceous especially has furnished the

The

carboniferous, too, and the Hipcone arc both

or less well developed in Kansas, arid then beyond Deo.
ver rise tie- grand old mountains thai wc all so long For during

Don your hickory shirt, then, young man,
and with your geological hammer in one baud, and your rille
in the other, start OUl for a couple of months' work ou the
plains and in the mountains.
this hot weather.

Ilie.l

I'l.

SPLIT

- .».

—Tie- managers
offered a reward of

London Zoological Gardens lejve
$3,500 for the safe delivery in England

of

the

of a monster anaconda, measuring thirty-six

and a yard

in diameter,

;

now

length,

holding undisputed possession of
Mataitn, Venezuela. These serpents are
1 near
caught with live dogs as bait. After swallowing the dog the
1.

snake takes a nap and the fisherman takes the snake.

i,.-

.

c

SU|,1.

BAMBOO RODS.

To Our Customers and

the Public; In reply to the dame. i,ireports which have been circulated respecting the qi ditl
our split bamboo rods, by
dealers" who an unable I
with us at our reduced prices, we have issued a circular which
we shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving- the falsity
of their assertions.
.

'

feet, in

1

aWftW and

0.

the Odon{orrizt?m or buds- with teeth, and the PteranodonUa
or toothless Pterodactyl**, both lately described by Prof.

his emails but about ours.
,

—Mr.

five year's

ing with

interesting specimens ever discovered in this country

Marsh.

Trespectfully beg leave to differ with the writ.er-ii...
1 have lived here eight years, and
,le time in the field, and have naturally
,,
find that they breed
twiE -w.1 frequency three times n: the S33S0n and while
L,iS of then, are lull grown on the first of September, there
not halt nor rvmi one-tourth grown.
are others which are
brood in Sepone lime in particular of seeing
I remember
hatched.
1 was out hunting prairie
tember that was only |ust
)..,.
..,
call them izrouso here), and as Ply ma.de
tied, to urge her forward, but she
u0m
would not move an inch. 1 then began to look for the cause
not three feet from Iter nose, and
-f her [joint and BOOB SOW,
7,- '.
V
of
i. ii brooding her little chicks,
..,
th,
I bade my dog come
i were in sight.

est

1

K

never

viO;

jMesmkrizixo Animals.—An exchange notes with surprise,
the experiments or Kircher, in " bewildering hens."
This is'
nothing new or strange. It has long been known that pigeons

Moris.

century

K. P.

"p
all

"""

D
.

.'

tar

e:!S(

r.l

quantities-offish.

EMl
DkabSik: Tout

Y*

bearlug

thigh flexed,

:

IrYINUTmn, In a.,
7.

Ucaritijj vi

.

as to breathing, forflve or six hours.

DmUtrrow or Life
animals

for July, says:

careful

tid

li-

any
1

eCo

i

Ed.]

chat

'lii.'ve

1

ae'.lie

Dr.

question,
to time,

V

;

Thumbs," and may be

important, point.

v

1

I

•

— [Adv.

CONBOT, BlSSETT

&

MalLESOK,

Manufacturers, 65 Fulton Street.

NY
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Woodland, jfarm

THESE favorite plants are seldom seen
from

To

developed.

,i

POISON
Editor Forest and Strram

where

their capa-

decorative point ol view, are thoroughly

be sure, the florist

grows a benchful of B.
Incarnata for winter, and perhaps a few
plants of B. Dreggeii for spring or summer, but we seldom see

them get

hat attention and care in a greenhouse that they deScarcely any other genus of plants is so distinct in
{

and bo! lew

habit,

yet.

we

timl

l

commonplace
hem almost banished from
make room for novel-

nine-tenths of our private greenhouses to

value from a gardener's standpoint. Many of
the best begonias arc profuse, flowering plants, not less accept-

ties of far less

because they persist In blooming all the year round, and
they are by no means particular as to the position or soil they

able,

The dwarfer kinds can be grown

occupy.

either in pots or

baskets, and the

tall growing sorts may be planted out and
or in any out Of the way place in the greenW here the lender and fashionable novelties will not
but no matter bow or where they are grown, their fothrive
liage and flowers being so distinct from any other plant, they
ore simply invaluable for the quantity of cut blooms they supply during the long winter season. For dinner -table decora-

up

trained

pillars,

jusl

ii

;

tion, or in vases of loose flowers, they arc unsurpassed, onac
count of the crystalline brilliancy of their colors, which show
remarkably well under artificial light. The white kinds, as B.

Spathulala and B. Dreggeii, glisten like snowflakes, and the
rosy, crimson or scarlet flowered species are still more beauti-

For bouquets, they are not so well adapted, as the dowknack of dropping from their stalks just at

inl

ers have a curious

moment. They are easily propagated, either by
cuttings, leaves, or by divisions of the fleshy tuberous roots,
and can be grown in any good compost, sufficient drainage being always secured. Recently some attention has been given to
thehalf hartby tuberous-rooted section, and while for brilliancy
of color in the flowers and freshness of foliage, many o f them
ure unsurpassed, yet blooming as they do during the summer
months, when the greenhouse cannot vie with the flower garthe critical

den, and, in fact,

is

often neglected altogether, they are not

The following
kinds will be found both useful and desirable, and are grown
chiefly for winter decoration.
B. Dreggeii (8yn. B. parvi-

likely to be of great service in this country.

compact, bushy species, producing a copious supply

jtora), a

of its white buds and snow-white flowers, set in foliage of the
most vivid green imaginable. B. Spathulala, an erect growing plant with rounded shining leaves, and pearly-white blossoms. B. Fuschioides, a well known favorite, with long red
shoots, clothed with bright leaflets of a metallic green tint,
and enlivened by its gracefully drooping racemes of heartshaped coral-like buds and flowers, admirably adapted for cut-

ting for vases, or other decorations.

It

flowers best

when

planted out and trained up a wall or pillar. B. Hybrida Multiflora is a seedling, similar in habit with rosy flowers and veryfree blooming, but not equal to the former in beauty. B. Nitidais a splendid variety for covering pillars or walls in

plant bouse, and will well repay a

little

awarm

extra attention, as

it is

in bloom
but it must be planted out, and have
room and good treatment to grow it to the best
The foliage is large, and of a pleasing bright

almost always

green color, white its large rosy flowers are produced iu immense panicles, borne on stiff fleshy stalks from the base of

every

For cutting,

leaf.

flowers

may lie

'his variety is unequaled,

and the

arranged along with the rosy Calanthe Veitchii,

the rich purple Lieiia Anceps or L. Autmunalis, the

snowy

Ceelogyne Crcslata, or the Scarlet Flamingo plant, without
loosing any of their beauty by the contrast of such lovely
rivals.
B. Sauudersouii is a well known variety, with bright

and bears a profusion of crimson

foliage, compact, habit,

ii

i

Brs

all

B.

season long.

Incaruata Superba, Ingramii

and others are all good varieties, but not better than
those already named, though they give more variety of courSi
B. Mauieata, B. Hydrocotylifolia, and the cross or hybrid between them are also good sorts, with graceful semi-transparent
Insignia,

light piuk lace-like flowers.

variety with light green

B. Welloniensis

foliage

is

flowers.

It

when cut, and flowers well when bedded out
in summer as well as flowering freely in winter. B. Prestoniensis, with orange colored (lowers.
B. Subpeltata Nigricans, with dark mottled foliage and pink blossoms,' and B.
j.

its golden,

yellow blossoms and beautifully marked

are also desirable varieties; nor should B. Glaueophylla

Bcahdena be forgotten, an admirable basket plant with light
green foliage, and long pendants of rich salmon colored blossoms.
Indeed all of the above are well worth growing by
those

who

require a supply of decorative plants
-

r-

--

The Rose Slug. —Mrs. H. D. Graves,

of Essex Co., N. Y.,
Writes to the florist, Yicte, thai she destroys the rose slug
euBily by Hie application of a solution composed of one pint of
dairy salt and one pint of soft soap, dissolved in ten gallons of
Dissolve the SOap thoroughly in the water, then
soft "water.
add the salt, stir well, and shower the bushes soon after the
One applicaleaves appear; again after the bloom is over.
After sunset is
tion is generally sufficient if taken iu time.
Rutland Herald,
the best time lo do it.

—California

to three

feet high, with long, cord-like shoots ami strong lateral fibres.

inscription

is

not necessary in this connection.

Rhus venenata—Poison sumach, also known as poison ash and poison
elder in various localities— a shrub or small tree growing from ten to
twenty feet high; trunk, from one to live inches In diameter; pale
grayish hark

leaves about three inches long, nearly half as wide,
oval, and arranged in pairs, from three to six pairs with a
terminal leaf
on each leaf stalk very small, greenish flowers round, smooth, groenIsh-white berries about the size of small peas. Tins is more polsono
than the species named above, and all are found tlnonghoiit Canada
;

;

;

and the United States.
Rkut p um Hum.— This Is the smallest and most poisonous variety, and
Is confined to the Southern States.
It is about a foot
trailing habit, with a hairy stem; leaves arranged simi
ata, bat coarsely toothed, and with a velvety
pr hairy
ries are covered with red silky hairs. The two latter vi
-e'UiljJe
somewhat the common sumach.
I

has produced a pink rose six inches in diam-

or eighteen inches in circumference.

To Correspondents.—Those desiring ns to prescrtbe for their dogs
will please take note or and describe the following points
each ani-

m

mal:

Food and medicine given. S, Appearance of the eye
of the coat of the tongue and lips. 4. Any changes in the appearance
of the body, as Dloatlng, drawing in of the flanks, eto. 6. Breathing,
the number of respirations per minute, and whether labored or not.
fi.
Condition of the bowels and secretions of the kldueya, color, etc. 7.
Appetite; regular, variable, etc. 8. Temperature of the body as Indicated by the bulb of the taermometer when placed between the body
and the foreleg. », Give position of kennel and surroundings, outlook,
contiguity to other buildings, and the uses of tho latter. Also give any
peculiarities of temperament, movements, etc., that may be noticed
1.

;

signs of suffering, etc.

—

Kbunei Reoisteb. We are in receipt of numerous applications for blanks for the Kennel Register.
This mailer is no
longer in our bauds.

Those desiring lo register must henceH. Smith, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada, who
the Secretary of the National Kennel Club, and Chairman
of Committee on Publication,
forth apply to L.
is

,,

Some persons

are peculiarly susceptible to the poison of the Rhm,
while others are as singularly exempt from Its baneful influence.
When
its effects are simply external the simplest
and best remedy is a saturated solution of bi-carbonate of soda, applied several times
a day,
;
a rapid euro. Common washis also good. Another certain remedy is a
solution of hydrochlornte of ammonia, or sal ammonia, one
ounce to a
pint of water, applied frequently with a soft sponge. Solutions
of borax
or copperas may also be used with good effect. A decoction of the

this will effect

common elder, hi buttermilk, is a favorite domestic remedy.
When there is internal inflammation or much constitutional disturbance, hydroehlorate of ammonia should be given in doses of Ave
grains
in gnm arabic water every three hours. This, with cooling and mucilbark of the

aginous drinks, and, if necessary, a saline purgative, will sc
worst cases. In California a decoction of OrmtHarobutia
certain and effectual application in poisoning by the poison oak the
fluid extract may be obtained at any drugstore, and is probably
as good
as the crude article.
^
;

Theremedy mentioned by Mr. Ames In Forest and Stkka.ii or June
28 aa the "black-spotted alder," is doubtless the BrnnimeU* nnjimca
or witeh hazel, which is culled " spotted aider " in some
localities and
a decoction of the bark is much used In domestic practice and by Indians in this and a variety of other external Inflammations. The 'fluid
extract, or Pond's extract, may be obtained at the druggists, and is as
efficacious as the decoction.
1 think that the black alder, alluded to by " Jacobstaff » In Forest
and Stream of July VI, must be the Rhus vaunatu described abov

which

is,

In

some

known as "poison elder ."
such poisonous qualities.

localities,

rlety of alder possessing

i

trmo ofimy

Oconomowoc.

Ivy Poisoning.—lnanswer to " Jacobstaff's " letter In the Forest
of the 5th inst., I for one have used the wash made from
the spotted alder, and found it everything that Mr. Ames represents it
to be for ivy poisoning, of which 1 have been a victim.

and Stream

1'iTk City,

2fettl

July

FotBoa ivy and

Vkru. C4RAHASI.

17.

Dogwood.—L.

P. Simmons, a blacksmith
the shop water ol a black-

oi Mai-sbfjeid, Mass., recommends
smith's trough as a sure cure for poison ivy

and dogwood.

—

Sumach. Another correspondent recommends slrong
and -water, " us strong as a can be made," as on antidote
the poisoning of sumac.

The Proposed Sea

in

the Sahara.— The plan of

salt

for

Continental Doos.—We hear but very

The calculation is that the Sahara covers 4,000,000 miles,
and the seas of the globe 150,000,000. Every foot of water
spread over the African desert would lower the sea onethirtyeighth of a foot.
If this inland sea were to attain
eighty feet on an average, the whole oceanic world would
shrink all around some twenty-six inches.
What would become of our harbor? How could the Cunarders and Slar
lines get over the bar in New York Bay?
How Rhode
Island would grow in agricultural dimensions and diminish in
clam fields ? Norfolk would be left as about the only acees.
sible harbor on our southern coast.
Holland would save half
the expense of draining the Zuyder Zee.
.

—

P. Jackmn.
Under favorable circumstances the spores of
Adiantum Farleyeuse germinate freely, hut lining originally a

sprout from a Scutum, the seedling plants, though bearing a
strong resemblance to a Parleyense. in a young state, invariably revert to the original form.

— Gorliam,

Me., has a curiosity in the shape of a rose which
bloomed from the middle of a healthy shoot, sending out
on every side, while the stem, bearing normal leaves,
grows from the centre, of the flower eighteen or twenty inches.
There are no stamens or pistils. Some of the petals are developed into green leaves, much darker than others on the
same bush, and of an entirely different shape.
lias
its

petals

—Cultivate frogs, toads and lizards. Put them in your
gardens, and as the evening approaches they will hop from
their hiding-places and snuggle down in some convenient spot
near the gutter, or where they know their food will come
plenty.
The ants, roaches, mosquitoes, etc. they consume in
a night is marvelous, and thus they keep down the insect
pests
Scientific A merican.
,

.

—The

first

bale of

new

cotton

on the 10th of July. It was
Texas, by Marion & Follian.

—The grain
of sparrows

was received iu New Orleans
Cameron County,

raised in

fields of Central New York are said to be
which have deserted the neighboriue towns.

Ml

little An tills

coun-

try of the thoroughbred dogs of the continent of Europe, being
so completely absorbed in the contemplation of the "blue

bloods" of Albion. We clip the following from the iMe
Stock Journal and Fancier' s Gazelle, of June 15, 1877, which
treats of several favorite Continental breeds, many of
the
specimens of which, though seemingly possessing no trace of
pointer or setter blood, are not without interest
There are on the Continent fOurrecognized classes for setting
dogs, viz.: The Braque, the Epagneul, the Griffon and
the
Barbel:.
As I have for the last fifteen years shot in the fields
marshes and woods of France, Germany and Belgium when'
ever I have the opportunity of going "abroad, 1 have seen
all
the breeds of dogs at work, and I feel that, 1 can speak with
confidence about their points and characteristics.
The generic
term Braque, includes all pointing or setting doirs with .short
hair, such as English pointers and Spanish pointers as well
as
the original French lirat/ues. of which there ure nmVs than

grand

six

Unique Dupnv, the Brague de Ficar
Navarre, of Anion, of Allemaime, and du BourConcerning the kaiglish pointer, the general opinion
ol Continental shooters is that be is too fast for their
narrow
fields, and that he is totally misnited to the requirements
of the
man who wants a dog-of-all-work, Of course, few pointers
will take kindly to their pot-hunting style,- thai is clear
it
that is what they mean.
To wish that u thoroughbred pointer
should go hunting iu thick and prickly covert, through furze
after rabbits, and to expect him to retrieve' from kind
and
varieties, viz., the

die, that of

bonuais.

water, in all iceutlu.ru, is too much of a joke for some of
the
dogs' feelings,
Hence, -the soft and thin skinned EngBsfl
pointer is held in mediocre esteem by any but. the swell shoot
ers, who like to have a well-bred, elegant-looking
dog any
how, for a companion. In the provinces, wheiAhe land
is
open, however, the English pointer is preferred, because
he
saves the sportsman's legs considerably, can go nt a
good
pace, aud, being in a plain, his master can always see
him
Of course, as time goes on matters will improve, and a certain
proof that the pointer blood, at any rate, is favorably looked
upon is that almost invariably the services at, stud of a. good
British pointer, who works well in the field, are always earrer
J
s
ly sought after everywhere on the Continent.
The Spanish pointer 1B a sl>w coach, and a heavy one withal ; but if he is slow he is sure, and he possesses a nose
which
might
some English po
ell envy,
'the style of
tl v mu
the Spanish gentle
like thai of his master
I
i.e., he lakes ma
a hurry, trots
along in earnest, hi
"iiy ilu •y, is everlasting
in hottorn if not pressed,'! 1 dearly lov
i.eim. Iu short, he
hunts
the hrdis
for the gun, wherei
ter hunts for himself,
A
good Spaniard will com
mietoap:
th he staunchness of au
Egyptian pyramid, Tl
nBSn« dicot to.
fhe
istake. I ne
birds are there, and no
make a deliberate false )int. In she
and, when coming on a icent, he d
good, unless he makes tre that ilu
birds lie well, the Span
'OS his nose in
iu-ir individual direction, whei
" ' -" that, within
half a dozen or so, one
able idea of the mimerical force of the eov
uptto do thai sort
of thing when they are old and experienced, and I stromdv
opine (especially when they take their point by dropping) that
hey have been much used by netting poachers.
Given a
quiet moonlight night, and good fields with plenty of birds,
and a Spanish pointer well-trained to thework, and two poachers will ' drag" hundreds ol partridges in the night.
But the
dog must lie down in his point, not necessarily when lakiti"
bis point, but when he sees the men coming, or when th'e
net
gets over him.
There is an enormous amount of game taken
in that manner on the Contiueut, and were it not for the
sagacity of their dogs, it would be a very difficult matti
for the men to know exactly where to drop their abominable
implements. Hence the Spanish pointer being a steady ranger, perfect finder, and strict pointer, is almost universally
adopted by poachers wherever quiet work has to be undertaken by them. The best Spanish pointers 1 lutve seen have al-

—

certain

French savants to make a sea of the great African desert calls
forth considerable discussion from different quarters as to the
probable effect, upon the balattce of the world, and eh'mato
logical effects to be produced in Africa and Em-ope.
The
Providence Morning Star says

»—<•>—«

2.

;

i

and permitted to dry on
ing soda sprinkled on

Age.

;

Rhus radicam—Poison ivy.— A vine climbing to the height of twenty
feet or more. The leaves of both of these varieties
are arranged in
threes. The R. mdicans somewhat resembles in appearance the Virginia creeper or American ivy, but the lutter vine lias its leaves
arranged In lives. These two varieties are well known, and a moreex-

and cut flowers

during the dullest portion of the year.

tjtcr,

Him* tuximit.mlron—]?omoxt oak.— A creeping shrub from one

also a valuable

and bright pink

lasts a long time

Fcareei with

JP^ Hkmt&

:

;

plenty of root

advantage.

IVY.

with your request for Information concerning tie
poison ivy, in Forest ami Stream of July IS, I wilt state that there are
several varieties of Rhus that are poisonous, of which the fallowing is
a brief deBoriptiOD

thrive so well under

will

treatment as these; and

:

To compliance

Sauudersonii or B.

serve.

:

%mdm.

itnd

WINTER-BLOOMING BEGONIAS.
bilities,

:
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I

(

i

i

T

I

most invariably, been purchased by sportsmen directly from
poachers, and I must, candidly say that, where game was pretty
plentiful no better allies to tiic gun were needed.
Had there
been a deal of ground to cover, matters would have been different, however, for the English pointer will
indubitably
cover ten limes more ground in the same than his Spanish
oonfrere.

The Braque Dupuy

is

very

much

like the English pointer

bm his head is sqiiarer, and he is stouter on his pins
a moderately fast ranger, and a clever finder of name
When brought up to it be does
very staunch and steady.
not mind rough work, but few of them go well to water
They have rather peculiar heads, the muzzle being short and
square, the nose turning up slightly, their ears an
and their lips are long. They are dashing worker:;
I have seen a brace that would
very greatly prized.
their points at awftd distances, by a tropical heal
hence for
the hot departments of France they are admirably suited. The
Braquea of Picardy, Navarre, and Anjou differ only in mark
The so-called German pointers are, howeve
ings.
monsters iu size. I have seen one which was as big as a
in build,

He

is

donkey.

When

small

this fellow

came past you

at a trot he

shook

FOREST fAND * STREAM.
the very ground, at least I used to Bay so to his owner.
saw that dog twice out in the field, and never saw him

•only

seemed

I

te

Editor Fokest and BTREAM;

When

I

t>

A

German shooter expects
again, tastes differ.
if point everything^ and to remain steady until the
But undei' covert, the dog is
pen,
to spring roebucks, hares, and rabbits, and. mirabile
lien

hen
Bourbounais looks,
I

r.inijue do
like the old
haired,

uncom-

English bub-tail sheep-dog, but of course
IDs tail, however, is naturally a regular
stump.
Query: How did this hereditary short tall occur?
In look his Btaque sans grume is not, exactly fascinating.
He
is a sturdy, stumpy, coarse-looking fellow
but under all this
coarseness, this Bourbottnais Braque hides an extraordinary
intelligence, and most remarkable aptitude.
I once sent one
in old friend, while 1 was in fiance, about ten years
" I did not -want a sheep
ago, and he wrote hack as follows
I

j

1

'

:

What have you sent me one for?'' I replied, "Try
in the field ;" and he found him such a nice companion,
so well suited to his age (he was nearly seventy), that he
declared the dog to be the best he had ever had. This dog
had a double nose, a peculiarity which is cried down by some
people who have never tried the dogs, but who object on
principle, of course, to anything of which they know absolutely nothing. Now, in practice, a double-nosed pointer is perhaps not better than an ordinary nosed one, but he certainly,
and emphatically, is not worse, and that is a great thing to
say.
Moreover, for finding birds in very hot weather (putting
aside pace) 1 have rarely seen anything so good as two or
three double-nosed dogs belonging to the breed 1 am now alluding to, and if prejudices could be put, aside, I should like.
no tried by competent authorities, and 1 warrant,
ojigs would, judiciously crossed, greatly improve in nose
certain breeds of British pointers which have all that could
be wished for in pace and style, but arc wonderfully deficient
in making out their birds, and finding out whether they arc
still ••there," or "have been" there, and are gone.
L'epagncnl is not, as his name would imply, a spaniel.
ajagneul on the Continent is a setter, and the breeds are there
simply innumerable, and are not distinguished bj any particular names.
All setting dugs with long and silky hair are
Our regular spaniels are called pet-is epngdog!

him
and

1

i

An

ngthr
understood to
Hot to set, at it. There arc but few of the latter class ever
Continental
lie Continent, except by Englishmen.
Sportsmen decidedly have, a preference, for setting dogs to
springers, hence the depreciation in which are held the latter.
The r.V.vv
,rding to my opinion, is simply a cross of
in und with a smooth pointer, or long-haired setter.
I
is undoubtedly a very ugly dog. coarse, ill-built, but daringt
ardent, indefatigable.' lie' will gn through a thicket, however
impenetrable, and if there is game there, out if must come,
WiniWWfetti* he will find it out, and clear the place of it,
The Griffon, therefore, has some good qualities, but it ia a
','',,!
n by
jol
to break him: and as to classifying!
rights with setting or pointing dogs, why surely there n ist be
The Griffon •a rely
ere
itWtOO of imagination.
{paints at all of his own accord: those who do have been a
In
(•nig period trained for it, and make a bad sort of point.
short, hat, si n't of dog is not at all bad for beating about a very
rough country, hUt pointing is not by any means their most
(Excuse the bad pun.)
brilliant point,
And the same is to be said of the Jiarbet. The Barbet is
Simply a, water spaniel. Now, my Diver was as good an Irish
water spaniel as ever lived: he certainly used to make a sort
of point(amicioscopiealone), and then up he would get the
birds and so do Barbets, only with this difference, thai their
petals are even far less pronounced than my late Diver's short
step.
However. Barbets are called chkns d'arret (setting or
pointing dogs), on the Continent, and, while protesting
against "(he appellation, it was my duly to notice them. They
are excellent water dogs, will beat, reeds, etc, admirably, And
the birds well, bolt them well, and retrieve, them capitally
bul that is all that cau be said in their favor, for there is really
no cataleptic aptitude in them, and, therefore, why they
Should be classed by the French authors as setting dogs fairly
be^ts "this child." In looks. Griffons are like coarse setters.
with something like an otter-hound's coat on. Barbels look,
nick

id a re

!

:

i

i

t

:

-,

poodles.
Now, by all that's
a poodle on point— except, perhaps on
a mutton-chop? No, no, Messrs. Kevoil, do la JNeuville, and
others, as lawyers say. your books on sport, are extremely interesting, and very clever, but, may it please your authorships,
we can't swallow a pointing or setting poodle, and that is the
plain fact.
Should any of my readers wish to get more information on
the subject of setting dogs on he Continent, 1 would recommend them to procure "Le Ohassv cm dhi.cn d' Arret,'' by the
Viscount, de la Neuville, and the "Sistowedes Ch/ens," by BeThere are in both works, numerous and somewhat invoil.
excusable mistakes, which the average British sportsman will
at once defect, so that, he really could not be led
To give an ins
th<
the general hints are interesting.
ludicrous errors into which the last-named author a
lollowi
is book, the
reader will find, page 103 in

and

are, I verily believe, mere,
.

ever did
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anything good in the country people like to
know where if is to be found, To those of your readers who
aire in dogs, and especially in cocker spaniels, a word
about the kennel of'Mr. F. H. Hoe, of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
might ba interesting.
That gentleman resides ou one. of those lovely eminences
that, overlook the Hudson, where he takes pleasure iu keeping
and raising high-minded, aristocratic cooker spaniels. Being
deeply interested in this particular species of Ihe genus coi/a,
he devotes himself personally to the care and training of his
there

sec.

I

I

Sancho, property of Geo, 0. Colburn, down here in time, we
will make Smith think that his blue bloods are nut quite invincible, notwithstanding the snubbing manner in which he
spoke of old one-eyed Sancho ami his get. All these dogs of
which we speak will probably be. run from Nashville Kennel,
and all are natives except Alfred Jenkins' imported red Irish
dog Berg. By the way, Mr. Haniillon S. (Sittings,. Who has
charge of Nashville Kennel, is one of your men.
He was
raised in Baltimore, and has broken in that section for some
years, breaking some of the best dogs there.
He is now permanently located here at the seal of the Held trials. Let his
Our sportsmen are now
friends know where to find him.
lying idle waiting for dove shooting, which will begin the
first of next, month, as you are aware we have no woodcock in
this State, as they do not breed here.
Wc, however, find a
II. M.
few scattering ones in the fall and spring.

—

Bio Dog Story. Under this caption the Popular Science
Monthly for August, '77, publishes the following letter:

The
in the

me

tinctly ticked.
Mr. Bestor. her breeder
had reserved Madge for

and

affectionate,

and

them adorning our

of

I

hope that we
aud lawns.

shall

•

The kennel

new information,

:

my

soon see

—A

merchant of Paris has a handsome country
Good Dog.
house, in the environs, which is occupied but two months in
of an old penthe year, at other times being left in the
The first of last May two men in
sioner, Lerat byname.
blouses stopped before Lerat's door, carrying a large box which
the
garden, prohour
id
they asked leave to deposit for an
fessinsr to be unable to carry it further on account of its
Assent befog given, the box was set down behind
weight.

nm

Wanmaker's

consists of twenty

Just, at evening Leral was
the stable and the men departed.
attracted by the loud and continued barking of his dog, and,
tracing the animal, found him standing guard over the box
and who, on the appearance of his master, began to scratch at
Creeping up cautiously,
the box, snarl, and show his fangs.
Feral delected a movement within, when he ran for assistance.

a fine grass plat-upward Of three acres— nicely shaded by a thrifty
apple orchard. TIere the dogs are allowed to rim three times daily— one
hour in Ihe morning, a Half hoar at noon and an hour again at evening.

Procuring the gardener, and arming themselves with guns,
Opening it suddenly
the two men approached the chest.
they discovered a blue-hloused occupant, who darted out and
attempted to escape. Covering him with his gun, Lerat
called upon him to halt, when the would-be robber fell upon
his knees, begging for mercy, offering to confess every thing.
He was handed over to the gensihirme, however, who that
night, planned a trap by menus of which the two accomplices.
were captured in [lit act of burglarizing Hi" IrhiS". The

la furnished litem fresh twice daily, and always
remains In vessels at etie.li stall night and day. The diet is of the very
best, and is given in abundance twice dully, morning and night. Mr.

Water from the well

states that by this mode of feedin.' his .logs are. kept not
only ia better condition and health, but also quiet aU the. time. Kverjr-

Wanmakcr

master, quarter brilliantly, and
point

then suddenly come to a

'"

Good,

Uioi

t

nresi

y fin
Besides oir- aogs hoarding
there, are four belonging to Mr. W.— Ripple, by Pride of the Itorder
out of Jessie, a very promising puppy Leaf, a red and white Irish
Irish

getters,

three

Aecuno.

not?

A "Whopper."—The Newcastle Paragraph

tells

a splen-

i

did li— story of a fat, cur which entered a ground-hog's burrow, and was unable to hack out on account of the large quantity of loose earth which he had thrown in a heap behind him.
Realizing his terrible, situation he. set to work to dig liis way
'i'//-e,' j?'i
day. <d
out. which he Blieec •}<'>'
hard labor. When he emerged he was lean as a skeleton and

Stella, is

now

serving out sentences in the galleys.

Dog Snow
how

to

«

rs Illinois.— There

he held

at,

Bloomington,

-Per

-

.
is

in

serious talk of a bench
order to increase the in

terest of sportsmen in high-bred flogs.

who may come.

—

During a thunderstorm two dogs [bat howled dismally at
Howling dogs
night were struck bv lightning and killed.
should cut this out and paste it in their hats.- ~ N»rri&U>wn
Herald.

NOTICE,
NAL AMERICAN KENNEL

are

.

a fine specimen of her race. But
there are others equally as line, and a visit, to this kennel will repay
any lover pi canines. Mr. \V. invites Inspection, aud will he glad to en-

puppy, by riankett out of

men

Waidmann,

;

is it

I.

was even more astonishing. She had suddenly been
seized with a violent attack of vomiting fifteen or twenty minutes previously, when the dog had picked up an empty tin
pan and placed it beside her bed before running for the doateir.
This dog, who was only eight months old, had never received
any kind of training. It is therefore evident that something
like the following train of thought must have passed through
Seeing me examine the patient and prescribe for
his mind
her, he must, have' conceived the idea that t was the proper
person to be there when she was sick. Having made up his
mind on this point, the next thing to he done was to find out
where I lived; aud this he did by accompanying me to
Seeing her vomit, ho brought her a tin pan, which ho
office.
had probably seen her use for that purpose, aud then set out
The dog called for me a number of times at'-for my office.
He
terwa'rd, but never without my services were needed.
was never told to fetch me, but determined himself when it
John Suxdbep.os,
was necessary to do so.
Baltimore, Deo. 4, 1870.

three feel square, running the. entire length of a large commodious bam, and is ventilated from four sides, above aud below. For
coolness in summer it has no superior, and can be made warm and
com fortaole in winter. There is roomfor one hundred dogs. The millet from the kennel leads into Ihe exercising grounds, which consist of

ones— Gordon, English and

same

me what

stalls,

I

"Cockers and springers are the dogs winch Eng'
fcr for grouse shooting, because they never go fa rfrc

the

t

:

!

i

the dogs during the heated weather.

able

A

Kennel of E. 8. Wanmaker This kennel 1b located on what, is
known as " Saddle Elver " road, BUB and a quarter mllea fromHobokus
Station 0( Erie Hallway. The valley derives its nnmo from the stream
(Saddle River) whieh i-oarses at the very door of Mr.
in lainfor
affot
an

Sagacity"
caused

md

plei

tt

;

a

1

Falsam.

fields

memory

(

1

—

more

December Monthly

to recall to

)

regard as a representative
gentleman.
cocker bitch, and I am free to acknowledge her as one. of the
best, if not the best, specimen, I ever bred. She. is sure to make
a reputation for herself, her owner and her breeder." Witch
and Madge being both the offspring of first class imported
dogs, Mr. Hoc is just in expecting great things of them, and I
feel confident that he will not be disappointed.
Nellie and
Wag, both pure liver, complete, the group. Nellie is the
daughter of Puss by Fly. She recovered recently from a distemper, which was cured by doses of aconite and nux-vomiea,
five drops every three hours.
She is just now convalescing
from a perforating ulcer of the eye, which Mr. Hoe cured by
belladonna In some potent, form. I did not inquire particularly about the mode of treatment for the two maladies, but
Mr. Hoe would no doubt furnish the particulars to any one
who might have need of information on the subject. Wag,
the lively son of Witch aud Nellie, is a dog of the place,
having been born and bred on the spot. There is a strong resemblance between him and his dam, and both are exceptionally fine animals.
These four will soon go into their new
quarters a fine house with all modern conveniences, in which
the strictest sanitary laws are to be enforced. Diet, light,
temperature and exercise will be regulated for the highest
good of the dogs.
It is surprising that cocker spaniels arc so little known
They need
and appreciated among American sportsmen.
only to he known to be appreciated. If they were kept
only as pets or house dogs they would give infinitely more
Satisfaction than nine-tenths of 'the other dogs that are devoted to that service. They arc surprisingly handsome, intelligent

perusal of the inter,

obser
about two
character which came undi
Qy,
nediojiie in Galveston,
years ago.
I was then
Texas. ~ me day
was called to see a patient. Mrs. Wechsler,
the wife of a German butcher.
As entered the hall of the
a large black dog, who
house where she lived, I was met
under no consideration would let me pass, until Mr. Wechslei
and
assure
him all was right. The
bimsGlf came to pacify
dog then followed us into the sick room, aud, while 1 was examining the patient, the dog was watching all ruy movements
most attentively. When I departed I noticed I was followed
by the dog, who did not leave until he had seen mc enter my
few days after this the dog entered my office, appaoffice.
The thought struck me
rently very uneasy about something.
so 1 put on my hat
at once that perhaps 1 might he wanted
and followed the dog, who immediately Btarted for home,
where I found Mrs. Wechslei sick in bed, with no one in Ihe
house to attend her. She was surprised at my timely call, and
when I told her that I had been called by the dog, she related to

and former owner, says of her: "I
my own use in the kennel and field,
and part with her with a degree of regret to Mr. Hoe, although
I am glad she goes into the ownership of an appreciative and

Madge

-

i

I would like to see a picture of the animals that now compose his kennel
They would make a handsome group. The
position of honor of course would be given to Witch, the paterfamilias, because he has been out in the world and has gained
for himself no small degree of reputation.
His picture appeared lately iu Harper's Weekly as the winner of both the
first prize and the special prize at the recent dog show in New
York. He is the three-year-old son of Romeo and Juliette,
and is a thoroughly {rained dog. He has a cocker spaniel
head of the most approved type. It is not necessary, however, to enumerate his good qualities, for his pedigree and fine
points have already been dwelt upon sufficiently since he began his public career. His reputation is secure and irreproachable.
But Witch has a dangerous rival in Madge, the prospective
rnatei familias of the kennel.
She was purchased by Mr Hoe
from Mr. S. .). Bestor, of Hartford, the well-known importer
of cocker spaniels, who had reserved her out of a litter from
Juliette by Snip, for his mvn use in kennel and field.
She is
now about ten months old, and is a remarkable animal, not
only for beauty but for intelligence and disposition. She is a
most affectionate creature, and takes an idea like a flash. Although she lias not been through a regular course of training
herself, she has learned from observation of the other dogs to
retrieve and down charge, beautifully.
Like Witch, she is a
handsomcl}' marked liver and white, and is beautifully feathered.
In " headpiece," and particularly in eyes, she will surpass even Witch.
Her ears are well attached, and her cbcsl
is strong and well-developed.
Her fore-legs are white, dis-

intelligent

18, 1877.

i

I,

rate, quite

July

:

"We are all fixing up for the field trials, and will certainly
make them more successful than any held lure before, From
what we can learn twice as many dogs will he entered as last,
We have a fine prospect for birds everywhere, aurl
year.
especially so on the grounds over which the trials
too
run.
In addition to what will he raised en the groundB, we
intend turning loose several hundred more before the beginning of the trials, so that we may batf(
h
H adog
tn moke his fine points without hunting all fay
Our sportsmen are enthusiastic on the subject, and are all working with
a vim.
Quite a number of home dogs will he run, and we
hear of quite a number from your section, which Will be
Geo. 0. Colburn,
entered and run by the NashvfJJc Kennel.
of your city, will prohablv have two in Fred Massov, of
Brooklyn, one, and Alfred' .Jenkins, Jr.. of Baltimore, two,
native (Mrs, except one, as Bmges and Smith would style tin in.
But native or not, if we can only gel Massey's Duke,
Youmans Taylor's old Sancho, and Sancho's ptip, young

is

:

at a distance,

THIALS.

NvSTtvii.tj;,

to

I'tn rabbi a Drafter; of a mile, if necessary; hut asbeswallowed two nr three partridges I voted him rather tie trop, and
hcggod to be excused killing game to such a brute. On the
other hand, 1 have ;,ren some pointers 5fl Germany (not to be.
nil German p.iintcisi which were excellent in their

The
monly

THE KENNEL FTELD

A COCKER KENNEL.

I

on

have no nose, although bin vnastei greatly prized him, perhaps, merely for tin: originality of his
size.
He retrieved, however fin very well, bringing a hare
potnl

42«

CI.EB

STUB BOOK.

:

his toe-nails

worn

off,

possessing

but.

ju^t strength

C

gl

crawl homo. The point at which he emerged was some
twelve or fifteen yards from the entrance to the burrow.
i.o

—Mr. A. E. Godeffroy's
twelve magnificent pups on
wood's Sancho,

Those who havs

and Stream

or th

Mr. Arnold Burge
Pedigrees must lit
of the Stud Boon.

ot

sent pedigrees of their dogs to either the

m.\CEs Claimkd.— Mr. P. H. Morris claims the names of
,
Czarand Sultana for two lemon-and-white
puppies. They are from Smith's Strathroy kennel.
—I claim the, name But for my lemon and white setter dog,
whelped Feb. 1,1877; bred by Ethan Allen, of Pomf ret Cen-

Fobest

same at once to
compiling the work.
at before September 1st to appear in the first volume
t is intended to record the pedigrees of pointers,
retrievers of all kinds. Entries of pedigrees are
long their dogs to be entered in the first volume

.

;

Hillsdale, Michigan,

i

who

is

tre,

L. H. Smith,

Chairman N.

Conn.

—Mr. Robert

anal notice,

Queen
t nd

;-

A, K, r\ s, B, Compiling Committee,

..

i

:7'wa /o Fmlil will please forward

'

Irish setter pup,
T>,„„.,rv,'u
Putnam's Hull
1 G,n,

B.T.

.

Hammond.

H. Morris claims the name of Con for his red
by F. A. Y\

—
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Th.vt Dhtmak I'i
iring a friend
purchased some of the. Liitmmr powder, with a vii w to
it itt his rifie— the powder being contained in
1 think
a half
pound can. The rifle was a heavy muzzli
gun, with a barrel at least a quart
ol an inch
of good quality steel.
He loaded '•fiameas Mack powder,"
hulk for hulk, mid fired it. The. result was that the barrel
urate pieces, Which were found, besides
Other small pieces which were-not found.
Besides this, the
tip stock was blown into splinters, the trigger-guard loosened
and the gun completely wrecked generally.' I also succeeded
in blowing one of the tubes out of my gun with some of the
saute.
After this I shall use hitrd-glycerine in preference. I
do not say this to injure the reputation of Mr. D.'s powder
in any way. but simply to show what it lias done for my friend
aud myself. The rest of the can of powder and the 'remains
of the rifle can at, present be seen at one of our gun stores.
Woodcock are quite plenty in the surrounding country, and
the pot hunters are shooting 'them right along in the face' of the
law, although several of the aforesaid pot-hiinters neither shoot
for a living nor sell their game.
There waa a match lit glass
balls here last, Friday between I). Worms, of Springfield,
Mass., and L. Abbot, of this city, resulting in favor of Worms,
by a score of 33 to 13 Out of possible 85, Dog poisoning is on
the wane in this town, for which let us be truly thankful.
If
go into Massachusetts or Long Island and kill woodcock,
would if be a breach of the jaw which says that "no one shall
iiiiv.-- in his
Dasession any woodcock, partridge (ruffed grouse),
o) quail between the first of January and first of October,"
,

i

i

i
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GAME

FOR AUGUST.

IN SEA.SON

.

per,or ox-bird

Blnek-b".

Squa-

f.

•
.

vii,

or mnrlln.

I

or

Stllt,

senlipM-

rialitia

:

long-BlianK.'-

Yello.v-simllks,

M'lnm

snipe or dowitcher,
XacrorhoinpliiiH jriw«.

Red-breasted

« Bav birds " generally, including various species of plover, sandoyster-catoher, surf i.'ir
ore Biro
Ian]
prairie lowl (pinnated grouse) shooting alter AiiKust 15th.

piper, snipe, curlew,
,11

i.
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MORE RECOIL THEORY.
Stkdbknville, Ohio.

EnrtOE Forkbt inn Stream:
I observe in your paper a very elaborate expression of opinions concerning the cause of recoil. The subject being of interest to the
philosopher and importance to the sportsman, and no proper explanailon being yotmnfle by your correspondents (to my mind), I take the
liberty of luHiuiKa few suggestions
motion
I lelllnja ball from a barrel,, force Is required to give It
the
to overcome the retarding influence of friction in passing through

artel; sua", lastly, to counteract the effect of atmospheric pressure.
Tula force, when developed by the dash of the powder, is equalized on
There is exactly the same pressure on each side
all its enrroundiogs.
of the barrel, and the same on the breech-pin and the ball. The friction of the ball in passing through the barrel would have the effect of
moving the barrel In its own direction j but this effect Is counterbalanced by an Equivalent fotce pressing against the breech-pin in the

opposite direction. The principle is illustrated by lying in a skiff o
water with the feet against one end and tho shoulder against tli
other. The end may be pushed by the feet until pushed out without
Imparting any motion to the vessel. Simplybecause there waa as much

pressure in one direction as In the other. Let us estiuiale tin
m passing
of forco needful to overcome the friction of a light ball
through a barrel as being 50 lbs., and we have then, thus far, 511 lbs
pressure ngainat breech-pin and 50 lbs. against the ball, which servet
the
to pnll the barrel in the opposite direction from the force against
l/reech-pin.

The next

we have

that portion that

is

we must add

to that in its

it

press

we

barrel, the ball and on the breech-pin, and

is

necessary to

ol

il

will estimate

It

Hie

al

abbot one-fourth as far as the Other.

'1

force

lie

i

a

us fully equalized as

in the former case, bur the one being lour times the
Other, uk- Bftme foi oe jvfll only have one-quarter the effect
has on the lighter one in imparting motion.

I

ol

'

bio

the same principle we have 33-lb. pressure on the breech-pin that
developed lor moving the bull from it, and Justin proportion as
the ball is lighter than the gun, Just In that proportion, all other things
being equal, will the recoil be light; and in proportion as the ball is
made heavy, so will the recoil be increased. Suppose the man in Hie
skiff wsuld push against a Steamboat, it is apparent that his recoil
would be very manifest, and if our friend Mr. "Smooth-Bore," who

On

is

claims. In his lengthy article on this subject, "that the missile plays no
part in the action of recoil," will load his gun with a missile as
the gno, he will And that the gun will go just as far as the missile, and
himself anil the gun, both he
if he will make the missile as heavy as
and the gin will go together one way, and the missile an equal

the other. This, no doubt, would be ihought by him a very crude way
of argning a question, but I would recommend him the experiment If
the above explanation is not sufficient lo correct his erroneous nolioas
of recoil.

We come now to the third division of force needful to expel the ball,
The prei
via., force sufficient to resist atmospheric pressure.
on the outer extremity of the ball, and the force to propel the ball
against and through it lies iu the same receptacle as the force for tile
mentioned
on the
other purposes. Its effect, also, like the last force
bebarrel, will only be to ihrow it backwards. Springing up as it does
would
gun,
its
effect
be
the
breech
of
and
the
air
the
tween
25
the barrel in oue direction and the air another. Estimating this at
t

we have now

out of the entire force developed, which presses,
and breech-pin,

the ball
for the sake of count, soma 100 lbs. between
60 of this backward pressure is counteracted.

Hence we have

and only

may be made from the above
Kecoil commences with the llrst motion of the ball, and continues
leaves the barrel.
being in proportion to its
gd. The resistance of the atmosphere
contact with it, it folvelocity, or the velocity of the object coming in
lows that whatever increases the speed of the ball through the barrel
:

1st.

ll

will increase the recoil.

required to produce a fast motion of a ball than
circumstances, such as quick
a slower motion, it follows that all
powder, large charges, etc., thai are capable of causing increased

As more force

8d.

-.,

is

are likewise capable of causing increased recoi'.
of the ball governs the tendency to recoil to a great

«h. The weight
extent.

gan

6th. The weight of the
great regulation of recoil.
6t b,

7th.

Tnar the

The

barrel

is

a excess of that of the missile

the

moved

the barrel Ibein« above

line of

Is

its

parallel

extended from
us point to
.

tne

l

*"??.?'!:
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our correspondent had followed the directions of Mr.
we think the result would have besn different, as lie

[If

Dittmar,

"Care only has to be taken not to compress
small a space, as it is more elastic than black powder.
It is tJtree times as Strong as black powder, and three
says:

f

bulky,

let to rest

*

Simply use force enough
on the powder." Ed.]
*

JJJS? ~Z,,t
anJ y
,
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greater

uoll

feels like recoiling himself after writing
J. P. P.
will fayadieiL

vour'%frM\fondoiitnow
hot afternoon, and

son of " Jacobstufi," a boy but fourteeu
years of age, and Will Lane, Jr., arc earning reputations as
crack shots. Oliarlie writes us a very nice letter, too,
evincing talents far beyond those usually recognized in boys
—Charlie,

of his age.

The boys

jacks aDd dowitchers

— Baybirds are
Xew

times as

to permit the bul-

Small vs. Large Bop.es.—Muj H. W. Merrill writes:
To throw equally far, guns of different gauges should have
charges each proportional to the areas or surfaces of their
bores.
When so loaded Lhi
My compressed and
powerful, but othe
he areas for these guns, as
taken from the table hereafter referred to, are 1 for No. 14,
and 1.12 for .No. 12. These numbers 1 and 1.12 represent
not only the ratios ol the areas of these giu
but they repre"...'. :if their cylinders for containing the
sent, also, Lie
gas or force to be used. But now observe, the
for
confining
an
equal
amount
of
gas,
for the charge
capacity
is the same, the less will be its expansive force or power.
In
this instance, as will be seen, the small bore, has It! per cent.
advantage in compression over the large bore, while the
amount of shot to be thrown is equal.
Hence, the small
bore should throw the farthest or give the hest penetration
with equal charge*. As you, 31 r. Editor, correctly remarked,
"Increase the diameter to a foot, and the chl _
scarcely mate a disturbance in the cvlrnder.
Ihe force iustead of being concentrated, would lie divided up
it were, in open space,
Other reasons may enter this quesi

'..'.'

Jersey.

are enjoying

at Lane's,

good sport among the

Good Ground.

reported u u .cm p ion. y ab u uln a
i

i

I

dox

fricDds."

Paper and Metal Shio

DoleauswerHmy
'"

reason

"
a
why paper

nietal shells

Is

May 21. IffJT, Mi. A. B
M, on loading shell?. Iliuveread M's

i.s.-Iu your issue of

letter of Apiai

communication with greal
"e

pi

"

-

m

ure.

i

i

1.

i

wad over

that the

",

.

favor the exclusive

to
in

.i,

-.

i

shut

Nmv,
is

o

a

.

1

shells should be.

tho gnaii.

trouble with
opt to get started fioin carryespecially no, i.y the discharge

ing In the pocket, or In a belt, and more
of one barrel of the gnu jarring the charge in Ihe other. B
the paper shells be loaded In the snme manner as the metal shell, the
edgos arclikc-1', n '
..|,i, and thus impair the shooting, particuie
larly if the charge doc- not
II the shell,
which y,
.

I

.

I

II

i

cannot agree with A. Q. p. that the crimping oilers too innoh resistance to the charge, as I think crimp ng Could betlone In such a rummer
as to set the wad just as firmly, and no more so, as the ramrod in the
old muzzle-loader. The only question in my mind is, should Ihe paper
shell after the explosiou be of the earn..

how Is this to be attained.! 1 have loaded my shells with two wads,
then cut them off, leaving just enough to crimp, ami M)o
no thorough experiments at targets am of Hie opinion that, n the hell
Is sherter than the chambers there fa
Seat
There is a great diversity or opinion on loading ol shells, no iwo
writers holding the same opinion
mmy of thntu differing widely
should
like
to
hear
from
I
A. G. D. again.
A. B. B.
i

.

.

.

;

IS'evv

York, July

1ST7.

9,

Nkv,
Shass Bali. Trap.—Mr, Fred Andrews, of the
Bloomington (111. organ factory, is ihe inventor of n, new
trap, which throws the balls in three different directions, the
person shooting not knowing which way the hall Will be
thrown. The Evergreen City Club are practicing '.villi the
new trap, and give it their unqualified approval Mr. I'r.
Bently made seven out of ten balls at. the match of this cl
1

-.-.

held Saturday, July 14.

New Top.k, _4</</i ,,'.',
ID.— The
:
severe weather of February and March ;n
aol
up
the game entirely.
Wosee'deei in the laki nlmost everyday,
and we- find a great mairybi
ol
pai rids
,..
n,,
dry sprinc saved them. The
size of full grown quails BOW, arid able to ii
brother and I bad a good sight at a while deer
feeding in sight for twenty minutes, while tve sat in tho bunt
watching it, about sixty rods liver.
iki
[I
to be pure
white. Wecould not see that it had a colored hair on it.
We
did not disturb him, but lei aim go out when be
e i. i.l,.
The. hoys have just ctil n path to Hie top 01 the Tie
tain, the highest peak in this vicinity.
All parti
nounce Ihe view very tine.
A. it. i't'ci. ku.
'

i

1

1

i,

i

my

Ii

I

'

Masixakd—Utoderiak,
game

in this

section of

July
the

19—There

no

is

Phea

country.

scarcity

of

Icoel

.

and hares abound throughout the !'.''
from the
foot-hills of Catochin Mountains to the summit of the Limranore Hills. Along the. grown up wal c ides
cy Bivcr, Linganore Israel. Tuscarora, Bush and
nriell
Creek you can hear oaeiver
:
n
eve, the well-known and familiar lo
and the hills and mouutniu si
growth, or with pine, hickory, oak, chestnut, laurel and the
like are filled with gray and fax squirrels, which may he Been
leaping from tree to tree, white Si
01
along the paths. In the thickly wooded and seehi
I

a certain extent, 'tis true, leu, the main one is plain.
But the cardinal point to be always held in view is, thut guns
are alike entitled to terms of equality if possible
to be loaded
lo

tion

—

I

Then,
differ in size astheir bores differ.
each gun will be backed with an equal amount
of powder, and for the same length of barrel the compression
and force of the gas will be the same and it is doubtful if a
:. 58

which

in

eaeli pellet

;

little difference in the lengths of the barrel will make any
If not, it would seem that almost peressential difference.
fect, equality may be established for our guns in shooting,
especially with like made ones.
we'shall come to regard this rule of proportionate charges, and to study well the
theory and facts on which it is based, we will then' have but
little trouble in applying its principles to account in a satisfactory manner for quite all those tittle mysteries which have so
long produced a conflict of opinions, even among all those, I
may safely say. who have used the shot-gun. If these guns
were of similar construction and not faulty they should kill
equally far, provided they were loaded as above described—

When

—

(See iNo. 3, Pokest and Stream, Feb. 15,
the best wins.
1877, or Bod AND Guv, April 7, 1877, for explanations and
table mentioned ; or Ilallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer."
Maj. H. W. Mekhili..
m,o Roehelle, Ar. T., July 6, 1877.

i

i

.

the ruffed grouse awaken the ech
and there ie scare Ij a mountain

with

,

,.

rj

i

ravine,

.

II

i

their

drilrjirjling,

down which
tally

the

where

dense and shady, and where the rich
stable loam is covered with long e
lonely brake, bay or thicket, where you will find sn
sconced one or two broods of woodcock.
Bills of tiNGANoRE.
the foliage overhead

is

.

i

i

i

ViBaiSU, Abingdon Park, July 20.— As regards deer,
is one section of this State, I know to my positive
knowledge, where they swarm. I rarely ever take a stroll
through the wuods withOUl
some. I speak truly
when I say for every rabbit started there are two !
rfi
,,,
This region is known be
and com'
iron.
prises the two counties ot Susses
It is
thinly settled, and few hunt since the war.
Asa hunting
there

i

vs. Laroe.— Writers labor v«ry earnestly to convince
nien that a small bore gnu will shoot shot as far and strongly as
a large bore. If there has ever been anything to the contrary published
in the columns of Fokbsi a.vd Stream, it has escaped my notice, and
certainly no intelligent hunter will gainsay the argument: bui when it
is asserted that a small bore gun will shoot closer than a large, with all
i beg to differ.
If he who really believes this should issue
a challenge to shoot with a small bore shot giro, (not larger than 30 gauge

Small Bore

.aller

circle from
yards— thai
whipped rr

test the matter.

hen I will make a public apology, and pay his bills beTied a gun which was originally a rifle, and had been
The job was so nicely done, that, if properly loaded with

I or

sides.

Smoothed

as he chooses) against a tO-gauge gun. al
any distance from thirty to eighty
And If he does not go home a badly

e inches to thirty,

out.

ball, It would shoot inside a 5-in ring, 100 yards, as often as it
.Hi.-: gun would drive No. -t shot through an Inoh pine
tinny panes, it would also scatter more, and farther, and
worse than any gun I ever saw. It was, in fact, perfectly worthless as
afterward had it re-rifled Its gauge was il. I am
jiiil I
also bound in honor to say that I once knew of a gun of 30 gauge, which
shot splendidly but It was not a cylinder bore, for a bullet which hid
rii.lv into the first three inches next the muzzle,
ii

a patched

board

at

;

;

[i

'

in

vyis

into too
* * *

apbrl

the recoil.
The following deductions
nntli

provided, of course. I wanted the birds to eat ami give away ?
But, as I have already protracted my letter more than I
meant to, and hoping its length may not be wearisome, I remain,
Yourstiuiy,
S. H. H.
Bridgeport. Ot., .July 18, 1877.

j

BUI tt will be observed that this 25 lbs. ha
e breecutu push it backward by the pressure o
lld push urii.1
pin. If an Individual stand on a skiff or
other vessel of like weight and like si:'.e, tlieforce will be equalized, and
both vossels will move from each other Bxactly the same distance and
at the same rate of motion. But If the vessel on which you stand be
lour times the weight of the one you are pushing, you will onlymoye

lb. also,

|

.

division of force

give motion to the ball. If the ball lying loose in the barrel and
could be expelled without any friction, it would require a force to ijo
so in proportion to the veloolty given the ball. This force being defor overcoming
rlve-i from the name source as that just mentioned
friction,

I

—

Smaxi, Bores.
''Fourteen-Cauge," writing from Newark,
says; " 'Smaller-Bore,' in your last issue, strikes the right
spot.
I have long maintained that if a bird is not covered
by the gun he deserves to be let
want a gnu that will cover a barn-dour al
'Smaller Bore' says: 'A small-bore n q
That is jiir-t. the beauty of shooting, ind
with him
ei
heartily.
If a shooter throws a charge from a 14 or JGgtiuge at a ipiail going down wind in the Pal), In loi
thing that he can talk about wilh a elem conscience, wholly
free from murderous twinges that certainly tauat trouble
the sportsman who uses the larger bores.
I
trust lhat.
'Smaller Burtfs' ISo. Hi will convert some of his less " Lhi

foot, so that it was in. fact a chofce^bore—
would to
years before snoh were ever heard of. But what I wish to
jiuod as raying is. that a gun will uot shoot closer simply becu use its
Lore is smaller than another, but rather the reverse, other tilings being

e«ual.

One statement commands

en
This

is

logical
ei

means,

.

.

my
.

unqualified admiration, which is: that
therefore use * U
1

and consistent; but

i.f

il

ground for

deer, turkeys, quail, 'possums, raccoons, foxes,
it uneqttaled in this State
and I have
To gel there go to Richmond,

etal, I consider

;

hunted much since the war.

then to Petersburg, Vn. take the Petersburg and Weldon
B. R. and stop at Stony Creek station, Sussex Co. There is
a boarding house at the station for the interior
there is no
need of inns, every bouse having, like the Irishman's shanty,
" the latch hanging outside of the door ;" and hoard, if insisted upon, can be got for a song.
The best headquarters
for the sportsman are Sussex, C. H. and Jerusalem, the
county seat of Southampton. There is no public conveyance at depot (Stony Creek), but a private oue can always
be had.
;

;

JKentcckv, Stanford, July 20.— No sportsmen of this locality
dared hope that tho quails could survive the ex
and snow of such unprecedented depth and continuance last
1

winter. Especially did they despair when on sei
sions domestic fowls were" " frozen to death " upon their
roosts.
But the causes of apprehension proved a " blessing
in disguise," as they pot a stop to shooting early in Decern/
her, and the birds survived the winter.
If the multitudes
of pairs can be taken as an index to (he crop, this part of
Kentucky will not have produced such an abundant harvest
of the little fellows in the last twenty years.
A country
friend told us that he believes thee
of birds
on his farm of 250 acres.
KbnTui

i

1

I

cannot agree with him

[hat

i

aprojpctllelslndircc.tproportiou;toitsdiaiin

a bullet of a certain diameter, shot through an
iea.ru in two hours; one of twice the size snot

1 presntnc, that if

through the same place would Kill him in one. Having used all sizes
from 32 to 60-100, on the largest land of game. I can testify that (his is
not by any means the case. But enough for the present. Pemobscot.

Ohio, Oreenrilk, July 10.—" F. G. S.," your correspondent from Fern Bank, writing under date
quail laW is on for another year vet iu this Slate, aDd gives
'•(Tloan " as his authority.
little closer he will find lie is mistal
is off the
Que
15th day of September, 1877.
in fact f anaef
here for (10) ten years as they are at present
-

\

:

.

;

:
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FOREST ^ND.TsTREAM:
complaining about tuem taking up grain this spring.
0. Tlelm and J. Clark hagsretl

53 last
law is

Would

know when

like to

the
J. S. 0.

al

The law

I

in Indiana

August

is off

tins

liere

birds

unusually
vety
L.

II. J.

w

Btoomutgfxm,

Ir.t.ixois,

'

promise

are large and numerous.

We

"i'

16.— The coming season
The envies
ens and quail.
Borne persons are shooting young
July

it it does not cease.
in the centre of the best chicken grounds in the State.

Such

iy.

i

1-"

MS

10

will find trouble

JFarrell

J James
J Taylor

[

rise,

W Morley

10

io

club rules.

lie

t

;

1-10
"in
1 11111111
.1 1
1
1
1 1 1 1-8
Tribby
After this match some line class shooting was indulged in,
these gentlemen being assisted by lie Greenville Club.

Ohio,

(£tir resgcituktit.'s.

The
and stream Publishing Company.

for sale

r'orest

kncli

11

-..A

WYSedam

t.—Pffce, ills.— To answer your queries as to fishing, baits, men,
through the columns ot this paper, would encroach too much upon
;,You will find the subject very
such purposes.
tnordngnly and exhaustively treateato Halloclc's Sportsman's Gazetteer,
UiG pages being devoted to tola subject alone.
Trice $i, now out.
'

1

ii

-

GWPiukard

C, Kebley's

W "On

TBttuin

Valler.':..

9
1

i

.

l

i

i

i

ii

1

i

l

o

l

l o

l

i

l

i

-9

l

WPielsard

1

W Miller

1

1

1

Single. Double. T'l
r>
10
S
7
8
10

P Reiushagen
Cambell

W

RBlar

ti

P McAvciy

4

Caldwell Having

won

t—

Ill II 01— it
li. 11-1,:
II
10 01 11— 13
11 10 11— Vi
111 00 10—11
11 10 10—11

s

10 10 110 11-7

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

o

1 (I— 9
~
1

Single Double. T'l
6
2
8
6
2
7

Disnoy

I>

TBaum

i>

5

9

CEpply

3

column.

c. in tins

I>.

5

WYSedam

1

the medal throe times in succession,

1

6

4

5

it

becomes

Match at 30 glass balls, Wright's patent trap, screen before the trap, 18 yards rise.
n D Disney
Ca well
9
i

PMcAvoy
G ISilard

IT
IS
la
....1!

K MeGraw
\V Campbell
HKoch
M Langdon....

sn

ap<

.

i

Ky.— What

rd

I

is

l«

T Bauiu
J Pftllia

a

Bpply

Mossena

;...i

minced raw beef and

Scratch, Saratoga Springs.— Give us a description of your dog's diswe will prescribe. Sec the note at lie head of Ihe kennel eol-

ease and

I

J. 31.. Quins]

probable BOStt

111.— Where can 1 purchase a long tiow and outllt, and
Ans. At I'cck.V Snyder's. Nassau street, this city. Cost
,

$2 50.

Crawfoed,

Kansas.— Please give

Girard,

You

Ans.

brass shells?

lock's Gazetteer, already

mca

receipt for cleaning

will find several receipts in

mailed

to

your copy of

TJal-

you.

WAtisuiNKE. ct.— Cannot identify the " wind fish " without a descripform of gills, place and structure of fins, scale?,
Never heard of wind fish, but have known a whale lo come to

tion of its Shape, color,
etc

7

t

Tliomphon

6

Total

WJ

Watkins

7
7
6

Total

44

38

Club sides match, double birds, three pairs, 18 yards,
80 yards boundary.
S .1 Val Cowling, captain..
1
J X B n boar, captain
C WNoi
a w .Mix
li V Pea
T T Thompson
O Jeff C
S B Dull
Watkius

•*•

A Stokes
Israel

II

First

match sweepstakes,

Harbour
Cowling

WP Booker

1

Win Gaulbert

2

Peak

3

Huff

11

Bjoker

4

Club sides match, ten glass
Sao,
i

W
'

i

Moore,

i'

'

aptain

'

icvling

LWNoel
SB Duff
ii

yards

P
.1

P.

Fields, captain

M

Stratford.— 1. I have a setter bitch that 1 prise highly, bat she
having pups. 2. Istltere anyway to prevent her coming ill

,

cci ro

Ans.

1

ker
1

Camp

.

4

Win Gaulbert

-

Isaac Tyler

Barnegat,

Union in water three times a day, one hour after feeding; never on
empty stomach.
J. W. K-, Ayer, Mass.- 1. If a first-class setter bitch should by mistake
be lined by an inferior dog what would be the effect on her pups that she.
might have afterwards by a thorough bred animal?
2, What can you
urn islt a first class dog for, etc? Ans. 1. The puppies will probably be
fall curs and nnlit for sale or use. -2. We do not deal in dogs. A dog such
lea " - irouldbeworth $sotosioo.
sion
,

Mu'.te

it.

Giulbert
TiinnlDSOU
Ktokes

D.

1

J. P., Dausvilie,

when

E. P.,

,

,

Dell

1

shot be-

s

ll

am p

rise;

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

:

Bo-

1

1—14
1-14

1

Ties at 21 yards, three balls each.

ill

Paine

Ill

Doff

Mr. Paine

still

in

111

ito
101

111
111

i

i

i-u

110-13

retains the badge.

Seneca GlMJ Club lias organized at Seneca Palls, "N.
with these officers: President, Horace Silsby Vice-

—The

;

President, James F. Lawrence Secretary, J. T. Miller, Jr.;
Treasurer, Milton Hoag Executive Committee, John Qt,
Hosier, Komeyn f Lathrop and Millard Ten Eyok,
;

;

;

him taking gra

ork.— 1

a small P. P. syringe for the purpose;
drachms of fluid extract of coniurn

His
Kansai

:

B.

3

The

No.

1)

setter

ha-

3.

situation

;

iculated with the

1

August

„

1

About

pup, s months old.

Are robins
them
Ans,

1.

considered

We

game

Kentucky?

in

3.

lfeand ambition. I beg your indulgence
r drops Donovan's solution three
times a
n to give on empty stomach. Apply
"black-

do not know of

please settle this disputed pnintv
and C partners against Hand

of croquet, A
1)

'

and B both rovers; D hits Ii,
Does H have another turns
mils.
both t
ed n

nt„— Will you please answer the following
1st. What is the lunges!. throwof
a cricket
ml who was the party who threw it?
2nd.
cast the hollow bullet in
'.

'here oai I get a pair o

hich to in

23 pal.

i

ol the Wakefield
\
double
1
i

plosive bullets ?
ind shot gnn?

rifle

larger dogs
:

:

r-'"-

Gazetteer by mail on reh.

:;;;

are to be round, and w
West.','
Ans. 1st The
Issue ol July 12th, was stated to have been

ni

BrooMyn,

1

it

I.,

O'ot.

16,

1ST?,

133 yards,

on the Erie Railroad,
Srie Raiu-oad',

1

iliaafroi

-burg,

fm "tflte

lo

I get a

where they
in Canada

is

Inonr
by John Hatfield, at
2d. Tint

:

cloths, Mailings, etc, to be

I

shooting

Mil, as published

I

L.

B, i\. S. S„ City,—Please inform me where good black bass llshing
maybe had, within 250 miles ol N. Y„ during the uionili Ql rug t!
Ans. Go to Greenwood Lake via Greenwood Lake Railroad to Turner's

of friends of

Where can

points ont

Providence Tool Co. should he aide to supply
gun. Must be. an old maker. 4th. Ready to
price, s;i. 5th. llallock's Gazetteer will infor

Kas.— A couple

M. What

Are they
marked R. Wakefield,

i
::

mine have a dispute and
have left it to y in to decide. 11. hef T. that. \V. would not kill live birds
W. killed
out of live from a trap, neither of them naming conditions.
Ans. If Ilia opponent killed
four and the fifth fell dead out of.bounds.
five inside of boundary W. lost.
iale,

X early

Since then,

I

as follows:

i

am.- setter

symptoms

of distemper, and I brought
rlrlmngh in excellent spirits
en a slight discharge from the eyes and
usiderable, and appears to be from Inside
of
is
h<- sheath can be drawn.
Within a few
iocs vomits his tobd, yet he lakes his
rations
(ligjit

Wright

pr
2.

to shoot

New

:.

have a

Bostou,

US ago he
II right T t

1st.

York City.— I. What is the iveighJ pi Capt, Bogardus'
2. Could it not. lie used with success tor
set of barrels''
8. Wfiat would snch a guttcost U made bo
all kinds of feathered game?
Stocfe
Ans. 1. 10 lbs. when either set Is
order in thu country?
les.

regret the death of the bitch
induced probably by purpuria, change
sea voyage.

illepsy

also effectual.

ishei

loiiri

game

victim apparently

immediately declared mad and shot,
males neither have hydrophobia uns.
2d. No. The case you mention we

puppies

No.

was

its

much

New Haven.— Will you

played a

passed, leaves

ting at everylhing within reach, and
such symptoms recently came under

s the best

1

D.,

wash.

scs of hydrophobia, ever originate wit h
2. Also, does it ever develop with
a

Co., Pa.— Please inform me in your next.
eason opens for prairie chickens ;*ud quail in
and Kansas?
Ans. Illinois, Sepl. 1st

the shooting

Eyes also inflamed at times; feed
capricious. Ans. Peed oat instead of
ovan's solution three times a day, in

nt of

gun with each

'.

1111011111111
i

N

contrary to law to shout blackbirds?

Snipe,

MixMisuiA, Henderson.— ti
for the
(ween Messrs. Paine and Dell, July 1
badge of the Henderson Club; 15 balls 18 yards
girdijs' trap and rules.
1

often notice

I

i!i

than the cocker, but equally v .luable in every way.

Total

challenge

Airatne

I

can give ray setter to preanything
for a time by using sulph. copper, or
His coat does not He quite right and

on an empty stomach. If under two
out the ears with castlle soap and

K D. M., Sag Harbor—Wh:

Booker, J r

10

Total

,

Pk!i;>YilIe.~Is thet

•

Ans. Ynu
strain of spaniel called the " Itolumbias?"
Clumbers; there is no breed called Columbia. They

Clark

Duff

('..

vent canker in ears? can cure
sugar of lead, etc., bnl: it retur

Let the shellac dissolve in the alcohol

.

i

Israel
1

Campbell

I).

A.,

knocking him against the finishing stake
Ans. Certainly, If he has not

Barbour
Cowling
Booker

note,

Ground, Long Island,

-i

four and a half gallons alcohol
andapply with a brush.

A, B, C,

Noel, captain

—

1 have a W. W. Greener treble-wedge fast^
ire breech-loading gun, weight seven lbs.
Is n
In trap shooting what amount of powder and shot ia
size of shot ii used for woodcock and partridge shooting?

vwk. -Amsterdam.

New Jersey.

W.

.

such.
32

in the

Maj. g. K. Sanderson. -Please prescribe for canker of ears, internal?
Use a P. P. Syringe, and wash out the ear every morning with

Nahant, Mass.— Will you please give me a receipt for a
good preparation to anoint the bottom of a canvas canoe to prevent
the same from leaking? Ans. Take sixteen pounds orange shellac and

H

is

fourth match, glass balls, three balls, 18 yards.
3
3
2

Ans. Noya

for a lady?

O.W.

Peak, captain

Most dogs of the sex are. 2. Give five grains of powalum in water morning and evening. Spaying must

:,(.— Whei
glass ball trap, and what is its cost?
birds, and when does the law expire

T° WI

*»

3«

game

oastllesoap and tepid water; then pour in "black-wash" to which
fluid extract of conlum has been added in the proportion of 5 drs. of the
Inner to a pint of the former. Give internally 5 drops of Bonovau's so

Amateck.—Troy.— Can you give me the addresses of two or thrt
places on Long Island, or New Jersey coast where good fishing an
south, together wiih good ai
shooting can be had nex

W.

W UNewklrk
WJ Wat kins

principle

Ans,

bee

Missouri, Aug. 16

.

Barbour

I

for

1

the States of Illinois,

Sec.

Barbour, Jr

Total

y

Strip!

coming fall

columns of yonr paper which

'

I

issue

IS yards.

counties, Pa., the

What is the
Would we be

'

Chakles, Warren, Warren

Welkins

ie

throo jn the

tit

the

What

Moore
balls,

i

d a friend anticipate going either

Any amount of powder, ly, oz shot. No 10
es, heavy enough.
woodcock. No. S for ruffed grouse in fall. No. 6 later. Try your gun
at a ream of wrapping paper and count pellets and penetration,
load
.!Uj powder,
oz, shot.

What
with lie
them of the "varmlnti
Tar Soap throroughly
rubbed in and allowed

B Y Peak

«

Israel

11

'eh.
7
3

-I

.

B

for

afflicted

Third
m'eb.

l

I'limpliell

AE

wonldbe

.M.ui

H.

Total

five glass balls, 15

Nosl

G

fields

5

26

Total

v

1'

Pil

Myself
01 Wl

in Peun?
a pt to rind quail and
grouse plenty
Id think: yon would enjoy the Florida trip
the best. Deer, ruffed grouse and rabbits. No quail,

G.

Stokes

-oe,

'.

heavy enough?

warded

P B Fields

A

E.

Can rouadv]

aettbn top lever

.)

S B Dull

s

.

—

J L Booker

3. 11

of traps liset

insects.

as fol:0Dd, Pielcard,
fourth. Koch,
:

Kentucky, Loii'xri'Uc. Tournament of Louisville Gun
Club, held July 4. Club sides match, fen single birds, 21
yards, 80 yards boundary.
a
Yal Cowling, captain
10
M Barbour, captain
S
I.WNoel
O W Moore
S
7 JO Y Peak
WPBooter
6
.1

hot

-

above named counties

linelj

3
o

It Blair

10

After shooting oil ties, the prizes wore,
lows: First, Caldwell, a hunting coat; s
keg of powder; third, MeGraw, 200 slid
shell ctimpei; fifth, Langdon, cleaningrod

WJ

M

Florida or to

the

Out proper food for yon Dg mocking-

IS

Ans. Figs, raisns, hard boiled eggs,

?

H.E. W.,Hope,

to Hutla.IL,

o

5
S

P.

n HIV

WTSedain

T'l'

number

i

GWPIcterfl

llltuiai

Fettlier,

his property.

W

voice-yon publish of glass
ititry, are two traps used, and If so
ne Instances arc so large that, I can't
l.
Do a majority of the best shot*
ive the gome laws of Illinois, Iowa,
nee last year? Ans. 1. Reports sel
Z. SO. 3. Yes. See Far Fin
i<i

th

;

Kansas undergone any change

ilorn state the

nfiMing.

The

s. a.

T. 6. D.. Louisville,

rise,

n 11-1?

it

s

1

i

ran

B.,

caft. viELE.ll.

bird*

1

Ellarri

ion

G

l

yards

3

111111111 — 10
11111110 B—

11

CI.— See answer to G.

quail or partridge ot the south west, Cyru

ten single birds at
and six double birds at 18 yard-.

W Caldwell
Knell

In ".Sucker'' in this

Woodstock, Canada.— Address queries relative
Ornithological Club, to Ruthven Deane, Cambridge, .Mass.

M.

P.

2

ioiM-11

Won by H.Koch.
Mutch for club medal,

OB

B. A. G., Mliidletown,

?,

Kpply

1

4

-

ttominiinlcatlonfi.

O.-lu

Island,

Hey sel

3

I.arig-.lou

4

I'MfAvov

P Relnshatren

W

X

•!

i

.

use both eyes in laking aim?

4

b

i

etc.,

or

Y.— See answer

Fairporl.N.

S.,

copyright

-I.

1,.,

believe they are

I

.IFaliis.
R lU.ir

i

Disney

11.

No Notice Taknn of Anonymous
C.S.

K MeGraw

5

Vrn-r

this oilioe.

at.

Boston.— I have an Irish setter pup three years old. I have
relieved him from worms and give him enough exercise, but he 16 as
poor as a crow. Can you prescribe a feed. Ans. Some Betters are naturally lank and no amount of feeding wilt fatten them.
The reasons
You might try oat meal and beef
for this are, the same as with man.
G. F.

•

I

-1.

rise.

Ans.

m

maps

ball shoots in various

i

ires of lie Cincinnati Shooting and
.Match for a hat at five single birds,

":,

i

2U yards

Lotus, Mo., he

Bethel, Ci- -Please give he most direel route from Albany
is there a complete map of the
some lake?

II. S.,

t

Fishing Club, July

Ifhewll

Ailiroudticks? if so where canl get one and what is the price"
" Wallace's Adirondarfts" will give yon the desired information

T.

JgtiMvcrs to

i.

meuihr-r, probably.

n

to the Adirondack?.Inear

II

.

.

10
10

fall.

i,

win obtain

ru<r-,j.

shoot off, second class, Morley won
third class,
M. Wilson, with a score of 7, two fell dead out of bounds.
First class ties will be shot off at next, match.
T. G, C.

Pennsylvania, Wwo/i..—'She rapdal contest between E.
C. E. Txibby came off July 14, ten glass balls,
yards

Winfleld

In

ing and trapping party on tin- Big Black River next
niunicafe with Win. Jewell ,1
oc

broth diet.

Second

.,

1

''lass.

10
10
10

to us.

Black .River.— Arkansas.— In our issue of July 5 a cor reap OC
"
whojeuuin
eadere to Join a contemplated nOnt

ties

T

known

V.

C Pickering

PIGEON MATCHES.

G. P. L., Manchester.— Will you please Inform me If Frederich Or
wauld's book " The Setter's or Pointer's Training without Punl»hment'
can be obtained in the English language? Ans. II cannot, so far as

withdrawn

Tokonio, J"!,'/ 19. The first, quarterly shoot of the Toronto (inn Chlb came off on July II* at Ihe Woodbine
Track. Thirty members of the first, second and third class
put in an appearance. The match was 31 yards rise, SO
yards boundary, two traps 15 yards apart, 10 birds each.
Mr. Loan as (rapper, Mr. Loudon as referee. The scarcity
of buds prevented the shooting off.
The following are the

G Small

J. S. S.

'

9

s
a v D EWrldge
Sfenton won.

—

Epergos.

eold weather and deep snows of the winter.

M

George Averv
Barbour

withdrawn..

ties jlr.

1

Hull. July 17. —II' the frequent and
shall have magnifirams do not seriously interfere,
[looting this fall.
Very few quail were killed in this,
part of the State laft fall and winter, ami the farmers took
particular pains to feed the little innocents during the terrible
Hoo-.ikr

l,

shoot,
liurlingunm
Enghshrules.

In sweepstake shoot, 26 yards rise, 80 yards boundary,
plunge traps, miss and go out, four entries, 11 birds each.
Stenion and Barbour divided on
birds.
Second sweepslake, five entries, Stenton won with eight straight birds.

seeiti

plenty, notwithstanding the hard winter.

medal

-State

11 birds each,

;

i

In shooting off

The

(all.

20, 18<7

Harry Hawkins

16.

rt

hootti

J/>%<i«

,

Park, July
B H Glllman

1-1

3d.

.

flu

row the
:eipt

of

-Undoubtedly one of the best and cheapest stocks of Cnrpetings.
Oil*
found in the United States is that of Messis.
11. Pkav. sons ,t Co., Washington street, Boston.
I. W. Adaina
is the sportsman of the firm., and will take
special pains to please any
of our friends calling upon Him or
-

John

i

.

i

FOREST AND STREAM.
*

>

THE GAME OF

CHESS.

having an empty space in the middle; and
divided into sixteen sections. No. one is j
No. two in the third circle counting
inwards in the division to the fight hand of the former No.
centric,

circles,

each of these

WITH
milch

regard to the origin of the

game

of chess Ave are

Although it was handed down to
by no means probable that they were
The original inventors of it.
According to some it was originated by the celebrated Grecian hero Diomodes others say
that Hie two Greek brothers Ledo and Tyrrhene were the inventors. and that being gn at'ly pressed by hunger sought to
in the dark.

us from the Saracens

it

is

;

pangs by this

alleviate

it

s

that

a

game

it is

very

Of

was fashionable

Jrj

at nusement.

But

every pa rt of Europe.

of late years

has fallen into disrepute eat trely, on accorlnt of

Aquatic

>:t>

ion in

iF

a great favorite with the people of Iceland with whom study
a pastime and thought ai amusement.
Chess was formerly pra, ;ticed by the greatest warriors and
generals, and for a aumbei of years was deemed as essential

is

man

to the military

by

rriiLTsjiF.n

as the stock

and waist

strategical ideas and princ iples. Tbereis

4$ar*st mid §jieiui\ fflnblishmQ ^ftttfiamt.

.',.

(old

11

NEW

MI,Tu?.J STIiEKT,

LIB)

[POM

IFF70E Box.

'

,tAES i
Twenty-five per cent,

STHICTXT IN ADVANCE,

KAi:,

5

YORK.

2s:i-2.]

Clubs of Three or more.

off for

Advertising Itatos.

an immoral character will be

usertlng onr prospectus as above one lime. s\
j
i.intiierL-lo.iincl seniliusr markeil eopv
will receive the FOBEST \>;ii stream fur one year.
lis]

p

,,:!

:

il

iii.:i.-i- r:-

:l

:

intention of the Scots to

King

g

Jo'

known

could have

per

posure, so that

him

sell

to tin

he discomposed by this alarming
nied the game with the utmost eoms

in

htm

J.

chess

when

the deputies

from Rouen came

him that their city was beseiged by
Imthe would not hear them until lie had

Phillip

to acequiiint

Au-

finished his

is related by Dr. RobertJohn Frederick, Elector
'hr lies, was conThe decree was intimated
him While at

" History of Charles V.

son

in his

of

Saxiiny, haviug been

demned

to death.

fci .

Ai; cpmnjiiulcatloiiB Whatever, mtenil&tl t6r nulUlcation, must, beao.
romp.iQie,! wii
lb
guanffitycf goorlfaitli,

chess with Ernest of Brunswick, his

ami be mMri - -.

short

,

fell, e.v

pris tier.

i

,

.

(

i

Names

'UBtlSUlKQ COKrANV.
H<i .iiiihi.wuoum con-

will no)

tributions

m

11

:•.!
i

\,.-vi.

i

movements and

Notlitng will be admitted
witli propriety in
lie

tire

show authentic

CHAKLES

money

is authorized to collect
credentials from one of the

"

ire

UystlC
a

I

Auburn

ville;

gheny,

&

'

Springfield, O.; Arlington

at.

ratogi

vs. Manchester, at Manchester;

iclp

;

:

I

Champion

Alaska of

vs.

D&Gance; WitoKa

Flats; Resolute vs.

Cleveland, O.;

Montreal

vs.

Indianapolis vs. Louisvilie, at Louis-

r

I

S. I.,

HajmaSer,

fa.

at

City vs. Alleat Stapleton
l.uusingburg

/uty 28.—Bnnnlng m eting at Saratoga. Cricket as above.
Boston vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis; Hartford vs. Chicago, al
a vs. Lowell, at
Caicago; Manchester vs. Bed Cap, al
Lowell Kochester vs. 8ts
lit Buffalo ; Putnam vs. Lafay;

Prospect Pari;; Eon

ette, at

vs.

Mohawk,

iv

(v"esl

at

ttofca

Tottenviile. B.
ra.

Regatta of tiie Beverly Yachl
llaudicap games of ScotUsJ American Club.
'

'.
aganset
Miuneapolis,

io..

Gun

i

.'-.]

Club,

e

1

1

:..

,,

Newport.

ai

I:,

ttb,

i.

Ala.ska of

Base

at

Swajnptcott, Mass.

oS

Saratoga.

al

I.;

Hartford (amateurs)

«l

Prize shoot

of

Manchester vs,

I, al Erie, Pa.; InMinneapolil
Le ?S. Syracuse I
(liauuiiolls vs. Boston, at Indi.mapolis; Witoka vs. Wittcrliiiry, at Wa,-

i

i

at.

:

I

ii,

',,,';/

.

rtlle,

l".

Chicago vs. Cincinnati,

at Louisville
iti

,

Westminster, Md.; Kccnc, N. fl.; Bnfc
Running meetings: Saratoga, N. Y.; Parker

3l.« Trolling:

N. V-i Froeport,
City, Pa. Base ball;
,'tilo.

Cricket: Montreal
Club.

l

vs.

;

at Cincinnati; St. I,
Indianapolis vs. Boston, at Indianapolis.

Trottfng

-

in, ii-. gunning

meetings as above.
Regatta or the Newburgh Yacht

Port Hope.

ThvnScty, Aug. 2.—Trotting as above also at Jefferson, O. Banning
;ii,ove.
Cricketl Montreal vs. Port Hope. Base ball: Chica",
St. Louis vs. Louisville, at Louisville.
innati, at, Cincinnati
;

;

,

of Granada, that in 1896,

rjtra

t

Yip.EF.si'OMjiiHTS.

— We

earnestly request our cor-

respondents and contributors to remember that in writing for
the printer only one side of the paper should be used.

Wo

hive now on hand a considerable number of communications
mot be used until they have been copied, and when
our copyist will have time to ike them in hand is one of the
things " no fellow can find out.
i

I

The
past,

destruction of

life

and property by lightning, during the

month, has exceeded that for a similar length of time for

many

years.

The reported

disasters of this nature are confined

ill

not,

iwever, put
howev

occur

in all p

LI

to

Mehemed Balba

seized

upon the
and
His wars
death was

to the prejudice of the true heir, his elder brother,

his life

was one continual round of disasters.
were invariably unsuccessful, and his

Knowing his death to be inb.y a poisoned vest.
he dispatched an officer to the fortress of Salobrena
to put his brother Juzaf to death lest that prince's adherents
should form any obstacle to the succession of his son. The ale-aide found the prince playing at chess with an alfaqui or
Juzaf begged hard for two hours respite, which was
priest.
with great reluctance, the officer permitted
finish the game
but before it was completed a mes-

denied him; at

him

to

last,

;

news of the death of Mehemed, and
unanimous election of Juzaf to the crown. We have also a
curious anecdote of Ferdinand, Count of Flanders, who, having
been accustomed to amuse himself at chess witli his wife, and
being constantly vanquished by her, a mutual hatred took
place, which became so violent that when the Count was
taken prisoner at the battle of Bovines she suffered him to
remain a lorn?, time in prison, though she could easily have
senger arrived with the
the

procured his release.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries voluminous
works were written upon the game of Chess. Sarasin wrote an
express treatise on the different opinions of the originof the Latin schacchf, whence the French etliccM and our chess is formed.
Menage was also very full upon the same topic. Lcunclavius
took it lo come from l/sbodheg, famous Turkish robbers; Sistnoud from the German deacJie, "Theft," and that fromeatoiilus. lie argued chess was the same with the hiduk Iqtru no
ul&rumoi the liomuns. This opinion avbs also countenanced
by Vassius and Salmisius, who derived the word from cahulns,
Telosanus derived it from the Heas used for lalrunouius.
brew scaofi, vallam't et mat mortmis whence cheek, and check;

mate.

Fabricus says;

"A

Sehatrenseha, invented the

To

He was

evitable,

Western Manager.

Part. Boston;

game,

c

celebrated Persian astronomer, one.

game

of chess, and gave

it

his

own

Nicod derived it
from fcheiv/i/e, or xeque, a Moorish word for lord, king and
prince.
Bocharl adds, that acach is originally Persian, and
ii'' mat in that language sign dies that the King is
thai
dead.
These latter opinions— of Kicod and Bochart— were
also held by Scriverius and appear the most probable.
There is, in the British Museum, a small treatise on ches3,
written, as supposed, about five hundred years ago, at the end
of which is a representation of a round chess-board, with
directions for placing the men upon it. In this the knight can
cover the sixty-four squares on the board in as many moves.
name, ivhich

The board

it still

is

bears in that country."

divided into these six ly-four parts by four pan,

is

completed by thirty-two,

I

;

;

fifty on the outer circle iu that division immediately to the right hand of on? ; fifty-one on the third
circle, to the left hand of two, and directly below No. thirtyis then placed on the outer circle, immediately
one fifty-three on the third circle, directly to the
and thus alternately on the first and third

j

:

sixteen,

circles, until the last round is

numbers three and

the
J

completed by sixty-four between

live.

On this round board,suppose the black

king to be placed

in

No.

forty-eight on the fourth circle, the queen stands on No. seven.

teen to his

left,

eighteen and

pawns on

.:

ii

twenty-five, opposite to the black queen

i

a board of this kind

3

i

forty.

The white king will then

forty, opposite to the black

playing

and on

nineteen, four, forty-nine, sixty-four,

me, thirty-two, and one.

six, fifty.

stand at

the bishops in thirty-three and two, (he knights;
forty-seven, the castles in three and fifty
llm

king,

;

the white

and so on.

In

will be found, that

it

the

double to that in the common game, and
that of the bishop only one-half; the former having sixteen
squares to range in, and the latter only four.
The king can
castle only one way, and it is very diiliciilt to bring lite game

power

of the castle

is

to a conclusion.

A

very complicated

land during the
,n

Si

last

game was invented by a Duke

of RutIn this the board has fourteen

century.

breadth, uud only ten

ils

:

iii

making

height,

in all

one hundred and forty and there are fourteen pawns on each
side, which may MOVG either one, two, or three squares the first
time.
The other pieces were the king, queen, two bishops,
;

two knights and a ormcneS mgik uniting the move of the king
die, and roof:.
On he other side of the king was a
md
wdiose move united that of the castle and knight,
knight, a crowned castle, and t. rook,
is, a single
le the pawns arc of little use, rather encumbering
In this
t

is

are informed in the Chronicles of the Moorish Kings

with Castile

WEEK.

m

victories.

IgS

occasioned
Igo

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING

i

We
that

News Company.

BuslneSB Manager.

-Tret titer:

on gaining such

:••

i.
.

nish the

beaten Ernest, expressed all the satisfaction that

crown

H.41IX)CK, Editor.
S. H. TDEEILL, Clue

HANKS,

1

After a
on the

and attenlio

felt

S&~ Trade supplied by American
T. C.

the Emperor's pi

whom he challenged to

his usual ingenuity

death, but set at liberity after five years confinement."
if

We have no Philadelphia agent.

undersigned.

injustice of

reft •ctions

home circle.

No person whatever

for us unless lie can

He played with

some

any department of tiie paper tliatnmj

rcsriqnsiMefor derelletiou of the mail service

remltJeatoualB lost

money

s

manuscripts.
n re urged to favor us with brief

transactions.
lo

not be read

We cannot,

and

irregularity

utterance to

turned to his antagonist,

di

We cannot prottlle
il

pause, and giving

alter-

the second, and from tne second lo

airecthj
No thirty-three is then placed on the
lelow No. one.
hand of No. two thirty-four
on the fourth circle to the right hand of four and thus alternately between the third and fourth circles, until the round is
again completed by forty-eight on the fourth circle, directly
beneatn thirty-three. The numbers are now placed in a retro-

i

taken prisoner by

on the second

and thus

third circle directly to the right

that the letter he

information of anything remarkable.

The following remarkable anecodote

To Oorrespondeaats.

nately from the fourth to

left of

,1

to the right of seventeen;

the fourth circles, until lue round

to the left of

game.

1877.

2G,

inward

ig

i

two fifty-two

gustus,

J17LY

circle to the right hajfjd of one-; eighteen

defeated and taken prisoner. It is also related of Al
was engaged at chess with
freedman Kutliar, at the time when Al Mamun's forces
were carrying on the seige of that, city with so much vigor that
Dr. Hyde,
it was on the point of being carried by assault.
quotes an Arabic history of the Saracens in which the Caliph
" Let me
danger,
have
cried
out
when
warned
of
his
is said to
alone, for I see checkmate against Kuthar! " We are told that
Charles 1. was wrdpped up in this game when the news was

tilt

;

I

nermost

Arnin, the caliph of Bagdad, that he

:

NEW YOEK, THURSDAY,

and thus alternately from the first to
and froca the third in the first circle, till the t
completed by sixteen on the bird circle to the left hand of
one.
No. seventeen is then placed on the division of the inthe third,

is

his

received had
,:i\

belt, as inculcating

nogame so peculiarly

,

intelligence, that ht
or business notice of

in!

the right hand of three

who was

;

;

j

grade fashion;

brought of the
English but s

.

;

is

and ve read that Tamerlane was a devotee of the game and engaged in its playing during the very
time of the decisive battle with Bajazet, the Turkish emperor,
interesting as Chess,

— AT—
to

it

is

utic.u. Natckal, Uis-ronv,
H DIB. I'ilESEKV ATION 01' FORESTS.
Men and Women of a Uealtuv Interest
Sri hits. Pit

1'ttOTKCTlOS

S

To-day

if.

;

placed in the outermost circle in the division to Hd
right hand of two
fourin the third circle counting inward to

three

it

the study and

intense application of thoiij ;ht required to play

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

however,

It is certain,

standing, and in former ages

niv 3ient

is

outermost circle

in the

I

the board than otherwise: and

and

th,'

less interesting

than the

much

of their

game more

defcetiv

knights lose

which consequently renders

value,

common

the

one.

—

Ira Painb. This renowned shot has returned from his
English trip, arriving July 17th per steamer "Queen" from
London.
Mr. Paine desires to return thanks, througli the columns of
the Fobxst and Stream asd Rod and Gcn, for the many
notably from the
courtesies of which he was a recipient,
members of the Irish Team and Dublin Gun Club. The latter
thirty
Paine
to
shoot
birds
at
thirty yards rise
Mr.
challenged
with Mr. Donnellan for £50. The match was won by the
American champion with the greatest of ease. Several other
matches were offered by the club, but were of necessity refused, Mr. Paine having already engaged passage in the Queen
;

for July 4th.

In

all

his matches, Paine used a superb breech

made by Stephen

loader

Grant, of London.

He

brought with

handsome two year old thoroughbred
Boseerucian out of Gamos.

him

also a

A New

Belt,—A. A.

stallion,

by

Case, of Ghetopa, Kansas, leader of

the frish team in their chicken bunt in 1871,

and one of the
and moat practical sportsmen in the West, bas invented and patented a game belt which surpasses all previous
best shots

appliances for the easy carriage of game.

It is a belt so

adjust-

weight over the shoulders and
has four hooks on the rear on which.

to evenly distribute the

ed as

and back

II

can be hung as much game from snipe and quail to ducks and
In the front are pockets for amcarry.
a. man can
munition which is convenient, and the game hangs in the rear

grouse as

the price is
It is the Excelsior Game Belt
out of the way.
This is the
$4, and particulars can be had of the patentee.
second bell, patented by Kansas gentlemen, Mr. N. S. Goss,
of Neosho, having some two years since contrived a very ex;

—-#,—

cellent belt.

.

The
came

to

SeonTSMAX's

hand;

and

Gazetteer.— The "Gazetteer" duly

to say that I

am

delighted with the book

Only faintly expresses my appreciation of it. How you have
been able to gather so much valuable matter together is almost
a mystery to me: it cirtainiy speaks well for your industry

For the size, and
of the subjects discussed.
valuable information Contained, the price, I think, is remarkably low, and 1 would no; he without it for double the price.
Every sportsman and everybody interested in sporting matters
should have a copy, and I "shall take great, pleasure in reeomH. C. Yaki:o\v,M. D.,
to my iifin-, friends.
and knowledge

•

WaaMflfftto,, Julj/ 20,

1871,

P

S.

A.

1
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LAWS.—"We

i

>

certain

man from

jYliiri.nl

township on

flagrant violation

was

Stratford
Hie

si,

common

game Jaws

This was in

past.

of the Stale

oJ

i'

onned

i

io 16 ek
cut which have never permitted ih<
foro the first of July.
This year the State Legislature enacted
that thevo should ba no summer shooting pi this hircT, it re-

i

,.

'

ii

i

]

Tnisinanha

dose

season, until "October.
been known to bn
would, here warn him and all of his
a

bow-gnus." The '-1)0 vr-.
,"'
re about mi a par with his
knowledge oi natural history, for he would make us believe
i,.,
boles in the trees, so uc can suet.
the a " Lpeck'
drill
would have a hard time "-wetting
is whistle" with sap from a, dry pine or hemlock,
Any one
who has paid any attention to tunic habits know it is food they

thai Hie citizens of
subject and are
'Vith ll.is obeii'orts p. re
litis-

are

i,

i

1

fi

,

i

shooting

;

'

i

'

n offered by a gentle
A
.a
a
no. a",
resident of Milford for the
out, of season, and we think it will fare bar! ly with
this Stratford man or any of his friends if tiny tail to elude
the vigilance of our self-appointed detectives.
Thep*nally
by law for ibis offense is twenty-live days in jail and $f3S for
If you will kindly
each bird shot or found in possession.
oblige the lows
insert this in your valuable journal
of sport, but upholders of the law.

law breakers.

man

and buying

i

making strumous
reward oi' $25 lias be.

we

ject in view,

We

ss

111;

Milford are. now thoroughly aroused on
ifi
determined to see their game law

ii

'

vet.

before,

'3

who

i

laws with impunity

:

We

I]

.,:

prefer to use the gun.
a it seem lo have bad much effect, u[.on sportsmen as
do not notice that any of them are offering their.

-

maining

I

Hun ami.

and not sap.

are after,

The above

is

clipped Horn the Bridgeport Stan&aTi

;,r,,

,,,i
changi
tlie game law of Connecticut, postponing
Hie shooting of woodcock until October 1, will be one great
aes & n.
means of preserving the rull'ed grotlS^ during the cl
'

ami

pra

=

Bummer, arc beyond

1

belief.

informed

Of the sportsmen in this part of the Stati

is

it

m

V

a

i

I

g
in

t

mid

pect the change

and Qamfl

was wantonly

Cja

of the

game

itself,

or

of total extermination of the

by Others throughout
the

>.-d

it

spirited gentlemen in

the province, took

known

association

Halifax, as-

the matter in

Game and

as the

procuring an enacmeul thai forbade the killing of moose and
beaver for three years, aud also embodying stricter regulations
Al the expiregarding the killing of game birds Dud ha pes.
ration of a year some minor details sesmed to demand revision,

Protective As

which was accordingly perfected

;

notably tho:c

from

referring to

and Ihe

dis-

skins; an adult ional penally

was

the appropriation of the funds derived

posal offocfeifed meat ami

said

o

Inland Fishery Protective Society, which had done good work
Willi infinite labor the society succeeded in
in former days.

ami anonymotu

aaieiaia;

reeiv

number of public

ia

foam by being mixed with

of sea

ning

most certainly

lines,

but

is,

composed

it is

also enacted for

society

Government

the

solicited

steatite,

fc(fc,

i

This was but partly allowed,
enforcing the law.
only $840 being set apart for the purpose, aud with these
n aiding the Province
fvorl
sipnder means' Ihe society begai

When

(ion except by the expert.
soft

is

seems

to

amber

is

Msll iii:iT.-=i< w.-e ..iie-i. -in.. I!.- u. all. align «
tterl.i
told that il >•.. Id
tl done
a Ivht ant
Il.cltluo Inv.i •>
to protect.

were

having

tUemonlHng season of Juts and August.
us niMna...tion of anv vioteU

"'

'

I

''''

bykiU

the Jaw

and plastic

1

.-',

., !:

'

tea

'

...

n

in

ei
-

a

i

will
case it rH
ifiving positive informawill
ee Ami
ie<

aii

ago

.fated, a
"i
i

year.

necessarily 'died

ollicially as

by

I'll/.

Cochran,

the appropriation, and the laws

this above,

Mr.

formerly Secretary of

Minot,, Jr..

AY.

Uie Society foi the Protection of Useful Birds, responds

that,

the game laws are "no doubt very defective, but the possession of birds out of season

and
For

the burden of proof

prima jheie evidence
upon the offender in

is

is

to convict,
all

cases.

instance, if the bills of fare furnished for the mertaimnent
of the President of the United States, as published, are genuine,
Excellency
it could readily be proved by the evidence of His

Governor and His Honor the -Mayor and many other distinguished witnesses thai, quail and woodcock were among the
dainties which appeared at, the breakfast and dinner: the burden of proof would then be upon Messrs. Hall & Whipple, of
young's Hotel (if they were, as reported, the caterers on both
the

at, all,

show

either that they did not furnish the birds

or as to the quail,

that,

the birds furnished had either

on their nests in some other
they were also obtained elsewhere. We think Massachusetts should have sufficient interlo assist other St alts in
of
laws
game
est in the enforcement
the same and not make her borders a refuge for the poacher
of Connecticut, Rhode Island or New York, and encourage

been frozen

all

winter or

shot,

State: as lo the woodcock,

that,

;

the

new law

Bay

State pot-hunters to violate the laws of these Slates.

-

Ed.]

—Chief Justice Agnew of the Pennsylvania Supreme Courl
was out hunting woodcock a few days ago with a party of
One of the party began shooting pheasants, and the
friends.
result was that all were hauled before a country magistrate,
who tincd them for violation of the game laws.—Boston
Journal.

will lake

or

nruiaenl, Mhm., Jul>/1', -Inclosed find game laws (condensed) of MinncsoltaforlS';?, they may be of interest to
sportsmen intending to visit, ibe State-thin fall, viz.:
When lawful to kill or tralfie in game— Woodcock, from
Julv 4 to Nov. 1; pinnated and sharp tail grouse. Aug. f5 to
Oct. 1; quail, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1; ruffed grouse, Sept. 1 to
;

aquatic fowl, Sept.

f to

May

15

;

elk, deer,

etc, Nov.

Dec. 15; brook trout. April 1 to Oct. 1.
prospects for sport, among the pinnated and sharp tailed
grouse this fall are dismal enough—tin wl-e grangers who at!,. local politicians,
tempted, bv the help of their v, n ;!;,,.,,
tityu
d:
(A pass a law last fall prohibiting
Slate for three years, on the ground that shooting off the
of Hie grasshopper scoui a
chickens was ii i" 1'ii' ing fire to the-prairies in
burned up nearly all
Chey did bun b ew lo :us s, h a
May, to tall the hoppers,
drore most of them into plowed ground, while the fin
ning through the grass burned the grouse eggs up. Letters received from sporting friends West all read alike rery few old
birds and an occasional scattering small Covey of young birds.
Some of the old birds will lay again and raise a late brood.
Ruffed arouse will be plenty as usual, as thi
been in their favor, and they have not suffered from fire as
"'>'
ioj .per bird," as we have
did the unlucky
1 to

The

-

1

:

effect, 1)y

were enforced with unequaled
of September next, when a

first

which. it will be lawful to

kill

game under

the

three-year enact men!, has surpassed the ex-

pectations of the most sanguine.

spermaceti and othei

chemical

result,

known

from these

animal

As

the small

House

Government

of

Assembly

grant, out of

last session,

which the

was

salaries of

cut off by vote

the law will be carried

out by the voluntary service of the Game Protection Society.
A system of licenses has also been adopted, under which nonresidents of

Nova Scotia

will be obliged to

pay the Provincial

Treasurer $20 per year for the privilege of
Officers of

Army and Navy

Ihe

are,

tin:

game

laws.

however, taxed but

five

From this is hoped that a fund will be realized to
pay at least a portion of the expense of enforcing the law.
Meantime all citizens of Nova Scotia who take an interest iu
dollars.

it

the preservation of game are asked to subscribe to the funds
of the society, the fees being two dollars per annum, or ten
dollars for a life

membership.

fatty materials

the action of the waves;

England, and

folk,
coal.

It

defy

that will

upon he Nova, Seoliau enactments as just and proThis Province must now be looked upon in the same
I

personal property- a preserve

in

fact

:

the people,

considerable expenditure of lime and money, have prevent-

ed the

total

destruction of the

certainly entitled to

game

in

the Province, and are

reap the results of their labor.

They

have compelled their neighbors and friends to respect and
obey the l;nv, as well as residents of other Provinces and the
States; apd when so much has been accomplished, and by so
great personal effort and sacrifice, we feel fissured that no true
sportsman will object to the license clause.
There tire those, to be sure, who will grumble
but wo
venture to say they will be confined almost wholly to that
class o| men who brag around the camp while their comrades
are cutting the wood for the fire, and who couldn't shoot a
moose if the)' put their whole effort to it for a month at a
time.
Nimrods of this ilk always gel, their antlers at the tax;

idermists.

We

Mr. Filz Cochran, Chief Game
copy of the report, of the society,

are indebted to

missioner, for

a

closest scrutiny.

is

is

a hard,

il,

is foiund, too,

(

m

occasionally found

brittle,

the coast of Nor-

in beds

brown

of

combustible, tasteless substance,

;

I

colors,

leaves

I:

ontains fossil

IntheBi

al

ami,

of

was, a piece

rd of four pr

eh contained
ith.

.New Siberia.

of

3

In Assam aud China certain

are found which yield a resin of the same nairance as amber. Tt is generally believed to he
s

ident,

the mecttoim of the Baltic,

though inferior for
age and hardness resultant
oil S lltl in our ctiemis'.s' shops
be the result, of », distillation, by means of a
f Baltic amber mixed
With its weight of fino

the a

vhile

ibly

through lack

ion.

The amber

bi reality it

s

is

oi'

a product of fermentation of as-

paragin— a, crystallized product of the juice of asparagus— aud
malic acid— a product, of the apple.
This fermentation produces an aei,i liquid, an oil and a concrete acid; the oil is separated from the other products aud known as the oleum .«/. -,.:/_
imm, of commerce.

RocrcAw.vY Bkacii.— A dozen steamers

now run to Rockdaily, some of them making two trips.
These.
communication and the railroads afford great facilities
for reaching the beach, though scarcely more than enough
to
accommodate the many thousands who daily resort there, the
away Beach

f'.,m-

whom

greater portion of
large

steamer Plymouth

new steamer Columbia

seem

to be

Rock and

German

families.

The

really magnificent

tile

are both running.

The

latter

was built

especially as an excursion boat.

pointment

that,

She has every conceivable apcomfort, convenience and emergency may re-

Her main saloon

quire.

is 300 feet long, and the boat accommodates over 4,000 people easily. Last week Gapt. Holton
pilot, house of the Americus, a staunch and
well appointed steamer often chartered by Ihe yacht clubs as
an excursion boat for regattas, and we. enjoyed a delightful

invited us into the

whiff of fresh air and a view of the, harbor and ocean. ' One
can scarcely enjoy a pleasantcr trip than a, sail to the beach and
return by

at

Ihe,

sometimes perfectly transparent, or translucent, but generally
semi-transpai .'nt, or opaque, of
irfn,
glossy
which takes
good pol
by IV
It s found of all

preciation

doubt not that many Americans will take exceptions
laws of Nova Scotia as they now stand. Not long
since, those who crossed the border from this side to Rice
lake, wr ere compelled to pay $1 for the privilege of angling
therein, aud the consequence was that many of Ibe old frequenters were driven out— not on account of the fee but because of the principle involved, according tolhoir light. While
WO opine that the fee exacted in this case produced disasternus
results, the exactors lnsingmorc than liny gained, we cannot

its

sang

1

I

We

light

the

aud the prodm being pi ecisely the same, is
Miforeover; a t amber cm be made

as acid of amber.

Pure amber, or native amber as it is called, is a bituminous product, usually regarded as a fossil resin, brou ght from t'.e soul.hern coast, of the Paltie where il is throw a upon the beach by

to the

per.

gives

f its

lines of

the commissioner and wardens were paid,

of the

bur, loot;

Dec. 1

the Secretary of the

moose and caribou in the months of October, November,
December and January.
We are informed that the increase

i

occasions), to

These expire on the

vigor.

oi the Mass. Fish and Giune Protective Aas6oiatlon.

[To

Esq..,

.;

c

C,

also

cUy

Aoidum sucdnieum with the hcmical symbol of
II., 0,a
The actio a of nitric icid upon margaric,

1 (H. 0),

each of which a pmc commissioner
la, was k. receive the' merely nominal salary
The office of chief game commissioner was

Society, Owing to the paucity of funds appropriated.
The second yeai Government came to the rescue, increasing

•

or-

aqueous admixture and consewinch IS SO Closely associated

dissipates the

i

-

,

a-

0f$5fl

it
la,

from the beds this
but continued ex-

lust taken

like potter's

slcarine,

district?, for

I'lanlual n> " llr e\'-

persona

If

•ei....

a

.-

.

•.

•r

power

ima

a

sperm w isles.
This belief
have arisen from Ihe f id that the technical name for
mocinunt, and an ac id disiillci from it is known

assist in

r.

pan

ganic mailer that they arc used as meerschaum, and defy detec.

appropriation to

an

fur

Clay

clay.

entirely o£ line

scnaum owes its beauty to itscomparativclack of organii
Stances.
Pure talc and some SOapsloncs are SO free from

Next a couuniltee Of the

hunting with dogs.

posse;

the result of

aud is precisely similar in character
soap-stone and French chalk: though meei

I)

can n

is

it

of sillieate of magnesia,

diseased totaetaw- -parLieulnrh

t

months, without reference to

The day

life.

hand, and rcorgani

Tmamal:

•

constantly

lias of

sisted

Kesex.

riofthe Best
is

till

aeding seasons, condition

Finally a

Massaoiiosictts.- The following letter appeared in the
The Massachusetts law is certainly
Boston. Journal, July is.
defective, and should be altered, if intended at all to accomplish its purpose:
Tlu'Si:.Ti'i:irv oi in-

to prosecute.

''

'

posure lo the

was

sufliciant,

cigar-holders,

pe.s,

rived the theory so often promulgated, that

consequence, benil

;

p

in

quent harden! og results. Atnbe;
With meerschaum, is vulgarly

ia

'1

big neither organi/.n! ions

,i'',ai

is

,

were in

a

seemed as if nothing could
prevent it; and such measures as. wen- at, templed proved futile,
and apparent ly accelerated the ruthless hand of the dtiSl P a SI

the intention

in the law.

FniMAtinn

anil .gillie, in

,

SCOTIA.

Ova

law, apparently

destroyed in

iii'diciansly

:

woodcock shooting

am

it,

ah

caribou and iiioose wasat hand, and

:1

and helpless broods— by the tltOUghtfesa and impul
or unprincipled pol-hunter while

,,

a,

game laws

The

tdcad lutti
nor means

1
1

I

Experienced sportsmen nllirm that the risks the*
of being killed- not unfrcquently while

a:

;,

NOVA

NG**IN

I

almost, extinct.

enforce

;

'i

flap] a',-- la

't

LI

came

UN

I

I

years ago the

popular with

:

Germany, the Crimea, Liberia, Turkey, Greece
and Algeria.
Its name is derived from two German words
a
aag', literally, sea foam; aud from this the vulgarhave
etc.

mineral

'

MOOSE
THREE

found

— Me 'ischium, so

when made into

imers of tobacco

i

.

day of June

tin- last

of

for slathers of ducks is first-rate," so 1C. writes.
with sports un throughout the country;
ioe Ihe
been amused b
therhood, emanating
from that, Indiana genius wla " whclls " away :i!
I,-' an,'
M
n squirrels with what the '"
eal]
"
ili:a
bow-gun," and calls it sport and attempts lo la

Ed

ore informed that a

axd Amuiu:.

Mi;Kn,-eiLAu.\i

aud "the show
Vifll

same steamer.

It

depends upon one's

taste

and ap-

whether he remains at Rcokaway, although everything seems to be provided to amuse and entertain.
One can
get a good tabic d'hote dinner at the Sta Side House for
$1,
or ii five cent sandwich at the booths.
For lack of more intelamusement, he can throw base balls at the head of a
negro rag woman, and if ha succeeds in knocking a pipe out of

lectual

her

mouth

is

entitled to a prize of a glass of lager.

ii.di.m;.
We print Ibis week the first
series of articles on the construction and rigging of
boats
and yachts, from the pen of a practical and competent naval

Coat and Yacht Bl

i

who will sign himself "Nautieus." Instruction;;
such a simple and intelligible manner that any
one handy with tools can construct boats and yachts from
the
specifications given.
The simplest, forms of crafts will be first
described and these will be followed by instruction in
curved
sections, models, working drawings for boats, a nd sai
draw in ss,
architect.,

will be given in

;

1

with the necessary computations.

when

required to

make

Diagrams

will

be supplied

the text intelligible.

Hne our yachting
department. The next article will pertain to skiffs and canoes
A work of (his kind has long been in demand, and we Iheretore accordingly endeavor to supply it, as has been
our habitual endeavor from the outset, whenever
we Can
-v

m

readers.

01 Foe. lSni.-Korty-tive scientific expeditions were
hlted out during the year 187(1
Of these, twenty-four had
then held in Europe, seven in Asia, seven in
Alrg'a, five i„
America, and two in Ocenuica.
'

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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" Can such relics ot the dark ages exist in an enlightto ask
That such are
ened country, in the nineteenth century?'
not exaggerated; is evident from Hie vein in which Hie book
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and management, that the Eeorel meeting of Hie Executive Committee on the San lord protest ia tin
the Tubus matcn, was to hatch up a result, the details of
which it would be inconvenient to put lief ore the public.
By all rules of consistency, for the sake p| precedent, and
single ground of fair play an round, the decision
te
Should have been to sustain the exact enforcement ot the
primed rules of the association; but for the sake of harthe board, the star chamber finally reached this

in' '.vIiip.Ii tl)?\

iug,

!ia."l

ercvinnslv entered, anil In

aud that said appeal be

aa.J

is

wliic.li

hereby sub-

talned.

This elves the badge for the third time to Col. Sanford,
and closes this series of competition. If tht Spirit cares to
a suggestion that something like tair play should
appropriate.
enter into the competition would be
The In tep.natio.nal. Team.— The selection of the members of
.

,1

.

dean team for the present year opened at, Creedmoor
poor start, But 37
on the* 17th inst., but made rather a
Brooklyn furnished a la
riflemen came to hand.
Canfield and Scott, from
gont of competitors, but excepting
entirely unrepresented.
Baltimore, the South and West were

riflemen came down in good strength, the
rangemen and tne ciacus ol \\ illowhrouk
Walnut Hill
l
On the firsl day only SOU yards shooting was
V,
.-;.,
aevere thunder storm completely breaking up
The score of this first day with the names
vork.
and the places from which the riflemen

The New England
rille

,

Ki.

White

11.

.-

—Kotlw

153
15?
is "

151
15(1

I4H

C. INasli..

The

70

1

ikw cori.orate nauie, to
it

New

YoaK, Jury

IB,

:
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1877.—

Gun Match at

;kei:

»n "Tt
1

',

July

1

Ckekumooi;.- -Saturday,

the,

21st,

rather dull day at Creedmoor, aud beyond a little midsltoofing by regimental men and others, the day's work
lonfmed to long-range work in the. third match for the
r gun prize; 30 shots with auy rifle at 1,000 yards was
inurement, and the resident riflemen were put getting in
shots to keep them in service for ihe international team
Out of the possible 150 points, the gun had
ion work.
taken firstly with 122 points by Capt. Anders* n, aud
Ransom Kalhbone with 12S points. The third
)\
late
with good weather, gave opportunity for better scores as fol.

ows:
Isaac f. Allen
it s Je'wel)
E Hlvdeuliurgii

137

L L Hopbai'U

m
US

laa
I'i

V,

T

...

S UllKlU

W

m Fiimrw....

117

.

SJ

A Anderson
K Kuuoit
vvm Hoyes

.1

113

(Oogus)

h

DFiedorieKi
JP Walters
J A Hairy

Hi)
109

TM^-!.'!"

•'

Bcoti

D.

H. Fibber dud D. Smyth retired.

.lutiet,

—

Team Matches. Col. Wingate, iu Circular
Order ZST o. 6, instructs Ihe N. G. S. K. Y. touehipg
badge competitions, returns of practice for which arc to he
rendered to him prior to Nov. 1. He also calls attention to
In the Stale match,
the Creedmoor militaiy team shoots.
competing teams will be conveyed to and from Creedmoor at
in
a^e, and will have tents and camp equipage placed
at their disposal without charge while on the range.
..

OS

?

P»

Bl

H.-nrv While. Bolyoke. Ballard
.i

•

'..i

NW^bbum.

"<'',

Hartford,

"

i

" i!

::

58

Bemtngiou

Georga VBaviaeu, Eolyoke, Frabody-Jiarti.nl

,

60

D.

W.

'.I

.

1+2

.

.142

.

141

.
.

141
141

U.
A. H.
C.
ic.
'.'.

i

I)

1

.

1

II.

inn;..

.illM
lauke
'

1

i

:

,

i

51. lKei.li'-

ill

w. Wagoner

Hi

M. Tiiuia

ma

'.n. Bradley
m. nngei

1

i-.

"

O. h. Weble.,

fcwutu..

Team.—The

Calf

a

match

at Creed-

moor, in September, has been selected after thrje very severe
competitions, aggregating 120 shots at 200 and 500 yanh.
The team consists of Charles Nash, Louis Barrere, Joseph
Moher, Thos. E. Cannon, Joshua Robertson, Edw, ti. Ladd,
John P. Warren, Geu John McComb, Geo. SJtrong, Edward
N. Snook, Jr., Wm. AV right, Harry Hook, Cap!
Burns, Captain H. W. Btooekhoff, Llijah linger and Charles
Ie
General Hid
chosen
P. Leburton.
captain of the team.

The

party will leave

JXew Vork

for

about the 8th of August.

— Messrs.

Backus, Shaw and he BrotOu have been appointed a committee to prepare a programme for the fall
tournament of the California Rifle Association, to be held in
October next.

—

—

Peoqmooe Nea Orleans, -luhi l!l. The second practice of
When the firing commenced
the team took place July 15th.
800 yards range, everything was favorable lor fine
During the firing at 000 yards the wind y
strong, gauges changing from two to five and six po"
Mr. James Buckley
stantly, wind varying from live 1 thh
will captain the team at Creedmoor.
The following are the scores
:

sua \<h.
Evrl'-U

goo yds.

1,001

|

W

Sel(ili

i;i\na, Jr
A, ins

'"

15

Bahout

n

Eeuaud

Us

197

i

Waveeiev, K. Y., July 16, 1877.
Editor Forest and Stream and Itoo and Gun
beg a .-pace in your columns to speak of the contest on
the Fourth of July for Ihe Remington Creedmoor Sporting
It. would appear from that that I was successful only
rifle.
on account of my brother aud I shooting the same rifle.
merit is unjust, as the record will show that in
shooting matches with Ithaca and .Rochester teams I exAnother time I stood a tie with the highest
celled twice.
scores iu our team, and used a rifle alone and myr brother
lias made the. highest scores that have been made on our
1,000-yards range on two different occasions, he shooting
1 know not Ihe experience of other marksIns rifle alone.
men, but my own experience has convinced me that I can
shoot best alone and 1 believe such would be the verdict
of all good marksmen who would try to shoot with another
manipulating the sights, with him shooting at long disA. HlLDKBllAND.
tances.
;

• BrooKlvQ, Peabody Martini

H.H.M.k
11. T. suae...

i

i.;t>

hurra

II.

i

at the
scores.

.

|

;

11

pbell

K. A. Sttvle....
F. <..;. Blum....

Cai.ifohxia Ii'TEti-STATE

The
terday.

[It undoubtedly gives an advantage for a marksman to
have his elevations and gauges set by a fellow shooter.
The Creedmoor rules forbid this double use of a rifle —Ed. ]

176

5B

52

third competition for the Lilienthal Cup took place yesThroughout the day Hie Wind was

ranging from 3 to

9.

sun

Wanning
SelpK .Arras
Evrica
Givnc Jr

.ii.i.

rJngton
lody-Martln]

.

ti.

to represent the State in the inter-State military

I

aington

IU

C

14.'.

.

hums...

-J.

J. S.

W. F

147
146

.

.

;

.

strong

w. w. McGave
MS. W. Knies.

.

hai

ti.

Miiiett
yy. itii.vin-s...

147

.

tv.rru-.v

lation

impotent conclush

woods

ti.

11147

.

.

fi.

its

.

Brace..-.

The Bakkobd Protest. — It was. of course, very manifest
to those who know the ins and outs of Creedmoor manipu-

-i

48

1

;

i

.

r

1!

Remington

The California IxTKn-Sr.ME Team. -The first, of the competitions in the second stage of the scheme of selection of the
jnter-titate team to represent. California was held al
Bruno ranges, near San Francisco, on fhe 8th Lost., with 47
competitors, and the shooting was really very line.
The second and third contests are fixed for the 15th and L'-'d, and he
Gght is sharp and keen lo get into the first sixteen. The
scores in a possible 200, u ith 20 shots each at 200 and 500 yds.,
id as folk

i

',

43

a possible 50, the best result

.

Whereas, We are informed that Col. Henry Gr, Siiaw,
California Rifle Association, and one of the in;,...
rof this association, will accompany the team
which will represent California in the inter-Slate match to
therefore,
v in September next
be shot at f'rir,!ii
o
act ai one of the
luvnful That Co). Sliav,
range officers of the National Hi lie Association during its
animal fall prize meeting of 1877.

„

With a

Sargent, "Moyntird
Austin, Sh.iriU

following:

,

Lawrence

the

unwilling to

.

ffeniyss.

',,',',

->•)

correspondent from this point
says: "The Rod and Guu Club have completed a rifle
range, and have commenced practice.
The range is pronounced by good judges simply perfect. We have a good
location
buildings and ranges at all distances Up
yards.
The Massachusetts Arms Company have presented
the Club with one of their Maynard Creedmoor rifles, and
sent it down yesterday by Mr. Hadlfcy, who made a few
trial shots and ended off with the following score at 1,000
yards—5 3 4 5 5 a 5 5 5 5 47.
Mr. Davidson, of HartMr.
ford, made at 800 yards—3 5 8 3 5 4 5 4 5 5— 4'.J
Hubbard, of Hartford, also did some fine shooting at BM
yards. The members of the club, with one or two exceptions, had never shot at long range before, and did not shoot
regular strings, but most Ot them got on the targets after a
few shots, ami give promise of good scores after a little

OM Jewell

ffafjfc.

•

4 3 4

—

others 500 yards.
possible 00 at 800 yards the following scores were D

'

I

I

:

...45*44344
...444444 a 4

MASS-, Lawrence, July

i

I

1. 1,

field

members shooting 800 yards and

i

.-no

-.H

M tomersfcnon just what t
witaoutlEta
Amirv & iu
B; 0. Box, 1,39-1. -[Adv.

—The

competition for a
at.
200 and

skill in

5 5 6 4 5-48—HO
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wice to fsronTSWRS.—Having reo fvetl
asking us for information in regard to oar
we have
Lnd Salmon tocIs,
•
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Highly ventilated the

the

regretted that others are not attacked with the

1

5

45 S 5

5 4 5 B 4

cl

6 3 4 3.3 S

U-5SL192

to be regretted

We expresi no opinion as to his sanity,
Asylum question.
k that, if insane, it is tobe
but we may be allowed to

HVe keen on hand an grades,

5 6 6
5 K i
5 5 a

:

i 5 3

>

for in such

J

has just heard of her death,

1

Dr. Horabold has not nice

that

>

55655!

tKl

Cotemau

erred some months since, her illness and burial being

-

,

!

asylum, he was not allowed

He

represented as "impolitic.''

a a B 5
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i -2 -1
6 4
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day they tried their
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of a citizen of Michi-
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Blydenhnrgb..

and his kindliness in

Although he wrote.

5
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footed up, Mr. Jewell for the second time leading the
,4 4(1 15 4 4 4 5—43
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1
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a a 5 s
a 3 3 3
a .1 1

Remington long-range rifle, ten rounds each,
500 yards. Out of the possible 100 the follot

:
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shooting up as high as they
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ictorhas long been helflup before tlieworid -as lunatic,

;

men managed
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had hoped to do.

and counters 61
•
Formosa, Paolt and Italian marbles meet tfai
tun
al
shelves and mountings are suparrj in ebony and gilt
itf.
The magnificent marble soda fountain, without
pattern,

costly

rlaj

but while

j

1

ell

aplendoi

tin

t

without doubt, the
the United Stal

is,

pharmaceutical establishment in

i,
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51

80

18!

51
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The members of the C. C. R- Club arc highly indignant at
the articles which have appeared in ihe Turf. Field find Farm,
The editor of the. forai
ainl \\'ii/,rx Spirit.
dispatch laid overjrpm Thursday until Tuesday, which is not
true; also that it was telegraphed to only one paper, which is
in every Associated Press
untrue, we j
paper which we have received here. For the 1I7M>.>' Spirit
we have nothing to say, as we can expect no better from that
Ut

journal.

ssie.

doubt the dispatch asserting
the champion score of Mr. Selph, though we can :audidly aay
that we should not expect to see liin-, eeinal it at Creedmoor,'

[We

-Ed.}

have, seen

no reason

to

M«

'

;

:

i

FOREST AND STEEAM.
— Postmaster Chase

mid §itw #.?/»»#.

$e;i

Dudley Belph'a score, made on Tuesday, July in. be
tween half-pasl three and seven o'clock. Tiiuimometer

Mr.
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FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.

Benjan
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JplW

Reauad,

WATBlt,

—Mr.

Hivim. Jr Rem
liwu.....
Eyrlch, Item

fill .Inn

215
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Rem

truly,
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1,'>H

|

few miles from

ili

;i

il

eameover to teachthemen.
The Victoria men say that their new weapons shoot with
much less recoil than 'the muzale-1 )Rdera, and are much more
The following are
easily manipulated than was expected.
the scores of the men v. ho took the full number of shots. Mr.
J. .7. Mason and Mr. Oruit, of Toronto, did not tire their full
Remington Worts,

tin-

number, but
it

Hfara,

could not easily excelled as far as

their shooting

orange stlk ;
and set*, hyaline.

I'.p.myy coir.iN, Ko. 10 and It.—Body, gray and bright claret iiejliiin
'ino»s nn,J
i"!i. iliirk gray liaekle wound over peacocks herl
seucgray hyaline.
The gnat nies named for April.
The Quaker for evening and moonlight. No. 7 and S. Body, gray
;
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At ilus season use the small
evening uml night.
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50 cents; weaktish, 10
white perch, 15 cents per pound Spanish mackerel,
;

green turtle, 15 cents;

5

4

5
4

3
4

codfish, 8 cents:

.-.—35

flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 10 cents;

4—81

1

In:

S-S4J

30 to CO

hard shell

oralis,

100;

$3 50 p'T 100
;

frog

4

6-30-88

Christo Pass, Colorado; and

5

4-3UJ

Mexico.

— At

The Rio Grande

pickerel,

Tr.onr.

soft

;

bass, 18

cents;

new

As

a

scription of

it

— This

beautiful

inhabits

Mexico; Sangre de

Chama

New

rivers,

fish it cannot be surpassed.
Hallock's
-Sportsman's Gazetteer," contains the first, de-

that

we have seen. Something more

in the following letter

from an army

officer,

is

furnished

dated July

1,

L871

Three days ago
wafers of the Rio de

pitched

mv

lent at this point, head
la Jara, at the fool of the snow range
of the Rocky Mountains.
The stream here is a mere brook
six tdeighl 'feci wide and tWO to two and-ahall' deep, running through a grassy valley without a tree or shrub.
As
I

eleI

the Ulin-yaid
Scotland, 1.000 ; Eogd terminated with the
of points. The (ii gliicorcd 1,568; Euglaud,
.Kiting

England

B13.
the sen

Th

laml. 091.

team win

est possible Bcore

was

l.MJO.

1

at

and Scotland, 1,430,
The match between members of the Houses of Lords and
Commons was won by the Lords team by the following score
1,404,

:

I

:

Commons,

370.

The

highest possible score

was

500.

into the Bio Grande, you will understand that the
pretty strong currenl here, and that the (yoalher as well as
the water U cold. Ice formed in my lent night b( fore last,
With this introduction, knowing your interesl in ironl
fishing, let me tell you that I never saw or heard of
[tin"
tbequal what we have here. The first dav in camp 1 caugtit
twenty, the ucxt day ouc-hundrcd-and-eighl, and to-day

ml

The

and second day I went up stream where the
but more numerous
to-day down stream,
larger.
I fished with two artificial flies
nnc about eight, inches above tie- nlhtr. The front
on iii>
L
took the fly, but I found it a great improvement to put on the
same hook with the artificial fly a grasshopper or the head and
eiglify.

first

fish are smaller

where

I

;

found them
1

]

Competition has commenced at Cambridge, England, for
The comBti on of a rifle team to compete in America.
petitors have elected Lieutenant Eenton, of the Irish eight,
as a member of the team, although he was unable to take part
They used the Metford and -Bigby small
in the competition.
There was a Strong, varying wind and occasional
bore rifles.
showers. Each competitor is to have each day fifteen shots
Ferguson, of Scotland, to-day
at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards.
heat anything done at Wimbledon by making 208 out of a
The scores of the others were as follows: Rigpossible 225.
by and Djas. of the Irish eight, 197 and 186 respectively
"iglish, 185 and 184; Dunlop,
Pent on and Hit
Henry Halted and Mr.
ir
Of the London Scottish..
1>2-. Mr. Gilder, of Harrow,
Pigott, of the Bug isli
Diversity, and Major Young,
177; Mr. Eraser, of Caml
.

i

e—Me,

NE

—

',nm Laic, July 17.
Since mv last we
Our spring oi baU-fishgood; everybody caught trout.
All hands
are willing lo allow that my hutching works arc a, good thing.
I have had to combat, the very strong prejudice of the a
all the time
have been at work: but this year they show less
of if, and begin to talk encoaragmsdy.
thinfe now I will be

0(

ed

>m

It

oait to fly-fishing.

1

i

able to
to

gel, a

helpthem

little
si.

help, as sevet

nek niher

t

'.n

whatlhave watted

This is

,i

,!

i.

of the Irish eight, each 17

for.

writing-riflem in on the Pacific. L\fr, discussing the
international match qu estion, gets off the following, which,
in view of the aclsno wledged fact that the big match last
year fell to the Ame ricaus mainly through their luck in
which they were accustomed to
drawing the targets t
shoot, sounds rather high ordered, To say that one range
to contradict the experiis precisely as good as another
good
ence of tiveiw'rifle shooter. The Life says:
marksman can shoot over one ground as well as another,
and he has no important advantage in shooling in a match

"A

a

target at

The new-comer
and atmosphere

which he has been accustomed

to practice.
can soon learn all the tricks of wind, light
peculiar to any particular locality, and he
sufficient practice for that purpose be-

fore he engages in a match.

In competing for a Creedmoor rifle recently at Salt
Lake City, six matches were shot, which was finally won by
G. A. jtears, whoso best score was 13 out of a possible 50,

200 yards.
A. championship match between the Houston, Galveston and Dallas long-range rifle teams is expected to take
place at the horticultural exhibition, to be held at the
former place in August.

Xhe Boston rifle-writers compliment Mr. Lowell as
" The future meetings threaten to be simply gathin' lows
erings of the M. E. A. members to see Mr. Lowell carry off
the honors, unless he lets up on his practice."
•
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Otjf fly-fishing is first-rate,
e,|ehe„ to
boast of, but one rod brings in from twci
rind
trout as ihn result or one naves ii-. kee
k'i
k rim
size.
Several of one pound each have bei n lakeii during the
Btfeek.
ran
One afternoon last -n-eck
pond,
,,,,, ,:, n
and with
7-o/.. Orvis ro
e.i e' e
M two at
one cast of abalf-poumi each. II we.-. lie same Hide rod that

terest.
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my
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.i.
-o.-..
took kee
ik
1875
have been tun
fiouts into
Heat Pond fo
five
that'it is very diiiie.uii, toe.ien „
more this year than any season b
seen one of less than one pound,
full of young snniish and chubs.
-

I

:

.',

i

I

,

I frequently caught, two trout at a time,
and often, too, found that one trout had taken both hooi<s,
showing their avidity. The first day I walked as quietly
along the bank as I "could, but found that I could not avoid
alinming them, as there is no cover on the bank. Yesterday
and to-day I crawled to the bank on ray belly and laid perfectly still, on opposite side from the sun anil out of sight.
and threw the fish back to an orderly, who took them off and

shoulders of one.

baited hooks. It kept us both busy.' The average weight of
the 108 yesterday was about one-third of a pound.
The
average of the eighty caught to-day is about, one-half a pound.
I inclose a sketch herewith.

I

-f ire,

brown above, with small spots composed of decussating
a red band on each side of the chin."

lines;

Black Bass at Sharbot La ke.— Take

6 r. M. train at N.
Y. Central, arriving at Watcrtown 6 a. m. without change of
cars.
At 7:30 a. m. take train to Cape Vincent, then boat to
Kingston, Ontario, thence forty-six miles on Kingston and
to Sharbot Lake, arriving at fi p. m.
This
fourteen miles long and four wide, thickly studded
good hotel. $3 per day. You can catch
more black bass in one dav than among the Thousand Islands
in a week.
Hubbard Clark caught 71 last Friday with the
wind in the northeast weight from 2 to 3l lbs. Tbe railroad
was completed to this place last year, and until then no white
men fished in the lake, consequently it has not been fished
dry, and you don't, have, to wait all day between bites.
This
is the best place to fish I ever tried.
R. p. p.
is

A

;

'

Kara of Lobsters.— On Saturday, July 14, Mr. P. H.
Weissman, of Newmarket,
J., caught on the Cholera by
means of book and line, a huge lobster, which Weighed

X

eighteen pounds. Itisnowon exhibition at Mr. W,'s residence, and measures three feet, one inch in length, and eleven,
by seven inches across the claws,

—There was

with sloe
A. R. Ik

fat.

ai

|

,

,
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.

.

Jtldge
sprained

it

a
'

i

m

°"

recently eaptured in a seine near Galveston,
Texas, a graudicore, six feet in length, and weighing 125
pounds. These are known as the gamest fish of the gulf, and
it is believed Impossible to take them with hook and line*

party, bu1 unfi itnnately

the

Kepissiguil

s

mcaino, 'itongi ne Kini'd one 13-pound salmon 0J
Mirauncbi, which was the only one taken there,
We had a

slay

,

splendid lime, besides seeing the

great, fire

ai,

John;

St.

W. S

KraraAj

t

[Our correspondent's score comorises iG salmon for two
weighing aiSf pounds in the aggregate.
weighed 16 pounds— Ed.]
rods,

,,,

i

;

Pour fishermen at. Hinmanville, N. V., in two days' fishing
caught a total of 285 fish, of which 107 were black bass, They
were all taken with rod and fly.
4 WiscoNsiN-ista,* Same Bcniktd, Jub, lO—Ghapman
was up the shore yesterday doing up the rc.ek n ,n
caught. 23 fish, and they weighed 38 pounds
,,„
,
,

The

rains are over,

catching so
Cleveland.
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and (be streams are getting
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Nexl ,,e, ig v.,
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for d„
beaubftll Stream, aboum.mg m
.e and graylings.
Leavmg
the streamafter six bonis ,, g.
g
found eighty-seven handsome trout u. tie
.:..,.
k rl four
days Bahing, and they were nearly a repetition of the first.
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Pembroke R. R.
islands.
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very

i

value this sketch very highly, and shall preserve it
" The color is yellowish,
with Care. The Gazetteer says

with
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fall
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though we have taken
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'SAU,ieoiin,ekt:re-.|..r -r-,v,.e,,.:„e.V. V Jul,, VI. -Herewith wcinclosescnieof salmon catch mi the Nepissiguit River,
N. B., Of Mr. Jas. R. Chatoberlin and writer. Severn]
were taken, weighing fl'OmSJ to 5 pounds.
We spent Several
days on the Miramiehi, but were too early. We saw Messrs.
G. Co Kennedy, of Roxbury, Mass., and K. C. l'ieree oi'
Bpringfielil. al'llathursl, who were just, from the Metapediac
where ihey had yery good sticcess considering the short time
tliere-think their largest Ash weighed Tl pounds.
The early
season Seemed to make fishing no earlier than usual
The
present is no doubt the besl time folic ou the rivers of .\T p.
but ten days
later for the Mirainichi as that
ed i
ts.

We

Jake

in

i

chub

t,

i

(

e.

i

..

:

—The

at

,le
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and
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Newr

Brazos and

fish

game
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"Wioi-

Canada do., 50 cents;
crabs, §l go per dozen
;

35 cents per pound.

the head waters of the Rio Grande,

book, the

15 cents: salmon

;

legs,

4

19.

sea.

shoepshead, IS cents; soft

;

feland trout, $1

5

S3

I

I,

Lmg

:

per

5—3llj
4— 2S)

5-33

•

Iris),

-ds

:

ce.nl s

4

K

25 cents

blacklish, 10 to 15 cents: herrings, 6 cents;

18 cents; lobsters, ID cents

eels,

clams,

lil.
!.,u today, in the shunting for the Kolapore Cup, at S.00,
500 and 60(1 yards, the score of the English team aggregated
808, and
the Elc
Shield, «00
I ft
in th

yards,

:

|.

-

sociation will be held mi the association ranges, Garrison
,n onto, (.m Tuesday. August 28, and following
Over £3,000 are offered' in prizes.
daysLieot Col. W. D: Otter, Sec., Box 850, Toronto.

July

$13 pefflo^en;

king-fish,

I

I -31

meeting of the Ontario Kifle As-

English Bifte Shooting -Lontten,

terrapin,

haddock, 8 cents:

cents;

5
4
5

5

"

lies

shad, Connecticut River,

K— ar,l

4

4

largi

cents: salmon, green, 20 cents; frozen do, 25 cents: mackerel,

5
4

5

4

t
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epi

5—44
4-H1 UpD
I

3

1

4

4
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—The ninth annual
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18 Cents;
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LteutAOam

for day ds.hiug, and

flies

Fish in Market.— The fish supply for the past week has
been very small, presenting a marked contrast with the
abundance of a week ago. Our quotations arc as
Striped bass, IS to 85 cents per pound; bluelUi, 3 to 10

halibut, 15

4

.'mi

I

illy

whitefish, 15 cents
4

Movements of the Fish .t. Fleet.- The number Of fishing
arrivals reported tit his pot
lie pasl Week, has been SO, viz.,
21 from the Banks. 38 En u Georges, 20 from rnackereling
trips, and 1 from Labrador
The mackerel receipts have been
light, and prices show an
dency,
The recei
COdfish have been ghoUt
500,000 lbs. from the Bat
570,000 lbs. from Georges
liali ml
Ci
its
have been
-I
'Me
1 205.000 lbs. fresh trora the Bank
r
ami l. i,iii)'i lbs. from leor
'

for

cents;

4
5

3

I

.

Hies continue on the water until the close of the season.

hi

;

BCi
3ilO

pound.

1

'MAXH—Sjir/nr/JlrM.
.Striped liassaic caught, in great numbers al the tails, eight, miles below the city i :ln
teavi
seen
tipped the beam tit thirteen pounds, Several salmon and grilse
havealse, been caugtit. in the Connecticut this year, for which
we return thanks lo the Pisli Comuiisisoners.
S. J. II.

'.;'
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the following day afew men Were out with their Snider
tmple for out- own National Guardsrifl.es> and bj
men in the coining match at Oicedmoov we give the follow1

oi

'

Body, feet and wings

T.

a pure white.

On

ing top

Mcmphre-

in

inuirtQi

tnj

,

5

5
3
5

5
3
2
3

II
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A

era

8

I

and

for dark nights, No. 8

The white moth,

i

'
,'

of leather lioni an

uwi's wing.

;

(

made

honey-yellow lnieklea: wings,

with,

cap
which

el

I,

—

TBODT M.IKS I'OB AIKlnST AND SCl'TEMBEH.
10 and 11.— Body, silver-Bray moliulr tipped with
feet, light gray haclcle wound over peacock's hurl; wings

:

thin
!

Jain IS.- Lunge fishing

hers, avora

vDx,

Gniv CmiiK, No.

went.

J .A dam..

th

dO trout Saturday, weighing 33 pound!

Grol

itmti

iviinfiisii,

.

had ii" preliminary practice to find elevation, eic.
The
lier was all Unit, could lie wished for,
but the wind,
although not strong, was a little tantalizing. Mr. Hepburn,
of

Lo

p

this spring.

try fail

e

,

Mass..

Bedford,

Off Nu
Good catch

week

"Vermont — Newport,

Crescent City Kifle Club.

,

Hamilton, Ontario, July IS.-—Several triembi
in. Bide Club were out at their ranges on
the l;!ih inat,
to lest, the merits of the Remington breech-loading rides, with
which they are now armed. IN
n
lucted in
Hie usual way, with one sighting
atei ih can
and their
' excellent considering that the marksmen liad
ho
in;

New

of

last

pounds each.

fifty

1-7

„

Toljlt

Yours

Eaton,

striped baas

ET Manning,

KG

ml

Oi

ti

shells

grains,

Rem
MaJ Wiu Arms, Item

fishing

i

I

I

PA.I.T

Dupont's FFG,

rifle,

79

4

from a

on the Bay Chaleur in Canada. They went
with Indian guides and birch cafioes far up that river, and
lowing accounts of the sprjrl ko be I'oi
Mr.
litre,
Chase carried home as trophies of bis skill two satmon
iug respectively twenty-five and twenty-seven pounds.
I!

i:

i

and Major Thos. McCarthy,

quae, returned to that city July 17,

'.i'j

What oxr Parmer

Did

in

Mikhbsota—PerJum, Minn

July 1 1.— Some six miles from here, over a level prairie
road'
but just in the edge of an oak forest, lives one Enrich Stein'
bach, a farmer, wdio bus on his homestead a. lake live hundred
yards by three hundred and sixlv, being almost a perr, et oval
with a depth oi -oe,e ai yfc.
,;
rj
.^
us
:

,

was

a]

but, a ''thing of beauty"; to the eye
now it is the mostheavily stocked with pike, pickerel, suckers and black
bass of
any of the hundred lakes in the vicinity, though it, has no
out.
let or inlet, being surrounded by high banks.
It, recei
stock in this way: Enrich, fishing in the Red River one
afternoon, thought to himself, "ho* much
handV
twmild he if n,y lillle lake had tish in it: then I could
fl a „
there
be
i

every day as
would
no walk
up he starred for home, and seme ,,-

to

speak of."

Jumping

-,:
,,,,
,,,..,,
In " "".
-ems he
varieties mentioned, and
was
to the little lake.
They have
f

l

ai "-'

:i

'

"

;

h,

:

";'

l

,

,:"'";7 ,hl11 !-

o filled with the,
"V,them well
had
soon wending his way home
;:'i'

since increased to such an extent that they will jump
at a bare
hook, and indeed bite at your feet if immersed in the water

P, O.

.

FOREST AND "STREAM.

4 30

§

§;uhUng and
HIGH WATER

Pitting.

WEEK.

Foil TIIK

rowing seat should be placed about the centre of the boat's
length. Make it of a piece of board one inch thick, !) or 111
inches wide and of the proper length.
This can only he fitted by
trial, sawing off a little
af a time, until it fits in' place. Sawtwo pieces Of hoard of tKe same width as the seat, and of such
length that when placed one under each end of seat
boards, it will leave he upper side of seat, six and a
half or seven inches below the gunwale or upper edge of side
board.
Pit another rowing seat in the same manner
ahead of the first one, measuring from centre to centre of
seats.
For the proper position of rowlocks I will give a rule
tli at I have deduced from my own experience,
and which I believe is the only true one
"Bend the fore arm up toward the
shoulder, set a square in the angle between the arms at the elbow, dose trie fingers oil the palm of the hand and lake the
distance to the knuckle joint of first finger.
This will give
the distance to set the centre of rowlock from the edge of seat,
In my own individual ca.se this distance is 10,- inches.
Those
with longer or shorter fore arms will iroverh themselves accordingly.
Rowlocks of galvanized iron may he bought
cheaply.
Those which swivel on a plate are th'ebesl. Set a
pair for each rowing seat.
The rowlocks should measure Clinches between the widest part of the horns.
Seat* mayor
may not be fitted in the ends of boat, as the builder prefers.
After this nothing remains to he done but caulking and paintI

July 27..

1

July as
JiiiyM

.

,Tu y 80 ...
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BOAT AND YACHTBUILDING-lstPaper.
the

THIS

Oblong

s:iiw.

in its primitive

boat,

bOlc, Witt)

was nothing but an
and ends, made water-tight.

state,

upright sides

"Experience soon gave the ends a slope, to prevent piling wate r
The sides were also
tip in front and dragging it behind.

water so easily washing inboard,
more room and spread for the oars.
procure
two hoards for the fides,
good
one.
To make a
either pine or cedar, 14 t<> 10 feet long, Her 16 inches wide
and 1 inch thick. These boards should be as near alike in
quality as possible; for, if one bends more easily than the
bevelled to prevent rough

and

to give

boat will be crooked, or lopsided— therefore be carethey both bend alike. The best way to tcstthe boards
Ihem alongside one another, resting their extreme

oilier, the

ful that
is to lay

Then lay equal
ends on sawborses or some equivalent.
Weights on the centres of he boards, sufficient to deflect them
arc
It' both boards
or 8 inches from the horizontal Hue.
now found to be curved alike, all right if not, try until you
point
is
very
imThis
alike.
rind two boards that will bend
portant, and must be kept in mind when selecting side boards
I

:

I,

I

lie

Now

board.

determine what

:

bss,

by fastening one end

to the

floor

with a small

On
Other extremity a pencil is attached).
;ol the sideboards which will be placed in the inside
boat, proceed to draw off the curves by the aid of the

i

the.

at its

;

pattern board, placing the pattern so that its one end will start
int 3 inches from the upper edge of the sideboard at
the ends; bring the other end of pattern down until it strikes

with a pencil murk tug curve

do the same
with the four ends of sideboards; set the sideboards up on
edge, parallel with each other, and fasten the 4 feet beveled
hoard between themhy two screws in each end of the " mould
the bottom edge

:

;

The mould board is set on the line drawn across the
middle of the sideboards. Let the wid.i edge of the mould
board come flush with the edge of sideboard designed for the
cut
op of boat, or gunwale. Now, if not done previously,
cords
the ends of sideboards down to the curve line, pass
together unends
and
draw
the
boot,
ends
of
two
the
jround
board."

i

they are 3^ or 3 feet wide, according to fancy. Now level
on which the ends of the boat arc resting, so

the sau benders

then stay-lath the
that the skeleton will be out of "wind;"
mould board to the side pieces, so that he angles between the
I

same

will

all

be alike.

The boat is now supposed to be resting squarely on the
The bevelbenches, with the bottom edges of sideboards up.
upper edge or
ing of the sides of boat gives a concavity to the
and is
the
sheer,
called
is
concavity
This
gunwale of boat.
the bottom that, is
desirable; but it also gives a convexity to
um desirable. Therefore, from the poiuts where the end
or
curves of boat, end on the bottom, make the bottom straight
the aid of a straightnearly =o by shaving down the sides. With
to side, bevel the
edge "board laid across the boat from side
fit neatly on them:
sideboards so that the bottom boards will
he bottom boards, which should be placed crosswise
's-iil on
Set and drive the nails carefully, so that they will
the boat
i

Common cut nails ate the
the sideboards.
purpose. Hoards for bottom may be of pine or
Close the ends of scow by nailing
thick.
C (flat 9 or 1 inch
IkvlI (leir edges
f tie. si Jr. pc:
,,,,,-:!,., .r.ntsrl
plane
hi over then, neatly
so that the last bottom boards wi
bottom boards down smooth with the sides,
the ends of the
laths, take the
•md turn the boat over. Kemove the stay,
mold board, plugging With pine plugs
screws out and remove
determine how wide a platform
anv screw or nail holes. Next
fancy.
They
you want at ends of scow. This is a matter of
wide. Use 1-inch boards
feet
to
3
1
from
be made
inch deep, and
treenicdand grooved together. Cut a strip 1
platform.
Out, of
r.meientlv ion- to allow for the width of
boat cut the end board to corthe top edse of sideboards of
Before nailing platrespond, and fit the platforms to place.
the centre of bottom
forms in place, nail lengthwise through
aboard 8 to 10 inches wide, long
of boat with clench nails
reach from one end to the other, allowing for the
not come through
,

,

w

:

;

I

cm

enouchto

inch thick. The ends of board may be
the curve of
thinner, to allow it to bend more easily to
Bevel the two upper edges of board, to give a neat

curve Of ends, and
plane,

I

.

,
,

appearance

;

\

afterward nad

Next come

the

P flte or uunwale

side

lie

platforms in place.

strios. or

Ol heal.

mouldings around the top

Take two

tdB of strips to give a

neat

2 to

strips of inch boards,

of boat,
li inches wide, and the full length
the upper edge of side boards
cli ich nails around
tirnsbto ends

Nail
;

-
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THE YALE STROKE,

I

In?

I

I

l

Am

Yale had

won

id satisfactory races in the

nine-oil

three

".4.

one

in

i,.i

i
I

-.

:

and four

'75,

i

,

in '76.

The Herald says she has gained but one.
Again the 7/m/W goes on to say, speaking

of Mr. Walson,
Harvard coach:
' But the latter were taught by a gentleman who never saw
England, who had not rowed a race in nine years, who was a
the

member of the fast '08 Harvard crew, arid who will
day that nearly all the ideas ho now inculcates
then, the chief change being only that required to adapt them
I

'

to the sliding seat."

Now, honor where honor

due.
To Mr. Bancroft belongs
taught his crew the stroke.
stroke learned in '08 by Mr.
Watson?
The English stroke—the "Yale stroke."
Mr.
Bancroft went to the Centennial and studied the English
crew s. lb- applied his study, and we saw the result at Springfield.
He set the stroke, the coach drilled the seven men behind him, using him as a model. We don't think that Mr.
Watson will "testify" to anything else. Mr. Bancroft, has
is

He

honor of the victory.

And what Stroke was

The

it?

worked with rare perseverance and resolution for the attainment of the fine edtion of the English stroke rowed by his
crew this summer. Do not, seek lo rob him of the laurels
which are his and his only.
And now for the question "Is the Vale stroke a failure?"
Why not, ask the same question of the Harvard stroke, for it
was essentially the same thiug. As I said before, the stroke
rowed by Harvard was the English stroke— so is that pulled by
Yale; lit least so says Colston of the London Rowing Club,
though Mr. Goodwin, of Columbia (who will only allow that
"Yale rows pretty"), has kindly pointed on! to Y'iile that. Mr.
Gulston is mistaken, and that hers is not the English stroke,
Now can there be no reason for a lost race but a faulty stroke
Does the beaten crew in the great English Lnivcrsity race:.
always seek a new stroke? If the Yale stroke is a failure,
every crew that has won a college race since '73 can know
that its stroke, has been modeled on that same failure.
In '73
Cook, of Yale, gave up one year of bis college course and
went to England, whence he returned with the
"Y'ale stroke." That year he won his raec with it.
In '74
nearly every crew on the course rowed as near an approximaCornell used if in '75, and
tion to it as they could arrive al.
in '70 rowed it nearly as well as did the Yale men at Springfield the Fame year. "Columbia rowed it in '7t and has rowed
At, Springfield
this year she rowed it, having
it ever since.
learnt it from Mr. Kelly, the same man who coached the Yale
.'

curve you would like for the ends say one of (i feet radius.
strip of board 5 or 6 feet long, and of sufficient width
"With » eord or piece of lath 6 feet long, describe on it B segment of a circle (1 should explain that the cord or lath is used

awl

i

inch

Take a

nail or

"sheer," or concavity,
the boat may he of a greater or less
Width, keeping in mind that, the larger the dimensions, the
more the boat will carry, and the harder it will row.
boat
of the dimensions I have given will carry five or six persons
comfortably. Oars should be 7 to 8 feet long; rope to lie boat,
hemp or manjlla, f inches in diameter, and 12 or 15 feet long.

Take
1

Next
long on one edge and 3 feet 4 inches long on the ol her.
saw the side boards to the same length. Across the middle
of the length of each draw a pencil mark, with the aid of a
square held on the edge of

I

the

rout-

thick, cut the ends to the level you require, the sides to be
say 4 inches to the foot, which will leave the board i feet

!

i-

For caulking small boats 1 prefer candlcwick, which can be
divided into any sized strand required. Force si rands of a
suitable size into the seams, and drive down enough to leave
room to finish the seam with stiff whilelead ground in oil.
Give two or three good coats of paint, inside and out; attach
a ring and staple to bow of boat, and you have done.
In all boats of this kind the builder can van' dimensions
given to suit his particular requirements or preference—thus
the ends of boat can be of more or less width, Ihe sides may
have more bevel, and consequently the boat will have more

Napi

determine what width to make our boat,
feet will be about right for the one under consideration.
and
a piece of board of that length 12 inches wide

til

.

ing.

similarly built.

any boat

or

skill's

We now

of

,.

:
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for

1

hardly amounted to a respectable class crew "
Indeed
Well, six of these same young and inexperienced bi
to Saratoga, and with scarcely any practice and with great
ease defeated Columbia, Onion, Wesleyan and Princeton, and
nearly beat Cornell.
Does this speak' well for the //r.r'7'.j
assertion in regard to the make tip of the Harvard r
he Yale four went to the Centennial.
They defeated every
t with
exception of the London four, and
the Bet Id virtually defeated them.
Were not
ese clci
lear and sat.isfael
victories:'
They defeated Cam,
7
bridge and Columbia
aeeitolhem a walk-ovci for the
championship of
few
days
later.
Polleges n
Was
not this a clear and sn
We thought that
Ctory victory?

With

bevel oft

of boats,

A

New

Km tdi:

Fobbst and Stream

Haven, July

2.

:

" Is the Yale Stroke a Failure." This is thchcading of an
editorial fas consequent as most Herald editorials) that appeared in the New York Herald of July Sth, or thereabouts. Who
can have fathered the article in question I cannot imagine,
but it must have been either a fool or a venomous knave. From
beginning lo end the article is an attack on .Air. took, the man
who has, by the Herald's own Statement, done more for American rowing than any man in the country.
Last year We were
informed editorially by the Herald that Mr. Cook has inaugurated a new system of rowing, that it was Undoubtedly the
only correct one, that the country owed him a. debt of "gratitude for the work he had done in bringing together a crew
that could row well enough to virtually defeat the London
Bowing Club, and much more to the same effect. Verily the
Herald is a consistent sheet. Noyv before going into the question of strokes, let us fora minute look over the article and nail
a few of the untruths therein contained.
We read that " The Vale crew went all to pieces, until,
more than one witness testifies, that, they actually did not
scemable to hold on to heir oars." indeed Yet we read in
the HercUdot July 1st that they rowed a superb race; that they
held their own resolutely in the rough water; that in the last
mile they made spurt after spurt, repeatedly lessening the distance between the boats, and that finally, water-logged as
they were, they made a magnificent struggle at the finish,
rowing forty strokes to the minute, anil putting forth a burst
of speed that neaily closed the gap between them and their
rivals.
Could men Scarcely able to hold on to their oars do
this, think you? Could a crew "gone all to pieces" so hold their
own with sdeh a superb crew as the Harvards were ? This
statement, like most others in this precious article, won't bear
,

I

'.

No honest man who saw the
deny that it was superbly fought from start to
reasonable man reading of 'the race, and aware of
the facts that the course was a four-mile one; that one of the
boats was nearly waterlogged; that there was a turn in the
course which give the inside crew Ibead vantage: thai lie referee, after the positions had been drawn, moved t.he buoys marking the flats, and hen ruled that the outside boat (Yale.) should
not, go within 300 feet of them, forcing her over into shoal
water throughout the second mile, and that there was only
three-quarters of a length of clear water between the boats at
the finish, can fail to see that the Vales were nol " beaten easily
all over the course," and that under different circumstances,
Fairly beaten
the contest would have been even closer.
Yale undoubtedly was easily beaten she was not. Both
crews were exhausted at the finish- Yale more so
than Harvard, but not more so than she should have
race.
The losing crew which
been after
such
a
does not come in exhausted after a race is dishonored.
fresh man at the end of a lost race indicates one who has
spared himself at. the expense of his fellows. A fresh crew at
the end of a lost race, indicates a boat full of faint hearts.
Again the Herald says, and in so saying gives the lie direct to
dozens of its own statements, editorial and other, since '73;
"Vale has spent four whole years on her present Stroke, certainly ample time to test its every merit, and in them nil she never
won a clear or satisfactory victory until last Bummer, and then
over a crew badly rigged* and so young and inexperienced that
they hardly amounted to a respectable class crew." Now can
a more contemptibly mean statement be imagined? Is it a
pretty tiling to see a great, newspaper thus calmly print a
statement which would seek to rob dozens of good fellows of
their hard won laurels, which seeks to rob all graduates of
Yale of the pride which they so justlj feel in that grand old
institution's boating record since '73? It is needless to say
In '73
that, the sentence we have quoted is utterly untrue.
Yale's single sculler won his race with ease, rowing the socalled " Vale stroke."
J'he following day thefreshmen, using
the same stroke, won their race with equal ease. Then the
University crew came in ahead of a field of thirteen. They
too rowed the " Yale stroke." Werenot these " clear or satisfactory " victories. In '74 the foul took place, but Wilcox, of
Yale, won the sculls with ease, pulling the "Yale stroke."
In '75 Kennedy won rhe sculls with ease, pulling the "Vale
T
stroke." In '70 the Y ale eight, rowing the "Vale stroke,"
beat Harvard terribly.
The Herald says that they beat i( a
crew badly rigged, and so young and inexperienced that they

reading in the light of reason.
contest will
finish.

Mo

I

;

—

last year.
If ale rowed it at the Centennial, and Englishthe banks sang out, " Well rowed, Vale!"
Every year since '73 the .great papers of the country have
Steadily indorsed the " Yale stroke" (meaning the .English
stroke), the Herald, more than any of tbem.
Last year after
the brilliant struggle with the Londoners at Philadelphia, the
Herald could find no words to express sufficiently its admiration for the English stroke as rowed by Cook's four, and alter

Crew

men on

declaring that the country at large should

Cook

feel

grateful to Cap-

work, went on to criticise in glowing terms
which never rose above 88, while, the Londoners
were rowing up to 40. Yet here we see this great and consist ent newspaper solemnly and foolishly propounding the
queslion,
"Is the Yale stroke a failure?" and after a
column of maundering idiocy, stilling that question to its
tain

for his

his stroke,

own

entire insane satisfaction, fa the affirmative.

Again I say, Yale was heavily overmatched physically, her
men averaging en pounds lighter than the Harvards. They
knew from Ihe start that they were overmatched, but hoped
I

on the grounds that they rowed their stroke SO
much betierthan did the Harvard men. So they did ton
weeks before the race, but when race day came the reds had
coached so faithfully as to row nearly as cleanly as they did
themselves. The ten pounds per man extra weight i.". the
other boat and the. rough water did the rest.
Yale will thankfully avail herself of Mr. Cook's services next year it she .an
if she Cannot, she will adhere lo
get them, which is doubtful,
The Herald, in closing, says Yale should adopt
his system.
another stroke ("even though to learn it they must turn
from a well meaning friend (poor Cook and go to an ancient
but always an appreciative enemy." Who may this ancient
and appreciative he?
for victory

j

Wii.i.iAH.-^BtKOii Yvoiit Ciajn. — A match race was Bailed
July 18th between the Kosina and Emma D., the course being
from the foot of 104th street, East River, to and around the

Gangway buoy and

Emma

return, a distance of

D. was the winner by 2 min. 11

shows the

The

thirty miles.

The

sec.

following

result:

Elapsed

A

Start.

H. Si. s.
12 84-20
JS3-1H0

EmraaD
Rosina

Finish.
n. M. s.
ti So on

638

corrected
Time.
n it, s.

Tuiie.
n. m B.

la

5 SO

M

5

10

r.4

5 62

51#

Broorlvn YacBT Cniin.— Twelve schooners and ten sloops
constitute the squadron which started on the 80th fai their
Schooners— MadeTheir names are
cruise to the eastward.
leine, Estelle, Columbia. Comet, Lreaduaught, Mystic, Play.
Sloops—
ftd, Sea Witch, Tempest, Vision, Vista, Clyde.
antic, Arrow, Ada, Alice, Cyclone, Gracic, Kale, Lizzie L.,
Mat tie. Schemer. Their ultimate destination is New Bedford.
:

M.

On

their return they will disband at

Newport.

Citv Point Mosquito Fi.rkt RboATCA— Qfoue&ter, Inly
Wind light and the water smooth. Everything adapted
Appended is a sumfor a successful race for the tiny craft.
16.

—

ma ry

:

FIRST CLASS.

Owoers.

Boats.

Time.
m.

s.

n
n

00

11

ll

2

00

h.

Borden
Mirj.MeDonongh
J.Oonoon
SECOND CLASS.
C.

Stioereg
Lizzie

Ro-lyn

-

Manquiia
Young Turk
Niagara.

.

Cry.,

Gazelle

...

TH1BD cuss.
Dexter

.P.
...C.

..

-

.

A.

.

...J.
.J
,

11

,

B. aanon

I

.

.it

Dean

tl,

Woodward

II

Bertram

ir,

2
-8

t

20
it

CO

:

;

A3

:

The

start for 1st and 2d classes was at 33
the 3d class three minutes Inter.
The;

minutes past

;

FOKES1--AJND sTKEAAJ.

431

10,

and
course was four
tmles long and by the table it will be seen that the Mariquita
sailed oyer the course fastest by 3 minutes and 45 see
The prizes were gold medals, one for each class. The fudges
were 0. T. Haley, J. F. Goodwin and J. Bertram.
petition signed by over 500 yachtsmen for repetition of
4th of July regatta was referred to committee.
Kedge.

A

Bost.cn Yacht Club -Otty Point, July 17.— First race of
npionship series for 1877.
Distance for second-claw
boats, la miles.
Entries; Keel schooner Hermes, Capt \V
Goodwin and the Loiterer, Capt. W. W. Kill, tt
Won by
the Hermes in 2h. lm. 5s. Distance for third-class boats,
y miles.
Summary
;

:

fxiiotml

4&w

fflitstimes.

Jnew York ATm.ETtc Oi/cis.— This club opened its new
clubhouse, foot of 138th Street, Molt Haven, Sat., Julv 31st.
The house is built on a float. 70ft. long and 23 wide is' a
structure of two stories, and fitted up with every convenience.
The event of the day was the running high limp contest, for the club championship. The entries
were H' Edwards,
Fricken and E. B. Footc. Won bv Fricken, who made 5ft.
bin., the best amateur time on record.
j

Rat -kxswood Athletic Club.—The club grounds were formally opened to the public. The games resulted as follows
Two-mile walk—W. Barnes, 10:51
J.
Four hundred and forty yards run— won by M. Burch in
G8s.
S. A. Burt, second
S. Chevalier, third; T. Feeler, Jr.,
:

-

x
„»ajue.
,

Act, time.
h. u. s

,

Length.

sat

%™l

i

Cor. time.

m

h

« «

ft

i

s

U

;

4nel

28 S

Bbvbblt Yacht Clvb— SimmpmM,

SwampscottNar- asset Yaoht Club— Cohasset, Mass, July 17.—Prizes:
two silver cups for each class. Summary

SECOND CLASS.

Course— From judges' yacht, leaving buoy ou Chittenden's
Bock on starboard, stake boat on Black Rock on starboard,
7

S. A. Burt.
Five-mile walk— Won by F. H. Armstrong, In 43m. 31s.
K. \ an Riper, second.
The wrestling match between Ed. Plummcr and Clias.
Wigzel was won by the former on a foul.

W

caledonion club, grand rapids, MICH., JULY
Putting Stone, 21 lbs., l. O. Matthews, 24f( 9m
"

Running Jump— 1.

ji.
1
I

h.m.8.

23 44
56 2fi
21 20
S7
1 :so 33
1 30 58
1
20 44

San key

1

JS'lirh

Curlew
Holly

21)

31)

1 20
1 21

55
46

1

Not taken

Time.

Name

a.

11.

100

Cor. Time.
u. m. s
58

s.

Edith

Dandelion

3.1ft.

3J£ln.

1

— A ten-mile sweepstakes walking race for £40 and the
championship belt came off at Glasgow, Scotland, Juue 30.
The starters were Smith, McLeavy, and Cmnmings, the latter
dropping out on the fourth mile. The race was won by two
yards by McLeavy in oGni. 10s.
Following is the time of
each mile: First, bra. 3s. second, 5m. 33s.; third, 5m. 14s.
fourth,
5m. 31s. fifth, 5m. 33s.; sixth, 5m. 33s.; seventh, 5m. 33s.; eighth, 5m. 33s. ninth, 5m. 34s.; tenth,
5m. 33 s.
:

H

17

os 34
1 0T 12
1 11 01
1 04 00
1

I-Uy

II. lTuir. S3fl."tit,in.

Valley City.

judges' boat, leaving buoy on Chittenden's
Bock on starboard, stake-boat off Pleasant Beach on starboard,
around Davis Ledge to judges' boat, five miles.

Hose

V.

F. Schemerhorn,

Pedestiuanlsm.— Miss Lei'ranehas completed the fifty miles
she undertook to walk in twelve hours.

—From

go™

•!.

3.

•'

l

THIRD CLASS.
Course

amUtrms—
"

;

59 is
59 22
02 36

;

—John

FOUETH CLASS.
Course— From judges' boat, leaving buoy on Chittenden's
Rock on starboard, Grampus Ledge buoy on starboard, West
Shag Rock on starboard, and return to judges' boat—
miles.

41m.

m.

Time.
m.s

Cor.

s.

.

si or
.41 69

ss 50
34 55

July 18.— Sides: Reds, S. Rowland BobCaptain; Lloyd Bryce and S. S. Howland. Blues—
Fairman Rogers, Captain
Geo. R. Fearing and Carroll
Bryce. The Reds won all the games except the fourth.

around Conanicu Is'and to Beaver Tail, and, on returning,
going around the Can buoy near the Lime Rooks Lighthouse.
The following is the official time of eacli of the entries
Corrected

Time

Arrive.
h. m. s.

Orniaer

4

Time.

of Race.
a. m. s.
5 14 in
6 17 45
5 18 44
6 22 00
5 22 21

22 or
2B 45
26 44
30 (III
30 00

L'Hiui

4

Tltanla

4

Sappho
VViiulln

4
4

Minnie

Hot timed.

h. M. s.
3 47 2s
3 50 29
3 40 07
4 09 29
3 55 41

^Providence Yaoht Club— Providence, P. I., July 20.—
There were four entries. The prize for jib boats was won by
the Lenora, of Pawtucket that for cat-rigged boats by the
;

Glenn, of Providence.

On the Delaware.— An

ex-citing race

was

sailed

upon the

Delaware from Gloucester to the Horse Shoe Buov and return,
for a silver ice pitcher;
The contestants were the Lawrence
and Lafayette, the former winning by Ira. 40s.

GoDERicn Yacht Club— Goderwh, Canada, July 30.— Distance 30 miles; prizes, champion silken Hag, challenge cup
and $100 in money. Fifteen entries. Won by the yacht
ZedaMarlton: L\ Blake, second; Foam, third, and James
Friel, fourth.

Ruddock Boat Club—Boston, July 18.—Course from
Commercial wharf to Buoy 11 and return. The result was:
Goldsmith Maid, 17m.; Atlantic, 17m. 30s.; Fitzgerald;
19m. 21s.; the Rice, fourth
Susan, fifth, and Jennie,

vs. Carlton,

on the grounds of the forToronto, 117.
Bradford, Schomberg, Canada, July 14.
by the former club by one inning and 6(5 runs.

mer, July 14.

Newport Yacht Club.- The second regatta of this club
was held July 18th. The course was from Long Wharf

Carlton, 107

Schomberg

Won

Montreal

vs.

Belleville

;

vs.

Quebec, Quebec, July 10.— Won by Montreal.
Napanee, Napanee, Canada, July 16.— Won

vs.

by the former by an inning and 14

runs.

vs. Milton, Hamilton, Canada, July 17
Milton, 73.

;

:,.

Trinity College School vs. Port Hope,
17. -Trinity, 181; Port Hope, 113.

—Hamil-

Toronto,

F

July Atlantic has the

Wetland, Ont.— Buffalo, N.

vs.

Buffalo,

:

two

innings, 107

;

Hoboken— July 17.—St. George

Y., July
Welland. 103.
vs.

Longwood,

LONG WOOD.
Fay. c.Kearney.
Joijt-s, b.

Moer

slip, b.

Giles...

1. b.
liuttoi., b.

first

Postal Cakds.— The magazines and papers advocate the
in writing upon postal
For the benefit of our readers we give some formulas

use of sympathetic or "magic" inks
cards.

which answer

this purpose.

Red sympathetic ink
cobalt

;

it

is made by dissolving the nitrate of
becomes pink on the application of heat, and d s.

appears on the absorption of moisture.
Chloride of cobalt gives a pink solution which, when used
for writing, disappears when dry, but becomes of a brillant
blue

ou the application of heat.
Writing made with a saturated solution of corrosive sublimate is invisible
but if brushed- slightly with a very weak
solution of Iodide of potassium, becomes of a deep scarlet.
To much iodide or too little gives no result.

—A live loon was captured in a creek back of Fort PhceniX,

Moeran,
Mo.

3
6

WHe

c.

New

Bedford, on Sunday, July 15, by a young

—Deer

are reported so

gT- GKOBOE.
Hubbard, b.Farley.

crops.

s

&

Tiffany

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,

have

always a large

stock of silver

o

,

articles for prizes for

1

c.

P.eli.Tiux,

Tola!.

and lm

Kear

porters,

w b. Moeran
Moeran

numerous near the mouth of the
North Carolina, that they are destroying the

Alligator Biver,

of Boston:

man who was

bathing there.— Boston Journal.

31.—

Moer

Uraoie, b, Moeran
).. Giles
Leg Lyes, 3

Lyon,

1

_

b. Moeran
Taylor, b. (rnes
Farley, b. Moeran
Hubbard, 1. b. w., b.

WalEsr,

Mis
Tra

Mr. Ruthven Deane, Cam-

installment of a story by
B. Aldrich, entitled '• The Queen
of Sheba," which promises to be one
of ins best. The summer piece of the
magazine, is "Recreation and Solitude," by W. J. Stiliman, a plea for the
so ithing and strengthening Influences of Mother Earth, "aa alma
mater uncorrupted by civilization,
Her power and sweetness undiminished
by human assoeiaiion or
human mending-the only complete refuge of man from labor." The
author writes with much good sense, and by his
descriptions of a summer
retirement among the great forests of the Maine
wilderness enforces
his plea in a way which should lure many
a weary worker to prove Tor
himself the magic virtues of forest silence and
solitude. Mr. Knight
contributes the third paper of his series on
the '• Crude and Curious
Inventions at the Centennial." There is a well-drawn "Night Picture,"
by Cranch. an amusing sketch of European trayet, entitled,
"At the
Sign of the Savage," by Howelis, a paper on the "First Century
of
Congress," by (iarlleld, and a story of early New Ungland life by
Rose
Terry Co, ke. Edgar Fawcett has a poem on "Fire-lltes,"
and Lowell
contributes one on "Night-watches."
The Contributors' Club and the
Literature and Music Reviews are full of interest.

Canada,

Belleville vs. Wellington, Belleville, July 19. -Score, Wellington, 93; Belleville, 93, with three wickets to go down.

Score

,

,

Among the
interesting records are a description
of the nest and eggs of M,naJe,t.-,
In.mcnuli, the capture of
electrophones ormttu* in Massaohus, tte ol
Hie true European Sumia ulula in Maine;
of fa.^rul^
/«,^oa
Long island; and the taking of a second specimen
of the recentiv described Helminthophwja Imedbttmehialis
in Pennsylvania. The editor
makes an earnest appeal for more liberal support
for the IhUMin.
which we as earnestly second. The periodical
is a necessity to every
one interested In ornithology, and we
bespeak for it the patronage of
our readers.

July

Buffalo

I

;

Hamilton
ton, 113

'

'

.

7|s.

Vow—Newport,

bins,

Cricket.- Toronto

W

m

;

Time.

Name
Sculniu
Splash

"

'

•

Allcock, of Macclesfield, Eug., recently accomplished the feat of walking backwards twenty-four miles in
5h.

will,

,'"" ',"'[:',""' :" Mr H
Hensliaw, the accomplished ornlihologist of
«Oieelers survey, whose recent report
on the birds
during ins explorations is such a
valuable contribution to our knowledge of Western avian life. Mr. Ridgeway
discusses the birds of Guadaloape Islands with reference to the preen,
genesis ol si
Ics In a
very able and Interesting manner;
and Mr. Brewster announces \n
I ..described Hybrid Between
Two North A.neri.
Grouse Fr.mj u
rope a number of occurrences similar
to these last have been reported,
but thin is, we believe, the first tune
anything of the kind has been noticeu in America. The parents of
the Bpeoimens referred io we,
rareMiy-'u,;.
,„ ,„,,.;,;,, OT J PeHaaxi
haitimelhit var Oolu; Maims
The General Notes in the present number
ana the Recent Literature
mora extended than they have been heretofore.

—The

J. Mutohler, 30ft. eiilii.
flu lbs.)— i. J. Mutchler, 59ft. 4in.
"
2. P. Dennis, suit. 3irt.
"
8. J. Melville, ssft. »in.
ice,
1. C. Miller, »sn

1 18 2«
19 o.i

m

l

Skip

1 16 0»
1 17 41

1

Aurora
Enruo
Marlon

"

_
Hop.

13 22

l

W.

Hammer

cor. time.

m. s.
81 51

its perusal will be, to ,ho S e interof good things.
a description of a new Imtoining
!«
bird

m

The .inmbcr opens

Intending subscribers should address
bridge, Mass.

J. Melville, 15ft. 4in.
D. Hull, 15ft. n.in.
J. Melville, 40ft. 3in.

2.

Tossing Caber— l.
Tin-owing

Time.

Fame.

1877.

4,

"
2. J. Mulchler, '.'4ft. Lin.
"
"
8. J. Melville, Mft, >.m
'
Hitch and Kick— 1. C. Matthew, iff. \<t,in
"
S. A. Dale, 6ft

a.

Perl

being a Jyard

S.

miles.

1WS

80s.,

ahead of

union regatta, open to all yachts under forty feet water line,
except catamarans, will be sailed as above. ' Handsome solid
silver cups and other prizes have been presented
by citizens of

Miuot's Light on starboard and return to judges' yacht,

3m.

in

publications.

Bulletin for July spreads before
the oimtholo-

*'"
;"";;' -"^'.ve bill nffnre. and
ested
this science, a veritable feast,

I

run—F. Banhom won

Half-mile

July 28.—

Mass.,

;

fourth.

Capsized.

-The NuttaU

o
3
...
I.

and other

shooting, yachting, racing

and on request they prepare

sports,

2«

OF WICKETS.

designs

special

for

similar

purposes.

Their

;

last.

—George Hosmer and N. D.
scull race, for

—A modern
visiting

$250 a

'
:

rowing.

Driscoll

are to

row a

on the Charles River, Aug.

Citizen of the

World

is

single

Japanese traveler

abroad, and has been
in this

country writes

The chief branch of education of young men here is
The people have large boat houses called 'colleges,'

and the principal

of these are Vale

and Harvard.'

"—New

T&rk

Weekly.

-Mr. Sampson W. George, the hotel proprietor at Greenoffers $ 500 reward to any one who will prove

wood Lake,

was poisoned.

—The whale

boat, New Bedford, in which Captain Crapo
undertook a voyage across the Atlantic alone, arrived safely at Cornwall, England, on July 21, about six
weeks after it left .New Bedford. The adventurers encountered three gales, and were obliged to lie to for fifteen days.

and

Ahohkby— Cincinnati, July 16.—Is there not danger that
our good friends " Awahsoose" and "Ahriman" will take too
much
last

to heart

month

his wife

those Archery papers in the magazines for
which created so much talk? The author, Mr.

Maurice Thompson, thinks he has "struck oil," as he announces that he has been overwhelmed with letters pertaining
to archery,

that Courtney

Timing Watches are guaranteed

i.'nipires-Messrs. Frank Crockett and James Smith
of Game— Two hours and forty-five minutes.

and

that in Scribncr for

there are exceptions to these. A new and unparalleled toilet soap,
scentless but perfectly pure, equally adapted for childhood and maturity,

thene plus ultraot

and bathing soaps, has just been invented—
B. T. Babbitt's Toilet Soap.— [A dv.
toilet

giving some different phases of the quesgiven out (and it appears little short of ridiculous) that the Crawfordville, Ind., Archery Club
(his club we
may say) is about to inaugurate a series of matches with a
prominent rifle club. The devotees of the bow and arrow hereabouts have had two clubs in operation for a year past.
So
lar as concerns the deadliness of this resuscitated
weapon as
against furred and feathered game, I really think our friends
need give themselves not a particle of trouble
I think the
game will not be depleted very sensibly, and it may almost be
looked upon in the light of a move in the interest of qame
preservation.
For a long, long while will it be ere these embryo bowmen can speed a shaft truly enough to cause
that
slaughter of the innocents to which Mr. Thompson
pleads
tion.

Dr. Meyer at

sponges have been discovered by
the Philippine Islands and New Guinea,
varieties of

also

the

requirements.
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nights only, 12:01 A. ar. SUNDAYS, 4:40, 9:15
9:30, 10:00, 11:00 A. jr., 1:30, 6:30, 6:35 p

wm

Road

this

ol

e 28
j

Montclair & Greenwood Lake
Railway Time Table,
and Dcsbrosses

COMMENCING MAY

BitUYN,

OTONINGTON LINE,
FOR BOSTON AND ALL POINTS
REDUCED FAKE

O

'The Bermudas."
A FAVORITE
NOWWINTER
RESORT,
hours from

New

AND

Snpt.

EAST.

Elegant Steniiiers s'i'ONJNOTON and
leave Pier its North River,

mm

(iansett

A TRIP

DELIGHTFUL

Ml use

NARRAlaj

reached 111 seventy
York, and being surrounded by the

H-anu waters of [.',,? ;n!i
r,-.,,ii oiUoji. an
tempi? iture of about TO deg.
1

,;

:

St.

SEVEN

I

is

state

is.

tiiua.bli:

Wash-

3

The

elegant British Steamships "Bermuda," and
"Caniina," l.nuo 1,0 as, uttod
nrcsslv for the passenger travel, are dispatched from New York for Bermuda fortnightly, making connection at Bermuda
,.-.-,

37, Norlli Rive
freights via cunt

with steamers for St. Thomas and West Indies. For
information anply to A. E. OUTEKP.P.IDQE,
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. V
Dec 21 ly.

j,G.P.Agent,

fall

jr

Ticket offices in Now York at James' Sl'ip and
34th street ferries, at the offices of Westcott's
Long Island Express Co 7 Park Place, 7S5
Broadway, 942 Broadway, Grand Central Depot
42d Bt.; in Brooklyn, 335: Washington St.; iii
Brooklyn, E. D., 79 Fourth street.
By purchasing tickets at any of tlio above
offices, baggage can be cheeked from residence to

Depots foot of Gottlatldt

L. i).

,

Saturday ni-lits only

:,:.

IB

S:I5

S, S. Co.,

Delaware Avenue,

M
SUNDAYS

ji.

8:46

-7:45,

Na'uu'et—7:43, 8al5

For Haverstraw aud Stony

THROUGH TiCKBl'fl TO Ui:i:.NANDINA
.lAi'KSON VILLI;, ST. AUBTjSTINE, san'
KOIil), KNTHRPK1SK ami intermediate landings
on ST. JOHN'S iiiNKi; and [interior noinia m
FLORIDA, by steamsliiii to SAVANNAH, fmd tlicnci
by railroad or steamboat, apply to VYM. L. IAMEH,
General Agent.

FOR

if.

fleBtaiiittioii,

id tjiven special attention.

a

Ml

No.

at

id
•

!

iiai'li

CONNOR,

8<jn'l

St.
rpuE

d. i.BiVBCOOK,Pret

Paul and

Louis

St.

Short Line.

,

Direct Connections at, Buffalo with New York
Central and Eric Railway.
At meruit, with Michigan Central Railroad.
Al Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western
Railroad.

md

Tickets sold

[Sundays,

n.

North

r.OTEI.I., ARonts.

A. ji,

6 :30 p. M.

Washington

:-'

BOItllKN

1,

m.

p.

SUNDAYS,

Jt.

9 -20, 11:03 a.

at greatly

S28

M„

For Great Neck Branch,
For Flushing,

EXCUItSiON TICKETS

ji;i

l

Murray

l;n

City, etc.. 7:40, 0:03, 9:20. 11:03
3:00, 4:20, 4:45, 5:00, 5:10, 7:04 V.

1:33,

JI.,

u
D
Lakes

lintiilsanil ticket

For Garden

OF MUSKOKA
summer water-

ag or the chain of Lakes,

ufiarrh

11:30

SUNDAYS,

SUN

12:01 a.
V-i

ami

Igai

jr., 3:510,

For Far Rockawav, etc., 0:00, 10:20, 11:30 A. Ji.,
1
1:30. 2:10. 3:00, 4:24, 5:05, 5:43, T:00 p. m.
9:15, 10:00, 11:00 a. ji., 1:30, 0:30. 11:35 p. ar
For Hempstead, etc., 7:30, 7:40. 9:00, 9:20.
11:03 A. M., 1:33, 2:00. 3:00, 4:20, 5:00, 0:03 6:40

1:33. 4:20, 5:40. 0:31

i

of

'

,,,,11 tl;
le ive
to Sept. 3, inciiHiv.-) iioni 28
street.

steamers
.Inlv

DAYS,
7:04 P.

0UCHICH3KQ

I

and the
LAKE-:

Are the

this

at 6 p. 11 ,011 arrival ol'steamooat, express
ironto at 1P.M.

a,

9:00. 10:20,

5:43 B. ji.
A.5t., 1:30, «':30 p. at.

1:30, 4:24.

A. jr.,

flod,
"

SU NDAYS,

Iff.

h-hn-ir

at.

9:30 A. ai.
For Northyiort, etc.. 10:00 A. M., 3:30, 1:24 .5-05
B:M P. ST, SUNDAYS. 0:30 a. ji., 0:30 p. ji.
For Locust Vallev, Glen Cove, olc, 8:if. 11:510
A. jr., 2:00, 3:30. 4:24, 5,05, 0:42 p. ji.
SUNDAYS,
9:30 A. m., 6:30 p. M.
For Merrick, etc., at 7:30, 8:44. 11:30 A. m.,
2:00, 4:24, 5:23, 6:03, 7:00 p. at,
SUNDAYS, 0:15
p.

Oape
I

•

9:15 a.

dlreci route 10 the I?iahiug

1

SUNHAYS,

M.

For Port Jeffeison,

§^ortnmen 'r>

bast ami inosi
Hnntmg resona of

stations, at

i>.

I'm-.

STKAMRRS

1'ALACr.'

Tic

:

5:351

FARM 111,', Qen'I
8ea'l Manager.

BRISTOL and PROVSDENCE.

Trains leave Long Islmid City as follows
For Greenport, Sag Harbor, and intermediate

For Patchoulis,

L.

MAMMOTH

17, 1S7T.

SUNDAYS

1„ OPEN'S
ac rates to suit

1

JUNE

Ferryboats leave James' Slip, N. Y., thirty minand from Thirty-fourth street. B. ft., fifteen
minutes previous to departure of trains.
On
Sundays, Horn Thirty-fourth street only.
utes,

.

jyllllm

R AIT.UOAD.

Prank Thomson.

HAVEN, HARTFORD, SPR1 ..
NEW
White Kouulaloa, M
Hi men.

roil

ISl.ANI*

P.

I,.

River Line,

Fall

Gen. Puss. Agent.

:

can

i

AND KKAT11ER.

'-PLSUTXC LINE."

Brook Trout, Grrayling and

& N'rthVu

BurlingLoiT.C. Rapids

Black Bass Fisheries

of xoKTUEnx MicmoAjr, via
(Jrand Uapids and Indiana Railroad.

QUICKEST,

'

CHEAPEST AND

BEST

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS BACH WAY

I

DAILY,

Sts.

21, 1S77.

Trains leave New York, 8:30 a ji.. 4::io p. m Connect with boat, and arrive al Lhmgtiiq IROOIA. M
.

TROUT

FiSHINC!

p.

J:jl6

Arrive,

M.

New

Leave Aiilngion,
York, 9:10 A jr., 7
.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad

7 a.
p. m.

DORWIN,

n. E.

m„

4:Ii5

p

ji

Superintendent.

raiiorfiu to

People's Line Steamers

LAKE SUPERIOR.

CHICAGO & ALTON RAILROAD,

NEW YORK AND ALBANY
nunc
1

::<*

I,,,:

,.

sroiui

Corillbrial

on

I,

1

The Thousand Islands

Hid

|,,M

in
of

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

"

for

pCBi

Chigago to
tin-

St

Lawrence

BaclUaaw
a

.

,|.-,|,

Camp

,o,,,rr.

The new
be

l)e,as,

hotel

at,

Ashland, the 'Ohequameeon,

opeiifid in July.

Meantime

there

IS

aocom

mo'iatlonat the smaller Houses
gteamflrs from Ashland toaii Lake Ports.

sm

nml

l.'ish!ii(,'

General Ticket Agent,
Milwaukee, Wl6,

'uis

l<iiFi*iliil;;

e„

I'uilii'snnd

MVMITTWXU.

r ,!.

Tackle Carried
ti'iiinilics

SPOBTSMKX

will tlnd splendid shootim; Dn the
line of this road; prairie chicken, srei'i-c, ducks, lirmit,
rjuail,

etc.

Connects direct

PEaPLE'

STBAMEft,
1
i

smolte. cool

ro.

rii,:,

H.

E.

,™.i

til

tiu-jjc,

3
'

telope muirc of Kansas ami

gtlie
ft

nominal

1

',

Qen'I PaBBenger Agent.

-,.,,,,,

c,,i,,

p.

.

i

y

uli :1 j,.

I,
,

;l

„i

j

;1U .

,

Liberal arrangement* for Iranxporl cj'JJoyafor
Sportsmen..

Uoiij, r-iivshini'
alcen'"

MAYO,

K.m.-as

at.

li'insas Pacific Railroad for the
t::/

HENRY PRATT,
jys

ruul i.alin s.ipei-ioi-Excu

tJnns,

Cit},,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS.
VWS&OLAb'S ACCOMMODATIONS AV

olle

::id trolin:

1

will

(re

I

am

from

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

to

'

l

e'l

St.

.

A.

E li p & T A - 0nl,ia Rapids, Mlol.
HOPPE, Eastern Passenger Agent,

^uS^W

'

-

118

-

-

Market

Street, Philadelphia,

JAMES CHARLTON,

v-

-

General Passenger ARent,
,

Cldca^o, His,

,

:

'

FOREST/ AND, STREAM.
(§mt}tomhr.

gaqhlc

4fiahi»lf

ORIENTAL

New

65 Fulton Street,
Factory—Foot Sooth

OF

sih

H.T.Helmbold's

PI

York.

BrooKlyn, E.

Street,

o

D.

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

Pi

GUNPOWDER

o

O

Compound Fluid Extract

a
<D

BROAD STREET,: BOSTON.

Ollice-13

grii$s.

Conroy, Bissett& fVSalleson

POWDER MILLS
KINDS
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL

WirMe.

#-;/«;;/f

p-3

>•

KN A.MEL ALL PRESERVED ON

BUCHU.

THE OUTSIDE.

BKANDS-DIAMOND GBAIN.
FALCON DUCKING.
WILD FOWL SHOOTING. >
WESTERN SPORTING.

QUALITY

expense

"

powder

spared to make

is

equal to any
the beet.

Is

Fly Rods, (i strips,
Tips
Fly Hods, 6 snip,

made : no

J BRANCH OFFICES.

Mnnro, Agent, 19 Exchange St, Buffalo, N. T
Cobb & Wheeler, Agents, t Stale St., Chicago, 111.
C. J.Chapin, Agent. 21c. Loci:.:;, St.. St. Lonis, Mo."
Agencies In the principal cities In the United States."

&

No.

Salmon
These Rods are,

Rand Powder
MURRAY

2(5

ST„

Co.

mended

50

30

65

40

best

Orange

and

ordinary

all

*

50

SI)

Lrluls and «Tiii,pcr»,

is

used

I

Tho Public

Iu

ivliicli

ink.

cnutioned to be

1

b

i

and

get the genuine, prepared by the

any

In

hav

EJL.

WHOLLY MADE

1

FOR CIRCULAR.

grade of these

Rods— the

New

best in

Fluted Bait.

Fishing Tackle

HELMBOLD

T,

II.

PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturing Company,

House.

Broadway &

The best bait used tor Cass and Pickerel Fishing
o', cents;
Pickerel Size, -1 each, b v mail
on reeelp!
|ooi'. Eagll L'W, for catching Fish an,: loot.-, ,-a:i. ....- i.i m.
.J.i no,
71 irtr.
Send stain [i ior illustrated i.iice list of Fishing Tackle

7th

I

St.,

Bass size,
[Josl-|i:l id,

purposes.

FG, FFG and FFFG, the last, being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs.. Via lbs
and (H, His., and in canisters of lb. and \i In.
All ol the above give high velocities and less
re6f<ittutn than any other brands made, and are recommended and used by Capt. A. 11. bOGAHDUS,
the -'Champion Wing Sunt of the World."
BLASTING POWDEK and ELECTRICAL BLASTI

POWDEK

and Sporting Goods,

SHIPLEY & SON,

A. B.
503

Manufacturers

FINE

of

A

for

FISH
& SIMPSON,
NASSAU ST., ,\E\V YORK.

rim

TACKLE

EISHISG

Specialty of the

McBride

Wood

Rod Mountings

Amateur Rod Makers.

RODS,

REELS,
Self-Hookie

NATIONAL EXHIBITION,

"catch

snciis,

.:,,-,.

^Florence

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA FROM INTER

REEAIRED.

Etc.,
'

Flies.

iu Sets

tor ?5e. to $u 75.

Shipley's

§laic.'j.

132

COMMERCE STREET, PHI LA.

Celebrated Green Heart

of all kinds on hand and made tooider.
Safety Fuse, Frictions! and

NEW YORK.

i

.,

Sizes,

ING APPAUATUS. MI ITARY

my

my

or
I

future will be printed in

CO

Powder.

Rifle

idles

for

counterfeiting

1

for lireeeli-lotiiling guns.

each.

various

receipt anil preparations,

oAR.3w;izsrK:

Tips

B" SEND

Orange Ducking Powder,
lbs.

to

ori« i mil

changed

e

pqi

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 5 in
metal kegs, 6Ji lbs. each, and canisters of I and 6

The

00

pa

the market.

and Cleanest made, in sealed
cani-ters. Higher numbers specially are recom-

1 lb.

So

Strip,

in all their parts,

We have but one

and Manufacturers of

to 1, strongest

1

ti

Positively no machinery
pari ol their run -I n iel 01.

Y.,

N.

rods,

BY HAND.

Orange Lightning Powder.
No.

$25

B5

Duplicate Joint...
2

Sole Proprietors

$f0
3

Black Bass Rods, 6
Strip, 2 Tips
Black Bass Kods,
Strip, 3 Tips and

\ J. G.

Owtns

o
p

I

2

Joint
'

f

Laflin

h

Now.

and duplicate

lips,

'

We

reJo

Formerly.

The " Oriental

o

*3

the

quote

(Oriental Rifle.)
r

2"

GUARANTEED.

The annexed list will show
reductions we have made.

PA,.

a*

1870.

i'-'--

Stove.

Oil

Made

of llnh enized f'nut Iron,
Will Laa u Life rime.

Especially for S

and Picnic
consilium:

Tivo
IJplai

HAZARD POWDER

CO-

MANUFACTURERS OF

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric Powder."

est for st -J.
sizea Cook-

The perfect revolving NEW TROLLING
•SPOON. The best, in 111.- world. If not to be louuc

our timi

your Ashing tackle stores, these spoons wiL Ik
Cm-warded bv Hie manufacturer by mall. Price. $

at

JOHN

eioh.

MANN,

II.

Syracuse,

New

Goods promptly made to order from any pattern

York.

ftftiss Sara J. SVScBride,
Mumford, -Monroe county, K. V.

|„,

ies.

Mann-

COHIIMNY,

MASa

end for Circular.

Sole

Agent

for

New York

City.

Jyl

Agents Wanted.

§iMi&tiion&,

Manufacturer of

to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters ana
lb. kegs.
A tine grain, quick and clean, for
i.'n
upland prairie shooting.
Well adapted to shot-

,,

;

W. IIOLItERTON,

DINGEE SCRIBNER,

Hazard's "American Sporting."

l'

l-'l.OtuMMCC IHACIIINI!

l?L0HBNQB,

JC2S tf

ters of 1 lb. only.

Tin

rwo Knives
n.TwoPiut

aa

Inst

Nos. 1 (line) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos.

i

(line)

1

gnus.

Hazard's

'•

Salmon and Trout
Salmon and Trout Rods,
Casting Lines, Landing Nets, Gaffs, etc.

Waterloo Street,

in

kegs of

Dr. Fowle r's

The above can bo had of dealers, or of the Company's Agents in everj prominent cily, or wholesale
"•
,

EtiiTOK

Strip Earn-

in the
kinds of line

11

:

il

000

GREENWOOD,

B.
Plants, Fish

lobes,

1

KSMTDK OK

Sea Shells,

ol all descripHustle Baskets, Bird Houses,

J.

••KlIKKSl" \NII

"FOREST-andSTIiKAM
leu feet

THE LIFE OK TRADE-

200

"

300
<wo

"

Hupenor linen
"

••

Line,
n

bv ma::
"

;"

AUTIIOK OP THE

Gil

75
"
Cattle Bunk,
up
(Bprncthtng new) perdoz
-i So
LarRO varlciv of Trout Flos for Maim- and HiAibrondaeks; on,.-, >:. jl 50, --' pel
'

•'

YdliK
PI

III.

:

1SI1INU

COMPANY.

r

-

"

:',

Tee Hook
ll

ing

lii.iek ii.i-s 6-ilea

CltOOK & CO.,

B.

St:l.

SIKKAM

NEW

et

Nos. 11 j 'to 13 COLLEGE PLACE,
Near Murray St.
New York, N. Y.

IS

pp., Price,

CHARLES JIALLOCK,

"risniNo Tor/ltrar," 'oaiii- lipk in ki.okipa,"ktc.

and uqnaria stock

Cauan es, Cages,

tions.

GENERAL GUIDE.
WITH MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS,

Mannfactuie rof Aquaria Greenhouse and Aquarium
Cement, and leaicr in I'Vli Food, Cold Fish, Water

COMPETITION

FOKKST AMD Stream anu Rod AND Gun
some of my

Humph" by

;ing black ti.iss.
in represents tl

I

T,Y

10, 1877.

Please say, for tho Information of

I5ASS.

found a bait that

Fishing Rod Makers.

send

%$T

Sportsman's Gazetteer

BLACK

TO AMATEUR

most rods
for circular.

for

uly, at last

I

The a novo

mall, lac.

WALL STREET. SEW YORK.
York, July

v,

a -in

have, after careful
excels all others tor

CI

world. 'Privf

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MTISKF.T POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FoIC EXPORT, OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Without

NATURAL FOOD

Tllli
1

C< lebrnted >i>lioo Ely-Rods.

linislied

i

25,

FFFG is also
]2J<? and BH lbs, and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 ana % lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG is
the standard Riile powder of the country.

Nkw

i>

St. Johns, N. B.

CARD,

Hazard's " Kentucky Hide."
FFFG, FFG, and "Soa Shooting" FG,

u ea

^^

THE

1 (fine) to 5 (coarse).
In 1 and r> 111, canisters
and OK and 12;Vr Jb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
'in 'hooting remarkably close and with great
ptnrt ration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle, orbreecb-ioaders.

88

n o

Buck Shooting."

Nos.

ato

Flies,

a coinplele manuiil for Sportsmen
I'tves every spo: Hui inlise uiel liud for cu|)iurvery i.uowii game animal, bird Mid awn iu
is

'

I

Heels, plain,

that I

am still on

the same powder for

out-door
shooting, which I have used for several years past,
never having risked the use of the nitrated powders
except when shooting in a confined space in-doors,
when the smoke from any regular powder would
produce a smell rather oti'ensive to some people, and
cause somewhat greater obstruction to vision.

Catt. A.

Champion Wing

all

Booaudtjs,
Shot of the World.

FDLT0N

00

to

Fishing,

found in each
and :iie liesC
int C. 0. 1>.

proportion,

In

to all pints of the United Stales

Goods .-mil c.
and CanaUafi.

U LEO MA

H.

O.

,....:sof the

J.

F.

MARSTERS,

VIS

NASSAU STREICT,

SPORTING

Split

NEW YORK.
pe or wuden>,

Send for Catalogue of Sporting floods.

ma tr

Every Rod

otti sr

waterproof

1

ferrule,

t

six strands
witli

my

"

DIAMOND GRAIN.

and 8. Superior Rifle, Enfield
Kltie, and Col, Hawker's Ducking,
W. ST1TT, 01
Cedar Btrset, N. Y. Agent for the United States,
Nos.

3, 3, 4, C, 6,

I

i.i

The

lightest

•

Idi

US

for circular

It

and pi

U.-ellll'

o-.

ipes and remedies for

and emergencies ol
aiiKinus; ior cleaning, repairing, and preserving
every implement nsed for sport; for selection aud
use of every kind of boat employed l.v sportsmen
a reference list of several hundred books in request
by sportsmen, and a directory where to buy outfitting
',

£-i-

The

At

-rrf:?<—r-

rinoRi Toilet

"^^ offera

Soap

to tho publlo

In the "World.

Pnfy (he purest vegetable oilaiued in iut man ttfacture.

Or V'se
VTorth tun

1

Fiitiotn.

U ban
Xumrv
itscoKtro
mottierftad

In the

tlmoft

FISHING TACKLE

Send

and

the revision of tne besl modern

warranted against Imperworkmanship.
1
nexagouai c
ml, as may
tsh, c
LanceGree
a

Centennial for my Split Bamboo II
Also manufacturer of Patent 1

and Trout fishing.
aandsomest Reels
Full Urn; of

r

from

patent

wood. MADE TO OKDKII.
I was awarded a MEDAL and

CURTIS & HARVEY'S

l.iere are 11 prescriptions

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.

mounted,

id

lections in material
Any style of finish,
in
ft ds oi
he d
-

is

mounted

dUTerent

•

rods in proportion,

be" *-- my name
etlp,

full

tile

on woodcraft, outlining
iceii pronounced by
Kl cazador,"
liforiiui, in !„• -imply complete.
>g used fur sport In designated,
bench judgments fully given,
ngtoselecnon, breeding, rearing,
J diseases, comprise a seventh
iriapters

3n,,j<;.

Rods,

and

or i^ptiiring large »arao are very

Bamboo Rods a Specialty
it

this Directory

MAjroFAcrrjniat,

SALMON, BASS and TROUT

for

Croat reduction
$30, formerly J.v>;

English Sporting Gunpowder.

f

United Siates

Manufacturer of every variety of

FINK KODS

&

.

V

BASGOR, maikk,

FISHING.

BRANDS-Eureka, Continental,
" Border Rifle," Snap-shot, and Warren Sporting
U. S. Standard. The above can
be had of the dealers, or at wholesale at the office,
VI Doane street, Boston, Muss., and of the agents,
s-ONS, corner oF WashP. J.OVCIl,
ington, Cornhi II ami r. i.oi.ir. struct, I'.u.jion, Mass.

t

and Canada.

to S12.

ifi

Everything else

D

BLASTING AND MINING. SHIPPING AND
SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

JOHN

e trarae and flsh

rood

Crecnheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishing, $15
Ash and Lance.wi.nd kocs tor Troul. and Bass
$31).

Mills,

Cannon and Musket,

-

Makes the Immense Reductions.

If.

Warren Powder

U

"'

HEW \CEK

STREET,

Hfttn[i1i»

evotj

box contiiluln^'a rakusol

&>tuiy ftiUbvHit on receipt of 15 cento.

•:;^*« AJur.

-,

Wo

;

Fi|iin1.

'umDy

m

CtirlstU oza. uucIj, itunt IVcO

n. t. lt.on.ut. \i>w

York

City.

lusuienuv, and tells how to preserve
and inouul specimens of uuimals. birds and lisu.
It

lUBtrnctfl in

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
THE UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

LOWELL, MASS.
Manufacturers of the

BROADWAT, STEW TORB,

177

HEAD,
BRASS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

CENTRAL

1TRE, SOLID

(APKNOT OF SHAKl'S' HIFLE COMPANY,)

of the United States aiid several Foreign Governments.
All kinds of Bill FIRE AMMUNITION.

Used by the Armv and Navy

OFFERS
Capt.

BogarcW

Patent Glass Ball Trap

Bogardus' Patent
Plain Glass Balls

Rough

$10 each.

Glass Balls

$3.50 per 100.

§2 per 100, packed 300inbbl.
#15

Bogardus' Trap and 300 plain balls for
Marshall's Trap

and 300 plain balls for
Purdy Trap and 300 plain balls for
Three of either Marshall's or Purdy's Traps

if

Tine In

P.

stock a

new line

Wffi6M@I &

for

ij0iiblic;itit>u£.

GUNS

Just published In neat pamphlet form, the Game
of the State of New York, as amended by the
last session of the Legislature.
Price, siii«rle
four rallies. 50 cents.
copies, 15 cents;
8ent postage paid on receipt of price, by

Laws
-which I offer

CHAS. 8UTDAM. Publisher,
CHAMBERS ST., New York City, or this

STODDARD'S

149
)yl2 3t

CARTRIDGE LOADING IMPLEMENT,
Cap

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter
Crimper an d Shell Extractor.

Expeller,

WOW READY.

WO. Id
i

<

I

r

r'

J

all the operations possible in the manipulation of Paper or Meta
rich-Loaders.

1 1
)

Length, 4J inches.

Nickel Plated.

office.

BINDERS.

COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT TOOLS,

1

York.

State of

Son's Celebrated Breech- Loading Guns,

including those that were at the Centennial—a beautful lot of
very cheap.

Get your fine books hound. Art Journal hound
uniform to London publishers' style. Picturesque
America, Art Treasury of Germany and England,
Women in Sacred History, .arge Family Bibles, all
Illustrated works, music and magazines in the best
styles and lowest prices ; done lntwo or three days
if

required.

Weight 10 ounces.

E.

DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL

A1SD

WALKER'S

SONS.

14

Dev

street.

gyprfatien's §aodn.

EXHIBITION.

FRICB, 96*
areolars sent on application.

C. J.

Dash

Jack,

CO.,

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

N

BOTJDREN'S PATENT COMB1NATI

Send postal order or check to

STODDARD &

N),

V.

and

0c.

ILMOHE'S CONCERT GARDEN.

(~\

OPEN EVERY NIGHT IN THE WEEK WITH
QILMORE'S GRKAT~MILITARY BAND.
SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EYENLNGS.
Boxes seating

50 cents admission.

four, $3.

Zoological Garden.
FAISHGUNT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.

All tho operations are perfect, and suitable for any shell,

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL

Agemte,

$imt§emen(s,

New
GameNewLaws
Of the

of

Webley &

mm,

10

$10
$13

Orders for Balls in large quantities a liberal discount.
Also

TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES,
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Special attention paid to orders for

Fishing

Opua every day. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts. Birds and Reptiles.
Admission 26 cents;
children nnder twelve, 10 cents.
jauG ly

GREAT NEW YORK AQUARIUM,
THE
way and 35th street. Open daily from

Broad-

9 A. M. to

10 p.m. Beautiful Tropical Fishes and Anemones.
Wonderful Horned Cow Fishes and Ascldiane.
Twelve seals, sea lions, 15 sharks. 40 blow fishes, 6
hell-benders, and thousands of other enrious marine
creatures. Prof. Young, marvelous ventriloquist.
Miss l.ubin in submarine performance^. Delightful
Feeding the animals and
orchestral concerts.
fishes and other entertaiments.
Coney Island Aquarium now open for the summer.

Jyl?

tf

LAMP,

C.

For NIGHT HUNTING Deer
and other an'mals, SPEARING
FISH. Indispensable on any

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

Buating,
Trip.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL
AWARDED FOR
STEAM LAUNCHES.

Yaehtmg or Camping

Not

affected by Wind, Rain
Burns kerosene
or Jolting.
safily
without
chimney.
a
Throws a powerful light 200
feet ahead. As a
for CARRIAGES it has no
equal.
Fits o-i any shaped
dash or on any vehicle.

Highest Honors

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR, I876.

SHONINGER ORGANS.

DASH LAMP

Tack and Dash
Fishing

Lamp

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

WHITE JPF'G COMPVNY.
BRIDGEPORT,

jyl2tf

Seydel
No.

1,

SAFETY STEAM POWER,
30 Cortlandt

Street,

!>,; lbs,; hears 1,300 lbs.; price $4
luxurious Couch, Seat, Swing, Etc.

weight only

A most

H. Y.

HAMMOCKS

CO

"OR LAWNS AKD EXCURSIONS,
Tents,

Jfew York.

Camp Stools, Camp Kettles,

complete in every particular, fitted eitlier as Swift Racers. Past Pleasure Boats, Party
Boats, Fishing Eoats, Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boats. Or will supply the MACHINERY, complete. Also
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring to build their own boats.

CXStO&X.AZt-

CAMP LOUNGE

An ingenious device for the purpose of catching all kinds of
Animals, Fish and Game.
he
The easy
siting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are among- Its peculiar
advantages.
It is immaterial how to place it when set. It maybe buried
1611
flat In the gronnd, suspended from the limb of a tree. 01
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without in anv way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bait of any description, and, when, set, no
Animal, FlBh or Bird that touches the bait can possibly escape.
It does not mangle or Injure its victims in the slighest degree,
nor need they be handled to free them from the trap.

,i

.

76 cents.
Pish, &c
3, or Rockr Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Panthers, &c. Can be easily set by a boy, and will stand a
Weight,
10
tol61bB.$10.
strain of several hundred pounds.
All goods sect, charges paid, to any address on receipt of price.

:

;

Chas. L. Coate,
S
p. o.

-

330 Fulton

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Box a*.

AGENTS WANTED.

SHONINGER ORGAN

•The B.
CO.'S exhibit
as tlie best Instruments at a price rendering them
possible to a large class of purchasers, having acorn
binationof Reeds and Bells, producing novel and
pleasing effects, containing many desirable improvements, win btaud longer in dry or damp climate, leae
liable to get out of order, all the boards being made
three-ply, put together so it is impossible for them
to either shrink, swell or split,"
THE ONLY
ORGANS AWARDED THIS RtNK.

This Medal and Award was granted after the most
severe competition of the best makers, before one of
the most competent juries ever assembled.
New styles and prices lust issued, which are in accordance with our rule, the
for
the least

We

BEST ORGANS

money.

are prepared to appoint a f e w new Agents.
Illustrated Catalogues mailed, postpaid, upon application to

SHONINGER ORGAN

CO.,

S7 to 123 Chestnut Street,

NEW

THIS BED,
lbs.; Is

luxuries ever Invented. Price $2.50.

Albany, N. Y.

545 Broadway, New
Has received the highest award

SAFETY REIN HOLDER,
The handiest th ingout.
It saves time; prevonts
accidents; looks well; is
not in the way. is easily
adjusted, and fits any
dasher. Sent, post-paid
on receipt, of one dollar.
;

Safety Rein Holder.
Co., Portland, Maine.

,

OPTICIAN,

one of the greatest and mos

W. MASON,

HAVEN, CONN.

WALDSTEIN

H.

FOR CAMP, LAWN, HOUSE AND OFFICE.

No.
t

act:

B.

POCKETBEDSTEAB.

•

animals,
No. l— For flailing and
35 cents.
sent by mall
No.2— For catching Mink, Muskrats, Raccoons, large Game,

$5

;

PRICE LIST:
game and

N. Y.

Jointed Tent Poles: 6 ft. poles,
ft. poles. $4 per set.
Branch Offices—1 Cortlandt
St.. N. Y. City; 13 Fanieul Hall Square, Boston
10
calle Tejadillo, Havana 415 Sansome St., San Fiancisco.
Agents wanted.
iyl2
ft.

...

all kinds of small

TROY,

dis:ulare.

i!

The Eagle Claw.

CO.,

Valise Lounge,
to 88. _ Trade

A VICTORIOUS INVENTION

',

Instruments.

etc.

Illustrated Circular.

G. WEBSTER PECK,
Manufacturers' Agents.
110 Chambers St., N. Y.

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,

FOR DE8GRIPTIVE

Lawn Settees,

Send for

SPECIAL ATTENTIO N TO THE BUILDING IOF

jma wni tarnish them

SBlfD

PRONOUNCED UNANIMOUSLY' AS THE

Best

Rubber Blankets. Mosquito
Nets,

GIVE

Co:

& Co's Pocket Hammock,

Exposition for his
and Field Glasses.

flue

Glasses,

York,

at the Centennial
especially Opera

Hioadwayof

HI

fine

TELESCOPES. FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES. MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN EYES,

Etc.,

Is really wonderful. Illustrated catalogue »»u«™
mailed
receipt of postage of four cents.

ESTABLISH""

m.

an
w«

.

436

FOREST AND STREAM.
guns,

&

W.

gfc

gtiflcs.

C.

SCOTT & SONS.

mm$, §ifos,

First Prize Medal

git.

i

Sportsman's Depot.
premium

First,

impart greatly

Hard

were.
ii

in
the

marked the Pkemiek Qualitt.
AND STREA
' *°m F0BBS

*—

"

S

COMPENSATING LUMP.

..._ L

uiff.ius:

i„..

'i

iii.

'.".

.1

:

:

i

,

New

Triplex Lever Tin.,
to $400.
Marked the Triplex ID-bores
extra. Our highest grade
is as usual
°

«

ttSttSteSSM?*"" byoae

Tj*2SS8%RS^%2^E2£r
Strongly

THREE BARRELED

:.

'

i

iB the

Mgheat ae « ree

recommended

It la

3t

»*

invalnahle and

PREMIER GUN WORKS,

ot

*""««

«*,

«*>

oi

™«

ahnnM ho „.j„.,h

Birmingham, England.

Breech-Loading Guns.
(TWO SHOT AND ONE

Paper and Metallic Shells

RIFLE.)

JOHN KRIDER,
N.

feature in the Sporting Line.
Forms a
Ught and eo
:
r
m e ijrht t o ten pounds,
giving to sportsmen the very thing so often wanted
all kinds of shooting.
1'

'1

br

W

"

Holberton .

m Nassau

Sept. 80:6m

&

4J..C.

Broome

Liale,

Co.,

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

THOMAS,

Bowery,

THE
MOVABLE
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model,

New York.

111.

Specialties in Clothing

FOR 8POBTSK&N1

St. Louis Conical

Valparaiso, Ind,

Game Bag; weighs

;

12 ounces.
coolest garment ever
be used in place of a
75 snipe or quail ; by

mail for $2.
Holabird's New Cartridge Vest, capacity for fifty
shells; simple and admirable for boat shootine;
$5.50.
Fine Linen, Corduroy »nd Fustian suits made
to order in the neatest and most desirable style.
Send 25 cents for my book on Dog Breaking and
catalogue of goods. Money refunded If not satisfied.

H. HOLABIRD, Valparaiso, Ind.
A8k your gun dealer for Holabird's goods.
Jywtf

£ W.

Special Attention

22,

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

YATOARD RIFLES SHOT GUNS

office,

St.

No. 2,239

De Kalb

NO. 300

Base Paper Shelf."

BROADWAY,

N. Y.
HKNRV FCITON.

M. FOWLKB,

taflisoi's Targets

From 25 to lOOO

Amunsr the advantages claimed for these Shells, are : A
saving of 25 por cent, in the use of powfler also the greS
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are So 10— IK ly
and 3 inches; No. Vi-i%, gjf, and 2% inches. Longer
t mailable.
Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of »U5

street, St. Louis,

Yd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.

Mo.

SOLI) JBX

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing: Company.

Dealers in Sporting Goods.
receipt of
a
will be sent by mail, with circular and

On

Capt Bogardus' Patent Class
and Rough Balls.

ETC.

Send for Circular.

FOWLER & FULTON,

;

Factory and

cals,

new and

;

They are

Our New

and 41-100

38

elegant Arm combines simplicity
a perfect, interchange of all its parts.
The most critical inspection id proems of manufacture, and with its patent improvements, make it the
Most Desirable Revolver in the Market.

This

in Europe.

Shells will he made at extra cost.
for No. 12 tl.30 for No. 10.

Invited to

32,

durability,

Ball Trap

^

TARGET
pleB, by
DEKMlSpy &

sam

TEN CENTS

10O-YARD

CO., 198 Broadway, N. Y.
Convenient and Sandy

for

I attaching to Fishing Rods, Ovk
I CVwM, anil all sorts ftf Spurtameo'i

—
g^

Buy of your nearest
or Newsdealer, or uead
it package by mat) to

BsMige-

r

SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.

"

is

SMITH'S PATENT KEVOLVEIiS,

with

These Traps and Balls patented by Bogardus and used by him many
thousand times, proves them to be just what is wanted by all

HERRINGS SAFES

goods appertaining thereto.

Having made important Improvements In onr Shell,
can safely recommend them as equal, if not superior, in
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured in this country or
'

Shooting Suits complete, consisting of Coat, Vest,
Pants and Cap, $10. No. 1 Shooting Coats, waterproof and flm-class in every particular, sent;.by

The most convenient and
offered to Sportsmen. Can
ooat room for 50 shells and

all

In four sizes of

^^

HOLABIRD,

Manufacturer of

mail, post-paid, $6.
Holabird's New

Ammunition,

Hobbs patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized by all that have used them.
PAPER SHKLLS.-By repeated experiments and great
ontiay tor improved materials, and machinery made
eiprepsly for the purpose, we can now warrant our BROWJJ
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
f n
'" "P""" 8 materia,S f° r
theT'S C. Co 5s Shells"
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

JR.,

174 South Clark Street, Chicago,

H.

Revolvers,
And

THE STURTEVANT

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,

W.

Rifles,
CO.,

Do

207

E.

Wlii and a select assortment of

SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not hare to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps.
PATENT
ANVILS,
made of Bteel wire, will not bend or break.

ZKTTLEK,

B.

GUNSMITHS AND RIFLE GALLERY,

to Order.

SPORTSMEN

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

N. Y.

Made

Celebrated Center Enamel Spilt and
Glued Bamboo Rods.
Binls' E2jm and Birds' Skins in Great VarietiesTaxidermy in all its branches.
Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuits
Repairing of all kinds.
marM j

Guns,

Manufactured by the

W. H. BAKER,

Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies

"Krider's"

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

street,

8END FOR CIRCULAR.

Etc.

Etc.,

tr

,

m

Phlla.

Sts.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,

-

Nepers

K. Cor. Second and Walnut

Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files,
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Rait, Liy Books,

TOR

A new

(ESTVBLISTIED 1S36.)
at World's Fair at New Tort and
Centennial Exhibition.

DEMTSON &

CO.,

Founded

THE PATENT ROUGH BALL-The only Ball that will break sure
when hit bv shot. Use none but the best. Every ball marked. Patented
April 10, 1877; Trap3, March 13, 187T.

Broadway, N.Y.

198

J11I7 i, 1808,

The World's Champions."
Geo.E. Hart&CoNEWARK,

?

N. J.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Cotton Duck, every width & weight, cut to any length,

t ArraBgeHeal

Oiled do. manufactured by steam power.
Saturated, not enameled,

& Camping.

Lawn and Gaiden.
Camp Meeting &ChapeL

3.

i.

Lock Pouches, Messenger Bags,

6. Circus

at wholesale,

6.

anything and
everything that
can be made
of canvas, i
r

Teat Catalogue

2. Military.

SlingB for disabled Horses,
thoroughly harnessed, $10 each.

Nose Bags

of

No. 1. Artist's

& Show.

Base Ball,Cricket,&c

^s=fev7.

Sundries.

Thos.

Office 121

Also awards of gold and silver medals.
sasachussetts Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston, 1874; Franklin Institute. Philadelphia, 1874;

New

American

York, and

many

HERRING

AFE AND LOCK MANUFACTURERS,
251

and 252 Broadway, N. Y.

Bound Volumes
OP

SEVENTH VOLUME, NOW READY.

A complete

set of the

FOREST AND STREAM-

lies, bouud handsomely in cloth— a valu,
able library for the spot tsraau— can now be obtained

m application to this

office.

Walnut

Street,

The only

DouDla-Grip

^

10 feet square, $20 each,

Palmetto Tents.
represented above

Philadelphia.

7

-

f,

Boyle's U. S. Tent and
Mail Bag Manuf y,
rVZTOX 81., XSW XOBK.
'

Iveposlt

Self-Olosing

Top

Lever Action

THE WORLD,
Sizes, from 6 to 1 6
I>'

bore

Equal in

FOR MEERSCHAUM AND CIGARETTES.
©- DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE,

Our Cigarettes are as fine as can be produced. Only the
is free from mineral and other injurious substances.

Forest and Stream.
First Four Volumes, $1 each, Others, $3.50.

Sparks,

THE SNEIDER GUN.

Institute,
others.

CO.,

W.

& Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER.

Shot

Received International Exhibition awards:

THE BEST

[best

.gj,*

French Cigarette paper

is

S,

KIMBALL &

•Worlcmanship, Eebonnding Locla and
«™ sating Features of Action."

GLNS REBOKED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING
STOCKS BENT TO ANT CHOOK.
Pin Fire Guns changed to Central Fire.
UtuzU-LoaiUng Gvns Altered

Clark

c

CO., Rochester,

214
New

Oompen-

„™r.„

SUMMER SMOKING.
WM.

reasonable pnem.
THE Snetflsr Rehoundinir Lock need, the only Rebounder
lotocoor

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL FOR

used, which

L'AMERIQUE,
TRY
CIGAEEETTES, AND JUST THE THING FOR

Mixture of Perique and Vanity Fair. Best French. Cigarette Paper
by mail, Fifteen cents. Ask your dealer for tbem.

finish, symmetry of outlines and materials
to the finest Eriglinh Guns, ami at more

Tork.

W.
Send

&

Pratt

to

Sreaeh-Loadtn.

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore

for ilius'rated Catalogue,

NEW YORK,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

Jacksonville on the 11th of

TROUT FISHING.

last

June, at 6

Suwannee River

I arrived at the

ber train.

t\

M.,

2,

on the lum-

at the crossin* of

Near
the Jacksonville and Tallahassee R. R. at 5:30
this point the Wisblacoochee unites with the Suwannee, and
a.

EV PANren COKKOLLY.

m.

The water is comparatively
and the banks are rocky and about fifty feet

a beautiful river is the result.

Across the fields and through
We

briaklj trudge with

The morning sun, en:;v
Makes even eel «
The woods before are Sari

the

dew

clear

cofl

and basket

n

LSI

At

a wayside pool

1

By

Behind a bowlder now he darts,
And now across to deep recesses
Beneath a branibly bank, then starts
For sheltering beds of tangled cresses
But all in vain subdued at last,
He yields and faintly gasps and flounders
1
Tis o'er, your sportive hour is past,
O royal prince of plump two-pounders
!

Again with feathery touch the flies
Dance lightly over pool and shallow,
And darting through reflecting skies

The wary trout retreat or follow.
" eoachman " now their fancy takes.
And now a " miller " or now a " hackle,"
And many a plunging beauty breaks
To try our skill and test our tackle.

A

higher, higher mounts the sun,
The morn hastes on and moon is nearing

Still

New sounds come lightly borne upon
clearing

straying,

The quail's shrill pipe in lonely dell,
The watch-dog's bark, the hound's loud baying.
grassy marge we go,
Now listening to the tall pine's moaning.
Now catching from a glade below
A drowsy mill's perpetual droning;
Still on the miller's brown-faced boy
Stands knee-deep in the shining water,
And near, with startled glance and coy,

Still

down the

away

are ever changing.

dashed with gold
That pales and dims eve's dawning creBcent,
And twilight falls on Held and wold.
Like veiling gauze o'er forms quiescent.

For Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.

"WH 0d Smvmvtee

ifc'fof"

SOME

time since I promised you some notes regarding this
classic stream, but instead of something interesting I shall
merely contribute a chapter of mishaps and disappointments.
In my boyhood days, in my Northern home, before I had made
a record of so many mile-stones on the way of life, and before
numerous crow-foot wrinkles adorned my physiog, I often

sang

and

little

did

I

"On the Old Suwannee riber,"
think at that time that I would run

rapids,

persuasion,

rifle,

a representa-

rod, blankets, coffeepot

Chicago canned beef and pilot bread, I

left

of aquatic birds

own

lilipads

do not

exist

trips

up the

river carrying pro-

nesday and started Thursday morning. Old Sol enlivened
the landscape with his beams, and the 'gators put in an appearance
and occasioually a slumberer would have his
dreams disturbed by the disintegrating effects of a Winchester
or Springfield rifle ball. At noon we landed at Old Town, and
while the captain attended to freight I strolled to the Chalybeate Spring, distant from the landing one-eighth of a mile.
The spring is very large, and it can be reached through its
;

run by a small steamer.

We

found the water

cool, trauspar

and highly impregnated with iron. During the
winter months the climate at this point is all that can be desired, and we feel assured that the dyspeptic or consumptive
patient could spend a few days or weeks at this point with adent as ether,

bank

Bream

of large size can be caught along the river

in sufficient, quantity to

keep the frying-pan busy

:

quail

immense numbers at the store, eggs can be purchased
15 cents per dozen, and chickens at 25 cents per head.
;

At the store will be found a po3t-office with a semi-weekly
mail.
Visitors would receive a hearty welcome from my esteemed and venerable friend, Senator Cottrell, who resides a

but

;

specific uses,

bipedal pot-hunters

game

protection associaall

occasions.

I

who

man

requires

these lux-

all

and the services of the saurians

Florida is cursed with numerous
kill

game

in

and out of season, and

they deserve similar treatment to that which I

Between

of extending to alligators.

am

in the habit

the necessities of our

and the destructive tendencies of 'gators and pothunters, our game will soon become a thing of the past.
This river differs from most of the streams of Florida, as
the banks to within a few miles of the Gulf are high, rocky
and steep. In many localities the soil is of good quality and

of the grape, based

vantage.
its

young

can be dispensed with.

During the day we passed several clearings and primitive
boats fastened to trees on the river bank, indicative of comAt 4 p. m. it commenced
fortable inglesides within reach.
raining, and as I was unprovided with a shelter tent the prosahead and kept to the
a
rapid
I noticed
pect looked moist.
Reaching smooth water I was gratified at sighting the
right.
steamer D. L. Yulee. Pulling alongside I was greeted by her
He ordered his crew to
affable commander, Capt. Reddick.
remove the dunnage, and in a few moments my boat was on
I had been troubled during the day with
the steamer's deck.
an attack of diarrhoea, and being unprovided with snake bite
antidote I inquired of the captain if he had any bourbon on
board, and received a negative reply. He however produced
a bottle of cromatic Schiedam schnapps, of which I absorbed
an allopathic dose with happy results. Memo: when suffering from diarrhoea schnapps are not to be despised. I inquired of the captain the distance to the R. R. bridge, and was
informed that it was about 28 miles by land and 55 by the

at

coffee,

bay-

the

uries for his

barley, potatoes, grape

and

of a

wise purpose, but the end for which he was created has been
attained.
Before the appearance of man on the scene his
'gatorship was useful for gobbling up and destroying fish and

tack.

3teamer D. L. Yulee.
Supplied with, a Delaware river gunning

skiff,

;

is

member

will admit that a beneficent Creator .formed the 'gator for a

residents,

exist in

tive of the colored

bottom

a

between the
R. R. bridge and Old Town, and as a consequence fish must
be scarce, with the exception of sturgeon and catfish. The
former were airing themselves every few minutes as our
motto was onward, we could not stop for bottom fishing, and
our midday meal consisted of coffee, Chicago beef and hard

or take shelter under the hospitable hurricane deck of the

sugar,

river is rapid, the

Having landed freight we started late Wednesday
tow.
morning, and reached New Troy at noon. At this place two
stores exist where creature comforts can be obtained, including
fresh eggs at 20 cts. per doz., and snake antidote of fair
After dinner we commenced descending the river
quality.
with the rain falling in torrents. We looked in vain for
for alligators, for it is admitted that these varmints hate a
shower bath as Old Scratch does holy water, and retire to the
We tied up early Wedshelter of the bottom of the stream.

Till all the hills are

V

Experiencing a hanker-

a spinner overboard and trolled

The

The steamer makes monthly

through the long, bright balmy day,
In varying shade and sunshine ranging,

Where sound and scene

we threw

visions to the loggers' camps, and on her return takes a raft in

So,

We speed the hastening hoars

placid countenances.

course of the river.

The miller's comely, dark-eyed daughter

;

a rule to destroy 'gators on

;

;

;

am

meek and

and kind-

Old Town with its hospitable inhabitants, and en
route amused ourselves during the afternoon by disturbing
the slumbers of sundry 'gators and in the evening we reached
the Boom, distant from the Gulf sixteen miles.
Logs are cut
up the river and driven to this point where they are made up
into rafts.
At daylight, Friday, we took a raft in tow and
reached the Gulf at 9 a. m. Some of your readers will accuse
me of inhumanity in destroying 'gators and to such I will
I

many

an old-time

is

We left

it

ous, sand banks, creeks

crystals round, then wheels about
straight up the foamy current.

colonel

proverbial for suavity, hospitality

is

and make

hard, jagged limestone rock, the banks are very abrupt

And heads

where browsing herds are

Reaching the

The

from the spring.

all.

simply say that

veracity of our informant.

The whistling line spins merrily out
He leaps and flings a sparkling torrent

tells

river.

a mile without being favored with so much as a
At Ellaville we were informed that trout (bass)
glorious nible.
great quantities, but we are inclined to question the
in
existed

George, he's fast

The breeze that blows from copse and
The low of klne, the jangling bell

At a

ness to

tion,

for

!

That

and rowing down stream.

and

Floridian,

bell.

ing for a fish dinner

A lusty fellow And how he rushes,
Now here, now there, then swiftly past
A band of fem and alder bushes
Of

afloat

short distance

boat I took the oars and

their

auspicious sign,
slanting oedar.

And cast beiow yon

A gleam, a splash

we were

away we went as merry as a marriage
Proceeding half a mile another rapid appeared ahead,
and we took the left-hand as the law did not direct, aud we
experienced no difficulty in reaching smooth water. The day
was cloudy and no 'gators appeared to enliven the scene with

And bears its rippling music down
To daisied slopes and verdant valleys.
But now to wort with rod and line,
And dainty flies on trusty leader.
first

C a. m.

channel was on the left-hand side of the

The glancing beams make shade and shimmer.
With lisping, low-voiced monotone.
The brook Hoses by in curves and sallies,

We'll take the

;

point about one mile below the R. R. bridge I espied a rapid
and landed to take an observation, and concluded that the best

a

With here ami there a golden alunmer,

And over many

and pure

high.

;

1877-

well adapted to the culture of cotton, corn, oats, sugar-cane,

and the orange. From our knowledge
upon experience in vine culture in more

than one climate, and for a long period of years, we feel assured that it wotdd prove a success on the high and undulating banks of this noble river.
rule, a

sandy loam with clay

The

surface soil

sub-soil,

which

is

is,

as a general

underlaid by

A capitalist named

Ross has purchased over four
thousand acres of land in one tract on the river within twentyfive miles of the Gulf, and he is arranging for its settlement
by a willing and industrious class from the West.
We landed at a wood-yard on the western side of the river,
about twenty miles from the Gulf, where we found a fine field
oolite rock.

of corn of about seventy-five acres.

In the centre of the

field

twenty years

old,

I noticed three large orange trees, probably

and

to our surprise, they passed through the cold spell of last

winter unscathed by the frost. In this case there was neither
wood nor water protection, and to my surprise not a leaf bad

had been injured.

Taking the age and

size of

the trees,

coupled with their luxuriance, we are forced to the conclusion
that at least the lower portion of the river is eminently adapted

The

to the culture of the orange.

lands along this stream are

to a great extent unsettled, and are either State or U. S. lands.
The' former can be purchased from the State at one dollar or

per acre, in accordance with quantity selected and the
U. S. lands can be pre-empted by actual settlers. The river is
a noble stream, the water is pure and soft, the section is
healthy and it is surprising that the region has not attracted

less

;

;

For cattle raising or wool growing
Suwannee country is worthy of notice. From obser-

the attention of settlers.
the entire

vations in Australia I have no hesitation in asserting that the
Merino with grades of nati" sh ep would prove remunerative
•

mode

was introduced.
The Suwannee has three mouths or channels, and the
Keys
take
for
Ceda;
must
the eastern. For ten
person bound
or twelve miles above the Gulf lilipads, reeds and grass bound
if

the Australian

of saeep raising

both sides of the river, and the piscator will experience no
One thing surprised me
difficulty in landing a mess of bass.
that was the absence of aquatic birds along the
river proof conclusive that low lands or marshes do not exist.

much, and

—

The boat with a

raft in^tow

after leaving the

river

headed to the eastward, and soon

we were

opposite to the' mouth of

This creek can be navigated by a smal', boat
and is noted for its a
gators and bass. I bade the captain good-bye and headn
the creek, expecting a good time among the 'gators and rish
We had proceeded about two miles when the plate of starboi d

Gopher Creek.

for fifteen miles intojthe interior,

rowlock parted at a screw hole. The wind was socthea?'
weather was threatening, and as little could be accom;
by paddling an overloaded skiff, I fouud discretion I'
The steamer
guide, and headed for the steamer.
and wit'
little headway against a^stroug head wind
;

I

4
.

it

—

1
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Toward evening

tier.

one's-self out of sight in the bus

I

bored In sight of Cedar Keys. I
to reach the dork
on Saturday I was roused bv ihe
I

I

For

at

thi

the catfish, blue and yellow, from Ihe tiniest kitten to twenty
and thirty pounds in weight.
The suakes are mainly hideous cotton-mouths, perhaps the
most villainous and venomous of all reptiles. There
drop of coward in
When he sees
one of these.
you he immediately stops and lifts up his black, dirty bead,
stares, straight at you, anil opens, as wide as he can stretch it,
nous white mouth ; and there he stays waiting, as if
saying to you: " Come to this mouth, my own stricken deer!"
His mouth looks like it was lined with fine lint cotton hence
his name.
Heave a chunk at, him and still he willuot go. He
raises his head higher, his black, weazen eyes glisten, he swells
with rage, and he stretches Ids mouth wider and wider. Heave
another chunk and hit him a good one, ne will blow like a
i

kIv
and that
could reach the depot
departure of the (rain.- Between paddling and
owing the depot wns leached at 5. Boat and dunnage were stowed in a ear, and 6 \. m found me at the Island
House, where I did ample justice to the piovender set before
- utive host, Dr. Molrwama
We
Keys at 6:30 and 7 ). m. found me in Jacksonville.
If any of your readers should feel disposed to ascend|or de>*
scend the
Suwannee Riber" a few directions may prove of
service,
ehanhe] al iis mouth, to the left
a surveyor's tripod will be noticed.
To the east of this point turtle, but never an inch will he budge. Ha will stand his
Gopher Creek opens. To the eastward aud about three miles ground until he is mashed into a jelly, often striking his veia imaway Deer Island will be noticed with a house on the point. ams fangs int.. the chunks that crush him. He is the bra si
Leaving Deer Island to the left two small islands will be snake Eat ever I saw. I never saw one yet thai tri<
el
passed, when Derrick Island will be noticed ahead and to the away after being attacked, but I have seen them even when
right.
The latter island can be distinguished by two palms crippled almost to death start right for you as if determined
and a slender tree On the southwest, end, and four palms on to strike a death blow before giving up the ghost. Their
the northeast end. North of the island a small grassy islet bravery does not appear, however, of a very commendable
will be noticed, and this, must be kept to the left
East of sort, but simply downright stupidity, obstinacy and foolbardlthese points two stakes with a cross piece will be observed;
ness.
When the chunks or stones begin to fly the rattlesnake
and to the right three stakes upon the point of an oyster reef, will nearly always watch his opportunity and slip away if he
and the channel will be found between these snides, Hod- 'can, but no amount of pelting can make these fellows slink.
son's mill will be noticed to the left on the point of an island,
In fishing around these lakes one. must look out for him, parand by steering for the mill and leaving it to the right a land- ticularly where there is tall, slimy grass. He lives only about
lutked boat channel will be found leading to Cedar Keys.
ne is a nasty, dirty
sluggish pools, and bales running water,
Looking to the southeast Sea Horse Keys with the lighthouse looking "cuss," and might easily be taken for a rotten Btick
will be noticed, but by keeping a chain of islandB to the left
if he were not so quick to raise h.s head and display his disand open w^ater and the light to the right, a good chat inel with gusting mouth. He is generally about two feet long. He
plenty of water will lead to the keys,
creeps upon frogs, seizes them in his mouth and swallows
Hudson's mill is unoccupied and sportsmen can utilize it for them whole, hind-legs foremost. While undergoing the proon Deer Island a comfortable house will be found, cess of being swallowed the poor frog cries at a terrible rate,
and between these points excellent camping places exist on and all frogs within hearing, stricken' with horror, plunge into
the islands.
'have been in funned by a number of reliable
the water or hide away in the grass.
have retrieved
I
parties in whom we can place the utmost dependence, that
many a poor frog from this dilemma by stepping up and
during the winter months geese, brant,, duck and beech birds striking Mr. Cottonmouth across the back with a good stick.
exist in immense quantities in the channels, bayous, marshes
He discharges his frog hastily to turn upon his assailant, and
and creeks between the mill and the mouth of the river. Thus gets his head mashed for his pains. I do not. know how it is
bavenot been disturbed, and we feel assured that ex- with others, but I feel a real luxury in mushing a cottonmouth
cellent sport can Be obtained,
in addition to feathered game
With a good stick, particularly when he has charged down
superior fish can be captured, and the oysters of the
upon a poor crying frog; and I am sure he would gloat, in
hood require no recommendation from me. As a 6] irtSs
happiness if he" could only stick his infernal fangs in me. He
cality the neighborhood referred to is worthy of notice,
Par- is all villainy, without a solitary redeeming trait. I reckon he
Lies desirous Of enjoying the.eport can transport a boat from
must be the true old devil who* so bearllessU ruined Mother
Jacksonville to EJlaville foratrifle and descend the
Eve.
or have it taken direct to Cedar Keys at a cost of $1.38 per
There is another snake, of a peculiarly disgusting order,
hundred
that, domiciliates about these lakes— a small, 'rusty "looking
If any of your readers are fond of adventure and life " Al
moccasin, with a red belly, speckled with black spots, just
Fresco," I would advise them to secure a light skiff and a like n leech's belly. He also
is heavily provided with poisonsuitable outfit of provisions, ammunition and a pair of nine- sack
and fangs.
foot oars in Jacksonville.
By taking the lumber train in the
a Bto pisn and a rjF.CEixriri. log.
evening they will reach Ellaville in the morning. Bv applyHaving amused ourselves enough with perch, catfish, trout
ing to Gov. Drew the} can obtain suitable boards at about nnd snakes, we
proceeded to the "San Jacinto to try our luck
$12 per thousand to construct a Noah's Ark. By taking two there. The river was roaring high, and its usually blue waboards twenty feet long aud eighteen or wen: y" inches wide. ters u.ie dark, turbid and arrowy
fleet.
Wc found a little
and nailing a bottom to these, a comfortable scow can be easily island on its west bank, separated from the land by a narrow
Constructed with the aid of a carpenter and ~a few pounds of ..ham. el on which lay a fallen tree.
The water beneath this
ten-penny nails, the end can be atts
ipfe of days.
log was an eddy about six orcighl feet deep. Here, thought we,
In the centre a shanty can be constructed eight feet long ami was a glorious place to fish for big cats. .Mr.
Bremond, Mr.
sixfeet wide, leaving a passage way on one side of say one F. A. Rice, Mr. B. A. Botts
and myself located on this log
foot wide.
With two rough lint substantial row-locks for- and threw our big hooks in the still water, bailed with chunks
ward, and a place for a steering "a r aft, in connection with of raw beef. We hail been squatting
on the log probably fifaeixteen-fool pushing pole, bucIi a crafi would prove manage,
teen minutes without getting a bite, when suddenly Mr.JSreable.
For cooking purposes a hearth could be constructed mond's cork was pulled under the water out of sight. Be
of a few stones.
By using hinged berths, which could be gave a jerk, bul inst.a.l of drawing up bis fish, his pole was
dropped in the da;
e. four per:v.ard and was rapidly being drawn under the log.
sons could nnd accomodation.
In such a cheaply constructed
All of us gathered around Mr. Bremond to assist him. when
home from two to four sportsmen could spend a few weeks
the old log, moist and halt rotten, slipped off from
very pleasantly.
Dining the descent of the rivei
the trunk and [ell into the water, earning Mr. Bri tnond and
be sboi
air. Bottfl With it.
ed to
They tumbled in as gracefully as anything f ever saw -man and bark mixed up in promiscuous
confusion.
I did not have time to admire Ihe scene as
c raid
have done had I been on land, for the bark or the old log,
edicnt the
having taken a star: at slipping, was slipping off in ivcrv diand the \n
rection, so that it was 88 much as .Mr. Rice and myself could
dote Hare is an outlying
do to keep from going off with it. Wc finally straddled the
lie tides and winds and keeninfl near
log and thus secured ourselves, not without getting the seat
th
difficulty would be experienced iu working the
o
our pants very dirty from mashing the bugs and
south of Cedar Keys in a Noah's Ark
I
worms that dwell under 'the bark. Mr. Bremond and Mr.
mit that a large sail boat or a comfortable yacht would
.-warn to the main shore, and came out dripping.
be preferable, but where, economy is an important
consideration the What has become of Mr. Bremond's fishing tackle no one
primitive craft, recommended would prove useful and com- knows? The last seen of it ii was going
down the river at a
fortable.
\
terrible .-peed, only a few feet of the pole above the surface.
i'lts.o
JaektomUU, July 10, 1877.
None of us saw the fish that had been hooked, but there can
be no doubt that it was a ver\ lar.
taken out of the San Ja.inio that were sixty pound
For Forest and Stream and Rod oraJ <hm.
and such fellows are bard to handle. This wound up our
fishing for the day, and we returned to Houston a merry
party, although two of our company did get an unexpected
!

1

I

—

-

i

i

We
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t

:

I

:

\

r-AliTY

Or EXCVKSIOMSTS— SHAKES.

had the pleasure of a chat with Forest
I gave an account of a hunting
excursion
on the prairies west of Houston, near Wimheriy. -r,
Western Railroad. A few days ago I went on an
excursion
on another new railroad, building north-east hum Houston
This is the Houston Fast and West Line, a three. The owner, Mr. I'aul Bremond. had just Complel
nf his road, reaching the San Jacinto liver, and
lie in"
'.
lew
onsistiBg mostly of bankers.
..- and railro.-M.i.sts, to accompany him on
.-..i'
a trip.
ihe country on this road is totallj different from that on
there it is all prairie, with an occasional
ern.
miles in width; and here
,
ill
', darkest, heaviest sort of
forestone -•
here of giant, pines ami there of wbil.ooaks, magnolia, hickory
walnut, cedar, elms and every other son of timber common
toa southern forest. At the San Jacinto we dispersed in
groups to fish. In the
neat ihe riverare numerous
small lakes, from a lea yards to fin acies in extent, all of
deep
Clearwater, and alive v.'ith fish, frog
ai
The
last

OEOrOGI. AT.
the banks of the San Jacinto I picked up a pocketvery pretty quartz pebbles, of almost all colors, sum,- as
This river flc .ws through a country ol the litest
et.

While on

time
THEahu Stbbajh

I

ful of

geological formation.
There is.none of it. so far as
seen, older than the Miocene, and much the moat of it
than that. Among these pebbles I found :.-.
as marbles, and some others whose lithalugical
could not fts
Sot
but all that were clearly stones belomjed to thi oldi

is

do neither away down here in the scientific and fancy
style which characterizes such sports in the North. For
instance, a "trot line," which is a stout cord one hundred or

two hundred
Its attached by short, lines
frith
.,:.
.-,-.
feet, and baited with grub worms,
One end tied to a stake pi tree oh the bank, and the other
sunk by means of a rock or worn-out sledge hammer, will
bring in enough
du
light to make a most savory
stew or fry. A kettle or pot, onions, salt, pepper, and fat
pork, with a q. s. of bread, are all that are needed to furnish
repast
to
suit
the
daintiest,
a
epicure, or most insatiable gourI

at intervals

'

Then there's the "red boss," a magnificent fish, of
vhieh Hi
"sucker" variety, "bites only at m
re of bread
and cotton
shite, he does it so

mand,

hand of him who captures. Only after the early frosts,
no later than February, ear. this noble fish be tal
weight vanes from three to seven pounds, though now and
the

anil

such as you would laugh

..

olo

i-

I

I

_j

fish

principal

bellied,

dark-colored, red-

tli

and quick
from a pump-

iflis,

b ggi

dee

little

i

sport

One

s lively.

bites.

.

-_

,,-,,

.,

!

j

goggled-eyed j
the hook.
Th

to sei/.e
kin seed to
patching

W did they get there ? They 'art u
abundant, in the San Jacinto. BO much so that its bottom is
Bed almost entirely of them.
Then are D
merous sand banks in the river and along its banks, composed
entirely of clear, sharp sand, and these innumerable rounded
pebbles.
There is not another sire..
-,
.his ,-.,,
n
that has them.
I
thought awhile thai the oca
these pebbles and the white sand
over this
country, and that the San Jacinto had exposed th«
ting into the former ocean bed
but the fact that these things
are not found elsewhere in this region seems to militate
against
,'

--., ---

ben he has enough.

9

,

...

.........

,„

,. i

,_,.,,. IIV ,

,,

When

thai

ml,

that notion.

Texas has never been geologically explored, except here
and there in a. slipshod manner, and I think there are more
.1 Singularities in it than any country
I ever saw
Houston, i/'tx., July 4, 1S77
JJ, J^. T.

,,

insomuch that one ran hardly
Tli

from the

».
tell

size of

A

California lion measuring 8 feel 4 inches from the tip of

the nose to the en.
i

i

shot recently hear Hollistej

the

summer wet

i

Is

I

is needed.
Of game we have on lands which have been "posted," and
on which pot-hunters, tramps and loafers are not allowed.
squirrels, rabbits and partridges (?) in abundance. It October
and February, during their nugration, woodcock and snipe
may be found in.sufficient numbers to occasional;*
.:
sportsman for his long and oftimes profitless hunti
A few pairs sometimes stop and breed hereabouts truth, for
the writer knows it but such instances are ve»y rare.
During fall and winter wild geese and ducks— the latter of
almost every known variety except the "leather-head" aud
"canvas hack" are abundant. The wheat and pes
the acorns, wiih (be &rustacea and
stream
Offer them fine feeding grounds, and ihe sport they afford to
sny nothing of the glorious
on thi
tn&ki to
ie menu

in force

-

—

1'

i

highly appreciated.

is

Now

The deer has

almost, disappeared.
and then one may
be found, but the law must soon more successfully intervene
and extend its protecting care, else the ra.-e wilfhe extinct,

and the hills and valleys oi the Pee Dee no more forever be
graced by the presence of the "antlered Monarch,"
The wild turkey is yet left in considerable numbers, and tO
those blest with skill and patience affords elegant sport,
of

A recenl law of our Legislature, of which I claim the
honor, prevents the killing 01 turkeys and all our _
including those herein mentioned, as well as the dove, robia
and lark from April
lo >cl
All this may appear as primitive and pristine
your readers, that the question will occur, "Have-bey anv
dogs except
,.

1

<

down Ihere/" V
re some line setters and
pointers
nol ol
ips, but ye! good hunters
staunch, industrious and rol
"Any guns scept old fashioned flint and steel?" Yes ; a
breechloader is not altogether unknown.
Keen 1 own an
imported muzzle-loader, and have succeeded in bed
;

!

.

lean

select a

which

teftU)

I

hon

compete with the best that New Sork, Baltimore
or
Chicago, environs included, with all their modern
appliances
and newfangled inventions, can produce.
Should this be favorably received, J will enter into
particufully

lars hereafter.
Ltteville, JV.

C.,July

Foreal

HOW

I

E.

10, 187'

DIDN'T

and Stream and Rod and Gun

SHOOT MY

FJ

DEER.

HST

NOTICE

quite a number (J correspondents havto say about how tuey shot
of the first, deer I 'did.
ofl-qiioled saying, "There's many
,,

„
'':'''''

I

tell

While returning from
p

a fie:-, M

nda, mthewi.ib.r..|

',-u
'

w^2
"e
'

uim! him-

'....;,;,

passed. hr

I

;|

sproul

just stood
I will be prepare.
as soon as mj break!
i

'

.

In

at.

and trout. The latter is kn
fish," aud
It isagoodlj
chub elsewhere.
indgameyfish h
wind and weather are favorable", very readily at live
or cut bait, and often reaches the weight" of three to five
pounds— (one was caught a good many years ago, within a few
miles of where 1 write, weighing over nine pounds.
But seines, dippers and traps have made sad havoc with our
fish of late yearn.
More stringent legislation than that now
pike, cat

which bounded m
even if no
d been

,,

'

.

ad other fishing is the native cane,
>ws luxuriantly on the islands of our rivers. The

hi

;

whicl

later
.i

,

.

i

have

i

g-utf,

WE

FISHING ON THE SAN JACINTO.
WHAT BEFELL A

.,'

HUNTING AND FISHING ON THE
PEE DEE.

weighing 330 pounds, was

-

row.

.-.
i

the next d

-

and pointed
house, and only ato utthr
gelling through •:

title,

El

.,

which

war. in sic

of a mile distant.
d briars which fri

rs

.

the hummock'
to reconnoitre, as the hunil
paratively free from una
at a distance of three hundred

.-Liter

field side of

1

o that a deer might be seen
yi fits, and and at about thai di
...
was my i] K ,T,
towards the sweet gum tli .eket. My heart gave a crbut, my body was
ess as death, while 1 wait,
d
ear in the thit
t.
When I thought he had
ilone in his second c<
je,
1 walked cautiously toward (he
spot, where he disappea
i

iliead,

i

over si,,
peeled to

I

1

deer, but. there

he was, broadside to, daintilj
he tender caves. I suppose everyone at such a
moment
has his first thoughts.
Mine were, that the animal before me
one of the tnam
ihe range around the settlement,.
lie

However, I did
before I thought,

i

—

d

-

:
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While riding along the trail, McCoy, who was al 8
ud
deuly pullci
There's a
bear!" Being behind, 1 did not hear the exclamation but
seeing Will dismount also, and both stand with theii rifles
pointing up hill, I followed soil
As I struck the ground both
And sure enough, at a large bear, though in such a
Bred.
to make a clear miss,
The bear stopped still, giving
me a fair shot back of the shoulder. At the crack of the rifle
she threw her head between her foreltirs and came down the
bill end over end. Not knowing just what it mc-ant.and all rifles
being empty, we mounted and left somewhat in a hurry;
bin on looking back and perceiving we were not, followed, we.
itopm land loaded our rjflcs.
Upon listening, I could hear
ii
in the creek where she had rolled, so riding
Beat
[saw her lying with a broken buck, though her head
was still up.
Dismounting,
walked to the edge of the hank, and shot
be head, killing her instantly. Then a new
bach
trouble came, in the shape Of a year-and-a-half cub, which
had not, been seen before, and at" the crack of my rifle, he,
sprang up the bank not twenty feet away.
1 did not, take n
long look, but mounted and got out of his way, while McCoy
I

ii.

,

iilnn, I

'

'

comes the

thai

most natUi

and before 1 could Bay,
think
next glance

i

Uie
thad was of a white flag bobbing between the
nlmosl the same instant his mate cashed out ol'

1

1

=

:

.

1

cl

:

1

HlKC
Although

|,

my

thoughts concerning that rabbit wen:

likely a
-

m iiv

ii'

SB

IV

I

ich

depended upon just sueh kind

life

with

(Jo

I

very
a ooar

without being heard, but it is true nevertheless,
a three years' campaign, embracing limes

l(

'I

.

when

ex-

t

y weit none the less forcible, I
same old hunter may say that it ia o<
novico could steal up to within sixty yards of
iapa

those

it,

who

had

of stalking,

been there can imagine.

have,

I

il

I

TRIP TO BURLEIGH.

June a party
the close of a -lovely summer aftei D 0<
rsjsian.ed
Of uine (ladies and gentlemen—;
for the lakes among the rocks and mountains ol Bmlei b
from Peterboro, to pass the
dli fcance of fifteen or twenty miles
ftshing, boating, and roaming the forest, once the favo:

I

and Will coining

i

wooded

lovely drive of four hours through a thickly

a

[ear Lake oo our route,
where we left our horses and paddled
"' at
Lovesick" Lake, one-fourth mile
tothec:
n
corns on our way which the lum
distant,
Have stretched to keep the logs from floating away as many
ag in one drive at a time. The fire was
its iffjOOO to 30,000 ul_
'!'.
.!|'
then lighted, and what with pitching tents, getting
nadrngn
lUlting things into a homelike Bbape, il
.,,, iwe were aware of it.
The morn
pectr
above the trees in the dis1
I

rived at the

falls,

ii'

',

:i

i

i,

t
and anyone who had not seen the dam would call
That it was the cinnamon's cub, there
ly.
COula be OO doubt, as it was still nursing, though it would
weigh almost two hundred pounds.

ii
I,

,

,

ing a very interesting account of a camp-out

-

i

—

'

'

t

-

,

|

here an

.;

-

'"''">'
5i

hearts villi love

ran<"'f

iv

univ.

'-be

:

i

We

Eqj

tin

i

day. Wha!
readinc

with

very romanl
threaded our w

r feel
of moss, that y
flfiwers peeping in and

pel,

way

as

'resheoiri

.

bright

g Singing,
,tly
away.
day
sited by water and land.
rocks covered with a earwould Ink in at every step wild
ig g ass, making our path*
uebertjes

clusters here

in

heltered nooks, and every and there; lovely lilies fioati
thing around us to make it charmii i. The second night we
The wind rose
st well.
sufficiently tire
?ery high and our tents were in di lger of being blown down
but everything passed off quietly. Early next morning some

party (including nrs
>od bass

j
;

"Run for

;

sell

ng

fish

i

Had

napias.
the Rapids.

in.thi
the
b in.
towering high

'

air,

:

>

,

m

i.

"Lovesick" Kapids, over two miles
up the lake, and were well repaid for the trip by the beautiful
scenery.
When we returned we partook of some refreshel hornet ird.
ments, and then prepared t>
of us paddled to

r

laden with a precious cargo
to our landing place,
take us 'home again."
<

,'iftly

lake

io

i

icss

u

;

lumber
i

;One

feet,

slide,

i

-.
ic
with forest trees that one -would imagine, rrom -..
them, thai game a :n or
Two steamerspjj tl
for man to penetrate them.
daily, which enable tourists to visit
atii
mat y days sport
j

;.k ;i

,„

,.

:

i.,

,,,;>!,

are

so

-

.,

•

.,

,,

(

numerous

<
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...,,-...,

in

ptn.oi

i
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THE CORREGONI— THetr Natural History,
"Waters, Economic Value, and
Implements Connected with Their Pro-

Native

duction.
Past

No. 24

TIIE

Pibst.

AUnn—WmTSFLsn,

(Co/reyoniM

Aetedi.)

most valuable of the more
remote members of the Salmon family. It is assuming,
iicial cultivation, an economic value and a commertrade b
cial importance equal to any of the fresh-water food-fishes on
whitefish

is

altogether the

rl

Akin

this continent.

as an element

salmon,

to the

Were we

of food.

its flesh is

of great value

disposed to dilate exten-

upon the importance of this fish, as connected with
and growth of those States bordering upon

sively

settlement

we

great lakes,

should

find,

the
the

during seasons of scarcity of agri-

cultural products, that the whitefishes

had tided over

upon them

many

a

iu gener-

It is the lich

wdiitolish is called in
heir language, and many have been
kept fiom starvation by the whitefish which have been so
abundant in the lakes from time immemorial. The native
habitat of this group of fishes is the great lakes, where they
thrive and fatten from the abundant supply of food, which
I

—

We are in receipt of no less than thirteen
and while we hold Mynherr Bruin iu veneramane* by giving him free
tion, we are, unable to pacify his
bear aud forscope iu our columns. We ask our friends to
Lost, buried, under
ourselves
become
and
offend,
st We
''bear Stories,"

fine feeder,

season,

and

Crustacea and aquatic plants.

at all times,

except during the breeding

From being ad-

toothsome in the highest degree.

is

dieted almost exclusively lo vegetable food,

these fish rarely

take to bait of any kind, although they are occasionally caught,
set lines in

10)

Seneca Lake,

the market tables of the lake
tics

cities,

leas

01

conical

;

N".

Y.

Asfoundupon

the following characteris-

regarding their natural history

may

be noticed:

Body

elongated and sub-fusiform in profile; head sub-

mouth

small

;

snout truncated, sometimes quite pro-

truding beyond the lower jaw both jaws toothless ; teeth on
tongue; bronchial apertures continuous under the tint
j

posteriorly to the anterior mar.

veutrals inserted
dorsal

I'm,

aud situated opposite the adipose

fin

i

caudal

-.

the

m

i

furcated;
tells

us of a

Tittebawassia
black bear trapped by Marvil Secord on the
steel trap with
in April or May, who lugged off a heavy
conceal the
to
the
hay Used
„
weighing 70 pounds, and
pounds. He
total weight being upwards of 150
i

the

was set, being
was found over a mile from where the trap
a hemlock log. When killed,
brought up by the clog catching
weighed upward of eight hundred pounds, and
:,

.

issured over eight

feet,

iu length.

The writer

he was a v.
Mr. T. H. Esly Of NicaBlC, CaL, gives his

truly

scales

of

development.

moderate

The

characteristics of the Corregoaun wiUlamsonii are

Head contained

live

specific

as follows

times and a halt in total length; mouth

small; posterior extremity of

m axillar

hone

extending
quite as far as the anterior rim of the orbit
eye moderate in
uiy.ean.l sub-circular; its diameter enters about live times in
not,

;

m,,

uin

...!•

,
i

:'.

'"

side of the head

the.

first

experience

merkn,
C.

— For
of

little fish

the.

a long

C.

otsq

V/illiammnii.

time naturalists

Geneva Lake, whose habits

reason of their appearance and

June each year, and the mystery
connected with their lives and habits the rest of the year, aDd
and maimer of breeding;

of the time

are cloaely related to the Corregoni

ence of Ihe adipose

is

That these whitefish

manifest from the pres-

common

and other characteristics in

lin

This genus was formulated from
the CornynwiM by Agassiz in 1850, which may be seen in a
"
Superior
Lake
and its Physical Characterisentitled
work
tics.''
The distinctive marks of this genus have been found
with the whitefish proper.

to differ so

much

in different waters as to give rise to the fol-

lowing generic names; Argyrosmous agassiz, A. hayii, A.
Higriphmix and A. h<crmyu$.
The whitefish is a native of the great lakes, their connecting
straits and rivere, from Lake Ontario to the farthest of those
that constitute the great water chain that separates the United
States from the Dominion, also of the lakes of the latter coun-

it enters the rivers from the
spawn inNovember and December, usually returning
Like the herring and shad of the ocean,
it is gregarious, consequently moves from place to place iu
Until the modern art of fish culture had desearch of food.
termined to the contrary, it was supposed that this fish was

anadromoiis (migratory) for
to

in about four weeks.

—

adapted to the small inland lakes of the United States indeed, it was thought that such bodies of water had too limited
a range lo meet the requirements of their successful cultivaMr. Samuel Wilmot, of Newcastle, Canada, hatched in
tion.
the years 1807-8, largo numbers of whitefish ova, and the fry
not,

were placed and reared in very small artificial pot ids, until many
them gained the weight of a pound and upward. Many ex
pcrimenrs of a like character have been repeated with like re-

of

illustrative of the ability of the

white.

to live, in very small bodies of water is related try Mr.
Gteorge H. Jerome, Superintendent of State Fisheries of Machi"On the seventh day of February, 1870,
Lie says:
gau.
Co., fishermen and fish dealers of the city of
Messrs. Davis
Detroit, presented me with live live whitefish, weighing arxiut
1 moved them on the Michigan Central
three pounds each,
from Detroit in one barrel of water to Pokagon, and from
there they were moved in a lumber wagon over a rough road
to the State Hatchery, about two miles, and placed in a shallow pond, its area not exceeding one-eighth of an acre. In
May following, three of them were taken from this pond, and
removed to a, 'fish preserve not exceeding five feet, square, supplied with water that would flow through an orifice of less
than one-fourth inch, under one foot of pressure. And there
they have been ever since, and are now sleek and healthy.
Though on a few occasions crumbs of bread have been thrown
ii, ret we are not certain through all these months
that they have partaken of any food, except such natural supThis is a crucial experiment,
ply a,s is yielded by the water."
and settles the question regarding their ability to live and
thrive in all the crystal lakes of the Northern States, and
peih&psjm many of those of the Southern States at any
experiment should be tried to introduce them into
i-ai.c, the
every stable, body of water, great or small, which maintains an
Notably, we may mention
ample supply of "flic pure, elen
ates have already taken measif the New Englanr
tin.
isions, to introduce whitefish
ores th
numerous lakes, where they will, without doubt, ininto tin
As both whiteitio ive a,;, in Iheir natural haunts.
ilack baas are natives of the Great Lakes, they will

&

I

;

live, together iarmoniotjsly and without detriThe experiment cannot but be successful,
ach other.
means should be liberally carried out. Of the value
litefishenes of Ihe lakes, we have unfortunately hut
of our whi
few roliabl statisiies; indeed, data are so meagre that we canmi exhibit, of their real value and im.
nblic
not, ii-ivetl
portancea: we would be glad to do,andas outward appearances

multiplyaand

and by

all1

ii

I

however, that for home consumption, as
.,-i., ll a great system of lakes affords the only
.mi
produced
] hese inland fresh water seas once
field for si ,j,iv.
what seen ed an inexhaustible supply of this most valuable
food fish and even now, after years of reckless and
reprehensi 1h fishing and unwarrantable waste, millions are
il.
It would not be surprising if the white;h
reached nnlrions of dollars in value, notblind avarice and human greed rule the hour,
l.eatly impoverishing these magnificent fisheries.
0»
The untimely capture of whitefish, as well as all others, is the
same " penny wise and pound foolish " course that has brought
about, the universal impoverishment of ihe rivers and lakes of
our country. Scientific research has determined that the
under such wholesale
natural prt
in the drain consequent
waste, is al
indicate,
wel las for

;

anterior margin of dorsal

;

,

i

:

,,

it,

i'

i

ii

,

ii

::

neinies that destroy the
adult fish results

upon reckli
Bpawn and
from live h

i

i

fish

quite probable that the
results f
led iu our lake fisheries nearly equals
working eapit,
lion dollars. If is said that in the spring
of 1871 the spring and fall fisheries of Lake Michigan emm
,;,,,, i,
hundred and eigbly men during eight months,
,',,
,,,.r's fishing employed seven hundred ami eighty
'.hi
five men for seven months, in all about one thousand nine
hundred and eighty-nine men, only nine hundred of whom
id ova.

!

i,

It

is

i

I.

nearer the posterior edge of

tin
the.

the base of adipose fin than

BXtremityof the snout; scales well developed, and disupon eighteen longitudinal series across the line of
nine between the lateral line and the base

posed

greatest depth

an Luis, Obi8poCo.

O, umtii, C. fira, O.

brief stay about the 10th of

I

the length of

;

that

i

Jordan.

-

a

more

Mich.,

— Cisco,

0.

gttadrifaferaffis,

understood, for

Another experiment

It is

M. P-

the accumulation of ursine, matter
"Qui V ive," writing from East Saginaw

little

marama,

C,

I

fish

..',.

oirrnmslanecs.

!

j

sults.

consists of larva;, fresh-water

.

life in their
being free Irom the cares and worries
ightful, the
home in the mountains. The drive h
posal, we
Our time at
evening being cooL
tc, to while away
amused ourselves singing snatches of
Arrived at our destination at twelve clock
the time.
thoroughly satisfied with our trip, and heartily sorry the pleasmeet under as pleasant
ant time was over, hoping soon to all

Stories.

-i

man's luxury and the poor man's
blessing.
The Indians, too, during year's of scarcity of game,
have relied almost entirely upon the aUe-haw-meg, as the

UireCtiy in ironi or us lay uie cum wuiets ui
to our 'left the waters winding their way around

Sluuv Lake:

..

,

pioneer family until plenty again smiled

To our right, down mm
when hundreds Of to;

miles around.
u-ge

piupgiug
menus in the foaming,

"Jump-

ill.

I

ous harvests.

wher

Avgyromiii

'

were puzzled over the

Lakes

tc

Al

1, 9,

Mackenzie and Coppermine Basins. The whitefish, in a sense,

I

a delight

the water dashing n
ral tine.
jling the spray in our fac
arrived
bass, and then turned" our steps campward,
,.
hieakfast at the fashionable hour oi
Some of the party amused themselves catching small fish
all directions, while
around the islands which dot the lakes
.-.•
- v.,.-.!.
others lounged around the_t>;ics. reading or otl

yiprmU,

'.
i

labradoriws, C. tiaydii,

js

he's after rue.

;

hardly ten
through the
bushes, and yon bet we didn't take any e
in getting
lo the other side of the river.
She stop
loment, and
then, with a snort, plunged in.
Handing
He to Dell
I gave her a charge of No. 4 shot, hoping to blind 1
but she
just pawed the harder, and gained fast.
,!u
oharge
mat,
Of SO buck, and when she was within ten feet of
tired, and fortunately settled her.
Casting a larit
ciat over her
head, we lowed her ashore, where she dl
ad about 800
pounds. It seems that Dell came up to her as she v as taking a
hath in the mud, and as she rose, up to see who disturbed
her, he lired both barrels of No. 4 square in her muzzle. Hawing her head a minute, she gave a snort, and took after him.

looking dark

ny enough;

A few

it

ledonafisliing exonrsion,

:

.-

t

C. 5,

It inhabits the lower lakes of the
try to the Arctic Ocean.
Eastern Provinces, having connection with the St. Lawrence
Basin, and all of those fresh -water beds connected with the

Springs

s to gel, a

for the boat, and shoving her loose, waitt
ing in, he shoved out— not a minute too s
feet behind him an old she-bear came fc

si
wild and
id was something
The scenery around

time there.
ii-

13 s 1;

3,

!

1

f ul

"ia

Dell wen! ahead with his shot gun, in h
sage hens, which almost always gat e as
followed wltha bottle.
Spring, bane-l bang! went a gun, and D(
sc nib, his legs going at the rate of 100 per

;

straw betrk

;

on Ihe Jon

out,

Each seemed to feel
has given us so much to be grateful for.
olemnity of the scene, as our voices floated oyer the
waters in hymns of praise, echoed hack l>y the clear but
Ai
Last
turned
*
nfolnotesof the whippoorwiU
our tents and prepared for rest but
and novelty Ol the sil nation had such
the first experience "of moSI of us
Sleep was banished
ith our echoes, till daylight dawned and
till the woods rang
were then
disappeared in the sky.
one star aftet n ith
ihe
clear waters of the lake, which we
halhii
a
to
tempted
enjoyed

killing him
were any more around,

the throat,

in

if there

went, to the dead, and found the first, was an old cinnamon,
large frame, but very poor, not weighing much
01 SOTti
Ol
over three hundred pounds. The cub had a tine skin of silver

'

'

I

and tlianMulm

look to see

1

we

,

After

We

him

up, shot,

.

d ad.

D.

i

wiirhynch"',

are so

,

Corregomu albula (resident of

albvA,

Correffonots

Europe),

7

?,

i

this

in

tinctions:

Bri

sturalista have discovered enough
family group to warrant ihe following dis-

i

in

i

'

haunt Of dusky warriors.

rite

i

i

'

ik

AT

l

I

O. VjtRl
A.

to

Ray Formula;

flection.

;

of

the.

dorsal,

color, bluish

and eight between the insertion of th
beneath, with a silvery
re
whiti
1

V

[i

•<

i

re-

outlay in wages for the season was
possess no really reliable statistics,
.... .hi of whitefish, fresh ai
that are constantly upon the market, the aggregate pi
Not only the capturing and curing
one of large piop<a-i,ion=.
Dotal

ahOUt $180 000.

Wh.l.

we

;

:
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a
fish

A

huge outlay in capital and wa
employs a, large amount ol
as-

,

found

extremely difficult to obtain
industry. For the year 1873, by recordi
of trade and by approximation, he found the aggregal
berof pounds at sixteen ports, between Rochester, N. Y.,
and Chicago, *.o equal a sum total of 32,250,000 pounds of
fish, haying a value of $1,600,000, the whitefisb not being
separated from other edible fishes of commerce and
origin.
In 1868, boob after the artificial culture of 'fishes
introduced iuto our country, fish culturists began to in-_!., .
teivst themselves with measure
re
n of tiie
annual products of the lake fisheries which were n>
niug to exhibit strong indications of decay. It was thought if
the principles of artificial culture could be applied to the
Ittkc

fisheries,

resident of Michigan, venerable in years and honor, Consented to act as my depositor of eels.
By pre -arrangement
was to telegraph him of the arrival of the eels in Detroit, and
be was to meet, them at the Detroit depot.
So, having information that the eels had left. Troy, N. Y., I telegraphed him
as follows
Detkoit, June — 1SJT.
MB.
Mien.
,

it

,

i

r

:,

Whiteflsh, there existed a reasonable

r

i

.

...

i

hope that these

might he ultimately made much more

fruitful.

eels will arrive in Detroit at 11

to-morrow.

Don't

fall to lie

Geo.

tlieir arrival,

The boy

at the other

fisheries

lows
The

ernfof the " Btring" took

11.

it

i

il

is carrying forward a work which not only reflects his
but the enlightened progress of the Dominion. Money
appropriated by the Parliament in liberal sums, and the
work of augmenting their fisheries is being pursued with a
persevet
that reflects the wisdom of the mimei iuj
is

officials

New

baying the work in charge.

nAMPsrrmE.

—Fish

girls will arrive In Detroit,

11

at.

to-morrow.

lull to lie here
Geo. H. .Tekome.

Don't

.o rival.

Our

depositor, in the innocence of his heart, and in the simhis nature, took the dispatch home, where it encountered the eyes of his wife and daughter, and, as you may
small sized domestic row was the consequence".
Lnd instead of herding my earnest, injunction to meet them
On tlieir arrival, the man failed to put in an appearance at all,
plicity of

whether from alack

key to his shirt and
drawer. I am not informed.
Pray, what are the ttmi
to? and this man almost a dei
church!
to obtain the

collar

sented to the Slate the patent-right of the Brackett fishway,

which has been adopted by
the State.

is Wkstf.rn

the authorities for use throughout

One hundred thousand young shad were put

into

of Fos-

Meadow, has become engaged in the raising of trout'
Raco is a wheelwright, and owned an acre of land by the
road side, through which ran a brook of clear water, and in
which were some trout. He caught SIX, put them in a spring,
and prepared a spawning bed. He procured a work on trout
culture, and as a result of this his first experiment, succeeded
nig one hundred and eighty young fish.
The next year
be raised about as many more, and last year would have had
mi thousand had not a freshet of snow water Hooded his
bed.
As it is, he has several hundred. His two and threeyear old fish are in fine condition, many pf them weighing
over a pound each. As fast as his stock increases he intends
to prepare a pond on some recently acquired land.
Delias
mi embankment about his ponds to prevent the
ter's

.,

,

||

as
nil.

|

most
I|

,1

I

which promise

finely.

Shad for the

Yesterday morning by
o'clock train, Mr. H. E. Quinn and Mr. G. W. Schuerthe
niann. both United States Fish Commissioners of Washington,
arrived in St. Paul, bringing with them 100,00.0 shad, which
over, at tho foot of Jackson
they deposited in the
.ught. all the way from South HartSi
flshw
ley Falls, Mass., by these gentlemen, who had to sit up with
tie in all night aud change the water every two hours, and watch
Ihe temperature of the atmosphere, asftt no time during all the
era mthe road lyas the temperature aldays and night thej
'
rk-lov. i"',ik. tf the temperature had been
allowed to get above ,r below these figures it would have been
"
ese two gentlemen took turns attending
death to the istt
to this business of changing the water and watching the tern
This they old for three days and nights, as they
pcrature.
came over the road from South Hadley. As above stated,
they arrived here at 6 o'clock yesterday "morning, and, without
Ug, took the fish off the train and put them into the river.
TJr-i'Et;

Mis-tssrei.

-

i

I

:

'.ii

il

i

'

I

'hey are called, are about one-quarter of an inch
in length, and look like SO many animated hairs. Looking
in which they came all that can be seen is
to tl
an apparently innumerable number of little black hairs, with
two black dots at one end of each, the bodies being transparThe journey of these gentlemen must be called a success,
ent.
judging from the number and rigorous condition oi Lhefrj
brought safely through the trip of three days and ni
considering the hot weather and distance traveled, great credit
is due the gentlemen ill charge lor their care and attention,
which results in success. They returned bast yesteri
I

i

Paid Pm<H, July

25.

—

CaufoeNU. 1:1,000 shad fry, hatched at. Havre de Grace,
Md., have been placed bathe Sacramento River.
•*
"TuEii Eras.'— That Ihe squirmers are too niticb for the
ige telegraph operator IS evident from the falkv

V

"V

of our friend Geo.
to

tin.

il'

''

:

H

.li

rome, Snpt.

'

i
I

Michigan,

/'Viiyt

fly fishers

about one pound each. The shad were planted in
the Mississippi River by the United States Fish Commissioners several years ago, and this is believed to be the first
catch in any of the tributaries.

—Mr.

Com-

Charles D. Griswold, of the United States Fish

mission, has recently placed fifty thousand

young shad

in the

Chattahoochee River, near Columbus, Ga. An equal number
has also been deposited in the Chattahoochee, near West
Point.

i

ill

out."

d

,

not

that,

Simple and cheap handboo
doubtless

id

,

benefits now- to be

gained.

A BIRD-HUNTING

WHEN

.»_

becoming quite an important industry
in France.
A recent Government report describes nearly
thirty different localities and several hundreds of beds where
the

tlltt

veraeitj

adj

q

work

is

is

carried on.

French

ingenuity has solved

problem of keeping these bivalves, fresh by training them
keep their shells closed while on the way to market.

to

—

Sr-RArr's Dog Biscuit for Fisn.
AnewT use has been discovered for dog biscuit.
Fish breeders are now feeding
them to their trout, with results gratifying to there

evident satisfaction to the fisb.
Messrs. St one & Hooper, of
Charlestown, New Hampshire G. A. Sharkey, of the Monad-

nork Trout Ponds, at Troy, N. H., and others have used and
recommend them. One breeder says that since he has
used this preparation he has not been troubled with fungus,

highly

which previously involved him in much loss. The
be bad of F. O. De Luze.— fSee advertisement.

biscuit can

^ntural fisforg.

rsoli

,>

is the duty which we owe
power, to endeavor to establish it:

has been impugned,

I

gallantry redoubles the obligation.

Madame

occasion excited in favor of

n

:

person

a lady,
Our chivalry is on this
Merian, who, toward the
hat,

t

is

.and during a twi
employed her leisure in stud,
forms of winged and vegetable lifi

residence in Surinam,

many

interesting

in in- it

- that prolific country.

writings, although

seeming

Al'lcr

abounding

much

fables, contained

more valuable from

the

all

it

our

lies it]

i

if

seven:

of the

close

m

the

;

her return to Holland,
p£ her researches.

in

many inace.n
new information

curious arid

;

the objects of her study having

unknown

been, at that period, either entirely

to the

natural-

Europe or vaguely reported by stray seafaring visitants,
who, with the usual license of travelers, were more anxious to
strike their hands with astonishment than to extl id their
knowledge. These works "wert endered jftll
oi
by numerous plates, the result of Madame Mcrian's artistic
skill, with which they were most
profusi
It is one of these which, with the. description accompanying
it, has caused her truth to be called in question by subsequent writers, who, we must conclude, bad either not the
good fortune or the good eyesight to verify her stie
ists of

i

own experience
lie illu tratioh alluded to represents
a huge spider carrying off in its jaws a humming bird, whose
nest appears close at baud, aud who had apparently been
seized while sitting on its eggs.
Linmeus, however, did not doubt the lady, if we remember,
but called the spider (which beloi
us MygaZe)
aviculuria— bird eating.
Whether this
ocio
hunter does occasionally capture small birds, or whether lie
subsists entirely on the waS|
les Which
everywhere abound, what was seen in the ;.
man thoroughly red
interested iu the subject
of natural history will perhaps help to determine
" Shortly
after daybreak one morning in 1848, while staying at a woodcutting establishment, on the Esseguibo," in
distance above the confluence of that river and ihe Maganmi,
their

,

m

which overhung
advance. For a momi ni

The

doubtful

total

value of the collection

is

placed at $62,944.

Of

hundred and ninety-three registered additions, one
hundred and eighty-seven were loaned, while for the year preioUS, there were two hundred and thirty-five. This decrease,
with a similar falling off in the presentations, makes a total
difference for the two years of one hundred and fifty-eight.
This may be readily accounted for by the establishment of various other zoological gardens throughout the country, which
now furnish a ready market for specimens formerly deposited
for safe keeping in the park.
Formerly, too, the managers of
the menagerie assumed the support of all animals entrusted to
their care
but in March last an order was issued refusing all
specimens unless their owners defrayed their expenses.
The losses by death were few, the most noteworthy being
that of a grizzly bear, which died from injuries received at
the time of its capture in 1868, aud an Axis deer, which, having served a captivity of ten years, met a well deserved death
from old age.
There were fifty-seven births, including six lions and two
The three black swans hatched in November are
leopards.
believed to have been the first ever bred in this country. The
Commissioners complain that it is almost impossible to protect
the nests of the water fowl from the depredations of the visitors.
Of the animals most in favor the lucory antelope and
tiie sea lions have been the subjects of the most curiosity;
while the crab-eating raccoon, by bis strange antics while eating was a never failing subject, of wonder and delight.
Although no record is kept of the visitors, a fair estimate
may be gained from the register of the adjoining Museum of
;

Natural History.

From

this basis the

at nearly three millions,

great influx of centennial visitors.

A

large

number

of stu-

dents and artists availed themselves of the opportunities afforded by the menagerie for studying and modeling, peculiar

which were offered by the presence in one building of nineteen lions, ten tigers and ten leopards.

facilities for

on tho
tddenl;

n

ii

lamentably meagre.

to

be gained

by the average

Name, and habitat of the

speci-

.

I
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then Some! ling came tumbling through tie- iul..r
veiling foliage, anil I guided the canoe beneath, lest the prey
in the waters.
Our surprise was not unmingled, [mi
"
tion at first, c
pge ''ii iracti
d onr sjume
:

lie lost

-,,

i

i

ed the possibi

A

hi,

far
,,'!,

,,

to

:

i,

I

with a thick 'co

f

him an added
places fu

tier

,

.brown color inclining

unfortunately

from the

to

urdy arms seemed never

pi

th

member

small

hair or bristles, which besi
of strength, considerably mTbe hairs were in some

,

black.
His
adapted for

as

!!,„,

I

'

have mens

creased the

oil'
I„

cited limbs and mutilated
by the shot, but uearlj dead,
Ipitaiing.
The remains of the spider
ne
ly seen, that
•o-aud-a half inches iu the" body, with
H length, lie was rough .'in,

f

still

as

,,y

'i

Biured

e itht

showed him

may

a morning'- repast

iu

spider

i

the

carcass,

though

hut

ireyli

.

obli

I

ccorhad

<

E

i

morning's meal for her offspring. It had been ell
the neck immediately above the shoulders,- the marks of the
murderer's talons still remained
escaped from the wounds,

;
and althougft no qjood bad
'mined aud
swollen.
The 1
rs, sparingly scattered among
he wings, Were insufficient
dot
lew tow aid its species.
That it was a bumniint;bird, however, or one of uu allied genus, seemed apparent
from the length of its bill
in: humming-birds,
:
as the Creoles call the topaz il
,,/,,,,.,
e,n
in U
.'
!.e,--!
is
exclusive frequenter of Muriibella Creek,
'I, m
liage
bere and then- ad
inshine
forms a cool and shady, though
sombre retreat, peculiarly adapted to its disposition
ihe nest of this
strongly so,
spider bad favored witU a visit.
After makin
speclion of the two bodies, we consigned Id
grave, both of us being convinced id.
the detracxers of Madame Merian may urge, that, lady was Corrqi
signing to the bush spider an ambition which a
nine 'id,' ii..-. i.
nd occasionally tempts his
of some stray feathered deni
sion, I may add, was fully confirm
later by
still
more interesting rencmilre between
a
.in
••.
oi
'.in
on
d
laws, and after preventing
the spider ol 111
n iOi
..idly
hnve
balked us of ours.
Forn
,

i

I

.

'

,

I

ii

|

:

I,

.

,

i

,
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'

i

I

The information now

lii-at
I

rapidly along the topmost branch o) ii
nil a shori distance in
or two the success of his aim
emed

,l,,e(

tree

ii

This practical and educational work, now confined to students, might be extended to the pe
collection,
with judicious management, become not only, as now, a
source of relaxation and amusement, but of populai
Visitor is

who was

iartlett,

i

I

Commission!
an attendance far exceeding that of any previous year, ami doubtless due to the

number

m,

we, a tall Yorksbireman aj
skin ' to examine somi spring-hooks which we had E
s
the previous evening in the
creek.
Our breakfast that moraiBg depended upon our sucOur chagrin may be imagined on finding all the baits
cess.
untouched save one; and from that, some lurking eivnian
had snapped the body of the captured fish, leaving; nothing
but the
head rknghrg
If _ithe air
mentn.il]
dispatchii
iter— who had not tricked us for the
tot very far distant, v.,- paddled further
up the
of a maam or marohdi, or. indeed, of
anythi!
or reptileWe had
pro-

m my

the three

.

,

.-

:

;

THE CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.

i

.

:

There were on exhibition during the year 1878, at, Ihe Ceu
tr„l Park Menagerie, nine hundred and eighty-three specimens, comprising three hundred and ninety-seven mammals,
five hundred and twenty-nine birds, and fifty-seven reptiles.

late the

SPIDER.

,

-

— Oyster culture

as well.
Il

vi

i

,

European zoological
want and materially enhance the

meet, the

Mr.

rence of last winter's accident.
In addition to his trout, he
has about half an acre devoted to the culture of water cresses,

visitors

her native land, she published

on the Iowa
true shad near Iowa City.

"Waters.— The

River have recently taken several

the Winnipisseogee Elver, near Tilton, the 24th iust. They
were obtained from the U. S. hatching station at South HadFalls, Mass.

Trout CrxTTTEE on Loup Island. —Albert Raco,

much

as

as are in use in

Her

Shad

;

Commissioner Brackett has pre-

I

here

li

•who

ability,

i

Jerome.

off as fol-

:

Growing out

of united efforts among fish culturists in the near vicinity of
the lakes, and from the success of preliminary experiments by
Mr. Wilruot, of Newcastle, Canada, Mr. "Seth Green, of
Rochester, N. Y., and by Mr. Nelsoi W. Clark, of Clmkston,
Michigan, a hatching-housi was erected at the latter place in
1871, and one million of whitefish ova were laid down in the
hatching-troughs in the autumn, probably in December, of this
year.
The experience gained in previous years in in topagal
i'i"
rout and salmon, and later in experimentin
with wmtcfish eggs, enabled Mr. N. W. Clark, superintendent of the
hatchery, to obtain the most complete success. By the 1st of
April tiie fish began emerging from the eggs, and before the
the month the troughs were fairly swarming with tiny
whitefisb.
By the 30th day of April these fry were, all distributed in a number of "beautiful crystal lakes of Oakland
County, Michigan, and in the Detroit River.
Thus was inaugurated the artificial cultivation of whitefislies in the United
States and in the Dominion for the augmentation of one of the
best fresh water food-fishes on this continent, which has
grown into an industry of vast proportions, not only in the
United States but in the Dominion. The great hatching
establishments of Canada are located at Tadousac, Kestigouche, Gaspe, Miramichi, and Newcastle, Ontario.
The
.il, i; mi lit the direction of the Hon. 11. F.Whitcher,
I'

is

II

the desired knowledge.

,

The
on

i

.

men

"I

Klaririfj.

i'or

g Hie fish, but. the salt fish trade involves
morinous quantities of Bait, aot only for original
but for uho in repacking.
During the winter season
ire shipped in a frozen condition almost over the
[orthera States.
Dr. J ames W. Milner, Deputy
United States Fish Commissioner, who made an inspe

our
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succulent ii
exelaimine
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made, and one of he
ery morning.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Those who

Aipuu

in'"

,in'

!.

II

i

visited

tin-

New York

Oh Rxakrs!— T
the follow

i

OUtes tinder water in

a.

u\

In
.

in.

-

pi

:

i

uLilic

ice

moth

Where all her moveLondon they have HOW
named James Swan,

glass tank,

be plainly Observed.
<mp

I,

i

seedling Nepenthes, hybrids between
Rafflesiana and
Sedeni. He c
and quid; a number of them alreadj

ti

X

:,

"Mrs. Br. Nobles killed acrickel the other evening of

,

441

size, after

mam-

which, three small snakes crawled

much in the size, shape and in
well as in their general appearance a
a most interesting and successf
very

the intestines of the dead insect, each about two feel ill length,
the size of akntlHng needle.
They were captured and put
info a bottle, and i'
n
US Of the imprisoned reptiles
gave birth to three smaller snakes.
have the entire

'

N.

[tistillatoria,

hundreds]

,,

i

limj T ary

,

1

is

We

Pavilion, in Ooventry street, are

'
.

notal de example of good judgment and tasi
same channel with the skill and perseverance requisite
.

,

thus described by Frank Iiucklami in Land and Water:
When the curtain drew up I observed on lite stage a pretty
In the water
iss front, filled with water.
otiug live living crocodiles, averaging from four to six

on exhibition

,

at this

oil'

lsb— have only two of

i

a kind.

complishment.

Closely connected with this family coini
Sarracennius (the trumpet leaf of the Southern
States) and
which we find some notable examples. S. tlava,
a noble
plant, with trumpets
Si feet long and from 75 to 100 in the
cluster, closely followed by S. Drummondi,
the horns being
long and beautifully variegated.
S. rubra, S. psitta'cinus are also well represented, as is also the curious
Darling-

|

- -»^^

i

:

Natural History Society was
recently organized, and by Sept. 1st expect, to haveaflne
room on Main street. Prof. Denton has offered very kindlv
to contribute to the departments oi geology and at
for a collection.
Others have cbnlribo
department?, andprospi cl
r
rood for a live society. Friends
of the cause in other places sending specimens wil
"
noticed by the society.
C. A. SoMNitit, Sec.
1

op a lively tune, and the mat
ladder at tin.' side of ihetank, and at once jumps into
lie first of all
Bich comes nearly np to his fieclt!
walks round he tank, and (as it, were! stirs up the crocodiles.

upa

climbs

,

I

making them swim about

in all directions.

There

is

one of his

aquatic beasts, however, of which he seems to be in wholesome
dread.
This is a large snapping turtle, but I could
species he was.
Having looked aroundto see where these reptiles areswimming,
a. to the bottom of the tank, and quickly
seizins' Mr. Snapper Turtle, brings him up into the air, where
he flourishes him about, over his head, much to the delight of
The reptile
ludiehce and the discomfort of the turtle.

—F.

K. Andrews, ofGrassout, Lawrence Co., Pa., found a
medium Sized bullfrog July Moth, which had five legs, the extra
one growing out of its right hind leg near the upper part of
the thigh. He is in the aquarium in good condition, and if it
is of any scientific interest, he may be addressed us above.

l

Arrivals at

.st;.-

i,

one

eimsoil;

striped

liv.ai

elimneleon

(.!,',

ping about right and left.
3ir. Swan then descends again, and remains under waler for
a considerable time. When under water lie drinks, 68
writes on a slate, in this respect rivalliug, if not outdoing, the
" Human Frog," who performed in London »
The inscription he writes on the slate is "Swan, the manle causes the crocodile which he has at the hotcrocodile."
it h
him to make pretence to rub oul the writing with
Ascending again to the surface. Mr. Swan is offered
his paw.
a box by the attendants.
He opens the lid of this box, and
This 1» enr.
extracts therefrom a good-size,
twines round his neck and chest, and again descends to the
From the bottom
bottom, wearing bis serpent necklace.
iws the boa constrictor to ascend and swim about the
The serpentine mode of swimming by
tank where he likes.
tlie boa constrictor, as seen in the water, is highly interesting.
Mr.
'.diles has yet to be exhibited.
Tin- h,
lie seems to know from experience quite well what is
g, so he swims round and round at a tremendous pace,
causing the water to become so full of bubbles that one can
nog on in the tank. At, length
hardlv Mi
catches the reptile 'he has evidently considerable di'faouli v n
keeping hold of this fellow, who lashes his tail about in a most
wonderful manner.
At length, after remonstnmcea with the crocodile, he manages to gel, hold of his head With the right hand and his tail
with the left. He litis him out of the water, and apparently
In lei him go again, so violently does he Strug
Other performances are then gone through, such
iris-liberty.
opening tie- crocodile's mouth, making the large snake

presented

1
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;

,

iire'scnti'il
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swim round in a circle, etc., etc.
This performance is interesting to those accustomed to feats
Managers of aquaria ma
of diving and to naturalists.
bint from it, inasmuch that they may learn that eroco,i,
u
in aquaria are really graceful swimmers, and nol
oe, sleepy brutes that one sees basking like logs of wood
Of course the di
in shallow water behind iron bars.
mi,
be in keeping these crocodiles in large tanks, that of
lys of one temperature, that is, GO deg. to
I

I

Bold Tittle Crab.

—Very

little is

§urdcn,

hour from New York by
ONFJersey
South

the Central

the

work

It.

Amboy, and

leaves us at

through oak and

Me

P. of

New

nice

drive

a

dead branches,

with

of the seventeen-year locusts, takes us to the noted

Oeorge Such, Esq.

establishment of

horticultural

Here,

under the genial guidance of Mr. Taplin, his able and enthusiastic manager, we pass several pleasant hours, and fairly revel
amid Orchids and Pitcher-plants. Ferns and Palm*, ill we
l

The

almost imagine ourselves in the veritable tropics.

first

which our attention is directed contains a line
collection of Orchideie, and though at this season not, many are
ough to make a fair and interesting
iwer, yet, there
display, while numbers
giving evidence of an abundance of
iter months.
bloom for the fall and
A group of Cypripeice, conspicuous among which is a
ditirns first, claims our
plant house bo

•

magnificent plant of C. Koezelii,

This

is

four

one of the most remarkabl

genus, as

it is

feel,

in

diameter,

well as useful of the

almost constantly in bloom.

Fine plants of

0.

Reichenbachii, C. Stonei, 0. Barbatum in several varieties, C.

Pearcei (three feet in diameter and showing six spikes), C.
follow, while arranged among them are

caudatum and others

known about

C. Payanum,Villosum, Lowii, Naevium.Coucolor, etc.

There

Dove

flower

mals and small creatures that dwell at the bottom of the sea
beyond the merest facts relating to their anatomy and species.
The great depth of water under which they pass their monotonous lives, is an effectual barrier to the curiosity of scientists;
consequently their habits, maimer of feeding and other interesting features of their cvery-day life arc but little understood

by the unscientific world. Since, the establishment of the
IJew York Aquarium. many peculiarities and intelligent traits

many

of

t

he newer and rarer varieties, such as

the Fl Spirito Santo, or

are also line plants of

from Iwo to live spikes each, each spike
producing on an average thirty of its singularly beautiful,
waxlike flowers, a six foot long spike, bearing over 500 blossoms of the graceful Oncidium obrizatum a number of
plants of a Calanlhe, something like 0. venitrifolla in general
(Paisteiiii <?Zafo),wltb

;

appearance, but

much

superior to that well-known

species:

vary from pure white with a yellow eye, through
dark purple, and are exceedingly showy. Mr. Taplin
iuforms us that not being able to place it with any described
variety, Specimens have been sent to the veteran orchidologist, Dr. Keichenbaeh, for name.
AVb fear, however,
!

have been discovered in different kinds of lishes. particularly
in the lower order of animals, and which were hitherto supposed to be devoid of any more intelligence than just sufficient
Opportunities arc now, howto pwxmre food for themselves.

light to

ever, provided of observing these curious little creatures, and
their balms just as if they resided in their native
tesultsof close observation has been to
haunts.
discovei a degree of intelligence in the hermit crab alto, etht
unsuspected before. Its boldness and villainy were known, but
that its audacity was of such a character as to actually lead
to (ttacli and destroy fish ten times its own size, was but
these, and it is a
found out. The circumstances
-f these
lustration of the knowledge and pi
i
an inch. One
little fellows, not larger, some of them,
rith one of these
morning a good sized hayfette fish was Bi
emenis of both
small crabs clinging to its gills. The
lie fish
were watched intently tea- some time, wl
rally and shake
served to gasp as for air, and to struggle
itself in efforts to g h rid of its tenacious enemy, all of wliicii
proved unavailing. The crab would not let go. This Strug.
ding continued lor some, time, when the lisb was noticed to
unlly weaker and weaker, its struggles less frequent,
mhi
strength entirely leaving it, it sunk to the bottom of
The crab now" begun the repast for which it had
fOUghtand which it had secured, and commenced to feed upon
But the feast was not permitted to proceed—
its victim.
science must be served they were both taken from the water

we would weary the reader were we to mention all the
we saw, and will merely mention a few
more striking: Phtilrenopsis amabilis, I', grauditlora
and P. Schilleriona Dendrobium McCarthia?, 1). Nobilis,
D. Crassiuode, F>. thyrsi llorutn, etc.: Cnttleya Leopoldii and
-l-i ides suavis,
M issis
A. quiiiquevulnerum and A.
Fieldiugii; Saccolabiums and Vandas
immense plants of
Ccelogyne cristate that bore over 500 blooms each last winter;
/,i_', petahim cririitum, a lovely and aromatic species over four

,

.

I

i

i

i

''

|

ii

—

holding on

upon examination,
ivered that the crab had actually pinned the gills of
itssides preventing it from breathing, thus really sufProm this remarkable incident, it is supposed
focating it.
that, large fish Weighing many pounds have been killed and
R. F. H.
eutea by crabs.
,,,

,

,

,

still

to

itf

>

-Petrified

and agatized wood, and
!

in

earth

momids

in

petrified turtles

Southern CoJ

and

co*

They

not only provide food,

Cocoa Weddieperhaps the most graceful us well as beautiful of
the
whole genus a noble plant of Cycas cireinalis with leaves
.8
to 10 feet long, and plenty of them; Veitchia or
Kentia Canitina,

lerburvana, 35 feet in diameter, with leaves 15
to 20 feet in
length and, in addition lo many good specimens
of the wore
generally cultivated species, hue plants of many of
the rarer
and more highly prized sorts are seen in various parts of the
establishment.
Areca giancophylla, A. nobile and A. crinltaCei'oxylou niveum, and C. rubra; Verschaffeltia
melano'
cha its
Thrynax nobilis and T. Argentca; Martinesia erosa
and Wellia regia
Geonoma Schottiaua, etc., etc with the
;

EXOTICS.

FliANK BUCKLA-ND.
the ani-

" Isles of Palms."

milk and whisky,

but clothing, cordage, firing, candles, roofs
for their huts, as well as poles for its support—
indeed there is
little the aborigines of some of these
Isles require that is not
furnished by one or other variety of the Palm
tree.
Our attention is first directed to a fine specimen of

:

A MARVELOUS GARDEN OF

good plants of

A

^nrm mul

Woodlmid,

the carnivo-

;

AiiTneu E.^liKowN, Oen'l Supt,
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All these are

Venus Hy-trap (Dioiuea) of which
and sensitive specimens.
Palms, probatuj the most graceful and ornamental,
as well
as useful part of the vegetable kingdom, come next
in point, of
beamy, as well as interest and value. Who has not
read of the
manifold uses to which the various sorts are put by
tire inhab-

we

-»_

,».

.-

is

water.

they make
thing to do, as the crocodiles object considerably
the \v«t..-r boil again with the lashings of their tails.
md their necks, and they
At last a firm hold is
pen ag their mouths.and. snapare flourished about in th afa

tonia California.

rous plants, as

!,

with, is allowed to go, and he
with a heavy, lazy motion to the bottom of the
Mr, Swan next feels among the thick of the croco'•
diles, which have by
Having chosen two of thorn, he very adroitly takes one in each
hand round the neck. This, 1 should imagine, was a difficult

of

interesting varieties

of the

;

;

;

closely allied Kncephalartos villosus, Zamias and
ilacrozamias
ot South A Erica.
All these well repay the lover of the beautiful, even if be does not see the magnificent
and numerous
-ii of Tree. Ferns.
The Gleichenias, ferns

from

New

Zealand, probably the largest and finest
plants
country, more notably G. dicaqia, G. dichotoma,
G.
microphvlla, G. speluucae and G. llabellata, all averaging
f3
ireumference and four feet in height. These are
well
matched by superb specimens of Hypolepis distans, 15 feet in
•oviimiciuiiec, and 1 tens seaberula, almost as large.
Many
other varieties, as Adiautums, Asplentums, Blechnums
aud
l.ramea, etc., also gave evidence of careful culture,
while the
1- ilmy terns, ibe
I'odcas, Hymenophyllums and
Trichomanes
are alone well worth a journey to South Amboy
to see.
Of the pure wlii (e most chaste and lovely lily of the Amal-ueaart.- ."tua/o; ica we Hud over twenty
,'"i
specimen plants
their equais hard to find anywhere plants S to 6 feet in
diameter, with leaves so vigorous and healthy they arc
almosl
black green color.
These not, only give an almost unlimited
ily DI
bloom during the duller three-fourths of the year
bur, also give a scattering of bloom during
the hot summer
inn 'is.
This most beautiful flower is much in demand
wherever really rich and chaste flowers are desired
The
Flamingo plant {AntJiurimn s(htrUer.:< !;
i,,p.SO ur
progress, and claims its meed of approbation.
The two specimens over ten feet in circumference, though
not now
flower, show well for winter's work,
while the
large stock of young and thrifty plants of this as
well as all
the various plants cultivated for sale well evince genial
treat*

m

this

•

1

;

I]

,

m

ment and

careful namagement.
specify the many good specimens of what
are genclassed as Stove Plants would be an
endless task
We can merely mention a few of the more notable'
one or other of which meets us at every step : Annul
assa,
sativa
yanegata
the variegated pineapple, strong
plants ol winch arc in trim,
Paridamis Vcitehii, Alpinia vit
lata, Alocasias /iebnria \ ettcliii and Sedeni.
Orotons Veitchii.
Mnjestica.
loniigii. fnterrupta
aud Disraeli, Ixoras and
Dracaenas ot many sorts; Marantas tubispatha,
Virginalis
major, \\agueri, \eitchiianda noble plant of
MakoyTma 10
feet in circumference, while the rich variegated
and "spotted
leaves ol the Calaumms, bonorillas, Dieffenbachias,
etc
vie
with the rich purple flowers of the Oipladenias, the yellow
of
the Allamaiiuas, the blue of the Thtmbergia tlarrisii
and the
shell like pink, or white drooping flowers of
the Lapagaria
The moo; hardy greenhouse plants are not neglected, as
many
good plants ot Azaleas of the best varieties, Camellias Sikim
Rhododendrons and many well known species will testify
iNor must we forget the fine pyramidal plant of
Eurvt: latil'ol'i-i
vanegata, over 5 feet high, with its green leaves heavily
ed^ed
with delicate creamy yellow, the contrast of the rich
brownish
mu
-olcrol tkr young growth rendering it peculiarly
attractive.
The hesl plant we have seeu in this country of Luculia gratissuna,
hat gives its lovely waxy pink clusters
of blossom« in profusion, during winter is also in this section and
is
worthj of a prominent place in every collection. While thus
endeavoring to give an outline of the many -rich and
rare
gems in Mr Such s greenhouses, we may mention that he
does not neglect, hat, ornamental part of
gardening which
comes more immediately home to the possessor of a,
countrv
seat or even a small garden in the country, when
the proprietor has perhaps neither the time nor convenience
for a plant
house or even a cold frame.
Mr. Such has long been a lover of the Hybrid Gladiolus,
as
Ins targe and varied collection will show; Tuberoses
and kindred bulbs he grows by the thousand. Verbenas, Zonal
aud
other Pelargoniums, aud other so-called bedding
plants he
handles
quantity.
Lilies of many sorts, Pampas gross
beautiful and perfectly hardy variegated Eulalia
Japdnfcs
ColOi asms, eti
etc., are household words at South
Amboy!
while his stock of Cannas is second to none, being
carefully
of

To

erally

;

i

I

I

feet in diameter; Sobraliti maeraulha, with its large, richpur-

ple blossoms

;

Calanthe masuca

and Epideudi'um

fragraus

major, with six spikes of bloom each: OdonLoglossums and
Onclduius,

etc., in great variety.

6

plants

'
i

flora,

shoots.
will

ii

This orchid

remain

m

orchid bouse

is just

js rarely

bloom for
is

We

must

not,

overlook here

of the beautiful Cape, orchid, Diss grandi-

one pan of which

devoted

coming into bloom showing 15
seen in such perfection, and

One side of the
Bast Indian pitcher plants.

several months,
to the

Only imagine a tine plant of Nepenthes intermedia, with nine
pitchers that, would hold over a pint each; N. liafllesiana,
bearing a dozen pitchers, the largest of which measured 14'.
inches in circumference and fo inches, in length

:

N. Hookerii,

whose pitchers measure fl indies in circumference; N. Dominiaua with 35, and a neat plant of the est
curious

V

lauiiia.

with fh

Taplin has been very suo

m

,,

i.'.'ti'.l
and
a real variety.
Indeed
in closing this rambling article than by
tor his eourte«y and attention to us

Pi

,

|
ell

dove! iped

pitchers.

batch

Mi,
of

we cannot do
thanking Mr
while rnaking

he'tte)

Tan

in

these

and mentioning a few of the most desirahlevarieues
Cam,,!
in U|1
[y
hm
d
he tollowmg we consider the most, desirable-

aotet

.

,

G

« flowers;

dark foliage with crmison flowers

Prmchtu

J

.!«/;•/.
,;,
n}
the dark sprta, its foliage of depp copper
color, flowers rich
;

,

—
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dwarf, leaves green with brig
rich dark foliage, with brillian
r
1 wt<>r
Jsmoinc, green leave
,

r osy, orange-colored
brilliant flowers;

flowers;

''

hih.n

'
,

large crimson

g

with orange tint; Metailiea, foliage raddy chocolate with
'>.,,;,,,,; <:,
.!.•,.• .:,„, \ <|ecp
bronze lustre, red flown-:
green leaves, flowers crimson scarlet; Souvenir de Ui/nvx.
leave-? green, flowers bright orange edged with gold, and Ed.
Morten, a very free fl'rnveriug 'variety, with" light yellow
flowers spotted with red.

Koeest

Tbees—Connecticut exempts

from taxation

for a

period of ten years all plantations of forest trees, after Che
trees have attained an average height of six feet.
The Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture offer prizes to

be awarded ten years from the 1st of next March, for the
best forest of white ash, European larch, and white and Scotoh
pines.

Tbb Allauthus Thee.— Another

instance of the poisonous

influence of this tree has just came before the New Haven
Board of Health. The presence of these trees in many of our
cities and towns should receive prompt attention irom sani-

tary bodies.

many

;

To their baneful
now inexplicable

cases of

influence

may

be attributed

diseases.

will only require the ground a,bou£ them kept
can be done by forking in manure in the spring.
is produced when two kinds of vines are
planted We have seen no fini
abb iti ms than the goldenleaved honey-suckle and cl |ackmani.
The yellow
leaves of the ormi
ntrastbi in fully with the deep purple
(lowers of the latter, which, has also the advantage of being of
rapid growth and blooming all summer.
Hall's ever-blooming
honey-suckle and clematis flammiila are also good— the latter
looks well alone, and will cover the stump like a snow-wreath.
For fine foliage alone we would suggest the akebia quinata,
with beautifully-shaped leaves, and the variegated eissus. Almost all hardy vines arc. suitable foi this 'purpose. These
seen, to delight iu clambering over
.attire's own
making, We should except, however, the Wistaria, Virginia
creeper and trumpet creeper, whose growth is far too rampant
- -/• /.
for such small quarters.---. tfn

ing vines that

and

rich,

A

this

prettier effect

i

—Mow

LAWN8.

lawns sufficiently often to preserve

a ncuthe grass is' allowed to get too long
without cutting, instead of saving it entails more labor.
During the summer months mowing machines should be set
so as to leave the grass half an inch longer thau earlier in the
season and late
the autumn
this is especially needful
where the land is dry. and the roots of the grass are liable to
be burnt up. Scientific American.

appearance,

when

as,

m

;

A

,

—To

protect trees from "forest worms" and other like
wash the trunks with lime or soup. Begin very close
to the ground and wash upward.
This is said to be much
better than the common and injurious method of tarring trees.

pests,

,

'

,i

—The project of cutting a canal through Cape Cod, which
has been talked over since 1776, now promises to be carried

A company now chartered for

out.

the undertaking propose

'".

i!

'

to cut through from Barnstable

Cay to Cohasset Narrows.
Such a canal would save a distance of tlO miles, and an annual
loss of 30 lives and §500,000 worth of property.
The cost is
estimated at 82,000,000.

of Arizona.— J. A. Spring sends to the San Francisco Post an account of the distinctive flora of Arizona. Some
Fi-oba.

peculiar uses of the strange plants are described.

The

candelabra cactus has been employed by the Apache
Indians for communicating signals; its height is 15 or 20 feet,
but occasionally specimens are found 50 feet high. To make
it B signal light it is only necessary to set tire near the ground
to one of the vertical rows of prickles with which the plant is
adorned the flame runs to the top, and the candelabra becomes a torch. But the plant, is not destroyed, nor indeed
apparently injured by such burning on the Surface. When
dead and dry the wood is found to be hollow, and it separates
at once into a number of sticks or poles, these having been
chiefly held together by the rind.
The fruit of this cactus
makes a pleasant preserve. That of another, the " prick Iv
pear, " is well known to travelers.
The. young leaves of the
prickly pear cactus are cooked as a vegetable, the dish produced being something like string beans in appearance and
the leaves are also highly esteemed for use in making a
taste
poultice to draw a splinter.
The "niggerbead" cactus furnishes ready made, fish hooks in countless numbers by surrounding the plant with fire it produces water for the thirsty
traveler, the heat driving its fluids to the interior, whence
nearly a half gallon is obtained.
"Maguey" is a palatable
preparation made by roasting the leafy heads of the century
plant it saved a whole garrison in Arizona ten years ago from
scurvy. The "ocotillo" is an assemblage of green poles, 10 to
15 feet long, joined only at the base. Each pole is surmounted
by a scarlet flower. The poles are cut oil and planted (rootless) as fences, and continue green for several years, but do
not flower if the tops are cut off. Very serviceable fences art;
thus obtained, as the poles have sharp thorns in vertical rows.
Among the valuable timber trees of Arizona is the mesquite;
in the summer months a gum flows from this tree which has
all the good properties of gum arabic, and if clarified cannot
be distinguished from the medicinal gum.
It seems not improbable that some of the products peculiar to the Territory
may have a commercial value.

A

A

,

—A correspondent of

'

;

Jmirmd

the Boston

gives his experi-

ence iu outwitting the mosquitoes, by constructing an insectproof tent.

;

:

<

I

Two

stakes, three feet high, with a pole across the top, made
the framework, over which the big sheet was put, with the
edges extending out over the grass three or four feet.
These
extended flaps were loaded with stones and wood, so that m,ta
fly could crawl under.
One end was closed in the sarin; way,
and the other shut down after we had crawled in, and the
edges pinned closely.
Of course the interior was small, and
the ventilation not of the best, but during a week in the mos-

land scarcely one of the pests succeeded in effecting ttn
Sound sleep left us iu the best of condition to sail
and not once did the tent fail to protect us.
The tent should be a simple parallelogram, a little longer
than wide, and sufficiently large to extend several feet along
the grass.
With proper cloth the ventilation is not bad. The
heat of a close tent, however, is little annoyance compared
with mosquitoes.
ijuito

entrance.

and

fish,

;

To Akkangb a Stumpert.—Before all the old tree stumps
have been blown in pieces by the new blasting powders, which
do their work so thoroughly, let us plead that one may lie dug
out in the old-fashioned way. It is a troublesoiue'piece of
v,"i'k, we acknowledge but we knoy, of no cheaper ornament.
for the lawn, aud few afford equal satisfaction.
Select a stump of good shape— one from which the tree has
been sawed off smooth and flat. In digging out cut off the
Straggling fine roots, but leave the stump as scraggy as you
can.
When you have selected a location for it, dig and enrich the ground thoroughly so that any vines you may plant
around
will have good soil.
You will need horses or oxen
to draw it to its place, as a stump of any size is very heavy.
Set it firmly in its place, root end upward. Now we have a
stump, and the question is what to do with it. It, is far from
being ornamental as it stands, but have patience for two
months and you will hardly recognize tin; rough Bcraggy

body3
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the,

ordinary conditions of

ceptible of

tire

stimulation that

may

They

life,

tire

when the evaporation is more
In the dog the
pour out their ingredients into the slender
cavities Of the glandular tubes, and these, as the;
filled, discharge their contents through their external openings
allows of greater exertion than

general, as causing less bodily depression.

minute blood

vessels

in the skin, so that the skin

upon the

fluid

fluid

indeed,

;

constantly exuding a watery

is

Nevertheless, wc do not see this
does not remain upon the skin, but is at

surface.

it

once taken up by the atmosphere and dissipated by evaporation.
No better proof of the insensible transpiration of the
skin

needed

is

Hum

the fact that the animal has an odor pe-

culiar to itself.
It is generally asserted that

wanting

may

in

This

the dog.

be, untrue also.

when

In

pyramidal muscles are

tire

a fact

is

man

the

found upon one

piescnt,

dog. they are frequently absent, but

may

cases

side only.
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m pubis.

The oMi-ntwm reaches down to the on pubis, which, considering the posture of the animal, is a wise provision, since
Us use is to provide lubricating material for the intestines.
and thus facilitate peristaltic motion. Man in his erect posture is supplied by gravitation, but: the horizontal position of
lemandB the extension of the omentum that every
portion of the bowels may receive the necessary fluid. The
inferior and anterior lamella} of the omentum is fixed to the
spleen, fundus of the stomach, pylorus, liver, etc., in the
same way as in the human ; but the superior, having no colon
to pass over, goes directly to the vertebral column.
This
serves to explain the formation of the small omentum in the
human body, which is nothing hut the huge omentum deprived of its fat passing over the stomach and colon, where it
reassimies its pmgucdo so proceeds and is firmly attached to
,e liver,
spine, etc.
The stria- of fat arc pretly regularly
disposed thr
impanylog the distribution of the
blood vessel to guard the
from pressure of the snper-incumbent
:

)

>

The stomach

-.'-',

-

beai

-

subject, but is somewhat
more longitudinal.
accommodate themselves

ace to that of the

human

d.

is

placed

the other viscera, in
Of the cavity in

which

nbl

sitUfi

all

:

It

',. orifice
they arc contained that,
is much further
with respect to tl
cardiac than in man. by which
in* gross food has -j easier passage into
neat
the duodenum.
The fundus of the human stomach stands almost directly forward when distended, owing to its orifices being tied down to
the spinal column by the omentum; but in the canine .,,,i,j,
,„„. er'mr, which answers very
the fundus is
well, the
;

i

down

I

,

:,.,

i

.

distance between the cai diat
and fundus beiug greater than that between the two sides.
Ch, toi
is much larger in proportion, that it may
"in
greater quantity of i'ood at once, which is very ne.is,
as it does not get its sustenance as men do.
iu
u
billion is not so large, nor is there anycoarcti
onarag the
arnirwn
I,
WiUstl
is considerahlj thicker
and more musoular, however, in order to break up n id
lacerate the food,
which is usually swallow, with but slight mastication. The
ii""e
i.'n..i, a
ill. ,.,i .:i
iei
u -" n. ( .a! uated traiiB.
versely. but go from one orifice to another.
The reason of
this is. pe
thai they might be in less danger of being injured by the
nrd substances the animal frequently feeds
upon; loi
reason there is no conrction at. the pylorus.
The in
are proportionately much shorter, for the
i
food wilic
tural lo the animal soon dissolves and pulrclies, there
i" occasion for a long tract of bowel,
as tho
contents
The same may ba obtctlation.
served in
livnra. and the muscular coat, of the intestines
is also mu
ith iker than in man. evidently for he same rcason.
The valvular convenients are few and placed longitudinally.
Along the whole alimentary tract also a slime is exuded, Seemingly for the purpose of lubric ition, facilitating the passage of
and guarding against the acrimony of the excrewontious "matu

i
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'
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To CoiiHhsrasiiENTS.— Those
will pleaee take

desiring us to prescribe for their dogs
note of and describe the following points in each ant

niul

Age. 1. Pood and medicine given. 8. Appearance of the eye
of the coat of the tongue and lips. 4. Any changes in the appearance
.1.

;

of the body,

bloating, drawing in of tho flank*, etc. E. Breathing,
of respirations per minute, and whether labored or not.

iib

the number
Condition ot the bowels aud accretions of the kidneys, color, etc. 7.
Appetite; regular, variable, etc. 8. Temperature of the body us Indicated by the bulb of the thermometer when placed between the body
B.

and the

Give position of kenuel and surroundings, outlook,
contiguity to other buildings, and the nses ot the latter. A ISO give any
peculiarities of temperament, movements, etc., that may be noticed ;
foreleg.

9.

CANINE THERAPEUTICS AND PA-

THOLOGY- Fourth

ANATOMY OF THE DOG

Paper.

As OOUCAKliD WITH MAX.

First Sbotion.

when

hi the

to offer

any apology

I

ters.

The duodenum

differs considerably iu

its

situation, being

fixed at the pylorous to the surface of the liver, hanging
loose and pendulous With the mesentery backwards into the
cavity of the abdomen
then turning upward again is fixed lo
the V-ertebral column, when; it ends in the jcjuummi.
The
bile and pancreatic juice are poured into the mosl
dependent
pari of the duodenum, apparently with the view of giving the
ehvle.atiei the fluids of tin- live) and pancreas are poured into
it, a disadvantageous course that they may become the more
intimately mixed before entering the jejunum, where the lacteals are very numerous.
Thus by reason of then
posture, the same design ifl brought, about in both [he canine.
and human subject, though trj a rerj different order of the
:

signs of suffering, etc.

days,
IKarethese
taught

i

the Outlines of anatomy and physiology
public school, it does not seem necessary
for a

few chapters upon

this subject, par-

[tarts.

With the exception of being proportionately shorter, the
other small intestines are the same as in man.
The large
hi
also shorter, and less capacious.- and it may be
taken as a general rule that all animals whieh live on vegetable food have nut only their small intestines proportionately
longer, but the greater more capacious than those that, are intended to Iced upon llcsh alone. The reason for this difference
ms to be that animal food is not only much more
easily converted into chyle, but also more prone to putrefaction, consequently too long u remora ol the juices rnighl
occasion serious results.
Bo it becomes necessary thai their
receptacles should aol be loo capacious, but, on the contrary,
being short and narrow may conduce to the seasonable dis'
ci, si-:
e.'i;
rontents.
Bui, vegetable diet uudcrgoiug
slower transformation, is a necessity thai, such creature* 88
feed thereon possess a long intestinal canal, that the
its passage may be considerably retarded, and liave
change its indoles into one more agreeable to the naturi
consumer.
The upjinuUx rermfyormte justly enough deserves the name
' ei in this animal, though in man n
On its internal surface may be observed a great n
mucous glands, which, as they all seorete a slimy
I

thing.

ticularly as

et.rthVill lodge.

You

will

its

put

find

pretty
it

many

in

summer

dress,

have

every corner where

plae.es

among

Hie renin

where you can have quite a depth of soil. As to what plants shall
stump oilers almost unlimited resources. There
should be plenty of vines to droop over the sides, and erect
plants to give height, it is also a very pretty place to pot such
small plants as look well in the summer. The pot can be put out
of sight among the roots, and you have the advantage of being
able to change the plants as soon as they lose their beauty.
Our plan with a stump is to fill it in, the first season, with
annual vines and short-lived plants that, grow rapidly planting in the ground at the base, at the same time, some hardy
vines that will do their duty in years to come.
We have a stump covered with an interlacing pf Maurandia,
balloon vine, canary bird flower, and nasturtium with terns
roriegated vica, lobelia, aud a Daacona in a pot.
Of course a
be Bet out, a

;

—

Stump planted in this way needs as much watering as a garden vase, but meanwhile your hardy vines are growing, aud
in a year or two your stump will not need repleni.
spring, but will be covered beautifully with grucefi

it

frequently wauling;

is

bo detected iu a rudimentary form upon one side.
is inserted directly into
1

the

and, paradoxical as

;

same

i

\ht Sqnnt{l

it.

To prepare the stump for
plenty of line rich earth, and

ex-

not sus-

occur to similar organs of

man, and consequently the excess Of fluid accumulated by
over exertion is excreted by other glands. This removal

I

,

perspiratory glands of the doj

work or regulating the

lo the

cept under

or,

Cossack aud His Horse.— A correspondent of the Timet
gives the following laughable proof of the perfect understanding and sympathy that
betwei
nek horse and his
master. "Many storiesa e told of the cleverness of the Cossacks
in obtaining what the r need for themselves or
horses,
and all tend to show Ihu their morality is of a different type
to thill of European
ivilizuiiun generally.
Some of the
stories may possibly ba •e been invented, but they show the
general tone of feeling a id what is expected from these quaint,
reckless, merry troops,
Passing through the streets
,h
the thin, weary-looking horse of a Cossack fell Maidenly and
lay ajparentlv'li Mess on the grounds.
Its master was moved
even to tears, and bewail :tl the unhappy fate which had not
o tly
him of a fa Write, but left' him horseless just at
pi
the most interesting rnou eut of the war.
crowd gathered
1. and i
whose kind hearts would not suffer
them to leave the poor man without some practical expression
of their pity
subscription was made, and the man, taking
the saddle from the lifeless animal, went on his way with dried
tears, fOI he had actually wept.
As the crowd were bending
over the little horse in pure sympathy, a whistle was heard at
the other end of the street.
The horse sprang to his reel and
with a joyful neigh joined his master, whose'clever trick was
much admired, even by those who suffered by it."

The

balance,

is

it

therapeutics;

essential

and,

the

to

moreover,

perfect

understanding of
which every

a subject of

is

sportsman should be well informed, and of which so many are
ignorant.

:•

We may

first

observe of the dog that

its legs

arc shorter in

proportion to the trunk than in man, the length of whose
steps depends entirely on the extent of his inferior extremities.

However,

to

balance

tionately longer

which he
nearer
the

to

same

is

this,

of the dog is propormore flexible, by

the trunk

and smaller, and

bis spine

able at each step to bring his posterior extremities

the anterior.

His

common

integuments are much

as with other animals, except they allow less passage

for perspiration,

the superfluous matter finding an exit

the salivary glands

;

for,

when

tongue and slavers plentifully.

over-heated, be

This

lolls

by

out his

accordance with
of elimination
any one
is

in

the well-known physiological law
otgan of the economy readily adopting the duties of another
,

I

i

lutely essential, aeliug as

a SQJ1
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FOREST AND STREAM.
The

colon

is the

The Bostos Don Show.—This exhibition

te< log, tiierc-

p|

i

originality of though! and pvirpoa
stupidity, is rarely equaled.
The colon lms no
longitudinal ligaments, and consequently is not pott
uchea, as in man; neither riots it, make any circular
turn round !he abdomen, but passes directly across the sacrum
where it obtains ill- name of rectum.
iii

and

At the extremity of

the rectum,

alius,

e

i

pftga or pouches are found, which contain a most

tember

awards are

made

I
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i

i

i
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dog, prize valued at

•

mucous, yellowish in color, for which we know no use,
Hmessil serve to lubricate the skaihed extremity of the rec'> r"
i.in
a-'nii
vr to modand defend
ify some secretion that would otherwise provi
lietrui

fetid
'.iim.

ii

'

.
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.
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Oftnetl
the best bitch.
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Being
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with

a

i

lirune.
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number of glandular vuga\ we find them
tedtog then as there
and thos ehi
n'ge gland to be observed in the middle of the mesentery, which, from its imagined resemblance to the pancreas
tAst,
bu
fed the nann of itsdiscova
u'efiy m the connection, the
jhe resemblance, if n
i.'.
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Oog puppy, under IS

OlasSB.—Native red, pr red and white setters, either [rise or crossI>i-it bitch. $»J
n,i
,.';!, -M'.
n:r
F0Tlh'' !."<[ ilie, :-•
!
-,..-' e.
1,,-ii. .log)
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py, uuder IS mouths of age, i
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:ai i.e..
puppy, a id it is montns ol agetlo.
inn setters,
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Class 0,—Black and -.Me
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much more

resselsinto a neighboring
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dog or

^est

lie

s,—Box hounds.

hitch, $15;

second

For tho best o,oupte (dogs or bitches), $15;

I

luteh, $15

;

second best,

For the best dog or bitch, f 10
division 2— Class 17.—Mastiffs.
aeeona best, S5.
Class IS.— St. Bernards. For heat ciog or birch. $W; second best, $5.
Class 19.— NewloUndliUidu. For the oest dog or bitch, $10; secoud
For best dog or h.tch, $10

Class IW.— Dalmatian or Coach Dags.

second

beat, $5.

Class SI

—Shepherd Dogs or

second best,

For best dog or

Collies.

bitch, $10;

So.

Class Sit.— Greyhoudds. For beat dog or bitch, $ln ; second hesi,«.
Cass US.— nnll Dogs. For best dog or bitch. .?:<i; second best, fj.
Class 'ii—Blenheim, King Charles or Japanese Spaniels, li'or besl
dot: or bach, $10; seo aid b at, Class v5.— Hoodies. For best dog or bilcli, $ln: second host. $5.
Class 28,—Siberian Uioodhouuda. For best dog or bitch, $10 ; second
>,

Fo best -in

1.

1

dogo

For besl

m

rvesections, reaehingthe large bl id-vessels, that with the
of the vertebral column they may easily pass over the
other, and avoid the danger of being turn or bruised, which,
as a solid body of these organs, would bo liable to. as in tlio
feasa of the cow, horse, and suoh other creatures as have the
back bone stiff and immovable. The human liver has no
assures or divisions, mil :-s we choose to reckon as such the
small one between the two pylfE where; the large ves3els
i

ments

The dog

.•liter.

no Ugamentum latum

has

Class 32.— Prizes will be awaroed for the best performing doga. This
emlum will be awarded by a committee appointed lor the purpose,
id afcer competitive exoibitions, to be given on each afternoon and
eniugof the show.

will be $1, including admission for

The entrance fee

eottnecting the

liver to the diaphragm, a- by the horizontal position it naturallv gravitates forward, being in no danger of pressing upon
the veuacivd. Had the liver Wen < mnceted to the diaphragm,
respiration would necessarily have suffered, for this muscle is
Hut in man
here movable at the centre us well as the sides.
the liver is necessarily thus connected to retain. the viseus in
place, and is fixed mostly in its tendinous part; thai is where
the pericardium is attached to ii on the opposite side, so that
Keathing is not impeded and suspended by the me
and be. lies of the thorax, in consequence of the liver being
divided into so many lobes, it follows that the hepatic ducts
cannot, possibly merge into one common trunk until they are
quite Oul uf the substance of the Organ, ns a branch is given
oil from every lobe, all of which, when united, form the
hepatic due:, whence we are led to conclude that hepato-

cystic ducts mentioned by some of the older writers do not
Thftgall-bladder is warning in several animals such as
gist.
the deer, horse, ass, etc., but in such, the hepatic duct, at its
beginning is widened into a reservair of considerable size,
which is supposed to answer the same purpose.

each
Experienced attendants will be appointed, and proper
lay.
ion will be bestowed; stalls, kennels, food and
3 and a
rovided for the dogs free of chares-.
rater
milling: the holders to exhibit their dogs and
Certil
in during the exhibition, can be obtained at the
Music Hall, on and after Monday, August 6.
Ig nt a distance have ihe privilege of entering
addressing the management at Music Hall.

many
a

ol Ihe best shots of the country will be there,

gathering of dogs as

rarely

is

The

met with.

ton propose to reserve one township

and such

club at Hauip-

a moment
leaving the house Oberon could not be tound, but on inquirstanding near was told that the dog hail been shot
a
boy
of
ing
by Thos. Allen, a man who has obtained considerable notorie-

building

•,

ty as a murderer of canines. This was
man near by, who witnessed the affair.
Allan beiug called upon

corroborated by a

section of the country being one of the best hunting grounds

in the

West no

have been chosen

better place could

fur the

Ka.noiu:.

—The

remarked

lhat he killed

him with No. 4
E.

shot, but preferred B,

Sanford,

Jr.,

of the

understand that Mr.
Co., who was the owner of the setter, prosue Allen lor the value of the animal, and Mr. Haight
proposes to have him indicted for violating the la.u Eoi Ida
YVe

B.

8;

Adams Express
,,.,.

;

i

<

the use of fiiearms on

Bagh. -will

also tike 8

probably Bnd hi
This statement

Sunday.

hand

in

understood that Mr.

is

It

when

matter,

the

Allen will

ahead on dog and

is

The laziest fisherman in the United Stales is said to reside
alMiumyunk. Helms trained a dog to take bass, and therefore don't worry himself with the labor of holding a rod ol unlie casts his line with
dergo the exertion of landing a fish,
Boat attached iulo one of the pools below the Flat-Rock dam
and attaches the other cud around the, fore-shoulders of his
dog. As soou as the animal feels a pull it gives a spring for
Log
ward and rapidly ascends the bank, at the same tin
a sharp bark, which awakens his mas Brill casi lie :s Sleeping
number of line bass, it
in the shade of a neighboring tree.
is said, have been secured in this peculiar manner.

A

How

Piin.,umi,i'iiiA

captured are taken

—

Kills Dogs. Unmuzzled dogs when
pound on Lamb Tavern Road. At

to the

the expiration of the time allowed for redemption, the canines

are induced to enter a small brick building containing two
Once in, the modes of exit arc
rooms, one above the other.

A Charcoal fire is started, and the windows are shut,
and dampers reversed, so as to prevent air from entering the
In about a minute the carbonic acid generated causes
rooms.
Thej are Mi in the room,
sensible.
eo
Qic aogs
n
life is enhowever, fi r-eighl or ten minutes
closed.

Sanford, in the

Eol-

:

as received

v<

i

i

l
;

-

in
toi
'

'

in four hours, to the amount ot three grains.
Symptoms of
paralysis ensued, free from convulsions.
The recovery was
slow.

[This statement; carries more probability with it than any yet
Curare is the only drug that has as yet offered

promulgated.

by mitigating the symptoms.
Were we suffering from this dread disorder, we should insist
upon the exhibition of this drug hypodermically in doses that

the least possibility of success,

statement of the shootAdieu, of Allenwood,
"mre.
E. S. S:,:.;foi:i), Jrt,

tirely extlncl

n.i

vi, ,i,r,.. a,,

poisonous gas escapes the

dj >g

;
'

1

.

,

:

I

-

'

of the

risk the result.—Ed.]

Rod and Gun cup

marked

Names Claimed.

—I claim the name

my

of IdaF. for
Rob
The dog for whom I
of Czar, is, I find, of Leicester Peterel
blood, instead of Peeress as stated by me last week.

Roy, Nell

bitch,

claimed the

aged three months.

name

;

|

J. S. aSJivcn.

una

::

in,

of

London,

I

g]

H. Mokbis.

—I

claim the name of Con for my Red Irish Setter by
Miley's imported Buck, out Jerome's (formerly Barlow's) bitch
Kelly, not Maud, as per notice of the same from Turf, Field
and h\wm of June 8, 1877.) In your last issue I notice that
Mr R. LI. Morris claims the name. Granting the right of Mr.
Morris to name his dog as he choses, still I thmkl have a prior
claim.
F. R, Rter.

—A

young man in Lower Gold Hill visited his sweetheart
and when he left stole the dog of the. house and got
a half dollar for the brute at Marshal McCIeery's canine, asylum. A man cannot afford to spend his time for nothing these
hard times, not even when courting.
Gold Hill 2S'ews.

last night,

Don Doctors.— Is It not more than strange that a creature which ha8
always been so popular, so intimately and pleasantly associated with
man, so useful to him, and indeed of all God's inferior creatures, nis
onlv coin- anion, should have been so long left to the care of the .low
and ignorant when attacked by. disease Z Yet even to-day thei
to be found anywhere lialfS dozen men of the standing of gentlemen,
who, holding a doctor's degree, have courage enough to defy the arbitrary " proprieties " o! their profession,

and attend upon these noble

This liberal minded city cannot produce

ment

i

Ontario, Oatutda,
C e- U v.

of dogs.

Nearly

all

dog doc

,

r

and

y hav

store him. Hut What If
,\ ick, or it should happe
oe • expermienteu - 10 me mourns happy hunting grounds
which must be already crowded by similar victims. It takes years to
become a good dug doctor! Ask l)r. llcury Gardner, ol lid Wcsr uotu
i.,,

,,

were imported by

for the best

at Chicago, has whelped eleven dogs and three
B. Dilly's champion Ranger. Five of them are
alike, and are exactly like their sire, and the balance
S3.

..

.

hen opened, and, after the
removed.

i

-.

Imported Hogs. —On the 36th duly arrived three splendid
setters from belaud in good condition, one dog and two
two bitches the dog and one bitch, black, tan and white, by
McDonaglfs field trial Ranger out of Belle, by li
:.,,
a, Nell 1st; one bitch, black and
Ian, by Champion
ham ion Sell 1st. uhey
Duke (1598) out of Leah, sistei
I

and

almost nearly so, being very dark liver and white. All arc
strong and healthy, and perfect beauties.
S. B. Dillv.

i

:

paniel, Adelina Patti, died

fatal,

—Queen, winner
brood bitch
bitches by

I

'<

Mb Editor.—The

—

Hy duo phobia. An exchange says
Dr. Offenburg, of Munster, claims to have cured a case of
hydrophobia by hypodermic injections of curare seven times

fish

:

1

Mr

ae shi ting seemsto have been done from
tewhlg writing.
pure willfulness and in a spirit of bravado

Srfj

My

i

subscribed to by

ing of Oberon, July 22, 187

;

P.

Gerniantown Telegraph
Here is its latest

i

urn writer.
is

stories.

an explanation of his conduct,

for

offered no excuse, acknowledging the shooting, saying that the
dog had done no harm, but was •'smelling around." He also

RcssiAM Setters.—B. S., writing from Baltimore, Md.,
says I am glad to see one of your correspondents enlightening the public with regard to the Russian setter.
I have a
cross-bred one out ol' an imported Russian bitch by a native
English setter. He is chestnut anil white, powerfully built
with an expression of rare intelligence, and he certainly is
possessed of good sense
the best retriever I ever saw, a fine
ranger with a remarkably good nose, although seven years old
he is to-day a very good field dog, and possessed of a courage
The Russian setter is so little known
that nothing can daunt.
however that sportsmen have often been surprised at his being
a good dog, thinking him a cross with the spaniel. The fact
has
traveled
that this dog
over five thousand miles in quest of
game, having been hunted in Florida, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania, should be evidence of the
good qualities of the breed, and I agree with Oanonicus thai,
the timid dogs of the day might be improved by an admixture
of this blood.
Some years since 1 spent the 'summer in the
country, and used to amuse myself by shooting frogs which
were very abundant on the banks of a neighboring stream.
dog accompanied mc, dropping to shot at the report of
my pistol. He learned to take quite an interest in the frogs,
though never ordered to retrieve them, as 1 did OOt Suppose be
would take them in his mouth. You can imagine my astonishment when he brought a live frog to the house one day,
having been down to the stream alone. It was strictly uninl
jured.

This

entirely lor sport.

Another

stepped in to inspect a newly finished
On
later he heard the report of a gun.

,

would otherwise be

The Iowa Dog Snow.—Dr. Leas, the president of Ihe Iowa
Sportsmen's Club, informs us that all arrangements have been
made for the meeting of the American National Kennel Club
The trials will continue seven days, and
ai that place Sept. 1.

renders doublless

walking with the dog,

—

-v.

trials.

Doer MtJBPBB—Death Of Ohkuon.— Many of our
remember Oberon, who was a prize winner
and Philadelphia Dog Shows. For some
Baltimore
at. the
weeks he has been in the hands of a breaker, Mr. E. H.
Knight, of Allaire, IV. J., wise, Sunday, July 22, while out

sportsmeu generally, and espeel
dSi
nch shows and Held trials Dftlic T. S. S. Assn..
,,]! Lie
know
..— of those whose indomitable wills and indeftttl.
..~.
gable energies have made their meetings successful for me to mention
them.
Yours respectfully,
Dead beat.
ical

j

For the best dog or

Class 16.— Pox terriers.
iltf.
•

;

!

i-ialir

of Ihe as
who hav

:

.

under

.

of the dog needs less preparation in its passage through these
glands, is a matter not fully understood, though some changes
certainly take place.
The pancreas in man lies across the abdomen, tied down by
But the capacity of the canine abdomen does
icum.
not allow of a like situation, so it is disposed more lougitudiil
to the duodenum, which it, accompanies
Berne way its dud enters the duodenum about an inch and a
half below the ductus communis.
The spleen differs much, b ith in figure and situation; being
much more oblong and thin, and lies more according to the
lemztuof the abdomen, like the pancreas. In man, it is firmly
i.i.-.d to
he diaphragm, whichisnecassaryintheereel posture he
But heru such fastenprevent il falling downward.
he posterior pans
ing is unnecessary, as bythi
it
is always contigbrae body being higher tbi
uous tfi this muscle, and is as effectually subjected to an alternate pressure as is the spleen of 1
llexion of the spine the liver
In all animals posscssim: Urg
if
lobes by deep
and lungs are dividsdin

re

best do

.

.

whereas,

.

--

,i

"

j

loogei tb in intbi

have gathered u U

,,

.

.

>,

-

brefl.

Their indom
the day bBfora

the held

ii:l

i

The reason, why thi8 in man
structure being entirely different
n were" subdivided into many small glands may possibly
be that as the intestines of the human body are proportionately

-

Fo tin Ileal
JlO.
..n
31
iltelipu

second best,

-1,1

Instead of a great
c

,

age,

luimttis ol age.

lew in numln

i

*'_'i;

-

I

I

B

.

i

ice

si

I

months

I

:

inten

he minted and carried through

lote
n your eye,
aw-log th his own. He omits to nr ition the names
to organize the Tenn. S. B. ASSOC
helped to tultlds; helped to
mplle the rules from
tlSIl
mi
ied through the trials

1

;;

the omentum, the

foi

iortsmen'9 Association. E
by him." "Victim" plUOlSB

uucilaginoUS glands th&J ai'i
we consider a
wfind most frequent and largest about the lower part of the
rectum.
The mesentery is considerably longer than in the human
position,. the intestines may
cushion of the abdominal mu cl
need in the same manner and for the aami
:a son n
-

John M. Taylor credit

show of dogs
er held in America undo

avid

tthless

1

n

i

W. Alley,

.1.

rnlly th

hum

these sacs in the

kpl

on this assertion y
trials and bench shows in
Pen
greatly In error, as Captain K. W. Lightljiim
proposed ft beuoli show and Held trials, and through his Indot
lefatlgablfi energy and the assistance ol one or iwn f

I.

to

.,.,,.

'

i,

prize valued at jss.
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Editor Pop.est and STB

for trick animals.

The- following are the Dla
Division i. -Class t.—Champion English
otters—For the best dug,
'i
-i
:,
s m,
naei inie value.

two

I

premiums, and extra

dollars will be paid in cash

to be

HONOR TO "WHOM

open Sepi week.

will

Boston, and continue

Music Hall,

3, at

Due thousand

d&;

it

I

wmua

which are new to him do uotsometunes arise
withstanding his experieuce of r.t years.

street, in this city, if cases
hoi

that if the stranyers to whom these sick dogs are sent
lor treatment, only knew bow much ihcy court and love their sympathy
they would not withhold it, especially as It Is a very active agent In sf,

The doctor says

lectlog cure

—

Ui

FOREST AND 'STREAM:
r

Mm and Elver

MAssAorroBETXS—Salem, July 30.—Fishing
oufld

now, including

alera

water

salt

in

is

Mr.

handle

II.

Bowks and

myscll lately enjoyed',-'

sport willi a rod and reel, catching pollock iish of ii
10 three pounds each, they were decidedly lively fish tn
.'
'nght mackerel with a rod— it make, n
lg0<
fish weather lately.
Mr. Small, of Finn
1

'!

,1

'

wu
,

,

,„„

uitish

Kma

Masoolonge,

Yellow

as

noWZwr.

HsOX UiriVH.

Pll-kCI-l'l,

at

to

week weighing some 500 pounds; he

last

A

oil.

hoc::

u.i

Mr,

aerpenl

i

.,

,..
.

soon
pounds,
and sohi 8 good many.
:l

ft

mill

S

tl

was on exhibition
Teal.

I

Pish in

Makket.—Fish

Our quota-

are uoav very scarce.

week are as follows;
Striped bass, 18 to 25 cents per pound; bluetish, 8 to 10
frozen do, 25 cents; mack-

tions for the

cents; salmon, green, 30 cents;
weakfish, 10
25 cents
erel,
;

Spanish

cents;

mackerel,

12j cents; terrapin, §12 per dozen;
halibut, 18 cents; haddock, ti cents; king-fish, 25 cents;
15 cents; herrings. 6 cents:
blackfish,
codfish, 8 cents;
flounders, 10 cents; sea bass, 18 cents; eels, IS cents;

15 cents; green

turtle,

I

.

400 bbls. mackerel.

— Oj,e

Arfi-rrtixn;

\,u>

m

discovered

be

to

closely

allii

Hcrodieus, a trainer, who was also an invalid, was
have discovered from his own case the method of tri
a dis
ease by careful diet and regimen, and to have thus contributed
iireiiietit of Greek medicine.
Paus:iuias also mentions (vi. 3, 0) the case of a certain Hysmon, an Klcan, who,
when a boy, had rheumatism in his muscles, and on thi
count practiced for the pentathlon that he might
healthy and sound man.
His training made him
sound, but a celebrated victor.
It,
wonld be very
to know in detail what rules Ihe Greeks prescribe!
purpose. Pausamas tells us vi. 7, !)j that a certain
Who won ten victories in long races at various games (about
Ol. 74) was the first who thought of eating meal; in his training, for that up to that time Ihe diet of athletes had been
cheese from wicker baskets.
It
ist
be remembered thai
meat diet was not common anions:
Who, like most
southern people, lived rather upon ish, fruit and vegetables,
so that the meal, dinners of
were ensured as heavy
,

Movements or the PlfilUSO Fi.f.kt.— The rnmib
B
ing arrivals reporled at this port the past week has been 84,
viz.: 13 from he Banks, 84 from Georges, and 37 from maekereling trips.
The latter vessel" report" a continued scarcity
of mackerel, and the present indications are that
fishery will he a failure this year.
Two vessels brought Tares
of 100 bbl.s. each, one ?0 and one 30 b
the vessels were bare, and some had not seen a mackerel for
a fortnight. The railroad strikes have interfered with the
movements of fish, and but little has been done the past week.
Prices remain firm at pr
latious.
ioul
The fish receipts
at this port the past week have been about. 1,000.000 pounds
codfish and 200,000 pounds halibut from the Banks, 17a, 000
pounds Georges codfish, 10.000 pounds Georges halibut, and
'

Petoli, J'ercajiacesmui.

ffmfimn.

i.lee Athletics.— There is no doubt Ihi
Ihe Greeks the pursuit of high muscular condition
associated Avith that of health, and that hvgiene and
'

.;

uke

[

i

turned il into
psco

tiiomil

mai

sniall

OthQf ordinary wiclies.
r.lnck bass are being taken at Lynnheld Fund.
Mr F.Nichols, of Salem, caught one weighing
nearly .six pounds, and reports the fish as verygarneyto

SEASON IN AUGUST.

IN

Pllci- "I

1

I

hUyll.

ii

I

(

t

,

i

i

i

and rather disgusting. However.
was adopted by Greek athli

rry of Dromcus
•er after, aud we hear of
their compulsory meals of
irge
meat, and their
consequeni, sleppi
snd sluggi. mess in ordinary life, ha
such a way as to make us belli v7
ad missei
the real secret of training, and a tually thought
b
strong nutriment a man could
b the stronger he would
bs
Income. The
ntity eaten by alhlctes is univer.-aJly spoken
o, .,, ,«, e-M.eeding
the quantity eaten by ordinary men,
not considering its heavier quality.
Our suspicions that, in
-

l<

'

I

-

1

lobsters, 10 cents: sheepshead, 20 cents; soft clams, 80 to GO

salmon trout, 15 cents Long Island trout,
Canada do., 50 cents; hard shell crabs, *•! per 100; soft
whiteflsh, 15 cents; frog lej
crabs, 81 50 per dozen
cents per 100

$1

;

%

New

Yoi:k.-A7»7.v<"/<.

July

27.— William

H. Sleight,

;

;

Gardiner Station, on the WallkiuYausy Railroad, new Kingston, on duly 25, and each caught a line mi ss o|' fish.
>f. ies

;

cents per pound.

.

consequence, Greek athletic
even equal, to our own, is, hoi
without any information as to
feats were performed.
They
ures of short subdivisions of t
ii- woidd AVin, not to j
to See
distance could be done.
N -•rlhel.

re not greater, if
verily, as we are
ich their running
or nice mois•an races only
't a lime
a given
course ...
then,
rushing

,

Reel.—We have had

Okvis

the pleasure of handling one of

It is by Tar the neatest
the new Orvis reels, nickle-plaled.
implement we have seen, and combines beauty and lightness
This reel is manufactured by C. F. Orvis, Man-with utility.

chester,

in

flies,

Vermont, who also furnishes a very superior
very strong and durable, of home manufacture.

article

Bass Fuse — AVe

have received from
The Whenshall
Messrs. Trimble & Kleibacker, 300 West Baltimore street,
Baltimore, twelve samples of bass flies, adapted to the waters
They
Of the Potomac, Alleghany and Shenandoah rivers.
are exquisitely tied, and we most readily recommend such of
our readers as purpose fishing in those waters to obtain their
flies from the firm above menlioned.

crab for bait.
Thie is the same bait advertised as the natural
food for black bass by .1. 1" Warsters in the Forest asd

antecedents
Indians,

date back to the

are the proprietors.

visited the neighboring streams

ami

lumberman

aboriginal

writer and his friends
and ponds, and fished in the

The

lake, and were rewarded with full baskets of good-sized

—Mr.

Thos.

J.

Havemeyer

fish.

Sew tans*.

Eimty't AOiley Souse, Jufy 37.—Pishing
poor all the week. To-day, at the Inlet, some boats have
taken as high as twenty-four bluefish. Sheepshead are biting
better to-day, over sixty taken before 9 a. m.
First weakfish
taken Wednesday; one boat forty-seven, averaging '.'ilbs. B.

Pknnsvj.va.nia.- Capt. Win. Auchenbach recently caught
dam, a black bass
weighing three pounds and twelve ounces, and measuring
twenty inches in length.
in the Schuylkill, at the Limerick station

captured over one hun-

nual salmon cruise to Canada.
dred salmon. Messrs. Catlin, Phelps, Streit and Itnbrie, are
among the gentlemen now on the rivers, and from all accounts
the fishing exceeds that of any previous year.

The Donsox—6Vr#<to«s c<>m«tes.—This

is

the celebrated

black bass bait, a perfect imitation of which is now in the
market, introduced by T. F. Marslcr of 125 Nassau street.
The Dobson has a number of local names, such as "crawler,"

"hcllgrammitcs,"

etc.. the

latter being, perhaps, a

more cor-

than any other, as the true dobson is the larva'
Fred Mather remarked to us not
of the hellgrammite fly.
long since, that the remembrance of the noble strings of bass
when spoons, worms, flics and
dobson
with
the
taken
had
he
minnow's failed, causes him to love this little creature, in
"Don't be afraid ol his uglispite of his ungainly aspect.
on as if
ness," he says, "but take hold of him and hook him
he were a minnow, and go home with a rood suing of bass."
It is now unnecessary to hunt the crawler, as his counterveteran, the hero of
feit, is so perfect that even the wariest old
gnawings as lie sees
a hundred fights, perhaps, is seized with
the dobson drop temptingly in the water.
rect designation

Fisherman's Luck.— Three of the faculty of the Deal and
Dumb Institute, of Washington Heights, themselves mutes,
went on a fishing excursion from Babylon, L. I., a few days
since.

Off East Island,

while

"chumming"

Wisooxsrx— Islaxd Kovav-Bayfield. July 22.— The streams
and the catch by 'the numerous visi-

are in splendid condition,
tors is very fine.
Prof.

La llomharie, of Racine College,
over one hundred troul on Thursday, the result of
four hours' fishing.
Wm. Knight.
:

T.

i

W.

Canada- Mutipt-dm, .ZV. B., July 20.— Owing to the low
water in Ihe rivers and the hot and dry weather but few salmon are being caught in this vicinity at present, though there
are plenty in the "RestigQUChe," and they can be taken in
some quantities if light, "fine tackle were 'used instead of Ihe
heavy clumsy kind generally used. This the writer has clearly
proved by killing eight salmon- the largest, of which "kicked
the beam" at twenty-four pounds—in the "Big Pool " above
the railroad bridge, where it was impossible to raise a fish with
coarse tackle.
Among the parlies up the " Bcstigouehe " arc
that of Mr. A. TL Sliewau's, our worthy Secretary of the
Province of Quebec Pish and Game Protection Club.

now
The

I.

[We have
is

advised the use of sand, not earth

;

but

tilt!

IS

»

better.—Ed.]

sports-

man who

visits the liver at 5 a. m. has the best luck in taking
them. This morning bright and early I saw Mr. Dingee
Scribner land an 18-pounder, which is the average weight of

these fish.
The best bail for
a ivilby minnow.

them

is

either the

'•

eel bail "

or

Stassteao.

Upper Gtop, Gmti4 llii'ri: P. O., ./iil,/2n. We arc having greal sport
isi bada.salmon takeout over 400 feet of
line, leaping as be ran.
He made a magnificent fight.
I

iMBBltt.

—

Halifax. N. S. .July 28. The Fishery. Commission have
reconsidered their motion lor adjournment, and have commenced work. After tt three-hours' session lo-dav 'b
nl
journed mil il the tiutb, when evidence will be submitted."
t

SPLIT

BAMBOO

To Our Customers and

ROBS.

Penobscot salmon
this season has been very large.

:

diminishing.

The

yield

I:

I

i

natural consequence of
c aoomion oi
material rewards.
There was, of course, a gt d deal of chance in the course of
the contest, and Pausani
evii
winner was not the best cm. for example, the races wera
run in heals of four, and E there Avas an odd man over, the
owner of the last lot draw oould sit down till the winners of
the heats came together, a
run against them without any
;

The limitation
h heat of four conipetitors arose, I fancy, from their no
irine lolor
or
ei
othea
and so not being easily dial
Ii
They were
accordingly walked into the arena
"
lerground
adinm, and the name and
passage in the raised side of the
country of each proclaimed in on r by a herald. This praplice is accurately copied
present Olympic games held
at Athens every i'our years.
Maomillan.
previous fatigue.

i:

.

i

C 'in ot- H.ANiucAEt'iMi.—Tlie origin of h;n
is lo be found in a custom at one time,
perbans, as pi
in England as the modern practice of rattling.
One per.
son, let it be supposed, had a pocket knife which he wished
to exchange for another person's pencil case.
"challenge" the ownerof the pencil a
aketheeati b n
I

with him, and this being agreed
louud lo " make the award," or,

person would be
in other words, to
as to the respective values of the two articles, and to award a
certain sum by way of equalizing them.
Before }hc a
was made all three would deposit in a hat or cap a corl
stake, which the arbitrator would appropriate in 11
-be
to
his award pr
Sal
tory
ir
both parlies, or in the event,
of his award proving satisfactory to neither party.
The way
in which this willingness or unwillingness to abib
award of umpire was expressed seems originally lo
this: The two exchangers were lo stand each with
111
cap. and on the award being uttered— after ai
of circumlocution purposely intended to confuse them
thej
wire instantly to withdraw their liands and open them.
both hands held money in them, both were umhi
cept the award, the exchange was made, and tie
bi
If neither held money ihe b,
pocketed, the stakes.
not concluded, and the Stakes were still forfeited
Iralor.
If only one ol the Iwo displayed a coin, that oncdrew
he stakes, and the exchange was not made. A<
modern rnleB "a handicap match is A, B and C to put an
equal sum each into a hat ; O, who is the batulieapp
lor A and 11, who, when they havi
in,
b
etsand draw them out closed 5 then
lii o
they open them together, and If both nave monei
to a third

I

'

'

of their assert ions.

OONKOY, BlSSETT

—\A&».

&

Mal.LESO.N,

Manufacturers, 05 Pulton Street, TL Y.

I..,

" Miss Jones, hai B you
—Literary young man at a parly
seen Crabbe's Tales?" Young lady, scornfully:
"I was
not aware that crabs had tails.'' Literary young man, cov"
beg your pardon', ma'am, should
ered wiih confusion
have said, read
"
Young lady, angrily.
scornful:
"And I was not aware that red era:!,
:

i

1

I

'

'

either."

I

Exit young man.

•

always sure he was born lobe a great journalist.
But after he is' sent to a tu
Srst job, he finds
neAv light break in on him. and dise
tn ue mission
is "the bar."
B
and

I

i

..-

i.

'

ii

I

i

—The

average college graduate who applies at this office
for a place, generally wants to know "if there is
LUI
iu the position of dramatic editor or literary critic."
He expects to reei tvi
jfSOs week the first mouth," and $100 a wick
I,

is

_

!

In reply to Ihe damaging
report!
BThioh have been drculated respecting tlie quality of
our split bamboo r,,ils. hy "dealers'' who are unable to compete
wrthiisat auTTeduced prices, wo Have issued a circular which
we shall be pleased to mail to any address, proving the. falsity
the Public

is

lii

——The run of

rf

i

caught

A

correspond
lvEEriN-n Angle Worms Fbbsh.—
mention the fact of their
I see writers so often in your paper
keeping angle worms in a box with plenty of earth. This
one to every one who
ifioD is not new, but an important
angles, and essential to every one who carries angle avoitus
oia long journey; and I pray you pass it on:— Horn u
:,!
hut use damp moss; angle worms will keep bright and
clean therein on the longest journeys, when they will decay
and corrupt in twenty-four hours in earth.
and reject the wounded ones once in a day or two, and they
Chab. E. Vv uiikiiead.
Will remain fresh a month.

,

I

St. -John, N. B., July 2lj.— Striped bass aro
here in the river, near the Suspension Bridge.

I

,i

sand, and as the
vases
piol
along in spread-eagle fashion, with the
m- like the sails
of a windmill— in order to aid the mot
f their bobj, s, as
the Germans explain (:itt
Philostratu.--)
nay, as we even
hear of their having started
homing, if we can believe such
es in riuiuiiig must have been
a thing, their time perfor
teeidedly poor.
In the Oly ipic games the running, which
silly been the only
ompetttiou, always oame first.
.
The short race wai once up the course, and seems to hav, b,
about 12a yards. About the year 7^0, B. G, races of double
the course, ami lo og races of about 3. 000 yards were added;
races in armor v ere a later addition, and came al the End
the sports.
It is remarkable that among all these varieties
hurdle races wercunknown,
unknown, though jumping was assigned a
'-'
':>" iii'l'orumt.
special place, and thougl
We have several
ites ol
remarkable anecdotei
ol endurance in running long journeys
1 even now the modern inhabitants are remarkable 1
quality.
I have seen a
young man keep up With a
ddeti at a good paoi icro
intry for many miles, and have been told that, the
Greek postmen are quite wonderful in their sp e'd an
l«
durance.
But this is compatible with very poor performances at prize meetings. There were short races for boys at
Olympia of half the length. Eighteen years was beyond the
limit of age for competing, as a story in Pausanias implies,
and a boy who won at the age of 12 was thought wonderfully
young. The same authority tells us of an, mi v
short race at four successive meetings, thus keeping up his
pace f,
Tla
sras to
have been no second pr
f the hi
cal games, a
soft

i

Stansteai).

for bluetish,

they struck a school of sharks, several of which were hooked,
Finally Mr. Lloyd hooked one, but
result.
:i without
found him too strong, and called the stepper of their yacht to
bis aid, when the two succeeded in bringing he shark to the
After a prolonged tight,
surface near the side of the boat.
the shark being several times struck on the head with a
hatchet and boat hook, he succumbed sufficiently to be lifted
on board- When measured, he was found to be seven feel
seven inches lone;, with teeth an inch long, and his weight
After lying
was estimated at about three hundred pounds
lie having
ties
01] the bow of the yacht a few minutes,
but the skipper walked away, when, by a tremendous effort, the shark leaped clear of the yacht
though doubtless mortally wounded, csca'ped.

-,.1'A

I

Viugixia- LetsKury, Ya.. July 38,
Our sportsmen have
killed a few woodcock.
Plover are showing themselves.
Black bass are-beingtake
strings ol eight and wive, and
ranging from one to two and a half pounds. I took seven
bass in Syeolin, a tributary of Goose Creek, with fly, and
eight chubfall fish, and perch, all with academy fly. " River
(Potomac) is clear, Goose Creek clearing, small streams clear.

*•

I

recently returned from his an-

He

IIarkt.

—

The biggest bass taken in Greenwood Lake this season
weighed five and a half pounds. It was taken by Mr. Arthur,
one of the Greenwood Lake Club members.

—T. N. J. sends us

a letter from Moosehead Lake, in which
he takes occasion to extol the comforts of the Lake House as
a resort for sportsmen. Messrs. Sawyer ft Savage, whose

Oun

Stream.

|e| es,

hands the mati
match."

was

b

Thus

literally a

i

i
:

;

whereas the

i

" hnnd-i'-the pocj
i

.
,

ihe

i

>

[ci n

oil

hi

Times.
rflOiG,

—TJie following

are

some

issued by the Ro
bathing within two horns after a meal, or Avhen c\i
com any other cai

structions

1

ii

u£

v ill
"hai d-i*-tlt
it

tiniely in.

\

j

:

i

- FOREST TXnD^STRE A Ml
i

,,,,,,

i,,..

,,,

i„

I

liillincss,

i

.',,,,

m

mi inttjc

i
i

er,

with numbness of the handsand

he open

Answers

en

1,1

feet

but,

;

and

i,,_

No Notice Taken

,

•

i

t

'

,

Lrhmediatcly Mien
Tlievi-1,1

r

::i

Leave the
knur in tbe water.
!uM"sl, feeling of eh
tin
uulie early in the mornins On

b

I

,

bathe two ortln
two to throi

•

,.

,,.-,ri

ii

:

B

.

a

I

itig

their medical

Gaines.—The first of a
n

.

;

serres of handiof the Scottish-

rnanaeement

lie

•

washeldJiil.vSycintlicdubKruuiuls,

,,',,

at

mi

p nil

bath

i

lioarewealchad
the best time for

ii

I

al

,i,i

i.

!!,

hours after breakfast. Tho
giddiness or faintness, and tin
jeomfort at the

is

.ii,i,'

,,

Their-i
Fiiiy-fourth street and Ninth avenue.
,,
|,
k; was the throwing of a 16-pound hammer for a
,i,i, was won by J
The next feal ure
13. Hanna.
,,:,,

i,

i

may be removed

By a concentrated solu-

pyrohosptmte at sodium.

tion of

C. it., New York.— When and where does the next National Sportsmen's Convention meet" Ans. Wilkesbarre. Pa.

L.

It.

San Antonio.— Do brook trout have regular scales? Ans.
very minute so minute as to be almost

II.,

They have

scales, Inn they are

;

microscopic.

NATrmeiST, Wilmington, N. C.— Sponges are bleached bj being
washed in weak hydrochloric (muriatic) acid, and then in cold water.
When clean, they are soaked in weak sulphuric acid, and rinsed in
rose water.

Danv

S.,

first

of

we

Yes,

Ky— Can

illc,

pood Ashing be had

What kind

September?
believe so.

at

Put-in-Ray about he
I

of bait would you

recommend!

r-

gold cup presented by John Frttser,
Bittmar, in 3m. li-.Vs. The
oik. T. Buckley won in Sm. 7Ae.,
rhile
i

I

>i

< W.

second.

,

on Tuesday, beginning

,;ls

at

1

c.

pointer, setter,

6i

waiei-

for tide

hy.-V,
i

In

hiB

Thoseon Df the Hamilton Club in their match willi the
Montreal Olnb last week was tbe. largest tme-uiiiiug score ever
in Canada, and Mr. R, Leisfs one-iiinins score of L'liv!
Mr. KenIn America.
tin' li'mhest ever recorded in a mutch
nedy led the bowling on behalf of Hamilton. an&Mr. Terrance
on the [mu!, of Mi "'I real,
Pktnn, Oniwip, July 26,— GftwegO,

down when

with

Picton, 81.

1-Vl;

Mine was drawn.

the

Basb Eaij.-S. Louis. Mo.— The eighth championship
a
between the St. Louis and Boston clubs was played July
uHiii'i in a, victory for the former by a score of Ii to 2.
This is t.hc sixth game won by the St. Louts.
!

ii

.

Allen

net Crrv.— The Alleghanevs.

i.

untested

were

.,

Ci

of

28lll.

jhaneys.

'

Ive attention.

dog for hunting a Florida,
most serviceable tackle

test

ockei apat

li--i

defeated
be Athletics, of Philadelphia, on Thursday, July 26, on the
mis of the former at Wayne Station, by a score of 9 to 7,
after an exciting game of eleven innings.
I

-•
B ;: Ml n
on Thursday, July
I',-.

— A base

;:

is the.

r;

but springer

better than

is

W. B-, New York.— Is there a book published on the care of niband pigeons, giving descriptions of breeds, etc.? Ans. Faneter's
Boys' Tiook of Animals," "Chambers' Information for the
People," " Columbarium," by John Moore.

bits

0.
jrhal

Pa.— Will you please

me

through your paper,
anary bfrdB thai lave Uo65 Aus. Dust, them over
ido p
mlphur. Hang a muslin on," D led B nil the samo, lathe
Corry.

1'.
'

I

,i

im,;,,.

ii'

,

tell

I

ii
:

eroh thai

I

he birds

can rah against

Orleans.— Could yon inform me where I could get SHE
Ans. Probably of E. V. de Boissiere, Wi llinmsburg, Franklin County, Kansas Albert Brewer, Los Angelos, or Leon
Gainbert, East San Jose, California.
G.

New

S., Jr.,

worms

;

Sillie BlBD.— What distance ought an V.

Wesson

rillc shoot,

,,,i

v

,

,

,,,

i,

,

Can.,

made
made

;i

;

Syracuse, 72.

C. M., Goshen, July 2S.— In shootingat glass balls eight men shoot, at
10 baits each, Arst, second and third money. A gets in, B., o, C, 9, D. s.
B. and C. shoot off; C. wins. Who gets third money ? Aus. The three
prizes belong to the three best, men. D. (S) gets nothing ; 9 is better

than

B. gets third money.

S.

Boston.—There was an error ill printing the quesH.,
tion In liia column last week. The question was not as to the origin of
the Gildersleeve and Laverack strains, but, whether a couple of dogs
were from either of these bloods. As we no longer possess copies of the
register we were compelled to refer to the party in whose hands they
E.

1.

A., Kawsonville,

Vt.— 1. Do the American Arms Co.

.
,

:,„

!

f"H Wo.mt.n, and

with their Prospects in Single
Life and Middle
.'.
I

i,,

make a

1. Where can I get the " action" (in the rough or
double breech-loader? 3. Wherecan I get chilled shot in N.
short a twist would be best for a long-range muzzle-loadAns. 1 No. 2. Of alrittc of .44 and would you advise a "gain?"
most any matter 3. Henry C. Squires, No. 1 Cortland St. i. Depends
entirely upon ctr- cumstances. Your gun maker can inform you.

fitted) for

Y.?
ing

a,

How

4.

Bloomington.HI.— What

Age

the whole of the

conlrasi

title,

Inn

it

n

also for

Young

Ladies,

Love, Hope, Married

Life,

is

the

name

of Ash

caught in the

lakes and ponds of Florida, which they cali trout? It is described, as
near as I can remember, as average weight, fi to 1 lbs., whitish color,

the black bass

is

wish to settle is whether it
not? Ans. The tlsh locally

What we

tive of the trout family or
I

Now

.iav.

rork.-

1,

is

Full description in

arcpresenta-

known

saZmoite), belonging to the ramUj
Ilallock's Gazetteer.

(';,-.vs(«

fluid for

microscopic objects

ol

as trout
Peroidas.

Cairo. 111.— What

Joys not begin

to

give an idea Of

distilled « a-

Will

o size larger

i

expai:

not

il

iSagcintd chamber of gtrn, or U there Is a loader or
other device, by the use of which such expansion could be avoided
where can It be obtained, and at What price? Ans. use wads same

The wads used

size as shell.

gauge of gun, not
im.

can

I

II.

are generally one size larger than the

shell.

Whe

L. S., Joliet, 111.—

Bud good deer and bear

Also, would you buy a

irk Btn

1

or Pennsylvania,

rand December?

I

Winch

delplilaand Erie branch of Pcnnsy
:

Both are

the "Gazetteer."

a.

e not al liberty to de-

T. S. S., E. tilth St.— What caul do for a set ter five.years old? He
romits everrfhing he mis. it matters not what, I feed him; does not
have much revel; Is id
mil, and does not show any sickness. He
was always In he ci
since then 1 have kept him in
try till laSI May
back yard of niv house in Mew York. Aus. Cause Non-assimilation
of food; he does not get exercise enough. You had best half starve
htm a wct-k, then give 10 grains of the following powder morning and
evening: Rhubarb. « drs., powdered White castile soap, 1 drs.,1
drin and powdered cuoebs,of eaohLdr.
;

IcbbUbg, City.—I) ;.,jii arc i.oiimlto haye ice water in the woods you
had besl use the finely powdered crystallized ammonia nitrate. Dissolve
ifin an equal weight.of water at 50 degrees Fahrenheit, and a pail of
user Bel in the mixture win sink to a temperature of 3.20 Fain
is the best freezing mixture, for the simple reason that if this solution
be placed in a shallow pan in the sun the water will evaporate, and thus
the ammonia may be used again and again to freeze with.

I

E. D. 0, Boston.—I have a setter eight months old, whose skin
seems to he nearly covered with red blotches, and if he gets a scratch it,
is glossy and bright, and hi
uirdty enough to notice )(„
a& Cajs Juniper tarsoap to wash the nm3> V thn
vetiing. Also give him B teaspoon iii

festers; hiseyes ran s little, bul tits hair
a good appetite; is the teas; :,;i

i

,

,'.

I

foiiovi trig

mixture

make four c

q.s., to

day Iodideof potassium, dr.; Dentocomp. spirits of lavender, t dr.: simple syrup,
Donot give on an empty stomach.

lines a

I

Iodide of mercury,
.

:

1

Buck Shot,

Tiltln, Ohio.— This spring
killed what was supposed
be a crane but on picking him np we f
I that it was different from
In size
stz
anything ever seen here before.
and shape it was about tho
shorter, Its back and wings were tho
and its head was black and white with
r of the comn
v long feathe
lop of its head live or six
* fro

to

;

-'

brown with fringe-like
it was a great Bine Her

F.

od Ashing at Chalau qua Lake, N. Y.?
me to go, and what, would be the best,
Ans. Cliatauiiiia Lake is a very pleasant

Boston.— Is then

EL,

h pr

leathers.

\V.

Mc,

m

,

ireeding dress.

Wauesburgh, N. Y
four circle,
had marked on
with a Parker gun, 12 gauge
oz.No. in >!i"L. The i--.nl
II. 1)..

hi?,

you call this a goc
and found 911. S
setter by the nam
and whereabouts.
spasms this siimn

J

ShOI

al

.

!

,.|.ei

,,..
|.
v,. '•;
iuches m diameter.
,,

|

,s,
10, !: ami
ncubarrels,s

Hi

;.:

Opt.,

a drs. powder,

m

:

•

did

I

want

to

know

i
I

had two or three
and as soon i-

setter lias
1

at once,

fits

or

,|

There is a law
Illinois. Iowa and Wisconsin.
Kansas prohibiting game of any kind being taken out, of the State
and one in Minnesota (hat applies to all game except ruffed grouse
[locally Known as pheasants), appro ved March 5th 1877.

am

character that applies to

standpoint.

in

the

,

.

i,

,

i

rhly original
,,.,,,

.

,i

,,,

here expressed,

ami selemiiie
I..

lie

rn::n

Itolbrook.V Co.,

bur liking
E. L. F., Baton Bouge, La.—I wish to ge t a magazine rile,
for hunting, a large calibre rule, the Winchester being on)J .44, and in"
Evans currying too little powder 1 have thought id the Spencer. A large

Ans. 1. Depend!
Write to L. II. Sn
Chili. 3. Give a 1
following powdei
wiui.e eastlle Boan

of each

1

dr.

one of the best and c
found in t
Co., Washingi
Is the sportsman of the tlrm, and will
of our friends calling upon Itirn or v
-IJii.loitbr.eilly

as (hey haveuol, been made lor years I'm a£ttM thej mi be guns gotten
up " for sale" by private parties. Do you think any Spencers (new) for
1

,

—The

and

y

An.-

mounting

expelled!

in

,,/,.;

I

the advantage or

is

wadiiian the flalibrs of shell ?

est

Pa. -Is the sale otgame Killed in Wisconsin. Kansas, Iowa,
and Illinois forbjdden by statute t If so, when was such
lawenactedS Aus. We suppose yOtl mean to inquires game killed

dium of

gelatine.

:

voutie.
2.

that

W.

,i

I.

.sibling

W'lial is the

ihrough Hue ilanncl. Always heat the honey before adding ii to tho
gelatine, winch must previously have been dissolved in boiling water.
Add the creosote last of all.

.

MiniresotB

-

%

What age is the
Do not know.

::.

Mnnoscom:. Bo.ion.-The
follov
The following
makes an

t,

,

and whore were

them?

weigh! 01 a role tor shooting hi SOU yards?
est allowable to shoot at Creedmox 1 Ans.
weight to suit the buyer. :;. Two

it,

punitive

whom

by

>

I

seats Invented, and what crew Hrs) used

favorable.

geese after Sept.

very large mouth.
,
,

.

Point,

single breech-loader?

lea

^]pif ^tnblkutwns.

;

!>'.. Warren. Pa
-Often, for want of anything else, I feed my Settee
on fresh meat. Will it hurt his scent or injure lrini in any way for
hunting! He is three years old, ami has anabundancc of exen
that he keeps thin and hard and in good working condition,
No, it had best be well cooked, however.

of Main,

D.,

J. S. S.,

.,

am upland or grass plover, between the first
January and the 16th day or August, In auy year, under a peneach bird so killed or had In possession."

of

A. L. 1"'., Elkhart. Ind.—l. How shall I manage live wild geese dew
coys? 2. What is the nearest point, at which 7 can rim good duck
shooting in season? also prairie-chickens? S. Does the inclosed sample of paper correspond with the English paper used to test penetration of shot? Ans. 1. Anchor them so they cannot fly. 2. Bureau
Valley, 111.; Syracuse, Kosciusko County, Ind.; on the Kankakee
marshes in Stark County, and at South Bend, Ind. 3. Yes. Penetration

Boston.— win you be so kind as to Inform me of the
and regarding the first of September for shooting on
Long Island. Ans. In Maine woodcock and raffed
On Long Island you can shoot ducks and
grouse season closes Dec. 1.

T. W.
game law
Montauk

*J.
—All foud mother;
conclusion from this
,.''

same has been killed,

day

1
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-O'Learyhas accepted Weston's challenge to walk for
purse or C2.00U, and the race will probably come off in Lon
don next September.

i

the

i

I]

G.

Newport, K. L, July 25. -Six gameswere played by the following sides. Keels— J. \V. Brooks, C. Brycc and L. S.
Blues— G. E. Fearing, Farmian, Rogers and S. S.
Krvece
ThoBlues won all except the fifth game.
Ilowlauil.

n

ittsburgh, Pa.— The section of the game laws of penn• 'nch
relates to Held plover reads thus: "No person shall
or expose for sale, or have unlawfully in his or her posse.-sion afier

:

,

v.'u,

I

High

I

cricket club last week, one Of the Hamilton men, Leisk,
,,
of 20lj and carried his hat. The highest score ever
on this side of the Atlantic.

Soap,

National

2.

kill

tq

,

—lithe game between the Montreal and Hamilton,

B'/rrmme, Jul//

No.

I.

cide such questions.

Rtjxton.—The person who borrowed from this oflice on c Ituxton's
-Life in the Ear West" will oblige us by returning it at once. Any per
sou having copyof the same to sell, or a copy ot Kuxton's "NewWexi
co and Arizona" will oblige us by notifying us.

'

,,,

the

?

and wherecan I gel a copy? Aus.
tlou, 1H Park Row, N. V. oily.

with ac-

curacy at. a targets-calibre 32, barrel -2C. Inches? Ans. With ordinary
cartridges, about 100 yds. Long carl ridge, 150 yds., and extra long car-

I

:

come

does the slim

or their eggs?

,'

,

strikes a stone, an. 1, glancing, hit

W1BGEOK,
;

i

.,,i

„

""

it.

n. U„ llarrtRbnrg.— Ihavoa Hue setter pup eight months old which
has the mange very bad his hair Is coming out. I should very much
like a cure. Ans. Five drops Donovan's Solution in water three timas
a day. Wash with C'asswell, Hazard & Co.'a Juniper Tar Soap, also
apply black wash.

murder was committed

ball

during the playing of
nmty, N. Y. Twoof theplayera
d Wright and King, quarreled
eontei iugi
ol
,,,,!,
isionof the umpire, and in the heal of the war of
words Wrt-rht struck King on the head with the bat be held
Wright
in bis hand's, fracturing his skull ami killing him.
20,

i,

a ball

i

hat

tridge, 200 yds.

-The German! own Amateurs

l'x.

rover lake

i

I

v

doff

either.

and

Pittsburg,

supremacy July

the

for

6 for the Stars b

FiuLAnELCiJiA.

have
Kennel

E.G. H.,Manchi

yonr

name and

ft.

made

FOUr Wicket*

ational

.

e with

i

it.

eleven will play an eleven nf the
TheSt. George
GohiinraS Cricket Club, of Hoboken, on the St. Geo
I

through a

alty of $10 for

minnows.

l.'ae

E.S. II., Grand Rapids, lUieh.-I
CorrespOndenl " Archer." Canyon e<
address; Ans. Address him at thisol
O. ».. Newport.

Objcke*.—Ou'JulySl the Toronto Cricket Cltlb defeated
LheLacro el Luh it orioket bj a score ofl33t645. Behah,
pi the Toronto eleven, m

n

We

register,

..unci

H. W. C, Shin Creek, N. T.— In playing
anything but a tight croquet from a til whi
hit another more than once before going throes
Tea, auy ball can play on any other ball once uach

Ans.

•

,

ia halt]
Oani
oi
last contest w«
•,-.;

no

-

trait,— Ink Stains

i

.

have

,

,
uch

We

1

in

I'ii.

.

i

,

Anonymous (Jomiminlcallona.

of

"S., Itiii'risbiirjr.—

turned
urned aall pedtg
In
Club, Mr. L; II. Smith. Stralhroy. Onto]

tie body by sitting or Btand-

eliiliing

ed on the banks, or ia boats after having been

-

W.

D.

to i^oitresyondents.

batue

getting

Avoid

iutotlie water.
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mmiber of /
game laws, ami

tff'f contains a compeuthe miscellaneous matter Has some

current
all

the

in
'

•

,

.

!'

Ans. The new Wira-ii tci .45 cal. uses TO
grains powder, and will probab'y suit your wants. The Spencer pateuts

now

sale

are geniue?

'

,

,

,

,,

,

-

:

"'

of Carpetinga, Oil-

cloths, MattiDgs, etc, to be

's

John H. Prat, Sons &

'on.

He

"-

is

that of Messrs.
I.

W. Adams
i

I

se an,?

u
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FOREST AND STEEAM.
THE GAME OK

TO

CHESS-Sci Paper.
I

of time.

It is

now acknowledged

which they submit

and

of dis-

game) do not

Ibis subject consists in

the philological analysis of the terms of this

the different, nations,

menus

that the best

which involves

sipating the obscurity

not ensile in liu-sh

We

will be sufficient to

it

drawn:

mention the

<

of Indo- Persian origin.

Romau antiquity.
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one year.
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irlbutions will be regarded.

through the me-

up

of chess

learned

to the

it

by the Moguls (and even

the

Germans,

their

masters in the military

ancient conquerers,

its

n.

century be-

who

themselves

we

wait until

widowers of the

are

It has never been doubted that chess was already played in
Russia during the interval of time mentioned. It. is therefore
necessary to cite but one of the hundreds of historical datethat of Czar John the Terrible playing a game of chess with

the moment, of being struck with apo-

This happened in 1584.

any

historical proof,

is

dissipate, the least,

doubt which might

there with

its

exist.

very extraordinary etymology of the rjuem
an etymology which

Chess,

made

Prom

any public no-

clear incontestil

n

fai

to

i

We know

the

game

of

of the

has only luflcrly

been clearly

word f,r; corresppndiug to the Turkish vizier), which means the comn a
,
.....
chief of the army, the ancient French he
Si
theujuirlit, then vicrge, which they afterward replaced by the
queen. In the same mauuer the Italians, the Germans- and,
in imitation of them, all the Western nations— have taken the
flow do you suppose this piece is
fens for a virgin, or queen,
it is called precisely fir: ; a word which
culled in Russian?
out.

the primitive Persian

i

A

first.

small nun

of amateurs of the St. Petersburg Club, having felt how much
more natural and equitable the French and English laws are in
this respect, have abolished
Ln leed
ibis hard
i

and unjust German usage.
In the early days of the game the powers of the queen were
but small.
The chess-boards used by Tamerlane were larger
nun v tnon
marcs than those al present in use,
'<

new

cited two

One

use.

ed to the eightcom-

i

of the*

;h hi

,

placed between the king's knight

and

led

a

named
and castle, has the move
castle: the other,

of the bishop and knight united.

This invention,
evei
In another of this kind the two
aud deouHoA; the
former situated between the king and Ms bishop, in its move
the same with that of the queen, but only for two squares; the.
l

i

did not survive

its

author.

additional pieces are

from the Persians,

toriety, philology

art.

j

itself.

time of Peter the Great, could only learn the

from

Besides, were then- QOt

,,,.,
luiteyer, intended for publication, must be acou.ft.ltli
tity o
companled with real n me of the miter
POKKSl' AN1> STREAM FUIIUSUING COMl'ASY.
and be addressed to II
Names will not be publ lied if objection be made. No anonymous eou-

directly taken from the German
have, besides, borrowed UlBfulaws from

is

centaur, between the Queen's knight

game

for a

has neither grammatical Russian form

hie.h

The Hussinus

ages, after its conquest
fore),

wish

to Peter the Great they did

monlyin

plexy.

1877.

2.

To Correspondents.

up

castling called in Russia? Roki-

is

This nation is the Russian, or Muscovite, which, in the almost
complete state of isolation in whiehit remained during severs

one. of his favorites at

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

it

from East India— Persia

directly

that

'

into Spain and Sicily,

it,

p

Thus, the latho plurality of the queen, thcRussians have
QOtpenSoitl
imitated them, aud we must, to have a new one, absolutely

to Grssco-

That it was the Arab

3.

ians (who, as before noted only received

28320

IN

waaimknpwn

game.
These results, though very a ecurale, being principally drawn
from certain linguistic and Historical data, it would surely be
interesting to confirm by the witness of a nation which should
have received the game of chess, not of the Spaniards and Ital-

Rarest and ^trmttf §ublishing $<u«#a/f£.

TERMS, POUR DOLLARS A YEAR, STRICTLY

it

whence it spread into Italy, France, England and Germany.
4. That in Europe
has experienced many important changes
in the

Out-Dour Uecrkation and Study:

No.

That,

course of their conquests, introduced

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
in

g.

L

i

j

is

v,

Do we

to the present time.

How

(

norTOOt, and which
rev.

That the noble amusement

1.

word

rorotil, a

shall not repeat, here all
j

principal conclusions

up

castle

philological but sure proof

game used among

in the examination of the rules to

in playing.

the results of this research,

from reading ancient authors— for example,

feel sure

that Lire castle, at any rate the manner of castling
as
practiced, did not anciently exist, Besides the Turks, the Per.
sinus, the Georgians (and there are players of the first strength
in Georgia, where the nobility matte a special study of the

again to the origin of chess, while discne
ie
modifications to yvbich it has been subjected by the lapse
refer,

moves

latter

called the centurion

us the bishop, but only one

Tins, like the former, died with

The chess-board

its

square at a time.

inventor.

was a parallelogram, having
eleven squares one way and twelve the other. In the memoirs
Of Tamei-Iaiua

of jiaisliall Keith we find

it

related that he invented an amuse-

ment something similar to that of chess with which tho king
of Prussia Was highly entertained.
Several thousand small
statues were cast by a founder; aud these were ranged opposite
to eaoh other as if they had been drawn up in an army, making the different movements with them as in real service in
the

field,

I

We
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notes of llieir movements aud transactions.
Nothing will be admitted to any depai'lmeut of the paper that may
not be read witli propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of tne mail service If monej
ins 18 lost. NO PHKSON v vrevi n is authorized to collect
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s

Western Manager.

Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING
WEEK.
Friday, August 8.— Trotting: Buffalo, N. Y. Freeporl, 111., Jefferson, O. Running mecnuir: Saratoga. IN. Y. Base ball: Hartford vs.
in
illadelphia ; Attdetic vs. Hartford, at PhilaaelphJa ; Boston vs. Allegheny, at PiiKlmri.'; Auburn vs. Haymaker, at Lansingnoes, '-. v.; sua- vs. Sylvan of New
Inte vs. Coboes, at
Cricket-: Ottawa VS. Port Hope, at Ottawa.
York, at Greenville.
Creedmoor: Infantry, 2d brigade, 1st division.
Saturday, August 4.— Runuing meeting .it Saratoga. Baseball: St.
B, ArUogton of s. I., at
Louis vs. Cincinnati, at OincinfiaTi; LiasRfi
West Brighton Magnolia vs. A st.of at suiplctou, S. 1.; Resolute vs.
Haymaker, at Lanringburg: Star vs. Clipper ol New iork.at GreenOri age; Lafayette vs. Winona, at Brookville; Orange vs. Che-;" :nie'.r.liia Mancli-.'si
vs. recumseh,
lyn ; Boston vs. Afflict
Mass.) Yacnt
Cricket as above. Hegattos: n lassi
at, London, can.
creedmoor: in:nij
Club, South Shore: San Francisco Yacht Club,
.'„, ,.,,, a
A.M.. sixth competition for Sharps little c. p. ,/, j .v.,
Heginreut Knle Club Competition for Diamond Badge.
;

i

i

i

,

;

i

i

;

.

..

:

LvguBt 6.—Base ball: Boston vs. Athletic, as above; ManOove; OMcago vs. Louisville, at Looisville;
si. Loin;- vs. Cincinnati, at Cincinnati: .I.-IKtsou of Lirooklyn vs. MomKegatta of ioveia-nic linwmg ciul. New Orleans;
tor, at Waterbtiry.
regatta of Roekaway Yacht Club, creedmoor: Infantry, 3d brigade,

j*estervs.Teci

i

i

1st division.

Hudson. N.\ Y. Plan. ins small, 111.;
lg:
Tuesday, .la
Tiskllwa, III. Sullivan, 111. Base bull: Cincinnati vs. Chicago, at Chicago: Louisville vs. St. Louis, in St. Louis; Boston vs Hartford, at
Brooklyn; Indianapolis .. Chicago, at Indianapolis; Lafayette vs.
Union, at Brooklyn. Regattas: Scull race (or championship of Hallfax Harbor; Riverside, as above; Kockawaj Yacht ciub, as above.
Creedmoor : Competition for selection of American Team.
Wednesday, August 8.— Trotting, as above. Base ball:
Hartford, at Brooklyn iMatneinater v.-. _'-lai
i-i m, 3 p. m.; St
Creedmoor: Competition for Ainr-rn a
mem Competition for the "Rules:'' also competition for Sharps
:

;

;

,

1

1

:

I

;

11

Special Military Prize.
Manchester vs. Maple Leaf, as
Thursday, August 0.—Base ball:
above. Scull race between Hosmer and Dr.seoi:. Regatta of West
End and Lake-man Clubs at Silver Lake, Mass. Creedmoor In tanlry,
Sth brigade, 2d division.
:

The Bditob Afloat. —The

editor of this paper has devoted
himself with wearing assiduity to book and paper making for
the past, year, and needs a rest. The results of his labors are
shown in the improved and enlarged Foeest and Stream, and
more especially in the very complete encyclopedia which has
recently been published under the title of "The Sportsman's
Gazetteer and General Guide." This volume contains 900
pages, of which 250 are in small type, and covers more ground
than any kindred work extant. The labor bestowed upon

book has been immense, aud certainly entitles the editor
To-day he follows the steps of illusand goes West, intending to visit northern
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Manitoba.
Mr. Hallock will return by the 1st. of October, at, which
this

to an extended vacation.
trious predecessors

time

we

shall

look to the columns of the paper for evidences

of his recruited health.

The Western

railroad

oompani sha

1

voluntarily extended every courtesy to him, and
the fault of considerate officials
his

body aud mind by

Wisconsin.

bis tour

if

new

vigor

is

It

will not

be

not infused into

through northern

Mleliigi

in the language of the country signifies nothing at

all,

so that

the Russians who arc not linguists (lhat is to say the greater
number), are absolutely undecided as to the gender of the substantive, and decline it sometimes with the masculine, some-

times with the feminine, preoccupied as they are With the idea
of the queen.
origin of the

any more

Is

game?

striking proof needed as to the

Besides the interpellation whaka. which

German, is it not nt. il,
dressed to the Persian king, or ruler Schskah?
Here follows a philological data quite as striking. We know
that from the Arabian alfd (al is the article), which means the
elephant, the Italians have made aljire, and the French hfrf,
then tefol. Well! how is this piece named in Russian? PreRussian as

signifies chess in

in

:

Certainly those denominations can-

cisely stone, the elephant.

ought to be. The knight,
kotjne, which signifies courser, horse.
The pawn, piediku, n
characteristic denomination, and appropriated exclusively to
merely
a
little infantry soldier.
this single object it means
is

called tsar (king), as

it

;

That which

is

very singular

The

name

of the castle— it is

But

chariots, constructed nearly in the

essentially necessary to

remark that
these denominations are ancient— that not one of them indeed
is modern. The Kussian monarch has not for a long time been
vessels.

aa

it is

,l

-

this

an amusing variety

al, the
in Which
pawns engages the whole set. lo
moves for every one of his adversary. U\

he

make

ajake two

i

i

Emperor; the knight is no longer
called k/jgne, but loohad; the vessel is no longer called ladia,
but korable; the preceding denominations only exist in the
written language and not in the spoken language. In a word
ferz and pi<:eh/ca, as we have said, signify nothing out of the
Here is a manifest proof of the antiquity of
region of chess.
called Czar, he is called

.

,

j

almost certain ot

is

his first

move

morions, as

into oln

i,,:i

i

out of

lie
it,

can

Thus

be can take the queen when she si anth immediately before her
Icing, and then retreat, for he cannot remain in check. He cannot be checkmated unless his adversary has preserved his queen
and both castles.
It seems improper to close this article without some allusion
to the wonderful chess automaton widen astonished
a century since.

In 1738 there was exhibited, in Paris, an androides, or automaton flute-player, the invention of M. Vancansin, of the
Royal Academy of Sciences. This stimulated M. de Kempler
of Presburg, Hungary, who declared that he would aot
m
equal, but excel M. de Vancauson.
This he did in 1769, presenting to the world his wonderful chess-player,
Nqw, all
must know that chess, SO far from being mechanically performed, requires a greater exertion of the judgment and ra,in

Epl

i

,

..mplishincnl of the

majority of matters of greater importance.

I

make a Wooden chcs3 player must appear
make a wooden clergyman this, however,
to

i

as ridiculous as to
is

not so difficult

ippo a, or Secretary of State.
That tin
was made, however, there is no doubt, as it was exhibited
England for upward of a year—178i-5.
,i

ancient Muscovites must have taken for

war

vessels the figures of

form of

the

This denomination can only proceed

called ladia (vessel).

from a mistake.

is

is

1

|i

tional faculties than is suffiei

not be borrowed from the West,

The king

There

the king with eight

It

was

hind a

a figure as

large as

with doors three

table,

depth, and two

and a

Turkish
and a half

in

life,

feet

in

dress, sitting bein length,

twoiu

The chair on which it sat
was fixed to the table, which was mounted on wheels. The.
automaton sat with the right arm on the table, the left holding a pipe
this was the arm used in playing
ig
half in height.

;

A

removed.

upon the

chess board

table in

cupboard,

of

eighteen

front of the figure.

contained

pcices of mechanism,

Wheels,
all

of

inches

The

levers,

table,

cylinders,

was

fixed

or rather

and other

which were publicly displayed.

hts of the figure being removed showed the body
zV little door in the thigh
being
opened, the vestments removed, and all the doors open, Mr.
like appliances.

of

chess in Russia, for these denominations of the piece,
onlj
have been invented at a period when they were still in use in
the spoken language.
We know that since Peter the Great, the manners, the customs, the language even of foreigners have invaded Russia, and

full

At first the foreigners have asfelt their influence.
change the name of the pieces, and some modern RusFrom tsaf they
sians, little scrupulous, have imitated them.
have tied 10 make learol which is only applied in Russia to ihc
kings of Western Europe. From ferz, the General, they have
From
tried to make korolena, a queen of Western Europe.
Some have pushed
ladia they have made bachnia, a castle.

When about to play, the doors were all shut, and the automaton always made the first move. At every motion, wheels
were heard the image moved its head, and looked over every
part of the board.
When it gave check to the queen
its head twice, and thrice when the check was to the king.
It
likewise shook its head whan a false move was made, replaced
the piece, and made its own move, by which means the ad-

Chess has

pired to

I

their audacity so far as to

but

Russians

all

name the bishop, or tool, elephant
who attach any value to the purity

of their language, as well as the preservation of what

is

good

in their ancient customs, agree in repelling these foreign innovations.

In truth,

Western nations

if

it is

eral Of their chess

the Russians have any need to
certainly not t

army

In the meantime,

if

into

it

u

OS rai|

virgin, or a

Led

ill

queen

envy the
the Gen-

West prevailed

in Russia,

spection.

;

versary lost One.

M, de Kempelen remarked as the most surprising circumstance attending his
nl been exhibited in
thai "
the largest cities of Europe to thousands,
'

We

1

I

were, mathematicians

I

i

ered.

!

the national denominations were pre-

served, the rules at least of the

Kompliu would wheel his automaton through the audience
which he is entertaining, inviting the closest scrutiny and in-

bl

'''

igi fOrnfli

He prided

1

and

chess-players,

an

himself

'

-

its

..

arm was never discovonstructioa of the

mechanical powers by which the arm could perform ten or
twelve moves.
If In-n required to he wound up, after wliieh
(

—

m

FOREST AND STREAM?
it

was capable

uring

he could
the.

neat

m

a

a

gc

herein

ivs

numb
ssM.de Kempelen or
mo'
& Smalf square

Erie

[fa

I

Fxeipie

i

consisted

moment

a

in

vanquish
ing

the

md

bibitor,

the

i

wns

his substitute

itl;

in lulteti

i

which,

Becret,

the

communicate,

lie

who

fie

do Kempelen was of course capable of

!i,iit

theex-

>>

made

i

:

and conipaered

its

appearance a few years

players Of "Europe.

the best

Count, the peculiar
identical with that of

of

1

i

i

ci

movements

the

offei

ial

'

i

ted

lirei

:

and

at

lii

i
I

o

c

u

of the

arm

i

:

their protection

iron

is

ent,

i

Four REED,
Editoh Fokrst

ant.i S'ici'.am

duly

Fla.,

!),

!

and as the clubs are

al

eon-

siderablc expense in the matter,

it is sate to say that thev will
he greatest vigor.
If the
Slate can only have her mountain land's again stocked with
beautiful deer, and the streams filled with speckled trout,
Vermont will indeed Lie a paradise.
It. can be done with
proper
forbearance' on the part of the peo]
i.

Cfam
33.—T. B. writes that no fish can be
'!!'.'. perch, and that
found near Grenadier Island
cept
the trouble
n .; due to the free use of nets in the conwaters
" From the nets around Fox Island (cloet o
u
Grenadier Island, and very much smaller than the latter]
taken and sent to Cape Vlncenl in all last week, fifty-six
hundred pounds
And this in June! Now,
: bt done to stop this short of public indignation?
ill
The people of Ibis village are now troubled about 'it. The
fanners see. that it will hurt the value of their properly, and
yet all are doubtful whether they would be justified by the
law in removing the nets if the fishermen, alter warning, reto take thern up.
Would not the Jefferson Co. itpei
visors have the power to interfere on petition of the people J
[We see no reason Why the county authorities should not
ion in this matter, for other counties have put an end
I

>"

1S7T.

i

won't resent this familiarity on the part of one
you have never seen, but realty- like lite old lady— " 1 do
set a Sight Of store by you" ana your FoRBsT USD Stiieam
our representative pays its regular weekly visits I
feci as though I was sitting down to enjoy a pleasant chat
pith :m old acquai

The gamelawis
which U
ail;

nd is doing wonders for the game.
more and more, plentiful. Many

'

fanners complain
their potatoes

the dei

I

and

it

r,

when they

for their destruction of
are too bad 1 hey can

however, seems
desire

to be to give the game
this winter shooting

good sport

some of the young birds are si idj tl
and turkey lire numerous, and plume
frogs abundant.
Of the latter, you ca
from a fellow or Falsi uliian proportions
than a good-sized beau. The mocking t irds seem to
1

s

Deer
and

•sired,

tl

•eforth,

I

la

know

i

on the edge of the
everj hoar of the day
is

ung grove, where

my

!

'

was depopulating their waters. We
see, however, why Qrenader Island should not furnish plenty
of black bass, particularly as Clayton— a better point fo
tet.
netting that

to

I

three mquiaitive youngsters can and dt visit it at all limes of
ibe
ease do the b •ds seem in the least
till
imanity.
disturbed by the constant pre
law, Dr. Kenworthy and
By the way, speaking of tli „
it And Stream.
Maj. Alden just took all the merit (vide Fi
nevi
leaving a poor
off
with
it,
May 31, 1877,) and walked
been doing f otfellow a morsel of credit for the work he h
to create a senand hard work it w
the past three years
law.
I certaintiment among the natives favorable to
ly did my part that way in Orangi
county, and used all the
little influence I had with our seuati
lo secure its enactment.
And then
worthy gentlemen appropriate all
t is too bad.
I
have iiut one objection to the law
t go far enough,
around a suifior rather does not throw its protect!
oient number of our little feathered
good game
lu your comment on the law you i
law; 'it permits the winter visitor
Icasnre, etc."
True and just here is a defect that
ability to see a remedy outsidi
ill never kill
his credit lie it said, this kind
for the love of killing, bul there arc
CO that skill
us who kill and kill, making use of
I do not
and science can bring to bear to run
B.
asket of fine
exaggerate wife I,i 3 1 have seen a twoand booked
birds tbr<
after they had been
by the shall I call them sportsmen ?
Fbed L, Robertson.
:

i

i

1

1

1

:

i

;

ting th«

We

ourists with sport.

th

I

our correspondent bad an unlucky day.

fear

second

ft

fl

i

of their

trial

fl

Perhaps a

:,eon,ie.

IE

[rj

.

of

better

results.]

;

— Sandford F.
lished the

Sherman, of

game laws

New

Hartford, N. T., has pub-

Of the State,

which adds much

les

in

convenient form, with

to the facility of consulta-

tion.

—Our correspondent
complaint, but
.

to

we

below makes a very natural and just
say that there appears to be

are sorry to

prevent seining in the

salt

waters of

New Jersey:

Seaville, N. J„ July 23,

Em cob l'oiiEsr and Stream

1

1

:;.

—

MIGRATORY QUAIL.

ISTT,

TWENTY-FIVE

Sam

years ago

spirits,

who

afterward became somewhat celebrated in a cor-

t

po

ate ca

a,sthe

litj

','

Rutland Fur Company,"— good fellows

i

w

I

'I

i

-

.

'

i

:

I

i

:

'

".

.

id
keen
rdent sportsmen, but Sam himself was the
There, night after night, would they
ku gfost of tb n all.
congregate to talk over the last, fox-hunt, shooting or Ashing
In time it
excursion, and to form plans for future sport.
all

i

CURLEW.
*

Fknnsycvama, Meadvilh, Jum 21.— Cannot the State
pportsmau's Association put a stop to the night spearing on
Lake
hie evening last week I stood on the dock
Mew and counted forty " jacks" out, and each boat
averaged fifty pounds of fish.
Beth Green stocked the lake
with salmon trout, I believe, and he certainly should take
some actim in the matter as it is being rapidly depleted of fish
by this wholesale slaughter.
W. G. L.
CliataniptH
at Lake

;

<

—Warrants have been
eighteen individuals

who

issued in Blair County, Pa., against
are accused of seining in the Holi-

day sburgh reservoir.

Fond du Lao Game On

it,

WisoosSin.

— At a meeting held

July 18th the club decided to employ a game-keeper at two
dollars per day, also to offer a reward of ten dollars for informal inn lending If) the arrest and conviction of any person
ime law. This reward is
offered in addition to the penalty of ten dollars prescribed by
atute for each bird killed oui of season.
S. M. Hyatt, Sec.

Iriisois— Chicago, July
by

is).

—One

of the best laws enacted

tin

•

quiring the Governor to appoint two officers—one for the
Union stock yards of Chicago, and one to be stationed at the

a salary of §1,200 a year
enforce the laws of the State for prosecu-

Stock yards of East St. Louis

whose duty

it

is

to

at

Illinois, we believe, is the
tion of cases of cruelty to animals.
lii-a Stale which has appointed special officers and provided
Reports from various secfor the payment of their services.
tions of Ibis State are highly flattering as regards the prairie
chicken and quail. They are doing fine, and an abundance of
EOTRR.
sport is expected.

Oak Park.- Tom Tracy writes

that the

new game laws

of

concerning the shipping Of game, reads: •'That it
or persons, who
shall be unlawful at any tirxu
is or are non-residents of the State, to kill, trap, etc., in any
county in the Slate, any prairie chicken, quail, grouse, etc.,
for the purpose of shipping, marketing or removing the same
This is, I understand, to apply only to
Illinois,

Tl

beir

'

.

of the letters contained

which

at

some allusion to the Migr
once attracted the attention of lion. Martin
who had for some time been study1

through the same columns, and Mr. Everts at once opened
Correspondence with lion. Geo. II. Owen, then as now, United States Consul at Messina, in the Island of Sicily. Arrane-ements weremade for the shipment of one hundred pairs of the
birds to the spring of 1S7H, bul a violent storm drove he birds
out of the course of their usual migrations northward, and they
could not be procured in that locality, and the attempt wag,
I

for the time, abandoned.

Early in the spring of 1877, however,
he again opened correspondence with Mr. Owen, and was bo

The

four thousand miles.

birds were turned

came

to pass that the frequenters of the place

dowu

in a quiet,

retired place, near Rutland,

on the llth of June.
It seemed
they immediately scattered and paired, for we beard of
litem within a week, miles away and always in pairs.
The

that

farmers took great interest in the matter fas most of them do
in matters pertaining to the propagation and preservation
of

and game), audkeptus fully posted as to their observations.
we were cheered by Ihe report of the disfirst nest, and straightway his Honor, Judge
Everts, leaving bench, bar and jury to their own devices,
hied
himself away to become satisfied that the good news was true
and it was true. There, in the midst of bushes, pi iced about
fish

On

the 7th of July,

covery of the

j

by

the merciful farmer, after having unwittingly almost de
Stroyed it, was the nest aad tb.3 mother bird, sitting on thirit

The experiment then, is
The birds can be had,

teen eggs.

proved.

so far a success;

I

found

more

it

convenient to leave guns, fishing tackle and the like there than
the dog's, too, following their masters,
to carry them home
became domiciled there, and the whole establishment looked
more like the gamekeeper's cottage than like an orderly, wellconducted barber's shop and in truth little cared Sam who
was shorn or who unshorn if there, was sport to be had or to
;

of.

Some

person, noticing this nightly gathering

of sportsmen, in a spirit of jest

land Fur Co."

them

christened

The name was

the

"Rut-

gracefully accepted,

and

stuck, and to this day all Rutland sportsmen are classed
and considered as belonging to the "Rutland Fur Co." Of
the original members but few, alas! live to remember and

laugh over the jolly larks of that olden time. Many of those
Sam himself is, 1 beyet living have gone to other fields.
lieve,

somewhere in the ytate of
him that he is as fond of dog

following his profession

New York,

and report says

and gun as ever

;

of

but he must be too old to follow the
the days of which. I write.
The

hounds, as was his wont

i

name, however; as I have
now as fixed an institute

laid,
1

as

much

where bey were bred. In appearance these birds
resemble our owuquail to a striking extent; they are not, bowever.as large, allboughat the time wehad the best Opportunity
to the place

|

to observe them.

course

show

ment.

While they were in the cages they did not of
worn as they were by long confine-

at their best,

Neither are they, as

although

I

judge, as strong on the wing,

will require a keen eye

it

them down.

and ready

finger to bring

They have not

the pleasant, cheery call of our
White," their note more nearly resembling the
'•phweet " of the young of the ruffed grouse. In the matter
of food they seem to be omnivorous, eating with
equal relish

own "Bob

small grain, berries or insects. In plumage, color, etc.,
thev
so nearly resemble our native quail, that ourfear is that
sportsmen in the Southern States may, without soon enough not icing

them during the winter. Will you
Mr. Editor, caution Southern sportsmen on this point.
It

would be a great pity
by such a mistake.

any of these

birds should come to grief
for the cost of all this, for we hope
that others will wish to try this for themselves.
As soon as it
if

Now

became known that Judge Everts had determined to make this
venture alone (he would say "play it alone"— such
is the
force of habit), a meeting of the club was cal'etl, and
it was
solemnly decided to devote the entire capital of the Fur
Co.

to

this

most worthy object and if that should be found insufficient
it would be, that the members should
be as-.
j

as

we supposed

sessedfor at least a portion of the additional sum required;
but behold, when the bill came, it ammounted to the sum
of
ninety-one and one-half livre, which being interpreted
means
sixteen dollars

and eighty-six

cents, to

which add

for trans-

;

be talked

his

they bear confinement and
transportation wonderfully well, and they are breeding here.
It yet remains tosee whether, like the salmon, they willreturu
is

not,

Patch's barber's shop in

Rutland, Vt., was the favorite Tesort of a band of choice

••

<

1

ilia

the difference, kill some, of

i

i '.

One
Qunil.

1

;

m

ing letters on that subject published in the
in the spring and summer of 187C.

I

:

v*I would like to askwual ttiel
we sH iM take to prohibit the naulr
Mien- spawning season. For
ing of large seines for salt water flsu
r
nine large setaiBS, catching
six weeks past there has been elg
kaojyleflge) catching
large amounts of fish, one net (posi vcffto
.iieepsheartat one haul, met for several days after 69, down to 35
per day, which frightened the balance So thej witl not take lie hook.
k twelve
fifteen
No uucommon thing forone man to take with
pot
the grounds. Carson Inlet has been
is
r.
noted for vi-tic. :is n
ar saeepstieatl, Small ttnh, such
ol it, weakilsh, fcingflsh, Uounders, elc.,are caught bytons every
sm put into a compost.
irarabe
jiay la seines, and ft gi

effects.

At about this
Europe

purpose of studying the game laws aud
Many of your readers will remembei

fortunate as to receive on the 8th of June, one hundred and
ninety-seven strong healthy birds, out of two hundred shipped,
only three having died or lieeu lost on their long journey Of

be invited out with

i

i:

for the

how to introduce them into this country.
once addressed an open letter to Dr. Goldsmith, which was
published in the Eon amb Giw. To this letter the Dr. replied

i

:

-.—The Ondawn Fish and Game Club,
'flctory Point, Vermont, placed a number of wild deer
he mountain May 10.
Other clubs in different pans
State real
moving in the mailer of restocking- the
tin
ids of Vermont with deer.
The law in regan to

;

dividends j things were looking up witl* us.
lime Dr. Middletou Goldsmith of this plBc

ing the question of

p,'

11

GAME PROTECTION.

i

ETC.
,i

c'

1.

[1

1

of the

came about that we had, not only a local habitataliou
name, but we had a bank account as well we could pay

it

a

He

j

1

idment.

Then
and

G. Everts, also of this town,

for his

»

«

-

FLORIDA GAME LAW,

dwarf

a

I

May

game of

lebrated

« in

-

was.

will certainly

This dwarf was concealed in thebodj

the gatue.

1

court,

til

later,

But while

Imperial

in

|uei

i

ib

'

1

skill at

could

ehj 3 the same privileges
think, to prohibit all shipping
allow residents of the Stale
to ship, and from the looseness of the provision is very liable to
be twisted about to suit the convenience of non-residents. All
parlies contemplating trips to Illinois should bear in mind that
the opening on prairie chickens is changed by the new law
from "Aug. 15 to Sept. 1. The law was approved
14,
1 think there will be a
1877, and is in force July 1. 1877.
good;supply of prairie chickens this year from all information
1
am able to get. The other changes in the law were published last month.
lerd

titiou

'aw

lit

the " Fur Co." is
The old
any of our banks.

stuck, and

portation,

steward's fee for care on shipboard, food,
etc.
eighteen dollars and fourty- four cents, and you have
thirty-

and thirty cents, or about eighteen cents per head
we can get the dead Birds for from Chicago'
and the Fur Company still have money iu the treasury.
Now, if any persons or clubs desire to embaTk in a
like
enterprise— and I hope many will— I should advise
them to
negotiate with Mr. 1). Bonauno, of Messina, Sicily.
Anamiments for shipments to the Northern States should be iitkIc
as
early as January 1st, in order to make sure of Ihe
birds before
they have passed to the northward On their
migrations.
five dollars

•

actually less than

If

the birds are

to be introduced into

would probably be

best to procure

the Southern

them

in the

Slate.-,

autumn

h

that

the.ymay winter in the South, and be rfiadyfor the
northward
movement to their breeding grounds hi the early sprint
In

us

ease pioii.ehly

i.Iie

'-

,'

i,

;

,„

,„-,,:.,

,..„

e

,,.

.

,.
;

Yra'„ean

headquarters have long since been abandoned for new, where
n best sportsnightly, as of yore, you may find oui keehesl

would

men

P. S.-Sincc theabove was written, we are advised
that rnanv
other nests have been Discovered, and many broods halched
oui
two neslshavebcen accidentally destroyed. "The
little beggars
persisl in nesting 111 the meadows instead of the
pastures Mini
as they sit very closely the mowing machine makes
sad havoc
with them.
hope, Iivwever. r! ,-„ next vear they
wilfnest
ea.liei andbeOUtof the wav he.'iir ,'„ e.e-e- ,',-.„

lie

the best place to procure

them from.

Vkrde MonIB;

I

assembled.

Some

three or four years ago the

ousl ore

obtained of bringing to headquarters the skins of such for
bearing animals as might have been captured by any member
of the club,

and here they were

look their biggest and prettiest

the season drew near

its

with the skins of foxes,

left,
;

stretched

and dressed to

and as spring approached and
room Was completely hung

close the

raccoons, and the like.

Then

arose

what should be doue with them.
Ni
away his contribution, and the senior member was,
directed
to
of
them
by
sale,
therefore,
dispose,
and to deposit
the proceeds in the savings bank to the era
the question
to

carry

I

i

We

mences.

They appear

;

,

,

have a quavcrbi"-' yen riluouil note
is impossible to locate iheii whereabouts
by ihe call
they give; neither can you tell whether thev
are fifty feet 'or
fifty yards away.
Two or three persons listening lo the note
so that

to

it

of a bird, will locate him iu opposite
directions, and each be
willing to bet that he is right, while the fourth
man may
safely
a} sa,c
V
bet thai they are all wrong."

:

.
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Going to California?— Here

is

wliat our

pondent, R. E. Duciiigire, soys about

That
-V'nic

iiiv

is,

ynn

..;,,;. ...

.

-:•..

j

'•''

,',.,1

si
i

<<;<,!,,,.,;.

-..:.
h

,,.

that

tia]

-

Dg5 then arenot in such

a,

<.

have been written
_. arrange thiD.gs.
M ran come back

charming condition

i 5 3 4

'

ive."

-..

...-,

,i

I

Cowing

is

the inventor

new mosquito bar, which cannot fail to please sportsmen
It is so arranged as to be readily folded and
packed in dimensions suitable for the pocket, weightless
than a pound, ami can tie folded or set. up in less than half a
Of a

and campers.

Once

minute.
t'lie

be considered as indespcnsable
and tourist.— [See advertisement.

tried, it will

outfit of the traveler

to

Webster Peck, of 110 Chambers street,
City, furnishes a superior lawn or garden settee, either with
or without a folding tent top. The back of the seat, reverses
like, a car seat, and the canopy may be thrown backward or
forward as desired. It, is lour and a quarter feet, in length,
the extreme height Of canopy being six and one-half, with a
spread of four feet. The canopy folds up like a pocket rule
and may be renewed at pleasure. These settees have become
a necessity with those fortunate possessors of lawns or
gardens.

Mr. Peck also manufactures that almost indispensable artiand comfort, the hammock. They arc. a luxury

to the healthy, a necessity to the, invalid,

and furnish a

bed for children. As a substitute for the cradle
[See advertisement.

equalled.

it

is

safe,

un-

—

Doo Breaking.—W. H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, Ind., has
issued a neat pamphlet of thirty-two pages, entitled " PractiDog Breaking."

This is especially adapted to
the wants of Western amateur sportstmen, and is a very
digest
of the art of training cacomprehensive
thorough and
cal

Hints on

nines for the

awards
price

field.

at the

list

It

also contains field trial rules, list of

N. Y. City Bench Show, and a descriptive
and Fishing Suits. Price

of Holabird's Shooting

Obitcvky.

it.

'/'.'/>;.

mul Warm badge was culled, and here
of outside excitement was seen in the total

l-;,h!

again the influence
of bul sixteen entries in place of the usual half hundred, or
more.
The scores, however, were good. .1. F. Rathyen, of
Bergen Point, N. J., and J. A. Lowell— the little crack of
the Massachusetts Rifle Association— crowding for first place
very closely, but, upon the arrangement of The figures the
Jerscymau won. The full scores stood
V

Kui.livrri, I'.alUird..

.1

A

Lowell, sn
Karrev,', Ballard.

W M

11

Henry

the death of Mr.

Kentucky, after an

Jedkins, at bis residence in Ludlow,

illness o£

esteemed.

only two days.

He was much

—

Captain Bogardus, " Champion
Glass Ball Bhoomsg
Wing Shot, of the World," offers a superb g*ld medal to be
shot for, the winner to hold the Championship of America.
This medal is to lie held two years against 'all challengers,
matches to take place every two months if challenged. The
conditions are: $10 entrance fee, open to allcomers; one
hundred (100) glass balls each; the winner of the medal to
have §10: all other moneys to constitute second, third and
fourth prizes, fifty per cent, to second, thirty per cent, to
All entries to close the
third and twenty per cent, to fourth.
morning of the match, the time and place to be hereafter indi-

The

contest, for

Lewiw,

IS

A G

I'.i

Burton trophy.

are fortunate in having

on Western fauna and diseases of dogs, over the signature
Archer," have been conspicuous in our columns for several
of
years past. The editor feels sure that the patrons of the Foeest

cles

Creed
U I'.iirtnn. W. Barton
,1 F AleHiiKli. Item mil
,1 K Irwin, Rem mil
G ff Merchant, Ttem mil

Stream, especially those who have kennels, will profit by
Those who wish treatment for their dogs will
the acquisition.
please heed the injunction at the head of the Kennel column.
They will be. sure to receive such prescriptions as an intelligent,
diagnosis of the cases in hand may require. Hitherto no journal in Ibis country has been competent to treat diseases of dogs
axii

which a thorough acquaintance with canine
with the
This paper is now able to fill the bill.
therapeutics enables.
skill

suqua a quail's

(Pa.) Fret Press has discovered near Cata-

nest,

containing forty eggs, with

three, quails

and now, not to be outdone, the Richmond
Di&patcli comes forward with a nest, occupied in common by, a
hen and partridge, eacli of which had eggs in it.

Bitting

on them

asking us for luformation in regs

i so

many conimnnieations

r six-section

bamboo

trout,

prepared a circular on the
forwarding to any address.
viiit-ii ra,iigeirom*16to$ie0j
keep on hand all grades, tlie p
put our stamp only on the neat, in order to protect our customers
«ud our reputation, for we are uuwiUing to sell a poor rod with a fa x
' de by burning and staining, to imitate the genuine article)
without letting our customers know just what they are getting.
ABBisy & Iubbie, 4S Maiden Lane,
P, O, Box, 1,294,— [Adv.

black bass, grilse and salmon roils,
which we shall take plea

subject,

:'

Son yds.

I

i

;

3

.3

5 .3-611

4 6 6 6 6

5-52

3

N

58

26

5'i

...M

21

47

24
21

16
12

40
33

process of selecting

of the choicest

I

Ride.
6

146
4',

'

1

r't

6 5 U 3 5 3 6 9 6 i 3 3

Total

ls.3

Washburn, Rem Creedmoor Ride.
5-71
3 4 5 4 14 3,
! 15 5 6
6-68
3
1 a 3 2
5- .35
43 4 663366468
(I

I

5 4

5-54

4 4 S

3—73

I

3 5 4 6 3 5 5 5 5 3 3

Total

188

A V

Total

Rem Creedmoor Kae

f'anticld. Jr,

5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5
5 5 2
2 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 5
4 5
5 3 3 2 i 5 3 5 3
3

5-73
5-59

5 .5 5
3 3 5
3 4 4

4— 40

Total

4

.3

.5

'

J

4

.3

5

I

6

4

I

B

:,

„
'

4 5 2 3 5 4 5

Total

1S1

IBS

S J Scott, Kern Creedmoor

Rifle.
3 5 5 8 (I 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 B S
5 3 5 4 2 4 4 4 3 5 a .7

5 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5
4 6 5- (id
5-65
5 5 4 5 5 5 .3 5 4 5 3 5 <>
5 4 (i 4 3 8 3 2 3 3 5 5 3
r,
I

1

G \\" Yale, Yale
4 4 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5-6S
5 3 4
5 X 5 3 3 4 5 4 4 4 4-511
4
4—50

a

i

a

I

!

56

,,

I

i

I

17!)

Creedmoor

l.'iile.

2 2 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 4 4
15 6
4 4 3 5 .3 5
4 8 4 5 3 5 .3 4 3 I 3

55034255

Total

a

Total

lis

5554

5—63

i

r,

.;

I

Total

!

.3

4

5— 03

3

Total

IS!)

tSS

II Fisher, Fisher Muzzle-Load, r.
5 3 4
5 4 r, 5 4 .5 5 .3 .5-611
4
4 4 5 4 4 3 .3 4 5 S 5 3 5 3 4—86
3 'I ii 5
.3
4
4 3 5 4 5—49
4 .7
5 3 5 2 3 3 5
I 5 4 5
.,

;

.,

:

'

I

,

Total

183

w GnnD,

A

Total

5- BO

iS

5 o
3 4 5 2 8 .3 3 5 4
5 3

4

I

:

i,

,

3a!

10

Total

179

Hcbhard, Muzzle-Loader.
5-61
3 5 4 5 5 5

5— TO

o 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 3 4 5 8 5
54 2

6-48

5-56
4-15

5 4

6 5 4 5 5 5

343041345

-1,(1

I

Total
Heiirv White, Ballard Ride.

176

182

3 5 5 5 5

4 5 4

3 i 3 5 8 2 5

5 4 5—611
3 a 3 3 3 8 5S
3 4 3 3 3 4—65

I

14

Total

2 4 6 8 ,3 a
5
3 4 4 3
I
3
4 3 4
3
,;

5 4 5

II

5

42

Rifle-.

.3
3 .3 3 4 I) 5 3 3 a
5 3
14 3 5 4 4 4 4
Het.ircd.

4 5

13

3-50

Total

2 4 1:'
3 5 3 4 4 3 3

157

Hodsman. Sharps Creedmoor

5 5 4 3 5 4 5 5—62
5 3-113

5255553535353
335323 2 63454

(I

Total

179

AD
.3

1

3.,.

.3

582453 5 55556

5 2

2 5 4

Uroeamoor Bifla.

ISO

2 6 4 3 4 4 5 5 4 .3 5 5 !
2
5 6 3 4 5 5 4 6 4 3 3 3
5 3 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 4 4 4 5

113

Total

Stiarna

3 3 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 5 5 3 3 5-6I
4 5 5 4 6 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 3-63
3 4 5 5 3 5
2 5 4 3 3 3 4 5-51

T'l

SI

leading eight aggregating 1,034 points, five running over the
Several new faees appeared on this compe300-point mark
tition -Col. Bodine, R. Rathbone and J. H. dwell stepping
Gen. Dak in, called off by military duties,
into the ranks.
was counted out On the second day of this second week's
competition, the leading eight aggregated only 1.G09 points;
capable of improvement.
The full scores are as folfair.
ii

.3

Total

from among those of the American
crack shots willing to wear the honors of the coming victory
was
of 1 877,
continued at Creedmoor on the 34th and 25th
Tuesday', the 34th, showed some, excellent scores, the
insts.
best,

5 3

3

454 5 66556 4 6554
is34-i5.M5S4!,33
4

;

The AiMEKioan Team ok 1877.— The

3-50

178

J Wemyss.

Rem

Jr.

Crorili,,, ,,
4 5 a „ a

4 4 5 6 4 5 5 5 3 3 5 4 5 5 8-64
2 2 3 4 4 5 4 4 3 4 retired.

14

i.

'

S 4 B

5 4 5

.,

1

.1

,,

3 4 6

4

I

!

ii

a.

'

I

,

4 5 6 5

:

.

Total

24

Jrr.v

5-72
5-70
5—70

5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
3 .7 3 5 6 3 .3 5 6 5 6 4 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 5

4 4 4

Rem

JtTLY 35.

.5

5-71

4 5 4 6 4 5 5 6 5 4 5 5 5 5
6 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5

4-70
4-61

45344686 4 55650

55

5

335555525
33545445463456

4-78

34

3

5544355.3 346 5—63

(8ark, Kern

4 6 4

4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 B 5
5 6 4 .3 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 4
4 4 5 4 3 2 3 3 5 4 2 6 4 5

4—72
4-67
5—68

65

5—64

5—73
5-67
5—68

5 5

5

Total

109

Total

Frank Hyde, Sharps Creedmoor Rifle.
5-69
5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5

B— 60
4— 00

6 5

.3

4 8 4 5

45344555555555

6.

—

bronze "National
I

Allen,

I,

4 3 5 4 5 4 S 5 5 II 5 3
5 5 .3 5
,3044 5 5
4 3 5 5 4 .7 4
4 5 S 4 5 K
4 4

5443

Rem Creedmoor Rifle.

5-81
5-64
5-50

2 3 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 6 5 5

Total

Ciweil, Hon Creedmoor Ktfle.
5—67
4 5 5
4 5 5 6 5 5 4 6 5 3 4-C!)
3-63
3 5 5 4 5 3 5 3 5 4 3 4 5 3 .3-60
5—57
55 5 5-69

32554655555

(4

W Davison. Peabody-Mari.ini Rifle.4553455 5—66
45

3 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 5 5—67
5 I 5 5 3 3 5 4 4 5 .3—85
4 4 8
3 5 3 5 4 5 .8 5 4 5 2 5 8 4 5-63

colemnn,

Rem

5

.,

6 3 5

r,

.3

3

5— 6«

5 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 6 5 3 4 4 5

4-63

4

Rifle.
4 5 3 B 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5

Rem

...ISO

Total

G L Morse.
.8

5 5 5 5 4 5 5

i

5-74
0—61

5 6

.5

.5

5 3 5 5
5

5664545445555
4 5 6545325 4 4534

2—68
5—71
6—63
..

202

..196

8—65
5-66
40 4—53

5 5 5 5 4 6 4
5 4 5 5 4 3 5 2 4 .5 5 5 .3 4
2
15 5
i

35355432

Kifie

/>•,,;

29. 7th Reg't, competition [or
9.
Thursday.— 2. Practice.
Division.
10. Infantry. Ilia

,i
:

,

'

I

Infantry,
a

aa

fantry, 3d Brigade, 1st Division.
1st Division.

i

5th

-''>.
Infantry, 3d Brigade, 1st Division.
10. InfanBrigade, 2d Division.
17. Infantry, 1st. Brigade,
24. Infantry, 5th Brigade, I'd Division.
31.
Infantry, 2d Brigade, 1st Division.
Saturday. 4. At 10:30 a. m,, sixth competition for " Sharps'
Rifle Company's Prize of #250 in gold;" at 3 p. u., Tlh Reg't.
11.
aotiC'
Rifle Club competition for " Diana. ml Badge."

Friday,

try,

Hth

1st Division.

—

'i

10:30 a. Mi, fourth competition for a Parker shot, gun
Reg't. Rifle Club competition for "Sharps'
Special Military Rifle." 35. Fourth couipi-tiuon for " Remington Prize $300 in gold:" at 3 v. ar,. third competition for
the new "Turf, Field and Farm Badge ;" 7lh Reg't. Rille
Club competition for " Shells and Remington Special Military
18.

At

;

at 3 P. m., 7t,h

Rifle."

— Tie Twenty-second Regiment
range

at

Creedmoor

for

men will practice on the
the challenge budges, 200 and 500

yardsi on Tuesdays.

The Buirisn Riei em km. —Sir Henry Halford, captain of
the United Kingdom riflemen, writes, "The leant will sail
If there shonlil
for the United States on the Kith of August.
be any alteration in the composition of it [ will let you know.
I do 'not. however, think there will be."
(This
"
am
means that Dunlop ami V
ig will be able to go.)
writing to Mr. Schermerhorn to-day to ask for OlOTE
for practice.
As the rouge at Creedmoor is the
regular practice range of the Americans, and we shall not be
able to shoot together again before sailing,
festly unfair to restrict our practice."
I

i;

il

Total

Bd

Brigade,

23. inDivision.
1st Brigade,

30. Infantry,

5-00
1S5

Rifle.
4 5 5 5 4 6

Sharps

5—71

53544545554555 5—69
425 6 4355445458 K—59
Total.,

4

.3

Total

creedmoor

4 5 5 5 3 5

193

4
4 5 3 5 o 3 4 4
4
5

Tf Fulton,
4 5 5 4 5 5 5 5—84
3 4 .7 5 4 5
5 4 5 3 5 4 5 4 3 4 2 5 6 5 5-64
4-52
4
3
2
3
8
5
3
5
5 5 5
2 3

Total

B—70

Rifle.

5555555555
3 5
40552 5453544

565

K

204

Total

195

Total

70

34354556

5—68
3—61

2454503555 55 5 3 3—59
26535455535455 3—64

193
3 4 5 5

4

Creedmoor

C E Blvdenburgb, Rom Creedmoor
4

3

Total

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 3-71
5 5 3 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 8 4 4 II 5 - 02
2 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 4 5 3 4 4 3 4— 60

Total

65

4453543 3 36555

195

Total

3 5

4 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 4

1

R

204

Total

187

Total

207

Total

187
.1)1

5—69

54555554555555 5—73
35454445555354 4-65

3 2 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
4 3 3 5 4 5 8
3 4 5
3 .5 2 3 4 4 5 4 5 5

4 5 3 5 4 3 5

202

Total

186

Total

MmiMjI.—

petition for " Sharps' Special Military Rille."
15. At 3 v. m.,
3d competition for a Ballard mid-range rille, K. B. A.; at 8;30
p. m>, 2*. Y. Stock Exchange Rifle Club competition for the

34553546455345 5-65
45554435435452 5-63

5-69
6—63

Ailcst.

198

Katbbone, Sharps Creedmoor Rifle.
6 5 5 3 4 4 5 4 5 5
4 5 5 4 3 5—07

483455545553

rOE

5-6S
5—64
5—70

197

K

5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 3
4 15 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5
3 4

..191

The Ckkkomook Pf.oouamme

5 3 5 6
3 4 5 4 6 5

Elite.

Totat

20S

Total

Rifle.

Absent.

5—70

197

LCErqoe, Rem Creedmoor

5 4 5

Creedmoor

4

5 5 5 5

Total

209

Total
4 5 6 5 5 5 .7 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 3 4 5 4 8 4 4 4 .3 6 5 5 5
5 4 4 5 3 5 6 5 6 5 5 3 4 5

4445525

Infantry, 3d Brigade, 1st Division. 1'3. Cavalry. 1st. Division,
20. Infantry, 2d Brigade, 1st Division.
27. Infuntry, Ul.li
Brigade, 2d Division.
Tueadoi/.—l. Competition for selection of American Rifle
Team. 14. Practice. 21. At 2:30 v. m., Washington Grey
Troop Cavalry, Prize Match.; and, at 4:30, competition for
"Kent Gloss." 28. Practice.
Wednesday. 1. Competition for selection of American Bide
Team. At 3 p. m., first competition for the "Wylic Bailee ,"
at 2:30 r. m., N. Y. 8tocl? Eiehange Rille Club competition
for the " Woershoffer Prize." 8. Competition for selection of
American Rifle Team; at 3 c. m., 7th Rejr'i. Rille Club competition (or ''Remington .Special Military Rille;" at it r. ji.,
7th Reg't. Rifle Club competition for the " Ititles,

.5

4453535554 4 4-65

4

3

Total..

6— (46
4— 6li

1 5

.7

5344554 3 5355

554

5

197

Weber, Sharps Creedmoor Hide.
6—71
3 5 3 5 6 5 4 3 5 4 6
5-74
4
4 3 5 5 5 4 4 5 5

4 3 4 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
.3
6 6 5 5 ,5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5
3 5

HF

5—61
5-04

6 3

Total

211

Total

la

i

Absent.

2
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5—65
Rem Creedmoor Eifle.
W S Jackson,
5-I1T
4—70
44645555555565 6—72 52565 3 55 5 444 5 5 5-60
5 5 5 5 5

.3
5 3 3 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 .7 .5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5

,

Crecdm,,,.

194

Total
202

Total

.212

:

.Tobn Bodine,
4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5-71
5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 3 3 3 5-65
5 4
B 8 3 5 5 5 3 3 5 5 1 3—53

5

S Jewell, Item Creedmoor Ride.

11

;

Notice to Scortsmen.—Havmg

sn
retired

(hredinoor, July 28.—

-

84

Total

34
31

'

21
26

'

—The Easton

B

",

I.

Scores

Hem

Mitten,

30

J McGleoaey, Raltatcl

L

5

M

.-,

Total

545

3S

Hntiier Fisher, Sh
Jt Francis, Rem mil
J E Irwin. Hpih Sp

KODytls.

FF

..37

Sh..

Iter

Iloteome, Sh

Rule Cum.

LBJSH-iMfiEIOAjs

Third

5 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
.3
5 4 5 5 5 4 6 2 3 8 4 3
I 3 4 5 6 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 5

_ .«.—

OrR Kesnkl Dsi'AKTMiiNT.— We

We
We

..40
-.39

ir'.'.'j

2

recently obtained the services, with especial reference to our
Kennel Department, of G. A. Stockwell, M. D., whose arti'

'.

I.

—.. —

.

cated.

it

.

B

I.

K
..43
4S
.
,.tl
..41

,

to hear of

5— 65

.'.

m

Total

:

,1

^*». —

— Western sportsmen will be pained

S

,

1'ittie

T Lamb, .lr, Peabodv-Marlirn
5S5.3 5544 5— 64
5 4 4 6 6

Total

2o cents by mail.

i

4 ft 4 5 .3-01
j :i 3 .3 5 » 3 4 .3
*
5 4 .3 3 5 .3 i n u
5
i
6 4 4 % 3 4 4 3 4 3 4 6 1 3 5—61

14

53350035

the

cle of utility

46

30544

-G

Settee.

W M Farrow, Ballard
1 3 5 5 6 5 3 5 4 6 4 .3 3 5 5-lK
4S;4 g 6 4
46 5
S r.—>.7
4 5 5 8 5 4 5 4 6 3
3 6 3 3—50

54

.

Laws

S5S

5

5
5 3 5 5 5 5 5

team the range has been deserted during the past
on Friday evening it
was thought that .Saturday's shootiug would be well attended,
bill
match was called,
at 10:30., when the Remington
bul Four marksmen responded, Allen, Rathbone. Milieu and
As it requires at least ten entries 1,0 till the match,
Fisher.
was declared off, and the men set, at private practice, putting
in an enjoyable, and no doubt profitable, day of personal
coaching.
It was the first time in the historv of the association that a match was allowed to go thus by default, and the
fault may be jointly laid upon the strike excitement and the
Willi the dismissal of the troop

third

A. A.

S

week.

for.

—Mr.

5

I

places on the

peculiarly repressing conditions of the match, requiring the
shooters to use what they consider an inferior article of ammunition.
In the afternoon the second competition for the

Mosqiito Net.

a

B B G 6 ' 8 1--0I

Total

OrrebMooe, July 38.—The large clientage which Creedamong the members of the National Guard was
shown in the falling off in the attendance at the range during
the riot, Lroublea.
With the whole National Guard under
arm;-,,
In- range was left vacant, and beyond (he, competition for
tuoor enjoys

bou) their riot lies that they'd justassoon toes away as not,
I say uo word.; they can have a gay time there, and Btay orcome
line!; as t.hev may elect,. If, is to those whose, means are limited
thai 1 would say:
Do not go to the Pacific Coast unless you
have a dead sure thin.u; of it beforehand.
"Genteel employment," is not to be had, and charity—well Califominns are
charitable as things go, but not as we understand things here.
In that, as in most, 'other things, their resources have been
Overtaxed, and the poor there are pretty apt to die unoured

New

3 4 S S 5 5 1 4 6
r.
r,
4 r. :i is 5 r, 5

T.

4

5854466

I

eontbi stren gth of statements. " well calcuiatea
Some of the more sensible of the newspapers on
;•-. seeing at last
(lie evil that is being done that Slate.
;r
iheirvoieeK against he awful influx of deceived
people Eromthe East. To such ashave five or ten thousand dol;oni

L IlepLurn, Hem Cn-edm.

I,

5 5 5 5 6 4 4 4 5-00
5 5 6 a S 5 5 4 3 5—6(1

4 4 4 4 3

\M* §ife*

i

flow

i'ivel\
1

frequent corres-

it

to emigrate thither?
If so, and if
ved at after digesting such siiper-

FOREST AND STREAM.
Tnto Ekousb TBAsr.— Bit Henry Hfllford seems again unao.ilities at Creedmoor.
duly excited about la.
ommittee have, in tlie opinion of many, made a blunder

Coi.oua.oo, Denver.- -The. shooting men here are beginning
tbey should receive a special invitation
lead the American teanl to victory on the morning of the
8l8t. According to the Denver Tutus, the. following scores
to think

and

fag-end of the fall
fear of being at nil
tinder dale July
necessary preliminary practice

in pultiug the international malr.li at the

Englishmen need have no

'lint the.
iti

i

;

Homy

28, Sir

Hull's eyes.
"
6

Mux Engel

p Penning

Gu«

...

in

is,a

w

Klein

(i

t

46

Score

Eogel

D

Miller

m

—B,

I

+»

42

s

45

fj

n

(4

tc

i|

„,

I

Miller, of Sterling

II.

'

.•lie.

July 24.—Throe members of the
Ogfan&hwg, A.
OedensbniL' Kilie Club were out Do-daj trying for the firm
The day was
,
I'n" "
am
Cgulal Way.
bright ami hot. slrnny wind, increasing all day, and veering
The object of the day's shoot waB
M
n
o'clock.
mental on some new Ballttt'd Creedmoor lilies just rcMr. Ives
ld, anil with different styles of shell and bullet.
a ,i, siraighi shell with ihe Ballard bullet lit 800 and 900
Hi
M
M
yard-.
FG powder, and ai 1,000
Mr. Hastings used, also, the Btraighl
yards, Hr
but Villi Sharps bullet, employ in" H\ dis. of Hazard
The
3hell.
botl le
o!
Mr. Ualla llan m
d
j?G powder.
>'.,

'•

'

i

i

i

i

,.

;

:

i

i

Pa,,

I

in Ihe.

u

Kim,

bullets, which 1 have used
lui.vr- made explosive
find Ibis ball very
Ma.ynard aud Roper rilles, and
game. Cast Ihe ball with a cavity it! the
of Sitcha size and shape that a No, 'i'l rim-fire
pistol cartridge will be a light tit, then take a pair of nippers
and cut off the ball close to the rim of the pistol cartridge.
bell and press down so the rim rests on the end of
This will be found to be very effective on large
the rille ball.
game. The rille hall is blown to pieces and scattered in different directions through the animal shot."
i.

1

i,

W.

Evoi.osivK F.rixETs.

-•;

'

1

annual prize shooting festival of the Phil-

adelphia Sehut/.eu Society, 1,300 members
They
place in that city, Ami. 13 rone day only).
$50Q in prizes on the various tarjretH, also $150 donated by
the society.
Quite a number of New York marksmen will

4*3

I

B

thirty-first

take
will give

lams,

thisVn.

W

slroiur, will

«

r.

It Hurler

'Hi

—The

41

6

Ouui
sclmrmaii

J

...l<;

of

caking the opening
lie same gauge as

the

inserted and driven home.

loading muzzle of a

.

1

•

1]

stood
.i

,.„.

i

5

B0!)
,.,

:,

5

;,

r,

-,

i, in

4 5

5

6

5

4

-I

B

-l

:,

:,,.-.

...

I

W

B

p ertaioor,

,,.,

5

5

Hastings, Ballard Or
5 o o a
..

r,

.

:,

a

.8
'

s

'

mi

I

live on large
,1

;

one

5

5

5

1

i

5

5

S

'.

5

5

3

6

5

6—53—SlS

4

r,

5

s

r,

r.

S

I

3

B

a

-I

5

B

3

r,

4

5

s

:>

5

S

i

r>

4

5

5

6

:

TO

9 -«S
us

21

-I

Mi Ives writing of the above, sins-. "The above scores we
and com ideriri :. in addition to the extreme
feel pre
Liracy 0.f the rifles, WO have no burstcd or expanded shells
on hand, and during the shooting got "" slaps iii the face
with gas and burnt powder, we must, give the Ballard (he
The rifle
.Hi ..I' honor over any rille we have yet seen.
which made the 216 points is the one recently targeted at
aonr by Mr. Farrow, and shipped by you to Mr. Warner,
H
,

I,

agent for the

rifle

in this city."

for theIf this be used the b
he of some bard wood, as lignum vitro, and be accural!
smoothly finished.
By the first plan, accuracy of finish

absolute smoothness

is

1

:

.

i

DoN'l Do fr.— A. P. P.,in tbeFoiiKs-r ANDSiKt-.AMofJune
concerning the practicability of making explosive
bullets by inserting in the end of them the caps used to ex:i.ii
gjaut powder, which brings forth the following f
civil engineer in Cerro Cordo, California. "I would say.
.If
you do you will
Don't try it emphatically. Don't do if
have a ruined barrel. The concussion Of the powder charge
38, inquires

:

!

A 7.a grain charge, in a .J.j.cal. rifle will
is too quick lor if.
explode three out of five giant powder caps in the barrel, soon
ruining the barrel by bulging ami scratching. Four years ago.
experimenting with explosive bullets I made up a.
svhili
dozen cartridges charged with hollow pointed bullets, the
cavity being filled with five grains of dynamite, with a giant
My rille was a Remingpnwiioi cap in the end For a primer.
The first shot 1 put into
ton ,-i l-cal., IFincli 01 [agon bai n-1.
a tree at 100 yards.
The bullet oh exploding made a tremendous report, and tore out. a funncl-sbapcd cavity a foot. deep.
The second shot! put into a box, knocking it into smithereens.
About this time 1 began fo congratulate myself that 1 bad a soft
snap on the big grizzly that stole our deer meat, when just
then my pard, coming'in, wanted to see the effects of the new
Dropping the third cartridge into the barrel, T
invention.
srgerona big stump. Well, I guess a piece of that
in n. :-..': ling vol..
The barrel burst into a hundred pieces,
feet in melted
the bullet dropping to the ground at
globules.
When my shouldea got all right I bought a new
iiiui, and have come to the conclusion that giant, powder exMotTBTAlNEBB.
plosive bullets are dangerous.

next lie so gently and easily Bliovcd aside some of the simplest, laws of
was surprised lo sec the article comphilosophy and mechanics.
mended by Major Fulton in your lost issue.
Is it not one of the plainest laws of motioo and force hat action and
read ion are equal?— that is, that a moving force acting between two
bodWB will affect them Willi equal power. The power or momentum of
;

I

any moving object is its weight multiplied i,y its velocity! is accurately
calculated and reckoned In foot-pounds, foot-tons, or horse-powers, by
mechanics, engineers and artillerists. If by burning powder I generate In a 31-inch rille barrel force enongtl to drive out an ounce bullet at
an initial velocity of 1,000 feel, per second, the power is called 100-foot
pounds, and tlie ritte is thrust in the
icslte attention with iust the
let traveled abonl
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snipe or rtowitoher,
Maa-orkmn.yliM,-: ijriimis.
birds "generally, including various species of plover, saudsMiie. lairi'iw. f, -'-:--' iii.ale r, l-.nr! laraa. pti:,.la.e>]:nis. a.vra',.'l.-,
iiroup ].!wa,-nlir or Sla.ire Birds. Mady States
slieatiiig after August 15tti.
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The frequent

game laws makes such confusion that sportsmen are kept quite in the dark as to when
shooting on various kinds of game is permitted.
We therefore
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shot, or
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and nlmtlion at long range?

strength, nse the
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I dol

be badly affected?

but,

same

ask for informa-

tion.

The

Jet of gas reacting on the air after the bullet, has left, the barrel
has a slight rocket-like effect in Increasing the recoil.
much can
be ascertained approximately by tiring the usual charge of powder in a

How

with nothing over It— not even a wad?
The recoil I hive spoken of Is the minimum, or least possible in the
most favorable circumstances. It may be increased by friction of the
bullet In the bore— dirt, rust, leading, etc. Perhaps the shape of the
powder chamber has something to do with it. Can any one tell us
how? The air in the barrel before the bullet acts as a light spring to
rifle

check the motion of tlie bullet, but not enough to take into account, and to speak of its flattening the point, of the bullet is absurd.
I would like to ask an explanation of the veterans, why are beginners
cautioned in off-hand practice to extend the left arm in aiming, and not
to have it against the side? The latter is lor me by far the steadiest.
slightly

One

must, learn to pull a three-pound trigger very correctly that wayit necessary to do so in the other style ?
I), n.

Conn., July

1C, Istt.

I shall not attempt to answer

all the positions assumed in that arouly the leading ones seem to require it. He asks the question,
Is recoil?"
My answer is, the pressure on the breech-pin
which is equal to that exerted on the ball while being forced out or the
barrel by the gases behind It. And what does he do with this backpressure? Just what lie Is obliged to do to maintain his proposition
that the recoil takes place after the ball leaves the gun-he wholly ignores it. And yet this back pressure from moving the ball is all there
action and reaction are equal. Now let us experiIs to the question
ment a little. We will charge the gun with too grams of powder. In
exploding this is nearly all expelled, together with the air which filled
the barrel above it but the weight of the air is about, equalized by the
eases ami sole! residuum of the powder left in the barrel. Here we
have an amount of recoil exactly in proportion to the weight aud tlie
distance it moved, as compared with the weight of the gun. Now
charge with the same amount of powder and a ball weighing 5'i» grains.
After discharging this, if we have carefully conducted the experiment,
we will have six times as much recall in the latter •a-easintlie '•' "m
In the article under consideration the writer admits that the theory

"What

;

;

that recoil

is

has found

its

for

No

A

Junl

e Loa))i;i;.— Mr.

Contributors
'

a:

B.

F.

Dorrance, of Wilkes-

sends us the drawing of an apparatus for loading

It is virtually

shells.

the same as described by one of our

some months

A block

since.

cording to the numberof shells

once, and of a thickness equal

of sufficient size
it

is

isdesired to load

extreme length of the
shell used, less one-half inch.
Upon one side holes arc bored
Of exact size and eleptli to receive the head of the shells; then
they are extended through the block by means of a bit, of the
size of the body of the shell itself.
To the bottom is fastened
at

Grasui:

Hon each

the effect of the inert missile being forced from the gun
way into scientific works, and it will always remain there,

two and two make four.
few Inquiring miuds cannot understand how a gun can send a ba
if it. moves when the ball is passing out.
If the gun recoils in
as incontrovertible aposirion as that

it is

I

straight

a straight line with the center of the bore it dues uoi and cannot vary
the ball, only as it throws it with a little less force, and it is a principle
known as long as gnus have been used hat the heavier the gnu the less
the recoil, aud the swifter the flight of the ball. Another proof. If It
were necessary, is, the recoil takes place during the passage of r.h,
out of the gun, but if the gun is so supported that a backward morion
will press in such a manner as to throw the muzzle away from the cent

,

A

barre. Pa.,

''"

"'

i

.will not the elevation of

3 to
4 to No-

law yras passed in Nebraska last February, prohibiting
the shooting of any kinds of wild bird except waterfowl,
snipe, waders aud woodcock.
No close season is specified for
woodcock.
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TheOobmiljia kong-F.unge Bine Club
0,
has alliliated with he N. K. A., and are preparmg
team for the inter-Stale match at Cieedinoor next.
In recent lest, shootings at lleiiuing's range, each
u
-I shots at. 1,050 yards. A badge was pre.
to be won
the president of the club, Col, J. O. P. Burnstdc,
Charles E. Laird
ihree. times. On June It), at the first contest,
P. J. Lauon.lune
possible
335
;
26,
the
in
points
ISO
led with
July 17. Laird again ahead with 177, and
,.,i with 101
At this last, eontest. the
til 181 points.
July
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PnotmooH- A'"' (Means, July iS. -The third team pracThe light, was all tot could b
tice took place July 33.
The wind became very troublesome, at 000 yards,
wi-hed
and continued so during the rest of the shooting. Mr. Selph
bull's-eyes: Arms next with 14;
led at 800 yards with 16
took the load, scoring 71.
18-, at 900 yards E.yrieh
,,,
Booyiia.

:

Qaarl

18

RGEyrtci.
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append Ihe following table for reference
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W

third contest for the Sharps' long-range rifle
The scores stood
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.
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Wilier, scotomas nemiptOmatue.
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permit prairie fowl (tannated grouse)
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positions every shot, the slight deflection given to the path of the
(if it be worth taking iutu consideration at nil) Is (lie same, in each
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:

"Bay
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As the rifleman and

line of Are.

lie

Editok Forest and Stream
The theory that the gun receives its recoil motion after the ball
leaves it would seem to require no further answer, only for the reason
that one of "America's crack shots" has indorsed the article by
" Straight. Bore," which is to be found in your valuable issue of the 6th

SEASON FOR AUGUST.

IN

mates.

3C—

Massachusetts Rifle Aasoc'ation
n:u, July
U. tonipeliloi,
third contest for the Ballard mid-range rille
shots at 800, 8 at 000, and 10 at 1,000 yards, lie
i, .,,,.,,.

ame
mllet
Hliot,

Opposite to the course Of the
the weight of the stock being
rifle take almost exactly the

saving a slight
t

New Britain,

%mn§ %§HQ mid %tm.

E. Blaco.

.,,.

.I

being materially suppl

„.|<,w

part ol

c-llftll

died by the weight ol the. rifle
ap and the shoulder of the

lall.v

rifleman, and the recol
bullet,

bi

out isn't

Massachusetts, Worcester, July 37.— The rifle team of the.
Sportsman's Olub was out for practice, at the Greenwood
range vest' relay, and made the following scores, the highest,
ible score being TS at «0(l yards:
,„,.

32 In ice

'in

i

:

the fifth prize, a picture, to J

i

not essential.

0AOS8S in- RBCOlfi.— Detroit, hirJt.., Jul}/ 20.— On seeing tbe only
" demonstrable" theory of the cause of recoil in a recent Issue, 1
in uniit lire writer would do to give us an essay on perpetual motion

In practice this

i

ITmhoiu A. F., July 'Jfi.- Final competitions for places on
.art bean Rille Olub at Creedmoor
the team to represent the
in the. inter-Slate match, resulted in the following BtSli Dti >ns
..I':
G :vr, Tims. E. Dcncgav, T. II. Sara,
Leo
Reserves—J. E. Blaco, Bymn Farker.
gent, 0. F. Jones.
The prizes were awarded as follows First prize, silver-plated
....
to i. Geiger; Beoond prize, a pair of field glasses, to
t ea
Thomas E. Donegal '; third pri/e, silver ice pitcher, to T. II.
Sargent j fourth prize, leather (run ease, to 0. F. Jones, and
i.
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Brown, of the Zottler E,ifle Club, in company with
and J. Magulre of tjie Centennial Rifle Ohib ol
two weeks in Hit: vicinity of Peekswas principally ammunition and flahing
L'.u'

s.
\.

wo

quently she shot, ten times at a smail oyster can forty yards
The most of thein
distant, putting every bullet in the eaD.
very near the" centre.
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A Sacramento paper is responsible, for the following
"Mrs. Kothenbueher, of Virginia City, is gaining a reputabile practicing lately she knocked
tion as a sharpshooter.
Ihe centre out of two ten-cent pieces at, a distance of thirty
Subsefeet missing two aud hitting two in four shots.

i

PtS.

m

....7i

.11

GBraHerson

;

i-

UiwiytlB.

900ydS.

BOO yd?.

Oarloa Oova

says-.

.... is

the length

thicker thBn

th-ough the extra thickness o''
the shell, slightly reaming the

i

mt; held thoir weekly shooting for the
Zf.t.im I'ii
til
eye match (to be won during the month), July 1
h
I'"'
off-bandy Creedrnow target reduced,
at 207 i;
"li
with the InllowiiiL'
;

449

by hinges a
in

thin board, through

diameter are so bored as to

lie,

which holes one-fourth inch
when closed and fastened;

dUeetlj oyer the centre of the shell: this holds the shells in

block when once inserted, but the openings through it
prevent pressure upon the primers, thus doing away with all
danger of explosion.
By reversing the block the open mouths
the

of the shells are brought

Tni

••/

used for

proposes also to

all

make

upward

for the purpose of loading.

shells of

the

same gauge.

Mr. D.

the block three-quarters of an Inch

of course, it will carry the ball with it. The writer has seer,
alight pistol carrying a disproportionately heavy ball, with other con
dltions favorable to varying the bail by the recoil of the barrel, throw
tre, then,

the oallmore than forty-five degrees from the point aimed at. Now, if
the barrel did not move until the ball was out of it, how will these men

with an inquiring turn of mind account for

One more
tion,

and

this

phenomenon?

statement, in " Straight Bore's " art tele needs a bile at ten
will trespass no longer on your patience. He flays ft!

-

we

ball forced out, of

a.

gun standing on

a scale, the forcing

power

Hi

tnj

gas or air, will indicate no additional force on the scale. If tlie ball la
forced up ont of the gun it might not show it on the common scale
tint If some of the more delicate scales were used it would shov,
if tie ball were an hour in passing out, arid if "Straight Bore's" idea is
correct in the above, we will pledge onrselveB to build a perpetual motion

ou

that,

New

principle

which will far outshine the Keety motor.
IUahtcan Ii'ILvcllmk.

A

gnu club has been formed at Jersey
Gets Club.—
City Heights, to be known as the New Jersey Guti Club, with
the" following officers: John Pearson, President; Wm. HepWm. H, Tuttle, Secretary; Jaa. Barsley, Vice-President
clay, Treasurer,
j

v

S
a
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Glass Ball Shooting.

—The

idea of the Eogardus trap, and

The whole mechanism is very

above cut will give a

mode

simple,

faint

of shooting at glass balls.

been after woodcock with indifferent success, but savs
old " Phoebe" " blows her nose" in Ausust,
shot, she will tell a different tale.

when

when

plovers can
S. E.

and requires no attention be

July 22.—We have just visited the northern and western portion of this State, and from sportsmen we
leani that the prospect for a splendid fall shoot are such as to
shooter right and left as well as straight shots.
fill the heart of the sportsman with pleasure.
The season for
It is believed that glass balls and the Bogardus trap offer quail and grouse has been a splendid one.
R.
better practice to the tyro than pigeon shooting, and that when
Texas.— William's Ranclie, Brown County, July 17.—There
able to break two-thirds of the glass balls shot at he will be- are any quantity of quail and jack rabbits round here, and 1
The trouble with many of the hear of bear, wolf, deer and wild hogs in the mountains about
come an expert wing shot.
six miles from this.
I expect to have some fine sport among
glass ball traps is, that they offer no shooting analogous to
them this fall. I also propose going on a buffalo hunt.
With
the flight of a bird skimming low along the ground.
Jno. Joe Lee.
practice
is
obtained
turning
by
the
the Bogardus trap, such
Galveston, July 21.
Sport is commencing. Lone plov<
ball-cup half way around on the spring, so that the long level or as they are called along the gulf "papa-hottes,"arearrivin
B
All who have shot at both pigeons as sprung, and some have been killed in good condition.
is uppermost.
Young prairie
and glass balls as thrown from a trap, unite in declaring the chickens are likewise getting' into shooting condition indeed
I have seen some nearly fully grown.
I shall go after them
last to be the most difficult, demanding greater skill and pow- with
two brace of first-class Gordons shortly and report, re-

Iowa.—Iowa

than to see that the cups are perfectly secured to the
The idea of arranging the traps thus is to give the
spring.
other

Oily,

—

,

;

er of control.
The price of

Glass balls

ANew

may

Cap!. Bogardus'
also

be obtained

Decoy.— B. E.

I

nips has been reduced to $6.
$2 per hundred.

sults,

W.

p.

at

Pennsylvania— Petroleum Omtre—The Fur, Fin and
Feather Club held a series of matches, July 24. The summary
is as follows: First match
Ten blue glass balls $7.50, $4.50
and $3, as first, second and third prizes, respectively; en.-

;

trance fee, $2.

OCWilkins

9

UMettierell
II G Davis

10

w

HWEgofl

6

Wilcox
A.) Lewis
J Denman
OB Park

A
s
7

T

Metberell first money. In sliooting off ties Wiikina took second
money A. J. Lewis ttiird.
Five single birds, §5 entrance; .$15.75 to first, |9.5€ to
second, $6.25 to third.
II.

;

E Wilcox

5

AJ

Lewis

Mettiereil

4

Kgoff

Wilkins

3

Park

Layman

r,

11

G

Davis

4
a
3

WB Davis

.

,a

5

Wilcox, Davis and L <yraan divided Brst money, Lewis and Metberell
divided second, Wilkins and Davis divided third.
Third match, 10 glass balls, $2 entrance; $6.75 to first,
$4 to second, $2.75 to third.
Egoff
9 WmVanSyclrle
10
Wilcox
8 Mettiereil
a
'

Bark
Wilkins
Lewis

PIGEON MATCHES.

Wm. Van

B., of Galveston, Texas, sends the

Syckle

9

Denman

8
S

DauMaioney

money.

Ties on nine.

7
r,

yards, won by MetbRnoDE Island—Newport, July 23—Rises of 5 single birds. erell third money to Lewi,?, utter riemp Wilkins four
times.
match: S. Bobbins, 5; M. Van Bureu, 4 ;'" T. Van
Fourth match, five birds, §5 entrance; §17.50 tofirst $10 50
Buren, 2. Second match T. Van Buren and M. Van Buren to second, $7 to third.
tied on 4. Bobbins 2
shoot off won by M. A'an Buren. Egofl
3 Layman
4
5
2 Metberell
Third match Tie on 4 all around ; shoot off won by Bobbins. Lewis
"
Wilcox
3 Denman
k
Fourth match
tie on 4 all around; not shot off.
Fifth Wilkins
3 D Maloney
'...''.'.'.'.'.''.
match T. Van Buren and Bobbins tied on 4 not shot off. 11 G Davis
4 W B Davis
A
Total: Robb'ms, 19 out of 25; M. Van Buren, 17: T. Van
Metherell and Denman divided fira money. In ties on four Davis
'
Jr.. won second money, Ed. Wilcox tblrd.
Buren, 13.
Fifth match, 5 glass balls, $2 entrance $7.85 to first, $4 75
Newpout, B. I. Five pigeon matches, five birdst 28 yards
to second, $3.10 to third.
rise, were shot July 20, on "the grounds of the Narragansett
-A new air gun, the principle of which is very simple, and
AJ Lewis
a
T Lewis
,
Wilkms
may be easily adapted to any firearmswtth very little expense, Club. The result was as follows
5 WB Davia
V
First Match.
Maloney
Denman
has been granted to a firearm manufacturer in Gotba, Ger'
Wilcox
a
Fail
o i i 1
l—t
*
many. The weapon is to be largely adopted for practice by M.vanBuren
II
G
Davis
2
T. Van Bureu
n i 1_ 4
i
i
the German army.
S.H Bobbins
Ties on Ave gave O. C. Wilkins first money,
o l l l 1—4
Davia, St., *""
and raTK
"
Park <""
dl
"
vided second, Wilcox won tlerd.
Tie won by M. Van Buren.
gun club has been organized at Princeton College,
Sixth match, 5 glass balls, $1 entrance $3.15 to first, £2
Mr.
Second Match.— M. Van Buren, 4; T. Van Buren, 3; 8.
10
Princeton, N. J., for the encouragement of field sports.
elected president, and F. S. H. Bobbins, 4.
Tie won by M. Van Buren. Third Match.— to second.
II. S. Johnson, '78, has been
5 Maloney
M. Van Buren, 4: T. Van Buren, 3: S. II. Bobbins, 4. Tie Wlieos
,
Presbrey, '79. secretary.
penman
s WTLewia
5
again won try M. Van Buren.
Fourth Match
M. Van t'ark...
Maj Goodwin
X
-The farmers in the vicinity of Soap Lake, near Gilroy, Buren, 4; T. Van Buren, 3; S. H. Robbins, 3.
*
4
Fifth Davis, Sr
of
poison
for
the
dequantities
great
distributing
Cal. are
Match.— M. Van Buren, 3; T. Van Buren, 3 S.H.BobTies on 5, Wilcox first money ties on 4, Davis second.
11. q. d.
struction of the squirrels, which are doing great damage to bins, 1.
Tie not shot off. Total.— M. Van Buren, 19 T.;
&V71TVOKY— Louisville.— Match between members of Gim
the crops.
Van Bureu, 16 and S. H. Bobbins, 10 out of 25.
Club, held Saturday, July 21, 1877. Ten single birds
tame
Challenge. I will shoot any man in the world a match
New Yokk Oswego, July 23. At the prize shoot of the pigeons; 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; five pairs double
to shoot 100 of the best
for from $500 to $5,000 a side, I
at 18 yards rise, 100 yards boundary
Lexington Club rules
yards rise, Leatherstockings, C. Coe and U. Z. Malfby tied on 8, again on
birds that'ean be found in America or England, 21
at 26 yards, Coe winning first prize on 3 at 31 yards,
Birds.
6
Stogie
L,
Double
„
Blrd
English or American rules, against my opponent's 100 glass Wright and G. W. Lyman tied on six birds; AVright won Jr Val Cowling, Captain
9 Cowling
_
L WNoel
Noel..:
7
&Ub, 18 yards rise, Bogardus' rules.
?
shoot off and second prize J. G. Skinner, third prize.
EYPeak
Peak
I
Any person desiring to accept the above challenge may ad°
SB
Duff
9
Duff
Dexter
Pakk.
The
Long
Island
Gun
Club held their
Kod and Gun. Ill Pulton
dress the Fobesi and Stkeam ajjd
Stokes
'.'.'.7.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'"
A
4
Stokes
monthly contest at Dexter Park, July 27. The winner of the
1
Capt. A. Bogabdus.
street, N. Y.
cup last menth was Mr. E. H. Madison, hut he was handiTotal
84
Total
^
M^s\cnrsErrs—Salem, July 30.—There was quite a flight capped at twenty-seven yards, and others stood at 25. The
Single birds.
Double Birds
and Saturday. I got cup was won by Henderson. The following is the score:
M Barbour, Captain
9 Barbour.
of summer and robin snipe last Friday
'"
5
G S Moore
« Moore
some birds at Swampscott both days. Birds are not very Henderson
1
l
b
1—ir, •T Griffith
".
7 Griffith.,
1
1
— lit
numerous at Ipswich as yet. Upland plover are reported at William
2
S Booker
grass birds, beetle-heads, Yates
B Wynne
birds,
sand
with
too-ether
.'.'.'.'.''.'!'.!!!
Isaac Tyler
Eggex
7 Tyler
7
Stiller.
a
waders. Gildersleeve
Jack curlew, winters, and a few other varieties of
Thomas
5 Martin
1
Total
31
Total
T5
4 Walter?
Sportsmen in tliis vicinity say they care not about our game Edwards
1
or not: the laws are a Valkman
1 Thompson
Leon.
enforced
whether
or
year
this
laws
Virginia, Norfolk. July 28.— Below I hand score of
Baylis, Madison, Brown and King each shot and missed
"flummux" as they read, and virtually good for nothing.
match
Teal.
their first bird, and then withdrew.
Several sweepstakes shot July 24 at IS glass balls, 18 yards rise, for the ehampi,,,;
of the Norfolk Game Protective Association. This
cup
afterward
shot.
were
July 27.—
cut,
Lane's Sportsmen's Uetkkat— Shinnemck Bay,
is to be shot tor on the second and fourth Tuesdays
of each
weather, splenMoi'N-r Pleasant.— At Prince's Bay, July 26, a pigeon month during the season
We pre having high times down here. Piuestill
ending October 15. A winner
bathing, ex- match took place between ten picked men of the Midway
of
surf and
did breezes good sailboats, tip-top
live consecutive matches will own the cup, but failing
to he
abundance of bay birds of several Club of Malleawan, and ten from the Fountain Gun Club of
cellent clams and fish, with
won in five consecutive matches it will be the property of the
capital company as ever rallied Brooklyn.
Ten birds, 21 yards rise, SO yards boundary. The contestant who shall have the
varieties' all these, with as
best average score at the end of
has been a royal one for bay birds.
first

2'

;

following

First

three dozen mallards and gray duck decoys, which
arrange in two flocks about thirty yards from the blind, with
heads in different positions as naturally as possible. Now,
place a white-crane decoy near the blind it may be made
from wood and painted. This will do the business most
effectually, for the white crane is the sentinel of the ducks,
who respect his powers of observation, and believe that where
the crane is safety is to be found.
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The past
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KrPauland M,

Harris, of Belvidere N. J killed forty,
Hie
and Will Lane sixty on Monday, duplicating the scores
with Char he and a younger
undersigned
The
following day.
I wish you were with
Lane, bagged sixty-eight yesterday
greatly, for one can wear his
us- vou would enjoy yourself
to "shine' his boots to go to
old clothes and doesn't have
To-day we all go to Shmnecock settlement for a
dinner.
surf which is the regular
clambake. After that a dip m the
hard to think we have to go back
daily arrangement. It seems
do not prevent, we
but, if the "strikers
to the boiling city
Jacohstaff.
shall return on Saturday.
Pennsylvania -Columbia, July 2S. -Partridges will be
section of Lancaster
ulentVin York Co., and the northwestern
rmrgess, who is a mighty hunter, has
n,, this year, and Chief
'*

;
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Club.
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Fountain Gun Club.

Madison

1

C Williams
McLaughlin

1

Blakely

1

1

Eddy
Slane
Milter

Kearney

7
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Race
White
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•IT Allyn
LB White

15

T V lingers
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FIIur.lv..
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BR Watte
FJohnt
H L Wonhligtan]
11
a
11
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C
E Yeatman
7
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5
in the first, match, June 10, by
4
White, with a score of 15. In the second match, July
10 bv
y
F. Hardy, score 13.
This is the third match
1—

UPey
JBCorprew
HLCranmer
The cup was won
Very

0—

i--;-

1-8

ia
11

LB

respectfully,

_

F

HAIin ,^

Chairman Match Comiuittee.
Cincinnati Shooting Club will have a glass
hall louruamentin a few weeks. They intend logo through the

—The
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Indiana,
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FOREST AND STREAM.
fitting a staple and riB
bicb Easten a painter made of twelve or fifteen feet of fivehemp rope, when we are done. The oars should lie seven
or eight feet long. The materials to build this boat or the seow
will cost about $5, oarlocks and oars extra.
skill canoe,

eighth

HIGH WATER FOE THE WEEK,

A

much used on

Boston.
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BOATS AND BOAT-BUILDING— 2d

IB
24
34
•!,-

8

63

6

«

7

40

Paper.

TIIK SKLFF.

THE

an improvement on the scow, and is nearly as
It draws but little water, and rows nearly
easily built.
as well in smooth water as a boat of curved sections; last, but
least, it is a cheap boat. To make one, procure two boards
oj
for the sides, each sixteen feet long, sixteen inches wide, and
one inch thick; select the boards as directed in the article on
skiff is

the scow. For the "mould board" take a piece, four feet
long, twelve inches wide and one inch thick, bevel the ends to
your fancy, say four inches to a foot; this will leave one edge
of the board four feet long and the other three feet four inches.
Set the side boards

up

as directed for scow, cure being taken

and out of wind; fasten the four foot
"mould board" between them, as directed in the same article.
permanent stern board out of pine or
the
for
piece
Now cut a
oak plank, one and a half inches thick, three feet long and
eight or nine inches wide,- bevel the ends the same as the
"mould board," four inches to the foot, or more, and saw the
ends of the side boards to the same level at the bow, and the
sideboards can be sawed to the same level, or the Stem
to

have them

piece can be

parallel

Draw up

Pass ropes around bow ai;d stern,
the stern boards fit in place.

left straight.

up

and draw the stern
the

bow

until

until

it

fits

up

snugly

to a strip of

"Stay lath" the
inch hoard placed between the two sides.
"mould board" to the side, and fit and nail the stern board
permanently in place; curve the side boards from lower edge

A

curve of six feet
of stern board to the bottom of the boat.
The dimensions and form of
radius will be a good pattern.
the
inclosed space bethe stern can now be obtained from

tween the two
piece of paper

boards at the bow. Mark out on a
angle between the side boards at: the bow,

side
the.

and make a drawing

like

diagram (Ko.

1)J

and you

will

have

the Hudson for duck hunting, is constructed
substantially on the same plan as described above.
The ducking skiff is made fifteen to sixteen feet long over all, and has
a stern at both ends, the side boards being fourteen inches
high mould-board, or temporary middle board, is made three
to three and a half feet hull long, and beveled about four inches
The ronveMty of bottom is mostly taken out, so
to thfi foot.
that the boat is nearly straight on the bottom, otherwise there
would be so much noise or "clacking" of water under the
ends of boat as to scare the game. These boats are propelled
by short paddles, worked close alongside. They are painted
white, and used mostly among floating ice, and with '' batteries," contrary to the la'ws of the State.
For working between
floating ice, over he same, or in shoal waters, they are probably the best gunniog boat made. The side boards are made
three fourths of an inch thick, and those for the bottom the
same or an eighth less. Such a boat is best built of cedar for
lightness; no eats ar used, a movable bench answering for
rowing purposes movable row locks are placed to suit convenience.
When hunting ducks straw and old blankets are
placed on the bottom of boat, and the hunters with white
coats and hats, or a piece of muslin wound around their heads
—crouch as low as possible on the bottom of boat.
Naitticus.
;

•

»—•.—.

.

International Barge Racing.— An exciting boat race
took place at Yokohama, Japan, in June last, between the
barges of the U. S. flagship Tennessee, and II. B. M. flagship
Audacious.
The " Magic," the Tennessee's barge, is a sister boat to the
"Danny," so celebrated as the barge of the Hartford. The
barge of the Audacious, the " Albert," was built for H. R. II.
the Prince of Wales when lie visited Canada in 1801, and presented by him to Admiral Ryder.
The Englishmen based their hopes of winning upon a heavy
wind and sea, arid on the day of the race they were favored, as
it was very rough, though it began to moderate toward the
Word was sent to the Tennessee
horn- appointed for the race.
that the boats must start half an hour earlier thau the time appointed, or the race would be declared off. Although the American crew desired smooth water, they were not to be thus baffled, and being the. challenging crew they consented.
The "Magic's' crew started off rowing 38 strokes to the
minute, to 40 to 44 of their opponents, and showed ahead after
a dozen strokes.
At the light ship, which constituted the
turning point of the race, the Americans led by upwards of
500 yards, and at the close they were Bin. and 48s. ahead of
the .English, besides having fifteen inches of water in their
boat shipped over the bow. After tossing oars the Tennes-ee
crew pulled two hundred yards to the windward to show they
were not exhausted. The course was upwards of three- miles,
and the roughness of the sea and wind forbade anything like
good time being made.

College Point Begatta.— The College Point Yacht Club
hekl their annual regatta July 29. Entrance $5, the prize
being an elegantly chased silver goblet. The course was from
a stakeboat moored between College Point and Boulevard
Hotel, to and around a stakeboat moored off Ttikers Island,
thence to and around buoy off MeClellan's Hotel, City Island,
and then home. The Ariel carried away the honors in the
first class, the Emma D. in the second, and the Quits in the
third.

and shape you are to make your " stern " piece.
the stern long enough to project one inch below botof side boards, and a couple of inches above the top, or

Make

Fit the stern into place and nail securely.
Make the stern of good tough oak. There will be considerable convexity to the bottom of boat arising from the
beveling of the sides. This should be much reduced, or the

gunwale of

boat.

bottom made flat and straight for at, least one-half its
Put on
length, measuring from curve of stern to stem.
bottom boards three-fourths inch thick in the same manner
as directed for "scow." At the bow where stem projects
below the. bottom of boat, saw into it on a line parrallel
with the bottom of side boards, t until the saw cut extends
Split
into the stern as far as the ends of the side boards.
off the sawed portion square across, and fit the last bottom
board snugly up in place. Afterward saw off the remaining
portion of stern level with the bottom of boat.
Plane the ends of bottom boards when sawed off down even
and smooth, turn the boat over, fit a piece of board in the
angle between the side boards and stern on the upper edge or
gunwale of boat, letting the grain of the wood rim crosswise
the boat
use one and a half inch stuff, eight or nine inches
wide, which is to be nailed in place flush with the top edge
of side boards; saw off the projecting end of stern, or it can
be cut in ornamental shape, to suit the fancy. Put on the
mouldings around upper edge of boat,makingthcnitwoortwo
and a quarter inches wide, Three-fourths to an inch thick, and
as long as the boat nail around the outside of side boards,
letting the strips come flush with the top edge, using clinch
nails T bevel the ends of strips where they lap in the stern to
make a neat finish. Lengthwise through the boat on the bottom nail with clinch^nails a strip three-fourths of an inch thick,
eight or ten inches wide, and the length of the boat at the
stern where bottom curves up, the board may be planed down
thinner to allow it to bend more easily bevel the two upper
corners of the board to give a better appearance. For the
rowing seats take pieces of boards an inch thick and nine or
ten inches wide, placing the back seat just aft of the middle of
The front rowing seat, may be 'placed three feet ahead
boat.
of this, measuring from centres of seats. Place the row-locks

Providence Yacht CiyB.—jYarrugansett Bay. July 27.—

The regatta was successfully carried out despite the unfavorable weather.
The prizes were one for sloops, and two for
cat-rigged boats.
The course was from the stakeboat at
Rocky Point down to the Can buoy off Long Meadow, then
turn and down to and around Hope Island and back to the
starting place— a distance of sixteen miles. The result was as
followsTIME OF THE REGATTA.
Cor. Time,

Sonera...

—

;

also follow directions already given about
as before directed
height of seats, etc. The seat at stern of boat may be eightteen inches or more wide, or of any width desired, and should
be fastened crosswise the boat four or live inches below the
gunwale; nail through the sides of boat, and also nail a strip
on the stern board, and fit the s«it boards from "one to the
ther, lengthwise the boat,
;
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Pounds.
8. Pratt, Low
L. O, Henderson, S
y. II. Pratt, a
L. G. Tiidriehsen, stroke

no

— Sharpe,

155
105

j.

M5

bow

Hamilton, 2
8. Whlmiuu, 3.
u. tunc, stroke

..

W. Edwards, coxswain
135 B. BecKwith, coxswain
14u
The Neptune men appeared to be the more mature crew,
but. their am agonists were young, hardy, and full of vim.
From the start the Hespers slowly but" surely drew ahead,
and ere the turning point was reached, the}' had gained three
boat lengths, which lead was kept until the" finish Time lSm.

J.

3s.

—The

long talked of scull race for $1,000 between Wallace

Ross, of St. John, N. B., and Warren Smith, of Halifax, was
rowed on the Kenneheccasis July 25. Distance, three miles
with a turn. In the start home Ross was leading by a length
and a half, when Smith's patent row lock came 'in contact
with the button of his left-hand oar, and he was thrown out
of the boat.
Ross won the race in 26 minutes. Another
match will doubtless be arranged.

— John Snellgrove and John

Kennedy rowed a

single-shell

Gowanus Bay, July 28. The course was three mdes
with a turn, from the long dock, foot of Thirty-eighth street,
South Brooklyn, to and around a stakeboat anchored off Bay
Ridge Foiut. Snellgrove was the winner in 22m. 12s.; Kennedy's time, 22m. 18s.
race at

Pair-Oared Race.—A

pair-oared race came off at South
J., July 27, between the members oi the Hudson
Club, and two of the Orion Rowing and Athletic
Club, the course being one and one-half miles—three- fourths
and return.
The Hudsons were the victors by 1m. 14s.
Time, 12m. 314s. The stiff wind blowing accounts for the
slow time.

Cove, N.

Rowing

—The boat race between Amos Seibert and F. Denmarsli,
rowed on the Alleghany liiver, at Hulton Station, Pa., was
won by Seibert. Distance, 3 miles time, 24m. lis. Denmaish has challenged his opponent for another riice for a
purse of $1,000 or $2,000, to be rowed on the Upper Monon;

gahela.

Ci.un.

-July 28.—The

fifth

champion-

ship regatta of this club resulted as follows:

MUST

AMUSEMENTS.
Anna Boyle as Juliet.— This young lady of hut fourteen years
made her debut to a New York audience at Booth's Theatre on Monday
Miss

evening, July 30, it being bat her seeonfl appearance on any stage. It
is in he regretted that there was not a larger audience to greet her, for
representation was unsurpassed In the annals of New York. Her
Juliet was astonishing, not so much on account of her age as the superb
interpretation, which rurpasses in faithfulness and perception of the
author's mind any reading heretofore attempted. That Miss Boyle fulttia

ly

appreciated the difficulties to be overcome was evident during the
when her acting was somewhat marred by diffidence and the
of filling so large a theatre with her voice; but all this disappear-

IlrBt act,

difficulty,

ed before the plaudits of a sympathizing audience. The fact that Shakespciu e's Juliet was "a fortnight and odd days" less than fourteen years
of age, so seldom recognized by delineators of the character, was impressed in such a manner that it was felt that no counterfeit, was before
us, but the veritable Juliet herself,

hence Miss Boyle's rendition was a
pleasant surprise to all, and was notably without an absurd stage action
usually deemed essential to the part. Her reading was almost, with'
out exception, beyond criticism, evincing not only thorough training
high cultivation and power, but a keen and comprehensive perception,

which enabled her to grasp the subtler meanings.
To see Miss Boyle's Juliet is to desire to see it again, and we hope thai
certain critics wid not only see her again, but witness more than the
first act before rushing to the nearest restaurant to give vent to their
doughty opinions. We predict for the lady an unrivalled popularity in
the ranis of histrionic talent, as she possesses all the attributes of
genius, youth, beauty, sweet and melodious voice and perfect enunciation.

Miss Boyle was fairly supported ; Mr. Treville's Romeo, Mr. Leviek's
Mercutio and Mrs. Jordan's Xurse being most worthy of mention.

&

Tiffany

Co., Silversmiths, Jewelers,
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always a large

and
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stock of silver

articles for prizes for shooting, yachting, raciDg
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Lizzie Unit

DuxmmY Yagut

and other
special

sports,

designs

and on request they prepare
similar
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purposes.

Their

CLASS.

Cor. Time.

Name
W

'
1

1

j

i

n. x. s.
!;..

:;.,;.

.

!

I

Idle Hour
Bristol

..;>

1 30

:.

I

Zephyr

1 52 18
l 62 B3
1 54 33

Utile Charlie
.Hornet
Annie Clark

regatta for open boats,
which was appointed for July 28th was a failure. The race
was from Oyster Bay over a triangular course twice, a dis^
tance of twenty -two miles.
The boats were becalmed during
the race, which was finally declared off.

—The cruise of the Brooklyn Yacht Club this year has been
But seven yachts participated, there was
enthusiasm, and the calm weather farther depressed the
of the amateur sailors.

a dismal failure.
spirits

Beverly Yacht

Cliiii.

— The regatta

for

accuracy,

and are now very generally used for sporting
and

scientific

requirements.

Not tuken

—The Seawanhaka Yacht Club

little

Timing Watches are guaranteed

Oii

Not taken.
TIItBD Cl.AHS.

;

;

July 20, between

1

—

the size

jinn; of

Hesper Boat Clubs, of Staten Islan
stakeboats achored off the Neptun
ponding stake boats a mile distant, i.
Park, and retmn. The following were

I

Kookaway Yacht Cum. The. Rockaway Yacht Club inaugurated its sixth season by a clam bake and ladies' picnic,
on Saturday, July 28, when an enjoyable time was experienced by all parties. On August 0, the club regatta for ferry
and excursion boats will be held. The following day the fifth
annual regatta for sloops and mainsail boats will be sailed,
the start being made at 3:30 p. m. precisely.
August 23 a
moonlight excursion and reception will be held.

tom

Rowing on the Kim. von Kwu

Nexl caulk and paint after

ffachUng and §oatmg.

Dale.

4f>l

of this club

are

also

the

agents

Patek, Philippe

&

in

TIFFANY &
America

for

Co., of Geneva,

of whose

celebrated watches they have a full line.

stock of

CO.

Messrs.

Diamonds and other Precious

Their

Stones

was not

sailed on July 28, as intended, the weather being unfavorable,
but has been postponed lmtil Saturday, Aug. 4th, at 12 m.

General Jewelry, Bronzes and Artistic Pottery

Rochester Yacht Club— Charlotte, N. Y., July 26.—
The regatta of the Rochester Yacht Club was unsuccessful,

ia

owing to a calm which prevented
making the course in the required

the largest in the world, and the public are

the contesting boats from
time, the race was conse-

quently pos tponed until this week.

Canada—Jlrockville, July 20.—The yacht race of twentyfour miles resulted as follows: Surprise, of Trenton, first;
Yietorine, of Alexandria Bay, second; Zitella, of Kingston,
third; Sleepy Canadian, of Brockville, fourth, and took
second place and money on tonnage allowance,

invited to visit their establishment without feel
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BALLARD'S

FLEA KILLER!

Patent London Meat Fibi'ine
Dog Cakes.

Fort T71F.

DESTRUCTION OF FLEAS

Twenty-one

Cold, Silver and Bronze .Medals
awarded, including Medal oi tin dish K'enuel
Club, and of Westminster Keuuei
Club, Net

On Dogs and Other Animals.
An Absolute ami Perfect Exterminator of tile
May be used Willi entire safety.

ee'MiilNE__

riucihs

of a

smliclent to rid half a
vermin.

NO PEliSON OWNING

DtlUS SHlirl.T) PE W1TH-
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a

Hat

color,
cooiest

me

made

of waterproof duck, d,i
sauce style as East India Hats
ana best yet offered to sportsmen.
i=

ic

;

Absolute Guarantee ntralnsi Sunstroke.
For sale by all dealers in sportsmen's poods, or
price $3.

i

l,AZF,LL,

nzu,

18 South William Street, N, Y., Sole Agent.

Address,

Por

THOMSON & SON,
901

bos 1,016.
Send stamp for
men's goods,

Broadway,

New

York.

catalogue of

illustrated,

sports-
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Adapted to all purposes
where
Lawn,
Beach,
Hunters' and Camp Tents

Boss Loader
of the World.
The
both
Kaon Loader adapted
and la-gnuge ractai

are used are eight feet
high, seven feet stjuare

rately charged ami wadded complete in one
tion, at the. rate, of inn in fifteen to twenty minutes.
Amount of charge readilv adjuated. Is sulistanlial,
sale and reliable.
Price $8.
Discount to trade.
All orders for sample loaders must contain remittance. Manufactured only by

at bottom, will lodge four
persons; can be get up or

taken down and packed
i in Ave minutes, making
a bundle lour feet long,
twenty-five pounds
.fot
weight. The pole In two
joined together by a brass tube. They
parlsT
yet
very strong, and
and
light,
wonderfully
are
st tents extafrt. .samples
andche
arc the nmidti
of goods aud price list sent free, and the tent sent
s from $10 to
on receipt of price, or C. 0. P.

to

to

or paper Bhells of any leugth, each shell being accuopera-
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&

GA.LE

CO.,

For

Boston, Slasa.
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CLASS BALL TRAP.
perfect Trap in the market.

WOKl.li

Delaware

City, Del.

i

'

Revolving

;

halls In all dimetal' j great power ; throws
ill
covered by a screen from
•ections without, removal
shooter's view splendid practice for the field.

I.

W.

K.

CARL DITTMAR,

1N11KKHU.1,,

....

Proprietor.

A few minutes' wall; from the depot and from
leach,

pages, price, postpaid, 26c,

boatiiig, li.-liiin.'. yacliting.
Coinyaclu wnn >ouih i:,:,i,|i and Kile
Island.
A beautiful drive to l.al.e l(onk,,iikoiua,
and many oiler pleasant drives In the neighborhood. Cool unit airv rooms, and all k'nula of sea mid
country food. Rates reasonable.

Address

HOI.ABIKD,

II.

st

liie

liaihing,

liiinilca'ioli

liy

Valparaiso, Ind.

MEYER, JR.'S
Girondin Disinfectant

B*soM

JAS.

FOR KEKTMELS,

mn, creates appitiie and m<
a pronounced by BQtenilats the purest in
Jyiatf
,

Address

powder.

;

:;ni

SAYVILLE HOUSE,
SAYV1LLE, L.

little or no smoke.
Unequalled for rapid firing, as it does not foul and heat
up the barrel as blank, powder. (Ireat. accuracy,
good
pattern.
Safer than black
penetration and

:

,

.pel

$i7 /<•/.',• iiiitl^esa rir. I or ^imrhmeii.

M.VI.

oir-hand shooting at abort and long ranges.

all

SOLD STEEET, NEW YOUK.

in

your own doge in the most artistic manSend for circular t.o M. VOe-

for

W.

Powder.

price.

JTARSH & UAKDCSKU,

TRAIN
ner.

IlOLABIRD,

Instructions

iyfi

POWDER OP THE

jylStf

hunting on account of

{Patent applmi.fw.}

The only

New Dittmar
CHAMPION'

II.

County, Wis.

i

T1IH

W.

5

CAMP & WISE,
Dane
THE

jySfi 3t

Is

$16.

Special lernla to

lbs.

HINTS ON DOC-BREAKINC,

Gale's Patent Tents,
;

US

eases of

sale In

"TO-IIO" BLUE BLOODS.

P.

Aga

o. df.

P.

I-,

Will be sent postage paid on receipt of
Proprietors,

STAMPED,

postage prepaid,

packed,

securely

mail,

sent bj

T tiil FLEA

50 Cents per Package.

Price

is

pest.

package
ol toe

i

dozen large doge

g|SPRAT|S'PS

It

Neponskt, Mass.

AY •SNIPE SHOOTING, ITIKKKEL FISH.1 N(;. Wl lib' AM) >tii.i, BATB1NO.

Folding Pocket Mosquito Bar.
A most ingenious

device for campers,

unsis and

i-

travelers. Can be used at home or abroad, and will
last a lifetime.
It weighs less than a pound, and no
trouble to carrv. Can be put up or taken down in
hall a minute. No camping outfit complete without
All complete, with net,
it.
livery one warranted.
$1.50. Sent on receipt of price. Address

A. A.

COWIXiJ,

Refer to Porkst ami STREAM, and others.
Pure-bred pointers and Sellers now taken to yan
reak, preparatory to field training on Game In tii
South next winter.
Address,
E, s. U ANM.NKKK,

Wat kins. N. Y.

Oapl-tf

Air2 3ni

ilohokus, P.enten

-..

.,.

i

:i

an

<

o.,

iSJS4t

i

Kooms

inoilnies nriy guests.

of

Wanted.
A

TT7 ANTED.— A

rod.
Fpr
dounle barrel

all lite fixings.

H.

@&ass W9&L Trap,

300 GLASS

BA1.1.S

FOR SIO.
Marshall's Glass Rail Trap is acknowledged as the
It.
is made of best ash,
v,»«riion/ before the nublic.
and everything first class. Throws two or more

KRANKLIN,

Ag2 H

at Hits otllce.

COUNTRY BOARD.

EH.ARU,

and Manufacture
Ohio.

10-gange,

A

may
W.

first

TALI..M \N.-,

York by
shows In

J

A Partner Wanted

Thltpie, out
Ireland, and

SEA-SHORE DOME BOARDTNO BODSE,
IMlTOMKI.-.s,

P.

ai

.-'!•

by

C.

i

Cotin.
Sea food, eomfortaide honse and besntifbl
view of the sea. Three staitis to and from New
Haven daily after dune :.. p vi. hi
,,,,.
necessarv. House sinctiy temperate.
Address as
,y mall.

i

Tn ;;;;

<

I

an cstablialimenl of
A
forwarding Florida oranges. Market all secured;
the only work is Receiving, Counting, Boxing and
ion to goo per
from
business
pays
The
Sblpplog.
cent, profit. The party must not expect to humor

Cedar Kevs.

!'

rtdg

situation as full partner in

balls in different directions,

KNHY

I)|

England

:

in Florida.

ns desired

and with as ranch force
Liberal discount to dealers. Send for
C. stjUlltUS, 1 Cortlandt
particulars to II
te!4 tf
]eUtf

This

s.iii.

Irish

Ki

I'ouidy, N. V.

No.

prizes -lour in
at Crystal Palaee, 1ST4). three here.

Kennel
FOR SALE—
Sellers.— Imp

but a small part of tin- tune, although fish and
arc abundant.. To a person slightly ailing the
position would be very desirable, as the work is
The location is on the gulf coast. Just below
light.

£
vT,.,.. \-,.,L
Street, New York.

cftleoratod "Hamlet,"
"Sancho" has won seven

the

ladies, d
learn of a pleasan

gentleman and wife, or two

quiet country board,
by addressing II. E.

..

n

.

Address

ciiiuiiti,

10-foot six strip

Sale.— A

;-i

ami hrrger than anv
-Innnecnek liny. Stirl and Hill

bamboo

Su-mch

hreech-loading Wellington gun, with

VV

till.- o.i!.

Ceiircr to

Bay Shooting

of all Varieties.

slIINNKincK

TIIK

i.::i,t

tlsh

\'.j

HAY

EN Tin: vii inii y

BEST SHOOTING
kk nkw yohk.

game

Tne business would

two

lor

Wm.N.

I-M)I{ SAI.E.-A line lotofSeolcli, Skve,

Uium

.iiat.-tj

t

Handy.

Lane ip.-peri fully informs his many friends
that, ha.in:; ialee..) a.l.led III Hie SptlngVilll ftUUt.1

k-aiid-tan Ternee- Sp.,u,:,e
is. Ae.
.\l, dieinus
for all
N. MI'.YEIt, -la Ureal •)
aaptai-lj

.and

Ilia-

.

Dogs, Maltese (at-, lorn

b.iv

ake with
t

pay

?

others.
but
ueh

dl-eases at
N. Y.

on

drafts will
e highest

I..

t

SALE, when eijlit weeks old, six puppies out
I.10R
1
of my blue Helton s-tter M-ll. by II,
are black and white. Two tl

(.round Station, L. I.
geese stools f„r ppring and fall shooting.

UVe

,1

Jyl2 inn

i

and tan. and are almost perfect images ol ih.ur-ne.
WHITMAN. B City
For particulars, ad, iiess L.
}C!8tl
Hall, Detroit, Mich.

Island House,

!•'.

Jfor
J;

book

Mxh.

CHEAP— A

fine breach-loading sliotgun: alBO a fine tront fiy roil, with reel line,
Address J.OCIS KAISER, ,)r., 310
etc.
ilies,

TTIOK SALE,

Ag2lt

lludaou avenue. Albany. N. t.

FOR SALE—

Douhle-barreleJ shot-gun, fine stubtwist barrels, stocked to order, and elegantly
llmahcd, russet leather case, Dixon tlask and poach,
Also, Plobort
Kley's wads and caps. Price fiS.
Rifle, nickeled mountings, globe and peep sight.
Will sell both guns. etc.. for $30. 11. U.
Price. $a
,\s< it
DlCKliV. J4S Broadway. Albany, N. V.

pine,
dounli

trap otTcred

of yellov
-

'a

jeil

3m

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms!
STEADMAN's PLEA POWDER for DOGS.
A Bane to Fleas—A Boon lo Dogs,
This Powder

any

Hole A«ent,
102 Nassau St., N.Y.

New p.

rl,

R.

care

I

box

either

I'A'i'E,

Price

AUKl'A

for

«ior

vnur

line

books bound.

Art .Journal bound

©>

Pl-

© s

office.

Illustrated works, mn
prices
(tyles ami lowest
tf required.

;

done

days
three iiavu
or, .bnu>

WAUaK B B oNS, W Pejr street.
.

fi _

mtwo

S\LE— Six

No.
I.

whelpa

out.

$15.

It.,

Ag3

3

I

IvIYKH ST.

..n

the

LAWRENCE,

»T
.iKPPKItsiiX CO.. N. Y„
aud in the lininediali: van, it v ol tlie lar-farned
Thousand Isjailds, «'nl be opened for the renepUotl
oi L'uest.i.lone 1st, i-n.
Tin- House was. erected in
'73, and eoi.taiu- all Hie
modern improvements.
guita, ivnh baih-iwoms and
Booms single or
closets atiached. TntreHars will ilmi thl
healthful as it is beautiful, with no mosquitoes or
cure- inn over and catarrh; while
i-niiiH and fever
to the lineal scenery in Ihe world are add,
hi

ALEXANDRIA BAT,

m

.

'

le
...i

no

.

i

ishlng, tluntlng

JeOgneaU,

..ular rates.

Irish
i

intra,

.:
.

:

four men: las old,
several other

KINSKY'S ASI1LKY
N.

J,

The

Apply

to

KP-i-,

AjaM

HOLSK,

Darilcgut

Inlet,

I'Ur.

Blue Pish. Pheeiishcad, Black Pish, and Sea Bass
grounds. AJ.h': ...
r
tgagm
.. Habit
good Bahli
,i

...

I

token.

lot

Manager,
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

TO

.

.

Send

O. G. Staples,

Y'.

SALE—Red

atosi ph.

.

ling,

tlrounds.

Accomodations foe

Parties taklDgroomi

NA SSAU STHK BT.
YOKti COCKER SPANIEL STOOK 1JROM
uipaire of
M. P. Hi
Franklin, Del. Co., N.

n dB

<u\>. lionluii: Alley, Cliapret

CulAlne second to none.

102

lrom import. -u

For particu

i

Thousand Island House,

&c.

Co. Ohio,

-

CHARLES TOWNS, Pboi?

jo!48to

i

KooandGun

W. HOLBERTON.

<

Urns.

Broad piazzas, laree nlry halls, charming walks
,. pure nioiiiitain an
and drives, tiellghtrnl s,,,
and cool breezes. Si-nd foi euenlar.

Sthbam.

FtiTL SALE.— Red
setter

DUNHAM, Leeds,

wo u

Irish setter pups, No. 1 slock;
J? airetl bv Khan, he by i'lmd
i'OB EINfi, Lima. Allen
a
lars and. prices, addt

TTW-i

Thirty-one

I.10K
*
Jesse, by Lakin's Ned, price
are. address, P.

r

,

led by

anii

dec-28-lr

.

New York City. Dogs

purchased ou commission.

od

Hi

FORthe choicest breeds,

DOCTOR HENRY GAP.DXER.
Thlitielh street,

DOGS.

tl

Both

oct 12

m>

IN

BELLOWS FALLS.VERMONT.

;

and Fokest

glte genncl.

BINDERS.

cents by mail, Postpaid

ISO

NUT FOR WORMS

axes containing a dozen powders,
lull

ti

Address "SPORTSMAN'," this

^nblicntians.

on dogs or
is pin up
top, which

It

patent boxes witn sliding pepper i„,x
greatly facilitate- its use. Simple and oilloaoious.

sporting purposes,

to investigate.

Ag2 3m

(leas

kill

returned.

A CERTAIN REMEDY.

at the south, will be le
a long Or short term ol

Persons intending

money

in

fi2».

DBSIB
AVERY
market gardenioi

guaranteed to

is

oilier animals,' or

'

made

Hi"v
,d every part warranted.
traps, each, *o
imtis In anv direction,
doz..
k?ran for," evtt Pihber springs, per Glass
Purely
The
$2.
mo
irdv a'ass 'balls per
ball to break, almost
"hi best and 'easiest
disLiberal
illOOter.
Hat siiria.e to liie

W. nOLBEBTON,

—

H

(Patent Applied For.)

The best and cheapest

TT^OK SALE. A Sharps long-range Creedmoor
liiflc with 100 shells, and reloading implements
complete. Kille cost $l.'ttt. Will sell lor s.sr, what
cost $140, and allow privilege of trying before
Imylng- la sold for .10 fault. Address T. 3. LOW,

j -Milt SALE— six pointer whelps, three dogs and
J? three hitches, liver, white and tan, out of imported Lady Prances, by Sensation, Address Box
129, Hart's Palls. N. Y.

and Irom

SYarctowii

Phili

Inquire at depot for Kfnaey'H ferrymen,

may l T -tf

-

453

FOREST AND STREAM.
^wHRich's §out

Tjotek and 'ge.'wrlx for ^orfsmeff.

SVSetropolitan Hotel,
WASHINGTON,

D. Oi

OF

wn.ti

old

lie

NEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH

between

Y.

i.

THROUGH PULLMAN PARLOR

charges mo'

COLEMAN &

R. B.

For maps, tickets, anil gen'l information, apply
(ieli'l Easiein
Ageur,
L. 11. NIITTlNli,
Broadway, New Xork.
T.J. ANDERSON, fie.n'IPass. Agent, ) Tonelui,
Agent, (Kansas.
W. F. WU4TF. Qou'l Tick,
to

CARS.

CO.

by t*eli

afforded

States.

:.

I.r,

in.

inn over

ivldeli

.

t

il

KTO BE TRANSPORTED

rOl

:

hi

I

n

'
'

la- -1

and clangers of reslnpmeut,

•

iht

In

'

lies.-

'1

PROM ALL IMPORTANT

culties

of

t

TUOl'TING PARI
Middle

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO

in

"!i

and re-fun. isln-d throughout.
the service tegular, aud

perfect;

is

KANSAS & COLOR ADO

SPORTSMEN.

the White
Die city.

Capitol aud

the

n

re-fitted

hi
i

niion to Hie

'in

THE NEW RIMITE FOR

DIVISION.

THE METROPOLITAN
.

LTANIAE.R.OO.

5

Fe

Atchison, Topeka and Santa

RK1H CHI) KATES FOR THE SEASON.

Ti

NICHOLAS, N.

r.,atidST.

TO SPOKIMEIN:

'int.—
1

JERSEY.

famous

Co., proprietors of these

—OK

^limits.

Railway.

BALTIMORE, Md.

A

NEW

^orhmcrt's

.

Tmnurumy

Central Railroad

CarroElton Hotel,
E. H. Coleman

^yortimen'.'; §outes.

as.

r.

,

or injury.

The Hues of

-J£!-l

l'ci:iisyh;iiii

Company

Itiiilrpiiil

also reach the best localities for

I

Commencing Juno

CROSSMON HOUSE.
\SihM- BAY,

Al.i:\

PERSON

.'Ii

CO.,

St.

leave New York,
Hank, Long Branch,

lip..,-

e.ili

'

,

,

7:!i. U:U0,

Old Dominion Line.

11:45

Y.

Proprietors

w

torN<

i'lii; al fttlS, ;!j5, 1:1(1

dellt'tiUnl places

•

i

TICKETS
nil

(Ex-

(

FORIi,
ld-NSii.\, RM.STuN, MINNEi.'t'A,
other well-knimn centers lor
Trout Fishing, Whia si
in«,

and

i

HOUSE, RECENTLY REBUILT AND
i-1i'imhU> lunii-he.i. - now open for visitor.-..

is local,-,;

New Jersey. EXl R8IOB
are sold at lhe olliees oi the ompans in
ibe principle cities to KANE. KKNuVA. IdhPennsylvania and

in

1M1IS
Ii

GUNNIN& AND FISHIN0

!S, IffKT, trains

Liberty Btreet, for tied

ot of
|

in

I

-ii ill

III!

A 1st
Sol'AN.iilliI iiomls on

siagns connect at Mats wan to and from Kejrporl
at

Je51

3m

Ogdeuaburg Railroad

BALDWIN,

P.

II.

Curlew Bay Club House LONU
a Sportsman's Home,- Where
tfl

i

a

p

gutmlmr

New

hi

Terms, $

ng

ioi

Ii

Facili-

ashing.

I

cannot he excelled on

Jersey.

per day, or $10 per week. Guides and
" |i.t day.
tltto [oi

.50

1

..i

,

for i>ay-blrds

1

tod

fl

Pleasant,
G<;n. Pass. Agent.

JUNE

17,

llouse situated on Ludlow's

fin v

four mile? from

,

Station. W., J. KK. stage meets all flams.
be supplied with the best the market

Hi

;.'.

will

B

:

stations,

SUNDAYS

For Patohogue,

T. F. SCIIUTE, Proprietor;

.mi

!

ji'ut-i

".

i

i

mayw-t.l

OPENS
t»

suit

.-.
i

HiclieouDS.

E.

§iuni,'jmei( '& Routes,

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF
.CANADA

COLLING WOOD LINE.
sol

UPPER CABIN STEAMERS of
.uu.wuo;l
EYERV TUESDAY

Flue

Tlie

i

at

r. m

ii

,

leaving Toronto at

The

.rent

i

this

and
on arrival of steamooat express

.-,

FRIDAY,

m.

l r.

North Shore Lake Superior Route and
passing through the magnificent

LINE

ilSLi

GREAT NORTH CHANNEL,
LAKE COLOillCHDTS
ud

1

SKOli

EXCURSION

Til

may
JENKINS,
ember,

'•..;.

.

IvI'.T.-i

during months of July,

rates

ii

V

be had Lorn
SI

Broadway, New Nork; and

-Ail

AT CENTRAL VERMONT RAILWAY OFFICE,
street, Boston.

Washington

822

Barlow Cumberland,
GENERAL AGENT,
jj-r,

2m

>•'

Yonge

Toronto.

street,

Sportsman's Route.
CANADA, SOUTHERN RAILWAY,

a.,

8i30,

4s06 v. M.

etc.,

For Flushing (Bridge St. 1. College Point and
Whitestone, etc., 6:40, 7:50, 8:41. 9:20, 11:03
A. M., 12:32, 1:33, 3:00, 4:00, 4:40, 5:20, (1:00,

DAYS,
7:43,

"

Now

York

ami Ei I'- i'Milway.
it Detroit, tvil.li JliehiteinCenir.il liailroad.
At Toledo, with Toledo, Wabash and Western

.-

«

with

Buffalo

.-

>.

1

.'

1

Hail road.

DOGS CARRIED FREE

THROUGH CARS— FAST TIME
AIR LINE— STEEL. RAILS.

FRANK
H.

10:00p.M.

For Jamaica, etc., 7:30, 8.44, 9:00. 10:00, 10:20,
11:30 A. M., 1:30, 2:00, 3:30, 4:06, 4:24, 5:05,
On Saturday
5:23, 5:43, 0:03, 0:42, 7:00 p. m.
nights oulv. 12:01 A. M. SUNDAYS. 4: 10. 9:15,
9:30, 10:00, 11:00 A. M., 1:30, 0:30, 6:35 p. m.
Ticket offices in New York at James' Slip and
34th street ferries, at tho offices of Westcott's
Long Island Express Co., 7 Park Place, 785
Broadway, 04'.' Broadway. Grand Central Depot,
in Brooklyn, 333 Washington st.
42d st.
in
Brooklyn, E. D.. 70 Fourth street.
By purchasing tickets at any of the above
ago can be chocked from residence to

Awm,

TROUT

destination.

je'28

Cortliindi, artel

COMMENCING MAY
v.

Arrive,

Leave

M.

New

Arlington,

York, 0:40

21, 1S77.

7

a. m., 7 e.

PORW1N,

n. E.

The Wisconsin Central Eailroad

York Dally at 5 r. m. (Sundays,
from 28 North River, looi

ItOKlMi.N

GEO.

Brooklyn'.

&

I.OVIilil.,

Paaa'r Agent.

SPORTSMEN UK

i'LEAsi

llackcusack— 7:45,
f

:

FOR FLORIDA
FOK TUROUHU

Pli

pel.

Between

sportsmen.
roek

ui;

This season

silver Creek

Belied by

and A-hiaml

ail

ii-hii,

;

.

hi

p. m.

ALBANY.
l.'E

1

,

is

coopers-

i

I

-I'l;.

ml

New

Y'ork

tQays—8:43

5:15

St.,

1:00, 4:15,

and

6:1S

St.,

1:00, 4:15

l:0t>

and

5.15

M. and 6:45 p. m., stopping at

A.

c

urday night only ul 11:45
and IS Aiid. from
through lo Stony Point,

:s

lida.

May

The Bermudas."
N

OW A FAVORITE AND DELIGHTFUL
WINTER RESORT,
from
i.iu.e,

New

is readied in seventy
York, mid beiiif- surrounded oy the
Suit Stream enjoys an equable

oi en.

-i

ciega-at British Steamships "Bermuda," and
info" t mill ions lined e\ u.-essly for Me
ger travel, are dispatched fr.
ew York for Bermadafortoiglitl.v. mating ci
•villi sreaiuerslor St. 'Phoi
West, lud'u
Pot
full information apply to A. E. OUTERBR1DGE
Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec 21 ly.

procured

Depot

Erie

Ticket

at Erie

oy City,
e ..nice

in Jei

17-tf

L.

1).

BRIAN,

STONINGTON LINE,
FOR BOSTON AND ALL POINTS
REDUCED FARE:
Elegant Steamers

Q-ANSETT
at

5:00

stonimgtoN

See

Supt.

EAST.

NARRA-

and

Norm River, foot Jay St.
NOT A TRIP MISSED IN SEVEN

leave Pier

P.M.

YEARS.

a;:

Tickets for ?ale at al] principal ticket nfllces. Slate
rooms secured at oiric.es of WeMcott Express Co.
pany, and at 363 Broadway, New York, and :i;-:3 Washington St., Brooklyn.

PROVIDENCE LINE.
Freight only, steamers leave pier 87, North River,
Park Place, at 4:3o P. M. Freights via cither

foot

L.W.FILKI

St.
rpHE

all

Tw

S. Co.,*

D.S.BABCOCK.Ples.

Paul and

St.

Louis

Short Lone.
'•FISniN'G LINE."

BrookTroiii;,<

•

Black Bass
(,r;tii(i

payliiig

ra

ml

Burlington, C. Rapids

& N'rth'i-n

ETisneries

OF SOUTH Kits Mlfllhl.W, VIA
Rapids and Indiana Railroad.
I

qiJICKEST

CHEAPEST AND BEST!

•

l.ilie.)

Rod are undid
iish
named

l.

Pinnate,

.-

partie

Gen. Passenger Agent.

General Manager,

skill to his friends op
IMiiKiuif find can be

Tiike your

THE ONLY DIRECT RAILROAD

nation
I

Ac.

Ohigago to
to
olleied to
tier July 1st,

lie

•s

Jlncltinuw and Lake Super!

turrlon Tick-

ets.
UiiffH.
free at

Gnns, unci Flslilng Tackle Carried

owner's

risk.

Cars lor

o^w.,

MTON RAILROAD,

CHICAGO

liiniil:

the North Woods and
air is pure, dry, and (
beneficial to those
lie

a

and their

Ki*liiiiK

Parries mid Families

s.

St.

from

Louis, and Chicago

Kansas

City,

WITHOUT CHANGE OP CABS.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN

FIBST-OLASS

EVERYTHING.

SPORTSMEN'

will fliid splendid shooting on tho
line of this road prairie chicken, geese, ducks, brant,
email, etc.
Connects direct, at Kansas City with tliti
;

KuisiiB Pacific Railroad for tho great Buffalo
telope range of Kansas and Colorado.

It is our;
tin- route.

aud An-

Liberal arrangements for transport ofDoga for

Lake Ports.

Sportsman,

IRV PRATT,

MUwam

and

iy.

Camp

,1.

General Tickvi
jyr,am

1:00, 4:18

City— 7:15 A.M.,

e

nt low r

iiiii-es.

to all

A.

B:15

m.,

fit.

-

SK'EKEItS

Chequamegon,''
hotel at Ashland, n
Meantime there is afieoinin July.
trot]

t'Bt K, Sup'!..

tieet.

ami Kru.thrrn Ulnil S.
410 South Delaware Avenue,

Philrlflrl.pl! la

numbers.
ISiooh Trout Sei

4.(i5

opened
lOU

,

i',

General Agent.

Superintendent.

m.,

mi.

The new
will he

t

FORD, ENTERPRISE, and intermediate landings
ST. JOHN'S RIVER and interior points in
FLORIDA, by steamship to SAVANNAH, aud thence
by railroad or steamboat, apply to WM. I/. JAMES,

m.

a.

islands of the SI. Lawrence, The
Northern or Adirondack Wilderness,
LakeOeonre, l.al.ii in.unplain, The White
and V rauconis Mountains, Saratoga,
'i'renion, Nia.-.ira. sh iron ami

Springs,

a.

Spring Valley—8:45

on

I'iheaiul Pickcrd,
in no other stream!
IS lhe famous Amerii

Bliore from Ash!.'
rolling in the Bay affords ex-

and

Ii

8:45 A. M., 1:00, 4:15,

SMS

Na'iiu'et— 7:45,

1:15

TICKETS TO FKRNANDINA,
JACKSON VI LLIii, ST. AUGUSTINE, SAN-

(ileal

liichileld

reached along the
v/tllli

never

Alt

Ilaverstraw and Stouy Point— 8:45 A.

The Thouaand
Ink. s of

the

II

j7-3t

eroy|i»H Scneon
The sportsman urn

NEW YORK AND

Full particulars
RI(

Agents.

CONNOR,

L.

GenT

lhe

People's Line Steamers

LAKE SUPERIOR.

New

to Sept. i, inclusive)
street.

l

Murray

The
7:0ri

TliKOtTGH TO

of

Desbrosses Sts.

Dori-nlt.

FISHING!

Steamers leave
July

;

Depots foot of

New Raven

Hunting resorts ot Oape Cod, and Kangeley, and
Aloosehead Lakes, ale.
Tickets for bale at all principal hotels and ticket

M

SNOW,

£.

P. Ar T.

it

7:35, 9:15, 10:35 p. it., 12:01 A. M.
8:50, 10:12, 11:43 A.
0:12,
, 1:12, 3:30,

Montclair & Greenwood Lake
Railway Time Table,

and Riven special attention.

COKTINLN(Suudavs e.\\: M.) and II

BRISTOL and PROVIDENCE.

SUN-

6-40,

ifontrcal ami
o>t
i.leasani

MAMMOTH PALACK STEAMERS

For Flushing, Main street, etc.. 0:40, 7:40,
9:20, 11:03 A. M., 12:32, 1:33, 3:00, 4:20, 5 :00, 5:40,
0:31,7:04 P. it. Saturday tights oulv, 12:01 A.
SUNDAYS, 9:27, 10:30 a. m., 12:43, 2:12,
M.
6 :30 p. M.

;

Direct connect ions at

BOSTON AND_THE EAST.

etc.,

SUNDAYS,

v. K.

For Babylon,

FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent.
Gen'l Manager.
febn-ir

Frank Thomson.

offices.

at 9:03 A. M., 2:00, 4:4.5,
9:15 \. M.
at 7:30, 8:44, 9:03, 11:30 A.
SUNDAYS,
ST., 2:00, 4:24, 4:45, 5:23, 6:03 p. jr.
9:15 a.m., «,35 p. M.
For Port Jefferson, etc., at 10:00 A. M., 3:30,
SUNDAYS, 0:30 A, M.
5:05 p. M.
For Norlhport, etc.. 10:00 A. M., 3:30, 4:24,5:05,
SUNDAYS. 9:30 a. m., 0:30 P. M.
6:42 P. M.
For Locust Yallov, Gloti Cove, etc., 8:l4, 11:30
SUNDAYS,
a. it., 2:00, 3:311, 4:24, 5,05, 0:42 i>. m.
9:30 A. ST., 6:30 p. M.
For Jtemelc, etc., at 7:30, 8:41. 11:30 A. Jr.,
2:1)11. 4:24, 5:23, 0:03,
7:00 p. M.
SUNDAYS. 9:15
36 p. it.
For Rockaway Beach, etc., 9:00, 10:20, 11:30
4:24,
5:13
p.
ji.
SUNDAYS,
A. M., 1:30,
9:15,
10:00, 11:00 A.ir., 1:30, 'i:30 p.m.
For far Rockaway, etc., 9:00, 10:20, 11:30 A. Mr..
1:30. 2:t0, 3:0(1. 4:24. 5:05, 5:43, 7:00 p. m.
SUNDAYS, 9:15, 10:00, 11:00 A. m., 1:30, 0:30, U:35f. M.
For Hempstead, etc., 7:30, 7:40, 9:00, 9:20.
11:03 A. it., 1:33. 2:00. 3:00, 4:20. 5:00, 0:03, 0:40,
On Saturday nights only, 12:01 A. H.
7:04 r. jr.
SUNDAY'S, 9:15. 0:27 a. m., 4:30 i>. m.
For Garden City, ete.. 7:40, 9:03, 9:20, 11:03
A. M., 1:83, 3:00, 4:20, 4:45, 5:00, 5:40, 7:04 P. it,
On Sattuday nights only, 12:01 A. M. SUNDAYS,
9:27A. jr., 4:30 p.m.
For Great Neck Branch, etc., 6:40, 9:20 A.M.,
Saturday nights only,
1:33, 4:20, 5:40, 6:31 V. M.
SUNDAYS, 0:27 A. M., 0:30 p. at.
12:01 A. M.

5:23

CLIFF IIOUSH. SEA CLTFF. L. I„
SEA
.
rot the season ISI7, on May ;.at rates

9:03 A.
8:44,
at 1:10 A. M.

at

till-

SALT WATER SPORT AFTER FIN

\'

ton

:

for

L. P.

River Line,

Fall

LBT7.

FerrvboatB leave James' Blip, N. Y., thirty minutes, and from Thirty-fourth Btreet, E. R., ill'teen
minutes previous to departure of trains.
On
Sundays, from Thirty-fourth street only.
Trains leave Long Island City iih follows
For Oreenport, Sag Harbor, auil intermediate

.owned

AND FEATHER.

ISLAND RAIl.HIMI).

as

can m
ties lor

re.

Sipian to and from roint

and

HAVES CAPE MAY,
NEW .IKRSKN Co.AVP

BEACH

TtK3KERTON,

S. E.

MAYO,

Gen'l Passenger Agent.

II.

l'Ai.K.

'..

P. a

I

.

A..

Oraml Rapids, Mloh.

A. IlOI'l'E, Easlerii Passenger Agenl
116

MarUec

street, ruilaUolphla.

JAMES CHAPJ/rOiN,
-

-

-

-

General Pfteeenger Agent,

Xyhicago,

ii i„,

.

,

forest: and stream.

454

0nii{tawiJcr,

P. Wesson's

&

Long

ORIENTAL

Mid-range

THE BEST

IN

Breech-Loading.

Hifl.es,

THE WORLD.

,

POWDER MILLS
..MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KIND'S OF

GUNPOWDER

For full Particulars, Price

BROAD STREET,;,BOSTON.

BRANDS-DIAMOND

GRAIN",
3I

FALCON* DUCKING.

•

_

w

WILD FOWL SHOOTING. }
WESTERN SPOUTING.
Oriental "

expense

ia

powder Is equal to any made

spared to

make

J BRANCH
\

OFFICES.

Exchange

G. Monro, Agent, 19

.1.

Cobb * Wheeler, Agents, S
f
rO.J.Cnapln, Agent,! t8Lo
Agencies In the principal

:

no

the best.

Sta

i.e

Chambers

New York.

street.

Received Medal and Diploma at Centennial Bxuuii

Siting

Meson

Co nroy,Bissett&
If

T

actory— Foot South

St., Buffalo, N.
St., Chicago, IU.

St., St.

Brooklyn,

street,

silt

&

Manufacturer of

©
Pi

United States.

ST„

N.

Waterloo Street,

iyl!6m

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of

Orange Lightning Powder.

"

''".
'

1

'

cam

!.

l.ers

Co-cue:
hi Oc
in
lijdier number ,<pcc illy noin

'

I

<

s

I

I

l

?

-,

j

_

!

I

;j

i

-

The annexed

mender] for breech-loading guns.

reductions
quote :

Orange Ducking Powder,
Rifle

Fly Rods,
Tips

Powder.

best for rifles and all ordinary purposes.
FG, FPU and FFFG. the last being tne finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 2.5 lbs., 12>J lbs.
and Si Ins.. and in canisters of lb. and % lb.
All ol the above give high velocities and less
residuum to
other
ands made, and are recommended and used by Oapfc A. H. HOGARDUS,
the ••Cham uiiin WingShoi of the World."
BLASTING I'llWDKK and ELECTRICAL BLAST-

S3

o

e Strips, 2

$40

Joint

Sif

Black BasB Rods,
Strip, 2 Tips
Black Bass Rods, 6
Strip, 3 Tips and

1

bn

$25

j

S5

35

50

SO

Duplicate Joint...

Salmon

m
CO

(|
'-J

Fowler's Celebrated Six Strip Bam-

-3

"3

I

Private orders

Positively no machinery

part of their

ei.iisiriict.ion.

is

In

Rods— the

:.
.

N.

Itliaea,

ta

%poi[tsntcn'8

06

^

Dash

Jack,

g
<

any

§aods.

and

Fishing

LAMP,
NTINO

lit

New

best in

.

:-.

FISH.

oocno.i

Boating,
Trip.

tttingor

Deer
'-LARlNtl
on any
,-

Camping

d by

Wind, Rain
Burns kerosene

SKJLSTSliSEt'S

the market.

Send

Y

BOUDREN'S PATENT COSllilRATFiN

c

'ic.

SST SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
grade of these

ill

"id

o
Q
A
O

50

used

-r
,..,,,.

FOWLER

WHOLLY MADE

BY HAND.

vay the
i"ds in hi;
Is
of line

ittl

world.

tackle. Hods sen per
for circular. A. H,

40

80

are, in ail their parts,

We have but one

CARD.

rods, 6 Strip,

Tips..

2

These Rods

05

N.B.

St. Johns,

-<3

Q

m

tips,

Sizes,

ING APPARATUS. MI ITARY IWVDEli
oialikmdson hand and made to mder.

We

Now.

Kods.li Strip, S
and duplicate

Fl.v

The

:

2"

show the

we have made.
erly.

lbs. eacli.

Orange

list will

1
h
w

00

Form-

For water-fowl, strong and clean. No. 1 to 6 in
metal kegs, 6% lbs. each, and canisters ol 1 and 6

h3 Dr.

O

ENAMEL ALL PRESERVED ON
TUE pUTSIDB.
QUALITY GUARANTEED.

y.,

'

9

Rand PowderCo.

MURRAY

No. 2G

§>zciifo

Sulmon and Trout Rods,
Salmon and Trout Fllea
Casting Lines, Lauding Nets, Gaffs, etc.

Q
Lafiin

SMi'M

-

Six Strip Hexagonal Split

LonU.Mo.'

uadeiphut.

D1NCEE SCRIBNER,

D.

E.

'

gnclilc.

65 Fulton Street, fiTew York.

A

cities in the

IB

gwhk.

fSflfttng

(Oriental Rifle.)

r The "

Agent, No.

1!ril ''"stm.

-

List, etc..

R WESSON,

Address,
Office— 13

Fluted Bait,

PHILADELPHIA

HAZARD POWDER

Fishing Tackle

CO-

House,

PRICK.

Jack aud Bash

MANUFACTURERS OF

The

GUNPOWDER.

P.a.ss size,

1 (fine) to 6

(coarse).

strength and cleanliness.

Hazard's "American Sporting,"

guns.

Hazard's

'*

Duck: Shooting."

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. caniEters
and fly. lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
shunting remarkably close and with great
penetration. For field, forest or water shooting, it
ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable
for muzzle orbreech-ioadcrs.
(fine)

Manufacturers

A

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25,
13# and Cif lbs, and cons of 5 lbs. FFFG is also

SMpley's

Yokk, July
a.no

Specialty of the

NEW

The perfect re
-!
T: :
nt y..ur tisliing lack

orld.

forwarded by the n

irej

l:

JOHN

e»ch.

s,

II.

hi ,\

.;:
i'-.'

by mail.

Syracuse,

Price.

New

Cement, ami
Sea SheiCs,

GREENWOOD,
ol

Aipnina

(trr ee'rionsi'

d,-;.ier in JC,li

etc.,

Fend,

wholesale and

Nos. 11 A to 13
Near Murray

com

York, N. T.

THE NATURAL FOOD

THE LIFE OB TRADE.

PULTON

Everything else

D

pans

to all

lor

Split

S.

A

.

States and Cainulas.

FLOUKNftE BtACHINE C0MPANT,
German

CURTJS & HARVEY'S

NOS. 2, 8, 4, 5, 8, 7 anas. Superior Rifle, Enfield
and Col. Hawker's Ducking, W. STITT, 61
street, N. T. Agent tor the United states.

in prices.

Trout Rods,

full

mounted,

my

from

'•

tip,

was awarded a

FLORLONCF., .MASS.
Agents

"Send for Circular.

.

POCKET BEDSTEAD:

Lanoewi
manufat
$(>,

SALMON, BASS and TROUT

and mounted with my
patent
waterproof ferinlc." and yvarranted against imperfections in material aud workmanship.
Any style of finish, hexagtmal or round, as may
- in -!.' (i. I '.co ci
in erSieart, Ash, or Lancewood. MADE TO ORDER.
Centennial for

and Brass Rod Mountings ready
I

i.

inrnietiy cyi; other rods in proportion.
Every Hod bearing
name is six strands

butt to extreme

Silver

made and to orderof mvowu manufacture Ferules,
Guides, Rings. Tips, He
Bands S rew and Solid
Bottoms, Double Fittings.
Uao it :..- is
Pays urn

iiCto,

I

English bporting Gunpowder.

DIAMOND OKAIK

Goods sent C. O.

Bamboo Rods a Specialty

Great reduction

jyi9

cedar

proportion.

ot IheJ-'jiiied

FISHING.

arid Warren Sporting
standard. The above can
be had of the dealers, or at wholesale at tile office,
27 Doane street. Boston, Mass., and of the agents,
SONS, corner of WashP. UOVKLI.
ington, Cornhill and Brattle street, Boston, Mass.

Rifle,

in

Manufacturer of every variety of

Border Rifle," Snap-Shut,

JIAsS,

Fishing Rod Makers.

BANGOR, MAINE,

Mills,

.

NEW 10RK

STREET,

L. LI

Continental,

BUCK

mail, 75c.

Makes the Immense Reductions.
to $80.

BLASTING AND MINING, SHIPPING AND
SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

for

I have, after careful study, at last found a bait, that
excels all others tor taklug black bass. Sample by
The a nove cut represents the bait

CO.,

TO AMATEUR
50

j.c

JOHN

'

v1

retail.

Grecnheart Rods for Trout and Bass Fishin?, $15
Ash and Lance wood Rods for Trout and Bass
Fishing $7 to $12.

when shooting in a coall tied space iu-doors,
the suiolce from any regular powder would
produce a smell rather offensive to some people, and
cause somewhat greater obstruction to vision.
CAM'. A. II. BOdARDOS,
Champion Wing Shot ofthe World.
when

II.

,

j

and Aquarium

CROOK &

B.

J.

:

except

*'

McBride,

J.

Murnford, Monroe County, s. Y.

W. IIOT.1IERTON,
Sole Airent for New York City.

COLLEGE PLACE,

New

St.

lOitlPIiTlTiON IS

Please tay, for the Information of some of my
who may be misled by current statements,
am still on the same powder for all out-door
shooting, which I have used for several years past,
never having risked the use of the nitrated powders

Cannon and Musket,

Hammock.

Plants, Fish Gloftes, and ininaini stock of nil descriptions. Canaries, Citcc-, Uustie Bii-kets, Bird Houses,

that I

HPORTIfW BKANBS— Eureka,

Co's Pocket

.

Miss Sara

$'.

Vork.

friends

Warren Powder

TRilDGEPORT. Conn.
cSc

TROLLilNU

If not to be lound
these spoons vviK be

je28 tf

10, 1877.

Rod and Gun

yiatf

Seydel

niuuii

i,r,

B.

WALL STREET. NEW YORK.

NBW

j

Tackle

l's:-.

Mann fact urer

The above can bo bad of dealers, or of trie Company's Agents in overj prominent city, or wholesale
at our office, £

Editoe Forest and Stream

BOO

COMPANY.

i

Iliirhesl

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder.

GOVERNMENT CANNON & MUSKET POWDER;
ALSO, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT. OF
ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

isiiiug

AVI'Hi

^IcBride Flies,

TACKLE

FISHING

oil

;i,i

WHITE

Self-Hi

SPOON.

lane v. lb, t misters. Burns strong and
moist.. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands for
ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG is
the. standard llitU powder of the country.
in

8S

I

every lisll liu-.l Piles.
Kor Trout on gin. Hi
Fur Bass on
institute,

Hazard's " Kentucky Rifle."
packed

;

Celebrated Green Heart "Wood MEDAL AND DIPLOMA FEOMINTEi;for Amateur Rod Makers. End Mountings in Sets
KATIONAL EXHIBITION, PA., 1STG,
RODS, REEL S, E-t o., REPAIRED.

OJj

clean,

FINE

of

i.-,i

132

COMMERCE STREET, PHILA.

503

1 (line) to 11 (coarse).
In 1 lb. canisters and
6Jf lb. kegs. A line grain, quick and clean, for
upland prairie shooting.
Well adapted to shot-

1

,„

,

0. O. D., with privilege of examination.

PISH
& SIMPSON
NASSAU ST. NEW YORK.

SHIPLEY & SON.

A. B.

Nos.

and

,.

I

Sendstampforillastratod r
and Sporting GoodB,

Unsurpassed in point ot
Packed in square canis-

ters of lib. only.

Nos.

.

.

post-paid, on receipt nf price. Eagle Olav
:atobing Fish and Game, ssmples bv mail. ."Sand "Scents.

Hazard's ''Electric Powder."
Nos.

eem,

::,

1

fn 00

Fishing f.ainp

best bait used for Bass and Pickerel Fishing

MEDAL

and

my Split Bamboo

DIPLOMA

n

;

j

$$, Sill.

100 feet Superior Linen Line, by mail
£ 25
"
»
"
••
200 "
60
"
"
"
"
"
75
"
600 "
CuttieHunk, "
BOD
BiackBass Flies (something new) per doz
2 60
Large variety of Trout Flies for Maine and the
Adiromlacks; prices. *i, fi :,n,
pi-r doz.
Brass
Reels, plain, 00c.„ 70c, fl icn-Ii. Brass Reels, multiplying, $1 75,
o.cach. Rubber Click,
c
c
German Sliver Click, and multiplying reels for black.

THIS BED,

300

:

bass, front,

aud

-,

for "In

la.,-

Complete outers as
material and workmanship.
Goods sent C. O. D.

a

Cm
o

-fork.
[stent

IMP, LAWjS, TIOUSE

Weight but

AND

OFFICE.

2;e lb?.; is one. of the greatest

economical luxuries ever invented.
VT.

MASON,

and

m.isi

1

Albany,

:>. Y.

with good

i

and Canada.

at the

Rods.

Also manufacturer of Patent Reels for Salmon
and Trout fishing. The lightest, strongest, and
jandsoniest Reels ever made.
"
Fnllllneof FISHING TACKLE ahvayson hand.
Send for circular and price list.

J.

F.
126

MARSTERS,

Maitopactcbeb,

NASSAU STREET, NEW

TtORK.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods.

It

mi co

loiio;

fji

a dolooks well; is
not in thewav.; ic easily
adjusted, and fits any
dasher. Sent, post-paid
on roecipt of one dollar.
.

Safety

Emu Huuokk

Co., Portland, Maine.

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

HENRY
No. 1

SQUIRES,

C.

CORTLANDT STREET,
THIRD DOOR FROM

if.

^

BROADO'AV.

Chas
FINEMANCHESTER,
FISHING- TACKLE,
VEHWCOWT.
MANtfFACTtfEBH OF

These guna have been winners In every trial daring at last three years, competing with all the firstclass makers in England. The sin otmg of everv gun is giiaraiiteed, and prices as low a« consistent with
good wort;. Guns built to e
nrtsmen. I keep the Pest selected stock of gnus by all the
ether makers to ne found il
Bcott, Webley, Remington, Parker and Fox. Marshall's
AMnt for
si,:es ana in any quantities.
new Glass Ball Trap, $5 three trap*, jis.. Kia.;isli chilled shot.
Dittmar powder. Complete outnis 'or iiuntiFn: and rainpinu. Ties' Breech-Loader ever offered in the
rr hated Catalogue.
United States for !f35. Be

VERY STRONG AND DURABLE ARTIFICIAL
Fully Equal to

i

:i

;

FLIES.

any Made.

I

i

For Trout, ?1.50 per dozen. Triple Hoolc Flies,
e
y
Refer to i*.°J. krROaniTN, Kcesevllle, N. Y.;

$3.50

STODDARD'S

to SJ.50 per dozen.

For Bass, ?2.50

per dozen.

L. A. BEAROSI.EE, Little Falls,
WEXTIQX " FOREST AA'D STREAM."

N. Y.

Com.

SEXD FOR VKSCRirriVE CA TALOGfE.

_

THE UNITED ^TATES" CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
CARTRIDGE LOADING IMPLEMENT,
MASS.
TOOLS,

LOWELL,

COMBINING SEVEN DIFFERENT

Cap

Expeller,

Recapper, Loader and Tube, Creaser, Cutter.
Crimper an d Shel Extractor.

Manufacturers of the

l

NO. IO
I

1 1

fr

tl]f

u

n

>

i

i

Meta

operations possible in the manipulation of Paper or

f Eli the

CENTRAL

KOW RBADT.

Jm ch-Lundus.

Nickel Plated.

Length, 4* indies.

Used hv the Armv and Navy of the United

Weight 10 ounces.

All thooperations are perfect, and suitable for

any

FIRE, SOLID HEAD,
BRA.SS SHELL, RE-LOADING CARTRIDGE,

AWARDED BOTH MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AT CENTENNIAL
EXHIBITION.

States and several Foreign Governments.

RIM FIRE AMMUNITION.
orders for TARGET PRACTICE CARTRIDGES.

All hinds of

shell.

Special attention paid to

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
Circulars sent

Send postal order or check

on application.

C. J.

STODDARD &

to

CO.,

Lock-Box 192, Washington, D.

C.

^mn$emtntu,
s?

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

>§fr.

p ILiVIORE'S CONCERT GARDBN.

H.T.Heimbold's

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION MEDAL
AWARDED FOR

OPEN EVERY NIGHT IN THE WEEK WITH
GILMORE'S GREAT MILITARY BAND.
SPECIAL PROGRAMMES SUNDAY EVENINGS.

STEAM LAUNCHES.

50 cents admission.

Compoimd Fluid Extract

Boxes seating

four, $3.

Zoological Garden.
FAHillCUHT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Cr.tn every day.

BUCHU.

A large collection

of Living Wild
25 cents

BeaMS, Birds and Reptiles. Admission
children under twelve, 10 cents.

Jan6 ly

GREAT NEW YORK AQUARIUM,
THE
Open daily from
way and 35th
street.

Broad,

9 x.

M. to

Beautiful Tropica! Fishes ami Anemones.
Wonderful Horned Cow Fishes and Aseidians.
Twelve seals, sea lions, 15 sharks. 40 blow fishes, 6
hell-benders, and thousands of oi tier curious marine
creatures. Prof. Young, marvelous veeiriioceu-r
Miss Luliiu in submarine pertormauces. Delightful
Feeding the animals and
orchestral concerts.
flsbes and other entertaiments.
Coney Island Aquarium now open for the summer.
10 p.m.

Owing
original

various counterfeiting

to

ot

receipt and preparations, I

my
hav

changed my labels and wrappers, which in
future will be printed in

CAKMIKE
The Public

'

Highest Honors

INK.

cautioned to be

a

CENTENNIAL WORLD'S

AIR, 1876.

SHONINGER ORGANS.
e

and

get the genuine, prepared by the

m Y. SAFETY STEAM POWEKjiCO
30 Cortlandt
GIVE

Street,

New

H. T.

Manufacturing Company,

SPECIAL ATTBNTIO N TO THE BUILDING TOF

LAUNCHES AND THEIR MACHINERY,
aim

Broadway & 7th
NEW YORK.

will furnish them comnlete in every particular, fitted either as Swift Racers, Fast Pleasure Boats, Party
complete. Also
Boats, Fishing Boats. Ship's Tenders, or Ferry Boats. Or will supply the
models, drawings and moulds to parties preferring to build their own boats.

I

MACHINERY,

S&ZI8

ETQiR

BESCRIPTIVE

HELIBOLD

York.

St.,

eiROTPT^/LEt.

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
Unrivalled forthetot' --id the bath.
No
*
decep-

aTvictorious invention

'

The Eagle Claw.
An ingenious device for the purpose of catching alt kinds of
Animals. Fish and Game.
The easy method of setting the Eagle Claw, combined with
the simplicity of removing the victim, are

among

its

PRONOUNCED U.vajnIMOUSLY AS T

peculiar

immaterial how to place it when set. It may be buried
the ground, suspended from the limb of a tree, or, when
occasion requires, covered with grass, leaves or other light
material without in any way impairing its certain operation.
It is adapted for bait of any description, and, when, set, no
It can possibly escape.
Auimal, Fish or Bird
It does not mangle or injure its victims in the slighest degree,
nor need they be bandied to free them from the trap.
.

.

flat in

ib

any addreBs on receipt of TS cents.
-•*..,. Address B. T. Bubbltt, JTew
-^ *"" »-For Sale by a'J DrucK

H.

'

1RICE LIST:
1— For fishing and

No.

all

kinds of small

game and

No.2— For catching Mink, Muskrats, Raccoons, large Game,
Fish,

75 cents.

&c

S. or Rocky Mountain Giant, for catching Bears, Wolves,
Panthers, Ac. Can be easily set by a boy, and will Btand a
Weight. »to ISlbs.fclO.
strain of several hundred pounds.
All goods sent, charges paid, to any address on receipt of price.

Ho.

Address

Chas. L. Coate,
...^ SSO Fulton
P. O.

'

Bos

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

a*.

AGENTS WANTED.

WALDSTEIN
OPTICIAN,

animals,
35 centB,

sent by mall

York City.

545 Broadway,

Few

York,

Best

il Hi

Instruments.

Their comparative excellence is recognr
J udges in their Report, from which the following
ie an extract:

"The B. sHONINCSER ORGAN CO.'S exhibit
as the best Instruments at a price rendering them
possible toa large class of purchasers, having aeora
bination of Reeds and Bells, producing novel and

pleasing effects, containing many desirable improvements, will Stain.! lousrer in dry or dump
liable to get out of order, all the boards being tuade
three-ply, put together so it is impossible for them
to either 'hrink. swell or split."

Has

THE ONLY
ORGANS AWAROKD THIS RINK.

fine

This Medal and Award was granted after the most
severe competition of the best makers, before one of
the most competent lories ever assembled.

received the highest award at the Centennial
Exposition for his fine Glasses, especially Opera
and Field Glasses. His display at H5 Broadway of

TELESCOPES, FIELD, MARINE and OPERA
CLASSES, MICROSCOPES, SPECTACLES and EYE CLASSES, ARTIFICIAL

HUMAN EYES,

Etc.,
Illustrated catalogue mailed on

la really wonderful.
receipt of postage of four cents,

New styles and prices just issued, which are ill accordance with our rule, the BEST OKtJANS for
the least

money.

We are prepared

Illustrated
plication to

B.

97

ESTABUf^"

-4ft,

c

to

appoint a fesv
i

led,

new

Agents.

postpaid,

SHONINGER ORGAN

upon ap-

CO.,

to 123 Chestnut Street,

NEW

HAVEN, CONN,

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
§mis,

&

W.

§ith.H. §tc,

SCOTT & SONS.

C.

§um,

giflcs, gtc.

First Prixe Me<i.il and Diploma,
Mbitton

Sportsman's Depot.

- "reinlcr Quality and

IS36.)

First

premium

at

New Tort

World's Fair ut

and

libition.

$wo.

to

____^ extra.

marked

the 1'keiiikk (Joaiitt
[Extract from Fokest and STBBAM,

Now York

Awards

of

Guns

" This

s

rapirily se

THREE BARRELED

mber

Dei

.

Marked thf 'h-.,
Our highest grade

as

IS

26, ISTfi,

(TWO SHOT AND ONE

PREMIE R GUN WORKS,

Birmingham, England.

.1

in:'

-;

i»OH

allfclnUs of shooting.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Lisle,

Broome

Co.,

Rifles,

Revo! vers,

CO.,

Ammunition,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

N. T.

And

THE STTJRTRVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
to unscp
ro remove
THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVTLS,
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

STEVENS' PATENT BREECH-LOADING

Donothave

."'I.'

i,

i

,

I

I

',1

"

'I

is

ilumi.iiity,

'

,

combines simplicity
.mge of nil its parts.

.

The most i-ntteu!
and win.

J.

ivi

" e Market.

'

UliTM

STEVENS

CO., Chicopee

<fc

Falls,

HaviL.
can safel.

JR.,

GUNS, PISTOLS, SPORTING GOODS,
114 Sonth Clark Street, Chicago.

W.

as equal,

in

our Shell,

.

Shells will be made at extra cost.
•for No. 12 ; $1.30 for No. 10.

111.

Factory and

Manufacturer of

office,

They are

NO

No. 2,239 De Kalb

street, St.

FOR SPORTSMEH,
Game Bag; weighs

ounces.
The most convenient and cosiest garment ever
offered to Sportsmen. Can be used in place of a
12

room for 50 shells and 75 snipe or quail; by
mall for $2.
Holabird's New Cartridge Vest, capacity for fifty
shells; simple and admirable for boat shooting;
$2.50. Fine Linen, Corduroy and Fustian suits made
to order in the neatest and most desirable Btyle.
Send 25 cents for mi boot on Dog Breaking and
catalogue of goods. Money refunded if not satisfied.

W. H. HOLABIRD,

Yd. Range.
TARGET PASTERS
AND
Score Cards.
SOLD BX
Dealers ii Snorting

and Rough Balls.

Valparaiso, Ind.
JT12

DENMSUN &

(M&

10O-YAHD

a

by mail, with circular and

CO., 198 Broadway, N. Y.

'TOURISTS

^^^

<Ba

I

Convenient and Handy

I

" ihing to Fit/ting Rod*, Gun_ __w, and all aorta of Sportsmen *
Baggape.
Buj of your ne&rcmt

for

1AGS.

SPORTSMEN'S CLUBS AND AMATEURS.
THE PATENT ROUGH BALL-The
when

hit

only Ball

Every

by shot. Use none but the best.
; Traps, March 13, 1817.

ball

A

DENJilSON

CO.,

Broadway,

198

Founded July

break sure
marked. Patented

that will

i,

Jf.Y.

1803.

April 10, 187T

Geo. E. Hart

dealer lor Holabird's goods.

TEN CENTS

receipt of
will be sent

TARfiET

1

These Traps and Balls patented by Bogardus and used by him many
thousand times, proves them to be just what is wanted by all

coat;

Ask yonrjgun

From 25 to 1009

Lonls.Mo.

Captr Bogardus' Patent Glass Ball Trap

Valparaisof Ind,

Ftiuflit.

If

On

Shooting Suits complete, consisting of Coat, Test,
Pants and Cap, 510. No. 1 Shooting Coats, waterproof and flrstrclasa in every particular, sent'.by

ETC.

N. T.

Henkt

Specialtieslin Clothing

mail, post-paid, $6.
Holablrd'S New

BROADWAY

300

Louis Patent Shell Manufacturing Company.

St-

GTOS

we

;

HOLABIRD,

H.

-mend them

Improvements

not superior, in
quality to any Paper Shell manufactured '.„ "Ms
..
country or
in Europe.
Among the advantages claimed for these Shells, are : A
saving of 25 por cent, in the use of powder; also the great
decrease in recoil. The sizes made are No. 19r-S«,
2JJ
and 3 inches
No. 12— 'i%, 2J£, an.l 27i inches. Longer
t mailable.
Sample, 100, sent by express on receipt of |1. 15

New Yorfc.

Bowery,

iade important

OK

!

SHOT

for Circular.

FOWLER & FULTON,

Base Paper Shell."

St. Louis Conical
2iir

THOMAS,

IfAYKiSREEIFLBS
Send

Mass,

GUNSMITHS ANDJRLFLE GiLLERY,

B.

•

M

O. C. it B. ZETTL.T5R,

process of luanofac•rneiits, make it the

insp.-rtioii in

ture,

i

Rifles, Double and Single Barrel Shot-Guns,
Poefeet Rifles, Pocket Pistols, anh the noted Hunter's
Pet Rifles. Send for catalogue.

cote.

Arm

«.

BROWN

i

Shooting

and a-loo

as

32,

22,

Tntoftew ami elegant

Hobbs' patent waterproof primer*, ever cniis £re and are
highly prized hy nil that. Have: used' them.
PAPER SHELLS.-ISy repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made exre
ro
l rpose we can now warrant our
&
. ?,&,
jT^fe?\
PAPER
SHELLS equal to air, :<:,>-: ei
hey are sure
Arc, and will not burst in the gun.
n lU e
f n
6 defUara ta 8 P°rtin
g materials for
^
the i}
c c
Sh "l
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

Our New

Invited to

PATENT BEYOLYEB8,

In four sizes of

..,

'

goods appertaining thereto.

Special Attention

1

II'

".'

all

SMITH'S

-

the exploded caps,
'

Varieties—

Guns,

UNION METALIJC CARTRIDGE

W. H. BAKER,

and

Split

el

Will iind a select assortment or

street,

Manufactured by the

8ept..30:0m

Del

SPORTSMEN

Breech-Loading Shot Guns,

-

Represented by w." Holberton, 102 Nassau

"Kridcr's"
Taxidert

Paper and Metallic Shells

RIFLE.)

EMItta

.Xta.,

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels. Lines, Honks, Flies,
Leaders, Snoods, Anirn-m: Run Fly Books,
Etc- Etc.
t^- „Salmon, Bass and Trout Flies Made to Order.

it

feature in Hie Sporting L'ne.
Forma n
compart gun from eijrbt to ten pounds,
•'-';,

E. Inr. Second and Walnut

N.

-~

Breech-Loading Guns.
A new
fin mid

JOHN KRiDER,

usual

Contributed by one of theJndsea of
Hie Centennial :]
In the highest degree strength and simplicity,
and must
.

& Co-,

tf

NEWABK,

*»/«»•

N. J.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Cotton Duok, every width* weight, cut to any length,

HERRINGS SAFES

^

Oiled do. manufactured by steam power.
Saturated, not enameled,

No.

S

Slings for disabled Horses,

"The World's Champions."

thoroughly harnessed, $10 each.

of

Teal GaUleguw.

1. Artist's A.

Camping.

2. Military.
*

Lock Pouches, Messenger Bage^

Lawn and Gaiden.
4. Camp Meeting*. ChapeL
6. Circus & Sliow.
3.

6. Base Ball.Cricket.&c
hejsa*. 7 Sundries.

Kose Bags at wholesale,
anytmng and
^A
everything that
can be made

Arrangement

.

^Jjpjj
Thos.

of canvas.

W.

&

Shot

Sparks,

Bar Lead

MANUFACTURER.
Walnut

Office 131

Street,

Philadelphia,

THE SNEIDER
The only
'

y£gN^fc&K

D
T™f„
PalLUettO lentS,
1

4-4.

.-.TT....^
„w,„
represented above.

Recelved;interaational Exhibition awardB:

10 feet square, $20 each.

7J"

-

7

"

C
]

^aSfifcrj^^jiWUuJMte'id*"--

'-

s. Tent
Mail Bag Manufy,

and

Boyle's U.

(

rVJLXOX

ST.,

delphia. 1S74;

New

American

York, and

many

ST DOES NOT BITE THE TONGUE,

as can be produced.

Our Cigarettes are as fine
is tree -from mineral and other injurious substances.

Institute,
others.

THE BEST

HERRING

afe;and^ lock.manufacturers,
by
281

and 252 Broadway, N. Y,

is

Mixture of Perique end YanityEajr.
Ask your dealer

WM.

B

Sample

New

6 bore.
and material!
more
the only
j,t

Ee-

occur

"WorttmanBhip, Rebounding Locks and Compen"
ii

Clark

&

214 W. Pratt

them.
CO., Rochester,

1

outlines

The Sneider Heboundinp Look uaed

aatl

KIMBALL &

to

to the finest Bnglieh Guns, and at
reasonable prices.

ictJoo

GUNS REBORED FOR ULO^K SHimiTING.
STOCKS BENT TO ANT CROOK.
Pin Fire fiuns changed to Central Fire.
ItuziU-LoafUr^ Sum Altered to Mreaek-Loadtrt.

Dest French Cigarette Paper only used.

for

from 6

m finish, symmetry of

HIGHEST CBNTENN1AL MEDAL POR
used, which

L'AMERIQUE,
TRY
CIGAliEKTTES, AND JUST THE THING FOR

mail, Fifteen cento.

Top Lsver Action

bonuiiei

.gj,

Only the ibest French Cigarette paper

SUMMER SMOKING.

CO.,

Sizes,
Equal

Alsoia wards of goldjand silver medals.

GTJN.

iveposlt

Self-Olosiag

TM THU WOHLD,

'

SEW XOSK.

FOE MEEKSCHATJM AND CIGARETTES.
assachusaettB Charitable Mechanic Association,
Boston, 1814; Franklin Institute. Phila-

Double-Grip

York.

Send

Sneider,
St.,

Baltimore

for lUas'.rateii Catalogue.

